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A. Ile 	Armes= Boustratos, D.D., D.C.L. 
Ptokusor id Canon Lam at the Catholic Univenity of Park. Honorary Canon el Pope. 
Paris editor al the Conesinit Cesimtpersim 

A. C. O. 	Ammar CZAIILEI Lawn Gammas Gurarma, DCA., M.D., Ps.D., P.R.S. 
Keeper of Zoologist De/Nutmeat. BIWA Moseunt.1117,-,1195-_  Gold Medallist. Bah/  (en 

tresSuSacertt  'As ileas7its She 	&kV if  ""*ng° a
ssort, 

A. C. PK Rae Arms Commas McGiersnr, M.A. Ps D., D 
Preform al Church Ilimry, Union Theological Seminary. New York. Author of 

iPori
btfiristioreely U Aposeeeise Age; se. Editor 01 the  Historic  Edens  11 ProPhse (M ). 

A. D. Attune Dosses, LL.D., D C.L. 
See the biographical ankle: Doom, Rower Maui. 	Mr, Maims. 

A. ö IL P. Arrsont es Wurr Foam 	 f Power Tmenegnion: 
Superietenden 4 Ranh Star Wake Conway. California. 	 I, Pneismalk. 	' 

A. L IL* 	Rsv. Assam EBTAIST GARVIN, M.A., D.D. 
Principal ol New College. Hampstead Member of the Board of Theology and Jl  
the Board of Philosophy. London University Author al Stalks in the bow lofs Prelealltkia. 
of her; &e. 

A. R. IL 	A. E. flovosros. 
Formeriy C 

S 	
t of the Simian. in Spain. Author of Restoration 4 thelanOtada  y gethelle. 

R. 
Derriess is 

A. S 	Armes Ev
er 

	Samar. M.A., D.Sc., F.A.S. 
Master of Christ's Col . Cambridge. Reader in Zoology. Cambridge UsivereitY. 1 PrisPahohim 
Joint-editor of the 	Memel Mixers 

A. M. 	Ididoa Arms Gaol= Fauna= Cantsrnes (d. sea). 
H.M. 	 sc. imPlxvx oi Pties4 1117h-rep6. Author of The Cliresscies of Nstogru•; { Primo. 
&ma ef see Prises Hesse  

A. 	Mots HAINACZ, Ps.D. 
Sag the biographical article: timumcs, Mom 	 { Prophet Os  past). • 

A. 3.0. 	Rsv. ALSTAXD11 JANIS Gams, M.A., B.D.  Protean of New Tao and Pm* History. Yorkshire United Independent Prelaltir 
Lake°. ',milord- SeenNime Rasisint of 	ti res oivereity. and Member of Primitive Methodist Church. 

years Educational Service. 	 Priseellas. 
A. L. 	Muslim LANG. 

Sag the biognmbical anklet Luca. Assam. 
A. MA. 	ALIOCANDEs McAtmar, M.A. 

el Qaukseions in Musks; ac. 
Professor of Ma 	and Physics, Univenity of Tasmania. Author°, MI' y {Quatetta0111 (ix part.' I  

A. M. IL 	Means MUM= Cur WTI Edward "(Ode). 

Ream 	53 
Formerly 	t toed

Lc 
 Lady Margaret Hall. Chcford. Joint-author of Somers 1 Publielid. 	- 	. 
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A. IL 	Amu) Narrow, F.R.S. 
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Aarnua SRADWELL, M.A. M.D., LL.D. 

Member of Council of Epidemiological Society. Author of The London Water. {Prelliftlaft 
Supply; tadrslrid Efficiency;  Drink, Temperance and Legislation. 

ANDREW SETH PRINGLE-PATTISON, M.A., LL.D., D.C.L. 
Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the University of Edinburgh. Gifford ponvras  um two.  
Lecturer in the University of A berdeen, 1911. Fellow of the British Academy. 
Author of Max's Place in the Cosmos; The Plalosophical Radicals; 81c. 

ARTHUR Sling WOODWARD, LL.D., F.A.S. 
Keeper of Geology, Natural History Museum, South Kensington. Secretary of S Pl( 8011111887111h 
the Geological Society of London. 

ARTHUR TWINING HADLEY, LL.D. 
See the biographical article: HADLEY, ARTHUR TWINING. 	 I Hallways: Econotwks• 

ANEURIN WILIIAMS, M.A. 
flarrister-at•Law of the loner Temple. Chairman of Executive. International 
Co-operative Mimic.. M.P. for Plymouth, Isrto. Author Si Tbrentkesekt• Years e 4ga14111101.*: 
of Co-partnership at Guise; &c. 

ALIPRED WILLIAM POLLARD, M.A. 	 • 
Assistant Keeper of Printed Books, British Museum. Fellow of King's College, 
London. Hon. Secretary, Bibliographical Society. Editor at Books about Books Polygitu. 
and Bibliographica. Joint-editor of the Library Chief Editor of the Globe' 
Chaucer. 

ALEXANDER Worm RENTON, M.A., LL.B 
Puisne Judge of the Supreme Court of Ceylon. Editor of Enoyelopoedsa of the 
Laws 4 England. 	- 

BRAMAN BLANCHARD ADAMS. 
Associate Editor of the Reiluay Age Gault; New York. 

See the biographical article: Blume% C. 

C. E. WEBBER, C.B., 	 M.I.E.E, ( 1 838-1005) 
Major-General, Royal Engineers. Served in Indian Mutiny, 1857-1860: Egyptian
Expedition, 1882.,&c. Founder (with late Sir Francis Bolwri) and Pasr-Preacient 
of the Institute of Electrical Engineers. 

CHARLES FRANCIS ATKINSON. 

Fusiliers). Author of The Wilderness arid Cold Harbour. 
Formerly Scholar of Queen's College, Oxford. Captain, tat City of Landon (Royal 

CHARLES GEORGE CRUMP, M.A. 

landoes Works; &c. 
Ballloi College. Oxford. Clerk in H.M. 	Retard ghee, London. Editor of 

CHARLES HIATT. 
Author of Picture Posters; &c. 

CARLTON HUNTLEY HAYES, A.M.:  Pa.D. 
Assistant Professor of History in Columbia University, New York City. 
of the American Historical Association. 

CRAWFORD HOWELL Tor, A.M. LL.D. 
See the biographical article: TOY, CRAWFORD HOWELL. 

CHARLES RAYMOND BEASLEY, MA., D.Lrrr., F.R.G.S., F R.Htsr.S. 
Professor of Modern History in the University of Birmingham. Formerly Fellow 
of Merton College, Oxford, and University Lecturer in the History of Geography 
Lothian Prizeman, Oxford, 5889. Lowell Lecturer, Boston, 'god. -Autbor of 
Henry the Navigator; The Damn of Modern Geography; &c. 

CHAILLIA T. JACOBL 
Managing Partner of the Chiswick Press, London. Author of Pruning; &a. 

DUNCAN BLACK MACDONALD, M.A., D.D. 
Professor of Semitic Languages, Hartford Theologicel Seminary, Hanford. Conn. 
Author of Development of Malkin Theology, Jurispnnktece and Cinistitationd 
Theory; Selections from lbx Shaldun; Religious Auitude and Life is Mom; &a. 

DRIER:UM CHARLES BOULGER. 
Author of England and Russia in Central Asia: Risks", of Clam; Ale GP*,;. 
India in the 'oh Century; History of Belgium; &c. 

CHARLES Blmorrr, D.Lrrr. 
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Rs..Dam= Dawn ADDISON, D.D, 	
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Rector of All Sainte Church, Brookline, Mass. Examining Chaplain to Bishop of J ',wow Xplimpal Ckadi.  
Massachusetts. Secretary, Cathedral Chapter of Diocese of Massachusetts Author 
of The Episcopalians; &c. 

DONALD FRANCIS TOYEY 
Author of Essays in Musical Analysis: comprising The Classical Comex*, 	 No18• 
Goldberg Variations. and analyses of many other classical works. 

D,VM GEORGE HOGARTH, M.A. 
Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. Fellow of Magdalen College, OxfunL Paw; 
:•illow of the British Academy. Excavated at Paphos, 1888; Naucraus 1899 and puma. 

 5903: Ephesus. ups-loos: Assiut. 1906-1907. Director, British School at 
Athens, 1897-corn. Director, Cretan Exploration Fund, 1 899 



HOKU Gosn, LL. ,D. D.C.L. 
See
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 the biographical article: Goan, EDMOND. 

ElinsZ angezziaorOffitish Electric Traction Co., Ltd. Author of Mums( f 
Valestskiap; dtc. 

Prologues Prom 
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ERNE ARYIPIR GARDNXR M. 
the biographica 1 article: GARDNER. Pamir. { Propylaea. 
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ish Vice-Gomul at Miamian*. Author of Shea Maury if do Rem: 
D. IL 	Dams Runge:. 
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D. IL B. 	Dunn:nun HENRY Soon, M.A., N.D., LL.D. , F.A.S. 
President of the Linnean Society. Professor of Botany, Royal College of Science. 
London. 1885-1892. Author of iStruttnrcil Botany; Studios iv Fossil gainer;: &c. 

D. IL T. 	D'Aacy Wamworra Thomson, C.B., M.A. 
niversity Co 

Bering Sea Fisheries and other Conference& Author of A Guar, 4 Gawk de; 
Profaner of Natural History, U llege. Dundee. British Delta..[ 

&t. 

E. Ausra Joints. 
Author of OM Baia* Gold Ptak; OW Chuck Plea of die Isle of Mao; OM Siker 
Satraionsud Vessels of Forgive Prolsesant Chortass is England; lbasbated Coaster** 
of Leopold de RoSlesailif s Coartsios of Ofd Plates A 4 Primes Caisitgre 4 She Royal 
nate at Windsor Castle; Isc. 

EDWARD Anna 	 F.Z.S. 
Professor of Protozoology IN t Unlvenky of London. Formerly Fellow of 
Mert

esulty
on Colleg

al  ks& 
 e. Oxford. and jodrell.Profemor of Zoology and C-onsparaave Anatomy, ll  

Utiv CLoudon. 

EDWIN BALE, R.I. 
An Directoc.Cassell & Company. Lot Mentber of the Regal Institute of Painters 
In Water Colours Hon. Sec.. Artists Copyright Committee. 

EDWARD B. Esuircitow. 
fander and Chief Engineer of the General Hydraulic Power Ca. Ltd. Author of 
Contriburions to Protadiugs of Institutions of Civil Engineers and of Mechanical 
Engineers 

Rum Ray. EDWARD Connate? Bonn, M.A., O.S.B., Ltrr.D. 
A
n Camb
bbot  of Downside A

d 
 sjath. 	bb es.  Author of " The Lau History of Palladius " 

dge TIM ai 

Mann Otosn Conn, MA., D.Sc., F.R.S.(Bille.), M.Sc., M.I.Ifitcn.E. 
Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the City and Guilds of Landon Technical 

Mragi
tintbor of various papers la Transactions of the Royal Societies of London. 

and Canada; Mc. 

Sat EDWARD Haman Bonny, Bart., M.A. F.R.G.S. (d. 
M
dc.

.P. (or Bury St Etimmin, afisy-alga. Assam of A ROM, 41 Ancient Geogradly; 

EDIGIND JANES Janos, A.M, Pa.D., LL.D. 
President of the University of Illinois; President of American Economic Amccia-
tion. Author of History of Americas Tore Logiskaket. and Essays and Motto 
graphs on Economic, Fmencia/. Political sad Education! subjects. 

&num 07•Inar„ M.A. (Mrs H. 0. O'NeRI). 
Formerly University Fellow and Jonas Fellow of the Univerrity of Mandseeter. 

EDGAR PRIMACY. = Lecturer In Pampas Literature la the Univertity of Manchester. 
ter in Fortnum nn the Universities of Loads& Manchester. Be. 

Cominendadou Portuguese Order of S Maga Corresponding Member of Lisbon 
Royal Academy of Sciences. Lisboa Geographical Society, && Editor of Lasers of 
ranter* Haat Maori's Omni* of Grime; dm. 

• 
Zanier Rurnamcm, P.R.S., D.Sc., LL.D., pn.D. 

Unworthy Professor  of Ph=ayiveraty /:.‘

om 

 Manchester. Nobel Prise for { 
Cle ueisay. ma. Amstar.' 	' ; medsme Pomfamensor; Be. 

EDWYN ROBERT DIVAN, MA. 

graColleme Oxford. Author of Tio loans ;Sierras: lwnwles UMWtinHigh 

Fammuca Comma:is Concesseas, M.A., D.Th. 
Mee of eln British Academy. Formerly Fellow of Unfoznity Collage, Chdord. 
Editor of TM eloodelle Arsessekso Tan tat Ariaaria Anther I Myi,7lagic sad 
Morels: fie. 
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Fellow and Lecturer in Maderd History, St John's College, Oxford. Formerly 
Fellow and Tutor of Merton College. Cmuen Scholar, 1893. 
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Faisente.no CANNING SCOTT Scatuza, MA., D.Sc. 

Penow and Tutor of Corpus Christi College. Odor& Andras of *Mao of ter{ Pitpasfisa. 
Sphinx; Studies in Humanism; the. 

Pam= M. D. Ditutotono. 	 ireaskate (is pal). 

FRANK DAWSON ADAMS, PH.D., D.Sc., F.G.S., F.A.S. 
Dean of the Faculty of Applied Science and Logan Professor of Geology, McGill 
University, Montreal: President of Canadian Musing Institute. Author of Papers 4.m.• 	POFF/• 
dealing with problem* of Metamorphism, Ac., also Researches on Experimental QOM CbIlletle Muds. 
Geology; Ac. 

Ray. FREDERICK EDWARD WARREN, M.A., F.S.A. 
Rector of Bordered', Bury St Edmunds, and Honorary Caron of Ely. Fellow of 
St John's College. Oxford. 5865-5882. Author of The Old Catholic Nod doe toe 
English and cos pared with the COMIpallaling Officer 

us 
 the Roman and Old German 

Manuals; The Laura and Ritual of the Celticdtc. 
FRANK GEORGE Pore. 

Lecturer on Chemistry, East London College (University of London). 

FRANK llama Drew, PH.D., A.M. 
Professor of Economics, Dartmouth College. Hanover, N.H. Member of the { 
National Waterways Commission. Author of State Railroad CearreL 

Hon. FREDVIUM JAMS HAMILTON Mertanz, 	F.G.S.(Ametica), M. 
AMERICAN 	 &c. 

Consulting Geologist and Mining Engineer. State Geologist of New York. 
1849-5904. Author of Repots of New Jersey and New York Geological Surveys; 
arc. 

FERNAND ICHNOPPF. 
See the biographical article: Kamorrr, F. E. J. M. 

FRANCIS LLEWELLYN Gramm, M.A., PH.D., F.S.A. 
Reader in Egyptology, Oxford University. Editor of theArchaeological Survey and 
Archaeological Reports of the Egypt Exploration Fund. FelLow of Imperial 
German Archaeological Institute. Author of Stories of the High Priests of Memphis; 
&c. 

hums MAMMY Loan. 
MR.A. (retired). Member of the Staff of Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth 
& Co.,C.o Ltd., Elswick Works. Assistant-Superintendent of Experiments. Shoebury-
nese, 1898-1903. Author of articles in the Proceedings at the Royal Artillery 
Institution; doe. 

FRANK POOMORE, M.A. (d. 1910). 
Pembroke College, Oxford. Author of Studies in Psychical Research; Modern 
Spiritualism; Ac. 

FRANK R. CANA. 
Author of South Africa frogs the Great Trek so the Union. 

FRANCIS WATT, M.A. 
Banister-at -law, Middle Temple. Author of Law's Looker Roses. 

FREDERICK WILLIAM RDDLER, I.S.O., F.G-S. 
Curator and Librarian of the Museum of Practical Geology, London. 1879- i9oa. 
President of the Geologists' Association, 1887-1889. 

!FRANCIS YSIDRO EDGEWORTH, M.A., D.C.L. 
Professor of Political Economy in the University of Oxford. - Fellow of All Souls' 
College, Oxford, and of King's College. London. Editor of the Economic Journal. 
Author of Mathematical Psychics, and numerous papers on the Calculus of Proba-
bilities in the Philosophical Magazine; dz. 

GEORGE ABRAHAM CRIMSON, C.I.E., PH.D., 
Indian Civil Service, 11:173-1903. In charge of Linguist' ic Survey of India. 5898-
1902. Gold Medallist, Royal Asiatic Society. Inoo. Vice-President of the Royal 
Asiatic Society. Formerly Fellow of Calcutta University. Author of The Languages 
of !IOW: Ac. 

GEORGE CHARLES WILLIAMSON, 
Chevalier of thel.ftien of Honour. Author of Portrait Miniaturist Life 4 Rickard 
Conway, R.A..•, George Engleheart; Portrait Drawings; Ac. _ Editor of New Edition 
ol Bryan's Dictionary of Painters and Engravers. 

ROBERT GEOFFREY ELLIS. 

Reports. Author of Peerage Law and History. 
Peterhouse, Cambridge. Barrister-at-Law, Inner Temple:-  Joint-editor of English 

Groans Gamine Sierra, MA. 	 • 
The s University. Be English Literature. Q

Days of James IV..; The Transition Period; Specimens of Middle Sots; the. 
Professor of 	 ueen' lfast.—  Author of   

GEORGE JoHnsetat Amami, ILA., LL.D., F.R.S. , D.Sc. (582 100{). 
Professor of Mathematics in Queen's College, Galway, and in 	• University of 
Ireland, I853-1893. .Author at Greek Geometry from Thais., to 	id; Ac. 

Gamma jams Teams. 
Bkmeter-at-Law, Lincoln's Inn. Editor of Select Pleas tile itiorab fokthe Seldom I 
SocietY•  
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Six Citmena Rem, LLD. 
See the biographical amide: Ram Son Gems. 

IL IL 	Gam= SetaTINHAT, LLD, MC•.. 
See the biographical article: Saunameae. G11011011 L. B. 	

{ 

I. IL T. 	Itsv. Gramm Minim Tanana, MA., B.D. 

Tomatoes* Hilary se Handheld College, Ward. 
Warden of Camden College, Sydney. N.S.W. Formerly Tutor is Hebrew sad Old { 

I. L T. 	Hosano Amu' YOKIIM, C.D. 
. (mired). Chief Inspecting Officer of Win" Saud of 

t=CaSier4 
R.E 

med in Memo War, Illyp-alino; Nile Expedi tion. tens-elles. 
I. L W. 	Sig Horn Dammam Wous, G.C.B., G.C.M.G. (1830-19a). 

ft=barch11174-tello; for Portsmouth. iMo-tells. Author of A Life el 
Extraordinary and Plenipoteatiary at Madrid,tOrpt-t000. M.P. for 

Natatont at NM; ft. 

IL RSwat Fiats. 
Art Critic. Gana ft Maas art; Patin 	 • 	{ 

Serkidand Cantor and Lecturer on Zoolo In the University of Cambridge. Anchor { 
of " Amphibia and Reptiles " in the Ceseler Normal Hfmory; Ae. 

I. P. G. 	Dud Faunas. CADDO, F.A.S., PLO. 

Rung Fiances Pecans, LLD., D.0 I.. 
See the biographical article: PILSAII. H. F.  

R. IL IL 	Hood Mimeo Row 
Formerly Exhibitioaer of Lincoln College. Oxford. Editor of TM Thom Etradomering 
Soppirownt. Author col.  &sash Rafter. 

LLD. 	/him Ntsrros DtacsoN, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.(TAtn.), F.LG.S. 
Professor of Geography at University Came. Reading. Formerly Vim-President• 
Royal Meteorological ciety. Lecturer la Physial Geogsephy, Ward Univenity. 
Author of Meftrokey; Omani; of Warier end Mawr; ire. 

B.O. 	
4 li the 	 Pi 

Ilani=a 
Com
0stenta.. M.A., Ts.D. 

inns; ac. 
of 	ma of 	 Society. Li fter el I 	fter, of nalnei Lift* 

n Peeloater at
Philological S 

die Ransom Langsam IA the University el Word. Mem- 1 her 
  

LL In 	Tim Lay. H.ru Asmara Lamm M.A., D.D. (111,5-11190. 

blitrturet at Trinity_ College. Honorary Fellow of King's London. 
of the Univenity of Cambridge. 462-189t. Former( Fellow, Bazaar 

Editor of the A masks ifoleastici; the & of dem Matthew Paris and works 
for the " Rods " Series. 

Raw( Trcanmaids. 
Lanese Editor M the Nesse Rietarderarchs CeeraM__Authoe of a Dutch biography. 1 
and rode* pamphlets and travel works. iededing Via Mans& 

IL L • . 	RAIL Humus TWOWAS Ammews. 
Professor of New Teitunent Esepels. New College. Londoe. ,Author of - The I 
ConunemlowabActs " in the Wsstarinsft Noe torftetat; 	iireesli en Ms 
Apecry 	 in the " Ceatury " Bible. 	 1 

L V. G. L EMIT WILLIAM CARUSO DAVIS, M.A. 
Fellow and Tutor of Balliol College. Oxford. Fellow

eed 
  All Soule' Carer- Oxford. 

1W- tom Author of Enka/ toador the Normal 	 Animists; Charkraagne. 

I T. 	Set Ma= You, LC S.L. C.B. 
age the biographical article: You,Stu Norm { 

Imam. Aloatattos. 
R... 

 
in Talmudic and Rabbinic Literature is the Vnivoniey of Cambridge. 

Formerly President, Jennie Historical Society of England. Author ci 	Short 
History of Jewish Laeratooy; Jewish Wit is LW Malik 	; .fationet. ac. 

Sat 'gavots  knit next Beams, C.S.I. 
Pt 	t. Royal Statistical Society. II ofm-teto. Census Cboimbeltmer under 
the Goveroasent of India, tello-teo3. Secretary to 	Commission on Opium, pionbum  • 	• • 
iJR- 11615.- Afaholt el Moat deposes an loanosaW Aftssasstrotore of Jorfasn 
DIM Operatives; hr.. 

jaw A. Bunt. 	 r 
Press eerier dthe New Volumes of the lacyftosoila beimunscs (soh tsg.)• 	rmu-1111111°. ( S" 

Now Anus Howe, B Sc. 
Curator end Librarian of the Museum of Practical Geology. London. Author of I Pre-ClualeMs. 
The Gated of ihnkimbe Sinn. 	 j 

Joao 
Sre the biographical snide SemosiDe, Jon* A 	 .1 Perdue*. !Maw Aeorecroa Smarm, LL.D. 

Itajmos Won, M.A.. Ltrr.D., LL D. jaw 
rob& Orator is de University 4 Caelisidge Mew tid Sr Jelsoi• Cougge..1 poem (so  pen) 
ix=e. Fellow of die British Acederwy. Aside Si limas) 4 Ci•usw•I 

p: Mc 

L . P.  

L T.  

LA. 

L AD. 

J. A. ft 

J. A. L 

&A.L 

11. LS, 

lx 
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1. Se. 
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J. IL 

11. IL IL 

1. P.1 
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I. 1. 

lk 

1,/. N. 

jA.117.1 FITIZAMICE-K7-11Y, Litt.D., F.ILlint.S. 
Gilson Protestor of Spaniels Lasignsge and Llteseruss. Liverpool University. 
Norman McColl Lectuver. Cambridge University. Fellow of the British 	Qmsveitt g Mom. Member of the Royal Spanish Academy. ICeiOt Commas et thettmot 
Algitessoo XII. Author of A History 4 Spamiat Umbra; he. 

Joss Grogan Cunt Assn:nos, M.A. 
Stodent, Censor and Tutor ci Quist Church, Ortoath Remedy Fellow of Lincoln 1 rads& 
College. Craven Fellow, Oxford.  ilpl. Covington Friseman. laid. 

Sat joiartr4 Gaunt Prim, LLD. 
is Sae the biographical article: Fins. Sot Josaus Gnus°. 	 Polginelmhs ( Peed.  

Pmdmit (km peel); 
Awn Grand FRAZER, M.A , D.C.L, LLD., Lrrr.D. 	 Pissessis (is poi); 

Professor of Social Anthropology, 	University. Fellow of Trinity College, Pruner (is pet): 
Cambridge- Fellow of the Bluish Acaday. Author of The Gates Bough; de. 	Pi— 

	 (so peg): 
Prvelnes (in Pad). 

Jam Gamut' Knelt, MA., F.A.S. 
Regius Professor of Zoology in the University of Glas
straw in Animal Morphology in the University Comb 	Fellow of Christ's By 0,4  

goi Formerly Demon- s.  

=r 	
of 

gociCaerttytriinteplgh9Z.04. Waleingham Medallist. t 	Neill Nieman, 

Rot el% G:= Scorr, 1C.C.LE. 

77r Utter Biers Gamma. 
and Political Officer. Soother Shan States. Author d Darwin;{Rmildeg. 

lends risassorm, PH.D. 
Privatdosent is Medieval and Modern History, University of Boss. Author of 
Des BArsiard was der Frareasische Flerrschell. 

Joss Hstray Monsitrom, M.A., Lrrr.D., FS.A. D.C.L. 4846-0190. 
Side Professor of Fine Art in the University of Cambridge. 1886-tegs. Director 
of the Firtvrilliam Museum, Cambridge. 1689-1892. Art Direct°r of the South laglimid. Kensington Museum, thea-11110. Aodsor of The Eatrined Gres ef asseicad Tires; 
Dismiaarsd Masesscripis fe Misiad 	Malierld Twee. 

jeteirrproLorowirs, Limp. 

Formerly Pt,..sknt of the Jewids Historical .Soicliel qedrengland. Corresposdirs{ pow 
Member of the Royal Andmny of History, Madrid. Amber of Jews ef Asters 

of 	ash Lin:Wore in the Jewish 	 Sessreary- 	. Hew York. 

Earlael; Studies is Biblical Archaeology; de. 

Su Joann LIMO!, M.A., D.Sc., LL.D., 
Fellow of St John's College, Cambridge, and Lucasian Protestor of Mathematics is imeatiss. new  
the University. Secretary of the Royal Society. Professor of Natural 	aC 
Queen's College, Galway, :Up-aft Author of Ether and Year, and 	bleiliMet. 
memoirs oo Mat . -bm- suct and Physics.' 

Stn Joan MAcoormi., C.D., LL.D. 
Master of the Supreme Court. Counsel to the Board of Trade and Loudon Cl.. 
of Commerce. Formerly Quoin Professor of Comparative Law. University 	Pealissamaki. 
London. Editor of Stale Trials: Civil Judicial 54,,,,etiri; Dr. Author of Sow, 
4 Pertical Ecesemy; The Land Questiers; de. 

Joan MALCOLM lifTCMI... 
Sometime Scholar of Queen's  College. Oxford. Leettrer In aglalliCi. FAN Leedom 
College (University of sdoa). Joust-editor of Grote's Misery of Greece. 

Pun Not. Fisrvot.rm Emission Ansi-mut Eaniwi. 
Nacre, of Law in the University of Paris. Meer of the Legion of Horns 
Member of the Institute of Fromm. Author el Cyan disieireir rkdere dis Send 
Jrtilicaos; dr. 

Par Puma POSTGATZ, M.A., Lin D. 
Professor of Latin in the University of Liverpool. Fellow al__Tt 

arnbridga Fellow of the British Academy. Editor ef the Parm Qrswe. 
kditer.in-chief of the Corpus harrow latuserws; 

low RANDAL L. 
p,entsiiy 	retary 
odour a( the A inearein and Nair and Queries. 

fier 	of the Leedom Association of Comma et the Pleas. Sob- { 

Joan 51111II Purr, D Sc  P.G.S. 
pm ogre/Art tr the 	_Storey:  _Fanner* 1.ectster totAanology in_Edis- 

tatiei.ht7t 	 5°deIY Mabwik 15itsbY  

1411t 11 SW,,Rune, M A LL.D., Litt.D. 
Prol..eo of Am kt.I !Raton and Fellow and Titor d GonvOle and Cans College, 

ond,tidos, Browne • sad Chancellor's Medals. Editor deditions of CKerCel 
Ateelteita, De A mums.: de. 

Jams TNOLIAI BrAiltr. 	 f 	(Om 
pons-whof el 'wanks" Ern*.  Formerly Editor of the &mirk GrojessdirM) ?Am, 	two :  
Metarge Ttsmatitot el Sven tisolheb Iramigk Aoki. Carrel Asia fad Tibet: &c. Routs tot tiro.  
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&L/h. 	jam Tmoaamos Cencemts. 

al the Awarded= PlIgowalliska 	NMI 
orrld: rrolgrrolat. of the Royal Colonial Imatinese. 	ti rial={ 4/1111111.1111.11  inallrA 

Weer he Qamarisad: Gad. I* eassaased; Ac. 

LW. 	Juno Walrus, D.C.L. LL.D. 	. 
All SineW Reader in llamas Low la the Ualmesity ot °deed. Mow of Umtata { PUN".  ge.);.. 
Calm. *akar a WI. mod Ascomara: In. 	 handless (do MN 

J. •.• 	Jams War, LLD 	 {hlaskfl. sa the Mapapliail article: WARD, Jain& 

L W. Q. 	JIMat Munn Gnome, D.Sc., F.R.S. 
Protestor af Geolceor at the Verity of Glairow. Profeener of Gmelocr and 

t 	 at the Vaivemity Melbourne. 1900-190$ Marx of 71. Deed ikmf gusaiuds Gag" 
1146= 

a 
2; as. 

IL Q. S. 	MIMS= OAALUID JAWS. PIMP* Orgrep►y ea 

Author d 
Semetinee Streaker of 	

sad 
G %dims Colleg

Saasssor.
e,  Oolong. Watkins Amid Mama. sm.{ maws.  

Poem de um bee  
how Podia* Oppri 

I. L. 	Lamm, St:alumnae'. 	 Peskin Olow litalkan 

Editor of do Portfolio . Magical Andiagelogy. Moat of Ti. Irsa 	da ngsmaa # 	Railliti; aresilk•OG 
&dram 	 WAY; Babes; 

Memedim (cask); 
id karavorals. 

it. 	 Ontert Lartmer,iate.D. (Nos.), D.Pa. (Prague), F.A.G.S. 
Chamberlaia of H.M. tie Emperor d Amnia. Klieg al Ilehomin. Mos. Member 
of deo Royal Society of Literature. Member al the Bohemian Aeadoman  t. ram =of Solarsio: a Historical Mack Ti. Himertheas 4 aalkagis ( 

Weed, load; Ti. Lilo 411•41 Illsess # kis Rio; sic. 
L. N. 	Loile Ple.D. 

Eagister, Boston. U.S.A. Chief Esgineer, Electric Pew Tres. 1Perfailiolflnimiello 
milmn 1 apartment. Coned EketrIc Cm. Bonn. Formerly Editor of lasurked 	ilyedgpos. 
Maid. Now Yogis. Anther of Elsa* Pam Tgaussisssas; Ilm. 

Im LI. 	Laricao Jams Srancsa, M.A. 	 Presellie; Prowl* 
Annum is Department al Miseralogy, Mash Mmumm Forme* Scholar af { podmin IPPORMIRINS 
Wray Bunn Colin% Calsbcidgm. and Madmen Schaisr. Editor of tin Man& 
egnal ,Megserat. 	 baba* Quirk; IklifIL 

L. Wr. 	Lawn Watowe. 
Author of lb Pad Pgattry larfor: Tie Nag &oh I/t..l rs JIG 

L. W. VAL L. W. Vatricm-Haacocitc (d. s000). 
flarrimer-at-Law. Amber af Hu Grace Me Simesrd and ac Did # Pars. 

{NW/ Pallephealos 

d 

MIL 	MAsacasr Blurt. 	 Alassabs Cis tad). 

L 	Mucus WARMS, M. 11., D.Sc., F.P.S. 
Her moll of 7.,,ohny. Vaivereity Con 	Cad. Formerly Fellow of the Royal P1111.11"14  
VarsanitY of IteUtel. Author d " Rosana " la Coosiridar Noland Hisbry; Mob
sad papa kr various acismik *awls. 

I. N. a. 	Sim MAItarZing 	
1 

11111101,11A001rlLC.T..E. 	 •messmor, 
Mao of B e omb tkiwenity. M .P. kr . 	Gem •90-19A Maar{ Er owns AWOL 
al Murry 4 de 	 4 as Ars burs Cemgmty; Am 

L 11. L 	Masco' Miasma Too, M.A. 
Felker tali Tatar al Oriel Caner. Oxford tleivenity lasetwer r OplIgnplay.{ PAM 
Joist-anther of C.stl 	4 au Starr Mos. . 

IL 0.L C. MaxnaLtas Onto Bn,uau CAS/11.1, M.A. Psipoolon Reber is Ancient History at London Usimmity. Lectraer 1. Greek at Baseinglima moo  yea 
 usivoluiry. 1903-194. 

 I.N. 	Namur M'Laut, M.A. 
Lecturer is Aramaic, Cambridge Unlventty. Fellow aad Mow Lamm, Mises {Rom 
College. 6M 	Joan-editor af die Imps Cambridge Seyesegint. 

S. V. T. 	Harmon Mammon TIM" M.A. 
Goveramant Aatheopolmist to &Wean Nigsrie. Carrospooding Member of the ram" (projairo.  = dAnthropakein de Park Author of nem* Togralagaro; Zuggigo gad 

se M A astraiss; At. 
O. O. W. 	am Owen awl= Warnmooss. M.A., D.D. 

Senior Theological Tutor and Lecturer la Hebrew. Chatham Caner. Cambridge. Riga (ho Mg); 
For 	Principal and Professor of Biblical Eamon. and Thoology w the Commis moo os  fe,gx 
of 	 Cslipt. Chaim*. Author el Pewee cl Mcbcor Affirtmass; ac. 

Wes 14 *Mum Firrairtra Mciratet. P.D.. LL.D., F.R.S. 
Profaner of Mechanic. sad Mathematics In the Central Technics! Coll=fitgr Prairie& 

i  
City and Guide Leads. instimum Am of ber Yaws end Itern; .1  
!News: &- 

I A. 11. 	Ewes Pau Auxvvrtcw Kaoroncts. 	 {Pans (i• pa.; 
See the biticaohind snick: Kstwomus. Paws P. A. 	 Pskov (as Mod_ i 

Was Ow pea& 
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Potemkin, Prises; 
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P. G. 

P. Cl. 

P. G. R. 

P. G.!. 

P. M. 

P. WC. 
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R. P. 

R. J. M. 
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INITPALS• AND HEADINGS OF ARTICLES 
Pzum CHESSEY Yomm, M.A. 	 f hymns, pis (in boat Magdalen College. Oxford. Editor of !Afters of Primus Eliaabetk of England. "PIM John. 
Pzenf GARDNER, Ltrr.D., LL.D., F.S.A. 	 Pelyelitits: Polygnotes; 

• 

See the biographical ankles lime, PAUL II mem .  Ha. 	 Provencal Literature (is pad 
Pauceosz McCommu., F.G.S. 

Re.
Member of the Royal Agricultural Society. Author of Diary of a Weskits: Panner4 Ream& 

REY. ROBEIT HAWN KENNETT, M.A., D.D. 
Regius Professor of Hebrew, Cambridge, and Canon of Ely. Formerly Fellowand psalm  Book ot 	tam 
Leman in Hebrew and Syriac, Queens' College, and University Lecturer in • 
dramas. Author of A Short Account of the Hebrew Tenses; Is our Tongues; &c. 

REGINALD INITES P 	 I PrdtodOnlii. 
Superintendent of the 	logical Gardens, Londoa, 

Am:ma Pent McNutt, M.A. 
Christ Church, Oxford. Barrister-at-Law. Formerly Editor of the St James's R 11092114• 
Gametic, London. 	

Penalise lb PA 
itttaida) LIDE11.1.1.II, F.R.S., F.Z.S., F.G S. 	 Porpobr; Primates; 

Mcmher of the Staff of the Geological Survey of India, 1874-t882. Author of proppidp..; Prongleedg Calalof:
nds; &c.
ei of Fossa Mammals, Reptiles and Birds in the British Museum; The Lea 

o all 
 

f Rabbit (is pan); 
Rat; Raid. 

RAY Moats, M.A. 	 r Railways: General Skaldic, 
Formerly Managing Editor, Pailuny Age Cn-rot,, NVW York. Author of Padroa 	cad ssancid °mammies.  

mtni:aw urn. 

ROBERT Mutiny Lzstm, MA., M.D., M.R.C.P. 
Senior Physician, Prince of Wales • Gemmel Hospital, London. Lecturer on 
Medicine, London Post-Graduate college. Author of Clinical Types of Pries. 
music Ac- 

Moannze 

ROBERT

• 

 NISBET Bane (d. two). 
Assistant Librarian. British Museum, 18133-1909. Author of Scandinariet the 
Pskisast History of Denmark, Norway and Sweden, Is ti-spoo; The First R01110111005, 
‘61J-tros; Slavonic Europe: the Political History of Poland and Russia frown :469 
to 00; &c. 

Baia Porno:Dm, D.-is-L. 
Secretary of the tech doe Chutes. Honorary Librarian at the Bibliotheone !mimes; 
Nationale, Paris. Author of Le Royttaane de Promote sou io Carehrodsetse; Rau& Qom. coma et. 
des charter de Saint-Gennoix; 

R. Pursed Inns, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A. 
Formerly blaster of the Architectural School, Royal Academy, Loadoa. Past 
President of Architecture/ Association. Associate and Fellow of King's College. Pore. 
Londe*. Corresponding Member of the Institute of France. Editor of Ferguston's 
Misery. of Architecture. Author of Architecture: East and West; 

ROBERT RANLIL11 MARETT, M.A. 
Reader in Social Anthropology, Oxford University, and Fellow and Tutor of Exeter / prayed. 

of College. Author /V Threshold of Religion. 

Rose IT SEYNOCTR CONWAY, M.A., D.LITT. 	 !pinball: Owls Iriscripittsrg 
Professor of Latin and lodo-Eurotran Philology in the University of Manchester. humid, (is  p„,%  

yawn* Prricsser of Latin in Urtversity College, Cardiff; and Fellow of Gonville 
and (-s•. College, Cambridge. Author of The Italic Dialects. 	 Pmetut111. 

Viacom." Sr Cysts. 	 I' gunnel. 
Sett the biographical article: I DDZSI. UGH, 1ST EA RE Or. 	 'Quietism 	 • 

Sorge Essoemac HAIIIITE, D.Sc., F.A.S., F.Z.S. 
K.• is r of Zoology, Natural History Department,. British Museum, Fellow, Pigpen. 

Tutor and Let turer. Kri:a College, Cambridge. Joint-editor of The piorobnisemi. 
cono,,as. Natural Il•atory. 

Sr Cream,. Jwirsers MIYART, M , T.R 4. 	
{ Bailissmke (in porn. 

s.• 	 *ethic M VA IT, ', I" 1;EORGI JACKSON. 

See the biographical article: GARDNER, PERCY. 	 Prableka. 
?nee Gyms, MA., LLD., Lirr..D. 

Fhb.. and Classical Lecturer of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, and Univereity 
Reader in Comparative Philology. Formerly Secretary of t he Cambridge Philological CC R. 
Society. 

Pet GEORGE Kowoov. 
Art Critic of the Observer and the Daily Mail. Formerly Editor of the Artist { Potter, Pub 
Author of The Art of Walter Crane; Velaspies, We cad Work; lie. 

Petro Ormuz TAIT, LL.D. 
See the biographical ankle: TAIT, PETER GUTHRIE. 	 Quatendeas (in bard. 

Pam. Mmant. 	 Prommed Ian/pep; 

II, 0, 	nAiell Rowson Gtomuta, LL.D., D.C.L. 
• the biograp hical art it ie. GARDINER. S. R. 

t!qnne, WM. Om PROV. 
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Pompon (in pas); 

; s PumpNos MrsSi 
L 	 Taoism AAssess, 741 A., D LIrr. 	 Posispas Ins; Forte 	

g 
; 

Director al Britieh School al Archaeology et Rome. Formerly Scholar Christ giostunk.  vis; 
 Oviord. Craven Fellow, 	Conington Prineman. loofa Member of plumb  

"spay of dm Roman Camposso. 
the Imperial German Archaeological Institute. Author of The CiaUla4a ripe- 

7111."1"14  14180113 PY 110("1.  
Illsweis (is tord. 

Is sf 

Tansy Aucuswic Cocaux, 1 S.O. 
Agent-General kw New Smith Wales- Governamor Statistician, New South Wales. g essuicit Ge.rdt hy  
rfl6-tr}+S. Honorary Fellow of the %nal Storklike' sucsety. Author d Wro4th 

Sl 
sad Progress of Nest SriSmith Wales; Staitslual Account of A suiralso sad New Zealand; 	5141isace. 
ac. 

'Molten Attars Inott im.M.A., LL.D. 
Trinity Colkp. 

1512 TNONIAS BARCLAY. 
Meador el the Institute ol International Law. Officer el the Levon off Honour. 
Miser at Problems of lalemsatronsol Prussic* end Dsploaaey; dc. M.Y. fug 
Illackburs. 1950. 

Trost F. Dux M.A. 
College. (Word. Steward and Member of the Council of the Polo and 

Ridq Poo, Society. Author of Palo, Pau sad Present; 

TIONAS HODGKIN, D.C.L., LITT.D. 
See the biovapbical ankle: HODGKIN, T110ItAS, 

Silk Taosus .1.1gC t Broils Hat OWN, K.C.M.C., K.C.I.E., D Sc. 

• 
Titoria Su mar, Al A. 

Bellied Colby. Orford. Leetuseein Wotan,. Ets4 London and Difltbrob COlbges line.  mum  
University 	London. Stanhope Prireman. shad. 1457. Ay..tant Editor of 
Dsammary of National BstRrOPA.V,, 1891-i9ols Author of The 40 lobouo at. 

Tams Woorsgoasc. 
wad y/ Lb, Weaving and Textile Ikaivaiog Department, Technkal Coatge. Dundee. 

Rat. WILLIAM AOGOSTETS Bits/OoRE Coog.usat, M.A., F.R.G.S • Pap. 
Fitton of Ma/aides College, °slunk rttlit110( d English Hators, St David's 
Collsge, Lampeter, isso ttwt. A t hoe of Guide du Hata Pa stlii . The Rasp of 
tat Tod,. Gaulle to Grtosteiteuld Got& 1 ,  Suitseilsstl! The Alps is Nature sod 
tddrbfeei; ore Editor ol the A lp( Annual, 188o-stee; the. 

Witt-tot ALIXANDE1 Ltsnxty, R C.MA,J P.. D.L., F S A 
Willem Herald. Bencher of the Meddle Temple. Peerage Counsel. Asstorof 77. 
Sary.0 flosusisit, v337-1697; dm. 

litavres Autos Frames, Al A. 
Formerly Exhibitioner of Menne Col 	and Senior Sc holar of St  jaws  (whir.  
Word. Author of Moises Europe; at. 

WILRE[11 BACEIVR, 
Professor at the Rabbinical Seminary. Budapest. Knight of the Iron Crown 
Author of Die Age& 4e, ronotoitess.ba. 

Wtuur BARCSAY PARSONS, C.F. , LL 
Formerly Chief En;ines r, Rapid Tr intit Codnionion, Very York. Ads jaws 
Engineer. Ro)al Commission on London traffic. Author of Teach. Tonneau. de. 

BALLIAll ERNEST DALEY, M.A., Al 1 vsr C E. 
Professor of Cisil and Merl-tank el 1.ngIncromi at the City ant Gull& ol London 
Modem Central Technical t t.7kge, ..outh Kensington. Futuna, L norrvis 
[Remonstrator in the Engineering Ibiortment. Cam( ridge Author el las 
Belassiag of Esters; Valves sad talve•(..a.ir Mochans,ns. ac. 

Wn.uss FRILDEN CRAM, N.A. 
Barristereit•Law, Inner Temple. Lecturer on Chm 	1.31■ , King's Caste. 
Laotian. Editor al Archbold'. Criminal I ieod•ag (eyed 

Wo.trsu GARNETT, M.A , D.0 L. 
Educational Ai:hirer to the London County Coon.] Formerly Fellow anA 
Lecturer of Sr John'', College. Cambridge. PrIncipal and P. le...,, u1 NI, t At re its. 
Durham Coliege Science. Newcastle on - Ts ne ALthur d kkosenta,y Dywoma 

W11.11411 HENRY novae, F.R S. 
See the biographical ankle: Ftowita. St. W. H. 

Muter H. LANG, M B , D.Sc. 
Barker Professor of Cryptogamic Botany. University of Manchemer 

1. Li. 

LA.L 

Lk. 

T. P. D. 

T. IL 

LL/.. 

L L H.  

IS. 

T. IS. 

IL A. L 0.  

IL A. L. 

W. A. F. 

V. Ma. 

V.IL P. 

W.I. D. 

IL It C. 

42. 

71. LI. 

ILLS. 

Ftoolirc SUrVe) ,. 	 It• 2 2  -14$98- GUid Medallist, RC s„ 
, 0411. Author of .1 et Alias Borderland; The Costume of He Kist's 

Assrd; folic Tabel. 

SIR Twosts Lrrrtr fIrtnt, R.0 R., Sc  D. 
Assistant-Secretary to the Treasury. London. Fellow of Trinity College. Cambridge. pats.  
Author ol Apoilmins of Peer; tritons en Carrie Yarefout; tee 7/anon Boobs of 
&ails Etaomogs; dc. 

{ ear& 

lbsals; Ibmilatt 

lissesince (ix SA 

{ Prima; 
Protest (111 pan). 

• IBM 

I Iltaihniss: heft.- ['dd. Rea- 

l trop. 

I Fewer Tossolsiss: Ian.. 
dreary sod llerkoNseel, 

lloihrawa: Lmossefor Paw. 

(Norse Ismsbees. Own di 

• heysalsis (s. pen). 

hiapir (in peg); 
1. IOW (i. peva 

romisswIL 
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W. R. IL. 

WILLIAM LAMSON GRANT, M.A. 
Professor at Queen's University, Kingston. Canada. Formerly Bait Lecturer in 
Colonial History at Oxford University. Editor of Aar e'er  Privy Conan: (Colonial 
Series); Caaadiaa Coapitrtioaal DeeeloPerna (la tollabcration). 

WILLIAM Marro, M.A., LL.D. 
See the biographical article: Marro, WILLOW 

WILLIAM MATTHEW FLINDERS PETRI'S, F.A.S., D.C.L., 
Sea the biographical article: Perms. W. M. F. 

Vim Wiwi= OLDFIELD Btateows, M.A. 
Archdeacon of Birmingham. Student and Tutor of Christ Church, Oxford. 5194- 
1891. Principal of Leeds Clergy School. 1891-19oo. Author of The Nyskry of the 
Cr.,,. 

W. L. C. 

W. R. 

W. IL Ir. P. 

W. 0. S. 

{

Prince id ward Mead; 
Quebec: Province (in per); 
Quebec Cily. 

Pei" Alesandm (is pat). 

PyremiL 

Prayers for the Dead. 

WILLIAM RICHARD MORTILL, M.A. (d. 1910). 
Formerly Professor of Russian and the other Slavonic Languages in the University p ilaus. 
of Oxford. Curator of the Tsylorian Institution, Oxford. Author of RIUSia; 
Sammie Literstwo; 

W. R. E. 	%Tamar Ronarrson Sam LLD. 
See the biographical article: San., WILLIAM ROSSITION. 

{

Plied (in part); 
Piellhol 	froth 
Psalm; Book of (is pars); 
Ramses (is pert). 

W. W. P.* Wasur Wrens Folmar, M.A. 
Fellow of Lincoln College. Oxford. Sub-Rector, 1885-5904. Gifford Lecturer, pontun. 
Edinburgh University. 59o& Author of The City-State of the Greeks and R011141111; 
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POLL, strictly the bead, in men ear animals. Skeet connect, 
the word with 0. Seed. keg. (bnftial # and k being interchange-
able) and considers a Celtic origin probable; cf. Irish ad, Welsh 
at, peak, summit. " " chiefly used in various senses 
derived from that of a unit in an enumeration of persons or 
things, e.g. poiLtsx (q.v.), or " challenge to the polls " in the as 
of a jury (en). The most familiar derivative toes are those 
connected with voting at pasha:solitary or other election; 
thus " to poll " it to vote or to secure a somber ef valet, and 
" the poll," the voting, the number of votes ant, or the time 
during which voting takes piece. 2115 verb " to poll " she 
means to dip or shear the top of anything, hence " mined " of 
hornless cattle, or " deed-poll " (Ls. a deed with smooth or 
unindeated edges, as distinguished from " indentere ''). 
A tree which has been "Oiled." or at back dose in order to 
induce h to nuke short bushy growth, is called a " pollard!' 

a " 	poen" This is gemeally 	as front the Greek 
At the university al Cambridge. a " 	" degree is known as 

d retail, the many. the common Plc*. 

POLLACK (Gad., teiladiu), a fish of the badly Gadidaw 
abundant oa rocky coasts of northern Europe, and gadding as 
far south as the western parts of the Meditereaneen, where, 
however, it is much Mr= and does not attain to:Wu:sane ace 
as is its real northern home. Inc Smdend and some pans of 
Ireland it is called lytbe. It is dietinguhired from other species 
of the genus Gahm by its long pointed snout, which is twice 
as king SO the eye, with Wein:dog lover Jaw, and without a 
barbel at the thin. The vent is below the anterior bait of the 
lint denial fin. A blade spot above the bus of the pectoral 
fur is smother dietinguishird mask. Although pollack ate wed. 
flavoured fob, sad smaller individuab (Mira sate 4 M.) 
meths* aiding, they do am form any camiderahle article of 
trade, led an wet peeserved, the nudes* balsa COINIMIdli by 
the captors. Specimens el IS lb are common, but the modes 
is said to attain occasionally as teach as sa lb in weight 'See 
also Coming) 

POLLAIVOLO. the papillae name of the heathen Animas and 
Piero di Jambe Bend. Fierestinte who contributed mach to 
Malian art in the ast►  ceatesy. They were soiled Poldnolo 
because their father sus a poohnor. The nickname was also 
Wended to Sigma, the mobs, el Antonio. 

Ammo° (toe-tona) distinguished lamed/ as a sculptor, 
jemdkr. *star and artgraver, and de valuable genies is 
pidenine the art of enamelling. His painting exhibits as cams  

of brutality, of which the characteristics can be studied in dm 
" Saint Sebastian," painted in tars, and now in the National 
Gallery, London. A " St Christopher and the Infant Christ " 
is In the Metropolitan Museum, New York. But it was as s 
sculptor and metal-worker that be achieved his greatest sue. 
ceases. The exact ascription of his works is doubtful, as his 
brother Piero did much in collaboration with him. The museum 
of Florence contains the bronze group " Hercules strangling 
Cacus " and the terra-cotta bust " The Young War iff "; and 
in the South Kensington Museum, London, is a bas-relief 
representing a contest between naked men. In calle Antonio 
took up his residence in Rome, where be executed the tomb of 
Sixtus IV. (r;o), a composition in which be again manifested the 
quality of exaggeration in the anatomical features of the figures. 
In Lod he went to Florence in order to put the finishing touches 
to the work already begun in the sacristy of Santo Spirito. He 
died in roil, having just finished his mausoleum of Inno-
cent VIII., and was buried in the church of San Pietro in 
Vincula, where a monument was raised to him near that of 
his brother. 

Panto (443-tres6) was a painter, and his principal ,worlra 
were hi " Conflation of the Virgin," an attar-piece painted 
in tom, in the choir of the cathedral at San Gimignano; his 
" Thee Saints," an altar-Oros, and " Prudence " are both at 
the OW Gallery. 

Sinews (1.0?-1938), nephew of Antonio Palled*, a eel.. 
Mated architect, was been in Florence and went to Rome in 
1484; there he entered his uncle's studio and studied areldtectere. 
Oa his return to Florence he was entrusted with the completion 
of the Strozzi palace begun by Benedetto de Miriam., and the 
cornice on the facade has earned hire lasting fame. His highly 
coloured mecum el Rome earned for hire the nickname of 4 
Creases (draonided. Ahem raga be built the church of San 
Francesco at Moats and the vedibuie of the sacristy ed Santo 
Sphito. In coOsbocation with Guiliano dot Buda° he designed 
the gnat hall in the Paleaso Vecchio. He was a dose friend 
sod adherent of Savenarda. 

See also Maud Ctuttwen, Aitonie Pollaisele (1907). 

POLLAN (Comma }edam), the name given to a spedes of 
the Saireenoid genes Caregamm (whitefish) which bas been found 
in the large and deep loughs cif Ireland only. A fell unman of 
the fish by lutist describer, W. Tleempeon, may be fond hs his 
Natural Ninety of Irdasi. iv. ,68. 
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POLLARD. EDWARD ALBERT (1828-1872), American 

journalist, was born in Nelson county, Virginia, on the 27th of 
February 2828. He graduated at the university of Virginia in 
5849, studied law at the College of William and•Mary, and in 
Baltimore (where he was admitted to the bar), and was engaged 
in newspaper work in California until 2835. In 1857-1861 he 
was clerk of the judiciary committee of the National House of 
Representatives. By 1859 he had become an outspoken 
Secessionist, and during the Civil War he was one of the principal 
editors of the Richmond Examiner, which supported the Con-
federacy but was hostile to President Jefferson Davis. In 2864 
Pollard sailed for England, but the vessel on which he sailed 
was captured as a blockade runner, and he was confined in Fort 
Warren in Boston Harbour from the 29th of May until the 12th 
of August, when he was paroled. In December be Was placed 
in closei confinement at Fort Monroe by order of Secretary 
Stanton, but wan soon again paroled by General B. F. Butler, 
and in January proceeded to Richmond to be exchanged there 
for Albert D. Richardson (2833-1869), a well-known corre-
spondent of the New York Tribune, who, however, had escaped 
before Pollard arrived. In :867-1869 Pollard edited a weekly 
paper at Richmond, and he conducted the Political Pamphlet 
there during the presidential campaign of 2868. 

His publications include Black Diamonds Gathered &r W Derkey 
Homes of the South (5859), in which be advocated a reopening of 
the slave trade; The Southern History of the War (3 vols.: Nest 
Year of the War, with B. M. DeWitt, 1862; Second Year of the War, 
584; Third Year of the War, 1864); Observations the North: 
Eight Months in Prison and on Parole (11365); The Lost Cause (1866); 
Lee and His Lieutenants (1867); The Lost Cause Regained (1868), 
a southern view of reconstruction urging the necessity of white 
supremacy; The Life of Jefferson Dons (1869), an arraignment of 
the Confederate preeidene; and The Virginia Tourist (18yo). 

POLLENTIA (mod. 	 an ancient town f Liguria, 
Italy, to m. to the north of Augusta Bagiennorum, . , n the left 
bank of the Tanarus (mod. Tanaro). Its position on the road 
from Augusta Taurinorum to the coast at Vada Sab.o.ia, at the 
point of divergence of a road to Rasta (Asti) gave it military 
importance. Decimus Brutus managed to occupy it. an hour 
before Mark Antony in 43 B.C.; and it was here th-1 Stilicho 
on the 29th of March 403 fought the battle pith Marie 
which though undecided led the Goths to evacu.tte Italy. 
The place was famous for its brown wool, and for its pottery. 
Considerable remains of ancient buildings, an amphitheatre, a 
theatre and a temple still exist. The so -called tempi, of Diana 
is more probably a tomb. 

See G. Franchi-Pont in MN dell' accademia di To,,sio (18o3- 
Jaw), p. 321 ego. 

POLLINATION, in botany, the transference of the pollen from 
the stamen to the receptive surface, or stigma, of the pistil of a 
flower. The great variety in the form, colour and scent of 
foods (see FLOWER) is intimately associated with pollination 
which is effected by aid of wind, insects and other agencies. 
Pollen may be transferred to the stigma of the same flower—
self-pollination (or odegassy), or to the stigma of another flower 
on the same plant or another plant of the same species—aoss-
pollination (or ellogarey). Effective pollination may also occur 
between flowers of, different species, or occasionally, as in the 
case of several orchids, of different genera—this is known as 
hybridization. 

The method of pollination is to some extent governed by the 
distribution of the stamens and pistil. In the case of oldie:nal 
flowers, whether monoecious, that is, with staminate and pistillate 
flowers on one and the same plant, such as many of our native 
trees—oak, beech, birch, alder, Etc., or clioecious with staminate 
and pistillate flowers on different plants, as in willows and pop-
lars, cross pollination only is possible. In bisexual or berms-
phrodite flowers, that is, those in which both stamens and pistil 
are present, though self-pollination might seem the obvious 
course, this is often prevented or hindered by various arethge-
ments whith favour seas-pollination. Thus the anthem and 
stigmas in any given flower are often mature at different times; 
this condition, which is known as dichogamy and was first  

pointed out by Sprengd, may be so well marked that the stigma 
has ceased to be receptive before the anthers open, or the anthers 
have withered before the stigma becomes receptive, when cross-
pollination only is possible, or the stages of maturity in the two 
organs are not so distinct, when self-pollination becomes possible 
later on. The flower is termed erderendrour or proterogynows 
according as anthem or stigmas mature first. The term 
howogamy is applied to the simultaneous maturity of stigma and 
anthem Spontaneous self-pollination is rendered impossible 
in some homogamous flowers in consequence of the relative 
position of the anthem and stigma—this condition has been 
termed herkegamy. Flowers in which the relative position of 
the organs allows of spontaneous self-pollination may be all 
alike as regards length of style and stamena.(kontaatewPky or 
fighisfY1Y), or differ In'tbis respect (kelerattu ►pfiy) the styles 

A 

(T StomboyeaLArlocifor Arm" by permission of Gaga,  Fidler 3 
FIG. 1.—Long-styled, L, and short-myled, K. flowers of Prunnta 

sinesuis. 
G. Level of stigma; S, level of anthers: P. N. pollen grains and 

stigmatic papillae of long-styled form; p, n, ditto of short-styled form. 
and stamens being of different lengths in different flowers 
(isswestyly) or the stamens only are of different lengths (kde.- 
atakery). Flowers which are closed at the time of maturity of 
anthem and stigmas are termed chistogamous. 

Self-pollination is effected in very various ways. In the 
simplest case the anthers are close to the stigmas, covering these 
with pollen when they open; this occurs in a number of small 
annual plants, also in Nardi:nu, Crocus, Sm. In snowdrop and 
other pendulous flowers the anthers form a cone around the style 
and the pollen falls on to the underlying stigmas, or In erect 
flowers the pollen may fall on to the stigmas which he directly 
beneath the opening anthem (e.g. Nartheciwe). In wry many 
cases the pollen is carried to the stigma by elongation, curvature 
or some other movement of the filament, the style or stigma, or 
corolla or some other part of the flower, or by correlated move-
ments of two or more parts. For instance, in many flowers 
the filaments are at first directed outwards so that self-pollina-
tion is not possible, but later incline towards the stigmas and 
pollinate them (e.g. numerous Sainfragaceae, Crucifers, and 
others), or the style, which first projects beyond the anthem, 
shortens later on so that the anthers come into contact with the 
stigmas (e.g. species of Cadaceac), or the style bends so that the 
stigma is brought within the range of the pollen (e.g. species of 
Owthe ► s, Apilobien, roost Malvaceae, arc.). In If irobilis Jalapa 
and others the filaments and style finally become intertwined, 
so that pollen is brought in contact with the stigma. Self-
pollination frequently becomes possible towards the end of the 
life of a flower which during its earlier stages has been capable 
only of cross-pollination. This is associated with the fact, so 
ably demonstrated by Darwin, that, at any rate in a 
large number of cases, cross-pollination yields better results, as 
measured by the number of seeds produced and the strength of 
the offspring, than self-pollination; the latter is, however, 
preferable to absence of pollination. In many cases pollen has 
no effect on the stigma of the same flower, the plants ate self-
sterile, in other cases external pollen is more effective (pre-petard) 
than pollen from the same &ewer; but in a very large number of 
cues experiment has shown that there is little or no dilemmas 
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between the effects of external pollen and that from the same 
Bower. 

Crass-pollination may occur between two Bowers on the same 
plant (geilogogemy) or between flowers on distinct plants 
(xorsogamy). The former, which Is a somewhat less favourable 
method than the latter, is effected by air-currents, insect 
agency, the actual contact between stigmas and anthers in 
neighbouring flowers, where, as in the family Compesitae, 
flowers are closely crowded, or by the fall of the pollen from a 

Man Dashed /Afros P.,., sf these b tetwiennJ 
Fla. a.—Diagram of the flowers of the three forme of Lytannn 

aohooria Is their natural position, with the Petals and calyx 
removed on the rear side. 

The dotted lines with the arrow show the &factious In which 
polies must be carried to each stigma to ensure full fertffity. 

higher on to the stigma& of a lower Bower. Anton Kerner has 
shown that crowded inflorescences such as those of Compositae 
and UMbelliferae are especially adapted for gdionogarny. 
Xenogarny isof course the only possible method hi didinous 
plants; it is also the usual method in monoclinotma plants, owing 
to the fact that stamens and carpels often mature at different 
times (sikaagaalY), the plants being proterandrous or protero-
gynous. Even in homegamons Bowers cross-pollination is in a 
large proportion of cues the effective method, at any rate at 
first, owing to the relative position of anther and stigma or the 
fact that the plant Is self•sterite. 

The subject of heterostyly was Investigated by Darwin (see 
his Pones of Plovers) and later by Hfidebrand. In the case of a 
dimorphic flower, such as Primula, four modes of pollination 
are possible, two distinguished by Darwin as legitimate, bet ween 
ambers and stigmas on corresponding levels, and two toadied 
illegitimate unions, between anthers and mimes at different 
levels (cf. fig. r). In a trimomhic flower such set Lyikramr 
salicoria there are six possible legitimateunion) and twelve 
alegitionete (eat fig. a). Emperiment showed that legitimate 
anions yield a larger quantity of seed than illegitimate. 

Many plants produce, In addition to ordinary open Bowers, 
so-called deiatogamous flowers, which remain permanently 
dosed but which notwithstanding 
produce fruit; in these the coolie is 
inconspicuous or tibia* and the pollen 
grows from the anther on to the 
stigma of the same Bowen Species of 
Vida (see fig. 3), Oxalis aedesens 
(wood sorrel) and Lamina ,ampkxi-
garde are commonly occurring in-
stances, The chistogamous flowers 
are developed before or after the 
normal open flowers at seasons less 
favourable" for cross-pollination. In 
some cases Bowers, which open under 
normal circumstances, remain dosed 
owing to unfavourable circumstances, 
and self-pollination occurs as in a Fto.3 	 mous 
typical cleistogamous flower—these flower of Vial 	& 
have been 'distinguished as pseudo- • I. fluwer 	' more hi deistogamous. Distances occur in m  2inified flower and cu, ghly 
water plants, where flowers are un- 4, anther; s gag; 
able to reach the surface (e.g. Alinna si. style; 	'stigmatic 
isalmor

' 
 water buttercup, Ac.) or "dace- 

where flowers remain dosed in dull or cold weather. 

wirttarp:Ilination is effected have been 	by Cklpino, proposed 
of classification of flowers according to the agency by 

the followin,  which is a modification of the systems 	by 
H. Miler 

ng
id other workers on the suba ject. Knuth au 	s 

Delpino 	 lfaller. 
A. Waisr-itaffiewlai plank IlydroftWee. A small group which is 

subdivided thus:— 
a. Pellissled ander die wafer; e.g. Was where the pollen grains 

an rather heavier than water, and sinking down are caught 
by the stigmas of the extremely simple female Bowers. 

h. Pelhoottas ow tar surface, a mote frequent occurrence than 
(a). In these the pollen Boats on the surface and reaches 
the stigmas of the female flowers as in Can noPPio. 
Zeiler's, Nodes. In Vaasa* (fig. 4) the male Bowers 
became detached and float on the surface of the water; 
the anther. are this brought in contact with the stigmas 
of the female Bowers. 

Wing:peginated panda, Annuophilue.—in these the pollee 
grams are smooth add light at as to be easily blown about. 
and are produced ix great quantity; the stigmas an brush-
like or feat hery.and usually long sad protruding so as readily 
to catch the pollen. As no memos of attraction are required 
the flowers ate inconspicuous and without scent or nectar. 
The male inflorescence is often a 	ulons catkin, as in head 
alooindelyma

fi
nudy naotizigEneat  hd.treesuke 	5); or the anthers are 

as in passes (fig. 6). 

Fus. 4— Valli:aerie spinals:. 
A. female Gowen s, 

rode lowerat  ermi;L  a, after spreading of the petite. A 
male Sower has Rested alongside a female and one of its 
anthers Whirl have opened to set free the pollen, is in contact 
with a stigma. s, anther. 
C. Aniied-pollbtated plow ZoidiOnknee. are subdivided accoedinie 

to the kind of animal by agency of which pollination * 
effected, thus:— 

a. Bdpoilimunt 	 Po-silage, native al 
Java. and a species al Jimskinis is Trinidad an visited by 
bats which tender the pollee. 
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b. Bird-pollinated, Onsiikoplidae.—Htunming-birds and hooey-

suckers are agents of pollination in certain tropical plants; 
they visit the generallylatge and bright! -coloured flowers 
either for the hooey which is secreted in considerable 
quantity or for the insects which have been attracted by 
Os. tinny (fig- 7). 

FIG. 6.—Grass Flower show- 
Ftc. 5. — Catkin of Male 	tug pendulous anthers and pro- 

Flowers of Hazel. 	 truding hairy stigmas. 
c. Snail or slug-pollinated flowers, Malar.opkikw.—In small 

flowers which are crowded at the same level or in flat 
flowers in which the stigmas and anthers project but little, 
slugs or snails creeping over their surface may minder to 
the stigma the pollen which clings to the slimy .foot. Suck 
a transfer has been described in various Amid*, &data 
japonica (Liliaceae), and other plants. 

(Pam • drawing le the Bowitleal Were at the Vigil Measalw) 
FIG. 7.—Flower of Daises sanguinea visited by humming-bird 

Docimastcs epistlers's. 

d . rt-pollinated, Entomophilae, a very 
.. ;;e  class characterized by sticky 

pollen grains, the surface of which bears 
Bpi nes. warts or other projections (fig. 8 ) 
which facilitate adhesion to some part 
.4 the insect's body, and a relatively 
,mall stigma with a sticky surface. 
The flowers have an attractive floral 
envelope. are scented and often contain 
honey or a large amount of pollen: 
by these means the insect is enticed 
to visit it. The form, colour and 
scent of the flower vary widely. 
according to the class of insect whose 

Fic. 8.-1. anther; 2, 
pollen grain of Hollyhock 
(AlMaee reseal enlarged. 
The pollen grain bears 
numerous spines, the 
dark spots indicate thin 
plates in the outer wall. 

aid is sought, and there ase also numerous devices for pro. 
tecting the pollen and nectar from rain and dew or 
from the visits of those insects which would not serve 
the purpose of pollen-transference (unbidden guess)! The 
following subdivisions have been suggested 

A. Pollen Rowers.—These offer only pollen to their visitors, 
as species of anemone, poppy, ro.e.tu lip, at.  
are simple in structure and mutat. in form, and the 
generally abundant pollen is may freely exposed. 

B. Neckar Flowers.--These contain sum* and include the 
following groups:— 

v. Flowers with exposed nectar, readily visible and accessible 
to all visitors. These are very simple, open and gener-
ally regular flowers, white, greenish-yellow or yellow 
in colour and are chiefly visited by insects with a 
short proboscis, such as shut-tongued wasps and flies, 
also beetles and more rarely bees. Examples are 
Umbelliferae as • family, saxifrages, holly, Iasi, 
lefunintsis, Eon/spasm Esphorbia, 

2. Flowers with nectar partly concealed and visible only in 
bright sunshine. The generally regular Onsets are 
completely open only in bright sunshine, closing up 
into cups at other times. Such are most Crum:Eerie, 
buttercups, king-cup (Caltka), Potenlilla. White and 
yellow colours predominate and insects with • pro-
boecis of medium length see the common pollinating 
agents, such as short-tongued bees. 

Flowers with nectar conceakd by pouches, hairs, de. 
Regular flowers predominate, e.g. Geranium, Cardamons, 
pratensis, mallows, Raw, Oxalis, Epilobiuw, fic., but 
many species show more or less well-marked median 
symmetry (momorphism) as Eupbrasia, Orckis, thyme, 
dc., and- red,-  blue and violet are the usual colours. 
Long-tongued insects such as the hooey-bee are the 
most frequent visitors. 

4. Social flowers, whose nectar is concealed as in (3), but the 
flowers are grouped in beads which render them 
strikingly conspicuous, and several flowers can be simul-
taneously pollinated. Such are Compositae as a clam, 
also Scabiosa. Armeria (sea-pink) and others. 

3. IIIIKNOPiCr id flowers. which fall into the following groups: 
Bee-dowers proper, humble-bee Rowers requiring a 
longer proboscis to reach the nectar, wasp-flowers such 
as fig-wort (Scrophularia nodose) aqd ichneumon 
flowers such as tway-blade (Listens ovals). 

The shapes and colours are extremely varied; bilater-
ally symmetrical forms are most frequent with red. 
blue or violet colours. Such are Papilionaceous 
flowers, Violet:me. many Labiatae, Snophulariacese 
and others. Many are highly specialized so that 
pollination can be effected by a few species only. 

amples of more special mechanisms are illustrated 
by Salvia (fig. 42). The long connective of the single 
stamen is lunged to the short filament and has • shorter 
arm ending in a blunt process and a longer arm bearing 
a half-anther. A large bee in probing for honey comes 
in contact with the end of the short arm of the lever 
and causes the longer arm to descend and the pollen 
is deposited on the back of the insect (fig. 9, s). In • 
later stage (fig. 9, 2) the style elongates and the forked 
stigma occupies the same position as the anther In 
Id. 9, I. 

Irma Stastersees Lairlach Js Bawil,by gatelnias of Galva Fishes) 
9.—Pollination of Salvia praterwis. 

1. Flower visited by a humble-
bee, showing the projection of 
the curved connective bearing 
the anther from the helmet-
shaped upper lip and the dePo. 
laiOf1 of the pollen on the back 
of the humble-bee. 

2. Older itOOR.WIth connective 
drawn beck, and elongated style. 

See A. keener, Maxis odd AT it Ushiddes.GosiSt. 

4, The marninal apparatus at 
rest, with connective enclosed 
within the upper iip. 

3, The mine, whew dliseurbed 
by the entrance of the proboscis 
of dicks in the direction of the 
arrow ;!, filament ; c, connective: 
s, the obstructing half of the 
anther. 
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In Broom there is an explosive mechanism; the 

;immure of the insect visitor on the keel of the corolla 
causes a sudden release of the stamens and the scatter-
ing of a cloud of pollen over its body. 

6. 	 ' ilswers, v iey 	epidopt 
Lstdicitel  able 

to, 
 reach 

 ted c
the nectar conceal 

by L
ed in dera. eep. 

narrow tubes or spurs by means 
of their long slender proboscis 
Such are: (a) Butterfly-flowers, 
usually red in colour, as 
Diantbrs eartlisnianorsnn• (b) 
Moth-Bowers, white or whitish, 
as honeysuckle (Lenient; 
Periclitnennun). 

) Ps 	

a. Nauseous flowers dull and 

a smell attractive to carrion 
colour .and often spotted, with 

different types:— 

yellowish and dark purple in 

of Saxifrages. 

Diptera. and including very 

flies and dung flies, e.g. species 

7. Fly Axons, chiefly visited by 

is. Pitfall flowers such as Amnon, 
11 	 Athletes/no and Amos /Meer 

laism, when the Insect is 
FIa sec—Spadia of Anson caught and detained until 

stacniahens tram which the 	pollination is effected (fig. 
greaterpart of the spathe has 	to). 
been cut away. 	 c. Pinch-trap flowers, as in the 

p. Pistillate, r, stamina* 	family Aselepiadatose, where 
flowers; S, sterile flowers 	the proboscis, claw or brist le  
ing a circlet of stiff hairs closing 	of the insect is caught in the 
the mouth of the chamber 	clip to which the pairs of 
formed by the lower pate of 	pollinia are attached. Beek 
the spathe. 	 wasps and larger insects serve 

as pollinating agents 

FtG,, u.--Grain of Parnassus (Pareassia paltistris). 

One of the maim which fame the twain in the flower. enlarged  

	

R Deceptive flowers such as hygienic where the 	' 
coronet of glistening yellow balls suggests a bid 
supply of nectar drops (fig. t). 

t Hoverfly flowers, small flowers which are beautifully coloured 
with radiating streaks pointing to a sharply-defined 
centre in which is the nectar, as in Veronica cliaasassityn 
(fig. Is). 

LITIIIIATURIL—Joseph Gottlieb Kinreuter i (d. tea) was the first 
to study the pollination of Sowers and to draw attention to the 
necessity of insect visits in many cases; he 
gave a clear account of cross-pollination 	• 
by insect aid. He was followed by Christian 
Konrad Sprengel, whose work Das addable 
Geheinntoss der Hata, ins Bast and in der 
Befrocktnes der &unsex (Berlin. 1793), 
contains a description of floral adaptations 
to insect visits in nearly Son species of 
plants. Sprengel came very near to 
appreciaung the meaning of cross-pollina-
tion in the life of plants when he states 
that " it seems that Nature is unwilling 
that any flower should be fertilized by its 
own pollen." In i7950 an Englishman. 
Thomas Andrew Knight, after experiments 
on the cross-fertilization of cultivated 
plants, formulated the conclusion that no 
plant fertilizes itself through many genera- k, Calyx. 
tions. Sprengers work, which had been a, a, s, The three lobes 
almost forgotten, was taken up Aoki by of the lower lip of 
Charles Darwin, who concluded that no the rotate corolla. 
organic being can fertilize itself through o, The upper lip. 
an unlimited number of generations; but s, s,Tbe two stamens. 
a cross with other individuals is occasion- n. The stigma. 
ally—perhaps at very long intervals—indis. 
pensable. Darwin's works on dimorphic flowers and the fertiliza-
tion of orchids gave powerful support to this statement. The 
study of the fertilization, or as it is now generally called " pollina- 
tion. 

 

study of Gowen, was continued by Darwin and calms up by other 
workers. notably Friedrich Hildebrand, Federico Delphi') and the 
brothers Fritz and Hermann Muller. Hermann Midler. work on 
The Fertilization of flowers by Insects and their Reciprocal Adapta-
tions (1873). followed by subsequent works on the same lines, brought 
together a great number of observations on floral seechanssins and 
their relation to insect-visits. Midler also suggested a modification 
of the Knight-Darwin law, which had left unexplained the numer-
ous instances of continued successful self-pollination. and restated 
it on these terms: " Whenever offsffing resulting from crewing 
comes into serious conflict with offspnng remitting from NW. 
fertilisation, the former is victorious. Only where there is no 
such struggle for existence does self-fertilization often prove satis-
factory for many generations." An Increasing number of workers 
in this field of plant biology in England, on the Continent and in 
America has produced a great mass of observations, which have 
meetly been brought together in Dr Paul Knuth's classic work. 
Handbook sJ Hower Pollination, an En liah translation of which 
has been published (1906)  by the  C4rsndon Peels.  

POLLIO„ emus ASINIUS (76 a.c.-A.D. 5; according to some, 
75 2 .C.-4.0. 4), Roman orator, poet and historian. In 54 he 
impeached unsuccessfully C. Porcius Cato, who in his tribunate 
(56) had acted as the tool of the triumvirs. In the civil war 
between Caesar and Pompey Pollio sided with Caesar, was 
present at the battle of Pharsalus (48), and commanded against 
Status Pompeius in Spain, where he was at the time of Caesar's 
assassination. He subsequently threw in his lot with M. 
Antonini. In the division of the provinces, Gaul fell to AnionY , 

 who entrusted Pollio with the administration of Gallia Trans. 
padana. In superintending the distribution of the Mantuan 
territory amongst the veterans, he used his influence to save 
from confiscation the property of the poet Virgil. In 4o he 
helped to arrange the peace of Brundisium by which. Octavian 
(Augustus) and Antonius were for a time reconciled. In the 
same year Porno entered upon his consulship, which bad been 
promised him in 43. It was at this time that Virgil addressed 
the famous fourth eclogue to him. Next year PolEo conducted 
a successful campaign against the Parthini, an Illyrian people 
who adhered to Brutus, and celebrated a triumph on the 25th 
of October. The eighth eclogue of Vire was addressed to 
PoUio while engaged in this campaign. From the spoils of the 
war be constructed the first public library at Rome, in the 
Atrium Libertatis, also erected by him (Pliny, Nat. hist. tray. 
to), which he adorned with statues of the most celebrated 

1 5'orlanfire Nachricht me singe' deer Gescklecht der /Ileum 
irerefonaneVerstehen nand Beebaelit=eft. 3.4. 6 (fatiPaig. tria). 
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authors, both Greek and Roman. Thenceforward he withdrew 
from active life and devoted himself to literature. He seems to 
have maintained to a certain degree an attitude of independence, 
iE not of opposition, towards Augustus. He died in his villa at 
Tuseulutn, regretted and esteemed by all. 

PoIli° was a distinguished orator; his speeches showed ingenuity 
and care, but were marred by an affected archaism (Quintilian. 
Inst. x. t, 03; Seneca, Ep. too). He wrote tragedies also, which 
Virgil (Ed. vial. to) declared to be worthy of Sophocles, and a prose 
history of the civil wars of his time from the first triumvirate (60) 
down to the death of Cicero (43) or later. This history, In the 
composition of which Polio received assistance from the grammarian 
litmus Praetextat*, was used as an authority by Plutarch and 
Appian (Horace, Odes, ii. Tacitus, Annals, iv. 34). As a literary 
cntic Polio was very severe. He censured Selust (Suetonius. 
Gram. to) and Cicero (Quintilian, hest. XI I, 22) and professed 
to detect in Livy's style certain provincialisms of his native Padua 

i. 5, 561  viii. I, 3); he attacked the Commentaries of 
ulius Caesar, accusing their author of carelessness and credulity, 

if not of deliberate falsification (Suet. Caesar, 56). Pollio was the 
first Roman author who recited his writings to an audience of his 
friends, a practice which afterwards became common at Rome. 
The theory that Polio was the author of the Bellow Olean" 
one of the supplements to Caesar's Commentarli, has met with little 
support. All his writings are lost except a few fragments of his 
speeches (H. Meyer, t7rat. ram. frog., 1842), and three letters 
addressed to Cicero (Ad. lam. x. 31-33). 

See Plutarch, Caesar, Pompey; Veil. Pat. II. 36, 63, 73, 76; 
Florin iv. 12, It; Dio Cassius xlv. to adviil. isi Appian, Bed. 
tie.; V. Gardthaueen, Angolans said seine Zeit (1890, a..• Groebe, in 
Pauly-Wissowa's Realencydopadie (1896j, ii. pt. 1; Teuffel-Schwaben, 
Hiss. of Roman Literature (Eng. trans.), 1221; M. Schanz, Geschicate 
der roroischoe Liiteratur,pt 2, p. 20 (2nd ed., i899); Cicero, Letters, 
ed. Tyrrell and Purser, vi. introd. p. 80. 

rownrz. KARL LUDWIG, Farah an von (1692-177S), 
German adventurer and writer, was born at Isamu on the asth 
of February trio:. His father, Wilhelm Ludwig von Pallnitz 
(d. 1693), WS In the military service of the elector of Branden-
burg, and much of his son's youth was passed at the electoral 
court in Berlin. He was a man of restless and adventurous 
disposition, unscrupulous even for the age in which he lived, 
visited many of the European courts, and served as a soldier in 
Austria, Italy and Spain. Returning to Berlin in 1735 be 
obtained a position in the household of King Frederick William 1. 
and afterwards in that of Prederick the Great, with whom he 
appears to have been a great favourite; and be died in Berlin on 
the 23rd of June 1775. 

Pallaites Misname (Lifige, 1734), which were translated into 
German (Frankfort, 1735), give interesting glimpses of his life and 
the people whom he met, but they are very untru4worthy. He 
also wrote Noonan= memairrs (Amsterdam, 1737); Etat *rage * 
la tour de Laze sous le eerie d'Augusie ill. (FratAdort, 1734; Ger. 
trans., Breslau, 1736); and Misnoires pour serail a l'huloire des 

atres deriders sotneroins de k mason de Brandenbourg, published 
by F. L Brune (Berle, 2791; Ger. trann, Berlin, 1790. Per. 
hape his most popular works are La Sass gala,* (Amsterdam. 
1734). an account of the private life of Augustus the Strong. elector 
of Saxony and king of Poland; and Ristoire secrete di _la dueltesse 
d'Hassoere, gpouse de Georges L (London. 1732). There is an 
English translation of the illenoires (London, 1734-1739). See 
P. yen Minks, Sleimstefefir der Nati& MI Ps htitt (Berlin, 
1893); and J. G. Droysen. Gnackidar• der preussiscien Pofisia, pt-iv. 
)Leipzig, 1870). 

POLLOCK, the name of an English family which has con-
tributed many important members to the legal and other profes-
sions. David Pollock, who was the son of a Scotsman and built 
up a prosperous business in London as a saddler, had three distin-
guished sons: Sir David Pollock .(t780-1847), chief justice of 
Bombay; Sir Jonathan Frederick Pollock, Bart. (1783-1870), 
chief baron of the exchequer; and Sir George Pollock, Bart. 
(1786-1872), field-marshaL Of these the more famous were 
the two last. Field Marshal Sir George Pollock, who rendered 
valuable military service in India, and especially in Afghanistan 
in 1841-: 843, ended his days as constable of the Tower of London, 
and was buried in Westminster Abbey; his baronetcy, created in 
1872, descended to his son Frederick (d. 1874), who assumed 
the name of liontagu.Poilock, and so to his heirs. Chief Baron 
Sir J. Frederick Pollock, who had been senior wrangler at Cam-
bridge, and became F.A.S. in 1816, was raised to the bench in 
1844, and created a baronet in 1866. He was twice married  

and had eight sots and ten daughters, Ms nuttier:xis descendants 
being prominent in many fields. The'thief baronN eldest son, 
Sir William Frederick Pollock, and Bart. (181 3-1888), became a 
master of the Supreme Court (t846) and queen's remembrance: 
(1674), his eldest son, Sir Frederick Pollock, 3rd Bart. (b. 1845), 
being the well-known jurist and legal historian, fellow of Trinity 
College, Cambridge, and Corpus professor of jurisprudence at 
Oxford (1883-1903), and the second son, Walter Berries Pollock 
(b. 185o), being a well-known author and editor of the Saturday 
&view from t883 to 1894. The chief baron's third son, George 
Frederick Pollock (b. ilia:), became a master of the Supreme 
Court in 183i, and succeeded his brother as queen's (king's) 
remetobrancer in :886; among his sons were Dr W. Rivers 
Pollock (1859-1909), Ernest Murry Pollock, K.C. t86:), 
and the Rt. Rev. Bertram Pollock (b. 1863), bishop of Norwich, 
and previously head master of Wellington College from 1893 till 
1910. The chief baton's fourth son, Sir Charts Edward Pollock 
(1823-1897), had a successful career at the bar and in 1873 
became a judge, being the last survivor of the old batons of the 
exchequer; he was thrice married and had issue by each wife. 

POLLOK, WHEW (:798-1827), Scottish poet, son of a small 
farmer, was born at North Moorhouse, Renfrewshire, on the 19th 
of October 1798. He was trained as a cabinet-maker and after. 
wards worked on his father's farm, but, having prepared himself 
for the university, he took his degree at Glasgow, and studied for 
the ministry of the United Secession Church. He published 
Tales of de Cosuosatoters while he was a divinity student, and 
planned and completed a strongly Calvinistic poem on the vide 
tut life and destiny of man. This was the Course of nine (an). 
which passed through many editions and became a favourite 
in serious households in Scotland. It was written in blank 
verse, in ten books, in the poetic diction of the 18th century, but 
with abundance of enthusiasm, impassioned elevation of feeling 
and copious force of words and images. The poem at once 
became popular, but within six months of its publication, on the 
18th of September 1827, its author died of consumption. 

POLLOKSHAWS, a police burgh and burgh of barony of 
Renfrewshire, Scotland, on the White Cart, now virtually a 
suburb of Glasgow, with which it is connected by electric 
tramway and the Glasgoiv & South-Western and Caledonian 
railways. Pop. (1901), ,,t83. It is named from the slums 
or woods (and is locally styled " the Straws ") and the lands of 
Pollok, which have been held by the Maxwells since the 13th 
century. The family is now called Stirling-Maxwell, the estate 
and baronetcy hiving devolved in 1865 upon Sir William 
Stirling of Keir, who then assumed the surname of Maxwell. 
Pollok House adjoins the town on the west. The staple indus-
tries are cotton-spinning and weaving, silk-weaving, dyeing, 
bleaching, calico-painting and the maoufacture of chenille and 
tapestry, besides paper mills, potteries and large engineering 
works. Pollokshaws was created a burgh of barony in 1813, 
and is governed by a council and provost. About a in. south-
west is the thriving town of Thoridiebank (pop. 2452), which 
owes its existence to the cotton-works established towards the 
end of the 18th century. 

POLI•AX, a tax levied on the individual, and not on 
property or on articles of merchandise, so.called from the old 
English poll, a head. Raised thus Per coatla, it is sometimes 
called a capitation tax. The most famous poll-tax in English 
history is the one levied in 138o, which led to the revolt of the 
peasants under Wat Tyler in 1381, but the first instance of the 
kind was in 1377,when a tax of a groat ahead was voted by both 
dergy and laity. In 1379 the tax was again levied, but on  a 
graduated scale. John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, paid ten 
marks, and the scale descended from him to the peasants, who 
paid one groat each, every person over sixteen years of age being 
liable. In 138o the tax was also graduated, but lees atseply. 
For some years after the thing of 1381 money was only raised 
in this way from aliens, but In 1513 a general poll tax was 
imposed. This, however, only produced about iso,000, rutted 
of it6o,000 as was expected, but a mil-tar levied 1n 0411 
resulted in a revenue of about Leomfoo. Dogleg *ben* ed 
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Charles II. money was obtained in this way on Several *Mashes, 
although is ,676-1627 especially there was a good deal of 
resentment against the tax, For some years after 1668 poll-
taxes were a favourite means of raising money for the 
prosecution of the war with France. Sometimes a single 
payment was asked for the year; at other times quarterly 
payments were required. The poll-tax of :697 included a 
weekly tax of one paw from all persons not receiving alms. 
In toga a quarterly poll-taz produced lart.ses. Nothing 
wan required from the poor, and those who were liable may be 
divided roughly into three dames. Perinea worth less than boo 
paid one shilling; those worth boo, including the gentry and 
the professional classes, paid twenty shillings; while tradesmen 
and shopkeepers pail ten shillings. Non-jurors were charged 
doable these rates. Like previous poll-taxes, the we of 160 
did not produce as much as was anticipated, and it was the last 
of ha kind in England. 

Many of the states of the United States of America raise 
money by levying poll-taxes, or, as they are usually called. 
capitation taxes, the payment of this tax being a necessary 
preliminary to the macho of the suffrage. 

See S. Dowell, History d Meatier and Taxes is &viand (t888), 
vol. iii. t and W. Stubbs, Ca sstataiswei History (1W), vol. 

POLLUX. JULIUS, of Nature& in Egypt, Greek grammarian 
sad sophist of the zed century A.D. He taught at Athens, 
whore, awarding to Philostmtus (Vit. Soyit.), he was appointed 
to the professorship of rhetoric by the emperor Cornmodus on 
account of his melodious voice. Stades gives a list oi his 
thetorical works, none of which has survived. Philostratus 
recognises his natural abilities, but spas& of his rhetoric in very 
mOderate terms. Pollux is probably the person attacked by 
Laden in the Lesiykancr snd Teacher of Rhetoricians. In the 
Teacher of Rhetoricians Lucian satirizes a worthless and ignorant 
person who pins a reputation asan orator by sheer effrontery ; the 
Lasipherses, a satire upon the use of obscure and obsolete words, 

conceivably have bean directed against Pollux as the author 
of the Oseasaalrea. This work, which we still possess, is • 
Greek dictionary in ten books, each dedicated to Cootmodus, 
sad arranged not alphabetically but according to subject-matter. 
Though mainly a dictionary of synonyms and phrases, chiefly 
intended to furnish the reader with the Attic names for indi-
vidual things, it supplies much rare and valuable information on 
many points of classical antiquity. It aho cocaina =MOUS 
Xffillinaits of writers now lost. The chief authorities used were 
the lexicological works of Didymus, Tryphon, and Parnphilus; 
is the second book the extant treatise of Rufus of Ephesus 
Os the Hewes of the Parts of Ms Mamas Body was specially 
coasolted. 

The chief editions of the Charmaseicta are those of W. Dindorf 
(tS34), with the notes of previous commentator.. I. Bekker (u846), 
containing the Greek tent only, and Bettie (awn). There are mono-
graphs on wmi, al portions of the vocabulary: by E. Rohde (on 
she theatrical terns. trim. and F. von Stolentin (on constitutional 
antiquities. 5879. 

POLLUX. or Potzuars, a rare mineral. consisting of hydrous 
caesium and alaroinitern silicate, HICsaill,(SiOt),. Caesium 
*aide (Ci3O) is Omani to the extent of 3o-36 Ye, the 
amount varying somewhat owing to partial replacement by 
other alkalis, chiefly sodium. The Mineral crystalises in the 
cubic system. It is colourless and transparent, and has a 
vitreous lustre. Thee is no distinct cleavage and the fracture 
let cendsoldst. The &edam is 61 and the specific gravity 2.90. 
it occurs sparingly, together with the mineral " castor " (see 
Pseatarz), in cavities in the granite of the island of Elba, and 
with beryl in pegmatite veins ss Rumford and Hebron in Maine. 

TOM PUPAE OIL (11s3o-t301), SPanisk novelist and 
poet', was born at Valencia about I s3o. He I often confused 
with Gil Polo, prefers* of Greek at Valencia University between 
ss66 end isys: bus this profeasor was not named Gaspar. He 
is also confused with his own son, Gaspar Gil Polo, the author 
of Do engine eY proems lapis remold (tees) and other 
legal treatises, who pleaded before the Cones as late as t6,6. 
A away by prefer:on. Polo was attached.  to the treasury  

commission which visited Wench in Ism became coadjutor to 
the chief accountant In ins, went on a special mission to 
Barcelona in es8o, and died there in syn. Timoneda, in the 
Sara* de ewer 0360, alludes to bat as a poet of repute; but of 
his miscellaneous vases only two conventional, eulogistic sonnets 
and a son survive. Polo finds a place in the history of the novel 
as the author of Le Diana essannwoda, a continuation of Moots-
mayor's Diana, and perhaps the most saccade' continuation 
ever written by another hand. Cervantes, punning on the 
writer's Dame, recommended that " the Diana enentierada should 
be guarded as carefully as though it were by Apollo himself ": 
the hyperbole is net wholly, nor even mainly, irenicaL 

The book is one of the most agreeable of Spanish pastorals; 
hater/sting in incident, written in fluent prose, and embellished 
with melodious poems. is was constantly reprinted, was imitated 
by Cervantes in the Canto de Caliope, and was translated into 
English, French, German and Latin. The English version of 
Bartholomew Young, published in 1598 but current in manu-
script fifteen years earlier, is said to have suggested the Penmen* 

gr is the Two Gadloisen 4 Veneta; the Latin version of 
parde   Barth. entitled Eresedistascales (Hanover, 1625), is a pee 

formance uncommon merit as well as a bibliographical curiosity. 

POLO, MARCO (e. rasa-1324), the Venetian, greatest of 
medieval tmvellerk Venetian genealogies and traditions of 
uncertain value trace the Polo family to Sebenico In Dalmatia 
and before the end of the nth century one Domenico Polo is 
found in the great council of the republic (loot). But the 
ascertained line of the traveller begins only with his grandfather. 
Andrea Polo of S. Felice was the father of three sons, Marco, 
Nicola and Halloo, of whom the second was the father of the 
subject of this article. They were presumably " noble," i.e. 
belonging to the families who had seats In 'the great council, 
and were enrolled in the Libro d' Oro; for we know that Marco 
the traveller is officially so styled (nobilis sir). The three 
brothers were engaged in commerce; the elder Marto, resident 
apparently in Constantinople and in the Crimea (especially at 
Sudek), suggests, by his celebrated will, a long business 
partnership with Melo and Maffeo. 

About ride, and even perhaps as early as 12co, we find Nicole 
and Mateo at Constantinople. Nirolo was married and had left 
his wife there. The two brothers went OD a speculation to the 
Crimea, whence a suecasion of chances and openings carried 
them to the court of Barka Khan at Sand, farther north up to 
Bolghar (Kama), and eventually across the steppes to Bokhara. 
Her they fell in with certain envoys who had been on a mission 
from the great Khan Kublai to his brother Haitian in Persia, 
and by them ware persuaded to make the journey to Cathay in 
thehr company. Under the heading CPID4A the circamstancet 
are noticed which in the last half of the 13th century and first 
half of the rath threw Asia open to Western travellers to • degree 
unknown before and sinoe—until the nab century. Thus began 
the medieval period of Intercourse between China and catholic 
Europe. Kutdaf, when the Polos reached his court, was either 
at Cambahie (Khombeligh. the Khan's city), i.e. Peking, which he 
had just rebuilt, or at his summer seat at Shangtu in the country 
north of the Great Wall: it was the first time that the khan, a 
man full of energy and intelligence, had [alien in with European 

colte
e  ln n. He was delighted with the Venetian brothers, 
eagerly to all they had to tell of the Latin world, and 

decided to send them bath as his envoys to the pope, with letters 
requesting the despatch of a large body of educated men to 
instruct his people in Christianity and the liberal arts. With 
Kublai, as with his predecessors, religion was chiefly a political 
engine. Kublei, the fiat of his house to rise above the essential 
barbarism of the Mongols, had perhaps discerned that the 
Christian Church could afford the aid he desired in taming his 
countrymen. It was only when Rome had failed to meet his 
advance that he fell back upon BudeRtisrn as his chief civilizing 
instrument. 

The brothers arrived at Acre In April 1260. They teamed 
that Clement IV. had died the year before, and no new pope had 
yet been chosen. So they took counsel with an eminent church-
man, Tedaldo. archdeacon of Lidge and papal legate for the 
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whole realm of Egypt, and, being advised by him to wait 
patiently, went home to Venice, where they found that Nicole's 
wife was dead, but had left a son Marco, now fifteen. The papal in-
terregnum was the longest that had been known, at least since the 
dark ages. After the Polos hadapent two years at home there was 
still no pope, and the brothers resolved on starting again for the 
East, taking young Marco with them. At Acre they again saw 
Tedsido, and were furnished by him with letters to authenticate 
the causes that had hindered their mission. They had not yet left 
Lajazzo, Lays; or Ayes on the Cilician coast (then one of the 
chief points for the arrival and departure of the land trade of 
Asia), when they heard that Tedaldo had been elected pope. 
They hastened back to Acre, and at last were able to execute 
Kublai's mission, and to obtain a papal reply. But, instead of 
the hundred teachers asked for by the Great Khan, the new pope 
(styled Gregory X.) could supply but two Dominicans; and these 
lost heart and turned back, when they had barely taken the first 
step of their journey. 

The second start from Acre must have taken place about 
November 1271; and from a consideration of the indications 
and succession of chapters In Polo's book, it would seem that the 
party proceeded from Lajazzo to Sivas and Tabriz, and thence 
by Yead and Kirman down to Hormuz (Humus) at themouth 
of the Persian Gulf, with the purpose of going on to China by sea; 
but that, abandoning their naval plans (perhaps from fear of the 
flimsy vessels employed on this navigation from the Gulf east. 
wards), they returned northward through Persia. Traversing 
Kirman and Khorasan they went on to Balkh and Badakshan, 
in which last country young Marco recovered from illness. In 
a passage touching on the climate of the Baclakshan hills, 
Marco breaks into an enthusiasm which he rarely betrays, but 
which is easily understood by those who have known what 
it is, with fever in the blood, to escape to the exhilarating 
mountain air and fragrant pine-groves. They then ascended 
the upper Oxus through Wakhan to the plateau of Pamir 
(a name first heard in Marco's book). These regions were 
hardly described again by any European traveller (save Benedict 
Goes) till the expedition in 1838 of Lieu4 John Wood of the 
Indian navy, whose narrative abounds in incidental illustration 
of Marco Polo. Crossing the Pamir the travellers descended 
upon Kashgar, Yarkand and Khotan (Khutan). These are 
regions which remained almost absolutely closed to our know-
ledge till after 186o, when the temporary overthrow of the 
Chinese power, and the enterprise of British, Russian and other 
explorers, again made them known. 

From Khotan the Polos passed on to the vicinity of Lop-Nor, 
reached for the first time since Polo's journey by Prjevalsky 
in 1871. Thence the great desert of Gobi was crossed to 
Tangut, as the region at the extreme north-west of China, both 
within and without the Wall, was then called. 

In his account of the Gobi, or desert of Lop, as he calls it, 
Polo gives some description of the terrors and superstitions of 
the waste, a description which strikingly reproduces that of 
the Chinese pilgrim Suan T'sattg, in passing the same desert in 
the contrary direction six hundred years before. 

The Venetians, in their further journey, were met and 
welcomed by the Great Khan's people, and at last reached his 
presence at Shangtu, in the spring of 127s. Kublai received 
them with great cordiality, and took kindly to young Marco, by 
this time about twenty-one years old. The " young bachelor," 
as the book calls him, applied himself diligently to the acquisi-
tion of the divers languages and written characters chiefly in use 
among the multifarious nationalities subject to the Khan; and 
Kublai, seeing that be was both clever and discreet, soon 
began to employ him in the public service. G. Pauthier found 
in the Chinese annals a record that in the year 2277 a certain Palo 
was nominated as a second-class commissioner or agent attached 
to the imperial council, a passage which we may apply to the 
young Venetian. Among his public missions was one which 
carried him through the provinces of Shansi, Shensi, and 
Szechuen. and the wild country on the borders of Tibet, to the 
remote province of Yunnan, called by the Mongols Karaiong, 

and into northern Burma (Mien). Marco, daring Ms stay at 
court, had observed the Khan's delight in hearing of strange 
countries, of their manners, marvels, and oddities, and had 
heard his frank expressions of disgust at the stupidity of envoys 
and commissioners who could tell of nothing bat their official 
business. He took care to store his memory or his note-heat 
with curious facts likely to interest Kublai, which, on his return 
to court, he related. This south-western journey led bin 
through a country which till about :goo was almost a tam 
incognita—though since the middle of the reds century we have 
learned much regarding it through the journeys of Cooper, 
Gamier, Richthofen, Gill, Babes and others. In this regime 
there existed and still exists in the deep valleys of the great 
rivers, and in the alpine regions which border them, a vast 
ethnological garden, as it were, of tribes of various origin, and 
in every stage of semi-civillzation or barbarism; these afforded 
many strange products and eccentric traits to entertain Kublui 

Marco rose rapidly in favour and was often employed on 
distant missions as well as in domestic administration; but we 
gather few details of his employment. He held for three years 
the government of the great city of Yangchow; on another 
occasion he seems to have visited Kangchow, the capital of 
Tangut, just within the Great Wall, and perhaps Karakorum ea 
the north of the Gobi, the former residence of the Credit Elutes: 
again we find him in Ciampa, or southern Cochin-Chios; and 
perhaps, once more, on a separate mission to the southern suns 
of India. We are not informed whether his father and sank 
shared in such employments, though they are mentioned as 
having rendered material service to the Khan, in forwarding 
the capture of Siang-yang (on the Han river) during the war 
against southern China, by the construction of powerful 
artillery engines—a story, however, perplexed by chronological 
difficulties. 

All the Poles were gathering wealth which they longed to cany 
back to their home, and after their exile they began to drawl 
what might follow Kublai's death. The Khan, however, was 
deaf to suggestions of departure and the opportunity ooh' 
came by chance. 

Arghun, khan of Persia, the grandson of Kublai's brother 
Hulagu, lost in r 286 his favourite wife, called by Polo Beitgage 
(i.e. Behighan or " Sable "). Her dying injunction was that her 
place should be filled only by a lady of her own Mongol tribe. 
Ambassadors were despatched to the court of Peking to obtain 
such a bride. The message was courteously received, and 
the choice fell on the lady Cocacin (Kukacbie), a maiden of 
seventeen. The overland road from Peking to Tabriz was thee 
imperilled by war, so Arghun's envoys proposed to return by 
sea. Having made acquaintance with the Venetians, and eager 
to profit by their experience, especially by that of Marco, who 
had just returned from a mission to the Indies, they begged the 
Khan to send the Franks in their company. He consented with 
reluctance, but fit Led out the party nobly for the voyage, charging 
them with friendly messages to the potentates of Christendom, 
including the pope, and the kings of France, Spain and England. 
They sailed from Zoltan or Amoy Harbour in Fukien (a town 
corresponding either to the modem Cbangchow or less probably 
to Tswanchow or Chinchew), then one of the chief Chinese havens 
for foreign trade, in the beginning of :rose. The voyage in-
volved long detention on the coast of Sumatra, and in south 
India, and two years or more passed before they arrived in 
Persia. Two of the three envoys and a vast proportion of tbeir 
suite perished by the way; but the three Venetians survived all 
perils, and to did the young lady, who had come to look on them 
with filial regard. Arghun Khan had died even before they 
quitted China; his brother reigned in his stead; and his son 
Ghazan succeeded to the lady's hand. The Palos went on 
(apparently by Tabriz. Trebizond, Constantinople and Negro-
pont) to Venice, which they seem to have reached about the end 
of run. 

The first biographer of Marco Polo was the famous ger 
graphical collector John Baptist Ramusio, who wrote more than 
two centuries after the traveller's death. Fitts apd date 
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Sometimes contradict his statements, but be often adds detail, 
evidently authentic, of great interest and value, and we need not 
hesitate to accept as a genuine tradition the substance of his 

' 	story of the Poles' arrival at their family mansion in St John 
1  Chrysestom parish in worn and outlandish garb, of the scornful 

denial of their identity, and the stratagem by which they secured 
acknowledgment from Venetian society. 

We next bear of Marco Polo in a militant capacity. Jealousies 
bad been growing in bitterness between Venice and Genoa 
thumghout the t3th century. In 1298 the Genoese prepared 

1  to strike at their rivals on their own ground, and a powerful Beet 
1  under Lambs Doris made for the Adriatic. Venice, on hearing 

of the Genoese armament, equipped a fleet still more numerous, 
and placed it under Andrea Handel°. The crew of a Venetian 
galley at this time amounted, all told, to eso men, under a 
moils or master, but besides this officer each galley carried a 
sofraeoweito or gentlemen-commander, usually a noble. On one 

' of the galleys of Dandolob fleet Marco Polo seems to have gone 
in this last capacity. The hostile fleets met before Corrals 

' Weed on the 6th of September, and engaged next morning. 
The battle ended in a complete victory for Genoa, the details 
of which may still be read on the facade of St Matthew's church 

I  In that city. Sixty-six Venetian galleys were burnt in 
Curmla Bay, and eighteen were carried to Genoa, with 7000 
prisonees, one of whom was Marco Polo. The captivity was of 

i lees than a year's duration; by the mediation of Milan peace 
was made, on honourable terms for both republics, by July 

11  1299; and Marco was probably restored to his family during 
that or the following month. 

P 	But hit captivity was memorable as the Immediate cause of 
his Pooh. Up to this time he bad doubtless often related his 

I experience", among his friends; and from these stories, and the 
frequent employment in them (as it would seem) of grand 
numerical expressions, he had acquired the nickname of Mares 

I Mil:Joni. Yet it would seem that he had committed nothing 
to writing. The narratives not only of Marco Polo but of 
several other famous medieval travellers (e.g. Ibn Batuta, 
Nu °dale, Nkolo Conti) seem to have been extorted from 
them by a kind of pressure, and committed to paper by other • 

Ir bands. Examples, perhaps, of that Intense dislike to the use of 
pea and ink which still prevails among ordinary respectable 

I folk on the shares of the Mediterranean. 
I 	In the prison of Genoa Marco Polo fell in with a certain person 

of writing propensities, Rusticiano or Rustichello of Pisa, also a 
r captive of the Genoese. His name is otherwise known as that 

of a respectable literary back, who abridged and recast several 
I  of the French romances of the Arthurian cycle, then in fashion. 

fle wrote down Marco's experiences at his dictation. 
We loan little of Marco Polo's personal or family history 

after this captivity; but we know that at his death be 
kit a wife, Donate (perhsps of the Loredano family, but 

I  this is uncertain), and three daughters, Pantile and Bellela 
(married, the former to Marco Bragadino), and Moneta 
(then a spinster, but married et a later date to Ranuno 
Dolfaso). One last glimpse of the traveller is gathered from 
his will, now in St Mark's library. On the 9th of January 
ISM the traveller, In Ms seventieth year, sent for a neighbouring 
palest and notary to make his testament. We do not know the 
asset time of his death, but it fell almost certainly within the 
per 13m. for we know from a scanty sales of documents, 
beginning In June nes, that he had at the latter data been 
some time dead. He was buried, In accordance with his will, 
in the Church of St LOCUM, where the family burying-place 
was marked by a sarcophagus, erected by his filial care for his 
lather Nicola, which existed till near the end of the 16th century. 
Oa the renewal of the church in r99s this seems. to have 

*141  =yes of Venice have yielded a few traces of our tra-
veller. Besides his own will just alluded to. there are the wills of 
bh smcie Memo and of his younger brother Maffei; a few legal 
documents connected with Use home propertyin St John 
Chemostoen, and other papas of similar character; and 

two or three entries in the record of the Maggio! 'Con-
siglio. We have mentioned the sobriquet of Marco Million; 
Ramusio tells us that he had himself noted the use of this name 
in the public books of the commonwealth, and this statement 
has been verified in an entry in the books of the Great Counal 
(dated April to, 13os), which records as one of the securities 
In a certain case the " Nobilis vir Mambos Paolo MILION." 

It is alleged that long after the traveller's death there was 
always in the Venetian masques one individual who assumed 
the character of Marco Millioni, and told Munchausen-like 
stories to divert the vulgar. There is also a record (March 9, 
km) of the judgment of the court of requests (Curia Peti-
tionum) upon a suit brought by the " Nobilis vir Marcus Polo" 
against Paulo Girardo, who had been an agent of his, to recover 
the value of a certain quantity of musk for which Girardo had 
not accounted. Another document is a catalogue of certain 
curiosities and valuables which were collected in the have of 
Marino Faliero, and this catalogue comprises several objects 
that Marco Polo bad given to one of the Faliero family. 

The most tangible record of Polo's memory in Venice is a 
portion of the Ca' Polo—the mansion (there is reason to believe) 
where the three travellers, after their long absence, were denied 
entrance. The court in which It stands was known In Ramusio's 
time as the Code del mealiest, and now is called Cate Sabbionera. 
That which remains of the ancient edifice is a passage with a 
decorated archway of Italo-Byzantine character pertaining to 
the 13th century. 

No genuine portrait of Marco Polo exists. There is a medallion 
portrait on the wall of the Sala drib Scudo in the ducal palace, 
which has become a kind of type; but it is a work of imagination 
no older than 1761. The oldest professed portrait is one in the 
gallery of Monsignor Badia at Rome, which is inscribed Moans 
Paw wades idles orbit if India 'awoke grimes. It is 
a good picture, but evidently of the 16th century at earliest. 
The Europeans at Canton have absurdly attached the name of 
Marco Polo to a figure in a Buddhist temple there containing a 
gallery of " Athena" or Buddhist saints, and popularly known 
as the " temple of the five hundred gods." The Venetian 
municipality obtained a copy of this on the occasion of the 
geographical congress at Venice in ills. 

book indited by Rusticiarto is in two parts. The first, or 
pt ,ue, as it is termed, is unfortunately the only part which con-
sit of actual personal narrative. It relates in an interesting 

extremely brief fashion the circumstances which led the 
tw. ,Ider Polo, to the Khan's court, together with those of their 
second journey (when accompanied by Marco), and of the return 
to the west by the Indian seas and Persia. The second and staple 
part consists of a series of chapters of unequal length and unsystem-
atic structure. descriptive of the different states and provinces of 
Asia (certain African islands and regions included), with occasional 

' • el of their sights and products, of curious manners and re-
m ',able events, and espectally regarding the Emperor Kublai, 
hi tirt„ wars and administration. A series of chapters near 
th I.se treats of sundry wars that took place between various 
br tea of the house of Jenghis in the latter half of the 13th 
ce .ry. This last series is either omitted or greatly curtailed in 
an 	MS. copies and versions except one (Paris, National library 
Fl 	s Fr. 1116). 

11 was long doubtful in what language the work was originally 
written. That this had been sonic dialect of Italian was a natural 
presumption, and a contemporary statement could be alleged in 
Its favour. But there is now no doubt chat the original was French . 

This was first indicated by Count Baldelli-Boni, who published an 
eitil ,rate edition of two of the Italian texts at Florence in t1327, 
as oho found in the oldest of these indisputable signs that it was 
a intlation from the French. The argument has since been 
fobowed up by others; and • manuscript in rude and peculiar 
French. belonging to the National Library of Paris (Fonds Fr. 
11r6), which was printed by the Secate de &graph.. in 1824, is 
evidently either the original or a close transcript of the original 
dictation. A variety of its characteristics are strikingly indicative 
of the unrevised product of dictation, and are such as would 
ne Lrrity have disappeared either in a translation or in a revised 
co Many illustrations could be adduced of the fact that the use 
of ,  rich was not a circumstance of surprising or unusual nature; 
for language had at that time, in some points of view, even a 
ed 	diffusion than at present. and examples of its literary cm- 
• rnent by writers who were not Frenchmen (like Rustictano 
himself, • compiler of French romances) are vets numerous. 
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Eighty-five MSS. of the book are known, and their texts exhibit 

considerable differences. These fall under four principal types. 
Of these, type s. is found completely only in that old French codex 
which has been mentioned (Paris, National Library, Fr. tun). 
Type ii. is shown by several valuable MSS. in purer French (Paris, 
Nat. Libr., Fr. 2810; Fr. 5631; Fr. 5649; Bern, Canton Library, 
125), which formed the basis of the edition prepared by the late 
M. Pauthier in 1865. It exhibits a text condensed and revised 
from the rude original, but without any exactness, though perhaps 
under some general direction by Marco Polo himself, for an inscrip-
tion prefixed to certain MSS. (Bern, Canton Libr. 1a5; Pans, 
Nat. Libr.. Fr. 5649) records the presentation of a copy by  the tra-
veller himself to the Seigneur Thiebault de Cepoy, a distinguished 
Frenchman known to history, at Venice in the year t3o6. Type 
iii. is that of a Latin version prepared in Marco Palo's lifetime, 
though without any sign of his cognisance, by Francesco Pipino, 
a Dominican of Bologna, and translated from an Italian copy. 
In this, condensation and curtailment are carried a good deal further 
than in type ii. Some of the forms under which this type appears 
curiously illustrate the effects of absence of effective publication, 
not only before the invention of the press, but in its early days. 
Thus the Latin version published by Grynacus at. Basel in the 
Novus ()ibis (1532) is different in its language from Pipino's, and 
yet is clearly traceable to that as its foundation. In fact it is a 
retranslation into Latin from some version of Pipino (Marsden 
thinks the Portuguese printed one of 1502). It introduces changes 
of its own, and is worthless as a text; yet Andreas Miller. who in 
the 17th century took so much trouble with Polo. unfortpnately 
chose as his text this fifth-hand version. The French editions 
published in the middle of the 16th century were translations 
from Grynaeus's Latin. Hence they complete thts curious and vicious 
circle of transmission—French, Italian,sPipino's Latin, Portuguese, 
Grynaeus's Latin, French. 

Type iv. deviates largely from those already mentioned; its 
history and true character are involved in obscurity. It is only 
represented by the Italian version prepared for the press by John 
Baptist Ramusio, with interesting preliminary dissertations, and 
published at Venice two years after his death, in the second volume 
of the Navigationi e oioggt. Its peculiarities are great. Ramusio 
seems to imply that he made some use of Pipino's Latin, and various 
passages confirm this But many new circumstances. and anec-
dotes occurring in no other copy, are introduced; many names 
assume a new shape; the whole style is more copious and literary 
than that of any other version. While a few of the changes and 
interpolations seem to carry us farther from the truth, others 
contain facts of Asiatic nature or history, as well as of Polo's 
alleged experiences, which it is difficult to ascribe to any hand 
but the traveller's own. 

We recognize to a certain extent tampering with the text, as in 
cases where Polo's proper names have been identified, and more 
modern forms substituted. In some other cases the editorial 
spirit has gone astray. Thus the age of young Marco has been 
altered to correspond with a date wnicn is itself erroneous. Ormuz 
is described as an island, contrary to the old texts, and to the fact 
in Polo's time. In speaking of the oil-springs of Caucasus the 
phrase " camel-loads has been substituted for " ship-loads," 
in ignorance that the site was Baku on the Caspian. 

But, on the other hand, there are a number of new circumstances 
certainly genuine, which can hardly be ascribed to any one but 
Polo himself. Such is the account which Ramusio's version jives 
of the oppressions exercised by KubLd's Mahommedan minister 
Ahrnad, telling how the Cathayans rose against him and murdered 
him, with the addition that Messer Marco was on the spot when 
all this happened. Not only is the whole story in substantial 
accordance with the Chinese annals, even to the name of the chief 
conspirator (Vanchu in Ramusio, IVengehete in the Chinese records). 
but the annals also tell of the frankness of " Polo, assessor of the 
privy council." in opening Kublai's eyes to the iniquities of his 
agent. 

Polo was the first traveller to trace a route across the whole 
longitude of Asia. naming and describing kingdom after kingdom 
which be had seen; the first to speak of the new and brilliant court 
which had been established at Peking; the first to reveal China in 
all its wealth- and vastness, and to tell of the nations on its borders; 
the first to tell more of Tibet than its name, to speak of Burma. 
of Laos, of Siam. of Cochin-China, of Japan. of Java, of Sumatra 
and of other islands of the archipelago, of the Nicobar and Andaman 
Islands, of Ceylon and its sacred peak, of India but as a country 
seen and partially explored; the first in medieval times to give 
any distinct account of the secluded Christian Empire of Abyssinia. 
and of the semi-Christian island of Sokotra. and to speak, however 
dimly, of Zanzipar, and of the vast and distant Madagascar; whilst 
be carries us also to the remotely opposite region of Siberia and the 
Arctic shores, to speak of dog.sledges, white bears and reindeer-
riding Tunguses. 

The diffusion of the book was hardly so rapid as has been some-
times alleged. We know from Gilles Mallet's catalogue of the books 
collected in the Louvre by Charles V., dating e.t370-t375, that 
five copies of Marco Polo's work were then in the collection; but on 
the other hand, the x02 known MSS. and the numerous early printed  

editions of " Mandeville," with his lying wonders. indicates a much 
greater popularity. Dante. who lived twenty-three years after 
the book was dictated, and who touches to ninny things in the seen 
and unseen worlds, never alludes to Polo, nor, we believe, to any 
thing that can be connected with him; nor can any trace of Polo 
be discovered in the book of his contemporary. Marino Sanudo 
the Elder, though this worthy is well acquainted with the work, 
later by some )ears, of Hayton the Armenian. and though many 
of the subjects on which he writes in his own book (Secrete Fufeltuns 
Cruria9 challenge a reference to Polo's experiences. " Mande-
ville" himself, who plundered right and left. hardly ever plunders 
Polo (see one example in Dawn o,f Modern Geography, iii. 323. note). 
The only literary works we know of the 14th century which show 
acquaintance with Polo's wok  or achievements are Pipino's 
Chronicle, Villani's Florentine History, Pietro d'Abano's Consilium; 
the Chronicle of John of Ypres, and the poetical romance of Baudouin 
de Sebourc, which last borrows themes largely from Polo. 

Within the traveller's own lifetime we find the earliest examples 
of the practical and truly scientific coast-charts (Portolani), based 
upon the experience of pilots, mariners, merchants, &e. In two of 
the most famous of the lath century Portolani. we trace Marco 
Polo's influence—first, very slightly in the Laurerstiax or Mediceen 
Portolarw of 1351 (at Florence), but afterwards with clearness 
and in remarkable detail in the Catalan Atlas of 1375 (now at 
Paris). Both of these represent a very advanced stage of Medieval 
knowledge, a careful attempt to represent the known world on the 
basis of collected fact, and a disregard for theological or pseudo- 
scientific theory; in the Catalan Alias, as regards Central and 
Further Asia, and partially as regards India. Marco Polo's Book is 
the basis of the map. His names are often much perverted. and it 
is not always easy to understand the view that the compiler took 
of his itineraries. Still we have Cathay placed in the true position 
of China, as a great empire filling the south-east of Asia. The 
trans-Gangetic peninsula is absent, but that of India proper is, 
for the first time in the history of geography, represented with a 
fair approximation to correct form and position. 

It is curious that, in the following age. owing partly to his un-
happy reversion to the fancy of a circular disk, the map of Fra 
Mauro (1459), one of the greatest map-making enterprises in history, 
and the result of immense labour m the collection of facts and the 
endeavour to combine them, gives a much less accurate idea of 
Asia than the Carta constants'. Columbus possessed a printed 
copy of the Latin version of Polo's book made by l'ipino, and on 
more than seventy pages of this there ate manuscript notes in the 
admiral's handwriting, testifying, what is sufficiently evident from 
the whole history of. the Columbian voyages, to the immense in-
fluence of the work of the Venetian merchant upon the discoverer 
of the new world. 

When, in the 16th century, attempts were made to combine 
new and old knowledge, the results were unhappy. The earliest 
of such combinations tried to realise Columbus's ideas regarding 
the identity of his discoveries with the Great Khan's dominions; 
but even after America had- vindicated its independent existence. 
and the new knowledge of the Portuguese had named China where 
the Catalan map had spoken of Cathay, the latter country, with 
the whole of Polo's nomenclature, was shunted to the north, forming 
a separate system. Henceforward the influence of Polo's work 
on maps was simply injurious; and when to his names was added 
a sprinkling of Ptolemy s, as was usual throughout the 16th century, 
the result was a hotchpotch conveying no approximation to facts 
(see further Mae). 

As to the alleged introduction of important inventions into 
Europe by Polo—although the striking resemblance of early Euro-
peas' block-books to those of China scents clearly to indicate the 
derivation of the art from that country, there is no reason for 
connecting this introduction (any more than that of gunpowder 
or the mariner's compass) with the name of Marco. In the tgth 
century not only were missions of the Roman Church established is 
some of the chief cities of eastern China, but a regular overland 
trade. was carried on between Italy and China, by way of Tana 
(Azov), Astrakhan, Otrar, Kamul (Hand) and Kanchow. Many 
a traveller other than Marco Polo might have brought home the 
block-books, and some might have witnessed the process of making 
them. This is the less to be ascribed to Polo, because he so curiously 
omits to speak of the process of printing, when, in describing the 
block-printed paper-money of China, his subject seems absolutely 
to challenge a description of the art. 

See the Rerun, of the Paris Geographical Society (18.74), vol 
giving the text of the fundamental NIS. (Nat. Libr. Paris. Fr. 
1116; see above), as well as that of the oldest Latin version; C. 
Pauthier's edition, . de Marco Polo . . . (Paris, t865), 
based mainly upon the three Paris MSS. (Nat. Libr. Fr. 2810: 
Fr. 5631; Fr. 5649; see above) and accompanied by a commentary 
of great value; Baldelli-Lioni's Italian edition, giving the oldest 
Italian version (Florence, 1827); Slr Henry Yule s edition, which 
in its final shape. as revised and augmented by Henri Cordier 
(. . . Marco Polo ... London. 1903). is the most complete 

Printed by Bongars in the collection called Gala Ai per Fraud; 
(1611), ii. t-28t. 
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POlit (Tibetan earn, ball), the mast ancient of games with 

thick and ball. Harkey, the Irish national game of burring 
(slid possibly golf and cricket) are derived from polo. Igosoys The latter was =lied hockey or hurting on horse- 

back in England and Ireland respectively, but himodadly 
hockey and hurling am polo on foot. 

The earliest records of polo are Persian. Ftom Persia the 
manse spread westward to Constantinople, eastwards through 
'Turkestan to Tibet, Chins and Japan. From Tibet polo travelled 
to Gilgit and Chitral, powilly also to Manipur. Polo also flourished 
Is India la the s6th astirrY. Then for 200 years its records in 
Talk ma*, Ill in dig polo came into Bengal from Manipur by 
Way of Cachet: and in r861 the same was played in the Punjab. 

There have been twelve varieties of the game during its 
taigas= of at team rose years. (t) A primitive form 
amibting of feats of horsemanship and of skiff with stick and 
ball. (s) Early Persian, described in Sbelnialea. a highly 
organized game with rules, played four a sIde. (3) Later 
Rada& rads century, thstgrounds 300 by 17o yds. Sir Anthony 
Shirley gays the resarabled the sough football of the same 
period in England. (4) The game In the ryth century in Penis. 
A more highly organized game than No. 3, as described by 
Chudia (3) The Etynantins form played at Constantinople 
in the tzth century. A leathern ball the size of an apple and 
a racquet were used. (S) The Chinese game, about A.D. boo 
played with a light wooden tall The goal was formed by 
two posts with a boarding between, In the latter a bole being 
cut and a net attached to it in the form of a bag. The side 
Mirth Mt the hall tato the bag were the winners. Another 
Chinese form was two reams ranged on opposite sides of 
the ground, each defending its own goal. The object of the 
mime was to drive the ball through the enemy's goal. (7) The 
Japanese game. popular in feudal times, still survives under 
the name of Osiris', or ball match. The Japanese game 
has a boarded goal; s ft. from the ground Is a circular hole 

tit. s fa. in diameter with a bag behind. The bails are of 
paper with a cover of pebbles or bamboo fibre, diameter 
try weight os. The sticks am racket shaped. The 
object is to lift over or carry she bail with the racket and 
phew It In the bag. (8) Called Del, played with long stick 
with which the ball was dribbled along the ground. fel Another 
modern Iodise form in which the aides ranged up on opposite 
Mdse of the ground and the ball was thrown in. This is 
pitiably the form of the gams which reached India from 
Persia and is represented at the present day by Manipur and 
Wish polo, though these Rams ate probably rougher than the 
old Indian game. (so) Modern English with heavy ball and 
stick*, played is England and the colonies and whatever polo 
is played in Europe. Its characteristics an: offside; severe 
paeiddes for breach of she rules; close combination; rather 
Sort prising; low storing, and a strong defence. (as) Indian 
polo has I eighty, ball, no boards to the grounds, which are 
Nasally ful4lred; a modified offside-ride, but the same system of 
mashies. It is • quicker gains than the Englisb. (ter) The 
Amerissa game has no adds and no penalties, in the English 
masa The attacks stringer, the passing longer, the owe 
greater and more sum ined Asnedean players are roan cattaiti 

goal-bidets sad their sexing is blew ' They dilated the 
English players in :goo with ease. 

Polo was fast played is England by the nth litmus in 1869. 
The game spread rapidly and acme good play was soma at Lithe 
Bcidge. But the organbation of polo in England dates from 
its adoption by the Burlingham Club in ;873. The ground 
was boarded along the ides, and this device, which was employed 
as a remedy for the irregular shape of the /WAWA= ground, 
has became almost universal and has greatly affected the develop. 
meat of the mina The dub committee, in 1874, drew up the first 
code of rules, which reduced the *umber of players to five a side 
and included offside. The next step was the foundation of the 
Champion Cup, in 187y. Then came the rule dividing the game 
into. periods of to minutes, with intervals of two minutes for 
clanging ponies after each period, and five minutes at half-
time. The height of ponies was fixed at 14.s, and a little later 
an official measurer was appointed, no pony being allowed to 
play unless registered at Burlingham. The next change was 
the present scale of penalties for offside, foul riding or dangerous 
play. A shod time after, the crooking of the adversary's stick. 
umbras in the act of bitting the boll, was forbidders. The gams 
grew faster, partly as the result of these rules. Then the ten 
minutes' nil, was revised. The period did not close until the 
ball went over the boundary. Thus the period might be ex-
tended to twelve or thirteen minutes, and although this time 
was deducted from the next period the strain of- the extra 
minutes was too great on rum and ponies. It was.therefbre 
Laid down that the hall should go out of play on going out of 
bounds or stoking the board, whichever happened first. In to so 
a polo handicap was established, based on the American system 
of estimating the number of goals a player was worth to his 
side. This was modified in the English handicap by, assigning 
to each player a handicap number as at golf. The highest 
number is ten, the torrent one. The Burlingham handicap is 
revised during the winter, again in May, June and July.  each 
hudiemp coming into force one month after the date of issuer 
In tournaments under handicap the individual handicap number, 
are added together, and the team with the higher aggregate 
coated,* goals to that with the lower, according to the con- 
ditions of the tournament. The handicap serves, to divide 
second from first clam tournaments, for the former teams 	must 
net have an aggregate over 35. 

The site of the polo ground is goo yds. in length and from 
sgo to so* yds. is width. The larger site is only found taw 
where boards me not used. The ball is made of willow root, is 
si in. in diameter, weight not over Si or. The polo stick has 
DO standard size pr weight, and square or cigarobaped beads 
are used It the discretion of the player. On soft grounds, the 
former, on hard grounds the latter are the better, but Indian 
and American players nearly always prefer the cigar shape. 

The goal posts, now generally made of papier niach6, are 
8 yds. apart. This is the goal line. Thirty yards from the goal 
Rae a line is marked out, nearer than which to the goal no one 
of a fouled side may be when the side fouling has to hit out, 
as a penalty from behind the back line, which is the goal line 
produced. At so yds. from each goal there is generally a math 
to guide the amp who takes a free hit as a penalty. 

Penalties as awarded by the umpires, who should be two is 
number, well mounted, and with a good knowledge of the rules 
of the game. The Budinshans and Ranalagh clubs appoint 
cadet umpires. There should a/so be a referee in case of 
dinagroement kerne= the umpires, and it is usual to have 
man with a flag behind each goal to gimlet when a goal is 
scored. The Burlingham club makes and eevires the rules of 
the gmne, and its code i., with some local modifications, in force 
in the United ICingdoen, Euglish-speaking colonies, the Argentine 
Republic, California, and throughout Europe. America and 
India are governed by their own polo associations. 

The Americas roles base no offside, and their penalties consist 
of subtracting a goal or the fraction of a goal, according to the 
oleos% from the aide which has incurred a penalty for icathog. 
The cliffernoces between the Buidiegbam and lodiaa Mee 
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are very slight, and they tend to assimilate more as time 
goes on. 

Polo in the army is governed by an army polo committee, 
which fixes the date of the inter-regimental tournament. The 
semi-finals and finals are played at Hurlingham. The earlier 
ties take place at centres arranged by the army polo committee, 
who are charged by the military authorities with the duty of 
checking the expenditure of officers on the game. The value of 
polo as a military exercise is now fully recognized, and with the 
cooperation of Hurlingham, Ranelagh and Roehampton the 
expenses of inter-regimental tournaments have been regulated 
and restrained. 

The County Polo Association has affiliated to it all the county 
clubs. It is a powerful body, arranging the conditions of county 
tournaments, constructing the handicaps for county players, and 
in conjunction with the Ranelagh club holding a polo week for 
county players in London. The London dubs are three-
HurlIngham, Ranelagh and Roehampton. Except that they use 
Hurlingham rules the clubs are independent, and arrange the con-
ditions and fix the dates of their own tournaments. Ranelagh 
has four, Roehampton three and Hurlingham two polo grounds. 
There are about goo matches played at these dubs, besides 
members' games from May to July during the London season. 
At present the Meadowbrook still hold the cup which was won 
1.1..r. by an English team in 1886. In Pros an American 
..wear team made an attempt to recover it and failed. 

They lacked ponies and combination; but they bought 
the first and learned the second, and tried again successfully 
in 1909, thus depriving English polo of the championship of 
the world. 

Polo in England has passed through several stages. It was 
always a game of skill. The cavalry regiments in India In early 

polo days, the 5th, 9th, irth and 17th Lancers, the 
zoth Hussars and the 13th Hussars, had all learned the 

value of combination. In very early days regimental players had 
learned the value of the backhanded stroke, placing the ball so as 
to give opportunities to their own side. The duty of support- 
ing the other members of the team and riding off opponents 
so as to clear the way for players on the same side was 
understood. This combination was made easier when the 
teams were reduced from five a side to four. Great stress 
was laid on each man keeping his place, but a more 
flexible style of play existed from early days in the t 7th Lancers 
and was improved and perfected at the Rugby Club by the late 
Colonel Gordon Renton and Captain E. D. Miller, who had 
belonged to that regiment. For a long time the Rugby style 
of play, with its close combination, short passes and steady 
defence, was the model on which other teams formed themselves. 
The secret of the success of Rugby was the dose and unselfish 
combination and the hard work done by every member of the 
team. After the American victories of toog a bolder, harder 
hitting style was adopted, and the work of the forwards became 
more important, and longer passes are now the rule. But the 
main principles are the same. The forwards lead the attack and 
are supported by the half-back and back when playing towards 
the adversaries' goal. In defence the forwards hamper the 
opposing No. 3 and No. 4 and endeavour to clear the way for 
their own No. 3 and No. 4, who are trying not merely to keep the 
ball out of their own goal but to turn defence into attack. Each 
individual player must be a good horseman, able to make a pony 
gallop, must have a control of the ball, hitting hard and clean 
and in the direction he wishes it to go. lie must keep his eye 
on the ball and yet know where the goal-posts are, must be 
careful not to incur penalties and quick to take advantage of an 
opportunity. Polo gives no time for second thoughts. A polo 
player must not be in a hurry, but he must never be slow nor 
dwell on his stroke. He must be able to hit when galloping his 
best pace on to the ball and able to use the speed of his pony 
in order to get pace. He must be able to hit a backhander or 
to meet a ball coming to him, as the tactics of the game require. 

Polo has given rise to • new type of horse, an animal of 
14 hands s in with the power of a hunter, the courage of a 

racehorse and the docility of a pony. At first the ponies were 
small, but now each pony must pass the Hurlingham official 
measurer and be entered on the register. The English Do Pohl 
system of measurement is the fairest and most PUP. 

humane possible. The pony stripped of his clothing Is led by 
an attendant, not his own groom, into a box with a perfectly 
level floor and shut off from every distraction. A veterinary 
surgeon examines to see that the pony is neither drugged nor 
in any way improperly prepared. The pony is allowed to 
stand easily, and a measuring standard with a spirit-level is 
then placed on the highest point of the wither, and if the pony 
measures 14.2 and is five years old it is registered for life. Ponies 
are of many breeds. There are Arabs, Argentines, Americans, 
Irish and English ponies, the last two being the best. The Polo 
and Riding Pony Society, with headquarters at is Hanover 
Square, looks after the interests of the English and Irish pony 
and encourages their breeders. The English ponies arc now 

bred largely for the game and are a blend of thoroughbred 
blood (the best are always the race-winning strains) or Arab and 
of the English native pony. 

AUT DOR-171E5.—Pd,, in England: J. Moray Brown, Riding and 
Polo, Badminton Library, revised and brought up to date by 
T. F. Dale (Longmans, 1899): Captain You husband, Pekin India, 

ro (n.d.); J. Moray Brown, Polo (Vinton. z896 • T. F. Dal. e, The Game 
of Polo (A. Constable & Co., 18g7):Ca_ptain ounghusband, Tourer:- 
Mt/1i Polo (1897); Captain de Lisle, Durham Light Infantry, Hints 
to Polo Players in India (1897); T. B. Drybrough, Polo ()Anton, 
1898; revised, Longmans, 1906); Captain E. D. Miller, Modern 
Polo (i9o3); H. L Fitzpatrick, Equestrian Polo, in Spalding's 
Athletic Library (1904); Major G. J. Younghusband, Tosonsameni 
Polo (Igoe); T. F. Dale " Polo, Past and Present," Country Life; 
Walter Buekmaster, " Hints on Polo Combination," Library of 
Sport (George Newnes Ltd., 1905; Vinton & Co., 1909); Hurlingham 
Club, Rules of Polo, Register of Ponies; Polo and Riding Pony 
Society Stud Book (is vols., Is Hanover Square). Annuals: American 
Polo Association, 543 Liberty Street, New York; Indian Polo 
Association, Lucknow, N. P.; Captain E. D. Miller, D.S.O., The 
Polo Player' Guide and Almanack; The Polo Annual. ed. by L V. L 
Simmonds. Monthlies: Bailey's Magaaine (Vinton Si Co.); The 
l'olo Monthly (Craven House, Kingsway, London). 

Polo in Persia: Firdousi's Skahmansa, translated as Le Liver 
des rois by J. Mohl, with notes and comm.; Sir Anthony 
Shirley, Travels in Persia (1569); Sir John Chardin, Voyaget en 
Perm (1656), ed. aug. de notes, &e. par L Langks, :811; Sir 1Villiam 
Ouseicy, Trawls in -Various Countries of the East, particularly Persia 
(onto). 

There are many allusions to polo in the octets, notably Hi:am'. 
Jami and Omar Khayyam. 

Polo in Constantinople: Cinnamon' banner epitome rerun ab 
famine ei Alexia Commence gest. (Bono, 183_6). 

Polo in India: Ain.i.Akbari 055$): G. F. Nigne. Travels in 
Kashmir (Ladakh and Iskando, 18.p); Colonel Algernon Durand, 
The Making of a Frontier (1899). 

Polo in Gaga and Chitral; " Polo in Baltistan." The Field 
(1M); Polo in Manipur, Captain McCulloch. Manipuris and the 
Adjacent Tribes (1859). (T. F. D.) 

POLONAISE (i.e. Polish, in French), a stately ceremonious 
dance, usually written in I time. As a form of musical com-
position it has been employed by such composers as Bach, 
Handel, Beethoven, and above all by Chopin. It is usual to 
date the origin of the dance from the election (1573) of Henry 
duke of Anjou, afterwards Henry III. of France, to the throne 
of Poland. The ladies of the Polish nobility passed in cere-
monial procession before him at Cracow to the sound of stately 
music. This procession of music became the regular opening 
ceremony at royal functions, and developed into the dance. 

The term is also given to a form of skirted bodice, which has 
been fashionable for ladies at different periods. 

POLONNARUWA, a ruined city and ancient capital of 
Ceylon. It first became a royal residence in A.D. 368, when the 
lake of Topawewa was formed, and succeeded Anuradhapura 
as the capital in the middle of the 8th century. The principal 
ruins date chiefly from the time of Prakrama Bahu (AD. I15 :1– 
,1801. The most imposing pile remaining is the Jetawa-
narama temple, a building 17o ft. in length, with walls about 
8o ft. high and it ft. thick. The city is now entirely deserted, 
and, as in the case of Anuradhapura, its ruins have only recently 
been rescued from the jungle. 
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~TIM a town of Russia, in the government of Vitebsk, 
St the confluence of the PoIota with the Dvina, 6a rn. by rail 
N.W. of the town of Vitebsk. Pop. toast. Owing to the 
continuous wars, of which, from its position on the line of 
communication between central Russia and the west it was for 
many centuries the scene, scarcely any of its remarkable anti-
quities remain. The upper castle, which stood at the confluence 
of the rivers and had a stone wall'with seven towers, is in ruins, 
as is the lower castle formerly enclosed with strong walls and 
connected with the upper castle by a bridge. The cathedral 
of St Sophia in the upper castle, built in the 12th century, 
fell to ruins in the 18th century, whereupon the United Greek 
bishop substituted a modern structure. Upwards of two-thirds 
of the inhabitants are Jews; the remainder have belonged mostly 
to the Orthodox Greek Church since 1839, when they were 
compelled to abandon the United Greek Church. Flax, linseed, 
corn and timber are the leading articles of commerce. 

Polotesk or Po!teak is mentioned in 862 as one of the towns 
given by the Scandinavian Rtuik to his men. In 980 It had 
a prince of its own, Repaid (Rogvolod or Rognvald), whose 
daughter la the subject of many legends. It remained an 
independent principality until the rah century, resisting the 
repeated attacks of the princes of Kiev; those of Pskov, Lithu-
ania, and the Livonian Knights, however, proved more effective, 
and Polotsk fell under Lithuanian rule in r32o. About :383 its 
independence was destroyed by the Lithuanian prince Vitovt. 
It was five time besieged by Moscow in rsoo-18, and was 
taken by Ivan the Terrible in 1563. Recaptured by Stephen 
Bathory, king of Poland, sixteen years later, it became Polish 
by the treaty of 2582. It was then a large and populous 
city, and canted on an active commerce. Pestilences and 
conflagrations were its ruin; the plague of 1566 wrought 
great havoc among its Inhabitants, and that of thoo destroyed 
53,000. The castles, the town and its walls were burned in 
oloy and 1642. The Russians continued their attacks, burning 
and plundering the town, and twice, in 2633 and 1705, taking 
possession of it for • few years. It was not definitely annexed, 
however, to Russia until 5772, after the first dismemberment 
of Poland. In 1812 its inhabitants resisted the French invasion, 
and the town was partially destroyed. 

POLTAVA. a government of south-western Russia, bounded 
by the government of Chernigov on the N., Kharkov on the E., 
Ekateriamlav and Kherson on the S., and Kiev on the W., and 
having an area of 10,26o sq. m. Its surface is an undulating 
plain polo boo ft. above sea-level, with a few elevations reach-
ing 62o ft. in the north, and gently sloping to 30o and 400 ft. in 
the south-west. Owing to the deep excavations of the rivers, 
their banks, especially those on the right, have the aspect of 
hilly tracts, while• low plains stretch to the left. Almost the 
whole of the surface consists of Tertiary deposits; Cretaceous 
rocks appear in the north-east, at the bottom of the deeper 
ravines. The government touches the granitic region of the 
Dnieper only in the south, below ICremenelsug. Limestone 
with dolerite veins occurs in the isolated hill of Isachek, which 
rises above the marshes of the Sole. The whole Is covered with 
a layer, so to 6o ft. thick, of boulder clay, which again is often 
mantled with a thick sheet of loess. Sandstooe (sometimes 
suitable for grindstones) and limestone see quarried, and a few 
beds of gypsum and peat-bog are known within the government. 
With the exception of some sandy tracts, the soil is on the whole 
very Senile. Poltava is drained by the Dnieper, which flows 
along its border, navigable throughout, and by its tributaries 
the Std., Psiol, Weak* Ora, Trubezh, and several others, 
none of them navigable, although their courses vary from is° 
to 320  ot- each in length. Even those which used to be navigated 
within the historical period, such as the Trubezh and Supol, 
am now drying up, while the °them are being partially trans-
formed into mashes. Deep sand-beds intersected by number-
less ravines sad old arms of the river stretch along the left 
book of the Deliver, where accordingly the settlements are 
few. Only 3% of the total area is under forest; timber, wooden 
wane, and pitch are imported. 

The estimated population in 1906 was 3,312,400. The great 
majority are Little Russians. Agriculture is the principal 
pursuit, 6o% of the total area being arable land. The crops 
chiefly grown are wheat, rye and oats; the sunflower is largely 
cultivated, especially for oil, and the growing of tobacco, always 
important, has made a great advance. Kitchen gardening, 
the cultivation of the plum, and the preparation of preserved 
fruits are important branches of industry. At Lubny, where 
an apothecaries' garden is maintained by the Crown, the col-
lection and cultivation of medicinal plants are a speciality. 
The main source of wealth in Poltava always has been, and still 
is, its live-stock breeding—horses, cattle, sheep, pigs. Some 
of the wealthier landowners and many peasants rear finer breeds 
of hones. The land is chiefly owned by the peasants, who 
possess 52% of the cultivable area; 42% belongs to private 
persons, and the remainder to the Crown, the clergy, and the 
municipalities. 

Among the manufactures distilleries bold the leading place, 
after which come flour-mills, tobacco factories, machine-making, 
tanneries, saw-mills, sugar-works and woollen manufactures. 
In the villages and towns several domestic trades are carried 
on, such as the preparation of sheepskins, plain woollen cloth, 
leather, boots and pottery. The fair of Poltava is of great 
importance for the whole woollen trade of Russia, and 
leather, cattle, hones, coarse woollen cloth, skins, and various 
domestic wares are exchanged for manufactures imported from 
Great Russia. The value of merchandise brought to the fair 
averages over is,soo,000. Several other fairs, the aggregate 
returns for which reach more than one-half of the above, are 
held at Romy (tobacco), Kremenchug (timber, corn, tallow 
and salt), and Kobelyaki (sheepskins). Corn is exported to a 
considerable extent to the west and to Odessa, as also saltpetre, 
spirits, wool, tallow, skins and woollen cloth. The Dnieper is 
the principal artery for the exports and for the import—timber. 
The chief river-ports are Kremenchug and Poltava. Steamers 
ply between Kiev and Ekaterinoslav; but the navigation is 
hampered by want of water and becomes active only in the 
south. Traffic mostly follows the railway. Poltava is divided 
into fifteen districts, of which the chief towns are Poltava, 
Gadyach, Khorol, Kobelyaki, Konstantinograd, Kremenchug, 
Lokhvitsa, Lubny, Mirgorod, Pereyaslavi, Piryatin, Priluki, 
Roomy, Zenkov and Zolotonosha. 

History.—At the dawn of Russian history the region now 
occupied by Poltava was inhabited by the Slav tribe of the 
Syeveryanes. As early as 988 the Russians erected several 
towns on the Sula and the Trubezh for their protection against 
the Turkish Petcbenegs and Potovtsi, who held the south-
eastern steppes. Population extended, and the towns of 
Pereyaslavi, Luboy, Maki, Piryatin, Rorany, begin to be 
mentioned in the t nth and t nth centuries. The Mongol invasion 
of 5239-42 destroyed most of them, and for two centuries 
afterwards they disappear from Russian annals. About 5331 
Gedimin, prince of Lithuania, annexed the so-called " Syevet sk 
towns " and on the recognition of the union of Lithuania with 
Poland they were included in the united kingdom along with 
the remainder of Little Russia. In 1476 a separate principality 
of Kiev under Polish rule and Polish institutions was formed 
out of Little Russia, and remained so until the rising of the 
Cossack chief Bogdan Chndelnicki in 1634. By the Andrussowo 
Treaty, the left bank of the Dnieper being ceded to Russia, 
Poltava became part of the dominions of the Zaporogian 
Cossacks, and was divided into " regiments," six of which 
(Poltava, Pereyaslavl, Priluki, Gadyzeb, Luber, and Mirgorod) 
Lay within the limits of the present government. They lost 
their Independence in 1764. (P. A. K.; J. T. Br-) 

POLTAVA. a town of Russia, capiMI of the government of 
the same name, on the right bank of the Vorskla, 88 m. by 
rail W.S.W. of Kharkov. Pop. 53,o6o. The town is built on 
a plateau which descends by steep slopes on nearly every side. 
Several suburbs, inhabited by Cossacks, whose houses are buried 
amid gardens, and a German colony, surround the town. The 
oldest buildings are a monastery, erected in 363o, and a wooden 
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church visited by Peter the Great after the battle of Poltava. 
There are a military school for cadets, a theological seminary 
and two girls' colleges; also flour-mills, tobacco works and a 
tannery. 

Poltava is mentioned in Russian annals in me, under the 
name of Ltava, but does not again appear in history until 1430, 
when, together with Glinsk, it was given by Gedimin, prince of 
Lithuania, to the Tatar prince Leksada. Under the Cossack 
chief, Bogdan Chmielnicki, it was the chief town of the Poltava 
" regiment." Peter the Great of Russia defeated Charles XII. 
of Sweden in the immediate neighbourhood on the 27th of June 
1709, and the victory is commemorated by a column over go ft. 
in height. 

POLTERGEIST (Ger. for "racketing spirit "), the term 
applied to certain phenomena of an unexplained nature, such 
as movements of objects without any traceable cause, and 
noises equally untraced to their source; but in some cases 
exhibiting intelligence, as when raps answer a question by a 
code. In the word Poltergeist, the phenomena are attributed 
to the action of a Geist, or spirit: of old the popular explanation 
of all residuary phenomena. The hypothesis, in consequence 
of the diffusion of education, has been superseded by that of 
" electricity "; while sceptics in all ages and countries have 
accounted for all the phenomena by the theory of imposture. 
The last is at least a rem cause: imposture has often been 
detected; but it is not so certain that this theory accounts for all 
the circumstances. To the student of human nature the most 
interesting point in the character of poltergeist phenomena is 
their appearance in the earliest known stages of culture, their 
wide diffusion, and their astonishing uniformity. Almost all 
the beliefs usually styled " superstitious " are of early occurrence 
and of wide diffusion: the lowest savages believe in ghosts 
of the dead and in wraiths of the living. Such beliefs when 
found thriving in our own civilization might be explained as 
mere survivals from savagery, memories of all 

" The superstitions idle-headed eld 
Received and did deliver to our age." 

But we have not to deal only with a belief that certain 
apparently impossible things may occur and have occurred in 
the paid. We are met by the evidence of sane and credible 
witnesses, often highly educated, who maintain that they 
themselves have heard and beheld the unexplained sounds and 
sights. It appears, therefore, that in considering the phenomena 
of the poltergeist we are engaged with facts of one sort or 
another; facts produced either by skilled imposture, or resting 
on hallucinations of the witnesses; or on a mixture of fraud 
and of hallucination caused by " suggestion." There remains 
the chance that some agency of an unexplored nature is, at least 
in certain cases, actually at work. 

A. volume would be needed if we were to attempt to chronicle 
the phenomena of the poltergeist as believed in by savages 
and in ancient and medieval times. But among savages they are 
usually associated with the dead, or with the medicine-men of the 
tribes. These personages are professional " mediums," and like 
the mediums of Europe and America, may be said to have do-
mesticated the poltergeist. At their seances, savageor civilir.ed, 
the phenomena are reported to occur—such as rappings and 
other noises, loud or law, and " movements of objects without 
physical contact." (See, for a brief account, A. Lang, Cock 
Lane and COMMIS Sense," Savage Spiritualism "; and see the 
Jesuit Letters Wainer, North America, 162o-1770, and 
Rold's Kikigi ennui.) But "induced phenomena," where 
professional mediums and professional medical men are the 
agents, need not here be considered. The evidence, unless in 
the case of Sir William Croakes'a experiments with Daniel Dunglas 
Home, is generally worthless, and the laborious investigations 
of the Society for Psychical Research resulted only in the 
detection of fraud as far as " physical " manifestations by 
paid mediums were concerned. 

The spontaneous poltergeist, where, at least, no professional 
Is present, and no stance is being held, is much more curious and  

interesting than the simple tricks played in the dark by teepuillent 
charlatans. The phenomena are identical, as reported, literally 
" from China to Peru." The Class de Lena (1549) tells us 
that the cacique of Pizza, in Popyan, during his conversion 
to Christianity, was troubled by stones falling mysteriously 
through the air (the mysterious point was the question of 
whence they came, and what force urged them), while Chris-
tians saw at his table a glass of liquor raised in the air, by.no 
visible hand, put down empty, and replenished! Mr Dennys 
(Folk Lore of China, 1876,p. 7o) speaks of a Chinese householder 
who wasdriven to take refuge in a temple by the usual phenomena 
—throwing about of crockery and sounds of heavy footfalls—
after the decease of an aggrieved monkey. This is only one of 
several Chinese cases of poltergeist; and the phenomena are 
described in Jesuit narratives of the t8th century, from Cochin 
China. In these papers no explanation is suggested. There 
is a famous example in a nunnery, recorded (1528) by a notable 
witness, Adrien de Montalembert, almoner to Francis I. The 
agent was supposed to be the spirit of a sister recently deceased. 

Among multitudes of old cases, that of the " Drummer of 
Tedworth" (.662-1663, see Glanvil, Sadducismus triumphal's. 
1666); that at Rerrick, recorded by the Rev. Mr Teller 
in 1695; that of the Wesley household (1716-17:7) chronicled 
in contemporary letters and diaries of the Wesley family 
(Southey's Life of John Wesley); that of Cidevillc (1851), from 
the records of the court which tried the law-suit arising out of 
the affair (Proc. Soc. Psychical Research, xviii. 454-463); and 
the Alresford case, attested by the great admiral, Lord St 
Vincent, are among the most remarkable. At Tedworth we 
have the evidence of Glanvil himself, though it does not 
amount to much; at Rerrick, Teller was a good chronicler 
and gives most respectable signed vouchers for all the marvels: 
Samuel Wesley and his wife were people of sense, they were 
neither alarmed nor superstitious, merely puzzled; while the 
court which tried the Cideville case, only decided that " the 
cause of the events remains unknown." At Alresford, in 
Hampshire, the phenomena attested by Lord St Vincent and 
his sister Mrs Ricketts, who occupied the house, were pecu-
liarly strange and emphatic: the house was therefore pulled 
down. At ViTillington Mill, near Morpeth (1831-1847), the 
phenomena are attested by the journal of Mr Procter, the 
occupant, a Quaker, a " tee-totaller," and a man of great 
resolution. He and his family endured unspeakable things for 
sixteen years, and could find no explanation of the sights and 
sounds, among •thich were phantasms of animals, as at 
Epworth, in the Wesley case. 

Of all these cases that of the Wesleys has attracted most 
critical attention. It was not, in itself, an extreme instance 
of poltergeist: at Alresford, at the close of the i8tb century, 
and at Willington Mill in the middle of the 19th the disturbances 
were much more violent and persistent than at Epworth, while 
our evidence is, in all three examples, derived from the contem-
porary narratives, letters and journals of educated persons. 
The Wesleys, however, were people so celebrated and so active 
in religion that many efforts have been made to explain their 
"old Jeffrey," as they called the disturbing agency These 
attempts at explanation have been fruitless. The poet Coleridge, 
who said that be knew many cases, explained all by a theory of 
contagious epidemic hallucination of witnesses. Dr Salmon, 
of Trinity College, Dublin, set all down to imposture by Hefty 
Wesley, a vivacious girl (Fortnightly Review, i866). The 
documents on which he relied, when closely studied, did not 
support his charges, for he made several important errors in 
dates, and on these his argument rested. F. Podmore, in several 
works (e.g. Studies In Psychical Research), adopted a theory 
of exaggerative memory in the narrators, as one element. 
with a dose of imposture and of hallucination begotten of 
excited expectation. The Wesley letters and journals, written 
from day to day, do not permit of exaggerative memory, and 
when the records of 1716-1717 are compared with the remini-
scences collected from his family by Jelin Wesley in :726, the 
discrepancies are seen to be only such as occur in all human 
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evidence about any sort of events, remote by nine or ten 
yeats. Thus, in 1726, Mrs Wesley mentioned a visionary 
badger seen by her. She did not write about It to her son 
Samuel in 17:7, but her husband and her daughter did then 
describe it to Samuel, as an experience of his mother at 
that date. The whole family, in 1717, became (miller with the 
phenomena, and were tired of them and of Samuel's questions. 
(Mr Poctmore's arguments are to be found in the formal of she 
Studies of Psyckkal Research, ix. 4o-45. Some data are mis-
printed) The theory of hallucination cannot account for the 
uniformity of statements, in many countries and at many 
dates, to the effect that the objects mysteriously set in motion 
moved in soft curves and swerves, or "wobbled." Suppose 
that an adroit impostor is throwing them, suppose that the 
spectators are excited, why should their excitement every-
where produce a uniform hallucination as to the mode of 
motion? It is better to confess ignorance, and remain in 
doubt, than to invent such theories. 

A modem Instance may be analysed, as the evidence was 
given contemporaneously with the events (Podmore, Proc. 
Soc. Psychic': Research,'al. 43-58: " Poltergeists "). On 
the moth or stet of February :883 a Mrs White, in a 
cottage at Worksop, was "washing up the tea-things at the 
table," with two of her children•in the room, when "the table 
tilted up at a considerable angle," to her amazement. On the 
26th of February, Mr White being from home, Mrs White 
extended hospitality to s girl, Eliza Rose, "the child of an 
imbecile mother." Eliza is later described as "hall-witted," 
but no proof of this is given. On the ist of March, White being 
from home, at about 11.30 p.m. a number of things " which had 
been in the kitchen a few minutes before " came tumbling down 
the kitched stairs. Only Mrs White and Eliza Rose were then 
In the kitchen. Later some hot coals made an invasion. On 
the following night, White being at home in the kitchen, with his 
wife and Eliza, a miscellaneous throng of objects came in, 
Mr White made vain research upstairs, where was his brother 
Tom. On his return to the kitchen " a little ch'ma woman left 
the mantelpiece and flew into the corner." Being replaced, it 
repeated its Bight, and was broken. White sent his brother to 
fetch a doctor; there also came a policeman, named Higgs; and 
the doctor and policeman saw, among other things, a basin and 
cream jug rise up automatically, fall on the floor and break. 
Next morning, a clock which had been silent for eighteen months 
struck; a crash was heard, and the clock was found to have 
leapt over a bed and fallen on the floor. All day many things 
kept flying about and breaking themselves, and Mr White sent 
Miss Rose about her business. Peace ensued. 

Mr Podmore, who visited the scene on the 7th and 8th of 
April and collected depositions, says (writing in :883): "It 
may be stated generally that there was no possibility, in most 
ewes, of the objects having been throwa by hand.... More-
over it is hard to conceive by what mechanical appliances, 
under the circumstances described, the movements could have 
been effected. . . . To suppose that these various objects 
were all moved by mechanical contrivances argues incredible 
stupidity, amounting almost to imbecility, on the part of all 
the persons present who were not in the plot,". whereas Higgs, 
Dr Lloyd and a mines named Curses, all " certainly not wanting 
In intelligence," examined the objects and could find no explana-
tion. White attested that fresh invasions of the kitchen by 
inanimate objects occurred as Eliza was ' 	up the earlier 
mink; and he sew a salvoellne fly from the 	while Elise 
was in another part of the room. The amount of things broken 
was valued by White at tn. No one was in the room when the 
dock muck and fell. Higgs saw White shut the cupboard 
doors, they instantly bent open, and a large gess jar flew into 
the yard and Make. "The jar could not go in a straight line 
Imes the cupboard out of the door; but it certainly did go " 
(RigM• The deposidoes were signed by the witnesses (April 
0113). 

DO 496, Mr Podmore, after thirteen years of mperienee 
in examining reports of the poltergeist, produced his dun -  

dons. (r) The 111thelen, though honest and (ably WM-
gent," were " imperfectly educated, not skilled in accurate 
observation of any kind." (They described, like many others, 
in many lands, the " wobbling " movement of objects in flight.) 
(2) Mr Podmore took the evidence five weeks after date; there 
was time for exaggerated memories. (Mr Podmore did not 
consult, it seems, the unamforary evidence of Higgs in the 
&fiord and Gaissborongh Tiarst, 9th of March 1883. On 
examination it proves to tally as precisely as possible with the 
testimonies which he gave to Mr Podmore, except that in March 
be mentioned one or two miracles which be omitted five weeks 
later! The evidence is published in Lang's The itching of 
Religion , 1898, p. 356.) (3) In the evidence given to Mr Podmore 
five weeks after date, there are discrepancies between Higgs and 
White as to the sequence of some events, and as to whether 
one Coulter was present when the clock fell: he asserts, Higgs 
and White deny it. (There is never evidence of several witnesses, 
five weeks after an event, without such discrepancies. If there 
were, the evidence would be suspected as " cooked." Higgs 
in April gave the same version as in March.) (a) As there 
are discrepancies, the statements that Eliza was not always 
present at the abnormal occurrences may be erroneous. " It 
is perhaps not unreasonable to conjecture that Eliza Rose herself, 
as the instrument of mysterious agencies, or simply as a half-
witted girl gifted with abnormal cunning and love of mischief, 
may have been directly responsible for all that took place" 
(Hose, if, as we have seen, the theory of mechanical appliances 
is abandoned, "under the circumstances described " ? We need 
to assume that all the circumstances are wrongly described. 
Yet events did occur, the breakages were lamentable, and we 
ask how could the most half-witted of girls damage so much 
property undetected, under the eyes of the owner, a policeman, 
a medical practitioner and others? How could she throw things 
from above into the room where she was picking up the things 
as they arrived? Or is that a misdescription? No evidence 
of Eliza's half-wittedness and abnormal cunning is adduced. 
If we call her "the instrument of mysterious agencies," the 
name of these agencies b—poltergeist I No latex attempt to 
find and examine the abnormal girl Is recorded.) 

The explanations are not ideally satisfactory, but they are the 
result, in Mr Pochnoren mind, of emminatke of several later 
cases of poltergeist.* In one a girl, carefully observed, was 
detected throwing things, and evkkace that the phenomena 
occurred, in her absence, at another place and time, is discounted. 
In several other cases, exaggerations of memory, makkeenation 
and trickery combined, are the explanations, and the condo-
don is that there is " strong ground " for believing in trickery 
as the true explanation of all these eleven cases, (ndeeding 
the Worksop affair. Mr Podmore asserts that, at Works*, 
" the witnesses did not give their testimony until some weeks 
after the event." That is en erroneous statement as far as Higgs 
goes, the result apparently of endobsenatim of the local news-
paper. More or less of the evidence was printed in the week 
when the events occurred. Something more than unconscious 
ezaggeration, or =damnation, seems needed to explain the 
amazing statements made by Mr Newman, a gamekeeper of 
Lord Penmen, on the 23rd of January r895, at Durmeston in 
another case. Among other things, he said that on the sift 
of December t894, a boot flew out of a door. " I went and put 
my foot on the boot and said ' I ddy anything to mom this 
boot.' lust as I stepped off, If rose up behind me and knocked 
my hat off. There was nobody behind me." Gamekeepers are 
acute observe

f
rs, and if the narrative be untrue, malobservation 

or defect o memory does not explain the fact. In tide ease, 
at Dunnestoa, the rector, Mr Anderson, gave an account of 

Tile present wrier criticised Mr Podneere's etaaption in 
roatchitatut 	ri 3 3 6 ) fr 	oar stind (PPIN-in the 'gide. 
preseatatioa vof kis swain. He, Se tura. mid that the writer pre 

	the supernorsel irterreetedoe." which is not crane. 
as the mime his netheir/ an the eubjens. qesugi her 1101 
satiated that "a eaughtY Bale Orr! so s usii"IY seteesard 
*Auntie of the poltergeist problem. 
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some of the minor phenomena. He could note:1*in them, and 
gave the best character to the Nonconformist mother of the 
child with whom the events were associated. No trickery 
was discovered. 

The phenomena are frequently connected with a person, 
often a child, suffering from nervous malady or recent nervous 
shock. No such person appears in the Alresford, Willington, 
Epworth and Tedworth cases, and it is not stated that Eliza 
Rose at Worksop was subjected to a medical examination. In 
a curious case, given by Mrs Crewe, in The Night Side of Nature, 
the young person was the daughter of a Captain Molesworth. 
Her own health was bad, and she bad been depressed by the 
death of a sister. Captain Molesworth occupied a semi-detached 
villa at Trinity, Rear Edinburgh; his landlord lived next door. 
The phenomena set in: the captain bored holes in the wall to 
discover a cause in trickery, and his landlord brought a suit 
against him in the sheriff's court at Edinburgh. 

The papers are preserved, but the writer found that to 
discover them would be a herculean labour. He saw, how-
ever, a number of documents in the office of a firm of 
solicitors employed in the case. They proved the fact of the 
lawsuit but threw no other light on the matter. We often 
find that the phenomena occur alter a nervous shock to the 
person who may be called the medium. The shock is frequently 
consequent on a threat from a supposed witch or wizard. This 
was the case at Cideville in V850-1851. (See an abstract of the 
documents of the trial, Proceedings S.P.R. Via 434-463. 
The entire report was sent to the writer.) In x9ox there 
was a case at Great Grimsby; the usual flying of stones 
and other objects occurred. The woman of the house bad been 
threatened by a witch, after that the poltergeist developed. 
No explanation was forthcoming. In Proc. S.P.R. :vii. 
320 the Rev. Mr Deanley gives a curious parallel case 
with detection of imposture. In Miss O'Neal's Devonshire 
Idylls is an excellent account of the phenomena which occurred 
after a Devonshire girl of the best character, well known to Miss 
O'Neal, had been threatened by a witch. In the famous instance 
of Christian Shaw of Bargarran (1697) the child had been thrice 
formally cursed by a woman, who prayed to God that her soul 
" might be hurled through hell." Christian fell Into a state 
which puzzled the medical faculty (especially when she floated 
in the air), and doubtless she herself caused, in an hysterical 
state, many phenomena which, however, were not precisely 
poltergeistish. A very marked act of phenomena, in the way 
of movements of objects, recently occurred in the Hudson Bay 
territory, after a half-breed girl had received a nervous shock 
from a flash of lightning that struck near her. Heavy weights 
automatically " tobogganed," as Red Indian spectators said, 
and there were the usual tappings in tent and wigwam. If we 
accept trickery as the sufficient explanation, the uniformity of 
tricks played by hysterical patients is very singular. Still 
more singular is a long series, continued through several years, 
of the same occurrences when no hysterical patient is known to 
exist. In a very curious example, a carpenter's shop being the 
scene, there was concerned nobody of an hysterical temperament, 
ao young boy or girl, and there was no explanation (Proc. S.P.R. 
vii. 383-394). The events went on during six weeks. 
An excellent case of hysterical fraud by a girl in France is given 
by Dr Grasset, professor of clinical medicine at Montpellier (Proc. 
S.P.R. xviii. 464-480). But in this Instance, though things 
were found in unusual places, nobody over eight years old saw 
them flying about; yet all concerned were deeply superstitious. 

On the whole, while fraud, especially hysterical fraud, is a 
sera costa in some cases of poltergeist, it is not certain that the 
explanation fits all cases, and it is certain that detection of 
fraud has often been falsely asserted, as at Tedworth and 
Willington. No good chronic case, as at Alreaford, Epworth, 
Spraiton fllovet's Pandaemonium), Willington, and in other 
classical instances, has been for months sedulously observed by 
sceptics. In short-lived cases, as at Worksop, science appears 
on the scene long enough after date to make the theory of 
exaggeration of memory plausible. If we ask science to explain  

how The more remarkable occurrences could be produced by 
girl ex hypotheu half-witted, the reply is that the occurreac:es 
never occurred, they were only "described as occurring" fay 
untrained observers with " patent double magnifying " memo— 
ries; and with a capacity for being hallucinated in a macaws 
way all the world over. Yet great quantities of crockcry 
and furniture were broken, before the eyes of observers, in a 
house near Ballarmina, in North Ireland, in January agoo7. 
The experiment of exhibiting a girl who can break all the 
crockery without being detected, in the presence of a doctor 
and a policeman, and who can, at the same time, induce the 
spectators to believe that the flying objects waver, swerve and 
" wobble," has not been attempted. 

An obvious difficulty in the search for authentic information 
is the circumstance that the poor and imperfectly educated are 
much more numerous than the well.to-do and well educated. 
It is therefore certain that most of the disturbances will occur 
in the houses of the poor and ill educated, and that their evidence 
will be rejected as insufficient. When an excellent case occurs 
in a palace, and is reported by the margravine of Bayreuth, aisles 
of Frederick the Great, in her Memoirs, the objection is that her 
narrative was written long after the events. When we have 
contemporary journals and letters, or sworn evidence, as in the 
affairs of Sir Philip Francis, Cideville and Willington, criticism 
can probably find some other good reasons for setting these 
testimonies aside. It is certain that the royal, the rich and the 
well-educated observers tell, in many cases, precisely the seine 
sort of stories about poltergeist phenomena as do the poor and 
the imperfectly instructed. 

On the theory that there exist "mysterious agencies" which 
now and then produce the phenomena, we may ask  what these 
agencies can possibly be? But no answer worthy of considera-
tion has ever been given to this question. The usual reply is 
that some unknown but intelligent force is disengaged from the 
personality of the apparent medium. This apparent medium 
need not be present; he or she may be far away. The High-
landers attribute many poltergeist phenomena, inexplicable noires, 
sounds of viewless feet that pass, and so forth, to Wasik, an 
influence exerted unconsciously by unduly strong wishes on the 
part of a person at a distance. The phrase foible air fdrsaing 
("going uncontrolled ") is also used (Campbell, Witchcraft and 
Second Sight in the Scottish Highlands, 1902, PP. 144-147). The 
present writer is well acquainted with cases attributed to 
Mradh, in a house where he has often been a guest. They excite 
no alarm, their cause being well understood. We may call this 
kind of thing ickthoryby, a racket produced from a distance. 
A very marked case in Illinois would have been attributed in 
the Highlands to the tdradh of the late owner of the house, 
dipsomaniac in another state. On his death the disturbances 
ceased (first-hand evidence from the disturbed lady of the 
house, May 1907). It may be worth while to note that the 
phenomena are often regarded as death-warnings by popular 
belief. The early incidents at the Wesleys' house were thought 
to indicate the death of a kinsman; or to announce the approach-
ing decease of Mr Wesley Ore, who at first saw and heard 
nothing unusual. At Worksop the doctor was called in, because 
the phenomena were guessed to be " warnings " of the death 
of a sick child of the house. The writer has first-band 
evidence from a lady and her son (afterwards a priest) of 
very singular movements of untouched objects in their pr sent, 
which did coincide with the death of a relation at a distance. 

BIBLOORAPNY —The literature of the subject is praya . but 
scattered. For m,aern instances the Proceedings of the Society 
for Psychical Reiman), may be consulted, especially an may by 
F W. H. M yo s., vii. 146-198. also iv. 29-38. with the rimy yg 
Podmore. already quoted Books like Dale 0•1111.1 F 
es the Bosimiary of Another World, and Fresnoy's Record des JO-
sanatsoes sue apparusons, are stronger in the quantity of atm:- 
dotes than in the quality of evidence. A Lang's Book of &emu 
and Charts, contains outlandish and Celtic examples. and Teller's 
(Teller's) A True Relation of as Apparition (1694 -1696) Ate= OW 
usual regard for securing signed evidence. Kiesewetter's Goebel* 
des amerce Ocealtismus and Graham f)alyell's Parker Sap, 
stilians of Scotland. with any collections of trials tut eritelesath. 
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paw he emnalted. and Beset's Pendamssinissa (36114) is very rieb 
In cases. The literature of the famous drummer of Tedworth 

Wu-April :663) begins with an abstract of the wont 
• of Mr Mompcuon. whose bouts was the scene of the dis-

turbances. The abstract a in the Mmcorisse pablicus of April 
1663. the evidence was given in a court of justice on the tyth of April. 
Them is also a ballad, a rhymed newssheet of t662 (Anthony 
Wood's Collection 40: (t.93). Bodleian Library). Prop mentions 

 hooks" *boot the affair in his Dior" for Jost $ 663_. Clutch'. 
fret knave version is is his Saddletrees triumpluess of :666. 
The wont evidence of Mompesson poses at least that be was 
disturbed in an intolerable manner, certainlyb 

	
y means 

at the disposal of his two daughters, aged nine and 
any 

 there-
about.. The agent may have been the Nadi of the dnuarner 
whom Mosthesson offeadel. Manch in 1666 confused the dom. 
and, save for his own aspoelenaos. merely repeats the statements 
cunent in :662-1613. The ballad and itlompesson's deposition 
are given in Proc. S.P.R. evil. 304-336, in a discussion between 
the writer and Mr Podntore. - The dated and enntwaporary 
sanative of Procter in the Willington Mill ass (1135- 
tau). is printed in the Joins. S.P.R. (Dee. tips), with some 
contemporary letters on the subject. Mr Procter endured the 
tfitturbannes for sixteen years before he retreated from the 
Mace. There was no naughty little girl is the affair; no metros 
• h"yuerical patent. The Cane hypothesis of alma. swarmed 
by • the spirit of the littm, • includes visual appuitiona, and many 

l so-called " ghost ' d the dead may be merely the Area of a 
ving person. (A. L.) 
POLTROON. a coward, a worthless rogue without courage or 

spirit. The word comes through Fr. Poltross from ItaL politost, 
an idle fellow, one who lolls in a bed or couch (Milanese polar, 
Venetian /Miasma, adapted from Ger. Pot :ter, a pillow; d. 
English " Witte). The old guess that it was from Lat. police 
truism, maimed In the thumb, and was first applied to those 
who avoided military service by self•mutilation, gave rise 
probably to the French application of {afros to a falcon whose 
talons were cut to prevent its attacking game. 

POLTROT. An DE (c. 5537-103), sieur de Mire or Mercy, 
• nobleman of Angoumois, who murdered Francis, duke of Guise. 
He had lived some time in Spain, and his knowledge of Spanish, 
together with his swarthy complexion, which earned him the 
nickruune of the " Espagnolet," procured him employment as s 
spy in the wars against Spain. Becoming a fanatical Huguenot, 
he determined to kill the duke of Guise, and gained admission 
as a deserter to the camp of the Catholics who were besieging 
Orleans. In the evening of the 18th of February :Oa be hid 
by the side of a road along which he knew the duke would pus, 
Ind a pistol at him, and fiat. But be was captured the next day, 
and was tried. tortured several times, and sentenced to be draw* 
and quartered. On the Atli of March 156$ he eaderwent • 
frightful ptudetimast. The horses not being able to drag off his 
limbs, he was hacked to pieces with cutlasses He had made 
several contradictory declarations regarding the complicity of 
Gahm. The admiral protested emphatically against the 
acanation, which appears to have had on foundation. 

See Minseires de prise( de Condi (tendon. 1743); T. A. D'Aubignd• 
Einar, saurnelk (ed. by de Ruble. Sec. de riistoim de Freed. 
:gee): A. de Ruble, I:Ames:kat du due ?bongo& de LOIPMilli (Paris, 
1197). 

POLTAIDIVa a Macedonian, who lived at /toms se a dieted-
des and pleader in the and century se. When the Parades War 
(ids-5) broke out, Polysenus, too old to share in the campaign, 
dedicated to the emperors Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Venni a 
work, still extant, called &magic* at Snagging* a bimodal 
eakeden of stratagems and maxims of strategy written in Greek 
and strung together in the form of anecdotes. It is not strictly 
confined to warlike stratagems, but includes also examples of 
wisdom, courage and cunning dawn from civil and political life. 
/he week is unaideally written, but is neeertbeises importasit 
account of the extracts it has preserved from histories now lost. 
It is divided into eight books (peas of the firth and seventh 
are lost). and originally contained Wee hundred anecdotes, 
of which eight hundred sad thirty-three are extant. Pelyeesw 
Weeded to write a history of the Pinkies War. but them is no 
evidence that he did so. His works on Macedonia, on Thebes, 
and at teaks (perhaps ideatical with the Serategica) are lost. 

FBs Strabgim 109010 90 hem hem highly 011•11•14  by the Ramon 
sowers and to have been headed down by dam as • fart at 

X X11 I a  

heirloom. From Rome it passed to Constarstiseple• at the end of 
the 9th century it was diligently studied by Leo VI.. who himself 
wrote a work on tactics: and to the middle of the toth century 
Constantine Porphyrogenitea mentioned it as one of the most 
valuable books in the imperial library. It was used by Seobaeue. 
Suidas, and the anonymous author of the week Met Salome (see 
PALASPIIATUS). It Is arranged as follows: bks. e.. strata. 
gents occurring in Greek history; bk. iv.. stratagems of the Mace-
donian king. and successors of Alexander the Great; bk. v.. strata. 
Berns easunng the history of Sicily and the Greek Wands and 
colonies; bk. vs, strathpans of awhole people (Carthaginians, 

(Plba=oernen. 	us Hannibal); bk. vii., stratagems of the 
LacedaemoniankhArgives), together with some individuals 

ns (M 	Persians. Eleas, Thracian, Sn'thisnsi 
Celts); bk. viii., stratagems of 	and women  . This dins.
tribution it  not however•  observed very strictly. Of the negligence 
or haste with which the work was written there are many instances: 
e.g. he confounds Diorites the elder andmDitrysiusteserheyounger, 

Drat. 
 

Scipig the elder=Scipio the younger. Perseus, king el Macedoni; 
and Pe+sete the companion of Alexandes.•; he . mixes .up the strata. 
gems of Caesar and Pompey; he brows into unmedtate connexion 
events which were totally distinct; be narrates some events twice 
oven with variations according to the dilfeent authors from whom 
he dawn Though he usually abridges, be ocessionally amplifies 
arbitrarily, the narratives of his authorities. He never mentions 
his authorities, but amongst authors still extant he used Herodotus. 
ThricyclIdes, Xenophon, -Polybius. Diodorus, Plutarch. Frontinus 
and Sower/um amongst authors of whom only fragments now 
remain he drew span Cassias. Epitome, Mamma. Plitse sad 
Nicolaws D1111121011111111. Hi style is deerbut monotonous sad 
inelegant In the lama of his words be generally follows Attic 

ugThe best edition of the text is 1.1761Min and Melber (Taubser 
Series, till,, with bibliography and editio prineeps of the Skate- 

d the empemr Leo); annotated editions by Isaac Castubos 
) and A. Comes (*Mg): L Melber. Veber die Qualms and 

StrategemesminWrimg Polusim (*885); Knott, De Me 
fmailms Polosent S83), who largely reduces dm somber of 

the anthoeities oossult
O
ed by Polymers. Eag. trams. by R. Shepherd 

(1 79.1)• 

POLTIUIDRT (Gr. train, many, and loge, man), the system 
of marriage between one woman and several men, who are bee 
htfsbands exclusively (see Fauntr). The custom locally legal. 
king the marriage of one woman to more than one husband at a 
time has been variously accounted for as the result of poverty and 
of life I0 unfertile lands, where it was ementiel to cheek popula-
tion as the consequence of female infanticide, or, in the opiniee 
of J. F. McLennan and L. H. Morgan, as • natural phase through 
which human progress has necessarily passed. Polyandry is to 
be carefully differentiated from communal airtime, where the 
woman is the property of any and every member of the tribe. 
Two distinct kinds of polyandry are practised: one, often called 
Nair, In which, as among the Hairs of India, the husbands we 
not related to each other; and the second, the Tibetan or traterad 
polyandry, in which the woman is married to all the brothers of 
one family. Polyandry is practised by the tribes of Tibet, 
Kashmir and the Himalayan regions, by the Todas, Kamm 
Nabs and other peoples of India, in Ceylon, New Zealand, by 
some of the Australian aborigines, in parts of Africa, in the 
Aleutian archipelago, among the Koryaks and on the Orinoco. 

See McLentun's Primitive Marriage (Lorsion, My); Stain As 
Ancient History (London, sego); " The Levitate and Polyandry." 
In The Porteigiefy Raw.. , new allies, vol. xxL (London. 1977): 
L. H. Mamma, Spam of CM._ rtevanty eel Alarity 11 the Minors 
foggily (Washingtoa. 1569); _Lord Avebury. Origia * Gallants.: 
E. Watermarck, History of Humus Manage. 

POLYANTHUS. one of the oldest of the Sodas' flowers, is 
probably derived frau P. sariabilis, itself a aces between the 
common primrose and the cowslip; it differs from the primrose in 
bevies the tuebeis of dowers carried up on a stalk. The florists' 
polyanthus base golden margin, and is known as t)•e gold-laced 
polyanthus, the properties being very distinctly laid down and 
rigidly adhered to. The chief of these ate a clear, wishaded, 
blackish et reddish •roand colour, an wee margin or lacing of 
yellow Mendips mond web ageselit and cutting through its 
antn down to the pound colour, and a yellow band surrounding 
the tubed wetly the same hue as the yellow of the lacing. The 
Omits ere nude* hardy, and pow best in strong, loamy soil 
tedwabiy well enriched with well-decayed duag and leaf-mould: 
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they should be planted about the end of September or not 
later than October. Plants for exhibition present a much 
better and cleaner appearance if kept during winter in a cold 
well-aired frame. 

For the flower borders what are called fancy polyanthuses are 
adopted. These are best raised annually from seed, the young 
crop each year blooming in succession. The seed should be 
sown as soon as ripe, the young plants being allowed to stand 
through the winter in the seed bed. In April or May they are 
planted out in a bed of rich garden soil, and they will bloom 
abundantly the following spring. A few of the better " thrum-
eyed " sorts (those having the anthers in the eye, and the pistil 
sunk in the tube) should be allowed to ripen seed; the rest may be 
thrown away. In some remarkable forms which have been 
cultivated for centuries the ordinarily -green calyx has become 
petaloid; when this is complete it forms the hose-inbose prim-
rose of gardeners. There are also a few well-known double-
flowered varieties. 

POLYBIUS (c. 204- 122 LC), Greek historian, was a native of 
Megalopolis in Arcadia, the youngest of Greek cities (Paus. viii. 
9), which, however, played art honourable part in the last days of 
Greek freedom as a stanch member of the Achaean League (q.v.), 
His father, Lycortas, was the intimate I riend of Philopoetnen, and 
on the death of the latter, in 282, succeeded him as leader of the 
league. The date of Polybitis's birth is doubtful. He tells its 
himself that in 181 he had not yet reached the age (t thirty years, 
Polyb, xxix. 9) at which an Aahaean was legally capable of 
holding office (xxiv. 6). We learn from Cicero (Ad Fast. v. It) 
'Olathe outlived the Numantine War, which ended in 132, and 

from Lucian (Macro& 22) that be died at the age of eighty-two. 
The majority of authorities therefore place his birth between 

214 and 204 B.C. Little is known of his early life- As the son of 
Lycortas he was naturally brought into close contact with the 
leading men of the Achaean League. With Philopoernen he 
seems to have been on intimate terms. After Philopocmen's 
tragic death in Messeuia (182) he was entrusted with the honour-
able duty of conveying home the urn in which his ashes had been 
deposited (Plut. Phil. ii). In 181, together with his father, 
Lycortas and the younger Aratus, he was appointed, in spite of 
his youth, a member of the embassy which was to visit Ptolemy 
Epiphanes, king of Egypt, a mission, however, which the sudden 
death of Ptolemy brought to a premature cad (my. 7). The 
next twelve years of his life are a blank, but in 169 he reappears 
as a trusted adviser of the Achaeans at a difficult crisis in the 
history of the League. In t 7 r war had broken out between Rome 

and the Macedonian king Perseus, and the Achaean statesmen 
were divided as to the policy to be pursued; there were good 

masons for fearing that the Roman senate would regard neu-
trality as indicating a secret leaning towards Macedon. Polybius 
therefore declared for an open alliance with Rome, and his views 
were adopted. It was decided to send an Achaean force to co-
operate with the Roman general, and Polybius was selected to 
command the cavalry. The Roman consul declined the proffered 
assistance, but Polybius accompanied him throughout the 
campaign, and thus gained his first insight into the military 
system of Rome. In the next year (168) both Lycortas and 
Polybius were on the point of starting at the head of 1100 
Achaeans to take service in Egypt against the gyrians, when an 
intimation from the Roman commander that armed inter-
ference Was undesirable put a stop to the expedition (xxix. a3). 
The success of Rome in the war with Perseus was now assured. 
The final victory was rapidly followed by the arrival In Achaea 
of Roman commissioners charged with the duty of establishing 
Roman interests there. Polybius was arrested with t000 of 
the principal Achaeans, but, while his companions were con-
demned to a tedious incarceration in the country towns of Italy, 
he obtained permission to reside in Rome. This privilege he 
owed to the influence of L. Aemilius Paullus and his two sons, 
Scipio and Fabius (xxxii. 9). Polybius was received into Aemi-
lius's house, and became the instructor of his sons. Between 
Scipio (P. Cornelius Scipio Africanus the younger), the future 
conqueror of Carthage, and himself a friendship soon sprang up,  

which ripened into a lifelong intimacy, and was of Inestimable 
service to him throughout his career. It protected him from 
interference, opened to him the highest circles of Roman society. 
and enabled him to acquire a personal influence with the leading 
men, which stood him in good stead when be afterwards came 
forward to mediate between his countrymen and Rome. It 
placed within his reach opportunities fora close st udy of Rome 
and the Romans such as had fallen to no historian before 
and secured him the requisite leisure for using them, while 
Scipio's liberality more than once supplied him with the means of 
conducting difficult and costly historical investigations (Pliny, 
N.H. v. 9). In 151 the few surviving exiles were allowed to 
return to Greece. But the stay of Polybius inischaea was brief. 
The estimation in which he was held at Rome is clearly shown 
by the anxiety of the consul Marcus (or Manlius) Manilius (sop) 
to take him as his adviser on his expedition against Carthage. 
Polybius started to join him, but broke off his journey at Corcyra 
On learning that the Carthaginians were inclined to yield (xxxvi. 
3). But when, in 147, Scipio himself took the command in 
Africa, Polybius hastened to join him, and was an eye-witness 
of the siege and destruct ion of Carthage. During his absence in • 
Africa the Achacans had made a last desperate attempt to 
assert their independence of Rome. He returned in 146 to find 
Corinth in ruins, the fairest cities of Achaea at the mercy of the 
Roman soldiery, and the famous Achaean League shattered to 
pieces (see ACHAEAN LEAGUE). All the influence he possessed 
was freely spent in endeavouring to shield his countrymen from 
the worst consequences of their rashness. The excesses of the 
soldiery were checked, and at his special intercession the stature 
of Aratus and Philopoemen were preserved (11tais ,  An 
even more difficult task was that entrusted to him by the 
Roman authorities themselves, of persuading the Achacans to 
acquiesce in the new r6gime imposed upon them by their con-
querors, and of setting the new machinery in working order. 
With this work, which he accomplished so as to earn the heartfelt 
gratitude of his countrymen (saris. 16), his public career seems 
to have dosed. The rest of his life was, so far as we know, 
divoted to the great history which is the lasting monument of 
his fame. He died, at the age b eighty -two, of a fall from his 
horse (Lucian, Macrob. 22). The base of a statue erected to 
him by Elis was found at Olympia in t877. It beam the inscrip-
tion 1) woks noX1:fico Auebern isfeyaXeroXirne. 

Of the forty books which made up the history of Polybius, the 
first five alone have come down to us in a complete form; of the rat 
we have only more or kiss copious fragments.. But the= 
plan and scope of the work are explained by Polybius 
His intention was to make plain bow and why it was that " all the 
known regions of the civilized world had fallen under the sway 
of Rome t). This empire of Rome, unprecedented in its 
extent and still more so in the rapidity with which it had been oc. 
quircd, was the standing wonder of the age, and " who." he ea:Wm 
(i. " is so poor-spirted or indolent as not to wish to Immo by 
what means, and thanks to what sort of constitution, the Romani 
subdued the world in something less than- fifty-three years t 
These fifty-three years are those between 220 (the point at which 
the work of Aratui ended) and 168 B.C., and extend therefore 
from the outbreak c.f the Hannibalic War to the defeat of Perseus 
at Pydna. To this period then the main portion of his Worry 
is devoted from the third to the thirtieth book inclusive- But 
for clearness' sake he prefixes in bks. I. and ii. such a preliminary 
sketch of the earlier history of Rome, of the First Punk War, asa 
of the contemporary events in Greece and Asia, as will enable Ms 
readers more fully to understand what follows. This seems t, 
have been his originalplan, but at the opening of bk. a ?  Initial 
apparently after 146, he explains that he thought it desirable re 
add some account of the manner in which the Romans exercised 
the power they had won, of their temperament and policy and of 
the final catastrophe which destroC Carthage and for ever broke 
rep the Achaean League (iii. 4, s To thia.appendix, giviag this 
history from 168-146, the IAA tenbooks are devoted. 

Whatever fault may be found with Polybius, there can be no 
question that he had formed a high conception of the task Woe 
him. He lays repeated stem on two qualities es distinguishing 
his history from the ordinary ruts of historical compositions. The 
first of these, its synoptic character, was partly necessitated by the 
nature of the period. The various states fringing the basin of the 
Mediterranean had become so inextricably interwoven that k 
was no longer possible to dent with them is isolation. MOM' 
therefore claims for his history that it will take a oompleheatige 
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view of the whole mem ef events in the elegised World. within 
the limits of the period (i. 4). He thus aims at placing before his 
readers at each nue a complete survey of the field of action from 
Spain to Syria and Egypt. This synoptic method proceeds from 
a true apprecistion of what Is now called the unity of history, and 
to Polyteus must be given the credit of having brat firmly grasped 
and elleariy enforced a lesson which the events of his own time 
vivre especially well calculated to teach. It is the great merit 
of hie work that it gives such • picture of the and and and centuries 
me as no aeries of special narratives could have supplied. 

The second quality upon which Polybius insists as distinguishing 
his history from all others Is its " pragmatic " character. It deals, 
that ve  with events and with their cauand aims at an accurate 
record and expieneticai of ascertained This " pragmatic 
method " (ix. a) =bee history intelligible by explaining the how 
and the why,• an& secondly. it is only when so written that history 
cue performite true function of instructing and guiding the...who 
study it. For the Met use of history, according to Polybins, is to 
coatelbute to the right conduct of human life (1. 35). Bat  this 
it can do only if the historian bears in mind the true nature of his 
task. He must remember that the historian should not writs as 
the dmmatiet does to chum or excite his audience for the moment 
(IL 36). He will aim simply at Makin events to their true 
light, setting forth " the why and the how " in each case, not 
confusing causes and occasion& or dragging ft: old wives* fables, 
prodigies and marvel, (ii. 16, iii. et). He will omit nothing which 
can help to captain the events he ia dealing with: the genius and 
temperament of picketer peoples, their political and military 
systems. the eJaaracters of tbe leading men, the georaphie.al features 
of the country, must all be taken into account. To this conception 
or history Polybius I. on the whole consistently faithful. It is 
true that his anxiety to internee leads often to • rather wearisome 
iteration el his favourite maxims, and that his digressions, such 
IA that on the military art, are occasionally provokingly long and 
didactic. But his comments and reflections are for the most pert 
sound and Instructive (e those on the lessons to be learnt from 
the revolt of the mercenaries in Africa. I. 65; from the Celtic raids 
in Italy, ii. 35 and on the Roman chicacted, while among his digree 
d ons are included suds Invaluable chapters as those on the Roman 
constitution (hok- vi), the graphic description of Cisalpine Gaul 

ii.) and the account of the rise and constitution of the Achim° 
league (IL 36 seq.). To his anxiety again to trace' back events 
to their first causes we owe, not only the direfulinquiry (bk. iii.) 
into the origin of the Second Punic War, but the sketch of early 
Roman history.  in bk. L, and of the early treaties between Rome 
and Carthage in M. az eq. Among the many defects which he 
censures In previous historians. not the least , settous In his eyes 
are their inattention to the political pqd  eeographical 
of the history M. 16. ill. 36), and their -pedect duly to sset forth the 
causes of events (iii. 6). 

Polybius is equally explicit as regards the personal qualifeations 
necessary for a good historian. and in this respect too Ms practice if 
in close agreement with his theory. Without a persona' knowledge 
of affairs a writer will inevitably distort the true relations and sm. 
portance of events MiL at). Such experience would have many' 
accomplished and fluent Greek writers like .  'Ornate; from many 
of their blunders (mi. 25.1), but the shortcomings of Roman soldiers 
and senators Eke Q  Fabius Pieter show that it is not enough by 
Rug. Equally indispensable is careful painstaking research. All 
available evidence must be collected, thoroughly sifted, soberly 
weighed, and. lastly, the historian must be animated by a sincere 
love of truth and a calm Impartiality. 

It Is important to consider bow far Polybius Mum& comes up 
to his standard. In his personal acquaintance with affairs, in the 
variety of his experience, and in his opportunities for forming a 
correct judgment on events he is without a rival among ancient 
historians. A great part of the period of which he treats fell within' 
his 0101 lifetime (iv. a). He may just have remembered the battle 
of Cenomeehalae  (t97), and. as we have wee.. he wee actively 
engeged is the military and political affairs of the Addean League. 
During his exile in Rome he was able to study the Roman constitu-
tion, and the peculiarities of the Roman temperament; he made 
the acquaintance of Roman senators and became the intimate 
friend of the eroded Roman of the day. Lastly, he was able to 
survey with his own eyes the field on which the greet struggle 
between Rome and Hannibal was fought out. He left Rome 
orgy to whiled the crowning triumph of Roman arms in Africa, 
sad to gain a practical acquaintance with Roman methods of 
gpvernmad by &s eating in the settlement of Actin& When. In 
:46, his public life closed. be  campleted his preparation of himself 
foe holiest work by laborious investigations of archives and monu-
ments. and by • careful personal insinuation of bimodall sites and 
scenes. To all this we most add that he wee deeply read in the 
keening of his day, above all in the writings d earlier bid ' 

IX Polybitio's anxiety to get at the truth no better 	can be 
gives than his conscientious investigation of 	documents 
and monuments, and his careful study of geography and topography 
—both of them vines in wk .  ha 	premium as well as his 
summer Livy. canspimmedy aged. 	ybuts is careful con- 
ga* to remind us that he writes for those who are &e.dsis  

hems of keewledge. with whom truth is the first coesideratien. 
He closely studied the bronze tablets in Rome on which were he 
scribed the early treaties concluded between Romans and Cerise 
giniasa. He quotes the actual knmmo of the *zesty which ended 
the First Punic War (i. 6a), and of that between Hannibal tied Philip 
of Mimed= (vii. 9). In :ma is he refers to a domment which he 
had personally inspected in the archive. at Rhodes, aid in h. 33 
to the monument on the Leiden promontety, recording the 
number of Hannibal'a faeces. Acconium to Dionyeine, ay. be 
got his date for the foundation of Rome from a tablet ne the pontifical 
archives. As instances of his careful attention to geography mid 
topography we have not only the fact of his widely extended travels, 
from the African coast and the Pillars of Hercules in the west. to 
the Emilie sod the coasts of Ada Minor in the east, but also the 
geographical and topepaphkal meddle scattered throughout his 
history. 

Next to the duty of original research, Polybius rank. that of 
impartiality. Some ameant of bias in favour of one's own country 
may, be thinks, be pardoned as named (:d. i4); but it is unperdom 
able. he my., for the historian to set anything whatever above the 
truth. And ea the wide, Polybius mum be allowed hate again 
to have practised what be preached. It is true that his affection 
for and pride in Arcadia appear In more than one miesage (iv. 20, 
22), as alto does his dislike of the Maims 45, re. 3, 16). His 
treatment of Aratua end ta  Philisc=er thine heroes of the Aelmean 
League, and of Cleomenes of 	Its most constant enemy, is 
perhaps open to severer criticism. 6 

	

ly Cleomenee does not 
receive full justice at his hands. Similarh ,  his views ef Rome 
hathe Roman. may have been innuena 	

as ine 
d by his firm belief Is 

neceseity of accepting the Roman wepremacy vitable, 
and by his intimacy with Scipio. He bad • deep adndratien for 
the great republic, for her well-balanced constitution, for bet military 
system and for the character of her citizens. But just as his
patriotism doe. am blind him to the faults and follies of his tawny- 
men (samiriiL 4, 5. 6), so he dote not scruple to criticize Rana 
He notices the incipient degeneracy of Route after 146 (evil 35). 
He endeavour& to hold the balance evenly between Rome sad 
Carthage; he strongly condemns the Roman occupation of Sardinia
as • breech of faith Cm. all, 31); and be does full justice to 
Hannibal. Moreems, than ma be no doubt that be sketched/he 
Roman character in • masterly fashion. 

His intense in the study of character and his skill In its delinea-
tion are everywhere noticeable. He believes, Indeed, in an over-
ruling fortune, which guides the course of events. It Is fortune 
which has fashioned anew the face of the world in Ms owe dare 
(Iv. a), which ban brought the whole civilized world into subjection 
to Rome (i. 4); and the Roman Empire itself is the meet marvellous 
of her works (vial. 4). But under fortune not only political and 
geographical conditions but the characters and temperaments of 
nations and individual. play their part. The Romer had been 
fittedby their previous struggles for the conquest of the world 
(i. 63); they watchmen to punish the treachery of Philip of Macedon 
Vv. 4$; and the greatest of them, Scipio himself. Polybius regards 
as the especial favourite of fortune (zinei. tea; a. 5). 

In _respect of form. Polybius is far the Inferior of Uvy, partly 
owing to Mewery virtues. His laudable desire to present a pscture 
of the whole political situation at each important moment is fatal 
to the ceatiouity of his narrative. Thus the thrilling wary of the 
Second Punk War Is broken In upon by digressions of the con-
temporary affairs in Greece and Asia. More serious, however. 
than this excessive love of synchronism Is his almost pedantic 
anxiety to edify. For pace and elegance of composition. and for 
the artistic presentation of events, he has a hardly concealed con-
tempt. Hence a general and almost studied care -nan of effect. 
which mars his whole work. On the other hand he is never weary 
of preaching. His favourite theories of the nature and aims of 
history, of the distinctios betwee the universal and special historiee, 
of the duties oil an historian, *nand as meet of theta are in them-
selves, an enforced with wearisome iteration, more than once the 
effect of stgraphic picture is spoilt by obtrusive moralizing. Nor. 
lastly, is Polybmes styleihelf such as to compensate for these 
defects. It is, indeed. often impressive from the evident ouneati 
tae ' 	wetter, and from his sense of the gravity of his subject, 
Y 	milt by Actinic or conceit. It has about it the ring of 
re. 	Lepage Jig' sometimes pithy  and vigorous; aid now 
Yd ti. 	we meet with apt metaphors. such as those borrowed 
from b 	g (1. m). franc cock-fighting G. 58), from draughts (i. 84). 
But. e. 	to of these redeeming features, the prevaslipg baldness 
of Pol.,' 's style cathode. him From the first rank among darks' 
wuters..i..1It is impassible to mimed with ,the verdict pronounced 

 [heave oil of Halimems, who places him among those autre 
of later tones who seeketed the mean of style. and who paid for 
their n. .n by leaving liehied diem works which no one was 
pat ient ugh to read through to the end.' 

I t is t.. • et value and weighty of his manger to his critical insiebt. 
bwasith of view and wide research, end mot least to the tentesamet 
importance and leered of the peeled with which he does, OW 
P441,,,ia 

to 
 his place among dee mita& of history. What. is 

known as to the fortunes of .his binaries. aid the reputation they 
enjoyed. fully bean out this conclusion. The silence impacting 
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him maintained by Quintiles and by Lucian may masonably be 
taken to imply their agreement with Diooysius as to his merits 
as a master of style. On the ocher hand, Cicero (De of. iii. 32) 
describes him as " bonus succor in prime "; in the De republic.; 
(IL 14) he praises highly his acesracy in matters of chronology; 
and Cicero's younger contemporary, Mama Brutus, was a devoted 
student of Polybius, and was engaged on the eve of the battle of 
Phenolate in compiling an epitome of his histories (Suidas, ea..; 
Plutarch, Bra. 4). Livy, however, notwithstanding the extent 
to which he used his writings (see Levy), speaks of him in such 
qualified terms as to suggest the idea that his strong artistic sensi-
bilities had been wounded by Polybius's literary defects. He has 
nothing better to say of him than that he is " by no means con. 
temptthle " (xxx. 45), and " not an untrustworthy author " (=EEL 
so). Posidonius and Strabo, both of them Stoics like Polybius 
himself, are said to have written continuations of his history (Suedes. 
ea.; Sumba p 515). Arrian in the early part of the and and 
Milan in the 3rd century both speak of him with respect, though 
with reference mainly to his excellence as an authority on the art 
of war. In addition to his Histories Pol bius was the author of 
the following smaller works: • life of P (Polyb. X.  24), 
a history of the Numantine War (Cic. Ad Fare. v. t2), a treatise on 
tactics (Polyb. ix. 20; Arrian, Medea; Adieu, Tact. L). The 
geographical treatise, referred to by Geminus, is possibly identical 
With the thirty-fourth book of the Histories (Schweighauser. 
Prise! p. 184. 

Aurtmaregs.—The complete books (L--v.) of the Histories 
were first printed in • Latin translation by Nicholas Perotti in 
1473. The date of the first Greek edition, that by Obsopaeus. 
is For a full account of these and of later editions, as well 
as of the extant MSS., see Schweighluseis Preface to his edition 
of Polybius. Our knowledge of the contents of the fragmentary 
books is derived partly from quotations in ancient writers, but 
mainly from two collections of excerpts; one, probably the work 
of a late Byzantine compiler, was first printed at Basel in 1549 
and contains extracts from books vi.-xviiL (eel sprds si., rcpt 
?Pm* ed seeks); the other consists of two fragments from the 

select passages " from Greek historians compiled the directions 
of Constantine Porphyrogenitus in the loth century. To these 
must be added the Vatican excerpts edited by Almelo Mai in the 
present century. 

The following 	the more important modern editions of Polybius: 
Ernesti (3 vole. 1763-1764): Schweighauser (8 vols.. 1793, and 
Oxford, 1823); Bekker (a vols., 1844); L Dindorf (a vols., 1866-
1868, 2nd ed., T. Buttner-Wobst. 5 vols., Leipzig, 1882-1904); 
Hultsch (4 vols., 1867-1871); J. L. Strachan-Davidson, son, Selections 
from Polybius (Oxford. 1888). For the literature of the subject. 
see Engelmann, Biblioth. script. class.: Script. grata, pp. 646- 
65o (8th ed. Leipzig, 1880). See also W. W. Capes, The History 
of the Acheron Leagste (Lond,in, 1888); F. Suwmihl, Gesch. d. 
griecls. Lateran., in d. Akzandrinerzeit, ii. 80-128 (Leipzig, 1891-
1892); O. Cunts, Polybios and Inn Week (Leipzig, 1); R. v. 
Scala, Die Siodiess des Polybios (Stuttgart. 1890); J.B.   Bury, 
Ancient Greek Historians (loo)), " a whole-hearted appreciation 
of Polybius"; J. L. Strachan-Davidson, in Helknica. pp. 353-
387 (London, 1898). and in Apo.nd, IL to Selections from Polybisa 
pp. 642-666 (Oxford, leas ■ F. P.; X.) 

POLITARP (c. 60-c. 153), bishop of Smyrna and one of the 
Apostolic Fathers, derives much of his Importance from the fact 
that be links together the apostolic age-and that of nascent 
Catholicism. The sources from which we derive our knowledge 
of the life and activity of Polycarp are: (t) a few notices in the 
writings of Irenaeus, ( 2) the Epistle of Polycarp to the Church at 
Philippi, (3) the Epistle of Ignatius to PolYcxrP, (4) the Epistle 
of the Church at Smyrna to the Church at Philomelium, giving 
an account of the martyrdom of Polycarp. Since these authori-
ties have all been more or less called in question and someof them 
entirely rejected by recent criticism, it is necessary to say a few 
words about each. 

I . The Statement; of lemma ate found (a) in his Adverts' hareems. 
3, 4. (6) in the letter to Victor where lretmeas_gives an account 

• Polycarp's visit to Rome. (c) n the letter to Florins--a most 
important document which describes the intercourse between 
Irenaeus and Polycarp and Polycam's relation with Si John. No 
objection has been made against the genuineness of the statements 
in the Adverse, haeresm, but the authenticity of the two letters 
has been stoutly contested in recent time by van Menem! The 
main attack is directed against the Epistle to Modem, doubtless 
because of its importance. " The manifest exaggerations." says 
van Marten. "coupled with the fact that !rename never shows 
any signs of acquaintance with Florence ... enable us to perceive 
dearly that a writer otherwise unknown is speaking to us here." 
The criticism at van Manes has, however, found no 
outside the Dutch whom. The epistle is quoted bye= 

• Eno. Dih. o. 3490.  

(v. so), and Is accepted as Benoit* by Hartmekt and Keller! 
The relevant statements in the letter, moreover. are 110pported 
by the references to Polycarp which we had in the body of 
Irenaeus's stmt. work. 

2. The Epistle of Polycarp.—Though 'rename states that Polycarp 
wrote many " letters to the neighbouring chinches or to certain 
of the brethren "4  only one has been preserved, viz. the well.known 
letter to the Philippians. The epistle is largely involved in the 
1 nation controversy (see lotteries). The testimony which it 
affords to the Ignatsan Epistles is so striking that those scholars 
who regard these letters as spurious are bound to reject the Epistle 
of Polycarp altogether, or at any rate to look upon it as largely 
interpolated. The former course has been adopted by Schemata! 
Zeller! and Hilgenfeld. ,  the latter by ititschn and Limits', The 
rehabilitation of the lgnatian letters in modern times has, however. 
practically destroyed the attack on the Epistles of Polyearp. The 
external evidence in its favour is of considerable weight. Imams • en. 3, 4) expressly mentions and commends a " very adequate" 
teariviaM) letter of Polycarp to the Philippians, and we have no 

reason for doubting the identity of this letter mentioned by Irenat-us 
with our epistle. Eusebius (iii. 36) quotes extracts Irons the 
epistle, and some of the extracts contain the very passages which 
the critics have marked as interpolations, and Jerome (Do Vi► . 
xvii.) testifies that in his time the epistle was publicly read in the 
Asiatic churches. The internal evidence is equally itrong. There 
is absolutely no motive for a forgery in the contents of the epistle. 
As Harnack says, " There is no trace of any tendency_ beyond the 
immediate purpose of maintaining the true Christian fee in the 
church and warning it against covetousness and against an Ian-
brotherly spirit. The occasion of the letter was a case of embezzle. 
ment, the guilty individual being a presbyter at Philippi. It shows 
a fine combination of mildness with seventy: the language la simple 
but powerful, and, while there is undoubtedly a lack of original 
ideas, the author shows remarkable skill in weaving together 
pregnant sentences and impressive warnings selected from the 
apostolic epistles and the first Epistle of Clement. In these cimum• 
stances it would never have occurred to any one to doubt the 
genuineness of the epistle or to suppose that it had been inter-
polated, but for the fact that in several passages reference is made 
to Ignatius and his epistles." The date of the epistle depends 
upon the date of the Ignatian letters and is now generally fixed 
between II2 and 118. An attempt has been made in some quarters 
to prove that certain allusions in the epistle imply the rise of the 
heresy of Marcion and that it cannot therefore be placed earlier than 
14o. Lightfoot, however, has proved that Polyearp's statements 
may equally well be directed against Corinthianisra or any other 
form of Ducetism, while some of his arguments art absolutely 
inapplicable to Marcionism. 

3. The Epistle of Ignatius to Polycarp.—This epistle has of course 
been subj0;ted to the same criticism as has been directed against 
the other epistles of Ignatius ISM IGNATIUS). Over and above the 
general criticism, which may now be said to have been completely 
answered by the investigations of Zahn, Lightfoot and Harnack, 
one or two special arguments have been brought against the Epistle 
to Polycarp. Dasher, for instance, while accepting the other six 
epistles, rejected this on the ground that Jerome says that Ignatius 
only sent one letter to Smyrna—a mistake due to his misinterpre- 
tation of Eusebius. Some modern scholars (among whom Harnack 
was formerly numbered, though he has modified his views on the 
point) feel a difficulty about the peremptory tone which Ignatius 
adopts towards Polycarp. There was some force in this argument 
when the Ignatian Epistles were dated about 140. as in that case 
Polycarp would have been an old and venerable man at the time. 
But now that the date is put back to about 112 the difficulty 
vanished, since Polycarp was not much over forty when be received 
the letter. We must remember, too, that Ignatius was writing 
under the consciousness of impending martyrdom and evidently 
felt that this gave him the right to criticize the bishops and churches 
of Asia. 

4. The Zeller of the Church at Smyrna to the Phitomelians is a 
most important document, because we derive from it all our in-
formation with regard to Polycarp's martyrdom. Eusebius has 
preserved the greater part of this epistle (iv. 151. but we possess it 
entire with various concluding observations in several Greek MSS, 
and also in a Latin translation. The epistle gives a minute 
description of the persecution in Smyrna. of the last days of 
Polyearp and of his trial and martyrdom; and as it contains many 
instructive details and professes to have been written not long alter 
the events to which it refers, it has always been regarded as one 
of the most precious remains of the and century. Certain meet 
critics, however, have questioned the authenticity of the narrative, 
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Upahre brawl the date of the epistle down to about Mo. though 
be admits many of the ststernents as trustworthy. Kelm. too; 
Madeavours to show that, although it was based on good information. 
it could not have been composed till the middle of the 3rd century. 
A similar position has also n taken up by Schneer• Floltunann! 
Gehhardt• Rfiville.• and vas Manes.' The last named regards the 
document " as a decorated narrative of the saint's martyrdom 
framed after the pattern of Jesus martyrdom," though be think. 
that It cannot be put as late as 250. but muss fall witlun the limits 

the 2nd century. It cannot be said. however, that the cane
against the document has been at all auhatantiated, and the mom 
moderate school of modern critics (e.g. Lightfoot; Harnack; 
Kreiger)" Is unanimous in regarding it as an authentic document. 
though it recognizes that here and there a few slight Interpolations 
have been inserted." Besides these we have no other sources for 
the life of Polythro; the ries S. Parycarg4 loam !Semis (published 
by Duchene. Paris, Its. and Lightfoot /Imam sad Psiycarg. 
OM& ii. 1015-1047) is worthless. 

Assuming the genuineness of the documents mentioned, we 
now proceed to collect the scanty informatioo which they afford 
with regard to Polycarp's career. Very little is known about 
his early life. lie must have been born not later than the year 
69, foe on the day of his death ass)  be declared that be bad 
served the Lord for eighty-ea yeas (iforipisies, 9). The 
statement seems to Imply that he was of Christian parentage; 
he cannot have been older than eighty-as at the time of his 
soastyrdont, sisal be bad paid a visit to Rome almost immediately 
Isidore. Imam* tells us that in early life FolrarP " bad been 
taught by apostles and lived in familiar intercourse with many 
that had Iota Christ " (10.3,4). This testimasy is upended 
in the remarkable words which henna addresses to Manus: 
"1 sow thee when I was still a boy hails in de) la Lower Asia 
in company with Polyaup . I can even now point out the 
pace when the blessed Polycarp used to sit when he discoursed, 
and describe his goings out and his comings in, his manner of 
life cad his personal appearance and the discourses which be 
delivered to the people bow he used to speak of his intercourse 
with John sad with the test of those who bad seen the Lord, and 
how he would relate their word's. And everything that be bad 
lewd from them about the Lad, about His miracles and about 
His teaching, Polycerp used to tell to as one who bad received 
it from those who had sun the Word of Life with their own eyes, 
mad all this in perfect harmony with the Saiptores. To these 
thins I and to listen at the time, through the mercy of God 
veschesied to me, noting them down, not on paper but in my 
heed, sad emmantly by the gesce of God I brood over my 
mama recollections." These ass priceless words, for they 
eatiddish • chain of toadish* (Jobs-Polycarp-Iremana) which is 
without a parallel in early dearth history. Polycarp this 
became& the living link between the Apostolic age and the great 
writes* who tiotaisbed at the sad of the endanstury. Recent 
criticism, however, lac endeavoured to destroy the force of the 
words of Irenaeus. Hunch, for instance, attacks this Bak at 
both ends." (e) The coanestion of trauma and Polyearp, be 
argues, is very tweak, because treason was only a boy (with) at 
the time, and his recollections therefore carry veiy little weight. 
The fact too that he never shows any signs of having been win-
e:wed by Polycarp and never once quotas his writiags is a further 
proof that the relation between them was slight. (6) The 
coanexion which Innen tries to establish beams Pelyeasp 
mid John the 'math is plasebly due so a himadet. Deana has 
manned Jobs the apostle and John the presbyter. Pabearp 
was the disciple of the latter, not the Enema. In this mond 
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argument Harnack has the support of a considerable number of 
modern scholars who deny the Ephesian residence of John the 
apostle. But, as Gwathin• has pointed out, Harnack's argu-
ments are by no means decisive. (a) When Irenacus describes 
himself as a boy (Tait), be need not have meant a very young lad, 
under thirteen, as Harnack makes out. Lightfoot has cited many 
instantes which prove that the word could be used of a man 
of thiny.* Nor does the alternative phrase which Irenaeus uses 
in w. 3, 4  ( ET  Ea 4041 floVkaist, b  lit *Patti 4P42*. 004) 
militate against this interpretation, for elsewhere Irenaeus him-
self distinctly says " triginta annorum aetas prima indoles est 
ill1f4131.1 " (Ii. 22, 5). It la true that thwack has adduced argu. 
meets which cannot be discussed here to prove that Irenaeus 
was not born till about t4o;" but against this we may quote the 
decision of Lipsius, who puts the date of his birth at iso," while 
Lightfoot argues for s 20." The fact that Irenacus never quotes 
Polycarp does not count for much. Polycarp wrote very little. 
He does not seem to have been a man of great mental capacity. 
" His influence was that of saintliness rather than that of 
intellect." (6) A discussion of Manacles second line of argument 
is impossible here. His theory with regard to the confusion 
of names is a gratuitous assumption and cannot be proved. 
The tradition of St John's residence at Ephesus is too strong to 
be easily set aside. In spite therefore of much modern criticism 
there seems to be no solid reason for rejecting the statements of 
Irenaeus and regarding Polycarp as the link between the Apostolic 
age and the first of the Catholic fathers. 

Though Polycarp must have been bishop of Smyrna for nearly 
half a century we know nest to nothing about his career. We 
get only an occasional glimpse of his activity, and the period 
between a s and 15s is practically a blank. The only points of 
sure information which we possess relate to (a) his relations with 
Ignatius, (2) his protests against heresy, (J) his visit to Rome in 
the time of Anicet us, (4) his martyrdom. 

T. His Relations with 1 gnatiats.—Ignatius, while on his way to 
Rome to suffer martyrdom, halted at Smyrna and received a 
warm welcome from the church and its bishop. Upon reaching 
Troas be despatched two letters, one to the church at Smyrna, 
another addressed personally to Polycarp. In them letters 
Ignatius charged Polycarp to write to all the churches between 
Smyrna and Syria (since his hurried departure from Troas made 
it impossible for him to do so in person) urging them to send 
letters and delegates to the church at Antioch to congratulate 
it upon the cessation of the persecution and to establish it in the 
faith. The letters of Ignatius illustrate the commanding 
position which Polyesrp had already attained in Asia. It was 
in the discharge of the ask which had been laid upon him by 
Ignatius that Polycarp war brought into correspondence with 
the Philippians. The Church at Philippi wrote to Polycarp 
asking him to forward their letters to Antioch. Polycarp replied, 
promising to carry out their request and enclosing a number of 
the letters of Ignatius which he had in his possession. 

a. Polycarp's Attach on Heresy.—M1 through his life Polyarp 
appears to have bees an uncompromising opponent of heresy. 
We find bins in his epistle (ch. vii.) uttering a strong protest 
against certain false teach= (probably the followers of 
Cerinthus). 

For every one who shall not codas that Jests Christ is come 
in the Seth is antichrist ; and whosoever Man not confess the 
testimony of the Cross Is of the devil; and Wit0004.er shall pervert 
the melee of the Lord to his own lusts and say that there Is neither 
resurrection nor Judpme- , that maa is the 6m-barn of Soma. 
Wherefore let us forsake their vain doing andtheir false teaching 
and turn unto the word which was deUvmed unto us from the 

Palyearp lived to see the rise of the Marcionite and Valentinian 
sects and viseemady Impend them. Irenaeus tells us that on 
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; 2 	 POLYCLITUS 
one occasion Marcion endeavoured to establish relations with 
him•and accosted hint with the words, " Recognize us." But 
Polycarp displayed the same uncompromising attitude which his 
master John had shown towards Cerinthus and answered, "I 
recognize you as the first-born of Satan." The steady progress 
of the heretical movement in spite of all opposition was a cause 
of deep sorrow to Polycarp, so that in the last years of his life the 
words were constantly on his lips, " Oh good God, to what times 
bast thou spared me, that I must suffer such things!" 

3. Polycarp's Visit to Rome.—It is one of the most interesting 
and important events in the church history of the and century 
that Polycarp, shortly before his death, when he was considerably 
over eighty years old, undertook a journey to Rome in order to 
visit the bishop Anicetus. Irenacus, to whom we are indebted 
for this information (Hoer. iii. 3, 4; ENst. ad  tiaras, aP. 
Euseb. v. as), gives as the reason for the journey the fact that 
differences existed between Asia and Rome ' with regard to 
certain things " and especially about the time of the Easter 
festival. He might easily have told us what these "certain 
things " were and given us fuller details of the negotiations 
between the two great bishops, for in all probability be was 
himself in Rome at the time. But unfortunately all he says is 
that with regard to the certain things the two bishops speedily 
came to an understanding, while as to the time of Easter, each 
adhered to his own custom, without breaking off communion 
with the other. We learn further that Anicetus as a mark of 
special honour allowed Polycarp to celebrate the Eucharist in 
the church, and that many blarcionites and Valentiniens were 
converted by hire during his stay in Rome. 

Polycarp's Martyrdom.—Not many months apparently 
after Polycarp's return from Rome a persecution broke out in 
Asia. A great festival was in progress at Smyrna. The pro-
consul Statius Quadratus was present on the occasion, and the 
asiarch Philip of Traci was presiding over the games. Eleven 
Christians had been brought, mostly from Philadelphia, to be 
put to death, The appetite of the populace was inflamed by the 
spectacle of their martyrdom. A cry was raised " Away with 
the atheists. Let search be made for Polycarp." Polycarp took 
refuge in a country farm. His hiding-place, however, was be-
trayed and he was arrested and brought back into the city. 
Attempts were made by the officials to induce him to recant, but 
without effect. When he came into the theatre the proconsul 
urged hint to " revile Christ," and promised, if he would consent 
to abjure his faith, that he would set him at liberty. To this 
appeal Polycarp made the memorable answer, " Eighty and six 
years have I served Him and He bath done me no wrong. How 
then can I speak evil of my Ring who saved me?" I /  These words 
only intensified the fury of the mob. They clamoured for a lion 
to be let loose upon him there and then. The asiarch however 
refused, urging as an excuse that the games were over. When 
they next demanded that their victim should be burned, the 
proconsul did not Interfere. Timber and faggots were hastily 
collected and Polycarp was placed upon the pyre. With calm 
dignity and unflinching courage he met his fate and crowned a 
noble life with an heroic death. 

The question as to the date of the martyrdom has evoked 
considerable controversy. Eusebius in his anorticort gives, 
A.D. 166 as the date of Polycarp's death, and until the year titer 
this statement was neves questioned. In that year appeared 
Waddington's Memoir: at Is aromatic is in sie ds aides: 
Aaiun Atistide. In which it was shown from a most acute combin-
ation of circumstances that the Quadratus whose name is men-
tioned in the Martyrkss was proconsul of Asia in tss--:36, and. 
that consequently Polycarp was martyred on the 23rd of February 
us. Waddington's conduction has received overwhelming 
support amongst recent critics. His views have been accepted 
by (amongst many others) Renan,' Ehlgenfeld? Gebhardt' 
Lipsius„,  Harnack,* Zahn; LiehtfooT Randal.* Against this 
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array of scholars only the following names of Importance as be 
quoted in support of the traditional view—Krim! Wieselerti and 
Iffilhom." The problem is too complex to admit of treatment 
here. There seems to be little doubt that the case for the earlier 
date has been proved. The only point upon which there is 
division of opinion is as to whether Waddington's date r SS, or— 
as is suggested by Lipsius and supported by C. II. Turnera—the 
following year ts6 is the more probable. The balance of opinion 
seems to favour the latter alternative, because it leaves more 
room for Polyearp's visit to Anicetus, who only became bishop of 
Rome in IA. Harnack, however, after careful investigation, 
prefers iss• 

 

The significance of Polycarp in the history of the Chord is 
out of all proportion to our knowledge of the facts of his atter. 
The violent attack of the Smyrnaean mob is an eloquent tribute 
to his influence in Asia. " This is the teacher of Asia," they 
shouted, "this is the father of the Christians: this is the des- 
troyer of our gods: this is the man who has taught so many no 
longer to sacrifice and no lOnger to pray to the gods."D And 
after the execution they refused to deliver up his bones to the 
Christians for burial on the ground that " the Christians would 
now forsake the Crucified and worship Polycarp." ,,  Polycarp 
was indeed, as Polyerates says," " one of the great luminaries" 
(pryfhe eretxria) of the time. It was in no small degree due to 
his stanch and unwavering leadership that the Church was saved 
from the peril of being overwhelmed by the rising tide of the 
pagan revival which swept over Asia during the fast half of the 
and century, and it was his unfaltering allegiance to the Apostolic 
faith that secured the defeat of the many forms of heresy which 
threatened to destroy the Church from within. Polycarp had 
no creative genius. He was a " transmitter, not a maker," 
but herein lies his greatness. Much occurred between the 
Apostolic age and the age when the faith of the Church was 
fixed in the earliest creed and protected by the determination 
of the canon of the New Testament. This intervening period 
was the most perilous epoch in the history of the ante-Nicene 
Church. The Apostolic tradition might have-been perverted 
and corrupted. The purity of the Gospel might have bees 
defiled. The Christian ideal might hart- been lost. That the 
danger was so largely averted is to no small extent the result of 
the faithful witness of Polycarp. As Irenaeus says (iii. 3, 4), 
"lPolyaup does not appear to have possessed qualifications for 
successfully conducting a controversial discussion with eriCatellt 
teachers ... but he could not help feeling bow unlike their 
speculations were to the doctrines which be had learned from 
the Apostles, and so he met with indignant reprobation their 
attempt to supersede Christ's gospel with fictions of their ewn 
devising." It is this that constitutes Polycarp's service to the 
Church, and no greater service has been rendered by any of its 
leaders in any age. 

Esormonsenr.—J. B. Lightfoot, Ails:0k Italken, pt. 8. 
(211d ad, 1889). Polyaup is dealt with in I. 417-09. 5►0-790 
n. 397-m86t 	Volittnar, Epinnta Pohowpi Sogratot genauss 
(Zurich, 1883); T. 7ahn. FOrIg.11/Xf sea Gesaiclas des Saxons. &c., 
iv. 249" ary j. M. Cotters% **The Epistle of Polyearvizatcr.  
Phiiipptans, ' own. of !IOW. (1890, sit. :41-21dt 
Cironok_tse der oilcan:Want Limonstsr ,(1851). Ewe also Aro. 
STOW PATIMIS. 	 (H. T. A.) 

POLTCUTUll. the name of two Greek sculptors of the taboo, 
of Maw the first belonging to the fifth =duty, the second to 
the awly part of the fourth. • 

r. The elder and best known Polyelitta was a contemporary of 
Pheidias, and in the opinion of the Greeks his equal. He made 
a figure of an Amazon for Ephesus which was regarded as superior 
to the Amazon of Pheidias made at the same lime' and his 
colossal Hera of gold and ivory which stood in the temple near 
Aryls was considered =worthy to rank with the lame( Pbeidles 
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POLYCILA•) 
It would be bard for a modern critic to rate Polyditos  
the reason is that balance, rhythm and the rainestccuizto k,7-4,, 
bodily form, which were the great merits of this do tee 
appeal to us as they did to the Greeks of the 5th cent ury, kb, 
worked mainly in bronze. _ 

As molds his chronology we have data in a papyrus- pub-
Mshed by Grenfen and Hunt containing lists of athletic victors. 
From this it appears that he made a statue of Cyniscus, a victori-
ous athlete of 464 or 46b s.c., of Pytbodes (452) and Aristion 
(45x). He thus can scarcely have been born as late as 48o s.c. 
His statue of Hens is dated by Pliny to 42o s.c._ His artistic 
activity must thus have been long and prolific. ' 

Copies of his spearman (doryphorus) (see GRIMM Aar, Plate VI. 
fig. So), and his victor winding a ribbon round his bead (diadn-
menus) have long been recognized in our galleries. We see their 
excellence, but they inspire no enthusiasm, because they are 
mote fleshy than modern figures of athletes, and want charm. 
They are chiefly valuable as showing us the equate forms of body 
affected by Polyditus, and the scheme he adopted, throwing 
the weight of the body (as Pliny says of him) on one leg. We 
must not, however, judge of a greet Greek satiptor by Roman 
copies of his works. This has been enforced by the discovery at 
Delos, by the French excavators, of a diadumenus of far more 
pleasing type and greater finish, which aloe goes back to Poly-
elites. The excavations at Olympia have also greatly widened 
our knowledge d the sculptor. Among the bases of statues 
found on that site were three signed by Polyclitus, still bearing 
on their surface the marks of attachment of the feet of the 
statues. • This at once gives us their pose; and following up the 
due, A. Furtwangler has identified several extant statues as 
copies of figures of boy Ythietes victorious at Olympia set up by 
Polyditus. Among these the Westmacott athlete in the British 
Museum is conspicuous. • And it is certain that these boys. 
although the anatomy of their bodies seems to be too mature, yet 
have a real charm, combining beauty of form with modesty and 
unaffected simplicity. They enable us better to understand the 
merit of the sculptor.' 

The Amason of Polyditus survives in several copies, among 
the best of which is one in the British Museum (for its type see 
Gain Ater, fig. 4o). Here again we find a certain heaviness; 
and the womanly character of the Amazon scarcely appears 
through her robust limbs. But the Amazon of Phi:idles, if 
rightly identified, is no better. The masterpiece of Polyclitus, 
his Hera of gold and ivory, has of course totally disappeared. 
The coins of Argos give us only the general typeMany archaeo- 
logbts have tried to find a copy of the head. The most defen-
sible of aft these identifications is that of C. Waldstein, who 
shows that a head of a girl in the British Museum (labelled as 
Polyclltan) corresponds so nearly with that of Heel on 5th 
century cobs of Argos that we must regard It as a reflex of the 
bead of the greatatatue. It seems very hard and cold beside 
such noble heads of the goddess as those in the Ludovisi Gallery 
(Tame Museum) - Rome. American archaeologists have in 
recent years conducted excavations on the site of the Argive 
temple of Hen (Axons and GatZt MT, fig. 39); but the sculp-
tural fragments, heads and torsos, which seem to belong to the 
temple erected, in the time of Polyclitus, have no close stylistic 
resemblance to other statues recognized as his; and at present 
their position is the history of art is matter of dispute.. a •..selere 

The want of variety in the works of Polyclitus was brought as 
reproach against him by ancient critics. Varro says that his 

stand were std and almost of one pattern. We have 
already chanced that  there was small variety in their attitudes. 
Except for the statue of Hera, which was the work of his old 
age, he produced scarcely toy notable statue of a deity. His 
field was narrowly Baited; but in that field he was unsurpassed. 

7. The younger Polyclitus wan of the same family as the elder, 
And the works of the two are not easily to be distinguished. 
Some existing bases, however, bearing the name are inscribed 
in characters of the 4th century, at which time the elder sculptor 
cannot hive been alive. The most noted work of the younger 
artist was a statue in marble of Zeus ?aikidos (the Merciful)  
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a fleet of too ships, sax 	, „ 
This ascendancy he abtiss9,411,, 
made him notorious tbrough,,to 
in building his navy was to betorne Win 
archipelago and the mainland tower 	j„„ 
of his conquests are uncertain, but it 
Cyclades be maintained an alliance with the 1; 
of Naxos, and curried favour with the Delia^ n".1.,1?; 
eating to him the island of Rhenda. He also 
heavily defeated a coalition of two great naval wet/. 
Asiatic coast, MMus and Lesbos. Doubtless with the nr,y, 
of expanding the flourishing foreign trade of Samoa, be ebt.i.4 
into alliance with Amasis, king of Egypt, who, according to 
Herodotus, renounced his ally because he feared that the sorts, 
in envy of Polycrates' excessive good fortune, would brills 
ruin upon him and his allies. It is more probable that the 
breach of the compact was due to Polycrates, for when Cambysft 
of Persia invaded Egypt (S75) the Samian tyrant offered to 
support him with a naval contingent. This squadron never 
reached Egypt, for the crews, composed as they were of Poly-
crates' political enemies, suspecting that Cambres was under 
agreement to slay them, put back to Samos and attacked their 
master. Alter a defeat by sea, Potycrates repelled an assault 
upon the walls, and subsequently withstood a siege by a joint 
armament of Spartans and Corinthians assembled to aid the 
rebels. He maintained his ascendancy mall about 5:5, when 
Oroetes, the Persian governor of Lydia, who had been reproached 
for his failure to reduce Samos by force, hired him to the 
mainland by false promises of gain and put him to death by 
crucifixion. 

Beside the political and commercial pre-eminence which be 
conferred upon Slimes, Polycrates adorned the dry with public 
works on • large scale—an aqueduct, a mole and a temple of 
Hera (see SA11015; Aotreovc-rs). The splendour of his palace 
is attested by the proposal of the Roman emperor Caligula to 
rebuild it. Foreign artists worked for him at high wages; 
from Athens he brought Dernocedes, the greatest physician of 
the age, at an exceptional salary. He was also a patron of 
letters: he collected a library and lived on terms of intimate 
friendship with the poet Anacreon, whose verses were full of 
references to his patron. The philosopher Pythagoras, however, 
quitted Samos in order to escape his tyranny. (M. 0. B. C.) 

POLYCRATES, Athenian sophist and rhetoriciau, flourished 
in the 4th century s.c. He taught at Athens, and afterwards 
in Cyprus. He composed declamations on paradoxical themes 
—an Excessive. Os aykellusestre, an Accusation of Socrates, 
an Encomium, on Busiru (a mythical king of Egypt, notorious 
for his inhumanity); also declamations on mice, pots and 
counters. His Encomium on Basil* was sharply criticized 
by Isocrates, in a work still extant, and Dionysius of Hall: 
carnassus characterizes his style as frigid, vulgar and inelegant. 

POLYGAMY (Gr. rats, many, and 76.pos, marriage), or as it 
is sometimes termed, Potvcirwe (WA, woman), the system 
under which a man is married to several women at the same time. 
Derivatively it includes the practice of polyandry, but it has 
become definitely restricted to expressing what has been, and still 
is, far the commonest type of relations between the sexes (see 
FAMILY and Ktemsoc). Among Oriental nations plurality of 
legal wives is customary. Mahommedans are allowed four. A 
Hindu an have as many as be pleases: the b' caste sometimes 
having as many as a hundred. Polygamy is the rude among 

1 consider the nisagle an kneed 
isn athamese nonagtheonangice, andal  

ssed that the 
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African tribes, and is common among those of Australia and Poly-
nesia. In China, however, only one wife is lawful. In many 
polygamous countries the practical obstacle of expense prevents 
men from taking advantage of their privileges. While poly-
gamy was the rule in biblical days among the ancient Jews, and 
was permitted and even enjoined in certain cases by the Mosaic 
law, the Christian Church, though it is nowhere forbidden, except 
for "bishops," in the New Testament, has always set its face 
against it. There have, however, been divines who dissented 
from this general disapproval. The Anabaptists insisted on 
freedom in the matter, and Beinardino Ochipo conditionally 
defended plurality of wives. When in s54o  Philip the Magnani-
mous, the reforming Landgrave of Hesse, determined (with his 
wife's approval, she being a confirmed invalid) to marry a second 
wife, Luther and Melanchthon approved " its his personal friends, 
though not as doctors of theology "; while Martin Boca assisted 
at the marriage. In later times the Mormons (es.) in America 
provide the most notable instance of the revival of polygamy. 

POLTORNI8111,, the term applied to those anthropologists 
who contend that the several primary races of mankind are 
separate species of independent origin. (See MONOGEKLSTS.) 

POLYOLOIT (Gr. saki*, many, and 7),Zrra, tongue), the term 
for a book which contains aide by side versions of the same text 
in several different languages; the most important polvdotts 
are editions of the Bible, or its parts, in which the Hebrew and 
Greek originals are exhibited along with the great historical 
versions, which are of value for the history of the text and its 
interpretation. The first enterprise of this kind is the famous 
Haze pie of Origen in which the Old Testament Scriptures were 
written in six parallel columns, the first containing the Hebrew 
text, the second a transliteration of this in Greek letters, the 
third and fourth the Greek translations by Aquila and Sym-
macbus, the fifth the Septuagint version as revised by Origen, 
the sixth the translation by Theodotion. Inasmuch, however, as 
only two languages, Hebrew and Greek, were employed the work 
was rather diglott than polyglott in the usual sense. After the 
invention of printing and the revival of philological studies, 
polyglotts became a favourite means of advancing the knowledge 
of Eastern languages (for which no good helps were available) as 
well as the study of Scripture. The series began with the 
CemeluteruiSts printed by Arnaldus Guilielmus de Brocario at 
the espense of Cardinal Ximenes at the university at Alcala de 
Henares (Complutum). The first volume of this, containing the 
New Testament in Greek and Latin, was completed on the roth 
of January 1514. In vols. ii.-v. (finished on July TO, 5 5 1 7) 
the Hebrew text of the Old Testament was printed in the 
first column of each page, followed by the Latin Vulgate and 
then by the Septuagint version with an interlinear Latin trans-
lation. Below these stood the Chaldee, again with a Latin 
translation. The sixth volume containing an appendix is dated 
r 5, but the work did not receive the papal sanction till March 
ism, and was apparently not issued till tsar. The chief editors 
were Juan de Verger*, Lopez de Zuniga (Stunica), Nunez de 
Guzman (Pincianus), Antonio de Librixa (Nebrissensis), and 
Demetrius Duces. About half a century after the Cony*. 
Icarian came the Antwerp Polygloil, printed by Christopher 
Plantin (t 56q-1572, in 8 vols. folio). Of this the principal editor 
was Arias Montanus aided by Guido Fabriclus Boderianus, 
Raphelenglus, Maaius, Lucas of Bruges and others. This work 
was under the patronage of Philip II. of Spain; it added a new 
language to those of the Coleatelesisies by including the Syriac 
New Testament; and, while the earlier polyglott had only the 
Targum of Onkelos on the Pentateuch, the Antwerp Bible had 
also the Targum on the Prophets, and on Esther, Job, Psalms 
and the Salomonic writings. Next came Le Jay's Paris Poly-
glad (1645), which embraces the first printed texts of the Syriac 
Old Testament (edited by Gabriel Sionita, a Maronite, but the 
book of Ruth by Abraham Ecchelensis, also a Maronite) and of 
the Samaritan Pentateuch and version (by Morinus). It has also 
an Arabic version, or rather a series of various Arabic versions. 
The last great polyglott is Brian Walton's (London, 1650. 
which is much less beautiful than Le Jay's but more complete 

In various ways, including, among other thinp, the Syrise of 
Esther and of several apocryphal books for which it is wanting 
in the Paris Bible, Persian versions of the Pentateuch and Gospels. 
and the Psalms and New Testament in Ethiopic. Walton was 
aided by able scholars, and used much new manuscript material. 
His prolegomena, too, and collection,' of various readings mark an 
important advance in biblical criticism. It was in conned°a 
with this polyglott that E. Castell produced his famous HeSragion 
Lexicon (2 VOLS. folio, London, 1669), an astounding monument of 
industry and erudition even when allowance is made for the fact 
that for the Arabic he had the great MS. lexicon compiled and 
left to the university of Cambridge by the almost forgotten 
W. Bedwell. The liberality of Cardinal Ximenes, who is said 
to have spent half a million ducats on it, removed the Conspire-
teruias polyglott from the risks of commerce. The other three 
editions all brought their promoters to the verge of ruin. The 
later polyglotts are of little scientific importance, the best 
recent texts having been confined to a single language; but every 
biblical student still uses Walton and, if he can get it, Le Jay. 
Of the numerous polyglott editions of parts of the Bible it may 
suffice to mention the Genoa palter of '516, edited by Giustini-
ani, bishop of Nebbio. This is in Hebrew, Latin, Greek, Chaldee 
and Arabic, and is interesting from the character of the Chaldes 
text, being the first specimen of Western printing In the Arabic 
character, and from a curious note on Columbus and the dis-
covery of America on the margin of Psalm xis. (A. W. Po.) 

POLYSNOT114, Greek painter in the middle of the 5th century 
s.c., son of Aglaophon, was a native of Thaws, but was adopted 
by the Athenians, and admitted to their citizenship. He painted 
for them in the time of Onion a picture of the taking of Ilium 
on the walls of the Stoa Poecile, and another of the marriage of 
the daughters of Leucippus in the Anaceum. In the hall at the 
entrance to the Acropolis other works of his were preserved. 
The most important, however, of his paintings were his frescoes 
in a building erected at Delphi by the people of Cnidus. The 
subjects of these were the visit to Hades by Odysseus, and the 
taking of Ilium. Fortunately the traveller Pausanias has left 
us a•careful description of these paintings, figure by figure 
(Pans. x. 25-31). The foundations of the building have been 
recovered in the course of the French' excavations at DelpbL 
From this evidence, some modern archaeologists have tried to 
reconstruct the paintings, excepting of course the colours of them. 
The best of these reconstructions is by Carl Robert, who by the 
help of vase-paintings of the middle of the fifth century her 
succeeded in recovering both the perspective of Polypotna 
and the character of his figures (see GREEK ART, fig. 29). The 
figures were detached and seldom overlapping, ranged 111 two or 
three rows one above another; and the farther were not smaller 
nor dimmer than the nearer. The designs are -repeated in 
Fraser's Passanios, v. 360 and 372. It will hence appear 
that paintings at this time were executed on almost precisely 
the same plan as contemporary sculptural reliefs. We 
learn also that Polygnotus employed but few colours, and 
those simple. Technically his art was primitive. His excellence 
Lay in the beauty of his drawing of Individual figures; but 
especially in the "ethical" and ideal character of his art. The 
contemporary, and perhaps the teacher, of Pheidias, he had the 
same grand manner. Simplicity, which was almost childlike. 
sentiment at once noble and gentle, extreme grace and charm 
of execution, marked his works, in contrast to the more 
animated, complicated and technically superior paintings of 
a later age. (P. G.) 

POLYGON (Gt. volts, Many, and large, an angle), in geo• 
merry, • figure enclosed by any number of lines—the sides—
which Intersect in pairs at the corners or vertices. If the alder 
are coplanar, the polygon Is said to be " plane "; if net, then It 
is a "skew" or "gauche" polygon. If the figure lies tab* 
to one side of earls of the bounding lines the figure is " cones"; 
if not it is "re-entrant " or "concave." A "regular" polygon 
has all Its sides and angles equal, l .s. it Is equilateral and equi-
angular; U the sides and angles be not equal the polygon is 
"irregular." Of polygons inscriptible in a circle an eauliateral 



POLYGON 
*we k meensedy equiangulat, but tbe converse  s only true 
Musa the number el sides is odd. Tbe term regular polygon 
▪ nonally restricted to " convex " polygons; a special class of 
polygon. (regular in the wider sense) has been named " star 
polygons" on 'because of their resemblance to star-rays; these 
are, homier, concave. 

Polygons. mposelly of the " molar " and " star " types, were 
extensively stud  isd -by the Ge,  geometers. These are two 
important corollaries td prop. 32, book L, of Euclid's Elements 
relating to polygons. Having proved that the sum of the angles 
al • triangle is • mraiOt angle, se. two right angle.. it is readily 
seen that the suet of the internal angles of a polygon (necessanly 
convex) of a sides le is —a straight angles (nri —4 right angles), for the 
polygon can be divided into a-2 triangles by lima Joining one 
vertex to the other vertices. The second corollary Is that the 
mini of the supplements of the Internal angles, measured in the 
same ditection, is 4 right anglm, and is thus. isdependent of the 
pumber of sides. 

The systematic discussion of regular polygons with respect to the 
Inscribed and einitmacrihed circles is given to the fourth book of 
the Eintseorts. (We may note that the construction of an imagined = and square appear in the first book.) The triangle is dis- 

in pleips..-6; the square in props. 6-9; the Pentagon (.5-side) 
Ds props, to-14; the hexagon (6-aide) in tense- ts; sod the quilt- = in mop. 56. The triangle and square call for no sissial 

here, other than that any triangle can be inscribed or 
circussicribed to a circle. The pentagon is of more interest. Euclid 
hoses his construction upon the fact that the isosceles triaiiete 
formed by joining the extremities of one side of a regular pew:a-
gow to the opposite venom has each angle at the base double the 
ankle at this vertex. Ha constructs this triangle in prop. no. by 
dividing a line in medial section, i.e. the square of one part equal to 
the product of the other part and the whole line (a construct ion given 
is book U. II). and then showing that the greater segment is the 
base of the gawked triangle, the mine ming sides being each equal 
to the whole Us. The inaeripicas of a pentagon in • circle is 
effected by inscribing an ismosies triangle similar to that constructed 
in prop. to, bisecting the angles at the base and producing the bisec-
tors to meet the circle. Euclid then pi oyes that these intersections 
and the three venices of the triangle ar the vertices of the required 
pentagon. The cirennacription of • pentagon is irieitei-1 by con-
structing an Inscribed pentagon, and drawing tangents to the circle 
at the vertices. This supplies • general method for circumscribing 
a polygon if the inscribed be given, and conversely. In book no., 
pro to, an alternative method for inscribing a pentagon is indicated, 
for it is there shown that the sum of the se•acca Of the aides of a 

and hexagon Inscribed in the 	e c le equals the square square 
	

Sam m 
side of the pentagon. It may lc incidentally noticed that 

Euclid's construction of the isosceles triangle which has its but 
double the vertical angle solves th.• Problem of quilXIIIesectind 

• t angle; moreover, the base of the triangle la the side of the 
decagon  

and the aides of the 	as radius. The inscript ion of a 
on i 'bed in • circle having the vertex as centre 

in • Circle (prop. at) reminds me of the Pythagorean meth= 
els equilateral triangles placed about a common vertex lone a plane; 
hence the bases form a regular hexagon. The side of • 

la  inscribed in a circle obviously equals the radius of the trek. 
hexagon 

imniption of the quiridecagan in a circle is made to depend 
the fact that the difference of the arcs of a circle Intercept by 
eovertical sides of' a regular pentagon and equilateral triangle is 
11--1. ■ it of the whole elsourdersoes and hence the blemtion 
a this - intercepted ate (by book in-. 3e) lives the aide  el the quindecagon. 

The methods of Euclid permit the Construction of the following 
series of (ascribed polygons: from the square, the 8-side or octagon, 

.„ or generally atesaide; hem the hexagon, the 12-side 
et doeteePle, • 341,„}Al.  • . .• et generally the bm.vitie; leem the 
pentagon. Ube to-ode or deny, 20., ao. . . or geonsiv 
side; from the quIndecago t 30•, 60- . . 	or generally 
side. It was long 	that no other inscribed polygons were 
pomible of 	• by elementary. methods (Le. by the ruler 
aid compasses); Gam dimnevegi this iny foaming the 57-eke, and 
hr sobeguently gerseralimd his method for the (r-1-1)-side. when 
this number Is prime. 

The problem of the conneuetion ofan inscribed heptagon, nonagon, 
or genera, of any polygon haring en add somber of sides, is rendes, 

 induced to the construction of a cumin isosceles triangle 
die polygon to have (an+ t) sides. Join the exuentittesl ecloal 

aide to the opposite vertex, and consider the triangle so formed. 
It is readily seen that the angle at the base is a times the angle at 
the vertex. In the heptagon the ratio is 3, in the nonagon 4, and 
so on. The Arabian geometers of the 9th century towed that the 
heptagon required the solution of • cubic equation, us resembling 
the Yythagorean .  problems of "duplicating the cube" and " tri- 
secting an Edmund talky gave solutions for the heptagon 
and nonagon by MOMS of the parabola and circle, and by a 
parabola and hyperbola respectively. 

Although rigorous methods for inscribing the general polygons 
• circle ate waning, many appr=mate ones have been 
Two such methods are here levee: (i) Divide the diameter of the 
circle into as many parts ale the polygon has sides. On the 
diameter construct an equilateral triangle• and from its vertex 
draw a Tine through the :stood divining; along the dknieter, 
measured from an extremity, and modem this line to intercept 
the check. flan the chord mining this point to the extremity of 
the diameter Is the side of the required polygon. (a) Divide the 
diameter as before, and draw also the perpendicular diameter. 
Take points on these diameters beyond the -circle and at a dis-
tance from the circle equal to one division of the diameter. Join tie 
pens so obtained; and draw a line from the point nearest the 
di, led diameter where this line intercepts the circle to the third 
die ision from the produced extremity; this line is the required 
length. 

The construction of any regular polygon on a given side may be 
readily performed with a protractor or scale of chords, for at is 
only necessary to lay off from the extremities of the given side 
lines equal in length to the given base, at angles equal to the interior 
angle of the polygon, and repeating the process at each extremity 
so obtained, the angle being always taken on the same side; or lines 
any be laid off at one half of the interior angles, describing a circle 
having the niece of these lines as centre and their length as radius, 
and then measuring the given base around the circumference. 

Sloe Polygons.—These figures were studied by the Pythagoreans, 
and subsequently engaged the attention of many geometers-
Boethios, Athelard of Bath, Thomas Bmd•ardine, archbishop 
of Canterbury, Johannes Kepler and others. Mystical and magical 
properties were assigned to them at an early date; the Pythagoreans 
regarded the pentagram, the star polygon derived from the pentagon, 
as the symbol of health, the Platonists of well-being, while others 
used it to symbolize happiness. Engraven on metal, 8ec., it is 
worn in almost every country as a charm or amulet. 

The pentagon gives rise to one star polygon, the hexagon gives 
none, the heptagon two the octagon one, and the nonagon two. 
In general, the number of star polygons which can be drawn with 
the vertices of an a-point regular polygon is the number of numbers 
which are not (ocean of a and are less than in. 

A'uwler of a-polar and a-ride Polygons. A polygon nosy be 
d as determined by the joins of points or the meets of Hoes. 

T termination •  gram is often applis to the figures determined 
by Imes. e.g. pentagram, hexagram. It is of interest to know how 
many polygons can be formed with s given points as vertii;e1 (rte 
three of which are collinear), or with a given lines as sides (nu two 
of which are parallel). Considering the case of points it is obvi 'us that 
ea• in join a chosen point with any one of the remaining (a —t) 
pt iiv; any one M these (n — I) points can be joined to any one 
of the remaining (n-2). and by proceeding similarly it is seen that 
we can pass through the as punts in (ri — t) (n -2) . . . 2.1 ox 

— ways. It Is obvious that the direction in which we pas 
is immaterial; hence we must divide this number by 2, thus obtaining 

— t)!/z as the required number. In a similar manner it may 
be shown that the number of polygons determined by n lines is 
(n —1)!/2. Thus five points or lines determine t2 pee gegen.. 
6 points or lines 6o hexagons, and no on. 

Menswarian.—In the regu lar polygons the fact that they can be 
Inscribed and circumscribed to a circle affords convenient expire 
None for their area, dr. In a n-gon, i.e. a polygon with 
each side subtends at the centre the angle as/n, i.e. 360. 111, and 
each internal angle is (a-2)win or in — 2) tho'/N. Calling the 
length of lie a we may derive the Whisking relation- : Area 

I Number 
of sides. 

3 
Triangle. 

4 
Square_ 

3 
Pentagon. 

6 
Hexagon. 

7 
Heptagon. 

II 
Octagon. 

9 
Nonagon. 

to 
Decagon. 

11 
Dodecagon. 

12 
Dodecagon. 
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POLYGONACEAE 
(A) 	en cot (sin); radius of circum-circle (R) 	a cosec (s/n) 
radius of in-circle (r)= fa cot (s/s). 

The table at foot of p. 1392 gives the value of the internal angle 
(s), the angled subtended at the centre by a side, area (A). radius 
of the circum-circle (R), radius of the inscribed circle (r) for the 
simpler polygons, the length of the side being taken as unity. 

POLYGONACEAE, in botany, a natural order of Dicotyledons, 
containing 3o genera with about 700 species, chiefly in the north 
temperate zone, and represented in Great Britain by three 
genera, . Polygonum, Rumex (Dock, as.) and Oxyrio. They are 

mostly herbs characterized by the 
union of the- stipules into a 
sheath or ocrea, which protects the 
younger leaves in the bud stage 
(fig. 1). Some are climbers, as, for 
instance, the British Polygonum 
Conooluulus (black bindweed). In 
Mueldenbeckia plolycloda, a native 
of the Solomon Islands, the stem 
and branches are flattened, form- 
ing ribbon-like cladodes jointed at 
the nodes. The leaves are alter- 

Pic. t.—Leaf of Polygonum, nate, simple and generally entire; 
with part of stem (g, acres). the edges are rolled back in the 

bud. They are generally smooth, but sometimes, especially in 
mountain species, woolly. The small regular, generally her- 
maphrodite flowers are borne in large numbers in compound 
inflorescences, the branches of which are cymose. The parts of 
the flower are whorled (cyclic) or acyclic. The former-arrange- 
ment may be derived from a regular trimcrous flower with two 
whorls of perianth leaves, two staminal whorls and a three-sided 
ovary—such a flower occurs in the Californian genus Pteroslcgra 
(6g. 1). The flower of rhubarb (Rheum) is derived from 
this by doubling in the outer stamina] whorl (fig. 3), and 

that of the dock (Rumex) by doubling in the outer staminal 
whorl and suppression of the inner (fig. 4). In Koenigia, a 
tiny annual less than an inch high, native in the arctic and 
sub-arctic regions and the Himalayas, there is one perianth and 
one staminal whorl only. Dimerous whorled flowers occur in 
Oxyria (mountain sorrel), another arctic and alpine genus, the 
flowers of which resemble those of Runner but are dimerous 
(fig. 5). In the acyclic flowers a 5-merous perianth is followed 

FIG. 5.-0.17nd. 
Fin. 7.—Dry one-seeded fruit 

of dock (Rumex) cut vertically 
(enlarged). 
on, Pericarp formed from ovary 

wall. 
s, Seed. 
e, Endosperm. 
pl, Embryo with radicle point. 

ing upwards and 
FIG. 6.—Polygonum.—Polygonum. downwards. 	

cotyledons 
 

by s to 8 stamens as in Polygonum (fig. 6). The perianth leaves 
arc generally uniform and green, white or red in colour. They 
are free or more or less united, and persist till the fruit Is ripe, 
often playing a pan in its distribution, and affording useful 
characters for distinguishing genera or species. Thus In t he docks  

the three inner leaves enlarge and envelope the fruit as three 
membranous wings one or more of which bear on the back large 
fleshy warts. Less often, as in the South American genus 
Triplaris, the three outer perianth leaves form the agent of 
distribution, developing into long flat membranous wings, the 
whole mechanism suggesting a shuttlecock. The number of the 
carpels is indicated by the three-sided (in dimerous flowers two-
sided) ovary, and the number of the styles; the ovary is uni-
locular and contains a single erect ovule springing from the top 
of the floral axis (fig. 7). The fruit is a dry one-seeded me, two- 

Fin. 8. 

Rumex obfusifollus, Common Dock. 
t. Upper part of plant, showing the flowers. 

a. Leaf from base of the stem. 
3. Fruit enlarged. 
4. Fruit  of Rumex Acetosa (sorrel) (enlarged). 

sided in bicarpellary flowers, as in Oryna. The straight or 
curved embryo is embedded in a mealy endosperm. The flowers 
are wind-pollinated, as in the docks (Rumex), where they are 
pendulous on long slender stalks and have large hairy stigmas, 
or insect-pollinated, as in Polygonum or rhubarb (Raterm), where 
the stigmas are capitate and honey is secreted by glands near the 
base of the stamens. Insect-pollinated flowers are rendered 
conspicuous chiefly by their aggregation in large numbers, as 
for instance in Distort (Polygonum Bislorta), where the perianth 
is red and the flowers are crowded in a spike. In buckwheat 

(q.v., P. Fogopyrum) the numerous flowers have a white or red 
perianth and are perfumed; they are dimorphic, i.e. there are 
two forms of flowers, one with long styles and short stamens, 
the other with short styles and long stamens_ In other cases 

self-pollination is the rule, as in knot-grass (P. aviculore), where 
the very small, solitary odourless flowers are very rarely visited 
by insects and pollinate themselves by the incur-sing of the three 

inner stamens on to the styles. 
Polygonaceae is mainly a north temperate order, A few genera 

are tropical, e g. Coccolota, which has 125 species restricted to tropical 
and sub-tropical America. Polygonum Eras a very wide distribution 
spreading from the limits of vegetation in the northern hemisphere 
to the mountains of tropical Africa and South Africa. through the 
highlands of tropical Asa to Australia. and In America mu far south 
as Chile. Most of the genera have, however, a limited distribution. 
Of the three which arc native in the British Isles. Polygonum bag 



POLYGONAL NUMBERS-POLYHEDRON 
Is wades; Rawer (fig. 8) (I r softies) Includes the wisdom specked 
dock Flamed erred (A Acatosa4 and Vargo awns, an *k w  
pima min amyl). aka. its_essenc name Atty. 
from 	acidity of its leaves. Rheum (Rhubarb, 4.a) is eta% 
Asiatic. 

POLYGONAL 111/111111118, in mathematics. Suppose we have 
a number of equal circular counters, (ben the number of counters 
which can be placed on a regular polygon so that the tangents to 
the mom rows fens the regular polygon and ail the internal 
countess are in contact with Its neighbours, is a " polygonal 
number " of the order of the polygon. If the polygon be a 
triangle then it is readily seen that the numbers are's, 6 to, t s 
. L . and poet* io (rt 1); if a square, 4, 9, ... and glaci-
ally Ai; if a pentagon., s, *2, 21... and weeny Apt- 1); it L 
hexagon, 6, ss, 28, ... and generally n( en — s); and similarly fa a. 
Wines of r sides. the general expressio ►  fit the correspond* 
polygonal number is }tiffs-- (r—e)4-21. 

Algehmically. polygonal numbers may be regarded as the sums 
of consecutive toms of the arithmetical progressions having t for 
the Art term and 1. a, 	for the common differences. Taking 
unit common different" we have the series 	1 -4-3.1; '+3+3 

6: r + * 4- 3 + 4 • to ; cr  genera"NN! + + 3 	•- 
loin +Or these are triangular numbers. oh a commas nonce 
21 we have 11 r+ -4r 1+3+3 *);, 1+3+4+7..16; 
or generally I +3+5+ • • • + (se"' ) t : and MnalY  far 
the OtIlYileeal number of the rth order we tales the sumo of consecu- 
tive 1C11011 of the skin- 

1. 1+(r.-3), t +2? 0-4. • . 	- 
and brace the otts polytonal number of the nth order is the sun- of 
• terms of this mmes, lc., 

4•1+(r — 2)+1 +20 -4+ • • • +(t+11 --I•► — ?) 

The series i„ 2. 3. 4.. or generally a. arc the so-called " linos; 
numbers" (cf. Rouser' N 	). 

POLYHEDRAL, MINI= In mathimatics. These numbers 
are related to the polyhedra (see POLYSIDRON) in a manner 
dolls to the relation batman polygonal anenbers (era above) 
and polygons. Take the case of tetrahedral numbers. Let AB, 

AC, Ab be three covertical edges of 
a regular tetrahedron. Divide AB, 
. . . into parts each equal to A t, so 
that tetrafledra having the common 
vertu A are obtained, whose linear 
dimension* lactase arithmetically. 
Imagine that wo have a number of 
spheres (or Ad) of a diameter equal 
to the distance A r. It Is seen that 
4 shot having their cesium at the 
vatic/sof thotatralsedzon As 'afore 
a pyramid. In the net of the tetra-

hedron of edge As we require 3 along each side of the base, i.e. 
6, 3 along the base of At, and x at A, making so in all. To add 
a third Were,' will require 4 along each hen, La 4, and t is 
the centre. Hence in the tetrahedron A3 we have 20 shot. 
The n embers 1,4, so, so are polyhedralmambas, and from their 
association with the tetrahedron axe termed " tetrahedral 
numbers." 

This illustration may serve for a deal lab of polyhedral 
numbers: a polyhedral number represents the number of equal 
spheres which an be placed within • polyhedron so that the 
spheres touch me another or the sides of the polyhedron. 

Is the case of the eetrahodron we have seen the stimbere to be 
1. 4, to, ao: the general formula for the rah tetrahedral number is 
gnor+t)(n +2). Cubic numbers are V, 8, .ry. 64. Its.• 
yr generally ore. Octahedral ninnhers are 6. M. 44. de.. cements; 
ilans+t). Dedenthedral =isiare s. so, a& no. in.: or 

ba910-20  tv). 	numbers ET I. 12, 
Bye, or generallypour —$1-2). 

POLYBEDROX (Gr. 1.41‘. many. suers. • We), in ilentaalfyi 
a solid figure contoured by piano laces. if the figure be candy 
to me der el arty face the polyhedral' is add to be never, •' 
and it is obvious that the Isms enwrap the centre once; if, on the 
atlet band. the figure is to Magda of every face it is said to bee 

concave, " and the enotesk multiply asmapped by the faces. 
Regabr playberins " ern such as have their faces all equal 

pas pdygoos, and ail tbdr solid angles equal; the tens is  

usually restricted to the five fonts in which the centre is singly 
enclosed, via. the Platonic solids, while the four polyhedra in 
which the centre is multiply enclosed are referred to as the 
gepler•Pointot solids, Kepler having discovered three, while 
Poinsot discovered the fourth. Another group of polyhedra 
are termed the "Archimedean solids," named after Archimedel, 
who, according to Pappus, invented them. These have faces 
which are all regular polygons, but not all of the same kind, 
while all their solid angles are equal. These figures art often 
Witted " send-regular solidi," but it is moreconvenient to restrin 
this term to solids having ail their angles, edges and faces equal, 
the fatter, however, not being regular polygons. 

Platonic Solids. The names of these five solids are: (I) the 
tetrahedron, enclosed by four equilateral triangles; (a) the cu bs 
or henhedron, enclosed by 6 squares; (3) the octahedron, 
enclosed by 8 equilateral triangles; (4) the dodecahedron, en- 
closed by s pentagons; (S) the icosahedron, enclosed by so 
equilateral Wanks. 

The first three were certahrly known to the Egyptians; and 
it is probable that the imsahedron and dodecahedron were added 
by the Greeks. Ilse cube may have originated by placing three 
equal squares at a common vertex, so as to form a Dihedral angle. 
Two such sets can be placed so that the free edger are brought 
into coincidence while the vertices are kept distinct. This 
solkl has therefore 6 faces, 8 vertices and 12 edges. The 
lateral triangle is the basis of the tetrahedron, octahedron and 
icon/redraw' If three equilateral triangles be placed at 
common vertex with then °overatel sides coincident in peke, 
it is seen that the base is an equal equilateral triangle; hence four 
equal eqedlatoral triangles enclose a space. 'This solid has 4 
feces, 4 vertices and 6 edges. In a 'holler warmer, four covertina 
equilateral triangles stand on a square base. Two such sets placed 
base to base long the octahedron, which 'consequentry has 8 
faces, 6 ye:demand is edam Fivb expeNateed Orbit/des covet). 
cally placed would stand on a pentagonal base, and it was found 
that, by forages several sets of such pyramids, a solid weld be 
obtained which bad so triangular faces, which met in pair* to 
form 3o edges, and In fives to form is vertices. This Is the 
iccoahedron. That the triangle could give rise to no other solid 
followed from the fact that SW coverticay placed triangles formed 
a plane. The pentagon is the basis of the dodecahedron. Three 
pentagons may be placed at a common vertex to fortis a solid 
angle, and by forming several such sets and placing them in 
juxtaposition a solid is obtained having sr pentagon'', faces, 
3c• edges, sad as vertices. 

These solids played an important part in the geometry of the 
Pythagoreans, and In their cosmology symbolized the Ave de-
ments: fire (tetrahedron), air (octahedron), water (icosahedron). 
earth (cube), universe or ether (dodecahedron). They were 
also dimmed by the Platestes, so much so that they became 
known as the " Platonic solids." Euclid discusses them in the 
thirteenth book of his furcate, where he proves that no more 
regular bodies are peesible, and shows bow to Neoax them in a 
sphere. This latter problem received the attention of the 
Arabian astronomer Abut Weis (roth century s.n.), who solved 
it with a single opening of the compasses. 

iiteassweetkessetkoPhionicSedidep--Thereenewastiowat thetegolar 
milyhedes is seeing invealgated by the methods of denemeary 
gemastry, the property that these solids may be iota-Ned is sad 
circumscribed to comma* spleens being espenally useful. 

If F be No number al imes, n the number of 'dies per face, 
the airliner of Wes per vertex, and 1 the kepi* of en edge, and,  it 
we dense the aisis between two adjacent faces by t. the ass by A. 
the misuse by V. the adios of the circus-sphere by R. and is the 
in•mhere by a the following general formulae hold, a beim/ nines 
for sofa, end p far Wes 
Si. 41 wow Piet .; 	tan )l -cos Coin' • —cos' 0.1. 

Aei } hieF eat & 
Yes irk sett" F m el cots • 

m so" F eats a am ft/(Sin' a —ere pH. 
11•11 tan /I tan ltw ma NOW -enas 

r-41 tan II rot is...Moot a me antis' -met 11)1. 
t•language of Praha, the commentator: " The equnatem4. 

 triangle 
the 

is the proximate cause of the three elements. 'fire; a ir sy 
' water *; but the square is amassed to the ' earth." 
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POLYHEDRON 
fhe following Tabie gives the values of A. V, R. • for the five Polyhedrar—• 

Area. 
Volume 

V. 
Radius of Circum-sphere. 

R. 
Ream of la-splasnrc 	i 

e 

Tetrahedron 	  P.4 3 PI64 a 
(I•732 : P) (0.11785 19 I. 4 614 1.4 6/tar 

Cube 	  6 12  p 1-431s V 

Octahedron 	  P.243 P.4 43 
(34642 1') (047 140  19 IN 2 3/ 4 6 

Dodecahedron 	. 	. 	. 	. P.154 (1+24 5) P. 54 I (47_4-21111)/401 
(21P645711  P) (7 663. 19 r) I. i4 i(5+3d 5)121 8 • 4 K20-1-1 I 4 014011 

Icorehedron 	  P 141(7+34 3)12, (8.P64/11  
(2.18169 P) I 141(54-4 5)121 1.i 111(7 +34 5)461 
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Kepler-Pt:4meg Polyhedra.—These solids have all their faces 
equal regular polygons, and the angles at the vertices all equal. 
They bear a, 'relation to the Platonic solids similar to the 
relation of "star polygons" to ordinary regular polygons, 
inasmuch as the centre is multiply enclosed in the former 
and singly in the latter. Four such solids exist: (1) small 
stellated dodecahedron; (a) great dodecahedron; (3) great 
stellated dodecahedron; (4) great icosahedron. Louis Poinsot 
discussed these solids in his memoir, " Sur les polygons et les 
polyEdres " Ecok poly. Iiv.1 ate), three of them having 
been previously considered by Kepler. They were afterwards 
treated by A. L. Cauchy (Jews. Ecok poly. (ix.) 2813), who 
showed that they were derived from the Platonic solids, and 
that no more than four were possible. A. Cayley treated 
them in several papers (e.g. Phil. Meg., 2 859, t7, p. 153 seq.), 
considering them by means of their projections on the 
circumscribing sphere and not, as Cauchy, is solid*. 

The small stellated dodecahedron is formed by stellating the Platonic 
dodecahedron (by " stellating " is meant developing the faces con-
tiguous to a specified base no as to form a regular pyramid).. It has 
12 pentagonal faces, and 3o edges, which intersect in fives to form is 
vertices. Each vertex is singly enclo-1 by the five faces; the 
centre of each face is doubly enclosed In 	succession of faces about 
the face; and the centre of the solid i, 	enclosed by the faces. 
The great dodecahedron is determined 	the intersections of the 
twelve planes which intersect the Plato, 	cosahedron in five of its 
edges; or each face has the same bouodaries as the basal sides 
of five covertical faces of the icosahedron. It is the reciprocal 
(see below) of the small stellated dodecahedron. Each vertex 
is doubly enclosed by the succession of covertical faces, while the 
centre of the solid is triply enclosed by the faces. The great sitilated 
dodecahedron is formed by stellating the faces of a great dodecahe-
dron. It has 12 faces, which meet in 3o edges; these intersect in 
threes to form 20 vertices. Each vertex is singly enclosed by the 
succession of faces about it • and the centre of the solid is quadruply 
enclosed by the faces. The great icosahedron is the reciprocal of 
the great stcllated dodecahedron. Each of the twenty triangular 
faces subtend at the centre the same ere D as is subtended by four 
whole and six half faces of the Platonic 'bedroll:. In other words• 
the solid is determined by the twenty I., iss. which can be drawn 
through the vertices of the three faces contiguous to any face of 
a Platonic icosahedron. The centre of the solid is septuply enclosed 
by the faces. 

A connexion between the number of faces, vertices and edges of 
regular polyhedra was discovered by Euler, and the result. which 
assumes the form E + 2 e  F + V, where E, F, V are the number 
of edges. faces and vertices, is known as Euler's theorem on poly-
hedra. This formula only holds for the Platonic solids. Pounot 
gave the formula E + 21t eV + F, in a hich k is the number of 
times the projections of the faces from the centre on to the surface 
of the circumscribing sphere make up the spherical surface, the area 
of a stellated face being reckoned once, and e is the ratio " angles at a 
vertex /2e" as projected on the sphere, E. V. F being the same as 
before. Cayley gave the formula E + 2D ••• W +e'F, where 
e. E. V. F arc the same as before, D is the same as Prinsot's 6 with 
the distinction that the area of a stellated face is reckoned as the sum 
of the triangles having their vertices at the centre di the face and 
standing on the sides, and e' is the ratio: " the angles subtended at 
the centre of a face by its sides /2e." 

The following table gives these constants for the reviler  ppoolhyy.^. 
hedra; • denotes the number of sides to a face, s, the number of Paces 
to • *detest—,  

Archimedean Solid,.—These solids are characterized by 
having all their angles equal and all their faces regular 
polygons, which are not all of the same species. Thirteen 
such solids exist. 

r. The Innecated haraardree is formed by tram:ming the mortices 
of a regular tetrahedron so as to leave the original faces hennas. 
(By the truncation of a vertex or edge we mean the cutting away al 
the vertex or edge by a plane making equal angles with all the faces 
composing the vertex or with the two faces forming the edge.) It 
is bounded by 4 triangular and 4 hexagonal faces; there are 1 8 edges 
and 12 vertices, at each of which two hexagons and one triangle an 
covertical. 

2. The cubodakedron is a tesserescae-decahedron (Gr. reeesseeess. 
bars, fourteen) .  fanned by truncating the vertices of a cube so asap 
leave the original faces squares. It is enclosed by 6 square awl 
8 triangular feces. the latter belonging to a coaxial cctabedron. 
is a common crystal form. 

3. The truncated cabs is formed in the same manner as de 
cuboctahedron, but the truncation is only carried far enough GP 
leave the original faces octagons. It has 6 octagonal faces 
(belongingto the original cube). and 8 triangular ones ( ns  ' to 
the coaxial octahedron). 

4. The trammed aaakedroa is lonted by truncating the vertices 
of an octahedron so as to knee the original faces hexagons; cow 
sequently it is bounded by 8 hexagonal and 6 square faces. 

5, 6. Reombicuilinies.—Two Archimedes° solids of go 
faces arc derived from the coaxial cube, octahedron and semi 

eegguu lar (rhombic) dodecahedron (see below). The " small rhombi-
cu 	hedron " is bounded by is pentagmml. 8 triangular sad 
6 spare faces; the " great rhombicuWmaWm " by 12 
8 triangular and 6 square faces. 

7. The icandcdecalWron or dyoceetriacontshedron (Gr. humid. 
tattooers. thirty-two). is a 32-faced solid. formed by truncating the 
vertices of an imeahedron so that the original faces become .  triangles. 
It is enclosed by so triangular faces belonging to the original lame 
hedron, and 12 pentagonal faces belongiag to the coaxial dodo:take 
dron. 

8. The truncated icosalsalres is formed similarly to the ;mid' :de- 
cahedron. but the truncation is only carried far enough to leave the 
original faces hexagons. It is therefore enclosed by to limped 
faces belonging to the icosahedrcm, and is pentagonal faces Weep. 
to the coaxial dodecahedron. 
. 9. The truncated dodecahedron is formed by truncating the vestites 
of a dodecahedron parallel to the faces of the coaxial itosabedrtin 
so as to leave the foruer  decagane. It is enclosed by so Murder 
faces belonging to the icoeshiedron and is decagons bekegiagao the 
dodecahedron. 

ro. The nub cube Is a 38-faced solid having at each unser 4 td• 
angles ands square; 6 faces belong to a cube. 8 to theetasid 
octahedron, and the rernsinitqg 24 to 00 

11. ta. The rhorabicarida&rakedem—Two 624seed Wide 
derived from the dodecahedron, kombedron and the 
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trlacootahedroo. In the "small rhombicesidockeahedron " there 
are 13 pentagonal faces belonging to the dodecahedron, ro triangular 
faces belonging to the .teoron and 3o square feces belonging 
to the triacontithednon. In the "great rhombicosidodecaliedron 
the dodecahedral (aces are decagons, the icosaloidral hexagons 
and the triacontahedral squares; this solid is sometimes called the 
• truncated kosidodecithedron." 

e3. The sash deekcakednes is it qr.faced solid having 4 triangles 
and a pentagon at each corner. The pentagons belong to a dodeca-
hedron, and ro triangles to an icomliedroo ; the remaining 6o triangles 
belong to no regular solid. 

Sesni•ipdar Pelyacdra—Although this term is frequently 
given to the Archimedean wilds, yet it is a convenient dc. 
notation for solids which have all their angles, faces, and edges 
equal, the Laces wet being regular polygons. Two such solids 
exist: (s ' the " rhombic dodecahedron,  tanned by trun-
cating the edges of a cube, Is bounded by to equal rhombs; it 
is a common dyne! form (see CRYSTALLOGRAPHY); and (a) the 
" semi-regular triacontaledron," which is enclosed by go equal 
demote. 

The interrelations of the polyhedra enumerated aboth are con-
siderably elucidated by the introduction of the followurg terms: 
(I) Cesessposelletsce. Two polyhedra correspond when the radii 
yectcom from their ceases to the mid-point d the edges, ceetnt 
the faces, and to the vertices, can be brought into coincidence. (a) 
Recip.seal. Two polyhedra are reciprocal when the faces and ver-
tices of one elarrespned to the vertices and faces of the other. (3) 
Susuneol orfamed. A polyhedron (A) is said to be the summitel 
or facial holodron of another (B) when the faces or vertices of A 
correspond to the edges of B. and the vertices or faces of A cone-
spend to the vertices and laces together of B. (e) ilerariedraL 
A polyhedron is said to be the hernihedral ferns of soother poly-
hedron when its faces correspond to the alternate faces of the latter 
or holobedral form: conscqueody a hendhedral form has hall the 
cumber of faces of the bolohethal fano. Hernibedral forms are of 
special Importance in crystallography, to which ankle the reader 
is refeered for • hiller explanas of these and other modificatioes 
dpolyhedra (tecastobedrat. enantiotropic, Be.). 

It I. readily seen that the tetrahedron Is its own reciprocal, i.e. 
it is self-reciprocal; the cube and octahedron, the dodecahedron end 
itheahadron, the mall method dodecahedron and great dodeca-
hedra's. and the great steltated dodecahedron and great lemaleedroo 
am examples of recipeonala. We may also note that of the Aretthae- 
dma solids: the wsocaud tetrahthron. truncated cube, aid trun-
cated dodecahedron. am the teciprocals of the crystal forms triads- 
tetrahadresi

s 
 triakimmahodron and trlakisicoashetiron. Sines the 

tetrahedron's the Itemibedral form of the octahedron. sad the ecto-
hedroe and cube ate shciprood. we term these two latter solids 

reciprocal bobbed,. " of the tetrahedrow. Other examples of 
reciprocal holobedra are: the rhombic dodecahedron and °oboes,- 
Wm. with mend to the cube and octahedron: and the seed-
regular tnatheftbsdres and itaddodeeshedem, with regard to the 
dodecahedron and koothsthea. As esamphis of facial holetiedra 
we may notice the small rboankainetahe and rhombic dode- 
cahedron. sod the *mall stombicosidociscatedron and thee semi-
ergetu triseontahedron. The correspondence of the faces of poly-
hedra is also of Importance, as may be seen from the manner hi which 
one polyhedron may be derived from another. Thus the faces 
of the cuboctahedron, the truncated cube, and truncated octahe-
dron. correspond; likewise with the truncated dothmehedree. trun-
cated teowthedron, and kosidodecabedron; and with the small and 
great rhombicondodecabedra. 

The general theory of polyhedra properly 	to combhudodal 
analysts.analysts.The determination of the number

belongs 
  of different petyitedra 

c‘ • farm i.e. whedrene, is reducible to the peohlents In how essay 
ways can multiplets, toe triplets, quadespkts, Ac., be made with is
symbols, symbols, so that (1) every contiguous petrol symbols in one maltiplet 
are a coatiguous pair is now ocher. the km (sad bet 44wry soul- 
tieht being considered contiguous. and (a) no three erabois iss any 
multiple* &WI occur in say other. This problem is Mated by 
the Rev T. P. Klamath in the Illescheskr Memoirs MU 8847- 
skolcend in the PIA Thou. 0837). 

lac 
Set Max Br 	net  Meeks seed Fielded, ('900); Ehothard 

Iftepaidegis der Payola (tbas). 
POLTII1THTLIM in Chemistry. cyclic compounds, the 

simplest members of which are saturated hydrocarbons of 
general formals. C.B.S. eh= se may be s to 0, and known as 
id-, tetra., pants-. ben, and 'septa-methylene, he., or cyds-
PrePok -butane, -pentane, -hexane, -heptane, ht.:— 

_ „Meals 	AktirCH u  Ne  
CHN81 	CHISL-:4...tare.cstbaC 	

s. 

e 	

hc- 

thoproptne, -butane, 	 -hexane. 
The umsturated members of the seise MO named ea the 

Geneva system in which the termination one is replaced by-the. 
-diem, *kw, according to the number of double linap in 
the compound, the padtion of such double kluges being 
shown by a numeral immediately following the suffix the; 
(or escample I. is methytegele-hbadiale—t. g. An alterna-
tive method employs A. v. Buyer's symbol A. Thus 
A al indicates the presence of two double bonds in 
the axilecule situated immediately after the carbon atoms 
a and 4; for example IL is A 2•4 dihydrophthalic acid. 

CH'CH 	 ACOsillk% 
(1)CtirC 	

),-e.rs(4 .(1)H0X-CH 	H)CH CO- <CHrCile 
(6) (5) 	 (6) 

IL 
(5) 

As to the stability of these compouads, most trimetbylene 
denvatives are comparatively unstable, the ring being broken 
fairly readily; the tetramethyleue derivatives are father more 
stable and the punts- and hex athethylene compounds arc very 
stable, showing little tendency to ions open chiin compounds 
under ordinary conditions (see Curonsrair: Organic) 

funsetrinit—No isomerism can occur in the monosubstitution 
derivatives but ordinary position isomerism exists in the di-
and poly-substitution compounds. Stereo-isomerism may 
occur: the simplest examples are the dibask acids, where a cis-
(maleinoid) form and a bars- (fumanoid) form have been ob- 
served. These Women may frequently be distinguished by 
the facts that the cis-adds yield anhydrides more readily than 
the trans-acids. and are generally converted into the tram-acids 
on heating with hydrochloric add. 0. Aschan (Bee., 1901, 35, 
p. 3389) depicts these MARS by representing the plane of the 
carbon atoms of the ring as a straight line and denoting the 
substituted hydrogen atoms by the letters X, Y, Z. Thus for 
dicarboxylic acids (GOO is X) the possibilities are represented by 

icks). L. Ocaael. x-4  (I). 

The irons compound is perfectly asymmetric and so its mirror 
image (I) should exist, and, as all the Oates compounds syn-
thetically prepared are optically inactive, they are presumably 
necrotic compounds (see 0. Aschan, Moak der alicykienies 

erbinikmgen, p. 346 seq.). 
General Methods of Porssedon.—Hnirocesbase may be ob-

tained from the dllsalogen paraffin; by the action of sodium or 
zinc dust, provided that the halogen atoms are not attached 
to the same or to adjacent carbon atoms (A. Freund, Mostats., 
1882, 3, p. bag; W. H. Perkin, fan., !Ms. Chem Soc., An, 33, 
p. 513):—  

MgtBr  ari-oles ■ Maar-Fat& 

by the action of hydriodie add and phcepbores of of plios-
rhenium iodide on benseee hydrocarbons (F. Modest, Are., 
am 187, p. :33; A. v. Buyer, ibid., t87o, 155,  p. 266), ben-
sent giving methylptabusethyknos; by passing the vapors of 
benzene hydrocarbon!, over hardy divided nickel at 18o-ogo" C 
(P. &babe: and J. B. Seedereas, COMPICS renders, tan, 132, p. 
310  seq.); and from hYdraeines of the type C.Ila-s-NH•NHe 
by oxidation with affialthe potassium krticyanide Mime. 
Jam. prate. Chow, sew, 64, p. 13). Unteturated hydro-
carbons of the series may be moored from the corm 
spending alcohols by the elimination of a molecule of water. 
using either the unthogenie estes method of L. Tschugsteff 
(Eke. does, go p. 3331): C.111,,_,ONa--)C.H......O•CS•SNa(R) 
--)C.Hr-e-i-0064-it*SH; or simply by dehydrating with 
anhydrous an add (N. ZallmitY, 34. P. 3a49); 
and by elimiaatieg the below. acid from woo- or di-halogen 
polyroethyleoe compounds by heating them with Opaline. 

Alcohols are obtained from the conesponding halogen com-
pounds by the action of moist solver oxide, or by warming them 
with silver acetate and acetic acid; by the reduction of ketones 
with metallic sodium; by passing the vapours of monohydric 
phenols and hydrogen over finely divided nickel (P. Sabatkr and 
J. B. Senderens, loc. eh.); by the reduction of cyclic esters with 
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iodine: and alcohol (1-Bouvemdt and G. Blanc, Creepier radar, 
2903, 136, p. z676; 137, p. 6o); and by the addition of the 
elements of water to the unsaturated Cyclic hydrocarbons on 
boiling with diktte adds. 

Aldehydes mid Ketones.—The aldehydes are prepared in the 
usual manner from primary alcohols and adds. The ketones 
are obtained by the dry distillation of the calcium sake of di-. 

• bade saturated aliphatic acids (J. Wislicenus, Ann. , tilos, 273. 
P. 309):: ICHeCHI•CORKa-.41CHiCHAsCO; by the action of 
sodium on the esters of adds of the adipie and pimelic acid 
series (W. Dieckmann, Bar., 1894, 27, pp. 103, 2475):--  

CHECki•CH,CO,R CH,•CHrals : 
CH,CH,-COilt -4CHeCH.e.0 

by the action of sodium ethylate on 3-ketonic acids (1) Vor-
Pinder, BP., 1895, a8,  2348):— 

‘ _ 
CH 	̀COsH-s CH CHIC 

rCH, 

	 CH, 
from audio-roalonic ester and mil-unsaturated ketones or ketonic 
esters:— 

/CH, — CO 
(RO,Q,CH14-Ph•CH ;CH.CO.CHD-sPhCH,.. 	 Hs: 

(CO311).0 
from aceto-acetic ester and esters of an-unsaturated adds, 
followed by elimination of the carboxyl group:— 

CH s• CO-CHr CO,R+ 	Ft CH•CO,-sr"(VCiirCR's>CHCO311; 

by the condensation of two molecules of aceto-acetic ester with 
aldehydes followed by saponification (E. Knocvenagel, Ann., 
1894, 281, p. 25; 1896, 288, p.321; Ben, gat, 37, p. 

Clis-CH k', 
2CHECO•CHs•CO,R+OHC•RL►CHrC(ii 	

/
'CH, 

from s. -dl 	which contain a Methyl group next the 
keto-group (W. Kerp, Ann., 1896, 290, p. 523):— 

3CHi•CO.CHr-S(CH4C 
Clii•C(CHi) 

..... /NCH • 

by the condensation of succbilc acid with sodium ethylate, fol- 
lowed by saponification and elimination of carbon dioxide:— 

aCA4C°41)1•t0• CH.- CH, 
and from the condensation of ethyl oxalate with esters of other 
dibasic acids in presence of sodium ethylate (W. Dieckmann, 
Ber., 1897, 30, p. 1470; 1899, 3 2 , 1933):— 

•
amt  +C 
CO,R ihC 

R-4 

R COO:Cc>14.  

Ad* may be prepared by the action of dihalegen paraffins on 
sedio-malonic ester, or sodio-aceto•cetic ester (W. H. Perkin, 
jun., Jews. Chess. See., t888, 53, p. 1041— 

CsHiBril-aNaCH(COAR)s--2(CHa)sC(COsE)s+CHACOIR).; 
ethyl butane tetracarboxylate at also formed which may be 
converted into a tetramethylone carboxylic ester by the action 
of bromine on its disodium derivative (W. H. Perkin and 
Sinclair, ibid., 1829, 6t, p. 36). The eaters of the acids may 
also be obtained by condensing sorlio-Melonic ester with 
a•halogen derivatives of unsaturated acids:-.- 

CO,R 
Clis•CH: Cl3r.COBR-FNaCH(CO.R)s-sCHs•Clk : 

`C(COsilh 
by the action of diazomethane or diasoacetic atter on the esters 
of unsaturated acids, the pyrazoline carboxylic esters so formed 
losing nitrogen when heated and yielding adds of the cote-
propane series (E. Buchner, Bo., :89o, 23, p. 703; Ass., silwg, 
284, p. us; H. v. Pechmann, Bar., 1394, 27, p. 140:— 

•-• 
CH•COsR N:H•CH-CO,R CONR 

CHshis-1- 
CH•CO,R-4H,—CA.COsit 	COI&

• 
 

and by the Grignard reaction (S, lialmgren, Ben, 1903, 36, pp. 
668, teas; N. Eelinsky, ibid., 1902, 351  tx 2687). 

Cydo-propane Creep. 
Drinelkyiette, CM,. obtained by A. Freund (3faettfs., 888z._ 3. 

p. 625) by heating trimethylene bromide with sorb. um, is a task. which 
may be liquefied, the liquid boiling at -35° _ Z49 mm.). It die.. 
solves gradually in concentrated sulphuric acid, forming prppyl 
sulphate. Hydriodic acid converts it into n -propyl iodide. it as 
decomposed by chlorine in the presence of sunlight, with explosive 
violence. It is stable to cold potassium permanganate. 

Cyclo -propane carboxylic and, C.H..CO,H, is prepared by heatinx 
the 1. i-dicarboxylic acid; and by the hydrolysis of its narde...f Grimed 
by heating -r-chlorbutyro-nitrile with potash (L. Henry and PiDalle, 
Cam. Ceettreinkal. 19011 p. 1377. 5902, Ir P. 953) It is* =Wm' 
less oil, moderately soluble in water. 

The t.i dtcarboxylic acid is prepared from ethylene dibromide and 
sodio-malonic ester. The ring is split by sulphuric or hydrobromie 
acids. The ass i.2-cycio•propane dicarboxylic arid is formed by sibs& 
sating carbon dioxide from rYile•ProPane ttiestboaylie acid 
(from stklibrornpropionic ester and sodio-malonic ester). The 
trans-acid is produced on heating pyrazolin-4.5-dicarlicucylic ester. 
or by the action of alcoholic potash on a.bromglutaric ester. It 
does not yield an anhydride. 

Cycleantass Grasp. 
Cyclo4etaste, Cels. was obtained by R. VVilistAtter (15a., 
40. p. 3979) 	the reduction of cyclobutone by the Sabatrer arts 
Senderens method. It is a colourless liquid which boils at t t -az* C., 
and its vapour burns with a lummous flame. Reduction at tear 
200°  C. by the above method gives n-butane. 

Cycle-intent, 	farmed by distilling trimethyl.-cyclo-bnityh 
ammonium hydroxide, boils at i.5-2.0° C. (see N. belimky, gut. 

 p. p. 
ilreit.  sodG.  iSchceinalweotenric

, ibid.,
cole"Inde)ased. 	with triniethylene bromide 

the chief product is ethyl pentane tetracarboxylate, turratteatryins 
L.t..dicarlaryi a ester being also formed, sad from this the hes 
acid may be obtained on hydrolysis. it melts at ts4-156* 
losing carbon dioxide and passing into cyckrbutane carboxylic add, 
C4H,CO,H. This basic acid yklMi a monobrom derivative whicr 
by the action of aqueous potash, gives the corresponding hydronp. 
cydo-butane carboxylic acid. Cibld0H)•CChit. Attempts to died. 
mate water from this acid and so produce an unsaturated add were 
unsuccessful; on warming with sulphuric acid, carbon astroodde 
is eliminated and cycle-butane:re (ketotetminethylene) is probably 
formed. 

tine of truxilline, CuHeNt0s, are phenyl derivatives of 
The traxillic seas, Cul-604 which result by the hydro! " 	• 

Their constitution was determined by C. Liebeemann (Bet:, saga, 
at, p. .234z tag% 52. p. 124 seq.). They are polymers of cinnamic 
acid, into which they readily pass on distillation. The e-ecid 
MI oxidation yields benzoic acid, whilst the 8-acid yields balsa 
in addition. The a-acid is dipheny1-24-cyde•butarie dicarboxybe 
acid --1.3; and the d-acid diplieny1.3.4•cyclo•butane dicarboxylie 
acid 	By alkalis they are transformed into stereo-homers. 
the a-acid giving 7-truxillie acid, and the 0-acid Wtruxillic weir!. 
The eecid was raised by C. N. Riiber (Ber.. teoz, 33, p. aeztt 
1904. 37. p:  5274 . by oxidisingdhsheny1-2.4-cychslintane-bi 
brie majoruc ao (Iron cinnamic aldehyde and =ionic a6ritese% 
presence of quinoline) with potassium permanganate. 

Cyclo-pentarie Groan. 
Derivatives may be prepared in many cases by the breaking down 

of the benzene ring_ when it contains an accurnula_uon negative 
atoms cr. Zincke, Hen, i894; A. tantrc  

being
h, _ D. 20. 

2891 12e 2.3 Cp 	c31) 	

t

i ne y p: Iprhe 	n

t  i.
e c 	_eg 

	generall
y  alkalis

(see 	
t abou

t 
131,  th

e Organic). A somewhat related example is seen ' 
the case of croconic acid, which is formed by the action of alkage 
oxidizing agents on hexa-oxybenzenc:-- 

HCI•C•C(OH):C(OH) HO•C•CO•C0 HO•C• 
11 	 •-■ 

HO•C•C(OH) C(OH)
.-. 

 HO•C•CO•CO HO•C•C 
Herea-oxybenzesie. Rhodizonic acid. Croconk acid. 

Cyclo-pentane, WIN, is obtained from eyelo-pentanone by reducing 
it to the corresponding secondary alcohol, converting this into the 
iodo-compound, which is finally reduced to the hydrocarbon _(3. 
Wislicenus, Ann. 	275, p. 327). It is a colourless liquid whkii 
boils at 30-51°C. Met40-cycio-penfese, CsH•CHi, first  obtaintd 
by F. Wreden (Ass., 1877, 187, p. :63) by the action of hythh.die 
and and red phosphorus on benzene, and considered to be hezahydro. 
benzene, is obtained synthetically by the action of sodium on t•s 
dibromhexanc; and by the action of magnesium out act (butyl 
iodide (N. Zelinsty, Ser., mos, 35, p. 2684). It is a .  liquid 
at ys• C. Nitric acid (sp. gr. 5423 oxidises it to satanic and 
acids. CYck•Posfrne. Cal, a liquid obtained by the sake at 
alcoholic potash on iodo•rydo.pentatte, boils at 45' C. Cycle- 

d
po madiess, 	Is 
istillations. It a liquid which bolls at el C. ft rapidlb= 

found In the first runnings from crude 

merises to di :cyclo-pentadient. The •CHr group '
is 

very_ reactive 
and behaves in a similar manner to the grouping •CO•CityCO• in 
open chain compounds. e.g. with aldehydes and hams it. gime the 
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3 1  
ildelserr Substances chitacterized by their intense orange-rod colour 

HC:C 
U. Thiele, Bee, itiosa, 33,p. 669). Pittayifrisen, 

HC:CH 
I R>C:CHPh. 

obtained from benzaldehyde and cydr•pentadiene, forms dark red 
Plates. DipleeniVahoes. from benzophenone and cydopentadiene, 
crystallizes in deep red prisms Dimoiliyiltagen is as orange-
coloured oil which oxidize. rapidly on exposit's. C000entrated 
sulphuric acid converts it into a deep red tar. 

Cyclo•periesone. Cdis0, first prepared pure by the distillation of 
calcium adipate U. Wislicenus AIM, 1893, 275. ts, 31s), is also ob-
tained by the acme of sodium on the esters of mosaic acid; by the 
distillation of calcium auccinate; acrd by hydrolysis of the cycle-
yenta:wee carboxylic acid, obtained by condensing adipic and 
caddie esters in the pretence of sodium ethylate. Reduction gives 
cyrio-pentanol. 

Cr came acid (ideigiory-cyclecenteatotriose). LoHs0s, is formed when 
eriquinoyl is boi with water. or by the oxidation of begaisuryben-
ante or dioxydiquinoyl in alkalise solution (T. Ztri.  eke, Bev.. 1887. 
20. P. 1287). It has the character of a epitomic. On mod-  ation it 
yields cyclopentane-pentanone (iguana acid). 

Derivatives of the ode-pentaneLoup are met with in the break- 
ing-dowe produces of the .texpenee 

ComPitaiariono. Cy,Hisuo te the 	one of triarthy1•2-2•34yrie- 
pentanoll•carboxylic acid.3. For an isomer, isocampholactoge 
(the lactose of trimethy1•2•23-cydropentanol-3-carboxylic acid-1) 
see W. H. Perkin. jun., Proc. Chem. Soc., 1903, 19. p. 61. Lavronalit 
acid. Cilhais trimethy1-2.2.3-cyclo•pentene-4-acid•1. isobars- 
noire mad, 	,40e, is trimethy1•2.2.3-cyclopentene-3-acid-4. 

GamPholie acid, Cola;140se  is tetnamethy1•1.2.2.3-cyclo-pattane 
acid-3. COIllphononk 	. 	is trimethy1-2.2.3-cyrio-penta- 
none-I-carboxylic acid-3. Caonpleorpharons, C,HoO, is methyl-2- 
isobuty-lene-5-cydo-pentanoae-t. lsothnione, CoHoO, is dim-
ethyl- oi-isopropyl-3-ovicopentene-t-one-5. (F. W. Semmler, Bar., 
1 990..33. P. 275-) 

Bouveault and G. Blanc (Conoplet ream. earl, 136. p. 1460), 
prepared hydrocarbons o( the 9icio-pentane series from cycle- 
hexane compounds by the exhaustive meth*eion moms of A. W. 
Hofmann (see PYIIIDIN11). Foe pheayl derivatives of the cycle- 
pentane group see F. R. jaw. Jose. (MM. SOC., 1897, 71, pp. 139, 
544: Pl. Stobbe, Amt.. 19ot, 354, p. zit; 3 1 5. P. 2 19 seq•: 1903. 
326. P 347• 

Cycles-hexane Group. 
gnirecarbons.—Cvelo-herase. or Itexahydro benzene. Cato is 

obtained by the action of sodium on a boding alcoholic solution of 
1.6-tlibroinharane. and by passing the vapour of benzene, mixed 
with hydrogen, over finely divided nickel. It is a liquid with an odour 
like that of benzene. It boils at 80-8t • C. Nitric acid oxidizes it to 
sdipie add. When heated with bromine in a scaled tube for some 
days at ,$o-soo• C.. it yields t • 2-4.5-tetrabrombenzene (N. Zelinsky. 
Bee.; toot, 34, p. 2803). It Is rabbi toward. halogens at catenary 
temperature- Besse*. kezachiorae,, C (ll eCle. is formed by the 
active of chlorine on benzene in sunlight. By recrystallization 
from hot benzene, the a form is obtaine d in large prisms which melt 
at 1 57•  C., and at their boilini.point decompose Into hydrochloric 
acid and trichlorbenzeine. The 0 form results by chlorinating 
boiling benzene in gunfight, and may be separated from the • variety 
by distiflation in a current of steam. It sublime. at about 310• C. 
Similar varietlee of benzene bexabromide are known. 

Nezahydrecyoneose (entohyl-t-itoproPY1-4-reckt.hemine), Colo, is 
important since it is the parent substance of many terpeneg (q.v.). 
It is obtained by the reduction of lee dibrommentheoe with radium 
(J. de Montgolfier. Ass. aim. pkgs.. *880 Is), 19, p. KO), or of 
mottle. limonene. by Sabetier and -Senderens'. method. 
It is a colourless liquid which boils at 180' C, 

Cycle-he:arm (tetrabydrobenzene). 	wee obtained by A. v. 
Baeyvt by removing the element. of hydriodic acid from iodo- 
(yd.-Moan, on boiling it with qulnoline. It is a liquid which boils 
at he' C. Hypoehloroug acid ecatverm it Into t-ehlortychohexanol-t. 
whilst potassium permanganate oxidizes it to ryclo-hevandi-d. 

Cytio-hesadisne (diltydrebeneeoe), C.I1G—Two isomers are pos-
sible, namely cycio-Isexadiene-1.3 and cycholtexadiene-t-4. A. v, 
Biters obtained what was probably a mixture of the two by 
heating t•4 dfbrom-e7e10-itesane with qiiinoliae. C. Harries (Arta., 
1903, 328, p. 811) obtained them tolerably pure by the dry distillation 
• the phosphite. of t-3•cliainino and tot-diaritIncocyrio-Itexane. 
The 1.3 compound boils of 8 t -82* C. and on oxidation yields sueeinie 
and oxalic acids. The 1 .4 compound also boils it 8t-82* C. and on 
oxidation gives nuclide and re:dealt' acids. 

Alcologs.—Clclo-korianroi. C/141,0H, is produced by the reduction 
of the corresponding ketone. or of the kdhydrin of quinite. Nitric 
acid °Wises it to adipic acid, and chromic acid to rytkollexanone. 

Elili
(cyclodiexerschol-1-4) is prepared by reducing the correspond- 

iirketone. with sodium amalgam, cis-.• and roans-modifications 
 obtained which may be separated by their acetyl derivatives. 

Pitawegiselh (cychotte.xaneoriol-1-3.) is obtained hy reducing an 

&717  solution of phloreglociu with sodium (W. W)dicenus. Pre . 
. UT)• QlOrreial byrholtezioe-pentol-1.2.3-4.5), Isolated 

Prom acorns in 1849 by H. 1221112111110,  (Mm. eMim.  Or. 27.  

p, 392 ,_crystallizes in colourless prisms which melt at tu• C. When 
heated is vacua to 240• C. it yields hydroquinooe, qulnone and 
progalloL It is dextro.rotatery. A laevo-forra occur. in the 
leaves of Gyetosonto sylvetire (F. B. Power, loots. Cloys Sot., 1904. 
83. P. 624- 

biotite (040-hexene-he200. 	4011)1.--The inactive form occurs 
in the muscles of the heart and in other parts of the human body. 
The d-form is found as a methyl ether in pirate (from the juice of Pines 
lambertixa, and of caoutchoue from Magna rordina of Madagascar), 
from which it may be obtained by heating with hydriodie acid. 
TI I form is also found as a methyl ether in quebrachite, By 
mi the d- and 1- forms, a raccmic variety melting at 253° C. Is 
ob .:cd. A dimethyl ether of inactive inmate is dambonite which 
oc in caoutchouc from Gabon. 

. , nes.—Cychrliczanone. C.11,00, is obtained by the distillation 
of ,:sum pimelate, and by the electrolytic reduction of phenol, 
us an alternating current. It is a colourless liquid, possessing 
a , olormint odour and boiling at 155° C. Nitric acid oxidizes it 
to adipic acid. It condenses under the influence of sulphuric acid 
to form dodecahydrotriphenylene, Colin, and a mixture of ketones 
(C. Mannul, Bee., 1907, 4o, p. 153). Melkyi-t-cyclo•hocanonc.3• 
ClioC,H2O, is prepared by the hydrolysis of pule one. It is an 
optically active liquid which boils at t68-t69° C. -Homologues of 
menthone may be obtained from the ketone by successive treatment 
with sodium amide and alkyl halides (A. Haller, Comptes rendes, 
tops. 14o, p. 127). On oxidation with nitric acid (sp. gr. t.4) at 
6o-7o°  C., a mixture of — and-- -methyl adipic acids is obtained 
(W. Markownikoff, Ass., t9oe, 336, p. 299). It can be transformed 
into the isomeric methyl-1-cyclo-ittronone-2 (0. Wallach. Ann., 1904, 
329. p. 368). For methyl-i-cyclo.hexanone.4, obtained by distilling 
o.methyl pimelate with lime, see 0. Wallach, Bee., 1906. 39, 
p. 1492. 

Cyckekezosu-diono.1.3 (dihydroresorcin), C,H2O!, was obtained 
by G. Meiling (Awn., 1894. 278, p. 28) by reducing resorcin in hot 
alcoholic solution with sodium amalgam. Cyclo-hexane-dierte-i•4 is 
obtained by the hydrolysis of succimesuccime ester. On reduction 
it yields quinite. It combines with benzaldehyde, in the presence 
of hydrochloric acid, to form 2-benzyl-hydroquinone. Cycles. 
hezaire-irioise-1.3.5 (phloroglucin) is obtained by the fusion of many 
resins and of resorcin with caustic alkali. It may be prepared 
synthetically by fusing its dicarboxylic ester (from malomc ester 
and 'odic, =Ionic ester at 145° C.) with potash (C. W. Moore, 
Jams Chow Soc., teat, 85, p. 165). It crystallizes in prisms, which 
melt at sill* C. With ferric chloride it gives 4 dark violet 
coloration. It exhibits tautomerization, since in many of its 
reactions it shows the properties of a hydros-0c substance. 
Rhodisonic acid (dioxydiquinoyl), C.1.404, is probably the enolie 
form of an oxypentaketo-cyckehexane. It is formed by the 
reduction of triquinoyl by aqueous sulphurous acid, or in the form 
of its potassium salt by washing potassium hexa-co7benacne with 
alcohol (R. Nktzki. Be,.. 1889, 18. PP- 5 1 3. 1832). Trieutet 
(hexalreto-hexane)-heitane) C.0.•8H2O, is tanned on oxidizing rh o 
ionic acid or beica-oxybenzene. Stannous chloride reduces it to 
hexa-oxybenzene• and when boiled with water it yields croconie 
acid (dioxy-cydo-pentene•rione)• 

Cyck.lecxenernes.—Two types of ketones are to be noted in this 
group, namely the GP and 0-/ ketones, depending upon the position 
of the double linkage in the molecule, thus: 

CH.CHs 
\co 

C 
HeC<ai  "Ara 	lic<c  

111-CH; 
(4) 	 (Ox) 

These two elasieg show characteristic differences in properties. 
For example on reduction with tine and alcoholic potash. the sO 
compounds give fah:rated ketoses and also bi-molecular compounds, 
the Or being unaffected; the 07 series teats with hydrozylantine 
in a normal manner, the air yield marmite-is:mimes. 

Mealy/. t -cyclo- krzerte - t -one-3. CH ,• 	rO, is obtained by condens- 
ing sodium aceto-acetate with methylene iodide. the ester so formed 
being then hydrolysed. hocomphorphorone, C,K.O, is trimethyl 
1•6.6.-ryckr-hesene-t-ore 6. hocanophor, C,a1,,O, is methyl-l-
ist py1-3-cycio-hexe ne-1 -one 6. 

..—Hreakydroben--oic add. C eli n •C041. is obtained by the 
re • : , ,n of benzoic acid, or by the condensation of 1•5 dibrompen-
tai ith disodio-malonic ester. It crystallizes in small plates which 
mi , 1 ,30-3 •  C. and boil at 232-233° C. (j• C. Lumaden, Jeers. 
CI .roc., ogo, 87. p. 9o). The sulphochloride of the arid on 
no • us with tin and hydrochloric acid gives hetahydreelolopkevol, 
C. a colourless oil which boils at 158-16o' C. (W. Borscht.. 
Be 	.i06. 39. p. 392). 

'or acid, C.H,(011),COrlf (tetra-my:cycle-hexane carboxylic 
se is found in coffee beans and in queue bark. It crystallizes 
in.carless prisms and is optically active. When heated to about 
29 • it it transformed into quinide, probably a lactonc, which on 
oe,00g with born water gives an inactive quinlc acid. 

lierohydeopkeloalie acids Celin(C0114), (cyrio-hexanediearboxylic 
ands).—Three acids of this group are known, containing the Cart,. 
oxyl•groups In the 1•2, 1.3. and 1-4 positions, and each exists in two 
ittreo-homerie forms (cis- and trans.). The anhydride of the ri•t•2 
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arid obtained bybeatinthe anhydride of the traas-acid, forms prisms 
which melt at to •  C. When heated with hydrochloric acid it passes 
into the trans..arkty. The racemic trans-acid is produced by the 
reduction of the dihydrobromide of a.-tetrahydrophthalic and or 
A11  dihydrophthalic acid. It is split into its active components 

means of its quinine salt (A. Werner and H. E. Conrad, Bee., 
32. p. 3046). Hesalsydroisopiahalic acids (rydo-hexane-1.3- 

dica;boxyltc acids) are obtained by the action of methylene iodide on 
disodio-pentane tetracarboxylic ester (W. H. Perkin, Assn. Chem. 
Soc.. 189t, 59,  p. 798); by the action of trimethylene bromide on 
disodio-propane tetracarboxylic ester; and by the reduction of 
isophthalic acid with sodium amalgam, the tetrahydro acids first 
formed being converted into hydrobromides and further reduced 
(A. v. Baeyer and V. Villiger, Ann.. 1893, 276, p. 255). The cis-
and trans- forms can be separated by means of their sodium salts. 
The trans-acid is a racemic compound, which on heating with acetyl 
chloride gives the anhydride of the cis-acid. 

flexahydrotereplakalic acids (cyclo-hexane-1•4-dicarboxylic acids). 
These acids are obtained by the reduction of the hydrobromides of 
the di- and tetra-hydroterephthalic acids or by the action of ethylene 
&bromide on disodio-butane tetraoarbOxylic acid. An important 
derivative is succisso-succixic acid. C,H2O,(CO,H?,, or cyckrhexane-
dione-2-5-dicarboxylic acid-t-4, which is obtained as its ester 

the action of sodium or sodium ethylate on succinic ester (H. 
t ehling, Ann., 1844. 49, p. 192; F. 
Hermann, Ann., 1882, 211. p. 306). 
It crystalfizes in needles or prisms, and 
dissolves in alcohol to form a bright 
blue fluorescent liquid, which on the 
addition of ferric chloride becomes 
cherry red. The acid on heating loses 
CO, and gives cyclo-hexariedione-t-4. 

Tetrahydrobensoic acid (cycle-hexene-
1-carboxylic acid-t).CsEls.00sH. Three 
structural isomers are possible. The 
A,  acid results on boiling the A' acid 
with alkalis, or on eliminating hydro- 	 l teaaavuao 
bromic acid from i-brom-cyclo-hexane-
carbonlic acid-t. The A' acid is 
fanned on the reduction of benzoic acid 
with sodium amalgam. The A.  arid is 
obtained by eliminating the elements of 
water from 4-oxy-cycio-heicane-i-carb-
oxylie acid (W. H. Perkin, pin., form. 
Chess. Soc.. irs, 85, p. 431). Shikimic 
acid (3.4.6-tnoxy-&-tetrahydrobensoic 
acid) is found in the fruit of filiciuns 
reliciosuos. On fusion with alkalis it 
yields para-oxybenzoic acid, and nas-
cent hydrogen reduces it to hydro. 
shikimic acid. Sedanolic acid, Culie0s. 
which is found along with sedanonic 
acid, CoH,,,O,, in the higher boiling 
fractions of celery oil, is an ortho-
oxyamyl-Aktetrahydrobenzoic acid, sedantmic acid being ortho-
valeryl-A"-tetrabydrobenroic acid (G. Ciamician and P. Silber. Bev., 
t1397, r. pp- 492, 501 . 1419 seq.). Sedanolic acid readily decom-
poses into water and its lactonc sedanolid, C0Hi t0t, the odorous 
constituent of celery oil. 

Tetsakydroakshalse acids (cycle heiene dicarboxylle acids). 
C,F1,(CO,H),. Of the ortho-scries four acids are known. The 
A' and is obtained as its anhydride by heating the acid to 
230.  C., or by distilling hydropyromellitic acid. Alkaline potassium 
permanganate oxidizes it to adipic acid. The at acid is formed 
along with the A' acid by reducing phthalic acid with sodium 
amalgam in hot solutions. The A acid exists in cis- and trams-
forms. The trans-variety is produced by reducing plithalic acid, 
and the cis-acid by reducing a" dihydrophthalic acid. 

In the meta-series, four acids are also known. The A' acid is formed 
along with the A. (cis ) acid by reducing isophthalic acid. The 
14914 A' acid is formed by beating the cis-acid with hydrochloric 
acid under pressure. The A' acid is formed when the anhydride 
of tetrahydro rimesic acid is distilled (W. H. Perkin, juar., Jowls. 
Chew. Sac. 1905..87. R 293). 

In the pars-series, three acids are known. The A'acid is formed 
by the direct reduction of terephthalic acid; by boiling the A' acid 
with caustic soda; and by the reduction (in the heat) of A" dihydro- 
terephthalic acid. The &tack" exists in cis- and trans- forms; these 
are produced simultaneously in the reductions:if .1" or A" dihydro-
terephthalic acids by sodium amalg am. 

Them are five possible dihydrobamie acids. One was obtained 
in the form d its amide by the reduction of beritamide in alkaline 
solution with sodium amalgam (A. Hutchinson. Bee., i891. 24. 
Ps 1 77). The •I acid is obtained on oxidising dihydrobenzakie-
byde with silver oxide or by the reduction of metaeriniethyl-
aminobensoic acid (R. Willsatter. Bel.. 1904, 37. p. 1859). 

Of the dihydrophthalic acids, five are known in the ortho-scries. 
two of which are sterto.isomers of the cis• and tress-type, and a 
similar number are known in the pare-series The /1" acid is 
obtained as its anhydride by heating'• dihydrophthalic anhydride  

with acetic anhydride. When boiled with caustic soda ft isomerism 
to a mixture of the and A'' dihydrophthalic acids. The 4 •  
acid is obtained by boiling the dihydrobromide of the A" acid with 
alcoholic potash or by continued boilinv of the a" acid with 
caustic soda. 

The 15" acid is formed when phthalic acid is reduced in the cold b 
sodium amalgam or by heating the A" and A" acids with muscle 
soda. The trans.modincation.,1 A•" acid is p,. ,,  laced when phthallc 
acid is reduced by sodium amalgam in the 1 ,,  etice of acetic acid. 
When heated for some time with acetic anti> di, le it changes to the 
cis-form. The trans-acid has been resolved by means of its 
strychnine salts into two optically active isomerides, both of which 
readily pass to a" dihydrophthalic acid (A. Neville, Iowa. Chins. 
Soc.. 1906, 89, P. 5 744). 

Of the dihydroterephthalic acids, the A" acid is obtained by heat-
ing the dibromide of the A' tetrahydro acid with alcoholic potash. It 
cannot be prepared by a direct reduction of terephthalic acid. On 
warming with caustic soda it is converted into the A" acid. Ther.51 •0 

 acid is also obtained by the direct reduction of terephthalic acid. 
It is the most stable of the dihydro acids. The A" acid is obtained 
by boiling the cis- and trans-A• acids with water, which are obtained 
on reducing terephthalic acid with sodium amalgam in faintly alka-
line solution. The relationships existing between the various 
hydrophthalic acids may be sh.,, n fon - 
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Cyclo-kephine Group. 
Cyclo.heplatie (subemne), 	obtained by the reduction of 

suberyliodide, is a liquid which boils at 117° C. On treatment 
with bromine in the presence of aluminium btomide it gives chiefly 
pentabromtoluene. When heated with hydriodic acid to 230°  C. 
it gives methylhexamethylene. On oxidation with nitric acid 
(so. gr. 1-4) it yields pimclic acid. Disesbend. CAI...CM,. a thick 
oily

b 
li
ry l bro

quid, 
 mide. 
boifing at ano-291° C., is obtained by the reduction of 

su e  
Cyclo-berene, C,His, is obtained by the action of alcoholic potash 

on suberyl iodide; and from cyclo.heptane carboxylic acid, the amide 
of which by the action of sodium hypobrornite is convened into 
cydo-heptanamine, which, in its turn, is destructively methylated 

Willsthtter, Be,., 1905, 34. 13i). Cyclo-hepiadiesa 1•. Ciliaw 
is obtained from cyclo-heptene (Waistlines', loc. ch.). It is identical 
with the 466,000141i:sc, which results by the destructive methyla-
don of tropane. 

Euterpe's, (trimethyl-1•4.4-cyd•bcpt. 	1.5).Cssila is prepared 
from dihydroeucarveol. By the act; 	of hydrobromie acid (its 
glacial acetic acid solution) and reduo 	of the resulting product 
it yields 1.2-dimethy1-4-ethylbenrene (.\ 	Baeyer. Bee., 1897. 30. 
P. 2075). Cyclo-keptatrisne (tropilidinc), [Mb is formed on die 
tilling tropine with baryta: and from cydo•hemadiene by forming 
its addition product with bromine and heating this with quinolitse 
to 150-160° C. (R. %%'illstatter, loc. cit.). Chromic acid oxidises it 
to benzoic acid and benzaldehyde. With bromine it forms a di-
bromide, which then heated to I to° C. decomposes into hydro. 
bromic acid and benzyl bromide. 

CYcl0-)0Pland, 	 is formed by the mductine of subway,*  
and by the action of silver nitrite on the hydrochloride of odes 
hexanamine (N. Detnianow, CentralWats i  tgas, p. 12t4). 

Cyclo•krpianont (suberonc). C4i.,U1, is formed on the dis- 
t la tion td suberic acid with lime. and from srbrom.ratio-hcptane 
carboxylic acid by treatment with baryta and subsequent distilla-
tion over lead peroxide (k. Willstyttc r. &r., 1S95, 31, p. 2507). 
It is a colourless liquid having a pet •Min odour. and belie 
at 178•3-179.3* C. 	Nitric acid 	 h to a•prinietk 
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cat.n, Is obtained In small quantities by the distillation 

of ein•thyhtopine methyl hydrosiele, and by the hythotris of it- 
micht 

 
with dilute hydrochloric acid. It is an oily liquid, 

nob so wiawr otaisabliag that ol beguakiehrk. It forms a banal 

=1L and gives an orignethylene derivative sad cannot be 
e an acid. reactions which point to it being a ketone con-

mise,s the pooping -CIleC0-. It is thus to be regarded as • 
egeow.7• 

serioridie acid (sighemnic add). CAlsoCOgli. is 
Cohnoterliamdaratthe reduction of cydeheptenet 	lic acid: 

hum beenerydeheptane by the Gngnard reaction; and 	the re- 
turnees of bydnempilidine carboxylsc acid by sodium lit alcoholic 
pisstasn 	Willealtter. Bees 1•011. )11. 2930. The 

obtained 	
ceeeeePrehomml 

she el ia 	by the hydroyse; of the odd% 
t 	at 	 ( hy 	

l 
drocyanic acid to subareas A. 

which is 
Spiegel, Ann.. 

OM 	p. 317). 
Few ry=•heptone =bootie aria are known. Cyclelleptmet-

indlorider =ix is pew= boon oxyleberanic acid. This acid 
me bossed with ancestated hydrochloric acid to tso-t3o' C. 
= 

kr chlorocid. which on warming with alcoholic pored is ungu- 
late the cycle-hetes= compound. Cyclo-laresis-a-arboxyfic 

snit et formed by the reduction of rycle.lseptatriene 2 4 6-curb. 
emir ecid.e. Oa boiling with caustic soda it isomerism to the 
eisps t•Ocid. 

Cirptiteiose ariparilic acids. C,11,C0sH. All lour an 
boom. According to F. Buchner (Be.. 1898. 3t. p. 2:42) they may 

..programed as follows:- 

CY OM  
&W.* 	ne0.11. 	Misr? 	attiwg 

Ile aural (•isophenylacetic acid) is obtained by the hydrolysis 
▪ ploodu0smyLicetainide, formed by condensing diasoacetic eater 
web lenmene the resulting perudopbenyl acetic 'SW being then left 
te =met with strong ammonia fur • lung time. 0-13=Arndioadr 
aid w formed by strongly heating paeudophenylacetic ester in an 
we tan scaled tube and hydrolysing the resulting Pioopheny/acetic 
east 1-11•01093ustic acid is obtained by heating the 0 and 
gosh for a long time with akobolic potash IA. Einhorn, Bee.. 1194. 
rt. 	3g211; 	Buchner. Bee., aye. 31. p. 	 41soderayi- 
maw aid is obt•ined by heating the todrneths late of =hydro-
genous= enter with dilute caustic soda (A. Unborn. Be.. 1193. 26. 

111.  ?lenses amine-derivatives of the cycle-bents& series have been 
pargared by R.. Wilistlater in the course oil his investigations on the 
smemostios of tropiee (g.. ). A ognecrrlo.krpreme tiniberYlsoline/ 
n elaceined by the reduction of subeemw online or by the action of 
mime hypebromite on the amide of cycloheptaae carboxylic acid. 

Cycleudene Creep. 

Fro arbors of this group ere known. By the distillation of the 
cdneem salt 

 
of aeclaic acid H. Mayer (Aee. 1893. rn. R , 63) 

stisaimel amide ketone. full1s0, • liquid of peppermint odour. 
Is lei at 9e-gt •  C. (a =a.) and is Reddy oxidised by potassium 
earumnigamate to mysubecic acid. It is apparently cycle-orta•one 
ma aim W. Milks and A. Tschiuchkie. Cealradlai 11199. 3.. 
▪ et).. 

Psemirdelsderies (methyl granstonine). 	 an antacid of 
do poweqtranate is a derivative of rodeoctsne. sod resembles 
ammo in that it contains • nitrogen bridge between two carbon 
iewsw. It is an Inactive base. and also has ketonic properties. 
cis egoidation it yields methyl granitic ester. which, by the estimative 
amellsyheda.  • is converted into housemen hoe dicarbcorylic 
ow= HOsC H :CH CH, CH,C11 :CH COM. from which submit 
sod suslI:se obtained co reduction. When reduced in alcoholic 
sietion weer w ofindium amalgam it yields methyl 	 wino. 
Celike0H CHst this sebstaaor. on amidst= with cold preassient =r is converted into gnmatokne. Collie's°. which on 

oar it duet yields pyridine Methyl panatoline on 
re= with hydrisdic acid acid nod_ phosphene. ;allowed by 
ere work dads methyl granedeine. Calla*/ . which =see hosted 
emersboresodie an and phosphor= to ore C. is converted into 

. Cott. NCH,. and granstanine. CsH isNH. The 
er le berdsod=s 	latter hem when donned over aka dust yields 

sleepy* pyridiee By the electrolytic redaction al pseadopellet. 
re. N-osethyl prima tine is obtained. and thie by exhowaive 

sodnelleieion 
 

Is mauomed into a Visedissia►yl gramemaine. This 
Imam eampeeedbwelorno as iednothyless. which ea treatment
aide Alm adds • 	the ..c.. podding •minowiem hydrae= 
Thr awerotenses 	 ea distill•d= deciegoess ism trimedmi- 
WM& saw and mokionadimee•s 3. 

CM-M-04 CH,CH-Clii 

	

Cilifihie CO 	CH. -.CH.H0 
CHrCH-CH, CH/CH-CH. CHs--CH-Clis 

	

Pinedopellederlim 	N•ethyl 
gresetanim  

	

C11,01-C11, CH. — 	 CHI CH :CH 

	

CH, SMe Cite-CH.110. 	 Cli 
CII,C.11-•(11 CHI—CH-tit 
4-'dremeihyl 	 sydeoctadioas 
refute/am 

ryelooegraiince, Ci iio, as above prer seed. is a strongunelling off 
which &colorises potassium permangaii tie solution biomes 
It readily polymerises to • cli.cycleoct..diesa and polymer (C.14 
(i■ % ■, Illst.Ittc2„ dee., ryas.  IN pp. its;‘, 19114; G. C 	aad 
Si: - Bt... 1893, 26. p. ano; A. Plccicei. Gem. 39ce, 32. p. 360). 
P, '....ocrudinge has been prepared front methyl transudes 
ipl riser hylate. 

140o-edam. C.H.• , is obtained by the reduction of the above 
uh - ,turated hydrocarbon by the Sut er and Seederens's method. 
It 	liquid which L.A. at 46 	C. and possesses a strong 

	

odour. CM oxidation it 	subreic add (It. WIUstatter. 

	

1907. so. pp. 957). 0. 0 . 	(Bet., t903. 3.5..PP. 21 M.  
M 	 p. C 	1903. 36. 43ib) obtained • 	wads. which an 

	

lit .re cslo-oct art,r nes. 1,, t he 	Aka of PvinylamyCbsadds 
so Lio acid, and 	_ • I . • 	id with =hydrous =rya. 

Cycle-amass Group. 
Aomodit, to N. Zelinsky (Si,., 3=7„ ars, p. 711o) cycleatinenene, 

a liquid boiling at 95-97' C.. is funned on distilling sebacm 
add with lime, and from this, by reduction to the corresponding 
secondary alcohol, conversion of the latter into the iodide. and 
subsequent reduction of this with sir, cyclo••••e, Collie a liquid 
boiling at 170-173' C. is obtained. 

POI.THISIA., (Gr. mak. many. and niess, bland), a tom 
sometimes Geed to covet the whole of the oceanic islands in 
the casual and western Pacific, bat properly for the miens 
of the three great divisions of than islarids. The chief groups 
thus inducted are Hawaii, the Ellice, Phenix. Halos, hilaelbiki 
and Marquesas groups, Slams sod Taiga, the Cook, Society, 
Tubed and Tuamotu groups, and many other laser imbeds. 
(See Panne Oman, seethe on blood, and espunte articles 
oa the principal gams. ifec.) 

The Polynesian Rose.-For the ethnological problems dined 
by Polynesia no thoroughly satisfactory solutkins have yet hem 
found. By mine the term Polynesian has been treated as • 
synonym for linlayo-Polynesian, and has been made to inched, 
all the Mown tans of Malaysia, Melanesia, Microeside and 
Polynesia. Linguistically, physically and mentally this view 
is untenable. Whatever be the origin of the Polynesians, they 
as not Malays. though, themselves of mixed blood, they have 
probably certain racial dements in common with the hum, 
who are undoubtedly hybrids. There is every mason to be-
lieve that the Polynesians are ethnologically a far older nee 
than the Malays, who, as they now exist. as a compuadvely 
modem people; and dim Friedrich Mikes and D. G. Brines% 
theory, that they form a branch of the Malays, fails. Joseph 
Dewier deduce the Polynesians a separate ethnic poop of 
the lode-Pacific area, and in this view be is followed by A. H. 
Keane, who suggests that they are ■ Meech of the Cancun 
division of mankind who possibly migrated In the Neolithic 
period from the Asiatic mainland. Of the migration itself no 
doubt is now felt, but the first entrance of the Polynesians into 
the Pacific must have been an event so innate that neither by 
tradition nor otherwise can it be even approximately fixed. 
The journey of these Caucasians would naturally be in MAIM 
Their earliest halting place was probably the Malay Archi-
p elago. where a few of their kin linger in the Menu* Islands 
on the west coast of Sumstm. Theme at a date within historic 
them a migration eastward took place. The absence of San-
skit roots in the Polynesian languages apposes to Indicate that 
this migration was in pre•Sanskritic times. Whether anything 
like a definite date can be fixed for it may well be questioned. 
Abraham Foreman ,  has, however, with post probability. 
traced beck the history of the Hawaiian to the ph money. 
He has studied the folk-lore of those islands exhavottriy, and 
hoes this source comes to the COOCIUSWIS that the Petrifies 
migration from the Indian Archipelago may be approximately 
assigned to the doe of the sit or to the and century. The 
neditiens of any of the Polynesian peoples land to make 
Serail. the largest of the Samoan Islands, their ancestral hose 
in the East radar, and linguistic and other evidence ion to 

'As Among 4 ft Ps13ossiso Sam (t$$), I. MS. 
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POLYNESIA 
support the theory that the first Polynesian fettlement in the 
East Pacific was in Samoa, and that thence the various branches 
of the race made their way in all directions. Most likely Samoa 
was the first group permanently occupied by them. Owing 
to the admixture of the Polynesians with the Papuans in Fiji 
some authorities have thought the first settlement was in 
those islands, and that the settlers were eventually driven thence 
by the Papuan occupiers. We can, however, account for the 
presence of Polynesian blood in Fiji in another way, viz. by the 
intercourse that has Ifeen kept up between the people of Tonga 
and Fiji. If the first resting-place of the Polynesians wu in 
that group, there is good reason to believe that Samoa was the 
first permanent home of the race. 

It used to be doubted whether these people could have gone 
from the Indian archipelago so far eastward, because the pre-
vailing winds and currents are from the east. But it is now 
well known that at times there are westerly winds in the region 
over which they would have to travel, and that there would be no 
insuperable difficulties in the way of such a voyage. The Poly-
nesians are invariably navigators. There is ample evidence 
that in early times they were much better seamen than they 
are at present. Indeed their skill in navigation has greatly 
declined since they have become known to Europeans. They 
used to construct decked vessels capable of carrying one or two 
hundred persons, with water and stores sufficient for a voyage 
of some weeks duration. These vessels were made of planks 
well fitted and sewn together, the joints being caulked and 
pitched.,  It is only in recent times that the construction of 
such vessels has ceased. The people had a knowledge of 
the stars, of the rising and setting of the constellations at 
different seasons of the year; by this means they determined 
the favourable season for making a voyage and directed their 
COMM 

The Polynesia= were by no means a savage people when 
they entered the Pacific. Indeed their elaborate historical 
legends show that they possessed a oonsidereble amount of 
civilization. Those who are familiar with these legends, and 
have studied native manners and customs, see many unmis-
takable proofs that the Polynesians had, at their migration, 
considerable knowledge and culture, and that the race has 
greatly deteriorated. 

The Polynesia= are physically a very fine race. On some 
islands they average g  ft. so in. In height. De Quatrefages, 
in a table giving the stature of different races of men,' pets the 
natives of Samoa and Tonga as the tallest people in the world. 
He gives s ft. tees in. as their average height. They are well 
developed in proportion to their height. Their colour is a brown, 
lighter or darker generally according to the amount of their 
exposure to the sun—being darker on some of the atolls where 
the people spend much time in fishing, and among fishermen 
on the volcanic islands, and lighter among women, chiefs and 
others less exposed than the bulk of the people. Their hair 
is dark brown or black; smooth and curly, very different from 
the frizzly mop of the Papuan or the lank straight locks of the 
Malay. They have very little beard. Their features are gen-
erally fairly regular and often beautiful; eyes invariably black, 
abd in some persons oblique; jaws not projecting, except in a 
few instances; lips of medium thickness; the noses are,naturally 
long, well shaped and arched, but many are artificially flat-
tened at the bridge in infancy. Their foreheads are fairly high, 
but rather narrow. The young of both sexes are good•looking. 
The men often have more regular features than the .women. 
Formai/ the men paid more amnion to personal appearsace 
than the women. Polynesians generally are of &milady 
cleanly habits, love bathing, and have a taste for neatness and 
order. Their clothing is simple: a loin cloth for the men and 
for the women a girdle - or pettkoat of leaves. Sometimes 
wodten cover the shoulders, and on great occasions the men 
robe themselves in taps, bark-cloth, The men are usually 

I Ceoo.nut, fibre and the gum which exudes from the bread-fruit 
tree me purely used for " caulking" and " piteMng " canoes. 

/111/1•11 SPANS (International Scientific `time.), pp. 3740. 

tattooed in elaborate designs from the navel to the thigh, and 
often around mouth and eyes. 

As a race the Polynesians are somewhat apathetic An 
enervating climate and lavish natural resources incline them to 
lead easy lives. On the more barren islands, and on those more 
distant from the equator, they show more energy. Under 
certain circumstances they become excitable, and manifest • 
kind of care-for-nothing spirit. As savages they were strict 
in their religious observances and religion came into almost 
every action of life, and they have been, in most instances, easily 
led to accept Christianity. Their essential trait is their per-
ennial cheerfulness, and their fondness for dance and song and 
every sort of amusement' They are shrewd, intelligent and 
possess much common sense. Where they have from early 
years enjoyed the advantages of a good education, Polynesian 
youths have proved themselves to possess intellectual powers 
of no mean order. They are almost invariably fluent speakers; 
with many of them oratory seems to be a natural gift; it is also 
carefully cultivated. An orator will hold the interest of his 
hearers for hours together at a political gathering, and In his 
speech he will bring in historical allusions and precedents, and 
will make apt quotations from ancient legends in a manner which 
would do credit to the best parliamentary orators. Many of 
thetq are very brave, and think little of self-sacrifice for other* 
where duty or family honour is concerned. 

Polynesian society is divided into the family and the clan. Each 
Ian has a name which is usually borne by one of the oldest members, 

who is the chief or head for the time being. This clan system no 
doubt generally prevailed in early times, and was the untie of the 
principal chieftamships. But changes have been made in most of 
the islands. In some the head of one clan has become king over 
several. In many cases large clans have been divided into Meetings 
under secondary heads, and have even been subdivided. 

As a rule near relations do not intermarry. In some Wands this 
rule is rigidly adhered to. There have been exceptions, however. 
especially in the case of high chiefs: but usually peat care is taken 

prevent the union of those within the prescribed limits of con-
,nguinity. Children generally dwell with their kin on the father'. 

but they have equal rights on the mother's side, and sometimes 
t hey take up their abode with their mother's family. The only 
names used to express particular relationships are Dither and 
mother, son and daughter, brother and sister. There Is usually 
no distinction between brothers (or sisters) and cousins, all the 
children of brothers and sisters speak of each other as brothers and 
sisters, and they call uncles and aunts fathers and mothers. Above 
the relationship of parents all are simply ancestors, no term being 
used for grandfather which would not equally apply to any more 
remote male ancestor. In the same way there Is 00 distinctive 
term for grandchild. A man speaks of his grandchild as his IOU 
or daughter, or simply as his child.' Polygamy au often practised„ 
especially by chiefs, and also concubinage. In some places iawidom 
was taken by the brother of her deceased husband, cc, failing the 
brother, by some other relative of the dectsund. as an oddities.' wife. 
Divorce was an easy matter, and of frequent occurrence: but, as a 
rule, a divorced wife would not many again without the consent of 
herformer husband. An adulterer was alinky• liable to be killed 
by the aggrieved husband, or by some memdter of his cis. If 
t he culpnt himself could not be reached, any member of the dace 
a as liable to suffer in his stead. In some islands female virtue wee 
highly regarded. Perhaps of all t he Samoa stood aghast 
in this respect. There was a speci.. ,  arc •through which a bride 
passed to prove her virginity, and a ,of of her immorality brought 
disgrace upon all her relatives. Bit' 	, ■ t her islands there was much 
freedom in the relations of the sex. 	Owing to the almost pmeale. 
cuous intercourse which prevailed 	ong a portion of the neon in 
some groups titles descended duo. t ha mother and net through 
the father. In Hawaii there ea, peculiar . system of marriage 

• Wrestling and boxing, a kind of hockey and football, cases and 
foot races. walking•matches, swimming, arthery, _cockfighting, 
fishing-matches and pigeon-catchir, are among their pastimes. 
Of indoor games they have a nur 	many beteg of a 
nature. Much time is spent, cal.  inr atter the 
in asking riddle, in rhyming. &c. 	recital of amp 	myths 
is a common amusement, and on Lei eassions there is dim e.g. 
The night-dances were generally a, mitanied by much hidecemey 
nil immorality. 

Dr Lewis H. Morgan, in Ancient Society. pp. 419-421 makes the 
Polynesians to have distinctive terms for gnutdiarber, pandmother,, 
grandson and granddaughter. In this he as mistaken. It Is evident 
from his own lists that the Hawaiian Upend means=slism 
incestor. In like manner moopsina mans a 
,f any generation after the first. 
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seledwesibiee henehme with their wives. end dotes with disk 
hedemille. preenedeg nick other in conunos." There slap, especiaBy 
is Ow are of chiefs sad chieftain...ea brothers and sisters soar. 
aims immneweria. But thins enonome did not peewit is other 
omega. It is almost certain that they did not peevail in Hawaii ia 
miller demo. but that they were the mask of thstdeterioraliow indite 
mar which dear tredithas and many of their cosmos indicate.' 
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eitho ad held high Whom As among their 	
ry 

common in heath- 
pear, make Is pens of Polynesia, thins may be a queen era chief-
...mem is br aes right-and  ,  • woman in high position will eammand 
as andreepect. and Ina enemies as mot authority, as a man would 
• the meth pmeitioHe. Evorywhom inissuride peevaikeli in some 
el the arilr Mande It was toothed by law in order to prevent 

It wee alio • very comma practice to d••troy ir.f=e—bs parents item alectsonate towards their children. 
The poneeke el odepoing children wet and still is, commun. Often 
them • 4110 •••■•11.11 node linemen membee of the same that 
is eisommitmee there is adoiten from without. Tattoo*: 
paneled among the owe, efer. pattern. being followed=inter- 
am gm,. of *lards. la some a larger portion al the body is 
amend them in echoes. A youth was considered to be in his 
amodry etasli he we tattooed. and in former times he weld haw 
is tames of marrying until he had, by submitting to this prams, 
pseud hissessil to In a non. Puberty Is the other sex woe = 
oohed knoting, or some ether demonetratioa, among t 
immeie. Old set is 'morally hosoored. Often as Mistier chid 
eel pow op his side to a yeamor ems. yet he hire will lose bet 
loth by so dam. The neglect of aged persons in extremely ram 

Plummy liskrogiag to a clan is held is conntoo. Each den 
amity goenesem Mad, and over site no one member has an exclusive 
"Mn, Ism all hew as a eel right to um it. The chief or reeognined 
hod of the dast or coins alone can properly thipose ol it or soup 
en us 

 
he a time to as outsider ; and even be is expected to abeam 

the toment of the heads of families before be alienates the pr 
Is 	 the Thos Lod beaded down d emerit succruice generations under 

urea camoul d the toogniard bead al the clan. Changes 
how hem made in many is 	in this impacts Is them can be 
hole mason to doubt that the joint ownership of property in dams 
oa cenunon among the entire race in former times. 
mle.Vtiesee the head olf omit clan wee supreme among his 
son 	.. bet Is all matters be had oseociated with him the 

mina • bade of families in the des The united 

8j= 
 anteoded over ell the mob= and the pomemioes el the 
they wen independent of every other can. There are Is 

owe phase wedgee of this primitive sate of society still remaining •, 
threesswitios to a limited or to a despotic monarchy may be traced 
by aro ad the ancient legends is one isimada and la ethers it is 
a meow ad moth hishxy. 0.. can being more auniecous sod 
wow than soother. and its chief being ambitious, it is may to 
we how by conquering a neighbouring clan be Increased the in.= 
sloe d tap des and estesdad his owe power. In some of the 
tame emmados woes has Madly yet developed Into an abeam. 
tomsedey.. Ka may CV= me two or time stages el the peewees. 
Is ear insausce a certain clan has the right to nominate the principal 
-4of wow as retire district: though it aknown as the ruling clan, 

of  

▪  

nee 
as 

	confined to this nominmito, and to decision for or 

rieri
wow. In all othermeirects the district enjoys the whole,. 

a  llipmerument. In another the the samisal king over a do-
me. or ewer as entire island. can be elected only from among the 
teosbees al a certain den. the asuman by bring elective within that 
stw; 

 
he this king has little authority. In ether cases a more 

• sit wounissihy his grown op—the prowess of are man trading 
is the mobjemetion of other dem Emit in the case tie chiefs or 

' Mown hes founded ones( his forth of lanaly--the msmeym es 
—ten cis suppmed existence in former times anon the Malays and 
!kerma.. of the custom of " intermarriaie of brothers and sitters. 
mein awl cameral. ion • group.• All the evidence he beds In support 
• dos fie (s) the entetenco of the custom above 'mentioned is Hawaii; 
sod ish she absence of special terms for the solationehip of mete 
awe amid mods, this imic long. he thir..., that those were regmrdeil 
es Slakes. mothers, br trice, and slicers. lie ad roits that "the 
snips ooh respect to mirriage which prevailed when the system 
am Lewd may are pat ail at the present time." Hot he adds, 

To scam the dedurtioo it is not neceseary that they should ' 
Amami Seriely. p. 400. Morgan has given 'pedal terms for grand-
%lir sod grandmother. beratIme It would prove too much to show 
igloo eke people had no grandfathers, &r. But these terms ate used 
he weave al soy generation. The mons used her gramdchildren. 
is 	1•••••14, sun and fee any gemeation of demesohout He 
ore tes CIP•datr,  torso al husband aid wife ere mad in common by 
a PM. GI 	or becithers,_but the fact is that the words used foe 
reared sod wife in Nowa deeply mess stele and kende. In 
erne bath& deem am toms used fee wile in the seam Odd seem 

be weed wile is not wad more •itio•iody meat es than arse 
sow Polguethete pospla 

brads of clans sometimes still hold their 1 piety and ode over thole 
own people, only tendering a ki ,  ! ' idliFfer41:11 and peeing 
ts.bute to the king. 

The Polynesians are ezreedingly '. 	soak and of Wes. Much 
di Terence is paid to chiefs and n 	me of realm andparmi 
terms are generally employed in a, g those. Every of a 
doers body and all his belonging. Li .. . mei different from thaw 
elnployCti for 0 ,171171On tropic.. 1 he ,,rahl al rank which • moon 
et rupees will often be intheaml by the lengusige is which he is 
addressed. Thus, in Samoa there are i. eie diireeem terms for le 
time: Jan is for • common man; nudes sees is • TZIOCSIUI term 
for • person without a title: ISSN rani t ir a titled i sod crifet 

eekl mut for a member of the royal family. In 	 chiefs. or 
of hers to whom one wishes to be resp, Jul, the a number 
01 the personal pronoun is rarely used; t!.• dual is isetemd, 
--the dual of dignity or of respect. 

Offices and titles are sekknn herrifita, Is our Mose 01 the term, 
as descending from father to son. I `, us lather elective width, 
the limits of the clan, or the diyisi , ', 	pia. A common practice 
is for the bolder of • high title I 	 ate a , _• and his 
nomination is generally confp - ' 	Weis, wcaia= of house- 
holds, with whom the right ,,. 	 es. In ancient times the 
authority of a high duct or .. . , 	it usually extend to say 
details of government. But in I Lisa. I re ate traditioes al • wins 
king who interested himself in promo! i the mead well-being  of 
the people, and made gaol laws I - • r guidance" UsuslItiet 
n atters affecting • district or an , 	we settled by the c  
of the district. while those of .1 	village were settled by a 
council coosisting of the chiefs and 	! households in the villages 
Is some Wanda no h clan. or ea. h 	would fad itself at libeller 
to • o il ,  u ,. - 1 , -1' •1 clan of ,111,,. 	hest00.suldits:nhe vino 

r of 	. 	. 	• • • ,. Indeed the 	ems foe each 	at dim 
tri,t t, ...,..... ..,.. s. ad-um ,In the use of offences sealed 
individuals, either the paean inured, or somber seersbor of bis 
dui, would avenge the Miry dome. For molt aerate them was 
some gaseinfly recogmiard poeithasent--orch as death for murder 
or adtikeer but ahem vengeance would fall upon somber perms 
hotted al thewrongdoer. In avowing wroag, a member of the 

= t j 
1:0111Zor of the elan to which the etbrerier belonged. would= 

era to moldy their ides. of ustice II the dont 
could not be ethly cached. Sometimes all the enembere of the 
MIMIY. ar • a village. to which a culprit belonged would flee from their 
homes and take refuge he another village. or seek the protection of a 
powerful chid. la some pieces. Is use • aims, the members of 
the howdy or oilier would coined the culprit bound-•setnigiesse 
even tarrying him the a pig that is to be killed— andpleas hint with 
apologies -  berme thee again* whom he had transgressed. The 
Ignotoure of sock a proceeding was generally coosidered sufficient 
atemement for the gravest elowors. There were sieves in massy 
islands, either pumas c•so•ered in war. or those who bid boa 
undated to hams the personal iibtety on mmount • evil conduct. 

Pottery us not masulactured by the Polynesians: • fact which, 
it has been aired. goes far to prove the remoteness of the Poly. 
sedan inigintio• from the Maley Archipelago, where them is not • 
Mode tribe which does not possum th. art. it may. fonows. be  
thee, marine arm meal coati islands for mores of gooseationa and 
the without materials. they Wet the art. Those of than who 
powered poorly °Wised it from the Pafwam. In most of their 
mamulactittes they Inset however. in come el theidiaV

hei
sts. 

They wade me of tie vithl, e Abtos abased/um m the 	the 
women ationdartnAme 	chiefly hato the hark of 

the 
 mei 

(Memo Pe.yeefere but aho in some islands Imo the 
abariuMtlie bard --fruit owe and the hibiscus. This in former 
times funded them with soot of thew ciodang. They also made 
oedema kinds of meta, baskets sad fans from the leaves of the paw 
damn, the herb of the hibiscus, hose species of bathe& or other 
linesman pima. Sams of the was we very beautifully mode. 
and ht seine Wind. they ate the most valuable 	y the people 
poseta►  The pima also me the various 	 plants lee 
the nonufsothe-  of topes, mono stein and boo toed, 	for making 
fob* seta. The teem are often may large. and ate netted with a 
swam sad mesh as in load-oetang among ounisimn. 

The Polynesians. who have always been entirely .  without etch, 
an drier walkers m woad. Calor sod house balding are trade, 
mod* maned to certnia kindest The Wit camas an which they 
lormearte mode lank vup an is longer bat, but carious kinds 
of meaner MOM am smog. boo she contiooneet, which is simply 
a hoBoued-out tree cm into lam, to the lady shaped one built 
spin a keel. the joints of the various pieces being manly fitted. and 
the whale stitched together with cord made from tle husk of coco- 
nuts. Some of the larger canoes are ornamented with rude cerving; 
sad in so ne Wanda they ate mmewhat elaborately decorated a Mb 
inlaid mothool-goad. The houses are generally well and delacie-
only made, but emorty all the otaunentation is put on the lathe • 
the tool. 

They mundoetlint owed wooden utensils for household too, 

SS* • maarhalde nem* I. Formadota dessiene of 11. P&P 
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such as dishes or deep bowls, head-rests and stools. Haring ms 
metal or other vessels in which to boil water. all cooking is done by 
baking, generally in holes in the ground. They also make wooden 
gongs, or drums. They used to :nabs wooden fishhooks, dub s.  
spears and bows. They stilt make wooden fishspears and carved and 
inlaid combs. They employ the bamboo for making drums and 
flutes. Formerly knives were made of bamboo, which is still some-
times used for that purpose. In the manufacture of these things 
they employed adzes made of stone, shell or hard wood, and a wooden 
drill pointed with stone, shell or bone. They made mother-of-pearl 
fishhooks, and they still use a part of those old hooks—or artificial 
bait—in combination with steel hooks, the native-made portion 
being generally sh..pcd like a small fish. For water-vessels, &c., 
they employ gourds. nd large coco-nut shells, in preparing which 
they pour in water and allow the iulp or the kernel to decay, so that 
it may be removed without breaking the rind or shell. Their drink-
ing cups are made of half a coco-nut shell. Sharks' teeth, shells 
and bamboo were formerly generally used as cutting instruments 
for shaving and su wet operations. They employ vegetable dyes 
for painting their It-cloth, calabashes, &e. In some islands they 
also use a red sal is for this purpose. Their cloth is generally 
ornamented with •metrical patterns. Any drawings of animals. 
&c., which they rr .ke are exceedingly inartistic, and no attempt 
is made at perrpect, , c. Their musical instruments are few and rude 
—consisting of the drums and flutes already mentioned, and shell 
trumpets. 

The Polynesians were all polytheists. Without doubt many of 
their gods are deified men; but it is clear that some are the forces 
of Nature personified, while others appear to repreaent human 
passions which have become identified with particular persons who 
have an existence in their historical myths. ,  But the conception 
which they had of Tangalon (Taaroa and Kanaloa in some islands) 
is of a higher order. Among the Tahitians he was regarded as 

the first and principal god, untreated sad existing from the 
beginning, or from the time he emerged from po, or the world of 
darkness.",  " He was said to be the father of all the gods, and 
creator of all things, yet was scarcely reckoned an object of worship." , 

 Dr Turner says, ' the unrestricted, or unconditioned, may fairly 
be regarded as the name of this Samoan Jupiter.",  

The worship of certain of the great gods was common to all the 
people in a group of islands. Others were gods of villages or of 
families, white others were gods of individuals. The gods of clans 
were probably the spirits of the ancestors in their own. line. In 
some Islands, when the birth of a child was expected, the aid of the 
gods of the family was invoked, beginning with the god of the father. 
The god prayed to at the instant of birth became the god of the 
child. In other places the name of the child's god was declared 
when the umbilical cord was severed. The godl were supposed to 
dwell in various animals, in trees, or even in Inanimate objects, as a 

• stone, a shell. &c. In some Islands idols bearing more or less resem-
blance to the human shape were made. But in all cases the material 
objects were regarded simply as the abodes of the immaterial spirits 

of the gods. 
Their temples were either national. for a single village, or foe 

the god of a family. They were sometimes large stone enclosures 
(maras), sometimes a grove, or a house. The Ternopol priests were 
• particular order, the priesthood being hereditary. In some caws. 
however. the father of a family was priest in his own household and 
presented offerings and prayers to the family god. 

In some islands human sacrifices were of frequent occurrence; in 
others they were offered only on very rare and exceptional occasions, 
when the demand was made by the priests for somethiag specially 
valuable. The usual offerings to the .gods were food. The system 
of taboo was connected with their religious rites. There were two 
ways by which things might hewn* taboo: (r) by contact with 
anything belonging to the god, as his visible representation or his 
priest. Probably it was thought that a portion of the sacred essence 
of the god, or of a sacred person, was directly communicable to 
objects which they touched. (a) Thing. were made taboo by being 
dedicated to the god • and it is this form of taboo which instill kept up. 

e. any one wishes to preserve his coconuts from being taken 
he will put something upon the trees to indicate that they are 
or dedicated. They cannot then be used until the taboo is removed. 
Disease and death were often connected with the violation of taboo. 
the offended gods time punishing the offenders. Disease was 
generally attributed to the anger of the gods. Hence offerings, &c., 
were made to amuse their anger. The first-fruits of a crop were 
usually dedicated to the gods to prevent them from being angry; 
and new canoes, fishing-nets. ike., were dedicated by prayers and 
offerings, in order that the gods might be propitious to their owners 
in their use. 

r The following books may be consulted on this subject : Rev. 
W. W. Gill's Myths and Songs from the Synth Pacific; Dr Turner's 
Semis; and Mr Shortland's Maori _Religion and Mydralmj; Sir 
George Grey, Polynesian Mythology. . 

I Polynesian Researches 
Telskirs Didier/my. 

*Sewer P. 

The Polynesia.. invariably believe b themultente of the mph* 
of man after the death of the body. Their traditioaeoa theeenedi. 
tion of the dead vary considerably in different pews: yet there es. a 

upon main points. [bath is mused by use 
departure of the spurt item tae Lady. reales of the dead w, 
subterranean. When the spirit leaves ti body it is conveyed by 
waiting spirits to the abode art spirits. Ica most Molds the please 
of descent is known. It is generally towards the mist. In some 
traditions there is a distinction between chief and mouse= people 
in the spirit world. In others all are much alike in coedit:be. Some 
traditions indicate a marked distinction between the metrics of 
warriors and those of others: the former go to a place when they 
are happy and are immortal, while the latter are devoured by the 
gods and are annihilated. In some, however, the spirits sae said to 
live again after being eaten. Some speak of the abode of !pities 
as being in darkness; but usually the condition of things is smilax 
to that which exists upon earth. Amongst s.0 the people it in 
believed that the spirits of the dead are able totevisit then:noes at 
their earthly life. The visits are generally made in the Might.wed 
are often greatly dreaded, especially when there may be any 
reason for spite on the part of the dead toward s 	Mird  ess. 
Some writers have connected Polynesian cannibalism with 
In the Cook and Society Islands, when a human being was alFered 
as a sacrifice, the priest presented an eye of the victim to the kis& 
who either ate it or pretended to do so. Probably the surliest 
human sacrifices were the bodies of enemies slain in battle. As 
it WAS supposed by some that the spirits of the dead were sates by 
the god", the bodies of those slain in battle may have been eaten by 
their victors in triumph. Mr Shortland_ ap —pun to think that 
cannibalism among the Maoris of New Zealand may have thee 
originated.' Among the Polynesians generally it *Mort to have 
been the practice at times to at a portion of • slain weary to 
make his degradation the greater. But whey canalbeliam was 
practised as a means of subsistence, it probably originated in times 
of actual want, such as may have occurred during the long voyages 
of the people. 

The Polynesian race has been continuously, and In some 
places rapidly, decreasing since their first contact with Euro-
peans. Doubts have been thrown on the current statements 
regarding the rate of decrease, which some good authorities 
believe to be not so great as is commonly represented. They 
bold that former estimates of the number of inhabitants in the 
various insular groups were mere guesswork. Thus it is pointed 
out that Cook's estimate of 240,000 for the Society Archipelago 
(Tahiti) was at the time reduced by his assodate, Forster, to 
lso,000, so that the 300,000 credited by him to the Sandwich 
Islands should also be heavily discounted. That is peobabty 
true, and it may be admitted that, as a trio, the early calcula-
tions erred on the side of excess. But when full allowance is 
made for all such exaggerations, the following facts will show 
that the decrease has been excessive. The Tahitians, IPA= 
in 1774, fell from 17,000 in t88o to 10,300 in ago; and in this 
group, while the pure stock appears to be dying out, there is 
a small increase amongst the half-breeds. When New Zealand 
was occupied (iftso) the Maori were said to number raa,000, 
and were doubtfully stated to be still 36,oco in OW; since thee 
the returns of the ant and aux censuses gave 44,000 and 40Moo 
respectively. During the last two decades of the :nth century 
the decrease has been from 3o,00o to 27,500 in Tonga; from 
11,300 to 8400 In the Cook group; from Boas to 3600 in Wallis; 
from trop to too in Manahiki; from 1400 to :coo in Tubuai; 
and from foe to too in Easter Island. A general dedine seems 
thus to be placed beyond doubt, though it may be questioned 
whether it is to be attributed to a decayed vitality, as some 
bold, or to external causes, as is the more general imlnion. The 
prevalence of elephantiasis and the occurrence of leprosy, fee 
instance, in Hawaii, would seem to point at least in some places 
to a racial taint, due perhaps to the unbridled licentiousness of 
past generations. On the other hand, such • decrease as has 
occurred in Tahiti and Tonga, can be accounted fbr only by an 
accumulation of outward causes, such as wars, massacres, and 
raiding. for the Australian and South American labour mar-
kets before this traffic was suppressed or regulated. Other 
destructive agencies were epidemics, such especially as measles 
and small-pox, which swept away 30,000 Fijians in 1873; the 
introduction of strong drinks, Including, besides vile spirits, 
a most pernicious convection brewed in Tahiti from oranges, 

Maori Relicisa end 11 whcka. P. lin 
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dm two .adieu adoption of ituremean 'Bodin; vendettas the 
body supersensitive to dimes of temperature; basely, the action 
of eweemslosie misioandes in suppemong the dances, merry-
making Mod free joyous life of pages times, and the preaching 
of a sombre type of Christianity, with deadening effects on the 
buoyant tempo:meat of these children of Nature. Most of 
tines abysm have been checked or removed, and the results 
may perhaps be detected in • leas accelerated rate of decline, 
w ich no lamer meads in geometric proportion, and seems 
wren Memel arrested In some places, as In Samoa and New 
Zeeland. If such be indent the case, pentacle the noblest of all 
primithe mom may yet be saved from what at one time seemed 
Inevitable extinction; and the Mead, the Samoans, and Tad-
Hans may, like the Hawaiians, take their place beside the 
Ennspasnr as free citisees of the varkna states ef which they 
me now subjects. 

Atrreolutom—Jeen I.. A. di Quatniages, Les Polyiedsion s d Jeer 
loadralirgis trans, 1866); G. Turner, Numbs ew se Polysesio 
(London, 1861); Pierre Adolphe Lemon, Los

Y 
 Polygram, lent 

Inte, Be. (Paris. te8o-1814). Henri Mager, Le Moods papal...tire 
Park, tom): Maxinsiliee Albert H. A. Le Grand, An _for des 

(Paris. MeV _Sir George Glee. Peirleijos lairfer 
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.1.1zersiolt 	 'The account given ahoy: reproduces the 
d eeetiptlee Ifter ■geo In the Rev. S. J. Whitmee's article is the 

Mir ed. of die Easy. Brit. 
MATP. the name given by geologists to the form of animal 

gipped* characteristic of the subphylum Cnidaria of the 
Ceelitatera (ea.). In the subdivision Anthems, comprising the 
Is-anamonee and corals, the Individual it always a polyp; in 
the Hydrates, however, the individual may be either • polyp or a 
madam (fa). 
• A g:4 example of • polyp may be sees In a common 

arn•ananone or in the well-lusown fresh-water polyp, Hydra 
(hg. t). The body may be roughly competed in structure to 

a sac the wall of which is 
composed of two layers of 
calls. The miter layer is 
known technically as the 
ectoderm, the inner layer 
as the endoderm. Between 
ecthderns and endoderm is 
a supporting layer of strue-
tanks* /dubious substance 

r termed mesogloes, secreted 
by the cell-layers of the 
body-wall; the meeogitea 
may be a very thin layer, or 
may reach a fair thickness, 
and then sometimes contains 

fe skeletal elements formed by 
mils which have migrated 
Into it free the ectoderm. 
The me-ilke body built up 
in this way is attached 
venally to some him object 
by Its blind end, and bears 
at the upper cad the mouth 

•Re. 	eriAdie rereb• serenaded by a circle of 
lima.. PAM. 	taillxliaarcaxci tentacles. Each Mats& is 
gaud 

 
with thet  nIti atta-aei  tir a ilbwAllemahe olithesh- 

uppermost: the mouth,ent actual; kit et tbe whole wall of the 
ma in.  the drawing.m defense sae end contains typically 

re  
PoW_, 	Pi !look**. lorm=d peoleagadon of Its internal 
kg :Cr-1"i 14'W' is* 	cavky, so that 	the 

Malodor are • but ba 
seas emu the tasted. may beams solid by obliteration of Its 
amity. The tarasciss ars mass which sera both kw the tactile 
ease ad for dm apart of feed. Drina= of the stinging 
nettlaueells air smatoeysts with which the tentacles are thickly 
awasad, Mae origami. of *aloes Math ans randy held and at 
the same taw pearled er Med. and by means a loarattadinal 
magalar libsils anew' fees the cells of the ectoderm the  

tentacles an contreeted and convey the food to the mouth. 
By memo of titularly disposed muscular fibrils formed from 
the endoderm the tentacles can be protracted or thrust out 
after contraction. By rmode-fibres belonging to the same two 
systems the whole body may be retracted or protruded. 

We can distinguish therefore in the body of a polyp the 
column, drcular or oval in section, forming the trunk, resting 
on a base or foot and surmounted by the crown of tentacles, 
which enclose an area termed the "airtime, in the centre of which 
again is the mouth. As a ride there is no other opening to the 
body except the mouth, but in some eases excretory pores are 
known to occur in the foot, and pores may occur at the tips of 
the tentacles. Thus it Is seen that a polyp is an animal of very 
simple structure. 

The name polyp was given to these organisms from their 
summed resemblance to an octopus (Fr. poldpe), with its 
dick of writhing arms routed the mouth. This comparison, 
though far-fetched, is certainly more reasonable than the common 
name " coral-insects " applied to the polyps which form coral. 
It cannot be too emphatically stated that a coral-polyp is as 
far removed in organization from either an octopus or an 
insect as it is from man himselL 

The external form of the polyp varies greatly in different 
cases. In the first place the column may be long and slender, 
or may be, on the contrary, so sheet in the vertical direction that 
the body becomes disk-like. The tentacles may number many 
hundreds or may be very few, in rare tame only one or two, or 
even absent altogether; they may be long and filamentous, or 
short and reduced to mere knobs or warts; they may be simple 
and unbranched, or they may be feathery in pattern. All these 
types are well Illustrated by different species of British sea-
anemones. The mouth may be level with the surface of the 
peristome, or may be projecting and trumpet.shaped. As regards 
internal structure, polyps exhibit two well-marked types of 
organization, each chazecteristic of one of the two classes, 
Hydros*. and Anthozea. 

It is an almost universal attribute of polyps to possess the 
power of reprodudog themselves non-sexually by the method 
of budding. This mode of reproduction may be combined 
with sexual reproductiveness, or may be the sole method by 
which the polyp produces offspring, in which case the polyp 
is entirely without sexual organs. In many cams the buds 
formed do not separate from the parent but remain in con-
tinuity with It, thus forming calories or stocks, which may 
reach a great size and contain a vast number of individuals. 
Slight differences In the method of budding produce great varia-
tions in the form of the colonies, which may be distinguished 
in a general way as spreading, massive or athoreecent. The 
red-building corals are polyp-colonies, strengthened by the 
formation of a firm skeleton. For further details of colony-
formation the reader is referred to the articles Memo:or. 
and HYDROMEDOSAZ. 

Foe (tom d polypa see P. Goose, A History of the Dollish See-
Atotemoses and Cords (London, 186o); A. ".Le Amin*" is 
Faane and flora des Golfer oos Pleetsei, ( , .r88,11; G. 
Allman, A Monograph of the eleatoUogis or T 
(Ray Society, tf,lt-illyal. 	 (P- A. it.) 

POLYPIEICHON (incorrectly PolysPerchoW, one of Alex-
ander's generab, and the successor of Antipater as regent in 
Macedonia in yip B.C. He was drives out by Cassander in 
317 BC. (See Ptioatni) 

POLYPHEMUS. in Greek mythology, the most famous of the 
Cyclopes, son of Poseidon and the nymph Thefts. He dwelt 
in a cave in the south-west corner of Sicily, and was the owner 
of large Socks and herds. He was of gigantic stature, with 
one eye in the middle of his forehead, • consumer of human 
flesh, without respect for the laws of god or man. Odysseus, 
having been cast ashore on the coast of Sicily, fell into the bands 
of Polyphemus, who shut bins up with twelve of his companion* 
in his cave, and blocked the entrance with an enormous rock, 
Odysseus at length succeeded In making the giant drunk, blinded 
him by plunging a burning stake Into his eye while be lay 
asleep. and with six of his friends (the others having been 
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devoured by Polyphemus) made his escape by clinging to the 
bellies of the sheep let out to pasture. Euripides In the Cyclops 
essentially follows the Homeric account. A later story asso-
ciates Polyphemus with Galatea (see Acts). 

Homer, Odyssey, is.; Ovid, Mews., 41 749; Theo:rims xi. 
See W. Grimm, Die Sage von Polyphon. (s857); G. R. Holland, 
In Leipsiger Studien (,884), vii. 139-312. 

POLYPODIUM, in botany, a large genus of true ferns (q.v.), 
widely distributed throughout the world, butapecially developed 
in the tropics. The name is derived from Gr. aroma, many, 
and valor, a little foot, on account of the foot-like appear-
ance of the rhizome and its branches. The species differ greatly 
in size and general appearance and in the character of the frond; 
the sod or groups of spore-cases (sporangia) are borne on the 
back of the leaf, are globose and naked, that is, are not covered 
with a membrane (iradusium) (see fig. s). The common poly-
pody (fig. 2) (P. vidgare) is widely diffused in the British Isles, 
where it is found on walls, 
banks, trees, arc.; the creep-
ing, densely-scaly rootstock 
bears deeply pinnately cut 
fronds, the fertile ones bear-
ing on the back the bright 
yellow naked groups of 
sporangia (seri). It is also 
known as adder's foot, 
golden maidenhair and 
wood-fern, and is the oak-
fern of the old herbals. 

Fm. I.—Portion of a pin= 	FIG. 2.—FOOOdana teacart, 
of lest of Polypodiuss bearing common poly y (about * nat. 
• s, on its back. 	size). 

t. Groupof spore-cases (sores) on 
back of W. 

There are a large number of varieties, differing chiefly 
in the form and division of the pinnae; var. eastbrieurra (origin-
ally found in Wales) has the pinnae themselves deeply cut 
into narrow segments; var. cornubiense is a very elegant plant 
with finely-divided fronds; var. crislatuns is a handsoine variety 
with fronds forking at the apex and the tips of all the pinnate 
crested and curled. P. dryopteris, generally known as oak-
fern, is a very graceful plant with delicate fronds, 6 to Is in. 
long, the three main branches of which are themeelves pienatelY 
divided; it is found in dry, shady places in mountain districts 
in Great Britain, but is very rare in Ireland. P. pliegoplerir 
(beechfern) is a graceful species with a black, slender root-stock, 
from which the pinnate fronds rise on long stalks, generally 
about I2 in. long, including the stalk; it is characterized by 
having the lower pinnae of the frond deflexed; it is generally 
distributed in Britain, though not common. Many other 
species from different parts of the world are known in green-
house cultivation. 

POLYPUS, a term signifying a tumour which is attached by 
a narrow neck to the walls of a cavity lined with mucous  

membrane. A polypus or polypeld tumour may belong to say 
variety of tumour, either simple or malignant. The most corn. 
02011 variety is s polypus of the noes of simple chez:taw and 
easily removed- Polypi are also met wick in the sir, char
uterus, bladder, vagina, and rectum. (See Testate.) 

POLYTECHNIC (Gr: Adds, many, and *Ye, an art). & 
term which may be held to designate any institution formed 
with a view to encourage or to illustrate various arts and sciences. 
It has, however, been used with dl&tent applications in several 
European countries. In France the first kola polyteclueierwo 
was founded by the National CasventIon at the cud of the tails 
century, as a practieal protest against the almost exclusive 
devotion to literary and abstract studies in the places of bights 
learning. The institution is described as one " of roe instruit 
les jeunes gars, destinis of artier dans is boas spicialea 
d'arullerie, du genie, des mitts, des ponts et chaamies, a& en 
me sous le nom creeds central. des txavaux at 
en 1795 sous celui porte ahjourd'hui " ( . In Ger-
many there are nine technical colleges which, in bite manner, 
have a special and industrial rather than a general educational 
purpose. In Switzerland the principal educational institution, 
which is not maintained or administered by the communal 
authorities,'but is non-local and provided by the Federal govern-
ment, is the Polytechnticum at Zurich. In all the important 
tovins of the Federation there are trade and teditdcal schools 
of a nibre or less special character, adapted to the load Mimi-
cries; e.g. schools for silk-weaving, wood-carving, watchmaking. 
or agriculture. But the Zurich Par...imam:a has a wider and 
more comprehensive range of work, It is a craw dthilined 
to give instruction and practical training in than sciences which 
stand in the closest relation to manufactures and commerce 
and to skilled industry in general and its week is of university 
rank. 

To the English public the word polytechnic has only recently 
become familiar, in connexion with some ,London institutions of 
an exceptional character. In the reign of- William no paw 
IV. these was an institution in London called after Peterestwee 
the name of his consort—" The Adelaide Gallery " is au*" 
—and devoted rather to the display of new shad& inven-
tions and curiosities than to research or to the teething of 
science. It enjoyed an ephemeral popularity, and was soon 
imitated by an institution called the Polytechnic in Regent 
Street, with • somewhat more pretentious programme, a diving-
bell, electrical and mechanical apparatus, besides occasional 
illustrated lectures of a popular and more or less recreative 
character. In the popular mint this institution is inseparably 
associated with " Profaner " Pepper, the author of The Day's 
Playbook of Science and of Pepper's Ghost Both of these 
institutions, after a few years of success, failed financially; and 
in 1880 Mr Qelatia Hogg, an active and generous philan-
thropist, purchased the disused building in Regent Street, and 
reopened it on an altered basis, though still retaining the name 
of Polytechnic, to which, however, he gave a new significruwe. 
He had during sixteen years been singularly successful iq 
gathering together young shopmen and artisans in London In 
the evenings and en.Sunday for religious and social intercourse, 
sad in acquiring their confidence. But by rapid degrees his 
enterprise, which began as as evangelistic effort, developed into 
an educational institution of a novel and comprehensive char. 
acter, with classes foe the serious study of science, art, and 
literature, a ernaalium, bleary, reading circles, laboratories 
for physics and chemistry, conversation and debating dabs, 
organized country excursions, swimming, rowing, and nature/ 
Nato*,  Pocieties, a savings bank, and choral lining, besides 
religious services, open to all the members, though not obli-
gatory for any. The founder, who bola the first took the 
closest personal interest in the students, well desathes his own 
aims: ' What we wanted to develop our institute into was a 
place which should recognise that God had given man more then 
one side to his character, and where we could gratify any season. 
able taste, whether athletic, intellectual, spiritual or sociaL 
The success of this effect was remarkable.: In the first mists 

1 
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6ffoo members joined, paying fees of 311. per term, Cr 05.  6d. per 
year; and the members steadily increased, until in woo they 
reached a total of :some The average daily attendance is 
nye; six hundred classes in different grades and subjects are 
held weekly; and upwards of forty clubs and ordain have been 
formed in connexion with the recreative and anal departments. 

The precedent thus established by private initiative has since 
been followed In the formation of the public institutions which, 
law  under the name of " Polytecimies," have become 
anarnor so prominent and have nerdsed such beneficent 
owe 	influence among the working population of London. 
gals' 	The principal resources for the foundation and 
maintenance of these Institutions have been derived from two 
funds—that administered under the City Parochial Charities 
Act of 1883, and that furnished by the Landon County Council, 
at Best under the terms of the Lem  Taxation (Customs and 
Excise) Act of On, and the Technical Instruction Act 1889, 
but sins the sat of May :mg under the Education Act tan, 
m applied to London by the act of tees. More detailed refer-
ence to these two acts seems to be accessory in this place. 

The royal COMMINIke of inquiry into the parochial char-
ities of London was appointed In 5878, mainly at the instance 
ikay, of Mr James Bryce, and under the presidency of 
saronest the Doke of Northumberland. Its report appeared 
at 

In t88e, giving particulate of the income of the 
parishes, and revealing the fact that the funds had 

largely outgrown the original purposes of the endowments, 
which were ill adapted to the modern needs of the class for 
whose benefit they were intended. The act of parliament of 
0183 was designed to give effect to the recommendations of 
the commissioners. It provided that while five of the largest 
parishes were to retain the management of their own charitable 
funds, the endowments of the remaining Ted parishes in the 
dty should be administered by a compute body, to be en-
titled" the Trustees of the London Parochial Charities" (other-
wbe known In retakes to the polytecludo as " the Central 
Governing Body" ), this body to include five nominees of the 
Coma sad four of the oorpention of Landes. The remaining 
meta= were to be cheese under a subsequent scheme of the 
dimity conitnission, which added four nominees of the Lon-
don County Council, two of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, 
and one each appointed by the university of London, Univer-
sity Collage, Ling's College, the City sad Guilds institute, and 
the governing bodies of the Inshore:ate and the Crippkgate 
foundations. For the purpose of framing the scheme, • special 
enitimbaloner, Mr James Apstie, Q.C., was temporarily attached 

 the charity conueissioo, and it thus became the duty of the 
commIsaion to prepare • statement of the charity property 
poisoned by the top parishes, cEstinguishing between the secular 
llnd the enclidas1 parts of the endowments. The annual =e  derived from the scelesiestkal fund wee (35,000, and 

ft.= the *cube portion of the fused (soma The 
scheme assigned capital grants amounting to ft ss,ore to the 
provision of open spaces, and f149,goo  to verbal tostitutions, 
including free libraries In Bishopsgate and Cripplegate, the 
People's Palace, the Regent Street and Northampton Institutes, 
and the Victoria Hall. A capital sum of 149.355 out of the 
eedisslastleal fund was devoted to the repair of city churches; 
and the balance of the annual income of Ai fend, after 
allowances for certain vested interests, was dhected to be paid 
to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. This balance has varied by 
slight increases from year to year, and amounted fa ten to 
poSis. The remaining fund thus set free for seadar purposes 
was by the scheme largely devoted to the erection and min. 
mance of polytechnic institutions, or " industrial institutes,. 
as they were at first called. It was the opinion el Mr Anstie 
sad his fellow-tonuniadonas that fit this way it would be possible 
to meet one of the most urgent of the intellectual needs of the 
metropolis, and to render service held, skin to the original 
purposes of the obsolete charitable endowments. Per the year 
ago6-sime the greats made to the polytechnics and kindred 
betitstions (the Working Men's College, College foe Working 

Women, fit.) by the Central Governing Body amounted to 
L39. 1 40, and the total amount contributed by the Central 
Governing Body since its creation.amounts to 1,543,000. 

The general scope and aims of the institutions ,thits con-
templated by the commissioners are defined in the A row  
" general regulations for the management of an Indus- son. 
trial institute," which are appended as a schedule to glaartb• 
the several schemes, and which run as follows Ad* 

The object of this Institution is the promotion of the industrial 
skill, general knowledge, health and well -being of young men and women belonging to the wirer dames by the following means:—

I. 
 

Instruction in— 
TM emend rules andpriacip- les of the arts and sciences 

applicable to any handicraft, trade or Moines.. 
& The practical magic:ado. of such gamed rules and

pack*. in any handicraft trade ar beriems. 
c. Branches or details of say handicsaft, trade or basins.. facilities for acquiring theknowledge el which cannot 

us=e o ■W, • i  to the worliabop or other place 
of 

The dress and lectures shell not be designed cc arranged so as 
to be in substitution for the practical experience of the workshop 
or Asa of Weiner, but es as he be suppknientary thereto. 

L Instruction suitable far peruses breading to ' 
IL lastruction is sock other branches and 	• 	of art, 

science, langeage, literature sad gamed knowledge as may be 
mroved by the gemming body. 

iv. Public Lammed/ hew* °Lumps of lectures, musical and other 
entertainments and 

v. Instruction and practice in gymmetics, drill, swimming and 
other bodily esertises. 

vi. Facilities for the formation and meeting Of clubs sad societies. 
et A library, mom= and reading room or rooms. 
Within the limts prescribed. the governing body may from time 

to time, out of the hinds at their disposal, provide and maintain 
buildings and grounds, Wading workshops and laboratories suit-
able for all the purposes herein specified, and die necessary furnitera fitti. apparatus, models sad books, sad may provide or receive 

or on Iran works of art or scientific coascruction, or ob 
sinterest and curiosity, for the po 	of the institute, 	for purpose temporary ablation. 

mpom 
 

Other provisions in the scheme require: (I) that the educa-
tional benefits of the institute shall be available for both sexes 
equally, but that common moms, refreshment rooms, gymnasia 
and swimming-baths may be established separately, under such' 
suitable arrangements as may be approved by the governing 
body;,(r) that the fees and subscriptions shall be so fixed as to • 
place the lassefits of the institute within the teach of the poorer 
dams; (3) that no intoxicating liquors, =eking or gambling 
shall be allowed in any part of the buildieg: (a) that the build-
legs, ground and premises shall not be aced for any political, 
deoominational or sectarian purpose, although this rule shall 
not be deemed to prohibit the discussionof political subjects 
in any debating society approved by the governing body; (s) 
that no peace sealer the age of sixteen or above twenty-five 
shall be admitted to membership except on special grounds, 
and that the member thus specially admitted shall nor exceed 
s% of the total number of members. 

These and the Ube novhious have famed the common basis 
for all the metropolitan polo...4..1es In Oho a large sum 
ins placed by the Local Taxation (Customs and 

The Tod- Excise) Act at the disposal of the county and county abaft.* 
 borough couodb for the general purposes of tech-nos 

ideal education, and in 243 the London County Lambe 
Council date nahred to devote a considerable portion = 
of this revenue 1 the farther development and on- 
tentstioa of polyseeindes. While the funds granted by the 
Central Governing Body may be employed in aid of the soda 
and recreative as well as the educational purposes of the 
various isaitates, it is a statutory obligation that the sums 
contributed by the London County Conseil should be applied 
to educational work only. 

Dr William Garnett, the educational advise of the London 
Canty Canal hes, in a pniskiehed imbue delivered bebie 
the Intematienal congress on technical education is Joe 
ries, dun 'clesesIbed the canditions under which the ameba 
offers financial help to the Leaden PolYtechnies:-- 



' Grants to the London Polytechnics during the Sestina lock -low. 

Central Governing Body. London County Council. 

Under 
Scheme. 

Voluntary 
Grants. 

Buildings 
and Equipment..  

mom. 
tenants. 

Battersea Pol technic   
Birkbeck . . . . 
Borough Road Poiyttebnn . 
City of London College . . 

	

East London College 	. 	. 

	

Northampton Institute . 	. 

	

Northern Polytechnic 	. 	. 

	

Regent Street Polytechnic 	. 
South-Western Polytechnic . 

	

Woolwich Polytechnic 	. 	. 

	

Sir John Case's Institute . 	. 

Total 	. 	. 	. 	. 	£ 
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The objects which the technical education board has had in 
view in its dealings with the polytecluilcs have been:— 

1.To allow to We several governing bodies the greatest possible 
freedom in the conduct of soehd, recreative and even religious 
work within the provision of the schemes of the amoity Com-
missioners. 

2. To secure to each polytechnic the services of an educational 
principal, who should be responsible to his governing body for 
the organisation and conduct of the whole of the work ol the 
institution. 

3. To provide in each polytechnic a permanent staff of teachers, 
who should be heads of their respecuve departments told give 
their whole time t the work of the institution, and thus to 
establish a corporate or collegiate life in the polytechnic. 

4. To ensure that all branches of experimental maenee an taught 
experimentally, and that the students have the opportunity of 
carrying out practical laboratory work. at an inclusive fee not 
cxceechng ten shilliags for say one subject. 
sub3. To provide efficient workshop instruction is all practical trade 

jects. 
6. To secure that the number of students under the charge of 

any one teacher in laboratory or workshop dames, or in other 
classes in which personal supervision is of paramount importance, 
shall not exceed • mated limit (fifteen in the workshop, or twenty 
in the laboratory). 

7.. To occlude from classes students who, for want of preliminary
training, training, are incapable of profiting by the instruction provided; 
and to this end to restrict the attendance at workshop classes to 
those who are actually engaged in the trades concerned, and have 
thus opportunities ofacqaring the necessary manual dexterity in 
the perrmarce of their daily duties. 

8. To furnish an adequate fixed stipend for all teachers, in place 
of • contingent interest in fees and grants. 

q. To encourage private subscriptions and donations. 
so. To establish an efficient system of inspection. 
t. To facilitate the advertisement of polytechnic dames, and 

especially to invite the co-operation of tie& societies in supporting 
their respective classes. 

to. To encourage the higher development of some special branch 
of study in each polytechnic. 

53. To utilize the polytechnic buildings as far as possible in the 
daytime by the establishment of technical day schools, or otherwise. 

14. To secure uniformity in the !Peeping of accounts. 
The regulations under which the council has 

attempted to secure its objects by means of 
grants have been changed from time to time as 
the work of the polytechnics has developed, 
but they provide that the council's aid should 
be partly in the form of a fixed grant to each 
institution, partly a share of the salaries of the 
principal and the permanent teachers, partly 
a pant on attendance, the scale depending on 
the subject and character of the instruction, and 
partly a subsidy 05%) on voluntary contri-
butions. In addition to the annual grants for 
maintenance, substantial grants for building 
and equipment are made from time to time. 

The wale of grants adopted by the Conseil for the 
elusion 190 -1908 was the following:-- 

i. A fix -W _grant assigned to each polytechnic. 
ii. Than-fourths of the salary of the principal 

(subject to certain conditions). 
iii.Fifty per cent. of the salaries al heads of approved 

departments. 
iv. Ten per cent. of the salaries of other teachers. 
v. Fifteen per cent. on (voluntary) annual subecripines or 

deoations. 
vi. Attendance grants on evening class varying from id. to 

6d. per student-hour (subject to certain conditions of minimum 
attendance, eligibility, &c.). 

vii. Special rants not exceeding Lus for courses of lectures on 
particular subjects required or approved by the ceunciL 

viii.Special grants towards any departmente which the council 
may desire to see established or maintained. 

ix. Equipment grants and building grants in accordance with 
the special requirements of the institutions. 

The above grants are independent of any contributions which 
she council may make towards secondary day  schools or day 
schools of domestic economy or training colleges of domestic economy 
in the polytedmica. 
- With a view to a due divide* of labour, end abo to the oo- 
edefttioa of the publie bodies amcerned, the "London Poly- 
atitheic Council" was created in am. It was composed of 

repreeentatives of the Central Governing Body, the technical 
education board of the Liindon County Council, and the 
City and Guilds of London Institute, and its duty was to consult 
as to the appropriation of funds, the organize- L... 
don of teaching, the holding of needful examine- Waymotaar 
dons, and the supervision of the work generally. c'a'nt 
After ten years of work the London polytechnic council 
was dissolved in the summer of 1904 in consequence of the 
abolition of the technical education board of the London 
County Council, when the council became responsible for all 
grades of education. A statement below shows the number 
and names of the several Institutions, and the extent to which 
they have been severally sided by the Central Governing Body 
and the London County Council. 

The " People's Palace" owes its origin in part to the popu-
larity of a novel by Sir Walter &sant, entitled AR Sorts arid 
Conditions of ilea, in which the writer pointed out 21, 
the sore need of the inhabitants of East London Pawn's 
for social improvement and healthy recreation, ftbce. 
and set forth an imaginary picture of a " Palace of Delight," 
wherein this need might be partly satisfied. Much public 
interest was awakened, hale subscriptions were given, and 
the Central Governing Body aided the project; but the 
mneifir.nee of the drapers' company in setting aside Limo a 
year for its permanent maintenance released the London County 
Council from any obligation to make a grant. Apart from the 
social and recreative side of this popular institution, the edu-
cational section, under the Lame of the East London Technical 
College, steadily increased in numbers and influence under the 
fostering are of the drapers' company and has now been re-
cognized as a "school" of the university of London under 
the tide of " The East London College" and is being utilized 
by the London County Council in the same way as other schools 
of the university." 

In the above table the grants are given to the nearest pound-
Up to July 1907 the total expenditure of the comma upon the 
polytechnics, apart from the day schools, training colleges, 
conducted in them, was about isas,000, almost exactly the 
same as that of the Central Governing Body. The voluntary 
grants from the central governing body include a contribution 
towards a compassionate fund, and a pension fund based on 
endowment assurances for all permanent officers of the poly-
technics in receipt of salaries of not less than Lion a year. 

The grants received from the board of education amount 
to about bo,000 a year, while the fees of students and members 
produce about i45,000. Voluntary subscriptions, including 
those from city companies and other sources of income, pro- 
duce about bo,000 in addition, 90 that out of a total eaiandi- 
ture of about izoo,000 a year the council now contributest:Z1 

 the Central Governing Body z8%, fees azi %, the 
of education :5% and city companies and other subscribers, 
ts%. 
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• The 00Wank's' Inetitute at New Cross owed its existence 
and its annual maintemusee to the generous Initiative of the 
ancient city gild whose name it bore. It was therefose entirely 
independent of pecuniary subsidy trots any *thee public body. 
In the year moo the number of class entries to this institute 
was 7574• In 1004 the goldsmiths" company presented the 
premises, together with an annual subsidy, to the university of 
London for the purposes of a training college for teachers, so 
that from that date it ceased to be one of the London poly-
technics,althougkpending the provision of other premises, many 
of the wankel. evening dosses have been continued under 
the London County Council by permission of the adversity
with the approval of the company. The dothetorkers' com-
pany has also contributed CAA** to the Northern Polytechnic 
at Holloway. 

In all these institutions the general aims have been practically 
the erne, although special featureshave been differentiated 
Aka aml in order to meet the local needs and the wishes of 
*.theca the inhabitants. In all there are laboratories and 
lecture moms, undo classes, art studios, gymnasts, provision 
kw manual testifying and domestic economy and applied science. 
In neatly all, at first, mechanical and mental instruction 
were the permanent objects in view, partly owing to the 
couditions under which grants were made by the science 
and aft department. But of late hemmed attention has been 
pad year by year to literary and hummer studies, and to 
general mental cultivation, pursued pail passe with technical 
and scientific training. The aid of the London organisation for 
university extension, now a department of the university, 
has been especially serviceable in providing courses of lectures 
and classes in literary subjects at nearly all the polytechnics. 
As subsidiary to their main work, some of them have estab-
lished junior continuation schools, with a view to provide 
suitable instruction for scholars who have left the public ele-
mentary schools and are not yet prepared to enter the technical 
and trade classes. Although the workshops and the classes for 
artisans are used chiefly in the evenings, there is an increasing 
number of day students : e.g. at the Northampton Polytechnic 
Institute in Cferkenwell there is a very important day school 
ed engineering condocted on the "sandwich system," the 
students entering engineering works for the summer months 
and returning to the polytechnic foe the winter session; at the 
Battersea Polytechnic there js a vary important training ma-
kge for teachers of domestic economy; at Regent Street there 
are day schools in engineering. architecture, photo-proem and 
eantage-building; at the South-Western Polytechnic there are 
important schools of tnethanical and electrical engineering and 
a training college for women teachers of physical exercises; 
at the Northern Polytecheic, es at Battersea, there is a training 
college for teacher, of domestic economy, and there ere 
departments of commerce and of physics and chemistry, while 
the Woolwich Polytechnic receives in the daytime, by special 

emangentent with the war to 	a large number of engineering 
apprentices employed in the arsenal. In short, the schemes of 
the soma institutioss are so elastic that the governing bodies 
ase se liberty to open any dares or to try any educational or 
resistive experiment fee width they an find a genuine local 
demand. The total sober of scholars In the polytechnics 
and their branch institutions is variously estimated at from 
sm000 to so coo, and the total manses of regular scholars in the 
4111011111 schools el the anus& dos not elated 1000300. These 
limes may be usefully compared with the censers mums, 
which Sow that %Aldo the metropolitan area there are 
7t4.4i4 persons between the ages of thirteen and twenty-
one. It is a noteworthy fact that, whereas in the population 
moieties for the Tooled England mid Wale the number 
at each year of ege is regularly diminished by death from 
eight years onwards, there is a steady increase in London, 
year by year, from fourteen up to the age of thirty. This tact 
bowing to the constant immigration of young men and women 
been the peepetmes to the sweropolb. The sews commis-
Wooers in their report for mot (p. is) computed that more than 

one-third of the population of London were not natives. They 
show also that, if aU England and Wales be taken together, 
the number of persons between twenty and twenty-one is less 
by mg% than the number between thirteen and fourteen; 
but that, taking London alone, the number of persons between 
twenty and twenty-one is greater by 14.4% than the number 
between thirteen and fourteen. Hence, the proportion of the 
inhabitants who are of an age to benefit by polytechnics and 
continuation schools is in London exceptionally large. it 
would not be right for Londoners to complain that there is thus 
cast upon them the duty of providing suitable instruction for so 
many immigrants, for if the great city drains the rural districts 
of some of their best brain and muscle, she gains much from 
their industry and productive power. The figures, however, 
point to the necessity for taking every means possible to 
raise the standard, both physical and Intellectual, of the 
London boy. The immigration into London of youths and 
young men means to a great extent the substitution of the 
provincially trained improver or artisan for the less fit London 
boy, who consequently falls into the ranks of the unskilled, 
then of the unemployed and ultimately of the unemployable. 

But it follows from the particulars thus given that neither 
the supply of suitable provision for mental improvement and 
rational recreation for the wage coming classes, nor the demand 
for such provision on the part of the workers themselves is 
commensurate with the moral and intellectual needs of a com-
munity of nearly seven millions of people (four and a half 
millions within the administrative county). The provision in 
evening echords, institutes, classes and polytechnics is still hi 
some respects far inferior to that which is to be found in most 
German and Swiss towns, and needs to be greatly increased. 
In matters relating to the higher life, demand does not always 
precede supply; it is simply which is needed not only to satisfy 
the public demand, but to create it. As new and well devised 
opportunities for mental culture are placed within reach, 
they will be more and more appreciated, new and healthier 
appetites will be stimulated, the art of employing leisure 
wisely and happily will be more systematically studied, and the 
polytechnics will become still more important centres of 
civilizing and educating lituence than they have hitherto 
been. 

In particular, the reconstituted university of London has 
been placed in new and most helpful relation to the best of the 
polytechnics. By the statutes the senate of the university is 
empowered to include in the list of " schools of the university " 
all institutions which are duly equipped and able to furnish 
suitable instruction of an advanced and scholarly type; and 
also to recognize all thoroughly qualified professors in their 
several faculties and subjects as " teachers of the university," 
although some of their classes may mat in the evening only, 
and no student is to be prevented from taking a degree as an 
internal student of the university solely because he can attend 
classes only in the evening. There is thus a way open for the 
due recognition of the polytechnics as part of the teaching 
machinery of the university, and for the admission of the best 
student; as undergraduates, with all the rights of internal 
students. The great possibilities of the metropolitan waves-
sity under Its new conditions were at beet lordly revealed er 
accurately foremen. But there were during the session zeo6-men 
no less than eighty-six recognised "teachers of the university" 
on the staffs of the London polytechnics and more than 7so 
tandems who were working for London University degrees 
in the polytechnic classes. There is no reason to fear that 
the recreative, social, manual and industrial training, to which 
at first the medal attaining of the founder of the Regent Street 
Polytechnic was directed, will suffer from a fuller expansion 
of the academic and literary side of " polytechnic " life. Rather 
it may be hoped that the due co-ordination of the practical with 
the purely intellectual purposes of these institutions will serve 
to give to all the mucients, whatever their future destination 
may be, a truer and broader conception of the value of mental 
Cann for Its own sake 



fads walls, the external part of the introvert being doled theelair 
mooed= by a membranous collar. Zooecia either whin from 
a stolen, without lateral connexion with one another, ms= 
united to form sheets. Aleyasidim Hastreilis, o 
(fig. 3), Panalla, Plasma. Pahmtkeila. 

lAker mods) 
Fro- 2.—Part of a Branch of Cligia ebansga. 
zooecia; z, imperfectly developed ovicell. 

Sub-order .5. CHEILOSTOMATA (Busk).---Zooccia with more or 
less calcified walls. Orifice dosed by a lid-like °Mellitus'. Poly- 
morphism usually occurs, certain individuals having the forma of 

avicularia or vibracula- The 
ovicefis commonly found as 
globular swellings surmounting 
the orifice, are am direct 
modifications of zoomin, and 
each typically contains a single 

7  i  Wsisfre ,  l g or embryo. 	szabreer&oses, 

tiers,Seganoperella, Samar 
Menipas. Cabeies. 

Diceilaria, Bagel; aszamoll. 

4 2 	 POLYXENA-POLYZOA 
See also a paper by Mr Sidney Webb, The London Polytechnic 

Instsfutes, in the second volume of special reports on educational 
subjects (1598) issued by the &duration Department; the ROM 
of the Central Governing Body of the London Parochial Charities; 
the Annual Reports of the London County Council; the Polytechnic 
Magazine, published from time to time at the institute in Regent 
Street; and various memoirs and papers contained in the Proceed-
togs of the International Congress on Technical Education (1 ,, ,y), 
especially two—that by Mr Quintin Hogg, detailing his own ely 
experience in founding the first polytechnic, and that of Dr lot 
Garnett, then secretary of the Technical Education Board. 

(J. G. F.; W. G.) 

POLYXENA, in Greek legend, daughter of Priam, king of 
Troy, and Hecuba. She had been betrothed to Achilles, who 
was slain by Paris in the temple of Apollo Thymbraeus, where 
the marriage was to have been celebrated (Hyginus, Fab. Ito). 
The shade of Achilles afterwards appeared to the returning 
Greeks in the Thracian Chersonese and demanded the sacrifice 
of Polyxcna, who was put to death by Neoptolemus, son of 
Achilles, on his father's grave (Ovid, Maim. xiii. 440 sqq.). 
The tragic story is the subject of the Hecuba of Euripides, the 
Troades of Seneca and the Potyxena of Sophocles, of which only 
a few fragments remain. According to Philostratus (Heroics, 
20, 18), Polyxena fled to the Greeks after the murder of Achilles 
and committed suicide on his tomb. 

POLYZOA, in zoology, a term (introduced by J. V. Thompson, 
1830) synonymous with Bryozoa (Ehrenberg, 1831) for a group 
commonly included with the Brachiopoda in the Molluscoidea 
(Milne Edwards, 1843). The correctness of this association is 
questionable, and the Polyzos are here treated as a primary 
division or phylum of the animal kingdom. They may be 
defined as aquatic animals, forming colonies by budding; with 
ciliated retractile tentacles and a U-shaped alimentary canal. 
The phylum is subdivided as follows. 

Class I. EtrroPstocra (Nitsche). Lophophore circular, in- 
cluding both mouth and anus. Tentacles infolded, during 

retraction, into a vestibule which can be 
closed by a sphincter. Body-wall not 
calcified, body-cavity absent. Definite 
excretory organs present. Reproductive 
organs with ducts leading to the vesti-
bule. Zooids possessing a high degree 
of individuality. Lososonsa Pedicellina 
(fig. s), Urnalella. 

Class IL Ecrorsocra (Nitsche). 
Lophophore circular or horseshoe 
shaped, including the mouth but not 
the anus. Tentacles retractile into an 
introvert (" tentacle-sheath "). Body-
wall membranous or calcified, body-
cavity distinct. Specific excretory 
organs absent, with the doubtful excep-
tion of the Phylactolaemata. Repro-
ductive organs not continuous with ducts. 
Zooids usually connected laterally with 
their neighbours. 

Order I. GYMNOLAEMATA (Allman).— 
(Ana nun &fwd..) 	Lophophore circular, with no epistome. 
no. 1.—Part of the Body-cavities of zooids not continuous 

creeping stolen, with with one another. Body-wall not muscular. 
zooids, of Pediceilisa Suborder 1. TRE.POSTOMATA (Ulrich): 
belgies. Possil.—Zooecia, long and coherent. 

c, Stalks of zooids matic or cylindrical, with terminal orifices, 
of different ages; b, their wall thin and simple in structure 
bud. proximally, thickened and complicated 

distally. Cavity of the sooecium subdivided 
by transverse diaphragms, most numerous in the distal portion. 
Orifices of the zooecia often separated by pores (mesopores). 

Sub-order 2. CRYPTOSTOMATA (Vine); Fossil.—Zooecia usually 
short. Orifice concealed at the bottom of a vestibular shaft, sur-
rounded by a solid or vesicular calcareous deposit. 

Sub-order 5. CYCLOSTOMATA (Busk).—ZOoeCia gettintatic or 
cylindrical, with terminal, typically circular orifice, not protected 
by any special organ. The ovicells are modified swede, and 
contain numerous embryos which in the cases so far investigated 
arise by fission of a primary embryo developed from an egg. aisle 
(fig. 2), Tabtstipora, Honiara, Licbenora. 

Sub-order 4. CTENOSTOMATA (Busk).--Z000r-ia with soft uncalci- 

Pm. 3.—Part of a branch of Pie. 4.—Zooecia of Mamas 
Bowerbaskia pissisdosa, showing peansdia, showing a pair of 
the thread -like stolon from which minute avieularia on either Aide 
Arise young and mature zooecia. ci the orifice of each =sedum. 
The tentacles are expanded is 
some of the latter. 
Membrassiparella, CrawiliNa, Cellsnia, illegals's. Samaria. Us. 
bangle (fig. 4), Lepralia, Sekisoporeila, Leflepore, Jfarrendia, 
Smittia, Resepora, Casenicella, diteroporella, Adeona. 

Order 2. PHYLACTOLAEMATA (Aliment —Lophoptiore horse-Ace 
eh -  t, or in Fredericella circular. Mouth guarded by an epistome. 
B4 	.ivities of zooids continuous with one another. Body-wall 
us 	,ned and muscular. Reprodu, • on sexual and by means of 

::lasts.• peculiar internal bed rousted by a chitimus shell. 
Plumatella (fig. 5), Lop•opar, Cristatella, Peditrafeiks. 

Hatschek (t888) treated the Entoprocta as a division of his 
group Scolecida, characterized by.the possession of a primary 
body-cavity and of protonephridia; while he placed the Ecto- 
procta, with the Phoronida and Brachiopod*, in a distinct group, 
the Tentaculata. Against this view may be urged the essential 
similarity between the processes of budding in Entoprocta and 
Ectoprocta (ci. Seeliger, Zeitsckr. wins. Zoo!. xlla. 168; L, s6o), 
and the resemblances in tbe development of the two dames. 

Of the forma above indicated there is ne_pabeentological evidence 
with regard to the Entoprocta. The Trepostomsta age in the 
main Palaeozoic, although Heseropora, etwhich recent species ail& 
is placed by Gregory in this division. The Cryptostomata are also 
Palaeozoic, and include the abundant and widely-distributed 
genus Feagelella_ The Cyclostomata ate numerous in Palaeozoic 
rocks, but attained a specially predominant position in the Crete 
ceous strata, where they are represented by a profusion of erasers 
and species; while they still survive in considerable cumber, at 
the present day. The Ctenostonsta are ill adapted for Foyle:na-
tion as fossils, though remains referred to this group have been 

Calcareous spicules have been described by Lamm  is  AkPlai• dims 
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beedbabwei Palmer*le strata. They cowedirea small pnipartlee 
if de wont Primus The Cheilestonuita are usually believed to 
Moe made their appearance in the Jurassic period. They are the 

dominant group at the pment day, and 
am maimed by ea large number of 
gears and species. The Phylactoisemata 
ate a small group confined to fresh water, 
mad prams- clear indications of adaptation 
to that hapitat. The fresh-water fauna 
also COSUIMS a r  of the 
Entoprocta (V 	). two or three 
Ctenosternes, such as named., and Pala- 
twig., and one or two species of Chedo- 
g amma. With dine exceptions. the 
aining Polyzoa ate marine funny, occur-
ring from between Iblereserk• to abyssal 

due golykezga°r7re.  colonial animals, the 
colony (reasiun) originating in  most 

 from a free-swimmiag larva, •hub 
attaches itself to some valid object and 
becomes metamorphosed into the primary 
incheldml, or "enrestrota." In the 
Pbehmaniaemata, however, a new colony 
may originate not only from a larva, but 
mho from a peculiar form of bud known 
as • statobbes, or by the Sidon of a 
fully-deorioped colony. The ancestrula 

two Mose I 	 inanVilitee • process of budding, con- 
reZ....eat — Zooid et tinued by be progeny, and thus gives 

• Uli ex- rise to the mature colony. In Lasolona 
Wad tentacles. 	the buds break off as soon as they become 
e Anus; 	 mature, and a colonial form is thus hardly 
S. Testacks. aerateged assumed. In other Entoprocta the buds 

as a hors shoe retain • high degree of individuality, a 
sks ped I opho- thread-like stabs giving off the cylindrical 

Ihore. 	 stalks, each of which dilates at its end 
trona: 	 into the body al a zooid. In some of the 

a Carom of stomach. Ctenostonuta the colony it similarly 
constituted, a branched scion giving 

of de raids. which are not connected with one another. In 
tic majority of Ectoprocta there is no stolon, the zooids growing 
en ale another and being usually apposed so as to form con-
tours sheets or branches. 	In the encrusting type, which is 
Lod 

 
it • large proportion of the genera, the zooids ate usually 

n s single layer. with their orifices facing away from the sub-
*roam; but in certain species the colony becomes multilaminar 
far ti e continued superposition of new zooids over the free surfaces 
if TM abler ors, whose orifices they naturally occlude. The 
Mena may rise up into erect growths composed of a single layer 
if amda, the orifices of which are all on one surface, or of two layers 
el swigs piked back to bacy irith the orifices on both sides of 
ay irrode ee plates. The 	Cheslostomes which have this 
Obit •tre formerly pined In 	genus KAMM, but the bilaininar 
IrPi common to a number of genera, and there can be no doubt 
the b is sot is itself an Indication of affinity. The body-wall is 
eurredy calcified in the Cyclostoouta and in most Chriko 
norm which may form elegant fretwork-like colonies, as in the 
wiangsar genus Barkers, or may consist of wavy anastomosing 
glom so lo the &laminar &feria /clears of the British erns, 
merles of which may have a diameter of many incites. In 
ones Chmlontomes the amount of calcifiratjon may be much less 

:exerting skeleton being largely comment al the organic 
Akin. be Matra and other forms belonging to this 

rflet 
 

the searfunt is accordingly flexible, and either bileminar 
er odor.  me In many calcareous forms, both Cheflostomes and 
C the corium is rendered flexible by the interposition 
*dither joints at intervals. This habit is characteristic of the 
Mon Coma, Cedric Carertrile add others, while it occurs in 
ands epodes of other genera. The form of the colony may thus 
le s good jeneefe character, or, on the contrary, a single genus or 
rrea epeeln may assume ■ varietyof different forms. While 

Pelyeeo are perinatenidy to one spot. tbe colonies 
d Duainelle and beerarpos among the PbylartoLsesnats can crawl 
"Of be Ore to plate. 

dsotery—The scoide d which the colonies of Ectaprocta are 
nitneserd writ of two parts: the body-wall and the visceral 
Inn Olga6 9). These were at one time believed to represent 
nrs isevideals eV different kinds, together constituting a zooid. 
IM visceral mass was accordingly termed the " polypi&" and 
tie Ys^ -wail which contains it the " gnocchi's" This view 
bstaM pritripay on the fact that the life of the polypide and 
if the etoetuna ant not coestensive. It is one of the most re-
orskrbie facts in the issued hi r of the Potreo that a dole 
mod., my be mooed by aree pi:Opiate. whirls succsosivde 
ellP••••• The prricidks1 histolysis may be partly due to the 
threes ei spirits memory organ, and to the reutnutation 
Iffnnied resew, substaires In the well of the alimentary 
mad On the degeneratba of the polypide, Its nutritive material 
• ifererestly aboseted for der bereft el tot avoid. while the fir  

merited substances assume a spheroidal form, which either remits; 
as as inert " brown body " in the body-eavity or is discharged to 
the exterior by the alimentary canal of the new polypide. This 
is formed as a two-layered " polypide-bud," which usually deveMpe 
from the inner side of the zooresal wall, and soon occupies the place 
of the previous polypide. The inner layer of the polypide-bud 
gives nee to the structures usually regarded as ectodermic and 
endodermic, the outer layer to the mesodermic organs. 

The polypide consists of • " lophophore " bearing a series cif 
ciliated tentacles by which Diatoms and other microscopic bodies 
are collected as food, of a U-soaped alimentary canal, and of a 
central nervous system. While the mouth is invariably encircled 
by the bases at the tentacles, the anus lies within the series in the 
Enterpriser and outside it in the Ectoprocts. The lophophore is 
a simple rink in all Polyzoo except in the Phylactolaernata, where 
it typically has the form of a horse shoe outlined by the bases of 
the tentacles. lo FVolericeda belonging to this order it is, however, 
circular, but the systematic position of the genus is sufficiently 
indicated by its possession of an " ephtome,' a lip-like structure 
guarding the anal side of the mouth in all ritylactolaemata and 
absent throughout the Co mnolarmata. The cavities el the hollow 
tentacles open into a circular canal she surrounds the oesophagus 
at the base of the lophophore. This is continuous with the general 
body-eavitrin the Phylactolacinata. while in the Gyninolaemata 
it develops In the bud aa a pan of the body-eavity, from which 
it becomes completely separated. In the Entopra-ta the tentacles 
are withdrawn by being infolded into the " vistrtmle." a depression 
of the oral surface which can be closed by a sphincter murk. In 
the EetTerta they are retractile into an introvert, the " tentacle- 
sheath ' Ifig. 9). the external opening of which is the " orifice" of 
the roomium. In the Csclostoinaia, further distinguished by the 
cylindrical or prismatic form of their highly calcified zosecia, the 
orifice is typically circular, without oily definite closing organ. 
In the Chtilostomata it is closed Ly a chitinous (rarely oeisous) 
" opertulum " (fig 9, C), whsle is the Ctenostornata it is goonONI 
by a delicate membrane similar to a piece of paper rolled into a 
longitudinally creased cylinder. During retraction this " collar " 
lies concealed in the beginning of the introvert. It becomes visible 
when-the poli pick begins to 
protrude its tentacles, making 
its appearance through the 
orifice as a debate hyaline 
frill through shah the ten-
tacles ave_pushed. 

In the Pro lactotaentatz the 
outermost Layer of the body-
wall is a flexible. uncslcified 
cuticle Or " es toryst," be-
neath which follow in suc-
cession the ectoderm, the 
muscular lasers and the 
corIonlic epithelium. to a 
few Gymnotarmata the ec-
tryst is merely chanson 
although in most cars the 
four vertical walls and the 
basal wall of the =cerium 
are calcareous The free 
(frontal) wall may remain 
membranous and uneakified, 
as in Umbra riper. (figs. 
t.bet  9 A), but in many 

ostomes the frontal 
surface is protected by a cal-
careous ahnld, which grows 
from near the far edges of 
the vertu al sails and com-
monly increases in thickness 
as the sae,  iorn grows older 
by the activity of the " ryi-
t heea." • layer of firing 
tissue outside it. The body-  
wall is greoly simplified Is 
the (.year• lacinata, in cow-
retarion sith the turf; cal 
importance of the skeletal IMIA 	.2 meld d pthdirdki 
port of the will. Even the 
ectoderm calm rarely be neer 	anwAniiitwa 	11.1.6").  
meal as an obvi•Yal el °be' he 	Expeaded tentacles lium crept in regions where 	 tory,. 
budding ntaking place, while misedia  
muscular Layers are 111,1351 
absent and a cadomic ere- ,7 5,- ;„, —  
11,cLurn ran seldom be pee 
served. The body-cavity is 
however traversed by mu* it 	leseLL clew and br strands ei Mon>  a. r, F usisuli 
deems 	urocular titsue. 
ulually stenciler. but ....retirees conshmkg definite ftralsectda 
11 . a, a'). This thole ie Coating/Mks from sowers to 

o 
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FIG. G.—Diagrammatic Longitudinal Sections of Cheilosto•atous 

&ionic 

A, Mernbrani 	(after Nitsche); B, Cribrillna; C. Some 
of the 	 form'. b.c., Body-cavity. Cl.. Cryptocyat. 1.I., 
Compensation-sae. pr, Frontal membrane. o.. Orifice, through 
which the tentacles are protruded. op., Operculum. pow.. Parietal 
muscles. Ls., Tentacle-sheath. 

are developed in the young Tooccium. but they soon unite withone 
another laterally, leaving rows of pores along the sutural lines 
(fig. to). The °Ferrol -um retains its 00.. 
continuity with the frontal membrane 
(fig. 9. B) into which the .parktal muscles 
are still inserted. As indications that 
the conditions described in Manbrattipore 
and Cribrilitsa arc of special significance 
may be noted the fact that the a nceatrula 
of many genera which have well-developed 
compensation-sacs in the rest of their 
zooecia is a Mashresipera-like individual 
with a series of marginal calcareous spines, 
and the further fact that a considerable 
proportion of the Cretaceous C.heilow 
tomes belong either to the Membrani-
poridae or to the Cribrilinidae. Cu.) In 
Scraporellasia, lfswipea and Cabaca a 
sing/e. greatly dilated marginal spine, the T.. 

icutunz " or " fornix." may protect the of r,..sz 19.-1°°eciu• rn  frontal membrane. (ill.) la Llosboastla awynne 
the frontal membrane and parietal the  "trance to the 

the proximal side the tmhuosesdesof cilfrosbrthe  ayiripora,ng  rnn.".blit ithlayarebecolnwike  
covered by the growth, from the proximal °Pert-alum fef4. 
and lateral sides, of a calcareous lamina covered externally 
by a soft membrane. The arrangement is perhaps derivable 
from a Crier-unto-like condition i• which the outer layer of the 
spines has become membranous while the sprints themselves ass 
laterally united from the first. (iv.) In the Micronoridar lad • 
Stegenoporellidae the body-cavity becomes partially aandivided 
by • calcareous lamina C .  cr7PtecYst." Julius) which grows fns 
the proximal and lateral sides in a plane parallel to the frontal 
membrane and not far below it. The parietal muscles are usually 
reduced to a single pair, which may pass through foramina 
("optsiules ") in the eryptocyst to tuck their insertion. There is 
no compensation-sac in these families. (v.) Many of the Lepsalioicl 
forms offer special difficulties. but the calcareous layer of the frontal 
surface is probably a cryptocyst (as in fig. 9. C), the compensation. 
sac being developed round its distal border. The " epithets " 
noticed above is to this earn the persistent fronts, madman*. 
(vi.) In Microporella the opening of the compensation...en Ma 
become separated from the °premium by oakarecrus matter, and 
is known as the " median pore." 'union believed that this pp m. . 
opens into the tentacles Bath, but it appears peobablo that it mar 
communicates with the comp elution-sac and not mith the teataels.. 
sheath. The mechanism of provision in the Cyckssasnatis is a 
subject which requires further examination. 

The most singular of the external appendages found in the. 
Polyzoa are the tivicularia and vibracula of the C 
The avicuLtrium is so called from its rosecoblanor.11:1=any 
highly differentiated condition, to the head of a bud In 	stio„ 

instance, nstance, • 4-Akan**s avicubmiusa of this type is attadoW lop 
• narrow tier k to each ODocciluno The avicuLtnum can move as 
• whole by moans of ap•cicl aniacks, and its  thitiarnia low jays. 

• 
(After bum) 

FIG. 7.—Section of a Germinating 
Statoblast of CrisioJdIa sescado. 
Chitinous annulus, containing air. 

cavities which enable the state- 
blast to float. 

eel, Thickened part of the ectodens, 
which will give rise to the inner 
layer of the polypide-bud. 

sees, Mesoderm. forming the outer layer 
of the bud. 

sp. Anchoring spines of the statoblast. 
y. The yolk-like mesodennic mess. 
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through perforated " rosette-plates" in she dividing walls. In 
the Phylactolaemata a single definite funiculus passes from the body-
wall to the apex of the stomach. This latter organ is pigmented 
in all Polysoa. and is produced, in the Ectoprocta, beyond the 
point where the intestine leaves it into a conspicuous caccum 
(fig. 6, a). The nervous system is represented by a ganglion 
situated between the mouth and the anus. The ovary -(e) and 
the testis (r) of Ectoprocta are developed on the body-wan, on the 
stomach, or on the funiculus. Both kinds of reproductive organs 
may occur in a single zooecium, and the reproductive element, pass 
when ripe into the body-cavity. Their mode of escape is unknown 
in most cases. In some Gymnolaemata. polypides which develop 
an ovary possess a flask-shaped " intertentacular organ." situated 
between two of the tentacles. and &Hording a direct passage into the 
introvert for the eggs or even the spermatozoa developed in the same 
suoecium. In other cases the reproductive cells perhaps pass out by 
the atrophy of the polypide, whereby the body-cavity may become 
continuous with the exterior. The statoblasts of the Phylactolaemata 
originate on the funiculus, and are said to be derived partly  from an 
cctodermic core possessed by this organ and partly from its external 
mesoderm (Braem), the former giving rise to the chitinous envelope 
and to a nucleated layer (fig. 7, ea). which later in news to form 
the inner vesicle of the polypide-bud. The mexodea me portion 
becomes charged with a yolk-like material (y), and. onzhe germina-
tion of the statoblast, gives rise to the outer layer (um) of the bud. 
The production of a polypide by the statoblast thus differs in no 
essential respect from the formation of a polypide in an ordinary 
zooecium. The statoblasts require a period of rest before germina-
tion. and Braem has shown that their property of floating at the 
surface may be beneficial to them by exposing them to the action 

of frost, which in some 
•O 	MOIL 

 

cases improves the ger-
minating power. The 
occurrence of Phylac. 
tolaemats in the tropics 
would show, however, 
without further evidence, 
that frost is not a factor 
essential for germination. 

The withdrawal of the 
extended polypide is 
effected by the contrac-
tion of the retractor 
muscles (fig. 6., ear), and 
must result in an in-
crease in the volume of 
the contents of the body-
cavity. The alternate 
increase and diminution 
of volume is easily under-
stood in forms with flex-
ible needs- Thus in the 
Phylactolaernata the con-
traction of the muscular 

body.w
use of th
all exerts a 

prestrus
sureioon  the 

 the 
 fluid of the body-cavity and is 

the ca e pron of polypide. In the Gymoo- 
teems": protrusion is effected by the contraction of the parietal 
muscles, which pass freely across the body-cavity from one part 
of the body-wall to another. In the branching Ctenostomes the 
entire body-wall is flexible, an that the contraction of a parietal 
muscle acts equally on the two points with which it is connected. 
In encrusting Ctenostomes and in the Menthroistpora-like Cheilo-
stows (figs. 8 A, 9 A) the free surface or (formal wall is the only 

one in which any consider-
able amount of movement 
can take place. The parie-
tal muscles (pos.). which 
pass from the vertical walls 
to the frontal wall. thus 
act by depressing the latter 
and so exerting a pressure 

• • 	on the fluid of the body- 
Flo. S.—Diagrammatic Transverse cavity.  In Chaleetelmata 

Swamn 	 with a rigid frontal wall 
A. of mendaasipa.,a• B of an  julliea showed that pro- 

immature sooecium ol •  tenainn  and retraction  were  by the rendered possible 
p.m.. Parietal muarles. existence of a "compensa-
tion-sac," in communication with the external water. 

In its most fully-developed condition (fig. 9. C) the compensation- 
sac (ca.) M a large cavity which lies beneath the calcified frontal 
wall and opens to the exterior at the proximal border of the °per- 
cum (fig. so). It is joined to the rigid body-wall by numerous 
muscle brew, the contraction of which must exert a pressure on 
the fluid of the body-cavity. thereby protruding the polypide. 
The exchange of fluid in the sac may well have a respiratory signifi-
cance, in Mditio• to its object of facilitating the movements of 
the tentacles. 

The evolution or the arrangements for protruding the freilvnide 
seems to have proceeded aloe( several distinct tines. it) In arrt4114  

species of Munirocipwra the frontal membrane." mr mointentimast 
free-wall. is protected by a aeries of calcareous 'nes. which start 
from its periphery and arch Towards In 	isit sillier gams 
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:Bizet 	" can be opened and doatil. It is regarded as a 

sooeclum. the poi) pide of which has become vestigial. 
ectemil it Is commodity represented by • ertsse-organ, bearing 
Iamb Mira. hated as what may be termed the palate. The 
mayean 

 
at the normal nOCCEinn1 has become the mandible. 

aisle the ciedoew modes have become enormous. In the sibra- 
t ...se the pert neesenting the sooeciunt is relatively smaller. 
and the inedible has become the "seta," an elongated chitinous 
ma wads projects far beyond the toctecial portion of the structure. 
la Camas, the vibracula are known to move synchronously. but 
a.onfenation at this kind is otherwise unknown in the Polysza. 
The asicelaria and ebracula give valuable aid to the systematic 
stets of the Cheilootomata. In its least differentiated form the 
inerelerime metreu the pea of an ordinary seoecium (" vicarious 
assielernen '"), from which it is distinguished by the greater 
de sispnrot of the operculum and its muscles. while the polypide 

eareally not functional. Avirularia of this type occur in the 
ere= Mares falenn•. in various species at Yeadvaaipora, and 
• peureler in the Onychondlidee. a remarkable family common 
s the Cretaceous period and still existing. In the majority .  of 
Clekornees. the aviciderla are, so to speak, forced out of the 
wises, 

 
noses of acaseria, with which they are rigidly connected. 

The we comp aratively few cases in winch, as in Bagssia, they are 
nonmed 

 
on a 'naval& tent. Although at first sight the arrange-

ewe at the avicularia in Cholostomea appear. to follow no general 
he wee method is probably to be made out on closer study. 
Ter occur in particular in relation with the orifice of the tooecium. 
ant with that of the coatpeartion-sac. This delicate structure 

taseently guarded by an aviculations at its entrance, while 
'relate are also commonly found on either tide of the operculum 
era other pout ions close to the structure. It can hardly be doubted 
vet the lunette of these avicularia is the protection of the fen-
estrated compensation-sac. The 'uneven that they are concerned 

baits/ dons not rest on any definite evidence, and is probably 
mama Best aykularia or viliracula may also occur in other 

the becks of unilaminar erect forma. along the sutural 
ti.rd-tc: seem and on their frontal surface. These are probably 
Impegoet he checking overgrowth by encrusting organisms, and 
st maculae by preventing larvae from fixing on the toarium. 
Remota are of Ws frequent occurrence than avicularia, with which 
they nosy ecesiet as in StraPorellaria, where they occur on the 
ban of the onilainianr branches. In the so-called Selenariidae, 
prehelay atk useetural association of genera which base assumed 
s-  her Como- dal ferns of /curium, they may reach a very high deg roe 
• dewslapment. but Busk's suggettion that in this group t 

airy  be enbeervient to locomotion needs verification. 
Astaiymorme and allartar.-it is generally admitted that the 

arm al the Entopneta (fig. it) has the structure of a Trochm 
sphere. This appears to indicate 
that the Parma are remotely 
allied to other phyla in whip 
this type of larva prevails,  and 
in p•rticuLtr to the Mollusca and 
Chaelopoda(  as well as to the 
Rotifers, which are regarded a. 
persistent Trochepheres. The 
praeoral portion (lower in fig. 11) 
constitutes the greater part of 
the larva sod contains most of 
the viscera. It is terminated• by 
a well-developed structure (fg) 
cornmemiing with the apical 
sense-organ of ordinary Troches. 
spheres, and an eaaetory organ 
(api) of the type familiar in 
these larvae ucturs on the ventral 
side of the stomach. The central 
nervous system (a) is highly 
developed, and in Lonssolosa bears 
a pair of eyes. The larva swims 

ere Illkede 	 by a ring of cilia, which com- 

fit. YE-Lama d latiodhas. 	 the praeoral  circlet 
a Truceophere. The oral 

s 	Ara 	 surface, on which are situated 
g Apical snowerges. 	the mouth (m) and anus (a), is 

ay. insertima. 	 relatively ninon) The apical sense- 
Ventral wit of stomach. 	is used for temporary attach- 

me to the maternal vestibule in 
see. Sammy aqua 	 which development takes place, R 
	Ilba‘a. 	 but permanent fixation Is effected 

tba end non see. This is followed by the atrophy of many of the 
Laewal laded's/ the twain. the •1111K1112111 and the ciliated 

'wet.  
41101110 an 	daccompanist by part of the larval mss 	

canal rants and revolve in the median 

ivmeerle, the apace orated by the retraction of the oral surface. 

'114 snstlinnle hanks through to the exterior. and the tentaries, 
erne haw bows dnabped within it. asw brought Wes relation 
ads Me suntrowl war. 

le ft* ammo= 	wiosty-distributad Chuilostows. Mmiverti- 

• .1 piles, the pelagic larva is known as fyphamiedcl, and it has 
structure not unlike that of the larval Pedialitaa. The principal 

difference. arc the complwation of the ciliated band, the absence of 
the excretory organ, the great lateral compression of the body, 

proweruion of a pair of shellspnitecting the sales, the presence 
an organ known as the " pyrdoern organ." and the orcurrerire 

I a ranker in a position corresponding with the depresaion seen 
between (ra) and (a) in fig. It. Fixation takes plat e by means of 
this sucker, which is everted for the purpose, part of its epithelium 
des- laming the basal ectoderm of the ancestrula. The pyriform 
iisgan has probably assisted the larva to find an appropriate place 

r fixation (cf. Kopeisk-see. t8); but, h&c the alimentary canal 
most of the other larval organs, it undergoes a process of histo-

ils, and the larva becomes the ancestrula, containing the primary 
roan body derived from the purely larval organs. The polypi& is 

formed, as in en ordinary zooecium alter the luta of its pulypele, 
from a polypiele-bud. 

The Cypkavauth type has been shown by Prouho (24) to occur 
in two or three widely different species of Cheilustomata and ("tenet-
stomata in which the eggs are laid and des-clop in the external 
water. In most Ectoprocta, honever, the development takes place 
internally or in an ovicell, and a considerable quantity of yolk is 
present. The alimentary canal, which may be represented by • 
vestigial structure. is accordingly not functional, and the larva 
dues not become pelagic. A pyriform organ is present in most 
Gymnolatmata as well as the sucker by cloth fixation is effected. 
As in the case of Ophastaatcs, the larval organs degenerate and 
the larva becomes the am ext rula Irons slum, h a 1st) tide is developed 
as a hod. In the Cyr ostomata the primary embryo undergoes 
repeated fission without developing definite organs, and each of 
he numerous pieces so formed becomes a free larva, which 

alimentary canal. Finally, in the Ph) lactoleenta la, tria7: 
an ancestrula before it is hatched, and one or several 

piles may he present when fixation is effected. 
the development of the 1:410p401•14 is intelligible on the hypo-

',via that the Entoprorta form the starting-point of the Denim. 
in the view that the Phylactulecnata are nearly related to !Isamu.: 

(sae Puoutotimaa), it is extremely difficult to draw any conclusion. 
with regard to the significance of the facts of development. If the 
Phylactolaemata were evolved from the type of structure reprr-
mated by Pastramis or the Pterobrancloa (Iv.). the Cyinnolarmata  

r , -del be a further modificaltun of this type, and the mimpaiatise 
aly of the embryology of the two onlem would appear to le 

a•amngksa. It seems more natural to draw the conclusion that 
the resemblances of the Phylartolaernata to Phontais are devoid 

phylneenevie significance. 
Bait escape).-For general accounts of the structure and 

.leveloprnent of the Polyze the reader's attention is aped-Ally 
directed to 12, 14,6, 25. 1. 2.17. 26, if. in the list given below; 

r an historical amount to t; for • full')„ )biography of the er ,s,p, 
27: for fresh-water forma. to 1-3. 7-10. 17; for an indospenwable 

.nonymic list of Ix-cent marine forms, to t5:  for Entoprocta. to 
It, 24; for the classification of Gymnolacsnata„ to 21, 14, 4. 

13. 20; for Palaeontology.. to :7. ta. 
Refer.. to important works on the merit., of marine Polyeris 

lby Busk, Hincks, Jullien, Levinaen. Nordpord, 
Norman. Waters and others are given in the Memoir 22) by Nickles 
and Raspier. (t) Allman. " hionogr. Fresh-water 'olysna." Ray 
Sec. ci6s6). (2) Braem. " Bry. seven Wassers," Zan,. 
Rd. it. Heft 6 (1890). (3) Brent, " EntirickeL v. Plimasarda; 

4.. Bib x. Heft 23 (1697)• (4) Beak. " Report on the Payola." 
.. ..I.Lnsgre "Rep. pt. XXI. (1884), 50 04E40. (52 	 " Pero 

1,1." Prot Roy. Soc. (1885), IELV.iV. 3;1. (6) Lalvet, " Bry. Eck.- 
proctes Marina," Tear. last. Yeattatisv (new eerier). .111m. 
a (teem). (7) Cori." Nephridiert it Chstairlia." 	wus. 
(1143). Iv. 626. (8) Davenport, " Gish:adios." eta. You. Ramat 
(1890  
wain I. (to) Davenport. " reale." ibid. (1893). axiv. 1. tt) 

e. 101. (9) Davenport. " Palashcolia;* ibid. (I -t are ). 

Ehlers, " Prdicellineen," Ali. Gs,. Gatti.Lq 0890). =XVI 12) 
Harmer. " Polyroa," Cantor. Nal. Fria. ). H. 463; art. " Poly. 
roa." Easy. Bra. (loth ed.. tea).   $a6. (13) Ilene. 
" Morph. Clieslostomata." Chiert Jaunt Mat. Sri. (1903). al, 
263- (14) Ilincks. " Hist. Brit. Mar. Pol."t88o). (85) Jells. 
" Syn. Cat. Recent Mar. Bey." (tattq). (16) Jolliet and Cabe. 
" Bryornairea," Rh camp. at. prima de Monaco (Igo)). isaa 07) 

lux. " Deutsch. Snoweier-Iley.," AM. Le. Naatbsvi 
haat . 	(1892). aid. (IS) Iwpeiwiewer, "Cypenates," 7natogna 
(1906.  	 Heft 47. (tn) Lanketer. art. " Polynia." 
Fsty. Dan. loth ed., tags), xix. aaa (so) Leviseen. " 13rynroa." 

' Madd. Nabob. Farm. (Cepcnharea. 19o2). (at) klacCillivray. 
Fat Mar. Pol. Virtocia," P. Ray. Sac. l'arawia ( 1887). kr•L 1x77. 
if Nickles and Resker, " Synopes Amer. Fora, Dry.," Dalt. 
S. Gosh Savcry (two), No. t73. (23) Pace. " Dev. Flairdle." 
bet fem. Abe Soc. (1906).50. rt. 3. 433. (24) Proulfc• lope. 

arra. laced Esp. (a) 	is. 91. (25) Pronho " 
iced tve" ;IQ. (2) (lactst). pf7. 	1S...b/w." Lerma t■ Ifarwwr 
schal ZAtnir. max.Zap f. go6). I. (ay) Lana. 
' Foam! Polygon." i• ratters resi-ioni a/ Palacontatina.. Eng. ed. 
..000). 157. F. If) 
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POMADE-POMEGRANATE 
POMADE, or Foxtrots, a scented ointment, used formerly 

for softening and beautifying the akin, as a lip-salve, &c., but 
now principally applied to the hair. It was made originally 
from the juice of apples (Lat. possum), whence the name.. 

POMANDER (from Fr. possess d'ambre, i.e. apple of amber), 
a ball made of perfumes, such as ambergris (whence the name), 
musk, civet, &c., and formerly worn or carried in a case, also 
known by the same name, as a protection against infection in 
times of pestilence or merely as a useful article to modify bad 
smells. The globular cases which contained the " pomanders " 
were hung from a neck-chain or attached to the girdle, and were 
usually perforated and made of gold or silver. Sometimes they 
contained several partitions, in each of which was placed a 
different perfume. There is an early Spanish pomander set 
with emeralds, and a fine 16th-century one, dredged from the 
Thames, in the British Museum. 

POMBAL, szaArrao J0811 DE CARVALHO E MELLO, 
MARQUESS Or (169p-1782), Portuguese statesman, was born 
at Souse near Pomba, on the 13th of May 2699. He was the 
son of bfanoel de Carvalho e Athayde, a country gentleman 
(fidalgo) and of his wife D. Theresa Lulea de Mendonca e 
He studied law at Coimbra University, served • for a short time 
as a private in the army, and afterwards lived the life of a man 
about town in Lisbon, sharing in the diversions of the " Mohocks " 
who then infested the streets. In 1733 he abducted and married 
D. Theresa de Noronha, a widow belonging to one of the most 
distinguished families in Portugal. He then retired to Soure, 
where, oa the recommendation of Cardinal de Motta, King John 
V. commissioned him to write a series of biographical studies. 
In 1739 he was sent as Portuguese ambassador to.London, where 
he remained until 1745. He was then transferred to Vienna. 
His first wife having died on the 7th of January 1739, he married, 
on the 18th of December 2745, Leonora Ernestine Dann, 
daughter of General Count Dams. In 1749 be was recalled to 
take up the post of secretary of state for foreign affairs and war. 
The appointment was ratified on the 3rd of August 1750, by King 
Joseph, who had succeeded John V. in that year. Carvalho's 
career from 275o to 1777 is part of the history of Portugal. 
Though he came into power only in his 51st year, without 
previous administrative experience, be was able to reorganize 
Portuguese education, finance, the army and the navy. He also 
built up new industries, promoted the development of Brazil 
and Macao, and expelled the Jesuits. His complete ascendancy 
over the mind of King Joseph dates from the time of the great 
Lisbon earthquake (Nov. 1, 2755)• Though the famous words 
" Bury the dead and feed the living " were probably not spoken 
by him, they summarize his action at this time of calamity. 
In June 1759 his suppression of the so-called "Favors plot " 
gained for him the title of count of Oeyras; and in September 
1770 he was made marquess of Pombal. His severe adminis-
tration had made many enemies, and his life had been attempted 
in 1769. Soon after the death of King Joseph, in 2777, Pombal 
was dismissed from office; and he was only saved from impeach-
ment by the death of his bitterest opponent, the queen-mOther, 
Mariana Victoria, in January 27111. On the 26th of August a 
royal decree forbade him to reside within twenty leagues of the 
court. He died at Pombal on the 8th of May 1782. 

See, in addition to the works dealing with the period 1750-1/77 
and quoted under PORTUGAL: History; S.J.C.M. (Pombal). Re; pda 
obterfadai Err.  (Par... 1 758): Memoirs of the Court of Portugal, 3e. 
(London, 1765); Anecdotes du minisare de Pomba! (Warsaw, 17'.1i; 
Administration du marquis de Pomba! (4 vols., Amsterdam, 17'.7 ; 
Carts. . . do MarqUel de Pomba! (3 vols.. Lisbon. Mao-1824 ; 
J. Smith. Count of Carnota. Memoirs of she MAPQRAS1 of Pon. ad, 
&e. (London. 1843); F. L Gomel, Le Marquis de Pombal. .lc. 
(Paris, 1869); B. Duhr Pomba!, Ac. (Freiburg im Brei., au, 
1890; C. J. de Menem. Os Jesuitar t  to marques de Yoruba; (Op. , -to, 
0393). See also articles in the Revue des Incu mondes for Septeu ber 
187 , i Age for September 1889. and the Revue hula, pat 

and January 1896- 

POMEGRANATE. The pomegranate (Pram ► nairml) la 
of exceptional interest by reason of its structure, its history, and 
its utility. It forms a tree of small stature, or a bush, with 
opposite or alternate, shining, lance-shaped leaves, from the  

arils of some of which proceed the brilliant scarlet Rowers. 
These are raised on a short stalk, and consist of a thick fleshy 
cylindrical or bell-shaped calyx-tube, with five to seven short 
lobes at the top. From the throat of the calyx proceed five to 

FM, I.—Pomegranate, Psalm Graswers, flowering branch, 

1, Flower cut lengthwise; the 3, Same cut across, showing 
petals have been removed. 

2. Fruit, about one-third natural 
size. 

seven roundish, crumpled, scarlet or crimson petals, and below 
them very numerous slender stamens. The pistil consists of two 
rows of carpels placed one above another, both rows embedded 
in, and partially inseparate from, the inner surface of the calyx. 
tube. The styles are confluent into one slender column. The 
fruit, which usually attains the size of a large orange, consists 

B 
Ma Misr. bow SwashwlIWS Larissa fler Sawa], by works d Guam 

FIG. 2../.1118511 GRI/110511111.. 
A, Ronal diagram. B, Longitudinal section of the ovary. 

of a hard leathery rind, enclosing a quantity of pulp derived 
from the coats of the numerous seeds. This pulp, filled as it is 
with refreshing acid juice, constitutes the du ef value of the tree. 
The more highly cultivated forms contain 1110TC of it than thir 
wild or half•wild varieties. The great structural peculiarity 
consists in the presence of the two rows of carpels one show 
another (a state of things which occurs exceptionally in apples 
and oranges), and in the fact that, while in the lower series the 
seeds are attached to the inner border or lower angle of the cavity, 
they occupy the outer side In the upper series, as if during growth 
the upper whorl had become completely bent MT. 

By Bentham and Hooker the Atoka is included as ananoma• 
Ions genus in the order Lythracese; others coraider it most 
nearly allied to the myrtles; while its peculititities are so great as, 
in the opinion of many botanists, to Justify its inclusion la • 

4, Seed. 
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separate order. Punicacest. Not only is the fruit valuable lit 
bet countries for the sake of its pulp, but the rind and the bark 
and the outer part of the root (containing the alkaloid pe4k-
tiering) are valuable as setringents. The bark of the root is 
likewise valued as an anthelnaintic in cases of tape-worm. 

The tree is wild in Afghanistan, north-western India, and the 
districts south and south-west of the Caspian, but it has ben so 
long cultivated that it is difficult to say whether it is really 
native in Palestine and the Mediterranean region. It has been 
cited as wild in northern Africa, but this appears to be a mistake. 
Professor Bayley Balfour met with a wild species, heretofore =- 
known, in the island of Socotra, the flowers of which have only 
a single row of carpels, which suggests the inference that it may 
have been the source of the cultivated varieties. But, on the other 
band, in Afghanistan, where Aitchison toot with the tree truly 
wild, a double row of carpels was present as usual. The *iniquity 
of the tree as a cultivated plant is evidenced by the Sanskrit 
same Dittliarba, and by the references to the fruit is the Old 
Testament, and in the Odyssey, when it is spoken of as cultivated 
in the gardens of the Wogs of Phaeacia and Pluygia. The fruit 
is frequently represented on ancient Asegian and Egyptian 
sculptures, and had a religious significance in oonnezion with 
several Oriental cults, eaPeclullY the Phrygian cult  of  Cybele 
(Arno& v. s seq.; me also Baudissin, Medias. it. ao7 no). It 
was well known to the Greeks and Romans, who were acquainted 
with its medicinal properties and its use u a tanning material. 
The name given by the ROM4/116 madam juseinne, indicates that 
they received it from Carthage, as indeed is expressly stated 
by Pliny; and this circumstance has given rise to the motion that 
the tree was indigenous in northern Africa. Oa a review of the 
whole evidence, botanical, literary and linguistic, Alphonse de 
Candolle (Origin of Cniiieakii Plank) pomounors aphid its 
African origin, and decides in beam of its source in Penis and 
the neighbouring countries. According to Saporta, the pomegra-
nate existed in a fossil state in beds of the Moms epoch near 
Mudd= in Burgundy. The pomegranate is sometimes met 
with in ctdtivetion against a wall In England, but it is too tauter 
to withstand a severe winter. The doable•dowered varieties 
arc specially desirable foe the beauty and king duration of their 
doyens. 

POMERANIA (German, Peneestra), a territory of Germany 
and a maritime province of Pins* bounded as the N. by the 
Baltic, on the W. by bieckleaborg, on the S. by Brandenburg, 
and on the E. by West Prassia. Its asea is 11,6p sq. as., and 
the population in toos was z,6114,12s, showing a dusky of us 
inhabitants to the square mile. Me penvinorisofficiallydivhbd 
into the three districts of Stralsund, Stettin and Kalb& but more 
historical interest attaches to the names of Voipornmens and 
Hinteeportunern, or Hither and Farther P010111131* the former 
being applied to the territory to the west, and the hetes to that 
to the east of the Oder. Pomerania is one at the flattest parts 
of Germany, although cast of de Oder k is trawled by a range 
of low hills, sad there are also a Sew isolated eminences to the 
neat. Off the west coast, which is very Irregular, lie the Wands of 
ROgen, Undo* and Willis; the oust of Farther Poromunis is 
smooth in outline and is bordered with dunes, Cr autdbanks. 
Besides the Oder sad its ailhatate, the chid of which are the 
Pease, the Ocher and the lima, there are several smaller riven 
flowing into the Baltic; a few of these are navigable for ships, 
but the greater ponder only awry odes. Mew of them end in 
innedl lakes, which are separated from the sea by asnow strips 
of bad, through which the water escapes by one or more outlets. 
The Interior of the province is also thickly sprinkled with Mee, 
the combined strea of which is aped to about one-twentieth of 
the end* surface. 

The ad of Pomerania i• for the moat part thin and sandy, 
but pada of goad bad are found here sad there. About es% 
alas whole is ender tillage, white 16% rend= of meadow and 
pasture and a s %is covered by forests. The prindpal crops are 
potatoes, rye and oats, but wheat and barley are grown in the 
more fertile dbtsicts; tobacco, flax, hops and beetroot ere also 
eddadraL Apiculture is g =dad on is a somewhat  

primitive fashion, and as a rale the livestock is of an bleier 
quality, though the beeed of horses, of a heavy build and mostly 
used in agriculture, is held in high esteem. Large flocks of sheep 
are kept, both for their flesh and their wool, and there are in t he 
province large numbers of honied cattle and of pigs. Geese 
and goose feathets form lucrative articles of export. Owing 
to the long line of coast and the numerous lakes, fishing forms an 
important industry, and large quantities of her 'rings, eels and 
lampreys are sent from Pomerania to other parts of Germany. 
With the exception of the almost inexhaustible layers of peat, 
the mineral wealth of the province is insignificant. Its industrial 
activity Is not groat, but there are manufactures of machinery, 
chemicals, paper, tobacco and auger; these are made chiefly 
in or near the large towns, while linen-weaving is practised as a 
domestic Wendy. Ship-building is carried on at Stettin and at 
'renal places along the coast. The commerce of Pomerania 
is in • flourishing condition, its principal ports being Staub, 
Stralsund and SwinemOnde. Education is provided far by a 
university at Greibwald and by numerous schools. The province 
sends se members to the German Reichstag, and 26 to the Pruden 
house of repeesentatives. The heir to the Pews= crown beam 
the title of governor of Pomerania. 

prehistoric times the southern coast of the Baltic 
seems to have been occupied by Celts, who afterwards made way 
for tribes of Teutonic stock. These in their turn migrated to 
other settlements and were replaced, about the end of the oh 
centuryof our era, by Slavonic tribes, the WU and the Pornerard. 
The aunt of Pommy, or Pentium meaning " os the sea," was 
given to the district by the latter of the tribes about the thee of 
Charlemagne, and it has often changed its political and geo-
graphical significance. Originally it seems to have denoted the 
coast district between the Oder and the Vistula, • territory 
which was at first more or kw dependent on Poland, I= which, 
towards the end of the nth century, was ruled by two eative 
princes, who took the title of duke about z s To and admitted the 
authority of the German king in tar. Afterwards Pomerania 
extended much farther to the west, while being correspondingly 
curtailed on the east, and a distinction was made between 
Sb.virds, or modem Pomerania, and Pomeeelko. The latter, 
corresponding substantially to the present province of West 
Prank, remained subject to Poland until igoo, when it was 
divided between Brandenburg and the Teutonic Order. 
Christianity vu introduced in the t rth century, a bishopric 
being founded in the bland of WoUin, and its advance went 
rapidly hand in hand with the Germanizing of the district. 

The history of Pommes& , as distinct from that of Pomerellen, 
consists mainly of an almost endless succession of divisions of 
territory among the different lines of the ducal house, and of 
numerous expansions and contractions of territory through 
constant hostilities  with the elector of Brandenburg, who 
claimed to be the immediate feudal superior of Pomerania, 
and with other neighbouring relent. The names of Vorpost-
men and Hinterpommem were at fuse synonymous with 
Pomerania proper, or Stevie= and Pomerellen, but towards 
the dose of the bah century they were transferred to the two 
duchies into which the former was divided. In doe the 
whole of Pomerania became united under the sway of Duke 
Bogislaus XIV., and on his death without bone, in 1637, Bowden-
burg claimed the duchy by virtue of • contract made in secs. 
In the meantime, however, Pomerania had been devastated 
by the Thirty Years' War and occupied by the Swedes, wile had 
taken possession of its towns and fortresses. At the peace of 
Westphalia they claimed the duchy, in opposition to the elector 
of Brandenburg, and the rank was that the latter was obliged to 
content himself with eastern Pomerania (Hiderpeutesern), and 
to see the western part (Vorpoosmern) awarded to Sweden. In 
ma, by the peace of Stockholm, Swedish Pomerania was cur 
tailed by extensive concessions to Prussia, but the district to the 
west of the Pupa remained in the possession of Sweden until the 
general European settlement of rfli s. Then Sweden assigned 
be German possessions to Denmark in exchange for Norway. 
whereupon Premeia, pertly by purchase and partly by the mei= 
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of the duchy of Lauenburg, finally succeeded in uniting the whole 
of Pomerania under her rule. 

For the history, see J. Bugenhagen, Pomerania, edited by 0. 
Heinemann (Stettin, moo); von Bohlen, Die Erseerborng Pommerns 
larch die Hohenzollern (Berlin, 1865); H. Berghaus. Landbitch des 
Herzoftsons Pommern (Berlin, 1865-1876); the Cedes Ponseronsde 
diplotnelicus, edited by K. F. W. Hasselbach and)). G. L. Kuse-
garten (Greifswald. 1862); the Pornmerselses Urkundentruelo, edited 
by R. Klempin and others (Stettin, 1868-1896); W. von Sommer. 

Gesehichle der Germanisierung des Berroglunts Pommens 
1 896); F. W. Berthold. Geschklite von Rneen and Penmen 

Hamburg, 1839-1845);  K. Mass, Pornmersche Gest - laicism (Stettin, 
1899); M. Wehrmann. Geschiehle von Pommern (Gotha, 1904-1906); 
and Uecker, Pommeen in Wore and Bild (Stettin, 1904). See also 
the publications of the Crset!,ch;ft fur p,ommt-rsrhe Ceschichte and 
thertumskunde. 

POMEROY, a village and the county-seat of Meigs county, 
Ohio, U.S.A., on the Ohio river, about 85 m. S.S.E. of Columbus. 
FOP. (1890) 4726; (1900) 4639, including 453  foreign-born and 
28o negroes; (too) 4023. Pomeroy is served by the Hocking 
Valley and (across the river) Baltimore & Ohio railways, by 
inter-urban electric railway, and by passenger and freight boats 
to the leading river ports. It occupies a strip of ground between 
the river and • range of steep hills. Bituminous coal and salt 
abound in the district, and there are deposits of building stone, 
firecky and glass sand. The first settlement here was established 
in t8t6, coal mining was begun three years later, and in 1827 a 
town was laid out and named Nyesville. There was little pro-
gress, however, until 1833, when Samuel W. Pomeroy (in whose 
honour the present name was adopted) formed a company, 
which began mining coal on a large scale. Pomeroy was incor-
porated as a village and was made the county-seat in 11141. In 
tfiso the fast of several salt wells, from woo to taco ft. in 
depth, was operated. 

POMFRET, JOHN (z667-17o2), English poet, son of Thomas 
Pomfret, vicar of Luton, was born in 1667. He was educated 
at Bedford grammar school and at Queens' College, Cambridge. 
He became rector of Maulden, Bedfordshire, in i695, and of 
Millbrook in the same county in 1702. Dr Johnson says that 
the bishop of London refused to sanction preferment for him 
because in his Choice he declared that be would have no wife, 
although he expressed a wish for the occasional company of a 
modest and sprightly young lady. The poet was married in real 
life all the same, and—while waiting to clear up the misunder-
standing with the bishop—he died in November 1702. The 
Choice or Wilk: A Poems written by a Person of Quality (1700) 
expresses the epicurean desires of a cultivated man of Pornfret's 
time. It is smoothly writ ten in the heroic couplet, and was widely 
popular. His Miscellany Points were published in £702. 

POMMEL (through 0. Fr. posed, from a diminutive pinwales of 
Lat. pennon, fruit, apple), any rounded object resembling an 
apple, e.g. the rounded termination of a saddle-bow; in archi-
tecture, any round knob, as • boss, finial, &c.; more particularly 
the rounded end to the hilt of a sword, dagger or other hand 
weapon, used to prevent the hand from slipping, and as a balance 
to the blade. " Pommel " is also a term used of a piece of 
grooved wood used in graining leather. This word may be 
the same in origin, or more probably from Fr. pausecile, from 
emote, the hand, palm. 

POMMEL or BOIRRA2D (Fr. hautbois; ItaL bombard°, bonder-
don), the alto, tenor and basses of the shawm or Schalosey 
family, and the forerunners respectively of the cor-anglais, 
bassoon or fagotto, and double bassoon or eontrafagotto. The 
main difference to the casual observer between the medieval 
instruments and those of our orchestra which were evolved from 
them would be one of size. In the Pelmets no attempt had 
been made to bend the tube, and its length, equal to that of an 
open organ pipe of the same pitch, was outstretched In all its 
anwieldiness in an oblique position in front of the performer. 
The great contrabass Pommer was 9 ft. long without the 
crook and reed, which, however, were bent downwards. It had 
five open fingerholes and five keys working inside a perforated 
case; in order to bring the boles within reach of the finger, they 
were cot obliquely through the tube. The compass extended  

from F below 8 ft. C to E or F in the bass stave, two octaves in alL 
The other members of the family were the bass Pommer, from 
8 ft. C to middle C, corresponding to the modern bassoon or 
fagotto; the tenor or basset Pommer, a fifth higher in pitch; the 
alto pommer or nicolo, a fourth or a fifth above the tenor; and 
the high alto, or Klein Alt Pommer, an octave higher than the 
tenor, corresponding approximately to the cor-anglais. 

For the history of the Pommer family sea Oboe and BASSOON. 
(K. S.) 

POMONA, an old Italian goddess of fruit and gardens. Ovid 
(Md. xiv. 623) tells the story of her courtship by the divan 
deities and bow Vertumnus, god of the turning year, wooed 
and won her. Corresponding to Pomona there seems to have 
been a male Italian deity, called Pomunus, who was perhaps 
identical with Vertumnus. Although chiefly worshipped in the 
country, Pomona had a special priest at Rome, the (lawn Pomo-
nails, and • sacred grove near Ostia, called the Pomonal. She 
was represented as a beautiful maiden, with fruits in her bosom 
and a pruning-knife In her hand. 

POMONA„ a city of Los Angeles county, in southern Cali-
fornia, U.S.A., about 33 m. E. of the city of Los 'Angeles. Pop. 

• ( 1890) 3634; (1900) 5526 (567 foreign-born); (tom) 10,207. It Is 
served by the Southern Pacific, the San Pedro, Los Angeles & 
Salt Lake, and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railways, 
and by an inter-urban electric line. The city is about 85o ft. 
above sea-level, and has a Carnegie library and several parks, 
induding Ganeeha park (45 acres), which commands a fine view. 
At Claremont, about 3 rn. north, is Pomona College (1888, co-
educational), which In 1908 had 34 Instructors and 488 students. 
Pomona is in the midst of a prosperous fruit region, devoted 
especially to the growing of oranges. Orchards of oranges, 
lemons, apricots, peaches and prunes surround the city for miles, 
and some olives are grown; alfalfa and sugar-beets are raised in 
large quantities in the immediate neighbourhood. Pomona was 
settled by a colony of fruit-growers In 1875, and was chartered 
as a city in s888. 

POMONA, or Mamma), the central and largest Island of 
the Orkneys, Scotland. Pop. (1901), 16,535. It is 25 m. long 
from N.W. to S.E. and r5 m. broad from IL to W.; area, too 
sq. m.; but where the coast is cut into, on the N. by Kirkwall 
Bay and on the S. by Scapa Flow, the land is less than 2 tn. across. 
Consequently, the portion of the island to the west of the waist 
of Pomona Is sometimes described as the West Island, and the 
portion to the East as the East Island. The west coast is 
almost unbroken, the bays of Birsay and Skein being the only 
bays of any importance. The east and meth shores, on the 
other hand, are extensively carved out. Thus oe the east 
side are found Eynhallow Sound, Wood Wick, the bays et 
Isbiattr, Firth, Kirkwall, and Inganess and Dee Sound, and cm 
the south Holm Sound, Scapa Bay, Swanbister Bay and Bay 
of Ireland. The highest points of the watershed from Costs 
Head to the Scapa shore are Milldoe (734 ft.) to the meth-east 
of Isbister and Wideford Hill (74o ft.) to the west of KirineaL 
There are also a few eminences towards the south-west, Want 
Hill (88o ft.) in the parish of Orphir being the highest peak its 
the island. There are numerous lakes, some of considerable 
size and most of them abounding with trout. Loch Harray is 
41 m. long by from m. to about a m. wide, and Loch Stony= 
31 m. long by from to m. wide. Lochs Swannay, Board-
house and Hundland are situated in the extreme north, while 
Loch Kirbister lies near the south coast and Loch Tardemitess 
adjoins Deer Sound. Off the east coast lie the islands of Ramey. 
Egilshay, Viva, Eynhallow, Gairsay and Shapinshay. and off 
the south Copinshay and Lamb Holm. The hilly country is 
mostly moorland, and peat-mosses are met with in some of the 
low-lying land, but many of the valleys contain fertile soil, and 
there are productive tracts on the eastern and northern seaboard. 
Kirkwall, the capital of the Orkneys, and Stronmess are the only 
towns. 

In Haney. the only parish in the Orkneys not trenched a. 
some point by the sea, Norse customs have survived longer than 
elsewhere in t be pomp save in North Renshishay. In Deerness 
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'was alipectel, as well as bet Walter, after•erds awe& of 
Msrigny, to be the child of a very wealthy financier and farmer-
general of the revenues, Le Normals de Tournekem. He at 
any rate took upon himself the charge of her education; and, as 
from the beauty and wit she showed from childhood she seemed 
to be born for some uncommon destiny , he declared ha " 
morceau de roi," and specially educated her to be a king's 
mistress. This idea was confirmed in her childish mind by the 
prophecy of an old women, whom in after days she pensioned 
for the correctness of her prediction. In iret she was married 
to a nephew of ha peotator and seediest, La Normals d' &ioles,  
who was passionately in love with her, ass she soon became a 
queen of fashion. Yet the world of the financiers at Paris was 
far apart from the court timid, where she wished to reign; 
she could get no introduction at court, and could only try to 
catch the king's eye when he went out hunting. But Louis XV. 
was then under the influence of Mote de Mealy, who carefully 
prevented any further intimacy with " la petite &ides," and 
it was not until after her death that the king met the fair queen 
of the financial world of Paris at • ball given by the city to the 
dauphin in *744, and he was immediately subjugated. She at 
once gave up her husband, and in 1745 was established at 
Versailles as " mattresse en titre." Louis XV. bought her the 
estate of Pompadour, from which she took her title of marquise 

.(raised in Ina to that of duchess). She was hardly established 
firmly in power before she showed that ambition rather than 
love had guided her, and began to mix in politics. Knowing 
that the French people of that time were ruled by the literary 
kings of the time, she paid court to them, and tried to play the 
part of a Maecenas. Voltaire was her poet in chief, and the 
founder of the physioaats,Quesnay, was her physician. In the 
arts she was even more successful; she was herself no mean etcher 
and engraver, and she encouraged and protected Venice, Boucher, 
Vien, Greuxe, and the engraver Jacques Guay. Yet this policy 
did not prevent her from being lampooned, and the famous 
poissardes against her contributed to the ruin of many wits 
suspected of being among the authors, and notably of the Comte 
de Maurepas. The command of the political situation passed 
entirely into her bands; she it was who brought Belle-Isle Into 
office with his vigorous policy; she corresponded regularly with 
the generals of the armies in the field, as her letters to the Comte 
de Clermont prove; and she introduced the Abbe de Bads into 
the ministry in order to effect a very great alteration of French 
politics in rise. The continuous policy of France since the days 
of Richelieu bad been to weaken the house of Austria by alliances 
in Germany; but Mote de Pompadour changed this hereditary 
policy because Frederick the Great wrote scandalous verses on 
her; and because Maria Theresa wrote her a friendly letter she 
entered into an alliance with Austria. This alliance brought on 
the Seven Years' War, with all its disasters, the battle of Rosbach 
and the loss of Canada; but Mine de Pompadour persisted 
in her policy, and, when Bernie failed her, brought Choiseul 
into office and supported him in all his great plans, the 
Pacts de Fanatic, the suppression of the Jesuits, and the 
peace of Versailles. But it was to internal politics that 
this remarkable woman paid most attention; no one obtained 
office except through her; in imitation of Male de Maintcnon, 
she prepared all business for the king's eye with the 
ministers, and contrived that they should meet in her room; 
and she daily examined the letters scut through the post 
office with Judie, the director of the post office. By this 
continuous labour she made herself indispensable to Louis. 
Yet, when after a year or two she bad lost the heart 
of her lover, she had s difficult task before her; to maintain 
her influence she had not only to save the king as much trouble 
as possibly, but to find him fresh pleasures. When he first 
began to weary of her sbe remembered her talent for acting 
and her private theatricals at Edda. and established the 
" theatre des petits cabinets," in which she acted with the greatest 
lords about the court for the king's pleasure In tragedies and 
comedies, operas and ballets. By this means and the " concerts 
spirituel*" she kept in favour for a time; but at last she fousd • 

POMPADOUR, 
the b°110. soneselitpaeWs a Pagesa, rtetalimied doe COvensaUlek 

e family wank at the battle of Bothwell Brig: They ware 
vaPanditle to e Ze Barbados, to be sold as slaves for the plantations, 
ct Pl_mwmer. *14 sldp &endued in Deer Sound, and all ware drowned. 

* id :aside Bay, In the same parish, the meet of Malcolm 
rcmtglwr, a  tow was defeated by that of Jai Thorfina; and at 

3nmatelY to tie 1e, sera& the neither& base of the hills of Orphir. 
muter Waif wakes Sfsdak, governor of Kirkwall, vanquished Lord 

and son Caithness men in isaq. 
1 Phial d harttimdtiesed Pormes deaf grist intaest. The examples 
story of he ealb remains ludo& frock or round towns, chambered 
sus, god of tan, or boilable' of atone coveted in with earth, and weans, 
ding to Poseaseground dweB6tp aftermath roofed in. At Savaock, 
f, called femora& wing of Kirkwall Bays good specimen of an earth- 

Althea Weill be found, and at Quante:ease, t m. a the west of it, a 
mixi priest at bared mound, cantabiles seven moms with beehive roofs. 
near Ostia, air wee and 5 ie. by toed north-east of Strewn's& and 
iiful maiden, ma mile of the Mae elides of Siamese, stands the great 
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'acific, the Sat k The ground plan shows that it was entered from the west 
icon, nab t image, 54 ft. long, from * IL to 3 IL wide mad bom ef ft. 
xtric the, litfle• high, which led to a central apartment about is ft. 
a Cara* iiiwo the walled sickle ended its a beehive roof, the spring 

A  .1 ,leach  began at a height of 23 It. from the &or. This room 
north p...110 passage are built of undressed blocks and slabs of send- , 6... About the middle of each side of the chamber, at a 

of a3 had  'U. . of s ft. has the Boor, them is sa enemas to a small 
P""mu  ft. idals, 41 ft. wide and from 5; h. to ft. keg. Mr 

gnu 
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), the 	Cdr way to Jerusalem under Jed Rogavaid in' the lath 
ear ry. There can be little doubt but that it war a 

'01). deal clamber. Joseph Anders* ascribes it to the Stone 
5 m.  bow' g'"that is, to the Picts), and James Ferguson to Nowewee of 
SS is CSLitt,;3th century. 
t Flowtt"1 "' most inteeesting of all those links with a remote pest are 
of the islawl °tone circles forming the Ring of Brow and the Rag of 

lescribe a Is* swag, often loacieurately deeeribed as the Seems of Stemless. 
he Em Hugats of Brow is situated to the northeed and the Ring of 
s of Bing to the south-east of the Bridge of Bomar, as the narrow 

The ad Lw'rway of stone slabs is called which separates Lock Haney 
,sly cared iS  Loa Statuses& The district Iles WOW 4 tn. north- est 
a Salad oftronsame. The Ring of Brogar, mos known as the Temple 
nd yams a'se Sun, stands en $ raised circular platform of tad, 30 ft. 
Gtps Bay, *olameter, serrounded by a moat about 6 ft. deep, which in 
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Is invested by a palmy rampart. The ring originally 

e 3iasei.41prised 6o atonal, set up et Intervals of 17 ft. Only 13 are 
Rig opal .1 ,  eteet. Ten, still entire, lie prostrate, while the stumps of 
ea" taae ,others on yet be The height of the acmes 
of (oaks from ct ft. to Ls ft. The Ring of Stennele—the Temple 

JAtdeat matbe Moon of load tradition—is of similar construction to t he 
„ o n:ger circle, escept that its coned pedant is only me ft. in 
rsDon saometer. The moots are believed to have numbered sr, 

.wvint in height from ft. to sr ft. but only two remain up- 
in'  middle of ling be relic who limn:  WAIL In the middle the 	may seen the 	of what 

he surd nate probably the sacrificial altar. The Stone of Odin, the 

heep
test monolith, pierced by a bole at a bright of 3  It. from the 
sound, which figures so prominently in Scott's Pause. stood 

w ,  sts  as yds. to the north of the Ring of Stemma. The genes 01 
Lamb oes rings are of the native Old Red Sandstone. 
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POMPEII 
surer way, by encouraging the king In his debaucheries, and Loads 
wept over her kindness to his various mistresses. Only once, 
when the king was wounded by Damien in 2737, did she receive 
a serious shock, and momentarily left the court; but on his 
recovery she returned more powerful than ever. She even 
ingratiated herself with the queen, after the example of 
Mme de Maintenon, and was made a lady-In-wilting; but the 
end was soon to come. " Ma vie est un combat," she said, 
and an It was, with business and pleasure she gradually grew 
weaker and weaker, and when told that death was at hand she 
dressed herself in full court costume, and met it bravely on the 
rob of April 1764, at the age of forty-two. 

See Capelf, Madame is marquise de Pompadour.  0858)1 
E. and J. deGmootut. Les Mattnesses de Louis XV.. vol. it. (1860); 
and Campardon, Madame de Pompadour et la coup de Lows X V. 
as milieu du dix-kstifiente !axle (1867). Far more valuable are 
Malassis's two volumes of correspondence, Correspondence de Marlasie 
de Pompadour ease son pore M. Poisson, et moires, M. de Vandkres. 

(x878), and Bonhomme, Madams de Pompadour. gebeerd d'art's& 
(:88o), containing her letters to the Comte de Clermont. For her 
artistic and theatrical tastes see particularly J. F. Leturect, Notice 
MI Jacques Gutty, grams? nor mares fines in roi Louis XV.: 
Documents lobelia, imiaming de tsar a notes sup Jos emotes de ',MIMI 
OW kg& doses Li ow Omer dues is ill fROMISitt do 1.41,11pattota 073); 
and Adolphe Jullien, Histoire is ibidtre de Madame deTompadon_r. 
dig nano des Petits Cabinets (1874). See also P. de Nolhac, La 
Marquise de Pompadour (1oo). 

POMPEII,* an ancient town of Campania, Italy, situated near 
the river Sarnus, nearly 2 m. from the shore of the Bay of 
Naples, almost at the foot of Mt Vesuvius. Of its history before 
79 S.C. comparatively little Is recorded; but it appears that it 
had a population of a very mixed character, and passed succes-
sively into the hands of several different peoples, each of which 
contributed an element to its composition. Its foundation was 
ascribed by Greek tradition to Herades, in common with the 
neighbouring city of Herculaneum, but it is certain that it was 
not a Greek colony, in the proper sense of the term, as we know 
to have been the case with the more important cities of Cumae 
and Neapolis. Strabo (v. 4, 8), In whose time it was a populous 
and flourishing place, tells us that it was first occupied by the 
()scans ,  (to whom we must attribute the Doric temple in the 
Fore Triangolare), afterwards by the Tyrtherdans (i.e. Etruscans) 
and Pelasgians, and lastly, by the Samnites. The conquest of 
Campania by the last-mentioned people Is an undoubted historical 
fact, and there can be no doubt that Pompeii shared the fate of 
the neighbouring cities on this occasion, and afterwards passed 
in common with them under the yoke of Rome. But its name 
is only once mentioned during the wars of the Romans with 
the Samnites and Campanians in this region of Italy, and then 
only incidentally (Liv. Ix. 38), when a Roman fleet landed near 
Pompeii in 309 S.C. and made an unsuccessful marauding 
expedition up the river valley as far as Nuceria. ,  At a later 
period, however, it took a prominent part in the outbreak of the 
nations of central Italy, known as the Social War (91-89 
when it withstood a long siege by Sulk, and was one of the last 
cities of Campania that were reduced by the Roman arms. The 
inhabitants were admitted to the Roman franchise, but a military 
colony was settled in their territory in 8o B.C. by Sulk (Colonic; 
Cornelia Veneria Ponipeianorunt), and the whole population 
was rapidly Romanthed. The municipal administration here, 
as elsewhere, was in the hands of two ducniri lure dicundo and 
two acetate, the supreme body being the city council (deeuriones). 
Before the close of the republic It became a resort of the Roman 
nobles, many of whom acquired villas in the neighbourhood. 
Among them was Cicero, whose letters abound with allusions 
to his Pompeian villa. The same fashion continued under the 
empire, and there can be no doubt that, during the first century 
of the Christian era, Pompeii had become a flourishing place 

vibe etymology of the name is uncertain; the ancients derived 
It from poops or risme (Gr. send), in allusion to the journey of 
Henske with the omen of Geryon, but modern autherities refer 
It to the Germ pampa (live). 

For the Oscan incriptions found In Pompeii see below ad fin. 
' Pompeii was attacked as a member of the Nucerine L eague. 

av Conway. Italic Dialects. p. sea;  J. Beim*, C41140111&111. sad ed.. 
O• '39.  

with a conddesable population: Two events lady ate retarded 
of its history during this period. In are. 39 a tumult took AM 
in the amphitheatre between the citizens and visitors from the 
neighbouring colony of N needs. Many wen killed and wounded 
on both 'ides. The Pompeian ware punished for this violent 
outbreak by the prohibition of all theatrical eichthitime foe 
ten years (Tacitua, Ann. sin. :7). A channtaistic, though 
rude, painting, found on the wails of one of the houses eves s 
representation of this event. 

Four yeses afterwards (atr. Co) an earthquake, which stetted 
all the neighbouring towns, vented its farce especially upon 
Pompeii, • large part of which, including asset of the public 
buildings, wee either destroyed or ao seriously damaged as to 
require to be rebuilt (Tax. AWL 1Y. 22; Seneca, Q.Ar. vi. s). 
From the existing remains it is clear that the inhabitants went 
still actively engaged in repairing and restating the ruined edifices 
when the whole city was overwhelmed by the great eruption 
of A.13. 79. Vesuvius (q.s.), the volcanic forcei of which had bean 
slumbering for unknown ages, suddenly burst into violent 
eruption, which, while it carlied devastation all around the 
beautiful gulf, buried the two cities of Herculaneum and Pompeii 
under dense beds of cinders and ashes. It is singular that, while 
we possess a detailed description of this Jammu eruption in two 
letters of thexounger Pliny (Heist vi. 16, 30), he does not eves 
notice the destruction of Pompeii or Herculaneum, though his 
uncle perished in the immediate neighbourhood of the frame 
city. But their fate is noticed by Die Combs, and its &cum. 
stances may be gathered with certaint' y from the condition in 
which the city has been found. These were such as to conduce to 
its preservation and interest sea relic of antiquity. Pompeii was 
merely covered with • bed of lighter substances, cinders, small 
stones and ashes, Much fell in a dry state, while at Herculaneum 
the same substances, being drenched with water, hasdened into 
a sort of tufa, which in places is 63 ft deep. The whole of this 
superincumbent mss, attaining to an average thickness of from 
r8 to so ft., was the product of one eruption, though the materials 
may he divided generally into two distinct strata, the one 
consisting principally of cinders and small volcanic atones 
(called in Italian Wilk), and the other sad uppermost layer of 
fine white ash, often consolidated by the scion of water from 
above so as to take the moulds of objects contained in it (such 
as dead bodies, woodwork, fix.), like clay or plaster of Park 
It was found impossible to rebuild the town, and its territory 
etas joined to that of Nola. But the survivors returned to the 
spot, and by trigging down and tunnelling were able to remove 
all the objects of value, even the marble lacing slabs of the large 
buildings. 

In the middle ages, however, the vex),  site was forgotten. 
Two inscriptions were found in making an underground aqueduct 
across the site in es94-1600, but it was not until nag that, mere 
careful inspection of this charnel revealed the fact that beneath 
the vineyards and mulberry grounds which covered the site 
there lay entombed ruins far atore accessible, if sot more inter-
eating, than those of Hercule/own. It was not till s763 that 
systematic excavations were bosun;. mid. though they wet* 
carried on during the rest of the r8th century, it was only in 
the beginning of the noth that they assumed a regular character; 
the work, which bad received a vigorous stimulus during the 
period of the French goveinment (1806-1814). was prosecuted. 
though in a less methodical :muter, under the sale of the Bout , 

 boa kings (t8: y-i86t). Since 1861 it has been curled on under 
the Italian government In a more scientific manner, on a eyeless 
devised by G. Fanelli (d. r896), according to which the town is 
for convenience divided into :Lime regions—though this rests 
on a inisconceptioa, for there is really no street between the 
Capus and the Nocera gates-mad the results have been of the 
highest lutenist, though the rate of programa hes been very 
slow. 

The town was situated on rising ground lea than a mile from 
the foot of Vesuvius. This =WACO is itself due to an outflow 
of lava frees that mountain, during some previous eruption in 
prehistoric times, for we know from Stabs that Vesuvius bad 
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Men quasent ever sins the Pima records of the Greek mole-
snouts in this putt of Italy. Pompeii in ancient times was a 
prospesous seaport town situated close to the soeshore, from 
...tick it is now nearly a m. distant, and adjoining the mouth 
of the liver Sways or Sarno, which now enters the sea 
merry t m. from its tea The present course of this stream is 
dna in pert to modern alteration of its channel, as well as to the 
e ffects of the great erupdon. The poospecity of Pompeii was 
dine pertly to its commerce, as the port of the neighbouring 
towns, partly to the fertility of its territory, which produced 
strong wine, olive oil (a comparatively small quantity), and 
vegetables; fob seas wets made here. Millstones and pumice 
were also etported, but for the former the more gritty lava of 
Rocca Monfina was later on preferred. 

Tice are occupied by the indent city seas of an Irregular 
oval form, and about a VI. in circumference. It was sue-
rounded by a wall, which is still preserved for more than 
two-thirds of its extent, but no traces of this are found on the 
side towards the sea, and there is no doubt that on this aide 
it had been already demolished in ancient times, to as to give 
room for tbs free extension of boosts and other buildings in 
that direction.1  These walls ate strengthened at intervals by 
*neurons towers, occupying the full width of the wall, which 
occur in some parts at a distance of only about zoo yds., but in 
general much less frequently. They aro, however, of a different 
style of construction from the walls, and appear to have been 
added at a later period, probably that of the Social War. Similar 
evidences of die addition of subsequent defences are to be traced 
also in the cue of the gates, of which no lees than eight are found 
ip the existing circuit of the walls. Some of these present a 
very elaborate system of defence, but it is evident from the 
decayed condition of others, es well as of parts of the walls and 
towers, that they had mewl to be maintained for the purposes 
of fortification long before the destruction of the city. The 
names by which the gates and streets are known are oath* of 
modern origin. 

Tbe general plats of the town is very regular, the streets being 
generally straight, and crossing one another at right angles 
or nearly so. Bet exceptions are found on the west in the street 
leading from the Porta Endure (gate of Herculaneum) to 
the forum, which, though it mot have been one of the principal 
thoroughfares in the city, was crooked and irregular, as well as 
very narrow, in some pans not exceeding is to t4 ft. in width, 
including the raised footpaths on each side, which occupy a 
considerable part of the space, so that the carriage-way could 
ally have admit ted of the passage of one veldts at a time. 
The explanation Is that lt follows the line of the demolished 
city wall. Another exception is to be found In the Strada 
Stebbins (Stablen Street) or Cards, which, owing to the existence 
ef a natural depression which affects also the line of the street 
just 

 
east of it, is not parallel to the other north and south St/CniS. 

The other main streets ate in some cases broader, but rarely 
exceed so ft. in width, and the broadest yet found is about s, 
while the back streets running parallel to the main linos are only 
about 14 IL (it is to be remembered, however, that the standard 
width of a Roman highroad in the neighbourhood of Roma itself 
is about 14 ft-) Tbey are uniformly paved with large poly-
gonal blocks of bard basaltic lava, fitted very closely together, 
though now is many cases marked with deep ruts from the pauage 
of vehicles in ancient times. They are also in all case bordered 
by raised footways on both sides, paved in a similar manner; 
Mid for the convenience of foot-passengers, which was evidently 
a more important consideration than the obstacle which the 
Unowernent presented to the passage of vehicles, which indeed 
war probablyonly allowed for goods traffic, these are connected 
from place to place by steppingstones raised above the level of 
the carriage-way. In other respects they must have resembled 
those of Oriental cities—the living apartments all opening 
towards the Weldor, and showing only blank wails towards 
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the street; while the windows were gessrally to be found only 
in the upper storey, and were in all cases small and insignificant, 
without any attempt at architectural effect. In some instances 
indeed the monotony of their external appearance was broken 
by small drops, occupying the front of the principal houses, 
and let off separately; these were in some cases numerous enough 
to form a continuous facade to the street. This is seen especially 
in the use of the street from the Porta Ercolanese to the forum 
and the Strada Stabiana (or Curio), both of which were among 
the most frequented thoroughfares. The streets were also 
diversified by fountains, small water-towers and reservoirs 
(of which an especially interesting example was found in tea 
close to the Porta del Vcsuvio) and street shrines. The source 
of the water-supply is unknown. 

The first-mentioned of the two principal streets was crossed, a 
little before it reached the forum, by the street which led directly 
to the gate of Nola (Strada delle Terme, della Fortuna, and di 
Nola). Parallel to this last to the south is a street which runs 
from the Porta Marina through the forum, and then, with a 
slight turn, to the Sarno gate, thus traversing the whole area of 
the city from east to west (Via Matins, Strada dell' Abboodams, 
Strada dei Diadumeni). These two east and west streets are 
the two decumowi. 

The population of Pompeii at the time of its destruction 
cannot be fixed with certainty, but It may very likely have ex-
needed 20,000. It was of a mixed character; both Oscan 
and Greek inscriptions are still found up to the last, and, though 
there is no trace whatever of Christianity, evidences of the 
presence of Jews are not lacking—such are • wall-painting, 
probably representing the Judgment of Solomon, and a scratched 
inscription on a wall, " Sodoma, Gomora." It has been estimated, 
from the number of skeletons discovered, that about 2000 
personaerished in the city itself in the eruption of A.D. 79. 

Almost the whole portion of the city which lies to the west of 
the Strada Stabiana, towards the forum and the sea, has been 
more or less completely excavated. It is over one-half of the 
whole extent, and that the most important portion, inasmuch as 
it includes the forum, with the temples and public buildings 
adjacent to It, the thermae, theatres, amphitheatre, rec. The 
greater part of that on the other aide of the Strada Stable= 
remains still unexplored, with the exception of the amphi-
theatre, and a small apace in its immediate neighbourhood. 

The forum at Pompeii was, as at Rome itself and in all 
other Italian cities, the focus and centre of all the life and 
movement of the city. Hence it was surrounded on all sides 
by public buildings or edifices of a commanding character. 
It was not, however, of large size, as cpmpared to the open 
spaces in modern towns, being only 467 ft. in length by 126 is 
breadth (excluding the colonnades). Nor was it accessible to 
any description of wheeled carriages, and the nature of its 
pavement, composed of broad flags of travertine, shows that it 
was only intended for foot-passengers. It was adorned with 
numerous statues, some of the imperial family, others of dis-
tinguished citizens. Sowed theinscribed pedestals of the latter 
have been found. It was surrounded on three sides by a series 
of porticos supported on columns; and these porticos were 
originally surmounted by • gallery or upper storey, traces of the 
staircases loading to which still remain, though the gallery 
itself has altogether disappeared. It is, however, certain 
from the existing remains that both this portico and the adjacent 
buildings had suffered severely from the earthquake of 63, and 
that they were undergoing a process of restoration, involving 
material changes in the original arrangements, which was 
still incomplete at the time of their final destruction. The 
north end of the forum. where alone the portico is wanting, is 
occupied in great part by the imposing temple of Jupiter, Juno 
and Minerva beim also worshipped bere. It was raised on 
Podium' 10  ft. high, and bad a portico with six Corinthian 
columns in front. This magnificent edifice had, however, bees 
evidently overthrown by the earthquake of 63, and is in its 
present condition a mere ruin, the rebuilding of which had not 
been begun at the time of the eruption, so that the cult of 
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the three Capitoline divinities was then carried on in the so-
called temple of Zeus Milichius. On each side of it were two 
arches, affording an entrance into the forum, but capable of 
being closed by gates. On the east side of the forum were four 
edifices; all of them are of a public character, but their names and 
attribution have been the subject of much controversy. The 
first (proceeding from the north), once known as the Pantheon, 
is generally regarded as a macellum or meat-market, consisting 
of a rectangular court surrounded by a colonnade, with a twelve-
sided roofed building (lhder) in the centre On the south side 
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were shops, and in the centre of the east side a chapel for the 
worship of the imperial houx. Next to this cornea the sanctuary 
of the Laces of the city, a square room with a large apse; and 
beyond this, as Mau proves, the small temple of Vespasian. 
Beyond this again, bounded on the south by the street known 
as the Strada dell' Abbondanza, is a large and spacious edifice, 
which, as we learn from an extant inscription, was erected by a 
priestess named Eumachia. Its purpose is uncertain—possibly 
a cloth-exchange, as the fullers set up a statue to Eumachia here. 
It is an open court, oblong, surrounded on all four sides by a 
colonnade; in front is a portico facing the forum, and on the 
other three sides there is a corridor behind the colonnade with 
windows opening on it. On the south side of the Strada dell' 
Abbondanza was a building which Mau conjectures to have been 
the Comitium. At the south end of the forum are three halls 
side by side, similar in plan with a common facade—the cent ral 
one, the curia or council chamber, the others the offices respec-
tively of the duumvirs and aediles, the principal officials of the 
city; while the greater part of the west side is occupied by two 
large buildings—a basilica, which is the largest edifice in 
Pompeii, and the temple of Apollo, which presents its side to 
the forum, and hence fills up a large portion of the surrounding 
space. The former, as we learn from an inscription scratched 
OD its wills, was anterior in date to the consulship of M. Lepidus 

and Q. Cunha (78 s.c.), and therefore belongs to the Osems 
period of the city, before the Introduction of the Roman colony-
It was an oblong edifice divided by columns into a central hall 
and a corridor running round all the four sides with a tribunal 
opposite the main entrance; and, unlike the usual basilican, it 
had, instead of a clerestory, openings in the wails of the corridor 
through which light was admitted, it being almost as lofty as 
the nave. The temple was an extensive edifice, having a com-
paratively small cella, raised upon a podiums, and standing in 
the midst of a wide space surrounded by a portico of column, 
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outside which again is a wall, bounding the sacred enclosure. 
Between this temple and the basilica the Via Marina leads oil 
direct to the Porta Marina. 

Besides the temples which surrounded the forum, the remains 
of five others have been discovered, three of which are situated 
in the immediate neighbourhood of the theatres. Of these by 
far the most interesting, though the least perfect, is one which 
is commonly known as the temple of Hercules (an appellation 
wholly without foundation), and which is not only by far the 
most ancient edifice in Pompeii, but presents us with all the 
characters of a true Greek temple, resembling in its proportious 
that of the earliest temple of Selinus, and probably of as remote 
antiquity (6th century s.c.). Unfortunately only the foundation 
and a few Doric capitals and other architectural fragments 
remain; they were coated with stucco which was brightly painted. 
In front of the temple is a monument which seems to have been 
the tomb of the founder or founders of the city; so that for a time 
this must have been the most important temple. The period 
of its destruction is unknown, for it appears certain that it cannot 
be ascribed wholly to the earthquake of 63. On the other hand 
the reverence attached to it in the later periods of the city is 
evidenced by its being left standing in the midst of a triangular 
space adjoining the great theatre, which is surrounded by a 
portico, so as to ematitate a hind of foram (tie sweallsd pas 
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Ekilegnimbured. Wald el. end to the Noah of the pad theatre, 
need a small temple. which. as we learn from the insaiption 
kill remaining, was dedicated to Isis, and was rebuilt by a certain 
Popidius Cadens at the age of six (really of course by his parents). 
after the original edifice had been reduced to ruin by the groat 
earthquake of 63. Though of small aim, and by no means re-
markable in point of architecture, it is interesting as the only 
temple that has come down to us in a good state of preservatoon 
of dame dedicated to the Egyptian goddess, whose worship became 
no popular underlies Roman Empire. The decorations were of 
eonsewlem ;gaudy amen The plan is curious, and deviates 
much from the ordinary type; the internal arrangements are 
adapted foe the performance of the peculiar rites of this deity. 
Close to this temple wan soother, of very small eke, commonly 
known as the temple of Anculaplus, but probably dedicated to 
Zeus Milielaius. Mate comider ►de and imported was. temple 
which stood at no past distance from the foram at the point 
where the so-called Strode di Moravia was mated by the wide 
Use of thoroughfare (Surds dollsFoams.) leading to the gate 
of Nola. We barn from an inscription that this was dedicated 
to the Fortune of Augustus (Fortuna Augusta). and VMS meted, 
wholly at his own eat. by a china of the tam of M. 11ffius. 
This temple appears to have suffered very severdy from the 
eathquake. and at parent affords little edam* of its original 
architectural comment; but we learn Isom manna retains 
that Its walls were covered with ebbs of marble. and that the 
columns of the make were of the same restedeL The fiidt 
temple, that el Venus Pompeisna, lay to the west of the basilica; 
traces of two earlier periods underlie the latent umpie, which 
was in peewees of rebullelieg at the thee of the empties. Before 
the earthquake of dl  It must base been the largest and meet 
splendid temple of the whole city.' It was surroundedby a 
harms coloanade. and the number of amble column. in the whole 
block hen been roomed at sq6. 

All the temples above delaibed. incept that seabed to Hum 
ages, which was MPwasbell  by  IMO Oa a kW AIM Wm is 
being raised on an elevated Medina or beermenma mange 
meet MUM with all similar Wats of Roams date. Neither 
In materials nor is Nth does their ankitatuee exceed what 
might reasatably be expected in a secend•ate proelndal team 
and tbe Name may be raid lm general of theether public buildings. 
Amos these the must reanimate are thq &beams, of which there 
were two, placed, as was mid in Cheek towns, In dais Meta-
pealing with one another. The largest of these which me 
mosvated is the side at the hill. was a brildinff of 
magnificence, being in great part cased with marble, and fur-
nidnd with seats el the same material, which have, hemmer, 
been abaost wholly removed. Its internal coestreetion and 
arrangements resemble Moen of the Roman theatres ht general, 
though with some peadialties that show Gawk influence, and 
we learn from en insaiption that It was erected in ROMS& times 
by two web= of the same family, M. Ifolcatius Rufus and 
M. Holmdel Cater, both of whom held important municipal 
alines at Pompeii dudes the edge of Augustus. It appears, 
however, from ►  careful emanation of the maim that their 
work ass only a reconstruction ell a 11/0ft alltiebt edifice. the date 
of the misled form of which aumet be fixed; while its int 
gentian beings to the" tufa period, and three ether periods 
Is Its history can be traced. Recent investigations in regard to 
the vexed question of the paid= of the actors in the Greek 
theatre late as yet on led to any cattalo wahttioa. 1  The smaller 
theme, which was erected, as we barn from an lameriptioe, by 
two megittrates specially appointed hr the pumas by the 
denelosa of the dry, was of older date than the large me, and 
am have ben constructed a little before the amphitheatre, soon 
slier the estabrobasent el the Roman colony under Stela. We 
hue she that it me permanently covered, sad It was probably 
used for musksl entertabunents, but in the case of the larger 
thane she the arrangements for the occasional extension of an 
awning (sdariwas) over the whale are distinctly found. The 

aSun & lieu, Pompeii is Lagoa mai Irma (Leipzig. end), pp.  

smaller theatre Is computed to have been aqaabh of metaining 
fifteen hundred spectators, while the larger could accommodate 
five dammed. 

Adjoining the theatres is • large rectangular enclosure, our. 
rounded by a portico, at first the colonnade connected with the 
theatres, and converted, about the time of Nero, into the barracks 
of the gladiators, who were permanently 'maintained in the city 
with a view to the shows in the amphitheatre. This explains 
why it is so Jar from that building, which is situated at the 
southeastern angle of the town, about ere yds. from the 
theatres. Remains of gladiators' armour and weapons were 
head in some of the room, and in ate, traces of the stocks used 
to confine insubordinate gladiators. The amphitheatre was 
erected by the same two magistrates who built the smaller 
theatre. C. Quinctius Valgusand hf. Parcius (the former the father- 
in-law of that P. Sayan' Radius, in opposition to whose bill 
relating to the distribution of the public lands Cicero made his 
speech, De less agraria), at a period when no permanent edifice 
of a similar kind had yet been erected in Rome itself, and is 
indeed the eldest structure of the kind known to us. But apart 
from its early date it has no special interest, and is wholly wanting 
in the external architectural decorations that give such panderer 
of character to similar edifices in other instances. Being in 
peat part excavated in the surface of the hill, instead of the 
seats being raised on arches, it is wanting also in the picturesque 
arched corridors which contribute so tench to the effect of those 
other ruins. Nor are its dimensions (46o by 345 ft.) such as to 
place it in the first rank of structures of this class, nor are there 
any underground chambers below the anew, with devices ter 
raising wild beasts, he. But, as we learn from the case of their 
squabble with the people of Nuceria, the games celebrated la 
the amphitheatre on greed occasions would be visited by large 
numbers from the neighbouring towns. The nada; capacity 
was about moaners' (for illustration see 

Adjoining the amphitheatre was found a large epee specs, 
nearly square is form, which bas been supposed to be a forum 
Marian or cattle-market, but, no bulidinp of interest being 
discovered around it, the excavation was filled up again, and 
this part of the city has not been since examined. Bawer 
the entrance to the triangular forum (so-called) and the temple 
of his b the Pale tea, an area 'amended by a colones* 
it is • structure of the pe-Roman period, intended fax boys, not 
men. 

Among the more important public buildings of Pompeii 
were the public baths (tAtmat). Three different establishments 
of this character have been disomered, of which the first, exca-
mad in :1124, the baths near the forum, built about So s.c., was 
for a long time the only one known. That,' the smallest M 
the three, it is in some respects the most complete and interesting; 
and It was until of late years the principal source from which we 
derived our knowledge of this Important branch of the ecoeoney 
of Roman life. At Pompeii the baths are so well preserved as 
to show at a glance the purpose of all the different parts—while 
they are among the most feebly decorated of all the buildings 
in the city. We trace without difficulty all the separate apart-
ments that an described to us by Roman authors—the aped,- 
totem., frigidarium, kpidaritaa, tailariam, fite. together with the 
apparatus for supplying both water and heat, the places for de-
positing the bather's clothes, and other minor details (see Barns). 
The patter Menne (the so-called " Sudan " baths), which 
were originally built in the end century s.c., and repaired about 
So tie., are on a much more extensive scale than the others, 
and combine with the special purposes of the building a piastre 
in the centre and other apartments for exercise or recreation. 
Thearrangements of the baths themselves are, however, almost 
similar to these of the lesser therms.. In this case an inscription 
records the repair and restoration of the ante after the 

The interest taken by the Pompeian. in the sports of the 
is shown by the commits of tits ItUlDer01.111 painted 

scratched inscriptions relating to them which have been found 
is Pompeii—soda. of combats. which  instriptions, including 
eves ref...v..4s to the adininnlon wildt &aft,* iron from tM 
fair an. be. 
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earthquake of dr. It appeals, however, that these two establish. 
meets were found inadequate to supply the wants of the in-
habitants, and a third edifice of the same character, the w-
alled central baths, at the corner of the Strada Stabiana and the 
Strada di Nola, but on a still more extensive scale, intended 
for men only, while the other two bad separate accommodation 
for both sexes, was in course of construction when the town was 
overwhelmed. 

Great as is the interest attached to the various public buildings 
of Pompeii, and valuable as is the light that they have in some 
instances thrown upon similar edifices in other ruined cities, 
far more curious and Interesting is the insight afforded us by 
the numerous private houses and shops into the ordinary life 
and habits of the population of an ancient town. The houses 
at Pompeii are generally low, rarely exceeding two storeys in 
height, and it appears certain that the upper storey was generally 
of a slight construction, and occupied by small rooms, serving 
as garrets, or sleeping places for slaves, and perhaps far the 
females of the family. From the mode of destruction of the city 
these upper Boors were in most cases crushed in and destroyed, 
and hence it was long believed that the houses for the moat 
part had but one storey; but recent researches have in many 
cases brought to light incontestable evidence of the existence of 
an upper floor, and the frequent occurrence of a small staircase 
is in itself sufficient proof of the fact. The windows, as already 
mentioned, were generally small and insignificant, and contri-
buted nothing to the external decoration or effect of the houses, 
which took both light and air from the inside, not from the 
outside. In some cases they were undoubtedly dosed with 
glass, but its use appears to have been by no means general. 
The principal living rooms, as well as those intended for the 
reception of guests or clients, were all on the ground floor, the 
centre being formed by the atrium, or hall, which was almost 
always open above to the air, and in the larger houses was gener-
ally surrounded with columns. Into this opened other rooms, 
the entrances to which seem to have been rarely protected by 
doors, and could only have been closed by curtains. At the 
back was a garden. Later, under Greek influences, a peristyle 
with moms round it was added in place of the garden. We notice 
that, as in modern Italy until quite recent years, elaborate 
precautions were taken against heat, but none against cold, 
which was patiently endured. Bypocausts ass only found in 
connexion with bathrooms. 

All the apartments and arrangements described by Vitruvius 
and other ancient writers my be readily traced in the houses 
of Pompeii, and in many instances theme have for the first time 
enabled us to understand the technical terms and details trans-
mitted to us by Latin authors. We must not, however, hastily 
assume that the examples thus preserved to us by a singular 
accident are to be taken as representing the style of building 
es all the Roman and Italian towns. We know from Cicero 
that Capua was remarkable for its broad streets and widespread 
buildinp, and it b probable that the Carapanian towns in 
general partook of the same character. At Pompeii Indeed 
the streets were not wide, but they were straight and regular, 
and the houses of the better class occupied considerable spaces, 
presenting in this respect no doubt a striking contrast, not only 
with those of Rome itself, but with those of many other Italian 
towns, where the buildings would nememeily be huddled to-
gether from the circumstances of their ;nation Even at 
Pompeii itself, on the west side of the city, where the ground 
slopes somewhat steeply towards the me, houses are found which 
consisted of three storeys or more. 

The excavations have provided examples of houses of every 
description, from the bumble dwelling-place of the artisan or 
proletarian, with only three or four small rooms, to the stately 
mansions of Bakst, of the Faun, of the Golden Cupids, of the 
Silver Wadding, of the Vettil, of Pease; &c.—the last of which 
is among the most regular in plan, and may be takes as an almost 

It may be observed that the names given in most cases to the 
honor are either arbitrary or founded is the fast instance upon 
enamors inferences.  

perfect model of a complete Roman house of a superior dun, 
But the general similarity in their plan and arrangement Is very 
striking, and In all those that rise above a very humble class the 
leading divisions of the interior, the atrium, lablinson, peristyle. 
&c. may be traced with unfailing regularity. Mother peculi-
arity that is found in all the more considerable houses in Pompeii 
is that of the front, where It faces one of the principal streets, 
being occupied with shops, usually of small size, and without 
any communication with the interior of the maroon. In a few 
instances Indeed such a communication is found, but in these 
cases it is probable that the shop was used for the sale of anklet 
grown upon the estate of the proprietor, such as wine, fruit, oil, 
&c., a practice that is still common in Italy. In general the 
shop had a very small apartment behind it, and probably in 
most cases a sleeping chamber above it, though of this the only 
remaining evidence is usually a portion of the staircase that led 
to this upper room. The front of the shop was open to the 
street, but was capable of being closed with wooden shutters, 
the remains of which have in a few instances been preserved. 
Not only have the shops of silversmiths been recognized by the 
precious objects of that metal found in them, but large quantities 
of fruits of various kinds preserved in glass vessels, various de-
scriptions of corn and pulse, loaves of bread, moulds for pastry, 
fishing-nets and many other objects too numerous to mention, 
have been found in such a condition as to be identified without 
difficulty. Inns and wine-shops appear to have been numerous; 
one of the latter we can see to have been a thameolisen, where 
hot drinks were sold. Bakers' shops are also frequent, though 
arrangements for grinding and baking appear to have formed 
part of every large family establishment. In other eases, how-
ever, these were on a larger stale, provided with numerals 
querns or hand-mills of the well-known form, evidently intended 
for public supply. Another establishment on a large scab was 
a fuiloulca (fuller's shop), where all the details of the burliness 
wan illustrated by paintings still vi ible on the walk Dyers' 
shops, a tannery and a shop where imbues were ground and 
manufactured—en important business wheal almost all the 
rooms of every house were painted—am of epeeist interest, as 
is also the house of a surgeon, where nentimes magical bistro-
meats were found, some of them of a very Ingenious and elaborate 
description, but all made of brown Another cations discovery 
was that of the abode of a sculptor, mestainieg his took, as well 
as blocks of marble and half-finithed statues. The number 
of umiak of various kinds found in the bosses and shops in 
almost codices, and, as these are in most cases of karat, they are 
generally in perfect preservation. 

Of the numerous works of art discovered in the coarse of the 
esxavations the statues and large works of sculpture, whether 
in marble or bream, are inferior to those fotmdat lienationeurn, 
but some of the bronze statuettes are of exquisite workmanship, 
while the profusion of ornamental works and objects b hems 
and the elegance of their design, err well as the finished beauty 
of their execution, ere such as to excite the utmost admiration--
more especially when it is considered that these are the casual 
results of the examination of a second-rate provincial town, 
which had, farther, been ransacked fat valuables (as Beicv 
lemurs had not) after the eruption of pc. The game impression 
is produced in a still higher degree by the paintings with which 
the walls of the private houses, as well as those of the temples 
and other public buildiap, are adorned, and which are not merely 
of a decorative character, but to many instances present as with 
elaborate compositions of friars,  hi toricol and mythological 
scenes, as well asrepresentadons of the ordinary he and manners 
of the people, which are full of homes to us, though often el 
inferior artistic execution. It has until lately been the prattles 
to remove these to the museum at Nagle": but the Penal 
tendency is to leave them (and eves the movable objetes 
found in the houses) is Mu with all due precautions as to 
their preservation (as in the house of the Venii, of the 
Silver Wedding, of the Golden Cupids, &c.), which adds im-
mensely to the interest of the houses; Indeed, with the help 

 judicious restoration, their original condition is b large 
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semegerre =prebend)  In some cam it has even been peesihie 
to recover the enema arrangement of the garden beds, and to 
replant. them accordingly. thus giving an appropriate frame-
weals to the scathes, kr. with which the gardens were 
decorated, and which have been found its situ. The same 
cleartacter of daborate decoration, guided almost uniformly 
by good tats and artistic feeling, is displayed in the mosaic 
pavements, which in all but the humbler dam of houses 
frequently form the anantoe of their Boors. One of these, in 
the House of the Faun, well knowa as the battle of Alesaoder, 
presents us with the most striking specimen of artistic com-
position that has been preserved to us from antiquity. 

The architecture of Pompeii must be regarded as presenting 
in general a ttansitional cheracter from the pure Greek style to 
that el the Boman Empire. The temples (as shady observed) 
have always the Roman peculacity of being raised on a sadism 
of considerable elevation; and the same characteratic is food 
fa most of the other public bulldings. All the three orders of 
Greek architecture—the Dark, ionic and Carinthian—are found 
freely employed in the various edifices of the city, but rarely 
in strict accordance with the rules of art in their proportions 
sad details; while the pdvate houses naturally eshibit still 
more deviation and irregularity. In many of these indeed we 
find vedettes in the onssanentation, and even in steels feeding 
features as the apish of the columns, which remind one tuber 
of the vagaries of inedieval architecture than of the strict rides 
of Vital:vies or the thributty of Greek edihem. One pmetice 
which is especially prevalent, so as to strike every casual visitor. 
and duet from the early years of the empire, is that of sling 
up the luting of the columns for about one-third of their height 
with a thick coat of stucco, so as to give them the appeaser 
of being smooth °ohm= without flutings below, and only fluted 
above. The euphemise effect of this anomalous aseargemeat is 
greatly aggaveted by the lower part of each column being almost 
always coloured with red or yellow ochre, so as to lender the cos- 
t rust between the two portions still stronger. The architecture of 
Pompeii suffers also from the inferior quality of the materials 
generally employed. No good building stone was at bend; 
end the public as well as private edifices were constructed either 
of volcanic tab, or Iwo, or Sarno limestone, or brick (the latter 
only used for the cornets of walls). in the private Muss even 
the columns are mostly of brick, covered merely with a coat of 
stucco. In a few instances only do we find them making um 
of a whitish Menton* wrongly called travertine, which, though 
inferior to the similar materiel so largely employed st Rome, 
was better adapted than the ordinary tufa for purposes where 
great solidity was required. The portion of the portico sur-
rounding the forum which was in the process of rebuilding at 
the time when the city was destroyed was constructed of this 
material, while the earlier portions, as well as the principal 
temples that adjoined it, were composed In the ordinary manner 
of volcanic tufa. Marble appease to have been scarce, and 
was sparingly employed. In some instances where it bad been 
freely Introduced, as in the great theatre, it would seem that the 
dabs mot have been removed at a period subsequent to the 
entombment of the city. 

These materiah are used in several different styles of con-
struction belonging to the six different periods which Man 
traces In the architectural history of Pompeii. 

1. That of the Doric temple in the Faro Trlangolare (6th century 
e.e.) and an old columns built Into a house in Region vi.. Inside 5; 
also of the elder puts of the city walls-date uscrestain (Sumo 

and greytufa). 
2. That of 	limestoneatriums (outer walls of the houses of 

ashlar-work  	Sarno limestone, inner walls with framework of 
limestone blocks, flied in with small pieces of Ihnemene). Date. 
Ware no ere. 

Grey tufa period; ashlar masonry of tufa. coated with One white 
stucco; rubble work of lava. The artistic character is still Greek. 
and the poiod coincides with the first (incrustation) style of moral 
dsoorstion, which (probably originating In Alexandria) aimed se 

vibe paintings of the house of the Veitii are perhaps the 
hest-posmned in reopen, and exneseely Are is conceptios and 
emeaticre, especially the is in obi& Cupids Lahr pan. 

the imitation in stucco of the appearance of a wall velem! with 
coloured marldes. No wall paintings east, ut them an often 
hoe Boor mosaics. To this belong a number of private houses 
(wag. the Have of the Faun), and the eolonnati., round the lonimi 
the basilica, the temples of Apollo and Jupiter, the large theatre 
with the colonnades of the Foro Triangolare, a ad the barracks el 
the gladiators, the Stabian baths, the Palac Ash the exterior of 
the Porta Marina, and the interior of the iv gates-oil the 
public buildings indeed (except the Doric tem asentionsd under 
Oh which do not belong to the time of the R..:.an colony). Date, 
20d century a.c. 

4. The " quasieeticulate " period---walling faced with memory 
not yet quite so regular as opus rehash:tem and with brick quoins, 
coinciding with the mound period of decoration (the architectural, 
putty imitating marble Like the fast style, but without relief, 
and by colour only, and partly snaking use of architectural designs). 
It is represented by die small theatre and the amphitheatre, the 
baths near the forum. the temple of Zeus Mil:chime, the Cambium 
and the original temple of las, but only a few private houses. The 

ta ornamention is much less rich and beautiful than that of the 
precedias 

 blic. 
period. Date. from no ac. math /early the end of the 

Repu 
5. The period from the last decades of the Republic to the 

earthquake of A.D. 63. No homogeneous series of buildings—we 
find vat ,rius styles of construction (quasi-reticulate, opus retusolatuus 
of tufa with stonequoins, of the time of Augustus, opus relics:alum 
with In k quoins or with mingled stone and brick quoins, a little 
later); and three styles of wall decoration fall within its limits. 
The se end, already mentioned, the third or ornate, with its freer 
use of ornament and its introduction of designs which suggest 
an Egyptian origin (originating in the time of Augustus), and the 
fourtiatr intricate. d ing from about A.D. 5o. Marble first appears 
sea budding mato. ' 	the temple of Fortuna Augusta (c. 3 p.c.). 

6. The period from the earthquake of ALM 63 to the Anal den 
sanction of the city, the buildings of which can easily be 	ized. 
The only wholly new edifice of any importance is the central loaths. 

Outside the Porta Ercolanese, or gate leading to Herculaneum 
is found a boom of a different ohmmeter from all the others, which 
frem its extent and arrangements was undoubtedly a suburban 
villa, belonging to a person of coosid' noble fortune. It is called—
as usual without any authority—the villa of Arrius Diomedes; 
but its remains are of peculiar interest to us, not only for comparison 
with the numerous ruins of similar buildings which occur else-
where—thee of grater extent. but is a much ins perfect state 
of preserve 	t as assisting us in understanding the description 
of ancient authors, such as Vitruvius and Pliny. of the numerous 
appurtenances frequently annexed to houses of this description_ 

In the cellar of this villa were discovered no less than twenty 
skeletons of the unfortunate inhabitants, who had evidentlamed 
thither foe pintection. eastfauteen in other parts of the 
Almost all the skeletons and remains of bodies found in the city 
were discovered in similar situations, in cellars or underground 
apartments—those who had sought refuge in flight having a ppar  
only for the most part tamped from destruction, or having perish ed 
under circumstances where their bodies were easily recovered by 
the survivors. According to Cassius Dio. a large number a the 
inhabitants were assembled in the theatre at the wee of the catas- 
trophe. but no bodies have been found there, and they were probably 
sought for and removed shortly afterwards. Of late years it has 
been found possible in many eases to take casts of the bodies found— 
& complete mould laving been formed around them by the he 
whim ashes, partially consolidated by water. 

An interesting farm-house (few examples have been so far dis-
covered In Italy) Is that at Bostoreale excavated in 1893-1894. 
which contalood the maims of one hundred and three silver vases 
mow at the Louvre. The villa of P. Fannin Synhistor, not far CC 
was eamanted in I coo: it contained hoe wall paintings. which, 
despite their importance, were allowed to be exported, and sold by 
auction In Paris (some now in the Louvre)- (See F. Darnabei, 
Lo Vfge yestpensea di P. Paten Siwistore; Rome, tool.) 

The road leading from the Porta Enrol:hne towards Herukaans 
is bordered on both sides for • considerable =tent by rows of tombs, 
as was the case with all the great roads lading into Rome. and in. 
deed In all large Roman town& These tombs are in many instances 
monuments of considerable pretension, and of a highly ornamental 
character. wad naturally present in the hi hest degree the peculiar 
advantage cowmen to all that yeoman. of Pompeii, in their perfect 
preservation. Hardly any scene even in this extraordinary city 
is more striking than the comp fired of this long street of tombs, 
preserving uninjured the records of successive generations eighteen 
centimes ago. Unfortunately the names are all otherwise unknown; 
but we learn from the inscriptions that they are for the most part 
there of local magletrates and municipal dignitasies cis Pomp ii. 
Most cif them belong to the early empire. 

Then appears to have been in the same quarter a considerable 
suburb, out side the gate, extending on each of the road towards 
Hercutaneum, apparentlymuch resembling those which are now 
foend throughout almost the whole distance from thence to 
Naples. is was Impute by the same of Pam* Aaguerva Fells 
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Suburksaus. Other suburbs were situated ere the harbour and at 
the safrworks (wham). 

No manuscripts have been discovered in Pompeii. Inscriptions 
have naturally been found in considerable nunthers, and we are 
Indebted to them for much information concerning the municipal 
arrangements of the town, as well as the construction of various 
edifices and other public works. The most interesting of these 
are such as are written in the Oscan dialect, which appears to have 
continued in official use down to the time when the Roman colony 
was introduced by Sella. From that time the Latin language 
was certainly the only one officially employed, though Oscan may 
have still been spoken by a portion at least of the population. 
Still snore curious, and almost peculiar to Pompeii, are the numerous 
writings painted upon the walls, which have generally a semi-
public character, such as recommendations of candidates for muni-
cipal offices, advertisements, &c., and the scratched inscriptions 
(raffia), which are generally the moire expression of individual 
impulse and feeling, frequently amatory. and not uncommonly 
conveyed in rude and imperfect verses. ln one house also a whole 
box was found filled with written tablets--diptychs and triptych 
--containing the record of the accounts of a banker roused L. 
Caccilius Jucundus. 

See A. Mau, Pompeii: its Life and An (trans. lt); P. W. 
and ed., New York and London, 1902; and revised edition of
German original, APPIPCii in Laos red Kunst. Leipzig. WS). the 
best general account wrmt- by the greatest authority on the subject, 
to which our tkseription owes much, with full references to other 
sources of information; and. for later excavations, Notisie &Ili 
Semi and Remischo Miiteilsorgeit (le the latter, articles by Mau), 
pathos. For the inscriptions on the tablets and on the walls. 
Carpet isseriationase lineman, vol. iv. (ed. Ihumemeister and 
Mao). Recent works on the Pompeian frescoes are those of Berger, 
I. Die Malteekaik du Alisranoos, and A. P. Laurie. Clerk end 
Amos Methods of Panties (Iwo). (E. H. B.; T. As.) 

Ones inscriptions.—The surviving inecriptions which can 
be dated, mainly by the gradual changes in their alphabet, are 
of the 3rd and and centuries n.c., Some certainly belonging to 
the Gracchan period. The oldest of the Latin inscriptions are 
C.LL. a. 794, the record of the building of colonnades in the 
foram by the " quaestor " V. Popidius, and two or three 
election placards (C.I.L. hi'. 29, 30, 36) of one R. Caecilius, a 
candidate for the same office. It cannot be an accident that 
the alphabet of these Inscriptions belongs distinctly to Sullen 
or pre-Sullan times, while no such officer as a quaestor appears in 
any later documents (e.g. in C.I.L. x. 1144, it is the duoviri who 
build the small theatre), but does appear in the Oscan inscrip-
tions. Hence it has been inferred that these oldest Latin inscrip-
tions are also older than Sulla's colony; if so, Latin must have 
been in use, and in fairly common use Cif the progratemaia were 
to be of any service), in Pompeii at that data On the other 
hand, the good condition of many of the painted Oscan hiscrie-
dons at the times when they were first uncovered (I 797 onwards) 
and their subsequent decay and the number of Oscan graffiti 
appall to make it probable that at the Christian era Oscan was 
still spoken In the town. The two languages undoubtedly 
existed side by aide during the last century ice., Latin being 
alone recognized officially and in society, while Oscan was 

mainly by intercourse with the country folk who 
vented the market. Thus beside many Latin erograsseseta 

later than those just mentioned we have similar inscriptions 
in Oscan, addressed to Oscan-speaking voters, where 
obviously relates to the quattuorvirate, a title characteristic 
of the Sultan and triumviral colonies. An interesting stone 
containing nine cavities for measures of capacity found in 
Pompeii and now preserved In the Naples Museum with Oman 
Inscriptions erased In antiquity shows that the Oscan system of 
measurement was modified so u to correspond more closely with 
the Roman, about to s.c., by the duoviri, who record their 
work in a Latin inscription (CLL. s. 793; for the Oscan see hot. 
Diof. p. 67). 

See further OSCA LINGUA. and R. S. Conway, The Italic Dialects, 
pp. se sem.; Niemen, Potopeionische Studios; J. Beloch. Cestpontea. 
tad ed. (R. S. C.) 

POEM, the common English farm of Pompeii's, the name 
of a Roman plebeian family. 

r. ONArtIt Powwow (106-48 s.c.), the niurevir, the first 
of his family to assume the surname Macrevs, was born oo the 
Both of September in the same year as Cicero. When only 
seventeen hr fought together with his lather ia the Serial War.  

!bunk the Side of India egitbst Wade aid•Calaa. Maier a 
time, in consequence of the sums of the Madam, he kept in 
the background. On the return of Sulk from the Mithredatic 
War Pompey joined him with an army of three legions, which 
he had raised in Tiernan+. Inas early in life be conauted 
himself with the cause of the aristocracy, and a decisive vides, 
which he won in 83 over the Marian armies gained for him horn 
Sulfa the title of imps-Moe. He followed up Ids seeming in 
Italy by defeating the Mariana in Sicily and Africa, and On big 
return to Rome In Ss, though be was still merely se gess and 
not legally qualified to celebrate a triumph, he was allowed by 
general consent to enjoy this distinction, while Sob greeted him 
with the surname of Magnus, a title he always remised and 
banded down to his sous. Latterly, his relations with Sella wee 
somewhat strained, but after his death be resisted the attempt of 
the coned M. Aemilius Lepidus to repeal the conethatigo. Is 
conjunction with A. Lutatius Cargos, the other consul, be 
defeated Lepidus when be tried to march upon Berne, and dame 
him out of Italy (77). With some fears end misgivings the 
senate permitted him to retain the command of his vietoidais 
army, and decided on sending him to Spain, where the Medea 
party, under Sertorius, was still formichsble. Tomboy was 
fighting in Spain from 76 to ls, and though at fast. ha ad with 
serious reverses he was ultimately auccesehth After Seeterius 
had fallen a victim to amassination, Pompey assay defeated 
his successor Peipern& and put an end to the war. In ye he won 
fresh glory by finally crushing the slave insurreedonof Spartans. 
That same year, amid great popular enthusiasm, but without 
the hearty concurrence of the senate, whom be had Maned by 
talking of restoring the dreaded power of the tribunes, be was 
elected with M. Licitiius Crams to the consukhip, and entated 
Rome ja  triumph (December 3i) for his Swish Vicaria 
He was legally ineligible for the onwahhip, having held 
none of the lower offices of state and being under age. 
The following year saw the work of Suits undone; the Lamas, 
was restaged, cad the administration of justice was no longer 
left exclusively to the senate. but was Act be shared  by in with 
the wealthier portion of the middle dais, the aphis (1.0 
and the hilenti owerii. ,  The change was wee* neemsagy. as . 
the provincials could never get justice from a coast compaved 
of sesames, and it was carried into affect by Tempe, with 
Cusses aid. Pompey nee still higher in popularity, sad 
on the motion of the tribune Aides Ginkgo in he be was 
entrusted with an eursordbaty command over the greater 
part of the empire, specially for the extermination of view in 
the Mediterranean, by which  the  ewe supplies ef Rome wan 
seriously endangered, while the high prices of provisions CMOS 
great distress. He was completely successful; the price of coca 
fell immediately on his appointment, arid in forty days the 
Mediterrangen was cleared of the pirates. Next year, on the 
proposal of the tribune Manilius, Isis powers were sill further 
extended, the care of all the provinces in the Bast beiag put 
under big control for three years together with the conduct of 
the war against Mithradates VL, who bad recovered hoot the 
defeats he bad sustained from Lucullus and regained bin 
dominions. Both Caesar and Cicero supported the taunt's 
proposal, which was easily carried in spite of the interested 
opposition of the senate and the aristocracy, several of whom 
held provinces which would now be practically under Pompey's 
command. The result of Pompey's operations was eminently 
satisfactory. The wild tribes of the Caucasus were cowed by 
the Roman arms, and Mithradates himself fled acres the 
Black Sea to Tenth:apse= (modern Herten). Is the years 
64 and 63 Syria and Palestine were annexed to Rome's empire. 
Attu the capture of Jerusalem Pompey is said to have entered 
the Temple, and even the Holy of Holies. Asia and the Heat 
generally were left under the subjection of petty kings who were 
mere vassals of Rome. Several cities had been founded ethics 
became centres of Greek life and civilizatko. 

Pompey, now in his forty-fiftb year, returned to Italy in fir he 
Their' history and 'Withal character is obscure: they wrest sap 

rats connected with the knight. (sae Aalutallf14. 
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went, they might stiU find In him a chaaqtioe of then mum 
Home the ;eat rule of Pompey and Gamer ma not unwillingly 
accepted. and anything like a rupture between the two was 
greatly dreaded an the met beginnbg of anarchy throughout the 

a Realm world. With the deaths of Pompsy's +tibias (s4) and 
4' of Creams (et) the relations between him and Carr became 
• attained. and 10011 afterwards be drew dome to what we may 
at all the old comenrative petty in the senate and aristocracy. 
1 ' The and we now sear. and Pompey blundered into a false 

wankel wades ami an open quarrel with Cagan. In go the 
• mate by • very large inanity reveked tie exttaweibruy 

pewees conceded to Pompey sod Caner in Spain end Gaul :4  respectively, and called upon them to disband their allies. 
It Pompxy's refusal to submit gave Caesar a good pretest for 
• oedemas war and marching at the bead of his army Into 
:e Italy. At the beginning of the contest the advantages were 
s' decidedly on the side of Pompey, but the superior political 

tact of his rival, combined with extraordinary promptitude and 
✓ decision in following up his blows, soon turned the scale against 
• him. Pompey's cause, with that of the senate and aristocracy, 
▪ vas finally ruined by his defeat in 48 In the neighbourhood of the 

'

• 

fitessalian city Phanalus. That same year he fled with the 
lope of finding a safe refuge in Egypt, but was treacherously 
murdered by one of his old centurions as he was lauding. He 

re was five times married, and three of his children survived him— 
;.1 Omens, Sextus, and a daughter Pompeia. 
DI 	Pompey. though be had some great and good qualities, 

hardly deserved his surname of " the Great." Ho was certainly 
re a very good soldier, and is said to have mailed la all athletic 
3: exercises, but be fell short of being a fiew•ate general. He 
it 'won great &accesses in Spain and more especially In the East. 
e but for these he was no doubt partly indebted to what others had 
r already done. Of the gifts which make a good statesman he 

had really none. As plainly appeared in the last year of his 
✓ life, be was too weak and irresolute to choose a aide and stand 

by IL But to bh credit be it said that in a corrupt tiros he 
• neva used his opportunities foe plunder and extortion, and 
g 	his domestic life was pure and simple. 	 _ 

aersournm—Aterferler Pletereh, feweey: Dio 	Appian: is 
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Republic (19o2); notes in Tyrrell and Purser's Covarloatienot 
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a. GNA15115 POIIPZIUS, surnamed Strobe (squint-eyed), 
Roman statesman, father of the triumvir. He was successively 
macaw in Sardinia (203 a.c.), pastor  (94), proprietor in 
Sicily (93) and consul (89). He fought with success in the 
Social War, and was awarded a triumph for his services. 
Probably towards the end of the same year be brought forward 
the law (lee Powyeia de Gallia Tramped:mo), which °Deferred 
upon the inhabitants of that region the privileges granted to 
the Latin colonies. During the civil war between Manus and 
Sella be seems to have shown no desire to attach himself 
definitely to either aide. He certainly set out for Rome from the 
south of Italy (where be remained as proconsul) at the bidding 
of the aristocratic party, when the city was threatened by 
Marius and Gone, but he displayed little enemy, and the engage-
ment which be fought before the Collin gate, although hotly 
contested, was indecisive. Soon afterwards be was killed by 
lightning (87). Although he poesesaed great military talents, 
Pompeii,* was the best-hated general of his time owing to his 
cruelty, avarice and perfidy. His body was dragged from the 
bier, while being conveyed to the funeral pile, and treated with 
the greatest indignity. 

See Plutarch, Pompey. I: Appian. Bell. rb. I 9o, 33, 66-611. 80; 
Veil Pat. U. 21; Livy, Loa. 74-79; Ficaus tti- 18. 

3. GNAW:* 143111313IIS MAC31113 (e. 75-43 s.c.), the elder SOB 4:1‘ 
the triumvir. In 4 2.c. during the civil war he commanded 
his father's fleet in the Adriatic. After the bank of Phatasha 
he set out for Africa with the remainder of the Pompeian party, 
but, meeting with little mama, crossed over to Spain. Raving 
been joined by his brother Sextus, be collected a considerable 
army, the numbers of which were increased by the Pompeian. 
who fled from Africa after the battle of Thapsus (46). Caesar, 
who regarded him as a formidable opponent, set out against 
him in person. A battle took place at Munch on the 17th of 
March 45, in which the brothers were defeated. Genets 
managed to make his escape after the engagement, but was 
soon (April to) captured and put to death. He was generally 
unpopular owing to his cruelty and violent temper. 

See Pseudo-Oprius, &Thum Aispaniewse. 1-39; LUCIA. Pharselia, 
hr. trot Dia Cassius aliiL 

• SEXTC31 Ponmars MAGNI/3 (75-3S s.c.), the younger son 
of the triumvir. After his father's death be continued the 
straggle against the new rulers of the Roman Empire. Prom 
Cyprus, where be had taken mfuge, he made his way to Mies, 
and after the defeat of the Perapdans at Thames (46) crossed 
over to Spain. After Caesar's victory at the battle of Mundt 
(45), in which be took no actual part, be abandoned Cordoba 
(Cordova), though for a time he held his ground in the south, 
and defeated Asinine Mho, the governor of the province. In 
43. the year of the triumvirate of Octivitat, Antony, and 
Lepidm, be was proscribed along with the murderers of Caesar, 
and, not daring to show himself in Italy, be put himself at the 
bead of a fleet manned chiefly by slaves or proscribed persons, 
with which be made himself master of Sicily, and from thence 
ravaged the comas of Italy. Rome was threatened with a 
famine. an the corn supplies from Egypt and Africa were cut 
off by Mahan, and it was thought prudent to negotiate a pane 
with him at Mennen (39), which was to leave him in possession 
of Sicily, Sardinia and ArJsma, provided be would allow Italy 
to be freely supplied with corn. But the arreneement could 
sot be eerried into effect, as Sextus renewed the war and gained 
erne considerable enema at sea. However, in, 36 his fleet 
wee debated and destroyed by Agrippa at Nauloches off the 
north mast of Sicily. Met his detest he Red to 11 ytilene, and 
teem than to Ails Miner. In the attempt to make his way to 
Anneals he was taken prisoner by Antosy'a troops, and pot to 
death at Mass. Like 116 tubes, be vas a breve soldier, bat 
a gnus of little culture. 

AsIWO, this sweet magnifeceat triumph which' Rome bad ever 
renamed• as the eonquetor of Spain Akin, and Asia (see A. 
Holm, Hist. ef  Greece. Egg. trans., vol. iv.). This triumph marked 
the lawnins-point of his careen As a soldier everything had 
gone well with hint u a politician be was • failure, He found 
a peat. Ch•.* in public maim, and the people indifferent to 
his achievements abroad. The optimates resented the exits. 
ordinary powers that had been conferred upon him; Lumlite 
and Creates considered that they had been robbed by him of 
the hollow* of conduding the war against Mandates. The 
senate refused to ratify the errinpments he nada in Ada or 
to peovide mousy and leads for distribution wimp& his 
vetemans. In these circumstance be drew closer to Caesar on 
his return from Spain. and became reconciled to Crams. The 
meek was the se-called fest triumvirate (see Roux: History). 

The remainder of his We is inextricably interwoven with that 
of Caesar. He was married to ()seer's daughter Julia, and as 
yet the gelation, bermes the two had been friendly. Oa more 
than one occasion Caesar bad supported Pompey's policy, 
which el late had been in • decidedly democratic direction. 
Pompey was now in fact ruler of the pester part el the empire. 
while Caesar had only the ten provinces of Gaul. The control 
of the capital, the supreme command cd the may in Italy and 
of the Mediterranean fleet, the goveraceship of the two Spains, 
the euperintendesee of the can supplies, which were mainly 
drawn heat Sicily and Africa. sad on which the vast population 

▪ of Rome was wholly depeadat, were entirely in the hands of 
▪ Pompey. who was gradually losing the confidence of all political 
`: parties in Rome. The waste and the aristocracy disliked and 
▪ distrusted him, but they felt that, should things come to the 
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POMPIGNAN—POMPTINE MARSHES 
Sae Dl. Cassius, 	Appian. BAL eie. in 81-117, v. 

8-143; VeII. Pat. si. 73-87• Plutarch, Mousy; Livy. Spit. t* 
528, :ash 131; Caro, Philippics, AA.. and many references in 
Lewis to Auicus. 

PON:PION/A JEAN JACQUES WEAK MAIVIS n (1709- 
1784), French poet, was born on the 17th of August 1709, at 
Montauban, where his father was president of the our des aides, 
and the son, who also followed the profession of the law, suc-
ceeded in zras to the same charge. The same year he was also 
appointed cots:oilier d'koineur of the pariement of Toulouse, 
but his courageous opposition to the abuses of the royal power, 
especially in the matter of taxation, brought down upon him 
so much vexation that he resigned his positions almost immedi-
ately, his marriage with a rich woman enabling him to devote 
himself to literature. His first play, Did** (s734), which owed 
much to Metastasio's opera on the sante subject, gained a great 
success, and gave rise to expectations not fulfilled by the Adieux 
de Mars (z735) and some light operas that followed. His reputa-
tion was made by Patsies saerder a plalesoPMenes (1734), rich 
mocked at by Voltaire who punned on the title: "Sacra 
IOW, car persons* s'y Inicks." Lefranc's odes on profane sub-
jects hardly reach the same level, with the exception of the ode 
on the death of J. B. Rousseau, which secured him entrance to 
the Academy (176o). On his reception be made an 214:011- 
withered oration violently attacking the Encyclopaedists, many 
of whom were in his audience and had given him their votes. 
Lefram soon had reason to repent of his rashness, for the 
epigrams and stories circulated by those whom he had attacked 
made it impossible for him to remain in Paris, and he took 
refuge in his native town, where be spent the rest of his life 
occupied In making numerous translations from the classics, 
none of great merit. 

La Harm. who is severe enough on Lefranc in his correspondence, 
does his abilities full justice in his Coors latizairo, and ranks him 
next to J. B. Rumen among French lyric poets. With those 
of other 18th. century poets his works may be studied in the Pails 
Peeks .frox(off (1838) of M. Prosper Polecat's. His Mown ono- 

taws (4 vas.) were published is 1785. selections (a vols.) in abo, 
1813, tsaa. 

His brother, PAN G1.01638 LMANC to POICIPICALUI (170- 
ma), was the archbishop of Vienne against whose defence of 
the faith Voltaire launched the good-natured mockery of Les 
Leases d'uss Quaker. Elected to the Estates General, he passed 
over to the Liberal side, and led the ,lag members of the clergy 
who united with the third estate to form the National Assembly. 
He was one of its first presidents, and was minister of public 
worship when the civil constitution was forced upon the clergy. 

PONPONATZL PIETRO (Partys Porno/ anus) (1462-1525), 
Italian philosopher, was born at Mantua on the 16th of Sep-
tember 1462, and died at Bologna on the 18th of May isas. His 
education, begun at Mantua, was completed at Padua, where be 
became doctor of medicine in 1487. In 1488 be was elected 
extraordinary professor of philosophy at Padua, where be was 
a colleague of Achillini, the Averroiat. From about us* to 
:sag he occupied the chair of natural philosophy until the 
closing of the schools of Padua, when he took a professorship 
at Ferrara where he lectured on the De anima. In r31s he 
was invited to Bologna where be remained till his death and 
where he produced all his important works. The predominance 
of medical science at Padua had cramped his energies, but at 
Ferrara, and even more at Bologna, the study of psychology 
and theological speculation were more important. In tsc6 be 
produced his great work De iiiimenalitase anima, which gave 
rise to a storm of controversy between the orthodox Thomists 
of the Catholic Church, the Avenvists headed by Agostino 
Nifo, and the so-called Alexandrist School. The treatise was 
burned at Venice, and Pomponsza himself ran serious risk of 
death at the hands of the Catholics. Two pamphlets followed, 
the Apologia and the Defnuorissis, wherein be explained his 
paradoxical position as Catholic and philosophic materialist. 
His last two treatises, the De isecentetionibus and the De file, 
were 

Bu
posthumously published in an edition of his works sainted 

et d. 

Pompoms:I is profoundly Interesting as the herald of the 
Renames* He was born in the period of transition when 
scholastic (carnelian was losing its bold over men both in the 
Church and outside. Hitherto the dogma of the Church had 
been based on Aristotle as interpreted by Thomas Aquinas. 
So close was this identification that any attack on Aristotle, or 
even an attempt to reopen the old discussions on the Aristo-
telian problems, was regarded as a dangerous berry. Polo 
ponazd claimed the right to study Aristotle for himself, and 
devoted himself to the De aidisa with the view of showing that 
Thomas Aquinas bad entirely misconceived the Aristotelian 
theory of the active and the passive intellect. The Avermiatt bad 
to some extent anticipated this attitude by their contention that 
immortality does not imply the eternal separate existence of 
the individual soul, that the active principle which is common 
to all men alone survives. Pompcausra revolt went further 
than this. He held, with Alexander of Aprodisias, that, as 
the soul is the form of the body (as Aquinas also asserted), It 
must, by hypothesis, perish with the body; tons apart from 
matter is unthinkable. The ethical consequence of such a 
view is important, and in radical contrast to the practice of the 
period. Virtue can no longer be viewed solely in relation to 
reward and punishment in another existence. A new sanction 
is required. Pomponani found this criterion la red =MO bum 
—virtue for its own sake. " Premium essential* virtues an 
ipsanset virtue quaa hominess laic= tacit," be says in the Dr 
iessiorlalisale. Consequently, whether or not the soul be im-
mortal, the ethical mite ion remains the same: " Moque alquo 
pact* dedinaodum est a virtute quicquid amidst post moneys." 
In spite of this philosophical materialism, Pompeian( declared 
his adherence to the Catholic faith, and thus established the 
principle that religion and philosophy, faith and knowledge, 
may be diametrically opposed and yet coexist for the same 
thinker. This curious paradox he exemplifies in the De Baum 
lime, where in one breath he sums up against the existence 
of demons and spirits on the basis of the Aristotelian theory al 
the cosmos, and, as a believing Christian, asserts his faith is 
their existence. In this work he insists emphatically upon the 
orderly sequence of nature, came and effect. Men grow to 
maturity and then decay; so religions have their day and 
succumb. Even Christianity, he added (with the used preens 
tha 

P 

t be is speaking as a philosopher) was showing ladienkas 
of decline. 

See A. H. 	Philes
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PONPONIIIII. LUCIUS, called Bonorsirruis from his birthplace 

Bononia, Latin'comic poet, flourished about go D.C. (or earlier). 
He was the first to give an artistic form to the Atellanse 
Fabulae by arranging beforehand the details of the plot which 
had hitherto been left to improvisation, and providing a written 
text. The fragments show fondness for alliteration and playing 
upon words, skill in the use of rustic and farcical language, 
and a considerable amount of obscenity. 
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PORIPOSA, an abbey of Emilia, Italy, in the province of 

Ferrara, 2 m. from Codigoro, which is 3o in. E. of Ferrara in the 
delta of the Po. The fine church, a work of the loth (?) century, 
with interesting sculptures on the facade and a splendid Roma-
nesque campanile, contains a good mosaic pavement, and intaest-
ing frescoes of the 14th century—a " Last Judgment " of the 
school of Giotto and others; and there are also paintings in the 
refectory. It was abandoned in ma on account of malaria. 

See G. Agnelli, Ferraris e Pampas (Bagamo. rfroa). 	As.) 
POMPTIIII NAURU. a low tract of land in the moat= of 

Rome. Italy, varying in breadth between the Vahan& nicantaim 
mid the ssa from so to ,6 se, and Wending N. W. to S. E. from 
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Waled to TowneIna (eo ft). In ancient days this low tract 
:acres lengthen and...ea-cultivated, and contained several prosperous 
Ischia (Sumas Peenetie. Ulubrae—perhaps the mod. Cisterns— 
▪Ace.), but. owing to the dying out of the small proprietors, it 
shed already become unhealthy at the end of the Republican 

period. Attempts to drain the marshes were made by Appius 
Claudius in 3111 s c, when be contracted the Via Appal through 

i n them (the road having previously followed a devious course at 
2: the foot of the Voledan mountains), and at various times 

during the Rosana period. A canal ran through then parallel 
• to the toad, nod far some meson that is not altogether clear it 
... was teed in preference to the road during the Augustan period. 
▪ Timbal repaired the road, and Theodoric did the same some 

-..., four hundred years later. But in the middle ages it had fallen 
into disrepair. Popes Sonitace VIII., Martin V., Sixtus V., 
and Pies VI. all attempted to solve the problem, the last-named 

▪ es:constructing the road admirably. The ditficulty arises from 
▪ the lack of fall in Owen], some parts no less than to ten from 

the coast being hardy above sea-level, while they are separated 
▪ bout the sea by a series of semi-hills now covered with forest, 

which rise at some points over too ft. above sea-level. Springs 
4,r also. rise in the district, and the problem is further complicated 

by the flood-water and solid matter brought down by the 
, s, mountain torrents, which choke up the channels made. By 

a law passed in tilee, the peoptietots we bound to arrange for =it the sale outlet of the water from the mountains, keep the exist- 
beg canals open, and reclaim the district exposed to 	dation, 
within a period of twenty-four years. The sum of itho,000 has 
been granted towards the expense by the government. 

See T. Berth Palate pastier Mame, :NW; it. de la Illandihe, 
the °sapient d'hirteire passim (Paris, Me). 	(T. As.) 

PONANI. a seaport on the west coast of India, in Malabar 
district, Madras, at a mouth of a river of the same name. Pop. 
(tent), to,362. It is the headquarters of the Moplab or Map-
pills community of Mahommedans, with a religious college and 
way mosques, one of which is said to date from into. There 
is a large eicpott of eoco•nut products. 

PONCA. a tribe of North-American Indiana of Siouan sock. 
They were originally part of the Omaha tribe, with whom they 
phenol sear the Red River of the North. They were driven 
westward by the Dakotas, and hatted on the Ponca river, 
Dakota. Alter k succession of trestles and removals they were 
placed on a reserration at the mouth of the Niobrara, where 
they went prospering, when their lands were forcibly take from 
them, and they were removed to Indian Territory (Oklahoma). 
During the march thither and in their new quarters, the tribe's 
health sawed. so that in iSyl they revolted and made their 
way back to the Omahas. They were recaptured, but public 
attention having been drawn to their Med case they were 
liberated In Me, after • long trial, which /emitted in their 
being declared United Slates either& They number some 
too, mostly in Oklahoma. 

POIICL • semen and the seared lug* city of Porto Rico, 
the seat of gownsman ei the Depanmuot at Pence, en the 
south coast, about so nu the m. by the military road) S.W. of San 
Jame. Pep. ( 1889). 17.93r. of whom 2134 were negroes and 
goes of mixed MOM; (2.1101.35,027. It is served by the American 
Railroad of Porto Rico, by a meow to Guayama (tete), and by 
steamboats from numerous ports; an old military road connects 
it with Sin Joan. Ponce consists of two parts: Ponce, or the 
city proper, and Ponce Playa, or the seaport; they are separated 
by the Portuguese River and are connected by an electric street 
railway. Ponce Playa is ea a spacious bay and is accessible to 
vends drawing as ft. of water; Pence is s m. inland at the 
Maier margin of a beautiful plain, with hills in the rear rising 
Se s height of moo to um h. The city is supplied with water 
by an arleidoct above r no. lens. Thom are two attractive 
public equine is the heart of the city: Plan Principal and Plus 
de Iss Dade& Among promieent public buildings are the 
city halt the eentont•house. the Pearl theatre. several churches—. 
Rama Gibe& (including a finely decorated cathedral) and 
hemitent; St Luke's hospital and beans mem, an asylum  

for the biked, a ladles' asylum, • home for the indigent and 
aged, and a military barracks. At the Quintana Baths nest the 
city are thermal springs with medicinal properties. The 
surrounding country is devoted chiefly to the cultivation of 
sugar cane, tobacco, oranges and cacao, and to the grazing of 
mule. Among the manufactures are sugar, melasw:A, rum; 
and lot,  and prepared coffee for the market. Ponce, named in 
honour of Ponce de Leon, was founded in 1752 upon the site of 
a settlement which had been established in the preceding century, 
was incorporated as a town in 2844 and was made a city in 
1878. 

PONCELET, IRAN VICTOR (1788-1867), French mathe-
matician and engineer, was born at Metz on the tit of July 
2788. From 18o8 to illao he attended the teak yolytechnieue, 
and afterwards, till 1812, the Lae d'applicatios at Metz- He 
then became lieutenant of engineers, and took part in the 
Russian campaign, during which he was taken prisoner and was 
confined at Saratov on the Volga. It was during his imprison-
ment here that, " privi de toute espece de livres et de secours, 
surtout distrait par les rnalbetus de ma patrie et les miens 
propres," as he himself puts it, he began his researches on pro- 
jective geometry which led to his great treatise on that subject. 
This work, the Train cia proprieses projective: des figures, which 
was published in 1822 (2d ed., 2 volt. t865-1866), is occupied 
with the investigation of the projective properties of figures (see 
Gmaamx). This work entitles Poncelct to rank as one of the 
greatest of those who took part In the development of the 
modem geometry of which G. Wage was the founder. From 
1815 to ass he was occupied with military engineering at 
Metz7 end from 1825 to 1835 he erns professor of mechanics 22 
the Rusk d'aptlication there. ILO 1826, in his llimoire nu kr 
rearshydras:irises d ashes cowries, he brought forward int. 
movements in the conitruction of water-wheels, which more 
than doubled their efficiency. In 1834 be became a member of 
the Academie; from 1838 to 1848 he was professor to the 
faculty of sciences at Paris, and from 1848 to aso comman-
dant of the Ecole polyteckniqne. At the London International 
Exhibition of ast he bad charge of the department of 
retechinerY, and wrote a report on the machinery and tools on 
view at that exhibition. He died at Paris on the 23rd of 
December 1867. 

See J. Bertrand, Elate Itissoricps lb Pommies (Pads, am. 
PONC1183, IMO= DR (t446-1524), French prelate and 

diplomatist. After studying law be was early provided with 
• prebend, and became councillor at the padement of Paris 
in 2485 and president of the Chambre des Env:Star in 1498. 
Elected bishop of Paris in Iso3 at the instance of Louis XIL, 
he was entrusted by the king with diplomatic missions in 
Germany and Italy. After being appointed chancellor of the 
duchy of Milan, he became keeper of the seals of France in 1512, 
sad retain' tad that post until the accession of Francis L, who 
employed him on various diplomatic missions. Poacher 
became archbishop of Senile rase. His valuable Comthations 
triode's* was published in 1514. 

POIMMELLI. ANDLCARI (x834-1886), Italian musical 
composer, was born near Councona on the tat of September 1834. 
He studied at the Maas Conservatoire. Wts first dramatic 
week, written in collaboration with two other composers, was 
II Simile" Babb* 080. After completing his studies at 
Milan he returned to Cremona, where his opera I Presume 
opal was produced in.:8456. This was followed by La 
(zeds, produced in a revised version as Lim In 1877), R 
tI der Gaii (t864), and La Stella dd monk (flier). A revised 
version of I Ps•onsessi sped, which was produced at Milan in 
1872, was his first genuine mecum After this came a ballet, 
Ls Dm Gander (1873). and an opera, / Liwasi (2874. Produced 
In a revised version as Aldsma in 1884). Ponchielli reached the 
zenith of his fame with La Gioconda (1876), written to a libretto 
founded by Arrigo Boito upon Victor Hugo's tragedy. Angdo, 
Tynan de Padang. La Gioconda was followed by II Piglind 
Peethfle (MO and Mains Deforms (188s). Among his less 
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important works are if Partaker deMO, a musical farce (1873), 
and a ballet, Claris° (1873). In 1881 Ponchielli was made 
maestro di cappella of Piacenza Cathedral. His music shows 
the influence of Verdi, but at its best it has a distinct value of 
Its own, and an inexhaustible flow of typically Italian melody. 
His fondness for fanciful figures in his accompaniments has 
been slavishly imitated by Mascagni, Leoncavallo, and many of 
their contemporaries. Ponchielli died at Milan on the 17th 
of January :886. 

PONCHO (a South American Spanish word, adopted from the 
Araucanian poncho or penthe in the 17th century), a form of 
cloak worn originally by the South American Indians

' 
 and 

afterwards adopted by the Spaniards living in South America. 
It is merely a long strip of cloth, doubled, with a hole for the 
bead. 

POND, JOHN (c. 1767-1836), English astronomer-royal, was 
born about 1767 in London, where his father made a fortune 
In trade. He entered Trinity College, Cambridge, at the age 
of sixteen, but took no degree, his course being interrupted by 
severe pulmonary attacks which compelled a long residence 
abroad. In tfloo he settled at Westbury near Bristol, and 
began to determine star-places with a fine altitude and azimuth 
circle of al ft. diameter by E. Troughton. His demonstration 
In Aloe (Phil. Trans. xcvi. 42o) of a change of form in the 
Greenwich mural quadrant led to the introduction of astro-
nomical circles at the Royal Observatory, and to his own appoint-
ment as its head. He was elected a fellow of the Royal Society 
on the 26th of February 1807; he married and went to live in 
London in the same year, and in :811 succeeded Maskelyne as 
astronomer-royal. 

During an administration of nearly twenty-five years Pond 
effected a reform of practical astronomy in England comparable 
to that effected by Bessel in Germany. In :fizz he began to 
employ the method of observation by reflection; and in tilts 
he devised means (see Mena. Roy. Astron. Soc. ii. ego) of combin-
ing two mural circles in the determination of the place of a single 
object, the one serving for direct and the other for reflected 
vision. Under his auspices the instrumental equipment at 
Greenwich was completely changed, and the number of assis-
tants increased from one to six. The superior accuracy of his 
determinations was attested by S. C. Chandlerts discussion of 
them in atm, in the course of his researches into the variation 
of latitude (Astron. lours. Nos. 313, 315). He persistently con-
troverted (1810-1824) the reality of J. Brinkley's imaginary 
star-parallaxes (Phil. Trans. cviii. 477, cxlii• 53). Delicacy of 
health compelled his retirement in the autumn of 1835. He 
died at Blackheath on the 7th of September :836, and was 
buried beside Halley in the churchyard of Lee. The Copley 
medal was conferred upon him in 1823, and the Lalonde prize 
ht 1817 by the Paris Academy, of which he was a corresponding 
member. lie published eight folio volumes of Greenwich 
Observations, translated Laplace's Systeme du monde an a yob. 
Ave., ace)), and contributed thirty-one papers to scientific 
collections. His catalogue of 1112 stars (r833) was of great 
value. 

See Mew. Roy. Astro*. Soc. a. 357 •  Proc. Rey. Soc. a 434; 
Penny Cyclopeedsa (De Morgan); F. W. Brawl, Pop. Vorksunsen, 
p. 543; Report Brit. Assoc. a 128. 136 (Airy); Sir G. Airy's 
Anwior

nd 
 y, p. ,.127; Oiseesetere Fiji. 204,. 

ofP 
xxn. asy: Anneal 

&ogre a Obituary (1837); Grant, Hut. Drys. Annus. 
p. 491  ;Royal * Society's Cat. &sea Papers. 

POND, a small pool or body of standing water, a word often 
applied to one for which the bed has been artificially constructed. 
The word is a variant of " pound " (q.v.), an enclosure. 

PONDICHERRY, the capital of the French possessions in 
India, situated on the Coromandel or western coast, 122 m. by 
rail S. of Madras. The territory, which is entirely surrounded 
by the British district of South Arcot, has an area of 11 5 sq. m. 
with a population (loot) of 174.456. The chief crops are dry 
grains, rice, earth-nuts and a little indigo. The territory is 
traversed by a branch of the South Indian railway from Villa-
=ram. The town has a population of 1744ft It is well laid  

out with fine public buildings; the water-supply is derived JIM 
artesian wells. It has an open roadstead, with a small loom 
pier. The port is visited yearly by Soo vessels, and has bade 
of the value of about some i1,3oo,000. The principal Imports 
are area-nuts, wines and liqueurs, and the chief exports pound-
nuts, oil, cotton fabrics and rice. Of the export trade more 
than one-half is with France, but of the import tradeonly ono-
fourth. The weaving of various fabrics forms the principal 
industry. 

Pondicherry was founded in 1683 by Francois Martin. on the 
site of a village given him by the governor of Ginger. in 1693 
the Dutch took Pondicherry, but restored it, with the (=them-
dons greatly improved, in 1697, at the peace of RySwick. In 
1748 Admiral Boscawen laid siege to it without success, but in 
r76x it was taken by Colonel Coote from Lally. In 1763 it 
was restored to the French. In 1778 it was again taken by 
Sir Hector Munro, and its fortifications destroyed. in :783 
it was retransferred to the French, and in 1793 recaptured by 
the English. The treaty of Amiens in iffot restored it to the 
French, but it was retaken in 1803. In 113:6 it was finally 
restored to the French. 

PONDO, a Kaffir people who have given their name to Pondo-
land, the country comprising much of the seaboard of Karelia. 
Cape -province, immediately to the south-west of Natal. The 
Pondo, who number about 200,000, are divided into several 
tribal groups, but the native government, since the annexation 
of the country to Cape Colony in 1894, has been subject to the 
control of the colonial authorities. (See KArrnts.) 

PONDWEED, a popular name for Potainotetos rudens, a 
cosmopolitan aquatic plant found in ponds, lakes and ditches, 
with broad, more or less oblong-ovate, olive-green, floating 
leaves. The name is also applied to other species of Pole mo-
felon, one of the characteristic genera of lakes, ponds and streams 
all over the world, but more abundant in temperate regions. 
It is the principal genus of the natural order of Monocotyledous 
Potamogetonaceae, and contains plants with slender branched 
stems, and submerged and translucent, or floating and opaque, 
alternate or opposite leaves, often with membranous united 
stipules. The small flowers are borne above the water In 

2 	2 

Mar Weald's. hoe StruSurpes Le4.62412ar aosop., 
Pounnogeton naraas. 

1, Apex of flowering shoot. 	3. Flower viewed from the side. 
a, Flower viewed from above. 	4, Diagram of flower. 
&eatery or terminal spikes; they have four stamens, which Dear 
at the back four small herbaceous petal-like structures, and 
four free carpels, which ripen to form (our small green fleshy 
fruits, each containing one seed within • hard inner coat; 
the seed contains a large hooked embryo. An allied genus 
Zannichellia (named after Zanichelli. a Venetian botanist), 
occurring in fresh and brackish ditch= and pools in Britain. 
and also widely distributed In temperate and tropical region.. 
is known as homed pondweed, from the curved fruit 

PONIARD, a dagger, particularly one of small else, used foe 
stabbing at close quarters. The French word Mewl, (rem 
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wfide►  the ENNA i.a ntkeentury adaptatios, is formed from 
suing, fist, the clenched hand in which the weapon is grasped. 
(See Deana.) 

POHLITOWSICI, the name of a Polish princely family of 
Italian origin. tracks descant from Giuseppe Torelli, who 
married about diso an heiress of the Lithuanian family of 
Pordator, whose tome he assumed. 

The first of the Ponistowskis to distinguish himself was 
STANISLAUS PONIATOWSEI (1677-1762), who only belonged to 
the family by adoption, being the reputed son of Prince Sapieha 
and a Jewess. He was born at Dereczyn in Lithuania, and was 
adopted by Sepieba's Intendant, Poniatowski. With his hither 
he attached himself to the party of Stanislaus Leszeaynski, and 
became majorigeneral is the army of Charles XII. of Sweden. 
After tho defeat of Patton be conveyed Charles X11. across 
the Dnieper, and remaioed with him at Benda. From there 
he was sent to Consteetkople, when he extracted from the 
sultan Achmet III. a promise to march to Moscow. When the 
grand vizier, Beheld Mehemet, permitted the tsar Peter 1. to 
retreat unharmed from the basks of the Pruth, Poniatowski 
exposed his treason. H. rejoined Leasczynaki in the duchy 
of Zinn-bracken, Bavaria, of which be became governor. 
After the death of Charles XII. in :7:11 he visited Sweden; 
and was subsequently reconciled with Leszczynski's rival on 
the throne of Poland, Augustus II., who made him grand 
treasurer of Lithuania in nu. On the death Of Augustus 11. 
he tried to scout the reinstatement of Leszczynaki, who then 
resumed his claims to the Polish crown. He was taken prisoner 
at Danzig by the Russians, and presently gave his allegiance 
to Augustus III., by whom be was made governor of Cracow. 
Be died at Ryki on the 3rd of August 1762. 

His second son Stanislaus Augustus became king of Poland 
(see STANISLAV, U.). Of the other sans, Casimir (1731-1780) 
was his brother's chancellor; Andrew (*735-1773)  entered the 
Austrian service, rising to the rank of feldseugmeister; and 
Michael (4736-i704) became archbishop of GOMM and primate 
of Poland. Joseph Anthony Poniatowski (qa.), son of Andrew, 
became one of Napoleon's marshals. 

STANISLAV'S PONIATOWSKI (*757-1833),  SOD of Casimir, 
shared in the aggrandisement of the family during the reign of 
Stanislaus II., becoming grand treasurer of Lithuania, starost 
of Podolia and lieutenant-geosral of the royal army. In 1793 
be settled in Vienna, and subsequently in Rome, where he made 
a magnificent collection of antique gems in his house on the 
We Flamini'. This collection was sold at Christie's in London 
In May tlise. He died in Florence Oa the wit of February 
1833, and with him the Polish and Austrian honours became 
Wind. 

His natural, bat recognized, son, Joann Miamian. /Cann 
PIANOS Joao PONIATOWSSI (I8S6-1873), was born at Rome 
and in 1847 was naturalized as a Tuscan subject. He received 
the title of  Priem  in  Tuscany (1847) and in Austria (t83o). 
Be had studied music ander Ceecherial at Flomice, and wrote 
numerobs operas. in the first at which, Giooem4 di Preside, 
he sang the title rale himself at Lucca in :838. He represented 
the court of Tuscany in Paris from 1848. and be was made a 
senator by Napoleon 11L, whom be followed to England in 
t87[. Hls last opera. Gelatisso, was produced at Covent Garden 
la 187s. He died on the 3rd of July 1873, and was buried at 
Chisielturst. His son, Prince Stebbins Augustus, married and 
settled hi Paris. He was equerry to Napoleon III., and died 
In January tone. 

PORIATOWSXL JOSEPH ANTHONY (1763-z8z3$, Polish 
piece and marshal at France, eon of Andrew Poniatowski sad the 
countess Theresa Kinsky, was born at Warsaw in 2763. Adopt-
lag a military career, be joined the Imperial army when Austria 
declared war against the Turks in s788, and distinguished 
himself at the storming of Sabac on the 25th of April, when 
be was seriously wounded. Recalled by his uncle 1Cing Stanis-
law when the Polish army was reorganized, he received the rank 
el 04joe-ilenstal, and subsequently that of lieutenant-genera, 
sad devoted blsosellyaeskaudy to the Improvement et the  

national loran. In nee, when Poked was Moaned h the 
armed intervention of Russia, be was appointed commander of 
the Ukraine division at Bradaw on Bug. Alter the pr .elan. 
Lion of the constitution of the 3rd of May seat be was 
appointed commander-in-chief, with instructions to guard the 
banks of the Dniester and Dnieper. On the outbreak at the 
war with Ruin, Prince Joseph. aided by Kosciumn, displayed 
great ability. Obliged constantly to retreat, but disputing 
every point of vantage, be turned on the pursuer whatever 
he pressed too closely, and won several notable victories. At 
Polonna the Russians were repulsed with the loss of ;en men; 
at Dubienka the line ot the Bug was defended for five days 
against fourfold odds; at Zielence the Poles won • still' mere 
signal victory. Finally the Polish arms converged upon Warsaw, 
and were preparing for a general engagement when • courier 
from the capital informed the generals that the king had acceded 
to the confederation of Targowica (see Pow*D; History) and 
had at the same time guaranteed the adhesion of the array. 
AU hostilities were thesefore to be suspended. After an lad* 
ant but fruitless protest, Poniatowski and most of the other 
generals threw up their commissions aad ensigr-ted. During 
the licedtuako rising he again fought gallantly for his country 
under his former subordinate, and after the fall of the republic 
resided as a private citizen at Warsaw for the next tea years. 
After Jena and the evacuation of the Polish provinces by 
Prussia, Poniatowski was offered the command of the National 
Guard; he set about reorganizing the Polish army, and on the 
creation of the grand duchy of Warsaw was nominated war 
minister. During the war of 18o9, when an Austrian army 
corps under the archduke Ferdinand invaded the grand duchy, 
Poniatowski encountered them at the bloody battle of Redeye, 
and though compelled to abandon Warsaw ultimately forced 
the enemy to evacuate the grand duchy, and captured Cracow. 
In Napoleon's campaign against Russia in an Poniatowski 
commanded the fifth array coin; and alto the dimsbmus 
retreat of the grand army, when many of the Poles began to waver 
in their allegiance to Napoleon, Poniatowski remained faithful 
and formed a new Polish army of £3,0ee men with which he 
joined the emperor at LlitLen.. In the amain of 04'3 he 
guarded the passes of the Bohemian mountains and defended 
the kft bank of the Elbe. As a reward for his brilliant services 
at the three days' battle of Leipzig be was made a marshal of 
France and entrusted with the honourable but dangerous duty 
of coverin the retreat of the army. Poniatowski heroically 
defended Leipzig, losing half his corps in the attempt, finally 
falling back slowly upon the bridge over the Elster which the 
French in the general confusion blew up before he reached it. 
Contesting every step with the overwhelming forces of the 
punnets, be refused to amender, and covered with wounds 
plunged into the river, where he died fighting, to the last. His 
relics were conveyed to Poland and buried in Cracow Cathedral, 
when he lies by the side of Tadeusz Kosciuszko and Jan Sobieski. 
Pooiatowski's Ma reasenirs stir in eameagee de 1793  (berg, 
1863) is a valuable historical document. 

See Stanislaw Kk' Bogralawdd. Lib Prince Jests& Praia- 
Maki (Pa Warsaw.

oo 
 1830; Frisprissek Paukowski. Priest Joseph 

Poniatosaki (Pol.; Cracow, MA; Correspondence 4 Paddies:IN 
E. Resayaski.Posen. 413): Ileonislaw Dembinski. Senna. 

A means an Pryor Jams& roniatoorski is the • At 4 thair Corm ,  

yndence (Fr.; Lemberg. ;964); Smarm 	, Prams 
*soh Poosiatorski (Poi.; Warsaw, ins). (R. N. B.) 
MIS. MX WOO (1761-1831), French astronomer, was 

born at Peyres (Haute. Alpes) on the lob of December 3761. 
He tabard the Marsala observatory in 1789, and in *819 
became the director of the new observatory u Marlia near 
Lucca, which he left in 1833 for the observatory of the museum 
at nOre.1201.. Here he died on the 14th of October 283s. 
Between t8ot and 1E:7 Pons discovered thirty-seven comets, one 
of which (observed on the 36th of November 1818) was named 
alas J. F. Locke, who determined its remarkably short period. 

See N. R. A. Menriem. Annuaire Neerepairee. i 	(Path, 183008 
Memoirs Roy. Aaron. Sm. v. eto• R. Wolf, Gaulardali deo 
Aslomtorais, p. 709; J. C. Poggess.torff. Biog. fit. Haedwdrrer4unt, 
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11011ARD, roam (2814-1867), French dramatist, was 

born at Vienne, department of Isere, on the 1st of June 1814. 
He was bred a lawyer, and his first performance in literature 
was a translation of Manfred (1837). His play Luther was 
represented at the Tkidlre Francais on the rat of April 1843. 
This date is a kind of epoch in literature and dramatic 
history, because it marked a reaction against the romantic 
style of Dumas and Hugo. He received in 1845 the prise 
awarded by the Academy for a tragedy " to oppose a dike to 
the waves of romantidsm." Ponsard adopted the liberty of 
the romantics with regard to the unities of time and place, but 
be reverted to the more Sober style of earlier French drama. 
The tastes and capacities of the greatest tragic actress of the 
day, Rachel, suited his methods, and this contributed greatly 
to his own popularity. He followed up Ltscrece with Agnes de 
Meranie (1W), Clark& Corday (1850), and others. Ponsard 
accepted the empire, though with no very great enthusiasm, 
and received the post of librarian to the senate, which, however, 
be soon resigned, fighting a bloodless duel with a journalist on 
the subject. L'Hostneur d Parses', one of his most successful 
plays, was acted in 1853, and he became an Academician in 
1855. For some years he did little, but in 2866 he obtained 
great success with Le Lion amoweux, another play dealing with 
the revolutionary epoch. His Galilee, which excited great 
opposition In the clerical camp, was produced early in 1867. 
He died in Pads on the 7th of July of the same year, soon after 
his nomination to the commandership of the Legion of Honour. 
Most of Ponsard's plays hold a certain steady level of literary 
and dnunatic ability, but his popularity is in the main due to 
the fact that his appearance coincided with a certain public 
weariness of the extravagant and unequal style of 1830. 

His alma molted were published in Paris (3 vole, 18655--
'1876). See La Fin dr iisidtre romanlique sa Fraspis Ponsard d'aord 
des donnuals Was (1899). by C. Leesville. 

PONSONNT. JOHN (1713-1789), Trish politician, second son 
of Brahmin Ponsonby, rat earl of Bessborough, was born on 
the 29th of March t713. In 1739 he entered the Irish parliament 
and in eyes he became first commissioner of the revenue; in 
1746 he was appointed a privy councillor, and in 1756 Speaker 
of the Irish House of Commons. Belonging to one of the great 
families which at this time monopolized the government of 
Ireland, Ponsonby was one of the principal " undertakers," men 
who controlled the whole of the king's business in Ireland, and 
be retained thp chief authority until the marquess Townshend 
became lord-lieutenant in 1767. Then followed a struggle 
for supremacy between the Ponsonby faction and the party 
dependent on Townshend, one result of this being that Ponsonby 
resigned the speakership in 1771. He died on the 12th of 
December 1789. His wife was Elizabeth, daughter of William 
Cavendish, 3rd duke of Devonshire, a connexion which was of 
great importance to the Ponsonbys. 

Ponsonby's third son, George Ponsonby (1755-1817), lord 
chancellor of Ireland, was born on the 5th of March 1755 and 
was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge. A barrister, he 
became a member of the Irish parliament in 1776 and was 
drancellor of the Irish exchequer in !At, afterwards taking 

prominent part in the debates on the question of Roman 
Catbolk relief, and leading the opposition to the union of the 
parliaments. After deo Ponsonby represented Wicklow and 
then Tavistock in the united parliament; in !Soh he was lord 
chancellor of Ireland, and from ,8o8 to 1817 he was the official 
leader of the opposition in the House of Commons. He left an 
only daughter when be died in London on the 8th of July. as 7. 

George Ponsonby's elder brother, William Brabazon 
Ponsonby, id Baron Ponsonby (1744-1806), was also a leading 
Whig politician, being a member of the Irish, and after 1800, of 
the British parliament. In 1806 shortly before his death he 
was created Baron Ponsonby of Imokilly. Three of his sons 
were men of note. The eldest was John (c. 1770-1855), who 
succeeded to the barony and was created a viscount in '639; 
he was ambassador at Constantinople from 1832 to 1837 and 
at Vienna from 1846 to 05o. The second son was Major- 

General Sir William Poneenby (1771-18,5), who, alter servile 
in the Peninsular War, was killed at the battle of Waterloo 
whilst leading a brigade of heavy cavalry. Another soh was 
Richard Ponsonby (772-1853), bishop of Deny. Sir William 
Ponsonby's posthumous son William (zile6-11161) became 3rd 
Baron Ponsonby on the death of his uncle John, Viscount 
Ponsonby; he died childless and was succeeded by his man 
William Brabazon Ponsonby (t8o7-1866), only son of the bishop 
of Deny, on whose death the barony of Ponsonby became extinct. 

Among other members of this family may be mentioned Major-
General Sir Frederick Cavendish Ponsonby (1783-1837), son of 
the 3rd earl of Bessborougb, a soldier who distinguished himself 
at the battles of Talavera, Salamanca and Vittoria, in the 
Peninsular War, and was wounded at Waterloo; be was governess 
of Malta from 01:6 to 1835. His eldest son, Sir Henry Frederick 
Ponsonby (1825-1895), a soldier who served in the Crimea, is 
best remembered as private secretary to Queen Victoria from 
1870 until a few months before his death. 

PONSON DU TERRAIL Wants Arens Ds PorrsowL 
VICOMTE ox (1829-1871), French romance writer, was been at 
Montmaur (Isere) on the 8th of July 1829. He was a motif= 
novelist, producing in the space of two years some seventy-
three volumes. Among his most successful productions were 
Les Coding die ,gonde (1853), Exploits de RocaMok WO, 
Let Drawer de Paris (1865) and Le Porgeron de la Coss-Dias 
(x869). He died at Bordeaux on the soth of January 2871. 

PONT (or KYLPONT), ROBERT (1524-1606), Scottish reformer, 
was educated at St Andrews. In i562 he was appointed 
minister at Dunblane and then at Dunkeld; in x563, commis- 
sioner for Moray, Inverness and Banff. Then in succession 
he became minister of Birnie (1567), provost of Trinity College 
near Edinburgh (I570, a lord of session (1$72), minister of St 
Cuthbert's, Edinburgh (x573) and at St Andrews (t581). Pont 
was a strenuous champion of ecclesiastical independence, and 
for protesting against parliamentary interference in churdt 
government he was obliged to leave his country. From 1584 
to 104 he was in England, but returning north be resumed his 
prominence in church matters and kept It until his death in 
1606. His elder son Timothy Pont (15607-1614?) was t good 
mathematician, surveyor, and " the first projector of a Scottish 
atlas." 

PONTA DELGADA, the capital of an adminhtrative district, 
comprising the islands of St Michael's and St Mary in the 
Portuguese archipelago of the Azores. Pop. (1900), 17,620. 
Ponta Delgada is built on the south coast of St klichael's, in 
37°  40' N. and 25°  36' W. Its mild climate, and the fine scenery 
of its mountain background, render It very attractive to visitors; 
it is the commercial centre, and the most populous city of the 
archipelago. Besides the cathedral, it contains several Inter-
esting churches and monasteries, and an observatory. Forme/1y 
its natural Inner harbour only admitted vessels of light draught, 
while larger ships were compelled to anchor in an open road-
stead, which was inaccessible during the prevalence or southerly 
gales. But great Improvements were effected after 1860 by 
the construction of a breakwater 2800 It. long. 

PONT-A-1101ISSON, a town of northern France in the depart-
ment of Meurthe-et-Moselle, 17 m. N.N.N. of Nancy by not 
Pop. (1906), 12,282. The Moselle, which Is canalised, divides 
the town into two quarters, united by a bridge of the late telb 
century. The church of St Martin, dating from the 13th, t4tb 
and t5th centuries, has a handsome facade with two towers, 
add in the interior a choir screen and Holy Sepulchre of the tytk 
century. The lower ecclesiastical seminary occupies the bu 
ing of an old Premonstmtensin convent. There are several 
interesting old houses. The town hes a communal college and 
engineering workshops, blast furnaces, and manufactures of 
lacquered ware, paper, cardboard, cables and iron-ware. Dating 
from the 9th or loth century, Pont-h-Mousson constituted • 
lordship, whirl, was made a marquisate in 8354. It wall lima 
1572 to 1763 the seat of a well-known university. 

PONTANIIS. JOVIANUS (1426-1503), Dania humanist and 
poet, was born in too at Cerreto in the duchy of Spoleto, 
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wham his inter was inamireed in one of the hequeet doff 
brawls which then disunited the peace of Italian town. His 
Mother soothed with the boy to Perugia, and it was bete that 
Poznan& received his first instruction in lasmagesand !immure. 
Failing to recover his patrimony, be abstamed Umbria, and 
at the ego of twenty-two established hiamell at Naples, which 
continued to be hi chid place of residence during a long and 
prosperous career. He here began a close friendship with the 
distinguished scholar, Antonio Baccadelli, through whose in-
Bowe he gained admission to the royal chancery of Alphonse 
the Magnanimous. Alphonse discerned the angular gifts of 
cabs young scholar, and made him toter to his sees. Postano's 
connexion with the Aragon's° dynasty as political advisee, 
military secretary and chancellor was henceforth a close one; 
and the most doubtful passage In his diplomatic career is when 
be we:doomed Charles VIAL of Frame upon the entry of that king 
Into Naples it ens, thus showing that he was too ready to 
&hoodoo the princes upon whose goner icy his fortunes bad been 
raised. Ammo Illustrates in a marked manner the position 
of power to which men of leases and learning had arrived in 
Italy. He entered Naples as a manilas scholar. He was 
almost benesdately made the mementoes and trusted land of 
its sovereign, loaded with bosoms, lodged is a fine house, 
eueoliad among the nobles of the realm. meddled, and placed at 
the very height of social importance. Following the example of 
Pompano Leto in Rome and of Casino de' Medici at Florence. 
Pentane founded an academy for the meetings of learned and 
distinguished men. This became the centre of Whim as well 
as of mudidos in the southern espial. and suldsted lens alter 
Its bender's death. In edt he married his first wife, Anima 
Sammie. who bore hie one son sad three daughters before her 
death in ems. Nothing distinguished Pentane, more than the 
strength of Ms domestic feeling. He was passionately attached 
to his wife and chfidnenand, wide Ids friend Beecedelli signed 
the licentious verses of Herreapireditee, his own Muse cidebrated 
in liberal but loyal strains the pleasures of conjugal affection, 
the dew of infancy and the wows of a husband and a father 
ht the loss of those be loved. Not long after the death of his 
first wife Pentane took is second inserkge a beautiful girl of 
Ferns, who is only known to us under the MOO of Stella. 
Although be was at least sistydve peers el age at this period, 
his poetic faculty displayed itself with mere than usual warmth 
and Issue in the glowing series of elopes, **yid Briskness, 
which be peered forth to commemorate the rapture of this 
males. Stella's one child, Ludic, survived his birth but fifty 
days; net did Ms mother /sag resale to comfort the scholar's 
slat Pcntano had Wady bet his ealy son by the first 

; therefore his declining yew were solitary. He died 
An ryas at Naples, where a reenrkable poop of terra-cotta 
figures, lifersieed and painted, sill adorns his tomb in the church 
of Mete Oliveto. He is there represented together with his 
patron Miaow and his friend Sannanore la attention before 
the dead Christ. 

Asa diplomatist ad state official Pontine played a part of 
seas importance In the Minn of southern Italy and in the 
Barons' War, the wars with Rome, and the ezpuleica and remora-
Me of the Aragoonte dynasty. But his chief claim open the 
attentions of posterity is as a scholar. His writings divide 
themselves Into dissentious upon wade topics as the" Liberality 
of Prams " or " Ferocity," composed in the rhetorical style of 
the day, sad poems. He was distinguished for energy of Latin 
style, for vignons Intellectual powers, and for the heathy, rare 
among kh contempansies, of espneenag the facts of modern 
lie, the actualities of personal emotion In language solficiently 
denial yet always shareanistie of the man. His prose 
treatise are more useful to atedimes el manners then the sirallar 
Inebriates et Peal*. Yet It was peindpolly as a Latin poet 
that be "Whited kb full strengeb. As ambitious didactic 
companies In hommoten retitled Unsfs, etabodyIng the 
eseresomkal science of the age, and adoring this high theme 
with brilliant mythological episodes, wee the atheiredon of 
BM. it ata Melee a mosmaset of kin* honestiee, 

etesibecant facility and energetic handling of material. Not !ms 
Maki* is the didactic poem on amp trees, De bona 'despot-
diem His most original compositloas in verse, however, are 
elegiac and beadecasyfiabic pieces on personal topics—the Ds 
coirfirgeli *sere, Dridewee, Trasrfi, Me:Wee, Baia*, &c.—in 
which be uttered his vehemently passionate emotions with a 
warmth of southern colouring, an evident sincerity, and a truth 
of painting from reality which excuse their erotic freedom. 

Pontaso's prose and poems went printed by the Aldi at Vence. 
For his his see Arditn Giaeesni Petal** • a mei tempi (Naples. 
t
una
871); for his place in the history of literature, Symonds1. 
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POSITARLIgit. a Imager town of eastern France, capital of 
an anceedimement in the department of Doubs, 36 mt. S.E. of 
Bow= by mad. Pop. (no6), 7896. It is situated ano ft. 
above sea-levy on the Donn, about tour miles from the Swim 
frontier, and forms as important strategic point at the mouth 
of the defile el La Claw, one of the principal passes across the 
Jun. The pass is defended by the modem fort of Larmont, 
and by the Fort de Jour, which was originally built in the loth 
century by the family of Jour and played a conspicuous part 
in the history of Francbe-Cointe. Pontarlier is the junction 
of railway lines to Neuchatel, Lausanne, Idamle-Saunier, Dale 
and Beaancen. A triumphal arch of the aide century com-
ma:mates the reconstruction of the town after the destructive 
fire of 1736. It was at Pontarlier that the French army of the 
East made its last stand against the Prussians in 1871 before 
creasing the Swim frostier. The distillation of berbs,extensivdy 
calibrated for the manufacture of absinthe, kirsch and other 
lima" is the dun industry. The town is the seat of a sub-
podect and has a tribunal of first instance and a communal 
college. 

PONT ANDEN131. a town of north-western France, capital 
Of an arrondissement in the department of Eu,e, 39 m. N.W. 
of Ewan. on the Rile, a left-bank diluent of the Seine, and 
on the railway from EVONI8 to Hodieur. Pop. (wee), woo. 
The church of St Caen which has fine stained glass of the 
16th century, combines the late Gothic and Resonance styles; 
its choir is Romanesque. Local institutions are the sob-prefec-
ture, a tribune/ of bat Wince, a board of trade arbitration, a 
chamber and tribinal of cosuneros. Manufacturing industry 
is active, and includes the hounding of malleable metal, • spur 
factory, the manufacture of glee aad paper, cotton-spinning 
and various branches of leather manufacture. There is aide 
in ilea. wed, grain, nub, cider, paper, iron, wood and coal. 
The post has a length of over half • mile on the Rile, which is 
navigable for small needs from this point to its mouth (to m.). 
The town owes its name to Auden:sr, a Frank lord, who in 
the 7th or 8th cestury built a bridge over the Ride at this point. 
It was the scene of several provincial ecclesiastical councils in 
the alb and estis centuries and of meetings of the estates if 
Normandy in the 13th century. 

!Olin (Ital. for " bridge'), a remit game peculiar to the 
city of Pia, in which the players, divided into two sides 
and provided with padded names, contended for the 
pemenies of one of the bridges over the Arno. The weapon 
used, both for offence and damn was a kind of shield which 
served as a club as well. 

A history and description of the game any be famed in William 
Heywood's Pete; mid Peek (Leaden, Igoe). 

PONTICO&VO. a city of Compass, Italy, in the province of 
Caserta, on the Garigliano, about 48 la. trans Caserta ands a 
from Aquino on the ram, frost Rome to Naples. Pap. (not), 
to.jeS (town); 12,492 (comatose). The towns approached by 
a triumphal arch adorned with a statue of Pius 1X. The princi-
pality of Pontecerve (about 4o q fa. In Wont), once an adepts-
dent state, belonged alternately to the Tanana and the abbots 
of Moen Cassino. Napoleon bestowed it on Bernadotte is 3846,, 
and in sato it was incorporated with the French Empire. 

POETECOULANT, JAWS GUSTAVE LS DOUICIE. Coins 
on ($764-18s3), Reach politician, was born at Can on the spiv 
of November 3764. lie began a caner in the many in sent 
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A moderate supporter of the revolution, he was returned to the 
Convention for the department of Calvados in 1792, and became 
commissary with the army of the North. He voted for the 
imprisonment of Louis XVI. during the war, and his banishment 
after the peace. He then attached himself to the party of the 
Gironde, and in August 1793 was outlawed. He bad refused to 
defend his compatriot Charlotte Corday, who wrote him a letter 
of reproach on her way to the scaffold. He returned to the 
Convention on the 8th of March 1795, and showed an unusual 
spirit of moderation by defending Prieur de h Marne and Robert 
Lindet. President of the Convention in July :795, he was for 
some months a member of the council of public safety. He 
was subsequently elected to the council of five hundred, but was 
suspected of royalist leanings, and lad to spend some time in 
retirement before the establishment of the consulate. Becoming 
senator in thos, and count of the empire in thoil, be organized 
the national guard in Franche Comte in 18u, and the defence 
of the north-eastern frontier in 1813. At the first restoration 
Louis XVIII. made him a peer of France, and although he 
received a similar honour from Napoleon during the Hundred 
Days, he sat in the upper house under the Second Restoration. 
He died in Paris on the 3rd of April 1853, leaving memoirs and 
correspondence from which were extracted four volumes (186s-
1865) of Sums:ars kisteriques d parksurottoires1764-1848. 

His son Louis Adolphe Le Doulcet, comte de Pontecoulant 
( 1 794-1882), served under Napoleon in az: and 1814, and then 
emigrated to Brazil, where be took part in the abortive insurrec- • 
tion at Pernambuco in :817. He also organised • French 
volunteer contingent in the Belgian revolution of I830, and was 
wounded at Louvain. The rest of his life was spent in Paris 
in the study of ancient music and acoustics. Among his works 
was one on the Musts iustrumeldal du consersatoire is musique 
(1864). A younger brother, Philippe Gustave Is Douket, 
comte de Pont/coolant (1795-1874),  served in the army until 
2849, when be retired to devote himself to mathematics and 
astronomy. His works include Thew* analytipos is system 
do monde (Parks, 1829-5846) and Trait. tiesastaairs it physique 
.chaste (a vole., Paris, z 84o). 

PONTEFRACT (pronounced and sometimes written " Pom-
fret "), a market town and municipal and parrtamentary borough 
in the West Riding of Yorkshire, England, az m. S.S.W. from 
York, served by the Midland, North-Eastern and Lancashire & 
Yorkshire railways. Pop. (1891), 9702; (:not), 13,427. It is 
well situated, mainly on an eminence, near the junction of the 
Aire and the Calder. The most important of the antiquarian 
remains are the ruins of the famous castle situated on a rocky 
height, originally covering with its precincts an area of over 
8 acts, and containing in all eight round towers. The remains 
are principally of Norman date, and an unusual feature of the 
stronghold is the existence of various subterranean chambers iu 
the rock. Below the castle is All Saints church, which suffered 
severely during the siege of the castle, but still retains some work 
of the z ath century. In t837 the tower and transepts were 
fitted for divine service. The church of St Giles, formerly a 
chapel of ease to All Saints, but made parochial in the :8th 
century. is of Norman date, but most of the present structure 
is modern. The 17th-century spire was removed in t7o7, and 
replaced by a square tower, which was rebuilt in 1797; the chan-
cel was rebuilt in 1869. In Southgate is an ancient hermitage 
and oratory cut out of the solid rock, which dates from 1396. 
On St Thomas's Hill, where Thomas, earl of Lancaster, was 
beheaded in 1332, a chantry was erected in 1373, the site of 
which is now occupied by a windmill built of its stones. At 
Monkbill there are the remains of a Tudor building called the 
0611 Hall. probably constructed out of the old priory of St John's 

- *grammar school of ancient foundation. renewed by Elizabeth 
'had George III., occupies modern buildings. The town-ball 
was built at the close of the 18th century on the site of one 
erected in 1656, which succeeded the old moot-hall dating from 
Saxon times. Among other buildings are the court borne, the 
market ball, the assembly rooms is handsome building adjoining 
the tows-ball), and large buttocks. The foundation of the  

principal almshouse, that of St Nicholas, dates from belies the 
Conquest. Trinity Hospital was founded by Sir Robert Knolls 
(d. t4o7), an eminent military commander in the French was 
of Edward III. At Ackworth, in the neighbourhood, there is a 
large school of the Society of Friends or Quakers (1778), In the 
foundation of which Dr John Fothergill a—t 780) Wei a prime 
mover. There are extensive gardens and nurseries in she 
neighbourhood of Pontefract, and liquorice is largely wows 
for the manufacture of the celebrated Pomfret cakes. Ile 
town possesses ironfoundries, sack and matting manufactoehm, 
tanneries, breweries, corn mills and brick and terra-cotta works. 
The parliamentary borough, falling within the Otmoidcoors 
division of the county, returns one member (before shag the 
number was two). The town is governed by a mayor, ix alder-
men and IS comiclilors. Area, 4078 acres. 

The remains of a Roman camp have been discovered sear 
Pontefract, but there is no trace of settlement in the town Nadi 
until after the Conquest. At the time of the Domesday Survey 
Tateshali (now Tanshelf, a suburb of the town) was the chief 
manor and contained 6o burgesses, while Kirkby, which after-
wards became the borough of Pontefract, insect of Its manhess 
The change was probably owing to the fact that Merl de Lacy, 
to whom the Conqueror had granted the whole of the honour of 
Pontefract, founded a castle at Kirkby, on a site said to have 
been occupied by a fortification raised by ark, a Saxon thane. 
Several reasons are given for the change of name but none is at 
all satisfactory. One account says that it was caused by a 
broken bridge which delayed the Conqueror's advance to the 
north, but this is known to have been at Ferrybridge, time 
miles away; a second says that the new same was derived frost 
a Norman town called Pontfrete, which, however, never existed; 
and a third that it was caused by the breaking of a bridge is 
1553 on the arrival of the archbishop of York, St William, wheel 
several people were miraculously preserved from drowning, 
although the town was already known as Pontefract 14 1140 
when Archbishop Thuntan died there. The manor remised 
in the Lacy family until it passed by marriage to Thomas. duke 
of Lancaster, who was beheaded on a bill outside the town der 
the battle of Boroughbridge. His estates were reamed to bin 
brother Henry, earl of Lancaster, on the accession of Edward in., 
and the manor has since that formed part of the duchy of 
Lancaster. The town took part in most of the rebellions in the 
north of England, and in IA«) Richard II. was imprisoned and 
secretly murdered in the castle. During the Wars of the Roses 
the town was loyal to Henry VI., and several of the Yorkist 
leaders were executed here ether the battle of Wakefield. It was 
taken by Robert Aske, leader of the Pilgrimage of Grace. in 
1536. In 1643 the castle was garrisoned for Chides 1. and 
sustained four sieges. the second, in 0544, being succeeded, 
but two years later it was retaken by the royalists, who held it 
until after the =motion of the king, when they surrendered to 
General Lambert and the castle was destroyed. 

Roger de Lacy in 1 roe granted a charter to the burgesses 
confirming their laxities and right to be a free borough at a 
fee-farm of sad. yearly for every toft, granting them the same 
privileges as the burgesses of Grimsby, and that their reeve 
should be chosen annually by the lord of the manor at his court 
lea, preference being given to the burgesses if they would gay 
u much as others for the office. Henry de Lacy coarmed this 
charter in 1278 and in 1484 Richard III. incorporated the town 
under the title of mayor and burgesses and granted•* gild 
merchant with a Muse. His charter was withdrawn os the 
accession of Henry VII. and a similar one was granted. while is 
2489 the king gave the burgesses licence to continue chorales a 
mayor as they had done in the time of Richard 111. Is .bob-itioy 
James I. confirmed the charter of Henry VII. and regulated the 
choice of the mayor by providing that he should be elected hem 
among the chief burgesses by the bargees themselves. iht 
privilege of returning two members to parliament whisk bad 
belonged to Pontefract at the end of the tsar artery was arrivas 
In r6ro-16st on the grounds that the charter of tho6-tari 
bad restored all their privileges to the bermes. gess * 
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Starliattlibution of Sam' Act of 483 one member only has been 
returned. Liquorice was largely grown 5.11 early u 17oo-5701, 
when the corporation prohibited the sale of buds or sets of 
the plant. Richard III. by his incorporation charter granted 
the market rights in the borough to the burgesses, who still 
bold them under his charter. 

See Vittoria County Hiner y: Yorkshire: Eii 9hth Report of the Royal 
Ceneetierion flisteneal Merntscrilas(1270-.1 7); Book of Entries of 
tie Posiefratt Corporation. 265J-1726 ( ed. by Richard Holmes, tabs): 
Benjamin Boothroyd, The 11111017 of the Ancient Dennteis of Ponte- 
fract (tarn); George Fox. The !Barry of Pontefract (11127). 

PONTEMBA. it maritime province of north-western Spain, 
formed in 1143 of districts taken from Galicia, and bounded 
on the N. by Coruna*, E. by Lugo and Orense, S. by Portugal 
and W. by the Atlantic. Pop. (1900),157.:6:; area, 0395 sq-  m. 
Pontevedra Is the smallest of the provinces of Spain except 
the three Basque Provinces; its density of population, 2694 
inhabitants per square mile. Is only excelled in the provinces of 
Barcelona and Biscay (Viscaya). Both of these are mining 
and manufacturing districts, while Pontevedra is dependent 
on agriculture and fisheries. The surface is everywhere moun-
tainous, and consists almost entirely of arable land, pasture or 
forest. The coast-line is deeply indented; navigation is rendered 
difficult by the prevalence of fop in summer and storms in 
winter. The river litho (Portuguese Minho) forms the southern 
frontier, and is navigable by small ships as far as Salvatierra; 
and the province is watered by many smaller streams, all flowing. 
like the Idi6o, into the Atlantic. The largest of these are the 
Ulla, which separates Pontevedra from Corunna, the Ueda and 
the Leta. Pontevedra has a mild climate, a ferule soil and a 
very heavy rainfall. Large agricultural fairs are held in the 
chief towns, and there is a considerable export trade in cattle 
to Great Britain and Portugal, hams, salt meat and fish, eggs, 
breadstuff', leather and wine. Vigo is the headquarters of 
shipping, and one of the chief ports of northern Spain. There 
are also good harbours at Bayona, Carril, Mario, Vfflagarcia and 
elsewhere among the deep estuaries of the coast. At Tuy the 
Spanish and Portuguese railways meet, and from this town one 
line goes up the Muth valley to Cheese, and another northward 
along the coast to Santiago de Compute's.. 

POSTIIVEDRA. the capital of the Spanish province of Ponte-
vedra; en the Tuy-Corunna railway, and on the river Lerex, 
which here eaters the Ria de Pontevedra, an inlet of the Atlantic. 
Pop. ( 1 944. 12,330. The name of the town is derived from the 
ancient Roman bridge (pass tau) of twelve arches, which spans 
the Lau near its mouth. Pontevedra is a picturesque tows, 
mainly built of granite?  and still partly enclosed by medieval 
fortifications. It contains handsome provincial and municipal 
balls erected in the 19th century, and many convents, some of 
which have been converted into hospitals or schools. Marin and 
Sangenjo are ports on the Rig de Pontevedra, which is the seat 
of a thriving sardine fishery. There is an active trade in grain, 
wine and fruit; cloth, hats, leather and pottery are manufactured. 

POIMAC Ism-1769), Indian chief of the Ottawa and 
leader hi the " Conspiracy of Pontiac " in *763-64, was born 
between 171 2 and t7ao probably on the Maumee river, near the 
stout/sof the Auglaize. His father was an Ottawa, and his 
mother an Ojibwa. By sus be bad become a chief of the 
Ottawa and • leader of the lame confederacy of the Ottawa, 
Potawatomi and Ojibwa. He was an ally of France and 
possibly commanded the Ottawa in the defeat (July 9. :755) of 
Goad Edward Braddock. In November i76o be met Major 
Robert Rogers, then on his way to occupy Michilimackinac and 
other forts surrendered by the French, and agreed to let the 
English troops pus unmolested on condition that be should be 
hated with respect by the British. Like other Indians he soon 
realised the difference between French and English rule—that 
the Indiana were no longer welcomed at the forts and that they 
would ultimately be deprived of their hunting grounds by en-
attaching English settlements. French hunters and traders 
mourned Indian disaffection with vague promises of help from 
France; in 2762 an Indian " prophet " among the Delawares 
la the Muskingum preached a union of the Indians to expel the 

English; and in that year (as in 1760) there were abortive coo-
spiracles to massacre the English garrisons of Detroit, Fort 
Niagara and Feet Pitt (now Pittsburg). Pontiac seems to have 
been chief of a magic association (the Mena), and he took advan-
tage of the religious fervour and the general unrest among the 
Indians to organize in the winter of 176z-63 a simultaneous 
attack on the English forts to be made in May 1763 at a certain 
phase of the moon. On the :7th of April 1763, beforea meeting 
near Detroit of delegates from most of the Algonquian tribes, he 
outlined his plans. On the 7th of May, with 6o warriors, be 
attempted unsuccessfully to gain admission to Detroit, which 
then had a garrison of about 16o under Major Henry Gladwin 
(1730-179x); and then besieged the fort from the 9th of May to 
the end of October. On the 28th of May reinforcements from 
Fort Niagara were ambuscaded near the mouth of the Detroit. 
In June the Wyandot and Potawatomi withdrew from the siege, 
but on the 29th of July they attacked reinforcentents(s8o men, 
including  to of Rogers's rangers) from Fort Niagara under 
Captain James Dalyell (or Dalaell), who, however, gained the 
fort, and in spite of Gladwin's opposition on the pa of July 
attacked Pontiac's camp, but was ambuscaded on Bloody Run 
and was killed, nearly 6o others being killed or wounded. On 
the 12th of October the Potawatomi, Ojibwa and Wyandot made 
peace with the English; with the Ottawa Pontiac continued the 
siege until the 3oth of October, when he learned from Neyon 
de Is Vendee, commandant of Fort Chartres (among the Illinois) 
that be would not be aided by the French. Pontiac then 
withdrew to the Maumee. 

Fort Pitt with a garrison of no men under Captain Simeon 
Ecuyer was attacked on the 22nd of June and was besieged 
from the :7th of July to the 1st of August, when the Indians 
withdrew to meet a relief expedition of soo men, mostly High-
landers, under Colonel Henry Bouquet (1719-1766j, who had 
set out from Carlisle, Pennsylvania, on the 18th of July, and 
relieved Fort Ligonier (on the site of the borough of Ligonier. 
Westmoreland county, Penn.) on the and of August, but 
was surprised on the stit, and fought (5th and 6th) the battle 
of Bushy Run (:s m, S.E. of Fort Pitt), finally Banking and 
routing the Indians after tricking them by a feinted retreat of 
a part of his force. Bouquet reached Fort Pitt on the toth 
of August. At hfklOsnackinac (Mackinac), Michigan, on the 
4th of June, the Indians gained admission to the fort by a trick, 
killed nearly a score of the garrison and captured the remainder, 
including Captain George Etherington, the commander, besides 
several English traders, including Alexander Henry (1739-1824).' 
Some of the captives were seised by the Ottawa, who had taken 
no part in the attack; a part of these were released, and reached 
Montreal on the 13th of August. Seven of the prisoners kept 
by the Ojibwa were lulled in cold blood by one of their chiefs. 
Fort Sandusky (on the site of Sandusky, Ohio) was taken on the 
16th of May by Wyandot; and Fort St Joseph (on the site of the 
present Niles, Mich.) was captured OD the :5th of May and z 
men (out of its garrison of Ls) were massacred, the others with the 
commandant, Ensign Schlosser, being taken to Detroit and 
exchanged for Indian prisoners. On the 27th of May Fort 
Miami (on the site of Fort Wayne, Indiana) surrendered to the 
Indians after its commander, Ensign Holmes, had been treacher-
ously killed. Fort Ouiatimon (about $ m. south-west of the present 
Lafayette, Indians) and Fort Presque Isle (on the site of Erie, 
Pena.) were taken by the Indians on the tat and 26th of 
June respectively; and Fort Le Boat( (on the site of Waterford, 

Hamm • motive of New Brueurick, N.J., had beast a 
trader as Fort MichiLimaddzwe in 1761. He was 
Wawatars. an  Ottawa, who had adopted him as a brothrn:V■A 
he took part in Colonel John Bradstreet's expedkion: in m ed   
Sir Witham Johnson. the dubs ci Gloucester sad abets, 
Cowpony to mime wow in the Lake Superior mien: not • far! 
trader again lista 1796; and then became a merchant in 
His Tree* 0114 AtheXitirel 	nods aid the Indies ri*geaL  erntortes 
lielerene the Teen trite and t77d tea): reprinted 19ot) is a valuable 
ament of the her trade sad of &detailing, at Michitinseckisee. 
He is net to be coahmad with his nephew of the same same, also a 
feverader, whom loureal was published in tato is 3 ro ► . se Nal 
Light en the Early Mica, of um Creak, Northwest. 
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Penn.) was surprised on the 18th, but its garrison escaped, 
and seven (out of t3) got safely to Fort Pitt. Fort Venango 
(near the site of the present Venango, Penn.) was taken 
and burnt about the same time by some Senecas (the only 
Iroquois in the conspiracy), who massacred the garrison and 
later burned the commander, Lieut. Gordon. About soo 
Senecas on the 14th of September surprised a wagon train, 
escorted by 24 soldiers, from Fort Schlosser (2 in. above Niagara 
Falls), drove most of them over the brink of the Devil's Hole 
(below the cataract), and then nearly annihilated a party from 
Fort Niagara sent to the rescue. 

In 1763, although the main attacks on Detroit and Fort Pitt 
had failed, nearly every minor fort attacked was captured, 
about zoo settlers and traders were killed, and in property 
destroyed or plundered the English lost about f too,coo, the 
greatest loss in men and property being in western Pennsylvania. 

In June 1764 Colonel John Bradstreet (1711-1774) led about 
1 zoo men from Albany to Fort Niagara, where at a great gather-
ing of the Indians several treaties were made in July; In August 
he made at Presque Isle a treaty (afterwards annulled by 
General Thomas Gage) with some Delaware andShawnee chiefs; 
and in September made treaties (both unsatisfactory) with the 
Wyandot, Ottawa and Miami at Sandusky, and with various 
chiefs at Detroit. He sent Captain Howard to occupy the forts 
at Michilimackinac,'Green Bay and Sault Ste Marie, and Captain 
Morris up the Maumee river, where he conferred with Pontiac, 
and then to Fort Miami, where he narrowly escaped death at 
the hands of the Miami; and with his men Bradstreet returned 
to Oswego in November, having accomplished little of value. 
An expedition of tsoo men under Colonel Bouquet left Carlisle, 
Pennsylvania, in August, and near the site of the present 
Tuscarawas, Ohio, induced the Indians to release their prisoners 
and to stop fighting—the practical end of the conspiracy. 
Pontiac himself made submission to Sir William Johnson on the 
25th of July 1766 at Oswego, New York. In April 1769 he was 
murdered, when drunk, at Cahokia (nearly opposite St Louis) 
by a Kaskaskia Indian bribed by an English trader; and he was 
buried pear the St Louis Fort. His death occasioned a bitter 
war in which a remnant of the Illinois was practically annihilated 
in 1770 at Starved Rock (between the present Ottawa and La 
Salle), Illinois, by the Potawatomi, who had been followers of 
Pontiac. Pontiac was one of the most remarkable men of the 
Indian race in American history, and was notable In particular 
for his power (rare among the Indians) of organization. 

See Francis Perform's, 77se Conspiracy of Pontiac (a vols., Bono°, 
1851; loth ed., 1896). 

PONTIAC. a city and the county-seat of Oakland county, 
Michigan, U.S.A., on the Clinton river, about 26 m. N.W. of 
Detroit. Pop. (1890).  6200;  (1 900) 9769, of whom zozo were 
foreign-born; (192o U.S. census) 44'32. It is served by the Grand 
Trunk and the Pontiac, Ox(ord lit Northern railways (being the 
southern terminus of the latter), and by the Detroit & Pontiac 
and the North-Western electric inter-urban lines. In the sur-
rounding country there are many small, picturesque lakes (the 
largest being Orchard, about 6 m. south-east of Pontiac, Cass 
and Elizabeth lakes), and there is good hunting and fishing in 
the vicinity. In Pontiac Is the Eastern Michigan Asylum for 
the insane (1878), with grounds covering more than Soo acres. 
The city has various manufactures, and the value of the factory 
products increased from 82,470,887 in loco to $3,047,422 in 
1904, or 53-3%. Agricultural products, fruit and wool from 
the surrounding country are shipped in considerable quantities. 
The municipality owns and operates its waterworks. Pontiac, 
named in honour of the famous Indian chief of that name, was 
laid out as a town in t818, became the county-seat in zilao, was 
incorporated as • village in 1837, and WWI chartered in siMr. 

PONTIANINI. pope from s3o to 235. He was exiled by the 
emperor Maximinus to Sardinia, and in consequence of this sen-
tence resigned (Sept. ,8, 135). He wassucceeded by Antares. 

PONTIPZIL The collegium of the Pontifices was the most 
Important priesthood of ancient Rome, being specially charged 
With the administration of the Isis divines*, i.e. that part of the  

civil law which regulated the relations of the community with 
the deities recognized by the state officially, together With • 
general superintendence of the worship of gees and family. 
The name is clearly derived from pets and facere, but whether 
this should be taken as indicating any special connexion with the 
sacred bridge over the Tiber (Pons Subikius), or what the original 
meaning may have been, cannot DOW be determined. The 
college existed under the monarchy, when its members were 
probably three in number; they may safely be considered as 
legal advisers of the rex in all matters of religion. Under the 
republic they emerge into prominence under a adutifer esaximus, 
who took over the king's duties as chief administrator of religious 
law, just as his chief sacrificial duties were taken by the res 
sacrorum; his dwelling was the regia, " the house of the king." 
During the republican period the number of pontifices increased, 
probably by multiples of three, until after Suite (82 s.c.) we 
find them fifteen; for the year 57 s.c. we have a complete list 
of them in Cicero (Harms,. reap. 6, 22). Included in the 
collegium were also the rex sitcrorum, the (famines, three assistant 
pontikes (minores) and the vestal virgins, who were all chosen 
by the pontifex maxhnus. Vacancies in the body of pontifices 
were originally filled by co-optation; but from the second Punic 
War onwards the pontifex maximus was chosen by a peculiar 
form- of popular election, and in the last age of the republic this 
held good for all the members. They all held office for life. 

The immense authority of the college centred in the pontifex 
maximus, the other pontifices forming his consitium or advising 
body. Ills functions were partly sacrificial or ritualistic, but 
these were the least important; the real power lay in the adminis-
tration of the jou disinum, the chief departments of which may 
briefly be described as follows: (t) the regulation of all expiatory 
ceremonials needed as the result of pestilence, lightning, &c.; 
(2) the consecration of all temples and other sacred places and 
objects dedicated to the gods by the state through its magis-
trates; (3) the regulation of the calendar both astronomically 
and in detailed application to the public life of the state; (4) the 
administration of the law relating to burials and burying-places, 
and the worship of the Manes, or dead ancestors; (5) the superin-
tendence of all marriages by conf.ureatio, i.e. originally of all 
legal patrician marriages; (6) the administration of the law of 
adoption and 6f testamentary succession. They had also the 
care of the state archives, of the lists of magistrates, and kept 
records of their own decisions (commentaris) and of the chief 
events of each year (amides). 

It is obvious that a priesthood having such functions as these, 
and holding office for life, must have been a great power in the 
state, and for the first three centuries of the republic it is probable 
that the pontifex maximus was in fact its most powerful member. 
The office might be combined with a magistracy, and, though 
Its powers were declaratory rather than executive, it may fairly 
be described as quasi-magisterial. Under the later republic it 
was coveted chiefly for the great dignity of the position; Julius 
Caesar held it for the last twenty years of his life, and Augustus 
took it after the death of Lepidus in s.c., after which it 
became inseparable from the office of the reigning emperor. 
With the decay of the empire the title very naturally fell to the 
popes, whose functions as administrators of religious !a* closely 
resembled those of the ancient Roman priesthood, hence the 
modern use of pontiff " and " pontifical." 

For further details consult Marquardt, Saatmersestnny fd 
D35 seq.; Wissowa. Reifies sad Kodfur der RSwr. 430 seq.; 
BoudishLeclareq. Las Pormilee, passim. tW.W. F.°11. 

POMMY, a town of western France, chief town of an arron-
dissement in the department of Morhiban, 46 rn. N.N.W. of 
Vannes by rail. Pop. (1p26), 6312 (town); 9506 (tommune). 
The town, situated on the Blavet, at its confluence with the 
Nantes-Brest canal, comprises two distinct parts—the old teen 
and that to the south known as Napolfonville. The latter, 
built by order of Napoleon I., who desired to make It the military 
headquarters for Brittany, and consisting chiefly of barracks, 
subsequently gave its name to the whole town, but In 1871 the 
old name was resumed. The ancient castle (teas) of the duke 
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of Holum, whose capital the town wee, Is occupied by theEe 
he Brigant of art and archaeology. A monument to commem-
orate the BretonAngevin Henn, the deputies of which met at 
Penalty in s79o, was erected In rage, and there are statues of 
Dr GaAs, a democrat, and General de Lourinel (d. 834. The 
town has a sub-prefecture, a tribunal of lust instance, and a 
ilycee foe boys. Baldry had its origin in a monastery founded 
in the 7th century by St Ivy, a monk of Lindisfarne. 

PONT-L'ALBIL a town of western France in the department 
of Fbalstere, 13 ra. S.W. of Quimper by rail. Pop. (1906), of the 
town 4485, of the commune 6432. The town is situated on the 
right bank of the estuary or river of Pont-l'Abbt, 2 m. from the 
sea. Its port carries on fishing, imports timber, coal, arc., and 
eaports mineprops and the cereals and vegetables of the neigh-
bourhood. Of the old buildings of the town the chief is a church 
of the 34th, Isth and 16th centuries, once attached to a Carmelite 
convent; an old castle is occupied by the betel de vile. The 
local costumes, trimmed with the bright-coloured embroideries 
for which the town is noted, are among the most striking in 
Brittany; the Morten or head-dress of the women has given its 
name to the inhabitants. Pont-l'Abbl carries on flour-milUng 
sad the estractioa of chemicals from seaweed. 

POITHAITUI. ARMAND AUGUSTIN JOSEPH ■ARR 
PERRABD, Coxes DE (ifin-r89o), French critic and man of 
letters, was born at Avignon (Vaucluse) on the 16th of July 1811. 
Imbued by family tradition with legitimist sympathies, he began 
by attacking the followers of the encyclopaedists and their 
successors. In the Asseabidenadeade he published his Carnage 
ligiertares. a series of attacks on prominent Liberals, which created 
some sensation. Pontmartin was an indefatigable journalist, 
and most of his papers were eventually published in volume 
form: Cada et eheries rree 'larder" is dame ('43); Cesserits 
dr amid' (1857-186o); Namara satedis (0163-188r), arc. 
But the most famous of all his books is La ladle is Mae. 
Ckarbermeat (Mr), which under the form of a novel offered 
a series of malicious and witty portraits of contemporary 
writers. Pontmartiii died at Avignon on the soils of March 

See ihtzfeld and Meunite. La .CriVifser litstratea cis XIX• 
rads (18p4). 

POMPOUS. a tows of northers France, capital of an arron-
dissement of the departmeat of Seine-et-Oise, *8 in. N. W. of 
Path on the railway to Dieppe. Pop. (10126), 7963. Pontoise 
is picturesquely situated on the right bank of the Oise where it 
is joined by the Viosne. The traffic on the main river is large, 
and the tributary drives numerous mills. Of the many churches 
that used to exist In the town two only remain: St Harlots, a 
church of the nth century, altered and restored in the 55th and 
16th centuries by Pierre Loonier, the famous architect of St 
Eustache at Paris, and containing a fine holy sepulchre of the 
tirth century; and Notre-Dams, of the dose of the trith century, 
which contains the tomb of St Gautier, abbot of Medan is the 
situ century. At the top of the Sight of steps by which St 
Machu isapproached is the statue of General Leclerc, a native of 
the tows and husband of NORM Bonaparte. Grain and flour 
are the principal staples of the trade; a well-knows fair is held 
is November. The town has a sub-prefecture, tribunals of first 
instance and of commerce and a communal college. At Mhiel, 
mr Pontoise. there are interesting remains of the Cistercian 
abbey of Le Val. Pagans existed in the time of the Gauls as 
aria barge (Bridge of the Oise). It we destroyed by the 
Normans in the 9th century, united with Normandy in 1032, and 
acquired by Philip I. in sobs. Capital of the French Vern*. it 
possessed an important stronghold and played a conspicuous 
pest in the wars between the French and the dukes of Normandy 
and in the Hundred Years' War. The English took It in toe. 
sad spit in 5437. hi 1441I Charles VII. took it by storm after 
a dust earths' siege. After belongiag to the count of Chunlais 
down to the trusty of Cunene, it was given es • dowry to jeume 
of France when she was divorced by Louis XII. The pediment 
Of Parh several times met in the town; sad in 1361 the salsa. 
penal convoked at Orleans removed thither after :te death of 

Francis IL During the Fronde it offered a refuge to Louis XIV. 
and Maze:in. Henry III. made It an apanage for his brother 
the duke of Anjou. At a later period it passed to the duke of 
Conti. Down to the Revolution it remained a monastic town. 

PONTOON (Fr. team, from Lat. peas, a bridge), a flat-
bottomed boat, used as a ferry boat or lighter; especially a boat 
of particular design intended to form part of a military bridge. 
In modern hydraulic engineering the words ponton and pontoon 
arc used to designate hollow water-tight structures which are 
secured to sunken wrecks and bring them up to the surface, and 
also the hollow chambers which serve as gates for docks and 
sluices, and are lowered and raised by the admission and pumping 
out of water. 

Military Palate Bridger.—From time Immemorial floating 
bridges of vessels bearing a roadway of beams and planks have 
been employed to facilitate the passage of rivers and arms of the 
sea. Xerxes crossed the Hellespont on a double bridge, one line 
supported on three hundred and sixty, the other on three hundred 
and fourteen vessels, anchored bead and stern with their keels 
in the direction of the current. Darius threw similar bridges 
across the Bosporus and the Danube in his war against the 
Scythian:, and the Ten Thousand employed a bridge of boats 
to cross the river Tigris in their retreat from Persia. Floating 
bridges have been repeatedly constructed over rivers in Europe 
and Asia, not merely temporarily for the passage of an army, 
but permanently for the requirements of the country; and to this 
day many of the great rivers in India are crossed, on the lines of 
the principal roads, by floating bridges, which are for the most 
part supported on boats such as are employed for ordinary traffic 
on the river. 

But light vessels which can be takes out of the water and 
lifted on to carriages are required for transport with an army in 
the field. Alexander the Great occasionally carried with his 
army vessels divided into portions, which were put together 
on reaching the banks of a river, u in crossing the Hydaspes; he 
is even said to have carried his army over the Oxus by means 
of rafts made of the hide tents of the soldiers stuffed with straw, 
when he found that all the river boats had been burnt. Cyrus 
crossed the Euphrates on stuffed skins. The practice of carrying 
about skies to be inflated when troops bad to cross a river, which 
was adopted by both Greeks and Romans, still exists in the 
East. In the 4th century the emperor Julian crossed the Tigris. 
Euphrates and other rivers by bridges of boats made of skins 
stretched over osier frames. In the wars of the z7th century 
pontoons are Ned as regular is of the trains of armies, 
the Germans using a leather, the etch a tin and the French a 
copper " skin " over stout timber frames. 

Modern military pontoons have been made of two forms, open 
as an undecked boat, or closed as • decked canoe or cylinder. 
During the Peninsular War the English employed open bateaux; 
bet the experience gained in that war induced them to introduce 
the closed form. General Colima devised a buoy pontoon, 
cylindrical with conical ends and made of wooden staves late a 
cask. Then General Sir Charles Pasley introduced demi-pon-
toons, like decked canoes with pointed bows and square sterns, 
• pak, attached sternwise, forming a single " pier " of support 
for the roadway; they were constructed of light timber trues 
covered with sheet copper and were decked with wood; each 
demi-pontoon was divided internally into separate compartments 
by partitions which ware made as water-tight as possible, and 
also suppled with the mesas of pumping out water; when trans-
ported overland with an army a pair of demi-pontoons and the 
superstructure ol one bay formed the load for a single carriage 
weighing 2715 cwt. when loaded. The Pasley was superseded 
by the Blanshard pontoon, s tin coated cylinder with hemis-
pherical ends, for which peat mobility was claimed, two pon-
toons and two bays superstructure being carried on one waggon, 
giving a weight of about ♦ $ cwt., which was intended to be drawn 
by four home. The Blanshasel postern was long used Is the 
British army, but was uhimatcly discarded; end British 
eighteen came to the conclusion that it was desirable to return 
to the form of the open bateau to which the engineers et all the 
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Continental armies had meanwhile constantly adhered. Captain 
Fowke RE invented a folding open bateu made .J  wter-
proof canvas attached to sliding ribs, so that for transport it 
could be collapsed Re the bellows of an acconlion and for use 
could be extended by a pair of stretchers. This was followed by 
the pontoon designed by Colonel Blood, ILE., an open bateau 
with decked ends and sides putly decked where the rowlock 
blocks were fixed. It consisted of six sets of framed ribs con-
nected by a deep kelson, two side streaks, and three bottom 
streaks. The sides and bottom were of thin yellow pine with 
canvas secured to both surfaces by india-rubber solution, and 
coated ouuide with marine glue. The central interval between 
the pontoons in forming a bridge was invariably maintained at 
t 5 ft.; for the support of the roadway five baulks were onfmanly 
employed, but nine for the passage of siege artillery and the 
heaviest loads; they fitted on to saddle' resting on central 
saddle beams. The pontoons were not imroersed to within z ft. 
of the tops of their " coamings " when carrying ordinary loads, 
as of infantry in marching order " in fours " crowded at a check, 
or the 16-pounder R.M.L. gun of position weighing 4,3 cwt.; nor 
were they immersed to within 6 in. when carrying extraordinary 
loads, such as dn.  organized infantry, or the 64-pounder R.M.L. 
gun weighing 98 cwt. In desist' ning this pontoon the chief points 
attended to were—(1) improvement in power of support, (a) 
simplification in bridge construction, (3) reduction of weight in 
transport, and (4) adaptation for use singly as boats for ferrying 
purposes. One pontoon with the superstructure for a single 
bay constituted a load for one waggon, with a total weight 
behind horses of about so cwt. 

The fonowing table (from Eery. Bra 9tb ed.) shows the 
of various pontoons in use by different nations in the oast. rode'  ram  
improvements are comparatively few. The  working power of 
support " has been calculated in most instances by deducting from 
the " available buoyancy " one-fourth for open and one-tenth for 
dosed vessels:— 

In the English and French eqtr -ftt tbe ponterea• vete orliginet , 
 made of two sum the manlier and lighter for the " admits:eel sanate 

the largerand heavier for the " reeerve; " in both eesmspmems 
the same 11120 pannon is now.  adopted for general sequirecomma. tie 
superlintintire b strengthened when necessary lor very hem 
weights.  The German army has an undivided galvanized mason eve 
won, 4 ft. 6 in. long, heady as a boat, bat of inadequate bowsaw, 

 far heavy traffic, with the result that the spen has to be disminsimic. 
and ipso jaao the waterway obstructed. The Austrian wad Isaba 
potttooes are made in three pieces, two widi bows and a mark& 
pece ithout; n less than two pieces are ordinanly employed, ms 
the third is introduced wben great supporting power es reCitunot 
but in all cases • mutant interval is maintained betmsern tr 
pontoons. On the other hand. in the-greater number of peresenie 
equipments greater supporting power is obtained nos by imeneame 
the number of t ntral Ineersa, 
between the pontoon.. Within certain limes It does noir same 
whether the buoyancy is made up el a Imp numbex of moan ear 
small number of large vessels. so long as the watenvay is not nod* 
contracted and ti obstruction offered to a swift current da nacres:Ms 
increased; but it is to be remembered that pontoon bridges ham 
failed as frequently from being washed away as from insulbeem  

• 	

cy. In Austria efforts have been made to diminis' b the weepy 
of t Buage eq 	by the substitution of ueel foe knee. Thr 
present pontoon, tO time pieces, is of steel, and 39 ft. • is long, Me 
the old pattern. 

In Me British; 	 later Inecraike 
by the introduction of a bipanite pontoon deigned in HMO 
Lieut. Clauson, R.E. Each pontoon t.s carried on one wocroo dear 
a bay of superstructure. and consists of two sections, a bow-peee and 

stern-piece, connected together by easily manipulated couplings 
of phosphor bronze- Decks and " coaminp " are dispensed nab 
and the rowkek holes are sunk in a strong pinwale. The detect. 
able addle•beam which receives the load on the centre of tie 
thwarts. is made in sections. so as to form a continuous sack& al 
any length required. The baulks (or road-bearers) and ibises 
(or planks) remain unaltered, but chess-holders and chess-beasen 
are added for use in constructing light bridges for infantry in fit 
la this kind of bridge each pontoon section is used separateb. 
with a roadway of cheeses placed longitudinally four abreast. b 
the normal or medium bridge two sections, and in heavy bridal 
three sections are joined together. The chief advantages ol  tic 
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am(t) die buoyancy of the piers can be proportioned 

:Ttweight of traffic and to the roughness of the water; (a) 
owing to the special design of the bows, beats and rafts are easy to 
row. while the pontoons in bridge oppose little resistance to the 
everent, and so require lees anchor power; (3) transport rafts, pier- 
heads and flying bridges can be constructed with great ease. owing 
to the flush gunwales on which baulks can rest if necessary (4) the 
pontoon sections are convenient to handle, easy to slop or to 
transport by rail, and can readily be replaced singly If damaged in 
bridge. A canoe pontoon and superstructure adapted for pack 
transport has also been adopted from designs by Colonel (Sr) Elliott 

R.E. The pontoon consists of four makers &aced 
together. each section being a framework of wood covered with 
waterproof sheeting. Three pontoons and eight composite planks 
form a " unit," from which can be constructed 48 ft. of bridge for 
Infantry in fib, $4 ft foe' infantry in single file, or a raft to carry is 
awn et MI empty 112111011. 

For the British army in India the standard pontoon for many 
years was the Ruby: It was seldom used, however, for boats could 
almost always be procured on the spot in sufficient numbers where-
ever a Boating bridge had to be constructed. Later an equipment 
was prepared for the Indian army of densi.postoons, similar to the 
Blood pontoon cut in half, and therefore more mobile; each has 
a bow and a square stern, and they arejoined at the sterns when 
required to form a " pier " ; they are fitted with movable covers and 
can then-tem be teed in much rougher water than pontoons of the 
home pattern, and their poeer d support and breadth of roadway 
are the same. The Chitral Relief Expedition of aloe, however, 
revealed certain defects. The shape of the bow was unsuited to 
rapid currents; the balance was not satisfactory, and the copper 
sheathing cracked. Experiments IMO then undertaken with the 
bipaRite pontoon. 

The infra-rubber pontoon does not appear to have been generally 
employed even in America, where k was invented. The engineer 
of with the army of the Potomac, after full reperience of the 
India-rubber pontoon and countless other inventions of American 
genius. adopted the French eqtripment, which they found "most 
surliest, useful and reliable fur all military purposes." The 
Ruesians, m crossing the Danube in their war with Turkey in 1878, 
employed the Austrian equipment. Aluminium pontoons have 
been tried in Germany, but have not been *domed. 

For light bridging week the Bonbon and other collapsible beets 
have been adopted in Germany and Great Britais. especial) ioe 
cavalry work in advance of the army. The German folding boat is 
made of wood framework and canvas skin; two boats ate easily 
twirled on one " folding-boat wagon." The total length of the three 
sections together is at ft. 6 ha The British field troop R.E.. 
attached to cavalry. carries two oolkipeible b at s t8 ft. 6 in. long. 

The methods of constructing pontoon bri have been ampli- 
fied of late years in most armlet, and are u ,sdly restricted to (n) 
adding pontoons one by one to the had c the bridge; (a) con- 
sectie3 rafts of two or more into 'Age by mtenuediate 
bays superstructure; and ) twiaging sc.. a the river a bridge 
previously prepared alongside the shore. Th formation of a bridge 
from rafts touching one another consumes ,n excessive amount 
of equipment, and mynas untrecereery resist. nee to the stream; it 
is then:tom being discarded le most armies. " Booming out " 
the bridge  bay  by bey from the shore until the head reaches the 
opposite bank is unsuited (or rapid currents, and is almost obsolete 
except for light Infantry bridges. 

In every army the pontoon service is in the hands of technical 
specialista.1  But there are many other forms of military 
bridging, in which the specialist only supervises the work of the 
erdinary soldier, or indeed, takes to part whatever. Troops of 
all acme are expected to be familiar with certain methods of 
magi temporary bridging. In the British service the forms 
of temporary timber bridge usually employed arc called trestle, 
kick and awing. The trestle bridge in its various forms eon- 
Niguel a series of two-legged or three-legged trestles carrying the 
road-bearers and cheeses which form the roadway. Trestles 
ma be Improvised. but some are carried, ready for use, by 
mobile engineer units and they are frequently combined with 
postage bridges at the shore tads, where bolding ground fee 
the feet of the trestles is found. Lock bridges never touch 
water, forming single spans over a chasm. These consist of 
spars made into frames of which the feet rest in the banks of the 
fifer and the heads are inteelockad, the whole being securely 
Wad. Another type of frame-bridge is the cantilever, which 
leas been need in Indian frontier expeditions to bridge swift 

la Germany, however. es usesetionsd below, light bridging 

Eifel has been plated in the handset the cavalry. This Eifel 
with the needs of modern minim, will t=yr.  
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steep-banked streams. Improvised suspension bridges are also 
used. Floating bridges are made not only of pontoons but also 
of boats of all sorts, casks lashed together, and rafts. They are 
almost always combined witllone or two bays of trestle bridging 
at the shore ends. 

The organization of bridging personnel in different armies shows 
as much divergence of opinion as the design of pontoon equipment. 
In Great Britain, since the divisional reoeganisation, the bedtime 
trains have been assigned to the " army troops," which include 
two " bridging trams, totit11..t4 officers and 4,14 men with 9.1 
vehicles, most of them six- Each train carries 32 pontoons 
and 32 bays of supenerneture, as well as t6 trestles and 8 bays of 
the errreeneee  aupeasttuctum, and can construct 200 rif. of 
OM 	 in a8. Besides these trains the divisional eremitism 
stn 	 wanks per division) bear with them in all 4 pontoons 
an 	with the necessary bays of superstructure, thew 
f01 	 apeei ty being about io yds. of medi 	bridge. 
la 	 army corps hes a brid&g train which

um 
 admits of 

the 	a of bridges to the extant of about 120 yds of 
eat 	 .yds. of light.bridging and bears besides 2 " advanced 
gar 	rhich can provide 33 yds. of medium brid 'ng each. 
Be 	 as trains there are also "army trains, five in all 
w! 	 ugh ago yds. of medium bridging apiece. Them 
we 	.efettod in accordance with the reounements of particular 
campaigns. In Germany the increasing Importance attached to 
independent cavalry operations has led to the assignment of a 
folding-boat wagon to every cavalry felti. The regimental 
equipment provides for • ferry, capable of t 	se to 3o infa 
one artillery vehicle or four horses at one Journey. a looni 
22 10 33 yds. in length, or a light bridge of 8 to 13 yds• By 
assembling the material of a whole cavalry division of 6 regiments, 
a footbridge of s to to ate yds. or a light bridge of s7 to 70 yds. 
can be constructed. The corps bridging train of a Germain army 
carp ase conaruct zee yds. of nesdium or no yob. of hgbt 
bri4ing, andeach of the two divisional trains. 4o yds. of medium 
and 4 8  Yds. of light bridging. 

PONTOPPIDAN, BRIE (1698-z764), Danish author, was 
born at Aarhus on the 14th • of August 160. Ile studied 
divinity at the university of Copenhagen, and for some time 
acted as a travelling tutor. In 1735 he became one of the 
chaplains of the king. In 1738 be was made professor extra-
ordinary of theology at Copenhagen, and in 1745 bishop of 
Bergen, Norway, where he died on the loth of December 1764. 

His principal worn rare: The.Imon 	:e:. , is Li 11141116,114111 
(4t0 1  1730), a decription of the geography, natural history, an-
tiquities, Be., of Denmark; Gesta et renligia &mono.' extra Annan 
(3 vols. 8vo, 17.so). a laborious but umaitical work; Astaaks 
"atheeda."Kat, veils., 1741 -1 747); Mamoru damn; Mechem
(2 'vob. O. 101., 1739-1741); Ghxuarium noraretcum (1749); Del forst, 
) 

VIS
ors6g Norge., naturitke historic (410. 1751- 1754); Eng. trans., 

Maimed History r:41 Norway ja vols.. 1735), containing curious 
accounts, often erred to. the Braaten, era-serpent, and the 
like; °new.,  hainicluct ( 1760); Menem (3 vols., 1 -, .r1743). a 

us reel. has Danis
, 
e Alia.1 (7 vols. ato), an L. tonol and 

t -.graphical account of Denmark, was mostly posthu: oars. 
-se an article by S. M. GieUerup in Danish lisogra, 	Lacikoa 

(trot. sill.. ra99). 
POWMPPIDAN. 181111UK (r857- ), Danish author, son 

of a pastor, was born at Fredericia on the 24th of July 1 857. 
He studied physics and mathematics at the university of Copen-
hagen, and when he was eighteen be travelled on foot through 
Germany and Switzerland. His novels show an Intimate 
acquaintance with peasant life sad character, the earlier ones 
showing clear evidence of the influence of Kjelland. An 
excellent example of his work is in the trilogy dealing with the 
history of Emanuel Hammel, a theorizing radical parson who 
marries a peasant wife. These three stories, Maid ("Son," 
• Dd lodaettede Land ("The Promised Land," 7892), and 
AMMO': Dog (t895) are marked by fine discrimination and 
great narrative power. Among his other works are Pro Hyaena 
(i887),Fdkolirlskildriager (2 parts, 1888-1890, and Shyer (139o). 
He began in 1898 a new series in Lyles Per, the story of a typical 
Jutlander. 

See an article of Niels Miller in Death Disenrfigh Lessleas (vGIL 
• 1899). 

!MORN% JACOPO DA (7494-1357), whose family name 
was Carted, Italian painter of the Florentine school, was born 
at Patin:moo In 1404, son of a painter of ordinary ability, was 
apprenticed to Leonardo de. Vinci. and afterwards took lemons 
from Piero di Cogan,. Al the age of eighteen he  beams 
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journeyman to Andrea del Sarto, and was remarked as a young 
man of exceptional accomplishment and promise. Later on, 
but still in early youth, he executed, in continuation of Andrea's 
labours, the " Visitation," in the cloister of the Servi in Florence 
—one of the principal surviving evidences of his powers. The 
most extensive series of works which be ever undertook was a 
set of frescoes in the church of S. Lorenzo, Florence, from the 
a Creation of Man to the Deluge," dosing with the "Last 
judgment." By this time, towards rub, be had fallen under 
the dangerous spell of Michelangelo's colossal genius and super-
human style; and Pontormo, after working on at the frescoes 
for eleven years, left them incomplete, and the object of general 
disappointment and disparagement. They were finished by 
Angelo Bronzino, but have long since vanished under whitewash. 
Among the best works of Pontormo are his portraits, which 
include the likenesses of various members of the Medici family; 
they are vigorous, animated and highly finished. He was fond 
of new and odd experiments both in style of art and in method of 
painting. From Da Vinci be caught one of the marked physio-
gnomic traits of his visages, smiles and dimples. At one time 
be took to direct imitation or reproduction of Albert Darer, 
and executed a series of paintings founded on the Passion 
subjects of the German master, not only in composition, but 
even in such peculiarities as the treatment of draperies, &c. 
Pontormo died of dropsy on the sad of January x557,  mortified 
at the ill success of his frescoes in S. Lorenzo; be was buried 
below his work in the Servi. 

PONTREMOLL a town and bishop's see of the province of 
Massa and Carrara, Tuscany, Italy, in the upper valley of the 
Magna, 25 mi. N. by E. of Spezia by rail and 49 m. S.S.W. of 
Parma, 843 ft. above sea-level. Pop. (tool), 4107 (town); 
14,570 (commune). It has a 17th-century cathedral. The 
church of the Annunziata with its Augustinian monastery is 
interesting. There are also mineral springs. The town, which 
Is well situated among the mountains, was an independent 
republic in the. rith and z3th centuries, and in reps was sacked 
by the troops of Charles VIII. of France. It was much damaged 
by an earthquake in du. 

POIrl'Uff, a name applied In ancient times to extensive tracts 
of country in the north-east of Asia Minor bordering on the 
Eosins (Black Sea), which was often called 'simply Puska 
lithe Main), by the Greeks. The exact signification of this 
purely territchial name varied greatly at different times. The 
Greeks used it loosely of various parts of the shores of the Euxine, 
and the term did not get a definite connotation till after the 
establishment of the kingdom founded beyond the Halys during 
the troubled period following the death of Akzanda the Great, 
about sor AC, by Mithradates I., Males, son of a Persian 
satrap in the service of Antigoous, one of Alexander's successoes, 
and ruled by a succession of kings, mostly bearing therms name, 
till 64 sr. As the greater part of this kingdom lay within 
the immense region of Cappadocia, which in early ages extended 
from the borders of Odicia to the Euxine, the kingdom as a 
whole was at first called " Cappadocia towards the Pontus " 
(apth rqi Meru), but afterwards simply " Ponta," the name 
Cappadocia being henceforth restricted to. the southern half 
of the region previously included under that title. Under the 
last king, Mithradates Eupetor, commonly called the Great, 
the realm of Pontus included not only Poetic Cappadocia but 
also the seaboard from the Bithydan frontier to Coichis, part 
of inland Paphlagonia, and Lesser Armenia (see under Mrikea-
ones). With the destruction of this kingdom by Pompey 
in 64 s.c., the meaning of the name Pages underwent a change. 
Part of the kingdom was now annexed to the Roman Empire, 
being united with Bithynia in a double province called " Pontos 
and Bithyak ": this part included (possibly from the first, 
but certainly from about 4o D.C. onwards) only the seaboard 
between Heradeia (Emig) and Amigos (Sneusse), the are Pukka. 
Hereafter the simple name Pontus without qualification was 
regularly employed to denote the half of this dual province, 
especially .  by Romans and people speaking from the Roman 
point of view; it is so used almost always in the New Testament. 

But It was also frequently used to denote (In whole or pest) tkte 
portion of the old Mlthradatic kingdom which lay between the 
Halys (roughly) and the borders of Colchis, Lesser Armenia, 
Cappadocia and Galatia—the region properly designated by 
the title " Cappadocia towards the Pontus," which was always 
the nucleus of the Politic kingdom. 

This region is regarded by the geographer Strabo (a.o. re-so), 
himself a native of the country, as Pontes in the strict sense 
of the term (Geogr. p. 618). Its native population was of the 
same stock as that of Cappadocia, of which it bad formed a part, 
an Oriental race often called by the Greeks Leseesyri or White 
Syrians, as distinguished from the southern Syrituis, who were 
of a darker complexion, but their precise ethnological relations 
are uncertain. Geographically it is a table-land, forming the 
north-east corner of the great plateau of Asia Minor, edged on the 
north by a lofty mountain rim, along the foot of which runs a 
fringe of ,cosst4and. The table-land consists of • sedge of fertile 
plains, of varying size and elevation separated from each other 
by upland tracts or mountains, and it is drained almost entirely 
by the river Iris (Yeskil Irma) and Its numerous tributaries, 
the largest of which are the Scylax (Wickert* Innak) with many 
affluents and the Lyme (Ketkid hawk), all three riming in the 
highlands near, or on, the frontier of Armenialdinor and flowing 
first in a westerly and then in a north-westerly direction to 
merge their waters in a joint stream, which (under the same 
of the Iris) pierces the mountain-wall and emerges on the east 
of Amine (Sawn.). Between the Halys and the Iris the 
mountain rim is comparatively low and broken, but east of the 
Iris it is a continuous lofty ridge (called by the ancients Puny. 
acres and Scydises), whose rugged northern slopes are furrowed 
by torrent beds, down which a host of small streams (among 
them the Thermodon, famed in Amazon story) tumble to the 
sea. These inaccessible slopes were inhabited even in Strabo's 
time by wild, half-barbarous tribes, of whose ethnical relations 
we are ignorant—the Chalybes (identified by the Greeks with 
Homer's Chalybes), Tibareni, Mosynoeci and Mammas, on 
whose manners and condition some light is thrown by Xenophon 
(Asia. V). But the fringe of coast-land from Trebisand 
westward Is one of the most beautiful parts of Asia Miser and 
is justly extolled by Strabo for its wonderful productiveness. 

The sea-coast, like the rest of the mouth shore of the Euxine, 
was studded with Greek colonies founded from the 6th century 
onwards: Amiens, a colony of Miletus, which in the sth century 
received a body of Athenian settlers, now the port of Sasses; 
Cotyora, now Ordu; Census, the later Pharmacia, now /Grained; 
and Trapezes (Trebisond), a famous city from Xenophon's 
time till the end of the middle ages. The last three were 
colonies of Sinope, itself a Medan colony. The chid towns 
in the interior were Amasia, on the Iris, the birthplace of Strabo, 
the capital of Mithradates the Great, and the burial-place of the 
earlier kings, whose tombs still exist; Canons, higher up the 
river, • famous centre of the worship of the goddess Ma (or 
Cybele); Zek, another great religious centre, refounded by 
Pompey, now =eh; Eupatoris, refounded by Pompey as 
Magnopdis at the junction of the Lycus and Iris; Cables, 
Pompey's Diospolis, afterwards Neocaesarea, now Mika; 
Sebastopolis on the Scylaz, now Sok Swat; Sebastela, now 
Sekes; ad Megalopolis, a foundation of Pompey, somewhere is 
the same district. 

The history of this region is the !decay of the advance if 
the Roman Empire towards the Euphrates. Its political 
position between 64 and 41 sec, when Mart Antony became 
master of the East, is not quite certain. Part at it was banded 
over by Pompey to dknt pthaust the coast4aad esst of the 
Hays (except the territory of Amigos) and the 6M-tribes of 
Paryadres were given, with Leaser Armada, to the Oohed= 
chief Dslotarus, with the title of king; Comma was left under 
the nde of its high-priest. The rest of the famine was pmts. 
tinned by Pompey amongst the inland cities, almost all of which 
were founded by him, and, according to one view, was included 
together with the seaboard west al Arabes and the corner of north. 
east %Alagoas poseessed by Mithra4ses is his new proviso 
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Petatesffiltbysik. Others maktals that only the seaboard 
woo Included in the marine& the inland cities being constituted 
seM-governing, " protected " communities. The latter view 
Is more In conformity with Roman policy to the East, which 
did not usually annex countries till they readied (under the 
rule of client pines) a certain level of dvillsation and order, 
bet it is difficult to reconcee with Strabo's statements (p. 54z 
tan.). In any ease, daring the years following 4o  Le all inland 
Postai was handed over like northeast Paphlagonla, to native 
dynasts. The Poetic possessions of Deletion (d. 4o  es.) were 
given with additions (e.g. Caibira) In 39- 13.c. to Darius, son of 
Phernaces, and in 36 n.e. to Pennon, SOU of a rhetoric an of 
Isodicea on the Lynn The bfgh-prieet of Census, Lycomedes, 
received an accession of tenitoiy and the royal title. The 
waiter's of Zeta and Megalopolis were divided between Lyn-
nodes, the high-priest of Zela and Atepork, who ruled the 
principality of Carona Oster Sebastopolis). Amnia and 
Ambles were also given to native princes. 

After the battle of Actium (31 i.e.) Augustus restored 
Andsus as a " free city " to the province of Bithynia-Pontus, 
but made noothersetiouschange. Polemon retained his king-
dom till his death In when it passed to his widow Pythe-
doris. But presently the process of annexation began and the 
Poetic districts were gradually incorporated hi the empire, 
each being attached to the province of Galatia, then the enure 
of Roman forward policy. (1) The western district was an-
nexed in two sections, Sebastopolis and Mint& in 3-2 
and Camas In ie. .34--3c. To distinguish this district horn 
the province Pontes and Polemon's Poems, it was henceforth 
called Penes: gokfiess (as being the first part attached to 
Galatia). (r) Polemon's klogdom, ruled since as 38 by Pole-
men IL, grandson of the former king, was ennead by Ness in 

6445, and distinguished by the tide of Pandas totemesiaass, 
which survived for centuries. (But the simple one Ponta, 
hitherto commonly used to designate Polemon's rube, is still =g to denote this district by itself or -  in conjunction 

ilt= Gelatins, where the context makes the meaning 
dear (e.g. in inscrfptions and on Eniernordaens 
Included the sea-coast from the The rinedon to Cotyora and the 
inland cities Zek, Magnopolis, Maintop:flit, Neocasarea and 
Motels (awarding to Ptolemy, but apparently annexed since 
s sc., according to hs coins). (3) Malty, at the same time 
(i.e. 64) was annexed the remaining eastern put of Pones,
width formed part of Polemon's realm but was attached to 
the province Cappadocia and distinguished by the epithet 
(Waxiest. These three districts formed distinct admints-
native divisions within the provinces to which they were 
attached, with separate capitals Mask, Neocaesarea and 
Tespezus; but the fast two were after:node merged in one, 
sometimes called Amass wiedtlerranent, with Neocaesares as 
capita!, probably when they were definitively transferred 
(about an. 114 to Cappadocia, then the great frontier military 
province. 

With the reorganization of the provincial system under 
Diocletian (about AM. 200, the Poetic districts were divided 
up between four provinces of the discerns poldioa• (i) Paphla-
weds, to which was attached most of the rid province Pontos; 
(r) Dlospontus, re-named Helmopontia by Constantine, con-
taining the rest of the province Ponta and the adjoining dis-
trict, eight cities In an (Including Sinop& Ambits and Zela) with 
Meads as capital; (3) Ponta Polemonlacus, containing Cornea, 
Polemonfurn, Census and Trepans with Neocaesarea as 
capital; and (4) Armenia Minor, five cities, with Sebasteis, as 
capital. This rearrangement gave place in turn to the Byzantine 
spine of ;dewy districts (Ikenser). 

Christianity was introduced into the province Pohtus (the 
alt pongee) by way of the sea In the at century after Christ 
and was deeply rooted when Pliny governed the province 
(an. But the Christianization of the Inland Politic 
districts began only about the middle of the 3rd century and 
we largely due to the missionary that of Gregory Thannisturgus, 
bishop of NeOcsairea. 

See Ramsay, Ilieke. Osseo. 4 Ado Maw_ 01106); Andetwei and 
Caine& Stella pewee (ion et seq.): Babylon sad Rein ectic 
Reeved des sweelsosu d' Aleut min.. 	02o4 ; H. Gregoire, " 
dans le Pout " etc. in MA de corm. Mt ('pop). (J. G. C. A.) 

POINIX DR TURD (c. tsri--1605), French poet and member 
of the Pleiade (see Derma), was seigraeur of Ilbsy in Burgundy, 
where he was born in or about r5rr. He was a Mende( Antoine 
Heroet and Maurice Solve, and to a certain extent anticipated 
Reinard and Joachim Du Belky. His &rears seareires, 
originally published in :549, was augmented with other poems 
in successive orations WI z573. On the whole his poetry is 
interim to that of his companions, but he was one of the first 
to write sonnets in French (the actual priority belongs to Melia 
de St Ge)ab). It is also said that be introduced the sestine 
into France, or rather reintroduced it, for it was originally 
a Provencal invention. In his later years be gave himself up 
to the study of mathematics and philosophy. He became bishop 
of Chlionseur-Safee in r578, and in :587 appeared his Discern 
frInTewydsionee. Ho was a zealous defender of the cause of 
Henry M. against the patentees of the Guises. This attitude 
brought down on him the vengeance of the league; be was 
driven from Chalons and his &Sean at Sissy was plundered. 
He survived all the members of the Plastic and lived to see the 
onslaught made on their doctrines by Malberbe. Pontes 
resigned his bishopric in i594, and retired to the chateau de 
Brainy, where he died on the s3rd of September 116o5. 

His Oeswes peeliqua airy be found in the Made frinseeis (6875) 
of M. Ch. Marty-Lavesuz. 

PONTYPOOL. a market town in the northern parliamentary 
division of Monmouthddre, England, 8  m. N.  of Nee/Portz 
served by the Great Western, London & North-Western, and 
Rhymney railways. Pop. of urban district (gar), 6126. It 
is beautifully situated on an acclivity above the Mon Livid, 
a tributary of the Usk. Its prosperity is due to its situation 
on the edge of the great coal- and iron-field of Monmouthshire 
and Gbuncoganshhe. The earliest record of trade in iron is in 
:588, but it was developed chiefly in the beginning of the :8th
century by the family of Hanbury,  the proprietors of Pontypool 
Park. Pontypool was formerly famed for hs japanned goods, 
invented by Thomas Allwood, a native of Northampton, who 
settled In the town in the reign of Charles IL, but the manu-
facture has long ben transferred elsewhere. The town and 
neighbourhood contain large forges and iron mills for the manu-
facture of iron-work and tin-plate. Water communication 
is afforded with Newport by the Monmouthshire Canal. On 
the south-east of Pontypool is the urban district of Ponces, 
inducing Griffithstown, with a population (:got) of 7484. 

PONTYPRIDD. a parish, market town, and urban district, 
in the eastern parliamentary ffivisiowof Glamorgenshire, Wales, 
situated on the Taff at its junction with the Rhondda, on the 
Taft Vale railway, and on the Glamorganithe Canal, 12 m. 
N.N.W. from Cardiff, 12 S. from Merthyr-Tydfil, and :6g by rail 
from London. It is also connected with Newport by a Great 
Western line r8f m. long. Pop. (19oz), 32,3:6. It receives its 
name from a remarkable bridge of one arch spanning the Taff, 
erected In I7c5 by Milani Edwards, a self-taught mason. 
The bridge is a perfect segment of a circle, the chord being 
z4o h., and the height st low water 36 ft. A three-arched bridge 
was erected doge to It in :857. The town is built at the junc-
tion of the three perishes of Llanweinno, Uantwlt Fardre and 
Eglwysilan, out of portions of which Glyntaff was formed Into 
an ecclesiastical parish in :848. and from this Pontypridd was 
carved in Int- The urban district was constituted into a 
Civil parish in do& The church of St Catherine, built In 
r868, enlarged In :885, is in early Decorated style; other places 
of worship are the Baptist, Calvinistic Methodist, Congrega-
tional, and Wesleyan chapel& The principal secular buildings 
are a masonic ban, town-hall built above the market, free library 
(189o), county Intermediate school (x895) and court-house. 
Near the town is a tar-famed rocldng-stone oi tons in weight, 
known as the Man Chwyf, round which • circle of small stones 
was set up in the middle of the moth century under the ffirection 
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q( lifYwYr idorsenwg, who used to style himself arcbdosid of 
Wales. The place became, for a time, famous as a. meeting 
place for nee-Druidic gatherings. Pontypridd wan an insig-
nificant village till the opening of the Taff Vale railway into 
the town in 184o, and it owed its progress chiefly to the de-
velopment of the coal areas of the Rhondda Valley, for which 
district it serves as the market town and chief business centre. 
It also possesses anchor, chain, and cable works, chemical works, 
and iron and brass foundries. Pontypridd has, jointly with 
Rhondda, a stipendiary magistrate since apt. 

PONY (from the Lowland Scots powney, probably from 0. Fr. 
poskriel, diminutive of postale, a colt or foal; Late Lat. pullswou, 
Lat. talus, a young animal), a horse of a small breed, sometimes 
confined to such as do not exceed 1.3 hands in height, but 
generally applied to any horse under 14 hands (see Home). The 
word is of frequent use as a slang term—e.g. for a sum of Las; 
for a liquor measure or glass containing -less than a hall-pint; 
and in America for a literal translation of a foreign or classical 
author, a " crib," 

PONZA (anc. Poetise), the principal of a small group of 
islands belonging to Italy. Pop. (1wl), 462x. The group is of 
volcanic origin, and includes Palmarola (anc. Palmaria), Zannone 
(Sinonia), Ventotene (Pandateria, pop. in 19or, 1986) and San 
Stefano. It is situated about so m. S. of Monte Chow and 
7o m. W. of Naples, and belongs partly to the province of Caserta 
and partly to that of Naples (Vcntotene). There is regular 
communication with Naples by steamer, and in summer with 
Anzio. The islands rise to a height of about To ft. above sea-
level. They are now penal settlements, and their isolated 
character led to their being similarly used in ancient times. A 
colony with Lath rights was founded on Pontiac in 3r3 B.C. 
Nero, Germanicus's eldest son, and the sisters of Caligula, were 
confined upon it; while Pandateria was the place of banishment 
Of Julia, daughter of Augustus, of her daughter Agrippina the 
elder, and of Octavio, the divorced wife of Nero. 

POOD. a Russian weight, equivalent to 4o lb Russian and 
about 36 lb avoirdupois. A little more than 62 poods go to 
the ton. The word is an adaptation of the Low German or 
Norse Pend, pound. 

POOL. (x) A pond, or a small body of still water; also a 
place in a river or stream where the water is deep and still, so 
applied in the Thames to that part of the river known as The 
Pool, which reaches from below London Bridge to Limehouse. 
The word in Old English was pa, which may be related to Putt 
or pyll, and the similar Celtic words, e.g. Cornish pot, a creek, 
common on the Bristol Channel and estuary of the Severn. on 
the English side in the form " pill." A further connexion has 
been suggested with LaL pales, marsh; Gr. rah* mud. (a) 
A name for the stakes, penalties, &c., in various card and other 
games when collected together to be paid out to the winners; 
also the name of a variety of games of billiards (9.e.). This 
word has a curious history. It is certainly adapted from Fr. 
pouk, hen, chicken, apparently a slang term for the stakes in 
a game, possibly, as the New English Diekonary suggests, used 
as a synonym for plunder, booty. " Chicken-hazard "might 
be cited as a parallel, though that has been taken to be a cor-
ruption of " chequeen," a form of the Turkish coin, a sequin. 
When the word came into use in English at the end of the 17th 
century, it seems to have been at once identified with "pool," 
pond, as Fr. foie (fiche, to fix), a counter, was with 
counters in card games often taking the form of " fish " made 
of mother-of-pearl, &c. " Pool," in the sense of a common 
fund, has been adopted as a commercial terra for a combination 
for the purpose of speculating in stocks and shares, the several 
owners of securities " pooling" them and placing them under a 
single control, and sharing all losses and profits. Similarly 
the name is given to • form of trade combination, especially in 
railway or shipping companies, by which the receipts or profits 
are divided on a certain agreed-upon basis, for the purpose of 
avoiding competition (see Trouts). 

POOLE. MATTHEW (1624-5679), English Nonconformist 
theologian, was born at York, educated at Emmanuel College,  

.Cambridge, and from rfase GE the pomalag of the Adel Climilosi-
nifty (166s) held the rectory of St Michael Is Querns, Loesniern. 
Subeequent troubles led to his withdrawal to Holland, and he 
died at Amsterdam in 5679• The work with which his mamma 
is principally associated is the Synapsis <rine orows liblicarews 
(3 vols. fol., 1669-1676), in which be summarizer, the view; of was 
hundred and fifty biblical critics. He also wrote English Amete-- 
maims on Use Holy Bible, as far as Ise. work which 
was completed by several of his Nencoeforraist brethelito mad 
published in a vols. fol. in 1683. 

POOLE. PAUL FALCONER (18o6-5879), English painter, 
was born at Bristol in x8o6. Though' self-taught his fine Leeliag 
for colour, poetic sympathy and dramatic power gained for Linn 
a high position among British artists. He exhibited his East 
work in the Royal Academy at the age of twenty-five, the :ob-
ject being" The Well," aware in Naples, There was an interval 
of seven years before be next exhibited his " Farewell, Farewell '• 
in 1837, which was followed by the " Emigrant's Departure.,• 
" Hermann and Dorothea " and " By the Waters of Babykisa." 
In 1843 his position was made secure by his " Solomon Eagle," 
and by his success in the Cartoon Exhibition, in which he received 
from the Fme Art Commissioners a prize of boo stealing. After 
his exhibition of the " Surrender of Syon House " he was elected 
an associate of the Royal Academy in 1846, and was made an 
academician in :86x. He died in 1879. 

Poole's subjects divide themselves into two orders—one 
idyllic, the other dramatic. Of the former his " May Day 
(rfisa) is a typical example. Of both styles there were excellent 
examples to be seen in the small collection of his works shown 
at Burlington House in the Winter Exhibition of 58S3-t88a. 
Among his early dramatic pictures was " Solomon Eagle er 
herring the People to Repentance during the Plague of a666," 
painted in 1843. To this class belongs alsothe Messenger 
announcing to Job the Irruption of the Sabeans and the 
Slaughter of the Servants " (exhibited in 185o), and " Robert, 
Duke of Normandy and Arietta " (t848). Finer examples of 
his more mature power in this direction are to be found in his 
" Prodigal Son," painted in $869; the " Escape of Glaucus and 
Ione with the blind girl Nydia from Pompeii" (t86o); and 
" Cunstaunce sent adrift by the Constable of Alla, Xing of 
Northumberland," painted In 1868. More peaceful than thee 
are the " Song of Troubadours " (painted in 1854) and the" Gotha 
in Italy" (18sx), the latter an important historical work of 
great power and beauty. Of a less lofty strain, but still more 
beautiful in its workmanship, is the ' Seventh Day of the 
Decameron," painted in 1857. In this picture Poole rises to his 
full height as a colourist. In his pastorals he is soft and tender, 
as in the " Mountain Path " (1853). the " Water-cress Gatherers " 
(1870), the " Shepston Maiden ' (1870. But when he turns to 
the grander and more sublime views of nature his work is bold 
and vigorous. Fine examples of this style may be seen in the 
" Vision of Ezekiel " of the National Gallery, " Solitude 
(1876), the "Entrance to the Cave of Mammon" (1875,), the 
" Dragon's Cavern" (1877), and perhaps best of all in the 'Lion 
in the Path " (1873), a. great representation of mountain and 
cloud form. 

POOLE, REGINALD STUART (1832-,1173), English archae-
ologist and orientalist, was born in London on the nth of 
January 1832. His father was the Rev. Edward Poole, a well. 
known bibliophile. His mother, Sopha, authoress of The 
English ocean in Egypt (1844), was the sister of E. W. Lane, 
the Arabic scholar, with whom R. S. Poole lived in Cairo from 
1842 to 1849, thus imbibing an early taste for Egyptian 
antiquities. In 1852 he became an assistant In the British 
Museum, and was assigned to the department of rains and 
medals, of which in 187o be became keeper. In that capacity 
be did work of the highest value, able as a writer, teaAwr and 
administrator. In 1882 be was largely responsible for founding 
the Egypt Exploration Fund, and in 484 for starting the Society 
of English Medallists. He retired in 1813, and died on the 8th 
of February 1895. Some of Poole's best work was done in his 
articles for the Racy. Mr. (9th ed.) on Egypt, Hieroglyphics 
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and Numismatics, and considerable portions have been retained 
In the present edition, even though later research has been 
active in his sphere of work; he also wrote for Smith's Dictionary 
of Ike Bible, and published several volumes dealing with his 
special subjects. He was for some time professor of archae-
ology at University College, London, and also lecturer at the 
Royal Academy. 

His eider brother, EDWARD STANLEY POOLE (1830-0167), 
who was chief clerk in the science and art department at South 
Kensington, was an Arable scholar, whose early death cut short 
a promising career. His two sons, Stanley Lane-Poole (b. *854). 
professor of Arabic In Trinity College, Dublin, and Reginald 
Lane-Poole (b. 1857), keeper of the archives at Oxford, 
lecturer In diplomatic, and author of various historical works, 
carried on the family tradition of scholarship. 

POOL& a municipal borough, county In itself, market town 
and seaport in the eastern parliamentary division of Dor-
actshire, England, tray m. S.W. by W. from London by the 
London & South-Western railwity. Pop. 0000, 10,463 It 
Is picturesquely situated on a peninsula between Holes Bay 
and the shallow irregular Inlet of Poole Harbour. There are 
several modern churches, a guildhall, public library and school 
of art. Poole Harbour, extending inland 6 m., with a general 
breadth of 4 m., has a very narrow entrance, and is studded 
with low islands, on the largest of which, Brownsca or Branksea, 
is a castle, transformed Into a residence, erected as a defence 
of the harbour in Tudor times, and strengthened by Charles I. 
Potters' clay Is worked here. At low water the harbour is 
entirely emptied except a narrow channel, when there is a 
depth of SI ft. There are some valuable oyster beds. There 
is a considerable general coasting trade, and clay is exported 
to the Staffordshire potteries. Some shipbuilding is carried 
on, and there are manufacturers of cordage, netting and sail-
cloth. The town also possesses potteries, decorative tileworks, 
Iron foundries, agricultural implement works and flour-mills. 
Poole Park, containing 4o acres of land and 62 acres of water, 
Was acquired in re87 and 1149, and Branksorne Park, of 
40 acres, in 1895. The borough is under a mayor, 6 aldermen 
and a councillors. Area, 5333 acres. 

Although the neighbourhood abounds in British earth-
works and barrows, and there are traces of a Roman road lead-
ing from Poole to Wimborne, Poole (La Pole) Is not mentioned 
by the early chroniclers or in Domesday Book. The manor, 
part of that of Canford, belonged in 1o86 to Edward of Sails- 
bury, and passed by marriage to William Lenges*, earl of 
Salisbury, thence to Edmund de Lacy, earl of Lincoln, and with 
his heiress to Thomas, earl of Lancaster, and no to the Crown. 
Poole Is first mentioned in a writ of 12x4, addressed to the bailiffs 
and good men of La Pole, ordering them to retain all ships within 
their port. Entries in the Patent Rolls show that Poole had 
considerable trade before William de Longeapfe, earl of Sails-
bury, granted the burgesses a charter about :248 assuring to 
them all liberties and free customs within his borough. The 
bailiff was to be chosen by the lord from six men elected by 
the burgesses, and was to bold pleas for breach of measures 
and assizes. It Is uncertain when the burgesses obtained their 
town at the fee-farm rent of (8, t5s. 4d. mentioned in 1312. 
The mayor, bailiffs and good men are first mentioned in iv 
and were required to provide two ships for service against 
Robert de Erns. In 1372 the burgesses obtained assize of 
bread and ale, and right to hold the courts of the lord of the 
manor, the prepositus being styled his mayor. The burgesses 
were licensed in *433 to fortify the town; this was renewed in 
t462, when the mayor was given cognisance of the staple. 
niasheth Incorporated Poole In 3569 and made It • separate 
county; Charles U. gave a charter in gen. The corponitien 
was suspended after a writ of ern WORTROWO in 1656, the teonel 
being governed by the commission of the peace until .  the 

, charters were renewed in ittralk Poole returned two member& to 
parliament is 1362 and 1361. and regularly from 1453 to t8671 
when the lamentation was reduced, ciallitt in 103. It is 
nowtain when the Thursday whet was panted, bat the  

present fairs on the Feasts of SS Philip and James and All 
Saints were granted in 1453. Poole, as the headquarters of the 
Parliamentary forces in Dorset during the Civil War, escaped 
the siege that crippled so many of its neighbours. When 
Charles II. visited the town in sees a large trade was carried on 
in stockings, though the prosperity of Poole still depended on 
its usefulness as a port. 

POONA. or PUNA, a city and district of British India, in 
the Central division of Bombay. The city is at the confluence 
of the Mutha and Mula rivers, 1850 ft. above sea-level and 119 in. 
S.E. from Bombay on the Great Indian Peninsula railway 
Municipal area, about 4 sq. m.; pop. (1901), 153,330. It is 
pleasantly situated amid extensive gardens, with a large num-
ber of modern public buildings, and also many temples and 
palaces dating from the 16th to the 19th century. The palace 
of the peshwas is a ruin, having been destroyed by fire in 0122. 
From its healthy situation Poona has been chosen not only 
as the headquarters of the 6th division of the Southern army, 
but also as the residence of the governor of Bombay during the 
rainy season, from June to September. The native town, along 
the river bank, is somewhat poorly built. The European quarter, 
including the cantonment, extends north-west towards Kirkee. 
The waterworks were constructed mainly by the munificence 
of Sir Jamsetjee Jcejeebhoy. Poona was never a great centre 
of trade or manufacture though still noted for brass-work, 
jewelry and other articles of luxury. Cotton-mills, paper-
mills, a brewery (at Dapuri), flour-mills, factories of ice and 
mineral waters, and dairy farms furnish the chief industries. 
Educational institutions are numerous. They include the 
government Deccan College, with a law class; the aided Fer-
gusson college; the government colleges of science and agricul-
ture; high schools; training schools for masters and mistresses; 
medical school; and municipal technical school. The recent 
history of Poona has been painfully associated with the plague. 
During *897, when the city was first attacked, the death-rate 
rose to 93 per WOO iD Poona city, 7s per :coo in the canton-
ment, and 93 per t000 in Kirkee. 

The Disretcr or POONA has an area of 5349 sq. in. Popula-
tion (t9ot), 995,330, showing an increase of ill% after the dis-
astrous famine of 1876-1877, but a decrease of 7% in the last 
decade. Towards the west the country is undulating, and 
numerous spurs from the Western Chats enter the district; to 
the east it opens out into plains. It is watered by many streams 
which, rising in the ghats, flow eastwards until they join the 
Shims, a river which intersects the district from north to south. 
The principal crops are millets, pulses, oilseeds, wheat, rice, sugar-
cane, vegetables and fruit (including grapes). The two most 
important irrigation works in the Deccan are the Mutha canal, 
with which the Poona waterworks are connected, and the Nirs 
canal. There are manufactures of cotton, silk and blankets. 
The district is traversed by the Great Indian Peninsula railway, 
and also by the Southern Sfahratta line, which starts from Poona 
city towards Satan. It is liable to drought, from which it 
suffered severely In :866-1867, 1876-1877. and again in 
s 896-1897. 

In the 17th century the district formed part of the Mahom-
medan kingdom of Ahmadnagar. Sivaji was born within its 
boundaries at Junnar In :627, and be was brought up at Poona 
town as the headquarters of the hereditary fief of his father. 
The district thus was the early centre of the kfahntta power; 
and when Satan became first the capital and later the prison 
of the descendants of Sivaji, Poona continued to be the seat of 
government under their hereditary ministers, with the title 
of peshwa. Many stirring scenes in Mahratta history were 
enacted here. 'biker defeated the last peshwa under its walls, 
and his flight to Bassein led to the treaty by which he put 
himself under British protection. He was reinstated in /Sox, 

tut, unable to maintain friendly relations, he attacked the 
ritish at Kirkee in 0317, and his kingdom passed from him. 
POOP (Let. onfroit, stern), the stern or after-part of a ship; in 

the 16th and t 7th centuries a lofty and castellated deck. The verb 
ne Don" tt used of a wave breaking over the stern al a vereL 
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POORE (or Pooa), RICHARD (d. 1237), English bishop, was 

a son of Richard of Ilchester, bishop of Winchester. About 
5197 he was chosen dean of Sarum and, after being an un-
successful candidate for the bishoprics of Winchester and of 
Durham, he became bishop of Chichester in 1214. In 12z7 he 
was translated to Salisbury, where he succeeded his elder brother, 
Herbert Poore, and in 5228 to Durham. He died at Tarrant 
Monkton, Dorset, said by some to be his birthplace, on the 5 5th 
of April 5237. Poore took some part in public affairs, under 
Henry III., but the great work of his life was done at Salisbury. 
Having in 1210 removed his see from Old to New Sarum, or 
Salisbury, he began the building of the magnificent cathedral 
there; he laid the foundation stone in April 1220, and during 
his episcopate he found money and forwarded the work in other 
ways. For the city the bishop secured a charter from Henry Ill. 
and he was responsible for the plan on which it was built, 
a plan which to some extent it still retains. He bad something 
to do with drawing up some statutes for his cathedral, he is 
said to be responsible for the final form of the " use of Sarum," 
and he was probably the author of the Ancren Rinds, a valuable 
"picture of contemporary life, manners and feeling" written 
In Middle English. His supposed identity with the jurist, 
Ricardus Anglicus, is more doubtful. 

POOR LAW. The phrase " poor law " in English usage 
denotes the legislation embodying the measures taken by the 
state for the relief of paupers and its administration. The 
history of the subject and its problems generally are dealt with 
in the article CHARITY AND Canines, and other information 
will be found in IINEMPLOYAIENT and VAGRANCY. This article 
will deal only with the practice in the United Kingdom as 
adopted after the reform of the poor law in 5834 and amended 
by subsequent acts. This reform was brought about mainly 
by the rapid increase of the poor rate at the beginning of the 
19th century, showing that a change was necessary either 
in the poor law as it then existed or in the mode of its adminis-
tration. 

A commission was appointed in 1832 " to make diligent and 
full inquiry into the practical operation of the laws for the 
relief of the poor in England and Wales, and into the manner in 
which those laws were administered, and to report their opinion 
as to what beneficial alterations could be made." The com-
missioners reported " fully on the great abuse of the legislative 
provision for the poor as directed to be employed by the statute 
of Elizabeth," finding "that the great source of abuse was the 
outdoor relief afforded to the able-bodied on their own account 
or on that of their families, given either in kind or in money." 
They also reported that " great maladministration existed in 
the workhouses." To remedy the evils they proposed con-
siderable alterations in the law, and the principal portion of 
their suggestions was embodied in the Poor Law Amendment 
Act 1834. By virtue of this act three commissioners were 
appointed (originally for five years, but subsequently con-
tinued from time to time), styled " the poor law commissioners 
for England and Wales," sitting as a board, and appointing 
assistant tent commissioners and other officers. The administration 
of relief according to the existing laws was subject to their 
direction and control, and to their orders and regulations fur 
the government of workhouses and the guidante and control 
of guardians and vestries and the keeping and allowing of 
accounts and contracts, without Interfering with ordinary relief 
in individual cam. The whole of England and Wales was 
divided into twenty-one districts, to each of which an assistant 
commissioner was appointed. The commissioners under their 
powers formed poor law unions by uniting parishes for general 
administration, and building workhouses, guardians elected by 
the ratepayers (cc ex cfseio) having the general government 
and administration of relief. The expense was apportioned to 
each parish on settled principles and rules, with power, however, 
to treat the united parishes as one for certain purposes. Out-
door relief might be given, on the order of two justices, to poor 
pawns wholly unable to work from old age or infirmity. 

Thu obstacles which the act had tu contend with in London 

chiefly arose from the confusion and perplexity of jurisdiction 
which existed in the one hundred and seventy parishes com-
prised within the city of London and the metropolitan district, 
some of these containing governing bodies of their own; In some 
the parish business was professedly managed by open vestries. 
in others by select vestries, and in addition to these there were 
elective vestries, while the majority of the large parishes were 
managed under local acts by boards of'directors, governors 
and trustees. These governing bodies executed a great variety 
of functions besides regulating the management of the pooc. 
The power, patronage and the indirect advantages which arose 
from the administration of the local funds were so great that 
much opposition took place when it was proposed to interfere 
by constituting a board to be annually chosen and freely elected 
by the ratepayers, on which the duty of regulating the expen-
diture for the relief of the poor was to depend. The general 
management of the poor was, however, on a somewhat bet to 
footing in London than in the country. 

The act of 1834 was rather.to restore the scope and intention 
of the statute of Elizabeth by placing its administration in the 
hands of responsible persons chosen by the ratepayers, and 
themselves controlled by the orders of a central body, than to 
create a new system of poor laws. The agents and instruments 
by which the administration of relief is afforded are the fol-
lowing. The description applies to the year 195o, but, as 
noticed below, the question of further reform was already to 
the fore, and the precise direction in which changes should go 
was a highly controversial matter. 

The guardians of the poor regulate the cases and description 
of relief within the union; a certain number of guardians are 
elected from time to time by the ratepayers. The 
number was formerly determined by the central 
board,* by whom full directions as to the mode of election 
were given. In addition to those elected there were ex °pi* 
guardians, principally local magistrates. However, both these 
and nominated guardians were done away with by the Local 
Government Act !kg. The plural vote (which gave to the 
votes of the larger ratepayers a higher value) was also abolished; 
and in place of the old property qualification for the office of 
guardian a ratepaying or residential qualification was sub-
stituted. In urban districts the act in other respects left the 
board of guardians untouched, but in rural districts it inaugu-
rated a policy of consolidating local authorities. In the rural 
districts the district council is practically amalgamated with the 
guardians, tor, though each body retains a separate corporate 
existence, the district councillors are the guardians, and guar-
dians as such are no longer elected. These electoral changes, 
extremely democratic in their character, brought about no 
marked general change in poor law administration. Here and 
there abrupt changes of policy were made, but the difficulty of 
bringing general principles to bear on the administration of the 
law remained much as before. 

The guardians hold their meetings frequently, according to the 
exigencies of the union. Individual cases arc brought to their 
notice—most cases of resident poor by the relieving officer of 
the union; the case of casual paupers by him or by the work-
house officers by whom they were admitted in the first instai.ce. 
The resident poor frequently appear in person before the guar-
dians. The mode of voting which the guardians follow in respect 
to any matter they differ on is minutely regulated, and all their 
proceedings, as well as those of their officers, arc entered in pre-
scribed books and forms. They have a clerk, generally a local 
solicitor of experience, who has a variety of responsible duties 
in advising, conducting correspondence and keeping books of 

• After an Intermediate transfer in 1847 of the powers of the 
poor law commissioners, and the constitution of a fresh board 
styled "commissioners for administering the laws for relic( of the 
poor In England." it was found expedient to concentrate in oaf 
department of the government the supervision of the laws relating 
to the public health. the relief of the poor and local government: 
and this concentration was in 1•71 earned out by the establiehmest 
(by Act of Parliament & 33 Vim& so) of di/local government 
board. 
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accounts, and carrying out the directions of the guardians, 
who in their turn are subject to the general or special regulations 
of the local government board. 

It may be mentioned here that the chief difficulty in under-
standing the English poor law arises from the fact that there are 
three authorities, each of them able to alter its administration 
fundamentally. The poor law is not only the creation of 
statutes passed by parliament; It is also controlled by the 
subordinate jurisdiction of the local government board, which in 
virtue of various acts has the power to issue orders. In a 
single year the local government board may issue nearly two 
thousand orders, over a thousand of them having special reference 
to the poor law. It Is not possible therefore even to summarize 
the mass of subordinate legislation. A third source of authority 
is the local board of guardians, which, within the discretion 
allowed to It by statutes and orders, can so variously administer 
the law that it is difficult to understand bow procedure so 
fundamentally different can be based on one and the same law. 
This elasticity, admirable or mischievous, as we choose to 
regard it, is the most characteristic feature of the English poor 
law system. The various officers of the union, from the medical 
officers to workhouse porters, including masters and matrons 
of workhouses, are generally appointed by the guardians, and 
the areas, duties and salaries of all the paid officers may be 
prescribed by the local government board. 

Among a multitude of miscellaneous duties and powers of 
the guardians, apart from the ordinary duties of ordering or 
refusing relief in individual cases and superintending the officers 
of the union, the duties devolve on them of considering the 
adjustment of .contributions to the common fund whether 
of divided or added parishes, and matters affecting other unions, 
the building of workhouses and raising of money for that and 
other purposes, the taking of land on lease, the hiring of buildings, 
special provisions as to superannuation and allowances to officers, 
the maintenance and orders as to lunatics apart from individual 
instances, and the consideration of questions of settlement 
and removal. A paramount obligation rests on the guardians 
to attend to the actual visitation of workhouses, schools and 
other institutions and places In which the poor are interested, 
and to call attention to and report on any irregularity or neglect 
of duty. Guardians may charge the rates with the expenses 
of attending conferences for the discussion of matters con-
nected with their duties (Poor Law Conferences Act 1883). In 
relation to expenditure the guardians have very considerable 
but restricted powers. Their accounts are audited by district 
auditors appointed by the local government board. 

Overseers of the poor are still appointed under the statute 
of Elizabeth, sad the guardians cannot Interfere with the ap-
o...es.  pointraent. As, however, the relief of the poor is 

administered by boards of guardians, the principal 
duties of overseers relate to the making and collection of rates 
and payments. The guardians, by order of the local govern-
ment board, may appoint assistant overseers and collectors. 

The conditions of persons entitled to relief are indicated by 
the terms of the statute of Elisabeth. If they fall within the 

definitions there given they have right to relief. 
Amentbaafi 
•• *AK A fundamental principle with respect to legal relief 

of the poor is that the condition of the pauper 
ought to be, on the whole, less chaste than that of the independent 
labourer. The pauper has no just ground for complaint, 
U, while his physical wants are adequately provided for, 
his condition is less eligible than that of the poorest class of 
those who contribute to his support. If a state of destitution 
nista, the failure of third persons to perform their duty, as a 
husband, or relative mentioned in the statute of Elizabeth, 
neglecting those he is under • legal obligation to support, is no 
answer to the application. The relief should be afforded, and is 
often • condition precedent to the right 9f parish officers to take 
proceedings against the relatives or to apply to other poor 
unions. The duty to give immediate relief must, however, 
vary with the circumstances. The case of wanderers under 
areenstances not admitting of delay may be different from  

that of persons resident on the spot where inquiry as to all the 
circumstances is practicable. The statute of Elizabeth con-
templated that the relief wu to be afforded to the poor resi-
dent in the parish, but it is contrary to the spirit of the law that 
any person shall be permitted to perish from starvation or want 
of medical assistance. Whoever is by sudden emergency or 
urgent distress deprived of the ordinary means of subsistence 
has a right to apply for immediate relief where be may 
happen to be. Persons comprehended within this class are 
called " casual poor," although the term " casuals " is generally 
used in reference to vagrants who take-refuge for a short time 
in the " casual wards " of workhouses, Various tests are 
applied to ascertain whether applicants are really destitute. 
Labour tests are applied to the able-bodied, and workhouse 
tests are applied to those to whom entering a workhouse is 
made a condition of relief. 

As to the nature and kina of relief given under the poor laws 
the great distinction restored rather than introduced by the 
amendment of the poor law system in 1834 was Name and 
giving all relief to able-bodied persons of their Kneel' 
families in well-regulated workhouses (that Is to m•sa 
say, places where they may be set to work according to. the 
spirit and intention of the statute of Elizabeth), and confining 
outdoor relief to the impotent—that is, all except the able-
bodied and their families. Although workhouses formed 11 
conspicuous feature In legislation (or the poor from an early 
period, the erection of those buildings for unions throughout 
the country where not already provided followed immediately 
on the amendment of the system in 1834. Since that time there 
has been • constant struggle between the pauper class and 
the administrators of the law, the former naturally wishing 
to be relieved at their own homes, and in many instances 
choosing rather to go without aid than to remove within 
the walls of the workhouse. Relief given in a workhouse is 
termed " in (or indoor) maintenance " relief, and when given 
at the homes of the paupers is termed " outdoor relief." 

Admission to a workhouse may be by a written order of the 
board of guardians, or by the master or matron (or in their absence 
by the porter) without an order in any case of sudden 
or urgent necessity, or provisionally by a relieving tva"la '''''' 
officer, or overseer or churchwarden. Any person who ."'" 
is brought by a policeman as having been found wandering in a state 
of destitution may be admitted. It is to be observed generally, 
with respect to all persons who may apply for admission into the 
workhouse under circumstances of urgent neceasity, that' their 
de ,tution, coupled with the fact of being within the union or 
parish, entitles them to relief, altogether independently of their 
set ■ lement, if they have one, which is a matter for subsequent 

"I he regulations for the government of workhouses fall under 
tw classes; (t) those which are necessary for the maintenance of 
go -I order in any building in which considerabk numbers of 
pc- ons of both sexes and of different ages reside; (z) those which 
are necessary in order that these establishments may not be alms-
houses, but workhouses in the proper meaning of the term. 

Tho inmates of a workhouse are necessarily separated Into certain 
claims. in no well-managed institution of this sort, in any country, 
are males and females, the old and the young. the healthy and the 
sick, belleeriminately misled together. Guardians are required to 
divide the paupers into cereals classes, and to subdivide any on* 
or more of these damn in any manner which may be advisable, 
and which the internal arrangements of the workhouse admit; and 
the guardians are 'required from time to time, after consulting the 
medical officer, to mate necessary arrangements with regard to per-
sons labouring under any disease of body or mind, and, so far es cir-
cumstances permit. to subdivide any of the enumerated classes wins h 
reference to the moraleharamer or behaviour or the previous habits 
of the inmates, or to such other grounds es may seem expediem. 

The separation of married couples was long a wand question, the 
evils on the one hand arising from the former unrestricted main 
being very great, while On the other hand the separation of old 
couples was teft as a great hardship and by express statutory pro-
vision in cagy husband and wife, both being above the  age at sixty1  
received Into • workhouse cannot be compelled to live separate and 
apart from each ether (to art Viet. e. too, 23). This emorption 
was carried somewhat further by oentempotanemes orders of the 
board, under which guardians were not compelled to separate Winn 
couples, provided they had a sleeping apartment separate from that 
of other paupers: and in 	guardians were empowered, at their 
discretion, to permit husband and wife where either. t4 therm is 
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infirm, sick or disabled by any injury, or above sixty years of age 
to live together, but every suds case must be reported  to the local 
government board (39 & 40 Vice c. iSt. I to). 

The classification of children apart from adult paupers is per- 
emptory. Even in those unions where what is called a workhouse 
'school is maintained the children are kept In detached parts of 
the building, and do not associate with the adult paupers. The 
separate school is built on a separate and often distant site. Some-
times the separate school is one building, sometimes detached 
" blocks," and sometimes a group of cottage homes. There still 
remain ten district schools. In some places an experiment which 
is called the scattered homes system has been adopted. This 
consists in lodging-homes for the children placed in different parts 
of the town, from which the children attend the local public ele-
mentary schools. In the rural districts and in less populous unions 
the children generally attend the local public elementary school. 
To these expedients boarding-out must be added. The above 
refers of course only to those children who as Inmates are under the 
charge of the guardians. Outdoor paupers are responsible for 
the education of their children, but guardians cannot legally continue 
outdoor relief if the children are not sent regularly to school. 

The tendency too has been to improve administrative methods 
with reference to children. 

Two important orders on the subject of the boarding-out of poor-
law children were issued in 1889. By the Boarding of Children in 
Unions Order, orphan and deserted children can be boarded out 
with suitable foster-parents in the union by all boards of guardians 
except those in the metropolis. This can be done either through 
a voluntary committee or directly. By the Boarding Out Order, 
orphan and deserted children may be boarded out by all boards of 
guardians without the limits of their own unions, but in all cases 
this must be done through the offices of properly constituted local 
boarding-out committees. The sum payable to the foster-parents 
is not to exceed 4s. per week for each child. The local committee 
require to be approved by the Local Government Board. 

The question of the education of poor law children was much 
discussed in later insars. During the early years of the central 
authority, it was the object of the commissioners to induce boards 
of guardians to unite in districts for educational purposes. This 
was advocated on grounds of efficiency and economy. It was very 
unpopular with the local authorities, and the number of such 
distnets has never exceeded a dozen. In London, where this 
aggregation was certainly less desirable than in rural unions, several 
districts were formed and large district school. were built. Adverse 
criticism, by Mrs Nassau Senior in 1874, and by a department 
committee hppointed twenty years latcr, was directed against these 
large, or, as they are invidiously called, barrack schools. The 
justice of this condemnation has been disputed, but it seems 
probable that some of these schools had grown too large. Many 
of these have been dissolved by order of the local government 
board on the application of the unions Concerned. This con-
demnation of some schools has in certain quarters been extended 
to all schools, and is construed by others as an unqualified 
recommendation of boarding out, a method of bringing up poor law 
children obviously requiring even more careful supervision than is 
weeded in the publicity of a school. 

Other acts to be noted are the Poor Law Act 18139 and the Custody 
of Children Act 189t, 3. The evil of allowing children who 
have been reputably brought up in poor law schools to relapse 
into vicious habits on return to the custody of unworthy parents 
has been the subject of frequent remark. By the act of 1889. 
guardians are authorized to detain children who are under their 
charge, as having been deserted lay their parents, up to the age of 
16 if boys and of te if girls. By the Poor Law Act 1899 the 
principle is extended to orphans and the children of bad parents 
chargeable to the rates. The act of 1891 goes further, and enacts 
that where a parent has (a) abandoned or deserted his child, or 
(b) allowed his child to be brought up by another person at that 
permit's expense. or by the guardians of a poor law union for such 
a length of time and in such circumstances as to satisfy the court 
that the parent was unmindful of his parental duties, the court 
shall not make an order for the delivery of the child to the parent 
unless the parent has satisfied the court that, having regard to the 
welfare of the child, he is a fit person to have the custody of the 
child. 

Casual and poor wayfarers admitted by the master and matron 
are kept in a separate ward and dieted and set to work in such 
manner as the guardians by resolution direct; and whenever any 
vagrants or mendicants are received into a workhouse they are 
usually as a precaution necessary for preventing the introduction 
of infectious or contagious diseases) kept entirely separate from the 
other inmates. unless their stay exceeds a single night. 

For the guidance of guardians an important circular was issued 
from the local government board on the 13th of March 1886. It 
stated that while " the board have no doubt that the powers wlikh 
the guardians possess are fully sufficient to enable them to deal 
with ordinary pauperism, and to meet the demand for relief from 
the classes who usually seek it." yet " theme provisions do not in 
all eases meet the emerwncy. What is required to relieve artisans 
sad others who have hitherto avoided poor law assistance, and who  

are temporarily deprived of employment, is—ft) Work which sal 
not involve the stigma of pauperism: (a) work which III can  Per-
form, whatever may have been their previous occupations; (3) 
work which does not compete with that of other labourers as 
present in employment; and lastly, work which is sot likely 
to interfere with the resumption.  oi regular employment in am 
own trades by those who seek it 

The circular went on to recommend that guardians should confer 
with the local authorities, "and endeavour toatraerabltith the 
latter for the execution of works on which unskilled may 
be immediately employed." The conditions of such worr were 
(t) the men to be employed must be recommended by the guardians: 
(2) the wages must be less than the wages ordinarily paid kir sorb 
work. 

The circular was widely distributed. Many boards that wen, 
inclined in that direction regarded it as an encouragement to open 
or to promote the opening of relief works. Others, again, looked 
closely at the conditions, and declared roundly that it was Impos-
sible to fulfil them. A poor law authority, they *aid, cannot give 
relief which will not subject the recipients to the legal (if say) and 
economic disabilities attaching to the receipt of poor law relief. 
Work which all can perform can only be found in the shape of 
task-work under adequate supervision. If the work is of a useful 
and necessary character, it must compete with the labour of others 
belonging to the trades affected. If the relief works are opened by 
authorities other than the poor law guardians, the conditions that 
the men were only to be employed when recommended by the 
guardians, and then paid less than the current rate of wages, were 
calculated, it was urged, to secure bad work, discontent, and all 
the " stigma of pauperism." The ambiguity of the circular indeed 
was such, that both action and inaction seem amply justified by It. 

In the administration of medical relief to the sick, the objects 
kept In view are: (z) to provide medical aid for persons who are 
really destitute, and (a) to prevent medical relief from 
generating or encouraging pauperism, and with this jrwajige4r1cat. 

 view to withdraw from the labouring classes, as well 
as from the administrators of relief and the medical officers, all 
motives for applying for or administering medical relief, unless 
where the circumstances render it absolutely neo:ssary. 

Unions are formed into medical districts limited in area and 
population, to which a paid medical officer is appointed, who is 
furnished with a list of all such aged and infirm persons and persons 
permanently sick or disabled as are actually receiving relief and 
residing within the medical officer's district. Every person named 
in the list receives a ticket, and on exhibiting it to the medical 
officer is entitled to advice, attendance and medicine as his ease 
may require. Medical outdoor relief in connexion with dispen-
saries is regulated in asylum districts of the metropolis by the 
Metropolitan Poor Act :867 (30 & 35 Viet. c. 6). in connexioe 
with medical relief must be noted the Medioal Relief • • 
tion Removal Act 1885. This act relieved voters from • uali-
fication which would otherwise attach in consequence of the receipt 
by them or their families of medical or surgical assistance, or of 
medicine, at the expense of the poor rate. Ibis does not apply 
to guardian elections, and it does not include maces who, in 
addition to medical relief, receive nourishment or other relief from 
the poor rate. The provisions which require the removal of the 
names of paupers from the electoral roll are, it is understood, very 
perfunctorily carried out. The Outdoor Relief Friendly Sodeties 
Act 1894 authorised guardians, in calculating the prow allow:woe 
to be made, to disrey,ard an income derived from a friendly society, 
and to give relief as if the applicant In receipt of such an allowance 
was wholly destitute. This act is a curious illustration of the 
English poor law system. In earlier years, notably In what is 
known as Paget 's letter (sand Rep :  Poor Law Baud, p. to.). the 
central board, had. in answer to inquiry, pointed out that such 
preferential treatment given to men receiving benefit, insufficient 
to maintain them. from a friendly society, could not in equity 
be withheld from persons in receipt of an adequate benefit. or from 
those whose savings took the form of a deposit in a bank, of a share 
in • co-operative society. or of cottage property: and further 
an engagement on the part of guar dians to supplement insufficient 
allowance from a friendly society was a bounty on inadequate and 
insolvent friendly society finance. The central baud seat ea 
far as to say that relief given in such disregard of the pespot's 
income was illegal. They had, however, Issued no peremptory 
order on the subject. nor had guardians been surcharged.for neglect 
of the rule. The local authorities followed their own disertoroa, 
and a very general practice was to reckon friendly society allow ande 
at half their value. The above act set aside the antral board'. 
earlier interpretation of the law. It made. however, no attempt 
to enforce its procedure on the numerous boards of guardians who 
regard the course thereby authorized as contrary to public policy. 

A lunatic asylum is required to be provided by a comity ce 
borough for the reception of pauper lunettes, with a committee of 
visitors who among other duties, fix a weekly sum to Lam" 
be charged tor the lodging, maintenance, medicine and 
clothing of eachu.per lunatic confined in such asylum. Several 
acts were The Lunacy Act to consolidated the acts 
affecting lunatics. It sos further einemded by the UMW/ Act 1119t. 
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An explanatory letter issued by the local government board will 
be found in th• 2oth Annual Report. ii. 23. The tendency of this and 
of all recent legislation for an aMicti d class has been to increase the 
oaro and the aiteguards for their proper treatment. 

A settlement is the right acquire' ,ri any one of the modes pointed 
Out by the parr laws to become a recipient of the benefit of those 
laws In that parish or place where the right has been last acquired. 

No relief Is given from the poor rates of a parish to any person 
who does sot reside within the unon, except where such person 
rat (pea& bei ng casually within a parish becomes destitute by 
okra el sit i l , 1, ,,  r • . or ,i1;; re such person is entitled to 
"Seeds. 	 :tam any parish where non-resident 
suss."' 	under justice's order (applicable to persons under 
orders of removal and to norms:dent lunatics). and except to 
widows and legitimate children where the widow was resident with 
her husband at the time of his death out of the union in which she 
was not settled, or where a child under sixteen is maintained in a 
workhouse or establishment for the education of pauper children 
not situate in the union, and in some other exceptional coma. 

Immediately before the passing of the Poor Law Amendment 
Act 1834_settlements were acquired by birth, hiring and service, 
apprenticeships  renting a tenement, estate, office or payment of 
rates. In addition to these an acknowledgment (by certificate), by 
relief or acts of acquiescence) has practically the effect of • settle-
ment, for. if unotplained, such an acknowledgment stops the parish 
from disputing a settlement in the parish acknowkdgiag. The 
Poor Law Amendment Act t834 abolished settlement by hiring 
and service (or by residence under it) and by serving an office, and 
by apprenticeship in the sea service. Moreover the guardians of 
a union might agree (subject to the approval of the commissioners) 
that all the parishes forming it should for the purposes of settle-
ment be considered as one parish. 

It is to be observed that, for the purposes of relief, settlement 
and removal and burial. the workhouse of any parish is considered 
as situated in the parish to which each poor person is chargeable. 

There may be a settlement by parentage, for legitimate children 
take the settlement of their lather. or if he has no settlement they 
are entitled to the settlement of their mother: and it is only when 
both these sources fail discovery that their right of settlement by 
birth accrues; for until the sett nt of the father or mother has 
been ascertained the settlement of a legitimate child, like that of a 
bastard. is in the place where the birth took place. 

A settlement attaches to those persons who have a settlement of 
some kind. Foreigners born out of the country and not acquiring 
any is one of the modes pointed out must be provided for, if requiring 
relief, where they happen to be. 

As the burden of maintaining the poor is thrown on the parish 
of settlement, when the necessity for immediate relief arises in 
another parish, the important question arises whether the pauper 
can be removed; for although the parish where the pauper happens 
to be must afford Immediate relief without asking [or removal, 
the parish of settlement cannot in general be charged with the 
cost unless the pauper is capable of being removed. The question 
of removability is distinct from settlement. A pauper often 
acquires a status or irremovability without gaining • settlement. 

Irremovability is a principle of great public importance quite 
irrespective of the incident of cost as between one minds or another. 
Before the introduction of • status of irremovability removal might 
take place (subject to powers of suspension in case of sickness and 
otherwise) after any interval during which no legal settlement 
ens obtained; mere length of residence without concurrent cir-
Montane:es Involving the acquisition of • settlement on obtaining 
relief ve no right to a person to remain in the parish where he 

In ;846 it was enacted that no person should be removed nor 
any warrant granted for the femoral of any person from any parish 
in whkli such persons had fended for 6ve years (9 & to Viet. c. 66). 
In tent throe years was submitted for five (24 & 25 Viet. ass): 
and only four years later one year was substituted for three (as & 
29 Viet. c. ). Apart from these reductions of time In giving 
the status of irremovability, actual removals to the parish of settle-
ment were narrowed by provisions giving to residence in any 
part of • union the same effect as a residence is any parish of that 
union (24 & 25 Vice. c. 55). On the other hand the time daring 
which parish reed is received, or during which the person is in any 
poorhouse or hospital or is a prison, is excluded from the computa-
tion of time (9 & to Viet. c. fa). 

The retrotsbility as well as the settlement of the famay. Le. 
of the wik and unemancipated childrtn. ate practically subject to 
one and the same general rule. Wherever any person has a wile 
at children having another settlement. they are removable where 
he is removable. and are not removable from any parish or place 
from which he is not removable (1 t & 12 Vict. C. 211 . 

It is to be borne in mind that no person exempt from liability 
to be removed acquires, by reason of such exemption, any settle. 

tettkratat 	& 40 Met- r- 
meet is an parish; but a residence for three years gives a qualified 

The cost Mid of paupers rendered irremovable is borne by the 
common fund of the moon (1 r & 12 Viet. c. t to. f 51as union expense 

charging relief may be referred to and decided by the local gosern-
ment board (I 4). 

The poor rate is the fund from which the cost of relief is princi-
pally derived. The statute of Elizabeth (extended in souse respects 
as to place by 13 & 14 Charles II. c. :2) embraced 
two classes of persons subject to taxation—occupiers 
of real property and inhabitants in respect of personal property, 
although the rateability under the latter head was reluctantly 
conceded by the courts of law, and. was in practice only partially 
acted upon. 

As regards occupiers of land and houses. the eonect principles as 
to the persons liable to be rated were, after many erroneous views 
and decisions, established by the House of Lards in 1865 In the 
case of the Mersey docks. The only occupier exempt from the 
operation of the act of Elizabeth is the Crown, on the general prin-
ciple that such liabilities are not imposed on the sovereign unless 
expressly mentioned, and that principle applies to the direct and 
immediate servants of the Crown, whose occupation is the occupa-
tion of the Crown itself. If there is a personal private beneficial 
occupation, so that the occupation is by the subject, that occupa-
tion n rateable. Thus for apartments in a royal palace. gratui-
tously assigned to a subject, who occupies them by permission of 
the sovereign but for the subject's benefit, the latter is rateable; 
oa the other hand, where a lease of private property is taken in 
the name of a subject. but the occupation is by the sovereign or 
his subjects on his behalf, no rate can be imposed. 

So far the ground of exemption is perfectly intelligible, but it 
has been carried a good deal further. and applied to many cases in 
which it can-greedy be said naturally, but only theoretically, that 
the sovereign or the servants of the sovere ign are in occupation. 
A loqg wines of cases have established that when property is occu-
pied for the pu of the government of the country, including 
under that Mad the police, and the administration of justice, no 
one is rateable.* respect of such occupation. And this applies not 
only to property occupied for such purposes by the servants of the 
great departments of state and the post office, the Horse Guards, and 
the Admiralty, in aU which cases the occupiers might strictly be 
called the servants of the Crown, but to county buildings occupied 
for the assizes and for the judge's lodgings, to stations for the tool 
constabulary, to jails and to county courts where undertakings 
are carried out by or for the government and the government is in 
occupation; the same principles of exemption have been applied 
to 	held 

 hcproldpbertY tihfs not die jade occupied by the Crown or for 
the Crown. it is rateable; and, although formerly the uses of property 
for public purpos s, even where the Crown was not constructively 
interested in the way above pointed out, was treated as a ground 
for exemption, it is sow settled that trustees who are is law the 

even 	purposes. such as . 	 'tale or lunatic asylums, are 
tenants and occupiers of valuable
ven charitable 	

property in trust for public and 

in priociple rateable notwithstanding that the buildings are actually 
occupied by paupers who are sick or insane, and that the notion 
that persons in the legal occupation of valuable property are not 
rateable if they occupy in a merely fiduciary character (=soot be 
sustained. 

With respect to the particular person to be rated where there is 
a rateable occupation, it is to be observed that the tenant, as dis-
tinguished from the landlord, is the person to be rated under the 
statute of Elizabeth:but occupiers of tenements let for short terms 
may deduct the poor rate paid by them from their rents, or the 
vestries may corder such owners to be rated instead of the occupiers: 
such payments or deductions do not affect qualification and Iran-
chines depending on rating (Poor Rate Assessmeat and Collection 
Act 1869 end Amendment Act z882). 

To be rated the occupation must be such as to be of value, and 
in this sense the word beneficial occupation has been used in many 
cases. But it is not that the occupation should be bent. 
firial to the occupier; for. if that were necessary, trustees occupying 
for various purpose+, having no beneficial occupation, would not be 
liable, and thew general liability has been established as indicated 
is the examples just given. 

As to the mode and amount of rating it is no exaggeration to 
say that the application of a landlord-and-tenant valuation hi the 
terms already given in the Parochial Assessment Act, with the 
deductions there mentioned. ha gives rise to litigation on which 
millions of pounds have been spent with respect to the rating of 
railways alone, although the established principle applied to them, 
after much consideration, is to calculate the value of the land as 
increased by the line. 

The Parochial Asseseneat Act referred to (6 & 7 WM, W. C- 96). 
comprising various provisions as to the mode of assessing the rate 
so far as it authorized the making of a valuation, was repealed is 
Mg. in relation to the metropolis. and other provisions made for 
securing uniformity of the assessment of rateable property there 
U2 & 33 Vitt. c. 67). 

The mode in which a rate Is made and recovered may be concisely 
stated thus. The guardians appoint an assessment committee 01 
their body for the investigation and supervision of valuations, which 
are made out in the first instance by the overseers according to epees 

6), and any question arising m the union with Wattles to die_ regulation' and in a form showing among other beadiap the pees 
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estimated rental of all property and the names of occupiers and 
owners, and the rateable value after the deductions specified in the 
Assessment Act already mentioned, and as prescribed by the central 
board. This valuation list, made and signed by the overseers, is 
published, and all persons assessed or liable to be assessed, and other 
interested parties, may. including the officers of other parishes, 
inspect and take copies of and extracts from that list. A multitude 
of provisions exist in relation to the valuation and supplemental 
valuation lists: Objectionson the ground of unfairness or incorrect-
ness are dealt with by the committee, who hold meetings to hear 
and determine such objections. The valuation list, where approved 
by the committee, is delivi d to the overseers, who proceed to 
make the rate in accordan . with the valuation lists and in a 
prescribed form of rate book. The parish officers certify to the 
examination and comparison of the rate book with the oeseasments, 
and obtain the consent of justices as required by the statute of 
Elizabeth. This consent or allowance of the rate is merely a 
ministerial act, and if the rate is good on the face of it the justices 
cannot inquire into its validity. 

The rate is then published and open to inspection. Appeals may 
be made to special or quarter sessions against the rate, subject to the 
restriction that, if the objection were such that it might have been 
dealt with on the valuation lists, no appeal to sessions is permitted 
unless the valuation list has been duly objected to and the objector 
bad failed to obtain such relief in the matter as he deemed to be just. 

In the metropolis a common basis of value for the purposes of 
government and local taxation is provided, including the promotion 
of uniformity in the assessr cat of rateable property. Provision is 
made for the appointment o a assessment committee by guardians 
or vestries, and for the preparation of valuation lists, and the 
deposit and distribution of valuation lists, and for the periodical 
revision of valuation lists. 

Many endeavours have been made to readjust the burden of 
local expenditure. The system of making grants from the national 
taxes in aid of local rates has been extended. The principle of the 
metropolitan common poor fund, a device for giving metropolitan 
grants assessed on the whole of London in aid of the London local 
poor law authorities, has been followed, mutalis mutandis, in the 
relations between the national and the local exchequers. At the 
time of the repeal of the corn laws, Sir Robert Peel expressed an 
opinion that this fiscal change necessitated some readjustment 
of local rates. In that year, 1846, a beginning of grants from the 
national exchequer in aid of local expenditure was made. The 
salaries of poor-law teachers, medical officers and auditors were 
provided from the larger area of taxation, and in 1867 the salaries 
of public vaccinators were added to the list. In t874 a grant of 
4s per head per week was made for each pauper lunatic passed by 
the guardians to the care of a lunatic asylum. By the Local 
Government Act 1888, supplemented by the Local Taxation 
(Customs and Excise) Act 189o, this principle was more widely 
extended. The various grants in aid were abolished, and in 
substitution the proceeds of certain specified taxes were set aside 
for local purposss. From this source, the gross amount of which 
of course varies, there are now distributed to local poor-law authori-
ties some 4s. a week for lunatics in asylums, and allowances based 
on their average expenditure in previous years in salaries of officials 
and other specified charges In London, in order not to conflict 
with the operation of the romon poor fund, which had already 
pr-ad these charges over s aide area, the grant takes the form 
of a suns equivalent to about 4d. per diem for each indoor pauper. 
The number on which this calculation is based is not, however, to 
be the actual number, but the average of the last five years previous 
to the passing of the act. By this legislation something like one-
quarter of the total expenditure on poor law relief is obtained from 
national taxes as opposed to local rates. By the Agricultural 
Rates Act 1896 the occupier of agricultural land was excused 
one-half of certain rates, including the poor rate. The deficiency 
is supplied by a contribution from the national exchequer. 
Meanile, the spending authority continue to be elected by the 
local ixtepayera In this connexion two further anomalies deserve 
notice. BBy the Poor Rate Assessment and Collection Act 0369 
owners who compound to pay the rates in respect of tenement 

are entitled to certain deductions by way of commission. 
property by the owner are constructivelypayme nts by the 
occupier, who thereby is to be deemed duly. rated for any qualifi-
cation or franchise. Under these arrangements a large number 
of electors do not contribute directly to the tate. A converse 
process is also going on, whereby the ownership of an important 
and increasing body of -, perty is practically unrepresented. 
This is doe to the great skr .11 of property in the hands of railway 
companies, docks and limn 	liability companies generally. The 
railways alone are said to 	considerably over 13% of the local 
taxation of the country, 	they have no local representation. 
There is, In fact, in local administration a divorce between repre-
sentation and taxation to a greater extent than is generally supposed, 
and it is impossible not to connect the fact with the rapid growth of 
local expenditure and indebtedness. 

Royal Commission of zoos-:pop.—The main points of the 
system of English poor relief, as still in force in valo, arc as 

outlined above. That it has been inadequate in dealing with 
the various problems of unemployment and pauperism, which the 
constantly changing conditions of the industrial world necessarily 
evolve had however been long acknowledged Accordiogly, 
in egos a royal commission was appointed to inquire into the 
working of the law relating to the relief of poor persons, sad 
into the various means adopted outside of the poor laws for 
meeting distress arising from want of employment, particularly 
during the periods of severe industrial depression. The coninda-
sion took voluminous evidence i and its report was issued he 

1  The appendix volumes to the Report of the Royal Commissioe 
number thirty-four. Their contents are as follows voL•i. 
Official Evidence, minutes of evidence mainly of the officersErd 
Local Government Board for England and Wales, vol. Ii. London 
Evidence, minutes of evidence mainly of London witnesses; voL id. 
Associations and Critics, minutes of evidence mainly of critics 
of the Poor Law and of witnesses representing Poor Law and 
Charitable Associations: voL iv Urban • Centres, minutes of 
evidence containing the oral and written evidence of the British 
Medical Association and of witnesses from the following provincial 
urban centres—Liverpool and Manchester districts. NVest 'Yoe 
Midland Towns; vol. v. Minutes of Evidence containing the oaf 
and written evidence of witnesses from urban centres in Os following 
districts—South Wales and North Eastern Counties: vol. vi. Minutes 
of Evidence relating to Scotland; vol. vii. Minutes of Evidence 
containing the oral and written evidence of witnesses from various 
rural centres in the South Western, Western and Eastern Counties, 
from the parish of Poplar Borough and from the National Coo• 
ference of Friendly Societies; vol. viii. Minutes of Evidence cons 
raining the oral and written evidence of witnesses relating chiefly 
to the subject of " unemployment "; vol. ix. Evidence of further 
witnesses on the subject of unemployment; vol. x. Mintoos of 
Evidence relating to Ireland; vol. xi. Miscellaneous Papers. Coto-
munications from Boards of Guardians and others, &c., 
vol. ∎ xii. Reports. Memoranda and Tables prepared by certain of 
the Commissioners; vol. xiii. Diocesan Reports on the Methods 
of administering charitable assistance and the extent and in= 
of poverty in England and Wales; vol. xiv. Report on the M 
and Results of the present system of administering indoor and 
outdoor poor law medical relief in certain unions in England and 
Wales, by Dr J. C. McVail: vol. xv. Report on the Administrative 
Relation of Charity and the Poor Law, and the extent and the 
actual and potential utility of Endowed and Voluntary Charities 
in England and Scotland. by A. C. Kay and H. V: Toynbee; vol. ass. 
Reports on the Relation of Industrial and Sanitary Conditions 
to Pauperism, by Steel Maitland and Miss R. E. Squire- vol. xvii. 
Reports on the effect of Outdoor Relief on Wages and the Conditions 
of Employment. by Thomas Jones and Miss Williams: voL 
Report on the Condition of the Children who are in receipt of the 
various forms of Poor Law Relief in certain Unions in London 
and in the Provinces, by Dr Ethel Williams and Miss Longman 
and Miss Phillips; vol. xis. Reports on the Effects of Employment 
or Assistance given to the Unemployed since i886 as a mesas of 
relieving distress outside the Poor Law in London, and generally 
throughout England and Wales, and in Scotland and Ireland, by 
Cyril Jackson and Rev. J. C. Pringle; vol. ax. Report on Boy 
Labour in London and certain other typical towns, by Cyril Jackson. 
with a Memorandum from the General Post Office on the Conditions 
of Employment of Telegraph Messengers; vol. xxi. Reports on the 
Effect of the Refusal of Out-Relief on the Applicants foe such 
Relief, by Miss G. Harlock: vol. xxii. Report on the °yetis 'off  
of the work of the Voluntary General Hospitals with thatPoor 
Law Medical Relief in certain districts of London, by Miss M. B. 
Roberts; vol. xxiii. Report on the Condition of the Children who 
are in receipt of the various forms of Poor Law Relief in certain 
parishes in Scotland, by Dr C. T. Parsons and Mies Longman and 
Miss Phillips: vol. xxiv Report on a Comparison of the Physical 
Condition of " Ordinary " Paupers in certain Scottish &ousts 
with that of the Able-bodied Paupers in certain English tk Shane. 
and Labour Yards. by Dr C. T. Parsons; vol. xxv. 
Memoranda and Tables relating to England and Wales, prepared 
by the Staff of the Commission and by Government Departments 
and others, and Actuarial Reports; vol. xxvi. Documents risijaut2 

of more especially to the administration 	charities; vol. 
Replies by Distress Committees in England and Wales to Questions 
circulated on the subject of the Unemployed Workmen Act Pr% 
vol. xxviii. Reports of Visits to Poor Law and Charitable Institutions 
and to Meetings of Local Authorities in the United Kingdom; 
vol. xxix. Report on the Methods of Administering Charitable 
Assistance and the extent and intensity of Poverty in Scotland. 
prepared by the Committee on Church Interests appointed by'the 
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland: vol. alix. Docanasella 
relating especially to Scotland: vol. ease. Statistical Memoranda 
and Tables relating to Ireland, &e.; vol. xxxii. Report on Visits 
paid by the Foreign Labour Colonies Committee of the Commis-
sion to certain Institutions in Holland, Belgium. Germany and 
SwitstirLutd; vol. :wail. Foreign and Colonial Systems of Poor 
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3909. It consists of majority report, signed by the chairman 
and t3 other members, and a minority report signed by 4 dis-
sentient members. To this report and its appendices those 
who wish to obtain an exhaustive account of the working of 
the English poor law must necessarily have recourse. 

The " majority " report opens with a statistical survey of 
poor law problems, gives an historical sketch of the poor laws 
zwaforei• 	down to t834, and proceeds to deal in detail with 
1114.0"• 	the historical development and present. condition 
of the various branches of the poor law under their appro-
priate headings: (a) the central authority; (6) the local 
authority; (c) the officers of the local authority; (d) areas of 
administration; (e) indoor relief; (J) outdoor relief; (g) the aged; 
(A) the children; (I) the able-bodied under the poor law and 
(j) the causes of pauperism. Other portions of the report 
deal with medical relief, distress due to unemployment, and 
charities and the relief of distress. In reviewing these various 
subjects the commission lay bare the main defects of the 
present system, which they briefly summarize as follows:— 

L The inadequacy of existing poor law areas to meet the 
growing needs of administration. 

ii. The excessive sire of many boards of guardians. 
id.. The absence of any general interest in poor law work 

and poor law elections, due in great part to the fact that poor 
law stands in no organic relation to the rest of local govern-
ment. 

iv. The lack of intelligent uniformity in. the application 
of principles and in general administration. 

v. The want of proper investigation and discrimination 
In dealing with applicants. 

vi. The tendency in many boards of guardians to give out-
door relief without plan or purpose. 

Mi.. The unsuitability of the general workhouse as a test 
or deterrent for the able-bodied; the aggregation in it of all 
classes without sufficient classification; and the absence of any 
system of friendly and restorative help. 

viii. The lack of co-operation between poor law and charity. 
ia. The tendency of candidates to make lavish promises 

of out-relief and of guardians to favour their constituents in 
its distribution. 

a. General failure to attract capable social workers and 
leading citizens. 

xi. The general rise in expenditure, not always accompanied 
by an increase of efficiency is administratioa. 

xii. The want of sufficient control and continuity of policy 
on the part of the ceutral authority 

The commission stated that these defects have produced a 
want of confidence in the local administration of the poor law, 
and that they have been mainly the cause of the introduction 
of other forms of relief from public funds which are unaccom-
panied by such conditions as are imperatively necessary as 
safeguards. 

The commission proceed to formulate • scheme of reform, the 
main features of slack are summarized below:— 

Plabitc Astistaace.—The cominiesionen state that the r me 
poor law" has gathered about it associations of harshness. nd 

nal more of hopelessness, which might seriously obstruct he 
reforms they recommend, and they suggest that the title ••die 
miaow bettor eVrellere the system of help owl ...cif in err 
report They propose the abolition of the exist t- of 
guardians, the separation of their duties into two c 	 nd 
the caning into existence of two bodies for the d in 	 he 
two sets of functions, vis. a lad authority, known as the vuLdie 
assistance authecity, with ma arta conterminous with the area 
of the county or county borough, for central administration and 
control, and local committees in existing union areas for dealing 
with applications, investigating and supervising cases and under-
taking etch other dudes as may delegated by the public aggiatanre  
authrelty. They recommend that the public assistance authority 
should be a statutory committee of the County Council. with one rhalf 

01  its members appointed by the council from persons who are 
tormbent of the council, and the other half of its members appointed 
by the council from outside their number, and to consist of pewee 
emsesnoed in the local administration of public asaistasee or 

Relief, with a memorandum on the Relief of Famines in lads; val. 
wok Alpimbetiod Lies M Otel and Nes•ond Vistauww. 

other cognate work, women to be eligible for appointment in 
either case. • 

Working in co-operation with the public assistance authorities 
are to be voluntary aid councils and committees (the former super-
vising, the latter executive) for aiding persons n distress whose 
eases do not appear to be suitable for treatment by the public 
assistance committee. The commission epitomize what they 
consider to be the main principles of a reformed poor law. They 
are (0 that the treatment of the poor who apply for public assistance 
should be adapted to the needs id the individual, and, if institutional. 
should be governed by danification; (2) that the public adminis- 
tration established fur the assistance of the poor should work is 
co-operation with the local and private charities of the districq 
(3) that the system of public assistance thus established should 
include processes of help which would be preinntive, curative, and 
restorative, and (4) that every effort should be made to foster the 
instincts of independence and self-maintenance amongst those 
misted. Ther proceed to recommezid:--- 

ladoor or • Isaitatioaal" Relief—That general worIchouses 
should be abolished. That indoor relief should be given in separate 
institutions appropriate to the following classes of appboate, 
sir. (a) children, (b) aged and infirm, (c) sick, (d) able-bodied men, 
(e) able-bodied women, (f) vagrants, and (g) feeble-minded and 
epileptics. Powers of removal to and detention in institutions 
should be given, with proper safeguards, to the public assistance 
authority. The treatment of inmates should be made as far as 
possible curative and restorative. 

Otadoor Relief a " Homo Assistants."—This should be given only 
after thorough Inquiry. except in cases of sudden and argent 
necessity; it should be adequate to met the needs of those tol  
it is given; persons so assisted should be subject to supervision; 
that such supervision should include in its purview the conditions, 
moral and saaitary, ander which the incipient as living; that 
voluntary agencies should be utilized as far as possible for the 
personal care of individual cases, and that tha tanshotve.ild be one 
uniform order governing outdoor relief or home 

Childrest.—Effective steps should be taken to secure that the 
maintenance of children in the workhouse be no longer recognised 
as a legitimate way of doling with dom. Boarding-out might 
and should be greatly extended. Power to adopt children of 
vicious parents should be more frequently exercised and accom-
panied by a strict dealing with the parent, and the public assistance 
authorities should main supervision of adopted children up to the 
age of twenty-one. A local government board circular of June 
tyro to boards of guardians embodied many of the recommenda-
tions of the commission. Some recommendations, of course, the 
guardians are not empowered, under existing legislation, to eariLol i  

TM Aged.—As regards institutional relief, the aged 
have accommodation and treatment apart from the able-bodied 
and be housed on a separate site. and be further subdivided into 
classes as far as practicable with reference to their physical condition 
and their moral character As regards outdoor relief, greater 
care should be taken to ensure adequacy at relief. 

Medical Relief or Atsitkusce.—A general system of provident 
dispensaries should be established, of which existing voluntary 
outdoor medical organizations should be invited to form an integral 
part, and every inducement should be offered to the working classes 
blow a certain wage to beomm, or continue to be, members of a 
provident dispensary_ 

Viseinpleyeirisf.—The commis:don review the social and industrial 
developments since 18 •  deal with the new problems, criticize the 
existing methods of relief, and on their summing up of the new 
factors and developments, arrive at the conclusions. (a) that there 
is an increasing aggregation of unskilled labour at the great ports 
and in certain populous districts; (b) that this aggregation of 
low-grade labour is so much in excess of the normal local wants as 
to promote and perpetuate under-employment, and (c) that this 
normal condition of under-employment, when aggravated by periodic 
contraction of trade or by inevitable changes in methods of pro-
duction, assumos such dimensions as td require special machinery 
and arganiration for its relief and treatment. The commission 
proceed to make the following recommendations:— 

Labour Exchasscor.—A national system of labour exc 
should be established and worked by the board of trade for 
general purpose of maiming the , ifity of labour and of collecting 
accurate inlocmation as to unenspment. (These sere establishM 
by the Labour Exchanges Act :we; see Uikurtovuercr ) 

Education and Traiaiag of Ike Yousig for Iodating: Life.—The 
education in the public elementary schools should be much less 
literary and more practical, and better calculated than at present 
to adapt the child to its future occupation. Boys should be kept 
at school until the age of fifteen; exemption below fifteen should be 
granted only for boys leaving to learn a skilled trade, and there 
should be school superviaien sill Imo= and replacing in school if not 
properly employed 

Rrolariaahon of Employaral.—Government departments and 
local and public authorities should be enjoined to regularize their 
work as far as possible. and to endeavour. as far as , 	ible, to 
undertake their wular work when the general de 	far laborer 
is sleek. 
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Mem,torment /gunroom—The establishment and promotion 

of unemployment insurance. especially amongst unskilled and 
unorganised labour, is of paramount importance in averting 
distress arising from unemployment, and is of such national im- 

from le
as to justify, under specified conditions, contributions 

public funds towards its furtherance. The commission 
further state that this insurance can best be promoted by utilising 
the agency of existing trade organizations, or of organizations of 
• similar character. They are of opinion that no scheme of 
unemployment insurance, either foreign or British, which has been 
brought 	ore them.. is so free from objections as to justify them 
in recommending it for general adoption. 

Labour Colonses.—The commission recommend their establish-
ment and use. (For these see VAGRANCY.) 

Four out of the seventeen members of the commission, being 
unable to agree with their colleagues, issued a sepirate report, 

which is very nearly as voluminous as that of the 
ResInetorite 

majority Their recommendations were more drastic 
than those of the majority, and had for their aim 

not a reform of the poor law as it exists, but its entire break-
up. The minority agree with the majority in recommending 
the abolition of workhouses, but instead of setting up new 
authorities, they consider that the duties of the guardians should 
he transferred to the county authorities, with an appropriate 
distribution among four existing committees of the county 
council. They recommend that the education committee 
become responsible for the entire care of children of school 
age. That the health committee should care for the sick and 
permanently incapacitated, infants under school age, and the 
aged requiring institutional care. The asylums committee 
should have charge of the mentally defective and the 
pension committee of the aged to whom pensions are awarded. 

The minority consider there should be some systematic co-
ordination, within each local area, of all forms of public assis-
tance and, if possible, of all assistance dispensed by voluntary 
agencies, and they recommend the appointment, by the county 
or county borough council, of one or more responsible officers, 
called " registrars of public assistance." Their duties would 
be to keep a register of all persons receiving any form of public 
assistance within their districts; they would assess the charge 
to be made on individuals liable to pay any part of the cost 
of the service rendered to them or their dependants, and re-
cover the amount thus due. They would also have to consider 
the proposals of the various committees of the council for the 
payment of out-relief, or, as the minority prefer to term it, 
" home aliment." Other various duties are allotted to them 
in the report. 

The subject of unemployment was considered by the minority 
and they made the following recommendations:— 

Ministry of Labour.—The duty of organizing the national labour 
market should be placed upon a minister responsible to parliament 
The ministry of labour should have six distinct and separately 
organized divisions; viz. the national labour exchange, the trade 
insurance division; the maintenance and training division; the 
industrial regulation divisions the emigration and immigration 
division, and the statistical division. 

Manorial Labour Fachaoge.—The function of the national labour 
exchange should be, not only. (a) to ascertain and report the surplus 
or shortage of labour of particular kinds, at particular places, and 
(b) ‘o diminish the time and energy now spent in looking for work. 
and the consequent leaking between jobs; but also (c) so to dovetail 
casual and seasonal employments as to arrange for ' con-
tinuity of work for those now chronically unemployed, 

Absorption of Ssrphas Labour.—To reduce the surplus of labour 
the minority recommend (a) that no child should be employed. in 
any occupation whatsoever, below the age of fifteen; no young 
person under eighteen for more than thirty hours per week, and MI 
so employed should be required to attend some suitable public 
Institution for not less than thirty hours per week for physical 
training and technical education; (b) the hours of labour of railway. 
omnibus and tramway employees should be reduced to a maximum 
of sixty, if not of forty-eight in any one week; and (c) wagesarning 
mothers of young children should be withdrawn front the industrial 
world bygiving them sufficient public assistance for the support of 
their families. . 

Reitodarisattow of the National Demand fee Labour.—in order to 
meet the periodically recurrent general depressions of trade the 
government should take advantage of there being at these periods 
as much unemployment of capital as there is unemployment of 
labour; that it should definitely undertake, as far as practicable,  

the regularisation of the national demand for labour, and that It 
should, for this purpose, and to the extent of at leastfa,000mes a 
year, arrange a portion of the ordinary work requned by such 
department on a beiten years' programme; (40,000.000 worth of work 
for the decade rag then put in hand, not by equal annual instal. 
meets, but exclusively in the keen years of the trade cycle, being 
paid for out of loans for short terms raised as they are requited; 

.and being executed with the best evadable labour, at manias' 
rates, engaged in the ordinary way. That in this tea yam' 
programme there should be included works of afforestation, come 
protection and land reclamation; to be carried out by the board 
of agriculture exclusively in the lam years of the trade cycle; by 
the most suitable labour obtainable, taken on in the ordinary way 
at the rates locally current for the work, and paid for out of leans 
raised as required. 

Trade Union losurance.—In view of its probable adverse effect 
on trade union membership and organization the minority cone-
missioners cannot recommend the establishment of any plan of 
government or compulsory insurance against unemployment. 
They recommend, however, a government subvention not exceeding 
one half of the sum actually paid in the last preceding year as out-
of-work benefit should be offered to trade unions or other societies 
providing such benefit. 

Mairstersance and Teotniog.—For the ultimate reside= of men 
in distress from want of employment the minority recommend 
that maintenance should be freely provided, without disfranchise-
ment, on condition that they submit themselves to the physical 
and mental training that they may prove to require. 
day training depots or residential farm colonies should be mob- 
Fished, where the men's whole working time would be absorbed 
in such varied beneficial training of body and mind as they proved 
capable of; their wives and families being, meanwhile, provided 
with adequate home aliment. 

Aurnolurres.—The Report and Evidence of the Royal Com-
mission of 59o5-tuou is a library in itself on the subject of pauperism. 
The contents of the various volumes are given supra. Other im-
portant publications are Report and &Mona of !Royal Coonnissien 
on ALM Poor (tam): Report and Evidence of Sated Coannittat of Hasse 
of Commons on Distress from Wont of Enspittyntent (2895) Repast ; Rep• 
of Departmental Consortia on V, agcy (1906). See also the 
references in the bibliography to CHARITY AND CHARITIES; and 
Sir G. Nicholls and T. Mackay, A History of the &Wish Poor ism 
(3viols. 18000); the publications of the Charity Orpmaation Society: 
Reports of Poor Law Conferences. For list of subjects disclaim& 
see index to Report of Central Conferences. 

POPATAlt, a city of Colombia, capital of the department of 
Cauca, about 240 m. S.W.of Bogota, on the old trade route 
between that city and Quito, in 2 s6' N. 7e 49' W Pop. 
(1870), 8485; (1906, estimate), to,000. Popayan is built 011 
a great plain sloping N W from the foot of the volcano Purace, 
near the source of the Cauca and on one of its small tram-
taries, 5712 ft. above the sea. Its situation is singularly Pit' 
turesque, the Purace rising to an elevation of 15,420 ft. about 
20 m. south-east of the city, the Sotara volcano to approxi-
mately the same height about the same distance south by 
east, and behind these at a greater distance the Pan de 
Acucar, 15,978 ft. high. The ridge forming the water-parting 
between the basins of the Cauca and Pada rivers awes 
between the Central and Western Cordilleras at this point 
and culminates a few miles to the south. Popayan is the 
seat of a bishopric dating from 1547, whose cathedral was 
built by the Jesuits, and in the days of its prosperity it 
possessed a university of considerable reputation. It has 
several old churches, a college, two seminaries founded about 
5870 by the French Lasarists, who have restored and occupy 
the old Jesuit convent, and a mint established in Imo. The 
city was at one time an important commercial and mining 
centre, but much of its importance was lost through the transfer 
of trade to Cali and Pasto, through the decay of neighbouring 
mining industries, and through political disturbances. Earth. 
quakes have also caused much damage to Popayan, especially 
those of 1827 and 1834. The modem city has WNW Mall 

manufacturing industries, including woollen fabrics for cloth-
ing, but its trade is much restricted, and its importance is 
political rather than commercial. 

Popayan was founded by Sebastian Benalcamr in 150 ffft the 
site of an Indian settlement, whose chief, Payers. had the un-
usual honour of having his name given to the usurping tow. 
In t es8 it received a comet &remand the title of " Muy noble y 
muy lal " from the kiss of Spain--a distinction of out 
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Ir 	 *Mama  Is. that disturbed period of chlonial history. It presided Over by St Peter; and the bead of it, now as then, as 

personally invested with all the powers enjoyed by the whole 
body, including the head. Hence the pope, as supreme In mat-
ters of doctrine, possesses the same authority and the same in-
(affinity as the whole Church; as legislator and judge be pos-
sesses the same power as the episcopal body gathered around and 
with him in oecumenical council. Such arc the two essential 
prerogatives of the papal primacy: infallibility in his supreme 
pronouncements in matters of doctrine (see Itersunnurv); 
and immediate and sovereign jurisdiction, under all its aspects, 
over all the pastors and the faithful. These two privileges, 
having been claimed and enjoyed by the popes in the course 
of centuries, were solemnly defined at the Vatican Council by 
the constitution " Parlor at:anus" of the *8th of July Oho. 
The two principal passages in it are the following. (I) In the 
matter of jurisdiction: " If any one say that the Roman Pontiff 
has an office merely of inspection and direction, and not the 
full and supreme power of jurisdiction over the whole Church, 
not only in matters of faith and morals, but also as regards 
discipline and the government of the Church scattered through-
out the whole world; or that he has only the principal portion 
and not the plenitude of that supreme power; or that his power 
is not ordinary and immediate, as much over each and every 
church as over each and every pastor and believer anathema 
sit." (2) In the matter of infallibility: " We decree that when 
the Roman Pontiff speaks ex cathedra, that is to say, when, in 
his capacity as Pastor and Doctor of all Christians he defines, 
in virtue of his supreme apostolic authority, a certain doctrine 
concerning faith or morals to be held by the whole Church, be 
enjoys, by the divine assistance promised to bins in the Blessed 
Peter, that infallibility with which the divine Redeemer has 
thought good to endow Ills Church in order to define its 
doctrine in matters of faith and morals; consequently, theme 
definitions of the Roman Pontiff are irreformable is themselves 
and not in consequence of the consent of the Church." 

For the history of the papacy, and associated questions, 
See PAPACY, CONCLAVE., CURIA ROILANA, CARDINAL, &C. 

The ordinary costume of the pope is similar to that of the 
other clergy and bishops, but white in colour; his shoes alone 
are different, being low open shoes, red in colour, with a cross 
embroidered on the front; these are what are called the " mules," 
a substitute for the corsioagi of ancient times, formerly reserved 
to the pope and his clergy (d. Duchesne. op. cid. ch. t r, 6). Over 
this costume the pope wears, on less solemn occasions, the lace 
sorbet and the red mosetta, bordered with ermine, as the 
famous*, similar to the mutts, but with the addition of a hood, 
and over all the stole embroidered with his arms. The pope's 
liturgical costume consists, in the first place, of all the elements 
comprising that of the bishops: stockings and sandals, amice, 
alb, cincture, umicle and dramatic. stole, ring, gloves, chasuble 
or cope, the latter, however, with a morse ornamented with 
precious stones, and for headdress the mitre (see Wantons). 
The tiara (q...), the pontifical bead-dress, is not used strictly 
speaking is the course of the liturgical functions, but only for 
processions. To these vestments or insignia the pope adds: 
the ilia, a kind of long skirt trailing on the ground all round, 
which the chaplains bold up while be is walking. Over the 
chssuble be wears the famous (see Atom); and after that the 
pallium (fs.). He is preceded by the papal cross, carried with 
the MC& turned towards him. When going to solemn 
ceremonies he is carried on the sedie, a portable chair el red 
velvet with a high back, and escorted by two fiabelli of peacock 
feathers. The papal mass, now rarely celebrated, has preserved 
more faithfully the ancient liturgical usages of the 8th and ea 
centuries. 

Illtersoossews.—Bellaradss De rmarm emulisr; Moans Du 
06,4.1104  mina; Qtaraebunn :I): Tunnel, Efistsint de fair 
Ispe_jareirise. it. (Paris Hinschius, Kischisrecis, vol. I. 

eng
ett 46119); 	 irehearecht (*sus): Mow& La 

fa dulls • els ed.. Paris. Igoe). Bode, De pi: 

L$6PalieValra.sis, _ 5. .189 141seVerstleilietistirr ekwasows 
d is swept eseigssiires (rirs. taw). (A. Be.') 

"I,  Is noted also as the birthplace of Cgldas, the Colombian 
naturalist, and of Mosques, the geographer. There are hot 

c. sulphunien springs near by on the flanks of the volcano 
▪ a Purace, especially at Coconuco, which are much frequented 
• e by Colombians. 

pops (Gr. snirsras, postdassical Lat. papa, father), an 
ecclesiastical title now used exclusively to designate the head 

of the Roman Catholic Church. In the 4th and 5th 
' Mow NM ▪ Tom 	centuries it was frequently used in the West of any 
a •  bishop (Du Cange, Le.); but it gradually came to be 

reserved to the bishop of Rome, becoming his official title. 
In the East. on the other band, only the bishop of Alexandria 

• seems to have used it as a title; but as a popular term it 
was applied to priests, and at the present day, in the 

"  Greek Church and in Russia, all the priests are called puppet, 
which is also translated "pope" Even in the case of the 
sovereign pontiff the word pope is officially only used as a less 
solemn style: though the ordinary signature and heading of 

'`1 	briefs is, e.g. " Pius P.P.X.," the signature of bulls is " Pius 
- epissepus ecassiat catholicae," and the heading, " Pius epi- 

:  scopes, swim servonew Del." this latter formula going back to 
the time of St Gregory the Great. Other styles met with in 
official documents ore Porkies, Summar prorrifex, Romans' 
pantiles, Sauaissi ems, Sasclissitmou pater, Sustain -isms &mi• 
Ina WOO, Souaitas SAO, BtaliiSitSUS paler, Beatitude Pie; 

while the pope is addressed in speaking as "Soncrites 
• or " Dronstune paler." In the middle ages Is also found 

" Dominus essuroiices " (d. still, in the litanies of the saints), 
or simply " A posioliclus." 

The pope is pre-eminently, as successor of St Peter, bishop 
of Rome. Writer are fond of viewing him as representing 
owl., all the degrees of the ecclesiastical hierarchy; they 
Dams say that be is bishop of Rome, metropolitan of the 
Ileagill*  Roman province, primate of Italy, patriarch of the 

western Church and bead of the universal Church. 
This is strictly correct, but, with the exception of the first 
and last, these titles are seldom to be found in documents. And 
it these teens were intended to indicate so raspy degrees in the 
exercise of jurisdiction they would not be correct. As a matter 
of fact, from the earliest centuries (d. can. 6 of Nimes, in sts), 
we see that the popes exercised a special metropolitan jurie- 

s 	diction not only over the bishops nearest to Rome, the future 
■ cardinal bishops, but also over all those of central and southern 
▪ Italy, including Sicily (d. Ducheme, °risings de milk, ch. z), 

ill of whom received their ordination at his hands. Northern 
• Italy and dm rest of the western Church, still more the eastern 
▪ Churr.h, did not depend upon him so closely for their administra-

tion. His influence was exercised, however, not only in 
dogmatic questions but In matters of discipline, by means 
of appeals, petitions and consultations, not to mention spoo- 

r  taneous intervention. This state of align was defined and 
developed in the course of centuries, till it produced the present 
state of centralisation, according to • law which can equally 
be observed in other societies. In practice the different 
degrees of jurisdiction, as represented in the pope, are of no 
importance: he is bishop of Rogue and governs his diocese 
by direct episcopal authority; he is also the head of the 
Church, and in this capacity govemp all the dioceses, though the 

authority of each bishop in his own diocese is also 
and immediate, is. be is not a men vicar of the pope. 

But the mode of exercise of a power and its intensity are 
subject to variation, while the power remains essentially the 

same. This is the case with the power of the pope 
Anew. and his primacy. the exercise and manifestation of 
which have berm continually developing. . This Primacy a 
primacy of honour and jurisdictiondnvolviog tbe plenitude of 
power over the teaching, the worship, the discipline -and 
admieistration of the Church. is received by the pope as 

• pets of the succession of St Peter, together with the episcopate of 
The whole plscopal body. with the pope at ite,beed. 

should be omidend as succeeding to the apostolic college, 
ZILIL er 
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POPE, ALEXANDER (088-1744), English poet, wu born in 

Lombard Street, London, on the rut of May t688. His father, 
Alexander Pope, a Roman Catholic, was a linen-draper who 
afterwards retired from business with a small fortune, and fixed 
his residence about 17oo at Binfield in Windsor Forest. Pope's 
education was desultory. His father's religion would have 
excluded him from the public schools, even had there been no 
other impediment to his being sent there. Before he was twelve 
he had obtained a smattering of Latin and Greek from various 
masters, from a priest in Hampshire, from a schoolmaster at 
Twyford near Winchester, from Thomas Deane, who kept a 
school in Marylebone and afterwards at Hydc Park Corner, 
and finally from another priest at home. Between his twelfth 
and his seventeenth years excessive application to study under-
mined his health, and he developed the personal deformity 
which was in so many ways to distort his view of life. He 
thought himself dying, but through a friend, Thomas (after-
wards the abbe) Southcote, he obtained the advice of the famous 
physician John Radcliffe, who prescribed diet and exercise. 
Under this treatment the boy recovered his strength and spirits. 
" He thought himself the better," Spence says, " in some 
respects for not having had a regular education. He (as he 
observed in particular) read originally for the sense, whereas 
we arc taught for so many years to read only for words." He 
afterwards learnt French and Italian, probably In a similar 
way. He read translations of the Greek, Latin, French and 
Italian poets, and by the age of twelve, when he was finally 
settled at home and left to himself, be was not only a confirmed 
reader, but an eager aspirant to the highest honours in poetry. 
There is a story, which chronological considerations make 
extremely improbable, that in London he had crept into Will's 
coffee-house to look at Dryden, and a further tale that the old 
poet had given him a shilling for • translation of the story of 
Pyramus and Thisbe; he had lampooned his schoolmaster; he 
had made a play out of John Ogilby's Iliad for his school-
fellows; and before he was fifteen he had written an epic, his 
hero being Meander, a prince of Rhodes, or, as he states else-
where, Deucalion. 

There were, among the Roman Catholic families near Bin-
field, men capable of giving a direction to his eager ambition, 
men of literary tastes, and connexions with the literary world. 
These held together as members of persecuted communities 
always do, and were kept in touch with one another by the 
family priests. Pope was thus brought under the notice of Sir 
William Trumbull, a retired diplomatist living at Eastbamp-
stead, within • few miles of Binfield. Thomas Dancastle, lord 
of the manor of Binfield, took an active interest in his writings, 
and at Whiteknights, near Reading, lived another Roman 
Catholic, Anthony Englefield, " a great lover of poets and 
poetry." Through him Pope made the acquaintance of 
Wycherley and of Henry Cromwell, who was a distant cousin of 
the Protector, a gay man about town, and something of a pedant 
Wycherley introduced him to William Walsh, then of great 
renown as a critic. ,  Before the poet was seventeen he was 
admitted in this way to the society of London " wits " and 
men of fashion, and was cordially encouraged as • prodigy. 
Wycherley's correspondence with Pope was skilfully manipu-
lated by the younger man to represent Wycherley as sub-
mitting, at first humbly and then with an }l-grace, to Pope's 
criticisms. The publication (Elwin and Courthope, vol. v.) 
of the originals of Wytherley's letters from MSS. at Longleat 
showed how seriously the relations between the two friends, 
which ceased in sr to, had been misrepresented in the version 
of the correspondence which Pope chose to submit to the public. 
Walsh's contribution to his development was the advice to 
study " correctness." " About fifteen," be says, " I got 
acquainted with Mr. Walsh. He wed to encourage me much, 
and used to tell me that then was one way left of nothing; 

The dates of Popes conespondenee with Wyeberley are me-
tro• with Walsh, t7od-e7o7, and with Crows/ea. t70-17n; 
with John Caryl! (1666-s736) sad Isis eta. also oeighbours. 

for, though we had several great poets, we neva had any one 
great poet that was correct, and be desired me to make that 
my study and aim " (Spence, p. 28o). Trumbull tumid Pope's 
attention to the French critics, out of the study of whom grew 
the Essay on Criticism; he suggested the subject of Windsor 
Forest, and he started the idea of translating Homer. 

It says something for Pope's docility at this stage that he 
recognized so soon that a long course of preparation was needed 
for such a magnum opus, and began steadily and patiently 
to discipline himself. The epic was put aside and afterwards 
burnt; versification was industriously practised In short 
" essays "; and an elaborate study was made of accepted 
critics and models. lie learnt most, as he acknowledged, 
from Dryden, but the harmony of his verse also owed something 
to an earlier writer, George Sandys, the translator of Ovid. 
At the beginning of the 18th century Dryden's success had given 
great vogue to translations and modernizations. The air was 
full of theories as to the best way of doing such things. What 
Dryden had touched Pope did not presume to meddle with—
Dryden was his hero and master; but there was much more of 
the same kind to be done. Dryden had rewritten three of the 
Canterbury tales; Pope tried his hand at the Merchant's Tale, 
and the Prologue to Me Wife of Bath's Tale, and produced also 
an imitation of the House of Fame. Dryden had translated 
Virgil; Pope experimented on the Thebais of Stadia, Ovid's 
Amides and Metamorphoses, and the Odyssey. He knew little 
Latin and less Greek, but there were older versions In English 
which helped him to the sense; and, when the correspondents 
to whom he submitted his versions pointed out mistrarudations, 
he could answer that he had always agreed with them, but 
that he had deferred to the older translators against his own 
judgment. It was one of Pope's little vanities to try to give 
the impression that his metrical skill Was more precocious 
even than it was, and we cannot accept his published versions 
of Statius and Chaucer (published in " miscellanies "at intervals 
between 17oco and 1714) as inCOntrOVertibiCeVidellCe0i his pro-
ficiency at the age of sixteen or seventeen, the date, according to 
his own assertion, of their composition. But it is Indisputable 
that at the age of seventeen his skill in verse astonished a 
veteran critic like Walsh, and some of his pastorals were in 
the hands of Sir George Granville (afterwards Lord Lansdowne) 
before 17426. His metrical letter to Cromwell, which Elwin 
dates In 5707, when Pope was nineteen, is a brilliant feat of 
versification, and has turns of wit in It as easy and spirited as 
any to be found in his mature satires. Pope was twenty-one 
when be sent the " Ode on Solitude " to Cromwell, and said 
It was written before he was twelve years old. 

Precocious Pope was, but he was ales industrious; and be 
spent some eight or nine years in arduous and enthusiastic 
discipline, reading, studying. experimenting, taking the advice 
of some and laughing in his sleeve at the advice of others. 
" poetry his only business," he said, " and idleness Ida only 
pleasure," before anything of his appeared in print. In these 
preliminary studies he seems to have guided himself by the 
maxim formulated in a letter to Walsh (dated July a, r7o6) 
that " it seems not so much the perfection of sense to say things 
that had never been said before, as to express those best that 
have been said oftenest." His first publication was his 
" Pastorals." Jacob Tonna, the bookseller, had seen that 
pastorals in the hands of Walsh and Congreve, and sent 
polite note (April 10, 1706) to Pope asking that he might have 
them for one of his miscellanies. They appeared accordingly 
in May rroo at the end of the sixth volume of TOMO% 
Poetical Miscellanies, containing contributions from Manse 
Philips, Sheffield, Garth and Rowe, with " January and May," 
Pope's version of Chaucer's " hferebant's Tale." 

Pope's next publication was the Ersey on Criticism W14. 
written two yeas earlier, and printed without the authoes 
name. " In every work regard the welter's end "(L re 51 is one of 
ha sensible precepts, and one that Is often neglected by critics 
of the any, who comment upon it as if Pope's end had ben 
to produce an Original and profound treatise on first principle, 
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Eris alms was simply to condense, methodize, and give en perfect 
and novel expression as he could to floating opinions about 
the poet's aims and methods, and the critic's duties, to " what 
oft was thought, but ne'er so well expressed " (I. 298). " The 
town " was interested in belles :dins, and given to conversing 
on the subject; Pope's essay was simply a brilliant contribution 
to the fashionable conversation. The youthful author said 
that he did not expect the sale to be quick because " not one 
gentleman in sixty, even of liberal education, could understand 
it." The sales were slow until Pope caused copies to be sent 
to Lord Lansdowne and others, but its success was none the 
less brilliant for the delay. The town was fairly dazzled by 
the young poet's learning, judgment, and felicity of expression. 
Many of the admirers of the poem doubtless would have 
thousiht less of It if they had not believed all the maxims to 
be anginal. " I admired," said Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, 
" Mt Pope's Essay on Criticises at first very much, because I 
had not then read any of the ancient critics, and did not know 
that it was all stolen." Pope gained credit for much that might 
have been found, where he found it, in the fa:Wide' of 
Quinulian, in the numerous critical writings of Rent Rapin, 
and In Rend le Bossu's treatise on epic poetry. Addison has 
been made responsible for the exaggerated value once set on 
the essay, but Addison's paper (Spectator, No. 233) was not 
unmixed praise. He deprecated the attacks made by Pope 
on contemporary literary reputations, although he did full 
justice to the poet's metrical skill. Addison and Pope became 
acquainted with one another, and Pope's sacred eclogue, 
" Messiah," was printed as No. 378 of the Spectator. In the 
Essay on Criticism Pope provoked one bitter personal enemy 
in John Dennis, the critic, by a description of him as Appius, 
who " stares, tremendous, with a threat'ning eye." Dennis 
retorted in Rotations .. upon a late Rhapsody . . 7 I t), abusing 
Pope among other things for his personal deformity. Pope 
Dever forgot this brutal attack, which be described in a note 
inserted after Dennis's death, as late as 5743, as written " in 
a manner perfectly lunatic." 

The Rape of the Lock In its first form appeared iri 17:2 
Lintel's Miscellanies; the " machinery " of sylphs and gnomes 
was an afterthought, and the poem was republished as we now 
have it early in 1714. William, 4th Baron Petre, had surrep-
titiously cut off a lock of Miss ArabelLs Fermor's hair, and the 
liberty bad been rambled; Pope heard the story from his friend 
John Caryl!, who suggested that the breach between the 
families might be healed by making the incident the subject 
of a mock-heroic poem like Boileau's Laths. Pope caught at 
the hint; the mock-heroic treatment of the pretty frivolities of 
fashionable life just suited his freakish sprightliness of wit, and 
his studies of the grand epic at the time put him in excellent 
vein. The Rape of the Lock Is admitted to be a masterpiece of 
&Wank ingenuity, and exquisite finish. But the poem struck 
Tame as a piece of harsh, scornful, indelicate buffoonery, a mere 
succession of oddities and contrasts, at expressive figures un-
expected and grinning, an example of English insensibility 
to French sweetness and refinement. Sic Leslie Stephen 
objected on somewhat different grounds to the poet's tone 
towards women. His laughter at Pope's raillery was checked 
by the fact that women are spoken of in the poem as if they 
was all like Belinda. The poem shows the hand of the 
',midst who was later to assert that " every woman Is at 
bean a rake," in the epistle addressed to Martha Blount. 

Windsor Forest, modelled on Sir John Denham's Cooper's lull, 
had been begun, according to Pope's account, when be was 
sinees or seventeen. It was published in March 1713 with a 
flattering dedication to the secretary for war. George Granville, 
Lord Lansdowne, and as opportune allusion to the peace of 
Utrecht This was a nearer approach to taking a political side 
than Pops had yet made. His principle had been to keep clear of 
patio, and not to attach himself to any of the sits into which 
literary men were divided by party. Although inclined to the 
Jacobites by his religion, he never took any part in the plots for 
the restoration of the Stuarts, and be was on friendly terms with 

the Whig coterie, being a frequent guest at the eoffeebonse 
kept by Daniel Button, where Addison held his " little senate." 
He had contributed his poem, " The Messiah " to the Sp erater; 
he had written an article or two In the Guardian, and he wrote 
a prologue for Addison's Cato. Nevertheless he induced 
Lintot the bookseller to obtain from John Dennis a criti-
cism of Cato. On the publication of Dennis's remarks, the 
violence of which had, as Pope hoped, made their author ridicu-
lous, Pope produced an anonymous pamphlet, The Narrative 
of Dr Robert Norris concerning the . . . Freney of Mr 
John Dennis (1713), which, though nominally in defence of 
Addison, had for its main purpose the gratification of Pope's 
own hostility to Dennis. Addison disavowed any connivance 
in this coarse attack in a letter written on his behalf by Steele 
to Lintot, saying that if he noticed Dennis's attack at all it 
would be If such a way as to allow him no just cause of 
complaint. Coolness between Addison and Pope naturally 
followed this episode. When the Rape of the Lock was 
published, Addison, who is said to have praised the poem 
highly to Pope in private, dismissed it in the Spectator with two 
sentences of patronizing faint praise to the young poet, and, 
coupling it with Tickell's " Ode on the Prospect of Peace," 
devoted the rest of the article to an elaborate puff of " the 
pastorals of Mr Philips." 

When Pope showed a leaning to the Tories in Windsor Forest, 
the members of Addison's coterie made insidious war on him. 
Within a few weeks of the publication of the poem, and when it 
was the talk of the town, there began to appear in the Guardian 
(Nos. 22, 23, 28, 3o, 32) A series of articles on " Pastorals." Not 
a word was said about Windsor Forest, but everybody knew 
to what the general principles referred. Modern pastoral 
poets were ridiculed for introducing Creek moral deities, Greek 
flowers and fruits, Greek names of shepherds, Creek sports and 
customs and religious rites. They ought to make use of English 
rural mythology—bobthrushes, fairies, goblins and witches; 
they should give English names to their shepherds; they should 
mention flowers indigenous to English climate and soil; and 
they should introduce English proverbial sayings, dress, 
and customs. All excellent principles, and all neglected by 
Pope in Windsor Forest. The poem was fairly open to criticism 
in these points; there are many beautiful passages in ft, show-
ing close though somewhat professional observation of nature, 
but the mixture of heathen deities and conventional archaic 
fancies with modern realities is incongruous, and the com-
parison of Queen Anne to Diana was ludicrous. But the 
sting of the articles did not lie in the truth of the oblique 
criticisms. The pastorals of Ambrose Philips, published four 
years before, were again trotted out. Here was a true pastoral 
poet, the eldest born of Spenser, the worthy successor of 
Theocritus and Vire !- 

Pope took en amusing revenge, which turned the laugh 
against his assailants. He sent Steele an anonymous paper 
In continuation of the *tildes in the Guardian on pastoral 
poetry, reviewing the poems of Mr Pope by the light of the 
principles laid down. Ostensibly Pope was censured for 
breaking the rules, and Philips praised for conforming to them, 
quotations being given from both. The quotations were 
sufficient to dispose of the pretensions of poor Philips, and Pope 
did not choose his own worst passages, accusing himself of 
actually deviating sometimesinto poetry. Although the 
Guardian's principles were also brought into ridicule by bur-
lesque exemplifications of them after the manner of Cars 
Shepherd's Week, Steele, misled by the opening sentences, was 
at first unwilling to print what appeared to be a direct attack 
on Pope, and is said to have asked Pope's consent to the 
publication, which was graciously granted. 

The links that attached Pope to the Tory party were strength-
ened by a new friendship. Ills first letter to Swift, who 
became warmly attached to him, is dated the 8th of December 
1213. Swift had been a leading member of the Brothers' 
Club, from which the lamas Scribberus Club mans to have 
been as offshoot. The leading members of this Woad 
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literary society were Swift, Arbuthnot, Coagreve, Bishop 
Atterbury, Pope, Gay and Thomas ParnelL Their chief object 
was a general war against the dunces, waged with great spirit 
by Arbuthnot, Swift and Pope. 

The estrangement from Addison was completed in connection 
with Pope's translation of Homer. This enterprise was 
definitely undertaken in 1713. The work was to be published 
by subscription, as Dryden's Virgil had been. Men of all 
parties subscribed, their unanimity being a wilting proof of 
the position Pope had attained at the age of twenty-five. It 
was as if he bad received a national commission as by general 
consent the first poet of his time. But the unanimity was 
broken by a discordant note. A member of the Addison clique, 
Ticket!, attempted to run a rival version. Pope suspected 
Addison's instigation; Ticket bad at least Addis' on's encourage-
ment. Pope's famous character of Addison as "-Atticus " in 
the Epistle to Dr Arbuthnot (ii. :erne) was, however, in 
spired by resentment at insults that existed chiefly in his own 
imagination, though Addison was certainly not among his 
warmest admirers. Pope afterwards claimed to have been 
magnanimous, but be spoiled his case by the petty inventions 
of his account of the quarrel. 

The translation of Homer was Pope's chief employment for 
twelve years. The new pieces in the miscellanies published in 
1717, his " Elegy on an Unfortunate Lady," and his " Elctisa 
to Abelard,' were probably written some years before their 
publication. His " Eloise to Abelard " was based on an 
English translation by John Hughes of a French version of the 
Leiters, which differed very considerably from the original 
Latin. The Iliad was delivered to the subscribers in instal-
ments in 1715, 1717, 2718 and i72o. Pope's own defective 
scholarship made help necessary. William Broome and John 
Jortin supplied the bulk of the notes, and Thomas Parnell the 
preface. For the translation of the Odyssey he took Elijah 
Fenton and Broome as coadjutors, who between them trans-
lated twelve out of the twenty-four books.' It was completed 
in 1725. The profitableness of the work was Pope's chief 
temptation to undertake it. His receipts for his earlier poems 
had totalled about Lis°, but he cleared more than f8000 by the 
two translations, after deducting all payments to coadjutors—
a much larger sum than had ever been received by an English 
author before. 

The translation of Homer had established Pope's reputation 
with his contemporaries, and has endangered it ever since it 
was challenged. Opinions have varied on the purely literary 
merits of the poem, but with regard to It as a translation few 
have differed from Bentley's criticism, " A fine poem, Mr Pope, 
but you must not call it Homer." His collaboration with 
Broome (q.v.) and Fenton (q.v.)* involved him in a series of 
recriminations. Broome was weak enough to sign a note at 
the end of the work understating the extent of Fenton's assist-
ance as well as his own, and ascribing the merit of their trans-
lation, reduced to less than half its real proportions, to a 
regular revision and correction—mostly Imaginary—at Pope's 
bands. These falsehoods were deemed necessary by Pope to 
protect himself against possible protests from the subscribers. 
In 1722 he edited the poems of Thomas Parnell, and in 1725 
mad; a considerable sum by an unsatisfactory edition of Shake-
speare, in which he bad the assistance of Fenton and Gay. 

Pope, with his economical habits, was rendered independent 
by the pecuniary success of his Hower, and enabled to live near 
London. The estate at Binfield was sold, and he removed 
with his parents to Mawsou's Buildings, Chiswick, in 1716, and 
in 1719 to Twickenham, to the house with which his name is 
associated. Here be practised elaborate landscape gardening 
on a small scale, and built his famous grotto, which was really 
a tunnel under the road connecting the garden with the lawn 
on the Thames. He was constantly visited at Twickenham 
by his intimates, Dr John Arbuthnot, John Gay, Bolingbroke 

' 1 . 4. re and to are by Fenton: T. 6. 8, It, 52. 16. ta. 23, with 
notes to all the boob, by Broome. 

The cerreapoadanee with them is given is vol. AL of Elwin and 
Courthope's edition.  

(after his return In :724, and Swift (during his brief virile to 
England in 1726 and :727), and by many other friends of the 
Tory party. With Atterbury, bishop of Rochester, he was en 
terms of affectionate intimacy, but he blundered in loss evidence 
when he was called as • witness on his behalf in tin. 

In 1717 his father died, and he appears to have turned to the 
}Haunts for sympathy in what was to him a very sedum 
bereavement. He had early made the acquaintance of Martha 
and Teresa Blount, both of them intimately connected with 
his domestic history. Their home was at Mapledurham, near 
Reading, but Pope probably first met them at the house erg 
his neighbour, Mr Englefield of Whited:nights, who was their 
grandfather. He begun to correspond with Martha Blount 
in 17:2, and after 1717 the letters are much more serious 
in tone. He quarrelled with Teresa, who bad apparently 
injured or prevented his suit to het sister; and although, after 
her father's death In :718, he paid her an annuity, be seen* 
to have regarded her as one of his most darigetons enemies. 
His friendship with Martha lasted all his life. So long as his 
mother lived he was unwearying in his attendance on her, but 
after her death in 1733 his association with Martha Blount was 
more constant. In defiance of the scandal-mongers. they 
paid visits together at the houses of common friends, and at 
Twickenham she spent part of each day with him. His earlier 
attachment to Lady Mary Wortley Montagu was apparently a 
more or less literary passion, which perished under Lady Mary's 
ridicule. 

The year 1723 may be taken as the beginning of the third 
period of Pope's career, when he made his fame as a moralist 
and a satirist. It may be doubted whether Pope bad the stay-
ing power necessary for the composition of a great imaginative 
work, whether his crazy constitution would have held together 
through the strain. He toyed with the Idea of writings grand 
epic. He told Spence that he had it all in his head, and gave him 
a vague (and it must be admitted not very promising) sketch 
of the subject and plan of it. But he never put any of it on 
paper. He shrank as with instinctive repulsion from the stress 
and strain of complicated designs. Even his prolonged task 
of translating weighed heavily on his spirits, and this was • much 
less formidable effort than creating an epic. lie turned rather 
to designs that could be accomplished in detail, works of whkh 
the parts could be separately laboured at and put together with 
patient care, into which happy thoughts could be fitted that 
had been struck out at odd moments and in ordinary level of 
feeling. 

Edward Young's satire, The Unisersel Parrkm, bad just 
appeared, and been received with more enthusiasm than any 
thing published since Pope's own early successes. This alone 
would have been powerful inducement to Pope's emulous tem-
per. Swift was finishing Gulliver's Travels, and came over to 
England in :726. The survivors of the Scriblerus Club—Swift, 
Pope, Arbuthnot, and Gay—resumed their old amusement of 
parodying and otherwise ridiculing bad writers, especially bad 
writers in the Whig interest. Two volumes of their Mis-
cellanies in Prose and Verse were published In 2727. A third 
volume appeared in 1728, and • fourth was added in ryes. 
According to Pope's own history of the Dundee', as Heroic 
Poem in Three Books, which first appeared on the 38th of May 
1728, the idea of it grew out of this. Among the Miscellanies 
was a " Treatise of the Bathos or the Art of Sinking in Poetry," 
in which poets were classified, with illustrations, according to 
their eminence in the various arts of debasing instead of elevating 
their subject. No names were mentioned, but the specimens 
of bathos were assigned to various letters of the alphabet, which, 
the authors boldly asserted, were taken at random. But no 
sooner was the treatise published than the scribblers proceeded 
to take the letters to themselves, and in revenge to fill the news-
papers with the most abusive falsehoods and scurrilities they 
could devise. This gave Pope the opportunity be had hoped 
for, and provided him with an excuse for the personalities 
of the Deaciol, which had been in his mind as early as 2720 
Among the most prominent objects of his satire were Lewis 
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Theeksaid, Colley Clbber, John Dennis, Richard Bentley, Aaron 
MO and Bernard Lintot, who, in spite of his former relations 
with Pope, was sow classed with the piratical Edmund Cern. 
The book was published with the greatest precautions. It was 
anonymous, and professed to be a reprint of a Dublin edition. 
When the moms of the poem was enured, it was republished 
in t7 a9, and a copy was presented to the king by Sir Robert 
Walpole. Names took the plans of initials, and a defence 
of the satire, written by Pope himself, but signed by his friend 
William Cleland, was printed as " A letter to the Publisher." 
Various induce, notes and particulars of the attacks on Pope 
made by the different authors satideed were added. To avoid 
any danger of prosecution, the copyright was assigned to Lord 
Oxford, Lad Bathurst and Lord Burlington, whose position 
rendered them practically un•sslble. We may admit that 
personal spite infitseoced Pope at lent as much as disinte-
rested seal for the bower of }Umlaute, but In the dispute as to 
the comparative strength of these motives, a third is apt to be 
overlooked that was probably stronger than either. This was 
an unscrupulous oafish love of fun, and delight in the creations 
of a humorous imagiaation. Certainly to represent the Doo-
dad as the outcome of mete personal spite is to give an exag-
gerated ides of the malignity of Pope's disposition, and an 
utterly wrong impression of the character of his satire. He was 
not, escape in rare cases, a morose, savage, Indignant satirist, 
but airy and graceful In his malice, revengeful perhaps and 
exclusively sensitive, but restored to good humour as he thought 
over his wimp by the ludicrous conceptions with which be 
invested his advenadea. The most unprovoked assault was 
on Richard Bentley, whom he satirised in the reconstruction 
and enlargement of the Dinned made in the last years of his 
We at the instigation. it is said, of William Warburton. In 
the earlier editions the place of hero had been occupied by 
Lewis Theobald, who had ventured to criticise Pope's Mak-
spoors. In the edition which appeared In Pope's Works (1743), 
be was dethroned in favour of Colley Cibber, who had just 
wines his latafrem Ilr Mk. If Mr Pok inquiring ink 
she motives tint wick Want Me in his satyrical writings k fr 

fivglIrrollY fond 01 Mr Cables WIN (no). Warburton's 
mime is attached to marry new notes, and one of  the  preliminary 
dissertations by Iticardus Azistarchus on the here of the poem 
seems to be by him. 

The four epistles of the Essay en Men (1733) were Sift 
intimately connected with passim; comma:lie* They belong 
to the same intellectual movement with Butler's Ariekgy—the 
alert of the ads century to put religion on a•rationa! basis. 
But Pope was not a thinker like Butler. The subject was 
suggested to him by Henry St John, Lord Bolingbroke, who 
bad returned from exile in riss, and was a fellow-member ci 
the Salaam Club. Bolingbroke is said—and the statement 
is seppx1ed by the contents of his posthumous works—to 
have famished most of the arguments. Pope's contribution 
to the motroversy consisted in brilliant epigram and Mous-
don. Is this didactic work, as is his Essay en Criticism, be 
put together on a sufficiently simple plan a series of happy 
whip, sepanialy elaborated, piddng up the thoughts as be 
bond them in miscalisseeres reading and concavities, and 
trying only to 6t them with perfect aptenimt. His readies 
were toe denied by the verse to be severely critical of the mesa 
Peps himself bad mot compreionded the drift of the arguments 
hs bad adopted from Bolingbroke, and was alarmed when be 
found that his poem was generally interPleted as an Waled 
for the freethinkers. Warburton is said to have qualified 
its doctrines as " rank atheism. " and armed that it was put 
together from the " worst prisms of the worst authors." The 
nay was soon translated into the chief European languages, 
sad la 1737 itsottbodosz was assailed by a Swiss professor. 
Jan Pierre de aromas, an Exams de Party de M. Paps 
se nooses. Warburton now saw fit to melee his opinion 
of Pops's abilities and prindpks—for what reason does not 
appear. Ia any case he now hennas as enthusiastic In his 
pole of Peoe's enhodasy sad his genius as be had before been 

scornful, and proceeded to employ bill nededied Pews of 
sophistry in • defence of the orthodoxy of the coalikliog and 
inconsequent positions adopted in the Essay es Mak Pope 
was wise enough to accept with all gratitude an ally who was 
so useful • friend and so dangerous an enemy, and from that 
time onward Warburton was the authorised commentator of 
his works. 

The Essay on Mats was to have formed part of a series of 
philosophic poems on a systematic plea. The other pieces 
were to treat of human reasoo, of the use of learning, wit, 
education and riches, of deli mad ecclesiastical polity, of the 
character of women, en. Of the ten epistles of the Moral 
Essays, the first four, written between 1731 and 1733, are 
connected with this scheme, which was never executed. 

There was much bitter, and sometimes unjust, satire in the 
Mond Essays and the Imitations of Horace. In these epistles 
and satires, which appeared at intervals, be was often the mouth-
piece of his political friends, who were all of them in opposition 
to Walpole, then at the height of his power, and Pope chase 
the object of his attacks from among the minister's adherests. 
Epistle III., " Of the Use of Riches," addressed to Allen Bath-
urst, Lord Bathurst, in its; is a direct attack on Waipole's 
methods ci corruption, and on his financial policy in general; 
and the two dialogues (ma) known as the " Epilogue to the 
Satires," professedly a defence of satire, form an elocpreet 
attack on the court. Pope was attached to the prince of Wales's 
party, and he did not forget to insinuate, what was Mcleod the 
truth, that the queen had refused the prince her pardon on 
her deathbed. The " Epistle to Dr Arbuthnot " contains a de-
scription of his per onal attitude towards the scribblers and is 
made to serve as a " prologue to the satires." The gross and 
unpardonable Insults bestowed on Lord Hervey and on Lady 
Mary Wortley Montagu in the first satire " to Mr Ramat.' 
provoked angry retaliation from both. The description of 
Ileum's ostentatious villa in Epistle IV., addressed to the earl 
of Burlington, was generally taken as a picture of Canons, the 
seat of John Brydges, duke of Chandos, one of Pope's patrons, 
and caused a great outcry, though in this case Pope seems to 
have been innocent of expense allusion, Epistle IL, addressed 
to Martha Blount, contained the picture of Atoms, which 
was taken to be • portrait of Sarah Jennings, duchess of 
Marlborough. One of the worst Imputations on Pope's character 
was that he left this passage to be published when he bad in 
effect received a bribe of Deco from the duchess of Marl-
borough for its suppression through the agency of Nathaniel 
Hooke (d. 1763). As the purge eventually stood, It might 
be applied to Katherine, duchess of Buckingham, a natural 
daughter of James IL Pope may have altered it with the 
intention of diverting the satire from the original object. 
He was scrupulously honest in money matters, and always in-
dependent in matters of patronage; but there is some  evidence 
for this discreditable story beyond the gossip of Horace Wal-
pole (Works, ed. P. Cunningham. L odic.), though not suffi-
dent to justify the acceptance it received by seine of Pope's 
Mographers. To appreciate fully the point of his allusions 
requires an intimate acquaintance with the political and social 
genii, of the time. But apart horn their value ea a brilliant 
staingly-coloured picture of the time Pope's satires have a 
permanent value as literature. It is justly remarked by Mark 
Partisans that "these Iteitodeas are among the most original 
el his writiiga." The vigour and terseness of the diction is 
sill utionPaseed  in English verse. Pope had gained complete 
stestaly over his medium, the heroic couplet, before in used 
it to =Mess his hatred of the political and social evils which 
be sedrited. The elaborate periphrases and superfluous orna-
meats of his earlier manner, as exemplified in the Pastorals and 
the Memo, disappeared; he turned to the uses of verse the 
ordinary language of conversation, differing from everyday 
speech only in its exoepthinsi brilliance and point. It is sea 
these entire that his best wort must be sought, and by them 
that his midden among English poets ma be fixed. It was 

e la MB Midas of the kilns and Epistles (1•66). 
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the Hosier &key that Wordsworth and Coleridge had in their 
eye when they began the polemic againsrthe " poetic diction " 
of the dith century, and struck at Pope as the arch-corrupter. 
They were historically unjust to Pope, who did not originate 
this diction, but only furnished the mast finished examples 
of it. At the beginning of the tgth century Pope still had 
an ardent admirer in Byron, whose first satires are written in 
Pope's couplet. The much abused pseudo-poetic diction in 
substance consisted in an ambition to " rise above the vulgar 
style," to dress nature to advantage—a natural ambition when 
the arbiters of literature were people of fashion. If one com-
pares Pope's " Messiah " or " Eloise to Abelarci," or en im-
passioned passage from the Iliad, with the originals that be 
paraphrased, one gets a more vivid idea of the consistence of 
pseudo-poetic diction than could be furnished by pages of an-
alysis. But Pope merely made masterly use of the established 
diction of his time, which he eventually forsook for a far more 
direct and vigorous style. A passage from the Guardian, in 
which Philips was commended as against him, runs: " It is 
a nice piece of art to raise a proverb above the vulgar style 
and still keep it easy and unaffected. Thus the old wish,' God 
rest his soul,' is very finely turned:— 

" ' Then gentle Sidney Ilv'd, the shepherd's friend, 
Eternal blessings on his shade attend 1 ' " 

Pope would have despised so easy a metamorphosis as this 
at any period in his career, and the work of his coadjutors in 
the Odyssey may be distinguished by this comparative cheapness 
of material. Broome's description of the clothes-washing by 
Nauslcaa and her maidens in the sixth book may be compared 
with the original as a luminous specimen. 

Pope's wit had won for him the friendship of many distin-
guished men, and his small fortune enabled him to meet them 
on a footing of independence. He paid long visits at many 
great houses, especially at Stanton Harcourt, the home of his 
friend Lord Chancellor Harcourt; at Oakley, the seat of Lord 
Bathurst; and at Prior Park, Bath, where his host was Ralph 
Alien. With the last named he had a temporary disagree-
ment owing to some slight shown to Martha Blount, but he 
was reconciled to him before his death. 

He died on the 3oth of May tree, and he was buried in the 
parish church of Twickenham. He left the income from his 
property to Martha Blount till her death, after which it was to 
go to his half-sister Magdalen Rackett and her children. His 
unpublished MSS. were left at the discretion of Lord Boling-
broke, and his copyrights to Warburton. 

If we are to judge Pope, whether as a man or as s poet, with 
human fairness, and not merely by comparison with standards 
of abstract perfection, there are two features of his times that 
must be kept steadily in view—the character of political strife 
in those days and the political relations of men of letters. As 
long as the succession to the Crown was doubtful, and political 
failure might mean loss of property, banishment or death, 
politicians, playing for higher stakes, played more fiercely and 
unscrupulously than in modern days, and there was no con-
trolling force of public opinion to keep them within the hounds 
of common honesty. Hence the age of Queen Anne is pre-
eminently an age of intrigue. The government was almost as 
unsettled as in the early days of personal monarchy, and there 
was this difference—that it was policy rather than force upon 
which men depended for keeping their position. Secondly, 
men of letters were admitted to the inner circles of intrigue as 
they had never been before and as they have never been since. A 
generation later Walpole defied them, and paid the rougher 
instruments that he considered sufficient for his purpose in 
solid coin of the realm; but Queen Anne's statesmen, whether 
from difference of tastes or difference of policy, paid their prin-
cipal literary champions with social privileges and bottourabk 
public appointments. Hence men of letters were directly in-
fected by the low political morality of the unsettled time. And 
the character of their poetry also suffered. The most proud-
seat defects of the age—the lack of high and sustained 
imagination, the genteel liking for " nature to advantage  

dressed," the incessant striving after wit—were fostered If 
not generated, by the social atmosphere. 

Pope's own ruling passion was the love of fame, and he bad 
no scruples where this was concerned. His vanity and his 
childish love of intrigue are seen at their worst in his petty 
manmuvres to secure the publication of his letters during his 
lifetime. These intricate proceedings were unravelled with 
great patience and ingenuity by Charles Wentworth Mike, 
when the false picture of his relations with his contemporaries 
which Pope had imposed on the public had been practically 
accepted for a century. Elizabeth Thomas, the mistress of 
Henry Cromwell, had sold Pope's early letters to Henry 
Cromwell to the bookseller Curl for ten guineas: These 
were published in Curll's Miscellanea in tire (dated ern), and 
had considerable success. This surreptitious publication seems 
to have suggested to Pope the desirability of publishing his own 
correspondence, which he immediately began to collect from 
various friends on the plea of preventing a similar clandestine 
transaction. The publication by Wycherley's executors of a 
posthumous volume of the dramatist's prose and verse fur-
nished Pope with an excuse for the appearance of his own 
coreespozdence with Wycherley, which was accompanied by a 
series of unnecessary deceptions. After manipulating his core 
respondence so as to place his own character in the best light, 
he deposited a copy in the library of Edward, second earl of 
Oxford, and then he had It printed. The sheets were offered 
to Curl by a person calling himself P.T., who professed a desire 
to injure Pope, but was no other than Pope himself. The copy 
was delivered to Curl' in 173e after long negotiations by ass 
agent who called himself it. Smythe, with a few originals to 
vouch for their authenticity. P. T. bad drawn up an adver-
tisement stating that the book was to contain answers from 
various peers. Curl' was summoned before the House of Lords 
for breach of privilege, but was acquitted, as the letters front 
peers were not in fact forthcoming. Difficulties then arose 
between Curl and P. T., and Pope induced a bookseller named 
Cooper to publish a NarraSiw sf Use Method by win. Mr 
Pope's Private Laos were procured by Edxsand Ctafl, Nese-
said (1735)• These preliminaries cleared the way for a show 
of indignation against piratical publishers and a " genuine " 
edition of the Lakes of Mr Alexander Pope (1737, fol. and 
40). Unhappily for Pope's reputation, his friend Caryl', who 
died before the publication, had taken a ropy of Pope's letters 
before returning them. This letter-book came to light in the 
middle of, the 19th century, and showed the freedom which 
Pope permitted himself in editing. The correspondence with 
Lord Oxford, preserved at Longleat, afforded further evidence 
of his tortuous dealings. The methods he employed to secure 
his correspondence with Swift were even more discreditable. 
The proceedings can only be explained as the measures of a 
desperate man whose maladies seem to have engendered • 
passion for trickery. They are related in detail by Elwin in 
the introduction to voL L of Pope's Works. A rasa who is said 
to have " played the politician about cabbages sad turnips." 
and who " hardly drank tea without a stratagem," was not 
likely to be straightforward in a matter in which his ruling 
passion was concerned. Against Pope's petulance and " gamest 
love of secrecy and cunning " have to be set, in any lair pada-
raent of his character, his exemplary conduct u a son, the 
affection with which he was regarded in his own circle of 
intimates, and many well-authenticated instances of genuine 
and continued kindliness to persons in distress. 

BIBUOGIAPHY.—Varioas collected ' editions of Pope's Wefts 
appeared during his lifetime, and in 117 t an edition in nine volume 
was published by a syndicate of boolndkn " with the commestaties 
of Air Warburton." 'Warburton interpreted his editorial rights way 
liberally. By his notes he wilfully misrepresented the meaning of 
the allusions in the satires, and made them more agreeable so his 
friends and to the court, wish be suede opportunities for the grade-
cation of his own spite agaiest various in&viduals. Joseph Wartmer 
edition in 1791 added to the mass of commentary without giving 
much new elucidation to the allusions of the test, which even Sunk, 
with his exceptional facilities, had found obscure. In t7e.tesr7 an 
edition was lamed which Included Owen Railhead's lifoVAItasals. 
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Pops Map), inspired by Warburton. The notes of many coaa- 
meatatcere, with some lettere and a memoir, were inellded in the 
Works of Alameda Peps, edited by W. L. Bowles (to sods., ige19. 
His Poetical Woks were edited by Alexander Dym (1866)1.1.1  R. 
Carruthers 0 858) for Bohn', Library; by A. W. Ward Mole &hiking 
s 869), Ike. Materials for a definitive edition were collected by John 
Wilson Choker, and farmed the basis of what has become the standard 
sneetioa, Tke Woks el Algoma", Pope (to vole., 1871-1,98). including 
mnpubbsbed keen and other new material, with introduction and 
sone. by W. Elwin and W. J. Cousthope. The his of Pope in 
vol. v. was contributed by Professor Courthope. The chid ottal 
authority besides Popes correspondence and Ruffhead's L4e is 

Lejsiettt Soma's Attenialw, punished by S. W. Singer in 1120. 
Johnson gives a good estimate of Pou in his Lime 4 tite 

Posts. The best modern lives are that by ftofeseor CointWpe, 
already mentioned: and Aktranda Pope, by Sir I.. Stephen, In the 
Engtion Me. e Letters series (1$11o). See also George Parton, Mr 
Pope: Mit Life end Tinos (t000). The fins check to the admiration 
that prevailed during Pope's lifetime , was given by the publication of 
Joseph Warton's Esteszen the Writine and Genius of Pope (yol. 
t 787; vol. U., 1783). wart= had a sincere ap=tion of Pope's 
wort. but be •began the reaction which cu ted with the 
romantic writes of the beginning of the loth ceteary. and are dot 
fashion at as endue disparagement of Popes genius es a poet with 
enduring effects oa popular opaioa. Thomas Campbell's criticism 
in his Specimens 4 ties B ritish Poets provoked a controversy to which 
William Haditt, Byron and W. L Bowies contributed. Par a 
discussion of Pope's position se eft of the great  men ot lams in the 

aeuturr who emandrated 	from patronage. see 
A. Her 	Ls Pshiie A for kowtows de Idris ass degistrrs as dis- 
Assuan* tiled (IMO• a section of laac D'lleradi's. Quarrel, of , 
Anchors is devoted to Pope's literary animoddes; and most impor- 
tant contributions to many vexed questions In the biography of 
Pope. especially this publication of his letters, wee made by C W. 

in Noes oaf Qom:0 and the Attweasto. These articles 
were reprinted by kin grandson, Sir Charles Me, in Om, as The 
Papers y o Crilic. (W. M.; M. Bs) 

POPE, ALEXANDER (5263-1835), Irish actor and painter, 
was born in Cork, and was educated to follow his father's 
profession of miniature painting. He continued to paint 
miniatures and exhibit them at the Royal Academy as late u 
els t • but at an early date he took the stun. first appearing 
in London as Oroonoko in t285 at Covent Garden. He remained 
at this theatre almost continuously for nearly twenty years. 
then at the Haymarket until his retirement. playing leading 
pans, chiefly tragic. lie was particularly esteemed as Othello 
and Henry VW. He died on the 22nd of March *835. Pope 
win thrice married. His but wife, Elizabeth Pope (c. 5744-
1797), a favourite English actress of great versatility, was billed 
before her manias* as lies Youngs. His second wife, Maria Ann 
Pope ( 1 775-5803). also a popular actress, was a member of lus 
Web Iamb named Cuanza. His third wife, Clara Mask Pope 
(d. 438), was the widow of the artist Francis Wheatley, and 
herself a skilful painter of figures and of (lowers. 

POPE. Jag (sue-atilt), English teem daughter of ■ 
Loeden theatrical wig-maker, who began playing in a Lilli-
pease compuy for Garrick is *756. From this she speedily 
developed into soubrette a)m She was Mrs Candour in The 
School for Sormiel at Its lust presentation (1777), and thereafter 
she had Duey important parts confided to ber. She was the 
lifedsng friend of Yu Cliv4,and erected the monument at 
Twickenham to the latter's memory. She was sot only an 
admirable actress, but a woman of blameless life, and was 
resod by all the &nary allies of her day--unused to suck a 
combination. She died oa the 3oth of July alt& 

POPE. JOHN Wu-189x). American soldier, was the son of 
Helene! Pepe (tylio-tlige), U.S. judge for the district of 
nun and was born at Louisville, Kentucky, on the 16th of 
March du. Ht graduated at the United Snug Military 
Academy is 480 gad was assigned to the eighteen. He saved 
in the Mexican War, receives the brevets of tat lieutenant and 
captain for his conduct at Monterey and Bums Vista. Sub-
sequently be was engaged  in engineering and exploring work, 
mai* in New hiesicoond is sureging  the tom he a Plactbr 
raped. He was commissioned captain in 1836. He as 
actively opposed to the Buchanan adminisuation, and a speech 
which he • made is commodes with the presidential campaign 
ei silo nerved him to be sunamoued before a court-surtial. 
Slily in the Ohre Wu he was placed, as a beigulluipteral 

in charge of the district of Missouri, which by vigorous 
campaigning against giterrilli Lands and severe administration of 
the civil population he quickly reduced to order. In 1862, along 
with the gunboat flotilla (commanded by Commodore A. IL 
Foote) on the Mississippi, Pope obtained a great success by the 
capture of the defences of New Madrid and Island No. to, with 
nearly 7000 prisoners. Pope subsequently joined Halleck, and in 
command of the Army of the Itibmiskippi took part in the siege of 
Corinth. He was now a major-general U.S.V. The repu-
tation be had thus gained as an energetic leader quickly 
placed him Ina high command, to which he proved to be quite 
unequal. The " Army of Virginia," as his new forces were 
styled, bad but a brief career. At the very outset of Ms Virginian 
campaign Pope, by a most ill-advised order, in which he con-
trasted the performances of the Western troops with the failures 
of the troops in Virginia, forfeited the confidence of his officers 
and men. The feeling of the Army of the Potomac (which was 
ordered to his support) was equally hostile, and the short opera-
tions culminated in the disastrous defeat of the second battle of 
Bull Run. Pope was still sanguine and ready for another trial of 
strength, but he was soon compelled to realise the impossibility 
of retrieving his position, and resigned the command. Bitter 
controversy arose over these events. Halleck, the general-in-
chief, was by no means free from blame, but the public odium 
chiefly fell upon generals McClellan and Fitz-John Porter, against 
whom Pope, while admitting his own mistakes, made grave 
charges. Pope was not again employed in the Civil War, but In 
command of the Department of the North-West he showed his 
former skill and vigour in dealing with Indian risings. In 1865 
be was made brevet major-general U.S.A. (having become 
brigadier-general on his appointment to the Army of Virginia), 
and he subsequently was in charge of various military districts 
and departments until his retirement in x886. In ;882 he was 
promoted to the full rank of major-general U.S.A. General 
Pope died at Sandusky, Obi*, on the 23rd of September '892. 

He was the author of various works andpapers, including railway 
reports (Pa

(Washington
nte  Railroad

t63). 
Reports vol. HI.) and The Campaign of 

Virginia   
POPE, $IR THOMAS (c. 1507-1559),  founder of Trinity College. 

Oxford, was born at Deddington, near Banbury, Oxfordshire, 
probably in 1507, for be was about sixteen years old when his 
father, a yeoman farmer, died in 1523. He was educated at 
Banbury school and Eton College, and entered the court of 
chancery. He there found a friend and patron in the lord-
chancellor Thomas Audley. As clerk of briefs in the star 
chamber, warden of the mint (5534-1536), clerk of the Crown in 
chancery ([537), and second officer and treasurer of the court 
for the settlement of the confiscated property of the smaller 
religious foundations, he obtained wealth and influence. In this 
last office he was superseded in tsai, but from 1547 to 1553 be 
was again employed as fourth officer. He himself won by grant 
or purchase a considerable share in the spoils; for nearly thirty 
manors, which came sooner or later into his possession, were 
originally church property. He could have rode said Aubrey. 
" in his owne lands from Cogges (by Witney) to Banbury, about 
at mile." In :532 be was knighted. The religious change 
nude by Edward VL were repugnant to him, but at the beginning 
of Mary's reign be became a member of the privy council. In 
*556 he was sent to reside as guardian in Elizabeth's house. 
As early as 2555 be had begun to arrange for the endowment of a =at Oxford, far which he bought the site and buildings of 

Collrek the Oxford house of the abbey of Durham, from 
Dr George Owen and William Martyn. He received a royal 
charter for the establishment and endowment of a college of the 
" Holy and Undivided Trinity " on the 8th of March 1556. The 
foundation provided for a president, twelve fellows and eight 
scholars, with a schoolhouse at Hooknorton. The number of 
scholars was subsequently increased to twelve, the schoolhouse 
being gives up. OD the 28th of March the member of the 
college were put In poesemion of the site, and they were formally 
admitted on the uth of May 1556. Pope died at Clerkenwell 
on the ash of leaner/ tug, and was buried at St Stephen's. 
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Walbrook; but his remains were subsequently removed to 
Tri-..ty College, where his widow erected a semi-Gothic alabaster 
monument to his memory. He was three times married, but 
telt no children. Much of his property was left to charitable 
and religious foundations, and the bulk of his Oxfordshire 
estates passed to the family of his brother, John Pope of 
Wroxton, and his descendants, the viscounts Dillon and the 
earls of Guilford and barons North. 

The life, by H. E. D. Blaldstoa, in the Did. Nat. Dies, corrects 
many errors in Thomas Warton's Ws of Sir Thomas Pope 17 a). 
Further notices by the same authority are in his Trinity 
(113911), in the " College Histories " Series, and in the Iiiigiuls 
Historical Reddy (April, 1896). 

POPE-JOAN, a round game of cards, named after a legendary 
female Pope of the 9th century. An ordinary pack is used, from 
which the eight of diamonds has been removed, and a special 
round board in the form of eight compartments, named respec-
tively Pope-Joan, Matrimony, Intrigue, Ace, King, Queen, Knave 
and Game (King, Queen and Knave are sometimes omitted). 
Each player—any number can play—contributes a stake, of 
which one counter is put into the divisions Ace, King, Queen, 
Knave and Game, two into Matrimony and Intrigue, and the 
rest into Pope-Joan. This is called " dressing the board." The 
cards are dealt round, with an extra hand for " stops," i.e. cards 
which stop, by their absence, the completion of a suit; thus the 
absence of the nine of spades stops the playing of the ten. The 
last card is turned up for trumps. Cards in excess may be dealt 
to " stops," or an agreed number may be left for the purpose, so 
that all players may have an equal number of cards. If an 
honour or " Pope " (nine of diamonds) is turned up, the dealer 
takes the counters in the compartment so marked. Sometimes 
the turning-up of Pope settles the hand, the dealer taking the 
whole pool. The Ace is the lowest card, the King the highest. 
The player on the dealer's left plays a card and names it; the 
player who has the next highest then plays it, till a stop is played, 
Lc. a card of which no one holds the next highest. All Kings are 
of course stops, also the seven of diamonds; also the cards next 
below the dealt stops, and the cards next below the played cards. 
After a stop the played cards are turned over, and the player of 
the stop (the card last played) leads again. The player who gets 
rid of all his cards first takes the counters in " Game," and 
receives a counter from each player for ercry card left in his 
hand, except from the player who may hold Pope but has not 
played it. The player of Ace, King, Queen or Knave of trumps 
takes the counters from that compartment. If King and Queen 
of trumps are in one hand, the holder takes the counters in 
" Matrimony "; if a Queen and Knave, those In " Intrigue "; if 
all three, those in the two compartments; if they are in different 
hands these counters are sometimes divided. Unclaimed stakes 
are left for the next pool. Pope is sometimes considered a 
universal " stop." 

POPERINOHE. an  ancient town of West Flanders, Is M. W. of 
Ypres Pop. (1904), ii,680. It contains a fine church of the 
t rth century, dedicated to St Betin. In the 14th century it 
promised to become one of the principal communes in Flanders; 
but having Incurred the resentment of Ypres on a matter of trade 
rivalry it was attacked and captured by the citizens of that 
place, who reduced it to a very subordinate position. There are 
extensive hop gardens, bleaching grounds and tanneries in the 
neighbourhood of the town. 

POPHAM, SIR HONE RIGOR (:762-1112o), British admiral, 
was the son of Stephen Popham, consul at Tetuan, and was 
his mother's twenty-first child. He entered the navy in 5778, 
and served with the Sag of Rodney till the end of the war. In 
1783 be was promoted lieutenant, and was for a time engaged 
on survey service on the coast of Africa. Between 1787 and 1793 
he was engaged In a curious series of adventures of a commercial 
nature In the Eastern Sea—sailing first for the Imperial Ostend 
Company, and then in a vessel which he purchased and in part 
loaded himself. During this time he took several surveys and 
rendered some services to the East belle Company, which were 
officially acknowledged; but In t793 his ship was abed, partly  

on the ground that he was carrying contraband and partly 
because he was infringing the East India Company's monopoly-
His km was put at imam, and he wai entangled in litigation. 
In clog he obtained compensation to the amount of Leeman. 
The use was a hard one, for he was undoubtedly sailing with the 
knowledge of officials in India. While this dispute was going 
on Popham had resumed his career as a naval officer. Hie 
served with the army under the duke of York in Flanders as 
" superintendent of Inland Navigation " and won his confidence-
The protection of the duke was exercised with so much elect that 
Popham was promoted commander in ma and post captain In 
1795. He was now engaged for years in cooperating in a naval 
capacity with the troops of Groat Britain and her allies. Its the 
Red Sea he was engaged in transporting the Indian troops em-
ployed In the expulsion of the French from Egypt. His bills 
for the repair of his ship at Calcutta were made the excuse for 
an attack on him and for charging him with the amount. It 
was just the time of the general reform of the dockyards, and 
there was much suspicion in the air. It was also the case that 
St Vincent did not like Popham, and that Benjamin Tucker 
(1763-1829), secretary to the admiralty, who had been. the 
admiral's secretary, was his creature and sycophant. Popham 
was not the man to be snuffed out without an effort. Ho 
brought his use before Parliament, and was able to prove that 
there had been, U not deliberate dishonesty, at least the very 
grossest careleseness on the part of his assailants. In illo6 he 
co-operated with Sir David Baird in the occupation of the Cape. 
He then persuaded the authorities that, as the Spanish Colonies 
were discontented, it would be easy to promote a rising in Buenos 
Ayres. The attempt was made with Popham's squadron and 
tmo soldiers; but the Spanish colonists, though discontented. 
were not disposed to accept British help, which would in all 
probability have been made an excuse for establishing dominion. 
They rose on the soldiers who landed, and took them prisoners. 
Popham was recalled, and censured by a court martial for leaving 
his station; but the City of London presented him with a sword 
of honour for his endeavours to " open new markets," and the 
sentence did him no harm. He held other commands In con-
nexion with the movements of troops, was promoted rear admiral 
in 1814, and made K.C.B. in 1815. He died at Cheltenham en 
the loth of September am, leaving a large family. Popham 
was one of the most scientific seamen of his time. He rid much 
useful survey work, and was the author of the code of signals 
adopted by the admiralty in 1803 and used for many years. 

POPHAM. SIR JOHN (c. 1531-1607), English judge, was 
born at Huntworth, in Somerset, about 1531. He was educated at 
Balliol College,Oxford, and called to the bar at the Middle Temple. 
Concerning his early life little is known, but he was probably a 
member of the parliament of tug. He was recorder of Bristol, 
and represented that city in, parliament in it and from :pa 
to 1583. He was elected Speaker in rello, and in :tat became 
attorney-general, a post which be occupied until his appoint-
ment as lord thief justice in me. He presided et the 
trials of Sir Walter Raleigh and Guy Fawkes. Towards the end 
of his life Popham took a great interest in colonization, and was 
instrumental in procuring patents for the London and Plymouth 
companies for the colonization of Virginia. Popham WAS an 
advocate, too, of transportation abroad as a means of punishing 
rogues and vagabonds. His experiment In that direction, the 
Popham colony, an expedition under the leadership of Ids brother 
George (c. 155s-reo8), had, however, but a brief toner %Its 
settlement 6607) on the Kennebec river. Popham died on the 
toth of- June Ow, and was buried at Wellington, Somerset. 

See Fez, Lass of As Adger; J. Whom History of Amorice, 
vol. iii 

POPIldfi (or POPIILIA), VIA, the name of two ancient reedsin 
Italy. (t) A highroad running from the Via Apple at Came is 
Regium, a distance of 321 In. right along the length of the 
peninsula, and the main road through the interior of the memo% 
not along the coast. It was built in ts9 a.c. by the comer M. 
Poplins Lambe or in tss sc. by the consul P. Amines. (*) A 
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isiglarmed frOm Arlednure to Aquilela along the Adds& meet SW.. 

as a frontier fortress of Italy in at n.e., and Polybius gins the 
dthtaxice correctly as 178 M. In 132 it was reconstructed (arcane) 
by the consul P. Popilius, one of whose milestones hes bees 
found near Atria. It ran along the short strip (Lido) from M-
inimum to Ravenna (33 re.), where it was usual in imperial times 
for travellers to take ship and go by canal to Mutat= (q.e.), 
and there resume their journey by road, though we find the 
nations right through on the tabula Peutingeriana, and Names 
marched in 5S2 from Aquileia to Ravenna. (r. As.) 

POPINJAY (0. Fr. PaPegaie or PePixfay, onomatopoeic, 
original), an old name for a parrot. Except in its transferred 
sense of a dressed-up, vain or conceited, empty-headed person, 
the ward is now only used historically of a representation or 
image of a parrot swinging from-a high pole and used as a mark 
far archery or shooting matches. This shooting at the popinjay 
(see Ammar) was formerly • favourite sport, " Popinjay " 
is still the proper heraldic term for a punt as a bearing or 

POPLAR. an  eastern metropolitan borough of London, 
England, bounded N. by Hackney, S. by the river Thames, and 
W. by Stepney and Bethnal Green, and extending E. to the 
boundary of the county of London. Pop. (met), 168,822. 
The river Lea, which the eastern boundary generally follows, is 
believed to have been crossed towards the north of the modern 
borough by a Roman road, the existence of which is recalled by 
the district-same of Old Ford; while Bow (formerly Stratford-
le-How or Stratfoed-atte-Bowe) wee so named from the " bow " 
or arched bridge which took the place of the ford in the time of 
Henry IL South of these districts lies Bromley; in the south-
east the borough includes Blackwell; and a deep southward bend 
of the ThILIMI here emblems the Isle of Dogs. Poplar falls 
within the great area commonly associated with a poor and 
densely crowded population under the name of the " East End." 
It is a district of narrow, squalid streets and mean houses, among 
which,lowever, the snuck of modern improvement may be seen 
in the erection of model dwellings, mission houses and churches, 
and veriest' public buildings. In the north a part of Victoria 
Park is included. In Blackwell and the Isle of Dogs streets 
give place to the extensive East and West India Docks (opened 
in t806) and Millers!) Dock, with shipbuilding, engineering, 
chemical and other works along the river. Blackwell ham been 
• shipping centre from early times From the south of the 
Isle of Dogs (the portion called Cubist Town) a tunnel for foot-
pusengers (mos) connects with Greenwich on the opposite 
shored the Thames, and lower down the river is the fine Black-
well tunnel, carrying a wide roadway, completed by the London 
County Council in !Ben at a cost, inclusive of incidental expenses, 
of t,3/13, sot. Among institutiess the Poplar Accidents Hospital 
may be mentioned. Near the East India Docks Is the settlement 
of St Friderwide, supported by Christ Church, Oxford. In 
Cutting Town, which continues this district of poverty acmes 
the Lea, and so amide the county of Innen are Mansfield 
House, founded from Mansfield College, Oxford; and a Women's 
Settlement, especially notable for its medical work. The 
metrepolitho borough of Pepin Wads the Bow and Bromley 
and the Poplar divisions of the Tower Hamlets parliamentary 
Memel, each returning one member. The bceough commit 
medals of a mayor, 7 aldermen and es councillors. Area, 
spry sera. 

POPL&1 (Let. POolor), the name of a small group of catkin-
bearing trees belonging to the order &Steam& The catkins 
of the poplars differ from those of the nearly allied willows in 
the presence of a rudlinentary perianth, of obliquely cop-shaped 
form, within the toothed beamed maks; the male Hewers 
contain from eight to thirty stamens; the fertile bear a one-
celled (nearly 44Med) ovary, eurreounted by the deeply deft 
dignes; the two-valved capsule contain" several seeds, each 
(webbed with a bag tuft of silky or cotton-Nth balm The 
Imes are breeder than is most wMerws, and are generally 
either ddeeid or ovate in shape, often cordate at the base. end 
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young shoots—giving, with the bark, a hoa ry  
tree. As in all poplars, the catkins expand in 

	l esci before the leaves  unfold; the ovaries bear (our linear 
lefts' the capsules ripen in May. A nearly related tuft  a -• 

be regarded as a sub-species, conercess, the grey  
nuneryznanr  is distinguished from the true &bele by its 
less deeply cut leaves, which are grey on the u 
so hoary beneath as those of P. alba; the pteea has  • ' "'Late 
lobes. Both trees occasionally attain a height of ee ;twat 
hut rarely continue to form sound timber beyond the first half' 
century oigrowth, though the trunk will sometimes endure fa; 
a hundred and fifty years. The wood is very white, &NU -- 
its soft and even grain, is employed by turners and toy-makers, 
while, being tough and little liable to split, it is also serviceable 
for the construction of packing cases, the lining of carts and 
waggons, and many similar purposes; when thoroughly seasoned 
it makes good flooring planks, but shrinks much in drying, 
weighing about 58 lb per cubic foot when green, but only 331 lb 
when dry. The white-poplar is an ornamental tree, from its 
graceful though somewhat irregular growth and its dense 
bony foliage; it has, however, the disadvantage of throwing up 
numerous suckers for some yards around the trunk. 

The grey and white poplars are usually multiplied by long 
cuttings; the growth is so rapid in a moist loamy soil that, 
according tO Loudon, cuttings 9 ft. In length, planted beside 
a stream, formed In twelve years trunks to in. in diameter. 
Both these allied forms occur throughout central and southern 
Europe, but, though now abundant in England, it is doubtful 
whether they are there indigenous. P. alba suffers much from 
the ravages of wood-eating larvae, and also from fungoid growths, 
especially where the branches have been removed by pruning or 
accident. 

A wire, the black poplar, Is a tree df large growth, with dark, 
deeply-furrowed bark on the trunk, and ash-coloured branches; 
the Nemeth deltoid leaves, serrated regularly on the margin, arc 
of the deep green tint which has given name to the tree; the 
pedoles, slightly compressed, are only about half the length of 
the leaves. The black poplar Is common in central and southern 
Europe and in some of the adjacent parts of Asia, but, though 
abundantly planted in Britain, is not there indigenous. The 
wood Is of a yellowish tint. In former days this was the preva-
lent poplar in Britain, and the timber was employed for the 
purposes to which that of other species is applied, but has been 
superseded by P. monilifora and its varieties; it probably fur-
Meted the poplar wood of the Romans, whit!, from its lightness 
and soft tough grain, 'resin esteem for shield-making; In con-
tinental Europe it is still in some request; the bark, in Russia, 
Is used for tanning leather, while in Kamchatka it Is sometimes 
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ground up and mixed with meal; the gum secreted by the buds 
was employed by the old herbalists for various medicinal 
purposes, but is probably nearly inert; the cotton-like down of 
the seed has been converted into a kind of vegetable felt, and 
has also been used in paper-making. A closely related form is 
the well-known Lombardy poplar, P. fanigiale, remarkable for 
its tall, cypress-like shape, caused by the nearly vertical growth 
of the branches. Probably a mere variety of the black poplar, 
its native land appears to have been Persia or some neighbourieg 
country; it was unknown in Italy in the days of Pliny, while 
from remote times it has been an inhabitant of Kashmir, the 
Punjab, and Persia, where it is often planted along roadsides 
for the purpose of shade; it was probably brought from these 
countries to southern Europe, and derives its popular name 
from its abundance along the banks of the Po and other rivers 
of Lombardy, where it is said now to spring up naturally from 
seed, like the indigenous black poplar. It was introduced 
into France in 1749, and appears to have been grown in Germany 
and Britain soon after the middle of the last century, if not 
earlier. The Lombardy poplar is valuable chiefly as an orna-
mental tree, Its timber being of very inferior quality; Its tall, 
erect growth renders it useful to the landscape-gardener as a 
relief to the rounded forms of other trees, or becontrast to the 
horizontal lines of the lake or river-bank where it delights to 
grow. In Lombardy and France tall hedges are sometimes 
formed of this poplar for shelter or shade, while in the suburban 
parks of Britain it is serviceable u a screen for hiding buildings 
or other unsightly objects from view; its growth is extremely 
rapid, and it often attains a height of too ft. and upwards, 
while from 7o to 8o ft. is an ordinary size in favourable situa, 

 tions. 
P. onsationis, the " cotton-wood" of the western prairies, and 

its varieties are perhaps the most useful trees of the genus, often 
forming almost the only arborescent vegetation on the great 
American plains. ft is a tree of rather large growth, sometimes 
too ft. high, with rugged grey trunk 7 or 8 ft. in diameter, and with 
the shoots or young branches more or less angular; the glossy 
deltoid leaves are sharply pointed, somewhat cordate at the base, 
and with flattened petioles; the fertile catkins ripen about the middle 
of June, when their opening capsules discharge the cottony seeds 
which have given the tree its common western name; in New England 
it is sometimes called the " river poplar." The cotton-wood 
timber, though soft and perishable, is of value in its prairie habitats, 
where it is frequently the only available wood either for carpentry 
or fuel; it has been planted to a considerable extent in some parts of 
Europe, but in England a form of this species known as P. nondifere 
is generally preferred tram its lamer ark n Ice 
this will-known 	. the )oup,z 	 . It , ed, 
and the branches in the second yuir become round; the aid 
short-pointed leaves are usually straight or even rounded at the t..ze, 
but sometimes are slightly cordate; the capsules ripen in Brit sin 
about the middle of May. This tree is of extremely rapid grostli, 
and has been known to attain a height of 7o ft. in sixteen years; 
it succeeds best in deep loamy soil, but sill flourish in nearly -ny 
moist but well-drained situation. The timber is much used in _,me 
rural districts for flooring. and is durable for indoor purposes w hen 
protected from dry-rot; it has, like most poplar woods, the property' 
of refining fire better than other timber. The native country of 
this fonn has been much disputed; but, though still known in many 
British nurseries as the " black Italian poplar," it is now well as, er-
mined to be an indigenous tree in many parts of Canada and the 
States, and is a mere variety of P. cuttadensis; it seems to have born 
first brought to England from Canada in 1772. In America it 
seldom attains the large size it often acquires an England, and it is 
there of less rapid growth than the prevailing form of the we,' MI 
plains; the name of " cotton-wood " ns locally given to other spe lea 

noceops)ele or conducts!, commonly known as the Ont,rio 
poplar, is remarkable for its very large heart-shaped leaves, &mis- 
times to in. lung; it is found in New England and the milder puts 
Of Cant la, and is frequently planted an Britain; its growth is 
extreme' rapid in moist land; the buds are covered with a balsa auk 
secretion. The true balsam poplar, or taramahac, P. baisainahss, 
abundaht in most parts of Canada and the northern States, it a 
tree of I ,hcr large growth. often of somewhat fastiriate habit, v ith 
round sboots and oblong-ovate sharp-pointed leaves, al- Lac sever 
cordate. the petioles round, and the disk deep glossy green above 
but somewhat downy below. This tree, the " inn!" of the 
Canadian voyageur, abounds on many of the river sides of the north-
western plains: it occurs in the neighbourhood of the Great Slave 
Lake and along the Mackenzie River, and forms much of the drift-
wood of the Arctic coast. in these northern habitats It attains 
• large else: the wood is very soft: the buds yield • enteelik• balsam,  

from which the centime mune is derived; eonsIdened leasable as an 
antiscorbudc, this is said also to have diuretic properties; h erae 
formerly imported into Europe In small quantities under the name of 
" baume foot," being scraped off in the spring and put into shells. 
This balsam gives the tree a Inerrant odour when the leaves are 
unfolding. The tree grows well In Britain, and acquires occasionally 
a considerable size. Its fragrant shoots and the fine yellow pees 
of the young leaves recommend it to the ornamental planter. It le 
said by Alton to have been introduced into. Britain about the end 
of the 17th century. 

P. esphretica, believed to be the weeping willow of the Saipan's', 
is a large tree remarkable for the variability in the shape of Its leaves, 
which are linear in young trees and vigorous shoots. and broad and 
ovate on older branches. It is a native of North Africa and Wagers 
and Central Asia, including North-West Lodi& With the date 
palm it is believed to have furnished the telexes for the buildings of 

POPLIN. or TABINZT, a mixed textile fabric consisting of a 
silk warp with a weft of worsted yarn. As the weft is in the form 
of a stout cord the fabric has a ridged structure, Wee rep, which 
gives depth and softness to the lustre of the silky surface. 
Poplins are used for dress purposes, and for rich upholstery 
work. The manufacture is of French origin; but it was brought 
to England by the Huguenots, and has long been specially 
associated with Ireland. The French manufacturers distinguish 
between pa  seas •tens or plain poplins and petsikses d 
Milieus or &essence, equivalent to Scotch tonna, in both of 
which a large trade is dpne with the United States from Lyons. 

POPOCATEPETL (Aztec tepee " to smoke," feted moun-
tain "), a dormant V0101120 in Mexico in lat. 18.. sof lay' 
long. 98x  33' z• W., which with the neighbouring Iowa-hued 
(Aztec " white woman ") forms the south-eastern limit of the 
great basin known as the " Valley of Mexico." As It lies in 
the state of Puebla and ja the dominating feature in the views 
from the city of that name, it is sometimes called the Puebla 
volcano. It is the second highest summit in Mexico, its shapely. 
snow-covered cone rising to a height of 17,876 ft.. or 438 ft. 
short of that of Orizaba. This elevation was reported by the 
Mexican geological survey in ate, and as the Mexican Geo. 
graphical Society calculated the elevation at :7.883 ft., it may 
be accepted as nearly correct. The bulk of the mountain con-
sists of andesite, but porphyry, obsidian, truism, basalt, and 
other similar rocks are also represented. It has a stratified 
cone showing a long period of activity. At the foot of the 
eastern slope stretches a vast lava field—the " malpaya " 
(esontais) of Atlachayacati—which, according to Humboldt, 
lies loo to So ft. above the plain and extends efleoo ft. cast to 
west with a breadth of Coco ft. Its formation must be of great 
antiquity. The ascent of Popo:Rupeel is made on the north-
eastern slope, where rough roads are kept open' by sulphur 
carriers and timber cutters. Describing his ascent in ups, 
Hans Gadow states that the forested region begins in the foot-
hills a little above Sow ft., and continues up the slope to an 
elevation of over 13,000 ft. On the lower slopes the forest is 
composed in great part of the long-leaved Piles limidrylla, 
accompanied by deciduous oaks and a weekly of other trees 
and shrubs. From about eson ft. to 11.5oo ft. the Mexican 
" oyamel," or fir (Adieu railings) becomes the principal species, 
interspened with evergreen oak, arbutus and elder. Above this 
belt the firs gradually disappear and are succeeded by the short-
leaved Pious auedessoree, cc Mexican " mote "—one of the 
largest species of pine in the republic. These continue to the 
upper tree-line, accompanied by reel and purple Peradawn and 
light blue lupins in the open spaces, some ferns, and occasional 
masses of alpine flowers. Above the use Ilse the vegetation 
continues only a comparatively short distance, consist/air 
chiefly of tuesocke of mane pass, and occasional flowering 
plants, the highest noted being a little Drees. At about za.See ft. 
bonesam left behind, though they could be forced farther 
up through the loose lava and ashes. On the mow,covertel 
cone the heat of the sun is intense, though the thermometer 
recorded • temperature of se in September. The reflection 
of light from the snow is blinding. The rim of the crater is 
reached at an elevation of about eldoo ft. Another descrip-
tion places the wow-line at 14,263  It.. and the upper rree-lies 
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a-tboosand feet lower. A detailed description of the volcano 
was published by the Mexican geological survey in 145 accord-
las to which the cater is elliptical in form, 2oo8 by 2312 ft., and 
has a depth of t6e7 ft. below the summit of the highest pinnacle 
and 673 ft. below the lowest part of the rim, which is very 
irregular in height- The steep, ragged walls of the crater show 
a great variety of colours, latesethed by the light from the deep 
blue sky above. Huge patchesof sulphur, some still smouldering, 
are everywhere visible, intermingled with the white streaks of 
anew and ice that fill the crevices and cover the ledges of the 
black rocks. The water frees the melted snow forme • small 
lake at the bottom of the crater, front which it filter through 
fasurres to the heated rocks below and thence escapes as steam 
or through other foams to the mineral springs at the moun-
tain's base. The Indian sulphur minas go down by means 
of ladders, or are lowered by rope and windlass, and the mineral 
is sent down the mountain side in a chute moo to goo° ft. Some 
observers report that steam is to be seen rising from fissures in 
the bottom of the cater, and all are stalled in speaking of the 
fames of burning sulphur that use from Its depths. • That 
volcanic influences are stall present may be inferred from the 
circumstance that the mow cap on Popoestmal disappeared 
hat before the remarkable series of earthquakes that shook the 
whole of central Mexico on the 3oth and 32st of July Igoe. 

It is believed that Diego de Ordas was the feat Europeaa to 
reach the summit of Popecatepal, though no proof of this remains 
further than that Conte seat a party of ten men in egg to ascend 
a burning mountain. In ism Francisco Montalto made the 
ascent and had himself let down into the crater a depth of mo or 
see ft. No second ascent is recorded until April and November 
s8s7 (see Brants Mayer, Mexico, vol. il.). Other watts were 
made fa e834, AO and subsequent years, members of the 
Mexican geological survey spending two days on the AUnEdi is 
1895. 

POPPIR. DAVID (OW ), Bohemian violoncellist, was 
been at Pogue, and educated musically at the conservatorium 
there, adopting the 'cello as his professional instrument. He was 
soon recognised, largely through ma Billow, as one of the 
finest soloists of the time, and played on tours throughout the 
European capitals. In dra be married the• pianist Sophi 
Venter, from whom he was separated in OM. In 180 he 
became professor at the Royal Conservatoire at Budapest. He 
published various works, mainly compositions for the 'cello, 
together with four volumes of studies arranged as a violoncello 
Wag 

SW% UBIT 1,111EDRICH (1794-0166), German classical 
seledar and sehoohnester, was bola at Guben in Brandenburg 
OR the rah of August, 2794. In alit be wax appointed director 
of the gymnasium at Frankfarton•the•der, where he died on 
the 6th of November r866, having resigned his post three yam 
Were. Popp* was an extremely successful teacher and 
organiser, sad in a few pass doubled the number of pupils 
at the gyinnesium. He is chiefly known, however, for his 
estimative and complete edition al Ilmeydides in four parts 
DI vole, ter r-i am), containing (.) seeksonese on Thueydides 
as an historian and en his language and style MAD tram. by 
G. Barges, 1837), accompasied by historical and geographical 
mays; (I) text with sheik and critical notes; (11) commentary 
en the text and scholia; (iv.) indices and appendices. For the 
crassly student a smaller edition 0843-.1850 was Vaulted, 
revised after the author's death by J. M. Stahl (1875-1880). 

See R. Schwan In dligeneist lemmas Biographic and authorities 
dere refereed to. 

POPPY, in botany, a gams of putts known botanically as 
Papaw, the type of the family or natural order Papaversceae. 
Tx, are annul and perennial meet herbs containing a milky 
ire, whb lobed or cut leaves and generally bag-stalked regular 
showy amen. which are sodding in the bud stage. The 
unik, very reedy three, which are two In number, fall off as 
the Sewer ePelts, the lour (very rarely five or six) petals; which 
are trompled la the bud stage, also fall readily. The numerous 
faunas narrowed the ovary, which Is composed of 4 to 16 carpels 

and is surmounted by a flat or convex rayed disk besting the 
stigmas. The ovary is incompletely divided into many chambers 
by the ingrowth of the placent.s which bear numerous ovules 
and form in the fruit a many-seeded short capsule opening by 
small valves below the upper edge. The valves are hydroscopic, 
responding to increase in the amount of moisture in the atmo-
sphere by closing the apertures. In dry weather the valves 
open, and the small seeds are ejected through the pores when 
the capsule is shaken by the wind on its long stiff slender stalk. 
The flowers contain no honey and are visited by pollen-seeking 
insects, which alight on the broad stigmatic surface. The 
genus contains about m species, mostly natives of central and 
south Europe and temperate ASIA, Five species ate British; 
P. Amu is the common scarlet poppy found in cornfields and 
waste places. Cultivated forms of this, with exquisite shades 
of colour and without any blotch at the base of the petals, are 
known as Shirley poppies. P. sowirdicrius, the opium poppy, 
with large white or blue-purple flowers, is widely cultivated (see 
Orron). The Oriental poppy (P. oriestak) and its several 
varieties are fine garden plants, having huge bright crimson 
flowers with black blotches at the base. Many hyBrid forms of 
varying shades of colour have been raised of late years. The 
Iceland poppy (P„ taidicasik), is one of the showiest species, 
having grey-green pinnate haves and flowers varying in colour 
from pure white to deep orange-yellow, orange-scarlet. 8:c. 
Speciallyfine varietieswith stalks 18-24 in. high are cultivated

•on a large scale by some growers for market. The Welsh poppy 
belongs to an allied genus, MecosoPsis; it is a perennial herb 
with a yellow juice and pale yellow Poppy-like flowers. It Is 
native in the south-west and north of England, and in Wales; 
also in Ireland. The prickly poppy (Arsamene graffiti:Pre) fp 
a fine Mexican perennial with largo white. lowers. 

To the same family belongs the horned poppy, Medea: 
hokum, found in sandy sea-shores and characterized by the waxy 
bloom of its leaves and large golden-yellow short-stalked 
Dowers. Another member of the family is grcitscholisia cali-
formica, a native of western North America, and well-known 
in gardens, with orange-coloured flowers and a long two-valved 
fruit pod. 

The plume poppy (Boum& cordate and B. soicrocarpa) are 
ornamental foliage plants of great beauty. The cydsmen 
poppy (Bewail chiosasilia) is a pretty Chinese perennial, 
haring roundish slightly lobed leaves and pure white flowers 
about s in. across. The tree poppy (Desdroseccos rigidiss) is 
a Californian shrub about 3 ft. high, having golden-yellow flowers 
about a in. mom The Californian poppy (Plalysiernos cali-
forsicas) is a pretty annual about a foot high, having yellow 
flowers with 3 sepals and 6 petals; and the white bush poppy 
(Rossegya Cambers) is a very attractive perennial and semi-
shrubby plant 2-8 ft. high, with pinnatifid leaves and large 
sweet scented white flowers often 6 in. across. 

POPPY HEADS. a• term, in architecture, given to the finials 
or other ornaments which terminate the tops of bench ends, 
either to pews or stalls. They are sometimes small human heads, 
sometimes richly carved images, knots of foliages or finials, and 
sometimes jcurs•dc-lis simply cut out of the thickness of the 
bench end and chamfered. The term is probably derived 
from the French pospie, doll, puppet, used also in this sense, 
or from the flower, from a resemblance in shape. 

POPPY OIL (Olean liapaserh), a vegetable of obtained by 
pressen bun the minute seeds of the garden or opium poppy, 
Popsy* essasiferuss. The- white-seeded and black-seeded 
varieties malsoth med for cal-pressiag; but, when the production 
of ell Is the principal object of the culture, the black seed Is 
usually preferred. The qualities of the oil yielded by both 
varieties and the proportion they contain (from so to faz%) ate 
the suns. By cold pressing seeds of fine quality yield from 30 to 
40% of virgin or white Cal (belle illasscisc), a transparent limpid 
Add with a slight yellowish tinge, bland and pleasant to taste, 
and with almost no perceptible smell. On second pressure with 
the aid of peat an additional 2o to 25% of inferior oil (huge de 
fakirs: or hoar roue) Is obtained, reddish in colour, possessed 
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of a biting taste and a linseed-lice smell. The off belongs to 
the linoleic Of drying series, having as its principal constituent 
linolein; and it possesses greater drying power than raw linseed 
oil. Its spec gravity at 15° C. is 42.925. Poppy oil is a valu-
able and much used medium for artistic oil painting. Inc fine 
qualities are largely used in the north of France (Intik d' dinette) 
and in Germany as a salad oil, and are less liable than olive oil 
to rancidity. The absence of taste and characteristic smell in 
poppy oil also leads to its being much used for adulterating olive 
oil. The inferior qualities are principally consumed in soap-
making and varnish-making, and for burning in lamps. The 
oil is very extensively used in the valley of the Ganges and 
other opium regions for food and domestic purposes. By native 
methods in India about 30% of oil is extracted, and the remain-
ing oleaginous cake is used as food by the poor. Ordinary 
poppy-oil cake is a valuable feeding material, rich in nitrogenous 
constituents, with an ash showing an unusually large proportion 
of phosphoric acid. The seed of the yellow horned poppy, 
Vlauciiins Weeps, yields from 30 to 35% of an oil having the 
same drying and other properties as poppy oil; and from the 
Mexican poppy, Argeounte mexicana, is obtained a non-drying 
oil used as a lubricant and for burning. 

POPULATION (Lat. popsies, people; populate, to populate), a 
term used in two different signification, (s) for the total number 
of human beings existing within certain area at a given time, and 
(2) for the " peopling " of the area, or the influence of the 
various forces of which that number is the result. The popu-
lation of a country, in the former sense of the word, is ascertained 
by means of a census (q.v.), which periodically records the number 
of people found in it on a certain date. Where, as is generally 
the case, detail of sex, age, conjugal condition and birthplace 
is induded in the return, the census results can be co-ordinated 
with those of the parallel registration of marriages, births, deaths 
and migration, thus forming the basis of what are summarily 
termed vital statistics, the source of our information regarding 
the nature and causes of the process of " peopling," i.e. the 
movement of the population between one census and another. 
Neither of these two operations has yet reached perfection, 
either in scope or accuracy, though the census, being the subject 
of special and concentrated effort, is generally found the superior 
in the latter respect, and is in many cases taken in countries 
where registration has not yet been introduced. The countries 
where neither is in forte are still, unfortunately, very 
numerous. 

The Population of the World, and its Geographical Distribtstion. 
—Man is the only animal which has proved able to pass from 
dependence upon its environment to a greater or less control 
over it. He alone, accordingly, has spread over every quarter 
of the globe. The area and population of the world, as a whole, 
have been the subject of many estimates in scientific works for 
the last three centuries and are still to a considerable extent 
matters of rough approximation. Every decade, however, 
brings a diminution of the field of conjecture, as some form of 
civilized administration is extended over the more backward 
tracts, and is followed, in due course, by a survey and a census. 
It is not necessary, therefore, to cite the estimates framed before 
1882, when a carefully revised summary was published by Boehm 
and H. Wagner. Since then the laborious investigations of 
P. F. Levasseur and L. Balks have 
been completed In the case of Europe 
and America, and, for the rest of the 
world, the figures annually brought up 
to date in the Statesman's Year Book 
may be taken to be the best avail-
able. From these sources the 
abstract at foot of page has been 
derived. 

The principal tracts still un-
measured and unenumerated (In any 
strict sense) in the Old World are the 
Turkish Empire, Persia, Afghanistan, 
China and the Indo-Chinese peninsula  

and nearly nine-tenths of Africa. In the same category most se 
placed a considerable proportion of central, southern and Polar 
America (see Cent's). There is little of the world which is 
entirely uninhabited; still less permanently uninhabitable and 
unlikely to be required to support a population in the course of 
the expansion of the race beyond its present abodes. Probably 
the polar regions alone do not fall within the category of the pomp 
dolly productive, as even sandy and alkaline desert is rendered 
habitable where irrigation can be introduced; and vast tracts 
of fertile soil adapted for immediate exploitation, especially 
in the temperate zones, both north and south, only remit 
unpeopled because they are not yet wanted for colonization. 
The geographical distribution of the population of the world 
is therefore extremely irregular, and, omitting from consideration 
areas but recently colonized, the density is regulated by the 
means of subsistence within reach. " Ls population," says 
G. de Molinari, " a tendance de se proportionner it son ddbouchi." 
These, in their turn, depend mainly upon the character of the 
people Who inhabit the country. Even amongst savages there 
are few communities, and those but sparse, which subsist entirely 
upon what is directly provided by nature. As human intelli-
gence and industry conic into play the means of livelihood are 
proportionately extended; population multiplies, and with this 
multiplication production increases. Thus, the higher densities 
are found in the eastern hemisphere, within the zone in width 
arose the great civilizations of the world, or, roughly speaking, 
between north parallels 25 and ao towards the east, and as and 
55 in the west. Here large areas with a mean density of ova 
Soo to the sq. in. may be found either supported by the 
food directly produced by themselves, as in the great agricuhutal 
plains of the middle kingdom of China and the Ganges valley and 
delta; or else, as in western Europe, relying largely upon food 
from abroad, purchased by the products of manufacturing 
industry. In the one dass the density is mainly rural, in the 
other it Is chiefly due to the concentration of the population 
into large urban aggregates. It Is chiefly from the populations 
of the south-west of Europe that the New World is being colo-
nized; but the territories over which the settlers and their recruits 
from abroad are able to scatter are so extensive that even the 
lower densities of the Old World have not yet been attained. 
except in a few tracts along the eastern coasts of Australia and 
North America. Details of area and population are given under 
the headings of the respective countries, and the only general 
point in connexion with the relation between these two facts 
which may be mentioned here is the need to bear in mind that the 
larger the territory the less likely is its mean density-flgtus to 
be typical or really representative. Even in the case of smell 
and comparatively homogeneous countries such as Holland, 
Belgium or Saxony there is considerable deviation from he 
mean in the density of the respective component subdivisions, 
a difference which when extended over more numerous aggro-
gates often renders the general mean misleading or of little valise 

Dirtrilndion of Population by Sex.—After geographical dis-
persion, the most general feature amongst the human race is its 
division by sex. The number of speculations as to the name 
of this distinction has been, it is said, welt-nigh doubled since 
Drelincourt, In the 18th century, brought together 263 " gmund. 
less hypotheses," and propounded on his own part • Omer 
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which has sine been held to be the :63rd in die series. It Is 
ssot. proposed to deal here with incidents appertaining to the 
'" ante-natal gloom," and we are concerned only with human 
beings when once they have been born. In regard to the division 
of these into male and female, the first point to be noted is that, 

communities of western civilization, more boys are born 
than girls. 'The excess ranges from a to 6o per thousand. 
In Greece and it is exceptionally high and in some 
Oriental or semi-Oriental countries it is said to give place to a 
deficit, though in the !Mtn* case the cc are probably not 
trustworthy. From the more accurate statistics available it 
appears that the excess of male births varies amongst different 
races and also at different times in the same community. It 
Is high in new colonies and amongst the Latin races, with the 
exception of the French. These, will the English, show a 
much smaller excess 

 
if boy-births than the average of western 

Europe, and the proportion, moreover, seems to be somewhat 
declining in both these countries and In Belgium, from causes 
which have not yet been ascertained. As the mortality amongst 
boys, especially during the first year, is considerably above that 
of the other sex, numerical equilibrium between the two is estab-
lished In early youth, and in most cases girls outnumber boys, 
except fora few years between twelve and sixteen. Then follows 
the chequered period of the prime of life and middle age, during 
which the liability of men to industrial accidents, war and other 
causes of special mortality, irrespective of their greater incli-
nation to emigrate, is generally sufficient to outweigh the dangers 
of childbirth or premature decay among the women, who tend, 
accordingly, to predominate in number at this stage. In old 
age, again, their vitality rises superior to that of the men, and 
they continue to form the majority of the community. The 
general results are an excess of females over males throughout 
western Europe: but though the relative proportions vary from 
time to time, remaining always in favour of what is conventionally 
called the weaker ux, it is impossible, owing to disturbing factors 
like war and migration, to ascertain whether there is any general 
tendency for the Proportion of feinales, to increase or not. In 
comparatively new settlements, largely fed by immigration, the 
number of males is obviously likely to be greater than that of 
females, but in the case of countries in Asia and eastern Europe 
in which also a considerable deficiency of the latter sex is indi-
cated by the returns, it is probable that the strict seclusion 
imposed by convention on women and the consequent reticence 
regarding them on the part of the householders answering 
the official inquiry tend towards a short count. On the other 
band. the lower position there assigned to women and the very 
considerable amount of hard work exacted from them, may 
cause them to wear out earlier than under higher conditions, 
though not to the extent implied In the statistics. In the 
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following table the latest available Information on this bead Is 
given for representative countries of western and eastern Europe, 
the East and the New World. 

Distribution by Age. —Few facts are more uncertain about an 
individual than the number of years he will live. Few, on 
the contrary, as was pointed out by C. Babbage, are less subject 

•to fluctuation than the duration of life amongst people taken in 
large aggregates. The age-constitution of • community does 
indeed vary, and to a considerable extent, in course of time, but 
the changes are usually gradual, and often spread over a genera-
tion or more. At the same time, it must be admitted that 
those which have recently taken place amongst most of the 
communities of western Europe are remarkable for both their 
rapidity and their extent; and are probably attributable, in 
part at least, to influences which were almost inoperative at the 
time when Babbage wrote. The distribution of a population 
amongst the different periods of life Is regulated, in normal 
circumstances, by the birth-rate, and, as the mortality at some 
of the periods is far greater than it others, the death-rate falls 
indirectly under the same influence. The statistics of age, there-
fore, may be said to form a link between those of the population, 
considered as a fixed quantity, as at a census, and those which 
record its movement from year to year. To the correct interpre-
tation of the latter, indeed, they are essential, as will appear 
below. Unfortunately, the return of age is amongst the lees 
satisfactory results of a general enumeration, though its inaccu-
racy, when spread over millions of persons, is susceptible of 
correction mathematically, to an extent to make it serve its 
purpose in the directions above indicated. The error in the 
original return generally arises from ignorance. An illiterate 
population is very prone to state its age in even multiples of five, 
and even where education is widely spread this tendency is not 
altogether absent, as may be seen from the examples given in 
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Table in. Deliberate mh-statements, too, are not unknown, 
especially amongst women. This has been repeatedly illustrated 
in the English census reports. Irrespective of the wish of women 
between 25 and 40 to return themselves as under Is, there appears 
to be the more practical motive of obtaining better terms In 
industrial insurance, whilst an overstatement of age often has, it 
is said, the object of getting better wages in domestic service, or 
better dietary in the wotthousel In all countries, moreover, 
there seems to be an inclination to exaggerate longevity after the 
three score years and ten have been passed. In order to minimise 
the results of such Inaccuracy, the return of ages is conmffed 
aggregates of five or ten years and then redistributed over single 
years by the method of differences. The present purpose being 
merely to illustrate the variation of distribution amongst a few 
representative countries, It is unnecemary to enter into more 
detail than such u will serve to distinguish the proportions of 
the population In main division of life. Thus it may be said 
that in the west of Europe about one-third of the people, roughly 
speaking, are ander fifteen; about one-half, between that age and 
fifty. and the teuudning sixth alder than fifty. The middle psei•d 
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may conveniently be extended to sixty and subdivided at forty, 
as is done in Table IV. The differences between the several 
countries in their age-constitution can best be appreciated by 
reference to some recopun' sd general standard. The one here 
adopted is the result of the co-ordination of a long series 
of enumerations taken in Sweden during the last century and 
a half, prepare by Dr G. Sundbarg of Stockholm. It is true 
that for practical use in connexion with vital statistics for a 
given period, the aggregate age-distribution of the countries 
concerned would be a more accurate basis of comparison, but 
the wide period covered by the Swedish observations has the 
advantage of eliminating temporary disturbances of the balance 
of ages, and m thus be held to compensate for the compara-
tively narrow geographical extent of the field to which it relates. 

TABLE IV. 

Country. Census 
Year- 

Per t000 of Population. 

Under 15. 16-4o. so-6o. Over 6o. 

Standard .  
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Sweden .  

. VioZnila 	. 
Denmark 

England 	. 	. t9ot 
Scotland 	. 
Ireland 	. 	• u 

Holland . 	. 	• 1899 
Belgium 	. 	• 1 900 
Germany 
Austria 	. 	• .. 

France 	. 	• 	• 1 901  
Italy. 	. .. 

Xi 

-
 

s 

Portugal . 	. 	• 1900 

Galicia 	. 	. 	• 0 
Hungary 	. 	• 

. 
Bulgaria 	. 	. 
Greece 	. 	. 	• 1889 

Russia (Europe) £847 
India (males) 	. 1891 
Japan 	. 	. 	• 1898 

United States 	. two 

Australasia . 	. 190 .. I  
Cape Colony 1 904 

As regards correspondence with the standard distribution, it 
will be noted that Finland, the seat country to Swede* geo-
graphically, comes after Japan, far detached from northern 
Europe by both race and distance, and is followed by Portugal, 
where the conditions are also very   The other 
Scandinavian countries, Norway and Denmark, appear, like 
Sweden itself in the present day, to bear in their age distribution 
distinct marks of the emigration of adults, or, at least, the 
temporary absence from home of this class at the time of enume-
ration. The same can be said of Italy in its later returns and of 
Germany in those before ass. On the contrary, the effect of 
the inflow of adult migrants is very marked, as is to be expected, 
in the returns for the new countries, such as the United States, 
Canada and Australasia. In the case of the Old World, the 
divergence from the standard which most deserves notice is the 
remarkable preponderance of the young in all the countries of 
eastern Europe, as well as in India, accompanied by an equally 
notable deficiency of the older elements in the population. 
Again, there are in the west two well-known Instances of deficient 
reinforcement of the young, France and Ireland, in which 
countries the proportion of those under Is falls respectively 
is and 32 per milk below the standard; throwing those over 
go up to 41 and 26 per milk above it. The table does not in-
iods figures for earlier enumerations, but one general character- 

kik in them should be mentioned, via. the far higher proportion 
borne in them of the young, as compared with the more recent 
returns. In England, for instance, those under is amounted to 
36o per mille in 1841, against 334 sixty years later. In Ireland 
the corresponding fall has been still more marked, from 381 to 
304. The ratio in France was low throughout the zoth century, 
and during the last half fell only from 273 to stu, raising the 
proportion of the old above that resulting in northern Europe 
and Italy from emigration. It is remarkable that the same 
tendency for the proportion of the young to fall off is perceptible 
in new countries as well as in the older civilizations, setting aside 
the influence of immigration at the prime of life in depressing 
the proportion of children. The possible causes of this wide-
spread tendency of the mean age of a western community to 
increase appertain to the subject of the movement of the 
population, which is dealt with below. 

The Movement of Population.—" The true greatness of a 
State " says Bacon, " consisteth essentially in population and 
breed of men "; and an increasing population is one of the most 
certain signs of the well-being of a community. Successive 
accretions, however, being spread over so long a term as that of 
human life, it does not follow that the population at any given 
time is necessarily the result of contemporary prosperity. Con-
versely, the traces left by a casual set-back, such as famine, war, 
or an epidemic disease, remain long after it has been succeeded 
by a period of recuperation, and are to be found In the age-
constitution and the current vital statistics. Population is 
continually in a state of motion, and In large aggregates the 
direction is invariably towards increase. The forces underlying 
the movement may differ from time to time In their respective 
intensity, and, In highly exceptional cases, may approach 
equilibrium, their natural tendencies being interrupted by special 
causes, but the Instances of general decline are confined to wild 
and comparatively small communities brought into contact 
with alien and more civilized races. The factors upon which 
the growth of a population depend are Internal, operating 
within the community, or external, arising out of the relations 
of the community with other countries. In the latter case, 
population already in existence is transferred from one territory 
to another by migration, a subject which will be referred to 
later. Far more important Is the vegetative, or " natural 
increase, through the excess of births over deaths. The 
principal influences upon this, in civilized life, are the number 
of the married, the age at which they marry or bear children, 
the fertility of marriages and the duration of life, each of "'hide 
is in some way or other connected with the others. 

Marriage.—In every country a small and generally diminish-
ing proportion of the children is born out of wedlock, but the 
primary regulator of the native growth of a community is the 
institution of marriage. Wherever, it has been said, there is 
room for two to live up to the conventional standard of comfort, 
a marriage takes plate. So dose, indeed, up to recent times, 
was the connexion held to be between the prosperity of the 
country and the number of marriages, that Dr W. FLIT used to 
call the latter the barometer of the former. The tame:knee 
of the present generation, however, both in England and other 
countries, seems to justify some relaxation of that view, as will 
appear below. The tendency of a community towards matri-
mony, or its " nuptiality," as it is sometimes termed, is nastily 
indicated by the ratio to the total population of the persons 
married each year. For the purpose of comparing the circum-
stances of the same community at successive periods this method 
is fairly trustworthy, assuming that there has been no material 
shifting of the age-proportions during the intervals. It is net 
a safe guide, however, when applied to the comparison al 
different communities, the age-composition of which is probably 
by no means Identical, but In consideration of Its fiunirmeite 
it has been adopted in the first section of Table V. below, at 
three periods for each of the countries selected as tepresentadve. 

One of the features which is prominent throughout the rerun 
is that in every country except Belgium the rate per ma 
attained a maximum in the early seventies, and has sines shown 
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deiceading tendency not wIthstandin,g the fact noted In the 

preceding paragraph, that the youthful population, which, of 
course, weighs down the rate, has also been relatively decreaskg. 
Cotuatries of Oriental and semi-Oriental habits have not been 
shown, owing to the difference in their marriage system from 
that of western Europe. It may be mentioned, however, in 
passing, that their marriage rate Is generally considerably higher 
than that here indicated, 

 
is may be seen from the example of 

Galicia, which is here shown separately from cis-Leithian Austria.  

years of age and do reases rapidly as that period is left behind. 
A Swedish return of 18.20-t000 shows that the annual births pet 
thousand wives Of 3D- 25 

 
are fewer by nearly 17% than those of 

wives under 20. li,tWeeLl 25 and 3o the number falls off by 
one-fifth, and afte- 4o by about 44 °,/.. In the courttrits 
mentioned in Table V. 

 
he average proportion borne by wives' 

under so to the Ural tinder 45 is just over one-third. That 
proportion h exceed .1 in southern Europe where women develop 
earlier, and in Galkia.. In England and France it stands at 

1 	

Country. 

Per tom of Population. 

Persons Married Yearly. Women. *5 to 43 (*goo). Men. ao-50. 

1861-017o. 187s-t 875. t 895-11904. TotaL Married. Unmarried. Unmarried. 
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291 94 
In the apposite direction will be noted the case of Ireland, 
where the rate is abnormally low; and returns more recent 
than those included in the table show that of late the rates in 
Sweden and Norway have also fallen to but little above 1r per 
milk. In regard to the necessity of taking into consideration 
the factor of age in the return of marriage-rates, an example may 
be here given Iran the data for England. The rate taken upon 
the total population was tfw7 per Mlle in siko-18a and ss•3 in 
tips; by excluding the population under fifteen the coin-
spendiag figures are sra and 464 per milk. Thus the decline, 
which by the fiat method is only 8%, becomes, by the second, 
19%; and if the age-distribution of 4905 were reduced to that of 
the earlier period, the difference would increase to 22%, the 
meet accurate figure of the throe. For the present purpose it 
is sufficient to connect the rate of marriage with that of births 
by sung as a basis for the former the number of women of 
conceptive age, or between eS and as yeses old. The propor-
tion of that is given in the latter portion of the table. Agaiw 
taking England as an cum*, the women of the above ape 
bore the proportion to the total population of :3% in 
Ars and had then to as% in 3001: but at the tomer time, 
494% was married, whilst ilikrY yeses later. only 46.8 were 
thus sitmted. The table also shows that the proportion of 
the women of the ages in question Wen wen married exceeds 
half only in Italy, F1111101 and Germany, not to mention Galicia. 
In other countries the mange proportion is shout its%. In 
Sweden and Norway it is only er and in Ireland les than a 
third. In Scandinavia, and perhaps in Italy, the rate may be 
affected by the emigration of adult Min* but the later columns 
of the table indicate that this is not the cause of the low rate in 
baud. which appears to be nobly due to abstineaos from 
manage et the ages specified. 

Next to the proportion of the weed to the total marriageable 
the most important factor connected with the natural Mamie 
of the population is the age at which marriage takes place. 
When the proportion of the mauled is high, the average age of 
the wives le low, and early yardage is conducive to relatively 
rapid increase. In the fru pima the interval between genera-
lists in abeetened, and the elder is cootairporaneous with the 
Yemnar lee • WM, peeled.  Thu.  again. the feemellty of women 
arneept western peoples is at its maximum between 18 and as  

36. In Ireland and Sweden it is only 28, and in Denmark 
Holland and Norway, too, it is below the average. The registrar-
general of England has pointed out a marked tendency towards 
the postponement of marriage in that country. Between 1876 
and seas, for instance, the proportion of minors mended receded 
by 43% in the case of men and 3a % amongst women. The 
meat age of husbands married in 1873 was 25.6 years and of 
wives as-s, whereas thirty years later the corresponding ages 
were 28.6 and 26-4. The general results of the decline of the 
marriage-rate and the postponement of marriage upon the 
natural growth of population will be discussed in connection 
with the birth-rate, though the statistics available do not permit 
of the accurate measurement of the respective influence of these 
factors, and there are others, too, which have to be taken into, 
consideration. as will appear below. 

BiAs.—Apart from the information which the statistics of 
birth f mails as to the growth of population, they have, like 
those of marriage, and perhaps to even a greater extent, a 
special social interest from their bearings upon the moral con-
ditions of the community to which they relate. It is in their 
former capacity, however, that they enter into the present sub-
ject. A birth-rate, taken as it usually is upon the total popu-
lation, old and young, Is open to the objections made above 
respecting the maniage-rate, and with even more force, as the 
basis is itself largely the product of the fact which is being 
measured by it. The internal variations of the rate in a single 
community, however, can be fairly indicated in this way, as is 
done in Table VI., which, it is to be noted, refers to those bora 
alive only and =lades the still-bon, statistics regarding whom 
are incomplete. 

The crude birth-rate, it will be noted, Is in general harmony 
with that of marriage. In the countries where the former is 
high the rate of marriage is also above the average. In eastern 
Eu2.122, so far as the figures can be trusted, this is markedly 
the case, and the birth-rates range between 39 per milk in 
Hungary and an io Reath, where the tradition of encouraging 
prolifschy amongst the peasantry has not been effaced. Among 
the Some rates which prevail in western Europe, however, 
the connetho is not so direct. and • low birth-rate is so', 
times found with a relatively higher marriage rate and vice 
versa, a deviation from the natural course of events which wal 
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be dismissed presently. The birth-rate, like the marriage-rate, 
seems to have reached its acme in the seventies, except 
in the three southern  countries, France, Italy and Spain. The 
decline since the above period is very marked and exceeds 
that noted in the case of the rate of marriage. It is worth 
noting, too, that the fall in the crude birth-rate is not confined 
to the Old World, but has attracted special attention in 
Austral& and New Zealand, where a rate of eo per milk in 
the period 016r-182o has now given place to one of 26. In 
Mass and other of the older settlements of the United 
States moreover, the same feature has been the subject of 
inveitigation. 

other than abstinence from marriage, at all events at. the prune-
pal reproductive period; and perhaps to a decrease In marriage 

marriage or re 	after middle life, a period of which the weight 
in the age-distribution has been increasing of late. On the 
other hand, the postponement of marriage in the case of women 
of cot ages is a tendency which seems to be growing In 
other countries as well as in England and undoubtedly has • 
depressing effect upon the mte of births. It would conduce, 
therefOre, to further accuracy in the comparison of the rates of 
different countries if the latter were to be correlated with greater 
subdivision of the ages amongst wives between Is and 45. 
The proportion of wives below so to the total of that group was 

TABLS VI. 

Country. 
(A) Born alive, per woo of Total 

Population. 

(B) Legitimate Births, per 
t000 Wives, 

rs to 45 years old. 

Ell.11egitimate 
per woo 

Unmarried and 
Widowed Women, 

15 to 45. 

1841-1850. 1861-1870. 1871-1875. 1900-1905. 1880-1882. 1890-1892. 1900-1902. 1896-1900. 

Sweden 
Nonvay 	. 	. 
Finland 	. 	. 
Denmark . 	. 	. 

England 	. 	. 	. 
Scotland 	. 	. 	. 
Ireland 	. 	. 	. 

Holland 	. 	. 
Belgium 	. 	. 	. 
Germany 	. 	. 
Austria (W.) . 	. 

France 	. 	. 
Italy 	. 	. 	. 	. 
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The crude rates which have been discussed above afford no 
explanation of this change, nor do they always illustrate its full 
extent. It is necessary, therefore, to eliminate the difference 
in the age-constitution of the countries in question by excluding 
from the field of observation, as before, all except possible 
mothers, basing the rate upon the respective numbers of women 
of the conceptive age, that is between Is and 45. The pro-
portion borne by this group to the total population is in most 
cases fairly up to that set forth by Dr SundbIrgin hisstandard. 
It is well above it in all three parts of the United Kingdom and 
falls materially below it only in Scandinavia-and Italy. Indeed, 
during the last generation, this proportion has been in most 
cases slightly increased, in consequence of the fall of the 
birth-rate which set in anterior to this period. The stock, then, 
from which wives are drawn is ample. The question rerkains, 
how far advantage is taken of it. According to the Sundbirg 
standard the percentage married is 48. As his been shown 
in the preceding paragraph, this is surpassed in Italy, France 
and Germany, and approached in most of the rest, with the 
exception of Sweden, Norway and Scotland, which are six or 
seven points below it, and Ireland, where less than a third 
are married. The proportion married, moreover, has slightly 
increased since 1138o, except in the United Kingdom. In 
England the marriage-rate (on the age basis) fell off by 4.6% 
and in Scotland by s°/,,, whilst the made birth-rate declined 
by r 5  and 11% respectively. In Ireland the case was different, 
as the marriage-rate declined by Tr% and the birth-rate by no 
more than 51%. In New South Wales and New Zealand, too, 
the marriage-rates fell off in the same period by it and 28% 
respectively, whilst the decline in the birth-rates amounted to 
35 and 31%. In the above countries, therefore, abstinence from 
matrimony may be said to have been a factor of some importance 
in the decline. On the continent of Europe, however, looking 
at the divergence in direction between the crude marriage-rate 
and that corrected to an age-basis, it is not improbable that 
the decline in the former may be sun-bumble to some cause  

mentioned in connexion with the marriage-rate, and in the 
figures relating to some so years back some traces can be found 
of a connexion between a high birth-rate and a high proportion 
of young wives. In the present day, however, these indications 
do not appear, so it would seem that the tendency in question 
had been interrupted by some other influence, a point to which 
reference will be made below. 

If abstinence from marriage and the curtailment of the 
reproductive period by postponement of marriage be insufficient 
to account for the material change which has taken place in the 
birth-rate within the last few decades, it is clear that the latter 
must be attributable to the diminished fertility of those who are 
married. On this question the figures in the second portion of 
Table VI. throws some fight. Here the annual number of 
legitimate births is shown in its proportion to theenean numbs 
of married women of conceptive age at rich of the three latest 
enumerations. The rate, it will be seen, has fallen In all the 
countries specified, except for a slight increase of a% in Ireland 
and an almost stationary condition In Austria and Spain. The 
decline in Italy and Norway is small. but in France, where for a 
long time the fertility of the population has been very much 
below that of any other European country, the birth-rate thus 
calculated fell by nearly so%, the same figure being approached 
in Belgium, where however, the fertility of married women is 
considerably greater. The case of England is remarkable. la 
the earlier period its crude birth antatarriage-rates were above 
the average and its proportion of young wives well up to it. 
Its fertility-rate, however, which was by no meat* high in ado. 
fell by nearly a% by tem, and since that date a further fail 
is reported by the registrar-general, to 24%. leaving the tate 
below that of all the other European countries except Frame. 
The States of Australasia, again, have experienced a decline 
even mote marked. In 188o-082 their fertility-rate ranged 
from 300 to 338, • low proportion for a new conetry, but arm* 
up to the European standard. By 1900-1902, however, the rate 
bad fall= la sh the larger States by from 23 to 31% and the 
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highest rate recorded, sss pa thousand reasceptive 
lower than that of any European country tempt Freo n, 	. 
Belgium. The mouton of aniseed immigration lady f a tat 

 into of the present generation is alleged to have had consfamut 
 Influence upon the rate, in Victoria, at least, owing to the alga_ 

moat of the supply of adult women of the more conceptive ages 
and the ageing of those who had reached the country at an 

 earlier data But neither this nor the diminution of the marriage-
mate unapt women of those ages suffices to aerostat for more 
than a fraction of the decline. The same tendency, moreover, 
a traceable in the New England States of Amaica, so far as 
statistics are available. 

It bee been held by some that a phenomenon so widely 
diffused over the western world must be attributable to physic- 
logical causes, such as akoholism,syphilis, the abuse of narcotics 
land so ou. Herbert Spencer, again, before the decline In 
question set in, put forward the hypothesis that " the ability to 
maintain Individual lift and the ability to multiply vary in-
...early "; in other words, the strain upon the nervous system 
bivalved in the struggle for We under the conditions of modern 
civilization, by reacting on the reproductive powers, tends 
towards comparative sterility. Theme theories, however, being 
supported, according to the authorities of today, by no evidence, 
otatirtkel or other, need not be here considered. 

Nor, again, can the decline in fertility be connected with 
any diminution of material prosperity. On the contrary, the 
fertility-rate appears to be best maintained in countries by no 
means distinguished for their high standard of living, such as 
Spain, Italy, Ireland, and, perhaps, Austria. In this respect 
Holland stands by Itself; but in the others mentioned, with the 
asaption of Ireland, both marriage and birth-sates are high 
mod there has been a comparatively insignificant fall improlifi-
city. The decline has been greatest where the standard of 
comfort is notoriously high, as in the United States, England 
and Aestralasia; also in Francs. where the genera wellbeing 
reaches probably a lower depth in the community than in any 
other part of Europe. The comparison of the rates in France 
with those of Ireland is an instructive illustration of the point 
under consideration. In France more than half the mama 
of conceptive age are married: in Ireland less than a third, 
and the proportion of youthful wives in the latter is a% below 
that in France. In both the crude birth-rote is far below that 
of any other European country. But the fertility of the Irish 
wife exceeded that of her French compete by µ% in IVO and 
by no las than le% twenty years later. So steady, indeed, 
has been the prolificity of Ireland, that Nom being ninth on the 
list at the earlier period mentioned, it is now inferior only to 
Holland and perhaps Finland In this respect. 

It need not be assumed, however, that because these rates 
cannot be associated with the comparative degree of prosperity 
attained by the individual community they are altogether inde-
pendent of the economic factors mainly contributing to that 
condition, such ss trade, employment and prices. It is difficult, 
indeed, if not impracticable, to disentangle the effects which 
should be respectively attributed to influences an closely related 
to each other; but, of the three, prices alone tend to suthdent 
uniformity in their cause in different countries to justify a 
supposition that they are in some way connected with a photo:o-
cean so widely diffused as that of the decline is marriage and 
fertility. It is not improbable, therefore, that the fall in whole-
saleprices which. with temporaryinterrupt ions, persisted between 
taro and tow, in general harmony with the other movement, 
may have conduced to reluctance on die part of those who 
have enlarged their notions of the standard of comfort to en-
danger their prospects of enjoying It by incurring the additional 
apnoea of family life. Matrimony may be post poned. or, when 
entered upon. may be tendered a lighter burden upon the bread-
winner. The economic element in the situation, which is 
imposed upon the individual by cheumstances, h thus modified 
voluntarily into a moral or prudential consideration. In this 

Wiese diminished pallidly chute useceomparded by s decrease 
is the amber of assaisges at apeedisetive ages, is attributable 
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The question of Megitimate gnu 
mentioned. It appears to be eeeeectortet‘ 
with the subject dealt with above. la ,"*".".-- 
rate of these births has of late year,. ga n,;;',  ""'r 
h by some ascribed to the adoption of the  „,......11"1"4 441  
illicit intercourse as are becoming colleen 	"oomt...„ 
married. The rates given at the end of Table VLaeligeas"*„,.. upon the number of women most likely to w enn , 
is, the spinsters, widows and divorced of coucepttee  comparing the different countries, it may be wen auLta it 
parts of Europe the rate is raised by the inclusion of ga,"16",.„, 
spring of marriages not registered as demanded by law, t  -"- 
duly perforated in church. Then, again, the possibility of 
legitimisation by subsequent marriage tends to raise the rate 
Italy and Scotland may be taken as examples of these two 
influences, and in Germany, too, the rates in Saxony and Bavaria, 
which are among the highest in Europe, are in part due to the 
non-registration of marriages sanctioned by religious ceremony 
only. The low rates in Ireland, Holland and England are 
especially noticeable, and in the last named, the decrease 
between aro and nos amounted to more than so%, not, 
however, entirely due, it is said, to improved morality- 

Deatkr.—The forces tending towards the natural growth of 
population, which have been described above, differ from that 
which acts in the opposite direction in two material features. 
Marriage and child-bearing, in the first place, are operative 
amongst a fraction of the population only—those of conceptive 
age; whereas to the Urn of Death, as Dr Farr expressed it, all ages 
are called upon to contribute in their differing degrees. Then, 
again, the former are voluntary acts, entirely under the control 
of the individual; but mortality, though not beyond human 
regulation, is far less. subject to it, and in order to have sub-
stantial results the control must be the outcome of collective 
rather than individual co-operation. The course of the marriage 
and birth-rates, set forth above, affords evidence that the 
control over both has been exercised of recent years to an un-
precedented extent, and It will appear from what is stated 
below, that partly owing to this cause, partly, also, to improved 
hygienicconditions in western life, there has been an even more 
pronounced decline in the rate of mortality. The general 
results of both upon the natural Increase of population in the 
Ountries selected for Mutilation of this subject will be found 
at the end of this paragraph. For the purpose of showing this, 
the crude death-rate, taken, like that of births, upon the whde 
population, without distinction of age or sex, will suffice. Where, 
however, the tendency to mortality, not its results, is in question, 
both the above factors must be taken into account, an they have 
been abiroe In distinguishing the rate of fertility from that of 
births. The process of correcting the more bombes of asenal 
death per thonatad of population into a farm which seahos 
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the return comparable with those for communities differently 
constituted is somewhat complicated, but It is amply justified 
by its 

 
necessity in adapting the figures to the important services 

they perform in actuarial and sanitary science. This subject 
can only be dealt with here in outline. In the first place, sex 
must be distinguished, because, frotn infancy upwards, except 
between the ages c to and so, the mortality amongst females 
is considerably loss than amonpt the other sex, and appears, 
too, 

 
o be dedining more rapidly. So far u adult life is con-

cerned this superior vitality is no doubt attributable to com-
parative Immunity from the risks and hardships to which men 
are exposed, as. also, to the weaker inclination of women towards 
intemperance of different kinds. Thus, though the paerally 
higher proportion of females in the community may seldom be 
enough to depress more than slightly the death-rate as • whole, 
it has a substantial effect upon it at the ages ',here women are in 
more marked numerical predominance, as in later life, and in 
plums where the number of domestic sersrants is unusually 
great. Age is a factor still more important than sex Ina return 
intended to serve as an index of mortality. The liability to 
death is extremely high amonpt infants, decreasing with every 
month of life during-the first year, but continuing above the 
mean rate until about the age of five. Frain the latter period 
until the fifteenth or sixteenth year vitality is at its best. 
The death-rate then gradually rises, slowly till 25, more rapidly 
later, when, from about 45 onward deterioration asserts itself 
more pronouncedly, and by three score years and ten the rate 
begins to exceed that of childhood. Thus, all other considera-
tions being set aside, mortality tends to vary inversely with 
the proportion of the population at the healthy period 5 to 33. 
As the replenishment of this group depends upon the conditions 
prevailing at the earlier ages, it is to the mortality in childhood 
that most weight, from the standpoint of hygiene, must be 
attached. In most European countries not much less than half 
the annual deaths take place amongst children below five years 
of age, upon the total number of whom the Incidence falls to the 
extent of from ao to 120 per milk. The greater part of this is 
debitable, as just pointed out, to the first year, in which the 
mortality, calculated upon the number of births, ranged, in the  

decetutium 1893-1904, between yo per milk, in the exceptionally 
favourable circumstances of the Australasian States, to nearly 
syo in European Russia. It should be remarked, in passing. 
that these rates are enormously higher anumpt ilkgiumate 
children than amongst those born in wedlock, and that the 
proportion of still-born amongst the former is also in excess of 
that a he latter by some 342%. Infantile mortality is 
higher, too, in urban tracts, especially those associated with 
manufactuting industries. In Table VII. beiow, in which the 
crude rate alone is dealt. with, evidence will be found of the 
general decline which has taken place in the mortality, thus 
expressed in different countries. 

The difference in the rates for the 1 	 ade, must not 
be taken as a measure of. di fference in mortality, since, as accord-
ing to the table, much of it is ascribable to difference in so. 
constitution. At the same time, where the range is very wide. 
as bet the rates in Scandinavia and Atatralia, and those in 
southern and esstern Europe, thewriation. to a great extent, 
cannot be accounted for otherwise than by difference in hygienic 
conditions, more especially in the light thrown by the figura 
of infantile mortality in the second part of the table. The 
variations from period to period in the sante country are more 
instructive. They show that in the 35 years covered the death-
rate has generally declined by over ao%. The exceptional 
cases are, first, Ireland and Norway, with their emigrating 
tendencies; then Spain, where the returns have probably to be 
discounted for improved registration, and France, where the 
population is all but stationary. In Finland the death-rate 
at the earlier period taken for the comparison was abnormally 
swollen by epidemic disease, and if it be set on one side the 
decline appears to have been in harmony with that in Its Scan-
dinavian meighbours. The decline in mortality has been muds 
greater than that in the crude birth-rate everywhere except in 
France, Australia, and, of course, Ireland; and it is only in the 
two former that it has been exceeded by that in the fertility-
rate. The standard mortality of each community is deduced 
from a life-table, representing a "generation " of people assumed 
to be born at the same moment and followed throughout their 
hypothetical life, in the light of the distribution by age ascertained 
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under the same influence. those pumas from their prime into 
the sexed period of danger eosin a numerical preponderance 
which throws its weight upon the general death-tate and tends 
to mist it. It is assumed that throughout the above course the 
hygienic conditions of life remain unchanged. If, however, they 
undergo marked improvement, the duration of life is extended 
and both birth and death-rates, being spread over a wider 
frald of the living, tend to decrease. On the other band, an 
accidental set-back to population. such as that caused by famine 
or a disastrous war, leaves room which an increasing birth-rate 
hastens to occupy. A similar result follows in a lesser degree 
a wave of emigration. Examples of all the above tendencies 
may be gleaned from the returns of the countries named in the 
table, though space does net admit of their eshibtion. In 
both France and Germany. for instance, the process of replenish-
ment after • great war can be traced both early and late in the 

19th century. In England, the dengue In 1' datelfty " b In 
itself enough to amount for the decline In the deatbrate, apart 
from any considerations of improved hygiene. In France, on 
the contrary, the low natality having been so long continued, 
has raised the death-rate, by reason of the balance of propor-
tion having been shifted by it from youth and the prime of life 
to old age. It may be inferred from the above that a high birth-
rate does not imply a high rate of Increase of population, any 
more than does a decreasing mortality, but the two rates must 
be considered in their relations to each other. The death-rate, 
however, is often taken by itself as the measure of the relatively 
favourable conditions or otherwise of the different countries; 
but it indicates at best the maintaining power of the community, 
whereas the increasing power, as manifested in the birth-rate. 
has also to be taken into account. Here, again, it is not sufficient 
to rely upon the mere rate of natural growth, or the difference 
between the two rates, since this may be the same in a commenity 
where both the rates are very high as in one where they are 
relatively low, a distinction of considerable importance. It has 
been suggested by Dr Rubin of Copenhagen, that if the death 
rate(d) be squared and divided by the birth-rate (b), due influence 
is allowed to each rate respectively, as well as to the difference 
in the height of the rates In different countries (lows. R. 
Stone. Soc.. London, 1897, p. :se). The quotient thus obtained 
decrease* as the conditions are more favourable, and, on the 

whole, it seems to form a good index to the merit of 
the respective countries from the standpoint of vital 
forces. The first column of Table VIII. shows the 
order in which the countries mentioned are found to 
stand according to the above test. 

The three Australasian states head the list in virtue 
of their remarkably low death -rate, which outweighs 
the relative paucity of their births. The next countries 
in order all belong to north-western Europe, and their 
index-quotients are all very close to each other. 
Sweden falls below its geographical neighbours owing 
to its low birth-rata, and Finland because of its higher 
mortality. England and Scotland, in spite of their 
higher birth-rates, are kept below Scandinavia by the 
higher death -rate, but their birth-rate places them 
above Belgium. Ireland and France are pulled dower 
by their low natality. The latter, with the same 
mortality as Germany, stands far below it for the 
above reason, as Ireland is raised by its lower death-
rate above the prolific countries of eastern Europe. 
The rate of natural growth is given in the second put 
of the table. In the case of two of the Australasia* 
states, of Holland, Finland, Spain and Italy, the 
order is in accord with that given by the test applied 
above, and the difference between the two in Austria, 
Ireland and France Is not large. The great difference 
between the serial rank occupied in the respective lists 
by Russia, Servia and Galicia with remarkably high 
rates of natural growth, as well as that found in the 
case of most of the other countries in question, shows 
that this factor is by no means a trustworthy guide in 
the estimate of hygienic balance. 

MigTelien.—Passing from the internal factors In the move-
ment of population, the influence has to be taken into account 
of the interchange of population between different countries. 
The net result* of such exchange can be roughly estimated by 
comparing the rate of natural growth with that of the total 
increase of the community between one census and another, 
as set forth In Table VI/I., in the last section of which the approxi-
mate loss by emigration, as calculated by Dr Sundblrg, is given. 
It will be seen that the only European country which gains by 
the exchange is France, and them the mention is almost hap 
nificant. Between many of the countries there is a gbod deal 
of migration which is only seasonal or temporary, according to 
the demand for labour. From Russia, too, there is a stream of 
colonization across the Urals into western Siberia, and amongst 
the western Mediterranean populations there is constant 

Illszeolgh the MOMS and the number of deaths at each age 
ustsmoreed for as many years,generally from to to 20, as suffice 

! um 0 faunal* • tfnatroarthy average. The population thus dealt 
mearitla is supposed to be stationary, that is, tbe lou by death at 

✓rarattscla age h at oboe made good by the addiUon of an equal 
yet semi:ober of the stuns ge, whilst the survivors pass on to the 

Waage above. Of the many calculations set forth in these valuable 
dimmable* there is only room here ton 	 ' 

II *ohm such meanies as it is available, which is quoted in the tut 
s ei mahanan of Table VII. It shows the sverage number of years 
is X 'which persons of a given age, or, as bete, of ell ages, will live. 

oas tbe assumption that they are subject to the calculated 
seprobabilities of auviad. It is sometimes known as the 

rut,  a" expectation of life " a terns, however, which involves a 
ttelnatbesastical hypoth■rais now discarded- 

Lk se The relation between the birth and the death rates has been 
Atm the subject of much analysis and controversy. Observation has 

ust  ,,:denteaserated that the two rates are generally found to MVO 
as along parallel A high birth-rale is eccompanied by high 

thm . mertality converedy, when one is low, Ito Is the ot her. A birth- 
▪ rate con tinuotedy in access of the death-rate tends to lower the 
‘„,,, taster through the supply it affords of people annually Teaching 
• t he mere healthy ages. If the amply be diminhhed, the narrower 
,; 	held apes to the risks of infancy 	the immediate effect of 
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Annual rate per woo of population. 
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migration to North Africa The greatest drain from Europe, 
however, has been across the sea to the U States, Canada 
and Australasia, especially to the first-named. Dr Sundblirg's 
returns give about 28 millions as the number which left Europe 
by sea during the 19th century, of whom au but 4 millions 
emigrated during the last half of that period. Between an 
and Nos, about 22 millions landed from Europe in the United 
States; about 2; millions in Canada; 2 millions in Australia, 
besides a good number in Brazil, the Argentine and South 
Africa. The return of birthplace which usually forms part of 
the census inquiry, affords supplementary information on the 
subject of immigration. In Canada, for instance, those born 
abroad numbered 17 % of the population in 1871, and about 
13 % thirty years later. In New South Wales, the correspond-
ing figures were 41 and 28 %, and in Victoria ss and 27. In New 
Zealand the consequences of the cessation of special encourage. 
meat to emigration were still more marked, the foreign-born 
declining in proportion from 63 to 33 %. On the other hand, 
in the United States, from 9.7 % in 18so the proportion rose to 
13.7 in woo, and has since reached still higher figures, as has 
been the case recently in Canada also. Up to the early 'nineties 
the greater part of the immigrants into America were furnished 
by Germany, Ireland and Great Britain, but for the next fifteen 
years the place of those countries was taken by Italy and eastern 
Europe. The general results of the two movements in Europe 
have been thus summarised by Dr Stuelberg:— 

Differences tend to be smoothened out, of course, in dealing 
with a population so large and varied as that of a continent, 
but the figures suffice to show the contrast between the early 
part of the century and the period following the great migratory 
movements to the new goldfields. In the countries receiving 
the stream of newcomers, the intercensal rate of increase was 
obviously very different from those of the older count 'ries, though 
it seems to have largely spent itself or been counteracted by 
other influences. The latest rates, for instance, were only a 
per mills per annum in Australia; it in Canada and 19 its the 
United States. 
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POPIILONIIII (Etruscan Pepimee), en ancient seaport town 
of Etruria, Italy, at the north end of the peninsular of Monte 
Massonceno, at the south end of which is situated the town 
of Piombino (q.v.). The place, almost the only Etruscan town  

bullt directly on the sea, was situated on a lofty Wit me 
crowned by a conspicuous medieval castle and • poor modem 
village (Populonia). Considerable remains of its town walls, 
of large irregular, roughly rectangular blocks (the form is that 
of the natural splitting of the schistose sandstone), still exist, 
enclosing a circuit of about ri m. The remains exiking withis 
them are entirely Roman—a row of vaulted substructions, a 
water reservoir and a mosaic with representations of &boa 
Strabo mentions the existence here of a look-out tower tee the 
shoals of twiny-fish. There are some tombs outside the town, 
some of which, ranging from the Villanova peeled (oth =Mitre 
s.c.) to the middle of the 3rd century s.c., were explored in 
wog. In one, a large circular tomb, were found three sepulchral 
couches in stone, carved in imitation of wood, and a fine 
statuette in bronze of Ajax committing suicide. Close by was 
found a horse collar with Ls bronze bells. The remains el a 
temple, devastated in ancient times (possibly by Dimming 
of Syracuse in 384 s.c.), were also discovered, with fragments el 
Attic vases of the 5th century p.c., which had served as as 
Wes in it. Coins of the town have also been found in silver 
and copper. The iron mince of Elba, and the tin and copper 
of the mainland, were owned and smelted by the people of 
Populonia; hot springs too lay some 6 m. to the E. (Aquae 
Populaniae) on the high road—Via Aurelia—along the coast. 
At this point a road branched off to Sena (Siena). According 
to Virgil the town sent a contingent to the help of Aeneas, and 

it furnished Scipio with iron in ms B.C. It 
offered considerable resistance to Stalls, who 
took it by siege; and from this dates its 
decline, which Strabo, who describes it well 
(v. a, 6, p. 223), already Dotes as beginning, 
while four centuries later Rutilius describes 
it as in ruins. The harbour, however, 
continued to be of some importance, and 
the place was still an episcopal see in the 
time of Gregory the Great, 

See C. Dennis, Cities and Cemef ►ies Rivas 
(London, 1883, ii. 21 a sr.); Falai in Naga 
&ea Sca'i ( 1 903-1904 1.. A. Milani, ibid. 
(19011), 199 sqq. 

PORBANDAR, a native state of India, 
in the Kathiawar political agency, Bombay, 
extending along the S.W. coast of the 
peninsula of Kathiawar. Area, 636 sq. la; 

pop. (5901), 82,64o, showing a decrease of 4 % in the decade. 
Estimated gross revenue, i65,coo; tribute, £3,233. The chid, 
whose title is sena, is a jcthwa Rajput. Limestone is largely 
exported in Bombay. This limestone is used for buildings in 
Porbandar without mortar, and is said to coalesce into a solid 
block tinder the influence of moisture. The town of POO5011usa 
is the maritime terminus of the Kathiawar railway system. Pap 
(1901), z4,62o. A large trade is conducted in native boats as far 
as the east coast of Africa. 

PORCELAIN, the name of that kind of ceramic ware which is 
characterized by a translucent body, also loosely used for the 
finer kinds of ware generally, popularly known as "china" 
(see CEStastICS). The French porrdaine, from which the word 
comes into English, is an adaptation of the Italian feredieaft 
a cowrie-shell, the beautifully polished surface of which caused 
the name to be applied to the ware. The Italian word Israel* 
taken to be from emerge. diminutive ef PICO, pig, from a MP 
posed resemblance of the shell to a pig's back. 

PORCH (through the Pr. }mak, from Let. pergart; the 
Ital. equivalent is portico, corresponding to the Gr. *Alt 
Ger. V orkaile), a covered erection forming a shelter to to 
entrance door of a large building. The wiliest known ere the 
two porches of the Tower of the Winds at Athena there malt 
seem to have been one in front of the entrance deer of the villa 
of Diomede outside the gate at Pompeii; in Rome they *go 

I t commands a fine view. and Corsica is 101111141110 visible. thooll 
not Sardinia, as Strabo (and following him. Lord Macaulay) ail' 
nomad),  state. 
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gtOdbakbly not allowed, but on eftbee side of the entrance door at 
a mansion, porticoes set back behind the line of frontage were 
provided, according to P. Muds, as shelters from sun and rain 
for those who paid early visits before the doom were opened. 
In front of the early Christian basilicas was a long needed porch 
caned " narthex " (qv.) In later times porches assume two 
ffoisna--one the projecting erection covering the entrance at 
the west front of cathedrals, and divided into three or more 
doorways, fec., and the other a kind of covered chamber open 
at the ends, and having small windows at the sides as a protection 
trout rain. These generally stand on the north or south sides 
of churches, though in Rent there area few instances (as Snodland 
and Bosley) where they are at the west ends. Those of the Nor- 
man period generally have little projection, and are sometimes 
no eat as to be little more than outer dressings and hood- 

' moulds to the inner door. They are often richly ornamented, 
and, as at Southwell in England and Echo in Scotland, have 
rooms over, which have been erroneously called paraises. Early 
English ponies ate much longer, and in larger buildings fre-
quently have rooms above; the gables are generally bold and high 
pitched. In larger buildings also, as at Wells, St Albans, etc., 
the interiors are as rich in design as the exteriors. Decorated 
and Perpendicular porches partake of much the same character. 
istics, the pitch of roof, mouldings, copings, battlements, dec., 
being, of course, influenced by the taste of the time. The later 
porches have rooms over them more frequently than in earlier 
times; these.ate often approached from the lower storey by small 
winding stairs, and sometimes have fire-places, and are supposed 
to have served as vestries; and sometimes there are the remains 
of a piscine, and relics of altars, as if they bad been used as 
chantey chapels. It is probable there were wooden porches at 
all periods, particularly in those places where stone was scarce; 
but. as may be expected from their exposed position, the earliest 
have decayed. At Cobham, Surrey, there was one that had 
tango of semicircular arches in oak at the sides, of strong 
Norman character. It is said there are several in which portions 
of Early English work arc traceable, as at Chevington in Suffolk. 
In the Decorated and later periods, however, wooden porches 
are common, some plain, others with rich tracery and large 
boards: these frequently stand on a sort of half storey of stone 
wort or beam. The entrance porches at the west end of cathe-
drals are generally called portals, and where they assume the 
character of separate buildings, are designated tailless; e.g. the 
porticoes on the west side of the south transept of Lincoln 
Cathedral. and at the west end of the nave of Ely Cathedral, and 
the chapel at the west end of Durham Cathedral. The finest 
example In England of an open projected porch is that of 
Peterborough Cathedral, attached to the Early Norman nave. 

The term " porch " Is also given to the magnificent portals 
of the French cathedrals, where the doors are so deeply recessed 
as to become porches, such as those of Reims, Amiens, Chartres, 
Troyes, Rouen, Bourges, Paris, and Beauvais cathedrals, 
St Ouen. Rouen, and earlier Romanesque churches, as in St 
Trophime, Arles and St Gilles. Many, however, have detached 
porches in front of the portals, as in Notre Dame at Avigon, 
Chartres (north and south), Noyon, Bourns (north and south), 
St Vincent at Rotten. Notre Dame de Lout/hrs. the cathedrals 
of Albi and Le Puy, and in Germany those of Spires and Regens-
burg, and the churches of St Laurens and St Sebald at 
Nuremberg. (R. P. S.) 

PORCUPINE (Fr., parc -epte, " spiny pig "), the name of 
the largest European representative of the terrestrial rodent 
mammals, distinguished by the spiny covering from which it 
takes its name. The European porcupine (II ystris cristats)  is 
the typical representative of a family of Old World rodents, the 
Hystritutoc, all the members of which have the same protective 
covering. These rodents are characterized by the imperfectly 
rooted cheek-teeth, Imperfect clavicles or collar-bones, cleft 
upper lip, rudimentary first front.toes, smooth soles, six teats 
and many cranial characters. They range over the south of 
Europe. the whole of Africa, India and the Malay Archipelago 

In east as Borneo Thew are all stout. heavily-built 'duals, 

with blunt rounded heads, fleshy mobile snouts, and nate of 
thick cylindrical or flattened spines, which form the whole 
covering of their body, and are not Intermingled with ordinary 
baits. Their habits are strictly terrestrial. Of the three genera 
Hystriz is characterized by the inflated skull, in which the natal 
chamber is often considerably larger than the brain-case, and 

The Porcupine (Ilyaris cristata). 
the short tail, tipped with numerous slender-stalked open quills, 
which make a loud rattling noise whenever the animal moves. 
The common porcupine (H. cristata), which occurs throughout 
the south of Europe and North and West Africa, is replaced in 
South Africa by H. africaeassfralis and in India by the hairy-
nosed porcupine -(H. tracers). 

Besides these large crested species, there are several smaller 
without eras in north-east India, and the Malay region Irma= 
to Borneo. The genus ASkerans includes the brush-tailed .porcupines 
which are much smaller animals, with long tails tipped with bundles 
of flattened spines. Two species are found in the Malay region and 
one in West Africa. Trickys, the last genus. contains two species. 
T. fascicriaSo of Borneo and T. PROCIOlif of Sumatra, both menially 
very like Alhosirs, but differing from the members of that genus 
in many cranialicharacteristics. In the New World the porcupines 
are represented by the members of the family Erethisoweidoe, or 
Cresdol.a• which have rooted molars, complete collar-bones. entire 
upper liEs. tuberculated soles, no trace of a fine (root -toe, sad four 
teats. The spines are mixed with long Kit hairs. They are less 
strictly nocturnal intheir habits: and with one exception live 
entirely in trees, having in correspondence with this long and 
ful prehensile tails. They include three genera, of which the fire: 
is represented by the Canadian porcupine (Errthison dorsals), 
• stout. heavily-built animal, with long hairs almost or quite hiding 
its spines, four front- and five hind-toes. and a short, stumpy tail. it 
is a native of the greater part of Canada and the United States. 
wherever there is any remnant of the original forest left. Sysetherss. 
or Condo. contains some eight or ten species, known as nee-poece 
pines. found throughout trop .ssal South America, with one extending 
Into Mexico. They are of a lighter build than the ground-porcupines, 
with short, close, many-coloured spines, often mixed with hairs, 
and prehensile tails. The bind-feet have only four toes, owing to 
the suppression of the first, in place of which they have • fleshy 
pad on the inner side of the foot, between which and the toes boughs 
and otherobjects can be firmly grasped as with a hand. Osueronco. 
distinguished by the shape of its skull and the greater complexity 
of its teeth. contains C. rabsplieentr, a native of the hottest parts 
of Brasil. (W. H. F.; R. L.•) 

POEDEIIOHE, IL refirt eye), an eminent painter of the VOW 
tian school, whose correct name was Giovanni Antonio Lieinio, 
or Lidno. He was commonly named Il Pordenone from having 
been born in relly at Corticelli, a village near Pordenone (es.) 
in Italy. He ultimately dropped the name of Lidnio, having 
quarrelled with his brothers, one of whom had wounded him is 
the band; he then called himself Reeks, as De Regillo. His 
signature runs " Antonius Portunaensb," or " De Portunacois. 
He was created a cavaliere by Charles V. 

As a painter Lidnb was a scholar of Pellegrino da S. Daniels, 
but the leading influence which governed his style was that of 
Giorgione; the popular story that he was a fellow-pupil with 
Titian under _Giovanni Bethel is incorrect. The diaziet 
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about Pordenone had been somewhat fertile in capable 
painters; but Licinio excelled them all in Invention and design, 
and more especially in the powers of a vigorous chiaroscurist 
and flesh painter. Indeed, so far as mere flesh-painting is 
concerned he was barely inferior to Titian in breadth, pulpiness 
and tone; and he was for a 'while the rival of that great painter 
in public regard. The two were open enemies, and Licinio 
would sometimes affect to wear arms while he was painting. 
He excelled Giorgione in light and shade and in the effect of 
relief, and was distinguished in perspective and in portraits; 
he was equally at borne in fresco and in oil-colour. He executed 
many works in Pordenone and elsewhere in Friuli, and in Cremona 
and Venice; at one time he settled in Piacenza, where is one of 
his most celebrated church pictures, " St Catherine disputing with 
the Doctors in Alexandria "; the figure of St Paul in connexion 
with this picture is his own portrait. He was formally invited 
by Duke Hercules II. of Ferrara to that court; here soon after-
wards, in 1539, he died, not without suspicion of poison. His 
latest works are comparatively careless and superficial; and 
generally he is better in male figures than in female—the latter 
being somewhat too sturdy—and the composition of his subject-
pictures is scarcely on A level with their other merits. Pordenone 
appears to have been a vehement self-asserting man, to which 
his style as a painter corresponds, and his morals were not 
unexceptionable. Three of his principal scholars were Bernar-
dino Licinio, named II Sacchiense, his son-in-law Pomponio 
Amalie°, and Giovanni Maria Caldera& 

The following may be named among Pordenone's works: 
the picture of " S Luigi Giustiniani and other Saints," originally 
in S Maria dell' Ono, Venice; a " Madonna and Saints" (both 
of these in the Venice academy); the " Woman taken in Adul-
tery," in the Berlin museum; the " Annunciation," at. Udine, 
regarded by Vasari as the artist's masterpiece, now damaged by 
restoration. In Hampton Court is a duplicate work, the 
" Painter and his Family "; and in Burghley House are two fine 
pictures now assigned to Pordenone—the " Finding of Moses " 
and the " Adoration of the Kings." These used to be attributed 
to Titian and to Bassano respectively. 

POSDIRIONE, a town of the province of Udine, Venetia, 
Italy, 3o m. W. by S. of Udine on the railway to Treviso. Pop. 
(not), 8425 (town); 1 2409 (commune). It was the birthplace 
of the painter generally known as II Pordenone (q.e z). Paintings 
from his brush adorn the cathedral (which has a fine brick 
campanile), and others are preserved in the gallery of the town 
hall. Cotton industries are active, and silk and pottery are 
manufactured. 

POHL a small opening or orifice, particularly used of the open-
ings of the ducts of the sweat-glands In the akin or of the stomata 
in the epidermis of plants or those through which the pollen 
or seed arc discharged from anthers or seed capsules. The 
word is an adaptation through the French from Lat. torus. 
Gr. edam, passage. In the sense of to look closely at, to read 
with persistent or close attention, " pore " is of obscure origin. 
It would seem to be connected with " peer," to look closely 
into, and would point to an 0. Eng. lousiest or pyriaa. There 
is no similar word in Old French. 

PORFIRIIM, PUBLILIIIS OPTATIANIIS. Latin poet, possibly 
a native of Africa, flourished during the 4th century A.D. He 
bas been identified with Publilius Optatianus, who was prof-
fps wr111 (329 and 333), and is by some authorities included 
amongst the Christian poets. For some reason he bad been 
banished, but having addressed a panegyric to the Emperor 
Constantine the Great, be was allowed to return. Twenty. 
eight poems are extant under his name, of which twenty were 
included in the panegyric. They have no value except as 
curiosities and specimens of perverted ingenuity. Some of 
them arc squares (the number of letters in each line being equal), 
certain letters being rubricated so as to form a pattern or figure, 
and at the same time special verses or maxims; others represent 
various objects (a syrinx, an organ, an altar); others have 
special peculiarities in each line (number of words or letters); 
while the Meth poem (the seems exarydkil may be read back- 

wards without any effect upon sense or meta.- A oomplhoustaes 
letter from the emperor and letter of thanks from the author are 
also extant. The best edition of the poem is by I.. Muller (1877). 

See also 0. Seecit " Das Leber' des Dichosa Poephyrius" Is 
Rheiniukes Museum (tool), actin. 267. 

POBISM. The subject of porisms is perplexed by the 
multitude of different views which have been held by geometers 
as to what a porism really was and is. The treatise which has 
given rise to the controversies on this subject Is the Perils s of 
Euclid, the author of the Elements. For as much as we know 
of this lost treatise we are indebted to the Collection of Pappas 
of Alexandria, who mentions it along with other geometrical 
treatises, and gives a number of lemmas necessary for under. 
standing it. Pappus states that the porisms of Euclid are 
neither theorems nor problems, but are in some sort intermediate, 
so that they may be presented either as theorems or as problems; 
and they were regarded accordingly by many geometers, who 
looked merely at the form of the enunciation, as being actually 
theorems or problems, though the definitions given by the 
older writers showed that they better understood the dIstiectioa 
between the three classes of propositions. The older geometers 
regarded a theorem as directed to proving what is proposed, 
a problem as directed to construding what Is proposed, and 
finally a porism as directed to finding what Is proposed bit 
repro& eirroD rail rpmetroxisou). Pappus goes on to say that 
this last definition was changed by certain later geometers, who 
defined a porism on the ground of an accidental characteristic 
as 76 Wave dream vermeil thon4itaros, that which falls short 
of a locus-theorem by a (or in its) hypothesis. 

Proclus points out that the word was used In two senses. 
One sense is that of " corollary," as a result unsought, as it were, 
but seen to follow from a theorem. On the " porism " in the 
other sense he adds nothing to the definition of " the olds 
geometers " except to say (what does not really help) that 
the finding of the center of a circle and the finding of the 
greatest common measure are porisms (Proclus, ed. Fricdleis. 
p. 3o1). 

Pappus gives a complete enunciation of a porism derived 
from Euclid, and an extension of it to a more general case. 
This poriun, expressed in modern language, asserts that—gives 
four straight lines of which three turn about the points in which 
they meet the fourth, if two of the points of intersection of these 
lines lie each on a fixed straight line, the remaining point of inter-
section will also lie on another straight line. The general enuncia-
tion applies to any number of straight lines, say (el-1), of which 
is can turn about as many points fixed on the (a 4-1)t h. These s 
straight lines cut, two and two, in is (os--1) Points. is (11-1) 
being a triangular number whose side is (se-i). If, then, they 
are made to turn about the is fixed points so that any (s-s) of 
their ix (x-t) points of intersection, chosen subject to ascertain 
limitation, lie on (te-s) given fixed straight lines, then each of 
the remaining points of intersection, 3 (se-1) (*--e) in number, 
describes a straight line. Pappus gives also a complete enuncia-
tion of one porism of the first book of Euclid's treatise. .This 
may be expressed thus: If about two fixed points P, Q we make 
turn two straight lines meeting on a given straight line L, 
If one of them cut off a segment AM from a fixed straight line AX. 
given in position, we can determine another fixed straight line 
BY, and a point B fixed on it, such that the segment BM' made by 
the second moving line on this second fixed line measured ham 
B has a given ratio X to the first segment AM. The rest of the 
enundations given by Pappus are incomplete, and be merely 
says that he gives thirty-eight lemmas for the three books of 
porisms; and them include 171 theorems. 

The lemmas which Pappus gives in connexion with the 
podium are Interesting historically, because be gives (I) the 
fundamental theorem that the cross or an harmonic ratio ci s 
pencil of four straight lines meeting Ina point is constant for all 
transversals; (s) the proof of the harmonic properties of a com-
plete quadrilateral; (3) the theorem that, If the six vertices of s 
hexagon Ile three and three on two straight lino, the three  polite 
of concourse of opposite sides lie on a straight hue. 
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Owing she last three centuries this subject seems to have bad 
great fascination for mathematicians, and many geometers have 
attempted to restore the lost porisms. Thus Albert Girard says in 
his Trathe ek trigessomeirie (1616) that he hopes to publish a restora-
tion. About the same time P. de Fermat wrote a short work under 
the title Porissnatuat eudideemmus roman doctrine a sub Jarmo 
tiazstogras recennoribus geometris ethileta (see Oterret de Fernial.i., 
Pans- 1891); but two at least of the five examples of porisms which 
he gives do not fall within the classes indicated by Pappus. Robert 
Sinrsoon was the first to throw real light upon the subject. He first 
succeeded in explaining the only three propositions which Pappus 
indicates with any completeness. This explanation was published 
in the Pkdoropertai Transachess in 1723. Later he investigated 
the subject of generally in a work entitled De porismatibus 
eraetatass; rue dewiness porinaatatme salts explicatem, et in tosterum 
oil otdavioat earths fore *rat mdse. and published after his death 
in a volume. Roane Shares ape peak" relicsa .(Olasgow, 1776). 
Siouan s fres tise. D. . begins with & film ions of theorem. 
problem. datum, ponsm and locus. Respecting the porism Simeon 
says that Pappues definition is too general, and therefore he will 
substitute for it the following: " Parana estproposal° in qua 

tar demonstran rem alimust vel . plures dam am, cei vel 
qui act et cuitibet ex rebus mnumens non quidem dads, sed 
quae ad ea qua data aunt tandem hebent reletionem. convenire 
omendendum est affectionem grandam communem in proposition 
deeriptain. Parham Mato in forma peoblemath enuntisn mese. 
✓i nimrurn Mhos data demonstmnda suet. inveniessda proposui- 
tur. 	A locus (says Simeon) is a species of Ronan. Then follows 
• Latin translation of Pamois note on the ponsms, and the_proposi. 
dons which form the hulk of the treatise. These am Pappue's 
thirty-eight hennas relating to the portents. ten mass of the proposi-
tion concerning four straight lines, twenty-nine Wiens- t" ...p00-  
hi 	an Ulustration and some_preliminary lemmas. John nay- 
fair's memoir (Treas. Roy. Soc. edit., t)94, vol. iii.), a sort of sequel 
to Simnoth treatise, had for its special object the inquiry into the 
genabablie origin of possums--that is into the steps which led the 
ancient geometers to the discovery of them. Playfair remarked that 
the careful investigation of all possible particular caws of a 
dm would showthat ( t) under certain conditions a problem becotmes 
Impossible; (2) under certain other conditions. Indeterminate or 
capable of an Infinite number of solutions. These cases could be 
enunciated separately. me in a manner intermediate between 
theorem and imblems, and were called " garians" plsyfair 

A accordingly defined • miens thus: " proposition affirmag the 
possibility td finding such conditions u will render a certain problem 
indeterminate or capable of innumerable solutions." Though this 
definitive' of a porism appears to be mom favoured in England. 
Simon's view has been most genually_accepted abroad and has 
the suppsupport of the great authority of authority  Chutes. However. r  Lim tea's !awash amthbustignes _glare s appiagnia =3). P. Breton published Retherthu siem sr lea perishes 

, in which he gave a sew translation of the text of Pewee, 
and taught to base thereon a view of the nature of a porism more 
closely conforming to the definitions in Pappas. This was Wowed 
in the lame Journal and in Ls Science by a eontroveny between 
Breton and at 1. H. Vincent, who disputed the inteepretstion given 
by the former of the text of Pappas. and declared himself in favour 
of the ides of Schouten, put forward in his Madesuticse enrcita- 
Luezerkr), in which lecrooVel the =Me Of =AM " tO 00e eKeiOIL 

to F. van ten. if the various relations between 
straightlines in • figure are mitten down In the form of equations 
or proportions, then the combination of these equations in all pastille 
ways. and of new equations thus derived from them leads to the 
discovery . of innumerable new properties of the 6, . • 	:re 
we have ' porisms." The discussions, however. betwtvn 	on 
and Vincent. In which C. Hemel also joined, did not carry inn. rd 
the work of restorug Euclid's Potions, which was left for Ch, es, 
His work (Les Trois lines de 'Weimer trEndide, Paris. 1860)  ne 
full use of all the material found in NMI'. But we may dont' its 
being a successful reproduction of Euclid's actual work Thu In 
view of the ancillary relation In which Pappas's lemmas gene, Ily 
Maud to the works to which they refer. It seems incredible that b• 
first seven out of thirty-eight lemmas should be really equi%. , ' at 

Chaster makes them) to Euclid's first seven Porisms. A; im 
Undell .Dent to have been wrong 111 making the ten cases of 'he 
four-line Purism begin the book. instead of the intercept-roe 

lilju:nruociated by PAPAW to which the "lemma to the rst .f  
" relates intelligibly being & particular cane of it. An in • n. 

ening hypothesis as to the Persists, was put forward by II G. 
Zevtles(Die LekeeooadeeXegetschnittne Admires. 1886,ch. 
Observing. 

eant
..  hat the Intercept-Porina Is still true if the two 

bed points 	points on a conic. and the straight lines draws 
through them intersect on the conic instesd or on a fixed straight 
Bee. Zeuthen conjectures that the Perim, were a by-product of a 
fully developed projective geometry of Coma. It is a fact that 
Lamm 3; Phone' it mum DO mention of a conic) conespoods 
muly to Apollonioth method of dinenoldos the fad of central 
eade (Cada. EL 45-47 

stand 
 43). 

The these  Imebthe stand bY DiePhaatus is his Arilimestice are 

propositions in the theory of numbers which can all he enunciated 
in the form " we can find numbers satisfying such and such condi-
tions "; they are sufficiently analogous therefore to the geometrical 
porism as defined in Pappus and Proclus. 

A valuable chapter on prisms (from a philological standpoint) 
is included in J. L. Heiberg's biterargeschulalichts Stadia, sibs, 
Eutaw! (Leipzig, 1882): and the following books or tracts may also 
be mentioned: Aug. Richter, Pennon's sack Simms bemisiM 
ilElbing. 1837); M. Cantor. " Lieber die Porismen des Euklid and 
deren Divinatoren," in Schiennikk's Zeiiuk. J Mark. Pity. (1857). 
and Ltroaturzeirsing (1860, p. 3 seq.; Th. Leide nf ro Di* Per11101111 
des Esiklid (Programm der Rftlschule zu Weimar. 863); Fr. Bach- 
binder, Porismen and Mat (Programm d. r fl. Landembule ipfa  

(T. L H.) 
FORM, or PORO (" the Ford "), an island off the east coast of 

the Mores, separated at its western extremity by only a narrow 
channel from the mainland at Treece's, and consisting of a mass 
of limestone rock and of a mass of trachyte connected by a slight 
sandy isthmus. The town looks down on the beautiful harbour 
between the island and the mainland on the south. 

The ancient Calauria, with which Pores is identified, was given, 
according to the myth, by Apollo to Poseidon in exchange for 
Delos; and it became in historic times famous for a temple of the 
sea-god, which formed the centre of an amphictyony of seven 
maritime states—Hermione, Epidaurus, Aegina, Athena, Prasise, 
Nauplia, and Orchomenus. Here Demosthenes took sanctuary 
with " gracious Poseidon," and, when this threatened to fail 
him. sought death. The building was of Doric architecture and 
lay on a ridge of the hill commanding a fine view of Athens and 
the Satyr* Gulf, near the middle of the limestone part of the 
island. The site was excavated in 1894, and traces of a sacred 
agora with porticoes and other buildings, as well as the temple, 
have been found. In the neighbourhood of Poros-Calauria 
are two small islands, the more westerly of which contains the 
ruins of a small temple, and is probably the ancient Sphaeria or 
Hiera mentioned by Pausanias as the seat of a temple of Athena 
Apaturia. The English, French, and Russian plenipotentiaries 
met at Pores in *828 to discuss the basis of the Greek government. 

See Chandler, Treads; Lake, Korea; Le Bas, Voyage arch& 
elegies's; Curtis, Pelopethem: Powllon-Boblaye, Recherches; 
Burden, Georapkie sou Grieclindand; Rangabe " Ein Aualng 
each Poem" in Deutsche Raw (1883); and S. Wide, in Miltalsaps 

desisch. last. Allies. (1895), voL xx. 
PORPRYRIO. POMPOMS, Latin grammarian and cam. 

rgentator on Horace, possilly a native of Attica, flousished 
during the and century A.D. (according to others, much later). 
His scholia on Horace, which are still extant, mainly consist of 
rhetorical and grammatical explanations. It is not probable 
that we possess the original work, which must have suffered 
from alterations and interpolations at the bands of the copyists 
of the middle ages, but on the whole the scholia form a valuable 
aid to the student of Horace. 

Ed. W. Meyer ( 1974); A. Holder_ (1894): see also C. F. Orbs, 
Meletemeta porphyriemar OW): E. Schweilmt, De Porpityriesis. . 
xlChssu floratiesess (1865): F. Pauly, Osman= tritium de . . . Par. 
pkyrieais cemmeatadis Heratianis (tW). 

PORPHYRY (HopOpros) (am. 	304), Greek scholar, 
historian, and Neoplatonist, was born at Tyre, or Brannan' In 
Syria. He studied grammar and rhetoric under Cassius Long-
inus (q.e.). His original name was Malthus (king), which was 
changed by his tutor into Porphyrius (dad in purple), a 
jesting allusion to the colour of the imperial robes (cf. porphyro-
gcnitus, born In the purple). In 262 be went to Rome, 
attracted by the reputation of Plotkin, and for six years 
devoted himself to the study of Neoplatonist's. Having injured 
his health by overwork, he went to live in Sicily for five years. 
On his return to Rome, he lectured on philosophy and endea-
voured to render the obscure doctrines of Plotinus (who had died 
in the meantime) intelligible to the ordinary understanding. 
His most distinguished pupil was Iamblichus, When advanced 
in years he married Marcella, a widow with seven children and 
an enthusiastic student of philosophy. Nothing more is known 
of his life, and the date of his death is uncertain. 

Of his numerous Web on a great variety of subjects the following 
ars extant: Life of Plotless and an exposition of his teaching In the 
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Atanooat Ispis a vox, (Senk.ntiese ad sntellogibilia dueenks, Aids 
to the study of the Intelligibles). The Life of Pythagoras, which is 
incomplete, probably formed part of a larger history of philosophy 
(sSiXtiombos loroota, in four books) down to Plato. His work on 
Aristotle is represented by the Introduction (cluaytern) to and 
Commentary (1lnyness, in the form of questions and answers) on 
the Categories. The first, translated into Latin by Boetius, was 
extensively used in the middle ages as a compendium of Aristotelian 
logic; of the second only fragments have been preserved. Ills 
Xporselt, a chronological work, extended from the taking of Troy down 
to A.D. 270; to it Lusebius is indebted for his list of the Macedonian 
kings. The treatise sloa.OXeeras loropla is called an AspOaris 
(lecture) by Eusebius, who in his Praeparatio erangrlica (x. 3) 
has preserved a considerable extract from it, treating of plagiarism 
amongst the ancients. Other grammatical and literary works are 
•Osisporit NrilActra (Quaestiones honaericae)• and Dr antro nymph-
arum, in which the description in the Odyssey (xiii. 102- 112) 15 
explained as an allegory of the universe. The Il.pt stroxiin insttlow 
(De absttnentsa), on abstinence from animal food, is especially 
valuable as having preserved numerous original statements of the 
old philosophers and the substance of Theophrastus's ifiriChilas 
(On Piety). It also contains a long fragment from the Cretans 
of Euripides. The npai MoostXXas is an exhortation to hit 
wife Marcella to practise virtue and self-restraint and to 
philosophy. The letter to the Egyptian priest Anebo, dealing with 
religious questions, was answered by a member of the school of 
lamblichus, who called himself Abammon, in the De osysteriis. 
It is frequently referred to by Eusebius, Cyril and Augustine. 
Eusebius preserved fragments of the Dipi rijir Xsylur #0..eagat 
D. philosophies ex °roadie harriendo). in which he expressed his 

belief in the responses of the oracles of various gods as confirming 
his theosophical views. Porphyry is well known as a violent 
opponent of Christianity and defender of Paganism; of his Kent 
Unease& (Adversos Cluistionos) in 35 books, perhaps the most 
important of all his works, only fragments remain. Counter-treatises 
were written by Eusebius  of Caesarea, Apollinarius (or Apollinaris) of 
Laodicea, Methodius of Olympus, and Macarius of Magnesia, but all 
they are lost. Porphyry's view of the book of Daniel, that it was 

..1 .1 , 11, , f u, 1.0 	■.f 
by Jerome. 1 are is no proof of the assertion of Sos ratvs. the 
ecclesiastical historian, and Augustine, that Porphyry was once a 
Christian. 

There is no complete edition of the works of Porphyry. Separate 
editions: Vita Plotini in R. Volkmann's edition of the Ennead., of 
Plotinus (1883); Sententiae, by B. hlommert (1907); Vita Pytha corm, 
De antra nympharast, De abstinentia, Ad Isfarcellam,. by A. Nauck 
(1885); " Isagoge et in Aristotelis categories commentarium," by 
A. Busse in Commentaria in Aristatelern trued (1887), iv. I. with the 
translation of Boetius (ed. with introd., S. Brandt. 1906); fragments 
of the Chronica in C. \V. Muller, Frog. hist, grate. (1849), iii. 688; 
Quaestiones komerirae, by H. Schrader (188o, 1890); Letter to Anobo 
in W. Pharthey's edition of lamblichus De mysleriir (1857); De 
philosophsa ex oraculis haurienda, by G. Wolff (1856); fragments-of 
the Ad'rersus Christianos by A. Georgiades (Leipzig, 189i); English 
trans. of the De abstinentia, De antro nystpharum and Senfentiae, 
by Thomas Taylor (1823); of the Sententiae by T. Davidson in the 
Journal of  Speculative Philosophy, iii. (1869); of the De atotoo ntia 
by S. Ilibberd (1857), and of the Ad Mareeilam by A. Ziniment 
(180). 

On Porphyry and his works generally see Fabricius, Bibliotheea 
grated (ed. Hanes), v. 725; Eunapius, Vita philosophorum; article 

Suidas; Lucas Holstenius, De vita et scraptis Porph>yii (Cam-
bridge, 1655); J. E. Sandys. Hist. of Classical Scholarship (1906),i. 
343: W. Christ. Gesell. der griechischen Litteratur (1898), § 621 ; M. N. 

Porphyre, son rile dans l'Ecok nioplotonseitnne (1864)• 
A. I. Kleffner, Porphyries der Neuplatoniker sod Chriatenfeind 
(Paderborn, 1896); on his philosophy, T. Vslrittaker, The Nee. 
Platonists (Cambridge, fool), and NEOPLATONISM. 

PORPHYRY (Gr. IroPSOews, Lat. preparers, purple), in 
petrology, a beautiful red volcanic rock which was much used 
by the Romans for ornamental purposes when cut and polished. 
The famous red porphyry (porfido rosso antic()) came from Egypt, 
but its beauty and decorative value were first recognized by the 
Romans in the time of the emperor Claudius. It was obtained 
on the west coast of the Red Sea, where it forms a dike 80 or 
po It. thick. For a long time the knowledge of its source was 
lost, but the original locality, marked by many ancient quarries, 
has been re-discovered at Jebel Dhokan, and the stone is again 
an article of commerce. In a dark red ground-mass it contains 
many small white or rose-red plagioclase felspars, black shining 
prisms of hornblende, and small plates of iron oxide. The red 
colour of the felspars and of the ground-mass Is unusual In rocks 
of this group, and arises from the partial conversion of the 
plagioclase felspar into thulite and manganese-epidote. These 
minerals also occur in this veins crossing the rock. Many 

spedmens show effects of crushing and in extreme eases this has 
produced brecciatfon. Another famous porphyry, hardly lers 
beautiful, is the verde oniigue, porfido seeds antic°, or roams 
lamiciewetriuns siride of Pliny, which was obtained betwea 
Lebetsova and Marathonisi in Peloponnesus. It has the same 
structure as the red porphyry as it contains large white or pees 
felspars in a fine ground-mass. The green colour arises from the 
abundant formation of chlorite and epidote in the large fekpan 
and throughout the rock. In ancient times it was much used 
as an ornamental stone, these two varieties of porphyry making 
a fine contrast with one another. Green porphyries are not 
so rare as red. A similar rock is obtained at Lambay Island 
near Dublin. They are still used extensively, especially for 
small ornaments. Large pieces are difficult to obtain free from 
flaws, and marble is preferred for mural work, not only because 
of the greater variety of patterns but also because it is much 
softer and more easily cut and polished. 

Many igneous rocks possess the structure which characterises 
these porphyries (see Pereotoor, Plate III.): the presence of 
scattered crystals of larger size in a fine-grained ground-mass 
Most lavas, and many of the rocks which occur as dikes and sills, 
have porphyritic structure. These may be called porphyries 
and this term has consequently been applied to a great variety 
of rocks, e.g. diorite-porphyry, granite-porphyry, greenstone. 
porphyry, augite-porphyry. liebenerite-porphyry, &c. More 
recently the use of the term has been restricted to a series of 
rocks which are of intrusive origin and contain much porphyritic 
felspar (with or without quartz or nepheline). The porphyritic 
intrusive rocks with large crystals of augite, olivine, biotite, and 
hornblende are for the most part grouped under the tempts 
phyres; while the term porphyry is rarely now applied to any 
of the effusive rocks or lavas. Furthermore, it has become 
usual to subdivide the intrusive porphyries into two claim, 
in one of these the phenocrysts are mainly orthoclase, in the 
other mainly plagioclase felspar. The first series is known re 
the " porphyries," while the second group is called " porphy. 
rites." There are porphyries which correspond chemically sad 
mineralogically to granites, syenites, and nephelinevesites; 
while the porphyrites form a parallel series to the diorites. 
norites and gabbros. In each case the porphyritic type occurs 
generally as dikes and thin sheets which consolidated beneath 
the surface but probably at no great depth (typabyssal rocks). 
while granite, gabbro and the other holocrystalline non-pee 
phyritic rocks belong to the plutonic or abyssal group which 
cooled very slowly at great depths and under enormous pressure. 

The principal subdivisions of the group are the partite-porphyries 
the syenitc-porphyries and the elaeotite-porphynes. In all of thew 
porphyritic orthoclase or alkali felspar is the characteristic mineral 
The granite-porphyries and quartz-porphyries (q.s.) consist mainis 
of. orthoclase, quarts and ferro-magnesian mineral, usually Eloise 
but sometimes hornblende, augite or enstatite. 

Granite-porphyries are exceedingly common in all regions when 
acid intrusive rocks occur. Many granite masses are surrounded 
by dikes of this kind, and in some cases the chilled margin of a penile 
consists of typical porphyry. 

The syenite-porphyries. lake the eyenites, are less common then the 
granite-porphyries and granites. They are characterised by an 

abundance of orthoclase and a scarcity or absence of quarts. Thr 
phenocrysts are orthoclase (and ollgoclase), biotite. hornblend e 
augite; the ground-mass is principally alkali felspar with sometime 
a tittle quartz. In many specimens the felspars of the email 
generation form a mosaic of ill-shaped grain, in others they in 
little rectangular crystals which may have a fluxion arrangernew 
(orthophyric type of ground-mass). Some of the rocks fonnrilY 
known as orthoclase-porphyries belong to this group; others ale 
ancient trachytic lavas (orthophyres). Closely related to the 
syenite-porphyriea is the rhontben-porphyry of south Norway pd 
West Africa. In these the large (elvers have rhombnihaped sectilio 
owing to their peculiar crystalline development. Olivine, sufige 
and birotite.i.boaupor4,1hthrei atiecraikas, brlutcothnetznis iloortluartz oes.reidabssie 

and belongto anorttoclase. Whonshen-porphyries occur as calks 
connected with the syenites daurvikites of southern Norway). aid 
many ice-borne boulders of these rocks have been lanai meal di 
drift deposits of the east of England. 

Elaeolite- and leucite- (eyenite) porphyries form •):5eYrrorgell 
dikes around nepbeline- and leucite-smite Intrusions. 
contain oorphyrkie nepheline which Is often west 	to Ids 
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of Tirol and 
giefseckite-porple of Greentand. The [divan of these rocks 
aura albite.attbodam and lusorthaelasa and they often con-
tain eudwengite and anal hibole& FJaeoliteporpleyries occur 
Wong with nepbelineiyenites is such districts as the Sara de 
Ddloachique. south Norway. Kola. Montreal. Allied w them are 
the tingualtes (so called from the Serra de "lingua, Rio de Janeiro, 
11: cr 2 , ...which ate pale green rocks with abundant alkali felspar 

•  oodles of green agirine, and sometimes biotite and 
cancrinite. As • rule. howsvcr. that are not porphyritic. Some 
authors group the tinguaites with the spites rather than the pop. 
phyries. Grorudites are quartz-tinguaites free from oepheline, 
and salvsbergites are tlaguaitic rocks in which neither quartz nor 
napbelline occur. The two Is varieties have been described from 
the Christiania district In Norway. but tinguakes are known with 
nepheline-syenites in many parts of the world. cg. Norway, Brazil, 
Portugal. Canaria, Sweden, Greenland. 

The following saslyses of porphyries of different types will show 
the chemical compesidai of a few selected examples:— 
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L, Elvan or granite porphyry (with pinite after cordials)—Prah 
sands. Cornwall. I ., Granophyro—Armboth. Cumberland. Ill., 
Granopbyre—Carrock Fell. Cumberland. IV., Rhomben-porphyry 
—Tonsterg. Norway. V., Elacolite porphyry--Beemerville. New 
Jersey, VL, Tinguaite—Kola. Grorudite—•ssysib Scotland. 

Porphyriles.—The poephyrites es above mentioned are 
intrusive or bypabyssal rocks of porphyritic texture, with 
pbenocrysts of plagioclase felspar and hornblende, biotite 
or augite (sometimes also quartz) In • fine ground-mass. The 
name has aot always been used in this sense, but formerly 
signified rather decomposed andesitie and basaltic lavas of 
Carboniferous age aad older. Both the red porphyry and the 
green porphyry of the ancients are more properly dandfied in 
this group than with the granite-porphyries, u their dominant 
felspar is plagioclase and they contain little or no primary 
quarts. Poephyrites occur as dikes which accompany masses 
of diorite, and are often called diorite-porphyrites; they differ 
from diorites in few respects except their porphyritic structure. 
The phessocrysts are plagioclase, often much toned with central 
kernels of bytownite or labradorite and margins of oligodase 
or even orthoclase. In a special group there are corroded blebs 
or porphyritie quarts: these rocks are called quarta-peaphyrites, 
and are distinguished from the granite-porphyries by the scarcity 
or absence of (*Omelet& The hornblende of the porphyrites 
Is often green but sometimes brown, resembling that of the 
lamprophyres, a group from which the porphyrites are separated 
by their containing phenocrysts of lamer, which do not occur 
in normal laznprophyres. Augite, when present, is nearly 
always pale green; it is not so abundant as hornblende. Dark 
brown biotite is very common in large hexagonal plates. 
Muscovite and olivine are not represented in these rocks. The 
ground-mass is usually a crystalline aggregate of granular 
felspar In which plagioclase dominates, though orthoclase is 
rarely absent The Alpine dike rocks known as ortlerites and 
suldenites are porphyrites containing much green or brown 
bersbknde and augite; these, however, hardly require a dis-
tinctive designation. Diorite-potphytites have almost as wide 

ctludbution as granite•porphyries, and occur in all parts of 
the world where Intrusions of granite and diorite have been 
Injected; they are in fact among the commonest hypabyssal 
rods 

lb gibbta and writes certain types of porphytite correspond 
which have the same mineral and chemical composition as the 
patent rods but with a porphyritle Instead of granitic structure. 
Gabbm-porphyrites are not numerous; or rather most of these 
Mks are described as potpltyritk basalts and dolaites. The 
hteetediltes are finely granular dike melee resembling pbbros 

in all mopeds except in their being leas coarsely crystalline 
Notite-porphyrites have poephyritie plagioclase (labradorite 
usually) with hypenthene or bronaite, often altered to bastite. 
They accompany norite masses in Nahe (Prussia) and Tirol. 
They have vitreotts forms which are described as andesitic-
pitchstones or bypersthene•andesitas 
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I , Quartz-porphyrite—Lippenhol, Schwarzwald. II., Porphyrite— 
Esterel, France. III.. Non e-porohyrite—Klaumn. Tirol 

(J. S. F.) 
PORPOISE (sometimes spelled Porpus and Porpesse), a name 

derived from the 0. Fr. prpeis, for sureiteir, i.e. pig-fills; Lat. 
tarsus, pig, and Sitar, fish; the mod. Fr. marsowis is borrowed 
from the Ger. meerachwein, although the word is commonly 
used by sailors to designate all the smaller cetaceans, espeeially 
those numerous species which naturalists all " dolphins," 
it is properly restricted to the common porpoise of the British 
seas (Plocoena coonnunis, or P. flocaena). 

The porpoise, when it'll grown, attains a length of 5 R. or 
more; the &naafi= of an adult female specimen from the 

Feu J.—The Common Porpoise (Phocasso consninnis). 

English Channel being: length from nose to notch between the 
flukes of the tail, 64 in.; from the nose to the front edge 
of the dorsal fin, 29 in.; height of dorsal fin, 41 
length of base of dorsal fin, S in.; length of pectoral fin, ed in.; 
breadth of pectoral fin, 31 in.; breadth of tail flukes, 
13 In. The head is rounded in front, and differs from that 
of dolphins in not having the snout produced into a distinct 
" beak " separated from the forehead by a groove. The under 
jaw projects about half an inch beyond the upper. The mouth 
is wide, bounded by stiff immobile lips, and curves slightly 
upwards at the hinder end. The eye is small, and the external 
car represented by a minute aperture, scarcely larger than would 
be made by a pin, about s in. behind the eye. The dorsal 
fin, near the middle of the back, is low and triangular. The 
flippers are of moderate size, and slightly sickle-shaped. The 
upper-parts are dark grey or nearly black according to the light 
in which they are viewed and the state of moisture or otherwise 
of the skin; the under-parts pure white. The line of demarca-
tion between these colours is not distinct, washes or splashes of 
grey encroaching upon the white on the sides, and varies some-
what in different individuals. Usually it passes from the throat 
(the anterior part of which, with the whole of the under jaw, 
is dark) above the origin of the flipper, along the middle of the 
flank, and descends again to the middle line before reaching the 
tall. Both sides of the flippers and flukes are black. The an-
terior edge of the dorsal fin is furnished with a row of small rounded 
horny spines or, rather, tubercles, of variable number. Otar 
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the most charrotedstic anatomical distinctions between the 
porpoise and other members of the Delphinidae is the form of the 
teeth (numbering twenty-three to twenty-six on each aide of 
each jaw), which have expanded, flattened, spade-like crowns, 
with more or less marked vertical grooves, giving a tendency to 
a bibbed or often trilobed fonn (fig. a). 

The porpoise, which is sociable and gregarious, is usually seen 
in small herds, and frequents coasts, bays and estuaries rather 

FIG. 2.—Teeth of Porpoise. 

than the open ocean. It is the commonest cetacean in the 
seas round the British Isles, and not infrequently ascends the 
Thames, having been seen as high as Richmond; it has also been 
observed in the Seine at Neuilly, near Paris. It frequents the 
Scandinavian coasts, entering the Baltic in the summer; and is 
found as far north as Baffin's Bay and as far west as the coasts 
of the United States. Southward its range is more limited 
than that of the dolphin, as, though common on the Atlantic 
coasts of France, it is not known to enter the Mediterranean. 

It feeds on mackerel, pilchards and herrings and. following 
the shoals, is often caught by fishermen in the nets along with 
its prey. In former times it was a common article of food in 
England and France, but is now rarely if ever eaten, being 
valuable only for the oil obtained from its blubber. Its skin is 
sometimes used for leather and boot-thongs, but the so-called 
" 

 
porpoise-hides" are generally obtained from the bduga. 

The Black Sea porpoise (P. rdida) is a distinct species. A third 
species, from the American coast of the North Pacific, has been 
described under the name of Phocaena vonterina, and another 
from the mouth of the Rio de la Plata as P. spinipennis. Nearly 
allied is Neophoceena idsocaersoides, a small species from the Indian 
Ocean and Japan, with teeth of the same form as those of the por- 
poise, but fewer in number (eighteen to twenty on each side), of 
larger size, and more distinctly notched or lobed on the free edge. 
It is distinguished from the common porpoise externally by 
its black hue and the absence of a dorsal fin. (See CETACEA.) 

(it. L.*) 
PORPORA, NICCOLA tor Nrccothj ANTONIO 4686-1760, 

Italian operatic composer and teacher of singing, was born in 
Naples on the nth of August 1686. He was educated at the 
Conservatorio di Santa Maria di Loreto. His first opera, 
Bantus, was produced at Naples; his second, Berenice. at Rome. 
Both were successful, and be followed them up by innumerable 
compositions of like character; but his fame rests chiefly upon 
his unequalled power of teaching singing. At the Conscrvatorio 
di Sant' Onofrio and the Poveri di Gesu Cristo he trained 
Farinelli, Caffuelli, Mingotti, Salimbeni, and other celebrated 
vocalists. Still his numerous engagements did not tempt him 
to forsake composition. In 5725 ho visited Vienna, but the 
Emperor Charles VI. disliked his florid style, especially his con- 
stant use of the kik, and refused to patronize him. After this 
rebuff he settled in Venice, teaching regularly in the schools of 
La Piet& and the Incurabili. In 1729 he was invited to London 
as a rival to Handel; but his visit was unfortunate. Little less 
disastrous was his second visit to England in 1734, when even 
the presence of his pupil, the great Farina, failed to save the 
dramatic company of Lincoln's Inn Fields theatre, known as the 
" Opera of the Nobility," from ruin. The sequence of dates 
and visits in Porpora's life are variously stated by different 
biographers. The electoral prince of Saxony and king of Poland 
bad invited hint to Dresden to become the singing master of the 
electoral princess, Maria Antonia, and in 1748 he is supposed 
to have been made Reptile:eater to the prince. Difficult 
relations, however, with Hasse and his wife resulted in his 
departure, of which the date is not known, from Dread= he 

is said to have gene to Vheasothere be gtheleelons toitensgh 
Haydn (fm), and that to have returned in syyp to Naples 
From this time Porpors.'a career was a series at enishreerana 
His last opera, Camilla, failed; and he became so poor that tar 
expenses of his funeral were paid by subscription. Yet at the 
moment of his death in 1767 Farina and Cassel were Erwin 
in splendour on fortunes for which they were largely iodated 
to the excellence of the old maestro's teaching. In 
Sand's Cossack much use is made of a romantic vendee of = 
of young Haydn and his relations with the heroine, Porparak 
pupil, and with Porpora himself. A good linguist and a nun at 
considerable literary vulture, Porpora was also eelebtated far 
his power of repartee. His operas are, on the whole, tedium and 
conventional; but he produced some good work in the Iona al 
instrumental music and chamber-cantatas. A aeries of ea 
Latin duets on the Passion (accessible in a modern «nu,a 
published by Breithopi and Hamel) is remarkable for dignity 
and beauty. 

PORRIDOS (se altered form of " pottage," Fr. praes 
soup, that which is cooked in a pot), a food ma& by star' Ing 
meal, especially oatmeal, in boiling water and cooking it slowly 
until the whole becomes soft. The dish and its name en 
particularly identified with Scotland; in Ireland it is commonly 
known as "stir-about." The loaner application to a tuna 
made of vegetables or of meat and vegetables thickened at' 
barley or other meal is obsolete, and the earlier " pottage " 
is the usual word employed. The form " porridge " appose:4Y 
data from the 16th century. In "porringer," a porridge-bald, 
the n is inserted as in " passenger," measenger." 

PORSINA (or Poassana), LARS, king of Chaim la Etna& 
He is said to have undertaken an expedition alpinet Raw 
in order to restore the banished Tarquinius Superfast to the 
throne. He gained possession of the Janicultun, need ins 
prevented from entering Rome only by the bravery of Heaths 
Codes (q v.). Persona then laid siege to the city, but was w 
struck by the courage of )(echo Seaevola that he madw pew 
on condition that the Romans restored the land they had take 
from Veii and gave him twenty hostages. He subsequent) 
returned both the land and the hostages (Livy, Ii. 0-15; Ds* 
Halic., v. at-34; Plutarch, Poylicola. p. 16-19). This itheee 
probably an attempt to conceal a great disaster and to awoke 
the vanity of the Romans by accounts of legendary exploits. 
According to other authorities, the Romans were obliged to 
surrender the city, to acknowledge Fusco*** supremacy Lir 
sending hits a sceptre, a royal robe, and an ivory chain to 
abandon their territory north of the 'Tiber, to give up their 
arms, and in future to use iron for agricultural purposes only. 
It is curious that, in spite of his military success. Ponena made 
no attempt to restore the Tarquiniart dynasty. Hence it is 
suggested that the attack on Rome was merely an incident of 
the march of the Etruscans, driven southward by the invades 
of upper Italy by the Celts, through Latium on their way to 
Campania. This would account for its transitory effects, and 
the speedy recovery of the Romans from the blow. With the 
departure of Ponce& all traces of Etruscan sovereignty disappear 
and Rome is soon vigorously engaged in the proseartion of 
various wars (see Tacitus, Hist. is 7a; Pliny, Nat. Silt auriv. 
39 (141; Dion. Halle. v. 35, 36, vfLs). The tomb at Mimi 
described by Pliny (Ned. Ha mvL r9) as that of Pomba 
cannot have been Ida burial-place (see Curramt). 

For a =ideal examination of the story, see Seho=1Monisthe 
Geselliclae, bk. axis 18; Sir G. Lewis. if rt, 
Roman History, ch. dr. 5; W. s

way Lewis. 
 o41 Rome, vol. L- E. Psi.. 

Stork Rome r L ch. iv. 4898). Macaulay s hos of A Row 
gives a dramatic version of the story. 

PORSOR, RICHARD (z759-z8o8), English classical scholar, 
was born on Christmas Day 1759 at East Ruston, near North 
Waltham, in Norfolk, the eldest son of Huggla Person, pariah 
clerk. Ills mother was the daughter of a shoemaker named 
Palmer, of the neighbour-log village of Barton. He was sent 
fast to the village school at Barton, kept by John Woodrow, 
and afterwards to that of Happisburgh kept by lie Summate, 



PORSON 	 tot 
Mere his etnicedbary poems of manor, and aptitude for 
madeluneetic were soon discoweeed; his skill a pearmuseltip, which 
attended his through life, Su due to the are of Summers, 
wise became early 'measured with his abilities, and long after-
wards stated that =rag My years of adtobutic life he bad 
sever come ease boys so clever as Person and his two brothers. 
Ms was well grounded in Latin by Summers, remaidng with him 
for three years. His father also took pains with his education, 
making him repeat at night the lessens he had learned in the day. 
He would frequently repeat without asking a mistake a lemon 
which he had leaned ate or two years before and had never seen 
he the interval. For books be bad only What his father's cottage 
supplied--e book or two of arithmetic, Greenwood's &gland, 
Jowl l's Apology, and an odd volume of Chamber's Cyclopedia 
picked up from a wredred coaster, and eight or ten volumes of 
the ilssimessi llegesise. 

When Poison was elms rani old the Rev. T. Hewitt, 
the curate of East Ruston and two neighbouris; villages, 
took charge of his easerlan. Me Hewitt taught him with 
his own boys, taking him through the ordinary Lade 
authors, Caesar, Terence, Ovid and Virgil; before this be bed 
made such pewees in mathematic, as to be able to solve quer 
done out of the Ladles' Diery. In addition to this Hewitt 
brought him under the notice of Mr Norris of Witten Park, who 
sent him to Cambridge err i had Wm examined by Peofemor 
Lambent, the two too. .. Trinity, Poatlethwake and Collier, 
and the wen•known mathematician Atwood, then assistant 
tutor; the result was so favourable a report of his knowledge 
and abilities that M r Norris determined to provide for his educa-
tion so as to fit hies for the university. This INS in i773• It 
was found haposeible to get him into Charterhotne, and he was 
entered on the foundation of Eton in August 1774. 

Of his Eton life Person had no very plessant recollections, 
but he was popular among his schoolfellows; and two dramas 
be wrote for performance in the Lang Chamber were remembered 
many years later. His marvellous memory was of course 
noticed; but at first be seems to have somewhat disappointed 
the expectations of his friends, as his composition was week, 
sad his ignorance of quantity kept him behind several of his 
Wakes. He went to Eton too late to have any chance of 
stscanding to a scholarship at King's College. In 1777 be 
suffered a pest he from the death of his patron Mr Needs; 
but contributions fres Rad= to aid in the funds for his 
amistenanor at the university were rapidly supplied, and he 
feted *successor to Norris in Sir George Baker, the physician, at 
that dine president of the college of phriciens. Chiefly through 
his means Poison was entered at Trinity College, Cambridge, se 
a pensioner on the seth of March x778, matriculatingiuAprfl. It 
is said that what fiat biased his mind towards aitical researches 
eras the gift of a copy of Tom's Lomb= by Dr Davies, the 
bead master of Eton, for a good =order; but It was Bentley 
and Richard Dawes to whom he looked as his Immediate madam 
His critical career was begun systematically while an under-
graduate. He became a scholar of Trinity In :780, woe the 
Craven tmivenity scholarship la 1781, and took his degree of 
BA. in t78e, as third senior opthne, obtaining soon afterwards 
the first dmocellor's medal for denied studies. The same 
year he was dated Fellow of Trinity, a very unnssal thing for a 
junior header of arts, as the junior bachelors were nerdy 
allowed to he candidates for fellowships, a regulation which lasted 
from 067 when Isaac Newton was elected till 184 when Conon 
Thidwall became a fellow. Poison graduated M.A. in s7113, 

Having thus early secured his independence, be turned his 
thoughts to publication. The first occasion of his appearing 
is priat was in a short notice of Schates Assay's: in Maly': 
Rains, written in 204- This review contains several other 
mays by his hand; apecially may be mentioned the reviews 
of R. F. Brunch's Ad/Ohms (containing an able summary 
of the post's chief excellenciesand defects), Weston's Herrin-
ism, and Husingford's Apology Jo,' dr Mirsostrophia. But 
it was to the trajpedians, and especially to Aeschylus, that his 
S od was then chiefly directed. He bow • exampondows  

with David Rulmkaa, the veteran scholar of Leiden, requesthig 
to be favoured with any fragments of Aeschylus that kabuki-a 
had come across in his collection of inedited lexicons and grans. 
marks, and sending him, as a proof that he was not under-
taking a task for which he was unequal, some specimens of his 
critical powers, and especially of his restoration of a very corrupt 
passage in theSupplico (67.3-677) by the help ef a nearly equally 
corrupt passage of Plutarch's Erotins As the syndics of the 
Cambridge press were proposing to reedit Thomas Stanley's 
Aackylus, the editorship was offered to Poison; but he declined 
to undertake it on the conditions laid down, namely, of reprint-
ing Stanley's cumin teat and incorporating all the variorum 
notes, however worthless. He was especially anxious that the 
Media= MS. at Florence should be collated for the new edition, 
and offered to undertake the collation at an expense not greater 
than it would have cost if done by a person on the spot; but the 
syndics refused the offer, the vice-chanoellor (Mr Torkingtoo, 
master of Clare Hall) observing that Parson might caws his 
MSS. at home. 

In e786, a new edition of Hutchinson's airsollegis of Xenophon 
being called for, Parson was requested* the publisher to supply 
a few notes, which he did in conjunction with the Rev. W. 
Whiter, editor of the Bireologices uniserrek. These give the 
fist spadmen of that neat and tame style of Latin notes in which 
he was Maws& without • rival They shehow his intimate 
acquaints= with his two favoneits authors, Plato and 
Atheeses, and a familiarity with Eustathius'e commentary. 
on Maser. 

In t787 1Ar Meier briers ad Tempi; sesemialieries le &Mast 
were written, though they did not appear tell 17= in the new 
edition of Toup's book published at Oxford. These fiat mad* 
Ponce's name known as • scholar of the first rank, and carried 
his fame beyond England. The letters be recdved from 
Christian G. Heyne and G. Hermann preserved in the library of 
Trinity College, and written before his Baripities Was published, 
afford proof of this. In his notes he points out the errors of 
Toup and others; at the same time be speaks of Toup's book as 
" opus Wad aureum," and states that his writing the motes at 
all is due to the admiration be had for it. They contain some 
brilliant emendations of various authors; but the necessity of 
having Toup's own notes with than has prevented their ever 
being reprinted in a separate form. 

During this year, in the Gatikeieres Megesine, be wrote 
the three boos on Hawkins's Life if Joao* which have 
been sprinted by Mr Kidd in his Treat and Crieisisess of  Para, 
and iS a volume of Porson's Correspondence. They am admirable 
specimens of the dry humour so cbaractedstic of the writer, and 
peeve his intimate acquaiatenee with Shakespeare and the other 
&OA dramatists and poets. In the same periodical, in the 
course of 1788 and 1719, appeared the Latin W Arikkares 
Travis, es As spurious Pass a .Jain P. y (collected in 1790 into 
a volume), which must be considered to have settled the question. 
Gibbon's verdict on the book, that It was " the most acute and 
accurate piece of critkism sines the days of Bentley," may be 
considered as somewhat partial, as it was in defence of him that 
Person had entered the field against Travis. But in the masterly 
sketch of Gibbon's work sad style in the preface Pomo does not 
site in a merely flattering tone. It is to be wished that on 
such a subject the woe of levity had been modified. But 
Potion says in his preface that he could treat the subject in no 
other manner, if be treated it at all: " To peruse such a mass of 
falsehood and sophistry sad to write remarks upon it, without 
sometimes giving way to laughter and sometimes to indignation, 
was, to me at least, impossible." Travis has no mercy shown 
hint, but he certainly deserved none. One is equally struck with 
the thorough grasp Parson displays of his subject, the amount 
of his miscellaneous learning, and the humour that pervades the 
whole. But it was then the unpopular side: the publisher is 
said to have lost money by the book; and one of his early friends, 
Mrs Turner of Norwich, cut down a legacy she had left Parson 
to L3o on being told that he had written what was described to 
her as a book against Christianity. 



o8 	 PORSON 
During the years that followed be continued to contribute 

to the leading reviews, writing in the Haughty Review the articles 
on Robertson's Paris's Clvenick, Edwards's Plutarch, and 
R. Payne Knight's Essay on the Greek Alphabet He gave 
assistance to William Beloe in one or two articles in the British 
Critich, and probably wrote echo in the Analytical Rake and 
the Critical Review. 

In 1793 his fellowship was no longer tenable by a layman; 
and, rather than undertake duties for which he felt himself 
unfit, and which involved subscription to the Articles (though 
be had no difficulty as to signing a statement as to his conformity 
with the liturgy of the Church of England when elected Greek 
professor), he determined not to take holy orders, which 
would have enabled him to remain • fellow, and thus deprived 
himself of his only means of subsistence. He might have been 
retained in the society by being appointed to a lay fellowship, 
one of the two permanent lay fellowships which the statutes 
then permitted falling vacant just in time. It is said that this 
had been promised him, and it was certainly the custom in the 
college always to appoint the senior among the existing laymen, 
who otherwise would vacate his fellowship. But the muter 
(Dr Postlethwaite), who had the nomination, used his privilege 
to nominate a younger man (John Heys), a nephew of his own, 
and thus Potion was turned adrift without any means of support. 
A subscription was, however, got up among his friends to provide 
an annuity to keep him from actual want; Cracherode, Cleaver 
Banks, Burney and Parr took the lead, and enough was collected 
to produce about [coo ►  year. He accepted it only on the 
condition that he should receive the interest during his lifetime, 
and that the principal, placed in the hands of trustees, should 
be returned to the donors at his death. When this occurred they 
or their survive= refused to receive the money, and it was with 
part of this sum that, in 1816, the Porson prise was founded to 
perpetuate his name at Cambridge. The remainder was devoted 
to the foundation of the Person scholarship in the same univer-
sity. This scholarship was first awarded in 0155. 

After the loss of his fellowship he continued chiefly to reside 
in London, having chambers in Essex Court, Temple—occasion-
ally visiting his friends, such as Dr Goodall at Eton and Dr 
Samuel Parr at Hatton. It was at Dr Goodall's house that 
the Leiters le Travis were written, and at one period of his life he 
spent a great deal of time at Hatton. While there he would 
generally spend his mornings in the library, and for the most 
part in silence; but in the evenings, especially if Parr were 
away, he would collect the young men of the house about him, 
and pour forth from memory torrents of every kind of literature. 
The charms of his society are described as being then irresistible. 

In trer the Greek professorship at Cambridge became vacant 
by the resignation of Mr Cooke. To this Poison was elected 
without opposition, and be continued to hold it till his death. 
The duties then consisted in taking a part in the examinations 
for the university scholarships and classical medals. It was 
said he wished to give lectures; but lecturing was not in fashion 
in those days, and he did far more to advance the knowledge 
and study of the Greek language by his publications than he 
could have done by any amount of lecturing. It must be re-
membered that the emoluments of the professorship were only 
Leo a year. The authors on which his .sme was chiefly spent 
were the tragedians, Arhtophanes, Athenaeus, and the lexicons 
of Suidas, Hesychlus and Photim This last be twice tran-
scribed (the first transcript having been destroyed by a fire at 
Perry's house, which deprived the world of much valuable matter 
that he had written on the margins of his books) from the original 
among the Gale MSS. in the library of Trinity College. Of the 
brilliancy and accuracy of his emendations on Aristophanes, 
the fragments of the other comic poets, and the lexicographers 
he had a pleasing proof on one occasion when he found how often 
in Aristophanes he had been anticipated by Bentley. and on 
another when Schow's collation of the unique MS. of flesydirus 
appeared and proved him right in " an incredible number " of 
instances. 

In nos there appeared from Iroulls's press at Glasgow an 

edition of Acsdryins in folio, printed with the germ types as, the 
Glasgow Hewer, without a word of preface er anything to give 
a due to the editor. Many new readings were inserted in the 
text with an asterisk affixed, while an obelus was used to mask 
many others as corrupt. It was at once recognised as Pomon's 
work; he had superintended the printing of a small edition is 
two vols. 8vo, but this was kept back by the printer and not 
issued till 1806, still without the editor's name. There are 
corrections of many more passages in this edition than in the 
folio; and, though the text cannot be considered as what would 
have gone forth if with his name and sanction, yet more is douse 
for the text of Aeschylus than had been accomplished by any 
pre 'ding editor. It has formed the substratum for all subse-
quent editions. It was printed from a copy of Pause's edition 
corrected, which is preserved in the library of lliolty College. 

Soon after this, in 1797, appeared the first instalment of what 
was intended to be a complete edition of Euripides—an edition 
of the Hecuba. 

In the preface he pointed out the correct method of writing 
several words previously incorrectly written, and gave some 
specimens of his powers on the subject of Greek metres. The 
notes are very short, almost entirely critical; but so great a 
range of learning, combined with such felicity of emendation 
whenever a corrupt passage was encountered, is displayed that 
there was never any doubt as to the quarter whence the new 
edition had proceeded. He avoided the office of interpreter in 
his notes, which may well be wondered at on recollecting bow 
admirably he did translate when he condescended to that branch 
of an editor's duties. 

His work, however, did not escape attack; Gilbert Wakefield 
had already published a Tragoediarum ddectut. and, conceiving 
himself to be slighted, as there was no mention of his tabours in 
the new Hecuba, he wrote a " diatribe extemporalis " against ft. 
a tract which for bad taste, bad Latin and bad criticism it would 
not be easy to match. Gottfried Hermann of Leipzig, than a 
very young man, who had also written a work on Greek metres. 
which Dr Fbroley has styled "a book of which too much ill 
cannot easily be said," issued an edition of the Hecuba, in which 
Porson's theories were openly attacked. Person at first took 
no notice of either, but went on quietly with his Euripides. 
publishing the Orestes in 1798, the Pfieesiirroe in 1799 and the 
Medea in den, the last printed at the Cambridge preuand with 
the editor's name on the title-page. But there are many allu-
sions to his antagonists in the notes on such points as the final 
r, the use of accents, he.; and on v. 675 of the Malta he holds up 
Hermann by name to scorn in caustic and taunting language. 
And it is more than probable that to Herman's attack we owe 
the most perfect of his works, the supplement to the preface to 
the Hecuba, prefixed to the second edition published at 
Cambridge in ifico. The metrical laws promulgated are laid 
down clearly, illustrated with an ample number of examples, and 
those that militate against them brought together and corrected. 
so that what had been beyond the reach of the ablest scholars of 
preceding times is made clear to the tyro. The laws of the 
iambic metre are fully explained, and the theory of the pause 
stated and proved, which had been only alluded to hi the first 
edition. A third edition of the Hecuba appeared in saes, and 
he left corrected copies of the other plays, of which new editions 
appeared soon after his death; but these four plays were all that 
was accomplished of the projected edition of the poet. Person 
lived six years after the second edition of the Hawk was 
pubhshed, but his natural indolence and procrastination led 
him to put off the work. He found time, however, to execute 
his collation of the Hadelan MS. of the Odyssey, publiebai in 
toe Grenville Homer in s8os, and to present to the Society of 
Antiquaries his wonderful conjectural restoration of the Regatta 
Stone. 

In ISMS, when the Leaden institution was founded (then 
in the Old Jewry, since removed to Finsbury Circus), be was 
appointed principal librarian with ►  salary of f goo a year and 
a suite of rooms; and thus his latter yams were rude may se 
he as MOW) was concerned. 
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Aationg his most intimate dads was IS, m the ankh of 

the Morning Chresids; and this trimeldee, 
his marriage with Perry's sister, Mts Lassa, r

but see 

The carriage was was • happy one for the short tun . 	life, Pores= became mote attentive to times and mean &  

lepotelygesgtrelear ne. widetathe *dram* bald 	3S. Yds.isll
wide. 	 eepened the bay art ,, .y and erected quays. 
The roadstead ismooed to mutat-easterly winds, end in this respect 
the wider Bey of Tatienwan is safer. Coal Is found near to the part. 
The dkaate is very mild, and similar to that of south Crimea, only 
moisten. 

While in occupation by the Radars Port Arthur became 
bromidic& The military port, Taken, is a few miles to the 
.orth. Inning the Russo-Japanese was the Japanese assailed 

•t Arthur both by land and sea and, after repeated assaults, 
•• tat of January tees, General Staved surrendered the 

'nto the handset the Japanese. 
1. or PORICARY, a breviary (en) of such convenient 

could be exuded on the person, whence its Latin 
(tortore; to carry, forts, out of doors, abroad). 
I dm adapted hoes the Old French tortehors, 

odd of farms, e.g. Mottoes, torkents, tortes, 
its " porteous-roll " was the name given. 

limb drawn up by the justice-clerk on 
local authorities, together with the 

:es mode. 
'I medieval organ carried by the 

• be 	with one hand and 
h. 	 This mail lnatrumet was 

le. On a smell rectangular 
the chid «, 	 a single bellows placed 
WINE). (2) 1 	,: 	 •re arranged the piper 
an entrance or opening, met 	 mere or be erne- 
except in such compounds st. 	 • psis:dive style 
and in the dmivative " porter," 	 to make the 
especially of a public building, hotel .  ,‘" 	hots sluing: 
general use of the word is for an opening-74. 	hod with 
light and air in a ship's side, and fornetty  
an embrasure for cannon, a " port-hole." P"..""ra,. w  
of the word to the left side of a ship, taltin e -,Z14.,,, 	.1 
earlier " behead," and its disputed origin e;e"." Peet m 
Lassoaux (3) (Throttel the Fr. Perim, from Let, 
to carry, bed), peoperly outward bearing or dspoK 
whaler " portly," originally of dignified or =death 
now chiefly used in the sense of stout or corpulent. •iteistl 
" to port " Is only used ass military term " to port army, 
fee. to hold the rifle moss and close to the body, th e  bend 

 being placed opposite to the left shoulder. Derivatives are 
" port-fro" (Fr. mete-1m), a fuse for filing rockets, he., 
and formerly for the discharge of artillery, and "porter," i.e. 
ore who carries a burden, particularly a servant of a railway 
company, hotel, dr., who, carries passengers' luggage to and 
from a station, rite. The term " porter has beat applied, 
since the 18th century, to a palladia form of beer, dark brown 
or almost black in colour (see Brea and Baxwme). The finer 
kinds of this beer are generally now known as "stout." The 
name is almost certainly due to the fact that it was from the 
first a favourite drink among the London "paters," the street 
carders of pods, luggage, he., and hi early uses the drink is 
called porter's ale, porter's beer, or porter-beer. 

PORT AMMAR% a port of Adelaide county, South Australia, 
ya m. by rail N.W. of Adelaide. Pop. of the town and suburbs 
(teca), sopSe. it is situated on an estuery p at. from St Vincent 
Gel( and Is the principal shipping port of South Australia. Its 
wharves, equipped with stem and travelling canes, and tram-
ways, are alf m. in extent; it has docks and a number of patent 
slips capable of taking up vessels of pm to aeon tons. There 
are also piers at Semaphore and Litres Bay, on the other aide of 
Lefevre's Peninsula some a m. distant, which are connected 
with Port Adelaide by rail. The industries comprise silver and 
copper smelting, brewing, samnilling, ropemaking, Bourmilling, 
sugar-refining and yacht-building. The harbour is protected 
by two forts known as the Fort Glanville batteries. The suburbs, 
which are connected with the town by tramways, are Alberton, 
Queenstown, Ystala. Badwater and Kingston-on-the-Hill. 

PORTADOWII. a market town of county Armagh, Ireland, 
on the river Bann and the Great Northern railwaY, 2 5 re 

 W.S.W. d Belfast. Pop. kern), tooga It is a junction 

have been weaned from his habits of drinking; bet,, 
a decline a few months after her marriage (Also 22, 
he returned to his chambers in the Temple and his Oit; 

Perry's friendship was of great value to him in many we., 
it induced him to speed too much of his time in writing h., 
Morning Chrorriek; indeed be was even accused of " given, 
to Perry what was meant for mankind," and the (sinew, 
some of the papers he wrote there can be only deplored. 

For some months before his death he had appeared to 
failing: his memory was not what It had been, and he had sue, 
symptoms of Intermittent fever; but on the 19th of Septeentm 
teog be was sired in the street with a fit of apoplexy, sad after 
partially recovering sank in the ,5th of that month at the age 
of forty-nine. He was buried in Trinity College, dose to the 1  
statue of Newton, at the opposite end of the chapel to where 
rest the mains of Begley. 

In learning Person was superior to Valekenser, Is accuracy to 
Beasley. It mint be remembered that in his day the science of 
conspdative philology and mareely any existence; even the com- 
parative value of MSS. was scarcely considered in editing an ancient 
author. With many editors MSS. were treated mot much the same 
value, whether they were really from the hand of • trustworthy 
scribe. or what Bentley calls " scrub menuscripts," or " scoundrel 
copies." Thu* if we am to find fault with Person's way of editing,. 
it es that he does not make auRcient difference between the MSS. 
be  uses, or point out the relative value of the early copies whether 
in MS. or print. Thus be collate. minutely Lascanes edition of the 
Mahe, mentioning even misprints in the mat, rather from its rarity 
did costliness than from its inteindi value. And his wominfol 
quickness at emendation has sometimes led hint into error, which 
greater investigation into MSS. would have avoided; thus, in his 
note on Eur., Peens. 1373 an error, perhaps a misprint (n for sr), 
fA the tint edition el the seholiast on Sedsocies has led him Into 
as emendation of v. we of the Traehisioe which shush will not 
stand. But hie most brilliant ernesidatioas, such as some of those 
on Athenaeus. on the Stopplirerr of Aeschylem or, to take one single 
instance, that on Eur. Heim. 73I um for date •tv; see 
btaltby's Theratersu, p. mel t  are zed seconviere the reader of their 
absolute certainty; and this power wee poemeeed by Person to a 
= nsese one else has ever mensal No doubt his mathematical 

had something to do with this; frequently the process may 
be seen by which the truth has been reached. 

A few weeds are caned for on his general character. No one ever 
more loved truth for its owe sake; low have escrificed mote tether 
has dilate their conscience* and this at a time when a bah 
standard In this respect was not common. In spite of his failings, 
few have  had warmer friends; no one more willingly communicated 
his Inowledge and gave help to others; scarcely a book appeared 
Is his time or for SAM yeses after his death on the mattress to 
Mlle he devoted his life withoutdknowledging mistime from 
him. And. if it be remembered then hialife visa continued struggle 
against poverty and slight and ill-health, rather than complain that 
be did Hide we should wonder bow he accomplished so much. 

His Meaty was divided Ind two parts• one of which was sold by 
audios; the other, cootaiekta the transcript of the Gale Phatins, 
his boob with MS. no and some letters from foreign scholars• 
was bought by Trinity College for taco guineas. His notebooks 
were found to contain, In the words of Bishop Blonsfeeld, "a rich 
swam: of eriticiam in oevvaerryy breach of daisies/ literatere—every-
hag oddly and mereetiy written sad sometime rewritten—
quite fit to meet the public eye, without any diminution or addition." 
They have been carefully rearranged, and illustrate amen other things 
his extraordinary penmanship and power of minute and accurate 
ride Much remain:ars_ 'Abed. J. H. Monk. his successor as 
Greek professor. and C. . Nold (both afterwards blame) 

ed the 4 therrtrill... of the notes on Adiennees and the 
poets, and NA proaction OA Red .pides• P. P. Dobrecielit: 

wards Greek prefemar, notes on A:Modems and the n 
d Phoebe.. Beddes dm, from other dooms, Prefeasor T. Gaisford 
odd his some on Pasmadas sail Saida. and Mr Kidd collected 
his statund review* eked, wr Bishop Rumen attacked kis 

Tuna (afterwards Bishop of Ely came forward with a vindication. 
teary thunder oa the score his /dims to -Troeis. Professor 

The chid moire. for Porson's this will be found in the memoirs in 
the Galena's Afseeteise for September aid Goober doh and 
ether periodic& of the time (weedy redhead is Busker's Pewee 
isms. Loe: nie...u. d;; Dr Young's memoir In format edition, of 
tor. Brd. dated . and in his works); _ eston's 

Awl Acconal de kik de dialed
W 

 Porton 
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lines from Dublin, Clones and Omagh. The Bann, which is 
connected with the Newry Canal and falls into Lough Neagh 

m. north of the town, is navigable for vessels of 90 tons burden. 
It is crossed at Portadown by a stone bridge of seven arches, 
originally built in 1764, but since then re-erected. The manu-
facture of linen and cotton is carried on, and .there is a con-
siderable trade in pork, grain and farm produce. In the reign 
of Charles I. the manor was bestowed on John Obyns, who erected 
a mansion and a few houses, which were the beginning of the 
town. A grain-market was established in 1780. The town is 
governed by an urban district council. 

PORTARLS, MAN FRANc01.4 (1818--1895), Belgian painter, 
was born at Vilvorde (Brabant), in Belgium, on the 3oth of 
April T818. His father, a rich brewer, sent him to study in the 
Brussels Academy, and the director, Francois Naves, ere long 
received him as a pupil in his own studio. About 1841 Portaeh 
went to Paris, where be was kindly received by Paul Delaroche. 
Having returned to Belgium, he carried off the Grand Prix de 
Rome in 1842. He then travelled through Italy, Greece, 
Morocco, Algeria, Egypt, the Lebanon, Judaea, Spain, Hungary 
and Norway. On his return to Belgium in 1847 Porta& 
succeeded H. Vanderhaert as director of the academy at Ghent. 
In 2849 he married the daughter of his first mister, Naves, 
and in 285o settled at Brussels; but as he failed in obtaining the 
post of director of the academy there, and wished, nevertheless, 
to carry on the educational work begun by his father-in-law, 
be opened a private studio-school, which became of great 
importance in the development of Belgian art. He again 
made several journeys, spending some time in Morocco; he came 
back to Brussels in 2874, and in 2878 obtained the directorship 
of the academy which bad so long been the object of his ambition. 
Portals executed a vast number of works. Decorative paint-
ings in the church of St Jacques-sur-Caudenbeeg; biblical 
scenes, such as " The Daughter of Sion Reviled " (in the Brussels 
Gallery), " The Death of Judas," " The Magi travelling to 
Bethlehem," " Judith's Prayer," and " The Drought in Judaea "; 
genre pictures, among which are " A Box in the Theatre at 
Budapest " (Brussels Gallery), portraits of officials and of the 
fashionable world, Oriental scenes and, above all, pictures of 
fancy female figures and of exotic life. " His works are in general 
full of a facile grace, of which he is perhaps too lavish," wrote 
Thfophile Gautier. Yet his pleasing and abundant productions 
as a painter do not constitute Portaels's crowning merit. The 
high place his name will fill in the Macey of contemporary 
Belgian art is due to his influence as a learned and clear-sighted 
instructor, who formed, among many others, the painters E. 
Warders and E. Agneesens, the sculptor Ch. van der Stappen, 
and the architect Licot. He died at Brussels on the 8th of 
February 1895. 

See E. L. de Teem Peitelses beiges woutemporsiess: J. du Jardin. 
L'Arf Mauna (F. IC.*) 

PORTAGE. • city and the county-seat of Columbia county, 
Wisconsin, U.S.A., on the Wisconsin river, about 85 m. N.W. of 
Milwaukee. Pop. WOO 5143; (2900) 5459. of whom 1184 
were foreign-born; (1910 U.S. census) see°. It is served by 
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul, and the Minneapolis, St Paul 
& Sault Ste Marie railways. The city is situated at the west 
end of the government ship canal connecting the Fox and 
Wisconsin rivers, and river steamboats ply during the open 
season between Portage and Green Bay and intermediate points 
in the Fox River Valley, Portage being the head of navigation 
on the Fox. Portage is in the midst of a ferule farming region, 
and has a trade in farm and dairy products and tobacco. Its 
manufactures include brick, tile, lumber, flour, pickles, knit 
goods, steel tanks and marine engines and launches, and there 
are several tobacco warehouses and grain elevators. As the 
Fox and Wisconsin rivers are here only a m. apart, these rivers 
were the early means of communication between Lake Michigan 
and the Mississippi river. The first Europeans known to have 
visited the site of the city were Radisson and Groseilliers, who 
crossed the portage in 1655. The portage was used by Mar-
queue and Joliet on their way to the Mississippi is 1673, and a 

red granite monument commemorates their passage. About 
1712 the Fox Indians disputed the passage of the peruse, 
precipitating hostilities which continued intermittently until 
1743. The first settler was Lawrence Barth, who engaged In 
the carrying trade here in 1793. Jacques Vleau established 
a trading post here in :797, and by itim it was a thriving &pet 
of the fur trade. During the Red Bird uprising (1837) a tens. 
porary military post was established by Major William Whistles 
of the U.S. army. Fort. Winnebago was begun In the Wow/ion 
year, was remodelled and completed by Lieut. Jefferson Davis 
in 2142, and was subsequently abandoned. It was from 
there in the same year that the final sad successful cam-
paign against Black Hawk was begun. After seeml failures 
the For-Wisconsin canal was completed in 2836, and in June 
of that year the " Aquila," a stern-wheeler, passed through 
the canal on its way from Pittsburg. to Green Bay. The 
shifting channel of the Wisconsin has retarded navigation, 
and the canal has never been as important commercially as 
was expected. • 

PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE, a port of entry and the chief tows 
of Portage Is Prairie county, Manitoba, Canada, situated so m. 
W. of Winnipeg, on the Canadian Pacific and Canadian Northern 
railways, at an altitude of 854 ft. above the sea. Pop. (icese). 
3901. It is In the midst of a fine agricultural district, into which 
several branch railways extend, and carries on a large expont 
trade in grain and other farm produce. 

PORTALEGRE, an episcopal city, capital of the district of 
Portalegre, Portugal; 8  m. N. of Portalegte station, on the 
Lisbon-Badajoz-Madrid railway. Pop. (wee), zr,8so. Portal-
egre is the Roman Amoco or Amotoia, and numerous Roman and 
prehistoric remains have been discovered in the oeighbourlood. 
The principal buildings are the cathedral, the ruined Moorish 
citadel and two more modern forts. The adminhtrative 
district of Portalegre, in which the rearing of swine, the pew 
duction of grain, wine and oil, and the manufacture of woollen 
and cotton goods and corks are the principal industries, coincides 
with the northern part of the ancient province of Alanteje 
(4.1.). Pop. (1900), 124443; area, 2405 sq. m. 

PORTALIS, JEAN NUMB MARIE (1746-18o7), French 
jurist, came of a bourgeois family, and was born at Balms in 
Provence on the tat of April 1746. He was educated by the 
Oratorians at their schools in Toulon and Marseilles, and then 
went to the university of Aix; while a student there he published 
his first two works, Oliserooriere sw EMUS in 1763 and Dee 
PrIjugk In 1764. In r765 he became an MOW at the 
of Aix, and soon obtained so great a reputation that ctrinnii- 
structed by the due de Choiseul in 177o to draw up the decree 
authorizing the marriage of Protestants. ROM 1778 to 2782 
he was one of the four assessors or administrators of Province. 
In November 1793, after the republic had been proclaimed, be 
came to Paris and was thrown into prison, being the brother. 
in-law of Joseph Orem Simeon, the leader of the Federalists 
in Provence. He was soon removed through the Influence of 
B. de V. Barere to a waren de swat, where he remained till the 
fall of Robespierre. On being released he practised as a lawyer 
in Paris; and in *795 he was elected by the capital to the Co.. 
seil des Anciens, becoming a leader of the moderate party 
opposed to the directory. As a leader of the moderates he was 
proscribed at the coup d'efei of Fructidor, but, unlike General 
Charles Pichegru and the marquis de Barb6-11arbois, be managed 
to escape to Switzerland, and did not return till Bonaparte 
became First Consul. Bonaparte made him a.cootuiller 
in 18m, and then charged him, with F. 13. Tronchet, Bigot de 
Priameneu, and Jacques de Maleville, to draw up the Cede 
Civil. Of this commis:aloe he was the most Industrious member, 
and many of the most important titles, notably these on tnae‘ 
riage and heirship, are his work.. In dor be was placed in 
charge of the department of collet or public worship, and in 
that capacity had the chief share in drawing up the prevhiess 
of the Concordat. In 1803 be became a member of the Ineth et 
in 5804 minister of public worship, and In trios a knight grand  
cross of the Legion of Honour. He soon after became Malty 
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Mod: Ind after an operation he died at Pads on the :se of 
Amps* am. 

The work of Portals appears in the Cod. Napolloa, but see 
am Frederick Portais's Donarsents, rattans, et knew &Mite 
sus la Code Cid (11144) asd Sr la Concordat (ass); for his life, 
see the biography in the edition of his Omens by F. Port is 
(3833) and Rend Lavolia, Partake, so sit b set Nowa, (Paris, 
1869). 

His see, Jost= Mash POM2ALM (1773-AS8), entered the 
diplomatic service, and obtaining the favour of Louis XVIII. 
filled many important offices. He was under-secretary of state 
for the cabby of justice, first president of the court at ages-
don. minister for foreign affairs, and in Asa • member of the 
senate. 

PORTMUXIICITON, a matket town situated partly in Ring's 
county but chiefly in Queen's county, Ireland, do both banks of 
the river Barrow, here the county boundary. Pop (tem), 1943. 
The railway station, a mile south of the town, is an important 
junction, 42 te. west by south from Dublin, of the Great Southern 
& Western system, where the Wanda line to Athlose leaves 
the main line. Monthly fairs are held, and there is considerable 
local trade. After the revocation of the edict of Nantes a 
colony of French refugees was established here in the reign of 
William HI., and the !needful church of St Pant (rebuilt in 
1857) was devoted to their use, services being conducted in the 
French language. for which reason the church is still spoken of as 
the " Frank Church." The former name of the town was 
Cooltetooders, but on the property passing into the hands of 
Lord Arlington in the reign of Clerks II. the name was changed. 
Emo Park, m. south of the town, is the fine demesne of the earls 
of Portarlington, a title granted to the family of Dawson in ritis. 
Aa obelisk on Spire Hill near the town is one of the many famine 
refit( works in Ireland. On the river, close to the town, there 
are picturesque remains of Lea Castle, originally bunt c. 126o. 
Panaitoston was incorporated in 1667, and was a parliamentary 
borough both before the Union and after, its representation in 
the imperial parliament (by one member) being merged in 
that of the county by the Redistribution Act ol 

PORT ARTHUR (formerly Prince Arthur's Landing), • 
town and harbour in Thunder Bay District, Ontario, Canada, 
on Lake Sept**, and the Canadian Pacific, Greed Trunk 
Pacific, and Canadian Northern railways, and the lake terminus 
of the two kites. Pop. (snot), 3a14. The lake terminus of 
the Canadian Pacific, originally here, has been moved to Fort 
William, 4 m. distant. Lumber and minerals are shipped from 
the surrounding district, and vast quantities of Fain from the 
farther west. 

PORT ARTHUR (Chinese, Larshen-Few), a fortress situated 
at the extreme south of the peninsula of Llao-tung in the Chinese 
principality of Manchuria. It was formerly a Chinese naval 
arsenal and fortress, but was captured by the Japanese in 1894, 
who destroyed most of the defensive works. In VW it was 
leased to Russia with the neighbouring port of Tallenwan, and 
was gradually converted into a Russian stronghold. In 1905 
the lease was transferred to Japan. The port or harbour is 
a eatural one, entirely landlocked except to the south. The 
basin inside is of limited extent. Barren and rocky hills use 
from the water's edge all round. A railway 270 m. long connects 
the port with Mukden and the trans-Siberian line; there is also 
railway came:ion with Pekin. The harbour is ice-free all 
the year round, a feature in which it contrasts favourably with 
Vladivostok. 

The Limo-tune peninsula, separated from Korea by the Bay 
of Korea, and from the Chinese mainland by the Gulf of Lise-tumg, 
ram in a somMeresterly direction flora the mainland of Manchuria. 
asd k oorstinuad by a group of small islands whisk reach another 

cietz front die mainland of China in a north-essterly 
nr at its north-esters extremity the port of 

Wei.bakeel. The (Jaotung peninsubi is indented by several bays, 
two of whkft needy meet, making an isthmus km dies 2 as. wide. 
homed which 'the pesinsola sligholy eiders again, this pan a it 
imam the Imam of Kan-tan ireprnt's surserfj. Two wide bays 
gleam Om swam shone of she latter: Lioaltutorou (Port Arthur) 
awl Talienwas. Both were leased to Russia. La.shusoleou Bay  

is maim m. longaad ti m. wide, the entrance pans  only 330  Yds. 
wide. The Chinese deepened the Isay artificially and erected quays. 
The roadstead is exposed to south-easterly winds, and in this respect 
the wider Bay of Talienwan is safer. Coal Is found near to the port. 
The climate ts very mild, and similar to that of south Crimea, only 
moister. 

While in occupation by the Russians Port Arthur became 
Europeanized. The military port, Taken, is a few miles to the 
north. During the Russo-Japanese war the Japanese assailed 
Port Arthur both by land and sea and, after repeated assaults, 
on the rat of January zoos, General Stocasel surrendered the 
citadel into the bands of the Japanese. 

PORTAL or PORIVARY, a breviary (g.e.) of such convenient 
size that it could be carried on the person, whence its Latin 
name IWO/mime (portare; to carry, forts, out of doors, abroad). 
The English word was adapted from the Old French tortchors, 
and took a huge number of forms, ..g. porthors, prisons, Orin, 
&e. In Scots law, the " porteous-roll " was the name given. 
formerly to a list of criminals drawn up by the justice-clerk on 
information given by the local authorities, together with the 
names of witnesses, and charges made. 

PORTATIVE BROM a small medieval organ carried by the 
performer, who manipulated the bellows with one hand and 
fingered the keys with the other. This small instrument was 
necessarily mado as simple as potable. On a small rectangular 
wind chest or reservoir, fed by means of • single bellows placed 
at the back, in front, or at the right side, were arranged the pipes 
—one, two or three to a note—supported by more or less orna-
mental uprights and an oblique bar. The moat primitive style 
of keyboard consisted merely of sliders pushed in to make the 
note sound and restored to their normal position by a horn spring; 
the reverse action was also in use, the keys being furnished with 
knobs or handles. 

Towards the middle of the 13th century the portatives repre-
sented in the miniatures of illuminated MSS. first show signs of a real 
keyboard with balanced keys. as in the 13th century Spanish MS., 
knowp of the °taigas de Santa Maria. ,  coataining lour full pages, 
of miniatures of instrumentalists. fifty-one in number. From 
thrLienition of the performer's thumb it is evident that the keys are p   

down to make the notes sound. There are nine pipes and 
the same number of keys, sufficient for the diatonic octave of C 
major with the B fiat added. The pipes put let* these small or - 
were flue pipes, their intonation must have been very un 
owing to the irregularity of the wind supply fed by a single 
the pressure being at the mercy of the performer's hand. Increased 
pr,,sure in pipes with fixed mouthpieces, such as organ pipes. 

,, ,es a rise in pitch. These medieval portative organs, so eaten-
sit used during the 14th and 15th centuries, were revivals of 
th• used by the Romans, of which a specimen excavated at Pompeii 
in 1876 is preserved in the Museum at Naples. The case measures 
rill in, by 91 in and contains nine pipes, of which the longest measures 
but 9f in.; six of the pipes have oblong holt., at a short distance 
from the top similar to those made in gamba pipes of modern organs 
to give them their reedy quality, and also to those cut in the bamboo 
pipes of the Chinese Chen, which is a primitive organ furnished 
with free reeds. From the description of these remains by C. F. 
Abdy Williams,' it would seem that a bronze plate t 1 i in. by 21 in. 
having tit rectangular slits arranged in three rows to form vandykes 
was found inside the case, with three little plates of bronze just wide 
enough to pass through the slits lying by it; this plate possibly formed 
part of the mechanism for the sliders of the keys. The small 
Instrument of ten taken for a syrinx on a contorniate of Sailing 
in the Cabinet Imperial de Prance in Paris may be meant for a 
miniature portative. (K. S.) 

PORT Al/WM a seaport of Fronts county, South Australia, 
on the east shoal of Spencer Gulf, In m. by rail N.N.W. of 
Adelaide. Pop. about 34on. It has a fine natural deep and 
landlocked harbour, and the government wharves have berthing 
for large vessels. The chief exports are wool, wheat, flour, 
copper, hides and tallow. Port Augusta is the teat of a Roman 
Catholic bishop and has a cathedral, while its town-hail is the 
finest in the state, that of Adelaide excepted. It is also the start-
Mg point of the Great Northern railway. The largest ostrich 
farm in Australia lies 8 m. from the town. The neighbourhood 
is rich in minerals, copper, diver, lion aid coal have been limed, 

For a reproduction see J. F. Rialio, Stadia of Early Spanish 
Murk, pp. t intsr (Loadoe, leer). 

I Omani, ilsudad Reui . (August, ,3g 
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and in moo valuable gold quartz reefs were discovered at 
Tarcoola. 

PORT AU PRINCE (originally L'116frual, and for brief periods 
Port Herwi and Port Rips&licain), the capital of the republic of 
Haiti, West Indies, situated at the apex of the triangular bay 
which strikes inland for about too in. between the two great 
peninsulas of the west coast, with its upper recesses protected by 
the beautiful island of Gonaives (3o rn. long by a broad). The 
city is admirably situated on ground that soon begins to rise 
rapidly towards the hills. It was originally laid out by the 
French on a regular plan with streets of good width running 
north and south and intersected by others at right angles. 
Everything has been allowed to fall into disorder and disrepair, 
and to this its public buildings form no exception. Every few 
years whole quarters of the town are burned down, but the 
people go on building the same slight wooden houses, with only 
here and there a more substantial warehouse in brick. In spite 
of the old French aqueduct the water-supply is defective. 
From June to September the heat is excessive, reaching 93° to 90° 
F. in the shade. The population, mostly negroes and mulat-
toes, is tatimated at 61,000. Port au Prince was first laid out 
by M. de la Can in 1749. In lyit, and again in 1770, it was 
destroyed by earthquakes. 

PORT BLAIR. the chief place in the convict settlement of 
the Andaman Islands in the Indian Ocean, situated on the 
south-east shore of the South Andaman Island, in 42' N., 
of E. It derives its name from Lieut. Blair, R.N., who first 
occupied it in t789, as a station for the suppression of piracy 
and the protection of shipwrecked crews. Abandoned on 
account of sickness in 1796, it was not again occupied until 1836. 
It possesses one of the best harbours in Asia, while its central 
position in the Bay of Bengal gives it immense advantage as • 
place of naval rendezvous. (See AhMaitare hums.) 

PORT CHESTER, a village of Westchester county, New York, 
U.S.A., in the south-east part of the state, on Long Island Sound, 
and about to m. N.E. of New York City (26 m. from the Grand 
Central Station). Pop. (moo), 7440, of wham alto were 
foreign-born; (19 to census), 12,809. It is served by the New 
York, New Haven & Hartford railroad, and by daily steamers 
to and from New York City. The village is a summer resort as 
well as a suburban residential district for New York City. 
Among its public institutions are a library, a perk and a hospital. 
The village has various manufactures, including bolts and nuts, 
motors for racing boats and automobiles; there are also large 
planing and wood-moulding mills. The earliest mention of 
Port Chester in any extant record is in the year 1732. Until 
1837 it was known as Saw Pit, on account of a portion of 
the village, it is said, being used as a place for building boats. 
During the War of Independence the village was frequently 
occupied by detachments of American troops. Port Chester 
was incorporated as a village in 1868. 

PORTCULLIS (from the Fr. pork-coalike, pork, a gate, 
Lat. pork:, and coulirre, a groove, used adjectivally for " sliding," 
from coskr, to slide or glide, Let. colare; the Fr. equivalents 
are kern, a harrow, and coslisre; Ger. Fallon"; Ital. 
serockesca), a strong-framed grating of oak, the lower points 
shod with iron, and sometimes entirely made of metal, hung so 
as to slide up and down in grooves with counterbalances, and 
Intended to protect the gateways of castles, &c. The defenders 
having opened the gates and lowered the portcullis, could send 
arrows and darts through the gratings. A portcullis was in 
existence until modem times in a gateway at York. The Romans 
used the portcullis in the defence of gateways. It was called 
eatarock from the Gr. eareppluten, a waterfall (tararesitYstreffat, 
to fall down). Vegetins (De re twilit. iv. 4) speaks of it as an old 
means of defence, and it has been suggested that in Psalm xxiv. 
v, 9, " Lift up your heads, oh ye gates," &c., there is an allusion 
to a similar contrivance. Remains of a catzracta are dearly 
seen in the gateway of Pompeii. The Italian name SIVOCilitSCS 
originates from the crusades. (See GATE.) 

PORTE, THE SUBLIME (Arab. balriAili, the high gate. 
through the Freed treaded= la stadia . perk), fa Tu,k.y, the  

dacha nixie for the government, derived front the WO Wee 
giving access to the building where the offices of the principal 
state departments are situated. 

PORT ELIZABETH. a seaport of the Cape province, South 
Africa, in Algoa Bay, by which name the port is often designated. 
It lies in 35°  37' S., 25°  37' E. on the east aide of Cape Recife, 
being by sea 436 m. from Cape Town and 384 m. from Durban. 
In size and importance it is second only to Cape Town among the 
towns of the province. It is built partly along the seashore and 
partly on the slopes and top of the hills that rise some zoo ft. 
above the bay. The Baaken's River, usually a small stream, 
but subject (as in 19o8) to disastrous floods, runs through the 
town, which consists of four divisions; the harbour and bus• 
ness quarter at the foot of the cliffs, the upper part, a Eat 
table-land known as " The Hill "; " The Valley " formed by the 
Baaken's River; and " South Hill," east of the river. 

The num.—Jetty Street leads from the north jetty to the marIcet 
square, in or around which are grouped the chief public buildings 
—the town-hall, court-house. post office, market building.= 
library, St Mary's church (Anglican) and St Augustine's ( 
Catholic). Several of these buildings are of considerable architec-
tural merit and fine elevation. The library, of Elizabethan d esign,  
contains some 45.000 volumes. The market buildings, at he 
southeast corner of the square, and partly excavated from the sides 
of the cliff, contain large halls for the fruit, wool and feather machete 
and the museum. Feather-Market Hall, where are held the maim 
of ostrich feathers, seats pro persons. The museum has valuable 
ethnographical and zoological collections. Other public buildings 
include a synagogue and a Hindu temple. Leading west hone Market 
Square is Main Street. in which are the principal business hats, 
Between Main Street and the sea is Strand Street, also a busy 
commercial thoroughfare. Behind the lower town streets rise is 
terraces to "The Iiill," a residential district. Here is an open Om 
of ground, Doeskin Reserve, containing the lighthouse and a mar 
pyramid with an inscription in memory of Elizabeth, wife of Sr 
Rufane Dookin, described as " one of the most perfect of hums 
beings, who has given her name to the town below." A fountain, 
surmounted by the statue of a war-horse, erected by public sub• 
scription in loos commemorates' the services of the gallant animals 
which perished in the Anglo.Boer war, ilior Imsa." Farther west 
is a large hospital, one of the finest institutions of its kind is 
South Africa. At the southern end of The Hill is St George's Park, 
which has some fine trees, in marked contrast to the general treeless, 
barren aspect of the town. Port Elizabeth indeed possesses few 
natural amenities, but its golf links are reputed the finest is 
South Atrial. The town, apart from its transit trade and the 
industries connected therewith, has some manufactures—jam and 
confectionery works; off, candle and explosive works; saw and flour 
mills; tanneries, Ac. It has an excellent water sup*. 

The Harbour,—There is no enclosed basin, but the rindeensd bee 
excellent bolding ground, protected from all winds except the south. 
east, the prevailing wind being westerly. No harbour Of light dues 
are charged to vessels of any flag. The port has three jetties of 
wrought iron, respectively t 162, t152 and 1462 ft. in length. extend-
ing to the four fathoms line. These jetties am provided with 
hydraulic erases, de., and railways connect them with the main 
line, so that .goods can be sent direct from the jetties to every part 
Of South Africa. In favourable weather vessels drawing up to 21 ft. 
can discharge cargo alongside the jetties. In unfavourable condi-
tions and for larger steamers tugs and lighters are employed. Rough 
weather prevents discharge of cargo by lighters, on an averse. seven 
days in the year. The customs-house and principal railway station 
are close to the north jetty. The port is state owned. and is under 
the administ ration of the harbour and railway board of the Union. 

Trade.—Pon Elisabeth has a large import trade, chiefly in textiles. 
machinery. hardware, append and Provisions. supplying tn itvarge• 
siderable extent the markets of Kimberley. Rhoden. the 
Free State and the Transvaal. The exports ate mainly the pro-
ducts of the eastern part of the Cape province, the most fm prrtasa  
being ostrich feathers, wool and mohair. Skins, bides and main 
are also exported. In awl the value of the imports was 1.374.mar 
in 1 9 .1 (2.311 	in 1808 fr - 	tnni f10,137.000. 
Depressor In t nide lounght down the Imports in £90410) Amnon 
hi 1 906 they  were  t((6.564,000 and in 1907 (6,004,000.

, 
 e = 

trade has been of slower but more steady growth. It s  s 
at 1,584.000 in 1855. at 12,54t0000 in 1883, L2,103,000 	111411. 
fr oi °moo in lir. Indicative of the fact that the 3.icultusai 
co- munity was ink aliened by the trade depression arc 	wpm 
fig 	for 004 and soon. which were (2,044.000 and 1461voin 
in 	tively. In 1907 goods valued at L3.15o,000 were 

• ulatios. —The population within the municipal area stole the 
, < rums 32.959; that within the district of Pon Elizabeth Wan. 

of . horn 23,782 were whites. Many of the inhabitants are el Gomm 
origin and the Deutsche Liedert.del is one of the most pepuhe chin 
in the tows. 
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rrissory.—Algoa Bay was discovered by Bartholomew Diaz in 

tail. and was by him named Bahia da Roca, probably with 
ference to the rocky islet in the bay, on which he is stated to 
we erected a moss (St Croix bland). After the middle of the 
5th century the bay was called by the Portuguese Bahia da 
egos, whence its modern dedgnation. In 1754 the Dutch 
Atlementa at the Cape were extended eastwards as •far as 
Ago: say. The convenience of reaching the eastern district 
y boat was then recognized and advantage taken of the•road-
t ead sheltered by Cape Recife. In 1799, during the first 
,ccupat ion of Cape Colony by the British, Colonel (afterwards 
general Sir John) Vandelcur, to guard the roadstead, built a small 
ort on the bill west of the Baikal's River. It was named Fort 
e reels-rick is h000ur of the then duke of York, and is still preserved. 
A few houses grew up round the fort, and in 1820 besides the 
military there was a civilian population at Fort Frederick of 
about 35 persona. In April of that year arrived In the bay the 
area of some scoo British immigrants, who settled in the eastern 
district of the colony (See Cart Comer: History). Under the 
supervision of Sir Butane Deakin, acting governor of the Cape, a 
town was laid out at the base of the hills. In 1836 it was made a 
f roe warehousing port, and in 0137 the capital of a small adjacent 
district. To overcome the difficulty of landing from the road-
stead a breakwater was built at the mouth of the Baakens River 
in '856, but k had to be removed in 3869, as it caused a serious 
acts-emulation of sand. The prosperity which followed the 
construction of railways to the interior earned for the port the 
designation of " the Liverpool of South Africa." Railway 
work was begun in 1873 and Port Elizabeth Is now in direct 
communication with all other parts of South Africa. At the 
same period (1873) the building of the existing jetties was 
undertaken. Port Elisabeth has possesed municipal govern-
ment since 1836. lir predominant British character Is shown 
by the fact that not until sem was the foundation stone laid 
of the first Dutch Reformed Church in the town. 

POITEODS, JOHN (d. 2736), captain of the city guard of 
Edinburgh, whose name is associated with the celebrated riots 
of 1736, was the son of Stephen Porteous, an Edinburgh tailor. 
Having served In the army, he was employed In t7ts to drill the 
city guard for the defence of Edinburgh in anticipation of a 
Jacobite rising, and was promoted later to the command of the 
force. In :736 a smuggler named Wilson, who had won popu-
larity by helping a companion to escape from the Tolbooth 
prison, was banged; and, scone slight disturbance occurring at the 
mention, the city guard fired on the mob, killing a few and 
wounding a coesidetabk number of persons. Porteous, who was 
said to have fired at the people with his own hand, was brought 
to trial and sentenced to death. The granting of a reprieve was 
hotly resented by the people of Edinburgh, and on the night of 
the 7th of September 1736 an armed body of men in disguise 
broke into the prison, seized Porteous, and hanged him on a 
signpost in the street. It was said that persons of high position 
were concerned in the crime; but although the government 
aimed rewards for the apprehension of the perpetrators, and 
although General Moyle wrote to the duke of Newcastle that the 
criminals were " well-known by many of the Inhabitants of the 
tom,' so one was ever convicted of participation in the murder. 
The sympathies of the people, and even, It is said, of the clergy, 
throughout Scotland, were so unmistakably on the side of the 
Mien that the original stringency of the bill introduced into 
parliament for the punishment of the city of Edinburgh had to 
be reduced to the levying of a fine of [,coo for Porteous's 
widow, and the disqualification of the provost for bolding any 
public office. The incident of the Porteous riots was used by Sir 
Walter Scott In The Hears of Midlothian. 

See Sir Daniel Mum, Memorials of Edinhargh is the Olden Tim 
vds. EdInbut•gh, 1848): Skits Thais, vol. :vb.; William Case, 

Mesas ei fsie Sw R. Wtii■Lvolts. Landon. ilit6); Ma- 
sada Catiyie. Awaiserseisy 5116ok which gives the 
account of an ryrwitness of t.6 c=cc .ura of Wilma; pamphlets 
is vole in British Museum) containing The Life and Death sd Captain 
Jon AMAMI. and other papets relating to the subject; W. E. H. 
Ws. Mowry 4 as the Eighhoas ►  Onshwy. ii. pa. Oats 
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(I yob., Loudest, asp). See also Scott's notes to TM Heart of 
Midlothian. 

PORTER. BENJAMIN CURTIS (1843- ), American artist, 
MIS born at Melrose, Massachusetts, on the 27th of August 1343. 
He was a pupil of A. IL Bicknell and of the Paris schools, and 
was elected an associate of the National Academy of Design 
New Yon, in 0378, and a full =deaden' n in i880. He is best 
known as a painter of portraits. 

PORTER, DAVID 0780-'8431, American naval officer, was 
born in Boston, Massachusetts, on the sat of February r78°. 
His father, David, and his uncle, Samuel, commanded American 
ships in the War of Independence. In 1796 he accompanied 
his father to the West Indies; on a second and on a third voyage 
he was impressed on British ,easels, from which, however, he 
escaped. He became a midshipman in the United States Navy 
in April 2798; served on the " Constellation" (Captain Thomas 
Truxton) and was midshipman of the foretop when the " Constel-
lation " defeated the " Insurgente "; was promoted lieutenant 
in October 1799, and was in four successful actions with French 
ships in this year. In 1803, during the war with Tripoli, he was 
first lieutenant of the " Philadelphia " when that vessel grounded, 
was taken prisoner, and was not released until June 18os. He 
was commissioned master commandant in April 1806; in z807- 
28to served about New Orleans', where be captured several 
French privateers, and in i8ta was promoted captain. lie 
commanded the frigate " Essex " in her famous voyage in at r 
Are In the Atlantic he captured seven brigs, one ship, on the 
13th of August 28r2, the sloop "Alert," the first British war 
vessel Wen in the War of Ms. Without orders from his 
superiors ho then (February tilts) rounded Cape Horn, the 
harbours of the east coast of South America being dosed to 
him. In the South Pacific he captured many British whalers 
(the British losses were estimated at isoo,000), and on his owe 
authority took faunal possession (November 18131 of Nuke-
hivah, the largest of the Marquesas Islands; the United States, 
however, never asserted any claim to the island, which in 1842, 
with the other Marquesas, was annexed by France. During 
mod of February and March 18r4 he was blockaded by the 
British frigates " Cherub " and " Phoebe " in the harbour of 
Valparaiso, sad on the 28th of March was defeated by these 
teasels, which seem to have violated the neutrality of the port. 
He was released on parole, and sailed for New York on the " Essex, 
Jr.," a small vessel which he had captured from the British, 
and which accompanied the " Essex." At Sandy Hook he was 
detained by the captain of the British ship-of-war " Saturn " 
(who declared that Porter's parole was no longer effective), but 
escaped in a small boat. He was a member of the new board of 
naval commiationers from r81s until :823, when be commanded 
a squadron sent to the West Indies to suppress piracy. One 
of Ms offices, who leaded at Fajardo (or Foxardo), Porto Rico, 
in pursuit of a pirate, was imprisoned by the Spanish authorities 
on the charge of piracy. Porter, without reporting the incident 
or awaiting instructions, forced the authorities to apologise. 
He was recalled (December 1824), was court-march led, and was 
impended for six months. In August 0126 be resigned his 
commission, and until zing was commander-in-chief of the 
Mexican navy, then fighting Spain; in payment for his services 
be mceived government land in Tehuantepec, where be hoped to 
promote an inter-oceanic anal. President Andrew Jackson 
appointed him cossul-general to Algiers in 1830, Mad in 1831 
created for him the post of disrge d'affaires at Constantinople, 
where in 1841 he became minister. He died in Pen on the srd of 
March 2843. 

He wrote • formai of a Crain wads to time Pacific Ocean in the 
U.S. Frigate "Eras" is 181.2-13 -24 (2 206., 1815; and ed., ast 
and Constantinople and its Environs (a vols., tfi3s), a valuab 
guide-hook. See the Memoir of Commodore David Porter (Albany, 
New York, 11175), by his son, Admiral David D. Porter. 

PORTER, DAVID DIXON (18r3-019r), American naval 
officer, son of Captain David Porter, was born in Chester, Pennsyl-
vania, on the 8th of June 1813. His first voyage, with his father 

11  While he was in New Orleans he adopted David Farturw. who 
later WOW with him on the Ewes." 

to 
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in West Indian waters in 18231824, was terminated by the 
Fajardo affair (see PORTER, DAVID). In April 2826 he entered 
the Mexican navy, of which his father was commander-in-chief, 
and which he left in 1828, after the capture by the Spanish of the 
" Guerrero," on which he was serving under his cousin, David H. 
Porter (28o4-1828), who was killed before the ship's surrender. 
He became a midshipman in the United States navy in 1829, 
and was in the coast survey in 2836-1842. In 2839 he married 
the daughter of Captain Daniel Tod Patterson (1786-1839), then 
commandant of the Washington navy-yard. Porter became a 
lieutenant in February 2841; served at the naval observatory 
in 1845-1846; in 1846 he was mat to the Dominican Republic to 
report on conditions there. During the Mexican War he served, 
from February to June 2847, as lieutenant and then as command-
ing officer of the " Spitfire," a paddle vessel built for use on the 
rivers, and took part in the bombardment of Vera Cruz and in 
the other naval operations under Commander M. C. Perry. From 
the close of the Mexican War to the beginning of the Civil War 
he had little but detail duty; in 2835 and again in 2856 he made 
trips to the Mediterranean to bring to the United States camels 
for army use in the south-west. In April 186i he was assigned 
to the " Powhatan," and was sent under secret orders from the 
president for the relief of Fort Pickens, Pensacola, an expedition 
which ho had urged. Porter was promoted commander on the 
22nd of April, and on the 3oth of May was sent to blockade the 
South-West Pass of the Mississippi. In August he left the gulf in 
a fruitless search for the Confederate cruiser " Sumter." Upon 
his return to New York in November he urged an expedition 
against New Orleans (q.v.), and recommended the appointment 
of Commander D. G. Farragut his foster-brother, to the 
chief command. In the expedition Porter himself commanded 
the mortar flotilla, which, when Farragut's fleet passed the forts 
on the early morning of the 24th of April 1862, covered its 
passage by a terrific bombardment that neutralized the fire of 
Fort Jackson. At Vicksburg Porter's bombardment assisted 
Farragut to run past the forts (June 28). On the 9th of July 
Porter was ordered, with ten mortar boats, to the James river, 
where McClellan's army was concentrated. On the 231.12 of 
October he took command of the gun-vessels which had been 
built on the upper waters of the Mississippi, and to which he 
made important additions at an improvised navy-yard at 
Mound City, Illinois. With this he took part in the capture 
of Arkansas Post on the lath of January 1863. In the opera-
tions for the capture of Vicksburg in 2863 unsuccessful attempts 
were made in February and March by Porter's vessels to 
penetrate through connecting stream; and bayous to the 
Yazoo river and reach she right rear of the Confederate 
defences on the bluffs. But in May the Beet ran past the 
Vicksburg batteries, mastered the Confederate forts at Grand 
Gulf, and made it possible for Grant's army to undertake the • 

brilliant campaign which led to the fall of the place (see 
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR and VICKSBURG). Porter received the 
thanks of Congress for " opening the Mississippi River "and was 
promoted rear-admiral. lie co-operated with Major-General 
N. P. Banks in the Red River expeditions in March-May :864, 
in which his gun-boats, held above Alexandria by shallow water. 
and rapids,,narrowly escaped isolation, being enabled to return 
only by the help of a dam built by Lieut.-Colonel (Brigadier-
General) Joseph Bailey 0827-2867). On the r2th of October 
1864 he assumed command of the North Atlantic blockading 
squadron, then about to engage in a combined military and naval 
expedition against Fort Fisher, North Carolina. Porter claimed 
that his guns silenced Fort Fisher, but Major-General B. F. Butler, 
in command of the land forces, refused to assault, asserting that 
the fort was practically intact. After Butler's removal, Porter, 
co-operating with Major-General Alfred H. Terry, and com-
manding the largest fleet assembled at any one point during 
the war, took the fort on the 15th of January 1865; for this he 
again received the thanks of Congress. From 2865 to 2869 he 
was superintendent of the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis, 
which he greatly improved; his most notable change being the 
Introduction of athletics. On the 25th of July he became 

vice-admiral. From the eth of March to the soh of Jew 
1869, while Adolph E. Bode (180cr-2 880). of 'Penn:R*02min". em 
secretary of the navy is President Gnat's cabinet, Porter en 
virtually in charge of the navy -department. in arms le 
succeeded Farragut in the grade of admiral, which limpew 
after Porter's death until ,s899, when it was re-estahneleed 
reward Rear-Admiral George Dewey for his victory at iLemia 
Porter urged the menstrual= of the navy, :which be Ire 
begun in 2882. He died in Washington, D.C.. on the 13th e 
February 2892. 

Porter wrote a /aft Coweedore Deed Peter (a1103), gumMu• 
Incidnits and Aneadotes of As nail War Isaks), a Mae TOO acesa. 
History of the Navy &keg the War of the Rebellion(188) ewe sera 
Allan Dare and Robert kDiabk (i8Es; dramatized, ) and Pao— 

Marlins (1886), and • short " Romance of Gettysburg,' pedirselimet 
-The Criterion in tgog. See J. R. Sole,. Anneal Penn' Dim Yen* 

1903) in the " Great Commander*" Series 
Admiral Porter's throe brothers were in the service of de 

United States: Wiu.we DAVID Poarea (111=-:864) amass 
the navy in 1823, commanded the " Essex " on the 'Teememe 
and the Mississippi in the Civil War, and became omansodaear 
July x862; Ter.cooarc Hltnalt PORT= (18t7-/846) win the Km 
officer of the American array killed in the Mexican War; oar 
HENRY OGDEN Poarea 0823-1874 resigned from the Unitm 
States navy in 1847, after seven years' service, fought mos 
William Walker in Central America, returned to the Amediens 
navy, was executive officer of the " Hatteras" when she ma 
sunk by the " Alabama," and received wounds in the actionhea 
the effects of which be died several yens later. ' 

PORTER. ENDYMIOX (1581-1649), English royalist, de 
sanded from Sir William Porter, sergeant-at-arms to Henry NIL 
and son of Edmund Porter, of Aston-sub-Edge in Gloucester 
shire, by hiscousin Angela,daughterof Giles Porter of bliekbea 
in the same county, was brought up in Spain—where be ind 
relatives-as page in the household of Olivares. Ho attenuate 
entered successively the service of Edward Mins and of BIM 
ingham, and through thelatter's recommendation became gees 
of the bedchamber to Charles L In October 16aa he was so 
to negotiate concerning the affairs of the Palatinate ands 
marriage with the Infanta. He accompanied Charles -4 
Buckingham on their foolhardy expedition is 1623, acted 
their interpreter,, and was included in the consequent attack 
made by Lord Bristol on Buckingham in :626. In ibffikewns 
employed as envoy to Spain to negotiate for peace, and in rem 
on a mission to the Netherlands to the Infante Ferffinard. 
During the Civil War Porter remained a constant and &Wei 
servant of the king. He was with him during the two Scan* 
campaigns, attended him again on the visit to Scotland legalist 
1642, and followed Charles on his last departure from Lends. 
in 5642, receiving the nominal command of a regiment, aadaitting 
in the Royalist parliament at Oxford in 164s. He bad, however, 
little faith in the king's measures. " His Majesty's businesses," 
he writes in 1641, " run in their wonted channel-subtle deigns 
of gaining the popular opinion and weak executions for the up-
holding of monarchy." His fidelity to Charles was of a personal. 
not of a political nature. " My duty and loyalty have taught 
me to follow my king," he declares, " and by the grace of God 
nothing shall divert me from it." This devotion to the king. 
the fact that he was the agent and prot6g6 of Buckingham, and 
that his wife Olivia, daughter of John, Lord Bottler of Bran:field. 
and niece of Buckingham, was a zealous Roman Catholic, drew 
.upon him the hostility of the opposite faction. As member 4 
the Long Parliament, in which be sat as member for Droiteicis. 
he was one of the minority of se who voted against Strained's 
attainder, and was in consequence proclaimed a " betrayer of 
his country." On the isth of February 164a he was mated 
one of the dangerous counsellors, and specially excepted bon 
pardon on the 4th of October and in the treaties of peace 
negotiated subsequently, while on the loth of March 2643 be 
was excluded from parliament. Porter was also fropHoned in 
the army plot; he assisted Glamorgan ifs illegally putting the 
great seal to the commission to negotiate with the Irish in r644; 
and was charged with having in the same manner affixed the 
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west seal of Scotland, then temporarily in his keeping, to that of 
O'Neill in 1641, and of having incurred some responsibility for 
the Irish rebellion. Towards the end of 1645, when the king's 
cause was finally lost, Porter abandoned England, and resided 
successively in France, Brussels, where he was reduced to great 
poverty, and the Netherlands. The property which he bad 
accumulated during the tenure of his various appointments, by 
successful commercial undertakings and by favours of the court, 
was now for the most part either confiscated or encumbered. 
He returned to England in 1649, after the king's death, and was 
allowed to compound for what remained of it. He died shortly 
aftervrarda, and was buried on the Roth of August 1649 at St 
Martin's-in-the-Fields, leaving as a special charge in his will to 
his sons and descendants to " observe and respect the family of 
my Lord Duke of Buckingham, deceased, to whom I owe all the 
happiness I bad in the world." He left five sons, who all played 
conspicuous, if not all creditable, pans in the history of the time. 
According to Wood, Porter was " beloved by two kings: James L 
for his admirable wit and Charles I. for his general bearing, 
brave style, sweet temper, great experience, travels and modern 
languages." During the period of his prosperity Porter had 
gained a great reputation in the world of art and•letters. He 
wrote verses, was a generous patron of Davenant, who especially 
sings his praises, of Dekker, Warmarey, May, Herrick and 
Robert Dover, and was included among the 84 " essentials " 
la Bolton's " Academy Royal." He was a judicious collector 
of pictures, and as the friend of Rubens, Van Dyck, Mytens and 
other painters, and as agent for Charles in his purchases abroad 
be bad a considaable sham in loaning the king's magnificent 
collection. Ho was also instrumental in procuring the Arundel 
pictures from Spain. The authorship of EloW nark 2649, a 
vindication of the Elide' OnasMaS, has been attributed with some 
reason to Porter. 

Aotsoainer—Weand lams ef E adyvaion Pewter, by D. Tow. • 
head (5697); article ma the Diet. of Noll. Iftelf., by C. II. Firth ;In 
authorities there cited; Mesesoires, by D. Lloydii660, p.657; Burt°, 
Nisi . of Scala., 114  r 873). vi. ,346-347_,• Eng. Hist. 	u. Sp. (. 
....manses Ili gi. of 	UM 01 car Lords Siranriord (1877). 
E. B. Fosblanque ( le and Litton.): Wood, Athenae Ovenseni, • 
Clasendout's History of dm Rebating State Papers and Calendar • I 
SLY Papers: Calendar of Stale Paper, • Dow. and of CononsUer • 
Compoonsifint; The Owners of Chia*. by Waters. i. 144-149: Eul , •1 
Basilan. by Ed. Almack, p. 94. There are also various referent'. 
&c.. to Eadyndon Porter in Adifitiainol Charters, Eiritkh 
6213. 5633, 67s9; Add. MSS. tV„;s  33. 374; and Ermon 25r , •• 
3s33; La the Hut. MSS. COMM. 	; MSS. of Duke of Portion.;, 
be., and in Nees and Queries; also 71unnason Tracts, Brit. Mu , 
E its (z3). 

PORTER. PITZ4011/1 (182*-69e1), American soldier, was 
born at Portsmouth, New Harapahht, on the pet of August 
ribs, He was the son of a naval officer, and nephew of 
David Paten of the frigate " Essex." He graduated at the 
United States Military Academy in 1845 and was assigned 
to the artillery. Is the blexiour War he won two brevets 
fa gallantry—that of captain for Moline del Rey and that of 
major for Chapultepec. He served at West Point as instructor 
and adjutant (449-1858), and he took part In the Utah 
expedition. At the outbreak of the Civil War in t86: he 
was employed OCI staff duties in the eastern states, and 
rendered peat assistance in the organisation of Pennsylvanian 
volunteem In the absence of higher authority Porter sanctioned 
m his own responsibility the request of Missouri Unionists for 
peredofee to raise troops, a step which had an important 
Maumee upon the struggle for the possession of .the state. 
He became colonel of a new regiment of regulars OD the :ph 
of May, and soon afterwards bripdleageneral of volunteers. 
Under McClellan be commanded a division of Infantry in the 
Peninsula campaign, and directed the Union siege operations 
against Yorktown, and be was soon afterwards placed in com-
mand of the V. army corps. When the Seven Days' battle (q.e.) 
began Potter's corps had to sustain aline the full weight of the 
Confederate attack, and though ddeated in the desperately 
faubt battle of Gaines's Mill (Jose sr, 1862) the steadiness 
ed 

 
he defame was so conspicuous that he was immediately 

promoted major-general of volunteers and brevet brigadier. 
general U.S.A. His corps, moreover, had the greatest share in 
the successful battles of Glendale and Malvern Hill. Soon after-
wards, with other units of the Army of the Potomac, the V. corps 
was sent to reinforce Pope in central Virginia. Its inaction on 
the first day of the disastrous second battle of Bull Run (q.v.) 
led to the general's subsequent disgrace; but it tnade a splendid 
fight on the second day to save the army from complete rout, 
and subsequently shared in the Antietam campaign. On the 
same day on which McClellan was relieved from his command, 
Porter, his warm friend and supporter, was suspended. A few 
days later he was tried by court-martial on charges brought 
against him by Pope, and on the rut of January 2863 was 
sentenced to be cashiered " and for ever disqualified from holding 
any office of trust under the government of the United States." 
After many years Porter's friends succeeded (1878) in procuring 
a revision of the case by a board of distinguished general officers. 
This board reported strongly in Porter's favour, but at the 
time the remission of the disqualifying penalty was all that was 
obtained in the way of redress. General Grant bad now taken 
Porter's part, and wrote an article in vol. 135 of the North 
American Review entitled " An Undeserved Stigma." Against 
much opposition, partly political (1879-1886) and a veto on a legal 
point from President Arthur, a relief bill finally passed Congress, 
and Porter was on the 5th of August 1886 restored to the United 
States army as colonel and placed on the retired list, no provision, 
however, being made for compensation. After the Civil War 
General Porter was engaged in business in New York, and later 
held successively many important municipal offices. In 1869 
he declined the offer made by the khedive of the chief command 
of the Egyptian army. He died on the nu of May moz„ at 
Morristown, New Jersey. 

See. beside. Geseral Grant's article. Cos. The Second Dank 
of Dail Ran as connected with the Porter Case (Cincinnati, 1883); 
Lord. A Summary of the Case of F. .1. Porter (1883), and papers in 
vol. IL of the publications of the Military Historical Society of 
Massachusetts. 

PORTER. HENRY (.11. 1596-1599), English dramatist, author 
of The Two Angry W onsets of Abingdon, may probably be identified 
with the Henry Porter who matriculated at Broome College, 
Oxford, on the 20th of June 1589, and is described as aged 
sixteen and the sou of a gentleman of London. From 1596 to 
1599 he was engaged in writing plays for ilenalowe for the 
admiral's men, and his closest associate seems to have been 
Henry Chettla The earlier entries in Headowe's Diary are 
respectful in tone, and tbe considerable sums paid to " Mr Porter" 
prove that his plays were popular. Hen Lowe secured in February 
1599 the sole rights of any play in which Porter had a hand, 
the consideration being an advance of forty shillings. As time 
goes on he is familiarly referred to as " Harry Porter "; his 
borrowing become mote frequent, and the sums less, until on 
the 16th of April 2599 be obtained a loan of twelve pence in 
exchange for • bond to pay all be owed to Henslowe—twenty. 
five shillings—on pain of forfeiting ten pounds. Whether he 
paid or not does not appear, but his last loan is recorded on the 
26th of May 1599, after which nothing further is known of him. 
It seems in the highest degree unlikely that he is the Henry 
Porter who took his degree as Mus. Bac. at Christ Churchin Moo 
after twelve years' study, and whose skill in sacred music is ale. 
brated in an epigram by John Weever. The entries in Henalowe's 
Diary indicate that he wrote a play called Low Presented (15O). 
Het Anger soon Cold, with Chettle and Ben Jonson (1598), the 
second part of The Two Angry Women of Abingdon (i 598), The 
Pow Merry Women of Abingdon (1m), and The Spencers (t see); 
with Chettle. None of these are extant, unless, as has been 
suggested, Lew Prevented is another name for The Pkaseni 
History of the two angry somas of Abingdon. With she kweserons 
mirth of Dick Cowles and Nicholas Prowrbes, too swag own 
(1599), the importance of which is well described by  professor 
Gayley: "As a comedy of unadulterated native flavour, breath-
ing rural life and manners and the modem spirit, constructed 
with knowledge of the stage, and without agectstiou 
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constraint, it has no foregoing analogue except perhaps The 
Pinner of Wakefield. No play preceding or contemporary yields 
an easier conversational prose, not even the Merry Wises." 

Alexander Dyce edited the Anry WORen for the Percy Society 
in 1841; and it is included in W. C. Haslitt's edition of Dodsley 
Old Plays (1874). It was edited by Havelock Ellis in Nero and other 
plays (1388. " Mermaid Series,' and in Representative English 
Comedies (1903), with an introduction by the general editor, Professor 
C. M. Gayley. 

PORTER. HORACE (1837- 	), American diplomatist and 
soldier, was born in Huntingdon, Pennsylvania, on the 15tb of 
April 1837; son of David Rittenhouse Porter (z788--1867), 
governor of Pennsylvania in 1839-1845, and grandson of Andrew 
Porter (1743-1813), an officer in the Continental Army during 
the War of Independence, and surveyor-general of Pennsylvania 
from 18og until his death. Horace Porter studied for a year 
(1854) at the Lawrence scientific school of Harvard University, 
and then entered the United States Military Academy, where 
be graduated in 1860, third in his class. During the Civil War he 
was chief of ordnance at the capture of Fort Pulaski; then served 
in the Army of the Potomac until after Antietam; was transferred 
to the west, where he took part in the battles of Chickamauga 
(for gallantry in which 'he received a congressional medal of 
honour in June 1002) and Chattanooga; and in April 1864 
became aide-de-camp to General Grant, in which position he 
served until March z 869. lie earned the brevet of captain at Fort 
Pulaski, that of major at the battle of the Wilderness, and that 
of lieutenant-colonel at New Market Heights, and in March 1865 
was breveted colonel and brigadier-generaL From August 1867 
to January 1868, while General Grant was secretary of war ad 
attain, Porter was an assistant secretary, and from March 1869 to 
January 1873, when Grant was president, Porter was his execnt ive 
secretary. He resigned from the army in December 1873, when 
he became vice-president of the Pullman Palace Car Company 
and held other business positions. From March 1897 to May 1905 
be was United States ambassador to France. At his personal 
expense he conducted (1899-1905) a successful search for the 
body of John Paul Jones,' who had died in Paris in 1792. For 
this be received (May 0, Igoe) a unanimous vote of thanks of 
both Houses of Congress, and the privileges of the floor for life. 
In tool be was a member of the American delegation to the 
Hague Peace Conference. General Porter became well-known 
as a public speaker, and delivered orations at the dedication of 
General Grant's tomb in New York, at the centennial of the 
founding of West Point, and at the re-interment of the body of 
John Paw Jones at Annapolis. His publications include West 
Point Life (1866) and Campaigning with Grant (1807). 

PORTER. JANE (1776-1850), British novelist, daughter of 
an army surgeon, was born at Durham in 1776. Her life and 
reputation are closely linked with those of her sister, ANNA MANIA 
P4RITIL (1780-183:), novelist, and her brother, SIN RONENT Kra 
PORT= (1775-5842), painter and traveller. After their father's 
death, in :779, the mother removed from Durham, their birth-
place, to Edinburgh, where the children's love of romance was 
stimulated by their association with Flora Macdonald and the 
young Walter Scott. Mrs Porter moved to London, so that her 
son might study art, and the sisters subsequently resided at 
Thames Ditton and at Ether with their mother until bee death 
ice: z831. Anna Maria Porter published Artless Tales in 2 793-
1795. the first of along series of works of which the more note-
worthy are Walsh Colville (1797), Mimic; (1798), The Lake of 
Killarney (1804), A Sailor's Friendship and 4154447's Lose (1805), 
The Hungarian Brothers (1807), Don Saunas 0800, Ballads, 
ROMOICO and other Poems (z 8z z), The Recluse of Norway (18,4), 
The Knight of St John (18:7), The Fast of St Magdalen (1838), 
Eke Village of Mo ► iondorj4 (1821), Roche &mks (au), Honor 
O'Hara (1826) and Barony (1830). Jane Porter—whose intel-
lectual power, though slower in development and in expression, 
was greater than her sister's—had in the meantime gained imme-
diate popularity by her fret work, Thaddeus of Warsaw (18o3), 

' Ape Inters. !own PAr t. and an &Wick by General Porter, "The 
Recovery of ■ 'w Body of John Paul Jones," in the Century Magsesse, 
(1 903). tae- 027 299. 

which was translated Into several languages and procured be 
election as canoness of the Teutonic order of St Joachim. Is 

8 to, four years before the appearance of Watuley, she attempted 
national romance in her StaUish Chiefs. The story of Wallace 
had been a favourite one in her childhood, and she was probably 
well acquainted with the poem of Blind Harry (Henry the 
Minstrel). Although the book lacked historical accuracy, and 
the figure of Wallace is a sentimental conception of the k-st 
convincing kind, the picturesque power of narration displayed 
by Miss Porter has OM NI the story from the oblivion which has 
overtaken the works of most of Scott's predecessors is histories! 
fiction. Her later works included The Pastor's Fireside (180. 
Duke Christian of Luneburg (t824), Cowing Out (,$s$) and The 
Field of Forty Footsteps (1828). In conjunction with her 811121 
she published in 1826 the Tales mitt a Winkr Hearer. She 
also wrote some plays, and frequent contributio,,s to carnet 
periodical literature, Sir Edward Staward's Mary (0530 was 
asserted by Miss Porter to be founded on documents placed is 
her hands by the author's family, but is generally regarded es 
pure fiction. The claim of her eldest brother, Dr William Ogilvie 
Porter, to its authorship rests on a memorial inscription is 
Bristol Cathedral, written by Jane. On the arst of September 
1832 Anna Maria died, and for the next ten years Jane became 
" • wanderer " amongst her relations and friends. 

Robert Ker Porter had in his twin ve y been scarcely less 
successful than his sisters. After two years of study at the 
Royal Academy he had gained reputation as a painter of situ• 
pieces and battle-scenes of imposing magnitude. He west to 
Russia as historical painter to the emperor In 1804.  travelled 
in Finland and Sweden, where he received anigh• Jood bee 
Gustavus IV. in z8o6, and accompanied Sir John Moore to 
Spain in 1808. In altz he returned to Russia and married 
Russian princess. He was knighted by the Prince Regent is 
1813. In 1817 he travelled to Persia by way of St Menhir; 
and the Caucasus, returning through Bagdad and wawa 
Asia Minor. He examined the ruins of Persepolis, making way 
valuable drawings and copying cuneiform inscriptioas. In 
18s6 he became British consul in Venezuela. His services then 
were recognized by a knight commandership of the Order of 
Hanover. ,Accounts of his wanderings are to be found in bin 
Travelling Sketches its Russia and Sweden (1808), Leans frog 
Portugal and Spain (18og), Narrative of the late Campaign is 
Russia (1813), and Travels in Geergia, Persia, Armenia, Ancient 
Babylonia arc., during the years 18s7-18.so (1821-1822). Ana 
leaving Venezuela (1841) he again visited St Petersburg, and died 
there suddenly on the 4th of May 1842. Jane Porter. who had 
joined him in Russia, then returned to England and took cP 
her residence with her eldest. brother at Bristol, where she died 
on the 24th of May :85o. 

PORTER. MARY (d. 1765), English actress, was brought to 
the attention of Betterton by Mrs Barry, who had seen her play 
the Fairy Queen at Bartholomew Fair. In his company she 
made her first appearance in tench in tragedy, in which she was 
at her best, although she also played a long list of comedy perm 
When her friends, Mrs Barry, Mrs Bracegirdle and Mrs Oldfield, 
had retired from the stage, she was left its undisputed quota-
She died on the 24th of February 1 765. 

PORTER. NOAH (1821-1892), American educationalist sod 
philosophical writer, was born in Farmington. Connecticut, as 
the uth of December au. He graduated at Yale Cage. 
slip, and laboured as • Congregational minister in Connecticut 
and Massachusetts, 2836-1846. He was elected professor of 
moral philosophy and metaphysics at Yale in 2846, and from 
1875 to 1886 be was president of the college. He edited seemd 
editions of Noah Webster's English dictionary, and wrote oe 
education, Ac. His best-known work is The Memos bald. 
with an Introduction apart Psychology and the .11 swan Sod (IS," 
comprehending a general history of philosophy, and followod 
in part the " common•seue " philosophy of the Scottish 11 41x." 
while accepting the Kasai= doctrine of intuition. and declare* 
the notion of design to be • priori. He died in New Siva° 
the 4th of March Olga. 
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FORM* REM 731-s8o8), bishop of London, was born 
at York sad educated at Christ's College, Cambridge, where he 
became fellow in 1752. He was ordained in t 7s7, and in t76rwas 
appointed domestic chaplain to the archbishop of Canterbury. 
I n '767 he became rector of Lambeth, and took his D.D. degree 
at Cambridge, preaching on that occasion a sermon which in-
duced John Norris (1734-1777) to found the Norrisian professor-
ship of divinity. About two years later he was appointed 
c haplain to the king and master of the hospital of. St Cross, 
Winchester. In 2776 he became bishop of Cheater, and in 
1787 he was translated to London. He ass a supporter of the 
Church ifindonary and the British and Foreign Bible societies, 
and laboured for the abolition of slavery. 

Of his published works the Review of She Life and Character of 
A rchbishop Sicker (Loodott, fro). and the Swannery of tie= 
Eroiertces for the Truk end Dom Ord& of the Chrhihise 
(Leaden, *boo), have pored through numerous editions- 

PORTFOLIO (shortened form of tato folio, adapted from the 
Ital. yertefogli, paean, to carry, and Jodi, sheets or leaves of 
paper, Lat. folio*, leaf), a ease for keeping papers, documents, 
prints, maps, &c., usually a leather book-cover with a &Able 
back. As the official documents of a state department are in 
the hands of the minister of that depattment, the word "port-
folio " is frequently used figuratively of the office butt, par-
ticularly on the continent of Europe, where the " portfolio " is 
the symbol of office, as, in English usage, the " seals "arc for the 
secretaryships of state. The phrase " minister without port-
folio " is applied to a member of a ministry to whom no special 
department is assigned 

PORT GLASGOW. a municipal and pollee burgh and seaport 
of Renfrewshire, Scotland, on the southern shore of the Firth of 
Clyde, ;A m. W.N.W. of Glasgow by the Cakdordan railway. 
Pop. (toot), 16,857. The pound behind the town toes to a 
height of loo ft. and is partly occupied by villas. Amongst the 
principal buildings are the town house (this), with a tower and 
spire; the town hall (1873), the library (1887) founded by James 
Moffat, a merchant of the burgh, and the Carnegie Park Orphan-
age, also provided from the same bequest. Blrkmyre Park was 

" opened in 189. The industries include shipbuilding and allied 
trades, engineering works, and Iron and brass foundries. The 
area of the port (which has wet and graving docks) amounts to 
16 acres, and there are sow yds. of quayage. The Whom 
are accessible at all stages of the tide. The district originally 
formed part of the parish of Kilmakohn, the nucleus of the town 
being the village of Newark attached to the barony of that name. 
In 1668 it was purchased from Sir Patrick Maxwell of Newark 
by the Glasgow magistrates, who here constructed a harbour. 
In 1603 It was erected into a separate parish under the name of 
New Port Glasgow. In s 7 to it became the chief =atom-house 
port for the Clyde, until superseded by Greenock. The graving 
dock made in 2762 was the first dock of the kind in Scotland. 
Iu 1775 Port Glasgow was created a burgh of barony and since 
1832 has formed one of the Kilmarnock parliamentary burghs 
(with Kilmarnock, Dumbarton, Renfrew and Itutherglen). It 
is governed by a council with provost and bales. Adjoining 
the town on the cast arc the picturesque ruins of Newark Castle, 
a quadrangular building dating from the end of the seith century. 
Formerly the property of the Dennbtotun, It now belongs to 
the Shaw-Stewarts. 

PORTFICAWL, a seaport and urban district In the nuts-
parliamentary division of Glarnorganshlre, South Wales, yo m. 
by rail W. of Cardiff and 22 m. S.E. of Swansea. Pop. (toot) 
1872. The urban district (formed In 2893) is conterminous 
with the civil parish of Newton Nottage, which, in addition to 
Potthcawlproper, built on the sea-front, comprises the ancient 
village of Nonage, t m. N., and the more modern village of New-
ton, 1 m. N.E. of Porthcawl. The natural harbour of Newton 
(as it used to be called) was improved by a breakwater, and was 
connected by a tramway with Maesteg, whence coal and iron 
One brought foe shipment. The tramway was converted into 
t railway, and in•1363 opened for passenger traffic. in 1866 • 
dock (711 acres) and tidal basin (21 acres) were constructed, but  

since about tess they have fallen into disuse and the coal is 
diverged to other ports, chiefly Port Talbot. Fortin:awl, however, 
has grown in popularity as a watering-place. Situated en a 
slightly elevated headland facing Swansea Hay and the Bristol 
Channel, it has fine sands, rocks and breezy commons, on one of 
which, near golf links resorted to from all parts of Glamorgan, is 
" The Rest," a convakaceat borne for the working dames, 
completed in 2891, with accommodation for eighty persons. 
The climate of Portheawi is bracing, and the rainfall (averaging 
as in.) is about the lowest on the South Wales coast. The district 
is described by R. D. Blackmore in his tale The Meld of Stet 
(1872), based on a legend associated with Sk.er House, a 
fine Elizabethan building in the adjoining parish of Sker, which 
was formerly extra 	. The parish church (dedicated to 
St John the' 	• pre-Released= stone altar and an 
ancient carved stow pulpit, said to be the only relic of an earlier 
church now covered by the sea.. 

PORT HOPE, • town and port of entry of Durham county, 
Ontario, Canada, on the north shore of Lake Ontario, 63 m. N.E. 
of Toronto by the Grand 'Dunk railway, and connected with 
Charlotte, the port for Rochester, New York, by a daily steamboat 
service. The population, 505 la 082, shrunk in tem to 088, 
but is increasing owing to the popularity of the town as a summer 
resort. It is picturesquely situated on the aide and at the foot 
of hills overlooking the lake; and Smith's Creek, by which it is 
traversed, supplies abundant water-power. Trade is carded on 
in lumber, grain and flour. Trinity College School, a residential 
school under Anglican control, has a long and creditable history. 

PORT H1111•011, a village in East Baton Rouge Parish, 
Louisiana, U.S.A., on the left bank of the Misdssippi, about 
135 tn. above New Orleans. At the sharp turn of the- Mids. 
sippi here the Confederates In Ms built on the commanding 
bluffs powerful batteries covering • stretch of about 3 in., their 
strongest fortifications along the Ithsissippi between New Weans 
and Vicksburg. On the 'night of the 14th of March 1863 Admiral 
Farragut, with seven vessels, attempted to run past the batteries, 
commanded by Brigadier-General William BL1Gardner, but four 
of his vessels were disabled and forced to turn back, one, the 
" Mississippi " was destroyed, and only two, the " Hartford " and 
the " Albatross" got past. General N. P. Banks's land attach, 
on the 27th of May, was unsuccessful, the Union loss, needy 
sate, being six times that of the Confederates. A second attack 
on the 14th of June, entailed a further Union loss of about 
thoo met. But on the 9th of July, two days after the news 
of the surrender of Vicksburg, after a siege of 45 days, General 
Gartner surrendered the position to General Banks with about 
6400 men, so.guns, s000 *mall arms and ammunition, and two 
river steamers. The Union losses during the siege were probably 
more than 4000; the Confederate losses about Soo. The capture 
of Vicksburg and Port Hudson secured to the Union the 
control of the Mlialsdppl. 

PORT HURON, a city and the county-seat of Saint Clair 
county, Michigan, U.S.A., at the confluence of the Saint Clair 
and Black rivets, and at the lower end of Lake Huron, about 
6o m. N.N.E. of Detroit Pop. 4930, 19458 of whom 7142 MSC 
foreign-been 0910 U.S. OM* 111,863. It is served by the Grand 
Trunk and other railways, and by steamboat lines to Chicago 
and other ports. A railway tunnel, boss ft. long, under the Saint 
Clair, connects the city with Sarnia, Canada. The tunnel, which 
has an bride diameter of so ft., was constructed by the Grand 
Trunk railway in 1889-1891 at a coat of about 82,7oe,0oo, and 
was designed by Joseph Hobson (b. 1834). Part Huron is laid 
out with. widestreets; on both sides of the Black river and along 
the shore of Lake Huron; it has attractive parks and mineral 
water springs, and is a summer remit. Among its buildings are 
the court house, the city ball, and a Modern Maccabee Temple-
Pott Huron being the headquarters of the Knights of the Modern 
Maccabees 0880, a fraternal society which, in tiro, had a mem-
bership of 107,737. Until twit Port Huron was the headquarters 
of the Knights of the Maccabees of the World (founded in 1883; 
283.00n members in thro). Port Huron has large shipping 
Interests, and since *866 has berm the port of entry of the Huron 
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customs district. In 1908 its exports were valued at 8t6,958,o8o 
and its imports at 84,859,12o. The city has shipyards, dry 
docks, large shops of the Grand Trunk railway, publishing 
houses, and manufactories of agricultural implements, steel ships, 
automobiles, foundry products, paper and pulp, and toys. In 
to% the city's factory products were valued at $4,789,589. 

In 1686 the French established Fort St Joseph, a fortified trading 
post, which came into the possession of the British in 1761 and was 
occupied by American troops in 1814. The tort was renamed 
Fort Gratiot in honour of General Charles Gratiot (1788-1855), who 
was chief-engineer in General W. H. Harrison's army in 1813-1814, 
and was chid-engineer of the U.S. Army in 1828-1838. The settlement 
which grew up round the fort, and was organized as a village in 1840. 
was also known as Fort Gratiot, and was annexed to Port Huron 
in 1803. The fort was abandoned during 1837-1848, during 1852-
,866, and, permanently, in 187Q. The earliest permanent settlement, 

• LLL, in I ;go by I “ch 
families. This settlement, distinct from that at the fort, was first 
called La Riviere De Lude, and, after 1828, Desmond. It was platted 
in 1835, incorporated as a village in 1840 (under its present name), 
and chartered as a city in 1857. 

PORTNI, a town of Campania, Italy, in the province of Naples, 
s at. S.E. of Naples by rail, on the shores of the bay, and at the 
foot of Vesuvius. Pop. ( 1 901 ), 14,239. The palace, erected in 
1738, is traversed by the high road. It once contained the 
antiquities from Herculaneum, now removed to Naples, and since 
1882 it has been a government school of agriculture. There is a 
small harbour. Just beyond Portici, on the south east, is Resins 
(pop, in toot, 20,182), on the site of the ancient Herculaneum, 
with several fine modern villas. The inhabitants are engaged 
in fishing, silk-growing and silk-weaving. The town was com-
pletely destroyed by the eruption of Vesuvius in 1631. 

PORTICO (Ital. for " porch," Lat. porticoes), a term in 
architecture for the covered entrance porch to a building, which 
is carried by columns, and either constitutes the whole front of 
the building, as in the Greek and Roman temples, or forms an 
important feature, as the portico of the Pantheon at Rome 
attached to the rotunda. A circular projecting portico, such 
as those to the north and south transepts o( St Paul's Cathedral, 
and that which forms the west entrance of St Mary le Strand, is 
known as cyclostyle. .The term porticoes is used to distinguish 
the entrance portico in an amphiprostylar or peripteral temple 
from that behind which is called the ponies:ex 

PORTIIIRE, a hanging placed over a door, as its French name 
implies, or over the doorleas entrance to a room. From the 
East, where doors are still rare, it came to Europe at a remote 
date—It is known to have been in use In the West in the 14th 
century, and Was probably introduced much earlier. Like an 
many other domestic plenishings, it reached England by way of 
France, where it appears to have been originally called rideao 
de pale. It is still extensively used either as an ornament or as 
a means of mitigating draughts. It is usually of some heavy 
material, such as velvet, brocade, or plush, and is often fixed 
upon a brass arm, moving in a socket with the opening and closing 
of the door. 

PORT JACKSON, or SYDNEY flarmotre, a harbour of New 
South Wales,. Australia. It is one of the safest apd most 
beautiful harbours in the world; its area, including all its bays, 
is about is sq. m., with a shore tine of 16s m.; it has deep water 
in every part, and is landlocked and secure in all weathers. 
The entrance, between two rocky promontories known as North 
and South Heads, is al m. wide between the outer heads, and 
narrows down to x m. 256 yds. The port is flanked on both 
sides by promontories, so that, in addition to a broad and deep 
central channel, there is a series of sheltered bays with good . 

 anchorage. Sydney lies on the southern shore about 4 m. from 
the Heat& Port Jackson is the chief naval depot of Australasia, 
the headquarters of the admiral's station, and is strongly fortified-
The harbour has a number of islands, most of which are used for 
naval or government pulpy= Shark Island is the quarantine 
station, Garden Island has naval foundries, hospital and stores, 
Goat Island is occupied by a powder magazine, Spectacle Island 
is used to store explosives, and on Cockatoo Island arc important 
government docks. Port Jackson was discovered by Captain 

Phillip in t788, though in 17742 Captain Cook, when comedng 
north, noticed what looked like an inlet, and named it alter Sir 
George Jackson, one of the secretaries to the Admiraky. Captain 
Cook parsed the harbour without recognition its capacity. loo 
the cliffs which guard the entrance are 300 ft. high, and no ves 
of the basin can be seen from the masthead. Middle Hold 
which is opposite the entrance, closes it in, and it is nexessarj 
to enter, turn to the south, and then to the west before the hoe 
part of the harbour discloses itself. 

PORT JERVIS, a city of Orange county, New York, U.S.A. 
on the Delaware river, at its junction with the Neversink, 8$ m. 
N.W. of New York city by rail, and at the intersection of the 
boundary lines of the states of New York, New Jersey and Penn-
sylvania. Pop. (tow), 9385, of whom 895 were foreign-born: 
(1910 tensus), 9564. It is served by the Erie and the IVra 
York, Ontario & Western railways. The beauty of the scenery 
in its vicinity has made the city a summer resort. At Port 
Jervis are situated the extensive shops of the Erie raaway . 
Among the manufactures are wearing apparel, silk. glass, cad 
silver ware.' The value of the factory products increased Iron 
Sz,009,o81 in 1900 to S1,635,225 in 19o5, or 62%. Port 
Jervis was laid out in :826, soon after work began on the Dela-
ware & Hudson Canal; it owes its origiq to that waterway (nos 
abandoned), and was named in honour of John Bloomfield Jervis 
(1795-1885), the engineer who constructed the canal, who, is 
1836, was in charge of the construction of the Croton Aqueduct, 
and wrote Railway Properly (1859) and The Conarasains ard 
Maaagensexl of Railways (1860. Port Jervis was incorporated 
as a village in 1853, and was chartered as a city in 1907. 

PORTLAND, EARL OF, an English title held by the family 
of Weston from 5633 to :688, and by the family of Dentine:A 
from 1689 to 1716, when it was merged in that of duke of Pen-
land. Sir Richard Weston (15J7-t635), according to Clarendos 
" a gentleman of very ancient extraction by father and mother.' 
was the son and heir of Sir Jerome Weston (e. 
Skreens, in Roswell, Essex, his grandfather being ItiAcd 
Weston (d. 1572) justice of the common pleas. A member: 
parliament during the reigns of James I. and Charles L , S 
Richard was sent abroad by James on two occasions to negotiate 
on behalf of the elector palatine Frederick V.; after the mentor 
of the duke of Buckingham, he became the principal counsellor 
of Charles I. In 1628 he was created Baron Weston of Neylind 
and in 1633 earl of Portland. Having in :62s and 16m had 
experience in the difficult task of obtaining money for the royal 
needs from the House of Commons, Weston was made lord high 
treasurer in 1628. His own inclinations and the obstacles is 
the way of raising money made him an advocate of a policy ol 
peace and neutrality. His conduct was frequently attacked In 
parliament,, but he retained both his office and the confidence 
of the king until his death on the 13th of March 2635. His son 
Jerome, the and earl (16o5-1663), was imprisoned for plotting 
in the interests of Charles L in 1643, and was nominally president 
of Munster from 1644 to 166o. lie sat in the conventton 
parliament of 166o. He was succeeded by his son Charles 
(1639-1665), who was killed in a sea-fight with the Dutch off the 
Texel, and then by his brother Thomas (r6oe-1688), who died 
in poverty at Louvain, when the title became extinct. In 1689 
it was revived by William III. , who bestowed it upon his favourite 
William Bentinck (see below.) 

Sir Richard Weston must be distinguished from • contemporary 
and namesake, Sir Richard Weston (c. 1579-3652), baron of 
the exchequer. Another Sir Richard Weston (c. 1466-1542) 
was a courtier and a diplomatist under Henry VEIL; his son was 
Sir Francis Weston (c. 1511-1536), who was beheaded for his  
alleged adultery with Anne Boleyn. This Sir Richard had a 
brother, Sir William Weston (d. 1540, who distinguished himself 
at the defence of Rhodes in 1522, and was afterwards prior of the 
Knights of St John in England. A third Sir Richard Weston 
41591-1652), was mainly reponsible for introducing locks on the 
Wey and thus making this river navigable. 

Another family of Weston produced Robert Weston (c. isis-
I 573). lord chancellor of Ireland from :566 until his death on the 
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moth of May 1573. Other famous Weston were Stephen Weston 
(2665-1743) bishop of Exeter from 1734 until his death, and his 
son Edward Welton (17o3-177o) the writer. 

M uch of the earl of Portland's correspondence is in the Public 
Record Other, London. For his political career see S. R. Gardiner, 
History of Eoglaad (1183-r884), and L. von Ranke, Ersglisehe 
Geschiate (Erg. trans., Word, Am). 

PORTLAND, WILLIAM BEIffINCIL FAIL or (c. 1645-1709), 
English statesman, was born; according to the Dutch historian, 
Groen van Prinsterer, in 3645, although most of the other 
authorities give the date as 160. The son of Henry Bentinck 
of piepenheim, be was descended from an ancient and noble 
family of Gelderland. He became page of honour and then 
gerttleman of the bedchamber to William, prince of Orange. 
When, in 1675, the prince was attacked by mull-pox, Bentindt 
mused him mdduously, and this devotion secured for him the 
special and enduring friendship of Williams; heandorward, by 
his prudence and ability, be fully justified the confidence placed 
in him. In :677 he was sent to England to solicit for the prince 
of Orange, the hand of Mary, daughter of James duke of York, 
afterwards James II., and be was again in England in :My and 
in 1685. When, In 1668, William was preparing for his invasion 
Dentin& went to some of the German princes to secure their 
support, or at least their neutrality, and he was also a medium 
of communication between his master and his English friends. 
He superintended the arrangements for the expedition end sailed 
to England with the prince. 

The revolution accomplished, Bentbuit was made groom of the 
stole, first gentleman of the bedchamber, and a privy councillor; 
and in April ttifio he was created Baron Cirencester, Viscount 
Woodstock and earl of Portland. He commanded some cavalry 
at the battle of the Boyne in 369o, and was present at the battle 
of Landen, where he was wounded, and at the siege of Namur. 
But his main work was of a diplomatic nature. Having thwarted 
the plot to murder the king in amti, he helped to arrange the 
peace of Ryswick in 1697; in 1698 he was ambassador to Pads, 
where he opened negotiations with Louis XIV. for a partition of 
the Spanish monarchy, and as William's representative, he signed 
the two partition treaties. Portland had, however, become very 
jealous of the rising influence of Arnold van Keppel, earl of 
Albemarle, and, in Oa" he resigned all his offices in the royal 
household. But be did not forfeit the esteem of the king, who 
continued to trust and employ hint. Portland had been loaded 
with gifts, and this, together with the *dewy felt for him as a 
foreigner, made him very unpopular in England. He received 
135,mo saes of land in Ireland, and only the strong opposition 
of a united House of Commons prevented !dm obtaining a large 
gift of crown lands M North.Wales. For his share in drawing 
up the partitioa treaties he was impeached in 17ot, but the case 
against NM was not proceeded with. He was occasionally 
employed on public business under Anne until his death at his 
residence, Bulstrode in Buckinghamshire, on the 33rd of Novem-
ber 1709. Portland's eldest son Henry (168o-17u) succeeded 
as and earl. He was created marquess of lit: Meld and duke of 
Portland la 2716. 

Wonky, History of
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PORTLAND, WILL 	untiV cAvionmsa sumac. 
Std Duex or (1738-tfloo), prime minister of England, son of 
Wiliam, and duke (17e7-1763), and grandson of the 1st duke. 
His mother, Margaret, granddaughter and heiress of John 
Holies, duke of Newcastle, brought to her husband Welbeck 
Abbey and other estates in Nottinghamshire. He was born on 
the lads of April :738„ and was educated at Oxford, where he 
graduated M.A. in 1757. In z76r, as marquess of Titchfield, he 
became U.P. for the borough of WeoWy (Hereford), but in May 
1761 he was called to the upper house on the death of his 
father. Under the marquess of Rockingham he was, from July 
1765 to December 1766, lord chamberlain, and on the return of 
Reckleghara to power is April sySs he was made lord-lieutenant 

of Ireland. After the short ministry of Shelburne, succeeding 
the death of Rockingham, the duke of Portland was selected by 
Fox and North as a " convenient cipher " to become the head of 
he coalition ministry, to the formation of which the king was 

with great reluctance compelled to give his assent. The duke 
bald the premiership from the 5th of April 1783 until the defeat of 
I he bill for " the just and efficient government of British India " 
caused his dismissal from office on the 17th of December following. 
Under Pitt he was, from 1704 to 1801, secretary of seat= for the 
home department, after which he was, from Ow to 1805, 
president of the council. In ao7 he was appointed a second 
time prime minister and first lord of the treasury. Ill health 
caused hint to resign in October :Mg, and he died on the 3oth of 
that month. He owed his political influence chiefly to his rank, 
his mild disposition, and his personal integrity, for his talents 
tvere in no sense brilliant, and he was deficient in practical energy 
is well as in intellectual grasp. 

He married in 1766 Lady Dorothy Cavendish (1750-i704), 
daughter of the 4th duke of Devonshire, and was succeeded as 
4th duke by his son WItitau HENRY (1768- 1854), who married 
a daughter of the famous gambler, General John Scott, apd was 
brother-in-law to Canning. His son, the 5th duke, Wawa( 
11012N CAVENDISII BENTINC1C-SCOTT ( 1800-1879) died unmarried. 
11e is notable for having constructed the underground halls at 
INelbeck Abbey, and for his retiring habits of life, which gave 
occasion for some singular stories.' He was succeeded by his 
cousin WILLIAM JOHN ARTHUR CHARLES JAMES CAVENDISH. 
I ENTINCIC (b. 1857) as 6th duke. 

PORTLAND. a seaport of Normanhy county, Victoria, 
Australia, 25o m. by rail S.W. of Melbourne. Pop. (loot), 
1.t85. It stands on the western shore of a magnificent bay, 
• m. long and 11 m. broad, and is the outlet fora rich agri- 
c ultural and pastoral tract. 

PORTLAND. the largest city of Maine, U.S.A., the county-
seat of Cumberland county, and a port of entry, on Casco Bay, 
about 115 m. by rail N.N.E. of Boston. Pop. (1800, 36,415: 
( 1 000, 50,145, of whom 34,018 were born in Maine, 3125 in 
t he other New England states, 4476 in Canada, and 3273 in 
Ireland, and 291 were negroes; (19to census) 58,571. Port-
land Is served by the Maine Central, the Boston & Maine, 
sod the Grand Trunk railways; by steamboat lines to New 
York, Boston, Bar Harbor, Saint John, N.B., and other coast 
ports, and, during the winter season, by the Allan and Dominion 
transatlantic lines. It is connected by ferry with South 
Portland. 

Public interest centred for some years round the allegation that 
Sc lived a double life and was identical with Mr T.'C. Deuce, an 
upholsterer of Baker Street. London, who, in 1851. married Annie 
Slay. The " Deuce case," involving a claim to the title and estates, 
I y Mrs Deuce (widow of W. T. Deuce, son of T. C. Druce by Annie 
Stay) on behalf of her son, aroused much attention from 1897 to 1908. 
The duke of Portland WAS undoubtedly buried in Kemal Green 
cemetery in 1879. " Druce." on the other hand, was supposed 10 
have died in 1864 and been interred in Highgate cemetery, his will 
bilueathing over L7o,0uo in personal emote. Mrs Deuce's claims 
Nazi two aspects, both as involving the revocation of probate of 
T. C. Druce's will, and also as identifying Deuce with the duke of 
l'ortland. But her application to have the grave in Highgate opered 
(with the object of showing that the coffin there WAS empty). though 
',ranted by Dr Tristram, chancellor of the diocese of London, was 
thwarted by a cared being entered on the part of the executer of 
T. C. Druoe's will; and the case became the subject of constant 
proceedings in the law-courts without result. Meanwhile it was 
dliwovered that children of T. C. Deuce by a former wife were living 
Les Australia, and Mrs Deuce's claims fell into the background, the 
case bring taken up independently by Mr G. H. Druce as the repre-
st-ntatwe of this family, from 1903 onwards. A company to finance 
11,.. case was formed in 1905. and in the autumn of 1907 he instituted 
a charge of perjury against Mr Herbert Druce, T. C. Deuce's younger 
son and executor, for having sworn that he had seen his father die 
fin 1864. Sensational evidence of a mock burial was given by an 
American witness named Caldwell, and others; but eventually it 
v.is agreed that the grave at Ilighgate should be opened. This was 
dine on December the yrtli, and the body of Mr T. C. Deuce was 
th, -n  fuund in the coffin. The charge of perjury at once collapsed 
• Id was withdrawn on January 6th, the opening of the grave 
d. (mutely  putting an end to the story of an identity between the 
two men. 
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PORTLAND 
The hilly peninsula, to 'which Portland was confined until 

the annexation of the town of Deering in rliee, is nearly 3 m. in 
length by about m. in average width; at its east end is Munjoy 
Hill, 16o ft. above the sea, and its west end Bramhall Hill, 25 ft. 
higher. Portland's total land area is about 21I sq. m. The 
scenery in and about the city is noted for its picturesqueness, 
and this, with its delightful summer climate and historic interest, 
attracts a large number of visitors during the summer season. 
Munjoy Hill commands a fine view of Casco Bay, which is over-
looked by other wooded heights. There is excellent yachting 
in the bay, which contains many beautiful islands, such as 
Peaks and Cushing's islands. Bramhall Hill commands an 
extensive view west and north-west of the bay, the mainland, 
and the White Mountains some 8o m. distant. 

The city's park system includes the Western Promenade, on 
Bramhall Hill; the Eastern Promenade, on Munjoy Hill; Fort Allen 
Park, at the south extremityof the latter promenade; Fat Sumner, 
another small park farther west, on the same hill; Lincoln Park, 
containing 23.acres of beautiful grounds near the centre of the city; 
Deering's Oaks (made famous by Longfellow), the principal park 
(50 acres) on the peninsula, with many fine old trees, pleasant drives, 
and an artificial pond used for boating; and Monument Square 
and Boothby Square. There are many pleasant drives along the 
shore of the bay or the banks of rivers, and some of these lead to 
popular resorts, such as Riverton Park, on the Presumpscot; C 
Cottage Park, at the mouth of the harbour ;and Falmouth ForeAe, 
bordenng the inner bay. 

The streets of Portland are generally well paved, are umisually 
clean, and, in the residence districts, where the fire of 1866 did sot 
extend, they are profusely shaded by elms and other large tn., — 
Portland has been called the " Forest City." Congress Street, he 
principal thoroughfare, extends along the middle of the penin,da 
north-east and south-west and from one end of it to the ot her, go ,- ng 
in the middle of its course through the shopping district. 

In Portland's architecture, both public and private, there is rru eh 
that is excellent ; and there are a number of buildings of hist sic 
interest. The Post Office, at the corner of Exchange and M Ile 
streets, is of white Vermont marble and has a Corinthian port, xi. 
The granite Customs House, extending from Fore Street to Corn. cr. 
cial Street, is large and massive. The 'Public Library build ng 
is Romanesque and elaborately ornamented; the building sas 
presented to the city by James P. Baxter; in the library is the stat ue,  
by Benjamin Paul Akers 0825-1860, of the dead pearl-diver, ell 
known from Hawthorne's description in The Marble Faux. 1 he 
Cumberland County Court House, of white Maine granite, noes; ies 
the block bounded by Federal, Pearl, Church and Newbury stre' ts; 
immediately opposite (to the south-west) is the Federal Court build- 
ing, also of Maine granite, The Portland Observatory, on Munjoy 
Hill, erected in 1807 to detect approaching vessels, rises 223 ft. above 
tide-water. In Monument Square, the site of a battery in 177s 
is a soldiers and sailors' monument (1889), a tall granite pedestal 
surmounted by a bronze female figure, by Franklin Simmons; 
at the corner of State Street is a statue of Henry W. Longfellow by 
the same sculptor; and where Congress Street crosses the Eastern 
Promenade, a monument to the first settlers, George Cleeve and 
Richard Tucker. On the Western Promenade there is a monument 
to Thomas Brackett Reed, who was a native and a resident of Port-
land. On Congress Street, below the Observatory, is the Eastern 
Cemetery, the oldest burying ground of the city; in it are the graves 
of Commodore Edward Preble, and of Captain Samuel Blythe 
(171i-1813) and Captain William Burroughs 	 who weft 
kill in the engagement between the British 	" Boxer " and the 
American brig " Enterprise," their respective ips, off this coast 
on the 5th of September 1813. The cemetery also contains monu-
ments to Alonzo P. Stinson, the first soldier from Portland killed 
in the Civil War, to the Portland soldiers in the Warof Independence, 
and to Rear-Admiral James Alden (1810-t877). of the U.S. Navy, a 
native of Portland. Among the churches are the Cathedral of the 
immaculate Conception (Roman Catholic), with a spire 236 ft. high, 
and St Luke's (Protestant Episcopal) Cathedral. In the Williston 
Church (Congregational), in Thomas Street. the Young People's 
Society of Christian Endeavor was founded in Mk by the Rev. 
Francis E. Clark, then pastor of the church. The finest residence 
district is on Bramhall Hill. Many houses, especially in State, 
Danforth and Congress streets, are simple in style and old-fashioned 
in architecture. Of special interest to visitors is the Wadsworth-
Longfellow House—the early home of Henry W. Longfellow—
which was built in 2785-1786 by General Peleg Wadsworth (t748-
1829), a soldier of the War of Independence, a representative in 
Congress from /793 to 1807, and the grandfather-ot-the poet; was 
given by Longfellow's sister. Mrs Anne Longfellow Pierre (t 810-1901) 
to the Maine Historical Society•, and contains interesting relies of 
the Wadsworth and Longfellow families, and especially of the poet 
himself. Behind the " Home is the Library of the Maine 
Historical Society. The bin hplace of Longfellow is now • tenement 

house at the corner of Fore and Hancock streets, near the Grand 
Trunk railway station 

In Portland, as in Bangor, the Maine Music Festival (began is 
1897) is held every year in October, three concerts being given by • 
chorus composed of local choruses trained in different cities of the 
state for the festival. 

Among the institutions are: 'the Medical School of Maine. the 
medical department of Bowdoin College—instruction being grveu 
here during the last two years of the course; Westbrook Seminary 
(chartered In 1831, and empowered to grant degrees in 8863); the 

PMk containing ntaining 0910 63,000 vols.; the Librart of the 
aine Historical Society (30,000 vols.); the Mechanics' Lib 

the Greenleaf Law Library, the Maine General Hospital, and Ow 
United States Marine Hospital. The Portland Society of Natural 
History, founded in 1843 and incorporated in 1850, has a beiklir a 
(2880) containing • library and natural history collections- The 
city is supplied with good water from Lake Sebago, s at. distant. 

The harbour has an artificial breakwater and extensive modern 
fortifications (Fort Preble, on the Cape Shore; Fort Levert, on 
Cushing's Wand; Fort Williams. at Portland Head; asd Fart 
McKinley, on Great Diamond Island) among the best equipped ' 4 
the United States. For a long period the city was noted for its 
commerce with the West Indies, which began to decline about *W... 
but the coast trade and commerce with Goat Britain are still con- 
siderable, especially in the winter, when Portland Is the outlet of 
much of the trade from the Great Lakes that in the other seasons 
passes through Montreal. The principal exports are 	live- 

stock and fruit. In t9o8 the exports were valued at n 	,13 
and the imports at fft,189,964. The Grand Trim 
Company has here two of the largest grain warehouse* on the Atlantic 
Coast. In igos Portland was the first manufacturing city of the 
state, with a factory product valued at 89,132,801 (as against 
88,527,649 for Lewiston, which outranked Portland in reieo); here 
are foundries and machine-shop, car and railway 
repair shops, packing and cannmg establishments--probably the 
first Indian corn canned in the United States was canned soar 
Portland in 5840—potteries. and factories for making boots. short, 
clothing, matches, screens, sleighs, carriages, cosmetics, &c. Ship-
building and fishing are important industries. 

The first permanent settlement on the peninsula was 
established by George Cleeve and Richard Tucker at the foot 
of Munjoy Hill in 1633 immediately after they had been ejected 
from land which they had claimed at the mouth of the Optimist. 
Soon the hill at the east end became the property of George 
Munjoy and that at the west end the property of George Bram-
hall. The Indian nameof the peninsula was Machegonne, and the 
new settlement was during the nest few years known by various 
names, such as Casco, Casco Neck, Cleeve 's Neck, and Munjors 
Neck. In 1658 Massachuseus extended its jurisdiction over this 
part of Maine. The peninsula, with considerable neighbouring 
territory and Cape Elisabeth, was organised as a town in 1718 and 
was named Falmouth. The town suffered so severtI3,  from the 
Indians in :676 that it was deserted until 1678. It was attacked 
in 1689, and in 1690 it was utterly destroyed by the French and 
Indians, and remained desolate until after the Treaty of Utrecht 
in 1713. When the port of Boston was closed by Great Britain 
in 1774 the bell of the old First -Parish Church (Unitaria-  n) of 
Portland (built 1740; the present building delis from anal) 
was muffled and rung from morning till night, and In other ways 
the town showed its sympathy for the patriot cause. As • 
punishment, on the 18th of October 1 775, the town was bombarded 
and burned by a British fleet. The peninsula portion al 
Falmouth was incorporated as a distinct town in 1786 and was 
named Portland. Portland was the capital of the state frees 
aro to 1832 and in the latter year was chattered as a dty. 
In t886 a large central portion of the city, about zoo aam, 
was destroyed by a fire resulting from a Fourth of July 
celebration. Portland was the birthplace of Henley Wadsworth 
Longfellow, Thomas Brackett Reed, Edward Preble and his 
nephew George Henry Prcble, Mrs Parton Fanny Fern"), 
Nathaniel Parker Willis, Seargent Smith Prentiss and Neal 
Dow, and it was the home of William Pitt Fessenden, Thespidlus 
Parsdns and Simon Greenleaf. 

Sec W. Willis. The lfistory of Portland (Portland. tairt)„ and 
William Geoid, Parked is the Past (Portland, 1886). 

PORTLAND, a city, port of entry and the county-seat of 
Multnomah county, Oregon, U.S.A. on the Willamette river. 
near its confluence with the Columbia, about 120 nt. by water 
from the Pacific, tf6 m, by rail S.S.W. of Seattle and about 
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773 in. N. of San Francisco. Pop. (1890), 46,383; (moo), 
eso.4 76. of whom 53,876 were foreign -born (6943 Chinese); 
(Retro census) 207,214. Portland is served by the Northern 
Pacific. the Southern Pacific, the Canadian Pacific, the Great 
Northern and other railways, by transpacific vessels to Hong-
Kong and Yokohama, by coast-wise vessels to San Francisco, to 
ports on Puget Sound, in British Columbia, and In Alaska, and 
by river boats sailing zoo m. farther up the Willamette , and up 
the Columbia and the Clearwater to Lewiston, Idaho. The city 
Is built on both sides of the river (which is crossed by five bridges), 
and covers about 44 sq. m. On the western side the ground 
rises gradually for a distance of to ti in., and then rises abruptly 
500-t000 ft. to " Portland Heights " and " Council Crest," 
beyond the much-broken surface of which rises the Coast range; 
on the eastern side a slightly rolling surface extends to the foot-
hills of t he Cascade Mountains. From" Portland Heights" there 
are fine views of the Columbia and Willamette valleys, and, par-
t kularly, of the snow-dad summits of Mt Ijood, Mt Jefferson, Mt 
St Helen's, Mt Adams and Mt Rainier (or Tacoma). In the 
residence districts (King's Hill, Nob Hill, Portland Heights, 
Willamette Heights, Hawthorne Avenue, &c.) are pleasantly 
shaded streets, and grounds decorated with ihrubs, especially 
roses, which sometimes bloom as late as January—en 
annual " Rose Festival " is held here in June. The city has 
205 acres in parks and numerous beautiful drives. It has a fine 
climate, the mean temperature during the winter months from 
lam to 1903 was 41.  F.; the mean summer temperature for the 
same period 6 s. F. For the year ending the 3 ist of May teem 
the death-rate was reported to be only 9 per 1000, and ID 5907 
to be only II-28 per moo. The city's water is brought through 
a pipe 3o es. In length from Bull Run river, which is fed by 
Bull Run Lake at an elevation at mss than 3000 ft. In the 
Cascade Mountains. 

Among the prominent buildings ate the Came Houser the City 
Hail containing the rooms of the Oregon Historical Society: the 
Customs House; the Protestant Episcopal Cathedral,. the Public 
Library (with 73.000 volumes in :von): several tall office buildings 
with frames of steel: and the Art Museum (19:13). There are large 
grain elevators and miles of wharfs and docks Among educational 
institutions are the law and medical departments of the University 
of Oregon. Hill Military Academy (toot) and Columbia University 
(Koltun Catholic. tool). The Oregonan, which was established 
here in 183o, is one of the most influential newspapers on the Pacific 
Slope. 

The harbour is accessible fer vowels of 26 ft. draught and the city's 
leading industry is the shipment by water and by rail of Salt 
(especially salmon) and of the products (largely lumber, wheat and 
fruits) of the rich Willamette and Columbia valleys. It is also an 
important jobbing centre. The value of the exports in tool 
amounted to it 6.652,83o and the valued the import! to $2.932.313: 
the foreign trade is chiefly with Great Britain and its possessions, 
and with the Orient, where wheat and flour are exchanged for raw 
silk, tea and manila and other fibres. Portland is the principal 
manufacturing city of the state. The total value of its factory pro-
duct in tno3 was 1211.631121. The principal manufactures were 
lumber and umber products 83.577.463)  and flour and grist mill pro-
ducts (12.712.7331)• other important manufactured were packed 
meat. planing-mill 'products, foundry and machine-shop products, 
railway cars (repaired). cordage and twine, and maned and preserved 
fish (salmon), oysters and fruits and vegetation. 

Portland, named after Portland, Maine, was founded in 
1843 by two real-estate mat from New England, and was char-
tered as a city in tip. Its early growth was promoted by the 
demand for provisions from California soon after the discovery 
of gold there, and although a considerable portion was swept 
by fire in 0873 the city bad a population of nearly 20,000 before 
railway communication with the East was established by the 
Northern Padfic in 483. East Portland sad Albino were 
named to the city in July 18ot. The Lewis and Clark Cen-
tenial and American Pacific Exposition and Oriental Fair was 
kid in Portland in nos in amonesnotation of the expedition 
of Renumber Lewis and WEliam Clark to this region in 18123. 
The forestry building, 205 ft. long by ro8 ft. wide and bulk of 
kW 0:Oregon fir 6 ft. or more in diameter and 54 ft. long, and 
a building devoted entirely to the subject of irrigation. were 01 

 unusual interest. The forestry building is now maintained as • museum chiefly foe timber and timber products. 

PORTLAND, ISLE OP, properly a peninsula of the coast. 
of Dorsetshire, England, as a prolongation of a narrow ridge 
of shingle, Chesil Bank (q.e.), connects it with the mainland. 
Pop. (toot), 15,261. It is 4 m. long and nearly ti in extreme 
breadth, with an area of about 4 sq. m. The shores are wild 
and precipitous, and Portland is inaccessible from the sea except 
towards the south. The highest point, close upon goo ft., 
is the Verne hill in the north. Wave action is seen in the 
numerous caverns, and south-east of Portland Bill, the southern 
extremity of the isle, is a bank called the Shambles, between 
which and the land there flows a dangerous current called the 
Race of Portland. A raised beach is sear at Portland Bill. 
The substratum of the island is Kimeridge Clay, above which 
rests beds of sand and strata of Oolitic limestone, widely famed is 
a building stone. Extensive quarries, which are Crown property, 
have supplied the materials for St Paul's Cathedral and many 
other important public buildings. In the " dirt-bed " resting 
upon the Oolitic strata numerous spedinens of petrified wood 
are found, some of great sine. The soil, though shallow, is 
fertile, and mutton fed on the gram has a peculiar rich flavour. 
Quarrying, fishing and agriculture are the chief industries. 
Several curious local customs are retained by the inhabitants. 

A joint railway of the Great Western and London & South 
Western companies runs south from Weymouth to Portland 
(41 m.) and Easton m.) on the isle. The isle contains a 
convict prison with accommodation for about 1500 prisoners. 
Portland Castle, built by Henry VIIL in 132o, is generally 
occupied by the commander of the engineers or of the regiment 
stationed on the island. On a rock on the eastern side are 
remains of a more ancient fortress, Bow and Arrow Castle, 
ascribed to William Rufus. 

A harbour of refuge, begun in 5847 under the direction of the 
Admiralty, was completed some fifteen years later. A breakwater 
stretching in t norther!y direction from the north-east corner of the 
island partially enclosed a large area of water naturally sheltered on 
the south and wed i . An inner arm ran nearly east from the island 
and terminated in a masonry head and fort, and an outer detached 
arm bent to the north and terminated in a circular fort, a narrow 
entrance for shipping being left between the two. It was formed 
of • rubble mound quarried by convict labour at the summit of the 
island, and was lowered by a wire-rope incline to the sea. The 
harbour thus made was open on the north to Weymouth and the 
Channel, but the necessity for greater protection from torpedo 
attack made it advisable to complete the enclosure. Accordingly 
the Naval Wader Acts of 1893 and subsequent years sanctioned 
works for el= the gap—about 10. long—between the end 
of the outer breakwater and the Bincleaves rocks near Weymouth.. 
by two new breakwaters. One of these runs nearly east from the 
Bincleaves shore and is about 4643 ft. long, while from its extremity 
the other, about 4465 it. long. stretches in a south-east direction 
towards the old outer breakwater, prase. for navigation about 
(co ft. wide separating it from its neighbours at each end. Thew 
now structures also consist of rte mounds. The defensive 
harbour thus completely enclosed has all area 01 2200 01:1,1 to the 
one-fathom line. whirls spa acres have a depth of not less than 
3o ft. at low water. There is no dockyard at Portland. but the 
watering and coal* arrangements for the supply of the fleet are of 
considerable importance. There is a coaling jetty and camber for the 
storage of both sea-borne and red-bane coal. with hydraulic 
appliances far handling k. The harborand and are strongly 
tap 

 isle of Portland is not mentioned in the time of the 
Romans. In 837 it was the scene of an action against the Danes, 
and in toss it was *pitted by Earl Codeine. In T643 the 
parliamentary party made themselves masters of the island and 
castle, but shortly afterwards these were regained by the 
Royalists through a clever stratagem, and not reormered again 
by the forces of the parliament till t646. 

PORTLANDIAN, in geology, a subdivision of the Upper 
Jurassic system that includes the strata lying between the 
Klmeridge Clay and the Purbeck beds. These rocks are well 

exposed on the isle of Portland, Donetshire, where they have 
been quarried for more than son years. J. Mitchell apprrs 
to have been the fint to use the term "Portland lime" in 

geological literature (1788); T. Webster spoke of the " Portland 
Clothe" in 1822. In England the strata are very tradable: the 
upper part consists principally of limestones, shale, nnliak 'Or 
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compact, or in places very closely resembling chalk (Upway, 
Portisham. Brill. Chilmark). Nodules and layers of chort are 
well developed in some of the limestones of Dorsetsbire and 
elsewhere; and a silicified oolite occurs near St Alban's Head. 
About Swindon, beds of sand are common in the Upper Portland 
beds with layers of calcareous sandstone (Swindon stone). 
Marty and sandy beds occur also at Shotover Hill. The lower 
portion is usually sandy and shows • gradual passage into the 
underlying Kimeridge Clay. W. H. Fitton in 58:7 gave the 
name " Portland Sand" to this division. The Upper Port-
landian in Dorsetshire is 530-570 ft. thick; the Lower Portlandian 
in the same district is too-t 20 ft. These rocks crop out from 
South Dorsetshire into Wiltshire, Oxfordshire and Buckingham-
shire, and possibly extend beneath younger rocks into Bedford-
shire and Cambridgeshire. They have been proved by borings 
in Sussex and Kent, and in Yorkshire they are represented 
by part of the Speeton Clays, and in Lincolnshire by part of 
the Spilsby Sand. At Swindon and Aylesbury a conglomeratic 
layer with small pebbles of lydite and phosphatized fossils lies 
at the base of the Portland Stone. 

The Upper Portlandian of England is characterized by the 
ammonite Peri:Pinner gigantens, along with CyMena (Cyrena) 
ragas, Trigonia gibbous, Peri:Minder bo/t/MiertIo5 and Telgonia 
incmea as subzonsl forms. Okestcpitanus gigot is the zonal 
ammonite in the Lower Portlandian, associated with Trigonio 
Rain, Cyprina Brongniarti, Exogyra brantrulana and Astarte 
Sansanni as subzonal indices. Other characteristic fossils 
are Cerilhisss pordaedicam, the casts of which form the familiar 
" Portland screw," Isastraea oblonga, the Chelonian Skgochelys; 
the remains of saurian Pliosaurns and Cinsoliosourus and others 
are found; 1 fesodon, Ischyodus and other fishes occur in this 
formation. The Portland limestones have been much in 
demand for building purposes; at' Portland the " Top Roach," 
the " Whit Bed" or top freestone, and the " Best Bed" (or 
Base Bed) are the best known. In the Vale of Wardour the 
lower Portlandian has been largely quarried; the stone from 
this neighbourhood is often described as Wardour, Tilbury or 
Chilmark stone. Swindon stone is a calcareous sandstone that 
occurs in the sands of the Upper Portland beds near Swindon. 

Rocks of Portlandian age are well developed on the continent of 
Europe. but the grouping of the strata is different in some respects 
from that adopted by English geologists. In France the " Pon-
landian " is usually taken to include the Purbeckian as well as the 
equivalents of the English Portland beds, and some authors. e.g. 
E. Renevier, have included more or lees of the Kimeridgian in this 
division. The Portlandian of north-west Germany includes the 
Eimbeckhauser Plattenkalk and the Lower Portland Kalk. Oppel's 
" Tithonian " (tithonic) division, embracing Upper Kimeridge beds. 
Portlandian and Purbeckian beds in the Alpine district, is now 
recognised as a deeper water deposit of this time with many points 
of resemblance to the Russian development to which the name 
" Volgian " has been applied by S. Niknin. The Portlandian beds 
of Yorkshire are more nearly related to the Volgian phase than to 
the beds of the same age in the south of England. The term Bono-
nian ( ■ Bolonian) was suggested by J. F. Blake in 0181 for a part of 
the Portlandian series. from their occurrence at Boulogne (Bononia) 
where they are similar to the beds of Dorset. He limited the name 
Ponlandian to the Purbeckian and Upper Portlandian (Portland 
stone), while he placed the Portland Sands and upper part of the 
Kimeridge Clay in his Bolonian division: this scheme has not been 
accepted in England. See JURASSIC. 

PORTLOCR, .10B1PH RLLISOR (1794-1864), British geologist 
and soldier, the only son of Nathaniel Portlock, captain in the 
Royal Navy, was born at Gosport on the 3oth of September 
:794. Educated at the Royal Military Academy he entered 
the Royal Engineers in OW. In 58t4 he took part in the 
frontier operations in Canada. In t824 he was selected by 
Colonel (afterwards Major-General) T. F. Colby (1784-t853) 
to take part in Ordnance Survey of Ireland. He was engaged 
for several years in the trigonometrical branch, and subse-
quently compiled information on the physical aspects, geology 
and economic products of Ireland. In 1837 he formed at Belfast 
a geological and statistical office, a museum for geological 
and zoological specimens, and a laboratory for the esemina-
tioa of soils. The work was then carried on by Portlock as  

the geological branch of the Ordnance Survey of Ireland. and 
the chief results were embodied in his Report on the Geology 4 
the County of Londonderry and of parts of Tyrone and Fermanagh 
(1843), an elaborate and well-illustrated volume in which he was 
assisted by Thomas Oldham. After serving in Corfu and at 
Portsmouth he was, in :849, appointed Commanding Royal 
Engineer at Cork, and from 1851-1856 he was Inspector of 
Studies at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich. For a 
short time commanding officer at Dover, when the Council of 
Military Education was formed in t857 he was selected as a 
member. 

During these years of active service he contributed num-
erous geological papers to the scientific societies of Dublin 
and to the British Association. He published in 5848 a usiefull 
treatise on geology in Weale's " Rudimentary Series" (3rd. mi., 
1853). He was president of the geological sectionof the British 
Association at Belfast (1852), and of the Geological Society of 
London (1856-:858). He wrote a Memoir of the late Major-
General Colby, will a Sketch of the Origin and Negress of the 
Trigonometrical Survey (reprinted in 1869 Irons Papers on 
Subjects connected with the . Royal Engineers, vols. iii.-v.). 
He also contributed several articles on military subjects to 
the 8th edition of, the Encyclopaedia Britannica, He was 
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 5837. He died is 
Dublin on the 24th of February 1864. 

PORT MHO*, or MAHON (Spanish Puerto Melton). the 
capital and principal seaport of Minorca, in the Spanish 
province of the Balearic Islands.. Pop. (zgoo), 17,544. Post 
Mahon is situated on the east coast, at the head of a deep inlet 
which extends inland for 31 m. It is an important harbour 
(see Misloach). The city occupies a conspicuous bill, and 
presents a fine appearance from the sea; it is solidly built of 
excellent stone. Many of the houses date from the Britab 
occupation, which has also left curious trues In the customs 
and speech of the people. The King's Island (Isla del Rcy, 
so called as the landing-place of Alphonso III. of Aragon in 
5287) contains a hospital built by the admiral of the British 
squadron in 1 722; farther south-east on the shore is the village 
of Villa Carlos or George Town, with ruins of extensive British 
barracks; and at the month of the port, on the same side, are 
the remains of Forte San Felipe, originally erected by Charles V. 
and twice the scene of the capitulation of British troops- Oppo- 
site San Felipe is the easily defended peninsula of La Mola 
(256 ft. high), which is occupied by extensive Spanish fortifi-
cations. Mahon is one of the principal quarantine stations of 
Spain; the lazaretto, erected between s798 and t8o3, stands on 
a long tongue of land, separated from La Mole by the inlet of 
Cala Tattlers. The principal modern buildings are the Military 
and naval hospitals, the theatre, museum, library and schools. 
There are an arsenal and extensive quays. From its position 
on the route of vessels plying between Algeria and the south of 
France, the harbour is much frequented by French cargo-
steamers; it is also a Spanish naval station. The principal 
exports are grain, live stock and frpit; cement, coal, iron. 
machinery, flour, raw cotton and hides are Imported. Shots 
and cotton and woollen goods are manufactured. About spa 
vessels enter the port every year, and the annual value of the 
foreign trade is, approximately, (200,000 to (250,000. 

Mahon is the ancient Porfsia Magmas. which under thr Rom= 
was a municipium (Man, Ifacturn magonlanum), probably thciading 
the whole island under its authority. As the name suggest., it bad 
previously hero a Carthaginian settlement. The Moms, who 
occupied Minorca in the 8th century, were expelled by lone 1. 
of Aragon in :232. Khaived.Din Barbarorssa besieged and i apt wild 
th .icy in 1535: and in 1558 it was sacked by a corsair calli4 
TI British, who under James Stanhope, afterwards Earl Stanhope, 
sr d the island in 5708, made Mahon a flourishing city. Invi In 
t7 • deviated it a free port. In 1756 it fell into the hands at the 
Ft h through the failure of Admiral Byng to relieve the qmerisoo 
of • l'hilip•s (San Felipe). Restored to the British in 1762. it WWI 
in -ti heroically but unsuccessfully defended by General 'Alarm, . 
In sn2 it was finally ceded to Spain by the treaty of Amies. 

PORTMANTEAU. a leather case or trunk for carrying articles 
of personal use when travelling. The typical portmanteau of 
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Sloe present day has two compartments which, fastened at the 
back by hinges, close together like a book. The original port-
manteau (adopted from Fr. portmanteau, porter, to carry, 
tesandeam, dock, mantle) was a &tibia round leather case to bold 
a cloak or other garment and of such a shape as could conveni-
ently be carried on a rider's saddle. In French the word was 
also applied to a bracket or set of pegs on which to hang clothes. 
C. L. Dotigson (" Lewis Carroll ") in Thrtagh rile Leek* Gloss 
(" The Song of the Jabberwock ") used the expression " port-
manteau word " of an invented word composed of two words 
run together and supposed to convey humorously the combined 
meaning: thus " slithy " conveys slimy and lithe; " mimsy," 
flimsy and miserable. 

PORTO ALEGRE, a city and port of Brazil, capital of the 
state of Rio Grande do Sul, at the northern extremity of Lagoa 
dos Pates on the eastern shore of as estuary called Rio Guahyba, 
about trio ro. from the port of Rio Grande do Sul at the entrance 
to the lake. The population which contains a large foreign 
element, chiefly German and Italian, was returned as 73.574 
by the census of moo, Including some outlying districts not 
within urban limits. The anosicioio (commune), which has 
an area of oil sq. In., had • population of nearly icio,000, in-
cluding a large number of prosperous colonists. The railway 
from Porto Alegre to Novo Hamburgo and Tommie (ss m.) 
affords an outlet for some of the older German colonies. The 
railway from Porto Alegre to Uniguayana is completed from 
hf argern da Taquary to Caccquy, 232 m. Its starting point, 
Margem da Taquary, is about 8o rn. from the city, with which 
it Is connected by river steamers. An extension of the railway 
is projected from Margem da Taquary to Neustadt on the Novo 
Hamburgo line, and will give the city direct railway connexion 
with the principal cities of western and southern Rio Grande 
do Sul. The Rio Guahyba, which is not a river, was once called 
" Viamio " because ifs outline is roughly that of the human 
hand, the rivers entering the estuary at its head corresponding 
to the fingers. The lower channels of these rivers (the Gravely, 
Sines, Catty, Acuity and Taquary) are all navigable and bring 
considerable trade to the port. Its foreign trade Is limited to 
light-draught steamers able to cross the bar at the entrance to 
the lake. 

The city occupies • tongue of land projecting ism the estuary, 
and extends alma its sheets and back to a bow  hill. Its 
site. as 

as 
 from the water, is attractive, though its larger part 

sn almost level plain. There are pleasant suburbs along the shore 
and farther inland (Sorest", Gloria, Moinhos de Vent" ix. 
" Windmills," Navin:ones and Paneuon). The climes is sub-
tropical, cool and bracing in winter but insufferablx hot in summer. 
The aura annual temperature is slightly under 69 F. the averarte 
11124111tIM being a little over se and the average minimum 59 . 
The annual rainfall is about 3csi in. The city I. regularly laid out 
with broad, straight, wellvived street" is great part lined with 
shady tree" The wafted& weds. however, follow the curve of 
the beach. There are several public squares andgarden"Aladememore 
important being the Pisa ilm1WOM,, the Prima d' 
Prase  des Independencia and the Fuqua, where an execution was 
held in tool. The public water supply is drawn from a range of 
huh 6 m. distant arid is considend good. Porto Ahem. like 
easy Brazilian cities, is in a transition stage, and handsome new 
SAINCit111:11 of French and Indian init rise from &MOW the low 
heavy and plain old buildings of Portuguese origin. Brick 
broken stone are chiefly used in the walls. which are plumed out-
Ode sad tinted. Tiles are used for rooazand on modern edifices 
n um ornamentation is lavishly cm 	The most noteworthy 
pudic buildingsare the Cathedral ( 	Aleve being the see of • 
Ronan Catholic bishop). the handsome church of Noma &Mora 
dr Dens. the municipal palace. school of engineering. government 
palm. legislative haU school of medicine, athenaeum. normal 
school and public library and military barracks. One of the bow 
pitak—that of Carkbale--is the largest in the state) The city is the 
chid commercial centre of the state and has shipyards for the coo. 
erection of river and lake vessel It sonnufactures cotton fabrics, 
boots sad Mom. ion Wes and stoves, canines. furniture, butter and 
diner, macaroni. preserves„ candies. soap and pew. 

Porto Alegre was founded in 1743 by Immigrants from the 
Azores and was at first known as Pon. dos Canes. Owing to 
the occopstioa of the southerw part of the captaincy by the 
Spaniards, Govan°, Jose Marceau° de Figuereido selected this 
vaillt in 1 7ro as his official residence and gave to it the name it 

ROW beam. It was made a QM in 11103, and in :sob when Rio 
Grande do Sul was made a captaincy-general, the transfer of 
the capital from Rio Grande to Porto Alegre was officially 
recognised. In 1822 it was raised to the rank of a city, and in 
1841, as a reward for its loyalty in revolutionary wars of that 
province, it was distinguished by the title of teal a valorem 
(loyal and valorous). The first German immigrants to settle 
near Porto Alegre arrived in ars, and much of its pmeperity and 
commercial standing is due to the German element. 

PORTOCARRERO. LUIS NAHUM. FERNANDEZ DE 
(1635-1709), cardinal archbishop of Toledo, was a younger son 
of the marquis of Almenara and was born on the 8th of January 
1635. He became dean of Toledo early, and was made cardinal 
on the stb of August 1669. Till :677 he lived at Rome as 
cardinal protector of the Spanish nation. In 1677 he was ap-
pointed interim viceroy of Sicily, counsellor of state and arch-
bishop of Toledo. He ceased to be viceroy of Eicily in 1678. 
As archbishop of Toledo he exerted himself to protect the clergy 
from the obligation to pay the excises or aka duties known as 
" the millions" and thereby helped to perpetuate the financial 
embarrassments of the government. His position rather than 
any personal qualities enabled hint to play an important part in 
a great crisis of European politics. The decrepit Xing Charles II. 
was childless, and the disposal of his inheritance became a 
question of great interest to the European powers. Porto. 
einem was induced to become a supporter of the French party, 
which desired that the crown should be left to one of the family 
of Louis XIV., and not to a member of the king's own family, 
the Habsburgs. The great authority of Portocarrero as cardinal 
and primate of Spain was used to persuade, or rather to terrify 
time unhappy king into making a will in favour of the duke of 
Anjou, Philip V. Headed as regent till the new king reached 
Spain and hoped to be powerful under his ride. But the king's 
French advisees were aware that Spain required • thorough 
financial and administrative reform. Portocarrero could not 
see, and indeed bad not either the intelligence or the honesty 
to see, the necessity. He was incapable, obstinate and per. 
fectly selfish. The new rulers soon found that be must be 
removed and he was ordered to ream to his diocese. When 
in 5706 the Austrian party appeared likely to gain the upper 
hand, Portocarrero was led by spite and venation to go over to 
them. When fortune changed be returned to his allegiance to 
Philip V., and as the government was unwilling to offend the 
Church be escaped banishment. In 1709 when Louis XIV. 
made a pretence of withdrawing from the support of his grand. 
son, the cardinal made a great display of loyalty. He died ft 
the 14th of September and by his orders the words Hic facet 
pubis, dais, as salat were put on his tomb. 

(Loo 
See Lord 
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PORTO FARINA. • town of Tunisia about so m. E. of Bizerte, 
on the Ghar -el-Mels, a lagoon, also known as the Lake of Porto 
Farina, at the mouth of the Mejerda (the ancient Degrades). 
Porto Farina was the naval arsenal of the piratical beys of 
Tunis and was bombarded by the English under Admiral Blake 
in t6s5. The lagoon has become very shallow in consequence 
of the silt brought down by the Mejerda. The town has ceased 
to be important, and its inhabitants have dwindled to about 
t soo. The ruins to m. to the south-west, near the village of 
Hu Skater, are identified with the ancient Utica (9.e.). 

PORTO MAURIZIO, a city of Liguria, Italy, the capital of 
the province of Porto Maurizio, on the coast of the Ligurian 
Sea, 46 tn. by rad E. of Nice and 70 in. S.W. of Gatos. its ft 
above sea-level. Pep. (toot), 7m7. It consists of a picturesque 
old town on the heights and a modem town of villas on the lower 
dopes. The principal church, designed by Gaetano Cantonc, 
Is a large strode= of trio with a dome rebuilt in aim A few 
remains of the old city was may be see*. About s m. web-
east of Porto Mattrisio is the town of Oneglia, with a fine church, 
S. Giovanni Eatthta, dodged by Gaetano Amorettl, a hospital 
(t7114) and • large prison. It suffered considerably front the 
earthquake of t887. Maurialti and Owe& lie on tbs sates bay 
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and both have small but safe harbours, both are frequented 
for sea-bathing, and both are embowered amid olive groves; 
and the district is famous for the quality of its oil. The two 
towns together form one commune, called impede, which had 
a population of 15,459 in 1907. 

Porto Maurizio appears as Pular Horrid in the Maritime Itiner-
ary. After being subject to the marquises of Turin (t ith century) 
and of Clavesana, it was sold by Boniface of Claveaana in 1288 to 
Genoa in return for a yearly payment; in 1354 it became the seat 
of the Genoese vicar of the western Riviera. and remained in the 
possession of the republic till it was merged in the kingdom of 
Sardinia. Oneglia, formerly situated inland at the place called 
Castelvecchio (old castle), has occupied its present site from about 
935. The bishops of Albenga sold it in 1298 to the Doris' of Genoa, 
who in their turn disposed of it in 1576 to Emanuel Philibert of Savoy. 
In the wars of the house of Savoy Oneglia often changed hands. 
In 1614 and 1649 the Spaniards and in 1623 and 1673 the Genoese 
obtained possession; in 1692 it had to repulse an attack brench 
squadron; in 1744-1745 it was again occupied by the Spaniards, 
and in 1793 bombarded and burned by the French.Pellegrino 
Amoretti, assistant secretary to Charles V., and Andrea Doria, the 
famous admiral, were natives of Oneglia. 

See G. Donaudi, Santa di Porto Maurizio (1889). 
PORTO NOVO. a town of British India, on the Coromandel 

coast in the South Arcot district of Madras. Pop. (1po1), 
13,712. The English began trading here in 1683, when they 
found both the Danes and the Portuguese already established. 
The place is chiefly famous for the battle in July :78t, in which 
Sir Eyre Coate with 8000 men defeated,Hyder Ali with 6o,000 
and saved the Madras presidency. In 183o an attempt, finally 
unsuccessful mainly owing to the lack of fuel, was made to 
smelt iron from the ores found in the vicinity. 

PORTO-RICHE, GEORGE, DB (1849- 	), French dramatist, 
was born at Bordeaux. When he was twenty his pieces in verse 
began to be produced at the Parisian theatres; he also wrote 
some books of verse which met with a favourable reception, 
but these early works were not reprinted. In 1898 he published 
Thidlre d'anwur, which contained four of his best pieces, La 
Chaste* de Francois*, L'Infidele, AINOSICILK, Le PauL The 
title given to this collection indicates the difference between 
the plays of Porto-Riche and the political or sociological pieces 
of many of his contemporaries. In Germaine, the passionate 
and exacting heroine of Amoureuse, Mine Mane found one of 
her best parts. In 144 Malefildlres (Odeon, 1904), also a drama 
of passion, the characters are drawn from Op working classes. 

PORTO RICO, or Putter° Rico (" Rich Harbour "), an 
island of the United States of America, the most easterly and 
the fourth in size of the Greater Antilles, situated between 
17- so' and .r 30' N., and between 65.  3o' and 6e 15' W., 
about 70 m. E. of Haiti, and Soo m. E. by S. of Cubs. It is 
about too rn. long from east to west, ao m. wide near the west 
and, and somewhat narrower towards the east end, and has an 
area of 3435 sq. m. 

Physical Feature.—A range of mountains, varying in height 
from 2000 ft. to about 375o ft. on El Yunque Peak in the north-
east corner, traverses the island from west to east and descends 
abruptly to the sea at each end. The south slope rises precipi-
tously from the foothills; the north slope is more gradual, but it is 
much broken by rugged spurs and deep gorges. On the north there 
is little coastal pima except at the mouths of rivers, but on the 
south coast there is • plain of considerable extent broken only by 
the remains ol eroded foothills. The water parting is about twice 
as far from the north coast as it is from the south coast, the rain-
fall is greater on the north slope, and the principal rivers—Rio 
Loire. Rio de Is Plata, Rio Maned and Rio Arecibo are on the north 
side. There are eight other rivers on the same side, seventeen 
on the south side, six at the east end and four at the west end, 
besides more than 1200 smaller (streams, and the deep valleys 
cut by the streams add to the broken surface of the country. Nose 
of the rivet is navigable for more than a mile oe two from the coast. 
The coast-line has few indentations sufficient to afford safe harbour. 
age. Under the same jurisdiction as Porto Rico are the fertile 
island of Vieques (at m. long and 6 m. wide) and the atwitter and 
nearly barren island at Culebra off the east coast. the ielaad of 
Mona. covered with deposits of guano, Ofr the west coast, and 
numerous islets. 

Fnuma —The native fauna is scanty. The agouti and the 
err...ditto are practically extinct and the only other mammals 
are rotted squirrels, rats. • few other small rodents. and some bats. 
A huge Lod turtle Is peculiar to the island. Reptiles see waste.  

and venomous Irrupt.,  unknown. Noxious intact' are Ins numerous 
than is usual in tropical countries. There are no large game binls, 
but song birds and doves are numerous on the mountains, end 
flamingoes and other water-birds frequent t'ne eau. There are e 
few species of fresh-water fish, but food-fishes are wane both is 
the rivers and along the coast. 

Flora.—The flora is beautiful and varied. The more Tuned 
districts and higher elevations are clad with such tropical forest 
tree< as ebony, Spanish cedar, sandalwood, rosewood and mahogany. 
Tic t, art- ri *Alai • species of palms, flowering tram trees with 
bewitifully coloured foliage, tree ferns, retina's,' Ines and trees 
be, ring tropical fruits. There are about thirty species of medicinal 
'Aunts, twelve used for condiments, and twelve for dyes and bootleg. 
In t he semi-arid districts on the south slope of the nteentsies 
the flora consists chiefly of dry grasses, acacias, yuccas and cannel 

Chmate.—The climate is somewhat more healthy char that of 
the other \Vest Indies. The temperature is moderate) by the 
north-east trade winds, which, somewhat modified by local con- 
ditions, blow throughout the year, briskly during the day and mar 
mildly during the night. It rarely reaches too F. or 'falls below 

°. and the mean annual temperature is about ee us... in 
50.4' in August). The n.ean daily variation at San Juan 

Is t t-5°, on the mountains the mean daily variation is 23.. The 
average annual rainfall on the northizast coast, at the foot of 

El Yunque Mountain, is 120 in. or more, while other districts are 
se-H •arid or subject to severe droughts. At San Juan the avenge 
setd rainfall is about 55 in.; nearly two-thfrde of this falls front 
Ju 	to November inclusive. Most of the rain is in showers, 
fn 	ntly heavy; and on the windward elope showers are as 
all ^t daily occurrence. The island is visited occasionally by 

,, ,anes. 
Sod.—Close to the coast the soil is for the most part a coral 

sand. Farther inland in the level districts and river bottoms it 
varies from a sur ly to a clay loam containing much alluviain 
Ott the foothills and in the less rugged mountain districts these 
is a thin but rich lay soil derived from coral limestone. 

indurtrics.—A lode more than one-fourth of the land is under 
cultivation and in 1899 more than three-fifths of the working pope-
kit ion were crwavt I in agriculture. There were over 39,000 WM, 
nearly all of them small, and the average number of acres cultivated 
on each was not more than fifteen. Sugar on the lowlands, cake 
on the upper. and tobacco on the lower mountain slopes ale the 

544.257 tons for exportation. and valued at $111.432 	The 
 

principal creme. In t9o9 there were 1x5.927 acres of sugTeliadIng 

coffee plantation were greatly injured by • severe ursine , 
 which visited the Island on the 8th of August la" but the yield 

foe export increased from 12,157.240 lb in 1901 to 38,756,730 R. 
Valued at 64,1393,004, in rgoi. The acreage, however, clammed 
from te,155 acres in 19°6 to t55,778 acres in 1909. and in the late 
year the crop fell to 009,263 lb. Java coffee has been roan 
with success in Porto Rico. Tobacco of a superior quality Is grown 
extensively on the lower northern slopes and much tobacco is a00 
grown under cloth'. The total acreage of tobacco increased from 

3.87t acres in 1906 to 27,596 acres in two; the total value of the 
exported tobacco products increased from $6111.6.te in 19ot to 
S5.634430 in in9. Cotton. Indian corn, sweet potatoes. yyssss 
and dee are small crops. The culture of citrus fruits, pri 
orange" and grape-fruit. and of neapples and coconuts has 
rapidly extended. About t3.000 

pi 
 head of Cattle wen easqlmntdtl  

annually from 19ot to t9o5. but much of the best grating lard 
has since been devoted to the cultivation of sugar-cane. A pro' ," 
for irrigating the district south of the mountains between Poem 
and Palau was adopted by the Porto Rican 'mermaid in o" 
The Federal government has an agricultural experiment stabs' 
at Mayoras. 
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The mideral mamma are very limited. Brick clay and lime-

tone arc abundant, and there are on the south coast a and marl 
ich In phosphates and productive alt deposits. Iron ore, lignite, 
stopper. mercury, molybdseite, niebeL platinum and other minerals 
have been knead, but the quantity of each is too small, or the 
quality too poor, for them to be of commercial value. There are 
important mineral and thermal springs in various parts of the 
island. 

The only manufacturing Industries of muds importance are the 
preparation of sugar, coffee and tobacco for market, and the 
manufacture of cigars. cigarettes, straw hats, soap, matches, 
vermicelli, sash, doors, ice, distilled liquors and sonic machinery. 

Transport facilities are inadequate. The American Railroad 
of Porto Rico. about too In. long, connects the principal cities 
along the north and west coasts and chose as far east as Ponce 
on the south coast; • railway between Patios and Guayana, 
farther east, was virtually completed in Iwo, and the Vega Alta 
railroad connects Vega Alta with Dorado on the north coast; 
but there are no inland railways and most of the products  of the 
interior are carried to the coast In carts drawn by bulloclui or on 
the backs of mules. The mileage of wagon roads was increased 
from about t7o m. in 1il98 to 612 m. m 1909. The princ har- 
bours are San Juan on the north and Ponce on the south coast; 
the (armee is accessible to vessels of about so ft. draught, and the 
Later has a natural channel which admits vessels of 25 It. draught. 
1 wo lines of steamboats afford regular communication between Sao 
Juan and New York; one of them runs to Venezuelan ports and one 
to New Orleans; and there are lines to Cuba and direct to Spain. 

The commerce of Porto Rico is principally with the United 
Status The value of its exports to the United States teemed 
from $5,s l,288 in the fiscal year ending on the gotb of June 
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125.163,67S. In the meantime the value of its exports :o lfre 
countries increased only .from 113.002,679 to $4.05.5911, and the 

 04 11* imparts from foreign countries only .  from 111,95.1,728 
kl.054418- 

Pojossleake.—The population Increased frora . 583,308 In 1860 
to 798,565 in 1887, and to 953,243, or 3 77 . 5 per JR. m., In 1899. 
Of the total population in 1899, 589,426, or 61.8% were whites, 
301,352 were of mixed blood, 59,390 were 1legTOCI and 7s 
acre Chinese. In 1910 the cencus returned the population as 
t,t *Lot a. The proportion of whites is greater at the west 
end than at the east end, greater on the north side than on 
the south side, and greater in the Interior than along the coast. 
Only t3,872, or about vs% of the total population of 1899, 
were foreign-born, and of these more than one-half were born 
in Spain. The married portion of the population was only 
26.6% in am?. The principal towns, with the population of 
each in into, arm SSA Juan, 48,716; Ponce, 35, 027; Mayaguez, 
16,sot; Arecibo, 961s. The Roman Catholic is the predominant 
church and the bishopric of Porto Rico (Isis) is one of the 
oldest in the New World. 

GODOVISOff.—The constitution of Porto Rico is contained in 
an act of the Congress of the United States (the Foraker Act) 
which came into operation in May tow. The governor Is 
appointed by the president of the Unites! States with the advice 
and consent of the Senate for a term of four years, and associated 
with the governor is an executive council consisting of the 
secretary, treasurer, auditor, attorney-general, commissioner 
of the interior, commissioner of education, and five other 
mantas, all appointed in the same manner and for the same 
term as the governor. The conv.titution requires that at least 
five of the eleven members of the Executive Council shall be 
native inhabitants of Porto Rico; in practice the six members 

ho are also heads of the administrative departments have been 
Americans while the other five have been Porto Ricans. The 
insular government, however, has created a seventh administra-
tive department—that of health, charities and corrections—and 
requires that the head of this shall be chosen by the governor 
from among the five members of the Executive Council who 
are not heads of the other departments. 

The tweet/ye Cowell constitutes one beam% of the legisisthe 
amelahlr: the Howe of Delegates the other. The House of Dele-
Isms masks of 3.5 members elected biennistly, five from each of 
wax districts. The right to determine the electoral franchise is 
rated is the legislature itself and that body has conferred it upon 
enutiraily all adult pude& The governor has the right to veto 
22Y hill, sad for. miming obit saw his vile as afirmative vote 

of two-thirds of the members of each house is required. #till laws 
enacted by the insular legislature must also be submitted to the 
Congress of the United States, which reserves the right to annul 
them. Railway, street railway, telegraph and telephone franchises 
can be granted only by the Executive Council with the approval 
of the governor, and none can be operative until it has been approved 
lry the President of the United States. The governor and Executive 
Council have the exclusive right to _grant all other franchises of a 
public or quasi-public nature and Congress reserves the right to 
annul or modify any such grant. 

The administration of justice is vested in a United States district 
court and a supreme court, district courts, municipal courts and 
justice of the peace courts of Porto Rico. The judge of the United 
States district court and the chief justice and associate justices 
of the supreme court are appointed by the President with the 
consent of the Senate, and the judges of the district courts by the 
governor with the consent of the Executive Council 

The principal local government is that of the municipalities or 
municipal districts, but for the Spanish municipal government the 
insular legislature has substituted one resembling that of small 
towns in the United States, and it has reduced the number of die 
tricts from 66 to 47. Each mupicipal district elects biennially * 
mayor and a municipal council, the membership of which varies from 
five to nine according to the population of the district. The mays. 
appoints practically all municipal employ& and may veto any 
ordinance of the council; his veto, however, may be overridden by 
two-thirds of the coma. The police force of each municipality, 
or rather of each of 66 police districts, is maintained and controlled 
by the Insular government; justice in each municipality is also 
administered by the insular government; the building, maintenance 
and repair of public roads are under the t of • board of 
three road supervisors in each of the seven Insu election districts; 
and matters pertaining to education are for the most part under 
the insular commissioner of education and a school board of three 
'ambers elected biennially in each municipality; nearly all other 
local affairs are within the jurisdictioe of the mayor and municipal 
council 

&localism-4n rasa more than three-fourths of the inhabitants 
tea years of age or over were unable to read or write, and when 
in the following year the present system of government was (vital, 
fished large powers were given to the commissioner of education. 
He controls the expenditure of public money for school purposes, 
the examination and the appointment of teachers, whose nomina-
tions by the municipal school boards are referred to the commis-
sioner. The school system comprises preparatory schools, rural 
schools, graded schools, three high schools and the university of 
Porto Rico. The university at Rio Piedras was established by 
act of the insular legislature in I903, but in ape only two depart-
ments had been organized—the insular normal school and the 
department of agriculture. Numerous scholarships have been 
established at government expense in Porto Rican schools and is 
colleges or universities of the United States. The average daily 
attendance in the public schools increased from 47,277 in aso-
ton to 74,522 in toog-sesso. Each municipality Is required to 
pay to its school board a5 yes  of its receiots from the general 
prom US. 

Finance.—Trade between Porto Rico and the United States 
is free, but upon imports to Porto Rico from foreign countries 
the Federal government collects custom duties and pays the net 
proceeds to the insular government Other principal sources of 
income are excise taxes, a general peoporty tax, an inheritance 
tax and a tax on insurance peemiums For the fiscal year ending 
June 1909 the net income of the insular gpvemment vas 
53,180,lit•75 and the net bonded indebtedness was $3,739,231.22. 

History.—On his second voyage Columbus sighted the island, 
to which be gave the name San Juan Bautista, and remained 
in its vicinity from the 17th to the 22nd of November agog. 
In 1508 Nicoll' de Ovando, governor of Hispaniola (Haiti) 
rewarded the services of Juan Ponce de Leon, one of Columbus's 
companions In 1493, by permitting him to explore the island, 
then. called by the natives " Borinquas," and search for Its 
reputed deposits of gold. Ponce's hospitable .reception by the 
native chief, Aquebana or GuaybanA, and his fairly profitable 
search for the precious metal led King Ferdinand in 1509 to give 
him an appointment as temporary governor of the Island, where 
his companions had already established the settlement of 
Caparra (Pueblo Viejo, near the present San Juan). In z sto 
the king through Ovando's influence made this commission 
permanent. Meanwhile Ferdinand had also restored to Diego 
Columbus, eon of the discoverer, the privileges of his father, 

Including the control of the islands of Haiti and Porto Rica-
ns new admiral removed Ponce and appointed Juan Cee6a 
to administer the affairs of Porto Rico. The quarrels between 
these two Maulers disturbed the affairs of the island for the melt 
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two years, but in the end Ponce was forted to yield the political 
control to the representatives of Columbus. While Ponce was 
exploring Florida in 1513 the conquerors of Porto Rico had 
established their domination in the upper western portion of 
the island by a series of settlements. The ruthless methods by 
which the Spaniards forced the natives to labour for them caused 
a change in the attitude of the erstwhile friendly Borinquenos. 
Both Ponce and his rivals had introduced the system of repar-
timientos established by Columbus in Haiti. A preliminary 
distribution of ro6o natives in 1509-tsto was the direct pre-
cursor of the rebellion of the natives in ist t. For a time the 
Borinquefios, aided by Caribs from the neighbouring islands, 
threatened to destroy all vestiges of white occupation in Porto 
Rico, but in the end the Spaniards prevailed. Immediately 
after this rebellion a second distribution of more than 4000 
natives foreshadowed the rapid disappearance of those un-
fortunates, despite the well-meaning regulations of the Council 
of the Indies. For some decades the inevitable extermination 
was postponed by the fact that the Spaniards were not numerous 
enough to occupy the southern and eastern portions of the 
island. Here a remnant of the Borinquefios, assisted by the 
Canint, maintained a severe struggle with the conquerors, but in 
the end their Indian allies were subdued by English and French 
corsairs, and the unfortunate natives of Porto Rico were left 
alone to experience the full effect of forced labour, disastrous 
hurricanes, natural plagues and new diseases introduced by the 
conquerors. By 1520 philanthropic churchmen directed their 
attention to the miserable conditions of the natives; but remedial 
legislation was largely nullified by the rapacity of subordinate 
nfficials, and before the end of the 16th century the natives 
disappeared as a distinct race. 

To replace the natives as a labour element and also to preserve 
them from extermination African slavery was early permitted, 
and by 153o there were over 1500 negro slaves in Porto Rico. 
Although the extravagant prices paid at first almost ruined the 
planters, the traffic continued to flourish in hands of foreign 
concessionaires until z82o, when through English influence it 
was abandoned. At this period negroes were an important 
element of the population, but by no means the most 
numerous one. 

At no period of its history has Porto Rico enjoyed great 
prosperity. Besides the causes already indicated the evil 
character of many of the white settlers conspired to retard its 
development. In ists its European population may have 
been 400. Until 1782 the island was divided into the eastern 
district of Puerto Rico and the western one of San German. 
In 1513 the arrival of its first bishop, who later also exercised 
the function of general inquisitor, added one more to the dis-
cordant elements ruling the island. About x52o Caparra was 
abandoned for a more healthy site, and the city of San Juan 
de Puerto Ricowas founded as the capital of the eastern district. 
In time Puerto Rico became the name of the whole island. In 
1536 legislation for changing the method of general government 
and regulating common pastumges and public property caused 
extreme dissatisfaction, but for many years thereafter the 
form of control alternated between alcaldes selected by the 
inhabitants and annual governors appointed by the Council of 
the Indies. 

To the difficulties caused by disaster, depopulation and mal-
administration there was added the danger of foreign invasion 
when war broke out in Europe between Francis I. of France 
and the emperor Charles V. In 1528 San German was plun-
dered by a French corsair and twenty-six years later utterly 
destroyed. In 5533 the forklasa, now the governor's palace, 
was begun at San Juan, and in 1539-1584 Morro Castle 
was erected at the entrance of the harbour. Possibly these 
alight fortifications preserved the capital from the destruction 
which overwhelmed an the other settlements; but these 
measures for defence were due more to the loyalty of the 
inhabitants than to the efforts of the home government, which 
at this time remained indifferent to appeals for help from the 
Wand. 

In 1595 San Juan was unsuccessfully attacked by an English 
fleet under Sir Francis Drake; two years later another English 
force, led by Sir George Cumberland, occupied the city for some 
weeks. The city was attacked in 1625 by a Dutch fleet, which 
was easily repulsed. The buccaneers or filibusters, who during 
the 17th century were drawn to the West Indies by the prospect 
of plundering the possessions of decadent Spain, often invaded 
Porto Rico, but that island escaped the conquest which Haiti 
experienced. The English attacked the island In 1678. 1702, 
1703 and 1743; and in 1797 an English force attempted to reduce 
San Juan, but was repulsed by the strong fortifications  vigorously 
manned by resident volunteers. After this event the city was 
permitted to add the words very noble and very loyal " to 
its coat of arms. 

Porto Rico was comparatively unaffected by the great Spanish-
American uprising of the early 19th century. During the 
struggle of Spain against Napoleon, the island, in common with 
the other American dominions, was represented in the Spanish 
Cortes and had its first legislative assembly. Trade with the 
United States was permitted in 1815, although only in Spanish 
ships. The island suffered from the reactionary policy of 
Ferdinand VII., but the few sporadic attempts at revolution 
between 1815 and ,Sao were readily suppressed. Columbian 
insurgents made ineffectual attempts to invade the Wand 
during 1829-29. Governor Miguel de la Torre, who ruled the 
island with vice-regal powers during the second period of Ferdi-
nand's absolutism, sternly repressed all attempts at liberalism, 
and made the island the resort for loyal refugees from the Spanish 
mainland. This policy, coupled with certain administrative 
and revenue reforms, and some private attempts in behalf of 
public education, made the last seven years of his rule, from 
1827 to 1834, the most prosperous in the Spanish rtgime. The 
unsettled political condition of Spain during the next forty 
years was reflected in the disturbed political conditions of Porto 
Rico and Cuba. The suffrage was restricted, the Press was placed 
under a strict censorship, and the right of public assemblage 
was unknown. Economically the island in 1868 was in a 
much worse condition than thirty years before. The Revolu-
tion of 1868 in Spain promised such salutary changes for the 
Antilles as the introduction of political parties, the restoration 
of representation in the Spanish Cortes, and the enfranchise-
ment of the slaves; but the imprudent " Insurrection of Lares," 
and other outbreaks of 1867-68, delayed these anticipated 
reforms. The reactionaries feared separation from the mother 
country. Under the short-lived republican government in 
Spain Porto Rico was in 187o-1874 a province with a provincial 
deputation, and in 1873 slavery was abolished. After the 
restoration of the monarchy under Alphonso JUL there was 
some improvement in the commerce of the island, but politically 
it displayed all the evils of an obsolete system of administration 
disturbed by a premature liberalism. In 1877 the provincial 
deputation was re-established, but it was not until 1895 that 
the home government attempted, far too late, to enact a series 
of adequate reform measures, and in November 1897 followed 
this by a grant of autonomy. 

When in April 1898 war broke out between Spain and the 
United States the former strongly garrisoned the island, but 
the fortifications of the capital were largely of the massive stone 
construction that had repelled Abercrombie a century before, 
most of the artillery was of an obsolete pattern and the few 
cruisers in the harbour were antiquated in type. The American 
invasion of the island occurred in July. On the 25th of that 
month, while a few vessels made a demonstration before San 
Juan , the main American fleet was landing some 340o troops 
under General Nelson A. Miles at Guanica, a small town on the 
southern shore, some r5 rn. west of Ponce. Three days later 
the latter town surrendered, amid demonstrations of joy on 
the part of the inhabitants. The people seemed to regard the 
American flag as the harbinger of a new era. General Miles's 
policy in affording employment for the natives likewise served 
to make the new American rigime acceptable. 

Meanwhile the Spanish governor-general, Manuel Maw.' sat 
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Cando, had ordered the fortes under his command in the south-
ern part of the island to fail back towards the ridge of mountains 
intersecting it from east to west, just north of the town of 
Coamo. Reinforcements were also brought up from San Juan 
and preparations made to mist an attack by the Americans, 
despite the current tumours of approaching peace. On their 
part the American forces, now numbering about to,oco men, 
prepared to advance by separate routes across the island in 
four columns. Guayana, ilayagtiez and Comm were occupied; 
one portion of the army was within ro m. of the northern coast 
and another had advanced eking the main military road nearly 
to Aibonito, when the signing of the pence protocol on the 1 all 
ot August caused an immediate suspension of hostilities. The 
advance of the Americans had been rapid and decisive, with a 
small loss of life—three killed and forty wounded—due to the 
skill with which the military manoeuvres were planned and 
guested and the cordial welcome given the invaders by the 
Inhabitants. By November the Spaniards had evacuated the 
greater part of the island; after Captain General Macias em-
barked for Spain. General Ricardo Ortega was governor from 
the 16th to the lath ci October, when the Gland was turned over 
to the American forces. In the work of policing the island, 
in the accompanying tasks of sanitation, construction of high-
ways and other public works, accounting for the expenditure 
of public funds, and in establishing a system of public education. 
the military control, which under the successive direction of 
Gram& John It. Brooke, Guy V. Henry and George W. Davis, 
lasted until the fist of May Iwo, proved most effective in bridg-
ing mu the period of 1,1114144 from the repressive control of 
Spain is the sembpsternal system under the American civil 
gmernawne But it was hardly adapted to teach • people 
atter* without political experience the essential elements of 
vu gmenunent. To meet this problem the Congress of the 
Veda States paned the " Foraker Act. " under which civil 
perrament was instituted, and which, with certain modifica-
tions is still in force (see AD141111ITRATION). Under this act the 
American element has exercised the controlling power, and this 
has peeved distasteful to certain Porto Rican politicians. 

Oa the 8th of August :399 the island was visited by the 
most destructive cyclone in its history, causing a loss of about 
3 toe lives and a property damage amounting to 36,000,000 
pews, the coffee industry suffering toast. This calamity 
allented the American people an opportunity to display their 
generosity toward their new colony. Charles H. Allen became 
the Ant civil governor In May tgoo; he was succeeded in August 
time by William H. Hunt, who served until July Igoe; Bee kman 

satheop was governor fa 190e-the7  and Regis H. Post from 
Aped 1907 until November 1909, when he was succeeded by 
Geeslin R. WW1. Ilse bland now has free trade with the 
United States, and receives into its general revenue fund all 
custeens duties and Internsl taxes collected in the island. Its 
political leaden in the House of Delegates are restive under the 
osutrol exercised by the F.itecutive Council, but an attempt to 
hold up necessary appropriations resulted in the passage in 
July tyro of an act continuing the appropriations of the previous 
pear, whenever for any cause the lower house fails to pass 
the oesse•ary financial legislating. In t9to the coffee industry 
had sea yet recovered from the caret of the cyclone of the 
and the unfortunate moetpge system that prevailed under the 
Speak* Adam The fact that its product is shut out of its 
amieral markets, without gaining that of the United States. 
is ohm a great handicap. The civic status of the people is still 
simmtled, but them has heels under Americas rule a tenable 
adveace in the wed-being of the island. 

Bret mesa nte.—Tbit main source foe the history under the 
Spsawils is Fray !nig° Ablud. isr,tee,t. • coif y Wove 
de Asa Awe Denham de Pral• Rico (Marini. 1755; a new edmon 
oath antes by Jam ). Acosta wait published in Patio Rico la 1001'1. 
Altana mina emensive gootatioas from early historian. of Spanish 
Ameries. The best modern critical assusast in Spanish is Salsadot 
Pe.... Awns lewd, y sea Lorna (Valencia, sli94). Probabb, the 
Nur account inittMdsh, ant•agh one leaving much to be ',soiree!, 
in A. Vas yk, The Maw, eJ Poway lam (Now Vark.  

tgo3). R. 11. Davis. The Cuban and Pato Rkan Campaigns 
(New York, 0198). is a sketch of the invasion of the island in 1898. 
L. S. Rowe, Ike liaaed Seae, aid 1.,,eto Rua (ibid., 1900) treats 
clearly and briefly of the prod.! on arion,$ from American control, 
and a like characterization may be made ot W. F. Willoughby, 
Tun:ones and Dependencies of As Unclad States (New York, 
1905). Van Middekl)k gives a brief bibliography of historical 
works, and • more extensive list is given in General George W. 
Davis's Report on At Milaary Government of Porto Rico. See alto 
Anatol/ Report, of the Gamma. of Porto Rif0 (Washington. 1901 
pq. ); Ii. ht. Wilam, " Porto Rico: Its Topography and Aspects." 
in the Bulkhn Anger. Geogr. Soc. Seto York, vol. xxxii. (New 
York. l900): W. A. Alexander, '" Porto Rico: Its Climate and 
Resources, -  in the same, vol. saisiv. (ibid.. 19o2); Rtisiet on the 
C f Porto Pt.,' (Washington, 1900); W. F. Willoughbv. 
!gotta. and Municipal linaaces in Porto Rico for Ma Fiscal Year 
19.z- lte.I. issued by the Burrau of the United States Census 
(ibid., t9o5); IL T. Hill. Cuba and Porto Rico (New York, 1898). 

PORTO TORRES (anc. Tunis Libizonis, qs.), a seaport on 
the north coast of Sardinia, 121 tn. N.W. of Sassari by rail. Pop. 
(19o1), 3762 (town); 4215 (commune). It is only to ft. above 
sea-level, and is malarial', but is a seaport of some importance, 
having regular steam communication with Ajaccio,, Leghorn 
and Cagliari, and with the north and west coasts of Sardinia. 
The church of S. Gavin, formerly the cathedral, probably 
dates from the nth century. It is a Romanesque basilica 
with a nave and two aisles, divided by ancient columns; at 
each end of the nave is an apse. It has a 14th-century portal 
and two smaller doors at the sides added later in the &averse 
style. See D. Scan, Scoria dell' are in Sardegna dal Xl. al 
X/ V. shale (Cagliari-Ss.aari, 19o7), 9: sqq. To the N.N.W. 
is the island of Asniara, the principal quarantine station of 
Italy. Porto Torres was the seat of the gindni of the north-west 
portion of the island (the district was called Toms or Logudoro) ; 
it was plundered by the Genoese in t166, but remained the seat 
of the giadiei until 1272, when it was divided between various 
Genoese families, the Dario, Malaspina. Ac., and the gindki of 
Arborea. It was also the seat of a bishopric until test, when 
the see was transferred to Samar'. Porto Torres being practically 
deserted, owing to its unhealthiness. It did not become an 
independent commune again until t842. 

PORTOVENRRE (anc. Porno Voiotia), a town and summer 
resort of Liguria, Italy, in the province of Genoa, at the 
southern extremity of the peninsula which protects the Gulf 
of Spezia on the west, 7 m. S. of Spezia by road. Pop. 
(loot), ftct (town); 5754 (commune). The fortress and walls 
with which it was provided by the Genoese in the 9th or loth 
century have been destroyed for military reasons. The restored 
church of St Peter, of black and white marble (1118; destroyed 
by the Antgonese in 1404). s Molted to occupy the site of a 
temple of Venus. The parish church dates from lo98. Yellow. 
veined black marble, known u Porton), and building-stone are 
quarried here and in the fortified island of Palmeri* to the 
east of Portovenere. In the Grotta del Coiombi objects of the 
Palareilit hic age have been found. 

PORT PHILLIP, the harbour of Melbourne. Victoria, Aus-
tralia. An almost circular, landlocked sheet of water, it is 3t m. 
long. ro  m. at its widest, with an area of Boo sq. at. A narrow 
(Amulet flanked by bold cliffs forms its entrance, and when the 
tide recedes through it a strong current is encountered outside. 
The broken and somewhat dangerous sea thus caused is called 
" the Rip. " Within the port can the eastern sole ate suburbs 
of Melbourne, such as Sorrento, Maim ngton. Frankaton, Carrara, 

Redche, Brighton and St Kilda. The wharves 
of Port Melbourne and K illiamstown stand at the head of the 
port on an arm known as Hobson's Bay. On the western aide 
the port of Geelong and the port and waterieg•plaele of Queens-
cliff ase the only towns of importance. Port Phillip is well 
fortified with strong batteries at its entrance. The harbour 
yea discovered in illor by Lieut. Murray, who named it is 
honour of Captain Phillip, first governor of New South Wales 
The colony of Victoria was originally called the district of Port 
Phillip. 

PORT MIR a town of Vktoris county. South Australia, on 
Gaseous Bay, ea ens of Spencer Gull, tea/ re by rail N. by W 
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of Adelaide. It is a prosperous and well-equipped port, from 
which enormous quantities of wheat are annually shipped. 
Pop. (toot), 7983• 

PORTRAITURE. The earliest attempts at individual por-
traiture (see also PAINTING) are found in the eidolon and 
mummy-cases of the ancient Egyptians; but their painting 
never went beyond conventional representation—mere outlines 
filled in with a flat tint of colour. In Greece portraiture probably 
had its origin in skiagraphy or shadow-painting. The story of 
the Greek maiden tracing the shadow of her departing lover 
on the wall points to this. The art developed rapidly. In 
463 B.C., Polygnotus, one of the first Greek painters of distinc-
tion, introduced individual portraiture in the decoration of public 
buildings, and Apelles nearly a century later showed so much 
genius in rendering character and expression, that Alexander 
the Great appointed him "portrait painter in ordinary," and 
issued an edict forbidding any one else to produce pictorial 
representations of his majesty. Similar edicts were issued in 
favour of the sculptor Lysippus and Pyrgotcles the gem en-
graver. No works of the Greek painters survive, but the 
fate of two portraits by Apelles, which were in the possession 
of the emperor Claudius (A.D. 41-54), is known, the beads 
having been painted out to make room for the features of the 
divine Augustus! 

After the time of Alexander (goo a.c.) Greek art rapidly 
deteriorated. There is, perhaps, nothing in the history of human 
intelligence to compare with the dazzling swiftness of its 
development or the rapidity of its decline. War was followed 
by pillage and devastation, and victorious Roman generals, 
mere depredators and plunderers, crowded Rome with the 
stolen treasures of Greece, with the result that Greek art and 
Greek influence soon made themselves felt in the imperial city, 
and for generations its artists were almost exdusively Greeks, 
chiefly portrait painters and decorators. The Romans pos-
sessed no innate aptitude for art, and rather despised it as a 
pursuit little becoming the dignity of a citizen. Although lack-
ing in appreciation of the higher conditions of art, they had 
from early times decorated their atria with effigies—originally 
wax moulds—of the countenances of their ancestors. These 
primitive " wax-works " ultimately developed into portrait 
busts, often vivid and faithful, the only branch of art in which 
Rome achieved excellence, 

With the invasion of the Northern barbarians and the fall 
of the empire Graeco-Roman art ended. In the following 
centuries Christianity gradually became the dominant religion, 
but its ascetic temper could not find expression in the old artistic 
forms. Instead of joy in the ideals of bodily perfection,came a 
loathing of the body and its beauty, and artists were classed 
among " persons of iniquitous occupations. " Before the 5th 
century these prejudices had relaxed, and images and pictures 
again came into general favour for religious uses. In the 8th 
and 9th centuries, the iconoclasts commenced their systematic 
destruction, and it was not till the Renaissance in the 13th 
:cntury that art began again to live. The great revival brought 
with it a closer observation of the facts of nature and a growing 
sense of beauty, and the works of Cimabue and Giotto prepared 
the way for those of Benozzo Gozzoli, Ghirlandaio and the 
long line of masters who raised Italian art to such a height in 
the rstb and trah centuries. Although the works of the early 
painters of the Renaissance were mostly devoted to the expres-
sion of the dogmas of the Church, the growing love and study of 
nature led them, as opportunity afforded, to introduce porirr'ts 
of living contemporaries into their sacred pictures. Gozzolt 
(r4io-1498) and Ghirlandaio (i4e9-i494) began the practice, 
followed by nearly all the old and great painters, of introducing 
portraiture into their works; Ghirlandaio especially filling some 
of his great fresco compositions with the forms and features of 
the living men and women of Florence, members of the Tama-
buoni, Medici and other great families. Acuteness of observa-
tion was innate in the race. By degrees it manifested itself 
in a marvellous subtlety in the rendering of individual character, 
in the portrayal of individual men and women, and a school of  

portraiture was developed of which Titian became the crownhig 
glory. This great Venetian painter, by universal consent 
reckoned one of the masters of portraiture, has handed down to 
us the featdree of many of the greatest historical and literary 
personages of his time—emperor, pope, king, doge—all at 
by turn to him and loaded him with honours. The =AC* of 
Bellinl, Raffaelle, Tintoret, Veronese and Moroni of Bergamo 
occur among those of the great Italian portrait painters of the 
15th and 16th centuries. The last-named, some of whine finest 
works are now in England, was highly praised by Titian. 

A love of ugliness characterizes the artists of the early German 
and Flemish schools, and most of the portraits produced by 
them previous to Holbein's time suffer from this cause. Schan-
gauer, DUrer and Lucas Cranads are never agreeable or pleasant. 
however interesting in other respects. Darer, the typical 
German artist, the dreamer of dreams, the theorist, the thinker, 
the writer, was less fitted by nature for a portrait painter than 
Holbein, who, with a keen sense of nature's subtle beauty, was 
a far greater painter although a less powerful pasonality. He 
produced many fine works in other branches, but it is as a 
portrait painter that Holbein is chiefly known, and his highest 
claims to fame will rest on his marvellous achievements in that 
branch of art. He first came to England in ts:& bringing with 
him letters of introduction from Erasmus. Sir Thomas More 
received him as his guest, and during his stay he painted Ildore's 
and Archbishop Warham's portraits. In 1 sga be was again 
in London, where till his death in 1543 he spent much of his 
time. He was largely employed by the German merchants 
of the Steelyard and many Englishmen of note, and afterwards 
by Henry VIII., by whom he was taken into permanent service 
with a pension. As a portrait painter Holbein is remarkable not 
only for his keen insight into the character of his sitters, but ler 
the beauty and delicacy of his drawing. As colourist he may to 
judged by an admirable example of his work, "The Arabes-
sadors," in the National Gallery in London. Many of his 
drawings appear to have been made as preliminary studies let 
his portraits. 

In Flanders Jan van Eyck (runi-144o), his brother Hubert. 
Quintin Matsys, Hemline and other artists of the 15t1s century 
occasionally practised portraiture. The picture of Jeaa Amid-
fini and his wife, in the National Gallery, London, Is a remarkable 
sample of the first-named artist, and the small half-length of 
young Martin van Nieumenhoven, in the hospital of St John 
at Bruges, of the last-named. Nearly a century later the names 
of Antony Mor(or Moro), Ruben' and Van Dyck appear. Rubes, 
although not primarily a painter of portraits, achieved no swan 
distinction in that way, being much employed by royalty 
(Maria de Medici, Philip IV. and the English Charles I. among 
the number). His services were also in request as ambassador 
or diplomatist, and thrice at least he was sent on missions 
of that nature. His personal energy and industry were aims 
mous, but a large proportion of the work attributed to him was 
painted by pupils, of whom Van Dyck was one of the meat 
celebrated. Van Dyck (1599-1641) early acquired • high repu-
tation as a portrait painter. In 1632 be was invited to England 
by Charles I., and settled there for the remainder of his life. 
He was knighted by Charles, and granted a pension of imp • 
year, with the title of painter to his majesty. Many of Van 
Dyck's portraits, especially those of the early mad middle 
periods, are unsurpassed in their freshness, force and violet td 
handling. He is a master among masters. England possesses 
many of his works, especially of his later period. To VAN 
Dyck we awe much of our knowledge of what Charles 1. and 
those about him were like. A routine practice, luxurious 
living, failing health, and the employment of assistants told 
upon his work, which latterly lost much of its early charm. 

In Holland in the 17th century portraiture reached a high 
standard. A reaction had set ice. against Italian influents, sad 
extreme faithfulness and literal resemblance became the me. 
veiling fashion. The large portrait pictures elf the mart-cra UI 
gilds and corporations, so frequently met with in Holland. axe 
characteristically Dutch. The earliest weeks of the kind are 
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really rows of portraits ranged in double or single lines, 
pout much attempt at grouping or composition. Later, 
he hands of painters like Rembrandt, Frans Hats and Van 
Helot, these pictures of civic guards, hospital regents and 

stews of gilds assumed a very different character, and are 
onig the very finest works produced by the Dutch portrait 
raters of the 17th century. They may be termed " subscrip-
n portraits "--each member of the gild who desired a place 

the canvas agreeing, before the commission was given, to 
• according to a graduated scale, his share of the cost. 
o ong the most famous examples of this class of portraits 
• `" The Anatomy Lesson, " " The March-out of Captain 
owning Kock and his Company " (erroneously called •" The 

Watch "), and "The Five Syndics of the Cloth-Workers' 
u " by Rembrandt. The magnificent portrait groups at 
aarleen by Hale-the next greatest portrait painter of Holland 
ter Rembrandt—and the " Schuttersmaaltyd " by Van der 
clot in the Amsterdam Museum, which Reynolds considered 
perhaps the first picture of portraits in the world, "must also 
: mentioned. 
Of the pictorial art of Spain previous to the 25th century, 

t tle, U any, survives. Flemish example was long paramount 
nd Flemish painters were patronized in high places. In the 
6th century the names of native Spanish artists began to 
ppear--Morales, Ribero*  Zurbaran, a great though not a pro-
essed portrait painter; and in the last year of the century 

dasquez was born, the greatest of Spain's artists, and one of 
he great portrait painters of the world. None, perhaps, 
tas ever equalled him in keen insight into character, or In the 
twit magic of his brush. Philip IV., Olivares and Innocent X. 
live for us on his canvases. His constantly varying, though 
generally extremely simple, methods, explain to some extent 
the interest and charm his works possess for artists. Depth 
of feeling and poetic imagination were, however, lacking, as 
May be seen in his prosaic treatment of such subjects as the 
" Coronation of the Virgin," the " Man " and other kindred 
works in the Madrid Gallery. Velasques must be classed with 
those whose career has been prematurely cut short. His works 
of ten show signs of haste and of the scanty Wane which the 
duties of his office of " Aposentadoe Mayor " left Mm—daties 
which ended to the fatal journey to the Isle of Rb& 

In France the most distinguished portrait palates of the ilith 
and 17th centuries were the Closets, Cousin, Vouet, Philippe 
de Champaigne. Rigaud and Vanioo. French portraiture, 
tong inflated and artificial, reached the height of pomposity 
in the reigns*/ Louis XIV. and XV., the epoch of which the 
towering wig is the symbol. In the 18th and early part of the 
loth centuries occur the names of Boucher, Crane, David, 
Gerard and Ingres; but somehow the portraits of the French 
masters seldom attract and captivate in the same way as those 
of the Dutch and Italian painters. 

Foreign artists were engaged for almost every Important 
work in painting in England down to the days of Sir Joshua 
Reynolds and Gainsborough. Henry VIII. employed Holbein; 
Queen Mary, Sir Antonio Moto; Elisabeth, &ahem and Lucas 
de Ham; James I. van Saner, Cornelius Janssens and Daniel 
Miriam; Charles I. Ruben, Van Dyck, Mytens, Petitot, Hon-
thoist sad others; and Chides Lely and Knell/a, although 
there were native artists of merit, among theca Dobson, Walker 
and Jansesone, a Scottish painter. Puritan England and Presby-
terian Scotland did little to encourage the portrait painter. 
The sultudeot the latter towards it may be inferred from an 
entry in he diary of Sir Thomas Hope, the Scottish bard Advo-
cate in tett& " This day, Friday, V/Mhim Jameson, painter 
(at the earnest desyr of my sone Mr Alexander) was wreak to 
draw my pietur." He does not even give the painter's name 
correctly, although Jameson at the time was a man of some 
note in Scotland. At the commencement of the reign of 
Cootge I. art in England had utak to about the lowest ebb. 
With the appearance of William Hogarth (1607-1764) the English 
school of painting may be said to have commenced, and in 
Reynolds and Gainsborocqgh it produced two portrait painters  
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whose works hold their own with those of the masters of the 
16th and 57th centuries. Both Sir Joshui and Gainsborough 
are seen at their best in portraits of women and children. 

George Romney (1734-802) shared with Reynolds and 
Gainsborough the patronage of the wealthy and fashionable 
of his day. Many of his female portraits are of great beauty. 
For some unknown reason he never exhibited his works in the 
Royal Academy. 

Sir Henry Raeburn (:756-1823) was a native of Edinburgh, 
and spent most of his life there. His portraits are broad and 
effective in treatment, resstedy and swift in execution and often 
fine in colour. He painted nearly all the distinguished Scotsmen 
of his time—Walter Scott, Adam Smith, Brasfield, Robertson 
the historian, Dugald Stewart, Boswell, Jeffrey, Professor 
Wilson and many of the leading noblemen, lairds, clergy and 
their wives and daughters. For a considerable period his 
portraits were little known out of Scotland, but they are now 
much sought after, and fine examples appearing in London 
sale-rooms bring remarkable prices. Rapburn's immediate 
successor in Scotland, J. Watson Gordon (x788-1864), also 
painted many excellent portraits, chiefly of men. A very 
characteristic example of his art at its best may be seen in his 
" Provost of Peterhead " in the Scottish National Gallery. 

Sir Thomas Lawrence (1769-183o) was the favourite English 
portrait painter of his time, and had an almost unrivalled career. 
He had an immense practice, and between the years 5787 and 
5830 exhibited upwards of three hundred portraits in the Royal 
Academy alone. The Waterloo Gallery at Windsor contains 
some of his best work, chiefly painted in t 828-1819, including his 
portraits of the emperor Francis, Pope Pius VII. and Cardinal 
Gonsalvi. He was loaded with honours, and died President 
of the Royal Academy. 

Sir J. E. Millais (1 829-1896), although most widely known as 
a painter of figure subjects, achieved some of his greatest suc-
cesses in portraiture, and no artist in recent years has approached 
him as a painter of children. His portraits of Gladstone, 
Sir James Paget, Sir Gilbert Greenall, Simon Fraser, J. C. Hook 
and Mrs. Bischoffsheim, to name only a few, are alone sufficient 
to give him a high place among British portrait painters. 

Frank Hell (r845-1888) first came into note as a portrait 
painter in 187b, and daring the subsequent nine years of his 
life he painted upwards of one hundred and ninety-eight portraits, 
an average of over twenty-two a year. The strain, however, 
proved too great for a naturally delicate constitution, and he 
died at the age of forty-three—another instance of a brilliant 
career prematurely cut short. To G. F. Watts (182o-19o4) we 
are Indebted for admirable portraits of many of the leading 
Mee of the Victorian era in politics, science, literature, theology 
and an. Among more recent artists, Sir W. Q. Orchardson 
(r855-teto), like Millah more widely known as a painter of 
figure subjects, but also admirable as a portrait painter; John 
Sargent (x856- ), whose brilliant and vigorous characteri-
zation of his sitters leaves bins without a rival; as well as 
Ouless, Shannon, Fildes, Herkomer and others, have worthily 
carried on the best traditions of the art. 

In France contemporary portraiture is ably represented in the 
works of Carolus-Duran, Bonnet and Benjamin Constant, 
and In Germany by Lenbach. who has handed down to posterity 
with uncompromising faithfulness the form and features of 
Prince Bismarck. 

Of portraiture in its other developments little need be said. 
Miniature painting, which grew out of the work of the illumina-
tor, appears to have been always successfully practised in 
England. The works of Hilliard, Isaac and Peter Oliver, 
Samuel Cooper, Hoskins, Engleheart, Plimer and Conway hold 
their own with the best of the kind; but this beautiful art, 
like that of the engraver, has been largely superseded by photo- 
graphy and the " processes " now in use. 

It Is unnecessary to refer to the many uses of portraiture, 
but one of its chiefest has been to transmit to posterity the 
form and features of those who have played a part, worthy or 
otherwise, in the past history of our race. Of its value to the 
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biographer and historian, Carlyle, in a letter written in z834, 
says, " In all my poor historical investigations it is one of the 
most primary wants to procure a bodily likeness Of the personage 
inquired after; .a good portrait, if such exists; failing that, 
even an indifferent, if sincere one; in short, any representation, 
made by a faithful human creature, of that face and figure 
which he saw with his eyes and which I can never see with mine. 
Often I have found the portrait superior in real instruction to 
half-a-dozen written biographies, or rather, I have found the 
portrait was as • small lighted candle, by which the biographies 
could for the first time be read, and some human interpretation 
be made of them." (G. Rs.) 

PORT RICHMOND, • part of the borough of Richmond in the 
city of New York, U.S.A., on the N. shore of Staten Island and 
on the Kill van Kull Channel. Before 1898 it was a separate 
village of Richmond county, New York, containing 6290 
inhabitants in 1890. It is served by the Staten Island Rapid 
Transit railway, and by a ferry to Bergen Point, New Jersey, 
and has steam and electric railway connexions with the municipal 
ferry at St George, which furnishes easy access to the business 
districts on Manhattan Island. Among its places of historic 
interest are the Dutch Reformed Church, which is the direct 
SUCCeSSOf of the church established on Staten Island in 1664 
or 063 by Waldenses and Huguenots; and the Danner Hotel, 
built soon after the War of Independence on the site of a tem-
porary fort that had been erected by British troops, and used as 
a private dwelling until z82o. In this house Aaron Burr spent 
the last years of his life, dying there on the 14th of September 
1836. Among the industrial establishments are a shipyard, 
dry dock and manufactories of flour, lumber, lead paint and 
builders' supplies. On the first of January 1898, when the act 
creating Greater New York came into effect, the village became 
a part of the third ward of Richmond borough. 

PORT ROYAL, a celebrated Cistercian abbey, occupied a low 
and marshy site in the thickly wooded valley of the Yvette, at 
what is now known as Les Hanseaux near Marty, a few miles 
south-west of Paris It was founded in 1204 by Mahaut de 
Garlande, wife of Mathieu de Montmorenci-Marti in raw; the 
church was built in :229 from the designs of Robert de Ltrearches. 
During its early years the convent received a number of papal 
privileges; the most important of these, granted by Honorius 
III. in 1123, authorized it to offer a retreat to women anxious 
to withdraw from the world without binding themselves by 
perpetual vows. Little is known of its history during the three 
succeeding centuries, except that its discipline became relaxed; 
reform was only attempted when Angelique Arnauld (q.v.) 
was appointed coadjutor to the elderly and invalid abbess in 
1598. Angflique'a reforming energy soon brought her into 
contact with Jean Duvergier (q.v.) abbot of Saint Cyran, and 
chief apostle in France of the Jansenist revival, and the later 
history of her convent is indissolubly connected with this 
movement. 

la 5636 constant visitations of ague drove the nuns to Pans; 
they settled at Port Royal de Paris, at the end of the Faubourg 
Saint Jacques. The deserted buildings of Port Royal des Champs 
were presently occupied by "hermits; laymen, mostly relatives 
of the abbe.,, who wished for a semi-monastic existence, though 
without taking formal vows. In 1648, however, some of the nuns 
returned to the country, and the hermits retreated to buildings at 
• short distance from the abbey. Here they set up a "little 
school " for the sons of Jansenist parents; and here Jean Racine, 
the future poet, received his education. But in 1653 Innocent X. 
condemned the doctrines of Jansen. Three years later " the 
hermitage " and school were broken up, and the nuns were for-
bidden to receive new members into their community. These 
rigours were much increased when Louis XIV. took up the reins 
of government in 166o; between 1664 and 1669 the archbishop of 
Pans laid under an interdict those of the nuns who refused to 
subscribe the papal censure on Jansen. In 1669. however, came 
the so-called " Peace of Clement DL," when the Jansenists 	- 
ally were admitted to grace, and the interdict was rem 	from 
Port Royal, though the authorities broke up the convent into two 
distinct communities. The conformist nut were gathered to• 

Fher at Port Royal de Paris. under an Independent abbess; their 
oetid sisters were united, at the original building in the country. 

hereupon followed ten years of peace. for the nuns had • powerful 
protector in the kines cousin. Mena de Longueville. But In  

1679 she died, and Louis at once ordered the nuns to send away 
their novices and boarders and to receive no others. Finally. 
in t7o3, he of from Clement Xl. a new condemnation of ther 
Jansetusts, which the few remaining nuns, all of whom were over 
sixty, refused to sign; and on the 29th of October t7o9 they 
were forcibly removed from Port Royal by the police. and Wu-
tributed among various conformist convents. In the following 
spring the buildings were pulled down; even the cemetery wa. 
not spared. The land on which the convent had stood was made 
over to Mine de Maintenon's college of St Cyr; in 1825 it was 
bought by some descendants of Jansenist families, who have done 
their best to restore the grounds to their original appearanceand 
have built a museum rich in Jansenist relics. Port Royal de Paris 
was secularized at the French, Revolution, and is now a maternity 
hospital. 

For a classified list of the chief books, ancient and modem. 
dealing with Pon Royal, are the darted de l'histeire de Pert teem. 
by Jean Racine, ed. E. Gazier (Paris, 1908). See also C. A. Sainte- 
Beuve, Port Royal (6 vols. and index, Paris. 1882); Clanks Beard. 
Port Royal (2 vols., London, :860; H. Reuchhn, &abate see 
Port Royal (2 vole., Hamburg, 1839-1844), and the books seem-
mended under the articles ARILULD, JANSAJAM and PASCAL. 

PORT ROYAL, an island In Beaufort county, South Carolina, 
U.S.A., at the head of Port Royal Sound, about i6 rn. from the 
Atlantic coast, and about ca m. S.W. of Charleston. It is about 
13 m. long (north and south) by about 7 M. wide. The surface 
is generally flat, and there is much marshland in its southern 
part, and along its north-eastern shore. The principal wttle-
ment is Beaufort, a port of entry, and the county-seat of Booziest 
county, on the Beaufort river (here navigable for vessels drawing 
18 ft.), about it m. from its mouth, and about Is nt. from the 
ocean. Pop. (1900) 4110 (3220 negroes); (1910) 2486. It is 
served by the Charleston & Western Carolina railway, has inland 
water communication with Savannah, Georgia, and its harbour, 
Port Royal Sound (between Bay Point on the north-east sad 
Hilton Head on the south-west), is one of the largest and 
best on the coast of South Carolina. Beaufort's beautiful 
situation and delightful climate make it a winter resort 
In the vicinity Sea Island cotton, rice, potatoes and otter 
vegetables are raised—the truck industry having become 
very important; and there are groves of yellow pine and 
cypress. Large quantities of phosphate rock were formerly 
shipped from here. Among the manufactures are cotton goods, 
canned oysters, lumber and fertiliser. About 5 in. south of Beau-
fort is the town of Port Royal (pop. in row, 363), a terminus 
of the Charleston & Western Carolina railway. On the Beau-
fort River (eastern) shore of Paris Island, about 6 m. north of 
Bay Point, is a United States naval station, with a dry dock and 
repair shop. 

Jean Ribaut (i52o-2363), leading an expedition sent out 
by Admiral Gaspard de Coligny (1517-1572) to fotmda Huguenot 
colony in New France, sailed into the harbour, which be named 
Port Royal, OA the 27th of May 3562, took possession of the 
region in the name of Charles IX., and established the first 
settlement (Fort Charles), probably on Paris Island. In June he 
sailed for France, leaving 26 volunteers under Captain Albert de 
la Pierria. Soon - afterward the garrison killed Merritt (probably 
because of the severity of his discipline), and put to sea in an 
insufficiently equipped vessel, from which, after much suffering 
they were rescued by an English ship, and taken to England. In 
1670, a company under Colonel William Sayle (d. 2671) landed 
on Port Royal Island, but probably because this site exposed 
them to Spanish attacks, proceeded along the coast and founded 
the original Charles Town (see CRAIISSTON). le 1683, several 
families , chiefly Scotch, led by Henry Erskine, third Lord Cauld-
ron (z630-2693), established on the Wand a settlement named 
Stuart's Town (probably in honour of Cardross's family); but 
three years later most of the settlers wen murdered bySpaniards 
from Florida and the remainder fled to Charleston. In Ivo, 
after the lords proprietors had issued directions for " the 
building of • town to be called Beautoet Town." in honour 
of Henry Somerset. duke of Beaufort (1629-1700), the first 
permanent settlement was established on the island. The 
town was incorporated in 28o3. In January 1770 about MO 
British soldiers occupied the island by order of Colonel Angus-
dee Prevost, but they were dislodged (Feb. 3) by about 302 
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err is st ns,m” ,,tly militiamen, under General William Moultrie. 
the lise-gi oiling of the Civil War the Confederates erected Fort 
ulcer ore Hilton Head, and Fort Beauregard on Bay Point. 
main  (afterwards Admiral) Samuel F. Du Pont and General 
orn.as W. Sherman organized an expedition against these 
1 i fications, which sere reduced by a naval bombardment 
et were evacuated by the Confederates under General Thomas 

Drayton (d. ;Set) on the 7th of November :86z. During 
e remainder of the war Port Royal Harbour was used as a 
eating. repair and supply station by the Federal blockading 
to ron. Early in 1862 Port Royal Island and the neigh-
itsring region became the scene of the so-called "Port Royal 
xperiment "--the successful effort of a group of northern 
eople, chiefly from Boston, New York and Philadelphia, among 
'horn Edward S. Philbrick (d. 1889) of Massachusetts wit 

 nous, to take charge of the cotton plantations, deserted 
Iran the occupation of the island by Union troops, and to employ 
he negroes under a system of paid labour. The volunteers 
rsranized as the Educational Commission for Freedmen (after-
care' the New England Freedmen's Aid Society), and the 
tovernment granted them transportation, subsistence and 
;carters, and paid them small salaries. 

Sce Edward MeCrady's History Si soiak Carolina (New York, 
s897-1901): and, for an account of the Port Royal Experiment, 
Letters from Pon Royal (Boston. 1906), edited by Elizabeth W 
Pearson. 

' PORTRUSH. a seaport and the most popular seaside resort 
of Co. Antrim, Ireland; the terminus of a branch of the 
Northern Counties (Midland) railway. Pop. (79or), nut. It 
is very picturesquely Situated on the basaltic peninsula of 
Ramore Head, with a deep bay on either side, and a harbour 

' protected by the natural breakwater known as the Sherries. 
fine hotel, owned by the railway company, and an excellent 

, golf course arc the chid features, together with a town-hall 
with public reading room, and the place is much frequented for 
golf and sea-bathing. It is also the centre for visitors to the 
(;iants' Causeway, with which it is connected by an electric 

s railway. Dunluec Castle, between Portrush and Hush:Mlle, 
r stands on a rock separated from the mainland by a chasm which 
• is spanned by a bridge. The ruins, which are extensive, are of 
■ unknown date. Portruah has a thriving trade in salmon. It 

is governed by an urban district council. 
u 	PORT SAID, a seaport of Egypt, at the northern entrance of 

the Suer Canal, in si° is' 35' N., 32°  19' 20' E., and tas m. by 
t rail N.E. of Cairo. Pop. ( 1 007). 49,884. It lies on the western 

side of the canal on the low, narrow, treeless and desolate strip 
of land which separates the Mediterranean from Lake Mensala, 
the land at this point being raised and Its area increased by the 
draining of part of the lake and by the excavation of the Inner 
harbour. The outer harbour is formed by two breakwaters 
which protect the entrance to the canal; altogether the harbour 
covers about s7o acres and accommodates ships drawing 28 ft. 
Originally besides the central basin of the inner harbour there 
were three docks; between 7903 and roma the harbour accommo- 

■  dation was doubled by the construction of new docks on the 
eastern side of the canal and by enlarging the western docks. 
The port possesses a floating dock 2o5 ft. long, 85 ft. broad and 
t8 ft. deep, capable of lilting 35oo tons, and a patent slip taking 
300  tom and ships drawing 9 ft. 9 in. of water. On the western 
breakwater is a colossal statue of Ferdinand de Lesseps by E. 
l'remiet, unveiled in 1899. and a lighthouse 774 ft. high. Among 
the few buildings of note in the town are the offices of the Sues 
Canal Company and the British barracks, the last named having 
been built by Prince Henry of the Netherlands (d. 1879) as a 
Opal for Dutch trade. 

Port Said dates from t859 and its situation was determined by 
the claim of the engineers of the Suez Canal to start the canal at 
the point  on the Niolderrancan coast of the isthmus of Sues nearest 
to deep water, and off the spot where Port Said now mantis there 
was loved a depth of :6 ft. at about a tn. from the shore. For 
many yens *her its foundation it depended entirely upon the 
oak of the canal, being the chief Coaling station of all ship 
pa* through and becoming the largest coaling station in the 

world. The population was of a very heterogeneous character, but 
u mainly of an undesirable class of Levantines; this with the Lamp 

heat and the dirt and noise of the incessiutt coaling operations 
gave the town an unenviable reputation. In ion however, a 
new industry was added in the export of cotton from the eastern 
provinces of the Delta, the cotton being brought from Meta& by 
boat across Lake Menzala. In 1904 the opening,o• a standard 
gauge railway to Cairo placed Port Said in a position to compete 
with Alexandria for the external trade of Egygeneraly, besides 
making it a tourist route to the capital from The result 
was to attract to the town a oun.ideiable commercial community 
and to raise its social status. A new suburb was created by re-
claiming land on the north foreshore, and another suburb was 
created on the eastern side of the canal. The average annual 
value of the trade of the port for the five years 19o2-1906 was 
fa.oci,000. This figure include. the value of the coal used by 
vessels passing through the Sues Canal. 

PORTSMOUTH, HAWS OP. In 2743 John Wallop (z6go-
:762) of Farley Wallop in Hampshire was created earl of 
Portsmouth. He belonged to an old Hampshire family and 
had been a lord of the treasury from 1717 to 172o, when he was 
created Baron Wallop. The earldom has since been held by 
his descendants, one of whom, Newton Wallop (b. 1158), 
became the 6th earl in 1891. This earl was a member of 
parliament from z88o to 189: and was under secretary of state 
for war from 19os to z9o8. 

PORTSMOUTH, LOUISE DB KiROUALLE, bootees or 
(1649-1734), mistress of the English king Charles IL, was the 
daughter of Guillaume de Penancourt and his wife Marie de 
Plante de Timeur. The name of Kiroualle was derived from an 
heiress whom her ancestor Francois de Penbo8t had married in 
1330. The family were nobles in Brittany, and their name was 
so spelt by themselves. But the form Querouailles was com-
monly used in England, where it was corrupted into Carwell or 
Carewell, perhaps with an ironic reference to the care which the 
duchess took to fill her pocket. In France it was variously 
spelt Queroul, Kfroual and Keral. The exact date of her birth 
is apparently unknown. Louise was placed early in life in the 
household of Hendette, duchess of Orleans, sister of Charles  II- 
Salnthimon asserts that her family threw her in the way of 
Louis XIV. in the hope that she would be promoted to the place 
of royal mistress. In 167o she accompanied the duchess of 
Orleans on a visit to Charles II. at Dover. The sudden death 
of the duchess, attn'buted on dubious evidence to poison, left 
her unprovided for, but the king placed her among the ladies in 
waiting of his own queen. It was said in after times that she 
had been selected by the French court to fascinate the king of 
England, but for this there seems to be no evidence. Yet when 
there appeared a prospect that the king would show her favour, 
the intrigue was vigorously pushed by the French ambassador, 
Colbert de Croissy, aided by the secretary of state, Lord Arling-
ton, and his wife. Louise, who concealed great cleverness and 
a strong will under an appearance of languor and a rather 
childish beauty (Evelyn the diarist speaks of her " baby face "), 
yielded only when she had already established a strong hold on 
the king's affections and character. Her son, ancestor of the 
dukes of Richmond, was born in 102. 

The support she received from the French envoy was given on 
the understanding that she

-
should serve the interests of her native 

sovereign. The bargain was confirmed by gifts and honours 
(tom 1.096 XIV. and was loyally carried out by Louise. The 
hatred openly avowed for her in England was due as much to her 
own activity In the interest of France as to her notorious nipacity. 
The titles of Baroness Petersfield, countess of Fareham and duchess 
of Portsmouth were granted bee for life on the 19th of August 
t673. Her pensions and money allowances of various kinds were 
enormous. In 1677 alone she received 07,300. The French 
court gave her frequent presents, and in December t673 conferred 

Hupon the ducal fief of &ably'',  at the request of Charles II. 
er  thorough understanding of the king's character enabled her 

to retain ha hold on him to the end. She contrived to escape 
uninjured during the crisis of the Popish Plot in 1678. She was 
strong enough to maintain ha position during a long illness in 
1677. and a visit to France in 168s. In February thas she took 
measures to see that the king, who was secretly,  a Raman Catholic, 
did not die without confession and absolution. Soon after the king's 
death she retired to France, where. except for one short visit 
to England during the reign of James II., she remained. Her pen-
dons and an outrageous grant on the Irish revenue given her by 
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Charles II. were lost either in the reign of James II. or at the Revolu-
tion of 1688. During her last years she lived at Aubigny, and was 
harassed by debt. The French king, Louis XIV., and after his 
death the regent Orleans, gave her a pension, and protected her 
against her creditors. She died at Paris on the 14th of November 
1 7334- 

See H. Forneron, Louise de Ktroualk (Paris, 2886); and Mrs 
Colquhoun Grant, From Brittany to Whitehall (London, 1909). 

PORTSMOUTH, a municipal, county and parliamentary 
borough, and seaport of Hampshire, England, 74 m. S.W. from 
London, on the London & South-Western and the London, 
Brighton  & South Coast railways. Pop. (1892), 159,278; 
(1901), 188,133. This great naval station and arsenal is an 

aggregate of four towns, Portsmouth, Portsea, Landport and 
Southsea, and occupies the south-western part of Portsea 
Island, which lies between Portsmouth Harbour and Langstone 
Harbour, two inlets of the English Channel. Portsmouth 
Harbour opens into Spithcad, one of the arms of the Channel 
separating the Isle of Wight from the mainland. The harbour 
widens inwards in bottle form, Portsmouth lying on the east 
shore of the neck, with Gosport opposite to it on the west side. 
Portsmouth proper may be distinguished as the garrison town; 
Portsea as the naval station with the dockyards; Landport is 
occupied chiefly by the houses of artisans; and Southsea is a 
residential quarter and a favourite watering-place. Besides a 
number of handsome modern churches, among which is a Roman 
Catholic cathedral, Portsmouth possesses, in the church of St 
Thomas it Becket, .a fine cruciform building dating from the 
second half of the 12th century, in which the chancel and 
transepts are original, but the nave and tower date from 1698, 
and the whole was extensively restored in 1904. The garrison 
chapel originally belonged to the hospital of St Nicholas, a 
foundation of the 13th century. Among other buildings worthy 
of mention (apart from those having naval or military connexion) 
the principal is the town-hall (189o), a fine classic building 
standing alone in a square, and surmounted by a handsome 
clock tower. Among educational institutions there area large 
grammar school (1879), on a foundation of 1732, Roman Catholic 
schools adjoining the cathedral, schools for engineering students 
and dockyard apprentices, and seamen and marines' orphan 
school. Aria College in Ponsea was opened in 1874 for the 
training of Jewish ministers. Victoria Park, in the heart of the 
town, contains a monument to Admiral Napier. There are 
recreation grounds for the naval and military forces in the 
vicinity. There is a railway station (Portsmouth Harbour) on 
the Hard, from which passenger steamers serve Ryde In the 
Isle of Wight. A ferry and a floating bridge connect with 
Gosport. The port has a considerable trade in coal, timber, 
fruits and agricultural produce. The parliamentary borough 
returns two members. The county borough was created in 
1858. The municipal borough is under a mayor, 14 aldermen 
and 42 councillors. Area, Solo acres. 

The dockyard seems to have been regularly established afoot 
1540, but long before that date the town was of importance 
a naval station and was used for the accommodation of the long's 
ships. In 144o it covered 8 acres of ground, abutting on the harbour 
near the " king's Stairs." Cromwell added 2 acres in 2658. and 
Charles II. added 8 in 1663 and so more in 1667. By 1710 ys rues 
more had been reclaimed or bought, and by the end of the 28th 
century the total area was90 acres. In 1848 a aware basin, cover- 
ing 7 acres, and four new decks were opened, the dockyard ground 
being extended to 115 acres in alL In 1865 large extension works 
were decided upon, increasing the area to 293 acres. These included 
a tidal basin and, opening out of it, a deep dock and two locks. 
in themselves serving as large docks, which lead to throe basins 
and four docks. An entrance was also formed between the new 
tidal basin and the steam basin of 1848, and large additions welt 

made to the wharfage accommodation as well as to the 
storehouses and factories. Subsequent improvements 
included the formation of two new dry dock. (1896) 
with a floor-length of 557 ft. and a depth at 33{ ft. over 
the sill at high water of spring tides; the construction 
of new jetties at the entrance to the tidal bruin and at 
the north wall; the establishment of a coal wharf with 
hydraulic appliances; a torpedo range in the harbour: 

-,- the erection of various buildings such as torpedo and 
gun-mounting stores, electrical shops and numenws 
subsidiary works; and extensive dredging of the harbour 
to increase the berthing accommodation for the 
Altogether the dockyard comprises 15 dry docks, fo 
acres of enclosed basins, 18400 ft. of wharfage and 

w about to in. of railway. There is a gunnery establish- Se 
ayl.j. 	meet in the harbour on Whale Island, the area of which 

has been increased to nearly 90 acres by the accretion 
of material excavated from the dockyard extension 
works, and various barracks including those of the 
royal marine artillery at Eastney, beyondSouthsea. 

Portsmouth (Portsaue, Ponesmilh) owes its origin 
to the retreat of the sea from Porchester, and its 
importance to its favourable position for a naval 
station. Though probably the site had long beta 
recognized as a convenient landing-place, no town 

existed there until the 12th century, when the strategical advan-
tage it offered induced Richard I. to build one. He granted 
a charter in 1194 declaring that he retained the borough in his 
hand, and granting a yearly fair and weekly market, freedom 
from certain tolls, from shire and hundred court and sheriffs' 
aids. In October 12oo King John repeated the grants, and 
Henry III. in 1229 gave the " men of Portsmouth " the town 
in fee farm and granted a merchant gild. Confirmations were 
made by successive kings, and a charter of incorporation was 
given by Elizabeth in 1599-1600. A new and enlarged charter 
was granted by Charles I. in 1627, by which the borough is now 
governed subject to changes by the municipal acts of the 19th 
century. Portsmouth has returned two members to parliament 
since 1295. A fair on the 1st of August and fourteen following 
days was granted by Richard L The first day was afterwards 
changed to the 29th of June and later to the I ith of July. It 
was important as a trading fair for cutlery, earthenware, cloth 
and Dutch metal, and was abolished in 1846. The market, 
dating from 1194 and originally held on Thursday only, is now 
held on Tuesday and Saturday in addition. Portsmouth was 
important in the middle ages not only as a naval station but s 
trading centre. There was a considerable trade in wool and 
wine, and the building of the dockyards by Henry VII. further 
increased its prosperity. 

See Victoria County History: IlamPshire, ill. 172 seq.; R. East. 
Extracts from the Portsmouth Records. 

PORTSMOUTH, a city, port of entry and one of the county-
scats of Rockingham county, New Hampshire, U.S.A., on the 
Piscataqua river, about 3 rn. from the Atlantic Ocean, about 
45 m. E.S.E. of Concord, and about 54 m. N.N.E. of Boston. 
Pop. (1910 U.S. census) 11,269. Area, 1 7 sq. m. Portsmouth 
served by the Boston & Maine railway, by electric fines to 
neighbouring towns, and in summer by a steamboat daily to 

the Isles of Shoals. The city is pleasantly situated, mainly on 
peninsula, and has three public parks. Portsmouth attracts 
many visitors during the summer season. In Portsmouth air 
an Athenaeum (181 7), with a valuable library; a public lave', 
(tillia); a city .hall; a county court house; a United Slates 
customs-house; a soldiers' and sailors' monument; an equestrian 
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monument by James Edward Kelly to General Fitz John Porter; 
a cottage hospital (1886); a United States naval hospital (1891); 
a ho-me for aged and indigent women (1877); and the Chase home 
for children (1877). 

A United States navy yard, officially known as the Portsmouth 
Navy Yard, is on an island of the Piscataqua but within the 
township of Kittery, Maine. In !Poo Fernald's Island was 
purchased by the Federal government for a navy yard; it was 
the scene of considerable activity during the War of c8c2, but 
was of much greater importance during the Civil War, when the 
f amous " Kearsarge " and several other war vessels were built 
here. ,  In 1866 the yard was enlarged by connecting Seavey's 
Island with Fernald's; late in the 19th century it was equipped 
for building and repairing steel vessels. It now has a large 
atone dry dock. On Seavcy's Island Admiral Cervera and other 
Spanish officers and sailors captured during the Spanish-
American War were held prisoners in July—September 1898. 
Subsequently a large naval prison was erected. In 1905 the 
treaty ending the war between Japan and Russia was negotiated 
in what is known as the Peace Building in this yard. 

In toos the city's factory products were valued at $2,6o2,o56. 
During the summer season there is an important trade with the 
neighbouring watering-places; there is also a large transit trade 
In imported coal, but the foreign commerce. consisting wholly of 
Imports, is small. 

Portsmouth and Dover are the oldest permanent settlements 
in the state. David Thomson with a small company from 
Plymouth, England, in the spring or early summer of 1623 
built and fortified a house at Little Herb& (now Odiorne's 
Point in the township of Rye) as a fishing and trading station. 
In 163o there arrived another band of settlers sent over by the 
Laconia Company. They occupied Thomson's house and 
Great Island (New Castle) and built the " Great House " on 
what is now Water Street, Portsmouth. This settlement, with 
jurisdiction over all the territory now included in Portsmouth, 
New Castle and Greenland, and most of that in Rye, was 
known as " Strawberry Bunke " until 1653, when It was incor-
porated (by the government of Massachusetts) under the name 
of Portsmouth. There was from the first much trouble between 
its Anglican settlers sent over by Mason and the Puritans from 
Massachusetts, and in 5641 Massachusetts extended her juris-
diction over this region. In 1679. however, New Hampshire 
was constituted a separate province, and Portsmouth was the 
capital until 1775• In 56.73 New Castle (pop. Two, 581), then 
including the greater part of the present township of Rye, was 
set apart from Portsmouth, and in 1703 Greenland (pop. tiro, 
607) was likewise set apart. One of the first military exploits 
of the War of Independence occurred at New Castle, where there 
was then • fort called William and Mary. In December 1774 a 
copy of the order prohibiting the exportation of military stores 
to America was brought from Boston to Portsmouth by Paul 
Revere, whereupon the Portsmouth Committee of Safety 
organized militia companies, and captured the fort (Dec. 14)- 
In 1849 Portsmouth was chartered as a city. 

Pomintnuth 	the birthplace of Governor Benning Went, rtb 
(1696-1770) 1•his nephew Governor John Wentworth (r 17-
183.); of Goscrnor John L,ngdon (2739-18to); of Tobias tar 
(1762-1816). t he private secretary of ueneral Washington t: xn 
17113 until W.shington's death, consul-general at Santo Dorn, ago 
In 1802-1804, and negotiator of a treaty with Tripoli in the of 
Benjamin Penhallow Shillaber (1814-1800), humorist. sh,• is 
best known I,v his Life and Sarno of r  Partington -I); 
of James T. Fields, of Thomas Bailey Aldrich and of Gc,,ral 
Fits John Pater. Fr.,171 t he I, me 
of Daniel Webster. 

PORTSMOUTH, a city and the county-aeat of Scioto county, 
Ohio, USA., picturesquely situated at the confluence of the 
$doto and Ohio rivers, 95 m. S. of Columbus.. Pop. (1910 
US. census) 23,481. Portsmouth is served by the Baltimore & 

See Captain G. H. Preble, " Woes of War built at Portsmouth, 
N. H. 1690-i1168," in New England Ifistornal and Gosealogifal 
Refiner, vol. mil . (Boston. 1868); and W E. Fentress. Centennial 
Iffaery of the U.S. Nary Yard al PavInnenth. N. N. (Portsmouth. 
t876). 

Ohio South-Western, the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Norfolk 
& Western railways, also by passenger and freight boats to 
Pittsburg, Cincinnati and intermediate ports. The city has a 
Carnegie library, a municipal hospital, an aged women's home 
and a children's home. Extending along the Ohio for 8 m. and 
arranged in three groups are works of the " Mound Builders." 
There are two small city parks, and a privately owned resort, 
Millbrook Park. The surrounding country is a fine fanning 
region, which also abounds in coal, fire-clay and building stone. 
Natural gas is used for light, heat and power. In 19o5 the city's 
factory products were valued at $7,970,674,  of which $4, 2 58, 855 
was the value of boots and shoes. The Norfolk & Western has 
division terminals here. 

The first permanent settlement in the immediate vicinity 
was made in 1796. In 1799 Thomas Parker, of Alexandria, 
Virginia, laid out a village (which was named Alexandria) below 
the mouth of the Scioto, but as the ground was frequently flooded 
the village did not thrive, and about iftio the inhabitants 
removed to Portsmouth. Portsmouth was laid out in 1803, 
incorporated as a town in 1815, and chartered as a city in ast. 
The Ohio and Erie canal was opened from Cleveland to 
Portsmouth in 1832. 

PORTSMOUTH, a city of Norfolk county, Virginia, U.S.A., 
on the Elizabeth river opposite Norfolk. Pop. (1910

' 
 census), 

33,19o. Portsmouth is served by the Atlantic Coast Line, the 
Seaboard Air Line, the Chesapeake & Ohio. and the New York, 
Philadelphia & Norfolk (Pennsylvania system), the Southern, 
and the Norfolk & Western railways, by steamboat lines to 
Washington, Baltimore, New York, Providence and Boston, by 
ferries to Norfolk, and by electric lines to numerous suburbs. 
There is a 3o-ft. channel to the ocean. Portsmouth is situated 
on level ground only a few feet above the sea; it has about s4 m. 
of water-front, and adjoins one of the richest trucking districts 
in the Southern States. Among the principal buildings are the 
county court house, city hall, commercial building, United 
States naval hospital, post office building, high school and 
the Portsmouth orphan asylum, King's Daughters' hospital 
and the old Trinity Church (1762). In the southern part of the 
city is a United States navy yard and station, officially the 
Norfolk Yard (the second largest in the country), of about 450 
acres, with three immense dry docks, machine shops, ware-
houses, travelling and water cranes, • training station, torpedo-
boat headquarters, a powder plant (20 acres), a naval magazine, 
a naval hospital and the distribution headquarters of the United 
State Marine Corps. The total value of the city's factory 
products in 5905 was only $145,439.  The city is a centre of the 
Virginia oyster " fisheries." Portsmouth and Norfolk form a 
customs district, Norfolk being the port of entry, whose exports 
in 1908 were valued at $11,326,817, and imports at S7450.044- 

Portsmouth was established by act of the Virginia assembly 
in t75s,incorporated as a town in 1852 and chartered as a city 
in 1858. Though situated in Norfolk county, the city has been 
since Its incorporation administratively independent of it. 
Shortly before the War of Independence the British established 
a marine yard where the navy yard now Is, but during the war 
it was confiscated by Virginia and In t8ox was sold to the United 
States. In April 1861 it was burned and abandoned by the 
Federals, and foe a year afterwards was the chief navy yard 
of the Confederates. Here was constructed the iron-clad 
" Virginia " (the old " Merrimac "), which on the 9th of March 
7862 fought in Hampton Roads (q.v.) the famous engagement 
with the " Monitor!' Two months later, on the 9th of May, 
the Confederates abandoned the navy yard and evacuated 
Norfolk and Portsmouth, and the " Virginia " was destroyed 
by her commander, Josiah Tattnall. 
. PORT SUDAN, a town and harbour on the west coast of the 
Red Sea, in 19.. 37' N. 37.  12'  E., 700 AL by boat S. of Suez and 
405 m. by rail N.E. of Khartum. Pop. (1906), 4289. It is the 
principal port of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan and the headquar-
ters of the customs administration. The coral reefs fringing 
the coast are here broken by a straight channel with deep water 
giving access to the harbour, which consists of a series of natural 
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channels and basins. The largest basin is goo yds. long by Soo 
broad and has a minimum depth of 6 fathoms. On the north 
side of the inlet are quays (completed gag), fitted with electric 
cranes, &c. Here are the customs•house, coal sheds and goods 
station. The town proper lies on the south side of the inlet, 
connected with the quays by a railway bridge. Besides govern-
ment offices the public buildings include hospitals, and a branch 
of the Gordon 'College of Khartum. Beyond the bridge in the 
upper waters of the inlet is a dry dock. The climate of Port 
Sudan is very hot and damp and fever is common. Adjacent 
to the town is an arid plain without vegetation other than 
mimosa thorns. Some so in. west is a line of hills parallel to 
the coast. 

The port dates from mos. It owes its existence to the desire 
of the Sudan administration to find a harbour more suitable 
than Suakin (q.e.) for the commerce of the country. Such a place 
was found in Mersa Sheikh Barghut (or Barud), 36 m. north 
of Suakin, a harbour so named from a saint whose tomb is promi-
nent on the northern point of the entrance. When the building 
of the railway between the Nile and the Red Sea was begun, it 
was determined to create a port at this harbour—which was 
renamed Port Sudan (Bander es-Sudan). Up to the end of 
1909 the total expenditure by the government alone on the 
town and harbour-works was a914,32o. The railway (which 
has termini both at Port Sudan and Suakin) was opened in 
January 1906 and the customs-house in the May following. 
Port Sudan immediately attracted a large trade, the value of 
goods passing through it in mon exceeding £470,000. In zgo8 
the imports and exports were valued at about £750,000. It is a 
regular port of call of British, German and Italian steamers. 
The imports are largely cotton goods, provisions, timber and 
cement; the exports gum, raw cotton, ivory, sesame, durra, 
senna, coffee (from Abyssinia), goat skins, &c. Forty miles 
north of Port Sudan is Mahommed Gul, the port for the mines 
of Gebet, worked by an English company. 

The Foreign Office Report, Trade of Port Sudo, for the Year roott, 
by T. B. Holder. gives a valuable account of the bqrMnings of the 
port„A chart of the harbour was issued by the British Admiralty 
in Igo*. See also SUDAN: y Anglo•Egyptias. 

PORT TOWNSEND, a city, port of entry and the county-seat 
of Jefferson county, Washington, U.S.A., on Quimper Peninsula, 
at the entrance to Puget Sound, about so m. N.N.W. of Seattle. 
Pop. (1905), boo; (1910), 4181. The city is served by the Port 
Townsend Southern railway (controlled by the Northern Pacific, 
but operated independently) and by steamship lines to Victoria 
(British Columbia), San Francisco, Alaska and Oriental ports. 
The harbour is 71 m. long and 31 m. wide, and is deep, well 
sheltered and protected by three forts, of which Fort Worden is 
au excellently equipped modern fortification ranking with the 
forts at Portland (Maine), San Francisco, Boston and New York. 
The United States government has at Port Townsend a customs-
house, a revenue cutter service, a marine hospital, a quarantine 
station and an immigration bureau. Port Townsend is the port of 
entry for the Puget Sound customs district. In moll its exports 
were valued at $37.547,553, much more than those of any other 
American port of entry on the Pacific; its imports were valued 
in 19o8 at $21,876,361, being exceeded among the Pacific ports 
by those of San Francisco only. The city has a considerable 
trade in grain, lumber, fish, livestock, dairy products and oil; 
its manufactures include boilers, machinery and canned and 
pickled fish, especially salmon and herring. Port Townsend was 
settled in else, incorporated as a town in 186o and chartered 
as a city in 11390 

PORTUGAL, • republic of western Europe, forming part of 
the Iberian Peninsula, and bounded on the N. and E. by Spain, 
and on the S. and W. by the Atlantic Ocean. Pop. (moo), 
5,016,267; area, 34,254 sq. m. These totals do not include the 
Inhabitants and area of the Azores and Madeira Islands, which 
are officially regarded as parts of continental Portugal. In shape 
the country resembles a roughly drawn parallelogram, with 
its greatest length (362 m.) from N. to S., and its greatest 
breadth (sso m.) from E. to W. For map, see SPAIN. The 

land frontiers are to some extent defined by the course of the 
four principal rivers, the Minbo and Doum in the north, the 
Tagus and Guadiana in the south; elsewhere, and 
especially in the north, they are marked by moult- ZrZwea." 
tain ranges; but in moat parts their delimitation was 
originally based on political considerations. In no setae can 
the boundary-line be called either natural or scientific, apart 
from the fact that the adjacent districts on either side are poor, 
sparsely peopled, and therefore little liable to become a subject 
of dispute. The Portuguese seaboard is nearly Soo m. long, and 
of the six ancient provinces all are maritime except Ttatt-os-
Mentes. From the extreme north to Cape Mondego and thence 
onward to Cape Carvoeiro the outline of the coast is a long and 
gradual curve; farther south is the prominent mass of rock and 
mountain terminating westward in Capes Roca and &plebe!: 
south of this, again, there is another wide curve, broken by the 
headland of Sines, and extending to Cape St Vincent, the south-
eastern extremity of the country. The only other conspicuous 
promontory is Cape Santa Maria, on the south coast. The only 
deep indentations of the Portuguese littoral are the lagoon of 
Aveiro (q.v.) and the estuaries of the Minho, Douro, Mondego, 
Tagus, Sado and Guadiana, in which are the principal harbours. 
The only islands off the coast are the dangerous Farilhees and 
Berlins' (Portuguese Berkngaa) off Cape Carvoeiro. 

Physical Features.—Few small countries contain so great • 
variety of scenery as Portugal. The bleak and desolate heights 
of the Serra da Estrella and the ranges of the northern frontier 
are almost alpine in character, although they nowhere reach 
the limit of perpfitual snow. At a lower level there are wide 
tracts of moorland, covered in many cases with sweet-scented 
cistus and other wild flowers. The lagoon of Aveiro, the estuary 
of the Sado and the broad inland lake formed by the Tagus above 
Lisbon (q.v.), recall the waterways of Holland. The sand-dunes 
of the western coast and the Finial de Leiria (q.v.) resemble the 
French Landes. The Algarve and parts of Alemtsjo might be-
long to North-West Africa rather than to Europe. The Pais do 
Vinbo, on the Douro, and the Tagus near Abrantes, with their 
terraced bush-vines grown up the steep banks of the rivers, are 
often compared with the Rhine and the Elbe. The harbours 
of Lisbon and Oporto are hardly inferior in beauty to those of 
Naples and Constantinople. Apart from this variety, and from 
the historic interest of such places as Braga, Bussaco, Cintra, 
Coimbra, or Torres Voiras, the attractiveness of the country is 
due to its colouring, and not to grandeur of form. Its landscapes 
are on a small scale; it has no vast plains, no inland seas, no 
mountain as high as 7000 ft. But its flora is the richest in 
Europe, and combines with the brilliant sunshine, the vivid but 
harmonious costumes of the peasantry, and the white or pale-
tinted houses to compensate for any such deficiency. This 
wealth of colour gives to the scenery of Portugal a quite distinc-
tive character and is the one feature common to all Its varieties. 

The orography of Portugal cannot be scientifically studied except 
in relation to that of Spain, for there is no dividing line between 
the principal Portuguese ranges and the highlands of Galicia. 
Leon and Spanish Estremadura. Three so-called Portuguese 
systems are sometimes distinguished: (I) the Transmontane. 
stretching between the Douro and the Minho; (a) the Beiramej 
between the Douro and the Tagus; (3) the Transtagine, south ot 
the Tagus. The following ranges belong to the TIDOODOgNIO0 
system, which is the southern extension of the mountains 
Galicia: Peneda (4728 ft.), forming the watershed between the 
river Lima and the lower Mirdso; the Serra do Guar (4817 ft.). 
which rises like a gigantic wall between the Lima and the Harnett*. 
and sends off a spur known as the Amarella, Dural and Nom. 
south-westward between the Homem and the Cavado; La Rays 
Seal, a continuation of Germ which culminates in Laroueo (ago tt-) 
and contains the sources of the Cavado; Cabreira 446 kJ. 
which cootains the minas of the river Ave and separates the 
basin of the Tamege from that of the Cavado; Mario (4642 ft.). 
Villarelho (3547 ft.) and Padrella (3763 ft.), formica together • 
large osesnf between the rivers Tamega. Tua agd '0'0=01 and 
Nogyeira (4331 ft.) and Romeo (3944 ft.). which divide the valley 
the Tua from that of the Sabor. The Beirene system comprise* 
two quite distinct mountain regions. North of the Moodieo ft 
includes Montenturo (034 ft.). eel:saltine*  Douro (roes t he °P waters of its left-hand tributary the km: Gratheim xi r 

between the Paiva and the Vouga; the Serra do  catuoullio 
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ground 	omen the dyers Sado, Sorraia and Guadiana. East of 
the Guadiana the outliers of the Spanish Sierra Morena enter 
Portuguese territory. The Serra Grandoia and Monte Cereal, 
two low ranges stretching from north to south, skirt the coast of 
southern Estremadura. In the extreme south the ranges are 
mote closely massed together. They include Monchique, with 
the peak of Foyer or Foe (2963 ft.), and various lower ranges. 
There are numerous large expanse of •level country, the most 
potable of these being the plains (camper) of the Tagus valley, and 
of Aviz or Benavilla Beja and Ounque, in Alemtejo; the high 
plateaux (rims) of Mogadouro in Tram-on-Mantes and Ourem 
between the Tagus and the upper Sorraia: the highly cultivated 
lowlands (trips) of Chaves and Valence do Minho in the extreme 
north; and the marshy flats (baktu) along the coast of Alemtejo 
and the southern shore of the lower Tagus. 

The three principal rivers which flow through Portugal to the 
sea—the Douro, Tagus and Guadiana—are described in separate 
articles. The chief Portuguese tributaries of the Douro are the 
Tamega, Tua and Sabor on the north, the Agueda, C6a and Peva 
on the south: of the Tagus, the Octets, Ponsul and Zezere on the 
north, the Nita and Serrate ou the south, while into the Guadiana, 
on its right or Portuguese bank, flow the Caia, Degebe, Cobras, 
Oeiras and Vascao. The whole country drains into the Atlantic, 
to which all the main rivers flow in a westerly direction except 
the Guadiana, which turns south by east in the Wier part of its 
Carrie. The Mirth° (Spanish Mato) is the most northerly river of 
Portugal. and in site and importance is only inferior to the three 
greatri waterways already mentioned. It rises in the highlands of 

t and, after forming for some distance the boundary between 
that province and Entre-Minho-e-Douro, falls into the sea below 
the part of Carninha. Its !mph is i;o m. Small coasters can 
ascend the river as tar as Salvatierra is Galicia (to m.), but larger 
vessels are excluded by a sandy bar at the mouth. Between the 
Minho and Douro the chief rivers are the Lima (Spanish or 
Antold), which also rises in Galicia. and reaches the sea at Vienna 
do Castello; the Cavallo, which receives the Homan on the right, 
and forms the port of EaPosende in its estuary; and the Ave, which

• 

 in the Serra da Cabreira and Issues at the port 'of Villa do 
Conde. Between the Douro and Tagus the Vaasa rises in the Serra 
da Lapa and reaches the sea through the lagoon of Aveiro; the 
Mondego flows north-east through a long ravine in the Serra da 
Estrella, and then bends back so as to flow west-south-west. Its 
estuary contains the important harbour of Figueira da Fos; its 
chief tributaries are the Dlo on the right, 'and the Alva, Ceira and 
Anuses on the left; its length is isy m. of which ea in. are navigable 
by mall coasters. Several comparatively unimpottast streams, 
dike among which art the Liz and Sixandro, enter the Atlantic 
between the mouths of the Mondego and Tagus. Between the 
Taps and Cape St Vincent the principal rivers are the Sado, 
which is formed by the junction of several lesser streams and flows 
tronh•sest to the poet of Setubal: and the Mira, which takes a 
similar direction from its headwaters south of Monte Vigia to the 
port of Villa Nova de Milfonteo. On the south coast the united 
waters of the Odelouca and &Ives form the harbour of Villa Nova 
de Ponimlo, and the Algot. Atglbrt or Quarteira, and the Amara 
flow into the sea farther east. Portugal abounds in hot and 
medicinal springs, such as those of Caldan de Monchique. Calais 
des Rainha and Vidago. 

Caogy.—ily far the greater part of Portugal is occupied by 
sake rocks of Archean and Palaeozoic age, and by eruptive 
miner which probably belong to various periods. All the higher 
mountains are formed of these rocks, and it Is only near the coast 
and in the plain of the Tagus that later deposits are found. The 
?anorak bola form an irregular triangle extending from Lisbon 
and Torres Novas on the south to Oporto on the north. There are 
also narrow strip along the southern shams of the Algarve and a  
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heavy rainfall precipitated on Portugal as one of the  "7 4. 
countries of Europe and the one most exposed 
Tile rainfall has been as heavy as :6 ft. in a yeee, ii,.;;;.__A,.  
RS in the winter of 19.29-1910, great damage in 
Heavy fogs are also common along the coast, rendering it bs 11,07. 
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da Estrella; it is least in Algarve. A fine climate and eo  
of temperature are not universal in Portugal; they are to be 
mainly in Beira and Estremadura, especially at Cantra and CoirnEis; 
and in the northern provinces. In the deep valleys when th e 

 mountains keep off the cool winds, it is excessively hot in summer; while on the summits of the mountains snow lies for many months. 
The meteorological station on the Serra da Estrella, with a mean 
annual temperature of 44•7 -  F., is the coldest spot in Portugal 
in which systematic observations are taken. Montalegre has • 
mean of 18,- and Guards of 50•3°. Even in Lisbon t yearly 
variation is not less than so'. In Alemtejo the climate is very 
unfavourable, and, though the heat is not so great as in Algarve 
(where Lagoa has a mesa of 63'). the country has a more deserted 
appearance: while in winter when the Tagus overflows, un-
healthy swamps are left. Notwithstanding that Algarve Is hotter 
than Alemtejo, a profuse vegetation takes away much of the tropical 
effect. Portugal is very rarely visited by thunderstorms; but 
shocks of earthquake are frequently felt, and recall the peat earth-
quake of Lisbon (g.v.) in lase. 

Fauna and Flosa.—An account of die fauna of the Iberian 
Peninsula as a whole is given under STAIN. Wolves are found 
in the wilder parts of the Serra da Estrella, and wild boar* are 
preserved in some districts. As far as the constituents of its flora 
are concerned Portugal is not very dissimilar froiaSpain, but their 
distribution is peculiar. The vegetation of Spain is distributed 
in clearly marked tones; but over the whole of Portugal, except 
the hottest parts of Algarve and Alemtejoas.  the plants of northern 
Europe flourish side by side with cacti, aloes and tree-ferns 
(see CINTIA). This is largely due to the fact that the  moiature- 
laden winds from the Atlantic penetrate almost as far inland as 
the Portuguese frontier, but do not each the Interior of Spain. 
The soil is fertile, and the indigenous flora has been greatly enriched 
by the importation of such plants as the agave, the Mexican opuntia. 
the Amerman maple, the Australian eucalyptus, the Scotch fir and 
the so-called Portuguese cypress (Capressus lusisanica) from the 
Azores. There are many fine tracts of forest, among which may 
be mentioned the famous convent-wood of Bus co (1114);  cerk 

udi 
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trees are extensively cultivated, Barbary oaks (Que►cus ballots. 
Port. ashekstra) furnish edible acorns and excellent timber for 
charcoal, and carob-trees (Cerateara eiliqua, Port, elfarrobeiro) also 
produce edible seed-pods somewhat resembling beans. Elms, 
limes and poplars are common north of the Tagus, ilexes. arau-
carias, myrtles, magnolias and a great variety of conifers in all 
parts. The Serra da Estrella has a rich alpine flora, and the lagoon 
of Aveiro contains a great number of aquatic plants. 

itsfialiiiatits.—The population of Portugal numbered 4,55 0,699 
in 1878, 5,049,7 29 in thoo and 5,423,132 in teem These totals 
include the inhabitants of the Azores and Madeira, which 
together amounted to 406,865 In loco. Few Immigrants enter 
the country, but the birth-rate is about 3o per woo, while the 
mortality is only about 20 per woo. Large bodies of emigrants, 
chiefly recruited from the sober, hardy and industrious peasantry 
of the northern provinces, annually leave Portugal to seek 
fortune in America. A few go to the Portuguese colonies, the 
great majority to Brazil. Many of these emigrants return with 
considerable savings and settle on the land. The mortality 
is highest among male children, and the normal excess of females 
is in the proportion of log to ico. Six-sevenths of the popula-
tion of continental Portugal inhabit the provinces north of the 
Tagus. The density of population is greatest in Madeira 
(479.5 per sq. M. in 1900), Entre-Minho-e-Douro (419:5) and the 
Azores (277.9), nowhere else does it reach 200 per sq. M. In 
Alemtejo the percentage sinks to es.t, and for the whole 
country, including the islands, it amounts only to 152.8. 

The Portuguese people is composed of many racial elements. 
Its earliest known ancestors were the Iberians (q.,.). The peas-
antry, especially in the north, are closely akin to the Galician and 
Asturian Spaniards in character, physique and dialect; and these 
three ethnical groups—Portuguese of the north, Gallants, Astu-
rians—may perhaps be regarded as the purest representatives of 
the Spanish stock. The first settlers with whom they inter-
married were probably Carthaginians, who were followed in 
smaller numbers by Greeks; but the attempts which have some-
times been made to ascribe certain attributes of the Portuguese 
to the influence of these races are altogether fanciful. The 
Romans, whose supremacy was not seriously threatened for 
some six centuries after the Punic Wars, gave to Portugal its 
language and the foundation of its civilization; there is, however, 
no evidence that they seriously modified the physical type or 
character of its people. In these respects the Suevic and 
Visigothic conquests left a more permanent impression, especially 
in the northern provinces. After 71 s came the long period of 
Moorish (i.e. Arab and Berber) predominance. The influence of 
the Moors was greatest south of the Tagus. In Alemtejo, and 
still more in Algarve, Arab and Berber types are common; and 
the influence of these races can everywhere be discerned in the 
architecture, handicrafts and speech of the peasantry. So 
complete was the intellectual triumph of the Moors that an 
Intermediate " Mozarabic " population arose, Portuguese in 
blood, Christian in religion, but Arab in language and manners. 
Many of the Mozarabs even adopted the characteristic Mahout-
medan rite of circumcision. Under the tolerant rule of Islam 
the Portuguese Jews rose to a height of wealth and culture 
unparalleled in Europe; they intermarried with the Christians 
both at this period and after their forced conversion by King 
Emanuel I. (1495-1520. After 1450 yet another ethnical 
element was introduced into the nation, through the importation 
of African slaves in vast numbers. Negroid types are common 
throughout central and southern Portugal. No European race 
confronted with the problem of an immense coloured population 
has solved it more successfully than the Portuguese and their 
kinsmen. in Brazil; in both countries intermarriage was freely 
resorted to, and the offspring of these mixed unions are superior 
in character and intelligence to most half-breeds. 

National Chi:nickels:it -J.—The normal type evolved from 
this fusion of many races is dark-haired, sallow skinned, brown-
eyed and of low stature. The poorer classes, above all the fisher-
men and small farmers. are physically much finer than the well-
to-do, who arc prone to excessive stoutness owing to their more 
sedentary habits. The staple diet of the labouring classes and  

small farmers is fish, especially the dried codfish called beealkata, 
rice, beans, maize bread and meal, olive oil, fruit and vegetables. 
Meat is rarely eaten except on festivals In Alemtejo chestnuts 
and figs are important articles of diet. Drunkenness is extremely 
rare. There is no single national dress, but a great variety of 
picturesque costumes are worn. The sashes, broad-brimmed 
hats and copper-tipped quarterstaves of the men, and the bril-
liant cotton draws and gold or silver filigree ornaments worn an 
holidays by the women are common throughout the country; 
but many classes have their own costumes, varying in detail 
according to the district or province. These costumes may be 
seen at their best at bull-fights and at such popular festivals 
as the rinnerks or pilgrimages, which combine religion with the 
attractions of a fair. The national sport of bull-fighting (q.n) 
is conducted as humanely as possible, for the Portuguese ate 
lovers of animals. The artistic sense of the nation is perhaps 
greatest among the peasantry, although Portugal has the most 
illiterate peasantry in western Europe. It Is manifested in 
,their poetry and music even more than In their admirable 
costumes and in the good taste which has preserved the Roman 
or Moorish forms of their domestic pottery. Even the men and 
women who till the soil are capable of improvising verse of real 
merit, and sometimes excel in the ancient and difficult art of 
composing extempore amoebean rhymes. In this way, although 
the ancient ballads are not forgotten, new words are also fitted 
to the plaintive folk-tunes (fades) which every farm-hand knows 
and sings, accompanied sometimes by a rude clarinet or bag-
pipes, but more frequently by the so-called Portuguese guitar—
an instrument which resembles • mandolin rather than the 
guitars of Italy and Spain. The native dances, slow but not 
ungraceful, and more restrained than those of Andalusia or the 
south of France, are obviously Moorish in origin, and depend foe 
their main effects on the movement of the arms and body. Many 
curious superstitions survive in the country districts, including 
the beliefs in witches (feiikeiras, brazes) and werewolves (Idris-
isomens); in sirens (wrier) which haunt the dangerous coast and 
lure fishermen to destruction; in fairies (fades) and In many 
kinds of enchantment. It will be observed that the nomen-
clature of Portuguese folk-lore suggests that the popular supersti-
tions are of the most diverse origin—Latin, Greek, Arabic, 
native: lobishomem is the Latin lupus how, wolf-man; Jerrie 
is the Greek ettpfir, brute is Arabic, feiikeira and fada Port uguesn 
Other beliefs can be traced to Jewish and African sources, 

Chief Towns.—The chief towns of Portugal are Lisbon (pap. 
1900, 356,009), the capital and principal seaport; Oporto 
(167,955), the capital of the northern provinces and, after Lisbon, 
the most important centre of trade; the seaports of Setubal 
(22,074), nhavo (12,617), Povoa de Varaim (12,623), TIMIS* 
(l2,27S), Faro (11,780, OVar (to,462),Othlo (to,ocio) Vianna do 
Castello (io,coo), Aveiro (cns), Lagos (8201), Lti.V:Iti (740) 
and Figueira da. Fox (6ut); and the inland cities or towns of 
Braga (moor), Louie (22,478), Coimbra 08,244), Evora (r6,020). 
Covilha 05,469). Elves (r3,980, Portalegre (11,82o), Palma* 
(11,478), Torres Novas 00,746), Silves (9687),  Lamego  (947 1 ). 
Guimaries (004), Beja (8886), Santarem (8628), Viaeu (8057). 
Estremoz (792o), Monchique (7345), Castello Branco (7388). 
Abrantes (7255),. Torres Vedras (690o), Thomar (6888), Villa 
Real (6716), Chaves (6388), Guards (6124), Cintra (5914), 
Braganca (5535),  Malra  (4769), Leiria (4459). patella (3 858), 

 Almeida (2330), Alcobaca (2309), Bussaco (166i). All these are 
described in separate articles. 

Colowasications.—Up to 1851 there was practically no good 
carnage e road in the country except the highway between Lisboa 
and Cintra. In 1853 the work of constructing a proper system of 
roads was undertaken, and by the end of the century all the &net 
towns were linked together by the main or " royal " 
to which the " district ' and ' municipal " roads were subs:diary. 
Each class of road was named after the authority respoit-ible f,v its 
construction and upkeep. In name of the remoter rural districts 
there are only bridle-paths, or rough tracks, which become almost 
impassible in wet wawa's, and are never suitable fur vehicles less 
solid than the Portuguese ox-earts The first railway aas opened 
in in53 to connect Lisbon with Mulaj , ./. In !yin 175s m. went 
completed, of which 672 m. were state lines. The Ponuguese 
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allearays meet the Spanish at Valence do Minho on the northern 
mn ties. . at Berea &Alva, at Villar Forman& near Valencia de 
%Icontara, and near Badajoz on the eastern frontier. In some of 
he chief towns there are electric tramways. The most important 
nternal waterways are the lower Tagus and the Douro between 
Oporto and the Pais do Vinho. In tgoe 11.045 vessels of  lq.364.967 
tons entered Portuguese seaports, but a very large majority of 
these ships were foreign, and especially British. The postal and 
telegraphic services are adequate; telephone systems are installed 
in Lisbon. Oporto and other large towns; and the Eastern Telegraph 
Co. has an important cable station at Carcavellos near Lisbon (q.v.). 

Lead Tontsro.—Four modes of land tenure are common in 
Portugal. The poor and thinly-peopled region of Akmtejo is 
divided into large estates, and cultivated by tenant farmers. 
Numerous estates in various provinces are held on the metayage 
system (q...). In the north, where the land is much subdivided, 
peasant proprietorship and a kind of emphyteusis (see ROMAN 
Law) are the most usual tenures. The Portuguese form of emphy-
teusis is called aforamestro; the landlord parts with the user of his 
property in exchange for a quit-rent (fore or mown). He may 
evict his tenant should the rent be in arrear for five years, and 
may at any time distrain if it be overdue; but he cannot otherwise 
interfere with the holding, which the tenant may improve or 
nealect- Should the tenant 41 or exchange his interest in the 
property, the right of preemption is vested in the landlord, and 
• corresponding right is enjoyed by the tenant should the quit-
rent be for sale. As this tenure is very ancient, though modified 
in 183a and 1867. the value of such holdings has been greatly 
enhanced with the improvement of the land and the decline in 
the purchasing power of currency. 

Airieviltare.—Many of the instruments and processes of Portu-
guese agriculture and viticulture were introduced by the Romans. 
and are such as Columella described in the tat century A.D. The 
characteristic springiese ox-cart which is used for heavy loads 
may be seen represented on Roman frescoes of even earlier date. 
One form of plough still used consists of a crooked bough, with an 
iron share attached. Oxen are employed for all field-work; those 
of the commopest breed are tawny. of great muscular power, very 
docile, and with hornS measuring 5 or 6 ft. from tip to tip. The 
ox-yokes are often elaborately carved in a traditional pattern in 
which Gothic and Moorish designs are blended. The Moors intro-
duced many improvements, especially in the system of irrigation; 
the characteristic Portuguese wells with their perpetual chains or 
buckets are of Moorish invention. and retain their Moorish name of 
ores, In all, rather more than 43°4 of the country is uncultivated, 
chiefly in Alemtejo, Traz-os-Monies and the Serra da Estrella. 
The principal grain-crops arc maize, wheat and rye: rice is grown 
among the marshes of the coast. Gourds, pumpkins, cab • 
and other vegetables are cultivated among the cereals. The 
large onions sold in Great Britain as Spanish are extensively pro-
duced in the northern provinces. Every district has its vine-
yards, the finest of which are in the Pais do Vinho (see OPORTO 
and WINK). The bush virfes of this region are more exposed to 
the attacks of Oidiuot Tacheri, which invaded the country in 1851. 
and of Phylloxera vaslatrix, which followed in 1863, than the more 
deeplyanoted vines trained on trellis or trees. Both these pests 
have been succesdully combated. large
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 y by the use of sulphur and 

by grafting immune American vines upon native stocks. In 
addition to grapes the commoner fruits include quinces, apples. 
pears, cherries, limes, lemons and loquats (Port. vinare:); Condeisa 
is famous for oranges, Amirante for peaches Elves for plums. 
the southern provinces for carobs and figs. Lartie quantities of 
olive oil are manufactured south of the Douro. A most all cattle. 
except fighting-bulls, are stall-fed. The fighting-bulls are chiefly 
reared in the marshes and alluvial valleys; they  are bred for strength 
and swiftness rather than size, and • good specimen should be 
sufficiently agile to leap over the inner barrier of the arena (about 
68 in. high). large bends of swine are fed in the oak and chestnut 
woods of Alemtejo; sheep and goats are reared in the mountains, 
where excellent chews are made from goats' milk. 

Admin.—About 5o.cno Portuguese are classed as hunters and 
fishermen. The majority of these are employed in the sardine 
and tunny fisheries. This industry is carried on in a fleet of more 
than to.ozo small vessels. including the whalers of the Azores and 
the cod.boats which operate outside Portuguese waters. The 
fishermen and fisherwornen form a quite distinct class of the people; 
both sews are noted for their boclib,  strength, and the men for 
their bold and skilful seamanship. Tunny and sardines are cured 
and exported in large quantities, oysters are also exported, and 
many other sea fish. such as hake. sea-bream. whiting. conger 
awes venous flat-fish are consumed 'act the country. In the early 
ran of the Roth century the competition of (*Min steam trawlers 
inflicted much hardship, on the fishermen. The average yearly 

,valoe of the fish landed in Portugal (earlusive of cured fish from 
wit 's °contrite) is about Polassoo. Salmon. !ammo and eels 
in caught is same of the larger dyers; trout abound In the streams 
of the northern provinces: but many fresh-water fish common 
theeffiert in Europe, including pike, perch. tench and chub, are 
00t loud. 

)fines.—it is usually stated that Portugal is rich in minerals. 
especially copper, but that want of capital and, especially in the 
south, of transport and labour, has retarded their exploitation. 
The mineral deposits of the country are very varied, but their 
extent is probably exaggerated. The average yearly output from 
19ot to 1905 was worth less than Lacio,000. Copper is mined in 
southern Portugal. Common salt (chiefly from Alcacer do Sal 
near Setubal), gypsum, lime and marble are exported; marble and 
granite of fine quality abound in the southern provinces. Iron is 
obtained near Beja and Evora, tin in the district of Braganza. 
Lead, wolfram, antimony and auriferous quartz exist in the dis-
tricts of Coimbra, Evora, Beja and Faro. Lignite occurs at many 
points around Coimbra, Leiria and Santarem; asphalt abounds 
near Alcobaca; phosphorite, asbestos and sulphur are common 
south of the Tagus. Petroleum has been found near Torres Vedras; 
pitchblende, arsenic, anthracite and zinc are also mined. Gold 
was washed from some of the Portuguese rivers before the Christian 
era, and among the Romans the auriferous sands of the Tagus 
were proverbially famous; it is, however, extremely improbable 
that large quantities of gold were ever obtained in this region, 
although small deposits of alluvial gold may still be found in the 
valleys of the Tagus and Mondego. 

Manufactures.—The Methuen Treaty of 1703 prevented the 
establishment of some manufacturing industnes in Portugal by 
securing a monopoly for British textiles, and it was only after 1892 
that Portuguese cotton-spinning and weaving were fostered by 
heavy protective duties. In 20 years these industries became the 
most important in the country alter agriculture, the wine and 
cork trades and the fisheries. In connexion with the wine trade 
there are many large cooperages; cork products are extensively 
manufactured for export. Lisbon is the headquarters of the 
ship-building trade. Here, and in other cities, tanning, distilling, 
various metallurgical industries, and manufactures of soap, flour, 
tobacco, Sc., are carried on; the entire output is sold in Portugal 
r its colonies. There is a steady trade in natural mineral waters, 

which occur in many parts of continental Portugal and the Azores. 
I rom the 16th century to the 18th many artistic handicrafts were 
practised by the Portuguese in imitation of the fine pottery, cabinet-
work, embroideries, Fee., which they imported from India and Persia. 
Portuguese cabinet-work deteriorated in the 19th century; the glass-

orks and potteries of the Aveiro and Leiria districts have lust 
cinch of their ancient reputation; and even the exquisite lace of 
l'cniche and Vianna do Castello is strangely neglected abroad. 
The finest Caldas da Rainha china-ware, with its fantastic repre-
sentations of birds, beasts and fishes, still commands a fair price 
in foreign markets; but the blue and white ware originally copied 
tram Delft and later modified under the influence of Persian pottery 
i. now only manufactured in small quantities, of inferior quality. 
Skilful copies of Moorish metal-work may be purchased in the gold-
smiths' and silversmiths' shops of Lisbon and Oporto; conspicuous 
among these are the filigree ornaments which are bought by the 

asant women as investments and by foreign visitors as curiosities. 
In 1900 the total industrial population of Portugal was455,296. 

Cornaserce.—The annual value of the foreign trade of Portugal 
amounts approximately to (19,000,000. The following table shows 
the value for five years of the exports, and of all imports not re-
exported (exclusive of coin and bullion):— 

Years. Exports. Imports. Van  

6.284,800 12.849.622 
6,318.888 12,354,800 
6,800,710 13,068.000 
6,824.692 13.801,622 
6.460,000 13.486,666 

In 1910 the principal exports, in order of value, were wine (chiefly 
p,rt. common wines and Madeira), raw and manufactured cork, 
preserved fish, fruits and vegetables, cottons and yarn, copper ore. 
timber, olive oil, skins, grain and flour, tobacco and wool. The 
imports were raw and manufactured cotton, wool and silk, wheat 
and maize, coal, iron and machinery, dried codfish, sugar, rice. 
hides and skins, oils. The United Kingdom, which annually 
purchases wine to the value of about (goo,000 and cork to the 
value of about isoo,000, is the chief consumer of Portuguesegoods, 
and the chief exporter to Portugal. Germany and the United 
States rank respectively second and third among the countries 
which export to Portugal; Spain, which buys bullocka and pigs, 
brazil, which buys wine, and the Portuguese colonies, which buy 
textiles, arc among the chief purchasers of Portuguese products 
In addition to its direct foreign commerce Portugal derives much 
benefit from its share in the trade between South America and 
rumpe. Large liners from Liverpool, Southampton, London, 
Hamburg. Havre and Antwerp call regularly for passengers or 
cargo at Leixoes or Lisbon. or both ports, on their way to and 
from South America (especially Brazil). In connexion with this 
tide an important tourist traffic, chiefly from Great Britain and 
Germany, was developed towards the end of the 19th eentitry.  

Banks oruf Moseys—In taco the Bank of Portugal. to which the 
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treasury was deeply indebted, had * capital of (t, ono, and a 
monopoly.  of note untie in contineatal Portugal. but the notes of the 
Ultramarine Bank circulated in the colonies. The notes of the Bank 
of Portugal in circulation amounted in value to about f t4.000,000. 
For an account of the Monte Pio Geral, which is a combined bank. 
pawnbroking establishment and benefit society, see PAW/111110KING1 
the deposits in the Monte Pio and the State Savings Bank amounted 
in two to some f5,228,000. There are also many private banks, 
including saving* banks. Gold is the standard of value, but the 
actual currency is chiefly Bank of Portugal notes. The values of 
coin and notes are expressed in multiples of the real (plural rest), 
a monetary unit which does not actually exist. The milreis, moo 
reis of the par value of 4s. 5d. (or 4.5 milreis to the pound sterling) and 
the conto of reis (moo mdrcis) are used for the calculation of large 
sums. Gold pieces of 10, 5. 2 and n milreis were coined up to 
5891; to, 5. and 1 testoon Outdo) pieces, worth respectively t000, 
500 and 200 reis, are coined in silver; testooas of too reis and half 
testoons of so nil, in nickel; pieces of ao, to and 5 reis in bronze. 
The milreis fluctuates widely in value, the balance of exchange 
being usually adverse to Portugal; for the purposes of this article 
the milreis has been taken at par. The British sovereign is legal 
tender for 450o reis, but in practice usually commands a premium. 
The metric system of weights and measures has been officially 
adopted. but many older standards are used, such as the libra 
((Pots lb avoirdupois), tare (0.36 imperial bushel), said ((2.78 
imp. bushels), &muds of 'shoo (.3•7 imp. gallons) and dmu of 
Oporto (5.6 imp. gallons). 

Fosaike.—For the five financial years, tut -5902 to 1905-1906. 
the average revenue of Portugal was about f t3,3oo,ocio and the 
average expenditure Lt3,466,000. The chief sources of revenue 
were customs duties, taxes on land and industries, duties on tobacco 
and breadstuffs, the Lisbon octroi, receipts from national property, 
registration and stamps, &c. The heaviest expenditure (nearly 
(5,000o00o) was incurred for the service of the consolidated debt; 
payments for the civil list, comes, pensions, &c., amounted to more 
than 1,2.000,o0o, and the cost of public works to nearly as large 
Is sum. The ministries of war and marine together spent *bout 
L2.300.000 each year. The practice of meeting deficits by loans, 
together with the great expenditure, after 1853. on public works, 
especially roads and railways, explains the rapid growth of the 
national debt in modern times. In 1853 the total public debt, 
internal and external, amounted to (2,o82.680. It exceeded 
f9o.000,000 in 189o. and in 1891-1892 the finances of the kingdom 
reached a crisis, from which there was no escape except by arrang-
ing for a reduction in the amount payable as interest (see History. 
below). By the law of the 26th of February 1892 30% was de-
ducted from the internal debt payable in currency; by the law of 
the 20th of April 1893 661% was deducted from the interest on 
the external debt, due in gold. A law of the 9th of August 1502 
provided for the conversion of certain gold debts into three 
series of consolidated debt, at reduced interest. In 1909 the total 
outstanding debt amounted to (161,837,430. made up as 
follows: new external 3% converted in three series, 0.4.223465; 

 4i% tobacco loan (7.267.48o; internal 3%, (quoted in London) 
D13,132.979. Internal debt st 3. 4 and 43% was also outstanding 
to the amount Of L7.213.505. 

CONSifilf110/1.—Up to October too the government was an 
hereditary and constitutional monarchy, based on the constitu-
tional charter which was granted by King Pedro IV. on the 29th of 
April 1826, and was afterwards several times modified; the most 
important changes were those effected by the acts of the sth of 
July 1852, the 24th of July :885, and the 28th of March and 25th 
of September :89s. The revolution of the sth of October sow 
brought the monarchy to an end and substituted republican 
government for it. The monarchical constitution recognised four 
powers in the state—the executive, moderating, legislative and 
judicial. The two first of these were vested In the sovereign, who 
might be a woman, and who shared the legislative power with 
two chambers, the Coesers dm Pones or House of Peers, and 
the Costars dos Delmiodos or House of Commons; these were 
collectively styled the Corte Goats, or more briefly the Corks. 
The royal veto could not be imposed on legislation passed 
twice by both houses. The annual session lasted four months, 
and a general election was necessary at the end of every four 
years, or immediately after a dissolution. A committee repre-
senting both houses adjudicated upon all cases of conflict 
between Peers and Commons; should it fail to reach a decision, 
the dispute was referred to the sovereign, whose award was 
final. Up to 188s some members sat in the House of Peers by 
hereditary right, while others were nominated for life. It was 
then decided that such rights should cease, except in the case 
of princes of royal blood and nimbus& then sitting, and that  

when all the hereditary peerages had lapsed the house should 
be composed of the princes of the royal blood, the archbishops 
and bishops of the continental dioceses, a hundred legislative 
peers appointed by the king for life, and fifty elected every new 
parliament by the Commons. In s895 the number of nominated 
life peers was reduced to ninety and the elective branch was 
abolished. Subject to certain limitations and to • property 
qualification, any person over ao years of age was eligible 
to a peerage. The titles and social position of the Portuguese 
aristocracy were not affected when its political privileges were 
abolished. In the nomination of life peers, and in certain 
administrative matters the sovereign was advised by a council of 
state, whose twelve members were nominated for life and west 
principally past or present ministers. The sovereign exercised 
his executive power through a cabinet which was responsible to 
the cortes, and consisted of seven members, representing the 
ministries of (I) the interior, (2) foreign affairs, (3) finance, 
(a) justice and worship, (5) war, (6) marine and colonies, (7) 
public works, industry and commerce. The House of Commons 
was composed of 48 members, representing the a6 electoral 
divisions of Portugal, the Azores and Madeira, which returned 

13 elected members and 35 representatives of minorities, and 
of 7 members representing the colonies. Peers, naturalized 
foreigners and certain employees of the state were unable to sit in 
the House of Commons; members were required to be graduates 
of one of the highest, secondary or professional schools, or to 
possess an income of not less than see milreis ((88). All 
members might, in connexion with their official duties, travel free 
on railways and ships owned by the state; but since au none 
had received any salary except the colonial members, who were 
paid too milreis ((22) per month during the session, and yo 
milreis ((t r) per month during the remainder of the year. Al 
male citizens 21 years old who could read and write, or who paid 
taxes amounting to son reis yearly, had the parliamentary 
franchise, except convicts, beggars, undischarged bankrupts. 
domestic servants, workmen permanently employed by the state 
and soldiers or sailors below the rank of commissioned officer. 
(For changes made under republican rule, see History, I 8.) 

. Local Government—Continental Portugal was formerly divided 
for administrative purposes into six provinces which corresponded 
to a great extent with the natural geographical divisions of the 
country and are described in separate articles; the names of these. 
which are still commonly used, are .Entre-Minho-e-Douro (Ow 
called Entre-Douro-e-Micho or Minho), Traz-os-Montes, Beira, 
Estremadura, Alemtejo and Algarve. The province of Daum 
another administrative division of less antiquity, comprised the 
present districts of Aveiro and Oporto, or part of Beira and Ewe-
Minho-e-Douro. The six ancient provinces were subdivided on 
the 28th of June 1833 into districts, each named after its chief 
town, as follows: Entre-Minho-e-Douro into Vianna do Castello. 
Braga, Oporto; Traz-os-Montes. into Villa Real. Braganza: Beira. 
into Aveiro, Vizeu, Coimbra. Guards, Castello Branco; Estrernadurs. 
ihto Leiria, Santarem. Lisbon; Alemtejo,, into Portaleart. Evoes. 
Beja; Algarve was renamed Faro. In t9 to tfie Azores comprised three 
districts and Madeira formed one. Each district was governed bya 
commission composed of (t) the civil governor. who was nominated 
by the central authority and presided over the commission; (2) the 
administrative auditor; and (3) three members chosen by indirect 
suffrage. The districts were divided into communes (anaraffite). 
each. administered by an elected council, and a mayor nominated 
by the central authority. The mayor could not preside over the 
council, which appointed one of its own members to preside sad Is 
give effect to its decisions. The communes were subdivided Tall 
parishes (trapezia). which were administered by the elected coma 
(junta de fermata) over which the parish priest (Deer as Re' 
sided, and by the relator, an official who represented the mayoral 
the commune and was nominated by the civil governor. Thereat:al 
authority had almost complete control over local administration 
through its representatives, the civil governor. mayors and 

.1113tiCt.—In t9to Portugal was divided into 193 judicial= 
(rosearcat), in each of wh ich there was a court of first inseam'. The 
three courts of appeal1 (Iranian de esioeio) sat at Lisbon. Oporto sed 
Ponta Delgada (Awes), and there was a Supreme Court is Lisboa. 

Colonies.—At the beginning of the 19th century Portugal 
possessed • larger colonial empire than any European power 
except Great Britain and Spain. At the beginning of the nalt 
century its transmarine possessions bad been greatly reduced in 
size by the loss of Brazil, but were still only surpassed in utast 
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six 

a. 

by those of three powers—Great Britain, France and Germany. 
Their total area was about 8o3,oco sq. rn., of which 794,000  sq. m. 
are in Africa. They comprised, in Africa, the Cape Verde 
Islands, St Thomas and Prince's Islands, Portuguese Guinea, 
Angola and Portuguese East Africa, or Mozambique; in India, 
Goa, Damaun and Diu; in China, Macao; and in the Malay 
Archipelago part of Timor. All these are described in separate 
articles. In all the white population is in a minority; in most 
the climate is unsuitable for European colonization, nor is the 
commercial value of the colonies commensurate with their 
extent. Viewed as a whole, Portuguese administration has been 
carried on under difficulties which have rendered it costly and 
inefScient, the borne government being compelled to contribute 
a large annual subsidy towards its maintenance. The amount 
paid in subsidies from 1870 to !goo was about it 5,000,000. 

Religsms.—Roman Catholicism was the state religion until 191o. 
but other creeds were tolerated, and the Church• lost its temporal 
authority in 5834. when the monasteries were suppressed and their 
property confisoated for the first time. There are three ecclesiastical 
provinces—Braga. Lisbon and Evora. each under an archbishop. 
The archbishop of Braga, whose see is the most ancient. has the 

j 	title of Primate; the archbishop of Lisbon has the honorary title of 
Patriarch, and is usually elected a cardinal. His province includes 

1 	Madeira. the Azores and the West African colonies. There are four- 
' 	teen dioceles. of which Oporto is the most important. The annual 
▪ revenues of the upper hierarchy of the Church amounted, up to 191o, 
I 	to about £65,00e. In some of the larger towns the foreign residents 
• have their own places of worship. (Sec further under Ilittory.) 

Educatsent.—Primary education is regulated by a law of 180, 
under which children between the ages .  of 7 and 15 are bound to 

▪ attend a school, should there be one within • mile, under penalty 
to the parents of a fine and deprivation of civil rights. This Lm 
has not been strictly enforced: primary education was never 

• properly organized: and. according to census returns, the pro- 
w portion  of the population (including children) unable to read was 
• 12 '4% in 18128. 29.2 in 1890 and 78.6 in Igoe. There were ia Pato 

5350  public and 1750 private primary schools. In the chief towns 
there are training schools for teachers. The system of secondary 
education was reorganized in 1894. In *905 there were state 
Lyceums in each district capital and in Guimariee. Lamego and 
Amirante: 5 municipal lyceums. at Celorico de Basco. Chaves. 
Ponte de Lima, Povoa de 1;er:ire and Setubal; military and naval 
colleges; a secondary school for girls in Lisbon; numerous private 
secondary schools and ecclesiastical seminaries; ipdustrial, corn-
Defend and technical schools; and pilot schools at Lisbon, Oporto, 

• Faro and Ponta Delgada (Azores). Other important educational 
Institutions are described under Lissom and Omani. The national 
university is at Coimbra (aro.). 

Defence.—Under the monarchy, the army was maintained at its 
normal strength partly by voluntary enlistment and conscription. 
the chief law regulating it being that of 1887, as variously modified 
in subsequent years. The cones feted the number of conscripts to 
be enrolled in each year: in 1995. 15,000 men for the army, moo 
for the navy. Sao for the municipal guards and aoo for the fiscal 
guards. The organisation of the army was based on the acts of the 
7th of September 1899 and the 24th of December tem. With cer-
tain exceptions all men over at years .of age were liable for service— 

years s yea in the regular army. 5 years in the first reserve and 7 years 
the second reserve; but exemption could always be purchased. 

In time of war, the municipal guards, numbering about 2200, and 
the fiscal guards. numbering about 520o, might be incorporated in 
the army. The total effective force of the active army on a peace 
footing was 1787 officers, 31.28* men. 6479 horses and mules and too 
runs The total effective force on a war footing, inclusive of re-
servists, municipal guards and fiscal guards. was 4221 officers. 175.603 
men. t9.690 horses and mules and 336 guns. Lisbon. Elves and 

In the Azores. were considered first-class fortresses, but only 
La,  had modern defences The Portuguese. navy in tato con-
sisted of 1 armoured vessel, 5 protected Misers. a third-class 
molten, tg gunboats. t torpedo gunboat. 4 torpedo boats, t6 
river gunboats. • transports and 3 training ships. Twelve other 
vessels, including a submarines. were under construction. The 
whole fleet was manned by about 5000 men. 

BUILIOGIAPIEV.—Numerous official reports. chiefly statistical. 
▪ are puhlished ..  periodically in Lisbon: a few are written in French, 
so the majority is Portuguese. Read in conjunction with the British 
• Wanda and diplomatic reports. they afford a comprehensive 

Temri
of the movement of population, the progress of trade. &c. 

Tolowing state papers deserve special notice: Caminkot de 
are (1877. tkc ). Cormarrcto r earigacdo (annual, issued by the' 

Marine), Lt Portugal rimrole turn). Le Portugal 
groat 090 14. Now robes Portaged (a vela. mo8)• For g 
see the sretkei of Lr Portugal agricalt written by P. Cho a 
sad entitled " Awm, de In geologie de Portugal," also " The Work 
of the Partuguar Geological Survey." by Philip Lake. in Same 

Pr 	rr (1896) v. 439-493;  both these summaries refer to the most 
irn,.ortant original papers. Two illustrated volumes by Oswald Craw-
ford, Portugal Old and New (London, *1180) and Round the Calendar 
in Portugal (London, 1890) contain much valuable information 
on agriculture, viticulture and peasant life in the northern pro-
vinces. Through Portugal, by Major Martin Hume (London, 1907) 
and Liston and Cinrra, by A. A. lnchbold (London. 1908), describe 
the towns, &c., most frequently visited by tourists, and are illus. 
tnrred in colours. Le Portugal (Paris, 1899), by t8 writers, is 
a ;.rief but encyclopaedic description of continental Portugal. 
Se, also Portugal: its Land and People, by W. II. Koebel (London. 
1909), and Portuguese Architecture, by NV. C. Watson (London, 
1408). The following books deal comprehensively with the 
Portuguese colonies; As Colonias portuguezas, by E. J. de Vascon- 
cellos (snd cd., Lisbon, 1903), Les Colonies portugaises, by A. de 
Almada Negreiros (Pad., 15.,g) (K. G. J.) 

lberoar 

Throughout the centuries which witnessed the destruction 
of Carthaginian power by Rome, the establishment and decline 
of Latin civilization, the invasion by Alani, Suevi and other 
barbarian races, the resettlement under Visigothic rule and the 
overthrow of the Visigoths by Arab and Berber tribes from 
Africa, Portugal remained an undifferentiated part of Hispania, 
without sign of national consciousness. The Iberian Peninsula 
was one: and its common history is related under SPAM. It is 
true that some Portuguese writers have sought to identify 
their race with the ancient Lusitani, and have claimed for it a 
separate and continuous existence dating from the and century 
e c. The revolt of Lusitania against the Romans has been 
regarded as an early manifestation of Portuguese love of liberty, 
Viriathus as a national hero. But this theory, which originated 
in the 15th century and was perpetuated in the title of The 
Lusiads, has no historical foundation. In togs Portugal was an 
obscure border lief of the kingdom of Leon.. Its territories, far 
from the centres of European civilization and consisting largely 
of mountain, moorland and forest, were bounded on the north 
by the Minho, on the south by the Mendes°. Its name (Perks-
calla, Terra portucalensis) was derived from the little seaport of 
Portus Cale or Villa Nova de Gaia, now a suburb of Oporto, at 
the mouth of the Douro. Its inhabitants, surrounded by 
Moorish or Spanish enemies and distracted by civil war, derived 
such rudiments of civilization as they possessed from Arabic or 
Leonese sources. But from these obscure beginnings Portugal 
rose in four centuries to be the greatest maritime, commercial 
and colonial power in Europe. 

The history of the nation comprises eight periods. (z) Be-
tween togs and 1279 a Portuguese kingdom was established and 
extended until it reached its present continental limits. (2) 
Between 1279 and 1415 the monarchy was gradually consolidated 
in spite of resistance from the Church, the nobles and the rival 
kingdom of Castile. (3) In 1415 began a period of crusades and 
discoveries, culminating in the discovery of an ocean-route to 
India ( 1 497-1490. (4) From 1499 to 1580 Portugal acquired 
an empire stretching from Brazil eastward to the Moluccas, 
reached the zenith of its prosperity and entered upon a period 
of swift decline. (5) Spanish kings ruled over Portugal from 
1581 to 164o. (6) The chief event of the years 1640 to 5755 was 
the restoration of the Portuguese monarchy. (7) Between 1755 
and 1826 the reforms of Pombal and the Peninsular War prepared 
the country for a change from absolutism to constitutional 
monarchy. (8) In 1826 the era of constitutional government 
began. 

1. The Establishment of the Monarchy.—The origin of Portugal, 
as a separate state, was an incident in the Christian reconquest 
of Spain. Towards the dose of the nth century 
crusading knights came from every part of Europe . 
to aid the kings of northern and central Spain in 
driving out the Moors. Among these adventurers was Count 
Henry of Burgundy, an ambitious warrior who, in tom married 
Theresa, natural daughter of Alphonse VI., king of Leon. The 
county of Portugal, which had already been won back from the 
Moors (5055-1064), was included in Theresa's dowry. Count 
Henry ruled as a vassal of Alphonse VI., whose Galician marches 
were thus secured against any sudden Moorish raid. But in 
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nog Alphonse VI. died, bequeathing all his territories to his 
legitimate daughter Urraca, and Count Henry at once invaded 
Leon, hoping to add to his own dominions at the expense of his 
suzerain. After three years of war against Urraca and other 
rival claimants to the throne of Leon, Count Henry himself died 
in Ins. He left Theresa to govern Portugal north of the 
Mondego during the minority of her infant son Alfonso Henriques 
(Alphonse I.): south of the Mondego the Moors were still 
supreme. 

Theresa renewed the struggle against her half-sister and 
suzerain Urraca in It tifi-ttn, and again in 1120; in 1121 she 

was besieged in Lanhoso and captured. But a rteenawas.se. peace was negotiated by the archbishops Diego 
Gelmires of Santiago de Compostela and Burdino of 

Braga, rival churchmen whose wealth and military resources 
enabled them to dictate terms. Bitter jealousy existed between 
the two prelates, each claiming to be primate of " all the Spains," 
and their antagonism had some historical importance in so far 
as it fostered the growth of separatist tendencies among the 
Portuguese. But the quarrel was temporarily suspended 
because both Gelmires and Burdino bad reason to dread the 
extension of Urraca's authority. It was arranged that Theresa 
should be liberated and should continue to hold the county of 
Portugal as a fief (honor) of Leon. During the next five years 
she lavished wealth and titles upon her lover Fernando Peres, 
count of Trava, thus estranging her son, the archbishop of Braga 
and the nobles, most of whom were foreign crusaders. In 1 128, 
after her power had been crushed in another unsuccessful conflict 
with Leon and Castile, she was deposed by her own rebellious 
subjects and exiled in company with Peres. She died in trio. 

Alphonso, who became count of Portugal in 1128, was one of 
the warrior heroes of medieval romance; his exploits were sung 
by troubadours throughout south-western Europe, and even in 
Africa " ibn Errik "—the son of Henry—was known and 

feared. The annals of his reign have been encum-
wawa&  'bered with a mass of legends, among which must be 

• included the account of a cortes held at Lamego in 
1143; probably also the description of the Valdevez tournament, 
in which the Portuguese knights are said to have vanquished the 
champions of Leon and Castile. Alphonso was occupied in 
almost incessant border fighting against his Christian or Moorish 
neighbours. Twelve years of campaigning on the Galician 
frontier were concluded in 1143 by the peace of Zamora, in which 
Alphonse was recognized as independent of any Spanish sover-
eign, although he promised to be a faithful vassal of the pope 
and to pay him • yearly tribute of four ounces of gold. In :167, 
however, the war was renewed. Alphonse succeeded in con-
quering part of Galicia, but in attempting to capture thefrontier 
fortress of Badajoz he was wounded and forced to surrender to 
Ferdinand II. of Leon (1169). Ferdinand was his son-in-law, 
and was probably disposed to leniency by the imminence of a 
Moorish invasion in which Portugal could render useful assistance. 
Alphonso was therefore released under promise to abandon all 
his conquests in Galicia. 

He had already won many victories over the Moors. At 
the beginning of his reign the religious fervour which had 
sustained the Almoravide dynasty was rapidly subsiding; in 
Portugal independent Moorish chiefs ruled over cities and petty 
states, ignoring the central government; in Africa the Almohades 
were destroying the remnants of the Almoravide power. 
Alphonse took advantage of these dissensions to invade Alemtejo, 
reinforced by the Templar; and Hospitaller', whose respective 
headquarters were at Soure and Thomar. On the 25th of July 
r too be defeated the combined forces of the Moors on the plains 
of Ourique, in Alemtejo. Legend has magnified the victory 
into the rout of 200,000 Moslems under five kings; but so far was 
the battle from being decisive that in 1140 the Moors were able 
to seize the fortress of Leiria, built by Alphonse in :135 as an 
outpost for the defence of Coimbra, his capital. In 1144 they 
eefeated the Tempters at Soure. But on the r sib of March 
1147 Alpbonso stormed the fortress of Santarem, and about the 
same time a band of crusaders on their way to Palestine landed 

at Oporto and volunteered for the impending siege of Lisbon. 
Among them were many Englishmen, Germans and Flemings, 
who were afterwards induced to settle in Portugal. Aided by 
these powerful allies, Alphonse captured Lisbon on the 24th of 
October 5147. This was the greatest military achievement of 
his reign. The Moorish garrisons of Palmella, Cintra and Almada 
soon capitulated, and in 1558 Alcacer do Sal, one of the chief 
centres of Moorish commerce, was taken by storm. At this 
time, however, the Almohades had triumphed in Africa and 
invaded the Peninsula, where they were able to check the 
Portuguese reconquest, although isolated bands of crusading 
adventurers succeeded in establishing themselves in various 
cities of Alemtejo. The most famous of these free-lances was 
Giraldo Sempavor (" Gerald the Fearless "), who captured 
Evora in 1:66. In 1r71 Alphonse concluded a seven years' 
truce with the Moors; weakened by his wound and by old age, be 
could no longer take the field, and when the war broke out afresh 
he delegated the chief command to his son Sancho. Bet weds 
1179 and 1184 the Moors retrieved many Of their losses In Alem-
tejo, but were unable to retake Santarem and Lisbon. Alphonse 
died on the 6th of December 1185. He had secured for Portugal 
the status though not the name of an independent kingdom, and 
had extended its frontier southwards from the Mondego to the 
Tagus. He had laid the foundation of its navy and had strength-
ened, if he did not inaugurate, that system of co-operation 
between the Crown and the military orders which afterwards 
proved of incalculable service in the maritime and colonial 
development of the nation. 

Sancho I. continued the war against the Moors with varying 
fortune. In nal he won Silves, then the capital of Algarve; 
in 1192 he lost not only Algarve but the greater part 
of Alemtejo, including Alcacer do Sal. A peace was ;alkali.' 
then arranged, and for the next eight years Sancho 
was engaged in hostilities against Alphonse IX. of Leon. 'Phu 
motives and course of this indecisive struggle are equally 
obscure. It ended In not, and the last decade of Sancho's 
reign was a period of peaceful reform which earned for the king 
his popular name of o Povoador, the " maker of towns." He 
granted fresh charters to many cities, legalizing the system of 
self-government which the Romans bad bequeathed to the 
Visigoths and the Moors had retained or improved. Lisbon bad 
already (MO) received a charter from Alphonso I. Sancho also 
endeavoured to foster immigration and agriculture, by granting 
estates to the military orders and municipalities on condition 
that the occupiers should cultivate or colonize their lands. 
Towards the close of his reign be became embroiled in a dispute 
with Pope Innocent Ill. He had insisted that priests should 
accompany their flocks in battle, had made them amenable to 
secular jurisdiction, had withheld the tribute due to Rome and 
had even claimed the right of disposing of ecclesiastical domains. 
Finally he had quarrelled with Martinho Rodrigues, the unpopu-
lar bishop of Oporto, who was besieged for five months in his 
palace and then forced to seek redress in Rome (imp). As 
Sancho was in weak health and had no means of resisting Papal 
pressure, he made full submission (1210); and after bestowing 
large estates on his sons and daughters, he retired into the monas-
tery of Akobaca (q.v.), where he died in t 21 z. 

The reign of Alphonse IL (" the Fat ") is noteworthy for 
the first meeting of the Portuguese tortes, to which the upper 
hierarchy of the Church and the nobles (hidalgos and Aprils 
ricer honour) were summoned by royal writ. The Sa. Wa- 
king was no warrior, but in tats a Portuguese con- "24  

tingent aided the Castilians to defeat the Moors at Las Naves 
de Totem, and in 1217 the ministers, bishops and captains of 
the realm, reinforced by foreign crusaders, retook Alcacer do Sal. 
Alfonso 11. repudiated the will of his father, refused to sonar 
der the estates left to his brothers, who went into exile, and only 
gave up the property bequeathed to his sisters after a proknir 
civil war in which Alphonse IX. of Leon took part avast. them-
Even then be compelled the heiresses to take the veil. His 
attempts to strengthen the monarchy and fill the treasury at 
the expense of the Church resulted in his clrommunication by 
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e Honorins III., and Portugal remained under interdict until 
honso II died in t223. 
ancho II. succeeded at the age of thirteen. To secure the 
rival of the interdict the leading statesmen who were identified 

with the policy of his father—Gencale Mends the 
"H"'4111. chancellor, Pedro Anne. the lord chamberlain F-L7 

(neoodoreo-rner) and Vicente, dean of Lisbon-
igned their offices. Eatevito Soarer, archbishop of Braga, 
cod himself at the head of the nobles and churchmen who 
-eatened to usurp the royal power during Sancho II.'s minority, 
d negotiated an alliance with Alpheus° IX., by which it was 
ranged that the Portuguese should attack Etna, the Spaniards 
idajoz. Elves was taken from the Moors in :226, and in 1227 
incho aaeumed control of the kingdom. He reinstated Pedro 
ones. made Vicente chancellor, and appointed Martim Anne. 
def standard-bearer Wires new). He continued the crusade 
Saint the Moors, who were driven from their last strongholds 

Alerotejo, and in 1239-1244, after a dispute with Rome 
Bich was once more ended by the Imposition of an interdict 
ad the submission of the Portuguese ruler, he won many 
acetones in the Algarve. But his career of conquest was cut 
bort by a revolution ( tusk for which his marriage toe Castilian 
tdy, D. Meda Liam de Hare, furnished a pretext. The legiti-
macy of the union has been questioned, on grounds which appear 
nsuffrient ; but of its unpopularity there can be no doubt. 
Ilse bishops, resenting the favour shown by Sancho to his father's 
ma(-clerical ministers, took advantage of this unpopularity to 
organise the rebellion. They found a leader in Sancho% bather 
Alphonse, count of Boulogne, who owed his title to a marriage 
with Matilda, countess of Boulogne. The pope issued • bull of 
deposition in favour of Alphonse, who reached Lisbon in ta46; 
and after a civil war lasting two years Sancho II. retied to 
Toledo, where be died in January s 248. 

One el the first acts of the usurper, and one of the most 
important, wee to abandon the semi-ecclesiastical titles of visitor 
mune (Wind ►) or defender (treader) of the realm, and to 
11'0 00" proclaim himself king WO. Hitherto the position 
WIL  of the monarchy had best precarious; as in Aragon 
the bobble and the church bad exerdsed a large measure of cen-
tral over their nominal head, and though it would be pedantry 
to overemphasise the importance of the royal title, its assump-
tion by Alphonse III. does mark a definite stage in the evolution 
of • national monarchy and • centralized government. A 
second stage was reached shortly afterwards by the conquest 
of Algarve, the last remaining stronghold of the Moors. This 
dine down upon Portugal the anger of Aipbonso X. of Leon 
and Castile, surnamed the Win, who claimed suaerairity over 
Algarve. The war which followed was ended by Alphonse ILL 
coeseating to wed Deena Benda de Guzman, illegitimate 
daughter of Alphonse X., and to hold Algarve as a fief of Castile. 
The celebration of this marriage, while Matilda, countess of 
Bedew and first wife of Alphonse III., wu still alive, entailed 
the imposition of an Interdict upon the kingdom. In 2154 
Alphonse DI. summoned a cedes at Leiria, in which the chief 
tithe were emanated, as well as the nobles and clergy. Forti-
fied by the sopped the king refused to submit to Rome. At 
the onto' of Coimbra (I x611, he further strengthened his position 
by excilitiag the repreeentathres of the cities, who denounced 
the issue of a debassi coinage, and by recognizing that taxation 
coon not be imposed without consent of the cortex The clergy 
mired more than the laity under a prolonged Interdict, and in 
tsfu Ram Urban VL legalised the disputed marriage and 
hetimbei Does Dinh, the klneseleirt son. Thus ended the con- 
test let sareesescy between Church and Coma. The monarchy 
owed its triumph to its thampiooship of national interests, to 
slat luneet of the munkipolitim and military orders, and to the 
Praise pined by the royal armies in the Moorish and Castilian 
Ins la ts63 Alphonse X. renounced hi claim to ausembity 
ewe Akuve, and this the kingdom of Portugal simultaneously 
tucked its present European limits and attained its complete 
hipeodeace. Lisbon was henceforth recognized as the capital. 
Akbeen III. continued to reign until bit death in t sy9, bat the 

peace of his later years was broken by the rebellion (rrn--1279) 
of D. Dins! the beir-apparent. 

2. The Comeiidahls• of She Afore:fray: 1279-1415.—The 
chief problems now confronting the monarchy were no longer 
military, but social, economic and constitutional. It is mm 
that the reign of Dials was not • period of uninterrupted peace. 
At the outset his legitimacy was disputed by his brother 
Alphonse, and a brief civil war ensued. Hostilities between 
Portugal and the reunited kingdoms of Leon and Castile were 
terminated in *297 by a treaty of alliance, ID accordance with 
which Ferdinand IV. of Leon and Castile married Constance, 
daughter of Dials, while Alphonse, eon of Dials, married Beatrice 
of Castile, daughter of Ferdinand. A further outbreak of civil 
war, between the king and the heir-apparent, was averted In 
1293 by the queen-consort Isabella of Portugal, who had married 
Dials in rags, and was canonised for bee many virtues in the 
thth ommoy. She rode between the hostile camps, and 
suaxedeel in arranging an honourable peace between her 
husband and her son. 

These was were too brief to late:fere seriously with the 
model reeenstrection to which the king devoted Winne& At 
his Meld= the Portuguese people was far from 
homogeneous; it would be long before its component "u7.ram 

 races—Moors and Muria of the south, Calkins 
of the north, Jews and foreign aunders—could be heed Into 
one nationality. There ewe she urgent economic problems 
to be solved. The Moors bad made Manton the granary of 
Portugal, but war had undone their work, and large nuts of 
land ware now barren and depopulated. Commerce and ethics. 
tion had similarly beim subordinated to the struggle for national 
existence. The machinery of administration was out of date 
and complicated by the authority of feudal and ecclesiastical 
Mini The supremacy of the Crown, though recognised, was 
still unstable. It was Dinis who billeted the needful reforms. 
Hemmed his title of thendUeradee ar "farmer long " by Intro. 
dazing improved methods of cultivation and founding agrictth 
tarot schools. He encouraged maritime trade by negotiating 
a commercial treaty with Ragland (uu) and forming a royal 
navy (a317) under the command of a Genome admiral named 
Eassaasuele di Parma (Massed Pananha). In r29obe founded 
the wives*" of Coimbra (q.v.). He was a poet and a patron 
of literature and music (see hiletahme, below). His chief 
administrative reforms were deigned to secure centralized 
government and to limit the jurisdiction of feudal courts. He 
encouraged and nationalized the military menu In s ago the 
Portuguese knights of Sao Thing° (Santiago) were defiantly 
separated from the parent Spanish order. The osiers of 'Crate 
and ci St Benedict of Avis had &heady beta establish the 
traditional data of their incorporation being 1113 and -gibe. 
After the condemnation of the Templar, by Pope Clement V. 
0314 an ecclesiastical commission investigated the cheeps 
against the Portuguese branch of the order, and found in in 
favour. As the Templas• were rich, influential and loyal. 
Dials took advantage of the death of Clement V. to maintain 
the order under a new name; the Order of Christ, as it was 
henceforth called, received the benediction of the pope in use 
and subsequently played an important part in the colonial 
expansion of Portugal. 

Alpha's.° IV. adhesed to the roatrhaosial policy initiated 
by Dinia. He arranged that his daughter Maria should wed 
Alphonse XI. of Castile (1358), but the marriage moose. 
precipitated the war it was intended to avert, and ow. erase 
peace was cagy restored (233o) after Queen Isabella ligr• 
had again intervened, Pedro, the mown prince, afterwards 
married Centaur, daughter of the duke of Peilafiel (near 
Valladolid), and Alphonse IV. brought a strong Portuguese 
army to id the Castilians against the Moon of Granada and their 
African alike. In the victory won by the Christians on the beaks 
of the river Salado, sear Tarifa, he earned his title of Alphonse 
the Brave (r;u). la 1342 he married his daughter Leeson' 

t Throughout this amide the abbreviation D. is used for the 
Portuguese tide Dom and for its feminine tom Duna (see Duatitithd• 
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(Lame) to Pedro IV. of Angelo. The later years of his reign 
were darkened by the tragedy of Ines de Castro (1...). He died 
ins 13s7, and the first act of his successor, Pedro the Severe, 

was to take vengeance on the murderers of Ines. 
sur.est. Throughout his reign be strengthened the central 

government at the expose of the aristocracy and 
the Chords, by a stern enforcement of law and order. In 136!, 
at the aorta of Elves, it was enacted that the privileges of the 
clergy should only be deemed valid in so far as they cud not 
main with the royal prerogative. Pedro maintained friendly 
relations with England, where in 13p Edward HL issued • 
proclamation in favour of Portuguese traders, and in 1353 the 
Portuguese envoy Alcamo Martins Aiho signed a covenant with 
the merchants of London, guaranteeing mutual good faith in all 
commercial dealings. 

The foreign policy of Dink, Alphonse IV. and Pedro I. had 
been, as a rule, successful in its main object, the preservation 
of peace with the Christian kingdoms of Spain; in consequence, 
the Portuguese bad advanced in prosperity and culture. They 
had supported the monarchy because it was a natiodal institu-
tion, hostile to the tyranny of nobles and clergy. During the 
reign of Ferdinand (1367-1383) and under the regency of Leonora 
the ruling dynasty ceased to represent the national will; the 
Portuguese people therefore made an end of the dynasty and 
chose its own ruler. The complex events which brought about 
Wen crisis may be briefly summarised. 

Ferdinand, a weak but ambitious and unscrupulous king, 
claimed the thrones of Castile and Leon, left vacant by the 
itraarsg death of Pedro I. of Castile (1369); be based his 
oaf Losaana claim on the fact that his grandmother' Bourke 
1■104a4  belonged to the legitimate line of Castle. When 
the make*/ of the Castilian nobles refused to accept a 
Portuguese sovereign, and welcomed Henry of Trastamara 
(see Spam: History), as Henry IL of Castile, Ferdinand allied 
himself with the Moors and Aregonese; but in 1371 Pope Gregory 
XL intervened, and it was decided that Ferdinand should 
renounce his claim and marry Leonora, the daughter of his 
wecarld rival. Ferdinand, however, preferred his Portuguese 
miens's, Leonora Telles tie Manses, whom be eventually 
...cried. To avenge this slight, Henry of Castile invaded 
Portugal and besieged Lisbon. Ferdinand appealed to John 
of Gaunt, who see claimed the throne of Castile, on behalf of 
bin wife Condemn, daughter of Pedro I. of Castile. An alliance 
between Portugal and England was concluded; and although 
Ferdinand made peace with Castle fa r374. be renewed his 
chins in :311o, after the death of Henry of Castile, and sent Joie 
Fernandes Andelro, count of Queen, to secure English aid. 
In 13111 Richard IL of England despatched a powerful force to 
Lisbon, and betrothed his cousin Prince Edward to Beatrice, only 
child of Ferdinand, who had been recognised as heiress to the 
throne by the costa of Leith' (1376). In 1383, however, 
Ferdinand made peace with John I. of Castile at Savanna, 
deserting his English alike, who retaliated by tangle' part of 
his territory. By the treaty of Salvaterra It was agreed that 
Beatrice should many John I. Six months but Ferdinand 
died, and in accordance with the terms of the treaty Leonora 
became regent until the eldest son of John L and Beatrice should 
be of age. 

Leonora had keg carried on an intrigue with the count of 
Owes, whose Influence was cemented by the leaders of the 
rare aristocracy, while her tyrannical rule elm armed 
AllabOar bitter opposition. The makontents chose D. John, 
11" grand-touter of the knights of Avis and illegitimate 
son of Pedro the Severe, as their leader, organised a revolt 
In Lisboa, and assassinated the count of Ourem within the 
mid palace (Dec. 6, 1383). Leonora red to Santarem and 
summoned aid from Castle, while D. John was proclaimed 
defender of Portugal. In 1384 a Castilian army invaded Lisbon, 
but encountered • heroic remittance, and after (eve months an 
outbreak of plague compelled them to raise the siege. John I. 
of Castle, discovering or alleging that Leonora bad plotted to 
pekoes Wm, impekened her in a convent at Toolaillat, where  

she died in 1386. Before ibis, Nano Alvaro Pereira. coo 
stable of Portugal, had gained his popular title of "The Holy 
Constable " by twice defeating the invaders, at Atoleero and 
Trancoso in the district of Guarda. 

On the 16th of April :38s the cones assembled at Coimbra 
declared the crown of Portugal elective, and at the instance ol 
Joao das Reins, the chancellor, D. John was 
chosen king. No event in the early constitutional 61'4 

 history of Portugal is more important than this 
election, which definitely affirmed the national character of 
the monarchy. The choice of the grand-muter of Avia muted 
the old alliance between the Crown and the military olden; 
his election by the whole cones not only ratified the alliance 
between the Crown and the commons, but also included the 
nobles and the Church. The nation was unanimous. 

Ferdinand had been the last legitimate descendant of Count 
Henry of Burgundy. With John 1. began the rule of a new 
dynasty, the House of Avis. The most urgent yhasl matter which confronted the king—or the group 'away 
of statesmen, led by Job das Regras and the 
" Holy Constable " who inspired his policy—was the menace c4 
Castilian aggression. But on the lob of August 1385 the Per-
tugune army, aided by son English archers, utterly defeated 
the Castilians at Aljubanota. By this victory the Pennine 
showed themselves equal in military power to their strewn 
rivals in the Peninsula. In October the " Holy Constabk " 
won another victory at Valverde; early in 1386 ,,.coo &glib 
soldiers, under John of Gaunt, reinforced the Portuguese; sad 
by the treaty of Windsor (May g, 1386), the alliance Winn 
Portugal and England was confirmed and extended. Amid 
such a combination the Castilians were powerless; a nue 
was arranged in .387 and renewed at intervals until ult. 
when peace was concluded. D. Din* eldest son of Ins 6, 
Castro, claimed the throne and invaded Portugal in uoi. 
but his supporters were easily crushed. The domestic ad 
foreign policy pursued by John I. until his death in 1433 Rif 
be briefly described. At home be endeavoured to Ides 
administration, to encourage agriculture and commerce, ad 
to secure the loyalty of the nobles by grants of land ad 
privileges so extensive that, towards the end of his reign, sum 
nobles who exercised their full feudal rights had become 
almost independent princes. Abroad, he aimed at peace with 
Castile and close friendship with England. In 1387 he bad 
married Philippa of Lancaster, daughter of John of Gaunt; 
Richard IL scot troops to aid in the expulsion of D. Dims; 
Henry IV., Henry V. and Henry VI. of England suction* 
ratified the treaty of Windsor; Henry IV. made his ally a kaida 
of the Garter in wk. The convent of Bank& (rum). fousded 
to commemorate the victory of Aljob•rrota, is architecturally 
a monument of the English influence prevalent at this time 
throughout Portugal 

The codes of Coimbra, the battle of /Ujobarrota and the 
treaty of Windsor mark the three final stages in the consoll. 
dation of the monarchy. A period of expansion oversee hems 
in the same reign, with the capture of Ceuta in MOIOCCO. The 
three eldest sons of King Jobe ano Queen Philippa—Edward. 
Pedro and Henry, afterwards celebrated as Prince Henry the 
Navigator—desired to win knighthood by service against the 
Moon, the historic enemies of their country and creed. In 
est s • Portuguese fine, commanded by the king and the tine 
princes, set mil for Cent... English men-danzos were seat 
by Henry V. to take part in the expedition, which proved soe-
meta The town was captured and garrisoned. and then the 
first Portuguese outpost was established on the Robbed ai 
Africa. 

'3. The Aoki of /Amorists:: t415-1400.—Beforedosasidolt 
is outline the course of the discoveries which were soon to render 
Portugal the foremost colooidng power in Europe it Is mineemn 
to Indicate the malt causes which contributed to that wish 
As the soutb.weeternmost of the free peoples of &stops. the 
Portuguese were the natural inheritors of that work at es-
*ration which had been carried on during the middle era 
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iefiy by the Arabs. They began where the Arabs left off, 

penetrating tar into the Atlantic. The long littoral of their 
entry, with its fine harbours and rivers flowing westward to 
• oceseut, bad been the training-ground of a race of adven. 
sous seamen. It was impossible, moreover, to expand  or 
each new markets erupt by. sea: the interposition of Castile 
sd Aragon, so often hostile, completely prevented any 
darcourse by land between Portugal and other European 
ountries. Consequently the Portuguese merchants sent their 
nods  by  sea to England, Flanders, or the Mune towns. The 
dude history of the nation had also inspired a desire for freib 
zincluesth among its leaders. Portugal had won and now held 
ta independence by the sword. The loos struggle to expel the 
Moors, with the influence of foreign Crusades and the military 
orders, bad given a religious unction to the desire for martial 
fame. Nowhere was the ancient crusading spirit so active a 
political force. To make war upon Islam seemed to the Portu-
guese their natural destiny and their duty as Christians. 

It was the genius of Prince Henry the Navigator (q.v.) that 
co-ordinated and utilized all thee tendencies towards ca-
nine pumice. Prince Henry placed at the disposal of 
Hoary the his captains the vast reources of the Order of 
ft►eeww• Christ, the best information and the meet accurate 
instruments and maps which could be obtained. He 
son& to effect a junction with the half-fabulous Christian 
Empire of " Prater John " by way of the " Western Nile," 
e. the Senegal, and, in alliance with that potentate, to crush 

the Turks and liberate Palestine. The conception of an ocean 
route to India appears to have originated after his death. On 
land he *Pain defeated the Moon, who attempted to retake 
Cella in r.418; but in an expedition to Tangier, undertaken 
in t436 by King Edward (x433-240), the Portuguese army was 
defeated, and could only escape destruction • by surrendering 
as a hostage Prince Ferdinand, the king's youngest heather. 

' Ferdinand, known as " the Constant," from the fortitude with 
which he endured captivity, died unransomed in t443. By 
sea Prince Henry's captains continued their exploration of 

t Africa and the Atlantic. In 2433 Cape Bojador was doubled; in 
& 1434 the first consignment of slaves was brought to Lisbon; and 

slave trading soon became one of the moat profitable branches 
of Portuguese commerce. The Senegal was reached in 2445, 
Cape Verde was passed in the same year. and In 1446 Alvaro 
Fernandes pushed on almost as far as Sierra Leone. This was 
notably the farthest point reached before the Naviptor died 
(r4.6o). Meanwhile colonization progressed in the Asores and 
Madeira, where sugar and wine were produced; above all, the 
gold brought home from Gaines stimulated the commercial 
energy of the Portuguese. It had become dear that, apart 

I from their religious and sdeatific aspects, these voyages of dig-
covey were highly profitable. Under Alphonse V., surnamed 
the African 0443-t480, the Gulf of Guinea was explored as far 
as Cape St Catherine, and three expeditions (2458, 7461, 1472) 
was sent to Morocco; in 1471 Argils (Mk) and Tangier were 
captured from the MOON. Under John II. (1481-1405) the Me-
use( Sio Jorge da Mina, the modern Elmira wan founded 
&pd.." for the protection of the Guinea trade 10 1487-14831 
mew 	Di go Cam (c.a.), or Cho, discovered the Congo in 
A mesrv. t482 and reached Cape Cross in :486; Bartholorneu 
."4'n•  Diaz (q.s.) doubled the Cape of Good Hope In :48, 
this proving that the Indian Ocean was accessible by sea. 
Alter nor the discovery of the West Indies by Columbus ren- 
dered imitable a delimitation of the Spanish and Portuguese 
spiels Ma 	This was accomplished by the treaty 
al Tordeilks (June 7. 1494) WW1 modified the delimitation 
authorised by Pope Alexander VI. in two bulls issued on the 
4th of May, too. The treaty save to Portugal all lands which 
might be discovered east of a straight line drawn from the 
Arnk Pole to the Antarctic, at a distance of 370 leagues west 
of Cape Verde. Spain received the lands discovered west of 
this line. As. however, the known means of measuring Ion- 
ise& were es heract that the line of demarcation could not 
la preeke be determined (me J. de Andrade Conn in Jawed 

dos Selassie, Mothernolicas, 101L 547-576, Lisbon, 480, the 
treaty was subject to very diverse interpretations. On Its 
provisions were based both the Portuguese claim to Brazil and 
the Spanish claim to the Moluccas (see MALAY Aacmaaiaoo: 
History). The treaty was chiefly valuable to the Portuguese 
as a recognition of the prestige they had acquired. That prestige 
was enormously enhanced when, in im-toci, Vasco da Gams 
(fa) completed the voyage to India. 

While the Crown was thus acquiring new possessions, its 
authority in Portugal was temporarily overshadowed by the 
growth of aristocratic privilege. At the cones in. of Evora (1433) Ling Edward had obtained the sessenis 
enactment of a law' declaring that the estates metes 
granted by John L to his adherents could only be Newel. 
inherited by the direct male descendants of the grantees, and 
failing such descendants, should revert to the Crown. After 
the death of Edward further attempts to,curb the power of the 
nobles were made by his brother, D. Pedro, duke of Coimbra, 
who acted as regent during the minority of Alphonse) V. (7438-
1447). The head of the aristocratic opposition was the duke of 
Braganza, who contrived to secure the sympathy of the king 
and the dimming' of the regent. The quarrel led to civil war, 
and in May tuts D. Pedro was defeated and killed. Thence-
foevard the grants made by John L were renewed, and ex-
tended on so lavish a scale that the Brawn& estates alone 
comprised about a third of the whole kingdom. An unwise 
foreign policy simultaneously injured the royal prestige, for 
Alphonse married his own niece, Joanna, daughter of Henry IV. 
of Castiie, and claimed that kingdom in her name. At the 
battle of Toro, in 2476, be was defeated by Ferdinand and 
Isabella, and in 1478 be was compelled to sign the treaty of 
Alcantara, by which Joanna was relegated to a convent. His 
successor, John II. (1481-1495) reverted to the policy of matri-
monial alliances with CM& and friendship with England. 
Finding, as he said, that the liberality of former kings had left 
the Crown " no estates except the high roads of Portugal," 
he determined to crush the feudal nobility and seize its 
territories. A corns held at Evora 0480 empowered 
judges nominated by the Crown to administer justice 
in all feudal domains. The nobles resisted this infringement 
of their rights; but their leader, Ferdinand, duke of Braganca, 
was beheaded for high treason in 1483; in 1484 the king stabbed 
to death his own brother-hi-law, Ferdinand, duke of Vixen; and 
So other members of the aristocracy were afterwards executed. 
Thus John " the Perfect," as he was called, assured the sum-
mary of the Crown. He was succeeded in rue by Emanuel 
(Manuel) L, who was named " the Great " or " the Fortunate," 
because in his reign the sea route to India was discovered and 
a Portuguese Empire founded. 

4. The Portuguese Empire: tepp-istto.--In rem King 
Emanuel assumed the title " Lord of the conquest, navigation 
and commerce of India, Ethiopia, Arabia and Persia," which 
was confirmed by Pope Alexander VL in 1502. It was now 
upon schemes of conquest that the energy of the nation was to 
be concentrated, although the motives which called forth that 
energy were unchanged. " We come to seek Christians and 
spices," said the first of Vasco da Gama's sailors who landed 
in India: and the combination of missionary ardour with 
commercial enterprise which had led to the exploration of the 
Atlantic led also to the establishment of a Portuguese Empire. 
This expansion of national interests proceeded rapidly in almost 
every quarter of the known world. In the North Atlantic 
Gaspar and Miguel Corte-Real penetrated as far as Green-
land (their " Labrador ") in 1500-1501; but these voyages were 
politically and commercially unimportant. Equally barren was 
the intermittent fighting in Morocco, which was regarded as a 
crusade against the Moon. In the South Atlantic, however, 
the African coast was further explored, new settlements were 
founded, and a remarkable development of Portuguese-African 
dvilization took place in the kingdom of Kongo (see AsooLa). 

I Known as the lei eseesd, because it was supposed to fidil the 
atomic. which John I. had in mind when the grams were made. 
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Pedro Alvares Cabral, sailing to India, but steering far westward 
to avoid the winds and currents of the Guinea coast, reached 
Brazil (15oo) and claimed it for his sovereign. Joao da Nova 
discovered Ascension (t5or) and St Helena (t5o2); Tristeo 
da Cunha was the first to sight the archipelago still known by 
his name (r5o6). In East Africa the small Mahommedan 
states along the coast—Sofala, Mozambique, Ram, Brava, 
Mombasa, Malindi—either were destroyed or became subjects 
or allies of Portugal. Pedro de Covilham bad reached Abys-
sinia (q.v.) as early as zmo; in r 52o a Portuguese embassy 
arrived at the court of " Prester John," and in 154/ a military 
force was sent to aid him in repelling a Mahommedan invasion. 
In the Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea, one of Cabral's ships 
discovered Madagascar (r921), which was partly explored by 
Triad° da Cunha (15en); Mauritius was discovered in ten, 
Socotra occupied in r5o6, and in the same year D. Lourenco 
d'Almeida visited Ceylon. In the Red Sea Massawa was the 
most northerly point frequented by the Portuguese until 1541, 
when a fleet under Estevio da Game penetrated as far as Suez. 
Hormuz, in the Persian Gulf, was seized by Alphonse d'Albu-
epergne 050, who also entered into diplomatic relations 
with Persia. On the Asiatic mainland the first trading-stations 
were established by Cabral at Cochin and Callan (rsor); more 
Important, however, were the conquest of Goa 0510 and Ma-
lacca (15i i) by Albuquerque, and the acquisition of Diu (i535) 
by Martin Affonso de Sousa. East of Malacca, Albuquerque 
sent Duarte Fernandes as envoy to Siam Op z), and despatched 
to the Moluccas two expeditions (1512, 1514), which founded 
the Portuguese dominion in the Malay Archipelago (q.v.). 
Fordo Pius de Andrade visited Canton in 1512 and opened up 
trade with China, where in 1552 the Portuguese were permitted 
to occupy Macao. Japan, accidentally discovered by three 
Portuguese traders in 1542, soon attracted large numbers of 
merchants and missionaries (see JAPAN, 4 viii.). In 1522 one of 
the ships of Ferdinand Magellan (q.e.)—a Portuguese sailor, 
though in the Spanish service—completed the first voyage 
round the world. 

Up to isos the Portuguese voyages to the East were little 
more than trading ventures or plundering raids, although a 
Atonkke few " factories " for the exchange of goods were 

AlIkr founded in Malabar. In theory, the objects of 
King Emanuel's policy were the establishment of 

friendly commercial relations with the Hindus (who were at 
first mistaken for Christians " not yet confirmed in the faith," 
as the king wrote to Alexander VI.) and the prosecution of a cru-
sade against Islam. But Hindu and Mahommedan interests were 
found to be so closely interwoven that this policy became imprac-
ticable, and it was superseded when D. Francisco d'Almeida 
(q.v.) went to India as first Portuguese viceroy in isos. Almeida 
sought to subordinate all else to sea power and commerce, 
to concentrate the whole naval and military force of the 
kingdom on the maintenance of maritime ascendancy; to annex 
no territory, to avoid risking troops ashore, and to leave the 
defence of such factories as might be necessary to friendly native 
powers, which would receive in return the support of the Portu-
guese fleet. Almeida's statesmanship was to a great extent 
sound. The Portuguese could never penetrate far inland; 
throughout the 16th century their settlements were confined 
to the coasts of Asia, Africa or America, and the area they were 
able effectively to occupy was far less than the area of their 
empire in the moth century. A Chinese critic, quoted by Feria 
y Sousa, said of them that they were like fishes, " remove them 
from the water and they straightway die." It is thus absurd 
to speak of a " Portuguese conquest of India "; in a land 
campaign they would have been outnumbered and destroyed 
by the armies of any one of the greater Indian states. But 
their artillery and superior maritime science made them almost 
invulnerable at sca, and their principal military achievements 
consisted in the capture or defence of positions accessible from 
the sea, e jr. the defence of Cochin by Duarte Pacheco Pereira 
in t Mc, the defence of Diu (q s) in 1538 and 1546. 

Alphonse d'Albuqueruse (g a), who succeeded Almeida is 

15m, found it necessary to modify the policy formulated by 
his predecessor. Command of the sea could not be maintained 
—least of all in the monsoon months—while the Portuguese 
fleets were based on Lisbon, which could only be reached alter a 
six months' voyage; and experience had proved that almost 
every Portuguese factory required a fortress for its deface 
when the fleets were absent. Portugal, like every great maritime 
trading community from Carthage to Venice, discovered that 
the ideal of " sea power and commerce " led directly to empire. 
In tyro Albuquerque seized Goa, primarily as a naval bank 
and in so doing recognized the fact that his country was eons-
mined to a policy of territorial aggrandisement. Other sea-
ports and islands were conquered or colonised in rapid succession, 
and by ism Portugal had acquired • line of scattered maritime 
possessions extending along the coasts of Brazil, East and West 
Africa, Malabar, Ceylon, Persia, Indo-China and the Malay 
Archipelago. The most important settlements in the East were 
Goa, Malacca and Hormuz. 

To a superficial observer the prosperity of Portugal might 
well seem to have culminated during this period of ezpandoo. 
Vast profits were derived from the import trade in the Witmer-
able products of the tropics, of which Portugal was the sole 
purveyor in Europe. This influx of wealth furnished the 
economic basis for a sudden development of literary and artistic 
activity, inspired by contrast with the new world of the tropic'. 
The 16th century was the golden age of Portuguese literature; 
humanists, such as Damilo de Goes (q.v.), and scientists. such 
as the astronomer Pedro Nunes (Nonius), played conspicuous 
parts in the great intellectual movements of the time; a dis-
tinctive school of painters arose, chief among them being the 
so-called " Grail Vasco " (Vasco Fernandes of Vizeu); is 
architecture the name of King Emanuel was given to a new 
and composite style (the Manoeline or filanoellisa), in which 
decorative forms from India and Africa were harmonized with 
Gothic and Renaissance designs; palaces, fortresses, cathedrals, 
monasteries, were built on a scale never before attempted in 
Portugal; and even in the minor arts and handicrafts—in gold-
smith's work, for example, or in pottery—the influence of the 
East made itself felt. Oriental splendour and Renaisaance 
culture combined to render social life in Lisbon hardly les 
brilliant than in Rome or Venice. 

In order to understand the apparently sudden mamas of 
Portuguese power in 1528-r58o it is necessary to owning 
certain facts and tendencies which from the first rendered a 
catastrophe inevitable. Chief among these were the extant of 
the empire and its organisation, the financial and commercial 
policy of its rulers, the hostility, often wantonly provoked. 
of the chief Oriental states, the depopulation of Portugal and 
the slave trade, the expulsion of the Jews, the growth of 
ecclesiastical influence in secular affairs, and the decadence 
of the monarchy. - 

It is necessary to exclude Brazil from any surrey of the Portu-
guese imperial system, became the colonization of Brasil (ee) 
was effected on distinctive lines. Otherwise the eseterne 
whole empire was governed on • more or less uniform Ormeem 
system, although it Included communities of the most •••• 
diverse nature—protectorates such as Hormuz and Ternate in the 
Moluccas, colonies such as Goa and Madeira, captaincies under 
military rule such as Malacca, tributary states suds as Uwe 
fortified factories as at Colombo and Cochin. West of the Cape 
the settlements in Africa and the Atlantic were governed, as • 
rule, by officials directly nominated by the king. Fast of the 
Cape the royal power was delegated to a viceroy or governor—
the distinction was purely titular—whose legislative and mice-
tive authority was almost unlimited during his term of office 
The viceroyalty was created in t5o5, and from 25u the Inds. 
capital was Goa. Between seas and 1580 only four holden 
of the office—Almeida (1505-i soo). Albuquerque (1504-1 51 8)' 
D. Vasco da Guns (1524) and D. Job de Castro (s ste-thelli -
were men of marked ability and high character All officials. 
Including the viceroy and naval and military cams, were madly 
appointed for no mom than three yeses. Although few large 
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,lorries were paid, the perquisites attached to official positions 
ere enormous; at the beginning of the 17th century, for example, 
2e captain of Malacca received not quite boo yearly as his 
ay, but his annual profits from other sources were estimated at 
20,000. Even judges were expected to live on their perquisites, 
a the shape of bribes. The competition for appointments was 
,aturally very keen; Couto mentions the case of one grantee 
who received the reversion of a post to which ys applicants had 

prior claim' Such reversions corild be sold, bequeathed, or 
.ncluded In the dowries of married women; the right of trading 
with China might be part of the endowment of a school; a 
monastery or a hospital might purchase the command of a 
fortress. In 1558 the viceroy, D. Garcia de Noronha, publicly 
sold by auction every vacant appointment in Portuguese India—
an example followed in 1614 by the king. Hardly less disas-
trous than the system by which officials were chosen and paid 
was the influence exercised by the Church. Simile Botelho, an 
able revenue officer, was denied absolution in 1543 because be 
had reorganized the Malacca customs-house without previously 
consulting the Dominicans in that city. In 156o a supposed 
tooth of Buddha was brought to Goa; the raja of Pegu offered 
lioo,000 for the relic, and as Portuguese India was virtually 
bankrupt the government wished to accept the offer; but the 
archbishop intervened and the relic was destroyed. 

The empire in the East was rarely solvent. Almeida and 
Albuquerque had hoped to meet the expense of administration 

mainly out of the fees extorted for safe-conducts Pewee. at sea and trading-licences, with the tribute wrung 
from native states and the revenue from Crown lands in India. 
But the growth of expenditure—chiefly of an unrernunemtive 
kind, such as the cost of war and missions—soon rendered these 
resources inadequate; and after 15:5 the empire became ever 
more dependent on the spoils of hostile states and on subsidies 
from the royal treasury in Lisbon. Systematic debasement of 
the coinage was practised both in India, where the monetary 
system was extremely complex,* and in Portugal; and owing 
to the builionist policy adopted by Portuguese financiers little 
permanent benefit accrued to the mother country from its im-
mense trade. Seeking for commercial profit, not in the exchange 
of commodities, but solely in the acquisition of actual gold and 
silver, and realizing that the home market could not absorb a 
tithe of the merchandise imported, the Lisbon capitalists sent 
their ships to discharge in Antwerp (where a Portuguese staple 
was established in 1503), or in some other port near the central 
markets of Europe. The raw materials purchased by Flemish. 
German or English traders were used in the establishment of 
productive industries, while Portugal received a vast influx of 
bullion, most of which was squandered on war, luxuries or 
the Church. 

In theory the most lucrative branches of commerce, such 
an the pepper trade, were monopolies vested in the Crown; 
asset el the chartered companies and associations of merchant 
Paw• adventurers, which afterwards becante the pioneers 
of British and Dutch colonial development, had no counterpart 
in Portuguese history, except in the few eases In which trading 
concessions were granted to military or monastic orders. Bat 
the Crown frequently farmed out its monopolies to individual 
merchants, or granted trading-licences by way of pension or 
reward. These were often of great value; e.g. in t6t 2 the right 
of sending a merchant ship to China was valued at im000. 
Great loss was necessarily inflicted on native traders by the 
monopolist system, which pressed most hardly on the Mahom-
ruder*, who had been the chief carrier, in Indian waters. Two 
mot powers, Egypt and Turkey, challenged the naval and 
commercial supremacy of the •.Portuguese, but an Egyptian 
armada was destroyed by Almeida in t soo, and though Ottoman 
%OA were 00 several occasions (as in t 5:7 and ist t) despatched 
'con Suez or Basra, they failed to achieve any success, and the 
Portuguese were able to close the two principal trade routes 

' Nadu. XII. i. to 
' Sri R. S. Whiteway, Rise 4 the Portuguese Power. &c. (London, 

1491). pp. 57-7s. 
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between India and Europe. One of these trade routes passed 
up the'Persian Gulf to Basra, and thence overland to Tripoli. 
for Mediterranean ports, and to Trebizond, for Constantinople. 
The other passed up the Red Sea to Sues, and thence to 
Alexandria, for Venice, Genoa and Ragusa. But by occupying 
Hormuz the Portuguese gained command of the Gulf route; 
and though they thrice failed to capture Aden (t515. 1 5 1 7, 
1E547), and so entirely to close the Red Sea, they almost destroyed 
the traffic between India and Sues by occupying Socotra and 
sending fleets to cruise in the Strait of Bab el-Mandeb. In 
Malacca they possessed the connecting link between the trade-
routes of the Far and Middle East, and thus they controlled 
the three sea-gates of the Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea—the 
Straits of Hormuz, Bab el-Mandeb and Malacca--and diverted 
the maritime trade with Europe to the Cape route. 

During the critical period in which their empire was being 
established (c, 1505-155o) the Portuguese were fortunate in 
escaping conflict with any Oriental power of the first Reek.. 
rank except Egypt and Turkey; for the Bahmani was 
sultanate of the Deccan had been already disinte- caresser 
grated before 0498, and the Mughals and Mahrattas 1"1" 
were still fax off. A coalition of the minor Mahommedan states 
was prevented by the great Hindu kingdom of Vijayanagar, which 
comprised the southern half of the Indian Peninsula. Vijaya-
nagar gave the militant Mahommedanhm of Northern India no 
opportunity for a combined attack on the Portuguese settle-
ments. After :565, when the power of Vijayanagar was broken 
at the battle of Talikot, a Mussuhtuut coalition was at last 
formed, and the Portuguese were confronted by a line of hostile 
states stretching from Gujarat to Adds; but by this time they 
were strong enough to hold their own. It is characteristic of 
their native policy that they had not only refrained from aiding 
Vijayanagar in 1565, but had even been willing to despoil their . 
Hindu allies. In r543 Martini Affonso de Sousa, governor of 
India, organized an expedition to sack the Hindu tempi"' at 
Conjeveram in Vljayanagar itself, and similar incidents are 
common in hide-Portuguese history. Albuquerque was almost 
the only Portuguese statesman who strove to deal justly with 
both Hindus and Mahommedans, to respect native customs, and 
to establish friendly relations with the great powers of the East. 
Apart from the rigorous restrictions imposed by his successors 
upon trade, the sympathies of the natives were estranged by the 
harshness and venality of Portuguese administration, by such 
barbarities as the wholesale mutilation of non-combatants in 
wartime, and by religious persecution. After the arrival of the 
Franciscan missionaries, in 1507, Goa gradually became the 
headquarters of an immense proselytizing organization, which 
by t561 had extended to East Africa, China, Japan and the 
Malay Archipelago (see Goa: Scrksiartical Wary). Wherever 
the Portuguese were supreme they endeavoured to obtain con-
verts by force. The widespread resentment thus aroused was a 
frequent aniseed insurrection, and between 195 and tsgo not a 
single year passed without war between the Portuguese and at 
least one African or Asiatic people. 

Centuries of fighting against the Moors and Castilians had 
already left Portugal thinly populated; large tracts of land 
were uncultivated, especially in Alemtejo, and wolves sesarer 
were still common throughout the kingdom. It was 1. 1" 

impossible, from the first, to garrison the empiee• with trained 
men. As early as 1505 one of Almeida's ships contained a crew 
of rustics unable to distinguish between port and starboard; 
soon afterwards it became necessary to recruit convicts end 
slaves, and in 1538 a royal pardon was granted to all prisoners 
who would serve In India, except criminals under sentence he 
treason and canonical offences. Linschoten estimates that of ell 
those who went to the East not one in ten returned. The heaviest 
losses were due to war, shipwreck and tropical diseases, but lance 
numbers of the underpaid or unpaid sobers deserted to the 
armies of native states. It is impossible to give more than 
approximately accurate statistics of the resultant deP0Pulatia) 

 of Pawed:  but is seems probable that the inhabitants of the 
kingdom decreased from about 7,11aso00e er saaammo in r sato 
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about t„o8o,omi in 1106. The promos of decay was hastened 
by frequent outbreaks of plague, sometimes followed by famine; 
a contemporary manuscript estimates that no fewer than Soo 
persons died daily in Lisbon alone during July, August and 
September 1569, and in some other years the joint effects of 
plague and famine were little less disastrous. 

While the country was being drained of its best citizens, 
hordes of slaves were imported to 611 the vacancies, especially 

into the southern provinces.' Manual labour was 
TIO Slow v.*. 	thus discredited; the peasants sold tbeir.farms and 

emigrated or flocked to the towns; and small hold-
ings were merged into vast estates, unscientifically cultivated 
by slaves and comparable with the lafifundia which caused so 
many agrarian evils during the last two centuries of the Roman 
republic. The decadence of agriculture partly explains the 
prevalence of famine at a time when Portuguese maritime 
commerce was most prosperous. The Portuguese intermarried 
freely with their slaves, and this infusion of alien blood profoundly 
modified the character and physique of the nation. It may be 
said without exaggeration that the Portuguese of the " age of 
discoveries " and the Portuguese of the t 7th and later centuries 
were two different races. Albuquerque, foreseeing the dangers 
that would arise from a shortage of population in his colonies, 
had encouraged his soldiers to marry captive Brahman and 
Mahommedan women, and to settle in India as farmers, shop-
keepers or artisans. Under hi; rule the experiment was fairly 
successful, but the married colonists afterwards became a privi-
leged caste, subsisting upon the labour of their slaves, and often 
disloyal to their rulers. Intermarriage led to the adoption, even 
by the rich, and especially by women (see Goa), of Asiatic dress, 
manners and modes of thought. Thus in the East, as in Europe, 
slavery reacted upon every class of the Portuguese. 

The banishment, or forcible conversion, of the Jews deprived 
Portugal of its middle class and of its most scientific traders and 

financiers. Though the Jews had always been 
woes./ compelled to reside in separate quarters called 
the kw ' !Wales, or Jewries, they had been protected by 
the earlier Portuguese kings. Before 1223 their mutts had 
received autonomy in civil and criminal jurisdiction; their chief 
rabbi was appointed by the king and entitled to use the royal 
arms on his seal. Alphonso V. even permitted his Jewish subjects 
to live outside the Juderfas, relieved them from the obligation 
to wear a distinctive costume (enforced in 1325), and nominated 
a Jew, Isaac Abraham" (g.v.), as his minister of finance. In 
culture the Portuguese Jews surpassed their rulers. Many of 
them were well versed in Aristotelian and Arabic philosophy, in 
astroaomy, mathematics, and especially in medicine. Three 
Hebrew printing-presses were established between 1487 and 1495; 
both John LI. and Emanuel L employed Jewish physicians; it 
was a Jew—Abraham Zacuto ben Samuel—who supplied Vasco 
da Gams with nautical instruments; and Jews were employed 
in the overland journeys by which the Portuguese court first 
endeavoured to obtain information on Far Eastern affairs. 
The Jews paid taxes on practically every business transaction, 
besides a special poll-tax of 3o dittkeiros in memory of the 3o 
pieces of silver paid to Judas Iscariot; and for this reason they 
were protected by the Crown. For centuries they were also 
tolerated by the commons; but the other orders—ecclesiastics 
and nobles—resented their religious exclusiveness or envied their 
wealth, and gradually fostered the growth of popular prejudice 
against them. In as the Lisbon Juderfas were stormed and 
sacked, and between 1450 and 145 the cones four times 
petitioned the Crown to enforce the anti-Jewish provisions of 
the canon law. John II. gave asylum to 9o,00o Jewish refugees 
hem Castile, in return for a heavy poll-tax and on condition 
that they should leave the country within eight months, in ships 
furnished by himself. These ships were not provided in time, 
and the Jews who were thus unable to depart were enslaved, 

In the north, which bad been relatively immune from wen 
uticulture was mom prosperous and the peasants  more tenacious 
ef their laud; Mace the continuance of perm 
and the rarity of African types between the 	re and tierlIstalit 

while their children were deported to the island of St Thomas, 
and there left to survive as best they might. In t 496 Emanuel I. 
desired to wed Isabella, daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella. but 
found that he was first required to purify his kingdom of the 
Jews, who were accordingly commanded to leave Portugal before 
the end of October 1497. But in order to avoid the economic 
dangers threatened by such an exodus, every Jew and Jewess 
between the ages of 4 and 24 was seized and forcibly baptized 
(19th March): " Christians " were not required to emigrate. 
In October 20,000 adults were treated in the same way. These 
" New Christians " or " Maranon," as they were called. were 
forbidden to leave the country between t498 and 1507. In 
April 15o6 most of those who resided in Lisbon were masoacred 
during a riot, but throughout the rest of Emanuel's reign they 
were immune from violence, and were again permitted to 
emigrate—an opportunity of which the majority took advantage. 
Large numbers settled in Holland, where their commercial talent 
afterwards greatly assisted the Dutch in their rivalry with the 
Portuguese. 

The Reformation never reached Portugal, but even here the 
critical tendencies which elsewhere preceded Reform, were 
already at work. Their origin is to be sought not re„, 
SO much in the Revival of Learning as in the fact that broadest 
the Portuguese had learned, on their voyages of mod' 
discovery, to sec and think for themselves. The kaales.  
true scientific spirit may be traced throughout the Realms of 
D. Joao de Castro (q.v.) and the Colloquia of Garcia de Orta-
men who deserted books for experiment and manifested a new 
interest in the physical world. But orthodox churchmen feared 
that even in Portugal this appeal from authority to experience 
would lead to an attack upon religious doctrines previously 
regarded as beyond criticism. To check this dangerous move-
ment of ideas, they demanded the introduction of the Inquisitioa 
into Portugal. The agents of the " New Christians " in Rome 
long contrived, by lavish bribery and with the support of many 
enlightened Portuguese, to delay the preliminary negotiations; 
but In 1536 the Holy Office was established in Lisbon, where the 
first auto-do-ft was held in 1540, and in 1562 its operations were 
extended to India. It seems probable that the influence of the 
tribunal upon Portuguese life and thought has been exaggerated-
Aulos-da-fe were rare events; their victims wore not as a rule 
serious thinkers, but persons accused of sorcery or Judaising, 
nor were they more numerous than the victims of the English 
laws relating to witchcraft and heresy. But the worst ekes 
of the Inquisition were the widespread system of deletion it 
encouraged by paying informers out of the property of the con-
demned, and its action as a trading and landholding association. 
Quite as serious, in their effects upon national life, were the 
severe censorship to which all printed matter was liable before 
publication and the control of education by the Jesuits. Poetry 
and imaginative literature usually escaped censure; but histories 
were mutilated and all original scientific and philosophical work 
was banned. Portuguese education centred in the national 
university of Coimbra, which had long shown itself ready to 
assimilate new ideas; between 1537 and 1547 John III. persuaded 
many eminent foreign teachers—among them the Scottish 
humanist George Buchanan (q.e.) and the French mathematician 
the Vinet—to lecture in its schools. But the discipline of the 
university needed reform, and the task was entrusted to the 
Jesuits. By 1555 they had secured control over Coimbra--a 
control which lasted for two centuries and extended to the whole 
educational system of the country. The effects of this churl 
upon the national character were serious and permuted. 
Portugal sank back into the middle ages. The old initiative 
and self-reliance of the cat lion, already shaken by yearsof disaster. 
were now completely undermined, and the people submitted 
without show of resistance to a theocracy disguised as abeelum 
monarchy. 

Emanuel I. had been a fearless despot, such as Pont. ) 
 needed if its scattered dependencies were to remain subject to 

the central government. During his reign (1493-1521) de 
Church was never permitted to encroach upon the mysl 
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eengative. Be even sent ambassadors to Rome to protest against 
clesiastical corruption, as well as to checkmate the Venetian 
eadrraw  diplomatists who threatened Europe with Ottoman 
lb• vengeance if the Portuguese commercial monopoly 
"arc"- were not relaxed. The Oriental magnificence of these 

notably that of x514, and the fact that a king of 
ortugal dazed openly to criticise the morals of the Vatican, 
ern pora rily enhanced the prestige of the monarchy. But 
:manual I. was the last great killed the Avis dynasty. He had 
•urroued the traditional policy of intermarriage with the royal 
amines of Castile and Aragon, hoping to weld together the 
ipaniab and Portuguese dominions into a single wodd-wide 

" Sebastlaniern " became a religion; Its votaries were numbered 
by thousands, and four impostors arose in succession, each 
claiming to be the ref esesberto, or " hidden king," whose advent 
was so ardently desired (see SEBASTIAN). 

There was no surviving prince of the Avis dynasty except the 
aged, feeble and almost insane Cardinal Prince Henry, who, as a 
younger sop of Emanuel I., now became king. Henry died on 
the 31st of January 1580, and the throne was thus left vacant. 
There were five principal claimants—Philip II. of Spain; Phut-
ben, duke of Savoy; Antonio, prior of Crato; Catherine, duchess 
of Braganca; and Bunted% duke of Parma—whose relationship 
to Emanuel I. is shown in the following table:— 
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empire ruled by the house of A viz. His ambition narrowly 
misscd fulfilment, for Prince Miguel, his eldest son, was recognised 
(14 9g) as heir to the Spanish thrones. But Miguel died in infancy, 
and his inheritance passed to the Habsburgs. Frequent inter-
marriage, often so far within the prohibited degas as to require 
a papal di.pensation, may possibly explain the weakened vitality 
of the Portuguese royal family, which was now subject to epilepsy, 
Insanity and premature decay. The decadence of the monarchy 
as a national institution was reflected in the decadence of the 
codes, which was rarely summoned between 1521 and :580. 
John III. (1521-1557) was a ruler of fair ability, who became In 
his later years wholly subservient to his ecclesiastical advisers. 
Ile was succeeded by his grandson Sebastian (1557-1578), aged 
three years. Until the king came of age (1568), his grandmother, 
Queen Catherine, a fanatical daughter of Isabella the Catholic, and 
his great-uncle, Prince Henry, cardinal and inquisitor-general, 
governed as joint regents. Both were dominated by their Jesuit 
confessors, and a Jesuit, D. Luis Gonsalves der Camara, became 
the tutor and, after :568, the principal adviser of Sebastian. 

The king was a strong-willed and weak-minded ascetic, who 
entrusted his empire to the Jesuits, refused to marry, although 
no the dynasty was threatened with extinction, and 
&weer ol spent years in preparing for a crusade against the 
Antaar. Moors. The wisest act of John III. had been his 
withdrawal of all the Portuguese garrisons in Morocco except 
those at Ceuta, Artily and Tangier. Sebastian, reversed this 
policy. His fist expedition to Africa (1574) was a mere recon-
naissance, but four years later a favourable opportunity for 
invasion arrived. A dethroned sultan of Morocco, named 
Mulai Ahmed (liabonamed XI.), offered to acknowledge Pomo. 
gut= suzerainty if he were restored to the throne by Portuguese 
arms, and Sebastian eagerly accepted these terms. The flower 
of his army was in Asia and his treasury was empty; but he 
contrived to extort funds from the " New Christians," and col-
lected a force of some 18,000 men, chiefly untrained lads, worn-
out veterans, and foreign free-lances. At Argils, where he landed, 
he was joined by Muhl Ahmed, who could only muster Soo 
soldiers. Thence Sebastian sought to proceed overland to the 
seaport of El Amish, despite the advice of his ally and of others 
who knor the country. After a long desert march under an 
August sun, he took up an indefensible position in a valley near 
Al Kau al labir (q.v.). On the morrow (Aug. 4, is78) they 
were surrounded by the superior forces of Abd el Malek, the 
reigning suhan, and after a brave resistance Sebastian was killed 
and his army almost annihilated. So overwhelming was the 
(Lista that the Portuguese people refused to believe the truth. 
It was rumoured that Sebastian still lived, and would sooner or 
later return and restore the Peat (MUNN of his country. 

Tentative and hardly serious claims were also put forward by 
Pope Gregory XIII., as ex efseio heir-general to a cardinal, and by 
Catherine de' Media, as a descendant of Alphonse III. and 
Matilda of Boulogne. 

s. The " Sixty Yams' Captitily": rs82-264o.—The university 
of Coimbra declared in favour of Catherine, duchess of &Wass, 
but the prior of Crate was the only rival who offered any serious 
resistance to Philip IL D. Antonio peoclehned himself king and 
occupied Lisbon. The advocates of union with Spain, however, 
were numerous, influential, and ably led by their epolun ►ea in the 
cones, Christovio de Moura and Antonio Finis**, bishop of 
Leiria. The duke of Braganca was won over to their aide, chiefly 
by the promise that be should be king of Bradt if Philip IL 
became king of Portugal—a promise never fulfilled. Above all, 
the Church, including the Society of Jew, naturally favoured 
the Habsburg claimant, who represented its two imam* 
champions, Spain and Austria. In soli a Spanish army, led 
by the duke of Alva, entered Portliest and easily debated the 
levies of D. Antonio at Akamsra. The prior escaped to Paris 
and appealed to France and England for embalms. In sells a 
French fleet attempted to Mee the Asarco in his Interest, but 
was defeated. In z 589 an English Beet was sent to aid the prier 
is a  projected invasion of Portugal, but owing to a quarrel 
between Its commanders, Sir Francis Drake and Sir Jobs Noels, 
the expedition was abandoned. D. Antonio returned to Paris, 
where he died In Am. 

Meanwhile the victory of Umbra left Mite U. supreme 
in Portugal, where he was mos afterwards crowned king. His 
constitutional paid= was defined at the Cartes of Thome 
(1581). Portugal was not to be spprded as a commend or 
annexed province, but se a separate, kingdom, Pined to Spin 
solely by a personal union similar to the union between Castile 
and Aragon wader Ferdinand ad Isabella. At Thomar 
IL promised to maintain the fights and liberties conceded by his 
predecessors on the Portuguese Orono, to summon the Cortes at 
frequent intervals, and to create a Portuguese privy council 
which should accompany the king everywhere and be consulted 
on all matters affecting Portuguese interims. Brad and the 
settlements in Africa and Asia -were still to belong to Portugal, 
not to Spain, cad wither in Portugal nor in its minks was any 
alien to be given lands, public office, or jurisdiction. On these 
terms the political union of the Ibeden Peedesula was accom-
plished. It was the Anal stage in a proems of accretion dating 
hack to the *hobo of the Childers reemermem in the /kb 
century. Asturias had be united with Lenn•Leon with Castle, 
Castile with Aragon. All them precedente seemed to indicate 
that Spain and Portepd would ultimately bens one state; and 
despite the strong nationalism which their sweat, language and 
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history had Implied among the Portuguese, the union of 1581 
might have endured if the terms of the Thomar compact had 
been observed. But few of the promises made in 1581 were 
kept by the three Spanish kings who ruled over Portugal—
Philip IL (1581-1598), Philip III. (1598-1621) and Philip IV. 
(Mat-04o)." The cones was only once summoned (1619), 
and the government of Portugal was entrusted by Philip III. 
chiefly to Francis duke of Lerma, by Philip IV. chiefly toOliverm 
(q.v.). The kingdom and its dependencies were also involved in 
the naval disasters which overtook Spain. Faro in Algarve was 
sacked in 1595  by the English, who ravaged the Azores in 1596. 
and in many parts of the world English, French and Dutch 
combined to harass Portuguese trade and seize Portuguese 
possessions. (See especially BRAZIL; INDIA; MALAY ARCM-
PZIAGO.) Union with Spain had exposed Portugal to the 
hostility of the strongest naval powers of western Europe, 
and had deprived it of the power to conclude an independent 
peace. 

Insurrections in Lisbon (1634) and Evora (1637) bore witness 
to the general discontent, but until Ago the Spanish ascendancy 
Tape was never seriously endangered. In 1640 war with 
sesess France and a revolution in Catalonia had taxed the 
.4144.• military resources of Spain to the utmost. The 
royal authority in Portugal was delegated to Margaret of Savoy, 
duchess of Mantua, whose train of Spanish and Italian courtiers 
aroused the jealousy of the Portuguese nobles, while the harsh 
rule of her secretary of state, Miguel de Vasconcellos de Brito, 
provoked the resentment of all classes. Even the Jesuits, whose 
influence in Portugal had steadily increased since eSSS,  were 
now prepared to act in the interests of Cardinal Richelieu, and 
therefore against Philip IV. A leader was found in John, 8th duke 
of Braganza, who es a grandson of the duchess Catherine was 
descended horn Emanuel I. The duke, however, was naturally 
indolent, and it was with difficulty that his ambitious and energetic 
Castilian wife, D. Luiza de Guzman, obtained his assent to the 
proposed revolution. He refused to take any active part in it; 
but D. Luis and her confidential adviser, Joie Pinto Ribeiro, 
recruited a powerful band of conspirators among the disaffected 
nobles. Their plans were carefully elaborated, and on the rat of 
December 564o various strategic points were seized, the few 
partisans of Spain who attempted resistance were overpowered, 
sad a provisional government was formed under I). Rodrigo da 
Cunha, archbishop of Lisbon, who was appointed lieutenant-
general of Portugal 

6. Tke Restoration: 164e-s755.—On the 13th of December 
stSea the duke of Braga= was crowned as John IV., and on the 
19th of January 1641 the cones formally accepted him as king. 
The whole country bad already declared in his favour and expelled 
the Spanish garrisons, en example followed by all the Portuguese 
dependencies. Thus the " Slaty Years' Captivity " came to an 
end and the throne passed to the house of Braganza. But the 
Portuguese were well aware that they could hardly maintain 
their independence without foreign assistance, and ambassadors 
were at cape sent to Great Britain, the Netherlands and France. 
The struggle between the Crown and the parliament prevented 
Charles L from offering aid, but he immediately recognized 
Jolla IV. as king. Richelieu and the states-general of the Nether-
lands despatched fleets to the Tagus; but commercial rivalry 
in Brasil and the East led soon afterwards to a colonist war 
with the Dutch, and Portugal was left without any ally except 
Franca 

The Portuguese armies were at first successful. D. Mathew 
d'Albuquerque defeated the Spaniards under the baron of 
*Ws*. MAWS at Montle, (May 26, 1644), and through- 
&sea. 	out the reign of John IV. (1640-1656) they suffered 
1.6"6158. so serious reverse. But meat anxiety was caused 
by a plot to restore Spanish rule, in which the duke of Carnieha 
and the archbishop of Braga were implicated; and especially 
by the action of Weide, who had assumed control of French 
foreign policy in 1643. At the congress of Munster (tees) he 
refused to make the independence of Portugal a condition of 

Philip I., II. and III. of Pomp!.  

peace between France and Spain; and In a fetter dated the 
4th of October 1647 he even offered the Portuguese Crown 
to the duke of Longueville—an offer which illustrates tau 
weakness of John IV. and the dependence of Portugal upon 
France. 

John IV. was succeeded by his second son, Alpheus) VI. 
(1656-1683), who was then aged thirteen. During the king's 
minority the queen-mother, D. Luiza, acted as regent. She 
prosecuted the war with vigour, and on the 14th of January 11659 
a Portuguese army commanded by D. Antonio Luiz de Menem*, 
count of Cantanhede, defeated the Spaniards under D. Luis de 
Ham at Elves. In March 1659, however, the war between 
France and Spain was ended by the treaty of the Pyrenees; and 
D. Luiz de Hare, acting as the Spanish plenipotentiary, obtained 
the inclusion in the treaty of a secret article by which France 
undertook to give no further aid to Portugal. Neither Louis 
XIV. nor Mazarin desired the aggrandisement of Spain at the 
expense of their own ally; they therefore evaded the secret article 
by sending Marshal Schomberg to reorganize the Portuguese 
army (166o), and by helping forward a marriage between 
Charles IL of England and Catherine of Braganza, the sister 
of Alphonse VL This project had been already mooted by 
D. Luiza, who had foreseen the restoration of the Stuart 
monarchy, and had in vise welcomed the exiled princes 
Rupert and Maurice at the court of John IV. The dowry to 
be paid by Portugal was fixed at isoo,000 and the cession to 
Great Britain of Bombay and Tangier. In May zeds the 
marriage was celebrated, and thus Great Britain took the 
place of France as the active ally of Portugal. 

Meanwhile, on the moth of June 1662, the regency had been 
terminated by a palace revolution. Alphonse VI. declared 
himself of age and seized the royal authority; D. ska.a.,7 
Luiza retired to a convent. The king was feeble sat I Cutals 
and vicious, but had wit enough to leave the Mani'''. 
conduct of affairs to stronger hands. D. Luiz de Sousa e 
Vasconcellos, count of Castello Melhor, directed the policy of the 
nation while Schomberg took charge of its defence. The army, 
reinforced by British troops under the earl of Inchiquin and by 
French and German volunteers or mercenaries, was led in the 
field by Portuguese generals, who successfully carried out the 
plans of Schomberg. On the 8th of June 1663 the count of 
Villa for utterly defeated D. John of Austria, and retook Evora, 
which had been captured by the invaders; on the 7th of July 
1664 Pedro de Magalhics defeated the duke of Osuna Ciudad 
Rodrigo; on the 17th of June 1665 the marquess of Manatee 
destroyed a Spanish army led by the marquess of Carrsueta at 
the battle of Mentes Clams, and ChrhtovIto de Brito Pereira 
followed up this victory with another at Villa Vicosa. The 
Spaniards failed to gain any compensating advantage, and on 
the 13th of February 1668 peace was concluded at Lisbon, Spain 
at last consenting to recognize the independence of the Portuguese 
kingdom. 

The signature of the treaty of Lisbon had been preceded by 
another palace revolution. Castello Melhor, hoping to secure 
further French support for his country, had arranged a marriage 
between Alphonse VI. and Marie Francoise Elisabeth, daughter°, 

 Charles Amadeus of Nemours, and grand-daughter of Henry IV. 
of France. The marriage, celebrated in t666, caused the down-
fall both of Castello Melhor and of the king. Queen Marie 
detested Alphorno and fell in love with his brother I). Pedro; 
and after four months of a hated union she left the palace and 
applied to the chapter of Lisbon cathedral to annul her marriage 
on the ground of non-consummation. D. Pedro imprisoned 
the king and assumed the regency; on the sat of January red 
his authority was recognized by the cortes; on the rath of March 
the annulment of the queen's marriage was pronounced and 
confirmed by the pope; on the 2nd of April she married the 
regent. Castello Mettler was permitted to escape to France, whit 
Alphonse VI. was banished to Terceira in the Awes. A 
conspiracy to restore him to the throne was discovered in 167h 
and he was removed to Cintrs, where he died in ree5. 
p, Pedro IL, who , had acted as regent for fifteen years, DOW 
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terse king. His reign (26113-zyt6) is a period of supreme 
or Lance in the economic and constitutional history of Poe- 

tugaL The goldfields of Minas Germs in Brazil, corer. . 
s be, 	chscovered about thes, brought a vast revalue in 
Mr AP royalties to the Crown, which was thus enabled to 
us. govern without summoning the cortes to vote supply. 
1697 the cones met for the last time before the era of con-
uticsaal government. Even more important was the change 

teal when the Whig ministry of Great Britain sent John 
ethuen to Lisbon to negotiate a commercial agreement. The 
ethuen Treaty, signed on the 27th of December r7o3, detached 
irtugal from the French alliance, and made bier for more than 
o years • commercial and political satellite of Great Britain. 

1210144 far-reaching provisions were those which admitted 
ortuguese wines to the British market at • lower rate of duty 
tan was Imposed upon French and German wines, in return 
.r a corresponding preference to English textiles. The demand 
er " Port " and " Madeira" was thus artificially stimulated 
r such an extent that almost the whole productive energy of 
'ortugal was concentrated upon the wine and cork trades. 
lthes industries, including agriculture, were neglected, and 
van food-stuffs were imported from Great Britain. The 
lisastrous economic results of the treaty were temporarily 
oncealed by the influx of gold from Brazil, the check upon 
emigration from the wine-growing northern provinces, and the 
military advantages of alliance with Great Britain. Nor was 
he virtual abolition of the cones seriously felt at first, owing 

to the excellent internal administration of Pedro II. and his 
minister the duke of CadavaL 

Pedro II. had at first whited to remain neutral in the impend-
ing struggle between Philip V. and the archduke Charles, rival 
wee um. claimants for the throne of Spain. But Queen 
bases Marie had died in 1683, and in :687 Cedaval had 
sme•easa. induced the king to marry Maria Sophia de Newberg, 
daughter of the electocamlatine. Louis XIV. of France, who 
had hoped through the influence of Queen Marie to secure 
Portuguese support for his own grandma Philip V., realized that 
this second marriage might thwart his policy, and strove to 
redress the balance by creating a strong party at the court of 
Lisbon. He so far succeeded that in r7oo Pedro IL recognized 
Philip V. as king of Spain and is nor protected a French fleet 
in the Tagus against the British. It was this incident that caused 
the despatch of the Methuen mission and the renewal of the 
Anglo-Portuguese alliance in 1703. On the 7th of March 1704 4 
British fleet under Sir George Rooky reached Lisbon, convoying 
the archduke Charles and woe British troops, who were 
)pined by a Portuguese army wader D. Joao de Sousa, marquess 
dos Minas, and at once invaded Spain. (For the campaigns of 
2704-23. see SPANISH SUCCESSION, WAR or Tn.) In 1705 
Pedro 11. was compelled by failing health to appoint a regent, 
and chose his sister, Catherine of Bragansa,queen-dowager of 
England. On the death of the king (Dee. 9, floe) Cadent 
arranged a marriage between his successor John V. (1706- 
ei se) and the archduchess Marianna, sister of the archduke 
Charles, thus binding Portugal more closely to the Anglo- 
Austrian came. The strain of the war was acutely felt in 
Pettey', especially in mt, when the French admiral Dugusy- 
Truk sacked Rio de Janeiro and cut off the Brazilian treasure- 
ships. At last, on the 6th of February 1715, nearly two years 
after the treaty of Utrecht, peace between Spain and Portugal 
was concluded at Madrid. 

Neva was the Portage= Crows richer than in the years 
1 1 1 5-1755; rarely had the kingdom prospected less. The 
rat gm. commercial and financial cells rife under the last 
veiv„_,..___wle kings of the Avis dynasty were now repeated. 

Mote gold had been discovered in Matto Grosso, 
hatreds in Minas Gases. As in the *6th century immense 
cniuthier of bullion were imported by the treasury, sad were 
lavished upon war, luxury and the Church. while agriculture 
earl tranuisctures continued to decline, and the countryside was 
**puked by emigration to Bluff. Jobs V. war a spendthrift 
and a bigot. Be gave and lent enormous sums to successive 

popes, and at the bidding of Clement Xi. he joined a "crusade " 
against the Turks in which his ships helped to win a naval 
action off Cape Malayan (I r7). For these services he received 
the title of Ficielissimus, " Most Faithful "; " Majesty " had 
already been adopted by John IV. instead of the medieval 
" Highness," and the new style was intended to place the king of 
Portugal on en equality with his Most Christian Majesty of 
France and his Most Catholic Majesty of Spain. John V. was 
aho empowered to create a multitude of new ecclesiastical 
dignities, and the archbishop of Lisbon was granted the rank and 
style of Patriarch ex officio. To the patriarchate was appended 
a Sacred College of aa prelates, who were privileged to officiate 
in the scarlet robes of cardinals, while the patriarch wore the 
vestments of a second pope. Though regiments were disbanded, 
fleets put out of commission and fortresses dismantled to save 
the cost of their upkeep, the Crown paid nearly er000roo yearly 
for the maintenance of this new hierarchy, and squandered 
untold wealth on the erection of churches and monasteries. In 
the church of Sao Roque in Lisbon, the decoration of a single 
chapel measuring 17 ft. by is ft. C044 £225,000; the expenditure 
on the convent-palace of Matra (q.e.) exceeded L4,000,000. 

John V. was succeeded by his son Joseph (1750—z777).  Five 
years afterwards Portugal was overtaken by the tremendous 
disaster of the Lisbon earthquake (see lessoti), which, as Oliveira 
Martins justly observes, was " more than a cataclysm of nature. 
it was a moral revolution." It brought the Restoration period 
to an end (1755). Throughout that period the monarchy had 
occupied a precarious position, dependent until 1668 for its 
very existence, and after *668 for its stability, on foreign support. 
Its policy had been moulded to suit France or Great Britain, 
while its internal administration had normally been directed 
by the Church. The cones had grown obsolete; the feudal 
aristocracy were become courtiers. Once more, as in 158o, 
Portugal was governed by ecclesiastics he the name of an absolute 
monarch; once more, as in i58o, the chief strength of the ecclesi-
astical party was the Society of Jesus, which still controlled the 
conscience and mind of the nation and of its nominal rulers, 
through the confessional and the schools. 

7. The Reform of the Monarchy: zysy-z8.0.—The unity of 
Portuguese history is hard to perceive in the years which 
witnessed the use and fall of the Poenbaline regime, the reign of 
the mad queen Maria, the Peninsular War and the subsequent 
chaos of revolutionary Intrigue. At first sight it seems absurd 
to characterise this period of despotism ending in war, ruin and 
anarchy as a period of reform. Nevertheless, it is possible 
to trace through the apparent chaos an uninterrupted move-
ment from absolutism to representative institutions. Pombal 
liberated the monarchy from clerical domination, and thus 
unwittingly opened the door to those " French principles," 
or democratic ideas, which spread rapidly after his downfall in 
1777. The destruction of an obsolete political system, begun 
by Pombal, was completed by the Peninsular War; while French 
invaders and British governors together quickened among the 
Portuguese a new consciousness of their nationality, and a new 
desire for political rights, which rendered inevitable the change 
to constitutional monarchy. 

Two days after the accession of Ring Joseph, Sebastilo Jose cis 
Carvalbo e Well°, better known as the marquess of Pombal (q.,.), 
was appointed secretary of state for foreign affairs 
and war. Ina few months he gained an ascendancy Aultha4  isse-tirs. 
over the king's mind which lasted until the end of the 
reign, and was strengthened by the courage and wisdom shown 
by Pombal at the time of the great earthquake. His policy 
was to strengthen the monarchy and to use it for the furtherance 
of • comprehensive scheme of reform. Beginning with finance 
and commerce, be reversed the bullionist policy of his predeces-
sors and reorganized the entire system of taxation. He soughs 
to undo the worst consequences of the Methuen treaty by the 
creation of national industries, establishing a gunpowder factory 
and a NSW refinery in 1751, a Silk industry in 1753, wool, Paper 
sad ea* factories alter 1 759. Colonial development was 
fostered, sod the commercial dependence of Portugal 131,0° 
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Great !Mtg. was reauced, by the formation of chartered 
companies, the first of which (1753) was given control of the 
Algarve sardine and tunny fisheries. The Oldembourg Company 
(1754) received a monopoly of trade with the Portuguese colonies 
in the East; extensive monopolist rights were also conceded to 
the Part and Maranhao Company (1150 and the Pernambuco 
and Parahyba Company ( 1 759). In Lisbon a chamber of com-
merce (J11040 do cosemercio) was organised in 1756 to replace an 
older association of merchants, the Mesa dos /somas de negocio, 
which had attacked the Part Company; and in the same year the 
Alto Douro Company was formed to control the port-wine trade 
and to break the monopoly enjoyed by a syndicate of British 
wine merchants. This company met with strong opposition, 
culminating in a rising at Oporto (February :757), which was 
savagely suppressed. 

Both his commercial policy and his desire to strengthen the 
Crown brought Pombal into conflict with the Church and the 
aristocracy. In 1751 he had made all sentences passed by the 
Inquisition subject to revision by the Crown. The liberation 
of all slaves in Part and Maranhao except negroes ( :755), and the 
creation of the Part Company, were prejudicial to the interests 
of the Jesuits, whose administrative authority °vet tile Indians 
of Brazil was also curtailed. Various charges were brought 
against the Society by Pombal, and in September 1759, after 
five years of heated controversy (see Jesters), he published a 
decree of expulsion against all its members in the Portuguese 
dominions. His power at court had previously been strengthened 
by the so-called Tavora plot. The marquess and marchioness 
of Tavora and their two sons, with the duke of Aveiro, the count 
of Atouguia and other 'noblemen, were accused of complicity 
in an attempt upon the life of King Joseph (September 3758). 
Pombal appointed a special tribunal to judge the case; many of 
the accused, including those already mentioned, were found 
guilty and executed; and an attempt was made to implicate 
the Jesuits. Pombal's enemies declared that he himself had 
organized the attack upon the king, In such a manner as to throw 
suspicion upon his political opponents and to gain credit for 
himself. This accusation was not proved, but the history of the 
Tavora plot remains extremely obscure. The expulsion of the 
Jesuits involved Portugal in a dispute with Pope Clement =I.; 
in June 176o the papal nuncio was ordered to leave Lisbon, and 
diplomatic relations with the Vatican were only resumed after the 
condemnation of the Jesuits by Clement XIV., in July 1773. 

His victory over the Jesuits left Pombal free to develop his 
plans for reform. He devoted himself especially to education 
and defence. A school of commerce was founded in 1759; in 
i76o the censorship of books was transferred from an ecclesi-
astical to a lay tribunal; in 1761 the former Jesuit college in 
Lisbon was converted into a college for the sons of noblemen; 
in i768 a royal printing-press was established; in tips Pombal 
provided for a complete system of primary and secondary educa-
tion, entailing the foundation of 837 schools. He founded a 
college of art in Matra; he became visitor of Coimbra University, 
recast its statutes and Introduced the teaching of natural science. 
Fund. for these reforms were to a great extent provided out of 
the sequestrated property of the Jesuits; Pombal also effected 
great economies in internal administration. He abolished the 
distinction between Old and New Christians, and made all 
Portuguese subjects eligible to any office in the state. Far-
reaching reforms were at the same time carried out in the army, 
navy and mercantile marine. In 176o Admiral Boscarren had 
violated Portuguese neutrality by burning four French ships off 
Lagos; Pombal protested and the British government apologized, 
but not before the military weakness of Portugal bad been 
demonstrated. Two years later, when the Family Compact 
involved Portugal in a war with Spain, Pombal called in Count 
William of Lippe-Backeburg to reorganise the army, which was 
reinforced by a British contingent under Brigadier-General John 
Burgoyne, and was increased from Sono to 5o,000 men. The 
Spaniards were at first successful, and captured Brews* and 
Almeida; but they were subsequently defeated at Villa Vella 
and Valencia de Mantua, and the Portuguese fully bold their  

own up to the signature of peace at Fontainebleau, in Febns•ry 
t763. Towards the close of the reign, a long-standing cows 
versy with Spain as to the frontier between Brasil and the 
Spanish colonies threatened a renewal of the war; but is this 
crisis Pombal was deprived of power by the death of King 
Joseph (Feb. so, 1777) and the accession of his daughter Marfal. 

The queen was married to bet uncle, who became king coaeort 
as Pedro IlL Pombal's dismissal, brought about by the 
influence of the queen-mother Mariana Victoria, Nada L. 
did not involve an immediate reversal of his policy. Inensue. 
The controversy with Spain was amicably settled awl &Jab& 
by the treaty of San lidefonso (1777), and further industrial 
and educational reforms were inaugurated, chief among Ow= 
being the foundation, in 178o, of the Royal Academy of Schisms 
Queen Maria, who had previously shown signs of religious mania, 
became wholly insane after :788, owing to the deaths of Pedro 
III. (May 1786), of the crown prince D. Joseph, and of her nor

,  fessor, the inquisitor-general D. Ignacio de SanCaetaoo. Her 
second son, D. John, assumed the conduct of

. 
 affairs in s792. 

although he did not take the title of regent until 1799. Mean-
while a two-fold reaction —on one side clericalist, on the other 
democratic—had set in against the reforms of Pombal. D. John 
told William Beckford in 1786 that " the kingdom belonged to 
the monks," and his consort Carlow Joaquina, daughter of 
Charles IV. of Spain, exercised a powerful influence in favour et 
the Church. But new ideas had been introduced with the new 
system of education, and the inevitable revolt against absolutism 
had resulted in the formation of a Radical patty, which sympa-
thiced with the Revolution in France and carried on an sane 
propaganda through the numerous masonic lodges which were in 
fact political clubs. D. John became alarmed, and the inzendast 
of police in Lisbon, D. Diego Ignacio de Pint Monique. oeganiind 
an elaborate system of espionage which led to the imprisonment 
or exile of many harmless enthusiasts. 

From similar motives, a treaty of alliance with Spain was 
signed at Aranjues In March 1793;  g000 Portuguese troops was 
sent to assist in a Spanish invasion of France; • Ralerss 
Portuguese squadron joined the British Mediterranean wig' ',ow 
fleet. But in July 1795 Spain concluded a peace sumo awe 
with the French republic from which Portugal, as OWN 
the ally of Great Britain, was deliberately excluded. 114"1.• 
In 1796 Spain declared warupon Great Britain, and in 
1797 a secret convention for the partition of Portugal was signed 
by the French ambassador in Madrid, General Pirignon, and by 
the Spanish minister Godoy. D. John appealed foe help to 
Great Britain, which sent him 6coo men, under Sir Clunks Stuart, 
and a subsidy of Lsoo,000. Though Spain, through the influence 
of D. John's father-in-law Charles IV., still remained neutral, 
a state of war between Portugal and France existed until mg. 
D. John then reopened negotiations with Napoleon. and Ludes 
Bonaparte was sent to dictate terms in Madrid. But D. John 
dared not consent to close the harbours of Portugal against 
British ships. England was the chief market for Portuguese 
wine and grain; and the long Portuguese littoral was at the mercy 
of the British navy. Compelled to choose between fighting on 
land and fighting at sea, D. John rejected the demands of Lucien 
Bonaparte, and on the soh of February t8o: declared war 
upon Spain. His territories were at once invaded by a Fiasco-
Spanbh army, and on the 6th of June elm he was forced to 
conclude the peace of Badajos, by which be ceded the frontier 
fortress of Olivensa to Spain, and undertook to pay a0000,000 
francs to Napoleon and to exclude British ships from Portuguese 
ports. Napoleon was dissatisfied with these terms, and although 
be ultimately ratified the treaty, be sent General Lanus to 
Lisbon as Ida ambassador, Instructing hint to humiliate the 
Portuguese and If possible to goad them into a renewal of the 
war. The same policy was continued by General Janet, who 
succeeded Lanus in Oka. Junot required D. Jobs to &don 
war upon Great Britain. but this demand was not immediately 
pressed owing to the preoccupation of Napoleon with Erma 
affairs, and in October silos Junot left Portugal 

By his Bolin decree of the tut of November seed Nameless 
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aired all continental states to close their ports to lir: 
as. As Portugal again refused to obey, another secret IF raw. 

Spanish treaty was signed at Fontainebleau oa the se. 1.,7 -  
r. 
amossir 01.7tphortofugaLOctarntre.18°1020..e_. providingDourofmwasthetoPanbe 

fareas......AVpV  
wrest. sus 
March ass, 
retreat , bega..... 
to Sabugal, ones. 
place on the se. 40 

nearly .10.4200 m 	• 
remainder of the SW 	" • soil. The Ponape.*  ""6" 
command until tits, suetactions, notably at Sala u 

At the congressoi Vieok, 	" • 
by three plaipotentisries, 	- retrocession of Olivenza and 	• • 
don of French Guiana, whirl, 	" 
conquered in doe. Neith er 	 , 
and this failure, which was setto,,,;„„ 	• 
support, hastened the reaction 6,0,4... 	• 
which had already begun. Since she 	" ally been governed by the regency te54.:: But as the regency was corrupt and nosbt, .  
Wellington and Bens ford, the British goveroi„,: 17.- 
that Sir Charles Stuart (son of the Sir Charles %,.‘7,,_4"."" • above) should be appointed one of its tn eon 	7 me, 	•,- • 
control of affairs soon afterwards passed into the e.  
Stuart and Beresford; and while the war last ed th,, -17,7•-• 
acquiesced in what was in fact an autocracy 	L.,.6 "'"" 
foreigners. In 1815, however, they desired to resuwK co re independence. A further cause of dissatisfaction was the 
jealousy of Portugal and Brazil. The colony claimed as 
a political status as the mother-country, and by a de.-..e dsved the 16th of January tilts it was raised to the rank of a sepesste 
kingdom. Thenceforward, until 1822, the Portuguese sover- 
eignty was styled the United Kingdom of Portugal, Brazil and 
the Algarve.. The importance of this change became apparent 
when Queen Maria I. died (March 1816) and D. John succeeded 
to the united thrones as John VI. The king refused to leave 
Brazil, partly owing to the intrigues of Carlota Joaquina, who 
hoped to become queen of an independent Brazilian kingdom. 
Thus Portugal, which had been almost ruined by the war, was 
now humiliated by the failure of her diplomacy at Vienna and 
by her continued dependence upon Great Britain and Brazil. 
The resultant discontent found expression in the ay of " Por- 
tugal for the Portuguese " and in the demand for a constitution. 

In 18t; a military revolt (eroeunciamento) in Lisbon was 
crushed by Beresford, and the leader, General Comes Freire de 
Andrade, was executed; but on the 16th of August ear
1820, after Beresford had sailed to Brazil to secure salostoast 
the return of John VI., a second rising took place ale.wswor. 
in Oporto. It soon spread southward. A new Mat.1831.  
council of regency was established in Lisbon, the British officers 
were expelled from the army; Beresford, on his return from 
Brazil, was not permitted to land; a constituent assembly was 
summoned. This body suppressed the Inquisition and, drew 
up a highly democratic constitution, by which all citizens were 
declared equal before the law and eligible to any office; all class 
privileges were abolished, the liberty of the Press was guaranteed, 
and the government of the country was vested in a single 
chamber, subject only to the suspensive veto of the Crown. 
So extreme a change was disliked by most of the powers and 
by many Portuguese, especially those of the clerical party. 
Great Britain insisted on the return of John VI., who entrusted 
the government of Brazil to his elder On D. Pedro and landed 
in Portugal on the 3rd of July 5821. In 1822, on the advice of 
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Louis II.. of Etruria in exchange for his Italian kingdom; 
garve and Akan* were to form a separate principality for 
■doy ; the remaining provinces were to be garrisoned by French 
tops motif a general peace should be concluded. To give effect 
these terms, General Junot hastened westward across Spain, 
the head of 3o,000 French soldiers and a large body of 

saniXh auxiliaries. So rapid were his movements that there 
as no time to MIA= effective resistance. On the 29th of 
■ Oventber D. John, acting on the advice of Sir Sidney Smith, 
xitish naval commander in the Tagus, appointed a council of 
agency and sailed for Brazil, convoyed by Sir Sidney Smith's 
quadrois. For a detailed account of the subsequent military 
/aerations, see Pitman/we Was. 

Junot, who was everywhere well received by the Portuguese 
tunocrats, entered Lisbon at the end of November 1807. He 
rssrAe air  assumed command of the Portuguese army, divided 
arm. the kingdom into military governments, and, on the 
%meow sat of February 18o8 announced that the Brapnza 
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' 	dynasty had forfeited its right to the throne. He him- 
 self hoped to succeed D. John, and sought to conciliate 

the Portuguese by reducing the requisition demanded 
by Napoleon from so,000,oces francs to ao,00cs000. But the 
action of the French troops in occupying the fortresses of northern 
Spain provoked in May 184a8 a general rising in that country, 
which soon spread to Portugal. The Spanish garrison in Oporto 
expelled the French governor and declared for the Braganzas, 
compelling Junot to march towards the north. lie left Lisbon 
under the control of a regency, headed by the bishop of Oporto, 
who applied to Great Britain for help, promoted an insurrection 
against the French, and organized hostas (committees) of 
government in the larger towns. On the rat of August z8o8 
Sir Arthur Wellesley, with g000 British troops, landed at 
Figuein da Fos. He defeated a Preach division at Rolica 
(" Bolen ") on the 7th, and on the use won a victory over 
Junta at Vimeiro ("Vimieral. Fearing an attack by Portu-
guese auxiliaries and the arrival of British reinforcements under 
Sit John Moore, Junot signed the convention of Cintra by which, 
on the 30th of August e808, he agreed to evacuate Portugal 
(see WELLINGTON). The regency appointed by D. John was 
now reconstituted and in October Sir John Moore assumed 
command of all the allied troops in Portugal. From Lisbon 
Moore marched north-eastward with about 32,000 men to assist 
the Spanish armies against Napoleon; his subsequent retreat 
to join Sir Dayid Baird in Galicia, in January aort, diverted 
the pursuing army under Napoleon to the north-west, and 
temporarily saved Portugal fromattack. 

In February Major-General William Carr Bezesford was 
given command of the Portuguese army. Organized and 
Amin  disciplined by British officers, the native troops played 
sea, a gallant part in the subsequent campaigns. In 
mose-ao March 18a9 the second invasion of Portugal began; 
/Ng' Sault crossed the Galician frontier and captured 
Oporto, while an auxiliary force under General Lapisse advanced 
from Salamanca On the sand of April, however, Wellesley, 
who had been recalled after the convention of Chem, landed in 
Lisbon. On the nth of May be forced the passage of the 
Douro, subsequently retaking Oporto and punning Soult into 
Spain. Valuable assistance had been rendered by the Portu-
guese generals Antonio da Silveira and Meucci de Brito 
klonieho—tbe first a leader, the second an organizer. 

Alter the battle of Warm (July 6, x8op) the French 
Align in the Peninsula received large reinforcements, and 
imiNolif what Messina, with 120,000 men, was ordered 
swift to operate against Portugal. He crowed the frontier 
an wo- Is June ace and besieged Almeida, which capitu-
44811/8' bud on the 27th of August. Wellesley, who had 
now become Viscount Wellington, opposed bia march south- 
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D. Pedro, he swore to obey the constitution (thenceforward 
known as the " constitution of 1822 1. But his younger son, 
D. Miguel, and the queen, Carlota Joaquina, refused to take the 
oath; and in December 1822 sentence of banishment was pro-
nounced against them, though not enforced. They had many 
supporters at home and abroad. French troops had invaded 
Spain in the interests of Ferdinand VII. (1823), and the French 
government was prepared to countenance the absolutist 
party in Portugal in order to check British influence there. 
Another military revolt broke out in Traz-os-?doptes on the 3rd 
of February 1823, its leader being the count of Amarante, who 
was opposed to the constitution. D. Miguel appealed to the 
army. to " restore liberty to their king," and the army, incensed 
by the loss of Brazil (1822), gave him almost unanimous support. 
At this juncture John VI., vainly seeking for a compromise, 
abrogated the constitution of 5822, but appointed as his minister 
D. Pedro de Sousa Holstein, count (afterwards duke) of Palmella 
end leader of the " English " or constitutional party. These 
half-measures did not satisfy D. Miguel, whose soldiers seized 
the royal palace in Lisbon on the 30th of April 5824. Palmella 
was arrested, and John VI. forced to take refuge on the British 
flagship in the Tagus. But the united action of the foreign 
raibisters restored the king and reinstated Palmella; the insur-
rection was crushed; D. Miguel submitted and went into exile 
I June 1824). 

In Brazil also a revolution had taken place. The Brazilians 
demanded complete independence, and D. Pedro sided with 
rlaetn. The Portuguese garrison of Rio de Janeiro was over-
r'wered; on the 7th of September 1822 D. Pedro declared the 
country independent, and on the 13th of October be was pro-
claimed constitutional emperor. He took no notice of the 
constituent assembly in Lisbon, which on the 19th of September 
?ad ordered him to return to Portugal on pain of forfeiting 
his right to inherit the Portuguese Crown. By the end of 5823 
.11 Portuguese resistance to the new regime in Brazil had been 
overcome. 

John VI. died on the zoth of March 1826, leaving (by will) 
his daughter D. Isabel Maria as regent for Pedro I. of Brazil, 
who now became Pedro IV. of Portugal. A crisis was evidently 
imminent, for Portugal would not tolerate an absentee sovereign 
who was far more Brazilian than Portuguese. The unsatisfied 
rmbition of Carlota Joaquina and the hostility between abso-
lutists and constitutionalists might at any moment precipitate 

civil war. To conciliate the Portuguese, Pedro IV. drew up 
a charter (known as the " charter of i826 ") which provided 
for moderate parliamentary government on the British model. 
To conciliate the Brazilians, he undertook (by decree dated May 
and t826) to surrender the Portuguese Crown to his daughter 13. 
Maria da Gloria (then aged seven); but this abdication was made 
contingent upon her marriage with her uncle D. Miguel, who was 
first required to swear fidelity to the charter. 

8. Constitutional Government —The charter of 1826 forms the 
basis of the present Portuguese constitution and the starting-
point of modern Portuguese history. That history comprises 
four periods: (a) From 1826 to 1834 the clerical and absolutist 
parties led by D. Miguel united every reactionary element 
throughout the kingdom in a last unsuccessful stand against 
constitutional government; (6) From 1834 to 1853 the main 
problem for Portuguese statesmen was whether the constitution, 
now accepted as inevitable, should embody the radical ideas of 
.822 or the moderate Ideas of 1826; (c) From 1853 to 1889 
?here was a period of transition marked by the rise of three new 
parties—Progressive, Regenerator, Republican; (d) From i889 
to 5oo8 the Progressives and Regenerators monopolized the 
control of public affairs, but the strength of Republicanism was 
not to be gauged by Its representation in the cones. At the 
beginning of the 20th century the question whether the monarchy 
should be replaced by a republic had become a living political 
issue, which was decided by the revolution of October 5, too. 

The charter was brought to Lisbon by Sir Charles Stuart 
in July t826. The absolutists had hoped that D. Pedro would 
abdicate unconditionally in favour of D. Miguel, and the council  

of regency at first refused to publish the charter They were 
forced to do so (July is) by a proximenimenio issued by D. 
Joao Carlos de Saldanha de Oliveira e Daun, count raw 
of Saldanha and commander of the army in Oporto. Abele/ft 
Saldanha, a prominent constitutionalist, threatened a•• °1•14 

 to march on Lisbon if the regency did not swear obedience to 
the charter by the 31st of July. Amid wild enthusiasm the 
charter was proclaimed on that day, and On the 3rd of August 
Saldanha became had of a Liberal ministry. An absolutist 
counter-revolution at once broke out in the north. It vas 
organized by the marquess of Chaves, and supported openly by 
the Church and the Miguelite majority of the army; secret 
assistance was also given by Spain. As dvil war appeared 
imminent, Canning despatched soon British troops under Sir 
William Clinton to restore order, and to disband the troop' 
under Chaves By March 1827 Clinton and Saldanha bad 
secured the acceptance of the charter throughout Portugal. 

In October 5826 D. Miguel also swore to obey the charier 
and was betrothed to his niece D. Maria da Gloria (Maria II I 
Pedro IV. appointed him regent in July :827 and in February 
5828 he landed in Lisbon, where he was received with cries of 
" Viva D. Miguel I., rei absolute" In March he dissolved the 
parliament which had met in accordance with the charter. Is 
April the Tory ministry under Wellington withdrew Clintoi. 
division, which was the mainstay of the charter. In May D 
Miguel summoned • cones of the ancient type, which offered 6,m 
the Crown; and on the 7tb of July 5828 he took the oath as king 
Saldanha, Pelmet's. the count of Villa Flor (afterwards duke c.f 
Terceira), and the other constitutionalist leaders were driven 
into exile, while scores of their adherents were executed and tb2u• 
sands imprisoned. Austria and Spain supported D. Mire! 
who was able to dispose of the vast wealth of Carlota Joaqtuna. 
Great Britain and France remained neutral. Only the emperor 
D. Pedro and a handful of exiles upheld the cause of Maria II, 
who returned to Brazil in 5829. 

The Azores, although the majority of their Inhahiuso 
favoured absolutism, now became a centre of resistance to 
D. Miguel. In t8213 the garrison of Angra declared yes 
for Maria II., endured a siege lasting four months, MOW.' 
and finally took refuge in the island of Terceira, Wara  
where it was reinforced by volunteers from Brazil and constitu-
tionalist refugees from England and France. In Mardi 5879 
Palmella established a regency on the island, on behalf of 
Maria II.; and D. Miguel's fleet was defeated in Praia Bay on 
the 12th of August. Fortune played into the hands of Palmeria. 
Saldanha, Villa Flor and their followers in Terceira. In 583o 
a Whig ministry came into office in Great Britain; the " July 
revolution" placed Louis Philippe on the throne of France. 
Carlota Joaquina, the power behind D. Miguel's throne, died on 
the 7th of January. The fanaticism of the clerical and abso-
lutist parties in Portugal (collectively termed ejaculation) was 
enhanced by recrudescence of Sebastianism_ Men saw in the 
brutal boor D. Miguel (q.v.) a personification of the hero-kiell 
Sebastian, whose second advent had been expected ire two 
and a half centuries. In the orgy of persecution, outrages were 
committed on British and French subjects; and a }tench squad-
ron retaliated by seizing D. Miguel's fleet in the Tagus U 4 13' 
183t). In Brazil, D. Pedro abdicated (April tett); be dna' 
mined to return to Europe and conduct in person a umPalta 
for the restoration of Maria 11. He was received with enthusiasm 
by Louis Philippe. In Great Britain Palmella raised a out of 
L2,000,000 and purchased a small fleet, of which Captain Sager' 
his, a retired British naval officer, was appointed admiral. in 
February 1832 the " Liberators," as they were styled, sailed 
from Bellelale to the Azores, with D. Pedro aboard the RaPhlis-
In July they reached Portugal and occupied Oporto. but _at 
expected constitutionalist rising did not take place- las 
country was almost unanimous In its loyalty to D. Itligod. 
bad 80.000 troops against the 6soo (Including soo French and 
300 British) of D. Pedro But the Miguelites had Do toel• 
and no'compctent general. They besieged D. Pedro in OPuite 
from July 5832 to July 0133. when the duke of Terceira sly 
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.sin Charles Napier, who hag 'ovoidal% accused garrison and municipal guards, shelled the Necessidades Palace, 
ring and successful diversion 	 'nide. It was I and after severe street-fighting (Oct. etle-6th) became masters 
isbon (July 24, 1333). Maria 11 az ' 	treasury, 	, the capital. The king escaped to Erittirl, and thence, with 
ember. The war went in her favour, t sro. depio 
iant generalship of Saldanha and the ha.;  
:h D. Miguel was reduced. In April sem 
arcs was concluded between France, Spain, t. 
the government of Maria II. The allied army 

eielites at Asseiceim on the 16th of May, and . 
•endered at Evora-Monte on the 24th. By the 
Evora-Monte he was condemned to perpetual b. 
71 the Peninsula. On the 24th of September D. P.. 
ring the few months in which he acted as regent 
tighter, he had transformed Portugal from a semi-feu 
nodcrn state. Tithes, many hereditary privileges . 
nopolies were abolished; every convent was closed . 
party nationalized; the Jesuits, who had returned aft, 
ails of Pombal, were again expelled; the charter of di... , 

 bored. 
Maria II. was fifteen years old at her accession. She 
ice married—in December 1834 to Augustus, duke of Le'. 

tenberg, who died tour months afterwards; and 
April 1836 to Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg, who recce. 
the title of king consort in September 1837. Bot. 

c queen and the king consort were strangers to Portug.“ 
d could exercise little control over the turbulent Lamm, 
lose intrigues and preasseciamentes made orderly govern-
ent impossible. There were three political parties: the 
,guelites, who were still strong enough to cause trouble. 
r Chartists, who advocated the principles of 18:6. the 
:ptembrists, who advocated those of de and took their name 
urn the successful comp d'Etai of the 9th.tith of. September 
to. By this coup d'aat the constitution of 1822 was sub-
detect for the charter of 38:6; and a Septembrist ministry 
rider the Viscount Si da Bandeira replaced the Chartist 
inistry under Saldanha Terceira and Palmate. A counter-
velution, planned in the royal palace at Belem and hence 
sown as the Bdeassado, was frustrated in November 1836; 
ad in t837 a Chartist insurrection was crushed alter severe 
gluing. This was known as the " War of the Marshals." from 
he rank of the two Chartist leaders, Saldanha. and Terceira. 
st 1839 a moderate ministry took office, with Antonio Bermudo 
in Costa Cabral as its real, though not its ostensible, head. A 
Proesseiareark by Costa Cabral led to the restoration of the 
charter on the Loth of February *842, and a Cabral government 
was formed under the nominal leadership of Terceira. Costa 
Cabral, whp became count of Theme in 5845, ruled despotically, 
despite many insurrections, until May 1846, when a coalition 
of Miguelites, Septembrists and Chartist malcontents drove 
him into exile. On this occasion the rebellion—known as the 
" War of Maria da Forte "—proved formidable. Oporto was 
held by a revolutionary junto, and Saldanha, who had become 
prime minister, persuaded the Quadruple Alliance to intervene. 
In June 1847 the Oporto junks surrendered, under promise of an 
amnesty, to a combined British' and Spanish force, and the 
convention of Gramido (July 14, 1840 ended the war. Saldanha 
was rewarded with a dukedom, and retained office until June 
1849. The dictatorial tale of his successor—the returned 
exile, Thomar—provoked another successful rising on the 7th 
Of April els. Thomar again fled from the country; Saldanha 
again became prime minister, but at the bead of a moderate 
coalition. &remained in poorer during five years of unbroken 
peace (t85t-1856). and carried many useful reforms. The 
moat important of theme was the so-called Additional Act of the 
eth of July sees, which amended the charter of 1826 by pro-
viding for the direct election of deputies, the decentralization 
of the executive, the creation of representative municipal 
councils, and the abolition of capital punishment for political 
offences, Maria II. died on the 13th of November 1853, and wan 
succeeded by her eldest son D. Pedro, during whose ministry 
the kin3 consort D. Ferdinand acted as regent. 

Hada the brothers Pedro V. (1853-11361) and Luis (t861- 

the other members of the royal family, to Gibraltar. Soon 
afterwards they travelled undisturbed to England, where 
the king was received by the duke of Orleans. Through- 
out Portugal the proclamation of a republic was either 
welcomed or accepted without further resistance. A provi- 

eal government was formed under the presidency of Dr 
, kilo Braga (b. 1843), a native of the Azores, who had 

e 3 been • prominent among Portuguese men of letters 
'ore. below). The new government undertook to 

-t of the Republican programme before summon- 
• assembly to remodel the constitution. Among 

acts were the expulsion of the religious con-
' returned after 1834, the nationalization 

•he abolition, by decree, of the council 
nd all hereditary titles or privileges. 

also included the separation of 
cession of local autonomy (on 

nuts and colonies of Portugal. 
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The  party of the Regenerators (Regetterolorer), 
der out of a coalition of Septembrists and Chartist. 
already been disintegrated. Its more radical no. 
menus, known at first as the Historic Left, were In 
1877 reorganized as the Progressives (Progrearistas). 
Its more conservative elements carried on the tradition 
and retained the name of the original Regenerators. Betide 
these two monarchist parties—the Regenerators or Come. 
vative right and the Progressives or Constitutional left—a 
strong Republican party was formed in r88r. There were 
also the Iliguelites, active but impotent intrigues; and the 
advocates of Iberian union, who became prominent in s867, 
:869, 1874, and especially in July 1872, when many well-
known politicians were implicated in a fantastic conspiracy 
for the establishment of an Iberian republic. Portuguese 
nationalism was too strong for these advocates of union 
with Spain, whose propaganda was discredited . as soon as 
any national interest was seriously endangered. This was 
the use in 1872, when Great Britain claimed the southern 
part of Delagoa Bay. The claim was submitted to the arbitra-
tion of M. Thies, the French president, whose successor, 
Marshal Macmahon, delivered an award In favour of Portugal 
on the 19th of April 187e (See DELAGOA BAY). 

King Luiz died on the 19th of October :889, and was succeeded 
by his son D. Carlos (q.v.). Colonial ethics had for some time 
received dose attention. In Me Portugal recog- „ r a. 
nixed the Congo Free State, and admitted its affairs: 
sovereignty over the north bank of the Lower Roarreleas 
Congo, although, in an unratified treaty of 1884, coma erne 
Great Britain had recognized both banks of the •"'"'" 
river as Portuguese territory. In 1836 Germany, France ant 
Portugal defined by treaty the limits of their adjacent spheres 
of influence, and on the 26t11 of March r887 Macao, hitherto 
leased to Portugal, was formally ceded by the Chinese 
government.. In 1889 a resolution unanimously adopted by 
both chambers invited the ministry, of which Jose de Castro 
was president and Berms Genies foreign minister, to press 
forward the territorial claims of Portugal in East and Central 
Africa. Shortly after the accession of King Carlos this active 
policy led to a dispute with Great Britain (sea Anne*, f 51. A 
Portuguese force ander Major Serpa Pinto bad invaded the 
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Shire highlands in order to forestall their annexation by the 
British, and the British government demanded satisfaction. 
Public opinion rendered compliance difficult until a British 
squadron was despatched to the mouth of the Tagus, and the 
British minister presented an ultimatum (Jan. t r, !goo), requiring 
the withdrawal of all Portuguese forces from the Shire. Berme 
Gomes was then able to yield under protest; but disturbances 
at once broke out in Lisbon and Oporto, and the ministry 
resigned. A coalition government took office on the 14th of 
January, with Serpa Pimentel as prime minister and J. Hintze-
Ribeiro as foreign minister. The king, in a letter to Queen 
Victoria, declined for the time being to receive the Order of the 
Garter, which had just been offered him, and on the 6th of 
February the government addressed a circular letter to the 
powers, proposing to submit the issues in dispute to a European 
conference. Meanwhile a Republican rising was suppressed in 
Lisbon, and many suspected officers were degraded. On the 
aoth of August an Anglo-Portuguese agreement was negotiated 
in London, but the cortes refused to ratify it. The ministry 
therefore resigned, and on the 14th of October Abreu e Sousa 
fumed a new cabinet, which arranged with Great Britain a 
modus Mims& for six months, pending the conclusion of another 
agreement. The British government was readt to make con-
cessions, but more than one collision took place between Portu-
guese troops in Manica and the forces of the British South Africa 
Company. The defeat of the Portuguese was the chief cause of 
a serious military rising in Oporto, which broke out on the 30th 
of January ifier. The suppression of this rising so far enhanced 
the prestige of the cabinet that the tortes forthwith approved 
the convention with Great Britain; and the definitive treaty, 
by which Portugal abandoned all claim to a trans•African 
dominion, was ratified by the tortes on the 28th of May. Rela-
tions with Great Britain, however, remained far from cordial 
until the celebration of the fourth centenary of Vasco des Gama's 
voyage to India afforded the opportunity for a rapprochement 
in 1898. 

The extravagant management of the railways guaranteed by 
the state had entailed such heavy deficits that the payment of 
ff.fat the coupon of the railway state loan, due on the 
cermet and of January 11892 bad to be suspended. Thus 
18114  arose a serious financial crisis, involving three changes 
of ministry. In May the Portuguese government committed 
a formal act of bankruptcy by issuing a decree reducing 
the amount then due to foreign bondholders by two-thirds. 
The bondholders' committees, supported by some of the 
powers concerned, protested against this illegal action. A 
compromise was at last arranged by Hintze-Ribeiro, who 
assumed office in February 1893 as head of a Progressive 
government. His cabinet promised only slightly better terms 
to the foreign bondholders, but it relieved the financial tension 
in some degree; and by coming to an agreement with Germany 
in East Africa and with Great Britain in South Africa as to 
the delimitation of frontiers, he minimized the risks of conflict 
with either country. 

Portugal observed neutrality on the outbreak of the Anglo-
Boer War, but the permission it conceded to the British consul at 
Lourenco Marques to search for contraband of war among goods 
imported there, and the free passage accorded to an armed 
force under General Carrington from Beira through Portu-
guese territory to Rhodesia, were vehemently attacked in the 
Press and at public meetings. The award of the Swiss arbi-
trators in the matter of the Delagoa Bay railway was given in 
woo (see Looar-vco MARQUES). Portugal was condemned to 
Pity 15,314,000 francs compensation; and this sum (less 
than was expected) was immediately raised by loan from the 
Portuguese Tobacco Company. 

A law of the 8th of August loot regulated the conditions of 
election to the lower house, thus ending a long series of parlia-
mentary reforms. The most important of these bad provided 
for the gradual extinction of the right of hereditary peers to sit 
in the upper house (July 24, 1880, had reduced the number of 
deputies and fixed the qualifications required for the exercise of  

the franchise (March 28, 1890; and had abolished the elective 
branch in the upper house (Sept. 1S, :893). These cholla 
left untouched the most serious evil in Portuguese 
public life. The two great parties, Progressives and rosin 
Regenerators, were largely composed of professional aim" 
politicians whose votes were determined by their asaa"" 
private interests. Skilful manipulation of the electoral returns 
enabled these two parties to bold office in fairly regular rota. 
Lion; hence arose the popular nickname of ronalloos, applied 
to Progressives and Regenerators alike. The same methods 
enabled them to obstruct the election of Republican and 
Independent candidates. 

Under such a system of government it was natural that 
economic issues should still dominate Portuguese politics at 
the beginning of the aoth century. Year by year Roabilesio 
the budget showed a deficit, and the indebtedness km as 
of the state increased. A large proportion of the ea•Aaw 
expenditure was unproductive, corruption was rife ht the public 
services, and the poverty of the overtaxed peasant and artisan 
classes gavcris' e to sporadic outbreaks of violence. In mar the 
students at Coimbra and Oporto organized an agitation against 
the proposed conversion of the gold debt; and anti-clerical 
riots, followed by a strike, rendered necessary the procLunation 
of martial law in Aveiro. In January 1903 an insurrection of 
peasants armed with scythes took place at Fundao; the imposi-
tion of a new market tax provoked riots at Coimbra in March; 
a serious strike of weavers took place at Oporto in June. In 
the same year the general distress was intensified by the failure 
of the Rural and Mortgage Bank of Brazil. In those circum-
stances Republicanism rapidly gained ground. Its real strength 
was masked by the system which enabled any ministry in power 
to control the election of candidates to the tortes. In taci 
r8o6, for example, only one Republican deputy was returned, 
although it was notorious that the Republican party could 
command a majority in many constituencies. Though the error 
as a whole was monarchist, certain regiments bad become 
imbued with revolutionary Ideals, which were fortified by the 
unwise employment of soldiers and sailors for the suppression 
of industrial disputes. During the weavers' strike the cruiser 
" Rainha D. Amelia " was converted into a temporary prism. 
and at Fundao, Aveiro and elsewhere troops had been ordered 
to fire on men with whom they sympathized. In November 
1902, while King Carlos was in England, a military rising no 
organized In Oporto, but never took place. On the 23rd of 
April 1903 a body of cavalry and artillery mutinied in Lisbon 
and proclaimed a republic; but they were overpowered are 
ultimately transported to Mozambique. Such incidents, unim-
portant in themselves, were symptoms of a dangerous state of 
public opinion, which was debarred from expression in the 
antes. 

The constitution empowered the sovereign to veto any bill. 
to dissolve or prorogue the cartes, and to govern by means of 
ministerial decrees. The use of these extraordinary mom,  
powers would be a breach of constitutional practice, weesna* 
but not of law. King Carlos had already been taaa4.1' 
criticized for alleged excessive interferences in politics. An 
experiment in government by decree had been made in 
October 1894; it was repeated in September toos, when the 
king consented to prorogue the cones until Janoary 1006 is 

order to postpone discussion of the terms upon which the 
tobacco monopoly was to be allocated. A general election. 
in February toed, was followed by three changes of ministrY , 

 the last of which, on the soth of May, inaugurated the rilia* 
known in Portugal as the dictated or dictatorship. PI° 
Franco, the new prime minister, was conspicuous Innar: 
Portuguese politicians far his integrity, energy and coutsga; 
intended to reform the national finances and adwadsusticer -- 

 by constitutional means, if point's's. The cortes, opened op the 
6th of June reted, was dissolved on the 14th; another thew° 
took place, preceded by an official announcement that on this 
occasion all votes would be fairly counted; and the Freefshif_ 
or New Regenerator. " obtained a majority. Who a' 
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es met, on the troth of September, the opposition accused 
g Carlos of complicity in grave finandal scandals. it was 
sitted that he had borrowed largely from the treasury, on 
security of his civil list, and the Republican deputies 

used him of endeavouring to smite the tobacco monopoly 
one of his own foreign creditors, in settlement of the debt. 
two organized a coalition in defence of the Crown, but in 
many teoy business in the tortes was brought to a standstill 
I many sittings ended in uproar. The attacks on the king 
rc repeated at the trial of the poet Guerra Junqueiro, who was 
lictod for hiss-majaii. ALL parties believed that the ministry 
old fall, and the rokliros prepared once mare to divide the 
oils of office, when, on the and of May tow, Joao Franco 
constructed his cabinet, secured the dissolution of the codes 
KI announced that certain bills still under discussion would 
ceive the force of law. His partisans in the press hailed 
e advent of a second Pombal.. and their enthusiasm was 
seed by many enlightened Portuguese, who had previously 
Id aloof from politics but now rallied to the support of an 
first dictator. Backed by these forces, as well as by the king 
wi thir army, Franco effected some useful reforms. But his 
pponents included not only the Republicans, the professional 
oliticiass and those officials who feared inquiry, but also the 
'agistracy, the district and municipal councils, and the large 
tidy of chines' who still believed in parliamentary government. 
he existing debt owed by D. Carlos to the nation was messed 
t LI 54,000. This sum was ostensibly paid by the transference 
o the treasury of the royal yacht " Amelia " and certain palaces; 
nit the cost and upkeep of the " Amelia " bad been paid with 
*bite money, while the palaces had long been maintained as state 
property. These transactions, though perhaps necessary to 
am the credit of the sovereign at the /east possible cost, 
thuriated the opposition. Newspapers and politicians openly 
tdrocated rebellion; Franco bad recourse to coercion. Sedi-
.ioas journals were suppressed; gaols and fortresses were crowded 
eith prisoners; the upper house, which was hostile to the 
:tictator, was deprived of its judicial powers and reconstituted 
on a less democratic basis (as in 18,6); the district and muni-
cipal commits were dissolved and replaced by administrative 
commissions nominated by the Crown (Jan. I, tea). 

The ministerial press from time to time announced the dis-
covery of sensational plots against the king and the dictator. 
A ...b. It Is, however, uncertain whether the assmaination 
mewing of King Carlos and the crown prince (see Cantos I.), 
cams. on the 1st of February took was mat of a widely 
remand. organized conspiracy; or whether it was the act of 

an no' lated band of fanatics, unconnected with any 
political party. The republican press applauded the murder; 
the professional politicians benefited by it. But the regidde 
Bulls and his associates probably acted on their own initiative. 
The immediate results were the accession of Prince Memel or 
Manuel (Emanuel II.) to the throne and the resignation of 
Franco, who sailed for Genoa. A coalition ministry, representing 
all the monarchist parties, was formed under the presidency of 
Admiral Ferreira do Amaral. The administrative commissions 
appointed by Franco were dissolved; the dvU list was reduced; 
the upper house was reconstituted. A general electioo took 
place; in April the cotta met and the balance of power between 
Progressives and Regenerators was restored. On the 6th of 
May WA D. Manoel swore to uphold the constitution and was 
scclai.ned king by the cones. His uncle D. Affooso (b: 7865) 
took a similar oath as Clown prince on the rind of March ipso. 

The figure of the dictatorship and the Inability of the 
monarchists to agree upon any common policy had discredited 
rap.., the existing rfgime, and at the general election of 
Maas August role the Republican candidates in Lisbon 

and Oporto were returned by large majorities. On 
the 3rd of October the murder of a distinguished Republican 
physician, Dr Miguel Bombards, precipitated the revolution 
ehkh had been organised to take place In Lisbon ten days 
later. The Repththean soldiers in Lisbon, aided by armed 
&has and by the warships in the Tagus. attacked the loyal 

garrison and municipal guards, shelled the Necessidades Palace, 
and after severe street-fighting (Oct. 4th-6th) became masters 
of the capital. The king escaped to Ericeira, and thence, with 
the other members of the royal family, to Gibraltar. Soon 
afterwards they travelled undisturbed to England, where 
the king was received by the duke of Orleans. Through. 
out Portugal the proclamation of a republic was either 
welcomed or accepted without further resistance. A provi-
sional government was formed under the presidency of Dr 

!•,ophilo Braga (b. 1843), a native of the Azores, who had 
.e 1865 been • prominent among Portuguese men of letters 

Literature, below). The new government undertook to 
-rry out part of the Republican programme before summon-

ing a constituent assembly to remodel the constitution. Among 
its most important acts were the expulsion of the religious con-
gregations which had returned after 1834, the nationalization 
of their property, and the abolition, by decree, of the council 
of state, the upper house and all hereditary titles or privileges. 
The Republican programme also included the separation of 
Church and State, and the concession of local autonomy (on 
federal lines, if possible) to the provinces and colonies of Portugal. 
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• General Histories—The Ilistoria de Portugal, by J. P. Oliveira 

ins (a vols., 4th eel., Lisbon, 19os), is a series of brilliant im-
i 	'moist studies. There is a popular illustrated Ilistoria de 

•!usal., by A. Engles, M. Pinheiro Chagas and others, in 37 parts 
kla.bon. 1877-7883). See alto H. Morse Stephens, Portugal, 4th 
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later history see L. A. Rebello da Silva. Myopia de Portugal nos 
.seader X VII. e XVIII. (5 vols., Lisbon. 1860-1871); J. kl. Latino 
!Coelho, Histories de Portugal desde os fins do X VIII. seculo ate 
2814 (3 vols. Lisbon, 1874-1890; the authorities cited under 
PENINSULAR WAR: S.) da Luz Soriano, Historia do euerraern 
■Porrnial (19 vols.. Lisbon, 1866-1890); J. P. Oliveira Martins, 
Portugal conternporaneo (1816-1868). (3 vole.. 4th ed.. Lisbon, 1906); 

L. Freire de Can-alto, litemorias 	pans ... a usurpacdo 
.yii..Frai tots.. Lelsbikn,ple8d4ror-at:19b;Sjilif.iCru. ,I;:a( pie:(4A,L n Acnccolsoi nni 
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J 	btu to 1840 (2 vols., London, 1870). 	 (K. G. J.) 

LITERATURE 
The Portuguese language can be most conveniently described 

In relation to the other languages of the Peninsula (sec SPAIN: 
I ! , :crotec). Portuguese literature is distinguished by the 

!It and variety of its lyric poetry, by its primacy in bucolic 
and prose, by the number of its epics and historical books, 

I !he relative slightness of the epistolary clement, and by the 
6.-nost complete absence of the memoir. Rich as its romanceiro 
Is, its volume is far less than the Spanish, but the cartioneiral 
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remain to prove that the early love songs of the whole Peninsula 
were written in Portuguese, while the primitive prose redaction 
of Amadis, the prototype of all romances of chivalry, was 
almost certainly made in Portugal, and a native of the same 
country produced in the Diana of Montemer (Montemayor) 
the masterpiece of the pastoral novel. The Lusiads may be 
called at once the most successful epic cast in the classical 
mould, and the most national of poems, and the great historical 
monuments and books of travel of the 16th and 17th centuries 
are worthy of a nation of explorers who carried the banner of 
the Quinas to the ends of the earth. On the other hand Portugal 
gave birth to no considerable dramatist from the time of Gil 
Vicente, in the 16th century, until that of Garrett in the reth, 
and it has failed to develop a national drama. 

Its geographical position and history have rendered Portugal 
very dependent for intellectual stimulus and literary culture 
on foreign countries, and writers on Portuguese literature are 
wont to divide their subjects into periods corresponding to the 
literary currents from abroad which have modified its evolution. 
To summarize, the first literary activity of Portugal was derived 
from Provence, and Provencal taste ruled for more than a 
century; the poets of the 15th century imitated the Castilians, 
and the 16th saw the triumph of Italian or classical influence. 
Spain again imposed its literary standards and models in 
the 17th century, France in the zilth, while the Romantic 
movement reached Portugal by way of England and France; and 
those countries, and in less degree Germany, have done much 
to shape the literature of the reth century. Yet as regards the 
Peninsula, the literatures of Portugal and Castile act and react 
on one another and if the latter gave much, she also received 
much, for nearly every Portuguese author of renown from 1450 
until the 18th century, except Antonio Ferreira, wrote in Spanish, 
and some, like Jorge de Montemer and Manoel de Mello, pro- 
duced masterpieces in that language and are numbered as 
Spanish classics. Again, in no country was the victory of the 
Italian Renaissance and the classical revival so complete, so 
enduring. 

But notwithstanding all its dependence on classical and 
foreign authors, Portuguese literature has a distinct individuality 
which appears in the romanceiro, in the songs named contuses 
de amigo of the canciorseiros, in the Clucesicks of Fernao Lopes, 
in the Historic tragicamariiima, in the plays of Gil Vicente, 
In the bucolic verse and prose of the early 16th century, in the 
Lams of Marianna Alcoforado and, above all, in The Lsuiadr. 

Early Period.—Though no literary documents belonging to 
the first century of Portuguese history have survived, there is 

evidence that an indigenous popular poetry both roam sacred and profane existed, and while Provencal 
influences moulded the manifestations of poetical .talent for 
nearly two hundred years, they did not originate them. The 
close relations that prevailed between the reigning houses of 
Portugal, Provence and Aragon, cemented by intermarriages, 
introduced a knowledge of the gay science, but it reached Portugal 
by many other ways—by the crusaders who came to help in 
fighting the Moors, by the forelpeprelates who occupied Penin-
sular sees, by the monastic and military orders who founded 
establishments in Portugal, by the visits of individual singers 
to court and baronial houses, but chiefly perhaps by the pilgrims 
who streamed from every country along the Frankish way to 
the far-famed shrine of Santiago de Compostela. Already by 
the end of the 12th century the lyric poetry of the troubadours 
had found cultivators in Portugal, and a foe compositions which 
have come down to us bear a date slightly anterior to the year 
I zoo. One of the earliest singers was 137 Gil Sanches, an ille-
gitimate son of Sancho I., and we possess a cattier it amigo in 
Galician-Portuguese, the first literary vehicle of the whole 
Peninsula, which appears to be the work of Sancho himself, 
and addressed to his concubine, A. Ribeirinha. The pre-
Alphonsine paned to which these men belong runs from :200 to 
1245 and produced little of moment, but in 1248 the accession 
of King Alphonse III., who had lived thirteen years in France, 
inaugurated a time of active and rich production which is 

illustrated in the Conelomelro de Aimee. the oldest collection of 
Peninsular verse. The apogee of palace poetry data from 
1275 to 12g0, when young King Dints displayed his exceptional 
talents in a circle formed by the best troubadours of his father 
Alphonse DI. and the veterans of his grandfather Alphonse IL, 
whose song-book, Coe4igas it S. Maria, contains the choicest 
religious verse of the age. DIM; who bad been educated 
by Amyerie of Cabers, proved himself the most fecund poet-
king of his day, though the pleiad of in:altos forming his court, 
and the jograes who flocked there from all parts, were fewer 
in number, less productive, and lacked the originality, vigour 
and brilliance of the singers who versified round Alphonse UL 

The principal names of the Dionysian period (1284-1325) 
which is illustrated in the Cancioneire des Vatican° are the king 
himself and his bastards D. Alphonse Sanchos and D. Pedro, 
count of Barcellos. Of the two last, the former sings of love well 
and sincerely, while the latter is represented by love songs replete 
with false sentiment and by some rather gross songs of atehlasv. a 
form which, if it rarely contains much poetical feeling or literary 
value, throws considerable light on the society of the time. 

The verses of Milk, essentially a love poet, are conventional 
in tone and form, but he can write pretty ballads and pastorals 
when he allows himself to be natural. The Portuguese trouba-
dours belonged to all social classes, and even included a few 
priests, and though love was their favourite topic they used 
every kind of verse, and in satire they bold the palm. In other 
respects they are inferior to their Provencal masters. Speaking 
generally, the cancionciros form monotonous reading owing 
to their poverty of ideas and conventionality of metrical farms 
and expression, but here and there men of talent who were poets 
by profession and bettor acquainted with Provencal literature 
endeavoured to lend their work variety by the use of difficoh 
processes like the kraprens and by introducing new terms hie 
t he padorela and the descort. It is curious to note that no ben& 
songs are met with in the tancioneires; they are all with one 
exception purely lyrical in form and tone. The death of King 
Dinis proved a severe blow to troubadour verse, and the reign 
of his successor Alphonse IV. witnessed a profound decadence 
of open poetry, while there is not a single poem by a Portuguese 
author in the last half of the 24th century, and only the names 
of a few authors have survived, among them the Galician 
Vasco Pires de Carnoens, an ancestor of Luis de Canteens, and the 
typical lover Macias. The romanceiro, comprising romances of 
adventures, war and chivalry, together with religious and sea 
songs, forms a rich collection of ballad poetry which continued in 
process of elaboration throughout the whole of the middle ages, 
but unfortunately theoldest specimens have perished and scarcely 
any of those existing bear a date anterior to the 25th century. 

Epic poetry in Portugal developed much later than lyric, 
but the signal victory of the united Christian hosts over the 
Moors at the battle of the Salado in 134o gave occasion to as 
epic by Alphonse Giraldes of which some fragments remain. 

The first frankly literary prose documents appear in the tath 
century, and consist of chronicles, lives of saints and genealogy A: 
treatises. The more important are the Chronica 
bmre do archive necked. the Chrenkat it S. Cr-. 	r"'"' 
de Coimbra, the Ckroxica des unseals :a do /.',„arte and the 
Livros dor Lsnkagens, aristocratic registers, portions of which, 
like the story of King Arthur, have considerable literary interest. 
MI the above may be found in the Porhigallaa steruseeseet 
kiiterica, scriMorr.s, while the Life of St Elizabeth of Portut-1 
is included in the Monarckia lessioona; Romania has printed 
the following hagiographies' tests belonging to the same century 
—the Vida de Enfrosina. the Vida it Mark Egypck and .rte 
Vela de Soweto Amoco; the Vida it Santo Eloy has te.yearol 
in the festietio and the Vida des S ;war Barka. a 1664146se has 
been issued by the Lisbon Academy of Sciences. 

Romances of chivalry belonging to the various cycles must 
have penetrated into Portugal at an early date, and the Noki7i-
ario of the Conde D. Pedro contains the genealogy of Arthur 
and the adventures of Lear and Merlin. There exists a mid-
teth-cestury Misloria it Soak Great, sari is =printed Jest' 
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4rdweadier, while, though the MS. is lost, we have abundant 
Ls nce of the existence of a primitive Portuguese prose 
action of Asradis b Garda anterior to the present Spanish 
t_ Furthermore, the Livro de Reap published by Dr Leite 
Vasconorilee also belongs to the period, and there are other 
rk.s in MS. 
The r5tle Cesetnry.—In the reign of John L the court 
came an important literary centre, the king himself composed 

a 1.41,0 de Morsark, so far unedited, and his sons are 
rightly described as Canteens as "linden gereele. 

tor Irrfardes." King Ed ward (Duarte) collected a precious library 
monied of the =dent classics, some translated by his order, 

well as medieval poems and histories, and be wrote a moral 
eatise Loa ceraselheiro, and hints on horsemanship, or Livre 

cashew's° de ban caudgar Soda seaa. His brother D. Pedro 
lso wrote a aloes' treatise Da virtuous Besrfeitoria, and caused 
'egetius's De re seditari and Cicero's De offices to be turned into 
'ortugnene. This travelled prince brought back from Venice a 
Vi S. of Marco Polo, the gift of the Senate, and is still remembered 
.y the people through the story Lire der gismos do lefaftle 
D. Pedro • quer sodas & sere particles demand*, repented almost 
rearly, of which be is the hero. AU the monarchs of the sloth 
:entury were highly educated men and patrons of letters; indeed, 
even that typical medieval knight Alphonse V. conferee, in his 
correspondence with Angara, that the sword avails nothing 
without the pen. The age is noted for its chronicles, beginning 
with the anonymous life of the Portuguese Cid, the Holy Con-
stable Nuno Alvan% Pereira, told in charming infantile prose, 
the translated Cboska do frodicdo do wester° de Sam Fiends, 
and the Phi de D. Tells. Ferule Lopes (ra), the father of 
Portuguese history and author of chronicles of King Pedro, 
Kies Ferdinand and King John I., has been called by Southey 
the best chronicler of any age or nation. Games Eannes de 
Aturara completed Lope's chronicle of King John by describing 
the capture of Ceuta, and wrote s chronicle of D. Pedro de 
Menace, governor of the town down to r437, and a chronicle of 
D. Duarte de Menages, captain of Aleacer, but his metal work 
is the chronicle of the conquest of Guinea (see Aztrama). 

Though not a great chronicler or an artist like Lopes, Ruy de 
Pina (q.e.) is free from the rhetorical defects of Aeurara, and his 
chronicles of King Edward and King Alpheus* V. are character-
ized by unusual frankness, and meritorious both as history and 
literature. AU these three writers combined the posts of keeper 
of the archives and royal chronicler, and were, in fact, the king's 
men, though Lopes at least seems rather the historian of a 
people than the oracle of a monarch. Garcia de Resende (q.v.) 
appropriated Pines chronicle of King John II., and after adding 
a wealth of anecdote and gossip and casting the glamour of poetry 
over a somewhat dry record, he reissued it under his own name. 
The taste for romances of chivalry continued throughout the 

sth century, but of all that were produced theonly one that has 
come down to us is the Rehm do Isoterador Vesta:tam*, an 
Introduction to the Grad Cycle, Moeda+ theapecryphal gospel of 
likodemus. 

The Constable D. Pedro of Portugal, son of the prince of that 
name already referred to, has left some verses marked by 

°mu elevation of thought and deep feeling, the Satyr@ ds 
fence e isfelice side, and the death of his sister 

inspired his Tragedia de to rein Isabel; but he is best remem-
breed by his Copies del conteroldo del words in the Canderreiro 
Gerd. Though be actually drafted the first in his native tongue, 
ell these poems are in Castilian, and D. Pedro is one of the first 
teuresettatives of those Spanish influences which set aside the 
Provencal manner and in its place adopted a taste for allegory 
and a reverence for classical antiquity, both imported from Italy. 
It ens to the constable that the marquis de Santillana addressed 
his historic letter dealing with the origins of Peninsular verse. 
The nut poetry of the reigns of King Alphonse V. and King 
john lloo far as it survives. is contained in the lyrical collection 
host as the Cascionsir • Gerd, compiled by Garcia de Resende 
and minted in :sib. Nearly three hundred authors are there 
ftemated by pieces in Portuguese and Castilian, and they 

include D. Joln Manuel, D. Joao de Menaces. Joao Rodrigues de 
Si e Menezes, Dingo Brandi°, Duarte de Beito and Fern& der 
Silveim. The literary progenitors of the cancioneire were the 
Spanish poets Juan de Mena, Jorge Manrique, Gard-Sander 
de Badajos and Rodriguez del Padron, and its main subjects 
are love, satire and epigram. The epic achievement of the 
Portuguese in that century, the discoveries and the wars In 
Africa, hardly find an echo, even in the verses of those who had 
taken part in them. Instead, an atmosphere of artificiality 
surrounds these productions, and the verses that reveal genuine 
poetical feeling are very few. They include a lament of Garcia 
de Remade on the death of liana de Castro which probably 
inspired the inimitable stanzas dedicated to the same subject 
in The Lusiads. the Fleetness& de Awns by Diogo Brendle, the 
Copies of D. Pedro already referred to, and a number of minor 
pieces. Howevee, some names appeared in the COMiOISCITO Gerab 
which were to be among the foremost in Portuguese literature, 
e.g. Bernardim Ribeiro, Christovam Faldo, Gil Vicente, and 
Si de Miranda, who represent the transition between the Spanish 
school of the sloth and the Italian school of the 16th century, 
the members of which are called Os Quishelefistas. Ribeiro and 
Fisica°, the introducers of the bucolic style, put new life into 
the old forms, and by their eclogues in redoudilhas, breathing 
the deepest and most genuine feeling in verses of perfect harmony. 
they gave medds which subsequent writers worked by but could 
never emu& 

The Draesa.—The history of the modern drama begins with 
religions plays, followed at a later period by moralities, and 
thence, by an easy transition, by the farce. This transition from 
the presentment of traditional types to the modern play can be 
traced in the works of Gil Vicente, the father of the Portuguese 
theatre. His first efforts belonged to the religious drama, and 
some of the more notable bad edification for their object, e.g. 
the Berea do Infers°, but even in this dew he soon introduces 
the comic element by way of relief, and in course of time be 
arrives at pure comedy and develops the study of character. 
For a detailed description and criticism of his work, me VICENTE. 

In the various towns when he stayed and produced his plays, 
writers for the stage sprang up, and these formed the Esthete 
Velha or school of Gil Vicente. To name the best oi  
known, Evora, the city of culture, produced Alfonso sada. 
Alvan", author of religious pieces, Antonio Ribero, away& 
nicknamed "the Chiado," an unfrocked friar with val" 
a strong satirical vein who wrote farces in the Bazochian style, 
and his brother Jeronimo Ribeiro. In Santarem appeared 
Antonio Prates, a magistrate who drew from his judicial 
experience but evinced more knowledge of folk-lore than 
dramatic talent, while Camcens himself was so far influenced 
by Gil Vicente, whose plays be bad perhaps seen performed in 
Lisbon, that in spite of his Coimbra training he never exchanged 
the old forms for those of the classical comedy. His Amp* 
tryout s a free imitation of the Latin, yet thoroughly national in 
spirit and cast In the popular redondUlia; the dialogue is spirited, 
the situations comic. King Sdescus derives from Plutarch and 
has a prose prologue of real interest for the history of the stage, 
while Feeders is a clever tree-comedy in verse with prose 
dialogues interspersed. Another poet of the same school is 
Balthazar Dias, the blind poet, whose simple religious autos 
are stiff performed In the villages, and are continually reprinted, 
the best liked being the Auto of SI Alexis, and the Auto of St 
Cabbala. He is purely medieval in subject and spirit, his 
lyric are perfect in form and expression, his diction thoroughly 
popular. One of the last dramatists of the ,6th century 
belonging to the old school was Simla Machado, who wrote the 
Comedy of Diu and the P.schardiresh of Alfea, two long plays 
almost entirely in Spanish, and full of digressions only made 
tolerable by the beauty of their lyrics. 

Except Cameens, t hese men, though disciples of Gil Vicente, 
are decidedly inferior to him in dramatic invention, fecundity 
and power of expression, and they were generally of bumble 
social position. Moreover the favour of the court was with-
drawn on the death of Gil Vicente, and this meant meet., for 
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there existed no educated middle class to support a national 
theatre. At the same time the old dramatists bad to face the 
opposition of the classical school, which appealed to the cultured, 
and the hostility of the Inquisition, which early declared war 
on the popular plays on account of their grossness, and after-
muds through the index prohibited altogether even the religious 
argot, as it had condemned the Italian comedies. The way was 
thus clear for the Jesuits, who, with their Latin tragi-comedies or 
dramatized allegories written to commemorate saints or for 
scholastic festivals, succeeded for a time in supplanting both 
the popular pieces of the old school and the plays modelled on 
the masterpieces of Greece and Rome. The old dramatists 
came to write for the lower classes only, and though the school 
lingered on, its productions were performed solely by travelling 
companies at country fairs. Though we know that much has 
perished, the four Indexes of the 16th century give some idea of 
the rich repertory of the popular theatre, and of the efforts 
necessary to destroy it; moreover, the Spanish Index of cm, 
by forbidding autos of Gil Vicente and other Portuguese authors, 
is interesting evidence of the extent to which they were appreci-
ated in the neighbouring country. 

The Renaissance.—The movement commonly called the 
Renaissance reached Portugal both indirectly throtigh Spain 
and directly from Italy, with which last country it maintained 
close literary relations throughout the t eth century. King 
Alphonso V. had been the pupil of Matthew of Pisa and sum-
moned Justus Balduinus to his court to write the national 
history in Latin, while later King John II. corresponded with 
Politian, and early in his reign the first printing-press got to 
work. In the next century many famous humanists took up 
their abode in Portugal. Nicholas Cleynarts taught the Infant 
Henry, afterwards cardinal and king, aid lectured on the classics 
at Braga and Evora, Vaaaeus directed a school of Latin at Braga, 
and George Buchanan accompanied other foreign professors 
to Coimbra when King John III. reformed the university. Many 
distinguished Portuguese teachers returned from abroad to 
assist the king at the same time, among them Ayres Barbosa 
from Salamanca, Andre de Gouveia of the Parisian college of St 
Barbe, whom Montaigne dubbed " the greatest principal of 
France," Achilles Mom and Diogo de Teive. 

At home Portugal produced Andre de Resende (q.v.), author 
of the IThioria do aistiguidade do cidade de Evora and De 
artlimiearibro Lusitaxioe, and Francisco de Hollanda, painter, 
architect, and author of, inter alio, the Quatro dialogos do 
piistura assiiga. Moreover, women took a share in the intel-
lectual movement of the time, and the sisters Luisa and Angela 
Sista, Joanna Vu and Paula Vicente, daughter of Gil Vicente, 
constituted an informal female academy under the presidency 
of the Infanta D. Maria, daughter of King ManeeL Luisa Sigea 
was both an orientalist and a Latin poetess, while Publia 
Hortensia de Castro, after a course of humanities, philosophy and 
theology, defended theses at Evora in her eighteenth year. 

The Italian school was founded by Si do Miranda (q.s.), a 
man of noble character who, on his return in 1526 from a six 
a. m.., years' stay in Italy, where he had foregathered with 
scrustercie the leading writers of the day, initiated a reform of 
Owahm• Portuguese literature which amounted to a revolu-
tions 

tion. He introduced and practised the forms of the 
sonnet, cannon, ode, epistle in chase rinse and in tercets, and the 
epigram, and raised the whole one of poetry. At the same time 
be gave fresh life to the national redondilla metre (wadi& Niko) 
by his Carat or Satirat which with his Eclogues, some In Portu-
guese. others in Castilian, are his most successful compositions. 
His chief disciple, Antonio Ferreira (q.s.), a convinced classicist, 
went further, and dropping the use of Castilian, wrote sonnets 
much superior in form and style, though they lack the rustic 
atmosphere of those of his muter, while his odes and epistles 
are too obviously reminiscent of Horace. D. Manoel de Portugal, 
Pero de Andrade Caminha.Dlogo Bernardes, Frei Agostinho da 
Crux and Andre Falcio de Resende continued the erudite 
school, which, after considerable opposition, definitely triumphed 
to the person of Luis de Camoens. The Lima of Bernardo' 

contains some beautiful eclogues as well as corks in the bucolic 
style, while the odes, sonnets, and eclogues of Frei Agoetinho 
are full of mystic charm. Camoens (q.s.) is, as Schlegel remarked, 
an entire literature in himself, and some critics rata hint even 
higher as a lyric than as an epic poet. He unites and fuses the 
best elements of the Italian and the popular muse. using the 
forms of the one to express the spirit and traditions of the other, 
and when he employs the reed ida vdka, it becomes in his hands 
a vehicle for thought, whereas before It had usually served 
merely to express emotions. 

His Lusiads, cast in the Virgilian' mould, celebrates the 
combination of faith and patriotism which led to the discoveries 
and conquests of the Portuguese, and though the epk 
voyage of Vasco da Gana occasioned its composition Mme' 
and formed the skeleton round which it grew, its true subject 
is the peito illusive lusitono. Immediately on its appousoce 
Tice Lusiods took rank as the national poem par mellow, and 
its success moved many writers to follow in the same path; of 
these toe most successful was Jeronymo Cone Real (q.v.). 
All these poems, like the Elegiada of Luis Pereira Prandso 
on the disaster of Al Kau, the Primeiro drco de Diu of the 
chronicler Francisco de Andrade, and even the iljawso Atrium 
of Quevedo, for all its futile allegory, contain sulking episodes 
and vigorous and well-coloured descriptive passages, but they 
cannot compare with The Luriads in artistic value. 

The return of Si de Miranda from Italy operated to transform 
the drama as well as lyric poetry. He found the stage occupied 
mainly by religious Plays in which there appeared rne 
no trace of the Greek or Roman theatre, and, asses 
admiring what he had seen in Italy, he and his couteraell 
followers protested against the name oak, restored This** 
that of comedy, and substituted prose for verse. They general 
chose the plays of Terence as models, yet their life is conventkosi 
and their types are not Portuguese but Roman-Italian. The 
revived domicil comedy was thus so bound down by respect 
for authority as to have little chance of development, while 
its language consisted of a Winked prose from which the 
emotions were almost absent. Though it secured the favour 
of the humanists and the nobility, and banished the old popular 
plays from both court and university soon after Gil Vioente's 
death, its victory was shortlived. Jorge Ferreira de Vasco's-
cellos,. who produced in the Essfrosina the first prose play. 
really belongs to the Spanish school, yet, though he wrote 
under the influence of the Cekstina, which had a great vogue in 
Portugal, and of Roman models, his types, language and general 
characteristics are deeply national. However, even if they had 
stage qualities, the very length of this and his other plays. 
the Ulitieo and the Arkgrapkia, would prevent their perform-
ance, but in fact they are novels in dialogue containing a me-
anly of popular lore and wise and witty sayings with a moral 
object. So decisive was the success of Jorge Ferreira 's ors 
invention, notwithstanding its anonymity, that it decided Sl 
de Miranda to attempt the prose comedy. He modelled himself 
on the Roman theatre as reflected by the plays of Ariosto, and he 
avowedly wrote the Ertraigeiros to combat the school at GO 
Vicente, while in it, as in Os Vilkalpandos, the action takes 
place in Italy. Antonio Ferreira, the chief dramatist of the 
classical school, knew both Greek and Latin as well as Miranda, 
but far surpassed him in style. He attempted both comedy 
and tragedy, and his success in the latter branch is due to the 
fact that he was not content to seek inspiration from Seneca. 
as were most of the tragedians of the 16th century, but went 

straight to the fountain heads, Sophocles and Euripides. HIS 
Bristo is but a youthful essay, but his second piece, 0 Ciao. 1$  

almost a comedy of character, though both are Italian eve! In 
Uzi names of the personages. Ferreira's real claim to disarm 
lion, however, rests on hues de Castro (see Fautuss). 

The principal form taken by prose writing in the 16th usual 
was historical, and a pleiad of distinguished writers arose to 
narrate the discoveries and conquests in Asia, Africa and apt 

ocean. Many of them saw the achievements they relate anal 

were inspired by patriotism to record them, so that their wasp 
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Coming back to mil, - 
uncritical Ckronica de D. Joav 
and the Ckrorsica de D. Srbasiido 
who was with the king at Al Kan al Kebir, r ter, . 
de Andrade, who was taken prisoner in that battle, rest.. 
experiences and preserved many popular traditions and custut.., 
in his Miscellanea. Bishop Osorio (q.v.), a scholar of European 
reputation, wrote chiefly in Latin, end his capital work, 
chronicle of King Mandel, is in that tongue. 

The books of travel of this century are unusually important 
because their authors were often the first Europeans to visit 
or at least to study the countries they refer to. They include, 
to quote the more noteworthy, the Drscobrissente de &gilds, 
the lisarrario of Antonio Tenreiro, the Verdadeira informed° 
dos :WO de Frew lobo by Francisco Alvann and the Ethiopia 
oriental by Frei Jolla dos Santos, both dealing with Abyssinia, 
the itiarrerie do krra soda by Frei Pnntakilo de Aveiro, and 
that mud•ranslated classic, the Hisioria do sides do padre 
Francisco X aricr by Padre Joao de Lucena. Fertile Cardim 
in his Narratira rpisiolar records a journey through Brasil, and 
Pedro Teixeira relates his experiences in Persia. But the work 
that holds the palm in its class is the Peregrinacao which Fernier 
blender Pinto hi.: 1, t he famous adventurer, composed in his 
old age for his children's reading. While Mender Pinto and his 
book are typically Portuguese of that age. the Histaria Iragirss-
staritista. sometimes designated the prose epic of resdode, Is 
equally characteristic of the race of seamen which produced it. 
TIM collection of twelve storks of notable wrecks which befell 
Portuguese ships between 6332 and :bog contains that of the 

Almeida Garrett, who belonged to the Pitiosiisies, or followers 
of Nasdmento, in opposition to the Ei,nosistas, or disciples of 
Bocage. 

Early in the illth century the spirit of revolt against despotism 
led to in attempt at the restoration of the drama by authors 
sprung from the people, who wrote for spectators n. 
as coarse as they were ignorant of letters. Its 
centres were the theatres of the Bairro Alto and Mouraria, and 
the numerous pieces staged there belong to low comedy. The 
Operas partwgresas of Antonio Jose da Silva (q.v.), produced 
between 1733 and 174r, owe their name to the fact that arias, 
seirmers and medi*has were interspersed with the prose dialogue, 
and if neither the plots, style, nor language are remarkable, 
they have • real comic force and a certain originality. Silva 
is the legitimate representative in the 28th century of the popular 
theatre inaugurated by Gil Vicente, and though born in Brasil, 
whence he brought them/divan, he is essentially a national writer. 
Like Silva's operas, the comedies of Nicola° Luis contain a 
faithful picture of contemporary society and enjoyed consider-
able popularity. Luis divided his attention between heroic 
comedies and comedies de cape y espada, but of the fifty-one 
ascribed to him, all in verse, only one bears his name, the rest 
appeared anonymously. His method was to choose some Spanish 
or Italian play, cut out the parts be disliked, and substitute 
scenes with dialogues in his own way, but he has neither ideals, 
taste nor education; and, except in Os Merida Peralias, his 
haracten are lifeless and their conventional passions are 
neared in inflated language. Notwithstanding their de. 

its, however, his comedies held the stage from 276o until 
id of the century. 

while the Arcadia also took up the task of raising the 
stage, but though the ancients and the classic writers 
century were its ideals, it drew immediate inspiration 
',temporary French theatre. All its efforts failed, 

'use its members lacked dramatic talents and, 
telt with the people, could not create a national 
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the preceding age. in 1336 the Inquisition began its work, 
while between 1552 and 1555 the control of higher education 
passed into the bands of the Jesuits. Following the Inquisitive 
and the Jesuits came two other obstacles to the cultivation of 
letters, the censorship of books and the Indexes, arid, as if these 
plagues were not enough, the Spanish domination followed. 
Next the taint of Gongorism appeared, and the extent to which 
it affected the literature of Portugal may be seen in the five 
volumes(of the Feels resucida, where the very titles of the 
poems suffice to show the futilities which occupied the attention 
of some of the best talents. The prevailing European fashion 
of literary academies was not long in reaching Portugal, and 
5647 saw the foundation of the Academia dos GelICIOSOS which 
included in its ranks the men most illustrious by learning and 
social position, and in 1663 the Academia dos Sisgulares came 
into being; but with all their pedantry, extravagances and bad 
taste, it must be confessed that these and similar corporations 
tended to promote the pursuit of good literature. In bucolic, 
there arose a worthy disciple of Ribeiro in Francisco Rodrigues 
Lobo (q.►.), author of the lengthy pastoral romances Corte ea 
&dila and Primavera, the soup in which, with his eclogues, 
earned him the name of the Portuguese Theoaitus. The fore-
most literary figure of the time was the 'encyclopaedic Francisco 
Manoel de Mello (q.v.), who, though himself a Spanish classic, 
strove hard and successfully to free himself from subservience 
to Spanish forms and style. Most of the remaining lyricists of 
the period were steeped in Gongoriern or, writing in Spanish, 
have no place here. It suffices to mention Soror Violent* do Chi, 
an exalted mystic called " the tenth muse," Bernard& Ferreira 
de Lacerda, author of the Sokdades de Busseco, the Laura do 
A ;Oise of Manoel Tagarro, theS3dvia de Lisardo of Frei Bernardo 
de Brito, and the poems of Frei Agostinho des amps, who, 
however, is better represented by his Cartes utilisers. Satiri-
cal verse had two notable cultivators in D. Thomas de Noronha 
and Antonio Serrlo de Castro, the first a natural and facile writer, 
the second the author of Os Rates do inquisioni, a facetious 
poem composed during his incarceration in the dungeons of the 
Inquisition, while Dingo de Sousa Camacho showed abundant 
wit at the expense of the slaves of Gongorisra and Marinism. 

The gallery of epic poets is a large one, but mast of 
their productions are little more than rhymed 'chronicles and 
EiPh 	

have almost passed into oblivion. The Ulyssea of 
Poetry. 	Gabriel Pereira de Castro describes the foundation 

of Lisbon by Ulysses, but, notwithstanding its 
plagiarism of Tke Lusk& and faults of taste, these ten cantos 
contain some masterly descriptive passages, and the 04410 

rise shows a harmony and flexibility to which even Canteens 
rarely attained; but this praise cannot be extended to the 
tiresome Ulyssipo of Sousa de Macedo. The Male= cormaisiada 
of Francisco de Si de Menezes, having Alphonse d'Albuquerque 
for its hero, is prosaic in form, if correct in design. Rodrigues 
Lobo's twenty cantos in honour of the Holy Constable do him 
no credit, but the Vie-lab tragic° by that travelled soldier 
Garcia de Mascarenhas has some vigorous descriptions, and 
critics reckon it the best epic of the second class. 

In point of style the historians of the period are laboured 
and rhetorical; they were mostly credulous friars who wrote in 
mimv.  their cells, and no longer, as in the rith century, 

travellers and men of action who described what 
they had seen. 

Frei Bernardo de Brito began his ponderous Mossarchia 
Lusikaa with the creation of man and ended it where he should 
have begun, with the coming of Count Henry to the Peninsula. 
His contribution is a mass of legends destitute of foundation or 
critical sense, but both here and in the Chrortica de Cister he 
writes a good prose. Of the four continuer. of Brito's work, 
three are no better than their master, but Feel Antonio Brandin, 
who dealt with the period from King Alphonse Henriques to 
King John II., proved himself a man of high intelligence and a 
learned, conscientious historian. 

Frei Luis de Sousa, a typical monastic chronicler, although he 
bad begun life as a soldier, wedged up the materials collected by  

others, and tier much labor limas produced the panegyeicel 
Vida de D. Frei &Nikolaus dos roar lyres, the Mew& de S. 
Donis:es, and the Aiwa d'd ref D. Jobe III. His style is 
lucid and vivid, but he lacks the critical sense, and the speeches 
he puts into the mouths of his characters are imaginary. Maned 
de Feria y Sousa (q.v.), a voluminous writer on Portuguese 
history and the arch-commentator of Canteens, wrote, by an 
irony of fate, in Spanish, and Mello's classic WORM ci the 
Catalonia* War is also in that language, while, by a still greater 
irony, Jacinto Frew de Andrade thought to picture and exalt 
the Cato-like viceroy of India by his grandiloquent Vida sla D. 
Jobe de Castro. 

Other historical books of the period are the valuable Distsersos 
of Severim de Dula, the Portugal reamers& of D. Luis de 
Mendes, condo de Ericeira, the ecclesiastical histories of Arch-
bishop Rodrigo da Cunha, the Agiokgio bailees of Jorge Cardoso 
and the Ckrouica do Coapauhia de Jesus by Padre Balthasar 
Telles. The last also wrote an Historic; de Ethiopia, and, though 
the travel literature of this century compares badly with that of 
the preceding, mention may be made of the Ititeraria do ladle 
tor terra aft a Eke de Chipre of Frei Gaspar de S. Bernardinee 
and the Reiff& do nose camish• alravistia Aral& a Soisei 
Padre Maned Godinho. 

In the nth century the religious orders and especially the 
Jesuits absorbed even more of the activities and counted for 
more in the public affairs of Portugal than in the and.„. 

 preceding age. The pulpit discharged some of the 
functions of the modern peen, and men who combined the gifts 
of oratory and writing filled it and distinguished themselves, 
their order and their country. The Jesuit Antonio Vieim (qr.), 
missionary, diplomat and voluminous writer, repeated the 
triumphs he had gained in Bahia and Lisbon in Rome, which 
proclaimed him the prince of Catholic orators His 202 serrates 
are a mine of learning and experience, and they stand out from 
all others by their imaginative power, originality of wee, 
variety of treatment and audacity of expression. His keen 
are in a simple conversational style, but they lack the popdat 
locutions, humour and individuality of those of Mello. Versa 
was a man of action, while the oratories Manoel Bernardes lived 
as a recluse, hence his sermons and devotional works, especially 
Ls s a Color and the Nova Floresta, breathes calm and sweetness 
alien to the other, while they are even richer treasures of pure 
Portuguese. Perhaps the truest and most feeling human 
documents of the century are the five epistles written by 
Marianna Akoforado (q.v.) known to history as the Letters of a 
Portuguese Nan. Padre Ferreira de Almeida's translation of the 
Bible has considerable linguistic importance, and philological 
studies had an able exponent in Amato de Rebored°. 

The popular theatre lived on in the Comedies de Centel, 
mostly anonymous and never printed its existence would 
hardly be known were it not for the pieces which ne  
were placed on the Index. The popular auks that 
have survived are mainly religious, and show the abuse of 
metaphor and the conceits which derive from Gongora. All 
through this century Portuguese dramatists, who aspired to he 
heard, wrote, Mee Jacinth° Cordeiro and Mattes Frazee°, in 
Castilian, though a brilliant exception appeared in the person at 
Francisco Manoel de Mello (q.v.), whose witty Asia do Mato 
aprondis in redondilhas is eminently national in language, 
subject and treatment. Until the Restoration of into the stye 
remained spellbound by the Spaniards, and when a court once 
more came to Lisbon it preferred Italian opera, French Play; 
and samseks to dramatic performances in the vernacular, with 
the result that both Portuguese authors and actors of repute 
disappeared. 

The z8th Costscry.—The first part of the t8th auto* 
differs little from the preceding age except that both affectation • 
and bad taste tended to increase, but gradually signs appearai 
of a literary revolution, which preceded the political and 
developed into the Romantic movement. Men of liberal ides 
went abroad, chiefly to France, to escape the stupid tyranny that 
ruled In Church and-state, and to their exhortation and example 
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c Largely due the reforms which were by degrees inaugurated 
every branch of letters. Their names wee among others 

leida.ndte de Gusmio, the Caroline de Oliveira, Ribeiro 
t eaches, Corrfa dos Sena, Brotero end Nascimento. They had 
forerunner in Luis Antonio Votary, who poured sarcasm on 

se prevailing methods of education. and exposed to good effect 
se entasonlinary literary and scientific decadence of Postugal 
• an epoch-making week, the Verdadeire atelhosle de Wader. 
From time to time literary societies, variously called academies 

g &readies, arose to co-operate in the work of reform. In 
so King John V., an imitator of Louis XIV., 

reavory.- 
seadomia "estauusned the academy of history.. The fifteen 

volumes of its Meastrias, published from tsar to 
.7 so, show the excellent work done by its members, among 
whom: were Cuomo de Sousa, author of the colossal Ilistoria 
Ea Casa Real pertsseresa, BATIXdal Machado, compiler of the 
rivaltioble Bibliotheca Lasitests. and Soars dos Sava, chronicler 
sf the reign of King John I. 

The Royal Academy of Sciences founded in 1780 by the and 
duke cd Loftus, uncle of Queen Maria I., still exists, though its 
&4.., output and influence are small. Its thief coutribu-
oasis/vas, oi tions to knowledge were the DiectiMerie di &toga 
Sialoweee• portusum, still unfinished, and the Almeria* inn- 
s t v  s , and it induded in its ranks nearly all the horned men of 
t he last part of the *8th century. Among them were the ecdesi-
&dicer historian Frei Manoel do Ceosculo, bishop of Beja, the 
polygraph Ribeiro dos Santo*, Caetano do Amaral, a patient 
investigator of the origins of Portugal, Joao Pedro Ribeirao, 
the founder of modern historical studies, D. Frandsen Alezaadre 
Lobo, bishop of Vireo, abase essays on Canteens and other 
authors show sound critical sense and a correct style, Cardinal 
Sarah's. an expert on ancient and modern history and the 
voyages of his countrymen, and Frei Fortunate de S. Barren-

,. tun, a historical and literary critic. 
In s 756 Cruz e Silva (q.v.), with the aid of friends, established 

I. the Arcadia Ulysipesesse, " to form a school of good sayings 
and good examples in eloquence and poetry." The most 

6 Ammon, considered poets of the day joined the Arcadia and 
i tors 	individually wrote much excellent verse, but they 
6 Pae4TA age all lacked creative power. The principal Greek and 

Latin authors were the models they chose, and Ganno, the most 
prominent Arcadian, composed the Caddo de Did., a gem of 
ancient art, as well as some charming sonnets to friends and 
elegant odes and epistles. The bucolic verse of Quits, a hair. 
dresser, has • tenderness and simplicity which challenge com-
parison with Bernardim Ribeiro, and the Al collie of Goings 
contains a celebrated collection of bucolic-erotic verse. Their 
conventionality sets the lyrics of Cruz e Silva on • lower pima, 
but in the Hyssops he improves on the Leiria of Boileau. After 

chequered existence, internal dissensions caused the dissolution 
of the Arcadia in um. It bad only pined a partial rumen 
because the despotic rule of Nebel, like the Inquisition before 
him, hindered freedom of fancy and discussion, and drove the 
Arcadians to waste themselves on flattering the powerful. 
In t ;co a New Arcadia came Into being. Its two most distin-
guished members were the rival poets Bocage (q.v.) and Apatinho 
de Macedo (q.r.). The only other poet of the New Arcadia 
who ranks high is Curvo Semedo; but the Dissidents, a name 
bestowed on those who stood outside the Arcedias, included 
two distinguished men now to be cited, the second of whom 
became the herald of a poetical revolution. No Portuguese 
satirist possessed such a complete equipment for his office as 
Nicola* Tolentino, and though • dependent position depressed 
his muse, he painted the customs and follies of the time with 
almost photographic accuracy, and distriliuted his attacks or 
begged for favours in sparkling verse. The task of purifying 
and enriching the language and restoring the cult of the Quin-
hentistas perseveringly carried out by Francisco Marmot de 
Navin:ergo (q.r.) in numerous compositions, bi prose and vane, 
both original and translated. Shortly before his death In Paris 
be became a convert to the Romantic movement, and he 
ortrorrd the way for its definite triumph In the panne of 

Almeida Garrett, who belonged to the Pflindriar, or features: 
of Nascimento, in opposition to the Elmooduar, or disdples of 
Bocage. 

Early in the 18th century the spirit of revolt against despotism 
led to an attempt at the restoration of the drama by authors 
sprung from the people, who wrote for spectators 
es wane as they were ignorant of letters. Its """""''"' 
centres were the theatres of the Bolero Alto and Motown, and 
the numerous pieces staged there belong to low comedy. The 
Operas perhigmas of Antonio Jose dos Silva (q.s.), produced 
between 1733 and 174r, owe their name to the fact that arias, 
Meade and tanifohns were interspersed with the prose dialogue, 
and if neither the plots, style, nor language are remarkable, 
they have a real comic force and a certain originality. Silva 
is the legitimate representative in the oath century of the popular 
theatre inaugurated by Gil Vicente, and though born in Brazil, 
whence he brought thew :lid& he is essentially a national writer. 
Like Silva's operas, the comedies of Nicolao Luis contain a 
faithful picture of contemporary society and enjoyed consider-
able popularity. Luis divided his attention between heroic 
comedies and comedies le cape y esfroda, but of the fifty-one 
ascribed to him, ail in verse, only one bears his name, the rest 
appeared anonymously. His method was to choose some Spanish 
or Italian play, cut out the parts he disliked, and substitute 
scenes with dialogues in his own way, but he has neither ideals, 
taste nor education; and, except in Os Monies Perallas, his 
characters are lifeless and their conventional passions are 
expressed hi inflated language. Notwithstanding their de-
merits, however, his comedies held the stage from 176o until 
the end of the century. 

Meanwhile the Arcadia also took up the task of raising the 
tone of the stage, but though the ancients and the classic writers 
of the rods century were its ideals, it drew immediate inspiration 
from the contemporary French theatre. Al its efforts failed, 
however, because its members lacked dramatic talents and, 
being out of touch with the people, could not create a national 
drama. 

Gana* (q.v.) led the way with the Theatre Nero, a bright 
little comedy in blank verse, and followed it up with another, 
Assaablea see podia; but be did not persevere. Figueiredo 
fait he bad a mission to restore the drama, and wrote thirteen 
volumes of plays in prose and verse, but, though he chose national 
subjects, and could invent plots and draw characters, he could 
not make them live. Finally, the bucolic poet Quits produced 
the tragedies Segooda Castro, Semitone and two others. but 
these imitations from the French, for all the taste they show, 
were stillborn, and in the absence of court patronage, which 
was ezdusirely bestowed on the Lisbon opera, then the best 
equipped in Europe, Portugal remained without a drama of its 
own. 

Sacred eloquence is represented by Fr. Alexandre Pallid's, 
• student of Vidra, whose outspoken attack on vice in high 
daces in a, sermon preached before Queen Maria led to his exile 
from court. The art of letter-writing had cultivators in Abbade 
Costa, Ribeiro Bandies, physician of Catherine H. of Emilia, 
Alexandre de GitUnil0, and the celebrated Cavalbeiro de Oli-
veira, also author of ileaserias politicos e literarias, published at 
the Hague, whither he had 'fled to escape the Inquisition. 
Philological studies were pursued with ardour and many valuable 
publications have to be recorded, among them Bluteau's Vous-
betterie Periages, the Meshes ogre a fillet(' pertsgessa and 
an Ads parka by Francisco Jose Freire, the Exercicios and 
Espirito de lieges e eismeacia of Pereira de Figueiredo, trans-
lator of the Vulgate, and Viterbo.' Eisseiderie, a dictionary of 
old terms and phones which has not been superseded. Finally 
the best literary critic and one of the most correct prose writers 
of the period is Francisco Dias Gains. 

The I. Costar" end After.—The 19th century witnessed a 
general revival of letters, beginning with the Romantic move-
merit, of which the chief exponents were Garrett (q.v.) and 
Hercule** (q.s.), both of whom bad to have Portugal on account 
of their political liberalism, and it was inaugurated Is the 
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field of poetry. Garrett read the masterpieces of contemporary 
foreign literature during his exiles in England and France, and, 

imbued with the national spirit, he produced in alas 
email. the poem Canoes, wherein he broke with the estab-
Marcum: risked rules of composition in verse and destroyed 
P••"• the authority of the Arcadian rhymers. His poetry 
like that of his fellow emigre, the austere Herculano,is eminently 
sincere and natural, but while his short lyrics are personal in 
subject and his longer poems historical, the verse of Hamden° 
is generally subjective and the motives religious or patriotic. 
The movement not only lost much of its virility and genuineness, 
but became ultra-Romantic with A. F. de Castilho (q.v.), whose 
most conspicuous followers were Joao de Lemos and the poets 
of the collection entitled 0 Treader; Soares de Passes, 
singer for the sad; the melodious Thomas Itaseiro, who drew 
his inspiration from Zorilla and voiced the opposition to a 
political union with Spain in the patriotic poem D. !erns. 
Mendes Leal, a king in the heroic style, Genres de Americo 
and Bulhao Pato, belong more or less to the same lichee/ 
On the other hand Jose Similes Dias broke with the Roenentk 
tradition in which he had been educated, and sucdessfvlly 
sought inspiration from popular sources, se his Pessinsola►es 
proves 

In a865 there arose a serious and lengthy strife in the Per: 
tissues. Parnassus, which came to be known as the Coimbra 
Tas, question, from its origin in the university city. 
arum Its immediate cause was the preface which GISMO 
Qatalba.  contributed to the poem Mocidade of Pinheiro 
Chagas, and it proclaimed the alliance of poetry with philosophy. 
The younger men of letters regarded Castilho as the self-elected 
pontiff of a mutual-praise school, who, ignorant of the literary 
movement abroad, claimed to direct them in the old paths, and 
would not tolerate criticism. The revolt spinet his primacy 
took the form of a fierce war of pamphlets, and led ultimately 
to the dethronement of the blind bard. The leaders in the 
movement were Anthem de Quental (q s.) and Dr Theophilo 
Braga, the first a student of German philosophy and poetry, 
the second a disciple of Comte and author of an epic of humanity, 
Visa° dos kayos, whose immense work in the spheres of poetry, 
criticism and literary history, marred by contradictions, but 
abounding in life, cannot be judged at present: In the issue 
literature gained considerably, and especially poetry, which 
entered on a period of active and rich production, still un-
checked, in the persons of Joao de Deus (q.v.) and the Coins-
brans and their disciples. The Cameo de fleas contains some 
of the most splendid shod poems ever written in Portuguese, 
and an Italian critic has ventured to call Joao de Deus, to whom 
God and women were twin sources of inspiration, the greatest 
love poet of the 19th century. Simplicity, spontaneity and 
harmony distinguished his earlier verses, which are also his 
best, and their author belongs to no *chord but stands alone. 
A preponderance of reflection and foreign influences distinguish 
the poets now to be mentioned. Anthero de Quintal, the chief 
of the Coimbrans, enshrined his metaphysical seo-Buddhistic 
ideas overshadowed by extreme pessimism, and marked the 
stages of his mental evolution, in a sequence of finely-wrought 
sonnets. These place him la the sacred circle near to Heine 
and Leopardi, and, though strongly individualistic, it is curious 
to note in them the influence of Germaniam on the mind of • 
southerner and a descendant of the Catholic navigators of the 
ath century. Odes medernas, written in youth, show " Santo 
Anthero," u his friends called him, In revolutionary, free-
thinking and combative mood, and are ordinary enough, but 
the prose of- his tam" e.g. Considerations en the 
a Paulsen Literary History, has that peculiar 
clearness and conciseness which stamped the later wok of 
this sensitive thinker. A subtle irony pervades the thous of 
Jolla Penba, who links the Coimbrans with Guerra Junnnqqudre  and 

the younger poets Partly philosophical, pertly 
sl."8„.... 	naturalistic, Junqueiro began with the Ironical com - 

position, A Mate de D. lea; in Petrie be evoked 
in a series of dramatic scenes and lashed with satire the kings of  

the Beegansa dynasty, and In Os Siasyks he interprets in 
sonorous stanzas the life of country-folk by the light of his 
powerful imagination and pantheistic tendencies. The Geri- 
dada de Sul of Gooses Leal, a militant anti-Christian, at times 
recall Baudelaire, and flashes of genius run through Anti-
Christ., which is alive with the instinct of revolt. The Si 
of the invalidish Antonio Nobre is intensely Portuguese in 
subjects, atmosphere and rhythmic sweetness, and bad • deep 
influence. Cesario Verde sought to interpret universal nature 
and human sorrow, and the Parnassian Goncalves Crespo may 
be termed a deeper, richer Coppfe. His Miniali ►su and Noc-
turna have been re-edited by his widow, D. Maria Amalie Vas de 
Carvalho, a highly gifted critic and essayist whose personality 
and cads all to mind the ellth-century poetess, the Marquees 
de Alorna. The French symbolists found an enthusiastic 
adept in Eugenio de Castro. Antonio Feijo and Jos/ de Sousa 
Monteiro have written verse remarkable by its form, while 
perhaps the most considered of the later poets are Antonio 
Correa de Oliveira and Lopes Vieira. Many other genuine 
bards might be mentioned, because the Portuguese race can 
boast of an unceasing flow of lyric poetry. 

Garrett took in hand the reform of the stage, moved by a 
desire to exile the translations on which the playhouses had long 
subsisted. He chose his subjects from the national 
history, and began with the Auto de Gil Vicente, in 
which he resuscitated the founder of the theatre, and followed 
this up with other prose plays, . among which the Allegan 
do Santarem takes the palm; finally he crowned his labium 
by Frei Las de Sousa, a tragedy of fatality and pathos and one 
of the really notable pieces of the century. The historical bent 
thus given to the drama was continued by the versatile Mendes 
Leal, by Gooses da Amorim and by Pinheiro Chagas, who a 
however succumbed more or less to the atmosphere and machi-
nery of ultra-Romanticism, while the plays of Antonio Enna 
deal with questions of the day in a spirit of combative liberalism. 
In the social drama, Ernesto Mester, and in comedy Fernando 
Caldeira, also no mean lyric poet, are two of the principal names, 
and the latter's pieces, A illasitilka do Renda and A lied:uvula, 
have a delicacy and vivacity which justifies their success. The 
comedies of Gervado Lobato are marked by an easy dialogs* 
and • sparkling wit, and some of the most popular of them were 
written in collaboration with D. Joao de Camara, the leading 
dramatist of the day, one of whose pieces, Os Vellsos, has been 
translated and staged abroad. To Henrique Lopes de Meoo 
donee, scholar, critic and poet, we owe some strong historical 
plays as well u the piece ZI Palma, written with Lobato, 
which made a big hit. The playwrights also include Jura 
Dantas, and Dr Marcellino Mesquite, author of Lana Tel es 
and other historical dramas, as well as of a powerful piece, 
Da manna. 

Hercules'° led the way in the historical romance by his Lades 
e searratiest and 0 Menasticen, two somewhat laboured peo-
ductions, whose progenitor was Welter Scott; they 
still find readers for their impeccable style. Their Mari  
most popular successors have been A Maidade de D. Jae V. 
and A name corridor de aura rears em SaleaUrre by Rebell. 
da Silva, and Um Anne no Corte by the statesman, Andrade 
Corvo, the first and the last superior books. The novel shares 
with poetry the predominant place in the modern literature el 
Portugal, and Camillo Castello Branco (q.v.), Gomm Coelho and 
Era de Queiroz are names which would stand very high in any 
country. The first, a wonderful impressionist though not per-
haps a great novelist, describes to perfection the domestic and 
social life of Portugal in the early part of the tub century. 
His remarkable works include Amor de Perdido, Anew Se Sa-
wa, Rana* do Ricardina, and the series entitled N miles do 
Minim; moreover some of his essays in history and Weary 
CfitiCifill, such as Rekunia do Espirito, rank only nest In his 
romances. Gorses Coelho, better known as Julio Dias, sum& 
his experiences of English society in Oporto In A Females 
jagless, and for his romantic idealism he has been dubbed 
British; Portuguese critics have accused him of Imitating Dicker, 
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His stories, particularly As Pupillas do Scar. Reiter, depict 
country life and acenery with loving sympathy, and hold the 
reader by the charm of the characters, but Diets is a rather 
subjective monotonous writer who lacks the power to analyse, 
and he is no psychologist. Eta de Queiroz (q.v.) founded the 
Naturalist school in Portugal by a powerful book written in 
1871, but only published in :87s, under the title The Crime of 
Father Aymara; and two of his great romances, Cousin Basil 
and Os Males, were written during his occupancy of consular 
posts in England. The Relic conveys the impressions of a 
journey in Palestine and in parts suggests his indebtedness to 
Flaubert, but its mysticism is entirely new and individual; 
while the versatility of his talent further appears in The Cor-
respondence of Fradique Mendes, where acute observation is 
combined with brilliant satire or rich humour. The later por-
tion of The City and the Mountains, for the truth and beauty of 
its descriptive passages, is highly praised, and many pages are 
already quoted as classic examples of Portuguese prose. Among 
other novelists are Oliveira Marreca, Pinheiro Chagas, Arnaldo 
Gams, Luis de Magalh1es and Teixeira de Queirce, the last of 
whom is almost as distinctly national a writer as Castello Branco 
himself. 

Years of persevering toil in archives and editions of old 
chronicles prepared Herculano for his magnum opus, the Historia 
' .de Portugal. The. Histories do Origeee e Estabde- 

wield* do Inquisiceo era Portugal followed and 
confirmed the position of its author as the leading modern 
historian of the Peninsula, and he further initiated and edited 
the important series Portugalim Yonumnda historica. The 
Viscoode de Santarem, and Judice Biker in geography and 
diplomatic:, produced standard works; Luz Soriano com-
piled painstaking histories of the reign of King Joseph and 
of the Peninsular War; Silvestre Ribeiro printed a learned 
account of the scientific, literary and artistic establishments of 
Portugal, and Lieut.-Colonel Christovant Ayres was the author 
of a history of the Portuguese army. Rebello da Silva and the 
voluminous and brilliant publicists, Latino Coelho and Pin-
heiro Chagas, wrote at second hand and rank higher as stylists 
than as historians. Gams Banns and Costa Lobo followed 
lonely in the footsteps of Herculano, the first by a Historic' 
do Administracdo publica cm Portugal nos Secedes XII. a XV., 
positively packed with learning, the second by a Historia do 
Sociedode ran Portugal no Seculo XV. Though he had no time 
for original research, Oliveira Martins (q.v.) possessed psycho-
logical imagination, a rare capacity for general ideas and the 
gift of picturesque narration; and in his philosophic Historic 
is Portugal, his sensational Portugal contewporaneo, Os Pass 
is D. Joao and Vida de Nun' Alvaro, he painted an admirable 
series of portraits and, following his master Michela, made the 
past live again. Furthermore the interesting volumes of his 
Bibliotheca dos Sciencias Sociaes show extensive knowledge, 
freshness of views and critical independence and they have 
greatly contributed to the education of his countrymen. 

Ramaiho Ortigito, the art critic, will be remembered prin-
cipally for the Fortes, a series of satirical and humorous sketches 

of Portuguese society which he wrote in coil:them-
Oftlersin. Hon with Queiroz. Julio Cesar Machado and Falb° 
de Abncida made their mark by many humorous publications, 
and, in the domain of pure literary criticism, mention must be 
made of Antonio Pedro Lopes de Mendonca, Rebello da Silva, 
Dr Joaquim de Vasconceilos, Mme Michaelis de Vascon. 
cellos, Silva Pinto, the favourite disciple of Castello Branco, 
and of Luciano Cordeiro, founder of the Lisbon Geographical 
Society, whose able monograph, Surer Marianna, vindicated 
the authenticity of the Leiters of a Portuguese Nun and showed 
Marianna Akoforado to be their authoress. Excellent critical 
work was also done by Monis Barreto, whose early death was a 
serious loss to letters. 

In scientific literature hardly a single department lacks a name 
of repute even outside Portugal. The press has accompanied 
the general progress, and ever since Herculano founded and 
wrote in the Panorama, the leading writers have almost without  

exception made both name and livelihood by writing for the 
papers, but as pure journalists none has excelled Antonio 
Rodriguez Sampaio, Antonio Augusto Teixeira de Vasconcellos 
and Emygdio Navarro. 

The leading Portuguese orators of the 19th century, with the 
exception of Malhao, were not churchmen, as in the past, but 
politicians. The early days of parliamentary rule 
produced Manoel Fernandes Themes and Manoel 

Oratoty. 

Borges Carneiro, but the most brilliant period was that of the 
first twenty-five years of constitutional. government after 1834, 
and the historic names are those of Garrett, Manoel da Silva 
Passos, and the great tribune and apostle of liberty, Jose 
Estevito Coelho de Magalhaes. The ill-fated Vicira de Castro 
excited the greatest admiration by his impassioned speeches 
in the Chamber of Deputies during the 'sixties; the nearest 
modern counterpart to these distinguished men is the orator 
Antonio Candido Ribeiro da Costa. 

Breturoaasur.—The corner-stones are the Bibliotheca Lantana 
of Barbosa Machado and the Diecionario bibliographic° per!- -- . 
by Innocencio da Silva, with Brito Aranha's supplement ; while • 
Bakal:tea Hi:pana Nova of Nicolao Antonio (1783-1768) may .11.,o 
be referred to. Subsidiary to these are the Manual abliograplaks 
Perform of Dr Pinto de Mattos, the admirable Catalogs razonado 
is los Autores portugueses quo escribieron en Castellano. compiled 
by Garcia Peres (t890), and such publications as Figamere's 
catalog° dos Manuscripts: poriugueks no Muses: Britannico (1853). 
The only full general history of the literature comes from the prolific 
pen of Dr Theophilo Braga (second and revised edition in 32 vols.). 
Te volumes positively bulge with information and contain much 
acute criticism, but their value is diminished by frequent and need-
less digressions and by the fantastic theorizings of their author, a 
militant Positivist. Of one-volume books on the same subject, 
Dr Braga's Curse da Hu:aria do Litteraturapark:gates and his 
Theoria do Historia da Litteratura portuguera (3rd ed., 1881) may be 
recommended, though the plainer Hu:aria do Litteratura ports-
guess, by Dr Mendes dos Remedios (3rd ed., r9o8) has the consider-
able advantage for foreign students of including a large number 
of selected passages from the authors named. See also the CI:rests. 
snathia arcbaica of J. J. Nunes (1905). Among foreign studies 
the palm must be given to the " Geschichte der portugiesischen 
Litteratur " by the eminent scholar, Mme Michaelis de Vasconcellos„ 
in the Gruntitsis der tom. Palolove of Grober (1893-1894). Among 
general critical studies are Costa e Silva's Ensaio biographico-critko 
and the masterly work of Menendez y Pelayo, Historia de las ideas 
(notices ex Espana. 

Coming to special periods, the student may consult, for the 
pincioncirw., Mrne M1.111.1i, VA ,cnn, P.,, op. c,f. an.i her 
great Ala Aiwa (t9 4 ); aleo 11. R. 
Dos Liederbuch der NOME: Denis son Porta (1894). Lopes de 
Mendonca treats of the literature of the 16t and 17th centuries 
in articles in the Annan dos ninnies e ktras; and the Memorial is 
/literature perks:Ina printed by the Lisbon Academy of Sciences 
(1792-184) contain essays on the drama and the Arcadia, but the 
19th century has naturally received most attention. For that 
period, see Lopes de Mendonca. Memeiros do liketalstra eoutens-
Pe:rania (1855); Romero Ortiz, La Literatura porta/nese en el sigto 
XIX. (1869), containing much undigested information; and Maxime 
Fonnont. Le MOVVCINCIli POhlitre comtewporoin en Portugal, an able 
sketch; but the soundest review is due to Monis Barrett", whose 
" Litteratura portugueza contemporatsea " came out in the &sista 
de Portugal for July 1889. Students of the modern novel in Portugal 
should refer to the essays of J. Pereira de ,Sampitio (" Bruno '') 
A Germ& Nam (1886). 

Portugal still lacks • collection equivalent to Rivadeneyra's 
Biblioteca is °Worts esponeles, contenting itself with the Far-
man. Isisinuto (6 vols., igen) and • Corpus illitstrison paean:us 
Insikusornsl girt Wine serinsemmt (1744-1748). and though much 
has been accomplished to make the classics more available, even yet 
no correct, not to say critical, texts of many notable writers exist. 
The Caticioneiro is Abide by Mme Vasconcellos, is the perfection 
of editing, and there are diplomatic editions of other cancioneiros. 
e.g. Il anemias porteghese della Bibliotheca Vatican, by E. 
Monad (1875). of which Dr Braga hurriedly prepared a critical edi-
tion; B Camentie►e portoghese Colocei-Draneuts by E. Molteni (188o), 
and the Cantioneiro Gerd (1846). The R01114114610 POINEUO of 
V. E. Hardung is incomplete. 	 (E. Pa.) 

PORTUGUESE BAST AFRICA, or MOZAMBIQUE. This Por-
tuguese possession, bounded E. by the Indian Ocean, N. by 
German East Africa, W. by the Nyasaland Protectorate, Rho-
desia and the Transvaal, S. by Tongaland (Natal), has an area 
of 293,soo sq. m. It is divided in two by the river Zambezi. 
The northern portion, between the ocean and Lake Nyasa and 
the Shiri river, is a compact block of territory, squarish in 
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shape, being about goo m. long by 36o m. broad. South of the 
Zambezi the province consists of a strip of land along the 
coast varying from so to zoo m. in depth. Along the Zambezi 
itself Portuguese territory extends west as far as the Loangwa 
confluence, some boo m..by river. 

Physical Features—The coast-line extends from at' II' S. to to* 
40' S., and from south to north makes a double curve with a general 
trend outward, Se. to the east. It has a length of taso rn. Some 
ao m. north of the Natal (Tongoland) frontier is the deep indentation 
of Delagoa Bay (q.v.). The land then turns outward to Cape Cor-
rientes, a little north of which is Inhambane Bay. Bending westward 
again and passing several small islands, of which the chief is Bazaruto, 
Sofala Bay is reached. Northward the Zambezi with a wide delta 
pours its waters into the ocean. From this point onward the coast 
Is studded with small islands, mainly of coral formation. On one 
of these islands is Mozambique. and Immediately north of that port 
is Conducia Bay. Somewhat farther north are two large bays-
Fernao Veloso and Memba. There is a great difference in the charac-
ter of the coast north and south of Mozambique. To the north the 
coast is much indented, abounds in rocky headlands and rugged 
cliffs while, as already mated, there is an almost continuous (rime 
of islands. South of Mozambique the coast-line is low, Sandy 
and lined with mangrove swamps. Harbour. are few and poor. 
The difference in character of these two regions ashes from the fact 
that in the northern half the ocean curtest which flows south between 
Madagascar and the mainland is close to the coast, and scours out 
all the softer material, while at the same time the coral animakules 
are building in deep waters. But south of Mozambique the ocean 
current forsakes the. coast, allowing the accumulation of sand 

N and alluvial matter. North of Fernao Veloso and Memba the largest 
bays are Pemba (where there is commodious anchorage for heavy 
draught vessels), Montepuesi and Tunghi, the last named having 
for its northern arm Cape Delgado, the limit of Portuguese territory. 

Orographically the backbone of the province is the mountain 
chain which forms the eastern escarpment of the continental plateau. 
It does not present a uniformly abrupt descent to the plains, but in 
places—as in the lower Zambezi district—slopes gradually to the 
coast. The Lebombo Mountains, behind Delagoa Bay. nowhere 
exceed 2o7o ft. in height; the Minks plateau, farther north, 
is higher. Mt Doe rises to 7875 ft. and Mt Panga to 76to ft. 
The Gorongoza massif with Mt ?diranga (6550 Enhatete 
(6050 ft.), and Gogogo (59co ft.) lies north-east of the Manic* plateau. 
and is, like it, of granitic formation. Gorongoaa, rising isolated 
with precipitous outer elopes, has been likened in its aspect to a 
frowning citadel. The chief mountain range, however, lies north 
of the Zambezi, and east of Lake Chilwa, namely, the Namuli 
Mountains, in which Namuli Peak rises to 8860 ft., and Molisani, 
Mruli and Mresi attain altitudes of 6500 to 8000 ft. These moun-
tains are covered with magnificent forests. Farther north the river 
basins are divided by well-marked ranges with heights of 3000 ft. 
and over. Near the south-east shore of Nyasa there is a high range 
(s000 to 6000 ft.) with an abrupt descent .to the lake—some 3000 ft. 
in six miles. The country between Nyan and lbo is remarkable 
for the number of fantastically shaped granite peaks which rise 
from the plateau. The plateau lands west of the escarpment are 
of moderate elevation—perhaps averaging 2000 to asoo ft. It 
is, however, only along the Zambezi and north of that river that 
Portuguese territory reaches to the continental plateau. 

Besides the Zambezi (q.$) the most considers bb river in Portu-
guese East Africa (3 the Limpopo (q.v.) which enters the Indian 
Ocean about too m. north of Delagoa Bay. The Komati (q.v.). 
Sabi, Busi and Pungwe south of the Zambezi; the Lukugu, Lurio, 
Montepuesi (Mtepwesi) and Mutiu, with the Rovuma (q.v.) and its 
affluent the Lujenda, to the north of it, are the other rivers of the 
province with considerable drainage areas. The Sabi rises in 
Mashonaland at an altitude of over 3000 ft., and after flowing south 
for over 200 m. turns east and pierces the mountains some 170 m. 
from the coast, being joined near the Anglo-Portuguese frontier 
by the Lundi. Cataracts entirely prevent navigation above this 
point. Below the Lundi confluence the bed of the Sabi becomes 
considerably broader, varying from half a mile to two miles. In the 
rainy season the Sabi is a large stream and even in the " dries " it 
ran be navigated from its mouth by shallow draught steamers for 
over 150 m. Its general direction through Portuguese territory 
is east by north. At its mouth it forms a delta 6o m. in extent. 
The Bust (220 m.) and Pungwe (t8o m.) are streams north of and 
similar in character to the Sabi. They both rise in the Manica 
plateau and enter the ocean in Pungwe Bay. their mouths but a 
mile or two apart. The lower reaches of both streams are navigable. 
the Busi for as rn.. the Pungwe for about too m. At the mouth of 
the Pungwe is the port of Beira. Of the north-Zambesi streams 
the Lukugu. rising in the hills south-east of Lake Chars. flowssouth 
and enters the ocean not far north of Quiliraane. The Lurks rising 
in the Namuli Mountains, flows north-east. having a course of 
some 200 in. The Montepuesi and the Msalu drain the country 
between the Lurio and Rovuma basins. Their banks ace in general 
well defined and the wet Beason rise seems fairly constant. 

Geolou.—The central plateau consists of mimes, granites and 
scbists of the usual East African type which In part or in whole are 
to be referred to the Archaean system. The next oldest rocks belong 
to the Karroo period. Their principal occserence is is the Zambezi 
basin, where at Tete they contain workable seems of coal, and have 
yielded plant remains indicating a Lower Karroo or Upper Carboni-
ferous age. Sandstones and shales, possibly of Upper ?Canso° age, 
form a narrow belt at the edge of the foot-platers. t. pper Cretaceous 
rocks crop out from beneath the superficial deposits aloes the cosh 
belt between Delagoa Bay and Mozambique- The Lanornanian 
period is represented in Conducia by the beds with Paeosia and 
Acanlhouras, and in Sofala and Busi by the beds with Attarycosti 
ungulate and Exogyra cohanba. The highest Cretaceous strata 
occur in Conducia, where they contain the huge ammonite Perky. 
discus condeicieruis. The Eocene formation is well represented in 
Gazaland by the nummulitic limestones which have been found to 
extend for a considerable distance inland. Basalts occur at several 
localities in the Zambezi basin. On the flanks of Mount Milanie 
there are two volcanic cones which would appear to be of compare 
tively recent date ;  but the most interesting igneous rocks are the 
rhyolitic lavaa of the Lebombo range. 

Climate.—The climate is unhealthy on the coast and along the 
banks of the Zambesi, where malaria is endemic. With moderate 
clue, however, Europeans are able to enjoy tolerably good heahb. 
On the uplands and the plateaus the climate is temperate and 
healthy. At Tete, on the lower Zambezi, the annual mean tempera-
ture is 77g F., the hottest month being November, 83%3 , and 
the coldest luly, 721 °. At Quilimane, on the coast, the mean 
temperature s85.1°, maximum ao6-7 °  and minimum 415-e. The 
cool season is from April to August, The rainy semen lasts Irons 
December to March, and the dry season from May to the end or 
September. November is a month of light rains. During the me 
soon the districts bordering the Mozambique Channel enjoy • 
fairly even mean temperature of 76.1 °, maximum OCRs and 
minimum mean 65.3°. 

Fassa.—The fauna is rich, game in immense variety begin; 
plentiful in most districts. The carnivore include the lion, hut 
of the yellow and black-maned varieties. leopard, spotted hyena, 
jackal, serval, civet cat. genet, hunting dog (Lyceum pular, in the 
Mozambique district, mongoose and spotted otter, the last-named 
rare. Of ungulate the elephant is plentiful, though large tinkers are 
not often shot. The black rhinoceros is also common, and south of 
the Zambezi are a few specimens of white rhinoceros (R. seem) 
The rivers and marshes are the home of numerous hippopotami:, 
which have, however, deserted the lower 7.antbesi. The wartaqr 
and the smaller red hog are common. A species of zebra is plentifull, 
and herds of buffalo (Bus coffer) arc numerous in the plains and 111 
open woods. Of antelopes the finest are the eland and sable antelope. 
The kudu is rare, Waterbuck, hartebeests fRultalulachtrouresets 
brindled gnu and tsesebe (south of the Zambesi, replaced north of 
that river by the lechwe and puke), reedbutk, bushbuck, impala, 
duiker, klipspringer and oribi are all common. The eiraffe is eat 
found within the province. Of edentate the scaly ant-ester and 
porcopine are numerous. Among rodentia bares sod rabbits are 
abundant. There are several kinds of monkeys and lemuroida 
but the anthropoids are absent. Crocodiles, lizards, chameleons, 
land and river tortoises are all very numerous, as are pythons 
(some di ft. long), cobras, puff-adders and vipers. Centipedes and 
scorpions and insects are innumerable. Among insects mosquitos, 
locusts, the tune fly, the hippo-fly, cockroaches, phylloxera. ter. 
mites, soldier ants and flying ants are common plagues As has bees 
indicated, the Zambezi forms a dividing line nut creased by 
certain animals, so that the fauna north of that rive( presents sense 
marked contrasts with that to the south. 

Bird-life is abundant. Among the larger birds flamingoes are 
especially common in the Mozambique district. Cranes, herons, 
storks, pelicans and ibises are numerous, including the beautiful 
crested crane and the saddle.billed stork (Alyarria sougatnuni, 
the last-named comparatively rare. The eagle, vulture, kite, 
buzzard and crow are well represented, though the crested eagle is 
not found. Of game birds the guinea fowl, partridge. bustard. 
quail, wild goose, teal, widgeon, mallard and other kinds of duck 
are all common. Other birds numerously represented are parrots 
(chiefly a smallish green bird—the grey parrot is •  nut found). ravens, 

.hornbills, buntings, finches, doves, a variety of cuckoo, small sag-
tails, a starling with a beautiful burnished bronze green plumage, 
spur-winged plovers, stilt birds, ruffs and kingfishers. 

Flora.—The flora is varied and abundant. though the custom of 
the natives to burn the grass during the dry season gives to large 
areas for nearly half the year a blackened. dsui•sitc appearance. 
Six varieties of palms are found—the coco-nut. raphia, wild date, 
borassus (or fan palm), hyphaene and Phoenix 'pinata. The owe 
nut is common in the coast regions and often attains too It. t the dsss 
palm, found mostly in marshy ground and by the banks of muff 
rivers, is seldom more than 20 ft. in height. Of the many timber 
trees a kind of cedar is found in the lower forests: ironwood and 
ebony are common, and other trees resemble satin and mrenvond 
The gnaw srnegoltosis, a very large tree found In ravines and by 
river banks, affords durable and easily-worked timber; theft are 
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varicose of vise: and of Mew solsbiy the sycamore, which 

ass edible fruit. liscellem hardwood is obtained from a 
of grewia. Other characteristic trees an the mangrove 
the sea shore), vandal-wood, gum copal, baobab and 

x, aprerl, in the lower pleb, dracaenas (dragon ems), 
abra euphorbis, and many species of creepers and dowering 
„. The thorny smilax sad essay other pnckly creepers and 

are abundant. Acacias are numerous, including the gum- 
ug variety, 'chile landolphia rubber vines grow freely in the 

Among plants of economic value the coffee, cotton, 
and tobacco plants are found, as well as the castor oil and other 

AVOUR plants. Bananas, mangoes aid, pineapples grow in 
profusion. Among dowers annum lilies. lotus, gentians, 

its, lobelias, violets (scentless), red and yellow Immortelles 
used to the higher elevations) and yellow and blue ATOMI/1116 
Common. Of grasses the bamboo is common. Pansgmites 
sunis wows- grass, with its waving, snowy plumes, VOWS In to 
. and is abundant along the river banks and along the edges of 
meshes (For the flora of the Nyasa region IRE BRITISH CENTRAL 
AC Al 

shabitanit.—Portuguese East Africa is sparsely inhabited, 
estimated population (come)  being 3,m0.coo; go % 

the Inhalationen belong to various Bantu tribes, from whose 
Sts most of the uatives employed in the Transvaal gold 
nes are recruited. The meet Important in the northern half 
the province are the Taos (q.v.) and the Ma Hun (Makes). 

ere Makwa, notwithstanding the mesence of Arabs, Banyan' 
'Indus) and Battles In ell the west districts, have preserved 
a remarkable degree their purity of race, although their 

mum* has undergone considerable change (see Barre 
ANIONIAORS). Mast of the country between the Rovtuna and 
le Zarnbed ia populated by breathes of this race, governed 
y numerous petty chiefs. The Makwa are divided into four 
=dies or groups—the Low Makes, the Lamm or Upper 
Ithea, the Maus and the Medo. Tao peones the country 
etyma the MAIN river and Nyasa. The dominate race be-
AVM the Zambezi sad the Mame are the Tavel*, other tribes 

the same retie' n being the Me net Seaga, Muzimbe and 
Unaware. They an stably of Zelu mein. Between the Zambezi 
ed the Pangwe are the Barn Betake, &e. In the district 
nat. of the Pongee river, known as Omeland, the ruling tribes 
reef Zulu odes, all other tribes of dillerent stock being known 

Tonga. For the most part these Tonga tumble the 
Iasutoa. They are of peaceful diploid:in. They occupy 
hamlets with stock-raising and agrienkuse. The white 

.aliabitants numbered about goon in !ma They axe chiefly 
Netnews* sad British and nearly a half live in Lourengo 
•Idarisets. Thee are many Portuguese halt-eats. 

Chief Petersa—The chief towns are Laureano Marques, 
Mocambique, Quilimane, Inhambane, Belts, Chinde and Sofala, 
all separately noticed. TM other European settlements are 
Chaves (see Soma), Anima aod lb. on the coat, and Sena, 

' 'Tete and Zuni* oe the Zambesi. Awns lies midway between 
Quilimane and bleaambique, dam from the tyth century, and 
is s wadi and little frequented port. lbo, founded by the Porte-
geese at the beginning of the ryth century, is bath on an 
band, likewise called Ito, In re ea' S., et erg' E. off the loathers 
ace of Montepuesi Bay, and too m. north of Mozambique. lb* 

. Island is one of a group known ea the Quesisnba =chinch's°. 
The harbour it sheltered but *dhow. The town attained 

' amide:able dimensions in the t sob amtury and was made the 
hes&parters of the Cape Delgado district In the tdth easeury. 
Do most prominent buildings are two forth, one dbused. The 
ethe, called Sun jab, beternimped and was brit, according to 
as Inscription over the gateway, In type. The Zambesi tome 
(Sens, The and jumbo) mark the limits of pea metier made 
by the Portuguese inland. Comeoratively Important places 
la the nth and early part of the reth centuries, with the 
dedise of Portugal* power they tell into • ruinous *sedition. 
the opening up of Rhodeds and BMA Central *hies in the 

' he quartet of the tgth century gave them renewed life Sena, 
teme do s. by liver from Made, is haft at the foot of • 
141 es the southern side of the Zambesi, from which it Is 

. see distant r m., though in the middle of the 16th century 
the rive flowed by it. Same poetesses an efithaentort feet, a 

modern government house and a church dedicated to St 
Marcel. 

Tete, founded about the same time as Sena, is also on the 
south bank of the Zambezi. It is about 14o m. by the river 
above Sena. Since 1894 there has been a regular service of 
steamers between Tete and Chinde. Of the ancient town little 
remains save the strongly -built fort and the church. The new 
town dates from about z136o, when there was a revival of the 
trade in gold dust and ivory. This trade, however, became practi-
cally extinct by ion; the gold dust traffic through exhaustion 
of supplies, and the ivory trade through diversion to other 
routes. A transit ttade to British possessions north and south 
of Tete has been developed, and in rgo6 some gold mines in the 
neighbourhood began crushing ore. Zumbo is picturesquely 
situated just below the Loangweconfiuence and commands large 
stretches of navigable water on the Loangwe and middle Zambezi. 
The 27th-century town was deserted in consequence of the 
hostility of the natives. In rilso David Livingstone found 
on its site nothing but the ruins of a few houses. Since then 
a new settlement has been made, and Zumbo has acquired some 
transit trade with Rhodesia. 

On the line of railway from Beira to Rhodesia the most 
important town is Maui Kessi (Portuguese Magequece) in the 
centre of the Manica goldfields. It lies asoo ft. above the sea, 
tos m. north-west of Beira by rail, and is dose to the British 
frontier. Along the railway from Lourenco Marques to the 
Transvaal frontier are stations marking the position of small 
settlements. The last. Portuguese station is named Ressano 
Garcia; the first Transvaal station Kornati Poort. 

Commanications.--"Fhe Zambezi is navigable by light draught 
steamers throughout its course in Portuguese territory with one 
break at the Kebrussa Rapids—ono ni. frzni its mouth. By means 
of the Shirk affluent of the Zambezi there is direct steamer and rail-
way connexion with British Central Africa. The navigability of the 
other rivers of the province has been indicated. From Lourenco 
Marques railways run to Swaziland and the Transvaal, and from 
Beira there is a railway to Rhodesia. These lines, built to foster 
trade with countries beyond Portuguese territory, link the ports 
named to the British railway systems in South and Central Africa. 
The route for a railway,  to connect Beira with Sena was surveyed 
in to:A-1m, a route from Quilimane to the Zambezi being also 
surveyed. A light railway.  (so in. long) goes inland from Matambe, 
on Inhambane Bay, serving northern Cauland. Native caravan 
routes traverse every part of the country, but these are mere tracks, 
and in general communication is difficult and slow. 

Lourenco Marques, Beira, Mozambique and other ports are in 
telegraphic communication with Europe via South Africa and 
Zanzibar, and a cable connects Mozambique with Madagascar. 
inland telegraph lines connect the ports with the adjacent British 
possessions. British, German and Portuguese steamship lines 
maintain regular communication between Lourenco Marquee and 
other ports and Europe and India. In 1e08 some 17o0 vessels of 
3,400,000 tons visited the ports of the province. 

Agriculture ma Oder lattustnes.—The country from the Rovuma 
to the Zambezi is of great fertility, the richest portion being that 
between Angosa and fliluilimane. In•the basin of the Zambezi the 
soil is fertilized by the inundations of the river. The low coast 
bind of the Gen country is almost equally fruitful. A great part 
of the country is suitable for the growth of the sugar-cane. rice, 
ground-nuts, coffee and tobacco. The two last named plants, as 
also cotton, vanilla, tea and cloves, are not a success in the Quill- 
mane where ecthauts bouts are chief cro 
Rubber vine

mem, 
 s are brgety grows

and 
 in the Morambique 

the 
 district and theme 

Mozambique Company haslarge plantations of coffee and sugar. 
There are numerous sugar factories and rice plantations in the Zam-
bezi district. The natives devote their attention to the raising of 
olesehmus mops mid of anise, cassava, beans, hr- Wheat and other 
wrath are paws Is the valley of the Zambesi. Large herds of 
cattle are raised. The system prevail. in man districts of dividing 
the tend into proms (large agricultural estates in which the natives 
cultivate various crops for the benefit of the 	n leaseholder, 
who is also rax-eollector for his district and can 	the tax either 
is labour or produce. 

Fish are pibd along the coast, and pearls are obtained off the 
Bazaruto Isles. Turtles are caught in the Quaelenlia archipelago. 
Spirits, sugar, fibres and pottery are practically the only commodi-
ties manufactured. The hunting of game for ivory and skins affords 
employment to large numbers of people. 

Mineral Reseurcea—There are immense delimits of coal in the 
neighbourhood of Tete and near Delagoa Bay. and adjo.ning the 
coalfields Ironstone of the best quality is plentiful. Malachite and 
copper are toned in the interior, north -west of Mozambique. The 
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whole of the region north of Delagpa Bay to the Zambezi and inland 
to and beyond the Portuguese frontier is auriferous, and ancielt gold 
workings abound. Many writers have sought to identify this regi , .a 
with the land of Ophir. In Manica several gold mines are worked. 
In 1906-1907 a rich formation similar to the American " placer " 
deposits was discovered in the Manica goldfields. Gold mines are 
also worked at Missile and Chifumbaze, to the north of Tete. The 
Missals mines are just south of the frontier of British Central Africa. 
Petroleum is found near Inhambane, as is also a curious elastic-
like substance named inhangellite, resembling bitumen, chiefly de-
rived from masses of a gelatinous alga (see Kew Bulletin. No. 5s 

 1901). 
Commerce—The chief exports are rubber, sugar, coal (from the 

Transvaal), beeswax, coco-nuts, copra and mangrove bark, ivory 
(including hippopotamus teeth and rhinoceros horns), skins and 
hides, ground-nuts, and oilseeds, monkey-nuts, mealies, cattle (in 
Madagascar), cotton, tobacco, gold and other minerals. The poi, 
cipal imports for consumption in the province are cotton goork 
hardware and foodstuffs. The " Kaffir" trade is largely in chcrp 
wines of a highly deleterious character, blankets, hats and she. 4. 

brass wire and Venetian beads. Immense quantities of cheap wine 
are bought by the natives. There is at Lourenco Marques and at 
Beira a large transit trade to and from the Transvaal and Rhodesia 
respectively. The average annual value of the external trade of 
the province for the five years 1901-1905 was about L5.500,000. 
In 1909 the total trade of the province—including re-exports and 
goods in transit— . exceeded Lio,000,000. Fully 50 of this trade 
was in transit to or from the Transvaal. (See further LOURENc0 
MARQUES; Betas, &c.) The trade ot the province is chiefly with 
Great Britain, India, Germany and Portugal. The retail trade both 
at the seaports and in the settlements inland is hugely in the hands 
of British Indians—Banyans, Battias and Parsecs. 

On the coast there are several native ports of call, between whic h 
and Madagascar a large surreptitious trade in slaves was carried , , a 
until 1877. With this island, and also with Zanzibar, there is a 
large general coasting trade. 

Administration, Revenue, &c.—Formerly called Mozambique. 
the province since 1891 bears the official title of State of East Africa. 
It is under a governor-general, appointed for three years, and for 
administrative purposes is divided into several districts. There ■ si 
a government council, instituted in 1907, composed partly of officals 
and partly of elected representatives of the commercial, industrial 
and agricultural communities. There is also a provincial coun-
cil " with the attributions of an administrative and account 
tribunal." In each district is a subsidiary council. The 
governor-general resides at Lourenco Marques and has under his 
immediate direction the Dclagoa Bay district. Gazaland (q.v.) 
and the district of Inhambane are also governed directly by Port ii-
guese officials. The greater part of the country between the Said 
River and the Zambezi, including the Manica and Sofala regions, 
is administered, under a charter granting sovereign rights for so years 
from 1891, by the Companhia de Mocambique, which has its head-
quarters at Beira. The Quilimane, Chinde and Zambezi regions 
are administered by representatives of the governor-general, with 
headquarters at Mozambique. The Zambezi Company has large 
trading concessions over this district. North of the Quilima,n 
district the coast region and adjacent islands go under the name if 
Angoxa. The territory between the Lurio and Rovuma rivers a ∎ cl 
Lake Nyasa is governed by the Companhia do Nyasa under a rt.) 
charter. Revenue is obtained largely from customs and a hurt 
tax on natives. The annual revenue of the province is ab. it 
Xt.0000)00. A military force, about 4000 strong, is maintain. I, 
including 1200 to 1400 Europeans. Education is chiefly in tle 
hands of Roman Catholic missionaries. 

History.—It is uncertain at what period the east coast of 
Africa south of Somaliland was first visited by the maritime 
races of the cast. There is, however, no reason to doubt th.tt 
by the Toth century A.D. the Arabs had occupied the seabo.od 
as far south as Sofala, and that they carried on an active trade 
between East Africa and Arabia, the Persian Gulf and Ind, L 
The Arabs built fine towns and exercised control over the cu.i It 
peoples, but do not appear to have pushed their conqur , 4 
far inland. They had extensive commercial dealings, chiel`y 
in gold, ivory and slaves, with the Bantu potentates who cold 
over the middle Zambezi valley and the country now knot ,  n 
as Mashonaland. Until the close of the 15th century the Arab 
supremacy was unchallenged. But in 1498 Vasco da Gana 
entered the mouth of a river which he called Rio dos B. ,  a 
Sinaes (River of Good Tokens), as there he first found him- If 
in contact with the civilization of the East. This stream IN is 
the Quilimane River, taken by the Portuguese a little later !o 
be the main mouth of the Zambezi. From this river da Gan a 
continued his voyage, putting in at Mozambique and Mornb a 
on his way to India. Hostilities between the Arabs and Port I-.  

guese broke out almost intmediately; da Gams, Indeed, in his 
first voyage had some trouble with the sultan of Mozambique. 
In zsoz da Game paid a visit to Sofala to make inquiries 
concerning the trade in gold carried on at that place, and the 
reports as to its wealth which reached Portugal led to the 
despatch in isos of a fleet of six ships under Pedro da Nbaya 
with instructions to establish Portuguese influence at Sofala. Da. 
Nhaya was allowed to build a fort dose to the Arab town. The 
fort, built in three months, was shortly afterwards attacked by 
a band of Bantus, who acted on the instigation of the Arab*. 
The attackers were driven off and the Arabs forced to acknow-
ledge Portuguese rule. In r coo a captain of Softie and a factor. 
or chief trader, were sent out, and from this time the trade ot 
the port fell to the Portuguese. Sofala, however, was not a 
suitable harbour for the refitting and provisioning of ships on 
the way to India, and to obtain such a port Mozambique was 
seized and fortified in rso7. By r5to the Portuguese were 
masters of all the former Arab sultanates on the East Africans:oast. 
The northern half of this region, from Elba to MukcisSbn, has 
passed out of their possession; here it is only nccestary to out-
line the history of the country still under the Portuguese Crown. 

For forty years Sofala was their only station south of the 
Zambezi. Thence they traded with the monemetapa or chief 
of the " Mocaranga " (i.e. the Maislangs or Karange) in whose 
territory were the mines whence the gold exported from So6la 
was obtained. At that time this chief waa a powerful potentate 
exercising authority over a wide area (see Idottosentra). The 
efforts made by the Portuguese from Sofala to reach him were 
unsuccessful. It was probably the desire to penetrate to the 
" land of gold " by an easier route that led, in rsta, to the 
establishment of a station on the River of Good Tokens, a statioe 
from which grew the town of Quilimane. About the same 
time the Portuguese penetrated inland along the Zambezi, 
known then as the River of Sena, and founded the trading 
ports of Sena and Tete, or, perhaps, annexed already existing 
Arab towns of those names. It was at this period also that 
Lourenco Marques and a companion, sent out by the captaia 
of Mozambique, entered Delsgoa Bay and opened up bade 
with the natives. This was the most southerly point pongee& 
by the Portuguese. For three centuries however the hat har-
bour was little used, and its ultimate development was due 
to the discovery of another " land of gold "—the Witwaters. 
rand—beyond Portuguese territory. In the 16th century the 
Portuguese turned their energies towards the Zambesi valley. 
In 1569 their East African dominions, hitherto dopeadent on 
the viceroyalty of India, were made a separate government 
with headquarters at Mozambique. 

Francisco Barreto, a former viceroy of India, appointed 
governor of the newly formed province, was instructed by King 
Sebastian to conquer the country of the gold mines. The mote 
via the Zambezi, and not that by Softie, was chosen by Bar-
reto—in opposition to the desires of his council, but in accord 
with the advice of a Dominican friar named De blondatts. 
This advice proved fatal owing to the deadly climate of the 
Zambezi valley. Barreto's expedition, including over toots 
Europeans, started in November 1569, and from Sena marched 
south, an arrangement having been come to with the roonomo. 
tape by which the Portuguese were granted a right of way to 
the gold mines on condition of their attacking a rebel vassal of 
that chieftain. Barreto attacked and defeated this rebel, bet 
received no help from the nionomotaps, and his force was ets 
greatly weakened by deaths and disease that be was obliged to 
return to Sena, whence he went to Mozambique to put down 
disorder among the Portuguese there. He returned to Sena 
in 1570, only to die a few days after his arrivaL His successor 
Vasco Fernandes Honsem, got together another expedition and 
made his way inland from Sofala to a region where be saw Use 
ground being worked for gold. The comparative poorness of 
the mine filled him, it is stated, with disappointment, and be 
returned to Sofala. Thus these, the moat important salons 
made by the Portuguese to obtain possessiors of the Wiede. 
ended in failure. 
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Towards the end of the :6th century the Portuguese posts 

on the Zambezi were attacked by hordes of savages known as 
Idurimba, and Tete and Sena were destroyed. The captain-
general of Mozambique—the province had been again attached 
to the Indian viceroyalty--was only able to make peace on 
promise not to interfere with matters which concerned only the 
native tribes. Thereafter the Portuguese often had to defend 
even the coast towns from attacks by the Bantus. Still they 
held one or two posts in the interior besides those on the Zam-
besi. Of these the chief. appears to hive been Masapa, on the 
river Mansovo, i.e. Mauve, in what is now MethaneLuid, and 
about 1 so m. by road from Tete. Bear Masapa dwelt the 
nionornotapa, an insignificant chieftain, the power of the Maka-
langa having been broken by revolts of once subject tribes and 
by dissensions among the Makalanga themselves. In :629 a 
treaty was concluded with a claimant to the chieftainship who 
embraced Christianity. This man, known as the Mosonsetspa 
Filippe, declared himself a vassal of Portugal, and with the help 
of Dominican friars and • number of half-breeds established 
his authority. 

The Portuguese, however, failed to make any affective me 
of their East African possessions. Among the causes of their 
non-success in the years immediately following the period of con-
quest must be reckoned the "Sixty Years' Captivity" (t s8o-
164o), when the Spanish and Portuguese crowns were united, 
and the neglect of Africa for the richer possessions in India and 
the Fax East. A more important and permanent reason for the 
non-development of Mozambique province was its unhealthy 
and enervating climate, which prevented European colookation. 
The few thousands of Portuguese who went out were chiefly 
officials, and they and the small body of planters led in general 
a We of indolence and debauchery. Commerce too was ham-
pered and good government rendered impossible through the 
system of farming out the administration to officlah who were 
in return granted • monopoly of trade, and even when this 
system was abandoned trade was confined to Portuguese sub-
jects.' But for many years the Jesuits and Dominicans were 
unceasing in their endeavours to win the native races to 
Christianity, the friars being the most energetic section of the 
white community. The firm Jesuit misdeamies began work In 
the province in the neighbourhood of Inhambane in i56o; in the 
same year another Jesuit, Gomel) de Silveira, made his way to 
the simbabwe (chief kraal) of the monomotapa, by whose orders 
he and his converts were strangled (March 16, r s6:). Mission 
work was soon afterwards begun by the Dominicans and the 
two orders between them had agents spread over the greater 
pert of the country from Mocambique Southward. They gained 
thousands of at last nominal converts, notably the heir of one 
of the numornotapes, who was baptised In 1652 and who, 
renouncing his heirship, became vicar of the convent of Santa 
Barbara in Goa. But during the s8th century the seal of 
the miesionaries declined; in 1759 the Jesuits were expelled, 
and two years later the Dominicans were sent to Goss. At that 
time they had been, together with a few white, Gomm and 
haft•caste traders, for fully • century practically the only re-
presentatives of Portugal in the interior (the towns on the Zam-
bezi ercepted). Portugal's influence was eonfined to helping 
one tribe in its quarrel with another, in Mem fer favours re-
ceived. The Portuguese were quite unable to take advantage 
of the disunion of the natives to establish their own supremacy. 
The eshaustion and enfeeblement of Portugal had, in short, its 
natural elect in Africa. In the tarty years of the 18th ceetury 
the Arabs wrested from the Portuguese their Aldan possessions 
north of Cape Delgado; the Dutch, French and British had been 
for some time menacing their trade and possessions In the mu*. 
In i6o2, 1607 and again in 166s the Dutch unsuccessfully 
attacked Mozambique, which was also attacked by the Arabs In 
gem. The merchants of Sofia' and Mommbique had, since 
the middle of the 17th century, found a new source of wealth 
is the export of slaves to Brasil, a trade due directly to the 
=plum of the pore of Angola by the Dutch (1640-1648), but 

$ Oath re 3, when commerce was made her teal eaten ►  

continued until nearly the middle of the reth century, Other 
trade declined steadily, the continual state of warfare among 
the tales of the inland plateaus greatly reducing the production 
of gold. 

In ma the government of the East African possessions 
was again separated from that of Goa, and twenty years later 
Francisco Jog Maria de Lacerda e Almeida, a man of high 
attainments, made governor of the province at his own request, 
endeavoured to reform the administration. Lacerda is chiefly 
remembered for his journey to the heart of Central Africa, where 
he died in October :798. Lacerda had conceived the idea of 
establishing a chain of Portuguese posts across the continent 
from Mozambique to Angola, and his statesmanble prescience 
was shown by his prediction that the leisure of Cape Town by 
the British would lead to the extension of British rule over 
Central Africa, thus isolating the Portuguese provinces on the 
east and west coasts. After Lacerda'a death a stated apathy 
and decay was again manifest throughout Portuguese East 
Africa. During the greater part of the 19th century the country 
south of the Zambezi was devastated by hordes of savages of 
Zulu origin (see GAZAZADID). 

The discoveries of David Livingstone in the Zambezi hubs 
in the period t8so-r865 attracted the attention of the British to 
those regions and led to the establishmeit of British settle-
ments at the southern end of Lake Nyasa and in the Shir6 high-
lands. These events amused anxiety in Lisbon, which was 
Increased when the British obtained a prepondering influence 
in Matabele, Masbona and Manias lands—the lands of the 
earlier monomotapes. With sudden energy the Portuguese 
engaged in the ' scramble for Africa," and though the result 
was disappointing to the patriotic feelings of the people they 
secured from their powerful neighbours--Great Britain and 
Germany—much better terms than might have been antici-
pated, having regard to the extremely limited area over which 
they exercised any sort of jurisdiction. The story of the par-
tition is set forth, fully in Arden, f s. Before the "scramble" 
began, Portugal had been fortunate in securing, in 187s, as the 
result of arbitration, complete possession of the fine harbour 
of Deimos Bay, the southern half of which had been claimed 
by Great Britain in virtue of acts of annexation in 1823 and 
later years. 

The pressure of political events and the commercial activity 
of her rivals induced Portugal to take steps to develop the 
agricultural and mineral resources of the territory secured to 
her by international agreements. Imitating the policy of Great 
Britain, charters conveying sovereign powers were granted to 
the Moserobique Company in 1891, and to the Nyasa Company 
in 1893. Both these companies, as well as the Zambezi Company 
(which lacks a charter), undertook to open up the territory com-
mitted to their care. In all of them British capital is largely 
engaged. The total decay of Sofala, the removal of the seat of 
government from Mozambique to Lenience Marques, the rise 
of the last named port and of Beira (both largely dependent on 
the transit trade with British possessions), all served to mark 
the changed condition of affairs. An agreement concluded in 
tom between the Transvaal and Portugal gave Delagoa Bay 
from so to ss% of the import trade with the Transvaal, the 
Portuguese agreeing further to facilitate the recruitment of 
natives in the province for work on the Rand mines. The 
development, in the early years of the roth century, of rubber, 
rice, sugar and other plantations she gave a new impetus to 
commas. 

BMLIOGIAPHY.—E. de Yourencellos, A: Celestas 
2x2-299 (ended.. Lisbon,tgoj)r and A. Negreiros, in Mosaa.eigse 
ris, Nos). The last named. somewhat untrustworthy in the 

historical sketch. is valuable for its flora and fauna sections. For the 
regions south of the Zambesi see R. C. F. Pdaugham, Portuguess 
4.1 Afrwo (London. eon) and Zambesi: (London. 5900 : 0 Tendons 
le MINIM e $./are . . . 1892—Z900 (Lisbon. Igor), no 
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'Slavery was est abolished until 1878. 
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see W. B. Worsfold. Portuguese Nyassaland (London. 1899); Major 
J. Stevenson-Hamilton's paper in Geog. Jaunt. (Nov. 1909); V. A. 

" Esboco geographico-historico dos territorios portugueses 
entre° Indic° e 0 Nyassa in Bol. soc. gra. Lisboa (19o1). For geology 
consult A. A. F. de Andraada, " A Geological Reconnaissance of the 
Portuguese Territories between Lorenzo Marques and the Zambtzi 
River,' review in Geol. Mag. (1897); R. B. Newton, " Note on the 
Occurrence of Nummulitic Limestone in South-eastern Africa," 
Geol. Mag. (1890); Paul Choffat, Critacique de conducia, con. d. 
service geol. du Portugal (1903). Ethnology and philology have 
received considerable attention. See M. M. Feio, indigenes de 
Mocambique (Lisbon, 1900); J. V. do Sacramento, " Apontamea 
sobre a lingua macia " m Dol. soc. gem. Lisboa, 22nd and 23rd series 
(1904 and 1905); H. A. Junod, Les Chants cites conies des Ba-Ronta 
ee in bare de Delagoa (Lausanne. 1897). For history see G. C. 
Theal's Records of South-Eastern Africa (9 vols., London, 1898- 
containing texts of original documents and MSS., with translatl..as 
in English; History and Ethnography of South Africa to typs (3 volt., 
London, 1907-1910); and The Portuguese in South Africa (London, 
1896); Pere Courtoas, Notes chronologiques stir ks ancsennes missions 
cathol4ues au Zambesi (Lisbon, 1889); Joao dos Santos, Ethiopia 
oriental . . . (Lisbon, 1609), an account of the travels of one of the 
early missionaries in Mozambique. A reprint, edited by M. D'Aze-
vendo, was published at Lisbon in 1891. Valuable records of the 
sta te of the country in the last half of the 19th century are contained 
in the reports to the foreign office of the British consuls at Mozam-
bique, notably those of Lieut. H. E. O'Neill, R.N., and Lyons 
McLeod. See also O'Neill's The Mocambique and Nyassa Slow 
Trade (London, 18851; McLeod's Travels in Easier,, Africa, with 
the Narrative of a Residence in Mozambique (London, 186o); and 
Travels . . . fin] Eastern and Central Africa (London, 1879) from the 
journals of Captain J. F. Elton (consul at Mozambique). compiled by 
II. B. Cotterill. See further D. and C. Livingstone, Narrator of sw 
Expedition to the Zambesi and its Tributaries, &c. (London, t I), 
and the works cited under DELAGOA BAY and ZIMBABWE. R.4. ce 
may also be made to the bibliography under Blume 
AF RIC A. 	 (F. R. 

PORTUOUE!E GUINEA, a Portuguese colony in West 
Africa, extending along the Guinea coast from Cape Rom in 

2*  re' N. to the Cogon estuary in to° so' N. Inland it teaches 
to 135  so' W., being enclosed landward by French territory, the 
Casamance district of Senegal to the N., and French Guinea 
E. and S. (For map, see FRENCH Wm Aruca.) The colony 
has an area of about xt,000 sq. m„ and a population variously 
estimated at from too,000 to Foo,000. It consists largely of a 
low-lying deltaic region, together with an adjacent archipelago 
of small islands called the Bisaago& 

The coast-line is deeply indented by estuaries into which flow 
numerous rivers whose sources are in the elevated remn on the 
eastern border of the colony. The largest estuary, the Ge., receives 
the river of the some name, the Mancoa, a northern affluent, and the 
Rio Grande or Combat the last a large stream rising in the highlands 
of Futa Jallon. North of the Geba estuary is the Rio Cache°, 
while in the south is the Rio Cassini, in reality an arm of the sea. 
These rivers and estuaries am connected with one another and 
with many smaller rivers by a network of lagoons; and the Bissagos 
Islands, which be off the Geba estuary, formed at one time part of 
the mainland. The Bissagos, protected seaward by dangerous 
breakers, consist of over thirty islands, besides many small reefs. 
The largest island, Orange, is the most southerly of the group and 
some 3o m. from the coast. Bulama and Memo, islands of more 
importance, lie close to the mainland. The larger rivers can be 
ascended by vessels of considerable size for distances of 40 to 130 m., 
but navigation is rendered difficult by strong currents and the shift-
ing nature of the channels as well as by hidden rocks and the great 
difference between high and low water. The climate is unhealthy, 
with a mean temperature of about 78° F. The rainfall is heavy, 
thunderstorms being frequent in the wet season, which lasts from 
May to October. 

Rosa and Fauna.—Large forest regions extend behind the man-
grove-lined lagoons. Their characteristic trees are the oil and date 
palms, the baobab. the shea-butter tree ebony, mahogany and 
calabash trees, and the acacia. Rubber vines are fairly abundant. 
Besides the forests, densest along the river valleys. there are exten-
sive tracts of grassland and park-Eke country. Fruit trees include 
the papaw, with fruit the arse of ostrich eggs, the guava, custard

bacco 
indigo 

mango, the banana, 	ora
nge the coffaeet  plant is alsot°found. 

Ground-nuts and kola nuts are cultivated, and rice and millet are 
the chief crops grown. 

The elephant is found in the district between the Geba and Grande 
rivers, and hippopotamus are numerous. Other animals include 
the panther, wild boar, various antelopes, baboons, chimpanzees 
and large snakes Crocodiles and sharks abound in the rivers. 
Birds include the pelican, heron, marabout. the trumpet bird and 
innumerablz yilow parrots. Partridges and woodcock are also  

found. The hills of the termite' are a notable feature in many 
parts of the country. 

Inhabitants—The people of the interior are mostly Mending° 
(q.v.) and Fula (q.v.). The coast regions and the islands are inhabited 
by negro tribes which live side by side without mixing, each pee. 
serving their own customs, dress, language and type. They exhibit 
great attachment to the soil and are profoundly religious, Ix log 
noted specially for their respect for family life and ancestral worthies, 
Neither Christianity nor Mahommedanism has made much headway 
among them. Going from south to north the chief tribes are the 
?lulu, who dwell by the Cassini and are keen traders and lovers of 
peace; the Biafare or Biaffade, who occupy the region between t he 
sea and the Rio Grande and jealously guard their country from 
strangers; the Bulam (Mankaie), living in the island of Bulama, and 
much given to adorning .their bodies by long cuts formed into 
pattesns; the Balanta, • piratical folk inhabiting the banks of the 
Gibe; the Papel of the island of Bissao, formerly cannibals, as 
ins lustrious agricultural tribe which furnishes the majority of the 
educated Africans employed by the Portuguese; the Manjak or 
Mandiago, and a branch of the Felup peoples. these last living near 
the Rio Cacheo in savage isolation and much given to waylaying 
and pillaging strangers. The Manjak inhabit the country between 
the Mancoa and the Cacheo, and the neighbouring islands. They 
are a hospitable and clever people, very adaptable, do not object 
to leaving their tribal lands, and are mid to keep their word. 
Excellent seamen, good artisans and sharp traders, they maintain 
a sort of feudal system. Their houses are surrounded by walls, 
which are pierced with loopholes and provided with towers at the 
angles. The rooms are built round a courtyard. They examine the 
entrails of fowl to foretell good or evil events. The burial custom 
are elaborate. The body is smoked sad, the skin having bees 
removed, it is sewn up in a number of Paris (native cloths) and placed 
in a coffin fastened by gilded nails- -Bright tissues are wrapped 
round the coffin, on which are hung little bells of copper and small 
brass minors. The seaward islands of the Bingos are inhabited 
by an Independent and warlike tribe of fishers and Owes adled 
Bsdiogos. Their women wear a short skirt made of palm leaves. 

The natives who adopt Portuguese names and who form the 
bulk of the townsmen in the European settlements are called 
Gurmettes. They furnish the levies with which the authorities 
occasionally make war on the native tribes. The chief manta of 
trade are Bissao, on the island of the some name, which is sur-
rounded by old fortifications; Cacheo, on the Rio Cathess, also 
fortified; and Bulama (Boulam) on Bulama Island, the sent of Me 
government. The European population condom of a few Pena-
guese officials, soldiers, traders and convicts, and a few traders of 
other nationalities. 

History.—Bulama Island was dhcOvered by Portuguese 
navigators in res6, but was not formally claimed by Portugal 
until 174e, about which time she founded a station at Bissau, 
while in 1669 • post had been established on the Rio Grande. 
In 2870 a claim made by Great Britain to Bohm and a part of 
the mainland was disallowed by the arbitrator appointed (Presi-
dent Grant of the U.S.A.). The inland limits of the Portuguese 
sphere were fixed by a convention concluded with France in 
1886, and the frontier was delimited during Itoo-tee3. Moues 
an long settled in the district—the only part of the Guinea 
coast west of the Gabon left in her possessiorr—Portugal 
has done little towards its development. With a fertile and 
well-watered soil, exceedingly rich in natural products, there 
is not much commerce, and such trade as meats, chiefly in nom-
Portuguese hands, is hampered by executive customs duties 
and vexatious regulations. In loos the dteraal trade of dm 
colony was not more than inith000 and was leas than it had 
been twenty years previously. Ground-nuts, rubber, wax and 
ivory are the principal exports. Revenue and expenditureaxe 
about is0000 a year. Portuguese authority does not in fad 
extend much beyond the few stations maintained, nor has the 
local government won the confides& of the natives. In seed 
Bissau and some European settlements on the mainland were 
besieged by the Papel and other tribes and troops had to ba sent 
from Portugal before order could be restored. If however 
agriculture and commerce *offer, the ethnologist and ecologist 
find in this easily accessible little enclave a rich field for investi-
gation, the almost nominal sovereignty of Portugal having 
left the country, practically uninfluenced by European echo% 
in much the same condition that it was in the r(itk and ryth 
centuries. 

See J. E Girand. " La Gull& panellise " in Bet see. gam, 
Mar milk (mos), voL aids.; A. L. de Fonseca. " Gad " in Du g. 
sec. fog. Lisboa Oa*, voL R. Wagner. " 
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Guinea: Land and Lade." in Deutsche Readsches. (t905). vol. 
=VII; E. de Veso:rocelles, As Colman' pamperer (Lisboa. 1896-
1897); and J. Machu. Les Rivieres du sad (Pena 1906), in which 
are cited many pipers dealing with Portuguese Guinea. 

FORTUNES, or PORTUMNCS, in Roman mythology, originally 
the god of gates and doors (Lat. perm), and as such identified 
with Janus and represented with a key in his hand. Gradually 
he came to be recognized as a separate deity, who protected 
the harbours (paws) and ensured a safe return to seafarers. 
(Cicero, Nat. dear. ii. 26; Virgil, Aen. v. 244. With the in- 
troduction of the Greek gods, he became merged in Palaemon-
hielicertes. He had a special priest Oilmen portunalia) and 
temples on the Tiber near the Aemilian bridge and near Ostia, 
where a festival was celebrated in his honour on the 17th of 
August. Moramsen unhesitatingly identifies Portunus with 
the river-god Tiberinus, from the fart that the festival is also 
called Tiberinalia in the Asti of Philocalus; Marquardt regards 
him rather as the tutelary deity of warehouses. 

See J. Marquardt. Reesischs Sissimenseltung (1885). 	327, 
note so. 

PORTO, an ancient harbour of Latium, Italy, on the right 
bank of the Tiber, at its mouth. For its origin see OSTIA. 
Claudius constructed the first harbour here, al m. north of Ostia, 
enclosing an area of silo acres, with two long curving moles 
projecting into the sea, and an artificial island, bearing a light-
house, in the centre of the space between them; the harbour thus 
opened directly to the sea on the north-west and communicated 
with the Tiber by* channel on the south-east. The object was to 
obtain proteetion from the prevalent south-west wind, to which 
the river mouth was exposed. Though Claudius, in the in-
scription which he caused to be erected in ace. 46, boasted 
that be had freed the city of Rome from the danger of inundation, 
his work was only partially successful. Nero gave the harbour 
the name of Pettus Augusti. It was probably Claudius who 
constructed hither the direct road from Rome, the Via Portuensia 
(r5 nu) which ran over the hills as far as the modern Ponce 
Galera, and then straight across the plain.. An older road, the 
Via Campane, ran along the foot of the bills, following the right 
bank of the Tiber, and passing the grove of the Axval Brothers 
at the sixth mile, to the Carpus saldnersas rousanansay, the 
salttnarsh on the right bank —from which indeed it derived its 
Dame (see NeNsie degli Semi, VMS, p. sal). 

The site can st9l be fairly clearly traced in the low ground to the 
mat of Fiumicino. and the lighthouse is represented in besweliefs. 
The harbour is generally supposed to have been ected by two 
molts with a breakwater in front, on which stood the lighthouse. 
with an entrance en each side of it. Trial soundings made in low 
showed that the course of the right-hand rook is represented by a 
low sandhi'', while the central breakwater was only some secs yds. 
long, and probably divided from each of the two mdea by a channel 
some 123 yds. wide. The existence of two entrances is, indeed, 
in accordance with the evidence of coins and literary tradition, 
though the position of that on the left is not certain, and it may have 
been closed in later times. The whole course of the left-heed mole 
has not yet been traced, but it seems to have protected not only 
the south-west but a considerable portion of the north-west side 
of the harbour. In A.D. 103 Trajan constructed another harbour 
farther island -a h...sagonal basin enclosing ar. : ■ re3 of 	--m, 
and COMItunicating by canals with the harbour of 	 ith 
the Tiber direct, and with the sea, the last now forming the 
able arm of the Tiber (reopened for traffic by Gregory XI I in.d 
lign by Paul V.). and bearing the name Fossa tra)ana, th.., 	its 
drips is undoubtedly due to Claudius. The basin itself 	will 
preserved, and is now a reedy lagoon. It was surrounded by m-
aim warehouses, remains of which may still be seen : the fimi i of 
the brickwork of which they are built is remarkable. Farther to 
the east is a circular building in brick with niches; it is called the 
temple of Portumnus. To the east again is the so-called Area di 
News Donna. • gateway (possibly originally built by Trajan) in 
the fortifications which surround the port and are attnbuted to the 
time of Constantine. Many other remains of buildings exist : they 
were more easily traceable in the 16th century when Pirro Lignrio 
sad Antonio Labacco made plans of the harbour. Considerable 
esavations were carried on in t868. but unfortunately with the 
ides of re,  overing works of art and antiquities; and the plan and 
descriptio ,, given by R. Lanciani (A anal. del institute, 1868. 144 sun.) 
were mad' under unfavourable circumstances. By means of these 
warty Pei r  us captured the mein share of the harbour traffic of Rome, 
sad though the importance of Ostia did not at once decrease we 
find Pontes already an lip:mops' see in Conetantine's time not very 

sop& of at all) alter Ostia, and as the only harbour in the time of the 
Gothic wars. Its abandonment dates from the partial eating up of the 
right arm of the Tiber in the middle ages, which restored to Ostia what 
little traffic was left. To the west of the harbour is the cathedral of 
S. Rufina (loth century. but modernized except for the campanile) 
and the episcopal palace, fortified in the middle ages, and containing 
a number of ancient inscriptions from the site. On the island 
(Isola Sacra) just ommite is the church of S. Ippolito, built on the 
site of a Roman buMing, with a picturesque medieval campanile 
(13th century ?): a m. to the west is the modern village of Fiumicino  
at the mouth of the right arm of the Tiber, which is st m. seat-
south-west by rail from Rome. It is a fratiose, or portion of the 
commune of Rome. Three miles to the north is the pumping 
station by which the lowland (formerly called Stagno di Maccarew, 
now reclaimed and traversed by many drainage canals) between here 
and Maccarese is kept drained (Bonifica di Maccarese) (see TIBER). 

See H. Dessau in Corp. inscr. !Wirt, xiv. t KR. (Berlin, 1887); 
j. Carcopino in Notisie degli Scarf (1907), p. 734. (T. As.) 

PORT-VE=1M, a seaport of south-western France, in the 
department of Pyrenks-Orientales, in an inlet of the Medi-
terranean Sea, tat m. S.S.E. of Perpignan by rail Pop. (two), 
5535. Port-Vendres, the ancient fortes Valerie, is fourth 
in importance of the French Mediterranean ports, and forms 
a good harbour of refuge. Its trade, which is with Spain, Greece 
and Algeria, is in cork, carobs, grain and wine, &c. 

PORDE (4th century s.c.), an Indian prince, ruler of the 
country between the rivers Hydaspes and Ac esines at the time of 
the invasion of Alexander the Great. In the battle on the banks 
of the Hydaspes he offered &desperate resistance, and Alexander, 
struck by his independent spirit, allowed him to retain his 
kingdom, which he increased by the addition of territory. From 
this time Porus was a loyal supporter of Alexander. He still 
held the position of a Macedonian satrap when assassinated 
some time between rsz and its a.c. 

See Arden v. 18. rin. Plutarch, Marauder. itio: Quintus Cunha 
viii. 14. 

PORZIO. CAMILLO (1526-x580), Italian historian, belonged 
to • wealthy and noble Neapolitan family, and was the son of 
the philosopher, Simone Prezio. Ile studied law, first at Bologna 
and later at Pisa, and after graduating he Ideoque jute, practised 
as a lawyer in Naples. lie died in 1580. His chief literary 
work is Lo Congiura del basal, a history of the unsuccessful 
conspiracy of the Neapolitan barons against King Ferdinand I. 
of Naples in 1485; it is based on the authentic records of the 
state trials, but is prejudiced in favour of the royal power. It 
was first published by Mantillas in Rome in 1565. Of Porzio's 
other works, the Storie ditalia (from 1547 to 1554, of which 
only the first two books have survived, is the most important. 
The best edition of these two works is that edited by C. Monza ni 
(Florence, 11355). 

POREUX SIMOIIE (i497 --1554), Italian philosopher, was 
born and died at Naples. Like his greater contemporary, 
Pemponaxti, be was a lecturer on medicine at Pisa (t546-1552). 
and in later life gave up purely scientific study for speculation 
on the nature of man. His philosophic theory was identical 
with that of Pomponszzi, whose De imusortalitate anima he 
defended and amplified in a treatise De wade Smetana. There 
is told of him a story which illustrates the temper of the early 
humanistic revival in Italy. When he was beginning his first 
lecture at Pisa he opened the meteorological treatises of Aris-
totle. The audience, composed of students and townspeople, 
interrupted him with the cry Quid de anima ? (We would 
hear about the soul), and Porzio was constrained to change 
the subject of his lecture. He 'professed the most open 
materialism. denied immortality in all forms and taught that 
the soul of man is homogeneous with the soul of animals and 
plants, material in origin and incapable of separate existence. 

POSEIDON, in Greek mythology, god of the sea and of water 
generally, son of Cronus and Rhea, and brother of Zeus and 
Pluto. The connexion of his name with rams, rerroe, rarapae, 
is generally accepted. When the three brothers deposed their 
father Cronus the kingdom of the sea fell by lot to Poseidon. 
His home was in a golden palace in the depths of the sea near 
Aepe is Acimea. In his hand he bore a trident, where*. h ho 
lashed the sea into fury, split the rocks, and caused horses and 
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fountains to spring from them. But, while be caused storms 
and shipwrecks, he could also send favouring winds; hence he 
was known as Sour, " the preserver." Another of his titles was 
Gaeuelsos, " the supporter of earth," the sea being supposed 
to support the earth and keep it firmly in its place. He was the 
god of navigation and his temples stood especially on headlands 
and isthmuses. Every occupation connected with the sea was 
under his protection, and seafaring people, especially the Ionians, 
regarded themselves as his descendants. As god of the sea be 
disputed with other deities for the possession of the land. 
Earthquakes were thought to be produced by Poseidon shaking 
the earth—hence his epithet of Emosicetkon," Earth-ehaker "-
and hence he was worshipped even in inland places which had 
suffered from earthquakes. The seismic wave was also his 
work; the destruction of Helice in Achaea by such a wave 
(373 3.0.) was attributed to his wrath (Strabo viii. 384). The 
Wand of Delos was thought to have been raised by him, and 
about KA, when a new island appeared between Thera and 
Therasia, the Rhodians founded a temple of Poseidon on it 
(Strabo i. 57). Thessaly was said to have been a lake until he 
opened a way for the waters through the Vale of Tempe (Hero-
dotus vii. 129). Poseidon was also the god of springs, which 
he produced by striking the rock with his trident, as he did on 
the acropolis of Athens when disputing with Athena for the 
sovereignty of Athens (Herodotus viii. 55; Apollodorus iii. le). 
As such he was called Nyasphagetes, the leader of the nymphs of 
springs and fountains, a god of fresh water, probably his original 
character, and in this connexion was 40944W, (PhitaiM124 a 
god of vegetation, frequently associated with Demeter. In 
regard to the contest with Athena, it is probable that Poseidon 
is really Erechtheus, • local deity ousted by Athena and trans-
formed into an agricultural hero. Dr Farnell, however, bolds that 
Erechtheus and Poseidon were originally independent figures, 
and that both Erechtheum and Athena were prior to Poseidon, 
As he gave, so he could withhold, springs of water; this the 
waterless neighbourhood of Argos was supposed to be the result 
of his anger. Black bulls, symbolical of the stormy sea, were 
sacrificed to him, and often thrown alive into rivers; in Ionia 
and Thessaly bull-fights took place in his honour; at a festival 
of his at Ephesus the cupbearers were called " bulls," and the 
god himself was surnamed " Bull Poseidon." The horse was 
especially associated with his worship; he was said to have 
produced the first horse by striking the ground in Thessaly 
with his trident (Virgil, Georgics, L 12). At the fountain of 
Dine in Argolis horses bitted and bridled were sacrificed to him 
by being drowned (Pausanias viii. 7, 2). and similarly Status 
Podspeius sought to propitiate him by throwing horses into the 
sea (Din Cassius xlviii. aft). He bore the surname of " Horse 
Neptune " (Ilonalide taros), and was regarded as the tamer 
as well as the creator of the steed. In the deme of Colonus he 
was worshipped with Athena, the reputed inventor of the bridle. 
Various explanations of the title lessee have been given: (t) that 
the horse represented the corn-spirit; (2) the resemblance of 
the crested waves to horses; (3) the impression of horses' hoofs 
near the god's sacred springs, and the shaking of the earth by 
them when galloping (see Farnell, Culls of eke Greek Stake, iv. so). 
Poseidon plays • considerable part in Greek legend. In the 
Trojan War he takes the side of the Greeks, because he had been 
cheated of his reward by Laomedon, king of Troy, for whom he 
had built the walls of the city. The binding of his son Poly-
phemus by Odysseus brings upon the hem the wrath of Poseidon, 
from which he is only protected by the united influence of the 
rest of the gods. He is famous for his numerous amours, 
especially with the nymphs of springs and fountains; his offspring 
were mostly wild and cruel, like the sea—the Laestrygones, 
Polyphemus, Antaeus, Procrustes and the lac. He was wor-
shipped as a national god by the Ionians, who took his worship 
over with them from Peloponnesus to Asia Minor. His chief 
sanctuary was at Mycale, where the Paniosia, the national 
festival of the Ionians, was held. Other seats of his worship 
were in Thai*, Baud* and Peloponnesus. At Tamar= 
in Laconia he had a famous awe-like temple, with an asylum, 

and on. the island of Taus he was worshipped as the physician, 
probably in reference to the health-giving properties of the ses 
air. By far the most famous of his festivals was that celebrated 
every alternate year on the isthmus of Corinth, at which the 
" isthmian games " were held. Here a colossal statue of him 
was set up in bronze by the Greeks after their victory over tbs 
Persians. The horse, the dolphin (the symbol of the calm sea) 
and the pine-tree, with wreaths of which the Isthmian victors 
were crowned, were sacred to him. Horses and black bulls, 
boars and rams were offered to him, sometimes human WE* 
His attributes are the trident and the dolphin (sometimes the 
tunny fish.) 

As rep t. 	ed in art Poseidon resembles Zeus, but possesses ha 
of he ma:, .. ■ calm, his muscles are more emphasised. and bah= 
so thicker .1[1,1 somewhat dishevelled. He is generally naked. his 
right leg rests on • rock or the prow of a ship; he carries a trident 
in his hand. and Is gazing in front of him. apparently out to sea; 
sometimes he is standing on the water, swinging his tri&nt, or riding 
in his chariot rover the waves, =command by his wife Amphitrite. 
the Nem.1-. d other inhabitants of the sea. It is in keeping will 
his restl,•. ratter that he is rarely found sitting. He sometimes 
wears a I.._ robe, sometimes a light scarf. Scopes, to a famous 
group, represented him surrounded lay the denisens of the asta. escort- 
ing Achilles to the islands of the blest. in modern Greece St Nichols 
has taken the place of Poseidon as patron of sailors. But the 
Zacynthians have a special seagod, half man, half fish, who dwells 
under the sea, rides on dolphins or in a car drawn by dolphins, and 
wields a trident. By the Romans Poseidon was identified with 
Neptune (ea.). 

See E. Gerhard, OW Orspritog, Weiss and Urns/ des Poseurs 
(1851). with references to authorities in conveniently artanpld 
notes-, Preller-Robert, Griechische Alytkolorie (1894); 0. Gaifise 
Centaur/a Mytkologit (1906). vol. ii.: and especially L R. Fillitt 
Cidii the Greek States (ism). vol. iv.. where special attention 4 
drawn to the ethnological aspect of the cult of Poseidcat. 

PORRN, an eastern province of the kingdom of Patois. 
the Gertuan Empire, bounded N. by the Prussian province 
West Prussia, E, by Russian Poland and S. and W. respectircir 
by the Prussian provinces of Silesia and Brandenbum. Its 
area is 12,t86 sq. m. and the population shows a density of 
177.5 inhabitants to the square milt. Posen belongs to the 
north German plain, and consists of a low plateau intersected by 
the beds of the Naze, the Warthe and the Oboe. These three 
rivers drain into the Oder, but part of the province falls within 
the basin of the Vistula, which forms the frontier for a short 
distance on the north-east. By means of the Bromberger nail 
the Netze is joined with the Brake and then through this rivet 
with the Vistula. The surface is dotted with small lakes and 
ponds, and there are many broad fens and marshes. The soil is 
light and sandy, but much of the land reclaimed in the bow 
districts is very fertile. Upwards of 6t % of the area is under 
tillage, t3% is occupied by pasture and meadows and 70% by 
forests, mostly fir. The principal crops are rye, the chief card 
grown, wheat, oats, barley, potatoes, beets and hops. The vine 
is cultivated to some extent in the south-west corner, and tobacco 
is also grown. The marshy tracts often afford excellent pasture 
and support large numbers of cattle, sheep and goats. The 
mineral resources of the province are practically restricted to 
lignite and salt. Besides brewing and distilling, the chief pro-
ducts are machinery, sugar, cloth, tobacco and bricks. Trade 
in timber and agricultural produce is facilitated by the network 
of railways, navigable rivers and canals, but both industry and 
trade are somewhat cramped by the duties imposed at the 
Russian frontier. The population of the province in '903 was 
1.986,637, including 1447,958 Roman Catholics, e35..it , 

 Protestants and 30,433  Jews. The Roman Catholics are mainly 
Poles, of whom there are upwards of 1,000,000 in Pesti, while 
the great bulk of the °mono Germans are Protestants. Abort 
57% of the population was returned in 1 coos as " in 
spite of the large number of so-called " towns," only five of 
which, however, have more than 20,000 inhabitants— Pats ,  
Bromberg, Hoherualsa, Gnesen and Schneidemehl. The pm' 
vince of Posen was long the worst-educated part of the Gamut 
dominions, but of recent years this blemish has been removed. 
Thus while in riles-tells the ratio of illiterate recruits 
amounted to 91SY.. In I gOt less than one quarter per cent of 
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the military drafts were without schooling. The province returns 
25 members to the Reichstag, 29 to the Prussian Lower House 
of the Prussian Diet, and is represented in the Upper House by 
19 members. It is divided into two districts, those of Bromberg 
and Poses. 

Hisistry.—The history of Posen, comprehending some part of 
the old kingdom of Poland, i luding its most ancient capital, 
Gomm, falls within the ;cope the article POLAND. Its polnisal 
connexion with Prussia began in i 772. when the districts to the north 
of the Nets, fell to the share oil that power in the first partition of 
Poland. The rest followed in 1793, and was united with the Net= 
district to form the province of South Prussia. In 1807, after the 
pace of Tilsit, Posen was incorporated with the grand duchy of 
Warsaw, but in 1815 it reverted to Prussia under the style of the 
grand duchy of Posen. In 1848 the Polish inhabitants of the 
province revolted sad had to be put down by force, and, in spite of 
the efforts of the Prussian goves,nent. they ri , in in language and 
culture serated from their G ri‘an 

The tke
pa

of German immigration into Po...-. 1,...gan at an early 

Cl and Sowed strongly in the 13th and following centuries. 
mdustrious German settlers were welcomed by the Polish 

nobles and were the founders of most of the towns, in which they 
lived after their own customs and were governed by their own laws. 
They established manufactures, introduced the cultivation of hops. 
reclaimed the waste soil, and did mach to improve agriculture. 
In the thtlt century Protemantiesn era' middy diffused by their 
means. A strong reaction set in in the following century, and per-
secution of the Protestants went hand in hand with the ravages of 
war in hastening the political, intellectual and agricultural decline 
of the district. By the 18th century the burghers had sunk to the 
level of " ettidtiache Bauern." or peasants with municipal privileges, 
and poverty and misery were widelySpread. 

In the latter part of the 19th century, however, this state of things 
began to be greatly modified owing to the strong Polish national move-
mew which threatened to drive back the boundaries of Germanism 
in the eastern provinces of Prussia, as they bad already been driven 
back is Bohemia. Hitherto the most important class in Posen had 
been the Polish nobles, of whom many were very poor; but the 
economic development of the country and the break-up of the large 
estates into peasant holdings, which created a comparatively wealthy 
Polish middle dm., threatened German ascendancy more seriously 
than had the traditional nationalism of the nobles. To combat this 
the Prussian government entered on a policy of the compulsory 
Germania:ion of the Polish population. In :Ilya an administrative 
ordinance made German the medium of instruction In the wheels 
" wherever possible." and the police commissaries echo attended 
public meetings were Instructed to close any meeting at which 
speeches were delivered in Polish. In April inn the Prussian par-
liament pawed a law establishing a commission for the purpose of 
buying the land of the Poke in Poem and West Prussia. and letting 
it out to German coloidats. The sum of soopeo,000 marks 
as,coo.oco) was voted for this work, to which in 098 a like sum was 
added. la fifteen years an area of nearly 600 sq. m. of land was 
bought from the Poles, over one-half in Point. and on this over {ono 
families were settled. In spite of this policy, however, the Polish 
element continued to gain, this being partly due to ice • 	• over 
the eastern border, partly to the repressive policy of 	Prussian 
government, which converted what had been an aristocratic opposi-
H, on into one that is popular and radical. In trz mach scandal 
was caused by the revelation made in the Prussian parliament of 
the methods used in the attempt to Gemini'. the Poles; and Como 
Billow had to confess that " corporal punishment was out of place 
in religious instruction "; Polish children having been beaten for 
refusing to say the Lord's P^ f Inn. Reg., tem. 
p. 27s). .1a his speo h 	;. 	131h ,.! 14 rl...trN 	 whkh he made 
the above admission, Count Bulow also had to adn iit the failure of 
the Prussian policy. Fresh legislation was passed in Hay, devoting 
another 25o,000,000 	Utz,soo,oco) to the p licy of German 
colonization, and fo 	!ding the German colonists ro sell their land 
to Poles. ,  The las terbidding the use of the P. , 11sh language in 
the schools were retained, in spite of an agitation in Germany itself 
for their repel.. Vrt, three years later, Baron .on Rheinbeben. 
the Prussian minster of finance. complained that in fifteen years the 
German population of East Prussia had dimini ,  by 630,000, 
while Polish immigrants had in five years numbered 300.000; at the 
same time he confessed that the Poles were vast!. increasing their 
ICOGOIDie resources at the expense of the Germin element. As 
a result of this report • further sum of f too.000 was voted for 
" provincial colonization " and to prevent German emigration. 

In t9cs5 the Prussian government was made somewhat ridiculous 
by the strike of some 100,000 Polish school children, who objected 
to being whipped for refusing to answer questions in German. The 
petition of the archbishop of Posen that the children should be 
allowed to receive religious instruction in Polish having been re-
jected by the Prussian minister of eduratiod, he issued on the 17th 
of October a pastoral allowing parents to confine religious instruction 

$ Amami Regis." itgoz), p. ski seq. 

to home or priestly teaching. As a result parents were fined or 
imprisoned for withdrawing their children from religious instruction. 
The repressive efforts of the government, however, culminated 
in the bill, introduced in the session of 1907 by Prince Wow, pro-
viding for the compulsory expropriation of l'olish landowners in 
favour of Germans. This bill, which applied to " the districts in 
which the safety of the endangered German element could only be 
ensured by additional allotments to German settlers "—i.e. Posen 
and West Prussia—was passed, in spite of•the strenuous opposition 
of some of the most conspicuous nobles in Prussia, in the session of 
1908. At the same time under the Public Meetings Bill, introduced 
in 1907 and now passed, no language save German was to be used at 
any public meetings other than international congresses, &c.—cave 
during actual parliamentary elections (Ass. Reg., 1908, p. 290). 
How opposed to the general sentiment of Germany the Prussian 
policy in Posen was, was shown in February rocs), when it was 
condemned, though without effect, by a resolution of the German 
imperial parliament. In January tgto the Prussian policy was 
agiagttaor=nd in 

incident , " 
 German pon ajlximt , in connexion with the 

Of a number of minor officials, for voting for Polish candidates at 
a municipal election, on the ground that the officials of the empire 
deserted the ground on which the constitution of the empire rested 
if they failed to support Prussia in her struggle (The Times, 
jamiary 13, 1910, 5 d.). Herr von Bethmann Hollweg expressed 
himself later in the Prussian parliament to the same effect (ibid. 
January to and 22). 

For the history of Posen see Wuttke, Shidkbuch des Landes 
Posen (1,61)=4. 1864); C. Meyer, Geschti hie des Landes Posen (Posen, 

'7), and Gescleichie der Provints Posen (Gotha. (Sol)• Knoop, 
Si r undPridldcangen ass der Propins Posen (Posen, Iffi)t); E. von 
B rtmann, Zee Geschichte der Extunickelung deutsche,, polnischer and 

Bevalkerung is der Proeins Posen wit 1824 (Tubingen, t 43); 
E Schmidt, Geschichte des Deutschtums ins Lamle Posen sinter 
Pc:qischlr Iferrsehaft (Bromberg, loos); Stumpfe, Polenfrage and 
.1 , , , ,edelungskominission. Darstellung der staatlichen Kolonisatims 
in Posen (Berlin, toot); Wegener. Der toirtschaftlirke Kamp; der 
Deuischen mu den Poles um die Prortins Posen (Posen, :903); the 
Handbuch for die Peonies Posen, Nachweisung der &burden, An-
aalten. Instituk and l'rreise (Posen. 1905); and the publications of 
the llistorische Gesellschaft for die Pronis: Posen (Posen. 1852 seq.). 
See further the official work Zwansig Jahre desitscher Kulinrarbeit 
Ai C6- :goo (Berlin. 1907). A good account of the Prussian policy 
in Posen, from an outside point of view, will be found in the Annual 
Register, passim. 

POSEN (Polish Poznan), a city, archiepiscopal see and fortress 
of Germany, capital of the province of Posen, situated in a wide 
and sandy plain at the confluence of the Cybina and the Warthe, 
t so m. E. from Berlin and 103 m. from Breslau. Pop. (1885), 

68  3a5i (1895), 73, 239i (1905), 136,808, of whom nearly one -half 
are Germans and about one-tenth Jews. Posen lies at the 
centre of a network of railways connecting it with Berlin, Breslin, 
Thorn, Rreuzburg, and Schneidemnhl. The inner line of fortifi-
cations was removed in 1902 and the city has been completely 
modernized. The principal part of Posen, on the left bank of 
the Warthe, comprises the old town (Alstadt) and the modern 
quarter created by the Prussians after 1 793. On the right bank 
lie Wallischei (a district inhabited by Poles) and some other 
suburbs. Posen has fifteen Roman Catholic and three Evangelical 
churches and several synagogues. The cathedral contains 
many interesting objects of art, but, with the exception of the 
Gothic litarienkirche of the 15th century, none of the churches 
is notable. The old town-hall is a quaint Slavonic adaptation 
of Romanesque forms. The royal castle, begun in 19o5 and 
completed in too at a cost of f25o,0oo, is a pretentious build-
ing in what is officially called Romanesque style. It was 
intended as an effort to conciliate the Poles, and was opened 
by the emperor William IL, with imposing ceremonies, on the 
roth of August 5910. Posen possesses an " Emperor William " 
library with 200,000 volumes, and the Raczynski library with 
so,oce... Other principal buildings are the two theatres, the 
Emperor Frederick museum, founded in 1894, the Polish museum 
and the various public offices. Industries include the manu-
facture of agricultural machinery, spirits, furniture and sugar, 
also milling and brewing. There is an active trade, both 
by rail and river, in corn, cattle, wood, wool and potatoes. 
Posen is the headquarters of the V. army corps, and has a 
garrison of C000 men. 

Posen, one of the oldest towns in Poland and the residence 
of souse of the early Polish princes, including Boleslaus I., 
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POSIDIPPOS—POSITIVISM 
became the seat of a Christian bishopric about the middle of the 
oth century. The original settlement VA•A on the right bank 

of the Warthe, but the new town, establisaed on the opr.;sate 
bank by German settlers about rase, soon became the more 
important part of the double city. Posen became a great depot 
for the trade between Germany and western Europe on the one 
hand and Poland and Russia on the other. Many foreign 
merchants made the city their residence, and these included a 
colony of Scots, who exported produce to Edinburgh. The 
city attained the climax of its prosperity in the 16th century, 
when its population, according to one estimate, reached 80.000. 
The intolerance shown to the Protestants, the troubles of the 
Thirty Years' War, the plague and other causes, soon conspired 
to change this state of affairs, and in the 18th century the 
population sank to x2,000. New life was infused into the city 
after its annexation by Prussia at the second partition of Poland 
in 1793, and since this date its growth has been rapid. 

See Lukaszewicz, Histonsch-statisiisches BUd der Stadt Posen 
963-1 793 (Ger- trans., Posen, 1881); OhlenschLiger, Korsgefasste 
Gescaschte end Bescisreibung der Slade Posen (Posen. 1886); War-
achauer, Sbarbstch von Poses (Posen, 1892); and Patera r dards Posen 
(Posen, 1895). 

POSIDIPPIM (3rd cent. s.c.), Greek dramatist, of Cassandrea 
in Macedonia, the last and one of the most distinguished of the 
writers of the new comedy. lie began to write for the stage 
in 289 B.C., and, according to Stades, wrote 40 plays, of which 
17 titles and some fragments have been preserved. He appears 
to have gone somewhat out of the beaten track in his choice of 
subjects, and it is evident that cooks held an important position 
in his list of characters. His comedies were frequently imitated 
by the Romans (Aulus Gellitts ii, 23), and it on considered very 
probable that the Menarchmi (a comedy of errors) of Plautus is 
an adaptation either from the "Opera, or from some unknown 
comedy of Posidippus, called Myna, or perhaps Meraixece. 
His statue in the Vatican is considered a masterpiece of ancient 
art. 

Fragments in A. Meineke, Poetantm COMiCOTIDE graecorsm 
fragmeasa (1855). 

Posmrvees is also the name of a writer of epigrams (c. 27o Lc.), 
of which about 3o are preserved in the Greek Anthology. 

See W. Christ, Gnechische Litteraturgeschickle (1898). ' 
POSIDOIHUS (c. .z3o-5o s.c.), nicknamed ,".the Athlete," 

Stoic philosopher, the most learned man of his time (so Strabo 
ri:yr ear isnisctraoaktgoo vo)eealieeraror, Galen itrurrneoeuarreros ) 
and perhaps of all the schooL A native of Apamea in Syria and 
a pupil of Panaetius, he spent after his teacher's death many 
years in travel and scientific researches in Spain (particularly 
at Garbs), Africa, Italy, Gaul, Liguria, Sicily and on the eastern 
shores of the Adriatic. When he settled as a teacher at Rhodes 
(hence his surname " the Rhodian ") his fame attracted numer-
ous scholars; next to Panattius he did most, by writings and 
personal intercourse, to spread Stoicism in the Roman world, 
and he became well known to many leading men, such as Marius, 
Rutilius Rufus, Pompey and Cicero. The last-named studied 
under him (78-77 s.c.), and speaks as his admirer and friend. 
He visited Rome, e.g. on an embassy in 86 B.C-, but probably 
did not settle there as a teacher. 

His works, now lost, were written in an attractive style and proved 
a mine of information to later writers. The titles and subjects of 
more than twenty of them are known. In common with other 
Stoics of the middle period, he displayed eclectic tendencies, follow. 
ing the older Stoics. Panaetius, Plato and Aristotle. Hisadmiration 
for Plato led him to write a commentary on the Timants; in another 
way it is shown by important modifications which be made in 
psychological doctrine. Unquestionably more of a polymath than a 
philosopher, he appears uncritical and superficial. But at the time 
his spirit of inquiry provoked Strabo's criticism as something alien 
1.o the school (rd airsoa.rrisir sal in hotormatfort Imp leta(emm•  of 
•piruni). In natural science, geography, natural history, mathematics 
and astronomy he took a genuine interest. He sought to determine 
the distance and magnitude of the sun, to cakulate the diameter of 
the earth and the influence of the moon on the tides. His history 
of the period from 146 to 88 s.c.. in fifty-two books, must have been 
• valuable storehouse of facts. Cicero, who submitted to his criti-
cism the memoirs which he had written in Greek of his consulship, 

toads use of writings of l'osidonius in De notsra demur's, bk_ lg.. aid 
De dressicuivae, bk. i.. and the author of the pseudo.Aristotchan 
treatise Dr mundo also borrowed from him. 

See Zeller, Philosophic der Grit-then, iii. t. 570-584 (in Eng. trans , 
Eclecticism, 56-70); C. Muller, Fre/wreak: eistoricorusi rrenreorz, 
hi. 245-296; J. Bake, Posidonii Rhodii retiquioe (Leiden. sliscot  
a, valuable monograph; R. Scheppig, De Postdonio reruns gentians 
Serranust scriptore (Berlin, t869); R. Hirzel, Unternichmtegne sa 
Cicero, philosopkischea i. 191 seq., 257 seq., 3.23 see, 
.77-535.756-789. 342-378  (Leipzig, sar):Thiel:court. Esini Iv* 
les traas philosophigaes de Ciciros (Pans, 1885); Schmeked, r 
Philosophic der mittlern Stoa (1892); Arnold, triorrsoidamors - 

rheopkanes rms Mytilene and Posidonius eon A ponwa (tenz). 
also Stow.) 

POSITIVE (or PORTABLE) ORGAN, a medieval chamber Gros 
which could be carried from phuie to place without being takes 
to pieces, and when played was placed on • table or stool and 
required a blower for the bellows, as well as a performer. It in 
larger and more cumbersome than the portative (q.e.), with 
which it has often been confounded. The positive had usually 
but one kind of pipe, the open diapason of a ft. tone, and in the 
16th century the best types had three registers by trtea.is of 
which each note could be sounded with its fifth and octane, 
each by itself, or again in combinations of twos. The positive 
differed from the regal in having flue pipes, whereas the lane 
had beating reeds in tiny pipes, one or two inches long, concealed 
behind the keyboard. During the early middle ages most of the 
pneumatic organs belonged to this type. 

A well-known instance of an early pos itive or portable organ 
the 4th , century occurs on the obelisk erected to the mentors of 
Theodosius the Great, on his death in A.D. Among the Mom 
nated manuscripts of the British Museum miniatures abound reor-
seating interesting varieties of the portable organ of the middle ages; 
such as Add. MS. 29902 (fol. 6) and Add. MS. 27695b (fol. t 31. Corns 
MS. Tiberius A VII. fol. to4d., all of the 14th century. 714d. MS 
28962, Add. MS. 17280, both ,of the 15th century. These link 
organs were to be found at every kind of function, chit and religious. 
they were used in the dwellings and chapels of the rich; at tunerrzs 
end court functions; in choirs and music schools; and in Or sasa 
orchestras of Peel and Monteverdi at the dawn of the assice 
drama or opera. S.) 

POSITIVIST (derived from Portere, whence perdu, that 
which is laid down, certain), a philosophical term, applied some-
what loosely to any system which confines itself to the data if 
experience and declines to recognize a priori or tnetaphysacil 
speculations. In this sense the term may be applied to =pined 
philosophers in generaL Thus Hume is a positivist in the sense 
that he specifically restricts philosophy to the sphere of observa-
tion, and regards the causal relation as being nothing men 
than what we have been accustomed to expect. Similarly Mill. 
Spencer and physical scientists generally view the =Wow 
from the positivist standpoint. In its commonest acceptation, 
however, positivism is both narrower and wider than this TM 
term is specifically used of the philosophy of Auguste Comte, 
who applied the term to his system according to which knowledge 
is based exclusively on the methods and discoveries of the 
physical or " positive " sciences. According to Comte human 
thought passes through three stages—theological, metaphysical 
and positive. The final stage, positivism, is the understand* 
of the universe not as composed of a multitude of individnah 
each with volition, but as an ordered organism governed by 
necessary laws (see further Corns). The outcome of this 
positivism is the substitution for revealed religion of a rangier' 
of humanity—according to Huxley " Catholicism mines 
Christianity "—in which God is replaced by Humanity. This 
religion was to have its special priesthood, ritual and organia-
tion. 

Positivism has, therefore, two distinct sides, the philosophical sad 
the religious or mystical. Philosophical positivism hos had dis-
tinguished representatives in France, Germany and England. sad 
in the wider sense indicated above may be regarded as one of the 
two or three chief influences on modern philosophical developoest. 
Though the details of Comte's philceopluc structure. e.g. the du* 
fication of the sciences, are without important significance benthe 
ti width 
the supernatural and the metaphysical. Agnosticism. 
ism. Rationalism. Materialism all manifest the 	— ' 
denying what may be succinctly described d the meeempincaL 
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In France the Cnmtian tradition was maintained orth imp , 	it 
rewrrstions and the abandonment of the religious aspect by I 
fq ).`Taine and others. In Germany many of the followers of k. t 
hose in go...ter or lees degree maintained the view that all 	e 
knowledge depends upon the observation of objective pherto, 	t. 
The distinctly religious aspect has been comparatively unimp , 

 except in no far as modern social evolutionist ethics may be red; 	d 
as religious in character. In England, however, a number 
minces Positivists have carried out Comte's original ideal of a CI. k 
of Humanity with ritual and organization. The chief build, 	a 
Chapel Street, Lamb's Conduit Street, London) is adorned 	Is 
busts of the saints of humanity, and regular services are 	I. 
Positivist hymns are sung and addresses delivered. Amon.; e 
leaders of this movement have been Frederic Harrison, Itik 
Congreve, E. S. Beesly and J. H. Bridges (d. 1906). Services are 
also held weekly in Essex Han, London, and there are a few other 
centres in the provinces, including a prosperous church in LiverpooL 

POSSE CONITATII8 (Lat. " power of a county "), a summons 
to every male in the county, between the ages of fifteen and 
twenty, to be ready and apparelled, at the command of the 
sheriff and the cry of the county, to maintain peace and pursue 
felons. Ecclesiastical persona, peers and such as laboured under 
any infirmity were not compellable to attend. Owing to the 
establishment of county police, the sheriff does not now pursue 
felons, but by the Sheriffs Act (1887, sec. 8, sub-see. 2) the calling 
out of the posse comitatus is expressly authorized if the sheriff 
finds any resistance in the execution of • writ. In view of the 
sheriff's duty to raise, if necessary, the posse comitatus It Is no 
answer by him, for non-execution of a writ, to say that he was 
resisted. 

See P. E. Slather, Sheriff Low. 
.POSSESSION (Lat. possessio, possidere, to possess), in lard, a 

term derived from Roman law. The Roman conception of 
possession has been generally adopted, but not the Roman deduc-
tions from the conception. The subject of possession has become 
more difficult owing to the various senses in which the term has 
been interpreted. Thus it has been said to be either a right or a 
fact conferring a right, or both together. The latter is the view 
of Savigny, the leading authority upon the subject (Reck des 
Berinses, translated by Sir Erskine Perry, 1848). Further, there 
is a want of agreement among legal writers as to the amount 
of right or rights that it confers. All that can be said with 
safety is that possession stands in a position Intermediate 
between simple detention and absolute ownership, and that it 
implies two elements, physical detention and mental intention 
to hold the thing possessed as one's own. These difficulties 
being borne in mind, the definition of W. A. Hunter may be 
accepted: " Possession is the occupation of anything with the 
intention of exercising the rights of ownership in respect of it " 
(Rowan Law, p. :co). Possession is inchoate or incomplete 
ownership: it is on its way to become ownership. In the case 
of the public domain of Rome (age, publkre) the possession was 
really the important matter, the donsiseisso being practically of 
no value. Possession in Roman law was either "Moral or civil. 
The forma was mere occupation, the latter such occupation as 
ripened by prescription into ownership. Possession exclusive 
against the world (including the true owner) was called " adverse 
possession." A servitude, such as a right of way, could not be 
held in true possession, but was said to be in " quasi•possesion." 
The quasi-possessor, however, had possessory remedies. In 
Roman law a broad distinction was drawn between possession 
and ownership (destinfose)S They were protected by different 
remedies--possossion by interdict, ownership by action. This 
difference can only be explained by history. Mere again. 
unfortunately, authorities differ. According to. Savigny, 
Roman citizen who had become a tenant of part of the ago 
oublicao could not by any length of holding obtain more than a 
eassi-owlsershies, but one of which it would have been morally 
unjust to have deprived him. " The only legal remedies of 
which the tenants could avail themselves, if ejected or threatened 
with disturbance, were the possessory interdicts, summary 
peocesses of Roman law which wcro either expressly devised by 

" The distinction is very important. as it affects the contract of 
sale. The contract was not to transfer ownership, as In English 
law, but only now possess&  

the praetor for their protection, or else, according to another 
theory, had in older times been employed for the provisional 
maintenance of possessions pending the settlement of questions 
of legal right " (Maine, Ancient Late, ch. viii.). Savigny regards 
the protection of possession as an extension of the protection 
of the person. The same view was taken by the English court 
of exchequer in Rogers v. Spence, rs M. & W.- R. p. 
According to Hunter (Ronan Law, pp. ace, am), Savigny 
overlooked the needs of aliens. It was the needs of aliens, 
incapable of the full proprietary rights of Roman citizens, 
that led to the invention by the praetor of a means of giving 
them equitable rights in the land, and protecting them in 
the enjoyment of these rights. Savigny attributes only two 
rights to possession in Roman law—acquisition of ownership 
by possessioafor a given time (assespio, tongi tesporis possess&) 
and protection of possession from disturbance (issieriichont). 
Others have included further rights—infer alio. the right to use 
force in defence of possession, and the right to have the burden 
of proof, in a contest as to the title, thrown upon the adversary: 
" In part masa possessor potioon haberl debet." The position 
of the possessor in Roman law was very strong. If a bona fide 
possessor, he could bring an action for Juana, even against the 
owner, if a male fide possessor of land, he was so far protected 
that be could not be ejected by force. A stale fide possessor of 
movables could, however, acquire no rights.' 

It has been already stated that there is both a physical 
and • mental element in the conception of possession. This 
does not necessarily mean that corporal contact is in all cases 
requisite, or that the intention to hold the thing possessed as 
one's own may not be abandoned for a time. The control may 
be potential as well as actual. An estate may be possessed 
without the possessor going upon the land at all, and the 
possessionof goods may be given by delivering the key of the 
warehouse in which they are stored. In international law 
the possession of part as giving a title to the whole has been of 
great importance (see INTaaNATIONAL Law). Where goods are 
pledged or bailed for a specific purpose the intention of the 
pledger or bailor to hold them as his own is suspended during the 
existence of the limited right of the pledgee or bailee, to whom 
a fragment of the possession has passed. In Roman law the 
pledger had possess& ad sameopionem, the pledgee possess& ad 
inierdicto. The possession of the pledgee or bailee has been 
called "derivative possession." Possession may be exercised 
through another (" minus nostro, corpore slieno "), as through a 
servant, who has not true possession' Possession so exercised 
has been called " representative possession." As soon as the 
representative determines to assume control on his own behalf 
or to submit to the control of another, the possession of the 
principal is gone. Possession may be transferred or lost. It is 
lost when either the cartes or the manors (to use the terms of 
Roman law) ceases to exist. It may be lost by the representa-
tives in cases where the principal might have lost it. 

In both Roman and English law the possessory tended to 
supersede the proprietary remedies from their greater con-
venience—that is to my, the plaintiff based his claim or the 
defendant his right upon possession rather than property. The 
English possessory action may have been directly suggested 
by the interdict. Bracton (rash) identifies the assise of novel 
diseisin, the most common form of possessory action; with the 
interdict trade W. In England ejectment had practically 
superseded other real actions before the latter were (with the 
*sceptics of dower, writ of dower and quare inspedit) expressly 
abolished by the Real Property Limitation Act 1833, s. 
The action for the recovery of land, introduced by the Judicature 
Acts, is the modern representative of the action of ejectment. 

This does not agree with English law, where in certain cases • 
thief can give a good tide to stolen goods, though be has no title 
himself. 

' Much of the law of easter and servant is based upon the Roman 
law of MOW and slave. The servant, like the slave, has not posses-
sion of his master's goods even though they are in his custody, unless, 
indeed, the circumstances ass melt that he ceases to be • servant 
and becomes a bailee. 
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The right of a party to recover possession is enforced by a writ 
of possession. 

Possession gives in English law, speaking generally, much the 
same sights as in Roman law. Thus it serves to fotmd a title 
(see LorrrAnort, Sunnis or; Piusaurnox), and to throw the 
onus of proof upon the claimant. In an action for the recovery 
'of land the defendant need only allege that he is in pomaded 
by himself or by his tenant, and (where such an allegation is 
necessary) that he had no notice to quit. The chief differences 
between Roman and English law, arisipg to some extent from 
the differences in the history of the two systems, are that the 
former did not give to derivative possesson (except in the ease 
of pledge) the remedies of possessors, as does English law, 
and that Roman law is stricter than English in requiring that 
possession to found Nivea* should (except in the case of 
jut aquae due-wake ) be =judo Mole, or under colour of fight 
(see PRISM:MON). There is one use of constructive 
possession which is peculiar to English law—that is, where 
possession is said to be given bS, a deed operating under the 
Statute of Uses (see " Orme's Case," L. R. 8, C. P. p. 28:). 

In English lay/ the doctrine of possession becomes practically 
important in the following cases. (I) Possession serves as a con-
venient means of division of estates (see ARAL PROPRR27). One of 
the divisions of estates is into estates in possession and estates in 
reversion or remainder. It also serves as a division of personal 
property (g.e.). A close in action is said to be reduced into pos 
session when the right of recovery by legal proceedings has become 
• right of enjoyment. (a) Possession gives a title against a Strong-
doer. In the case of real property it is regarded as prima facie 
evidence of whin. ,  In the case of personal property the mere 
possession of a finder is sufficient to enable bun to maintain an 
action of timer against one who deprives him of the ehattel;Asz 
the leading case of Amery v. Debsatirie, I Str. 5o4). (3) 
is called "- unity of possession " is one of the means whereby an 
easement is extinguished. Thus the owner of close A may have 
bad a right of say over close B, while the latter belonged to a 
different owner. If the two closes come to be owned by the same 
person, the right of way is extinguished, but may under certain 
circumstances revive on the separation of the ownership. (4) 
Possession is very important as an element in determining the 
title to goods under 13 Elio. c. 5, the Bills of Sale Act 1878 and 
the Bankruptcy Acts 1883 to 189o. It may be said that as a 
general rule retention of possession by the transferor or an absolute 
assignment or a colourable delivery of possession to the transferee 
is strong prima facie evidence of fraud. (5) Possession of goods 
or documents of title to goods ia generally sufficient to enable 
agents and others to give a good title under the Factors' Acts 
(see FACTOR). (6) In criminal law the question of pommies is 
important in founding the distinction between larceny and embezzle. 
meet. If the goods are in the possession of the master and he 
gives them to the custody of his servant for a s is,ific purpose and 
the servant steals them, it is larceny; if they have never come into 
the master's possession, as if a clerk receives money on his master's 
behalf, it is embezzlement. Recent possession of stolen goods is 
always regarded as a presumption that the person in whose pos-
session they are stole them or received them knowing them to 
have been stolen. In the case of a charge of receiving stolen goods 
evidence may be given that there was found in the possession of 
the accused other property stolen within the preceding period of 
twelve months, 34 & 35 Viet. c. 112, a. na. (For possession in 
criminal law, see Stephen, Digest of the Criminal Law, note xi.) 
(7) Actions of possession of ships fall within the jurisdiction of the 
admiralty division. This jurisdiction in the case of British vessels 
depends upon the Admiralty Court Act 1861 OA Vitt. c. 10,2. 8). 
in the case of foreign vessels (in which the jurisdiction is rarely exer-
cised) upon the general powers of the court as a maritime court. 

The doctrines of adverse possession (in the old English sense, 
which was not identical with the Roman law, for the real owner must 
have actually or by fiction been disseised) and of possessio fratris 
are now of only antiquarian interest. The Statutes of Limitation 
have superseded the first. The only question now is, not whether 
possession has been adverse or not, but whether twelve years have 
elapsed since the right accrued. The maxim " possessio fratris 
etc feodo simplici sororem facit e<se haeredem " (Coke upon Littleton, 

' " Seisin " and " possession" ate used sometimes . as synonyms, 
as generally by Bracton; at other times they are : thus 
there can be possession of a term of years, but no mix  in (Roy, Maxims, 
p. a). It We= • tenant E , however, how far in lEnglish1111tenant
fotit.t? anhdlillarreirnoll011.e certAtiTlylleb,tts  in law only •rebn,a111..or.lrati: 

quasi-possemor in llama law. 
, Compare the Cede Napoli" art. 3279: " En Ilk der Issubles  Is 

possession vast titre."  

14b) has been altered by the rile of descent setrodeced by the 
Inheritance Act i83y, under which descent Is traced hum the 
purchaser. At one time possessory suits were oatasionally main-
tained in England, and more frequently in Ireland, for the quieting 
of possession after proof of three years possession before the fling 
of the bill. But such suits are now obsolete (see Nos w. Dabs el 
Devonshire, 8 A. C. 146). There was one characteristic CORR in old 
English law in which possession was maintained by moans of what 
was called " continual claim," made yearly in due form, where the 
person havir the right was prevented by force or fear from 
exercising it Coke upon Littleton, 253b). Continual claim sees 
abolished byte Real Property Limitation Act 1833, a. it. 

Scolland.—In Scotland possessory actions still exist me mownise. 
Actions of molestation, of removing, and of mauls (payments) and 
duties are examples. A possessory judgment is one which entitles 
a person who has been in possession under a written title for seven 
years to continue his possession (Watson, Law Did., " Passamory 
Judgment "). 

United Stales.—Here the law in general agrees with that of 
England. Possessory rights am taxed in some of the states 
Louisiana follows Roman law closely. Possession of incorporeal 
rights (to use the unscientific language of the Code) is called quo:- 
possession, and the division of possession into natural and civil is 
maintained (Civil Code, s& 3,389-34I9). 

In addition to the authorities int. may be mentioned Smith, 
Did. of Antiquities. s.v. " Pompessio“; Markby, Eleweests at Law; 
Holland, Elements of Juri , i Prime; Holmes, The Cams= Los 
(lect. vi.); Pollock and Posseuien is the Cowmen Law. 

(.1. W.) 
P08121110011, the term given to the supposed control of a 

human body and mind by an alien spirit, human or non-human; 
or the occupation by an alien spirit of some portion of a human 
body, causing sickness, pain, Stc. The term obsession (Lin for 
siege) is sometimes used as equivalent to possession; some-
times it denotes spirit control exercised from without, or it any 
mean no more than a maniacal monoideism. From an ant/se-
pological point of view possession may be conveniently classed 
as (a) inspirational, (b) demoniacal, (c) pathological, moray 
to the view taken of the reason for or effect of the 'pintail 
invasion of the possessed person. 

a. In inspirational possession the oracle spirit is belt to Ur,  
entered the person in order to foretell the future or rs Precis:so 
the will or • god; the god himself may be regarded as amain 
through the mouth of This devotee; among peoples in the Sam 
stages of culture poasrsston by spirits of the dead is impaired, 
espedally where there is any kind of ancestor warship in vogue 
Thiskind of possession, so far as is known, does not appear aware 
some of the lowest peoples, e.g. the Australians; ban it is comma 
in Africa, Polynesia and Asia, where European Influeore has MI 
led to its decay. Many of the classical oracles were regarded 
due to divine inspiration. The manifestations are often voluotarm 
induced and are provoked in many different ways; in classisal 
times the eating of laurel Iowa, the inhaling of fumes which as:olds:I 
from • cleft in the rocks of Delphi, the drinking of ill1.0112t11121 
liquors, or of a more widely found means of inducing the phenomena 
—blood--were all in use. In the Malay Peninsula the endwise 
man inhales incense which rises in clouds from a enure and hasp 
like a mist round his head; similar Tank effects ass pretend 
in Egypt in the case of divining boys means of drugs. In Fis 
the priest sat before a dish of scented and anointed himself unit 
it, till in a few minutes he began to tremble and was finally strmey 
convulsed. In parts of India, draughts of blood from the wed 
of the newly decapitated victim were the masts of reua,g the 
priest to frenzy; while In Siberia, America and many pans at • A 
drummlft. contortions and orgiastic dancing are more contrattels 
found.•liamding to another account, the FijiaLin  
the onset of the trance by a method in use in 	ryp.act ic a  

Irac .itice- he sat amid dead silence before • whale's at sick 
steadfastly. 

1T

..-

symptons of supposed possession by a gr ,, I differ as widdy 
as do those of the hypnotic trance. In Hawaii the god Om gave 
his oracles by inspiring the Kim, who ceased to speak or am m 
a voluntary agent, his frenzied utterances being interpreted by the 
attendant priests In the Malay Peninsula the ipmesswit, after 
tensing himself, lies down on his back, with hi, bead shrouded 
and awaits the moment of inspiration. The tiF..d spirit s hick is 
the familiar of all Malay pc:wants manifests its I encore by a k's 
lifelike growl and the petering scratches at the n Siva. • mils 
of catlike leaps and licks up from the floor tle handfuls of rice 
nattered there. But his state seems to be far tato:reed hues the 
ecstasy of the Hawaiian priest, though it must to neatembesed that 
no test of bona fides is possible in either 	We men ewe 
another stage in Tahiti in the lofty declass: 	sr the poasimd 
priests, who thus afford a parallel to the tit. 	of massy goer. 
mediums. Finally in Africa, where the hen r.“7 nth of  pedneumr 
is also common, we find at Sofala the niandestai one of powwow 
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me caked to the shnple dramatic 'minden of the vats of the 
lad km& What Mal MOS believed to give courd in this manner 
ts le swarm. 

Prorascal poser ' is a widely spread explanation of such 
1 conditions as eatery, soessannufirt, 

- (Menai ut the East Indian field lyosmbrops Wm) Medi  mood 
Far (for evil) an commonly attributed to posearos. itch 
d tit evidence is that of native witnesses, and where European 
wren have surxeeded in examining a use for themselves they 
use pray been guiltless of all knowledge of psychopathology 
in al the possibilities of suggestion; their statements am therefore 
vie accepted only with reserve. Demoniacal is familiar 

is (not the hew Testament narratives; there mass to be no 
ere to suppose that the cases there recorded were der to 
erring bet disease; but the view is still occasionally maintained 
et amiss apologists that real demon possession rimed la 
/Asa Demoniac. to the New Testament are mated to live among 
ie tomtit. to be deaf and dumb., or blind, to be possessed by a 
sato* al evil spirits or to suffer from high fever as a result of 
wren; the demons are mid to pre into the boar of animas 

te reside is narks places. No facts are "'corded which an 
se minable either as the ordinary symptoms of arra diorama 
▪as the result of suggestion fgt.). 

Is the lower stages of culture all diseases are explained as 
to to the invasion of the body by disease spirits (see Ammar). 
sr the effects are supposed to be physiological, not psychical as is 
seenacal posmseion. The infringement a a totemic Ws, Om 
nth of an ancestor or other dead person or the malice of • diners 
sr. such as the Malay Adana. or of any non•bunsan spirit, 
e to pathological conditions, according to animistic 
• ems. as well as those of demoniacal possmeion, which may 

hahiguished from the isephstiona form by than invariably 
•vgantary diameter, are dealt with by a variety of means such as 
eh purifications, sacrifices to the possessing spirit, or coercion 
wises sorts (see Exoticism). 

We have few data as to the distribution of the phenommts 
se dignified. Cases of inspirational or demoniacal pommies 
we *town in classical thus; but the demon of Socrates must 
aka be classed as a case of sensory automatism. In our own 

they are reported from the greater pen of Asia, Africa and 
Nneas, and they seem to occur in America, though our 
demotion is scanty. On the other hand in New Guinea and 
Imo& they are practically unknown, though automations 
=pat down to the agency of the dead. 

From the psychological point of view the durification he 
ea threefold: (a) as noted above, the majority of cases of 
boded possession are simply psychopathological; (b) another 
ace the existence of which has only been recognised within 

mat times are the cases of secondary or multiple personality; 
* apparent independence and occasional conflict of primary 
ed setiondary selves has been explained by the duty of 
vossion; but it has been possible in one of the mug severe 
..es en record to unify the two personalities and memories 
4a what the patient described as • struggle between them for 
reenmey, which would inevitably have suggested passion 
a she explanation, had not the issue of the case been the enrage-
wire of the two streams of consciousness. (c) The problem 
' the third class of cases, which may be termed mediumistic, is 
• essolved. The medium (q.v.) or sensitive appears to have 
▪neuessd in the trance state a store of memories contacted 
••• the BIAS of deceased friends of a sitter (i.e. a person present 
le stance), such memories being dealt with from the stand-

Int el the deceased person (who is termed the communicator); 
•':time the memories are connected with the Mends of a 
vnee sot actually present or with articles placed in the bands 
• %bt medium, the owners being absent or dead. Mediumistic 
we lava undergone elaborate investigation at the hands of 

Suiety for Psychical Research, and no serious attempt has 
ea wade to invalidate the facts set forward by the Jewett-
Mtn; bet to far no satisfactory explanation has been suggested. 
it tie ow hand thought transference or telepathy (q.t.) appears 
s le isnulicient, unless we assume that the powers of a medium 
he transcend anything demonstrable in ordinary telepathic 
'Mamas; for the facts stated by or through the medium 
came the communicator seem In many eases to be known in 
at entirety to no single living person. If thought transference 

uplutat km, we must admit that the medium can (a) 
ad all living brains for leas, (h) select that which ass  

patient (IA harms to the mentonneleated sad (3) combine 
them in such a way as to suggest that the source of the informs-
ties is the deed person. On the other hand, although, as we 
have seen, the communications show knowledge homologous 
to that of the deceased, they demonstrably do not include the 
whole of his knowledge; more than one attempt has been made 
to obtain hem communicators the contests of sealed letters, 
written dating their lifetime and kept from the knowledge of all 
other human beings till the seal was broken; but such attempts 
have an far failed, and the failure mans to loam conclusive 
evidence both against preession and against other explanations 
based en the supposition that the dead are communicating. 

Btatiocitarnr.—Fur anthropological data sec Bastian. Der 
Menge:Contemporary Review, xxvii. 369; Ellis. nki-speakNg Peoples: 

Demon Po 	ion; Runoff. Da, .ScSamoscnism; 
.14 .y Magic; Stoll, Saggettion and //yessofizonsi: T5lor, Pr ma ire 
• ore ; Verdun, 1,e Diable dam les moistens; Maury, to Mar 
p. 25r1 seq.; Chamberlain. Things Japanese. so." Fox." For discussion 
of New Testament facts we W. M. Alexander, Demoniacal Pos-
session is the New Tezzionesd; Conybeare, in Anemic Quarterly 
Review, viii. 576, in. 59, 444. 581; Herzog 's Realem yilopadie. 
"1D3monische." Fur patristic literature see llingham, A ntionsties, 
pi r mediumistic possession see Myers, Boman Personality; and 
th 	author on " Pseudopomession " in Proc. S.P.R. xv. 04; 
• S.P.R. vi. 436-450. viii. 1-167, xiii. 254-552, xvi. 1-136. 
xvei. 61-2{4, Ilk. For medical and ps)chological observations 
see Griesinger, Mental Potholer; James, Prinri pies 4 PJ,C118010fy; 
Janet, Nhr ,,, es el idles 	Kraft•Ebbing, Psyclnalrie: Sidi. and 
S. P. Good! • . Molnar Yr• Jay. 	 (N. W. T.) 

FiggINCIL a town of Germany, In the duchy of Saxe. 
Meiningen, at m. by rail S. of Jena, of the !Conchae. Pop. 
(19os), ra,rol. It lass a Gothic Evangelical church built about 
139o, and a Gothic town-hall erected during the succeeding cen-
tury. Its chief industries are the making of flannel, porcelain, 
furniture, machines, musical instruments and chocolate. The 
town has also tanneries, breweries, dyeworks and brickworks. 
Mutat, which is of Slavonic origin, passed about 1300 to the 
b.ndgrave of Thuringia. Later it belonged to Saxony and later 
still to the duchy of Sue-C-oburg-Sealfeld, passing to Saxe. 
Maoism in ,826. 

See E. Koch, Awl Pis: necks Vergengrosheh (Pristneek, term-teos): 
the same writer. Beitrego Bar nrkinsstlithes (Mschulat do Stant 
Phstmeh (Plomuck. 1110-1900): and tbe GestiOns Seeds 
Phase* published by the Pessnother Zeitung (Poseneck. uoa). 

NIT. t. (An edeptatios in 0. Eng. of the Lat. pais, 
from reeve, to place), a stock, stake or stump, particularly an 
upright timber used as s support in building, as part of the 
framework of a door, as a boundary mark, be., and formerly 
as a convenient object to which to attach public notices, hr., 
whence the verb' to post," to publish a notice, advertisement, 
Ac., by affixing it in a conspicuous position, hence to make a 
statement with regard to an event or person, e.g. the " posting " 
of a defaulter, or of a ship as overdue or missing at Uoyd's. 

s. (An adaptation of the Fr. poser, station, position, ItaL 
pub or poste, formed from the put participle sashes, of Let. 
seem, to place), position, station, a position occupied by • 
soldier or body of soldiers, especially one specifically allotted to a 
soldier, such u the round of a sentry, hence a place of employ-
ment, an office. The sense of station has developed into the 
particular application of the word and its various derivatives, 
`postal," " postage" be.. to the service connected with the 
delivery of letters (see POST AM POSTAL SERVICE). From the 
earliest times as we see from the kryspela of the Persian kings 
(Herar viii. on), the speedy despatch of messages, letters, hr.. 
was attained by ,,days of men and bones stationed at regular 
intervals. This is paralleled by the slisfrotiti equities of Roman 
times and by the elaborate system of the Great Khan which 
Marco Polo describes on the reeds of China. The New English 
Dietienery finds the earliest me of the 0. Ft. passe and the It al. 
pools toe thew stations of men and bones in Marco Polo's 
account. The Medieval Latin expression for the couriers was 
nebailarli poste.., riders of the posts. From the stations or 
relays of hones the word was early applied to the riders them-
selves. and liter to the moil carried by means of the " posts," 
and thew to the whole service. At the first establishment of 
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regular posts in the 16th century in England, they served two 
purposes, the carrying of the king's letters and the exclusive 
supply of horses for his couriers and for other travellers, the first 
being called the " posts of the pacquet," the second " the 
thorough posts." When, is 178o, the monopoly of supplying 
post-horses was taken away from the " postmasters," the term 
was retained for the " posting " establishments for travellers 
throughout the country, as well as in such words as " post-boy " 
and " post-chaise." The expression " post-haste

' 
 " generally 

used adverbially in the sense of " with the utmost speed," was 
originally a superscription, " haste, post, haste," on letters that 
needed the greatest despatch, and was a command addressed 
to the " post," the bearer of the message. The peculiar use of 
" postmaster " as the name of the " scholars " of Merton 
College, Oxford, has not been explained. It occurs in the 
college records first as the name of a building (Postmasters' 
Hall) outside the college, in which the scholars (called POrd01,- 
istae or porlionistae) lived until about 1575. The suggestion 
that " postmaster " is a corruption of portionista is far-fetched, 
and there is nothing to support the theory that the scholars, 
as servitors to the masters, stood behind them at table and were 
thus called post-megislri. 

POST, and POSTAL SERVICE. The germ of modern postal 
systems is to be looked for in the earliest organized establishment 
of a staff of government couriers. In the postal system of Spain 
and the German empire there is express record of permission to 
government couriers to carry letters for individuals in April 1544; 
and within fifteen or sixteen years that permission had grown 
into a legalized and regulated monopoly, whence the counts 
of Taxis drew part of their profits as postmasters-general. In 
Great Britain existing private letters of the r5th century—some, 
perhaps, of the 14th—bear endorsements which show that they 
were conveyed by relays of men and horses maintained under 
the control of the government, and primarily intended for its 
special service. In several states on the continent of Europe 
the universities had inland postal establishments of a rudimen-
tary sort at an early date. The university of Paris organized 
a postal service almost at the beginning of the 13th century, 
and it lasted in a measure until t7ze. In various parts of 
Europe mercantile gilds and brotherboods were licensed to 
establish posts for commercial purposes. But everywhere—as 
far as the accessible evidence extends--foreign posts were under 
state control. 

GREAT BRITAIN 

Early History (c. 1533-1836). 

As early as the middle of the 13th century entries occur in 
the wardrobe accounts of the kings of England of paynients to 
Sixteenth royal messengers for the conveyance of letters. In 

the supervision of these royal messengers lies the 
germ of the office of postmaster-general. The first 

English postmaster of whom a distinct account can be given is 
Sir Brian Tuke, who is described ( z 533) in the records as " Magis-
ter Nunciorum, Cursorum, sive Postarum," " both in England 
and in other parts of the king's dominions beyond the seas." 
But long subsequent to this appointment of a postmaster-
general the details of the service were frequently regulated by 
proclamations and by orders in council. Thus, among the 
royal proclamations in the library of the Society of Antiquaries, 
there is one of Philip and Mary (undated, but apparently of 1 555) 
which regulates the supply of horses for the conveyance of letters 
to Dover. Again, in July 1556 the lords of the council ordered 
" that the pastes between this and the Northe should eche of 
them keepe a books, and make entrye of every knee that he 
shall receive, the tyme of the deliverie thereof unto his hands, 
with the parties names that shall bring it unto him." Much of 
the business of the foreign postal service to and from England 
during the earlier years of Queen Elizabeth was managed by the 
incorporated " merchant strangers," who appointed a special 
postmaster. When that office fell vacant in 1568 they quarrelled 
about a successor; and the quarrel cost them their privilege. , 

 , F. Windebank to Sir W. Cecil: " All the Italians were unwilling 

The accession of James I. to the English throne, by neces-
sitating a more frequent communication between London and 
Scotland, led to improvements in the postal service. 
Special posts had already been established by the 
magistrates of certain Scottish towns to convey their 
despatches to and from the court. Thus in 1590 a messenger 
was appointed by the magistrates of Aberdeen with the title of 
"council-post."' The new royal orders of 1603 directed (1) that 
the postmasters at the various stages should enjoy the privilege of 
letting horses to " those riding in post (that is to say) with horn 
and guide," by commission or otherwise, and to that end they 
were charged to keep or have in readiness a sufficient number 
of post-horses; (2) that the lawful charge for the hire of each 
horse should be, for public messengers, at the rate of rid_ a mile, 
" besides the guides' groats," private travellers being left to make 
their own agreements. Finally, it was directed that every post-
master should keep at least two horses for the express conveyance 
of government letters, and should forward such letters within a 
quarter of an hour of their receipt, and that the posts should 
travel at the rate of not less than 7 m. an hour in summer and 
5 m. in winter.* 

In t6o7 the king granted to John Stanhope, first Baron 
Stanhope of Harrington, and to his son Charles Stanhope, after-
wards second Lord Stanhope, jointly and to the survivor of 
them, the postmastership of England under the title of " Master 
of the Posts and Messengers," with a fee of too marks s 
year, together with all " avails and profits " belonging to the 
office. In Ore a separate office of "postmaster-general of 
England for foreign parts " was created In favour of 
Matthew do Quester' and Matthew de Quester the 
younger. The new office was regarded by the enst-  Frei  
ling postmaster-general, Charles, Lord Stanhope, as Qua 

an infringement of his own patent. A long dispute ensued in 
the king's bench and before the lords of the council- ,  In 1626 
by an order in council liberty was granted to all companies of 
merchants, including the merchant adventurers, to send thew 
letters and despatches by messengers of their own cleaning. A 
year afterwards this liberty was revoked, except for the Company 
of Merchant Adventurers. Lord Stanhope, however, continued 
to carry letters abroad by his agents, and obtained a warrant 
prohibiting De Quester from interfering. It shows strikinfif 
the confusion of postal affairs at this period to find a statement 
addressed to the privy council by the postmasters of Eyeglass:I 
to the effect that they had received no payments " ever 5.4.:e 
the last day of November 1621 till this present time, June i62A " 
—the arrears amounting to £22,626. 

The rights of the postmasters ware also infringed by private 
individuals, as by one Samuel Jude in 1629 in the west 
of England.* In 1632 the foreign postmastership was assigned 
by De Quester, who had lost his son, to William Friuli and 
Thomas Witherings. Letters-patent were granted to them 
to give their voices to Raphael. . . . but inclined to favourGodf " 
(Dow. Car. FJiz. xlviii. ll  65, State Paper Dept., Rolls Office). 
Raphael was a German, Godfrey an Englishman. 

' Kennedy. Annals of Aberdeen, I. 262. 
Book of Prodowations, p. 67 (S. P. O.: now in Rolls Hoose)t 

Report from the Secret Commissee on the Post Office, (1844) appendix, 
pp.

; er ' -/Oik l'Enuester." as he is called in Latch's Reports of King', 
Bench Cases. p. 

'These disputes were much embittered by the growing jealousies 
of English against foreign merchants. The proofs of this in the 
state correspondence of Elizabeib's day are abundant, but there 
were many statesmen who took larger views. See, e.g. John Film- 
son's " Brief Declaration for the . . erecting an ti maintaining 
of the Staple . . . in England " (June $582), Dom. Comm,. Else. 
div. No. 30: and compare the some writer's " Discourse for the 
repairing the decayed State of the Merchants," &c. (July as, 15.7). 
ibid. due. No. 39. with Leake's " 1),course." tic. of the some y.-.'r 
(ibid. cxi. t seq.), and with John tlates's " Letter to So' W. Cecil " 
(March ao, '559), ibid. iii., where he describes the merchant strangers 
as being " spies far fbreign princes," and with Cecil's " Razing* to 
moves F•orbearing of the Rest 'taw. of the Imen.uunie to Antwerp • 
(1564), ibid. xxxv. No. 33 (in Rolls !louse). 

• See Analytical Index to the Reetendrann
.
a, p. 40, as quotni.  by 

H. B. Wheatley in the Academy of the 27th of December 
lk 464- 
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jointly, the esti) of March 16331 Withering' took the labouring 
oar, and tanks as the first of many conspicuous postal reformers. 

Under him one Richard Poole obtained a special 
post mastership for the service of the court. Among 

the earliest measures of improvement taken under the new 
patent was an acceleration of the continental mail service. 
For this purpose the patentees made a contract with the 
count of Thum and Taxis, hereditary postmaster of the 
Empire and of Spain. At this time there was still but one 
mail weekly between London, Antwerp and Brussels, and the 
transit occupied from four to five days. By a subsequent 
contract with Count Thum two mails weekly were secured and 
the transit made ordinarily in two days' In June t63$ Wither-
ings submitted to the king a proposal " for settling of mallets 
or pacquet-posts betwixt London and all parts of His Majesty's 
dominions, for the carrying and re-carrying of his subjects' 
letters," which contains curious notices of the state of Internal 
communications. The net charge to the Crown of the existing 
posts is stated to be L34o0 per annum. Letters, it is said, 
' being now carried by carriers or footposts 36 or 38 m. • day, it 

is full two months before any answer can be received from Scot-
land or Ireland to London. If any of His Majesty's subjects 
shall write to Madrid in Spain, he shall receive answer sooner 
and surer than he shall out of Scotland or Ireland." By the new 
plan It was proposed that all letters for the northern road should 
be put into one " portnumtle," and directed to Edinburgh, 
with separate bags directed to such postmasters as lived upon 
the road near to any city or town corporate. The journey from 
London to Edinburgh was to be performed within three days. 
The scheme was approved on the 3 tat of July 1635, the procla-
mation establishing eight main postal lines—namely, the great 
northern road, to Ireland by Holyhead, to Ireland by Bristol, 
to the marches of Wales by Shrewsbury, to Plymouth, to Dover, 
to Harwich and to Yarmouth. The postage of a single letter 
was fixed at rd. if under So m., 4d. if between So and too m., 
6d. If above 40 rn., &I. if to Scotland. It was provided that no 
other messengers or footposts should carry letters to any places 
so provided, except common known carriers, or a particular 
messenger " sent on purpose with a letter by any man for 
his own occasions," or a letter by a friend, on pain of exem-
plary punishment' In February 5638 another royal procla-
mation ratified an agreement between Witherings and De 
Noveau, postmaster to the French king, for the conveyance of 
the mails into France by Calais, Boulogne, Abbeville and 
Amiens.' 

But in 1640 the active postmaster was accused of divers 
abuses and misdemeanours, and his office sequestrated into 
the hands of Philip Burlamachl of London, merchant, who was 
to execute the same under the inspection of the principal 
secretary of state.,  Witherings then assigned his patent to 
Robert Rich, earl of Warwick, and a long contest ensued in 
both houses of parliament. The sequestration was declared 
by a vote in parliament In 2642 to be IllegaL Nevertheless 
the dispute gave repeated occupation to both houses during the 
period from 1641 to 1647, and was diversified by several affrays, 
In which violent hands were laid upon the mails. In 1643 the 
post office yielded only Ls000 a year. In 1644 the Lords and 
Commons by a joint ordinance appointed Edmund Prideaux 
" to be muter of the posts, messengers and couriers." In 1646 
the opinion of the judges was taken on the validity of Wither-
ing's patent (assigned to Lord Warwick), and they pronounced 
that " the clauses of restraint In the said patent are void and not 
good in law: that, notwithstanding these clauses be void, the 
patent is good for the rest." It is evident, therefore, that any 

Montt le " Henna of Lords' Papers " (1633), Pewit &rp ►  of 
Mist. USS. Commission (t874), app. The papers there calendared 
contain many of %thump s activity sad ability. See also 
appendix to Report 75), and " A proclamation concerning 
the Postmaster of England for Forraigne tiaras" (July 36, 1 632). 
In Rymer's Fader.. hut jag. 

• Egerton MS. (Brit. Mos.), No 3543. fol. 5 seq.  
: •=i1 4  Poed 	L , I 	Ibid. 

  I 8 
as. 194. 

 194 42. 0 1ri 
area 

 4 x. 4,;39. Soo. 
Witt 4,  

prohibition to carry letters must be by act of parliament to 
have force of law. 

In 5650 an attempt was made by the common council of 
London to organize a new postal system on the great roads, to 
run twice a week. This scheme they temporarily 
carried into effect as respects Scotland. But Mr 
Attorney-General Prideaux urged on the council 
of state that, if the new enterprise were permitted, besides 
intrenching on the rights of the parliament, some other means 
would have to be devised for payment of the postmasters. Both 
houses resolved (I) that the offices of postmasters, inland and 
foreign, were, and ought to be, in the sole power and disposal of 
the parliament, and (2) that It should be referred to the council 
of state to take into consideration all existing claims in relation 
thereto. Of these there were five under the various patents 
which had been granted. Thereupon the Protector was advised 
that the management of the post office should be entrusted to 
John Thurloe by patent upon the expiration of John Manley's 
existing contract. Thurloe was to give security for payment 
of the existing rent of flo,coo a year. Ultimately the posts, 
both inland and foreign, were farmed to John•Manley for fro,000 
a year, by an agreement made in 1653. Meanwhile an attorney 
at York, named John Hill, placed relays of post- 
horses between that city and London, and undertook 
the conveyance of letters and parcels at half the 
former rates. He also formed local and limited partnerships 
in various parts of the kingdom for the extension of his plan, 
which aimed to establish eventually a general penny postage 
for England, a twopenny postage for Scotland and a fourpenny 
postage for Ireland. But the post office was looked upon by 
the government of the day as, first, a means of revenue, and 
secondly, a means of political espionage. ,  The new letter-
carriers were " trampled down " by Cromwell's soldiery. The 
inventor had a narrow escape from severe punishment. He 
lived to publish OW the details of his plan, at the eve of the 
Restoration, in a pamphlet entitled A Penny Post: or a Vindica-
tion of the Liberty and Birthright of erery Englishman in carrying 
Merchants and other Man's letters, against any Restraint, of 
Farmers, &c. It is probable that this publication' helped to 
prepare the way for those measures of partial but far-reaching 
reform which were effected during the reign of Charles II. The 
rates of postage and the rights and duties of postmasters were 
settled under the Protectorate by an act of par 'liament of 1657, 
c. 3o. In 5659 the item, " by postage of letters in farm, £14,000," 
appears in a report on the public revenue" 

The government of the Restoration continued to farm the 
post office upon conditions similar to those imposed by the act 
of 1657, but for a larger sum. Henry Bishop, the „ 
first postmaster-general in the reign of Charles II., Zaad.. i.  
contracted to pay a yearly rent of f2x,soo, these new 
arrangements being embodied in the Act 13 Charles U. c. 3S 
(366o), entitled " An Act for Erecting and Establishing a Post 
Office." A clause proposing i to frank all letters addressed to 
or sent by members of parliament during the session was 

sot, 658 seq.; .Thansais el the Moose of Lads. v. 343, 387. 450. 460- 

giten
dso Ix. seq.; Report front Secret Committee ors tic Post Offia, 

. pp. Go-69. 
Illustrations of this may be seen (in the state 1. department 

of the ge Icral reconl office) among the correspond,.. Ice between 
Sir John i_oke and Lord Conway, and also in mans other state 
letters, as well after the outbreak of the great rebel! et as Won 
it. There IS in the Bodleian Library (MS. Rawlinsol , A. 477) a 
minute account of the methods alleged to have bes n pursued in 
the systematic and periodical examination of letters , ntrusted to 
the post office. The paper is not authenticated by a ,  y signature, 
and Is undated. But it is an original document of the time of 
Charles 11., addressed to Mr. Bridgman. clerk of the maned, and 
drawn up to recommend the adoption of a like pram x. but with 
grater el,terity than that used by Dr Dorislaus rod Samuel 
hlorland, vibe,, according to this narrative, formed the Cromwellian 
board al itsaminers for post •nffire !mien,. and u her rem! ill that well 
addressed to foreign parts. 

'There Is a copy in the library of the British Museum, from whack 
H. B. Wheatley hasiiven the abstract quoted above. 

• Jeweils of the Kew eJ Comassoss. vii. 627. 
2s. 
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rejected by the Lords. But the indenture enrolled with the 
letters-patent contained a proviso for the free carriage of all 
letters to or from the king, the great officers of Mate and also the 
single inland letters only of the members of that present parlia-
ment during that session. It also provided that the lessee 
should permit the secretaries of state, or either of them, to have 
the survey and inspection of all letters at their discretion. 
Bishop was succeeded by Daniel O'Neill' in 1662, on similar 
terms. In the consequent proclamation, issued on the :5th of 
May 1663, it was commanded that " no postmasters or other 
officers that shall be employed in the conveying of letters, or 
distributing of the same, or any other person or persons, .. . 
except by the immediate warrant of our principal secretaries of 
state, shall presume to open any letters or pacquets not directed 
unto themselves." In 1677 the general post office comprised 
in the chief office, under Henry Bennet, earl of Arlington, as 
postmaster-general, seventy-five persons, and its profits were 
farmed for £43,000 a year. There were then throughout England 
and Scotland az deputy postmasters, and in Ireland 18 officers 
at the Dublin office and 45 country postmasters. " The number 
of letters missive," says a writer of the same year, " is now 
prodigiously great. . . . A letter comprising one whole sheet of 
paper is conveyed 8o m. for twopence. Every twenty-four 
hours the post goes 110 m., and in five days an answer may be 
had from a place 300 m. distant."' By an act of the 15th 
Charles II. (" An Act for Settling the Profits of the Post Office 
on the duke of York, and his Heirs-Male "), and by a subsequent 
proclamation issued in August 1683, it was directed that the 
postmaster-general should " take effectual care for the convey-
ance of all bye-letters, by establishing correspondences . . . in 
all considerable market-towns with the next adjacent post-
stage," and the rights of the postmasters as to hiring horses 
were again emphasized. 

During the possession of the post-office profits by the duke of 
York a London penny post was established by the joint enter-
rtadawies prise of William Dockwra, a searcher at the customs-
Loadon house, and of Robert Murray, a clerk in the excise 
Paw' P*st• office. The working-out of the plan fell to the first-
nalned, and in his bands it gave in April 168o—although 
but for a short time—far more extensive postal facilities to 
the Londoners than even those afforded 16o years later by 
the plans of Sir Rowland Hill. Dockwra carried, registered 
and insured, for a penny, both letters and parcels up to a 
pound in weight and £to in value. He took what had been 
the mansion of Sir Robert Abdy in Lime Street as a chief office, 
established seven sorting and district offices, and between 40o 
and sop receiving-houses and wall-boxes. He established 
hourly collections, with a maximum of ten deliveries daily for 
the central part of the city, and a minimum of six for the suburbs. 
Outlying villages, such as Hackney and Islington, had four daily 
deliveries; and his letter-carriers collected for each despatch of 
the general post office throughout the whole of the city and 
suburbs. Suits were laid against him in the court of king's 
bench for infringing on the duke of York's patent, and the 
jealousies of the farmers eventually prevailed. The penny post 
was made a branch of the general post. Dockwra, after the 
Revolution of 1688, obtained a pension of £500 a year (for a 
limited term) in compensation of his losses. In 1697 he was 
made comptroller of the London office. Eleven years later his 
improvements were outvied by Charles Povey, the author of 
schemes for improving coinage, and also of a curious volume, 
often wrongly ascribed to Defoe, entitled The Visions of Sir 
Mister Ryky. Povey took upon himself to set up a foot-post 
under the name of the " halfpenny carriage," appointed 
receiving-houses, and employed several persons to collect and 
deliver letters for hire within the cities of London and West-
minster and borough of Southwark, " to the great prejudice of 

Tee trusted friend but not always the trusted adviser of the 
duke of Ormoncle. 	 ndence exists among the 
duke's papers, inpart at Kilkenny 	tle, in part (extensively) 
among the Carte MSS. in the Bodleian; and it abounds in incidental 
illustrations of_postal administration in both England sad Ireland. 

'Quoted in heist. Moe. (1813), =CV. 309, 310. 

the revenue," as was represented by the postmaster-general to 
the lords of the treasury. Povey was compelled to desist. 

At this period the postal system of Scotland was distinct from 
that of England. It had been reorganized early is the reign ef 
Charles II., who in September t662 bad appointed 
Patrick Grahame of Inchbrakie to be postmaster- 	am" 
general of Scotland for life at a salary of fsoo Scots. 	8'6°111_ 
But it would seem from the proceedings of the Send* 	Assist 
privy council that the rights and duties of the office 	-.gram." 
went ill defined; for immediately after the appointment of Graham 
the council commissioned Robert Mein, merchant and keeper of the 
letter-office in Edinburgh, to establish posts between Scotland and 
Ireland, ordained that Linlithgow, Kilsyth, Glasgow, Kilmarnock. 
Dumboag, Etallantrae and Port trick should be naps on the route. 
and granted him the sum of (zoo sterling to build a parkin-but 
to carry the mail from Portpatrick to Donaghadee.' 

Perhaps the earliest official notice of the colonial poet is to be 
seen in the following paragraph from the molds of the general 
court of Massachusetts in 1639. " It is ordered that 
notice be given that Richard Fairbanks his house in 
Boston is the place appointed for all letters which are 
brought from beyond the seas, or are to be sent thither 
to be left with him; and he is to take care that they are to be delivered 
or sent according to the directions; and he is allowed for every letter 
a penny, and men answer all miscarriages through his own neglect 
in this kind." The court in 1667 was petitioned to make better 
postal arrangements, the petitioners alleging the frequent " los 
of letters whereby merchants, especially with their friends and 
employers in foreign parts, are greatly damnified; many times de 
letters are imputed (?) and thrown upon the exchange, so that those 
who will may take them up. no person, without some satisfaction, 
being willing to trouble their houses therewith." In Virginia the 
postal system was yet more primitive. The colonial law of t6t3 
requir every planter to provide a messenger to convey de 
despatches as they arrived to the next plantation. and so on, on pos 
of forfeiting a hogshead of tobacco in default. The governmem 
of New York in 1672 established "a pet to gee monthly ham 
New York to Boston," advertising "those that bee disposed to 
send letters, to bring them to the secretery's office whese, in a 
lockt box, they shall be preserved till the messenger calls for therm 
all persons paying the post before the ban be sealed up." ' Thirty  
years later this monthly post had become a fortnightly Me. The 
office of postmaster-general for America had been created in 5692 

The act of the 9th of Queen Anne which consolidated the 
posts of the empire into one establishment, and, as to orratiza-
tion, continued to be the great charter of the post b, Aw  
office until the reforms of 1838-1850 mainly intro- aormaw 
duced by Sir Rowland Hill. The act of Aetna 
largely increased the powers of the postmaster-general. It 
reorganized the chief letter-offices of Edinburgh, Dublin 
and New York, and settled new offices in the West Indies 
and elsewhere. It established three rates of single postage, 
viz. English, 3d. if under 8o m. and 4d. if above, and 6d. 
to Edinburgh or Dublin. It continued to the postmaster-
general the sole privilege " to provide horses to persons riding  
post." And it gave, for the first time, parliamentary sanction 
to the power, formerly questionable, of the secretaries of state 
with respect to the opening of letters, by enacting that " from 
and after the first day of Juno MI no person or persons shall 
presume ... to open, detain or delay ... any letter or letters ... 
after the same is or shall be delivered into the general or other 
post office.... and before delivery to the persons to whom they 
are directed, or for their use, except by an express am-rang ix 
writing under the hand of one of the principal seartarks of state 
for every such opening, detaining or delaying." 

Nine years after the passing of the act of Anne the cross-posts 
were farmed to the well-known " humble " Ralph Allen—the 
lover of peace and of humanity.' Allen became 
the inventor of the cross-roads postal system, Ame. 
having made an agreement that the new profits 
so created should be his own during his lifetime. His im-
provements were so successful that be is said to have netted 
during forty-two years an average profit of nearly (tame* 
a year. 

Lang, Historical Summary of the Post Ogee is &Atka, pp.r efr 
4  Milt* " History of the Post Office," in the American Ziaa  

Magazine. new Series. VOL vii. p. 358 seq. 
" Is there a variance ? enter but this doer. 

Balked are the courts; the contest is no mote." 
Pope's " humble Allen " was also rho " Allworthv of Fielding. 
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The postal revenue of Great Britain. meanwhile. stood thus..•—. 

Cross and Net Income, 1734-1774. 

Gross Produce.  Net ReverniC. 

.1X
43,tt 

i 
178,071 
176,334 
1 94 ,461  
2:4,300 
225,326 
313,032 

s. 	d.  
16 9 
3 	t 
8 	7 

to 	6 
5 	8 

14 	6 

94339  8.7  d i  

	

91 	4  

	

991.701 II 	1 	0 

	

116,182 
	5 
	; 

	

164.077 	8 	4 

The system of burdening the post-office revenue with pensions, 
nearly all of which had no public connexion with the postal service, 

and some of which were unconnected with any public 
hem service, was begun by Charles II., who granted to 
Filuk""' Barbara, duchess of Cleveland, £4700 a year, and to 
the earl of Rochester Lamm a year, out of that revenue. The 
example was followed until, in 1694, the pensions so chargeable 
amounted to 1,21,200. Queen Anne granted a pension of 
to the sluice of Marlborough. charged in like manner. In I, arch 
5857 the existing pensions ceased to be payable by the post office, 
sad became chargeable to the consolidatal. fund. 

In October 1792 the notice of the manager of the Bath theatre, 
John Palmer (1742- 1818), was attracted to the postal service. 
Parses s So habitual were the robberies of the post that they 
Ma& aune to be regarded as necessary evils. The officials 
~ism urged the precaution of sending all bank-notes and 
bills of exchange in halves, and pointed the warning with a 
philosophical remark that " there are no other means of prevent-
ing robberies with effect" At this period the postal system 
was characterized by extreme irregularity in the departure of 
mails and delivery of letters by an average speed of about 
31 m. in the hour, and by a rapidly increasing diversion of corre-
spondence into illicit channels. The net revenue, which had 
averaged (167,176 during the ten years ending with 1773, 

averaged but (159,625 during the ten years ending with t783. 

Yet, when Palmer suggested that by building mail-coaches 
expressly adapted to run at a good speed, by furnishing a liberal 
supply of horses, and by attaching an armed guard to each coach 

the public would be greatly benefited, and the post -office revenue 
considerably Increased, the officials maintained that the existing 
system was all but perfect. Lord Camden, however, brought 
the plan under the personal notice of Pitt, who insisted on its 
being tried. The experiment was made in August 1784, and its 
success exceeded all anticipation. The following table shows 
the rapid increase of revenue under the new arrangements:— 

Grass and Net Income, 1734-180. 

Year. Gros Income. Net Revenue. 

£ s. d. £ a d- 
420,101 1 8 196,513 16 7 
463.753 8 4 261,409 18 2 
533,598 I 9 8 
745.238  0  0  

331? IS 
4 1 4. 	II 7 

1,083.050 0 0 720, 	1 	17 I 
1.317.9 4s 0 0 944.'07 8  4 

It had been at first proposed to reward Palmer by a grant 
for life of r % on a certain proportion of the increased 
net revenue, which would eventually have given him some 
trope* a year, but this proposition fell through. Pitt, however, 
appointed Palmer to be comptroller-general of postal revenues, 
an office which was soon made too hot for him to hold. He 
obtained a pension of f30oo a year, and ultimately, by the act 

5 3 Geo. III. e. t 57 (18t 3), after his case had received the sanction 
of five successive majorities against government, an additional 
sum of isopeo. Every sort of obstruction was placed in the 
way of his reward, although nearly a million had been added to 
the annual public revenue, and during a quarter of a century the 
mails had, been conveyed over an aggregate of some seventy 
millions of milts without the occurrence of one serious mail 
tobberi.s  

Mates of both !louses of Parliament is /god retake ts cyst 
Agreement far the Reornt and feepr000mst of the Post Officer. paid= 
See Ado H. Joyce, The Kittery el the Post Wit (OW} 

Scotland shared in the advantages of the mail-coach system from 
the first. Shortly before its introduction the kcal penny post was 
set on foot in Edinburgh by Peter Williamson, the keeper 
of a coffee-room in the hall of Parliament House. He Smithh 'ad 
employed four letter-carriers, in uniform, appointed frishP.a 
receivers in various parts of the city, and established °,.,„15', "2.08. 

 hourly deliveries.' The officials of the post, when the •°"" 
success of the plan had become fully apparent, gave Williamson a 
pension, and absorbed his business, the acquisition of which was 
subsequently confirmed by the Act 34 Geo. Ill. c. 17 (1794). A 
dead-letter office was established in 1784. But in Ireland in 1801 
only three public carriages conveyed mails. There were, indeed, 
few roads of any sort, and none on which coaches could travel faster 
than four miles an hour.' At this period the gross receipts of the 
Irish post office were £80,040; the charges of management and 
collection were £59,256, or at the rate of more than 70`e„; whilst 
in Scotland the receipts were £,00,651, and the charges £16,896, or 
somewhat less than 17 

la the American colonies postal improvements may be dated from 
the administration of Franklin, who was virtually the last colonial 
postmaster-general, as well as the best. In one shape 
or another he had forty years' experience of postal FPI."' 
work, having been appointed postmaster at Philadelphia in October 
1737. When he became postmaster-general in 57 .,53 he visited all 
the chief post offices throughout Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New 
York and New England, looking at everything with his awn eyes. 
His administration cannot be better summed up than we find it 
to be in a sentence or two which he wrote soon after his dismissal. 
L'p to the date of his appointment, he says, " the American post 
office had never paid anything to that of Britain. We (Le. himself 
and his assista itt] were to have £600 a year between us, if we could 
make that sum out of the profits of the office.... In the first four 
years the office became above £900 in debt to us. But it soon 
after began to repay us; and before I was displaced by a freak of the 
minister s, we had brought it to yield three times as much elect 
revenue to the Crown as the post office of Ireland. Since that 
imprudent transaction they have received from it—not one farthing." 

The interval between the development of Palmer's methods, 
and the reforms introduced twenty-seven years later by Sir Rowland 
1141. is chiefly marked by the .growth of the packet system, under 
the influence of steam navigation, and by the elaborate investiga-
tions of the revenue commissioners of tlizo and the following years. 
In some important particulars these mark out practical and most 
valuable reforms, but they contrasted unfavourably with the 
I lily and reasoning of Rowland Hill's Post goice Reform. 

early as 1788 the cost of the packets employed by the post 
attracted parliamentary attention. In that year the "corn- 
nets of fees and gratuities" reported that in the 

I 	ding seventeen years the total cost of this branch Pacl" 
Lei amounted to £1,038,133; and they naturally laid Smku• 
stress on the circumstance that many officers of the post office 
were owners of such pockets, even down to the chamber-keeper. 
At this rinse part of the packet service was performed by hired 
vessels, and part by vessels which were the property of the Crown. 
The commissioners recommended that the latter should be sold, 
and the entire service be provided for by 

into 
 and competitive 

tender. The subject was again inquired Into by the finance com-
mittee of 1798, which reported that the recommendation of 5768 
had not been fully acted upon, and expressed its concurrence in 
that recommendation. The plan was then to a considerable extent 
enforced. But the war rapidly increased the expenditure. The 
average ((61,000) of 1771-1787 had increased in 1797 to £78.439. 
in 1810 to flos,000, in 1814 to £160,603. In the succeeding years 
of peace the expense fell to an average of about £85,000. As early 
as tttzli the " Rob Roy " plied regularly between Greenock and 
Belfast; but no use was made of steam navigation for the postal 
service until 18.21 •  when the postmaster-general established Crown 
packets. The expenditure under the new system, from that date 
to 1829 inclusive. was thus reported by the commissioners of revenue 
Inquiry in 1830:— 

Coil of Packet Serrice, 18:0-1829.' 
Year. 	 ear. 
1820• 	. . . '85.coo 	1825 	  110,838 
1821' 	 . . 134,868 	1826 	  144.592 
1822 	  115.429 	1827 	  159,250 
1823 	  93.725 	1828 	  117.260 
1824 	  It6,602 	1829 	  108.305 

The general administration of postal affairs at this period was 
still characterized by repeated advances in the letter rates, and the 

Lang. Historical Summary of the Post 0,115ce in Scotland, 15. 
silftnides of Evidence before Select Committee on Taxation of Is-

kraal Communication (1837), evidence of Sir Edward Lees, p. 397. 
• Report, kec., of Select Committee on Pottage. 

Ttnenty - serand Report of the Conmeisstoners of Revenue Inquiry 
pp. 4-6. 

Last year of miclutive sailing packets. 
' First year of steam-packets. 
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twenty years previous to Rowland Nana reforms by a stationary 
revenue. The following table will show the gross receipts, the 
charges of collection and management. and the net revenue (omitting 
fractions of a pc of the post office of Great Britain. We give 
the figures for the year tho8 for the purpose of comparison. 

Year 
G ross 

Income. 

Charges 
of Col- 
lection. 

8te. 

Charg 
e

es
. per cnt 

of Gross 
Income. 

Net 
Revenue. 

Pozdatio _s 	_: „ n  
silini'dZ.  

£ £ Ili n
Z
U
 

'1A
4
 00

f  

20,928,000 

 

22,362,000 

 

1808 11 .552.037 45 11 ,43 1  — 
1815-116 2, 193.74 1  594,045 19452.000 
1818-19 2,209,212 719,622 — 
1820-21 2,132,235 636,290 

_ g _ 

1824-25 2,235,239 655,914 
1826-27 2.392,272 747.018 — 
1836-37 2,206,736 609.220 25405,000 
1818-to ,. 	. 2.346,278 686,768 — 

Before passing to the reform of 1839 we have to revert to that 
mportaat feature in postal history—the interference with corre- 

spondence for judicial or political purposes. We have 
ments, 	already teen (t) that this assumption had no parlia- 

mentary sanction until the enactment of the 9th of 
.ka  ems,  Queen Anne; (2) that the enactment differed from the 

royal proclamations in directing a special warrant for 
each opening or detention of correspondence. It is a sig-

nificant gloss on the statute to find that for nearly a century (namely, 
until 1798 inclusive) it was not the practice to record such warrants 
regularly in any official book.' Of the use to which the power was 
applied the state trials afford some remarkable instances. At the 
trial of Bishop Atterbury, for example. in 1723 certain letters were 
offered in evidence which a clerk of the post office deposed on oath 
" to be true copies of the originals, which were stopped at the post 
office and copied, and sent forward as directed." Hereupon Atter-
bury asked this witness " if he had any express warrant under the 
hand of one of the principal secretaries of state for opening the said 
letters." But the lords shelved his objection on the grounds of 
public inexpediency. Twenty-nine peers recorded their protest 
against this decision.,  But the practice thus sanctioned appears 
to have been pushed to such lengths as to elicit in April 1735 a strong 
protest and censure from the House of Commons. A committee 
of inquiry was appointed, and after receiving its report the house 
resolved that it was • an high infringement of the privileges of the 
. . . Commons of Great Britain in Parliament that letters of any 
member should be opened or delayed without a warrant of a principal 
secretary of state." 

Sir Roseland Hill's Reforms (t1l36- tap). 

Rowland HUN pamphlet (Post Office Reform) of 1837 took for 
its starting-point the fact that, whereas the postal revenue 
showed for the past twenty years a positive though slight 
diminution, it ought to have showed an increase of £507,700 a 
year in order to have simply kept pace with the growth of 
population, and an increase of nearly four times that amount in 
order to have kept pace with the growth of the analogous though 
far less exorbitant duties imposed on stage-coaches. The stage-
coach duties had produced, in 383 5, £217,67 t; in 3835 they 
prrcluced L498,497. In 1837 there did not exist any precise 
account of the number of letters transmitted through the general 
post office. Hill, however, was able to prepare a sufficiently 
approximate estimate from the data of the London district post, 
and from the sums collected for postage. He thus calculated 
the number of chargeable letters at about 88,6o3,oen, that of 
franked letters at 7,402,000, and that of newspapers at 3o,000,00e, 
giving a gross total of about i26,000,oso. At this period the 
total cost of management and distribution was 00,56e. In 
the finance accounts of the year ( 837) deductions are made from 
the gross revenue for letters " refused, missent, redirected," and 
the like, which amount to about £3 22,000. An analysis of the 
component parts of this expenditure assigned f436,5r7 to cost 
of primary distribution and £270,052 to cost of secondary distri-
bution and miscellaneous charges. A further analysis of the 
primary distribution expenditure gave £282,308 as the probable 
outgoings for receipt and delivery, and f s 44.2oci as the probable 
outgoings for transit. In other words, the expenditure which 
hinged upon the distance the letters had to be conveyed was 

Report of Secret Committee ow the Pass Office (t844), 0.9. 
Lords' Journals, xxii. 583-586; State Trials. xvi. &so ass 

£144,000, and that which had nothing to do with (Betimes wet 
£282,000. Applying to these figures the estimated number al 
letters and newspapers (126,000,000) passing through the office, 
there resulted a probable average cost of use's  of a penny for each, 
of which Ns was cost of transit and Ns cost of receipt, delivery, 
Sec. Taking into account, however, the greater weight of sews-
papers and franked letters as compared with chargeable letters, 
the apparent average cost of traossa became, by this estimate. 
but about TIT, or leas than is of a penny. 

A detailed estimate of the cost of conveying a letter from London 
to Edinburgh. founded upon the average weight of the Edinburgh 
mail, gave a still lower proportion, since it reduced the apparent 
cost of transit, on the average, to the thirty-sixth part of one peony. 
Hill inferred that, if the charge for postage were to be made pro- 
portionate to the whole expense incurred in the receipt, it 
and delivery of the letter, and in the collection of its post. it age 
[gust be made uniform& the same from every post-town to every 
other post-town in the United Kingdom, unless it could be shown 
how we are to collect so small a sum as the thirty-sixth pan of a 
penny. And, inasmuch as it would take a ninefold weight to make 
the expense of transit amount to one farthing, he further Inferred 
that, taxation apart. the charge ought to be pprreccc i^sseely the same for 
every packet of moderate weight, without rrloxeace to the number 
of its enclosures. 

At this period the rate of postage actually imposed (beyond 
the limits of the London district office) varied from ad. to ts. 8d. 
for a single letter, which was interpreted to mean a single piece 
of paper not exceeding an ounce in weight; a second piece of 
paper or any other enclosure, however small, constituted the 
packet a double letter. A single sheet of paper. if it at al 
exceeded an ounce in weight, was charged with fourfold postage. 
The average charge on inland general post letters was needy tel. 
for each. It was proposed that the charge for primary
tion—that is to say, the postage on all letters received is 
post-town, and delivered in the same or in any other poss-tnre 
in the British Isles— should be at the uniform rate of one pony 
for each half-ounce—all letters and other papers, whether single 
or multiple, forming one packet, and not weighing more than 
half an ounce, being charged one penny, and heavier pockets, to 
any convenient limit, being charged an additional penny let 
each additional half-ounce. It was further proposed that 
stamped covers should be sold to the public at such a price as 
to include the postage, which would thus be collected in advance' 
By the public generally, and pre-eminently by the trading 
public, the plan was received with favour. By the pomp 
functionaries of the post office it was denounced as 	assail? 
ruinous and visionary. In 1838 petitions poured 
into the House of Commons. A select committee was appoinAge"ted, 
which reported as follows:- 

" The principal points which appear to your committee to have 
been established in evidence are the following: (z) the exceed-
ingly slow advance and occasionally retrograde movement of the 
post office revenue during the ... last twenty years; (2) the fact 
of the charge of postage exceeding the cost in a manifold propor-
tion; (3) the fact of postage being evaded most extensively by all 
classes of society, and of correspondence being suppressed, more 
especially among the middle and working classes of the people. 
and this in consequence, as all the witnesses, including many Of 
the post office authorities, think, of the excessively high scale 
of taxation; (a) the fact of very injurious effects resulting from 
this state of things to the commerce and industry of the country. 
and to the social habits and moral condition of the people; (3) the 
fact, as far as conclusions can be drawn from very imperfect data, 
that whenever on former occasions large reductions in the rates 
have been made, these reductions have been followed in shod 
periods of time by an extension of correspondenceper' e 
to the contraction of the rates; (6) and, as matters o inference 
from fact and of opinion—(i.) that the only remedies for the 
evils above stated are a reduction of the rates, and the establish-
meat of additional deliveries, and more frequent deipatelies of 
letters; (ii.) that owing to the rapid extension of railroads theta 
is an urgent and daily increasing necessity for making sal 
changes; that any moderate reduction in the rates would 

Past Ws Reform. 27 sm. 
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minion lois to the.revearre, without in any material degree 
410160111We the present amount of letters irregularly conveyed, 
or giving rise to the growth of new correspondence; (iv.) that 
the principle of a low uniform rate is jut in itself, and, when 
oDokbinort with prepayment and collection by means of a 
stamp, would be exceedingly convenient and highly satisfactory 
to the public." 

A bill to enable the treasury to calabash uniform penny 
postage was carried in the House of Commons by a majority of 
Memo w toe, and became law on the 17th of August 1839. A 
swima  temporary office was created to enable Rowland Hill 

to superintend the working out of his plan. The 
list step taken was to seduce, on the nth of December 1839, the 
London distrkt postage to rd. and the general inland postage 
to 4d. the half-ounce (existing Iowa rates being costumed). 
On the soth of January 184o the uniform penny rate came into 
operation throughout the United Kingdotn—tae scale of weight 
advancing from rd. for each of the fast two hallows:es, by 
gradations of ad. for web additional ounce, or fraction of an 
ounce, up to i6 Ca. The postage was to be prepaid, and if not 
to be charged at double rates. Parliamentary franking was 
abolished. Postage stamps were introduced in May following. 
The facilities of despatch were soon afterwards increased by the 
establishment of day mails. 

But on the important point of simplification in the internal 
economy of the post office, with the object of reducing its cost 
without diminishing its working power, little was done. The 
plan had to work in the face of rooted mistrust on the part of 
the workers. Its author was (for a term of two years, afterwards 
prolonged to three) the officer, not of the post office, but of the 
treasury. lie could only recommend measures the most indis-
pensable through the chancellor of tke exchequer. It happened, 
too, that the scheme had to be tried at • period of severe com-
mercial depression. Nevertheless, the results actually attained 
Ohnolts 

in the first two years were briefly these: (r) the 
chargeable letters delivered in the United Kingdom, 

exclusive of that put of the government correspondence which 
theretofore passed free. had already Increased from the rate of 
&ban 75,oso,oao • year to that of t96.soo,000; (a) the London 
district poet letters bad increased from about upooaoo to 
23.00000o or nearly In the ratio of the reduction of the rates; 
(3) the illicit conveyance of Wass was substantially suppressed; 
(4) the gran revenue. inclusive of repayments, yielded about a 
million and a half per Yawn, which was about 63% of the 
amount of the grog revenue in 1839. These results at so early 
a stage, and in the face of so many obstructions. vindicated the 
new system. 

Seven years later (OW the 196,8corm letters delivered 
throughout the United Kingdom in 180 had increased to nearly 
5.19.coo,000. In addition, the following administrative improve-
ment* had been effected: (I) the time for posting letters at the 
London receiving-houses extended; (2) the limitation of weight 
abashed; (5) an additional daily despatch to London from the 
neighbouring (as yet independent) villages: (4) the postal arrange-
ments of no of the Sargon cities and great towns revised: (5) un-
limited writing on inland newspaper authorised on payment of 
an additional pew; (6) a summary prawn established for recovery 
of postage from the genders of unpaid letters when refused: () a 
book-post established; (8) registration reduced from one shilling 
to sixpence. (9) a third mail daily nut on the railway (without 
additional Amnia) from the towns of the north-westers district to 
London. and day malls extended within a radius of so m. round 
the metropolis; (to) a service of parliamentary returns, for private 
bins. provided for: (is) measures taken, against many obstacles, 
for the complete cons olidation of the two barettime distinct corps 
of letter-carriers—an improvement (on the whole) of detail. which 
led to other ingemonienee thereafter.' 

Lao History (td4o-tpos). 
When Mr B. Hal initiated his reform the pomade...general 

was the ad of Lichfield, the thirty-bat In succadon to that 
*NM Eatery of Penny Pedigo (u118o), appendk A (L*. fir... 

Kan). Pert of the strenuousness of the op pos to this measure 
arose. it must be *weed, from the " hi0-1taMedams ^ which is 
Sit R. Hills ebasecter somewhat marred very usable faculties. The 
change worked much harm to some bumble but hardworidea and 
meritorious fusaionaries.  

office after Sir Brian Take. Under him the kgiladon of 1839 
was carried out in 184o and do. In September 1841 be was 
succeeded by Viscount Lowther. 

In the summer of 1it44 the statement that the letters of 
)1min', then a political refugee, long resident in England, had 
been systematically opened, and their contents 
communicated to foreign governments, by Sir James Donoonoa 
Graham, secretary of state for the home department, LOW.. 
aroused much indignation. The arrest of the brothers 
BandieraS largely in consequence of information derived 
from their correspondence with Mazzini, and their subsequent 
execution at Cosenza made a thorough investigation into 
the circumstances a public necessity. The consequent parlia-
mentary inquiry of August 1844, after retracing the earlier 
events connected with the exercise of the discretional power 
of inspection which parliament had vested in the secretaries of 
state in 171o, elicited the fact that in OW Lord Spencer, 
then secretary for the home department, introduced for the first 
time the practice of recording in an official book all warrants 
issued for the detention and opening of letters, and also the 
additional fact that from ass onwards the warrants themselves 
had been preserved. The whole number of such warrants 
issued from t8o6 to the middle of 1844 inclusive was stated to 
be 323, of which no 10111 than 33 had been issued in the yeas 
1841-1844 inclusive, a number exceeding that of any , srevious 
period of hie extent 

The committee of 1844 proceeded to report that" the warrants 
issued during the present century may be divided into two classes 
—mt, those issued in furtherance of criminal justice . . . ; and, 
those issued for the purpose of discovering the designs of persons 
known or suspected to be engaged in proceedings dangerous to 
the State, or (as in lkiazzini's case) deeply involving British 
interests, and carried on in the United Kingdom or in British 
possessions beyond the seas. . . . Warrants of the second descrip-
tion originate with the home office. The principal secretary of 
state, of his own discretion, determine when to issue them, and 
gives instructions accordingly to the under-secretary, whose 
office is then purely ministerial. The mode of preparing than, 
and keeping record of them in a private book., is the same as in 
the case of criminal warrants. There is no record kept of the 
pounds on which they ore issued, except so far as correspondence 
preserved at the home office may lead to infer them.,  . . . The 
letters which have been detained and opened are, unless retained 
by special order, as sometimes happens in criminal cases, closed 
and resealed, without affixing any mark to indicate that they 
have been so detained and opened, and are forwarded by post 
according to their respective superscriptions." • 

Almost forty years later a lilse question was again raised in the 
House of Commons (March 1881) by some Irish members, in 
relation to an alleged examination of correspondence at Dublin 
for political reasons. Sir William Harcourt on that occasion 
spoke thus: "This power is with the secretary of state in Eng-
land. . . . In Ireland It belongs to the Irish government. . . . It is 
a power which is given for purposes of state, and the very essence 
of the power is that no account (of its exercise] can be rendered. 
To render an account would be to defeat the very object for 
which the power was granted. If the minister is not fit to 
exercise the power so entrusted, upon the re ponsibility cast 
upon him. he is not fit to occupy the poet of secretary of state." • 
The House of Commons accepted this explanation; and in view 
of many grave incidents, both in Ireland and in America, It 
would be hard to justify any other conclusion. 

The increase in the number of postal deliveries and in that of 
the receiving-houses and branch-offices, together A., ie  
with the numerous Improvements introduced into some 
the working. economy of the post office, when aucalm. 
Rowland Hill at length obtained the means of fully 11111► 811r  
arming out his reforms by his appointment as secretary, 

Riconk del In rea: Basdiere e del lore coeipozwi asartirie ie 
COMM. p. 47 trarissats&mmon  

• Boers from Me 	 ow the Post Office (s844), p. is. 
• irWs:  14-17 ,  • Deletes. voL alxvii cob. 294-196 (session of ills). 
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speedily gave a more vigorous impulse to the progress of the 
net revenue than had theretofore obtaioed. During the seven 
years 1845-1851 inclusive the average was but £81o,o5r. 
During the six years 1852-t857 inclusive the average was 
ii,z66,448—the average of the gross incotne during the same 
septennial period having been i2,68r,835. 

Number of Letters: &On azsii Nei Incense 2838-7157. 

Y" l'661  

Eetimated 
N of 

a:enable 
Is 

Gross 
la.wa.  

Ca" 
Ifi'"ae"..... 

Net 
Revalue. 

Potty. 

=- 
anatent. 

Jan. 5, 1838 
. 1842 

1847 
1852 

DeC.3t,1857 

— 
196,500.191 
299,586,762 
36047.187 
504421,000 

t 
2,339,737 
z,499,418 
1 .963.857 
2,422,t68 
3,o35,713 

t 
687,313 
933.168 

1 .1 38 ,745 
t.3o.s.163 
1,7272.8t5 

i 
1.652.424  

61,249 
4125,tz2 

 1,1tono4 
1.314,898 

38,528 
11 3.255 
too.354 
167,s29 
135,5'7 

Within eperiod of eighteen years under the penny rate the number 
of letters became more than sixfold what it was under the rates 
of 18.38. When the change was first made the increase of letters 
was In the ratio of 122.25% during the year. The second year 
showed an increase on the first of about 16%. During the next 
fifteen years the average increase was at the rate of about 6% per 
annum. Although that enormous increase of business, "coupled 
with the increasing preponderance of railway mail conveyance 
(invaluable, but costly), carried up the post office expenditure from
[757,o0o to Lt,720.800, yet the net revenue of :857 wall within 
1.33o.000 of the net revenue of 5839. During Doris,the year 1857 the 
number of newspapers delivered in the United Kingdom was about 
71 millions, and that of book•packets (the cheap 	of which 
is one of the most serviceable and praiseworthy of m 	postal 
improvements) about 6 millions. 

Since x858 the achievements of the period 1835-1857 have been 
eminently surpassed. This period Includes the establishment 
of postal savings banks (1861) and the transfer to the state of 
Groat* the telegraphic service (187o). These improvements 
sae are dealt with in separate articles. The British 
away& postal business has grown at a more rapid rate than 
18‘84881.  the population of the United Kingdom. Some of the 
causes of this development must be sought within the post 
office department, e.g. improved facilities, lower charges and 
the assumption of new functions; but others are to be found 
in the higher level of popular education, the increase of wealth, 
industry and commerce, and the rapid expansion of Greater 
Britain. 

The following table shows the growth of letters delivered:— 
Chafed Kingdom.—Estimated inland delivery of letters, 

1839-19o5, with the increase per cent. per annum. Also the 
average number to each person, oo,000's omitted. 

The ate& of inland leger postage have been altered • 
follows. From the sth of October sip to the :at oil July Ms 
the charges were: not exceeding x oz. one penny; 	wow 
OVCC OZ. and not acceeding 2 Offa three ha/fPeace. 	Leer 
and an additional halfpenny for gutty s os., so 	al" 
that the postage on a letter weighisg between as sad 
1: oz. was ad. On a letter weighieg over as out and sat 
exceeding 13 oz. tbe postage was IL el., and increseed sel far 
each succeeding can& On the el of July1S83 the pastels ea 
letters over r: oz. was reduced, and the Fadaden of charge 
beyond oz. was made uniform, at the rate of one halfpenny for 
each additional ounce. Thus a letter weighing over is and not 
exceeding is oz. was charged 40-, te to :6 OIL pi, and so sa 
Notwithstanding this change, it was found as late as digs:hat 
95% ef the letters sent through the post 

 
ivied bed not men 

than x oz. each. 
Among a number of postal and telegraphic coneessioss made 

to the public on the sand of Jtme the Nixtisth assniverany 
of Queen Victoria's accession to the throne, were sew rata he 
letters as follows:— 

Not exceeding 4 ox 	  Over 4 oz. and not exceeding 6 ox. 	  If 

with W. for each succeeding a ea. 
	  2 

This change, while it saved both the post office and the 
the trouble of testing the weight of a large number of Item 
had also the advantage of simplicity of calculation—one half-
penny is charged for each a OZ., with a minimum charge d it 

Arrangements were at the same time made to ensure a dernery 
of letters by postmen at every house in the United Kingdom 
It was estimated that s6 millions of letters, whose owners had pied' 
ously to fetch them from the post office or from some point  es s 
postman's walk, would thus be added to the omrial defiles. 
The estimate proved to be much under the mark, some 60 unlike 
being added to the letters brought annually into the official delves 
under this arrangement. Financial considerations have me boss 
entirely disregarded for the benefit of these lettere, and the eat of 
their delivery alone greedy exceeds the whole resew &Med 
from them. 

In studying the statistics of letters delivered,  it should be Is. 
membered that the figures for any particular year are alleasd 
by circumstances hie a general election or a boom in trade, s 
well as by changes in the rates or condition of the post eke 
services. The letters from foreign countries have been wise 
lated by lower charges, and those from the colanies by ti 
imperial penny post, to which reference is made below. 
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. 	„ Franks. 1839 	• — 5. 1  

.. 	Letters, 1840 	. 88,0 732,0 
Average of 5 years, 194 1-1 845 122,0 17902  

„ 	„ 	1846-1850 180,0 259,0 
.. 	0. 	1851-1855 	. 233,0 330,0 
a 	a 	1856-1860 302,0 427,0 
14 	 Pt 	 1861-1865 	. 373,0 534.0 
. 	.. 

	
1866-1870 472 ,0  664,0 

Yea; 1871 	..... 	. 501,0 

r. 
6 0

 

9-  
114  721,0 a  

0
 

IaN 

„ 	1875 	  38o o 846,8 
„ 	1880-188z 	  650,9 981,3 
„ 	1884-7885 	  757,2 7,t 	8..33 
„ 	1990-7891 	  924,4 

74 
 

. 	1894-1895' 	  993,3 1,502,1 

„ 	1900-1901 1 	  7 312 7 1,977,0 
„ 	1905-4906 	  1  559 . 9 2 .3 1 3 ,3 

1 , It was discovered in the course of this year that the estimated decreased untO in 1890 only poets were obstrved. Chehalis 
figures for previous years had been swollen by an mperfoct method cards have, however, considerably increased 
of reckoning the London letters, &c. In 1883 as many as 2,770,000 	' Since the 22nd of June tfin. all packets over a es., fainsda 
valentines were sent through the post. The numbers gradually counted as took packets, ate reasoned as Wows 
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Poet card. were first introduced In Austria on the 1st of October 
tIlfm, and were first issued in Great Britain on the /at of October 
1870. Only one kind of card was employed and this was sold 
for ens halfpenny; but on the complaints of ths; stationers, • charge 
of N. per damn foe the material of the card was made in 1872, and 
permission was given for private persons to have their own cards 
stamped at Somerset House. In 1873 a stouter card was put on 
sale, and the charges were raised to 7d, per dozen for thin cards 
and• Sd. per dozen for stout cards. In tes9 the charges were 
reduced, and they are now sold at to for 5(d. and It for 6d. 

with
respectively. On the tat of September 1894. private post birds 

an adhesive halfpenny stamp were allowed to pass by post, 
and the result has been greatly to diminish the number of cards 
purchased through the post office. It is estimated that 232.  out 
of the aoo mUlions of cards delivered in 1899-t9oo were private 
cards. 'The sites of the official cards were again altered in January 
095 and November 189. The regulations forbidding anything 
but the address to be written on the address side of a post card 
were made less stringent on the 1st of February 1897; and in 1898 
unpaid post cards, which were previously charged as unpaid letters, 
were allowed to be delivered on payment of double the post card 
rate. These various changes. espe-
cially the use of the private card and 
the popularity of illustrated post 
cards, have contributed to the rapid 
increase In the number of post cards 
sent by post. Reply post cards were 
first issued on the 1st of October 
1893. Their use has not been eaten- 
siveOrnal y ry about ri million are ij  
hawed 	. 

Packets and Samples.—The 
table at foot of page shows the 
estimated number of book packets. 
cireekirs and samples delivered in 
the United Kingdom, and the in. 
manse per cent, per aanum. The 
rate of Id. far a aL for the book 
post has remained unaltered since 
the tat of October 3870 Changes 

reing
been made In the regulations 

the articles which ms be 
sea by hash pen, sad 
the trade of pocking tQ=. 
to admit of easy ensobetios for 

Veer. 
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g*S -1  1 	t11S2 114251.300 9-3 -9 

1884-1885 134.100.1300 51 3.1 
1889-1890 14..soomoo 3' 0  5 .4 
493-1594 209,100,000 
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11894-1895•  271,600,000 4.7 4.2  

1890-1896  268.300.000 12.2 12.0 

1900-1901 330400,000 2-o 6.5 
1909-1906 676.500,000 3.0 6.8 

On the Mb oFebnary 1891 1 	cards beating an 

Lagar

imprinted penny stamp, and made to be fastened aping 
speedo% were issued to the public at a charge 

irawca.d..0( ta. for so cars. The charge was reduced 
shoed 

 
I once to 9d. for 8 cards. Simliar cards 

have long bean in use en tie continent of Europe, but they 
do mot enjoy much popuhuity in Great Main either with 
the post office, which finds them inconvenient to handle in 
sorting ard atengring, or with the public. The number issued 
annually b alma to millions, not counting those of private 
pawl

The following table gives tbe number of post csrds:— 
1st of October 1887 (td. for 4 oz. or 

Estimated Number cf Pest Cards Mimed is doe Molted diptdent. 	 under, and id. for each succeeding 
and She Increase per era. per Anemic 2 oz.); but when the Jubilee letter 

rates were introduced (June 22, 
1897) It lost its raison d'être, and 
cc:1,ed to exist for inland purport-. . 

'Pante cards with adhesive stamps first allowed in this )car. 
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1 	1-1882 

15.2 
12.3 

t5,723.700 
27,875.000 

— 
16-9 

1 t -7 
124 

1884-1885 8-t 34,300.000 18 9 8.8 	[ 
1 1189-1890 7-5 42.100.000 9-6 7•3 
1894-1895 6-7 6o.8o0.000 

4 ma 7.0 
. dee dec. dec. 

1898-1899' 34 75. 100,000 5-3 .3•5 
Inc. inc. Inc 

1900.1901 4'0 77.800.000 84 4 / 

Book packets over a ors tranderred to the letter post as a read of the Jubilee changes. 

Newspapers.— The table on 
next page shows the estimated 
number of newspapers delivered 
in the United Kingdom, and the 
increase per cent. per &mum 

The carriage of newspapers by 
the post office does not show the 
same elasticity as other post office 
business. This is due largely to 
the Improved system of distri-
bution adopted by newspaper 
managers and especially to the 
extension of the halfpenny press. 
The practice of posting a news-
paper after reading it, under a 
co-operative arrangement, has 
practically ceased to exist. The 
carriage of newspapers by post 

is conducted by the post office at a loss. 
It has been frequently stated on behalf of the post office that 

the halfpenny post is unremunerative. Representations are, 
however, made from time to time in favour of lower fla/Ipszq 
postage for literature of all kinds. It may therefore Am 
be of interest to mention that the postmaster... Dbl.' 
genteel of the United States has, in successive annual reports, 
deplored the effect on the post office service of the cheap 
rates for "second-crass matter." The cost of carriage over 
so large a territory is heavier than in the United Kingdom; but 
the postmaster-general states that the low rates of postage 
"involve a sheer wanton waste of 1120,000,0co or upwards • 
year." Facilities like the extension of free delivery are stiffed, 
and the efficiency of the whole service cramped by the loss 
thus sustained. In the United Kingdom the rules respecting the 
halfpenny post were greatly simplified and brought into effect on 
the 1st of October t906 The halfpenny post can be used only 

the pauper of detecting Jetsam, drc., sent by the halfpenny pant. 
The book post received a great impetus in 111192 (Mayy 28) by the 
permission to enclose book packets in unsealed en eVozc Com-
plaint is, however, made that such envelopes form a dangerous 
trap far small letters, which are liable to slip beside the Baps ei 
opts envelopes. But as the rate of postage for articles weighing 
Ova* 2 OZ. a now the Game for letters and for book packets, 
articles over that weight derive no advantage from being sent in 
open covers. 

Saes* Petst.--The sample or pattern post, which was confined 
to bona-fide trade patterns and mmples on the tst of October 1870, 
was then assimilated to the book post (Id. for 2 OZ.)• but the re• 
strietion was difficult to enforce and irritating to the public, and the 
sample post was abolished on the 5th of October 1871, when the 
rates of letter postage were lowered. It was re-established on the 
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for packet not exceeding 2 oz. in weight. The length of a packet 
must not exceed2 ft., while z ft. is the limit in width or depth. 
Any printed or written matter not in the nature of a letter may 
be sent by the halfpenny post, but every packet must be posted 
either without a cover or in an unfastened envelope, or in a 
cover which MI be easily removed. The numbu of halfpenny 
packets deEvered in 1906-190 WAS 9,33,200,000. 

The Inland parcel post began on the zst of August 1883. No 
parcel might exceed 7 lb in weight, 3i ft. in length, of 6 ft. in 

'length and girth combined. The rates were: not 
Mute 
p.m& 	acceding z Ib, 3d.; acceding z lb, but not exceeding 

31b, 6d.; exceeding 3 Ib, but not exceeding s 1b, 9d•; 
exceeding 5 lb. but not exceeding 7 lb, is. The following 
table shows the number of parcels delivered in the United 
Kingdom:— 

Year ending 31st March. 	Number of Parcels. 
1884 	  14,o

910
oo,000 

188 	 22  
11190

5  
	  42,852.6

040
oo 

1 895 	  57.136,000 
1900 	  75.448,000  
1905 . 	 • 	• 97,231.000 

Arrangements were made with the railway companies, under 
which they  receive 55% of the postage on each parcel sent by 
train. This arrangement, which was to hold twod for .27 
proved, however, an onerous one, and oe 	..! 	87 
the post office started a parcel coach betwee Lundon and Br, en. 
The coach, replaced in 1905 by a motor p an, travelled by 	It, 
and reached Brighton in time for the first delivery. The c:., ri. 
met proving succesdul, other coach and motor services ere 
started at different dates between London and other places in be 
provinces, the mail services performed by motor vans amount ■ ng 
in 1906 to nearly forty. Nearly lei millions of parcels were con-
veyed by the post office in 1900-190: without passing over a 
raoway. 

On the id of May 1896, the maximum weight was increased 
to it lb, and the postage rates were reduced: not exceeding lib, 
3d.; for each succeeding lb, W.; the charge for a parcel of it lb 
was thus ts. 6d. New rates way subsequently introduced and 
the rates for parcels now are: not exceeding t lb, 3d.; 2 lb, 4ci.; 
3 lb, 3d; 5 lb, 6d.; 7 lb. 7d.; for each succeeding lb up to It lb, 
id. The length of a parcel must not exceed 3 ft. 6 in.; length and 
girth combined must not exceed 6 ft. By the Post Office (Literature 
for the Blind) Act 1906. the postage on packets of papers and books 
impressed for the use of the blind was greatly reduced. the rates 
bring fixed at: not exceeding z 02., id.; exceeding 2 OIL and not 

afd.
exceeding 2 lb, rd.; sot exceeding 3 lb, neeexceeding 6 lb, 

The number of letters registered by the public in the United 
Kingdom in 1884-1885 amounted to 12,365,152. In the next 

ItertranvI 
tea years the numbers oscillated between 10,779,555 
• 

Law.. 	(1886-1887) and 12,132,144 (1892-1893); but since 
1894-1 895, when 11,958,264 letters were registered, 

the number steadily increased, until it stood at 19,039,114 for 
1903-1904. It decreased, however, s'8% in 1904-2905, In-
increased -7 in the following year, but declined again by -8% in 
1906-1907. It has been surmised,  that the introduction of 

1  See note to table of Letters Delivered. 
• Thirty-second Report of Pestseadsr-Gemend  

postal orders checked the growth of registered letters for 
some yean after :880. In 1886 a system of insurance he 
registered letters was adopted. The ordinary registration fee 
entitled the owner, in case of loss, to recover compensation Iron 
the post office up to a limit of L.  For an additional Insurance 
fee of zd. the limit was raised to is, and for ad. to fro. Varies 
changes have since been made, and the separate Insurance system 

has been abolished. At meow 
a registration fee of ed. eatides 
0110P0011/100  uP to  Ls. 3d. isa 
and each additional penny to a 
further L20, up to • manna 
of &ca. The system of registra-
tion has also been extended to 
parcels. 

On the tat of February dor 
the railway letter service came 
into operation. At 
passenger stations On = 
the principal railways 
a letter not exceeding 4 oz. in 
weight may be handed in at the 
booking office for conveyance by 
the next train. A fee of 2d. 3 
payable to the railway company as 
well as the ordinary postage of td. 

The letter may be addressed to a railway station to be ladled 
for. If it bears any other address it is posted on arrival • 
its proper station. The number of packets so sent Is don 
atro,000 a year. 

The express delivery service dates from the 25th of Ibel 
1891. A private company formed for the purpose of supply* 
the public on demand with an express messenger 
to execute errands was found to be infringing the rsesra 
postmaster-general's monopoly both as regards 
the conveyance of letters and the transmission of communi-
cations by electricity. The services of the company were, 
however, much appreciated by the public. The government 
accordingly authorized the post office to license the along 
company to continue its business, on the payment of royaltio, 
till 39031 and to start an express service of its own. 

Messengers can be summoned from the pod office by telephou. 
and arrangements can be made with the post office for the spool 
delivery of all packets arriving by particular mails in advance if 
the ordinary postman. The sender of a packet may have h cob 
veyed by express messenger all the way, or may direct that. after 
conveyance by ordinary post to the terminal post office, it Oa 
then be delivered by special messenger. The fees, in oddities) to 
ordinary postage, were originaUy fled at ad. for the firm mile. 
3d. for the second mile, and ts. a mile' additional when the distance 
exceeded 3 m. and there was no public conveyance. Under 
the present regulations the fee is 3d. for each torts covered bY 
special messenger before delivery. No charge is made for post-
age io respect of the special service, but if the packet is ver, 
weighty or the distance considerable, and no public conve70ft 
is available, the sender must pay for a cab or other wail 
conveyance. 

Letters and parcels to or from a number of foreign manias 
and colonies may also be marked for express der very after vans 
mission by post; and residents in London, not having • &Every 
of ordinary letters on Sunday, may receive on that day e10010  
letters from home or abroad which have come to hand to late 
for express delivery on Saturday nights. The total member d 
express services In 1903-11t116 2/ 	

of batches 
1,378,746. In many eases or 

of these services included the delivery 	tches of letters, so do 
in London alone into,8t5 express services were performed. it 
eluding 47.601 deliveries in advance of the postmen. 

There are various central dEpests for dealing with " dead " or 
returned letters. The principal office is In London. Is do 
year 1e05-2906 20,868,272 letters were received at 
the various returned letter offices, of which r,oeft,ory 	jam  
could neither be delivered to the addresses nor re- 
turned to the senders. Such of these as contain nothing d 
value are at once destroyed, and no record of them is kept. 'Iles 

• Afterwards extended to the pat of March team. 
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1872 	. 	. 12.000.000 — 109.000,000 I
 7,Pg 	

7.4:  

1875 . 	. 13.819,100 10.2 121,049,400 
1881-1882 1 3.477.300  4.7 1 40489.100 
1884-1885 16o00.000 0.5 143.700,000 
1889-1890 16,700,000 g 

0
,
 

gO — 
dec. 

1 59400.000 

1894-1895 1  17,300,000 
inc. Inc. 

131,800000 

1899-2900  19,300,000 41 163.4000300 
1900-1901 . 19.300,000 II-4 167.800,000 
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others/are recorded, sad (if net previcnnly claimed by the owners) 
their contents are sold by auction at intervals. If the owner 
applies after the sale, the proceeds are handed over to him. In 
addition to these so millions of letters, there were many others 
disposed of at bead post offices, whence they were returned 
direct and unopened to the senders, whose names and addresses 
appeared on the outside of the letters. The total number of 
post cards received in the various offices as undelivered was 

ores omitted. 

Country or Colony. 

De*Patched (ma' the 
unitrd iGngdot„.  

Destined for the 
United Kingdom. 

3 1
 

r  5
  

 
u   Ii

i  
 

Circulars. 
Book 

Rackets, 
Patterns, 

News-
PaPen. 

&lion. Ib lb 
Austria-Hungary 	. 	. 32,o 1511.0 
Belgium and Luxemburg . 88.0 201.0 
Denmark, 	Norway 	and 
Sweden. 	• 	. 	. 	. 78,0 532,0 

France (including Algeria 
and Tunis) 	. 	. 	. 	. 329,0 8.132.0 

Germany 	  310,0 1,0912,0 
Gibraltar Futcluding Tan- 
..gicr), Malta and Cyprus. 
Holland 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 

46.0 
taco 

44.0  
450.0 

Italy 73,0 172,0 
Ruda 	  
Spain. Portugal and Azores 

49.0 
342.0 g..00 

Switzerland . 	. ,_. 66,0 247,0  
Turkey. Greece. Rumania 

and Balkan States 	. 	. 55.5 63.0 

Totals 	. 	. 1.306.3 7,530n 1.303,0 3,748,0 

ASIA. lb 
Asiatic Today and Persia 100.0 
India (including Aden) 	. 2,838,0 
Ceylon. 	Straits 	Settle- 

ments and East Indies . 
0
 735,0 

7
7

3: 
,$

  

;&
  

China and Japan . 	. 	. 760,0 

Total. 	. 	. 348,5 4.443,0 264,0  641.0 

Aratca. lb lb lb 
South African Colonies 	. 323,0 1,675.0 237,0 
East Coast of Africa (Bri-

tish and Portuguese Pos-
sessions), Mauntius. &c  16,0 186.0 10,0 

West 	Coast 	of 	Africa. 
Madeira. Canary Islands, - 
Cape Verde, St Helena 
and Ascension 	. 	. 	. 31,o 383o 33.0 

Egypt 	  40.0  398.0 38,0 

Totals 	• 410.0  3.637.0  307.0  639.0 

Asmara. lb lb lb lb 
United States . 	. 	. 	. 397.0 t,830,0 435,0 2.488.0 
Canada and Newfoundlan4 348.0 5,895,0 587,o 656,0 
Mexico and Central Ameri-
can States. 	. 	. 	. t t o 577,0 11,0 53,0 

Brasil. Argentine Republic. 
Uruguay and Paraguay . 394, 625,0 33.0 78.0 

Chile. Pere and Bolivia 	. 13,0 495,0 17.0 34,0 
Colombia and ,Ecuador. 

Venezuela 	. 7.0  83,0  
West ladies (British soil 

Foreign) 	  49.0 449.0 31.0  47.0 

Totals 	. 	. 766,o 6.266.0 755,0 3.280.0 

MISTRALASIA. te 

r
e

 S
S

 

a 
Commonwealth of Aus-

tralia . 	. 

-
 q

 
fi  1.600.o 334.0  

*Zee. New Zealand, AP, 	. 733.0 333,0 

Totals 	. 	- 578.0 2,333.0 220.0 867,0 

Grand totals 	. 3.009.0 23.835.0 2,711,0 9.163,0 

1,656,770i halfpenny packets, 1 2,439,377i newspapers, 473,346 ; 
and parcels, 248.5 26 ; 593,143 of .these last were re-issued. 
Articles sent by the halfpenny post are destroyed at the head 
offices if they cannot be delivered; but the sender may have 
such articles returned if be writes a request to that effect on 
the outside of the packet, together with his name and address, 
and pays a second postage on the return of the packet. The 
number of registered letters and letters containing property 
seat through the post with insufficient addresses was 320,045. 
These letters contained £16,887 in cash and bank-notes, and 
£656,845 in bills, cheques, money orders, postal orders and 
stamps. The coin found loose in the post amounted to 
&Jae, as well as 02,272 in cheques and other forms of remit-
tance. 

The table in opposite column shows the estimated weight of 
the mails (excluding parcels) exchanged with the 
British colonies and foreign countries in 1905-1906. awFweir 
The number of letters and post cards may be roughly 
taken at 40 to the lb. 

During the same year 2,474,003 parcels were despatched out 
of the United Kingdom, and 1,431,035 were received from the 
British colonies and other countries. Germany, with 336,4 23, 
received the largest number of any one country, and easily 
heads the list of countries from which parcels were imported 
into the United Kingdom, with 474,669, France coming next 
with 234,490. 

On the ist of January 1889 a weekly all-sea service to the 
Australasian colonies was opened. The rates were 4d. per 
i oz. for letters, and ad. for post cards, as compared p.a.." 
with 6d. and 3d. by the quicker route. In the Budget Gmaiii 
of 1890 provision was made for a lower and uniform Letter 
rate of postage from the United Kingdom to India 111." 
and the British colonies generally. The rates, which had hitherto 
varied from aid. to 4d., id., or 6d. per oz., were fixed at 21d. 
per oz. The change took effect on the 1st of January 189t, 
and resulted at the outset in a loss of itee,oiso a year. The 
fourth postal union congress, which met at Vienna in May and 
June 1895 (third congress at Lisbon, February and March s1383), 
took a further step in the direction of uniformity, and on the 
1st of October 189i the rid. rate was extended to foreign 
as well as colonial letters from the United Kingdom. The 
Australasian colonies gave their adhesion to the Union at this 
congress, and the Cape signified its adhesion at the next congress 
(Washington, May and June 1897), while British Bechuanaland 
and Rhodesia entered in two, and the whole of the British 
Empire is now included in the international union. Abyssinia, 
Afghanistan, Arabia, China and Morocco are the chief countries 
which remain outside. The rate was 21d. the first oz., and rid. 
per oz. afterwards. 

Advantage was taken of the presence in England of special 
representatives of India and the principal British colonies 
to hold an imperial postal conference in London 
in June and July 1897, under the presidency of the  
duke of Norfolk, postmaster-general. Chiefly at 
the instance of Canada the duke announced that on and from 
Christmas Day 1898 an imperial penny post would be estab-
lished with such of the British colonies as were prepared to 
reciprocate. The new rates (td. per i oz.), which had long been 
advocated by Mr Henniker Heaton, were adopted then or shortly 
afterwards by the countries within the empire, with the ex. 
ceptions of Australasia and the Cape, where the aid. rate re-
Insisted unaltered. The Cape came afterwards into the scheme, 
and New Zealand joined in 1902. Australia did not see its 
way to make the necessary financial arrangements, but in 'cog 
agreed to receive without surcharge letters from other parts of 
the empire prepaid at rd. per i oa and reduced its outward 
postage to ed. per oz., raised to t ox. in 1907. In 2918 
penny postage was adopted throughout the commonwealth and 
to the United Kingdom. Owing to the special relations existing 
between the governments of Egypt and the United Kingdom, 
penny postage for letters passing between the United Kingdom 
and Egypt and the Sudan was introduced in December soot. and 
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he Egyptian post office subsequently arranged for the adoption 

of this rate with many of the British colonies. On the 1st of 
October r9o8 penny postage was established between Area 
Britain and the United States on the same lines as the imperial 
Peony Post. 

At the 1897 conference it was proposed that the parcel rates 
with British possessions should be lowered and simplified by the 
adoption of a triple scale for parcels exchanged by sea, namely, 
IS. Up r0 3 lb. 2s from 3 to 7 lb, and 3s. from 7 to It Ib. This 
scale has been adopted by malty of the British colonies. The parcel 
post has been gradually extended to nearly the whole civilized 
world, while th. rates have in m iy cases been considerably re-
ducal. The U zed States rema, ed an exception. and in 1902 
an agreement w concluded with i le American Express Company 
for a parcel ser. c. In April 19 1. an official service was estab-
lished with the United States p t office, but the semi-official 
service is still rnintaincd with th. American Express Company. 
By the official 1 ,  mice the limit cat weight was 4 lb 6 oz., and the 
postage 2s. per parcel; by the s, i-official service parcels up to 
It lb in weight may be sent, th, rates ranging from 35. to 6s 
On the 1st of July 1908 the rates v revised. The limit of weight 
was increased to 1 t lb, the rate for a parcel being ts. 6d. foraparcel 
up to 3 lb in weight, 25. 6d. up to 7 lb, 35. 6d. up to 9 ID and 
4s. 6d. fort 1 lb. 

On the tat of January 1883 the post office at Malta was 
transferred from the control of H.M. postmaster-general to that 
of the local administration, and a similar change was made 
as regards Gibraltar on the zst of June 1896. 

Remarkable improvements have been effected in the speed 
and frequency of the mails sent abroad, and contracts are 
por.fp entered into from time to time with the various 
Nam mail steamship companies for additional or improved 
sliwss• services. The transit charges for special trains 
conveying mails through France and Italy for Egypt, 
India, Australis and the Far East have been successively 
reduced until they now stand at the ordinary Postal Union 
transit rates. 

Mention should be made of the Army post office, which is 
now an essential accompaniment of military operations. On 
A.,' pea the outbreak of hostilities in South Africa in 1899, 
ems. 	the British post office supplied to officers and 392 
C4ePg• 	men to deal with the mails of the forces, sell postage 
stamps, deal in postal orders, &c. Contingents were also 
sent by the Canadian, Australian, and Indian post offices. 
Including telegraphists and men of the army reserve, 3400 
post office servants were sent to the front. 

MONEY ORDER DEPARTMENT 

The money order branch of the post office dates from 1792. , 
 It was begun with the special object of facilitating the safe 

Mosey 	conveyance of small sums to soldiers and sailors, 
orders• 	the thefts of letters containing money being fre- 
quent. Two schemes were put forward, one similar to the 
present money order system. There were doubts whether 
the post office had power to adopt the system, and it was not 
officially taken up. Six officers of the post office, however, called 
the " clerks of the roads," who were already conducting a large 
newspaper business with profit to themselves, came forward 
with a plan, which was encouraged by the postmaster-general, 
who also bore the cost of advertising it, and even allowed the 
advices of the money orders to go free by post under the " frank " 
of the secretary to the post office. In 1798 the clerks of the 
roads gave up the scheme, and three post office.clerks known as 
" Stow and Company " took it over. The death of Stow in 
1836 left one sole proprietor who had a capital of boos embarked 
in the concern. In 1838 the government determined to take 
over the business and compensated the proprietor with an 
allowance of over Lam a year. The rates of commission find 
by the government were Is. 6d. for sums exceeding La and under 
Ls, and 6d. for all sums not exceeding L2. In 1840 these 
rates were reduced to 6d. and 3d. respectively. The number 
and aggregate amount of the orders issued (inland, colonial and 

An historical outline is given in the Forty-Seemed Retort of 
Pomosster-Cram! (1896), p. 26.  

foreign) in different periods from the worganhation until seas 
is as follows:- 

Years. Number. Amount. 

RI  M
a
t
  

V ii'Eiiiiii  

L 
1118,92: 31 3,124 

4.48.891 4552.643 
11,035.227 t6.624.5o3 

16.819,874 
16,933.003 

27.6:11.20 
26.0  
24,832421 11,31s.ro 

10.260. 32 27,467A87 
10.400.963 29,726,817 
13.263.567 39474.665 
1 3496. 1 53 44,612,783 

The decrease in the number of inland money orders call 
1892-189z was due to be competition of postal orders, and to 
the reduction (Jan. z, 878) of the charge for registering 
letter from 4d. to 2d.,  

In 1862 the issue of orders for larger sums was allowed: not 
exceeding £7, 9d.; not exceeding Lie, is. 

On the tit of May 1871 a scale of charges was fixed as follows: 
orders not exceeding los., Id.; not exceeding Lt. sd.; not exceeding 
L2, 3d.; and so on. an  additional penny being charged per L. Per 
sums of {to the rate was ts. It was found, however, that the low 
rate of id ...for small orders did not provide a profit, and the rates 
were raised on the 1st of January 1878 tor, orders not exceeding 

sd.; not exceeding 	3d. On the Isl
exceeding (t, 

18116 the 
rates were altered as fo lows: orders not 	t. ed.; as 
exceeding 42, 3d.; not exceeding 14. ad.," not 	 b. d.. 
not exceeding Do, 6d. On the tat of February taw new raw 
were introduced; on orders not exceeding L3, 3d.; over L3 and sot 
exceeding Lio, 4d. 

The cost of a money order transaction (at least 3d.) h very 
little affected by the amount of the remittance, and it ow 
thought undesirable to continue the unremunemtive bodes 
of sending small sums by money order at less than oust mks 
at the expense of the senders of larger orders. The am* of 
smaller remitters appeared to be sufficiently met by pastel 
orders and the registered letter post. It appeared, hoverer. 
that the new charges fell with great severity upon mead 
benefit societies, like the Hearts of Oak, which seat large um-
bers of small money orders every week, and on the 1st of May 
1897 the 2d. rate was restored for orders not exceeding Ls. 'Ns 
society and others now use postal orders instead of money cedes 
In zoos the limit for money orders was extended to Lao, and th 
rates are: sums over Ito and not exceeding Lao, 6d.1 mom 
over Lao and not exceeding Lao, 8d.; sums over Lao  and Sot 
exceeding Lao, zed. 

Money orders may be sent to almost any not 	he the INN. 
The rates are as follows: for sums not aooeedieg L1; 1d•  
£2, 6d.; Ls. 9d.; £6, Is.; £8, Is. 3d.; *Ito: as 	; =00•11./  
and for countries on which orders may be issued for 
higher amounts (limit L4o), 3d. for every additional 
L2 or fraction of 

The money 	system is largely used by the British. roam 
meat departments for the payment of pensio

&c. 
ns, 

sad
separation dlow- 

anoes, remittance of bankruptcy dividends, • a cedes 
may be obtained by the public, under certain cr:iodides., for the 
purpose of remitting their taxes The cast of management of the 
money order office was reduced by the substitution, since 189 8. 
of a number of women clerks for men and boys. 

the and of September 1869 the issue of tdegraphie army 
rs between London and see  seve teen larrtatowns was bosun m an 
riment, and on the 1st of 'March the system 
extended to all head post or. 	and nch offices "141.106.._ 
he United Kingdom. Two years later it was ex - ..____"""•"7  

Jed to every office which tra ■ acts both money order •••••••'• 
and telegraph business. The ra es, which have been several times 
revised, are (1) a poundage at t e ordinary rate for inland mosey 
orders. (a) a charge for the ofie d telegram of advice to the Mice 
of payment at the ordinary rate ar inland telegrams, the nsinietess 
being 6d., and (3) a supplement. ,  ry foe of act 1or each ardor. 'The 

der of a telegraph money der may give lostructices that 
ad of being left at the pn-t office to be called for, it shodd 

ered at the 1 ,11,e's residence. and that it should he crossed 
*The total sums remitted did not fall off to the woe emeent, 

showing that the small orders alone were effected. The awes. 
amount for orcffnary inland orders is now Ls, tss. 3d. 
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tor 	t through a bank. He may also, on paying for the extra 

send a short private niessage to his correspondent in the 
of advice. 

leirervan  ph gooney orders may also be sent to Aleeria, Austria. 
Belgium, BuWtria, Denmark. Egypt, Faeroe Islands, France. 
Germany. Hoand, Hu 	, Iceland. Italy, Luxemburg. Monaco. 
Norway, Rumania. 	and Switzerland. A fee of ed. is re- 
quired in addition to the usual money order commission and the 
cost of the telegram. The system is being rapidly extended to 
other countriea 

Ilse telegraph inland mosey orders in 0qos-1906 amounted to 

tce

3.543. and the sums so remitted to £t,646,882, an average of 
. Is. The number of telegraph money order transactions between 

United Kingdom and foreign countries amounted to 18,787, 
representing Itymost. 

Postal orders were first issued on the rst of January tint. 
For some years before that date postmasters-general had con- 

PIENS 
sidered the possibility of issuing orders for fixed 

0,,em  amounts at a small commission to replace money 
orders for sums under 2011., which had failed to be 

remunerative. When the plan was submitted to a committee 
appointed by the treasury, it was objected that postal orders 
as remitting media would be less secure than money orders. 
This was met In part by giving a discretionary power to fill in 
the name of the post office and also of the payee. Another 
objection which was urged, namely, that they would prove to 
be an issue of government small notes under another name, was 
quickly disproved. Parliament sanctioned the scheme in 3880. 
The first series werer-- 

ta. is. 6d. aw 6d..5...ya. 6d. 

Poundsge 	fd. 	 id. 
mo.. tat 6d.. 15e., 17s. 6d., 20e. 

Poundage 	 2d. 

In 014 a new series was issued and a provision made that 
broken amounts might be made up by affixing postage stamps, to 
the value of sd., to the orders. Postal orders have become 
increasingly popular as a means of remitting small amounts, 
espedally since the introduction In 1903 of new denominations 
rendering it possible to obtain a postal order for every complete 
Mapco= from 6d. to VS. From 6d. to 2S. 6d. the poundage 
Is fd., from 3$. to tss., id., from rss. 6d. up to ate., lid. Postal 
orders are also furnished with counterfoils, as a means of keeping 
a record of the number and amount of each order posted. Orders 
for amounts of toe. and upwards are printed in red ink. A 
system of interchange of postal orders between the United 
Kingdom and India and the British colonies, and also between 
one colony and another, has been instituted. British postal 
orders are obtainable also at post offices in Panama, Constan-
tinople, Salonka and Smyrna, and on N.M. ships. The fol-
lowing table shows the number and value of postal orders issued 
from the beginning to the 31st of March 1907 (non's omitted)..— 

Year. Number. Value. 

.t,4,4
 44

 
2

311
i8

4- 

if 4
1

4
  

2 ttzsi 

..n.1.4111
* 

It remains to be added that the various statutes relating to 
the poet office, except those relating to telegraphs and the car-
riage of mails, were consolidated by the Post Office Act ipo8. 
The act repealed and superseded 26 acts wholly and to acts 
in parts. Sections 1-11 deal with the duties of postage; If 
22-te with the conditions of transit of postal packets; f f 20-22 
with f f 23"25  with mosey orders; f f 26-32 with 
ship letters; 33-44 with the postmaster-general and officers; 
11 45-47 with the holding, &c., of land; h. 48-49 with the 
extension of postal facilities and accommodation; f f 50 -69 
with post office offences; if 7o.-713 with legal proceedings, and 

ye-9g with regulations, definitions, &c.  

SAVINGS Batas.,  
The establishment of post office savings banks was prac-

tically suggested in the year 186o by Charles William Sykes of 
Huddersfield, whose suggestion was cordially re- 
ccived by W. E. Gladstone, then chancellor of the 
exchequer, to whose conspicuous exertions In par- 
liament the effectual working-out of the measure and also many 
and great improvements in its details are due. Half a century 
earlier (t8o7) it had been proposed to utilise the then existing 
and rudimentary money order branch of the post office for the 
collection and transmission of savings from all parts of the coun-
try to a central savings bank to be established in London. A 
bill to that effect was brought into the House of Commons by 
S. Whitbread, but it failed to receive adequate support, and was 
withdrawn. When Sykes revived the proposal of 18o7 the 
number of savings banks managed by trustees was 638, but of 
these about 35o were open only for a few hours on a single day 
of the week. Only twenty throughout the kingdom were open 
daily. Twenty-four towns containing upwards of ten thousand 
inhabitants each were without any savings bank. Fourteen 
counties were without any. In the existing banks the average 
amount of a deposit was £4, 6s. 5d. 

Gladstone's Pill, entitled " An Act to grant additional 
facilities for depositing small savings at interest, with the 
security of Government for the due repayment thereof, " be-
came law on the 17th of May 1861, and was brought into opera-
tion on the 16th of September following. The banks first opened 
were in places theretofore unprovided. In February 1862 the 
act was brought into operation In Scotland and in Ireland. 
Within two years nearly all the money order offices of the 
United Kingdom became savings banks, and the expansion 
of the business was continual. The growth of business is shown 
in the following table:— 

Y",„.,__Ir ending 
3 1.° ....ember. 

Average 
Number of 
Accounts. 

Average 
Amount of 
Deposits. 

Average 
Balance in 

each Account. 

Average 
Number 

of Offices. 

i • d 

■•••
■f
t

ls
 

11163-1868 	. ti 3 3 
1800- 1874 
1875-188o 	. 

1
. 

§ § g 13 
55 

5 
12 

3 
5 

n031-1885 	. 53 it 3 
1886-1890 	. 13 16 to 
1891-1895 34 7 0  
The code of he lit of November i888 did not enlarge the 

limits of deposi s or make any great and conspicuous change 
in the general system, but the postmaster-general obtained 
power to offer certain facilities for the transfer of money from 
one account to another, for the easier disposal of the funds of 
deceased depositors by means of nominations, and in various 
ways for the convenience of the customers of the bank. Arrange-
ments were made for reducing to is. the cost of certificates of 
births, deaths and marriages required for savings bank pur-
poses. In July 1889 Local Loans 3% Stock was made available 
for purchase through the post office savings bank.. 

"In July 1891," says the report ofecitieesiostmaster-general in 
5897, "another Act of Parliament was by which the maxi- 
mum amount which might be deposit was raised from Lisa to 
&-oo inclusive of interest. The annual limit remained at 1.30, 

i but t was provided that, irreepective of that limit, depositors 
might replace in the bank the amount of anyone withdrawal 
made in the mere yew. The object of this provision was to avoid 
curtailing the laving power of a person who might be driven by 
emergency to make an lamed upon his store, but who might never-
theless. when the emergency had passed. find himself nooe the 
poorer and able to replace the money withdrawn. 

The art provided also that where on any account the principat 
and interest together exceeded -boo. interest should cease only on 
the amount in excess of feoo, whereas previously interest ceased 
altogether when It had brought the balance of an account op to 
Dom 

The next striking development of the Savings Bank arose out 
of the Free Education Act, passed in September 1891. The 

For a succinct account of the history of the pod office say 
bank. " so far as depositor. and the general pubk'are concern. d." 
see Forty-thini Report of Postonoisler-Gelleral (1897), pp. 3a seq. 
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government of the day desired that advantage should be taken 
of the opportunity to inculcate upon parents and children alike 
• lesson of thrift—that they should save the school pence which 
they were no longer bound to pay. The Education Department 
and the postmaster-general worked in concert to realize this end. 
School managers were urged to press the matter upon all concerned, 
special stamp slips were prepared and issued, managers were 
supplied on credit with stocks of stamps to be sold to the children. 
and clerks from the nearest post offices attended at schools to open 
accounts and receive deposits. The arrangement began in January 
1892; about 1400 schools adopted the scheme at once, and three 
years later this number had risen to 3000. A sum of nearly L14,o0n 

i was estimated to have been deposited in schools in 5 months, and 
about f•o,000 in the first year. Concurrently, with the spread of 
the stamp-slip system in the schools, the extension of School Penny 
Banks. connected intimately with the Savings Bank, was a con-
spicuous result of the effort to turn into profitable channels the 
pence which no longer paid school fees. 

In December 11393 another Act of Parliament extended the 
annual limits of deposits from (pat The maximum of pm 
remained unchanged, but it' was 	that any accumulations 
accruing after that amount had 	reached should be invested 
in government stock unless the depositor gave instructions to the 
contrary. 

In December 1893 arrangements were made fee the use of the 
telegraph for the withdrawal of money from the savings bank. 
Postmasters-general had hesitated long before sanctioning this 
eel* departure. It was known that the system was in force abroad, 
and it was recognized that there might be. and doubtless were. 
cases io the United Kingdom where the possibility of withdrawing 
money without delay might be all-important, and might save a 
depositor from debt and distress But, on the othei hand, it was 
strongly.  held that the cause of thrift was sometimes served by 
interposing a delay between a sudden desire tospend and its 
realization; and it , ss also held to be essential to maintain a marked 
distinction betwe8h a bank of deposit for savinp and a bank for 
keeping current accounts." 

On the whole, the balance of opinion was in favour of the 
change,•and two new methods of withdrawal were provided. A 
depositor might telegraph for his money and have his warrant 
sent to him by return of post, or he might telegraph for his money 
and have it paid to him in an hour or two on the authority of a 
telegram from the savings bank to the postmaster. The first 
method cost the depositor about 9d., the second cost him about 
is. 3d. for the transaction. On the 3rd of July 1905 a new sys-
tem of withdrawal was instituted, under which a depositor, on 
presentation of his book at any post office open for savings bank 
business, an withdraw immediately any sum not exceeding 

Depositors have availed themselves extensively of this 
system. During 1906, 4,758,44o withdrawals, considerably more 
than one-half of the total number of withdrawals, were made "on 
demand," and as a consequence the number of withdrawals 
made by telegraph fell to 122,802, against 168,036 in the pre-
vious year (during only half of which the " on demand " system 
was in force). 

By an act which came into force on the tst of January 1895 
building societies, duly incorporated, were enabled to deposit 
at any one time a sum not exceeding L3co, and to buy 
government stock up to boo through the savings bank. 

Sapless Bout Finassce.—The increase in the deposits lodged in 
the post office savings bank must be ascribed to a sanely et 
causes. Numbers of trustee banks have been closed, and hase 
transferred their accounts to the post office bank; greater Facilities 
have been offered by the bank; the limits of deposit in one year, 
sad of total deposit. have been raised; and, since October alert, 
deposits may be made by cheque; while the long-continued fall in 
the rate of interest made the assured 2A °lid the poet office savi 
bank an increasing temptation to a 	of investor. 

	in aeasstorned to look elsewhere. The high price of 	due sn 
part to the magnitude of purchases on says p bank account. 

C a serious embarrassment to the profitable working of the 
ke.dwhich had shown a balance of earnings on each year s work-

ing until 096. after paying its expenses and 21% interest to its 
depositors. &Gnomical working minimised. but did not remove 
the difficulty. The average cost of each transaction. originally 
nearly yd., leas been brought down to 51d. Down to the year 
180.;g1.767 was pa id into the exchequer under 14 of the 
Act eo e. 13. being the excess of interest which bad accrued 
year by yew. But since p there have bens deficits in each year, 
and in tip5. owing nci y to the reduced rate on consols, the 
expenditure ewmaded the income by 1$11994. 

The. central savings bank having outgrown its accommo-
dation in Queen Victoria  Street, Landon, a new site was  

purchased in 1898 for 1,43,oaci at West Kensington, and the 
foundation-stone of a new building, costing L3000soo, was laid by 
the prince of Wales on the 24th of June 1899. The Wire 
removal of the business was carried out In z9o3. 

Under the Workmen's Compensation Act of 7897, sums 
awarded as compensation might be invested in the post office 
savings hank. This arrangement proved so convenient that 
an act of roc* authorized a similar investment of money paid 
into an English county court in ordinary actions at comma 
law, and ordered to be invested for the benefit of an infant ce 
lunatic. In r906 a committee was appointed to go into the 
question as to whether the post office should provide facilities 
for the insurance of employers in respect of liabilities under the 
Workmen's Compensation Acts, but no scheme was morn-
mended involving post office action either as principal or agent. 
Post offices, however, exhibit notices drawing attention to the 
liabilities imposed by the act of 1906, and sub-poatmastem are 
encouraged to accept agencies in their private capacity for 
insurance companies undertaking this class of insurance. 

Inducements to Thrift.—By arrangement with the war dike 
in July 1893, the deferred pa ■ of soldiers leaving the army was 
invested on their behalf in th, post office savings bank, but it 
wa - th It the ilt.ty,Ity the soldiers draw out practicalA 
ths. 31174JUAL at since, and the experiment was discontin 
in 19o1. At the request of large employers of labour, an officer if 
the savings bank attends at industrial establishments on dais 
when wages are paid, and large numbers of workmen have tbm 
been induced to become depositors. The advantages of the sirup 
bank appear to be now thoroughloi appreciated throughout tie
United Kingdom, as shown by the f lowing table:— 

On Os ant of Dwandaer Ewan 

N...b., d 
Dwaii... 

Total A
lit ca

ount 
to Cret 
Detains 

ii  liii 

England and Wales . 
Scotland . 	. 	. 	. 
Ireland 	. 	. 	. 	. 

	

Totals . 	. 

7,685,317 
372,801 
381.865 

A 
122,365.193 

5,126.299 
8,058,153 

La 	tl. 
is 18 	5 
t3 15 	o 
2t 	2 	1 

1 in 4 
s es sr 
I to la 

8.439.983 135,549,645 16 	i 	3 I in 	5 

On the ant of Densber roof 

England and Wales . 
Scotland . 	. 	. 	. 
Ireland 	. 	. 	. 	. 

	

Totals 	. 	. 

9,027,112 
451,627 
484,310 

A 
135.664,450 

6 ,205 ,339 
10437.35 1  

L• 	d. 
15 	0 	7 
1 3 14 to 
21 	a 	9 

1 in 3•8 
 1hs 104 

t in 94  

9,963,049 152,111,140 15 	3 	4 I in 43 

Between the foundation of the bank and the end of 1899, upwards 
• L648 000.000, inclusive of interest, was credited to depoitor~ 
of which 1474,000,000 was withdrawn. There were 232.434-54 
deposits, al.804,5o9 withdrawals, 27.071.556 accounts opened. 
and 18.631,573 accounts closed. The aroewentriel or instances 
where the account is operated 1113011 at a differentoffice hens *hal 
at. which it was opened, amounted to 3$%. it is chiefly In respect 
of this facility that the post office savings bank enjoys its's:In:1P 
tage own the trustee savings bank. In 1905, 16,320.204 deposits 
were made, amounting to (43.3oes,617. In the ensue year the with' 
drawals numbered 7.155,283, the total am withdrawn bruit 
(42.096.037. The interest credited to depositors wasafee7m.205.

ber  and the total sum standing to their credit on the 31st  
tr000 wasfan 1,14o. 

A clams don of accounts opened for ''33 months in Ilk* and 
assumed to be fairly typical, showed the following 	

ro= 

results,— 
Occupation as stated by Depositors 

in opening Account.  
Professional 	 1-55 
Official 
Educational 	  
Commercial 
Agricultural and fishing 	  
industrial 	  
Railway, shipping and transport 	 
Tradesmen and thdr minnow 	 
Domestic service 	  

iKellaneous 	  
Married women, spinsters and children 

2• I 
pos 

	 314  
1.83 

184 

844 
841 
tar 

. 	5D-11  

areas 
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Women and children of all ranks are believed to be 60•59 of the 
total number of depositors. 

The accounts .open at the end el t899 showed the following 
divisioa of deposits:- 

Per cent 

	

Balances not 	 . . . (50 . . 36-1 

	

Enceeding (.50elirAditt exceeding ig 	. . too . . 24.5 

	

loo 	 • • 150  

	

w 	 7  

	

150 	IN 	 0 	 • • 200 	. 114:1 

	

200 	 • • 	7'3 

food 
The division according to number of accounts, in the same groups, 
was (011, 5.3, 2.2, 1.3 and 0.4 respectivel 

 losenhoesus is Governmest Stock.-In September 
 

*888 the mini- 
autm amount of government stock which might be purchased 
or sold through the post office savings bank was reduced from 
(to to ta, and It was also provided that any person who had 

stock through the viap bank could. If be so desired, 

	

C:itireg 	
sa 

anderred to his own name in the books of the Bank of 
England. Theact of 1893 raised the limit of stock to L200 in one 
year, and /300 in all; but any depositor might purchase stock, to 
replace stock previously sold, in one entire sum during that year. 
If a depositor exceeds the authorized limits of deposit in the post 
office savings bank, the excess is invested in stock by the post 
office on his behalf. The investments of depositors in government 
stock, however, have a tendency to decrease, and the sales, on the 
other band, to increase, as will be seen from the following table - 

Anneifies and Life Insurances.-The act of :882, which came 
into operation on the 3rd M.  June 484, utilised the machinery 
of the post office savings bank for annuities and life insurances, 
which had been effected through the post office at selected towns 
in England and Wales since the 57th of April *865. Under the 
act c6 1882 all payments were to be made by means of money 
deposited in the savings bank, and an order could be given by a 
depositor that any mm-even to Id. a week-should be devoted 
to the purchase of an annuity or insurance so long as he retained 
a balance in the savings bank. In February 1896 new life inset- 
abet tables came i operation, with reduced annual rates, and with 
provision for payme

nto
nt of sums insured at various ages as desired. 

The following table shows the business done from 1001 10 teas :--  

additional five words, the addresses of sender and receiver being 
sent tree. In 0385 the charge was reduced to a halfpenny a 
word throughout, including addresses (a system of abbreviated 
addresses, which could be registered on payment of a guinea a 
year, being introduced), with a minimum charge of sixpence. 
To obviate the damage and interruption resulting from storms 
large 

 
number of sires have been laid tmderground. 

In lbw the terms under which a new telegraph office was opened, 
on the request of a person or persons who urdestook to guarantee 
the post office against loss, were reduced. In 092 turd sanitary 
authorities were empowered to give such guarantees out of the 
rates. In 1897, as part of the Jubilee concessions, the government 
undertook to pay one-half of any deficiency under guarantees. 
During the six years ended in 1891 the average number of telegraph 
offices guaranteed each year was 77. From 1892 to 1897 the 
average rose to 167. In 1905 and *906 it amounted to 152. The 
number of telegraph offices opened without guarantee has increased 
apace, and there are now 12.993 telegraph offices in all. As part 
of the Jubilee scheme the charges for porterage were reduced as 
follows: Up to 3 miles free; beyond 3 tn., 3d. per ID, reckoned from 
the poet aim; and arrangements were made for the free delivery 
at all hours of the day or night of any telegram within the metro-
politan postal district. The cost of free delivery up to 3 m. was 
estimated at (52,000 a year. 

Pamir Tdegrosor.-The sixth International 'telegraph 
conference, -held at Berlin in 1884, effected a reduction in the 

charges to many countries. E.g. the rate per 
word was reduced for Russia from pd. to 64d., 
Spain 6d. to 41d., Italy W• to  4W., and India 
43. 7d. to 43. The cost of repeating a message 
was reduced from one-half to one-fourth of the 
original charge for transmission. At the next con- 
ference (ago) held at Paris, further considerable 
reductions were effected. The rates to Austria- 
Hungary and Italy were reduced from 44d. to 3d., 
Russia 61d.  to sift., Portugal Sid. to 41d., Sweden 

Srl. to 4d. Spain 41d. to 4d., Canary islands es. 7id. to la., &c. 
The minimum charge for any foreign (European) telegram was 
fixed at sad. The eighth conference (Budapest, age) succeeded in 
making the following reductions, among others, from the United 
Kingdom: China 7s. to ss. 6d., Java 6s. to ss., Japan 8s. to 
6s. ad., Mauritius 8s cid to Ss, Persia as sd. to is cid. At this 
conference it was made incumbent upon every state adher- 
ing to the union to fix in its currency an equivalent approaching 
as nearly as possible the standard rate in gold, and to correct 
and declare the equivalent in case of any important fluctuation. 
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Teti:Gums AND TELEPHONES 

The history of the development of telegraphy and the early 
proposals for the transference to the state of the telegraph 

monopoly will be found in the article TELEGRAPHY. 
1161.4.68.  On the sth of February t87o the Telegraph Act 
of the previous year took effect. The post office assumed 
control of telegraphic communication within the United King- 
dom, and It became possible to send telegrams throughout 
the country at a uniform charge irrespective of locality or dis- 
tance. In allis sixpenny telegrams were introduced. The 
charge for • written telegram which came into force in 187o sou 
one shilling for the first twenty words, and threenenee for every 

Tire limit of letters in one word of plain language was raised 
from 10 to rs, and the number of figures from 3 to 5. The 
International Telegraph Bureau was also ordered to compile 
an enlarged official vocabulary of code words, which it is 
proposed to recognize as the sole authority for words which 
may be used in cypher telegrams sent by the public. (See 
Appendix to Posfusaster-Geoserare Retest, 3897.) See further 
Trtzonant. 

Ten years of state administration of the telegraphs had not 
passed before the postmaster-general was threatened with a 
formidable rival in the form of the telephone, which 
usumed a practical shape about the year :878, the' -"""L 

 first exchange in the United Kingdom being established in 
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the City of London in that year. The history of the 	 tone 
service and the growth of the industry are set out in the artide 
Tgutettowe. 

POST OYYICE STAY! 
The staff of the post office on the 31st of Mat 1906 amounted 

to 195.432.  Of these 41,081 were women, a propoLion of over 
one-fifth of the staff. The postmasters numbered 875 (In-
cluding to employed abroad), and the sub-postmagen 21,027.  

preference was given to army, navy and royal marine pernimien, 
and men of the anny reserve. Due regard was paid to the legitimate 
chi et telegraph messengers or other persons who had pospects 
of succeeding to these situations. In August tee7 the government 
decided to r one-half of all suitable vacancies for es-soldiers 
and sailors, as postmen, porters and labourers. and preference 
has been shown to them for employment as lift-attesactants. care- 
takers. an. 

Finance.—The following table shows the financial working 
of the post office:— 
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The total number of offices (including branch offices) was 22,088. 

The unestablished staff, not entitled to pension, made up chiefly 
of telegraph boys, and of persona who are employed for only 
part of the day on post office business, included 87,753 out of 
the grand total, and almost the whole of the sub-postmasters. 
The pay and prospects of almost all classes have been greatly 
improved since 1884, when the number stood at 91484. The 
principal schemes of general revision of pay have been: 188z, 
Fawcett's scheme for sorting-clerks, sorters and telegraphists 
(additional cost £210,000 a year), and for postmen, z882, 

zo,000: Raikes's various revisions, 1888, chief clerks and 
supervising officers, £6230; z890, sorting-clerks, sorters and 
telegraphists, £,7g,600; x890, supervising force, £65,coo; 
atm, London sorters, £20,700; aer, London overseers, £9400; 
141, postmen, b25,650: Arnold Morley, z884, London 
overseers, £1400, and rural auxiliaries, £20,000. 

A committee was appointed In June 1895 with Lord Tweedmouth 
as chairman, to consider the pay and position of the post office 
staff, excluding the clerical force and those employed at head-
quarters. The committee reported on the 13th of December 1896 and 
its recommendations were adopted at an immediate increased ex-
pense of 4139,000 a year, which has since risen to £500,000. In 
1897 additional concessions were made at a cost of boo,000 a year. 

In July atm a number of postmen in London went out on 
strike. Over 450 were dismissed in one morning, and the work 
of the post office was carried on without interruption. The 
men received no sympathy from the public, and most of them 
were ultimately successful In their plea to be reinstated. A 
quasi-political agitation was carried on during the general elec-
tion of 1892 by some of the London sorters, who, under the plea 
of civil rights, claimed the right to influence candidates for 
parliament by exacting pledges for the promise of parliamentary 
support. The leaders were dismissed, and the post office has 
upheld the principle that its officers are to hold themselves free 
to serve either party in the State without putting themselves 
prominently forward as political partisans. Parliament has 
been repeatedly asked to sanction a parliamentary inquiry to 
reopen the settlement of the Tweedmouth Committee, and 
the telegraphists have been especially active in pressing for 
a further committee. The rates of pay at various dates since 
1813i are set out with great fullness in the Parliamentary papers 
(Pon111811, No. 237 of z897; Serbs, Telegraphists, En., No. 230 
of 1 898, and Report of Om Select Coannittee on Pon Office Screen's, 
1907; this latter contains important recommendations for the 
removal of many grievances which the staff had been long 
agitating to have removed). 

In November 1891 an important change was made In the method 
of recruiting postmen, with the object of encouraging military 
service, and providing situations for those who after nerving in the 
army or navy are left without employment at a comparatively 
early age. In making appointments to the situation of postman. 

POSTAGE STAMPS 
For all practical purposes the history of postage stamps balm 

in the United Kingdom. A post-paid envelope was in common 
use in Pads in the year 1653. Stamped postal letter-paper 
(carte postak Donato) was issued to the public -by the govern-
ment of the Sardinian States in November 1818, and stamped 
postal envelopes' were issued by the same government from 
,82o until :836.,  Stamped wrappers for newspapers were made 
experimentally in London by Charles Whiting, under the name 
of " go-frees," in 1830. Four years later (June t834), and is 
ignorance of what Whiting had already done, Charles Knight, 
the well-known publisher, in a letter addressed to Lard Aithorp, 
then chancellor of the exchequer, recommended similar mappers 
for adoption. From this suggestion apparently Rowland fen, 
who is justly regarded as the originator of postage stamps, got 
his idea. Meanwhile, however, the adhesive stamp was made 
experimentally by James Chalmers in his printing-affice at 
Dundee in August 1834' These experimental stamps wise 
printed from ordinary type, and were made adhesive by a wash 
of gum. Chalmers had already won local di unction by his 
successful efforts in x822, for the acceleration of the Scottish 
mails from London. Those efforts resulted in a saving of 
forty-eight hours on the double mail journey, and were highly 
appreciated in Scotland. 

Rowland Hill brought the adhesive stamp under the notice of 
the commissioners of post office inquiry on the 13th of Feintury 
1837. Chalmers made no public mention of his stamp of 0134 
until November 1837. 

Rowland Hill's pamphlet led to the appointment of * com-
mittee of the House of Commons on the 22nd of November 
1837, " to inquire into the rates and modes of charging postage, 
with a view to such a reduction thereof as may be made without 
injury, to the revenue." This committee reported in favour 
of Hill's proposals; and an act was passed in 1839, authorising 
the treasury to fix the rates of postage, and regulate the mode 
of their collection, whether by prepayment or otherwise. A 
premium of boo was offered for the best, and boo for the next 
best, proposal for bringing stamps into use, having regard to 

Stamp-Collator's Magazine. v. 161 seq.; J. E. Gray, Illanvosei 
Ce•hlogue of Postage Stamps, 6th ed., 867. 

itrick Chalmers, Si, Rowland Hill and Jaws Clostmers, 
Is or of the Adhesive Stamp (London, 1882), passim. See also 
th Arne writer's pamphlet, entitled The Posttion of Sir Anoka 
Ili Taite plain (t882), and his The Adhesive Stamp: a Food Mater 
in :he History of Post-Office Reform 0880. Compass Pearson Hdrs 
tract. A Paper on Postage Stamps. in reply to Chalmers, reprinted 
from the Philatelic Record of November 1881. Pearson Hai haa 
therein shown conclusively the priority of publiraitut by Sr Rowland 
Hill. He has also given proof of James C'nalmers's ammo acksww-
kdrment of that priority. But he has not weakened the evidence 
of priority of invention by Chalmers. 
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(I) the eotivenience as regards the public use; (2) the security 

against forgery; (3) the facility of being checked and distin-
guished at the post office, which must of necessity be rapid; 
and (4) the expense of the production and circulation of the 
stamps." To this invitation a600 replies were received, but no 
improvement was made upon Rowland Hill's suggestions. A 
further Minute, of the 26th of December :830, announced that 
the treasury had decided to require that, as far as practicable, 
the postage of letters should be prepaid, and such prepayment 
effected by means of stamps. Stamped covers or wrappers, 
stamped envelopes, and adhesive stamps were to be issued by 
government. The stamps were engraved by Mews Perkins, 
Bacon k Patch, of Fleet Street, from liillti designs, and the 
Muiready envelopes and covers by Messrs Cloves & Son, of 
Blackfriars. The stamps were appointed to be brought into use 
on the 6th of May 184o, but they appear to have been issued 
to the public as early as the rat of May. The penny stamp, 
bearing a profile of Queen Victoria, was coloured black, and 
the twopenny stamp blue, with check-letters in the lower 
angles (M all four angles from April :48). Up to the 28th of 
January ass the stamps were not officially perforated, except 
In the session of 2135t, when stamps, perforated by a Mr 
Archer, were issued at the House of Commons post office. In 
1853 the government purchased Archer's patent for La000. 
The stamps were first water-marked in April 1840. 

The canton of Zurich was the first foreign state to adopt postage 
stamps. in [843. The stamps reached America in the same year, 
being introduced by the government of Brasil. That of the United 
States did not adopt them until 1847; but a tentative issue was 
made by the post office of New York in 1845. An adhesive stamp 
was also issued at St Louis in the same year, and in Rhode Island 
in the next. In Europe the Swiss cantons of Geneva (1844) and of 
Basel (1845) soon followed the example set by Ztlrich. In the 
Russian Empire the use of postage stamps became general in 1848 
((alter preliminary issues at St Petersburg and in Finland in 1845). 
France issued than in 1849. The same year witnessed their intro• 
duction into Tureany. Belgium and Bavaria, and also into New 
South Wales, Austria, Prussia, Saxony, Spain, Italy, followed 
in 1850. The use ofcistage stamps seems to have extended to 
the )lamthan Islands 1851?) a year before it reached the Dutch 
Netherlands (1852). Within twenty-five years of the first issue 
NM a postage stamp In London, the known varieties, issued in alt 
parts of the world, amounted to 1391. Of these 84t were of 
European origin, 333 were American, 59 Asiatic, 55 African. 'Ave 
varieties of stamp issued in the several countries of Oceania were 
103. Of the whole 1391 stamps no less than Ott were already 
obsolete in 1865, leaving 580 still In currency. 

ENGLISH ISSUES 
Line-engrated Stamps. 

Halfpenny Slamp.-First issue, October I, 187o: size 18 mm. 
by 14  mm.; lake-red varying to rose-red. 

One Penny Storey-Fire ism*, tat (for 6th) May 1840: the 
head executed by Frederick Heath, from a drawing by Henry 
Corbould of William Wyon's medal struck to commemorate her 
majestreevisit to the City of London on the 9th of November 1837: 
size 22 mm. by 18i mm.; black, watermarked with a small crown; 
a few is in 1841 struck in red, two essays were made in April 
and October 1840 in blue and blue-back; insperforam The 
ascauf issue, January 20, 184t. differed only from the first hew 
as to colour-red instead of black. It is stated t that the colour, 

though always officially referred to as 'red,' was really a red-
brown, and this may be regarded as the normal colour; but coa-
siderable variations in tone and shade (brick-red, orange-red, lake-
it'd) occurred from time to time, often accentuated by the Mean 
of the paper, though primarily due to a want of uniformity in the 
method employed Tor wearing the ink." The change of colour 
Tram black was made In -order to render the obliteration (now in 
black instead of red ink) more distinct; Imperforate. Third 
Want February t854: small crown watermarkt perfosated 16 
(i.e. i6 holes to centimetres). The fourth issue,January 1855, 
differed only from the third issue in being perforated 14. Filar 

February 1855: from a new die, with minute variations of 
engnering. In the stoned die the eyelid Itt more distinctly shaded, 
the nostril more curved, and the band round the hair has a thick 
dark line forming its loweredge Small crown watermark; perfor- 
steel 16 and Lt. Sixth issue. July 0355: large crown watermark; 
perforated 14; a certain number lb. Seventh isms. January 
1658: carminwroer moving from pale to very deep. Large crown 
'watermark; perforated, chiefly t4. Eighth stns, April r, 5864: 

e Wright and Creche, History sf de Adhesive  Shoup of the British 
Ma maths* jar Possal wed Teague,* Purposes (LoosMa.11094).  

check-letters in all four earners braced of two only; large crown 
watermark; perforated 54. 

is ratio the line-engraved one penny stamps were superseded by 
the surface-printed one of similar value in venetian red, designed 
and minted by Mown De la Rue & Co. 

77srse.kalfpeassy Stamp.-October 2, 1870: large crown water-
mark; lake-red• perforated 14. Superseded in October 1880 by 
De la Rue's surface-pcinted stamp. 

Twopenny Stainp.-First fuse, tst (for 6th) May 1840: small 
crown watermark; light blue, dark blue; imperforate. Second 
Straw March 1841: small crown watermark; white line below 

Postage " and above " Twopence "; dull to dark blue; imper-
forate. Third ismer February (?) 0154: small crown watermark; 
blue, dark blue; perforated 16. Fourth issue, March 1855: small 
crown watermark; blue, dark blue; perforated 14. Fifth issue, 
July 1835: large crown watermark; blue; perforated 16; blue, 
dark blue: perforated 14. Sixth uftlf. May (?) 1837: large crown 
watermark; white lines thinner, blue, dark blue; perf.orated ,4; 
dark blue; perforated PS. Seventh issue, July 1858: large crown 
watermark; white lines as in fifth issue; dft-p to very deep blue; 
perforated t6. Eighth muse. Aped (?) 1869: large crown water. 
mark; white lines thinner; dud blue, dap to very deep blue, 
violet blue; perforated 14. Superseded in December t880 by De 
Is Rue's surface-printed stamp. 

(ii.) Embossed S/0111/1/. 
Produced by Dryden Brothers, of Lambeth, from designs sub-

mitted by Mr Ormond Hill of Somerset House, engraved after 
Wyon's medaL 

Sss 	e.-March 1. 1854: violet. reddish lilac, dark violet; 
ins orate- Superseded in October 1856 by De la Rue's surface-

nted stamp. 
Tesposor.-November 6, 1848: pale to very deep chestnut. 

brown: imperforate. Superseded by De la Rue's surface-printed 
stamp in 1867. 

Ous Shilling.-September It, 1847: emerald green, pure deep 
peen. yellow-green; imperforate. Superseded in November 1856 
by De La Rue's surface-printed stamp. 

Surface-printed Stamps before s880.' 
Tuutpescr-half-pormy.-First inse, July t, .1875: small anchor 

watermark; lilac-rose; perforated 14. Amok' Wee, May  1 8 76: 
orb watermark: lilac-rose, perforated 14. Third first, February 
5. 0380: orb watermark; cobalt, and some ultramarine; perforated 
14. Fourth issue. Much 23, 1881: large crows watermark; bright 
blue; perforated 14. 

Theeepnece.-All perforated 14. First issue. May r, 1862: 
heraldic emblems watermark; carmine (pale to deep). .r.owd into, 
March I. 1865: same watermark as a; carmine-pink. Third 
issue, July 1867: watermarked with a spray of rose; carmine-
pink, carmine-rose. Fourth issue July 1873. watermark as third 
issue; carmine-rose. Fifth issue, January 1, 1881: watermark large 
crown; carmine-rose. Sloth issue, January t. i883; watermark 
as frith issue; purple shades overprinted with value in deep pink. 

Postponer-All perforated 14. First issue, July 31, 1855: 
watermark small garter; deep and dull carmine. Second issue. 
February 1856: watermark medium garter; pale carmine. Third 
issue, November I, 1856: watermark medium garter; dull rose. 
Fourth issue. January 1857: watermark large garter; dull and 
pale to deep rose. pink. Fifth rinse, January is. 062: water-
mark large garner; carmine-vermilion, vermilion-red. &Mils issue, 
J uly 5865: watermark large garter; Pale to dark vermilion- &mon 
issue, March t. :876. watermark large garter; pale vermilion. 
Eighth issue. February 27, 1877: watermark garter; pale 
sage-green. Ninth issue, July 1880: watermark large garter; 
mouse-brown. Tenth issue, January I, 1881: watermark large 

rncr -All perforated 14. First issue, October 21, 1856: no 
let 	in angles; watermark heraldic emblems; dull lilac. .Second 
in 	December 1. 1862: small white letters in angles; otherwise 
as 	-t issue. Third issue, April t. 1865: large white letters in 
eras 	. otherwise as first issue. Fourth issue, June 1867: water- 
nu 	pray of rose; otherwise as third issue; some in bright lilac. 
Fs; 	sue. March t869: as fourth issue; lilac, deep lilac, purple. 
lib 	Sixth issue, April 1, 1872: as fourth issue: bright chestnut. 
bn -. Seventh issue, October :872: as fourth issue; buff. Eighth 
its 	April 1873: as fourth issue; greenish grey. Ninth issue. 
Ap 	s. 5874: watermarked as fourth issue: large coloured letters in 
are 	: greenish grey. Tenth issue. January 1. 1881: large crown 
wee 	r7,ark: otherwise as ninth issue. Fit-vent,. is 	January t. 
181 	as tenth issue; purple, overprinted with value in deep 
Da 

f pen/T.-September It, 18;6: watermark large garter; 
chi 	.-yellow, pale yellow; pc-rforated 14. 

,pcnce. - All perforated 14. First issue. January 15. t 862 : 
watermark heraldic emblems; ochre.brown, bright bistre. Second 
issue. December 1, 1865: watermark as above; bistre-brown, straw. 
Third issue, October t867: watermark spray of row; straw. 

Tenpence.-July I, 1867: watermark spray of rose; red.brown • 
perforated 14. 
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One Skil:mg.-All perforated tit. First issue. November' t, 

1856: watermark heraldic emblems; no letters in angles; dull 
green, pale to dark green. Second issue, December 3. 1862: as 
above: small white letters in angles; pale to dark .  green. Third 
issue, February 1865: as above; large white letten angles; pale 
to dark green. bluish 	a. Fourth inn, August 1867: water- 
mark spray of rose; 	as third issue; pale to dark green, 
bluish green. Fifth issue. September *873: large coloured letters 
in angles: otherwise as fourth issue: light to dark green, bluish 
green. Sixth issue, October 14, 188o: as fifth issue- pale red-
brown. Seventh issue, June 15, 1881: watermark lajge crown; 
otherwise as sixth issue; pale red-brown. 

Two Skil:intr.-Watermark spray of rose; perforated 34. First 
issue, July 1. 1867: pale to full blue, very deep blue. Second 
uses, February 188o: light brown. 

Five Shillitsgs.-First issue, July 1. *867: watermarked with 
a cross past; pink, pale rose; perforated 15f by is. Sand issue. 
November 1882: watermark large anchor; carmine-pink; perfor-
ated 14. 

Ten Skillings.-First issue, September 26, 1878: watermark 
cross pad; green-grey; perforated 153 by Is. Second issue, February 
*883: watermark large anchor: green-grey; perforated 14. 

Oat Pound.-Fires user. September 26, 1878: watermark cross 
pate; brown-violet: perforated ise by Is. Second issue, December 
1882: watermark large anchor; brown-violet; perforated 14. 

(iv.) After ;M. 
In 1118o-t881 the halfpenny, penny, three-halfpenny and two-

penny surface-printed stamps superseded the line-engraved stamps 
of the muse value. and a new surface-printed stamp of fivepence 
was introduced. These stamps are distinguished from the stamps 
already described by the absence of plate-numbers and 
in the penny stamp) of check-letters in the corners; also t lye t:eitC 
coarser style of engraving necessary for printing by mac 'nes 
driven by steam•power. 

One Halfpenny.-Fast issue. October 14, 3880: large crown 
watermark; pale green bluish green, dark green: perforated 14. 
Second issue. April I. 1884: slate-blue. 

One Penny.-January 1. 188o: large crown watermark; venetian 
red; perforated 14. 

Three•half pence. -October 14, 11111o: large crown watermark; 
venetian red; perforated 14. 

Twopeace.-December 8. t88o: large crown watermark; pale to 
very deep carmine red; perforated 14. 

Fireproce.-March 15. 1881: large crown watermark; dark dull 
indigo, indigo-black; perforated 14. 

The Customs and Inland Revenue Act which came into force 
oo June 3, 1881, made it unnecessary to provide separate penny 
stamps for postal and fiscal purposes. By an act of 1882 (45 

46 Viet. c. 72) it became unnecessary to provide separate stamps 
for postal and fiscal purposes up to and including stamps of the 
value of as. 6d. A new series was therefore issued:- • 

One ,Penoty.-All perforated 14. First issue. 	

i 

July..  12. 1881: 
large crown watermark: 14 pearls each angle: purre -klac.PutPle. 
Second issue. December 12, 1881: as first issue; t pearls in each 

anfle;engssice.-April I, 1884: large crown watermark; purple; 
perforated 14. 

Twopence.-Ditto. 
Twopence-halfpenny.-Dfitil. 
Threepeace.-Ditto. 
Fesrpenre.-Ditto. except in colour (sea-green). 
Firepance.-14 fourpence. 
Si:pron.-Ditto. 
Niarprace.-Ditto. 
One Skilltag.-Ditto. 
Toe Shillings and Sixpriace.-July 22, 1885: watermark large 

anchor; purple, dull lilac, dark purple; perforated 14. 
Fire Shillisgs.-April 1, 1884: ditto; pale to very deep carmine. 
Ten Shillings.-Ditto; pale blue. cobalt. light to dull blue. 
One Pound.-First issue, 1884: large crown watermark. 

3 appearing in each stamp; own-violet; perforated bt. Sawed 
issue, January 27, 1891: same watermark: bright green; perforated 
14. 

hoe Pounis.-March at. 1882: large anchor watermark; orange-
vermilion. vermilion, bright vermilion; perforated 14. 

Following upon the report of a committee of officials of the 
General Post Office and Somerset House, a auks of new damps. 
commonly known as the" Jubilee " issue. was introduced ea 
January I, *887, all of which between one halfpenny and one 
'billing exclusive woe printed either in two colours or on a coloured 
paper, so that each stamp was printed in part in one or other of 
the doubly fugitive inks-green and purple. 

One Half ponty.-January . 1. 1847: large crown watermark: 
oratae-vermilion to bright vermilion; perforated _14.. 

77wee-hallgence.-January 	1887: as the halfpenny; gnaw 
and purple. 

Twopeisce.-Ditto: green and owlet to carmine. 
Twopowe•halfgenat-Janussy I. 28872 blue paper; watermark 

large crown; darls purple; perforated t4. 

77weopence.-January I. 1187: yellow paper; watermarked with 
a large crown;purple; perforated 14. 

Folognisce.-January 1, 1887: watermark and perforation as 
in threepence; green and brown. 

Forsrposce-hatframy.-Septembor 15, 1892: as the fourpeacet 
green and carnune. 

Fieepence.lanuary t, 1887: as the fourpence; purple and blue. 
Sixpence.-- anuary 1, 1887: pale red paper; watermarked with 

a large crown;purple; perforated 1 4- 
Nosepsace-January I, 1887: huge crown watermark; purple 

and blue; perforated 14. 
Tarp/wt.-February 24. 189o: as the ninepenca; purple and 

carmine-red. 
One Skilling.-Janaary t, 1887: as the ninepence; green. 
The various fiscal stamps admitted to postage uses, the over-

printed official stamps for use by government &yearned*. nod 
the stamps specially surcharged for use in the Ottoman Empire. do 
not call for detailed notice in this article. 

The distinctive telegraph stamps are as follows:- 
One Halfpenny.-April s, 388o: shamrock watermark; orange 

vermilion; perforated 14. 
One Pensy.-February t, 1876: as the halfpenny; reddish 

brown. 
Threepence.-Perforated 14. First issue, February t, 11176: 

watermark spray of rose; carmine. Second issue, August 1111111: 
watermark large crown; carmine. 

Fourpescs.-March I. 1877: watermark large peter; Pala 
sage-green; perforated 14. 

Sixpence.-Perforated 14. First issue. March 1, 1877: water. 
mark spray of rose: greenish-grey. Sensed issue, July 51183: as 
first issue; watermark large crown. 

One Shilling. -Perforated 34. First issue, February 1. 1876: 
watermark spray of rose; green. Second issue, October te&• 
watermark spray of rose: pale red-brown. Third issue, February 
1881: watermark large crown ; pale red brown. 

Three Skillisv.-Perforated 14; slate blue. First isms. March 
1877: watermark spray of Mee. Second issue, August 3881: 
watermark large crown. 

Free Shillisgs.-First issue, February 5. 5876: watermark aces 
pate; dark to light rose; perforated 15 by 15f. Second user, 
,August 188t: watermark large anchor; carmine-rose; perforated 
14. 

Ten Shaliags.-March I. 1877: watermark cross pint; peer- 
firefperforated Is by tsf. 

One 
 

Posout.-Nfarch 1, *877: watermark shamrock: brown-
poigsle; perforated 14. 

Five Pounde-March I. 1877: watermark shamrock; may" 
vermilion: perforated 251 by 15. 

In addition to these, there were stamps specially papered fee 
the army telegraphs. 

Bums Cows= AND Dzessesectu 

Australian Consawnwealth.-In 1905 there were 6654  post 
offices open; 311,401,539 letters and cards, 170144,1168 news-
papers, book -packets and circulars, 2,168,810 parcels, and 
13,68°,239 telegrams were received and despatched; the revenue 
was £2,738,146  and the expenditure £2,720,735. 

New Zeolared.-In loos there were 1937  post offices open; 
74.70, 268  letters and cards. 47.134 ,261 newspapers,  boa' 
packets and circulars, 392.017 parcels, and 5.60,219 telegrams 
were dealt with. The revenue from the post office was f410,968, 
and from telegraphs £273,911, while the expenditure es the pent 
office was £302,146 and on telegraphs £276,581. 

Dominion of Canada.-In 19o5 there were 10,879 post offices 
open; 33:,792,500 letters and cards, 60,05,000 newspapea. 
book-packets and circulars, and 58,338 parcels were received 
and despatched. The revenue from the post office amounted 
to ir.053,548, and from telegraphs £28,727, while the expendi-
ture was, on the post office £952,652 and on telegraphs £78.934. 

Cape of Good Hope. -The number of post offices open in 100S 
was row 7.596,600 letters and cards, 3.708.980 asimPaPets. 
book-packets and circulars, 536,5oo parcels, and 6,4245,22S 
telegrams were dealt with. The revenue from the post office 
was £423,056,  and from telegraphs £206.842 the expenditure 
Ong. (456,17: On the post office and 1373.863 on telegraphs. 

British 	sus there were 76,033 post offices open; 
SO7.707,867 letters and cards, 76,671.197 new2PaPels, book. 
packets and circulars, 4,54 1 .367 Parcels. and 9.04345 tele-
grams were dealt with. The revenue from the post office sae 
£ 1 ,566, 704 and from telegraphs £733,193, while the expenditure 
was, 441 the post office. D.199457 And on telegraphs L546414. 
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The French postal system was founded by Louis XI. (June 
se, *464), was largely extended by Chubs IX. (:365), and 

received considerable improvements at various amp,  
 my. periods under the respective governments of IMoor 
Henry IV. and Louis XIII. (1603, 1622, 1627 seq.). , 

 In *627 France originated a postal money-transmission system, 
a system of cheap registration for letters. The postmaster who 
thus anticipated modern improvements was Pierre d'Almeras, 
st man of high birth, who gave about £20,000 (of modern money) 
for the privilege of serving the public. The turmoils of the 
Fronde wrecked much that he had achieved. The first farm of 
postal income was made in :672, and by farmers it was adminis-
tered until June 1790. To increase the income postmaster-
ships for a long time were not only sold but made hereditary. 
Many administrative improvements of detail were introduced, 
indeed, by Marorin (1643), by Louvois (c. 168o seq.), and by 
Cardinal de Fleury (1728); but many formidable abuses also 
continued. The revolutionary government transferred rather 
than removed them. Characteristically, it put a board of post-
masters in room of a farming postmaster-general and a con-
trolling one. Napoleon (during the consulates) abolished the 
board, recommitted the business to a postmaster-general as it 
had been under Louis XIII., and greatly improved the details 
of the service; Napoleon's orpniration of 18or is, in substance, 
that which now obtains, although, of course, large modifications 
and developments have been made from time to time.' 

The university of Paris, as early as the 13th century, pos-
sessed a special postal system, for the abolition of which in the 
18th it received a large compensation. But it continued to 
possess certain minor postal privileges until the Revolution. ,  

Muarin's edict of the 3rd of December 1643 shows that France 
at that date bad a parcel post as well as a letter post. That edict 
creates (or each head post office throughout the kingdom three 
several officers styled respectively (t) comptroller, (a) weigher, 
(3) assessor; and, instead of remunerating them by salary, it 
directs the addition of one-fourth to the existing letter rate and 
parcel rate, and the division of the surcharge between the three. 
Fleury's edicts of 5728 make sub•postmasters directly respon-
sible for the loss of letters or parcels; they also make it necessary 
that senders should post their letters at an office, and not give 
them to the carriers), and regulate the book-post by directing 
that book parcels (whether MS. or Printed) shall be open at the 
ends.' In 1758, almost eighty years after Dockwra's estab-
lishment of a penny post in London, an historian of that city 
published an account of it, which in Paris came under the eye 
of Claude Marron de ChantoussetS who obtained letters-patent 
to do the like, and, before setting to work or seeking profit for 
himself, issued a tract with the title, Menseire set k Mile-posse 
kakis d Lawires, srr la snodlle de *we& on Masai' en kaki, de 
sessblablet lass ks Nes parades silks d'Eurppe. The reform 
was successfully carried out. 

By this time the general post office of France was producing 
1  For the details, see Easy. Brio., 8th ed.. :via 430424, and 

Maxine Du Camp, " L'Administration des Posies," in Rem. des 
dews weeder (1865). and series. vol. lxvii. 169 seq. 

1,  28 l'luviose. an X11. the 18th of 
11 	

Febrity8o4. 
.e Quien de la Neurvine. Usages des 	0730. pp- 59-67. 

SO, 121-1123. 147-449: 286-291: Maxim* u Camp. gyp, CU. prianar: 
Piffle Clement. A Morecsanos des comic...sees de la reform 
jsosSak. panne: Loret. Gattlt, rimer (Aug. t6. 1633); Furetiere, Le 
Ronan Bout geois (in Do Camp. et repea); " Die ,rites Posteinricht- 
nage°, u.a.w., " in L'Unsee jurfak. viii. 1311; Ordosersensees des Reis 
de Frame. as cited by A. de Rothschild. Hisksre 41t le peste-ene. 
bow,  (PA 

book 
 1876). L 2:6. 266. We quote M. tie Rodsechild's 

clever book with some misgivings. It is eminently sparkling in 
Style. and most readable; but its citations are so given that one 
is constantly in doubt lest they be given at second or even at third 
hand instead of from the sources The essay of AL du Camp is, 
up to its date, far more trustworthy. He approaches hb subject 
as • publicise, M. de Rothschild as s stamp-collector. 

• There are several charter:confirmatory of this original peiv8ege. 
The earliest of these is of 1296 (Philip " the Fair "). 

1  O•desusencet, he., as alters. 
There is an interesting biographical notice of Pianos de 

Chamousert In Ls !consul spend of July 3. tan.  

a considerable and growing revenue. In 1676 the farmers had 
paid to the king 148,000 in the money of that day. A century 
later they paid a fixed rent of i.352,000, and covenanted to pay 
in addition one-fifth of their net profits. In r788—the date 
of the last letting to farm of the postal revenue—the fixed and 
the variable payments were commuted for one settled sum of 
Lello,con a year. The result of the devastations of the Revolu-
tion and of the wars of the empire together is shown strikingly 
by the fact that in 1814 the gross income of the post office was 
but little more than three-fifths of the net income in 1788. Six 
years of the peaceful government of Louis XVIII. raised the 
gross annual revenue to f928,000. On the eve of the Revolution 
of 1830 it reached ex ,348,000. Towards the close of the next 
reign the post office yielded imoo,000 (gross). Under the 
revolutionary government of 1848- 1849 it declined again (falling 
in aso to (i,744,000); under that of Napoleon III. it rose 
steadily and uniformly with every year. In 1858 the gross 
revenue was f2,296,000, in *868 L3,596,o0o. 

The ingenuity of the French 
German 

 authorities was severely 
tried by the exigencies of the Cser11230 War 01 1870-71. The 
first contrivance was to organize a pigeon service (see 
also Piceor Post), carrying microscopic despatches sa... 
prepared by the aid of photographic appliances.' The mos. 

 number of postal pigeons employed was 363, of which 
number fifty-seven returned with despatches. During the height 
of the siege the English postal authorities received letters for 
transmission by pigeon post into Paris by way of Tours, subject 
to the regulations that no information concerning the war was 
given, that the number of words did not exceed twenty, that 
the letters were delivered open. and that 3d. a word, with a registra-
tion fee of 6d..,  was prepaid as postage. At this rate the postage 
of the too letters on each folio was (40, that on the eighteen pellicles 
of sixteen folios each, carried by one pigeon, LI z,sto. Each des-
patch was repeated until its arrival had been acknowledged by 
balloon post; consequently many were sent off twenty and some 
men more than that) times. 1 lie steam] step was to establish a 
re r,:lar system of postal balloons, fifty-one being employed for letter 
se 	and six (or telegraphic service. To M. Durnouf belongs 
m h of the honour of making the balloon service successful. On 
th basis of experiments carried out by him a dc, • of the 26th of 
Si 	tuber 1870 regulated the new postal syst. in 	Out of sixty- 
fo •r seven! ascents, each costing on the as 	a about (too, 
filly-seven achieved their purpose, notwithstae.' g the building 
by Krupp of twenty guns, supplied with teh 	pie apparatus, 
for the destruction of the postal balloons. Only I. 	were captured. 
ar ' rwo others were lost at sea. The aggregate 	It of the letters 
at 	newspapers thus aerially mailed by the I r. ,ich peat office 
at noted to about eight tons and a half, including upwards of 
3. ,ocso letters; and, besides the aeronauts, ninety-one passertgers 
on 	conveyed. The heroism displayed by the French  
pt • men was equalled by that of many of the ordinary letter• 
ca r  trs in the conveyance of letters through the catacombs and 
qtarrien of Paris and its suburbs, and, under various disguises, 
Often through the midst of the Prussian army. Several lost their 
lieu in the discharge of their duty, in some cases saving their 
despatches by the sacrifice." During the Isar the Marseilles route 
for the Anglo-Indian mails was abandoned. They were sent 
through Belgium and Germany, by the Brenner P as to Brindisi. 
end thence by Italian packets to Alexandria. 	French route 
was returned in 	0  

The despatches carried by the pigeons were in the first instance 
photographed on a reduced scale on thin sheets of paper, the original 
writing being preserved. but after the ascent of the twenty-fifth 
balloon leaving the city an improved system was organized. The 
communications. whether public despatches, newspapers or private 
letters, were printed in ordinary type, and micro- photographed on 
to thin films of collodion. F.aeh pellicle measured less than 2 in. 
17.04and the reproduction of sixteen folio pages of type contained 

oo private letters. These pellicles were so light that 
3o.cmo despatches. weighing less than t gramme. were regarded as 
the weight for one pigeon. In order to ensure their safety during 
transit the films were rolled up tightly and placed in a small quill 
which was attadied longitudinally to one of the Rail feathers of 
the bird. On their arrival is Paris they were flattened out and 
thrown by moans of the electric lantern on to a screen. copied by 
clerks, and despatched to their destination. This method was 
afterwards improved upon. sensitive paper being substituted for 
the acreen, so that the letters were printed at once and distributed. 

• Smeteeenals Report of the Postosasea-Greed, p. 7. 
h ussyLa Poste et la raideraphie pendant is siege de Paris." 

In Jourrosi .das km:masks. 3rd genes. vol. xxii. pp. 117- 129 anJ 
pp. 273-282. Cf. Pend Cisme (ta83). L 7. 
- SiVW1101 Ripen 4 she Posneaster-Greerel. p. 
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The comparative postal statistics for all France during the placed under the control of the minister of commerce, in Hue-

yam 1goo and mos stands thus:— gary under that of the minister of public works. The followki 
table gives the figures for woo and rime:— 

t9oo. 1905. 

LOWS 	  
Past cards 
Newspapers, 	printed 	matter. 

samples, circulars, &c. . . 
Value of money ) French francs 

orders . / Internet]. . 
Value of postal orders 	.. 

Receipts 	
3 i 

U
§
 

g
i
 Ig

lig 
viu

r 

No. 
1,813 ,tztro 

450  

1,441.713,000 
1,834,360,000 

73,230,000 
54,582,000 

261.454.00o 
30,451,00o 

The savings bank, system of France, so far as it is connected 
with the postal service, data only irons 1875. and began then (a 
first) simply by the use of post offices as agencies and feeders for 
the pre-existing banks. Prior to the postal connexion the 

F sa 
e of the deposits stood at fc.920.000. In 1877 it 
.000,o0o. Postal viags banks, strictly no called, began only 

during the year 188r. At the close of 1882 they had 210,712 
depositors, with an aggregate deposit of 11,872,93 sterling; in 
t905 they had 12,134.523 depositors, wit n an aggregate deposit 
of L229.004. 1 55• 

The union of the telegraph with the post office dates only 
from 1878. The following table gives the figures for tow and 
1905:—  

Iwo. $905. 

	

Length of lino  . 	. 	kilometres 
I miles 	. 	. 
) kilometres 

	

Length of wire 	. 	 . 	. 

Total gem, receipts 

)owe. 

 f rano • 	• 
. 	. 

Number of messages forwarded: 

	

Home service 	  

	

International 	. 	. 	• 	 
Amount of 	International 	tek- 

graphic money orders: 
From 	foreign 	countries 	to 

France 	. 	. (Total francs) 
From 	France 	to 	foreign 

	

countries 	. 	. (Total francs) 

117,559 
73.004 

388,814 
244453 

43.977.000  
1,759,000 

36,723,000 
3.374.000 

6. 1 45.453 

6,124.913 

129.826 
80,622 

418.331 
259.784 

46.490.000 
:.86o,000  

39.43,1.000 
3,686.000 

10,239,546 

4.754.960  

The postal tekpbonic system began in 1879. The following 
table gives the figures for loot and 1905:— 

1901. 1 905. 

Length of line  . 

Length of wire 

Merges. 
Receipts . 

. ) miles 	. 	. 
kilomeres t . 	miles  ) 	. 

. 	. 	. 	. 
. 	I 'flaw* 	• 	• 

30. 1 42  
18,718 18,718 

451.287 
211 .491 

175.34*.00e 
1 7.5 18.000 

 701,000 

46,992 
 20,181 

498  .389 
309.500 

232.727,645 
23.495.000 

940.000  

	

1301UOGIAPHY.—P. d'Almeras, Riglemens 	k port des tether 
(1617); Le Quien de La Neuf vine, Usaer.sde4posies 07301; Rowland 
11111, Report to the Ciasszellor of the Fr‘ uer gm the hauls Post 
Office (1837): Annuaire des pastes (from 1850- ); H. du Camp, 

De L'adnainistration ... et de Finkel des postes." in Rena 
des dear "sondes (1865). 3rd eeriest Raw des pOsies et tilOgraphes 
'pub. at various periods); A. cis Rothschild. flestolre de la poste- 
sux-letires (1874); EntwickeJung des Post. u. Telegraphenwesens 
in Frankreich. in Arthur f. Post. s. Tekgropkut (1882): " Die 
fransosischen Postsparkassen," and other articles, in L'Oriou 
maw. (Berne). 

AOSTILIA-HUNGAllf 

The Austrian postal system is among the oldest, on record. 
Vienna possessed a local letter post and a parcel post, on the 
plan of prepayment, an early as May 1772, at which date no 
city in Germany possessed the like. This local post was es-
tablished by a Frenchman (M. Hardy) and managed by a Dutch-
man (Schooten). ,  Thirteen years after its organization it became 
merged in the imperial post. The separate postal organizations 
of theempire (Austria) and of the kingdom (Hungary) date from 
11367. In Austria the post office and the telegraph office are 

Loeper. " Organisation ,)es poste* de vI110." In L'irsofse Perrak 
vti. t seq. 

Austria. 
1900. 1904. 

	

Post offices 	 
Letters and post-cards 
Newspapers   
Packet post: 

Ordinary packets 

	

Regisiser 	packets 
and letters 	. 	. 

Receipts 	. 	. 	. 

if. 	. 	. 

No 
. 	. 	„ 

.. 

Wogs. 
kronen 
L . 
kronen 

Lame 

6.895 
1493,011,00o 

116,000,00o 

37.521.000 
8.043.570.030 

 335.148,000 
107,718000 

4 488,000 , 
98,41s.000 

4.100.000 

0,527 
1,42414ixopit3100 

t 

4024.000 
8 .323. 1 79.000 

346.7914.000 
123419.000 

5.163.000  
121,749,000  

5.073.002 

Iftutgary. 
1900. 1904- 

Pint uffike4 	. 	 . 	 No 
Letters, newspapers, &c. 	„ 
Packet post : 

	

Ordinary packets 	. 	. 	.. 

	

Packets 	with 	de- (•,,_
"mil'  clued value and ( 

	

money ktters 	. 1 

	

Reimbursements 	and I korona 

	

money orders 	. 	. ( f 	. 	. 

Postal orders 	. 	. I  k."11 
Receipts 	. 	. 	. 	. 	rona. 

( Expens 	 00W es 	. 

4.923 
487,670.000 

1 7.730.000 
6,256.9o0.000 

260.704,000 

1 .095.59 1 .000 
 45,649,000 

27.470 .000 
 1.145.000 

47. 103.000  
1,062,000 

30,012,000 
1.663,000 

41k- M8t§..Z  
4
 

GCRIILAIS EIVIRE 

The Prussian postal system developed mainly by the *MO 
and energy of Dr Stephan, to whom the organization of the 
International Postal Union ,  was so largely indebted, into the 
admirably organized poet and telegraph office of the climb,— 
began with the Great Elector, and with the establishment in 
:646 of a Government post from Cleves to MemeL Frederick IL 
largely extended it, and by his successor the laws relating to 
it were consolidated. In Strasburg a messenger oode existed 
as early as Lso. A postal service was organized at Nurem-
berg in 1570. In 180,3 the rights in the indemnity-leads 
(Euerscriddiguagskteder) of the counts of Taxis as hereditary 
imperial postmasters were abolished. The first marl steam-
packet was built in art; the first transmission of mails by 
railway was In :847; the beginning of the postal administratioo 
of the telegraphs was in alzo; and, by the treaty of postal 
union with Austria, not only was the basis of the existing system 
of the posts and telegraphs of Germany fully laid, but the gum 
was virtually set of the International Postal Union. That 
treaty was made for ten years on the 6th ofApril arse, 
and was Immediately accepted by Bavaria. It came into full 
operation on the 1st of July following. and then included 
Saxony, Mecklenburg-Strelitz and Holstein. Other German 
states followed; and the treaty was renewed in August 1360. ' 

The following table gives figures for goo and roost-- 
1900. rm. 

	

Post offices 	.. 	. 	No • 
Latent received 	

. 
	

' 	' 	" Letters and parcel. I 

	

received 	(value 	. 
. 	. 

	

declared) 	moo marks 
Parcels received (value not 

	

doolorod) 	. 	. 	3 No 

	

Po esuledorderi. 	re- 	) ____. 	_moil)  c 	
. 	• 	1000  

2.8934g.135 

Aw 
 10.508,000 

1 3484.425 
153,985,000 

116.417,309 
7,868,860 

3.833344 00 

10,5184100  
16.21 moo 

166.038.000 

163.1806.1162 
 9.807.934 

The International Postal Union was feweded at Berne In VIM 
All the countries of the worldbeioneitioskitt with he escapsiems 
Afghanistan. Baluchistan, China. A 	and Morocco. Ces• 

have been held at Paris 0 78), Lisbon (18851. Wiensu 
f1311917, washington (1897) and Rode (19010. 
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Telegraphs.' 

1900. 1 905- 

	

Imigdi of line 	. I kilo 	e.  
miles 	. 

of which ander• I kilometres 
ground 	. 	. t miles 	. 

	

Length Of wire 	. t kilometres 
miles . 

of which under- t kilometres 
ground . . / miles . . 

Number of offices open to the 
public . . . 

i Marks . Receipts . 	. 	. 3 L  
Number of messages: 

Home service 	  
International 	  

67,378 
to, 
6. 12 

424.500 
263.61 4 
49.934 
31,009 

20.768 
31065490 

 1.625.724 

28.643.849 
12,356,84o 

117.738 
73. 1 15 
11,46o 
7,117 

469.801 
291.746 
$2,04 
32,3ot 

26,912 
39.592.009 

1,946.607 

30.275.833 
1 5.300.309 

' Exclusive of Wfintemburg and Bavaria. 
Tekpkower. 

tem. toces. 

Length of line 	. 	. 	miles 
Length of wire . 	. 	.. 

of Number 	messages 

59460 
73 1  . /74 

766.226,337 

85450 
 1.67 1.672415 

5,707,400,000 

Btimwmari ►wir.-4Von Reuse, Versed timer ausfilisehelins Er 
Horsing des Pestregols. issbeseadent is Aauharareg L Is. ,ow 
Reuel Taguchi.. Nelson (3 vela. Jena. 1747-2748): Am is music 
as public ... pour le penis posit Ida Viewer, (trgs); Veber die 
Urine Pest in Wins (,78o); A. Fleeter, Zee Greek. d. Penns 0858); 
Stephan. Hein. Gest*. pram. Pm* (1859): Fischer. Die Veriehrs-
asnalins des deutsche* Reghs (1873); Yon Lied,. INS(I242604filaX20 

 d. Pinworm/I; W. Kamp,. Das Handelsgesetassek a. des Pestreelti; 
Gad. the Hefipflithe d. d. Posteanalint 08633; Eug. Hartmann, 
Eshuicidtmtsse h. d. Pesten 0868)• P. D. Fischer. Die d. Post-
seed Tekgra g; 0. Dambach. Des Gates giber des 
Pestersew des dartsehta Reich, (7881); Archie J. Pest a. Telegraphs*: 
F. X. von Netonann-Spallart. Utherrakea fiber Verkekr re d. 

4. 
 Welheirdisshaft; Drench* Vetkriasseinreg: W. Lem. Ka...chimes 
4. itriehroval. 

ITALY 

The origin of the Italian post office may be traced virtually 
to Venice and to the establishment of the " Corrieri di Venezia " 
early in the 16th century. As early as 1818 the Sardinian post 
office issued stamped letter-paper. The total number of 
letters, newspapers and book-packets conveyed in 1862 was but 
114733,319. In reco there were 7234 post offices; letters con-
veyed amounted to 180,349449.  post cards 8:444.547, news-
papers, &c., 301,495,580, samples 9,117,526, official laws, 
franked, 46,302,524 postal packets 8,170,988. and registered 
letters of • declared value of ft r,931,or6. The receipts 
amounted to ‘2,420.000 and the expenses to (1,98opoo. 

Warn STATES 
The eady history of the post office in the British colonies in 

North America has been referred to above. Benjamin Franklin 
was removed by the borne department from his office of post-
master-general in America In 1774. On the 26th of July 
5775 the American Congress assumed direction of the post 
offices, re-appointing Franklin to his former poet. Shortly 
afterwards, when Franklin was sent as ambassador to France, 
his son-in-law, Richard Bache, was made postmaster-general in 
November 1775- 

In 1789 the number of post offices was 75; in steo, 903; in 
5677; in  1875, 35.734: in  LESS. 51,252; lo ifirro, 62,401; 

in 2 805, 70,064; In 1900. 76,688; and in tem, 68,t3t. 
The following table gives the financial statements for a num-

ber of years:— 

Year Extent of peat 
matesin todes. Revenue. Expenditure. 

277.8 

.155 
42/2191
456-026  

1Preg
4 

nm
q 

ptiih 

$35.611 .209 
36.542404 
49 833.150 
6.5.9304 1 7 
aw.7tio.t7 x 

10/.740.268  
167.399. 169 

The revenue quoted does not include any allowance for 
the large quantity of official matter carried for other public 
departments, &c., indeed, the postmaster-general, in his Retort 
for 1906, estimated that if the due allowance were made it 
would add approximately $20,000,000 to the revenue. The post 
offiee department is compelled to carry anything sent under a 
penalty frank, and franks are used by all the departments and 
their agents for the purpose of carrying everything they choose 
to send (Report, postmaster-general, 1893). The expenditure 
does not include the amounts certified to the Treasury for 
the transportation of mails over aided Pacific railways, or any 
allowance for the use of such buildings as are provided by the 
government. 

Contrary to expectations repeatedly expremed, each year shows 
a deficit. This is partly explained by reductions in charges. The 
rate of postage on first-class matter was reduced from three cents 
to two cents on the 1st of October 1883, and the unit of weight 
was increased from half an ounce to one ounce on the list of July 
1885. On the latter date, also, the postage on second-class matter 
was reduced from two cents to one cent per pound. This low rate 
has led to wholesale violation of the purpose of the law. In his 
report for 1899 Mr Emory Smith, postmaster-general. estimated 
that "fully one-half of all the matter mailed as second-class, and 
paid for at the pound rate, is not properly second-class within the 
intent of the law "; and that the cost of mere transportation of 
this wrongly classed matter exceeded the revenue denved from it 
by more than $12.000,000 for the year. 

Until t863 the rates of postage were based upon the dis-
tances over which the mails were conveyed. In 1846 these 
rates were—not exceeding 300 m., three cents; exceeding 
300 m., ten cents. In 183i the rates were reduced to three 
cents for distances not exceeding 3000 m. and ten cents for 
distances exceeding 3000 m. The use of adhesive postage 
stamps was first authorized by act of Congress, approved on 
the 3rd of Starch 1847, and on the ist of June t856 prepay-
ment by stamps was made compulsory. In 1863 a uniform rate 
of postage without regard to distance was fixed at three cents, 
and on the 1st of October 0383, the rate was further reduced 
to two cents, the equivalent of the British penny postage. 

All mail matter for distribution within the United States is divided 
into four classes. Fins-class scants includes letters, postal cards, 
poet cards and anything sealed or closed against inspection. Second. 
class mauer includes all newspapers and periodicals exclusively 
in print that have been " entered as second-class matter," and are 
regularly issued at stated intervals as frequently as four time, 
a year from a known office of publication and mailed by publishers 
or newagents to actual subscribers or to newsagents for sale, and 
newspapers and publications of this class mailed by persons other 
than publishers. The rates of postage to publishers are one cent 
a pound, and to other than publishers, one cent for each four 
ounces. Third-class matter includes printed books, pamphlets. 
engravings and circulars in print or reproduced by a eeprine 
process. 'Me rate for third-clar matter is one cent for each two 
Guam& Fourth-class manes is all mailable matter not included 
in the three preceding classes which is no prepared for mailing as 
to be easily withdraw. from the wrapper and examined. The rate 
is one cent for each ounce. 

The franking privilege, which had grown to be an intolerable 
abuse, was temporarily abolished in 18.73. but the post office now 
carries free under official " penalty' labels or envelopes (i.e. 
envelope containing a notice of the legal penalty for their un-
authorized use) matter which is of an official character, the 
privilege being extended to congresatmen and government officials 
(see Feamttrio). As late as 1860 the mails conveyed nothing but 
written and printed matter. They now admit nearly every known 
substance which does not exceed four pounds in weight (this re-
strictioa does not apply to single books). and which from its nature 
is not Table to injure the mails or the persons of postal mapleyfs. 

A delivery system existed In a number of cities of the Union in 
tS6a, the carriers remunerating themselves by the collection of a 
voluntary fee of from one to two cents on each piece of mail 
delivered. A uniform flat delivery system was first authorised 
by law on the 3rd of March 1863, and was established on the 
succeeding rat of July in forty-nine cities. The number of 
carriers employed the first year was 68s. On the ist of July 
1884 there were 3890 letter-carriers in one hundred and fifty-
nine " free delivery cities." 

The free delivery service has grown rapidly. On tie sat of July 
root, 866 cities and towns were included in the scheme, and 
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16,389 letter-carriers were serving a population of yr.000,000. 
An extension to rural districts was started in 1896, and by 
December 1901, 4,000,000 of the rural population were within 
the scope of free delivery. Since the tst of October 1885 a 
system has been in force for the immediate delivery by 
special messengers of letters, parcels, &c., for addresses within 
certain areas. A special ten-cent stamp (or its equivalent) is 
required in addition to the ordinary postage. 

The registry system did not attain any degree of excellence 
until aftest 1860; and the money-order system was first established 
in 1864 The aggregate number of money orders, domestic and 
foreign, issued dunng the fiscal year 1906 was 6t,497.861. of the 
value of 8507.563,719. A step towards the popularization of the 
registry system was authorized in December 1899; letter-carriers 
in many city districts now accept and register letters at the door 
of the householder. Sea post offices for sorting mails during the 
Atlantic transit were established in December 1890 on the steamers 
of the North German Uoyd and Hamburg•American lines, and later 
on the vessels of the International Navigation Company. This 
plan effects a saving of from two to fourteen hours in the delivery 
of mails from Europe. The issue of " postal notes," commenced 
in 1883, was abandoned in 1894 The introduction of "postal 
checks " for small fixed amounts has been advocated. A new 
postal convention with Canada, removing the former restriction 
against sending merchandise, came into force on the 1st of March 
1888. Uniformity of postage rates having been previously estab-
lished, the United States and Canada became virtually one postal 
territory. 

A convention for an exchange of parcels with Jamaica, admitting 
articles not exceeding ti lb. was agreed to in 1887: and since 
then conventions on similar lines have been concluded with other 
colonies and countries in America. The first arrangement of 
the kind with any European country was made with Germany, 
and came into operation on the ist d October 1899. The postal 
Laws, regulations and domestic conditions of the United States 
have been extended, by act of Congress, to Porto Rico and Hawaii. 
The "island possessions" (Guam, the Philippine Archipelago and 
Tutuila) have also been brought within the scope of the domestic 
conditions, including the rates of postage. The service introduced 
into Cuba. though modelled on the American plan, is practically 
autonomous. 

Tdegraphs. —The formation of a postal telegraph system has 
continued to be a subject of discussion by the postmasters-
general. In his report for the year 1888 D. M. Dickinson pro-
posed the appointment of an expert commission authorized 
to erect short experimental lines. His successor, John Wana-
maker, for four years vigorously advocated a limited postal 
telegraph service. Under this proposal, contracting telegraph 
companies were to furnish lines, instruments and operators, and 
to transmit messages at rates fixed by the government; the 
department was to receive a small sum per message, to cover 
its expenses in collection and delivery. In 1804 Mr Bissell 
expressed the opinion that a government system would be 
unprofitable and inexpedient. 

Serfage Beaks. —The establishment of postal savings banks 
was also recommended by Mr Wanamaker in his reports for the 
years :889 to 1891, and by J. A. Gary in 1897. What is regarded 
as a step in this direction was taken in 1898, when the postal 
regulations were modified to allow money orders to be made 
payable at the office of issue,—a "mt7d and very convenient 
adaptation of the European savings bank system, without the 
payment of interest" (Mr Emory Smith). Finally in 1910 a 
system of postal savings banks was authorized by Congress. 

Aurnoarrnts.—Postmaster•Generars Annual Reports: Joyce, 
History of she British Post Office 0893); J. Wilson Hyde, The Post 
es Grassi and Form 0894); A. IL Norway, History of she Packet 
Service (1898);  F. E. Baines, Forty Years at the Post Office (1895); 
Raikes, Life of Rt. llora H. C. Raba (IWO: L'Uoioss postak 
sonerulle, sa fondant:in st SOS derolopperiesa (Lausanne, bpott 
memoire public par le bureau international k l'occasion de 
celebration du xxv• anniversalre de l'union 2-5 Wale loco; Sta- 
tongue generale to serge( postal (Bern); Shatilikle gessiode Je is 
seitIfs (Bern). 

various postal and telegraph rates andre=oris tai the 
United /Ongdom appear in the quarterly Post (price 6d.). 
For the United States, see the U.S. Official Postal Cride.(T. A. I.) 

PORT MID PAIR, a card game popular in the 16th and t7tb 
centuries. A hand consisted of three cards, a pair royal ranking 
highest, or failing this, the highest pair. Another name of the 
game was Pink. 

POSTER, a placard in the form either of letterpress or 
illustration, for posting up or otherwise exhibiting In public to 
attract attention to its conterts. According to Brewer's 
Dictionary of Phrase and Fable, before the Fire of London the rails 
and posts which protected foot.passengers in the streets were 
used fur affixing theatrical and other announcements, whence 
the name of posting-bills or posters; and its later times the name 
has come more generally into use for any fairly large septrate 
sheet, illustrated or not, used to attract publicity, even l'usugh 
not actually posted up. In the article ADvEltILSLIIIENIS the 
use of posters is discussed, and newspaper posters (or contents 
bills) under NEWsPAPERS. But the illustrated poster has come 
to represent a special form of artistic design. 

The earliest examples of pictorial posters were adorned with 
rough woodcuts. When lithography becam. a common commercial 
process, wood-blocks ceased to be employed. The modern artistic 
poster made a definite beginning in Franz about 1836, with a 
desn by Lalance to advertise a book entitled Comment mowed
'es :es 	His example was followed by C. Nanteuil, D. A. M. 
Ra let, Gavarni, Bertrand, Grandville, 'deny Johannot, E. de 
Beaumont, T. II. F.-tire, Edouard Manct and other artists of high 
repute. Most of these early designs were printed in black on while 
or tinted paper. Between ,86o and 1866 i rude attempts at print- 
ing posters in colours were made in both France and England. 
In :866 Jules Cher et began what was du itined to be the most 
noticeable series of pictorial placards in existiinee, a series containing 
over a thousand items. Cheret was originally employed in a litho- 
graphic establishment in England before he began to work for him-
self, and he used his knowledge there acquired to adapt all three 
primary colours, economically used, to ast..sishingly bolliant ends. 
d'or a considerable time he remained without a oval, though be 
had hosts of imitators. Eugene Grasset, a decorative designee 
cal great versatility, produced the first of a small number of placards 
which, though inferior as advertisements Id those of Chiart, ante 
learned and beautiful decorations. Some rhat later • wasetiosi 
was caused in Paris by the mordantly gro , esque posters of Heart 
de Toulouse•Lautrec. in which the artist ri duced detail to • mini-
mum and obtained bold effects by the empidymeat of large maws 
of flat colour. Important work, similar in character to Laumees. 
was produced by !bets, Bonnard, T. A. Steinlen and others. A new 
and contrary direction was given to post, r design by Mucha. a 
Ilungarian resident in Paris, whose placards are marked by delicate 
colour and richness of detail. The following are amongst French 
artists who have designed posters of conspicuous merit: J. L 
Forain, Willette, Paleologue, Start, Jossot, Itoedel, Mayer, Cush. 
Iliais, De Feure, A. Guillaume, Rank, Realer-Dumas, F. Vallotoa 
and Metivet. Occasionally eminent Fri ∎ ich painters, nick as 
Carriere, BOUtet de Monvel. Aman-Jean. Schwabe, have made 
essays in poster-designing. 

In England the first artists of repute to attempt the pictorial 
placard were Godfroy Durand and Walt, Crane; but the first 
bill to attract widespread attention was ••ne by Fred Walker to 
advertise a dramatized version of The It man in White 010- 
This was engraved on wood by W. Ii. lio• r  per. Shortly after this 
time pictures by Royal Academicians and ashen began to be re. 
produced as advertisements (the best-knn•iin case being that of 
'sir John Millais's " Bubbles "), but these have nothing_ directly 
to do with poster-designing. Stacy Marks. Hubert von Herkomet 
the great poster for the Afata:ine of A,: , Sir Edward Poynter 

and Sir James Linton are among popular pante(' who have made 
special drawings for reproduction as posters 

About 1894 the English poster began to improve. Desires by 
Aubrey Beardsley for the Avenue Theatre. by Dudley Hardy la 
various plays, and by Maurice Greiflenhasn for The Pall ma 
Budge, were widely noticed by reason of their originality, wet-
plicity and effectiveness. Simplicity was carried even farther by 

the Beggarstaff Brothers " (James Pry de old William Nicholson). 
whose posters are perhaps the most ori.dnal yet producod by 
Englishmen. Among other British designin the following have 
executed artistic and interesting placards: Frank Bfift1P714 
R. Anning Bell, John Haaall, Cecil Aldid, Phil May. Leonard 
ftavendlill, Henry Harland, Robert Fowler. Wilson Steer, Cberke 
R. Mackintosh, MacNair and MacDonald, Edgar Wilson. Charles 
I. Foulkes, Mabel Dearmer, Albert Morrow and C. Wilhelm. 

Poster design on the continent of Europe has been lamely far 
crated by French work, but designs of mu, ii originality have bees 
made in Germany. Belgium. Italy and Spain. In Germany. 
among the most typical posters are those i.I battler, Otto n 
t.ysis. T. T. Heine, Speyer, Max Klinger. Dula, 1-tormannid. wit 
1.. Zumbrusch. The principal Belgian it. Antis include Pnrat 
Livemont, Rassenfosse, Berchmans, Isle.. ;.,Duyck and Creseill 
V. Mignot, Donnay, Evenepoel. C. 	and Tounalett. Ina 
Italian designers those whose work is m 	haracteristie aft MM• 
lani and liohenstein; while the best 	tish pottery—those to 
advertise hull fights and fairs—arc - . , ly soonymeits. The 
Spanish artists Utrillo and CAMS have Sc:l • I posters of wee than 
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ordinary merit. Curious if not very artistic bills have been pen. 
duccd in Russia: and in Austria good work has been done by Orlik, 
Schlicssmann. Oliva and Hynais. 

In the United States of America, however, with the exception 
of some designs by Matt. Morgan. few pesters of artistic interest 
were produced before 1889, in which year Laub J. Rhead commenced 
a notable series of decorative placards. Will H. Bradley began 
to produce his curious decorative grotesque posters a little later. 
If American artists are behind Europeans in tke artistic designing 
of large posters they have no rivals in the production of small 
illustrated placards for publishers of books and magazines. Chief 
among those who have devoted themselves to this branch of poster 
design is Edward Penfield. Otheis who have achieved success 
in it include Maxfield Parrish. Ethel Reed, Will Carqueville. J. J. 
Gould, J. C. Leecker, Frank Hazenplug, Charles Dana Gibson, 
Will Denslow, Mrenm Lundbourg and Henry Mayer. 

Exhibitions of artistic posters have been held in the chief cities 
of Europe and America, and the illustrated placard has already 
a literature of its own. In England a monthly magazine (The 
Poster) was for a time specially devoted to its interests, and col-
lectors are numerous and enthusiastic. 

See Ernest Miundron, Les AfficIses illestobs (Paris, 1895): Les 
Maims der Taffiche (Paris); Let Affickes Stroregetes illesstsies (Belgium, 
Austria, Great Britain, United States, Germany and Japan) (Paris. 
1 697), Charles Hiatt, Plane Posters (London, tags). J. L. Spotted 
All Modem, Bohai (Dresden. 1897:: Arlene Alexandre. M. H.

, 

 Spielman. H. C Bonner and A. Jacuzzi, The Modem Posies 
(New York, 1895). 

POSTERN (from 0. Fr. Marne, postale, Late Lat. posterula, 
small back-door. patients, behind): a small gateway in the 
enceinte of a castle, abbey. ftc., from which to issue and enter 
unobserved. They are often called "sally ports." (See Gus.) 

POSTHUMOUS, that which appears or is produced after the 
author or creator, and thus applied to a literary work or 
work of art published or produced after Its author's death, 
or especially to a child born after the death of its tether. 
The Latin Oshawa, latest, last, from which the word is 
derived, is formed from post, after, but it was In Late Latin 
connected with human, to place in the ground (hosass), to 
bury. 

POETIC= a French term for a pretentious Imitation, a 
counterfeit, particularly used of an inartistic addition to an 
otherwise perfect work of art. The French word was adapted 
from the Italian postiaio, from Latin peritus, placed, added. 

POSTIL, or Aeorrn., properly a gloss on a scriptural text, 
particularly on a gospel text, hence any explanatory note on 
other writings. The word is also applied to a general commen-
tary, and also to a homily or discourse on the gospel or epistle 
appointed for the day. The word in Medieval Latin was postale, 
and this has been taken to represent post lie se. vaba 
i.e. " after these words of the text " (see Du Cave. 
r." postillae), but the form " apostll " may point to the Latin 
opposites'., placed near or next to. 

POSTILION (through the Fr. from the Ital. postiglione), 
a postboy, rider of a post-hone, hence any swift messenger, 
but more particularly the rider of the near horse of a vehicle 
drawn by two or more horses where there is no driver. The 
swift travelling postchaises of the 18th and early tgth centuries 
were usually driven by 'scullions. 

POEM'S. VIA, an ancient highroad of northern Italy, 
constructed in 148 s.c. by the consul Spathe Postumius Albinus. 
It ran from the coast at Genus through the mountains to 
Destons„ Placentia (the termination of the Via Amnia Lepidi) 
and Cremona, just east of the point where it crowed the Po. 
From Cremona the road ran eastward to Bedriacum, where it 
forked, one branch running to the left to Verona and thence 
to the Brenner, the other to the right to Mantua, Altinum and 
Aquileia. The military occupation of Liguria depended upon 
this road, and several of the more important towns owed their 
origin largely to it. Cremona was its central point, the distances 
being reckoned from It both eastwards and westwards. 

(T. As.) 
POST (a shortened form of pees% Pet peeziq poetry), a 

verse of poetry or a motto, either with a moral or religious 
sentiment or message of love, often inscribed in a ring or sent 
with a present, such as a bouquet of flowers, which may be the 
origin of the common use of the weed for a omega or bouquet. 

It has been suggested that this use is due to the custom of the 
symbolic use of flowers. Skeet quotes the title of a tract (Saber's 
MSS. No. :442), " A new yeare's guifte, or a pale made upon 
certen flowers," arc. " Posy rings," plain or engraved gold 
rings with a " posy " inscribed on the inside of the hoops, were 
very frequently in use as betrothal rings from the 16th to the 
18th centuries. Common " posies " were such lines as " In 
thee my choice I do rejoice," " As God decreed so we agreed," 
and the like. There are several rings of this kind In the British 
Museum. 

POTASHES, the crude potassium carbonate obtained by 
lixiviating wood ashes and evaporating the solution to dryness, 
an operation at one time carried out in iron pots—hence the 
name from " pot " and " ashes." The term potash or caustic 
potash is frequently used for potassium hydroxide, whilst such 
a phrase as sulphate of potash is now appropriately replaced by 
potassium sulphate. -(See POTASSIUM.) 

POTASSIUM (symbol K (from helium), atomic weight 39•114 
0 w t6) l, a metallic chemical element, belonging to the group 
termed the metals of the alkalis. Although never found free 
in nature, in combination the metal is abundantly and widely 
distributed. In the oceans alone there are estimated to be 
1141 X to" tons of sulphate, K,SO4, but this inexhaustible store 
is not much drawn upon; and the "salt gardens" on the coast 
of France lost their industrial importance as potash-producers 
since the deposits at Sundial in Germany have come to be 
worked. These deposits, in addition to common salt, include the 
following minerals: sylvine, KCI; carnallite, KCI•MgC13•611 10 
(transparent, deliquescent crystals, often red with diffused 
oxide of iron); Waite, K5S0eliggSO4•MgC1s6H10 (hard 
crystalline masses, permanent in the air); kieserite MeSO4•1110 
(only very slowly dissolved by water); besides polyhalite, 
IdgSarKiSrar 2CaS0.-2H10 -  anhydrite, CaS0s; salt, NaCI, and 
some minor components. These potassium minerals are not con-
fined to Stassfurt; larger quantities of sylvine and kainite are 
met with in the salt mines of Kaluss in the eastern Carpathian 
Mountains. The Stasefurt minerals owe their industrial import. 
ance to their solubility in water and consequent ready amenability 
to chemical operations. In point of absolute mass they are 
insignificant compared with the abundance and variety of potas-
siferous silicates, which occur everywhere in the earth's crust; 
orthoclase (potash felspar) and potash mica may be quoted as 
prominent examples. Such potassiferous silicates are found in 
almost all rocks, both as normal and as accessory components; 
and their disintegration furnishes the soluble potassium salts 
which are found in all fertile soils. These salts are sucked up by 
the roots of plants, and by taking part in the process of nutrition 
are partly converted into oxalate, tartrate, and other organic 
salts, which, when the plants are burned, are converted into the 
carbonate, KiC0i. It is a remarkable fact that, although in a 
given sell the soda-content may predominate largely over the 
potash salts, the plants growing in the soil take up the latter: 
in the ashes of most land plants the potash (calculated as KO) 
forms upwards of go% of the total alkali. The proposition 
holds, in its general sense, for sea plants likewise. In ocean 
water the ratio of soda (Nast)) to potash (140) is too :3.13 
(Dittmar); in kelp it is, on the average, too: 5.26 (Richardson). 
Ashes particularly rich in potash are those of burning nettles, 
wormwood (Artemisia alesiathime), tansy (Taxacetwis sulgere). 
fumitory (Frwearia ewiesalis), and tobacco. In fact, the ashes 
of herbs generally are richer in potash than those of the trunks 
and branches of trees; yet, for obvious reasons, the latter are 
of greater industrial importance as sources of potassium car-
bonate. According to Liebig, potassium Is the essential alkali 
of the animal body; and it may be noted that sheep excrete 
most of the potassium which they take from the land as sweat, 
one-third of the weight of raw nsgrino consisting of potassium 
compounds. 

To Sir Horseplay Davy belongs the merit of isolating this 
element from potash, which Itself had previously been considered 
an element. On placing a piece of potash on a platinum plate, 
connected to the negative of • powerful electric battery, and 
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bringing a platinum wire, connected to the positive of the 
battery, to the surface of the potassium a vivid action was 
observed: gas was evolved at the upper surface of the 
fused globule of potash, whilst at the lower surface, adjacent 
to the platinum plate, minute metallic globules were formed, 
some of which immediately inflamed, whilst others merely 
tarnished. In 1808 Gay-Lussac and ThEnard (Ann. chin. 
65, Q. 325) obtained the metal by passing melted potash 
down a clay tube containing iron turnings or wire heated to 
whiteness, and Caradau (ibid. 66, p. 97) effected the same 
decomposition with charcoal at a white heat. This last process 
was much improved by Brunner, Wohler, and especially by 
F. M. I.. Donny and J. D. B. Mareska (Ann. aim phyL, r85a, 
(3), 35, p. 1 47). Brunner's process consisted in forming an 
intimate mixture of potassium carbonate and carbon by igniting 
crude tartar in covered iron crucibles, cooling the mass, and then 
distilling it at a white heat from iron bottles, the vaporized 
metal being condensedbeneath thesurface of paraffin ornaphtha 
contained in a copper vessel. It was found, however, that if 
the cooling be not sufficiently rapid explosions occurred owing 
to the combination of the metal with carbon monoxide (produced 
In the oxidation of the charcoal) to form the potassium salt 
of hexaoxybenzene. In Mareska and Donny's process the con-
densation is effected in a shallow iron box, which has a large 
exposed surface, capable of being cooled by damped cloths. 
When the distillation is finished the iron box, after cooling, is 
undamped and the product turned out beneath the surface of 
paraffin. It is purified by redistilling and condensing directly 
under paraffin. Electrolytic processes have also been devised. 
Linnemann (lown. Peak. Chew., 1858, 73, P. 413) obtained the 
metal on a small scale by electrolysing potassium cyanide between 
carbon electrodes; A. Matthiessen (lours. Chem. Soc., 1856, 
p. 3o) electrolysed an equimolecular mixture of potassium and 
calcium chlorides (which melts at a lower temperature than 
potassium chloride) also between carbon electrodes; whilst 
Castner's process, in which caustic potash is electrolysed, is 
employed commercially. The metal, however, is not in great 
demand, for it is generally found that sodium (q.v.), which is 
cheaper, and, weight for weight, more reactive, will fulfil any 
purpose for which potassium may be desired.' 

Pure potassium is a silvery white metal tinged with blue; 
but on exposure to air it at once forms a film of oxide, and on 
prolonged exposure deliquesces Into a solution of hydrate and 
carbonate. Perfectly dry oxygen, however, has no action upon 
it. At temperatures below e C. it is pretty hard and brittle; 
at the ordinary temperature it is so soft that it can be kneaded 
between the fingers and cut with a blunt knife. Its specific 
gravity is o•865; hence it is the lightest metal known except 
lithium. It fuses at 62.5°C. (Bunsen) and boils at 667° 
emitting an intensely green vapour. It may be obtained 
crystallized in qfiadratic octahedra of a greenish-blue colour, 
by melting in a sealed tube containing an inert gas, and inverting 
the tube when the metal has partially solidified. When heated 
in air it fuses and then takes fire, burning into a mixture 
of oxides. Most remarkable, and characteristic for the group 
it represents, is its action on water. A pellet of potassium 
when thrown on water at once bursts out into a violet flame 
and the burning metal fizzes about on the surface, its extremely 
high temperature precluding absolute contact with the liquid, 
except at the very end, when the last remnant, through loss of 
temperature, Is wetted by the water and bursts with explosive 
violence . The reaction may be written a K+2H20 2KOH-i-H2, 
and the flame is due to the combustion of the hydrogen, the 
violet colour being occasiOned by the potassium vapour. The 
metal also reacts with alcohol to form potassium ethylate, 
while hydrogen escapes, this time without inflammation: 
1C+Cale•011 ■ CaH•OK4-11. When the oxide-free metal is 
heated gently in dry ammonia it is gradually transformed into a 
blue liquid, which on cooling freezes into a yellowish-brown or 
flesh-coloured solid, potassamide, KNH,. When heated to redness 
the amide is decomposed into ammonia and potassium nitride, 
NK.,, which is an almost black solid. Both it and the amide  

decompose water readily with formation of ammonia and cams& 
potash. Potassium at temperatures from aoeto eoe°C. taximixs 
hydrogen gas, the highest degree of saturation oorrespenchrr 
approximately to the formula K111. In a vacuum or in suffi• 
ciently dilute hydrogen the compound from aoo° upwards loin 
hydrogen, until the tension of the free gas has arrived 32 the 
maximum value characteristic of that temperature (Truest 
and Hautefeuille). 

Compounds. 
Oxides and Hydroxide.—Potassium forms two well-def.:nod oxides. 

}Cie) and K.O., whilst several others, of less certain tmistecoe. 
have been described. The monoxide. K.O. may be ontained try 
strongly heating the product or burning the metal hi slightly 
moist air; by heating the hydroxide with the metal: 2K1404.2K - 
2K,O+Hi; or by passing pure and almost dry air over the milieu 
metal (Kuhnemann, Chem. Crate., 1863, p. Asa). It fonns a ger. 
brittle mass, having a conchoidal fracture; it is very ri.liquescrar, 
combining very energetically with water to form eau tic potash. 
According to Holt and Sims (Jaunt. Owns. SOC., !floe. p. 43d), the 
substance as obtained above always contains free potassium. 

Potassium hydroxide or caustic potash, KOH, former!• considered 
to be an oxide but shown subsequently to be it hydroxide of pour 
sium,may be obtained by dissolving the metal or monox,le in water. 

i but is manufactured by double decomposition from potassium 
carbonate and slaked lime: K tC0r +Ca(011)1w2K0if+ca0), 
A solution of one part of the carbonate in t 2 parts of water is heated 
to boiling in a cast-iron vessel (industrially by mean, of sawn-
pipes) and the milk of lime added in instalments until a lasePe 
of the filtered mixture no longer effervesces with an ear's of seal 
The mixture is then allowed to settle in the iron vesiol, acres el 
air being prevented as much as practicable, and the char liquor it 
syphoned off. The remaining mud of calcium carbonate acid indrite 
is washed, by decantation, with small instalments of hot mot,  
to recover at least part of the alkali diffused throughout it, but des 
process must not be continued too long or else sosne vi the hmi 
passes into solution. The liquors alter a conceotratim in ma 
vessels are now evaporated in a silver dish, until the heavy Imp*: 
of the hydrate is seen to go off. The residual oily liquid is :hs 
poured out into a polished iron tray, or into an iron mould to T. 
duce the customary form of " sticks " and allowed to cool "P2 
solid must be at once bottled, because it attracts oxisone 
and carbonic acid of the air with great avidity and doliqi.rsers. 
According to Dittmar (hum. Soc. Chem. Ind., May 64' nk kel  
basins are far better adapted than iron basins for the prelim mare 
concentration of potash lay. The latter begin to CU Lie Mote 
the ley has come up to the traditional strength of speciat granoty 
1.333 when cold, while nickel is not attacked no long as the percent-
age of real KHO is short of 6o. For the fusion of the dry hydrate 
nickel vessels cannot be used; in fact, even silver is Ile 
attacked as soon as all the excess of water is away; ah Indy pot 
KHO can be produced only in gold vessels. Glass and (to a be 
extent) porcelain are attacked by caustic potash ley, slowly Mee 
cold, more readily on boiling. 

Solid caustic potash forms an opaque, white, stone-hike wow 
of dense granular fracture; specific gravity 2"1. It fuses consider 
ably .below and is perceptibly volatile at a red heat. At a white 
heat the vapour breaks down into potassium. hydrogen and (mins 
It is extremely soluble in even cold water, and in any proprieties 
of water on boiling. On crystallizing a solution• the briny 
KOH•214,0 is deposited; 2K014•9H20 and 2KOH•5H 10 have aka 
been obtained. The solution is Intensely " alkaline " to tar-
papers. It readily dissolve the epidermis of the skin and many 
other kinds of animal tissue—hence the former application of the 

sticks " in surgery. A dilute potash readily emulmonizes lats, sort 
on boiling saponifies them with formation of a soap and ga 
All commercial caustic potash is contaminated with exams water 

i (over and above that n the KHO) and with potassium carbonate 
and chloride; sulphate, as a rule, is absent. A preparation sufficing 
for most purposes is obtained by digesting the commercial article 
in absolute alcohol, decanting and evaporating the .stexass es 
dryneas and fusing in silver vessels. 

The peroxide, KO.. discovered by Gay-Lussac az Tltextard. 
is obtained by heating the metal in an excess of s: Atly mein 
air or oxygen. Vernon Harcourt (boars. Chem. Sac., 1. 2. p. 
recommends melting the metal in a flask filled with noregen awl 
Gradually displacing this gas by oxygen; the first t..-seed per 
film on the metal changes to a deep blue, and then the is rapallv 
absorbed, the film becoming white and afterwards 'cow. it is 
a dark yellow powder, which fuses at a high tempe,atum, the 
liquid on cooling depositing shining tabular crystal.; ,a a auit, 
heat it loses oxygen and yields the monoxide. Expo-. d to most 
air it loses oxygen, possibly giving the dioxide. KiOr; wary  nave 
with it. evolving much heat and giving caustic potash. bydnese 
peroxide and oxygen; whilst carbon monoxide goes potassium 
carbonate and oxygen at temperatures below too' A Helm 
reaction ensues with phosphorus and sulphur. and many Nista 
are oxidized by it. some with incandescence. 
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Hangers Ceerpoonds.--Potassium fisoride. KF. is a very deliques-

cent salt, crystallizing in cubes and having a sharp saline taste, 
which is formed by neutralising potassium carbonate or hydroxide 
with hydrofluoric acid and coocentratiag in platinum vessels. 
It forms the acid fluoride KHF, when dissolved in aqueous hydro-
floosie acid, a salt which at a red beat gives the normal fluoride 

 acid. Other salts of .00mposition KF•2HF and KFt3HF, have been described by Mamas (Comp*. rend., 18I8, 
cob, p. ea7). 

Potassium chloride, KC!, also known as munate of potash, 
closely rotatabls ordinary salt. It is produced in immense quantities 
at Staadurt from the so-called " Absaumsalse." For the purpose 
of the manufacturer of this salt these are assorted into • raw 
material containing approximately, in too parts. 55-65 of carnallite 
(, opmsenting 16 pans of potassium chloride), 2o-25 of common 
salt, 15-ao of kieserite; a— of tachhydrite (CaCIrahleartaHs0). 
and tumor components. This mixture is now wrought mainly in 
two ways. (1) The malt is dissolved in water with the help of 
steam, and the solution Is cooled down to from 6o° to 7•, when 
a quantity of impure common saltcrystidliaes out, which is removed. 
The decanted fay deposits on standing • 7o% potassium chloride, 
which is purified by washing with cold water. Commas salt 

priltbrou t up The 
ally 

 to from So to 95. 
goes into solution. and 

tmother-liquor 
 he percentage may thus be 
from the 7o% 

chloride is evaporated. the common salt which separates out in the 
heat removed OA it appears, and the sufficiently concentrated 
liquor allowed to crystallsm, when almost pure carnallite separates 
out, which is easily decomposed into its corn 	nts (see infra). 
(a) Ziervogel and Tucken's method.—The 	salt is ground up 
and then heated in a concentrated solution of magnesium chloride 
with agitation. The cartudlite principally dissolves and crystal-
lizes out relatively pure on cooling. The mother-liquor is used for 
a•subsequent attraction of fresh raw salt. The carnallite prodooed 
is dissolved in hot water and the solution allowed to cool, when it 
deposits a coarse granular potassium chloride containing up to 
99% of the pure subscanc The undissolved nada produced 
in either proms consists chiefly of kiescrite and common salt. 
It is worked up either for Epsom salt and common salt, or for 
sodium sulphate and magnesium chloride. The potassiferous 
bet=totts are utilised for the manufacture of manures 

Chemically pure chloride of potassium is most conveniently 
prepared from the pure perchlorate by heating it in a platinum basin 
at the lowest temperature and then fusing the residue in a well-
covered platinum crucible. The fused product 'solidifies on cooling 
Into a colourless glass. 

When hydrochloric acid gas is passed IMO the solution the 
salt is completely precipitated as a fine powder. if the original 
solution contained the chlorides of magnesium or cakium or sulphate 
of potassiumall impurities remain in the mother-liquor (the 
sulphur as KHSO.). and can be removed by washing the precipitate 
• strong hydrochloric acid. The salt oristalhaes in cubes of 
specific gravity 1.996; it melts at about floe and volatilises at a 
height red heat. When melted in a current of hydrogen or electro- 
lysed in the same condition, a dark blue mass is obtained of uncer-
tain companion. It is extensively employed, for the preparation 
of other potassium salts, but theleest quantsty .(especially of the 
impure product) Is used in the 	ad= of artificial manures .

Potassium bromide. Kar r  maybeobtained by dissolving bromine 
In potash. whereupon bromide and bromate are first forma. evapor-
ating and igniting the product in order to decompose the bromate: 
6KHO + Ars w5KBr + KBrOB + 3)110i 2KBr0s w oKBr + 401 
(d. CULA)RATILS); but it is manufactured by acting with bromine 
water on iron filings and decomposing the iron bromide thus famed 
with potassium carbonate. In appearance it closely resembles 
the chloride, forming colourless cubes which readily dissolve in 
water and melt at 73,•. It combines with bromine to form an 
unstable tribromide. Kars (see F. P. Worley. Jew.. Chem See.. 
1905. 87.. ta 1107). 

Potassium iodide. K!. is obtained by dissolving iodine in potash. 
the dcoxidation of the iodate being facilitated by the addition 
of charcoal before ignition. proceeding as with the bromide. The 
commercial salt usually has an alkaline reaction; it may be purified 
by dissolving in the minimum amount of water, and neutralising 
with dilute sulphuric acid: alcohol is now added to precipitate the 
potassium sulphate. the solution.'filtered and crystallized. It 
forms colourless cubes which are readily soluble in water. melt 
at 685• and yield a vapour of normal density. It is pratingly 
soluble in absolute alcohol. Both the iodide and bromide are 
seed in photography Iodine dissolves in an aqueous solution 
Of the son to forms dark brown liquid. which on evaporation 
OWer oulphoric and gives black acicular crystals of the ter-iodide. 

This oak is very deliquescent: it melts at 45•' tad at soo• 
decomposes into iodine and potassium iodide. For the otiy-
halogen salts Kt C111.011A13. C'uwaixt. 13.10111W1 and IODINE. 

POtatalUNI carbonate. popularly known as " potashes." 
was originally obtained in coantnes where wood was cheap by 
fixiviating wood ashen in wooden tubs. evaponsting the militia 
to derma is iron pots and calcining the Issidter: in more mesa 
practice the calcination is carried reit in reverberatory furnaces. 
Ibis product. known as " crude potashes,` contains. In additioe  

to carbonate, varying amounts of sulphate and chloride and also 
luble matter. Crude potash is used for the manufacture of 

1.ss. and. after being causticized, for the making of soft soap. 
Fur many other purposes it must be refined, which is done by 
treating the crude product with the minimum of cold water re. 
quire(' to dissolve the carbonate, removing the undissolved part 
(which consists chiefly of sulphate), and evaporating the clear 
liquor to dryness in an iron pan. The purified carbonate (which 
still contains most of the chloride of the raw material and other 
impurities) is known as " pearl ashes." Large quantities of carbon-
ate used to be manufactured from the aqueous residue left in the 
distillation of beet-root spirit, i.e. indirectly from beet-root molasses. 
The liquors are evaporated to dryness and the residue is ignited to 
obtain a very impure carbonate, which is purified by methods 
founded on the different solubilities of the several components. 
Most of the carbonate which now occurs in commerce is made from 
the chloride of the Stassfurt beds by an adaptation of the " Leblanc 
process " for the conversion of common salt into soda ash (see 
ALKALI MANUFACTURE). 

Chemically pure carbonate of potash is best prepared by igniting 
pure bicarbonate (see below) in iron or (better) in silver or platinum 
vessels, or else by calcining pure cream of tartar. The latter opera-
tion furnishes an intimate mixture of the carbonate with charcoal, 
from which the carbonate is extracted by lixiviation with water 
And filtration. The filtrate is evaporated to dryness (in iron or 

*intim vessels) and the residue fully dehydrated by gentle 
:ion. The salt is thus obtained as a white porous mass, fusible 

red heat (838' C., Carnelley) into a colourless liquid, which 
fies into a white opaque mass. The dry salt is very hygro- 

-. oic; it deliquesces into an oily solution (" oleurn tartan') in 
ordinary air. • The. most saturated solution contains 205 parts 
of the salt to too of water snd boils at ;35°, On crystallizing a 
solution monoclinic crystals of 21.C.00s3t130 are deposited, which 
at too° lose water and give a .white powder of KICOs.H2O; this 
is completely dehydrated at 13o*. The carbonate, being insoluble 
in strong alcohol (and many other liquid organic compounds), is 
much used for dehydration of the corresponding aqueous prepara-
tions. The pure carbonate is constantly used in the laboratory as 

',sic substance generally for the disintegration of silicates, and 
precipitant. The industrial preparation serves for the making 

i flint glass, of potash soap (soft soap) and of caustic potash. 
Potassium bicarbonate, KHCO,. is obtained when carbonic acid 

is passed through a cold solution of the ordinary carbonate as long 
as it is absorbed. Any silicate present is also converted into 
bicarbonate with elimination of silica, which must be filtered ofl. 
The filtrate is evaporated at a temperature not exceeding 60° or 
at most 7o° C.; alter sufficient concentration it deposits on cooling 
anhydrous crystals of the salt. while the potassium chloride. which 
may be present as an impurity, remains mostly in the mother. 
liquor; the rest is easily removed by repeated recrystallization. 
If an absolutely pore preparation is wanted it is best to follow 
"...hler and start with the " black flux " produced by the ignition 

;.are bitartrate. The flux is moistened with water and exposed to 
current of carbonic acid, which, on account of the condensing 

action of the charcoal, is absorbed with great avidity. The 
bicarbonate forms large monoclinic prisms, permanent in the air. 
When the dry salt is heated to too* it decomposes into normal 
carbonate, carbon dioxide and water.. 

Potassium sulphide. K,S, was obtained by Berzclius in' pale red 
crystals by passing hydrogen over potassium sulphate, and by 
Berthier as a flesh-coloured mass by heating the sulphate with 
carbon. It appears, however, that these products contain higher 
sulphides. On saturating a solution of caustic potash with sulphur. 
etted hydrogen and adding a second equivalent of alkali, a solution 
is obtained which on evaporation in a vacuum deposits crystals 
of K.S.311,(). The solution is strongly caustic. It turns yellow 
in exposure to air, absorbing oxygen and carbon dioxide and 

I -ming thiosulphate and potassium carbonate and liberating 
,.huretted hydrogen, which decomposes into water and sulphur, 

I:a latter combining with the monosulphide to form higher salts. 
The solution also decomposes on boiling. The hydrosulphide. 
KHS. was obtained by Gay-Lussac on heating the metal in sulphur. 
cued hydrogen. and by Berzelius on acting with sulphuretted hydro-
gen on potassium carbonate at a dull red heat. It forms a yellow isb-
afiite  mass,. which melts on heating, and at a 

iently high temperature it yields • dark red liquid. It is 
soluble in water, and on evaporation in a vacuum over 

oi.tic lime it deposits colourless, rhombohedral crystals of 
sh:HS.l..60. The solution is more easily prepared by saturating 
potash solution with sulphuretted hydrogen. The solution has 

bitter taste, and on exposure to the air turns yellow, but on long 
exposure it recovers its original colourless appearance owing to the 
formation of thiosulphate. Liner of sulphas or hoar seiph.ris, 
a medicine known to the alchemists, is a mixture of various poly. 
sulphides with the sulphate and thiosulphate, in variable proportion', 

•a:ned by gently heating the carbonate with sulphur in covered 
It forms a liver-coloured mass, In the pharmacopoeia 

I 	‘1,sienated Walla salrhurata. 
1' :vaium sulphite. KsS0s, is prepared by saturating a potash 

solution with sulphur dioxide. adding a second equivalent of Potash. 
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and crystallizing in a vacuum, when the silt 	 as small 
deliquescent, hexagonal crystals. The salt 	•h° may be 
obtained by crystallizing the metabisulphite, &Ws (from sulphur 
dioxide and a hot saturated solution of the carbonate, or from 
sulphur dioxide and a mixture of milk of lime and potassium sul-
phate) with an equivalent amount of potash. The salt Wrallis0 
Is obtained as oblique rhombic octahedra by crystathdog the 
solution over sulphuric acid. On the isomeric potassium sodium 
sulphl.,,  we SULPHUR. 

Pot. 	n sulphate, IC,S0., a salt known early in the 14th ccatury, 
and siud,ri by Glauber, Boyle and Tachenius, was styled in the 
t7th century arcanum or sal dupitcatuni, being regarded as a com-
bination of an acid salt with an alkaline salt. It was obtained an 
• by-product in many chemical reactions, and subsequently used 
to be extracted from kainite, one of the Stassfurt minerals, but the 
process is now given up because the salt can be produced cheaply 
enough from the chloride by decomposing it with sulphuric acid 
and calcining the residue. To purify the crude product it is die-
solved in hot water and the solution filtered and allowed to cool, 
when the bulk of the dissolved salt crystallizes out with character-
istic promptitude. The very beautiful (anhydrous) crystal, have 
the habit of a double six-sided pyramid, but really belong to the 
rhombic system. They are transparent, very hard and absolutely 
permanent in the air. They have a bitter, salty taste. The salt 
Is soluble in water, but insoluble in caustic potash of sp. gr 1.35, 
and in absolute alcohol. It fusesat 1078 °. The crude salt is used 
occasionally in the manufacture of glass. The acid sulphate or 
bisulphate. KHSO,, is readily produced by fusing thirteen parts 
of the powdered normal salt with eight parts of sulphuric acid. 
It forms rhombic pyramids, which melt at 197 °. It dissolves in 
three parts of water of o °  C. The solution behaves pretty much 
as if its two congeners, K,SO, and %so,, were present side by 
side of each other uncombined. An excess of alcohol. in fact, 
precipitates normal sulphate (with little bisulphate) and Ire acid 
remains in solution. Similar is the behaviour of the fu.d dry 
salt at a dull red heat; it acts on silicates, titanates, &c., if it 
were sulphuric acid raised beyond its natural boiling point. Hence 
its frequent application in analysis as a disintegrating agent. For 
the salts of other sulphur acids, see SULPHUR. 

Potassamide, NlitK, discovered by Gay-Lussac and Thenard 
in lam is obtained as an olive green or brown mass by gently beat-
ing the metal in ammonia gas, or as a white, waxy, crystalline 
mass when the metal is heated in a silver boat. It decomposes 
in moist air, or with water, giving caustic potash and ammonia, 
in the latter case with considerable evolution of heat. On strong 
heating Tithesley (lours. Chem. Soc., 1894, p. 5 t t) found that it 
decomposed into its elements. For the nitrite, see N/TROGEN, 
for the nitrate We SALTPITRE and for the cyanide see PRUSSIC 
ACID; for other salts see the articles wherein the corresponding 
acid receives treatment. 

Analysis, 	 volatile potassium compounds impart a 
violet coloration to the Bunsen flame, which is masked, however, 
if sodium be present. The emission spectrum shows two lines, 
Ks, a double line towards the infra-red, and Ker in the violet. 
The chief insoluble salts are the perchlomte, acid-tartrate and 
platinochloride. The atomic weight was determined by Stas and 
more recently by T. W. Richards and A. Stabler, who obtained 
the value 39.114 from analyses of the chloride, and by Richards 
and E. Meuller, who obtained the values 39.1135 and 39.1143 from 
analyses of the bromide (see Abs. 1. C. S., 1907, ii. 615). 

Medicine. 
Pharmacology.—Numerous salts and preparations of potassium 

are used in medicine; viz. Potassii Carbons (salt of tartar), dose 
5 to 20 gm, from which are made (a) Pawns Bicarbonas. dose 5 to 
3o grs.; (6) Polassa Causlica, a powerful caustic not used internally. 
From caustic potash are made (1) Potassii Permanganas, dose 
t to 3 grs., used in preparing Liquor Potassii Permangano ir. a 

solution, dose 2 tO • dm (2) Potassii Iodidum, dose 3 to 20 
grs.; from this are made the Linarnentuo Potassii lodidi cum sapone, 
strength I in to, and the Unguent:gm Potassii lodidi strength 
I in to. (3) Potassii Bromidum, dose 5 to 30 gra (4) Liquor 
Paassae. strength 27 grs. of caustic potash to the oz. Potassii 
Citron, dose to to 40 gn. Potassii &etas. dote to to 6o grs. 
Potassii Caesar, dose 5S to 15 grs., from which is made a lozenge. 
Trochiscus Potassii Chloratis, each containing 3 grs. Potassii 
Maras Acidus (cream of tartar), dose ao to 6o gm, which has 
a subpreperation Potassii Teams, dose 30 to 6o grs. Potassii 
Nitres (saltpetre), dose 5 to 20 gm. Potastii Sulphas, dose so to 
so gm. Potassii &chromes, dose to gr. 

Toxicology.—Poisoning by caustic potash may take place or 
poisoning by pearl ash containing caustic potash. A caustic taste 
in the mouth is quickly followed by burning abdominal pain. 
vomiting and diarrhoea, with a feeble pulse and a cold clammy 
skin; the post-mortem appearances are those of acute gastro-
intestinal irritation. The treatment is washing out the stomach or 
giving emetics followed by vinegar or lemon juice and later oil and 
white of egg. 

Therapeutic-a—Externally: Caustic potash is a most powerful 
irritant and caustic; it is used with lime in making Vienna paste,  

which is maudonally used to destroy morbid_growthe. Licruest 
potassee is also used in certain skin disease.. The permanganate 
of Esau& is an irritant if used pure. Its principal action is as an 
antiseptic and disinfectant. If wet it oxidizes the products ol 
decomposition. It is used in the dressing of foul ulcer.. The t %, 
solution is an antidote for snake-bite. 

internally: Dilute solutions of potash, like other alkalis, are 
used to neutralize the poisonous effects of strong acids- In the 
stomach potassium salts neutralize the gastric acid, and hence 
small doses are useful in h 	"dia. Potassium salts am 
strongly diuretic. acting direct on the renal epitheliums. They 
are quickly excreted in the urine, rendering it alkaline and don 
more able to hold uric acid in solution. They also hinder the forma- 
tWt- of uric acid calculi. The acetate and the &trate are valuable 
mild diuretics in Bright's disease and in feverish condition., wad 
by increasing the amount of urine diminish the pathological fluids 
in pleuritic effusion, ascites. ffic. In tubal nephrites they aid the 
excretion of fatty casts. The tartrate and acid tartrate are also 
diuretic in their action and, as well as the sulphate, are valssabar 
hydragegue saline purgatives. Potassium nitrate is chiefly.  used 
to make nitre paper, which on burning emits fumes useful in the 

ton used in smoo are 	 thie, 	silitis and 	ryngitas. 	cao 
treatment of the asthmatic paroxysm. Limit

a
ed of Asotnousust 

chlorate a 
also be used in • gargle, to gra. to 1 fl. oz. 	water. Its there- 
peutic action is said to be due to nascent oxygen given oil, so it 
is local in its action. In large doses it is a dangerous poison. cast 
venting the oxyhaerrioglobin of the blood into methacthaciobia 
Internally. the permanganate is a valuable antidote LZI Opal, 
poisoning. The action of potassium bromide and pota.nsio 
Iodide has been treated under bromine and iodine (q.v.). All pour 
slum salts if taken in large doses are cardiac deporssants. 
also depress the nervous system. especially the brain and spvd 
cord. Like all alkalis if given in quantities they increase me rabdtsa  

POTATO (Seamans hiberossun), a well-known Plant which 
owes its value to the peculiar habit of developing underrated 
slender leafless shoots or branches which differ in character sal 
office from the true roots, and gradually swelling at the free ed 
produce the tubers (potatoes) which are the common vegenia 
food. The nature of these tubers is further rendered macs 
by the presence of " eyes " or leaf-buds, which in due time 
lengthen into shoots and form the haulm or stems of the plait. 
Such buds are not, under ordinary circumstances. fOritOi on 
roots. The determining cause of the formation of the tubers 
is not certainly known, but Professor Bernard leas *aerated 
that it is the presence of a fungus, Pusarisms sdsssi , which, 
growing in the underground shoots, irritates them and ceases 
the swelling; the result is that an efficient method of prapaysin 
is secured independently of the seed. Starch and other mums 
are stored up in the tubers, as in a seed, and are rendered avail-
able for the nutrition of the young shoots. When grown ender 
natural circumstances the tubers are relatively small and don 
to the surface of the soil, or even lie upon it. In the latter an 
they become green and have an acrid taste, which tenders them 
unpalatable to human beings, and as poisonous qualities are 
produced similar to those of many Solanaceae they are unwinds 
some. Hence the recommendation to keep the tubers In cellars 
or pits, not exposed to the light. Among the nine hundred 
species of Solanum less than a dozen have this property el 
forming tubers, but similar growths are formed at the ends of 
the shoots of the common bramble, of Cerronnsies steam of 
11 dianthus tubermus, the so-called Jerusalem artichoke, of 
SagiUmia, and other plants. Tubers 'are also sometimes formed 
on aerial branches, as in some Aroids, Begonias, dm. The 
production of small green tubers on the haulm, in the azth of 
the leaves of the potato, is not very unfrequent, and affords an 
interesting proof of the true morphological nature of the under-
ground shoots and tubers. This phenomenon follows fajta) , 

 to the phloem in the lower parts of the stem, preventing lbe 
downward flow of elaborated sap. The injury may be due to 
gnawing insects, and particularly to the fungus Cynicism sous 
var. Saioxi (Rhisectenia). 

The so-called 5r-cone potatoes, which ate elonganni and 
provided with scales at mote or lees regular intervals, show also 
very clearly that the tuber is only a thickened branch with 
" eyes " set in regular order, as in an ordinary shoot. The 
potato tuber consists mainly of a mosso( cells filled with Audi 
and encircled by a thin corky rind. A few vessels and weedy 
fibres traverse the tubers. 
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The chief value of the potato as an article of diet consists in 
the starch it contains, and to a less extent In the potash and other 
salts. The quantity of nitrogen in its composition is small, 
and hence it should not be relied on to constitute the staple 
article of diet. Letheby gives the following as the average 
composition of the potato— 

Nitrogenous matters . 2.1 	Saline matter . . . o•7 
Starch, &c. 	. . . 18.8 I Water 	. . . 	75.0 
Sugar 	  3• 2  
Fat   0.2 

—a result which approximates closely to the average of nineteen 
analyses cited in How Crops Grow from Grouven. In some 
analyses, however, the starch is put as low as 13.3o, and the 
nitrogenous matter as 0-02 (Debfrain, Cows do chit** agricole, 
p. 159).  Boussingault gives 25-2% of starch and 3% of nitro-
genous matter. Warington states that the proportion of 
nitrogenous to non-nitrogenous matter in the digestible part 
of potatoes is as I to ro-6. The composition of the tubers 
evidently varies according to season, soils, manuring, the variety 
grown, 8tc., but the figures cited will give a sufficiently accurate 
idea of it. The " ash " contains on the average of thirty-one 
analyses as much as 59-8% of potash, and 19-1 % of phosphoric 
acid, the other ingredients being in very minute proportion. 
Where, as In some parts of northern Germany, the potato is 
grown for the purpose of manufacturing spirit great attention 
Is necessarily paid to the quantitative analysis of the starchy and 
saccharine matters, which are found to vary much in particular 
varieties, Irrespective of the conditions under which they are 
grown. 

It is to the Spaniards that we owe this valuable esculent. 
The Spaniards met with it In the neighbourhood of Quito, 
where it was cultivated by the natives. In the Cronica de Peru 
of Pedro Cieca 1553), as well as in other Spanish books 
of about the same date, the potato is mentioned under the 
name " battata " or " papa." Hieronymus Cardan, a monk, 
is supposed to have been the first to Introduce it from Peru into 
Spain. from which country it passed into Italy and thence into 
Belgium. Carl Sprengel, cited by Professor Edward Marren 
In his biographical sketch entitled Charles * 'Rufus*, so vie 

ses mores, states that the potato was introduced from Santa 
Fl into England by John Hawkins in 1563 (Casks Zcilung, 
silos. p. 346). If this be so, it is a question whether the English 
and not the Spaniards are not entitled to the credit of the first 
introduction; but, according to Sir Joseph Banks, the plant 
brought by Drake and Hawkins was not the common English 
potato but the sweet potato. 

In 1587 or :588 De l'Escluse (Clusius) received the plant 
from Philippe de Sivry, lord of Waldheim and governor of Mons, 
who in his turn received It from some member of the suite of 
the papal legate. At the discovery of America, we are told by 
Humboldt, the plant was cultivated in all the temperate parts 
of the continent from Chile to Colombia, but not in Mexico. 
In 1585 or 1586, potato tubers were brought from what is now 
North Carolina to Ireland on the return of the colonists sent out 
by Sir Walter Raleigh, and were first cultivated on Sir Walter's 
estate near Cork. The tubers introduced under the auspices 
of Raleigh were thus imported a few years later than those 
mentioned by Clusius in 1588, which must have been in cultiva-
tion in Italy and Spain for some years prior to that time. The 
earliest representation of the plant is to be found in Gerard's 
Herbal, published in 1597. The plant is mentioned under the 
name Papas orbiculate, in the first edition of the Catalog*.  
of the same author, published in 1596. and again in the second 
edition, which was dedicated to Sir Walter Raleigh (1599). 
It is, however, in the Herbal that we find the first description of 
the potato, accompanied by a woodcut sufficiently correct to 
leave no doubt whatever as to the identity of the plant. In 
this work (p. 781) It is called " Battata virgisuana sive Virginia-
norum, et Pappas, Potatoes of Virginia." 

The " common potatoes" of which Gerard speaks are the 
tubers of ',erased 804114.8, the sweet potato, which nowadays 
would not in Great Britain be spoken of as common. A second  

edition of the Herbal was published in t636 by Thomas Johnson, 
with a different illustration from that given in the first edition, 
and one which in some respects, as in showing the true nature 
of the tuber, is superior to the first. The phenomenon of growing 
out or " super-tuberation " is shown in this cut. 

Previous to this (in 1629) Parkinson, the friend and associate 
of Johnson, had published his Parading:, in which (p. 5:7) he 
gives an indifferent figure of the potato under the name of Papas 
sea Banal= VirgiNiamorsou, and adds details as to the method 
of cooking the tubers which seem to indicate that they were 
still luxuries. Chabraeus, who wrote in 1666, tells us that 
the Peruvians made bread from the tubers, which they called 
" chunno." He further tells is that by the natives Virgiosieas 
hurl* the plant was called " openauk," and that it is now 
known in European gardens, but he makes no mention of its 
use as an esculent vegetable, and, indeed, includes it among 
" plantae malignae et venenatae." Heriot (De Bry's Calla:floss 
of Voyages), in his report on Virginia, describes a plant under 
the same name " with roots as large as a walnut and others much 
larger; they grow in damp soil, many hanging together as if 
fixed on ropes; they are good food either boiled or roasted." 
The plant (which is not a native of Virginia) was probably 
Introduced there in consequence of the intercourse of the early 
settlers with the Spaniards. The cultivation of the potato 
in England made but little progress, even though it was 
strongly urged by the Royal Society in t663; and not much more 
than a century has elapsed since its cultivation on a large scale 
became general. 

Botanists are agreed that the only specks in general cultivation 
in Great Britain is the one which Bauhin. in his Pkyropirsax, p. 89 
(1596), called Sakorans erberosuus exsdeussou, a name adopted by 
Linnaeus (omitting the last epithet), and employed by all botanical 
writers. This species is probably native in Chile, but it is very 
doubtfuldf it is truly wild farther north. Baker (Jowls. Linn. 
Soc., 1884, wt. 09), has reviewed the tuber-bearing species ci 

su Solanafrom a systematic 'mint of view as well as from that of 
geographical distribution. Out of twenty so-called species he con-
siders six to be really distinct, while the others are merely synony- 
mous or trifling variations. The six admitted tuber-bearing species 
are S. soberesum, S. Maggio, S. Comasersoni, S. eardiolskyaros, S. 
inaserii and S. asyearpsow. 

S. tuberosual is, according to Mr Baker, a native not only of 
the Andes of Chile but also of those of Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador 
and Colombia, also of the mountains of Costa Rica, Mexico and the 
south-western United States. It seems most probable, however, 
that some at least of the plants mentioned in the northern part 
of America are the descendants of cultivated forma S. Mastics 
is a native of the Chilean coast as far south as the Chance Archipelago, 
and was cultivated in the garden of the Horticultural Society at 
Chiswick in 1822, being con-
sidered by Sabine. in his paper 
on the native country of the 
wild potato, to be the true 
S. tuberosson and the origin of 
the cultivated forms. This 
species was also found by 
Darwin in Chile, and was con-
sidered by him, as by Sabine 
before him. to be the wild 
potato. Baker refers to the 
plants figured by Sabine (Trans. 
Hort. SOC. Load. v. 249) 
(fig. t) as being without doubt 
S. Aloglso. but A. de Candolle 
(Osigise des Plantes sultiotes, 
p. 40) is equally emphatic in 
the opinion that it is S. tuber-
onus. S. Connuerseas occurs in 
Uruguay. Buenos Aires and the 
Argentine Republic. in rocky 
situations at a low level. Under err. 5  iv. h tbe Tags. aart 
the name of S. Ohroudii it has 	sm. Load., sssa..e. v. pl. 
been introduced into western text) 
France. where it is Not only Flo. t.—Wild Potato-plant in 
hardy but produces abundance 
of tubers, which are palatable, 	

bloom. 

but have a slightly acid taste. S. eardiopkArtnn, described by 
Lindley in the loans. Hort. Sor. is a native of the mountains 
of central Mexico at elevations of Soto to 9000 ft. S. /astern ts 
• well-defined species occurring in the mountains of Colorado, 
New Mexico and Arizona. and also in Mexico. In a wild site 
the tubers are not larger than marbles. S. oxyearpstas is s 

100-0 
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little known but very distmet tuberous species from central 
Mexico.' 

A review of the localities to which the presence of S. imberamon 
and its tuber-bearing allies has been ascertained shows that. 
brdadly, these varieties may be divided into mountainous and 
littoral. In either case they would not be subjected, at least 
in their growing season, to the same extremes of beat, cold and 
drought as plants growing on inland plains. Again, those forma 
growing at a high elevation would probably start into growth 
later in the season than those near the coast. The significance 
of these facts from a cultural point of view is twofold: for, 
while a late variety is desirable for culture in Great Britain, 
as ensuring more or less immunity from spring frost, it is, on 
the other hand, undesirable, because Late varieties are more 
liable to be attacked by the potato disease (Phytopholsora 
infulans) which as a rule appears about the time when the 
earliest varieties are ready for lifting, but before the late varieties 
are matured. 

In cultivation the potato varies very greatly not only as to 
the season of its growth but also as to productiveness, the 
vigour and luxuriance of its foliage, the presence or relative 
absence of hairs, the form of the leaves, the size and.colour of 
the flowers, &c. The tubers vary greatly in size, form and 
colour; gardeners divide them into rounded forma and long 
forms or " kidneys," and there are of course varieties inter-
mediate in form. The colour of the rind, yellowish, brown 
or purple, furnishes distinctions, as does the yellow or white 
colour of the flesh. The colour of the eyes and their prominence 
or depression are relatively very constant characteristics. 
These variations have arisen chiefly through cross-breeding, 
though not entirely so, there being a few cases upon record of 
the production of " sports " from tubers that have become the 
parents of new varieties, but authentic cases of the. sporting 
of tubers are few and far between. If, on the other hand, the 
true seeds of any of our cultivated varieties .  are sown, the 
seedlings show very wide variations from one another and from 
the parents. In this connexion it is very interesting to observe 
that Messrs Sutton of Reading find that the seedlings of many 
of the varieties of potato that occur spontaneously in different 
parts of America come quite true to type from seed. 

The potato thrives best in a rather light friable loans; and in thin 
sandy soils the produce, if not heavy, is generally of very good quality. 
Soils which are naturally wet and heavy, as well as those which 
are heavily manured, are not suitable. Indeed it is best, except 
when there is ample space, to grow only the earlier kinds in gardens. 
If the FOB is of fair quality the less manure used upon it the better, 
unless it be soot or lime. Gypsum, bone-dust, superphosphate of 
lime and nitrate of soda may also be used, and wood ashes are 
advantageous if the soil contains much vegetable matter, but the 
befit results are usually obtained when farmyard manure is supple- 
mented by artificials, not by using artificial. alone. 

Potatoes arc commonly propagated by planting whole tubers 
or by dividing the tubers, leaving to each segment or " set " one or 
two eyes or buds. The" sets " are then planted in rows at a distance 
varying from 15 in. to 3 ft., the distance being regulated by the 
height of the sterns, and that between the sets varying from 6 to 
12 in., 8 in. being a good average space for garden crops, with 2 ft. 
between the rows. The sets may be put in 6 in. deep. The planting 
of whole tubers instead of the cut sets usually gives a better return. 

Although these six are the only species admitted as such by 
Baker, it is well to note some of the varieties. The S. deb.-mums 
of Lindley, differing from the common S. tuberessun in not producing 
tubers, was found in Chile, and is probably not specifically distinct, 
although exceptional, for it is by no means very unusual to find 
even cultivated plants produce no tubers. S. Fernandeziaxion is, 
according to Baker, a form of S. tuberosunt, but if so its habitat in 
the mountain woods of Juan Fernandez is climatically different 
from that In the dry mountains of central Chile. where the true 
S. toberessins grows. S. older was found more recently by Andre 
on the summit of Quindiu in Colombia, at a height of tt.483 ft. 
It produces tubers of the size of a nut. S. Andreanum, found by 
Andre at Cauca (6234 ft.). was considered by the traveller to be the 
true S. toberesuns, but this view is not shared by Baker, who named 
it after the discoverer. Its tubers, if it produces any, have not 
been seen. S. 'moat is probably only a slight variety of S. tuber's. 
sum, as are also the Venezuelan S. coleethianosn, S. verrotesosn, S. 
deminum and S. utile. S. Fendkri. a native of the mountains of 
New Mexico and Arizona, was considered by Am Gray to be likewise 
a form of S. inberesune. 

The fultsined tubers are, however, preferable to smaller ones, as their 
larger buds tend to produce stronger shoots. and where rut sets are 
used the beat returns are obtained from sets taken from the 
of the tubers—not from their base. Thomas Dickson of Ertin 
long ago observed that the most healthy and productive crop was 
to be obtained by planting unripe tubers, and proposed this as a 
preventive of the disease called the " curl," which sometimes attacks 
the young stems, causing them and also the leaves to become 
crumpled, and few or no tubers to be produced: in this connexion 
it is Interesting to note that Scottish and Irish seed potatoes give a 
larger yield than English, probably on account of their being less 
mature!. It has also been noted that the sprouting of the eye* 
of the potato may be accelerated if, while still unripe, it is taken up 
and exposed for some weeks to the influence of a scorching sun 
The best sets are those obtained from plants grown in elevated 
and open situations, and it is also beneficial to use sets grown on a 
different soil. 

The earliest crops, should, if possible, be planted in a light ses1 
and in a warm situation, towards the end of February, or as early as 
possible in March. In some cases the tubers for early crops are 
sprouted on a hotbed, the plants being put out as soon as the leases 
can bear exposure. 

The main crop should be planted by the middle of March. sprouted 
sets being used; late planting is very undesirable. Those la 
tended for storing should be dug up as soon as they are fair' ly ripe. 
unless they are attacked by the disease, in which ease they must 
be taken up as soon as the murrain is observed; or if they are thee 
sufficiently developed to be worth preserving, but not fully Sgse 
the haulms or shows should be pulled out, to prevent the Ionia 
passing down them into the tubers; this may be done without ds 
turbing the tubers, which can be dug afterwards. 

Forcing.—The earliest crop may be planted in December. and 
successional ones in January and February; the varieties 
suited for forcing being chosen. The mode of cultivation 
by the London market gardeners is thus in substance ex 
Cuthill: A long trench. 5 ft. wide and 2 ft. deep. is filled with has 
dung. on which soil to the depth of 6 in. is put. The ems 
arc middle-sited whole potatoes, which are placed close 
over the bed. covered with 2 in. of mould, and then 
protected with mats and straw, under which conditions t 
sprout in about a month. A bed of the requisite length (Sometime 
too yds.) is then prepared of about 2 ft. thicknem of hot dung. sus 
is put on to the depth of 8 in., and the frames set over aft The 
potatoes are then carefully taken up from the striking lvd, aU the 
shoots being removed except the main one, and the) are-Pinned 
4 in. deep, radishes being sown thinly over them and rumor bOtfy 
with mould. When the haulm of the potato has grown us ahem 
6 in. in height the point, are nipped off, in order to give the radishes 
fair play; and, although this may stop growth for a few days, still 
the potato crop is alwa, a excellent. After planting nothing more 6. 
required but to keep ell the temperature to about To'. admitting 
air when practicable, and giving water as required. The crop 
not due up until it has one to maturity. 

Potatoes are also girwo largely in hooped beds on a WW1 
border in the open go., rid. The sets after having been 'prow-et 
as above, are planted out intflanuary. in trenches ft. deep felled 

 anted stn. deep, and over all radishes with hot dung, the sets 1 Li  
are sown. The ridges ire t en hooped over, allowing about a ft. 
of -ice in the middle. between the mould and the hoop, and art 
co, .. d with mats and straw, but as soon as the radishes come up 
they are uncovered daily, and covered again every night as a pro 
tection against possible frosts. This is continued till the potitoes 
arc ready for digging in May. 

Potatoes are sometimes grown in pots in hest, sprouted sets btieg 
planted in 11-in. pots about two-thirds full of soil, and placed  
near the glass in any of the forcing-houses, where a temperature of 
from 65° to 7o' is to be maintained. The plants are duly watered 
and earthed up as they advance in growth. 

POTATO DISEASES 

There arc few agricultural subjects of greater import/am 
than the culture of the potato and the losses entailed by potato 
disease. It is not unusual in bad seasons for a single grower 
to lose f3o per acre in one season. In extreme cams every 
tuber is lost, as the produce will not even Fay the met 
lifting. 

The best-known disease of potatoes is canted by the growth 
of a fungus named Phytoplotkoro inftslott, within the tisanes 
of the host plant, and this fungus has the peculiar property el 
piercing and breaking up the cellular tissues and setting up 
putrescence in the course of its growth. The parasite, which 
has a somewhat restricted range of host plants, chiefly invades 
the potato, SOill MOW 'whereto's!: the bittersweet, S. Dakar/ram 
and other species of Solomon. It is also very destructive to 
the tomato, Lycopersimon ettulentunt, and to all or nearly all 
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the other species of Lycopersicusa. At times ft attacks petunias 
and even scrophulariaceous plants, as Andsocasis and Scitiz-
onthoss. 

As a rule, although there are a few exceptions, the disease occurs 
wherever the potato is grown. It is known in South America in the 
home of the potato plant. In England the disease is Lgenerally 
first saes during the last ten days orJ uly; its extension is greatly 
favoured by warm and showery weather. To the unaided eye the 
disease is seen as purplish brown or blackish blotches of various 
sizes, at first on the tips and edges of the leaves, and ultimately 
upon the leaf-stalks and the larger stems. On gathering the 
foliage for examination, especially in humid weather, these 
dark blotches are seen to be putrid. and when the disease takes 
a bad form the dying_ leaves give out a highly offensive odour. The 
fungus, which is chiefly within the leaves and stems, seldom emerges 
through the firm upper surface of the leaf: it commonly appears 
as a white bloom or mildew on the circumference of the disease-
patches on the under surface. It grows within the tissues from 
central spots towards an ever-extending circumference. carrying 
putrescence in its course. As the patches extend in size by the 
growth of the fungus they at length become confluent, and so the 
leaves are destroyed and an end is put to one of the chief vital 
functions of the host plant. On the destruction of the leaves the 
fungus either descends the stem by the interior or the spores are 
washed by the rain to the tubers in the ground. In either case the 
tubers are reached by the fungus or its spores, and so become diseased. 
The fungus is very small in size, and under the microscope appears 
slightly whitish or colourless. The highest powers are required to see 
all flails of the parasite. 

The accompanying illustration shows the habit and structure of 
the fungus. The letters A B show a vertical section through a frag-
ment of a potato leaf, enlarged too diameters: A is the upper surface 
line, and tithe lower: the lower surface of the kaf is shown at the top, 

FIG. z.—Pke4opkassea Celesta's.. Fungus of Potato Disease. 

the better to exhibit the nature of the fungus growths. Between 
A and I3 the loose cellular tissue of which the leaf Is partly built 
up is seen in section, and at C the vertical palisade cells which give 
firmness to the upper surface of the leaf. Amongst the loose tissue 
of the leaf numerous transparent threads are shown: these are the 
mycelia! threads or spawn of the fungus: wherever they touch 
the leaf-cells they pierce or break down the tissue, and so set up 
decomposition, as indicated by the darker shading. The lower 
surface of the potato leaf is furnished with numerous organs of 
transpiration or stomata. which are narrow orifices • into 
the leaf and from which moisture is transpired in the form of 
vapour. Out of these small openings the fungus threads emerge, 
as shown at D, D. D. When the threads reach the air they branch 
in a treelike meaner, and each branch (sporangiophore) carries one 
or more ovate sporangia. as shown at 6. E. E, which faU of  and are 
carried by the %SILL One is shown more highly magnified (400 

 diameters) at F: the contained protoplasm tweaks up into a definite 
number of parts as at G. forming eight minute  mobile 
ambits called ' soospores," each Romp/ire being furnished with two 

extremely attentuated vibrating hairs termed •• cilia," as shown at H. 
These zoospores escape and swim about in any film of moisture, and 
on going to rest take a spherical form, germinate and produce 
threads of mycelium as at K. The sporangia may also germinate 
directly without undergoing division. The mycelium from the 
germinating sporangia or zoospores soon ends its way into the 
tissues of the potato leaf by the organs of transpiration, and the 
process of growth already described is repeated over and 
over again till the entire potato leaf, or indeed the whole plant, is 
reduced to putridity. 

The germinating spores are not only able to pierce the leaves and 
stems of the potato plant, and so gain an entry to its interior through 
the epidermis, but they are also able to pierce the skin of the tuber, 
especially in young examples. It is therefore obvious that, if the 
tubers are exposed to the air where they are liable to become slightly 
cracked by the sun, wind, hail and rain, and injured by small animals 
and insects. the spores from the leaves will drop on to the tubers. 
quickly germinate upon the slightly injured places, and cause the 
potatoes to become diseased. Earthing up therefore prevents these 
injuries, but where practised to an immoderate extent it materially 
reduces the produce of tubers. The labour entailed in repeated 
earthing up is also considered a serious objection to its general 
adoption. 

The means of mitigating the damage done by this disease 
are (t) the selection of varieties found to resist its attacks; 
(2) the collection and destruction of diseased tubers so that none 
are left in the soil to become a menace to future crops• (3) care 
that no tubers showing traces of the die-sae are planted; (4) 
spraying with Bordeaux mixture at intervals from midsummer 
onwards. The last measure prevents the germination of the 
spores of the fungus on the leaves, and is a most useful mode of 
checking the spread of the disease• to be successful in its use, how-
ever, entails care in the preparation of the spray and thorough-
ness in its application. In spite of the many efforts in the direc-
tion of obtaining a resistant variety no great measure of success 
bas been attained. The earlier varieties of potato appear to 
escape the disease almost entirely, as they are usually ready to 
be lifted before it becomes troublesome; while certain of the later 
varieties arc much less prone to it than the majority. They 
do not appear, however, to maintain the same degree of immunity 
over a long period of years, but to become more and more open 
to the attack as the variety becomes older; nor do they always 
exhibit the same degree of immunity in different localities. 
Something may be done to mitigate the los, arising from the 
disease by selecting comparatively immune varieties from time 
to time. 

Many ingenious attempt.. have been made to obtain a variety 
perfectly immune. Mauls, thinking a hardier blood might be infused 
Into the potato by crossing it with some of the native species, raised 
hybrids between it and the two common specks of SOICASSI mese 
in this country, S. Dulcornora and S. migrant, but the hybrids 
proved as susceptible as the potato itself. Maule also tried the effect 
of grafting the potato on these two species and, though he succeeded, 
there is no record to show whether the product was any hardier 
than the parents. Dean (Gard. Cheat. Sept. 1876, p. 304) succeeded 
in grafting the potato on the tomato, and Messrs Sutton have carried 
out similar experiments on an extensive scale (fount Roy. Hart Soc. 
thee. xxiii. Proc. p. so), but in no case have the variations ppreduced 
proved disease-proof. Various experimenters, especially Fenn, 
have asserted that by engrafting an eye of one variety into the tuber 
of another, not only will adhesion take place but the new tubers will 
present great variety of character; this seems to be the case, but it 
can hardly be considered as established that the variations in ques-
tion were the result of any commingling of the essences of the two 
varieties. The wound may simply have set up that variation in the 
buds the occasional existence of which has been already noted. 

It is possible that the hybridizing of the potato with one or other 
of the will types of tuberous Sclunuets may give rise to a variety 
which shall be immune, though unfortunately most are themselves 
liable to the attacks of the fungus. and one of the few crosses so made 
between the common potato and Solarium Ma4tio has exhibited the 
same undesirable trait. The form cultivated in England for some 
time under the name Solomon iszberorom (which, however, forms 
tubers and is probably not that known under this name by Lindley) 
seems so far to have escaped. In view of the fact that Biffen has 
proved that immunity from the attacks of a certain fungus in wheat 
IS a transmissible recessive character reappearing in some of the 
individuals of the second seneration, it would appear that there is 
great hope of mewing SA Immune variety with the aid of this form. 
It Is possible, t01, that continued cultivation in the rich soil of 
gardens may induce' that tendency to vary when seedlings are 
raised that is so marked a feature of theo of commerce, in one 
or sores of the other species of tuberous s. 
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Another fungus attacking the leaves is Mareorporiare Selena 

(fig. 3), but this attack usually comes earlier in the season 
than the foregoing. It is characterized by the curling of the 

leaves, which later show black 
spots due to the production of 
numerous dark spores in patches 
on the diseased leaves. The 
damage is often considerable, as 
the crop is greatly lessened by 
the interference with the func-
tions of the leaf. The parasite 
may be held in check by spraying 
with Bordeaux mixture early in 
the season. The fungus passes 
the winter on pieces of leaf, Re., 
left on the ground. All such 
refuse should be cleared up and 
burned. A third fungus, Cerco-
sports cantors, also forms spots 
on the leaves and may be kept 
in check by the same means. 

Wilting of the foliage followed 
by the discoloration of the stem 

Fro. 3.—Portion of Leaf of and branches is characteristic 
Potato-Plant showing patches of a disease of the potato of a black mould,Macrorporfion 
Sakai, on the turface. 	 known as " Blackleg." This 

disease is due to the presence of 
large numbers of Bacillus solanacearam in the tubes through 
which water is conveyed to the leaves from the roots. Their 
presence causes the appearance of blackish streaks in the stem 
and a dark ring some little distance below the surface in the 
tissues of the tuber. Tubers showing any trace of such a ring 

%or tbe Anima el lb aleanl Ark.b... 	Fanie,by ybubibb al ths 
cseasoase et tr. al. Subarea oil,.) 

Fats. 4.-0aysopilyciis adobiatica (Oedawoycts leproides) is the 
Potato. 

1 and 2, Tubers deformed by the fungus. 
3. Section through diseased tissue showing dark masses of spores. 

and 5. Timme-cell, more highly magnified, showing enclosedspores 

should not be used for seed, and rotation of crops should be 
observed as a means of preventing the infection of the crop 
with the germ. Biting and sucking insects have been found to 
carry the bacilli from one plant to another. 

The tubers frequently $1),Iis xurfy or 	 their 
surface, thus greatly depredating their value for mark, 	apnea 
Thv fungus, Sorosponum scabies, which is the cause of a situ 
dc - not penetrate into the flesh of the tuber, nor detract Isom its 
ed properties. Excess of lime in the soil is said to favour 
the development of the fungus. Similar spots are produced on 
potatoes in America by the fungus aospora scabies, and in Loth cam, 
if affected " seed " potatoes are steeped in a solution of 	pint 
for,,din in 15 gallons of water for two hours before pi 	rag, the 
at 	k on the resulting crop is materially lessened. '1 	fungus, 
01, r , inycer leprotdes, produces large, blackish, irregular v s which 
sometimes involve the whole surface of the tuber. This disuse is 
of recent introduction into Great Britain, but bids fair pa be. 
come very troublesome. The spores of the fungus pus the 
winter in the soil and the delicate mycelium attacks the young 
shoots in the summer. These become brown, finally blackish 
and greatly contorted until a large scab is formed on thedeveloping 
tuber, whence the name by which the disease is known—" dark 
scab." I1iv.e.crt 1,0tar 01, left in the soil and even slightly amused 
" sets " arc a source of infection of succeeding crops. Rotarian must 
be observed and no diseased sets planted. 

The rotting of tubers after lifting may be due to various masts, 
but the infection of the tubers by the Phyropkthera already men-
tioned is a frequent source of this trouble, while " Winter Rot " is 
due to the fungus Nearia Solari. This fungus finds conditions 
suitable for growth when the potatoes are stored in a damp con-
dition; rotting from this cause rarely occurs when they are dried 
before being placed in heaps. The first signs of this fungus is the 
appearance of small white tufts of mycelium bursting through 
the skin of the tuber, the spores of the fungus being corned at the 
tips of the threads forming these tufts. This form of fruit is suc-
ceeded by others which have received different names, and lastly 
by the mature Nectria which forms minute red flask-shaped pm-
thecia on parts of the rotted potatoes that have dried up. Ile 
intermediate forms are known as Morsosperium, Fusatiune and 
Ceplidesperfima. The pieces of dried-up potato with the spores 
of Marna upon them are a source of infection in the succeeding year. 
and care should be taken that diseased tubers are not planted. 
Flowers of sulphur plentifully sprinkled over the potatoes before 
storing has been found to check the spread of the rot in the heap. 

POTATO RACE, a running contest, where the winner is the 
first who collects in a basket or other receptacle a number of 
potatoes, usually eight, placed, as a rule two yards apart, along 
a straight line, and then crosses a finish line five or tea yards 
farther on. 

POTATO WAR (Kartoffearkg), the name given by the Prus-
sians to the War of the Bavarian Succession in r 778-79. The 
Prussians and a Saxon contingent, commanded by Frederick 
the Great and his brother Prince Henry, were opposed to two 
Austrian armies under Loudon and Lacy. The operations 
consisted almost entirely of manoeuvres which had for their 
object the obtaining or the denial to the enemy of food-supplies. 
The war thus acquired the name of Kartoffelkries. Its duration 
was from the 3rd of July 1778 to the assembly of the congress 
of Teschen on the loth of March :77q,and its total cost £4,350,cos 
and 20,000 men to all parties. The war may be studied from 
the military point of view as an extreme example of what 
Clausewitz calls " war with a restricted aim." 

POTAWATO1111 (properly Poiewainsik, fire-makers, in 
allusion to their secession from the Ojibway, and their establish-
ment of a separate council-fire), a tribe of North-American 
Indians of Algonquian stock. When first known (about t670), 
they lived around Green Bay, Wisconsin. They subsequently 
moved south and eventually settled in lower Michigan. They 
were allied with the French in their wars against the Iroquois 
and took part in the conspiracy of Pontiac (q.v.). In the War oi 
Independence they fought for England, as also in that of ISM 
In 1846 most of them were removed to a reservation in Kansas. 

Of these the majority have abandoned their lard relations 
and become citizens. Others are in Wisconsin and the 
bulk in Oklahoma. They now number some :Soo. 

POTCHEFSTROOM, a town of the Transvaal, 88 rn. S.W. el 
Johannesburg and 227 m. N.E. of Kimberley by rail. Pep. 
(1Q04). 9348, of whom 6°4 were whites. The town steeds 
4200 It. above the sea on the hanks of the Moo' River. 14 as 
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above its function with the Vial. The streets are lined with 
fine willow trees, and there are public grounds in which are 
nUfterielt and a showyard. Golf links add to the attractions 
of the place, which is one of the healthiest in the Transvaal. 
In the neighbourhood are gold-mines; the reef appearing to be 
• continuation a the Witwatersrand reefs. The Vaal river 
goldfields, of which Venterskroon is the centre, are :6 to 20 m. 
south-east of Potchefstroom. 

Potchefstroom was founded In November 1838 by Henthik 
Potgieter, and is the oldest town in and first capital of 
the Transvaal In 1863 it was the scene of civil war between 
rival Boer factions. In :880-8t the garrison camped outside 
the town was besieged by Boers under Commandant P. A. 
Conje. The British troops (zso in number) were confined to 
a fort 25 yds. square and lost over a third of their strength 
in killed and wounded before they surrendered on the ant of 
March, the investment having begun on the 18th of December 
1880. Charges of treachery were brought against Cronje for 
failing to notify the besieged that an armistice had been agreed 
to by the Boer leaders. Of this armistice Colonel R. W. C. 
Winsloe, who was in command of the British, became aware 
before the surrender took place. On the suggestion of Com-
mandant General Joubert the capitulation was considered as 
cancelled and a detachment of British troops reoccupied the 
town until the conclusion of peace. In the Anglo-Boer War of 
0199-row Potchefstroom was occupied by the British without 
opposition. (See TRANSVAAL: History.) 

POTEMKIN. ORIOORT ALIIKSANDROTICH. Pane= 
(1739-1790, Russian statesman, was born at Chizheva near 
Smolensk. Ile was educated at the Moscow University, and 
in 1755 entered the " Reiter " of the Horse Guards. His 
participation In the coup d'etar of the 8th of July :762 attracted 
the attention of the new empress, Catherine IL, who made him 
a Hannterianker and gave him a small estate. The biographical 
anecdotes relating to him during the next few years are obscure 
and mostly apocryphal. In 1768 be quitted the Guards and 
was attached to the court as s Kolnewelsere, but in 1769 he 
volunteered for the Ilirkish War and distinguished himself 
at Sheila, Focsbanl and Large, besides routing the Turks 
at Ohs. It was not till 1771 that be became Catherine's prime 
favourite. In that year he was made an adjutant-general, 
lieutenant-colonel of the Preobmzbensky Guards, a member of 
the council of state, and, in the words of a foreign contemporary 
diplomatist, " the most influential personage in Russia." 
Somewhat later he was created a count, and appointed com-
mander-in-chief and governor-general of " New Russia," as the 
conquered provinces In the Ukraine were then called. In 1776, 
at Catherine's request, the emperor Joseph II. raised Potemkin 
to the rank of a prince of the Holy Roman Empire. In 0775 
he was superseded in the empress's graces by Zavadovsky; 
but the relations between Catherine and her former lover 
continued to be most friendly, and his influence with her .  was 
never seriously disturbed by any of her subsequent favourites. 
A whole mass of facts testify to the enormous and extraordinary 
influence of Potemkin during the next ten years. His corre-
spondence with the empress was uninterrupted. The most 
Important state documents passed through his hands. Catherine 
loaded him with gifts. He was deeply interested in the question 
of the southern boundaries of Russia and consequently in the 
fate of the Turkish Empire. It was be who, in 1776. sketched 
the plan for the conquest of the Crimea which was subsequently 
realized; and about the same period he was busy with the so- 
called "Greek project," which aimed at restoring the Byzantine 
Empire under one of Catherine's grandsons. In many of the 
Balkan states be bad well-informed agents. After he became 
field marshal, In 1784,  he Introduced many reforms Into the army, 
and built a fleet in the Black Sea, which, though constructed 
of very bad materials, did excellent service in Catherine's 
second Turkish War (17117-02). His colontrIng system was 
exposed to very severe criticism, yet it Is impossible not to 
admire the results of his stupendous activity. The arsenal of 
Elierson, begun in 1773, the harbour of Sevastopol and the  

new fleet of fifteen liners and twenty-five smaller vessels, were 
monuments of his genius. But there was exaggeration in all 
he attempted. He spared neither men, money, nor himself 
in attempting to carry out his gigantic scheme for the coloniza-
tion of the south Russian steppes; but he never calculated the 
cost, and more than three-quarters of the design had to be 
abandoned when but half finished. Catherine's famous expedi-
tion to the south in 1737 was a veritable triumph for Potemkin; 
for he contrived to conceal all the weak points of his administra-
tion and to present everything in a rose-coloured light. On 
this occasion he received the title of prince of Tauris. The 
same year the second Turkish War began, and the founder of 
New Russia took upon himself the responsibilities of commander-
in-chief. But the army was ill-equipped and unprepared; and 
Potemkin in an hysterical fit of depression gave everything up 
kr lost, and would have resigned but for the steady encourage-
ment of the empress. Only after Suvarov had valiantly 
defended Rinbum did he take heart again, and besiege and 
capture Ochakov and Bender. In 1790 he conducted the military 
operations on the Dniester and held his court at Jassy with 
more than Asiatic pomp. In 1791 he returned to St Petersburg 
where, along with his friend Bezborodko (q.v.), be made vain 
efforts to overthrow the new favourite, Zubov, and in four 
months spent 85o,000 roubles in banquets and entertainments, 
a sum subsequently reimbursed to him from the treasury. Then 
the empress grew impatient and compelled him 0790 to return 
to Jassy to conduct the peace negotiations as chief Russian 
plenipotentiary. On the 5th of October, while on his way to 
Nikolayev, he died in the open steppe, eo m. from Jassy, in con-
sequence of eating a whole goose while in a high state of fever. 

Very various are the estimates of Potemkin. Neither during 
his life nor after his death did any two people agree about him. 
The German pamphlet: Panes/in Punt der Finsterniss surd 
seine Geliebte, published in '794,12 a fair specimen of the opinion 
of those who regarded him as the evil genius of Catherine and 
of Russia. But there were many, including the empress herself, 
who looked upon him as a man of manifold and commanding 
genius. He was indubitably the most extraordinary of all the 
Catherinlan favourites. He was an able administrator, but 
wanting in self-control. Licentiousness, extravagance and an 
utter disregard for human life were his weak points, but be was 
loyal, generous and magnanimous. Nearly all the anecdotes 
related of him by Helbig, in the biography contributed by him 
to the journal MIRC790 (1797-z800), and freely utilized by later 
biographers, are absolutely worthless. 

See V. A. Rilbasov, Geschschte Balkanises II. (Berlin, 5891-1893); 
C. de Larivitre, Caskets.. to Grande depths sa cornwpondance 
(Paris, 1895); Anonymous, La Cosa de Catherine H. Su cotiaborts-
leers (St Petersburg. 3899); A. V. Lopukhin, Sketch of the Congress 
of Jan.:, sygr (Rue.; St Petersburg. 1893• The Papers of Prince 
Potemkin, 1744-1793 (Rua ; St Petersburg, 1893-1895). (R. N. B.) 

POTENTILIA (nat. order Rosaceae, q.v.), a border and rock-
garden plant. Many of the species bear brilliantly coloured 
flowers and graceful foliage. A soil of a good loamy staple, 
enriched with rotten dung, will grow the potentate to perfection. 
Potentlllas may be increased, though not very freely, by parting 
them into as many pieces as there are crowns, the side growths 
being those which can usually be thus separated. This may 
be done in autumn or spring, and the plants will generally 
bloom the following season. The species and some of the 
varieties reproduce true from seed, and are readily increased 
by that means. The following are some of the best kinds: 
°urea. atrosastssinea, dansrica, fornosa, 'glade, ar. atro-rsebra, 
speciosa, Srideselak and eillese. 

POTIO1TIOMETER, an instrument for the measurement of 
electromotive force and also of difference of electric potential 
between two points. The term potentiometer is usually applied 
to an instrument for the measurement of steady or continuous 
potential dlffereeee between two points in terms of the potential 
difference of the terminals of a standard voltaic cell of some 
kind, such as a dark or Weston cell. The modern potentio-
meter has been developed out of an arrangement due to J. C. 
Poggendorff, employed abo by J. Latimer Clark. but converted 
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into its modem direct reading form by J. A. Fleming in 1885 
(see !miliaria, i886, i. 152). In principle the modern potentio-
meter consists of an arrangement by means of which any 
potential difference not exceeding a certain assigned value 
CIA be competed with that of a standard all having a known 
electromotive force, In simplest form It consists of a long, 
straight, fine, uniform wire stretched over a divided scale. The 
ends of this wire are connected to one or more secondary 
cells of constant electromotive force, a variable resistance being 
Interposed so as to regulate the current flowing through the 
fine wire. To one end of this fine wire is attached one terminal 
of a sensitive galvanometer. Sliding contacts can be moved 
along the fine wire into any position. Supposing that the 
scale under this wire is divided into 2000 parts and that we 
are in possession of a standard Clark cell, the electromotive 
force being known at various temperatures, and equal, say, to 
s•434 volts at r5° C. The first process is to set the potentio-
meter. The slider is placed so as to touch the fine wire at 
division No. x434 on the fine wire, and the Clark cell is connected 
in between the sliding contact and one terminal of the galvano-
meter, so that its negative pole is connected through the galvano-
meter with that end of the fine wire to which the negative pole 
of the working battery is attached. The resistance in circuit 
with the fine wire is then altered until the galvanometer shows no 
deflexion. We then know that the fall of potential down the 
2000 divisions of the fine wire must be exactly 2 volts. If 
then we substitute for the standard cell any other source of 
electromotive force, we can move the slider into another position 
in which the galvanometer will show no deflection. The scale 
reading then indicates directly the electromotive force of this 
second source of potential. Thus, for instance, if an experiment 
were made with a Leclanchf cell, and if the balancing-point 
were found to be at :so° divisions on the scale, the electromotive 
force would be determined as t•soo volts. Instead of adjusting 
in this manner the electromotive force of any form of cell, 
if we pass any constant current through a known resistance 
and bring wires from the extremities of that resistance into 
connexion with the slider and the galvanometer terminal, we 
can in the same way determine the fall of potential down the 
above resistance in terms of the electromotive force of the 
standard cell and thus measure the current flowing through 
the standard resistance. 

In the practical form the potentiometer wire is partly replaced 
by a number of coils of wire. gay 14 (see fig. I), and the potentio-
meter wise itself has a resistance equal to one of these coda.  One 
terminal of the galvanometer can then be shifted to the junction 
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between any pair of consecutive coils and the slider shifted to any 
point on the potentiometer wire. By such an arrangement the 
potential difference can be measured of any amount from o to 1-5 
volts. In some cams the potentiometer wire is wholly replaced 
by a eeries of coils divided Into small subdivisions We may 
employ such a potentiometer to measure large potential difference 
greeter than the electromotive force of the working battery, as 
follows: The two points between which the potential difference is 
required are connected by high resistance• say of too,000 ohms or 
more, and from the extremities of a known fraction of this resistan,4 
fey. time or tit000 or t/ to,000 wires are brought to the potenti 
meter and connected in between the slider and thewrrmwndisr 
galvanometer terminal. We can thus measure as described 
drop in volts down a known fraction of the whole high resistance • 
therefore calculate the Pall in potential down the whole of the 11 ,  h 

mow and the divided resistance amok ,:tc a sort of eloctri., 
resistance• which is the 	nasal difference squired. The potent, m. 

stakYard by means of which any eleetromodve forte or Menem ef 
potential can be compared with the electromotive force cd • standard 
cell. Very convenient and practical forms of potentiometer has, 
been devised by Crompton (fig. s), Nelda, Elliot Bros., Fleming 

2.—Diagram of the Internal Connexions of a Creosotes 
Potentiometer. 

aThe scale wire. 
c, The set of equal potentiometer coils in series with it. 
41, The double pole switch connecting the 6 pairs of terminals 

ADC D t I,  in succession to the slide contacts. 
is, The resistance coils. 
f, The rheostat. 
g. Thegalvanometer key. 
A, B, D, E, F. Terminals to which standard cell or voltages to be 

tested are attached. 
and others. An essential accompaniment therefore of the_potentio- 
meter is a series of standard low resistancesoay of ta- t, o•os, moot 
ohm, and also a series of higher resistances divided into knows 
fractions. In practical work, the low resistances take the form of 
certain strips of metal which have on them two pain of terminals. 
one termed " current terminals," and the other " potential ter-
minals." These resistance strips, as they are called, are carefully 
adjusted so that the resistance between the potential terminal• 
has a known low value, In order to measure the value of a con-
tinuous electric current, and therefore to calibrate any amperemeter 
we proceed as follows: The amperemeter Is placed in series with 
a suitable low resistance strip, say of •ot ohm. From the potential 
terminals of the strip, wires are brought to the potentiometer so as 
to determine their potential difference in terms of the electromotive 
force of the standard Clark cell. An observation is then takes 
of the reading of the amperemeter and of the fall of resistance 
down the low resistance when a certain steady current is passe 
through the strip and amperemeter. Supposing that the potential 
fall down the strip is found to be -oat volt, the strap difference having 
a resistance of o. t ohm, it would be seen that the current passing 
through the strip was 98.1 amperes. If then the amperemeter scale 
reading was too it would show an error of that scale reading of 
minus la) amperes or nearly 2 °is. In the same manner the polemics. 
meter may be used to calibrate a voltmeter by the aid of a divided 
resistance of known value. 

In electrical measurements connected with Incandescent electric 
lamps the potentiometer is of great use, as it enables us to make 
accurately and nearly simultaneously two measurements, one of 
the current through the lamp and the other of the potential differ-
ewe of the terminals. For this purpose a resistance, say, of one 
ohm is placed In series with the lamp and a resistance of 50000 
ohms placed across the terminals of the lamp: the latter resistance 
is divided into two parts, one consisting of t000 ohms and the other 
of oix000 ohms. The potentiometer enables us to measure therefore 
the current through the lamp by measuring the drop in volts down • 
resistance in series with It and the potential difference of the ter-
minals of the lamp by measuring the drop in volts down the tooth 
part of the high resistance of too,000 ohms connected across the 
terminals of the lamp. 

Standard Cells.—A necessary adjunct to the potentiometer is 
--am form of standard erll to he used as a standard of electromotive 
turse. In tic to, of ill, It standard cell above mentioned the 
elements are mercury and i ■ c separated by a paste of asercumus 
sulphate mixed with a satin, ad solution of zinc sulphate. Other 
voltaic standards of electromo. ,re force are in use, such as the Weston 
cadmium cell. the Helmholtz domel cell, and the standard Daniell 
cell. The Clark cell is made in two forms, the board of trade or 
tubular form, and the H for .n of cell devised by Lord Rayleigh. 
The German experts stem favour the latter form; the speiffica• 
tion issued by the Physikali-,  h-Technis.  che Reithsanstalt of Berlin 
may be found in the Elcari. t, wed. 265-266. The elecumnotits 
for 0, diminishes s lth rise of temperature. the board of 
tr. 	 t .434 volts a;15' C.i and 2434 (2 —voitott=5))  

.1 more exact expremion is obtained 	of 
0.00077 the quantity cr000llti -o•cl000ty 	t3) is used. to the 
Weston standard cell cadmium and cadmium sulphate are suited-
toted for zinc and zinc sulphate; It has the advantage of a much 
smaller coefficient of temperature variation than the Clark cell. 
It is most conveniently made up in a glass vessel of H ferns. pese 
mercury and cadmium  amalgam being the two elements Vsg•  

According to K. Kahle and W. Wien,  the electromotive (era 
the H teem of Clash n•II i. 14422 volts at tg• C. 
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and whin made as directed below it has at t• C. an electromotive 
force Et volts, such that 

B- l-0184-04mooe06 (I -act) -cs000ctoo95 (1-2o)td- 
o•0000000t (1-7o)t. 

After the platinum wires have been sealed through the glass, a 
little aqua retie is placed is the cell legs until bubbles of gas arise 

from the platinum, when it 
Is thrown out and replaced 
by • solution of mercurous 
nitrate. Then, by the use of 
another piece of platinum as 
anode, mercury is electro- 
lytically deposited upon the 
platinum, which may also 
be amalgamated by making 
it white hot in a Bunsen 
flame and plunging it in 
mercury. To prepare the 
cadmium amalgam, one part 
of pure cadmium is disvolved 
in six parts of pure mercury, 
and the product while warm 
and fluid Is placed in one 
limb of the cell and warmed, 
to ensure perfect contact with 
the platinum wire. The cad- 
mium sulphate solution is 

prepared by digesting a saturated solution of cadmium sulphate with 
cadmium hydros ide to remove free acid, care being taken not to miss 
the temperature above 70° C., and then by digesting it still further 
with mercurous sulphate until no more precipitation occurs. The 
cadmium sulphate solution must be saturated and have free crystals 
of the salt in it. The mercurous sulphate must be free from acid, 
and made aeitteal by trituration with finely divided mer. t. In 
making the paste, so much cadmium sulphate must be ad , 	that a 
saturated solution of that salt is formed and is pr,-, m 	e cell. 
The cell has the electromotive force above 	' 	 slgam 
of cadmium has from 6 to 13 parts of mercur) 	 imam. 
The German investigators seem to have a great preference for the 
H form of cell, but it is clear that a narrow tubular cell of the British 
board of trade form not only comes more quickly to the temperature 
of the water bath in which it is placed. but Is mote certain to be 
wholly at one temperature. Ina modification of the H form devised 
by F. E. Smith. of the National Physical Laboratory (Phil. Tutus,. 
A, 207, pp. 393-420). • contraction formed in the side of the vertical 
tube tends to hold the contents in place. rig. 4 shows this cell. 
I ^al&-1. mounted in a brass car. 

n 	accuracy is not required, a Daniell cell can 
I 	•..I at a ,tand.trd of electromotive force. The form designed 

by J. A. Fleming (Phil. Mag., 20, 
p. 126) consists of a U tube, one 
leg of which contains a rod of plat 
amalgamated rine, and the oth• - • 
rod of freshly electrotyped c,,, 
The legs are filled with solu6 . of 
zinc sulphate and copper sulp! ;e, 
the zinc rod being in the .,,nc 
sulphate and the copper rod in the 
copper sulphate. When so made. 
the cell has an electromotive force 
of i•o72 volts and no sensible 
temperature variation. The solu-
tions are made by dissolving the 
purest recrystallized sulphate of 
copper and sulphate of zinc in dis. 
tilled water. For the zinc solution, 
takey3 parts by weight of crys-
tals of zinc sulphate (Zn50,7 0111) 

jile• and dissolve in 445 parts by s. ht 
of distilled water; the le,t at 

FIG- 4,-Method of mount- solution should have a stx, tic 
ing Weston Normal Cell. gravity of 1.200 at about 20° C. 
Brass use removed. For the sulphate of copper solution, 

take 16'5 parts by weight of pure 
a'yitals d copper sulphate (CuSsais0H1) and dissolve in 83-5 tens 
by weight of water: the resulting solution shbeehave • specific 
gravity of low at 3.2.,  c. The solutions shoulddjusted exactly 
to these densities and kept In stock bottles, from which the reservoirs 
of the cell should be filled up as required. 

A form of potentiometer employing a vibration galvanometer and 
saheb/sr for alt.e song current measurement by null methods has 
beta devised by Dr Drydale (see Prot. Phys. See. Lewd. 1909. 
31, 561) 

See J. A. Fleming. Ifeedboeh lathe Eleeteleal Lammas" all 
Purrae Revs. (London. 1903)--uot. I contains on pp. sob-1 so 
an extensive Net of various original memoirs published on the Clark 
and Weston cells: G. D. AipinaTI Parr. Electrical Engineering 
Manuring Instruneenti (London. 1903): W. C. Fisher. The Paretic.- 
suite titita Adjunct, (London. mon), 

POTBSIZA (anc. Peresaio), a town and episcopal see el Basil-
icata, Italy, capital the province of Potence, 103 m. by rail 
E. by S. of Naples. Pop. (i9o1), 22,313 (town); 16,163 (com-
mune). Situated 27oo ft. above sea-level on an isolated hill 
above the Basento (anc. Casseetur), It is much exposed to winds 
and has a far more northerly climate than its position (40° 40. 
N.) Implies, and is indeed one of the coldest places in Tub , 

 (mean temp. Jan 37.8°, July •g°, for whole year 53°  F.). It 
has been almost entirely rebuilt since the earthquake of 1857. 
It has a school of the industrial arts and sciences, pow good 
wine, and makes bricks. 

The ancient Potentia lay some 470 ft. lower, by the river. 
Its name shows that it was of Roman origin, and its impedance 
was no doubt due to its position at the intersection of the road 
leading west to the Via Popillia and north-eaat to the Via Appia, 
with the Via Herculia. No remains are visible, but a consider-
able number of inscriptions have been found. 

Pat-tale must be distinguished from Potentia in Picenum, 
oa the Adriatic coast, near the modern Porto di Reclined, a 
colony founded in 584 s.a, the same year as Pissurum, but of 
which little is known. 

The abandonment of the old site and the erection of the new 
town probably date from the earthquake of 1273. By the 
Angevin Potence was made a domain of the San Severino 
family; in the beginning of the t sth century it was held by 
Francesco Sforzs, and in i435 it paned to the Guevara family, 
the Loffredi, who succeeded by marriage, continued in possession 
till the abolition of the great fiefs. In 7694 there was a severe 
earthquake; and the more terrible earthquake which on the 16th 
and the 17th of December :857 passed through southern Italy, 
and in Basilicata alone killed 32,475  persons, laid the greater 
part of Poleaxe In ruins. In i86o It was the first town to rise 
against the Neapolitan government. 

POTEIVER, VERB/LADES JOHANNES (18o8- t875), Dutch 
prose writer and poet, was born at Zwolie, in Overyssel, on the 
17th of June ace. He started life in a merchant's office at 
Antwerp. In 1831 he made a journey to Sweden, described 
in two volumes, which appeared at Amsterdam in 1836-184o. 
Soon afterwards be settled in Amsterdam, engaged in commercial 
pursuits on his own account, but with more and more inclination 
towards literature. With Heije, the popular poet of Holland 
in those days, and Bakhuisen van den Brink, the rising historian 
(see also Gana veal Pmearratins), Potgieter founded De Murex 
(" The Muses," 1834-5836), a literary review, which was, how-
ever, soon 'upended by De GM: (" The Guide "), a monthly, 
which became the leading magazine of Holland. In it he wrote, 
mostly under the Initials of " W. D—g," a great number of 
articles and poems. The first collected edition of his poems 
(1832-1868) appeared in 2 vols. (Haarlem, 1868-1875), preceded 
by some of his contributions to De Gids, in 2 vols. also (Haar-
lem, 1864), sad followed by 3 vols. of his Mediae is Schersen 
(" Studies and Sketches," Haarlem, 1879). Soon after his 
death (Feb. 3, 1875) a more comprehensive edition of 
Potgieter's Verriveide is Nogelaren Werke* (" Miscellaneous 
and Posthumous Works ") was published in 8 vols. by his 
friend and literary executer, Johan C. Zimmerman (Haarlem, 
1875-1877), who likewise supervised a more complete edition 
of Potgieter's writings which appeared at Marian in 1885-
5890 in 59 vols. Of Potgietertio Hd Neeeden iw Oratrekken 
as Talreeke (" The North in Outlines and Pictures ") the 
third edition was issued in Ms, and an Maims do laze of 
his poems followed at Madan in 1893. Under the title of 
Personas is 0:acme:pen (" Persons and Subjects ") many 
of Potgieter's aiticisms had collectively appeared in 3 vole. at 
Haarlem in ins, with an introduction by Buskin-Huet. 

Potgieter's favourite master among the Dutch classics was Hooft. 
whose peculiarities in style and language he admired and imitated. 
The same vein of altruistic, if often ex:sweated and biased, abhor-
rence of the wonted conventionalities of literary life rune through ad 
his writings, even through his private correepoodesee with Hum, 
parts of which have been published. Pcnrieter remained to his death 
the irreconcilable enemy of the Dutch " an Salk." as the Dutchman 
Is nicknamed who does not believe in the regeneration of the Dutch 
people. Potgkter held op the Netherlander's( the Goldin ago of the 
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16th and 17th centuries as models to be emulated. In these views 
he essentially differed from Huet. Yet the two friends worked 
harmoniously together: and when Potgieter reluctantly gave up 
pr Gids in 1865, It was Hum whom he cti.ose as his successor. Both 
then proceeded to Italy, and were present at the Dante festivities 
at Florence, which in Potgieter's ease resulted in a poem in twenty 
stanzas, Flosence (Haarlem, 1868). In Holland Potgieter's influence 
has been very marked and beneficial; bat his own style, that of ultra-
purist, was at times somewhat forced, stilted and not alvtays easily 
understood. (H. Tr.) 

POTHIER. HOBERT JOSEPH (:699-1772), French jurist, 
was born at Orleans on the 9th of January 099. He studied 
law for the purpose of qualifying for the magistracy, and was 
appointed in 172o judge of the presidial court of Orleans, 
thus following in the footsteps of his father and grandfather. 
This post he held for fifty-two years. He paid particular atten-
tion to the correction and co-ordination of the text of the 
Panda's, his Pandectae Justin:atm* in 'towns ortikens digests's 
(Paris and Chartres, 1748-1752) being a classic in the study 
of Roman law. In 1749 he was made professor of law in the 
university of Orleans. He wrote many lamed monographs on 
French law, and much of his work was incorporated almost 
textually in the French Code Civil. He died at Orleans on the 
2nd of March 1772. Of his numerous treatises the following 
may be specially mentioned: Trade des obligations 0760; 
Du Contra, de 'ask (1762); Du Contra, de bail (1764); Du Contrat 
de 'soda( (1765); Des Goan* de grit de CONJOIXpli0111 (1766); 
Du Contra, de de pot et de "sandal (1766); Da Conical de natitisse-
mod ( 1 767), &e. His works have several times been published in 
collected form (edited by Giffrein, 182o-1824; by Dupin, 1823-
1825, and by Bugnet, 2nd ed. t r vols. 1861-:862). 

See Dupin, Dissertation rue la vie et les otowages de Podgier (Paris, 
1825), and Fremont, Vie de R. J. Fodder (Orleans. 1850). 

POTHOOK. an  S-shaped metal hook for suspending a pot 
over a fire. While one extremity is hooked to the handle of 
the pot, the other is caught upon an iron crane moving on a 
pivot over the fire. Modern cooking-ranges have obviated the 
necessity for this arrangement, but it is still to be seen in great 
numbers of country cottages and farmhouse kitchens all over 
England, and in small artisans' houses in the west midlands and 
the north. In the elementary teaching of writing the "pot-
book " is a script of similar shape. 

POT, a seaport of Russian Transcaucasia, in the government 
of Kutais, at the mouth of the Rion on the coast of the Black 
Sea, 193 m. by rail W.N.W. of Tiflis and 35 m. by sea N. of 
Batum. Pop. (1882), 31,2; (1897), 7666. The white walls of 
the fortress contrast with the green tams which surround them, 
and the lighthouse, 117 ft. high, is visible 17 m. Situated 
in a marshy delta not more than si ft. above the level of the 
river, Poll is extremely unhealthy, fever and ague prevailing 
in summer and autumn. The Russians have improved the town 
and port, but the latter is still exposed to west and south-west 
gales. A new entrance was constructed in tems, and a new inner 
harbour was at the same time under construction. The shipping 
trade amounts to isoo,000 to f600,000 a year, almost entirely 
manganese ere, with some maize. 

Poti represents the ancient Phasis, a commercial colony of 
the Greek city of Maus. The present fortress was built in 

378 by Sultan Murad III. of Turkey at the time of a war with 
Persia. In 164o it was destroyed by the Imeretians (Georgians), 
but it was restored and enlarged. The town was a great slave 
market. It was captured by the Russians In dter and 1829. 

POTLATCH, a term, corrupted from a Nootka Indian word 
for " gift," for a ceremonial castors among some of the Indian 
tribes of north-west America, consisting in the distribution by 
an individual of his property among his friends and neighbours, 
who make equivalent gifts, with interest, in return. 

POTOCKI. MEATY (1741-1809), Polish statesman and writer, 
son of Eustachy Potocki, general of artillery of the army of 
Lithuania, was born at Podhajce. He was educated first at 
Warsaw beneath the eye of the pedagogic reformer Stanislaw 
Konarski (17oo-1773), and subsequently in Italy, where he 
proposed to take orders. On returning home, however, he  

abandoned this idea, and as a member of the newly instituted 
commission of education rendered invaluable services to his 
country for the next sixteen years. He earnestly desired a 
reform of the constitution also, and was thus attracted to the 
party of the Czartoryscy. Elected deputy to every diet dace 
1778, he was a conspicuous member of the patriotic opposition. 
In matters of importance nothing was done without his advice, 
and he was esteemed as much for his character as for his talents. 
His influence was at its height during the Four Years' Dkt, 
1788-1792. He was appointed a member of the committee 
for the reform of the constitution, defended eloquently the right 
of the towns to the franchise, and was an advocate of an alliance 
with Prussia. Thus be was one of the creators of the constiti• 
tion of the 3rd of May 1791, although his aristocratic antecedents 
prevented him from going the lengths of the more radical 
reformers. On the formation of the confederation of Targowica, 
Potocki emigrated to Dresden; but on the outbreak of the 
revolution of 1704 returned to Poland, was appointed a member 
of the national government, and entrusted with the conduct of 
foreign affairs. On the (allot Warsaw he surrendered to Suvarov 
and was sent to Russia, where he remained till :796. On his 
return to Poland he retired to the village of Klimuntowo, 
where for the next thirteen years be devoted himself to literature. 
At the end of the war of 2809 he was commissioned to go to 
Vienna to present to Napoleon the petitions of the Colicisne 
for the incorporation of their province with the grand duchy 
of Warsaw. He died at Vienna the same year. The most 
notable of Potocki's works is: Vox En:sleben soul Unterpeam 
der yolnischas Konstitutionen sons yen May rypr (Lemberg. 

1793)•  See August Sokolowski, Illsatrated History of Poland (Pol.), nut 
iv. (Vienna, 1901). 	 (R. N. RI 

POTOCKI, STANISIAW NEJE (r752-18o5), Polish politicise, 
son of Franciszek Salery Potocki, palatine of Kiev, of the 
Tuksyn line of the family, was born in 1752. He entered the 
public service, and owing to the influence of his relations beams 
grand standard-bearer of the Crown at the age of twenty-two. 
In 2782 he was made palatine of Russia, in 1784 a lieutenant-
general, and in 2789 be purchased the rank of a general of artillery 
from the Saxon minister, B ruhl, for so,000 ducats. Elected deputy 
for Bradaw at the famous Four Years' Diet, he began that career 
of treachery which was to terminate in the ruin of his country. 
Yet his previous career had awakened many hopes in him. A 
grand seigneur ruling patriarcbally in his vast estates, Jibe d. 
enlightened, a generous master and a professed patriot, his 
popularity culminated in 1784 when he presented an infantry 
regiment of zoo men as a free gift to the republic. But be 
identified the public welfare with the welfare of the individual 
magnates. His scheme was the division of Poland Into an 
oligarchy of autonomous grandees exercising the supreme power 
in rotation (in fact a perpetual interregnum), and in 1788 be 
won over to his views two other great lords, Xavier Branicki 
and Severin Rzewuski. The election of Malachowaki (q.st) 
and Kazimierz Sapieha as marshals of the diet still further 
alienated him from the Liberals; and, after strenuously but 
vainly opposing every project of reform, he retired to Vienne 
whence he continued to carry on an active propaganda spinet 
the new ideas. He protested against the constitution of the 
3rd of May 1791, and after attempting fruitlessly to induce the 
emperor Leopold to take up arms " for the defence of the liberties 
of the republic," proceeded with his friends in March Mr le 
St Petersburg, and subsequently with the connivance of the 
empress Catherine formed the confederation of Targowica fee 
the maintenance of the ancient institutions of Poland (MO les 
2792), of which be was the marshal, or rather the dictator, 
directing its operations from his castle at Tule:syn. Woo the 
May constitution was overthrown and the Prusdaro were 
already in occupation of Great Poland, Potocki (March MO 
went on a diplomatic mission to St Petersburg; but, Sedbil 
himself duped and set aside, retired to Vienna till 1791, Oro 
be settled down at Tulczyn and devoted himself for the remainder 
of his life to the improvement of his estates. He wrote Os at 
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Polish Succession (PoL) (Amsterdam, t789); Protest of aril 
Me Succession to Me Throne (Pol.) (ibid. 1790); and other political 
works. 

See Friedrkh Schulz, Poland in the year 2793 (Pot.) (Warsaw, 
1899); Jowl Zajaczek, Hume, of Me Resolution of 1794 (PoL) 
(Lemberg. IZst). (K. N. B.) 

POTOMAC, a river in the east central part of the United 
States, having its source in the Alleghany Mountains and flowing 
S.E. into Chesapeake Bay. It is formed by the union of its 
north and south branches, about 25 m. S.E. of Cumberland, 
Maryland. The main stream has a length of about 450 nt. and 
is navigable for large vessels for 113 tn. above its mouth. The 
north branch, about s so m. long, rises in the north-eastern part 
of West Virginia, pursues a north -easterly course, and forms 
part of the boundary between Maryland and West Virginia. 
The south branch has its sources in Highland county, Va., 
and in Pendleton county, W.Va., and flows north-east for 
about too m, until it joins the north branch. From the junc-
tion of these two streams until it reaches Harper's Ferry the 
Potomac river separates Maryland from West Virginia. At 
Harper's Ferry it receives the waters of the Shenandoah river 
and cuts through the Blue Ridge Mountains in a gorge noted 
for its scenic beauty. From this point to its mouth it forms the 
boundary between Virginia and Maryland. The stream crosses 
the Blue Ridge Mountains at an elevation of about 245 ft., and 
at Georgetown (Washington), 62 tn. distant, it meets tidewater. 
Of this descent about 90 ft. occurs about is in. above Washing-
ton, at the Great Falls, a series of rapids about a mile long and 
including a cataract about 35 ft. high. Three and a half miles 
above Washington are the Little Falls, which mark the head of 

igation. Large vessels, however, are prevented by a bridge 
from proceeding above Georgetown. At Washington there are 
two channels, with respective depths at mean low water of 18 
and at ft. Large sums have been spent since 1870 on improving 
these channels. A few miles below the city the river broadens 
into a deep tidal estuary f rom 2i to 7 m. wide; and channels 
24 ft. deep and loo ft. wide through all the shoals were secured 
by the project of 1899. The Anacostia river, or" East Branch," 
which flows into the Potomac just south of Washington, is 
navigable for large vessels for about 2 m. and for small scows 
and lighters as far as Bladensburg, Md., 8f m. above 
its mouth; its natural channel was narrow and tortuous, 
and about 18 ft. deep; in Nog improvements (begun in row) 
had procured a channel 20 ft. deep at mean low water 
and 38o ft. wide. The Chesapeake & Ohio Canal, from 
Georgetown to Cumberland, Md., follows the Potomac closely 
on the Maryland side. The shipments over the Potomac above 
Washington In 1007 were valued at 87.50.494, and those 
below Washington at Sat,o93.800. the principal commodities 
being sand and gravel, ice, oils, naval ordnance and supplies, 
and building and paving materials. The shipments on the 
Anacostia river were of much the same character, and in 
zoo7 were valued at 84,312,687. 

POTOROO, or RAT KANGAPOO, any member of the diprotodont 
marsupial sub-family Potoroinae (see MAitsrrtstrA). None of 
them exceed a common rabbit in size. They inhabit Australia 
and Tasmania, are nocturnal, and feed on the leaves of grasses 
and other plants, as well as roots and bulbs, which they dig up 
with their forepaws; in this way some of them do considerable 
damage to cultivated crops. About ten species are known, 
presenting a considerable range of diversity in minor characters. 
The members of the type genus (Toiormu) tun, rather than leap, 
and do not use the hind feet for kicking. In the genus Bedongia 
the tail is prehensile, and with it they collect grass and twigs 
for making nests in their burrows. 

PORIM, a department of Bolivia occupying the south-western 
angle of that republic, bounded N. by Oruro, Cochabamba and 
Chuquisaca, E. by the two last departments and Tarija, S. by 
Argentina and W. by Chile and Oruro. Pop. (tow), 315,655, 
the larger part Indians; area, 48.801 sq. m. The eastern part 
of the department is traversed north to south by the eastern 
branch of the Andes, locally known as the Cordillera de los 
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Frailer and the Sierras de Cinches. Spurs and broken ranges 
project eastward from these, between which are the headstreams 
of the Pilcomayo and Guapay, the first flowing south-east to the 
La Plata, and the second north-east to the Madeira and Amazon. 
The Pilcomayo itself rises in the department of Oruroebut several 
of its larger tributaries belong to Potoal—the San Juan, COOL-
gaits and Tumusla in the south, and Cachimayo in the north. 
The western part of the department belongs to the great Bolivian 
altapianicie, or southern extension of the Titicaca basin. It is 
a barren, saline waste, almost uninhabitable. In the north, 
bordering on the transverse ridge of which the Cerro de Tahua 
(17,454 ft.) forms a part, is the depression known as the Pampa 
de Empeza, 12,080 ft. above sea-level, which is largely a region 
of morasses and saline plains. On and near the southern frontier 
is another transverse ridge, in part formed by the Sierra de 
Lipez, and In part by apparently detached groups of high peaks; 
it is a waterless desert like the Puna de Atacama. 

Potosi is essentially a mining department, though agriculture 
and grazing occupy some attention in the eastern valleys. The 

, tern plateau is ri. h in .  mil ,  rata, especially silver and copper. 
• ildlitica.nvohvacc ,akgcznp. afthemi,nacn,:r •:tre  tEedmon the slopes e.het easoutpuernt  

silver in Bolivia. N'he Pula ,  .yo mine, belonging to this 
ro 	

group, 
15,153 ft. above sea-level, rank next to the Broken Hill mine of 
Australia in production. Bet*, 11873 and toot ityielded asao tons 
of silver, of an estimated yak, (23,200,000. Farther south are 
the Portugalete mines, once ven productive. and near the Argentine 
border are the Lipez mines. Ea t of the Cordilleras are the famous  

• ■ Iver mountain " of Potosi, rice the richest silver mine in the 
-!l; the snow-eaptied peak 	Choeolque 08,452 ft.), which is 

•• ∎ ed to have the highest 	e in the world; POMO, a few miles 
■ .v. est of Potosi; Guad..: ipe, Colouecheca and Aullagas. 

des silver, the Chotolque 	tea also yield tin, copper. bismuth, 
!irlrn. In to; 	e national government undertook 

, 	Potosi to Oruro, 2o5 tn., and from Potosi to Tupirs. 
t55 m.. to connect with the Central Northern line of Antentina, 
which was opened to Quiaca on the frontier on the 25th of May suolt. 
In western Potosi the department is traversed by the Antofagasta 
& Oruro railway (o- ,̂5 metre gauge). Besides Potosi, the capital 
of the department, the principal towns are Huanchaca (pop. about 
loom in 1904). the seat of famous silver mines, 13,458 ft. elevation, 
and overlooking the Pampa de Empeza; Uyuni, 9 as. from Huan-
chaca. 12.too ft. above sea-level, a small town but an important 
railway junction and commercial centre on the waterless plain, the 
shipping point and supply station for an extensive mining region; 
and Tupiaa (pop- about 5000 in :gob). a prettily situated town near 
the Argentine frontier, on a small howbeit of the San Juan river, 
9800 ft. above sex-kveL 

POTOld. a city of Bolivia, capital of the department of Potosi, 
47 m. (direct) S.W. of Sucre, or 88 m. by the post-road. Pdp. 
(1906, estimate), 53,45o. Potosi stands on a barren terrace 
on the northern slope of the Cerro Gordo de Potosi, 12,992 ft. 
above sea-level, and is one of the highest towns in the world. 
The famous cern, from which its name is taken rises above 
the town to a height of 15,38t ft., a barren, white-capped cone 
honeycombed with mining shafts. The town is regularly laid 
out with streets crossing each other at right angles. The smoke-
begrimed buildings, many of width are unoccupied and in ruins. 
are commonly of adobe. A large plaza forms the conventional 
centre, around which are grouped various religious edifices, the 
government house, town hall, national college, the old " royal 
mint " dating from 1383, and the treasury. The city has a 
massive, plain cathedral, which in part dates from early colonial 
times, and in part from the closing years of Spanish rule. The 
water supply is derived from a costly 'system of reservoirs and 
aqueducts constructed by the Spanish government during the 
years of the city's greatest prosperity. There are 27 of these 
artificial lakes, and the aqueducts originally numbered 32, some 
of which are no longer serviceable. Rough mountain roads 
and pack animals are the only means of transportation to and 
from Potosi, but a railway from Oruro to Tupiza via Potosi, 
forming part of the projected Pan - American route, was con-
tracted for in 2908. In Ott the population of Potosi was 
reported to be tho,000, which probably included the whole 
mining district. A part of the diminution since then is explained 
by the fact that the great majority of the mines on the cern, 
have been abandoned. 
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In,  an appeal to the judges of Berlin. A little stn. er on se the 
Orangery, an extensive edifice in the Italian style, con tdiaing =MMr 
otis pictures and other works of art. The park also includes the 
Charlottenhof, a reproduction of a Pompeian villa. At the wen 
end of the park stands the New Palace, a huge brick edifice 375 It. 
In length, erected by Frederick the Great at enormous =penile in 
17 ,,  t-1769. It was occupied fora while by the emperor Frederick 
at 	rechristened by hint " Frieclrichskron. On the acceasine 
of 	emperor William 11. its original name was restored. It is 
at s he residence of the emperor. It contains rem inieoences a 
Ft 	-ick and of Voltaire, a few pictures by arc: t masters, a 
th 	v, and a large hall decorated with shells and weals. The 
tip 	”, buildings at the back are devoted to the " L uba taolian," 
a 	lion of infantry composed of drafts from di?' irie reesthents 
tr.,,, d here to ensure uniformity of drill throuid t the army. 
To the north of Potsdam lies a small Russian village. mmindrawrks 
built in i826 to accommodate the Russian anger- . ached to the 
Prussian guards. A little to the east of it, on the H. 'cram O the 
New Garden. containing the Marble Palace. The I of Potsdam 
palaces may be closed with two situated on the I, bank of the 
Havel--one at Klein-Glienicke, formerly the eountr- at of Prince 
Frederick Charles of Prussia (the " Red Prince ")... the other oe 
the hill of Babelsberg. The latter, designed as a m . copy°, 
Windsor Castle, in the midst of a park in the Er; h taste, tau 
formerly the summer residence of the emperor Willi.. I. 

Potsdam was originall y a Slavonic fishing-village n..- 
and is first mentioned in a document of 993. It la ,  

The foundation of the city dates from 1547, two years after 
the first discovery of silver on the cern, by, an Indian herder 
named Gualci. Charles V. conferred upon it the title of " villa 
imperial." From '345 to 'Soo the crown tax of one-fifth upon 
the Mineral product amounted to 132,600,000, showing an 
acknowledged output of /163,e00,000. The actual output, 
however, must have been much greater, as Spain was flooded 
with contraband silver, and there was a large trade in it at 
La Plata ports, whence it was taken to Brazil and Portugal. 
The total output to x864 has been estimated at more than 
Lioo • 000,coo, but the annual output at the beginning of the 
roth century barely exceeded aoo,000 ou. The struggle for 
independence began in Potosi on the 9th of November 28w, 
but the Spanish forces succeeded in retaining possession down 
to 1822. 

POTOTAN, a town of the province of Iloilo, island of Panay, 
Philippine Islands, on the Jalaur river, about 17 m. N. of 
Iloilo. Pop. (1903), 37,373, including the population of Dingle 
(12429) and Mina (4280), annexed after the census was taken. 
There is a fine church in the old town and a large stone church 
in Dingle; in the old town are several other buildings of masonry 
and some beautiful " fire " trees for shade. The principal 
industries are the cultivation of sugar-cane, Indian corn, rice, 
tobacco and hemp, and the raising of cattle, carabaos. sheep and 
horses. 
' POTSDAM, a town of Germany, the administrative capital of 

the Prussian province of Brandenburg, and one of the principal 
residences of the German Emperor, beautifully situated on the 
river Havel, x6 m. S.W. of Berlin, on the main line of railway 
to Magdeburg. Pop. (t905), 61,414.. It is also connected with 
the capital by two local lines and by a steamboat service through 
the chain of lakes formed by the river. The greater part of the 
town lies on the right bank of the Havel and is connected with 
the 'Feltow suburb on the opposite bank by a long bridge (Lange 
Brilcke). At the north end of this bridge rises the royal palace, 
a large quadrangular building of the 17th century, with a 
colonnade, chiefly interesting for the numerous relics it contains 
of Frederick the Great, who made it his favourite residence. At 
the south-eastern corner of the palace, dose to the bridge, is 
the tree under which petitioners waited for the answer to their 
grievances, which Frederick the Great gave from an opposite 
window. It also contains reminiscences of Voltaire, who resided 
here for several years. The principal churches are the Nikoki-
kirche; the Church of the Holy Ghost, built in 1728; the garrison 
church, containing the remains of Frederick the Great and his 
father, Frederick William I.; and the Friedeaskirche, or Church 
of Peace, erected by Frederick William IV. in u845-185o. To the 
Friedenskirche is attached a mausoleum built after the model 
of a chapel at Innichen in Tirol, in which are buried Emperor 
Frederick III. and his consort, the Princess Royal of Great 
Britain, and two of their children who died in infancy. Among 
other conspicuous buildings are the largo barracks and other 
military establishments; the town hall; and the Brandenburg 
gate, in the style of a Roman triumphal arch. The town has 
fine statues of several of the Prussian kings, including Frederick 
the Great. The Lustgarten, the Wilhelmsplatz and the Plamage 
are open spaces laid out as pleasure-grounds and adorned with 
statues and busts. In spite of its somewhat sleepy appearance, 
Potsdam has manufactures of silk goods, chemicals, furniture, 
chocolate, tobacco and optical instruments. Market-gardening 
affords occupation to many of the inhabitants, and the cultiva-
tion of winter violets is a specialty. The Havel is well stocked 
with fish. On a wooded eminence to the south of the town lies 
the observatory with extensive premises. 

Potsdam is almost entirely surrounded by a fringe°, royal palaces, 
parks and pleasure-grounds, which fairly substantiate its claim to 
the title of a " German Versailles." Immediately to the west is the 
park of Sans Souci, laid out by Frederick the Great, and largely 
evendeel by Frederick William IV. It is in the formal French 
style of the period, and is adorned with fountains, statuary and 
artificial ruins. Near the palace is the famous windm21; now royal 
property, which, according to a tradition now regarded as doubtful. 
Its owner refused to sell to the king, meeting threatened violence  

d Pectupiint 
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the lath century, but was unimportant until ti great dexter 
built a palace here between 1660 and 1682; and t the ca.. 01 
his reign it only contained 3000 inhabitants. The . t, yee Frassorka 
William I. greatly enlarged Potsdam, and his still 1. aitary mars 
are reflected in the monotonous uniformity of the urea; s. Ferderith 
the Great continued his father's work, and is the evil creaser of 
the modern splendour of th , • town, to which all his susessurs lase 
contributed. 

See H. C. P. Schmidt, Cc:chicks cud Topographic der Renames. 
slat Potsdam  (Potsdam, 1825); G. Seib, Potsdam and Sasoseaa 
(Breslau, 1888)• Mtigge, Fultrer dun,. Potsdam wad 1 .  
(Potsdam, 18t; Kopiseh, Die kartietchest Schauer awed
tan 	(Berlin, 1854); and Bethge, The Hotiemseil 
Potsdam: (Berlin, 1889). 

POTSDAM, a village of St Lawrence county, New York, U.S.A., 
in the township of Potsdam, on the Raquette river, about OS m 
N.E. of Watertown. Pop. of the village (19os) 4t62; (row 4036; 
Of the township (1905) 8992; (1910) 8725. The village is served 
by the New York Central & Hudson River railway. It has a 
public library and is the seat of a state Normal School (tS69). 
an outgrowth of St Lawrence Academy (founded in Veto by 
Benjamin Raymond and maintained by him until 18r6, when it 
was incorporated); of the Thomas S. Clarkson Memorial School of 
Technology (ISO), founded by his sisters In honour of Thomas 
Streatfield Clarkson (1837- 1894); and of the Crane Normal 
Institute of Music. The village has a considerable trade in 
dairy products. In the neighbourhood are extensive quarries 
of the well-known " Potsdam sandstone," the uppermost diviaion 
of the Cambrian system, described as a " fine-grained sandstone 
cemented with silica," and very durable. The House of Parlia-
ment at Quebec, All Saints Cathedral at Albany, New Vert. 
and many other public edifices were built of this stone. 

The " Ten Towns " of St Lawrence county, including the 
township of Potsdam, were sold by the state in 1737. The first 
settlement was made on the Raquette river, close to the pecient 
village, in 1803; the township was incorporated in 1806 rind 
the village in x831. Potsdam was named after Potsdam is 
Prussia because of the occurrence in each locality of reddish 
sandstone. 

POTS, AUGUST FRIEDRICH (1802-1887), German philologist, 
was born at Nettelrede, Hanover, on the 14th of November a dot. 
He studied in Gottingen, and in t825 became schoolmaster at 
Celle, Hanover; but after two years removed to Berlin, where be 
became priratdozeni at the university. He studied comparative 
philology, and in :853 was made professor at Halle., where ht 
lived till his death on the sth of July 1887. His Elymalorigke 
Forsckungen (1834-1836) entitled him to rank as )30p1A foremost 
disciple in the Indo-Germanic science of language. Pott ago 
devoted much attention to the origins of the gipsies. 

POT✓ pEaciveu. (1714-178S), English surgeon, was bore 
in London on the 6th of January 1714. He served his appren-
ticeship with Edward Nourse, assistant surgeon to St Barthol 
mew's Hospital, and in 1736 was admitted to the Barbers 
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Company and licensed to practise. He became assistant 
surgeon to St Bartholomew's in 2744 and full surgeon from 1749 
till 1787. He died in London on the und of December 1788. 
The first surgeon of his day in England, excelling even his pupil, 
John Hunter, on the practical side, he introduced various 
important innovations in procedure, doing much to abolish the 
extensive use of ache/oda and the actual cautery that was 
prevalent when he began his career. A particular form of 
fracture of the ankle which he sustained through a fall from his 
horse in '70 is still described as Pott's fracture, and his book, 
Some few Remarks upon Fractures and Dislocations, published in 
1768 and translated into French and Italian, had a far-reaching 
influence in Great Britain and France. " Pott's disease " is a 
spinal affection of which he gave an excellent clinical description 
in his Remarks as that kind of Palsy of the Lower Limbs which is 
frequently found to accompany a ClaTalltre of the Spine 0770. 
Among his other writings the most noteworthy are A Treatise on 
Ruptures (1756), Observations on the Nature end Consequences of 
those Injuries to which the Head is liable from external vieknee 
(1768), and ChiltajiC01 OkarthaiOXS (1775). There are several 
editions of his collected works; that published by Sir James 
Earle in 1790 contains a sketch of his life. 

POTTER, ALONZO (i800-1865), American bishop of the 
Protestant Episcopal Church. was born at Beekman (now La 
Grange), Dutchees county, New York, on the 6th of July 180o. 
His ancestors, English Friends, settled in Portsmouth, Rhode 
Island, between 5640 and :660; his father was a farmer, a 
Quaker, and in 1798 and in 1814 was a member of the New York 
Assembly. The son graduated at Union College in 18:8, and 
in 1831-1826 was professor of mathematics and natural philo-
sophy there. In 1824 ho WAS ordained priest, and married a 
daughter of President Elipbalet Nom of Union College; she died 
is 1839. and in 1841 he married her cousin. lie was rector of 
St Paul's Boston, from 18s6 to 1831, when he became professor 
of moral and intellectual philosophy and political economy at 
Union. In :838 be refused the post of assistant bishop of the 
eastern diocese (Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts and 
Rhode Island). He was vice-president of Union College in 
1838-1845. After the suspension of Henry Ustick Onderdonk 
(1789-1858) from the bishopric of I'ennsylvenia Potter was 
chosen to succeed him, and was consecrated on the 53rd of 
September 1845. Owing to his failing health be visited England 
and France In 1858, and in April t8(4 sailed from New York 
foe California, but died on board ship in San Francisco harbour 
on the 4th of July :865. 

In 1846' 	the r, urn and north-eastern cons ocat 1 .111111 
Of priests 1 	diocese; from 1650 to itibu, when its corner-stone • as 
laid, he I 	',red for the "Hospital of the Protestant Episc , sal 
Church it 	hiladelphia "; and in 18611 he established the Pf.  la-
ddphia .ity School. In 1842 with George B. Emerson (I;'.7-
1e71) he ::dished The School and the Schoolmaster. which ha , ' a 
large circui.ition and great influence. In 1847.1848.1849 and l.-53 
he delivered live courses of lectures on the Lowell Institute four, lo-
tion. He advocated temperance reform and frequently delis, -ed 
a Hamm on the Drinking Usages of Society 0852):11e was an ore m-
eat of slaves andpublished a reply to the pro-slavery arguer its 
of Bishop john Henry Hopkins (1702-18) of Vermont. lie 
edited M.1 	reprints and collections of sermons and lectures. nd 
wrote[ PI 	Economy (t840). The Principks of Science apt. id 

the Den 	mad Merinme Arts (1841), handbook for Readers a 
&mows 	,i). and Religious Philosophy (1870). 

See M. 1. de Wolfe 	5', Iltinotri of the 	and Sen lees • lb 
Right Rat -141 Alons o Potter. D.D. (Ph ifadslphia, 1 ,37 

His brother, Hourso Forma (18ca-t887), was born in Beek-
man, New York, on the 9th of February 1802. He graduated 
at Union College in 1826, was ordained a priest of the Protestant 
Maine, Church in 2828, was rector for several months in Saco, 
Maine, and in 18111-2833 was professor of mathematics and 
natural likiloa0PhY at Washington (now Trinity) College, Hart-
ford, Connecticut. In t833-1854 he WAS rector of St Peter's, 
Albany ; in November 1854 he was elected provincial bishop of 
New York in place of Benjamin Tredwell Ondadonk ( 1 791-
1861), who bad been suspended, and upon Ondadonk's death 
he became bishop. In 1868 his diocese was divided, the new 
dioceses of Albany. _Central New, York and Long Island being  

separated from it. Bishop Potter attended the' Lambeth 
conferences of 1867 and *868. His failing health put an end 
to his active service in :883, when his nephew, H. C. Potter (q.e.), 
became his assistant. He died in New York City on the and 
of January 1887. 

POITICI, HENRY COM= (1835-1908), American Protes-
tant Episcopal bishop, the son of Bishop Alonzo Potter, was 
born in Schenectady, New York, on the ssth of May 1835. He 
was educated in the Philadelphia Academy of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church and in the Theological Seminary of Virginia, 
where he graduated in 1857. He was ordained deacon in 1857 
and priest in 1858; was rector of Christ Church, Greensburg, 
Pennsylvania, in 1858-1859, and of St John's Church, Troy, 
N. Y., in :859-1866; refused the presidency of Kenyon College 
in 1863 and the bishopric of Iowa in 1875; was secretary of 
the House of Bishops in 1866-1883; and was assistant rector 
of Trinity Church, Boston, in 1866-1868. and rector of Grace 
Church, New York City, in 1868-1884. In October 1883 he was 
consecrated assistant to his uncle, Horatio Potter, bishop of 
New York, and in 1887 succeeded him. The Rev. David H omelet' 
Greer (b. 1844) became his coadjutor in September z9o3, and 
succeeded to the bishopric after the death of Bishop Potter in 
Cooperstown, N. Y., on the ant of July 2908. During Bishop 
Potter's administration. the corner-stone of the Cathedral of 
St John the Divine was laid (in 1894. 

He u as eatable (or his interest' in social reform and in politic-st 
as rector (.11 .race Chitr,11 he worked to make it an "institutional 
church" with working-men's clubs, day nurseries, kindergartens, 
80., and he took part in the summer work of the missions on the 
ear side in New York City long after he was bishop: in Iwo he 
attacked the Tammany mayor (Robert A. Van Wyck) of New York 
City, accus;ng the city government of protecting vice, and was a 
leader in the reform movement which elected Seth Low mayor 
in the sante year; he frequently assisted in settling labour disputes; 
he worked for the re-establishment of the army canteen and 
attempted to improve the saloon, which he called the " poor man's 
deb "—notably by his taking part in the opening (August. 19.4) 
of the unsuccessful Subway Tavern. He published: Sisterhoods 
and Deaconesses at Moine and Abroad (1872); The Gales of the East 
(1` - 0. a book of travels; Sermons of the City (1881); Waymarks 
(I The Scholar and the Slate (1807): Tice East of To-day and To- 
on .:o (toot): The Industrial Situation (10a:); Law and Loyalty 

and Reminiscences of Bishops and Arch-Bishops (1906). 
See Harriett A. Kayser, Bishop Potter. the People 5 Priend (New 

York, two). 
His brother, CLARKSON NOTT POTTER (1825-1882), was a CiVil 

engineer, then (1848-1868) a practising lawyer in New York City, 
and in 1866-1875 and in 1877-1881 a Democratic member of the 
National House of Representatives. Another brother, RoseaT 
BkoWN POTTER (1829-1887). a lawyer and a soldier, commanded 
the 51st New York Volunteers at Cedar Mountain, Second Bull 
Run and Antietam •  was wounded at Antietam and at Petersburg, 
wan comnilssioned major-general of volunteers in September 1865. 
and was mustered out in 1806. A third brother, ELIPHALET NOTT 
PUTTER (t836-1901), was rector of the Church of the Nativity. 
So di Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. in 1863-1869 •  was professor of 
ell -s in Lehigh University in 1869-1871, and was president of 
Ut n College in 1871-1884, of Hobart College in 1884-1897, and of 
Cc ,   I er,ity, a correspondence school, in 1897-19ot. 
• POTIIR, JOHN (c. :674-1747), archbishop of Canterbury, 

was the son of a linen-draper at Wakefield, Yorkshire, and was 
born about 1674. At the age of fourteen he entered University 
College, Oxford, and in r693 he published notes on Plutarch's 
Ds medical: penis and Basil's Oratio ad junta. In 1694 he 
was elected fellow of Lincoln College, and in :697 his edition of 
Lycophroo appeared. It was followed by his Arckatekgia 
graeca (2 vole. Svo, 1697-t798), the popularity of which endured 
till the advent of Dr William Smith's dictionaries. A reprint 
of his Lycophroo in 1702 was dedicated to Gmevius, and the 
A glignities was afterwards published in Latin in the Thereswor 
of Gronovius. Besides holding several livings he became in 
1704 chaplain to Archbishop Tenison, and shortly afterwards 
was made chaplain-in-ordinary to Queen MM. From 1708 he 
was resettle professor of divinity and canon of Christ Church. 
Oxford; and from :715 he was bishop of Oxford. In the latter 
you appeared his edition of Clement of Alexandria. In z7o7 
he published a Discourse on Church Government, and he took a 
prominent part in the controversy with Benjamin Hoadly. 
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bishop of Banspr. In January 1737 Potter was unexpectedly 
appointed to succeed Wake in the see of Canterbury. He died 
on the :nth of October 1747. His Theological Works, consisting 
of sermons, charges, divinity lectures and the Discourse on Church 
COPV1111111011, were published in 3 vas. 8vo, in :753. 

POTTER, PAUL (1625-1654), Dutch animal painter, was born 
at EnkhuiXen, Holland. He was instructed in art by his father, 
Peter Potter, a landscape and figure painter of some merit, and 
by Nicolas Moeyaert, of Amsterdam. Other masters and 
influences are mentioned by various writers, but more than any 
other of his contemporaries he learnt through direct study from 
nature. By the time he had attained his fifteenth year his 
productions were already much esteemed. In :646 he went to 
Delft, where he became a member of the gild of St Luke. At the 
age of twenty he settled at the Hague, and there married in 
1650. He was patronized by Maurice, prince of Orange, for 
whom he painted the life-size picture of the " Young Bull," now 
one of the most celebrated works in the gallery of the Hague. 
In 1652 he was induced by Burgomaster Tulp of Amsterdam to 
remove to that city. His constitution seems to have been 
feeble, and his health suffered from the unremitting diligence 
with which he pursued his art. He died on the 15th of January 
1654 at the age of twenty-nine. 

His paintings are generally small; early in life, however, he 
attempted, but with ill success, to work on a monumental scale, 
as in the " Bear Hunt " at the Rijks Museum and the " Boar 
Hunt " of the Carstanjen collection, Berlin. Even the famous 
"Equestrian Portrait of Tulp" in the Six collection, Amsterdam, 
is awkward and stiff and hard in handling. His animals are 
designed with careful accuracy, while the landscape backgrounds 
are introduced with spirit and appropriateness. His colour is 
clear and transparent, his execution firm and finished without 
being laboured. His view of nature is purely objective and 
unemotional; be painted with the greatest directness and simpli-
city the things he saw before him, and his paintings of horses and 
cattle are so individualized that they become faithful portraits 
of the animals. The best among his small portraits of horses 
are in the Louvre and in the Schwerin Gallery; and certain of 
his studies are the most brilliant of all. 

The earliest dated picture of importance is " Abraham Entering 
Into Canaan " (160), at the Germanic Museum in Nuremberg, in 
which he makes the Scriptural subject an excuse for painting the 
patriarch's herds, just as in his " Orpheus " of 1650 (Rijks Museum, 
Amsterdam) he makes similar use of the Greek myth. Among his 
finest works on a small scale are a cattle piece (1653) in the 'Due 
d'Arenberg's collection, and a similar. though earlier picture in 
the Munich Finakothek. In spite of his early death Paul Potter 
produced a great number of works. He wonted with feverish appli-
cation, as though he writ aware of the short span of fife that was 

H granted him. He executed a series of some twenty etchings, 	ily 
of animals, which are simple and direct in method and han,i 
Here, as in ppsatmntinfi, his precocity was remarkable: his large 1 rte 
of the " Herdsman, produced when he was only eighteen, and • at 
of the "Shepherd, -  which dates from the following year, show I im 
at his best as an accomplished master of the point. 

Potter's works have been engraved by Bartolozzi, Danck, -ts. 
Moldier, Le Bas and others. Authentic paintings from his to Ish 
command very considerable prices. At the Stover sale in 90 

The Dairy Farm " realized the record price of /6i-too. There ire 
two of his paintingsi at the National Gallery, three in Buckirn: tot 
Palace and a few in the duke of Westminster's collection. On he 
continent of Ems*. the most numerous and representative exam kg 
are to be found at the Rijks Museum in Amsterdam, the II rr.. .ge 
in Se Petersburg and the Dresden Gentry. 

See Pastes Potter, on vie at ses awes, by T. van Westrheene (the 
Hague, 867) : Eons -fortes diPaut Pena, by Georges Gratet Dupla, is 
and an old but interesting, volume, Pend Potter, print.. de (teak 
keilsmisise, by C. L F. Leairpentier (Rouen, 111111). (P. G. K.) 

"own. PHILIP CIPRIANI HAMLET (1792-1871), English 
musician, was born In London, the son of a pianoforte teacher. 
and godson of a sister of G. B. Cipriani, the painter. He was 
educated for the musical profession under Atterood, 
Crotch and Woelfi; later at Vienna. where he received encourage-
ment from Beethoven. In 1816 an overture by him. was per-
formed at a Philharmonic concert, and he began a distinguished 
career as a pianist. In 1822 he became a professor, and in 1832 
principal (resigning in 18591 of the Royal .  Academy of Music; in 

tado an exhibition was founded there in his honour. avian 
Potter composed many works, now mostly forgotten, though 
important in their day. He died on the 28th of September 
1871. 

POTTERIES, THE, a name popularly applied to a district ed 
north Staffordshire, the principal seat of the china and earthen-
ware industry in England. It lies in the valley of the Trent a 
little south of its source, and extends Into tributary valleys 
and up the hills flanking them. For a distance of 9 m. from 
south-east to north-west, and about 3 m. from north-east to 
south-west, the district resembles one great town, but the chief 
centres are Bunion, Hanley, Langton, Stoke-on-Trent, 
Fenton and Tunstall. Under the " Potteries federation " 
scheme (1908) these towns were amalgamated in 1910 as one 
municipal borough under the name of Stoke-on-Trent. New-
castle-under-Lyme, though not sharing in the staple industry, 
may also be reckoned in the district. Among the lesser manufac-
turing centres Etruria, ranking as a suburb of Hanley, is well 
known for its connexion with Josiah Wedgwood, who founded 
works here in 1769. The Wedgwoods and the Minton. are the 
two most famous family names connected with the china industry 
of the district. Coal and coarse clay are the only local natural 
products necessary to the industry; the finer clay and other 
ingredients are brought from Cornwall and elsewhere. Ironstone 
is raised in the district. The North Staffordshire and Landon! 
North-Western railways and the Grand Trunk canal are the 
principal means of communication. 

POTTHAST, AUGUST (1824-1898), German historian, was 
born at Heater on the 13th of August 1824. and was educated at 
Paderborn, Munster and Berlin. He assisted G. H. Pena, the 
editor of the Monuments Domani:le histories, and edited the 
Regesta Pontifical,* romanorinn, tspd-z 304 (Berlin, 074-1870• 
From 1874 to 1894 he was librarian of the German Reichstag. 
Potthast is chiefly known through his monumental Dibliethem 
historica tnedii seri (1862), a guide to the sources of European 
history in the middle ages. The work, in the form of an Wm, 
gives particulars of practically all the historical writers of Europe 
and their work between 375 and rsoo. A new and enlarged 
edition appeared at Berlin in 1896. Potthast died on the 13th 
of February 1898. 

POTTINGIOL ELDRED (1811-1843), Anglo-Indian soldier and 
diplomatist, entered the Bombay Artillery in 1827, and after 
some years of regimental duty was appointed to the political 
department under Colonel (afterwards Sir Henry) Pottinger. 
In 1837 he made a journey through Afghanistan in disguise. 
Arriving at Herat, he found it threatened by a Persian army 
(with which were some Russian officers) and immediately made 
himself known to the Afghan commander, offering his services. 
The attack which soon followed was conducted with the manse 
vigour, but the defence, inspired by Pottinger, was invariably 
successful, and after a year the siege was raised. For this great 
'entice Pottinger was thanked by the governor-general, the eul 
of Auckland, made brevet-major, and also received the C.B. 
He was also appointed political officer at Herat. In 284: be 
was political officer In Kohistan when the revolt against Shah 
Shuja broke out there. Taking refuge with the Gurkha garrison 
of Chasikar, Major Pottinger stood a siege of fourteen days, 
and then made an adventurous retreat to Kabul. Less than a 
fortnight after his arrival Sir William Macnaghten was murdered. 
and Pottinger succeeded to his position as envoy to the Afghan 
court. The apathy of the military leaders made resistance 
hopeless. and it only remained to negotiate for the withdrawal 
of the British mission. Pottinger himself was one of the hostages 
banded over to Akbar Khan, and thus escaped the massacre 
in the Khyber Pass. Released, after many months' captivity, 
by Sir George Pollock's army, he returned to India, and a year 
later died while visiting Hong-Kong. 

PO TO. the native name of the West African slow-lemon, 
popularly miscalled " sloths," and scientifically known as 
Pereadidkus, a name referring to the aborted condition of the 
index finger, which forme their most disttrctive fr:turr. The 

ordinary pone (P. petto) is about the size of a squirrel, but with 
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lams staring eyes, and irmere stump of a tail its general colour 
is rufous brown. Bates's potto (P. omen), of the Congo, is 
nearly allied; but the awantibo (P. (Aedwings' calabarearis), 
of Old Calabar, differs by the complete loss of the tail (see 
PRIMATES). 

POTTSTOWN, a borough 'of Montgomery county, Penn-
sylvania, U.S.A., on the Schuylkill river, ao m. N.W. of Phila-
delphia. Pop. (t9:o census) '5,599. Pottstown is served 
by the Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia & Reading railways, 
and by electric lines to neighbouring towns. In the borough is 
the Hill School 0850, an excellent secondary school for boys. 
There is trade with the surrounding country. which is devoted 
to farming and dairying and abounds in iron ore and limestone, 
but the principal industry is the manufacture of iron and steel, 
the first commercially important iron furnaces in Pennsylvania 
having been established near the site of Pottstown in pith-1718. 
In 1905 the factory products were valued at 118444,723 (t01% 
more than in 19o0). Thtee miles from Pottstown, in an amuse-
ment park, arc the " ringing rocks," which cover about an acre, 
and have varying tones when struck, so that 'tunes may be 
played upon them. Pottstown was settled and laid out in 
1752 and was named Pottsgrove In honour of its founder, 
John Potts (1710-1768); in idts it was incorporated as a 
borough and in 1829 the present name was adopted. 

POTTSVILLE, a borough and the county-seat of Schuylkill 
county, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., at Schuylkill Gap through Sharp 
Mountain on the Schuylkill river, about 90 m. N.W. of Phila-
delphia. Pop. (1910 census) 20,236. It is served by the 
Pennsylvania, the Lehigh Valley and the Philadelphia & Reading 
railways, and by the Eastern Pennsylvania railway company to 
the borough of Minersville (pop., 1910, 724o), about 411m. N. N.E., 
and to the other boroughs in the immediate neighbourhood, 
for which Pottsville is a business and shipping centre. It is 
picturesquely situated in the famous Schuylkill coalfield and 
on the old Schuylkill canal and Tumbling Run. and has a con-
siderable number of summer visitors. There are large repair 
shops of the Pennsylvania and of the Philadelphia & Reading 
railways at Pottsville. In 19os the total value of the factory 
products was 15,805.788. 

The first settlers here, a single tamily, were massacred by the 
Indians in August 1780; a second settlement was established 
about 1795, and an iron furnace was erected a few yeses later. 
In 1804 this furnace was purchased by John Pott ( 1 759-1827), 
the founder of the borough; in do, coal was discovered; in 
2816 the town was laid out in 21128 it was incorporated as a 
borough; and in 18st the borough became the county-seat. In 
1854-1877 Pottsville was a centre of the Molly Maguire 
disturbances, and here a number of the leaders were tried 
and convicted in 1876-1877. In scrag the borough of Yorkville 
(pop., 1900, 12 2s) was annexed to Pottsville. 

POTWALLOPER. or POTWALLEI, the name of a 'class of 
persons who were entitled in certain English boroughs to the 
parliamentary franchise. The word is usually taken to mean 
literally " one who boils a pot," from " wallop " or " gallop," 
which Skeat (Etym. Did.. 1898) connects with the Old Low 
Ger. weilen, to boil, cf." well," i.e. which springs or boils up. 
The " Potwalloper " was defined in Curry's Case, 1838 (Pak 
and Fitz., p. 311) as " one, whether be be a householder or a 
lodger, who has the sole dominion ova a room with a fireplace 
in it, and who furnishes and cooks his own diet at his own 
fireplace." The Representation of the People Act (t835) 
reserved these ancient franchise rights to their then holders only. 
In the Rases of Parlimandary Consfitskscier (Electors, &c.), 
1398, there was one " potwalloper " on the register. 

POUCHED MOUSE. the colonial name for any member of 
the polyprotodoat marsupial genus Phaseolotak (see bL► tsort-
at.m). There are over a dozen species, none larger, the most 
much smaller than a rat. The food of these animals is almost 
entirely insects, which some pursue among the branches's( trees, 
while others are purely terrestrial. Pouched mice are found 
throughout Australis, where all the species have uniformly 
coloured fur, and also in New Guinea and the Aru and some  

of the adjacent islands, most of the Papuan forms being 
distinguished by striping on the back. In the view of Oldfield 
Thomas these marsupials fill the place held in Malaya by tee 
tree-shrews, and in South America by the smaller opossums. 

POUGHKEEPSIE, a city and the county-seat of Dutchess 
county, New York, US.A., and on the east bank of the Hudson 
river, 73 tn. N. of New York City. Pop. (19to census), 
27,936. It is served by the New York Central & Hudson River, 
the New York, New Haven & Hartford, the West Shore, the 
Central New England, and the Poughkeepsie & Eastern (merged 
in the Central New England) railways, and by river steamboat 
lines on the Hudson. A cantilever railway bridge, 226o ft. long 
(6767 ft., including approaches) and 200 ft, above the water; 
spans the Hudson at this point. The city is built partly on 
terraces rising 200 ft. above the river and partly on a level 
plateau above. On the Hudson here is the course for the inter-
collegiate boat-races in which the American college crews (save 
those of Yale and Harvard, which row on the Thames at New 
London) have rowed annually, beginning in t895, except in :896, 
when the race was rowed at Saratoga. In the north-eastern part 
of the city is College Hill Park, and in the centre is Eastman 
Park (it acres, originally the home of Harvey Gridley Eastman). 
Vassar College (q.e.), one of the most famous women's colleges 
in America, occupies extensive grounds a short distance east 
of the city. Other educational institutions are the Lyndon 
Hall School (1848) for girls, Putnam Hall (for girls), St Faith's 
School (Protestant Episcopal; removed in 1904 from Saratoga 
Springs. where it was founded in t89o), Riverview Military 
Academy (1836), and Eastman Business College, one of the 
largest commercial schools in the country, founded in 1859 by 
Harvey Gridley Eastman (1832-0178). Immediately north of 
Poughkeepsie is the Hudson River State Hospital for the 
Insane (7871); in the aty are the Vassar Brothers' Hospital 
(1878), with which a nurses' training school is connected; the 
Vassar Brothers' Home (11880 for aged and infirm men; the 
Poughkeepsie Orphan House and Home for the Friendless (1847): 
the Old Ladies' Home (187o); the Pringle Memorial Home 
(1899), for aged and indigent men, and The Adriance Memorial 
Library (45.000 volumes in 1909). The city is a manufacturing 
centre of considerable importance; the factory products in 1905 
were valued at $7,206,914, an increase of 29.2% over two. ' 

Poughkeepsie was settled by the Dutch about 1698, taking its 
name from an Indian word " Apokeepsing," or " Pooghkepe-
singh," which seems to have been the name of a waterfall on the 
river front. The New York legislature met in Poughkeepsie 
in :778, t78o, 1781, 1782, 1788 and 1795, and here in 1788 
met the convention which ratified for New York the Federal 
constitution (July 28). Poughkeepsie was incorporated as a 
village in r799 and was chartered as a city in iSsa. 

POULTICE, a mass of linseed-meal, bread or other substance, 
sometimes of medicinal herbs, mixed with boiling water and 
enclosed in muslin or linen and applied to the skin to reduce 
inflammation, to induce warmth, or when mixed with mustard, 
&c., as a counter-irritant. The word seems to have been taken 
from the plural pupa of the last. pals, pottage, pulse, Gr. inikrot. 

POULTRY AND POULTRY-FARMING. The term 
" poultry " (from " poult," Fr. paid, dim, of evade, a fowl) is 
usually regarded as including the whole of the domesticated 
birds reclaimed by man for the sake of their flesh and their eggs. 
The most important is the common fowl, which is remarkable 
as having no distinctive English name; but the present article 
also deals with the poultry-farming side of the turkey, the 
guinea-fowl, the duck and the goose. For purely zoological 
details the separate articles referred to should be consulted. 

Peels. —The common fowl (see Fora) belongs to the restricted 
genus Gallus, of which four wild species are known—the Bankiva 
jungle fowl (C. fesrugirseus), the Sonnerat jungle fowl (G. 
sennereti), the Ceylon jungle fowl (G. staisky0, and the forked-
tail jungle fowl (C. fwealur). The origin of the domesticated 
breeds is ascribed by Darwin, Blyth and other naturalists to 
the Hardily& fowl, much stress being laid on the comparative 
want of fertility in the hybrids produced between this species 
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.1 there has not been that practical antagonism between the 
of these breeders and the production of food which some 

• ne alleged. But there has further been. since 1890especially, 
maaraable development of what has been tamed " utility " 

realty toredtng. 
realm( dud Rig - podereiew.-Then aspects of poultry-

, 4ture are closely connected, and in both such advances have 
lima made as almost amount to a revolution. The breeders of 
the Coded States have led the way. awl, though it had first 
Non taught In England. were the first to practise generally 
the gymnastic breeding. year after year. from the but layers 
only. It had always born known that some hens would lay 
bola tso la coo eggs in a year whilst many did not exceed 100. 

and some laid much less. This was tested on • better stock than 
Ike acreage) at the Maine experimeni al station in 1f98-thou. 
lee Peril. bring selected, of which s died and to were stolen. 
01 the mismin.in, to laid Om eggs each oe more, and as less than 
mo the nil turning between these figures. the hat best lard zoo, 
am. sea. rob and roe ems in twelve months, and the three 
most only 36. 37 and II in the same time. From such figures 
the money valor of selective breeding is apparent. As a proof 
of ohm may be done by systematic breeding, one American 
breeder obtained an average of lob MOM pet annum from as 
may as be while Legbonsss and another um eggs from 140 
Plymouth Rocks, greater numbers have been obtained from 
single Weds or small pens of fools, but these an results from 
osemdesable locks. 

It fns bees primed however. that sent averages as these 
meow be obtained unless they age fed Ice as well as bred for 

The most successful egg-farmers  raw feed their poultry on 
definite " rations," compounded so as to give what ie termed a 
proper " nutritive ratio," or proportion of albuminolds to 
carbonaceous material. The basis of such feeding is analysis 
of foodstuffs, in some form which shows simply their percentages 
of albuminoida, fats or hydrocarbons, carbohydrates (starch, 
sugar, tec.), salts, crude husk or fibre, and water. Fats, being 
relatively much richer In carbon than the starch compounds, 
are generally multiplied by 2-as, and this product added 
instead to the carbohydrates; then the ratio of albuminoids or 
nitrogenous matter to this total of carbonaceous compounds is 
the "nutritive ratio." The following is a useful table of 
analyses made out in this way, taken from The Book of Poultry:- 
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Linseed meal 	. 	. 	 7.9..17.8 	35-1 	51 
lkans and psas 	 1.5- 3'4 	4• 0 	2 - 3 
Malt sprouta 	 1'7 	3'8 	48-5 	5'7 
Oatmeal 	, 	 1/.0.. t33 	63 s 	2-0 
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MiddlingsorFineS4 	. 	4•13.■ 9-0 	57-0 	4•5 
Sunflower wed 	. 	 28•5 ■ 44-4 	21.4 	2 -0 

4'0. 9*0 	4-4"0 	6 *0  
t• and groundats 	 5'5.112'4 	48.0 	2'5 • Wheat. 	. 	 Las. 4.0 	70-1 	I48 Barley (and meal) 	1.4 ■ 3.3 	sO 0 	3-6 1.1illet seed 	. 	. 	4.0 ., 	0.0 	00-0 	3-0 Matte 	. 	.. 	8•0,=16.0 	IA, 5 	1.5 
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Two extremely simple eases will suffice as examples of the mod, rn 
method. Potatoes are often cheap. but on account of their starchy 
compr_milion require • ** balance, and the same may be said of 
maw: one method of balancing ea, h will show what Is meant and 
the simplicity of the calculalson. 1•e wdl take potatoes and bran 
hem 
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or the domesticated breeds and the oiler three forms of wild 
Galli, but it is probable that this want of fertility was due in 
great part to the unnatural conditions under which the parent 
and offspring etre placed, as, if bred under more natural condi-
tions, there is no difficulty in rearing these hybrids orirt breeding 
from them with the domesticated varieties. 

Breeds.—The number of poultry exhibitions has nowadays 
multiplied to such an extent that as Many as twenty shows have 
been criticized in print in one week in Great Britain. Competition 
has increased the money value of prize fowls and created a large 
class—almost a profession—who have considerable pecuniary in-
terests embarked in breeding and exhibiting such birds. This 
professionalism, and the interests at stake, have in turn naturally 
given rise to many proceedings of doubtful character, which it has 
been found needful to keep in check by an organization known 
as the Poultry Club. An enormous multiplication of varieties is 
another phase of this development, neatly all breeds having had 
their older subdivisions supplemented by new colours, produced 
through crossing and skilful selection, amidst which buff or orange. 
now bred in nearly all fowls, has had a curious popularity. While 
formerly the diminutive bantams were confined to a few well-
marked varieties, all the large breeds of poultry have now been 
dwarfed into bantam size by the skill of breeders. Toenter farther 
into this branch of the subject is beyond the scope of the present 
article, but it may be interesting to state that at a public auction in 
loot one prize fowl was sold for fists 

Game Fouls.—Game fowls differ less from the wild Bankiva than 
any other variety; they are, however, considerably larger, and carry 
the tail more erect than the wild birds. Game fowls in England 
were long cultivated not only as useful poultry, but on account 
of their combative tendencies for the cock-pit. The comb in the 
game is single, the beak massive, the spurs strong and very sharp. 
There is a tendency towards the assumption of the female plumage 
by the males, and distinct breeds of " penny " game are known. 
Game are highly esteemed for the table on account of their plumpness, 
the amount of the breast-meat, owing to the size of the pectoral 
muscles, being very great, from which cause, combined with their 
hardihood, they are most valuable for crossing with other breeds, as 
the Dorking. English-bred game have been reared of many varieties 
of colour, retaining in all cases their distinctive peculiarities of form. 
Game fowls have been reduced in size by selective breeding, and 
exceedingly minute game bantams have been produced with the 
distinguishing characters of the larger breed. But the long-legged 
and long-necked " stilty " Hanle fowls, which resulted at one time 
from breeding for exhibition purposes, have been again superseded 
in favour of the old and genuine type. 

Coehias.—This type, which must be regarded as including not only 
the birds generally so-called but also the Brahmas and Langshans, 
is of very large size, some of the males reaching the great weight 
of 16 or 17 lb. They are distinguished by a profusion of downy 
plumage, with small wings and tails; they are incapable of long 
flight, and the pectoral muscles are consequently but feebly 
developed. The Cochins originally imported from Shanghai were 
of several colours; some of the grey birds in America were crossed 
with the grey Chittagong, the Brahmas being the result of the cross, 
and they became established as a pure breed, faithfully reproducing 
their own type. The Langshans, a later importation, have fuller 
breasts and less abundant plumage. The exaggeration of fluff 
and leg-feather has removed all Cochins—it is to be feared per-
manently—from amongst popular and useful breeds, and in only 
less degree the Brahma, once the most popular breed of the day. 
On the other hand, new sub-breeds, based upon a cross from one or 
the other of the Asiatic races, have been multiplied and largely bred, 
these being all of smooth-legged type and somewhat less in size. 
A sub-variety of Cochin, raised to America, by crossing with a cuckoo-
coloured breed long known as Dominiques, became fashionable 
under the name of Plymouth Rocks. They are cuckoo-coloured, 
viz, each feather is marked with transverse grey stripeson a lighter 
ground, and, as in all cuckoo-coloured breeds, the cocks are of th , 

 same colour as the hens; their legs are not feathered, and the plums, 
 is not so loose as that of the more typical Cochins. To the origi 

cuckoo-coloured Plymouth Rock have been added buff and w ' 

varieties; and by crossing Cochins and Brahmas with other f 
American breeders produced another useful race of compact 
with smooth yellow legs, and white feathers laced with black 
the edges, called the silver-laced Wyandotte, to which were 
added other colours and patterns of plumage. The feather 
than has given rise to the black Orpington with smooth I,  
local cross of Cochin and Dorking prevalent in Lincoln 
huff breed with smooth white legs, now called the bur 
though quite unrelated to the former. All these a 
table, and good layers. 

Malayan Fouls.—The Malayan type has been long recen$.. 
as of Eastern origin. The birds are of large size, closeand scant n,
plumage, with very long legs and necks. The Gallus giganteus of 
temrtunck, which he regarded erroneously as a distinct species. 
belonged to this group, as did the Kuhn fowl and the grey Chittagong 
et the United States. The Malays are of savage disposition. Several 

smaller breeds of a somewhat similar type are kn. iwn as Inane 
Game; some of these, as the Aseels, are of indonattatsle coarap_ 
Until the arrival of tee screened Cochin breeds from the marts ed 
China, Malays were the largest fowls known in Lurope and inn 
employed to impart size to other varieties by crossmC• 

Spaxish.—The Spanish or Mediterranean type is well male 
The birds are of moderate size, with large single erect emote 
white ear-lobes. In the black Spanish the whiteness of the es. 
extends over the face, and its size has been so greatly des 
by cultivation that in some specimens it is 6 or 7 in. in ler 
several in breadth. Closely related to the Spanish. cliffr 
in colour of plumage and extent of white fare and ear-h 
white and brown Leghorns, the slaty-blue Andalusian 
Minonas, &c. All are non-incubators, the desire T 
been lost in the tendency to the increased production 
has been developed by the persistent and bnrcon 
of the most fertile layers. The white-faced black s 
most widely kept, has almost - disappeared; but t 
Minorca and the blue Andalusian have achieved 
free layers of large white eggs; and the 
similar type, though rather smaller, Its 
much multiplication of varieties, the la 
black and white plumage, is termed the 
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Game, which is of uasurpassed extwIlenee for the table. Mating a 
Dorking cock with law pme hens is found to be the twat advan-
tageous. 

Stilt Pmts.-Thew constitute a singular variety, In which the 
barbs of the feathers are not connected 	barbules and the entire 
plumage has • to fibrous ap 	similar variations are found 
amongst other s 	of b.  s, but are soon lost in • wOd state. 
The silk fowl be known is that in which the plumage is perfectly 
white, whilst the sldn, cellular tissue between the muscles, and the 
periosteum cove the bones are a deep blue-black, the coasts and 
wattles being • dark leaden blue. The birds are admirable sitters 
and mothers, and are much valued for rearing pheasants, being of 
somewhat small size. Though of remarkable appearatke when 
cooked, they are of good quality. In cmsses with other breeds the 
silky character of the plumage is gee 	lost, but the dark skin and 
intermuscular cc 	tissue remain and greatly lama the value of 
the birds in the market. 

FrIszird Fowls are birds in which each feather curls outwards 
away from the body. They are common in India, but are not 
adapted to the climate of Britain, as the plumage offers aa imperfect 
protection againw wet. 

floimpless Fee arc those in which the coccygeal vertebrae are 
absent; there is consequently no to By crossing, rumples. breeds 
of any variety ma be produced. They are not dedrabk to el .:titivate. 
as, from the structural peculiarities, the eggs ass very apt to escape 
being fertilized. 

Dampier or Creept11 are birds in which the bones of the legs 
are so short the their progression is considerably interfered with. 
The best known are the Scotch dun 

Lon-sailed Fowls, under the various names Of Yokohama or 
Phoenix fowls, o Shinotawaro fowls, are singular varieties recently 
introduced from Japan, in which the sickle•feathers of the tail are 
6 or 7 ft. long. In Japan they arc said to assume a much greater 
length. One bin d in the museum a Tokio is Wated to have tackle-
feather, 17 ft. It In other respects the fowls are net peculiar, 
resembling the It 	a the Game type. 

Boomm.-This term is applied to fowls of a diminutive 
without any reference to the particular breed. By careful select on 
and crossing v ill smMI specimens a variety can be tecluceil 
desired size. The Chita,* had in the Summer Palace at Peking snail 
Cochins weighing not mom than t I The Japanese ha%e I. ng 
possessed a dwarf breed with enormous tail and condi. and v th 
very short legs. One of the most artificial breeds U. the !ache ht 
bantam, named after Its originator. This bird has the laced or 
marginal feather of the Polish combined with the absence of n, de 
plumage in the cocks. so that it may be described as a hen-fiath -ed 
breed with laced plumage. When perfect in marking it is of sing, lar 
beauty, but is not remarkable for fertility. 

Most of the modern changes in breeds, broadly speaking, have 
been in the direction of replacing poultry with chiefly fancy 
points by really weld fowls, yet it is noteworthy that they have 
been carrie•I out by fanciers, or breeders for exhibition, proving 
that there has not been that practical antagonism between the 
aims of these breeders and the production of food which some 
have alleged. But there has further been, since aMoespecially, 
a remarkable development of what bas been termed " utility " 
poultry•brarding. 

Feeding and Eu-prodraion.-Theae aspects of poultry-
culture arc closely connected, and in both such advances have 
been made as almost amount to a revolution. The breeders of 
the United States have led the way, and, though it had first 
been taught in England, were the first to practise generally 
the systematic breeding, year after year. from the best layers 
only. It had always been known that some hens would lay 
from iso to me eggs in a year whilst many did not exceed too, 
and some laid much less. This was tested (on a better stock than 
the average) at the Maine experimental station in r898- 0399, 
s60 pullets being selected, of which 5 died and 19 were stolen. 
Of the remainder, m laid gm egp each or more, and 22 less than 
WO, the rest corning between these figures; the five best laid me, 
so:, ro4, sob and mit eggs in twelve months, and the three 
worst only 36, 37 and 38 in the same time. From such figures 
the money value of selective breeding is apparent. As a proof 
of what may be done by systematic breeding, one American 
breeder obtained an average of 196 eggs per annum from as 
many as 600 white Leghorn, and another 194 eggs from too 
Plymouth Rocks, greater numbers have been obtained from 
single birds or small pens of Cowls, but these an results from 
considerable flocks. 

It has beets proved however, that such averages as these 
moot be obtained unless they are fed for as well as bred for. 

The most successful egg-farmers now feed their poultry on 
definite " rations," compounded so as to give what is termed a 
proper " nutritive ratio," or proportion of albuminolds to 
carbonaceous material. The basis of such feeding is analysis 
of foodstuffs, In some form which shows simply their percentages 
of albuminoids, fats or hydrocarbons, carbohydrates (starch, 
sugar, &c.), salts, crude husk or fibre, and water. Fats, being 
relatively much richer in carbon than the starch compounds, 
are generally multiplied by 2.25, and this product : added 
instead to the carbohydrates; then the ratio of albuminoids or 
nitrogenous matter to this total of carbonaceous compounds is 
the " nutritive ratio." The following is a useful table of 
analyses made out in this way, taken from The Book of Poultry:- 

Analyses of Pointy Foods. 

Ankles af Food. 
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Linseed meal 	. . 7'9 -17.8 
Beans and peas l'5 	3 .4 
Malt sprouts 	. . 1. 7' 3'8  
Oatmeal 	. 6-0.131 
Middlings°, FineSharps 4.0. 9-o 
Sunflower seed 	. 21.3.48'4 

ran 4-0" 9'0  
ts and ground oats 5.5-1s-4 

Wheat 	. 	. 	. 1 ' 8  ' 4 .0  
Barley (and meal) 1 .4" 3 .2  
Millet seed 	. 4-0. 9•o 
Maize 8.0 ..117-0 
Rye 1.8. 4.0 
Buckwheat . 2.2 .. 	5.0 
Heinpseed 	. 21.0.-47'2 
Dari. 	. • 4 . 5" 10• 1  
White bread ' I - 8 " 4'0 
Rice 	  0- 4" 0 '9 
Brewers' grains . 1.6 - 	3.6 

Vegetables. 
Potatoes 	. 	. . 0.0 ,, 0.0 
Red clover 	. 	. o-8•-% 	1-8 
Meadow grass . . t•ci . 	2 - 7 
Hay 

	. 	. 
2.6 ... 	5.8 
0-4. 0.9 

Onions 	. 0a. 0-3 
Turnips . 0.1 .. 	0.2 

A :lima! Foods. 
Dry meat meal . 13-7 .30-8 
Flesh of fowl, . 3.8 . 	8•3 
Horw•flesh 7.6 ■ 5,8 
Lean of beef • 3'5' 7 .9 
Fresh-cut bone 26-1 -55.7 
Dried fish 	. 11•6 ,.. 26. t 
NI ilk • 3'5' 	7'9 
Skim milk (separated) 0-3. 0.7 
Eggs (yolk only) 	. 30.0 ■ 67.5 

.. 	(white only) 2 ' 0 	4 . 5 

Many writers have introduced unmet vry complication into 
a very simple matter. Some elaborately compute the amount of 
" dry matter," which is needless if our analyses show the proportion 
of water, as above. Others have calculated " ' on the 
theory that food not rejected as excrement is" retained in the body." 
This theory has a basis in the case of animals whkh consume a large 
amount of hard indigestible fibre, excreted in such • form as horse 
manure; but fowls macerate all they eat in the crop, and grind it in 
the gizzard. and in their case the excreta represent very little 
undigested food, but mainly the final result of the vital processes. 
and of food usefully employed in carrying these on. We may be 
sure that we more than allow for any factor of indigestiffility if 
we merely leave out any crude husk or fibre, giving that to the 
fowl (or whatever it is worth, and calculate our ratso direct from 
the figures of the table. 

Two extremely simple cases will suffice as examples of the modern 
method. Potatoes are often cheap. but on account of their starchy 
composition require a "balance, and the same may be said of 
maim: one method of balancing each will show what is meant and 
the simplicity of the cakulation. We will take potatoes and bran 
first. 
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Ratio of Potatoes and Bran. 

Albumi- 
noids. FatX2/.  

Carbo- 
hydrates. Salts. 

s lb Potatoes 	. 	. 	. 6-5 0.0 41.0 2-o 
1 lb Bran 	. 	. 	• 	• IS'S 9'0 44.0 6-0 

22.0 9.0 85-o 8•o 
• 4-942 

94•O 

Adding here the fats X 	to the carbohydrates. we get the ratio 
of the mixture as 22 : OA, or about z : 4). which is very good. Coming 
next to the maize, let us suppose that it is desired to feed this as 
grain in the evening, and to " balance " it by an equal weight of 
" mash " or soft mixture in the morning. One way would be as 
follows:— 

A Diet containing Maize. 
Albumi- 
noids. Fat X 2 I • 

Carbo-
hydrates, Salts. 

3 lb Maize 	3) 	. 	. fix 31.5 54-0 199.5 

Y
o

h
 

',i
+

  

i lb Horse- esh. 	. 	• 2 t .7 5'8 0.0 
a lb Ground oats (X2). 30.0 24' 8  96.0 

83.2 844 295.5 1 0.5 
+84•6  

380.1 

This ration explains how in such a case we must multiply the figures 
for maize by 3, and those for oats by 2, being the proportions we are 
taking to one portion of horse-flesh. The ratio of this dietary comes 
out slightly lower than r : 4). 

The proper ratio for feeding fowls has received much discussion. 
Dietetic authorities mostly agree that about t :5 is the best for 
maintenance of animal life generally, and more specifically that there 
should be of albuminoids about z8 parts in zoo, of fats 7 and carbo-
hydrates 75. That should suffice for growing chickens; but it 
is fairly obvious that fowls fattening may require more fat, while 
the constant production of eggs, whose high ratio is shown in the 
analyses, must require a larger amount of albuminoids. This fact 
is indicated by the hen herself, which when laying devours large 
earthworms, usually rejected with disgust at other times. She 
shows by this appetite how specially she needs albumen; and fowls 
on a wide range, though only fed with corn, may thus in summer 
" balance " a dietary for themselves by the worms and insects 
which they procure. When they cannot do this, more albumen 
must be supplied, and the general opinion of practical egg-farmers 
has tended towards a ratio of 1 :4 or I :4) for hens in full lay. 
One successful American breeder feeds as high as I :3, and states 
that his results have been best at that figure. 

Passing from theory, the greatest practical advance in poult ry-
feeding has probably been the discovery of the benefit to be 
derived from dividing the extra supply of albumen between 
fresh bones cut up small in a mill (known amongst breeders as 
" cut bone ") and such green food as clover or cabbage. The 
bones contain a good proportion of fat, and of mineral salts also, 
which careful experiments have shown to be of great importance 
both in egg-production and for growing stock. Green food had 
until recently been looked upon chiefly as a corrective, or neces-
sity for health, though it was known that fowls on a pasture 
grazed largely. But the nutritive ratio of clover is as high as 
I:3, and American poultry-farmers now use it largely as really 
albuminous food, to promote laying. Its use in this way also 
allows more animal food to be used without ill effect; and to this 
free use of clover and cut bone in conjunction the improved 
results upon American egg-farms are largely due. The following 
is the " mash " ration on a successful American egg-farm, and 
represents a high forcing diet: middlings or sharps too lb, maize-
meal 75 lb, gluten-meal (a highly nitrogenous by-product of 
American flour-milling) is lb, clover-meal 8o lb, meat-meal 
35 lb, all weighed dry, mixed with boiling water in the evening, 
and kept covered all night. 

The majority of poultry-farmers give their stock each day 
one feed of grain, and one of soft meal-food or " mash," but by 
no means agree as to the times for these meals. In England, 
morning mash and evening grain are almost universal, the latter 
giving more support during the long fast at night, and the former 
more rapid recuperation on cold mornings. But in America  

and Canada, where the climate compels confinement of the Mork 
for months together in enclosed sheds, health and eggs can only 
be secured by constant " scratching," to promote *hid' the 
grain is scattered amongst loose litter spread several inches deep. 
Many, therefore, prefer to scatter the grain in the morning and 
feed the mash at night, alleging that a good breakfast of mash 
makes the fowls lazy, with bad results. Others state that this 
is avoided by a rather scantier morning feed of mash, with a 
slight sprinkle of grain in the litter afterwards. In Mao a 
careful experiment was made by the Massachusetts Agricultural 
College, two similar lots of pullets being fed upon similar toed, 
on the two plans, for two periods of several months each, in 
summer and winter seasons, and each lot receiving, besides the 
morning and evening feeds, a slight sprinkle of millet in the 
litter, to promote exercise. In egg-production there was 
scarcely any difference, what little there was being in favour of 
the morning mash; and the birds thus fed became also somewhat 
the heaviest. The most remarkable result was that the weight 
of manure voided in the night was nearly double in the case of 
the evening-mash birds, showing the rapid digestion of mash 
food. 

Artificial Incubation and Rearing.—In the separate article on 
INCUBATOR, details are given concerning the appliances used in 
artificial hatching and rearing, and the subject may be only 
briefly heated here. 

Even in England the eggs hatched in incubators now probably 
equal, or nearly equal, those hatched under hens: in America 
the wide practice of artificial incubation is difficult to realize . 

Of small-sized machines one Illinois maker sold 14,111o3 in agoo; 
and in regard to large sizes, in tom at least seven names sad 
addresses were known of operators who each used from ss to as 
many as fis machines, every machine holding ,too or more ESP-
somewhat smaller plants were of course far more mimosas. 
Experience on such a vast scale has led to a practical advance 
of considerable importance. While in England it is still usual 
to effect empirical adjustment of ventilation and moisture, the 
better American incubators now dispense with direct moisture 
altogether. It was remembered that the hen hatches without 
moisture, and equally so the egg-ovens of Egypt; the absence of 
direct air-current, and consequently of any rapid evaporatioa, 
being the obvious explanation. The manufacturers therefore 
set themselves to slow the movement of the air, and when Ow 
object was effectually accomplished, it was found that that 
was no need for moisture, and that the chicks also hatched oat 
stronger and in higher proportion. The general opinion is 
the United States, where many farmers tested both hens and 
machines on a large scale, whilst still undecided between them, is 
that the proceeds of artificial incubation are superior by about 
to%, and this is based upon hatches of thousands annually. 

Artificial hatching necessitates artificial brooding, and in this 
also great changes have taken place, any real success In rearing 
having been for some years far behind that in hatching The 
method universally attempted at first might be called the 
" coverlet " system, nestling material such as strips of flannel or 
wool, warmed from above, being provided for the chicks to 
nestle under, as they do under the feathers of the hen. limy 
were reared in this way, but failures were also terribly general, 
and these were ultimately traced to confinement and palladia' 
and heating and rebreathing of the air, caused by the nestling 
material. That system is now abandoned, warmed but open 
chambers being provided, which the chicks use at pleasure, but 
which have no coverlet to rest upon their bodies. In some. 
heated pipes traverse the upper part of the chamber, some 
inches above the chicks; in others a warm iron plate radiates 
heat in the same way; in others warmed air is brought in by 
flues or openings; in some small ones the lamp itself burns in 
the chamber of the brooder: but the principle is conunen to 
all of a warmed shelter, open above, and generally with an outer 
chamber also, sheltered but not heated, which breaks the transi-
tion to the open air outside. In America • very large propos• 
tion of the chickens reared are brought up till hardy in the large 
" brooder-houses " mentioned below. 
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Poulley-fareing.—Poultry-farming In a practical sense is 
now carried on somewhat extensively in various ways, under-
standing that term to include any case where poultry-culture 
is carried on for substantial profit, or as an important interest 
of the holding, beyond the mere breeding of prize birds for 
eshibition. The difficulty never bad been, as some have stated, 
in ground getting tainted or rent costing too much. It is now 
well understood that in the English climate too birds per acre 
must not be exceeded, though it is far better to confine them to 
one-half or one-third of the space, while some crop is got off 
the remainder when they go yearly to absolutely fresh ground. 
The mere rent of an acre is not much for too fowls, but the real 
difficulty was and is that a fowl is such a runoff unit, entailing 
constant liability to small losses and wastes, and necessity for 
labour and oversight out of proportion. Hence at a time when 
tog eggs per annum was thought a fair return for each bird, and 
there was but a poor and uncertain market for them, this 
difficulty was insuperable. A very different average production 
would now be worked for; while, on the other hand, the greater 
crowding into cities, and growing appreciation of eggs as an 
article of diet, have caused a market for " new-laid " eggs at 
good prices which previously did not exist. It is these changes 
which have altered the conditions. 

The chief development in England at the beginning of the 
aoth century was a very large increase in the poultry kept upon 
farms. Formerly very few were kept, looked after casually by 
the mistress or a boy, and only expected to provide for the house-
hold and occasionally a few shillings in cash, while any food 
expressly fed to them was grudged. It has now been taught all 
over the country, by lecturers under the county council tech-
nical instruction committees, that poultry pay best of any 
branch upon a farm. It has become generally known that, 
provided they can be run over the farm by using detached 
houses, and not huddled together, a dosen hens per acre can 
be kept upon a holding without interfering with any other 
stock; indeed, the curious fact is observed that horses and cattle 
prefer to graze over grass that might be thought soiled by the 
fowls. Where the statement was once derided, it, is now a 
commonplace of county council lecturers, that the additional 
manure thus made is really worth to the farm from sixpence 
per bird per annum for small breeds to as much as one shilling 
or very large ones. Out of a large number of similar instances 

collected In toots, one specimen may be given. In Worcester-
shire 110 fowls had the run of too acres, 101S of so to 30 being 
kept in detached houses. From ao,000 to ts,000 eggs per 
annum were marketed, and Ise to 200 chickens, the food 
averaging about Leo, and the cash return Leo to Loam The 
almost universal opinion is that the manure pays for the labour, 
and that the annual profit averages from 45. to ss. 6d. per head. 

Poultry-farming on a larger scale than this is also carried on 
in connexion with the Sussex fattening industry, presently 
described. That was until recently a separate business, chickens 
being bought from neighbouring small renters, or imported 
Iron Ireland, to go directly into fattening cages; and it has 
often been stated that rearing and fattening together were 
Incompatible. This 12113, so far true that the manure made by 
numbers of fattening poultry was very considerable, and had to 
be used upon a small holding kept in order to use it; such a 
holding, therefore, received as much as it could possibly bear, 
and was thereby " sickened " for live poultry running at large. 
But with an extra holding or larger holding this is not the case. 
and increasing competition and the desire for the two profits 
have led to a large amount of tearing and fattening combined. 
In 1394 one of the officers of the agricultural commission found 
Soon chickens being reared and fattened annually on one farm 
of too scree, and this proved only a pioneer: in tem be found 
(amongst many such instances) ono reared upon So acres, 
:scat upon 12 acres and sow upon an extra holding (taken for 
the purpose) 4 40 acres. In most rases the main cereal crop 
eras oats, to be fed to the fowls; and some cows were kept, the 
skim milk from which was used in the same way; but the poultry 
sus the controlling interest of the whole. 

On any such scale as this the manure becomes of great impor-
tance. About i88o Dr Augustus Voekker, chemist to the Royal 
Agricultural Society, made the following analysis of two samples, 
one moist or fresh dropped, the other freed from much moisture 
by storing under cover for four weeks:— 

Organic matter and ammonia salts. 
Tribasie phosphate of lime . . . 
Magnesia, alkaline salts, he. . . 
Insoluble silicious matter (mad) • 

	

100.00 	100-00 

Containing nitrogen  	1•71 	318 
Equal to ammonia  	2 .09 	4 . 39 

Valued in the usual way, Dr Voelcker found that the moist 
manure was worth £2 per ton, and the drier stored manure 
is es. per ton; but though the figures were indisputable, foe 
many years such manure was practically unsaleable. Gradually 
in Sussex it became sakable at 6d. per bushel, and in tow some 
of the smaller tatters were selling it at prices varying from es. 
to 1 ss. per load; the larger men either used it themselves or 
obtained higher prices. 

Really large poultry-farms are few in England, and to 
give quite recent facts would be to run the risk that they 
might prove ephemeral. It has been supposed that the 
common experience is failure after two years' trial, but 
this is unduly pessimistic. Even in spot, two farms in 
Berkshire were selling eggs from over moo and soots laying 
bens; and there was one farm in the west of England, 
occupying sop acres with the poultry (besides a shorthorn 
herd and other branches), which had a stock of s000 
pullets for laying, and had been in existence four years, 
a large capital amounting to thousands of pounds having 
been sunk in it. The owner explained that two years was the 
critical period, simply because for about that time there were 
practically no returns, and that in his case he had only " turned 
the corner" after three yam. Though a practical man 
already, he had begun in a small way with one incubator and 
training one man; gradually extending, building up his own 
market, organising his own selling agency, and building a mill 
to grind his own grain. Only such gradual extension by 
practical men can ever lead to success. 

Besides the breeding of prise poultry, the changes mentioned 
in the early portion of this article have led to another class of 
breeding directed to the supply of pure races from good stock, 
but bred mainly for purposes of utility. The demand for such 
stock, at fair prices, though far below those for prise stock, is 
a good index of the development of the poultry industry. The 
establishments which supply it furnish eggs for hatching, or 
stock birds, or newly hatched chickens, which are now hatched 
in incubators and sold by thousands when only one day old, at 
which age they travel without needing food. Some of such 
establishments are quite large. One in Yorkshire occupies 
43 acres solely devoted to this business. 

Poultry•farming has reached its fullest development in the 
United States, owing no doubt to the apparently inexhaustible 
market; butcher's meat being far less eaten than in England, 
and poultry and eggs to a large extent replacing it as national 
food. More especially is there an enormous demand for small 
chickens, known as" broilers," weighing from ti lb to a th only. 
destined to be split in half and broiled on a gridiron. These 
birds befog unfattened, and ready at ten or twelve weeks, give 
a quick turnover with km expense and risk than older fatted 
birds; and this peculiar demand has largely dominated American 
poultry-farming, a great deal of which tuns in the direction of 
great " broiler-plants " solely devoted to the hatching and rear-
ing of these broilers, while large " brooder-houses," similar to 
those used in that business, are prevalent on more miscellaneous 
farms. The broiler business started at Hammonton in New 
jersey about 188o-i88s, when plant after plant was rapidly 
erected, some of which have since shut down; but many others 
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have taken their place, and some of the originals are still running. 
The chicks are all hatched in incubators (many plants running 
from 20 to 40 machines), and then transferred to long " brooder-
houses," built with a corridor all along one side, the rest being 
divided into successive pens for the chickens. These latter are 
moved along every few days to the next of the pens, which are 
arranged so as to give rather more space as the birds grow 
larger. Each pen has next the corridor a." hover " or brooding-
shelter. These have no nestling material, but only a roof or cover 
somewhat to retain the heat, closed by a curtain cut into strips 
in front; and are warmed by hot-water pipes running along the 
building. Generally these pipes run some inches above the chicks 
reposing on the floor, and are set rather on a slant, so as to be 
higher for the bigger chicks in the larger pens; but in some cases 
they run under the floor, and warm the air which enters under the 
hovers. Every hover, with its inmates, can be readied from the 
corridor at the back of all. In many cases the chickens are 
confined In these small pens until large enough, the floors being 
littered and regularly cleaned; but some raisers have also small 
outside yards which they use in fine weather. The mortality 
in nearly all plants is great, as might be supposed. There are 
said to be some at Hammonton which only market 3o% of the 
eggs incubated, yet pay a modest profit at thar, which is 
allowfd for. On the one hand, a broiler realizes about four 
times the cost of its own hatching and food; on the other hand, 
the labour is very heavy and the loss considerable: these factors 
obviously give a very wide margin of possibilities as regards 
success or failure. 

The most remarkable establishment of this kind, embody-
ing some novel features, was erected in Ohio at the end of 1896 
by J. Loughlin. The plant cost over $6o,000, and was 
designed to market no to Soo broilers per day regularly, weigh-
ing ti lb each, which were sold alive to one large dealer at 
$3 per dozen. Each day an average of 450  eggs wen started, 
the chicks from which went into one pen. For the chicks, while 
small, there were 3o small pens, each with 5  by ro ft. of 
floor space, or at the rate of six chickens per sq. foot; and 
there were 6o larger pens each 8 by 12 ft. with outer runs to 
each of 8 by 20 ft. Every day the chickens were marketed from 
the ninetieth pen, and all the rest moved one pen forward, 
leaving the first small pen vacant for the day's hatch: thus fully 
/2,000 birds were in the plant at one time. 

In mere general American poultry-farms the same system of 
" brooder-houses " largely prevails, and from many great 
numbers of broilers are sent to market; but as both heart and 
liver are perceptibly affected by such rearing, birds intended 
for stock are either taken out of doors early, or reared in detached 
brooders, as in England. Some establishments are mainly egg-
farms, high averages being obtained by the system before 
described. Many breeders have a high reputation for their 
stock as layers, and derive large profit from selling stock or eggs 
to other farms. There are many immense duck-farms or 
" ranches," as mentioned below, which sell nothing except 
stock ducks or market ducklings. A great many combine the 
breeding and sale of exhibition poultry with some or all of these 
objects, fancy points being on the whole kis distinct from useful 
qualities than in England, and the farmer and exhibitor far more 
commonly combined. 

As a rule, American poultry-farmers employ long ranges of 
buildings divided into pens or houses, with enclosed yards in 
front; and the most remarkable fact is that interest can be 
paid upon the capital sunk in such buildings. The explanation 
in some cases is that much is put up by personal labour, while 
the cheapness of land and feed are also favourable. But the 
climatic conditions also differ. During the winter months the 
birds have to be confined in what are called " scratching-abeds," 
and American farmers have successfully reduced to a system 
the keeping of them healthy and in profit by scratching amongst 
litter in a small space. During this period the outer runs 
sweeten and recuperate; smaller runs therefore !suffice, and the 
stock is kept closer and more compact. Another system is 
pumped, mom especially about Rbode blend, called the " colony "  

plan; detached rough houses, holding tarty or fifty hens esets 
being scattered over the farm: there may be a hundred houses, 
but there is no fencing. This is very economical in buildings 
but expensive in the labour of feeding and collecting eggs, and 
the system is only possible near the sea or where there is little 
snow. In several cases it has been abandoned for the system 
of housing and scratching-sheds. 

There are a few very large establishments indeed in the United 
States, combining almost every branch. At the Meadow Brook 
Farm in Pennsylvania, occupying 8o acres, the buildings total 
112,000 sq. ft. under cover, and the tarns has sent to market 
in one year 25,000 chickens and 20,000 ducklings, besides selling 
many stock birds, and an enormous number of eggs for hatch-
ing at are average price of goo per moo. Businesses like this 
are very exceptional; but farms on a more moderate scale 
are numerous, and intelligent American fanners reckon to make 
a profit of a dollar per annum for each bead of their laying or 

Table Poullry.—National taste governs the market for table 
poultry to a large extent. In England white meat, skin and 
are preferred, and at one time black legs or yellow skin were braid!) 
discounted. More knowledge has largely removed that prejudice 
but white has a market value still. in France exceedingly white and 
smooth skin is preferred, but buyers are indifferent to black kg. 
In America yellow skin and legs are actually prefern.d, such fuels 
being thought more juicy; but there has been some ti,n!ency toward. 
white meat of late. Belgian feeders think the to emit Mow. 
from crossing a yellow-skinned race upon a white-r. ed one. It is 
some confirmation of this idea that one of the best Whale  table 
fowls is the produce of a cross between Dorking, and the yellow-
skiuncd laJian game, while other similar instance. might be cited. 
For some years past the quality of British table poultry has bees 
shown by displays of plucked birds in connexion with the Christian 
Smithfield Cattle Show. For many years France had a reputatim 
for greatly surpassint British production; and as the best French 
fowls readily sell for t each and more in the Paris market, it would 
not be surprising U t ey were superior to such as have to be sold 
for t3s. per couple. French fatten appear to seek and obtain • 
smooth whiteness of fat under the skin—almmit like that of a bladder 
of lard—which does not find favour in the British market; but the 
best judges have considered that the finest English specimens staged 
were equal to all corners. and some realized high prices. Foreign 
experts, equally with English, admit that England has Due 
little to learn from any foreign feeders. 

The chief supply of the best fowls for the London market has long 
come from the Sussex district whose centre is Heatbficld: these are 
termed " Surrey "fowls, though Surrey now sends few in comparison. 
This local industry has been founded in • corking way upon the 
"ground oats" of the district, the whole grain being ground es, 
husk and all, nearly as fine as flour. This is done by a peculiar local  
dressing of the stones, which are " stitched " into little pits 1.1) a 
pointed 
	I:le:Lambe:int turelldn intlrelastinvoers.feardin: 

and fattening poultry. In early times cottagers crammed • km 
fowls with pellets of meal dipped in milk, but this method is aim 
quite superseded by machine cramming, a rubber tube from the 
machine being introduced Into the crop of each fowl, and a struke 
of the foot on • pedal squeezing out a ration of thin, almost creamy, 
paste, composed of the ground oats, fat and sour skim-milk, a load 
which puts on flesh fast and makes it white and delicate. Crest 
experience is required in this business. When killed and pluclad, 
the fowls are placed in • trough whilst still warm, close side by side, 
and their backs and breasts pressed clasertogetber by a board loaded 
with heavy weights. This combination of fattening sad subirquene 
shaping constitutes the Sure: systeM, which is extending in BOW 
other parts of England; many excellent fowls, well fed. but unfat• 
tened. are also supplied from Lincolnshire (known as " Bootees 
and other districts. The largest provincial towns have similar sup 
plies in less degree. 

In America larger fowls are nailed "roasters." to distinguish then 
from the broilers above described; and there has grown up in the 
eastern states a system of rearing these also in confinement. Hatch• 
ing them begins in September, and the birds are at gist reseed Is 
brooder-heuses• bat when large enough are placed about Mr 
together in small houses, with 6 by g IL of floor, in small yard. 
about 20 ft. square. One very successful raiser puts 200 birds Into 
one pea to by t7 ft., in a warmed house, where they 1=12in till 
killed at 7 or 8 Ito weight. One firm had raised le this way. se 
seven years in succession, MOO birds per annum upon ball as arm 
of ground. but occasionally there is serious mortality in this lied 
of businem, and as a rule only go% are reared of those hatched. 
the lose of the rem being avenged and allowed for. 

In western Euro))a there is some demand for riddee . intend 
quite young.we4tung ..only ce. to is oz. each. and known a
guesser. or " milk akkeras.' in Belgium somewhat older Calk' 
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weighing up tot lb, are sold as toads de grains. The demand for 
such birds in England is small, and confined to the West End of 
London, the flesh being too excessively tender for average English 
palates. Birds of similar sizes have lately been finding a market 
in the United States, as " squab broilers," but are split and broiled, 
and not fattened, the difference being that a whole bird is served 
for one portion. 

Turker.—The varieties of th• turkey (q.e.) differ chiefly as 
to colour. The principal English breeds are the bronze or Cam-
bridge, the black or Norfolk, the fawn and the white. Of these 
tho first, especially when crossed with the American, is the 
largest and most desirable. 

Turkey-breeding has been largely doadn.n. a b) th, magna rat 
American bronze breed, derived from wild blood, and thstingoi- oed 
fix aim and weight. There is some question whether it dot- tot 
require more space and fresher ground than the older English st ns, 
and may not be more delicate on small holdings. French i, rds 
come largely to the Christmas market in London, but, as comp.. md 
with English, are smart The chicks, when hatched after tw. ,ty-
eight days incubation, should be left undisturbed for twent ■ i stir 
or thirty hours, during which time they are digesting the yolk t tat 
is absorbed into the intestinal canal at birth. No attempt sh..ald 
be made to cram them; their first food should consist of sweet 
fresh meal, soft custard made with equal parts of egg and milk 
set by a gentle heat and, above all, abundance of some bitter 
milky herb, as dandelion, or, much better, lettuce running to seed, 
on which they can be reared successfully with very little food of any 
other description. The young turkeys progress much better if the 
hen has the range of a small enclosure from the first than if she is 
confined to a coop; thus reared they are much hardier than when 
cooped and corn•fed, and not so susceptible to injury from slight 
showers; but a damp locality should be avoided. Turkey-hens 
are most persevering sitters, and are employed in France to hatch 
au-cessions of sittings of hens' eggs. Turkeys can often be most 
advantageously reared by cottager,, as one or two hens only can be 
kept, one visit to the male being sufficient to fertilize the entire batch 
of eggs. The young turkeys find a larger proportion of their own 
food than fowls, and with a good free range cost but little until they 
are ready for fattening for the table. In places where the oppor-
tunity serves they may be allowed to roost in the trees with great 
advantage. Some wild flocks treated like pheasants are to be found 
in several of the large parks in Scotland as well as in England. 

Gainealowis.—The guinea-fowl (q.v.) may be successfully 
reared in any dry locality provided it has a good range and trees 

in which to roost. The hen Lays an abundance of eggs, which 
are generally hidden. The birds are useful as furnishing a supply 
of poultry for the table in the interval that ensues between the 
time when game are out of season and that before chickens arrive 
at maturity. On a dry, sandy and chalky soil and in a warm 
situation they arc reared with ease, but are quite unsuited to 
damp, cold localities. The continued vociferation of the hen-
birds renders their maintenance new a house very objectionable, 
as the cry is continued throughout great part of the night. 
Several variations of colour mast, but they do not require any 
detailed description. 

Ducks.—All the varieties of the domesticated duck are 
descended from the common mallard or wild duck, Ands boschas, 
a species which, though timid in its wild state, is easily domesti-
cated, snd suffers changes of form and colour in a few genera-
tions. The most important breeds are: the Rouen, which, 
retaining the colour of the original species, grows to a large 
size; the Aylesbury. a large white breed with an expanded lemon-
coloured bill; the Peking, a white breed with a pale yellowish 
tint in the plumage, and • very bright orange bill; two breeds 
which are entirely black. The smaller of these, which has been 
bred down to a very diminutive slay, is remarkable for the extreme 
lustre of its feathers and the fact that its eggs are covered 
with a dark black pigment, which becomes less in quantity 
as each successive egg is deposited. It is known by the equally 
absurd names of East Indian, Labrador or Buenos Aires duck. 
The Larger black variety, the Cayuga duck, has been Introduced 
into England. Decoy or all ducks are small breeds of a very 
loquacious character, which were originally bred for the 
purpose of attracting the wild birds to the decoys. Some are 
of the natural colour. others are white. Amongst the ins known 
breeds are the DucLair ducks of France, evidently the result 
of crossing white and coloured varieties. Among the breeds 
differing in structure may be mentioned the Indian Runner  

duck, formerly called Penguin duck from its erect attitude, 
the hook-billed sad the tufted ducks, site. During the last 
fifteen years of the rath century the first of these became very 
popular in England as a hardy forager and good layer, many 
birds laying x 5o to ego eggs in a year. It is small in body but 
good in flavour, and is a great favourite in many districts. 

Formerly the greater number of ducklings came to the London 
market from the Vale of Aylesbury. This trade still continues, 
but the adherence of the Aylesbury d u c kers to old-fashioned methods, 
and the increasing demand, has led to great competition in other 
districts, such as Norfolk, Lancashire, Kent. dc. Some of the new 
duck-farmers market to,000 to 15,0oo annually, mostly hatched in 
incubators, and never allowed in the water or out of the small rearing-
pens. In America, however, this kind of rearing has found its 
fullest development, the number who raise 10,00o ducklings or more 
being considerable, and a few sending to market, as above indicated. 
very large numbers indeed, requiring so to 8o incubators to keep 
up the supply. It is remarkable that while in England the Aylesbury 
is generally preferred, in A.o.rka the Peking duck is universally 
used, and has been made by selection both larger and a better layer. 
Some duck-farmers in England have, however, also adopted the 
Peking. By good feeding the ducks are caused to lay in the winter 
months, when the eggs are hatched under hens, the young ducklings 
being reared in artificially warmed buildings or in the labourers 
cottages; they are fed most liberally on soft food, soaked grits, 
boiled rice with tallow-molten' greaves, and in ten or twelve weeks 
are fit for the market; If killed beforemoulting their quills, which 
they do when about twelve weeks old, they are heavier than after-
wards and much better eating. When ducklings are required for 
the early sopiricl markets the old birds must be fed most freely to 
cause the 	action of eggs in cold weather, corn being given 
in vessels 	water. and the birds 111141111 be shut up at night, or the 
eggs will be laid in the water, where they sink and become putrid. 
Duck-rearing is a very profitable industry, very high prices being 
paid for ducklings in the early months of the year. The so-called 
Muscovy duck is a Brazilian species, Cairsisa raoschata, which is not 
reared for the market, although the young lairds arc edible. The 
drake not unfrsquently mates with the common duck, and large 
but sterile hybrids arc the result. 

Geese.—The domestic goose (q.v.) of Europe is undoubtedly 
the descendant of the migratory Graying goose, Anse cineenu, 
from which it differs chiefly by its increased size. Although 
domesticated since the time of the Romans, it has not been sub-
ject to much variation_ The most important breeds are the 
large grey variety known as the Toulouse, the white breed known 
as the Embden, and the common variety frequently marked with 
dark feathers on the back, and hence termed " saddlebacks." 
After the Crimean War a Russian variety was introduced into 
England in which the feathers are singularly elongated, and even 
curled and twisted; this breed, termed the Sebastopol, is of small 
size and more important as • fanciers' breed than from a practical 
point of view. In some countries • second species is domesti-
cated; it is usually termed the Chinese, knob-fronted or swan 
goose, Ansa eyesteides. Though perfectly distinct as a species, 
having a different number of vertebrae in the neck and a loud 
clanging voice, it breeds freely with the common goose, and the 
hybrids produced are perfectly fertile. 

Geese in England aredeclinirtg in relative popularity. In Germany 
they arc consumed to an enormous extent, and the British consul-
mail at Berlin reports that even the large domestic supplies 
have to be supplemented by considerable imports from Russia, • 
special " goosetrain " of fifteen to forty cars arriving daily from 
the Russian frontier at that city. In America there has been in-
creased interest in goose-bre eding. and in the Chinese 
especially. which has been largely bred (with some trifling pecullue  rsi- 
ties) under the name of the African goose, sad crossed with the 
Embden and Toulouse. The produce of this African aims is con-
sidered very fertile and profitable to rear. 

Geese are much more exclusively vegetable feeders than ducks, 
and can only be kept to profit where they can obtain • large propor-
tion of their food by grazing. The old buds should not be killed off, 
as they continue fertile to • great age. Geese are readily fattened 
on oats thrown into water, and the young, when brought rapidly 
forward for the markets, afford a very good profit. The Chinese. if 
well fed, lay at a much earlier date than the common species. and. 
if their eggs are hatched under large Cochin hens, giving three or 
four to each bird •  the young are ready for the table at a very early 
period. The nest. as in all cues of ground-nesting birds, should 
be made on the earth and not in bones. which become too dry and 
over-heated. In breeding for the market or for the sake of profit. 
the very large exhibition birds should be avoided. as many are barren 
Wen crverAstoess, and none are so prolific as birds of [Ale averting aim. 
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National Interests and Commerce.—The foreign importations of 

eggs into Great Britain increased rapidly during the later years of the 
19th century. Taking only alternate years for brevity s sake, the 
following table shows the amount, value and average price per tao 
between 18701 Iseso:-- 

Number, Value and Price of Imported Eggr. 

Year. Number of Eggs. 
• 

Value. 
Aver-ate 
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1,033,171,o00 
1,126,793.mo 
1,234.950,000 
1 336,730 ,000  
1,425.236,000 
1,589.401,000 
1,730,932,000 
2,023,820,360 

From such figures the conclusion might be drawn that foreign 
eggs were " ousting" British to a formidable extent: but such a 
conclusion is dispelled when we take into consideration questions of 
price and nationality. Imported eggs are of very different qualities 
and prices, France averaging for the year 19oo. 7s. 71d. per 120. 
Denmark 7s. 61,1., Belgium 6s. 2d., Germany es. 91d. and Russia 
3s. 6d., many of the latter being almost putrid when sold in England. 
and chiefly used in manufactures, for which, at a low price, they 
answer perfectly. Many eggs are sent from Russia to Germany, 
Belgium and even Denmark, so that some of these also come from 
her, at an original price with which no British producer could com-
pete. A steady decline in imports of the higher priced French eggs, 
and an enormous increase of low-priced eggs, explain the drop in 
average mice from 8s. 7d. per 120 in t874 to 6s. 51d. in 1900; and 
were this 011, the inference would be simply that the selling price of 
eggs had fallen. But this is not so. While the higher priced 
forms eggs have thus been largely displaced from the market, 
there has grown up a very large demand for British " new-laid " 
ms, at prices es much higher than any of the above. There is a 
Wholesale] ,rket for such eggs in London. The lowest price (in May) 
for 1900 75. 6d. to 8s. 6d.. and the highest (in December) 
19s. to 201,- per 120. The quantity of reputed " new-laid " British 
eggs now Bold is enormous, and has grown up in the, face of foreign 
imports, the native producer selling in spite of them, and at far bet ter 
prices, many times more than he did, say, in 1873. 

The following were the British imports of dead poultry and game 
for the last three years of the 39th century:— 

Value of British Imports of Poultry and Came. 

Year. France. Russia. Belgium. 
Other 

Countries. 

1.!!  
i 

817,703 
L 

164,498 
L 

187,923 127
L 

 368 
296,555 339,834 165.803 183,102 
333 ,1 48  199,282 213,603 264,327 

The total for two thus amounted to LI .oto.46o. The imports from 
France and Belgium are largely for the Chnstmas market. Those 
from Russia are chiefly very small fowls wrapped in paper and packed 
in cases of a hundred each, which conic over frozen, to be sold at 
is. ad. or Is. 3d. each. Other sources include America, Canada 
and Australia, which have been sending smaller but increasing 
quantities of larger birds, packed in smaller numbers, and which 
realize as. 6d. to 3s. 6d. each, a few of the largest as much as 4s. each. 
Such supplies have somewhat affected the Sussex fattening industry, 
necessitating the production of a lower clam of bird at a lower price 
and narrower margin; but they look rough and inferior in colour, 
and chiefly supply restaurant and hotel demand. The foreign 
birds being cold-storagegoods, which must be consumed quickly 
when taken out, a fresh Sussex fowl of the same weight will always 
sell for considerably more. 

There are no statistics of British poultry; in Ireland they are 
collected. The year Op closed a decade in which the number of 
holdings under ten acres had decreased enormously, and the number 
of poultry in Ireland was then returned as 7.470,694. In 1889 
this number had doubled to 14,836,317, and in tag, there were 
18,233.520. The Irish Agricultural organization Society is doing 
much to improve breeds and management. and the packing oi= 
of which Ireland is a considerable exporter to Great Britain. l.  
is also now a considerable export of lean chicken* for fattening to 

Sussex and other parts of England, and a smaller number have also 
been fattened in Ireland. 

In Australia most of the federated states have a produce export 
department, which receives eggs and dead poultry into cold stomp 
and ships to London, managing, if desired, the whole business. That 
of South Australia shipped a good many eggs to England in tem 
but the temperature was found too low for eggs, and this trade has 
so far not developed. Dead poultry come in • similar way from 
West Australia and Victoria to London. In New South Wales such 
arrangements have inaugurated a small export business which oar® 
the most active of any, and more seems known about the poultry 
industry in this state than in others. The government Iltatta/Cait 
estimated the number kept in :goo at 3,380,000 fowls, 3 20.000 
ducks, 234,000 turkeys and 97,000 geese, the annual consumpuon 
being about three-fourths of this. and of eggs about 97.3200,oco. 

In Canada the government makes considerable effort to encosuage 
poultry. It has established neveml stations where systematic 
fattening of chickens in the English manner is taught, and official 
experiments are also made on the results of various feeding-rations 
and other matters. From these stations shipments of fatted chickens 
were first made to Liverpool and London, commencing an export 
trade which shows signs of growth. 

The poultry industry in the United States is the most gigantic 
in the world. By the census of 1900, which tabulates returns from 
3.096,232 out of the 5.739.657  farms in the States, the micelle: of 
fowls over three months old on the 1st of June 1900 was returned 
as:33.398.083. with 6,399.367 turkeys. 5,676,863 geese. and 4,807.35$ 
ducks, or 250,681,673 buds in all, valued at 83.794.996  dollars. 
This, however, would include very few of the chickens raiard that 
year, which would not have reached the age stated, and mainly 
represents breeding and laying stock, which thus average; 
49 birds to every holding: it also of necessity omits many ul 
smaller city-lot raisers. The value of the poultry raised during the 
whole year 1899 is given as 136,891,877 dollars. and of the eggs 
produced (1.293,819.186 dozen) at 144,286,186 dollars; a total year 
product of over fe6.000,000. Adding only a very moderate amount 
for city-lot and other small producers not making return, the poultry 
industry in America exceeded in value either the wheat mop, or 
swine or cotton crop. 

The importance of poultry in France has long been recegrise4 
being due mainly to the prevalence of moderately small latices 
and the national disposition to small rural industries. The eggs 
exported are collected from the farmers by such a well-organised 
tsKestefmolltohawitn?tcollecayted on Wednesday are nmiptitohe London  n olls  market 

enormous, so that when prices for foreign eggs decreased in England. 
the Paris market paid better. In woo the Paris Munici pal Council 
reported the consumption of eggs in that city alone in the previous 
year as 212 per head. Eggs are imported from Italy 10 some extent 

The conditions in Belgium are somewhat similar to those in France 
Some eggs are imported from Italy. and much of the home prcduction 
is from imported Italian hens kept laying for a year and then killoi 
eggs are exported chiefly to France, Great Britain and German: 
There is a fattening industry somewhat similar to that in Susos. 
lean chickens being bought for fattening in certain markets. 71* 

f export of these is to Germany, but there is some to the Landes 
1n1 . ..t. especially in December. 

In the Netherlands the number of poultry increased consider-
ably during the Last decade of the 19th century, excepting turkeys. 
which diminished. Taking 19oo as a typical year, there were 
4.083.3 12  fowls. 430,022 ducks,36,307 geese, and 13.13o turkeys; 
and there were about 70 special establishments for poultreleanng, 
which were rather on the increase, chiefly for local requirements. 
Of eggs there were exported to Belgium 656,898. England 370.418 
and Germany 3 n2,843 kilos ; but the imports were in nova of the. 

 2.916.269 kilos, and came chiefly from Russia. Dead fowls sad 
ducks also go to the countries above named. 

In Denmark there were in 1900 about 9.000,000 fowls, mostly . local 
and Italian. The eggs exported numbered 332,oceemo, proems* 
all to England; there were impaled 33,o.ocio. pmetically an 
Russian. re-exported to England. The flourishbig export trade is 
due to a good co-operative system. 

Germany is a large consumer rather than a producer of poultry 
products, and chiefly a carrier of her nominal exports. She imports 
eggs from Italy and Austria-Hungary as well as from Rung. 

Austria-Hungary has a large trade in poultry and eggs. In 1900 
the dual monarchy imported poultry to the value of C268..240 
and eggs to the value of 11.230,655. But the exports of poultry 
amounted to i977,031, and of eggs to no less than (3.750,023.11. 
This country n therefore a very large producer, mast of ehe 
going to Germany, and some of them through her on to 

Italy sends live fowls, for laying, to northern Europe, sZeigTas 
to Belgium and France. 

in Russia the growth of the poultry Industry his been Wry great 
since 389o. In that year her British trade was Mint 1111 1000 she 
bulked largest of all countries in eggs sent to England direct. and 
some nominally from others really came from her. Her canals of 
eggs (reckoned as ft to roubles) were valued in 1898 at /3.113.386. 
and of live !try (chiefly geese) at £637,000: but this  latter  nom  In 
now exceeded by geese alone sent to Germany, as above oodse. 
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Her vast southern provinces are, of course, the origin of this produce. 
which is collected by dealers from the farmers, the price realised 
by the latter (or eggsbeing in summer sometimes lens than a rouble 
per hundred. The government has shown considerable interest 
in thisgrovimg industry in several ways. and produce is carried  at 
almost Incredibly low rates on the State railways; but the vast 
distances involved must always confine Russian produce to the 
supply of the cheaper clam of demand in western Europe. (L. Wit.) 

POUNCE. (t) To drop upon and seize: properly said of a 
bird of prey seising its victim in its claws. The substantive 
" pounce," from which the verb is formed, was the technical 
name in falconry for the claws on the three front toes of a hawk's 
claws, and so The Book of St Albans (1486) " Tryst the grete 
Chet behynde . . . ye shall call ban talons. . . . The Cleft 
within the tote ye shall call of right her Pownces." (a) To 
decorate metal by driving or punching a design into it from the 
under or back part of the surface; also to decorate cloth or other 
fabrics by punching or " pinking " boles, scalloping the edges, 
he. Both these words seem to be variants of " punch " (e...), 
which comes ultimately from the Latin *engem puseeluns, to 
prick, pierce. From them must be distinguished (3) " pounce," 
a preparation of powdered cuttle-fish or sandarach, the resin 
of the sandarach-trte, formerly used for drying ink on the 
roughened surface of vellum, parchment or paper where an 
assure had been made; later, the word was also given to the 
black sand used generally as a dusting-powder for drying ink 
before the invention of blotting-paper. The " pounce-box " 
or " pouncet-box " was a familiar object on all writing-tables 
till that time. A similar box with pierced lid for holding 
perfumes or aromatic vinegar also bore the name. This word is 
formed from the Let. power, pumice-stone, which was employed 
for securing • smooth surface on vellum, parchment, &c. The 
term " pounce " is also applied to a finely powdered gum of the 
Juniper or to pipe-clay darkened with charcoal used in trans-
ferring designs to fabrics, wall-surfaces, through holes 
pricked in the original drawing. 

POUND.,  (r) An enclosure in which cattle or other animals are 
retained until redeemed by the owners, or when taken in distraint 
until replevised, such retention being In the nature of a pledge 
Or security to compel satisfaction for debt or damage done. 
Animals may be seized and impounded when (t) distrained for 
rent; (2) damage fearoml, i.e. doing harm on the land of the person 
salting; (3) straying; (4) taken under legal process. A pound 
belongs to the townthip or village or manor where it is situated. 
The pound-keeper is obliged to receive everything offered to his 
custody and is not answerable if the thing offered be illegally 
impounded. 

By a statute of 1554, no distress of cattle can be driven out 
of the hundred where taken unless to a pound In the same county, 
within three miles of the place of seizure. This statute also 
fixes 4d. as the fee for impounding a distress. Where cattle 
are impounded the irnpounder is bound to supply them with 
sufficient food and water (Cruelty to Animals Acts 1840 and r 854) 
any person, moreover, is authorized to enter a place where 
animals are impounded without food and water more than twelve 
hours and supply them; and the cost of such food is to be paid 
by the owner of the animal before it is removed. A statute 
of 16cro gives treble damages and costs against persons gutty 
Of pound breach; and by statute of 143 (Pound Breach) persons 
releasing or attempting to release cattle impounded or damaging 
any pound ars liable to a fine not exceeding is, awardable to 
the person on whose behalf the cattle were distrained, with 
imprisonment with hard labour in default. In the old law books 

I,  Round, In sense (t), Is represented late in O.E. by the compounds 
pawl-fold andpantf-brecks and by the derivative prides, to dam up, 
enclose, and foe-pride*. to shut out. The engin is unknown ,• 
'• pen,' an enclosure, is from • different root; " pond " a small pool 
of water, is a Middle English variant of " pound." In sense (a) 
the O.E. and M.E. pion"•  Du. pond, Ger. Pfusid, are derivatives 
of the Lat. indeclinable substantivepolo--rally an ablative 
singular as if from peados (and declem)—• variant of pm/us, 
peadnis, weight. The tat. pond. is used as a shortened form of 
Lira pond.. pound by weight. Finally is the verb "to pound," 
to cosh by beating, to strike or teat; this in O.E. is passion, the d 

excrescent as ht " sound." noise. The word is rare outside 
; d. Mod. Da- Fula. rubbish, Woke* stone.  

varieties of pounds—as a common pound, an open pound and 
a dose pound—are enumerated. By the Distress for Rent Act 
t737 any person distraining for rent may turn any part of the 
premises into a pound pro hoe eke for securing the distress. 
Pounds are not now much used. (F. Wa.) 

POUND (2)—(a) a measure of weight; (8) an English money 
of account. (a) The English standard unit of weight is the 
avoirdupois pound of loco grains. The earliest weight in the 
English system was the Saxon pound, subsequently known as 
the Tower pound, from the old mint pound kept in the Tower 
of London. The Tower pound weighed ssoo grains and this 
weight of silver was coined into 240 pence or so shillings, hence 
pound in sense (a) (a pound weight of silver). The pound troy, 
probably introduced from France, was in use as early as 5413 
and was adopted as the legal standard for gold and silver in 
15x7. The act which abolished the Tower pound (18 Hen. VIII.: 
the " pounde Troye which exceedeth the pounde rover in weight 
iii quarters of the oz.") substituted a pound of 576o grains, at 
which the pound troy still remains. There was in use together 
with the pound troy, the merchant's pound, weighing 673o 
grains, which was established about 1270 for all commodities 
except gold, silver and medicines, but it was generally superseded 
by the pound avoirdupois about 133o. There was also in use 
for • short time another merchant's pound, introduced from 
France and Germany; this pound weighed 7soo grains. The 
pound avoirdupois has remained in use continuously since the 
14th century, although it may have varied slightly at different 
periods—the Elizabethan standard was probably 7003 grains. 
The standard pound troy, placed together with the standard 
yard in the custody of the clerk of the House of Commons 
by a resolution of the House of the and of June 1758, 
was destroyed at the burning of the houses of parliament 
in 1834. In 5838 a commission was appointed to consider 
the restoration of the standards ;  and in consequence of 
their report in 184r the pound avoirdupois of 7000 grains 
was substituted for the pound troy as the standard. A new 
standard pound avoirdupois was made under the direction 
of • committee appointed in 1834 (which reported in 1854), by 
comparison with authenticated copies of the original standard 
(see Phil. Trews. 010). This standard pound was legalized 
by an act of ass (111 & tq Via. C. 72). The standard avoirdu-
pois pound is made of platinum, In the form of a cylinder nearly 

ht. high and r•ts in. in diameter. It has a groove Of channel 
round It to enable It to be lifted by means of an ivory fork 
(for illustration see Winours AND MEASITISS) and is marked 
" P.S. 0144. I lb." P.S. meaning Parliamentary Standard. It is 
preserved at the Standards Office, in the custody of the Board 
of Trade. Copies were also deposited at the Houses of Parlia-
ment, the Royal Mint, the Royal Observatory and with the 
Royal Society. 

See the Reports of the Standards COINfleitli011 (6 parts, 1868-5873). 
especially and report (on the abolition of troy weight) and 5th 
report (on the business of the Standards Dept. and the condition 
of the official standards and apparatus; description of the revert. 
Station of the various official standards, with diagrams). 

(0 The English monetary unit is the pound; it was originally 
a pound sleight of silver (hence written ( for iiira, Let. pound 
weight), coined into twenty shillings, and is now represented 
by the gold sovereign (q.v.). The pound Scots was at one time 
of the same value as the English pound, but through gradual 
debasement of the coinage was reduced at the accession of 
James I. to about one-twelfth of the value of the English pound, 
and was divided into twenty shillings, each about the value of 
an English penny. The Egyptian pound, written fE, is a gold 
coin of zoo piastres, and was made the monetary unit of the 
country by a decree of the *4th of November /gas. Its weight 
is 8.544 grammes of gold o-1173 fine and its value In English 
standard gold is ft, os. lad. The Turkish pound is written 
IT. The Turkish monetary system is dealt with at length under 
Tuaxes: Monetary System. 

Valuable information from the historical point et view will be 
found in the Reports of the Standards Commission quoted above, 
and In H. W Chisholnis On the Science of Weighing and Meararing 
(51177) and his Saes& Annual Roped as warden of the standards; 
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Ruding, 

Annalss 
 of the Coinage (1819) and H. J. Chaney, Ow 

Weights and 117 0(l97). (T. A. L) 
POUSSIN, NICOLAS (1594-.2665), .French painter, was born 

at Les Andelys (Ewe) in June 1594. Early sketches attracted 
the notice of Quentin Varin, a ionl painter, whose pupil Poussin 
became, till he went to Pads, where be entered the studio of 
Ferdinand Elle, a Fleming, and than of the Lorralner 
mend. He found French art in a stage of transition: the old 
apprenticeship system was disturbed, and the academical schools 
destined to supplant it were not yet established; but, having 
met Courtois the mathematician, Poussin was fired by the study 
of his collection of engravings after Italian masters. After two 
abortive attempts to reach Rome, he fell in with the chevalier 
Marini at Lyons. Marini employed him on illustrations to his 
poems, took him into his household, and in 1624 enabled Poussin 
(who had been detained by commissions in Lyons and Paris) 
to rejoin him,at Rome. There, his patron having died, Poussin 
fell into great distress. Falling lit be was received Into the house 
of his compatriot Dughet and nursed by his daughter Anna Maria 
to whom in 1629, Poussin was married. Among his first patrons 
Were Cardinal Barberini, for whom was painted the " Death 
of Germanicus " (Barberini Palace); Cardinal °model, for whom 
he produced, in 163o, the " Triumphs of Flora " (Louvre); 
Cardinal de Richelieu, who commissioned a Bacchanal (Louvre); 
Vicenzo Giustiniani, for whom was executed the " Massacre 
of the Innocents," of which there is a first sketch in the British 
Museum; Cassiano dal Pozzo, who became the owner of the first 
series of the " Seven Sacraments " (Belvoir Castle); and Fffart 
de Chanteloup, with whom in r64o Poussin, at the call of Sublet 
de Noyees, returned to France. Louis XUL conferred on him 
the title of " first painter in ordinary," and in two years at Paris 
he produced several pictures for the royal chapels (the " Last 
Supper," painted for Versailles, now in the Louvre) and eight 
cartoons for the Gobelins, the series of the " Labours of Hercules " 
for the Louvre, the " Triumph of Truth " for Cardinal Richelieu 
(Louvre), and much minor work. In 1643, disgusted by the 
intrigues of Simon Voutt, Feuquieres and the architect Lemercier, 
Poussin withdrew to Rome. There, in 1648, be finished for 
De Chanteloup the second series of the " Seven Sacraments " 
(Bridgewater Gallery), and also his noble landscape with Diogenes 
throwing away his Scoop (Louvre); in 3649 he painted the 
" Vision of St Paul " (Louvre) for the comic poet Scarron, and 
in Os the " Holy Family " (Louvre) for the duke of Crfqui. 
Year by year he continued to produce an enormous variety of 
works, many of which are included in the list given by 
Fdibien. He died on the 19th of November 065 and was 
buried in the church of St Lawrence in Lumina, his wife 
having predeceased him. 

The finest collection of Poussin's paintings as well as of his 
drawings is possessed by the Louvre; but, besides the pieture in 
the National Gallery and at Dulwich. Englandpossesses sever of 
his most considerable works: The " Triumph of Pan " is at Bais.1 Ion 
(Berkshire), and his great allegorical painting of the " Arts at 
Knowsley. At Rome, in the Colonna and Valentini Palaces, are is ta-
ble works by him, and one of the private apartments of Prince f) - aria  
is decorated by a great series of landscapes in distemper. Thro gh. 
out his life he stood aloof from the popular movement of his ir,•ive 
school. French are in his day was purely decorative, but in P. sin 
we find a survival of the impulses of the Renaissance coupled w ith 
conscious reference to classic work as the standard of excelk.te. 
In general we see his paintings at a great disadvantage, for the 
colour, even of the best preserved, has changed in parts, t hat 
the keeping is disturbed; and the noble construction of his de,rns 
can be better seen in engravings than in the original. Am.. ,  gst 

.the many who have reproduced his works Audran, Claudine St, 
Picart and Pesne are the most successful. 

Poussin left no children, but he adopted as his son G: aar 
Dughet (Gasparo Duch!), Ms wife's brother, who took the r. 
of Poussin. GASPAR VOUSSIN (1613-1675) - devoted himmli to 
landscape painting and rendered admirably the severer beauties of 
the Roman Campagnn; a noteworthy series of works in teen; era 
representing various sites near Rome is to be seen in the Col. ma 
Palace; but one of his finest easel-pictures, the "Sacrifice of A' al-
ha m." formerly the property of the Colonna, is now, with other w rks 
by the same painter, in the National Gallery, London. The fn ens 
executed by Gaspar Poussin in S. Martino di Monti are in t 
state of preservation. The Louvre does not possess a single tt )rk 
by his hand. Gaspar died at Rome on the 27th of May 1675. 

See Sandrart. Acad. nob. art. pia.: Lettres k Maar Possain 
(Pads, 1824); Fflibien, Entretie“ .1; Gault de St Germain. Vet es 
Nicolas Poussin (1806); D'Argenville, Mode de to use des gwinsres; 
Boucbltt& Poussin et son ware (ISO); Emilia F. S. Pamirs 
(Lady Mike), DOCIMICIth intdits, Le Pounin, lo L'Ars (lane). 

POUT, also whiting-pout or bib (Gallus lama), • fish of the 
family Callidae. It is a small species abundant on the coasts 
of northern and western Europe, but less so In the Mediterranean. 
It is distinguished from other species of the genus GUNS by 
having a deep short body, with more or less distinct dark bees; 
a short and obtuse snout, not longer than the eye; the upper jaw 
the longer; and a long barbel at the chin. A black spot occupies 
the upper part of the base of the pectoral fin. Pout affect Catala 
localities of limited extent, where a number may be caught with 
hook and line. They are excellent food, but must be eaten 
soon after capture. A pout of 5 lb is considered a very large 
specimen. 

POLIVILLC1N, EMILE (t84o-t906), French novelist, was bora 
at Montauban (Tarn et Garonne). He published in 1878 a 
collection of stories entitled Nourdles realities. Making himself 
the chronicler of his native province of Quercy, he painted its 
scenery and its life with great clearness of outline and without 
exaggeration. His books include asette (afir), the story id 
a peasant girl; L'Innocest (x884); Jean-de-haw (18.95), Le 
Chew: bleu (t888); Le Vass &tire cheek (repo); CAusorpleare 
(039o); Les Antibd (1892); Petite dines (2893); Madww.sele 
Climenee (2896); Pays d paysagcs (1895); Pdites gots (waft, 
Bernadette de Lourdes (x894), a mystery: and Le Roe de Low 
(MA), a play. He died at Chambkry. 

POVINDAH, a class of warrior nomadic traders in Afghanistan. 
who belong chiefly to the Nasir and Suliman Kesel tribes cif 
Ghilzais. Their name, which designates their occupation. a 
derived from the same root as the Pushtu word for " to row' 
They arc almost wholly engaged in the carrying trade teens 
India and Afghanistan and Central Asia. They assrmae rimy 
autumn in the plains east of Ghazni, with their families, Adis 
herds and long strings of camels and horses, laden with the soots 
of Bokhara and Kandahar; and forming caravans =arch throu‘ 
the Kakar and Waziri countries by the Zhob and Gomel paws 
of the Suliman hills. Entering Den Ismail Khan district &Sae 
October they leave their families and flocks, their anus and sear 
two-thirds of their fighting men in the great glazing groeah 
which lie on either side of the Indus, and while some wawa 
in search of employment, others pass on with their roureluade 
to the great cities of India, and even by rail as far as Cainns. 
Karachi and Bombay. In the spring they again assewatie, ael 
return by the same route to their homes in the hills about Gluten 
and Kalat-i-Ghilzai. When the hot season begins, the tun 
leaving their belongings behind them, move off &via io 
Kandahar, Herat and Bokhara, with the Indian and Europese 
merchandise which they have brought from Hindustan Fos 
generations the Waziris have carried on war to the knife with 
these merchant traders. To meet the opposition that awaited 
them on the road the Povindahs used to move heavily armed, 
in bodies of from sow to to,cco, and regular marches and en-
campments were observed under an elected khan or leader. 
But since the Gomel Pass was taken over by the British and 
opened up in 1889 there has been comparative security as the 
border. During the Second Afghan War the tribeson the Tank 
border were stirred up by emissaries from Kabul, and the Sulinua 
Khd joined the Alahaud Waziris in their daring raid on the was 
of Tank in January 0379. Colonel Boismgon, who commanded 
at Dere Ismail Khan, moved out against the Povindah settle-
ments in the mouth of the Gomal Pass and severely punished 
them. The Povindahs paid a fine of nearly Rs. 6o,coo (f6oael, 
and agreed that in future their migratory bands should be dis-
armed on their entry into British territory, their weapons to 
be deposited in a military arsenal, and returned to their owner, 
when they again crossed the border. 

POVOA DE VARZIM, a seaport of northern Portugal, In eke 
district of Oporto; on a small and ill-sheltered bay, t8 m. N 
Oporto by the branch railway to Villa Nova de FamilIct•. 
Pop. ( :goo), 12,63.5. In summer Povoa de VatZlia Is the ma.: 
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frequented sea-bathing resort in northern Portugal; it is also the 
headquarters of important sardines hake, and sea-bream fisheries. 

POWDER (through 0. Fr. puldre, modern pondre, from Lat. 
odeeris, dust), the small loose particles into which 

solid matter is disintegrated by such processes as grinding, 
crushing, pounding, kc., hence any preparation which takes the 
form of such loose uncompacted particles, the most familiar 
example of such preparation being that of gunpowder (q.v.). 
Many powders are found in medical uses, some of which have 
retained the name of their inventor, such as the compound 
powder of rhubarb, " Gregory powder," named after a Scottish 
doctor, James Gregory (1758-1822). Various preparations in 
lam of powder are used for toilet purposes. During the period 
when the hair or wig was worn " powdered " or whitened, 
houses had a special room set apart for the process, known as 
the powdering-room or closet. In some birds, such es the herons, 
certain down-feathers or pluviales break off into a fine dust as 
fast as they are formed and form tracts defined In size and situa-
tion and known as " powder-down patches." 

POWELL, FREDERICK YORK (1850-1904), English his-
bode° and scholar, was born in Bloomsbury, London, en the 14th 
of January r8po. Much of his childhood was speat:in Freed 
and Spain, so that he early acquired a mastery of the language 
of both countries and an insight into the genius of the people. 
He was educated at Rugby School, and matriculated at Oxford 
as an unattached student, subsequently joining Christ Church, 
where he took a first-class in law and modern history in 1875. 
He was called to the bar at the Middle Temple in 1874, and 
married in the same year. He became law-lecturer and tutor of 
Christ Church, fellow of Oriel College, delegate of the Clarendon 
Press, and in 1894 he was made region professor of modern 
history in succession to J. A. Fronde. Although be sever made 
any extensive contribution to history, be was a particularly 
stimulating teacher. He had been attracted in his school days 
to the study of Scandinavian history and literature, and be was 
closely allied with Professor Gudbrandr Vigf (mon (d.:889), whom 
be assisted in his leelandk Prose Reader (x897), Corpus loodintat 
&malt (1887), Orients islasdicae (loos), and in the editing of 
the Grimm Centenary papers (1886). He took a keen interest 
in the development of modern French poetry, and Verlaine, 
Mallanne and Verbacren all lectured at Oxford under his 
auspices. He was also a connoisseur in Japanese art. In politics 
his sympathies were with the oppressed of all nationalities; 
he had befriended refugees after the Commune, counting among 
his friends Jules Valid.' the author of Les Rtfractaires; and 
he was also a friend of Stepniak And his circle. He died at 
Oxford on the 8th of May 2904. 

See the Life, with letters and selections, by Oliver Elton (1906). 

POWELL, GEORGE (e. 1658-1714), English actor and 
playwright, was the son of an actor of the lame name (d. c. 
1698), with whom, as the king of Bakam, he first appeared in 
1687, as Emanuel in The Island Princess, Tate's version of 
Fletcher's play. He wrote or adapted Alphonse, King of 
Naples (,66r), Treaeheroas Brothers (1676), and Very Good Wife 
(x693), and acted in them and in a long list of contemporary 
plays almost until his death. As • tragedian he succeeded to 
many of Betterton's parts, but not to his genius. 

POWELL. JOHN WESLEY (1834-1904, American geologist 
and ethnologist, was born at Mount Morris, New York, 
on the 24th of March slaw His parents werel English 
birth, but had moved to America in 1830, and was 
educated at Illinois and Oberlin colleges. When the Civil 
Wu broke out he entered the Union Army as a private, 
and at the battle of Shiloh he lost his right arm. He 
continued, however, on active senate and served as division 
chief of artillery before Vicksburg, reaching the rank 
of major of volunteers. In 1363 he was appointed professor 
of geology sad curator of the museum in the Illinois Wesleyan 
University at Bloomington, and afterwards it the Nomal. 
Vnfveraity . In 3867 he commenced a series of expeditions to 

(0133-1885). member of the Commune of 187t.  

the Rocky Mountains and the mound the Green and Colorado 
rivers, during the course of which (1869) he made a daring boat-
journey of three months, through the Grand Canyon, the river 
channel not having previously been explored. In these travels 
he gathered much valuable information on the geology, and be 
also made a special study of the Indians and their languages. 
His able work led to the establishment under the U.S. government 
of the geographical and geological survey of the Rocky Mountain 
region with which he was occupied in 1870-1879. This survey, 
with those of Ferdinand Hayden (1829-1887) and Captain 
George M. Wheeler (b. 1842) was incorporated with the United 
States Geological and Geographical Survey under Clarence King 
(1842-19or) in 1879, when Powell became director of the 
Bureau of Ethnologyfa department be bad assisted in founding. 
On King's resignation in 1881, Powell was appointed director also 
of the Geological Survey, a poet which he occupied until ana. 
To him the present thorough organisation of the U.S. Geological 
Survey as largely due. 

His principal publications were Exploration of She Colorado 
Riper of the West and as Teibutaries (x873), Report on the Geology 
of the Eastern Portion of the Uinta Mountains (1876), Report on 
the Lands of the Arid Region of theU wiled Slats (1879),  l ets'aductios 
to the Study of Indian Longsages (sno), Canyons of the Colorado 
(1395), TWA and Error (1898). Especially important were his 
observations on what is now termed the " Uinta type " of 
mountain structure: a broad, flattened anticline, from which the 
strata descend deeply into bordering low grounds and quickly 
resume their borizontality—being sometimes faulted, and 
affording evidence of enormous denudation. He died in Haven, 
Maine, on the 23rd of September 19os. 

See F. S. Dellenhaugb. Romance of she Colorado Ram (New York, 
5031. and Coven oyage: Second Pawn Expedition (New Vol*. 

1900. 
POWELL, YAVAIOR (t6t7- 167s), Welsh -Nonconformist, 

was by birth a Radnorshire man and was educated at Jesus 
College, Oxford. About 1639 he entered upon the career of an 
itinerant preacher, and for preaching in various parts of Wales 
he was twice arrested in 1640; however, he was not punished and 
daring the Civil War be preached in and around Loudon. In 
3646, when the victory of the parliamentary cause was assured, 
Powell returned to Wales, having received a certificate of cha-
racter from the Westminster Assembly, although he had refused 
to be ordained by the Presbyterians. With a salary graded to 
him by parliament he resumed his itinerant preaching in Wales. 
In 163o parliament appointed a commission " for the better 
propagation and preaching of the gospel in Wales," and Powell 
acted u one of the principal advisers of this body. For three 
years he was actively employed in removing from their parishes 
those ministers whom he regarded as incompetent. In 1633 he 
returned to London, and having denounced Cromwell for accept-
ing the office of Lord Protector he was Imprisoned. At the 
Restoration in 1166o he was arrested for preaching, and after a 
short period of freedom be was again seized, and he remained in 
prison for seven years. He was set free in 1667, but in the 
following year he was again a prisoner, and he was in custody 
when he died on the 27th of October 167o. Powell wrote several 
treatises and also some hymns, but his chief gifts were those of 
a preacher. 

See The Life and Death of Mr Tomo. Powell 0670, attributed to 
Edward Baphaw the younger; Varaserii Examen It Purginnes 

651. 

by 

	

Mien sad tabus; D. Neal, History of the Protons
{1831 ;  and T. Rees. History of Praustaat Notwooforanty in Wales 
*861 . 

POWER IWILIJAJI GRATTAN] TYRONE (1797-1841); 
Irish actor, was born nearKilmactliomas on the and of Novem-
ber 1797. At the spotf fourteen he joined a company of strolling 
players, eventually getting small parts in the London theatres. 
On the sudden death of Charles Connor be was given his parts 
and was immediately recognized as the bat stage Irishman of his 
generation, becoming a popular favourite in London, Dublin, 
and Amick*. He was on board the IU-fated " President ' 
when she foundered at sea in March 1841. Power wrote and 
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performed several Irish plays, and published three novels and 
his Impressions of America (1836). He had married when 
twenty and left a widow and seven children, the oldest of whom, 
Sir William Tyrone Power, K.C.B. (b. 1819), became Commis-
sary-general of the British army and was knighted in 1865. 

POWER OF MORSEL or Lemma or Arroesrer, is an 
authority under hand and seal empowering the person named 
therein to do some act on behalf of the principal, which other-
wise could only be done by the principal himself. It is either 
general or special. A general power of attorney authorizes 
the agent to act for his principal in all matters, or in matters of a 
particular nature only, or in respect of a particular business. 
A special act of attorney authorizes the agent to represent his 
principal only in some particular specified act. It expires with 
death of the principal, and is revocable at his will, even by a 
verbal notice, unless it has been given for a valuable considera-
tion. Moreover, the terms of the power are construed literally, 
and give such authority only as they confer expressly or by 
necessary implication. The Conveyancing Act of 1881 provides 
protection for any person making any payment or doing any 
act in good faith, in pursuance of a power of attorney, if before 
the time of the payment or act the donor of the power had 
died or become lunatic, of unsound mind, or bankrupt, or had 
revoked the power. The law relating to powers of attorney 
is a branch of the law of agency. (Sae AGENT; PRINCIPAL and 
Aourr.) 

POWERS, HIRAM (1805-1873), American sculptor, the son 
of a farmer, was born at Woodstock, Vermont, on the 29th of 
June 18o5. In 1819 his father removed to Ohio, about six 
miles from Cincinnati, where the son attended school for about 
a year, staying meanwhile with his brother, &lawyer in Cincinnati. 
After leaving school he found employment in superintending a 
reading-room in connexion with the chief hotel of the town, 
but, being, in his own words, " forced at last to leave that place 
as his clothes and shoes were fast leaving him," he became a 
clerk in a general store. His second employer in this line of 
business having invested his capital in a clock and organ factory, 
Powers set himself to master the construction of the instruments, 
displaying an aptitude which in a short time enabled him to 
become the first mechanic in the factory. In 1826 he began to 
frequent the studio of Mr Eckstein, and et once conceived a 
strong passion for the art of sculpture. His proficiency in 
modelling secured him the situation of general assistant and 
artist of the Western Museum, kept by a Frenchman named 
Dorfeuille, where his , ingenious representation of the infernal 
regions to Illustrate the more striking scenes in the poem of 
Dante met with extraordinary success. After studying 
thoroughly the art of modelling and casting, at the end . of 
1834 he went to Washington, where his remarkable gifts soon 
awakened general attention. In 1837 he settled in Florence, 
where he remained till his death. While he found it profitable 
to devote the greater part of his time to busts, his best efforts 
were bestowed on Ideal work. In 1839 his statue of " Eve " 
excited the warm admiration of Thorwaldsen, and in 1843 he 
produced his celebrated " Greek Slave," which at once gave 
him a place among the leading sculptors of his time. Among 
the best known of his other ideal statues are the " Fisher 
Boy," " Il Penseroso," " Proserpine," " California," " America " 
(modelled for the Crystal Palace, Sydenham), and the " Last 
of his Tribe." He died on the 27th of June 1873. 

See an article by T. A. Trollope in Lippincott's Magazine *for 
February 1875. 

POWER TRANSMISSION. The appliances connected with 
installations for the utilization of natural sources of energy may 
be classified into three groups:— 

I. Prime movers, by means of which the natural form of 
energy is transformed into mechanical energy. To this group 
belong all such appliance as water turbines, steam turbines, 
steam engines and boilers, gas producers, gas engines, oil engines, 
&c. 

2. Machinery of any kind which is driven by energy made 
available by the prime mover. To this group belong all machine  

tools, textile machinery, pumping machinery, cranes—in fact 
every kind of machine which requires any considerable quantity 
of energy to drive it. 

3. The appliances by means of which the energy made avail-
able by the prime mover is transmitted to the machine designed 
to utilise it. The term power is used to denote the rate at which 
energy is transmitted. The unit of power in common use is 
the horse power, and one horse power means a rate of transmis-
sion of 55o foot-pounds per second. -

In many cases the prime mover is combined with the machine 
in such a way that the transmitting mechanism is not distinctly 
differentiated from either the prime mover or the machine, as 
in the case of the locomotive engine. In other cases the energy 
made available by the prime mover is distributed to a number 
of separate machines at a distance from the prime maser, as 
in the case of an engineer's workshop. In this case the trams-
miffing mechanism by means of which the energy is distributed 
to the several machines has a distinct individuality. to other 
cases prime movers are located in places where the meted 
source of energy is abundant, namely, near waterfalls., or in the 
neighbourhood of coal-fields, and the energy made available 
is transmitted in bulk to factories, &c., at relatively great dis-
tances. In this ease the method and mechanism of distribution 
become of paramount importance, since the distance between 
the prime mover and the places where the energy is to be 
utilised by machines is only limited by the efficiency of the 
mechanism of distribution. 

Prime movers arc considered in the snide, Srraik ENGINE; 
Gus ENGLVE; OIL ENGINE, and Mounties, and machines m 
various special artides. The methods and mechanisms of 
distribution or transmission alone form the subjects ai tla 
present article, and the different methods in general use reeNy 
fall into four divisions:— 

r. Mechanical. 	3. Pneumatic 
a. Hydraulic. 	4. Electrical. 

I.—MECHANICAL 
I r. Methods.—The mechanical transmission of Tower is 

effected in general by means of belts or ropes, by shafts in by 
wheel gearing and chains. Each individual method may he 
used separately or in combination. The problems involved in the 
design and arrangement Of the mechanisms for the mechanics' 1 
distribution of power are conveniently approached by the as-
sideration of the way in which the mechanical energy made aryl-
able by an engine is distributed to the several machines in the 
factory. By a belt on the fly-wheel of the prime shover the 
power is transmitted to the line shaft, and pulleys suitably rhea 
along the line shaft by means of other belts transmit poem 
first, to small countershafts carrying fast and loose pulleys ad 
striking gear for starting or stopping each engine ne a will, and 
then to the driving pulleys Of the several  , , (See also 
PULLEYS.) 

§ a. Quantitative Estimation of the Power Trammiaad.—In 
dealing with the matter quantitatively the engine crank-shaft 
may be taken as the starting point of the transmission, and the 
first motion-shaft of the machine as the end of the transmission 
so far as that particular machine is concerned. 

Let T be the mean torque or turning effort which the mews 
exerts continuously on the crank shaft when it is making N emula-
tions per second. It is more convenient to express the remain:am 
per second in terms of the angular velocity is, that is is radians 
per second.. The relation between these quantities is w wae?S. 
Then the rate at which Work is done by the engine crank shalt is 
Ts. foot-pounds per second, equivalent to To155o hurtle power. 
This is now distributed to the several machines in varying 
Assurbing for the sake of simplicity that the whole 	the pewee 
is absorbed by one machine. let T1 be the torque on the first notion-
shaft of the machine, and let as  be its angular velocity, then, the 
rate at which the machine is absorbing energy is To., foot-pounds 
per second. A certain quantity of energy is absorbed by the transmit-
ting mechanism itself for the purpose of overcoming frictional 
and other resistances otherwise the rate of absorption el 

en  by the machine would exactly equal the rate at which it was prod= 
by the prime mover assuming steady conditions of narking. Actually 
therefore Ton would be less than T. so that 

inn **To. 	 (1) 
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whet, it is called the efficiency of the transmission. Considering 
now the general problem of a multiple machine transmission, if 
T'. act. Tsui. Ts, . are the several torques and angular velocities 
of ths respective first motion shafts of the machines, 

(Tssii+Tusi+Ton-1- 	 (a) 
expresses the relations which must exist at any instant of steady 
motion, This is not quite a complete statement of the actual 
conditions because some of the provided energy is always in course 
of being stored and unstored from instant to instant as kinetic 
energy in the moving parts of the mechanism. Here, • is the 
overall efficiency of the distributing mechanism. We now consider 
the separate parts of the transmitting mechanism. 

3. Bells.—Let a pulley A (fig. t) drive a pulley B by means of a 
leather belt, and let the direction of motion be as indicated by the 
w ows on the pulleys. When the pulleys are revolving uniformly, A 

FIG. I. 
transmitting power to B. one side of the belt will be tight and the 
other side will be slack, but both sides will be in a state of tension. 
Let t and s be the respective tensions on the tight and slack side; 
then the torque exerted by the belt on the pulley B is it-sir. 
where • is the radius of the pulley in fest, and the rate at which the 
belt does work on the pulley is ft -s)ria foot-pounds per second. 
If the horse-power required to drive the machine be represented 
by b.p., then 

-11)es/ '5.50  h R. 	 (3) 
assuming the efficiency of the transmission to be unity. This 
equation contains two unknown tensions, and before either can 
be found another condition is necessary. This is supplied by the 
relation between the tensions, the arc of contact 0, in radians (fig. 2), 
the coefficient of friction p between the belt and the pulley, the 

mass of the belt and 
the speed of the belt. 
Consider an element of 
the belt (fig. a) sub- 
tending an angle de at 
the centre of the pul- 
ley, and let t be the 
tension on one side of 

t-v-ina the element and (t+dt) 
the 	.4 the 
other 	 po- 
tion t, s 	„i v. 	Ise 
the elcluent to de 
bodily round the ir-
face of the pulley dt. 
The normal pt oe 
between the el, 'nt 
and the face of the 

pulley due to the tensions is 1 de, but this is diminished to. the 
force necessary to constrain the element to move in the cis , tar 
path determined by the curvature of the pulley.. If W L he 
weight of the belt per foot, the constraining force requio 
this purpose is Vo'r.do,'‘, where v is the linear velocity of the I eft 
in feet per second. Hence the frictional resistance of the element 
to sliding is (t-Wvilglade, and this must he equal to the differs 'ice 
of tensions dl when the element is on the point of slipping, so 
that -W'salginditiwdt. The solution of this equation is 

1-W0/11  
(4) - Wv- 

where t is now the maximum tension and so the minimum tension, 
and I is the base of the Napierian system of logarithms, 2.718. 
Equations (3) and (4) sbpply the condition from which the power 
transmitted by a given belt at a given speed can be found. For 
ordinary work the term involving s may be neglected, so that (4) 
becomes 

tin =set 	 (S) 
Equations (3) and (5) are ordinarily used for the preliminary design 
of a belt to calculate I, the maximum tension in the belt accessary 
to transmit a stated hone power at a stated speed. and then the 
cross section Is proportioned to that the stress per square inch 
'hall not exceed a certain safe limit determined from practice. 

To facilitate the celcukations in connexion with equation (5), 
tables are constsucted Firing the ratio Os for various values of 
and I. (See W. C. Unwin. Machine Deign, 12th ed., p. 377.) The 
ratio should be calculated for the smaller ;pulley. 1( the belt is 
arranged as in fig. t, that is, with the slack side uppermost. the drop 
of the belt tends to Inman • and hence the ratio Or for both pulleys.  
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4. Example of Preliminary Design of a Bell.—The following 
example illustrates the use of the equations for the design of a belt 
in the ordinary way. Find the width of a belt to transmit 20 h p. 
from the flywheel of an engine to a shaft which runs at 18o revolu-
tions per miunte (equal to 18.84 radians per second), the pulley on 
the shaft being 3 ft. diameter. Assume the engine flywheel to be 
of such diameter and at such a distance from the driven pulley 
th it the arc of contact is 12o°, equal to 2 . 004 radians, and further 
ati acme that the coefficient of friction 	Then from 
eqoation (5) Om.. es.oasao3...2.7180-(oli; that is finale...G.6282, 
from which Os t•87. and u 	Using this in (3) we have 
50-0.87) t.5 X 18.84 = 55o X 20, from which 1= 838 lb. 
All•uing a working strength of 300 lb per square inch, the area 
nstuired is 2.8 sq. in., so that if the belt is $' in. thick its width 
er, old be 11.1 in., or if ,' in. thick, 15 in. approximately. 

I he effect of the force constraining the circular motion in diminish-
in the horse power transmitted may now be ascertained by calcu-
lating the horse power which a belt of the size found will actually 
transmit when the maximum tension t is 838 lb. A belt of the area 
found above would weigh about 1.4 lb. per foot. The velocity 
of the belt, v.-a... t 8.84 X =28.26 ft. per second. The term 
Welz therefore has the nutnencal value 34.7. Hence equation (2) 
becomes ( 1 - 34'7)/(ti -34:7)=.1-87, from which, inserting the 
value 838 for t, w.464.5 lb. Using this value of u in equation (t) 

(838 - 464 . 55/X i 8.84 X1.5  19 1  50  	
5• 

 

TI s with the comparatively low belt speed of 28 ft. per second 
the horse power is only diminished by about 3%. As the velocity 
increases the transmitted horse power increases, but the loss from 
this cause rapidly increases, and there will be one speed for every 
belt it II the horse Isswer transmitted is a maximum. An 

;seed above this results in a diminution of transmitted 
horse power. 

5. Belt Velocity foe Maximum Hass Power.—If the weight of a 
bdt per foot is given, the speedat which the maximum horse power 
is transmitted for an assigned value of the maximum tension t can 
be calculated from equations (3) and (4) as follows:— 

Let t be the given maximum tension with which a belt weighing 
W lb per foot may be worked. Then solving equation (4) 
for a, subtracting t from each side, and changing the signs all 
through: 1--stss(t-Wie/g) (t -CO). And the rate of working 
U, in foot-pounds per second, is 

U (f 	(Sr -WsVg)(1-e -si). 
• n;i. it 	 with rcitirl to eTiating 	, and solving for 
r, we have v= J (tgi3NV)- Utihring the data of the previous oxample 
to illustrate this matter, 1=838 lb per square inch, W t.$ 111) per 
foot, and consequently, from the above expression, 5..bo ft. per 
second approximately. A lower speed than this should be ..clopted, 
however, because the above investigation does not include the loss 
in. !pi-red by the continual bending of the belt round the circumference 
of the pulley. The loss from this cause increase,  with the velocity 
of 1 he belt, and operates to make the velocity for maximum horse 
pe cr considerably lower than that given above. 

`. 6. Flexibility.—When a belt or rope is working power is absorbed 
In its continual bending round the pulleys, the amount it pending 
up oi the flexibility of the belt and the speed. if C is it, couple 
revered to bend the belt to the radius of the pulley, the rate at which 
v.% -I: is done is Cr foot-pounds per second. The value of C for a 
sit • n belt varies approximately inversely as the radius of the pulley, 
so hit the loss of power from this cause will vary inversely as the 
talus of the pulley and directly as the speed of revolution. Hence 
th flexible belts are to Ise preferred to thick stiff ones. Its-ides the 
lea - of power in transmission due to this cause, the bend; causes 
a t tress in the belt which is to be added to the direct stress dee to the 
nos-ions in the belt in order to find the maximum stress. I, edittary 
let. her belts the bending stress is usually negligible: it 	s, how- 
ev. r. especially wire rope, it assumes paramount imp 	e, since 
it , a nds to overstrain the outer', •-t strands and if tl 	me way 
th life of the rope is soon deter: 	..1. 

7. Rope Drising.—About i856 James Combe, of Belfast, 
introduced the practice of transmitting power by means of 
ropes running in grooves turned circumferentially in the rim of 

Chew Alms Code, Pzer. hut Md. SAO 
Fio. 3.—Rope driving;balf-cromed rope drive, weenie rope to 

each groove. 

the pulley (fig. 3). The ropes may be led off in groups to the 
different doors of the factory to pulleys keyed to the distributing 
shafting. A groove was adopted having an angle of about 4e. 
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and this is the angle now used in the practice of Messrs 
Combe, Barbour and Combe, of Belfast. A section of the rim 
of a rope driving wheel showing the shape of the groove for a 
rope 11 in. diameter is shown in fig. 4, and a rope driving pulley 

designed for six ilia. 
 r,4'wer-.- 6: . . s  ropes is shown in fig. 

tj s. A rope is less flex-
; than a belt, and 

therefore care must be 
taken not to arrange 
rope drives with pul-

j leys having too small 
a diameter relatively 
to the diameter of the 
rope. The principles 

of if .1, 4, 5 and 6, apply equally to ropes, but with the 
practical modification that the working stress in the rope is a 
much smaller fraction of the ultimate strength than in the 

S.—Rope Pulley, to ft. diem., 6 grooves, 2) in. pitch, weight 
about 35 cwt. Constructed by Combe, Barbour & Combe, Ltd., 
Belfast. 

ease of belting and the ratio of the tensions is much greater. 
The following table, based upon the experience of Messrs 
Combe, presents the practical possibilities in a convenient 
form:— 

Diameter 
of Rope. 

Smallest diameter of 
Pulley, which should 

he used with the  
Rope. 

H.P. per Rope for 
smallest Pulley at too 

IVY& per nunute. 

Y. 
1 

1 
II 
2{ 

le. 
14 
21 

g 

1 
1 
8 

t6 

The speed originally adopted for the rope was 5s  ft. per second 
This speed has been exceeded, but, as indicated above, for any 
particular case there is one speed at which the maximum horse 
power is transmitted, and this speed is chosen with due regard 
to the effect of centrifugal tension and the loss due to the con-
tinual bending of the rope round the pulley. Instead of using 
one rope for each groove, a single continuous rope may be used, 
driving from one common pulley sevaal shafts at different 
speeds. For further information see Abram Combe, Proc. 
Inst. Mech. Eng. (July 1896). Experiments to compare the 
efficiencies of rope and belt driving were carried out at Lille 
in 0394 by the Soeitte Industriclk du Nord de la France, for an 
account of which see D. S. Capper, Proc. Inst. Mech. Eng. 
(October 1896). Cotton ropes are used extensively for trans-
mitting power in factories, and though more expensive than 
Manila ropes, arc more durable when worked under suitable 
conditions. 

I 8. Shafts.—When a shaft transmits power from a prime 
mover to a machine, every section of it sustains a turning couple  

or torque T, and if ea is the angular velocity of rotation In radians 
per second, the rate of transmission is T. foot-pounds 
per second, and the relation between the horse power, torque 
and angular velocity is 

sso H.P. 	 (6) 
The problem involved in the design of a shaft is so to proportion 
the size that the stress produced by the torque shall not exceed 
a certain limit, or that the relative angular displacement of 
two sections at right angles to the axis of the shaft at a gives 
distance apart shall not exceed a certain angle, the particular 
features of the problem determining which condition shall 
operate in fixing the size. At a section of a solid round pat 
where the diameter is D inches, the torque T inch-ponds, and 
the maximum shearing stress / pounds per square inch, the 
relation between the quantities is given by 

T. eDW16, 	 (7) 
and the relation between the torque T, the diameter D, the 
relative angular displacement 0 of two sections L inches apart by 

T ..C.071:14/32L, 	 (8) 
where C is the modulus of rigidity for the material of the 
shaft. Observe  that 0 is here measured in radians. The 
ordinary problems of shaft transmission by solid round shafts 
subject to a uniform torque only can be solved by means of these 
equations. 

Calculate the horse power which a shaft 4 in. diameter can tram- 
mit, revolving 120 times per minute (12.56 radians per second). 
when the maximum shearing stress / is limited to moo° lb 
per square inch. From equation (7) the maximum torque which 
may be applied to the shaft is Tw138.400 inch-pounds. Foam 

(6) H.P. 
138.40 

tX12.56  264. The example may be continued to 12X550 
find how much the shaft will twist in a length of to ft. Substitatinc 
the value of the torque in inch-pounds in equation (8), and Was 
14500,000 for the value of C, 

t38.400 Xt2o X32  .0  ..7 radian.. 
t.soo.000x3-14 x256 

and this is equivalent to 3 .e. 
In the case of hollow round shafts where D is the external danseter 

and d the internal diameter equation (7) becomes 
T wef(D4 -d4)/16D. 	 (91 

and equation (8) becomes 
T 	(D' - d.) /32E- 	 (to) 

The assumption tacitly made hitherto that the torque T 
remains constant is rarely true in practice; it usually varies Imo 
instant to instant, often in a periodic manner, and an approptine 
value of f must be taken to suit any particular case. Again t 
rarely happens that a shaft sustains a torque only. There is 
usually a bending moment associated with it. For a discussion 
of the proper values of f, to suit cases where the stress is variable, 
and the way a bending moment of known amount may be 
combined with a known torque, see STRENGTH or Manama 
It is sufficient to state here that if M is the bending moment 
in inch-pounds, and T the torque in inch-pounds, the magnitude 
of the greatest direct stress in the shaft due to the effect of the 
torque and twisting moment acting together is the same as 
would be produced by the application of a torque of 

M 	(T1I- NP) inch -pounds. 	 (ti) 
It will be readily understood that in designing a shaft for the 
distribution of power to a factory where power is taken off at 
different places along the shaft, the diameter of the shaft near 
the engine must be proportioned to transmit the total power 
transmitted whilst the parts of the shaft more remote from the 
engine are made smaller, since the power transmitted there Is 
smaller. 

§ 9. Gearing Pitch Chains.—Gearing is used to transmit power 
from one shaft to another. The shafts may be parallel; or Inclined 
to one another, so that II produced they would meet in a point ; or 
inclined to one another so that if produced they would not meat In 
a point. In the first case the gear wheels are called spur wheels, 
sometimes cog wheels; in the second case bevel wheels, or, if 
the angle between the shafts is 9o°, mitre wheels; and in the third 
case they are called skew bevels. In all cases the teeth should 
be so shaped that the velocity ratio between the shafts remaiss 

FIG. 4. 
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constant, although in very rare cases gearing is designed to 
work with a variable velocity ratio as part of some special 
machines. For the principles governing the shape of the teeth 
to fulfil the condition that the velocity ratio between the wheels 
shall be constant, sec MECHANICS, I Applied. The size of the 
teeth is determined by the torque the gearing is required to 
transmit. 

Pitch chains arc closely allied to gearing; a familiar example 
is In the driving chain of a bicycle. Pitch chains are used to a 
limited extent as a substitute for belts, and the teeth of the chains 
and the teeth of the wheels with which they work are shaped 
on the same principles as those governing the design of the teeth 
of wheels. 

if a pair of wheels is required to transmit a certain maximum horse 
power, the angular velocity of the shaft being sr, the pressure P 
which the teeth must be designed to sustain at the pitch circle is 
55o H.P./uR, where R is the radius of the pitch circle of the wheel, 
whose angular velocity is u. 

to. Velocity Ratio.—In the case of transmission either by belts, 
ropes, shafts or gearing, the operating principle is that the rate of 
working is constant, assuming that the efficiency of the transmission 
is unity, and that the product Ts, is therefore constant, whether the 
shafts are connected by ropes or gearing. Considering therefore 
two shafts. Ton ■ Tsui: that is irds,,ssT i /T,; s.r. the angular 
velocity ratio is inversely as the torque ratio. Hence the higher 
the speed at which a shaft runs, the smaller the torque for the 
transmission of a given horse power, and the smaller the tension 
on the belts or ropes for the transmission of a given horse power. 

• 4 it. Long Distance Transmission of Power.—C. F. Hint origin-
ated the transmission of power by means of wire ropes at Colmar 
in Alsace in aso. Such a telodynamic transmission consists of 

series of wire ropes .running on wheels or pulleys supported 
on piers at spans varying from Sao to Soo ft. between the prime 
mover and the place where the power is utilized. The slack 
of the ropes is supported in some cases on guide pulleys distri-
buted between the main piers. In this way 30o h.p. was trans-
mitted ever a distance of 6soo ft. at Freiberg by means of a 
series of wire ropes running at 62 ft. per second on pulleys 
177 In. diameter. The Individual ropes of the series, each 
transmitting 30o h.p., were each t •oS in. diameter and contained 
so strands of p wires per strand, the wires being each o•o72 in. 
diameter. Similar installations existed at Schaffhausen, 
Oberursal, Bellegarde, Tortona and Zurich. For particulars 
of these transmissions with full details see W. C. Unwin's 
Howard Lectures on the " Development and Transmission of 
Power from Central Stations " (Jostrn. Soc. Arts, 2803, published 
in book form aim). The system of telodynamic transmission 
would no doubt have developed to a much greater extent than 
it has done but for the advent of electrical transmission, which 
made practicable the transmission of power to distances utterly 
beyond the possibilities of any mechanical system. 

See W. J. M. Rankine, Treatise on Machinery and Millwork: 
and W. C Unwia, Elernessts Machine Drays; and for telodynamic 
manamissioa me F. Rauleaux. Die Lanstrousir. (W. E. D.) 

II.-11vnitacuc 
The first proposal for a general transmimion of hydraulic 

power was made by Bramah in dor. In 246 Lord Armstrong's 
hydraulic crane was erected at Newcastle, and was worked from 
the town water mains, but the pressure in such mains was too 
low and uncertain to secure satisfactory results. The invention 
of the accumulator ht tilso enabled much higher pressure to 
be used; since then 700 lb per square inch has been adopted in 
most private hydraulic power transmission plants. An attempt 
to give • public supply of hydraulic power was made in asp, 
when a company was formed for laying mains In London along 
the fiver Thames between the Tower and Blackfriars, the 
engineer being Sir George Bruce; but though an act of parlia-
ment was obtained, the works were not carried out. The first 
public, hydraulic supply station was established at Hull in 1877. 
In 5883 the General Hydraulic Power Works, MOWS Ellington 
and Woodall being the engineers, were started In London, and 
they now form the largest system of hydraulic power transmission 
in existence. Works of • similar character have since been 
established in several other towns. The general features of  

hydraulic power transmissions are: (r) • central station where 
the hydraulic pressure is created, usually by means of steam 
pumping engines; (a) a system of distribution mains; (3) 
machines for utilising the pressure. In cases of public supplies 
there is the further important matter of registration. 

When dealing with any practical problem of hydraulic power 
transmission it is of the first importance to determine the maxi-
mum demand for power, its duration and frequency. 
If the duration of the maximum demand is limited cc's"' 
and the frequency restricted—for instance, when a 
swing bridge has to be opened and closed only a few times in 
the course of a day—a small pumping plant and a large 
accumulator will be desirable. If the maximum demand is 
more or less continuous, as when hydraulic pressure h used 
for working a pump in a mine or a hydraulic engine in a work-
shop, the central station pumping engine must be capable of 
supplying the maximum demand without the aid of an 
accumulator, which may or may not, according to circum-
stances, be provided to serve as • regulator. A hydraulic 
accumulator (fig. 	ordinarily consists of a hydraulic cylinder 

Tick 

Flo. s. 

and ram, the ram being loaded with sufficient weight to give the 
pressure required in the hydraulic mains. If  Its 11111111R00 of 700 lb 
per square inch is wanted, the weight of the ram and its load, 
neglecting friction, must be 7oo lb for each square inch of its 
area, and if the cylinder Is full, i.e. the ram elevated to its full 
extent, the accumulator is a reservoir of power, exactly as if it 
were a tank at the same cubical extent placed at an elevation 
of about doe ft. above the mains and connected with them. 
The fuhetion of accumulators in hydraulic power distribution 
is frequently misunderstood, and it has been urged that as in 
practice the size of the reservoirs of power that can be obtained 
by their use Is small, they are of little value. An accumulator 
having a ram ro in. diameter by :o ft. stroke loaded to ;co lb is 

vir 
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a fairly large one, but it contains only 439,740 foot-pounds of 
available energy. if the accumulator ram descended in one 
minute the hone power developed during that time would be 
131, and until again pumped up its function would cease. Is so 
small a reservoir worth much? The correct answer to this 
question depends upon the surrounding circumstances. In the 
case of any general system of hydraulic power transmission it is 
certain that there will be very large and frequent variations 
in the combined demand for power, the periods of approximate 
maximum rarely exceeding in the aggregate -a or 3 hours a day 
(see fig. a). Where the area of supply is very extensive there 
are further subsidiary variations in small sections of the area. 
The main features of the combined load curves are fairly con-
stant, but the local peaks are very erratic. Such conditions are 
favourable to the extensive use of accumulators. 

When comparing the economy of hydraulic machinery which 
works intermittently, such as cranes and hoists, with other 
systems the effect of the hydraulic accumulator in reducing the 
maximum bone power required is often neglected. In con-
sequence the comparison is vitiated, because the minimum cost 
of running a central station depends to a great extent upon the 

Flo a. 
maximum demand, even though the maximum may be required 
only during a few minutes of the day. In the hydraulic system 
accumulators at the central stations perform the two distinct 
functions of reducing the maximum load on the pumps which 
supply the demand, and regulating automatically the speed 
of the pumps as the demand varies from minute to minute. In 
any large system where a number of pumping units are required 
they also allow a sufficient interval of time to start any addi- 
tional units. Accumulators connected to the mains at a con- 
siderable distance from the central station reduce the variations 

of pressure, and the size of mains required for a given supply 
of power, and therefore have a most important influence on the 
economy of distribution. The mechanical efficiency of hydraulic 
accumulators is very high, being from cis% to 01%, and they 
are practically indestructible. 

When designing central stations the aim should be to employ 
pumping engines of such capacity that they can be worked as 
nearly as possible continuously at about their maximum output; 
the same consideration should, in the main, determine the sin 
of the pumping units in a station where more than a single unit 
is employed. With a number of units, each can be worked, 
when in use, at or near the most economical speed. Moreover, 
reserve plant is necessary if the supply of power is to be constant. 
and where the units are many the actual reserve required is 
less than where the units are few. 

An effect of the multiplication of power units is to increase 
the capital outlay; indeed, it may be stated quite generally that 
economy in working and maintenance cannot be obtained without 
larger capital outlay than would be required for a simpler and iew 
economical plant. A high degree of economy estimated on 
financial data—the ultimate base on which these practical questions 
rest—can only be obtained in large installations where the averaging 
effect of the combination of a large number of comparatively 
small intermittent demands for power is greatest. The term food-
factor, since it was first coined by Colonel R. E. Crompton in tliet, has 
come into common use as an expression of the relation between the in  average and the maximum output from any central source of supply. y. 
No argument is required to show that • given central station plant 
working continuously at its maximum speed day and night the 
year round, say for 8760 hours in a year. should produce the power 
more cheaply per unit, not only as to the actual running cost, but she 
as to the capital or interest charges, than the same plant running 
on the average at the same 	say, y, one-third the time, or 
2920 hours. In this case t 	bad-factor Poo/8760 ..13.3. re 
33.370%. The saving on the whole expenditure per unit a eat fa 
direct proportion to an increase in the load-factor, and its effect en 
the various items of expenditure is extremely variable. The influence 
is greatest on the capital charges, and it has no influence at all, or 
may even have a detrimental effect, on some items; for instance, the 
cost of repairs per unit of output may be increased by • high kr& 
factor. Its effect on the coal consumption depends very much one 
the kind and capacity of the boilers in use; on whether the engines 
are condensing or non-condensing ; on the hours of work of the engine 
staff, &c. The economic value of the load-factor is of great import-
ance in every installation, but its influence on the cost of supply 
varies at each central station, and must be separately determined. 
There is a load-factor peculiar to each use for which the pones • 
supplied, and the whole load-factor can only be improved by the 
combination of different classes of demands, which differ in regard 
to the time of day or season at which they attain their maximum. 
It is in this respect that the great economy of a public distribution 
of power is most apparent, though there is also, of course, a direct 
economy due simply to the presumably large size of the central 
stations of a public supply. Demands for power of every kind 
have unfortunately a tendency to arise at the same time, ea that 
in the absence of storage of power there wens no prospect of the 
load-factors for general supply of power in towns exceeding, In the 
most favourable conditions. 40%. The load-factor of most 
public hydraulic power supplies is considerably under 30%. It is 
questionable, however, whether a very high load-factor conduces to 
economy of working expenses as a whole in any general supply of 
energy. The more continuous the suppty during the twenty-four 
hours of the day the greater is the difficulty of executing repairs. 
and the greater the amount of the reserve plant required. 

In all central station work where fluctuating loads have to be 
dealt with it is most important that there should be ample boiler 
power. In a comprehensive system of power supply deemed 
arises In a very sudden and erratic manner, and to meet this be 
forcing the boilers involves greater waste of coal than 1=nig 
steam up in sufficient reserve boilers. For this purpose 
with large water capacity, such as the Lancashire, are preferable 
to the tubular type. if sufficient space is available. Superbosted 
steam and also thermal storage are advantageous. Feed new 
heaters or economisers should always be used, all steam and feed 
pipes should be carefully protected from radiation, and the pipe 
flanges should be covered; in short, to secure good results in coal 
consumption every care must be taken to minimise the stand-by 
losses which are such serious items In central station mammy 
when the load-factor is low. Though hydraulic power has the 
peculiar advantage, as regards mal consumption. that it 4 the 
speed of the engines which varies with an intermittent demand. 
nevertheless at the London stations it has been found that &sing 
a year's working only from 6o to 73% of the coal efficiency of tail 
runs of the engines can be obtained—i r. at least rs!. of the goal a 
wasted through the stand-by Loses and through the pumping engines 
having to run at less than full power. 
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To determine the scale en which a central station plant should 
be designed is frequently a difficult matter. Thrate of growth 
of the smarted demand for the power is an important factor, but 
it has.been dearly established that the reduction of worinng 
resulting from she increme of size 	ulertak 	oasis in a 
diminishing satio. Increase in out 	is in fact sometimes accom- 
panied by more than a proportionate manse of expenses. During 
remit 	them have been causes at work which have raised con- 

y the prim of labour, fuel, other items of expense, and the 
law of the diminishing ratio " has been masked 

On the diagram (fig. 3) of the costs of the London undertaking 
and the amount of power supplied, have been plotted points marking 
the total expenses of each year in relation to the output of power. 
These mints for the years 1884-0199, and for output of from so to 
7oo siMma gallons followed approximately a straight line. Since 
1894, however, Waugh the output has increased Wm 7o8 millions 
to sw million pitons, the costs per unit of output have-bmi always 
emisiderably above the preceding periods. The details of the London 
*apply given in table I part ly explain this by the relatively high 
pnce of fuel, but an equally Important factor has been the rise in 
the local rates, which in the period•1899-14de have risen from ad. up 
to 3d. per t000 gallons. If the cost of fuel, rates and wages bad 
remained constant the plotting of expenses in relation to output 
would have been approximately along the extension of the line 
All. This line cuts the vertical axis at A above the origin 0, and the 
line OA indicates the minimum amount of the expenses, and by 
implication the initial miss of the first central station erected in 
London. The curve in this diagram gives the east per woo gallons. 

Whether it Is more economical to have several smaller stations 
in paily particular system of power transmission, or a single centre of 
su yi  mainly governed by the cost of the mains and the facilities 
forlaying them in the area served. No general rule can, however, 
be formulated, for it is a question of balance of advantages, and the 
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w indow snout be obtained by coosideration of the special circum-
stances of each case. It has beet found desirable as the demand 
leer the power and the area within which it is supplied has enlarged. 
not only to human the number of central stations but also their 
capacity. The first pumping station erected was installed with 4 
pumping 	 of of 400 114% 	The pumping capacity of this 
station has increased to 7 cots. The station at Rotherhithe 
completed is woe has 8 units together 1600 h.p., and the plant 
at the new station at Grosvenor Road has 8 units equalling 2400 h.p. 
The pumping stations are situated about 3 m. apart and concurrently 
with the iaersae in their else It has been found desirable to intro-
duce a "Meat of feeder mains (see below). 

Them am in all five central stations at week in connexion with 
the public supply of hydraulic power in Logsdon. herbs( an aggregate 
of y000 i.h.p. the stations and mains are connectedtogether and 
worked as one system. There are q  accumulators with a totid 
capacity of mob gallons, most of them having rams 20 in. diameter 
by 23 ft. strobe. The pumping engines ate able together to deliver 
a s,poo gallons per minute. Dimas of the London supply am given 
in rtg. 3 and iii table t. 
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The load-factors are calculated on the actual recorded maximum 
output, and not on the estimated capacity of the plant running of 
installed. The daily periods of maximum output are shown in 
5.:tpd.The table shows that the load-factors baVC not been much 

either by the increase of the area of supply or by the in-
creased consumption of power. The coal used has been principally 
Durham numIL The capital cost of the London undertaking has 
been about ieso,000. In the central station at Wapping, erected 
in 1891, them are six sets of triple-expansion, surface-condensing 
vertical pumping engines of 200 Lh.p. each; six boilers with a 
working pleasure of iso lb per square inch, and two accumulators 
with rams 20 in. diameter by 23 ft. stroke loaded up to Boo lb per 
square inch. The engines run at a maximum piston speed of asp ft. 
per minute, and the pumps are single-acting, driven directly from 
the piston rods. The supply given from this station in agog was 
approximately 6,800,000 gallons per week, and the cost for fuel, 
wages, superintendence, lighting, repairs and sundry station expenses 
4111d per woo gallons, the value of the coal used being las. i3d. 
per ton in bunkers. The capital cot of the station, including the 
land

' 
 was £70,000. The load-factor at this station for woe was 

.49, and the supply was maintained for 168 hours per week. The 
conditions are exceptionally favourable, and the figures represent 
the best result that has hitherto been obtained in hydraulic power 
central station work, having regard to the high price of fuel. 

The installation in Hull differs little from the numerous private 
plants at work on the docks and railways of the United Kingdom. 
The value of the experiment was chiefly commercial, and the 
large public hydraulic power works established since are to be 
directly attributed to the Hull undertaking. In Birmingham gas 
engines are employed to drive the pumps. In Liverpool there are 
two central stations. The working premium is 8so lb per square inch. 
There ate n m. of mains, and about 1 too machines at work. In 
Manchester and Glasgow the pressuread opted is io 
inch. In Manchester this pressure was selected princi 	in view 

ad so ill 	square gr.  

of the large number of hydraulic packing presses ueci in the city, 
and the result has been altogether satisfactory. The works were 
established by the corporation in t&m, the central station being 

for 1200 i.h.p. Mother station has since been built of 
equdesre  capacity, and nearly 3 million gallons per week are being 
supplied to work about 2103 machines. Twenty-three mike of 
mains are laid. 

In Antwerp a muter system of high-pressure hydraulic power 
transmission was established in 1894  specially to  provide electric 
light for the city. The scheme was due to von Ryssleburgh, an 
electrical engineer of Ghent. who came to the conclusion that the 
most economical way of installing the electric light was to have a 
central hydraulic station, and from it transmit theposter through 
pipes to various sub-stations in the town, where it could be converted 
by means of turbines and dynamos into electric energy. The coal 
cost of the electricity supplied—o•88d. per kw. hour—compares 
favourably with most central electric supply stations, although the 
efficiency of the turbines and dynamos used for the conversion does 
not exceed 40%. Von Ryssleburgh argued that hydraulic pumping 
engines would be more economical than steam-engines and dynamos. 
and that the loss in transmission from the central station to the 
consumer would be less with hydraulic converters than if the current 
were distributed directly. The loss in conversion, however, proved 
to be twice as great as had been anticipated, owing largely to defec-
tive apparatus and to under-estimation of the expense of maintaining 
the converting stations; and the net result was commercially un-
satisfactory. 

At Buenos Aires hydraulic mains arc laid in the streets solely 
for drainage purposes. Each of the sumps, which are provided at 
intervals, contains two hydraulic pumps which automatically pump 
the sewage from a small section of the town into an outfall sewer 
at a higher level. The districts where this system is at work lie 
below the general drainage level of Buenos Aires. The average 
efficiency (pump h.p. to i.h.p.) is 41  %, which is high, having regard to 
the low heads against which the pumps work. In this application 
all the conditions are favourable to hydraulic power transmission. 
The work is intermittent, there is direct action of the hydraulic 
pressure in the machines, and the load at each stroke of the pumps is 
constant. The same system has been adopted for the drainage of 
Woking and district, and a somewhat similar installation is in use 
at Margate. 

Hydraulic power Is supplied from the hydraulic mains on ■ sliding 
scale according to the quantity consumed. The minimum charge 
in London !Seep' for very large quantities is es. 6d. per t000 gallons. 
In woo gallons at yso 11 per square inch there Is an energy of 
"0.o" )Cg3° si3 74 11.p, hours; thus ts. 6d. per woo gallons is rd. 
33mooM 
per h.p. hour nearly. This amount is made up approximately of gd. 
per woo gallons for the cost of ion, destribution and general 
menses Including sates and pd. for capitalcharges. The average 
rats charged to consumers in wog was about Mo. per t000 gallons. 
liven under the most favourable circumstances it does not appear 
pitchable that hydraulic power at yw lb per @game inch can be 
supplied from central satios in towns on a commercial basis over 
any oossidwable cos at law than to per woo gallons. Allowing 
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73% as the efficiency of the motor through which the power is 
utilized, this rate would give t•83d. per brake or effective h.p. hour. 
This cost seems high, and it is difficult to believe that it is the best 
hydraulic power transmission can accomplish having regard to the 
well-established fact that the mechanical efficiency of a steam pump. 
ing engine is greater than any other application of a steam-engine, 
and that the power can be conveyed through mains without any 
material loss for considerable distances. stal, no other system of 
power transmission except gas seems to be better off, and there 
is no method of transmission by which energy could, at the present 
time. be supplied retail in towns with commercial success at such 
an average rate when steam is employed as the prime mover. The 
average rate charged for hydraulic power in London and elsewhere 

FIG. 4. 

is much the same as the average rate charged for the supply of 
electrical energy to the ordinary consumer. Gas is undoubtedly 
cheaper, but in a large number of cases is mechanically inconvenient 
in its application. Hydraulic pressure, electrical energy and com-
pressed air (with reheating) can all be transmitted throughout 
towns with approximately the same losses and at the same cost, 
because the power is obtained in each system from coal, boilers, 
and steam-engines, and the actual loss in transmission can be kept 
down to a small percentage. The use of any particular system of 
power does not, however, primarily depend upon the cost of running 
the central station and distributing the power, but mainly upon the 
mechanical convenience of the system for the purpose to which it 
is applied. One form of energy as, in practice, found most useful 

for who 
or one purpose, another form for another and no one can command 

le 

Fro. 3. 

When water is employed as the fluid in hydraulic transmission 
the effects of frost must usually be provided against. In London 

and other towns, the water, before being pumped 
Pm"Imis  into the mains, is passed through the surface condensers 
ag'fflu'l  of the engines, so as to raise Its temperature. The mains Prost are laid 3 ft. below the surface of the ground. Exposed 
pipes and cylinders are clothed, and means provided for draining 

Ins 
areca them when out of use. When these simple 	ador re n' a adopted 

damage from frost is very rare. In s • cases oil having a low 
freezing point is used, and in small ants good results have been 
obtained by mixing glycerin and met yiated spirit with the water. 

A few gas jets judiciously distributed am of value where there is a 
difficulty in properly protecting the machinery by clothing. 

From the central station the hydraulic power 1111181 be trasenatted 
through a system of mains to the various points at which it is as be 
used. In laying out a network of mains it is first near 
sary to determine what velocity of flow can be allowed. paggifb........ 
Owing to the weight of water, the medium usually 
employed for hydraulic transmission, a low velocity is accessary in 
order to avoid shocks. The loss of pressure due to the velocity is 

Fig. 6.—Half section and elevation at AB. Detail of to' steel pipe. 

independent of the actual pressure employed. and at moderate 
velocities of 3 to 4 ft. per second the loss per woo yda is alasost.a 
negligible quantity at a pressure of 700 lb per equart loch. For 
practical purposes Box's formula is suffioiently accurate— 
Loa  ei head gallons,  X tenth inyards 	• Thersle a Nabs: 

fchameter of pipes.an inchesX01  
loos due to obstruction caused by valves and bthdre, but it has bees 
found in London that a pressure of 75o mat the central accumulates 
is sufficient to ensure a pressure of 700 lb throughout the xylem 
The greatest distance the power is conveyed from the central stations 
in London is about 4 in. The higher the initial velocity the aces 
variable the pressure; and in order to avoid this variation in any Isupe 
system of mains at is usual to place additional accumulators at a 
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distance from the central station. They act in the same way as 
air-vessels. The mains should be laid in circuit, and valves placed 
at intervals, so that any section can be isolated for repairs or for 

making connexions without affecting the 
supply at other points. The main valves 
adopted in London are shown in fig. 4. 
Valves are also fixed to control all branch 
pipes, while relief valves, washouts and 
air valves are fixed as required. 

The largest pipes used in London are 
lo in. internal diameter, and the 
smallest laid in the streets are 2 in. The 
pipes from 8 in. and below are usually 
made in cast iron, flanged and Prove' , I 
with spigots and faucets. The t ,  t 
(fig. 5) is made with a gutta-percha rim, 
though sometimes asbestos and loather 
packing rings are used. Cast iron pitv 
for hydraulic power transmission h e 
been standardized by the Engine, 
Standards Committee. Fig. 6 
the to in. steel main as used in London. 
The main was laid in loo3 from the 
Rotherhithe Pumping Station of the 
London Hydraulic Power Company 
through the Tower Subway, and is used 
as a feeder main for supply to the City. 
It is the first instance of the use of 
feeder mains in hydraulic transmission. 
The velocity of flow is 6 ft. per second, 
and is automatically disconnected from 
the general system should the pressure 
in this main fall below that of accumula. 
for pressure. Other mains, similarly 
controlled, are now in use. Ellington s 
system of hydraulic feeder mains has 
been developed by the laying of a 6-in. 
steel main from the Falcon Wharf 
Station at Blackfriars to the Strand, 
over Waterloo Bridge. 

The Falcon Wharf Pumping Station 
at Blackfriars was the original central 
station in London, and the accumulators 
there are loaded to 75o lb per square inch, 
The other pumping stations are situated 
about 3 m. from Falcon Wharf and 
about the same distance from each 
other. The accumulator pressure at the 
outlying stations is during the busy time 
of the day maintained at about Boo lb 
per square inch. Consequently the 
smaller variations in demand for power 
throughout the system caused very 
intermittent running of the plant at 
Falcon Wharf, and the load-factor there 
is very low. The pumping plant has 
now been considerably increased, and 
part of the plant is constructed to pump 
into the feeder main at pressures of 800, 
goo. or woo lb per square inch according 
to the demand existing from hour to hour 
in the Strand district. By this means the 
output from Falcon Wharf has been 
doubled with a much improved load. 
factor. The accumulator in this system 
is of special construction (fig. 7). The 
pressure 75o lb per square inch is main-
tained in the cylinder A from the ordinary 
hydraulic supply main. The workin:, 
ram B forms the cylinder for the f, 
hollow ram C which is connected to I r , 

 6 in. bore feeder main D. The balancing 
rams E. E attached to the fixed head F 
nerve the purpose of adjusting the pres-
sure in the feeder main from 80o to 
1000 lb per square inch according to the. 
quantity of pressure water required to be 
transmitted through it. 'Ile higher 
pressure is required when the velocity 
in this Main is to ft. per second. There 
is an automatic control valve at the 
junction of the feeder main with the 
service mains in the Strand, adjusted so 
that the same effect is produced as if a 
pumping station were in operation at 
that point of equal capacity to the maxi-
mum flow through the 6 in. main. The 
length of the feeder main in this case is 
anon yds.. and at to ft. per second there 
is a loss of pressure of 240 lb per square  

inch, but the effect on the coal consumption is almost negligille, as the 
maximum Bow is seldom needed. The engines are specially con-
structed to take the pressure overload. The feeder main is made of 
steel. The economical limit of the use of feeder mains is reached 
when the additional running expenses involved equal the annual 
value of the saving effected in the capital expenditure. 

In public supplies the power used is in all cases registered by 
meters, and since 1887 automatic instruments have been used at the 
central stations to record the amount supplied at each 
instant during the day and night. The ratio between Zia' • 
the power registered at the consumers' machines and the 
power sent into the mains is the commercial efficiency of the whole 
system. The loss may be due to leakage from the mains or to defects 
in the meters; or if, as is often the case, the exhaust from the machines 
is registered, to waste on the consumers' premises. The automatic 
recorders give the maximum and minimum supplies during aa hours 
every day, the maximum record showing the power required for ■ 
given number and capacity of machines, and the minimum giving 
an indication of the leakage. It has been found practicable to 
obtain an efficiency of 95% in most public power transmission 
plants over • genes of years, but great care is required to produce so 
good a result. In some years 98% .has been registered. Until 
1888 no meters were available for registering a pressure of loo lb 
per square inch, and all that could be done was to register the water 
after it had passed through the machines and lost its pressure. This 
method is still largely opted; but now high-pressure meters give 
excellent. results, exhaust registration is being superseded to a con 
siderable extent by the more satisfactory arrangement of registering 
the power on its entry into the consumers premises. In Manchester 
Kent's high-pressure meters are now used exclusively. Venturi 
meters have also been used with success for recisterins automatically 
the velocity of flow, and, by integration, the quantity in hydraulic 
power mains, and form a most useful check on the automatic 
recorders. The water after the measure has been eliminated by 
passage through the machines, may run to • drain or be led back to 
the central station in return mains; the method adopted is a question 
of relative cost and convenience. 

We proceed to the machines actuated by hydraulic power, and 
by a comparison of the useful work done by them with the work 
done by the engines and boilers at the central station jaw...".  
the mechanical efficiency of tbe . systern as a whole can , 
be gauged. At the central station and in the distribution there is 
no great dficultty  in determining the efficiency within narrow limits: 
It should be 8oY at the point of entry to the machine in which 
the pressure is used. 

Where feeder mains sine in use the efficiency of the system is neces-
sarily reduced, owing to the higher velocities allowable in the feeder 
mains. Mechanical efficiency is then sacrificed (or the sake of 
economy. The mechanical efficiency of the machines is a very 
uncertain quantity: the character of the machines and the mature 
of the conditions ate so variable that • really accurate general 
statement is impossible. In most cases the losses in the machine 
are practically constant for a given size and speed of working: con-
sequently the efficiency of a given machine may vary within very 
wide limits according to the work it has to do. For instance, a 
hydraulic pump of a riven capacity, delivering the water to an 
elevation of too ft.. will have an efficiency of 80 V.: but if the eleva-
tion of discharge Is reduced to is ft., even though the hydraulic-
pressure rams may be peopoetiorned to the reduced head, the efficiency 

falls below 50%. The ultimate efficiency of the system, or  Purr ILlx  
in the 064 case is 64 %. and in the other under 40%. In crane or lift 
work the efficiency varies with the sire of the apparatus, with the 
load and with the speed. Efficiency in this sense is a most uncertain 
guide. Some of the most useful and successful applications of 
hydraulic power--as, for instance, hydraulic capstans for hauling 
wagons in railway goods yards—have • very low efficiency ex. 
pressed on the ratio of work done to power expended. Hydraulic 
cranes for coal or grain hoisting have a high efficiency when well 
designed, but it if now very usual to employ grabs to save the labour 
of filling the buckets, and their use lowers the efficiency expressed 
in tons of coal or grain raised, by 33% or even;. When hydrau- 
lic machines are fully loaded,.50% to 60% of the'inclicated power 
of the central station engine is often utilised in useful work done 
with a radius of a or 3 M. front the ration. In very favourable 
circumstances the efficiency may rise to over 7o% and in a 
great many MOM in practice it no doubt falls below 35%. If. 
however, energy in any form can be obtained ready for use at a 
moderate rate, the actual efficiency of the machines (i.e. the ratio 
of the useful work done to the energy absorbed in the process) is 
not of very great importance where the use is intermittent. 

Hydraulic pressure is more particularly advantageous in cases 
where the incompressibility of the fluid employed can be utilized, 
as in hydraulic lofts, cranes and presses. Hydraulic machines for 
these purposes have the peculiar and distinct advantage of direct 
action of the pressure on the moving rams, resulting in simplicity 
of construction, slow and steady movement of the working 
pews, absence of mechanical brakes and greatest safety in action. 
When tie valve regulating the admission of the pressure to the 
hydraulic cylinder is closed. the water is shut in. and, as it is 
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incompressible, the machine is Indeed. Thus all hydraulic machines 
posses an inherent brake: indeed. many of them are used moldy as 

Hydraulic power transmission does not poseur the fiexibility of 
electricity, its useful applications being comparatively limited, but 
the simplicity, efficiency, durability and reliability of typical hydrau-
lic i apparatus is such that it must continue to occupy an important 
position in industrial development. 

Sometimes a much higher pressure than Too lb or noon lb per 
square inch is dedrable, more particularly for heavy 	andfor 
machine tools such as are used for riveting. for p 	' , shearing, 
&c. The development of these applications has been 	v due 
to the very complete machinery invented and perfected by R. H. 
TweddelL One of the principal Installations of this kind was erected 
in 1876 at Toulon dockyard, where the machines are all connected 
with a system of mains of se-in. bore and about 1700 yds. long. laid 
throughout the yard. and kept charged at a pressure of 1500 lb per 
square inch by engines of too h.p. with two large accumulators. 
Marc Beerier-Fontaine. the superintending engineerof the dockyard, 
stated that the economy of the system over the separately-driven 
gearei machines formerly used is very great. But while pressures 
so high a. 3 tons per square inch (as in the 12,000400 Armstrong-
Whitworth press) have been used for forging and other Foresees, it is 
not desirable, in the distribution of hydraulic power for general 

purposes, that t000 lb per square inch should 
be much exceeded; otherwise the rains, which 
form the principal feature in nearly all 
hydraulic machines, if proportioned to the 
work required, will often become inconveni-
ently small, and other mechanical difficulties 
will arise. The cost of the machinery also 
tends to become greater. In particular cases 
the working pressure can be increased to any 
desired extent by means of an intensifier 
(h8. 8). 

An important application of hydraulic 
power transmission is for ship work, the 
system being largely adopted both in H.M. 
navy and for merchant weals. Hydraulic 
coaWischarging machinery was fitted by 
Armstrong as early as 1834 on board a small 
steamer, and in 1868 some hopper barges on 
the Tyne were supplied with hydraulic mines. 
A. Betts Brown of Edinburgh applied 
hydraulic power to ship work in 1873, and 
in the same year the first use of this= 
for gunnery work was effected by G. M. 
on H.M.S. " Thunderer." The pressure usu-
ally employed in H.M. navy a moo lb per 
square inch. Accumulators are not used and 
the engines have to be fully equal to supply 
directly the whole demand. The distance 
through which the power has to be trans-
mitted is, of course, very short, and the high 

Flo. 8. 	velocity of 20 ft. per second is allowed in the 
mainpipes. The maximum engine-power 

required under these conditions on the larger ships is very consider-
able. A recent development of hydraulic power on board ship is 
the Stone-Lloyd system of closing bulkhead doors. in hydraulic 
transmission of power it is usually the pressure which is employed, 
but there are one or two important cases in which the velocity of 
flow due to the pressure is utilized is the machine. Reference has 
already been made to the use of turbines working at 75) IDpo. 
square inch at Antwerp. The Pekoe wheel has also been found to 
be adapted for use with such high pressures. Another useful ap-
plication of the velocity due to the head in hydraulic transmission is 
in an adaptation of the well-known let pump to fire hydrants. The 

' the extinction of 
London and most 

la :it: toe u,, the ordinary pret,ure in the eater mAins is insufficient 
for the purpose. 

AUTHURItieq.—Armstrong, Proc. last. C.T. (185o and t877). 
Proc. hut Mech. E. (1858 and 1868); Blaine, re Jrassiic Machinery 
(1 897); Davey. Pumping Machinery 0905); Dunl ffydrallaks 
(1907); Ellington, Proc. last. C.S. (1888 and 16,,a; Proc. Inst. Mack. 
E. (1882 and 1895), Proc. Liverpool Eng. Si. ,1880 and 1883) j 
Gr•athead, Proc. Inst. Mech. E. (1 87e) ; Marks, ' I I ydraulic Power,' 
Env 'wenn( (1905); Parsons, "Sanitary Work- Buenos tires." 
Proc. last. C.E. (1896); Robinson, Hydraulic and Hydraulic 
Attu/tingly (1887); Tweddell. Proc. Init. C.1 . ■ 1843 and 1894), 

/nit. Mock E. 11373 and [874);  Unwire, Ir.:nowt/Milt Power 
(1894), Treatise on I ydraulic; (1 9071. (E. E.) 

' 
III.—Practrararsc 

Every wind that blows is an instance of the pneumatic 
transmission of power, and every windmill or sail that catches 
the breeze is a demonstration of it. The modern or technical 
use of the term, however, is confined to the compression of air  

at one point and its transmissien to another point where it is 
used in motors to do work. The first recorded instance of this 
being done was by Denis Patsin (b. 1647), who compressed air 
with power derived from a water-wheel and transmitted tt 
through tubes to a distance.. About :Soo George liedhunt (17 sir 
1827) took out patents in England for compassing air. He 
compressed and transmitted air which womiced moan, and he 
built a pneumatic automobile. William Mann in illao took out 
a patent in England for a compound air compenssor. In his 
application he states: " The condensing pumps used 111 
compressingI make of different capacities, according to the 
densities of the fluid to be compressed, those used to compress 
the higher densities being proportionately smaller than those 
previously used to compress ft to the first or lower densities," 
&c. This is a very exact description of the boat winch of 
compressing air to-day, omitting the very important inta-cooling. 
Baron Van Ruben in ego proposed to corneas air In stages 
and to use inter-coolers between each stage to get 750 1 
pressure for use in locomotives. For the next forty yeas 
inventors tried without success all manner of devkxs fur cooling 
air during compression by water, either injected into the cylrada 
or circulated around it, and finally, with few exceptions, settled 
down to direct compression with no cooling worthy of ninths. 
Only in the last ten years of the troth century were the funda-
mental principles of economical sir compression put into nerd 
Practice, though all of them are contained in the pats( of 
William Mann and the suggestion of Van lathes. 

The first successful application of compressed ale to the to re. 
mission of power, as we know it, was at the Mont Cenis Tuneal la 
0161. The form of compromor used was a system of nu 
rams—several of them in succession—in which water was the 
piston, compressing the air upwards in the cylinder and facing 
it out. Although the air came in contact with the water, it 
was not cooled, except slightly at the surface of the water sad 
around the walls of the cylinders. The compressors wen bra. 
ted near the tunnel, and the compressed air was ttanstskted 
through pipes to drilling machines working at the faces in the 
tunnel. Rotary drills were tried first, but were soon replaced 
by percussion drills adapted from drawings in the linked 
States Patent Office, copied by a French and Italian canonic* 
from the patent of J. W. Fowle of Philadelphia. It S. Drinker 
(Twasoling, Explosi, s Compounds and Roth Drills, New Yea. 
143) states positively that the first percussion drill ever made 
to work successfully was patented by J. J. Couch of 
in Aso. Shortly afterwards Fowle patented his drills, let 
the direct stroke and self-rotating principle wan used as we use 
it now. The first successful drill in the Howse Tunnel was 
patented in *866 by W. Brooks, S. F. Gates and C. Butleigt, 
but after a few months was replaced by one made by Bailie'. 
who had bought Fowle's patent and improved it. Brattish made 
a compressor, cooling the air during complication by an injected 
spray of water in the cylinders. The successful work in the 
Mont Cenis and Hoene Tunnels with the percussion Mktg 
machines caused the use of compressed air to spread rapidly, 
and it was soon found there were many other purposes for which 
it could be employed with advantage. 

The larger tunnels and metal mines were naturally the cursed 
to adopt pneumatic transmission, often using it for pumPin 
and hoisting as well as drilling. In Paris and Nantes, io Berne 
and in Birmingham (England), street tramways have bees 
operated by pneumatic power, the transmission in these, bowery, 
being in tanks rather than pipes. Tanks on the as are 
filled at the central loading stations with air at very high premium 
which is used in driving the mottos, enough being taken to enable 
the car to make a trip and return to the loading station. Several 
attempts in pneumatic street traction were made in America. 
but failed owing to (multi troubles and the successful inuo-
duction of electric traction. It is used very succeed*, 
however, both in Europe and in America, in aderground mine 
haulage, being especially adapted to coal mines. where electric:BY 
would be dangerous from its sparks. The copper Indira' worts 
at Anaconda, Montana, US.A., uses twelve large paws& 
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locomotivea for charging the furnaces, removing slag, &c. Many 
stone quarries have a central plant for compressing air, which 
is transmitted through pipes extending to all working points, 
and operates derricks, hoists, drills, stone cutters, Am., by means 
el motors. Every considerable ironworks, railroad shop or 
foundry has its pneumatic transmission plant. Also in the 
erection of the larger steel bridges or buildings a pneumatic 
transmission system is part of the contractor's outfit, and many 
sailways have a portable compressing plant on a car ready to 
be moved to any point as needed. 

Dr Julius G. Page, of Arizona, patented in z836, and intro-
duced extensively, the use of compressed air for lifting water 
directly, by admitting it into the water column. His plan is 
largely adopted In artesian wells that do not flow, or do not 
flow as much as desired, and is no arranged that the air supply 
has a back pressure of water equal to at least half the lift. 11 it 
is desired to lift the water so ft. the air is admitted to the 
water column at least so ft. below the standing water surface. 
The air admitted being so much lighter than the water it dis-
places, the column fe ft. high becomes lighter than the column 
so ft. high and is constantly released and flows out at the top. 
The efficiency of this method is only so to .to%, depending on 
the lift, but its adaptation to artesian wells renders It valuable 
in many localities. 

A remarkable pneumatic transmission system was installed 
In illoo by Priestly in the Snake River Desert, Idaho, 
U.S.A. On the north side of the river is a cliff, nearly perpen-
dicular, about soo f t. high. One hundred and ninety feet above 
the river, for a considerable distance along the cliff, streams of 
water gush out from between the bottom of the great lava bed 
and the hardened clay of the old lake bottom. Priestly, without 
knowledge al Poido's system, built a pipe line down the bluff and 
trained the water into it in such a way that it carried a very 
considerable quantity of air in the form of bubbles along with 
it down the pipe, compressing it on the way. The air was col-
lected at the bottom in a covered reservoir, and taken up the 
cliff again to the lower part of an inverted siphon pipe, one side 
of which reached down from the water-supply about 6o ft. and 
the other side reached up and over the bluff. Allowing the water 
to fill both sides of the pipe to the level of the water-supply, he 
admitted his compressed air at about 7s lb pressure into the 
long side of the pipe near the bottom, and soon had water flowing 
upwards over the cliff and irrigating a large tract of aids lava 
lend. Ifs had made a power, a transmission and a motor plant 
without a moving part. A similar compressor was installed 
near Montreal, Canada, in and; another at Ainsworth, British 
Columbia, In 2808; and another at Norwich, Connecticut, 
In tem These are called hydraulic air compromon and show 
an efficiency of about To%. They are particularly adapted to 
positions where there is a large flow of water with a slight fall or 

The rioted tsanstaission of power by air from the compresmr to 
the motor is simpleand elective. The air admits of • 	of 
13 to ao ft. per second through pipes, with very slight .loss 	' 
and panty th ere is no necessityfor an expensive pope system 
In Repmewn to the power nansmitted. It m found in practice 
that, allowing it velocity as gives above, them is oo noticeable 
difference in presume between the compressor and the motor several 
miles away. Light butt-welded tubing is lamely used for piping, 
and if ptoperly put in there le very alight Ices from leakage. Math, 
moreover can be may detected and ;moped. In practice, a 
sponge with soap-aids passed mama a Joint furnishes • detective 
agener, the meaping air blowing soap bubbles. In good practice 
there need not be mom than I S low through leakage sad I °X, 
pomibthrough friction in the pneumatic transenimion of power. 

Air 	best ea compression and is cooled by expansion. 
and It 	with heat and contracts with cold. For the purpose 
of illustration Nippon a cylinder so ft. long containing so cub. f t. 
of air at se F.. with a frictioakes piston at me end. LI this piston 
be moved It, into thecylindet. so that the alt is 03111pramed to one. 
quartered its volume. and awe of the heat developed by commence 
he allowed to escaps the air will be under a measure at m !tm 
square inch and at a temmuture of 460' F. If this air be coo 
down ee se P. the pressure will be reduced to es lb per mum inch, 

giten
that the beat produced in the sir Itself dur 

ua
ompreeeion 

te en edditioael espooshe farce of es lb per sqre inch. The 
mango heater mama. lo compressing We air vrout loss of heat 

is at lb per square inch, whereas if all the heat developed 
during compression had been removed as rapidly as developed 
the average pressure on the piston would have been only 11 lb 
per , square inch, showing that the heat developed in the air 

compreadm when not removed as fast as developed. 
ceased in this case an extra force of 10 lb per square inch to be used 
on the piston. If this heated air could be transmitted and used 
without any loss of heat the extra force used in compressing it could 
be utilized; but in practice this is impossible, as the heat is lost in 
transmission. If the piston holding the al-cub. ft. of air at 45 lb per 
square inch and at 6o' F. were rd musW the air expanding without 
receiving any beat would move it back within 31 ft. of the end only, 
and the temperature of the air would be lowered r 7o• F., or to I ro• F. 
below zero. If the air were then warmed to 6o F. spin it would 
move the piston the remaining 3 f f t. to its starting point. 

It is seen that the ideal air-compressing machine s one which will 
take all the heat from the air as rapidly as it is developed during 
compression. Such " isothermal compression " is never reached in 
practice, the best work yet done lacking to% of it. It follows that 
the most inefficient compressing machine is one which takes away 
no heat dodos competamon—that is, works by " adiabatic compres 
am" which in practice has been much more nearly approached 
than the ideal. It also follows that the ideal motor for using com-
pressed air is one which will supply heat to the air as required when 
it is expanding. Such " isothermal " expansion is often attained, 
and sometimes exceeded, in practice by supplying heat artificially. 
Finally, the most inefficient motor for using compressed sir is one 
which supplies no heat to the air during its expansion, or works by 
adiabatic expansion, which was long very closely approached by 
most air motors. In practice isothermal cornpreemon is approached 
by compreesieg the air sightly, then cooling it, compressing it slightly 
again, and again cooling it until the desired compression is cow. 
pleted. This iscalled compression an stages or compound compres 
MOM Isothermal expansion is approximately accomplished by 
allowing the air to do part of its work (as expanding slightly in a 
cylinder) and then warming it, then allowing it to do a little more 
and then warming it again, and so continuing until expansion is 
complete.. It will be seen that the air is carefully cooled during 
compression to prevent the beat it develops from working against 
compression, and even more carefully heated during expansion to 
prevent loss from cold developed during expansion. More stages 
of compression of course give a higher efficiency, but the cost of 
machinery and friction loses have to be considered. The reheating 
of air is often a disadvantage, especially in mining, where there are 
great objections to having any kind of combustion underground; 
but where reheating is possible, as W. C. Unwin says, "for the 
amount of heat supplied the economy realized in the weight of air 
used is surprising. The reason for this is, the beet supplied to the 
air is used nearly five times as efficiently as in equal amount of 
heat employed in generating steam." Practically there is a hot. 
air engine, using a medium much more effective than common air, 
in addition to a compressed-air engine, making the efficiency of the 
whole system extremely high. (A. Da W. F.) 

IV.—Etacritteat 
Though the older methods of power transmission, such as 

wire ropes, compressed air and high-pressure water, are still 
worked on a comparatively small scale, the chief commercial 
burden has fallen upon the electric generator and motor linked 
by a transmission line. The efficiency of the conversion from 
mechanical power to electrical energy and back again is so high, 
and the facility of power distribution by electric motors is so 
great, as to leave little room for competition in any but very 
exceptional cases. The largest single department of electrical 
power transmission—that is, transmission for traction purposes 
—is at present almost wholly carried on by continuous currents. 
The usual voltage is Soo to 600, and the motors are almost uni-
versally series-wound constant-potential machines. The total 
amount of such transmission in daily use reaches probably a 
million and a half horse power. In long distance power trans-
mission proper continuous currents are not used to any con-
siderable extent, owing mainly to the difficulty of generating 
continuous currents at sufficient pressure to be available for 

such work, and the difficulty of reducing such pressure, even 
if it could be conveniently obtained, far enough to render it 
available for convenient distribution at the receiving end of the 
line. Single continuous current machines have seldom been 
built successfully for more than about tom to 3000 volts, if at 
the same time they were required to deliver any considerable 
amount of current. About gao to Soo kilowatts per machine 
at this voltage appears to be the present limit, although it is 
by no means unlikely that the use of commutating poles anc 
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other imptovements say considerably increase these figures. 
For distances at which more than this very moderate voltage is 
desirable one must either depend on alternating currents or 
me machines in series. In American practice the former alter-
native is universally taken. On the continent of Europe a 
very creditable degree of success has been achieved by adopting 
the latter, and many plants upon this system are in use, mostly 
in Switzerland. In these generators are worked at constant 
current, a sufficient number in series being employed to give 
the necessary electromotive force. 

Power Transatiuion at Constant Current. —In this system, 
which has been developed chiefly by M. Thury, power is trans-
mitted from constant current generators worked in series, and 
commonly coupled mechanically in pairs or larger groups 
driven by a single prime mover. The individual generators 
are wound for moderate currents, generally between so and 
:90 amperes, and deliver this ordinarily at a maximum voltage 
of 2000 to 350o, the output per armature seldom being above 
Soo kw. For the high voltages needed for long distance 
transmission as many generators as may be required are thrown 
in series. In the Moutiers-Lyons transmission of :to m., 
the most considerable yet installed on this system, there are 
four groups, each consisting of four mechanically-coupled genera-
tors. The common current is 75 amp., and the maximum 
voltage per group is about ss,000 volts, giving nearly 6o,000 
volts as the transmission voltage at maximum load. In the 
St Maurice-I  "',sane  transmission of about 35 m. the constant 
current is rso amp. and the voltage per armature is 23oo, 
five pairs being put in series for the maximum load voltage of 
23,000. 

Regulation in such plants is accomplished either by varying the 
field strength through an automatic governor or by similarly varying 
the speed of the generators. Either method gives sufficiently good 
results. The transmission circuit is of the simplest character, and 
the power is received by motors, or for local distribution by motor 
generators, held to speed by centrifugal governors controlling field-
varying mechanism. For large output the motors, like the generators, 
are in groups mechanically coupled and in series. In the Moutiers-
Lyons transmission motor-generators are even designed to give 
a three-phase constant potential distribution, and in reverse to 
permit interchange of energy between the continuous current and 
several polyphase transmission systems. 

The advantages of the system reside chiefly in easier line insulation 
than with alternating currents and in the abolition of the difficulties 
due to line inductance and capacity. It is probably as easy to insulate 
for 100.000 volts continuous current as for 50.000 volts alternating 
current. Part of the difference is due to the fact that in the latter 
case the crest of the E.M.F. wave reaches nearly 75,coo volts, and in 
addition static effects and minor resonant use of voltage must be 
reckoned with. There is some possibility, therefore, of the advantage-
ous use of continuous current in case very great distances, requiring 
enormous voltages, have to be covered. In addition, • camera 
current plant is at full voltage only at brief and rare periods of 
maximum load instead of all the time, which greatly increases the 
average factor of safety in insulation. 

On the other hand, the constant current generators are relatively 
expensiye and of inconveniently small individual output for large 
transmission work, and require very elaborate precautions in the 
matter of insulation. Their efficiency is a little less than that of 
large alternators, but the difference is partially off-set by the 
transformers used with the latter for any considerable voltage. 
A characteristic advantage of the constant current system is the 
extreme simplicity and cheapness of the switching arrangements as 
compared with the complication and cost of the ordinary switch-board 
hoc a polyphase station at high voltage. Comparing station with 
station as a whole it is at least an open question whether the poly-
phase system would have any material advantage in cost per kw. 
in an average case The principal gains of the alternating systems 
appear in the relative simplicity of the distribution. in dealing with 
a few large power units the constant current system has the best 
of the argument in efficiency, but in the ordinary case of widespread 
distribution for varied purposes the advantage is quite the other 

waihe high-voltage constant-current plant lends itself with especial 
ease to operation, at least in emergency, over a grounded circuit. In 
some recent plants, 2.f. MoutiemLyons, provision is made at the 
sub-stations for grounding the central point of the system and either 
line in ease of need, and in point of fact the voltage ,d in working 
grou
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limits. 
t in the sy 	have by no means 

been worked out, and 	it has been overshadowed by the 

eaormous growth of polyphase transmission it moat still be considered 
seriously. 

Transmission by Alternating Current. —The alternating comet 
has conspicuous advantages. In the first place, whatever the 
voltage of transmission, the voltage of generation and that of 
distribution can be brought within moderate limits at a very 
high degree of efficiency by the use of transformers; and, in the 
second place, it is possible to build alternating-current generatots 
of any required capacity, and for voltages high enough to pennit 
the abolition of raising transformers except In unusual (intuit. 
stances. At present such generators, giving tomes to s moo 
volts directly from the armature windings, are in comma and 
highly successful use; and while the use of raising transfer:ens 
is preferred by some engineers, experience shows that they 
cannot be considered essential, and are probably not desirable 
for the voltages in question, which are as great asat the present 
time seem necessary for the numerical majority of traresmiseiao 
plants. Polyphase generators, especially in large sizes, can be 
successfully wound up to more than double the figures Just 
mentioned. The plant at Manojlovac, Dalmatia, has been 
equipped with four 3o,00o volt three-phase generators, giving 
each about s000 kw. at 42 – with 42o revolutions per minute, 
the full load efficiency being 94%. But for rely large trans-
mission work to considerable distances where much higher 
voltages are requisite such transformers cannot be dispensed 
with. Alternating currents are practically employed in the 
polyphase form, on account both of increased generator ontpot 
in this type of apparatus and of the extremely valuable proper-
ties of the polyphase induction motors, which furnish a ready 
means for the distribution of power at the receiving end el deka 
As between two- and three-phase apparatus the preset pee 
tier is about equally divided; the transmission lines tie mdeen. 
however, are, with rare exceptions, worked three-plat, ea 
account of the saving of 25% in copper secured by the me id 
this system. Inasmuch as transformers can be freely combined 
vectorially to give resultant electromotive forces haver; say 
desired magnitudes and phase relations the passage Item tier 
phase to three-phase, and back again, is made with the mason 
ease, and the character of the generating and receiving apparstat 
thus becomes almost a matter of indifference. As regards such 
apparatus it is safe to say that honours are about even: some 
times one system proves more convenient, sometimes the other 
The difficulty of obtaining proper single-phase motors for the 
varied purposes of general distribution has so far prevented say 
material use of single-phase transmission systems. 

Generators for Power Traormusion.—The genenstors are musk 
large two. or three-phase machines, and in the majority of instances 
they are driven by water-wheels. Power transmission an a bap 
scale from steam plant has, up to the preeent, made no substamad 
progress, save as the networks of large electrical supply statims 
have in some cases grown to cover radii of many miles. The in 
ei these generators varies from too or too kw. in small plants, 
up to moms or more in the larger one: Thdr eilkiency cam. 
from % or thereabouts in the smaller aim ap to glIS 
or a fraction more in the largest (  at full load. The voltage el 
these generators varies greatly. When raising traadannees ace 
used it is usually from 500 to 250o volts: without them the genera-
tors are usually wound for to,000 to 13.5oo voila lateneadists 
voltages have sometimes been employed, but are tether pawing he 

use, as they seem to fulfil no particularly nodal memos. The 
tendency at the present time, whatever the voltage is towards the 
use of machines with stationary armatures and tesolvizield 
magnets, or towards • pure inductor type having all its 
stationary. At moderate voltages such en arreagament 
a matter of convenience, but in high-voltage flokekkes  is 
ally • necessity. Low -voltage =whims are meally providedim= 
polycdontal windings, these windings having several impasse war 
tore teeth per pole per phase, whik the bleb madams ear 
generally morsoLionod• In both dames the edges ef the pole pieces 
are usually chamfered away in such form as to produce at best • 
dose approximation to the sinusoidal faun far the deeensmosive 
force. For this purpose, and to obtain a better inherent 
under variations of load the field magnets am, or sboaddi=. 
ticularly powerfuL Is the best modern generators the 
of electromotive knee from no load to full ked, aseriedueske, in 
less than lei, at constant field est:Rados. Closer. of 
regulation is an impatient matter la geseestoreketasonimith=1 
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innantab as there is as yet no entirely successful methrxi of autr. ,  sole 
voltage regulation oe very lime units; and the less hand rep l' ion 
the better. Moreover, the design which secures this resulr deo 
tends to as stability of wave form in the electromotive fir; r, • 
matter of even pester importance. There has been much ditty- ion 
as to the best wave form ter use on alternating circuits, it having 
been co elusively shown that for a given fundamental frequency 
the sisusoidai wave does not give the most economical use of iron 
in the transformers. For transmission Work, however, particularly 
over long lines, this is • matter of inconceivable small importance 
compared with the stability and the freedom from troubles from 
=it harmonics that result from the use of a wave an nearly 

circuit 
dig odd hernsonits are tonallerably in evidence in the electromotive 
force, either produced by the structure of the generator or introduced 
by the transformers and otht r apparatus. These are of no part irrr tier 
momsat in work upon a small scale, but in transmission on a , rge 
node to long distances, or especially through underground t les, 
easy see, as will be seen in the consideration of the transmis,itr.. use 
Well a serious menace. It asmuch as the periodicity of an . er- 
eatini circuit must be mahrtained sensibly constant for suer. Iful 
waation, great cam is use Illy exercised to secure such governing 
of the prime eleven as will gtve constant speed at the generators. 
This ran now be obtained, in all ordinary circumstances, 	several 
forms ol sensitive hydraulic v ivernors which are now in use. he mat- 
ter of absolute periodicity ban not yet settled itself into any final frm. 
American practice is based I imely upon 6o cycles per second, • l ich 
is probably as high a bellow, y as can be advantageously en, i ,! ed. 
Indeed, even this leads to i.ome embarrassment on securing . rod 
Motors of moderate rotative speed, and the tendency of the fres; icy 
is rather downward than upward. An inferior limit is set I- the 
general desirability of eventing incandescent lam ci- oil tl ,,  • sts-
mission circuits. • For this purpose the irequen. • 	 mid 
above 3* cycles per second; below this point. Ilickeriot .... .bra Loops 

 progressively more serious, especially with Imps having 
the very slender metallic filaments now commonly emOoyed-
so serious, indeed, as medically to prohibit their waeodur use—
arid plants installed for such low frequencies are generally confined 
to motor practice. or to the use of synchronous converters, which are 
somewhat maw to held in loge eats at low than at high periodici-
dee. Occasionei plants for railway and heavy motor lemur operate 
at ma IOW as 15 '.. and more at ss –. Nearly all the general work 
of power transmission, however, Is carried on between so and iSo –. 
The inferior limit at which it I. possible successfully to operate 
alternating ate lamps is about to • ; and if these are to be an ompor-
tent feature In transmission systems the indications are that practice 
will tend towards • periodicity above ao si. at which all the s 
apparatus as be suecadully operated. European partite IZ 
bused generally upon auftewatrix7Lof so --, which admirably meets 
average conditions of disc 

TINIMiSlife Uteer.—Power transmission lines diner from those 

has

for gegeral electric distribution principally the use of higher 
sad in the 

he 
 entailed ther 

in 
 eby. The economic 

of desire are precisely the same bee as elsewhere, sees 
conductors vary leis in diameter and far more In length. 

lensenuch as transmission are frequently installed prior to 
the Wafters of a 	 distribution 	rise conditions 
of load and the market for the power 	red an seldom be 
predicted accurately; consequently, the cases ate very rare in which 

Ws law can be applied with any advanutp; and as it is at 
beet confined to deterndeing the most coorsomW6 conditions at a 
particular epoch this law ieprobably of less use in power transmission 
then In any other branch of electric distribution. A superior limit 
is set to the permissible loss of energy in the line by the difficulty 

ac=il
gulation for constant potential in case the line loss is 

The istedoe limit Is usually set by the undesirability 
of too large an investment In copper, and lines are usually laid out 
from the standpoint of regulation rather than from any other. 
In ordiaary  practice it seldom proves advantageous to allow more 
than is% kw in the line even under extreme conditions, and the 
cases are few in which less than 5% loss Is advisable. These few 
cases comprise those in which the demand for power notably over-
runs the supply as antio4 by the maximum.  power available at the 
generating station, and the few cues lit which a loss greater 
than 514 would _indicate the use of • line wire too email from a 
mechanical standpdot. It Is not advisable to attempt to construct 
long lines of site smaller than Na a American wire-page 1457 !IL 
diameter), although OCCOSIOWInditiet IS Ma as Na 4 pm tn. 
diameter) may safely be em Smaller diameter than this 
involves considerable  

	

added 	Ity of insulation in lines operated 
at voltages I. egress of about soma The vast majority of trana 
w isdom lines ere compered of overhead condoctom In rare 
In 	underground cables are used. In degle-phase work these 
are pselessbly of concentric farm, which, however, gets too renn- 

in the three-phase lines generality ernployal to secure 
in copper, for the latest, triplicate cables, lead sheathed, 

On mom of der co and the of repair of such tines they 
In glued earthenware seem to give the best results. 

am sat esteesivebt _
st 

 wed. and cables have not yet been produced 
for the adramely high voltages bearable in mess very long circuits,  

although they are readey obtainable for voltages up to sacioo an 
40.000. As to the material of the conductors, copper is almost 
universally used. Foe very long spans, however, braise wire of 
high tensile strength is occasionally employed as a substitute for 
copper wire, and more rarely steel wire; aluminium, too, is beginning 
to come into use for general line work. Broom of high tensile 
ssttrrernnggtth (my 8o,00o to too coo lb per square inch) has unfortunately 
krtfan halt the conductivity of copper; and unless spans of many 
hundred feet are to be attempted It is better to use hard-drawn 
copper, which gives a tensile streagth of from 6o 000 to 65,0iao lb to 
the square inch, with a reduction in conductiviq. of only 3 to 4%. 
As to aluminium, this metal has a tensilestrength slightly less than 
that of annealed copper, a conductivity about 60% that of copper, 
and for eeqqual conductivity is almost exactly one-half the weight. 
Me hanitally , aluminium is somewhat inferior to copper, as in 
coefficient of expansion with temperature is so% immure: and its 
elastic limit is very low, the metal tending to take a permanent 
set under comparatively'light tension, and being seriously affected 
at less than half its ultimate tensile strength. Joints in aluminium 
wire are difficult to make, since the present methods of soldering 
are little better than cementing the metal with the flux; In practice 
the joints are purely mechanical, being usually made by means of 
tight-fitting sleeves faced into contact with the wire. With suitable 
caution in stringing, aluminium lines can be successfully used, and 
are likely to serve as a useful defence against increase to the price 
of copper. Whatever the material, most important lines are now 
built of stranded cable. sometimes with a hemp con to give added 

With mapect to line construction the introduction sof high 
voltages, say 40.000 and upwards, has made a radical change in 
the situation. The earlier transmission lines were for rather low 
voltages, seldom above to,000. Insulation was extremely easy, 
and the transmission of any considerable amount of power implied 
heavy or numerous conductors. The line construction therefore 
followed rather closely the precedents set in telegraph and telephone 
corneruction and in low tension electric light service. In American 
practice the lines were usually of simple wooden poles set 40 to so 
to the mile, and carrying wooden cross-arms furnished with wooden 
pins carrying insulators of glass or porcelain. The poles were little 
huger than those used in telegraph lines, a favourite size being 
• 4o-ft. pole about 8 in. in diameter at the top and ts in. at the butt, 
set 6 to 7 ft. in the earth. Such poles commonly bore two cross-
Wins, the lower and longer carrying 4 pins. and the thOrter upper 
arm s pins, so disposed that the upper pin on each side of the pole 
would kern with the nearer pins below an equilateral triangle 
a to 24 in. on the side. The poles therefore carried two three-
plum cissuitsone on either side, one or both circuits being spiralled. 
In Emotion, practice Jeri:Flat have been more frequently used, 
again following rather of the model telegraph practice, with 
similar spacing of poles, a with insulators, usually of porcelain, 
somewhat enlarged and improved over telegraph and electrtle 
Insulators, and wooed somewhat mote widely. As between 
and steel poles, the latter are of course the more durable and much 
the mote cooly. The difference in cost depends largely on the 
locality, and ultimately on the life of the wooden poles. This ranges 
from two or three up to ten or fifteen years, the latter figures only 
In favourable soils and when the lower ends of the poles have been 
thoroughly treated with some preservative. Under such conditions 
wood is often ultimately the cheaper material 

The use of very high voltages results in. for all moderate powers, 
the use of small and consequently light wires and in the necessity for 
heavy, large and costly insulators. For security against leakage and 
failure it becomes desirable to reduce the numer of insulation 
points, and with the resulting lengthening of span to design the line 
as a mechanical structure. A transmission line is subject to three 
lets of stream. The most considerable are these due to the longi-
tudinal pull of the cemetery depending on the weight and tension of 
the wires. Under ordinary conditions these strains are balanced 
and come into play only when there is breakage of one or mom 
wires and uent unbalancing. It has been. the common 
practice to give t poles sufficient strength to withstand this pull 
without faihng. The maximum amount of the pull may be safely 
taken at the sum of the elastic limits of the wires, since it is unsafe 
so to design the spans as to be subject to larger stresses. 

There is also lateral mess on • line due to wind acting upon the 
pole. and wires, the latter amounting to little unless their diameter 
is increased by a coating of sleet, a condition which gives maximum 
leasers on the line. Wind then tends to push the line over. and it 
also increases the longitudinal straws. being added geometrically 
to the catenary stress. The actual possibility of wind pressure is 
very generally overgetimated, and has resulted in much needlessly 
costly construction. In the first place, save for actual tornadoes. 
for which no estinuttescan be given, even the highest winds at the 
level of arty ordinary transmission line are of modest actual velocity. 
It is probable that no transmission line save on mountain peaks at a 
very high elevation is ever exposed to an actual wind velocity of 
Is tn. per hour, and only at intervals of years is • velocity of even 
Go in. remised near the grquad level. Further, the maximum wind 
velocities are practically sever reached at wry low tensperatms 
when the lies is under Its maximum catenary arms, and sleet 
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formation. is hkh takes place only within • very limited temperature 
raTtte, 	prtaltikoaillzi=k,n,oeutyundtoes conditki7 of max 	wind.wind. 

 suspended 
wire or cable may be approximately expressed by the equation 
P siosto25),". where P is the pressure pa muare foot of projected 
area of cable, and V is the actual wind velocity in miles per hour. 
Except for sleet conditions the wind pressure is. then, • matter of 
little concern. At tinsel sleet may accumulate on bare wires to a 
thickness of half an inch to an inch. Even ander these conditions 
the lateral stability of the line is a matter of less concern than 
the added component of stress in the catenary. The third element 
of line stress, the actual crushing stress of the wire load, is of no 
consequence in high voltage transmission work. 

In scientific line design the best example has been set by the 
Italian engineers, who, realizing that the longitudinal strains, which 
are very severe in case of breakage of spams rigidly supported from 
pole to pole, are immediately relieved by a slight incresse in catenary 
drop, have introduced the principle d longitudinal flexibility. 
The poles or towers of structural steel are so designed as to be 
fairly stiff against lateral pressure and are given secure foundation 
against overturning, but are deliberately designed to deflect length-
wise the line in the extreme one of breakage of wires so as at once to 
relieve the catenary tension without passing their elastic limit. 
In this way complete security is attained with a minimum of material 
and expense. 

In recent construction both in America and Europe the tendency 
is to use steel poles or towers of ample height, ao to 6o ft. and spans 
ranging from 300 to boo ft., occasionally more. The catenary drop 
allowed 

 
is considerable, often 3 to 4% of the .  span length. Cross- 

anns and pins, when used, are commonly of iron or steel, and the 
interiors of the insulators are therefore billy at earth potential. 
The insulators are of dense and hard-baked porcelain, built up of 
three or four shells cemented together to form a whole, with several 
deep petticoats to protect the Inner surfaces from wetting. Such 
insulators may be 12 to t8 in. in diameter over all, and from top 
groove to base a little more. If well designed and made, insulators 
of this type can endure even under very heavy precipitation alter-
nating voltages of 60,000 to memo effective without flashing over, 
and double these figures when dry. For line voltages above 6o,000 
to 7o,0oo it is apparent that the insulating factor of gaiety would 
be seriously reduced, and some recent lines have been equipped with 
suspension insulators. These are in effect porcelain bells from to in. 
diameter upward strung together like a string of Japanese gongs. 
The bells are all the same size and are spaced about a foot apart, 
the suspensions being variously designed. These insulating groups 
can be as large as need be, and it is easy to push the aggregate insula-
tion resistance, both dry and wet, far beyond the figures just men-
tioned. This suspension requires higher poles than the ordinary, 
but allows a considerable amount of longitudinal back lash. in case 
a wire burns off. Too extensive slip along the line is checked by 
guys fitted with strain insulators, like the suspension one., ft suitable 
intervals. The suspension insulator gives promise of successful use 
of 'voltages much higher than too.cloo volts. The wires on high 
voltage systems are generally widely spaced: very seldom less than 

ft. between centres, and for the higher voltages something like t ft. 
for each 10.000 volts. 

Vs:tart—The most important factor in the economy of the con-
ducting system is the actual voltage used for the transmission. 
This varies within very wide limits. For transmissions only a few 
miles in length the pressures employed may be from soon to soon 
volts, but for the serious work of power transmission less than ionoo 
volts are now seldom used. This pressure, under all ordinary con-
ditions and in all ordinary climates, can be and i ,  h corn; tete 
success, and apparently without any greater dui,. than aid 
be encountered at much lower voltage. It is rag .trcic .1 as the -tan-
dard transmission voltage in American practice for short distances 
up to to or 15 rn. Beyond this, and sometimes even on shorter 
lines, it is greatly increased; up to 20.000 volts there stems to be no 
material difficulty whatever in effecting and maintaining a sufficient 
insulation of the line. In the higher voltages there were in mo8 more 
than fifty plants in regular operation at 40.000 volts and above. 
Of these more than a score are operated at 6o,000 volts and above. 
The highest working voltage employed in tan was no,ouo its, 
which was successfully used in two American plants: that 	be 
Grand Rapids—Muskegon (Michigan) system ,and in the tran - 	on 
work of the Central Colorado system. These both employ . 	eli- 
sion insulators with five bells in series, and operate with no are 
trouble than falls to the lot of systems using ordinarily high cr.'. es. 
The Rio de Janeiro transmission system, operates at 88,ors its 
with large porcelain insulators, x7.5 in. in over-all diameter and 1 .75 
in height, carried on =, 1 pins: the Kern River (California)plant 
at 75.000 volts with r..-.1.41 construction; the Missouri River Power 
Co. (Montana) at 70,000 volts, using glass insulators on wooden pins 
saturated with insulating material. There is no especial difficulty 
in building transformers for still higher fxesatres, the real problem 
lying in the insulation of the line. Taken as a whole these high 
voltage lines have given good service, those near the upper limit 
doing apparently as well as chow nee the lower, owing to more 
medal precautions in construction. Likewise the distance. of 

transmission have steadily risen. There are. all told, nearly a seem 
of power transmissions over too m. in length, the longest distance 
yet covered being from De Saida to Sausalito (Califoenia). a &steam 
of an m. This, like most other loin American transmissions. 1111 

and it is interesting to note that even over suck illumines 
there seems to be very little evidence of trouble due to Iseessioner. 
In point of fact, those who have had the most experisool with long 
distance transmission are the last to softy about the difficulties 
of usingalternatsas current Some unusual phenomena tunat up 
in high voltage wor but they are rather interesti'ng thee 

.ri  The line become -luminous from " cocoas! " dischwainoompaa.a 
above ao,000 volts, and at 40,000 or prow volts the 
which is sometimes aggravated by rsonsams, becomes of a et= 
not to say startling, character. above loo,000 volts this 
discharge must be given serious comideration. 

Remonance, in substance, is due to synchronism of the perioific 
electromotive force. or a harmonic thmed, with the ekettoeltevtede 
time-constant of the system. The frequency of the currents 
actually,  employed in transatiegon work Is so low that resonance 
with the fundamental frequency mum be extremely most sesonance 
with the harmonics is, however, commas—much commoner thus =7,2511are  ppoRd. In. every electromotive force wave eke add 

more or less in evidence, particularly the third, fifth 
and seventh. II the electromotive force wave departs notably from 
a sinusoidal form, traces of harmonics up to at least the teach may 
generally be found; the third, seventh and the alternate Wilily (Mg,  
monies are manifest io flattening the crest of the wave. Ss 
what is seldom quite true, that the harmonics me lam • 
disposed in phase with the fundamental, all the hannooks scat 
somewhat to elevate the shoulders of the wave; a wave, thenime. 
with peaked shoulders and • depression in the centre Saimaa to he 
affected byharmonmi, while if it has a high central crew& three, 
evidence of great ominanm. of the filth and higher haramoica 
Generally the harmonics are slightly out el phase with the leaden's,. 
tal, so that the wave is both deformed and unsymmeuicaL Arm the 
amplitude of these harmonics, the third is usually the lams, and 
may sometimes in commercial machines amount toes muesli as at% 
of the amplitude of the fundamental. and frequently sox is 
machines giving nearly sinusoidal waves it is of course alma {ti
but it is not difficult to find even the seventh and higher liammia 
producing variations as great as 5%. Since, other Aram lase 
equal, the rise in electromotive force due to resonance e Ands 
proportional to the magnitude of the harmonics, and the dans slk 
getting it increases rapidly with the presence of thew of the licher 
orders, the desirability of using the closest possible apprusianiss 
to a sinusoidal wave is self-evident. The greater the imlectsim 
and capacity of the system and the less its ohmic maimases 
the greater the chance of getting serious resonance. As sigma 
thedistributed capacity and inductance due to the line akilet the 
ordinary conditions are not at all formidable; the general Meat 
of such distributed capacity and inductance is to produce is the 
system a series a static waves, their length varying mouldy with 
the frequency. At commercial frequencies the wave length se en 
great, so great that even in the longest lines at menet esnploun 
only a small fraction of a single wave length appears.; the nial 
length of the line is generally much less than one .itartor the ass 
piece wave length, and the only notable effect is a moderate rises( 
potential along the line. The time-constant of the alternatiet 
circuit is T .00629 (LC), where L is the absolute self-isidoesiso 
in henrys and C the capacity in microfarads; and 11 the I . 
or a marked harmonic thereof, coincide with this t -  
resonance may safely be looked for, and resonance ..1 the 11141101■1:6 
may appar conspicuously in lines of ordinary lenir s. The foam-
ing table gves the values, both L and C, per mile of dime-phew 
circuit, of the sizes (American wire-gauge) ordinarily eniphtsal less 
transmission circuits, the wires being assumed to le KM( 4$ is 
apart and about the height alreads indiflIt01 — 

Size No. Diameter. L C. 

0-003 13 
0.00322 

V
.13 4V41§; 

ititi N
g  

csoo328 O 

,.., 

o 0-m1336 
c•oo338 
0'00347 
0.0035! 

_ 	o•m358 

In cases where underground cables form a part of the 
above values of C are very largely increased, and the 
resonance is in proportion enhanced. A still further complicities 
is introduced by the capacity and inductance of the appellate. used 
upon the system, which may often be far 	ter than that doe to the 
enure line, even if the latter he of • hook poiat of 
fact. it is altogether probable that monazite due to tb distributed 
capacity and Inductance of the overhmd line aloes is of nue nears 
reace and generally of trivial amount. while it is equally ptellsable 
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that resonance due to localized capacity and inductance other than 
that of the line conductors may, and often does. cause very serious 
disturbances upon the system. The subject has never been ade-
quately investigated, but the tendency towards formidable sparking 
and arcing at various points on long-distance transmission systems 
is generally far greater than can be accounted for by consideration 
of the nominal voltages alone. The conditions may be still further 
complicated by the effect of earths or open circuits. which sometimes 
may produce, temporarily, appalling resonance phenomena, through 
bringing into action the capacity and inductance of the apparatus 
and introducing surges. In ordinary working the resonance of the 
harmonics is not very conspicuous, and the [act that it occurs not 
systematically, but only in special ways and under special conditions, 
indicates more strongly than anything else that the vital point is 
sot the time-constant of the line alone, but those of the apparatus 
connected thereto. A definite and persistent tendency towards 
resonance may sometimes be effectively checked by the introduction 
of suitable inductance in the parts of the system most seriously 
affected, but the best general policy is to avoid as Far u possible 
the presence of the higher harmonics which are the chief source of 
daeler. 

Closely allied to and connected wan resonance is the phenomenon 
known as " surging," which is due to the discharge of the electro-
magnetic energy stored in a circuit containing inductance and capa-
city when that circuit I. broken. This discharge is an oscillatory 
one, going on with decreasing amplitude until it is frittered away 
by resistance and other sources of loss. Its frequency Is that of the 
system affected, and the surge may get reinforcement from resonance 
proper. It is sufficiently serious on its merits, however, since the 
resulting rise of voltage increases directly with the current and 
may produce terrific results when she break comes as the result of a 
short circuit. Minor surging occurs when there is a sudden and 
violent change in the conditions of the circuit even without an actual 
break. Such a change produces an impulsive redistribution of 
energy that may give a sharp rise in voltage. Every point of abrupt 
variation in the electrical constants on the system is liable to be 
affected by minor surges. Such disturbenrxs when trivial are 
commonly referred to as " static." Surging, depending as it does 
on the current ruptured, may. and indeed often does, give particularly 
formidable effects on circuits of moderate voltage, while on high 
voltage transmission circuits the usually moderate current and tbe 
large margin of safety in the insulation are important ameliorating 
influences. 

Afaerensemes.—Tmnsmiranon lines are, when practicable, laid out 
through open country, and along roads which furnish may access 
for inspection and repairs. The chief mere•- of ,leeeee le temperate 
climates are mechanical injury from the s of trees 
across the circuits, sleet and wind morn . , The first- 
mentioned dificulty may be avoided , Lee; ng (Ica:. so far as 
possible, of wooded country, and it she dd be remember, I that, at 
the voltages customarily used for transmission, a twig th • size of a 
lead-penal falling across the wires may set up arcing. , nd it will 
end by burning the wines completely off—not directly try fusion, 
but by persistent arcing. A properly constructed overhead line is 
practically safe against all storm, save those of most extraoedinary 
violence, and with are may be made secure even against these. 
As a matter of practice. interruptions of service upon transmission 
systems are very rarely due to trouble upon the male fine Itself. 
but are far more likely to occur in some part of the distributing 
system. The most dangerous combination of cireumstaucee is a sleet 
storm sufficient to coat the wires with ice, followed by heavy winds; 
if the line, however, is constructed with proper factors of safety. 
bearing this particular danger in mind, there need be very little 
fear of serious results. Lightning is a much more formidable enemy. 
The lightning discharges observed upon electric circuits are al two 
general descriptions: first, a direct"scharge of lighten' upon the 
Fine, more or less severe, and always to be dreaded; and secondly, 
induced discharges due to lightning flashes which do not hit the line, 
or to static disturbances which may or may not produce actual 
lightning. Discharges of the former clans are vastly more severe 
than those of the latter, and, fortunately, are somewhat rare. They 
may actually shatter the line, or may distribute themselves along it 
for a considerable distance, leaping from wire to pole, and thence to 
earth. without actually damaging the line to any marked degree. 
The induced discharges are felt tleincipally in the apparatus, causing 
many of the burn-outs observed in transformers and generators. 
There is no complete protection against the effects of lightning upon 
the apparatus. Even the best lightning arresters are palliatives 
rather than preventives. If, however, a number of arresters are 
put in parallel, with reactance coils between them on the way 
towards the apparatus, the vast majority of lightning discharges, 
to whatever cause they may be due, will be Memo] harmlessly 
to earth. Moreover, the apparatus itself has a considerable= 
of resistance. due to its high insulation. The ends of the line 
be very thoroughly protected by such lightning arresters, and other 
poets, such as prominent elevations along the line, should receive 
similar additional protection. In some eases • substantial steel-wire 
cable stretched along the tops of the poke several feet above the roe 
wires and well grounded at frequent intervals has been found 
very advantageous. With the best protection at poem available. 

lightning is not • serious menses to connasity of service, and the 
apparatus of the distributing system is far more difficult to protect 
than the main line and its apparatus. 

Sub-skuimes.—In most long-distance transmission work the trans-
mission line itself terminates in a sub-station, which bears to the 
general distribution system precisely the same relations which are 
borne by a central electric supply station to its distributing lines. 
Such a sub-station should be treated, in fact, as a central station, 
receiving its electric energy from a distance instead of employer' 
local generators driven by prime movers. The design of the sub-
station, however, is somewlut different from that of the ordinary 
central station. The transmission lines terminate generally in a 
bank of reducing transformers, bringing the voltage from the to,00ci 
or higher voltage employed upon the line to the 2000 or mote 
generally used in the distribution. These transformers are usually 
large, and their magnitude should be determined by the same con-
siderations which apply to determining the size of the units to be 
employed in a generating station. The general rule to be followed 
is that the separate units shall be of such size that one of them may 
be dispensed with without serious inconvenience. In the case of 
transformers, the unit in two- or three-phase working is the bank of 
transformers, which must be used together. In Continental practice 
three-phase reducing transformers are frequently made to include 
all three phases in a single structure; this practice is less frequently 
followed in American plants, separate transformers being more of ten 
used in each phase. In this case, two or three transformers, accord-
ing as the two- or three-phase system is used, constitute a single 
transformer unit in the sense just mentioned. IF a change is to be 
made from three-phase line to two-phase distribution, the change 
is made by the appropriate vector connexion of the transformers. 
The full.load efficiency of large sub-station transformers is commonly 
97 to 98%. In any case, tfae sub-station is furuished with voltage 
regulating appliances, to enable the voltage upon the distribution 
lines to be held constant and uniform. These regulators are. in 
practice. transformers with a variable transformation ratio. This 
is obtained in divers ways--sometimes by *banging the eductive 
relations of the primary and secondary coils, sometimes by 
changing the relative number of effective turns in primary and 
secondary. Sets of these inductive regulators enable the voltage 
to be osetrolled over a sufficiently wide range to secure uniform 
potential on the system, and with a degree of delicacy that 
obviates any undesirable changes in voltage. The regulation 
Is usually manual, no automatic regulator yet having proved 
entirely satidactory. In very large systems it is worth noting 
tbat the so-called " skin effect" in alternating current conductors 
may become conspicuous. In the transmission circuits them-
selves tee wires are, in practice, never large enough to produce 
any sensible difference In conductivity for continuous and for alter-
nating currents. In the heavy omnibus-bars of a large substation 
this immunity may not he continued, but in such caws Bat strips 
are frequently sployed. If these are not more than, say. a centi- 
metre in thic 	tbe " skin effect " practically insignificant for 
all frequencies 	commercially. Not infrequently the sub-station 
also contains devices for the changing of alternating to continuous 
current. usually synchronous converters feeding either traction 
system or electric lighting mains. Beyond these converters the 
system becomes es ordinary continuous-current system, and is 
treated as such. When very close regulation is necessary, motor-
generators are often preferred to synchronous converters. Series 
arc lighting from transmission circuits is a much more serious 
problem. At the present time two methods are in vogue; first. 
the operation of continuous-current series-arc machines by 
synchronous or induction motors driven from the transmission 
system; and, secondly, series alternating apparatus for feeding 
alternating area The apparatus congas either of constant- 
current transformers with automatically moving secondaries 
or of inductive regulators, also automatic in their action. 
supplemented by transformers to supply them with the necessarily 
rather high voltage employed for arc distribution. As between 
these two systems practice is at present divided; electrically, the 
alternating apparatus gives a rather higher real efficiency, but in-
volves the use of alternating arcs, which are somewhat less efficient. 
watt for watt, as light producers than the continuous-current arcs. 
The apparatus, however, requires practically no care, while the arc 
nuchines, driven by motors, require the setae amount of are as if 
they were driven by other power. Arc light trassformers, however, 
are likely to have low power factors, hardly above cell at full load, 
and rapidly falling off at lower loads. Synchronous rectifiers 
changing the alternating current into a unidirectional current. suit- 
able for use-with arc liOts, have been employed with some success, 
but not to any considerable extent. They are satisfactory is avoid-
ing the nee of alternating currents is the arc, and consume but little 
energy in the transformation from one form of current to the other, 
but involve the use of static transformers automatically giving con-
stant current, which are somewhat objectionable on the score of low-
power factor. Mercury rectifiers are now used rather extensively 
and give excellent results, although they are as yet of somewhat 
uncertain life, and. like the synchronous mama, reire special 
trarudoemere when worked at constant current. in Continental 
practice are lights are shoat universally worked off constant 
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potential circuits, and hence the difficulties just considered are for 
the most part peculiar to American systems. 

Distances of TraA3MittiON.—The ultimate determining factor in 
the distance to which power can be commercially transmitted is 
the economic side of the transmission, the maximum distance being 
the maximum distance at which the transmission will pay. As a 
mere engineering feat the transmission of power to a distance 
of many hundred miles is perfectly feasible, and, judging from the 
data available, the phenomena encountered in increasing the length 
of lines have not been of such character as to cause any hesitation 
in going still farther, provided the increase is commercially feasible. 
In American practice, it is within the truth to say that nearly all 
transmissions of reasonable size (say a few hundred kilowatts) to 
distances of twenty miles, or leas, are pretty certain to pay. At 
distances up to fifty miles, in a large proportion of cases power can 
be delivered at prices which will enable it to compete with power 
totally generated py  steam. From fifty to one hundred miles (on a 
large scale—several thousand kilowatts) the chances for commercial 
success are still good. The larger the amount of power transmitted, 
the better on the whole is the commercial outlook. The longest 
one yet operated has already been noted, and may be regarded as a 
commercial success. In certain localities where the cost of fuel 
is extremely high, transmissions of several hundred miles may prove 
successful from a commercial as well as an engineering standpoint. 
but the growth of industry, which indicates the necessity for such a 
transmission, may go on until, through improved facilities of trans-
port, the cost of fuel may be greatly lowered and the economic 
conditions entirely changed. Such a modification of the con-
ditions sometimes takes place much more quickly than would be 
anticipated at first sight, so that when very long distance trans-
missions are under consideration, the permanence of the conditions 
which will render them profitable should be a very serious subject 
of consideration. (L Bt..) 

FOWLS, EARL" AND KAMM= OF. Before the Norman 
Conquest the Welsh principality of Powis, comprising the 
county of Montgomery and part of the counties of Brecknock, 
Radnor, Shropshire, Merioneth and Denbigh, was subject to 
the princes of North Wales. Early in the ath century it was 
divided into upper and lower Powis. In 1283 Owen ap Griffin, 
prince of upper Powis, formally resigned his princely title 
(names d circulum prirscipates) and his lands to the Engl;di 
king Edward I. at Shrewsbury, and received the lands again 
as an English barony. (See Monlgomeryskire Colkaions, 1868, 
vol. L). This barony of Powis passed through female inherit-
ance to the family of Cherleton and in 1421 to that of Grey. 
It fell into abeyance in mt. 

In 1587 Sir Edward Herbert (d.1594), a younger son of William 
Herbert, earl of Pembroke, purchased some of the lands of the 
barony, including Red castle, afterwards Fowls castle, near 
Welshpool, and in 1629 his son William (c. 1573-1656) was 
created Baron Powis. William's grandson, William, the 3rd 
baron (c. 1629-1696), was created earl of Powis in 1674 and 
Viscount Montgomery and marquess of Powis in 1687. The 
recognized head of the Roman Catholic aristocracy in England, 
Powis was suspected of complicity in some of the popish plots 
and was imprisoned in the Tower of London from 1678 to 1684. 
He followed James II. into exile and was created duke of Patch 
by the dethroned king. The English government deprived 
him of his estates, but these were restored to his son William, the 
2nd marquess, in 1722. William, who had a somewhat chequered 
career as a Jacobite, died in October 1745, and when his son 
William, the 3rd marquess, died in 1748 the titles became 
extinct. 

In 1748 Henry Arthur Herbert (d. 1772), who had been made 
Baron Herbert of Chirbury in 1743, was created Baron Powis 
and earl of Powis. He allied himself with the earlier holders 
of these titles, with which family he was distantly connected, 
by marrying Barbara, a niece of the 3rd marquess. The titles 
became extinct a second time when his son George Edward 
died in January amt. George's sister and heiress, Henrietta 
Antonia (1758-183o), married Edward Clive (1754-1829), son 
and heir of the great Lord Clive. In 1794 he was made Baron 
Clive of Walcot, and in 1804, after serving as governor of Madras 
from 1798 to 1803, he was created Baron Powis and earl of Powis. 
His son Edward, the 2nd earl (1785-5848), took the name of 
Herbert in x8o7 in lieu of that of Clive. He was a member of 
parliament from 18o6 to 1839, and was elected in opposition 
to the Prince Consort, as chancellor of the university of 

Cambridge in 1847. His second son was Lieut.-Gene:21 
Sir Percy Egerton Herbert (1822-1876), who distinguished him-
self in the Crimean War, and Sir Percy's son, George Charles 
(b. 1862), became the 4th earl in 1891. 

POWNALL, THOMAS (t722-28o5), British colonial states-
man and soldier, was born at Saltfieetby, Lincoloshir.  e. Eng-
land, in 1722. He was educated at Lincoln and at Ttiany 
College, Cambridge, where he graduated in 1743- Be entered 
the office of the lords commissioners of trade and plantations, 
of which his brother John was then secretary; and in 2753 be 
went to America as private secretary to Sir Danvers °sixes. 
just appointed governor of New York. Osborn committed 
suicide soon after reaching New York (Oct. 6), but Powoadl 
remained in America, devoting himself to studying the eta-
dition of the American colonies. At the Albany Congress, is 
1754, he met Benjamin Franklin, and a life-long friendship 
between the two resulted. In 1756 be returned to England 
and presented to Pitt a plan for a campaign against the French 
in Canada, to begin with the investment of Quebec. In 4757 
Pitt appointed him governor of Massachusetts,' in which office 
he heartily supported Pitt's policy during the Seven Years' 
War, and in 1758 encouraged the equipment of a force of 7teo 
men, to be recruited and armed in New England; but the French 
power in America once broken, Pownall came more cbr' cctly 
under the influence of the lords of trade, and his =willingness 
to carry out the repressive policies of that body caused his 
transfer to the governorship of South Carolina in February 176a. 
This office he held nominally for about a year; but be sew 
went to South Carolina, and in June 176o he returned so Est 
land. In 1762-1763 be was commissary-general of the littah 
troops in Germany. As member of parliament for Tressoy sx 
1768-1774 and for Minehead in 1774-1780, be at Eta Aid 
with the Whigs in opposing all plans to tax the /Wotan 
colonists, but he supported North's administration she Ow 
outbreak of the War of Independence. He died at Bath 
on the 25th of February 1805. In 1764 he published (at ism 
anonymously) his famous Adreinisiraiion of the Colonies (othel 
editions appeared in 1765, 1766, 1768 and 1774), in which be 
advocated • union of all British possessions upon the basis al 
community of commercial interests. 

For an extended account of Pownall's career and a
b of his publications see Thomas Pounsail, M.P.. P.R-5 1.1= 

1908), by Charles A. W. Pownall, a distant kinsman. who 
a  to prove that Pownall was the " author behind the seenes= 

" Letters of Junius " and " that Francis was his subordinate--  

POYET, 011ILLAIIKE (473--z548). French magistrate, en 
born at Angers. After practising successfully as a barrister 
at Angers and Paris, be was instructed by Louise of Sam,. 
mother of the king, Francis I., to uphold her rights aped 
the constable de Bourbon in 1521. This was the beginning 
of his fortunes. Through the influence of the queer enotber 
he obtained the posts of advocate-general (153b) and presided 
of the parlement of Paris $34), and became chancellor el 
France in 1538. He was responsible for the legal reform con-
tained in the ordinance of Villers-Cotterets (1539), the abject 
of which was to shorten procedure. This ordered the keepard 
of registers of baptisms and deaths, and enjoined the =dusky 
usc of the French language in legal procedure. With the con-
stable-de Montmorency he organized an intrigue to ruin Admiral 
Chabot, and procured his condemnation in t set ; but after the 
admiral was pardoned, Poyet was himself thrown into prism, 
deprived of his offices, and sentenced to a fine of meow Hy= 
He recovered his liberty in :545, and died in April 1548. 

See C. Porte, Guillaume Poyet (Angers, 1898). 
POYNINOS, MN EDWARD ( 1459-1521), lord deputy of Ire 

land, was the only son of Robert Feyninp, second son of the 
5th Baron Poyningi. His mother was a daughter of Sr William 
Paston, and some of her correspondence is to be found In the 

In September 1735 Pownall bad been made Iimitenant -gowasmar 
of New,lersey. but be had little to do with the affairs of that prawns, 
and resigned soon alter his appointment to Idea:schemes& 
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Pastors Loam. Robert Porting, was implicated In Jack Cadet 
rebellion, and Edward was himself concerned in a Kentish 
thing against Richard III., which compelled him to escape to 
the Continent, He attached himself to Henry, earl of Rich-
mond, afterwards King Henry VII., with whom he returned to 
England in 1485. By Henry VII. Poynings was employed 
in the wars on the Continent, and in 1493 he was made governor 
of Calais. In the following year he went to Ireland as lord 
deputy under the viceroyalty of Prince Henry, afterwards King 
Henry VIII. Poynings immediately set about Anglicizing the 
government of Ireland, which he thoroughly accomplished, 
after inflicting punishment on the powerful Irish clans who 
supported the imposture of Perkin Warbock. He then sum-
moned the celebrated parliament of Drogheda, which met in 
December 1494, and enacted the " Statutes of Drogheda," 
famous in Irish history as " Poynings's law " (see STATUTE: 
'nand), which made the Irish legislature subordinate to, and 
completely dependent on, that of England, till its repeal in 1783. 
After defeating Perkin Warbeck at Waterford and driving him 
Out of Ireland, Poynings returned to England in 1496, and was 
appointed warden of the Cinque Ports. He was employed both 
in military commands and in diplomatic missions abroad by 
Henry VII., and later by Henry VIII., his most important 
achievement being the successful negotiation of the " holy 
league " between England, Spain, the emperor, and the pope, 
in 1513. In 1530 he was present at the Field of the Cloth 
of Gold, in the arrangement of which he had taken an active part. 
He died in 1531. By his wife, Elizabeth Scot, Poynings left 
no surviving issue, and his estates passed through a collateral 
female line to the earl of Northumberland. He had several 
illegitimate children, one of whom, 'Thomas Poynings, was 
created Baron Poynings in 1545, but died in the same year 
without heirs. 

See Sir Francis Bacon, The Ilidery of the Rags of King Hairy VII. 
(London, 1640; Richard Bagwell. Ireland smiler the Dais, (2 vols., 
I ondon, 1885); J. T. Gi'hyrt, History of Ike Viceroys of Ireland 
(Dublin. 1865); 1. A. Froude, The P:rigitik or ',cloud (3 vols., London, 
1872-1874); Wilhelm Burch. Enema under the Tudors, ed. by James 
Geld= (London, 1895). 

POYNTER, SIR EDWARD JOHN, Barr. (1836- ), English 
painter, son of Ambrose Poynter, architect, was born in Paris 
on the ooth of March t836. He pursued his art studies in 
England and In Paris (under Gleyre, 1856-1859), and exhibited 
his first picture at the Royal Academy in 186t. In 1869, after 
the exhibition of " Israel in Egypt " and " The Catapult," he 
was elected an Associate of the Royal Academy, and In 1876, 
the year of " Atalanta's Race," full Academician. 

In the decorative arts he practised freely as a designer in fresco, 
mosaic, stained glass, pottery, tile-work and the like. While still 
quite a young man, he was encouraged by the architect William 
Burgs. A.R./L. to design panels for his quaint Gothic cabinets; 
Messrs Powell obtained irons him cartoons of designs for stained 
glass; for the decoration of Waltham Abbey church he was employed 
on a series of thirty important designs. Attracted by these. Datziel 
Brothers commissioned a number of full-page drawings on wood 
for the illustration of their celebrated." Bible Gallery. The car• 
Mont for " St George " and - St David," the maw panels now 
embellishing the outer lobby of the Palace of Westminster, were 
produced in 1870, and they were followed by the " Acetic, " and 
" Phidias," in the same method of reproduction, in the Victoria and 
Albert Museum; by the important series of frescoes inSt Stephen's. 
Dulwich—scenes from the life of the saint; by the decoration of the 
grill room at the Museum at South Kensington. with the tiles en 
rawaieu—an achievement strikingly successful and pregnant with 
results. Always a lover of water-colour drawing and of the art 
of landscape painting, he was domed to the Royal Society of Painters 
in Water Colours in 18.83. In 1874 he designed the Ashantea medal: 
and in 11393, for the coinage of that )car, the reverse of the shilling 
and florin, to the obverse of Mr Thomas Brock. R.A. 

When the art teaching centre of South Kensington was 
ethuming the importance it has since attained, Mr Poynter was 
appointed director for art in the Science and Art Department, 
and principal of the National An Training Schools (now the 
Royal College of An), and by virtue of his vigorous and 
successful administration be invested Ms 6ffoce with a distinction 
which, after his resignation In 1881, it soon notoriously lacked. 

The directorship of the National Gallery became vacant in 
time, and Poynter, profoundly versed in the works of the Old 
Masten, especially of the Italian schools, was appointed to the 
post, which he held for ten years. Under his rule the National 
Gallery of British Art, at Millbank, presented by the late Sir 
Henry Tate, became • department of the National Gallery, and 
thither were removed many pictures formerly in the British 
rooms at Trafalgar Square, as well as the Chantrey Collection 
from South Kensington, sec. One of the most important services 
by the director was the editing of the great likuleofed Catalogue 
of Inc National Gallery (1889-zgoo), in which every picture in 
the collection is reproduced—an unprecedented achievement in 
the annals of art-publishing. 

On the death of Sir John Millais' in 1896, Poynter was elected 
to the presidency of the Royal Academy, and was knighted. 
He was made a baronet in 1902. 

Paintings.—Among Sir Edward Poynter's most notable pictures 
• been the following: " Israel in Egypt " (1867); " The 
C :pult " (t868); " Perseus anti Andromeda 

Egypt 
 (1872); " Atatanta's 

K " (1876); " The Fortune-Teller" (1877): " Nausicaa and Her 
hi Jens " (1874); " Visit to AescuLyius " (1880). now in the Chan-
ts,  r Collection an the Tate Gallery; " The Ides of March " (1883); 
" I )iadumer4 " (18851, now destroyed; "On the Terrace" 0 88o); 
" The Meeting of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba " (1891); " Horae 
Serenae " and " Idle Fears" (1894), and numerous portraits and 
utter-colour drawings. 

Lectures.—In his series of Slade Lectures, delivered from 1875 to 
1879, and first published in 1879 (republished, with additions, in 
15,7), Sir Edward Poynter deals with the whole subject of art 
eel cation, considering in turn Decorative Art. Old and New Art, 
• n, 	f 	 ■ f ■ - f-1. 	en the Formation of a Style. 
Training of Art Students, The Study of Nature. The Value of Things, 
Objects of Study, Professor Ruskin on Michelangelo (hotly con-
troversial in tone), Influence of Art in Social Life, and Ancient 
Decorative Art. 

Sec also Como Monkhouse, " Sir E. 1. Poynter, P.R.A.: His 
Life and Work," Art Anneal (IV); M. H. Sptelmann. "Sir E. J. 
Poynter, P.R.A., and his Studies,' The Maganse of Art (1897). 

POZRAREVATS (also written Passarowits and Poiarevac), 
a town in Servia, situated in the Morava valley. 4 m. E. of the 
Morava dyer and 8 m. S. of the Danube. The station for 
steamers, Dubravitsa, with its custom-house, standing on the 
banks of the Danube, forms practically the harbour of Pozhare-
vats. The town has no special industry, but is the principal 
market of a very extortive and fruitful plain between the 
rivers Morava, Mara and Danube. It is the capital of a depart-
ment bearing the same name, and the seat of a prefecture, a 
tribunal of justice, a college and several national or normal 
schools. It has a large modern penitentiary, with a department 
for political offenders and a prison for women. Two miles to the 
west, towards Morava, is situated Lubichevo, a model Lrm and 
stud belonging to the government: The shady park and flower 
gardens'are a popular resort of the people of Pozharevats. The 
town is known in the history of international treaties as the place 
at which the famous peace of Passarowitz between Austria and 
Turkey was concluded in :718. Pop. (moo), 12,957. 

Lignite is worked at Kostolats, 7 m. N. by E., and the hills 
between Pozharevats and Kostolats show many traces of Roman 
mines. A number of coins, sarcophagi and inscriptions found 
in the neighbourhood are also Roman. 

POEM/NCO, a town of southern Spain in the province of 
Cordova, mar the bead-waters of the Guadamatillas and of other 
small sub-tributaries of the Guadiana. Pop. (1900), 12,792. 
Pozobbuseo is one of the chief towns in the lowlands of Los 
Pedroches, which lie between the Sierra de la Alc6dia on the 
north and the Sierra Morena on the south. Although there is 
no railway in the disttict, Pozoblanco has a thriving trade. Its 
fairs are famed for their exhibits of live stock and agricultural 
products. There are zinc and argentiferous lead mines in the 
neighbourhood, and manufactures of cloth and leather in the 
town itself. 

POEM DI MOO, CARLO ANDREA, Con:rr (1734-1843), 
Russian diplomatist, was bons at Alata, near Ajacdo, of a 
noble Corsican limily, on the 8th of March 1764, some four years 
beton the cassias d the island to France. He was educated 
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at Pisa, and in early life was closely associated with Napoleon 
and Joseph Bonaparte, the two families being at that time 
closely allied in politics. Pozzo was one of the two delegates 
sent to the National Assembly in Paris to demand the political 
incorporation of Corsica in France, and was subsequently one 
of the Corsican deputies to the Legislative Assembly, where he 
sat on the benches of the right until the events of August in:. 
On his safe return to Corsica he was warmly received by Paoli, 
but found himself in opposition to the Bonaparte brothers, who 
were now veering to the Jacobin party. Under the new con-
stitution Pozzo was elected prawns -shafral-sysdit, that Is, 
chief of the civil government, while Paoli commanded the army. 
With Paoli he refused to obey a summons to the bar of the 
Convention, and the definite breach with the Bonaparte family, 
who actively supported the revolutionary authorities, dates 
from this time. Eventually Paoli and Porno accepted 
foreign help, and from 1794 to 1796, during the English pro-
tectorate of Corsica, Pozzo was president of the council of state 
under Sir Gilbert Elliot. When Napoleon sent troops to occupy 
the island he was excepted from the general amnesty, and took 
refuge in Rome, but the French authorities demanded his ex-
pulsion, and gave orders for his arrest in northern Italy. After 
a short stay in London he accompanied in 1798 Sir Gilbert 
Elliot (now become Lord Minto) on an embassy to Vienna, where 
he lived for six years and was well received in political circles. 
Hatred of Napoleon was his dominant passion, and even as an 
exile of no official standing he was recognized as a dangerous 
enemy. In illos through the influence of Prince Adam Czar-
toryski he entered the Russian diplomatic service, and was em-
ployed in iflos as Russian commissioner with the Anglo-Neapoli-
tan, and in ,8o6 with the Prussian army. He was entrusted 
with an important mission to Constantinople in 18o7, but the 
conclusion of the alliance between Alexander I. and Napoleon 
at Tilsit in July interrupted his career, necessitating a tem-
porary retirement after the completion of his business with the 
Porte. He returned to Vienna, but on the demand of Napoleon 
for his extradition Itfetternich desired him to leave the capital. 
In London, where he found safety from Napoleon, he renewed 
many old ties, and remained in England until tars, when he 
was recalled by Alexander. He diligently sought to sow dis-
sension in the Bonaparte household, and in a mission to Sweden 
he secured the co-operation of Bernadotte against Napoleon. 
On the entry of the allies into Paris he became commissary 
general to the provisional government. At the Bourbon restora-
tion General Pouts di Borgo became Russian ambassador at 
the Tuileries, and sought to secure a marriage between the duke 
of Berry and the Russian grandduchess Anna, Alexander's 
sister. He assisted at the Congress of Vienna, and during the 
Hundred Days he joined Louis XVIII. in Belgium, where he 
was also instructed to discuss the situation with Wellington. 
The tsar dreamed of allowing an appeal to the people of France 
on the subject of the government of Frdnce in accordance with 
his vague liberalizing tendencies, but Pozzo's suggestions in 
this direction were met by violent opposition, the duke refusing 
to make any concessions to what he regarded as rebellion; but 
in Petersburg, on the other hand, his attachment to the Bourbon 
dynasty was considered excessive. During the early years 
of his residence in Paris Pozzo laboured tirelessly to lessen the 
burdens laid on France by the allies and to shorten the period of 
foreign occupation. That his French sympathies were re-
cognized in Paris is shown by the strange suggestion that he 
should enter the French ministry with the portfolio of foreign 
affairs. He consistently supported the moderate party at 
court, and stood by the ministry of the due de Richelieu, thus 
earning the distrust and dislike of Iletternkh, who held him 
responsible for the revival of Liberal agitation in France. His 
influence at the Tuileries declined with the accession of 
Charles X., whose reactionary tendencies had always been dis-
tasteful to him; but at the revolution of 183o, when the Tsar 
Nicholas was reluctant to acknowledge Louis Philippe, he did 
good service in preventing difficulties with Russia. In 183: he 
visited Petersburg; the next year ha was is Landon renewing 

his relations with Wellington, and early In 1835 be was sod-
denly transferred to the London embassy in succession to Prince 
Lieven. Although he did not lose In Aida/ standing, Posse 
was aware that this change was due to suspicions long hat-
housed in various quarters in St Petersburg that his diplomacy 
was too favourable to French interests. In London his health 
suffered, and he retired from the service in 1839 to spend the 
rest of his days in Paris, when he died on the lath of February 
tfta, He had been made a count and peer of FMK! in 048. 

Ouvaroff. Stem at Poem (St Petersburg. 1846): Correspeadoon 
di pas du some Posse di Bow it du consul de Assuirode. 
ed..by Charles Pozzo di Borgo (s vols., Paris. 1890-1897); Vicomte 
A. Maggiolo. Corte France CI MUSIC Perm di Berge 1764- Ito 
(Paris, 1890); J. B.H.R. Capefigure, Les Diplomates carotin's (4 cola. 
1843-1 847). 

POZZUOLI (anc. Nicoll, q.v.), a seaport sad episcopai 
see of Campania, Italy, in the province of Naples, 71 m. W. of 
it by rail. Pop. (no6), 17,017 (town); 12,838 (commune). 
It is situated on and at the base of ir hill projecting into the bay 
at Pozzuoli, separated from the main portion of the Gulf of 
Naples by the promontory of Posilipo. Its mineral baths are 
frequented in summer; and the volcanic pecsiano earth (abs 
found near Rome), used now as in Roman times for making 
cement and concrete, derives its name from the place. In the 
middle ages Pozzuoli was frequently sacked and also damaged 
by the natural convulsions of 1198 and issti. To the north-
east of the town is the Solfatura, a half extinct volcano crater 
in which sulphurous gases are exhaled. 

PRABBU, the writer caste of Western India, corresponding to 
the Kayasth of BengaL Though numbering only moat as 
Bombay in 1901, they occupy a very high position socially and 
in the professions. The first Indian to be appointed to the 
executive council at Bombay was a Prabhn, of the well-known 
Chaubal family. 

FRAMER, JANES (1792-1851), French sculptor, was born 
at Geneva. He was a member of the French Academy, and a 
popular sculptor of the pre-Romantic period, representing in 
France the drawing-room classicism which Canova illustrated 
at Rome. His chief works are the Niobe group (18s:), "Ata- 
lanta " (185o), " Psyche " ( 1 824), " Sappho " (18s2) (all is 
the Louvre), " Prometheus " (Tuileries Gardens), a bas-reiief 
on the triumphal arch of the Carrousel, the figures of " Fame" 
on the Arc de l'Etoile, and a statue of J. J. Rousseau for Geneva. 
Besides these mention should be made of his " Three Graces 
(1821). 

PRADILLA, FRANCISCO (1847- ), Spanish painter, was 
born at Villanueva des Gallago (Saragossa). Having studied 
first at the Fernando Academy, and then at the Spanish Academy 
in Rome, of which he was afterwards director, he became the 
leading historical painter of modern Spain. In 1896 he was 
appointed director of the Madrid Museum. Though he is hest 
known for such large historical compositions as "Joan the Mad" 
(gold medal, Paris, 1878), and The Surrender of Granada " 
(gold medal, Munich, 1883), in which he discarded the heavy 
colouring of Laurens for a lighter and more atmospheric key, 
he has painted many excellent genre pictures In the manner of 
Fort uny, and some decorative compositions in which he follows 
the example of Tiepolo. The bat of these are his decorations 
in the Murgo Palace in Madrid. Among his best known wort 
are " Elopement," " Strand at Vigo," " Procession in Venice," 
" LaFiorella," " Reading on the Balcony," " Don Alfonso 
the Warrior," and " Don Alfonso the Scholar." He became 
member of the Berlin Academy in 1892. 

PRAM", WINTHROP MACICWORTH (1802--t839), English 
poet, was born in London on the 26th of July 18os. The old 
family name was Mackworth, the additional name of Pried 
being derived from the marriage of the poet'. great grand-
father with • Cornish heiress. His father, William Ilackwortb 
Praed, was a serjeant-at-law. His mother belonged to the 
English branch of the New England family of Winthrop- In 
1814 Praed was sent to Eton College. He there founded a 
manuscript periodical called Atis twatima. This was suc-
ceeded in October i8so by the Emden, • paper projected sad 
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sated by Pawl and Waiter Blount, whfcb appeared every 
month until July flirt, when the chief editor, who signed his 
contributions " Peregrine Courtenay," left Eton, and the paper 
died. Henry Nelson Coleridge, William Sidney Walker, and 
John Moultrie were the three best known of his coadjutors in 
this periodical, which was published by Charles Knight, and 
of whichmeny interesting particulars are given in Knight's 
Autobiography and in Maxwell Lyte's Rios Colleen Before Praed 
left school he succeeded in establishing over a shop at Eton a 
" boys' library," the books of which are now amalgamated in 
the School Library. His career at Cambridge, where he matricu-
lated at Trinity College, October 182!, was marked by carp-
demi brilliancy. He gained the Browne medal for Greek 
vase four times, and twice the chancelknes medal for English 
verse. He was bracketed third in the classical tripes in 5825, 
won a fellowship at his college in 1837, and three years later 
can ied off the Sestonlan prise. At the Union his speeches were 
onli rivalled by those of Macaulay and of Charles Austin (ispy-
1874), who subsequently made • great reputation at the par-
liamentary bar. The character of Praed dining his university 
We is described by Bulwer Lytboa in the trivet volume of his 
life. He began to study law, and in aro was called to the bar 
at the Middle Temple. Ile went the Norfolk circuit, where 
his prospects of advancement were• bright, but the bias of his 
Wino inclined him towards politics, and after a yeas or twe 
he devoted himself entirely to political life. Whilst at Cam-
bridge he leaned to Whiggism, and even to the autumn of am 
his feelings were bent towards the mine side, but during the 
agitation for parliamentary reform his opinisas changed, and 
when ho was returned to parliament for St German (Dec. 
17, :83o) his election was due to the Tory party. He sat 
fa that borough until December x832, and on he extinction 
contested the borough of St Ives, within the limits of which the 
Cornish estates of the Prude were situated. The squibs which 
he wrote on this occasion were collected in a volume printed at 
Penzance in :833 and entitled Trash, dedicated without respect 
to losses Haile, Elq, M.P., his succemful competitor. Praed 
sat for Great 'Yarmouth from 1835 to 1837, and. was secretary 
to the Board of Control during Sir Robert Peel's short adminis. 
tration. He sat for Aylesbury from 1837 until his death. 
During the program of the Reform BM he advocated the creation 
of three-cornered constituencies, in which each voter should 
have the power of giving two votes only, and maintained that 
freeholds within boroughs should confer votes for the boroughs 
and not for the county. Neither of these suggestions was then 
adopted, but the former ultimately formed part of the Reform 
Bill of 1866. He married in 1833 Helen Bogle. He died of 
consumption at Chester Square, London, on the ieth of July 
t839. 

Pmed's lighter poetry was the perfection of ease. Mr Austin 
Dobson has justly praised his " sparkling wit, the clearness 
and' finish of his style, and the flexibility and unflagging 
vivacity of his rhythm" (Ward's Enlist; Pods). It abounded 
in happy allusions to the characters and follies of the day. In 
his humorous effusions he found numerous Imitators. 

His poems were first edited by R. W. Griswold (New York. tW); 
another American edifies. by W. A. Whitmore. • red in i4e• 
an authorised edition with • memoir by Dement 	• a 
In Ma: Tice Political and Occasional Poems of W. M. Pewit 11488), 
edited with notes by his nephew, Sir George Young, inclu 	many 

collected from venous newspapers and periodicals. serer 
Young separated from his work some poems, the work of his 

I ' Edward Marlborough Fitzgerald, generally confused with his. 
Praed's essays contributed to various magazines, were published in 
Modey's Universal Library in 1887. 

PURIM (prurftdus), the tide of various Roman officials, 
both civil and military. A praefect was not one of the magis-
trates proper; be was, strictly speaking, only the deputy or 
lieutenant et a superior mightn't' or commander. The fol-
lowing were the most Important. 

r. The city predict (rIreefscres web) acted as Rome as the 
deputy of the chief magistrate or magistrates during his or 
their absence from the city. Thus be represented in tbe eerBeet 
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times the king and In titer times the consul or consuls when 
he or they were absent on a campaign or on other public duties, 
such as the celebration of the annual Latin festival on the Alban 
lfotmt. The absence of the chief magistrate for more than a 
single day rendered the appointment of a prefect obligatory; 
but the obligation only arose when all the higher magistrates 
were absent. Hence no long as the consuls were the only higher 
magistrates their frequent absence often rendered the appoint-
ment of a pradect necessary, but after the institution of the 
preetinship (367 s.c.) the necessity only arose exceptionally, 
as it rarely happened that both the consuls and the praetor 
were absent simultaneously. But • praefect continued to be 
regularly appointed, even under the 'empire, during p,..4,0„, 
the enforced absence of all the higher magistrates team 
at the Latin festival. The right and duty of appoint- Perks.= 
ing a praefect belonged to the magistrate (king,"tl'ef" 
dictator or consul) whose deputy he was, but it seems to have 
been withdrawn from the consuls by the Licinian law (367), 
except that they still nominated •refects for the time of the 
festival. No formalities in the appointment and no legal 
qualifications on the part of the preselect were required. The 
pradect had all the powers of the magistrate whose deputy 
he was, except that he could not nominate a deputy to him-
self. His office expired on the return of his superior. There 
could only be one dty praefect at • time, though the dictator 
Caesar broke the rule by appointing six or eight praefects 
simultaneously. 

Under the empire there was introduced a city prefecture 
which differed essentially from the above. Augustus occa-
sionally appointed a city praefect to represent him in his absence 
from Italy, although the praetors, or even one of the consuls, 
remained in the capital. In the absence of Tiberius from Rome 
during the last eleven year of his reign (AD. 26-37) the city 
prefecture, hitherto ass exceptional and temporary office, be-
came a regular and permanent magistracy; in all subsequent 
reigns the praefect held office even during the presence of the 
emperor in Rome. He was always chosen by the emperor and 
usually from men who had held the consulship; his office was 
regarded, like the censorship under the republic, as the crown-
ing honour of a long political career. It was not conferred for 
any definite length of time, but might be held for years or fen 
life. As under the republic, the praelect was not allowed to 
quit the city for more than a day at a time. Iris duty was the 
preservation of peace in the capital; he was, in fact, the chief 
of the police, being charged with the superintendence of the 
streets, markets and public building,. He was further entrusted 
by Augustus with a summary criminal jurisdiction over slaves 
and rioters, which was, however, gradually extended till in the 
time of Sevens or even earlier it embraced all offences by 
whomsoever committed. Further, be had the power of dealing 
with civil cases where his interference seemed requisite in the 
interests of the public safety, but such occasions were naturally 
few. By the beginning of the 3rd century, and perhaps earlier, 
appeals to the emperor in civil canes were handed over by him 
to be dealt with by the praefect. Except where special re-
strictions interfered, an appeal lay from the packet to the 
emperor. Though not a military officer, the praefect con. 
mended the city cohorts Wise d.= wrlionac), which formed part 
of the garrison of Rome and ranked above the line regiments, 
though below the guards (see Pearromaxs). The military 
power thus placed in the hands of the chief of the police was one 
of the most sorely-felt -innovations of the empire. The con-
stitutional changes of Diocktian and Constantine extended 
still further the power of the praefect, in whom, after the dis-
banding of the guards and the removal from Rome of the highest 
officials, the whole military, administrative and judicial powers 
were centred. 

a. Under the republic judicial praefects (praefedi Jure dicendo) 
were sent annually from Rome as deputies of the praetors 
to administer justice in certain tomes of the Italian allies. 
These towns were called prefectures (prosfedwrae). After the 
Social War (eo-Se s.c.), when all Italy had received the Roman 

2a 
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franchise, such prefectures ceased to exist in fact, though the 
name was sometimes retained. 

3. Under the empire the praetorians or imperial guards were 
commanded by one, two, or even duce 'mecca (hreefedi 
prastorio), who were chosen by the emperor from among the 
knights and held office at his pleasure. From the time of Ale:- 
ander Severus the post was open to senators also, and if a knight 
was appointed he was at the same time raised to the senate. 
Down to the time of Constantine, who deprived the office of 
its military character, the prefecture of the guards was regu-
larly held by tried soldiers, often by men who had fought their 
way up from the ranks. In douse of time the command seems 
to have been enlarged so as to include all the troops in Italy 
except the corps commanded by the city preefect (eoherlet 
urbatme). Further, the praetorian pradect acquired, In addition 
to his military functions, • criminal jurisdiction, which be 
exercised not as the delegate but as the representative of the 
emperor, and hence it was decreed by Constantine (3p) that 
from the sentence of the praetorian pinata there should be no 
appeal. A similar jurisdiction in civil cams was acquired by 
him not later than the time of Serena. Hence a knowledge 
of law became a qualification for the post, which under Marcus 
Antoninus and Commode, but especially from the time of 
Severna, was held by the first jurists of the age, (e.g. Paphilan, 
Ulpian and Paullus), while the military qualification fell more 
and more into the background. Under Constantine the insti-
tution of the esogistri alias; deprived the praetorian pee-
lecture altogether of its military character, but left it the 
highest civil office of the empire. 

The title of " praeka " as borne by various other Roman officials, 
of whom we may mention •  the following 

4. Predates &caw (sociorse).-1Joder the republic the con-
tingents furnished to the Roman armies by the Italian allies were 
commanded by Roman officers called proofEn minor (acumen), 
who were nominated by the mauls and corresponded to the 
tribunes in the 

3. Proefectes=et.. -Down to mar the close of the republic a 
naval command was never held independently but only in connexion 
with the command of as army. and, when the general appointed 
an officer to command die fleet in his room, this lieutenant was 
styled " prefect of the Best " (prat/sans dessiani). When is 311 
the people took the appointment of these lieutenants into their 
own bands the title was changed from " praefects " to dm eiri 
:maim or " two naval men "• but under the empire the admirals 
went by their old name act:leas. 

O. Predates Fahrem— 	colonel of the engineer and artillery 
corps (for° in a Roman army was called a praefect : he did not 
belong to the legion, but was directly subordinatesubordinate to the general in 
command. 

7. Preofectar Aasmsse.—Tbe important duty el provisioning 
Rome was committed by Augustus (between A.D. g and Et) to a 
ptaefect, who was amointed the emperor from among the knights 
and heldoffice at tU imoerial pleasure. 

8. Predator Aegyhti (afterwards Preefides auguidalis).—Under 
the empire the government of Egypt was entrusted to a viceroy 
with the tit/e of " ()reelect." who was selected fm the knights, and 
was surrounded by royal pomp instead of the usual Insignia of a 
Roman magistrate. Ha stood under the Immediate orders of the 
emperor. The eaceptiunad motion  thus accorded to Egypt 

 due to a regard the part of the amerasc 	to the peculiar 
of the popidadon, the strategic stren 	the country, and its 
politiml importance as the granary of Rme. U. G. Fa.) 

o. Predates Cadmium, from the time of Augustus to Severus the 
tide of the commander of the fixed camps of the legions in different 
parts of the empire. He was a purely military man appointed by 
the emperor, usually a centuries whose term of service was eons.
plead. From the time of Dornitian. when each legion bad a 
camp, the name of the legion was added to the title, e.g. 	ectus 
mamma hiked. xiii. gem. (CJ.L. m. 430. The duties of this 
officer included: the arrangement of the camp and medical service, 
the transport of the aggage...the coostruction of roade, bridges and 
fortifications, the supply of ammunition and engines of war. 

to. Preefeett: laem the commander of the seven Warta 
*Was • night 	arm Instituted by Augustus (A.D. 6). To 
adcohort. 	g of about woo men (dusdly freedmes), was 
entrusted the are of two of the fourteen city .districts; one of its 
chief duties was that el a foe brigade. The p olicing the city bad 
brandy been one of the duties of the sedges, but was now trans-
krred to the prnefectus vigilum, appointed by die entperor from the 
Make.. He eserdsed criminal junsdktion in cases of incendiariam 
and ollemes committed against the law daring the sight. sal in 
later times this jurisdiction was considerably estanded. 

The different Made of predate ass taffy diseased • illeassen 
Remiss/as Staatsrede (t8617) vole ii., iii.; see also T. H. Taylor. 
stitutional and hake/ History of Rome (t692). Thar is an eacrIkat 
monograph on the Pada-tare ludas by P. E. Vigneatut (tSO). 
Monumen deals very cursorily with the presfsaas testemm, bat 
there is a special article by G. Wilmanni, in Eparoorris *palm 
(1 sir), vol. i.," De praefecto Olitrofillit et ptaelecto 

For the French Mid Ste PILIFECT. 

PILUDI10111RE (Lat. pros mere, to pre-admonish or tore-
warn), in English law an offence so called from the introdunety 
words of the writ of summons issued to the defendant to answer 
the charge, " Praemunire facia A.B.," dx., 14 " cause A.B. 
to be forewarned." From this the word came to be used to 
denote the offences, usually ecclestastiad, prosecuted by means 
of such a writ, and also the penalties they incurred. 'Meditate 
of Richard IL, Purchasing bulls from Rome (u3ow), is mealy 
designated the Statute of Praemunire, but it is only one of 
numerous stringent measures (some still unrepeakd, and, as 
a body, of the most confused character) passed for the per• 
pose of putting restraint on the papal usurpation of authority 
in England. From the beginning of the tsth century 
aggression had been particularly active, more espedally is two 
forms. The one, the disponi of ecclesiastical benefices before 
the same became vacant, to men of the pope's own choosier 
the other, the encouragement of resort to himself and his curia 
rather than to the courts of the country. The Statute of 
Previa= 1306, passed in the reign of Edward I., was, according 
to Coke, the foundation of all subsequent statutes of pranniare. 
This statute enacted " that no tax imposed by any religious 
persons should be sent out of the country whether under the 
name of a rent, allege, tribute or any kind of impositkm." A 
much greater check on the freedom of action of the peas as 
imposed by the Statute of Provisoes (1350-13 51) and the Suttee 
of Praemunire passed in the reign of Edward ILL The awe 
of these, after premising " that the Pope of Rome, scaled* 
to him the seignories of possession and benefices of the bay 
Church of the realm of England Both give and grant the sum 
benefices to aliens which did never dwell in England, mad to 
cardinals, which might not dwell here, and to others se  wed 
aliens as denizens, as if be had been patron or Adams of the 
said dignities and benefices, as he was not of tight by the bee 
of England . . . ," ordained the free election of all dignities 
and benefices elective in the manner as they 'new gamted by 
the king's progenitors. The Statute of Pmestondre (the font 
statute so canal) 1353, though expressly levelled at Unpre-
tentious of the Roman curia, excludes any direct tebrestee to 
it In actual words. By it, the king " at the grimes and dam-
mous complaints of the great men and coannous of the realm 
of England " enacts " that all the people of the king's *peace 
of what condition that they be, which shall draw any out of the 
realm in plea " or any matter of which the cogniance pearly 
belonp to the king's court shall be allowed two months in which 
to answer for their contempt of the king's rights in tressfaring 
their pleas abroad. The penalties which were attached to the 
offence under this statute involved the Ins of all dell *Ins. 
forfeiture of lands, goods and chattels, and imptimment 
during the royal pleasure, 

Many other statutes followed that of :333, but that paned is 
the sixteenth year of Richard IL's reign is, as mentioned before, 
usually referred to as Me Statute of Prannunfre. This statute, 
after first stating " that the right of recovering the present-
ments to churches, prebends, and other benefices . . . he- 
longeth only to the kieg's court of the old right of his crown, 
used and approved in the time of all his progenitots kings of 
England," proceeds to condemn the practice of papal trans-
lation, and after rebeandag the promise of the three estates 
of the realm to stand with the king in all cans touching his 
crown and his regalty, enacts "that if any perchance:puma 
or cause to be purchased or pursued in the court ti Raw. or 
elsewhere, any such translations, pracenn, sad manna of 
esomemunications, bulls, hstruments or any other things what-
soever . . . he and his notaries, abettors and comedian " 
dell be put out of the king's ;notecase, and their 
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momenta, goods and *heads forfeit to depths& end they shall 
be attached by their bodies or process made against them by 
Streatuntin facia:. This statute, says Stabbkwasone of the 
strongest defensive measures taken during the middle ogle 
against Rome and was called for by the conduct of the pope, 
who had forbidden the bishops to execute the sentences of the 
royal courts in suits connected with ecclesiastical patronage. 
The last ancient statute concerning preemunire, until the Refor-
mation, was an extension in the reign of Henry IV. (goo) of 
the Statute of Provisoes, by which all person who accepted any 
provision from the pope to be exempt from canonical obedience 
to their proper ordinary were subjected to the penalties pre-
scribed. The range and description of amass subject to the 
penalties of praemunire were greatly widened after the Refor-
mation, so that acts of a very miscellaneous character mire-from 
time to time brought within the scope of enactments passed 
for a very different purpose. For instance, the penalties of 
praemunire were incurred, under an act of Queen Elizabeth 
(1571), for denying the Queen's title; and under act of James I. 
the Statute of Monopolies (1623), for obtaining any stay of 
proceedings (other than by arrest of judgment or a writ of error) 
to any suit fora monopoly; under eat act of Charles I. (t64o) the 
attempting to restrain the importation or Making of gunpowder 
was a praemunire; in the reign of Charles II. an  act of 1663 
made the asserting maliciously and advisedly, by speaking or 
writing, that both or either house of parliament has a legis-
lative authority without the king, a praemunire. In the same 
reign, the Habeas Corpus Act 1679 made the committing of 
any man to prison out of the realm a praemunire, unpardonable 
even by the king It thus appears that while the Crown by 
its prerogative might at any time remit the whole or any part 
of the punishment incurred by a prannunire,an exception was 
made in transgressions of the Statute of Habeas Corpus. ,  An 
act of William HI, (z695) made segments, counsellors, proctors, 
attorneys, and all officers of courts practising without having 
taken the proper oaths guilty of a peasmunire. By the Suc-
cession to the Crown Act troy, trerbalfy to assert the tights of 
a person to the Crown contrary to the Acts of Settlement and 
Union is pearanunire (to do so by writing or printing is treason). 
The Royal Marriages Act 1771 b the last statute which sub-
jecta anyone to the penalties of a praemunire. A peer charged 
with pratmunke is not entitled to trial by his peers, but is to 
be tried by • jury. The most famous historical instance of a 
prosecution of the Statute of ProemunInt was that of Cardinal 
Wolfer In ,S19. 

Atrrnoarrtss.—Sistans el the Mahn; Cdre. froabint Collier. 
Ealesiessical History: Hallam, Middle AxsiewReeves* History 

f's4e's'aphezIwn.iiitePhyjry 	.1141 Law: Sir T. E. Tomlitils EatialidC .i&-law 
erY; Stubbs, Constitutional History.' 	* 	 (T. A. 1.) 

PRAIDIESTI (mod. Paleatrina), a very ancient city of Latium, 
Iles 23 m. E. of Rome by the Via Praenemina (see below), on 
a spur of the Apenalties facing the Alban Hills. To the natural 
strength of the place and Its commanding situation Praeneste 
owed in large measure its bimodal importance. There are 
various legends as to its foundation.' Objects in metal and 
ivory discovered in the earliest graves prove that as early as the 
8th or tat century s.c. Praeneste had readied • considerable 
degree of dvilisation and stood in commercial relations not only 
with Etruria but with the East. At this time the thy was pro-
bably under the hegemony of Alba Longs, then the head of the 
Latin League. In 499 s.a, according to 'ley, Praeneste with-
drew from the Latin League, in the list of whose members given 
by Dionyalus (v. 6t) It occurs, and formed an alliance with Rome. 
After Rome bad been weakened by the Gallic invasion (too) 
Praeneste joined its foes in a long struggle with Rome. The 
struggle culminated In the great Latin War (340-311), in which 
the Romans were victorious, and Prue ate was punished for 

Sir T. E. Tomtits says that there is only one instance of a prose-
cution on a praemunise to be found in the stare trials, in whkb case 
the penalties were %fiend upon some persons for refusing to take 
the oath of elegise°. to Ovules II. 

Its share ha the war by the lass of part of Its territory. It was 
not, however, like most other Latin cities, embodied in the 
Roman state, but continued in the position of a city in alliance 
with Rome down to the Social War, when it received the ROOMS 
franchise (in 90 s.c., probably as one of those cities which had 
not rebelled or had laid down their arms at ante), which in 
21S s.c. some of its citizens---who had bravely held Continent. 
against Hannibal, sad only surrendered when pressed by hunger 
—had refused to accept. 

M an allied city it furnished contingents to the Roman army 
and possessed the right of exile (jut milli), i.e. persons banished 
from Rome were allowed to reside at Pranieste. To judge from 
the works of art and inscriptions of this period (338 to go lac.), 
it must have been for the place a time of prosperity, and even 
luxury. The nuts of Praeneste were famous and its roses were 
amongst the finest io Italy. The Latin spoken at Praeneste 
was somewhat peculiar,' and was ridiculed to some extent by 
the Romans. In the civil wan of Saila the younger Marius 
was blockaded in the tows by the Sultans (82 s.c.); and on its 
capture Marius dew himself, the male inhabitants were mas-
sacred in cold blood, and a enlitary colony was settled on part 
of its territory, though, possibly' owing to the extravagance of 
the new anti, we find that in 63 s.c. this was already in the 
possession of large proprietors. It was probably in 82 s.c. that 
the city was removed from the hataide to the lower ground at 
the Madonna dell' Awls, and that the temple of Fortune was 
enlarged so as to Include much of the space occupied by the 
ancient city. From an inscription found in zoos It appears 
that Suite delegated the foundation of the new colony to 
M. Terentius Vano Lucullus, who was consul in 73 s.c. Under 
the empire Praeneste, from Its elevated situation and cool 
salubrious air, became a favourite summer resort of the wealthy 
Romans, whose villas studded the neighbourhood. Horace 
ranked It with Tiber and Setae, though as a fact it never 
became so fashionable a residence as Tiber or the Alban Hills. 
Still, Augustus resorted thither; here Tiberius recovered from a 
dangerous illness, and here Hadrian probably built hinorif a 
villa. Marcus Aurelius also had a villa here. Amongst private 
persons who owned villas at Praeneste were Pliny the younger 
and Symmachus. Inscriptions show that the Inhabitants of 
Praeneste were especially fond of gladiatorial shows. 

But .Praeneste was chiefly famed for its great temple of Fortune 
and for its oracle, in connexion with the temple, known as the 
" Praenestine lots " (tortes praeneslinae). The oldest portion of 
the sanctuary was, however, that situated on the lowest terrace 
but one. Here is g grotto in the natural rock, containing a 
beautiful coloured mosaic pavement, representing a sea-scene-
a temple of Poseidon on the shore, with various fish swimming 
In the sea. To the east of this is a large space, now open, but 
once very possibly roofed, and forming a basilica in two storeys, 
built against the rock on the north side, and there decorated with 
pilasters also; and to the east again is an apsidal hall, often 
identified with the temple itself, in which the famous mosaic 
with scenes from the Nile, now in the Palazzo Barberini on the 
uppermost terrace, was found. Under this ball is a chamber, 
which, as an inscription on its walls shows, served as a treasury 
in the and century B.C. In front of this temple an obelisk 
was erected in the reign of Claudius, fragments of which still 
exist. The modern cathedral, just below the level of this 
temple, occupies the civil basilica of the town, upon the facade 
of which was a sun-dial, described by Terre (traces of which may 
still be seen). In the modem piazza the steps leading up to 
this latter Malice and the base of a large monument were found 
in nos; so that only a part of the piazza represents the ancient 
forum. As extended by Sulla the sanctuary of Fortune occu-
pied a series of five vast terraces, which, resting oa gigantic 

Thos the Praniestines shortened some words: they said aria 
for ricoltia. forma* for foonsimoodo (Phut. True. its. 1, 13; Id . 

Teflon's HI. I. 8; cf. Comment. on Festus, p. 731, ed. Lindemann). 
sod inscriptions exhibit the forms Armemeno and Tenders for 
A earawnno and Tridents They said nefeonu for stefeendet in the 
sense of Matadi' and ancluis& for rude (Festus, tea. " nerendes " and 
" tongue "). a. . /ma i s 36. 
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substructions of masonry and connected with each other by grand 
staircases, rose one above the other on the hill in the form of 
the side of a pyramid, crowned on the highest terrace by the 
round temple of Fortune. This immense edifice, probably 
by far the largest sanctuary in Italy, must have presented a 
most imposing aspect, visible as it was from a great part of 
Latium, from Rome, and even from the sea. The ground at 
the foot of the lowest terrace is 1476 ft. above sea-level; here 
is a cistern, divided into ten large chambers, in brick-faced 
concrete. The goddess Fortuna here went by the name of 
Primigenia (First-Born, but perhaps in an active sense First-
Bearer); she was represented suckling two babes, said to be 
Jupiter and Juno, and she was especially worshipped by matrons. 
The oracle continued to be consulted down to Christian times, 
until Constantine, and again later Theodosius, forbade the 
practice and dosed the temple. A bishop of Praeneate is first 
mentioned in A.D. 313. In 1297 the Colonna family, who then 
owned Praeneste (Palestrina), revolted from the pope, but in the 
following year the town was taken and razed to the. ground. In 
1437 the city, which had been rebuilt, was captured by the papal 
general Cardinal Vitelleachi and once more utterly destroyed. 
It was rebuilt and fortified by Stefano Colonna in 1e48. In 
163o it passed by purchase into the Barberini family. Prae-
neste was the native town of Aelian, and in modern times of 
the great composer (Giovanni) Pierluigi da Palestrina. 

-" - 	 -1 town of Palestrina, a collection of narrow and filthy 
the terraces once occupied by the temple of Fortune. 

On the summit of the hill (2471 ft.), nearly a mile from the town, 
stood the ancient citadel, the site of which is now occupied by a 
few poor houses (Castel San Pietro) and a ruined medieval castle 
of the Colonna. The magnificent view embraces Soracte, Rome, 
the Alban Hills and the Campagna as far as the sea. Considerable 
portions of the southern wall of the ancient citadel, built in very 
massive Cyclopean masonry of blocks of limestone, are still to be 
seen; and the two walls, also polygonal, which formerly united the 
citadel with the town, can still be traced. The ruins of the villa 
attributed to Hadrian stand in the plain near the church of S. Maria 
'Jolla Villa. about three-quarters of a mile from the town. Bus 
was discovered the Braschi Antinons, now in the Vatican. The 
'alendar, which, as Suetonius tells us, was set up by the grammarian, 
M. Verrius Flaccus in the forum of Praeneste (the reference being to 
the forum of the imperial period, at the Madonna dell' Aquila), was 
discovered in the ruins of the church of S. Agapitus in 1771, when 
it has been used as building material (C. Hiilsen in Corp. inscr. 
2nd ed. i. 23o). Excavations made, especially since 0355, in the 
ancient necropolis, which lay on a plateau surrounded by valleys 
at the foot of the hill, and of the town, have yielded important 
results for the history of the art and manufactures of Praeneste. 
Of the objects found in the oldest graves, and supposed to date from 
about the 7th century s.c., the cups of silver and silver-gilt and most 
of the gold and amberjewelry are Phoenician (possibly Carthaginian), 
or at least made on Phoenician models; but the bronzes and some 
of the ivory articles seem to be Etruscan. No objects have been 
discovered belonging to the period intermediate between the 7th 
and 3rd centuries s.c.; but " from about 25o Mt, onwards we have 
a series of Praenestine graves surmounted by the characteri , tic 
' pine-apple' of local stone, containing stone coffins with rich 
bronze, ivory and gold ornaments beside the skeleton. From th ese  
come the bronze cisme and specs/a with partly (but far from wholly) 
Etruscan inscriptions, for which Praeneste is renowned " (Conway. 
Dal. Dial.). Among these is the famous Ficoroni casket, engras eel 
with pictures of the arrival of the Argonauts in Bithynia and the 
victory of Pollux over Airycus. It was found in 1738. "The 
caskets are unique in Italy, but a large number of mirrors of precisely 
similar style have been discovered in Etruria and are published 
in full by the German Archaeological School at Rome: Etruski ,he 
S piegcln. vol. v. sqq. (Berlin, 1884). Hence, although a priori it wmtld 
be reasonable to conjecture that objects with Etruscan character-
istics came from Etruria, the evidence, positive and negative, points 
decisively to an Etruscan factory in or near Praeneste Itself " (Cm-
way, ibid.). Most of the objects discovered in the necropolis are 
preserved in the Roman collections, especially in the Karcherian 
Museum (which pose: es the Ficoroni casket) and the Barb( rini 
library. 

See E. Ferniqtre, PrEneste (Bibliothique des Eccles Franmises, 
fax. 17. Pans, 188o); H. Deseau in Corp. inscr. lot. xiv. 285 
Corp burr. arum. vol. U.; 0. Maruechi. Guido archeolotsco deli 
comes Prenesk (Rome, t885), and in Bullettino commisak (1904), 
233 sqq.: R. S. Conway, !talk Dialects, i. 311 sqq. (Cambridge, 1897); 
T. Ashby in Papers of the British School at Rome. a. 132 
R. Delbracialdknislische Basks is Lagillag. IX 47 aqq- (Berlin.:907); 
Notizie degli Scarf, passim: and especially D. Vaglierr (t 	p. 132, 
&c.; R. van Deman Magoffin, Topography and Municipal suety of 

VIA—PRAETOR 
Promeste (Johns Hopkins University Stooks, stn. a, rob 
more. wog). 	 U. G. Fa.; R. S. C.: T. Z) ' 

 PRABPIESTINA. VIA, an ancient road of Italy, leading Enna 
Rome E. by S. to Praeneste, a distance of 23 m Cahn being 
situated almost exactly half-way. At the ninth Isle the mad 
crosses a ravine by the well-preserved and lofty Ponte di Noes, 
with seven arches, the finest ancient bridge in the neigh- 
bourhood of Rome. The line of the road is, considering the 
difficulty of the country beyond Gabii, very straight. In 
the stretch beyond Gabii it is only used as a track, and well 
preserved. Half-way between Gabii and Praeneste is the 
well-preserved single-arched bridge, known as Ponte Amato. 

See ir Ashby in Papers of the British School at Rome, i. sag sm. 
Aal 

PRAETOR (Lat. prae-der," he who goes before," "a leader"), 
originally a military title, was in classical times the designate:MI 
of the highest magistrates in the Latin towns. The Roma 
consuls were at first called praetors; in the early code of the 
Twelve Tables (ego s.c.) they appear to have had no other title 
By the Licinian law of 367, which abolished the auliurr 
tribunes with consular power and enacted that the supreme 
executive should henceforward be in the hands of the two consuls. 
a new magistrate was at the same time created who was to be a 
colleague of the consuls, though with lower took and lesots 
powers. This new magistrate was entrusted with .the exclusive 
jurisdiction in civil cases; in other respects his powers resembled 
those of the consuls. His distinctive title was the city praetor 
(praetor urbanus), and in aftertime, when the numbest praetors 
was increased, the city praetor always ranked first. To this new 
magistrate the title of " praetor " was thenceforward properly 
restricted.* About 542 the increase of a foreign pegsubsiee 
in Rome necessitated the creation of a second praetor ix Sr 
decision of suits between foreigners (peregrini) or balms 
citizens and foreigners. This praetor was known at a tater the 
as the " foreign praetor" (praetor peregrinus). 1  About ,z taro 
more praetors were added to administer the recently acquired 
provinces of Sicily and Sardinia. The conqust et Spike 
occasioned the appointment of two more in to7, d whom one 
governed Hither and the other Further Spain. The somber 
of praetors, thus augmented to six, remained stationary ill 
Sulfa's time (82). But in the interval their duties ready 
multiplied. On the one hand, five new provinces were "kW 
to the Roman dominions—Macedonia and Admix in 146, Mits 
in the same year, Asia in 134, Gallia Narbortends in r stt, eica 
probably in 102. On the other hand, new and permanent jog 
courts (gikestionts per peluae) were instituted at Rome, over 144 
the praetors were called on to preside. To meet this Increase 
of business the tenure of office of the praetors and also of the 
consuls was practically prolonged from one to two years, with the 
distinction that in their second year of office they bore the tides 
of propraetor and proconsul instead of praetor and consul. The 
prolongation of office, together with the participation of the 
proconsuls in duties which properly fell to the praetors, formed 
the basis of Sulla's arrangements. He increased the number of 
the praetors from six to eight, and ordained that henceforward 
all the eight should in their first year administer justice at 
Rome and in their second should as propraeters undertake the 
government of provinces. The courts over which the praetors 
presided, in addition to those of the city praetor and the foreign 
praetor, dealt with the following offences: oppression of the 
provincials by governors (repetundarton), bribery (ambiou), 
embezzlement (peculates), treason (majestatis), murder bit mss-
His et anufseid), and probably forgery (falli). A tenth province 

Some writers, following Livy vi. ez. assert that at first Ile 
praetorship was open to patricians only, but Mommies (Revs 
Staatsrecht W 195  (zeal shows that this is probably a mistake. 
The election of a plebeian to the office for the first time is 331 
was certainly opposed by the consul who presided at the election. 
but there appears to have been no legal obstacle to it. 

*Wig official title in republican times was praetor gal fame per 
gri•os jut dicit, under the empire praetor pa lakrgairi =nage 
jut dies!, until the time of N, espassaa. when the 

a 
 sitlt 

praetor peregrines came Into use.1 
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(Gatlin elsalpieal was added to the roam she, and thus the 
summer of judicial and provincial departments corresponded 
to the annual number of praetors, propmetots and proconsuls. 
The proportion, however, was not long maintained:new pro-
visoes were added to the empire—Bithynie in 74, Cyrene about 
the same time, Crete in 61, Syria in de—and one or more new 
law courts were instituted. To keep pace with the increase 
ol duties Jells. Caesar increased the number of praetors 
successively to ten, fourteen and sixteen; after his time the 
number varied from eight to eighteen. 

The manors were elected, like the consuls, by the people 
essembled in the connate centstriala and with the same formal-
ities? They regularly held office for a year; only in the 
transition period between the republic and the empire was 
their tenure of office sometimes limited to a few months. ,  The 
insignia of the pewter were those common to the higher Roman 
magistrates—the putple-edged robe (toga pratiexia) and the 
ivory chair (sdlo ermine); in Rome he was attended by two 
&tors, in the provinces by six. The praetors elect cast lots 
to determine the department which each of them should ad-
minister. A praetor was essentially a civil judge, and as such 
he was accustomed at or before his entry on office to publish an 
edict setting forth the rules of law and procedure by which he 
intended to be guided in his decisions. As these rules were often 
accepted by his successors, the praetor thus acquired an almost 
legislatorial power, and his edicts, thus continued, corrected 
and ampidied from year to year, became, under the title of the 
" perpetual" edicts, one of the most importont factors in madd-
ing Roman law. Their tendency was to smooth away the 
occasional harshness and anomalies of the civil law by substitu-
ting rules of equity for the letter of the law, and in this respect 
the Roman proctor has been compared to the English chancellor. 
His functions were considerably modified by the introduction 
of the standing jury courts (lime:times perfrelmae). Hitherto 
the praetor had conducted the preliminary inquiry as to whether 
an action would lie, and had appointed for the actual trial of the 
case a deputy, whom he instructed In the law applicable to the 
case and whose decisions he enforced. The proceedings before 
the praetor were technically known as fur in distinction from 
ireficiwor, which was the actual trial before the deputy judge. 
But in the standing jury courts (of which the first—that for 
reedeedoe—was instituted in rso), or rather in the most im-
portant of them, the praetors themselves presided and tried 
the cases. These new courts, though formally civil, were sub-
stantially criminal courts; and thus a criminal jurisdiction was 
added to the original civil jurisdiction of the praetors. Under 
the empire various special functions were assigned to certain 
praetors, such as the two treasury praetors (proeforer aerarii),' 
appointed by Augustus in 23; the spear praetor (praetor leas-
tarts:), who presided over the court of the Hundred Men, which 
dealt especially with cases of inheritance; the two trust praetors 
(pradorte frdeicommissarii), appointed by Claudius to look after 
cases of trust estates, but reduced by Titus to one; the ward 
praetor (praetor taidaris), appointed by Marcus Aurelius to deal 
with the affairs of minors; and the liberation piactor (premier de 
Metall*: (oasis), who tried cases turning on the liberation of 
slaves.,  There Is no evidence that the praetors continued to 
preside over the standing courts after the beginning of the 3rd 
century A.D., and the foreign praetorship disappears about this 
thee' Even the jurisdiction of the city praetor seems not to 
!save survived the reforms of Diocletian, though the office itself 
continued to exist. But of the proctorships with special juris-
diction (especially the ward proctorship and the liberation 

I (Until the time of Tiberius, when their election was transferred 
to the Senate.) 

▪ [The age for the office was forty trader the republic, thirtyunder 
the empire" 

▪ (They took the place of the mueston; this arrangement 
continued till the time of Claudius .l  

file fiscal praetor (pouter funks) was appointed by Nerve to 
hear claim preferred against the imperial fumes.) 

'Marquardt conjectures with much probability that when 
C,araealla extended the Roman franchise to the whole empire be 
at the same time abolished the foreign peaetorship.  

praetorship) some lasted into the 4th century and were copied 
in the constitution of Constantinople. 

Besides their judicial functions, the praetors, as colleagues 
of the consuls, possessed, though in a less degree, all the-con-
sular powers, which they regularly exercised in the absence of 
the consols; but In the presence of a consul they exercised them 
only at the special command either of the consul or, more usually, 
of the senate. Thus the praetor possessed military power 
(imperium); even the city proctor, though attached by his office 
to Rome, could not only levy troops but also in certain cir-
cumstances take the command in person. As provincial gover-
nors the praetors had frequent occasion to exercise their military 
powers, and they were often accorded a triumph. The city 
praetor presided over popular assemblies for the election of 
certain inferior magistrates, but all the praetors officiating in 
Rome had the right to summon assemblies for the purpose of 
legislation. In the absence of the consuls the city praetor, and 
in default of him the other praetors, were empowered to call 
meetings of the senate. Public religious duties, such as the 
fulfilment of state vows, the celebration of sacrifices and games, 
and the fixing of the dates of movable feasts, probably only fell 
to the praetors In the absence of the consuls. But since in the 
early times the consuls as a rule spent only the first months 
of their year of office in Rome, it is probable that a consider-
able share of religious business devolved on the city praetor; 
this was certainly the case with the Festival of the Cross-roads 
(compiellia), and he directed the games in honour of Apollo from 
their institution in 212. Augustus in 22 placed the direction 
of all the popular festivals in the hands of the praetors, and It 
is not without significance that the praetors continued thus 
to minister to the pleasures of the Roman mob for centuries 
after they had ceased almost entirely to transact the business of 
the state. (For the praetor as provincial governor see 
PROVINCE.) (J. C. PR.; X.) 

A full account of the praetorship will be found in Mommsen, 
Romisches Smalsreeld (u1187). vol. ii. and P. Willem, Le Preis public 
remain (11183); T. M. Taylor's Cenniudianal and Pehtiesi Ressory 
01 Reese (11199) will also be found useful. There is a monograph by 
E. Labatut, N istoire de la prelate (1865). 

PRAZTORLISS. In the early Roman republic, praetor 
(e...) meant commander of the army: in the later republic 
praetor and preload" were the usual titles for provincial &rover. 
non with military powers. Accordingly, the general's quarters 
in a camp came to be called pradorison,4  and one of the gates 
ports petteloria, and the general's bodyguard cedars prootoria, 
or, if large enough to include several cohorts, eelsorees pree-
n:rise. Under the empire the nomenclature continued with 
some changes. In particular coin:vies traetorioe now designated 
the imperial bodyguard. This, as founded by Augustus, con-
sisted of nine cohorts, each tom strong, some part of which was 
always with the emperor, whether in Route or elsewhere. In 
AD. 23 his successor Tiberius 'concentrated this force on the 
eastern edge of Rome in fortified barracks: hence one cohort in 
turn, clad in civilian garb, was sent to the emperor's house on 
the Palatine, and large detachments could be despatched to 
foreign wars. The men were recruited voluntarily, in Italy or in 
Lad/inked districts, and enjoyed better pay and shorter service 
than the regular army: they were under praejedi tradoria (usually 
two; later, sometimes three, rarely only one), who during most 
of the empire might not be mastoes. This force was the only 
body of troops in Rome (save a few casettes urbane', a fire 
brigade, and some non-Roman personal guards of the emperor), 
or, indeed, anywhere near the capitaL Accordingly it could make 
or unmake emperors in crises—at the accession of Claudius in 
AD. 41, in 68-69, and again late in the second century. But 
its nortnal influence was less than is often asserted. Moreover' 
its prefects, since they were two and liable to be disunited, and 
since they could not be senators, neither combined with the 

In permanent forts and fortresses, praetorian probably denoted 
strictly a residence: the official headquarters building (though 
commonly styled peach/risme by moderns) was the priori's.. On 
the other hand praetorium could denote any leedls midterm, eves 
on a civilian's estate. 
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senators to restore an oligarchy - nor themselves aspired as 
pretenders to the throne. These prefects were at first soldiers, 
but later mostly lawyers who relieved the emperors of various 
civil and criminal jurisdiction. In the second century the 
praetorian cohorts became ten in number, and at the and of Is 
Septimius Severus reorganised them so that they consisted prac-
tically of barbarian soldiers and held constant conflict with the 
potpie of Rome. At the end of the third oratory the psaefedi 
ivacktio were reconstituted as four officers, each ruling one 
quarter of the now divided empire. In 312 the Praetorian 
Guard was suppressed by Constantine. Their barracks at Rome 
covering a rectangle of 39 acres (r ale by taio ft.), were included 
by Aurelian in the walls of Rome, and three Odes of the enceinte 
can still be sem near the Porta Pia, with brickwork as old as 
Tiberius: the interior (now barracks for the Italian army) is 
archaeologically less interesting. 

PRANTORIOS, MICHAEL (1571-1621), German musical 
historian, theorist and composer, was born at .  Breutherg io 
Thuringia, on the tsth of February 157t. His father's name 
was Michael Schultheis.' While be was still quite young he 
visited the university of Frankfort on the Oder for three years. 
Here he studied philosophy, and on the death of his brother, on 
whose support he relied, he was given a post as organist in the 
town. He acted hs kapeilmeister at Lunching early in life, 
was engaged first as organist and later as kapellmeister and 
secretary to the duke of Brunswick-WolfenbUttel, and was 
eventually rewarded for his long services with the priory of 
Ringelheim, near Gosh:. He died at WoUenbattel on the tsth 
of February 1621. Of his very numerous compositions copies 
are now very scarce. The most important are : Polyhymnia 
(is vols.), Mum Siossiae (16 vols.), and Muse Assio (9 vols.), 
all written partly to Latin and partly to German words. But 
more precious than all these is the Spasm" marionis (3 vols. 
and a easier of plates, 4to, Wittenberg and Wolfenbtittel, 
1613-162.2). In the original prospectus of the work four 
volumes were promised, but it is certain that no more than 
three were ever published. The fourth volume mentioned in 
Forkel's catalogue is dearly nothing but the edgier of plates 
attached to vol. ii. 

The chief value of this ;arty remarkable work Les in the 
information it gives concerning the condition of instrumental 
music in the early years of the 17th century. The plates 
include excellent representations of all the musical instruments 
in use at the time they were published, together with many 
forms even then treated only as antique corked's. The work 
thus throws a light upon the earlier forms of instrumental 
music which to the historian is invaluable. In fact, without 
the information bequeathed to us by Praetorius it would be 
impossible to reconstruct In theory the orchestra of the earlier 
ball &the 17th century, during which the opera and the oratorio 
both sprang into existence, or even to understand the descrip-
tions left us by other less careful writers. 

PRASTUITH (also called Heatrerrid), a tribe of indent 
Italy inhabiting the south of Picenum. Their territory lay 
between the rivers Vomanum sad Tessinnus (Pliny W. i ire), 
and therefore included Ostrom Nevins, Interamnia and the 
Truentus, as well as -probably the original of Iladria. From 
this name was derived the medieval form Aprutisan (quoted by 
Riepert in his Alegi Geogrephk), and hence the modern Ahruzso 
(more commonly in the plural aid Airmail), denoting the whole 
central mountain land of Italy. We have no evidence, except 
their name, and that throws no light on their language, for 
separating them from the other inhabitants of Pkenum (co). 

01. S.  
PRAGMATIC SANCTION (Lat. prapnalica senclio, from the 

Gr. spiispa, business), originally a term of the later Roman 
law. It is found in the Tbesdosian and Justinian codes, together 
with such variants as a goragesaliases, pragmatics fordo, com-
mand; mutotorio, an Imperial receipt: consfiestio, a regulation; 

German Sankt or Schulte* (Magnets:), meaning the head-man of a township, latinbed into praetor or praetorius. Many other 
members of the family of Preetorius were eminent as tionioans,  

and ingiuslicson ratcrigkons. It was a derision at the state 
dealing with some interest greater than a question In ague 
between private persons, and was given for soma community 
(nnieasiles horreirsom) and for a public cause. In snare mast 
times it was adopted by those countries which followed the 
Roma law, and in particular by despotically governed countries 
where the rulers had a natural tendency to approve of the 
maxims and to adopt the language of the imperial Roma 
lawyers. A pragmatic sanction, as the term was used by these, 
was an expression of the will of the sovereign or " the prince." 
defining the limiteof his own power, or regulating the succession. 
Justinian regulated the government of Italy after it bad bees 
reconquered from the Ostrogoth' by pragmatic'- sanctions. 
In after ages the king of France, Charles VII., imposed limits 
on the dakas of the popes to exercise jurisdiction in his dominieses 
by the pragmatic sanction of Bourges in 1438. The emperor 
Charles VI. settled the law of succession for the dominions d 
the house of Habsburg by pragmatic sanction first published ea 
the rods of April z713, and thereby prepared the way for the 
great war which ensued upon his death. Philip V., the fiat of 
the Bourbon kings of Spain, introduced the Salk law by a 
pragmatic unction, and his descendant, Ferdinand VII., revoked 
it by another. The term was not used in England eves for sock 
things as the will by which Henry VIII. regulated the successes 
to the throne, which would have been • pragmatic sanction lea 
country of the Roman law. The term and the thing eignified 
by it have become obsolete owing to the spread of consitausal 
government in modern Europe. 

PRAGMATISM, in philosophy, etymologically a dory or 
method of dealing with real things (Gr. usalrypera: 
irpasparrx6s, versed in affairs). "Pragmatic, "as been employed 
is not used in the common colloquial sense of " magainicd," 
i.e. " fussy and positive," nor in the historical sane. ar is 
" Pragmatic Sanction," of " relating to affairs ol sate," bit es 
the sense of practical or efficient' Pragmatism, as a penal 
philosophic doctrine or mental attitude, can only be imdastood 
as part of a reaction against the intellectualistic specdetioa 
which has characterised most of modern metaphysics. It 
arises from a general awakening to the fact that the south 
of our psychological and biological knowledge must ratan* 
transform the traditional epistemology. It follows that " pot 
matic " lines of thought may originate from a multitdici9 
considerations and in a variety of contexts. These, bourn. 
may be conveniently classified under four main heads—puck 
logical, logical, ethical and religious—and the history of the 
subject shows that all these have contributed to the desiq 
ment of pragmatism. 

. Psychologically, pragmatism starts from the efficacy and 
pervasiveness of mental activity, and points out that interest. 
attention, selection, purpose, bias, desire, emotion, satisfactios. 
&c., colour and control all our cognitive processes. It Moos 
that all thought is personal and purposive and that "pus' 
thought is a figment. A judgment which is not prompted by 
motives and inspired by interest, which has not for its aim the 
satisfaction of a cognitive purpose, is psychologically imposolle, 
and it is, therefore, mistaken to construct • logic which thattacts 
from all these facts. Nor is the presence of such non.intellectual 
factors in thinking necessarily deleterious: at any rate they se 
ineradicable. Tenths are always on one side matters of bad, 
and beliefs are ultimately rules for action. The whole functiSa. 
lag  of our mental apparatus is directed upon' yield:as the tight 
response to the stimulations of the environment, and is valeta* 
if and in so far as it does this. The 7 Pr/du:skew' " duo 
introduced into logic amounts to a systematic protest against the 
notion of a dehumanized thought and the study of loch is 
abstraction from actual psychic procees.., 

2. In its logical aspect pragmatism originates in a criticism 
of fundamental conceptions hie " truth," " error," " hot " 

The Nor English Dictionary quotes for nine dhtfaet sessrs if 
the word, of whsch the philosophic is the eighth. The levee wan 
ones are all more or less obsolescent, and their very number ahem 
that the meaning of the word was very vague. 
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and "ntrilty,* theiftesent accounts of width ft -  fimis untenable 
or unmeaning. " Truth," for example, cannot be defined as 
the agreement or cotrespondence of thought with " reality," 
for bow can thought determine whether it correctly " copies" 
what transceads it? Nor can our truth be a copy of a trans-
cendent and absolute truth (Dewey). If it be asked, therefore, 
what such phrases mean, it is found that their meaning Is really 
defined by their use. The real difference between two concep-
tions lies In their application, in the different 'consequences for 
the purposes of life which their acceptance carries. When no 
such " practical " Meteore can be found, toncerltions are 
Identical; when they will not " work," i.e. when they thwart 
the purpose which demanded them, they are false; when they 
are inapplicable they are unmeaning (A. ffielgwick). Hence 
the "principle of Peirce" may be formulated as being that 
"every truth haepractical consequences, and these are the test 
of its truth." It is dear that this (s) implicitly considers truth 
as a value, and so connects it with the conception of good, and 
(a) openly raises the question—What is truth, and bow is It to 
be distinguished from error? This accordingly becomes the 
central problem of pragmatism. This same issue also arises 
Independently out of the breakdown or rationalistic theories 
of knowledge (F. H. Bradley, H. H. Joachim). Logical analysis, 
after assuming that truth is independent and not of our making, 
has to confess that all logical operations Involve an apparently 
arbitrary interference with their data (Bradley). Again, it 
assumes an ideal of truth which turns out to be humanly tmat-
tainable and incompatible with the existence of error, and an 
ideal of science which no human science can be conceived as 
attaining. The obvious way of avoiding the scepticism into 
which rationalism is thus driven is to revise the assumptions 
about the nature and postulates of truth which lead to it. 

3. The ethical affinities of pragmatism spring from the 
perception that all knowing is referred to a purpose. This 
at once renders It " useful," i.e. a means to an end or " good." 
Completely " useless " knowledge becomes impossible, though 
the uses of knowledge may still vary greatly in character, in 
directness, and in the extent and force of theh appeal to different 
minds. This relation to a " good " must not, however, be 
construed as a doctrine of ethics In the narrower sense; nor is 
Its " utilitarianism " to be confused with the hedonism of the 
British associationists. " Useful " means " good for an (any) 
end," and the " good " which the " true " claims must be 
understood as cognitive. But cognitive " good " and moral 

l good " are brought into close connexion, as species of teleo- 
ogical " good" and contributory to " the Good." Thus only 

the generic, not the specific, difference between them is abolished. 
The " true " becomes a sort of vatue, like the beautiful and the 
(moral) good. Moreover, since the " real " is the object of the 
" true," and can be distinguished from the " unreal " only by 
developing superior value in the process of cognition which 
arrives at It, the notions of " reality " and " fact " also turn out 
to be disguised forms of value. Thus the dualism between 
judgments of fact and judgments of value disappears: whatever 
" facts " we recognize are seen to be relative to the complex 
of 'human purposes to which they are revealed. It should 
further be noted that pragmatism conceives " practice " very 
widely: It Includes everything related to the control of experi-
ence. The dualism, therefore, between " practice - and 

theory " also vanishes; a " theory " unrdsted to practice 
(however indirectly) is simply an illusion. Lastly it may be 
pointed out that, as asserting the efficacy of thought and 
the reality of choice, pragmatism involves a real, though 
determinable, indetermination in the course of events. 

4- Pragmatism has very distinctly a connexion with religion, 
because it explains, and to some extent justifies, the faith-
attitude or will to believe, and those who study the psychology 
of religion cannot but be impressed with the pragmatic nature 
of this attitude. If the whole of a man's personality goes to 
Me making of the truth he accepts, it is clear that his beliefs 
are not matters of "pure reason," and that his passional and 
volitional nature must contribute to them and cannot validly  

be eadeded. 	rellgiiiii-she rcidtimatdy a vital attitude 
which rests on his interests and on his choices between &erns-
rives which are real for htm.1 It is not however asserted that his 
mere willing to believe is a proof of, the truth of what he wishes 
to believe, any more than a will to disbelieve justifies disbelief. 
His will to believe merely reMmtizes that choice is necessary and 
implies risk, and puts him in a position to obtain verification 
(co disproof). The pragmatic dries for religion, therefore, is 
that to those who *11 take the fink step and will to believe an 
encouraging amount of the appropriate verifications accrues. 
It is further pointed out that this procedure is quite consonant 
with the practice of KIMe with regard to its axioms. Origin-
ally these are always postulates which have to be assumed before 
they can be proved, and thus in a way " make " the evidence 
which confirms them. Scientific and religious verification 
theedoce, though superfidally, distinct, are alike in kind. 

The pragmatic &Wise tf truth, which it is now possible to 
outline, results from a convergence of the above lines of argument. 
Because truth is a value and vitally valuable, and all meaning 
depends on its coated and its relation to us, there cannot be any 
abstract " absolute " truth disconnected from all human pur-
poses. Because all truth is primarily a claim which may turn 
out to be fahe, it has to be tested. To test it is to try to dis-
tinguish between truth and falsity, and to answer the question—
What renders the claim of a judgment to be true, really tree? 
Now such testing, though it varies greatly in different depart-
ments of knowledge, is always effected by the consequences to 
which the claim leads when acted on. Only if they are " good " 
is the dales validated and the reasoning judged to be " right ": 
only if they are tested does the theory of truth become intelligible 
and that of error explicable. If, therefore, a logic fails to employ 
the pragmatic test, it is doomed to remain purely formal, and 
the possibility of applying its doctrines to actual knowing, and 
their real validity, remain in doubt. By applying the pragmatic 
test on the other hand, it is possible to describe bow truths are 
developed and errors corrected, and bow in general old truths 
are adjusted to new situations. This " making of truth " 
conceived as making for greater satisfaction and greater control 
of experience. It renders the truth of any time relative to the 
knowledge of the time, and precludes the notion of any rigid, 
static or incorrigible truth. Thus truth is continually being 
made and re-made. If the new truth seems to he such that our 
cognitive purposes would have been better served by It than 
they were by the truth we had at the time, it is antedated and 
said to have been " true ail along." If an old truth is improved 
upon, it is revalued as " false. " To this double process there 
is no actual end, but ideally an " absolute " truth (or system of 
tenths) would be a truth which would be adequate to every 
purpose. 

Extensions of pragmatism in a variety of directions readily 
suggest themselves, and indeed only the doctrine of truth in 
the above sketch can be treated as strictly indispensable. If 
however the logical method of pragmatism is critically applied 
to all the ecknces, many doctrines will be cut out which have 
little or no "pragmatic value." This all-round application 
of the pragmatic method has received the name of " humanism ." 
It expressly refers itself to the maxim of Ptotagoraa that " man 
is the measure of all things," and is best conceived as a protest 
against the assumption that logic can treat thought in abstrac-
tion-from its psychological context and the personality of the 
knower, i.e. that knowledge can be dehumanized. To arbitrary 
and unverifiable metaphysical speculation, and to forms of 
" absolutism " which have lost touch with human ihterests, 
this humanism is particularly destructive. It emphasizes 
still more than pragmatism the personal aspett of all knowing 
and its contribution to the " making of reality " which aces. 
sadly accompanies the making of truth. Bet it also goes on 
to raise the question whether the making of reality for our 
knowledge does not, in view of the essentially practical nature 
of knowledge, imply also a real making of reality by us, and so 
throw light upon the whole genesis of reality. In this direction 
pragmatism may ultimately lead to a number of metaphysics, 
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each of whkh will represents personal guess at a foal synthesis 
of experience, while remaining essentially undogniatic and 
Improvable. The great variety and impermanence of meta. 
physical systems in the past thus find their explanation: they 
were all along what they are now recognized as being, viz. 
personal efilorescences provoked by a totality of experiences 
which differed in each case. 

As regards the history and bibliography of pragmatism, the term 
was first invented by C. S. Peirce in discussions with William James 
at Harvard University. and its meaning was expounded by him 
in an article on " How to make our Ideas clear ' in the Popaar 
Science Monthly for January 1878. The pragmatic test of-troth 
was referred to by James in his Will to Believe (1896. p. 124, in a 
paper first published in 1881). The validity of the argument from 
consequences and the connexion of truth with what " works" was 
asserted a propos of A. J.  Balfour's Foundations of Belief by A. Gash

M  Pringle-Pattison in his Man's Place in COSMOS (1897, p. 307). But 
the word " pragmatism " itself first occurs in print in 1898, in ames's 
pamphlet on Theoretical Conceptions and Practical Results, and again 
in his Varieties of Religious Experience (19o2, p. 444). It was rapidly 
ta ken up, first by W. Caldwell in Mind ( 9oo, new series, No. 36), and 
by F. C. S. Schiller in Personal Idealism (19o2). James himself at 
first developed chiefly the psychological and ethical aspects of the 
doctrine in his epoch-making Principles of Psychology (1890) and his 
11,111 to Believe. The application to logic. therefore, was moody 
made by his followers, John Dewey and his pupils, in the Chicago 
Decennial Publications and especially in their Studies in Log,cal 
Theory (19o3), where, however, the term used is" instrumentalism," 
and by F. C. S..Schiller, in " Axioms as Postulates " (in Personal 
Idealism, ed. H. Scutt, 19o2), in Humanism (e903), in which that 
term was proposed for the extensions of pragmatism, in Shaw is 
Humanism (1907), and in flat° or Protagoras (1908). All these 
logical and philosophic developments were popularly expounded 
1, lam, in his Ptormo::77 (10571. followed by A Piu ■ allidc 

Raidrsi yoSi asul I le Meaning .4 (1909). H. 11. 13auden's 
The Principles of Pragmatism (1910) is a popular sketch. Alfred 
Sidg•ick's logical writings, especially his Distinction (1892) and 
The Use of Words in armee., (toot), represent an independent 
development. For the religious applications see G. Tyrrell (Lex 
orandi, :903. Lea credends, 1906). Among critical writers on 
the pragmatic side may be mentioned H. Strict Woks theatri, 
1906). and H. V. Knox (Mind, new series. No. 54). There is 
already a large controversial literature in the philosophic journals, 
and two critical works appeared in 1909: J. B. Pratt. What is 
ingiwasww?( 1 909), and A. Schins.Anti-Pragmatism(i9o9). Outside 
the English-writing world, identical or kindred tendencies are 
represented in France by Leroy, Poincar6, Bergson, Milhaud. 

Dubem, Wilbois. Pradines; in Germany by Mach. Ostwald, 
Simmel, Jerusalem. Goldscheid. Jacoby; in Italy by Papini. Pres-
solini, Vailati. Troiano. In addition there are 'umbers of partial 
pragmatists, e.g. G. Santayana (The Life of Reason. 1905). Various 
anticipations of pragmatism in the history of philosophy are noted 
in Schiller's Plato w Pterosaur P (toss). 	(F. C. S. S.) 

PRAGUE (Ger. Frog; Bohemian Praha), the ancient capital 
of the Bohemian kingdom, residence of an archbishop and 
an Imperial governor, and the meeting-place of the Bohemian 
Diet. The population of the town, including the suburbs that 
have not yet been incorporated with it, was 460,849 in non. 
Somewhat under a fifth of the population are Germans, the rest 
belong to the Bohemian (Catch) nationality. Prague is situated 
on both banks of the river Vltava (Ger. Moklau) in so°5' N.. 
1425' E., 150 m. N.W. of Vienna and 75 SS.E. of Dresden. 
The city is divided into eight districts, which are numbered thus: 
1. Stare mates (the old town), IL Nove mist* (the new town); 
111. AlaLt strata (the small side " quarter "); IV. liradeany; 
V. Josef ski metro (Joseph's, formerly the Jewish, town); VI. 
Vytehrad; VII. Holaovic.Bubna; VIIL the suburbs Karlin 
(Ger. Karolinenthal), Vinohrady and Smichov are not yet 
incorporated with the city. Prague was by its geographical 
situation naturally destined to become the capital of Bohemia, 
as it lies in the centre of the country. The origin of Prague 
goes back to a very early date, though, as is the case with most 
very ancient cities, the tales connected with its origin are no 
doubt legendary. The earliest inhabited spot within the pre-
cincts of the present city was the hill named Vyiehrad (higher 
castle, acropolis) on the right bank of the Vltava. Here the 
semi-mythical prince Krok, his daughter Libuss, and her 
husband the peasant Premysl are stated to have resided. To 
Libyaa is attributed also the foundation of a settlement on the 
opposite bank of the Vltava on the Hrealtany bill. The ancient 

Behentlan shredder' Canoes of Prague gives • weep plebumwm 
account of this serni-mythical occurrence. 

It is probable that at an early period buildings sprang up is 
those parts of the present Stare metro and Mal/ strain that see 
situated nearest to the banks of the river. These banks wee 
from a very remote period connected by a bsidge. This bridge 
was probably situated very sear the spot when Charles IV. 
afterwards built the famed " bridge of Prague." It is probable 
that independently of the Hradtany and Vylebrad settleroents 
a certain number of buildingsexisted as early as go on the sib 
of the present Pork Street (near the station of the state railway). 
The city continued to Mame, and during the reign of Kell 
Vmtislav (1o61-toga) many Germans were attracted to Prague, 

In 1235 King Wenceslaus I. surrounded the old town—that 
is to say, the buildings on the right beak of the Vltava—with a 
wall and ditch. These fortifications, starting from the time, 
followed the line of the present Elisabeth Street, the Ptikopy 	: 
or Graben—which therefrom derives its name, signifying ditch 
or trench—and then that of the Ovocna and Ferdinandove 
Streets, The Jewish quarter was included in the IMAikatioria, 	ti 
but it was divided by gates awl a wall from the ofd town. King 
Ottakar II. also contributed greatly to the enlargement ef 
Prague. The still extant fortified towers of the Hmdtsro 
belong to his reign. The sovereign, however, to whom Pram 
is most indebted is the emperor Charles IV. (Charles I., as kiog 
of Bohemia). He has sightly been called the second founder 
of Prague. He founded the university, one of the oldest as 
the Continent. It immediately became famous all over Europe 	.4 
and students flocked to it from all countries. The town soon 
became too small, and it is probably in consequence of this that 
Charles determined to found the " new town." This, width 
includes the greater part of the modern city, was surrounded 
by walls, which starting from the foot of the Vytehrad Included 
the small already-existing settlement of Potie and then adjoined 
the borders of the old town from the beginning of the parsed 
Ptikopy Street up to the river. During the Hussite wars Prague 
suffered greatly. Two of the greatest battles of the Hussite 
wars, that of the throv and that of the Vylehrad (both re*, 
were fought on the outskirts of Prague, and after the last-awed 
battle the ancient Vyiehrad castle was entirely destroyed. The 
Bohemian nobles in alliance with the citizens of the old town 
attacked and conquered the new town, which for • time let 
its privileges and became subject to the old town. Prague 
gradually recovered during the reign of King George of Podforad, 
and became yet more prosperous during that of King Vladislay. 

During the reign of Ferdinand 1. of Habsburg (t526-tSkt) 
Prague played a considerable part in the opposition to that 
prince caused in Bohemia by his endeavour to reduce both 
the political and religion's liberty of the country, What the 
antagonism between the Romanist dynasty and the Bohemian 
Protestants culminated in the troubles of 1546 and a say and the 
Bohemians, afters weak and unsuccessful attempt to assert that 
liberties, were obliged to submit unconditionally to the henna 
of Habsburg. Prague was deprived of many of its liberties and 
privileges. The burgomaster of the old town was one of those 
who were decapitated in the Hradtany Square (Aug. so, 1547). 
Ferdinand had summoned a meeting of the estates, on that 
day at the adjoining Ilradtacy palace, and it became known so 
the " bloody diet " (Krasoy 

The importance of the city of Prague greatly Increased dialog 
the reign of Rudolph II. That sovereign chose Prague as his 
permanent residence and it thus became—as Rudolph, beanies 
being king of Bohemia, was also German emperor, king of 
Hungary and ruler of the hereditary Habsburg Wads—the 
centre of his vast domains. It was in Prague that the Thirty 
Years' War broke out. On the 33rd of May ieltE the Pester 
tent nobles of Bohemia threw from the windows of the causal 
chamber of the Hradeany palace two of the Imperial counnallees 
who were accused of haviaginfiuenced Ina manner unfavourable 
to the Bohemians the emperor Matthias, who was ai m, slag  se 
Bohemia. War broke out and continued when in s6ses Matthias 
was succeeded by Ferdinand. In the same year the Bobruniern 
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great part in the history of Bohemia duim e  lecture- rooms and Other institutions cum.., cities—in 1881 and 1883 a Bohemian 

univer.ic • the German one continued to exist—are buildings known as the Carolinum and air 
Carolsnum. first built about the year 1383 but 	, has a closer connexion with Hus and the  
any other building at Prague. It was the we e discussions. and at was here also that the Bohemian 
before the uprising of 16:11. The large part of the lei observatory and the very valuable library arc in the  
This building was formerly a college of the Jesuits. who 	..' 	.1 themselves in Prague in 1556 and erected these extensive I.0 at various prnods between 8578 and 1715 The Celetna uhre, 	ti leads from the town hall to the limits of the old town contain. ar its extremity the so-called powder tower (pro.ina breitta) It ...cop.. the spot where.  one d the old town gates was situated, and 
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Ovoen,i tiller and the Ferdinandovi ulice, is the mo..t animated part ol modern Prague. At the extreme end of the Ferdinanduvi taire Its the modern Bohemian national theatre. 

The " new town " of Prague. though not equal in mterest to the "old town. is also well worth mince. At the extremity of the place of Wenceslaus (V.Sclaysk NSmisti) is situated tine handsome building that contains the collections and library of the Bohemian ',invent*. The museum was opened by the Archduke Charles Louis of Austria on the illth of May dot. Of the many interesting 
churches in the " new town " the Kerby deserves special mention. 
It was built by Charles IV. in ajso in the Gothic at but was 
restored in the 18th century. The monastery that formerly ad-
joined this church has been suppressed and its banding. are now used 
as a hospital. Neu the Kathie church it the Karlovo NimEstt 
ipieee of Charter), se which is situated the former town .hall of the 

new town.' from the windows of which the councillors were 
thrown at the beginning of the Hussite wars. The Vytehrad. now 
a part of Prague. adjoins the •*new town." It has preserved 
but slight traces of its ancient splendour. It contexts, however, the 

as a vernacular it went on iii itsown course. From the point 
of view of grammarians this further development was looked 
upon as corruption, and its result hence received the name of 
A pabltra lido. Again in their turn the A pabbotalu received 
literary cultivation and a stereotyped form, while as vernaculars 
they went on into the stage of the Tertiary Prakrits and become 
the modern Indo-Aryan languages. 

In the Prakrit stage of the Secondary Pmkrits we see the 
same grouping as before—a Midland language, and the dialects 
of the Outer Band. The Prakrit of the Midland was known as 
Saurastni, from SOrasena, the name of the country round 
MathurS (A1 uttra). It was the language of the territories having 
the Gangetic Doab for their centre. To the west It probably 
extended as far as the modern Lahore and to the east as far 
s the confluence of the Jumna and the Ganges. Conquests 

-ied the language much further afield, so that It occupied 
Rajputana, but also Gujarat. As stated above, the 
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Romanesque chapel of S Martin, the Church of SS Peter and Paul. 
and the adjoining cemetery where many of the leaders of the 
Bohemian national movement are buried. 

The districts of Prague situated on the left bank of the Vltava 
are connected with the other parts of the city by bridges, of which 
the oldest is the !Carlota most (bridge of Charles). The presont 
structure was began by Charles IV. in 1357, but in consequence of 
frequent storms and Inundations it was only completed in 1503. 
The statues on the bridge are of an even later date. Not far from 
the bridge in the centre of the Mali strana is the monument to 
Radetzky, erected in 1858 out of captured Piedmontese cannon. 
Near here are the palaces of the governor of Bohemia and that in 
which the Bohemian diet (stsbn) now meets. At the extreme end 
of the Mali strana is the extensive Strahov monastery, from the 
terraces of which the finest view of the city of Prague can be 
obtained. The monastery possesses one of the most valuable 
libraries in Prague and a small picture gallery. The church of the 
monastery contains the tomb of the famous General Pappeoheim. 
In the Mali strana and the adjoining liraaany are situated the 
winter residences of the wealthy Bohemian nobility. Of the many 
palaces, the Waldstein, Schwarzenberg—formerly Rosenberg--
palaces, the two palaces of the counts Thun and that of Prince 
Lobkowitz are the most interesting. On the summit of the HradZany 
is the vast palace of the ancient kings of Bohemia, which also contains 
the hall where the estates of Bohemia formerly met. During the 
Hussite wars most of the buildings on the HradZany hill were 
destroyed, and a large part of the castle still known as the halls of 
Vlacfislav was rebuilt by the kings of that name. The handsome 
halls known as the Spanish and German halls were' eructed by 
Ferdinand I., and additions were made by other sovereigns also. 
The liraclany was for a time the residence of Rudolph. crown 
prince of Austria, and it is also occupied by the emperor of Austria 
during his visits to Prague. Adjoining the HradZany palace is the 
famed Cathedral of St Vitus, where the kings of Bohemia were 
crowned. The earliest church on this spot was built by St Wen-
ceslaus, and the present building was begun by Charles W. and has 
as yet remained unfinished. The cathedral contains the chapel 
of St Wenceslaus, where the insignia of the Bohemian kings are 
preserved, the tomb of St John of Nepomuk, and a monument to 
the Bohemian sovereigns who are buried here, the work of Colin 
of Malines. On the slope of the Hradc7any hill arc the ancient 
towers named Mikulka, Daliborka, the white tower and the 
black tower, which formed part of the fortified works erected by 
Ottakar II. (1253-1278). 

The suburbs of Prague contain few objects of interest, but 
they are centres of the rapidly increasing trade and industry of 
Prague. 

See Count Lams', Prattle, in " Mediaeval Towns" Series (London. 
nos); Tomek, Dijepis blab Praky (History of the town of Prague), 
the standard work on Prague, which the author only continued up 
to the year 1608. (L.) 

PRAGUERIE, THE, a revolt of the French nobility against 
King Charles VII. in 144o. It was so named because a similar 
rising had recently taken place in Prague, Bohemia, at that 
time closely associated with France through the house of 
Luxemburg, kings of Bohemia, and it was caused by the re-
forms of Charles VII. at the close of the Hundred Years' War, by 
which he sought to lessen the anarchy in France. The attempt 
to reduce the brigand-soldiery, and especially the ordinances 
passed by the estates of Languedoll at Orleans in 1439, which 
not only gave the king an aid of too,000 francs (an act which 
was later used by the king as though it were a perpetual grant 
and so freed him from that parliamentary control of the purse 
so important in England), but demanded as well royal nomina-
tions to of cerships in the army, marked a gain In the royal 
prerogative which the nobility resolved to challenge. The 
main instigator was Charles I., dukeSf Bourbon, who three 
years before had attempted a similar rising, and had been 
forced to ask pardon of the king. He and his bastard brother, 
Alexander, were joined by the former favourite, Georges de la 
Trfmoille, John V., duke of Brittany, who allied himself with 
the English, the duke of Alencon, the count of Vendome, and 
captains of mercenaries like Antoine de Chabannes, or Jean de 
Is Roche. The duke of Bourbon gained over to their side the 
dauphin Louis—afterwards Louis XI.—then arum years old, 
and proposed to set aside the king in his favour, making him 
regent. Louis was readily induced to rebel; but the country 
was saved from a serious civil war by the energy of the king's 
officers and the solid loyalty of his " good cities." The constable 
de Rkhemont marched with the king's troops into Poltou, his 
old battleground with Georges de la Trfmoille, and in two months 
be had subdued the country. The royal artillery battered down  

the feudal strongholds. The dauphin and the dam of JUnegan 
failed to bring about any sympathetic rising in Amerman, and 
the Praguerie was over, except for some final pillaging sad 
plundering in Saintonge and Poitou, which the royal array 
failed to present. Charles VII. then attempted to same 
the loyalty of the duke of Bourbon by the gift of a large pemisa, 
forgave all the rebellious gentry, and installed his son in Daa-
phia (see Loom XL). The ordinance of Orleans was enigma 

MAHAL a city of Bourke county, Victoria. Amman, 
31 m. by rail S.E. of Melbourne and suburban to It.. Pap. 
(root), 41,161. It is connected with Melbourne by cable Men 
over a fine iron girder bridge across the Yana. Many of km 
streets are planted with trees and it has numerous handsome 
shops and villas. Prabran was proclaimed a city in zany. 

MAMIE (adopted from the Fr. prairie, a meadow•a 
Late Lat. pralaria, Lat. praline, meadow), a level tract of may 
and treeless country, generally restricted to tracts so charmer-
ized in the central parts of North America. In the United 
States the prairies may be taken to extend from sondem 
Michigan and western Ohio over Illinois (especially designated 
the Prairie State), Indiana, Missouri, Iowa, Wiseman, and 
Minnesota, and west of the Missouri to the footballs of the 
Rocky Mountains (ace articles on the several states, and Demo 
STATES). In Canada they extend from the same 1120intlagfe 
to a line somewhat to the east of Winnipeg. The word peakie 
is used in a large number of compounds referring to mond 
and other features, flora, fauna, &c., characteristic of th 
prairies. Examples are: prairie-clack= or prairie-I" r 
name for the Manned grouse (Ciepidoeia or Tympana° 
cupids), also applied to Pedioecetes phasinelles, the sharpaa 
grouse; prairie-dog, a rodent of the squirrel family, pa 
Creentys, a gregarious burrowing animal, and other air 
noticed below; prairie-schoorter, a name for the mowed ea 
in which emigrants used to cross the plains; preiriewsk 

PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, a city and the county-mu ei Cr • 
county, Wisconsin, U.S.A., on the east bank of the Iffineessa 
river about 3 m. above the mouth of the Wisconsin, a.beest m 
W. of Madison. Pop. (11390) 3131; (two) 3535; (awe) saye 
(191o) 3149. It is served by the Chicago, Milne/dm & la 
Paul, and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy railways. TM 
city has a fine location, its natural attractiveness and mined 
springs in the vicinity combining to make it a sum sad 
health resort. It has an excellent artesian waterende-
Among its buildings are the Crawford county court-boom the 
city hospital and a sanatorium. It is the seat of St lila% 
Academy (dye; R.C.) for young women, and the Came of the 
Sacred Heart (ago; R.C.) for men. Among the monstamen 
are beer, wagons, wool, and pearl buttons, and the dry is a 
centre of the fresh-water pearl fisheries along the Miesimipp. 
Prairie du Chien is one of the most interesting places, binomial. 
in Wisconsin. The first white man known to have dad the 
site was Father Hennepin in t 68o; later in the same sass de 
trader Du Lhut (or Duluth) was here. In ads Nicholas Peek. 
the French commandant in the West, built Feet St Nicholls 
near the site of the present city. After the close of the Feed 
and Indian War, British authorities assumed reamession, bet 
no garrison was regularly maintained. In :779--sylio Praline de 
Chien was the scene of plots and counterplots of America* and 
British sympathizers and of the activities of Goddrey Lima, 
the agent of George Rogers Clark. About lige-IOU a psrmonat 
settlement began to grow up around the pan- Prairie de 
Chien was formally surrendered in 1706 to the United States 
authorities under the Jay treaty, and by them Fort Sbeliqr ass 
erected. On the tyth of July Ara a force of British, Cass gem 
and Indians under Major William McKay captured the fart. 
and renamed it Fort McKay, but abandoned is  kin May ans. 
In e8s6 Fort Crawford was erected—ft was rebuilt on a dile/mat 
site in 11129—and In am one of the principal armies ef Ae 
American Fur Company was established here. Hare is ales 
Judge James Duane Doty (z7e9-1863) opened the am Vaal 
States court In what is now the state of Wisconsin. At the Wm 
of the Red Bird rising in :gay, Governor Lewis Cass tsl bilickima 
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  is a tendency to amp 	to. etic changes. Pr. for-, attached. As usual there 

instead of followinganalogy. 
and t termination is is commonly added to the Pr iaesent base. 

Thus, not only have we lolls- formed 
directly from the Sky. lapse- . but we 
have also look- from the Pr. r•vsent 
stem tov-ai ( ■Sltr. toms). he is hot. 
All the three forms of the future 
passive participle or gerundive. in 
-Soya, -asiya- and -ya- have sur- 
vived. The infinitive has survived. not 
only with the form corresponding to 
the classical Sanskrit termination 
-tags, but also with several old Vedic 
forms. The same is the case with 
the gerund, in which both the 
classical forms in -ltd and -flir 
have survived, but with the ices of 
the distinctive use which obtained in 
Sanskrit. Besides these there are 
also survivals of Vedic forms, and 
even of Primary Prakrit forms not 
found in the Veda. The passive is 

winedilly  by adding -.ua Or. 
t Imd 	-ia-, to the root or. 

Often, to the present stem. 
ke is being asked. 

the only tenses which are fully 
the imperative, the future and 

Tema senninations io general 
thee are some forms which 
v Ptakrits and have not as 

take the conjugation of 
.esallt lawn 

tit. 1 Mg.  

Ise 

owsulnei great kingdom eatebdiog south wards born it, 	 •,(i 
to the Kistna and sometimes including the sews., 

	 udi 
modern Bombay Presidency and Hyderabad. 

	• therefore lay south of Saurasenl. West of Sail  
Western Punjab, there must have been another Pr

iatutt--,,, :  we have no record. although we know a little about 
lees A pabitrartia form. • Here there were also speakers  of p„L' (see Iron-ARYAN LANGUAGES), 

and the local Prakrit, if we are-t1 judge from the modern Tertiary vernacular, was a mixed fora, M 
speech. We have a detailed description of only one 

A pobatagiso —the Niigata—the Afrobkrasuo of the Saurasent spoken in 
the neighbourhood of Gujarat, and therefore somewhat mixed 
with MIkklitri. We may, however, conclude that there was 
an Aaskftranb correspo_ 	mina  to each Prakrit, so that we have, 
in addition to Saurasena, a Msgadha, an Ardhamagadha 
and a Mahar/spa A pablirarrita. Native writers describe more 
than one local A Pabkrarlda, of which we may mention Vricada, 
the ancient dialect of Sind. There were numerous Prakrit 
subdialects to which it is not necessary to refer. 

Of all these Prakrits, Itellharlstri is that which fa best known 
to us. It early obtained literary pm-eminence, and not only 
was the subject of bag treatises by native grammarians, but 
became the leagues* of lyric poetry and of the formal epic 
(Heys). Dramatic works have been written in it, and it was 
OW the vehicle of many later scriptures of the Jaffna religion. 
We also know a good deal about Ardbarnagadhl, in which the 
older Jails% writinp were composed. With Magadhi we have, 
unforttutately, only a partial acquaintance, derived from brief 
accounts by native grammarians and from short sentences 
scattered through the plays. We know something more about 
Samaras'. for it is the usual prose dialect of the plays, and 
is also employed for the nand mitinp of one of the Jana sects. 

The materials &tent for the study of the Prakrit are either 
native grammars or the literary works written In accord with 
the odes laid down therein. Originally real val. untie.. 

matins with undeades towards attain phonetic 
changes, the dialects weer taken in hand by grammatical 
systematizers, who pruned down what they thought was oven 
Ittsuriant growth, trailed errant Moak in the way they drought 
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they ought to have gone, and too often generalised tendencies 
into universal rules. Subsequent writers followed these rules 
and not the living speech, even though they were writing in 
what was meant to be a vernacular. Moreover, at an early 
date, the Prakrits, qua literary languages, began to lose their 
characteristics as local forms of speech. A writer composed 
in AlaharAetrl, not because it was his native language, but 
because it was the particular Prakrit employed for lyrics and 
in formal epics. In the same way, in dramatic literature, 
Saurasani and alagadhl were put into the mouths of characters 
in particular walks in life, whatever the nationality of the 
dramatist might have been. There was thus a tendency for 
these literary Prakrits to adopt forms from the vernacular 
dialects of those who wrote them, and, en revanche, for the very 
popular lyric poetry of ilaharastri to influence the local dialects 
of the most distant parts of India. On the other hand, although 
to a certain extent artificial, the literary Prakrits are all based 
on local vernaculars, a fact entirely borne out by a comparison 
with the modern Indian languages, which closely agree with 
them in their mutual points of difference. We now proceed to 
consider the general points in which the Prakrits differ from 
Sanskrit and from each other. The reader is throughout 
assumed to be familiar with the general outline of the article 
SANSKRIT. 

[Contractions: Skr. -Sanskrit. Pr. ee Prakrit. S. toSareastnI. 
Mg. agadhl AM g. ArdhamigadhL M.. NIA/island. Ap. 
eligara Apabhrarhi4 

Vocabulary.—The vocabulary of S. is to all intents and purposes 
the same as that of Skr. In the languages of the Outer Band there 
are numerousprovincial words (dill or tkiya), the originalsof whkh 
belonged to Primary Prakrits other than those of the Midland. 
In the Outer Band there is also a rich variety of grammatical forms. 
many of which are found in the Veda and not in classical Sanskrit. 
and some te.g. Pr. -hi, Pali -dki, Greek A) which cannot be traced 
to any known Primary Prakrit form, but which most have existed 
in that stage and beyond it, back into Indo-European times. 

Phonetics.—The Skr. diphthongs 1 and 6 are treated in Pr. as pure 
vowels, and may each be either long or short. As and dm become 
either and 6 or ai and ad respectively. The vowel I becomes a. s, 
or. under the influence of a neighbounng labial. a. Before two con-

nants an original long vowel becomes short. and i and • are 
(according to the grammarians) changed to e and o respectively. 
The last rule is an instance of grammarians' over-generalezmeon. and 
is not universally true. Examples, Skr, ',Organ  Pr. uvula.; Skr. 
sindura-, Pr. sendano: Sire. ploraka-, Pr. penlia.,.. Conversely, 
• short vowel before two consonants is lengthened uri one of them 
bring elided. Thus, Skr. littera, Pr. issara- or tiara.. t-kr. jibed, 
Pr. pha. In Ap. the quantity of vowels is very loosely observed. 

In all dialects a becomes n unless it is followed by a dental mute. 
but in Jaina works ma and initial n remain unchanged. Judging 
from modern vernaculars. the latter amens to have been the real 
state of affairs. In Mg. j becomes y and r becomes I. Here also 
s and s become 1, a peculiarity still preserved by the modern Bengali. 
Elsewhere S and s usually become a. but the change of a sibilant 
to k is not uncommon in the Outer Prakrits (even in Mg.), though 
rare in the more archaic S. 

Initial y becomes j except in Mg.. in which, on the contrary, ) 
becomes y. Subject to the foregoing general rules, all other initial 
consonants usually remain unchanged. As regards medial single 
consonants:-- 

s. K. g. c, j, I, d and y are usually elided. As a hiatus is caused 
by the elision, a faintly sounded y (or in some cases 9 is substituted 
for the elided consonant, though only written in Jana MSS. Ex-
amples: Skr. leka-, Pr. 14(y)a-; Pr. man =Sky. mesa-, male-, mays-, 
'ergo or arta-. The latter example illustrates the extraordinary 
confusion which results from the strict application of this rule of 
elision of medial consonants. Such a Prakrit would have failed 
in the main object of a language—the connotation of  distinct ideas 
by distinct sounds. To the present writer it seems impossible that 
such a language could ever have existed, and he ispersuaded that 
the rule just given is merely another instance grammarians' 
bver.generalization. A rule has been made out We tendency. 
and this tendency was evidently. first, to soften a hard letter, and 
then (but not necessarily) to elide it. We see this well illustrated 
by A pablwarkfa, in which k, t and p  are usually preserved under 
the forms c. d and S. in the Outer Prakrits also k often becomes g. 
as in Skr. 'Meath, Jaina M. and Mtg. nhaps-. Mg. Mingo, S. and 
Mg. always preserve a medial f, changing it to el; thus. Ski. Dab• 
S. Mg. Rada-. elsewhere gec(k)o-. 

2. 7C a. cis, A, di, p5' and NI similarly become A. Also, as above, 
and Mg. change If to die. jilt becomes ih, and p4 may become bk. 

The other **fate* felt. jM, 0), and AO egenetnnes bk, remain 

unchanged. In Ap.. as before, IX th and ph are stastallp pmemeed 
in gh, al and Ns respectively. 

3. r becomes 4, si becomes! (often written /), which when doubled 
becomes demalmed to U. as in the case of the Jaina an. P and 
usually become v. The Outer languages often cersibealise tkand 
sounds and change to I. 

N, et, I and S remain unchanged. V disappears More a, 
but otherwise generally remains unchanged. In Ap. et any 
become a a nasalized by anondsdra; thus, Skr. Messina, Ap 
Masud-. 

Final consonants usually disappear altogether. maga math 
which become anumdra. Thus, Skr. sonsandt, pagasst, Pr. scumsd. 
Waled. 

The following rules will be found to include the great sec• • 
of possible cases of compound consonants. They show de 
character of ale changes from Primary to Secondary Prakris. 
the substitution, mainly by a procew of assimilatioa, of a dated 
for a distinct pronunciation:— 

I. In Pr. a conjunct consonant cannot consist of more as my 
elements, and, except in Mg. and Ap., can only be • double omeemeass 
or a consonant preceded by a nasal, a consonant followed kw r, as 
one of the following: eh, eh, silt, M. The emanate:a r sad imam( 
be doubled. 

2. In Pr. the only conjuncts which can begin a word an 55. ekr 
salt, and Ii. If any other conjunct consonant be InIt.a. the ere 
member of the Pr. form of it is dropped. Thus, in Pr. kr basses N. 
and the Skr. dkraowii becomes Pr. akkansaL if we mutt the 
initial preposition .1. (Pr. ad, the kk becomes initial, and we hot 
kamal, not •kkanni. Similarly, Skr. akira- becomes Pr. tam for 
Wares, 

., L ands are elided when they stand fiat or last in a ompiene. 
and the remaining letter Is doubled, if it admits of dmilefaig. Tim 
Skr. dbl. Pr. ultra; Skr. pahva, Pr. pakka-. The came rei 
followed regarding r. but when it follows a consonant it is sometimes 
especially rn Ap., retained even when initial. That Skr. wee. 
Pr. akka; Skr. pow-, Pr. pia- or (AP) eria. 

4 M. n and y are elided when standing last in a coapeuni sad 
the remaining letter is doubled: thus, Skr. 	Pr. rasa 

5. K. I.  1, (1, 5. d. p. 1, I  and s are elided when wand* for is a 
compound. are the remaining letter is doubled es &Lae._ ChM. 
Stet. bhakta-, I et. Maar; Ski. skltsido-, Pr- Maths- for 44"*.  
(we rule a) 

6. The shoe, rules hold in the order given above; that is to so. 
rule 3 hold ,  in preference to rules 4 and 5, and rule 4ls pretence 
to rule 5. Thii , , in the Skr. compound kr. the r is elided under 
and not the k ■ rider rule 5. so that the Pr. form is kk. 

7 Special I,' des for Mg.— In this form of Pr. there are and 
peculiar chant s. y, rj, ry. all become yy; ley, ny. ja. ii become 
AR; medial of. becomes is; U. II. Ilk become al: and ink, sA axone 
d. Other cha p -gm also occur, besides dialectic variations of oart 
given above. 

Declension.— Pr. has preserved the three 'genders d Skr, her hs 
lo t the dual n imber. As a rule, the gender of a mous follow Ita 
of the Skr. original, though in AMg. there is already a MALIK? 
substitute the masculine for the neuter, and in Ap. those tenement 
are frequently conesed, if the distinction is not altogether argAret 
In the formation of cases, the phonetic rules just rives an 11)? 
applied, but there are also other deviations from the Skr. assn 
The consonantal stems which form an important part of Ski. deka 
don are frequently given vocalic endings, and there is a pow 
tendency to assimilate their declension to that of ..bane. ca e 
spending to the first and second declensions in Latin. This toMect 
is strongly helped by the free use of pleonastic suffixes omen me 
which are added to the base without affecting its nveseest 
th-se the most common are -ha-, -da-, and -olio-. -ilia- or 
The it of thew was also very common in Skr.. but its use bream 
much extended in Pr. In accordance with the general rale. Oak u 
liable to elision; thus, Skr. chabs-ha-, Pr. ghtnia-a-. It My MS 
lx doubled, as in Skr. bolts., much, Pr. eaboa-a-, for adispiska-. 

- is confined to Ap., and may be used alone or together with the 
of her two, as in Skr licairbalan  strength of arm. Ap. heissadcalle 
442- (k)a-. Ma- is most common in the Outer languages. and arm 
ally no in AMg. and M.; thus. Skr. para.. M. parr-dba-. 

'di the Skr. cases are preserved except the dative. nth-has 
altogether disappeared in the Midland. but has survived in the clap-
lee number in the Outer languages. Everywhere the genitive* ma let 
employed in its place. Most of the case-forms are derived bum 
Sanskrit according to the phonetic rules, but AP. has a .mishit 
of dialectic forms which cannot be referred to that language .  Id. 
the remarks above about -beck). It also rarely distingunten 
between the nominative and the accusative. As an arample we 
may give the commoner forms of the declension el the Skr. paw. Pr. 
plata-, a son (see next page). It should be understood that numwom 
other forms were also in use, but the ones given hem ate whetted 
bemuse they are both common and typical. 

The declension of neuter a-bases closely neembew the stove 
differing only in the nominative and accusative thigular and plaint 
Ap. has almost lost the neater termination in the angular. Femme* 
a.stems are declined on the same lines, but the canes have run awn 
into' each other, the instrumental. genitive and hamthe 
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being Mehtleal in farm. Vey siodlesly are daubed the hams past participle parfve has survived under the farm -40-. Many 
coding in other vowels. The few still enditig in consonants aud direct representatives of Skr. participles in .Is- (without the i) and 
which have not become merge in the a-d«lension, proaest numerous -_na-_ also appear. Thus, Skr. dmia-. Pr. diffka-. seen; Slir,larria-. 

:ittiP:Irierritus itrrbeeitirrintieeds f duetiteix'etbo"len.iitible Piwn  

_ 
CUC changes, 	 cilatga;, 	ioALusualmtonheirey  lasdad:cei ntdoetnicz sunplirit, iaows. 

All the Skr. pronouns appear in Pr., but often in extremely 
abraded dom. It would. for instance, be difficult to recognise 
the Skr. team in the Ap. pat. There is also a moo luxuriant growth 
ol by-forms, the genitive plural of the pronoun of the second person 
being. r f.. represented by no less than twenty-five different words 
In M. alone. We also find forms which have no original in classical 
Skr. Thus. in that language, the pronoun se., he, is only used in 
the nominative singular of two genders, but occurs also mother 
cases in Pr. 

Conjuialieut.—The Pr. vs 	-hows even more 
decay than does the noun. 	oh a few isolated 
exceptions, all trace of the a 	or consonantal, 
conjugation of Skr. has din 	erred. and (much 
as has happened in the case 	mss) all verbs are 
now conjugated after the am 	of the a-conjuga- 
tion. This a-conjugation. of 	other hand, falls 
into two classes, the first 	e the a-conjuga- 
tion proper, and the secon..i the &conjugation, 
in which the represents the aya of the Skr. 
Loth class and of causal and denominative verbs. 
The metosrpoda voice of Ske. has practically 
disappeared us the Midland, and even in the Outer languages it is 
not common. The present participle is the only form which has 
everywhere survived. The other forms are supplied by the pares- 
onalpada. All the past tenses (imperfect, perfect and aorists) have 
fallen into disuse, leaving only a few sporadic remains, their place 
being .supplied, as in the case of the tertiary vernaculars, by the 
participles, with or without auxiliary verbs. The present tense 
of the verb substantive has survived from Sim., but it is usual 
to employ anti mai) for both numbers and all persons of 
the present, and Est ( wenn) for both numbers and an persons of 
the past. It is Interesting to note that the latter baa survived in 
the modern Paajabi si, was, in which language it is universelly, 
but wrongly. described as a feminine. Another verb substantive 
(Syr. ./ bits) has also survived, generally in the form Mi or Masi 
for Ideavahi. In AMg. and M. we also have Ahmed pretty frequently. 
and the mine form also occurs, but less doe, in S. and Mg. Its 
usual past participle Is Ana- or Mg. hada-. S. Okada-. The forms 
are given here as they are important when the history of the 
Tertiary Prakrits comes under consideration. These two verbs 
substantive make periphrastic tenses with other participles, and, 
in the case of the past partkiples and gerundives of transitive verbs 
(both of which arc passive in signification), the agent or subject is put 
into the instrumental case, the participle being used either personally 
or impersonally. as in the tertiary languages. Thus, Ulm girivar6 
iillh6, by him a mountain was seen, te. he saw a mountain; Rpm 
paifisumeark it was acknowledged by him. he acknowledged. The 
gerundive, or future passive participle, is also used impersonally 
In the case of intransitive verbs, as in direak knaakaas, a la to be 
gone far, we must go far. 

Besides the participles, the infinitive and the Indeclinable parti- 
ciple (gerund) have also survived. So also the passive voice. con-
jugatedin the same tenses as the active, and generally with pares- 
moipods terminations. The causal has been &hold), mentioned.
There Cr, also numerous denominative verbs (many of them moms- 
topoeic). sad a good supply 	frequentative and 
desiderative bases, mostly formed, with the necessary phonetic 
modifications, as In Skr. The present participle in the paraseetupsula 
ands in .new Cesea•), declined according to the adeelension. and 
is the driseseMatle -teens. The toreatolltiom •Wals if the MIL 

instead of following rireanalogy. 
Thus, not only have we baits- formed 
directly from the Skr. kph', but we 
have also tavia- from the Pr. wresent 
stem (—Skr. kpah), he hot. 
All the three forms of the future 
passive participle or gerundive. is 
-tarya, -amiya- and -ye- have sur- 
vived. The infinitive has survived, not 
only with the form corresponding to 
the classical Sanskrit termination 
-tee, but also with several old Vedic 
forms. The same is the case with 
the gerund, in which both the 
classical forms in -Ad and -Wye 
have survived, but with the loss of 
the distinctive me which obtained ia 
Sanskrit. Besides these there are 
also survivals of Vedic forms, and 
even of Primary Prakrit forms not 
found in the Veda. The passive is 
fen y formed or wed by adding -pa or, 
atalland Mg., -la-, to the root or, 
more often, to the present (tem. 

	

Thus, M. 	Waits S. plaxhiadi, be is being asked. 

	

The f 	are therefore the only tenses which are fully 
conjugated in r.: the present, the imperative, the future and 
the optative. Except in Ap., the personal terminations in general 
correspond to the Skr. ones, but in Ap. there are some forms which 
probably go back to unrecorded Primary Prakrits and have not as 
yet been explained. As an example we take the conjugation of 
the base purdse-, ask (Skr. preaseM), in the present tease. 

The imperat've similarly fol own the Skr. imperative. The S. 
second person singular is general y puccha, while the Outer languages 
often have a form corresponding to pucchihi. The base of the 
optative is nnerally folmed by adding -ejja- in the Outer languages 
and in S. thus, S. pucchiant, others pucchejjann, St, may I 
ask. The Skr. future termination -or- is represented by -use-
or -ihf- ; thus. pueckissdmi or pucchihimt, I shall ask. 

Prato* Likrahre.—The great masa of Prakrit literature 
is devoted to the Jaina religion, and, so far as it is known, is 
described under the bead of Janus. Here it is Libman . sufficient to state that the oldest Jab= setter were 
in Ardhamigadhl, while the non-canonical books of the Sattant-
bare sect were in a form of }Mediate, and the canon of the 
Mamba's appears to have been in a form of Sat/nista 
Besides these religious works, Prakrit mho appears in secular 
literature. In artificial lyric poetry it is pm-eminent. The 
most admired seek is the &Name (Seprarephibil), compiled 
at some time between the 3rd and yth centuries A.D. by 
Mk. The grace and poetry of this. collection, in which art 
most happily succeeds in concealing art, has rarely been 
exceeded in literature of its kind. It has bad numerous' 
imitators, both in Sanskrit and in the modern vernaculars, the 
most famous of which is the Salsa! of Wharf LI (myth century 
se.). Hale's work is important, not only on its own account, 
but also as showing the exiatenceof a large Prsluit literature at 
the time when it was compiled. Most of this is now last. There 
are some scholars (including the present writer) who believe that 
Sanskrit literature owes more than is severally admitted to 
works in the vernacular, and that even the kfahablerata first 
took its form as a folk-epic in an early Prakrit, and was sub-
sequently translated into Sanskrit, in which language it was 
further manipuleted, added to, and received its final shape. 
In Magary Ptak& we have two impaling lindIMMIS of formal 

Sky. S. AP. M. AMg. Md. 

Singular: n
th

&
 

ii iihi  
 

Nom. pubis p 
Acc. pusses pulled. 
Instr. paresis Piale02 
Dat. putraya  
AbI. patent talk& 
Gen. putrasye putiassa 

Luc. putrd. puma 
*puirasny its E 

Plural: 
Nom. pular Putt4 
Acc. pundit paid 

Instr. •putabkir put/Miro 
AM. pufrabhyas punfairirlil 
Gen. putraedm pouted* 

Loc. Marini pulasu(rit) 

Skr. S. Ap. M. AMg. Mg. 

Sing. 
I. prechdmi pucchilmi pucchall pucchIlmi pucchtImi pascdmi 
2.  prcckasi puce/Iasi puce/tart or.ki pscchasi puccaan paean 
3. p{cchaii pocrhadi Ocala pucchai pucchai putcadi 

1. prrchdmas put chdpuo 
Mr. 

 

pucckaha pucch4m6 pucchtlny3 pulcdm5 
a. prcrhatha purchadha pucehahs pucchaha puce Plaha pu fcadha 
3. pechartii put( hanti psacchohl pucchanfi pucatanti pulcanti 
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epic poetry—the Rbogaeaka or Sehsbandka (attributed to 
Pravarasena, before .A.D. 700), dealing with the subject of the 
Rensityaaa, and the Gaildessaka of Vitkpati (7th-8th century 
A.o.), celebrating the conquest of Bengal by Veit:overman, king 
of Kanauj. Reference must also be made to the Kensdrapala-
cariks, the title of the last eight cantos of the huge Doyeltraya 
Makakavya of Hemacandm (A.D. 115o). The whole work was 
written to serve as a series of illustrations to the author's Sanskrit 
and Prakrit grammar, the Siddha-hemacandra. The last eight 
cantos are in Prakrit, and illustrate the rules of the corresponding 
portion of his work. Its hero is Kumera-pala of Atthilveclit. 
Dramatic literature has also an admired example in the Koopara-
masjari (" Camphor-cluster," the name of the heroine) by 
Raja-fekhara (A.o. goo), an amusing comedy.  of intrigue. An 
important source of our knowledge of Prakrit, and especially 
of dialectic Prakrit, is the Sanskrit drama. It has already been 
pointed out that in works of this class many of the characters 
speak in Prakrit, different dialects being employed for different 
purposes. Generally speaking, Saurasen1 is employed for 
prose and Mitherastri (the language of lyric poetry) for the 
songs, but special characters also speak special dialects according 
to their supposed nationality or profession. In India there is 
nothing extraordinary in such a polyglot medley. It is paralleled 
by the conditions of any large house in Bengal at the present 
day, in which there are people from every part of India, each 
of whom speaks his own language and is understood by the 
others, though none of them attempts to speak what is not 
his mother tongue. The result is that in the Sanskrit. drama 
we have a valuable reflection of the local dialects. It is some-
what distorted, for the authors wrote according to the rules 
laid down by technical handbooks, and the dialects which 
they employed were, in the case of the later writers, as dead as 
Sanskrit. But nevertheless, if not an absolutely true representa-
tion, it is founded on the truth, and it is almost our only source 
of information as to the condition of the Indian vernaculars in 
the first five centuries S.D. • The drama which gives the best 
examples of these dialects is the Mgcchakalika. For further 
particulars regarding the Sanskrit drama, reference should be 
made to the article SANSKRIT. 

AUTHORITIES.—The father of Prakrit philology was Ch. Li it, 
the author of the insisnitiones iinewas procrawas (Bonn. 1837). 
This famous work, a wonderful product of the learning of the time, 
is now out of date, and has been definitely superseded by R. Pischel's 
Grammatik der Prakritsprachen (Strasburg, Igoe). As an introduc- 
tion to the study of the language, the -best work is H. Jacobi's 
Ausgewahlte Erzahlungen in Afdltdrilshlrt tar KinfahrunA in dos 
Stadium des Prlikrit, Grammatik, Text, Warterbuch (Leipzig. 1886). 

are The best editions of the native grammars a E. B. Cowell 's 
of Vararuci's Prilktia-prakdfa (London, 1868), R. Pischel's of 
Heinacandra (Halle, 1877, 1889) [see above], and E. Hultzsch's of 
Siddiaraja's Prakrtarupdvatdra (London, too?). For Deiya words, 
see Pischel's The bettndmamdld of Hentachandra (Bombay, 1880). 
For Apabisrarefa, in addition to his edition of Hernacandra's grammar, 
see the same author's Materialen sue Kenntnis des Apabkrantia 
(Berlin, 1902). For the mutual relationship of the various Prak-rits, 
see Konow, " MAharashtd and Markfit," in the Indian Antiquary, 
(1903), 2:21141., 180 sqq. For Jaina Prakrit, see under Janis. As 
regards the secular texts mentioned above the following are the 
best editions: A. Weber, Das Saptataeatakam des Hata (Leipzig, t Sal); 
another edition by Durgaprasad and IWin.ith Pandurang f' -ab 
under the tide of The Githasapatatati of Mtaadhana (Bombay. 1 4) 
Is good commentary); S. Goldschmidt, Kamm: vita oder Seta/ ha 
(Strasburg. 1880-18'83) (text and translation]; Sivadatta and I ib, 
The Setubandha of Praearasena (Bombay, 1695); Shankar PSn ,i ng 
Pandit, Tke Gandavaho, a Historical Poem tn Prdkril, by fate 
(Bombay, 1887), the same editor, The Kurndrapdhreharita (Bombay, 
1900) ,• Rafacekhara's Korparamaajari, edited by S. Konow, trans- 
lated by C. R. Lanman (Cambridge, Mass., loot). 

The literature of the Sanskrit drama is given under SANSKRrT. 
(G. A. Ga.) 

PRAT!  (Du. proam), the name of a fiat-bottomed boat or 
barge used as a " lighter " for discharging and loading cargo 
in the ports of the Baltic and North Sea. The word, which is 
common in various forms to all the languages bordering on those 
seas, is originally Slavonic; its ultimate etymology connects it 
with the words found in all Indo-European languages which are 
to be traced to the root par-, to go through, travel; d. " fare," 
" ferry," " far," Gr. Topa, way, LaL ponare, cagy, ate. 

PRANTL, KARL VON (182o-i888), German philologist*, semi 
born at Landsberg on the Lech on the ,8th of January r82o, and 
died on the 14th of September i888 at OberstdorL In 1843  be 
became doctor of philosophy at Munich Observatory, whom 
he was made professor in 1859. He was also a member of the 
Academies of Berlin and Munich. Strongly In agreement 
with the Hegelian tradition, he defended and amplined it in 
Die gegetewarlige Assist:the der Philosophic (r85a) and Verskarn 
mad Beurleaen (1877). In these works he emphasized the 
identity of the subjective and the objective for consciousness, 
and the fact that the perception of this unity is peculiar to man. 
He is more important, however, as a commentator and scholar, 
and made valuable contributions to the study of Aristotle.. He 
published Arisioleles Ober die Forbes (1849); Arisksteles• acid 
Boehm der Pkysik (1857), and numerous minor articles on 
smaller points, such as the authenticity of the thirty-eig' ht books 
of the Problems. The work by which he is best known is the 
Geschichte der Logik fm Abendland (Leipzig, t855-187o). Cbr. 
Sigwart, in the preface to the first edition of his Logic, makes 
" special mention " of the assistance he obtained from this 
book. • 

PRAT!, GIOVANNI (1815-1884), Italian poet, was bons at 
Dasindo and educated in law at Padua. Adopting a literary 
career, he was inspired by anti-Austrian feeling and devotion 
to the royal house of Savoy, and in early life his combination of 
a sympathy for national independence with monarchical senti-
ments brought him into trouble in both quarters, Goerraxd 
expelling him from Tuscany in 1849 for his praise of Cario 
Alberto. In 1862 he wits elected a deputy to the Italian parlia-
ment, and in r876 a senator. He died at Rome on the 9th 
of May 1884. Pmti was a prolific poet, his volumes of row 
ranging from his romantic narrative Ermesegarda ( 1841) to the 
lyrics collected in Pricks (1875) and hide (1878). tin Opel 
eerie were published in five volumes in 2875, and a simian 
in one volume in 1892. 

PRATINAS (the quantity of the second vowel is toaltfa`, 
one of the oldest tragic poets of Athens, was a native of Min 
in Peloponnesus. About cos s.c. be competed with Cheerio 
and Aeschylus, when the latter made his first appearance as a 
writer for the stage. Pratinas was also the introducer of sszoit 
dramas as a species of entertainment distinct from tragedy. is 
which the rustic merry-makings and the extravagant dances sf 
the satyrs were retained. The associations of his home, as 
far from Corinth, where Arion was said to have established tle 
cyclic choruses of satyrs, may account for his preference Lee tuts 
kind of drama. Pratinas was also a writer of dithyrambs sae 
the choral odes called hyporchcmala (a considerable fragment 
of one of these is preserved in Athenacus xiv. nip). It is 
related that, during the performance of one of his plays, the 
scaffolding of the wooden stage gave way, in consequence of 
which the Athenians built a theatre of stone; but recent =cam• 
lions make it doubtful whether a stone theatre existed in Adios 
at so early a data A monument was erected by the inhabdants 
of Plaints in honour of Pratinas's son Aristias, who, with his 
father, enjoyed the reputation of excelling all, with the exception 
of Aeschylus, in the composition of satyric dramas, one of 
which was called Cyclops. 

See Pausanias IL 1,"; Suidas q.v.: fragments in T. Beech 
Poetae lyrici greed, vol. iii. 

PRATINCOLE, a word apparently invented by J. Latham 
(Synopsis, v. 222), being the English rendering of Protiervia, 
applied in 1756 by P. Krainer (Bleackss, p. 381) to a bird which 
had hitherto received no definite name, though It had lung before 
been described and even recognizably figured by Aldrovandus 
(Ornitkologia, xvii. 9) under the vague designation of " Ahmed. 
marina." It is the Glare* pratincola of modern ornithologists, 
forming the type of a genus Glared°, founded by 11. J. Beason 
in 176o, belonging to the group Litnicolae, and constituting !e-
get her with the coursers (Cstrsories) a separate family, Gareolidoe. 
The pratincoles, of which some eight or nine species have been 
described, are all small birds, slenderly built and mostly delicately 
coloured, with a short stout bill, a wide gape, long pointed Pringle 
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lad • tail more or less forked. In some of theirlabits they are 
thoroughly plover-like, running very swiftly and breeding on 
the ground, but on the wing they have -muds the appearance 
of swallows, and, like them, feed, at least partly, while flying. , 

 The ordinary pratincole of Europe,. G. prothteola, breeds shun-
dandy in many parts of Spain, Barbary and Sicily, along the 
valley of the Danube, and in southern Russia, while owing to 
its great powers of !light it frequently wanders far from its home, 
and more than a score of examples have been recorded as occur-
ring in the British Islands. In thesonth-east of Europe a second 
and closely-allied species, G. stordasonni or G. sulememera, 
which has black instead of chestnut inner wing-coverts, accom-
panies or, farther to the eastward, replaces it; and in its tura 
it is replaced in India, China and Australia by G. orindelis. 
Australia also possesses another species, G. gralleria, remarkable 
for the great length of its wings and much longer legs, while its 
tail is scarcely forked—peculiarities that have led to its being 
considered the type of a distinct genus or sub-genus Shelia. 
Two species, G. lodes and G. charm, from India and Africa 
respectively, seem by their pale coloration to be desert forms, 
and they are the smallest of this curious little group. The 
species whose mode of nidification is known lay either two 
or three eggs, stone-coloured, blotched, spotted, and streaked 
with black or brownish-grey. The young when hatched are 
clothed in down and are able to run at once—just as are young 
plovers. (A. NI 

PRATO, a town and episcopal see of Thscany, Italy, in the 
province of Florence, t n m. by rail N.W. of Florence, soj ft. 
above sea-level. Pop. (1906), 10,197 (town); S$,198 (com-
mune). It is situated on the Biscnzlo, and is dominated by a 
medieval castle and surrounded by walls of the nth and 14th 
centuries. The cathedral of St Stephen was begun in the lath 
century in the Tuscan Romanesque style; to this period belongs 
the narrow nave with its wide arches; the raised transepts and 
the chapels were added by Giovanni Pisan In 1331-2320; the 
campanile dates from 1340 (it is a much smaller and its elabo-
rate version of Giotto's campanile at Florence), while the facade, 
also of alternate white sandstone and green serpentine, belongs 
to 1413. It has a fine doorway with a bas•rellef by Andrea 
ddla Robbie over it; but the most striking external feature is 
the lovely open-air pulpit at an angle of the building, erected 
by Donateilo and Michela:so for displaying to the people without 
risk the Virgin's girdle, brought from the Holy Land by • knight 
of Prato in n3o. The pulpit itself has beautiful reliefs of 
dancing children; beneath it is a splendid bronze capitaL The 
contract was given out in 5428, but. the work was seriously begun 
only in r434  and finished in 1438. The Chapel of the Girdle 
has good frescoes by Agnolo Gaddi (1363), a statue of the Virgin 
by Giovanni Pisano, and a handsome broom open-work scram. 
The frescoes in the choir, with arena from the life of St John 
the Baptist and St Stephen, are by Fra FWppo Lippi (240-1466) 
and are his best work; the dance of Salome and the lying in state 
of St Stephen are the finest of the series. Among other works 
of art may be mentioned the day statue of the Madonna dell' 
Clive by Benedetto de Malano. The massive old Palazzo 
Pretoria (13th century) has been somewhat modified in details; 
the adjacent Palaz,so Comunale contains a small picture gallery 

s Tit, combination of characters (or many years led system... era 
astray, though acme of them were from the first correct eir 
notion. as to the Pratincole's position. Linnaeus, even if, 	' use 
public. non, placed it in the genus Healed,: but the irate, 	nd 
annotated copies of his System neturar in the Linn..,, • . 	y'S 
library .how the species marked for separation and insertion in the 
Order Grallar—Pfaiineola trackelia being the name by which he had 
meant to designate it in any future edition. fie seems to have been 
inducol to this change of view mainly through a specimen of the bird 
lent to him by John White, the brother of Gilbert White; but the 
opinion published in 1769 by Scopoli (Ann. I. kid. notu.ntIr, p. Ito) 
had doubtless contributed thereto, though the earlier judgment to 
the same effect of Brisson, as mentioned above. had been disregarded. 
Different erroneous assignments of the form have been made even 
by reel nt authors, who neglected the clear evidence afforded by the 
internal structure of the Pratincole. For instance. Sundsvall In 
1873 I fereanten. p. 86) ptacrrt Gawk among the Cspeonsfridm, 

• gesdaion which omeoliagy shows cannot be maintained for a mime& 

with worts by Filippo and Fffipplso Lippl. A beautiful 
Madonna by tba latter (,497) is in a small street shrine at the 
corner of the Via S. Mar/thefts. The Church of S. Domenico 
is a Gothic edifice a set; that of S. Francesco has an almost 
Renaissance facade, fine cloisters with a good Istb-century 
tomb, and a chapter-house with Giottesque frescoes. The 
Madonna del Bison Consiglio has some good reliefs by Andrea 
della Bobbie, by whom is also the beautiful frieze in the Madonna 
dello Cared. This church, by Giuliano da Sangallo (1485-1491), 
is a Greek cross, with barred vaults over the arms, and a dome; 
it is a fine work, and the decoration of the exterior in marble 
of different colours (unfinished) is of a noble simplicity. Some 
remains exist of the 13th-century fortress, and the large Piazza 
blescatale is picturesque. The works of art visible in Prato are 
due, as will be seen, entirely to Florentine artists. As a whole 
the town has a somewhat modern aspect. The industries of 
Prato embrace the manufacture of woollens (the most important), 
straw-plaiting, biscuits, hats, macaroni, candles, silk, olive 
oil, clothing and furniture, also copper and iron works, and 
Printing. 

Prato is add to be first mentioned by name In my, but the 
cathedral appear. as early se 1048 as the parish church of Borgo 
Condo or Santo Stela o. It was subject to the Alberti until 1180, 
and was then under the Imperial wpsemacy. Itappears to have 
freed itself from this at the end of the 13th century. In 1313 the 
town acknowledged the authority of Robert, king of Naples, and in 
135o Niccols Aeciajoll, seneschal of Joanna, sold it to the IlFitinee 
for ty„soo Aortas of gold. In spa it was sorbed by the surds 
under General Gardena. In i653 it obtained the rank city. 

See E. Corradini. Praia (Bergamo, toes). 

PRATT, oasOm (1811-asaz), Mormon apostle, was born of 
humble parents at Hartford, New York. In 5830 he joined the 
Mormon Church, becoming a member of its council of twelve 
in au and one of Its twelve apostles an 1835. Pratt was also 
a mathematician of some note. He was professor of mathematics 
in the university of Dead and wrote several books on this 
subject, these including Cubic and Biqeeiretie Equeriestr (t866). 
He was a member, and several times speaker, of the Utah 
Housed Representatives. Among his writings may be mentioned 
Key to the Universe (1866), and The Bills and Pelyseray (z8ro). 

PRAWN, the name of an edible large shrimp-like crustacean 
in Great Britain may applied to Leastfkr seeraus (see Sneer). 
The word is in AL Eng. prom or prase, and no cognate forms are 
found in any other languages. It has been often referred to 
the Lat. pow, a ham-shaped shellfish, but this is due to Florio, 
who by a mistake glosses tereacchie, prawne-fishes or shrimps. 
The 0. ItaL pease and prreoetkie meant a shellfish which yielded 
" nacre "or mother-of-peed. 

MAXUS and ANDIUMTBBIlal, Greek sculptors, who are 
said by Ftutanie (x. to, 4) to have executed the pediments of 
the temple of Apollo at Delphi. Both were Athenians; Proxies 
a pupil of Calm's. The statement raises historic difficulties, 
as, according to the leaders of the recent French excavations at 
Delphi, the temple of Apollo was destroyed about 373 B.C. and 
rebuilt by 339 D.C., a date which seams too late for the lifetime 
of a pupil of Calends. is soy case no fragments of the pedi-
ments of this later temple have been found, and It has been 
suggested that they were removed bodily to R0020. 

MAXILLA. of Skye, Greek lyric poems, one of the so-called 
nine " eyrie " MOM, flourished about 45o D.C. According to 
Ate:news (xv. 694), she was famous as a composer of scolia 
(short lyrical poems sung after dinner), which were considered 
equal to those of Alamos and Anacreon. She also wrote 
dithyrambs and hymns, chiefly en mystic and mythological 
=bleak genealogies, and the love-stories of the gods and heroes. 
A dactylic metre was also called by her mime. 

Fragments in T. Beak, Peeler Syria greed, val. W.; me also 
C. F. New. Dr Prositiae Sieyesiete Mazola Doris,. 5844 . 

PRAXITIlliffi of Athens, the son of Cephissodotus, the 
greatest of the Attic sculptors of the 4th century s.c., who has 
left an imperishable mark co the history of art. It has been 
maintained by some writers that there were two sculptors of 
the mak : as • _confoompeari of Pbeidias, the other, more 
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celebrated, of two generatkma later. The duplication is de-
fended in Furtwingler's Maskrpieces of Greek Stsip1rre (pp. go, 
roes, seq.) but on insufficient grounds. There Is, however, no 
reason why the great Praxiteles should not have had a grand-
father of the same name: all that we can say is that at present 
we have no certain evidence that this was the case. 

Though Pranteles may be considered as in some ways well 
known to us, yet we have no means for fixing his date accurately. 
It seems clear that he was no longer working in the time of 
Alexander the Great, or that king would have employed 
him. Pliny's date, 364 B.C., is probably that of one of his most 
noted works. 

Our knowledge of Praxiteles has received a great addition, 
and has been placed on a satisfactory bull, by the discovery 
at Olympia in 1877 of his statue of Hermes bearing the infant 
Dionysus, a statue which has become famous throughout the 
world (Gem Aar, fig. 43 and Plate VI. fig. 8s). Hermes is 
represented as in the act of carrying the child Dionysus to the 
nymphs who were charged with his rearing. He pauses on the 
way, and holds out to the child a bunch of grapes to excite his 
desire. The young child can hardly be regarded as a success; 
he is not really childlike. But the figure of the Hermes, full 
and solid without being fleshy, at once strong and active, is a 
masterpiece, and the play of surface is astonishing. In the bead 
we have a remarkably rounded and intelligent shape, and the 
face expresses the perfection of health and enjoyment. 

This statue must for the future be our best evidence for the 
style of Praxiteles. It altogether confirms and interprets the 
statements as to Praxiteles made by Pliny and other ancient 
critics. Gracefulness in repose, and an indefinable charm are 
also the attributes of works in our museums which appear to 
be copies of statues by Praxiteles. Perhaps the most notable 
of these are the Apollo Sauroctonus, or the lizard-slayer, a youth 
leaning against a tree and idly striking with an arrow at a lizard, 
and the Aphrodite at the bath (GRUM ART, Plate V., fig. 71) 
of the Vatican, which is a copy of the statue made by Praxiteles 
for the people of Cnidus, and by them valued so highly that 
they refused to sell it to King Nicomedes, who was willing in 
return to discharge the whole debt of the city, which, says Pliny, 
was enormous. 

The Satyr of the Capitol at Rome has commonly been regarded 
as a copy of one of the Satyrs of Pratiteles; but we cannot 
identify it in the list of his works. Moreover, the style is hard 
and poor; a far superior replica exists in a torso in the 
Louvre. The attitude and character of the work are certainly 
of Praxitekan school. 

Excavations at Mantineia in Arcadia have brought to light 
the basis of a group of Leto Apollo and Artemis by Praxiteles. 
This basis was doubtless not the work of the great sculptor him-
self, but of one of his assistants. Nevertheless it is pleasing 
and historically valuable. Pausanias (viii. q, r) thus describes 
the base, " on the base which supports the statues there are 
sculptured the Muses and Marsyas playing the flutes." Three 
slabs which have survived represent Apollo, Marsyas, a slave, 
and six of the Muses, the slab which held the other three having 
disappeared. 

A head of Aphrodite at Petworth in England, and a head of 
'Hermes in the British Museum (Aberdeen Hermes), have lately 
been claimed by competent authorities as actual works of 
Praxiteles. Both are charming works, but rather by the suc-
cessors of Praxiteles than by himself. 

Besides these works, connected with Praxiteles on definite 
evidence, there are in our museums works without number of 
the Roman age, statues of Hermes, of Dionysus, of Aphrodite, 
of Satyrs and Nymphs and the like, in which a varied amount 
of Praxitelean style may be discerned. Four points of composi-
tion may be mentioned, which appear to be in origin Prantelean: 
(t) a very flexible line divides the figures if drawn down the 
midst from top to bottom; they all tend to lounging; (2) they 
are adapted to front and back view rather than to being seen 
from one side or the other; (3) trees, drapery and the like are 
used for supports to the marble figures, and included in the  

design, Instead of being extraneous to it; (4) the tam axe 
presented in three-quarter view. 

The subjects chosen by Praxiteles were either human beings 
or the less elderly and dignified deities. It is Apollo, Hermes 
and Aphrodite who attract him rather than Zeus, Poseidon 
or Athena. And in his hands the deities sink to the human 
level, or, indeed, sometimes almost below it. They have grace 
and charm in a supreme degree, but the element of awe and 
reverence is wanting. 

Praxiteles and his school worked alniost entirely in marble. 
At the time the marble quarries of Pares were at their best; 
nor could any marble be finer for the purposes of the sculptor 
than that of which the Hermes is made. Some of the statues 
of Praxiteles were coloured by the painter Nicias, and in the 
opinion of the sculptor they gained greatly by this treatment. 

G.) 
PRAYER (from Lat. Swami, entreat; Ital. preg

(P.
aria, Fr. 

grilse), a term used generally for any humble petition, but more 
technically, in religion, for that mode of addressing a divine 
or sacred power in which there predominates the mood =I 
intention of reverent entreaty. 

NSW mid its COKICIUTS. —Prayer in the latter sense is a 
characteristic feature of the higher religions, and we might eves 
say that Christianity or Mahommedanism, ritually viewed, is 
in its inmost essence a service of prayer. At all stages  of 
religious development, however, and more especially in the case 
of the more primitive types of cult, prayer as thus understand 
Ma= together with, and shades off into, other varieties of 
observance that bear obvious marks of belonging to the same 
family. 

Confining ourselves for the moment to forms of explicit addle& 
we may group these under three categories accenting as the 
power addressed is conceived by the applicant to he se a hisher. 
or on much the same, or on a lower plane of dignity and antlicett 
as compared with himself. (t) Only if the deity be regarded 
as altogether superior is there room for prayer proms, that it 
reverent entreaty. Of this we may perhaps roughly distinguish 
a higher and a lower type, according as there is either complete 
confidence in the divine benevolence and justice, or a disposition 
to suppose a certain arbitrariness or at any rate condo WI 
silty to attach to the granting of requests. In the first caw 
prayer will be accompanied with disinterested homage, prow 
and thankgiving, and will in fact tend to lose its distinctive 
character of entreaty or petition, passing into a mystic comma-
ins or converse with God. In the second case it will be supported 
by pleading, involving on the one hand self-abasentent, with 
confession of sins and promises of repentance and reform, or 
on the other hand self-justification, in the shape of the expiessioa 
of faith and recitation of past services, together with reminders 
of previous favour shown. (2) If, however, the worshipper piece 
his god on a level with himself, so far at any rate as to maks 
him to some extent dependent on the service man commas 
to render him, then genuine prayer tends to be mplaoed by a 
mere bargaining, often conjoined with flattery and with insinum 
promises. This spirit of do at des will be found to ge dumb 
with the gift-theory of sacrifice, and to be especially character-
istic of those religions of middle grade that are gives awl so 
sacrificial worship as conducted in temples and by wags id 
organized priesthoods. Not but what, when the high ash 
are kind for a consideration, the lower deities will likewise be 
found addicted to such commerce; thus in India the hedge-pneit 
and his familiar will bandy conditions in spirited dialogue audible 
to the multitude (cf. W. Crooke, Tkioigs " Deson-
ologY." PP. 1 3 2 . 1 34). (3) Lastly, the degree of dependency us 
human goodwill attributed to the power addressed may be so 
great that, instead of diplomatic politeness, there Is pesillss 
hectoring, with dictation, threats and abuse. Even the Italian 
peasant is said occasionally to offer both abuse and physical 
violence to the image of a recalcitrant saint; and antiquity 
wondered at the bullying manner of the Egyptians towa-da 
their gods (d. lamblichus, De mysteriis, vi. s-7). This fame 
of mind. however, is mainly symptomatic of the lower luck 
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of cult. This the Zulu says to the ancestral ghost, " Help me 
of you will feed on nettles "; whilst the still more primitive 
Australian exclaims to the " dead band " that he carries about 
with him as.* kind of divining-rod, "Guide me aright, or I 
throw you to the dogs." 

So far we have dealt with forms of address explicitly directed 
towards a power that, one might naturally conclude, has 
pemosality, since it is apparently expected to hear and answer. 
At the primitive stage, however, the degree of personification is, 
probably, often far slighter than the words used would seem 
to suggest. The verbal employment of vocatives and of the 
aecond person may have little or no personifying force, serving 
primarily but to make the speaker's wish and idea intelligible 
to himself. When the rustic talks in the vernacular to his horse 
be is not much concerned to know whether be is heard and 
understood; still less when he mutters threats against an absent 
rival, or kicks the stool that has tripped him up with a vicious 
"Take that!" 

These considerations may help towards the understanding 
of a second class of eases, namely forms of implicit address 
shading off into unaddressed formulas. Mailings, blessings, 
cursinga, oaths, vows, exorcisms, and so on, are uttered aloud, 
doubtless partly that they may be beard by the human parties 
to the rite, but likewise in many cases that they may be heard, 
or at least overheard, by a consentient deity, perhaps represented 
visibly by an idol or other cult-object. The ease with which 
explicit invocations attach themselves to many of these appar-
ently self-contained forms proves that there is not necessarily 
any perceived difference of kind, and that Implicit address as 
towards a " something not-ourselves " is often the true designa-
tion of the latter. On the other hand, there is reason to believe 
that the magical spell proper is a self-contained and self-
sufficient form of utterance, and that it lies at the root of 
much that has become address, and even prayer in the fullest 
sense. 

Prow Spell to Prayer.—Of course to address and entreat a 
fellow-being Is a faculty as old as that of speech, and, as soon 
as it occurred to man to treat sacred powers as fellow-beings, 
assuredly there was e beginning of prayer. We do not know,  
arid are not likely to know, bow religion first arose, and the 
probability is that many springs went to feed that immense 
river. Thus care for the dead may well have been one amongst 
such separate sources. it is natural for sorrow to cry to the 
newly dead "Como back!" and for bereavement to add " Come 
back and help!" Another source is mythologic fancy, which, 
in answer to childlike questions; "Who made the world?" 
"Who made our laws?" and so on, creates "magnified non- 
natural men." who presently made their appearance in ritual (for 
to think a thing the savage must dance it); whereupon personal 
intercourse becomes possible between such • being and the 
tribesmen, the more so because the supporters of law and order, 
the elders, will wish to associate themselves as closely as possible 
trith the supreme law-giver. From Australia, where we have 
the best chance of studying rudimentary religion in some bulk, 
comes a certain amount of evidence showing that in the two 
ways just mentioned some inchoate prayer is being evolved. 
On the other bud, It is remarkable how conspicuous, on the 
whole. is the absence of prayer from the magico-religious ritual 
of the Australians. Uttered formulas abound; yet they are 
not tams of address, but rather the self-sufficient pronounce-
ments of the magician'afid. Viewed analytically in its developed 
mature. magic is a wonder-working recognized as such, the core 
of the mystery consisting in the supposed transformation of 
suggested Idea into accomplished fact by means of that sugges-
tion itself. To the magician, endowed in the opinion of his 
follows (and doubdeas of himself) with this wonderful power 
of effective suggestion, the output of such power naturally repre-
sents Itself as a kind of unconditional willing. When be cries 
" Rain, vain." or otherwise makes vivid to himself and his 
hearers the idea of fain, expecting that the rain will thereby 
he leered to come, it is as if lie had said " Rain, now you must 
tome." or simply "Rain, comer and we And as a tact that 

magical formulas mostly ammo the tone elan actaal or virtual 
impecative, " As I do dais, so let the like happen," " I do this in 
order that the like may happen," and so on. Now it is easy to 
" all spirits from the vasty deep," but disappointed experience 
shows that they will not always come. Hence such imperatives 
have a tendency to dwindle into optative.. " Let the demon 
of small-pm depart I" is replaced by the more bumble "Grand- 
father Smallpox, go away!" where the affectionate appellative 
(employed, however, in all likelihood merely to cajole) signalises 
anapproach to the genuine spirit of prayer. Again, the magician 
conscious of his limitations will seek to supplement his influence 
—his mom, as it is termed in the Pacific—by tapping, so to 
speak, whatever sources of similar power lie round about him; 
and these the " magomorphism " of primitive society perceives 
on every band. A notable method of borrowing power from 
another magio•wielding agency is simply to breathe its name 
in connexion with the spell that stands in need of reinforcement; 
as the name suggests its owner, so it comes to stand for his real 
presence. It is noticeable that even the more highly developed 
forms of liturgical  prayer tend, in the recitation of divine titles,, 
attributes and the like, to present a survival of this magical 
use of potent names. 

Prayer es s Pert et Ritaof.—An exactly converse process 
must now be glanced at, whereby, instead of growing out of it, 
prayer actually generates spell. In advanced religion, indeed, 
prayer is the chosen vehicle of the free spirit of worship. Its 
mechanism is not unduly rigid, and it is Imply autonomous, 
being rid of subservience to other ritud factors. In more 
primitive ritual, however, set forms of prayer are the rale, and 
their fuactioa is mainly to accompany and support a ceremony 
the serve of which canines in action rather than speech. Hence, 
suppose gem** prayer to have come into being, it is exceedingly 
apt to degenerate into a mere piece of formalism; and yet, 
whereas its intrinsic meaning I. dulled by repetition according 
to a well-known pyschological law, its virtue is thereby hardly 
lessened teethe undeveloped Magian' consciousness, which bolds 
the saving grace to lie mainly in the repetition itself. But a 
formula that depends for its efficacy on being uttered rather than 
on being beard is virtually indistinguishable from the self-
sufficient spell of the magician, though its origin is different. A 
good =ample of a degenerated prayer-ritual comes from the 
Todas (see W. H. R. Riven, The Todas,ds. The prayer itself 
tends to be slurred over, or even omitted. On the other hand, 
great arms is laid on a prelindnary citation of names of power 
followed by the weed MIA. This at one time seems to have 
meant " for the sake of," carrying with it some Mead supplica-
tion; bat it has now lost this connotation, seeing that it can be 
used not merely atter the name of a god, but after that of any 
sacred object or incident held capable of imparting magic 
efficacy to the formula. Even the higher religions have to fight 
mallet the tendency to " vain repetitions " (often embodying • 
metals sacred number, e.g. three), as well se to the use of prayers 
aa amulets, medicinal charter, mind so ea. Thus, Buddhism 
offers the striking case of the praying-wheel. It remains to 
add that thsoughout we most easefully dissieguish in theory, 
however herd this may be to do in practice, between legitimate 
ritual understood as each, whether integral to prayer, such as 
its verbal toms, or accessory, such as gestates, postunts, immense, 
oP or what sot, and the kwinalims of religious &my, such as 
generally betrays Itself by its am•ninglemwees, by ha pitted* 
Omani sing-song 'Monad= sad so fords. 

Sjeet Proyar.—A small point in the hiatory of prayer, but 
one that bee as interesting bearing ea the subject of its reladow 
to magic, Is concerned with the custom of praying slimily. 
Charms and words of power being supposed to possess alfsatcy 
in themselves are guarded with peat secrecy by their owners, 
and hence, in so tar as prayer verges ea spell, there will be a 
disposition to mutter or otherwise conceal the sacred formula. 
Thus the prayers of the Todas already alluded to are In all cases 
uttered " in the throat," although these are public prayers, each 
village having a form of its own. At a later stage, when the 
distinction betwesa am* and religion is more dearly recognised 
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ind an 'atki-sodel eharatter assigned to the former on the 
ground that it subsetves the sinister interests of individuals, 
the overt and as it were congregational nature of the praying 
comes to be Insisted on as a guarantee that no magic is being 
employed (cf. Apukius, A PA. Se, " incites preces in templo dis 
allegasti: igitur magus es "), a notion that suffers easy transla-
tion into the view that there are more or less disreputable gods 
with whom private trafficking may be done on the sly (d. Horace, 
Ep. I. mi. 6o, " labm meet metuens audiri, Pukhra Laverne, 
da mibi fallere ."). Thus it is quite in accordance with the out-
loot of the classical period that Plato in his Laws (omillo) 
should prohibit all possession of private shrines or performance 
of private rites. " let a man go to a temple to pray, and let any 
one who pleases join with him in the prayer." Nevertheless, 
instance. are not wanting amongst the Greeks of private prayers 
of the loftiest and most disinterested tone (d. L. R. Farrell, 
The Ettlhal4S of Religion, p. 202 seq.). Finally we may note in 
this connexion that in•advanced religion, at the point at which 
prayer is coming to be conceived as communion, silent adoration 
is sometimes thought to bring man nearest to God. 
. The Moralisation of Prayer. —Wben we dime to consider the 
moral quality of the act of prayer, this contrast between the 
spirk of public and private religion is fundamental for all but 
the most advanced forms of cult. In its public rites the com-
munity becomes conscious of common ends and a common 
edification. We may observe how even a very primitive people 
such as the Arunta of Australia behaves with the greatest 
solemnity at its ceremonies, and professes to be made " glad " . 

and " strong " thereby; whilst of his countrymen, whom he 
would not trust to pray in private, Plato testifies that in the 
templet during the sacrificial prayers " they show an intense 
earnestness and with eager interest talk to the Gods and beseech 
them " (Lass, 887). We may therefore assume that, in acts 
of public worship at any rate, prayer and its magico-religious 
congeners are at all stages resorted to as a " means of grace," 
even though such grace do not constitute the expressed object of 
petition. Poverty of expression is apt to cloak the real spirit 
of primitive prayer, and the formula under which its aspirations 
may be summed up, namely, " Blessings come, evils go," covers 
all sorts of confused notices about 'a grace to be acquired and 
an impurity to be wiped away, which, as far back as our dues 
take .us, invite interpretations of a decidedly spiritualistic had 
ethical order. To explicate, however, sad purge the meaning 
of that " strong heart " and " clean " which the savage after 
his fashion can wish and ask for, remained the task of the higher 
and more self-conscious types of religion. A favourite contrast 
for which there is more to be said is that drawn between the 
nsagico-religious spell-ritual, that says in effect, " My will be 
done," and the spirit of " Thy will be done "that breathes through 
the highest forms of worship. Such resignation in the face of the 
divine will and providence is, however, not altogether beyond 
the horizon of primitive faith, as witness the following prayer 
of the Rhoads of Orissa:-  " We arc ignorant of what it is good 
to ask for. You know what is good for us. Give it to us." 
(Tyler, Prim. Cullum, 4.369.) At this point prayer by a supreme 
paradox virtually extinguishes Itself, since in becoming as end 
in itself, a means of contemplative devotion and of mystic 
communing with God, it ceases to have logical need for the 
petitionary form. Thus on the face of it there is something 
like a return to the self-suffident utterance of antique religion; 
but, in reality, there is all the difference in the world between 
a suggestion directed outwardly in the fruitless attempt to 
conjure nature without first obeying her, and one directed 
towards the inner man so as to establish the peace of God within 
the heart. 
' Bunzoomrov.—The following worksdeal generally with the 
subject of prayer from the comparative standpoint : E. B. Tylor. 
Primitive Culture, M. ta (1903); C. Tide, Slannots of the Science of 
Religion (Gifford lectures.lect.6) (1897); F. Max MCdkr, " On Ancient 
Prayers," In Salvias Steaks in Memory of Res. Dr Alosawder Kohut 
(1097); L: R. Farrell, The Evolution of Religion, lett. 4 (toot). For 
special points the following may be comulted: Prate in relation 
to magic: R. R. Marett, " From Spell to Prayer. n FOU-1422 

(lune. 1904); W. W. Skeat, Malay Magri (090o). Degenerating 
of prayer: W. H. R. Rivers, The Tains. ch. 10 (1906). Use of the 
name of power: F. Gicsebrecht. Die aulestamendsche Schassisig des 
Octesisainens (1901); W. HeitroUller„ /rn Norma Tess (1903). Silent 
prayer: S. Sudhaus, " Lautes and Irises Beten " m rden Jab 
Reiggionswissentehaft, 185 seq. (1906). Beginnings of Prayer is 
Australia: A. W. Howitt, The Native Tribes of South•Elul A lumpish:3. 
394, cf. 546 (Ira); K. Langloh Parker, The Euahlayi Tribe, 79 ink 
(1905); the evidence discussed in Man, 2, 41, 71 (1907). Prayer and 
spell in North American religion: W. Matthews, ' The Pra cols 
Navajo Shaman," in American Artairopologist,i.; idem," Tlw N euseaie 
Chant; a Navajo Ceremony," in Fifth Report of BIOCai, of 4 ~nom 
Ethnology; J. Mooney, " The Sacred Formulas of the Cherokees.' 
(7th Rept. 1891). Greek prayer: C.Ausfeld,Dt gratroram pereatiosesSes 
paestiones (1903). Christian prayer: E. von der Colts. D43 Gabe 
us dr. dilesten Chrisienheit (1901); id., Tischtebete nal Abradaesais. 
gebele (1.9o5); 0. Dibclius, Das Vaieruisser: Unirisse zit neer Ges-41,ist 
des Ge)r:s in der alien end initikren Kirehe (1903); T. K. Chr yne. 
art b b " Prayer," in Ency. Bib. (1902). (It. R. M.) 

PRAYER, BOOR OP CONROE, the title of the official service 
book of the Church of England. One of the most important 
steps taken at the Reformation was the compilation and provi-
sion of a comprehensive service book for general and compulsory 
use in public worship in all cathedral and parish churches 
throughout the Church of England. 

Apart from alterations in detail, both as to doctrine and ritual, 
which will be referred to later, the following 1041 advantages 
were achieved from the very first and apply to all editions of 
the Prayer Book equally. 

r. The substitution of the English language for the Lair 
languige, which had hitherto been in universal and almost 
complete use, and in which all the old service books were written,  

a. Unification and simplification. The number of beds 
required for the performance of divine service in pre-Reformed:le 
days was very large; the most important being the Mimi far 
the service of Holy Communion or the Mass; the Breviary far 
the daily service or performance of the divine office; the Mama 
for the minor sacramental offices usually performed by tie parish 
priest; and the Pontifical, containing such services at eat 
exdu.sively reserved for performance by the bishop. Rasp 
of the contents of these larger volumes wertpublished in warm 
volumes known by a great variety—over one hundred—stiffen:2n 
names. The Prayer Book represents in a much condensed and 
abbreviated form the four chief ancient service books, via: 
the Missal, Breviary, Manual and Pontifical. 

In addition to a multiplicity of books there was touch variety 
of use. Although the Sarum Use prevailed far the most widely, 
yet there were separate Uses of York and Hereford, and she 
to a less degree of Lincoln, Bangor, Exeter, Wells, St Paters, sad 
probably of other dioceses and cathedral churches as era. 
Cranmer's preface " Concerning the Service of the Church " 
expressly mentions the abolition of this variety as one of the 
things to be achieved by a Book of Common Prayer. It says: 
" And whereas heretofore there bath been great diversity in 
saying and singing in Churches within this Realm; some following 
Salisbury Use, some Hereford Use, and some the Use of Bangor, 
some of York, some of Lincoln; now from henceforth all the 
whole Realm shall have but one Use." 

We will nest enumerate the sources from which the Prayer Book 
was compiled. 1. it has been already indicated that the Ides 
pre-Reformation service books formed the main quarry espemaly 
dime according to the Use of Sarum. Morning sad Eveslairesvw.;„ 
including the maker and the lames. were takes from the 
Matins bung compiled out of Nocturna (or Matins), Lauds anti 
Prime,• and Evensong out of Vespers and Coeitine. The Cinder 
of Holy Communion, including-the collects,epistles and 
was takenfrom the Miami The memmeets sad other= 
which occupy a position is the Prayer Book between the Order 
of Holy Communion and the Psalms were taken from the idasasalz 
and the services for consecration or ordering of bishops, priests and 
deacons were taken from the Pontifical; but in all cases 002 only 
with a change of Latin into English, but with numerous alteratiems. 
omissions and additions, 

a. The reformed Latin Breviary of Casdiaal Quipeos. Feasais 
de Quinones, a Spaniard, a Franciscan and cardinal of the Holy 
Cross, brought out a reformed Latin breviary with impel resection 
in 1535. A second and revised edition appeared In 1537. It mat 
with considerable favour. and was adopted Moe use in tess, 
without. however, winning universal acceptance, and in 
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MIMIMI was militia** and it nand la be maned. From this 
reformed breviary the compiler. of the Prayer Book borrowed the 
(*Bowleg. (a) Man_ y woes--almost verbatim—in the preface 

Camellia, the Sev ,  of the Church." It would OCCUpy too 
win apace to min. them in parallel column hen (b) maths 
the Solidity and Holy-day service. identical in structure with tbe 
week-day services. (c) The removal of all antiphons and responds. 
This refers to Quickie's first edition only. frf) The increased 
amount of Holy Scripture read. Quignon providn a first ksson, 
from the Old Testament; a second lemon from the Mew Testament 
and op Saints Days a third lemon from the Live. of the Saints,, 
though this lemon was also occasionally taken from Holy Scripture. 
(a) The prefixing to every service a form of codeine and absolu-
tion. The idea, not the actual language is borrowed by the Prayer 
Book. (f) The substitution of the Athanasian Creed for the Apostle' 
Creed on cereals days instead of the former being an addition to 
the latter. So In the Prayer Book. when used, the Athanasian 
Creed is substituted for, not added to, the shorter creed. (g) The 
uniform assignment of three Psalms to each hour suggests the 
avenge number and arrangement of the Peal= in the Prayer Book 
at /Amine and Evensong. 

3. The Monarabic Musa (o) The four short prayers preceding 
the prayer for the consecratioc of the water in the office for the public 
baptism of infants are adapted from the benediction of the foht 
In the Mosarabic Liturgy (Align, Pat. Log tom. lain. col. 465). 
The evidence for this is still plainer in the lamer form of 
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•• 	in the first book of Edward VI. 
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Creamer 
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Ximenes in tsoo, and may well have
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n in Creamer's
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 hands; 
whereas the golliwogs.. a Gelfican Saaamentary, contain-
ing the mine prayers with fright variations, was first published by 
Cardinal Thomesius in t68o and must have been unknown to 
Creamer. (b) According to F. Procter and W. H. Piers (A New 
History of me Book of thresson Proytr, p. 375: London,  ton), the 
use of the plural number knead of the singular is the form of the 
rnizracles of Morning and Even mayor is a foUtroing of 

But we have been u 	to verify this statement. 
CO Many 'oil

on 
 the new collects introduced a 	into the Prayer Book. 

though not transiernel bodily from any Mosarabic service book. 
are modelled upon a Mosershic pattern. sad preserve some Moserabic 
Mess and phrases, 44. the reisumon. to the Second Advent in the 
rlisattefermthe kit and third Sundays theAdcvoreatt their 
rob

bay is based on a collect for Christmas Day Lauds in the thcaarabic 
Breviary (Wine, Pat. Lot. torn. bard, col. ta.). The collect 
for the firm Sunday In Lest is based on a preface (Inlatio) in the 

laaas for the Wedory &Res the fifth Saint unrestgibid.tastozne; 
  col. 383). collect for the first Sunday alter 

basedupon an " 	°ratio " (ibid., col. 317), and an " Oratio ad 
St  (col. OH for the Saturday in ster sink. The collect 

lot St 	s Day tribunal a Mime 
Ea
in the 

Moss 
	61st. foe 

theatme festival (ibid., col. au). Other examplesore 
but this is hardly the place for complete detains 	The many 
addresses, begin rung with" Dearly beloved brethren " ( the Scripture 
moved ow" Be.), Introduced into most of the services M the Prayer 
Book. 	 to the addressee which, seder the tidied " 
end addressed to "friths dilectitsbni " o ' carisairal." 
form part of every Mosarabie Mese (a) The prayer of consecottion 
In the Order of Holy Communion, especially as regards the recital 
of the words of Institution commencing " Who in the same night," 
ie., Wilma a Mossenbie tuber than the Sarum oe Roma model' 

eveaml eftpects,ilbut de taste features are found te the cosset:ra-
tion prayer in the Brandenburg-Ramberg sunda of tug. and it is 
doubtful whether the Anglican borrowing is from a tenambk or a 
Lutheran same. Posaly both the /*wham and 1Letheas formulae 
en derived imamendistly from the Mosarabie; bwouse as we have 
seeq a Slued*  
studi

ed by him. aimed Imo orally ft Csaamer's beads mid 

4. Eastern Liturgift Than were certainly known to Cranmer, 
but it is remediable bow Sole be borrowed frees them. (e) The 
prayer which wee placed an the and of the Limas,  in sue. and now 
mantle se the last prayer butane at diesel of Maths and Evensong, 
as well as of the LIMO was undoubtedly borrowed from the liturgy 

St Chrysonore. 	as 	in the Liter 	of St Basil. k 
tfarms the prawv the 	antiphon after the 	's Litany 

des Main Si the Catechumen (b) The connlodbm= al r 
Matins and Eventing. " The Gnu of cur lard, ' wen 
added ins 1662, may have been taken from Greek liturgies It is 
the *peeing salutation in the Mus of the Catechumens in the 
Clementine Murry._ where d occurs again. as it dots in the 
Gosh Unpile. Wows the "Serum cards"• though there 

act adduce to move that it ems sot directly hew Hs* runt to Coe- sut. 4). 4) The Enthluis or invocation of the 
Spaupon the ennents, must have been copied from an 

stern rgy. It omen in the 1519  Prayer Book. bet has been 
omitted Is ell subsequent editions. It runs thus: " Hear us. 0 
assecithl Father we beateth Mused *kit ny ht  Spirit and weed 
vouchsafe to Mims and semi thy th ts em Thy and creatures 

e
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Tby moa

ited and
t clea 

wine 
 rly 
 , t 
beloved Sea 
hat they may he o 

C
nt
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o
rist u."s 
	body and blood 

Jesus  

This is not attend enslatiosof any inns epsikeis. sad Creamer 
altered its position from after to immediately before the words of 
Institution. (ii) Four petitions in the Litany. " That it may please 
Thee to illuminate all Bishops. Priests and Deacons," be (altered 
in 1661 from all !Nihon saseors and miabtats) and " That it may 
please Thee to give  to s1i  nations unity, peace and emceed." and 
 That it may please Thee to succour, help and comfort all that 

are in danger, necessity and tribulation," and " That it may please 
Thee to preferve all that travel by land or by water, all women 
Mowing of child, all'sick persons, and young children, and so 
show Tity pity 

on 
 all prisoners and !spans!" are alone 

certainly modelln on corresponding mutton in 'the Deacon • 
Litany in the Liturgy of St C'brysostom (ed. F. E. Brightman. 
p. 362, L33, and p. 363, lines 4, ty, rs). At least..they resemble 
far more closely the Greek patinas than they do any correspond- 
ing Latin petitions in the Old Sarum Litany. 

& Lutheran and other continental Protestant service books. 
The most considerable quantity of the new material which was 
imported into the Prayer Book was drawn from Lutheran and 
Genevan service books. The Litany, for example. in the Prayer 
Book is based upon the medieval Latin Litany, but greet variation 
both in substance and language and by way of addition and omission, 
are made in it. These variations are lary borrowed from and 
closely follow the language of various Lutheran Mann, especiafly 
that given in the ousultatiot of Archbishop Herman of Cologne 
issued in 1543. Lutheran influence can likewise be trued in way 
of variation introduced into the baptismal and other sacramental 
or occasional offing. So in the Communion. service the most 
striking departures from ancient precedent have a Protestant 
origin. The introduction of the Ten Commandments in 1355y3y seems 
to he derived from the order of service published by Va4nsdus 
Pollan= (Main) in tot and that of the Comfortable Words in 
*so is borrowed, though all the texts chosen are not identical, from 
the Consultation of Hermann. it is impOsiible to pursue this maim 
hers farther in detail. 

6. Original composition of the compiler of the Prayer Book, 
not traceable to ancient or t6th-century *ninth These are not 
numerous. They include most of the collects on Saints' Days, for 
which, though no direct evidenced authorship is as yet forthcoming, 
Creamer Is probably responsible, and certain other collects, such as 
that for the Royal Family (Archbithop Wlutgift); that for the high 
court ofparliament (Archbishop Laud); that foe all conditions 
of men(Bishop Gunning), &c. 

We proceed to describe next rice variousstages though which 
the Beek of Common Prayer has passed and the lading festeres 
of each revision.' Of changes preceding the first Prayer Book 
it will only be necessary to mention here: (a) The compiling and 
publishing of the Litany in Wish by Crammer in t544. (b) 
Royal injunctions in August 1 s4/ ordering the Epistle and Gospel 
to be read in English at High Maw. (e) A royal proclamation, 
dated the 8th of March 7548, imposing for use at the coming 
Easter Th Order of Om Cososafos. This was an order or 
form of servile kr English for the coesmnnion el the people ha 
both kinds. It was to be inserted into the sefeke after the 
communion of the priest, without making any other alteration 
in the Latin Mess. It comprised the long exhortation or 
notice to be given on Sunday, or on some other day, wok*. 
to the Communion, the longer cdortallon, and the skew 
invitation, the confession, absolution, comfortable words, prayer 
of humble access, formulae of administration and the concluding 
peace, all as they edit at present, though with muted:am of 
some importance. 

The first complete vernacular Book el Comma Prayer was 
issued d t so. It was carded through both houses of parliamest 
by the tut of January 7519,  by as Act of Uniformity whit% 
made its use competitory on anthiller the following Whit-Sunder,. 
The exact date of the giving of the royal meat, and the 
question whether this Book oiceived the asset of Convocation, 
are historical points of difficulty and Inuatalety which cannot 
be treated at length here. 

Some of the chief points of difference between this and subse-
quent Prayer Books were the Molder Mathes and Evensong 
began with the Lord's Prayer, and ended with the third collect; 
there were no alternative Psalm-canticles • for Benedictus, 
Mood' cat and Rune Dindttis; the Athanasian Creed was 
introduced after the Benedictus on six festivals only and in 
addition to the Apostles' Creed; the Litany wu placed after 
the Communion service, for which an alternative title was gives, 
viz.: "commonly called the Mass." Introits weft provided 
for use on *very Sunday and Holy-Dee; sites tie offertory 
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intending cornmeal:ems were directed to " tarry still in the quire 
or in some convenient place nigh the quire ' •' in the prayer 
" for the whole state of Christ's church," the blessed Virgin 
Mary was commemorated by name among departed saints; 
prayer for the departed was explicitly retained; also an invoca-
tion of the Holy Spirit before the words of institution, the 
prayer of oblation immediately following them. The mixed 
chalice was ordered to be used, and the Agnes Dei to be sung 
during the Communion of the people. A large selection of short' 
scriptural poet-Communions was provided. Unleavened bread 
was to be used and placed not in the hand but in the mouth of 
the communicant. The sign of the cross was to be made not 
only in the eucharistic consecration prayer, but also in Baptism, 
Confirmation, Holy Matrimony and the Visitation of the Sick. 
Reservation for the sick and unction of the sick were retained; 
and exorcism, unction, trine immersion and the chrisom were 
included in the baptismal service. The prayer in the burial 
service, as in the Communion service, contained distinct inter-
cessions for the departed; and a form of Holy Communion was 
provided for use at funerals with proper introit, collect, epistle 
and gospel. 

As to vestments, in the choir offices, the surplice only was to 
be used; the hood being added in cathedrals and colleges; and 
by all graduates when preaching, everywhere. 

At Holy Communion the officiating. priest was to wear " a 
white Albe plain with a vestment or Cope," and the assistant 
clergy were to wear " Albes with tunicles." Whenever a bishop 
was celebrant he was to wear, " beside his rochette, a surplice 
or albe, and a cope or vestment," and also to carry " his pastoral 
staff in his hand, or else borne or holden by his chaplain." The 
mitre was not mentioned. 

The ordinal was not attached to this Prayer Book at its first 
appearance, but it was added under another act of parliament 
In the following year, isso. It was very similar to the present 
ordinal except that the words " for the office and work of a 
Priest in the Church of God, now committed unto thee by the 
Imposition of our hands" were wanting, and the chalice or 
cup with the bread were delivered; as well as a Bible, to each 
newly-ordained priest. 

We pass on to issa when a new and revised edition of the 
Prayer Book was introduced by an act of parliament which 
ordered that it should come into use on All Saints' Day (Nov. 1). 
The alterations made in it were many and important, and as 
they represent the furthest point ever reached by the Prayer 
Book in a Protestant direction, they deserve special mention 
and attention. 

r. The introductory sentences, exhortation, confession and 
absolution were prefixed to the Order for Morning Prayer daily 
throughout the year and ordered to be read before Evening 
Prayer *swell. Alternativasalms were provided foe Benedictus, 
Magnificat and Nurse Dimittis. 

a. Numerous and most important alterations were made in 
the Order for Holy Communion, in the title of which the , words 
" commonly called the Mass " were left out. (a) The Introits 
were omitted. (b) Gloria in excelsis was transferred from near 
the beginning to near the end of the service. (c) The ten com-
mandments with an expanded tenfold Kyrie damn were intro-
duced. (d) The long new English canon of tseo was split up 
into three parts: the first pan becoming the prayer for the church 
militant; the second part becoming the prayer of consecration, 
the third part, or prayer of oblation, becoming the first pot-
Communion collect; the epildesis or invocation of the Holy Ghost 
upon the elements was entirely omitted. (e) The mixed chalice, 
the use of the sign of the cross in the consecration prayer; the 
commemoration of the blessed Virgin Mary and of various 
classes of saints were omitted. (/) The Agnus Dal and the post-
Communion anthems were omitted. (g) The words of adminis-
tration in the 1549 book were abolished. els.: " The body of 
our Lord Jesus Christ which was given for thee, preserve thy 
body and soul unto everlasting life," and " The blood of our 
Lord Jesus Christ which was shed for thee preserve thy body 
and soul unto everlasting life," and the following words were  

substituted: " Take and eat this In renlembeanee that Mast died 
for thee, and feed on him in thy heart by faith, with thanks-
giving," and " Drink this In remembrance that (*biases biked 
was shed for thee, and be thankful." (A) A long mbar was added 
at the end of the service explanatory of the attitude of 
at the reception of Holy Communion, in which it was 
that " it is not meant hereby that any adoration is dime, or 
ought to be done, either unto the sacramental bread and wine 
there bodily received, or to any real and essential presence them 
being of Christ's natural flesh and blood," Ac. (f) Esoschm, 
unction, trine immersion and the chrisom were omitted from 
the baptismal service. (h) Unction and communion with the 
reserved sacrament were removed from the services for the 
visitation and the communion of the sick. (I) Prayers for the 
dead and provision for a celebration of Holy Communion at a 
funeral were removed from the burial service. (•) The vest-
ments retained and ordered under the Prayer Book of asap were 
abolished by a new rubric which- directed that both at the time 
of Communion and at all other times of ministration a bishop 
should wear a rocbet and that a priest or deacon should bare 
and wear a surplice only; (a) on the other hand, the direction 
as to daily service were extended to all clergy and made muck 
stricter, (o) and the number of days on which the AtIsanasiaa 
Creed was to be used was raised from six to thirteen. 

The main objects of these drastic alterations have been thought 
to have been two-fold. 

r. To abolish all ritual for which there was not scriptural 
warrant. If this was their object it was not consistently or 
completely carried out. No scriptural warrant •can be feud 
for the use of the surplice, or for the use bf the sign of the cross 
in baptism, both of which were retained. 

a. To make the services as unlike the pre-Reformat:km swam 
as possible. This object too was not fully attained; no btanied 
precedent can be found for the violent dislocation el (stria 
parts of the Order for Holy Communion, especially b the me 
of the prayer of oblation and of the Gloria in Excare:.ket ths 
orders for Morning and Evening Prayer and the Holy Crearenim 
retained features of the Breviary and Missal services, deal& 
of their component material being still drawn from them. Wile 
the alterations, therefore, were violent enough to alarm and 
offend the Catholic party, they were not violent enough tonal, 
the extreme Puritan party, who would no doubt have nested 
for and would probably have obtained still further reinneratint 
and revision. But this Prayer Book only lived for eight muntie 
It came into use on All Saints' Day (Nov. r) r ss a, sad on abed* 
of July Int Edward VI. died and was succeeded by Ids Moe 
Mary, under whom the Prayer Book was abolished and the old 
Latin services and service books resumed their place. 

On the death of Queen Mary and the accession of her awn 
Elizabeth (Nov. 17, 5558) all was reversed, and the Book of 
Common Prayer was restored Into use again. 

The Act of Uniformity, which obtained final parUmneatary 
authority on the 28th of Apnl rm. ordered that the Prayer 
Book should come again into me on St John the Baptist's Day 
(June 34. 1590• This was the second Prayer Book of Lag 
Edward VI., with the following few but important alterations, 
which, like all the alterations introduced et subsequent dates 
into the Prayer Book, were in a Catholic rather than to a 
Protestant direction. 

I. Morning and Evening Prayer were directed to be "tend 
in the accustomed place of the church, chapel or chancel, lastead 
of " in such place as the people may best hear." 

2. The rubric ordering the use of the rochet only by the 
bishop and of surplice only by a priest or deacon was abolished, het 
The eucharistic vestments ordered in the first Prayer Beat of 
Edward VI. were brought back by a new rubric which directed 
that " the minister at the time of the communion and at ail 
other times in his ministration, shall use such vestments in the 
church as were in use by authority of parliament in the second 
year of the reign of King Edward the VI. according to the act 
of parliament set in the beginning of this book. 

s. In the Litany the following petition bound in both the 
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Kdwardian Prayer Books was emitted " from the tyranny of 
the bishop of Rome and all his detestable enormities, good 
Lord deliver us," 

4. In the Communion service the twodatmeo of administration 
found in the first and second Prayer Beaks of King Edward's 
reign were combined 

g. The rubric explanatory of " kneeling for reception," com-
monly known as " the Black Rubric " was omitted. 

6. In the Ordinal in the rubric before the oath of the queen's 
sovereignty the words " against the power and authority of all 
foreign potentates " were substituted for " against the usurped 
power and authority of the Bishop of Rome" and in the oath 
itself four references to the bishop of Rome, by name, were 
omitted. 

There were a few more minor alterations, without doctrinal or 
political significance which need not be described In detail here. 

The only further addition or alteration made in Queen 
Elizabeth's reign was in 1561, when an the present black letter 
Holy Days were added to the Kalendar except St George 
(April 23) Lammas (Aug. I), St Laurence (Aug. to) and St 
Clement (Nov. 22), which already existed, and except St 
linurchus (Sept. 7), added In 1604, and the Venerable Beds 
(May 27) and St Albion (June 17) added in 166:. 

A sanoutdering and growing Puritan discontent with the Prayer 
Book, suppressed with a firm band under Queen Elizabeth, burst 
out into a flame on the accession of King James I. in t6o3. 
A petition called the millenary petition, bemuse signed by no 
less than one thousand ministers, was soon presented to him, 
asking, among other things, for various Aerations in the Prayer 
Book and specifying the alterations desired. As a result the 
king summoned a conference of leading Puritan divines, 
and of bishops and other leading Anglican divines, which 
met under his presidency at Hampton Court in January aloe. 
After both sides had been heard, certain alterations were 
determined upon and were ordered by royal authority, with the 
general assent of Convocation. These alterations were not very 
numerous nor of great importance, but such as they were they all 
went in the direction of catholicizing rather than of puritanizing 
the Prayer Book; the one exception being the substitution of 
rotas chapters of the canonical scriptunn for some chapter 
of the Apocrypha, emeciany of the book of Tobit. Other 
changes were:— 

r. The addition of one more black letter Saint's Day, via.: 
Enurchus (by error for Evurtius) on the 7th of September. This 
was a small but a very extraordinary and an inexplicable change 
to make. The only explanation offered, which is a pure guess 
and seems barely possible, is that it was desired to place some 
mark of dignity upon a day which during the late reign bad 
beets kept with great festivity u the birthday of Queen Elizabeth. 

t. The words, " The absolution to be pronounced by the 
minister alone" at Morning and Evening Prayer, were altered 
to "The Absolution, ot Remission of Sins, to be pronounced 
by the priest alone, standing; the people still kneeling." 

a. A prayer for the royal family was added after the prayer 
for the king, and a petition was added in the Litany to the same 
effect, both exhibiting slight verbal differences from the prayer 
and petition as used to-day. 

4. Thanksgiving prayers were added for rain, for fair weather, 
for plenty, for peace and victory. 

s. Important alterations were introduced into the service 
for the private baptism of children In houses, with the object 
of doing away with lay baptism and securing the administration 
by the minister of the pariah, or some other lawful minister. 

6. The confirmation service was entitled and explained thus: 
" The Cledur of Confirmation, or Laying on of Hands upon 
Children Baptized, and able to render as account of their faith 
according to the Catechism following." 

7. The concluding portion of the Catechisers, consisting of 
eleven questions on the sacraments, was now added. 

There were other slight changes of a verbal kind, involving 
so doctrinal or political significance and which therefore need 
not be described here. 

The next important stage in the history of the Prayer nook 
was its total suppression in 1645 for a period of fifteen years. 
" the Directory for the Public Worship of God in the Three 
Kingdoms" being established in its place. The restoration 
of King Charles II. in 166o brought with it toleration at once, 
and soon afterwards complete restoration of the Prayer Book, 
but not exactly in the same form which it had before. Non-
conformists pressed upon the king, either that the Prayer Book 
should not be re-introduced, or that if it were re-introduced, 
features which they objected to might be removed. The result 
was that a conference was held in 166t, known from its place 
of meeting as the Savoy Conference, the church being represented 
by twelve bishops and the Nonconformists by twelve emirent 
Presbyterian divines, each side accompanied by nine coadjutors. 

The objections raised from the Nonconformist point of view 
were numerous and varied, but they were thoroughly discussed 
between the first meeting on the 15th of April and the last on 
the 24th of July t66r; the bishops agreeing to meet the Puritan 
wishes on a few minor points but on none of fundamental 
importance. Later in the year, between the toth of November 

and the loth of December, Convocation assembled and under-

took the revision of the Prayer Book. In the earlier part of 
the following year the book so revised came before parliament. 
No amendment was made in It in either house and it finally 
received the royal anent on the 19th of May r662, being annexed 
to an Act of Uniformity which provided for its coming into 
general and compulsory use on St Bartholomew's Day (Aug. 24). 

The alterations thus introduced were very numerous, amount-
ing to many hundreds, and many of them were more important 
than any which had been introduced into the Prayer Book since 
2552• Their general tendency was distinctly in a Catholic as 
opposed to a Puritan direction, and the two thousand Puritan 
incumbents who •vacated their benefices on St Bartholomew's 
Day rather than accept the altered Prayer Book bear eloquent 
testimony to that fact. 

is impossible  to give here an exhaustive l ilt of the alterations: 
btu the following were some of the principal changes made in tow. 

The preface" It ha th been the wisdom of the Church of En•land," 
Re.. composed by Sanderson, bishop of Lincoln, was prefixed to 
the Prayer Book. (b) The authorized version of the Bible of 1611 
was taken into use, except in the case of the Psalms, where the 
great Bible of 1536-tsan was retained as much smoother for singing, 
and in parts of the Communion service. (c) The rubric preceding 
the absolution in Morning and Evening Prayer. viz.: " The absolu-
tion to be pronounced by the minister alone, was altered into " The 
Al...Iution, or Remission of Sins, to be pronounced by the priest 
ale. standing; the people still kneeling." (d) In the Litany the 
ph . 4,C " Bishops, Pastors and Ministers of the Church." was altered 
tnt o " Bishops. Priests and Deacons. -  and in the clause commencing 

From all sedit ion and privy conspiracy." , the words" rebellion " 
aid " schism " were added. (e) Among the " Prayers and Thanks-
givings upon several occasions." were added the too Ember week 
prayers. the prayer for the high court of parliament, the collect or 
prayer for all conditions of men, the general thanksgiving, and that 
" For restoring Public Peace at Home." (f) In the Communion 
ecru two rubrics weft prefixed to the pra yer " for the whole state 
of Christ's Church militant here in earth • ordering the humble 
presentation and placing of the alms upon the Holy Table. and the 
placing thereon then of so much Broad and Wine as the priest shall 
think sufficient; and (g) the commemoration of the departed was 
added to the prayer itself. (1,) The rubric explanatory of the posture 
of kneeling for mention, known as the Black Rubric. which had 
been added in 1562. but omitted in t 559 and :boa, was reint roduced: 
but the words " to any real and essential preserve there being of 
Christ's natural flesh and blood " were altered to " unto say Corporal 
Presence of Christ's natural Flesh and Blood "—la very important 
and significant alteration which affected the meaning of the whole 
rubric. CO Rubrics were also added ordering the manual acts by 
the priest in the prayer of consecration, and the covering of the 
remaindered the consecrated elements after Communion with a lair 
been cloth. (11) A new office was added for the Ministration of 
Baptism to such as are of riper years. (1) A rubric was prefixed 
to the Order for the Burial of the Dead, forbidding that order to 
be used " for any that die unbaptized, or excommunicate. or have 
laid violent hands upon themselves." fall In the "Ordering of 
Priests." and " the Consecration of Bishops." in the formula for 
ordination. after the words, " Receive the Holy Ghost." these words 
were added " for the Office and Work of a Priest for Bishop) in the 
Church of God, now committed unto thee by the Imposition of ou: 
Maks" (d) The ornaments rubric, regulating the vesture of she 
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clergy was thrown into its present shape. referring back not to 16o4 
or 1339 or 3332, but to the first Prayer Book of Edward VI. in 1349 
for the rule to be followed. 

The above are the important alterations, among numerous 
others of minor significance, introduced into the Prayer Book 
in !Mt. Their general trend is obvious. It is not in the Puritan 
direction, but intended to emphasize and to make more clear 
church doctrine and discipline, which in recent years bad become 
obscured or decayed. No substantial alteration has been made 
in the Prayer Book since 166a, but two alterations must be 
chronicled as having obtained the sanction of the Convocations 
of Canterbury and York, and also legal force by act of perliament. 
In i871 a new Lectionary was substituted for the previously 
existing one, into the merits and demerits of which it is not 
possible to enter here; and in 1873, by the Act of Uniformity 
Amendment Act, a shortened form of service was provided 
instead of the present form of Morning and Evening Prayer for 
optional use in other than cathedral churches on all days except 
Sunday, Christmas Day, Ash Wednesday, Good Friday and 
Ascension Day; provision was also atatutably made for the 
separation of services, and for additional services, to be taken, 
however, except so far as anthems and hymns are concerned, 
entirely out of the Bible and the Book of Common Prayer. • 

In the year tom letters of business were issued by the Crown 
to the Convocations inviting and enabling them to make ahem-
tions in the Prayer Book (afterwards to be embodied in an act 
of parliament). These letters were issued in compliance with 
the second recommendation (1906) of the Royal Commission 
on Ecclesiastical Discipline, viz.: that " Letters of business 
should be issued to the Convocations with instructions: (a) to 
consider the preparation of a new rubric regulating the orna-
ments (that is to say, the vesture) of the ministers of the church, 
at the times of their ministrations, with a view to its enact-
ment by parliament; and (6) to frame, with a view to their 
enactment of parliament, such modifications in the existing law 
relating to the conduct of Divine Service, and to the orna-
ments and fittings of churches as may tend to secure the greater 
elasticity which a reasonable recognition of the comprehensive-
ness of the Church of England and of its present needs seems to 
demand." 

A few words are added in conclusion about the state services. 
Until the year 1839 they were four in number. 

z. A Form of Prayer with Thanksgiving to be used yearly upon 
the Fifth Day of November, to commemorate the happy deliverance 
of King James I. and the Three Estates of England from the Gun. 
powder Plot in 1604. 

2. A Form of Prayer with Fasting to be used yearly on the 
Thirtieth Day of January. to commemorate the Martyrdom of the 
Blessed King Charles the First in 1649. 

3. A Form of Prayer with Thanksgiving to be used yearly on the 
Twenty-ninth Dayof May, to commemorate the Restoration to the 
throne of King Charles the Second in 366o. 

4. A Form of Prayer with Thanksgiving to be used yearly on the 
Day of the Accession of the reigning Monarch. 

The first three of these services were abolished in 1839 by royal 
warrant—that is to say by the exercise of the same authority which 
had instituted them. The fourth form of service was retained in 
its old shape till tgot, when a new form, or rather new forms of 
service, having been prepared by Convocation, were authorized by 
royal warrant on the 9th of November. (F. E. W.) 

PRAYERS FOR THE DEAD. Wherever there is a belief in 
the continued existence of man's personality through and after 
death, religion naturally concerns itself with the relations between 
the living and the dead. And where the idea of a future judg-
ment obtains, prayers are often Offered oq their behalf to the 
Higher Powers. Prayers for the dead are mentioned in a Mac-
cabees di. 43-4e, where the writer is uncertain whether to 
regard the sacrifice offered by Judas as a propitiatory sin-offering 
or as a memorial thank-offering, a distinction of great Importance 
in the later history of the practice. Prayers for the dead form 
part of the authorized Jewish services. The form in use in 
England contains the following passage: " Have mercy upon 
him; pardon all his transgressions . . . Shelter his soul in the 
shadow of Thy wings. Make known to him the path of life." 
The only passage in the New Testament which is held to beat  

directly on the subject is 2 MM. i. 18, where. however, it is not 
certain that Onesipliorus, for whom St Paul prayed, seas dead. 
Outside the Bible the proof of the early use of prayers for the 
dead has been carried a step farther by Professor Ramsay's 
discoveries, for it is now impossible to doubt the geraniums 
of the copy (contained in the spurious acts of the saint) of the 
inscription on the tomb of Abercius of Hieropolis in Play& 
(see Lightfoot, Apostolic Fathers, pt. a. vol. i, p. 49a ago.). The 
19th aim of the inscription runs thus: " Let every friend who 
observeth this pray for me," i.e. Abercius, who throughout 
speaks in the first person: he died in the latter part of the raid 
century. The inscriptions in the Roman catacombs bear similar 
witness to the practice, by the occurrence of such phrases as 
" Marst thou live among the saints " (3rd century), " May God 
refresh the soul of . . . "; " Peace be with them." Among 
Church writers Tertullian is the first to mention prayers for 
the dead, and that not as a concession to natural sentiment, 
but as a duty: " The widow who does not pray for her dead 
husband has as good as divorced him." This passage ocrurs 
in one of his later Montanistic writings, dating from the beginning 
of the 3rd century. Subsequent writers similarly make incideatal 
mention of the practice as prevalent, but not as unlawful or even 
disputed (until Aerius challenged it towards the end of the 
4th century). The most famous instance is St Augustise's 
prayer for his mother, Monica, at the end of the 9th book el 
his Confessions. 

An important element in the liturgies of the various Churches • 
consisted of the diptychs or lists of names of living and dead 
who were to be commemorated at the Eucharist. To be inserted 
in these lists was an honour, and out of the practice grew the 
canonization of saints; on the other hand, to be eaduded ass  a 
condemnation. In the middle oft he 3rd century we find Cypriot 
enjoining that there should be no oblation or public/sayer made 
for a deceased layman who had broken a Church rule try appoint-
ing a cleric trustee under his will: " He ought not to be named 
in the priests' prayer who has done his best to detain the dew 
from the altar." Although it is not possible, as • rule, to name 
dates for the exact words used in the ancient liturgies, yet the 
universal occurrence of these diptychs and of definite prayers 
for the dead in all parts of the Church in the 4th and 3th matures 
tends to show how primitive such prayers were. The braver 
used in the prayers for the departed is very reservedousel comae 
no suggestion of a place or state of pain. We may cite de 
following from the so-called liturgy of St James:— 

" Remember. 0 Lord, the God of Spirits and of an Flesh. dot 
whom we have remembered and those whom we hose not nriner 
bered, men of the true faith, from righteous Abel unto today. dt  
thou thyself give them rest there in the land of the Irving, is thy 
kingdom, in the delight of Paradise. in the bosom of Abraham. islet 
and Jacob, our holy father. from whence pain and swoon and 
sighing have fled away, where the light of thy countenance wiz.' Intl 
them and always shineth upon them." 

Public prayers were only offered for those who were believed 
to have died as faithful members of Christ. But Perpetua, who 
was martyred in 101, believed herself to have been encouraged 
by a vision to pray for her brother, who had died in his eighth 
year, almost certainly unbaptised; and a later vision mound 
her that her prayer bad been answered and he translated from 
punishment. St Augustine thought it needful to point out that 
the narrative was not canonical Scripture, and contended that 
the child bad perhaps been baptised. Similarly, • medieval 
legend relates that Gregory the Great was so struck with the 
justice of the emperor Trajan, that he prayed for him, and Is 
consequence he was admitted to Paradise (d. Dante, Pare. a., 
Farad. is.). 

As time went on, further developments took place. Petitions 
to God that be would bear the intercestiona of the departed 
became direct requests to them to pray (Ora les outhas): and, 
finally, the saints were asked themselves to grant grace and balp. 
Again, men felt difficulty in supposing that one who repeated 
at the close of a wicked life could at once enjoy the fellowthiP 
of the saints in Paradise (St Luke Reid. 43), and it seemed naiads 
that they should be made equal with those who had boner the 
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burden and heat of the day (St Matt. tax. ss). And so the simple 
severance between good and bad indicated in St Luke vi. 26, 
became the threefold division made familiar by Dante. 'These 
speculations were further fixed by the growth of the theory 
of satisfaction and of Indulgences: each forgiven soul was 
supposed to have to endure an amount of suffering In proportion 
to the guilt of its sins, and the prayers and pious acts of the living 
availed to shorten this penance time in Purgatory (see bout-
entices). It thus came about that prayers for the dead were 
regarded only as aiming at the deliverance of souls from pur-
gatorial fires; and that application of the Eucharist seems to 
have overshadowed all others. The Council of Trent attempted 
certain reforms in the matter, with more or less success; but, 
broadly speaking, the system still remains in the Roman Catholic 
Church, and muses for the dead are a very important part of 
is acts of worship. 

The Reformation took its rise in a righteous protest against 
the sale of Indulgences; and by a natural reaction the Protestants, 
in rejecting the Roman doctrine of Purgatory, were inclined to 
disuse all prayers for the dead. Important changes have been 
made, in the successive revisions of the Prayer Book, in the 
commemorations of the deed at the Eucharist and in the Burial 
Service. 

In the Communion Service of r 549, after praise. and thanks 
were offered for all the saints, chiefly the Blessed Virgin, came 
the following: " We commend into thy mercy all other thy 
servants, which are departed hence from us with the sign of 
faith and now do rest in the sleep of peace: grant unto them. 
we beseech thee, thy mercy and everlasting peace." The 
Burial Service of the same date contained explicit prayers for 
the deceased, and introit, collect, epistle and gospel were 
provided for " the Celebration of the Holy Communion when 
there is a Burial of the Dead." In issa, under the influence 
of Buser, all mention of the dead, whether commemorative or 
intercessory, was cut out of the Eucharist; the prayers in the 
Burial Service were brought into their present form; and the 
provision foe Holy Communion at a Burial was omitted. The 
thankful commemoration of the dead in the Eucharist was 
restored in snot, but prayers for them remained, If they remained 
at all, veiled in ambiguous phrases. 

The Church of England has never forbidden prayers foe the 
dead, however little she has used them in her public services. 
It was proposed in t 552 to condemn tbe scholastic doctrine De 
nrecatione ere defusictis in what is now the sand of the Thirty-
Nine Articles, but the proposal was rejected. And these inter-
cessions have been used is private by a long list of English 
divines, among whom Andrewes, Cosln, Ken, Wesley and Keble 
form an almost complete chain down to the present day. On 
the tomb of Bishop Barrow (168o) stands a request to passers-by 
to pray for their fellow-servant. And in a hit (1838) as to the 
lawfulness of an inscription, " Pray for the soul of . . .." the 
Court decided that " no authority or canon has been pointed 
out by which the practice of praying for the dead has been 
expressly prohibited." As Jeremy Taylor put it (Dissuasive 
from Popery, I. I. iv.), " General prayers for the dead the Church 
of England never did condemn by any express articles, but left 
it in the middle." 

H. M. Lstekocle. After Dank (1st ed., London. 1979); E H. 
The Senn  Prison (Loudon. 1884). 	 (wr is 	 Ou'llre. 

PRAY1110 •HBEL, a mechanical apparatus used by the 
Lamaist Buddhists in Tibet and 'hey/Isere foe offer* prayers. 
Strips of paper beating a manifold repetition of the words 
" The Jewel in the Lotus, Amen," are wrapped round cylinders 
of all sizes—from band-mills to wind- or water-mills. As the 
wheel revolves these uncoil and the prayer is considered to be 
offered. 

PIIKACHIlle 	Maw, from Lat. practicer*, to proclaim), 
the proclamation of a Divine message both to those who have 
not heard it. and to those who, having hdiud k, have not accepted 
it, and the regular instruction of the converted in the doctrines 
and duties of the faithAs • distinctive though not a peculiar 
feature of the Christian religion The Mahotomedans nerds* 

it freely, and it is not unknown among the Buddhists. The 
history of Christian preaching with which alone this article is 
concerned has its roots (1) in the activity of the Hebrew prophets 
and scribes, the former representing the broader appeal, the 
latter the edification of the faithful, (s) in the ministry of Jesus 
Christ and His apostles, where again we have both the evan-
gelical Invitation and the teaching of truth and duty. Which-
ever element is emphasized in preaching, the preacher is one who 
believes himself to be the ambassador of God, charged with a 
message which It is his duty to deliver. 

1. The Patristic Age, to the Death of St Angustine, A.D. 430.—
Of the first two centuries we have very little information. 
From the Acts of the Apostles we gather something as to the 
methods adopted by St Peter and St Paul, and these we may 
believe were more or less general. The Apostles who had known 
the Lord would naturally recall the facts of His life, and the 
story of His words and works would form a great deal of their 
preaching. After they had passed away and before the Christian 
Scriptures were canonically sifted and collected there was a gap 
which for us is only slenderly filled by such productions as the 
so-called tnd Epistle of Clement, really a rambling homily on 
repentance and confession (see CLEMENTINE LITERATURE), and 
by what we can imagine was the practice of men Hie Ignatius 
and, on the other hand, the Apologists. Most of these were 
primarily writes, but Justin Martyr has left a reputation rot 
speaking, especially in debate, as well. Some of the writings 
of Tertullian (c. too), e. g. those on Patience and Penitence, read 
as though they had been spoken, and it is hard to believe that 
this brilliant rhetorician did not consecrate his powers of address 
to his new faith. Cyprian (d. 2s8), too, was a finished speaker; 
his Epistle to Domains emphasizes the need of a simple and un-
decorated style in the prochunation of the gospel. None of his 
sermons, however, unless we regard his book on the Lord's Prayer 
as a homily, has come down to us. 

By this time the canon of New Testament Scripture was fairly 
settled, and with Origen (d. 254) we find the beginning of preach-
ing as an explanation and application of definite texts. Origen 
was pre-eminently • teacher, and the didactic side of preaching 
is thus more conspicuous in his work. When we allow for his 
excessive use of the allegorical method, there is still left a great 
deal of power and suggestiveness. In his hands, as may be 
seen from the [9 homilies on Jeremiah that have been preserved 
in the Greek (and others in the Latin of Refines), the crude 
homily of his predecessors began to take a more dignified, 
orderly and impressive form. Alongside Origen we may rank 
Hippolytus of Rome on the strength of the one sermon of his 
which is extant, a panegyric on baptism based on the theophany 
which marked the baptism of Jesus. 

The 4th century marks the culmination of early Christian 
preaching. The imperial patronage had made education and 
social distinctions a greater possibility for the preacher, and the 
decline of political eloquence furnished an opening for pulpit 
oratory. The didactic element was no longer in sole possession 
of the field, for the inrush of multitudes to the Christian faith 
and the building of large churches necessitated a return to the 
evangelical or proclamatory type of sermon. It was the age 
of doctrinal controversy, and the intellectual presentation of 
the Christian position was thus sharpened and developed. The 
Antiochene school bad set a worthy example of careful exegesis 
of scripture. It was in the East especially that preaching 
flourished; Eusebius of Caesarea, Eusebius of Emesa, Athanasius, 
Mamie*, Cyril of Jerusalem, Epbramn Syrtis among the ortho-
dox; and of the Mans, Arius himself and 1.11filas the great 
Gothic missionary, are all of high quality; but above even these 
stand out the three Cappadociinu,Basil (q.v.) of Caesarea,cult u red, 
devout and practical; his brother Gregory (es.) of Nyssa, more 
inclined to the speculative and metaphysical, and Gregory (q ..) 
of Naziism, richly endowed with poetic and material gifts, 
the finest preacher of the three. At the apex of the pyramid 
stands John of Antioch, Chrysostom (q.e ), who in 387, at the 
age of eo, began his la years' ministry in his native city and in 
399, the six memorable years in Constaatinople, where he loved 
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the poor, withstood tyranny and preached with amazing power. 
His sermons, says Dr E. C. Darg,an, " show the native oratorical 
instinct highly trained by study and practice, a careful and 
sensible (not greatly allegorical) interpretation of Scripture, a 
deep concern for the spiritual welfare of his charge, and 
thorough consecration to his work. His style is impetuous, 
rich, torrential at times; his thought is practical and imaginative 
rather than deeply philosophical. His knowledge of human 
nature is keen and ample, and his sermons are a remarkable 
reflection of the manners and customs of his age. His ethical 
appeal is constant and stimulating," 

In the West the allegorical method of Alexander had more 
influence than the historical exegesis of Antioch. This is seen 
in Ambrose of Milan, with whom may be named Hilary of 
Poitiers and Gaudentius of Brescia, the friend of Chrysostom, 
and a link between him and Ambrose. But the only name of 
first rank in preaching is that of Augustine, and even he is 
curiously unequal. His fondness for the allegorical and his 
manifest carelessness of preparation disappoint as often as his 
profundity, his devout mysticisms, his practical application 
attract and satisfy. Augustine's Dc doarina Christiana, bk. iv., 
is the first attempt to formulate the principles of homiletics. 

a. The Early Middle Ages, 430-1 too.—After the days of 
Chrysostom and Augustine there was a great decline of preaching. 
1Vith the poor exceptions of one or two names like those of 
Theodore of Mopsuestia and John of Damascus, the Eastern 
Church produced no preachers of distinction. The causes of 
the ebb were both internal and external. Within the Church 
there was a departure from the great experimental truths of 
the Gospel, their place being taken by the preaching of nature 
and morality on a theistic basis. To this we may add a fantastic 
and absurd allegorization, the indiscriminate laudation of saints 
and martyrs, polemical strife, the hardening of the doctrine into 
dogma, the development of a narrow ecclesiasticism, and the 
failure of the missionary spirit in the orthodox section of the 
Eastern Church (as contrasted with the marvellous evangelistic 
activity of the Nestorian (q.a.). Outside the Church the break-
up of old civilizations, the confused beginnings of medieval 
kingdoms, with the attendant war and rapine, the inroads of 
the Saracens and the rise of Islam, were all effective silencers 
of the pulpit. Yet the night was not without its stars; at Rome 
Leo the Great and Gregory the Great could preach, and the 
missionaries Patrick, Columba, Columbanus, Augustine, Wilfrid, 
Willibrord, Gall and Boniface are known by their fruits. The 
homilies of Beda are marked by a tender devoutness, and here 
and there rise to glowing eloquence. In the 8th century 
Charlemagne, through the Capitularies, tried in vain to galvanize 
preaching; such specimens as we have show the sermons of the 
times to be marked by superstition, ignorance, formality and 
plagiarism. It was the age when the papacy was growing out 
of the ruins of the old Roman Empire, and the best talents were 
devoted to the organization of ecclesiasticism rather than to the 
preaching of the Word. Liturgies were taking shape, penance 
was deemed of more importance than repentance, and there 
was more insistence on discipline than on Christian morality. 
Towards the end of the period we note the beginnings of the triple 
division of medieval preaching into cloistral, parochial and 
missionary or popular preaching, a division based at first on 
audiences rather than on subject-matter, the general character 
of which—legends and popular stories rather than exposition 
of Scripture—was much the same everywhere. About this 
time, no doubt, some preachers began to use the vernacular. 
though no examples of such a practice have been preserved. 
There are few great names in the 9th, toth and nth centuries: 
Anselm was a great Churchman, but no great preacher; perhaps 
the most worthy of mention is Anskar, the missionary to the 
Scandinavians Rabanus Maurus published an adaptation of 
Augustine's De doctrinaChristiana. bk. iv. But certain forces were 
at work which were destined to bring about a great revival, via. 
the rise of the scholastic theology, the reforms of Pope Hilde-
brand, and the preaching of the First Crusade by Pope Urban II. 
(d. 1099) and Peter the Hermit. 

3. The Later Medieval Age, rroo-7500.—ln the ratio century 
the significant feature is the growing use of the various national 
languages in competition with the hitherto universal Lathe. 
The most eminent preacher of the century was Bernard of 
Clairvaux (1o91-1153), esteemed alike by wade and simple, 
and summing up the popular scholastic and mystical types of 
preaching. His homilies, though tediously minute, stall breathe 
a charm and power (see BERNARD, Sr). 

Alongside Bernard may be placed the two mystics of St Victor, 
Hugo and Richard, and a little later Peter Waldo of Lyons, who, 
like Henry of .Lausanne, preached a plain message to the poor 
and lowly. The 13th century saw the culmination of maid/eyed 
preaching, especially in the rise of the two great mendicant 
orders of Francis and Dominic. Representative Franciscan 
names are Antony of Padua (d. Mt), who travelled and preached 
through southern Europe; Berthold of Regensburg (d. 127.2), 
who, with his wit and pathos, imagination and insight, drew 
huge crowds all over Germany, as in homeliest vernacular be 
denounced sin with all the severity of a John the Baptist; and 
Francis Bonaventura, the schoolman and mystic, who wrote a 
little book on The AK of Preaching. Of the Dominicans Thomas 
Aquinas (d. 1274), all. theologian, was perhaps also the greatest 
preacher. With the 14th century a new note, that of reformation. 
is struck; but on the whole there was a drop from the high Fred 
of the e3th. In Italy Bernardino of Siena on the scholastic 
side, Robert of Leccc and Gabriel Barletta on the popular, are 
the chief names; in Germany these phases are rqsresentoi by 
John Gritsch and John Geller of Kaiserburg respectively. 
Among the popular preachers vigour was often blended with 
coarseimss and vulgarity. Mysticism is represented by Seta 
Meister Eckhart, above all Johann Tallier (qv.) of Strawbont 
(d. 1461), a true prophet in an age of degeneration. Trends 
the close of the•century comes John Wycliffe (qa ) and ha 
English travelling preachers, who passed the torch to lics 
and the Bohemians, and in the next age Savonarob, who was 
to Florence what Jeremiah had been to Jerusalem. 

4. The Reformation Period, rjoa-too.—It is hoe that tie 
story of modern preaching may be said to begin. The Redeemers 
gave the sermon a higher place in the ordinary service time a 
had previously held, and they laid special stress upon the 
interpretation and application of Scripture. The controversy 
with Rome, and the appeal to the reason and conscience of de 
individual, together with the spread of the New Learning, pot 
preaching a new force and influence which reacted upon the di 
faith, as John Wild (d. t334), one of the best Roman Catholic 
preachers of the day, a man noted for his " emphasis on &tiptoe, 
his grasp of evangelical truth, his earnest piety, amiable character 
and sustained power in the pulpit," fully admitted. Other 
famous preachers on the same side were the Spaniards Luis al 
Granada and Thomas of Villanova, the Italians Cornelia Mum 
Egidio of Viterbo and Carlo Borrorneo, and the German Peter 
Canisius. Among the Reformers were, of course, Martin Luther 
and most of his German collaborators; the Swiss Zwingli, 
linger , Fare! and Calvin; the English Latimer, John Bradford, 
John Jewel; the Scot John Knox. Nor can even so cursory 
a sketch omit to mention Bernardino Ochino and the Anabaptist 
Iltibmaier. In all these cases fuller details will be found in the 
articles bearing their names. Most of the Reformation preachers 
read their sermons, in contrast to the practice of earlier ages. 
The English Book of Homilies was compiled because competent 
preachers were comparatively rare. 

The t 7th-century preaching was, generally speaking, a continu-
ation of that of the 16th century, the pattern having been set 
by the Council of Trent and by the principles and practice of 
the Reformers. In Spain and Germany, however, there was 
a decline of power, in marked contrast to the vigour manilested 
in France and England. In France, indeed, the Catholic pulpit 
now came to its perfection, stimulated, no doubt, by the tolerationa 
accorded to the Huguenots up to t683 and by the patronage 
of Louis XIV. The names of Bcosuet, Flichier, Bourdalsue, 
Retain and Massillon, all supreme preachers, despite a certain 
artificial pompousness. belong here, and on the reformed aide 
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me Pea Mode (d. 	author of the Busy en Ws Serowe, 
eat Jacques Saurin (d. teso). In Haglund the earthy was not 
havens Catholic and Reformer, but between Anglican and 
laseenformln, or, if we may use the wide but leas correct term, 
Peritan. On the ate band are Audience. Hall, Chillinewurth. 
pinny Taylor, Barrow and South; on the other Baxter, Calamy, 
the Goodwin, Rowe, Owen, Bunyan, in each case but a few 
saws out el many. The sermons of these men were largely 
stelptural. Muscadinal evangelical truth* being emphasised with 
many and vigour, but with a tendency to abstract theology 
either than concrete religion. The danger was kb. by the 
inanity of Cambeidge, which in 1674 paned a statute for-
bidding its pretense to read their sermons. 

Germany, harassed by the Thirty- Years' Wow and deadened 
by a rigid Lutheranism, can show little besides Andra and 
Johann Arndt until the coming of the Pietist. (see Minn). 
A. H. baneful and Philipp Spencer, with Paul Gerhardt and 
Ids cousin Johann. The early years of the *8th century ware a 
time of deadness as regards preaching. The Illumination in 
Gamey and Deism in England were largely reaPnraible for 
thin though the names of J. A. Bagel (better known as • 
mmmeatator), Zinseudorf. Butler and the Erskine, helped to 
redeem the time from the reproach of being the dark age of 
Protestantism. In the Roman Catholic Church the greatest 
force was Bridaine in France, a popular preacher of high worth. 
But, generally speaking, there was no heart in preaching, sermons 
were unimpassioned, stilted and formal presentations of ethics 
end apologetics seldom delivered extempore. 

5. The Modes; Period may be said to begin in 1738, the rear 
in which John Wesley began his memorable work. Preaching 
eats more was based on the Bible, which was expounded with 
force and earnestness, and though throughout the century there 
remained • good many pulpitars who ptoduced nothing but 
tokmn fudge, the example and stimulus given by Wesley and 
Whiteield were almost immeasurably productive, Whitefield 
was the greater orator, Wesley the better thinker: but, diverse 
It temperament as they were, they alike laid emphasis on open-
er preaching. In their train came the great field preachers 
Cl Wales, like John Elias and Christmas Evans, and later the 
Primitive Methodists, who by their camp meetings and idea-
mks kept religious enthusiasm alive when Wesleyan Methodism 
ma in peril of hardening. Meanwhile, in America the Puritan 
tradition, adapted to the new conditions, Is represented by Cotton 
Mather, and late/ by Jonathan Edwards, the greatest preacher 
Cl his time and country. Whitefteld's visits raised a band 
of pioneer preachers, cultured and uncultured, men who knew 
their Bibles but often interpreted them awry. 

In the early 'ph century the pulpit had a peat power, 
in Wales, whore it was the vehicle of almost every 

kind of wledge. And It may be doubted whether, all in all, 
preaching has ever reached so uniformly high a keel or been so 
Peetalul • force as during the teth century, and this in spite 
of other forces similarly making for enlightenment and morality. 
h shared to the full in all the quickening that transformed so 
many departments of civtliz' anion during that epoch, and has 
bet specially influenced by the missaonny enterprise, the 
discoveries of science, the fuller knowledge of the Bible, the 
awakened seal for social service. Modern preaching, like ancient 
Preaching, has been so varied, depending, as it so largely does, on 
the personality of the preacher, that his not possible to speak 
el Its characteristics. Nor can one do more than ammonite 

few outstanding modern names, exclusive of living preachers. 
In the Roman Catholic Church are the Italians Ventura and Curd, 
the Germans Diepankock and Fanner, the French Lacordaire. 
bupenieup, Loyson (Nee Hyadathe) and Henri Melon. Of 
Poastants, Germany produced Schleiermacher, Claus Harm.. 
Thnluck and F. W. Krummacher ; France, Vinet and the Monads_ 
Is England repeesent•tive Anglican preachers wee Newman 
(ahem beet preaching preceded his obedience to R 'me). T. 
Arnold, F W. Robertson, Lido°, Farrar, Magee; of Free Church-
ems. T. Blaney, Thomas Jones, R. W. Dale and Joseph Parker 
(Ctulmptioessist); Rasa Hall. C. IL Spawn and Alameda 

Mecham Mice); W. IL Peledes, Hugh Prim Hughes end 
Peter Mechanic (Wesleysa); James Martineau (Unitarian) 
The Scottish Churches gave Edward Irving, Thos. Chalmers, 
R. S. Candlish, R. M. ItcCheyne and John Caird. In America, 
honoured names are those of W. E. Chinning, Henry Ward 
Beecher, Horace Bushnell, Philips Brooks, to mention only 
a few. 

See J. H. Neale. Medieval Preachers es/ Preaching (957); R. 
Roth., Canada* der Rake sew Aslant his or Tekiesenoseeher 
(1881); J. P. Masi,. Decsg aJ MaaSrs  Preaching WM); E. C. 
D111112*. A thaw, ef Proackuld flw6). and preface to The Peelpst 
ExcYdoPasdia

Preadting. moo 
. vot. (woo); and the various volumes of the Yale 

Lectures on 	 Samos. 	 (A J. G. - 	) 

PRIAMBLII (Mod. Lat. pressesisines, from wotenthekw*, to 
walk before), as introductory statement, a preliminary mph:sa-
tin& The term is particularly applied to the opening paragraph 
of a statute which summarises the intention of the legislature 
is paring the measure; thus the preamble of the statute, a 
which the title is the Children Act tem& is as follows: " An 
Act to amsolidate and amend the Law relating to the Protection 
of Childrea and Young Persona, Reformatory and Industrial 
Schools and Juvenile Offenders, and otherwise to amend the 
Law with respect to Children and Young Persons." The 
procedure in the British parliament differs in regard to the 
preambles at public sad Ovate bills. The second ending of 
a public bill mar= the pelndpie, and therefore in committee 
the preamble stands postponed till after the ormaideration cut 
the canoes, when It is considered in reference to dose dams 
as amended and altered If mod be (Standing Order 30. On 
the other hand, the pseuds of a private bill, if opposed, is 
masidered fust in committee, and counsel for the bill deals with 
the espediency of the WI, calls witnesses teethe allegation in 
the preamble, and petitions against the big are then beard; if 
the preamble is negatived the bill is dropped, i< affiented it is 
gone through chose by clause. Os unopposed pdvate bills 
the preamble bas also to be peeved, more  especially with Toped 
to whether the damn 'squired by the standing orders aro 
inserted (see May, Paiiiwitewtery Preface, Igoe, pp. 483. nog seq.). 

PREMIUM a residency of the island of Java, Dutch East 
Indies, bounded S. by the Indian Ocean, W. by Bantam, N. by 
Batavia and Erasing, and N.E. and E. by Cheeibon and 
Banyamas. It is officially termed the Premier Regencies, of 
which there are Ave, coveting the several administrative divisions. 
It also includes the small bleed of Nusa Were. The natives 
are Sanwa. The whole residency is mountainous, but there are 
two main amnia ranges of peaks aloes the northern hoe nday 
and through the middle. Among these are to be found a einspc 
lady large number of both active and inactive volcanoes, includ-
ing the well-known Salak and Gale I. the north, and bunched 
together at the eastern and the Chimera, Papandepus, Weals& 
Malabar, Guntur, he., ranging from Coco te so,000 It. in height. 
The livers of the penance beams to the hernias of the Indies 
Ocean and the Java Sea respectively, the water-parting being 
formed by the western and eastern ends respectively of the 
northern and southern lines of mountain peaks. The two which 
drain the largest basis are the Chi Slanuk and the Chi Tatum, 
both rising In the eastern end of the province and Sowing north-
east and north-west respectively to the Java Sea. The Chi 
TanduL also rising here, Sows south-east to the Indian Ocean. 
and alone of all the riven in this province is navigable. Large 
stretches of marsh occur ea each side of this river, as well as 
here and there among the hits where inland lakes formerly 
existed, as, for Instance. neat Bandung. Crater lakes are Telaga 
(lake) Buda*, is the crater of the volcano of the same name 
in the south-east, and Telaga Warns, en the slopes a the Geis, 
famous for its beentiful Unties. On the suns side d the Gede is 
the health resat ot Siedenglaya (founded tilscr-s 86o), with a 
mineral spring containing ask and close by i the country 
!residence of Chipense, belonging to the governor general. 

Numerous warm spetup are scattered about this yokes is 
maim. Pansies= and art have bees worked, and due is a rich 
yield el chalk, wills • good quality of bads is made been de 
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red clay. The soil is ie general very fertile, the prindpal products 
being rice, maize and pube (lac ens) in the lower grounds, and 
cinchona, coffee and tea, as weB as cocoa, tobacco and fibrous 
plants in the hills. The coffee cultivation has, however, consider-
ably diminished. Forest culture, mat-making, weaving and 
fish-breeding are also practised, the lest-named in the marshes 
after the rice harvest. The plantations are almost entirely 
owned by the government and Eureeens, but the rice mills 
are in the hands of Chinese. Irrigation works have been carried 
out in various parts. The principal towns are Bandung, the 
capital of the residency, Sukabumi, Chianjar, Sumedang, 
Chichalengka, Garut, Tasik Malaya and Mann Jaya, all with 
the exception of Sumedang connected by railway. 

FRIBIBIDAIT (Let. Moses— five or grant, ugh 
Low Lat. proebende), one who holds a prebend, namely an 
endowment in land, oc pension in money, given to a cathedral or 
conventual church in yreebeimine—that is, for the maintenance 
of a secular priest or regular cams. In the early Church the 
title bad a more *enema signification. The word pea hen& 
originally signified the daily rations given to soldiers, whence 
it passed to indicate daily distributions of food and drink to 
monks, canons, he. It became a frequent anima to grant 
such • prebend from the resources of a roonestery to certain 
poor people or to the founder. Such panes were, literally, 
prebeederia. At • later date, when the custom In collegiate 
churches of living in common had become less general, a certain 
amount of the church revenue was divided among the clergy 
serving such a church, and each portion (no longer of meat or 
drink only) was called • prebend. Tbe clergy of such churches 
were generally canons, and the titles amen and prebendary were, 
and are, sometimes used as synonymous. A member of such 
a college is a ninon in virtue of the spiritual duties which ke 
has to perform, and the alnignation to him of a stall in choir and 
• place in chapter; he is a prebendary in virtue of his benefice. 
In the Roman Catholic Church the duties of a prebendary as 
such generally ccosist in his attendance at choral office In his 
church. In the Anglican Church he usually bears his part in 
the conducting of the ordinary church services. except when he 
has a vicar, as in the old cathedral foundations (see Cannomm.). 
A prebendary may be either simple era dignitary. In the former 
case be has no.cure and no more than his revenue for his support; 
in the latter be has always a Jurisdiction annexed. In the 
Anglican Church the bishop is of common right patron of all 
prebends, and if a prebend is in the gift of • lay patron he must 
present his candidate to the bishop who institutes as to other 
benefices. No person may bold more than one prebend in the 
same church; therefore, if a prebendary accepts • deanery in his 
church his prebend becomes void by cession. A prebend is 
practically a sinecure, and the bolder hes no cure of souls as 
inch. He may, and often does, accept a parochial office or 
chaplaincy in addition. 

In the middle ages there wane many lees regular kinds ot prebend:: =lends doctonslis, with which teaching duties ewe conaectsd. 
iodoraiis, median& sassed. to which the duty of saying 

a certain number of masses was attached. gessbastle sartateris, 
founded for the saying dmanses for the dead. abodes belosged 
to this clash All these prebends were 'eternity maimed to special 
bider, but there were also Meeks ine enersners. which wee. mot Mid 
by any persons in particular. Sometimes prebends were held by 
boys who sang in chair. praerniliss puardes. Occasioaally the same 
of prebeadsry was &pursed to those servants is a monastery who 
attended to the food. is England the word prebendary was mow 
times used as Byways:toes with flecked, as erased was ocemitmelly 
used for prebendary. 
(N Du Cange, Glossaries. audios re 	letiaiieeis. ed. L. Faire 

. sa fix.) •, Min 	 theetegine. est mks, vol. a. 
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of Ragland (zed eel., 090. 	 (E. O'N.) 
MB-CAMIBIAll, in geology, the enormously long and 

indistinctly defined petiod of time anterior to the Cambrian 
period. In the restricted sense in which It is now often employed 
it embraces • period or group of periods subsequent to the 
Archeen (q.t.) and anterior to the Cambefen, although some 
writers still prefer to include the fanner. The superior Emit 
of pre-Cambeisa rocks is Ind* the Olsmiles lama at the hem  

of the Cambelad (some geologists speak of certain pals
beds as es-Combrion); the lower limit has not yet been generally 
establhbed, though it is suffidently clear in certain regime 
The rocks of this period are much mere obviously of sedimentary 
origin than those of the Archon; they include conglomerates, 
madmen's, greywackee, quartzites, slates, limestone and 
dolomites, which appear to have been formed under coodkions 
similar to those which obtained in liter epochs. Although the 
sediments prevail, they are often very highly matantosphosed 
and distorted by crustal movements; igneous rocks occur in 
great bulk in some regions. Fossils are usually extremely ram 
and very ill-preserved; but indications of proton*, coeknteratee, 
echinoderms, molluscolds, noollusca, worms and arthropods have 
been distinguished. The name pre-Cambrian is the equivalent 
of the " Algenkian " of the United States Geological Survey, 
and of the " Proterosoic " of other American authorities; the 
terms amok, &Manacle, agnotosoic, cryptosoic, eparchaic and 
others have also been applied to the same period. 

Three or more great stratigmphical breaks have been ramp 
nixed within the system of pie-Cambrian rocks; but how Mr 
these Weeks synchronise in widely separated regions where they 
are found is difficult to determine in the absence of good pilse-
ontological evidence, 

the north-west high Britain is the Torridonian q.v.) group of 	 highlands 
The most striking develorent of pre-Cambrian racks in Coast 

H 
of Scotland, which lies wit strong unconfonnability between the 
lawisian gneiss and the basal quartzite of the Cambrisa. The 
Eastern or Dalradian (q.7.) schist. ol Scotland and their equivalents 
in Ireland and Anglesey may be, in part at lea , •44 al the manse age. 
In Shropshire. in the neighbourhood of the %%deb border, is the 
remnant of an ancient ridge now forming the Longmynd and the 
Mallet' hills to the west, aer Caradoc, the-Wrekin, and the Carding. 
ton Hills. The latter are built mainly of much altered porphyries 
and tuffs which C. Callaway named the Uriconian series; this steles 
is clearly of pre-Cambrian age. The great ie. , - h of grim gags and 
slates forming the Longmynd cannot yet l • finitely assigned to 
this period, though they may be provisionall•, retained here seeder 
Callaway's name, Londmyndian. Probably contemporananas with 
the Uriconian are the volcanic series of Barest Greta, Utley Hill and 
Caldecote. The micaceous schists of Rushton (Salop) may be placed 
here. In the Charnwood Forest a group of crystalline •  named 
Charnian by W. W. Watts, rises up in the form of anal biller amid 
the surrounding Triers; they are classed as follows ill 
order: The Brand series, including the slates of Seders 
• quartzite and conglomerate and purple and green beds; the 
Mapletvell series, including the olive hornstoncs ot Bradgate. the 
Woodhouse beds, the slate-agglomerate of Rcedille. the Beacon 
Hill hornstonea and • felspathic agglomerate; and the Blackbroak 
series of grits and hornstones. The ancient volcanic rocks of St 
David,, Pembrokeshire, were formerly regarded by H. Hicks as of 
pre-Cambrian age, in which le recognized a lower, " Dimetian." • 
middle. " Arvonan," and an upper. " Pebidian," series. The pee 
Cambrian age of these rork‘ wa, for a long time 

•

Dort 
J. F. N. 4.Scwra (Q. J. 4.;:ol. Sec.1.010.. 64. p. 363) made 	an thei 

au there is Upper Pebidian (Rh tic 	). and • Lower Pebidisa 
Mach 	group), and that icks's • 	tin," the St Davie 

the eb 
. is • laccolitk mass intrusive in the Pebidian. Both 

' volcanic rocks and the Intruded 'trampler', me 
separated tram the Cambrian tr -  in amcnntormiry. 

In Fanno.Scandmav, 	uhrian rocks are well dr Moped. Is 
the Scandinavian mou• 	• 'ogee are the Seve ant Spawn*? 
formations; the latter, a c•,,,,•grained felspathic sand-lon e. ie 
similar to the Torridonian of Scotland; it occurs also in 
in Finland. Next in descending order come the Jotm.„,•i ingogkolo 
(food metres), width retain ripple-marks; they are us • tested with 
conglomerates and slates and intrusive diabase and tiie Rapekiwi 
granite. The Jotnian group rests unconformably upon the Judas 

Fates and schists, with dates, dolomite and carbotetenows bids 
h of Lake Onega is a bed of anthracite 2 metres t 

Iwo of diabase and .g2bbto occur in this series. which ,is from team 
to aeon metres in thickness. Below the Jatulian is another group 
• schistose sediments. the Kalevian, more strongl ■ folded than 
tic ie•rmer and separated from the groups above ad beim icy 
us , nformable enaction.. These rocks are regard , . 	J. 
Se • :holm 112 older than the Huronian of North Am, rip 
an . 'zoos to the Keewatin formation), and yet sever if groups Cif 
se ients in this region (Botnian echiets. Sc.) lie between the 
K .Ian series and the granitic (Archeani complex. 

e.Cambrian rocks occupy large areas and attain ,a mem 
tic 	

." 
knees in North America; all types of sediment are repreeensed 

in aims wages of metamorphism. and with thew areatom= 
of 3 developed upon a vast scale. They have bee". en 
is the following groups or formations: an upper Keessmanam 
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derd a lower Huronbur group; the latter Is subdivided into as 
tipper  Anindkean (north-oast Minnesota) or Penokean (north-west 
Wisconsin); a middle and a lower division. Each of these four 
groups is separated by marked unconformity from the rocks above 
and below. Huronian rocks are well devel 	in the following 
districts: the Marquette 	of northern Michigan, comprising 
quartzites, slates and ca omerates, with important itch-beariag 
slates and schist, and ferruginous chats; in the Menominee district 
of Michigan and Wisconsin similar rocks occur; the Penokee-Gogeldc 
district of Wisconsin and Michigan comprises quartsites, shales and 
11101StOOtS. with beds and dikes of &abase and olive-pbbro; 
the same rocks occur in the crystal Falk, north Michipo ; Mamba 
and Vermilion districts, Wines:es, and north of Lake Michigan 
rock groups of this age take an important place. The valuable Iron 
ores of Mesabi, Penokee-Cogebic and Menominee belong mainly to 
the Animatrean group; in the Penokee rocks of this age vast 
thicknesses of Igneous rocks constitute the grater part of the 
formation, The Keweenawan rocks are said to attain theenormous 

• thickness of 50.000 ft.; the higher beds are mainly sandy sediments 
and conglomerates; in the lower portions are great igneous masses, 
gabbro., diabase and porphyries; thus in the St Croix valley, north-
west Wisconsin and Minnesota, no fewer than 65 lava bows and 
conglomeratic beds have been counted, which together aggregate 
some 20,000 ft. In thickness. Some of these lava flows appear to 
have been due to fissure eruptions. The native copper departs of 
this age in north Michigan are the most extensive known. 

Pre-Cambrian rocks occupy large areas and reach great thicknesses 
in the eastern provinces of Canada; in Newfoundland 10.000 ft of 
Strata lie between the Archean and Cambrian (the Terranovian saris 
OI South Hunt; Avalon group of others); similar rocks occur Aso 
north of the Great Lakes and in the Hudson Bay .  region. They ire 
found also in great force in the Colorado Canyon, an the Adirond ck 
Mountains, and Black Hills of S. Dakota and elsewhere. 

Turing to Europe, we find pre-Cambrian rocks in Brittany, the 
" phyLades de Saint 1.11; , or Bnoverian of Chas. Barrois; and al 
the western border of France and south-west of the central ma • 
In the Fichtelgebirge, the Silesian mountains and east Thum 

• similar rocks occur; the Przibramer Schiefer of Lipoid and ro 
in J. Ilarrandes stage A are of this age. Probably the metam on  
phased eruptive rocks on the southern border of the HunsrUck ad 
Taunt:, are pm-Cambrian. Large tractsof metamorphic sediment..ry 
rocks that may be classed here are found in Shantung and m ∎ th 
China, and probably, also in Brazil, India and Australia. In S lb 
Africa the gold-bearing Witwatersrand beds of the Transvaal . , nd 
the ovt dying Ventersdorp and Potchefstroom systems; the GriTia-
land r .tern and Cango and !bermes systems of Cape Colony, all 
occur t.bosw Archean rocks and below those of Devonian age; t , ey 
cannot as yct. therefore, be classed as pm-Cambrian and their go 
is still uncertain. 

Little can be said of the climatic conditions of this remote 
period, the fossil evidence being so poor; but it is of interest 
to note that in certain regions, vie. in the Lake Huron region, 
in the Gain series of Wronger Fjord, Norway, and in the 
Ifangtre district in China, conglomerate beds are found in which 
many of the boulders are scratched Ma those of the Dwyka beds 
of South Africa, and thus suggest the possibility of glacial 
conditions at some stages of the period. 

Far literature e e Coologitort Ureteral, edited Se Ma 
Jockey's Library (annual). 	 Q. A, 

PRIWARIOUS, literally, held on the good-will of another, or 
en entreaty (Lat. ores, treat, prayer) to another. The wend Is 
used, in law, of a tenure of land, office, &c., held at the pleasure 
of another. In general usage it has the siguificance of something 
uncertain, dangerous or risky. 

Pasamaxos (from Lat. preettekre. to go before, precede). 
This word in the sense in width it is hen employed means 
priority of place, or superiority of rank, in the Conventional 
system of under width the more eminent and 
dignified sedan the community are classified on occasions of 
public ceremony and in the intercourse of private life. In the 
United Kingdom there is so complete and amprebeasive code 
whereby the scheme of social gradation has been defined and 
settled, once and fof all, on a sem egad luting foundation. The 
principles and nths at present controlling It have bennicamulated 
at different periods and have been derived from various sources. 
The Crown is the fountain of honour, and it is its undoubted 
prerogative to confer on any of its subject*, in any part of its 
dominions, such titles and distinctions and each rank and place 
as to it may seem meet and convenient. Its discretion In this 
aspect is altogether unbounded at common law, and is limited 
is those cams cub wherein it has been submitted to reetniint 

by act of parliameat. In the old !basalt questions of precedence 
came Id the ordinary course of things within the jurisdiction of 
the court of chivalry, in which the lord high constable and earl 
marshal presided u judges, and of which the kings of arms, 
hankie and pursuivants were the assessors and executive 
officers. When, however, points of unusual moment and magni-
tude happened to be brought into controversy, they were 
occasionally considered and decided by the sovereign in person, 
or by a special commission, or by the privy council, or even by 
the pediment itself. But it was not until towards the middle 
of the 16th century that 'precedeoce was made the subject of 
any legislation in the proper meaning of the term.* 

In :539 an act " for the placing of the Lords in Parliament " 
(3n Hen. VIII. c. re) was passed at the instance of the king, and 
by it the relative rank of the members of the royal family, of the 
great officers of state and the household, and of the hierarchy 
and the peerage was definitely and definitively ascertained. In 
1563 an act " for declaring the authority of the Lord Keeper 
of the Great Seal and the Lord Chancellor to be the same " 
( I' Ells. c, di) also declared their precedence to be the same. 
Questions concerning the precedence of peers are mentioned 
in the Lords Journals 4 & 5 Ph. and M. and 39 Elk., but in the 
reign of James L such questions were often reheard to the 
commissioners for executing the office of earl marshal. In the 
reign of Charles L the Howe of Lords considered several ques-
tions of precedency and objected in the earl of Banbury's case 
to warrants overruling the statute of 35 Hen, VIII. In 1689 an 
act " for enabling Lords Commissioners of the Great Seal to 
execute the office of Lord Chancellor or Lord Keeper' (1 Wr7L 
and Mary c. es) gave to the commissioners not being peers of 
the realm place neat to the speaker of the House of Commons 
iind to the speaker place next to the peas of the realm. In 
syoy the Act of Union with Scotland (6 Anne C. i) provided 
that all peers of Scotland should be peers of Great Britain* sad 
should have rank immediately after the peers of the like degrees 
in England at the time of the union and before all peas di Great 
Britain of the like degrees created after the union. In taco the 
Act of Union with Ireland (39 & 40 Geo. UL c. 60 pmvided 
that the lords spiritual of Ireland should have rank isemedialsly 
after the lords spiritual of the same degree in Great Britain, and 
that the lords temporal of Ireland should have rank immediately 
after the lads compose' of the same degree in Great Britain at 
the time of the union, and further that r.  peerages of Ireland 
created after the union should have precedence with peetagee 
of the United Kingdom created after the union according to 
the dates al their creation." At diffaent times too during the 
current century several statutes have beat pused for the reform 
and extension of the judicial organisation which have very 
materially affected the precedence of the judges, more especially 
the judicature Act of 1873 (36 & 37 Vict. c. 66), under which 
the lords *tics of appeal and the justices of the High Court 
now receive their appointments. But the statute of Henry VIII. 
" for the placing of the Lords " still remains the only legislative 
measure in which it has been attempted to deal directly and 
systanatiadly with any large and important section of the scale 
of general precedence; and the law, so far as it relates to the 
ranking of the sovereign's immediate kindred whether lineal or 
collateral, the principal ministers of the Crown and court, and 
both the sphintal and animal members of the House of Lords, 
is to all practical intents and rapines what it was made by that 
statute nearly gso years ago. Where no act of parliament applies 
precedence is &metalled either by the will and pleasure of the sov-
ereign or by what Is accepted as " ancient usage and established 

Ample materials for the satisfaction of the curiosity of those 
who are &draws of invesdrieleg the histay of pr•-• epee under its 
wider and mom remote aspects will be fared in such writers as 
Men or Mackie de. together with the authorities quoted or referred 
to by them I Seiden. Tidos 4 thaw. pt. p. 740 seq. (London. 5672); 
Mackenzie, Obserwatiotu awn The LAMS Mad Ca2101152 of Naha., as re 
Premaima(Edinbador end also reprinted is Guam, Display 
of lionsilry. 6th ed., London. 1724)• 

For the padiementery rights of Seoul& peers see article 
Panama. 
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custom." Of the sovereign's will and pleasure the appropri• 
ate method of annotuacement is by warrant under the sign-
rianual, or letters patent under the great seal. But, although 
the Crown has at all periods very frequently conceded special 
privileges of rank and place to particular persons, its interference 
with the scale of general precedence has been rare and excep-
tional. In 154o it was provided by warrant from Henry VIII. 
that certain officers of the household therein named should 
precede the secretaries of state when and if they were under 
the degree of barons! In 16:2 James I. directed by latent 
patent, not without long and elaborate argument in the Star 
Chamber, that baronets, then newly created, should beranked 
after the younger sons of viscounts and barons, and that a 
number of political and judicial functionaries should be ranked 
between knights of the Garter and such knights baanerets as 
should be made by the sovereign in person " under his standard 
displayed in an army royal in open war." ,  Four years later 
he further directed, also by letters patent, that the sons of 
baronets and their wives and the daughters of baronets should 
be placed before the sous of knights and their wives and the 
daughters of knights " of what degree or order softer." , And 
again in 16242 the same king commanded by warrant " after 
solemn argument before his majesty " that the younger sons of 
earls should precede knights of the privy council and knights 
of the Garter not being "barons or of a higher degree."• If 
we add to these ordinances the provisions *elating to precedence 
contained in the statutes of several of the orders of knighthood 
which since then have been instituted or reconstructed, we shall 
nearly, if not quite, exhaust the catalogue of the interpositions 
of the sovereign with regard to the rank and place of classes 
as distinguished from individuals. Of " ancient usage and 
established custom " the records of the College of Arens furnish 
the fullest and moat trustworthy evidence. Among them in 
particular there is a collection of early tables of precedence 
which were published by authority at intervals from the and of 
the 14th to the end of the teth century, and to which peculiar 
weight has been attached by many successive generations of 
heralds. On them, indeed, as illustrative of and supplementary 
to the action of parliament and the Crown, all subsequent tables 
of precedence have been in great measure founded. The oldest 
is the "Order of All Estates of Nobles and Gentry," prepared 
apparently for the coronation of Henry IV. in 2399, under the 
supervision of Ralph Nevili, .earl of Westmorland and all 
marshal; and the next is the " Order of All States of Worship 
and Gentry," prepared, as announced in the heading, for the 
coronation of Henry VL in zoo, under the supervision of the 
lord protector Humphrey, duke of Gloucester, and the earl 
marshal, John Mowbray, duke of Norfolk. Two more are of 
the reign of Edward IV., and were severally issued by John 
Tiptoft, earl of Worcester and lord high constable, in 5462, and 
by Anthony Widvik, Earl Rivers and lord high constable, in 
1479. The latest is commonly and shortly known as the "Series 
Ordinum," and was drawn up by a special commission presided 
over by Jasper Tudor, duke of Bedford, it is presumed for 
observance at the marriage of Henry VII. and Elisabeth of 
York in 1486. To these may be added the " Order for the 
Placing of Lords and Ladies," taken at • grand entertainment 
given by command of Henry VIII. at the king's manor-house of 
Richmond in 252o by Charles Somerset, earl of Worcester, lord 
chamberlain of the household, to the French. ambansedor, 
Olivier de la Vernade, seigneur de la BAtie; the " Precedency 
of All Estates," arranged in 1594 by the commissioners for 

s 'Quoted by Sir Charles Young from Slate Papers: published by 
A istily (4to, 1830). p. 6a3, in Privy Councillors and liter Precedence 
(1 508). P. 

Patera Rods, loth Jae., pt. a. mem. 8. It is commonly stated 
that the bannerets here referred to could be made by the prince of 
Wales as well as by the king. But the privilege was conferred by 
James I. on Henry. the then prince of Wales, only (Seidel, Tides of 
Honor, pt. B. p.342). 

J Ibid.. reth Jac., part iL mem. 34; Belden, Tide, of liewar„ 
part ii. p. ma. 

• Cited by Sr Charles Young. Order of Proasiersos, midi Authorities 
and Reararks, p. 27 (London. 1851).  

executing the office of earl Marthal; and the " Roll of the Ring's 
Majesty's most Royal Proceeding through London " from the 
Tower to Whitehall on the eve of the coronation of jarces 
also arranged by the commissioners for executing the office of 
earl marshaL On many isolated points, too, of more or Jos 
Importance,- special declaratory decisions have been from time 
to time propounded by the earls marshal, their substitutes and 
deputies; for example, in 1594, when the younger some of dukes 
were placed before viscounts; in 1625, when the rank of knights 
of the Bath and their wives was fixed; and in tens and :677, 
when the eldest sons of the younger sons of peers were placed 
before the eldest sons of knights and of baronets. It 'is from 
these miscellaneous sources that the precedence among others 
of all peeresses, the eldest sons and their wives and the daughters 
of all peers, and the younger sons and their wives of all dukes 
marquesses and earls is ascertained and established- And 
further, for the purpose of proving continuity of practice and 
disposing of minor questions not otherwise and mare conclusively 
set at rest, the official programmes and accounts preserved by 
the heralds of different public solemnities and processions, such 
as coronations, royal marriages, state funerals, national thanks- 

gs and so on, have always been considered to be of peel 
orical and technical value. ,  

T.—General Precedents of Iles. 
The sovereign; Cr) prince of Wales; (2) younger sons of the 

sovereign; (3) grandsons of the sovereign; (4) brothels of the 
sovereign; (5)  uncles of the sovereign; (6) nephews of the sows, 

 eign;,  (7) ambassadors; (8) archbishop of Canterbury, primate 
of all England; (9) lord high chancellor of Great Britain or lord 
keeper of the great seal; (to) archbishop of York, primate ef . 
Engiand;,  (t1) prime minister; (1 r) lord high treasure d Grad 

• Selden, Tides of Honor. p. 	71. 
• The precedence of the in, c.: 	... the royal famay &leads al 

their relationship to the reigning sovereign and not on t!,• Watts- 
ship to any of the predecessors of the reigning sovereig-. It is pro. 
vided by ti Hen. VIII. c. to that no person, " except on!, to Barg's 
children," shall have place" at the side of the Cloth of 	stew *1 
Parliament Chamber," and that" the King's Son, the 	Bate. 
the King's Nephew, or the King's Brother's or Sister' ,  - 	gal 
have place before all prelates, gteat officers of state and 	rs. Lod 
Chief Justice Coke was of opinion that the king's neptir nom the 
king's grandson or septa (Institutes, vol. iv. ch . 77). But, ir lake 
Blackstone says, " under the description of the King's a;dres 
grandsons are held to be included without having rec. rse is  Se 
Edward Coke's interpretation of nephew " (Corn meniaric, L 
Besides, if grandson is to be understood by nephew, the k g's gm/- 
son would be placed after the king's brother. The prir. Waks 
is not app.-if...11y mentioned in the statute " for the p! as el die 
Lords "; but, as he is always, whether the son or the gr , son a the 
sovereign, the heir-apparent to the Crown. he is ranked rat to the 
sovereign or the queen-consort. With the exception of t printed 
Wales, all the rni,..e relations of the sovereign are ranl.,...ct rant in tht 
order of their degrees of consanguinity with him or her, and welly. 
in the order of their proximity to the succession to the Crown; that 
the members  of the several grows into which the royal Camay is 
divided take precedence according to their own seniority and the 
seniority of their fathers or mothers. the sons of the sons or bret)ers 
of the sovereign being preferred to the sons of the daughters or shun 
of the sovereign among the sovereign's grandsons and nephews. 

s By 31 Hen. VIII. C. to, the king's vicegerent " far goad and 
due ministration of justice in all causes and cases touching she 
ecclesiastical jurisdiction" is placed immediately before the arch-
bishop of Canterbury. Tbe office of vicegerent or vicar-ma-if was 
then held by Thomas, Lord Cromwell. afterwards earl of Ejnry 
together with that of lord privy seal, and it was never conferred as 
any otherperson. By the Act of Union with Ireland the ruchbidece 
of Ireland had place next to the archbishops of England. aid d 
consecrated before and not after the disestablishment of the Church 
in Ireland they retain this position under the Irish Church bat 
1869. At the coronation of William IV. tbe lard chancellor of 
Ireland walked next after the lord chancellor of Grant Britain and 
before the lord president of the council and lord privy seal Is 
Ireland, if he is • peer he has precedence between the archbishops 
of Armagh and Dublin. and If he is not a peer_after the 

al  of Dublin. Bat, except in the House of 	the tsrecatmd1 en 	665 
the lord chancellor of Great Britain or the lord keeper of the goat 
seal is the same whether be is a peer or a unworn: The tans 
keeper has the same precedence as the lord chancellor under 5 1LTu. 
e. 111. But the last appointment to the lord keepership was they 
• fir Robert Healey. afterwards Lord Henley. lord elmacellar, and 
• ol.Norshisgeon. r r252. and the office is not Idiely to ha fewest 
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Britain; (13) lord president of the pricy council; (14) lord.keeper of 
the privy seal;' (15) lord great chamberlain of England; (16) lord 
Ilti202 constable of England; (t7) earl marshal; (t8) lord high 
admiral, ( :9) lord steward of the household; (zo) lord chamber-
lain of the household.' above peers of their own degree; (21) 
dukes;' (22) marquesses; (23) dukes' eldest sons;' (24) earls; 
(20 marquesses' eldest sons; (26) dukes' younger sons; (27) 
viscounts, (28) earls' eldest sons; (29) marquesses' younger 

The lord president of the council and the lord privy seal. if they 
are peers, are placed by 31 Hen. VIII. c. to before all dukes except 
dukes related to the sovereign in one or other of the degrees of 
consanguinity specified In the act. And, since the holders of these 
offices have been and are always peers, their proper precedence if 
they are commoners has never lean determix. 

It is provided by 31 Hen. VIII. c. to that " the Great Chamber-
lain. the Constable, the Marshal, the Lord Admiral, the Grand Master 
or Lord Steward, and the King's Chamberlain shall it and be placed 
after the Lord Privy Seal in manner and form following: that is to 
say. every one of them shall sit and be placed above all other person-
ages being of the same estates or degrees that they shall happen to 
be of, that is to say the Great Chamberlain first, the Constable next, 
the Marshal third, the Lord Admiral the fourth, the Grand Master 
Of Lord Steward the fifth, and the King's Chamberlain the sixth." 
The office of lord high steward of England, then under attainder, is 
not mentioned in the act for the placing of the Lords, " because it 
was intended," Lord Chief Justice Coke says, " that when the use 
of him should be necessary he should not endure longer than hoc vire " 
Una. iv. 77). But it may be noted that, when his office is called 
out of abeyance for coronations or trials by the House of Lords, the 
lord high steward is the greatest of all the great officers of state in 
England. The office of lord great chamberlain of England is 
hereditary in the coheirs of the last duke of Aneastee, who inherited 
it from the Dc Vacs, earls of Oxford, in whose line it had descended 
from the reign of Hersey I. The office of lord high constable of 
England, also under attainder, is called out of abeyance for and 
pending coronations only. The office of earl marshal is hereditary 
in the iiowards, dukes of Norfolk, premier dukes and, as earls of 
Arundel. premier earls of En lard. under a grant in special tail male 
from Charks H. in 1672. The ware of Iced high admiral, like the 
office of lord high treasurer, is twaciic.ally extinct as a dignity. Since 
the reign of Queen Anne there has been only one lord high admiral, 
namely. William. duke of Clarence, afterwards William IV., for a 
few months in the Canning administration of 1817. 'I he lord steward 
and the lord chamberlain of the household are always peers, and 
have seldom been under the degree of earls. We may here remark 
that both the Scottish and Irish Acts of Union make no reference 
to the precedence of the great °thermal state of Scotland and Ireland. 
Not to mention the prince of Wale+, who is by birth steward of Scot-
lard, the earl of Shrewsbury is hereditary great seneschal of Ireland: 
the duke of Argyll is hereditary master of the household; the earl 
of Errol is hereditary loci hitch constable of Scotland; but what 
places they are entitled to in the scale of general precedence is alto- 
gether doubtful and uncertain. In Ireland the great seneschal 
rooks after the lord chancellor if he is a commoner, and after the 
archbishop of Dublin if the lord chancellor is a ref, and in both 
cases before dukes (" Order of precedence," Dublin Gazette. June 3. 
143). Again, on George IV.'s visit to Edinburgh in 1821, the lord 
high constable had place as the first subject in Scotland Immediately 
after the members of the royal family. At every coronation from 
that of George Ill. to that of Quern Victoria, the lord high constable 
of Scotland nas been placed next to the earl marshal of England, 
old, although no rank has been assigned on these occasion, to the 
hereditary great seneschal of Ireland, the lord high constable of 
Ireland appointed for the ceremony has been at all or most of them 
placed next to the lord high constable of Scotland. It is worthy 
of notice, however, that Sir George Mackenzie, writing when lord 
advocate of Scotland in the reign of Charles II., says that "the 
Constable and Marischal take not place as Officers of the Crown but 
according to their creation as Earls," and he moreover expresses 
the opinion that " it seems very strange that these who ride upon 
the king's right and left hand when he returns from his Parliaments 
01111 who guard the Parliament itself. and the Honours, should have 
no precedency by their offices " (Obsr.rvatsous. p. 25. in Guillim's 

of Heraldry. p. 461 seq.; but see also Wood'Douglas. Peerage 
fissitianel.i. 5V). 

*Both Sir Charles Young and Sir Bernard Burke place " Dukes of 
the Blood Royal " before dukes. their eldest eons before marquesses, 
and their younger sons before marquesses' eldest eons. In the 
"Ancient Tables of Precedence." which we have already cited, dukes 
of the blood royal.— elways ranked before other dukes, and in most 
of them their eldest sons and in some of them their younger sons are 
placed in a corresponding order of precedence. But in this connexion 
the words of the act for the placing of the Lords are perfectly plain 
and unambiguous: " All Dukes not aforementioned,' s e. all except 
only such as shall happen to be the king's son, the king's brother. 
the king's uncle, the king's nephew, or the king's brother s or sister's 
are, " Marquesses. Earls. %.ise °tints and Barons, not having any of• 
the offices aforesaid. shall tit and be placed after the ir ancienty as  

sons; (3o) bishops; (3t) barons;' (32) speaker of the House of 
Commons; (33) commissioners of the great seal;' (34) treasurer 
of the household; (35) comptroller of the household; (36) master 
of the horse; (37) vice-chamberlain of the household; (38) 
secretaries of state;' (39) viscounts' eldest sons; (4d) arts' 
younger sons; (at) barons' eldest sons; (42) knights of the 
Garter;' (43)  privy councillors;' (44)chaneellor of the exchequer; 
(45) chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster; (46) lord chief 
it hath been accustomed." As Lord Chief Justice Coke and Mr 
Justice Blackstone observe, the degrees of consanguinity with the 
sovereign to which precedence is given bi 31 Hen. C. 10 are 
the same as those within which it was ma e high treason by 28 Hen. 
VIII. C. It for any man to contract marriage without the consent 
of the king. Queen Victoria, by letters patent under the great seal 
in 1865. ordained that. " besides the children of Sovereigns of these 
realms, the children of the sons of any of the Sovereigns of Great 
Britain and Ireland shall have and at all times hold and enjoy the 
style or attribute of ' Royal Highness' with their titular dignity 
of Prince or Princess prefixed to their respective Christian names. 
or with their other titles of honour." But. notwithstanding this, 
their rank and place are still governed by the act for the placing of 
the Lords. The duke of Cumberland has no precedence as a cousin 
of the king, being the grandson of a son of George Ill. and would 
not be a " Royal Highness " at all if his father had not been, like 
his grandfather, king of Hanover. In Garter', Roll of the Lord, 
Spiritual and Temporal, the official list of the House of Lords, the 
duke of Cumberland is entered in the precedence of his dukedom 
after the duke of Northumberland. Under the combined operation 
of the act for the placing of the Lords and the Acts of Union with 
Scotland (art. 23) and with Ireland (art. 4). peers of the same degrees, 
as dukeri, marqueases, earls, viscounts and barons. severally. have 
precedence according to priority in the creation of their respective 
peerages. But peerages of England created before 1707 precede 
peerages of Scotland created before 1707, peerages of Great Britain 
created between lacta and illot precede peeragea of Ireland created 
before 1801, and peerages of Ireland created before 1tio1 precede 
peerages of the United Kingdom and of Ireland created after tent, 
which take prudence in common. The relative precedence of the 
members of the Hoeft of Lords, including the representative peers 
of Scotland and Ireland, is officially set forth In Gereev's roll, which 
ie prepared by the Garter king of armsat the commencement of each 
session of parliament, that of the Scottish peers generally in the 
Union Roll. and that of the Irish peers generally in Mier r Roll, a 
record which is under the charge el and is perlodicafty corrected 
by the Ulster king of arms. The Ifni,* Rol( is founded on the 
" Dv rest of Ranking " pronouncial and promulgated by a mid 
commission in 1606, which, in the words of an eminent lautWty 
in such matters, " was adopted at once as the roll of the peers in 
Parliament, convention and all pia 1k meetings, and continued to 
be called uninterruptedly with such aerations upon it as judgment* 
of the Court of Session upon appeal it modification of the 
of certain peers rendered necessity, with the omission7il 11:1 
dignities as became extinct and a .th the addition from time to 
time of newly crested peerages--.lawn to the last sitting of the 
Scottish Parliament on the tat of May taoa " (The Earliest el Mar, 
&c.. by the earl of Crawford (25th) and Bakenes (8th), IL OS). 

Eldest sons of peers of any given degree are of the same rank as, 
but are to be placed immediately aft. r, peers of the first degree under 
that of their fathers; and the youeger sorts of 	of any given 
degree are of the same rank, but a r ,  to be 	alter peers of the 
second degree and the eldest sons of peers of the first degree under 
that of their fathers. 

'Secretaries of state. if they are barons. precede all other barons 
under 31 Hen. VI II. C. to. But if t hey are of any higher degree their 
rank is not influenced by their official position. 

*Under t Will. and Mary. c. 21. being the only commissioners 
for the execution of any office who have precedence assigned to 
them. 

The officers of the household who, ander Henry 11111.'s warrant 
of Imo, precede the secretaries of state have been for a long time 
always peers or the sons of peers, with personal rank higher, and 
usually far higher, than their official rank. The practical result is, 
seeing also that the great seal is only very rarely Indeed in commission, 
that the secretaries of state, when they are conmeoners whose personal 
precedence is below a baron's, have ofheialkeeeedasoe immediately 
after the speaker of the House of Commas& The principal secretaries. 
for so they are all designated. are officially equal to one another in 
dignity. and are placed among themselves according to seniority 
of appointment. 

During more than two centuries only 0110 C01010011Of IMO been 
indebted for his precedence to his elacdese Into the eider, and that 
was Sir Robert Walpole, the minister, who at the coronation of 
George 1I. in t727 was placed as a knight of the Garth immediately 
before privy councillors. The proper preciedamse of both knights of 
the Thistle and knights of St Patrick is undecided. 

°Privy councillors of Great Britain and of Ireland take prandeace 
in common according to priority of admissids. 711. chancellors of 
the exchequer and of the duchy of Lancastss, the lord chief justice 
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justice of England, (0) master of the rolls; (4) lords justices 
of appeal; (49) judges of the High Court of Justice;' (so) 
knights bannerets made by the sovereign in person; (si) vis- 
counts' younger sons; (s2) barons' younger sons; (53) WOO of 

lords of appeal;' (i4) baronets.' (ss) knights bannerets not 
made by the sovereign in person; (56) knights of the first class 
of the Bath, the Star of India, St- Michael and St George;' 
(57) the Indian Empire, the Royal Victorian Order; (58) knights 
of the second class of the Bath, the Star of India, and St Michael 
and St George:" other orders K.C.I.E., dc.; (SO knights bache-
lors.* (6o) sons of commanders of the Royal Victorian Order; 
(61) judges of county courts;' (62) eldest sons of the younger 
sons of peers; (63) baronets' eldest sons; (64) knights' eldest 
sons; (65) baronets' younger sons; (66) knights' younger sons;' 

of England. the master of the rolls, and the lords justices of appeal 
are always members of the privy council, and have rank and place 
as privy councillors. if they are not also peers. 

'The lords justices of appeal have precedence among themselves 
according to seniority of appointment. Until recently they were 
preceded by the lord chief justice of the common pleas and the lord 
chief baron of the exchequer (divisions of the High Court of Justice). 
But under existing arrangements `these offices have fallen into abey-
ance, although they have not been formally abolished. The vice-
chancellors used to follow the lords justices of appeal: but; in spite 
of the fact that there is still one vice-chancellor remaining, the office 
of vice-chancellor is extinct and will altogether disappear on his 
decease. In Ireland all these offices are in existence, but they have 
no 

i
ce allotted to them in England; as the judges holding 

re them anvariably privy councillors, however, they are ranked 
accordingly. And it is the same with regard to the bid justice-
general and the lord justice-clerk in Scotland. 

*The judges of all the divisions of the High Court of justice are 
ranked together according to seniority of appointment. Neither the 
senators of the College of Justice in Scotland nor the judges of the 
various divisions of the High Court in Ireland have any precedence 
in England: The precedence of the Scottish judges among them-
selves is settled by a royal warrant of Nisbet in his Systems of Heraldry. 
The precedence of the Irish judges among themselves is the same 
as the precedence of the English judges among themselves used to 
be before the offices of chief justice of the common pleas and chief 
baron of the exchequer were suspended. 

By warrants of the 3oth of March 1898, although lords of 
appeal, rank with hereditary barons in order of creation their son 
stand in • class by themselves. 

*It is a question whether baronets ought or ought not to have 
pdence, like peers, according as they are of England, Scotland, 
Grea t Britain. Ireland or the United Kingdom. Baronets are 
not referred to in either the Scottish or the Irish Act of Union; 
and Sir Bernard Burke contends that, since the Acts of Union am 
silent with regard to them, they are still entitled to whatever pre-
cedence was originally conferred on them. He therefore places 
the whole body of the baronets together in the order merely of the 
dates of their several creations, and in this he appears to us to have 
both law and reason on his side. 

*These knights consist of grand crosses of the first. grand 
commanders of the second, and grand crosses of the third order. 
and have precedence in their respective orders according to seniority 
of creation. By the statutes of the order of the Beth, as revised 
in 1847, it is ordained that the knights grand crosses are to be placed 
" next to and immediately after baronets," thus superseding 
knights dowered not created by the sovereign in person. 

• Knights commanders of all three 'orders are placed in each 
order according to seniority of creation. 

*Knight. bachelors are ranked together according to seniority 
of creation, whether they are made by the sovemigp or the lord 
lieutenant of Ireland. 

*Royal x. Warrant of r884. 
'The sons of all persons, when any specified rank is assigned to 

them, are placed in the precedence of their fathers. Eldest sons 
of the younger sons of peers were ranked before the eldest sons of 
knights by order of the earl marshal, the Oth of March this, and 
before the eldest sons of baronets by order of the earl marshal. 
the 6th of April 1677. But no precedence has been givell to the 
younger sons of the younger sons of peers. although precedence 
is given to the younger as well as the eldest eons of baronets and 
knights by James I. s decree of '616. Moreover, no preoedesce 
has been given to either the eldest or the younger Goo of the eldest 
sons of peers. But in practice this omission is generally disre-
garded, and the children of the eldest sons of dukes marquesses 
and earls, at all events, am worded the same tank and titles 
which they would have if their fathers were actual instead of goof 
peers of the degree next under that of their grandfathers. Sir 
Charles Young says that " by declaims (Chap. Con' Arms of thlo) if 
the eldest son atm serfserfdied in his father's lifetime laving a eon and 
heir, such lee and heir during the life of the earl his grandfather is  

(67) companions of the Bath, the Star of India, St Michael said 
St George and the Indian Empire.° (68) members of the eta 
class of the Royal Victorian Order; (69) companions of the 
Distinguished Service Order; (70) members of the sth dam of 
the Royal Victorian Order; (it) esquires;" (7a) genUemen.w 

.—Gerieral Precedence of Weans 

The Queen," (t) queen dowager; (2) prince's of Wales; 
(3) daughters of the sovereign; (t) wives of the sovereign's 
younger sons; (s) granddaughters of the sovereign; (6) wives 
of the sovereign's grandsons; (7) sisters of the sovereign; 4.1) 
wives of the sovereign's brothers; (9) aunts of the sovereign; 
(1o) wives of the sovereign's uncles; (1 2) nieces of the sovereign; 

entitled to the same place and precedence as was due to bis father so 
had the father been summoned to parliament as the eldest sou of a 
peer the grandson would succeed to the dignity even during the 
grandfather's lifetime " (Order of Promisees, p. s7). And. of course 
what applies to the grandson and 'heir of an earl applies equity 
to the grandson. and heirs of dukes and marquemes. But the 
grandsons and heirs of viscounts and barons are dillerently snouted, 
and have neither honorary additions to their names nor say amen 
tabbed place and precedence even by the etiquette of moiety. 

"Companions are members of the third clam of the frig thorn 
orders and the only members of the fourth order, ones* the 
sovereign and the 	master. Sir Charles Young andShr Benterd 
• concur ncur inplacing the commnions of risme orders begun the 
eldest sons of the younger sons of peers, on the ground that wise 
their statutes they am entitled to precede "all Esquires of the 
Realm." But the sons of peers themselves—the eldest as well 
as the younger—are merely esquires, and me  ranked before and 
sot among, other esquires because they have a particular proud-
ence of their own assigned to them. Similarly the tither mew 
of the younger sons of peers and the eldest sons of buxom sad 
knights who are also esquires, and likewise the younger ems of 
baronets and of knights who are not esquires, have s pirdcdar 
precedence of their own assigned to them. AU of than we plated 
before esquires as a specific grade in the scale of general preendeors 
and it seems clear enough that it is before esquires, onsitlend m 
a specific grade, that the companions of the orders ought to be pineal 
and not before any other persons who, whether they are or an net 
esquires, have a definite and settled rank which is superior Da let 
specific grade in the scale of general precedence. 

*1  It appears to be admitted os all heeds that the folienrieg 
persons are esquires and ought to be so described is all fond does-
ments and prooesmes: first, the eldest sass of peers in the Warm 
of their father,, and the younger sons of peers both in and she 
the lifetime of their fathers; secondly, the eldest sons of the 

r  sons of peers and their eldest sons In perpetual sucomeico, ilsnf iC 
eldest sons of baronets and knights; thirdly, eegars crewed 
with or without the grant of armorial bearing. by"the sovereign; 
fourthly.. justices of the peace, barristers-at-law and mayors al 
corporations; and fifthly. those who are styled minima in poems 
commissions or appointments to offices under the Crown in she 
state, the household, the army or navy and elsewhere. Sir Bernard 
Burke accords precedence to serjeenthat-law and mites in linsacy. 
not only before esquires as such, but also before the exospenions 
of the orders of knighthood. It is. however, enough to obeerve 
with regard to the first, since no more of them are to be misted. 
that, in spite of the extravagant pretensions which have both be-
quently urged by them 4nd on their ha behalf, "they sax th e 
general Ie."  as Sir Charles Young owe "say pre

have n
endeme. and 

when under the degree of a Knight rank oily as Foods.. "; sod 
with regard to the second. that the statute g & 9 Viet. t. i= os 
which the Ulster king of arms bases their claims, simply 
that they " shall take the same rank and precedence as the snaeassa 
in ordinary of the High Court of Chancery," who am now ezeiect. 
" apparently." to recur to Sir Charles Young. " assusaint attm.erat 
of the masters without defining it." " The Masters, 
he adds, " as such have not a settled place in the order of general 
precedency emanating from any authority by statute or othswhe " 
(Order of Preardeme,p. 71). Sir Wilham Ellackstere my* dos 
before esquires " the Heralds rank all Cahoots, Se 
and Doctor. in the three learned professions " ( 
vol. i. ch. is). But the only foundation fee this statement seam to be 
a passage in Guillina, which is obviously without authority. 

The heralds and lawyers are agreed that gentfenmw am those 
who, by inheritance or grant from the Crown. ate entitled to boor 
coat armour (see Coke. /no iv. ch.77: Blackstone. Germ. I. ch. 1st 
Srldeo Titles of Honor, pt. ii. ch. II; Guaira. DirMey 4 iieradrA. 
pt. IL ch. 26). 

" The queen-consort is the second personage Is the realm. and 
has precedence of the queen-dowager. But the hudand 

place 
of= 

Mg qu has no rank or ce UM:* such as is specie* 
to Min

een 
 by the sovereign. 	 • 
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a. 

(re)rdWasottille sovereign's neplseersti (t3, wives of dukes of the 
blood royal; (t4) duchesses;' (15)wives of eldest sons of dukes of 
the blood royal; (t6) marchionesses; (r7) wives of the eldest 
sous at deka; (113) dukes' daughters;' (to) countesses: (to) 
edema younger sons of dukes of the blood royal; (21) wives of the 
eldest mesa marquesses; (an) marquesses' daughters; (23) wives 
• the younger sons of dukes; (24) viscountesses; (is) wives of 
the eldest sons of earls; (26) earl' daughters, (27) wives of the 
younger sons of marquesses; (A) baronesees; (29) wires of the 
eldest sons of viscounts; (3o) viscounts' daughters; (31) wives 
of the younger sons of earls; (p) wives of the eldest sons of 
barons; (33) barons' daughters; (34) maids of honour to the 
queen; ,  (35) wires of knights of the Garter; (36) wives of 
knights bannerets made by the sovereign in person; (37) wives 
of the younger sons of viscounts; (38) wives of the younger sons 
of barons; (39) baronets' wives; (4°) wives of knights bannerets 
not made by the sovereign In person; (0) wives of knights of 
the Thistle; (42) wives of knights of St Patrick; (43) wives of 
knights grand crosses of the Bath, grand commanders of the 
Star of India, and grand crosses of St Michael and St George; 
(44) *len of knights commanders of the Bath, the Star of India, 
and St Michael and St George, (45) knights bachelor.' wives; 
(46) wives of the eldest sons of the younger sons of peers; (47) 
daughtem of the younger sons of peers; (48) wives of the eldest 
sons of baronets; (49) baronet? daughters; (5o) wives of the 
eldest sons of knights; (51) knights' daughters; (52) wives of 
the younger sons of baronets; (53) wives of the younger sons of 
knights: ,  (54) wives of commanders of the Royal Victorian Order, 
companions of the Bath, .the Star of India, St Michael and St 
George, and the Indian Empire; (55) wives of members of the 
4th class Royal Victorian Order; (56) wives of esquires;' (37) 
gentlewomen? 

A special table of precedence in Scotland is regulated by a 
royal warrant dated the t6th of March mos, and a special 
table of precedence in Ireland was set forth by authority of 
the Lord Lieutenant (Ian. 2, tilos). Both contain errors and 
will probably be revised. 

Attention to the foregoing tables wal show that geneml 
precedence is of different kinds as well as of several degrees. 
It is first either personal or official, and secondly either subttan-
tire or derivative. Personal precedence belongs to the royal 

There is no act of parliament or ordinance of the Crown regu-
lating the precedence of the female members of the royal 11=4. 
But the above is the gradation which appears to haw become 
established sinew them, and follows the analogy supplied by the 
act for the placing of the lords in the cam of their husbands and 
brothers. 

, Peeresses is their own right and peeresses by marriage are 
ranked together, the first in their own precedence and the second 
in the precedence of their husbands. 

Among the daughter. of peers there is no distinction between 
the eldest and the younger as there is among the sons of peers. 
Their precedence is immediately after the wives of their eldest 
brothers, and several degrees above the wives of their younger 
brothers. They are placed among themselves is the precedence 
of their fathers. But the daughter of the premier duke or baron 
ranks after the wife of the eldest son of the junior duke or baron. 

Maids of honour to the queen are the only women who have 
sea.  otcdi a I micedencts  Theytelli;tve the style sordstitt of hgnot4r- 

Bernard Berke, the rank which islAccorded to them by the eti- 
quette of 	 Bet Sir Charles Young does not assign any 

to them, and we de not know on what authority the 
C:crkittr4 darns does se, although he is by no means singular 
in the coons he teas taken. 

one wises of baronets and knights, the wives of theeldest 
eons and the daughters of the "mare saes of peers, and the wives of 
the sou and the daughters of baronets and heights are all placed 

lathers aid 
in 

fat 
 the precedence of their respective husbands. husbands' 

 
"Esquire" and " gentleman " see not lane., of " dignity " 

bat num el " worship." and esquires and gentlemen do not. in 
iallietnees. ammo or transmit any recedence to their wives or 
children (see Coke. /ed. IL. "Of IN • p. 6671. 

" And rewrote, andE
er In 

ONS.' are good.  additions: and II a 
steatinressan be named ne any original writ.i.e. appeal 
sir iodietsmet, tie may to end quash the same. for she bath 
maimed sight te that addition es Baroness. Visrosetess, Mardtioness 
et Duchess have to tbeins " (Coke. Bur. fi . "Of Additions." p. 

family, the peerage end certain specified,  daises of the cow 
monalty. Official' precedence belongs to. each oldie dignitaries 
of the Church and suds of the ministers of state and the household 
as have had rank and place accorded to these by padiament or 
the Crown, to the speaker of the House of Commons and to the 
members of the privy coundl and the judicatuss. Substantive 
precedence, which may be either personal or official, belongs to 
all those whose rank and place are enjoyed by them indepen-
dently of their connexion with anybody else., as by the arch-
bishop of Canterbury, the lord high chancellor Of the lord great 
chamberlain, peers and peeresses, baronets, knights and some 
esquires. Derivative precedence, which can only be personal, 
belongs to all those whose rank and place are determined by 
their consanguinity with or affinity to somebody eLse, as the 
lineal and collateral relations of the sovereign, the sons, daugh-
ters and daughters-in-law of peers and peeresses in their own 
right, and the wives, sons, daughters and daughters-in-law of 
barmen, knights and some esquires. It is to be observed, 
however, that the precedence of the sovereign Is at once official 
and peeped, and that the precedence of peeresses by marriage 
is at once derivative sod substantive. In the case of the sover-
eign it is his or her actual tenure of the office of king or queen 
which regulates the rank and place of the various members of 
the royal family, sad in the cue of peeresses by marriage, 
although their rank and place are derivative in aisle, yet they 
are substantive in coatinuance, slue dating covert ure and widow-
hood peeresses by mucilage are as muds peeresses as peeresses is 
their own right, and their legal and political status is precisely 
the same as if they had acquired it by creation or inheritance. 

Bearing the above definitions and explanations in 'mind, the 
following canons or rules may be found practically useful:— 

I: Anybody who is entitled to both personal and official 
precedence is to be placed according to that which implies the 
higher rank. If, for example, a baron and a baronet are both 
privy camellia's, the precedence of the first is that of a baron 
and the precedence of the second is that of a privy councillor. 
And similarly, except as hereafter stated, with respect to the 
holders of two or more personal or two or more official 
dignities. 

2. Save in the case of the sansviest, official rank as never 
supply the foundation for derivative rank. Hence the official 
precedence of a husband or father affords ao indicatioll of the 
personal precedence of his wife or children. The wives and 
children, for example, of the archbishop of Canterbury, the lord 
high chancellor or the speaker of the House of Commons do 
not participate in their official rank bat only in their personal 
rank, whatever it may be. 

3. Among subjects men alone can convey derivative rank, 
except in the case of the daughters and sisters of the sovereign, 
or of peeresses in their owe right. But so man can acquire say 
rank or place by marriage. Tbe sons-in-law Of broth ere 
of the sovereign and the husbands of peeresses in their own right 
have as such no precedence whatever. And the daughter tad 
heiress of the premier duke of England. unless she happens to be 
also a peeress in her own right, does net transmit arty rank or 
place to her children. 

4. Within the limits of the peerage derivative rank is as a 
rule always merged ire personal, as sitstinguished Irmo official, 
substantive rank. lf, for example, the younger son of a duke is 
created a baron or inherits a barony, his precedence ceases to be 
that of a duke's younger son and becomes that of a baron. 
But where the eldest son of a duke, a marquess or an earl is 
summoned to the House of Lords. in a barmy of his lather's, 
or succeeds as or is created a baron, heir still, as before, " com-
monly called " by some sapinier title of peerage. as marquess, 
earl or viscount, and retains his derivative precedence on all 
occasions, except in parliament or at ceremonies which be attends 
ill his character as a peer. The younger sops of all peers, 
however, who are created or who inherit peerages—wilds they 
often do under ssedal limitations—are everywhere pieced 
according to their substantive rank. no matter how inferior it 
may be to their derivative raak. But. if Abe son _of dalasut a 
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marquess, whether eldest or younger, or the eldest sou of an earl 
is consecrated a bishop his derivative rank is not merged in his 
substantive rank, because It is official, and his derivative and 
personal rank implies the higher precedence. Again, the daugh-
ters of dukes, marquesses and earls who become peeresses by 
marriage or creation, or who inherit as peeresses, are placed 
according to their substantive and not according to their deriva-
tive rank, although they may thereby be assigned a far lower 
precedence than that to which their birth entitles them. 

S. The widows of peers and baronets have precedence Mune-
diately before the wives or widows of the next successors in their 
husbands' dignities. But the sons and daughters of peers and 
baronets have precedence immediately before the sons and 
daughters of the holders of the dignities to whom their fathers 
succeeded. The reason of this is that the first are senior in the 
dignities and the second are nearer in the line of succession to 
them. 

6. The widows of peers who marry again either share the 
precedence of their second husbands or resume the precedence 
belonging to them independently of their marriage with their 
first husbands. Thus, if the daughter of a duke or an esquire 
marries first an earl and secondly a baron, although she remains 
a peeress, she is placed as a baroness instead of a countess. But 
if either of them should marry a commoner as her second 
husband, whatever may be his rank or degree. she ceases to be a 
peeress. While, however, the duke's daughter, if her second 
husband were not the eldest son of a duke, would resume her 
precedence as the daughter of a duke, the esquire's daughter 
would share the precedence of her second husband, whether he 
were a peer's son, a baronet, a knight or an esquire. The widows 
of peers have long kept their former rank in society, but they 
have no such right unless by permission of the sovereign. which 
permission has on several recent occasions been refused. 

7. The widows of the eldest and younger sons of dukes and 
marquesses and of the eldest sons of earls, and also the widows of 
baronets and knights who marry again, are permitted by the 
etiquette of society to keep the titles and rank acquired by their 
first marriage ff their second marriage is with a commoner 
whose precedence is considerably lower. But the widows of the 
younger sons of earls and of the eldest and younger sons of 
viscounts and barons, although their precedence is higher 
than that of the widows of baronets and knights, are not 
allowed to retain it, under any circumstances, after • second 
marriage. 

8. Marriage does not affect the precedence of peeresses in 
their own right unless their husbands are peers whose peerages 
are of • higher degree, or, being of the same degree, are of more 
ancient creation than their own. If, for example, • baroness in 
her own right marries a viscount she is placed and described as a 
viscountess, or if she marries a baron whose barony is older than 
hers she is placed in his precedence and described by his title. 
Bat if she marries a baron whose barony is junior to hers she 
keeps bee own precedence and title. 

et. The daughters of peers, of sou of peers, baronets and 
knights retain after marriage the precedence they derive from 
their fathers, unless they marry peers of any rank or commoners 
of higher rank than their own. Hence, for example, the daughter 
of a duke who marries the eldest son of a marquess is placed as 
a duke's daughter, not as the wife of a marquess's eldest son, 
and the daughter of a baronet who marries the younger son of a 
knight Is placed u a baronet's daughter and not as the wife of a 
knight's yammer sou. 

to. What are termed " titles of courtesy " are borne by all the 
seas and daughters of puts and peeresses in their own right, who 
is this connexion stand on exactly the same footing. The 
eldest WNW of dukes. marquesses and earls are designated by the 
names of ass or other of the inferior peerages of their fathers, 
usually a marepressate or an earldom in the first, an widens or a 
viscosity in the second and a viscounty or barony in the third 
case. The rase speakable is former times, still adhered to by 
the older English dignities, was that a duke's eldest son was 
MANI earl, the us of a marquess. viscosst. the son of an earl, 

baron. No such rule obtained in Scotland. But, whatever It 
may be, it is altogether without effect on the rank and place‘of 
the bearer, which are those belonging to him as the eldest sou of 
his father, The younger sons of dukes and marquesses are 
styled "lords," followed by both their Christian names and 
surnames. The younger sou of earls and both the eldest sad 
the younger sons of viscounts and barons are described as 
" honourable" before both their Christian names and surnames. 
The daughters of dukes, marquesses and earls are styled " ladies" 
before both their Christ ian names and surnames. The daughters 
of viscounts and barons are described as " honourable " before 
both their Christian names and surnames. If the eldest sonde 
marquess or an earl marries a woman of rank equal or inferior 
to his own, she takes his title and precedence; but if she is of 
superior rank she retains, with her own precedence, the prefix 
" lady " before her Christian name followed by the name ei 
her husband's title of courtesy. Again, if the younger son of a 
duke or a marques. marries a woman of rank equal or inferior 
to his own, she is called " lady," with his Christian and sur-
name following, and is placed in his precedence, but, if sloe is 
of superior rank, she retains, with her own precedence, the 
prefix '• lady " before her Christian name and his surname. H the 
daughter of a duke, a marquess or an earl marries the younger 
son of an earl, the eldest or younger son of a viscount or baron. 
baronet, • knight or an esquire, floc., the retains, with bee owe 
precedence, the prefix " lady " before her Christian name and 
her husband's surname. if the daughter of • viscount marries 
the younger son of an earl or anybody of inferior rank to 
him, or the daughter of a baron marries the younger son of a 
viscount or anybody of inferior rank to him, she retains her owe 
precedence with the prefix " honourable " before the addition 
" Mrs " and his surname or Christian name and surname. But, 
if her husband is a baronet or a knight, she is called the Honour- 
able Lady Smith or the Honourable Lady Jones, as the case may 
be. The wives of the younger sous of earls and of the eldest and 
younger sons .of viscounts and barons, if they are of inferior 
rank to their husbands, take their precedence and are described 
as the Honourable Mrs, with the surnames or Christian names 
and surnames of their husbands following. The judges were 
placed by James I. before the younger sons of viscounts sad 
barons and accorded the title of " honourable " But in 
this addition their wives do not participate, since it is merely as 
official distinction. 

It is manifest on even a comity examination of the tables 
we have given that, although they embody the only scheme of 
general precedence, whether for men or for women, which 1$ 

authoritatively sanctioned or recognized, they are in many 
respects very imperfectly fitted to meet the circumsuusoes sod 
requirements of the present day' In both of them the lima% 
prescribed to the royal family are pedantically and incoeveule 
ently narrow, and stand out in striking contrast to the wide std 
ample bounds through which the operation of the Royal Menials 
Act (is Geo. III. c. extends the disabilities but not the 
privileges of the sovereign's kindred. Otherwise the scale el 
general precedence for women compares favourably enough onh 

"There are no doubt certainpublic ceremonial of Sante. sick 
as Coronations. Royal Public Fnaerab and Proms:au of She 
Sovereign to Parliament. &c.. wherein various public Inectimenee 
walk and have for the occasion certain places assigned to them 
but which they may not at all times hod the seam as it *I 0° 
means follows that they are always entitled to the same piseeior 
'nevi been there once: there is to a cassis =teat • palghow 

• I 	tkereby, tied in sum cases the uniformity of smesboor 
in trd to one clam over another has in sue' asen Wiese uses 
listed. This appfies, for isensooe. to the plus of the Genders 
of the Privy Chamber. Law Officers of the Crown and lliaeleo 
and Six Clicks in Chancery, who have so definite er fined ellog 
in the tables of precedency regulating theT1 orders of niche!. 
though in reference to Seat* ceremonials have WIWI OWs 

 assigned in the order of ercuesics In right Ask arms, Ilattr 
however. ties them no genteel mak. Vpos suds ecomicsmserset h  
Owlets, the 'epee rank and precedence which they hold is theligiow_, 
of Law is charmed. and so far establishes smog theendlalh••"' 
in respect to their several does. their Fewardesey " dik %am"' 
Yung. Order 4 Preserkere. in. pp. pg-61).. 
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the scale el gusted precedence for men. If, Indeed, it Mcindes 
the queen's maids of honour and the wives of the companions 
of the knightly orders, there certainly does not seems to be any 
good remon why it should omit the mistress of the robes and the 
ladies of the bedchamber, or the ladies of the royal order of 
Victoria and Albert and the imperial order of the Crown of India. 
But these are trifling matters in themselves, and concern only 
a minute fraction of the community. The scale of general 
precedence for men is now In substantially the same condition 
as that in which it has been for between two and three centuries, 
and the political, to say nothing of the social, arrangements to 
which it was framed to apply have in the interval undergone an 
almost complete transformation. The consequence is that a 
good deal of it has come down to us In the shape of a survival, 
and has ceased to be of any practical me for the purpose it was 
originally designed to effect. While it comprises several official 
and personal dignities which are virtually obsolete and extin- 
guished, it entirely omits the great majority of the members of 
Government in its existing form, and whole sections of society 
on • less exalted level, to whom it is universally felt that some 
rank and place at all events are both in public and in private 
justly due. And, when it does confess the presence of any of 
the sovereign's principal ministers, it commonly places them in 
positions which are out of all keeping with their actual eminence 
and importance. It ranks the lord president of the council 
and the lord privy seal before dukes, while it places t he chan-
cellor of the exchequer after the younger sons of earls and the 
eldest sons of barons, and the secretaries of state after the master 
of the bone and the vice-chamberlain of the household. The 
lord chancellor still has precedence as the first of the great 
officers of state, which was allotted to him not u what he is, 
the head of the judicature, but as what he once was, the prime 
minister of the sovereign; and the lord chief justice, who b neat 
to him in regular judicial rank, as presiding over the common 
law courts, as he presides over the courts of equity, is placed 
after the chancellors of the exchequer and of the duchy of 
Lancaster, who still have the precedence which was allotted to 
them not as ministers, which they are, but as judges, which they 
are no longer. Neither the lord-lieutenant el Ireland, the 
viceroy of India, nor the governor-general of Canada has any 
rank or place at St James's, where, as well as at Westminster, 
the lord steward or the lord chamberlain of the household is a 
much greater and snore splendid personage. Again, in the scale 
of general precedence there are no clergymen except bishops, no 
lawyers except judges, and no officers of either the army or the 
navy from field marshals and admirals of the fleet downwards. 
Nor, of course, &teeny colonial governors or lieutenant-governors 
entered en it. It testate no mention of under-secretaries of 
state, chairmen or commissioners of administrative boards, 
comptrollers or secretaries of government departments, lord-
lieutenants or sheriffs of counties, deputy lieutenants car justices 
of the peace, members of the House of Commons or graduates 
of the univentitim It Is true that among some of these classes 
definite systems of subordination are established by either 
authority or usage, which are carefully observed and enforced 
In the particular areas and spheres to which they have reference. 
But we have seldom any means of determining the relative 
value of a given term In one series as compared with a given term 
In another series, or of connecting the different steps in the scales 
el local, professional or academical precedence with the different 
steps in the scale of general precedence, to which such scales of 
special precedence ought to be contributory and supplementary. 
We know, for exemple, that major-generals and rear-admirals are 
of equal rank, that with theta are placed commissaries-general 
and Inspectors-general of hospitals and fleets, that in India along 
with civilises of thirty-one years' standing they immediately 
follow the vice-chancellors of the Indian universities, and that 
In relation to the consular service they Immediately precede 
tgents-general and coesule-general. But there is nothing to 
aid us In determining whether In England they should be ranked 
with, before or after deans, king's counsel or docters in divinity, 
who are as destitute as they axe tbessetves of sty tureptieed 
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general precedence, and who, as matters now stand, would 
certainly have to give place to the younger sons of baronets and 
knights and the companions of the knightly orders. 

No foreigner has any legal precedence in Great Britain,' 
but it is suggested that it being proper courtesy to accord to 
guests the precedence due to the rank they bear in their own 
countries, they should rank in society with and immediately 
before those of the relative rank in England. It should, how-
ever, be remembered that the younger sons of counts and 
other nobles bear the title of count with the addition of the 
Christian name, and they should be ranked with younger sons 
of British earls, &c., whatever title they bear. The eldest son 
of a duke for example is sometimes called prince, but the place 
accorded to him by the above rule would be next after a British 
marquess. Some persons of authority consider, however, that 
a foreigner should be given precedence over every native 
whatever the rank may be. 

It has now become usual to recognize ecclesiastical rank 
derived from the pope, even when held by subjects of the king. 
Cardinals, therefore, rank by international usage above arch-
bishops, as princes of the blood royal, and in Ireland, Roman 
Catholic and Protestant bishops rank as such by authority of 
the warrants there in force. 

An order respecting precedence was sent by the secretary of 
state for the colonies to the governor-general of Canada (July 24, 
1868). Precedence in India is regulated by a Royal Warrant 
dated the 6th of May 1871, a copy of which is subjoined. 

VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith. 
To all to whom these presents shall come, greeting. 
Whereas it hath been represented unto Us that it is advisable 

to regulate the Rank and Precedence of persons holding appoint-
ments in the East Indies. In order to fix the same, and prevent 
all disputes, We do hereby declare that it is Our will and pleasure 
that the following Table be observed with respect to the Rank and 
Precedence of the persons hereinafter named, 

Governor-General and Viceroy of India. Governor of Madras. 
Governor of Bombay. President of the Council of the Governor-
General. Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal. Lieutenant-Governor of 
North-West Provinces. Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjaub. 
Commander-in-Chief in India. when s Member of Council. Chief 
Justice of Bengal. Bishop of Calcutta. Metropolitan of India. 
Chief Justices of Madras, Bombay and North-Western Provinces. 
Commanders-in-Chief in Madras and Bombay. when also Members 
of CounciL Ordinary Members of the Council of the Governor-
General. Bishops of Madras and Bombay. Ordinary Members 
of Council in Madras and Bombay. 

Commander-in-Chief in India, when not a Member of Council. 
Puisne Judges of the High Courts of Calcutta, Madras, Bombay 
and North-Western Provinces. Commanders-in-Chief, Madras 
and Bombay. when not Members of Council. Chief Commissioners 
and Resident at Hyderabad. Military Officers above rank of 
Major-GeneraL Additional Members of the Council of the Governor-
General when assembled to make laws, &c. Commodore command-
ing Her Majesty's Naval Forces in India. Judge Advocate General 
of India. Secretaries to the Government of India. Additional 
Members of the Councils of the Governors of Madras and Bombay 
when assembled to make laws, &c. Members of the Legislative 
Council of the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal. Agents to the 
Governor-General in Rajpootana and Central India. Commissioner 
in Sind. Judges of the Chief Court. Punjaub. Chief Secretaries to the 
Governments of Madras and Bombay. 

FIRST CLASS 

Civilians of 28 years' standing to rank with Major-Generals. 
Advocate General, Calcutta. Residents at Foreign Courts and 

Residents at Aden. the Persian Gulf and Bagdad. Recorders of 
Sloulmein and Rangoon. Advocates-General, Madras and Bombay. 
Members of the Boards of Revenue, Bengal, Madras, North-West 
Provinces. Secretaries to Local Governments. Chief Engineer, 
tat Class. Comptroller-General of Accounts in India. Directors-
General, Post Office, Telegraphs and Irrigation. Judicial Com-
missioners, Oude. Central Provinces, Mysore and Sind. Financial 

.mmissioners in the Punjaub. Oude and Central Provinces. Arch- 
. ∎  on of Calcutta. Secretary to Council of Governor-General 
making Laws, &c. Officers Commanding Brigades. 

' This subject was considered by the House of Lords in February 
ibis. on the proposition of • committee that no foreign nobility 
has right of precedence within this realm before any peer of this 
kingdom. 
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SECOND CLASS 

Civilians of 20 years' s tam1ing ranking with Colonels. 
Commissioners of Divisions. Directors of Public Instruction 

under Governments. Private Secretary to Viceroy. Military 
Secretary to Viceroy. Archdeacons of Madras and Bombay. 
Surveyor-General of India. Superintendent, Great Trigonometrical 
Survey. Sanitary Commissioner with Government of India. 
Supenntendent of the Geological Survey in India. Inspector' 
General of Forests in India. 

Registrars-General. 
Inspector-General of Police. 

Under 
 j.„.„., 

 Governments. 

Standing Counsel to Government of India. Remernbrancers of 
Legal Affairs, and Legal Advisers to the Government in the North-
West Provinces and the Punjaub. Commissioners of Revenue 
Survey and Settlement. Chief Engineers, 2nd and 3rd Class, and 
Superintendents of Irrigation. 

THIRD CLASS 
Civilians of 12 years' standing ranking with Lieutenant-Colonels. 
Political Agents. Under-Secretaries to Government of India. 

Inspector-General of Education, Central Provinces, and Directors-
General of Education, Oude, British Burmah, Borer and Mysore. 
Officers, 1st Grade, Education Department. Officers, 1st Grade, 
Financial Department. Private Secretaries to Governors. Military 
Secretaries to Governors. First Judges of Presidency Courts of 
Small Causes. Chief Magistrates of Presid ncy Towns. Adminis-
trator-General, Calcutta. Administratorrz,eneral, Madras and 
Bombay. 
Inspectors-General of Jails. ) 
Sanitary Commissioners. Under Local Governments. 
Conservators of Forests. 
Superintending Engineers. tst Class. Deputy Directors of Poet 
Office and Telegraphs and Directors of Traffic and Construction. 
Postmasters-General. Senior Chaplains. Officers, set Grade, 
Geological Survey. Officers, 2nd Grade, Education Department. 
Officers, 2nd Grade, Financial Department. Superintendents, tst 
Grade, Telegraph Department. 

FouRT St CLASS 
Civilians of 8 years' standing ranking with Majors. 
Assistant Political Agents. Officers, 2nd Grade, Geological 

Survey. Officers, 3rd Grade. Education Department. Officers, 
yd Grade, Financial Department. Superintendents, and Grade, 
Telegraph Department. Government Solicitors. 

FIFTH CLASS 
Civilians ei 4 years' standing ranking with Captains. 
Junior Chaplains. Officers, 4th Grade, Education Department. 

SIXTH CLASS 
Civilians of less than 4 years' standing to rank with Subalterns. 

Note t.—Commissioners of Divisions within their own Divisions, 
and Residents and Political Agents within the limits of their respec-
tive charges to take precedence immediately before Civilians of 
the 1st Clan 

Note 2.—Collectors and Magistrates of Districts, and Deputy 
Commissioners of Districts, and the Chief Officer of each Presidency 
Municipality, to take precedence within their respective charges 
before the 3rd Class and Lieutenant-Colonels in the Army. 

Sheriffs to rank within their charges immediately after Lieu-
tenant-Colonels in the Army. 

AU Officers not mentioned in the above table, whose rank is 
regulated by comparison with rank in the Army, to have the same 
rank with reference to Civil Servants as is enjoyed by Military 
Officers of equal grades. 

All other persons who may not be mentioned in this table to 
take rank according to general usage, which is to be explained 
and determined by the Governor-General in Council in case any 
question shall arise. 

Nothing in the foregoing rules to disturb the existing practice 
relating to precedence at Native Courts, or on occasions of inter-
course with Natives, and the Governor-General in Council to be 
empowered to make rules for such occasion in case any dispute 
shall arise. 

AU ladies to take iglace according to the rank herein assigned 
to their restive hustands, with the exception of wives of Peers, 
and of ladies having precedence in England. independently of 
their husbands, and who art not in rank below the daughters of 
Barons; such ladies to take place according to their several ranks, 
with reference to such precedence in England. immediately after 
the wives of Members of Council at the Presidencies in India. 

Given at Our Court at Windsor (  this sixth day of May, in the 

and in the thirty-fourth year of our 
year of our Lord one thousand eiifttigliisundred and seventy-one, 

By Her Majesty's Command. 
(Signed) Aurn... 

PRECENTOR (Lake Lat. pretender, froen4rwentiwww. to aloe 
before, lead in singing), the title of the principal director of the 
singing or Bimini portions of the service in a cathedral es 
cathedral church. In the English Church in cathedrals of de 
" Old Foundation " the precentor is a member of the cathedral 
chapter and officially ranks next to the dean. His musical 
duties are usually performed by the " succentor," one of the 
vicars choral. In cathedrals of the " New Fousalakion " the 
" precentor "'is not a member of the chapter, but is one of the 
minor canons. 

PRECEPT (Lat. yrrecepeon, a rule, from praecipern, 
to take beforehand, to give rules, instractioss or Orden), a rim 
mud or rule, especially one with regard to conduct er action, a 
moral rule or injunction, a maxim. Apart from this grand 
use, the word was used, in law, of many orders in writing issuing 
from a court or other legal authority; it is now chiefir used of as 
order demanding the payment of money under a tau by port 
law or other local authorities (see R.ers). The Latin fens 
praceilte, i.e. enjoin, command, is used of the note of instructions 
delivered by a plaintiff or his solicitor to be filed by the nifccr 
of the court, giving the names of the plaintiff and defendant, 
the nature of the writ, en. For the obsolete writ of iniesio 
quad reddar see WRIT. 

PRECEPTOR, a teacher or instructor, the classical inermag 
of the Latin proecepaw, from prawifrere, literalbr to sale is 
advance, hence to give rules or " precepts," advise, tuck. As 
an educational term in English the word is familial threads the 
College of Preceptors, • chartered society chiefly 0011•Panall of 
private teachers; it was incorporated in t849 and was Hotel the 
first professional bodies to institute regular courses of pehaserit 
lectures and to award after examination  the titles of hewing 
and associate to teachers. It also holds examinaticesluperela 
In post-classical Latin in ewe Nor meant a commander. Pa unee. 
to order, enjoin, and the term was adopted by the Knights 
Tempters for the heads of the provincial communities al knights 
established on their estates. These communities and the estates 
themselves were known as " preceptories," and answered to the 
" commanderies " of the Hospitallers. 

PRECESSION OF THE EQUINOXES, in astronomy, the tees 
assigned to the progressive motion of the equinox, became * 
takes place in a direction from east towards west, amuse es 
that in which planets move, and in which Lee* noes re 
measured. The equinox being defined as the point of imams-
Lion of the equator and ecliptic, its motion arises boa the int 
that both of these great circles are in continuous though dos 
motion. The motion of the ecliptic is due to the maim ol the 
planets on the earth, which produces • slow progressive dame 
in the position of the plane of the earth's orbit, and therefore 
the ecliptic. This motion takes place round a diameter of 
the celestial sphere as an axis or nodal line which intersects the 
sphere in two points, which are at present in longitudes abet* 
t73° and 35e. The direction of the motion around this Jan 
IS such that from the limits 353° through o° to 273°, which 
includes the vernal equinox, the motion is towards the south, 
while, in the remainder of the circle, it is towards the north. 
At the present time the rate of the motion is 464 '  per century 
In consequence of the smallness of the angle, 7°, which the asis 
of motion makes with the line of the equinoses, its affect on the 
precession is quite small, now amounting,th only cite' per 
annum. Owing to its cause this small part At the precession is 
called" planetary." 

The motion of the equator is due to the combined action of 
the sun and moon on the equatorial protuberance of the earth 
(see ..sTacoiomy). Owing to its cause this largest part of the 
precession is called " luni-solar." Its fundamental law is Ling 
the mean celestial pole at each instant (see Ntrrencts) tuns 
at right angles to the circle joining it to the pole of the ecliptic 
as that instant. Hence if the pole of the ecliptic ewe heed, 
the celestial pole would revolve around it in a cirde at a contract 
distance equal to the obliquity of the ecliptic. Owing, however, 
to the slow change in the position of the pole of the 
the motion_ is only approximately in a dude, and the otakquiPar (F. Da.; W. A. L.) 
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elides slowly from Century to century. At the present time the 
rate of motion measured on a great circle is about 20' per year; 
that is to say both the pole and the plane of the equator move 
through this angle annually. But when measured around the 
Ole of the ecliptic as a centre the motion is about 2.5 times this 
or, at present, 50.37' annually. This is the present amount of 
the loin-solar precession which, if it remained constant, would 
arty the pole completely round in a period of 25.730 years. 
But the exact period varies slightly, owing to the motion of the 
pole of the ecliptic. The combined effect of the lunIsolar and 
planetary precession or the total motion of the equinox is called 
the general precession. Its annual amount during our time is 
50•15844•0•0222e T, T being the time reckoned from moo in 
centuries. 

PRECISCT (from Lat. proteingere, to encircle, enclose, sur-
round, 'roe and chasm, to gird), an enclosure, a space within 
the boundaries, marked by walls or fences or by an imaginary 
line, of a building or group of buildings, especially used of such 
a space belonging to a cathedral or other religious building. 
The word is frequently used, indefinitely, of the neighbourhood 
or environs of • place or building. In the United States of 
America it is applied to various minor territorial divisions or 
districts, for electoral or judicial purposes. In Some of the 
states they correspond to thi " township " as the principal 
subdivision of the " county." 

pima= (0. Fr. pretties, mod. pricks*, Lat. patio:us, of 
high value or price, 'raison), costly or of high value, particularly 
used In williesl economy of those metals which are " valuable 
enough to be used as a standard of value and abundant enough 
for coinage" (The Century Dictionary). The term is thus 
practically amfined to gold and silver. Platinum in theory 
may be included as it was used for coinage in Russia in 028; 
the fluctuations in the value of the metal caused its discontinu-
ance in 1845 (see Coto, Sum and MONEY). "Precious 
stones " include those gems which are vetoed for ornament and 
jewelry. " Strictly speaking the only precious stones are the 
diamond, ruby, sapphire and emerald, though the term is often 
extended to the opal, notwithstanding its kick of hardness, and to 
the pearl ... strictly an animal product," G. F. Kunz, Gents and 
Pretiotu Slater of North Americo (189o) (see Gem, and LAPIDARY 
AND GeN-CroenNo). A particular use of " precious "as meaning 
fastidious, over-refined, is taken from the French Mama, 
familiar in the appellation of Lts Priciesses, given to the social 
and literary circle of ladies which centred round the Hotel de 
Ramboulllet in the r 7th century (see iLumoutturr; CATHERINE 
or VIVONNE, MARDI:I/Se DE). 

PRIXONIZATION (Late Lat. traeconhatio, from traezontisre, 
to proclaim, Lat. Straeco, a public crier),a public proclamation or 
announcement. In this sense it is practically obsolete; but the 
word is still tech:deafly used of the solemn proclamation ed new 
bishops, and of the sees to which they are appointed, made by the 
pope in the consistory of cardinals (see Mame). In the English 
ecclesiastical courts '• preteen's," la also MIS vied in the moss 
Of " to summon by name. " 

PREDRILL the Italian word for a footstool or kneeling-  
stool, hence applied to the step or platform on which an altar 
rests, and to a shelf raised above the altar at the beck, a super-
altar or grain.. The face both of the step and shelf are fre-
quently decorated with sculpture or painting, and the term 
" predella " is frequently given to the sculpture or painting so 
used, and, further, to any painting that is a pendant to a larger 
work. 
• PREDDITIIIATION (from Late let. proeicstinsoo, to deter-

Mine beforehand; from the root ere, as in start, stand La theologi-
cal term used in three senses: (t) God's unchangeable decision 
from eternity of all that is to be; (a) God's destination of men to 
everlasting happiness or misery; (3) God's appointment unto 
life or Orden " (the appointment unto death being called 
" reprobation," and the teeth " foreordination " being preferred 
lo " predestination " In regard to It). In the first sense the 
conception Is simihir to that of fate; this aleamet a moral 
alaraMer as etteris, or the inevitable parity of tranespession. 

Sophodes represents man's life as woven with a shuttle of 
adamant " (Antigone, 622-624). Stoicism formulated a doctrine 
of providence or necessity. Epicurus denies a divine superin-
tendence of human affairs. A powerful influence in Scandinavian 
religion was exercised by the belief in " the weenie, or Fates, 
usually thought of as three sisters." In Brahminic thought 
Karma, the consequences of action, necessitates rebirth in a 
lower or higher mode of existence, according to guilt or merit. 
With some modifications this conception is taken over by 
Buddhism. The Chinese too, the order of heaven, which should 
be the order for earth as well, may also be compared. Accord-
ing to Josephus (Attliq. xviii. 1. 3, 4; 5, 9) the Sadducees 
denied fate altogether, and placed good and evil wholly in man's 
choice; the Pharisees, while recognizing man's freedom, laid 
emphasis on fate; the Emma insisted on an absolute fate. 
This statement is exposed to the suspicion of attempting to 
assimilate the Jewish sects to the Greek schools. In Islam the 
orthodox theology teaches an absolute predestination, and yet 
some teachers hold men responsible for the moral character of 
their acts. The freethinking school of the Mo'tazilites insisted 
that the righteousness of God in rewarding or punishing men for 
their actions could be vindicated only by the recognition of 
human freedom. 

The question of the relation of divine and human will has been 
the subject of two controversies in the Christian chards,. 
the Augustinian•Pelagian and the Calvinistic•Arminian. Pdagius 
maintained the free-will of man, and held that mane conduct. 
character, destiny are in his own hand. Grace, by enlightening, 
forgiving sun and strengthening his moral powers, helps man to 
fulfd this purpose. While grace is meant far all, men make them- 
selves . worthy of it by striving after virtue. This doctrine as 
minirruzing grace was repugnant to Augustine. He regarded 
mankind as sinful, guilty, ruined, incapable of any good. God 
alone can save. His grace is effectual and irresistible. As what 
God has done He has eternally willed to do, grace involves Pre-
destination. God has from eternity chosen those whom lie wills 
to save (" election "), and consequently He has also passed over 
thok whom He leaves to perish praeterition "). As all deserve 
damnation, there is no injustice in leaving them to their deserts. 
The " reprobation " of the wicked is not the cause of their sin; 
God's foreknowledge does not make the sin necessary; how repro-
bation and foreknowledge are related is not made plam. 

The doctrine of Augustine was revived in the 9th century by 
Gottschalk. who taught that God's passing over the lost meant 
their predestiaatise to punishment. Hinauar of Reims perse-
cuted for not distinguishing the two positions. This dispute 

re would have little interest now, had not Hincmar appealed toJohn 
Scotus Edema. who attempted to solve the theological pr m 
by hfilosophical conceptions. He denied that foreknowledge or 
predestination as temporal relations could be properly predicated 
of God ma eternal; be described sin and its consequences as negations, 
neither caused by nor known to God; be maintained that as evil 
is only a stage in the development of good, there will ultimately 
be a universal return to God. Thus the doctrine of reprobation 
was emptied of meaning. This delence of orthodoxy was con-
demned as heretical. The controversy was kept up duties_ the 
scholastic period. Thomas Aquinas followed Auguatine. Puns 
Scotus leaned toward Semi.Pelagianism, which rejected the doctrine 
of predestination, and maintained a co-operation of freedom and 
grace. White Aquinas affirmed the positions of Augustine, he 
deduced them from his Aristotelian conception of God as " first 
mover, itself unmoved." His original contribution to the subject 
was his theory of divine concurrence. He distinguishes secondary 
causes as natural and necessary, and as voluntary and contingent; 
though both are set in motion by God, yet as the natural 
remain natural. so do the ...Notary MOW& voluntary. But this 
is dearly only a verbal solution. 

At the Reformation the Augustinian position was accepted by 
both Luther and Calvin. Melanchthoa modified his earlier view 
in the direction of synergism, the theory of a eouperation of divine 
grace and imam freedom. The later Lutheran doctrine is " that 
man, unable as be is to will any good thing, can yet use the means 
of grace, and that these means of grace, carrying in themselves 
a divine power. produce a saving effect on all who do mot 
voluntarily oppose their influence. Baptism, e.g. confers grace, 
which if not resisted is wing. And God, foreseeing who 
will and who will not, resist the grace offered, predestinates 
to life all who are foreseen as believers." Calvin's view is the 
same as Augustine's. He held the sable/mark,* view that the 
fall was decreed, but not the suratepsertra view that it "was 
decreed as a means towards carrying out • previous decree to save 
some sad leave others to pariah." The latter view was held by 
Bess and other Calvinists. and. it is said, repelled Aneinius from 
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Calvinism, and led him to formulate the doctrine that as repentance 
and faith are the divinely decreed conditions of eternal life, God 
has determined to give that life to all whom He foresees as fulfilling 
these conditions. According to Calvinism God's election unto 
salvation is absolute, determined by His own inscrutable will; 
according to Arminianism it is conditional, dependent on man's 
use of grace. The Synod of Don (1618-1619) which affirmed the 
sublapsarian without excluding the supralapsarian form of Calvin. 
ism, condemned the views of Arminius and his followers, who were 
known as Remonstrants from the remonstrance " which in four 
articles repudiates supralapsarianism and infralapsarianisrn (which 
regarded the Fall as foreseen, but not decreed), and the doctrines 
of irresistibility of grace, and of the impossibility of the elect finally 
falling away from tt, and boldly asserts the universality of grace. 

In the Church of Rome the Dominicans favoured Augustinianism, 
the Jesuits Semi-Pelagianism; the work of Molina on the agreement 
of free-will with the gifts of grace provoked a controversy, which 
the pope silenced without deciding; but which broke out again 
a generation later when Jansen tried to revive the decaying Augus-
tinianism. The church of England has passed through several dis-
putes regarding the question whether the Thirty-Nine Articles are 
Calvinistic or not; while there is some ambiguity in the language, 
it seems to favour Calvinism. At the Evangelical Revival the 
old questions came up, as Wesley favoured Arminianism and 
George Whitefield Calvinism. In Scotland Calvinism was repudi-
ated by James Morison, the founder of the Evangelical Union, 
who declared the three unieersalities, God's love for all, Christ's 
death for all, the Holy Spirit's working for all. 

While retained in the creeds of several denominations, in the 
public teaching of the churches the doctrine of predestination 
has lost its place and power. While the doctrine of election 
magnified God's grace, and so encouraged humility in man, it 
minimized man's freedom, and so produced either an over-confi-
dence in those who believed themselves elect, or despair in those 
who could not reach the assurance. Now it is recognized that 
God's sovereignty must be conceived as consistent with man's 
liberty. While God fulfils His all-embracing purpose, that 
fulfilment leaves room for the exercise of individual freedom; 
the freedom God has bestowed on man He can so restrain and 
direct as to overrule even its abuse for His own gracious ends. 
That God desires that all should be saved, and that the salvation 
of each depends on his own choice—these are the general con-
victions of modern theology. The problem now is the reconcili-
ation of human freedom with divine foreknowledge. Martineau 
accepts Dugald Stewart's solution. " There is no absurdity in 
supposing that the deity may, for wise purposes, have chosen 
to open a source of contingency in the voluntary actions of his 
creatures, to which no prescience can possibly extend." Others 
bold the problem to be insoluble, and not needing to be solved. 

(A. E. G.') 

PREDICABLES (Lat. praedicabilis, that which may be stated 
or affirmed ), in scholastic logic, a term applied to a classification 
of the possible relations in which a predicate may stand to its 
subject. The list given by the schoolmen and generally adopted 
by modern logicians is based on the original fivefold classification 
given by Aristotle (Topics, a iv. not b. 17-21): definition (Spot), 
genus (stros), differentia (biatt,opid, property (Mos), accident 

(riru)ideffqxos)' The scholastic classification, obtained from 
Beietius's Latin version of Porphyry's Eisagoge, modified 
Aristotle's by substituting species (tidos) for definition. Both 
classifications are of universals, concepts or general terms, 
proper names of course being excluded. There is, however, a 
radical difference between the two systems. The standpoint 
of the Aristotelian classification is the predication of one uni-
versal concerning another. The Porphyrian, by introducing 
species, deals with the predication of universals concerning 
individuals (for species is necessarily predicated of the indi-
vidual), and thus created difficulties from which the Aristotelian 
is free (see below). 

The Aristotelian classification may be briefly explained: (I) The 
Definition of anything is the statement of its essence (Arist. 
je elm.), i.e. that which makes it what it is: e.g. "a triangle is 
• three-sided rectilineal figure." (7) Genus is that part of the 
essence which is also predicable of other things different from 
them in kind. A triangle is a rectilineal figure; i.e. in fixing the 
genus of a thing, we subsume it under a higher universal, of which 

*Strictly Aristotle's classification is into four as toss's really 
Islam to sires.  

it is a species. (3) Differentia is diet punt of the mem* with 
distinguishes one species from another. As compared wish quadri-
laterals, hexagons, all of which are rectilinml figures, a triangle 
is " differentiated " as having three sides. (4) A Property • an 
attribute which is common to an the members of • dam. bet is 
not part of its essence (i.e. need not be given le its eternitie). 
The fact that the interior angles of all triangles are equal to two 
right angles is not part of the definition, but is universal! y ense. 
(5) An Accident is an attribute which may or may net Waft to 
a subject. The colour of the human hair s an accident; fee it 
belongs in no way to the essence of humanity. 

This classification, though it is of high value m the dewing up 
of our conceptions of the essential contrasted with the accidentd. 
the relation of genus, differentia and definition and so forth. • of 
more significance in connexion with abstract wieocos, awe:in by 
mathematics, than for the physical sciences. It is au * an the 
whole to the Porphyrian scheme, which has grave met: As has 
been said it classifies universals as predicates of individuals of 
thus involves the difficulties which gave rise to the 

realism alism and nominalism (g.e.. How ate we So= 
species from genus ? Napoleon was • renchman.a man, as animal 
In the second place how do we distinguish property and accident? 
Many so-called accidents are predicable necessarily of any primates 
persons. This difficulty gave rise to the distinction of stgarable sad 
inseparable accidents, which is one of considerable difficulty. 

See the modern logic textbooks. 

PREDICAMENT, now used only in the sense of a damages 
or unpleasant position or situation. It, meant properly that 
which is " predicated " or affirmed (Let. 'coeditors) of anthill& 
in logic, one of the ten Aristotelian categories (see Caermall, 
and so any definite state or condition. The use ad " wawa-
ment " in the sense of " bad predicament," without the Anicem 
adjective, is paralleled by " plight," kW" bid plight," " IMO= 
for " good success." 

PREDICATION (from Lat. praedicare, to state, mewl hi 
logic, the term which denotes the joining of a peefione 
subject in a judgment or proposition. The statessem " 
men are mortal " is to predicate mortality of all men. la teliet 
words a judgment is made up of a subject and a predicate lased 
by a copula. Since the true unit of thought is the judges"; 
since all concepts or universals exist only in contizuwass *klieg 
(judging), the theory of predication is a fundamental part of loge: 
The true relation of subject and predicate has not been deter-
mined with unanimity, various logicians towheads( drama 
aspects of the process (see Lome). The logical me of peede 
cate " is to be distinguished from the grammatical, wiiM 
includes the verb, whether it be the verb " to be " in its swam 
forms, or another verb. The simple grammatical sentence 
" he strokes the dog " the first word is the subject, while "steak's 
the dog " is the predicate, including verb and object. In logic 
every proposition is reducible to the form " A is 8," " B " bang 
the predicate. Thus the logical form of "he strokes the deg" 
would be " he is stroking the dog " or some other periphrasis 
which liberates and determines the logical predicate. The 
true significance of the logical copula is difficult. It cannot be 
described simply as a third (i.e. separate part) of the judgment, 
because until two terms are enjoined by it they are not subject 
and predicate. Much discussion has raged round the question 
whether the use of she verb " to be " as the omula implies that 
existence is predicated by the subject. It may be taken an 
generally agreed that this is not the case (see further LOGIC, and 
the textbooks). 

PRE-EXISTENCE. DOCTRINE OP. in theology, the ductile. 
that Jesus Christ had a human soul which existed before the 
creation of the world —the first and most perfect of created thus 
—and subsisted, prior to Ms human birth, in union with the 
Second Person of the Godhead. It was this bum= IOW which 
suffered the pain and sorrow described in the Gospels. The 
chief exposition of this doct rine is that of Dr Watts (Works.v. 
274, fix.); it has received little support. IR. wider form the 
doctrine has been applied to men in geneial--namely, that for the 
beginning of Creation God created the souls of all MM, which 
were subsequently as a punishment for ill-doing incarnated in 
physical bodies till discipline should render them fit for spiritual 
existence. Supporters of this doctrine, the Preetietanta or 
Pre-existiani, are found as early as the and century. ammo 
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them being halts Martyr sad Odgaa 4.0, and the  Idea  net 
only belongs to metempsychoeh and mysticism generally, but is 
widely prevalent in Oriental thought. It was condemned by the 
Council of Constantinople in seo, but has frequently reappeared 
in modern thought (d. Wordsworth's lothoolions ef leenterralify) 
being in fact the natural correlative of a belief in immortality. 

PREFACE (Died. Lest. erefetio, for clinical ftoefoSio, praefari, 
to speak beforehand), an introduction to a book, also any 

- preliminary or introductory statement. In liturgical use the 
term is applied to that veniat of the Eucharistic service which 
immediately precedes the canon or central portion; the prelate, 
which begins at the words Vete ketone, " It is very met,  right, 
dic.," is ushered in, in all liturgies, with the Sams, Conia, 
"Lift up your hearts," and ends with the Sondes, "Holy, Holy, 
Holy, be." In the Western liturgies proper prefaces are 
appointed Lot particular occasions (see Lunacy). 

PREF= (SrAid), in France, the title of a high official. The 
prefects of the department were created by a law of the .8th 
Pluviose in the year VIII. (Feb. s7, taco). They were intended 
to be the chief vegans of internal administration, and have, in 
fact, discharged this function, especially under the First and 
Second Empire, surviving, though with diminished importance, 
under the other forms of government which modern France has 
seen. In comparison with other French oMdals, they an well 
paid (the salary nowadays ranges from yamso to ill,000 francs 
according to the class). 

In the administration of the tracks rising the term " prefect " 
was not employed; practically the only case in which it occurs 
was in the organisation of the establishment of institutions 
opened by the religious orders, in which there was generally a 
" prefect of the studies " (prifet des Hades). In the year VIII., 
in the discussion of the law of the aflth Pluviose, no reason was 
stated for the choice of this term. But Eke the " Tribunes " 
and " Consuls " of the constitution of the year VIII., it was 
taken from the Roman institutions which were then so fashion-
able (see Perrier); it may also be recalled that Voltaire had 
used the terns " prefecture " in speaking of the authority of 
Louis XIV. over the free towns of Alsace. 

The prefect has to a certain extent a double character and two 
series of functions. Firstly he is the general representative of the 
government, whose duty it is to ensure execution of the govern-
ment's decisions, the exercise of the law, and the regular working 
of all branches of the public service in the department. In so far 
the Me of the prefect is essentially pduial ; be guarantees the direct 
and legal action of the government in his department. He has the 
supervision of all the state services in his department, which pro-
cures the necessary uniformity in the working of the services, 
each of which is specialised within a renew sphere. He Nerves as 
a local source of information to the governmeet, and transmits 
to it complaints or representations from those trader his adminis- 
tration. In the name of the state he exercises a certain adminis-
trative control over the local authorities, such as the revised 
phOraf, the mayors and the municipal councils. This control, 
though considerably restricted by the Law of the tab of Au gust 
1871, on the wised, tiner011X, and that of the 5th of April Ma. 
on municipal organization, still holds good in some important 
respects. The prefect can still annul certain decisions of the cooed 
et4,41.. He can suspend for • month a municipal council, mayor 
or deputy-mayor: certain decisions of the municipal councils 
require his approval; and be may annul such of their regulations 
as are aim mei. He can annul or suspend the maire's decrees 
and he has also considerable control over public institutions, charit-
able and otherwise. lie may make regulations (regiensseir) both 
on special points, in virtue of various laws, and for the general 
administration of the police. 

When the prefects were created in the year VIII. the intendant 
of provinces of the murex fejinft were taken as i modcl, and the n ! 
is a great resemblance between their respecti functions. l h 
prefect. however. is no more than an Intend.int in miniatur , 

 being only at the head of a department, whereas the intenda-
was over a gfetrelile. which was a much larger district. In th! 
same way the sear-prihts correspond to the subdiliguls of tH 
intendants, with the difference that they are actual officials out-
ordinate to the prefects while the suleitligstls were merely t 1,1 
representatives with whom the intendants provided therneelve-, 
and to whom they gave powers. 

Secondly. the prefect is not only the general repreeentarive of 
the government, but the tepressellative of the department in the 
management of its heel interests. But his tasfeheesd pews is  

ibis honed hove bum reduced under the third Republic. 'This 
has chiefly bees the effect of the law of the loth of August tam 
which has led to decentralization, by increasing the powers of the 
mural Others. The law created a departmental committee 
Icoeepoisnem dipartesiontale.), elected by the tsetse gestral which, 
is the interval of the sessions of the latter, takes part in matters 
concerning the administration of the departmental interests, 
either in virtue of the law, or by a delegation of powers from the 
timed gbanil. 

The soappeffets, having very limited powers of deciding ques-
tions. serve above all as tatennediaries between the prefect and the 
persons under his administration. This (unction was most useful 
in the year VIII.. when communications were difficult, even within 
a department, but nowadays it only leads to complications. 
As a matter of fact their chief service to the administration lies 
in keeping up good relations with the outlier of the communes 
in their arreedsuemenl. and thus 	Wring • certain amount of 
influence over them. The National 	-My, which passed the 
law of the loth of August 1871, had also decided to suppress the 
soar-pri els, but M. Thwrs. who was then president of the Republic, 
pervaded them to reconsider this decision. Since then the Chamber 
of Deputies has on several occasions taken advantage of the budget 
to attempt the suppression of the sesis-prefets by refusing to vote 
the amount necessary for the payment of their salaries. But the 
ggootveerrnnmeat has always opposed this unconstitutional measure, 
holding that the suppression could only be effected by an organic 
law, and that it would necessarily involve a temodeffiag of the 

P the 
administrative organization. So far their view has prevailed in 

Chambers. 	E.) 
PREBRITE, a mineral consisting of calcium hydrogen ortho- 

silicate, 112CsAl i(S)0,),. It crystallizes in the hemimorphic 
class of the orthorhombic system, but the bemimorphic character 
is usually obscured by twinning. Crystals are generally platy 
in habit, but they rarely occur singly and distinctly shaped; 
almost invariably they are closely aggregated together to form 
barrel-shaped or globular groups with a crystalline surface. This 
form, together with the pale oil-green colour, gives the mineral 
a very characteristic appearance. It is translucent and has a 
vitreous lustre. The hardness is rather over 6 and the spec. gray. 
a. 80-2•95. Crystals are pyro-electric. Prehnite is sometimes 
classed with the zeolite*, since it pccurs under the same condi-
tions as these minerals and often in association with them: the 
small amount of water (44%) is, however, expelled only at a 
red heat and is therefore not water of crystallization. 

Prehn: 	 lazy origin in the sonde. 
loidal Ca' to, of Isas,c ',woos roc 	uch as basalt and diateue, 
and less often, in veins in granite and gneiss. Fine specimens' 
are found with seolites in the volcanic rocks of several places in 
the south of Scotland. e.g. Old Kilpatrick is Dumbartonshire, 
Bishopton in Reafrewshire. Campsic hills In Stirlingshire and in 
the neighbourhood of Edinburgh; also at Paterson and Bergen 
Hifi in New lersey. and with native copper in the trap-rocks of the 
Lake Superior region. In the French hit Le Bogue_ (Means) 
and Tyrolese Alps it occurs with axinite. epidote, kbper, 
lining crevices in gneiss. Large masses have been found at Cradock 
in Cape Colony. from which locality it was brought in the tub 

story.  by Colonel Prehn, the governor of the colony: hence the 
∎ men 'Cape chrysolite" and prehnite (of A. G. Werner, 1789). 

l'rchu.tc is sometimes cut and polished for small ornaments; it 
then somewhat rambles' chrysoprain in appearance. 

PREJUDICE (Lat. erarjudichne), literally judgment or 
decision beforehand, which in classical usage meant a precedent, 
a preceding judgment, also a special fans of judicial examinatioa 
precedent to • trial, especially in matters relating to Naos. 
The transferred sense, of injury or damage inflicted by decisions 
or judgments disregarding interests affected, does not appear 
till post-clandcal times in Latin. This last use of damage appears 
in English in relation to legal matters, especially in the phrase 
" without prejudice," i.e. without detriment to rights or claims. 
When two parties are negotiating for the settlement of a dispute, 
statements or admissions made by or on behalf of either, with a 
stipulation, expressed or implied, that the statements are made 
"without prejudice" to the party's claims in the dispute, 
cannot be put in evidence in litigation to settle the dispute (see 
Evnsmecs). The general meaning of the word is that of opinion, 
favourable or hostile, based on prepossessions., and therefore 
biassed or unreasonable. 

PRP ►  RAIL, Faenntart vow (1839—t899), German philo-
sopher, was bona at Landshut on the 3rd of Apra 1839. After 
studying at the university of Munich be served is the Bavarian 
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army from Oise to 11372, when be retired with the rank of captain. 
He then gave himself up to philosophical work, especially In 
connexion with the phenomena of hypnotism and occultism 
from the modern psychological standpoint. He attempted to 
deduce the existence of spirit, apart from, and yet entering from 
time to time into connexion with, the phenomena of the senses, 
by an examination of the relation between the ego of thought 
and the age of sensible experience as understood by Kant. In 
t868 he received the degree of doctor from the university of 
Tflbingen in recognition of a treatise on the psychology of 
Dreams (Oneirokritikon. Der Tress, tom Standpstal des 
lranseendenthlen 

Subsequently. he published numerous works on various [ 
logical and scientific subjects, of which the more import°, re: 
Dee Remade Menscherroerstand eon den Problemen der It re-
schoft 0872); Dee Kampf urns Dasein am Himmel (1874), n tb-
lished in 1882 under the tale Entuickelungsgeschichre des II',-. Vs; 
Die Pknetenbetoohner and die Nebularhypothese (188o); Dk , 
sophie der Mystik (1885); Justiners Kerner and die Scher- ma 
Prevent (1886); Die monistische Seelenkhre (1888); Die .1' Ilk 
der alien Griecken (1888); Rants mystische Welkaschaunne (1 g); 
Shaken ars dem Gebiek der Geheimurissenschaf ten (1890)::lest 
Spirirismus (1893); Die Erddeckung der Seek durch die 
wisreitschaften (1894-1895). In Der Kampf urns Dasein am It set 
von Peel endeavoured to apply the Darwinian doctrine of r nie 
evolution not only to the sphere of consciousness but at Pen 
more widely as the philosophical principle of the world. He u,, one 
of a large number of German thinkers who during the later. calf 
of the 19th century endeavoured to treat the mind as a mech m. 
He died on the 4th of August 1899. 

Sc.,  EVOLUTION: in Pt:!,: opl 

PRELATE (Lat. praeleaus, set above, from praefero, prefer), 
an ecclesiastical dignitary of high rank. In the early middle ages 
the title prelase was applied to secular persons in high positions 
and thence it passed to persons having ecclesiastical authority. 
The De prdalis of. Valerian is concerned with secular princes, 
and even as late as the 14th century the title was occasionally 
applied to secular magistrates. In medieval ecclesiastical 
usage the term might be applied to almost any person having 
ecclesiastical authority; it was very commonly given to the 
more dignified clergy of a cathedral church, but often also to 
ordinary priests charged with the cure of souls and, in the early 
days of monasticism, to monastic superiors, even to superiors 
of convents of women. The term occurs very frequently in 
the Rule of St Benedict and other early monastic rules. 

In more modern usage in the Roman Catholic Church prelates, 
properly so-called, are those who have jurisdiction in fore 
exlerno, but a liberal interpretation has given the title a more 
general significance. Prelacy is defined by the canoeists as 
" pre-eminence with jurisdiction " (p►aeminenlia cam juris. 
didione), and the idea supposes' an episcopal or quasi-episcopal 
jurisdiction. But gradually the title was extended to ecclesias-
tical persons having a prominent office even without jurisdiction, 
and later still it has come to be applied to ecclesiastical persons 
marked by some special honour though without any definite 
office or jurisdiction- 

We may therefore distinguish " true " from " titular " 
prelates. The true prelacy is composed of the persons who 
constitute the ecclesiastical hierarchy; jurisdiction is inherent 
in their office and gives pre-eminence, as with patriarchs, arch-
bishops and bishops. A good example of the dependence of 
prelacy on jurisdiction is found in those religious orders, such as 
the Dominicans, where authority is strictly elective and tem-
porary. Thus a Dominican prior ranks ipso fad° as a prelate 
during his three years of office, but, if not re-elected, loses this 
dignity with his jurisdiction. 

The true, no less than the titular, prelates have their various 
ranks, differing as regards title, precedence, clothing and other 
insignia. The distinguishing colour of a prelate's clothing Is 
violet; the form, like the greater or less um of violet, depends 
on the rank of the prelate. Four classes may be distinguished: 
(t) Great prelates, e.g. cardinals, archbishops and bishops. 
.(a) Exempt pzelates (pradad ssUias dimeseos, pratlad Realises), 
4.e. abbots and religions superiors, who are withdrawn from the 
ordinary diocesan jurisdiction and themselves possess episcopal  

jurisdiction (*WOW quasi episcognelis). (3) Roman Prelates, 
(a) active and (b) honorary. The title is applied to THIIII1701/5 
ecclesiastics attached by some dignity, active or honorary, to 
the Roman court (see Ceram Rotuma). In the list of these 
prelates are protonotaries apostolic, domestic prelates, titivate 
chamberlains, padieipand and supernumerary. Of these last 
there are two kinds, honorary and honorary care urea& Only 
protonotaries and domestic prelates are for life; the others lose 
their dignity at the death of the pope who appointed 'hens. A 
special class of Roman prelatures exist at Rome, endowed as a 
kind of ecclesiastical majority to which those members of metals 
families who are destined for the clerical life naturally succeed. 

In the reformed churches the title was retained in Eegiand, 
Sweden, Denmark and Germany. The cathedral doper of 
Brandenburg consists of two prelates, the dean and the senior, 
besides eight other members. The chapter of Merseburg con-
tains five prelates, viz the dean, senior, provost, chaos and 
scholasticto. In Baden the general synod is presided curer by 
the prelate (pedal), i.e. the principal " superintendent?' is 
the Church of England the term prelate has been more tie 
Reformation applied only to archbishops and bishops- The 
word " prelacy," meaning no more originally than the office and 
dignity of a prelate, came to be applied in Presbyterian Soothed 
and Puritan England—especially during the 17th centery—es 
the episcopal form of church government, being seed in a 
derogatory sense. 

See Du Cange, Glostaristia mediae es &film, latinitalis (new ed.. 
L Favre, Mart. 1883): Paul ilManius, Kinkel:Ma (Berlin. 
). F. H. Vexing, professor of law at Prague, Lelvbseit des /tat.- 

Die 	orientedischen and protestataisches Ktreintrechts (r893). 
O.N.) 

PRELLER, FRIEDRICH (1804-1878), German hods:se/- 
painter, was born at Eisenach on the rich of April tikt- Abe 
studying drawing at Weimar, he went in 1821, on Goeiles 
advice, to Dresden, where in 2824 he was invited to accompay 
the grand duke of Weimar to Belgium. He became a popl 
In the academy at .Antwerp. From 1827 to 1831 be studied is 
Italy, and in 1831 received an appointment in the Weimar sdial 
of art. In 1834-1836 he executed in tempera six picture la 
subjects taken from the Odyssey in the " Roman House " at 
Leipzig, in 1836-1837 the landscapes with scenes from OSeron is 
the Wieland room in the grand-ducal palace at Weimar, aid is 
1836-1848 six frescoes on Thuringian subjects commissioned by 
the grand duchess. In r84o be visited 'Norway and produced a 
number of easel works, some of which are preserved at Weimar_ 
In 1859 he revisited Italy, and on his return in 186: he completed 
for the grand-ducal museum the frescoes illustrative of the 
Odyssey, which are held to constitute his chief claim to fame- 
Preller, who was also a successful etcher. died at Weimar on tie 
23rd of April 1878. 

PEELLE& LUDWIG (doe-i861), German philologist and 
antiquarian, was born at Hamburg on the 15th of September 
18oe. After having studied at Leipzig, Berlin and Geittingen, 
in 1838 be was appointed to the professorship of philology at 
Dorpat, which, however, he resigned In .1843. He afterwards 
spent some time in Italy, but settled in Jena in x844, where be 
became professor in 1846. In the same year he removed as 
head librarian to Weimar, where he died on the 21st of June Mi. 
His chief works are: Demeter u. Persephone (1837); Celerities:It 
Mythologic (1854-1855; 4th ed., by C. Robert, 1887 seq.); and 
Romiscke Mytkologie (1858; 3rd ed. by IL Jordan, zedt-a883). 
He also co-operated with H. Ritter in the preparation of the 
most useful Instoria pkiktropldoe gracoae d ramose es fondue 
lods colatela (1838; ed. L Weilm,ann, LW). Ile contributed 
extensively to Ersch and Gruber's Allgenseisee listryiloptelie and 
Pauly's Realencyldopddle der &miracle Alledurenciammiuie. 
A complete list of his works will be found in Aurgersoildrs 
Aufs&ze ass dem Cake* der Massfseleas Alialusenaiesaussiwil 
(ed. k. Kethler, 0,64. 

See G. T. Stickling, briele Pfau. Bias Gadhahtlaisseedt 
(Weimar, t863); C. Boehm. Gessideide der situnischa Phiklogie 
se &Mukha (1883). 
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P21111011 (Lat. peonnhtm, profit, reward, praw-fassre, to 
buy). in general, a reward or prize; a consideration. In the law 
of insurance, the sum of money or consideration (either annual 
or in a lump sum) which the insured pays the insurers in order 
to gain • certain amount in the event of some specific loss 
happening is termed a premium. The word is applied to the 
fee paid in consideration of being taught a trade or profession. 
It is also wed in the sense of " bonus," as something beyond 
or additional, as in the phrases, " premium bonus system," 
" premium system," where a bonus or sum is given in addition 
to wages in proportion to the value of the work done. On the 
stock exchange, when a security has not yet been fully paid 
up, it is customary to quote its price at par, or so much premium 
or discount. Par represents the amount actually paid up on it, 
while if it is above the level it is said to be at a premium of so 
much, or if below at • discount. 

PREMONITION (front Lat. pros, below, we, to advise 
or warn), an impression relating to a future event. Strictly 
the word should mean a warning proceeding from an external 
source. Its modern extension to all forms of impression sup-
posed to convey information as to the future is justified on the 
assumption that such intimations commonly originate in the 
subliminal consciousness of the percipient and are thence trans-
ferred to the ordinary consciousness. In modern times the best 
attested premonitions are thine relating to events about to occur 
in the subject's own organism. It was observed by the animal 
magnetists at the beginning of the i9th century in France and 
Germany, that certain of their subjects, when in the " magnetic " 
trance, could foretell accurately the course of their diseases, 
the date of the occurrence of &crisis and thelength of time needed 
to effect • cure. Similar observations were subsequently 
recorded in Great Britain and in America (see, for instance, the 
case of Anna Winsor, 186o-1863, reported by Dr Ira Barrows). 
the power of prediction possessed by the subject in such eases 
may be explained in two ways: (1) As due to an abnormal 
power of perception possessed by certain persons, when in the 
hypnotic trance, of the working of their own pathological 
processes; or (2) more probably, as the result of self-suggestion; 
the organism is " set " to explode at a given date in a crisis, 
or to develop the fore-ordained symptoms. 

Apart from these cases there are two types of alleged 'pre-
monitions. Cr) The future event may be foreshadowed by a 
symbol. Amongst the best known of these symbolic impressions 
are banshees, corpse lights, phantom funeral processions, 
ominous animals or sounds and symbolic dreams (e.g. of teeth 
falling out). Of all such cases it is enough to say that it is 
Impossible for the serious inquirer to establish any causal con- 
nexion between the omen and the event which it is presumed 
to foreshadow. (a) There are many instances, recorded by 
educated witnesses, of dreams, visions, warning voices, he., giving 
precise information as to coming events. In some of these 
cases, where de dream, &c., has been put on record before its 
" fulfilment " it known, chance is sufficient to explain the coin-
cidence, as in the recorded cases of dreams foretelling the winner 
of the Derby or the death of a crowned head. In cases where 
such an explanation is precluded by the nature of the details 
foreshadowed, the evidence is found to be defective, generally 
from the absence of contemporary documents. The persistent 
belief on the part of the narrators in the genuineness of their 
previsions indicates that in some cases there may be a halluci- 
nation of memory, analogous to the well known feeling of " false 
recognition." Prof. Josiah Royce has suggested for this supposed 
form of hallucination the term " pseudo-presentiment." 

Bl•LIOGRAfelf.—Set Puyeigur,Ds itapeRinne enamel (180D: 
Alexandre Bertrand, Trail 	soinnambiiiiiiie (184): Mrs H. 
Sidgwick. Proceedings S.P.P. ,vol. v.; F. W. H. Myers. Proceed-
rap S.P.R. vol. xi.; F. W. H. Myers. Haman Persenelny (1903); 
F. Podmore,, Studies in Psychical Research (t897); Proceedings 
American Society An Psychical Research OW RA 	 on Phantasms 
and Presentiments); A winks des winner harhipera (Jan.-Feb.. 
t8119. Article on Psemonitions by G. B. Erniewra). 	(F. P.) 

PREMOINTRATOISIANS, also called Norbertines, and in 
England White Canons, from the colour of the habit: an order  

of Augustinktn Canons founded in 2240 by St Norbert, al tee-
wards archbishop of Magdeburg. He had made various efforts 
to introduce a strict form of canonical life in various communities 
of canons in Germany; in tiro he was working in the diocese 
of Leon, and there in a desert place, called Prhmontrfl, in Aisne, 
he and thirteen companions established a monastery to be the 
cradle of a new order. They were canons regular and followed 
the so-called Rule of St Augustine (see Auourrunaus), but with 
supplementary statutes that made the fife one of great austerity. 
St Norbert was a friend of St Bernard of Clairvaux—and be was 
largely influenced by the Cistercian ideals as to both the manner 
of life and the government of his ceder. But as the Prentonstra-
troikas were not monks but canons regular, their work was 
preaching and the exercise of the pastoral office, and they served 
• large number of parishes incorporated in their monasteries. 
The order was founded in me; in tts6, when it received papal 
approbation, there were nine houses; and others were established 
in quick succession throughout western Europe, so that at 
the middle of the lath century there are said to have been alter 
moo monasteries of men and go of women. The Premonstra-
tansians played a predominant part in the conversion of the 
Wands and the Christianizing and Chi civilizing of the territories 
about the Elbe and the Odes. In time mitigations and relaxa-
tions crept in, and these gave rise to reforms and semi•indepen-
dent congregations within the order. The Premonstratensians 
came into England (e. no) first at Newhouse in Lincoln, and 
before the dissolution ander Henry VIII. there were 35 houses. 
At the beginning of the 19th century the order had been almost 
exterminated, only eight houses surviving, all in the Austrian 
dominions. These are now some 20 monasteries and woo 
canons, who serve numerous parishes; and there are two or three 
small houses in England. The strength of the order now lies 
in Belgium, where at Towle* is a great Presoonstratensian 
abbey that still maintains a semblance oi its medieval state. 

Hdyot, Dissent des wires review (ty:4), ii. den 23-26; Max 
H tcher, Orden rengregalsown (Jew), U. 56: articles in 
Wetter u. W elte Kirehenlexicon (and al.) and Herzog Realencyklopildie 
(yd eel.). The best special study is F. Winter. Die Prdnionsirateriser 
der rt. Jahrh. and i&s Dedentung the dot nordisaiehe Deutschland 

(E. C. B.) 
the reputed ancestor of the line of dukes and kings 

which ruled in Bohemia from 873 Of earlier VOW the murder 
of Wenceslaus III. in 1306, and which was known as the Phew-
slide dynasty. According to legend Pfesaysl was a peasant of 
&edits who attracted the notice of Libussa, daughter of a certain 
&ink, who ruled over a large put of Bohemia, and is said to 
have been descended from Santo. Ptentysl married Libussa, 
the traditional foundress of Prague, and during the flth century 
became prince of the Bohemian Ceche. His family became 
extinct when Wenceslaus III. died, but through females the 
title to Bohemia wooed from the Premysides to the house of 
Luxemburg and later to the house of Habsburg. 

See F. Paladcy, Geselpielne SOS Blanes, Bd. I. (Prague, saw). 
PRUZLLU, or Paziritow, a town of Germany, in the Prussian 

province of Brandenburg. It lies on the lower Ucker See, 30 a. 
W. by S. of Stettin by rail. Pop. (loos). roore. The Gothic 
church of St Mary (Evangelical), dating from iseo, is one of the 
finest churches in the district, and the remains of the town gates, 
walls and towers are also interesting. The industries indude wont. 
spinning, bon-founding, brewing and sugar-refining. Tobacco 
is grown in the neighbourhood, and cigars are manufactured in 
the town. 

Premien is first mentioned in a document of the close of the 
t alb century, and received its municipal charter in. ass. As 
the capital of the old Uckermark it was • frequent object of 
dispute between Pomerania and Brandenburg until incorporated 
with the latter about 1484. At Premdau Prince Hohenlobe, with 
his corps of ir,o:o men, surrendered to Murat on the retreat 
after the battle of Jena in October t8o6. 

See I. Zander . Resales. the eisess•lige Hnapsrsedt dar Oehannark 
(Premise, *WO. 

PIUMAII (Czech, Novo), a town of Austria, in Moravia, 
56 m. E.N.E. of BrUnn by rail. Pop. (two), 16,738, chiefly 
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Csech. It is one of the oldest towns in Moravia, and possuses 
a Gothic town-hall and an old castle, once occupied by Matthias 
Corvine'. It hu an important cloth industry, and manufactures 
of sugar, ropes, machinery and agricultural implements. Prerau 
was at one time the chief seat of the Moravian Brethren. 

PREROGATIVE, in law, an exclusive privilege of the Crown. 
The word, originally an adjective, is. derived from the cenlaria 
preeregaGeo, or century which voted first on a proposed law 
(regalia) in the Roman vanilla cealsriala. In English law. 
Blackstone says, " by the word prerogative we are to understand 
the character and power which the sovereign bath over and 
above all other persons, in right of his regal dignity; and which, 
though part of the common law of the country, is out of its 
ordinary course. This is expensed in its very name, for it 
signifies, in its etymology, something that is required or demanded 
before, or in preference to, all others" (Stephen's COMM. voL 
bk. iv. pt. L ch. vi.). The prerogative is sometimes called jive 
regalia or regalia, the regalia being either saajara, the regal 
dignity and power, or oilmen, the revenue of the Crown. 

The theory of English law as to the prerogative of the king 
seems to be not quite consistent. On the one hand, he is a 
perfect and irresponsible being, holding his office by divine right; 
George V., "by she Grace of God of Great Britain and Ireland 
King,'" is still the beading of every writ. On the other hand, 
his powers are defined and limited by law. This is Laid down 
as early as the 13th century (Bretton, sb). A consequence of 
this position is that the prerogative maybe confined or extended 
by the supreme legislative authority, and that the courts have 
jurisdiction to decide whether or sot any alleged right falls 
within the prerogative: The prerogative of the Crown, still of 
great extent, has been gradually limited by a long series of enact-
ments, the most worthy of notice being Magna earns, Confir-
natio cuttings's, Prerogative regis, the Petition of Right, the 
Habeas Corpus Act, the Bill of Rights and the Act of Settlement. 
The most important of the obsolete prerogatives which have been 
at one time claimed and exercised are the following: (1) the right 
to impose a tax upon the subject without the consent of parlia-
ment. (a) The right to dispense with the obligation of statutes, 
by the insertion in a grant of the clause non Asko* stabile (aee 
DISPENSATION). (3) The right of purveyance and pre-emption 
—that is, of buying up provisions at a valuation without the 
consent of the owner—and the right of impressing carriages and 
horses (see Peaveys/Act). (4) The authority to erect tribunals 
not proceeding according to the ordinary course of justice was 
declared illegal by n6 Car. I. C. ,o (the act dissolving the Star 
Chamber, the court of the marches of Wales, and the court of 
the president and council of the north). (5) The revenue from 
first-fruits and tenths (see ANIMUS). (6) The right of corody-- 
that is, of sending one of the royal chaplains to be maintained 
by a bishop until the bishop promotes him to • benefice—has 
become obsolete by disuse. (7) The right by forfeiture to the 
property of a convict upon his conviction for treason or felony 
was abolished by the Felony Act 1870. (8) The immunity of 
the Crown from payment of costs has been taken away in almost 
all cases. (9) The right to alienate crown lands by grant at 
pleasure was taken away by r Anne c. 8. In very few cases has 
the prerogative been extended by statute; the Regulation of 
the Forces Act was an example of such extension. By that act 
the jurisdiction of lords-lieutenant of counties over the auxiliary 
forces was revelled in the Crown. 

The prerogative may be exercised in person or by delegation. 
The prerogative of conferring honours is generally (though not 
necessarily) exercised by the king in person, as in the case of 
investment with knighthood and military or civil decorations. 
The delegation of the prerogative often takes place by commis-
sion, issued with or without a joint address from both houses of 
parliament. Parts of the prerogative—generally in the nature of 
profit, and so in derogation of the revenue of the Crown—may be 

Them is no difference in the prerogative as exercised by a king 
or a queen regnant. so that the word " king" in its constuinional 
sense includes queen. That the queen regnant has the same rights 
ails king was declared by r Mary seas. 3, c. t.  

conferred upon subjects by great is letters patent, Adds will be 
presumed after enjoyment by the subject for a certain time 
What in the king is a prerogative becomes a franchise in the 
subject, e.g. chases, warrens, wrecks. treasure-trove, coarts-hers. 

The existing prerogatives may be divided, with Blackstole, into 
such as are direct and such as are by way of exception: or pentaps 
better, with Chief" Baron Comm.. into those affecting external 
relations and those affecting internal relations. Under the fine 
class would fall the power of making war and concluding peace. 
As incidents to this power the king has the right of mochas and 
receiving ambassadors, of concluding treaties, and of wanting 
I assports, safe-conducts, letters of marque and reprisals. These 

r  its may be limited by international agreement ; thus the Ditches-
, .,11 of Paris, 1856, abolished privateenng as far as the aseessise 
nations (of whom Great Britain was one) were concerned. 

The prerogatives affecting internal relations may be cormeti-
ently, if not scientifically, classified as personal, political, judwial. 
ecclesiastical and fiscal. 

Personal.—In order that there may always be an existing bead 
of the state the king is regarded as a corporation. He moose dx: 
there can only be a demise of the Crown—that is. a transfer of the 
royal authority to a different person. On the same principle the 
king cannot be under age, though in cases where the king has been 
of tender .years a protector or regent has usually bees atiguisteg 
for administrative purposes. The king is personally irreligion:ark 
for crime or tort, it being an ancient common law niasara that the 
king can do no wrong, and that any injury suffered by a subject at 
the hands of the king is to be attributed to the mistake vi has 
advisers. A curious consequence of thisir .responsibility is that the 
king is apparently the only person in the realm who cannot mder 
any circumstances arrest a suspected felon, for no action for false 
imprisonment would lie against him, and in the event of the anent 
of an innocent person there would be a wrong without a reeem.y. 
lie cannot be guilty of Inches, or negligence. The maxim of the 
common law ' Nullum tempus occurnt regi." This is still the 
law in criminal matters. With a very, few exceptions, arch as 
prosecutions h.r treason and offences against the customs, no lame 
of time will in England (though it is otherwise in Scotland? her tee 
right of the Crown to prosecute. The king is exempt free :swiss 
on the ground that, as the revenue of the realm is his 
it is useless for him to tax himself. But lands purchrsel sr4tIte 
privy purse are liable to taxation (39 & 40 Geo. III. C. FS, a, 0. 
He is also exempt from tolls (which can only exist as a bander 
granted by him), and from the poor-rate, as he is not menticestd 
the Poor Law Acts. His person cannot be arrested or he  pith 
distrained or taken in execution. The privilege of escapism 
from taxation applies to his palaces and to the public buildup 
of the state. No kind of judicial process can be executed is a 
palace as long as it continues to be a royal residence. The privilege 
does not attach to palaces which the king has ceased to tie as a 
dwelling, such as Hampton Court. The king has also armed 
personal privileges of minor importance, suc.b as the tisk of 
" majesry." the right to a royal salute, to the use of the royal 
standard and of special liveries, &c. 

Political.—The king is the supreme executive and co-redwase 
legislative authority. As such authority .  he has the attribute of 
sovereignty' or preeminence, and the right to the allegiance of 
his subjects. All land is mediately or immediately held of him. 
Land derelict suddenly by the sea, land newly discovered by sub. 
jects and islands arising in the sea are his As paramount aorly 
in parliament he can dissolve or prorogueit at pleasure, but cannot 
prolong it beyond seven years. In theory parliament only mists 
at his will, for it is summoned by his writ, and the vote fora member 
of parliament is only a franchise, not a right existing independently 
of his grant. He can refuse his assent to a bill passed by the 
houses of parliament. This right has, however, not bees merciard 
since 1707. when Queen Anne refused the royal assent to • Santa* 
Militia Bill. The lung has power to issue proclamations and (with 
the assent of the privy council) orders in council, in some cases as 
part of the ancient prerogative, in others under the provisions 
of an act of parliament. Proclamations are only binding so far as 
they are founded upon and enforce the laws of the halm. They 
cannot alter the common law or create a new offence. The king 

the fountain of honour; as such be has the valuable poste al 
sting peerages at will, so far as he is not nstnittetl by any 

t of parliament, and so far as he keeps within certain consute• 
clonal limits. e.g. he cannot insert a shifting clause in a patent ol 
peerage. He also confers all other titles of honour, whether hermit. 
tary or not, and grants precedence and armorial bearings. The 
great officers of state are appointed by the king. The only metric• 
ton upon the creation of offices is that he cannot create new Mises 
with new fees attached to them. or annex new fees to old aka% 
for this woull be to impose a tax upon the subject without no ea 

The word - sovereign " is frequently applied to the king ie 
legal works. I I should be borne in mind at the same time that the 
king is not a , ■. , ‘,,reign in the Strict sense in which the term ts lard 
by Austin. 
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• Padisinent naldisg, as head of the state, is In supreme com-
mand of the army and navy for the defence of the realm. This 
tight. contested by the Long Parliament, was finally declared by 
t3 Car. II. c. 6 to be in the king alone. The right of command 
carries with it as an incident the right to build forts and defences, 
to impress stamen in use of necessity. and to prohibit the im-
partation of munition of war (39 & 40 Vice. e.36, s.. 43), also the 
right to the soil of the foreshore and of estuaries of rivers, and the 
jurisdiction over territorial waters. Other rights which fall under 
the political branch of the pearop 'ye may be called the commercial 
rights, including the coining of money, the regulating or weights 
and measures, the establiaiiing of markets and farts, and ths erecting 
of bescons. lighthouses and sea-marks. As porno poetise be Is 
ex officio guardian of infants, idiots and lunatics. It is scarcely 
necessary to point out that all their prerogatives (except the 
conferring of hoovers and such prerogatives as are pow's ,  personal) 
are exercised through responsible ministers, practically in these 
days members ol the _party to which the majority of the House of 
Commons belongs. Thus the • jurisdiction over infants. drc., is 
exercised in England by the lord chancellor. and over beacons. &c , 

Beath  of Tra 
Trinity

e. 
 House, under the general superintendeace of the 

Bod d 
Joduial.—The king is the fountain of justice, and the supreme 

conservator of the peace of the realm. As supreme judge the king 
has the amointment of all judicial officers (other than those in 
certain loc.d courts), who act as bis deputies. He may constitute 
legal coons for the administration of the general law of the land, 
but be cannot erect tribunals not proceeding according to the 
known and established law of the realm, such as the Star Chamber 

 the commissions of martial law forbidden by the Petition of 
Right. Nov can he add to the jurisdiction of courts; thus he cannot 
give a spiritual court temporal powers. The king was in the 
supposed to be present in court. Actions in the king's bench 
were until modern times said to be coven rep ipso, and the king 
could not be non-suited, for a non-suit implied the non-appearance 
of the plaintiff in court. The king enforces judgment by means 
of the sheriff. who remoras the executive authonty. As supreme 
conservator of the peace, the king, through the lord-lieutenant in 
counties, and through the lord chancellor in cities and boroughs, 
appoints justices of the peace. In the same capacity he is the 
prosecutor of crimes. All indictments still conclude with the 
words :against the peace of our lord the king, his crown and 
dignity. As it is the king's peace that is broken by the com-
mission of a crime, the king has, as the offended party, the power 
of remission. The king cannot be sued by ordinary action. Ile 
may sue by ordinary action, but he has the advantage of being able 
to use prerogative process (see below). He has the right of inter-
vention in all litigators where his rights are concerned, or in the 
interests of public justice, as where collusion is alleged between 
the decree nisi and the &rice absolute in divorce. Crown debts 
have priority in administration and bankruptcy. 

of 	
king is reterdzed as " supreme governor " 

ci the Church by 26 Hen. VIII. c. I. and t Elie. c. I. By this peerage-
five he convenes aid dissolves convocation and nominates to vacant 
bishoprics and other ecclesiastical preferments. The dean and 
chapter of a cathedral cannot proceed to the electn of a bishop 
without the king's permission to elect (ice CONG6 D'ELIRe). When 
any benefice is vacant by the promotion of the incumbent to a 
bishopric other than a colonial bishopric the king has the patronage 
pro hoc rue. The king cannot create new ecclesiastical jurisdieuon 
in England or in colonies other than crown colonies. Where a new 
bishopric is created it is under the powers of an act of parliament. 

Fiscal.—The theory of the constitution is that the king, being 
nstrushel with the defence of the realm and the administration of 
justice, mum, have sufficient mean given hint for the purpose. 
The bulk of the revenue of the Norman and Plantagenet lungs was 
derived from crown lands and feudal dues. At the present day the 
rents of crown lands form a very small part of the revenue, and the 
feudal des do not exist except in the pecuniuity unimportant 
cases of escheat, royal fish. wrecks. treasure trove, waits and strays. 
&c. Of the revenue a comparatively small part (the civil list) 
is paid to the king in person, the rest (the consolidated fund) is 
applied to public purposes. 

Prerogative Prewar.—This is the name given to certain methods 
of procedure which the Crows alone has the right of using; such 
are inquest of office (an inquiry by jury concerning the right of the 
Crown to land or goods), extent (a mode of execution), air* luau 
(for the resumption of a pant), and information (by which pro-
ceedings are commenced on the name of the attorney -general for 
• publk 6106E or for injury to crown moperty). 

Prerogative Meas.—Certain writs are called " prerogative writs," 
as distinguished from writs of right, because it is within the pm-
soptive to issue or reissue them (see Witt). 

Besides the authorities cited, see Alien. fiisto Ow Rise and 
Grower of We Resat Prrreemier fe England: . Prerogative 
tot :eyra.  dteni_ Smon(er‘e, arpood.••• phi me, Premising: 

Digest. art. " Preemptive •t Broom, Constitedirest 
Law: and the works of W. Bagehot, S. Low. A. V. Dicey and Ur 
W. Maas, *a the Cooseltutien. 

PREROGATTVE COURTS, the name given to the English 
provincial courts of Canterbury and York, as far as regarded 
their jurisdiction over the estates of deceased persons. 

They had jurisdiction to grant probate or administration where 
the diocese courts could not entertain the case owing to the de-
ceased having diedpoesessed of goods above the value of (5 (bona 
',stabiles) in each of two or more dioceses. The jurisdiction of the 

ive courts was transferred to the Court of Probate in 1837 
Probate Court Act, and is now vested in the Probate, 
and Admiralty Division of the High Court of Justice by 

the judicature Act 1873.  In the state of New Jersey, United 
States, the court having jurisdiction over probate matters is called 
the Prerogative Court. 

PRESBYTER (Gt. rpenfffirepos, elder, the comparative of 
relation, an old man), the title borne from very early times by 
certain officers or ministers of the Christian Church intermediate 
between " bishops " and " deacons." The specialized use of 
the word as implying not only age, but consequently wisdom and 
authority, In analogous to that of " senate " (from senior), of 
" gerousia " (from *ear), and of " cider." It is the original 
form of priest (q.v.). The word is not found in pre-Christian 
writings except in the Septuagint, though as Deism.= has 
shown it is found on the Papyri as an official title fer the village 
magistrates of Egypt and the members of the rposida, or senate, 
of many towns in Asia Minor. The office is, however, closely 
analogous to, and perhaps founded on, a similar office in the 
Jewish synagogue organization among the officials of which 
were the savant, or elders, sometimes identified with the archi: 
synagogues. In the New Testament the Greek word is used both 
for the ancient Jewish official and for the Christian elder. On 
Jewish tombstones of the Hellenistic period the title is frequently 
found, sometimes applied to women. The head official of the 
English Jews prior to their expulsion bore the title of Presbyter 
judacorum; opinions differ as to whether this officer was eccles-
iastical or had merely the secular duty of supervising the 
exchequer of the Jews (see further The Jewish Encyclopedia, 
1 905. sr 1 90, 19t)- 

The history of presbyteral government an opposed to episcopacy 
and pure congregationaliwn is not known in detail. After the 
Reformatioa, however, it was adopted by Calvin and his followers, 
who created that system which has ever (6110e been known as 
Psmibyterianiati (fa.). There are many theories as to the origin of 
the of presbyter in the Christian Church. (I) Some connect 
it with the appointment of the seven recorded in Acts vi. This 
is the view taken by Boehmer! Ritschl • and Lindsay! It is 
urged that the traditional view which regards the seven as deacons 
is untenable because the term " deacon is never used in the narra-
tive, and there is no reference to the office in the Acts. On the 
other hand the officials of theJerusalem church ate always called 
" elders " and when they are first Introduced (Acts M. 30) appear 
to be discharging the inactions for which " the seven " were specially 
set apart. (a) The view adopted by the majority of English 
scholars is, while refusing to accept the connexion between the 
presbyters and the sews, to regard the office as distinctly primitive 
and my that it was taken over by the earliest Christian community 
at Jerusekas from the Jewish sy (3) Harm* sod • 
few other modem echidnas maintain t the office of presbyter 
did not come into es/stance till the sad century. During the lest 
quarter of the ist century, a three-fold mganiastion is found in 
the Church: (a) a spiritual organisation composed of "apostles, 
prophets and teachers who had bees awakened by the spirit and by 
the spirit endowed "; (b) an administrative organisation, " For the 
care of the poor, for worship, for oonespondence, the conniption 
needed controlling officals. These were the bishop and the deacons. 
the former for higher, the latter for inferior services "; (c) a patri-
archal organization based epos the aatural deference al the younger 
to the older members of the Chinch. The senior members of the 
community, by virtue of their age and experience, watched over 
the conduct and guided the action of the younger and km experi- 
raced portion of the Church, though hey held no racial position 

 were not appointed for any particular work like the b ishops 
and deacons. In the and century the patriarchal element- in—& 
organization was merged in the administrative, and the presbyter* 

'Piss. }sr tea(. p. 373. 
• Entstelneng der aft.Uthaliudhen Kink and ed. p. 333. 
' The Chuck and tie Ministry. p. tie; d. also Brown, Apos-

Waal SIOCCW1411. p. 
Lightfoot, Ep. to Ike Philippians, p. tot. 

' E.g. Sohm, Kircheineckf, 9a; WeiMidm. , A postal k Ais fEag. 
116161. ii• 33o): Alen, Christian Isslitatioss, p. ye; A. C. PicGiffeet, 
Apostolic Age. 9 663 (1897). 
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became a definite order in the ministry. The time at which the 
dame occurred cannot be definitely fixed. " In some congrega• 
lions, ' as Harnack says, " it may have been long before the elders 
were chosen, in others this may have come very soon; in some the 
sphere of the competency ci the presbyters and patrons may have 
been quite indefinite and in others more precise." Harnack's 
theory is based upon the following arguments: (a) The silence 
of the genuine Epistles of St Paul and the Epistle to the Hebrews. 
In I Cor. xii. 28 Paul says that God has given to the Church apostles, 
prophets, teachers, miracles. gifts of healing, helps, governments; 
but of presbyters he has not a word to say. Even from passages 
where he is speaking of the jurisdiction of the congregation, as 
for example in r Cor. v., vi., the presbyters are absent, while in 
Phil. i. t it is the bishops and deacons that he mentions. (b) The 
documents in which presbyters are mentioned in an official sense. 
viz. the Epistle ofJames. the first Epistle of Peter. the Acts of the 
Apostles and the Pastoral Epistles belong to a later age and reflect 
the customs of their own day rather than those of the primitive 
Church. (c) Even Clement of Rome does not say that the apostles 
had appointed presbyters in the congregation, be speaks only of 
bishops and deacons. For this reason the statement in Acts xiv. 
23 is to be looked upon with suspicion. These arguments, however, 
are not absolutely decisive. It is true that presbyters are not 
mentioned in the genuine Epistles of St Paul, but there are 
hints that similar officers existed in some of the churches founded by 
the apostle. There is a reference in 1 These. v. 11 to " those 
who rule over you " (resionsurei), and the same word occurs in 
Rom. xii. 8.• The term " governments " (s es) in .t Cor. 
My. 28 obviously refers to *men who discharged tit* same functions 
as presbyters. If too, as seems most probable, bishops and pres-
byters were practically identical, there is of course a specific refer-
mice to them in Phil. L 1. The " leaden " who are mentioned 
three times in Hebrews xiii. were also probably " presbyters" 
under another name. Harnack's second argument depends for 
its validity upon certain conclusions with regard to the date of 
James and t Peter, which are not universally accepted. Few 
English scholars, for instance, would  accept  as late a data  as 52°-
140 for James, and t Peter may be as early u 65, as Harnack 
himself admits, though he prefers a date in the reign of Damitian. 
If this possibility in regard to I Peter is granted, it is fatal to the 
theory, because at the time when the epistle was written official 

were so well established that abuse and degeneration presbyter were 
 begun to creep in and some of the elders were already 

guilty of 
already 

 Idrding it over their heritage " and making a profit 
out of their office (I Pet. v. 1- ). With regard to the testimony 
of Acta, the only question, since Harnack admits the Lucan author-
ship.. is whether Luke is describing the organization of the Church 
as it existed at the time of the events recorded or reflecting the 
arrangements which prevailed at the time when the book was written. 
It is difficult to see how Luke can have been wrong with regard to 
the " Ephesian elders" who came to meet Paul at lililetus since he 
was present on the occasion (xx. z3-17). The only mistake that 
seems possible is that he may have conferred a later title upon the 
emissaries of the Church of Ephesus. This is not likely, but, at 
all events, it would only prove that the office under an , ,ther name 
existed at Ephesus, for otherwise Luke could not p ,  ibly have 
put into the mouth of Paul the address which folk. Neither 
is there prima facie ground for objecting to the statements with 
regard to the presbyters Jerusalem. If the Church at Jerusalem 
had any officials, it is highly probable that those officials bore 
the name and took over the functions of the elders of the synagogue. 
The statement in Acts xiv. 23, that Paul and Barnabas appointed 
elders in the churches of South Galatia. is more open to objection 
perhaps, owing to the sil nee of the Epistle to the Galatians. With 
regard to the evidence ol i he Epistle of Clement, Harnack seems to 
be incorrect in his conclusions. Scholars of such opposite schools 
of thought as Schmiedel. and Lindsay maintain that the epistle 
contains the most explicit references to presbyters of the official 
type. The crucial pasage (xliv. 4-6) seems to bear out their 
contention. " It will be no light sin for us if we thrust out of the 
oversight (ivenasi) those who have offered the gifts  unblameably 
and Italy. Blessed are those presbyters who have gone before 
... for they have no fear lest any one should remove them from 
their appointed place" (Sae raft iamoinre ♦ ine). There is an 
equally specific reference in liv. " Only let the flock of Christ 
keep peace with its duly-appointed prnbyters"(peri ray eaterspbwr 
reeetterteeme). 

The conclusions which we seem to reach are as follows: (1) In the 
earliest stage (between 3o and 60) there  is no uniform  organization 

Hort translates reeierlusen, " those who care for you," but 
I Tim. iii. 11 and v. 17 seem to be against this. In Justin Martyr, 
A poL L 67, Irpoorrlot evidently refers to " the president of the 
church," and in • recently discovered papyrus which Ramsay dates 
303 a certain bishop is described as asst emisriesser, Studies 111 
ROSS= Prbeitsces, pp. 125-126. 

Lukas der Arch (1906), cap. t. 
Racy. Bib. p, 3134 sqq. 
The Church wed the Ifixistry, p. t6o. CL also Loaning, Die 

Geseiudeserfassung des Urchristealums. p. 58.  

in the Christian Church, Presbyters are found in sernadera 
from primitive times. In the Pauline churches the mama is net 
found except at Ephesus and possibly in south Galatia, though 
there are traces of the office, at any rate in germ. under diffenot 
titles in other churches (a) In the second stage (betwee ►  6o sad 
too) there is an increasing tendency towards uniformity. The 
office is found definitely mentioned in coma:Man with the churches 
of Asia Minor (I Pet. t. I), Corinth (Epistle d Clement) Clem
(Titus). The officials were called by two names, " " and 
" bishops." the former denoting the office, the latter the function 
(exercising the oversight). The substantial identity ci the two 
titles cannot be doubted in the light of such passages as Aces se. 
tr. 28.; I Pet. Y. 1, 2; t Tim iii. 1-.7, v, ry-zo and Tiros 

There is far less controversy with regard to the later history 
of the presbyters. The third stage of the development of the 
office is marked by the rise of the single Wasps as the bead 
of the individual church (see BISHOP; EPISCOPACY). The first 
trace of this is to be found in the Epistles of Ignatius which 
prove that by the year us " the three orders " as they were 
afterwards called—bishop, presbyters and deacons—shady 
existed, not indeed universally, but in a large proportion of the 
churches. The presbyters occupied an intermediate position 
between the bishop and the deacons. They constituted " the 
council of the bishop." It was some time before the threefold 
ministry became universal. The Minds knows nothing of the 
presbyters; bishops and deacons are mentioned, but there is no 
reference to the second order. The Shepherd of Hermas knows 
nothing of the single bishop; the churches are under the control 
of a body of presbyter-bishops. Before the close of the and 
century however the three orders were established shoat 
everywhere. The sources of the Apostolic Canons (which site 
between 140-18o) lay down the rule that even the aseirst 
community of Christians, though it contain only twelve sem-
bers, must have its bishop and its presbyters. The entbal 
equality of bishops and presbyters was still however theesi-
cally maintained. The Canons of Hippolytus whirl belong Se 
the end of the and century distinctly lay it down that " at the 
ordination of a presbyter everything is to be done as in the 
case of a bishop, save that he does not seat himseU upon the 
throne. The same prayer shall also be said as for a bishop, the 
name of the bishop only being left out. The presbyter shall in 
all things be equal with the bishop, save in the matter of pre- 
siding and ordaining, for the power to ordain is not given him" 
The presbyters formed the governing body of the church. lc 
was their duty to maintain order, exercise discipline, rad 
superintend the affairs of the Church. At the beginning al 
the 3rd century, if we are to believe Tertullian, they had too 
spiritual authority of their own, at any rate as far as the sacra-
ments are concerned. The right to baptise and celetante the 
communion was delegated to them by the bishop. ,  

In the fourth stage we find the presbyters, like the hisbess 
becoming endowed with special sacerdotal powers and functiars. 
Up to the end of the and century the universal priesthood 
of all believers was the accepted doctrine of the Church. h wet 
not till the middle of the 3rd century that the priesthood was 
restricted to the clergy. Cyprian is largely responsible for the 
change, though traces of it are found during the previous ha 
century. Cyprian bestows the highest sacerdotal teens ups. 
the bishops of course, but his references to the priestly character 
of the office of presbyter are also most definite! Henceforth pres-
byters are recognized as the steundion rocerdotissa in the Chinas 

With the rise of the diocesan bishops the position of the 
presbyters became more important. The charge of the indi. 
vidual church was entrusted to them and gradually they took the 
place of the local bishops of earlier days, so that in the ph and 
6th centuries an organization was reached which appmaimated 
in general outline to the system which prevails in the Anglican 
Church to-day. 

See Hatch, Organisation of the Early C7tristiaa Cliareles caw mi.. 
1882), and Harnack's " excersas " in the German edition of this 

TertulL De hopt,17:" Bappttt tn daidi habet jus snunnuasaseeedo. 
qui at episcopus; &lune pttsbyten . . . nos tames aloe spleami 
auctoritate." 

°Cf. Ep. sa: "Presbyted cum episoaposcsdatalihonontoonisseld." 
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(H. T. A.) 
PRIBBITIRIANISM, a highly organised form of church 

government in which presbyters or elders occupy a prominent 
place. As one of the three ptindpal systems of ecclesiastical 
polity known to the Christian Church, Presbyterianism occupies 
an intermediate position between episcopacy and congrega-
tionalism. A brief comparison with these will indicate its 
salient features. In ephcopacy the supreme authority is a 
diocesan bishop; in congregationalism it is the members of the 
congregation assembled in church meeting; in Presbyterianism 
it is • church council composed of representative presbyters. 
In episcopacy the control of church affairs is almost entirely 
withdrawn from the people; in congregationalism it is almost 
entirely exercised by the people-

' 
 in Presbyterianisms it rests 

with a council composed of duly appointed office-bearers chosen 
by the people. The ecclesiastical unit in episcopacy is • diocese, 
comprising many churches and ruled by a prelate; in commis-
tionalism it is • single church, self-governed and entirely int-
pendent of all others; in Presbyterianism it is a presbytery or 
council composed of ministers and elders representing all the 
churches within a specified district. It may be said broadly, 
therefore, that in episcopacy the government is monarchical; 
in congregationalism, democratic; and in Presbyterianism, 
aristocratic or representative. 

SYsten Dreamt= 
As compared with the Church of England (Episcopal) in which 

there are three orders of dergy--bishops, priests and deacons, 
the Presbyterian Church recognizes but one spiritual eme omen order, viz. presbyters. These are ecclesiastically of 

equal rank, though differentiated, according to their duties, as 
ministers who preach and administer the sacraments, and as 
elders who are associated with the ministers in the oversight of 
the people. There are deacons in Presbyterianism Inferior in 
rank to presbyters, their duties being regarded as non-spiritual 

The membership of a Presbyterian Church consists of all 
who are enrolled as communicant; together with their children. 
atmuter• Others who worship regularly without becoming 
shin communicants are called adherents. Only com-
municants exercise the rights of membership. They elect the 
Minister and other office-bearers. But, in contrast with Con-
gregationalism, when they elect and " call " a minister their 
action has to be sustained by the presbytery, which judges of 
his fitness foe that particular sphere, of the measure of the 
congregation's unanimity, and of the adequacy of financial 
support. When satisfied, the presbytery proceeds with the 
ordination and induction. The ordination and induction of 
ministers is always the act of a presbytery. The ordination 
and induction of elders fs sonte branches of the Church is the 
act of the kirk-semion; in others it is the act of the presbytery. 

The kidesession is the first of a series of councils or thatch 
courts which are an anemial feature of Psesbytorianima. It 

consists of the ministers and ruling elders. The minister 
X"' is ex eta.: president or moderator. Without his 
Staab& presence or the presence of his duly-appointed deputy 
the meeting would not be in order nor its proceedings valid. The 
moderator Ins sot a deliberative, but only a owing vote. (This 
is true of the asodetator in all the church courts.) Neither the session 
nor the congregation has jurisdiction over the minister. He holds 
his office ad miser nut cidpom; he cannot demk it or be deprived 
of it without consent of the presbytery :  In this way his inde-
pendence among the people to whom be Ironies' is to a him extent 
securer. The kirk-se en has oversight of the congregation in 
regard to such natters as the hours of public worship. the 
meets for administration of the sacraments, the admissi. 
members and the exercise of church discipline. New 	..s 
are either catechumens or members transferred from other churches. 
The former are received after special instruction sad profession 
of faith; the latter on presenting s certificate of church member-Am 
from the church which they have left. Though the admission of 
new members is. strictly speaking, the act of the Seeden, this duty 
temally devolves upon the minister. who reports his procedure to 

the maim foe approval end confirmation. Matters about which 
there is any doubt or difficulty, or division of opinion in the 
essaion, may be carried for settlement to the next higher court, 
the presbytery. 

The presbytery consists of all the ministers and a selection of 
the ruling elders from the congregations within a pcescribed area. 
The presbytery chooses its moderator periadicilly from no 

 among  its nunisterial members His duty is to see 
that 	is transacted *mottling to Presbyterian  
principle and procedure. The moderator has no speeial point or 
supremacy over his brethren, but is honoured and o il as prewar 
Wes pores. The work of the presbytery is episcopal. it has 
oversight of all the congregations within its bounds; hears refer- 
ences from kirk-sessions or appeals from individual members; 
sanctions the formation of new congregations; superintends the 
education of students for the ministry; stimulate. and guides 
pastoral and evangelistic work; and exercises discipline over all 
within its bounds, including the ministers. Three members, two 
of whom must be ministers, form a quorum; a small number con.• 

Cr with the important business they may have to transact, 
tixtilse right of appeal to a higher court is perhaps sufficient sale-

guard against abuse. Presbytery meetings are either ordinary 
or occasonaL The former are held ee,:tprearranged intervals. 
Occasionaletings are either in hou e 

d 
anus at pro re soda. 

The pr . 1,, bats the former for • business; the latter is 
▪ rutuoil,1 	* moderator, either on his own initiative or oa the 
requisition of o or more members of presbytery, for the transac- 
tion of busin which has suddenly emerged. The first question 
considered at pro ire sera meeting is the action of then:indent.* 
in calling ti eating. If this is approved the meeting proceeds; 
if not, the in ,  erg is dissolved. Appeals and complaints may be 
tak.,n from it,. wresbytery to the wood. 

I he synod t .1 provincial council which consists of the Idolaters 
and representative elders from all the congregations within a 
specified number of presbyteries, in the same way as 
the presbytery is representa tive of a specified number 
of congregations. Though higher us rank and larger than most 
presbyteries it is practically of less importance, not being, like the 
presbytery, a court of first instance, nor yet, like the general 
assembly, a court of final a I. The synod at its first meeting 
ch,,,es a minister as its moderator whose duties, though somewhat 
more restricted, are Smiler to those of presbyterial moderators. 
The synod hears appeals aed references from presbyteries; and Li 
its discussions and decisions business of various kinds, if not set 
is ripened for consideration sad final settlement by the gene 
assembly, the supreme man of the Church. 

The emend assembly is repreeeatative of the whole Church, 
either, as in the Irish General Assembly, by a minister and elder 
seat direct to it from every congregation, or, as in the 
Scottish General Assemblies by a proportion of dela- •"• °'a"'r 
gates, ministers and elders from eeeey presbytery. Aniali.fr' 
The general amenably annually at it" s brit meeting chooses one 
of its ministerial members as moderator. He takes precedence. 
primal inter pares, of all the members, and is recognised as 
the official head of the Church during his term of office. His 
position is one of great honour and influence, but he remains a 
simple presbyter, without any special rule or jurisdiction. The 
general assembly reviews all the work of the Church; settles con-
troversies; makes administrative laws; directs and stimulates 
missionary and other spiritual work; appoints professors of theology; 
admits to the ministry applicants from other churches; hears and 
derides complaints, references and appeals which have come up 
through the inferior courts; and takes cognizance of all matters 
connected with the Church's interests or with the general welfare , 

 of the people. As a judicatory it is the final court of appeal; and 
by it alone can the graver censures of church discipline be reviewed 
and removed. The general assembly meets once a year at the 
time and place agreed upon and appointed by its predecessor. 

By means of this series of conciliar courts the unity of the Church 
is secured and made manifest; the combined, simultaneous effort 
of the whole is made possible; and disputes, instead of 
being fought out where they arise, are carried for settle- " 
mint to a larger and higher judicatory, free from local 
feeling and prejudice- As access to the church courts is the right 
of all, and involves but slight expense, the liberty of even the 
humblest member of the Church is safeguarded, and local oppression 
or injustice is rendered difficult. 

The weak point in the system is that episcopal superintendence 
being exercised in every case by a plurality of individuals there is 
no one, moderator err senior member, whose special duty it is to take 
initial action when the unpleasant work of judicial investigation 
or ecclesiastical discipline becomes necessary. This has led in some 
quarters to a desire that the moderator should be clothed with 
greater responsibility and have his period of office prolonged; 
should be made, in fact, more of a bishop in the Anglican sense of 
the word. 

Though the jut abietter_ of presbytery is am now insisted upon 
as In some former times, P .rserises claim that k is tbe church 
polity set forth is the New Test:mese. The me is usually 
stated nenewhst as follows. With the sanction and under tie 
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guidance of the Apostles, oftv..rs called elders and demons were 
appointed in every newly-formed church.' They were elected by 
few 

 
the people, and ordained or set apart for their acted 
work by the Apostles.' The elder. :were appointed to 

,yawn., teach and rule; the deacons to minister to the poor.' 
There were elders in the church at Jerutalem," and in 

the church at Ephesus;' Paul and Barnabas appointed elders in the 
cities of Lycaoma and Pisidia;' Paul kit Titus in Crete to appoint 
elders in every city:" the elders amongst the strangers scattered 
throughout Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia and Bithynia re-
ceived a special exhortation by Peter.' These elders were rulers, 
and the only rulers in the New Testament Church. Just as in the 
synagogue there was a plurality of rulers called elders, so there was 
in every Christian church a plurality of elders. The elders were 
different from the deacons, but there 'is no indication that any one 
elder was of higher rank than the others. The elder was not an 
officer inferior and subordinate to the bishop. The elder was a 
bishop. The two titles are applied to the same persons. See 
Acts xx. 17, 28; " he sent and called for the eiders of the church.... 
Take heed to all the flock over which the Holy Ghost huh made 
you bishops." See also Titus i. 5, 6: " ordain elders . for a 
Inshop must be blameless." This is now admitted by modern 
expositors.* The elders were chosen by the people. This is not 
expressly stated in the New Testament but is regarded as a necessary 
inference. When an apostle was about to be chosen as successor 
toJudas, the people were invited to take part in the election;" 
and when deacons were about to be appointed the Apostles 
asked the people to make the choice." It is inferred that elders 
were similarly chosen. it is worthy of notice that there is no account 
at all of the first appointment of elders as there is of deacons. 
Probably the recognition and appointment of elders was simply 
the transfer from the synagogue to the Church or a usage which was 
regarded as essential among Jews; and the Gentile churches 
naturally followed the example of the Jewish Christians." The 
elders thus chosen by the people and inducted to their office by the 
Apostles acted as a church court. Only thus could a plurality 
of rulers of equal rank act in an efficient and orderly way. They 
would discharge their pastoral duties as individuals, but when 
a solemn ecclesiastical act, like ordination, was performed, it 
would be done, as in the case of Timothy, by " the laying on of 
the hands of the presbytery ";" and when an authoritative decision 
had to be reached, as in regard to circumcision, a synod or court 
was called together for the purpose." The action of Paul and 
Barnabas at Antioch" seems to accord with Presbyterian rather 
than Congregational polity. The latter would have required that 
the question should have been settled by the church at Antioch 
instead of being referred to Jerusalem. And the decision of the 
council at Jerusalem was evidently more than advisory; it was 
authoritative and meant to be binding on all the churches." The 
principle of ministerial parity which is fundamental in Presbyterian-
ism is founded not merely on apostolic example but on the words 
of Christ Himself: "Ye know that the princes of the Gentiles 
exercise dominion over them, and they that are great exercise 
authority upon them. But it shall not be so among you."" 

From the foregoing outline it will be seen that Presbyterianism 
may be said to consist in the government of the Church by 

representative assemblies composed of the two 

ostr itiger"get". classes of presbyters, ministers and elders, and so aseser 
arranged as to manifest and realize the visible unity 

of the whole Church. Or it may be described as denying (t) 
that the apostolic office is perpetual and should still exist in the 
Christian Church; (2) that all church power should be vested in 
the clergy; (3) that each congregation should be independent of 
all the rest; and as asserting (t)-that the people ought to have 
a substantial part in the government of the Church; (a) that 
presbyters, i.e. elders or bishops, are the highest permanent 
officers in the Church and are of equal rank; (3) that an outward 
and visible Church is one in the sense that a smaller part is 
controlled by a larger and all the parts by the whole." 

Though Presbyterians are unanimous in adopting the general 
system of church polity as here outlined, and in claiming New 

• i. 	 Acts xx. t7. 
' Acts vi. 2-6. 	 Acts %IV. 23. 

Tim. v. 17; Titus L 	Titus i. S. 
Acts vi. r, 2. 	 I Peter v. a. 
Acts xi. 29, XV. 2.4. b, xvi. 4. 

" See Bishop Lightfoot's exhaustive essay in his volume on the 
Epistle to the Philippians. 

u Acts i. ty-a6. 	 14  Acts xv. 6-2o. 
■ Acts vi. a-6. 	 s Acts xv. 2. 
" Acts :iv. 24. 	 " Acts xvi. 4. 
" t Timothy iv. 	 Maturs..726;Lukesaiii.23,26. 
■ PreacelekkeV Selma Gement Coma • doe Afii4J1C/ of Ito- 

oftwola Wise the Presbyterial yams (Washington. 
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Testament authafty for it, there are certain differentiae 04 view 
in regard to details which may be noticed. There is no doubt 
that considerable indefiniteness in regard to the 
precise statue and rank of the ruling elder is con- r 
monly prevalent. When ministers and elders are 
associated in the membership of a church court their equality 
is admitted; no such idea as voting by orders is ever entertained. 
Yet even in a church court inequality, generally speaking. b 
visible to the extent that an elder is not usually eligible fee the 
moderator's chair. in some other respects also a certaia 
disparity is apparent between a minister and his elders. Practi-
cally the minister is regarded as of higher standing. The dory 
of teaching and of administering the sacraments and of always 
presiding in church courts being strictly reserved to him intuits 
his office with a dignity and influence greater than that of the 
elder. It was inevitable, therefore, that this question as to the 
exact status of the ruling elder should claim attention in the 
discussions of the Pan-Presbyterian Alliance. At its meeting 
in Belfast in 1884 a report was submitted by a " committee em 
the eldership " which had been previously appointed. Acmrd-
ing to this committee there are prevalent three distinct :bowies 
in regard to the office and function of ruling elders:— 

I. That while the New Testament recognizes but one order of 
presbyters there are in this order two degrees or clam, haws 
as teaching elders and ruling elders;  In teaching, in 
dispensing the sacraments, in presiding over pubric ab."11  
worship, and in the private functions by which be 
ministers to the comfort, the instruction and the improve-
ment of the people committed to his care, a pastor acts within hi 
parish (or congreeat,.0) according to his own discretion: set for 
the discharge of all i duties of the pastoral office he is accoantal.k 
only to the pre..t, y from whom he received the charge ol ear 
parish (or congreg.... ■ ,n). But in everything which cascaras Idol 

called discipline—the exercise of that juri sdiction over at pack 
with which the office-bearers of the church are coscrised to he 
invested, he is assisted by lay-elders. They are laymen in dada" 
have no right to teach or to dispense the sacraments, sad on the 
account they fill an office in the Presbyterian Church interim is 
rank and 	to that of the pastors. Their peculiar hesiaras 
is expressedby the term " ruling elders."" 

II. A second theory is contended for by Principal Caer.041 
in his treatise on the eldership, and by others also, that dam 
no warrant in Scripture for the eldership as it exists in the PresAT-
terian Church; that the ruling elder is not, and is not desagned 
be, a counterpart of the New Testament cider; in other sus 
that he is not a presbyter, but only a layman chosen to repress 
the laity in the church courts and permitted to assist in the gowns-
ment of the church. 

Ill. A third theory, advanced by Professor Witherow and °thera 
is that the modern elder is intended to be, and should be, retie 
nixed as a copy of the scriptural presbyter. Those who take the 
view hold that " in everything except training and the cease-
quences of training the elder is the very same as the minima.' 
and they base their opinion on the fact that the terms " overseer' 
or " bishop," " presbyter " and " cider," are used ipterch‘nir.bly 
throughout the New Testament. It is consistent with this view to 
argue the absolute parity of ministers and elders, conceding to d 
presbyters " equal right to teach, to rule, to administer the satyr 
meats, to take part in the ordination of ministers, and to preside 
in church courts." 

The practice of the Presbyterian churches of the mama 
day is in accord with the first-named theory. Where attempts 
arc made to redute the third theory to •practice 
the result is not satisfactory. Nor is the first-named A"'""*"" 
theory less in harmony with Scripture teaching than 
the third. In the initial stages of the Apostolic Church it was 
no doubt sufficient to have a plurality of presbyters with abs 
lutely similar duties and powers. At first, Indeed, this mry 
have been the only possible course. But apparently it soon 
became desirable and perhaps necessary to specialise the work 
of teaching by setting apart for that duty one presbyter who 
should withdraw from secular occupation and devote his whole 
time to the work of the ministry. There seems to be evklenca 
of this in the later writings of the New Testament." It is vow 
held by all Presbyterian churches that one peesbyter in every 
congregation should have specially committed to him the went 

" Hill's View of the Ceartirstrion of me Chid of &elhaai, pp. 37. 
38. 

• g ma. iv, is, v. ty; Col. iv. ty. 
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of teaching, adulate* the sacraments, visiting the flock 
pastorally. and taking oversight, with his fellow elders, of all 
the interests of the church. To share with the minister such 
general oversight is not se carded by intelligent and influential 
laymen as an incongruous or unworthy office; but to Identify 
the duties of the eldership, even in theory, with those of the 
minister isasure way of deterring from accepting office many 
whose counsel and influence in the eldership would be in-
valuable. ,  

Another subject upon which there Is a difference of opinion 
In the Presbyterian churches is the question of Church Establish-
ments. The view, originally held by ail Presbyterian churches 
in Great Britain and on the Continent, that union with and 
support by the dvii government are not only lawful but also 
desirable, is now held only by a minority, and is practically 
exemplified among Ensiish-speaking Presbyterians only in 
the Church of Scotland (see SCOTLAND, OPTICS or). The law-
fulness of Church Establishments with due qualifications is 
perhap generally recognized in theory, but there is a growing 
tendency to regard connexion with the state as inexpedient, 

U not actually contrary to sound Presbyterian principle. That 
this tendency exists cannot be doubted, and there is reason to 
fear that its influence, by identifying Presbyterianism with 
dissent in England and Scotland, is unfavourable to the general 
tone and character of the Presbyterian Church. 

Those who favour state connexion and those who oppose 
it agree in claiming spiritual independence as a fundamental 

principle of Presbyterianism. That principle is 
rniatil*  equally opposed to Erastianism and to Papacy, areassess. 

to the civil power dominating the Church, and to 
the ecclesiastical power dominating the state. All Presby-
terians admit the supremacy of the state in things secular, and 
they claim supremacy for the Church in things apirituaL Those 
who favour a Church Establishment bold that Church and state 
should each be supreme in its own sphere, and that on these 
terms a union between them is not only lawful but is the highest 
exemplification of Christian statesmanship. So long as these 
two spheres are at all points clearly distinct, and so long as there 
is • desire on the part of each to recognise the supremacy of 
the other, there is little danger of friction or collision. But 
when spiritual and secular bateau come into unfriendly contact 
and entanglement; when controversy in regard to them becomes 
inevitable; from which sphere, the spiritual or the civil, is the 
Anal declaims to come? Before the Reformatio' n the Church 
would have had the tat wad; since that event the right and the 
duty of the civil power have been generally recognized. 

The origin of Preabyterialin.  az Is a question at historical 
Interest. By some it is said to have begun at the &formation; 

DOW 
by some it is traced back to the days of Israel in 
Egypt ,  by most, however, it is regarded as of later 

Jewish origin, and as having come into existence in its present 
form simultaneously with the foemationof the Christian Church. 
The last is Bishop Lightfoot's view. He connects the Christian 
ministry, not with the worship of the Temple, in which were 
priests and sacrificial ritual, but with that of the synagogue, 
which we a local institution providing spiritual edification 
by the reading and exposition of Saipture. The first Christians 
were regarded, even by themselves, as a Jewish sect. They 
were spoken of as " the way."5  They took with them, 
Into the new communities which they formed, the Jewish 
polity or rule and oversight by elders. The appointment of 
these would be re ceded as a matter of coarse, and would not 
smut to call for any special notice in such a narrative as the 
Acta of the Apostles. 

Bat Presbyterianism was associated in the snd century with a 
Mot of epheopsey. This episcopacy was at fast rather •coo-
gregakmal than diocesan; but the tendency of its growth was 
undoubtedly towards the latter. Hence for proof that their 

s_ftree el Tessasilap, Third Gagend Quid' of the Aliases 
of Rdonnad Chmehes. an ( iddah PP. an Mwsad APP P 131. 

&odes ill. t6; iv. 29. 
*St Luke Iv. re seq. 	 *haste. r.  

church peaty is apostolic Presbyterians are accustomed to 
appeal to the New Testament and to the time when the apostles 
were still living; and for proof of the apostolicity 
of prelacy Episcopalians appeal rather to the early 
Church fathers and to a time when the last of the 
Apostles had just passed away' It is generally admitted that dis-
tinct traces of Presbyterian polity are to be found in unexpected 
quarters (e.g. Ireland, Iona, the Culdees, &c.) from the early 
centuries of church history and throughout the medieval 
ages down to the Reformation of the 16th century. Only in 
a very modified sense, therefore, can it be correctly said to date 
from the Reformation. 

At the Reformation the Bible was for the great mass of both 
priests and people a new discovery. The study of it shed floods 
of light upon all church questions. The leaders of the 
Reformation searched the New Testament not only for Tis 

doctrinal truth but also to ascertain the polity of the 
primitive Church. This was specially true of the Reformers in 
Switzerland, France, Scotland, Holland and in some parts of 
Germany. Luther gave little attention to New Testament polity, 
though ho believed in and clung passionately to the universal 
priesthood of all true Christians. and rejected the idea of a sacer-
dotal caste. He had no dream or vision of the Church's spiritual 
independence and prerogatise. He was content that ecclesiastical 
supremacy should be with the civil power, and he believed that 
the work of the Reformation would in that way be best preserved 
and furthered. In no sense can his " consistorial " system of 
church government be regarded as Presbyterian. 

It was different with the Reformers outside Germany. While 
Luther studied the Scriptures in search of true doctrine and 
I .H.tian life and was indifferent to forms of church 

they studied the New Testament not only in Le."'" 
t• 	 ,r. 

 

It of primitive church doctrine but also of primitive 
church polity. One is struck by the unanimity with 

Church.which, working individually and often in lands far apart,  
they reached the same conclusions. They did not get their ideas 
uf church polity from one another, but drew it directly from the 
New Testament. For example. John Row. one of the five commis- 
! lvrs appointed by the Scottish Privy Council to draw up what 

known as the First Book of Ducipigne. distinctly says that 
r oey took not their example from any kirk in the world; no, 

not from Geneva "; but they drew their plan from the sacred Scrip-
rums.' This was true of them all. They were unanimous in 
rejecting the episcopacy of the Church of Rome, the sanctity of 
celibacy, the sacerdotal character of the ministry, the confessional, 
the propitiatory nature of the mass. They were unanimous in 
adopting the idea of a church in which all the members were priests 
under the Lord Jesus, the One High Priest and Ruler; the officers 
of which were not mediators between men and God, but preachers 
of One Mediator, Christ Jesus; not lords over God's heritage, but 
ensamples to the flock and ministers to render service. They were 
unanimous in regarding ministerial service as mainly pastoral; 
preaching, administering the sacraments and visiting from house 
to house; and, further, In perceiving that Christian ministers must 
I 11,0 spiritual rulers, not in virtue of any magical influence 

onitted (run the Apostles, but in virtue of their election by the 
I ..h and of their appointment in the name of the Lord Jesus. 

it the conclusions thus reached by many independent investi- 
ri were at length reduced to a system by Calvin. in his famous 

r•rmio, it became the definite ideal of church government for 
all the Reformed, in contradistinction to the Lutheran, churches. 

Yet we do not find that the leaders of the Reformed Church 
succeeded in establishing at once a fully-developed Presbyterian 
polity. Powerful influences hindered them from rcaliz- 
mg their ideal. We notice two. In the first place, the 
people generally dreaded the recurrence of ecclesiastical " 
tyranny. So dreadful had been the yolce of Rome, which they had 
shaken off, that they feared to submit to anything similar even 
under Protestant auspices. When their ministers, moved by an 
intense desire to keep the Church pure by means of the exercise 
of scriptural discipline, claimed special spiritual rule over the people, 
it was not wonderful that the latter should have been reluctant to 
submit to a new spiritual despotism. So strong was this feeling 
in some places that it was contended that the discipline of ex-
communication, if exercised at all, should be exercised only by the 
secular power. A second powerful influence was of a different 
kind. viz. municipal jealousy of church power. The municiml 
authority in those times claimed the right to exercise a censorship 
over the citizens' private life. Any attempt on the part of the Church 
to exercise discipline was resented as an intrusion. It has been 
a common mistake to think of Calvin and contemporary Reformers 

'See Lightfoot's Essay is Commentary on the Epistle to the 

s Knox Winran. Spotswood and Douglas—all of them John—
were the other commissioners. 
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as introducing a discipline of stern repression which  made the in-
nocent gaieties of fife impossible, and produced a dull uniformity 
of straitlaced manners and hypocritical morals. The discipline 
was there before the Reformers. There were civil laws which 
regulated clothiag, food and social festivity. Hence friction, at 
times, between the Reformers and civic authorities friendly to the 
Reformation; not as to whether there should be " discipline " 
(that was never doubted) but as to whether it should be ecclesi-
astical or municipal. Even, therefore, where people desired the 
Reformation there were powerful influences opposed to the setting 
up of church government and to the exercise of church discipline 
after the manner of the apostolic Church; and one ceases to wonder 
at the absence of complete Presbyterianism in the countries which 
were forward to embrace and adapt.  the Reformation. Indeed 
the more favourable the secular authorities were to the Reformation 
the less need was there to discriminate between civil and ecdesi-
astical power, and to define strictly bow the latter should be exer-
cised. We look in vain, therefore, for much more than the germs 
and principles of Presbyterianism in the churches of the first 
Reformers. Its evolution and the thorough application of Its 
principles to actual church life came later, not in Saxony or Switzer-
land, but in France and Scotland; and through Scotland ft has 
passed to all English-speaking lands. 

The doctrines of Presbyterianism  are those generally known 
as evangelical and Calvinistic. The supreme standard of 

belief is the Word of God in the original languages. 
Itasaiscr. The subordinate standards have been numerous, 
though marked by striking agreement in the main body of 
Christian doctrine which they set forth. Much has been done 
of late years to make these subordinate standards of reformed 
doctrine more generally known. The following list is fairly 
complete:— 

Switzerland.—First Ilekatie Confession (1536). Gasses Con- 
lesegni (26). Gauss Catechisms Ow). 

—Forepaw Articles (1s53). Thirty-eight Amide 45= 
Thirty-nine Adidas (t 1). Latn. Adidas (s595). Irish A 
(1615). Westminster Cefeuios (1644-1647). "Low and Shorter 
Catechisms (1647). 

Fsanee.—Confessio gallivants 0559). 
Seothuscl.—Scottish Confession (156o). Westrniasser Confession 

(if.ei,.= and Shorter Catechisms (1647). 
—Frisian Confession 0528). Confessiobeigice 0560. 

Netherton& Confession (1566). 
Hungary.—Flangariase Confassien (1562). 
Behessia.—Bonmenst C0144511110111 (1609). 

The form of worship associated with Presbyterianism has 
been marked by extreme simplicity. It consists of reading of 
Msgr. Holy Scripture, psalmody, non-liturgical prayer 
*rho and preaching. There is nothb/ hi the standards 
vittime- of the Presbyterian Church against liturgical worship.. 
In some of the early books of order a few forms of prayer were 
given, but their use was not compulsory. On the whole, the 
preponderating preference has always been in favour of so-called 
extemporaneous, or free prayer, and the Westminster Directory 
if Public Worship has to a knee extent stereotyped the form 
and order of the service in most Presbyterian churches. Within 
certain broad outlines much, perhaps too much, is left to the 
choice of individual congregations. It used to be customary 
among Presbyterians to stand during public prayer, and to 
man seated during the acts of praise, but this peculiarity 
is no longer maintained. The psalms rendered into metre 
Isere formerly the only vehicle of the Church's public praise, 
but hymns are now also used in moat Presbyterian churches.' 
Organs used to be regarded as contrary to New Testament 
example, but their use is now all but universal. The public 
praise used to be led by an individual called the " precentor," 
who ocamied a box in front of, and a little lower than, the pulpit. 
Choirs of male and female voices now lead the church praise. 

Preebyterisnism has two sacraments, baptism and the Lord's 
Supper Baptism is adeniaispred both to infants and adults by 
smamidoponring or sprinkling, but the mode is considered 

immaterial. The Lord's Supper, as generally ob- 
served throughout the various Presbytenan churches, is a close 

Ptineipd Rose's version is the best known and most widely 
used. It a as work. Somewhat reluctantly ft was at-  
opted by Scottish Prabytmadm all a substitute for an older 
vernal with a greater variety of metre and meek. ' Old 
Roadbed" cad " Old teeth' coma the tooth and 154th Rahn 
in shot ell book.  

imitation of the New Testament practice; and white it is ant woos' 
by undue prolixity commends itself to most Christian people as 
a solemn and impressive service. The old plan of coming out 
and taking one's place at the communion table in the body of the 
church is misapply seen no more; communicants now serslive ale 
sacred elements seated in their pews. The dispensing of this nue 
is strictly reserved to an ordained minister, who is minted by cadets 
in handing the bread and the cup to the people. The administra-
tion of pnvate communion to the sick and dying is es:sanely Tale 
in Presbyterian churches. but there is kat °NSW= tO it rim 
formerly. and in some churches it is even 

Presbyterian discipline is now entirely error g
uru 

	from 
membership or from office. Though it is the duty of a Moister 
to warn against irreverent atprofane participation in 
the Lord's Supper. he himself 	no nght to exclude 
any one from communion; that can only be done as the net of 
himself and the elders duly assembled in session. A code of it 
structions for the guidance of church courts when engaged la 
cases of discipline is an general use, and bears witness to the esteem 
can taken not only to have things done decently and is order. 
but also to prevent hasty, impulsive and illogical procedure is the 
investigation of charges of heresy or immorality. Cases of die 
spline are now comparatively rare, and, when they do aCtist. 
are not characterized by the bigoted severity which prevailed is 
banner times and was tightly denounced as end:intim 

The extent to which the Presbyterian form of church govern. 
mad prevail' s throughout the world has been made MOM manifest 
in • recent years by the formation of a • General asesst Council of the Alliance of Reformed Churches am., 
holding the Presbyterian System." At a representa- 
tive conference in London in 1875 the constitution of the coned 
was agreed upon. The first counal met in Edinburgh in rthy. 
Since then it has met in Philadelphia, Belfast, London, Taman 
Glasgow, Washington and Liverpool. Churches which ate 
organized on Presbyterian principles and hold doctrine I. 
harmony with the reformed confessions are eligible tor admis-
sion to the alliance. The object is not to form me grow 
`Presbyterian organization but to promote unity and fellowship 
among the numerous branches of Presbyterianism throoghout 
the world. On the roll of the general council held at Washisivos 
in :899 there were sixty-four churches. The stunt' 50 of 
these and of sixteen others not formally in the gime 
were 29,476 congregations, 26,251 ministers, 1260107 dills 
and 4,852,096 communicants. Of these eighty and el, 
twelve were in the United Kingdom, twenty on the coml. 
nent of Europe, sixteen in North America, three in South 
America, ten in Asia, nine in Africa, as in Australia, else 
in New Zealand, one in Jamaica and one hi Malvern. 
The desire for union which led to the formation n the 
alliance has, since 2875, borne remarkable fruit. In TAW! 
in 1876 two churches united to form the Presbytaini 
Church of England; in the Netherlands two cliturdies 
came me in 1892; in South Africa a union of the Moen 
branches of the Presbyterian Church took place in allgA 
in Scotland the Free Church and the United Presbyterian 
became one in 19oo under the designation of the United fret 
Church; in Australia and Tasmania six churches united is 
Igor to form the Presbyterian Church of Australia; and a few 
months later the two churches in New Zealand which reptesented 
respectively the North and South Islands united in hum the 
Presbyterian Church of New Zealand. "In no portion of the 
empire," it has been said, " does the Bdtith flan now 
over a divided Presbyterianism, except in the British Wes 
themselves" 

11.--Liontosi as Dammam Commas 
From this general outline ot Pseabytmiaa .ere ems Om 

to madder its evolution and Mateo in some Of dm mmursim 
with which it is or has been specially amiciateeL Wet emit, 
however, one of the most hoportant, win. Scodarsd, as the bktary 
is fully coveted under the seentste headings of Scotia" 
Cwoacat oe, and allied ankles. 

Sasinerleed. 
The Swiss, owing to their peculiar gmemphical paid.. and 

to certain political densmasecm, taste memillastesi ladepei 
deuce in ecclesiastical maws, sad beam teccestonaed in the 
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nanegement of thilr Attoth affidn. The work of Zwinglf as 
a Reformer, important and thorough though It was, did not con-
cern itself mainly with church polity. Ecclesiastical affairs were, 
as a matter of course, wholly under the management of the 
*Atonal and municipal authorities, and Ewing!' was content that 
it should be so. The work of Fuel, previous to his coming to 
Geneva, was calmest entirely mangelisdc, and his first work in 
Geneva was of a dmiler,character. It was the town council 
which made arrangements for religious disputations, and Pro-
vided for the housing and maintenance of the preachers. When 
coma Calvin, at Facets invitation, settled in Geneva (z536) 

the work el relermatioa became more constructive. 
• The need of the hour was organization and familiar instruction, 
and Calvin set himsdf to work at once." The first reforms be 
wished to ate introduced concerned the Lord's Supper, church 
Praise. religious instruction of youth and the regulation of 
marriage. In connexion with the first be desired that the 
discipline de raceways:canes abould be ocercised. Els plan 
was partly Presbyterian and pertly consistosial Owing to 
strtain circumstances in its past hisoory, Geneva was notceisusly 
Immoral. " The rule of dissolute bishops, and the example of 
a turbulent and immoral clergy, had poisoned the morals of 
the city. Even the nuns of Geneva were antenna for their 
conduct." 1  Calvin gummed that men of known worth should 
be appointed in different quartets of the city to report to the 
ministers those persons in their district who lived In open sin; 
that the ministate should then warn such persona not to come to 
the communion; and that, if their warnings were unheeded, 
discipline should be enforced. It was on this subject of keens* 
pore the Lord's Table that the controversy arose between the 
ministers and the town councillocs which ended in the banish-
net of Calvin, Fare( and Conrad from Gomm. In re38 the 
ministers took upon themselves to refuge to administer the 
Lord's Supper in Geneva became the city, as represented 
by its council, declined to submit to church discipline. The 
storm then broke out, and the ministers were banished, 
(163ff). 

It may be convenient at this point to consider Calvin's ideal 
church polity, as set forth is his famous Christiana.= 
fustittstio, the first edition of which was published in 5536.

re 
 

It was as follows:— 
A=te widow San ordinenos of God (lest. iv. 3. I. 3). 

duly called and ordained may shoe preach and ad-
minister the sacraments (iv. 3. to). 

A legitimate ministry is one appoiate 	
pmehi 

d with the comment and 
approbation of the people undee the micy of other 
meows by whom the Gaol set of ordination (with laying en 
of bands) shall be performed Qv. 3• p5). 

Governors or persons of advanced years selected fraq the people 
and associated with the ministers in 'lig and 

' and 	
8). This dedpiine isalifisportent. 

h the 	 of the goverres. 
His system, 	preserving the de/morgue theory by recognizing 
the congregation as holding the church power, was in practice 
strictly athematic inasmuch as the tharmadoe it never allowed 
any direct use of power. which is invested in the whole body of elders. 
His great object was discipline. With regard to the rebuking 
between the church and the civil power. Calvin was opposed to the 
Zwinglian theory whereby all ecclesiastical power was handed 
over to the state. Calvin's reflood to sdminster the sacrament, 
fee which be was banished from Geom. is important as a matter 

ecdainstiod Weary. became it is the essence of the whole 

3'g  which be subsequently introduced. It rests on the prin. 
:that the Church has the right to exclude those who are un-

worthy. and that she is in no way subject to the civil power la 
matters. Doming the ere years of his banishment 

 1106 Si Stinediumg, where be had ham oery tag out his ideas. 
His small was greatly to his honour. The town bad become a 
prey to anarchy. One party threatened to return to Romantsm; 
another threatened to.11m the independence of Geneva and 
labs* to Berne. it was felt to be • minket wsoteeley that he should 
tretwes, and in ems, somewhat rdectaadY. be raaallard ea hit ova 
tame. These went the recognition of the Church's spirituel inde-
p endence. the division of the town into parishes, and the appoint-
ment (by the municipal authority) of s conshtory or council of 
dame le each parish for the eiertise of dhcipline. 

These term ware embodied is the bones. Orlememes scribri- 
mitimes Se Cellist de Guam (Ism). The four orders mentioned 

in the fustitheito are recognited pastors. doctors, elders and deacons. 
The pintoes were to preach. administer the sacraments, and in 
conjunction with the driers to exercise discipline. In their totality 
they form the whoirabis compagnis. A newly-made pastor was to 
be settled in a fixed charge by the magistrate with the consent of 
the thagregatios, after having been approved as to knowledge 
and manner of life by the pares already in office. By them he 
was to be ordained, after vowing to be true in office, faithful to 
the church system, obedient to the lens and to the civil govern-
ment, and ready to exercise discipline without fear or favour. 
The doctors were to teach the faithful in sound ,Irra to guard 
purity of doctrine, and to be amenable to disciplise. The elders 
(Mietess, eormsteis, as deputes per to seitssurte as coOsistoire) 
were regarded as the essential part of the system. They were the 
bond of union between Church and state. Their boomer was to 
supervise daily life, to warn the disorderly. and to give notice 
to tbe oonastory of cams requiring dierapline. To form the 
condetory all the elders with the ministers were to meet every 
Sunday under the presidency of one of the syndics or magistrates. 
This court could award censuses up to exclusion from the 
sacrament. 

Manifestly the arrangement was a 	 The state 
retained control of the ecclesiastical ' and Calvin 
secured his much-needed system of disci ne. Fourteen years of 
fried= and struggle followed, and if these came after them 
a period of comparative triumph and repose for the pest reformer 
it must still be remembered that be was never able to have his 
ideal ecclesiastical organisation fully realized in the city of his 
adoption. 

The early Presbyterianism of Switzerland was defective in the 
following respects: (r) It started from a wrong definition of 'the 
Church. which, instead of being conceived as an organized 
community of believers in the Lord Jesus Christ. was made to 
depend upon the preaching of the gospel and the administration 
of the sacraments. As these implied a duly appointed minister. 
the existence of the Church was made to depend upon an organized 
ministry rather than an organized membership. It calls to mind 
the Romish formula: "Ilbi epmscopas ibi ealesia." (a) It did 
not maintain the scriptural nght of the people to choose their 
minister and other office-bearers. () Its independence of civil 
control was very imperfect. (a) And it did not by means of church 
courts provide for the manifestation of the Church's unity and for 
the concentration of the Church's influence. 

" Calvin," says Principal Lindsay, " did three things for Geneva 
all which went far beyond its walls. He gave its Church a 
to .1 ministry, its homes an educated people who could give a 
co 	for their faith, and the whole city an heroic soul which 
en 	, 1 the little town to stand forth as the citadel and city of 
tel . for the oppressed Protestants of Europe."' 

Preece. 

It is pathetic and yet inspiring to study the development 
of Presbyterianism in France; pathetic became it was in a 
time of fierce persecution that the French Protestants organized 
themselves into churches, and inspiring, because it showed the 
power which scriptural organization gave them to withstand 
Incessant, unrelenting hostility. It would be difficult to stag-
prate the influence of Calvin upon French Protest- *isms antism. His Clair/hue= rdigionis &stint& became me.. 
a standard round which bis countrymen rallied in 
the work and battle of the Reformation. Though under thirty 
years of age, he became all over Europe, and in in exceptional 
degree in France, the leader, organizer and consolidator of the 
Mannino& The work which the young Frenchman did for 
Ids countrymen was immense" 

The year t555 maybe taken as the date when French Protestant-
fent began to be organized. A few churches had been organised 
earlier, at Meaux in :346 and at Nimes in Ise, but 
their members had been dispersed by persecution fiend 

Prior to 1555 the Protestants of France had been for"""*""' 
the most part solitary Bible students or little companies 
meeting together for worth' without any organization. But in 
that year the following 	was thebeginning of a great 
movement. A small company had been accustomed to meet is 
the lodging of the deur de la Ferribre in Paris near the Prf-aun-
Clercs. At one col the meetings the father of a newly-bora dm 
explained that he could not go outside France to seek a pure baptism 
and that his conscience would not permit his child to be baptised 
according to the rites of the Romish Church. After prayer the 
company constituted therdves into a church: these Jean is 

to be, their minister, and others of their number to be elders 
deacons. It seemed as Ball France had been waiting for this 

event as a signal, for caganized churches began to aping up every- 
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who isaMedlately afterwards. Within two years Meaux, Poitiers, 

=s lee Iles de Saintonge, Agen, Bourses, Issoutlun, Aubigny, 
touts, Lyon, Orleans and Rouen went organized. Thirty-

a more were completely organized by 1560. ,  According to Bela 
there weer about this time 2150 organized churches. A few years 
Inter Cardinal St Croix reckoned that the Huguenots were one 
half of the population. One hundred and twenty-seven pastors 
bad been sent to France from Geneva before 1567. 

is 150 a further stage in the development of Presbyterian 
death polity vi as reached. Some doctrinal differences having 
nig ague: in the church at Poitiers, Antoine de Chandieu, 
Oseseer minister at Paris, went to compose them, and, as the 

Arend. resit of a conference, a synod was convened to meet 
Ia Paris the following year (1539). It was the first 

general synod of the French Protestant Church. and consisted of 
representatives from, some say sixty-six, others, twelve churches. 
It adopted a Confession of faith and.a book of order or discipline. 
The confession consisted of forty articles. It was based on a short 
confession drafted by Calvin in £557, and may still be regarded, 
though ooce or twice revised, as the confession of the French 
Protestant Church. The book of order. Discipline erclesitutique 
as /View riforsnies de France, regulated the organization and pro-
misee of the hunches. It contains this fundamental statement 
of Presbyterian I strity. " Aucune eglise ne pours prfitendre prinsaute 
ei domination tar l'autre; ni pareillement, les ministers dune 
nese lee one :r les autres; ni Its anciens ou diacres, ks erns our 
Ira sutras." 'I he various church courts, familiar to us now as 
Presbyterian. are explained. The conrutotre or session consisted 
of the minister, elders and deacons (the latter without a vote/. 
and Eras over the congregation. The collapse or presbytery was 
composed of n presentative ministers and elders (ancreau) from a 

cut of coaregations. Next in order was the provincial synod 
consiseerl of a minister and an elder or deacon from each 

church in the province. Over all was the general or national 
synod. Some of the arrangements are worthy of notice. When 
a church was first formed the office bearers were elected by the 
people, but there the power of the congregation ceased. Future 
vacancies in the eldership were filled up by the office-bearers. 
The eldership was not for life, but there was always a tendency to 
make it so. When the ministry of a church became vacant the 
choice of a sucreseor rested with the cofloque or with the provincial 
synod. The people, however, might object, and if their objection 
was considered valid redress was given. Later the synod of 
Nimes (1572) decreed that no minister might be imposed upon an 
unwilling people. Deacons, in addition to having charge of the 
poor and sock. might catechize, and occasionally offer public prayer 
or read a written sermon. The president or moderator of each 
church wart s-. tLitssissas inter pares. The remarkable feature of 
French church ity was its aristocratic nature, which it owed 
to the miens 13

f i

co-optation; and the exclusion of the congregation 
from direct and frequent interference in spirit ual matters presented 
many evils which result from too mush inter-meddling on the 
part of the laity. Up to 1565 the national synod consisted of a 
minister with one or two elders or deacons from esery church; 
after that date, to avoid overcrowding, its numbers were restricted 
to representatiscs from each provincial synod. On questions of 
discipline elder,  and deacons might vote; on doctrinal questions 
only as many of these as there were ministers. 

" It is interesting to we how in a country whose civil rule was 
becoming gradually more absolutist, this ' Church under the cross' 
framed for itself a government which reconciled, more thoroughly 
perlseps than has ever been done since, the two principles of popular 
rights and supreme control. Its constitution has spread to Holland. 
Scotland (Irehind, England), and to the great American (and 
Colonial).  churches. Their ecclesiastical polity came much more 
from Paris than from Geneva."' 

To trace the history of Presbyterianism in France for the next 
thirty years would be to write the history of France Itself during 
that period. NVe should have to tell of the great and rapid 
increase of the Church; of its powerful influence among the nobles 
end the boar rot ,  : of its direful persecutions; of its St Bartholomew 
massacre with 70,0oo victims; of its regrettable though perhaps 
inevitable entanglements in politics and war; and finally of its 
attaining not rely tolerance but also honourable recognition and 
protection ohs Henry IV. in INS signed the famous edict of 
Pismo. This ecured complete liberty of conscience everywhere 
within the real and the free right of public worship in all places 
in which it ex ••ed during the years 1596 and 1597. or where it 
had been gram 1 by the edict of Poitiers (1577) interpreted by the 
invention of dear (1578) and the treaty of Selz 580)--in all 
some two bus red towns; in two places in every boilliage and 
siokheassio; b the castles of Protestant seivaturs hauls justiciers 
(non* three t1 -.mod); and in the houses of lesser nobles, pro- 
vided the and rice did not consist of more than thirty persons 
over and shoo relations of the family. Protestants were granted 

he and protection. and were permitted to hold their 
Eoeleiaatiol  ,:semblier—coosistories, colloquies and synods, 

1 Linde . Hiss. y the Reform ii. 166. 	u. toy  

national and provincial. Under the protection of the edict tk• 
Huguenot Church of France flourished. Theological colleges win 
established at Sedan, Montauban and Saumur, and French thins 
logy became a counterpoise to the narrow Reformed scholastic of 
Switzerland and Holland.' 

The history of the Church from the passing of the edict of Nettle 
till its revocation in 1685 cannot be given here- That event two 
the climax of a long genes of horrors. Under the persecution, 
large number were killed, and between four and five millions of Pre. 
testants left the country. Early in the isth century Antoine Cost 
made marvellous efforts to restore Presbyter-Lanier'. In momentary 
peril of death for fifteen years, he restored in the %Israelis and the 
Cevennes Presbyterian church polity in alt its integrity. In 1,15 
he assembled his first collapse. Synods were held in 1718, 174, 
1726 and 1727; and in a remote spot in Ban Languedoc in 1744 
national synod assembled—the first since 366o—which toms s4 
of representatives from every province formerly Protestant 

From 1760 owing to the gradual spread of the sceptical spirit 
and the teaching of Voltaire more tolerant views prevailed- In 
1787 the Edict of Tolerance was published. In 1_789 all dtiates 
were made equal before the law, and the position of Presbyterianism 
improved till 1791. In 1801 and t8o2 Napoleon took into his owe 
hands the independence of both Catholic and Protestant Churches, eM 
national synod was abolished, and all active religious propped, 
was rigorously forbidden. In 18.48 an ansemblY resweseatativo 
of the !glue, consistoriales met at Paris. When it refused t o discus 
points of doctrine a secession took place under the name of the 
U111011 der egliser ivangeliques de France. This soOety held a synod 
at which a confession of faith and a book of order were drawn tip. 
Meanwhile the national Protestant Church set itself to the work 
of reconstruction on the basis of universal suffrage, with restriction.. 
but no result was arrived at. In 1852 a change took place is its 
constitution. The Wises consislorialet were abolished, arid in each 
parish a presbyterial council was appointed, the minister helm 

'dent, with four to seven eiders chosen by the people. Is the 
towns there were consistories composed of all the minims 

and of delegates from the various parishes- Over all was the 
central provincial council consisting I if the two senior rerinieses 
and fifteen members nominated by the state in the first tintaintIL 
In 3858 there were 617 pastors and the Union de- (Oasis rempreffee 
numbered Ij churches. 

The Netherlands. 
From the geographical position of the Netherlands, Pres-

byterianism there took its tone from France. In :Os the 
Confrssio bdgica was publicly acknowledged, and in 2563 
the church order was arranged. In 1574 the first provindal 
synod of Holland and Zealand was held, but William of Otange 
would not allow any action to be taken independeri: ,  ci the 
state. The Reformed churches bad established them thee in 
independence of the state when that state was Catholic; when 
the government became Protestant the Church had protoctioo 
and at the same time became dependent. It was • state 
church. By the union of Utrecht the communes and provinces 
had each the regulation of its own religion; hence constant 
conflict. In most eases it was insisted on as necessary that 
church discipline should remain with the cavil authc.rity. In 
1576 William, with the support of Holland, Zeeland ..rid their 
allies, put forth forty articles, by which doctors, e'elert and 
deacons were recognized, and church discipline given to the 
elders, subject to appeal to the magistrate and by which the 
Church was placed in absolute dependence on the state. Than 
articles, however, never came into operation, and the declaims 
of the synod of Dort in £578, which made the Church independent 
were equally fruitless. In a58r the Middelburg Synod divided 
the Church, created provincial synods and presbyteries, her 
could not shake off the civil power in connexion with the &Dior 
of church officers. Thus, although the congregate. ns went 
Presbyterian, the civil government retained over,  hazes. 

influence. The Leiden magistrates said in r 581: " If we amen' 
everything determined upon in the synod, we shall end by bag 
vassals of the synod. We will not open to churchmen a deer 
for a new mastership over government and subjects, 'rife and 
child." From 1618 a modified Presbyterian polity pradomo 
inated. As a rule elders held office for only two years. The 
" kerk-rand " (kirk-session) met weekly, the magistrate being 
a member (I officio. The alarms consisted of one minister 
and one elder from each congregation. At the annual omelet:la 
synod, held by consent of the states, two ministers and OW 
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eider attended from each Wages leery energetics was 
visited by ministers appointed by the provincial synod. In 
z as, of course, everything was upset, and it was not until after 
the restoration of the Netherland States that a new organisation 
was formed in slites. Its main features were strictly Presby-
terian, but the minister was greatly superior to the elder, and 
the state bad wide powers especially in the nomination of higher 
officers. In alp the system now in force was adopted. The 
aggregation chases all the officers, and these form a church 
council. 

Etterank 
Presbyterian principles and ideas were entertained by many 

of the leading ecclesiastics in England during the reign of 
Edward VI. Even. the archbishop of Canterbury favoured a 
modification of episcopacy, and an approach to Presbyterian 
polity and dkipline, but attention was mainly directed to the 
settlement of doctrine and worship. Cranmer wrote that 
bishops and priests were not different but the same in the 
beginning of Christ's religion. Thirteen bishops subscribed 
this proposition! that in the New Testament there is no mention 
made of any distinctions or degrees in orders but only deacons 
and priests or bishops. Crammer held that the consecration of 
a bishop was an unnecessary rite, and not required by Scripture; 
that election and appointment to office were sufficient. The 
bishop of St Davids was of the same opinion. Latimer and 
Hooper maintained that Bishops and presbyters were identical; 
and Pilkington, bishop of Durham, and Bishop Jewel were of 
the same mind. The latter, about the time of Elizabeth's 
succession, expressed his hope that the bishops would become 
pastors, labourers and watchmen; and that the great riches of 
bishoprics would be diminished and reduced to mediocrity; that, 
being delivered from courtly and regal pomp, the bishops might 
take care of the flak of Christ. During the reign of Edward, 
the title of superintendent was often adopted Instead of bishop, 
and it will be recollected that John Knox was an honoured 
worker in England with the title of superintendent during this 
reign. As an indication of sympathy with Presbyterianism, 
it may be noted that Creamer favoured a proposal for the 
formation of a council of presbyters in each diocese, and for 
provincial synods. 

During is61 and 1568 the persecutions in France and Holland 
drove thousands of Protestants, mostly Presbyterians, to England. 
In 1370 Presbyterian views found a distinguished exponent in 
Dr Thomas Cartwright at Cambridge; and the temper of parliament 
was shown by the act of 1571, for the reform of disorders in the 
Church. in ,hich, while all mention of doctrine is omitted, the 
doctrinal ankles alone being sanctioned, ordination without 
a bishop is implicitly recognized. In t573 a formal manifesto 
was published, entitled an Admonition to Parliament. the 
finding ideas  in which were: parity of ministers, appointment 
of elders a9.1 deacons. 	■-tion of ministers by the conges 
gation; objt , ion to 	'.ed prayer and antiphonal chant- 
ing; preaching. the chief duty of a mini-Arr. and the power 
of the magistrates to root out superstition and idolatry. On 
smarm, the moth of November ma the authors of the " 

monition " set up at Wandsworth what has been 
worm.  called the first presbytery in England. They. adopted 

a purely Presbyterian system which was published as 
Ate Orders of.  Wandruerdr. Similar association or pe. teries 
were formed m London and in the midland sad eastern counties; 
but the privy council was hostile. Only  in Jersey and ( wernsey, 
whither large numbers of Huguenots had fled after the St Bartholo-
mew massacre. was Pnubyteriardsm fully permitted. ( arta-right 
and Edmund Snape were ministers there: and from 13r. tot  625 
a completely appointed Presbyterian Church existed, und r the rule 
of synods, and authorisedby the governor. The action of the 
Commons in tc3.1.stimulated by the opponuon the Lords. showed 
tint the rinci 

ft 
 of Presbyterianism were strongly held. Bills 

was introduced to reduce the position of a bishop to iii11 - e4gh 
that el 'risme isles pores; to place the power of veto in the con-
gregation; to abolish the canon law and to establi# a presbytery 
ramagparbh4  gteeseu  propos& were tendered ubve by the 

In :64o 	 Blair and Gillespie came to Leaden 
an commissioners from the General As bay in Scotland, in 
response to a request from ministers in Lon who desired to 
see the Church of England more dose* meddled after the 
Reformed type. They woe able Emu whale parching drew 
great crowds. and,isawasd the dmia for dm entablistunea Of 

Piabyterianissa- In 1642 the Long Parliament abolished Episcopacy 
(the act to come into force on the 3th .  a November 7" w.a. 

:141)lje:"W' 
summed 
 iona  t a:: a  r b  to lad;TemeltrtlPia parliament 

way 

as to the new form Church 	ment. 	e West- 
minster Assembly, through its Coifeszsoa, Directory and Catechisms, 
has become so associated with the Presbyterian Church that it is 
difficult to realize that it was not a church court at all, much less 
a creation of Presbyterianism. 

It was a council created by parliament to give advice in church 
matters at a peat crisis in the nation's history; but its acts, though 
from the high character and great learning of its members worthy 
• deepest respect, did not per se bind parliament or indeed any-
one. It was, in a very real sense, representative of the whole 
country, as two members were chosen by parliament from each 
county. The number summoned was iv, via ten lords, twenty 
members of the House of Commons, and one hundred and twenty-
one ministers. The ministers were mostly Puritans; by their 
ordination, &c., Episcopalian; and for the most part strongly 
impressed with the desirability of nearer agreement with the Chur ch  
of Scotland, and other branches of the Reformed Church on the 
Continent. About onohaN of the members attended regulady. 
Those who were out-and-out Episcopalians did not attend at all. 
Apart from these, there were three well-defined parties: (a) those 
with Presbyterian ideas and sympathies, a great majo rity ; (2) 
Erastians, ably represented and led by Selden. Lightfoot mad Cole 
man; (3) Independents. ten or eleven in number, led by Philip 
Nye, and mural of Crommeil's support. Then there were the Scot. 
ash commissioners who, though without votes, took a leading 
part in the proceedings. Judged by the objects for which it was 
summoned the Westminster Assembly was a failure, a remarkable 
failure. Episcopacy, Erutianism and Independency., though of 
little account in the assembly, were to bulk largely In England's 
future• while the church polity which the assembly favoured and 
recommended was to be almost unknown. Judged in other ways, 
however, the Influence of the assembly's labours has been very 
great. The Confession of Faith and the Latzer and Mustier Cats 
chines are recognised and venerated standards in all the Sends 
where British Presbyterianism, with its sturdy characteristics, 
has taken root. And the Directory of Public Warship has shaped 
and coloured, perhaps too thoroughly, the ritual and atmosphere 
of every group of Protestant Anglo-Saxon worshippers throughout 
the world, except Episcopalism& 

In June 5646 the ordinance establishing presbyteries was ratified 
by both houses of parliament, and a few days afterwards it was 
ordered to be put into execution. Twelve presbyteries were 
erected in London: Shropshire and Lancashire were organized; 
and Bolton was so vigorous in the cause as to gain the name of the 
Geneva of Lancashire. But the sy never took root. Not 
only were there well-known adverse uill, , LICCS. but the soil seems 
to have been uncongenial. As compared with Scotland, English 
Presbyterianism had more of the lay element. In every classis 
or presbytery there were two elders to each minister. The Synod 
of London met halt-yearly from 1647 till 1655. Synods 

Spread ate also were held in the north. But during the Common. 
wealth Independency gained ground. Then with the "'"'""'" 
Restoration came Episcopacy, and the persecution of all who were 
not Episcopalians; and the dream and vision of a truly Reformed 
English Church practically passed away. 

After the Revolution and during the reign of William and Mary 
the hatred of the Church of England to the Presbyterians and 
other dissenters had been obliged to lie dormant. 
With the accession of Anne, however, began an attempt ,attempt 
a 	

tiones 
lmrecennttl,y to irythmeake utperfonrumloartiore. Prom fn the  F 	the 

Presbyterian congrega tions 
beginning ci onnnig  of th 

became practically independent in polity and Unitarian in doctrine. 
Indivnous Presbyterianism became almost unknown. The 
Presbyterianism now visible in England is of Scottish origin and 
Scottish type, and beyond the fact of embracing a few congregations 
which date from, or before, the Act of Uniformity . and the Five 
Mile Act, has little in common with the Presbyterianism which was 
for a brief period by law established. 

In 1876 the union of the Presbyterian Church in England with 
the English congregations of the United Presbyterian Church of 
Scotland gathered all English Presbyterians (with "oak, 
some exceptions) into one church. "The Presbyterian un.  
Church of England." " What kept these bodies apart 
was their separate historic origin and development, but especially 
the alienation caused by the' Voluntary Controversy' which had 
Its roots in the difficult problems of civil law in its relation to religion, 
and the stumbling-block of the civil magistrate's authority in 
relation to the Chnstian conscience."' Since the union the growth 
of the Church has been considerable. Presbyterianism is compara-
tively strong in three districts of England, namely Northumberland, 
Lancashire and London. Elsewhere it is either weak or non. 
existent Even where it is comparatively strong it is largely 
exotic. The membership is mainly Scottish, and the ministers 
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have been imported principally from Scotland. To English 
people, therefore, the Presbyterian is still the "Scotch Church, 
and , they are as a whole slow to connect themselves with it. Efforts 
have been made to counteract this feeling by making the Church 
more distinctly English. The danger in this direction is that when 
Presbyterianism has been modified far enough to suit the English 
taste it may be found less acceptable to its more stalwart sup-
porters from beyond the Tweed. Following the lead of the Inde-
pendents. who set up Mansfield College at Oxford, the Presby- 
terian Church has founded Westminster College at Cambridge 
as a substitute for its Theological Hall in London. It was opened 
in tem with the view of securing a home-bred ministry more 
conversant with English academic life and thought. 

In common with the general Presbyterianism of the British Isles. 
the Presbyterian Church of England has In recent years been 
readjusting its relation to the Westminster Confession of Faith. 
Withouting aside the Confession as the church's standard. 
twenty-four " di the Faith " have been adopted. In these 
no change, it is allmed, has been made in regard to the substance 
of the Westminster doctrine, but there is an altered= of emphasis 
and proportion. 

There are in England fourteen•cmgregations in connexion with 
the Church of Scotland, six of them in London and the remainder 
in Berwick, Northumberland, Carlisle and Lancashire. 

Many Unitarians in England still call themselves Presbyterians. 
This, except historically, es a misnomer, for, though descended 
from the old English Presbyterians, they  retain nothing of their 
distinctive doctrine or polity-nothing of Presbytecianhue indeed, 
but the name. 

!reload. 
Presbyterianism in Ireland, in modem times at least, dates 

from the plantation of Ulster in the reign of James L The 
infusion of a considerable Scottish element into the population 
necessitated the formation of a congenial church. The immi-
grants from England took with them, in like manner, their 
attachment to the Episcopal Church. But these two sections 
of Protestantism, in their common exile and in presence of the 
preponderating Roman Catholicism of the country, seemed at 
first inclined to draw closer together than bad been thought 
possible in Great Britain. A confession of faith, drawn up by 
Archbishop Usher at the convocation of :fits, Implicitly ad-
mitted the validity of Presbyterian ordination, and denied the 
distinction between bishop and presbyter. Within the Episcopal 
Church and supported by its endowments, Robert Blair, 
John Livingstone and other ministers maintained a Scottish 
Presbyterian communion. 

Frain 1625 to 1638 the history of Irish Presbyterians is one of 
bare existence. Their ministers, silenced by Wentworth, after an 
ineffectual attempt to reach New England, fled to Scotland, and 
them took a leading part in tne great movement of 5638. After 
the Irish rebellion of 160 theotm... ant interest for a time was 
ruined. A majority of the Ulster Protestants were Presbyterians, 
and in a great religious revival which took place the ministers 
of the Scottish regiments stationed in Ireland took a leading part. 
Kirk-sessions were formed in four regiments, and the first 

presbytery was held at Carricidergus on the tout of 
n.P11111 

 
Lune 1642, attended by five ministers and by ruling 

Sesellearem ewer, from the regimental serious. This presbytery 
supplied ministers to as many tongregatons as possible; and for-
the remainder ministers were sent from Scotland. By the end of 
1643 the Ulster Church was fairly established.

160 	
Notwithstanding 

in tervening reverses there were by _ 	nearly thirty. ordained 
ministers in fixed charges in Ulster besides the dupla=

ord 
 of the 

Scottish regiments. 
At the -Zestoration, in which they heartily co-operated, there 

were in Ulster seventy ministers in fixed charges, with nearly 
eighty parishes or congregations containing one hundred thousand 
peons 
• annual visitations of all the congregations within their 

ersons 	 presbyteries . There were five 	eries holding monthly nt=g 

and coming together in general synod four times a year Entire 
conformity , with the Scottish Church was maintained, and strict 
diseiphne, was enforced by pastoral visitations, kirk -sessioes and 
pr.ytenes. 

After the Resonation the determination of the govern 	to 
put down yresbytedanisue was speedily felt in Leland In t661 
the lords justices forbade all unlawful aseemblim, and in these 
they included meetings of preabytery. as ecclesiasdcal 
jurisdiction not warranted by the law. BishopJeremy Taylor 
was forward in this work of persecution. The ministers refusal 
to take the Oath of Supremacy without the qualification suggested 

Usher. Their parishes were declared vacant, and east= 
appointed to them. The ejected ministers were f 

to preach or administer the sacraments. In Ulster sixty-one 
admit were ejected. Of seventy only seven conformed. Under 
UrmOndl in 1663. ministers were again permitted to revive. 

Presbyterian warehip and discipline. and far SENNA yeses the Chafe! 
prospered not only in Ulster but also in the south and ores. In 
1672 she received a yearly grant from Charles II. of 00non 
douvm), and under William Ill. the amount wassourly  
incressal. It was continued till 1869. 

In .67e the rising in Scotland which ended in the battle of Both- 
well Bridge brought trouble on the Irish Presbyterians in spec of 
their loyal addresses disowning it. It was not. however, till AU 
that they again lost the privilege of public ministry, sad angered 
severe oppression. They were opposed to James IL. though ahoy 
bad benefited by his. Declaration of indulgence. and they wee 
the first to congratulate the Prince of Orange on his arrnal is 
England. The heroic defence of Londonderry owed much to threa 
as they were a majority of the population, and some M tier 
ministers rendered conspicuous service. There were them en inched 
about a hundred congregations, seventy-five with settled Malseres. 
under five presbyteries. Their preponderance in Ulster and tier 
consciousness of their great service to England led dime first 
all to hope that Presbyterianism might be substituted for Epiacagory 
in Ulster, and afterwards, that It might be placed on an egsal 
footing with the latter. 

During the 18th century Irish Presbyterianism became infected 
with Arianism. Under the leadership of Dr Henry Cooke. a Moister 
of rare ability and eloquence, the evangelical party triumphed in 
the church courts, and the Unitarians seceded and became a sepastue 
denomination. In 1840 the Synod of Ulster and the Seaman 
Synod united to form the General Assembly of the Pushy-DMus 
Church in Ireland. 

The Presbyterian Church in Ireland is the most conserenise 
of the great Presbyterian churches in the United langdona. Her 
attitude is one of sturdy adherence to the old paths of evangefical 
doctrine and Presbyterian polity. She has been a zealous supporta 
of Irish national education, which is theoretically " united secultr 
and se •-te religious instruction." The Church Act of 
which established and disendowed the Irish Episcopal 
took away the Presbyterian regime deems. The ministers'with 
all but absolute unanimity decided to commute their life-inserest 
and form therewith a great fund for the support of the Church. 
The commutation fund thus formed is a permanent reemund 
of a generous, and disinterested act on the part of her Mairry. 
It amounted in 1902 to f.938,028. The interest ammo; fires rte 
is added to the yearly sustentation contributions, sad fee= a 
central fund for ministerial support. Since the state endowment 
ceased the average income of ministers from their coemegatams 
has considerably Increased. 

The Irish Presbyterian Church has set an man* to a8 lsa 
aster churches by her forwardness to care for the poor. Her 

Presbyterian Orphan Society " undertakes the support of seers 
poor orphan child throughout the Church. No Presbytano 
orphan child now needs to seek workhouse relief. The mime 
are boarded in the homes of respectable poor people, who thus elm 
benefit by the society. A scheme of pensions for her aged peat 
his been instituted. 

Three small communities of Presbyterians maintain a 
autonomy in Ireland, viz, the Reformed Presbyterian nimarclum 

 with thirty-six; the Eastern Reformed, with six; and the Seceesica 
Church, with ten congregations. 

Wale:. 
The Presbyterian Church of Wales, commonly known as the 

" Calvinistic Methodist," bad its origin in the great evangefical 
revival of the 18th century. Its polity has been of gradual 
growth, and still retains some features peculiar to itself. In 
an its preachers were first presbyterially ordained and anther. 
Ind to administer the sacraments. In 1823 a Confession of Faith 
was adopted. In x84 the two associations or synods of North 
and South Wales were united in a general assembly. Great 
attention is given to the education of the ministry, a musiderahie 
number of whom, in recent years, have taken arts degrees as 
Oxford and Cambridge. As far as the difference In 

l  = will permit, there Is cordial fellowship and co-opmatio  
the Presbyterian Church of England. The appetite at the 
Welsh people for sermons is enormous, and the preachers ate 
charade:died by an exceptionally high order of pulpit pa 

(W. V4 
Mired Slats. 

Presbyterianism in the United States is a reproduction and 
further development of Presbyterianism in Europe. The lima 
of the American Presbyterian churches, =hiding the two 
"Reformed" Churches (sec REMIXED Cams Is Tax thane 
STA= for the German body, and Bertatiosi Cannot a 
Asetuum for the Dutch body), may be divided ism dorm 
periods. 
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t ilk Catedef nark -4U team Presbyterian entigratkin 

soiled of Fmneh Huguenots' under the auspices of Admiral 
C414.V. lad to Port Royal. South Carolina, byJean 121baut in 
Its sad to Florida (near the 	Sc Augustine) by Rene de 

lardooniim is 1564, and by 	111 1565. The former enter- 
es toss mos .sW.admied, aid the colonists of the latter were 
mama by the Spaniards. Under Pierre de Guest, deur de 

Regsesoteemtiod in Nova Scotia In 1604 but did not remain 
do Irii  Huplainot churches ware formed on Staten Island. 
atw Y in 16851in New York City in 1683; at Charleston, South 

a  
twine. 	16116; at Boston, Marnachusetts. in 1687; at New 
ache., New York, in 1681; and at other.  places. The Charleston 
arch alone of these early churches m.untaine its independence 
4 my American denomination. 

latish Puritans emigrated under the auspices of the Virginia 
Ceepeay to the Bermudas In 16121 111t , 1 in 1617 a Presbyterian 
t lash. governed by ministers and four !dere was established there 

leek Hnghas, who need the liturgy of the isles of Guernsey 
ed42. Beglaning with 160o, New England was colonized 
ti Presbyterians of the two ty pes which developed from 
iy acuseions of the Westminster A.,•embly (1643-1648) into 
hanewhadeen and Congeegationaliani. The Plymouth colony 
rte rather of the Cottgrsgstlonal type, and the Manachusetts 

a la Old 	the county meatier ions; and a mixed system 
61 	taintleerd  01 the Presbyterian. Throe types co-operated 

ea 	 called by Henry M. Dw.ter " a Conrepitionalized 
4shmerlanisen or a Preabyterlanised Congregationaliem.' Presby. 
-rums; was stromme in Coeutsetkut than in Massachusetts. 
'tees k eremed into the Dutch esttittnents on the Hudson and 

Delawant, and mingled with other clement. in Virginia, Mary. 
.4 and the Carolinas. Nine of thew Puritan Presbytenan 

saraee were ellellt1111111011 on Lanz:41,81gal between 1640 and 1670— 
se at Southateptort and one at thold. (originally of the Conroe 
and type) in 164o, one at Hempstead about 1644.0430 at Jamaica 
lnee and ause at Newtown and Setauket in the nem hell 

-Jay; end them Puritan Pied:mead= churches were established 
V4111111•11101.  county, New Yet* between 1677 and *685. Is 

; be n550 be was succeeded RI hard Denton 0586-1664. 
ew Vert City, Frauds Doughty 	

Rig hard
to Puritan Presbyterians 

ee 	 preached in Verglnia and aryl ,nd in i6so-1659, and was 
of British Presbyterianism It the Middle Colonies. His 

• vz Is Virginia and Maryland was earned on twenty-aye years 
rr by Fiends Malwenie (d. *pet)._ 
!nee Prasbyteriardern was aartkd to America by an unknown 

oh minister in 1668. Its foreman representative was Francis 
omens, akeenly mentemed, who, is Met. as an ordained minister 

pneebrytay MI Langan, was invited to minister to the Mary.. 
sel and Virgiaia Presbyterian& la 3684 he acted as pastor of 
a Ma chards at Elisabeth River. Virginia; in 1699 received 
semmise from the colonial authorities to preach at Poconsoke 
and (heneack on the eastern shore of Virginia, and about t7oo 
Masemd a chords at Snow Hill in Worcester county, Maryland; 

1704 he renamed to AlUefiCS from aerie to Great Britain in which 
• kadf Interested the Presbyterians of London. Dublin and Glasgow 

American thsrehes, and brought bark with him two ordained 
evaasemies. lit Hampton (d. e. 17a1) and George McNish 
92} 1 /723); 	1107 wits imprimoned in New York City for 

weekly without Water, but was acquitted in 1708. 
To the banks of the Delaware the clergy of New England sent 

eniesarkear Beekinis Woodbridge want to Philadelphia in 1698 
of ma falloesed ahead immediately by Jedediah Andrews (1674-• 
17461. elm we ordained is trt, and under whom the first Peed'y 
etas dearth he Philadelphia was orgaeoed: in 1698 John Wilson 

rite) became pastor of a Presbyterian Church at New Castle. 
.ea ease; Sasnael Davis (d. 1725) greens to have presched as early 

a 160a at Lewes, Delaware. and Nathaniel Taylor (d. 17to) was 
.eke at the New England mianionsries along the Delaware 

nee  and Iso . About 5695 Thorns. Bridge. with Piesbytariana 
•aa F 	

About 5695 
	settled at Cohansey. in West 

""aT., These New ngland mini sters in the Delaware valley, 
! 'a Franck Maketnie as moderator, eramired in 1706 the first 
temicao preebytery, the presbytery 4 Philadelphia. In 17t6 

rwiewbstery beeW  a synod by di. ding itself Mtn four " sub- 
meetings or presbyteries," after the Irish model. The 

est unnamed the number of Its churches by a lame accession 
• 

 
-, New York and from New Jersey, a here ,ftee had been large 
-~Reifies settlements. The synod seems to have remained 
'tan • cattstitutinn and without eulectiption until t29, when 
0,pm, the Westminster standards In 1733 the presbytery of 

AP 
-s 	l 
"B 

udo. 
 (Donegal) was ortablisLed in Lancaster county, 

I we parties had developed with the growth of the Church. The 
•-iter party urged the adoption of the Westminster standards 

senior-relay thereto; the broader party were unwilling to 
their nerty. The former follo• -I the motel of the Church 

- '.wlaradl the linmad_Party ttruPeti ',sal with the Lando° and 
- Presbyterians. The two parer united under ttw am of 

'se ehich adopted the Westminster v idols " as being. in 211 
essential andnecessary articles, ga4  berme of weed aunts  

and systems of Christian doetriMe." This adopthlg act allowed 
scruples as to "articles not e-ssential and necessary in doctrine, 
worship or government "—the presbytery being judge in the Lem 
and not the subscriber. In 1730-17,p the stricter party in the 
presbyteries of New Castle and Donegal innisten on full subscrip-
tion, and in :736, in a minority synod. interpreted the adopting 
act acoording to their own views. The liberals put themselves 
on guard against the plotting of the other side. Friction was 
Increased by • contest between Gilbert 1 ennent and his friends, 
who favoured Whiteheld and his revival measures, and Robert 
Cross (1689-1766), pastor at Jamaica in 1723-1758, and his friends. 
The Tennents erected the Log College (on the Neshaminy, about 
to M. north of Philadelphia) to educate candidates for the ministry; 
and the synod in *738 passed an act, aimed at the Log College, 
providing that all students not educated in the colleges of New 
England or Great Britain should be examined by • committee of 
synod, thus depriving the prehyteries of the right of deu-rmining 
In the case. The presbytery of New Brunswick declined to yield 
(1739). The Cross party charged the Tennents with hers and 
disorder; the Tennents charged their opponents with ungudlinga  
and tyranny. When the synod met in 1 .741 the moderate men 
remained away; and thus the synod broke in two. The New York 
presbytery declined at first to unite with either party, worked in 
vain for reconciliation, and finally joined with the Tennents in 
establishing the synod of New York (1745)  which was called the 
New Side, in contradistinction to the synod of Philadelphia, the 
Old Side. 

During the separation the New Side established the coll ege of 
New Jersey at Elizabethtown (now Elizabeth) id 1747, KW the 
(.off  the Tennenta was merged into it It ass removed 
t,ni'rinceton in 1755. funds for its aid being received from England. 
Ireland and Scotland. The Old Side adopted the academy at 
New London. Chester county, Pennsylvania, which had been organ-
lam! by Francis Alison in 1741, as their own; but the New London 
school broke up when Alison became a professor in the Philadelphu 
Academy (afterwards the university of Pennsylvania). Duriog 
the separation the synod of Philadelphia decreased from twenty-
six to twenty-two ministers, but the synod of New York grew (rem 
twenty to seventy-two ministers, and the New Side reaped all the 
fruits of the Great Awakening under Whitefield and his successors. 
Different views on subeeription and discipline, and the arbitrary 
act of excision were the barriers to union, but these were removed; 
in *758 the adopting act was reestablished In its original breadth, 
the " Synod of New York and Philadelphia " was formed, and the 
reunion was signalized by the formation of the presbytery of Han. 
over in Virginia. Under John Witherspoon the college of New 
Jersey was the favoured school of the reunited church. The 
union was not perfect; the presbytery of Doncol was for three 
years in revolt against the synod; and in 1762 a wronddresbytery 
ad Philadelphia was formed; but the strength of the .yn increased 
rapidly and at the outbreak of the War of independence it had 

1 _presbyteries and 132 ministers. 
Presbyterianism had an independent development in the 

Carolinas, whither there was a considerable Scotch mmration in 
3684-1687. William Dunlop (r. 1650-1700) ministered to them 
until 1688, when he became principal of the university of Glasgow. 
At Chas-lawn a mixed congregation of Scotch Presbyterian• ar 
English Puritans was organ ind in 169o. What is now Dori besot 
county. South Carolina. was eel tied in 1695 by member* of it chue.h 
altablished in Dorchester. hiassadiusetts. In 1710 them were five 
churches in the Carolinas; in 1722, 1723 they formed the presbytery 

..lames Island, which (after *727) went through the 62nwetn4;;; 1.• of ,.  
the synod of Philadelphia In reference to subscription; and in 

t711 the parties separated into subscribers and non-subarribers. 
From New England. as has been seen. Puritan settlers rash- 

b bed Presbyterian churches (or churches which immediately 
roe Presbyterian) in Long Island, on New Jersey. and in. Soot!, 
.ling; but the Puritans who remained in New England usually 

.!dished Congregational churches. But there were exception.: 
'1 Presbyterians from Ulster formed a church at Londonderry. 

Hampshire. which, about mg, grew into a presbytery; tl-e 
',et presbytery. organized in *745, became in 1774 the synod 
New England with three prabyterke and airmen ministers; 
there were two independent presbyteries. that of " the Fait • 
1" organized at Boothbay, Mae, In 1771, and that of Graft-n. 
Nor llampshire, founded byy. Eleatar Wheelock and ether 
,•ters interested In Dartmouth College. 
be. Presbyterians from the Scotch Established aunt combined 

•' the American Presbyterian Church, butthe separating cher, hes 
..eland organized independent bodies. The Reformed Presby• 

r  n Church (Covenanters) sent John Cuthbertion in Mr; he 
u es paced in 1773 by Matthew Lind and Alexander Dobbin from the 
Reformed Presbytery of Ireland, and they organized in March 
1774 the Reformed Presbytery of America. The Anti-Burgher 
Synod sent Alexander Gelled'. and Andrew Arrant in t752, and two 
years later they .oeganbed the Associate Ptabytery.  of Penney'. 
V2111.1; they were joined In 1737 by the Semen Church in New York 
City, which had split off because of objections tp the growing use 
uf Watts's Psalms; they had grown to two prabyttries and thirteen 
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ministers in *776. The Burgher Synod in 1764 sent Thomas 
Clarke of Ballybay, Ireland, who settled at Salem. Washington 
county, New York, and in 1776 sent David Telfair, of Monteith, 
Scotland, who preached in Philadelphia; they united with the 
Associate Presbytery of Pennsylvania; in 1771 the Scotch Synod 
ordered the presbytery to annul its union with the Burghers, and 
although Dr Clarke of Salem remained in the Associate Presbytery, 
the Burgher ministers who immigrated later joined the Associate 
Reformed Church. In 1769-1774 there was a futile attempt to 
secure the union of the Associate Presbytery with the main American 
Church. 

3. From the War of losdepeadena to the Cieff War.—Durikg 
the War of Independence the Presbyterian churches suffered 
severely. Ministers and people with few exceptions—the most 
notable being the Scotch Highlanders who had settled in the 
valley of the Mohawk in New York and on Cape Fear river in 
North Carolina—sided with the patriot or Whig party: John 
Witherspoon was the only clergyman in the Continental Congress 
of 1776, and was otherwise a prominent leader; John Murray 
of the Presbytery of the Eastward was an eloquent leader in 
New England; and in the South the Scotch-Irish were the back-
bone of the American partisan forces, two of whose leaders, 
Daniel Morgan and Andrew Pickens, were Presbyterian elders. 

At the dose of the War the Presbyterian bodies began at once 
to reconstruct themselves. In '782 the presbyteries of the 
Associate and Reformed churches united, forming the Associate 
and Reformed Synod of North America; but as there were a few 
dissenters in both bodies the older Associate and Reformed 
Presbyteries remained as separate units—the Associate Presby-
tery continued to exist under the same name until rfloi, when 
it became the Associate Synod of North America; in /818 it 
ceased to be subordinate to the Scotch General Synod. The 
Associate Reformed Synod added in x794 a fourth presbytery, 
that of Londonderry, containing moat of the New England 
churches, but in dor " disclaimed " this presbytery because it 
did not take a sufficiently strict view of the question of psalm-
singing. The Reformed Presbytery of North America was 
reconstituted by two ministers from Ireland in 1798; it became 
a synod of three presbyteries in :809 and a general synod in 
1823; in the first decade of the century the presbytery required 
all members to free their slaves. The sykod of New York and 
Philadelphia, which in x781 bad organized the presbytery of 
Redstone, the first of western Pennsylvania, in x788 resolved 
itself into a General Assembly, which first met in Philadelphia 
in x789, and after revising the chapters on Church and state, 
adopted the Westminster symbols as to their constitution, " as 
containing the system of doctrine taught in the Holy Scrip-
tures," and they made them unalterable without the consent 
of two-thirds of the presbyteries and the General Assembly. 
In x8ox a" plan of union " proposed by the General Association 
(Congregational) of Connecticut was accepted by the General 
Assembly, and the work of home missions in the western section 
of the country was prosecuted jointly. The result was mixed 
churches in western New York and the new states west of the 
Allegheny Mountains, which grew into presbyteries and synods 
having peculiar features midway between Presbyterianism aid 
Congregationalism. 

ral strictness of the church in its requirements for 
ministerial education occasioned it great loss in this period alien 
the territory beyond the Appalachians was being, settled so Ian; dy 
by Scotch-lush and Presbyterians. The revivals in Kente,hy 
brought about differences which resulted in the high-handed ex-
clusion of the revivalists. These formed themselves into the 
presbytery of Cumberland, on the 4th of February 1810, which grew 
an three years into a synod of three presbytenes and became the 
" Cumberland Presbyterian Church.' In 18t3 they revised the 
Westminster Confession and excluded, as they daimed. fatalism ,nd 
infant damnation. If they had appealed to the General Assembly 
they might have received justice, or possibly the separation m,dit 
have been on a larger scale. In 1822, under the influence of J, ha 
Mitchell Mason (*77o-1829), the Associate Reformed Synod CnEl1• 
bined with the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, 
but the majority was too slender to make the union thorough. 
The greater part of the ministers decided to remain separate, 
and accordingly organized three independent synods—New Yrrk. 
Scioto and the Carolinas. In 058 the associate synods of the 
north and west united with the Associate Synod as the United 

Presbyterian Church. In 1833 the Reformed Presbyterian Church 
divided into New Lights and Old Lights in a dispute as to the 
propriety of Covenanters exercising the rights of citizenship ender 
the constitution of the United States. 

A great and widespread revival marked the opening years di 
the century, resulting in marvellous increase of zeal and nuiriers. 
New measures were adopted, doctrines were adapted to the to.o, 
and ancient disputes were revived between the conservative and 
progressive forces. Theological seminaries had been orgazir...-d 
the Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church at Princrize, 
N.J., founded in 1812 by the General Assembly; the Auburn 
Theological Seminary at Auburn, N.Y., founded in 3819 by the 
synod of Geneva, and afterwards associated with the New School; 
a school at Hampden Sidney, Virginia, founded by the synod of 
Virginia in 1824, named Union Theological Seminary in Virr.:rio, 
of ter 1826, supported after 1828 by the synods of Virginia and Nona 
Carolina, and in 1898 removed to Richmond, Va.; the Western 
Theological Seminary, founded at Allegheny (Pittsbum). Pa., .a 
7827 by the General Assembly; the Presbyterian Theological 
Seminary at Columbia, South Carolina, founded in :828 by the synod 
of South Carolina; Lane Theological Seminary, founded =depict. 
dently in 1829 by the New School at Cincinnati, Ohio; and Urass 
Theological Seminary, founded in 1836 by independent action ef 
New School men, in New York City. Differences in cloctrase 
well as polity and discipline became more and more proar=ect 
The doctrinal differences came to a head in the trials of Georre 
Duffield (t832), Lyman Beecher (1835) and Albert Barnes (ii}t,$) 
which, however, resulted in the acquittal of the accused, but whirn 
increased friction and ill feeling. The differences developed acre 
chiefly between general atonement and atonement for the elect 
only and between mediate imputation .  and immediate impecatien 

The agitation with reference to African slavery threw the telk 
of the Southern Presbyterians on the Old Side, which was finder 
strengthened by the accession of the Associate Reformed. The 
ancient differences between Old and New Side were reeved. and 
once more it was urged that there should be (i) strict subsomoce. 
(2) exclusion of the Congregationalized churches, and 11/12C2  Prufiv-
terian polity and discipline, and (3) the condemnation and acisloa 
of the new divinity and the maintenance of scholastic ardindois. 
In 1834 a convention of the Old Side was held in pheddpkiz. 
and the " Act and Testimony " was adopted charyng *ennui 
unsoundness and neglect of discipline upon the New Side.atderrimit 
that these should be excluded from the Church. The Indio -are 
men on both sides opposed this action and strove foeplice or as 
amicable separation, but in vain. In *837 the Old Set ebtar.d 
the majority in the General Assembly for the second timeans 

seofIrnLe:rsoi th
1 Lyise,ie,,zitcil,  their zpopnortutri tsz; abrogated the 

off the synod of Western Reserve and then the 	of Ut.. 
Geneva and Genesee, without a trial, and dissolved the is•ri 
presbytery of Philadelphia without providing for the stre.ing 
of its ministers. The New Side men met in convention at Autcusi. 
N.Y., in August 1837, and adopted measures for resisting the arm:. 
but in the General Assembly of 1838 the moderator refused to re-
cognize their commissioners. On an appeal to the assembly 
moderator's decision was reversed, a new moderator was chore:, 
and the assembly adjourned to another place of meet . The 
Old Side remained after the adjournment and organxerj the, 
selves. claiming the historic succession. Having the mad.raz-t 
and derks from the assembly of 1837, they retained the books 
papers. Thus two General Assemblies were organised, the Old zei 
the New School. An appeal was made to the civil enures. %111-43 

decided (1839) in favour of the New School; but this demon less 
overruled and a new trial ordered. It was deemed best. trowc.o. 
to cease litigation and to leave matters as they were 

Severalyears of confusion followed. In 3840 we have the first 
safe basis for comparison of strength. 

Ministers. Churches. 	Coma:animate 

Old School 	. 	. 
New School . 	. 

1308 
1234 

1898 	 1 26.583 
7375 	 102.060 

1 

The "sides" remained separate throughout the remainder of this 
period. The North was especia ly agitated by the slavery qua 
tion.1  In 1847 the synod of the Free Presbyterian Church was 
formed by the anti-slavery secession of the presbytery of 
0. (New Schooll, and a part of the presbytery of Mahoning. 
(Old School) 	

ri 
; this synod. then numbering five presbyteries with 43 

ministers, joined the New School Assembly during the Civil War. 
In 1850 the New School Assembly declared slave-holding, unless 
excusable for some special reason, a cause for clisciplines au 
it asked the Southern presbyteries to report what action they bail 
taken to put themselves in accord with the resolution of :85n; 

1  The separation of the southern pan of the Associate Reformed 
Church from the northern in 1821, and the establishment of the 
Associate Reformed Synod of the South had not been due to slavery, 
but was for convenience in administration. 
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in 1858 6 snods, at pasbyteries and about rgosoo 
cants withdrew_ and organised the United Synod. Just Iscerrelli:t 
outbreak of the Civil War in 1861 these churches numbered:— 

baste 1 Athletes 

Old School • 33 1 7 1  2656  3531 292.927 (ratio) 
New Schaal 22 104 1523 tom 134.933 	186o) 
United Synod 4 13 513 on 10005 1858/ 
Cumberlaisd 
Presbyterian 23 96 890 1189 82.008 (1859) 

3. Since Ms kgiming of Me Civil War.—The Southern presby-
teries of the Old School Assembly withdrew in 1861, and dele-
gates from ten southern synods (47 presbyterial) reel In Augusta, 
Georgia, in December, and organized as the General Assembly 
of the Presbyterian Church in the Confederate States of America, 
which included 700 ministers, moo churches and 75n0o 03111. 

municants. Its strength was increased by the addition: in 
:863 of the small Independent Presbyterian Church of South 
Carolina; in 1865 of the United Synod (New School), which 
at that time had 1 20 ministers, 190 churches, and ::,000 com-
municants;. in 1867 of the presbytery of Patapsco; in 18 69 
of the synod of Kentucky; and in 1874 of the synod of Missouri. 
At the close of the Civil War this Southern Church adopted the 
name of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the 
United States. 

In :867 there was an unsuccessful attempt to combine all the 
Presbytaksi bodies of the North. In 1869 the Old and New Schools 
in the North combined on the bean of the comma standards; to 
tonunemorate the union • memorial fund was raised which amounted 
in 1871 to $7,607.49:. Between 1870 and 1883 three pees 
of the Reformed Prabyterian General Synod (New School)b3itorgds 

 the northern General Assembly. In 1906 the greater part of the 
Cumberland Presbyterian Churchtisilmee 114144( s93,770 members) 
united with the northern General mbly. Although the Oleo 
awes between the Old School and the New School were much less 
In 3869 than in 1W—during the separation the New School was 
conservative, the Old School liberal , in tendency—then were serious 
dimensions is the northern church after the mien. The first of 
these was 	t the adoption by certain 	 -v-mostott 
seminaries d the methods and results of the h r I tt kism," 
and two Lonous heresy cases followed. Charlet, Augustus Briggs, 
tried for heresy for his inaugural address in 1891 as professor or 
YWi al theology at Union Seminary (in which he attacked the 
inerrancy of the Bible, held the composite character of the Bean-
tcuc.b and of the Book of Isaiah and taught that sanctification is 
not complete at death), was acquitted by the presbytery of New 
York. but was declared guilty and was suspended from its ministry 
by the General Assembly of 1893. Henry Preserved Smith, pro-
tases. of Hebrew and Old Testament exegesis in Lane Seminary, 
for a pamphlet published in 1891 denying•he inerrancy but affirm-
ing the itu pira t ion of the Scriptures, was suspended in 1892 by the 
pee of Cincinnati. and was unsuccessful in his appeal to the 
ay .  and to the General Assembly. Dr Briggs remained a member 
el the Union Seminary faculty but left the Presbyterian Church 
to UAW the Protestant Episcopal. Dr Smith resigned his chafe 
at Lane Seminary, and entered the Congregational ministry. In 
1892-1593 there was an open break between the General Assembly 
and Uoun Seminary, which repudiated the agreement of t87of 
between U. , minanes and the assembly; the assembly disclaimed 

...a the Seminary's teachings and withheld financial 
2Wolbari its students. In 03Orbtlifirmick Theological Seminary 

M (which 1858 as New Albany • 1Seminary had come under 
the control of the assembly) and burn Senunary refused to 
wake the chimes desired by the General Amernblyt • estisfectory 
arrangement nth McCormick was made. Lana and Auburn 
surnamed practically independent. 

But although the conservative party was successful in inducing 
successive ;mesa' aimenblies to lay repeatedly stronger MEN on 
the verbal merramtyal Holy Saipture and to make befief in suds 
inerrancy a rostusite of teachers us= seminaries and of 

f candidates or the ministry, there was In of 	mattes 	inereas- 
in &Iberia! tendency 	9er the . In 1 	 Assembly

r an 
 adopted a 

anal Statement of Ilse Reformed Faith, Dot as a legal standard 
ra• iant  inteemetadon of the 02111110110111 it tepudlatof the domshie 

damnation, insisted to the consistency of predestirsatioa 
with God's universal love. and incorporated new chapters on Lbw 
Hd Spirit the love of God and missions The Assembly of 

antborined (but did net make mandatory) the use of a beak 
common worship; 

proposed 

 the tiesseine of a licitly bed been opera is 

vthis agreement, 	 to the General Assembiyi= 
by the dies:tare el Princeton and of Union. easy the 

ab 
 

a veto no his election and nonove3 of prelemom, 

1855 by C. W. Band's Massie ; in 1864 Charles W. Shields_frutt 
1904), who afterwards entered the Protestant Episcopal Ch 
republished and urged the adoption of the Book of ( memos Prayer 
as amended by the Westminster Divines in the royal C0111111/851011 
Of 1661; and Henry Van Dyls was prominent in the latter stage 
of the movement' for a liturgy. 

The northern General Assembly and the Cumberland Church, 
which united with it in 1906, are the only Presbyterian bodies 
in America that have done anything tangible for Christian 
union in the last fifty years: the southern Assembly is much 
more conservative than the northern—in :866 it suspended 
James Woodrow (18213-1907), professor of natural science in 
connexion with revealed religion, for holding evolutionary 
views, and it declared that Adam's body was " directly fashioned 
by Almighty God, without any natural animal parentage of 
any kind, out of matter previously created out of nothing "; 
and in 1897 it ordered that women were not to speak in pro-
miscuous meetings—and its attitude toward the negro, insisting 
In separate church organizations for blacks and whites, makes 
union with the northern bodies difficult; the United Presbyterian 
Church in North America in :890 refused to join the union of 
Presbyterian and Reformed missions in India, and its opposition 
to instrumental music and to the use of any songs but the 
psalms of the Old Testament, although this is decreasing in 
strength, are ban to union; the synod of the Reformed Presby-
terian Church of North America in 1888 refused to unite with 
the United Presbyterian Church because the latter did not 
object to the secular character of the constitution of the United 
States; and with the general synod of the Reformed Presby-
terian Church the synod could not unite in 1890 because the 
general synod allowed and the synod did not allow its members 
to " incorporate " themselves with the political system of the 
United States. A loose union, called the " Federal Council of 
the Reformed Churches in America," was formed in 1894 by 
the churches mentioned (excepting the Southern Assembly) 
and the Dutch and German Reformed churches. 

More or less closely connected with the Northern Church are the 
theological seminaries at Princeton, Auburn, Pittsburg (formerly 
Allegheny—the Western Seminary), Cincinnati (Lane), New York 
(Union) and Chicago (McCormick), already named, and San Fran-
cisco Seminary (5871) since 1892 at San Anselmo. Cal., a theo- 
logical seminary 0891) at Omaha. Nebraska, a German theological 
seminary 0869) at Bloomfield, New Jersey, the German Presby- 
terian Theological School of the North-west (1852) at Dubuque, 
Iowa, and the Presbyterian Theological Seminary of Kentucky, 
which is under the control and supervision of the northern and 
southern churches. Seminaries of the Southern Church are the 
Union Theological Seminary at Richmond. Virginia, and the 
Columbia Theological Seminary at Columbia, South Carolina, 
already mentioned, the Austin P'resbyterian Theological Seminary 
(1902) at Austin, Texas, the theological department in the South-
western Presbyterian University at Clarksville, Tennessee, and, 
for negroes. Stillman Institute (1877), at Tuscaloosa, Alabama. The 
United Presbyterian Church has two seminaries, one at Xenia, 
Ohio, and one at Allegheny (Pittsburg). Of the Covenanter bodies 
the synod of the Reformed Presbyterian Church has a theological 
seminary in Allegheny (Pittsburg). established in 1856, and the 
general synod in 1887 organized a college at Cedarville, Ohio. 
The Associate Reformed Synod of the South has the Erskine Theo-
logical Seminary (1837) in Due West, South Carolina. 

The foreign missionary work of the General Assembly had been 
carried on after 5852 through the (Congregational) American Board 
of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (organized in 181o) until 
the separation of 1837, when the Old School Assembly established 
its own board of foreign missions; the New School continued to 
work through the American board; after the union of 1869 the 
separate board was perpetuated and the American board trans-
ferred to it. with the contributions made to the American board 
by the New School churches, the missions in Africa (1833), in Syria 
(1822), and in Persia (r835). The Church now has, besides these 
missions. others in India (1834). Siam (r 840), China (1846), Colombia 
flash). Brazil (1859), Japan (1859), Laos (1867), Mexico (transferred 
in 1872 by the American and Foreign Christian Union), Chile 
(transferred in 1873 by the same Union; first established in 1845). 
Guatemala (1882), Korea (0884) and the Philippine Islands (1899)• 
A board of home missions was organized in 1816; a board of 
education in 1819; a woman's board of foreign missions in 1869: 
a women's executive committee for home mission work (which 
takes particular interest in the work .for the freedmen) in 5878• 
a board of publication in 5838 fafter 1887 called the board of 
Publication and Sunday School Work); a board of aid for colleges 
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(1883); a board of church erection in 1844; a board of work for 
freedmen; and a board of ministerial relief; after the union rf 
1869 the Board of Home Missions was removed from Philadelphia 
to New York City. 

The Southern Church, unlike the Northern, is not working through 
" boards," but through executive committees, which were formedy 
more loosely organized, and which left to the presbyteries the more 
direct control of their activities, but which now differ little from 
the boards of the northern Church. It has: an executive com-
mittee on foreign missions (first definitely organized by the 
Assembly in 1877), which has missions in China (1867), 13mzd 
(1869), Mexico 0874), Japan (1885), Congo Free State 0890, 
Korea (1896) and Cuba (1899); and executive committees of home 
missions (1865), of publication and sabbath school work, of minis-
terial education and relief, of schools and colleges and of colored 
evangelization (formed in 1891). Permanent committees on the 
" sabbath and family religion," the " Bible cause " and 
"evangelistic work" report to the General Assembly annually. 

The United Presbyterian Church has a board of foreign missions 
(reorganized in 1859) with missions in Egypt (x853), now a synod 
with four presbyteries (in 1909, it congregations, 70 ministers 
and 10,341 members), in the Punjab (1854), now a synod with 
four presbyteries (in 1909, 35 Congregations, 5t mirusters and 
17,321 members), and in the Sudan (1901); and boards of borne 
missions (reorganized, 1859), church extension (5859), publication 
(1859), education (1859), ministerial relief (1862), and missions 
to the freedmen (1863). 

Presbyterians of different churches in the United States in 
1906 numbered 1 ,830,555; of this total 322,542 were is Penn-
sylvania, where there were 248,335 members of the Presbyteria a 
Church in the United States of America (the Northern Church 
being more than one-fifth of its total membership; 56,587 mem-

bers of the United Presbyterian Church of North America, 

being more than two-fifths of its total membership; 2709 mem-
bers of the Synod of the Reformed Presbyterian Church of 
North America, three-tenths of its total membership; the 
entire membership of the Reformed Presbyterian Church is 
the United States and Canada (44o), 3150 members of the Welsh 
Calvinistic Methodist Church, nearly one-fourth of its total 
membership; and 2065 members of the Reformed Presbyteria n 
Church in North America, general synod, about five-ninths 
of its total membership. The strength of the Church in Penn-
sylvania is largely due to the Scotch-Irish settlements in that 
state. Philadelphia is the home of the boards of publication 
and of Sunday schools of the Northern Church; and in Allegheny 
(Pittsburg) are the principal theological seminary of the United 
Presbyterian body and its publishing house. In New York state 
there were 199,923 Presbyterians, of whom 186,278 were members 
of the Northern Church and 10,155 of the United Presbyterian 
Church of North America. In Ohio there were 138,768 Presby-

terians, 114,772 being of the Northern and 18,336 of the United 
Presbyterian Church. The other states with a Large Presbyterian 
population were Illinois( t15,602; 86,251 of the Northern Church; 
17,208 of the Cumberland Church; 9555 of the United Presby-
terian Church); New Jersey (79,912; 78,490 of the Northern 
Church); Tennessee (79,337i  42,464 being Cumberland Presby-
terians, more than one-fifth of the total membership; 6640 of 
the Colored Cumberland Church, more than one-third of it! 
membership; 21,390 of the Southern Church; and 6786 of the 
Northern Church); Missouri (71,599, 28,637 of the Cumberland 
Church; 25,991 of the Northern Church; 14,713 of the Southern 
Church); Texas (62,0901 31,598 of the Cumberland Church; 

23,934 of the Southern Church; 4518 of the Northern Church; 
and row of the Colored Cumberland Church); Iowa (60,051; 
48,326 of the Northern Church; 8890 of the United Presbyterian 
Church); and North Carolina (55,837:41,322ot  the Southern and 
to,696 of the Northern Church). The Northern Church had a 
total membership of 1,179,566. The Southern Church had a 
total membership of 266,345. The Cumberland Presbyteria 
Church had (in 1906, when it became a part of the Northern 
Church) 195,770 members. The Colored Cumberland Churc h 
had a membership of 18,066. The United Presbyterian Churc h 
of North America had a total membership of 130,342. The 
Welsh Calvinistic Methodist Church had a total membership 
of 13,280. The Associate Reformed Synod of the South had 

a membership of 13,201. The Synod of the Reformed Presby-
terian Church in North America had in rood a membership of  

9122. The "Reformed Presbyterian Church in North America, 
General Synod," had a membership of 362o. The /Una:We 
Presbyterian Church, or Associated Synod of North America 
had a membership of 786. The Reformed Presbyterian Church 
in the United States and Canada had a membership in the 
United States of 44o. 

On American Presbyterianism, ref Charles Holy, Constitutional 
History of the Presbyterian Church ss the Veiled States of America, 
t7o6-1788 (2 vols., Philadelphia, 1839-1840); Records of the Fresh,. 
krian Church in the United States of Americairom ,7c51 1758
(add., 184,); Richard Webster, History of Ike resbytersan Church 
ss America (ibid., 1858); E. H. Gillett. History of the Preebyterses 
Church in the United Slates of America (2nd ed., ibid., 1873); 
C. A. Briggs, American Presbyterianism (New York, 1885). There 
is a good bibliography on pp. xi-xxxi of K. E. Thompson's Hut u? 
of the Presbyterian Churches in Ms United Stales (ibid., 1895), vol. vs. 
of the American Church History Series; in the same series ra vol. xi. 
are sketches of " The United Presbyterians." by J. B. Scoulkr, 
"The Cumberland Presbyterians," by It. N. Foster, and " The 
Southern Presbyterians," by Thomas C. Johnson. Other waits 
on the separate churches are: E. B. Crimea, Origin and Deanne, 
of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church (St Louis, 1877) and W. M. 
Glasgow History of the Reformed Presbyterian Moth isAmon n 
(Baltiritt;te, 1888). 

PRESBYTERY, in 'architecture, that portion of the dude 
of a church in which the high altar is placed, and which is 
generally raised by a few steps above the rest of the church. 
It is reserved for the priests, and in that respect differs ham the 
choir, the stalls in which are occasionally occupied by the 
In Westminster Abbey the space east of the transepts the 
presbytery, and the same arrangement is found in Canterbury 
Cathedral. In San Clemente at Rome the presbytery is enclosed 
with a marble balustrade or screen. For the use of the weed 
in Church government see PUSBYTZR and Pennirmauxim. 

FRESCO% a market town and urban district in the Onaskirk 
parliamentary division of Lancashire, England, 8 m. E. of 
Liverpool by the London & North Western railway. Pop-  
(1901), 7835•  It is of considerable antiquity, and noised a 
grant 'for a market and fair in the 7th year of Limed Ili 
A church existed in the 13th century. The present chunk d 
St Mary is in various styles, with a lofty tower and spire awl 
carved timber roof. The chief industry is the making of wadies, 
and the town has long been celebrated for the production of watch 
movements and tools. The industry was first introduced in r73o 
by John Miller from Yorkshire. There is also a manufactere 
of electric cables. John Philip Ramble, the actor, was bon 
at Preacot in 1757. To the north of the town is Knowsley Park. 
the'demnsne of the earls of Derby, with a mansion of varies 
dates from the 15th century onward, containing a fine collect:Ma 
of pictures. Prescot was formerly of greater importance in 
relation to the now populous district of south-writ Lae-
=shire; it was also a postal centre, and it is cone= to notice 
that such addresses as " Liverpool, near Present mete 
necessary. 

PRIMCWIT. WILLIAM FUMING (1796-2859), American 
historian, was born in Salem, Massachusetts, on the 4th of May 
1796. His grandfather was Colonel William Prescott (r 726- 
1793), who commanded at the battle of Bunker Hill; and his 
father was a well-known lawyer. He received his earlier edam-
lion in his native city, until the removal of his famiTy fm tlikel to 
Boston. He entered Harvard College in the autumn of reit 
but almost at the outset his career was interrupted by an accident' 

 which affected the subsequent course of his life. A bard piece 
of bread, thing at random in the Commons Hall, struck his left 
eye and destroyed the sight. After graduating honourably la 
ate he entered his father's office as a student of law; but in 
January 181s the uninjured eye showed dangerous symptoms of 
infiammation. When at last in the autumn be was is cessation 
to travel, it was determined that he should pass the winter at St 
Michael's and in the spring obtain medical advice in Europa. 
His visit to the Azores, which was constantly broken by too. 
&lament to a darkened room, is dingy noteworthy from the 
fact that be there began the mental discipline which enabled 
him to compose and retain in memory keg wages for adios 
quent dictation; and, apart from the gain in alkyl*, his journey 
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to England, Prance, and Italy (April NM to J.  easy) was 
scarcely satisfactory. The verdict of the physicians was that 
the injured eye was hopelmely paralysed, and that the promo-
tion of the sight of the other depended upon the mamma= of 
his general health. His further pursuit of the legal poked= 
seemed to be out of the question, and on his return to Boston he 
remained quietly at home. On 4th May aliso he was married 
to Miss Susan Amory. Prior to his marriage he had made a 
few experiments in composition, but he now finally decided to 
devote his life to literature. A review of Byron's Letters on 
Pope in .1821 constituted his first eostribution to the North 
Anzerkon Realm, to width be continued for many yeses to send 
the results of his slighter researches. He next turned to French 
literature, and to the early English drama and ballad literature. 
Of the direction and quality of his thought at this time he has 
left Indications ht his papers on Essay-Writieg 0824 and en 
Preach and English Tragedy (x823). In pursuance of his method 
of successive studies he began in 2823 the study of Italian 
literature, passing over German as demanding more labour than 
be could afford. In the following year be made his first acquaint-
ance with the literature of Spain under the influence of his 
friend and biographer, Ticknor; and, while Its attractiveness 
proved greater than he had at the outset anticipated, the com-
parative novelty of the subject as a field for research staved as 
an additional stimulus. 

In the meantime his aims had been gradually concentrating. 
History had always been& favourite study with him, and liably's 
Observetions two Pkiszetre appears to have bad considerable 
influence in determining him to the choice of some special period 
for historic research. The selection, however, was not finally 
made without prolonged hesitation. It was not till the 19th 
of January 1826 that be recorded in the private memoranda 
begun by him in am his decision " to embrace the gift of the 
Spanish subject." The choice was certainly a bold one. He 
could only use the eye which remained to him for brief and 
Intermittent periods, and as travelling affected his sight pro• 
judicially he could not anticipate any personal research amongst 
unpublished records and historic scenes. He was happy, how-
ever, in the possession of ample means and admirable friends; 
and be sketched with no undue restriction or hesitancy the plan 
of the History of the reign of Ferdinand and Imbello—his first 
great work. Mr English, one of his secretaries, has furnished 
a pictured him at this period seated in a study lined on two sides 
with books and darkened by green screens and curtains of blue 
muslin, which required readjustment with almost every cloud 
that passed across the sky. His writing apparatus—a nocto-
grapb—lay before him, and be kept his ivory style in his hand to 
Mt down notes as the reading progressed. In accordance with 
his general method these notes were in turn read over to him 
until be had completely mastered them, when they were worked 
up in his memory to their final shape. So proficient did be 
become that he was able to retain the equivalent of sixty pages 
of printed matter in his memory, turning and returning them as 
be walked or drove. The rate of progress was necessarily slow, 
apart from any liability to interruption by Whet undertakings 
and failures In bodily health. He still continued his yearly 
experimental contributions to the North American Review, 
elaborating them with a view as much to ultimate historical 
proficiency as to immediate literary effect, the essays on Scalds 
Sang (t8,6), Nord-Writing (2857), Molars (OSA), and Irving's 
Granada (ten) belonging to this preparatory period. On the 
6th of October slap he began the actual work of composition, 
which was continued without more serious interruptions than 
those onmelooed by the essays on A syiewujortles Blind (183o), 
Podry and Renew of the Helloes (t 831), and English Literature 
of the 19th Century (183z). until the 25th of June 0336, when the 
concluding Dote was written. Another year, during which his 
essay on Canasta appeared, was spent in the meal revision of 
the History for the press. Its success upon Its publication in 
Boston was immediate. Arrangements were speedily made for 
its publication in England, and there Its sumo was net less 
Narked. From the parities of so ohms swims Peeatott 

;95 
stiddsmly found Weed! elevated to the fing ranked contemporary 
bistotisum 

After coquetting for a short time with the project of a life 
of Molars he derided to follow in the track of his first work 
with a Magary of the coped of Mirka. Washington Irving 
who had already made preparations to occupy the same field, 
generously withdrew in his favour. The work was completed in 
August 1843, the five years' labour having been broken by the 
composition of reviews of Lockhart's Life of Scott (1838), Renyon's 
Poems (0139), Chateaubriand (1839), Bancroft's United States 
0840, Mariotti's Italy (1842), and Madame Calderoa's Life in 
Mexico (11143), and by the preparation of an abridgment of 
his Ferdinand and Isabella in anticipation of its threatened 
abridgment by another band. On the 6th of December 1843 
the Conquest of Mexico was published with a success propor-
tionate to a wide reputation won by his previous work. The 
careful methods of work which he had adopted from the outset 
had borne admirable fruit. While the consultation of authorities 
had been no less thorough, his style had become more free and 
less self-conscious; and the epic qualities of the theme were such 
as to call forth In the highest degree his powers of picturesque 
narration. 

It was only a step from the conquest of Mexico to that of 
Peru, and scarcely three months elapsed before he began to 
break ground on the latter subject. In February 1845 he 
received the announcement of his election as corresponding 
member of the French Institute in place of the Spanish historian 
Navarrete, and also of the Royal Society of Berlin. The winter 
found him arranging for the publication in England of the 
selection from his articles and reviews which appeared in 184S, 
under the title of Critical and Historical Essays, and was issued 
almost contemporaneously at New York under the title of 
Biographical and Critical Miscellanies. The Conquest of Pero 
was completed in November titan and published in March 
following. His misgivings as to its reception were at once set 
at rest, and it was speedily issued in translations into French, 
Spanish, German and Dutch, in addition to the English editions 
of New York, London and Paris. 

He was now over fifty and his sight showed serious symptoms 
of enfeeblement. Although during the composition of the 
Ferdinand and Isabella it had been of very intermittent service 
to him, it had so far improved that he could read with a certain 
amount of regularity during the writing of the Congeal of Mexico, 
and also, though in a less degree, during the years devoted to the 
Conquest of Pere. Now, however, the use of his remaining eye 
had been reduced to an hour a day, divided into portions at 
wide intervals, and he was driven to the conclusion that whatever 
plans he made must be formed on the same calculations as those 
of a blind man. He had been for many years collecting materials 
for a history of Philip IL, but he hesitated for some time to 
attempt a work of such magnitude, occupying himself in the 
meantime with the slighter labours of a memoir of John Pickering 
for the Massachusetts Historical Society and the revision of 
Ticknor's History of Spanish Literature. But in March 1848 he 
set himself with characteristic courage to the accomplishment of 
the larger project. He had been fortunate in obtaining the 
aid of Don Pascual de Gayangoe, then professor of Arabic 
literature at Madrid, by whose offices he was enabled to obtain 
material not only from the public archives of Spain but from 
the muniment rooms of the great Spanish families. With an 
exceptional range of information thus afforded him, be wrote the 
Welling of his history In July 1849; but, finding himself still 
unsettled in his work, he decided in the spring of the following 
year to carry out a long projected visit to England. The idea 
of writing memoirs was dismissed in favour of the more elaborate 
form, and in November 1855 the first two volumes of his uncoui. 
pleted History of Philip II. were issued from the press, their 
sale eclipsing that of any of his earlier books. This was his 
last great undertaking; but as Robertson's Charles V., in the 
light of new sources of information, was inadequate to take its 
place as a Sok in the series,• be republished it in an improved 
and adenoid tam in December 046. A slight attack of 
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apoplexy on the eth of February r858 foretold the end, though be 
persevered with the preparation of the third volume of Philip 
II. for the press, and with the emendation and annotation of 
his Conquest of Mexico. On the morning of the 27th Oil January 
1859 • second attack occurred, and he died in the afternoon of 
the same day in his sixty-third year. 

Man historian Prescott stands an the direct lined literary dream 
from Robertson, whose influence is clearly discernible both in his 
method and style. But, while Robertson was in some measure the 
initiator of a movement, Prescott came to his task when the range 
of information" was incomparably wider and when progress In 
sociologic theory had doyen innumerable convergent lights upon 
the progress of events. He worked, therefore, upon more soured 
ground; his sifting of authorities was more thorough and his method 
less restricted. At the same time he cannot be classed as in the 
highest sense a philosophic historian. His power lies chiefly in the 
clear grasp of fact, in selection and synthesis, in the vivid narration 
of incident. For extended analysis he bad small liking and faculty; 
his critical insight is limited in range, and he confines himself almost 
wholly to the concrete elements of history. When he does venture 
upon more abstract criticism his standards are often commonplace 
and superficial, and the world scheme to which he relates events 
is less profound than the thought of his time altogether warranted. 
Moreover, the authorities on whom he relied have had to be corrected 
since in many points of detail in the light of later archaeologiml 
research. If these things, however, indicate Prescott's deficient us 
from the point of view of ideal history, few historians have had in 
a higher degree that artistic feeling in the broad arrangement of 
materials which ensures popular interest. The course of his narrat ive 
is unperplexed by doubtful or insoluble problems. The painting 
Is filled in with primary colours and with a free band; and any sense 
of crudity which may be awakened by close inspection is compensated 
by the vigour and massive effectiveness of the whole. 

Prescott's works in :6 vols. were edited by J. F. Kirk in 1870-1874. 
His Life was written by George Ticknor (t864; revised 1875). Them 
ere later lives by R. Ogden (Igoe) and H. T. Peck (reo5). 

PRESCRIPTION, in the broadest setae, the acquisition or 
extinction of rights by lapse of time. The term b derived from 
the psaeseriptio of Roman law, originally a matter of procedure, 
a clause inserted before the formula on behalf of either the 
plaintiff or, in early times, the defendant, limiting the question 
at issue. It was so called from its preceding the formula.' One 
of the defendant's proescriptiones was longs imports or Iona 
possessions praescriptio (afterwards superseded by the excentio), 
limiting the question to the fact of possession without interrup-
tion by the defendant for a certain time. It seems to have been 
introduced by the praetor to meet cases affecting aliens or 
lands out of Italy where the autcapio of the civil law (the original 
means of curing a defect of title by lapse of time) could not 
apply. The time of acquisition by stincatio was fixed by the 
Twelve Tables at one year for movables and two years for 
immovables. Praescriptio thus constituted a kind of praetorian 
nocatio. In the time of Justinian utheapio and praeseriptio 
(called also lone tenporis possessio), as far as they affected the 
acquisition of ownership, differed only in name, usueapio being 
looked at from the point of view of property, praesaiptio from 
the point of view of pleading. By the legislation of Justinian 
movables were acquired by three years' possession, immovables 
by ten years' possession where the parties had their domicile 
in the same province (inter praerenks), twenty years' possession 
where they were domiciled in different provinces (inter aluenks). 
Servitudes could not be acquired by so:steeple proper, but were 
said to be acquired by quasi usueapio, probably in the same time 
as sufficed to give a title to immovables. There was also a 
longissitai Impels possessio of thirty years, applicable to both 
movables and immovables, and requiring nothing but bona fides 
on the part of the possessor. Where the right sought to be estab-
lished was claimed against the Church, a still longer period of 
forty years (at one time a hundred) was necessary. Immemorial 
prescription was required in a few cues of a public character, 
as roads.,  Praescriptio was also the term applied to lapse of 
time as barring actions upon contracts or torts under various 
provisions corresponding to the English Statutes of Limitation. 
The prescription of Roman law (and of modern systems based 
upon it) is thus both acquisitive and extinctive. It looks either 

" Prancriptiones autem appellate, ease ab to quad ante formula 
torancribuntur " (Gains iv. r32). 

• " Vine vicinales, warm aseasoria nos stein w 4Dig. 	y,  

to the length of elms doting which the defendant Me ben in 
possession, or to the length of time during which the plaintiff 
has been out of punemitus la English law the latter kind of 
prescriptiou is called limitation. The tendency of law is to 
substitute a definite for an indefinite period of prescription. 

In English law prescription is used in a comparatively narrow 
sense. It is acquisitive only, and is very limited in its application. 
A title by prescription can be made only to incorporeal hereditament, 
—that is, in legal language, hereditaments that are or have been 
appendant or appurtenant to corporeal hereditaments—and to 
certain exemptions and privileges. ,  The rights claimable by pre-
scription for the most part consist of rights in allow solo. The 
most important are advowsons, tithes, commons, ways, watercourses, 
lights, offices, dignities, franchises, pensions, annuities and rents. 
Land or movables cannot be claimed by prescription. The founda-
tion of prescription is the presumption of law that a person found 
in undisturbed enjoyment of • right did not conic into puesesion 

an unlawful act (see Williams, &gals of Common. 3). In the 
English courts this presumption was, perhaps still is, based upon 
the fiction of a lost grant, viz. that there had been a grant of the 
hereditament by a person capable of granting it to a person capable 
of taking it, and that the grant had been lost. The jury were 
instructed to find the loss of a once existing grant in whose existence 
no one really believed. The enjoyment of the right must have 
been from a time whereof the memory of man runneth not to the 
contrary. The period of legal memory was after a time necessarily 
fixed for purposes of convenience at a certain date. The data 
adopted varied at first with the time during which the demandant 
in a writ of right must have proved seisin in himself or his ancestors. 
After one or two previous enactments the date was finally fixed by 
the Statute of Westminster the First (3 Edw. I. c. 39) at the reign 
of Richard I., which was interpreted to mean the first year of the 
reign of Richard I. ('189). The inconvenience of this remote date. 
as time went on, led to the gradual growth of a rule of evidence that 
proof of enjoyment for twenty years was prima facie evidence of 
enjoyment from time immemorial. But evidence of the beginning of 
the enjoyment at however remote a date. if subsequent to t Richard 1_, 
was sufficient to destroy the claim. This is still the law with respect 
to claims not falling within the Prescription Act, mostly rights in 
gross—that is, where there is no dominant or servient tenement, 
e.g. a right to a pew or to a several fishery in gross. The twenty 
years rule was of comparatively late introduction; it does not seem 
to have been known in the time of Elizabeth, and was perhaps 
introduced in analogy to the Statute of Limitations, 21 Jac. I. c. 16. 
With respect to claims of profits d presulre and easements a change 
was made by the Prescription Act 1832 (extended to Ireland by 
an act of 1858, but not to Scotland). By that act claims to rights 
of common and other profits d prerutre are not to be defeated after 
thirty years' enjoyment by any person claiming right thereto without 
interruption for thirty years by showing only the commencement 
of the right, and after sixty years enjoyment the right is absolute 
and indefeasible unless had by consent or agreement by deed or 
writing (4 1). In claims of rights of way or other easements the 
periods are twenty years and forty years respectively (11 a). The 
Were-mentioned periods are to be deemed those next before suits, 
and nothing is to be deemed to be an interruption unless acquiesced 
in for one year (I ). In pleading, the enjoyment as of right may 
be alleged during the period mentioned on the act, and without 
claiming in the name or right of the owner of the fee (§ 5). No 
presumption is to be made anfavour of a right exercised for a less 
period (§ 6). The time during which a person otherwise capable of 
resisting a claim is an infant. Idiot, now compos meets', friar smell, 
or tenant for life, or during which an action or suit has been pending 
until abated by the death of a party, is to be exclud..1 is the 
putation of the periods unless where the 	or claim is 
to be absolute and indefeasible (4 7). An act to define the period 
of prescription for a sodas dankisessai. or an exemption from tithes 
by composition, was passed the same year. The Prescription Act 
is only supplemented to the common law, so that a claim may be 
based upon the act or. in the alternative, upon the common law. 
Nor does the act alter the conditions 	at common law for 
a good claim by prescription. The claim u the names meet 

-be one which may be laslidly made at common law. The peiaaiped 
rules upon the subject are than (I) The title is faatdad upon 
actual usage. The amount of actual usage and the evidence accerary 
to prove it vary according to the kind of claim. (2) The enjoyment 
must (except in the case of light) be ea id right—that Is to any, peace-
able, openly used, and not by licence. (g) The prow*don muse 
be creole and reasonable. Inhabitants cannot, however, claim by 
prescription, as they are an uncertain and fluctuating body, unless 
under a grant from the Crown, which constitutes them a corporation 
for the purposes of the grant. (4) The prescription must be alleged 
in a gee estop or in • man and his ancsmors. Prescription in s 

Prescription perms at one time to have home a wider meaning. 
A claim by prescription to land it mentioned in p Hen. VIII. e. a. 
And it memo that ousts in common may sell oak. rids 011 load by 
presedptime (Litsletos'e Tomes, And. 
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gas tatitteliet at =anon law by reason or continuous and immemorial 
enjoyment by the claimant, a person seised in fee, and all those w hose 
estate he ibex coax gee estate ii ad). The Prescription Act fixes 
a dee wad and does away with the necessity which existed 
at common law of prescribing is the name of the person seised in 
fee. Prescription in • man and his ancestors is not of ordina te! 
occurrence in practice. Corporations, however, occasionally clam 
by a prescription ansous to this, viz. in the corporation and Its 
piedwassors. Such dales by either a person or a corporation are 
not within the peeserienea Rat, which applies only where there 
arc dominant sad servient tenements. By 32 lien. 4:- a 
(154e) no person can make any prescription by the seisin or possession 
of his ancestor anless each schen or possession had been within 
thremeont years next before web preeeription made. (5) A me-
wription cannot lie for a Wag which cannot be granted, as it rests 
upon the presumption of a lost grant. Thus a lord of a manor 
cannot prescribe to raise a tax or toll upon stranger,, for such 
a claim could never have been good by any grant. 

Prescription sad Cruces.—Preeetiption must be threltelly dis-
tinguished from custom. Prowsiption in has both seid. in either 
its a pie estate or its a man mid his semitone—that is to say, iciea 
personal claim; custom is pertly local—that is to ry, it is a usage 
obtaining the force of law within a particular district. In the time 
of Littleton the difference between prescription and custom was not 
filly recognized (see Littleton's Tenures. I spa), bet the law as it 
mists at present had became established by the time of Sir Edward 
Coke. A custom must be certain, reasonable and exercised as of 
right. Like prescription at common taw, it must have existed from 
time immemorial. On this ground a custom to erect stalls at 
statute lesions for hiring servants was held to be bad, became such 
sessions were introduced by the Statute of Labourers, al Edw. 
eat 1 (Senesce v. Welk LL, 7 0.B., eve). Some vigil" may  be 
claimed by custom which cannot be claimed by peectiptson, e.g. a 
right d inbabinnts to dance on a village green, for ash a right is 
not connected with the enjoyment d bad.. On the ether Mad, 
profits d prendre can be clathsed by prescription but not bye:mom. 
unless in two or three exceptional cases, anth as eights el copy-
holders to common In the lord's demesne, or to dig Nod within their 
tenements, rights to movers in royal forests, and rights of tin-
bounders in Cornwall. 

United Sews: The Law of the United States (except in Louisiana) 
is based upon that of England, but them:rind of enjoyment necestery 
to found a title by prescription varies in the different states. An 
easement or profit el rendre is required bytwenty man' enjoyment 
in most states, following the English commas law rule. In Louisiana 
the period varies according to the subject from them to dairy SIMI 
and property other than Incorporeal hereditainesta may be deltoid 
bypreaeripeon as in Raman law (see Kents Coma. 40). 

Intentational Late uses the term " prearipdoe " in its eider or 
Roman tease. " The general congest of mankind has ewebihbed 
the principle that long and uniatemmted puesewioa by one nation 
excludes the claim of every other" (Wheaton, /W. Lew, • 165). 
Historic instances a( rights which were at one time claimed and 
notched by prescription as against other nations see the sovereignty 
of Venice over the Adriatic and of Geese Britain over the Narrow 
Seas, and the right to the Sound dues long exacted by Dennsark. 
But such claims acre rejected by the highest authoritiai on inters 
national law fee Geodes). on the ground that they were defective 
both in Irmo tartar and in elk fart ppoosseess w'omThere is no model 
period fixed, as In municipal law, fortheacquierent of internee's:4nel 
rights by lapse of time. In private international law preemption 
is treated as part of the lex foci or law of procedure. (J. .) 

Scottand.—(n the law of Scotland " prescription " is a term of 
wider meaning than is England, being used as Including both pre-
scription and Siena/in of English law. In its most general sense 
it may be described as the effect which the law attaches to the lapse 
of time, and it involves the idea of possession held by one person 
adverse to the rights of another. Though having its lands in the 
common law, its operation was early defined by statute, and it is 
now in all respects natutory. Prescription in Sows law may be 
regarded eel as a mode of acquiring rights—the pander pemaip-
tion; (2) as a mode of extingelehme rights—the negative preseriptioe 
(3) 22 a mode of limiting rights of action•the shotter prescriptions 
It maw, however. be observed with reference to this tihrinion that 
the distortion betimes (I) and (2) is rather an accidental (due to 
a loose interpretation of the language of the act of ths7, C. 12) t,ait • 
logically accurate one. It is, moreover, strictly confined to heritable 
righaving no appriestion fa the CYO 01 movable . But, 
though  the distinction has been complained of by the,ghmI ' 
authority as tending to create embermennewt in the law (eme oahaon  
ed Lord Chancellor St Leaner& in Dengall v. Draw Raskew 
= 1832. et Jurist. 389. it is sow too well waded to be 

from. 
1. Positive Prescriptios.—The peeitive prescription was introduced 

by the act of 1617, e. 12. After setting forth en the preamble the 
Inconvenience resulting from the lam of tides and the danger of 
forgery after the means of imptaation are Ion by the of time 
It enacts that whatever he

by
it 	the begre, their 	 or 

hem wrested 	themselves or ethers their names 
p
authors

eaceably, is virose ef bialunsma fer the space of fatty yore.  

continually and together, from the date of their said lateitments. 
and without any lawful interruption during the said space, they shall 
not be disturbed therein, provided they produce a written title on 
which their possession has proceeded. Such written title meet be 
either a darter and amine procediog the forty years, or, whoa no 
charter is octant. instruments of swine proceeding upon retours or 
precepts of dare•cottstal. Though the statute in its literal construc-
tion only applied to such heritable subjects as had been conveyed 
by charter and mine, it was at an early date interpreted so as to 
Include other heritable rights, as servitudes. tack% public rtine dhf 
way, QG, where no charter could be supposed to exist The act 
of 1617 was so well framed that it continued to regulate the pre-
scription of land rights till 1874. By the Conveyancing Act of 
that year Walt 38 c. 34) the period of prescription was 
showeeed 	forty years to twenty. It was prowled that 
none for twenty years upon " an ex facie valid irredeemable 
recorded in the appropriate register of amines" should in future 
give the same right as forty years' possessions upon ,charter and 
sasine under the earlier law. The act of 1874 does not, however, 
apply to all the them which fell under the act of 1617. Thus it bas 
been decided that twenty yeasts' possanion on a charter of adjudiatie 
Lion fopowed by wine and a declarator of expiry of the legal is 
Insufficient to give an unchaltengeable right, an adjudication not 
being an ex fade irredeemable title " Meths v. Conners Therms, 

ON 
1683, Rath's Reports, p. New). It is further specially providesed 
by the act of that the twenty years' treacerion not to 
to servitudes, rights of way, and public rig ts generally. "gye 
following rules apply to the positive prescription. (a) The possession 
which is required for it must be peaceable, continuous (" continually 
and together," as the set of the 7 has it), and uninterrupted. (0) The 
pemenption flans de meween in senonseses. (e) The person against 
whom the prescription runs must be major and sin psis—a rule 
which, as regards minority, was specially provided for by the act 
of 16r7, and as regards other caws of incapacity by the appHcation 
of the principles of the common law. Under the Conveyancing 
Act, however. it is provided that in all cases where the tweet, 
years' prescription applies, the lapse of thirty years is to exclude 
any plea on the ground of minority or want of capacity. 

T. Negative Prescription.—This prescription was introduced by 
the metal 146a, A, and substandaRy ee-enseted by the act of !lit 
e. 55. At first restricted to personal claims ddebt, it was pad--, 
extended in and ultimately made applicable to heritable 
bonds and of er heritable • ha by the above-mentioned act of 1617. 
By the act of re6te it is declared that the person having interest in 
an obligation must follow the same within the space of forty years 
and take docemeat thereupon, otherwise it shall be proaibed. The 
negative prescription accoidingly extinguishes in tote the right to 
demand performance of an obligation after forty years, the years 
being reckoned from the day on which fulfilment of the obligation 
can be first demanded. The lapse of this period of time creates a 
ceaduire presumption—one incapable of being welargued—that 
the debt or obligation Ins been paid or fulfille& But it must be 
kept in view that the negative prescription does not per se—without 
the operation of the positive—establish • right to heritable property 
(ErsEne, last. b. lit tit. 7, I 8). As tegards the character of the 
piesairko, it is requisite, in the same way as is the came of the 
positive, that the peers shall have an continuously and without 
interruption, i.e. without any act done on the part sat the creditor 
which indicates his intention to keep alive the right Such inter 
modem may, for Instance, take place by the payment of interest 
en the debt, or chance of the debtor in aa action for the debt, or 
by a claim being lodged in the debtor's sequestration. In the same 
way as in the positive, the currency of the negative prescription 
suspended by the debtor being minor or non raises apse. 

3. Mortar Preseipsinss.—Thee are certain abort prescriptions 
recleaned by Scots law—corresponding to the limitations of English 
law—which operate not as extinguishing rights but as excluding 
the ordinary means of proving them. The following require to be 
noticed. (e) Vieennial piesaipdos protecting a poem who has been 
sensed as heir for teener years against action by any other person 
deistic( to be heir. (b) Decennial prescription raper tag all actions 
by minors against their tutors and curators, and vice versa, to be 
prosecuted within ten years from the expiration of the geardianship. 
(4 Septennial prescriptios providing thee no mem bead himself, 
ander certain exeepenes. for and with anot her. cesejenctly and 

. 
 i 	

any baud or contract for sums of 	shall be 	bound 
for more than seven years after the date at the ob • dm. There 
are also other shorter prescriptions limiting rights of action in 
defense mattes as the emeanal, quinquennial and triennial 

an adjective, adverb and substantive meaning 
that which is at bond or before one in place or in time. Also 
another substantive meaning a gift, and a verb meaning to bring 
into the presence of, to offer, to deliver. The verb is pronounced 
pr ales; the others Mead. The fast group is due to the Latin 
promos, the present participle of Onmerse, to be before one or 
at bead; front this participle was formed the verb pram/Ware, to 
bring before ewe. ashibit, ebow. The sense of " gift " is die an 
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the 0. Fr. phrase rewire en prima d gadqu'un, to bring something 
into the presence of a person, to offer, give. The legal formal 
phrase " these presents " is common, especially in the form " know 
all men by these presents," as an opening to a deed, mere particu-
larly to a deed-poll which cannot be referred to asan" indenthre." 
The phrase " these present words, documents; writings," &c. 
is an adaptation of a similar phrase In 0.F.r. as premiss (sc. 
,firs). As ecclesiastical terns " to present " or " presentation " 

are used of the " presenting " or nomination by the patron 
to the bishop of the person chosen by him to fill a vacant 
benefice. When the bishop is patron he does not " present," 
but " collates." " Presentiment," foreboding, the feeling 
of something impending, must be distinguished in ety-
mology; It is derived from the Lat. possessive, to perceive 
beforehand. 

PRESENTATION= (from Let. praoase, traesens, present), 
a philosophical term used in various senses deriving from the 
general sense of the term " presentation." According to G. F. 
Stout (cf. Manual of Psydsology, L 51), Presentations are " what-
ever constituents or our total experience at any moment directly 
determine the nature of the object as it Is perceived or thought of 
at that moment." In Baldwin's Dictionary of Phiosopley, vol. II., 
a presentation is " an object in the special form under which it 
is cognized at any given moment of perceptual or ideational 
process." This, the widest definition of the term, due largely 
to Professor James Ward, thus includes both perceptual and 
ideational processes. The term has, indeed, been narrowed 
so as to include ideation, the correlative " representation " 
being utilized for ideal presentation, but in general the wider 
use is preferred. When the mind is cognizing an object, the 
object " presents " itself to the senses or to thought in one 
of a number of different forms (e.g. a picture is a work of art, a 
saleable commodity, a representation of a home, &c.). Pre-
sentation is thus essentially a cognitive process. Hence the 
most important use of the term " presentationism," which is 
defined by Ward, in Mind, N.S. (2893), is 58, as "a doctrine 
the gist of which is that all the elements of psychical life are 
primarily and ultimktely cognitive elements." This use takes 
precedence of two others: (t) that of Hamilton, for presentative 
AS opposed to representative theories of knowledge, and (a) that 
of some later writers who took it as equivalent to phenomenon 
(q.v.). Ward traces the doctrine in his sense to Hum*, to whom 
the mind is a " kind of theatre " in which perceptions appear 
and vanish continually (see Green and Green edition of the 
Treatise, i. s34). The main problem is as to whether psychic 
activity is " presented " or not. Ward holds that it is not 
presented or presentable save indirectly. 

For the problems connected with Presentation and Presents. 
domino see especially the article PSYCHOLOGY and authorities there 
quoted. 

PRESIDENCY, an administrative unit of the Indian empire. 
The word is derived from the title of president or chief of the 
council of a principal factory under the early East India Company 
—a title which lasted until governors were appointed under act 
of parliament in 1784. It thence came to be applied to the three 
original provinces of Bengal, Madras, and Bombay. It is DOSS 
restricted to Madras and Bombay, in distinction to the lieu-
tenant-governorships. In Anglo-Indian usage, " presidency " 
was also applied to the capital city as opposed to the country 
beyond, termed the " mainsail "; and this usage linger in such 
phrases as " presidency town," " presidency magistrate," and 
" presidency college." 

PRESIDENT (Fr. president, from Lat. preerideas, post-
Augustan Lat. for prates, director, ruler, from ieraesidere, to 
sit in front of, preside), a style or title of various connotation, 
but always conveying the Benue of one who presides. In classical 
Latin the title Oases, or president, was given to all governors 
of provinces, but was confined in the time of Diodetian to the 
procurators who, as lieutenants of the emperor, governed the 
smaller provinces. In this sense it survived in the middle ages. 
Du Cange gives instances from the amittdsries of Charlemagne 
of the style grasses palisade as applied to the count; aid later  

examples of trans, or proesidgsu, as maid royal eenuchiffs and 
other officials having jurisdiction wider the Crown. 

In England the word survived late in this sense of royal 
lieutenant. Thos, John Cowell, le his Interpreger of Weeds 
(1607) defines " President " as " used hi Common Law for the 
King% lieutenant in any province or function; as President of 
Wales, of York, of Berwick. President of the Eing's Council" 
In some of the British North American colonies (New Hamp-
shire, Pennsylvania, South Carolina) there was a president of 
the council, usually elected by the canna; and when Pennsyl-
vania and New Hampshire became states, one smoother of the 
Executive Council was called president. The chhd (and whale) 
executive head in Delaware, South Carolina and New Hamp-
shire (1784-1792) was called president. 

During the 'evolutionary struggle In America from 1774 
onwards, the presiding officer of the Continental Congress was 
styled " President " and when the present constitution of the 
United States was framed in 1787 (In effect 1789) the title of 
President was transferred to the bead of the Federal government. 
" President "thus b&ame the accepted style for the elected 
chief of a modern republic, the example of the United States 
being followed by the South American republics, by France in 
1849, and by Switzerland. 

In the simple sense of " one silo pei 	std. , " the -cord " 	 
preserved its meaning alongside the technical use implying royal 
delegation. In this sense the New English Diclienory quotes its use 
by Chaucer (Troylus. iv. [as) in 1374. In ecclesiastical terminology 
proesidens was sometimes used for the head of cathedral chapters, 
instead of dean or provost and it was sometimes the title given to 
the principal visitor of monasteries, notably in the reformed congre-
gation of Cluny (Du Cange). In the United Kingdom the heads 
of many colleges are styled " president," the title being of coesider- 
able antiquity in the case of one college at Cambridge (Querns', 
founded in 1448) and four at Oxford (St John's !stead**, Comes 
Christi, Trinity). At five Cambridge colleges (i'embseim Gonvdle 
and Caius, St Catherine'a, St John's, Magdalene) the tide" president" 
is home by the second in authority, being the equivalent of " vice-
master." In the United States ' president " is the usual style of 
the head of a college and also of a university wherever this has 
developed out of a single college. " President " is also the style of 
persons elected to preside over the meetings of learned. scientific. 
literary and artistic academies and societies. e.g. the president of the 
Royal Academy (P.R.A.) in London: the title of the president LA 
the Royal Society (P.R.S.) dates from its foundation in moo. is 
the United States the style " president " is also given to the person 
who presides over the proceedings of financial, commercial and 
Industrial corporations (banks, railways, &c.), in Great Britain usually 
styled " chairman," but in the case of the Bank of England and 
certain other banks "governor." 

In • Great Britain the title " president " is also borne by certain 
ministers of the Crown and certain judges, and preserves some of 
the ancient connotation of a royal lieutenancy explained above. 
Thus the style of " president " applied to the heads of the board of 
agriculture, local government board, board of education, board of 
trade, &c., which are all committees of the privy council, is derived 
from that of the lord president of the council, the representatise 
of the king. The presidents of the court of session in Scotland, and 
of the probate and divorce division, &c. In England, also bear this 
style ultimately as representatives of the Crown. 

In France, besides the presideut of the republic, them are ',mai. 
dents of the senate and of the chamber of deputies. In Germany 
the word Prdsident is used in most of the English senses of 
" president," e.g. of a corporation, society, assembly or political body. 
AS a judicial title President is confined to the head of any one of the 
corporations (Kolkgien) on the basis of which the judicial system 
of the empire is organized (Landgerichl. Oberlandesgerick 

,
. Reithe- 

re. hi' • and must be distinguished from that of Vorsitunder (literally 
a/ so oreendens).14.the Judge (who may or may not be the Prosidemn 
selected to preside over a division of the court appointed to try 
parcular cases. 

In Prussia Padden. also retain. its old sense of "governor," 
Obereasidersi being the title of the chief elf the adminisuatioo of a 

gv
nce, Praidas that of the bead of a government district 

e ‘eierengsbeeirls). The coosistories of the established Protestant 
on* sue also presided oar by a President. who Is a royal offidal. 
MESS (thsough Fr. prase from Lat pressure, frequentative 

of pros" to crush, squeeze, press), a word which appease In 
English in the 13th and 14th centuries with three particular 

1  The style "president " was in every can exchanged for that 
of "govar ' within a iew rare of the proclamation of the bide- 
pendaao of the United States. The tide " president " is no longer 
used for any governor under the British Crown. but relics duet 
wage survive an the " presidencies " elf Hades and Bombay. 
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meanings, viz (r) crowd or throag, oho wad of the milk in 
a battle, (a) • shelved cupboard for books or clothes, and (3) 
as apparatus foe exerting pressure on various subsumes, and 
for various purposes. The first weaving is still current, though 
usually it has a literary air; a specific use is the nautical one of 
" press of sail," i.e. as much sail as the wind will allow; d. the 
similar 

 
use of " crowd." The second use has given way to Mho 

words, but is still the technical term in me in libiaries, where the 
books bed " press-marks " spedfying the case or shelf when 
they may be found. As a teem for a machine or apparatus foe 
exerting pressure, there axe ineumerable examples, usually with 
a qualifying word giving the purpose for which the Pram= Is 
applied, either for attaining comprersion into • small space, 
or a required shape, or for extracting juices or liquids, or the 
methods adopted for exerting the pressure. The printing-piess 
has given rise to obvious unnamed uses of the word " press "t 
thus it is applied to an establishment for printing, e.g. the 
Clarendon Press, at Oxford, or the Pitt Press, at Cambridge, 
to a printing-house and to the staff which conduct the business. 
to the issue of printed matter and especially to its daily or 
periodical issue. hence newspapers and periodicals generally, 
According to the New English Didiensory this use originated in 
phrases such as " the liberty of the press," " to write for the 
press," Sec. The earliest quotation given is from the flint 
number of the Dublin Press, ryny• For the history of the liberty 
or freedom of the press see Pthsts LAWS; also NEWSPAPERS and 
Pii3001CALS. For the punishment of " preemies " an Potts 
Fount yr Dem It is now recognised that " press " in " press 
gang," " to press," ie. to force or compulsorily enlist men for 
naval or military service, is a word distinct from the above. It 
steads for the earlier " prat," and is ultirastely due to French 
Mew, to lend (see Imenomont. 

PRESSBURG (Hung. Pommy, Lat. Paestum), a town of 
Hungary, capital of the county of the same name, :43 m. 
N.W. of Budapest by rail. Pop. (moo), 64337. about half of 
whom are Germans. Pressburg is picturesquely situated on 
the left bank of the Danube, at the base of the outlying spurs 
of the Little Carpathians, in • position of strategical importance 
near the Party listesorka. Pressburg wee the capital of 
Hungary fora rser until idle, while the Hungarian pathament 
held its sittings here till slith. One • el the most oompleueos 
buildings of the town is the royal palace, situated on the Schloss-
berg, • plateau 27e ft. above the Danube, which was destroyed 
by fire In 113::' and has since been in ruins. Other noteworthy 
buildings are the cathedral, a Gothic edifice of the 23th center', 
restored in i861-z118o, in which many of the Hungarian kings 
were tamed; the town hall, also a 13th-century building, 
several times restored, and containing en interesting museum; 
the Franciscan church, dating from Isyr; sad the law-courts, 
muted in 1783, where the sittings of parliament were held from 
1503 to de& The Gmasalkowitob palace is now the residence 
ef an archduke, and there is as ardiepiecopal palace, Educe-
*mai establishments include an academy of jurisprudence, a 
military academy,* Roman Catholic end a Prot:steal seminary, 
a training school for female tear-hers, and Jawed secondary and 
technical schools. A large business is carried on in wooden 
furniture, tobacco and cigars, paper, ribbons, leather wares, 
chemicals, Emmett, confectionery and biscuits. There is, 
besides, a dynamite factory, which produces over amiortno 113 
of explosives amnia*, a large Both factory sad several Gone. 
mills. Trade in pain and wine is active. Besides the extensive 
traffic on the Danube, the town is also. an important Wiwi/ 
junction. The first railway line In Hungasy was that from 
Prestburg to Tyrnsa through the edit/ of the Wang. The 
town has many points of interest in its environs. About 
twenty-five minutes by steamer down the Danube, the exten-
sive ruins d the castle of Theben (Hung. Disobey), the former 
gate of Hungary, are situated at the point when the March, 
which forms the boundary between Austria and Hungary, 
falls into the Danube. Opposite on the left tank is Balaburg, 
the gateway of Handy from the Austrian side. Eastward 
and southpetd of hamburg ameba • long and fertile plain,  

known as the Upper sr Little Hungarian plain. It has an area 
of 2825 sq. tn., of which two-thirds lay on the right bank of the 
Danube, and the whole is bounded by the rivers Neutra and 
Rob. In the extreme south-west of this plain is situated the 
lake of Fertn-Tava (Ger. Neusie&er See), which has an area 
of about goo-sq. sa., but it is of varying size, and sometimes 
dries up ID part. Eastward it is united with the extensive 
north called the Hand& through which it is in communication 
with the river Raab and with the Danube. In the Roman 
period it was known as Paso or Pdso. In several places of 
the dry bed traces of prehistoric lake-dwellings have been 
discovered. In conjunction with the regulation of the river 
Raab, and the drainage of the liansag marsh, plans for the 
drainage of the lake have been proposed. 

Little is known of the early history of Pressburg, which was 
founded about woo. It was soon strongly fortified, though it 
was, captured by the king of Bohemia, Ottakar II., in 1371. 
It received many privileges from the Hungarian kings, especi-
ally from the emperor Siegmund, and its strategic situation 
made it an important fortress. Sigiamund held Imperial diets 
i• the town. After the battle of Mohacs in z 526 and the capture 
otBuda by the Turks, Pressburg became the capital of Hungary. 
Here in 1608 the Austrian and Hungarian malcontents concluded 
a treaty with the archduke Matthias, afterwards emperor, 
against their lawful sovereign, the emperor Rudolf IL In 1619 
the town was taken by Bethlen Gabor, but it was recovered 
by the Imperialists in 1621. In 082 it was the scene of the 
session of the estates of Hungary during which the Hungarians 
renounced thee: right of choosing their own king and accepted 
the hereditary succession of the Habsburg*. Here also was 
held the diet of 1745 when the members swore to assist their 
'overdo, Maria Theresa, against Frederick the Great. In 
1784 Buds took the place of Pressburg as the capital of Hungary, 
but the latter town continued to be the seat of the parliament 
until 1848. Oa the 26th of December dies peace was signed 
hers between Napoleon and the emperor Francis I., and in r8ot3 
the town was bombarded by the French. 

Dee I. Meaty. Gesell:4k des Dosser gaud- sued thpaw-Reaste 
der Frage& Pres:bra (Pressburg, elloo); T. Oetvay, Giseksclito 
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PRIMMINSE, BM= DERAULT DB (18:4-18431), French: 
Protestant divine, was born at Paris on the 7th of January 
as& He studied at Istituto under Alexander Vinet, and at 
Halle and Berlin under F. A. G. Tholuck and J. A. W. Neander, 
and in 1847 became pastor in the Evangelical Free Church at 
the chapel of Taitbout in Paris. He was a poweshd preacher 
and a good political speaker; from 1871 he was a member of the 
National Assembly, and from 1863 • senator. In Oleo be was 
elected a member of the Academy of Sciences. Pre/sense 
laboured for the revival of biblical studies. He contended 
that the Evangelical Church ought to be Independent of the 
power of the state. lie died on the 8th of Apid Oka. 
, Be founded in 1854 the lame elielleiettee, and la e886 the Delleste 

His works Winds: Hisioirs des trots tweeters slides 
de us dirkionse (6 vols. 056-16,77; new 41887-1889), LT-Oise 
el to r idiom franaiss (1864; yd ed., 1889), Assis.C8rist, sow tempt, 
.ta sit, sow ewe (against E. Reno, re66; 7th ed. 188 1). Lee Oeithwel 
k problem de is semosissuess; k protasis essisolopicis 0883: and 
ad. MO. Ems T. Rowed. Nrieerw la We et ks mares de Prassemi 
0894). 

PIM GANG, the popekr name foe tae companies of officers 
and men who were commissioned to execute the warrants foe 
the impressment of seamen in Great Britain (see Lueerssio.rr). 
These bodies consisted of a captain, one or more lieutenants, 
end a band of trustworthy men. They were sent to seaports, 
or occasionally to inland towns where sailors were likely to be 
met when going from one coast to another. A " rendezvous 
was opened, volunteers were enlisted, deserters arrested, and 
such "able bodied persons " as were liable to be pressed for 
service in the fleet-were seized, and sent to the guard ships (gm.). 

puss LANII, the laws concerning the licensing of books 
sad the liberty of capitation in all products of the printing-press, 
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especially newspapers. The liberty of the press has always 
been regarded by modern political writers as of supreme import-
ance. " Give me liberty to know, to utter, and to argue freely 
according to conscience, above all other liberties," says Milton 
in the Areayagitica. 

At the present day the liberty of the press fn English-speaking 
countries is a matter of merely historical importance. But 
this liberty was a plant of slow growth. Before the invention of 
printing the Church assumed the right to control the expression 
of all opinion distasteful to her. When the printing-press sras 
invented German printers established themselves at various 
important centres of western Europe, wtiere already numbers 
of copyists were employed in multiplying manuscripts. In 
1473 Louis XI. granted letters patent (giving the right of printing 
and selling books) to " Uldaric Quering " (Ulrich Gering), 
who three years earlier had set up a press in the Sorbonne (the 
theological faculty of the university at Paris), and before long 
Paris had more than fifty presses at work. The Church and 
universities soon found the output of books beyond their 
control. In 1496 Pope Alexander VI. began to be restive, 
and in ism he issued a bull against unlicensed printing, which 
introduced the principle of censorship. ,  Between 154 and 
1548 the Imperial Diet in Germany drew up various stringent 
regulations; and in 1sss  Francis L, in France, prohibited by 
edict, under penalty of death, the printing of books. This 
was too severe, however, and shortly afterwards the Sorbonne 
was given the right of deciding, a system which lasted to the 
Revolution. 

In England the authority of parliament was invoked to aid 
the ecclesiastical authority. There is an ordinance as early 
AS t382, 5 Ric. II. at. 2, C. S (not assented to by the Commons; 
but appearing upon the parliament roll), directed against 
unlicensed preachers. After the invention of printing the 
ecclesiastical censorship was still asserted, but only as collateral 
with the censorial rights of the Crown, claimed by virtue of its 
general prerogative. After the Reformation the greater part 
of the rights of censorship passed to the Crown, which at the 
same time assumed the power of granting by letters patent the 
tight of printing or selling books as a monopoly. The grant, 
if made to the author himself, was an equivalent of copyright; 
if made to a person other than the author, it seems to have 
always been subject to the author's copyright as it existed at 
common law. 

Censorship was either restrictive or corrective, i.e. it interfered 
to restrict or prevent publication, or it enforced penalties after 
publication. Repression of free discussion was regarded as so 
necessary a part of government that Sir Thomas More in his 
Utopia makes it punishable with death for a private individual 
to criticize the conduct of the ruling power. Under Mazy print-
ing yea confined to members of the Stationers' Company, 
founded by royal charter in 1556. Under Elizabeth the Star 
Chamber assumed the right to confine printing to London, 
Oxford and Cambridge, to limit the number of printers and 
presses, to prohibit all publications issued without proper 
licence, and to enter houses to search for unlicensed presses 
and publications (Order of tsSs, Strype's Whitgift, app. et). 
The search for unlicensed presses or publications was entrusted 
to an officer called the " messenger of the press." In 1637 
was issued an order of the Star Chamber forbidding the i mpo a-
tion of books printed abroad to the scandal of religion or the 

The principle of the censorship is still uncompromisingly main-
tained by the Roman Catholic Church; and this, though an gent ral 
binding only in fore consciesaiae, has necessarily had considerable 
importance in states which recognize the papacy as an independent 
power relations with which are established by concordat. Thus 
in Italy, under the Sardinian constitution of t848, Bibles, catechism' 
and liturgical words had to be licensed by the bishop. The princil at 
of the censorship, consecrated anew in Pope Pius IX.'s Syllabus of 
1864, was reaffirmed in the apostolic constitution Officierum of 
Leo XIII. and in 1907 in the encyclical Pascendi of Pius X. This 
last expresses " the highest esteem for this institution of censor, " 
and orders censors to be appointed in all episcopal curia, for the 
revision of books intended for publication, at the same time disc-t-
ang that their names shall not be made known to the authors of 
the brArs condemned. (See also INDEX LIBRORUM PROHIBITORI.”4.) 

Church or the government, and the printing of any book not 
first lawfully licensed. Law books were to be licensed by one 
of the chief justices or the chief baron, books of history and 
state affairs by one of the secretaries of state, of heraldry by the 
earl marshal, of divinity, philosophy, poetry and other subjects 
by the archbishop of Canterbury or the bishop of London, 
or the chancellors or vice-chancellors of the unieenhies. 
There were to be only twenty master printers and four ktter-
founders. The punishment was at the discretion of the court 
(Ruslaworth, Historical Collections, so/ iii. app. 30d).  lb 
same principle of pros restriction was carried eat by the Long 
Parliament after the abolition of the Star Chamber, and it was 
an ordinance of that body issued in trio that called forth 
Milton's Areopegitica, a Speech for the Liberty of Ualicessal 
Printing, itself an unlicensed book. The parliament appointed 
committees for printing, who appointed licensers,but the Seago-
ing was really left in a great measure to the wardens of the 
Stationers' Company. At the Restoration Sir John Birkenhend 
acted as licenser, appointed apparently under the road 
prerogative. It was, no doubt, too, under the general pre-
rogative that Charles IL, by a proclamation in 166o. called in 
and suppressed Milton's &ferule pro 'opal. aaglicatoo. Then 
followed the Licensing Act of nitir (13 & ta Car. IL c. ggl, 
limited to two years. The provisions as to importation of boob, 
the appointment of licensers, and the number of printers and 
founders were practically re-enactments of the similar pro-
visions in the Star Chamber order of 1637. Printing knees 
were not to be set up without notice to the Stationers' Company. 
A king's messenger bad power by warrant of the king err a 
secretary of state to eater and search for unlicensed presses 
and printing. Severe penalties by fine and imprisonment were 
denounced against offenders. The act was successively/mend 
up to 1679. Under the powers of the act Sir Roger L'Esteutee 
was appointed licenser, and the effect of the supervision was that 
practically the newspaper press was reduced to the loofas 
Casette. The objections made to lines 594-sop el the kg boat 
of Paradise Log by the archbishop of Cantabile's thAPISAI. 
acting as licenser, are well known. The act mired in tin% 
and for the remainder of the reign of Charles IL, as is the riga 
of George III., the restrictions on the press took the to d 
prosecutions for libel. In sfilis the Licensing Act was seamed 
for seven years (t Jac. II. c.f.', § r s). No mention of the liberty 
of the press was made in the Bill of Rights. Ora the expiration 
of the Licensing Act in iliga it was continued till the end of the 
existing session of parliament (4 & s WilL and Mary, 
In t695 the Commons Mused to renew it. The imsedists 
effect of this was to lay authors open to the attacks of bunny 
piracy, and in 1709 the first Copyright Act (8 Anne, c. 19) 
was enacted for their protection. The power of a secretary 
of state to issue a warrant, whether general orspecial, for de 
purpose of watching for and seizing the author of a libel oe the 
libellous papers themselves—a power exercised by the Sur 
Chamber and confirmed by the Licensing Act—was WI asserted. 
and was not finally declared illegal until the case of Enid s. 
Carrington ha 1765 (St. Tr. :ix. toso). In 1776 the Mouse d 
Commons came to a resolution in accordance with this dachas 
The compulsory stamp duty on newspapers was ahrodeend 
in 1855 (t8 Vitt. c. 27), the duty on paper in 1116, (34 Via. c. 
so), the optional duty on newspapers in 187o (33 & ye Viet. c. 3S). 
Prom that time the English press may be said to date its cowgirls 
freedom, which rests rather upon a constitutional this a legal 
foundation. It is not confirmed by any provision of thesuorne 
legislative authority, as is the case in many countries. A 
declaration in favour of the liberty of the press is usually a 
prominent feature in the written constitutions of foreign sums 

The few existing restrictions on the liberty of the press are pre- 
sumed to be imposed for the public benefit. They are in some cans 
of great historical interest. The rights of private promos an b 

sefficieroly protected in one dinctios by the taw of List 
rirMn another by the law of Copyright (gm.). while the &raid 
law provides for the cases of press offences against morality, psilse 
justice, &c. Thus the coons have power to punish scrensarav as 
a contempt the pubkation of emanate upon procurgmes ash  josh 
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an deflections upon the conduct of judicial officers. (SimCostrewer 
CoOr 	 i at.) 	he last relic of the censorship before publication is 

to he found in the licensing of stage plays. By 6 &Vict. c. 68 no 7 
new plays or additions to old plays can be acted for hire at any 
theatre in Great Britain ur - il they have been submitted to the lord 
Chamberlain. who may forbid any play or any port of a play. The 
malty for acting a play before it has been allowed or after it has 
bean disallowed is a sum not exceeding fjo for every offence and the 
forfeiture of the licence of the theatre in which the offence occurred. 
This jurisdiction is exercised by an official of the lord chamberlain's 
department called the " examiner of stage plays." The last relic 
of the monopoly of printing formerly granted to licensees of the 
Crown is found in the exclusive right of the king's printer and the 
universities of Oxford and Cambridge to print the Bible ,  and 
the Book of Common Prayer, and of the king s printer to print acts 
of parliament and other state documents. The privileges of 
the universities are confirmed by t3 Elie. c. au . The rights of the 
king's printer are protected by severe penalties. A maximum term 
of sewn years' ;senal servitude is incurred by any person who prints 
any act of parliament or other government document, falsely pur-
porting to be printed by the king's printer or under the authority 
of Me Majesty's stationery office (8 & 9 Vict. c. 113: 45 Vict. e. 9). 
The righ ts of the printers of the journals of either house of parliament 
are protected by 8 & 9 Vict. c. 113. The publication of parliamentary 
debates in any form by any other persons than the printers of the 
journals of the two houses is still in theory a breach of privilege, 
but la practice they have been fully reported since 1771. The other 
restrictions upon the press are to ,a great extent those imposed for 
polices purposes. By 32 & 33 Vict. c. 24 (confirming in part previous 
enactments applying to Great Britain) the printer of any paper or 
book for profit is required under penalties to print thereon his name 
sad address or the name of a university press, and is to keep a copy 
of everything printed, with a few exceptions. Penalties must be 
sued for within three months, and no proceeding for penalties can 
be begun unless in the name of the attorney-general or solicitor-
general of England or the lord advocate of Scotland. By the News-
Paper Libel and Registration Act 1881 (44 & 45 Viet. c. 60). which 
applies to England and Ireland, but not to Scotland, newspaper 
peoprletors are, except in the case of joint-stock companies, to be 
registered and to make annual returns of the title of the newspaper 
and the names of all the proprietors •  with their occupations, places 
of business and places of residence. By the Corrupt Practices 
Prevention Acts 5883 and 1884 (46 & 47 Vict. c. 51, at. and 

& 4 8  Viet. c. 70. § 141. the name and address of the printer must 
be printed on all bills, p acards. &c., referring to a parliamentary or 
usunie.pal election. By 6 & 7 Vict. c. 68.1 7. the name and place 
of abode of a manager of a theatre are to be printed on every play-bill 
announcing a representation at such theatre. Offences against 
dozeory by the press are provided for by TO & 2 t Vitt. C. 83; 25 & 26 
VIM C. 101. 1251 (for Scotland) •  and 2 & 3 Vict. C. 47, 4 54 ((or the 

raealis). The importation of oterene literature into the United 
m is forbidden by 39 & 40 Vitt. c. 36,1142. By the Larceny 

Act tees, any person who prints or publishes an advertisement 
niacin.; a reward for the return of stolen goods without questions 
salted subject to a penalty (24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, 1 102). This penalty 
CILIUM . however, be sued for without the sanction of the attorney-
tuners I or solicitor-general of England or Ireland (33 & 34 Vict. c. 65). 
The a lvertisement in the United Kingdom of foreign or illegal 
Isitteri,  A is prohibited by 6& 7 Will IV. c. 66, betting advertisements 
by t6 17 Vhct. c. 119,47. and 37 Vict. C. t5. 

The right of an author or publisher to the full profits of his under-
taking eras at one time restricted by the Copyright Act of Anne 
(*Aar. .. C. 19. ft 4), by which the archbishop of Canterbury and other 
authot. les were empowered to lower the price of a book upon com-
plain • hat the price was unreasonable. The only restriction of 
libel& .1 now existing is the obligation of delivering (without request) 
so the British Museum a copy of any work published within the 
United Kingdom. and of delivering (on request) copies for the use 
of the university libraries at Oxford and Cambridge, the library of 
the faculty of advocates at Edinburgh, and the library of Trinity 
College. Dublin (5 & 6 Vict. c. 45. 44 6-to). 

Stiseand.-Printing became. as in England, • royal monopoly. 
The m. tinier right of printing was granted by James IV. to Walter 
Chapman. who printed the first book in Scotland. The monopoly 
of printing acts of the Scottish parliament was granted by James V. 
to printer chosen by the clerk register and specially licensed by 
the king (1540. C. 127). Printers are forbidden by 1551. C. 27, to 

Zatfiewhether in Latin or English. without licence from ordinaries 
d in that behalf by the Crown. No book treating of religion 

es- of the kirk was to be printed without a licence from the general 
assembly (1646. c. 164). or of the kingdom without a licence from 
one of the judges or the secretary (c. 165). The council were 
empowered to prohibit presses at their discretion by the order of 
the 30.11 of March 1635. The importation of " famous " books and 
16beli in defence of the pope was prohibited by 1581. C. to6. Press 

era
e monopoly of the king's printer does not extend to any 
tion other than the Authorized Version. and not to that if 

Iss accompanied by new notes or marginal ceding&  

offences were treated with the utmost severity. By 1585. c. a the 
author of a libellous writing against the king was punishable with 
death. It is scarcely necessary to say that since the union the press 
of Scotland has enjoyed no less liberty than that of England. 

In the case of Bibles, Old and New Testaments, Psalm Books, 
the Book of Common Prayer, the Confession of Faith, and the la rger  
andShorter Catechisms a licence for printing is still required. The 
licensing authority is the lord advocate, but all proposed publications 
are submitted for approval to the body officially known as " Ilia 
Majesty's sole and only Master Printers in Scotland," consisting 
of the lord advocate, the solicitor-general, the moderator of the 
general assembly, and four other members. A licence is also required 
for printing acts of parliament ; but a general licence granted in 1848 
to a firm of printers in Edinburgh is still operative, and their publica-
tions are not submitted for approval. As its work is prac:ically 
confined to Bibles and the other religious publications enumerated. 
the above-mentioned body commonly receives the name of the Bible 
Board. 

Ireland.-By the Prevention of Crime Act 1882 (45 & 46 Vict. 
C. 25), the lord-lieutenant was empowered to order the seizure of 
any newspaper appearing to contain matter inciting to the commis-
sion of treason or of any act of violence or intimidation (4 13). He 
may also by warrant direct the search for and seizure of any papers 
or documents suspected to be used or to be intended to be used for 
the purpose of or in connexion with any secret society existing for 
criminal purposes (4 14). 

The BriJish Dominions.-In the British colonies the press is as 
free as it is in England. Each colony has its special legislation on 
the subject for police and revenue purposes. Where there is a 

government printer, his monopoly is protected by the Documentary 
vidence Art 1868 & 32 VIM C. 37). which imposes a maximum 

penalty of five years' penal servitude upon any person printing a 
copy of any proclamation, order, or regulation which falsely purports 
to have been printed by the government printer, or to be printed 
under the authority of the legislature of any British colony or 
possession. The act is, however, subject to any law made by the 
colonial legislature. 

India.-During the governor-generalship of Lord Lytton was 
passed the " Act for the better control of publications in Oriental 
languages." Act ix. of 1878. (t) By this act copies of newspapers 
published out of British India were liable to forfeiture and seizure 
by warrant throughout the whole of British India if the papers 
contained any words, signs or visible representations likely to excite 
disaffection to the government established by law in British India, 
or antipathy between any persons of different races, caster, religions 
or sects in British India. The governor-general might by notifica-
tion in the Gazette of India, exclude newspapers, books. &c.. from 
British India. (2) In places to which the act was extended by order 
of the governor-general in council a magistrate might require the 
printer and publisher of a newspaper to enter into a bond, with a 
deposit, not to publish a newspaper containing "any words, signs • " 
&c. (as in 1), or to use or at tempt to use it for the purpose of extortion 
or threat. The consequences of offending were forfeiture of the 
deposit• papers, press, &e. Books used for the illegal purposes above 
mentioned were subject to forfeiture, but no bond or deposit was 
required previous to publication of books, as in the case of news-
papers. 

This act, which remained in force until 1910, was found, owing 
principally to the restriction of its operation to newspapers published 
in the vernacular, to be ineffective in coping with the spread of news 
sheets exciting disaffection amongst the natives towards the govern- 
ment of India. It was consequently repealed and replaced by an 
act of February 1910, which applies to all newspapers published after 
the act. The deposit requiring to be made is now obligatory on all 
new printing-presses, whether issuing a newspaper or not, and 
independently of the deposit on the newspaper. The requirement 
of a formal bond has been abolished. There are provisions for 
forfeiture of the deposit and confiscation of the press on repetition 
of the offence. The 1910 act gives power to the authorities to open 
postal packets, other than letters, suspected of containing seditious 
matter, and requires the printer of a newspaper to deposit with the 
government two copies of each issue at the time of publication. It 
includes a long list of offences incitement to which is punishable 
under the act, and in giving power to stop a seditious newspaper 
after conviction, and in fixing responsibility on the actual printers 
of seditious matter, has considerably strengthened the power of 
the law. 

Egypt-The press is subject to a special law (The Press Law of 
1681) and to certain articles of the penal code which define mu 
offences and prescribe penalties (both fine and imprisonment) for 
them. Owing to the capitulations, which are in force in Egypt as 
part of the Ottoman Empire, the penal code cannot be applied to 
foreign subjects. and its application had not (up to t9to) been found 
sufficient to repress abuses. The probable result of strengthening 
the law would be that conductors of native papers desirous of 
indulging in violent language or sedition would engage a foreign 
subject as nominal proprietor or editor and thereby escape local 
jurisdiction. The Press Law of t88t is a more powerful Instrument 
than the penal code. inasmuch as there are decisions of the mixed 
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gribunah that that law is, is principle, applicable to foreigners. 
By this law registration of newspapers is obligatory, and the govern-
ment has power of control, defined in art. 13 as follows: " In the 
interests of public order, of religion or of morality, every newspaper 
or periodical can be suspended or suppressed by order of the minister 
of the interior after two warnings, or, without previous warning, 
by a decision of the council of ministers. Each warning may be 
accompanied by a fine of from 1,E5 to LE2o." If a newspaper or 
periodical which has been suppressed continues to appear, the 
responsible parties can be fined, and the printing-press which issues 
the suppresaed publication can be closed by order of the minister 
of the interior. The closure or seizure of the printing-press would, 
however, in the case of a foreigner require the co-operation of his 
consul. 

This law was from about 1900 allowed to fall into disuse. Owing 
to the excesses of the Arabic newspapers the law was revived in the 
early part of 1909, but was applied with great moderation. During 
the year two native papers were warned and one was suppressed 
The tribunals remained alone competent to-inflict any penalty (apart 
from suppression and seizure of the printing-press) more severe than 
a fine of (Eno, and in 1909 under the penal node the editor of one 
native paper was sentenced to a year's imprisonment and the editor 
of another to three months' imprisonment. (See Sir Eldon Gorses 
reports on Egypt for 1908 and 1909, specially Egypt No. 1, spop, 
PP. 3-5.) 

The United Siefert—The first constitutions of Pennsylvania, Dela-
ware, Maryland and North Carolina, enacted in 1776, are interesting 
as containing the earliest declarations of any legislative authority 
in favour of the liberty of the press. The same principle was after-
wards adopted in the constitution of the United States. The acts 
of Congress dealing with the press are not numerous, as each state 
has for the most part its own legislation on the subject, dealing 
generally with."amon. Aber matters, the registration of newspapers, 
the monopoly of the ate printer, and the right of giving the truth 
In evidence in defence to proceedings for libel. The act of the t8th 
of August i856 forbids diplomatic or consular officers of the United 
States to correspond with any foreign newspaper in regard to the 
affairs of a foreign state. The act of the 3rd of March 1873 prohibits 
the printing and circulation of obscene literature. Legislation by 
Congress has provided that all printing ((unless otherwise ordered 
by law) for the Senate and House of Re ommmtatives and the 
executive and judicial departments, shall be dose by the govern-
ment printer. 

Austria-Hungary.—In the Austrian Empire, which from 1804 to 
1867 embraced Hungary also, the press laws tinder Metternich'. 
regime were extremely severe. By the penal code of 1808 all 
printing had to be licensed, under heavy penalties, and in 18to two 
censors were appointed. Is short, the press had ao shadow of liberty. 
During the revolution of 1848-1849 the principle of the freedom of 
the press was established, but the censorship was restored in 1852 and 
not abolished until 1863. The actual press lawsof Austria are based 
as the press law of the 17th of December 1862 as modified by later 
supplementary enactments. In principle the freedom of the press 
was secured by art. 13 of the constitution of the aist of December 
1867. In practice, however, it was still restricted by the obligation 
on newspaperproprietors to deposit "caution money" (iCoslions-
smog) with the authorities, and the retention of the governmeet 

The caution MOW was abolished by a press 
law of the 9th of J sly i and the stamp by that of. the 27th of 
December 1899. The p, 4 however, still have the right, either 
on their own initiative or under the instructions of the public 
prosecutor (Stastsantsall). " provisionally" to confiscate printed 
matter which in their opinion offends against the terms of the press 
law or is contrary to the public interest. The public prosecutor has, 
within eight days. to justify this action in court, either by proceeding 
against those responsible for the publication, or by proving the 
published matter i, • c' r 1. e and ought to be suppreased. This 
latter " objective " 	e (objektives Vodakren) is peculiar to 
Austria and ob‘ir 	 s vast powers of control in the hands 
at the 	 tyta the government introduced a bill 
greatly modifying these and other provisions of the press law in a 
liberal sense, but the bill was postponed to more urgent matters. 

In Hungary the liberty of the press was secured by art. 18 of 
the constitution of 1848, which was restored in t867. Under this 
the censorship was abolished; but, in additio c to provision for the 
cases of libel, incitement to violence and cri &c., the law also 
provided penalties for certain political press 'fences (14 6-8). i.e. 
attack; on the king or members of his family, incitements to (a) the 
dissolution the territorial unity of the star or of the dyna'tic 
link with Austria; (b) the forcible alteration of the constituti•m; 
(c) disobedience to lawful authorities; (d) commission of trim. 
['rem offences are tried by special jury courts. Under the Crim, aal 
Code of 1878 (II 170-174) further offences were made subject to 
penalty, including " direct incitement of one class of the papu-
lation, one nationality or religions denomination to hatred of 
another," instigation against the constitution and parliament, and 
glorification of any one who has suffered punishment for such 
offences. " Direct incitement' (I 172), was subsequently inter-
preted by the curia to mean "any spoken or written word . . . 

which is tamable of predating in Mother hatted against a 
nationality. as..". 

The result of these provisions has been that liberty of the pier 
has existed in practice only for the Magyarss. constant prommutions 
having been directed against the editors and proprietors of wham. 

conviction being ad but inevitable owing to the 	Juries (die 
tions giving voice to the grievances of the other Hun 	sums, 

to the high property qualification) being almost exclusively composed 
of members of the dominant race. 

In Transylvania, where the old stringent Austrian press law of 
1852 is still in force, the public prosecutor has discretionary powers 
to confiscate obnoxious literature, powers freely used against the 
Rumanian press. (See R. W. Seton Watson, Racial Problems is 
Hungary, London, 1908, pp. 293 aqq•) 

Belgiton.—It was the prosecution of political writers by the Dutch 
government that directly led to the independence of Belgium in 
1830. By the Belgian constitution of the 7th of February 11835, art. 
18, it is declared that the press is free, that censonhip shall never 
again be established, that sureties cannot bestowed from wirers, 
editors or printers, and that when the author is known and domiciled 
in Belgium the printer or bookseller cannot be prosecuted. By 
art. 98 press offences are to be tried by jury. The penal law of the 
press is contained in the decree of the rah of July 1831, made 
perpetual in 1833. By this law it is made an offence. apart frees 
the penal code, (2) to incite to the commission of a crime by 
or printed writings in a public meeting; (a) to attack the 
force of the laws, or to incite to disobedience of them: (3) to 
the constitutional authority or inviolability of the king, the con-
stitutional authority of the dynasty, or the authority and iiglus 
of the chambers. Every copy of a journal must bear the name of 
the printer and the indication of his domicile In Belgium. Pruned-
ins for offences against the law must be taken in some cases within 
three months, in others within a year. 

Dennia►k.—Press offences were at the time punished with great 
severity. By the code of Christian V. (1683) libel was punished with 
infamy and hard labour for life- and, if again st a insgistrate. 
death. Censorship was abolished and the press declared frec by 
art. 86 of the constitution granted' by Frederick VII. on the sth of 
June 049 and confirmed by Christian IX. in 1866. An- St 
forbids the search (or or seizure of printed matter in • dwelliarlexata 
unless after judicial proceedings. 

France.—The government began early to impose striation tesnic-
tions upon printing. An edict of Henry II. in 1559 rude it punis►

-able with death to print without authority. The university of Pans 
originally claimed the right of licensing new theological worts, a 
junaditoon vested in the Crown by an ordinance d 1914 
Offences against religion were severely punished by the secular 
authorities. This the parliament of Toulouse meat Vanini to 
the stake In 1619 for the crime of publisbin a heretical mirk. 
A few years later, in t626, Cardinal Richelieu declared it a 
capital offence to publish a work against religion or the orate 
In 3723 appeared a regulation forbidding any but Mend 
booksellers to deal in books. Many later regulations now 
directed against unlicensed presses, the employment of wart 
than a certain number of workmen. &c. At the Revolution di 
these restrictions were abolished, and the Assembly declared it 
to be the right of every citizen to print and publish his opinion 
This new liberty quickly needed a check, which was attempted as 
early as 779i, but no effectual restraint was imposed until the law 
of the 5th of February 1810 establish:) a direction of the press. 
The charter of Louis XVIII. in 1814 F cue liberty to the press in 
express terms, but restrictions soon f.a•owed. In tete a wawa 
of sureties (eastionnements) replaced the censorship. The Revolu-
tion of 183o was caused by, inter also. i'ne of the online:ices uf St 
Cloud (July 25, 1830) for suspension I the liberty of the pros 
Restrictions on the liberty were remove for the tine in 183o and 
1852, only to be succeeded as usual by the poem laws of skis sad 
1852. During the Second Empire govern meat prosecutioats tot IBM 
were used as a powerful engine against ti e pram. The proceeding. 
against Montalembert in 1858 area well-known instance. Between 
1858 and 0366 many newspapers were i ppeessed by proclamation. 
With the republic liberty of the pram was completely reestablished. 
A decree of the 27th of Ottober 1870sUbMitted press of to Mal 
by jury.,  The law of the 29th of July 1881, by which the French 
press is now midated, begins by asserting the liberty of the poem 
and of booksdh-ng. The principal limitations of ibis lilerry ate 
the prohibition to publish criminal proceeding, before bearing in 
public, or lists of subscriptions for indemnifying an accused person. 
and the power of forbidding the entrance of (wigs atewspapeas under 
certain circumstances. The eider of responsibility for printed 
matter is (t) the manager or editor; (s) the author. (3) the printer. 
(4) the vender or distributor. The printer and the wader, hoetsve. 
can only be punished (or acts not falling within their properfunctiosm 
Proceedings (or breaches of the law must be taken within ant 
months. As to taxation, the decree ef the Slh td *Pinolber 
abolished the stamp duty 'upon newpapers, but It n still impost! 

See Dalloz: Jurisprudence ginleate, 	" Pm " j ilia row 
alphabetic.. 0443-1877), 	" Prem." 
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but the .otiose of public authorities may be printed on white 

Parennany.—Censorship was introduced by the diet of Spires in 
1529. From that time till 048 there were numerous restrictions 
ea the liberty of the pima. One of the most important •was a 
resolution of the diet of the German confederation, passed on the 
antis of September 1819 as a sequel to the Carlsbad decrees 
by which newspapers were subject to licence and police supervision 
meach state. Liberty dates, as in Austria ..rid s caly, from 1848. 
Soon after that year, however. it became maw --cry to establish press 
laws in most of the German states, as in Bass r is in 1850, Prussia and 
Baden in 1851. Since the establishment of the new empire censorship 
has disappeared. By art. 74 of the constitution of the empire (1871) 
every ode attacking the empire or ha officers through the press is 
liable titnishment in his own state. By art. 4 the laws relating 
to the are under imperial and not control. The press 
law eft 7th of May 1874 is therefore in forte throughout the whole 
empire. At its beginning it affirms the liberty of the pries. Its 
math provisions are these: The name and address of the printer 
must appear on all printed matter. Newspapers and periodicals 
must in addition bear the name of some weperson, domiciled in 
the empire, as responsible editor, aad a copy of every number must 
be deposited with the police authorities of thedistrict in which it 
is published. Foreign periodicals may be excluded by proclamation 
of the Imperial chancellor for two years, if twice within the year 
they have been guilty of certain offences against the penal code. 
Criminal proceedings are not to be reported while still sub ./urine. 

gerAo
‘rler of responsibility for offences is the same as in ranee. 

 inge must be taken within six months. In certain =SOS 
printed matter may be seised without the order of a court. This 
may take place where (I) the publitstion does not bear the name of 
printer or editor, (a) military comets are revealed in time of war, 
(3) justice would be defeated by the publication not being immedi- 
ately seized. A judidal tribunal is to dmAtie at once upon the legality 
of the seizure. The press law is not to affect regulations made In 
time of war or internal disterbaitee. A temporary law pawed in 
0178 gave the police large power. in the case of socialistic publica-
tions. Only offences involving heavy penal• ie. are tried byjury. 
Tire.  proposal of the Reichstag that all pees ATertees should he so 
tried was iteetedtemVitgovernenents, except s regards those stat es 
(Bavaria, en Baden. Oldenburg where this principle 
was already in force. 

	

Greece.—Under King Otto censorship w 	owised up to 184.4. 
By the constitution of the tech of !starch 1',44 every one may 
polyllat his thoughts by.  means of the press , bserving the laws of 
the state. The Frees le fres, and COMM* -tP (Xs -SisPisitt) is not 
permitted. Responsible editors, publishers and printers of news.. 

rpapers are not required to deposit money on the ground of surety. 
ublishers of newspapers must be Greek citizens (art. to). The 

legislature may exclude reporters from Its innings in certain cases 

ra,t. 48). Press offences are to be' tried by jury, except when they 
only with private life (art. 93). 

Holland.—The press has been -free mince the existence of the 
present kingdom of the Netherlands, which dates from 181,5. 
Liberty of the m . em expressly secured by art. 8 of the constitu-
tion of 2848. By art,, tad of the pees' code seditious books and 

pers may be seized. By art. 383 of the same code and by a 
newspapers of the 25th of Jansen, 1314 the name of the printet 
must appear upon newspapers. Peas offences are not tried by 
jury, 

lady.—By art. 27 of the political code of Sardinia, granted by 
Charles Albert on the 4th of March 03411, and still in force, the 
press is free, but abuses of the liberty are restrained by law. The 
present press law of Italy is contained in the I.1% ,  of the 26th of 
March 7848, as altered by later enactments Everything printed 
is typographical characters, or by lithograph: it any similar means, 
must indicate the place and the data of pry ,t ing and the name of 
the printer. A copy of everything printed must be deposited with 
certain officials and at certain libraries. Before the publication of 
any newspaper or periodical,notice of the intendeelpublication 
must be given at the office of the seeretar state for internal 
affairs. The notice must contain (I) a de station of the legal 
qualification of the person intending to puld,,h, whether as pro-
prietor or editor, (2) the nature of the publication, and (3) the name 
and residence of the responsible editor. Every newspaper is bound 
In insert gratuitously a contradict' ioa err expi nation of any charge 
made &gaunt a person is its Catillta& F01 nt ravention of these 
and other regulations there is • statutory salty not  exceeding 
rum lire Ciao). The publication of • newspa r may be suspended 
ulna the payment of a fine. The pubhca: •-.ts of .  parliamentary 
debuts is permitted. Press offences are tried by a jury of twelve. 
9y a law of the tith of Nay t1177 it is forbidden to publish any 
indication of the way in which individual judges or jurors voted in 
their deliberations. 

Nirway.—Tbe liberty of the press is secured by art. too of the 
atom/toile* of tete. No ono as he pew -lied for any writing 
edges be, or some one by his inetigstion. d d against the state. 
kw, seligion or de=ey. or maim inhume., accusations against 
any cue. Criticism of the gess:weft is exprently permitted. 

MO/WO Empire.—By art. 12 of the constitution of the 2,3rd of 
December 1876 the press was recognized as free, subject to the 
limits imposed by law. The constitution was, however, " sus. 
pended," and a rigorous censorship was enforced, under the direction 
of Sultan Abd-ul-Hamid Ii., until the revolution of 1908. 

Portugal.—It is stated by Braga and others that a free press 
existed up to the establishment of the Inquisition, and that Gil 
Vicente (d. 1536) was the last writer who dared to express his 
thoughts freely. At a later period Bocage was imprisoned for 
writings displeasing to the authorities. Boards of censorship 
under the names of the " Real mesa censoria," or the " Mesa do 
desembargo do paco," assumed to license publications. Liberty 
of the press was, however, finally secured, and censorship limited, 
by art. 7 of the constitution granted by John VI. in t82t. By 
art. 8 a special tribunal was constituted in both Portugal and 
Brazil to protect the liberty of printing. The censorship was con-
fined to that exercised by the bishops over theological or dogmatic 
works. The debates in the legislature and proceedings in the courts 
of justice are not generally reported. 

Rumania.—By the constitution of the 30th of June t866. art. 5. 
Rumanians enjoy liberty of the press. By art. 24 the constitution 
guarantees to all the liberty of communicating and publishing ideas 
through the press, every one being liable for abuse in cases deter-
mined by the penal code. Press offences are to be tried by jury. 
Censorship is abolished, and is never to be re-established. No 
previous authorization is necessary for thcpublication of newspapers. 
No sureties are to be demanded from Journalists, writers, editors 
or printers. The press is not to be subjected to regulation of ad-
vertisements. No newspaper or publication is to be suspended or 
suppressed. Every author is responsible for his writings; in default 
of the author, the manager or editor is responsible. Every news-
paper must have a responsible manager in the possession of civil 
and political rights. 

Rum:.—The position of the Russian press generally was, previously 
to the revolution of 19o5, regulated by a law of the 6th of April t865. 
The effect of that law was to exempt from preventive censorship (if 
published in St Petersburg or Moscow) all newspapers, periodicals 
and original works and translations not exceeding a certain number 
of pages, and (wherever published) all government publications, 
matter printed by academies, universities and scientific bodies, 
and maps, plans. and charts. Everything printed and published 
that did not fall within any of these categories had, before issue 
to the public, to be submitted for the approval of government 
censors stationed in different parts of the empire. The minister 
of the interior had power to dispense with the preventive censorship 
in the case of provincial newspapers and periodicals. In St Peters-
burg and Moscow the periodical press was subject to corrective 
censorship for infringement of the numerous restrictive regulations 
contained in the code, and supplemented at times by secret instruc-
tions from the minister of the interior to editors and publishers. 
Apart from the code, the sustained display of a spirit hostile to the 
government rendered the publisher of a periodical liable to punish-
ment. The penalties established by the law of 1865 for offences 
against the press regulations consisted in the infliction of a series 
of warnings published in the Oficial Gazelle. A first warning 
merely enjoined more care for the future; a second was followed by 
suspension for a certain period,  sometimes by a prohibition to insert 
advertisements; a third by suppression, and perhaps prosecution of 
the offending conductor. By Imperial elms of the and of June 1872 
the jurisdiction of the jud icial tribunals over press offences was 
practically transferred to the minister of the interior, except in the 
case of violation of private rights, as by libel. The law of 1865 was 
modified in 1874 by a regulation to the effect that all publications 
appearing at longer intervals than one week should be submitted 
to the central board of censors-• This applied to all periodicals that 
had been formerly published without preventive censorship. By a 
ulcaz issued in 1881 a committee of four members was entrusted with 
the decision of all matters relating to the press submitted to it by 
the minister of the interior, The strictest supervision was exercised 
over the foreign press, periodical arid otherwise. None but a few 
privileged individuals, such as members of the royal family, foreign 
diplomatists, and editors of newspapers in the capital, might receive 
foreign publications free of censorship. The censorshipconsisted 
in blackening out, and sometimes in the excision, of whole columns 
and sheets of publications that might be deemed pernicious. Only 
such periodicals as were placed on a list approved by the board of 
censors were allowed to be received through the post office by non. 
privileged persons. Telegraphic messages to newspapers were 
stibject to strict censorship. The Russian telegraphic press agency 
is under official management. 

Full liberty of the press was guaranteed by the Imperial ukaz of 
the t7th of October ioos, and though no special legislation followed 
the censorship was for a time de facto abolished. With the progrese 
of the reaction, boiever, the old conditions were to a certain extent 
re-established. In St Petersburg, for instance, the newspapers were 
in two again under the absolute jurisdiction of chief of police and 
were forbidden to publish any reference to members of the Imperial 
family or to the again of P...1 s ,1 (except official notices). In leo8 
as many as 73 newspapers am. ,•i.riedicals were suppressed, of which 
eft were in St Fetorelasms aloes. 
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Spain.—, There was probably no country where restrictions at the 

liberty of the press were at one time more stringent than in Spain. 
From the first use of printing up to 'pi censorship was exercised 
by the Crown; after that date the Inquisition began to assume the 
right, and continued to do so up to its suppression in 1808. In 
1538 Philip II. denounced the penalty of death against even the 

r of a book upon the expurgatorias of the Inquisition. 
CansteessOi the greatest names in Spanish literature were sufferers: 
Castillejo, Mendoza. Mariana and Quevedo incurred the displeasure 
of the Inquisition: Luis Ponce de Leon was imprisoned for his 
translation of the Song of Solomon. The last Index appeared in 
179o. ,  In 1812 the constitution promulgated by the regency in 
the name of Ferdinand VII. provided by art. 371 that all Spaniards 
should have liberty to write, print and publish their political ideas 
without any necessity for licence, examination or approbation pre-
vious to publication, subject to the restrictidns imposed by law. 
Art. 13 of the constitution of the 3oth of June 1876, promul-
gated on the accession of Alphonse XII.. practically retnacts this 
provision. 

Sweden.—The press law of the 16th et July :812 is one of the 
fundamental laws of Sweden. It is an expansion of art. 86 of the 
constitution of the 6th of June 1809. Liberty of the press is declared 
to be the privilege of every Swede, subject to prosecution for libellous 
writing. Privileges of individuals as to publication are abolished. 
The title and place of publication of every newspaper or periodical 
must be registered, and every publication must bear the name of 
the printer and the place of printing. Press offences are tried by 
• jury of nine, chosen respectively by the prosecutor, the prisoner. 
and the court. The verdict of two-thirds of the fury is final. 

Switurfand.—Liberty of thepress is secured by art. 43 of the 
constitution of 1848. re-enacted by art. 33 of the constitution of 
the 29th of May 1874. Each canton has its own laws for the repres-
sion of abuse of the liberty, subject to the approbation of the federal 
council. The confederation can impose penalties on libels directed 
against itself or its officers. 

PliErIZMN, a market town, urban district, and anise and 
county town of Radnorshire, Wales, situated on the Lug amidst 
beautiful scenery. Pop. (190r), 1245. Presteign is the terminus 
of a branch of the Great Western railway running north from 
Tilley Junction in Herefordshire. The old-fashioned town 
contains the fine parish church of St Andrew, dating chiefly 
from the isth century, and an interesting old inn, the " Radnor-
shire Arms," once the residence of the Bradshaw family in the 
17th century. To the west rises the Wanton, a wooded hill laid 
out as a public park Presteign is the most easterly spot on 
the Welsh border, a circumstance that is noted in the Cymric 
expression to mark the extreme breadth of the Principality- 
. Tyddewi I Lk:warm (" from St Davids to Presteigh "). 

Although the Welsh name of LJanandras is said-to denote a 
foundation by St Andras ap Rhun ap Brychan in the 5th 
century, the place seems to have been an obscure hamlet in the 
lordship of Moelynaidd until the 14th century, when Bishop 
David Marlyn of St Davids (12go-,328) conferred valuable 
market privileges upon this his native place, which on doubtful 
authority is said to derive its English name from this priest. 
In 1542 Presteign was named as the meeting place of the 
county sessions for Radnorshire in conjunction with New 
Radnor, and it has ever since ranked as the county town. 
Although an ancient borough by prescription, Presteign was 
not included in the Radnor parliamentary district until the 
19th century, and of this privilege it was deprived by the 
Redistribution Act of :685. 
'urn JOHN, a fabulous medieval Christian monarch of 

Asia. The history of Prester John no doubt originally gathered 
round some nucleus of fact, though what that was is extremely 
difficult to determine. But the =Me and the figure which it 
suggested occupied so prominent a place in the mind of Europe 
for two or three centuries that a real history could hardly have a 
stronger claim to exposition. Before Prester John appears upon 
the sons we find the way prepared for his appearance by a 
kindred fable, which entwined itself with the legends about him. 
This is the story of the appearance at Rome (tits), in the 
pontificate of Caliztus II., of a certain Oriental ecclesiastic, 
whom one account styles " John, the patriarch of the Indians," 
and another "an archbishop of India." This ecclesiastic related 
wonderful storks of the shrine of St Thomas in India, and of 
the minds wrought there by the body of the apostle. iscludiog 

*See Tidmor, Etc. of Span. Ld. L 422 sm., W. 3ed  

the distribution of the sacramental wafer by his hand. We 
cannot regard the appearance at Rome of the personage who 
related these marvels in presence of the pope as a mere popular 
fiction: it rests on two authorities apparently 'independent (one 
of them a letter from Ode of Reims, abbot of St Remy from 
t tilt to tip), for their discrepancies show that one was not 
copied from the other, though in the principal facts they agree. 

Nearly a quarter of a century later Prester John appears 
upon the scene, in the character of a Christian conqueror and 
potentate who combined the characters of priest and king, and 
ruled over vast dominions in the Far East. This idea was uni-
versal in Europe from about the middle of the 11th century 
to the end of the 13th or beginning of the lath. The Asiatic 
story then died away, but the name remained, and the royal 
presbyter was now assigned a locus in Ethiopia. Indeed, it 
is not improbable that from a very early date the title was 
assigned to the Abyssinian king, though for a time this identifi-
cation was overshadowed by the prevalence of the Asiatic 
legend. At the bottom of the double allocation there was, no 
doubt, that confusion of Ethiopia with India which is as old as 
Virgil and perhaps older. . 

The first mention of Prester John occurs in the chronicle of 
Otto, bishop of Freisingen. This writer states that when at 
the papal court in 1145 he met with the bishop of Cabala (Jibal 
in Syria), who related bow "not many years before one Jobs, 
king and priest (rex of secerdos), who dwelt in the extreme 
Orient beyond Persia and Armenia, and was, with his people, 
a Christian but a Nestorian, had made war against the brother 
kings of the Persians and Merles, who were called Samiards 
(or Sanjards), and captured Ecbatana their capital. After 
this victory Presbykr John—for so he was wont to be styled—
advanced to fight for the Church at Jerusalem; but when he 
arrived at the Tigris and found no means of transport for his 
won,, be turned northward, as he had heard that the river is 
that quarter was frozen over in winter-time. After halting on 
its banks for some years in expectation of a frost he was obliged 
to return home. This personage was said to be of the ancient 
race of the Magi mentioned in the Gospel, to rule the same 
nations that they ruled, and to have such wealth that be used 
a sceptre of solid emerald. Whatever impression was made by 
this report, or by other rumours of the event on which it was 
founded, was far exceeded, about ries, by the circulation of a 
letter purporting to be addressed by Prester John to the 
emperor Manuel. This letter, professing to come from 
" Presbyter Joanna, by the power and virtue of God and of the 
Lord Jesus Christ, Lord of Lords," claimed that be was the 
greatest monarch under heaven, as well as a devout Christian. 
The letter dealt at length with the wonders of his empire. It 
was his desire to visit the Holy Sepulchre with a great host, 
and to subdue tbe.enernies of the Cross. Seventy-two kings, 
reigning over as many kingdoms, were his tributaries. His em-
pire extended over the three Indies, including that Farther India, 
where lay the body of St Thomas, to the sun-rising, and back 
again down the dope to the reins of Babylon and the tower of 
Babel. An the wild beasts and monstrous creatures comment°. 
rated in current legend were to be found in his dominions, as 
well as all the wild and eccentric races of seen of whom straw 
stories were told, including those unclean nations whom Aksr 
ander Magnus walled up among the mountains of the north, 
and who were to come forth at the latter day—and so were the 
Amazons and the Bragrnan& His dominions contained the 
monstrous ants that dug gold and the fish that gave the purple; 
they produced all manner of precious stones and all the famous 
aromatics. Within them was found the Fountain of Youth; the 
pebbles which give light, restore sight, and render the possessor 
invisible; the Sea of Sand was there, stored with fish of wondrous 
savour; and the Rivet of Stones was there also; besides • 
subtertineass stream whose sands were of gems. His terrhory 
produced the worm called " salamander," which fired in fur, 
and which wrought itself as incombustible envelops from which 
were nianufactined robes for the presbyter. which were tonal 
is Visaing fire. When the king went forth to war thirteett 
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great crosses made of gold and Jewels were tarried in wagons 
before him as his standards, and each was followed by to,000 
knights and ica.ocsa footmen. There were no poor in his 
dominions, DO thief or robber, no fiatterer or miser, no dissen-
Pions, no lies, and no vices. His palace was built after the plan 
of that which St -Thomas erected for the Indian king Gonda 
pharus. Of the splendour of this details are given. Before 
it was a marvellous mirror erected on a many-storeyed pedestal 
(described In detail), in the speculum he could discern every-
thing that went on throughout his dominions, and detect 
conspiracies. He was waited on by 7 kings at a time, by 
60 dukes and 36$ counts, la archbishops sat on his right 
hand, and 20 bishops on his left, besides the patriarch of 
St Thomas's, the protopope of the Sarmagantians (Samarkand?), 
and the archprotopope of Sum, where the royal residence was. 
There was another palace of still more wonderful character, 
built by the presbyter's father in obedience to a heavenly 
command, in the city of Bribric. Should it be asked why, 
with all this power and splendour, he calls himself merely 
" presbyter." this is because of his humility, and because it 
was not fitting for one whose sewer was a primate and Ling, 
whose butler an archbishop and king, whose chamberlain a 
Whop and king, whose master of the horse an archimandrite 
and king, whose chief cook an abbot and lung, to be called by 
such titles as these. 

How great was the popularity and diffusion of this letter 
may be judged in some degree from the fact that Zarncke in his 
treatise on Prcstcr John gives a list of close on too MSS. 
of it. Of these there are 8 in the British Museum, to at 
Vienna, t3 in the great Paris library, is at Munich. There 
are also several renderings in old German verse. Many 
circumstances of the time tended to render such a letter accept-
able. Christendom would welcome gladly the intelligence 
of a counterpoise arising so unexpectedly to the Mahommedan 
power; while the statements of the letter itself combined a 
reference to and corroboration of all the romantic figments con-
cerning Asia which already fed the curiosity of Europe, which 
figured in the world-maps, and filled that fabulous history of 
Alexander which for nearly a thousand years supplanted the real 
history of the Macedonian throughout Europe and western Asia. 

The only other surviving_ document of the 12th century bearing 
en this subject is a ktter of which MS. copies are preserved in the 
Cambridge and Paris libraries, and which is she embedded in the 
chronicles of several English annalists, including_ Benedict of Peter- 
borough, Roger Hovedon and Matthew Paris. It purports to have 
been indited from the Rialto at Venice by Pope Alexander III. on 
the sth day before the calends of October (Sept. 27). data which 
flit the yeer as tin. The pope addresses it, emission. in Camas 
Alin Masai, illastat et essiniftes adenine rat Illovedon's copy here 
inserts reirerdat sanctisrionol. He recites how he had heard of the 
monarch's Christian prdession, diligence in good works and piety, 
by manifold narrators and common report, but also more particularly 
from his (the pope's) physician and confidant (medical at /gentians 
sorter), Master Philip, who had received information from honourable 
persons of the monarch's kingdom. with whom he had intercourse in 
those (Eastern) parts. Philip had also reported the kings anxiety for 
lastraction in Catholic discipline and for reconciliation with the 
apostolic me In raged to all discrepancies, and his desire to have a 
eburch in Rome and an attar at Jerusalem. The pope goes on to say 
that he found it too difficult.  on account of the length and obstruct ions 
of the way. to mad any one (of ecclesiastical poa(tion?) s Mum. 
but be avoid dispatch Philip to communicate instruction to him. 
And op accepting Philips communications the king should send back 
honourable persons bearing letters sealed with his seal. in which 
his wishes should be fully set forth. "The more nobly and 

y thou meditate thyself, and the lass Aft %UMW 
sima  remsfmraind eawsr. the more readily shall we Teped thy wishes 
both as to the comessios of a church in the city and of altars in the 
church of SS. Peter and Paul. and in the church of the Lord's 
Serruthere at Jerusalem. and as to other reasonable requests." 

is so express mention of the title " Nester) n " in what 
seem the more gelmine copies of this lemer. But the address and 
the sapreselon in the italicised pueage just quoted (w ich evidently 
alludes to the vassai epistle of 1165) hardly leave MOT for doubt 
that the pope supposed himself to be addressing the author of that 
letter. We do sot know how ler the imaginations about PIefte, 
John maimed their vitality in 1221. forty-four years after the letter 
al Baps Alexander, kw we know of so mention of Prater Joh. ip 
the interval. But is that year again s tumour mete out of the East 
that a gait awietiesi ocequesor wee taking the hated Moslem in 
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reverse and wireepseg awsw their power. PlOgfirdell csmuit mew% 
the Christians in Syria of the destruction of Mabomet's met alter 
six centuries of duration added to the excitement attending these 
rumours. The name ascribed to the conqueror was Deed, arid 
some called him the son or the grandson of Prester John of India. 
He whose conquests and slaughters now revived the legend was is 
fact no Christian or King David but the famous Janina Khan. 
The delusion was diesipated slowly, and even after the great Tatar 
invasion and devastation of eastern Europe its effects still ialluenced 
the mind of Christendom and caused popes and kings to send 
missions to the Tatar hordes with a lingering feeling that their 
khan., if not already Christiana, were at least always on the verge 
of conversion. • 

Before proceeding further we must go beck to the bishop of 
Gabala's story. II. d'Avezac first showed to whom the story 
must apply. The only conqueror whose grew suits in time and 
approximates in circumstances is the founder of Kara-Klikai, 
which existed as a great empire in Central Asia during the latter 
two-thirds of the 13th century. This personage was a prime of the 
Klotai or Khitaian dynasty al Liao, which had feigned over northers 
China and the regions beyond the Wall during a great past of the 
toth and lath centuries, and from which came the name Kilital 
(Cathay), by which China was once known is Europe and still is 
known in Russia. On the overthrow of the dyn asty about lass 
this prince, who is called by the Chinese Yelba Tashi. and had gone 
through a complete Chinese education, escaped westward with • 
body of followers. Being well received by the Uighur* and her 
tribes west of the desert, subjects of his family, he gathered 

ot 
 an. 

army and commenced a course of conquest which 
extended over eastern and western Turkestan. He took ge
ot Gur Khan or K,r Khan •  said to mean" universal " or " supreme " 
khan, and fixed 	ftilasaghun, north of the Tian Shan range, the 
capital of his ettylre, which became known as that of Kara-Khitai 
(Black Cathay). In ito the assistance of this Khitaian prince 
was invoked by the shah of Kharezm against Sanjar, the Seljuk 
sovereign of Persia, who had expelled the shah from his kingdom 
and killed bin son. The Gur Khan came with a vast army of Turks. 
Khitaians, and others• and defeated Senior near Samarkand (Sept. 
II at) in a battle which the historian Ibn al-Athir calls the greatest 
defeat that Islam had ever undergone in those regions. Though 
the Gur Khan himself is not described as having extended his con-
quests into Persia, the shah of Kharezm followed up the victory by 
invading Khorasan and plundering the cities and treasuries of 
Sanjar. In this event—the defeat of Sanjar, whose brother's son. 
Idas'uc' reigned over western Persia—occurring four years before 
the to ■ ,f the Eastern conqueror was told at Rome to Bishop Otto. 
we see to have the destruction of the Samerdi fratres or Sanjar 
broths . which was the germ of the story of Prester John. 

They. is no evidence of any profession of Christianity on the part 
of the our Khan. though the daughter of the last of his race is 
recorded to have been • Christian. The hosts of the Gur Khan are 
called by Moslem historians Al. Turk-el-Kaffor, the Irate or infidel 
Turks: and in later days the use of this term " kafir " he to mis-
apprehensions, as when Vasco des Game's people were he to take 
for Christians the Banyan traders on the African coast, and to 
describe as Christiansovere ugna so many princes of the Farther East 
of whom they heard at t. How the name John mere is one 
of the obscure points. Oppert supposes-the title " Gut Khas " 
to have been confounded with Yukianan or Johannes: and it is 
probable that even in the Levant the stories of John the patriarch 
of the Indies." repeated in the early part of this article, may have 
already mingled with the rumours from the East. 

The failure in the history of the Gur Khan to meet all points in 
the story of the bishop of Cabala led Professor Bruin of °derma 
to bring forward another candidate for identity with the o riginal  
Prester John, in the person of the Georgian prince John Orbes, 
the " sbasalar." or generalissimo under several kegs of Georgia in 
that age. He shows instances, in documents of the tsth century, 
of the association of Prester John with the Caucasus. In one at 
least of these the title is applied to the king of Abassia, is. of the 
Abhasians of Caucasus. Some confusion between Abash (A 'nia) 
and Abbas seems to be possibly at the bottom of the im 
An abstract of Professor Bsuun's aegunient will be found in the 
and edition of Sir H. Yule's Marco Pate. ii. 539-442. &regents any 
real foundation for the title of " Presbyter ' we may observe 
that nothing worth mentioning has been alleged on behalf of any 
candidate. 

When the Mongol conquests threw Asia open to Frank travellers 
in the middle of the 13th century their minds were full of Prester 
John; they sought In vain for an adequate representative, nor was 
it in the nature of things that they should not find some repre-
sentative In fact they found several. Apparently no real tradition 
existed among the Eastern Christians of such a personage; the 
myth had taken shape from the clouds of rumour as they rolled 
westward from Asia But the persistent demand produced a supply: 
and the honour of identification with Prester John, after hovering 
over one head and another, settled for a long time upon that al 
the king of the Nestorian tribe of Kermit, famous in the historic, 
of Jenghia under the name of Ung or Awang Khan. 

In grpisre WO) single mastion of 'Fewer John as the MOM 
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of the Christians of India the Greater, who defeats the Tatars by 
an elaborate stratagem, Oppert recognizes Jalaluddin of Khanstm 
and his brief success over the Mongols in Afghanistan. In the 
Armenian prince Sempad's account (12 ♦8), on the other hand, this 
Christian king of India is aided by the Tatars to defeat and harass 
the Saracens, and becomes the vassal of the Mongols. In the nar-
rative of William Rubruquis (1253).  though distinct reference is 
made to the conquering Gur Khan under the name of Coir Cham of 
Caracatay, the title of " King John "1, as,igned to Kushluk, king 
of the Naimans, who had married the daughter of the last lineal 
representative of the gur khans.' And from the remarks which 
Rubruquis makes in connexion with this King John. on the habit 
of the Nestorian/ to spin wonderful stork% out of ie , thing, and of 
the great tales dii !. went forth about King John, it is evident that 
the intelligent traveller supposed this king of the Naimans to be 
the original of the -widely spread legend. He mentions, however, 
a brother of this John called Unc who ruled over the Cult and 
Merkit (or Kerait and Ntekrit, two of the great triter of Mongolia), 
whose history he aith that of Jenghis Khasi. Unc Khan 
reappears in Marco Polo, who tells much about him as " • great 
prince, the same that we all Prester John, him in fact about whose 
• dominion all the world talks. This Unc was in fact the 
prince of the Kerait, called by the Chinese Tull, and by the Persian 
historians of the Mongols Toghrsl, on whom the Kin emperor of 
north China had conferred the title of " wan` " or king, whence 
his coming to be known as Awang pr Ung Khan. He was long 
the ally of Jenghiz, but a breach occurred between them, and they 
were mortal enemies till the death of Ung Khan in tsop. In the 
narrative of Marco Polo " Unc Can," alias Prester John, is the liege 
lord of the Tatars, to whom they paid tribute until Jenghiz arose. 
And this is substantially the story repeated by other European 
miters of the end of the 13th century, such as Ricold of Monte. 
cross and the sieur de Joinville, as well as by one Asiatic, the 
famous Christian writer, Gregory Abulfaraj. We can find no 
Oriental corroboration of the claims of Ung Khan to supremacy 
over the Mongols. But that his power and dignity were consider-
able appears from the term " Padshah," which is applied to him 
by the historian Rashiduddin. 

We find Prager John in one more phase before he vanishes from 
Asiatic history, real or mythical. Marco Polo in the latter part 
of the 13th century. and FriarJohn of Montecorvino, afterwards 
archbishop of Cambeluc. in the beginning of the 14th, speak of the 
descendants of Prester John as holding territory under the great 
khan in a locality which can be identified with the plain of Kuku-
Khotan, north of the great bend of the Yellow river and about 
280 m. north-west of Peking. The prince reigning in the time of 
these two writers was named King George. and was the "6th in . 

 descent from Prater John," i.e. no doubt from Awang Khan. 
Friar Odoric, about 1326, visited the country stilt ruled by the 
prince whom he calls Prester John; " but," he says, " as regards 
him, not one-hundredth part Is true that is told of him." With 
this mention Prester John ceases to have any pretension to histori-
cal existence in Asia (for we need not turn aside to hlandeville's 
fabulous revival of old stories or to the barefaced fictions of his 
contemporary. John of Hese, which bring in the old tales of the 
miraculous body of St Thomas), and his connexion with that quarter 
of the world gradually died out of the memory of Europe.' 

When next we begin to hear his name it is as an African, not 
as an Asiatic prince; and the personage so styled is in fact the 
Christian king of Abyssinia. Ludolf has asserted that this applica-
tion was an invention of the Portuguese and arose only in the 15th 
century. But this is a mistake:for in fact the application had 
begun much earlier, and probably long before the name bad ceased 
to be attached by writers on Asia to the descendants of the king 
of the Kerait. It is true that the Florentine Simone Sigoli, who 
visited Cairo in 10.4, in his Viaggio at Monte Sinai still speaks of 
" Presto Giovanni ' as a monarch dwelling in India; but it is the 
India which is conterminous with the dominions of the soldan of 
Egypt, and whose lord is master of the Nile, to close or open its 
discharge upon Egypt. Thirty years earlier (c. 135a) the Franciscan 
Giovanni de' Marignolli, apostolic legate in Asuspeaks in his 
amnia' of Ethiopia where the Negroes are. and wh'ich is called the 
land of Prester John.' Going back still further. Friar Jordanus 

, It has been pointed out by Alexander Wylie that Kushluk was 
son of a powerful king of the Naimans, whose name Ta-Yang-Khan 
is precisely " Great lung John " as neatly as that could be expressed 
in Chinese. 

The stories of Khitai as a Christian empire, which led the Jesuits 
at the court of Akbar to despatch Benedict Goes in search of it 
(1601), did, however, suggest to Jerome Xavier, their chief, that the 
country in question " was the Cathay of Marco Polo, and its Christ fan 
king the representative of the famous Prester John "—a jumble of 
inaccuracy. 

' In a Spanish work of about the same date, by an anonymous 
Franciscan, we are told that the emperor called " Abdealib, which 
means ' servant of the Cross,' is a protector of Presto Jean, who is 
the patriarch of Nubia and Ethiopia, and ia lord of many mreat 
lands, and many cities of Christians, though they be black as  

" Catalani," who returned from the East before t328. speaks of 
the emperor of the Ethiopians " quern von vocatis Pram Johan." 

But, indeed. we shall have strong probability on our side it we 
go back much further still, and say tha, however vague may have 
been the ideas of Pope Alexander III. respecting the geographical 
position of the potentate whom he addressed from Venice in rim 
the only real person to whom the letter can have been sent was the 
king of Abyssinia. Let it be observed that the "honourable per-
sons of the monarch's kingdom " whom the leech Philip had met 
with in the East must have been the representatives of some real 
power, and not of a phantom. It must have been a real Wag who 
professed to desire reconciliation with the Catholic Church and the 
assignation of a church at Rome and of an altar at Jlennalem. 
Moreover, we know that the Ethiopic Church did long pawna a 
chapel and altar in the Church of the Holy Scpukhre. and, though 
we have been unable to find travellers' testimony to this older than 
about 497, it is quite possible that the appropriation may have 
originated much earlier. We know from Marco Polo that about • 
century after the date of Pope Alexander's epistle a mission was 
sent by the king of Abyssinia to Jerusalem to make ofierinp on 
his part at the Church of the Sepulchre. It must be rereembwed 
that at the time of the pope's letter Jerusalem, which had been taken 
from the Moslem in zone, was still in Christian possession. Abys- 
sinia had been going through a long period of vicissitude and dis- 
traction. In the toth century the royal line had been superseded 
by a dynasty of Falasha Jews, followed by other Christian faisibes: 
but weakness and disorder continued till the restoration of the 
" House of Solomon (c. 1268). Nothing is more likely than that 
the princes of the " Christian families " who had got possession el 
the throne of northern Abyssinia should have wished to strengthen 
themselves by a connexion with European Christendom. and to 
establish relations with Jerusalem. then in Christian bands. We 
do not know whether the leech Philip ever reached his destination, 
or whether a reply ever came back to the Lateran. ,  

Baronius, who takes the view for which we have been arguing, sup• 
poses it possible that the church in Rome possessed m hs own 
time by the Abyssinians (St Stephen's in the Vatican) might have 
been granted on this occasion. 13ut we may be sure that this was 
a modern concession during the attempts to master the Ethiopian 
Church early in the 16th century. Ludolf intimates that its occu-
pancy had been taken from them in his own time after it had bath 
held " for more than a century." 

In the legendary history of the Trans/a/ion of ate three Messed 
Kings by John of Hildesheim (c. 1370), of which an account and 
extracts are given by Zarncke (Abhandl. ii. 154 set ) s  we have as 
evident jumble in the writer's mind between the Asiatic and the 
African location of Prester John; among other mitten it is stated 
that Prester John and the Nubians dug a chapel out of the rock 
under Calvary in honour of the three kings: " et vocatur ina 
capella in partibus ihlis capella Nubiyanorum ad newt in pmesenters 
diem, red Sarracini . . . ob invidiam obstruxerunt (p. 158). 

From the 14th century onwards Prester John had found his 
seat in Abyssinia. It is there that Fra Mauro's great map (459) 
presents a fine city with the'rubrie. " Qui ii Preste Janni Is residential 
principal." When, nearer the end of the century ( 1 481 -1 495). King 

pitch. and brand themselves with the sign of the erns in token el 
their haw. " (1.1bro del conocinviento de todos moos, Mc., printed 
at Math-0 1877). 

rale.,  I we can carry the date back half a century further by the 
evidence a letter translated in Ludolf (Comment. p. 303). This 
is addres-,  .1 from Shoe by the king Zara Jacob in the eighth year of 
his reign 442) to the Abyssinian monks, dwellers at Jerusalem. 
The king i'extres them to light certain lamps in the Church of the 
Sepulchre, including " three in our chapel.' In the Pdgerfahrt des 
Ri'fres .4 , 4dd ess iforf (1496-1499: Cologne. 186o, p. 173). we 
6n a stxed that the Abyssinians had their chapel, dec.. to the 
Id. .51 the Holy Sepulchre, between two pillars of the Temple, whthit 
the Arm, oas chapel was over theirs, reached by a stone StallIMI* 
ak ■ IV•ide f the Indians (or Abyssinians). This exactly corresponds 
wig h I. 'in and reference given in Sandys's Treed" 0615). p- Um. 

....v. the different chapels. The first on the south. Ea the 
left looking from the body of the church, is " No. 35.—The chaplain 
of the Abesines, over which the chappell of the Armenians. '' A 
reference to Jerusalem, which we procured through the kindness 
of Mr Walter BCPAIMI shows that the Abyssinians no longer have 
a chapel or privileges in the Church of the Sepulchre. Between the 
Armenians and the Copts they have been deprived ci these, avail 
even of the keys of their convent. The resentment of King Theodore 
at the toss of these privileges was one of the indirect causes which 
led to the war between him and England in 1867-68. 

Matthew Paris gi s a letter from Philip, prior of the Destimithas 
in Palestine, which teethed the pope in ta57: and which speaks of 
a prelate from whom he had received several letters. 'qua pretest 
omnibus quos Nestodana hatreds cab eceksia separavit (cujim 
peadatio per Indiam Majorern. et per regatta% earierdotis Joanna:a. 
et per regna magi: see Orienti dilautur)." We have little 
doubt that Abyssinia was the " Twine " here indicated. though Is 
was a mistake to identify the Abymmian Church with the Nastotemth 
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Nut II. of Poftepl emu promecuting inquiries reprding access to 
India his Brit object was to open communication with " Presto 
John of the Indies," who was understood to be a Christian potentate 
in Africa. And when Vasco da Garna went on his voyage from 
Moaanst,que northwards he began to . , sr of " Preste Johann" as 
reigning in the interior—or rather. p,tiably. by the light of his 
procoseeptions of the existence of that , ersonage in East Africa he 
thus interpreted what was told him. More than twenty years 
kilter, when the first book on Abyss. ..a was CODIE101Vd-•-lh111 of 
AlYand—the title designating the king of Abyminsa Is " Printer 
joke," or simply " the Preste. 

On the whole subject in its older asprcts. see Ludolf's Malaria 
AetIsiopica and its Commentary. passim The excellent remarked 
M. d'Avezac, comprising a conspectus f almost the whole essence 
of the subject, are in the Rusted de 1.7ages a de sisfareints pub-
lished by the Societe de Geographic. IV. 542-164 (Paris, 1839). 
Two German works of importance sills have been used in this 
article are the interesting and suggest is. Der Presbyter Joistauses is 
Sage end Gesehithte. by Dr Gustav On; 'irt (2nd ed.. Berlin, 187o). 
and, most important of all in its learn,.' careful and critical collec• 
tion and discussion of all the passages Peering on the subject, Per 
Prissier Johannes. by Friedrich Zarnt e of laipeig (1876-1879). 
§ue a lso Sir II, '‘'ule's Cathay and the It ry Thither, p. 173 seq.. and 
In Marco Polo (2nd ed.). P 2297231 IL 5.39-343. (H. Y.) 

PRESTIDIGITATION (from Let. treltiO, ready, and digibss, 
finger), the art of conjuring by nimblc.hngered dexterity, 
particularly as opposed to the use of mechanical devices (see 
Corqualwa). The Latin proestigium, illusion, proesrigiae 
tricks, and proestigisfoo, juggler (from Igoe, before, and stisszere, 
to prick), cover the same meaning though differently derived. 

PRESTIGE. influence and authority exercised by reason of 
high reputation. It is one of the few words which have gained 
a meaning superior to that of original usage. The word in 
French, from which it has been borrowed by English, as in 
Latin joraesfigion or praeseigioe, meant jugglers' tricks, deceit, 
imposture, and so is found in the 16th century. The Latin 
stands for proestrigison, from proeseritsgere, to bind or fasten 
tight, brace to blindfold; others derive from proestinguere, to 
darken. obscure, deceive. The word was at first generally used 
as foreign and italicized; thus the Nos English Dirriasery 
quotes Sir Walter Scott (Parrs Loiters so his Kinsfolk, alp 
for the earliest example in English of the modern usage, 
" Napoleon needed the dazzling blase of decisive victory to 
renew the charm or prestige ... once attached to his name 
and fortunes." Other words derived from prearieinas through 
the French retain the original meaning 01 juggling or conjuring 
(see NIVITIIIIGITATION). 

PRESTON. JOHN (1587-1658), English Puritan divine. was 
born at Heyford in Northamptonshire and was educated at 
Queens' College, Cambridge (fellow tope). He took orders, 
and on becoming dean of his college drew large crowds to hear 
his preaching. On the duke of Buckingham's advice be was 
appointed chaplain to Prince Charles in triro: in trisx he became 
preacher at Lincoln's Inn and master of Emmanuel College. 
Cambridge. After the accession of Charles I. he worked hard 
ou behalf of the Puritan cause, but could accomplish little or 
nothing against Archbishop Laud. In theology he was a stanch 
Calvinist and his writings had considerable popularity. 

PRESTON, a municipal, county, and parliamentzry borough 
and port, of Lancashire, England, on the river Ribble, too m. 
N.W by N. from London by the London & North-Western 
railway, served also by the Lancashire & Yorkshire railway. 
Pop. (1891), 107.573;  tenor), 122,989; at the beginning of the 
soh century it was about 17,00o. The nucleus of its site consists 
of a ridge rising sharply from the north bank of the river, while 
the surrounding country, especially to the west about the estuary, 
is fiat. Among the numerous parish churches that of St John, 
bulk In Decorated style in ass. occupies a site which has 
tarried a church from early times. Among several Roman 

Catholic charchee• that of St Walpurgis (1834) is a handsome 
buildiag of Early Decorated character Of public buildings 
the most noteworthy is the large town hall, with lofty tower 
and spire, in Early English style. built in :867 from designs by 
Ur Gilbert Scott. 

The free public library and museum were established in .879 
by the truster at IL It- Harris, a prominent chives. A new  

building was opened in 1893. Here is placed Dr Shepherd's library 
founded in 1761. of nearly 9000 volumes, as well as a collection of 
pictures, &c., valued at ft 000, bequeathed by the late R. Newsham. 
The Harris Institute, endowed by the above-named trustees with 

• 
is established in n building of classical style erected in r849, 

coheres ate held science and art classes, and a chemical laboratory 
is maintained. For the grammar school, founded in 1550. a building 
in the Tudor style was erected in 1841 by private shareholders, 
but in 1860 they sold it to the corporation, who now have the 
management of the school. The blue-coat school, founded in 1701. 
was in 1817 amalgamated with the national schools. A Victoria 
jubilee technical school was established under a grant from the 
liarris trustees in 1897. There is also a deaf and dumb school. 
Preston is well supplied with public recreation grounds, including 
Avenham Park, the Miller Park, with a statue of the 14th earl 
of Derby (d. 1869). the Moor Park, the Marsh, and the Deepdale 
grounds„with an observatory. Preston is one of the principal seats 
of the cotton manufacture in Lancashire. There are also iron and 
brass foundries, engineering works, cotton machinery works, and 
boiler works, and some shipbuilding is carried on. In 1826 Preston 
became a creek ol Lancaster, in 1839 it was included in the new 
port of Fleetwood, and is 1843 it was created an independent port. 
The trade of the port 11 as insignificant until the construction of 
spacious docks, in conjunction with the deepening of the river 
from the quays of Preget, to its ontfall In Ow 11-1.41 yea, a ilist a rt, e  
of IA m., was begun in vas carried nut at a cost at over 
one million sterling. ,The main wet dock, opened in raw, is pee ft. 
long and too ft. wide. The total quayage is over 85oo Betel Ica. 
The channel of the river has been made straighter, and from ducks 
to sea deepened, so that the dock is accessible for vessels of 17 ft. 
draught on ordinary spring tides. A canal connects Preston with 
Lancaster. 

The parliamentary borough, which returns two members, falls
between the Blackpool and -Damen divisions of the county. The 
corporation consists of a mayor, 12 aldermen and 36 councillors. 
Area of municipal borough, 3971 acres. • 

Preston, otherwise Prestune, was near the minor Roman 
station at Walton-le-Dale and the great Roman road running 
from Warrington passed through it. It is mentioned in Domes-
day Book as one of Earl Tostig's possessions which had fallen 
to Roger of Poictou, and on his defection. it was forfeited to the 
Crown.,  Henry II. about the year 1179 granted the burgesses 
a charter by which he confirmed to them the privileges he had 
granted to Newcastle-under-Lyme, the chief of which were a 
free borough and a gild merchant. This is the first of fourteen 
royal charters which have been granted to Preston, the chief of 
which are as follows: John in t tee confirmed to Preston all 
the rights granted by Henry I.I.'s charter and also " their fair • 
of eight days " from the Assumption (Aug. 15) and a three 
days' fair from the eve of Saints Simon and Jude (Oct. 28). 
Henry III. in 1217 confirmed the summer fair, but for five days 
only, and granted a weekly market on Wednesday. Edward Ill. 
(1328), Richard IL (1319), Henry IV. (1401), Henry V. (1414), 
Drury VI. (105) and 'Philip and Mary (1557) confirmed the 
previous chatters. The weekly market, though granted for 
Wednesday, was held as early as 1292 on Saturday. Elizabeth 
in 1566 granted the town its great charter which ratified and 
extended all previous grants, including the gild merchant, the 
weekly market on Saturday and the two annual fairs, in August 
for eight days and in October for seven days. Charles IL in 
1662 and 1683 granted charters, by the latter of which an 
additional weekly market on Wednesday was conceded and a 
three days' fair beginning on the 16th of March. The moat 
important industry used to be woollen weaving. Elisabeth's 
charter granted to the corporation all fees received from the 
sealing of cloth within the borough, and in 1571 the mayor 
reported that the doths usually made near Preston were " narrow 
white kearses." Other early industries were glove-making 
and linen cloth. The first cotton-spinning mill was built in 1777 
in Moor Lane, and in 179t John Horrocks built the Yellow 
Factory. In 1835 there were forty factories, chiefly spinning, 
yielding 70,000 lb of cotton yarn weekly. A gild existed 
perhaps in Steno times, but the grant of a gild merchant dates 
from Henry It's charter, about tip,. The first gild of which 
there was any record was celebrated in 13211, at which it was 
decided to hold a gild every twenty years. Up to 1542, however, 
they do sot appear to have been very regularly celebrated, but 

*The Court feet was held twice a year up to an. 
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since that year they have been and still are held at intervals of 
twenty years. A special gild mayor is appointed on each occa-
sion. The first mention of a procession at the gild is in 1 Soo. 
One of the most important items of business wa the enrolling 
of freemen, and the gild roils are records of the population. In 
1397 the gild roll contained the names of over 200 in-burgesses 
and too foreign burgesses; in 1415 the number of in-burgesses 
was :88, which in 1459 had declined to 72. In 1582 there were 
over soo in-burgesses and 34o out-burgesses. There is no 
evidence for, but rather against, the common statement that 
Preston was burnt or razed to the ground during the Scottish 
invasion of 1322. The town suffered severely from the Black 
Death in 1349-1350, when as many as 3000 persons arc said 
to have died, and again in the year November t 63o to November 
1631, 1 too died of pestilence. During the Civil War Preston 
sided with the king and became the headquarters of the Royalists 
in Lancashire. In February 1643 Sir John Seaton with a 
Parliamentary force marched from Manchester and successfully 
assaulted it. A strong Parliamentary garrison was established 
here and its fortifications repaired, but in March the earl of 
Derby recaptured the town. The Royalists did not garrison it, 
but after demolishing the greater part of the works left it un-
fortified. After the battle of Marston Moor Prince Rupert 
marched through Preston in September 1644 and carried the 
mayor and bailiffs prisoners to Skipton Castle, where they were 
confined for twelve months. On the 17th of August 1648 the 
Royalist forces under the duke of Hamilton and General Langdale 
were defeated at Preston by Cromwell with a lossof woo killed 
and coo taken prisoners. During the Rebellion of 1715 the 
rebel forces entered Preston on the 9th of November, and after 
proclaiming the Chevalier de St George king at the cross in the 
market-place, remained here for some days, during which the 
government forces advanced. The town was assaulted, and on 
the 14th of November General Forster surrendered his army of 
about 1400 men to the king's forces. In 1745 Prince Charles 
Edward marched through on the way south and north, but the 
town took no part in the rebellion. The borough returned two 
members from 1295 to 1331, then ceased to exercise the privilege 
on account of poverty till 1529, but since that date (except in 
1653) it has always sent two representatives to parliament. 
The curious institution of the mock mayor and corporation 
of Walton, which was at its foundation in 1701 a Jacobite 
association, ceased after 1766 to be of any political significance 
and lapsed in t800. There was probably a church here in 
Saxon times and it is believed to be one of the three churches in 
Amounderness mentioned in Domesday Book. In 1094 it is 
•named in a charter of Roger de Poictou. The early dedication 
was to St Wilfrid, but probably about 153:, when it was rebuilt, 
it was re-dedicated to St John. At the time of the Reformation. 
many, especially among the neighbouring gentry, clung to the 
old faith, and there is still a large Roman Catholic population. 
There were two monastic foundations here: a hospital dedicated 
to St Mary Magdalene, which stood on the Maudlands, and a 
Franciscan convent of Grey Friars situated to the west of 
Friargate. In the 18th century Preston had a high reputation 
as a centre of fashionable society, and earned the epithet stiff 
familiarly associated with it, " proud." 

See H. Fishwick. History of the Parish of Prestos (t9oo). 
PREITONPANS, a police burgh and watering-place of 

Haddingtonshire, Scotland, on the Firth of Forth, 91 m. E. of 
Edinburgh by the North British railway. Pop. (toot), 26 1 4. 
A mile to the east of the village is the site of the battle of the 
asst of September 1745, in which Prince Charles Edward and 
his highlanders gained a complete victory over the royal forces 
under Sir John Cope. Colonel James Gardiner was mortally 
wounded after an heroic stand, and an obelisk in the grounds 
of his house at Bankton, close to the battlefield, commemorates 
his valour, while the ballad of Adam Skirving (1719-1803). 
" Hey, Johnnie Cope!" has immortalized the rout of Cope. 

Until the beginning of the 19th century, the salt trade was 

Crc
ted with great SUCONIII, the pans having been laid down as 

ai'o as ids, but the industry bar rkviined , There are many- 

factures of firebricks. tiles sad pottery. `,shies Weill, end eon-
making. In the vicinity there is an extensive coal• Fitierses 
are still of importance. although the bed of Pander, oysters (an 
esteems: variety) has lost something of its forgoer (=bib . Them 
are tut.bours at Morrison's Haven to the west and at 
and Port Seton to the oorth.east, which practically form one 
village, with a population of 168z. The moss of the barony of 
Prestos dates from 1617. Schaw Hospital Trust, at one time 
intended for the education and maintenance d the children 
poor parents, has been modified, and the bequest is used to provide 
free education and bursaries, while the budding has been leased 
by the trustees of Miss Mary Murray, who bequeathed isopoe 
(afterwards increased to boomo) for the training of poor children 
as domestic servants. 

PRESTWICH, SIR JOSEPH (1812-1896), English geologist, 
was born at Clapham, Surrey, on the lath of March, as 3. He 
was educated in Paris, Reading and at University College, 
London, where under Dr D. Lardner and Edward Turner, he 
paid special attention to natural philosophy and chemistry, 
and gained some knowledge of mineralogy and geology. Circum-
stances compelled him to enter into commercial life, and until 
he was sixty years of age he was busily engaged in the City as 
a wine merchant. He devoted all his leisure to geology. His 
business journeys enabled him to see and learn much of the 
general geology of England, Scotland and France, and this so 
effectively that at the time of his death be ranked as the most 
eminent of British geologists. As early as 1831 he commenced, 
during holiday visits, to make a study of the coal-field of Coal-
brookdale in Shropshire, and the results of his observations 
were communicated to the Geological Society of London in 
*834 and 1836, and embodied in a memoir published in 1833. 
His name is, however, especially known in connexion with Lois 
researches on the Eocene strata of the London and Hampshire 
Basins (1846-1857): he defused the Thanet Sands and the 
Woolwich and Reading Beds, and studied the sequence of 
deposits and of organic remains and the method of formation 
of theme and the succeeding strata of London clay and Umbel 
Beds. So highly appreciated were his essays as the subject 
that in 1849 he was awarded the Wollaston Medal by the 
Geological Society of London; and in 1853 be was elected I.R.S. 
In the course of his observations he was led to study quotient 
of water supply and published in ass A Geological Inquiry 
respecting the Water-bearieg Strata of the Country aronisei lard" 
a work that at once became a standard authority; and hi 
extensive knowledge in that respect procured him a seat on lin 
Royal Commission on Water Supply, appointed in Md. From 
180 the question of the antiquity of man engaged his Amerman. 
On various occasions statements had been made as to the 
association of flint implements formed by man with the boom 
of extinct mammals which belonged to more remote periods 
than those generally assigned for the appearance of the busman 
race on this earth, but the evidence adduced had usually hem 
disregarded by geologists as not affording sufficient prod of 
the point. Prestwich, together with Dr Hugh Falconer and 
Sir John Evans, saw the desirability of a closer examinatins 
of the facts, particularly in regard to the implements discovered 
by Boucher de Penhes in the gravels of the Somme valley; 
and their investigations in France and England yielded evidence 
which proved that man existed contemporaneously with the 
Pleistocene manintalia (Phil. Trent. 1861 and 464. In 136g 
a Royal Medal was awarded to Prestwick by the Royal Society. 
In 1E66 he was chosen one of the commissioners appointed to 
inquire into the several matters relating to coal in the United 
Kingdom; and he subsequently contributed an important 
Report on the Quantities of Coal, wowed said innerearght, is the 
Coalfields of Sonsersetskire and part of Glosiatstershire, and another 
Report on the Probabilities of fiading Coal in the Sand of Entail 
(187 t) His researches on the Crag Bohol Suffolk and Nerfollt, 
his report on Brixharn Cave, his papers on the Channel Tuned 
and the Chesil Bank, among others published during the yeses 
068-187s. may be mentioned. 

In 187* he married Grace Anne McCall foie Diane), aka> of 
Dr H. Falconer, and author of the Ha boar Bar and other 
works (so. &says Desaipdad ami iiimetbial, by Gage. lido 
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lesesteich; edited by I.. E. Milne, wor). Prestwich retired 
item business in dm and two years later he was invited to 
take the chair of geology at flidorti, vacant through the death 
of John Phillips. This post he occupied until 1887. During 
Ids professorship he wrote his great work entitled Geology: 
Chemical, Physical eted Stratigraphiral (vol. L, 0386; voL ii., 
12888). 

On leaving Oxford Prestwich spent his remaining years in 
his country house, Darent-Hulme, Shoreham, Kent, erected by 
him in :869. There, although seventy six years of age, he 
maintained marvellous activity in geological research, devoting 
his attention to the superficial deposits of the Darent valley, to 
the eminence of palaeolithic flint hnplensents in the valleys 
sod of an earlier type since called eolithic, on the chalk 
plateau of Kent; be likewise dealt generally with the raised 

ches and rubble-drift of the south of England and their 
relation to recent changes of leveL His latest publications were 
colleard Papers an SOW Controverted Onestions of Geology, and 
On Certain PACNOM81611 behnqing to the Close of the Last Geological 
Peke d end on their Bearing upon She Tradition of the Plead (1895). 
He was knighted in 1896, and died on the 23rd of June in the 
seine year, at Shoreham in Kern. 

Sse Life and Letters of Sir Joseph Prestwich, edited by his wife 
(ra899). 

PRESTWICH. an  urban district in the Prestwich pulls-
mentary division of Lancashire. England, s m. N.N.W. of Man-
chester on the Lancashire & Yorkshire railway. Pop. (:ur), 
12,839. It possesses cotton manufactures, but consists chiefly 
el handsome mansions and villas inhabited by Manchester 
awechants. 

PRETORIL4 the administrative capital of the Union of South 
Africa and of the province of the Transvaal, 46 m. by rail N. by 
E. of Johannesburg. Pop. (1900 36,839, of Munn 32,114 were 
whites. Pretoria is situated on the banken veld or northern 
slopes of the high veld, on both banks of the Aapies tributary 
of the Limpopo, and is 441* ft. above the sea, being 1300 
lower than Johannesburg. Built in a hollow surrounded by 
hills, the aspect of the town with the river flowing through it and 
its broad streets lined with willows is picturesque. In summer 
the beat and moisture are excessive, and the Aapies (which is 
spanned by four bridges) is liable to floods. 

The town is regularly laid out in rectangular blocks of uniform 
width. The older part lies on the west side of the Auks River 
end between it and a smaller stream known as the Spruit. In 
the centre of this part of Pretoria is Church Square, so named 
from the Dutch Reformed Church which stood in it, but was 
demolished in 1905. Government buildings on the south side 
of the square contain the chambers of the Provincial Council 
and other public offices. They were erected in dus and are a 
handsome block in itt0DigIDACC style, three-storied, with a cam 
teal tower surmounted by a statue of Liberty. On the north 
aide of the square are the law courts, on the west side the Peet 
Office. The thief banking offices are aho in the square. 

Rs ndez east and west from Church Square Is Church Street, 
the chief btuistese thoroughissa A little east el Church Square 
shill *Net epees on to Market Square. with commodious market 
buildings. The former Presidency, the residence of Paul Kruger, 
hs at the western end of the street near the Spruit. Opposite It 
fs the Dopper Church, in which Kruger used oceasionAktase preach. 
Other churches in the heart of the tows iodide the =the. 
deal, dedicated to St Man, and the Presbyterian _inch, both 
Its Sdroemans Street. the Roman Catholic Church in Koch Street 
with schools, convent buildings and extensive grounds, and the 
new Dutch Reformed Church in Venneulen Street. In the north 
of the cum Lebo National Memo's and adjacent ars the Zookgical 
Gardens. Other public buildings are the tomoreent lilissuY. ,At 
University College and the opera house. East of the Aapies 
on the slopes of the hats are the residential districts of Arcadia, 
Sonnyside and MuckJeneuk. Bryntirlon, a suburb co the northern 
ŝfonppra^ of the bas. contains the residences of the clad °acids, 
induding Government House. Here is Meintjes Kop. with a hued 

Toral shelf midway below the summit. mh, shell was chosen 
s as the site of the public offices of the Union. The designs 

r Herbert Baker were accepted for two large blocks of identical 
dodge connected by • *enkindle colonnade tenaing behind the 
arrow Hoof whirls bisects the alisiO. Beside. ether open ewer  

there is Burger'.gZ ical 	plained, thrift the lest British 
occupation, as a 	 It is beautifully wooded and 
through it runs the Spruit. 	park and sports ground at the western 
end of the town contains the pedestal for a statue of President 
Kruger. The statue itself remained for years at Loureneo Marques 
and appease to have been lost. Adjoining this park on the north 
is the cemetery. Among those buried there are Erna and many 
of the British who fell during the war of 1899-i9oa. Signal Hill. 
which rises 400 ft. above the plain, is west of the park. The plateau 
at its foot was the site of the English Mager during the war of 
11180-81, and is now occupied by Me central tawny station and 
workshops. North of the cemetery is the prison, a building 
which replaces a notoriously insanitary gaol used du 'mg the 
republican regime. 

The water supply of Pretoria is drawn from the source of the 
Aspics River. wUre rise magnificent springs. The Fountains.. 
they are called, are 3 m. west of Pretoria. Some 3 re. north of 
the town is the Wolukrboom, an enormous wild fig tree, the only 
one of its kind in the district. At West Fort. 7 m. from the town, 
is a leper asylum; at Waterval, is in. north, the British prisoners 
captured by the Boers up to the fall of Pretoria were confined. 
Thirty miles east by north of Pretoria is the Premier Diamond mine. 
Bronkhors Sprint, where in December 188o a detachment of 
British soldiers was ambushed by the Boers, lies about 3o m. east by 
south of the town. 

Hirlory.—Pretoria was founded in ass, the ground on which 
it stands being purchased by the Boa government from Mar-
thinus Pretorius. It was made the centre of a new district 
created at the same time, both town and district being named in 
honour of Anddes Pretoria.. By treaty between the South 
African Republic (then comprising the districts of Potchef-
stroom, Rustenbesrg, Pretoria and Zoutpansberg) and the re-
public of Lydenburg, concluded at Pretoria in 186o, the two 
republics were united and Pretoria chosen as the capital of the 
whole state, and in September of that year the Volksraad held 
Its first meeting in the new capitaL Until :864, however, when 
the civil war in the Transvaal ended, Potchefstroom remained 
the virtual capital of the country. From that year the seat 
of government has always been at Pretoria. There in 1877  Su 
Theophilus Shepstone proclaimed the annexation of the Trans-
vaal to Great Britain. In December 188o it was invested by 
the Bons, but held out until the conclusion of peace. In 188: 
the convention restoring self goverment to the Transvaal was 
signed at Pretoria. From that time unul woo the dominating 
figure in the town was that of the president—Paul Kruger. As 
revenue flowed in from the gold-mines on the Rand many lee 
buildings were erected in the alpha!, width was placed in rail-
way communication with Cape Town in 5893 and with Lourenco 
Marques and Durban in :895. To Pretoria Dr Jameson and his 
troopers were brought prisoners (January 1896) after the fight at 
Doe:limp (to be handed over in a few days to the British govern-
ment), and thither also were brought the Reform Committee 
prisoners from Johannesburg. In May woo Kruger tied from 
the town, which on the sth of June surrendered without m-
oisteners to Lord Roberts, despite its formidable encircling forts, 
which Nueva were never effectively armed. On the list of 
May sus the .articles *1 peace whereby the Boer leaders re-
curdled British sovereignty were signed at Pretoria, and five 
years later there aseembled In the capital the first parliament 
of the Transvaal as a seLf-governing state of the British Empire. 
On the establishment of the Union of South Africa in wio 
Pretoria became Its administrative capital, the seat of the legis-
lature being however at Cape Town. The Transvaal parlia-
ment was replaced by a Provincial Council (see Turnsveas: 
1 History). 

The town is governed by a municipality, which since 1903 
has acquired control of the sanitary service, water supply, 
electric lighting and tramways. In :pop the proportions' 
representation system was adopted for the election of town 
councillors. 

PRETORIUS. the family name of two of the early leaders of 
the " Trek " Boas--Anddes Wilbeimus Jacobus Pretociss 
and Marthinus Wends Pretoduk father and son. 

t. Moues PRZIODIOS (e799-1853), a Dutch fanner if 
Graaff-Reinet, Cape Colony, and a descendant from one of the 
earliest Dutch sattkra is Satoh Aldo, left his home in the Great 
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Trek, and by way °Evan* is now the Orange Free State crossed 
the Drakensberg into Natal, where he arrived in November 
1838, at a time when the emigrants there were without a re-
cognized leader. Pretorius was at once chosen commandant'. 
general and speedily collected a force to avenge the massacre 
of Piet Relief and his party, who had been treacherously killed 
by the Zulu king Dingaan the previous February. Pretorius's 
force was attacked on the 16th of December (" Dingaan's Day ") 
by over mono Zulus, who were beaten off with a loss of 3000 
men. In January 1840 Pretorius with a commando of  400 
burghers helped Alpande in his revolt against his brother Dingaan 
and was the leader of the Natal Boas in their opposition to 
the British. In 1842 he besieged the small British garrison 
at Durban, but retreated to Maritzburg on the arrival of re-
inforcements under Colonel (subsequently Sir) Josias Cloete 
and afterwards exerted his influence with the Boers in favour 
of coming to terms with the British. He remained in Natal as 
a British subject, and in 1847 was chosen by the Dutch farmers 
there to lay before the governor of Cape Colony the grievances 
under which they laboured owing to the constant immigration 
of natives, to whom locations were assigned to the detriment 
of Boer claims. Pretorius went to Grahams Town, where Sir 
Henry Pottinger (the governor) then was; but Sir Henry re-
fused to see him or receive any communication from him. 
Pretorius returned to Natal determined to abandon his farm and 
once more trek beyond the British dominions. With a con-
siderable following he was preparing to cross the Drakensberg 
when Sir Harry Smith, newly appointed governor of the Cape, 
reached the emigrants' camp on the Tugela (Jan. 1848). Sir 
Harry promised the farmers protection from the natives and 
persuaded many of the party to remain, but Pretorius departed, 
and on the proclamation of British sovereignty up to the Vaal 
fixed his residence in the Magalisberg, north of that river. He 
was chosen by the burghers living on both banks of the Vaal 
as their commandant-general. At the request of the Boers at 
Winburg Pretorius crossed the Vaal in July and led the anti-
British party in their "war of freedom," occupying Bloem-
fontein on the zoth of the lime month. In August be was de-
feated at Boomplaats by Sir Harry Smith and thereupon re-
treated north of the Vaal, where he became leader of one of the 
largest of the parties into which the trans-Vaal Boers were 
divided, and commandant-general of Potchefstroom and Rust-
enburg, his principal rival being Commandant-General A. H. 
Potgieter. In 1851 he was asked by the Boer malcontents in 
the Orange River Sovereignty and by the Basuto chief Moshesh 
to come to their aid, and he announced his intention of crossing 
the Vaal to "restore order" in the Sovereignty. His object, 
however, was rather to obtain from the British an acknowledg-
ment of the independence of the Transvaal Boers. The British 
cabinet having decided on a policy of abandonment, the pro-
posal of Pretorius was entertained. A reward of 1301:0 which 
had been offered for his apprehension after the Boomplaats 
fight, was withdrawn, Pretorius met the British commissioners 
at a farm near the Sand River, and with them concluded the 
convention (Jan. 17, 180 by which the independence of the 
Transvaal Boers was recognized by Great Britain. Pretorius 
recrossed the Vaal and at Rustenbung on the 16th of March was 
reconciled to Potgieter, the followers of both leaders approvin g 
the convention, though the Potgieter party was not represented 
at the Sand River. In the same year Preterits paid a visit to 
Durban with the object of opening up trade between Natal and 
the new republic. He also in t852 attempted to close the road 
to the interior through Bechuanaland and sent a commando to 
the western border against Sahel. During this expedition 
David Livinptone's house at Robbing was looted. Preterits' 
died at his home at Magalisberg on the 33rd of July 1853. He 
Is described by Thee' as " the ablest leader and most perfect 
represented* of the Emigrant Farmers." In :855 a new die. 
trict and a new town were formed out of the Potchefstroom and 
Rustenburg districts and named Pretoria in honour of the late 
commandant-general. 

a. Mannstanus PastrOann (419-0901), the oldest Oa of 

Andries, was appointed in August 11153 to succeed hislathar tl 
commandant-general of Potchefstroom and Rustenburg, two 
of the districts into which the Transvaal was then divided. In 
054 he led his burghers against a chief named idakapan, who 
had murdered a party of twenty-three Boers, including ten 
women and children. The natives were blockaded in a great 
cave in the Zoutpansberg and about 3000 were starved to death 
or shot as they attempted to escape. Having thus chastised 
Makapan's den, Pretorius turned his energies to the creation of a 
strong central government, and from :856 onward his dominathg 
idea appears to have been the formation of One Boer state to 
include the Orange River burghers. In December 1856 repre• 
sedatives of the districts of Potchefstroom, Rustenbung and 
Pretoria met and drew up a constitution and on the 6th of 
January the "South African Republic" was formally constituted 
Pretorius having been elected president on the previous day. 
Though the Been of the Lydenburg, Utrecht and Zoutpans-
berg districts refused to acknowledge the new republic, Pretodus, 
with the active co-operation of Commandant Paul Kruger (after-
wards President Kruger), endeavoured (1857) to Wog about 
the union of the Orange Free State and the Transvaal, and a 
commando crossed the Vaal to support Pretorius. The attempt 
at coercion failed, but in December 1859 the partisans of .Pre' 
torius in the Free State secured his election as president of that 
republic. Pretorius had just effected a reconciliation of the 
Lydenburg Boers with those of the other districts of the Trani. 
veal, and hoping to complete his work of unification he accepted 
the presidency of the Free State, luau 'ming office at Biocides* 
tein in February 286o. But the condition of anarchy bits 
which the Transvaal fell shortly afterwards effectually weaned 
the Free State burghers from any thought of immediate mod-
gamation with their northern neighbours. Pretoria; however 
continued to intervene in the affairs of the Transvaal and at 
length (April If, 1863) *signed his Free State preedrsef• 
Acting as mediator between the various Transvaal parties Poe' 
torius in January 1864 succeeded in putting an end to the dvil 
strife and in May following once more became president of the 
South African Republic—now for the first time a united craw 
munity. Conciliation was a marked feature of his thwarter 
and to Pretorius more than any other man was due the waking 
of the Transvaal Boers into one nation. Premise shared dm 
ideas of his father and the Emigrant Farmers radar c 0°- 

 caning the title of the state to Indefinite expansion north, 010t 
and west. Although he had much difficulty in mainnbillg 
the authority of the republic over the natives within its 101011" 
nixed borders, yet in April :868, on the report of gold discovenes. 

 at Tali, be issued a proclamation annexing to the Trammel en 
the west the whole of Bechuanaland and on the east tartan 
up to and including pert of Delagoa Bay. As to Dela,* Bay 
Portugal at once protested and in 1869 its right to the bey.11111  
acknowledged by Pretoria', who in the same year was eadtset 00 

 president. The right of the Beers to the whole of Becheast• 
land was not pressed by Preterits in the face of British ass' 
position, but in Ale, when the discovery of diamonds abed the 
lower Vaal had led to the establishment of many diggers' eadfal* 
an attempt was made to enforce the claims of the Tnnstha t° 
that district. Pretorius aroused the hostility of the diggers 12:1 

 granting an exclusive concession to one firm. Realinall 00 
 mistake, the concession was cancelled and in September Or 

be issued a proclamation notable as offering to the digger ,  eel 
large powers of self-government. Pretorius went to the was 
frontier and in repeated conferences with the Bednle° ebiefs 

attempted to get them to acknowledge the Boer connate» end 
by joining the Transvaal to " se*" their territory fill. the 
British. His diplomacy failed, and (sadly, without conning 0° 
colleague, he agreed to refer the question of the boundary to 
the arbitration of Mr R. W. Keats, then lisotenent-8°v11.6 

 of Natal. The award. given on the tyth d Oc"bar dif 
was against the Boer claims. Preterits loyally accepted — 
decision, but it aroused a storm of indignation in the IThagrani_ 
The Volksraad refused to ratify the award sad Dow' 
munpied the presidency (Neelsolier dye). 
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From this time Pretotins took little further part hi public 

affairs until after the Shit anneaadon of the state by Great 
Britain. In 1878 he acted as chairman of the committee Of BOP' 
leaders who were seeking the restoratkm of the independence of 
their country, and for his action in that capacity he was arrested 
in January 188o by order of Sir Garnet Wobeley on a charge 
of treason. (See the BLITZ BOOlt M. 2584) of 1$86 for details 
of this charge.) He was admitted to bail and shortly afterwards 
urged by Wobeiey to accept a seat on the executive council. 
This offer Pretorius declined, but he consented to tour the 
country with a proclamation by Wolst4ey counselling the Beers 
to submit, and promising them self-government. In December 
of the same year be was appointed, with Paid Kruger and P. 
Jonbcrt, to carry on the government on the'pert of the insurgent 
poem He was one of the signatories to the Pretoria Conven-
tion and continued to act as a member of the Triumvirate until 
the election of Kruger as president in May 5883. He then with-
drew from public life; but lived to see the country re-annexed 
to Great Britain, dying at Potchefstroom on the 19th of May 
seam. He is stated to have disapproved the later developments 
of Nrugerism, and within four months of his death visited Louis 
Botha and Schalk Burger, on behalf of Lord Kitchener, with 
the object of bringing the war to an end. 

For the elder Pretorius see G. M. Theal, Cons 	ill* of the 
History and Geography of Sofia Africa, 3rd ed. 	ndon, 078), 
and MisIory of SaWh Africa, vol. iv. (1834,-18eei 	a, 1893). 
For tbs'youager Partodus see vol. v. of the same caries. 

PRITTV, a word usually applied In the sense of pleasing In 
appearance, without connoting those qualities which are 
described as beautiful or handsome. In Old English 'malt 
meant tricky, cunning or wily, and Is thus used to translate 
the Latin sagas, tundra, eatruht s,ia a vocabultuy of about 1000. 
Pm* meant a trick, and this word is seen in many forms in 
Dutch, cf. the weeds preitig, sportive, part, trick. A connexion 
has been suggested with the Greek trosurruter, frpirress, to do, 
make, through Latin portico, practice, performance; but the New 
English Dictionary rejects these, as also Celtic sources, as un-
founded. From " cunning " to skilful, and thence to its use as 
A term of general appreciation as is so often used by Pepys, 
the development is easy. 

PREVARICATION. a divergence from the truth, equivoca-
tion, quibbling, a want of plain-dealing or straightforwardness, 
especially a deliberate misrepresentation by evasive answers, 
often used as a less offensive synonym for a lie. The Latin 
praeoaricatio was specifically applied to the conduct in an 
action at law in which an advocate (praeoaricator) in collusion 
with his opponent put up a bad case of defence. Proevari-
care meant literally to walk with the legs'very wide apart, to 
straddle, hence to walk crookedly, to stray from the direct road, 
varies:, straddling, being derived from earns, bow-legged, a 
word which has been connected etymologically with German 
gams, transverse, across, and English "queer." 

PRIMA. or Parma, a seaport of Albania, European 
Turkey, in the vilayet of Iannina; at the entrance to the Gulf 
of Arta, an inlet of the Ionian Sea. Pop. (190S), bsoo, of whom 
about four-fifths are Christian Albanians or Greeks, and one-
fifth Moslems. The town is surrounded by dense olive groves, 
and most of its houses stand in their own gardens. The har-
bour is small, and closed to large vessels by a bar of sand; but 
it is a port of call for the Austrian Lloyd steamers, and 
annually accommodates about rmo small vessels, the majority 
of which are engaged in the coasting trade. Provers exports 
dairy produce, valonia, hides and wool, olives and olive oil. 
The Yearly value of its trade varies from about 170,000 to £8o,000. 
About 3 m. north arc the ruins of Nicopohs 

PRiVOST, ANTOINE FRANCOIS (169e-t763), French author 
and novelist, was born at Hesdln, Artois, on the ist of April 
1697. He first appears with the full name of Prevost d'Exiles 
in a letter to the booksellers of Amsterdam in 1731. H's father, 
Lievin Prevost, was a lawyer, and several members of the family 
had embraced the ecclesiastical estate. Prevost was educated 
to the Jesuit school of Hesdln, and in 1713 became a novice of  

the order In Paris, pureeing his studies at the same time at the 
college of La Flhche. At the end of 17i6 he left the Jesuits to 
join the army, but he soon tired of life in barracks, and returned 
to Part in 1719 with the idea, apparently, of resuming his 
novitiate. He is said to have travelled in Holland about this 
time; in any case he returned to the army, this time with a 
commimion. Some of his biographers have assumed that he 
suffered some of the misfortunes assigned to his hero Des Grimm. 
However that may be, he joined in t7r9-172o the learned com-
munity of the Benedictines of St Maur, with whom be found 
refuge, he himself says, after the unlucky termination of a love 
affair. He took the vows at Jurnieges in flat after a year's 
novitiate, and received in 1726 priest's orders at St Germer 
de Flab. He resided for seven years in various houses of the 
order, teaching, preaching and studying. In 1728 he was at the 
abbey of St Germain-des-Pnis, Pads, where be was engaged on 
the Gallia dairtiona, the learned work undertaken by the minks 
in continuation of the works of Denys de Sainte-Marthe, who 
had been a member of their order. His restless spirit made 
him seek horn the Pope a transfer to the easier rule of Cluny; 
but without waiting for the brief,• he left the abbey without 
leave (1728), and, learning that his superiors had 'obtained a 
kW. de cachet against him, Bed to England. 

In London be acquired considerable knowledge of Ea leis history 
and literature, traceable throughout his writings. Bore leaving 
the Benedictines Prevost had begun his most famous romance. 

wroseaseres d' sot boom de yadid g s s'est retire do mode, 
the first four volumes of which were published in Paris in 5728, 
and two years later at Amsterdam. In 5729 he left England for 
Holland, where he began to publish (Utrecht, 1730) a romance, 
the material of which, at least, had been gathered in London—Le 
Pindosephe ate,  en Mists*. de Monsieur Mudded, file eserstrei 
el* Creenself, &rile par lax -knee e, et &adult* de l'extleis (Paris 
;731-1739, 8 vols., but most of the existing sets are partly Paris 
and partly Utrecht). A spurious fifth volume (Utrecht, 5734) 
contained attacks on the Jesuits, and -an English translatios of 
the whole appeared in iY34. Menewhile. during his residence at 
the Hague. be engaged on a translation of the Iluteria of Dc Thou. 
and, relying on the popularity of his first book, published at Amster- 
dam a Slide in three volumes, forming volumes v., vi., and vii. of 
th 	'''fisseirrs d reassure, dint ketone de roiled. The 
se 	 contained the famous Mama lasreas, separately 
pit ,heal an l'ais ia 1731 as Les Asenhave as chetahs, des Grim; 
a Mason Lescaut, par Monsieur D....The book was eagerly 
reel, chiefly in pirated copies, as it was forbidden in France. In 
5733 he left the Nape for London in company with • lady whose 
character, as given by Prevost's enemies, was far from  desirable. 
In London he ...diced • weekly gasette on the model of Addison's 
Specialor, Le P0141 d centre, which he continued to produce, with 
short interval until 5740. 

In the autumn of I734 Prevost was reconciled with the Bene-
dictines, and, returning to France, was received in the Bene-
dictine monastery of La Croix-Saint-Leufroy in the diocese of 
Evreux to pass through a new, though brief, novitiate. In 
1735 he was dispensed from residence in a monastery by 
becoming almoner to the prince de Conti, and in 1754 obtained 
the priory of St Georges de Gesnes. He continued to pro-
duce novels and translations from the English, and, with the 
exception of a brief exile (1741-1742) spent in Brussels and 
Frankfort, he resided for the most part at Chantilly until his 
death, which took place suddenly while he was walking in the 
neighbouring woods on the 23rd of December 5763. Hideous 
particulars have been added, but the cause of his death, the 
rupture of an aneurism, ha's been definitely established. Stories 
of crime and disaster were related of Prevost by his enemies, and 
diligently repeated, but they have proved to be as apocryphal 
as the details given of his death. 

Masson Lescaal, one of the greatest novels of the century, is very 
short; it is entirely free from improbable incident. it is penetrated 
by the truest and most cunningly managed feeling: and almost 
every one of its characters is a triumph of that analytic portraiture 
which is the secret of the modern noveL The chevalier des Grieux, 
the hero, is probably the most perfect example of the carrying 
out of the sentiment

, 
 ' An for love and the world well lost " that 

exists in fiction, at least where the circumstances are these of ordinary 
and probable life. Theme, his (need, is hardly inferior in the 
difficult part of mentor and reasonable man. Lescaut, the heroine's 
brother, has vigorous touches as a bully and Bohemian; but the 
triumph of the beds is Manua berseN. Animated by a real affection 
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for her lover, and false to him only because her love of splendour. 
comfort and luxury prevents her from welcoming privation v.ith 
him or for him, though in effect she prefers him to all others, peels tly 
natural and even amiable in her degradation, and yet showing be 
moral of that degradation most vividly, hlanon is one of the most 
remarkable heroines in all fiction. She had no literary ancestr, le; 
she seems to have sprung entirely from the imagination, or perk ,ps 
the sympathetic observation, of the wandering scholar who drew 
her. Only the Princesse de Cleves can challenge comparison v ith 
her before or near to her own date, and in Mason Lesson: ibe 
plot is much more complete and interesting, the sentiments Las 
artificial, and the whole story nearer to actual life than in 
Madame de la Fayette's masterpiece. Prevost's other works 
include: Le Doyen de Killtrine, htstoire morale, composte au, les 
memoir(' dune leisure female d'Ireland (Paris, 1735; znd p.xt, 
the Hague, 1739, 3rd, 4th and 5th parts, 1740 . ; Tout pour Pomo., 
0715), a translation of Diden's tragedy; lissioire a sue Gro 
moaerne (Amsterdam [Paris 2 vols., 1740); Histoire de Marg.. die 
d'Anjou (Amsterdam (Paris 3 vols., 174o); Mmoires pour ser.:r a 
l'histoire de Make (Amsterdam, 1741); Camps:nes philosophic. et, 
ou minioires conlenant l'hiskire de la guerre 
(Amsterdam, 1741); Ilistoire de Guillaume k Conguirant 
1742.); Histoire genZrak des voyages (t3 vols.. Paris. 1746-1759), 
continued by other writers; translations from Samuel Richards'm, 
Pamela (4 vols., 1742). Leaves anglaise: ou Histoire de Miss Clones, 
Marlowe (6 vols., London. 1741); Moswelks karesanglaises, on H i ire 
dm chevalier Grandissors (Amsterdam, 3 vols., :755); Mimoires Pew 
sera& is l'hisloire de la vertu (Cologne, 4 vols.. 1762), from fn
Sheridan's Memoires of Miss Sidney Bidulph; Histoire de la mar on 
de Stuart (3 vols.. 1740) from Hume's History of England to It 18; 
Le Monde morale. ou Memoires pour servir a thistoire du .36►  
/woman (2 vols., Geneva, 16o), &c. 

For the bibliography of Prevost's works, which presents m 
complications, and for documentary evidence of the facts of his 
life see If. Harries r, L'Abbi Prerost (159(i); al-o a thc,is (1898) by 
V. Schroeder. 

PREVOST. CONSTANT (1787-1856), French geologist, was 
born in Paris on the 4th of June 1787, and was son of Louis 
Prevost, receiver of the routes of that city. He was educated 
at the Central Schools, where, inspired by the lectures of G. 
Cuvier, Alexandre Brongniart and A. Dumeril, he determined 
to devote himself to natural science. He took his degree in 
Letters and Sciences in air, and for a time pursued the study 
of medicine and anatomy. Mainly through the influence of 
Brongniart he turned his attention to geology, and during the 
years 18,6-18r9 made a special study of the Vienna Basin where 
he pointed out for the first time the presence oL Tertiary 
strata like those of the Paris Basin, but including a series of 
later date. His next work (1821) was an assay on the geology 
of parts of Normandy, with special reference to the Secondary 
strata, which he compared with those of England. From 1821-
:829 he was professor of geology at the Athenaeum at Paris, 
and he took a leading part with Aml Bout, G. P. Deshayrs and 
Jules Desnoyers in the founding of the Geological Society of 
France (1830). In 1831 he became assistant professor and after-
wards honorary professor of geology io the faculty of sciences. 
Having studied the volcanoes of Italy and Auvergne, he 
opposed the views of von Buch regarding craters of elevation, 
maintaining that the cones were due to the material succes-
sively erropted. Like Lyell he advocated a study of the causes 
or forces now in action in order to illustrate the past. One of 
his more important memoirs was De In Chronologie der terrains 
d du synchronisme des formations (1845). He died in Paris 
On the 17th of August x856. 

Memoir with portrait, by J. Gosselet, Ana. me. gioL du Nord, 
tome xxv. 1896. 

PREVOST, SWANS MARCEL (1862- ), French novelist, 
was born in Paris on the ist of May i862. He was educated 
at Jesuit schools in Bordeaux and Paris, entering the Poole 
Polytechnique in 1882. He published a story in the Clairon 
as early as z88i but for some years alter the completion of 
his studies he applied his technical knowledge to the manes-
fact re of tobacco. He published in succession, Le Scorpion 
(1887), Choschette (i888), Mademoiselle I auffre (3889), Cousine 
Laura (ago), La Confession d'aos amuse (am), Lakes de fannies 
(ISO, L'Aitionme d'une femme (1893), and in tilos he made a 
great sensation by an exaggerated and revolting study of the 
results of Parisian education and Parisian society, on young  

girls, Let Demi-limps, which was dramatized and produced 
with great success at the Gyinease on the slat of May sem 
Le Jardin sense appeared in 1897; and in zoo* Les rimers 
forks, and a study of the question of women's education and 
independence In two novels Fridiripse and Lao. L'Ileareus 
whop (3903), Les Lakes 4 Pransoise (39e2), La Primus' 
&Erwin's (1904), and L'Accordeur am* (ieos) are =cog his 
later novels. Aa amusing picture of modern German magma 
is given in his Monsieur et Madame Moloch (1906). He had a 
great success is egos with a four act play La Plus foible, produced 
at the Comedic Francaise. Ia :goo he was elected to the 
Academy. 

PREVOST. PIERRE (1751-183e), Swiss philosopher and 
physicist, son of a Protestant clergyman in Geneva, was born 
in that city on the 3rd of March int, and was educated for a 
clerical career. But he forsook it for law, and this too be quickly 
deserted to devote himself to education and to travelling. lie 
became intimate with J. J. Rousseau, and, a little later, with 
Dugald Stewart, having previously distinguished himself as a 
translator of and commentator on Euripides. Frederick IL 
of Prussia secured him in *780 as professor of philosophy, and 
made him member of the Akadernie der Wissenschaften in Ber-
lin. He there became acquainted with Lagrange, and was thus 
led to turn his attention to physical science. After some years 
spent on political economy and on the principles of the fine 
arts (in connexion with which he wrote, for the Berlin Mason; 
a remarkable dissertation on poetry) be returned to Galen sad 
began his work on magnetism and on heat laterropted 
occasionally in his studies by political duties, in whirl be was 
often called to the front, he remained professor of philosophy 
at Geneva till be was called in ana to the chair of physics. 
He died at Geneva on the 8th of April 1839. 

Prevost published much on philology, philosophy. and poEtkabl 
economy: but he will be remembered mainly for having eoblidied, 
with additions of his own, the Traits de physique of G. L. to Sage. 
and for his enunciation of the law of exchange in =Natio& Ha 
scientific publications included De l'Oritiose des bites orrapags 
(0188), Recherches ph ysk04/11XdPliqUCS SW la chains (t792). am/ 

sai sue k calorigue rayossaaal (1809). 

PREVOST-PARADO4 LUCIEN ANATOLE 
French man of letters, was born in Paris on the 8th of August 
1829. He was educated at the College Bourboo and entered the 
Ecole Normale. In ass he was appointed professor of French 
literature at Aix. He held the post, however, barely a year, re-
signing it to become a leader-writer on the Journal &salmis He 
also wrote in the Coterie ►  du dinsanche, and for a very short 
lime in the Prase. His chief works are Essais de poll// se dr 
lluiratuee (three series, 11359-:866), and Essais nu' ks asersfines 
francais (1864). He was, however, rather a journalist' that a 
writer of books, and was one of the chief opponents of the crooks 
on the side of moderate liberalism. He underwent the usual 
difficulties of a journalist under that regime, and was once im-
prisoned. In 1865 he was elected an Academician. The re-
cession of Emile 011ivicr to power was fatal to Prevost-Paradd, 
who apparently believed in the possibility of a liberal empire, 
and consequently accepted the appointment of envoy to the 
United States. This was the signal for the most unmeasured 
attacks on him from the republican party. He had scarcely 
installed himself in his post before the outbreak of war between 
France and Prussia occurred. He shot himself at Washington 
on the 11th of July 1870, and died on the loth. 

PREY (0. Fr. preie, mod. prole, Lat. prod°. booty, from 
prat and the root hod--seen in prehersdere. 'Writhe, to grasp), 
booty, spoil, plunder taken in war, by robbery, or other violent 
means; particularly the quarry, the animal killed for food by a 
carnivorous animal; a beast or bird of prey. A particular mar 
for that which is saved from any trial of strength or battle h 
familiar from the Bible (Jar. :xi. 9)  "his life shall be unto Mtn 
for a prey." 

PRLUI (Gr. Ilefanot), in Greek legend, the last king of Thy, 
son of Laomedon and brother of Tithonus. Little is knows el 
him before the Trojan War, which broke out when he was ad-
vanced in years. According to Homer (Iliad, M. 1114 lo hit 
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youth be fought on the side of the Phrygians against the Ama-
zons. He had fifty sons and fifty daughters, and possessed ia)- 
=ewe wealth. He amuses only twice on the scene of action 
during the war—to make arrangements for the duel between 
Paris and Menelaus, and to beg the body of Hector for burial 
from Achilles. whom he visits in his.tent by night. He was said to 
have barn slain by Neoptolemus, son of Achilles, during the sack 
of Troy (Virgil, denoid, st a). See under Tam, ors the legends. 

PRIAPKIA. a collection of poems (about eighty in number) 
in various metres on the subject of Priapus. It was compiled 
from literary works and inscription on images of the god by 
an unknown editor, who composed the introductory epigram. 
From their style and versification it Is evident that the poems. 
belong to the best period of Latin literature. Some, however, 
may be interpolations of a later period. They will be found in 
F. Michele' Petrooims (tom), L. Hallee's Cseirthu (tem), and 
E. Behrens, Pedae latioi wham, 1. (479). 

PRIAPtILOIDEA. a small group of vermiform marine crea-
tures; they have been usually placed in the neighbourhood of 
the Gephyrea, but their position is uncertain and it is doubtful 
U they are to be regarded as coeiomate animals. They are 
cylindrical worm-like animals, with a median anterior mouth quite 
devoid of any armature or tentacles. The body is ringed, and 
often has circles of spines, which are continued into the slightly 
protrusible pharynx The alimentary canal is straight, the 
anus terminal, though in Friaeolus one or two hollow ventral 
diverticula of the body-wall stretch out behind it. The nervous 
system, composed of a ring and a ventral cord, retains its 

primitive COOntil012 with the ectoderm. 
There are no specialized sense-organs or 
vascular or rapiratury systems. Then la 
a  wide hodY•cavity, but as this has no 
connexion with the renal or reproductive 
organs it cannot be regarded as a coelom, 
but probably is a blood-mai or karma 
cod. 

The Prispuloidea are dioecious, and 
their male and female comas, which are 
one with the excretory organs, consist of a 
pairof bsanchina WI...mad which opens 
to the exterior on one side of the amts. 
The tips of these tufts enclose a gam-
ed] similar to those found in Flatyliel-

- ninths, arc., and these probably function 
as excretory organs. As the animals 
become adult, diverticula arise on the 
tubes of these organs, which develop 
either spermatozoa or ova. These pass 
oat through the ducts. Nothing is 
known of the development. There ore 

PriaPoks modals.,  three genera: (I) MOWN; with the 
Lam. (Nat. sins.)  a. *pecks P. candelas Lam., of the Arctic Mouth. surrounded by and Antarctic and neighbouring add 
Mims 

seas, and P. War:taros, Dan., of the 
north Atlantic and Arctic seas; (ii.) PriaPodoides obaralir. 
de Guerne, of the southern circumpolar waters; and 
Haficryerus, with the species H. sparolotat, v. Sieb., of 
northern sear. They live in the mod, which they est, in 
comparatively shallow waters up to so fathoms. 

ACTSORITISS. 	. Zobalar. 'piss. Zed. (1885).v01  aliL t Scharff . 
Qom Jeers. Msg. Sal. (1885). vat. =v.; Elden. Zeta*. win. 
Zoe!. (46t). vol. xi.; Schauiasland, Zook Ass. (t886), val. ix.; De 
Guano. Mission aciosofupor du Cap Hors (tam), vol vi.; Michael- 

mas, Jobb. HaisborrAsuk 013158)., vol. vi. (A. E. S.) 

ia Greek mythology, son of Dioaysas (or Adonis 
or Hermes) and Aphrodite (or Chico.). He is unknown to Homer 
and Hesiod. The chief seat of his worship was the coast of the 
Hellespont, especially at Lampsacus, which claimed to be his 
birthplace. Thence his cult wended to Lydia, and by way of 
the islands of Lesbos and Thaaos to the whole of Greece (es-
pecially Argolis), whence it made its way to Italy, together with 

, that of Aphrodite. Priapus is the personifiratim of the fruit- 

fulness of nature. Woes Invoked him in distress and fishermen 
prayed to him for success. He gradually came to be regarded 
as the god of sensuality. His symbol was the phallus, an em-
blem of productivity and a protection against the evil eye. The 
first fruits of the gardens and fields, goats, milk and honey, 
and occasionally asses, were offered to him. He was sometimes 
represented as an old man, with a long beard and large genitals, 
wearing a long Oriental rob. anda turban or garland of vine-
leaves, with fruit and bunches of grapes in his lap. Amongst 
the Romans, rough wooden images, after the manner of the 
bennae, with phallus stained with vermilion, were set up in 
gardens. His image was placed on tombs, as symbolizing the 
doctrine of regeneration and a future life, and his name occurs 
on sepulchral inscriptions. In his hand he carried a bill-hook or 
club, while a reed on his head, shaking backwards and forwards 
in the wind, acted as a scarecrow. 

PRIBILOF MAIMS (often called the Fur Seal Islands, 
Russian equivalent, " Kotovi "), a group of four islands, part 
of Alaska, lying in Bering Sea in about 56* so' N. and 17o* W., 
about son m. N. of Unalaska and 200 in. S. of Cape Newenham, 
the nearest point on the mainland. The principal islands are 
St.  Paul (about 35 sq. m.; long, from N.E. to S.W.; max- 
imum width about 6 m.; named from St Peter and St Paul's 
Day, on which it was discovered) and St George (about 27 solo.; 
so m. long, maximum width, 4 m•; probably named after Pri-
bilof's ship) about 3o m. S.E.; Otter and Walrus islets, the former 
covering about 4 sq. m., and the latter merely a reef covering 
about 64 acres, are near St Paul. In 5907 the native popula-
tion was 763-170 on St Paul and et on St George. Only agents 
of the United States or employes of the lessees are permitted 
as residents on the islands. The islands are hilly and vcd-
canic—Bogoslof, a crater on St Paul, is boo h. high—without 
hubours, and have a mesa annual temperature of about 35.7. F., 
and a rainfall of about 35 in. There are Ofily two 20011009— 
rainy summers lasting from May to October, and dry winters 
from November to April. The flora is restricted to ferns, 
mosses and grasses, though there are some creeping willows and 
small emirs. The largest seal rookery, containing about So % 
of the seals in the Pribliols, is on St PauL The seals found bete 
are a distinct variety (Colloid:isms olaseasan) with much better 
fur than that of any other variety. Besides the fur seal there 
are blue and grey loxes (more on St George than on St Paul), 
and on St George Island and on the Walrus reef these are great 
bird rookeries'-the breeding places of immense numbers of 
gulls, sea-parrots, auks, comiorants and sines (Loomis arra). 

The islands were first sighted in 5767 by Joan Synd, and were 
visited in 1786 by Gallia Pribilof, who discovered the fur seal 
rookeries for which they became famous. From Russia the 
islands passed with Alaska to the United Suites in 5867. From 
tem to ago the Wilted States gomesment leased the islands 
to the Alaska Comoseecial Company. In 1800-smo the North 
American Commeitial Company had the monopoly. But the 
Wintry shrank considerably owing to pelagic sealing. The 
season during which land hunting is allowed on the islands 
includes June, July, September and October. (See also Saar. 
and Benito Sea Aturmunox.) 

Titan**, a town of Bohemia, Austria, 39 see. S.W. of Prague 
by rail: Pop. (sgoo), 13,576, together with the adjoining town-
ship of Birkesberg, sea to, almost exclusively Czech. It lies 
in a valley between the has of lairkenhag and Halter Berg, 
and in its neighbourhood are the lead and silver DAMS which 
belong to the Austrian government and are worked in nine shafts, 
two of which, the Adalbert. shaft (3637 ft.) and the Maria shaft, 
(3575 ft.) are the deepest in the world. The mines have been 
worked for several centuries, but their actual prosperity data 
from mo, when the sinking of the Adalbert shaft began. They 
yield yearly an average of 8o,noo 11) of salver and tam tons of 
lead. At the top of the Heiliger Berg (1889 ft.) is a church 
with a wooder-working image of the Vtgie, which is the chid 
place of pilgrimage in Bohemia. 

PRICE BAWIROLCIIIEW (1818-t$98), English mathernatidan 
and edur.atiooist. was boa at COW St  Des* GhoseestessiOrs. 
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in 1818. He was educated at Pembroke College, Oxford, of 
which college (after taking a first class is mathematics in 
1840 and gaining the university mathematical scholarship 
in 1842) he became fellow in Ate and tutor and mathematical 
lecturer in tiles. He at once took a leading position in the 
mathematical teaching of the university, and published trea-
tises on the Differential eakidus (in 2848) and the Infinitesimal 
eakrdiu (4 vols., 1852-186o), which for long were the recognised 
textbooks there. This Latter work included the differential 
and integral calculus, the calculus of variations, the theory of 
attractions, and analytical mechanics, In 2853 he was ap-
pointed Sedleian professor of natural philosophy, resigning it 
in June 1898. His chief public activity at Oxford was in con-
nexion with the hebdomadal council, and with the Clarendon 
Press, of which he was for many years secretary. He was 
also a curator of the Bodleian Library, an honorary fellow of 
Queen's College, a governor of Winchester College and a visitor 
of Greenwich Observatory. In 1891 he was elected Master of 
Pembroke College, which dignity carried with it a canonry of 
Gloucester Cathedral. He died on the 29th of December 1898. 
See Monthly Notices of She Royal Astronomical Society (Ago). 

PRICE, BONAMY (1807-1888), English political economist, 
was born at St Peter Port, Guernsey, on the 22nd of May 1807. 
He entered at Worcester College, Oxford, in t825, where he took 
a double first in 1829. From 183o to 1850 he was an assistant 
master at Rugby school. He then lived for some years in 
London, being engaged in business and literary work, and was 
appointed to serve on various royal commissions. He married 
in 1864. In 1868 he was elected Drummond professor of politi-
cal economy at Oxford, and was thrice re-elected to the post, 
which he held till his death. In 1883 he was elected an honorary 
fellow of his college. In addition to his professorial work, he 
was in much request as a popular lecturer on political economy. 
He died in London on the 8th of January 1888. His principal 
publications, exclusive of pamphlets, were: The Principles 
of Currency (1869), Currency and Banking (1876), Chapters on 
Prodigal Political Economy (1878). 

PRICE, RICHARD (1723-1791), English moral and political 
philosopher, son of a dissenting minister, was born on the 23rd 
of February 1723, at Tynton, Glamorganahire. He was educated 
privately and at a dissenting academy in London, and became 
chaplain and companion to a Mr Streatfield at Stoke Newington. 
By the death of Mr Streatfield and of an uncle in 1756 his cir-
cumstances were considerably improved, and in r757 he married 
a Miss Sarah Blundell, originally of Beigrave in Leicestershire. 

In 1767 he published a volume of sermons, which gained him 
the acquaintance of Lord Shelburne, an event which had much 
influence in raising his reputation and determining the char-
acter of his subsequent pursuits. It was, however, ass  writer on 
financial and political questions that Price became widely knows. 
In 1769, in a letter to Dr Franklin, he wrote some observations 
on the expectation of lives, the increase of mankind, and the 
population of London, which were published in the Philosophical 
.Transactions of that year; in May 177o he communicated to 
•the Royal Society • paper on the proper method of calculating 
the values of contingent reversions. The publication of these 
papers is said to have exercised a beneficial influence in draw-
ing attention to the inadequate calculations on which many 
insurance and benefit societies had recently been formed. In 
1769 Peke received the degree et D.D. from the university of 
Glasgow. In 1771 he published his Appeal to the Public ow 
the Subject of the National Deb. (ed. 2772 and 1774). This 
pamphlet excited considerable controversy, and is supposed to 
have influenced Pitt in re-establishing the sinking fund for the 
extinction of the national debt, which had been created by 
Walpole in 1716 and abolished in 1733. The means, however, 
which Price proposed for the extinction of the debt ate described 
by Lord Overstate' as " a sort of hocas-pious machinery," sup-
posed to wort " without loss to any one," and consequently 
unsound. 

Lord Overstone reprinted in 857 for private circulation. Price'■ 
mad other rase tracts on the natibed debt and the sinking fund. 

Price then turned his attention to the question of the Americas 
colonies. He bad front the first been strongly opposed to the 
war, and in :776 he published a pamphlet entitled Observation 
or Cod Liberty and the Justice and Policy of the War with Amerwa. 
Several thousand copies of this work were sold within a few 
days; a cheap edition was soon issued; the pamphlet was ex-
tolled by one set of politicians and abused by another; asnottpt 
its critics were Dr Markham, archbishop of York, John Welk,. 
and Edmund Burke; and Price rapidly became one of the best-
known men in England. He was presented with the freedom of 
the city of London, and it is said that his pamphlet had no in-
considerable share in determining the Americans to declare their 
independence. A second pamphlet on the war with America, 
the debts of Great Britain, and kindred topics followed in the 
spring of 1777. His name thus became identified with the came 
of American independence. He was the intimate friend 
of Franklin; he corresponded with Turgot; and in the winter 
of 1778 he was invited by Congress to go to America and assist 
in the financial administration of the states. This offer he 
refdsed from unwillingness to quit his own country and hi 
family connexions. In 1781 he received the degree of D.D. from 
Yale College. 

One of Price's most intimate friends was Dr Priestley, is site 
of the fact that they took the most opposite views on monde 
and metaphysics. In 2778 appeared a published ceerespos-
deuce between these two liberal theologians on the subjects 
of materialism and necessity, wherein Price maintains, in opposi-
tion to Priestley, the free agency of man and the unity and 
immateriality of the human soul. Both Price and Priestley was 
what would now vaguely be called " Unitarians," though they 
occupied respectively the extreme right and the extreme left 
position of that school. Indeed, Price's opinions wield seas 
to have been rather Arian than Socinian. 

The pamphlets on the American War made Price lames. 
He preached to crowded congregations, and, when Lord Shel-
burne acceded to power, not only was he offered the past of 
private secretary to the premier, but it is said that oat of the 
paragraphs in the king's speech was suggested by him and eses 
inserted in his words. In :786 Mrs Price died. There were III 
children by the marriage, his own health was failing, and the 
remainder of his life appears to have been clouded by solitude 
and dejection. The progress of the French Revolution alone 
cheered him. On the 19th of April :79: be died, worn out 
with suffering and disease. -

The philosophical importance of Price is entirely hi the teem 
of ethics. The Review of the Principal ()waive, is Moral, (sm, 
yd ed. revised 1787) contains his whole theory It alma 

 is divided into ten chapters. the first of which, t 
a small part of the whole, completes his demonstration ,ate 
of ethical theory. The remaining chapters investigate derails 
of minor importance, and are especially interesting as shosnng km 
relation to Butler and Kant (ch. lib and ch vii J. The wadi  is  pv• 
fessedly a refutation of Hutcheson, but is rather constructive that 
polemical. The theory he propounds is closely allied to that of 
Cudworth, but is interesting mainly in companion with the sub-
sequent theories of Kant. 

I. Right and wrong belong to actions in iltemiekres. By this 
he means, not that the ethical value of actions is independent of 
their motive and end (see ch. vi), but rather that it is unaffected by 
consequences, and that it is more or less invariable for boeflopent 
heir II. This ethical value is perceived by reason et asides- 

sta mg (which, unlike Kant, be does not distinguish), which intui - 

tive y recognizes fitness or congruity between actions, agents and 
total 'circumstances. Arguing that ethical judgment is as act of 
discrimination. he endeavours to invalidate the doctrine of the 
moral sense (see SMAFTESSORY and HUTtliaatat). Yet. is de= 
the importance of the emotions is metal judgment, he is 
back to the admission that right actions must be "grateful " 
us; that, in fact, moral approbation includes both an act of the under• 
standing_ and an *emotion of the heart. Still it remains toes thee 
reason alone. is its highest development, would be a suScient pile. 
In this conclusion he is in close agreement with Kant ; 
the arbiter, and right is (t) not a matter of the emotions and (a) not 
relative to imperfect human nature. Price's main point of elite-
ence with Cudworth is that while Cudworth regards the saes( 
aiterion as a *ism or modsfuation of the mid. toustiag is wry 
and developed by circumstances. Price r ..egards it as aeoired from 
the contemplation of actions, but acquirefnecesiarily. bruise:Rs:1 

In his view of disinterested mite Oa- 	1111 
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nothing to Butler. DI. Happiness he regards as the only end, 
conceivable by us of divine Providence, but it is a happiness 
wholly dependent upon rectitude. Virtue tends always to happi-
ness, and in the end must produce it in its perfect form. 

Ireeks.—Besides the above•mentioned. Pore wrote an Essay es 
the Population of England (and ed.. 1780; two Fast-day Sermons, 
published respectively in 1779 and 1701: and Observations on the 
Importance of the American Revolution and the means of rendering it 
a benefit to the World (17041. A complete list of his works is given as 
an appendix to Dr Priestley's Funeral Sermon. His views on I he 
French Revolution are denounced by Burke in his Reflections on We 
Resolution in France. Notices of Price's ethical system occur in 
Mackintosh's Proven of Ethical Philosophy, Jouffroy's /Wroth. bins 
to Elhux, Whewell's history of Moral Philosophy in England: Bain's 
Mental and Moral Science,: Sec also ETHICS, and T. Fowler's 
monograph on Shaftesbury and Hutcheson. Fur Price's life we 
memoir by his nephew. William Morgan. U. M. ht.) 

Ma, the equivalent in money for which a commodity is 
wild or purchased, the value of anything expressed in terms of 
a medium of catchup (see Vitus and Wararn). The word 
is a doublet of " praise," commendation, eulogy, Lat. lass, and 
" prize," a reward of victory, the ultimate source of which is 
the Let. Pram% the Aryan root par., to buy, h seen in 
Skr. pens. wages, reward, Gr. verpdanw, to sell, &c. The 
0. Fr. pis, mod. pris, was taken from a Late Latin form 
precise', and had the various meanings of the English, " price," 
" prise," and " maim "; it was adapted in English as pris or 
prize and was gradually differentiated in form for the different 
meanings; thus " praise " was developed from an earlier verbal 
form prase or erryse in the 15th century; the original meaning 
survives in " appraise," to wet a value to anything, cf. the can 
teat meaning of " to briar," to . value highly. " Prize," re-
ward, does not appear as a separate form till the 16th century. 
In " prize-fight," a boxing contest for money, the idea of reward 
seems clear, but the word appears earlier than the form " prize" 
In this sense and means a contest or match, and may be a dines. 
int word altogether; the New English Dictionary compares the 
Greek use of When, literally reward, hence contest. " Prize " 
In the sense of that which is captured in war, especially at 
sea, is • distinct word. It comes through the Fr. prise, 
early Romanic puma for puma, from Let. praehmedere, to 
seize, capture. For the international law on the subject its 
Plm. 

!RICKARD, JAM COWLES (ty86-1848), English phy-
sician and ethnologist, VIM born oa the Ink of February ty116 
at Roes in Herefordshire. His parents were of the Society of 
Friends, and ha was educated at home, especially in modern 
languages and general literature. He adopted medicine as a 
profession mainly because of the facilities it offered for anthro-
pological investigations. He took his M.D. at Edinburgh, 
afterwards reading for a year at Trinity College, Cambridge, 
whence, joining the Church of England, he migrated to St John's 
College. Oxford, afterwards entering as a gentleman 001011100C, 
at Trinity College, Oxford, but taking no degree in either uni-
versity. In aro he settled at Bristol as a physician, and in 
:813 published his Researches into the Physical History of Man, 
in 2 vols., afterwards extended to 5 vole. The central principle 
of the book is the primitive unity of the human species, acted 
upon by causes which have since divided it into permanent 
varieties or races. The work is dedicated to Blumenbach, whose 
five races of man are adopted. But where Prichard excelled 
Blumenbach and an his other predecessors was in his grasp 
of the principle that people should be studied by combining 
all available character,. One investigation begun in this work 
requires special mention, the bringing into view of the het, 
neglected or contradicted by philologins.that the Celtic nations 
are allied by language with the Slovenian, German and Pelee. 
gisn (Greek and Latin), thus forming a fourth European branch 
of the Asiatic stock (which would now be called Indo-European 
or Aryan). His special treatise containing Celtic compared with 
Sanskrit words appeared In 1831 under the title Eastern Origin 
etf the Cdtic nations. It Is remarkable that the essay by Adolphe 
'fent, Dr P Alineg des tanner Whetters aver le sanserit, which 
was crowned by the French Academy and made its author's 
ovulation, Medd have been published in thy in evident  

ignorance of the earlier and in some .respects stricter inves-
tigations of Prichard. 

In 1843 Prichard published his Refusal History 4 Max, in 
which he reiterated his belief in the specific unity of men, point. 
Mg out that " the same inward and mental nature is to be re-
cognized in all the races." Prichard may fairly be honoured 
with the title of the founder of the English branch of the sciences 
of anthropology and ethnology. In rib: be was appointed 
physician to St Peter's hospital, Bristol, and in Are to the 
Bristol infirmity. In 1822 be published Treatise me Diseases of 
the Nervous System (pt. i.), and in 1835 a Treatise on Inanity 
and of Disorders affecting the Mind, in which he advanced the 
theory of the existence of a distinct mental disease, " moral 
insanity." In iflas, following up this suggestion, he published 
On an different farms of Insanity in relation to Jwispradence 
designed for the ase of Persons concerned in Legal Questions 
regarding Unsoundness of Maul. In 1845 he was made a cons-
missioner in lunacy, and removed to London. He died there 
three yeah later, on the 33rd of December, of rheumatic fever. 
At the time of his death he was president of the Ethnological 
Society and a fellow of the Royal Society. Among his less 
important works were: A Review of the Doctrine of a Vital 
Principk (An); On the Treatment of Hemiplegia (1831); On 
the Exiieldion of some Varieties of the Herniae Race (1839); 
Analysis of Egyptian Mythology ( t g). 

See Memoir by Dr Thomas Hodgkin (1208-:1166) in the Joined 
of the Ethnological Sotiets (Feb. 1849); Memoir read before the 
Bath and Bristol branch of the Provincial Medical and Surgical 
Association (March am) by Dr A. Syntonds (doers. Ear. Soc., 
(I(18550o); Prichard and Symonds in Special Relation to Mental Scams. 
by Dr Hack Tuke (1891). 

PRICE POSTS, an old architecture name given sometimes 
to the queen posts of a roof, and sometimes to the filling in 
quarters in framing. (See POST isd PANE.) 

PRIDE. THOMAS (d. t658), parliamentarian general in the 
English Civil War, is stated to have been brought up by the 
perish of St Bride's, London. Subsequently be was a drayman 
and a brewer. At the beginning of the Civil War he served as 
a captain under the earl of Essex, and was gradually promoted 
to the rank of colonel. He distinguished himself at the battle 
of Preston, and with his regiment tea Pan in  the mailery 
occupation of London in December :648, which was the first 
step towards bringing the king to trial. The second was the 
expulsion of the Presbyterian and Royalist elements in the 
House of Commons, for which Pride is chiefly remembered. 
This, resolved by the army council sod ordered by the lord 
general, Fairfax, was carried out by Colonel Pride's regiment. 
Taking his stand at the entrance of the House of Commons with 
a written list in his head, be armed the arrest or exclusion of 
the obnoxious members, who ware poieted out to him. After 
about a hundred members had been thus dealt with (" Pride's 
Purge "), the mutilated House of Commons proceeded to bring 
the king to trial. Pride was one of the judges of the king and 
signed his death warrant, appending to his signature a seal 
showing a coat of arms. He commanded an infantry brigade 
under Cromwell at Dunbar and Worcester. He took no con-
spicuous part in Commonwealth politics, except in opposing the 
proposal to confer the kingly dignity on CrbmwelL He was 
knighted by the Protector in 1656, and was also chosen a mem. 
her of the new House of Lords. He died at Nonsuch House, 
an estate which he had bought ill Surrey, on the 23rd of October 
1658. After the Restoration his body was ordered to be dug 
up and suspended on the gallows at Tyburn along with those 
of Cromwell, Ireton and Bradshaw, though it is said that the 
execution of this sentence was evaded. 

Noble. Lives of the Regicides; Bate, Lilies of the Prime Actors am, 
Priefisst Ceetrfervi of the Manley Cheeks Carlyle, Crouneers 
fauns and Speeches. 

PRIMA= 1n1111112117 (1648-r724), English divine and 
Oriental scholar, was born of good family at Place, in Cornwall, 
on the 3rd of May 1648, and received his early education at the 
grammar schools of Liskeard and Bodmin. in z665 he was 
placed at Westminster under Busby, and in 068 went on to 
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Christ Church, Oxford, where he took his degrees In the following 
order: B.A., 1672; M.A., 167s; B.D., 168s; and D.D., 1686. 
His account of the famous Arundel marbles just given to the 
university appeared in 1676. In 1679 he was appointed to the 
rectory of St Clement's, Oxford, and Hebrew lecturer at Christ 
Church, where he continued until February z686, holding for 
the last three years the rectory of Bladon with Woodstock. 
In ,686 he exchanged for the benefice of Salon in Norfolk. 
The sympathies of Prideaux inclined to Low Churchism in 
religion and to Whiggism in politics, and he took an active part 
in the controversies of the day, publishing the following pamph-
lets: " The Validity of the Orders of the Church of England " 
(1688), "Letter to a Friend on the Present Convocation" 
(169o), "The Case of Clandestine Marriages stated" (1691). 
Prides= was promoted to the ardadesconry of Suffolk in Decem-
ber 1688, and to the deanery of Norwich (he had long been one 
of the canons) in June 1702. In 1694 he was obliged, through 
ill health, to resign the rectory of Sahara, and after having 
held the vicarage of Trowse for fourteen years (1696-1710) 
be found himself incapacitated from further parochial duty. 
He died at Norwich on the sat of November 174. 

Many of the dean's writings were of considerable value. His 
Life of Mahood (16.77) was really a polemical tract against the 
dents and has now no biographical value. Both it and his Directions 
to Churchwardens 0700 passed through several editions. Even 
greater success attended The Ofd and New Testament connected in 
the History of the Jews (1716). a work which not only displayed 
but stimulated research. Biographical details of his numerous 
publications and of his manuscripts are given in the Sibiuekes 
Clirsubienrir, ii. 5277533. and iii. 1319. A volume of his letters to 
John Ellis. some time under-secretary of state, was edited by 
E. M. Thompson for the Camden Society in 1875; they contain a 
vivid picture of Oxford life after the Restoration. An anonymous 
life (probably by Thomas Birch) • red in 1748: it was mainly 
compiled from information furnished by Prideaux's son Edmund. 

PRIE, MUMS AMISS BERTRIMOT DE PLS11111/1e. 
iiiiitoutss vs (1698-1727), French adventuress, was the 
daughter of a rich but unscrupulous father and an immoral 
mother. At the age of fifteen she was married to Louis, marquis 
de Prie, and went with him to the court of Savoy at Turin, 
where he was ambassador. She was twenty-one when she 
returned to France, and was soon the declared mistress of Louis 
Henri, duc de Bourbon. During his ministry (1733-1725) she 
was in several respects the real ruler of France, her most notable 
triumph being the marriage of Louis XV. to Marie Leraczyoska 
instead of to Mlle de Vermandois. But when, in 1725, she 
sought to have Bourbon's rival Fleury exiled, her ascendancy 
came to an end. After Fleury's recall and the banishment of 
Bourbon to Chantilly Mme de Prie was exiled to Courbipine, 
where she committed suicide the next year. 

See M. H. ninon, Madame de Prix (Paris, veers). 

PRIE-DIEU, literally " pray God," strictly a prayer desk, 
primarily intended for private use, but often found in churches 
of the European continent. It is a small ornamental wooden 
desk furnished with a sloping shelf for sks , and a cushioned 
kneeling piece. It appears not to have received its present 
name until the early part of the 17th century. At that period 
in France a small room or oratory was sometimes known by 
the same name. A similar torso of chair, in domestic furniture, 
is called prie-dieu by analogy. 

PRIEGO DE CORDOBA, a town of southern Spain in the 
extreme S.E. of the province of Cordova, near the headwaters 
Of the river Guadajoz, and on the northern slope of the Sierra de 
?dep. Pop. (loco). 16,9oz. The district abounds in cattle and 
mules and agricultural products, especially wine and oil. The 
local industries also include tanning and manufactures of esparto 
fabncs, rugs and cotton goods. The oldest church was built 
in the 13th century and subsequently restored; it bas a fine 
chapel. There are ruins of an old caade—Priego having bees a 
fortified city of the Moors which was captured by the Christians 
111 1236. lost again, and finally retaken in 407. 

PRO= (mod. Salmons hods), an ancient city of lonla on the 
foot-hills of Mycale, about 6 tn. N. of the Ilaesockt. It was  

formerly on the sea coast, but now Iles some miles inland. It 11 
said to have been founded by Ionians under Aegyptus, a son of 
Ncicus. Sacked by Ardys of Lydia, it revived and attained 
great prosperity under its " sage," Bias, in the middle of the 6th 
century. Cyrus captured it in sex; but it was able to send 
twelve ships to join the Ionian revolt (soo-494). Disputes 
with Samos, and the troubles after Alexander's death, brought 
Priene low, and Rome bad to save it from the kings of Pergamum 
and Cappadocia in tss. Oropbernes, the rebellious brother of 
the Cappadocian king, who had deposited a treasure there and 
recovered it by Roman intervention, restored the temple of 
Athena as a thankoffering. Under Roman and Byzantine 
dominion Priene had a prosperous history. It passed into 
Moslem hands late in the 13th century. The ruins, which lie 
on successive terraces, were the object of missions lent nut 
by the English Society of Dilettanti in 1765 and :866, and have 
been thoroughly laid open by Dr Th. Wiegand ('89s-'flop) for 
the Berlin Museum. The city, as rebuilt in the 4th and 3rd 
centuries, was laid out on a rectangular scheme. It faced south, 
its acropolis rising nearly loo ft. behind it. The whole ales was 
enclosed by a wall 7 ft. thick with towers at intervals and three 
principal gates. On the lower slopes of the acropolis was a shrine 
of Demeter. The town had au main streets, about so ft. wide, 
running east and west and fifteen streets about to ft. wide 
crossing at right angles, all being evenly spaced; and it was thus 
divided into about 8o insoles. Private houses were apportioned 
four to an insula. The systems of water-supply and drainage 
can easily be discerned. The houses present many analogies 
with the earliest Pompeian. In the western half of the city, on a 
high terrace north of the main street and approached by a fine 
stairway, was the temple of Athena Polies, a hexastyle periiketisl 
Ionic structure built by Pythias, the architect of the Mausolea& 
Under the basis of the statue of Athena were found in rho 
silver tetradrachms of Oropbernes, and some jewelry, probably 
deposited at the time of the Cappadocian restoration. Froatkig 
the main street is a series of has, and on the other side is the fine 
market place. The municipal buildings, Roman gymnasium. 
and well preserved theatre lie to the north, but, like all the other 
public structures, in the centre of the plan. Temples of 
Isis and Asclepius have been laid bare. At the lowest point 
on the south, within the walls, was the large stadium, cm' 
netted with a gymnasium of Hellenistic times. 

See Society of Dilettanti. Ionian Antiquities 0820. 
Wiegand and H. Schrader, AVM* (1904); on iliscriptioas 
see Hiller von Gartriagen. /wars/zee ism Prisms (Berlin. 190/). otb 
collection of ancient references to the city, 	 (D. G. H4 

pRrErt (Ger. Priesier, Fr. / ► lite), the contracted form of 
" presbyter " (rearSirreent, " elder "; see PRESBYTER). a name 
of office in the early Christian Church, already mentioned in the 
New Testament. But in the English Bible the presbyters eel 
the New Testament are called " elders," not " priests "; the Let ter 
name is reserved for ministers of pre-Christian religions, the 
Semitic 077.6  (*Atkins, sing. Wein) and 01:7 (kenotries), 

or the Greek leash. The reason of this will appear more death 
in the sequel; it is enough to observe at present that, before oat 
English word was formed, the original idea of & presbyter Ida 
been overlaid with others derived from pre-Christian priest' 
hoods, so that it is from these and not from the etymologies 
force of the word that we must start in considering historian/ 
what a priest is. The theologians of the Greek and Lana 
churches expressly found the conception of a Christian Wiese' 
hood on the hierarchy of the Jewish temple, while the mass 
by which the sacerdotal character is expressed—Cork, soaves 

designated the ministers of sacred things in Greek 
and Roman heathenism, and then came to be used as transla- 
tions into Greek and Latin of the Hebrew kelvin. NOEL basis. 
sautes, are, in fact, fair translations of one another, they  &11 

 dente a minister whose stated business was to perform. ea 
behalf of the community, certain public ritual acts, particularly 
sacrifices, directed godwards. Such ministers or priests existed 
in an the  pest anew* of ancient civilisation. The tert8 
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• priest " is sometimes taken to include "sorcerer," but this 
use is open to criticism and may produce confusion. 

The close inter-relation which existed in primitive society 
between magic, priesthood and kingship has been indicated by 
Frazer in his Early History of the Kingship. His remarks throw 
some light on the early character of priesthood as well as king-
ship. " When once a special class of sorcerers has been segre-
gated from the community and entrusted by it with the dis-
charge of duties on which the public safety and welfare are 
believed to depend, these men gradually rise to wealth and 
power till their leaders blossom out into sacred kings." Ac-
cording to Frazer's view, "as time goes on the fallacy of magic 
becomes more and more apparent and is slowly displaced by 
religion; in other words the magician gives way to the priest. 
Hence the king starting as a magician tends gradually to 
exchange the practice of magic for the functions of prayer and 
sacrifice." We are not concerned here with the debatable 
question whether magic preceded religion. Probably magic 
was always accompanied by some primitive form of animism 
whether the Melanesian mono or fetishism (see Dr Haddon's 
Magic and Fetichism, pp.. 511-62, 64-go). 

The Investigations which have been carried on In recent years 
by King, Taliquist and Zimmern, as well as by BrOnnow and 
Craig, on the magic and ritual of Babylonia and Assyria have 
been fruitful of results. The question, however, remains to 
be settled how far the officials and their functions, which in the 
much more highly developed civilization of Babylonia came to 
be differentiated and specialized, can be strictly included 
ender the functions of priesthood. The answer to this question 
will be in many cases negative or affirmative according to 
our strict adherence or the reverse to the definition of the 
priest set forth above as " a minister whose stated bands it 
was to perform on behalf of the community certain ritual acts, 
in some cases sacrifices (or the recitation of prayers), directed 
Godwards." On the other hand the seer, diviner and prophet 
Is a minister whose function it is to communicate God's will 
or word lo resit This is not a distinction which governs 
Ziromism and other writers. Our chid source of Information 
is Zimmern's Deicer ear Kesnaniss der Babylon: 
pp. gros, from which Lagrange in his Anodes ass Les religions 
siodietses' has chiefly derived his materials (ch. vi. p. saes sqq.) 
respecting Babylonia and Assyria. Zinunesn's results are 
summarised in K.A.P. p. sin sqq. Here we find magic and 
soothsaying closely intertwined with priestly functions as we 
shall see, was the case in early Hebrew promilian days with 
the &Shen. It must be borne is mind that primitive humanity 
is not governed by logical distinctions. Among the Babylonians 
and Assyrians the bard (from kart to see, inspect) was a sooth-
saying priest who was consulted whenever any important 
undertaking was proposed, and addressed his inquiries to Samal 
the sun god (or Adad) as Ml 6iri or lord cif the oracle (accompanied 
by the sacrifice of lambs). The signs were usually obtained 
from the inspectiun of the liver (according to Johns, that of the 
Iamb that was sacrificed); or it took place through birds; hence 
the name in this case given to the bug of dagil inset " bird in-
spector." Johns, however, is disPerad to  regard him as a distinct 
functionary. Sometimes divination took place through vends 
felled with water and oil (see Oscan and Drvutsnon). 

As contrasted with the bard or soothsaying priest, as be Is 
ailed by Ziramsms, we have tbe afips, who was the priest-
magician who dealt in conjurations (iiPre), whereby  diseases 
were removed, spells broken, or in expiation whereby sins were 
expiated. Tallqubt's edition of the Mahill series of incantations 
and his explanations of the ritual, and also the publications 
by Emmen of the Super series of tablets is his Beast* have 
rendered us familiar with the functions of the all" See article 
• Magic " In Hastings's Diu, Bible, where examples are given of 
incantations with magical by-play. Also compare Jastrow's 
Religion of Bebykosia (039.3), cb. xvi., "The Magical Texts," 
where a fuller treatment will be found. Now, as the conjura-
tions were addressed to the deity, alips, according to the 
definition gives above, coma more removably Ander the category  

of priest. But the print belongs to the realm of religion 
proper, which involves a relation of dependence on the superior 
power, whereas the clips belongs to the realm of magic, which is 
coercive and seeks " to murrain the hostile power to give way " 
(Lagrange)• 

There was also • third kind of priest called the essmans, 
whose function it was to sing hymns. 

In the earlier period of the Assyrian monarchy we find the king 
holding the office of pa-le-si or ilakhr or (more'definitely) the 
fangs, ice. tried of Ague the patron-deity of Assyria. This 
high-priestly office towards the tutelary deity of the nation 
appears to have belonged to the king by virtue of his royal 
rank. In Babylonia under the last empire (except in the case 
of Nebuchadreuar, who calls himself patesi $r4 "exalted 
priest," IC J.B. iii. p. 6o) no such high-priestly function 
attached to the king, for in Babylonia the priesthoods were 
endowed with great wealth and power, and even the king stood 
in awe of them (see Johns, Boltsionian and Assrian Lane, 
Cowered" and Letters, p. acs sqq). These powerfully-organised 
priesthoods, an well as the elaborate nature of their ritual and 
apparatus of worship, must have deeply and permanently 
impressed the exiled Jewish community. Thus arose the more 
developed system of Ezeldel's scheme (xL-xlviii.) and of the 
Priestercodex and the high dignity which became attached to the 
person of the High Priest (reflected in the narrative of Uzziah's 
leprosy Ina Citron. xxvi. 16-2o). Other parallels to the IllaCa-
dotal system of the Priestercodex may here be noted. (s) 
According to Ziramern the bard and the clips formed close 
gilds and the other passed from father to son. This is certainly 
true of the lengtits or priesthood, which was connected with a 
special family attached to a particular temple and its worship. 
(a) Johns also points out the existence of the rob-bard, chief 
soothsayer, and the rob-mainsafs or chief magician. (3) Bodily 
defects (as squinting, lack of teeth, maimed finger) was disquali-
fications for priesthood (d. Lev. szi. ry sqq•). (4) In the ritual 
tablets for the affirm published in Zimmern's Beitrdge, No. 26, 
col. iii. r9 sqq., we read " that the nealmahr (priest's magician) 
is to pass forth to the gateway, sacrifice a sheep in the palace 
portal, and to smear the threshold and posts of the palace 
gateway right and left with the blood of the Iamb.' We 
are reminded of Exod. xii. y (P). (s) The Babylonian term 

, koppwi ,s (into. Pad) is used of the magician-priest or dips and 
means wipe out." This confirms the view that the Hebrew 
kipper, which appears to be a late word (specially employed 
in Erek, and P.), originally had the meaning which belongs to 
the Aramaic viz. " wipe off " and not " cover " as in Arabic. 
Zimmer' thinks that the meaning " atone " " expiate," which 
belongs to the Pad form of the root k-p.r in both Aramaic 
and Arabic was borrowed freesthe Babylonian (d. Driver's 
note in "Deuteronomy," lat. Consrstary, .p. us eqq. and 
especially his article Propitiation' in Helaine' Did. Bible). 

The Rev. C. H. W. Johns, to whom reference his already.  bee' 
made, demurs (in a communication to the writer) to the fume ot 
the priest and the magician, and to the custom of " calling every 
unknown official • pnest or a eunuch." " If • Babylonian said 
lees he meant one thing, by fifths ,another, and by maw another. 
I do not deny,  that the same man might unite all three functions in 
one person. Thus a lenge had a definite share in the offerings, a 
niefneato a different share. It seems to me that the priests belong ed  
to the old families who were descended from the original tribe or 
clan, de., that founded the dry and they could not admit outsiders 
save by adoption into the family. If a new god had a temple set 
up he had • pew set of priests, but this priesthood descended in 
its tine, e.g. a &mud priest did not beget a man who became a priest 
of Nab°. Farther pried' implied a peculiar relation to the god. 
A soothsayer was • general practitio•er ie his art, not attached to 
any one god or temple. Anyone could be a rondo who actually 
poured out libations; that a priest usually did it was oo exceptio• 
to that rule. The_pnest was only a sort of specialist in the practice. 
The priest also offered prayer interceded. ac. I cannot see that 
0b4sVt. An oracle of the god came through him. If the man 

was akin to nothespag it was only berainss that special 
form of soothsaying was pealing to the particular cult of that god, 
and even this as a secondary development. I do not think that 
earlyrodeos_ received oracles save in dreams, dr. That magic 
early dreaded nigh= is pessible, but there are marry traces of its 
hang a founts element, This is on usually poistid vet." 
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Among the ancient Egyptians the hical god was the protector 

and lord of the district. Consequently it was the interest and 
duty of the inhabitants to maintain the cultus of the patron-
deity of their city who dwelt in their midst. Moreover, in the 
earlier times we find the prince of the nome acting as the High 
Priest of the local god, but in course of time the state, repre-
sented by the king, began to an ever-increasing degree to take 
oversight over the more important local cults. Thus we find 
that the Egyptian monarch was empowered to exercise priestly 
functions before all the gods. We constantly see him in the 
wall-pairaingsportrayed as a priest in the conventional attitudes 
before the images of the gods. In the chief sanctuaries the chief 
priests possessed special privileges, and it is probable that those 
in the immediate entourage of the king were elected to these 
positions. The highest nobility in the none sought the honour 
of priesthood in the service of the local deity. One special class 
celled taker kb were charged with reciting the divine formulae, 
which were popularly held to possess magical virtue. In the 
middle empire (VIlth to XlIth Dynasties) the lay element main-
tains its position in religious cultus despite its complexity. But 
under the new empire (Dynasties XVIIIth and following) the pro-
fessional priest had attained to ominous power. The temples 
possessed larger estates and became more wealthy. Priests 
increased in number and were divided into ranks, and we find 
them occupying state offices, just as in Babylonia the priest 
acts as judge or inspector of canals (Johns, Beryl. and Aar. 
Lams, &c., p. 213). 

We now turn to the priesthood as We find it in ancient Greece 
and Italy. Homer knows special priests who preside over ritual 
acts in the temples to which they are attached; but his kings 
also do sacrifice on behalf of their people. The king, in fact, 
both in Greece and in Rome, was the acting head of the state 
religion, and when the regal power came to an end his sacred 
functions were not transferred to the ordinary priests, but either 
they were distributed among high officers of state, as archon, 
and prytanes, or the title of " king " was still preserved as that 
of a religious functionary, as in the case of the rex =ram* at 
Rome and the archon basileus at Athens. In the domestic 
circle the union of priesthood and natural headship was never 
disturbed; the Roman paterfamilias sacrificed for the whole 
family. On the other hand, genies and pleratriae, which had no 
natural head, bad special priests chosen from their members; 
for every circle of ancient society, from the family up to the 
state, was a religious as well as a civil unity, and had its own gods 
sad sacred rites, The lines of religious and civil society were 
identical, and, so long as they remained so, no antagonism could 
arise between the spiritual and the temporal power. In point 
of fact, in Greece and Rome the priest never attained to any 
considerable independent importance; we cannot speak of 
priestly power and hardly even of a distinct priestly class. 
In Greece the priest, so far as he is an independent functionary 
and not one of the magistrates, is simply the elected or hereditary 
minister of a temple charged with " those things which are 
ordained to be done towards the gods " (see Aristotle, Pol. 
vi. 8), and remunerated from the revenues of the temple, or by 
the gifts of worshippers and sacrificial dues. The position 
was often lucrative and always honourable, and the priests 
were under the special protection of the gods they served. 
But their purely ritual functions gave them no means of estab-
lishing a considerable influence on the minds of men, and the 
technical knowledge which they possessed as to the way In which 
the gods could be acceptably approached was neither so intricate 
nor so mysterious as to give the class a special importance. The 
funds of the temples were not in their control, but were treated 
as public moneys. Above all, where, as at Athens, the decision 
of questions of sacred law fell not to the priests but to the college 
of limed, one great source of priestly power was wholly 
lacking. There remains, indeed, one other sacred function 
of great importance in the ancient world in which the Greek 
priests had a share. As man approached the gods in sacrifice 
and prayers, so too the gods declared themselves to men by 
divers signs and tokens, which it was possible to read by the  

art of Divination (tr.). In many nations divination and pdest-
hood have always gone hand in hand; at Rome, for example, 
the augurs and the X V sirs summon, who interpreted the 
Sibylline books, were priestly colleges. In Greece, on the other 
hand, divination was not generally a priestly function, but A 
did belong to the priests of the Oracles (see Ottactx). The great 
oracles, however, were of Panhellenic celebrity and did not 
serve each a particular state, and so in this direction also the 
risk of an independent priestly power within the state was 
avoided' 

In Rome, again, where the functions of the priesthood were 
politically much more weighty, where the technicalities of religion 
were more complicated, where priests interpreted the will of the 
gods, and where the pontiffs had a most important Jurisdiction 
in sacred things, the state was much too strong to suffer these 
powers to escape from its own immediate control: the old mon-
archy of the king in sacred things descended to the inheritors of 
his temporal power; the highest civil and religious functions 
met in the same persons (cf. Cic. Dc doer. i. t); and every priest 
was subject to the state exactly as the magistrates were, referring 
all weighty matters to state decision and then executing what 
the one supreme power decreed. And it is instructive to 
observe that when the plebeians extorted their full shale of 
political power they also demanded and obtained admission is 
every priestly college of political importance, to those, namely, 
of the pontiffs, the augurs, and the X V sirs *ammo. 
The Romans, it need hardly be said, bad no hereditary priests.' 

We can only glance briefly at the ancient religions of boa 
(Aryan). " In historical times the priesthood is rigidly confined 
to members of the Brahman caste, who are regarded as the rem-
septet ives of God on earth. But there are indications that ar az 
earlier date the Kshatriya or warrior caste often became priors 
The power of the priesthood began with the delegation by the 
king of his sacrificial duties to a ' president ' (psedita). This 
power grew with the growing importance of the sacrifice and 
the complication of its ceremonial. In the post-Vedic period 
' right ' or 'wrong' simply means the exact performance or 
the neglect, whether intentional or unintentional—of all the 
details of a prescribed ritual, the centre of which was the seed-
fice. At this period the priestly caste gained its unbounded 
power over the minds of men " (Professor Rapson). For further 
details as to the development of the priestly caste and 
wisdom in India the reader must refer to Beruncerunt; here k 
is enough to observe that among a religious people a priesthood 
which forms a dose and still more an hereditary corporation, and 
the assistance of which is indispensable in all religious acts, 
must rise to practical, supremacy in society except under the 
strongest form of despotism, where the sovereign is bead of the 
Church as well as of thestate. 

Among the Zoroastrian Iranians, as among the Indian Aryans, 
the aid of a priest to recite the sacrificial liturgy was necessary 
at every offering (Herod. i. 134, and the Iranian priests (Ulm-
vans, later Map) claimed, like the Brahmans, to be the highest 
order of society; but a variety of conditions were lacking to 
give them the full place of their Indian brethren. 7-010SI. 
trianism is not a nature religion, but the result of a reform 
which never, under the old empire, thoroughly penetrated the 
masses; and the priesthood, as it was not based on family tea& 
Lion, did not form a strict hereditary caste. It was open to 
any one to obtain entrance into the priesthood, while on the other 
hand it was only as a priest that he could eserehe samadotal 
functions, for these were strictly reserved to priests. Accord-
ingly the clergy formed a compact hierarchy not inferior he 
influence to the clergy of the Christian middle ages, had great 
power in the state, and were often irksoMe even to the great king. 

For the Greek priests. see, besides Schtimann and other works on 
Greek antiquities, Newton, Ersoys as Arland Arckoadogy, p. Zara.; 

 (from epigraphic material). See also for Greek as well as 
priest, art. "Seward°. " (Sotordaiiiim) in Warm Cornish's Comm 
Dia. of Greek mid Roman A wapitis:. 

'On the Roman priests, see in general Marquardt, Rdstriseho 
Sioariverwaltung, vol, iii., and for the pontiffs In particular the art. 
" Sunda " in Warre Cornish's COMM( Diu also Pstaijes. 
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But the best established hierarchy is not so powerful as a caste, 
and the monarchs had one strong hold on the clergy by retaining 
the patronage of great ecclesiastical places, and another in the 
fact that the Semitic provinces on the Tigris. where the capital 
lay, were mainly inhabited by men of other faith. ,  

The duties of the priests were not restricted to the services 
of the temple, but they also took part In the household cults. 
The ritual had a mechanical character and was by no means 
attractive. It is impossible to enter into the manifold details 
of the fire calms which forms the main part of the worship in 
the Avesta. They belong to an earlier period than the Zoroas-
trian, nor was this fire cultus restricted to the temples. Portable 
fire altars were carried about and the worship could be celebrated 
in any spot. It may be noted that in all the ceremonies in 
the religion of the Avesta, incantations, prayers and confessions 
play a very large part. The prevailing clement in the incanta-
tions consists in the exorcism of devils. In fact, the Persian 
religion throughout all its multitude of purifications, observances 
and expiations was a constant warfare against impurity, death 
and the devil. Amid all the ceremonialism of its priesthood 
there were also high ideals set forth in Zoroastrian religion of 
what a priest should be. Thus we read in Vendidid %vita, 
" Many there be, noble Zarathustra, who bear the mouth 
bandage, who have yet not girded their loins with the law. 
lf such a one says ' I am an Athravan ' he lies, call him not 
Athmvan, noble Zarathustra, said Ahura Mazda, but thou 
shouldst call him priest, noble Zarathustra, who sits awake the 
whole night through and yearns for holy wisdom that enables 
man to stand on death's bridge fearless and with happy heart, 
the wisdom whereby he attains the holy and glorious world of 
paradise." 

Is this rapid glance at some of the chief primthooda of anti-
quity we have hitherto passed over the pure Semites, whose 
pnesthoods call for closer examination because of the profound 
influence which one of them—that of the Jews—has exercised 
on Christianity, and so on the whole history of the modern 
world. But before we proceed to this it may be well to note 
one or two things that come out by comparison of the systems 
already before us. Priestly arts—that is, acts done by one and 
accepted by the gods on behalf of many—are common to all 
antique religions, and cannot be lacking where the primary 
subject of religion is not the individual but the natural com-
munity. But the origin of a separate priestly class, distinct from 
the natural heads of the community, cannot be explained by any 
such broad general principle; in 601:110 cases, as in Greece, it is 
little more than* matter of convenience that part of the religious 
duties of the state should be confided to special ministers charged 
with the care of particular temples, while in others the inter-
vention of a special priesthood is indispensable to the validity 
of every religious act, so that the priest ultimately becomes a 
mediator and the vehicle of all divine grace. This position, 
we see, can be reached by various paths: the priest may become 
indispensable through the growth of ritual observances and 
precautions too complicated for a layman to master, or he may 
lay claim to special nearness to the gods on the ground, it may 
be, of his race, or, it may be, of habitual practices of purity and 
asceticism which cannot be combined with the duties of ordinary 
life, as, for example, celibacy was required of priestesses of 
Vesta at Rome. But the highest developments of priestly 
influence are hardly separable from something of magical 
superstition, the opus operation of the priest has the power of a 
sereerer's spell. The strength of the priesthood in Chaldaea 
and in Egypt stands plainly in the closest connexion with the 
survival of a magical element in the state religion, and Rome, 
In like manner, is more priestly than Greece, because it is more 
eoperstItions. In most cases, however, where an ancient 
cieilizatton shows us a strong primtly system we are unable to 
make out in any detail the steps by which that system was 
elaborated; the clearest case perhaps is the priesthood of the 
Jews, which is not less interesting from its origin and growth 

I a. empecially Netdehee Toad, p. 4oes. 

than from the influence exerted by the system long after the 
priests were dispersed and their sanctuary laid in ruins. 

Among the nomadic Semites. to whom the Hebrews belonged 
before they settled in Canaan, there has never been any developed 
priesthood. The acts of religion partake of the general simplicity 
of desert life; apart from the private worship of household gods 
and the oblations and salutations offered at the graves of departed 
kinsmen. the ritual observances of the ancient Arabs were visas to 
the tribal sanctuary to salute the god with a gift of milk, first.fruits 
or the like, the sacrifice of firstlings and vows (see NAZAkI111 and 
Passovelt), and an occasional pilgrimage to discharge a vow at 
the annual feast and fair of one of the more 'distaut holy places 
(see MeccA). These acts required no priestly aid; each man slew 
his own victim and divided the sacrifice in his own circle; the stare 
of the god was the blood which was smeared upon or poured out 
beside stone (tolls, ghabgliab) set up as an altar or perhaps as a 
,ymbol of the deity. It does not appear that any portion of the 

icrifice was burned on the altar, or that any part of the victim 
4.1s the due of the sanctuary. We find therefore no trace of a 
sacrificial priesthood, but each temple had one or more doorkeepers 
(sadist, itdjih), whose office was usually hereditary in a certain family 

i and who had the charge of the temple and its treasures. The 
sacrifices and offerings were acknowledgments of divine bounty and 
means used to insure its continuance; the Arab was the " slave " 
of his god and paid him tribute, as slaves used to do to their masters, 
or subjects to their lords; and the free Bedouin, trained in the 
solitude of the desert to habits of absolute self-reliance, knew no 
master except his god, and acknowledged no other will before which 
his own should bend. The voice of the god might be uttered in 
omens which the skilled could read, or conveyed in the inspired 
rhymes of soothsayers, but frequently it was sought in the oracle 
of the sanctuary, where the sacred lot was administered for a fee 
by the Win. The sanctuary thus became a seat of judgment, and 
here. too, compacts were scaled by oaths and sacrificial ceremonies. 
These institutions, though known to us only from sources belonging 
to an age when the old faith was falling to pieces, are certainly 
very ancient. The fundamental type of the Arabic sanctuary can 
be traced through all the Semitic lands, and so appears to be older 
than the Semitic dispersion; even the technical terms are mainly the 
same, so that we may justly assume that the more developed ritual 
and priesthood' of the settled Semites sprang from a state of things 
not very rempte from what we find among the heathen Arabs. 
Now among the Arabs, as we have seen, ritual service is the affair 
of the individual, or of a mass of individuals gathered in a great feast. 
but still doing worship each for himself and his own private circle; 
the only public aspect of religion is found in connexion with divina-
tion and the oracle to which the affairs of the community are sub-
mitted. In Greece and Rome the public sacrifices were the chief 
function of religion, and in them the priesthood represented the 
ancient kings. But in the desert there is no king and no sovereignty 
save that of the divine oracle, and therefore it is from the soothsayers 
, ir ministers of the oracle that a public ministry of religion can 

naturally spring. With the beginning of a settled state the 
anctuaries must rise in importance and all the functions of revela-

tion will gather round them. A sacrificial priesthood will arise as 
the worship becomes more complex (especially as sacrifice in 
antiquity is a common preliminary to the consultation of an oracle), 
but the public ritual will still remain closely associated with oracle or 
divination, and the priest will still be, above all things, a tea -cater. 
That this was what actually happened may be inferred from the 
fact that the Canaanite and Phoenician name for a priest (kohin) 
is identical with the Arabic kakis, a " soothsayer." Soothsaying 
was no modern importation in Arabia; its characteristic form—a 
monotonous croon of short rhyming clauses—is the same as was 
practised by the Hebrew " wizards who peeped and muttered - 
in the stays of Isaiah. and that this form was native in Arabia is 
clear from its having a technical name (saj'), which in Hebrew 
survives only in derivative words with modified sense.' The 
Win, therefore, is not a degraded priest but such a soothsayer as 
is found in most primitive societies, and the Canaanite priests 
grew out of these early revealers. In point of fact some form of 
revelation or oracle appears to have existed in every great shrine of 
Canaan and Syria,' and the importance of this element in the 
cubits may be measured from the fact that at Hierapolis it was the 
charge of the chief . priest. just as in the Levitical legislation. But 
the use of " Lffiin  for " priest " in the Canaanite arca points to 
more than this: it is connected with the orgiastic character of 
Canaanite religion. The soothsayer differs from the priest of an 
oracle by giving his revelation undcrearitement and often in a frenzy 
allied to madness. In natural soothsaying this frenzy is the nec•s-
sary physical accompaniment of an afflatus which. though it seems 
supernatural to a rude people. is really akin to poetic inspiration. 

aleshugga', 2 Kings is. t v. ter. xxix. 26—a term of contempt 
applied to prophets. (See HEBREW RELIGION.) 

'For examples. see PALMYRA and PHILISTINES: see further, 
Lucian. De dal 'yen!, 36, for Hierapolis; Zosimus i. 58, for Aphaca; 
Pliny, H. N. xxxini. 58 (compared with Lucian. rf stro, and 
Movers, Phosairur, i. 655), for the temple of Mellcart at Tyre. 
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Bat it la woe learned that a similar physical state as be pro-
duced artificially, and at the Canaanite sanctuaries this was done 
on a large scale. We see from t Kings xviii., a Kinpx., that 
great Baal temples had two classes of ministers, heAdelat and eibilles, 

priests" and " prophets, and as the former bear a name .which 
primarily denotes a soothsayer, so the latter are also a kind of 
priests who do sacrificial service with a wild ritual of their own 
How deeply the orgiastic character was stamped on the priesthood. 
of nor.h Semitic nature-worship is clear from Greek and Roman 
accounts, such as that of Appuleius (Melting. bk. viii.). 

The Hebrews, who made the language of Canaan their own, took 
also the Canaanite name for a priest. But the earliest forms of 
Hebrew priesthood are not Canaanite in character; the priest, as 
he appears in the older records of the time a the Judges, Eli at 
Shiloh, Jonathan in the private temple of Micah and at Dan, is 
much litter the Odin than the Main. ,  The whole structure of 
Hebrew society at the time of the conquest was almost precisely 
that of a federation of Arab tribes, and the religious ordinances are 
scarcely distinguishable from those of Arabia, save only that the 
great deliverance of the Exodus and the period when Moses, sitting 
in judgment at the sanctuary of Kadesh, had for a whole generation 
impressed the sovereignty of Jehovah on all the tribes, had created 
an idea of unity between the scattered settlements in Canaan 
such as the Arabs before Mahomet never had. But neither 
in civil nor in religious life was this ideal unity expressed 
in fixed institutions, the old individualism of the Semitic 
nomad still hold its ground. Thus the firstlings, firsi.fruits and 
vows are still the free gift of the individual which no human 
authority exacts, and which every householder presents and 
consumes with his circle in a sacrificial feast without priestly aid. 
As in Arabia, the ordinary sanctuary is still a sacred stone (yes 
▪ saga) set up under the -- 	' 	 food of the 
victim is poured out as an di. rit, tr. • • 	 illy I Sam. 
xiv. .se, and cf. 2 Sam. xxiii. t6, 17). "the priest I a no place 
in this ritual; he is not the minister of an altar,' but • he guardian 
of a temple• such as was already found here and thee in the land 
for the custody of sacred images and palladia or other consecrated 
things (the ark at Shiloh, I Sam. iii. 3: images in hi, h's temple, 
Judges xvii. s.; Goliath's sword lying behind the " ash.• " or plated 
unage at Nob, I Sam. xxi. 9; no doubt also money, a sin t Canaanite 
amplest Shechem, Judges ix. 4). Such treasures requir, • guardian; 
but, above all, wherever there was a temple there w.r an oracle, a 
kind of sacred lot, just as in Arabia (n Sam. xiv. 4f, !pt.), which 
could only be drawn where there was an " ephod " a priest 
(I Sam. xiv. 18, Sept., and xxiii. 6 seq.). The Hebrew•had already 
possessed a tent-temple and oracle of this kind in LI,. wilderness 
(Exod. xxxiii. 7 seq.), of which Moses was the prie o and Joshua 
the aedituus, and ever since that time the judgment of ■ ■od through 
the priest at the sanctuary had a greater weight tha.word of 
• seer, and was the ultimate solution of every contros. r  and claim 
(t Sam. ii. 25: Exod. xxi. 6, ma 8, e. where for " judge. " judges," 
of A.V. read " God " with R.V.). The temple at Stet, where the 
ark was preserved, was the lineal descendant of the Mr . c sanctuary 
--for it was not the place but the palladium and its or that were 
the essential thing—and its priests claimed kin with NI ses himself. 
In the divided state of the nation, indeed, this sanctua was hardly 
visited from beyond Mt Erhraim; and every man 	tribe that 
cared to provide the veer 	apparatus (cphod, ..t,, iphim, fie.) 
and hire a priest might 11...“: a temple and oracle of his own at 
which to consult Jehovah (Judges xvi., xviii.); but there was 
hardly another sanctuary of equal dignity. The priest of Shiloh is 
a much greater person than Micales priest Jonathan; at the great 

This appears even in the words used as synonyms for priest " 
wee, awl .nr, which exactly corresponds to edging and bdjib. 
That the name of vu was borrowed from the Canaanited appears 
certain, for that out of the multiplicity of words for soothsayers 
and the like common to Hebrew and Arabic (either formed from a 
common root or ex prang exactly the same idea—'car. • arraf; 

habit; rib, roes ban; ose, c(. istiksam) the two nations 
should have chosen the same one independently to mean a priest is, 
ireview of the great difference in character between old Hebrew and 
Canaanite prieschoode inconceivable. Besides 1,2 Hebrew has 
the word vaa ones), which, however, is not applied to priests 
of the national religion. This, in fact, is the old Aramaic word for 
a priest (with suffixed article, Inmerd). Its origin is obscure. In 
the Aramaic .papyri discovered near Assouan (Syene) vs is priest 
of the gods (Cowley and Sine, Pap. E. line is), presumably Khnum 
and Set; and in Sachau s P±ap. I. line s. ii-ca definitely mean 
the priests of the god kinab. This coincides with the Hebrew use of 
the term as idalarrout priests, Hos. x. 5: Zeph. L 4: 2 Kings xxiii. e. 

It is not dear from s Sam. ii. is whether even at Shiloh the 
priest had anything to do with sacrifice, whether those who burned 
the fat were the worshippers themselves or some subordinate 
ministers of the Temple. Certainly it was not the " priest " who did 
so, for he in this narrative is always in the singular. Hophni and 
Phinehas are not called priests, though they bore the ark and so 
were priests in the sense of Josh. iii.  

louts be its enthroned by the doorway, preserving demeans • 
the worshippers; he has certain legal dais, and, if be is atspatad 
to Rea more, no one ventures to resist (t Sam. ii. to seq. wheel 
the test needs a slight correction). The priestly position of the 
family survived the fall of Shiloh and the captor, of the ark. and 
It was members of this house who consulted Jehovah for the early 
kings until Solomon deposed Abiatbar. Indeed, though priesthood 
was not yet tied to one family, so that Micah's son, or -Omar el 
Kirjath-jearim 0 Sam. vii. t), or David's sons (a Sam. %ill. te) 
could all be priests, a Levite—that is, a man of Moses' tribe—was 
already preferred for the office elsewhere than at Shiloh (Jo 
XVII. 1,9, and sash a. priest naturally handed down his place to his 
postenty (Judges eviu. 3o). 

Ultimately, indeed, as sanctuaries were multiplied and the prints 
all over the land came to form one well-marked dam, " Levitt 
and legitimate priest became equivalent expremons. as in explained 
in the ankle LiVITES. But between the priesthood d EN at 
Shiloh or of Jonathan at Dan and the priesthood of the Levitt. as 
described in Deut. xxxiii. 8 seq. there lies a period of the lame 
history of .which we know almost nothin . ft Is plain that the 
various priestly colleges regarded th themselves as one order. the 
they had common traditions of law and ritual which were mad 
back to Moses, and common interests which had not been vindicated 
without a struggle (Deut., al supra). The kingship had not depeived 
them of their functions as fountains of divinejudgment (cf. Dag. 
xvii.8 see.); on the contrary, the decisions of the sanctuary had 
grown up Into a body of sacred law, which the priests administered 
according to a traditional precedent. According to Semitic ideas 
the declaration of law is quite a distinct function from the enlacing 
of it, and the royal executive came into no collision with the purdy 
declaratory functions of the priests. The latter, on the contsary„ 
must have grown in importance with the unification and promos of 
the nation, and in all probability the consolidation of the priesthood 
into one class went hand in hand wirh a consolidation of legal 
tradition. And this work must have been well done, for. though 
the general corruption of society at the beginning of the Annie. 
period was nowhere more conspicuous than at the sanctuaries wed 
among the priesthood, the invective of lIos. iv. equally with the 
eulogium 	cut. xxxiii. proves that the position which the tater 
priests abus..' had been won by ancestors who earned the respect of 
the nation a eorthy representatives of a divine Tome 

The ritual • sections of the priesthood still appear in Dant 
as secondary o that of declaring the sentence of God. but they 
were no lois. r insignificant. With the prosperity of the nation. 
and especially through the absorption of the Canaanite. and of 
their holy places, ritual had become much more elebonste, and in 
royal sanctuaries at least there were regular public offerings pais• 
tamed by the king and presented by the priest& (cf. 2 'Gags :vs !SI. 
Private sacrifices, too, could hardly be offered without some primly 
aid now that ritual was more complex; the provision of Dem 
xviii. as to the priestly dues is certainly ancient, and shows the 
besides the tinplate of first-fruits and the like the priests had a fee is 
kind for ea.!, sacrifice, as we find to have been the case arose' 
the Phoens is according to the sacrificial tablet of Marreiles. 
Their judicial functions also brought profit to the priests. hoes 
being exacted for certain offences and paid to them (a Kings xis sat 
Hos. iv. 8; Amos ii. 8). The greater priestly offices went thesehee 
in every respect very important places, and the priests of the foyal 
sanctuaries were among the grandees of the realm (2 Sam. Oh. Pt; 
a Kings x. tt, xii. 2); minor offices in the sanctuaries were in the 
patronage of the great priests and were cite, miserable encash) 
the petty priest depending largely .  on what " customers " be could 
find (2 Kings xii. 7 181; Deut. mo. 8). That at least the 
offices were hereditary—as in the case of the sons of ZadoEtro 
succeeded to the royal priesthood in Jerusalem after the Fail of 
Abiathar—was almost a matter of course as society was thee cow 
stitu tett. but there is not the slightest trace of an hereditary hierarchy 
officiating by divine right, such as existed after the exile. The 
sons of Zadok, the priests of the royal chapel, were the king's 
servants as absolutely as any other great officers of state; they owed 
their place to the fiat of King Solomon, and the royal will Ira 
supreme in all matters of coitus Kinn :di, xvi, so sea.): 'indeed 
the monarchs of Judah• like those of other nations, did sacrifice is 
person when they chose down to the time of the captivity (I Map 
lx. 25; 2 Kings frVi. 12 Seq.: Jer. xxx. st). And as the sons ell 
Zadok had no divine right as against the kings, so too they had oe 
claim to be more legitimate than the priests of the local sancesswisss 
who also were reckoned to the tribe which in the 7th Caftan,  B.C. 
was.  recognized as having been divinely set apart as Jehovah's 
ministersin the days of Moss (Deut. 8, xviii. I seq.). 

The steps which prepared the way for the posieele hierarchy. 
the destruction of the northern sanctuaries and priesthood' by she 
Assyrians, the polemic of the spiritual prophets against Use arras. 
tions of popular worship, which issued in the reformation of Josiah. 
the suppression of theprovincial shrines of Judah and the *warren,* 
of their ministers to Jerusalem, the successful resistance of the inns 

See t Sam. ii. 36, age written after the hereditary dignity 
of the sons of Zadok at 	 was well astablishod 
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a 	 niZadds se tbe sewed to share the sanctuary on equal terms with 
■ these neweeesers, and the theoretical justification of the degradation 
• at the latter to the position of mere servants in the Temple 

supplied by Reekiel soon after the captivity. need not here lid 
dealt with. Further detail, respecting priestly offices and hereditary 

• priesthoods and the reach. of Aaronids to ladokids will be found 
• briefly discussed in Lacy. Db. vol. iii. cols. 3843-3845. Cf. Hastings'S 

Dia. Bilk. iv. lays; Coal . Bib. Essays (1900, pp. too seq., 112 seq. 
It is instructive to obit eve how differently the prophets of the 

8th tentwy speak of the judicial or " teaching " functions of the 
prints and of the ritual of the great sanctuaries. For the Litter 
they have nothing but condemnation, but the former they acknow, 
ledge as part of the divine order of the state, while they complain 
that the priests have prostituted their office for lucre. in point of 
fact the one rested on old Hebrew tradition, the other had taken 
Shape mainly seder Canaanite influence. and in most of its features 
was tittle mote than the c rassest nature-worship. In this respect 
there was no distinction between the Temple of Zion and other 
shrifts, or rather It was just in the greatest sanctuary with the 
most stately ritual that for, ign influences had most play, as we sera 
alike la the origins! imita tions of Solomon and in the innovations 
of Mu (a Kings xvi. tcf seq., xviii. It seq.). The Canaanite 
influence on the later organization of the Temple is clearly seen in 
the anociationof 	prophets with the Temple priests under 
tbe cannel of thechiel prit.t. which is often referred to by Jeremiah; 
even the viler ministers of sensual worship, the male and female 
wostitutee of the Phoenician temples, had found a place on Mt 
Zion and were only rente , ed by Josiah's reformation.' All this 
necessarily tended to make the ritual ministry of the priests more 
important than It had bon, in old times; but it was in the reign of 
ateneaseh, when the sense  r,1 divine wrath lay heavy on the people, 
erhen the old ways of seeking Jehovah's favour had (ailed and new 
and more powerful means of atonement were eagerly sought for 
(Micah vi. 6 seq.; a King. xxi.: and of. Mot.ocu) -, that sacrificial 
function melted their it II importance. In the time of Josiah 
altar service and not the tunction of " teaching " has become tha 
essential thing inpriesthood (Dein. x. 8, xviii. 7); the latter, indeed, 
is not forgotten (Jer. li. 8, xviii. IN, but by the time of Ezekiel it 
also has mainly to do with ritual, with the distinction between holy 
and prober*. clean and unclean, with the statutory observances 
at festivals and the like ()lick. xliv. 23 seq.). What the priestly 
Torah was at the time of t he exile can be seen from the collection 
el laws in Lev. xvii.-xxvi , which includes many moral precepts, 
but mends them equally with ritual precepts from the point of 
view 01 the maintenance of national holiness. The holiness of 
Iona Draftee is the sanernary, and round the sanctuary stand 
the prints, who alone can Approach the most holy things without 
profanation. and who are t he guardians of Israel's sanctity, partly 
by protecting the one mew mg-place of God and man from profane 
contact, and partlyas the mediators of the continual atoning rites 
by which breaches of bolia Es are expiated. 

The banes  of  priestly power under this system are the unity of 
the altar. its inaccessibility to laymen and to the inferior ministers 
of thereactie, and the specific atoning functions of the blood of 

stiy sacries All thou things were unknown in old Israel. 
fundamental a change as lies between Hosea and the Priestly 

ode was only possible in the general dissolution of the old life of 
Israel produced by the Aar, rians and by the prophets; and indeed 
the new order did not take shape as a system till the exile had made a 
rust drrat old instituti .its. It was meant also to give expression 
to the demands of the pet ;diets for spiritual service and national 
holiness. but this it did not accomplish so Successfully: the ideas of 

prophets could not be n.alized under any ritual system, but only 
Pt a new dispensation Use. XXXi. 31 seq.), when priestly Torah and 
priestly atonement should be no longer required. Nevertheless. 
the concentration of all ritual at a single point, and the practical 
eselusion of laymen from active participation in it—for the old 
aserificial feed bad now shrunk into entire insignificance in compari- 
son with the stated pries: ly holocausts and atoning rites"-lent 
powerful asUsance to they owth of a new and higher type of personal 

the religion whichtound its social expression not in material 
ste

▪  

ts el oblation, but in the language of the Psalms. In the best 
gimes of the old Higdon the priests bad shared the place of the 

u the religious lo aders of the nation; under the second 
rsetsletithey represented the unprogressive traditional side of religion, 
and the leaders d thought were the psalmists and the scribes, 
who spoke moth more dire tly to the piety of the nation. 

But. on the other bane, the material influence of the priests 
was greater than it had eve r been before; the Temple was the only 
visible mitre of national [, le in the ages of servitude to foreign 
power. and the priests wet, the only great national functionaries. 
who drew to themselves all the sacred dues as a matter of right and 
even • 	' ted the tithes paid of old to the king. 

of_ 
	the 

High Print stood at the aka, in all his princely state, when he poured 

out the Ratios amidst the blase of tramples. and the singers lifted 
up their voice and all the people fell prostrate in prayer till hp 
descended and raked his hands in blessing, the slaves of the Greek 
or the Persian forgot for • moment their bondage and knew that 
the day of their redemption was near (Boehm. I.). The High Priest 
at such a moment seemed to embody all the glory of the nation, as 
the kings  had done of old, and when the time came to strike ■ 
successful blow for freedom .it was a priestly house that led the 
nation to the victory which united in one person the function of 
High Priest and mince. From the foundation of the Hasmonean 
state to the time of Herod the history of the high-priesthood merges 
in the political history of the nation; from Herod onward the priestly 
aristocracy of the &admen lost its chief hold over the nation 
and expired in vain controversy with the Pharisees 

The influence of the Hebrew priesthood on the thought 
and organisation of Christendom was the influence not .  of a 
living institution, for it hardly began till after the fall of the 
Temple, but of the theory embodied in the later parts of the 
Pentateuch. Two points in this theory were laid hold of—
the doctrine of priestly mediation and the system of priestly 
hierarchy. The first forms the text of the principal argument 
in the Epistle to the Hebrews, in which the author easily demon-
strates the inadequacy of the mediation and atoning rites of 
the Old Testament, and builds upon this demonstration the 
doctrine of the effectual high-priesthood of Christ, who, in his 
sacrifice of himself, truly " led His people to God," not leaving 
them outside as He entered the heavenly sanctuary, but taking 
them with Him into spiritual nearness to the throne of grace. 
This argwnent leaves no room for a special priesthood in the 
Christian Church, and in fact nothingof thekind is found in the 
oldest organisation of the new communities of faith. The idea 
that presbyters and bishops are priests and the successors of 
the Old Testament priesthood first appears in full force in the 
writings of Cyprian, and here it .1s not the notion of priestly 
mediation but that of priestly power which is insisted on. 
Church office is a copy of the old hierarchy. Now among the 
Jews, as we have seen, the hierarchy proper has for its necessary 
condition the destruction of the state and the bondage of Israel 
to a foreign prince, so that spiritual power is the only basis 
left for a national aristocracy. The same conditions have 
produced similar spiritual aristocracies again and again in 
the East in more modern times, and even in antiquity more 
than one Oriental priesthood took a line of development similar 
to that which we have traced In Judaea. Thus the hereditary 
priests of 11ozab (Kea) were the chief dignitaries in Idumars. 
at the time of the Jewish conquest of the country (Jos. Ant. 
xv. 7, 9), and the High Priest of Hierapolis wore the princely 
purple and crown like the High Priest of the Jews (De don ryriar  
♦ 2). The kingly insignia of the High Priest of the sun at Emesa 
are described by Herodian (v. 3, 3), in connexion with the 
history of ELigabalus, whose elevation to the Roman purple 
was mainly due to the extraordinary local influence of his sacer-
dotal place. Other examples of priestly princes are given 
by Strabo in speaking of Pessinus (p. 367) and Olbe (p. 67 a). 
As no such hierarchy existed in the West, it Is plain that if the 
idea of Christian priesthood was influenced by living institu-
tions as well as by the Old Testament that influence must 
be sought in the East (d. Lightfoot, Philippiaru, p. sot). The 
further development of the notion of Christian priesthood 
was connected with the view that the Eucharist (q.v.) is It pro-
pitiatory sacrifice which only a consecrated priest can perform. 
It Is sufficient to remark here that the presentation of the 
sacrifice of the mass came to be viewed as the essential priestly 
office, so that the Christian presbyter really was a sausdar in 
the antique sense. Protestants, in rejecting the sacrifice of 
the mass, deny also that there is a Christian priesthood " like 
the Levitical," and have either dropped the name of "priest" 
or use it in a quite emasculated sense. For further details 
as to the history and doctrine of priesthood In Christendom the 
reader is refeued to the article, " Priestertum: Priestenreihe ha 
der Christlichen Kink," in P.R.P–, 3rd ed., Bd. xvi. p. 47 sqq• 

There is probably no nature religion among races above mere 
savagery which has not had a priesthood; but an examination 
of other examples would scarcely bring out any Important 

is King radii. 7; d. Dolt 	ig. where " dogs - w the later 
CioXi ; d. Carp. inn. aria. 1.93 NO. 

' Cl. the impress* which the ritual produced on the Greek., 
Beeneyie Theesarestas, pp. 35,  1st seq. 
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feature that has not been already Illustrated. Among higher 
eeligions orthodox Islam has never had real priests, doing relig-
ious acts on - tehalf of others, though it has, like Protestant 
churches, leaders of public devotion (imams) and an important 
class of privileged religious teachers ('ulema). But a distinction 
of grades of holiness gained by ascetic life has never been entirely 
foreign to the Eastern mind, and in the popular faith of Mahom-
medan peoples something very like priesthood has crept in by 
this channel. For where holiness is associated with ascetic 
practices the masses can never attain to a perfect life, and 
naturally tend to lean on the professors of special sanctity as 
the mediators of their religious welfare. The best example, how-
ever, of a full-blown priestly system with a monastic hierarchy 
grafted in this way on a religion originally not priestly is found 
in Tibetan Buddhism (see Lasuusu), and similar causes undoubt-
edly had their share in the development of sacerdotalism in the 
Christian Church. The idea of priestly asceticism expressed in the 
celibacy of the clergy belongs also to certain types of heathen 
and especially Semitic priesthood, to those above all in which 
the priestly service is held to have a magical or thenrgic quality. 

(W. R. S.; 0 C. W.) 
PRIESTLEY, JOSEPH (x733-3804), English chemist and 

Nonconformist minister, was born on the 13t hof 1733 
at Fieldhead, a hamlet near Birstal in the West Riding of York: 
shire. He was the eldest of a family of six. Ills father, Jonas 
Priestley, a woollen-cloth dresser of moderate means, was the 
son of a member of the Established Church, but both he and his 
wife, the only daughter of a farmer named Swift, were Non-
conformists. Three years after the death of Mrs Priestley 
in 1739, Joseph's father's sister, Mrs Keighley, took him to live 
with her, and sent him at the age of twelve to a neighbouring 
grammar school. In his holidays he learned Hebrew from Mr 
Kirkby, a dissenting minister at Heckmondwike, who subse-
quently took entire charge of his education. From the age of 
sixteen to nearly twenty his health was so unsatisfactory that 
be attended neither school nor college, but worked at Chaldee 
and Syriac, began to read Arabic, and mastered 'S Gravesande's 
Natural Philosophy, together with various textbooks of logic 
and metaphysics. An uncle having promised him a place in 
a counting-house at Lisbon, he also learned French, German and 
Italian to fit himself for the post. But his aunt was anxious 
for Lim to be a minister, as he himself desired, and therefore 
in 2752, when his health had improved, he went to Daventry 
to attend the Nonconformist academy formerly carried on by 
Dr P. Doddridge at Northampton. There he stayed three 
years, exchanging his early Calvinism for a system of " neces-
sarianism " under the influence of D. Hartley's Observations 
on Man and A. Collins's Philosophical Enquiry concerning Human 
Liberty. In 1755 be was appointed to a small congregation at 
Needham Market, in Suffolk, where he was not very successful. 
In 1758 be obtained a more congenial congregation at Nant-
wich, where he opened a school at which the elementary lessons 
were varied with experiments in natural philosophy. Three 
years later he removed to Warrington as classical tutor in a 
new academy, and there he attended lectures on chemistry by 
Dr Matthew Turner of Liverpool and pursued those studies 
in electricity which gained him the fellowship of the Royal 
Society in 1766 and supplied him with material for his History 
of Ekctricily. In 1762 he had married the daughter of Isaac 
Wilkinson, a Wrexham ironmaster. In 1767 he was appointed 
to the charge of Mill Hill Chapel at Leeds, where he again changed 
his religious opinions from a loose Arianism to definite Socinian-
ism and wrote many political tracts hostile to the attitude of 
the government towards the American colonies. He also began 
his researches into " different kinds of airs," getting a plentiful 
supply of " fixed air " from a brewery next door to his house. 
By the end of 1771 his scientific reputation was such that he 
was suggested for the post of " astronomer " to Captain Cook's 
second expedition to the South Seas, but his unorthodox opiniont 
were objectionable to certain members of the board of longitude 
and the appointment was not ratified. In 1772, the year in which 
he was chosen a foreign associate of the French Academy hi 

Sciences, he accepted the position of librarian and literary 
companion to Lord Shelburne (afterwards tn. Marquess of 
Landsdowne) at Caine, with a salary of (ago a yeaesod a house. 
With that nobleman he travelled on the Continent., the month 
of October 1774 he spent in Paris, and meeting Lavoisier and 
his friends, gave them an account of the experiment by which on 
the previous ist of August he had prepared " dephlogisticated 
air " (oxygen). In 1780 he parted company with his patron, 
who allowed him an annuity of ft so for life, and settling at 
Birmingham was appointed junior minister of the New Meeting 
Society. There he continued his literary and scientific labours, 
enjoying congenial intercourse with such men as Matthew 
Boulton, James Keir, James Watt and Erasmus Dariin at 
the periodical dinners of the Lunar Society. On the. 14th of 
July 1791 the Constitutional Society of Birmingham arranged a 
dinner to celebrate the anniversary of the fall of the Bastille.. 
Priestley, according to his own account, " had little to do with 
it " But his predilections in favour of the revolutionists were 
notorious, and the mob seized the occasion to burn his chapel 
and sack his house at Fairhill. He and his family escaped, but 
his material possessions were destroyed and the labour of years 
annihilated. He retreated to London, where be felt sale, 
though he continued to be an object of " troublesome attention." 
and even the fellows of the Royal Society shunned him. But 
he received an invitation to become morning preacher at Gravel 
Pit Chapel, Hackney. This he. accepted, and performed the 
duties of the charge till 1794, when he determined to follow his 
three sons, who bad 'emigrated to America in the previous year. 
On the 7th of April be embarked with his wife at Gravesead 
and reached New York on the 4th of June. Finally settling 
at Northumberland, Pennsylvania, he lived there for nearly 
ten years, until on the 6th of February ass, after clearly aid 
audibly dictating a few changes he wished made in some of his 
writings, be quietly expired. 

Priestley was a most voluminous writer, and his works (exclurSig 
his scientific writings) as collected and edited by his friend J. T. 
Rutt in 1817-1832 fill as octavo volumes. (The first volume. ow 
raining his life and correspondence, was issued separately.  in two 
parts. 11331-032..) His first appearance as an author was is 1764 
when he published the Scripture Doctrine of Remission and the 
Ragtime/dr of English GRIMM?. His chief thedo. and gado. 
sophical works were Institutes of Natural and Religion 

vols., 1772-1.774); History of the Cormtption of Christianity 
vols.. 1782): General History of the Christian Chun* to she Pall 

of the Western Empire, vols. f. and IL (179o), vols. iii. and iv. (tau-
1803); Disquisitions relating to Mauer and Spirit (177). and venom 
essays and letters on necessarianism. But his theological writings 
are forgotten, and he is chiefly remembered as a scientific invests. 
gator who contributed especially to the chemistry of gases. Yet 
judged by modern standards he had an inadequate conception of 
the meaning of ordered research. In reference to his preparation 
of oxygen he says, " It provides a striking Illustration of a remark 
have more than once made in my philosophical writings and which 
can hardly be too often repeated. vu. that more is owing to wait 
we call chance—that is, philosophically speaking, to the observed°s 
of events arising from unknown causes—than to any wpm 

deT or preconceived theory in this business." If in this sennence 
scarcely does justice to the powers of logical inference and ioductint 
reasoning displayed in much of his work, is remains Me ding 
blind experiment—heating a substance, or treaties k with tome 
reagent. to see what would happen—was his characteristic seethed 
of inquiry. Thus by heating sprits of salt he obtained inatimir 
acid air' (hydrochloric acid gas), and he was able to collect is 
because he happened to use mercury, instead of wow, is km 
pneumatic trough. Then he treated od of vitriol In the sante way, 
but got nothing until .  by accident he dropped some meters= iota 
the liquid, when " vitnofic acid air " (sulphur dioxide) was evolved. 
Again he heated fluorspar with oil of vitriol, as K. W. Sebes* had 
done, and because he was employing axles. vessel he got "fluor aid 
air" (silicon fluoride). Heating mirks of banshees, he win able 
to collect " alkaline air " (gaseous ammonia), again because he was 
using mercury in his pneumatic trough; then. twine l eeitze= 
happen if he passed electric sparks through the gas. he 
it Into nitrogen and hydrogen, and " having a sedan " Mat mind 
with hydrochloric acid gas it would predict a " nostril ear." 

h  

much 	as common air. hasynthesixed aslasnoolopg, rFuch the ea 

fhhafilfarel 8rij.e■Yilffin)ag Purrneenarg-; i  Slas:,/juarr 4: 74,1,4 	un 
it a candle burnt with a remarkably vigorous flame and Inlet ins 
weft. He concluded that it was not common air, but the 
" in much greater perfection." that rendered common *it= 
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air} s 	of combueldop. Of the analogy between combustion 
and reset[ 	—both true Phlogistic processes in his view—he had 
convinced 	self three years before, and his paper. " On Different 
/ands of Alt" 	Trans., *no) described experiments which 
showed that 	plants are able to " restore air which has 
been vitiated, whether by being breathed or 	

i 
by having candles 

burnt in it. Priestley displayed much ingenuity in devising ap-
paratus suited to his requirements and in carrying out and varying 
his experiments; It was in the interpretation of results that he 
was deficient. Had this not been the ease he could scatvely have 
remained a firm believer in the phlogistic doctrine. At one time, 
indeed, ha found Lavoisier's views so specious that he was much 
inclined to accept them, but he overcame this wavering, and so 
late as Ineo he wrote to the Rev. Theophnus Lindsey (1753-1808), 
" I have well considered all that my opponents have advanced and 
feel perfectly confident of the ground I stand upoa.... Though 
nearly alone I am under no apprehension of defeat. 

llis chief books on chemistry were six volumes of Experimees 
and Observations on different Kinds of Air, published between 5714 
and 1786; Experimexts on the Damnation of Air from lVater (1793); 
Expenments and Obminrations relating to the Analysis of Atmospheric 
Air and Considerations on the Doctrine olPlilogiston established and 

of die Composition 4 Water refuted He also published 
(.767) a treatise on the History and resent Stale of Ekciritity, 
which embodies some original work, and (5772) a History 4 
Discoveries relating to Vision, Ligke and Cabins, which is a mere 
compilation. 

PRIEM PIERRE (c. 5626-e. 1676), French enamel painter. 
Re married Marie (05to-r677), sister of Jean .Petitot, as 
her second husband. In :669 be was in England, painting a 
miniature of Charles IL. and another of Lady Castlemalne, 
both after Cooper, for the king of Denmark. In 167o he was 
in Poland, painting for the Danish monarch a portrait of King 
Michael, and in the following year was in Denmark executing a 
remarkable series of portraits of the children of Frederick III. 
All these, with some beautiful enamel badges for the Order of the 
Elephant. are in the Darkish royal collection. By Christian V. 
he is said to have been sent to Spain and Russia, where several 
examples of his work, dated 076, are to be seen in the Hermitage. 
In the following year he died in Denmark. He was a Huguenot, 
and was said to possess secret colours in enamel, especially • 
blue, which were not known to his Petite* relations. His work 
in England is of great rarity, Lord Danny -posseashig the 
finest example, and there are two remarkable works in the 
Pierpont Morgan collection and one at Windsor Castle. Two 
In the Propert collection have been lost sight of. (O. C. W.) 

PRIEBE DR LA MARNE [Pieter Loins PaTZUR1 (5756-
18:7), French politician, was born at Sommesous (Marne) OD 
the Est of August 1756. He practised as a lawyer at atilons-
sur-Mante until 1789, when he was elected to the states-general. 
He became secretary to the Assembly, and the violence of Ms 
attacks on the weans riginsc won him the nickname of " Crieur 
de la Marne." In 179: he became vice-president of the criminal 
tribunal of Park. Re-elected to the Convention, he was sent 
to Normandy, where he directed bitter reprisals against the 
Federalists. He voted for the death of Louis XVI., and as 
a member of the committees of national defence and of public 
safety he was despatched in October 1793 to Brittany, where 
be established the Terror. In May 1794 he became president 
of the Convention. The counter-revolutionaries drove him into 
hiding from May 1795 until the amnesty proclaimed in the 
autumn of that year. He took no part in public affairs under 
the directory, the consulate or the empire, and in 111:6 was 
banished as a regicide. lie died in Brussels on the 3 ist of 
May 1857. 

See Pierre Bliard, L Comentionad Prism de I a Marne en .  inissia; 
dens toast 1753-1794 crapes des documents ittEdils (ipo6). 

PRBIIIR-ROVER110111, CLAIMS AMIE& CONT8 " (1 7 63' 
LW), reedit pditidan, was born at Auxonne on the and of 
December 1763. and was commonly known as Prieur de Is Cate 
trOr, after his native department. As an officer of engineers 
be presented to the National Assembly in 1790 a Memoirs ota 
the standardization of weights and measures. In 1791 he was 
emsened by the ads d'Or to the Legislative Assembly, and in 
rpm to the Osenundoo. After the revolution of the loth of 
Amok me be was at ott a mission to the arroy.oi the Ahisse  

to announce the deposition of Louis XVI., for whose death be 
voted in the Convention. In 1793 he was employed in breaking 
up the Federalist movement in Normandy, but he was arrested 
by the Federalist authorities of Caen, and only released in July 
5793 after the defeat of their forces at Vernon. On the 14th of 
August 'so he became a member of the committee of public 
safety, where he allied himself closely with Lazare Carnet in 
the organization of. national defence,• being especially charged 
with the provision of the munitions of war. Under the Direc-
tory he sat in the Council of the Five Hundred, retiring after 
the des Old of 18 Brumaire (November 9, 1799). In Olaf 
be was created a count of the empire, and in ass he retired 
from the army with the grade of chef do brigade. He was one 
of the founders of the Ecole Polytechnique, and shared in the 
establishment of the Institute of France; the adoption of the 
metric system and the foundation of the bureau of longitude 
were also due to his efforts. Prieur died at Dijon on the tub 
of August 1832. 

See J. Gros, Le Costae de saint path. (i43); and E. Charavay, 
Correspondence de Corsa. voL L, which include; some documents 
drawn up by Prime. 

PRIM. JIIAIL, MARQUIS DE LOB CASTILLEJ05, COUNT DE 
REDO (1814-5870), Spanish soldier and statesman, was the son of 
Lieut.-Colonel Pablo Prim, and was born at Rees in Catalonia on 
the s nth of December 1814. He entered the free corps known as 
the volunteers of Isabella IL in 1834, and In the course of the 
Carfist War he ram to the rank of lieutount-oolonel and had two 
order of knighthood conferred upon him. After the pacifscation 
of 1839, as a pregnant opposed to the dictatorship of Esparta% 
be was seat into exile. However, in 5843 he was elected deputy 
for Tarragona, and after defeating Esparta° at Botch he entered 
Madrid is triumph with Serrano. The regent Maria Christina 
promoted hint major-general, and made him count of Rees, 
Harem* the prime minister, failed to understand what 
coastitutiaoal freedom meant, and Prim, on showing signs of 
opposition, was.  sentenced to six years' imprisonment in the 
Philippine Islands. The sentence was not carried out, and 
Prim remained an exile in England and France until the amnesty 
of 28es. He then returned to Spain, and was first employed 
as captain-general of Porto Rico and afterwards as military 
representative with the sultan during the Crimean War. • In 
1854 he was elected to the tortes, and gave his support to 
O'Donnell, who jmemoted him lieutenant-general in 1856. In the 
war with Morocco be did such good service at Las Castillejea 
or Marabout, Cabo Negro, Guad al Gelu and Campamend 
in 286o that be was made marquis de los Castillejos and a 
Fudge of Spain. He commanded the Spanish army in Mexico 
when he refused to consent to the ambitious schemes of Napoleon 
IIL On his retorts to Spain be joined the opposition, heading 
pronunclantentos in Catalonia against Nerved and O'DonaeJL 
All his attempts failed until the death of Norm= is Aiwa u368t 
after which Queen Isabella fell more and more under the 
indueoce of the Jesuits, and became increasingly tyrannical, 
until at lad even Serrano was exiled. In September 1868 
Serrano and Prim returned, and Admiral Topete, commanding 
the Beet, raised the standard of reveled Cocks (Nee Slain) 
In July diem Serrano was elected regent, and Prim became 
president of. the council and was made a manhaL On the 
sfelt of November 187o Amadeo, duke of Aosta, was elected king 
of Spain, but Prim, cm leaving the chamber of the cones on 
the 28th of December, was shot by nnkaown usamins and died 
two days Wet. The castes took Mb children as wards of the 
country; three days afterwards King Antedeo L were' in the 
presence of the corpse to observe the new Spanish constitution. 

Two biographies of.  Prim down to 5e60 were pabtished in that 
year by Girnenez y Gaited and Gestates Lianas. See also L. Rtairet, 
he Geseral Prim d ia situation candle de rEspogne (Paris, Ms); 
Guillaume. Juan Prim et rEspigne (Paris, tars); and Prim, by 
H. Leonardon (In  French, Igor), which contains a useful bibljp. 
graphy. 

liRDIARE (adopted from the Fr. Priming., from friar, 
recompense, Lat. paexisse, reward), a commercial term 
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signifying originally a small customary payment over and above 
the freight made to the mesterei the ship for his =nand trouble. 
It is now generally induded in the freight, as en additional 
percentage. It varies according to the usages of different ports 
end particular trades. 

PRIMATE (from Low LaL primes-one who held the first 
place, primes tortes). During the 4th and 5th centuries A.D. 
the tide was applied to both secular and ecclesiastical officials. 
The Theodosian Code mentions primates of towns, districts and 
fortified places (Primates erbium, vicerene, cariellorem). The 
Pragmatic Sanction of Justinian also mentions primates govern-
ing a district, primates reeiouis; and in this sense the title sur-
vived, under Turkish rule, in Greece until the zoth century. 
An official called " primate of the palace " is mentioned in the 
laws of the Visigoths. Primes also seems to have been used 
loosely during the middle ages for" head " or" chief." Du Cange 
cites primes easiri. The title, however, has been more generally 
used to denote a bishop with special privileges and powers. 
It was first employed almost synonymously with meiropoliion 
to denote the chief bishop of a province having his see in the 
capital and certain rights of superintendence over the whole pro-
vince. At the Council of Nicaea (act 325) the metropolitan con-
stitution was assumed as universal, and after this the terms 
" metropolitan," and " primate," to denote the thief bishop of a 
province, came into general use. The title of primate was used 
more generally in Africa, while elsewhere metropolitan was more 
generally employed. The primates in Africa differed from those 
elsewhere In that the title always belonged to the longest 
ordained bishop in a province, who had not necessarily his see 
in the capital, except in the case of the bishop of Carthage, who 
was bead also of the other five African provinces. There were 
also three sorts of honorary primates: (z) primates awe, the oldest 
bishop in a province next to the primate, on whom power de-
volved when the primate was disabled or disqualified; (a) titular 
metropolitans, the bishops of certain cities which had the name 
and title of civil metropoles bestowed on them by some emperor; 
(3) the bishops of some mother-churches which were honoured 
by ancient custom but were subject to the ordinary metropolitan, 
at. the bishop of Jerusalem, who mu subject to his metropolitan 
at Caesarea. 

At a later date " primate " became the official title of certain 
metropolitans who obtained from the pope a position of episcopal 
authority over several other metropolitans and who were, at the 
same time, appointed vicars of the Holy See. This was done in 
the case of the bishops of Aries and Thessalonica as early as 
the 5th century. Such primates were sometimes also called 
patriarchs, Melaka dimesearues (political, not episcopal dioceses), 
primates proareciae, swami prioudes, grannies ommium saw-
doiess is ',drabs: sub. In this sense the Western primate 
was considered the equivalent of the Eastern patriarch. The 
archbishop of Reims received the title of primes utter primates. 
By the False Decretals an attempt was made to establish such 
a primacy as a permanent institution, but the attempt was not 
successful and the dignity of primate became more or less 
honorary. The overlapping of the title is illustrated by the case 
of England, where the archbishop of York still bears the title 
of primate of England and the archbishop of Canterbury that 
of primate of all England. A less general use of the title is its 
application in medieval usage to the head of a cathedral school 
or college (primes schdarum) and to the dignitaries of a cathedral 
church. The abbot of Fulda rumored from the pope the title of 
primer bum ebbates. In the Episcopal Church of So:eland the 
senior bishop is styled the trims. 

Du Carpe, Cfesserium• Hitt:Odes, Kircheeneld (Berlin, 0169); 
Moeller, History of the Cbrusime Chunk, translated from the German 
by Andrew Rutherford, B.D. (London, igo2); Bingham, Onsmes 
seciesimilme 04o). 

PRINATIM (Let. primes, first), the name given by Linnaeus 
to the highest order of mammals (see Kureatra), which was 
taken by him to include not only man, *pm monkeys and lemurs, 
but likewise bats. The latter group is now separated as a 
distinct order (see Cemoererta). It has also been proposed  

to remove from the Primates the lemurs, coestituting the gram 
Pralines*, or Unmade's, to form an order by themadvm: 
but general opinion is now against this view, and they are accord-
ingly here regarded as representing a sub-order of Primates, 
all the other members of which are included in a second sub-
ordinal group—the Antisropeidea, or Shrike. Support to the 
view that lemurs should be included in the order is afforded 
by the discovery in Madagascar of an extinct species (Ness-
'Ames) presenting certain characters connecting it with 
monkeys on the one hand and with lemurs on the other. 

In this broader sense the Primates may briefly be defined 
as follows. All the members of the order are plantigrade 
mammals, normally with five fingers and five toes, which are 
generally armed with broad flattened naffs, although these are 
rarely replaced on single digits, or on all the digits, by claws or 
claw-like nails. The dental formula is 1.4, r. d. (f), act (I); 
all the teeth in advance of the molars being normally preceded 
by milk-teeth. The molars are three-, four- or five-cusped, 
but the cusps may in some cases coalesce Into transverse 
ridges. The thumb and great toe are, as a rule, opposable 
to the other digits. The clavicles (collar-bones) are complete; 
there is nearly always a free centrale bone in the wrist, or 
carpus, in which the satphoid and lunar are likewise generally 
separate. The orbits (and the eyes) are directed more or km 
forwards, and generally 
surrounded by bone (fig. a), 
while the lower jaw has 
a vertical movement on 
the upper. With a few 
exceptions the stomach is 
simple; and a duodeno-
jejunal flexure of the in-
testine and a caecum are 
posed. The diet is gener-
ally vegetable, but may be 
mixed, or, rarely,consisti ng 
of insects. The uterus may-
be either bicornuate or 
simple; and the placenta 
either discoidal and de-
ciduate, or diffuse and 
non-deciduate, with a great 
development of the allan-
tois. The clitoris may or 
may not be perforate; the 
penis is pendent, and the 
testes are extra-abdominal, 
situate either in a scrotum 
behind the penis or in a 
similarly situated fold of 
the integument. At most 
the teats are four in num-
ber, but generally only 
two situated on the breast, 
although occasionally ab-
dominal or even inguinal. 
M a rule only a single 
offspring is produced at a 
birth, such offspring being 
always born in a completely helpless condition. 

With the exception of man, who has adapted himself to islet 
in all climates, the Primates are essentially a tropical and sub-
tropical group, although some of the monkeys inhabit districts 
where the winter climate is severe. The great majority—le fact 
nearly all—of the members of the order are arboreal ie their 
habits. In size there is great variation, the extremes is this 
respect being represented by man and the gorilla on the tee side, 
and the marmosets and tarsiers, which ate DO larger than aquinsim, 
on the other. 

As regards the proper meaning of the popular awes 
" monkey." " baboon " and " ape," it appears that doe are In 
the main general terms which, with the exequies* of the semed, 
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they be applied Indfieremtly to all the mambas of the first 
sub-order. " Baboon " appals' to be properly applicable to the 
dog-faced African species, and may therefore be conveniently 
restricted to the members of the genus Petit and their immediate 
Marius. " Ape," on the other hand, may be specially used for 
the tailless man-like representatives of the order; while the 
term " monkey " may be employed for all the teat, other than 
lemurs; monkeys being, however, divisible into sub-groups, 
such as macaques, lingers, gnerezas, mangabeys, he. This 
usage cannot, however, be universally employed, and the term 

monkeys " may be employed for the entire group. 

Artdrepoides.—The Primates, as already roentionecare divisible 
into two main groups, or sub-orders, of which the firm includes mut 
apes, baboons and monkeys. Foe this group Professor Max Weber 
employs the name Simian (in contradistinction to Prosinine for 
the lemurs). Since, however, to take as the title for setup which 
includes man himself the designation of creatures so much lower 
in the scale is likely to be repugnant. it seems preferable to employ 
the designation Anthropoidea for the higher division of the order. 

As the essential teatime distinguishing the Anthropoidea from 
the second sub-order may best be indicated under the beading of 
the latter, reference may at ouncebe made to some of the more 
striking characters of the members of the former group. The 
proportions of the body as regards the relative lengths of the two 
pairs of limbs to one another and to that of the trunk vary con-
siderably. Both pairs may be much elongated, as in Aides and 
Hylobales, and either sub-equally, as in the first of theme, or with 
the arms greatly in OMNI, as an the second. The legs may be 
eecessively short, and the arms, at the sane time. excessively long, 
as in the orang-utan. Both pairs may be short and sub-equal, as 
in many of the baboons ("spiv). Only in Nyctipidiena and the 
Hepelidec does the excess le length of the lower limbs over the upper 
exceed of equal that which is found In man. The length of the 
tail penmen' some noteworthy points. It is found at its greatest 
absolute length, and also greatly developed relatively, being about 
twice the length of the trunk, in such monkeys as the Indian 
hewers; but its greatest relative length is attained in the spider- 
monkeys (Aides). where It reaches three times the length of the 
trunk. The constancy of the degree of its development varies much 
in different groups. In the greater number of genera it 

is  long in 

all the species. and in some (Simla. A eters pop Inset and Hylebates) 
it is 'beset in all. In others it may he long or show, or completely 
absent, as in macaque. (Menaces). 

The form of the head presents great differences—it may be rounded, 
is in Metes; produced vertically, as in Simla; drawn out posteriorly 
to an extreme degree, as in Chrienkrix; or anteriorly, as in the 
baboons. A production of the muzzle, necessitated by the presence 
of large teeth, exists in the eltimpansee (Anthrepopithenu), but 
in the baboons, not only is this prolongation carried farther, but 
the  
Mee. 

terminal panties of the nostrils gives a dog-like upset to the 

The eyes may be mall compared with the site of the head, as 
in the baboons; but they may. on the ecstasy, attain a relatively 
enormous sine, as in Nycsipwkaras. They are always forwardly 
directed, and never much more separated one from another than 
In man; they may. however, be more dandy appease *mated, is is the 
tquirrel•monkeys (ClivrolArix) of South Amexixa.  

The ears are alwaye well developed, and very generally have 
their poetero-superior angle pointed. They may be large and 
mull in the same guns, as ie Andrepepnocces (chimpanwe and 
gorilla); bee only in the gorilla de we find, even in a rudimeatary 
condition. that soft depending portion of the human ear termed 
the " lobule." The nose his warmly ever mote than a slight 

nee, and yet an enormous development is to be met with C"trel peproboscis-monkey (Mullis); while in the snub-nosed monkeys 
Videepidiecus) we find a sharply prominent, though smaller and 
extremely upturned nose. The lento& gibbon also possesses a 
prominent but slightly aquiline nose. The terminal position of 
sine nostrils in the btheoes has already been mentioned. These 
apertures may be closely approeimated. as in all the man-like 
apes (Siselidee and Hylebendes). cc they may be separated one from 
the other by a tweed septum, as in the Ghat's, its breadth, however, 
varying somewhat in different genera. u in Males and Briodss. 
and Cellnkrix and llystipitheass. The lips are generally thin, but 
ena4 tese very extensile, as in the orang-utan. b   

hands are generally provided with thumbs, thoteh these 
argue (as in tbe African mums, Celebes. and the Amerithe 
spidermuenkeye. Aisles) may be represented only by small tailless 
terberelee. The thumb is more human in is proportions in the 
chimpanzee than in any other of the hither apes. As compared 
with the length of the hand, it is most man-like in the lowest American 
Monkeys. suds as Cruynefirig and Hapals. Is spite of greater 
Wades length it may, however, little merit the name of thumb. as 

la but slightly opposable to the ether digits in swathe American 
monkeys. end is not at ail no in the Hapaiides. The "is oat toe " 

ewer rodirnenthrY awl, except in DWa in place of beige the 

=leil
digit of the foot. Is constantly the shortest. As compend 

the entire length of the foot, it is most manlike in the thine. 
Fame and some gibbons, and smallest of all in the orang-utaa, 
sad next smallest an Hapole. Every digit is provided with a Eta, 
except the great toe of the twang-titan and the rudimentary tubercle 
representing the thumb in Akin and Celebes. The nail of the great 
toe is flat in every species, but the other nails are never so fiat as 
are the nails of man. The lateral compression of the mans becomes 
more strongly marked in some Olinda,. e.g. &nide:. but attains 
its extreme in the Haparidae, where every nail, except that of the 
great toe, amuses the form of a long, curved and sharply pointed 
claw. 

With the single exception of man, the body is almost entirely 
clothed with copious hair, and never has the back naked. In the 
gibbons, the langurs, the macaques and the baboons, naked spaces 
(ischiatic callositses) are present on that part of the body which is 
the main support In the sitting posture. These naked spaces are 
subject to swelling at the season of gruel excitement. Such naked 
spaces are never found in any of the American monkeys. No ape 
or monkey has so exclusive and preponderating a development of 
hair on the head and face as exists in man. As to the head, long 
hair is found thereon in Hapale oedipus and in some of the langurs 
and guereras, whilst certain macaques, like the Chinese bonnet-
m nkcy (Maracas sink us). have the hair of the head long and radiat-
in,: in all directions from a central point on the crown. A beard is 
di' doped in the male orang-utan; and the Diana monkey (Cercopi-
amens diana) has long hair on the cheeks and chin. The wanderoo 
(If acacus silenus) has the face encircled by a kind of mane of long 
hi r.; and many of the marmosets have a long tuft of hairs on each 
sti of the head. American monkeys exhibit some extremes 
re-pecting hair-development. Thus in some of the howlers (as 
in some of the guerezas of the Old World) the hair of the flanks 
is greatly elongated. Some also have an elongated beard, but the 
latter structure attains its maximum of development in thecouxio 
(Pidtecia satanas). Some of the species of the American genus 
Pishecia have the hair of the body and tail very long, others have 
the head of the female furnished with elongated hair; while the 
allied ilaeoria taloa has the head bald. Long hair may be developed 
from the shoulders as in Patio hamaduas and Theropithetus 
salad*. Very long hair is also developed on the back of the 
snub-nosed monkeys (Rhinopithecus) in winter. The direction of 
the hair may sometimes vary in nearly allied forms, the hairs on the 
arm and fore-arm respectively being often so directed that the tips 
converge towards the elbow. Such is the case in most of the 
higher apes, yet in Hylobater eels all the hair of both these segments 
is directed towards the wrist. The hair present, generally no 
remarkable character as to its structure. It may, however. be  
silky. as In Hepek mean, or assume the character of wool, as in 
the woolly spider•monkeys (Eider) and Masson libeemess, which 
inhabits Tibet. 

FIG, T.—Skeleton of Cbacma Baboon (Patio peccaries), showing 
the great relative length of the facial put of the Skull. 

Great brilliance of colour is sometimes found in the naked parts 
of the body. particularly in tbe baboons and some of the other 
Cercopilliscidas. and especially in the regions of the face and sexual 
wpm. Among these latter rose, "iguana-blue, green, golden-
yellow and vermilion appear, in various combinations, in one or 
other or both of these regions, and become especially brilliant at 
the _period of sexual excitement. 

The skeleton, more especially in the higher forms, is in the main 
similar to that of man, so that only • brief notice is 	. In 
the Wail considerable variation in regard to the 	te 
kmtth of the face to that of the brain-case (cranial portion) exists 
in the two sexes, owing to the general development of large tusks 
in the males (other than in man, who is not now under consideration). 
Generally speaking, the elongation of the facial portion, as 

ni  to the 	increases as we pass from the higher to the lower 
form. The Inman does sot, however, occur regularly. being 
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venter in the orang-utan and chimpanzee than in some of the 
langur. (Sesueraithersis, fig. r); the nradmum development of this 
feature occurs in the dog-faced baboons (Papio, fig. a). In American 
monkeys, with the exception of the howlers (Alomft, fig. 3), the 
facial part is relatively smaller than in Old World monrays and 

f 

Fro. 3.—Skull and Hyoid-bone of a Howler-Monkey (Atmore). 
In nature the hyoid-bone, which is bladder-like, is placed between 
the two branches of the lower jaw. 
apes; while In thesquirrel-monkeys 	rdisdorkrix) it is even smaller 
than in man himself. In none of the 	World group does the 
forehead 	that rounded and elevated contour characteristic 
of man, though the height of this region is great in the orang-utan 
(fig. 4). Curiously enough, American monkeys, especially those 
included in Mama, are the most man-like in this respect. The 
skull of the male gorilla is characterized by the great development 
of the crests for muscular attachment, one of these (superlunary) 
overhanging the orbits, a second (sagittal) traversing the middle 
line of the upper surface, while a third (lambdoid) forms an inverted 
Von the ocaput, and afford. attachment for the muscles of the neck. 

FM. 4.—Skull of adult male Orang-utan (Simla Wynn). 
In the gorilla the orbits are much as in man, but in the orang-utan 
they are more rounded. They become very large in Hylobries, 
but attain an enormous aim in the American Nycsiprsherui. The 
extent to which each orbit opens into the adjacent temporal fossa, 
i.e. the size and shape of the sphenomaxillary fissure, varies con-
siderably; this is narrow and much elongated in the gorilla and the 
baboons, but short in the !augurs and spider-monkeys. It is most 
closed in the howlers, where it sometimes all but disappears entirely. 
The mastoid process never attains the large relative size it has 
in man; but it is prominent in the baboons and larger macaques, 
as well as in the chimpanzee and gorilla, its development bear-
ing relation to the site and weight of the head. As the mastoid 

diminishes, the under surface of the petrosal assumes a swollen of 
bladder-like condition. 

The plane of the foremen magnum, as compared with the bail-
cranial axis, varies with the projection of the occiput; it generally 
forms a less open angle with that axis than in man, but in Camas-
atria the angle is yet more open than in the human skull. The 
cheek, or zygomanc, arches bend outwards and upwards in the 
gorilla and some baboons, but decrease in relative as well as absolute 
size in the smaller forms—notably in Chrysarkrix. No long slender 
styloid process is normally attached to the skull, though such may 
be the case in the baboons. An external bony auditory meatus 
(or tube) is present in Old World but absent in New World 
monkeys. In all apes and monkeys the premaxinae have a diatiact-
nese of development and a relative size not found in man; the 
sutures separating them from the maxillae remaining visible. except 
in the chimpanzee, after the adult dentition has been attained. 
The maxillae develop great swollen tuberosities In the baboons 
and the black ape of Celebes. The nasal bones are small, and 
generallyatter than in man; being in the orang-utan quite flat. 

are convex in some !angora and all baboons; but the probomin 
monkeyhas its nasals no more developed than those of other species. 
The nasals seem to attain their maximum of relative size in the 
howlers. The lower jaw, or mandible, is always in one piece in 
adults; and is most man-like in the shunting which alone bas
a slight chin. On the other hand, in other gibbons the angle is 
produced downwards and backwards, as also in marmosets. he 

3.—Skeleton of South American SOdo.Monkey (Akio). 
to illustrate the length of the limbs and tan, and the sienderness 
of the former. 
maximum of relative size is attained in the•rowlers (fig. 3), ethem 
the broad ascending part serves to protect and shelter the enormously 
developed body of the hyoid. Air-oells may be developed. as in 
the gorilla, in the parts adjacent to the mastoid. Frontal messes 
are generally absent in the Old World•group, being replaced by 
coarse cellular bone. In old age the sutures of the skull bacon* 
obliterated, the one between the two nasal. disappearing at an 
early age in Old World monkeys. In the spider-monkeys and 
howlers the tentodum, or membrane dividing the hemispheres 
of the brain from the cerebellum, becomes bony. 

The spinal column of apes and monkeys always lacks the S-Ineet 
curvature of that of man, the nearest approach to this ethernet 
in the baboons (fig. a). The number of dorsal vertebrae warms 
from eleven in some species of Cereopirkerusand Maracas tofoorteee 
in certain gibbons or fifteen in the American night-apes (Nom 
pitheres). In the American Celridas the number seldom falls 
below thirteen; in the orang-utan it is twelve, as in man. but thirteen 
in the chimpanzee and gorilla. Is most cases the dorsal and 
lumbar regions are about equal in length, but the lumbar tepoa is 
the shorter in the man-like group, and lees than half the Imgth 
of the dorsal in the gorilla. The lumbar spinous processes am 
vertical, or project backwards in the man-like apes, gibbers and 
spider-monkeys; in the others they project forwards, especially 
in Cebidae. The lumbar transverse processes project outwards. 
more or less at right angles to the axis of the spine, or else fonardas 
The sacrum attains its greatest absolute length in the torahs, bus 
is relatively longer than in man in all the man-fihe group. Mykilener 
has the relatively longest sacrum. The number of vertebra* 
included in the sacrum varies more or less with age: with the won 
Lion of the &minim and Haloiondoe, there are generally °My two 
or three; but in AWes, Hylobares, and !!snarls there may be Mar; 
while in the Simiidas there are always 
most 

five, and eometimsometimestivel 
mt apes the sacrum and lumbar vertebrae lie in oae milady 
line,, the gorilla and chimpanzee preowned is this reapers a gran 
contrast to the human structure. In the oranputen the may. 
vertebral angle is rather mote marked; but in rose baboon' in • 
Ito moth so as almost to rival that of mast. 
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With the inception oUtbe man-like 	 and gibbons and the 

Barbary api! (ilecoceo bures). the caudal vertebrae of monkeys 
exceed four in number; but-the mandril. PsPie (MaimsIt) 1040"., 
Ins sometimes only five. The short-tailed macaques and imbeds 
have from about fifteen to seventeen,. the shortness of the tail 
being occasioned rather by a diminution in the sue of the component 
vertebrae than by a decrease in number. In the other forms 
the ounnber varies between twenty and thirty-three, the latter being 
she number attained in the spider-monkeys (fig. s). The proportion 
borne by this region of the spine to the more anterior parts is greatest 
in the Wider-monkeys of the genus Meier, almost three to one; In the 
other longest-tailed genera it is rarely so large as two to one The 
absolute length of the tail is greatest in the langurs andguerezas, 
where also the individual caudal vertebrae attain their greatest 

namely two inches. The caudal vertebrae generally increase 
in length from the sacrum till about the seventh, eighth or ninth, 
which, with the tenth and eleventh, am the longest in most long-
tailed forms. In Ateles the eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth and 
fourteenth vertebrae ate the longest. In most members of the 
sub-order the breast-bone, or sternum, is nanny, and consists of a 
more or less enlarged upper portion, or manubrium

' 
 followed by a 

chain of sub-equal elongated bones from three to WU in number. 
In man, man-like apes and gibbons there Is. however, • broad 
sternum; or one consisting of a manubrium, followed by one bone 
only,. as in Hylobaks. In the orang-utan the breast-bone long 
remains made up of ossifications arranged in pairs, side by side, 
successively.. :The true ribs are seven in number on each side in 
the highest forms, but in H)iobatos there are sometimes eight; in 

kles there are sometimes nine pairs; in Hapak the number varies 
horn six to eight, and from seven to eight in the other genera. 
The "angles " of the cabs are never no marked as in man; most no 
in Hylobatet. Piihecl• is distinguished by the greater' relative 
breadth of the ribs. In no ape or monkey is the thorax half as 
broad again as it is deep from back to breast. Nevertheless, in 
the Siminiae and flolidae, its transverse diameter exceeds 
its depth by from about one-fourth to a little under one-third of 
the latter. In Aisles (and sometimes also in Meseta) the thorax Is 
wider than deep, but in the rest it is deeper than wide. 

The greatest absolute length of the fore-limb occurs in the gorilla 
(fig. 6) and the orang-utan. The humerus never has • perforation 

(entepicondylar) on the inner side 
of its lower extremity. Except in 
the man-like apes, the ulna artieu.. 

la lams with the wrist (carpus). The 
hand is capable of proration and 
supination on the fore-arm; and 
except in man, the chimpanzee and 
the gorilla there is a central. in the 
carpus. Thephalanges are the same 

i in number n apes and monle 
as in man, except that in Aides 
and Coloirws the thumb may have 
but one small nodular phalange or 
none. The phalanges are generally 
more curved than in man, and, 
except in the Ilapaliise. the 
ternunal ones are flattened from 
bock to front. In the Hopolidae 
they are laterally compressed, 
curved, and pointed to support the 
claws characteristic of that family. 
The length of the thumb with its 
metacarpal bears a much greater 

on to that of the ewe in proportion 
 and Simla than In man, 

1th the exception of Melts and 
Coloisu, the shortest thumb, thus 
estimated, is found in Nyctipialsens 
and CAryonliris. 

The hind-limb, measured from 
the summit of the femur to the tip 
of the longest digit, is absolutely 
greatest in the gorilla, and then is 

! 	 the orang-utan and the chimpanzee. 
If the foot be removed, the leg of 
the chimpanzee is loner than that 

Fla 6.—Skeleton of the of the orang-utan. The ankle, or 
Gorilla (Authropopsthocsis gar- tarsus, consists of the same seven 
aLa), to exhibit the flattened bones as in man, and these bones 
sternum.the broad and shallow are no arranged, or bound together 
thorax.and the great length of by ligaments, as to form a trans. 
the fore-limbs, verse and an antero-sterior arch. 

In no ape or monkey, however, 
do the lower ends of the Inner metatarsals form the anterior 
point of support of the antero-posterior arch, as in man. The 
calr.aneum, except in the gorilla, IS shorter compared with the 
spine than in man. The phalanges of the foot are the same in 
number as in man, except that the great toe of the orang-utan 
has often but ooe. They are very like their representatives in the 
bead, and are convex above. concave end flattened below. Only 

In the Hapalidae are the terminal phalanges laterally compressed 
instead of flattened. The toes are never nearly so short relatively 
in apes and monkeys as in man; yet the proportion borne by the 
great toe, with its metatarsal, to the spine closely approximates 
in the gorilla to the proportion existing in man, and this proportion 
isexceeded in Hgobates and Aides. 

Omitting all reference to the muscl es, we find that in apes and 
monkey's the absolute size of the brain never approaches that of 
man; the cranial capacity being never less than 55 cub, in. in any 
normal human subject, while in the orang-utan and chimpanzee 
it is but 26 and 27i cub. in. respectively. The relative size of the 
brain varies inversely with the size of the whole body, as is the case 
in warm-blooded vertebrates generally. The hemispheres of the 
brain are almost always so much developed as to cover over the 
err' helium, the only exceptions being the howlers and the siamang 

dobates syndacigus). In the latter the cerebellum is slightly 
uncovered, but it is considerably so in the former. In Chryscahrts 
the posterior lobes are more largely developed relatively than in 
man. As in mammals generally, much convoluted hemispheres 
are correlated with a considerable absolute bulk of body. Thus 
in 1-/a pale (and here only) we find the hemispheres quite smooth, 
the only groove being that which represents the Sylvian fissure. 
In Simla and Anthropopithecus, on the contrary, they are richly 
convoluted. A hi ppocampus minor is present in all apes and 
monkeys, and in some Cebsdae is larger relatively than in man, and 
absolutely larger than the hippocampus major. Of all apes and 
monkeys the orang-utan has a brain most like that of man; indeed 
It may be said to be like man's in all respects save that it is much 
ha rior in size and weight, and that the hemispheres are more 
y

▪  

.ametrically convoluted and less complicated by minor folding.. 
The human brain, as known by European specimens, has been 
supposed to differ from that of apes and monkeys by the absence 
of the so-called simian fold (A ffenspalk) on the posterior portion 
of the main hemispheres. On studying a large series of Egyptian 
tad Sudani brains, Professor G. Elliot Smith finds, however, that 
this simian fold, or sulcus, can be distinctly recognized. " It 
is easy," he writes, " to select examples from the series of Egyptian 
and Sudanese brains in my possession, in which the pattern formed 
by the occipital suki on the lateral surface of the hemisphere in 
Individual anthropoid apes is so exactly reproduced that the identity 
of every sulcus is placed beyond reasonable doubt. . .. And if we 
take individual examples of gorilla-brains, it becomes still easier 
to match the occipital pattern of each of them to numerous human 
br, ins... . It is easy to appreciate the difficulties which have 
be t investigators of European types of brain, and to understand 
th reasons for the common belief in the absence of the supposed 
distinctly simian sulci in the lateral aspect of th, ,cipital region 
of the human brain." 

In no ape or monkey does the series of teeth form so perfect an arch 
SS In man, the opposite series of cheek-teeth tending to become 
more parallel. None has the teeth placed in one uninterrupted 
aeries in each jaw, as is the case in the human species; but them 
is always a small gap between the upper canine and the adjacent 
incisor, and between the lower canine and the adjacent premolar. 
This condition is due to the excessive size of the canines, the inter-
spaces giving passage to the tips of these teeth. This prolongation 
of the canines into tusk-like weapons of offence ,rd defence (especially 
developed in the males) makes a great differ, se between the aspect 
of the dentition in apes and man. The nor er of the teeth is the 
same as in man in all Old World Prim • The New World 
Ce' ',Jae have an additional premolar on 	•h side of each jaw, 
wl re the Hapalidae have a molar the less. 	he incisors are nearly 
ye-twat, save in Piihecia and its allies, v re. their tips project 
fee ard. The canines are considerably I  re than the incisors, 
ex , pt in Ha pale, where the lower incisor qual than in length. 
TI premolars differ structurally from the lam much as in man, 
en pt that the first lower one may be or Bed in shape to give 
pa .tge to the upper canine, as in the I oons. The grinding 
su i.rcc of the molars consists generally of to  transverse 
• the end of each ridge projecting mrAn ban the intermediate 
part. indicating the position of the four on al tubercles. In the 
man-like apes there is, however, in the uppr Oats a ridge running 
obliquely from the front inner tubercle, e., cusp, outwards and 
ba 1-wards to the hind outer tubercle, In the CercolIiihecidae this 
tie .• is wanting, but it reappears in Aides and Ahreata amongst the 
O 'Je. In the Hapalidae the tubercles of the molars are more 
pr Ittced and sharp-pointed, in harmony with the insectivorous 
ha • , :s of the marmosets. The last lower molar may be reduced or 
mss h enlarged as compared with the others. Thus in Cenreinitheres 
Sal 'vin it has but three tubercles, while in the macaques and 
ba ',ins it is very large, and has h VC well-developed cusps. The 
nu ber of milk-teeth Is as in man, except that American monkeys 
ha . an additional one. In general the canines are the last teeth 
to Ire cut of the permanent dentition, their aegis& sometimes 
causing such constitutional disturbance as to .produce convulsions 
and death. In the gibbons, however, the canines accompany, if 
tb- y do not precede, the appearance of the hindmost molar, while is 
tb orang-utan they at least sometimes make their appearance 
before the latter. 

The stomach is simple In all apes and monkeys except Immure 
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and theft allies. It la especially human 'In shape Is r,,i= except that dieoe= is somewhat more donated and 

distinct. It is of a roundW
W 

 form in Pekes a, and in apas the 
cardiac orifice is exceptionally near the pylorus. In the langur 
group it is saccalated, especially at the cardiac end, being, in fact, 
very like a colon spirally coiled. The intestine is devoid of salswite 
comakesks, but provided with a well-developed caecum, which is, 
however, short and conical in the baboons. Only in the man.like apes 
is there a vermiform appendix. The colon may.  be  much longer 
relatively than in man, u in the man-like apes; it may be greatly 
'emulated, as in Hylobaks; or devoid of sacculations, as in Cass. 
The liver may be very like man's, especially in gibbons, the orang-
utan, and the chimpanzee; but in the gorilla both the right and 
left lobes are deft by a fissure almost as much as in the babooes. 
In the langur group the liver is much divided, and placed obliquely 
to accommodate the sacculated stomach. The lateral lobes in 
Hapak are much larger than the central lobe. The caudate lobe 
is very large in Cthidae, especially in Aker, and above all in Psiktse, 
There is always a gall-bladder. 

The larynx in many members of the sub-order is furnished with 
sac-like appendages, varying in different species as regards number, 
size and situation. They may be dilatations of the laryngeal 
ventricle (opening into the larynx below the false vocal chords), 
as in the man-like apes; or they may open above the false vocal 
chords so as to be extensions of the tbyro-hyoid metnbrane, as in 
gibbons. There may be but a single median opening in the front 
part of that membrane at the base of the epiglottis, as in Ceres. 
pakacidae, or there may be a single median opening at the back of 
the trachea, just below the crioad cartilage, as in spider-moakeys: 
and while there is in some instances only a single sac, in other 
instances, as in the howlers, there may be five. These may be 
enormous, meeting in the middle line in front, and extending down 
to the axillae, as in the gorilla and orang-utan. Finally a sac may 
occupy the cavity of the expanded body of the hyoid-bone, as in 
bowlers (fig. 3). The hyoid has its hesitate part generally .  somewhat 
more convex and enlarged than in man: but in howlers it becomes 
= enlarged and deeply excavated, so as to form a great bony 
bladder-like structure (fig. 3). The con= of the hyoid are never 
entirely absent, but the anterior at lesser cornea may be so. as in 
the howlers. The anterior cornua never exceed the posterior 
cum" in length: but they may be (Cereopitherus) more developed 
relatively than in mast and may even be jointed, as in Lagoikrix. 

The lungs are generally similar to those of man, although, as 
in gibbons, the right one may .  be four-lobed. In the man-like 
apes the great arteries are likewise of the human type; but in the 
Ilygobatidae and Corcopkhecidas the left carotid may arise from the 
innommate. The discoidal and deciduate placenta is generally 
two-lobed, although single in the howlers; in the marmosets it • 
unusually thick. American monkeys differ from their Old World 

alas aguish by We hum 
FM. 7.—An Immature Chimpanzee (A esropopietscus Iregtodyles). 

cousins in havi two umbilical veins in place of a single ate. le 
the Ca potation lasts about seven months, but In 
the marmosets is reduced toihree. The young, which an generally 
tarried co Oa boast. ass sur.kled for about six months is most 
monkaa 

Marked Ads,  In common with man. the apes and 
of the Old World form a sectioe—Catarrhina--4 the all= 
Anthropoidal, characterized by the following features: Them me 
only two pairs of premolar teeth, so that the complete dental 
formula is if. 1, c. p. 1,  a. I. The tympanum has as taternel 
bony tube, or meatus: but there is no tympanic bulls. A mutunars• 
frontal suture causes the frontal and the alisphenoid bones to enter 
largely into the formation of the orbital pkte: and the orbita 
temporal foramen is small. Cheek-pouches and callosities on the 
buttocks are frequently present. The nails are flat or rounded, 
the descending colon of the intestine has an &like (Monad) Orator 

8.—Adult Male Gorilla (A efirepopieweer geolia). 

the caecum is simple, and there may be a vermiform appanage. 
The inter-nasal septum is thin, and the nostrils are directed outwear ►  
The tail, which may be rudimentary, is never prehensile. The 
ethmoturbinal bones of the nasal chamber are typically united. 
Laryngeal sacs are commonly developed. In addition to the primary 
di smiU placenta, a secondary, and sometimes temporary a 
developed. 

It does not come within the province of this article to treat of man 
(see AsillItOrOLOGt but it may be mentioned that the distinctive 
characteristics of t 	family Hmeieidae (including  the 
genus Homo), as compared with those of the Skikda*, at 
apes, are chiefly relative. These are shown by the greater else of 
the brain and brain-case as compared with the facial portion of the 
skull, smaller development of the canine teeth of the males, mere 
complete-adaptation of the structure of the vertebral column to 
the vertical position, greater length of the tower as compared with 
the upper extremities, and the greater length of the great toe. 
with almost complete absence' of the power of brings ng k in 
opposition to the other four toes. The last and the enall dm of 
the canine teeth are perhaps the most marked and easily defined 
distinctions that can be drawn between the two groups, en far m 
purely zoological characters are concerned. The regular arrh 
formed by the series of teeth is, however, as already asentiowed. 
another feature distinguishing man from the man-like apes. 

In common with the gibbons (1171060adas) the man-ltlte +Pm. o
Matilda, are distinguished from the lowerrnwesentativen of the 
present sub-order by the following features: ne sternum is sheet 
and broad, and the thorax wide and shallow (fig. 6). while the 
as shown in the same figure, is more or less laterally 
hollow on its inner-surface; and the number of dorso-lumbar verte-
brae ranges from sixteen to eighteen. The arm is longet than 
the leg; and while the hair on the fore-arm is directed opsnwas, 
that of the upper-arm slopes downwards to meet it at the elbow. 
Cheek-pouches are absent The cusps of the molars are separate: 
and five in number above and four below. The mecum has • vermi-
form appendix Land the secondary placenta merely forms a taw 
peter),  fold. The Skeiidae arespecially characterized by the 

 of callosities on the buttocks- the presence of Armen a 
seventeen dorsalumbar vertebrae, and of twelve or thirteens pin 
of ribs: the wrinkling of the enamel of the cheek-teeth; the 
expansion and concavie, of tbe iliac bones of the pelvis; the 
apiSkikanstion of only the eche of the sole of the loot to the gamed he 
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the meting members of the family are nierable to at least 

two genera, the one African and the other Asiatic. The Grit genus, 
Is typified by the West African chimpansee, 

A. 	ysrt (6g. 7),a id is cluoracterized by the absence of excessive 
Nava 	in the skull, by the fare limb not reaching mom than 
halt-way down the shin, the presorts el thirteen pass of ri bs, the 
ionUoleveloped peat toe, the absence of a centrale is the cannel  wad 
the black or grey halt. There is a mil-developed laryngeal sinus, 
Which may exceed downwards to the =OIL Chimpanzees are 
cheracterised by the large sin of the ears, and qopiatily by the 
mall development of the supeambital ridges. The latter are, 
however, more devdoped la the Central African A. law (of which 
• knkekaatits is a local lease); this form—whether regarded as 
• eers nee—being thus more 	(see tike ( CHLIIIPA NM). 

V gorilla 
 

6g. 8), of which there are 
fikawiseee LAlocal ish t rms

".cas treezil

g. 	from the West Cast through 
the foneeteact to East Central 	and apparently beet regarded 
as selespeoles, is frequently made the type of a second 'cons-
ignee; but is extsemely dose to the chimpanzee, from which it 
for perhaps best distinguished by its much smaller ease. It is the 
hugest d the apes, although the females are greatly inferior in 
stature and bulk to the males. The gorilla is elm a much hue 

rat% arboreal ape than the chimpanzee, in consequence of 
of the sole of the foot is applied to the grouad in walking. 

The enormous supreortrital ridges of the skull of the male, and like-
wise the large sod powerful tusks in that sex are very characteristic. 
itylenxtown gorilla will stand considerably over six feet in height 

g to Dr A. Kth, in addition to its smaller and flatter 
ears, the gorilla may be 

ei 
 best distinguished from the chimpanzee by 

the preemie of a semi fold running to themargin of the tippet lip; 
by the Inge she and peculiar character. of the tusks and chase 
teeth ; by Its broad, short, thick hands and feet, of which the fingers 
and toes are partially webbed; by the long heel; and by the relative 
length ell theupper half of the arm as compared with there-  foarm.
An important distinctive feature at the skull ti the gorilla is the great 
tomtit of the mad bones. Finally, in adult life the zone is sharply 
differentiated front the chimpanzee by its sullen, untameabis, 
ferociees disposition. 

As regards the relationship misting between the gorilla and the 
chimpanzee, Dr Keith observes; " An acamination of all the 
structural systemise( the Aftican anthropoids leads to the inference 
that the gorilla is the more primitive of the two forms, and ap-
proacbes the common parent stock more nearly than does the 
eithepanase. The teeth of the gorilla. individually and collectively, 
lone • complete dentition, a dentition at the very highest point 
of development; the teeth of the damnation show marked sin* 
of retrogression in development both In size and structure. The 
snosculer development and the consequent bony nests for muscular 
attachment of geteertlean  far imam those of the chimpanzee. 
The muscular 	 t of the adult chi 	represents 
that of the 'dolmen gorilla. Some of the organs of the 
gorilla belong to a simpler and earlier type than those el the 
chimpanzee. But in one point the chimpanzee evidently represents 
mote nearly the parent form—its limbs and body are more adapted 
for unreal locomotion; of the two. the gorilla shows the nearer 

=b to the human mode el On the whole the 
at our deposal points to the conclusion that the chimpanzee 

is a derivative from the gorilla stock, in which, with • progressive 
brain development, there have been retrograde changes in most of 
the other parts of the body. The various races of chimpanzee 
differ according to the degree to which these changes have been 
carried." (See G01311.0 

From both the chimpanme and the gorilla the onuteutm, or 
saes (Sens soiree). of Borneo and Sumatra is broadly distinguished 
by the ectreme elevation of the skull (6g. 4), the excessive length of 
the fore limbs, which reach to the ankle, the presence of only twelve 
pairs of ribs and of a centrale in the carpus, the short and rudi-
mentary great toe, and the bright-red colour of the hair. Adult 
males are furnished with a longish beard on the chin. and they 
may also develop a large warty prominence, consisting d fibre- 
cellular tissue, as each side of the I which thus USUMell an min-
ordinary wide and flattened form. Theo is no vestige of a tail. 
The hands are very long; but the thumb is short. mg reaching the 
end of the metacarpal borne of the index-Meer. The feet have 

long toes, except the great toe, which only reaches to awl:Ire/of the fun joint ot the adjacent toe, and le often destitute 
not only of a nail, but of the second phalange also. It nevertheless 
pommel an oilman muscle. The brain has the 
greatly convoluted. and le altogether more like the b lirrinnurman 

that of any other ape. A prolongation doodiod from 
web monk& of the Wynn, and these women in the adu become 
e normous, antis' together is front over the windpipe 	fanning 
one great sac white extends down between the muscles to the indite. 
The amine teeth of adult malts are very large. in Borneo the =man displays great variabil ity, and has accordingly been 

Into a number of local meek in some of which the males 

I it hes been geopned tot  ransfer the manse Sates to the chim- 
I 	oa the ground that it was miginally gives es that animal. 

apparently lack the lateral expansion of the face. Whether the 
Sumatran orang-utan should be regarded as a distinct species, with 
two local races, may be left an open question. (See Oaatro-UtaN)„ 

Gibbons.—The comparatively small, long-armed and tailless 
Asiatic apes known as gibbons have been very generally included 
in the same family as the man-like apes, but since they differ 
in several important features—to say nothing of their smaller 
bodily size—it has recently been proposed to refer them to a family 
apart, the Hylobalidae. The distinctive features of this family 
include the presence of small naked callosities on the buttocks, 
the possession of eighteen dorso-lumbar vertebrae and thirteen 
pairs of ribs, the absence of foldings in the enamel of the molar 
teeth, the slight lateral expansion and concavity of the iliac bones 
of the pelvis, and the application of the whole sole of the foot to 
the ground in walking. The vertebral column presents no trace of 
the sigmoid flexure which is developed partially in the Simiidatt 
and completely in the 1/ominiclaz. one of the gibbons have any 
t diment of a tail; and the canines are elongated and tusk-like. 
' ,en the body is erect, the arms are so long that they reach the 
ground. The great toe is well developed, reaching to the middle 
or end of the first joint of the adjacent toe; but the thumb only 
attains to, or reaches a little beyond, the upper end of the first 
joint of the index-finger. There is a centmle in the carpus. Thu 
laryngeal sacs are no longer prolongations of the laryngeal ven-
tricles, but open into the larynx above the false vocal chords. The 
group is distributed throughout the forest-regions of south-eastern 
Asia, eastwards and southwards from Assam, and is represented 
by a considerable number of species. Among these, the siamang, 
I ' ■ bates syndattylus, of Sumatra and the Malay Peninsula, differs 
I oi all the rest by the union of the index and third fingers up to 

Lase of their terminal joints, in consequence of which this 
es is regarded as representing a sub-genus (Symphalangss) by 

i If, while all the others belong to Hylobates proper. The general 
it of gibbons is either pale fawn or black, with or without a 

band across the forehead. In a female from Hainan in the 
.aagerie of the Zoological Society of London, the colour of the 

coat changed from black to fawn about the time full maturity was 
attained. Apparently no such change takes place in the male, 

c ording to Dr W. Volz, the two banks of the Lematan; River in 
t Palembang district of Sumatra are respectively inhabited 
I too different species of gibbons—on the west bank is found the 

(Hy/abates syndartylut), while the country to the east 
river is the home of the agile gibbon. or waw-waw (II. woks). 

I 	not necessary to Gapture, or even to see, specimens of the two 
no, in order to satisfy oneself as to their limitations, for they 

I 	be readily distinguished by their cries: the siamang calling 
I 	single note, whereas the cry of the way-yaw forms two notes. 
" 	remarkable thing about their distribution in Palembang is 
t 	the two species are found in company throughout the rest of 

latra; and even in Palembang itself they inhabit the mountain 
t ,irte, where the river is so narrow that they could easily leap 
eser it, and yet they keep to the opposite banks. Gibbons are 
perhaps the most agile of all the Old World monkeys, rivalling in 
this respect the American spider-monkeys, despite their lack of 
the prehensile tails of the latter (see Glano4). 

Langer Group.—The well-known long-tailed langur monkeys of 
India and the adjacent regions are the first representatives of the 
third family of apes and monkeys, which includes all the remaining 
members of the sub-order now under consideration. In the Cereoln-
Ihecidae, as the family is called, the following features are distinctive: 
The sternum, or breast-bone, is narrow and elongated, and the 
thorax compressed and wedge-shaped, while the iliac bones of the 
pelvis are narrow, with the inner surface flat; the dorso-lumbar 
vertebrae are nineteen or twenty in number. The front limbs are 
shorter than the hind pair; the whole sole of the foot is applied to 
t' cround in walking; and the hair on the arm is directed down- 
s 	from the shoulder to the hand. There are always bare 
t I,osities on the buttocks, and very generally cheek-pouches. 
The caccum is conical. Transverse ridges connect the cusps of 
the molars. The secondary placenta is fully developed. 

The first group of the family is represented by the langurs and 
their allies, collectively forming the sub-family Semnoptthecinat, 
In which the tail and hind limbs are very long, and the body is 
slender; there are no cheek-pouches, but, on the other hand, the 
stomach is complicated by sacculations or pouches, and the last 
lower molar has a posterior heel, thus carrying five cusps. The 
thumb is small or absent, the callosities on the buttocks are also 
small. and the nails are narrow and pointed. The laryngeal sac 
(or throat-sac) opens in the middle line of the front of the larynx, 
and is formed by an extension of the thyro-hyoid membrane. The 
true langurs, of the genus Srennopithecut, in which a small thumb 
Is retained, form a large group confined to south-eastern Asia, where 
It ranges from India and the Himalaya to Borneo and Sumatra 
tv way of Burma, Cochin China and the Malay Peninsula. A 
• known representative is the sacred hanuman monkey (S. 
• qus) of India, which, like the larger Himalayan S. schistareut, 

L ire-coloured; the Borman S. loser, on the other hand, is wholly 
.roon-red. Other species, like the Indian S. jekni, have the had 

t oed. The allied genus Rhinointhecits, as typified by the orange 
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snub-nosed monkey, R. rozellanae (fig. 9), of eastern Ti' et and 
Szechuen, is characterized by the curiously short and n; turned 
nose and the long silky hair of the back, especially in the win coat. 
In the typical species the predominating colour is orange, t,1 7ing to 
yellowish-olive on the back; but in R. bieti of the mountain ,. 
mg the valley of the Mekon and R. brelichi of Central Ch la it is 
slaty-grey. The third Asiatic genus is represented by the pr °Loads 
monkey (Nasals's lasvalus) of Borneo, in which the nose extra-
ordinarily elongated. The nose of the adult male is cin unonly 

(Firs lfges.14wsnk.) 
PIG. co.—The Orange Snub-nosed Monkey (Rhinopitheass roxellanae). 
represented as projecting straight out [tutuhe face, but it really 
bends down to overhang the upper lip; it  muchshorter in the 
female, and quire small and bent upwards in the young. (See LANGUR 
and PROBOSCIS MONICRYi) 

The African guerezas, orming the genus Cobbs:, differ from their 
Asiatic cousins by the total loss of the thumb. Some of these 
monkeys, like Calobus stamens of West Africa. are wholly black: 
but in others, such as C. gusts era (or abissinicsa), C. sharpest and 
C. casuisa•s of North-cast and East Africa, forming the sub-genus 
Greens, there is much long white hair, which in the species last-
named forms a mantle on the sides of the body and an elongated 
fringe to the tail, thus assimilating the appearance of the animal 
to the long lichens hanging from the boughs of the trees in which 
it dwells. Most or all of the Seereopitheeirme feed on leaves; a 
circumstance doubtless correlated with the complex structure of 
their stomach. 

Cercapilheques, Mangabeys, Macaques and Baboons.—The whole of 
the remaining members of the family Cercopithecidas are included in 
the sub-family Cercotalliecinae, which presents the following charac-
teristics: The hind limbs are not longer than the front pair; the 
tan may be either long. short or practically absent; cheek-pouches 
are present; the stomach is simple; the callosities on the buttocks 
are often very large; the last lower molar may or may not have a 
posterior heel; and the thumb as well developed. Whereas all the 
Seseminikeeeme are completely arboreal, many of the Cercopishe-
cisme, and more especially the baboons. are to a great extent or 
entirely terrestrial. The typical representatives of the group are 
the African monkeys, forming the genus Cercotitkocus, which in- 
cludes a very large number of specieswith the following characters 
in common: the tan, although shorter than in the Sannotithecinae, 
is long, as are the hind limbs, while the general form as slender. 
The jaw and muzzle are short and the cheek-pouches large; while 
the nose is not prominent, with the nostrils approximated ; whiskers 
and a beard of variable length are usually developed. The fingers of 
the long hands are united by webs at the base; the thumb is small 
in comparison with the great toe. The callosities are of moderate 
size; and the bairn of the thick and soft fur are in most cases marked 
by differently-coloured rings. For convenience of description the 
numerous species of this genus may be arranged in a number of 
groups or sub-genera. The first of these groups includes the 
spot-nosed forms (Rkinosticteu), characterized by the presence 
of a spot of white, red or blue on the nose; well-known species,  

being the lesser white-nosed guenon (C. petaurista) of West Mks 
and the hocheur, C. nutnans, which is also West Africa.. Is am 
typical group, as represented by the malbrouck monkey (C. raw 
gurus) of the West Coast, and the Abyssinian grivet (Ci,mizsmssi). 
the fur of the back is of a more or less olive-green hue, wham the 
under surface and whiskers are white and the limbs grey. Ma 
large patas monkey (C. pami) of West Africa and the ihaeleag 
monkey (C. pyrrlsonolsss) of Kordofan typify a third section (Erydrip 
Mss), characterized by the red upper and white lower SWUM of 
the body. A fourth section (Mona) includes the mona (C. saws) 
of Western, and Sykes's monkey (C. albigulans) of Eastern Aldo, 
with a number of allied species, characterized by the izesesse 
a black band running from the outer angle of the eye m the ear 
and the black or dark-grey limbs. The bearded monkey (C.negea=1 
of Fernando Po and Guinea, with two sub-species, typifies a 
section (thopiiiirres), characterized by large rufous or 
ear-tufts and the presence of three black stripes on the 
Poonocebus is another small section. including the wen-Imam 
Diana monkey (C. diana) of Western, and De Brazza ■ moshey 

neelecius) of Eastern Africa, easily recognized by the ion 
(generally white) beard and frontal crest. Finally, the Nub 
talapoin (C. lalapoin) of the Gab000 alone represents • grow 
(Miopithecus) broadly distinguished by having three, is place of 
(our, cusps on the crowns of the lower molars. 

The next group is that of the African mangabeys (Caraeasbusp 
the more typwal spedes of which are easily recognized te thew 
bare lksh-coloured eyelids, and the absence of rings of 
colours on the hair, or at least on that of the back. In these meeker 
the general form is intermediate between that of the ottreqpitheepas 
and the macaques, to be next mentioned, the head being more mei 
and the muzzle more produced than in the former, but lees so thee 
in the latter. The limbs are longer and the body is more whinier 
than in the macaques, and the dimities are also sosalker. On the 
other hand, the thumb is smaller than in the guenons, and the tad is 
carried curled over the back instead of straight; while these nuehrys 
differ from the former in having a posterior heel to the last least 
molar, which. is thus five-cusped, as in the macaques. The 
laryngeal air sacs of the latter are, however, wanting. Well-kmars 
representatives of the typical section of the 	ate the 

) 	t rice the latter easily recognised 
red crown of the head. A second group of the genus. 
(or Sannecebus) is typified by the white-checked (C. 
oibigena) of the equatorial forest-region, in which the 	is meted 
and the eyelids lack bare flesh-ooloured rims. The steam wait, 
(Macaws skew) of India is the typical representative dtbe 
macaques, which may be regarded as the Asiatic •repreaustatives 
of the roangabeys. From that group the macaques differ by Mar 
heavier and stouter build (fig. to), thicker limbs, the peasantei 
large laryngeal 	the larger size of the callosities. and the axes 
produced muzzle, w many of them have the tail (which may he 
absent) muds shorter. The nostrils are not terminal, and the hails 
are generally ringed. In habits the macaques are much mom 
terrestrial than the maagabeys, some of them being comp= 
In the typical group, which. in addition to the rhesus, 
the Himakyan macaque (M. assaatemit), the brown macaque 
(M. ordeal's) of. Burma and Tibet (fig. to), the tail may ha about 

rots 
mangabey Vi,.  ... ,flertossia and the white-collared 
(*Claris of 

ONsw Itike-phosta) 
ia—The Tibet Macaque (Mamma arctaida alieftems). 

equal to half the length of the body or less; but in the Barba, 
ape, M. (maws) emus, of North Africa and Gibraltar, this 
is wanting. In a third group (Newsiness). represenelsirS 
pig-tailed macaque (Y. ammarineu), ranging from Burma to 
Bauco. and the hoe-macaque (M. kassess) of Siam, the CM 
which is carried erect, is about case-third the length of the body. 
The lion-tailed macaque (Al rikees) of southern lotha.of ten nticelled 

„the wanderoo, represents a group by itself (VaMdas) cisaractaia.  ed by 

by tthe height 
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lite lair hair fririglag the fine and meeting ender the ride, and 
the tufted iion-tike tad, which is from one-half to three-quarters 
the length of the body. The last gimp (Crionolgus), now then 
regaided as a distinct genus, in t, pitied by the widely-spread crab-
eating macaque (M. rynornolgus), characterized by its produced 
mode, short and stout limbs, and basally-swollen tail, which is 
nearly as long as the body. It also includes the South Indian 
bonnet-macaque (H. zinirus) and the Ceylon toque-macaque 
(M. pileorus), taking their names from the elonp.t.ed hair on the 
crown, which are nearly allied, and with the first-named species 
approach the WIN-ions in their elongated nuzzles (see Maeaotre). 

A still nearer approach to the baboons is made by the black ape 
(Cpsopishecus tiger) of Celebes and the neighbouring islands, which 
lei represented by several sub-species, among them the so-called 

Fta 11.—The Yellow Baboon (Papio crocephalas). 

Moor-macaque (Macau: menu). Some difference of opinion 
exists as to the proper serial position of this species, which is in-
cluded In Maracas by several zoologists who separate Crunsolges 
asoa„genus. It characterized by the marked elongation of the 
en  re. which, like the neck, hands and feet, is naked. The nostrils 
are, however, directed outwards and downwards, as in the maca-
ques; but, on the other hand, there are baboon-like ridges on the 
irides of the muzzle and heavy supra-orbital ridges. There are 
large cheek-pouches; and the tail is a mere stump. The colour 
Is sooty-black. The weird-looking gelada baboon (Theropishecus 
Ostia) of anthem, and the allied T. obscunu of eastern Abyssinia 
represent a genus which is essentially baboon-like In general charac-
teristics, but has the nostrils of the macaque-type, while the facial 
portion cd the skull is shorter than the cranial. The preorbital 
portion of the face is concave with the ridges rounded, and the tusks 
are very long. lclinlaratail Is tufted at the tip, and the hair is 
longnd bushy, 

ev  n 
g into • mantle-like mans on the fore- 

quarters of old males, ving the chest bare. The general colour 
is dark-brown. The last representatives of the Cerro
are the babooni, or dog-faced baboons, of Africa and Arabia, 
forming the .genus Patio. These are for the most part large monkeys, 
associating in herds under the leadership of an old male, and dwell- 
ing chiefly among rocks, although they ascend toms in search of 
Wm. They are easily recognised by their long dog-like faces 
(fig. t t), in which the nostrils open at the extremity of the greatly 
elongated muzzle. On the sides of the muzzle are prominent 
longitudinal ridges covered with bare skin which may be brilliantlyy 
coloured. The callosities, which are also generally bright•coloured, 
are large; and the tail is of moderate length or short. The hairs 
are ringed with different colours, and the general colour Is olive- 
yellow, grey or brownish. The typical, and at the same time the 
smallest representative of the group Lis the yellow baboon (P. 

is at P. babain) (fig It), ranging from Abyssinia to 
=Ola kaalnd Mozambique, and distinguished by its rather short and 

/CMv  d muzzle and longish tail, which is nearly as long as the body. 
ajority of the species, such as the widely spread P. ausbis 

with several local races), P. sphinx of West Africa, and the chaaria 
porcarins) of South Africa, are included in thesub-genus Owns-

eitheens, and have the musk longer and undivided and the tail 
shorter, in most the colour is golden-olive with very distinct rings, 
but in the chums it is darker. The hamadryad baboon, P. Mono-
dryer, of north-east Africa and Arabia, and the clearly allied 
P. arebicsu of southern Arabia, present a sub-genus (HanatIryar). 
characterized by the ashy-grey colour and the profuse mantle-like 
mane of the adult males; the tail being slightly shorter than the 
body. Lastly, the West Mime mandrill (P. .sauna) and drill 
(P. instillment) form the sub-genus Malmo*, distinguished by the 
extremely short 1, and the great development of the facial ridges. 
which are strong fluted. In the mandrill, which is the most 
brilliantly colon of all mammals, the Meek are vermilion and 
cobalt, while the callosities on the buttocks are of equal brilliance: 
bat in the drill. which has white ear-tufts, the colouring is more 
sombre (see BABOON and litananu.t.). 

American Monkeys and Martnosds.—The monkeys and 
marmosets of tropical America constitute the Platyrrhina, or 
second section of the Anthropoidal., and are characterised as 
follows: An additional premolar is present in both jaws, 
bringing up the number of these teeth to three pairs. The 
tympanum is ring-like, with no external bony-tube, or meatus; 
and a tympanic bulls, exists. A parieto-zygomatic suture causes 
the fugal bone to be included in the orbital plate; and the 
orbito-temporal foramen is large. Cheek-pouches and callos-
ities on the buttocks are wanting. The deecending colon does 
not form a sigmoid flexure; and the caecum is generally bent 
in a hook-like form, with, at most, very slight narrowing of its 
terminal extremity. The cartilage forming the Inter-nasal 
septum is broad, and the nostrils arc directed obliquely out-
wards. The tail, which never has fewer than fourteen verte-
brae, is generally as long as the body, and frequently preheesile. 
The ethmoturbinals are originally separate; and the laryngeal 
sac, when present, is of peculiar type. Usually there is only a 
simple primary discoid placenta, but rudiments of a secondary 
one have been recently described. 

The first family, or &law, includes the American monkeys, as 
distinct from marmosets, which present the following character-
istics: The ears are more or less naked externally. The terminal 
joints of the fingers and toes carry flat or curved-  naffs; and the 
thumb, when present, is opposable to the other fingers. 
in the oaken,' , the tail is long, generally short-haired, and frequently 
with a terminal bare surface for prehension. Dentition i. I.  c. 
p. 1. re, I. Generally a foramen (entepicondylar) in the inner 
side of the lower end of the humerus. As a rule, only a single 
offspring is produced at a birth. Ranging over tropical America. 
the Casing have their headquarters in the vast Brazilian forests, 
where so many of the animals are more or less arboreal in their 
habits. These monkeys are completely arboreal, more so, indeed. 
than the gibbons among the Catarrhina. 

The first sub-family, Alcusatiaae, is 	'asented only by the 
howlers, Atosato (or Itycetes), characterizedlong prehensile 
tail with the extremity naked below, the well-developoil thumb, 
and the extension of the hyoid-bone into an enormous Maddm.like 
chamber contained between the two branches of the lower jaw 
(fig. 3). In this bony cup is received one of the three or five laryn-
geal sacs- There are about half a dozen species, with several 
sub-species; three of the best known being A. seniculut, A. beisebul 
and A. ernes. Several are brilliantly coloured, with bright or 
golden hair on the flanks; but in the Amazonian A. Mere the male 
is black and the female straw-coloured. The muzzle is longer 
than in other Cebidas (see Howuta). 

The Minot include the typical members of the family, character- 
ized by the large brain, of which the elongated hemispheres cover 
the cerebellum; the brain-case of the skull being, of bourse, elongated 
in proportion. The lumbar vertebrae are short, with upright 
notublike processes, instead of the rhomboidal ones of the bowlers 
The lower jaw and hyoid are of normal form. In the first section 
of the orb-family the tail is evenly haired throughout, the thumb 
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well developed, the limbs d medium length, with the front not 
longer than the hind pair, the nails curved -d, and the humerus with 
en entepicondylar foramen. The typical genus Cass includes the 
numerous species at capuchin., many of which are so commonly 
seen in captivity. They are stouter in build and smaller in eke 
than the Rader-monkeys, and their tails are only prehensile to a 
small extent, but are commonly carried spirally rolled. The 
conical upper canines project below the upper lip, and the molars 
have blunt low cusps. Well-known species are the white-cher.ked 
capuchin, C. tabular (6g. tz), of south Bradt; the true capuchin, 
C. conwassur, ranging from Guiana to Brazil; and the brown capu-
chin, C. laitiellus, of Guiana; all of these showing the black crown 
from which these monkeys take their popular name. The most 
northern representative of the group is the white-throated 
kypainwas, which ranges to Costa Rica. The squirrel-moal 
Carysodwis (or Salaam). of which C. scianiu is the moat famr 
representative, are not unfrequently placed in the Nwtipithwiwas, 
although their true ;position seems to be here. They differ from 
Cantu by their smaller size and more delicate build, by the tail 
being scarcely at all prehensile, by the smaller canines, smaller 
and more sharply cusped molars, and the large and closely-approxi-
mated orbits, whose inner walls are partly membranous (see C A TU-
cum aliseloSnr11 MUM-MONKEY ). 

Tote 	section of the sub-family includes the spider- 
mtak  (6g. 13), and is characterized by the completely prebeneile ej, 

Fro. 13.—Geoffroy's Spider-Monkey (Aides genfroyi). 

with the inner surface of the tip naked, the rudimentary condition 
or absence of the thumb, the laterally compressed and more or less 
pointed nails, and the absence of an entepicondylar foramen to 
the humerus. The limbs, too, are very long and slender, with the 
front pair of greater length than the hind ones. The caecum 
approximates to that of the Catarrhina, having its terminal ex-
tremity pointed. The true spider-monkeys (Aides) lack the thumb, 
and have the nails but slightly compressed and pointed, the limbs 
very long, the nasal septum of ordinary width, and the fur not 
woolly. Nearly all have the hair on the head, except that of the 
forehead, directed forwards. There are nearly a dozen species. 
In these monkeys so powerful is the grasp of the tall that the whole 
body can be sustained by this organ alone. It even serves as 
a fifth hand, as detached objects, otherwise oat of reach, can be 
grasped by it, and brought towards the hand or mouth. Their 
prehension is in other respects exceptionally defective, owing to 
the loss of the thumb. Spider-monkeys are very gentle in dis-
position; and, by this and their long limbs and fitness for tree-life, 
seem to represent the gibbons of the Old World. Nevertheless, 
in ,pi , e of their admirable advtation for arboreal life, their coin• 
parativel slow progression contrast to the vigorous 
agility the gibbons (see SPIDIIR-MOWICEVII. The brown spider- 
monkey (Brackyiales anwhaaides) of south Brazil alone represents 
a genus connecting the preceding in some degree with the next, 

sails are much 	and the nostrils more_ approximated 
rudimentary thumb bet present, while the fur is woolly, the 

than usual. Is the woollyspIder-meadelys of the nsweltZadalkaa 
(fm. 14) not only  is the fur woolly. but tbe thumb ls fairly well 
developed; the nails are like those of Inwhydaies, but the nostrils 
are normal. Humboldt's spider-monkey, L. knedeldef (oe Z. 
faeabice) and the dusky spider-monkey, L. istfarmaia, bads we 
wbicb occur in Brasil and Amazonia, alone represent this gams. 

bye. 14—Humboldt's Woolly Spider-Monkey (lagentrit 
Some half-dozen species of the monkeys !mown aa rills (Pithadd 

form the typical representatives of the sub-family Pithecinar. 
which the tail, even when long, is non-prehensile, while the beer 
incisors are slender and inclined forwards in a peculiar manne 
with a gap on each side separating them from the long ;anise. 
The hemispheres of the brain cover the cerebellum, the brain case 
is elongated, and, despite the absence of a laryngeal sac, the bee 
Law is deep with a large angle, thus recalling that of the hosier& 
These is no caecum. In all cases the thumb is well de eloped 
The arrangement of the hair is very variable. From the other 
members of the group the saki' are sufficiently distinguished by• 
the long and bushy tail; while they are further characterized by 
having a large bead. In some cases the hair on the crown al the 

FIG. 15.--lamur-like Douroucouli (Nydipithfaufalisms). 
bead le divided by a transverse parting, so as to overhang theca= 
part of the f. P. salaam of Park and P. qdrepater of 
are wdl-Imown

ace 
 species. The take& (Maria or Caduarsw) al 

Amazonia are broadly distinguished from ( rom all other Csbafor by Amir 
short or rudimentary tails; Va. cake being remarkable fork@ Wiliest 
red jaw and pale chestnut hair fsee U•itanth 
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The lost and Iowan repmentatims of the Cabiday constitute 

them Nyolipithertess, dm members of which are cat-like 
monkey% with woolly or bush hair, short. conical mussies, noa- 
prebeenle mils sod thumb.. The brain-ease of 
the skull is not demisted, and the hemispheres of the Bain do 
mot cover

, 
 the cerebellum'. 

rdly 
 The lumbar vertebrae ars elowted. 

with lose sharp. back 	 spinal promen; the kinder 
pet dm hewer jaw i

wa 	direct 
s tall; and ther

ed
e is so laryngeal sac. The 

PM. 16.—The Moloch Titi 	ise(ech). 
bug and booked caecum has its terminal portion constricted. In 
accordance with their nocturnal habits, the douroueoulis (Nycii-
iiisliscus) are easily recognised by their large and closely approsi- 
mated eyes, which are, however, separated by a complete septum, 
the comparatively annoy nasal septum, small ears buried in the 

ha W.—The Golden Marmoset (Hoak dirisakesa). 
fur. and long bushy Mil. Weil-known species are the 

r-like clamour:00 (N. Minis, fig. 15) of Ammonia. Peru and 
dos. and N. isecilvass, with a nearly similes. distribution. 
this. C.UiShrix (or Callicabas ,), are smaller monkeys (fig. 16), 

Apparently tbe name Callithrlx was originally givm to the 
smerownete, and iftramlened so that getup should he replaced 
by Cailiedes.  

with more forwardly directed eyes, which are not serrosaded by a 
radiating fringe of hair and a wider nasal septum. The tide am 
represented by about ten species. of which 

Am
sadoch is represented 

in fig. tn. Mom of them are confined tomonia, but a few 
among them C seekek reach the met comet. Like the marmosets, 
they iced largely upm insects and grub.. 

second and last family' of the Platyrrhina Is represented 
by the marmosets or oustitis (Hapalidae), all of which are small 
monkeys, with the ears hairy externally, and the nails, except that 
of the great toe, claw-like, the thumb non-opposable. the tall Ions 
bushy and non-prehensile, and only two molars in each • w, the 
dental formula thus being 1. 1, c. f, p. I,  se.  1.  The humerus 
has no entepicondylar foramen. Three young are produced at • 
birth. Marmosets are divided into two genera, those in which the 
lower canines are not markedly larger than the incisors constituting 
the typical Hands, while such as have the lower canines taller thee 
the teeth between them form the genus Midas. These 'mind-like 
little monkeys, in which the great toe can be opposed to the other 
toes, range as far north as ts• N., where they are represented by 
Midas ginfroyi, and as far in the opposite direction as the ambers 

. wheat 	ekeysepn 	re as and N. sells ocam The odour 
=the nth  of the hair are very variable, some species having 
long slily pale-chestnut hair (fig. 17) and tufted ears, while in others 
the hair is comparatively short and black, or black, with brown 
ban, while the ears are not tufted (see Mitanomtr). 

Centaur, Prosiseiae.—Although the Wieners generally takes 
the form of a more or less grotesque caricature, the faces of 
all monkeys and apes present, in greater or less degree, soma 
resemblance to the human countenance. In the lower group 
of Primates, commonly known u lemurs, or lemurolds, this 
resemblance is wholly lost, and the face assumes an elongated 
and fox-like form, totally devoid of that " expression " which 
is no characteristic of man and the higher apes and monkeys, 

Ringiened Loma (Leme. m ). 
sc. Upper canine. 	 per, Premolars. 
k, Lower canine. 	 se, True molars. 

Lemurs, Prceimiae or Leinuroidea, which form a group con. 
fined to the tropical regions of the Old World and more numer-
ously represented in Madagascar than elsewhere, are arboreal 
and for the most part crepuscular or nocturnal Primates, feeding 
on insects or fruits, or both together and collectively character-
ized as follows. The tall, which is generally long and thickly 
haired, Is never prehensile. As a rule, there is a Single pair of 
pectoral teats, but an additional abdominal or even twinsl pair 
may be present. The thumb and great toe are opposable to the 
other digits, the former being provided with a fiat nail, while 
the second toe is always furnished with a day; the fourth toe 
is longer than all the rest, and the second, or index, finger is 
small or rudimentary. In the skull (fig. i8) the orbital ring 
is formed by the frontal and jogai bones, and, except in the 
Tarsiidae, there is a free communication between the orbit and 
the temporal fosse.; the lachrymal foramen is situated outside 
the orbit (fig. r8); the tympanic either forms a free semicircle 
in the auditory bulls or enters into the formation of the latter; 
and the foramen rotundum is generally fused into the sphenoid.' 
fissure. Interparletal boom are frequently developed, and the 
two halves at the lower jaw are generally welded together in 
front. Except in the gems Paradkikas, the humerus is fur-
ebbed with an eatepicondylar foramen at the lower end; the 
antraks of the carpus is generally free; and the femur is usually 
provided with a third trochanter. The cerebellum is only 
partially covered by the hemispheres of the brain, which in the 
medium-sized and larger species conform to the general type 
at the same parts is monkeys and apes. The normal dental 
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formula is i. 	c. f; p. f, n. f, or the same as in American 
monkeys; but the upper incisors are small and separated from 
each other, while the lower ones are large and approximated 
to the incisor-like canine; the molars have three or four cusps. 
In all cases the stomach is simple and a caecum present. The 
testicles are contained in a scrotum, the penis has a bone, the 
uterus is bicotnuate and the urethra perforates the clitoris. 
The placenta may be either diffuse, with a large allantoic 
portion, and non-deciduate, or discoidal and deciduate• As a 
rule, only a single offspring Is produced at a birth. Very note-
worthy is the occurrence in the females of the Asiatic lorisis 
of what appears to be the vestige of a marsupial apparatus, 
attached to the front of the pelvis. Lemur calks also possesses 
the rudiment of a marsupial fold; while in both sexes of the 
aye-aye occurs a skin-muscle corresponding to the spkintkr 
tearstspii of marsupials. 

The distribution of existing lemurs is very peculiar, the 
majority of the species inhabiting Madagascar, where they for 
the most part dwell in small patches of forest, and form about 
one-half the entire mammalian fauna of the island. The remain-
ing species inhabit Africa south of the Sahara and the Indo-Malay 
countries. 

Tarsier.—The tiny little large-eyed Malay lemuroid known as 
the tarsier, Tarsius spectrum (or T. tarries), of the Malay Peninsula 
and islands, together with its Celebean and Philippine representa-
tives, alone constitutes the section Tarzana (and the family TOI ,  
siidae). which has the following distinctive characteristics: The 
lower incisor is vertical and the canine of normal form, while the 
upper incisors are in contact; the orbit is cut off from the temporal 
fossa by a bony plate, leaving only a small orbital fissure; the 
tympanum enters into the formation of the auditory meatus, through 
which passes the canal for the internal carotid artery; the tibia 
and fibula in the hind-leg are fused together, and the cakaneum 
and navicular of the tarsus elongated. The tarsier seems to be 
a primitjve form which makes a certain approximation to the 
Anthropoidea, and differs from other lemuroids in the structure 
of its placenta. The dental formula is i. c. 1, p. I. m. I, total 34. 
Tarsiers have enormous eyes, occupying the whole front of the orbital 
region, and are purely nocturnal in their habits, living in trees on 
the branches of which they move by hopping, a power they possess 
owing to the elongation of the tarsal bones (see TARSIER). 

Malagasy Lemurs.—All the other Prosimiae may be grouped in 
a second section, the Lemurina, characterized as follows, The 
lower incisors and the canine are similar in form and inclined 
forwards (fig. t8); the upper incisors are small and separated by 
an interval in the middle line; the orbits communicate largely with 
the temporal fossae; the internal carotid artery enters the skull 
in advance of the Auditory meatus through the foramen lacerum 
anterius; and the tibia and fibula are separate. The Malagasy 
lemurs are now all included in the single family Lemuridae, which 
is confined to Madagascar and the Comoro Islands, and character-
ized by the tympanic ring lying free in the auditory bulls. 
The typical sub-family Leasurinae, which includes the majority of 
the family group, is characterized by all the fingers except the index 
having flat nails, the elongation of the facial portion of the skull, 
the large hemispheres of the brain not covering the cerebellum, 
the occasional presence of two inguinal in addition to the normal 
pectoral teats, the dental formula i. 1, c. 1, p. I, m. I.  with the 

upper incisor generally small and sometimes wanting, and the 
hinder cueps of the upper molars smaller than the front ones. These 
lemurs are woolly-haired Animals, often nearly as large as cats, 
with the legs longer than the arms, the tail long and bushy, and the 
spinal processes of the last dorsal and the lumbar vertebrae inclined. 
In the typical genus Lana, (fig. is)), the tarsus is of normal length. 
the tall at least half as long as the body, the ears are tufted. there 
are no inguinal teats, the last premolar is not markedly broader 
than the others, and the upper molars have a conspicuous cingulum. 
These lemurs have long fox-like faces, and habitually walk on the 
ground or on the brances of trees on all fours, although they can 
also jump with marvellous agility. They are gregarious, living 
in small troops, are diurnal in their habits, but most active towards 
evening, when they make the woods resound with their loud cries, 
and feed, not only on fruits and buds, but also on eggs, you birds 
and insects. When at rest or sleeping, they generally coil their 
long. Welty tans around their bodies, apparently for the sake of the 
warmth it affords. They have usually a single young one as a birth, 
which is at' first nearly naked, and re 1:217W. about, hanging close 
to and almost concealed by the hair of the moth-Ws 	After 
a while the 	lemur changes its position and mounts upon the 
mother's beck, w 	it is carried about until able to climb and hop 
by itself. One of the most beautiful species is the ring-tailed 
lantnejia(tedraffs..ffit. 19), of a delicate grey colour, and with a long 
tag 	with alternating rings of black and white. This is said 

by G. A. Shaw to be an encepdon to other lemurs In not bring 
arboreal, but living chiefly among locks and blobs. Pollak 
however, says that st inhabits the forests of .the south-west parts 
of ?dada/amt., living, like its cowmen, in oonsidenible troop", 
and not differing from them in its habits. He adds that it le ass 
uemely gentle, and active and graceful in its mov rats, and utters 
at intervals • little plaintive cry like that of a cat Ail the ot.been 
have the tail ot uniform colour. The largest is L. wins, the suited; 
lemur, sometimes black and white, and sometimes reddish-Mown. 
the variation apparently not depending on. sex or age, but me 
the individual. In L. weacaco the male is black and the female 
red L. mono:, L. Mous and L. methaner are other well-known 
species. 

Fin. t9.—The Ring-tailed Lemur (Leeson cab). 

In all these lemurs the small upper incisors are not in CORtlet 
with one another or with the canine, in front of which they are 
both placed. In the species of Hapalenw, on the other hand. 
the upper incisors are very small, sub-equal and separated widely 
in the middle line; those of each aide In contact with each other 
and with the canine, the posterior one being placed on the inside. 
and not in front of the latter. Musale very short and truncated. 
Two inguinal teats, In addition to the normal pectoral pair, are 
present. The last premolar is broader than those in front, and the 
upper molars lack • distinct cingulum. The typical S. grocer is 
smaller than any of the true lemurs, of a dark-grey colour, With 
round face and short ears. It is quite nocturnal, and lives clieollj 

subsisting among bamboos, bsisting on the young shoots. The 
species has been named If. rhio. In Sapidness, there is oo free 
centrale to the carpus. and the same is the case with the six or 
seven species of Lepidolenine (Lepilemnr). in which the first upper 
incisor is rudimentary or wanting, while the second may also be 
wanting in the adult. There are small lemurs, with small  pee- 
niaxillae, short snouts, tails shorter than the body, 
mastoid processes, and the upper molars with an inconspicuous 
cingulum and the hind-cusps of the last two rudimentary; the fourth 
upper premolar being relatively broad. Mimeos: eamiceps is as 
allied generic type (see Loma). 

The small Malagasy lemurs of the genera Chirosale. Mieravons 
and °panne, differ from the preceding in theelongation of the 
calcaneum and navicular of the tarsus. on which grounds they have 
been affiliated to the African galagos. The difference in the struc-
ture of the tympanum in the two groups indicates, however, that 
the elongation of the tarsus has been independently developed in 
each group. These lemurs have short, rounded rdrulga Mtge eyes. 
long bind limbs and tall, large ears, the first upper incisor 
than the second, the last upper premolar much smaller dam

• 

 molar and furnished with only one outer opts and the mastoid 
not bladder-like. Some are less than a rat in site, and all an 
nocturnal. One of the largest, Aficroccbus furctter. is %It= 
and distinguished by a dark median stripe on its back * • 
on the top of the head into two branches, ens of which par 
forwards above each eye The most interesting peculiarityal dm 
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is thae certain specks (DOnirmun 	Chirobito and  Ant) 

liarrangl. the dry season coil themselves up int holes of tmes, and gar 
into a state d, torpidity, like that of the hibernating animals in 
the winter of northern climates. Before this takes place an immense 
deposit of fat aceumulaus upon certain parts of the body, espeelalty 
tee bagel portion of the tail. The smallest species. Air  mans. 
he among the slender branches on the tops of the highest tree, 
feeding on fruit and insects, and making nests like those of birds. 

In the sub-family ladrisinae the dentition of the adult consists 
tkrty teeth, usually axpreseed by the formula i. , c. 	p. 1. 

es. 11; bet passably S. s. f, p. f In the milk dentition 
them are twenty-two teeth, the two additional teeth in the fore 
wt of the lower Jaw having no successors in the permanent series. 
Hind limbs greatly developed, but the tarsus normal, the great toe 
of lease Ike, and very opposable: the other toes unites at their base 
by abed of akin. which extends as far as the end of the first phalange. 
The throb _o but slightly

he 
 opposable; and all the fingers and toes 

site hairy. The length of t tad is variable Two pectoral teats. 

The
Cumin tem large. and colon extremely long and spirally coaled. 

brain kluge and the thorax wide. 
The aniniab of this group are essentially arboreal, and feed 

nseguniveiy On fruit, loaves. buds and flowers. When they descend 

Vas IllawDlwarrIs and Onaddler.) 
FtG. 20.—The Indri (Indris brosicardatas). 

to the ground, which Is but seldom, they sit upright on their bind 
legs, and move from one chimp of trees to another by a series of 
Mart jumps. holding their arms above them in the sir. og 
them are the largest members of the order. The genus inig'°has 
the upper incisors sub-equal in ire: upper canine larger than the 
first premolar, muzzle moderately long, ears everted. Carpus 
without an on centrak. Tail rudimentary. Vertebrae: C.7, D.,2, 
L.o. S.d, Ca.o. The indri (I. tinisaidalas, fig. zo), discoVered by 
Sennett' in 1780. is the largest of the group, and hashing woolly 
heir. pertly brows and partly white. la the sifaka.. Propaharas, 
of whsch there appear to be there species. with numerous local 
rates, the second uoper incisor is much smaller than the first. 
Upper canine larger than the first premolar. Muzzle rather short. 
Ears dart. ednoreled by the fur. Aa a eentrale in the carpus 
Tail long. Vertebra*: C.T. D.t2. L.8. S.3, Ca.38. In Arabi,. 
represented only by A.-lasigev. the second upper incisor is larw.. 
thee the first Upper canine marcely,larger than the first premolar. 
Mottle very short. Ears very small'and hidden in the fur, which 
is very short nod woolly. Carpus without on eentrale. Taal keg. 
Vertebrae C.7. art, lant.43. Ca.23 (see Imam and SIFAKA). 

The LW* seb-famUy yianz (formerly regarded as a family). 
is represented only quiithe aye-aye, Chiromys (or Dasbentertso) 
etadaeascariessis, and 	the followinr characteristics: Dentition 
of adult, S. f. c. p. as. II. total la Incisors (fig. at) very huge, 
tessesemed, emree4 with persistent .pulpi and enamel only I, front, 
es in radiate. Tenth of cheekerees with fist indistinctly tuber-
culated cows,. in the young. the first set of teeth more resemble 
limn Of melba tundra, being r. e. res. I. all very sou& Fent- 

tents, ispinal lo_perielea, a feature pearlier 00 this speck& AS 
the digits of both ket'with pointed, rather conspeemed claws, eseept 
the prat toe, which bas a flattened nail; middle digit of the hand 
excessively attenuated. Vertebrae: C.7, D.I2, L.6, 3.3, Ca-i7 
(see Aen-Ave). 

Fro. tio-SltaU of the Aye-aye (Ceirsetys inedagosaerkseir). 
Gala gat and Lorises.—The lemurs of Africa and the Indo-Malay 

countries—commonly miscalled sloths—differ from the Lonaridas 
in that the tympanic enters into the formation of the auditory 
meatus, in consequence of which they are referred to a family by 
themselves, the /./yrtirtUdoe, which is in turn divided into two 
sub-families, Galavant and Nyctieebirgae. The Afncan gaLtgos or 
Gala finae, which have the some dental formula as the Lerauridae, 
are distinguished by the elongation of the calcaneum and navicutar 
or the tarsus. In the single genus adage, with the sub-genera 
asks's. and Ilemigalago, the last upper premolar, which is dearly 
as large as the first molar, has two large external cusps. Vertc-
brae: C.7, D.13. L6, S.3, Ca.22-26. Tail long, and generally bushy. 
Ears large. rounded, naked and capable of being folded at the will 
of the animal. Teats four. two pectoral and two inguinal (see 
GALAGO). The lorists, Nyetice6inae (Lorisinat), are distinguished 
as follows: Index-finger very short, sometimes rudimentary and 
soilless. Fore and hind limbs nearly equal in length. Tarsus not 
specially rfm at 1. Thumb and v. bunt 
the other skits, the latter taw:sally being habitually directed 
backwards. Tail short or rudimentary. Teats two or four. 
Lorises and pottos (as the African representatives of the group are 
called) are essentially nocturnal, and remarkable for the slowness 
of their movements, They are completely arboreal, their limbs 
being formed onnliafor climbing and clinging to branches, not for 
j n 
short ears 

or run 	. They have rounded heads. very krge eyes, 
 and th ick, abort, soft fur. They. feed, sot only on timet- 

able substances, but, like many of the Lessuroke, also on insects. 
eggs and beds, which they steal upon while rooming at night. 
One of the greatest anatomical peculiarities of these animals is the 
breaking up of the large arterial. trunks of the Erato into numerous 
small parallel breaches, constituting a neu oairaNkr, which is 
found also in the sloths, with which the lumen are sometimes 
confounded on account of the slowness of their movements. The 
Asiatic krises, which are divided into two genera, are characterized 
by the retention of the normal number of phalanges in the small 
indxs-fingets and the presence of a pair of minute alxiosiaal taw 

Wm. A KanwEdwgds.) 
32.—The Slow Loris (Nyascrbss tarcitirele.t). 

iLtat(etenee al which lab only recently bees &covered by Mare andik   
and Willey). In the slow lorism, forming tber.T.  

Nysticrbus (fig. 22), the first upper incisor is larger than the .  
which is often early deciduous. Inner margin of the orbits 
separated from each abet by a morose eat spike. Nasal awl 
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presnazIkty bonesprojecting hat very@Belay in front of the maxillae. 
Body and Blabs stout. No tail. Vertebrae: C.7, D.t7, f. 6, S.3, 
Casa. The si tre sistecies N. lerrhipesins, with eavual races, in. 
habits emitern , the Malay countries, Sumatra, Borneo. 

a Java. Siam and 	' China. These lorises lead solitary lives in 
the rumor of large forests, chiefly in mountainous districts, where 
they sleep during the day in holes or fissures of tarp trees, roiled 
up into a ball, with the bead between the hind legs. On the 
approach of evening they awake, and during the night ramble among 
the branches of trees slowly, in search of food, which consists of 
leaves and fruit, small birds, insects and mice. When in quest 
of living prey they,  move noiselessly till quite close, and then sud- 
denly seise it with one of their hands. The female produces but 
one young at • time. In the second genus, represented only by 
the slender Loris (Loris mails) of southern India and Ceylon, 
the upper Incisors are very small and equal. Orbits very large, 
and only separated in the middle line above by a thin vertical 
plate of bone. Nasals and prernazillae produced forwards con-
siderably beyond the anterior limits of the maxillae, and support• 
ing a pointed nose. Body and limbs slender. No external tail. 
Vertebrae: C.7, D.14. Lq, S.3 Ca.6. The slender loris is about 
the size of • squirrel, of a yellowish-brown colour, with large. 
prominent eyes, pointed nose, long thin body, long, angularly bent, 
slender limbs and no tail. Its habits are like those of the rest of 
the group. The Indian and Ceylon races are distinct (see Loam). 

The African pottos. Perodidicar, differ by the reduction of the 
Index-finger to a mere nailless tubercle, and apparently by the 
absence of abdominal teats. In the typical section of the genus 
there is a short tail, about a third of the length of the trunk. Two 
or three of the anterior dorsal vertebrae have very long slender 
spinous processes which in the living animal project beyond the 
general level of the skin forming distinct conical prominences, covered 
only by an exceedingly thin and naked integument. P. polio, the 
potto, in one of the oldest known members of the lemuroids 
having been described in 1703 by Beaman, who met with it in his 
voyage to Guinea. It was, however, lost sight of until 1833 when 

i it was rediscovered in Sierra Leone. It is also found in the 
Gaboon and the Congo, and is strictly nocturnal and slower in 
its movements even than Nyclicsbos Sordivoiiiis, which otherwise 
it much resembles in its haMts. A second species, P. bales& in-
habits the Congo district. A third sjimies, the awantibo (P. 
calabarerisis), rather smaller and more dehcately made, with smaller 
hands and feet and rudimentary tail, constitutes the sub-genus 
Arclocebus. It is found at Old Calabar, and is very tare. Vertebrae: 
C.7. Das, L.7, S.3, Cap. 

Erruccr PlastaTeS 

The most interesting of all the extinct representatives of the 
order is Pithecareihropxs mars (q.,.), which is represented by the 
imperfect roof of a skull, two molars and a femur, discovered 
in a bed of volcanic ash in Java. The forehead is extremely 
low, with beetling brow-ridges, and the whole calvarium presents 
a curiously gibbon-like aspect. The capacity of the brain-case 
is estimated to have equalled two-thirds that of an average 
modern man. The creature is regarded as transitional between 
the higher apes, more especially the Hylobalidae and the lowest 
representatives of the genus Homo, such as the Neanderthal 
men. From the Lower Pliocene of India has been obtained the 
palate of a chimpanzee-like ape, which by some is referred to 
the existing Aeficropepithectis, while by others it is considered 
to represent a genus by itself— Palaeopithecus. The same 
formation has yielded the canine tooth of a large ape, apparently 
referable to the existing Asiatic genus SiMi O. From the Miocene 
of Europe has been described the genus Dryopithems, typified 
by D. fontani, a generalized ape of the size of a thimpanzee, 
related, perhaps, both to the Sinelidat and the Hylobalidac. 
The Lower Pliocene of Germany has yielded other remains 
referred to a distinct genus under the name of Paidopiikez 
rismassis. From the Miocene of the Vienna basin Dr 0. Abel 
has described certain ape-remains under the name of &TOO. 
Wm* mud, as well as others regarded as representing a 
species of Dryopithecut with the name D. &mini. As regards 
the first, all that can be said is that it indicates a member of 
the group to which Dryopidecus belongs. It has been suggested 
that the latter genus is closely related to man, but this idea 
is discountenanced by the great relative length of the muzzle 
and the small space for the tongue. Teeth of another man-like 
ape from the Tertiary of Swabia, described under the pre-
occupied name Affthropodus, have been re-named Neopheass. 
The genus Antkopodus is represented by remains of an ape 
of doubtful position from the French Plioatams. Pliojiteicass  

from the French Miocene is certainly a ebb" palmy* nee 
distinguishable from Hylokiss. 

Onotillsecus, from the Miocene of Tuscany, Is perhaps 
tennediate between gibbons and baboons (Patio), the latter 
of which, as well as Macacus. are represented In the Indies 
Pliocene. Mesopithecus, of the Grecian Lower Pliocene, genes 
some characters connecting it with SewnoPithasit and odes 
with Macaw. An allied type front the Lowe, Pliocene of 
France is Dolkkopithecks, taking its name from the elongated 
skull; while Matocres occurs in the Upper Pliocene and Pleistocene 
of several parts of Europe. Cryplopithecus, from the Swim 
Oligocene, appears to be the oldest known Old World remake,. 
From the Miocene of Patagonia are known certain monkeys 
described as II onsowithu, Anthropops, &c., apparently mese 
akin to the Cebulac but perhaps representing an extinct 
family. 

Passing on to the lemurs, it may be mentioned in the lust 
place that G. Grandidkr has described an extinct lemur from 
the Tertiary of France, which he believes to be nearly related 
to the slow krises, and has accordingly named Proorydisedas 
gassdryi. If the determination be correct the discovery is of 
interest as tending to link the modern faunas of southern India 
and West Africa (which possess many features in common) with 
the Tertiary fauna of Europe. Certain remarkable extinct 
lemuroids of large size have been discovered in the superficial 
deposits of Madagascar, in one of which (If tgaiadapis) the upper 
cheek-teeth are of a tritubercular type (fig. sA, while in the 
second and smaller form (N etopithecus) the dentition makes 
a notable approximation to that of the CercoPithecida& Each 

23.—Skull and Hinder Right Upper Cheek-teeth of 
Megakdapis esculagescariensiz. 

of these genera, which probably survived till a very late date, 
is generally regarded as typifying a family group. In Ilegaga: 
lapis the skull is distinguished by its elongation and the anal 
size of the eye-sockets, the tritubercular upper molars presenting 
considerable resemblance to those of the living Lepalainasss. 
The brain is of a remarkably low type. In one spades the 
approximate length of the skull is aso, and in the second 3s5 
millimetres. Even more interesting are the two large spears 
of &sapidness, one of which was at first described as Giobileaur. 
They show a very complicated type of brain, and were at first 
regarded as indicating Malagasy representatives of the Amigo-
polders. In regard to the character of the tympanic region of 
the skull this.genus shows several features r.haractetiatie of 
the more typical Malagasy lemuroids; and the eye-sockets are 
open behind, while the dentition is numerically the irate as 
in some of the latter. On the other hand, in several Wagon 
Nesepithecas resembles the Anthropoidea; the upper India* 
are not separated in the middle lime, and the wry mans 
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plume the panes feted in the Cmorpiikseidee, while In one 
species the lacluyeal bone and foramen are within the orbit. 
The resemblances to apes are not confined to the skull, but are 
found in almost all the bones. Probably the genus may be 
regarded as a specialised 'aneroid. The Oligocene and Eocene 
formations of Europe and North America have yielded means 
of a number of primitive lemuroids, grouped together under 
the name of Mesodosta or Psesdekmeres, and divided into 
families severally typified by the genera Ilyeps•dss, Netkarettss. 
Anspreopereher mad Micrechoerws (Neersiester), of which the 
last two are European and the others American. To particu-
larise the characteristic, of the different families would occupy 
too much space, and only the following features of the group 
tan be mentioned. The dental formula is LI, cf, p.4 or 4, st.l. 
The anises are often large; the upper moles' carry front three 
to six cusps, while the lower ones are of the tuberculo-sectorial 
type with either four or five cusps. The lachrymal foramen 
may be either within or without the orbit, which it in free 
communication with the temporal fosse, with or without a 
complete bony ring. The humerus has an entepicendylar 
foramen. It is specially noteworthy that Adepis resembles 
the Lesturidse in the form sal relations of the tympank 
Ring. Anoplossorphsu has large ..risits and tritubercular 
maims Certain Middle and Lower Eocene North American 
genera, such as Miseetecto and ?dyads:, together with the 
European Plesiadapis and Praeadapis, which have been 
regarded as kenureids, are sow frequently referred' to the 
Raisins (e.g.). On the other hand, ildeekiressys, of the 
Bridger Eocene of America, originally described as a relative 
of Ckirestys, has been stated to be an armadillo. 

Ltreaartts.—The above :.rticie is band on the articles Are 
and Lunn in the nth edition of ti. encyclopaedia. The following 
are the chief works on the subject: H. 0. Forbes. "A Handbook 
to the Primates," Allen's Naturalists Library (2 vols., 1 -- 1); 
A. A. W. Hubrecht, "The Descent of the Primates" (New % rk. 
1897); " Furchung and Keimblatt•bildung bet Tarsus spectr ,  t," 
Vtrg. Ac. Amsterdam (t9o2); C. J. Forsyth Major, "Our k 'f- 
ledge of Extinct Primates from Madagaiscar," Gra. Mat, se, 
decade 7. vol. vii. (1900); "Skulls of Foetal Malagasy Lenn,,s," 
Proc. Zool. Soc. (London. 1899); " The Skull in Lemurs and 
Monkeys," ibid. (1904); H. 'Hinge, " Jordfundne og nulevende 
Aber " (Primates), E. Mrs. Landis (1893): C. Earle, "On the Affini-
ties of Tondos." American No:midis! (1897);  W. Leche, " Unter-
suchungen Ober des Zahnsystem lebender and fossiler Italbaffen„" 
Gtgersgaurs Festschrift (Leipzig. 1896); E. Dubois, " Pillsecanthreinm 
erectus, eine menschenfihnliche Ucbergangsform sus Java " (Batavia, 
1894); A. Keith, "On the Chimpanzees and their relationship to 
the Gorilla," Prot: Zool. Soc. London (1899); W. Rothschild, 
" Notes on Anthropoid Apes." ibid. (1905); 0. Schlaginhaufen, 
" Das Hautleistensystem der Primatenplanta," Morphologist/am 
Jahrbsoch, vols. iii. and xxxiv. (t905); G. E. Smith." The Morphology 
of the Occipital Region of the Cerebral Hemisphere in Man and 
Apes." A natoroischer Ameizer. Vol. xxiv. (1904); II. F. Standing. 
" Primates from Madagascar." Trans. Zool. Soc if. pp. 
39.416. 	 (R. 

PRIM!, PRIMER ADD PRIMING. These three words are to 
be referred to Lat. tritons, fins, " prime," in 0. Eng. prim. 
occurs first in the ecclesiastical sense of the Latin prima boa, 
the first hour, one of the lesser canonical hours of the Roman 
Church (see BitemaY). Hence the word " primer " (Med. 
Lat. Srisserier), 14. a book of hours. This was a book for the 
one of the laity and not strictly a service book. These books 
originally contained, pasts of the offices for the canonical hours, 
the penitential and other psalms, the Litany, devotional prayers 
and other matter. There were several " Primers " printed 
in the feign of Henry VIII.; the King's Printer of t ere contained 
the Calendar, the Commandments, Creed, Lord's Prayer, the 
penitential psalms, Litany and prayers for special occasions. 
The primer of William Marshall, the printer and reformer, 
1534 ,  is entitled The Penner fe Esityrke, with eerier, prayers 
end pay meditations, very Necessary Jar all fee* that swederstesie 
w e the Wyse Teague. Later these primers contained the 
Catechism, graces before end after meals, and the A. B. C. They 
were published for children, Eke the earlier Sarum Primer 
(1537), and became educational In purpose, as reading books. 
Tie anger primers were also used in this way, as is shown 

szn 0.  

by the " litel child " of Chaucer's Prioress's Tak. who AKIN 
" at his prymer. redemptorie Inede wage." Thus " primer " 
or " primmer " became the regular name for an elementary 
book for learners. Foe the type known as " greet primer " and 
" long primer," see TYPOGRAPHY. 

Apart from the use of " prime " as the period of greatest 
vigour of life, the first of the guards in fencing, and for those 
number which have no divisors except themselves and unity 
(see Aunties-Tic), the principal use is that of the verb, in the 
sense of to insert in the pan of an old-fashioned small arm, the 
" primer," containing powder which, on explosion by percussion, 
fires the charge. This use seems to be due to " priming " being 
the first stage in the discharge of the weapon. Finally "prim-
ing " is the first coat of size or colour laid on a surface as a 
preparation for the body colour. 

PRIME MINISTER. or Pawns, in England, the first minister 
of the Crown. Until zoos the office of prime minister was 
unknown to the but by a royal warrant of the end of 
December of that year the bolder of the office, 'eau* wasgiven 
precedence neat after the archbishop of York. The prime 
minister is the medium of intercourse between the cabinet and 
the sovereign; be his to be cognisant of all matters of reel 
importance that take place in the different departments so as 
to exercise • controlling influence in the cabinet; he is virtually 
responsible for the disposal of the entire patronage of the Crown; 
he selects his colleagues, and by his resignation of office dissolves 
the ministry. Yet he was until egos, in theory at least, but 
the equal of the colleagues he appointed. The prime minister 
is nominated by the aommeign. " I offered," said Sr Reheat 
Peel on his resignation of office, " no opinion as to the choke 
of a successor. That helmet the only act which is the personal 
act of the sovereign; tt is for the sovereign to determine in whom 
her confidence shall be placed." Yet this selection by the Crown 
is practically limited. No prime minister could carry en the 
government of the country for any length of time who did not 
possess the confidence of the House of Commons. The prime 
minister has no salary as prime minister, but he usually holds 
the premiership in connexion with the first lordship of the 
treasury, the chancellorship of the exchequer, a secretaryship 
of state or the privy seal. Sir Robert Walpole must be regarded 
as the first prime minister—that is, a minister who imposed 
harmonious action upon his colleagues in the cabinet. This 
was brought about partly by the capacity of the mem himself, 
partly by the lack of interest ef George I. and II. in English 
home affairs. This creation, as it wen, of a superior minister 
was so gradually and silently effected that it is difficult to realize 
its full importance. In previous ministries there was no prime 
minister except so far as one member of the admisistration 
dominated over his colleagues by the force of character and 
intelligence. In the reign of George 711. even North and Adding. 
ton were universally acknowledged by the title of prime minhteri 
though they had little claim to the independence of action of 
a Walpole or a Pitt. 

Brigid Primo Miniskrz. 
Sir It. Walpole 	s721-1742 Earl of Shelberne 
Joh., Lad Carteret 	 (afterwards Mar- 

(afterwards Earl 	 guess of Lans- 
Granville) . . . 1742-1744 	downe) 	. 	1782-1783 

Henry Pelham 	. 1744-1 754 Lord North (after- 
Duke of Newcastle . *754-1756 	wards Earl of Gail. 
William Pitt and 	 ford 	. . . . 1783 

Duke of Newcastle 1756-1762 W. Pitt . . . . 1783-1801 
Earl of Bute 	. . 1762-1763 H. Addington (after- 
George Grenville . 2763- 1765 	wards Viscount 
Maitaess of Rock- 	 Sidtnoutft) . . t 9ot -tBas 

1 765-3 766 	Pitt . 	. 	004-111116 
W 	 Lord Grenville . . 

Doltsoft"..Guirafton•  • 	467-;71s.'70 -Duke of -Portkad.  . 18°7-18°9 
Lord North 	 1770-,02 opencer renumm2 . Ifto-112 

M=  of kook.. Earl of Liverpool . Ohs-ten 
. . . 7782 G. Canning . . . 1827  

1  The rust formal mention in a public document • to be 
in 1878,_ where, in the opening clause of the treaty 	Berlin, the 
earl of Beaconsfield is referred to as " First Lord of Her Majesty's 
Treasury, Prime Wainer of England." 
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(afterwards Earl 
of Ripon) 	. 	. 	. 1827-1828 

B. Disraeli (after-
wards Earl of 

1868 	' 
Duke of WeMagton . 1 828-1830  

Beaconsfield). 
W. E. Gladstone 1868-1874 

Earl Grey 	. 	. 	:.1830-1834 B. Disraeli (Beacons- 
Viscount Melbourne 	1834 field) 	. 	. 	. 18 	- 88o 
Sir R. Peel 	. 	•1834-4835 W. E. Gladstone. 1880-1885 
Viscount Melbourne 1835-:80 Marquess of Salis- 
Sir R. Peel 	. 	. 	. 1841-1846 bury 	. 	• 	. 	. 1885-1886 
Lord John Russell W. E. Gladstone. 	. 486 

(afterwards Earl Marquess of Salis- 
Russell) 	. 	. 	. 1846-1852 bury 	 . 0186-1892 

Earl of Derby 	. 	. 1852 W. E. Gladstone. 18or -teem 
Earl of Aberdeen 	. 1852-1855 Earl of Rosebery 	. MN-1395 
Viscount Palmerston 1855-1858 Marquess of Salis- 
Earl of Derby 	. 	. t858-1859 bury 	. 1845-1902 
Viscount Palmerston 059-1865 A. J. Balfour 	. 1902-1905 
Earl Russell 	. 	. 1865-1866 Sir H 	Campbell. 
Earl of Derby 	. 	. 1866-1868 1905-1908 Bannerman 

H. H.   

PRIMERO (Span. first), a card game of Spanish origin, which 
Strutt calls " the oldest game of cards played in England." It 
is described as having a close resmblance to Ombra (q.v.), by 
which it had been superseded. In both games the spadillo or 
am of spades was the best card, but Primero was played with 
six cards and Owthre with nine. The exact method of play is 
uncertain. 

PRIME VERTICAL, in astronomy, the vertical circle passing 
emit and west through the zenith, and intersecting the horizon 
'nits east and west points (see ASTRONOMY). 

PRIMITIVE METHODIST CHURCH, THE, a community of 
nonconformists, which owes its origin to the fact that Methodism 
as founded by the Wesleys tended, after the first generation, 
to depart from the enthusiasm that had marked its inception 
and to settle down to the task of self-organisation. There were, 
however, some ardent spirits who continued to work along the 
old lines and whose watchword was revivalism, and out of their 
efforts came the Bible Christian, the Independent Methodist 
and the Primitive Methodist denominations, These enthusiastic 
evangelists esteemed seal a higher virtue than discipline and 
decorum, and put small emphasis on church systems as compared 
with conversions. One of the men to whom Primitive Methodism 
owes its existence was Hugh Bourne (1772-1852), a millwright 
of Stoke-upon-Trent. He joined a Methodist society at %tram, 
but business taking him at the close of 18os to the colliery 
district of Harriaehead and Kidsgrove, he was so impressed by 
the prevailing ignorance and debasement that he began a religious 
revival of the district. His open-air preaching was accompanied 
by prayer and singing, a departure from Wesley's practice and 
the forerunner of the well-known " Camp Meeting." A chapel 
was built at HarriSehead, and a second revival occurred in 
September t8o4, largely the result of a meeting held at Congleton 
by some enthusiasts from Southport. One of the after-fruits 
of this revival was the conversion (Jan. i8o3) of the joint 
founder of Primitive Methodism, William Clowes (178o-1851), 
a native of Burslem, who dutd come to Tunstali. Clowes was a 
man of fine appearance and open disposition, with a compelling 
personality that found expression in a steady glance and a thrill-
ing voice. He was a potter by trade, and had a national reputa-
tion as a dancer. He joined a Methodist class, threw his house 
open for love-feasts and prayer-meetings, and did a great deal 
of itinerant evangelization among the cottages of the country-
side. Lorenzo Dow (t777- 1 834), an eccentric American Methodist 
revivalist, visited North Staffordshire and spoke of the camp-
meetings held in America, with the result that on the 31st of 
May 1807 the first real English gathering of the kind was held on 
Mow Cop, since regarded as the Mecca of Primitive Methodism. 
It lasted from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m., and Bourne and his friends 
determined to continue the experiment as a counterblast to the 
parish wakes of the time, which were little better than local 
saturnalia. Opposition from a master potter of the district, who 
threatened to put the Conventicle Act in force, was overcome, 
but more serious difficulties were presented by the antagonism of 

, the Wesleyan Methodist circuit authorities. But Bourne and his 
friends persisted against both Conference and the local super- 

intendent, who betted bills declaring that no camp-meeting would 
be held at Norton in August 1802. The meeting was held and 
ten months later Bourne was expelled by the Burslem Quarterly 
Meeting, ostensibly for non-attendame at class (be had been 
away from home, evangelizing), really, as the Wesleyan super-
intendent told him " becauseyou have a tendency to art up other 
than the ordinary worship" which was precisely the reason 
why, fifty years earlier, the Anglican Church had declined to 
sanction the methods of Jobn Wesley. The camp-meetings 
went steadily on, and their influence is reflected in the w ritings of 
George Eliot, George Borrow and William Howiu. The societies 
which Bourne formed were for a time allowed to go undo 
(Wesleyan) Methodist protection, but the crisis came in 
when the Stanley class of ten members declined to wash then 
hands of the Camp-Meeting Methodists, and so were refused 
admission. About this time, too (1800, Bourne appointed Jerre 
Crawfoot, a Wesleyan local preaches who had been removed learn 
the list for assisting the Independent Methodists, as a travelling 
preacher at Los. a week, instructing him to give his whole time 
to evangelization and to get his converts to join the denomina-
tions to which they were most inclined. Clones, who, in spite 
of his revivalist sympathies, was more attached to Methodists 
than Bourne, was cut off from his church for taking part 
camp-meetings at Ramsor in 1808 and rho. His personality 
drew a number of strong men after him, and a society meeting 
held in a kitchen and then in a warehouse became the nucleus 
of a circuit, a chapel being built at Tunstall in July 181 t, two 
months after the fusion of the Bourne and Clowes forces. Chums. 
like Crawfoot, was set apart as a preacher to " live by the 
gospel," and in February 18,2 the name "Primitive Methodist " 
was formally adopted, although for nearly a generation the name 
" Clowesites " survived in local use. 

The first distinct period in the history of Primitive Methodists 
proper is 1811-1843. It was a time of rapid expansion, marked 
by great missionary fervour, and may be called 111C Circuit 
Period, for even after the circuits were grouped into districts 
in 1821 they did not lose their privilege of missionary initiative 
Theline of geographical progress first followed the valley of 
the Trent. The original circuit at Tunstall no sooner felt its 
feet than it favoured consolidation rather than extension. But 
irrepressibles like John Benton broke through the " non-minion 
law," and pressed forward through the " Adam Bede " country 
to Derby (which became the 2nd circuit in 1916); Nottingham, 
where a great camp-meeting on Whit Sunday 1816 was attended 
by 12.000 people; Leicestershire. where Loughborough because 
the 3rd circuit, with extensions into Rutland, Linisolnshire and 
Norfolk; and ultimately to Hull, which became the 4th circuit, 
and where a meeting which deserves to be called the First 
Conference was held in June ate. The Hull circuit dining 
the next five years, through its Yorkshire, Western, North-
Western and Northern Missions, carried on a vigorous campaign 
with great =CMS, especially among the that semiemioge 
colliers of Durham and Northumberland, • During the five yaw 
1 819-1 824 there had been made from Hull II deceits with a 
membership of 2600, and Huff itself had 37o* mom. • 

Simultaneously with this work it the north, Tunisia chicuiti 
having thrown of its lethargy at the Wrints 11111 olimPiereninIt 
on the 23rd of May sitio, was carrying our an aggesive evan-
gelism. In the Black Country, Darlastan chttdt mos formed a 
182o, and John Wedgewood's Cheshire Mission, begun in t-StOt 
led to work in Liverpool net the one hand and in Weft on the 
other. From Mamksfield a descent was aside on Manchester, 
from Oakepgatss in South Shropshire came extensions to ilaro-
fordshire, Glamorganshire and Wiltshire, 3shae the famous 
Brinks:era circuit was established. The succeeding plum 
however, 1835-5828. 'honed a serious set-back, due to the lack 
of discipline. But drastic measures were taken, and in also POW 
thirty preachers were struck off the list. Thenceforward, with 
the Oxford Movement was awakening one section of the faxMl. 
Of England the Primitive Methodists were making thernsolvas 
fait moos oilier demos of olle•Pecoulutise.  JoM Oxteby, "he 
evangelised Filey end become knows o " Pinolus }stoop; 
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was known to spend sit boors at a time in hdercession. Robert 
Key at Sabana Tony in ass won over a young woman who 
converted her brother, Robert Eaglen, who, eighteen years 
later at Colchester, proved so decisive a factor in the life 
of Charles Haddon Spurgeon. 

The Times of the s7th of December 183o, referring to the 
disaffected state of the southern counties, " The present 
population emit be provided for in body and spirit on more 
liberal and Christian principles, or the whole mass of labourers 
will start into legions d banditti--banditti less criminal than 
those who have made them so, and who by a just and fearful 
retribution will soon become their victims." These were the 
classes the Primitive Methodists tried to reach, and in doing 
so they found themselves between two fires On the one band 
there was the mob violence that often amounted to sheer 
ruffianism. especially in Wessex and the home-counties. On 
the other hand there was legal persecution all over the country, 
and the preachers suffered many things from the hands of rural 
dingy and county magistrates. There are a score of cases of 
serious imprisonment, and a countless number of arrests and 
temporary detention. Local preachers received notice to quit 
their holdings, labourers were discharged, those who opened 
their cottages for meetings were evicted, and to show any 
hospitality to a travelling preacher was to risk the Iota of 
home and employment. But the spirit-of the evangelists was 
unquenchable. 

At the Conference of ttlai both Clowes and Bourne became 
supernumeraries with a pension of Les a year each. Clones, 
indeed, bad been free from circuit work since 1827, and he 
co:untied to pray and preach as he was able till his death in 
March Ms:. Bourne, who worked at his trade more or less 
all through life, spent his last ten years in advocating the temper-
ance cause; he died in October 1851. The years 1842-0353 
mark a transition period in the history of Primitive Methodism. 
It was John Flesher who chiefly guided the movement from a 
loosely jointed Home Missionary Organization on to the lines 
of a real Comwsionalism. One of the first steps was to move 
the Book Room and the meeting dace of the executive committee 
from Bemerrley to London. Soon after came the gradual 
process by which the circuits banded over their mission-work 
to • central Connexional Committee. The removal to London 
wee proof that the leaden were alive to the necessity of 
rippling with the rapid growth of towns and cities, and that 
the Connexion, et first mainly a rural movement, had also urban 
Work to accomplish. The famous Hull circuit long retained 
a number of powerful branches, a survival of the first period, 
but by i813 it bad come into line with what was by that time 
regarded as the normal organization. 

The period dies-x885 (where typical names are W. and S. 
Anthill, Thomas Bateman and Henry Hodge) finds Primitive 
Methodism as a connexion of federated districts, a unity which 
may be described as mechanical rather than organic. The 
districts between 1853 and 1873 were ten in number, Tunstall, 
Nottinghami Hull. Sunderland, Norwich, Manchester, Brink. 
worth, Leeds, Bristol and London. Conference—the supreme 
estembly—was a very jealously guarded preserve, being attain. 
able only to preachers who bad travelled t8 and superintended 
12 years, and to laymen who had been members is and officials 
to years. This exclasivaiess nattuallythengthened the popular-
ity and power of the districts, where energy and talent found 
a scope elsewhere denied. Thus Hull district inaugurated 
• bold policy of chapel-buildinp; Norwich that of a foreign 
mission; Sunderland and Manchester the ideal of a better. 
educated ministry, Sunderland Institute being opened in 1868; 
Nottingham district founded a middle-class school; Leeds 
promoted a endow of Sunday-schools, and the placing of chapel 
Maly on as bettor finandal footing. The period a whole 

some anxious moments; emigration to the gold-fields 
and the strife which afflicted Wesleyan Methodism brought loss 
and eonfothis between illas and :86o. Yet when Conference 
met at Tanstall in the latter year to celebrate its jubilee it could 
import 675 ministers and : x,384 local preachers. Is; r te members,  

2267 chapek, :67,133 scholars and 30.988  teachers. Overawes, 
too, there was much activity and success. Work begun in 
Australia and New Zealand prospered, and the former country 
finally contributed over stone members to the formation of 
the United Methodist Church of Australia, New Zealand with 
its Moo members preferring to remain connected with the home 
country. In the United States there had been a quiet but steady 
growth since the first agents went out In dm and Hugh Bourne's 
advisory visit in i844. There are now three Conferences—the 
Eastern, Pennsylvania and Western, with about 7o ministers, 
too churches and roe members. The Canadian churches bad 
a good record, consummated in 1884 when they contributed 
8000 members and loo ministers to the United Methodist Church 
of the Dominion. In January :87o the first piece of real foreign 
missicnary work was begun at Fernando Po, followed in Decent. 
ber of the same year by the mission at Aliwal North on the 
Orange River in South Africa. This station is the centre of a 
polyglot circuit or district t so m. by so m., and there is a member. 
ship of 1731 and an efficient institution for training teachers 
evangelists and artisans. In Moo another South African mission 
was started, ultimately locating itself at Masbukulumbwe, and 
a few years later work was begun in Southern Nigeria. 

Since ins Primitive Methodism has been developing from a 
" Connexion " into a " Church," the designation employed since 
1902. At home a Union for Social Service was formed in awe, 
the natural outcome of Thomas Jackson's efforts for the hungry 
and distressed in Clapton and Whitechapel, and of similar work 
at St George's Hall, Southwark. Other significant episodes 
have been the Unification of the Fundso the Equalization of 
Districts and the reconstruction of Conference on a broader 
bath, the Ministers' Sustentation Fund ind the Church Eaten. 
don Fund, and the enlargement and reorganization of the college 
at Manchester. This undertaking owes much to the laterality 
of Sir William P. Hartley, whose name the college, which 
is a school of the Victoria University, now bears. The Christian 
Endeavour movement in Great Britain derives, perhaps, its 
greatest force from its Primitive Methodist members; and the 
appointment of central missions, consiexional evangelists and 
mission-vans, which tour the more sparsely populated Mal 
districts, witness to a continuance of the original spirit of the 
denomination, while the more cultured side is fostered by the 
Hartley lecture. In celebration of the centenary of the Church, 
a fund of fiso,000 was launched in 1907, and this was brought 
to a successful issue. Statistics for 1909 show 1178 ministers, 
i6,Ts8 local preachers, 212,08 members, 4484 chapels, M5,10 
Sunday scholars, 59,557  teachers. In the United States there 
were, in 406, nor church edifices and a total membership of 
7558. 

See H. B. Kendall. The &irk and History of the Friedley Naked. 
ist Chards (a vols., mph); and What hash God Wren* t l A Come-
nary Memorial of the P.M. Chard (1908). (A. J. G.) 

PRIMOGENITURE (Let. Miens, first, and paints, born, 
from glgaere, to bring forth), a term used to signify the preference 
in inheritance which is given by law, custom or image, to the 
eldest son and his issue, or in exceptional cases to the line of 
the eldest daughter. The practice is almost entirely confined 
to the United Kingdom, having been abolished by the various 
civil codes of the European states, and having been rejected 
in the United States as contrary to the spirit of the coutitution. 
The history of primogeniture is given in the article Somme" 
while the existing English law will be found in the articles Han; 
lintrrerrarece; Was, &c. But it may be briefly said here 
that the English law provided that in ordinary cams of inherit. 
ance to land of intestates the rule of primogeniture skill prevail 
among the male children of the person front whom descent 
is to be traced, but not among the females; and this principle 

applied throughout all the degrees of relationship. Tbat 
are exceptions to this rule, as in the cases of " gevellind " and 
" borough-English," and in the copyhold lands of a great number 
of manors, where customs analogous to those of gavelkind and 
borough-Englisb have existed from time immemorial. In 
another dem of exemptions the nit of primogadture is applied 
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to the bffientante Q remake, who usually take equal shares 
in each degree. The necessity for a sole succession has, for 
example, introduced succession by primogeniture among females 
in the case of the inheritance of the Crown, and a similar necessity 
led to the maxim of the feudal law that certain dignities and 
offices, castles acquired for the defence of the realm, and other 
inheritances under "the law of the sword," should not be 
divided, but should go to the eldest of the co-heiresses (Bretton, 
Dc Legibrr, ii. c. 76; Co. Litt., rev). There are also many other 
special customs by which the ordinary rule of primogeniture 
is varied. It may be remarked that the English law of inherit-
ance of land creates a double preference, subject to certain 
exceptions and customs, in favour of the, male over the female 
and of the first-born among the males. This necessitates the 
rule of representation by which the issue of children are regarded 
as standing in the places of their parents, called " representative 
primogeniture." The rule appears to have been firmly established 
in England during the reign of Henry IlL, though its application 
was favoured as early as the isth century throughout the 
numerous contests between brothers claiming by proximity 
of blood and their nephews claiming by representation, as in 
the case of King John and his nephew Prince Arthur (Glanvill, 
vii. C. 3; Bretton, De Legibus, ii. C. 30). 

See Pollock and Maitland, History of English Law; K. E Digby. 
Mutiny of the Law of Real Property: Sir H. Maine. Awned Law and 
Early History of lastitsatows: C. S. Kenny, Lam of Primogeniture 
in England. 

PRIMROSE.' The genus Primula contains numerous species 
distributed throughout the cooler parts of Europe and Asia, and 
found also on the mountains of Abyssinia and Java; a few are 
American. They are herbaceous perennials, with a permanent 
stock from which are emitted tufts of leaves and flower•stems 
which die down in winter; the new growths formed in autumn 
remains in a bud-like condition ready to develop in spring. They 
form the typical genus of Primulaceae (q.v.), the floral conforma-
tion of which is very interesting on several accounts independently 
of the beauty of the flowers. The variation in the length of 
the stamens and of the style in the flowers of Primula has 
attracted much attention since Charles Darwin pointed out 
the true significance of these varied arrangements. Briefly 
it may be said that some of the flowers have short stamens and 
a long style, while others have long stamens, or stamens inserted 
so high up that the anthers protrude beyond the corolla tube, 
and a short style. Gardeners and florists had for centuries been 
familiar with these variations, calling the flowers from which 
the anthers protruded " thrum-eyed " and those in which the 
stigma appeared in the mouth of the tube " pin-eyed." Darwin 
showed by experiment that the most perfect degree of fertility, 
as shown by the greatest number of seeds and the healthiest 
seedlings, was attained when the pollen from a short-stamened 
flower was transferred to the stigma of a short-styled flower, 
or when the pollen from the long stamens was applied to the long 
style. As in any given flower the stamens are short (or low 
down in the flower-tube) and the style long, or conversely, it 
follows that to ensure a high degree of fertility cross fertilization 
must occur, and this is effected by the transfer of the pollen 
from one flower to another by insects. Incomplete fertility arises 
when the stigma is impregnated by the pollen from the same 
flower. The size of the pollen-grains and the texture of the 
stigma are different in the two forms of flower (see figure under 
Pitilltaaetae). The discovery of the physiological significance 
of these variations in structure, which had long been noticed, 
was made by Darwin, and formed the first of a series of similar 
observations and experiments by himself and subsequent 
observers (see Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, &c.). Among 
British species may be mentioned the Common Primrose (P. 
wilo► s): the cowslip (P. saris); the true Odip (P. &War). a 
rare plant only found in the eastern counties; and the common 

Lat. prienda; Ital. and Span. primatfera; Fr. prisserhe, or in 
some provinces ortmerde. Strangely enough, the word was 
applied. according to Dr Prior. in the middle ages to the daisy (Bass 
posanis), the present usage Wag of comparatively recent. origin.  

oxlip, the flimem of which teeall tholes ci the =arm proms% 
but are provided with a supporting stem, as In the cowslip; 1 
is, in fact, a hybrid between the cowslip and the primrose. la 
addition to these two other species occur in Britain, tamely, 
P. farinosa, found in Wales, the north of England and southern 
Scotland, and P. seoliea, which occurs in Orkney and Caithness. 
These two species are found also in high Arctic latitude% 
and P. Prison, or a very closely allied form, adds in 
Fuegia. 

The Aar:cabs (q.v.) of the gardens is derived from P. Awricaia, 
a yellow-flowered species, a native of tbe Swiss mountain& ile 
Polyanthus (q.v.), a well-known garden race. is probably derived 
from a cross between the primrose and cowslip. The Himalayas 
are rich in species of primrose, often very difficult of determination 
or limitation, certain forms being 'Peculiar to particular valleys 
Of these P. dentieulata. Sssarsii, sikkiffunessis, seimais. Ilmrun• 
may be mentioned as frequently cultivated, as well as t.lse lovely 
rose-coloured species P. roses. 

The Royal Cowslip (P. imperialis) resembles P. jatiostiee, bat 
has leaves measuring t8 in. long by 5  in. wide. It grows at 
an elevation of (poop ft. is Java, and has deep yellow or mane 
flowers. 

The primrose is to be had in cultivation in a considerable variety 
of shades of colour, ranging from the palest yellow to deep crone= 
and blue. As the varieties do not reproduce trite true from seed. it 
is necessary to increase special kinds by division. The primrose is 
at its best en heavy soils in slight shade, and with plenty of moisture 
during the summer. 

One of the most popular of winter and early .  spring decorative
plants is the Chinese primrose. Primula sinensu, of which some 
superb strains have been obtained. For ordinary purposes yews 
plants are raised annually from seeds, sown about d, in M the beginamg 
of March, and again for succession in April and, if needeay. 
The seed should be sown in well-drained pots or pans. in a compost 
of three parts light loam, one part well-rotted leaf.-mould. and one 
part clean gritty sand, as it does not germinate freely if the awl 
contains stagnant moisture, afterwards placing a sheet of ghat 
over the pans to prevent evaporation of moisture. When the 
seeds germinate, remove the glass and place the pans is a sell. 
lighted position near the glass, shading them from the sus
thin white paper, and giving water moderately asrequired. lilies 
the seedlings are large enough to handle, prick them out ie pans 
or shallow boxes, and, as soon as they have made haves an och 
long, pot them singly in 3-in. pots. usarniiitthe soil a little Tones 
dung. They should then be placed in a frame wear the glass 
in an open situation, facing the north. When their pots are iW 
with roots they should be moved into 6-in. or 7-in. pins. The sal 
should now consist of three parts good loam broken with the bond 
one part rotten dung and leat-nowld, and as mods sand as WI 
keep the whole open. They should be potted firmly, and leapt 
in frames close up to the glass till September, excess in wuraatteersrugg 
being carefully avoided. In the autumn they should be tra ndemd  
to a light house and placed near the glass. the atmosphere being 
kept dry by the occasional of fire-beat. The night temperature 
should be kept about 45•. When the floweriag ...bueleagoestrois 

 up, manure water ow or e twice a week will -toe ' The 
semi-double varieties are increased from seeds, but the fulli 

 double ones, and any particular sort, can only be increased 
cuttings. Primula yaboonea. bold-growirm and very bewail 
Japanese plant, is barely in sheltered positions is Eaglets!. P. 
eortimendes. var. &Addis (Japan), of which there ant many lowly 
forms, is suitable for outdoor culture and under glass. There are 
several small-growing hardy species which should be accommodated 
on the best positions on rockeries where they are secure from es 
cessive dampness during winter: excess of moisture at that sessas 
is the worst enemy of the choice Alpine varieties. They are prow 
gated by seed and by division of the crowns after &wenn& P. 
Farrah* is a quite new orange-yellow flowered species front China 
as is also P. Baer. They are probably hardy—et least in favoured 
snots. 

Evening primrose belongs to the genus &asthma (natural order 
Onagracear). natives of temperate North and South America_ 
The common evening primrose. Ot. Messes, has become neraralued 
in Britain and elsewhere in Europe: the form or species known as 
var. grandotere or Or. Lainoeckieusa ism very showy plant with largo 
flowers than in the common form. Other species knows in modem 
are Os. seusenriessu (inarrocarps). 6 to is in.. which has stout 
trailing branches, lance-shaped leaves and large yellow himmorna: 
Or. taraxaelyeha. 6 to is in., which has a stout crown from which 
the trailing branches spring oat, and these bear very lame whims 
flowers changing to delicate COW: this perishes in cold mils and 
should therefore be raised from seed annually. Of erect habit 
are 0e. speciosa, t to a ft., with large white flowers; Pe frumume., 
2 to 3 ft. with abundant yellow flowers. 

The name of Cape Primrose hes bren given by some to the hybrid 
forms of Slreptecerprie. a South African gran. belnaging to 
natural ceder Gesneraceae. 
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MINIM LiVAIRIL TIM an orgildrlition for spreading 

Conservative principles amongst the British democracy. The 
primrose is associated with the name of Lord Beaconsfield (q.v.), 
as being preferred by him to other flowers. On a card armed 
to the wreath of primroses sent by Queen Victoria to be placed 
upon'his coffin was written in Her Majesty's own handwriting: 
' His favourite flowers: from Osborne: a tribute of affectionate 

regard from Queen Victoria." On the day of the unveiling of 
Lord Beaconsfield's statue all the members of the Conservative 
party in the Maumee( Commons were decorated with the primesse. 
A small group had for some time discussed the means for obtain-
ing for Conservative principles the support of the people. Sir 
H. D. Wolff therefore said to Lord Randolph Churchill, "Let 
us found a primrose league." The idea was accepted by several 
gentlemen in the habit of working together, and a meeting was 
held at the Carlton Club shortly afterwards, consisting Lord 
Randolph Osurchffl, Sir H. Drummond Wolff, Mr (afterwards 
Sir John) Goat, Mr Percy Mitford, Colonel Fred Burnaby and 
some others, to whom were subsequently added Mr Satchel! 
Hopkins, Mr J. B. Stone, Mr Rowlands and some Birmingham 
supporters of Colonel Fred Burnaby, who also wished to return 
Lord Randolph Churchill as a Conservative member for that 
city. These gentlemen were of great service is remodelling the 
original statutes first drawn up by Sir H. Drummond Wolff. 
The latter had for some years perceived the influence exercised 
in benefit societies by badges and titular appellations, and he 
farther endeavoured to devise some quaint phraseology which 
would be attractive to the working classes. The title of Knight 
Bubblier was taken from an office no longer existing in the 
Royal Household, and a regular gradation was instituted for 
the honorific titles and decorations assigned to members. This 
idea, though at first ridiculed, has been greatly developed since 
the foundation of the order; and new distinctions and decorations 
have been founded, also contributing to the attractions of the 
league. The League was partially copied from the organization 
of the Orange Society in Ireland. In lieu of calling the different 
subsidiary associations by the ordinary term " Lodges," the name 
was given of " Habitations," which could be constituted with 
thirteen members. Than were intended as a substitute for the 
paid canvassers, about to be abolished by Mr Gladstone's Reform 
BilL The prindpies of the League are bat explained in the 
declaration which every member is asked to sign: " I declare 
en my homer and faith that I all devote my bee ability 
to the mentenance of religion, of the estates of the realm, 
and of the imperial ascendancy of the Bdthh Empire; 
and that, consistently with my allegiance to the sovereign 
these realms, I will promote with discretion and fidelity the 
above objects, being three of the Primrose League." The 
motto was " Impariqm et libertas "; the seal, three primroses; 
and the badge, a monogram containing the letters PL, sur-
rounded by primroses. Many other badges and various articles 
of jewellery have since been designed, with this flower as an 
emblem. 

A small olbee was first taken on a second floor in Era= Sheet, 
Strand; but this had soon to be abandoned, as the dimensions 
of the Leave rapidly Increased. Ladles were generally included 
in the first organisation of the League, but subsequently 
separate Ladies' Brandt and Grand Council were formed. The 
founder of the Ladies' Grand Council was Lady Borthwick 
(afterwards Lady Glessesk), and the first meeting of the committee 
took place at her house in Piccadilly on the ad of March ens. 
The lades who formed the first committee were: Lady Borth-
wick, the dewsger-ducbas of Marlborough (first lady president), 
Lady VAmborne, Lady Randolph Churchill, Lady Darks 
Beresford, the dowageresarchioness of Waterford, Juba 
marchioness of Tweeddale, Jaffa countess of Jersey, Mrs (subse-
quently Lady) Madmen, Lady Dorothy Nevin, the Honourable 
Lady Campbell (later Lady Blythswood), the Honourable 
Mrs Armitage, Mn Bischolisbeim, Ilise Maeda NevM (the first 
secretary of the Ladies' Council). 

When the League had bonne a saxes, it was joined by Lord 
Salisbury and Sir Stafford Nankai% who were elected Grand 

Masters. Its numbers gradually increased to a marvellous 
ex 	as may be seen by the following figures:— 

Year. Knights. Dames. Associates. Total. Habita- 
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32,645 23,381 181,237 237.283 1200 
50,258 39.215 476.38a 565.8151 1724 
5-1.580  41.79 1  575.235 672.606 1877 
58,58o 46,216 705,832 850,228 1986 
60.795 48,796 801,261 950,852 2081 
63,235 50.973 887,1368 5,001,292 2543 
73.26o 64,9426 5456,473 1,336,639 2392 
87,233 8o,o38 5,883,746 2,033,059 2643 

See an ankle in the Albema le of January 1892, written by Miss 
Meresia Nevill; and the Primrose League Manual, published at the 
offices at Westminster. The latter publication is interesting as 
a history of the organization. (H. D. W.) 

PRIRULACEAR In botany, an order of Gamopetalous 
Dicotyledons belonging to the series Prin.  :Wales and containing 
28 genera with about 350 species. It is cosmopolitan in dis-
tribution, but the majority of the species are confined to the tem-
perate and colder parts of the northern hemisphere and many are 
arctic or alpine. Eight genera are represented in the British flora. 

The plants are herbs, sometimes annual as in pimpernel 
(A nagallis monis) (fig. r), but generally perennial as in Primula', 

WosIdlaa 	 3Illyebeeseds Zalleisdi d dbtob. by penal.. d Giddy 

FIG. I.—AM:itd:id anteSit (phoneme& 
1, Flowering branch. 	 3, Mule- 
2. A flower cut through longi- 	4, Seed. 

tudinally, showing the central 	2. 1. 4, Enlarged. 
placenta. 

where the plant persists by means of a sympodial rldsouse, or 
in Cydonia, by mesas of a tuber formed from the swollen 
hypocotyL The leaves form a radical rosette as in Prises:a 
(primrose, cowslip, &c.), or there is a well-developed aerial stem 
which is erect, as in species of Lysimachia, or creeping, as in 
Lysimackia Nummularia (creeping jenny or money-won). 
Hillonia (water violet) is a floating water plant with submerged 
leaves cut into fine linear segments. The leaves are generally 
simple, often with a toothed margin; their arrangement is 
alternate, opposite or whorled, all three forms occurring in one 
and the same genus Lysiniackia. The flowers are solitary in 
the leaf-axils as in pimpernel, money-wort, Ste., or umbelled as 
in primrose, where the umbel is sessile, and cowslip, where it is 
stalked, or in racemes or spikes as in species of Lysimackia. 
Each Sower is subtended by a bract, but there are no bracteoles, 
and corresponding wish the absence of the latter the two font 
developed sepals stand right and left (fig. r). 
The Bowers are hermaphrodite and regular with 
parts in fives (pentanserous) throughout, 
though exceptions from the pomaceous 
arrangement occur. The sepals are leafy and 
persistent; the corolla is generally divided into 
a longer or shorter tube and a limb which is FIG. S.  
spreading, as in primrose, or reamed, as in 	d  
Cyclamen; in Solianelia it la ben-shaped; in sem  
Lysinsachia the tube is often very short, the "a 
petals appearing almost free; in Gaut the petals are absent. 
The five stamens spring from the corolla-tube sad are 
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opposite to its, lobes; this anomalous position is generally 
explained by assuming that an outer whorl of stamens opposite 
the sepals has disappeared, though sometimes represented by scales as in Samolur and Soldanella. Another explanation is 
based on the late appearance of the petals in the floral develop-
meet and their origin from the backs of the primordia of the 
stamens; it is then assumed that three alternating whorls only 
Ire present, namely, sepals, stamens bearing petal-111e dorsal 
outgrowths, and carpels. The superior ovary—half-inferior 
in Samolas—bears a simple style ending in a capitate entire 
stigma, and contains a free-central placenta bearing generally 
a large number, of ovules, which are exceptional in the group 
Gamopetalae in having two integuments. The fruit is a capsule 
dehiscing by S  sometimes so teeth or valves, or sometimes 
transversely (a pyxidium) as in Assegais. 

Cross pollination is often favoured by dimorphism of the 
flower, as shown in species of Primula (fig. 3). The two forms 
have long and short styles repectively, the stamens occupying 
corresponding positions half-way down or at the mouth of the 
corolla-tube; the long-styled flowers have smaller pollen-grains, 
which correspond with smaller stigmatic papillae on the short 
styles. 

The order is divided into five tribes by chiraCters based on 
differences in position of the ovules—which are generally send-
anattopous so that the seed is peltate with the hilum in the centre 
on one aide (or ventral), but sometimes, as in Hottonia and 

Ohm Stramtres UAW 140041.) 
FIG. 3.—Priesekt sineissis. 

L, Long-styled flowers. 	P, Pollen grains, and N, stig- 
/C, Short-styled B 	

f 
flowers. 	 matic papillae of long-styled 

G, Style. 	 orm. 
S, Anthers. 	 a, Ditto of short-styled form. 

(P. N. P. a.) 

Samolus, anatropous with the hilum basal—together with the 
method of dehiscence of the capsule and the relative' position 
of the ovary. The chief British genera are Primula, including 
P. oulgesris, primrose, P. wris, cowslip, P. sailor, oxlip, and the 
small alpine species P. Prisms°, with mealy leaves; Lysimachia, 
loose strife,' ncluding L. Nummularia, money -wort; Anagallis, 
pimpernel; and HoUonia, water violet. 

PRIMIJLINE. a dye-stuff containing the thlazole ring system 
conjointly with a benzene ring. The primulines are to be 
considered as derivatives of dehydrothiotoluitline (aminoben-
zenyholuylmercaptan), which is obtained when para-tolui- 

Primuline. 
dine is bested with sulphur for eighteen hours at sfio-roo e  C. 
and then fort further six hours at 200-2 20°  C. (P. Jacobson, 
B22., 184 22, p. 33e; L. Gattermann, ibid. p. las). Dehy- 
drothiotoluidine is not itself a dye-stuff, but if the heating be 
carried out at a. higher temperature in the presence of more 
sulphur, then a base is formed, which gives priasuline-yellow 
on sulphonation (A. G. Green, !ours. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1888, 
s, p. sea). primuline-yellow is a mixture of sodiunt salts and 
probably (*stains ha the molecule at least three thiazole rings 

in combination. It is a substantive cotton dye of taffies 
fugitive shade, but can be diazotized on the fibre sad them 
developed with other components, so yielding a series of ingrain 
colours. 

Thioffavine T is obtained by the methylation of dehydro-
thiotoluidine with methyl akobol in the presence of hydrochloric 
acid (German Patent st738 (1NO)]. Thioilavine S results from 
the methylation of dehydrothiotoluidine sulphonic add. This 
sulphonic acid on oxidation with bleaching powder or with lead 
peroxide, in alkaline solution yields (Moronism yellow, which 
dyes cotton a beautiful yellow. 

PRIMUS. MARCUS ANTOKIUS, Roman general, was born 
at Tolosa in Gaul about A.D. eo-35. During the reign of Nero 
he was resident in Rome and a member of the senate, from which 
he was expelled for forgery in connexion with a will and was 
banished from the city. He was subsequently reinstated by 
Galba, and placed in command of the 7th legion in Pannoon. 
During the civil war he was one of Vespasian's strangest sup-
porters. Advancing into Italy, he gained a decisive victory 
over the. Vitelliansnt Bedriacum (or Betriacum) in October 60, 
and on the same day stormed and set fire to Cremona. He then 
crossed the Apennines, and made his way to Ronse,.into which 
he forced an entrance after considerable opposition. Vitellitts 
was seized and put to death. For a few days Primus was 
virtually ruler of Rome  and the senate bestowed upon him the 
rank and insignia of a consul. But pa the arrival of Licinius 
Mucianus he was not only obliged to surrender his authority, 
but was treated with such ignominy that he left Rome. Primus 
must have been alive during the reign of Domitiaa, since four 
epigrams of Martial are addressed to him. Incites descries 
him as brave in action, ready of speech, clever at bringing othem 
into odiuin, powerful in times of civil war and rebellion, greedy. 
extravagant, in peace a bad citizen, in war an ally Dot to be 
despised. 

See Tacitus, Histories, ii., ui, iv.; Dio Cassius Ism. 9-n. 

PRIMA, GIUSEPPE (17611-18t4), Italian statesmaa. He 
gave early proofs of rare talent, and after studying at the 
university of Pavia he passed as doctor of law in 574. He was 
a firm adherent of Napoleon Bonaparte, and when Engine 
Beauharnaia became viceroy of Italy, was appointed minister 
of finance. Genial in private life, he was harsh and unyielding 
in his official capacity; and his singular skill in devising fresh 
taxes to meet the enormous demands of Napoleon's 'ow-ranee' 
made him the best-bated man in Lombardy, the more no that, 
being a Piedmontese, he was regarded as a foreigner. The news 
of the emperor's forced abdication on the a ith of April s814 
reached Milan on the gals, and roused hopes of Independatce. 
The senate assembled on the zptb and Prina's party moved that 
delegates should be despatched to Vienna io request that Eugine 
Beauharnals should be raised to the throne of a free Italian 
kingdom. In spite of precautions this fact became public and 
provoked the formidable riot styled " The battle of the um-
brellas " that broke out the next day. A furious mob burst 
into the senate, pillaged its halls and sought everywhere for the 
execrated Prins. Not finding him there, the rioters rushed to 
his house, which they wrecked, and seizing the doomed minister. 
who was discovered in a remote chamber donning a disguise, dur-
ing four hours dragged him about the town, until wounded. 
mutilated, almost torn to pieces, he received his death-blow. 
The mob then insulted his miserable remains, stuffing stamped-
paper into his mouth. These honors were enacted by day, in 
a thoroughfare crowded with " respectable " citizens sheltered 
from the rain by umbrellas. The authorities were pension and 
although some courageous persons actually rescued the victim 
at an early stage and concealed him in a friendly house, the taco& 
thirsty mob soon discovered his refuge and were about to force 
an entrance, when the dying man surrendered to save his 
deliverer's property. The riots directly contributed to the 
re-establishment of Austrian rule in Milan. 

See M. Fabi. Milano of ii ministro Pries (Novara. sfeSsolg4 
Lemmi. La RASIGNIOSiONC senriata a Milano ad taro ( 
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ism): tigo Fuscolo, Akin, pewit bores affaJiae li reps e leslin 
The story of the murder of Peen forms the au ixt of • play by 
G. Rosetta. entitled Principle di soca°. 

MICR (Lat. primps, from primes eapie," I an, the int to 
take "; Ital. prime*, Fr. prince), $ title implying either political 
power or 'odd rank. The Latin word prince's originally 
signified " the first " either In place or action (d. Gee. Perri; 

feristo ■ Eitglbb " first "). As ass. honorary title it was 
applied in the Roman republic to the prince's senotess, i.e. the 
senator who stood first an the censor's list, and the primps 
imago*, i.e. the first on the roll of the equestrian order. The 
assumption of the style of prise* seneisis by Augusta. (qtr.) 
first associated the word with the Idea of sovereignty and 
dominion, but throughout the period of the empire it is still used 
as • title of cereals civil or military officials (e. f. primps efficii, 
for the chief official of a provincial governor, in the Thew:beim 
code, leg. I., De elk. rect. pro. I. 7; primps wifitiee, i e. the 
commander of a cohort or legion); while in the middle ages the 
term is still applied vaguely In charters to the magnates of 
the state or the high officials of the palace, principal being 
treated as the equivalent of pecan, eprimoter or sersieros Yet 
the idea of sovereignty as implied in the word prbeepe, used as 
a title Tether than u a designation, survived strongly. In the 
Visigothic and Lombard cedes prince's Is the equivalent of 
re: or feeperuter; and when, after the overthrow of the Lombard 
kingdom by the Franks, Arichis II. (d. sib) of Beneventenn 
wished to assert his independent sovereignty, be had hissed( 
anointed and crowned, and exchanged his style of duke for that 
of prince. 

From Italy the use of the title spread--first, with the Crusaders, 
to the Holy Land, where Bohemund, on of Tanned, took the 
style of prince of Antioch; next, with the Latin conquerors, into 
the East Roman Empire, where in rsos Wffibm de Chemplette, 
a cadet of the house of Champagne, founded the principality 
of Admit and the Mores. This example was followed by lesser 
magnates, who styled themselves loosely, or were so styled by 
the chroniclers, " princes," eves though they had Ru le dabs 

Free.. 
to independent sovereignty. From the East the 
fashion was carried bad" to France; but there the 

erection of certain fiefs IMO " prinapalkies," which became 
common in the,nth and nob centuries, certainly implied no 
concession of independent sovereignty. and the title of " (since" 
thus bestowed ranked below that of "duke," being sometimes 
borne by cadet branches of decal homes, e.g. the princes of Leon 
and of Soubise. cadets of the house of Robin. On the other 
hand, the title of " prince " was borne from the time of Charles 
VII. or Louis XI. by the sons of the royal home, eneelkd • primers 
of the blood" (princes is use), who took precedence in doe 
order after the king. To these were added, from the time of 
Louis XIV., the primes lisiiinek, recognised basun% of the 
sovereign, who ranked next after the princes of the blood. Thus, 
e s. the princes of Condi, Conti and Lamballe owed their malted 
precedence, not to their principalities, but to their royal descent. 

In Germany, Austria and other countries formerly embraced 
in the Holy Roman Empire the title of " prince " has had a some- 

what difkrent history. During the first period of 
aerineer. the empire, the " princes " were the whole body of 
the Winans who took funk Den to the emperor. In the trth 
century, with the (towns of feudalism, all feudatories holding 
in chief of the Crown ranked as " princes," from dukes to simple 
counts, together with archbishops, bishops and the abbots of 
monasteries held directly of the emptier. none& She end cd 
the a etla century, bestrew the order of princes (Perstenstanib 
was narrowed to the more important spiritual and teMperal 
fendatorint who bad a right to a seat in the diet of the emplie 
in the • college of princes " (Plirstasionk) Finally. is the 
astb century, seven of the most peweed of these separated 
themselves Ito a college which obtained the sok right of electing 
the emperor. These were called " prince electors " ( KerfresInd, 
and formed the highest rank of the German princes (see nitrite). 
The formal designation of " primer " (Pero') was, however. 
atintaelp rase in Getumay is she middk min Enemies ses 

the princes of Mecidenbseg 	 I., prides ol the Holy 
Romanilibnpire in s e so) and Rugen, the latter title now belonging 
to the kings of Prussia. In the esti' century some ball-doses 
more principalities were created, of which that of Schetarzburgl. 
Sondershausen been) survives as a sovereign house. The s8th 
century increased their number, and et the princely houses of this 
period those of Schwarsburg•Rudolstadt (r ;so), Waldeck (iris) 
and Roan, elder branch (5 778), have preseeved their sovereignty. 
Of the other sovereign " princes " in Germany, Reim, cadet 
branch, obtained the title in sack, Schaumburg-Lippe is Leo). 
Outside the German Empire the piece of Liechtenstein, whose 
title dates from 164 still remains sovereign. 

Thus, in Germany, with the decay of the empire the title 
"prince" received a sovereign connotation, though it ranks, 
es in France, below that of " duke." There are, however, is 
the countries fanner* embraced In the Holy Roman Empire 
other dames of " princes." Same of these inherit titles, sovereign 
under the old empire, but "''-Ile'" during the years of 
its collapse at the beginning of the loth century, e.g. Thum and 
Taxis (i695), Holserdehe Web), Leiniagen ([7791;  others 
strived the title of ' pcince " immediately before or after the 
end of the empire as " cosapemstion " foe ceded territories, 
e.g. Metteenicia-Whinebum (slog). Besides these mediatised 
primes, who transmit their titles and their privilege of " royal " 
blood to all their legitimate deonadants, there are ado in Austria 
and Germany " pelmets," created by the various German 
sovereigns, and some dating born the period of the old empire, 
who take a lower rank, as not being " princes of the Hob Roman 
Emphe " not entitled to any royal privileges. Some et these 
titles have been bestowed to give a recognised rank to the 
morganatic wives and children of royal pieces, e4., the princes 
of Denenberg, or the title of " princes " of Hobenberg borne by 
the consort of the Archduke Francis Ferdinand d'Este; others 
as a reward foe dbtingaished service, e.g. Hazdenberg, Difichei, 
Bismarck. In this latter cue the rule of primogeniture has 
been usual, the younger sons taking the title of "count (Graf). 
These non-royal princes are ranked in the Ainanach ele GaAs 
with British and French dabs and Italian pions. All these 
various dames of princes are styled Feint and have the medicate 
" Serum Highness " (Thereidancid). The word Pries, actually 
synonymous with First, is reserved as the titled the noweeignieg 
members of sovereign bosses and, with certain eacepticins (eg. 
Bavaria), for the cadets of mediatised decal and princely beaks 
The heir to a throne is" awn prince " (ICreapries), " hereditary 
greed duke " (Erigressiseseg) err" hereditary prince " ( iiropriso* 
The heir to the crown of Prussia, when Not the son of the dienardt 
Ines the title of " prime of Prude " (Prins non Penmen): 1 

In Italy the the " prince " (yriscipe) is also of very unequal 
value. In Naples, following the precedent set by Arichis 
" mach electing the glory of a greater awe than 

who duke," it ranked above that of duke. In other parts 
of Italy the heads of pest families sometimes heir thr tide 

• prince," e.g. Prince Cenini, duke el Cuigliaao; sometime 
that of " duke," e.g. the Ceetani, princes of Team, *bole chief b 
styled " duke of Sennosett," the title of " prince of Teens " being 
borne by Healed sem The tkleof " peince et Naples "isatoiched 
to the ids[ son of the king of Italy. Me =emirs tonitipli-
cubs of the this has traded to deprive it of such social *bre in 
itself, and under the democratic coastitstion of Italy it cubes 
make power am psecedenee. 

" Prince " is also the traulation of the Remiss this /owes, 
though whip flys the style of the Imperial princes, is rendered 
"grand duke." Some of the Russian, or 
Hamden, prised, fandiks are 41 greet importance— 
not beCaartoryskintheSwinkspolk.Cretwestynelds,arthe Russian 
• 

I not may or may not be a sovereign or territorial tine. but It 
is only borne by the head dthe family, e.g. Heinrich XIV., mew- 
render AIM tenpin prime) von Reamer Aim Diseseck. Penn 
awn's WOW' kladuwinis 84. Pears Heinrich XLV. Resew The 
title Prim mai Penmen, therefore, excludes any idea of territorial 
:r  prince i icsir:ittri:ty.:szterex.sthe coigectimitC iserrplandrendTaLoef taetia 1 l:4. 

woedd 
be Paestum Wok& 
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breach of the Imboadrskis. But, in general, though the title 
" prince" implies descent from one or other of the ruling 
dynasties of Russia, it is in itself of little account, being exceed-
ingly common owing to its being borne by every member of 
the family. The meditate of " Serene Highness," though borne 
by certain magnates who were princes before they became 
Russians--as In the case of the families mentioned above—is 
not attached to the Russian title of "prince." In some cases, 
however, it is conferred with the tide by imperial. warrant (e.g. 
Lievea, ift26). 

The title of " prince "is also borne by the descendants of those 
Greek Phanariot families (see PIGNALIOIS), e.g. Idavrocordato, 

Ypsilanti, South; who formerly supplied hospodars Summi to the Turkish peincipelities on the Danube. In 
the Ottoman Empire the rulers appointed to the quasi-inde. 
pendent Christian communities subject to it have usually been 
designated " mince, " and the title has thus come to signify in 
connexion with the Eastern Question a sovereignty mote or less 
subordinate. As such it was rejected on behalf of the Bavarian 
prince Otho, when he accepted the throne of Greece, in favour 
of that of " king. " On the other hand, the substitution, in 
Alp, In Montenegro of the title of " prince and lord " (kayos i 
gespelar) for the ancient title of sladika (archbishop) certainly 
magma  implied no such subordination. The only other 

instance in Europe of " prince " as a completely 
sovereign title is that of the prince of Monaco, the formal style 
been, been adopted by the Grimaldi lords in dial. 

In Great Britain " prince " and " princess " as titles are 
confined to members of the royal family, though non-royal dukes 
meat are so described in their formal style (see Does). 
Strata 

 
Not is this use of great antiquity; the custom of 
giving the courtesy title of " prince " to all male 

descendants of the severely to the third and fourth generation 
being of modern growth and quite foreign to English traditions. 
It was not till the reign of Henry VU. that the king's sons began 
to be styled " princes "; and as late as the time of Charles IL, 
the daughters of the duke of York, both of whom became queens 
regent, were called simply the lady Mary and the lady Anne. 
The title of " princess royal, " bestowed on the eldest daughter 
of the sovereign was borrowed by King George 11. from Prussia. 
Until recent years the title " prince " was never conferred on 
anybody except the heir-apparent to the Crown, and his princi-
pality is a peerage. Since the reign of Edward III. the eldest 
sons of the kings and queens of England have always been dukes 
of Cornwall by birth, and, with a few exceptions, princes of 
Wales by creation. Before that Edward I. had conferred the 
principality on his eldest son, afterwards Edward II., who was 
summened to and sat in parliament as prince of Wales. But 

Edward the Black Prince was the original grantee 
man 1"1"."' of the principality as well as of the dukedom, under 

the "pedal limitation which have continued in 
force to the present day. The entail of the former was " to 
him and his heirs the kings of England " and of the latter " to 
him and his heirs the first-begotten sons of the kings of England. " 
Hence when a prince of Wales and duke of Cornwall succeeds 
to the throne the principality in all cases merges at once in the 
Crown, and can have no separate existence again except under 
a freak creation, while the dukedom, If be bas a son, descends 
immediately to bins, or remains in abeyance until be has a son 
if one is not already born. lf, however, a prince of Wales and 
duke of Comma should die in the lifetime of the sovereign. 
leaving a son and heir, both dignities are extinguished, because 
his son, although be is his heir, is neither a king of England 
nor the fine-begotten sots of a king of England. But, if instead 
of a son he should leave a brother his heir, then—es was 
decided In the reign of James I. on the death of Henry, prince 
of Wales, whose heir was his brother Charles, duke of York— 
the dukedom of Cornwall would psis to him as the first-begotten 
son of the king of England then alive, the principality of Wales 
alone becoming merged In the Crown. It has thus occasionally 
happened that the dukes of Cornwall have not been princes of 
Wales, as Henry VI. and Edward VL, and that the princes 

of Wales have not been dukes of Cornwall, as inlaid IL and 
George IIL 

But even now the cadets of the reigning family as only by 
royal interveution legally be saved from merging, as of old, is 
the general untitled mass of the people. The children of the 
sovereign other than his eldest son, though by counasy 
" princes " and " princesses, " need a royal warrant to rake 
them do jure above the common herd; and even thee, though 
they be dubbed " Royal Highness " in their cradles, they engin 
" commoners " till raised to the peerage. In isles king 
Edward VIL established what appears to be a new precedent, 
by conferring the titles of "princess" and "highness" upon the 
daughters of the princess Louise, duchess of Fife, created 

princess royaL " 
This use of the word " prince "—which has in England so lofty 

a connotation—to translate foreign titles of such varying impels 
lance and significance naturally leads toe good deal of wahine 
in the public mind. It is not uncommon in English society to 
see, e.g. a Russian prince, who may been!),  the cadet of a fandy 
not included in the Altaamach in Goska.given precedence as such 
over the untitled members of a great English ducal family, 
and treated with some of that exaggerated deference paid to 
" royalty. " On the other hand, the insular complacency cd 
many Englishmen is apt to regard all German princes with a 
certain contempt, whereas the title is in Germany sometimes 
associated with sovereign power, sometimes with vast terrine's' 
possessions, and always with high social position. 

See, Du Can't, Clossatima. s.v. " Princepa," ed. G. A. L. Henected 
(Niort. 1882); John Selden, Toile, of Honour (London. OM 
Alastinads d. Gotha (1906); H. Schulae, Die Hass:miss der new• 
roam dents ,hew Farsteskaaser (I vols., Jena, 1862-188,3)• H. 
Rehm, Modems Fursintreat (Munich, 1904). (W. A. O.) 

PRINCE EDWARD SUED, a province of the Dominion of 
Canada, lies between es° sfi' and 47°  7' N. and 6e and ne 
rs' W. The underlying geological formation is Permian, though 
outliers of Triassic rock occur. The coal seams supposed to 
underlie the Permian formation are apparently too deep down 
to be of practical value. The rocks consist of soft red micaceous 
sandstone and slides, with interstratified but irregular beds of 
brownish-red conglomerates containing pebbles of white quarts 
and other rocks. There are also beds of hard dark-red sandstone 
with the shales. Bands of moderately hard reddish-brow 
conglomerate, the pebbles being of red shale and containing 
white calcite, are seen at many points; and then greenish-grey 
irregular patches occur in the red bads, due to the bleaching out 
of the red colours by the action of the organic matter of Wants. 
Fossil plants are abundant at many places. Beds of peat, deem 
of drifted sena, alluvial clays and mussel mud occur in and 
near the creeks and bays. 

Physical Feesees.—Tbe Wand lies in a great 110211•CiffMkg 
bay of the Gulf of St Lawrence, which extends from Paint 
Mime in New Brunswick to Cape North in Cape linden. From 
the mainland it is separated by Northumberland Steak. which 
varies from q to 30 miles in width. It is extremely irregent In 
shape, and deep inlets and tidal streams almost divide It inns 
three approximately equal parts; from the bead of Hillsborough 
river on the south to Savage Harbour on the north is only one 
and a half miles, while at high tide the distance between the 
heads of the streams which fall into Bedeque and Richmond 
Bays is even less. North of Summerside the land nowhere rises 
more than 173 ft. above sea-level; but between Sumenernle and 
Charlottetown, especially near north Wiltshire, is a ridge of Salk, 
running from north to south and rising to a height of needy 
goo ft. From Charlottetown eastwards the land is low and 
level. The north shore, facing the gulf, is along series of beeches 
of fine sand, and is a favourite resort in summer. On the sooth, 
low cliffs of crumbling red sandstone face the strait. The climate 
is healthy. and though bracing, milder than that of tIsetesishbour• 
leg mainland. Fogs are much less common than in either Now 
Brunswick or Nova Scotia. 

Area and Poptskrion.—The greatest length 01 the island Is 
ass a, its greatest breadth 34 a., its total arses *184 eq. 
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The population In 5901  was •os,sejo, having sunk from small 
In 1891. It is thus mach the most densely populated morns* 
la Canada, these being neatly fifty-two parsons to the sq. s. 
Though very large families se not so common as in the madam 
of Quebec, the apiculturel character of the population makes 
the average number of persons to a family peace (S•p)  than in 
any other province. As in all the maritime province, there 
is a steady immigration to the Canadian West and to the limited 
States. The palmation is mainly of British descent, but also 
comprises ascendants of the French Acadian and of the 
Ansel= loyalists. About son Wiens of the Mk-Mac tribe 
remain, and have slightly Screwed in .umbers awe rap. In 
soon the origin  of the Petals wee: Scots. 41.753' English. MAO; 
Irish, asps; Franck :3,867; all other satiosalities, sees. The 
principal religious denominations and the number of their 
adherents were as follows: Church of Rom. 43496 ; FewarY• 
tams. 30,79% Methodists, z3,4os; Anglican, 5976; Baptists, 
59o& The Irish and French are almost entirely Roman Catholic, 
the Scots about two-dads Presbyterian and one third Roman 
Catholic. Jurisdiction over the Catholics is held by the bishop 
of C.hselettetown, and over the Anglicans by the bishop of Nova 
Scotia. The Presbyterians km part al the synod of the 
Harkins Provinces. 

Adasisisirmien,Ers.—Five membees of the Howe at Cantata* 
and four senators are sent to the federal legislature. At Its 
easy into federation in 1873, the number of asembess was Ix, 
and the roductien to five in sees was bitterly dammed. The 
local sacrament now consists of a neutesant-governix and of 
a legislative assembly. This conducts not only the general 
affairs of the province. but most et those of the towns end villages; 
legal provision bas, however, been made for the establishment of 
a municipal system, sad Charlottetown and Siunmerside are 
incorporated reunicipalitia though with pones. of sell-govern-
meat much more limited than those of any other inarpoested 
Canadian towns. The provincial revenues, which tend to prove 
inadequate, are largely made up of the subsidy paid by the federal 
government, though them are numerous taxes, which bear 
heavily on the small industrial population. But for the increase 
in teo7 of the federal subsidy, financial ezinescies might have 
forced the adoption of direct mutioo, in spite of kb unpopularity 
among the farmers. 

Estuaries—Primary education is the province has been given 
free since tilp. Since 1877 it bas bees under the control of a 
minister of education with a seat is the peovincial cabinet. 
At Charlottetown is the Prince of Wales Carp, really a rather 
advanced secendarY school, with which is affiliated the Normal 
School. St Dunstan's College, another advanced high school 
in Charlottetown, is under Roman Catholic control. Advanced 
university education is not given in the provisos. Attendance 
at the primary schools is by law compulsory. but the exigencies 
of a farming populatios and the lack of adequate somas of 
essforcemeht render the law inoperative. Tim 'Sada of the 
teachers are, as a rule, low, and the school buildings cheerless 
and 

Agricatiera—Tbe soil, an open sandy loam, deep red in 
cdour, which was slightly exhausted at the begioning of the 
century by repeated crops of meals, ion bees renewed by the 
application of mussel mud dredged from the bays sad tidal 
stream. All the staple so ca are grows—especially eats, 
potatoes and turnips. Wheat is raised only for local osominqe 
lion. Cattle and helm *aria, la the last yews et the 19th 
century the introduction et ovoperatiou gave a pest impetus 
to the manufacture of butter and acme. The first cheese factory 
was opened is s 8to I, and the first cameo in r 804. Of over 15.0e0 
arum all. save about at" own their own farms, and as in 
Nearly all cases well-to-do. Large quantities of animal and 
vegetable Sod, amounting to about coo-half of the total product, 
see exported. chiefly to Caps Bates, Newfoundland, and the 
New England state. Fruit is raised less extensively than is 
Nova Softie, but enough is grown to supply the local market, 
sod apples of good quality are exported. 

faheriesr—Tbousa smaller in alum than thole of say other 

sea-barn province, the Wades of Pdocte Edward Island are, 
in proportion to the total population, extremely productive. 
Of the catch of about isms" Waters, mast of which set 
canned,are worth about feo,000, andoystesseso,00s in the limes 
case about half the total value of the catch of the Doodahs 
which is compelled to import largely Hoes as United States. 
There are signs at the approaching exhaustion of the oyster beds, 
but no adequate remedy or new source et supply his been Mead. 
Herring, cod, mackerel and smelts am also caught in largo 
quantities is the coast waters. 

016. /nautriss.—Abort one-third el the province is covered 
with birch, beech, maple, pies spruces cedar sad other woods, 
but though a little lumber is emotes& the indestry is declining. 
The building of wooden skips, • desalting tads till about 2884 
is now almost enact. The pecking d peek and of lobelia is 
actively ppursued sear Charloustows, and email factories have 
been est.Wittsd for the manufacture of boots sod shoes, tobacco, 
condensed mak, le... but the pea bulk et the senselactuced 
goods used are imported trees the ether Foulness. 

Cometwastions.—The Prince Edward Island brooch of the 
Intarcoloolel railway, owned and waded by the federal govern-
ment, runs boa Souris in the east to roguish in the sorth-west, 
with branches to Georgetown, Murray Harbour, Charlottetown 
and Cape Traverse. Good wagon roads intersect each other 
everywhere, and nearly all the villages and cousin,  districts 
are connected by telephom During sprig, ensues and autumn 
Charlottetown has duly communication with Tatou in Nova 
Scotia end Shako in New Brunswick, and a frequent service 
to other poets is Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and ifsemehusette. 
The barker el Charlottetown and the Northumberland Straits 
ass closed by ice from about the middle of December to the 
beginning of April, alter which there is s service by specially 
constructed ice-braking hosts beams Gamesmen and Picas 
The ice is often tee thick to makes repair Navies possible, and 
the island has loss agitated foe federal coast:wedge of a railway 
tunnel between Cape Traverse in Prince Edward Island ad the 
neighbouring shoes et New Brunswick, 9 Is distant- 

idiom—Jacques Cartier sighted Prince Edward Island on 
his first voyage in June s em, but mistook it for pert of the main-
land. Succeediog voyagers discovered kis mistake, and toward 
the end of the 16th century it was called Isle St Jesa, which 
name it retained till 1798, when it was gives its present name 
out of ectoplasm to the duke of Rant, at that time commanding 
the British forces in North America. In trigs Champlain took 
possession of it for France, and is 1663 It was panted by the 
company of New France to Captain Doublet, an officer in the 
navy whose failure to make permaaeot settlements soon brought 
about the lees of his grass Little attention was paid to the 
island until after the Peso* et Utrecht, when the French made 
efforts to colonise it. In 1710 it was granted, en jam allest sob's, 
to the count of St Pierre, who Wed to establish fisheries and a 
trading coropsey. Its spent large sums on his enterryesere, but 
the scheme proved unsuccessful and his grant was revoked. 
la 17$8, NOD alter the capture of Lotabourg, Isle St Jan was 
occupied by a British ism under Lord Reno (see Annual 
Resister, 758). Its population at this time numbered about 
sm, mods a military governor with his headquarters at Peet 
la Joie (Charlottetows). After its filial cession to Great Britain 
is t763 it was placed under the adosinisuation of Noes Scotia, 
but later was made a separate government, its first parliament 
meeting is 1 773. 

In s764--t 765 it was surveyed, awl most ot the mesa names 
given; in s767 it was divided into townships of about so,ocio 
acres each, grants of which MA made to individuals with daises 
on the government. They ma to pay a small sum as quit 
mots. sad the coodisions imposed provided for the entabliamos 
of chordhes and wharves and bomide settlement. On these 
term practically the whole Wand was granted away iss thigh 
day. The was in most cases masse sper'atmrs, end 
the lands fell into the bands of a huge number of seemelehots. 
A continual agitation against the absentees was kept up by the 
osuica ►  who ash* Massed in numbers. Duran the wig 
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sigh century many Scottish Immigrants settled in the island. A 
commission appointed in 1860 advised the compuhory purchase 
of the lands, and their sale in aminler holdings to genuine settlers, 
but a bill passed with this intent was disallowed by the imperial 
authorities. 

In r864 a conference to consider the question of maritime 
union met at Charlottetown. The visit of delegates from Canada 
widened it into a general conference on federation, from which 
sprang the Dominion of Canada. Prince Edward Island's local 
patriotism forced its representative to withdraw from the later 
conferences, but the abrogation in r866 by the United States 
of the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854, froancial difficulties connected 
with the building of as island railway, and the offer of better 
terms by the Dominion government, brought it into federation 
in 1873. A bill on the lines of that formerly disallowed was soon 
afterwards passed, and the land difficulty was finally settled. 
Since then the main political issues have been the quarrel with 
the federal government over the construction of a tunnel and 
the control of the liquor traffic, which has been prohibited but 
by no means suppressed. 

Atrrnoarnss.—Sir J. W. Dawson, Acadian Guise 0890; 
Report of Dr R. W. Ells, Geological Survey (1882-1884); Report 
of R. Chalmers, Geological Survey (tew); Rev. G. Sutherland, 
Manual I:blistery of Prince Edward Mosel (1861); D. Campbell, 
History o Prince Edward Island (t81): 8.S. pectal Reports on Utica. 
timed S vol. (London, 19o1 ; articles in J. C. Hopkhufa 
Canada, as Encyclopaedia (Toronto, 1 	t000). 	(W. L. G.) 

PRINCES' WANDS (anc. Dwayne* Byzantine, Pepadentsia; 
Turkish, !Civil Adak,. or " Red Islands," from the ruddy colour 
of the rocks), a duster of nine islands in the Sea of Marmora, 
forming a case of the prefecture of Constantinople. They figure 
in Byzantine history chiefly as places of banishment. A convent 
in Prinkipo (now a mass of ruins at the spot called Menaces) 
was a place of exile for the empresses Irene, Euphrosyne, Zoe 
and Anna Dolassena. Antigone was the prison of the patriarch 
Methodius, and its chapel is said to have been built by the 
empress Theodora. In Khaki the monastery of the Theotokes 
(originally of St John), which since 1831 has been a Greek 
commercial School, was probably founded by John VI. or VII. 
Palaeologus, was rebuilt about 168o, and again in the rilth 
century by Alexander Ypsilanti, homodar of Moldavia. Close 
beside It is the tomb of Edward Barton, second English 
ambassador to the Porte. Hagia Tries (a school of theology 
since ,844) was rebuilt by the patriarch Metrophanes. On Prote 
Were the monasteries to which Hardener (Philippicus), Michael I. 
Rhangabes, Romanus I., Lecapenus and Romanus IV. Diogenes 
were banished. The islands are a favourite summer resort; four 
are inhabited and noted for the mildness and salubrity of their 
climate. Prinldpe (Pitystsa), altitude ass ft.; Rhalki (Chats-ills; 
Turkish IMMO, 445 ft.; Prote (Turkish Kasai), 375 ft.; and 
Antigone (Panormus; Turkish Barges Adesi), soo ft. The 
buildings on all the islands were injured by the earthquake of 
0394, especially the naval college, and monastery of St George 
on Rhalki, and the monastery of Christ on Prinkipo. The 
population is about roses), half being Greek. Rhalki contains 
an Ottoman naval school and Greek theological and commercial 
colleges. 

See G. Scfriambow, Les hes des Princes (Paris, 1884); A. Gripe-
bath, Rawlins rod rona (Gatti:wen 0139). 

PRINCETON, a city and the county-seat of Gibson county, 
Indiana, U.S.A., about 27 m. N. of Evansville. Pop. (1900), 
6041, 628 being of negro descent and toil foreign-born; (1970) 
6443. It is wend by the Evansville & Terre Haute and the 
Southern railways (the latter of which has shops here), and by 
the Evansville & Southern Indiana traction line (electric). It 
has a considerable trade hi oil and coal and in the agelcultand 
products of the surrounding region, and has various manufactures. 
Princeton was first settled in 11114, and was chartered as a city 
In 1884. 

PHI1101111/11, a borough of Meter county, New Jersey, on 
Stony Brook, and the Delaware & Raritan canal. 49 m. S.W. 
of New York City. Pop.  (tenS)  6029; (1970) s136. Princeton 
in served by the Peanstironia named, and by twe electric lbws  

to Trenton (se m.), passing through Lawrenceville (Is Lswitencd 
township; until Aro called Maidenhead; pop., asses in tone), 
the seat of the Lawrenceville school (0183), for boys, which was 
endowed by the residuary legatees of John Cleve Green (deo-
0175), and Is probably the tint endowed secondary school for 
boys In the Middle States. 

Princeton is situated are ft. above sea-level, and the county 
to the east, north and west is rocky and hilly. The borough 
is the seat of Princeton University (q.v.), and of " The Theo-
logical Seminary oldie Presbyterian Church in the United States 
of America," commonly known as Princeton Theological Semi-
nary, which was opened In Ohs, and was chartered in an. 
The seminary was for one year under the sole care of Archibald 
Alexander (q.v.), and among its teachers and representative 
theologians have been Samuel Miller (1769-185o), who was 
professor of ecclesiastical history and church government here 
(1813-1849), Charles Hodge, Joseph Addison Alexander and 
Jame Waddel Alexander, William Henry Green, Archibald 
Alexander Hodge, Francis L. Patton,wbo beating president in roes 
and Benjamin B. Warfield (b. nip), professor of didactic and 
polemic theology from 1887. Under such leaden Princeton 
theology has been distinctly conservative, supporting the old 
standards of the Westminster Confession and Catechisms. The 
seminary is well endowed, so that there is no charge for tuition 
or rOom rent; among its principal benefactors were James Lenox 
(i800-1880), Robert Leighton Stuart (i8o6-1882), his widow 
and his brother Alexander (1810-2879), John Cleve Green, men-
tioned above, and Mrs Mary J. Winthrop (d. coos). • It has a 
fine campus south-west of the business centre of the borough; 
in the Lenox Library and the Lenox Reference Library, built 
in 0143 and 1879 respectively, and gifts of James Lenoir, there 
were 112,20o bound volumes and 31,500 pamphlets In 1909; 
Stuart Hall (1876) contains lecture-rooms; Miller Chapel is the 
place of worship; and the three dormitories are Alexander Hail 
(the" Old Seminary "), first used for this purpose in silty, Brown 
Hall, built In 1864-1865, and Hodge Hall (1893). In timer 
1909 the faculty numbered t6 and the students 153, of whom 
8 were fellows and-17 graduate students. 

Princeton became in 1897 the home of Grover Cleveland, whe 
died there; and from 1898 until his death it was the residence 
of Laurence Hutton (1843-1904), a well-known writer on the 
history of the stage. Besides Its fine residences and buildings 
of the seminary and of the university, the only notable buildings►  
are the handsome Priaceton Inn, about midway between the 
campus of the university and that of the seminary, and " Sior-
yen," the homestead of the Stockton, built In the first decade 
of the tilth century. In the Princeton Cemetery are buried 
presidents and professors of the university. 

The first settlers were the companions of Richard Stockton, 
the grandfather of Richard Stockton, signer of the Declaration 
of Independence. The removal hither in 1756 from Newark 
of the College of New Jersey, later Princeton University, gave 
the place ha first educational prominence. At the throe of the 
War of Independence town and gown were both strongly 
patriotic. The first state legielature of New Jersey met here 
on the 27th of August 1776; and in Nassau Hall, the first of the 
college buildings, erected hi *754-1756, which Ms then the largest 
edifice in the colonies, the Continental Congress at from the 
30th of Jtme to the 4th of November 1783. and on the ant of 
October Congress received the news of the signature of the 
definitive treaty of peace with Great Britain. After the battle 
of Trenton Cornwallis's troops were hinded to that place, three 
regiments and three companies of light-hone being Is* at Prince-
ton when the main body, on the and of January silty, passed 
through. Washington, unable to retreat or to meet the British 
attack, turned Comwallis's We flank and advanced on the 
weak garrison at Princeton. On the srd a force under Gem. 
Hugh Mater (e. 1720-1777), ordered to destroy the Stony Brook 
bridge, and so cut off escape to Trenton, met two of the three 
regimen teied by Lient,Colonel Charles Mawhood Ant the bridge. 
and, though doing great execution with its rifles at a distance, 
Ins titablet being unequipped with bayonets, to bold its rand 
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Jun hand-to•bend fighting, and fled-through an orchard, leaviu 
Mertes there mortally wounded; he died on the lath is a farm-
house (still standing) on the battlefield. Washington's main 
army now came to the assistance of the retreating Americus, 
and forced the retreat of the other British regiments (the 55th 
and loth) to Princeton, where thepeither surrendered or lied 
towards New Brunswick. The British losses were heavy and 
the Amnions lost many officers. The bridge was destroyed 
by the American troops just before the approach of General 
Alexander Leslie (c. 174*-179e) with reinforcements from Cora-
wallis. Washington's flank movement at Trenton and his engage-
ment with the British at Pdaceton made necessary the withdrawal 
of the British from West Jersey. In the autumn of s783 Wash-
ington, summoned to Princeton by Congress, then in session 
there, made his headquarters at Rocky Hill, about • tn. north 
of Princeton in Montgomery township, Somerset county, 
whence on the and of November be issued his farewell address 
to the army; his headquarters is preserved u • museum. A 
battle monument in Princetos, designed by IfacMonnies and 
paid for by the Federal Congress, the state of New Jersey and 
the borough of Princeton, has been projected. 

See 3. R. Williams, flairdbeek y Primeness (New York. lOo5): 
J. E Hagman, History of Princeton end its leeststioes (a vols. 
Philiielphia.18,9): W. S. Stryker. The Battle, of Trenton and Pruett- 
ton (Boston, !BO:: and V. L. Collins. The Coltheetual COOMICS1 of 
Primate's (Princeton, 1908). 

PRINCETON LINIVERINTY. an American institution of 
higher learning In Princeton, New Jersey. until 180 called 
officially the college of New Jersey. Its campus consists of ese• 
acres comprised in three tracts of ground adjoining each other. 
The main campus, one of the most beautiful in the country, is 
on the south side of Nassau Street, the old country road 
between Philadelphia and New York, and is Orincitogy ten• 
tamed in a block of about tas acres, which on its west side 
has an almost continuous row of English collegiate Gothic 
buildings: Blair Hall, Stafford Little Nall and the ilynninininn. 

Nassau Hall, which was built In i7e6, neatly destroyed by 
fire in 1R02, rebuilt in dies, and damaged by fire in 1855, in 
*squarely built edifice in the Georgian style. Originally hous-
ing the whole college, it is familiarly known as North College, is 
• quadrangle arrangement of which West College, built in i1136, 
is the only other remainder; the south side having been occupied 
since 5838 by Clio Hall and Whig Hall, the homes of the two 
literary societies, founded respectively in i765 and 1769, and 
since 1893 housed is white marble buildings of classical type; 
and East College, having given place to the main building of 
the University Libniry (5897), In Oxford Gothic of Longmeadow 
stone, the gift of Mrs Percy Riviiston Pyns. Besides West 
College, the dormitories are Reunion Hall (z8711), commemo-
rating the reconciliation of the Old and New schools of the 
Presbytertan Church; University Hall (1876), formerly an hotel 
and now housing on its lower floors the university dining halls 
for all freshmen and sophomores; Witherspoon Hall (1877), in 
Victorian Gothic of grey stone trimmed with brown; Edwards 
Hall (s88o), a brown stone Gothic bolding; Albert B. Dod Hall 
(i89o), a granite limestoneorimmed Italian building; David 
Brown Hall (s891), granite and Ponipeliut brick, is Florentine 
Renaissance; the Pyne &lifelines (5896) in half-timbered Chester 
style; Blair Hall (1897), built in English Collegiate Gothic of 
white Germantown stone, on the southoreetem margin of the 
campus; the Stafford Little Hall (1899 and sus), in the same 
styleas Blair Hall, and joining it on the south; Scanty-ohs 
Hall (1904). the gift of the clam of 1879. another Tudor Gothic 
building of red brick trimmed with Indians limestone: and 
Patios Heil (tun); Campbell Hail (tow). the gift of the clam 
Of 5877; and a new group of bulldinp, chiefly densitories, es-
Untie' the antire oath-west earner of the subs campus, front-
ing on Nasals end University Place, three medals of which 
(two being the gift of Mn Russell Sage) were completed in 
tote. These buildings ate in the same architectural style and 
of the most materials as Blair and Little Hells. There is 
accommodation few about go% of the underentiduatal * the 
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■niversity in .the mopes dogrollosim, inebsding the new 
buildings. 	 ' 	4 

The recitation halls are: Dickinson (187o; remodelled in 
1876) and McCosh Hall (1027), for the academic department; 
and the school of science building (187s), a gift of John C. Green, 
on the north-east corner of the main block of the campus. 
The Halsted Observatory (1869) and the Observatory of In-
struction (1878) are well known for the work done in thorn 
by the astronomer Charles Augustus Young (18u- 4908); among 
the laboratories are the biological (1887), the cheisical (s89,), 
the civil engineering (1904), the Palmer physical (WWoe), and, 
for natural science, Guyot Hall (1909), which also houses the 
natural science museum. including valuable fossils. There is a 
mime= of historic art (1887) which includes the finds of the 
Princeton archaeological expedition to Syria, and in Nassau 
Hall there is a psychological laboratory. There are two audi-
toriums, the Marquand chapel (Mi), the gift of Henry G. 
idarquand, and Alexander Hall (r892), used for commencement 
exercises. Abe on the campus are the dean's house (1116), 
until 1878 the president's residence; Prospect (1849), bought 
by the college in :878, which is the president's residence; the 
adversity offices (silos); and Dodge Hall (igoo) and Murray 
Rail (5879), which are the home of the College  X.M.C.A., the 
Philadelphian Society, founded in ifirt. 

The university library is housed in a large building already 
described, built (1896) on to the Chancellor Green library 
building (Lays), given by John C. Green in memory of his 
brother Henry Woodhull Green, chancellor of the state of Neer 
Jamey, and mew the seeding mom sad uterus:le library. In 
tom the library had • collection of 2$7,800 volumes and about 
sitpoo unbound pamphlets. There are two athletic fields; 
one, the university, two blocks east of the main campus, and 
the other, the Brokaw field, in the south-west corner of the 
main campus; immediately north of the latter are the Brokaw 
Memorial gateway and building (Aga), with a swimming pool, 
and the university nyineasiunt (19o3). South-east of the 
Campus Is Lake Carnegie, an artificial widening of Millstone 
River, the gift of Andrew Carnegie; it is used for boating. 

A notable feature of the university is its upper-clam cluhhouses. 
The upper-class dubs have in the social life of Princeton somewhat 
the place of the Greek letter societies eliewhere. There are no 
fraternities at Princeton: each entering student pledges himself to 
" have no corns:don whatever with any stet society, mar benevolent 
at the inertiapof airy secret society so Song as he is a number ef 
the enavenity. . ' It bang understood that this promise has no refer-
ence to the American Whig and Cliosophic Societies" These two 
societies, the object of which is particularly to cultivate skill is debate 
andadblticy  speaking, ant affiliated with the English &wrung& of 
tbe 

A psculinity of the university is its system of student government, 
which:swag markedly developed in the Princeton " honour system' 
in examinations and written recitation*, under which every student 
signs • pledge on his paper that be has "neither given Tie received 
ssaietance," and there is so (leaky at mookeend mitt* over students 
in essminatioosi the soiree is administered by a student committees 
to which any dishonesty in examinations is to be reported, and which 
then investigates the charge, and if it finds it true tenons the offender 
to the faculty for dieminaL 

The aniversity in igsa included an saidnek deportees 
lading to the degree of A.B..or Litt.G.; the John C. Greco ech 
of smite V87,3), offering courses leading to the degree of BS. a 
C.C.; a se wt of electnail engineering; and a graduate depart. 
must (1877), with courses leading to masers and doctors degrees. 
Entente annibesnente are Ism* ii aaCordtloe with the mammas, 
dations of the National Education Aasoriat and the college 
entrance examinatioe board; students entering the academic 
department must offer Greek if they  are cans:Metes for the degree 

A.B.: students (not offering Greek See enutace) who asscestrale 
anobematics or science in junior land sante year ere caadidaals 

for the B.S. degree, and those who concenuate in other departments 
during those years, for the Litt. B. degree. The entrance require-
ments for the B.S. and Litt. B. degree are the sans, end they diffet 
from those for the A.B. degree (aid levee wilds those for the CM 

in includwemo
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iirpteressional in its scope. The graduate school fi e  isuorne.14 
slightly developed. and this development has been 
time tiro; • bequest of more than $300,000 in torn provided far 
the John FL Tbusee Grid's!, College: and the WWII of heal 
Chummy Wyman (d. semi), of the class of WO. valued at about 
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coo 000 wee We to the university for the establishment of the 

graduate adept 
A notable feature of the scheme of instruction is the preceptorial 

(or tutorial) system, Introduced in 19o3; it somewhat resembles 
Jowett's method at Balliol College, Oxford; the preceptors, usually 
yyoouung mm (many of them domiciled In the dormitories), have " em- 

end' with a certain Number of students on prescribed 
reeding, especially in the departments of philosophy. lustory and 
political:: and archaeology, and the languages. The preceptorial 

been a great success, and seems to have given the univer- 
Zstey: greater intellectual vitality. In 1909-1910 the university 
faculty numbered 169, of whom 31 were preceptors. In the same 
year them were 1400 students of whom t34 were in the graduate 
school. 13 in the school of electrical engineering, 321 in the A.B. 
course, 440 in the Litt.B. and B.S. courses, 203 in the C.E. coarse, 
and 89 not in regular courses. 

The corporate title of the university is " The Trustees of Princeton 
University." and the universiwpciserdveroed by the trustee* of whom 
the governor of the state of New ersey is ex eitt president The 
president of the university is ent of the ard in the absence 
of the governor. The Baud consists of twenty•five " life trustees." 
a sell-perpetuating body, two ex officio trustees, and (since 1 9oo) 
five alumni trustees, elected by the graduates of the university for a 
Ave-year term, one each year. 

The tuition fee is 8,60 a year in all undergraduate courses. There 
are many scholarships and peters, a fund for the remission of tuition 
to students of insufficient means, and funds for the assistance of 
*Rodents for the ministry. In July ten the assets of the university 
were 84.749.482, of which 14,t68,9oo was invested for endowment; 
olthe endowment 113.410,907 was special, 8,330.443 general. 860.000
historical, 8122, 

in 
 was for scholarships and $244,905 was for pro- 

fessorships; and n this fiscal year the gifts for Current expenses and 
Weald purposes amounted to 8199494 end the gifts for endowment 
to 61,308.383. 

The university owes its origin to a movement set on foot 
by the Synod of Philadelphia in 5739 to establish in the Middle 
Colonies a college to rank with Harvard and Yale in New Eng-
land and William and Mary, in Virginia. Owing to dissension in 
the Church, no progress was made until 1746, when the plan 
was again broached by the synod of New York, recently formed 
by the secession of the presbytery of New York and the pees-
byte!). of New Brunswick, radical (New School) presbyteries 
of the Synod of Philadelphia. The synod of New York was led 
by Ebenezer Pemberton (1;o4-1779), a graduate of Harvard 
(1721), and Jonathan Dickinson (1688-2747), a graduate of 
Yale (1706). Together they had attempted to make peace 
between the conservatism of the presbytery of Philadelphia 
and the radicalism of the presbytery of New Brunswick. Most 
Of the leaders of the presbytery of New Brunswick had been 
educated at the Log College, a school with restricted curriculum, 
situated about to m. N.N.E. of Philadelphia, but recently closed. 
The students of the Log College were almost without exception 
preparing for the Presbyterian ministry, and on the dosing of 
the Log College, the opportunity was taken by the synod of 
New York to found a larger and better institution of'higher 
learning, broader in scope and training, and to transfer to the 
new project the Log College interests. On October 22nd 1746, 
John Hamilton, acting governor of New Jersey, granted a 
chatter for erecting a college in New Jersey. The college of 
New Jersey was opened in May 5747 at Elizabeth, New Jersey, 
with the Rev. Jonathan Dickinson as president. Little was 
accomplished until 1748, when, on the 14th of September, a 
second charter was granted to the " trustees of the College of 
New Jersey," thirteen in number. The college under the ad-
ministration of Jonathan Dickinson, held its exercises from the 
lest of May 1747 to the 7th of October 1747, when Dickinson 
died. Upon the succession of Aaron Burr to the presidency, 
the school removed to Newark, where the first commencement 
was held in 1748 and where Burr began the work of organizing 
the college and its curriculum; but the situation was unsuit-
able, and in zysa the trustees voted to remove the college to 
Princeton, when land was given for the Campus by Nathaniel Fits 
Randolph. While fends were being collected in Great Britain. 
work was begun in Princeton in 1754 on the first college build-
ing, which, at Governor Belcher's request, was named Nassau 
Hal, I. honour of Ring William. A year after the completion 
of this Angle college building and the removal of the students 
ter !Auction, Barr dirdand was succeeded by his fattest-b•aw, 

Jonathan Edwards, who died after five weeks in oboe (1758). 
He was succeeded (1759-1761) by Samuel Davies, and David 
(in 1761-1766) by Samuel Finley (1715-5766). John Wither. 
spoon (ea.) was president from 1768 until his death in t794, 
and more than any of his predecessors influenced the college. 
The presidents immediately succeeding Witherspoon were: his 
son-in-law, Samuel Stanhope Smith (1730-3819), who resigned 
in dr 2; Ashbd Green (1762-1848), who resigned in 1823; James 
Carnahan ( 773-1 839), who held office for thirty-one years (1823-
1854), and in whose presidency there was, in :846-1852, a de-
partment of law in the college; and John Maclean (s800-z886), 
who was president from 0334 to 1868. Up to the outbreak of 
the Civil War, the college was largely attended by Southerners, 
and the Civil War thus dealt it a doubly heavy blow, from 
which it began to recover under the long presidency (a868-18810 
of James McCosh, who, like his successor, Francis Landey Patton 
(q.v.), president from 1888 to 1932, greatly advanced the material 
welfare of the college. Fourteen new buildings were erected 
during Dr McCosh's administration, and the John C. Green 
School of Science was established in 1873 by the gift of John 
Cleve Green; and during Dr Patton's administration the en-
rolment of students more than doubled, as did the number of 
members of the faculty. In October 1896, on the isoth anni-
versary of its founding, the official name of the College of New 
Jersey, long popularly displaced by Princeton, was dropped, 
and the corporation became " The Trustees of Princeton Uni-
versity," although the institution did not become, in the Mal 
American use of the term, a university, having no professional 
schools whatever, and only a small poet graduate department. 
On Dr Patton's resignation in 5902 ha was succeeded by 
Woodrow Wilson (q.v.), the first layman to become president, 
who introduced the preceptorial system already described. 

PRINCIPAL, a person or thing first, or thief in rank or ins. 
portance, or, more widely, prominent, leading. The Let. adj. 
principalis, first, chief, original, also princely, is formed from 
pintos, the first, chief, prince, from prison; first, and mews 
to hold. In Late Lat. ',Indio/is was used as a substitute for 
an overseer or superintendent, and also for the chief magistrate 
of a municipality (Symmachus, Ep. 9, t). It h a common tide 
for the bead of educational institutions, universities, colleges 
and schools. It is thus used of the director., of some of the 
heads of newer universities in England, e.g. London and Bir-
mingham, always so in Scotland, and frequently combined 
with the vice-chancellorship. At the university of Oxford 
the name occurs twice as the title of the head of a college, via. 
of Braseneee and Jesus. It was always used of the heads of 
bails, of whkb St Edmund Hall alone remains. It is also the 
designation used of the head of the newer theological or 
denominational colleges, and also of the women's colleges. 
At Cambridge it doer not occur. In law, it is used in distinction 
from " accessory," for the person who actually commits the 
crime, " principal in the first degree," or who is present, *Wog 
and abetting at the commission of the crime," principal in the 
second degree;" and also for the person for whom another 
acts by his authority (see PRINOTAL Ate AGENT below). Finally 
as a shortened form of " principal sum," " principal money," 
Ac., the term is used of the original sum lent oe invested upon 
which interest is paid, and so, widely of any capital man, as 
opposed to interest or income derived from it. 

PRINCIPAL AND AUNT. In law an agent is • person 
authorbrd to do some act or acts in the name of another, who 
is called his principaL The law regulating the relations el 
principal and agent has its origin in the law of mandate among 
the Romans, and in England the spirit of that 'system of Nries 
prudence pervades this branch of the law. Tbe•law of agency 
is thus almost alike throughout the whole British Empire, and 
a branch of the British commercial code, in which it is of great 
importance that different nations should understand each altar's 
system, differs only slightly from the Taw of the rest of Europe. 

In a general view of the law of agency It is ademary to have 
regard to the rights and duties of the principal, the wet, and 
the plate. The wet should not do what be hes neautheeki 
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far; yet if he be WO to have authority, those trick whom be 
deals should not be injured by secret and unusual conditions. 
The employer fs bound by what his meat does in his name, but 
the public an not entitled to take advantage of obligations 
which are known to be unauthorized and unusual. The agent is 
estkled to demand performance by the principal of the obit.- 
ions undertaken by him within the bounds of his commission, but 
he is not entitled to pledge .him with a recklessaess which he 
would certainly avoid in the management of his own affairs. 
It is in the miliaria's of these powers and corresponding checks 
la suck a manner that the legal principle shall apply to daily 
practice, that the aiceties of this branch of the law consist. 

Agents are el diluent kinds, according to their stipulated 
or consuatudinary powers. The main restraint in the possible 
peyote of an agent is in the old maxim, *legatos sae Mal 
iii ere, deigned to check the anaplexity that might be created 
by inquiries into repeatedly-deputed responsibility. The agent 
cannot delegate his cossmision re put another in his place; but 
he pest:ice this principle is sometimes modified, for it so may 
arise Arom the name of his office that be Is to employ other 
persons for the accomplishment of certain objects. The there 
is nothing to prevent a commercial agent from sending • por-
tion cd the goods entrusted by him to his own agent for disposed. 

Is the general case' agency is constituted by the acceptance 
of the mandate or authority to act for the principal, and the evi-
dence of this may be either verbal or in writing. The English 
astute of (ands requires an agent to have authority in wrking 
be the purposes of its se, and and 3rd  clauses relating to leases. 
" And it is a general rule, that an agent who be to execute a 
deed, or to take or give livery or main, rest be appointed by 
deed for that purpose. blorsorer, as a corporation aggregate 
can in general act only by deed, its agent must be so appointed, 
though it would seen that some trilling agencies, even for cor-
porealness, may be appointed without one." (Smith's Aferrootik 
• B. I. cis. iv.). It is a general rule that those obligations 
width can only be undertaken by aienus formalities cannot 
be wand on by a delegate who has not received his authority 
in writing. But it is often constituted, at the same time that 
its extent is defined, by more appointment to some known and 
',cognised function—as where one is appointed agent for • 
basking estabrahment, factor for a merchant, broker, super- 
cargo, traveller, or attorney. In these cases, usage defines the 

r:  muted to the agent; and tire employer will not readily 
jetted to obligations going beyond the usual functions of 

the office; nor will the public dealing with the agent be bound 
by private instructions inconsistent with its usual character. 
While, however, the public, 'gamut of such secret limitations, 
are sot bound to respect them, the agent himself is liable for the 
coasequanom of treararesieg them. Agency may also be 
War Muted or enkrged by &teakettle.. Whit the agent has 
due with his minipill consent the public are Justified in 
betievierg bias authorised to continue doing. Thus, u a familiar 
Ina•ee, the servant who has continued to purchase goods 
for his master at • poeticise shop au credit Is presumed to 
retain authority and trust, and pledges his muter's credit in 
fmther purchases, though be should, without the knowledge 
of the shopkeeper, apply the articles to his own uses. The law is 
mat jealous in admitting as scasmrks of a general appoint-
ment to any particular agency the power to borrow money in 
the principal's name, to give Ids name to WE transactions, 
and to pledge Ides to guaranties; but all these acts may be amber-
hod by implication, or by being the continuation of a series of 
tmesections, of the same kind and in the same Sue of business, 
to which the principal has given his unction. Thus an employer 
Way, by the previous son etiOn of such operations, be liable for 
the blis or notes draws, indorsed and accepted by his clerk or 
other mandatary; nay, may be rape Bible for the obligations 
tires Incurred after the mandatary's dismissal, if the party 
Ming with him keen that be was countenanced in such tans-
settees, and had no raison to suppose that be was dismimed. 
In question of this kind the dialectics between a general and 
a 'pedal agent is berpoitant. A general agent is employed  

transact all his principal's business of • particular kind, at a 
certain place—es a factor to buy and sell; a broker to nego-
tiate contracts of a particular kind ; an maw to transact 
his legal business; a shipmaster to do all things relating to the 
employment of a ship. Such an agent's power to do every-
thing usual in the line of business in which he is mnpioyed is 
not limited by any private restriction or order unknown to the 
party with whom he is dealing. Oa the contrary, it is incum-
bent on the party dealing with a particular agent, i.e. one 
specially employed in a single mansaction, to ascertain the 
extent of his authority. The law eradicable to a mercantile 
agent's power to pledge or otherwise dispose of the goods 
entrusted to him being in an unemisisctory state, a statutory 
remedy was applied to it by an act of tlias (6 Geo. IV. c. 94). 
amended in aka (5 & 6 Vich c. so) and replaced by the Factors 
Act 581347. 

The obligations of the principal are: to pay the agent's re-
muneration, or, as it is often called, cesesassien, the amount 
of which is fixed by contract or the usage of trade; to pay al 
advances made by the agent in the regular course of his em-
ployment; and to honour the obligations lawfully undertaken 
for hiss. The agent is respectable for the possession of 
the proper skill and means for carrying out the functions which 
be undertakes. He must devote to the interests of his caw 
player such care and attention as a man of ordinary prudence 
bestows on his owns duty capable of so more certain dein& 
ties, the application it it as a fixed role being the function 
of a jury. He is bound to observe the strictest good faith; 
and the law eves interposes to remove him from tempted."' 
to sacrifice his employer's imams to his own (see Com-
pass/ow: Semi). Thus, when be is employed to buy, he must 
not be the seller. When an agent is employed to sell, be must 
not be the purchaser. He ought only to deal with persons is 
good audit, but he is not responsible for their absolute solvency 
unless he guarantee them. A mercantile agent guaranteeing 
the payments he treats for is said to holds del milord cons. 
=Won. 

SesalseAurnmesano AMMONIUM ; 	:PAMIR_•GOAIPAN. 
111; &C.• also Smith's Matwslik Law (nth ed.. egos); BowwwwW, 
Os ALIF•c7 (4th ad, 1909). 

raniatz. SIR JOHN (:707-sy82), British physician, was 
the younger son of Sir John Pringle, of Stitcbel, Razienglahhe, 
and was horn on the reek of April ern.  He was educated 
at St Andrews, at Edinburgh, and at Leiden. He took the 
degree of doctor of physic at the last-named university, where 
be was an intimate friend of G. van Swieten and A. von Haller. 
He settled in Edinburgh at first u a physician, but after '7J4 
also acted as pima of moral philosophy ha the university. 
In 5742 he became physician to the earl of Stair, then com-
manding the British army in Flanders, and in 1744 wSs appointed 
by the duke of Cumberland physician-general to the forces is 
tits Law Coontries. In 5749, having settled in London, he wad 
made physician in ordinary to the duke of Cumberland; and 
in :752 he married a daughter of Dr William Oliver (:695-- 
t764) of Bath, the lousier of " Bath Oliver " biscuits. Sub-
sequently be received other court appointments asrsena  physician, 
and in 1766 was made a baronet. His first book, o  
en its Nature and Cure &Hospital mod Jay! From, was pub- 
Bated in 1750, and in 	same year he contributed to the 
Pkilorothicat Transadioos of the Royal Society three papers 
on " Experiments on Septic and Antiseptic Substances," which 
gained him the Copley medal. Two years later be published 
his important work, Observations ea the Dina= of tie Army is 
Comp sad Gamine, which entitles him to be regarded as the 
founder of modern military medicine. In November 1772 he 
was elected president of the Royal Society. In this capacity 
be delivered ix " discourses," which were afterwards collected 
into a single volume (1783). After passing his seventieth year 
he resigned his presidency and removed to Edinburgh in 173o, 
but returned to London in September Wit, and died on the 
ithis of January following. There is a mosunsent to him 111 
Westroimter Abbey, awaited by Nikkei. 
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PRINGSHEIM-PRINTING 
A Life of Pringle by Andrew Kippis is prefixed to the volume 

containing the Six Discourses. The library of the College of Physi- 
cians of Edinburgh possesses ten folio volumes of his unedited MSS. 
including an essay " On Air, Climate. Diet and Exercise." There are 
Bloges on him by Vicq d'Azyr and Condorcet. 

PRINGSHEIN, NATHANAEL (1823-1894), German botanist, 
was born at Waiesko in Silesia, on the 3oth of November 1823. 
He studied at the universities of Breslau, Leipzig, and Berlin 
successively. He graduated in 1848 as doctor of philosophy 
with the thesis De forma a increment° strataruns crassiorum in 
plantarum cellula, and rapidly became a leader in the great 
botanical renaissance of the 19th century. His contributions 
to scientific algology were of striking interest. Pringsheim 
was among the very first to demonstrate the occurrence of a 
sexual process in this class of plants, and he drew from his 
observations weighty conclusions as to the nature of sexuality. 
Together with the French investigators G. Thuret and E. Borah, 
Pringsheim ranks as the founder of our scientific knowledge 
of the algae. Among his researches in this field may be men-
tioned those on VaucluTia 0850, the Oedogoniaceae (1853-1858), 
the Coleochaeteae (I86o), Hydrodictyon (186t), and Pandorina 
(1869); the last-mentioned memoir bore the title Beobacktungen 
fiber die Paarung de Zoospore's. This was a discovery of 
fundamental importance; the conjugation of zoospores was 
regarded by Pringsheim, with good reason, as the primitive 
form of sexual reproduction. A work on the course of mor-
phological differentiation in the Sphacelaeiaceae (1873), a family 
of marine algae, is of great interest, inasmuch as it treats of 
evolutionary questions; the author's point of view is that of 
Nacgeli rather than Darwin. Closely connected with Pring-
sheim's algological work was his long-continued investigation 
of the Saprolegniaceae, a family of algoid fungi, some of which 
have become notorious as the causes of disease in fish. Among 
his contributions to our knowledge of the higher plants, his 
exhaustive monograph on the curious genus of water-ferns, 
Sarinia, deserves special mention. His career as a morphol-
ogist culminated in i876 with the publication of a memoir on 
the alternation of generations in thallophytes and mosses. From 
1874 to the close of his life Pringsheim's activity was chiefly 
directed to physiological questions: he published, in a long 
series of memoirs, a theory of the carbon-assimilation of green 
plants, the central point of which is the conception of the 
chlorophyll-pigment as a screen, with the main function of 
protecting the protoplasm from light-rays which would neu-
tralize its assimilative activity by stimulating too active re-
spiration. This view has not been accepted as offering an ade-
quate explanation of the phenomena. Pringsheim founded 
in 1858, and edited till his death, the classical Jahrbuch fur 
soisserachafiliche Botanik, which still bears his name. He was also 
founder, in 1882, and first president, of the German Botanical 
Society. His work was for the most part carried on in his 
private laboratory in Berlin; he only held a teaching post of 
importance for four years, 1864-1868, when he was professor at 
Jena. In early life he was a keen politician on the Liberal 
side. Ile died in Berlin on the 6th of October 1894- 

A fuller account of Pringsheim's career will be found In Nature, 
(r895) vol. IL, and in the Bei Jae der deutsche" botanischac Gesellschaft, 
(I FA' 5) vol. xiii. The latter is by his friend and colleague, Ferdinand 
Cohn. (D. H. S.) 

PRINSEP, JAMES (1799-1840),  Anglo-Indian scholar and 
antiquary, was born on the toth of August '799. In 78:9 
he was given an appointment in the Calcutta mint, where he 
ultimately became assay-master, succeeding H. H. Wilson, 
whom he likewise succeeded as secretary of the Asiatic Society. 
Apart from architectural work (chiefly at Benares), his leisure 
was devoted to Indian inscriptions and numismatics, and he is 
remembered as the first to decipher and translate the rock edicts 
of Asoka. Returning to England in 1838 in broken health, he 
died in London on the 22nd of April 184o. Prinscp's Ghat, an 
archway on the bank of the Hugli, was erected to his memory 
by the citizens of Calcutta. 

PRINIIEP. VALENTINE CAMERON (1838-19o4), English 
artist, was born on the nth of February 1838. His father, Henry 

Thoby Prinsep, who was for sixteen years a member of the 
Council of India, had settled at Little Holland House, which 
became a centre of artistic society. Henry Prinsep was an 
intimate friend of G. F. Watts, under whom his son first studied. 
Val Prinsep also worked in Paris in the atelier Gleyre; and 
" Taffy " in his friend Du Mauler's novel Tray, is said to 
have been sketched from him. He was an intimate friend 
of Millais and of Burne-Jones, with whom he travelled 
in Italy. He had a share with Rossetti and others in the 
decoration of the hall of the Oxford Union. He first exhibited 
at the Royal Academy in 2862 with his " Bianca Capella," 
his first picture, which attracted marked notice, being a portrait 
(1866) of General Gordon in Chinese costume; the best of his later 
exhibits were " A Versailles," " The Emperor Theophilus chooses 
his Wife," " The Broken Idol " and " The Goose Girl." He was 
elected A.K.A. in 1879 and R.A. in z894. In 1877 he went to 
India and painted a huge picture of the Delhi durbar, exhibited 
in z88o, and afterwards hung at Buckingham Palace. He 
married in 1884 Florence, daughter of the well-known col-
lector, Frederick Leyland. Prinsep wrote two plays, Cousin 
Dick and Alansieur It Duc, produced at the Court and the St 
James's theatres respectively; two novels; and Imperial 
an Artist's Journal (1879). lie was an enthusiastic volunteer, 
and one of the founders of the Artists' Corps. He died on the 

th of November 1904. 
PRINT, the colloquial abbreviation used to describe printed 

cloths generally, though it is most commonly applied to the 
staple kinds of cotton goods. The word must be distinguished 
from " printer," which refers to the regular kinds of cotton 
cloths intended for printing. (See TEXTILE PRINTLNCL) 

PRINTING (from Lat. imprimere, 0. Fr. empreindre), the art 
or practice of transferring by pressure, letters, characters or 
designs upon paper or other impressible surfaces, usually by 
means of ink or oily pigment. As thus defined, it includes three 
entirely different processes: copperplate printing, lithographic 
or chemical stone-printing, and letterpress printing. The differ-
ence between the three lies in the nature or conformation of the 
surface which is covered with the pigment and afterwards 
gives a reproduction in reverse on the material impressed-
For the nature and method of preparing these surfaces see 
respectively ENGRAVING (and allied articles), LITHOGRAPHY and 
TYPOGRAPHY. In copperplate printing the whole of the plate 
is first inked, the flat surface is then cleaned, leaving ink in the 
incisions or trenches cut by the engraver, so that, when dampened 
paper is laid over the plate and pressure is brought to 
bear, the paper sinks into the incisions and takes up the ink, 
which makes an impression in line or lines on the paper. In 
lithographic printing the surface of the stone, which is practi-
cally level, is protected by dampening against taking the ink 
except where the design requires. In letterpress printing the 
printing surface is in relief, and alone receives the ink, the 
remainder being protected by its lower level. Before the inven-
Lion of typography, pages of books, or anything of a broadside 
nature, were printed from woodcuts, i.e. blocks cut with • knife 
on wood plank-scar, as distinct from wood engravings which are 
cut with a burin on the end grain, a more modem innovation. 
These woodcuts, like the lithographic or engraved surface, 
served one definite purpose only, but in typography the types 
can be distributed and used again in other combinations. a  

The term " printing " is often used to include all the various 
processes that go to make the finished product; but in this 
article it is properly confined to " press-work," i.r to the work 
of the printing-press, by which the book, newspaper, or other 
printed article, when set up in type and ready as a surface to 
be actually impressed on the paper, is finally converted into the 
shape in which it is to be issued or published. 

History of Printing. pros. 

Before dealing with modern machinery it will be necenary 
to consider the historical evolution of the printing -pram, taped-
ally since the middle of the sods century, from which point 
printing machinery has developed in a most rensarkabla roamer. 
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It is not clear how the first printers struck off their copies, but 
without doubt Gutenberg did use at an early period in his career 
a mechanical press of some kind, which was constructed of 
wad. In fact he could not have produced his famous forty-two 
line Bible without such aid. 

The earliest piettre of a press shows roughly the construction 
to have been that of an upright frame, the power exerted 
sewn by a movable handle, placed in a screw which was 
Ass& tightened up to secure the requisite impression, and 
Plaw•• was loosened again after the impression was obtained. 
The type pages were placed on a fiat bed of solid wood or stone, 
and it was quite a labour to run this bed into its proper position 

e.—Blaases Wooden Hand-prea 
under the hanging but fixed horizontal plane, called the plaint, 
which gave the necessary impress when screwed down by the 
ald of the movable bar. This labour had to be repeated In 
order to release the printed sheet and before another copy 
could be struck off. This same press, with a few modifications, 
was apparently still in general use till the early_ of the 17th 
century, when Willem Janseon Blaeu (1571-1638) of Amsterdam, 
who was appointed map maker to the Dutch Republic in 1633, 
made some.substantial improvements in it. Our first authority 
on printing, Joseph Moron, in his Mechaaki Exercises, as 
Applied to the Art of Printing (voL L, 1683), says, "There are 
two sorts of presses in use, viz the old fashion and the new 
fashion," and he gives credit to Blear for the ifavention of the 
new and decidedly Improved press (fig. 1). 

Elaties improvement consisted of putting the spindle of the 
screw through a square block which was guided in the wooden 
frame, and from this block the platen was suspended by wires 
or cords. This block gave a more rigid platen, and at the same 
time ensured a more equal motion to the screw when actuated 
by the bar-handle. He also invented a device which allowed 
the bed on which the type pages were placed to run in and out 
more readily, thus reducing the great labour involved in that 
part of the work of the older form of press, and he also used a 
new kind of iron lever or handle to turn the screw which applied 
the necessary pressure. The value of these various improve-
ments, 'which were in details rather than in principles, was 
speedily recognised, and the press was introduced into England 
and became known as the " new fashkm." 

From this it will be observed that in a general way there 
had only been two kinds of wooden presses in use for a period 
of no less than three hundred and fifty years, and *ben the work 
of some of the early printers is studied. it is marvellous bow 
often good results were obtained from such crude appliances. 

The iron press (fig. a) invented by Charles, 3rd earl Stanhope 
(1733-1816), at the end of the ifith century was a decided 
advance on those made of wood. Greater power was obtained  

at • smaller expenditure of labour, and it allowed of larger and 
heavier surfaces being printed. The chief points of the iron 
press consisted of an improved application of the 
power to the spindle. The main part of it was 
the uptight frame or staple, of iron; the feet of 
this staple rested upon two pieces of substantial timber dove. 
tailed into a cross, which formed a base or foundation for the 

4/. 

FIG. 2.—The Stanhope Iron Hand-press. 

complete press to stand upon. The staple was united at the 
top and bottom, but the neck and body were left open, the former 
for the mechanism and the latter for the platen sad the bed 
when run in preparatory to taking the impression. The upper 
part of the staple, called the nut, answered the same purpose as 
the head in the older kind of wooden press, and was in fact a box 
with a female screw in which the screw of the spindle worked. 
The lower portion of the neck was occupied by a piston and cup, 
in and on which the toe of the spindle worked. On the near 
aide of the staple was a vertical pillar, termed the arbor, the 
lower end of which was inserted into the staple at the top 
of the shoulder—the upper end passing through a top-plate, 
which being screwed on to the upper part of the staple held it 
firmly. The extreme upper end of the arbor, which was hex-
agonal, received a head, which was really • lever of some length; 
this bead was connected by a coupling-bar to a similar lever or 
head, into which the upper end of the spindle was inserted. 
The bar by which the power was applied by the pressman Will 

fixed into the arbor, and not Into the spindle, so that the lever 
was the whole width of the press, instead of hall, as in Blaeu's 
wooden press, and it was better placed for the applitation of the 
worker's strength. There was also another lever to the arbor 
head in addition to that of the spindle head; and lastly, the screw 
itself was so enlarged that it greatly increased the power. The 
platen was screwed on to the under surface of the spindle; the 
table or bed had slides underneath which moved in, and not on, 
ribs as in the older form of press, and was run in and out by mean* 
of strips of webbing fastened to each end and passed round a 
drum or wheel. As the platen was very heavy the operator 
was assisted in rearm' g it from the type-forme by a balance 
weight suspended upon a booked lever at the back of the press. 
This somewhat counterbalanced the weight of the platen, raised 
it after the impression had been taken, and brought the bar-
handle back again to its original position, ready for another 
pm& 

The Stanhope pens, which is still in use, was soon followed by 
other hand-presses made of iron, with varying changes of details. 
The most successful of these were the Albiod and Columbian 
presses, the former of English manufacture, and the latter 
invented (1816) by an American, George Clymer (5754-1834). 
of Philadelphia. 

Tke Albion press (fig. 3), which was designed by Ricalid 
Whittaker Cope, was afterwards much improved upon by John 
Hopkinson (t849-r8c8). It is still used where band printing 
prevails, and it was this form of press which was employed by 
William Morris at his famous, but abort-lived, Hthascott Press, 
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In the production of mentysumptoons books, the most celebrated 
of which was the Chaucer, a large folio volume, illustrated by 
Sr Edward Burne.Jones. The chief characteristics of the 
Albion are its lightness of build and its ease in running; the pull 
is short, the power great, and the means whereby it is attained 
so simple that the press does not readily get out of order. It is 
easily taken to pieces for cleaning, and readily re-erected. The 
power is obtained by pulling the bar-handle across, which causes 

Fro. 3.--Payne & Sons' Albion Hand-press. 

an inclined piece of wedge-shaped steel, called the chill, to 
become perpendicular; in so doing the platen is forced down, and 
the impression takes place at the moment the chill is brought 
into a vertical position. On the return of the bar the platen is 
raised by a spiral spring, placed in a box and fixed at had 
of the press. The larger sizes of these presses usually print a 
sheet of double crown, measuring 3oX 2o in. 

Although the Columbian is not so much in demand as the 
Albion, it is still employed for heavy hand-work because of its 
greater stability and power. This power is acquired by a very 
massive lever, moving on a pivot bolt in the top of the near side 
of the staple, and passing across the press to the further side of 
the frame, at which end the power is applied through the coup-
ling-bar by a bar-handle working from the near side. The 
platen Is attached to the centre of the lever by a square bar of 
iron, and its vertical descent is assured by two projecting guides, 
one from each cheek; it is then raised from the type-forme, and 
the iron bar carried back by two levers—the one attached to 
and above the head and weighted with the eagle; the other 
behind the press, attached to the arm to which the coupling-bar 
is fixed, and which also has a weight at the end. The great 
power of this press adapts it to the working of large and solid 
formes in printing, but it is somewhat slower in action than the 
Albion press, which is both lighter in construction and quicker 
in working. 

The average output of the modern hand-press, when all is 
made ready for running, is about two hundred and fifty impres-
sions per hour. This number, it should be said, is the product 
of two men who work together as " partners." One inks the 
type-forme and keeps a sharp look-out for any inequality of 
inking, and sees generally that the work is being turned out in a 
workmanlike manner. The other lays on the sheet to certain 
marks, runs the carriage hi under the platen, and pulls the bar-
handle across to give the necessary impression. He then runs 
back the carriage and takes out the printed sheet, which he 
replaces by another sheet, and repeats the different operations 
for the next Impression. During the interval between taking 
etfl the printed sheet and laying on the next one his partner inks  

the type surface with a roller eidelt Prim lest selleha lab 
properly distributed to preserve uniformity of " colour." 

'laving dealt with band-presses, we most now go back to the 
end of the tab century, when the fast espaiments were made 
to devise some mechanical means cd producing larger printed 
sheets, and at a quicker rate. In England the broad distinction 
between " presses" and " machines" Is generally considered 
to rest in the fact that the former are worked by hand, and the 
latter by steam, gas or electricity; and the men who work by 
these two methods are called respectively " pressmen " end 
" machine minders " or " machine managers." But in America 
the terms " presses " and " pressmen " are itniversally applied 
to machines and the men who operate them. For the purposes of 
this article presses and machines are used as synonymous terms. 

Various schemes had been propounded with a view of 
increasing the output of the hand-press, and in ipso WiWans 
Nicholson 4733-180 evolved his ideas on the The PIM 
subject, which were suggestions rather than definite Oiledlr 
inventions. Nicholson was not a printer, but, as be Memden 
was an author and editor, it Is presumed that he had some 
knowledge of printing. His proposals were to print from type 
placed either on a flat bed or a cylinder, sad the impresion wee 
to be given by another cylinder covered with some suitable 
material, the paper being fed In between the type and the 
impression cylinder, and the ink applied by relies covered with 
cloth or leather, or both. While Nicholson's schemes did not 
bear any practical result they certainly helped others later on. 
His suggestion to print from type made wedge-shaped (that is, 
smaller at the foot and wider at the top) to allow of Its being 
so fixed on a cylinder that it would radiate from the centre sod 
thus present an even printing surface, was adopted later by 
Applegath and others, and really was the first conception et 
printing on the rotary principle which has now been brought le 
such perfection. 

It was left to Friedrich Ennis (1774-11133), a Germs, to 
produce the first really practical printing machine. His inven-
tion was to print type placed on • flat bed, the impression befog 
given by a large cylinder, under which the type pused,but Lit 
inking appliances were not satisfactory. He induced the 
proprietor of The Times (London) to take two of these machines; 
and in 184 that newspaper was printed with steam power at 
the rate of :zoo impressions per hour, a great advance on the 
number produced up to that time Both Nicholson% and 
Kiinig's machines printed only one side at a time—the second 
or backing printing being a separate and distinct operation—
but they really embodied the general principles CO SO& 14 
other machines have been constructed or modelled. 

It will be understood that Nicholson's theories were to print 
both from the flat and from type arranged In circular or cylinder 
form. These two principles are defined as recierseating, for 
the Sat bed which travels backwards and forwards; and seism 
for that which continuously revolves or rotates. Efinig's invest-
Lion was a reciprocating one. 

Two other classes of presses of somewhat different design 
were largely in operation in the middle of the rgth century—
the " double platen," which still printed only one side of each 
impression from each end, and the " perfecting machine," which 
was made with two large cylinders and printed from two type-
formes placed on separate beds. Although the latter machine 
turned out sheets printed on both sides before it delivered theta 
(hence its name), the second impression was still a distinct 
operation. The double platen press was somewhat ex,,,,,ab 
analogous to the hand-press, both the type beds Maw 
and impressions being flat. A machine of this kind, Ammil ►  
if it printed a sheet of double demy, which measures 35X24 
was about 13 ft. in length, and the platen itself, of very waive 
construction, was placed in the centre. This platen had a 
perpendicular motion, being guided in grooves and worked by a 
connecting rod fixed to a cross beam and crank, which acquired 
its motion from the main shaft. There were two type beds and 
two inking tables, which travelled backwards and forwards, 
and one platen only, situated In the middle of the machine, 
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which ie turn gave the needful imprinting as the type-formes 
pared underneath. The sheets were laid or fed to certain 
marks between the frisket and tympan, and when these were 
dosed bother the carriage was propelled under the platen and 
the impression was given to that portion of the machine, while 
at the other end another sheet was being fed in ready to receive 
its impression In due course. 

It was mice thought that the finest work could not be produced 
by a cylinder impressing a surface in the progress of its recipro-
tating motion, but that it was likely to give a slurred or blurred 
impression. This is why machines of flat construction were 
bag employed for the best dam of work. But cylinder presses 
are sow made so truly turned, and geared to such nicety, that 
this Idea no longer prevails. The cylinder press is able to 
produce generally quite sa400d work as the double platen, its 
speed is much greater, and it requires a smaller amount of power 
to drive ft. 

The perfecting machine has had a great vogue. and has been 
muds improved from time to time, especially in America, 

OfeIseehes 
though the two-revolution machine in recent years 

imamw  superseded it, whether temporarily or not being 
still uncertain. We shall deal with it more fully 

below in relation to the modern and more complicated class of 
machinery; and this also applies to the ordinary atop or single 
Cylinder, sad small platen machines, both of which have been 
la use many years, and are still in demand. 

Before the general introduction of rotary machines which 
print from curved stereotype plates from an endless web or reel 
rm, of paper (see below), several other presses of a revol-
meiveas vine character were made, to some extent based on 

Atedlims• Nicholson's ideas. The first printing surface used 
was ordinary type, because the difficulty of curving the stereo-
type plates had not been surmounted. This type was fixed, 
both In vertical and in perpendicular positions, upon • cylinder, 
sound which rotated other cylinders, which held and compre.sed 
the sheets against the larger one, which also revoked and carried 
lie printing surface. These machines were made to print 
several sheets at a time, and were called four-. six-, elght• or 
ten-feeders, according to the number of sheets fed in and printed. 
They necessitated a great deal of labour, because each feed 
sequind a separate layer-on and taker-off besides the superin-
tending printer, and other hands to carry away the sheets as 
fast as they accumulated at the different taking -off boards . 

Betides, these sheets all had to be folded by hand. In this class 
of machine various improvements were made from time to time 
by different manufacturers, each profiting by the experiences of 
the edicts, and two kinds of such revolving presses may now be 
given as examples. 

After many experiments Augustus Applegath (i7119-11171) in 
dall constructed for The Tines London). a machine which v■ as 
as eight-feeder, built entirely on the cylindrical principle. the 
cylinders placed not in a horizontal but in a vertical position. 
The type was fixed on • large cy tinder, and instead of the printing 
surface presenting a complete circle, the dab-rent columns were 
each arranged eo as to form a polygon. Around this large ty pe 
cylinder were eight smaller ones, all upright, for taking the 
inMemina for arab of the eight sheets led in separately. and 
rollers were so arranged as to apply the ink to the type as it 
Posed altmetatetdfmnt one impression cylinder to the other. 
The sheets were in from eight different Iced boards, placed 
borieontally, and they puled through tapes, when they were 
seised by another series of tapes and then turned sideways 
between their corresponding impression and type cylinder, thus 
obtaining sheets printed on one side only. The impression 
cylinder then delivered the sheets separately (silo in a vertical 
position) Into the bends of the boys employed as takers-on 
The results from - this press were, at the time, considered fairly 
nitillactory, the number of copies (about Moo) printed pen hour 
We one type-lorwse having been materially increased by the 
employing of the eight digamat SWAM to feed the sheets in. 
ell of which In ewes were primed how the same single type 
Reface. 

About dies Robert Hoe k C.o. of New Perk. and subsequently 
of London. had constructed, to meet the increased demands of 
newspapers. the " Hoe Type Revolving Machine." one good point 
of which was an apparatus for securely fastening in the type on a 
large central cylinder lied horizontally. This was accomplished 
by the construction of cast-iron beds, we for each separate 
page (not column, as in Applegath's machine). The column 
rules were made tapering towards the feet of the type. and the 
t ype was securely locked in on these beds so that it could be held 
firmly in the required position to form a complete circle, thus 
allowing the cylinder to revolve at a greater speed than Apple-
gath's, which was polygonal. Around the large type cylinders 
were placed the smaller impression cylinders, the number of 
these being governed by the output required. Hoe's first presses 
were four-feeders, but as many as ten feeds were supplied, as 
in the case of the two presses built to replace the Applegath 
machine for The Tina, each of which produced about 2000 
impressions from each feed, making a total of so,000 per hour, 
printed on one side, or from two machines so.000 sheets printed 
on both sides. As will be observed, the only differences in 
principle between these two type revolving machines were in 
the mations, of the respective cylinders. and the fixing of the 
type to form a printing surface. 

It was Sir Rowland Hill who first suggested the possibilities 
of a press which should print both sides at once, from a roll or 
reel of paper. This was about dire, but it was William A. 
Bullock (t8t3-0167) of Philadelphia who in teat invented the 
first machine to print from a continuous web of paper. This 
machine had two pairs of cylinders, that is, two type or stereotype 
cylinders, and two others which gave the impression as the web 
passed between. The second impression cylinder was made 
somer..hat larger so as to give a greater tympan surface, to lessen 
the off-set from the side first printed. In his machine the stereo. 
type plates were not made to fill the whole periphery of the tome 
cylinders no as to allow of the sheets being cut before printing, 
a difficulty which the first machines did not satisfactorily over-
come. The sheets were severed by knives placed on the cylin• 
ders, and when cut were carried by grippers and tapes, and 
delivery was made by means of automatic metal fingers fixed 
upon endless belts at such distances span as to seize each sheet 
in succession as k left the last printing cylinder. These presses 
were not at first reliable in working. especially in the cutting sad 
delivery of the sheets after printing, but were finally se far 
Improved that the Bullock press came into quite general use. 
The inventor was killed by being caught in the driving belt el 
one of his own presses. 

Yellers Pettus. 

The machines invented during the second half of the loth 
century and still in general use, are best classified as follows - 

The Sow heed-perm such as the Albion or the Columblan, 

used for the pulling of proofs, or foe the printing of limited 
eel home lie luxe. Clesmiles- 

a. Smell Nairn serskines (worked by foot or es.“,e 
power) used for the printing of cards. circulars and Maimr 
small jobbing or commercial work. PIN•11111 Sad 

3. Single 04ise.  ter amekiner (in England genera* 
Msasawa 

called " Wharfedaks "), usually built on the " stop " cylinder 
principle. and printing one side of the sheet only. 

a. Prilechig meolinser, usually with two cylioders, and prin-
ting or " perfecting " both sides of a sheet Wore it beeves the 
machine, but with two distinct operations_ 

s. nee-reeelseiew eseckimes, whirls, although with but one 
cylinder. have largely superseded perfecting machines, as their 
out put has been increased and the quality of work compares 
favourably with that of the average two-cylinder. 

6 Tvo-rolear seeditiores, usually made wish one feed. that is, 
with only one cylinder, but with two printing surfaces, and two 
sets of inking apparatus one at each end of the machine. Occa-
sionally these machines are made with two cylinders, 

7 Rani eeeslimes, printing trom an endless web of paper 
hem 012,0111 sumetype we electrotype plates, prim** used 
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for newspaper or periodical work. They are made to print 
upon a single reel, or upon two, four, six or even eight 
in both single or double widths, i.e. two or four pages wide. 

The band-press has already been sufficiently described, and 
we may proceed to deal with the other classes. 

The small but useful platen machine (fig. 4) is very largely 
employed in those printing•houses that make commercial work 
eb,.e  a speciality. The smaller machines can be worked 
',goys  with the foot, but if the establishment is equipped with 
Amid. power it is customary to gear them for driving. The 

larger machines require power. As its name implies, 
the type bed and impression platen are both fiat surfaces as in the 
hand-press, but as they are self•inking and arc easily driven, the 

average output is about 
t000 copies per hour, and 
but one operate is required, 
whereas two nu at a hand-
press can produce only 25o 
copies in the same time. In 
design these platen presses 
usually consist of a sq, re 
frame with a driving bk, 
fixed horizontally across the 
centre of it. This shaft is 
attached to a large fly-wheel 
which gives im- crus to the 
press when ..rted and 
assists in carrying over the 
impression when the platen 
is in contact with the print-
ing surface. The type-forme 
Is usually fixed in an almost 
vertical and stationary posi-
tion, and it is the platen on 
which the sheet is laid which 
rises from the horizontal 
position to the vertical in 
order to give the necessary 
impact to produce a printed 
impression from the type, 

 forme. Practically this 
platen is, as it were, hinged 
at the off side, nearest the 
type.  bed, and its rise and 
fall is effected by the use of 

Ftc. 4.—The Golding Jobber Plana two arms, one on each side 
Machine. 	 of the platen, which derive 

an eccentric motion from 
cams geared in connexion with the shaft. When the sheet is printed 
and tke platen falls back to the horizontal the operator removes it 
with one hand and with the other lays on a fresh sheet. Generally 
the larger of these machines will print a ahem up to Si X 16 in. 

The modern single or " stop " cylinder, quite different in construe-
., wham. tion from the old single cylinder machines. largely sue. 

ceeded the double platen machine. The principle of the 
mamii.„ stop cylinder was really a French invention, but it has 

been more cornmonl adopted in Great Britain, where 
the machines are known as" 	 " (fig. 5). 	are much  

used for the printing of books and commercial work. Thea ter 
production is about loco copies per hour. The type bed tram. 
with a reciprocating motion upon rollers or runners made d 
the bed being driven by a simple crank motion, starting and stopping 
without much noise or vibration. All the running parts are made 
hard steel. The cylinder is " stopped " by a cam motion while the 
bed is travelling backward, and during this interval the sheet to be 
printed is laid against the " marks," and the gripper closes on it 
before the cylinder is released, thus ensuring great accuracy of lay, 
and consequent good register. After the impression is made the 
sheet is seized by another set of fingers and is transferred to • second 
and entailer cylinder over the larger one, and this smaller cylinder 
or drum delivers the sheet to the " Ayer," or delivery apparatus, 
which in turn deposits it upon the table. The inking arrangements 
are usually very good, for, by a system of racks andcogs which may 
be regulated to a nicety, the necessary distribution of ink and rolling 
of the printing surface runs in gear with the travelling type 
or coffin. AU the accessories for inking are placed at the end of 
machine, the ink itself being supplied from • ductor, which an be 
so regulated by the keys attached to it as to let out the pnelse 
amount of pigment required. The ink passes to a smaU solid metal 
roller, and is then.conveyed by a vibrating roller made of composi-
tion to a larger and hollow metal cylinder or drum which distributes 
the ink for the first time. This revolves with the run of the machine 
and at the same time has a slight reciprocating action which helps 
the distribution. A second vibrating composition roller conveys the 
ink from this drum to the distributing table or ink slab, on which 
other rollers, called distributors, still further thin out the ink. As 
type bed travels, larger composition rollers, called inkers, 
near the cylinder, adjusted to the qequisite pressure on the type, 
pick up the necessary amount of ink for each impression and convey 
it to the type as it passes under them, Usually three or four such 
rollers are required to ink the forme. 

The perfecting machine is so named because it produces sheets 
printed on both sides or, in technical language. " perfected." This 
operation is performed by two distinct printings, This Aims*" 
class of machine has been in ute a great many years, igichima, 
although both the stop-cylinder and the two-revolution 
press have to some extent superseded it. It is perhaps best adapted 
for the printing of newspapers or magazines having circulations 
that do not require rotary machines intended for long runs. Althi 
some perfecting machines have been made with one cylinder only. 
which reverses itself on the old " tumbler " principle, they now are 
made with two cylinders, and it is with this class that we are par-
ticularly concerned. There are various makes of perfecting nisebenas 
of which the Dryden & Foord is shown in fig. 6; among the beet 
recent typed is the Huber Perfecter. 

Although the two-type beds have a reciprocating motion, as in 
the ordinary one-sided presa, the two cylinders rotate towards each 
other. The frame of the machine, owing to the fact that it contains 
two carriages and a double inking apparatus, is long, the emu tie 
depending on the size of the sheet to be printed. Goes to the large 
cylinders are the inking rollers, which take the necessary amount el 
ink, each set from its own slab as it passes under, and these rollers 
convey the requisite ink to the printing surface as the forme-carriage 
runs under its own cylinder. The distinctive feature is the ingenious 
manner in which the sheets are printed first on one side, and than 
on the other. This is performed by carrying them over a series of 
smaller cylinders or drurns.by means of tapes. The pile of sheets 

Fro. se...Payne Woe' Wharfedale Stop-Cylinder Machine. 
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to be led in stands on • high board at ate end. The sheet is laid I of broad tapes which lie on the by 	beard sad ass fastened to 
to its mark and is conveyed round an entry drum: thence it is a small drum underneath it. This drum has a series of small cogs 
carried round the first impression cylinder, and under this, moving which move the web or taps, in the same direction. The sheet a 
at the mute speed as the cylinder, is the type bed containing the inner laid to a back mark on the tapes, and ia propelled betimes two rollers 

forme *heady inked. The paper then receives its impression on the 
fast side. In the older type of machine it is nest led up to the nght• 
hand one of the two reversing drums, which are placed above the 

:Zerrntsirnag cylinders, and then 
over 

 ugZ"httthndt 
 passes with 

ct:lrfitt:1 
dram, and we on to the other large impression cylinder, with the 
blank side of the sheet exposed to the type of the outer forme on the 
table underneath. Thus it will be man that the sheet is reversed 
hs its travel between the first and second large cylinders which give 
the impression. The sheet is then finally run out and delivered in 
}he  se=tween the two large cylinders, and laid on the delivery 

Ily with the aid of flyers. In the more recent type of 

direct into the machine. Another 'variety employs grippers some-
what after the manner of the ordinary single cylinder. The Anglo-
French perfecting machine rs one of that class. As a rule most 
double-c) tinder presses produce on an avenge about boo copies 
per hour, printed both ntles. 

The two-revolution machine is another one-cylinder machine 
built on the reciprocating principle. Its speed is greater than the 
stop cylinder (it may be geared to produce from tsoo to 
2000 copies per hour, printed one aide only). The me 

 filichk (fig. 7), which is of American design but now made mais... 

also in Great Britain. is a good example of this kind of 
machine and is much used, especially For illustrated work. It has 

perfecting machines the sheet is fed directly irate grippers, change 
taking place when grippers on each cylinder meet, the outer forme 
trippers tatting the sheet from the inner forme grippers. 

Ts is a general description of the principles on which these 
machines are built. but. as on other classes, there are many variations 
in details. For example, there ere the drop-bar, the web and the 

We methods of feeding these presses. In the first ease a bar 
eds upon the paper after it is laid to point marks, and this bar. 

having a rotary motion. runs the sheet between • roller and a small 
drum late the machine. The web arrangement consists of a eerie  

the high over-feedboard. and the taking-off apparatus is automatic 
but on a diluent plan from that of the cadmory Wharirdak. she 
duets being carried over tapes with the ireddrprinted side upper-
most. thus preemie/ smearing: they are ibis carried as to t/Se heap 
or pie by she frames long arms Placed at the end ol the machine. 
A mom Immure of this machine is the tandem equipment. wheteby 
two. three or eve* four machines may be coupled together for colour 
work. Only one layer-cm is required and muter is obtained  auto. 
nutically throughout. 

The principle of the tm•revoletion pus is that the cyheder 
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always rotates in the same direction, and twice for each copy given. 
once for the actual impression, and again to allow of the return of 
the forme-carriage In its reciprocating action. This also allows time 
for the feeding in of the next sheet to be printed. Among other 
advantages claimed for this press one is that the movement which 
governs the action of the type bed in reversing is so arranged that the 
strain which sometimes occurs in other reciprocating machines is 
considerably reduced; another is that the registering or correct 
backing of the pages on the second side in printing is uncommonly 
good; but this depends much upon the layer-on. In many of the old 
kinds of two-revolution machines, owing to the cylinder being geared 
separately from the type bed, it was apt to be occasionallt thrown out. 
but in the Miehle, for instance, it is only out of gear in reversing. 
and in gear while printing. Great strength is imparted to the frame, 
and the type bed is particularly rigid. These points, together with 
a truly turned and polished cylinder, with carefully planned means of 
adjustment, much simplify the preparation of making-ready of 
any kind of type-forme or blocks for printing, which is carried 
out much in the same way as on the ordinary single cylinder, but in 
a more convenient manner. Many of these machines are made to 
print four double crowns, 6o X so in., or even larger. 

continuously rotate, the web of paper travelliag In and oat. in a 
serpentine manner, between various cylinders of two chasactere-
one (the type cylinders) carrying the surface to be impressed, usually 
curved stereotype plates, and the other (the impression cylinders) 
giving the desired impression. Such a press, if driven by electric 
power, is set in motion by merely pushing a button or small switch, 
a hell

, 
 giving warning of the press being about to move. The 

number of duplicate sets of stereotype plates to be worked from by 
these presses is determined by the size and number of the pages to 
be pnnted, and this in turn is regulated by the capacity of the 
machine. 

As already explained, the forerunners of the rotary presses el the 
present day were the type-revolving printing-machines, and, whdoe 
they were still being used, experiments were being made to cast 
curved stereotype plates Which would facilitate and simpli the 
work of producing newspapers. This was successfully aCCO • 
by the use of flexible paper matrices, from which metal plates 
could be cast in shaped moulds to any desired curve. These plates 
were then fixed on the beds of the Hoe type revolving machine, 
which were adapted to receive them instead of the movable type. 
formes previously used. This new method enabled the printer' 

The two-colour machine is generally a single cylinder (fig. 8) 
with one feed only, and the bed motion reciprocating. The two 

colours are printed each at one revolution from the two 

atri"'w type-formes as they pass under the cylinder, which 
a rotates twice in its travel. A double inking apparatus 

is of course necessary, and the inking arrangements are placed at the 
two extreme ends of the machine. In comparison with the ordinary 
angle cylinder the two-colour machine is built with a longer frame, 
as is necessary to allow the two type-formes to pass under the 
cylinder, both in its travel forward and on its return. This 
cylinder on its return is stationary, in fact it might be called a 
double or rather an alternative stop-cylinder machine, with the ink-
ing facilities arranged somewhat on the same plan as on either a 
two-feeder or a perfecting machine. These two-colour presses are 
intended only for long runs, short runs may be worked to advantage 
separately on the ordinary single-colour machine. Generally, with 
the exception just mentioned, the machine is much the same as the 
ordinary stop or Wharfedale. 

Before leaving the subject of printing with the reciprocating bed- 
motion, it may be mentioned that although in all modern machines 
of that kind the printed sheet is self-delivered, the imprinted paper 
has generally been fed in by hand, and for some classes of work this 
is still done. But many automatic feeders have been invented 
from time to time, which for the many purposes for which they are 
suitable must be reckoned part of a modern printing establishment. 

As distinct from lint bed printing with a reciprocating motion, 
printing on rotary principles is a most interesting study, and it is 

this department of printing mechanics which has 
Rsia'7.„____ developed so very much in recent years. It seems 
"'""'"•••• almost as though this branch had reached its limit, 
and as though any further developments can only be a question of 
duplication of the existing facilities so as to print from a greater 
number of cylinders than, say, an octupie machine. This would 
be merely a matter of building a higher machine so as to take a 
larger number of reels arranged in decks. As the name implies. 
these °rem, are so constructed that both printing surfaces and paper 

to duplicate the type pages and to run several machines at the tans 
time, thus producing copies with far rester rapidity. In some large 
offices as many as five machines were in constant use. About the 
period the English stamp duty on printed matter was repealed, and 
this materially aided the development of the nesper press 

Subsequently the proprietors of The Times made various experi-
ments with a view to making a rotary perfecting press, and as a 
result started the first one about 1868. It was somewhat similes 
in design to the Bullock pees, so far as the printing apparatus was 
concerned, except that the cylinders were all of one size and placed 
one above the other. The sheets were severed after printing. 
brought up by tapes, and carried down to • sheet flyer, which mined 
backwards and forwards, and the sheets were alternately " flown - 
into the hands of two boys seated opposite each other on either side 
of the flyers. Hippolyte Marinoni (182)-1904), of Paris, also devised 
a machine on a somewhat similar principle, making the impression 
and type cylinders of one size and placing them one over ther 
About 187o an English rotary machine called the " Victoey

he of . 

• invented by Messrs Duncan & Wilson. It printed from the 'web, 
and had a folder attached. An improved form of this machine is 
still in use. This machine had separate fly•boards for the delivery 
of the sheets. In 187t Messrs Hoe & Co. again turned their atten-
tion to the construction of a rotary perfecting press to print from the 
reel or continuous web of paper, and from stereotype dates fastensd 
to the cylinder. 

The rotary presses in use at the present time are indeed worded Id 
specimens of mechanical ingenuity. ail the various operations ell 
damping (when necessary). feeding. printing (both sidest, cutting. 

 pasting, wrapping (when ropiked) and counting being 
purely automatic. These machines are of various kinds, and are 
specially made to order so as to cope with the particular class of 
work in view. They may be built on the " deck -• principle of tan, 
three, four, or even more reels of paper, and either in single width 
(two pages wide), or double width (four pages wide). Smelt 
two-reel machines are generally constructed On the " straight line 
principle, i.r. arranged with the paper at one end of the naafis. 
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Bad poring through the Winches to the feller at the odor sad 
Mete the *Mks are delivered. Three- said kernel machines 
have also been constructed on the same principle. but the more 
mud arrangenwnt of the four•reel mem is to place two reels ateither 
ead, with the folders and delivery board. in the centre. This make* 
• posable to operate them as independent nudism, or to run is 
coniaatiou with each ether. 

Who presses ate made in double width a two-neel machine is 
blows as a quadruple, • thin-reel as a sextuple, and a far-owlm
as on 	machine. Double sextuple and double oomph machines 
are Ina& having six sad eight reels respectively. Thequadruple 
sac is a favourite one and is perhaps most in demand lor nem- 
paper work. This press prints from two reek of the double width. 
The kit reel is placed to the right of the machine war the Boor, 
Obi the second at the back of the machine and at right angles to it. 
A quadruple machine will produce 48,000 copies per hour of four, 
sis or right .  pages; and proportionately teas of agitates number of 
pages: all folded, counted and pasted if required. The four cylinders. 
which are on the right-hand side of the pros, are respectively the 

plates, four psm as auk type cylinder. maids, a total of thirty-two 
pages in all. Each press produces of that somber of pages sopa* 
copies per hour. printed both sides, cat, folded and &gm*  
counted MI In quires complete; by incremag the sets of 
stereotype pews the mine machine will produce see.000 mamas 

 .ses pa hour of niters pages, and by dupticatim the 
folding . and delivery apparatus, 200.003 copies of eight pages of the 

on sue. This mammoth mess measures '4 ft. in length. 19 ft. 
in height and a ft. acmes: its dead weight is about Ito tom and 
rosaWy_ imam different pieces of metal were used in its ceestruc-
tion. The rough coat of such a machine isprobably about Lilt000. 
Such a pre.requires we h.p, motors, one at each end, to drive it. 
The press ea practically four quadruple machines built together, 
each of which cm be worked sadependnuly of the other. The 
paper is fed from reels placed at the two ends in decks. one above 
the other, each reel containing about 6.e mile. of paper, and weighing 
about fourteen hundredweight. The proms of unwinding these 
twig reels of paper in the course of printing takes only hall an hour; 
they are arranged oe • revolving stead so that directly they are 

Flo. u—lices Double Octet& Rotary Machine. 
sprat the stead is tented half my nand. and low other full feels 
already in ponies are presented reedy to be run into die prem. 
This sagesiews arrangemeat. whereby the reels can be changed se 
about these arasetes. obviates the km el time previously Incurred 

hjiZe
itreis bring 	mdmill'hile eat ,0447 Mendles were 

sad 'uphold with ken 	reels. 

Flawing described some representative types of the different 
dames of printing•prenes in me., we may now treat of the 
methods employed by the workmen in securing Tb. 
the bat results in printing. The real rut ei printing, peneem ee 
as far as presswork is concerned, ea In the careful meow 
preparation of the printing surface for printing before Amy 
running off any number of impressions. This 
preparatioa is 'ethnically called making-ready," and is an 
operation requiring mach time and care, especially in the cane 
of illustrated work, where artistic appreciation and dal on the 
part of the workman is of greet assistance in obtaining satisfac-
tory and delicate rooks. Theormicaffy, it both type and peen 
were sew, little ee no preparation should be necessary, but 
practical experience proves that ebb need of preparation has 
rot yet been entirely obviated and still remains an important 
lector. Single people of type, stereotype, electrotype or blocks 
of any description can oftea be sends od without makrag-reedy 
with fairly good results, but if pntchion of " colour " (that le, 
inking) and uniformity of impression throughout a volume are 
desired. it is necenary to put the forme, whether type or blocks 
or both, Into a peeper coadition before muting the printing of 
an within, whatever he number. And this applies to all good 
work produced hum whatever prams or machines other than 
those bufft on the votary primiple. to these, even if time 

tls smektem dos altvery berag is the crane. and ben eight mood permitted, little can ha ono is the wow of maims-goody; No 

Filet rd haPerangl cylindere—the two inside ores beteg then 
pang breprosion, and the two outer ones beenng the printing 
earfaces. The inking arvangemente are placed at the two extreme 
ends of these four drums or cylinders, thee bring near the type 
mimes in each as As the paper Is unwired from the reel babes 
• monk beemeen the Err two cylinders when it is piloted on the 
few side; it then pews to the third and fourth cylinders, which give 
I the second bar 	side, thus "perfecting' the printed sheet. 
Fan thin paint the loft sheet is carried overbeed to the left-band 
die 

 
of the machine, where it in cut longitudinally and divided. and 

Mee emaciated with the other web similarly printed by the cake 
hi el the press. They then descend into the two Merest folders. 
ohm they are folded and cut—the copies being diseharged on to 
the 	boards situated at the two odes ol the kit-band portion 
al the woe inc. and each quire is counted or told all by being logged 
forward. This Inscription applies to one hall of the machine only. 
he while IRO s in operatics the same thing is being repeated by the 
Thee half eismated at the back. 

Mother machine. eamewhat complex but quire emaphasa e ns, 
is tau constructed by Mews Robert Hoe at Co. in ndoe Imo 
Menage awl patterns sent over from New York. for weekly papers 
al kepi cistrukt um Double arts of plates ate placid on the mans 
modems. which is capable of taking twenty-lour pages. but by, using 
mterear folk the somber of pages soy be reduced to either sixteen 
or teeny it a ansalke paper is dewed. In addition to the body of 
tb resew  it prints • cover. and is capable el producing 24.0oo 
emetehne copies pre boar. folded. insetted. cat. mated and canoed. 
The eonase of the easchare which pieta the cover is led from a 
asessimer mei of a didoent =doer of proper from that red or the 
emit peer The printing whoa fee one side of the cower is placed 
■me end et the cylinder and the reverse side is placed as the other 
mg. This ingessems combination mds in the ninths el me 
mow for  Tie trearyect 	the 

demean 	evechures 	01 emend by the mow firm ter 
flhi ingu 	of 	s Wrokly Noir were probably. In loth. the 
lest 4ueapeaeot be rotary panntog. These means print from 
Mkt diffenese orals of the double width. low plead at earl end of 
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is it really necessary for newspapers, prtated and read one day, 
and then generally thrown away the next. But for finely printed 
works this preparation is essential; the actual results vary with 
the operator, both as regards quality and, what is very important 
to the employer, in the length of time taken. Some men labour 
more at it than others, and it is considered that a press is only 
really paying while it is actually running. 

The system of making-ready employed now ts quite different from 
that in use when it was necessary to dampen paper before it could 
be satisfactorily printed. It was then customary to print with a 
good deal of pack:mg, usually consisting of a thick blanket together 
with several thicknesses of paper, all of which Intervened between 
the printing and the impression surface, whether the latter was flat 
or cylindrical. There was much in favour of this system, because a 
good firm impression could be obtained, and the " nutmeg-grater " 
effect on the reverse, when the impression was too heavy, could, 
after the sheets were dry, be removed by colic-pressing in a hydraulic 

It is still the best method for obtaining first-rate results in 
press It where handmade or other rough paper is used. But the 
demand for cheap literature required quicker means of production, 
and the introduction of process blocks, especially those made by 
the half-tone process, necessitated the use of smooth paper and a 
faster drying ink. bath of which are to be deplored, because to 
calender the paper to the 

its 
 degree requisite for this kind of printing 

practically means destroying ts natural surface, and in rendering 
the ink quicker in drying the pigment undoubtedly suffers. On 
the other hand, there has been a compensating advantage in the fact 
that improved machinery has been demanded for this class of work. 
and the British manufacturer has been stimulated by the American 
manufacturers, who have taken the initiative in the change of 
methods in printing. Cylinders are now turned no truly and ground 
to such .a nicety that very little packing is required between zi 

impressed , and sheet to be 	no that a new system of makag- 	. 
termed " hard-packing." has been resorted to. The (act that t 
iron impression cylinder was nearer the type forbade the large 
amount of soft-packing formerly used, besides which process blocks, 
whether line or half-tone, could not be rendered properly by a 
soft imprmion. Although less packing is necesaary.ereater care is 
required in preparing type or blocks for printing by this new method. 

The method in making-ready ordinary plain formes is as follows. 
The type-forme is placed on the coffin or bed of the press and fixed 
into its.  proper ton—the precise position being regulated by the 

lu exact use of the sheet of paper on which the work is to be printed. 
The cylinder is first dressed with a fine and thin calico drawn tightly 
over and fastened securely, which serves as • base on which to 
fasten sheets. A sheet of some hard paper, such as manila, is then 
placed over it to form, as it were, a foundation. 

The printer next proceeds to pull • sheet, without ink, to test the 
impression. We take it that the machine has already been regulated 
by means of the impression screws at the respective ends of the cylin-
der for all-round or average work, and that any Inequality of inspree 
skis can be remedied by adding or taking away from the sheets on 
the cylinder. Now. supposing the foam to be dealt with consists 
of thirty-two pages to be printed on quad crown paper, measuring 
so xso in., on a suitable rase of single cylinder machine of the 
Wharfedale class, it would be found, although both the machine 
and type were fairly new (that is, not much worn), that there was 
some amount of inequality in the impre.ssion given to the whole 
sheet. This is easily detected by examining the sheet the reversed 
side in a strong side-light. Although the greater part may be fairly 
even- some Pages, or portions of pages. would show up too strongiy. 
the Impressalmom cutting through the paper. while in other portions 
the impression would be so faint that it could hardly be seen. These 
differences of impression are called respectively • high " and " low." 
AU these difficulties have to be rectified by the printer either over-
laying or cutting away pieces in this first trial sheet. If the " set " 
of the cylinder is about correct. and the impression sheet has been 
taken with neither too many nor too few sheets on the cylinder. it 
will be a matter rather of overlaying. or " patching up,' than of 
cutting away from this trial sheet. As soon as this first sheet has 
been levelled up it is fixed on to the cylinder to its exact position, 
no that it will mister or carrespood with the type when the press is 
running, and another trial sheet is struck off. which is treated pre-
cisely in the same manner, and is then fastened up on the cylinder 
on top of the first sheet. It may even be necessary for fine prInrinj 
to repeat this a third thee, especially if the forme includes blocks 
say kind. When this preparation is completed, the whole is covered 
up by a somewhat stouter sheet, which forms a protection to the 
whole making-ready, but which can easily be lifted should it be 
necessary to give any finishing touches to it before beginning to 
run. 

U the forme to be primed consists of both type and blocks raised. 
a somewhat different treatment bas to be ansOoyad In order so_Pili 
the blocks into a relative position with the type for printing. This 
is done by the usual mal

l 
 impression sheet. and. as bloats a 

towad to NM/ murk in heiAt and 
ors 
are low as re 

with typo, this deficiency has to masediew 6yandethwiag the  

blocks so that they are brought to the height of the mime/ a shards 
higher. This is usually done by posting la yen of thickish paper, 
or even thin cards. underneath the blocks. This must be carefully 
done no as to make them stand squarely and firmly on their base, 
in order that they may not rock and give a slur in printing. After 
underlaying, and to emphasize the respective degrees of light and 
shade in the illustrations, a separate  and careful overlaying Is re-
quired for the blocks before anything Is done to the main forme. This 
is particularly necessary if the blocks are woodcuts, or electrotypes of 
woodcuts, which require a different cutting of perhaps three different 
thicknesses, all on thin hard paper, to give their lull effect. But sith 
half-tone process illustrations very little overlaying is required, 
provided the blocks have been brought up. to the proper beigic.dby 
underlay* in the first instance—the various tones being y 
in the block itself—and it is little more than a matter of sharp. hard 
impression to give full effect to these, if both paper and ink are 
suitable. For line process blocks a still different treatment in 
making-ready is desirable, so as to get rid of the hard edges which are 
nearly always found in this kind of block. Mere too it is essential 
that the preliminary underlaying be done with extreme are if good 
work is desired. The originals and the engraver's proofs are of gnat 
assistance to the workman in bringing out the details of an illustra-
tion when be is preparing it for printing. In rotary printing from 
the curved stereotype plate and from the endless web of paper 
much can be done to assist the printer if good stereotypeplates are 
supplied to him, and, if the forme contains any illustratiota, both 
the artist and the engraver can help him if they keep in mind the 
particular character of illustration which they are preparing for the 
press. The artist can accentuate the high lights or solid in the 
ongtnal drawing or photograph, and the stereotyper can emphasise 
points in the picture by thickening the plate in tbe parts necessary 
to stand out. 

The past generation has seen many improvementsin printing 
machinery, all tending to an increased production, sad generally to 
the betterment of the work turned out. This is particu- 
larly true of three-colour printing (see PaocEss), which 
for commercial purposes has been brought to a high '"""'"'"a 

 degree of perfection. Only what may be fairly considered as 
representative presses have been dealt with in this article, but there 
are many others, some of which have been most ingeniously con-
structed for special purposes. Process engraving has practically 
superseded wood engraving, and the new processes have brought 
new conditions, requiring a different making-ready, paper and Ink. 
Some of these altered conditions are to be regretted. For instance, 
it is unfortunate that the quality and surface of papers have to be 
sacrificed to the demands for cheap literature. and this especially 
applies to illustrated work. 

introduction ntroduction of the autoplate is of great advantage to theme 
using rotary promos, because it allows the production of a large 
number ofduplicate stereotype plates of satisfactory quality 
speedily. This is all important in a newspaper office, where the 
= of time between the cameroom and machine department in 

so limited, for it permits several machines being quickly 
equipped with duplicate sets of the same pages. 

Power is another matter that is changing fast. Electricity a 
supplanting both steam and gas, and is being installed io most large 
printing-houses, including newspaper offices. Suction gas is being 
tried in some offices as a supplanter of electricity and a said to be 
much cheaper as a power producer. The independent system of 
motors is generally adopted. because it is found more economical 
and better (or driving purposes, besides dispensing with the overhead 
shafting and belting, always unsightly, and dangerous to the **h-
oe**. Speeds can be regulated to • nicety for each separate 
machine, and any machine can be set in motion by pressing a butters. 

A printing-house of average size. which males book printing • 
speciality. consists of many departments under the supreme control 
of a general manager. His deputy may be said to be 
the  works manager, who is responsible for all work nr  et being produced in a proper manner by the different synwas  
departments. The progress.  of the work is as follows. :=0,- 

 The MS.. or "copy as it Is called. is handed. with MI --"" 
instructions, to the *enact of the caseroom. who gwcs it out to the 
compositors in instalments as they finish the work already in head-
Formerly the greater bulk of composition was done on the pine watt 
system, hat as machine composition haslargely superseded hand 
labour for the more ordinary class of work. piece-work dech 
and there is a greater tendency to have the work done on"  estatJisi-
ment " (" 'stab "), f.e. filed weakly rages.  When the copy is in type 
a proof it struck off and seat to the reeding closet, where the corrector 
of the peas (see Parior-Razionto), with the aid of a rearfing-boy., 
will compare it with tbe original MS. or copy, and mark all anus 
on the proof, so that they may be amended by the compositor at 
his own east It is *latched to the author or customer, labs 
in turn revises or corrects it for the general improvises* of the 
work. The pool Is then returned to the printer, and if these 
convections are at all heavy. another proof. called the " twist" is 
sabmitted, together with the int onseleed am, no that the anther 
may see that hb ameadatioes have bow muds. This may even be 
opested. but wham lady esevetted the pivot is marked press " 
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sod is seat to the printer with eke neeemary issetructions as to 
printing. After another reading or revision in the reading closet 
It is teat to the compositors, who make the final corrections in the 
type and hand the forme to the printing department to deal with. 
It is this department which contributes most to the moms of any 
printing firm, and it moires a really good man at its head. He 
must be • thoroughly practical printer familiar with the different 
kinds of printing machinery. To make the department pay, the 
machines must be kept fully employed with the many classes of work 
that a large concerts has to deal with; the wheth must be kept 
running as much a. possible, and the time for making-ready curtailed 
as far as is consistent with the proper preparation of the forme. 
Here again it is most important that a sharp eye be kept on the 
materials used. Ink forms a large item in the total expenses of this 
department, besides which there are: oil for lubricating. turpentine 
and other solvents for cleaning, paper for woofs and makieg-seady, 
Ste. When the.work is printed it is handed to the warehousemen. 
who are responsible both for unprinted and printed paper. Lastly, 
the counting.bouse deals with all accounts, both departments' and 
customers', 

BIBLI 	. —The following books and periodicals may be 
specially referred to: Boollr—J. Southward (and subsequently 
A. Powell), Proakal Pnnrust • handbook of the art of typography 
(a vols. Svo, London. moo): J. Southward, Modern Prienag, a 
treatise on the principles and practice of typography, hr. (large ffvo. 
London, moo); C. T. Jacobi. Petnline, a practical treatise on the 
art of printing. Ac. (Svo, ath ed., London, moll); W. J. Kelly, Press-
work a practical handbook for the use of pressmen and their nr.--in-
tices (Svo, and ed., Chicago, mor ): C. T. Jai obi, The 1. a's 
Handbook 4 Trade Re apes, Ac. (M.o. 3rd ed.. London, 1 5); 
F. J. F. Wilson and D. Grey. Modern Pttnttng Alarhtnery and 

Printing (large  6vo, London, !SSA); Robert floe, .l art 
Hulsey 4 tee Printing Press ({{at. New York. tool): T. L. de `. 
This ilINVIlitea of Pointing (New York, 1876). Periodical , 

 Brstiill and Cawood Printer and Stationer (London, hi-week'. 
Shrub Pewee (Leicester, alternate months); The Printer's 1, , 
(London. monthly); The Penton( (London, month), 
Caste. Macaws( (London, monthly); The Purim, Art (Car,,i 
Mash. U.S A.. monthly); The Irtand Printer (Chicago, no, 
The Amencan Printer (New York, monthly); The Into,,, 
Primer (Philadelphia, monthly) See al the bibliography 
to the article Tv roc,  (C. l 

PRIOR. MATTHEW (1664-1721). English poet and diploma-
tist, was the son of a Nonconformist joiner at Windsorne•Minster. 
East Dorset, and was born on the list of July 8664. His 
father moved to London, and sent him to Westminster, under 
Dr Busby. At his father's death be left school, and fell to the 
are of his uncle, a vintner in Channel Row. Here Lord Dorset 
found him reading Horace, and set him to translate an ode. 
He acquitted himself so well that the earl offered to contribute 
to the continuance of his education at Westminster. One of 
his schoolfellows and friends was Charles Montagu, afterwards 
earl of Halifax. It was to avoid being separated from Montagu 
and his brother James that Prior accepted, against his patron's 
wish, a scholarship recently founded at St John's College. He 
look his B.A. degree in 8686, and two years later became a 
fellow. In collaboration with Montagu he wrote in 1687 the 
City Moans and Comore A f mast, in ridicule of Dryden's Hind and 
Panther. It was an age when satirists were in request, and sure 
of patronage and promotion. The joint production made the 
fortune of both authors. Montagu was promoted at once, and 
Prior three years later was putted secretary to the embassy 
at the Hague. After four years of this employment he was 
appointed one of the gentlemen of the king's bedchamber. 
Apparently, also, he acted as one of the king's secretaries, and in 
OW be was secretary to the plenipotentiaries who concluded 
the peace of Ryswick Prior's talent for affairs was doubted by 
Pope. who had no special means of judging. but it is not likely 
that King William would have employed in this important 
business a man who had not given proof of diplomatic skill and 
grasp of details. The poet's knowledge of French is specially 
mentioned among his qualifications. and this was recognized 
by his being sent in the following year to Paris In attendance 
on the English =hammier. At this period Price could say with 
good reason that " he had commonly business enough upon his 
hands, sad was only a poet by accident." To verse, however, 
which had lajd the louodation alas fon encl.. he still occasionally 
trusted as s means of maintaining his position. His occasional 
poses during this period include an degy on Queen Mao, in  

tam; a satirical vadat of Beilem's Ode sits k pier is Nana 
(1691); some fines on William's escape from asessaination in 
3696; sad a brief piece called The Secretary. After his return 
from France Prior became under-secretary of state and suc-
ceeded Locke as a commamsoner of trade. In lyist be sat in 
parliament for East Grinstrad. He had certainly been in 
William's confidence with regard to the Partition Treaty; but 
when Somas, Orford and Halifax were impeached foe their 
share in it he voted on the Tory side, and immediately on 
Anne's accemion be definitely allied himself with Harley and 
St John. Perhaps in consequence of this for nine years there is 
no mention of his name in comsezion with any public transaction. 
But when the Tories came into power is zyto Prior's diplomatic 
abilities were again called into action, and till the death of Anne 
he held a prominent place he all negotiation with the French 
court, sometimes as secret &pat, sometimes in an equivocal 
position as ambaseador's companion, sometimes as fully accredi-
ted but very unransctually paid ambassador. His share is 
negotiating the treaty of Utrecht, of which he is said to have 
disapproved, personally led to its popular nickname of " Matt's 
Peace." When the queen died and the Whip repassed power 
be was impeached by Sir Robert Walpole and kept in dome 
custody for two years ( sr ty--zyty). In ipso he had already pub. 
fished • collection of verse. During this imprisonment, make 
minks his cheerful philosophy, he wrote his longest humorous 
poem, Alms; er, The Progress of the Mind. This, along with bit 
moat ambitious work, Solomon, and other Poems on settmal 
Oseasions, was published by subscription in 3718. The sum 
received for this volume (mco guineas), with a present of (moo 
from Lord Harley, enabled him to live in comfort; but he did 
not keg survive his enforced retirement from public life, although 
be bore his ups and downs with rare equanimity. lie died at 
Wimp*, Cambridgeshire, a seat of the earl of Oxford, on the 
38th of September syn, and was buried in Westminster Abbeys 
where his monument may be seen in Poet's Career. A History 
of kis Own tins was issued by J. Bands in 'yen The book 
pretended to be derived from Prior's papas, but it is doubtful 
bow far it should be regarded as authentic. 

Prior bad very much the same easy, pleasure-loving disposition 
as Chaucer ( wit hsrhose caner his life offers a certain parallelism), 
combined with a similar capacity for solid work. Hls poems 
show anuiderable variety, a pleasant scholarship and great 
executive skill. The most ambitious, i.e. Solomon, and the 
paraphrase of the Nor-Bream Maid, are the least successfuL 
But Al.,, an admitted imitation of Butler, is a delightful 
piece of wayward easy humour, full of witty turns and 
remembered allusions, and Prior's mastery of the octo-syllabic 
couplet is grata than that of Swift or Pope. His tales is 
rhyme, though often objectionable in their themes. are medical 
specimens of narrative skill; and as an epigrammatist he is 
unrivalled in English. The majority of his love soap are 
frigid and academic, mere wax-flowers of Parnassus; but in 
familiar or playful efforts, of which the type are the admirable 
lines To • Child of Qualify, he has sill no rival. " Prior's"—
says Thackeray, handl no mean proficient in this kind—" seem 
to me amongst the easiest, the richest. the most charmingly 
hummers of English lyrical poems. Horace is always in his 
mind, and his snag and his philosophy, his good sense, hit happy 
easy turns and melody, his loves and his Epicurianism, bear a 
great resemblance to that most delightful and accomplished 
master." 

The largest miketion of Prints verses is that by R. Briwiley 
Johnson in the " Aldine Poets " vole, Iftqa 1. There is also a 'da-
wn in the • Parchment Library," with introduction and notes 
by Austin Dobson (MSeg). (A. D.) 

PRIOR (from Lat. Prim—former, and hence superior, 
through 0. Fr. prim.), a title applied generally to certain monas-
tic superiors, but also in the middle ages to other persons in 
authority. Under the Roman Empire the word prior is found 
signifying " ancestor." In the early middle ages it was com-
monly applied to secular officials and magistrates. and it remained 
all though the middle ages fi the title of certain officials in the 
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Italian city states. Noteworthy among these were the famous 
prime arils at Florence. These were appointed governors 
of the Florentine republic when the Companies of the Acts seised 
the government in tall& 

The term prier was most commonly used to denote the 
superiors in a monastery, at first with an indefinite significance, 
but later, as monastic institutions crystallized, describing certain 
definite officials. In the Rule of St Benedict and other early 
rules the titles trapezium and praeialus (see P1ELATE) axe 
generally used, but prior is also found signifying in a general 
way the superiors and elders in a monastery. When used by 
St Benedict in the singular number it seems (according to the 
commentator Menard) to denote the abbot himself. At • liter 
date in the order of St Benedict the title was applied to the 
monk next in authority to the abbot, though this usage was 
not adopted technically until the 13th century. In some 
monasteries several priors were to be found and generally at 
least two. Thus we find the terms prior, nob-prior, Saline prior, 
quartet prior, quintal prior. The first prior was sometimes 
called prior major, sometimes prior elanstralis. Occasionally 
both titles are found in one house, the latter ranking below the 
former. The first prior acted as vicar in all matters in the 
absence of the abbot, and was generally charged with the details 
of the discipline of the monastery. With the foundation of the 
order of Cluny in the loth century there appeared the consented 
prior who ruled as had of a monastery, but was subject in some 
degree to the atchiabbas of the mother-house of Cluny. The 
Regular Canons later gave this title of prior to the heads of their 
houses, as did also the Carthusian and the Dominicans. It was 
in houses of these orders that the sub•prior became a regular 
official. Among the Dominicans the had of a province is 
known as the " prior provincial." In the order of St John of 
Jerusalem (q.v.) • priory was a group of commanderies ruled 
by a " grand prior." 

The term prior was applied also in the middle ages in a very 
general manner. Thus there was the prior scholar or leader of 
the choir, prior scriniariorem, &c. 

See Du Cange, Glossaries. mediae et infanta, latinibuis, new edition 
by 

 
I. Fevre (Niort. 5883, &c.); Sir William Smith and S. ametham, 

edd Dirdicnsary Chrifildfl A 11/44/11ihtS (1875-1880). (E, UN.) 

PRISCIAN IPRISCIAMIS CAESARIANS/AJ, the celebrated Latin 
grammarian, lived about A.O. 500, i.e. somewhat before Justinian. 
This is shown by the facts that he. addressed to Anastasius, 
emperor of the East (491 -528), a laudatory poem, and that the 
MSS. of his Issuitsaiones graomseficas contain a subscription 
to the effect that the work was copied (516, 537) by Flavius 
Theodorus, a clerk in the imperial secretariat. Three minor 
treatises are dedicated to Symmachus (the father-in-kw of 
Boftius). Casaiodorus, writing in the ninety-third year of his 
age (56o? 573?), heads some extracts from Priscian with the 
statement that he taught at Constantinople in his (Cassiodorus's) 
time (Keil, Gr. Let. vii. mg). His title Caesoriensis points, 
according to Niebuhr and others, to Caesarea in Mauretania. 
Priscian's teacher was Theoctistus, who also wrote an I sutihstio 
attic gramonaticae. Priscian was quoted by several writers 
in Britain of the 8th century—Aldhelm, Bede, Alcuin—and was 
abridged or largely used in the neat century by Hrabanus Maurits 
of Fulda and Servatus Lupus of Ferrieres. There is hardly a 
library in Europe that did not and does not contain a copy of 
his great work, and there are about a thousand /ASS. of it. The 
greater part of these contain only books i.-xvi. (sometimes 
called Pt acclaims major); a few contain (with the three books 
Ad Syntmackson) books evil, xviii. (PriC classes minor); and a 
few contain both parts. The earliest MSS. are of the 9th 
century, though a few fragments are somewhat earlier. All are 
ultimately derived from the copy made by Theodora. The 
first printed edition was in 1470 at Venice. 	• 

The Inslitationes grommaticae is a systematic exposition of 
Latin grammar, dedicated to Julian, consul and patrician, 
whom some have identified with the author of a well-known 
epitome of Justinian's N °settee, but the lawyer appears to be 
somewhat later than Prisclan. It is divided into eighteen books,  

of which the first sixteen deal mainly with sounds, word-fermn. 
don and Inflexion; the last two, which form from a fourth to a 
third of the whole work, deal with syntax. Priscian Informs 
us in his preface that he has translated into Latin such precepts 
of the Greeks Herodian and Apollonius as seemed suitable, and 
added to them from Latin grammarians. He has preserved to 
us numerous fragments which would otherwise have been lost, 
e.g. from Enable, Pacuvius, Acdus, Lucilius, Cato and Vann. 
But the authors whom he quotes most frequently are Virgil, and, 
next to him, Terence, Cicero, Plautus; then Lucan, Horace, 
Juvenal, Sallust, Statius, Ovid, Livy and Penh's. His industry 
in collecting forms and examples is both great and methodical. 
His style is somewhat heavy, but sensible and clear; it is free. 
not of course from usages of Late Latin, but from anything that 
can be called barbarism. Its defects may be referred in the 
main to four heads. (a) Priscian avowedly treats Greek writers 
00 (Greek) grammar as his supreme authorities; and bears too 
little In mind that each has a history of its own and is a law to 
itself. (s) There had been no scientific study of phonetics, and 
consequently the changes and combinations of languages are 
treated in a mechanical way: e.g. i passes into o, as genes, 
genesis, generalann; into o, as sari, savoys; 9 passes into 1,as 
Omen, torsi, &c. (j) The resolution of a word into root or stem 
and inflexional or derivative affixes was an idea wholly unknown, 
and the rules of formation are often based on unimportant 
phenomena; e.g. Venus, like other names ending in us, ought to 
have genitive Veal, but, as this might be taken for a vett., it 
has Vencris. Ado►  has no genitive because two rules conflict; 
for neuters in or have a short penult (e.g. avow, aelnotit), and 
adore, from which it is derived, has a long penult. (4) The 
practical meaning of the illtlatiOAS is not realized, and syntactical 
usages are treated as if they were arbitrary or accidental associa-
tions. Thus, after laying down as a general rule for declinable 
words that, when they refer to one and the same person, they 
must have the same case, gender and number, Priscian adds that 
when there are transitive words we may use different numbers, 
as doceo discipsslos, doconws discipultses. He often states a 
rule too broadly or narrowly, and then, as it were, gropes after 
restrictions and extensions. 

His etymologies are of course sometimes very wild: e.g. ceekbs 
from eaclestison titans decent, b being put for consonantal w 
because a consonant cannot be put before another consonant; 
deb:riot from the verb detcro, deleris; prior (adj.) from swigs; 
politic; arbor from robes.; vertnnot from verbetatur aeris, frc. Not 
is he always right in Greek usages. 

Priscian's three short treatises dedicated to Symmachus are 
on weights and measures, the metres of Terence, and some 
rhetorical elements (exercises translated from the Hpoymmtestara 
of Hennogenes). He also wrote De 'online, prolamine, et writs 
(an abridgment of part of his Instihstiones), and an interesting 
specimen of the school teaching of grammar in the shape of 
complete parsing by question and answer of the first twelve lines 
of the Armed (Partitions xli. verseum Amides prieripoliam). 
The metre is discussed first, each verse is scanned, and each 
word thoroughly and instructively examined. A treatise on 
accents is ascribed to Priscian, but is rejected by modern 
writers on the ground of matter and language. He also wins. 
two poems, not in any way remarkable, viz. a panegyric GA 
Anastasius in 311 hexameters with a short iambic Introduction, 
and a faithful translation into 1087 hexameters of Marius's 
Periegesis or geographical survey of the world. 

The best edition of the grammatical works is by Hertz and Keff, 
in Kcirs Grammatici lanai, vols. ii , iiS; poems in E. Behrens' 
Poeta keine misses, the " Periegesis " also, in C. W. MINIS% 
Grograpki greari =Mores. vol. ri. See J. E. Sandys, Huss" 4 
Classical &boletus* (ed. tsto6). pp. 372 soo. 

PR:KILLIAN (d. 385), Spanish theologian and the founder et 
a party which, in spite of severe persecution forheresy, continued 
to subsist in Spain and In Gaul until after the middle of the bib 
century. He was a wealthy layman who bad devoted his Ns 
to a study of the occult sciences and the deeper problems al 
philosophy. He was largely a mystic and regarded the aunties 
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Rh as continual Intercourse with God. Rh favourite idea is 
that which St Paul had expressed in the words " Know ye not 
that ye are the temple of God?" and be argued that to make 
himself • fit habitation for the divine a man must, besides 
holding the Catholic faith and doing works of love, renounce 
marriage and earthly honour, and practise a hard asceticism. 
It was on the question of continence in, If not renunciation of, 
marriage, that he came into coollict with the authorities. 
Priscillian and his sympathizers, who were organized into bands 
of spiritalss sad obstinacies, like the Cathazi of later days, 
indignantly refused the compromise which by this time the 
Church bad established in the matter (see Mamma Canon 
Low). This explains the charge of Manichaeism levelled against 
Prisciilian (Jerome, for his talk of the Sorrier aupsiarusis, had been 
similarly accused, and to escape popular indignation had retired 
to Bethlehem)! and to this was added the accusation of magic 
and licentious orgies. Among the more pmeninent of Priscilla:1's 
friends were two bishops, named Instaethis and Salvi•nus, and 
Hyginus of Cordova also joined the party; but, through the 
exertions of ldacius of Emeriti., the leading Prim:audits, who 
had failed to appear before the synod of Spanish and Aquitanian 
bishops to which they had been summoned, were acommuni-
ailed at Sermon in October 380. Meanwhile, however, 
Prisclllian was made bishop of Avila, and the orthodox party 
found it necessary to appeal to the emperor (Cretan), who 
issued an edict threatening the sectarian leaders with banishment. 
Psi Gillian , Instantius and Salviaous succeeded. however, in 
procuring the withdrawal of Greasn's edict, and the attempted 
arrest of Ithacius of Oseonuba. Oo the murder of Gentian and 
monk* of  Maxima (383) Ithaaus fled to Treves, and in conse-
quence of his representations a synod was held (3114) at Bordeaux, 
where Iastanrius was deposed. ?dietitian appealed to the 
emperor, with the unexpected resat that with six of his com-
panions be was burned alive at Trews in 385. The first instance 
of the application of the Tbeodosian law against heretics bad the 
approval of the synod which met as Treves in the same year, 
but Ambrose of Milan and Martin of Tours can claim the glory 
of having in some measure stayed the band of persecution. The 
heresy, notwithstanding the severe measures taken against it, 
continued to spread in France as well as In Spain; in ez Lazarus, 
bishop of Aix in Provence, and Herod, bishop of Ades, were 
expelled from their sees on a charge of Manichaeism. Proculus, 
the metropolitan of Marseilles. and the metropolitans of Vienne 
and Narbonensis Secunde were also followers of the rigorous 
tradition for which ?nutlike had died. Something was done 
for its represtion by a synod held by Turflike; of Astoria in 446, 
and by that of Toledo In asy; as an openly professed creed it 
wholly disappeared after the second synod of Braga in 563. 
" The cadet church," says F. C. Conybeare, " had to respect 
the ascetic spirit to the meet of enjoining celibacy upon its 
pasta, and of recognising, or ratba immuring, sock of the laity 
as desired to live oat the old ascetic ideal. But the official 
teach* of Rome would not allow it to be avoided and duty of 
every Christian. Priscillian perished fee insisting that it was 
auk; and seven canaries lister the Church began to burn the 
Cathari by thousands because they took a similar view of the 
Christian life." 

The load prevalent minutia of Priv:alien as a bank arid 
Mesdames vested upon Augustine, Undue of Astons, Leo 
the Great sod Ormism, although at the Guava of Toledo in 001 
fifteen yeas afar Peiseilliesh death, when his was was reviewed, 
the meet seam charge that coedit be brought was the emir of 
language involved in nada* thea ►ee by isesevaila it was 
hog thought that all the minds of the " heretic " himself bad 
Peddied. ba in ails, G. gasps discoveted at Wasskeng 
ahem gamin amts. since published is the Vienna Corpus. 
" They COM11211 mottling that is sot standee and commonplace, 

a. the outbreak at Rome u 314 against the.reuslooputz 
emaciated moon who walked the streets and vehement de 
marine. 111, epistles el Pope %dais terhe wished to eland well 
with the main me fall of mare lee themsoot *ad the Lomas 
esaasseetary contaime pavers which seventy omega' the  

nothing that Jerome might not have written" sad go fa to 
justify the description of Priscallian as " the first martyr homed 
by a Spanish Inquisition." 

See E. Ch. Babut, Priscilla. et Is Priseillienisose (Parie. 1909). 
(8- J. G,) 

PRISM of Panium In Thrace, Greek sophist and historian, 
lived during the 5th century A.D. He accompanied Id aximiu, 
the ambassador of Theodosius the Younger, to the court of 
Attila (448). During the reign of Mercian (45* -457) he also took 
part is missions to Arabia and the Egyptian Theban. Priscus 
was the author of an historical work in eight books (Burevrenee 
lerena), probably from the accession of Attila to that of Zeno 
(4.13-474)• Only fragments of the work remain, but the descrip-
tion of Attila and his court and the account of the reception 
of the Roman ambassadors is a most valuable piece of con-
temporary history. Priscus's style is pure, and his impartiality 
and trustworthiness entitle him to an honourable place amen 
the writers of his time. 

Fragments and life is C. W. Mtiller. Fnegssesis Maori:woo 
retrains, iv. v. 24-36. ed. B. G. Niebuhr in Bonn,SMpas 
sr...Wormy, Mist. 4isettnas (nen). vol. vi.. and I.. Dindorf is gistorisi 

asetesprimons (1870), vol. I. For the embassy to Attila see Gibbotf. 
and AU, . 34. 

PIUS= a Greek Neoplatonist philosopher, of the school 
of lamblichus and Aedesius. He died about the year 308 at 
the age of ninety. The emperor Julian frequently invited him 
to court on the strength of his reputation in connexion with 
theurgy. Eunapius says that he was a man of dignified and 
austere habit. Unlike Maximus, he used his influence over 
Julian with great moderation. He died during the Gothic 
invasion of Greece (A.D. 396-91). He is Important partly as 
maintaining the best traditions of philosophy during a period 
when Neoplatonism as a whole was a parasite of imperial power, 
and partly as being a connecting link between lamblichus and 
Plutarch of Athens. 

See Zeiler's Hist. of Grog Phil. 
PRISB/IXA. Pacsersma, or Paean, the chief town of a 

sanjak in the vilayet of Kossovo, Albania, European Turkey; 
on a small tributary of the river Sitzdua, an affluent of the Ibar, 
and 3 m. E. of the Prishtina station on jhe Saionica-Mitrovitza 
railway. Pop. Caps), about t z moo. ?Adidas Is the seat of a 
governor-general and of a general of division, and possesses 
many mosques, a military hospital and a higher class school. 
The trade is considerable, the exports including chrome, wheat, 
maize, barley, skins, wine and timber from the magnificent 
beech forests in the sanjak. The plain of Kossovo (Koszeposolye, 
" Field of Blackbirds "), to the west, was the scene of the battle 
in which the Servian empire was destroyed by the Turks in 1380. 
To the south-east lies the partly ruined monastery of Grachanitza 
founded by King Milutin of Servia (1:73-13sz). Among the 
frescoes are a remarkable had of Christ in the dome, and 
pornsits of the founder and his queen Simonds, daughter of 
Androsicus II. Paluologus. 

See G. M. M. Mackenzie and A. P. Irby, Dodo is de Shansic 
Provinces of Turkey (an). 

PRISM (Gr. spLe son. properly a thing sawn, °gra.,  to  sav)s 
in geometry a solid enclosed by plane surfaces, two of which, 
termed the ends, are parallel, equal, similar and similarly 
situated polygons, and the faces connecting the ends are parallel°. 
norm. equal In number to the sides of the polygon. If the 
faces be perpendicular to the ends the prism is a " right prima," 
and the faces are rectangles: otherwise the prism is " oblique." 
The exit is the line joining the centres of the ends. It may be 
generated by moving a plane (correspooding to an end or base) 

to Ina A prism id differs from • prism in having for parallel to
two dissimilar parallel figures. For illustrations see 

Casantoonsitv, and for the mensuration see that article. 
In optics the word denote' a triangular peism, i.e. one having 
a triangle for base, used to decompose white light. (See 
Reaturion and Dtsreaston.) 

PRISOX (derived through the Fr. from the Lat. 
°11 t seizure). • plea for the oomfinneast as compulsory sest7; ut 
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persons after arrest or sentence by arbitrary authority or process 
of law. 

The earliest object sought in imprisonment was to secure 
the person of the accused to ensure his appearance before his 
Bair 

judges for trial, and after conviction to produce him 
p.m,. to take his punishment. They were applied to other 

uses less justifiable or defensible; they served to 
execute the will of the despotic master upon all who set them-
selves in opposition to his authority, or were decreed, more or 
less wisely but still arbitrarily, by a government in the best 
interests of society, organized for the general good. Coercion 
and intimidation slowly came to be leading ideas, the Infliction 
of a lesser penalty than the capitaL The deprivation of liberty 
under irksome circumstances, rough lodging, hard fare and 
perpetual labour was after all • milder measure than death, 
although long years elapsed before the prison was so used. 
Penal codes depended rather upon shorter and more cruel 
methods; the scaffold was in constant use, with all manner of 
physical pain, torture before and after sentence, shameful 
exposure, hideous mutilation, exile, selling into bondage as 
slaves. Incarceration was no doubt practised by irresponsible 
masters, regardless of personal rights, callous to the sufferinp 
of their victims, to which death by starvation or horrible neglect 
was a welcome relief. But consignment to a prison for length-
ened periods was, as a penalty, of more recent introductioe, and 
of still later date is the recognition of the duties incumbent upon 
the authority to use its powers mercifully by humane endeavours 
to reform and improve those on whom it laid hands. 

' The progress made can only be realized by considering what 
prisons once were. The shocking picture drawn by John Howard 
howanrs of the state of prisons at the latter end of the itth 
Roams In century will last for all time. They were for the 
Bagia" most part pestiferous dens, overcrowded, dark, 
foully dirty, not only ill ventilated, but deprived altogether of 
fresh air. The wretched inmates were dependent for food upon 
the caprice of their gaolers or the charity of the benevolent; 
water was denied them except in the scantiest proportions; their 
only bedding was putrid straw. Every one in durance, whether 
tried or untried, was heavily ironed. All alike were subject 
to the rapacity of their gaolers and the extortions of their fellows. 
Gaol fees were levied ruthlessly—" garnish " also, the tax or 
contribution paid by each individual to a common fund to be 
spent by the whole body, generally in drink. Idleness, drunken-
ness, vicious intercourse, sickness, starvation, squalor, cruelty, 
chains, awful oppression and everywhere culpable neglect—in 
these words may be summed up the state of the gaols at the time 
of Howard's visitation. 

At this time prisons were primarily places of detention, not 
of punishment, peopled by accused persons, still innocent in 
the eyes of the law, and debtors guilty only of breaches of the 
financial rules of a commercial country, framed chiefly in the 
interest of the creditor. Freedom from arrest was guaranteed 
by Magna Carta, save on a criminal charge, yet thousands were 
committed to gaol on legal fictions and retained indefinitely for 
costs far in excess of the original debt. The impecunious were 
locked up and deprived of all hope of earning means to obtain 
enlargement; while their families and persons dependent on 
them shared their imprisonment and added to the overcrowding. 
The prisons were always full. Gaol deliveries were of rare 
occurrence, even when tardy trial ended in acquittal release was 
delayed until illegal charges in the way of fees had been satisfied. 

In the artide DEPORTATION it is shown how the discoveries 
in the southern seas led to the adoption of penal exile in prefer-
ence to other suggested improvements in the English prison 
systems. The penitentiary scheme proposed by Howard was 
not, however, abandoned. It was revised and kept alive by 
Jeremy Bentham in his fanatical scheme for a " pan opticon 
er inspection house," described as " a circular building, an 
Iron cage glazed, a glass lantern' as large as Ranelagh, with the 
cells on the outer circumference." His plan was to keep every 
inmate of every cell under constant close observation, and all 
were to be reformed by solitude and sedulion while constantly  

employed In remunerative labour, in the profits of which they 
were to share. The scheme hung fire, owing, it was alleged, to 
the personal hostility of George III. to Bentham as an advanced 
radical. Lands were, however, purchased which were eventually 
taken over by the government and utilized for the erection of 

penitentiary, begun in 1813 and partially completed 
in rat& It was now fully recognised that the reformation of 
prisoners could best be attempted by seclusion, " employment 
and religious instruction." Milbank, as a new and most 
enlightened undertaking in prison affairs, was opened with much 
Eclat. It was to be governed by a specially appointed committee 
of distinguished personages, the chairman being the Speaker of 
the House of Commons. The sum total expended upon the 
buildings amounted to half a million of money, and the yearly 
charges of the establishment were a heavy burden on the 
exchequer. 

The erection of IiiMbank was a step in the right direction. 
The energy with which it was undertaken was the more 
remarkable because obev/bere throughout the United Kingdom 
the prisons, with few exceptions, remained deplorably .  bed. 
J. Held, who in tats followed in the footsteps of John Howard, 
found that the old conditions remained unchanged. "The 
great reformation produced by Howard," to use Neild's own 
words, " was merely temporary . . . prisons were relaping into 
their former horrid state of privation, filthiness, severity and 
neglect." Yet the legislature was alive to the need for prison 
reform. Besides the building of Millbank it had promulgated 
many acts for the amelioration of prisoners. Gaol fees were 
once more distinctly abolished; the appointment of chaplains 
was insisted upon, and the erection of improved prim buildings 
wad rendered imperative upon local authorities. Lut these, 
with other and much older acts, remained la abeyance. Thus 
an act which provided for the classification of prisoners had 
remained a dead letter; even the separation of the males front 
the females was not a universal rule. Roused by these vying 
evils, a small band of earnest men formed themselves into en 
association for the improvement of prison discipline. They 
perambulated the country inspecting the prisons; they bead 
lengthy interrogatories to prison officials; they published 
periodical reports giving the result of their inquiries, with their 
views on the true principles of prison management, and much 
sound advice, accompanied by elaborate plans on the subject 
of prison construction. The labours of this society brought out 
into strong relief the naked deformity of the bulk of the British 
gaols. Speaking of St Albans from his personal obiervatioa 
Mr (afterwards Sir T. F.) Burton, a most active member of the 
society, said: " All were In ill health; almost all were in rap; 
almost all were filthy in the extreme. The state of the pisoa, 
the desperation of the prisoners, broadly hinted In their conversa-
tion and plainly expressed in their conduct, the uproar of oaths, 
complaints and obscenity, the indescribable stench, presented 
together a concentration of the utmost misery and the utmost 
guilt." The reports of the society laid bare the existence of 
similar horrors in numbers of other gaols. Yet this was in tars,' 
when the legislature was setting a praiseworthy example—when 
half a million had been spent In providing large airy cells for a 
thousand prisoners. Even in London itself, within easy reach 
of the palatial blillbank penitentiary, the chief prison of the city, 
Newgate, was in a disgraceful condition. This had been exposed 
by • parliamentary inquiry as far back as are. bat soiling 
had been done to remedy the evils laid bare. The state of the 
female, side bad already attracted the attention of that devoted 
woman, Mrs Fry, whose ministrations and wonderful "scam 
no doubt encouraged, if they did not bring about, the formation 
of the Prison Society. Mrs Fry west first to Newgate at silty, 
but only se a cased visitor. It was Dot WO 18,7 that dos 
entered upon the noble work with which her name will ever be 
associated. Sbe waited a miracle there in an incredibly abort 
space of time. The ward into which she penetrated was like a 
den of wild besets; it was filled with women unseen& fighting, 
swearing, dancing, gaining, yelling and justly deterred its same 
• " bell- above ground." Within a month it was tsbisformed. 
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bil granted, says an eyewitness, " a scene when stllhias and 
propriety reigned." The wild beasts were termed. Movements 
similar to that which hies Fry beaded were soon set on foot both 
is England and en the Continent, and public attention was 
generally directed to the urgent necessity for prison reform. 

Stimulated by the success achieved by Mrs Fry, the Prison 
Discipline Society continued its labours. Hostile cities were 
not wanting; many voices were raised in protest against the 
uhrsinunsaituisains which sought to make gaols too comfort-
able and tended to puma criminah. But the society pursued 
its objects, undeterred by sarcoma. Many of these are now 
accepted as axioms in prison treatmeat; for insults., that 
female officers only shook' have charge of female prisoners, 
that prisoners of both seams should be kept apart and constant/a. 
employed. Yet these principhs were unacknowledged at that 
time and were fast enunciated loam such as the 4 Geo. IV. C. 65 
and the 5 Geo. 1V. c. 85 ( drub the passing of which were 
mainly due to the strenuous exertions of the Prison Discipline 
Society. It was laid down in the that over and above safe 
custody it was essential to preserve health, improve morals, 
and enforce had labour en all prisoners sentenced to it. Irons 
were strictly forbidden except is cues of " urgent and absolute 
necessity," and it was ruled that every prisoner should have 
a bed to hinnelf—if possible a separate cell, the last being the 
first formal statement of a principle upon which all Were raison 
discipline was to be based. 

The importance of these acts cannot be lover-estimated as 
emptying a legal standard of efficiency by which all prisons 
could be measured. Still the progress of improvement was 
extremely slow, sad the managers of mob still evaded or ignored 
the acts. Many local authorities grudged the money to rebuild 
or enlarge their gaols; others varied much in their interpretation 
of the rules as to hard labour and the hours of employment. 
One great drawback to general reform was that a large number 
of small prisons lay beyond the reach of the law. Those under 
mall jurisdictions in the boroughs and under the petty corporate 
bodies continued open to the strongest reprobation, and thus 
remained until they were swept away by the measure which 

about the reform of the municipal corporations In thy 
tiri7turthis time a still more determined effort had been made to 
establish some uniform and improved system of prison discipline. 
In ilij I a eclat committee of the Home of Commons went into 
the whole subject of secondary punishment and reported that, 
as the difficulties in the way of an effective clusificatUn of 
prisoners were Muratori:stable, they were strongly in favour of 
the confianninit of prisoners in separate cells, recommending 
that the whole of the prisons should be altered accordingly and 
the expense bane by the public exchequer. Them can be little 
doubt that this committee was greatly struck by the superior 
methods of prim discipline pursued in the United-States. The 
best American prisons bad recently been visited by two emineat 
Preochmeno J.. A. de Beaumont and A. de Tocqueville, who 
spoke of them In terms of the highest praise. It was with the 
object of appropriating what was best in the American system 
that Mr W. Crawford was despatched across the Atlantic on a 
special simian of inquiry. His =bawd= report, published 
in 434, was a valuable contributias to the whole question of 
penal discipline. Another select committee, this time of the 
House of Lords, returned to the subject in aSS. and alter a bong 
investigation reusuiciated the theory that all prisoners should 
be kept separate from one another. It also urged in strong 
terms the necessity for one uniform system of treatment, more 
empecially as regarded dietaries, labour and education, and 
mom* recommended the appointment of official inspectors 
to adores obedience to the acts. These recommendation were 
eventually adopted and formed the bads of a new departure. 

Foe fifty yews transportation (see DEPUTATION) had been in 
England the pried* fens if secondary punishment for crime. 

Primary or capital punishment still existed, but to • 
greatly modified extent. The pious Quakers of Penn- 
sylvania at the end of the 18th century had sealised 

A deeper duty Wised, the offenders thin this esdnakm, 

and sought to amend and telona the living. The nose 
struck first in the Walnut Street penitentiary began a new era 
in prison treatment, and the methods adopted were destined to 
extend over the whole world. This was the gam of the nearly 
universal principle of individual confinement, and the origin of 
what pone advanced thinkers have denounced as the greatest 
crime of the present age, the invention of the separate cell. It 
was and still is held by many that the criminal may be best and 
most effectually weaned from his evil ways by shutting him up 
for lengthy periods between four walls, and subjecting him, 
when most susceptible, to curative processes, to COONS.nt 
exhortation and searching introspection, changing his nature 
and restoring him to society a reformed man. 

It must be at once admitted that the system of isolation has 
produced no remarkable results. Solitary confinement has 
neither conquered nor appreciably diminished crime, even 
where it has been applied with extreme care, as in Belgium, 
and more recently in France, where it obtains strict and unbroken 
for long terms of years. Cloistered seclusion is an artificial 
condition quite at variance with human instincts and habits, 
and the treatment, long continued, has proved injurious to 
health, inducing mental breakdown. A slow death may be 
defended indeed on moral grounds if regeneration has been com-
passed, but it is only another form of capital punishment. 
Still the measures introduced in the United States and the action 
taken upon them fill a large page in prison history and must be 
recorded here. 

Several states in the Union followed the lead of Pennsylvania. 
That of New York built the great Auburn penitentiary in Ate to 
carry out the new principles. That every prisoner was kept 
continuously in complete isolation. He saw no one, spoke to no 
one, and did no work. Within a short period very deplorable 
results began to show themselves. Many prisoners became 
insane; health was generally impaired and life greatly endangered. 
Mr Crawford, whose Maim to the United States has been 
already referred to, was in favour of solitary confinement, but 
be could not deny that several cases of suicide followed this 
isolation. Some relaxation of the disastrous severity seemed 
desirable, and out of this grew the second great system, which 
was presently introduced at Auburn and afterwards at the no 
less renowned prison of Sing Sing. It was called the silent 
system. While the prisoners were still separated at night or 
meals, they were suffered to labour in association, but under a 
rule of silence ruthlessly and rigorously maintained. The 
latter, entrusted to irresponsible subordinate', degenerated 
into • despotism which brought the system into great discredit. 
All discipline officers were permitted to wield the whip 
summarily and without the slightest check. Under such a 
system the most frightful excesses were possible and many cases 
of brutal cruelty were laid bore. Reviewing the merits and 
demerits of each system, Mr Crawford gave his adhesion to that 
of unvarying adieu& as pursued in the Eastern penitentiary 
in Pennsylvania. 

Mr Crawford came back from the United States an ardent 
champlen of the solitary system. He saw, however, great 
difficulties in making this the universal rule, chief 
among which wasi the minnow =pear of provid- sommo. 
ing suitable prisms. Some modification of the rule 
of unbroken solitude meld be ineuitalate; but he strawy urged 
its adoption for certain classes, and he was equally convinced 
of the imperative necessity for giving every prisoner a separate 
sleeping cell. It is clear that the government endorsed Mr 
Crawford's views. .Where it was possible they gave elect to 
than at once. At ?AMNIA, with its spacious solitary cells, the 
rule of seclusion was mace and more strictly enforced. Ere 
long permissive legislation strove to disseminate the new 
principles. In deo Lord John Resell bad given it as his 
opinion that cellular separation was desirable in all prisons. 
But it was not until 1830 that an act was passed which laid it 
down that individuals might be confined separately in single 
cells. Even now the executive did not insist upon the cos-
/wain of Mom on a raw pima, It only Mt a Band lam* 
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by undertaking the erection of one which Should serve as a model 
for the whole country. In 184o the first stone of Pentonville 
prison was laid,_ and after three years of considerable outlay, 
its cells, szo in number, were occupied on the solitary, or 
more exactly the separate system—the latter being somewhat 
less rigorous and Irksome in its restraints. To the credit of 
many local jurisdictions, they spadily followed the lead of the 
central authority. Within half • dozen years no fewer than 
fifty-four new prisons were built on the Pentonville plan, which 
now began to serve generally as a " model " for imitation, not 
in England alone, but ell over the world. Sir Joshua Jebb, 
who presided over its erection, may fairly claim indeed to be 
the author and originator of modern prison architecture. 

The building of Pentonville was epoch-making. The modern 
prison dates from it. The penal discipline of to-day, much 
modified and varied it is true, may be largely traced to it. The 
" cell " scheme of individual separation boldi the pound, and 
countries which can afford the outlay have built or are building 
cellular prisons. France has made steady progress in this 
respect. Great additions have been made to La Sante prison 
in Paris, and a new prison on gigantic lines has been opened at 
Fresnes la Rungis, on the outskirt of the metropolis, to replace 
the obsolete Maras, and to give cellular accommodation to the 
large numbers always on hand in Paris. Germany has embarked 
on penitentiary reforms with the provision of several new 
prisons; it is the same with the United States, Austria, Holland, 
Spain, Portugal, Denmark, Norway, Sweden. In Italy a com-
prehensive scheme has been drawn up so that cellular imprison-
ment may become a general rule. In Belgium, where penal 
administration has received the closest attention for a number 
of years, the regime of cellular imprisonment has been long 
carried to its farthest limits, and solitary confinement ranging 
over ten years and in some cases much more has been strictly 
enforced. Of late years however • new school has arisen in 
Belgium which expresses strong doubts of the wisdom or efficacy 
of prolonged cellular confinement. In England, moreover, 
which, If not the first to adopt separation in principle, certainly 
gave the largest effect to it in practice, continuous cellular con-
finement for short terms is ceasing to be the inevitable rule; 
and although it has been retained in cases of penal servitude for 
the first six months, it was in 18* practically abandoned for 
lesser sentences, and all prisoners after the first month work 
together in association under surveillance. In July solo the 
home secretary announced his intention to reduce it to one month 
in all cases, except those of recidivists (see Reatevissr). The 
bias of modern practice, in short, is towards milder methods, not 
only in treatment, but in those anticipatory processes which 
may render imprisonment unnecessary. 

To understand the existing British person system It is 
necessary to consider its gradual growth and the steps taken to 
establish it. Its foundations were laid by Sir George Grey, 
Tusftik m  home secretary, when transportation ended rather 
asks abruptly by the refusal of the chief colonies to 
it/6". continue to be the dumping ground for British 
convicts. Sir George Grey sought to deal with the difficulty 
as a whole, and to provide for all classes of criminals, the most 
heinous deserving severe correction end the minor offenders 
in the earliest stages of misconduct. For the first there was 
some urgency, the latter was still the business of the local 
jurisdictions. The system now introduced consisted of three 
principal parts: (i) of a limited period of separate confinement 
in a home prison or penitentiary, accompanied by industrial 
employment and moral training; (s) of hard labour at some 
public works prison either at home or abroad; and (3) of exile 
to a colony with a conditional pardon or ticket-of-leave (ex). 
No pains were spared to give effect to this plan. Pentonville 
was available for the first phase; Millbank was also pressed into 
the service and accommodation was hired in some of the best 
provincial prisons, bat Wakefield and Leicester. Few facilities 
existed for carrying out the second stage, but they were speedily 
Improvised. Although the hulks at home had been condemned, 
Convict establishments in which these floating prisms KM  

formed the principal part were organised at Beravada ant 
Gibraltar. Nekbez of these was a conspicuous success; the! 
were too remote for effective supervision; and although they 
lingered on for some years they were finally abolished. The 
chief efforts of the authorities were directed to the formation 
of public works prisons at home, and here the most satisfactory 
results were soon obtained. The construction of a harbour of 
refuge at •Portland had been recommended in 184S;in  1847 an 
act was passed to facilitate the purchase of land there, and a. 
sum of money was taken in the estimates (or the erection of a 
prison which was begun next year. At another point, Dartmoor. 
a prison already stood available, although it had not been 
occupied since the last war, when ten thousand French and 
American prisoners had been incaraxated in it. A little re-
construction made Dartmoor into a modern gaol, and in the waste 
lands around there was ample labour for any number of convict. 
bands. Dartmoor was opened in dos; two years later a convict: 
prison was established at Portsmouth in connexion with the 
dockyard, and another of the same class at Chatham in Aso. 
The third stage in Sir George Grey's scheme conterneatai the 
enforced emigration of released convicts, whom the discipline 

• of separation and public works was supposed to have purged 
and purified, and who would have better hopes of entering on 
a new career of honest industry in a new country than rhea 
thrown back among vicious associations at home. The theory 
was good, the practice impossible. No colony would receive 
these ticket-of-leave men. Van Diemen's Land positively 
refused to do so, even though this denial cut off the supply of 
labour, now urgently needed. The appearance of a convict 
ship at the Cape of Good Hope nearly produced a revolt. 
Although Earl Grey addressed a circular letter to all colonial 
governments offering them the questionable boon of transporta-
tion, only one, the comparatively new colony of Western 
Australia, accepted. But this single receptacle could not 
absorb a tithe of the whole number of convicts awaiting exile. 
It became necessary therefore to find some other means for 
their dierpoeaL Accordingly, in as.; the first Penal Servitude 
Act was passed, substituting certain *once sentences of penal 
servitude for transportation. It was only just to abbreviate 
the terms; under the old sentence the transported knew that if well 
conducted he would spend the greater part of it in comparative 
freedom. But although sentences were shortened it was not 
thought safe to surrender all control over the released convict; 
and he was only granted a tkket-of-leave for the unexpired 
portion of his original sentence. No effective supervision was 
maintained over these convicts at large. They speedily relapsed 
into crime; their numbers, as the years ;word. became so great 
and their depredations so serious, especially in gaseous robberies. 
that a cry of affirmation was raised against the system, which 
led to its arraignment before a select committer of the House 
of Commons is 1863. 

Meanwhile prison discipline in the elementary stage, as inflicted 
on bear offenders, was continually discussed. The subject 
was referred to many committees for inquiry, and it was shown 
that there was a lamentable want of uniformity In the *foam 
meat of legal penalties. The processes and treatment taxied 
with the localities. Dietaries differed, hat too ample. there 
meagre to starvation. The amount of exercise allowed wit' 
greatly; there was no *atria rule as to employment. In 
some prisons hard labour was (misted upon. and embraced 
tread-wheels or the newly-invented =alma in some it did not 
mist at &IL The cells inhabited by prisooas (and separate 
cellular confinement was now very general) were of different 
dimensions—variously lighted, warmed and ventilated. The 
time spent in these eells was not invariably the same. and * 
yet no authoritative decision had been made between the 
solitary and silent systems. The first named had been tied 
at Pentonville, but the period had been greatly reduced. The 
duration bad been at first fixed at eights* months, but it was 
proved that the prisoners' minds had become enfeebled by tW 
long isolation, and the period was limited to nine months. IS 
many jurisdiclitms bowever the Mien system. or thateg Imodol• ■ 
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labour In silence, was still preferred; and there might be prisons 
within a short distance of each other at which two entirely 
different systems of discipline were in force. In go Mr 
charm Pearson, M.P., moved for a select committee to report 
upon the best means of securing some uniform system which 
should be at once punitive, reformatory and sett-supporting. 
He urged that all existing plans were inefficacious, and he 
advocated a new scheme by which the labour of all prisoners 
should be applied to agriculture in district prisons. The result 
of a full inquiry was the reiteration of views already accepted 
In theory but not yet generally adopted in practice. Thirteen 
more years elapsed and still no such steps had been taken. A 
new committee sat in :863, and in its report again remarked in 
no measured terms upon the many and wide differences that 
still existed in the gaols of Great Britain as regards construction, 
diet, labour and general discipline, " leading to an inequality, 
uncertainty and inefficiency of punishment productive of the 
most prejudicial results." Matters could only be mended by 
the exercise of legislative authority, and this came in the Prison 
Act of :We, an act which consolidated all previous statutes on 
the subject of prison discipline, many of its provisions being still 
In force. Yet the years passed and uniformity was still far 
from secured; It was impossible indeed while prison administra-
tion was still left to a number of local authorities, no two of 
which were often of the same mind. The legislature had tried 
its best, but had failed. It bad exercised some supervision 
through its inspectors, bad forbidden cells to be used until duly 
certified as fit, and had threatened to withhold exchequer 
contributions from prisons of which unfavourable reports were 
received. Such penalties had exercised no sufficient terrors. 
It began to be understood, moreover, that the prisons under 
local jurisdictions were not always conveniently and economic-
ally situated. Crime, with the many facilities offered for rapid 
locomotion to those who committed it, had ceased to be merely 
local, and the whole state rather than individual communities 
ought to be taxed; prison charges should be borne by the public 
exchequer and not by local rates. These considerations gained 
strength and led at length to the introduction of the Prison Bill 
which became law in 5877, by which the control of all pals 
mas vested in a body of prison commimioners appointed by and 
responsible to the boob secretary. These commissions had 
power to consolidate by closing superfluous prisons, to establish 
one system of discipline, and generally by watchful supervision, 
aided by the experience of specialists, to maintain that much-
desired uniformity which bad been so long and unsuccessfully 
sought. At the same time the co-operation of the local 
magbtrates was invited so far as advice and assistance were 
concerned; but all real power and control has passed from their 
bands into that of the consmissionms of prisons. The system 
established by the art of 1877 is that now in force. 

As foe peal servitude, the punishment reserved for the 
gravest offences, greet changes bad been introduced. We left 
this branch of the subject at a parliamentary Inquiry. The 
Verna given was in the man satidactory; but doubts were 
empreased as to the severity of the discipline Infficted, the join- 
deal features of which were moderate labour, ample diet and 
substantial grartritkm The first was tar leas than the work tree 
men did foe a livelihood, the second larger, the third missive, 
so that convicts often left prisons with thirty, forty, even 
eighty pounds in their pockets. Penal servitude, to we the 
weeds of the lord chid justice Hr Alexander Cockburn, one of 
the members of the committee, " was hardly calculated to peo-
nies on• the rabid of the criminal that salutary dread of the 
?emergence et the puerishmeot which may be the means of 
detecting Mee and, through his nun* others from the commie-
doe of aim." The chief recommending pat forward to mend 
She system comprised inagtheaing of al sentences, a diminution 
in the dietaries, the abolition ot kip matuitke, and, speak* 
Mani?, • general tighten's' of the reins. The most notable 
change however wan In regard to Lbw" the quantity and 
nine of which case to be regulated in Anne by the so roiled 
4' madwystsen." This plan had afghan! with Captain 

Macoleorbin- it line "ame enneffiteadent in Neetolk Ides& 
who bad recommended that the punishment inflicted upon 
criminals should be measured, set by time, but by the amount 
of labour actually performed. In support of his theory be 
devised an ingenious system of recording the convicts' daily 
industry by marks, which on reaching a given total would 
entitle them to their release. This mark system had already 
been tried with good results in Ireland, where the Irish system, 
as it was called, introduced by Sir Walter Crofton, had attracted 
widespread attention. There had been a very marked diminu-
tion in crime, attributable it was supposed to this system, 
which wasin almost all respects the same as the English, although 
the Irish authorities had invented an " intermediate stage ' . 
in which convicts worked in a state of semi-freedom and thus 
practised the self-reliance which in many produced reform. 
As a matter of fact the diminution in crime was traceable to 
general causes, such as a general exodus by emigration, the 
introduction of a poor law and an increase in the facilities for 
earning an honest livelihood. It may be added here that judged 
by later experience the Irish system had no transcendent merits, 
and it is now extinct. But we owe something to the Irish peac-
tire which first popularized the idea of maintaining a strict 
supervision over convicts Ina state of conditional release, and it 
reconciled us to a system which was long wrongfully stigmatised 
as espionage. The mark system, as recommended by the cons-
mitt= of 1863 and as subsequently introduced, had however 
little In common with either Maconochie's or the Irish plan. 
It was similar in principle and that was all. According to the 
committee, every convict should have it in his power to earn 
• remission—in other words, to shorten his sentence by his in-
dusty/. This industry was to be measured by marks earned by 
bard labour at the public works, after a short probational term 
of close " separate confinement. But the remission gained 
did not mean absolute release. All males were to be sent, during 
the latter part of their sentence, " without disguise to a thinly 
peopled colony," to work out their time and their own es  
habilitation. The committee still dung to the old theory of 
transportation, and this in spite of the lively protests of some 
of its mambas. The one outlet remaining, however, that of 
Western Australia, was soon afterwards (1867) cloyed to cos 
vict emigrants; and this part el the committee's recommenda-
tion became a dead letter. Not so the mark system, or the 
plan of earning tannin by steady industry. This was carried 
out on a broad and intelligent basis by officials prompt to avail 
themselves of the advantages It offered. Thus in 477-130 
glom were made to minimise contamination by segregating 
the worst criminals and restricting convemation at exercise. 
A special dais was formed is deo, in which all convicts " not 
versed in crime," first amid= and comparatively innocent 
men, are now kept apart from the older and more hardened 
criminals. The committee bet quoted gm It as their opinion 
that " penal servitude as at prom adminimered is on the 
whole satisfactay; it is effective ass punishment and foe from 
serious abuses . . 	a sentence of penal servitude Is now 
generally an object of dread to the criminal population." 
Since then, steps have bees taken in the densification d 
convicts when undergoing sentence with a view to dealing more 
effectually with habitual aiminds. 

Having dm traced the hheoey of secondary ponbhments and 
prison discipline in &wind, it will be well to de• Lwow 
scribe the system now mostly Is taros. This will 40".." 
be best understood if we follow those who break tail"' 
the law through all the mime from that of meet, 17,7,apik, 
through conviction, to release, conditional or as anerta 
complete. 

After a short detention in a police cell, an olinedbr, Wes 
disposed of summarily, palm into Me of His Majesty's piens, 
there to await his trial at maim es sashes. Tb.pedod thus 
spent In the prosiness will never mend three meatist In Lan" 
with the frequent Fitting at Clerhenwell and dthe Gated 
Criminal Come, It is seldom more them one month. While 
midis vial the pdsomen may weer his own dank-provide 
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his own food, see and commonieste with hi blends and legal 
adviser so as to prepare fully for his defence. His fate after 
conviction depends on his sentence. If this be " imprison-
ment," so called to distinguish it from " penal servitude,,, 
although both mean deprivation of liberty and are closely akin, 
it is undergone in one of the " local " prisons—the prisons till 
1878 under local jurisdiction, but now entirely controlled by the 
state through the home secretary and the commissioners of 
prisons. The rigime undergone is cellular; able-bodied pri-
soners are kept in strict separation for at least a month, and 
during that time subjected to severe labour; although the term 
of first-class hard labour and of purely penal character no longer 
exists. The tread-wheel has also been abolished. A system 
of progressive stages based on the mark system has been adopted 
in the local prisons, and the prisoner's progress through each 
depends on his own industry and good conduct. During the 
first month he sleeps on a plank bed, a wooden frame raised 
from the floor, with bedding but without mattress. When he 
has earned the proper number of marks, which at the earliest 
cannot be until one month has elapsed, he passes into the second 
stage and is allowed better diet and a mattress twice a week. 
The third stage, at the end of the third month, gives him further 
privileges as regards diet and bed. The fourth stage concedes 
to the prisoner a mamas every night, and the privilege, if well 
conducted, to communicate by letter or through visits with 
his friends outside. These stages are applicable to females 
except as regards the plank bed; youths under sixteen and old 
men above'sixty are also allowed reattremes. A small gratuity 
may be earned during the second and three following stages, 
amounting in the aggregate to ten shillings. The labour, too, 
may be industzial, and include instruction in tailoring, shoe-
making, basket-making, bookbinding, printing, and many more 
bandit:rifts. Throughout the sentence the prisoner has the 
advantage of religious and moral instruction; he attends divine 
service regularly, and whatever his creed is visited by a chap-
lain professing it, and receives educational assistance according 
to his needs. His physical welfare Is watched over by competent 
medical men; close attention is paid to the sanitary condition 
of prisons; strict rules govern the size of cells, with their light-
lag, warming and ventilation. Dietaries are everywhere the 
same; they are calculated with great nicety according to the 
time of durance, and afford variety and ample nutrition without 
running into excess. In a word, as regards discipline, labour, 
treatment, exactly the same system obtains in the " kcal " 
prisons throughput the United Kingdom. 

Where the sentence passes beyond two years it ceases to be 
styled imprisonment and becomes penal servitude, which may 
be Inflicted for any period from three years to life. The 
prisoner becomes a convict and undergoes his penalty in one 
or more of the convict prisons. These are entirely ands state 
management. A sentence of penal servitude as now admin-
istered consists of three distinct periods or stages: (t) that 
of probation endured in separate confinement at a so-calied 
" doss " prison; (t) a period of labour in association at a public 
works prison; and (3) conditional release for the unexpired 
portion of the sentence upon licence or ticket-of-leave. 

z. In the first stage, which was limited to six months, bat 
which it is proposed to reduce to one month, the convict passes 
his whole time in his cell apart from other prisons, engaged 
at some industrial employment. He exercises and goes to 
chapel daily in the society Of others, but holds no communica-
tion with them; his only intercourse with his fellow-creatures 
is when he is visited by the governor, chaplain, schoolmaster 
or trade instructor. This period of almost unbroken solitude 
is of a painful character, and its duration has therefore been 
wisely Hiked. 

a. The second is a longer stage and endures for the whisk or 
a greater part of the remainder of the sentence, its duration 
being governed by the power a convict holds in his own bands 
to earn a remission. It is now passed at • public works 
prison; either at Aylesbury (females), Borstal, Dartmoor, Park. 
burst or Portland. While cellular separation, except at work.  

at prayers or exercise, is strictly maintained, labour is in ems 
ciation under the dose and constant supervision of officials. Inter-
communication no doubt takes place; men working together 
in quarry, brickfield or barrow-run, and out of earshot of their 
guardians, may and do converse at times. But the work is 
too arduous to allow of long and desultory conversation; the 
chance of contamination is now minimized by the careful 
separation of the less hardened from the old offenders. There 
is no reason to suppose that any great evils arise from this 
association, and without it the execution of the many important 
national public works which now attest Its value would have 
been impossible. Among these may be mentioned the follow-
ing: the quarrying of stone for the great Portland breakwater, 
nearly 2 m. in length and between so and 6o It. deep in the 
sea, with the defensive works on the Verne, batteries, cam 
ments and barracks intended to render the island of Ponied 
impregnable, and the enlargement and extension of the deck. 
yards at Chatham and Portsmouth. At Borstal a line of forts 
intended to protect Chatham on the south and west have 
been erected by convicts; they have also built magazines at 
Chattenden on the left bank of the Medway. Besides ties, 
convict labour has been usefully employed in the erectim el 
prison buildings at new points or in extension of those at tie 
old. In all cases the bricks have been made, the stone quarried 
and dressed, the timber sawn, the iron cast, forged and wank 
by the prisoners. The great merit of this system is the ski 
acquired in handicrafts by so many otherwise idle and seeks 
hands. Convict mechanics are rarely found ready suds. It 
is a fact that a large percentage of the total number engird 
at trades learnt them in prison. These results are no dark 
greatly sided by the judicious stimulus given to the highest 
effort of the mark system. The chief objection to enforced labour 
has been the difficulty in ensuring this; but the convict Doer 
days eagerly tries his best, ,isecause only thus ran he wig privi 
leges while in prison and an egrlier release frees it. Every 
day's work is gauged and marks recorded according to in 
value; upon the total earned depends his passage due* the 
stages or classes which regulate his diet and general treatment, 
and more especially his interviews and communkatioas suit 
his relations and friends. Yet more; steady willing kb= 
continuously performed will earn a remission of a fauna of the 
sentence. It must be home in mind that the marks thus card 
may be forfeited at any time by misconduct, but sled remises 
to this extent only. The full remission In a five years' serener 
is one year and ninety-one days; in seven years, one year MO 
hundred and seventy-three days; in fourteen, three years cm 
hundred and ninety-seven days; in twenty, four yews one 
hundred and ninety days. " Lifers " cannot claim any reei-
don, but their cases are brought forward at the end of meaty 
years and then considered on their merits. 

3. Having earned his remission the convict enters upon the 
third stage of his punishment. Be Is released, but only oar 
ditionally, on licence or ticket-of-leave. This permission to be 
at large may easily be forfeited by fresh breathes of the kw. 
Stringent conditions are endorsed upon the licence and ova l 
known to every licence bolder (see Tecter-or-Leavg). 

Further modifications have been introduced from time to 
time in the British penal system, tending mostly to reader 
discipline, more intelligent classification of prisoners and • 
certain amelioration of their lot. In Its general outlines els 
system as set forth above has been maintained, but the depot-
mental committee appointed in tfos made some temper:at 
recommendations which were presently adopted in part. 'Me 
committee was dissetidled with the moral remits ad ined 
and thought that more attention should be paid to mformaotty 
procemes. They believed that " few inmates left prison better 
than when they came in." Roomunituds were frequent sad 
recidivism on the increase. Imprisonment was not auffichertly 
deterrent to the habitual criminal dam, and small attends 
was paid to the reclamation of less birdseed offenders. The 
views of this committee were embodied in a Penal Servftmie 
bill which was long debated, bet became law in r$s& It 
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emphasised the exaMethe of the system devised in r679 for the 
segregation of the comparatively innocent from convicts hardened 
Is crime. The system of the " star " class as originally estab-
lished provided that the prisoner never previously convicted 
should be kept absolutely apart, at chapel, labour, exercise and 
in quarters, from his less fortunate fellows who had already been 
imprisoned. The rule was strictly enforced and with the most 
conspicuous results, so that little more than 1% of " stars " 
have been re-convicted when once more at large. The privilege 
of the " star " is only accorded after careful inquiry and reason-
able proof that the individual has never before been scat to 
prison. Reforms is made to the police at the time of con-
viction, and the duty of looking into previous and,  present 
character is very strictly performed. The inquiry Is continuous 
and may be prolonged into the sentence; then, if necessary, 
correction is applied. But as a matter of face very low mistakes 
are made. It is obvious that wrongful admission into the 
" star " class might be fraught with mischievous consequences, 
and it is well known that a first sentence does not necessarily 
moan absolute unacquahmance with crime. For administrative 
convenience the " stars "—whoa name comes from the scrap 
of crimson cloth worn on cap and jacket sleeve—have been 
generally concentrated at Portland, and employed in Labours 
specially allotted to thetas, for the most part demanding a higher 
rate of intellipnce than the general average shown by convicts. 
Moulders, blacksmiths, carpenters, tinsmiths, stonemasons, 
bookbinders, painters and various other trades and handicrafts 
are the peculiar province of the " stars." 

The Prison Act of 1898 made some marked changes in penal 
discipline. One was the strict limitation of corporal punishment 
to offences of mutiny and gross personal violence to officers, 
where previously it might be inflicted for many forms of mis-
conduct, and it dui only now be adjudged under great restrictions. 
It was feared that the removal of this powerful deterrent would 
adversely affect discipline, but on the contrary, the yearly average 
of prison offences has diminished from 147 to 1st per thousand 
prisoners, and it has bees felt by the authorities that the limita-
tion was salutary and wise. Another change was the power given 
to courts of law to differentiate between offenders by ordering 
them one of throe classes of treatment ranging from severe to 
lees rigorous. The first of these divisions was akin to that of 
former first.elass misdemeanants; the second division was 
allotted to persons guilty of trivial offences not amounting to 
moral depravity, the third division was apportioned to serious 
crime calling for severe repression, involving strict separation for 
the first twenty-eight days with " hard labour " (now an obso-
lete expression, since all prison labour Is nowadays accounted 
" hard "). The scheme was judicious, but courts have been slow 
to make use of its provisions. Yet a third improvement was 
permission conceded to prisoners locked up in default of par 
meet of fine, to obtain a reduction of time proportionate to part 
payment of the fine. The numbers under both categories are 
considerable, and taken together sheer a steady haws In the 
ten years from 1692 (wires the acts first came into effect) to 
1902, the figures being 33,11or in 492 and et 402 in 1902. 

Insprboarneet, albeit somewhat modified and diluted, con-
tinues to be used as the chid penalty and most trusted panacea 
for all crime. The medicine is so simple in application and 
so amity available that it is served out almost automatically 
Gad indifferently to every law-breaker; the pickpocket and the 
burghs are locked up next door is the clergymen at variance 
with his bishop; the weak-knead sad self-indulgent drunkard 
robe shoulders with the political zealot who has endangered 
the peace of nations. Them is an enormous Mali of so-called 
aims is Engbad which is not crime at all, and still is perpetually 
pensibed by as billiction of imprisonment for each short periods 
as to be perfectly futile. The bulk of the offences for which 
it is meted oat are trivial and unimportant. Eighty-three  per 
cast of the annual convictions, seamanly and on indictment, 
followed by committal to gaol, are for misconduct that is dis-
tinctly non-criminal, such as breaches of municipal by-laws and 
poles regulations, drunkenness, gaming and aeons under the  

year:ley acts. The leniency of the sentences hattkates the cow. 
parities* trifling character of the wrongdoing. Forty per cent. 
of the males and 39% of the females were sent to prison foe 
periods of a week or less; on the other hand, DO more than 4% 
were sentenced to six months and under, only 2% were imprisoned 
for terms between six months and one year; and •e% to more 
than one year. The question will arise some day whether it 
is really necessary to maintain fifty-eh local prisons, with aft 
their elaborate paraphernalia, their imposing buildings and 
expensive staff, to maintain discipline in daily life and insist 
upon the proper observance of customs and usages, many a them 
of purely modern invention. Of tonne there is in mom cases 
the alternative of a fine, the non-payment of which entails the 
imprisonment; yet a penalty imposed ow the pocket is so clearly 
the proper retribution for such misdeeds that better methods 
should be devised for the collection of fines. 

The chief aim of penal legislation should indeed be either 
to keep gaols empty or to use them only where distinct reduction 
in the number of offenders, whether by regeneration or by con-
tinuous withdrawal from noxious activity, can by obtained. An 
axiom based upon this view has been formulated, and although 
paradoxical It may well be quoted here. The great aim and 
object of all penal processes, it has been said, should be the 
recognition of the general principle of dividing all offenders 
into two categories: (r) those who ought never to enter 
and (s) those who ought never to be allowed to leave It. Praise-
worthy efforts to compass the first end have been made in recent 
legislation. The Fbst Offenders Act her 1887 had the effect of 
postponing sentence and eperhtg these offenders from incar-
ceration subject to their good conduct. An average of about 
4500 thus escaped hnprbornnerst in the five years between 143 
and 1892, and an average of sew the her following years. 
The gain in this was great, seeing that DO more than 6 to 
It% were actually sent to gaol after the commission of a 
second offence, and that there was therefore a very distinct 
saving in expense of maintenance of prisoners incarcerated. 
The value of this set is to be seen la its wide adoption. It is 
in force in some of the states of the American Union. It was 
adopted In France by the Berenger law of 1891, and in Belgium, 
where ta % of sentences of imprisonment in one year and &half 
were postponed. In some countries the concession has been 
accompanied by admonition. The Summary Jurisdiction Acts, 
by which large numbers of minor offenders wen discharged ea 
bail, or subjected to flees or very brief terms of imprisonment, 
have also tended to diminish the prison population enormously. 
The number annually discharged increased from 33,coo 
1893 to es ,p2 in 1902. This excellent system has conuaseded 
Itself to many countries and it is now adopted by the bulk of 
governments and jurisdictions owing allegiance to the Igritish 
Crown. 

Two new systems of applying imprisonment have conmeaded 
themselves to English administrators, and both have been 
effected by the Prevention ef Crime Act 19o8. The lira is a 
new method for educating and reformi4 young offenders, 
already on the frontiers of habitual crime, no longer ehldsen, 
but at an age still susceptible of permanent improwanatt; the 
second Is the legal acceptance of the principle of Wallahs 
detention, the willingness to Inflict an indeterminate sentence 
on those who have already forfeited the right to be at large. 

Both these measures originated Is the United Suess. The 
Boatel scheme of a juvenile-adult reformatory has hem to 
some exist planned on the institutions of Elmira reformatory 
In the state of New York and of Concord is Massachusetts (see 
ILTVC2C11/ OTTZ1201:12). Side by side with the new processes 
introduced, the ides of the indeterminate sentence was started 
and put in outlet, by which release was made to depend upon 
reasonable hope of amendment and sentences were peolonged 
unto it was more or less certain that the treatment had resulted 
in cure. 

Other meassues are set forth is the new cissaificatioo of 
convicts. prescribed by the secretary of state in the odes nib. 
mitred by him to the Home of Commons in ame. All convicts 
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are doled is Hare cets•Xieet AS. (A) the Ordinary division; 
(3) the Habitual Offeadois' daisies; sad (C) the Long Sentence 
division. 

The " A " or Ordinary division comprises all ordinary con-
victs under old rules who are still separated Into the three draft 
of " star," intermediate and recidivist, as provided by the act 
of atoll. The qualificatious for each class an clearly laid down. 
Only those never previously convicted, or known as of not 
habitually criminal or corrupt habits, are eligible for the " star " 
dam. The intermediate dam takes those not previously con-
victed but deemed unsuitable as " stars " from antecedents 
and generally unsatisfactory character. The recidivist data 
is for those previously sentenced to penal servitude or whose 
record shows them to have been guilty of grave and persistent 
crime. 

Them three dames begin with cellular confinement, but for 
varying periods; the first for three months, the second six 
months and the third for nine months, in all cases subject to 
a medical repast upon mental and physical condition. Female 
convicts pass the lust three months of their sentence in aspirate 
cells. 

The " B "division indicates the wart penalties to be inflicted 
upon habitual criminals. There is no recognition whatever of 
the principle of the indeterminate sentence. The law merely 
prescribes the forfeiture of all remission. The convict Is not 
eligible for release or licence, but when the time of conditional 
libegatiat would have formerly arrived the case is submitted 
to the author ties and dealt with on its merits. Early release 
depends upon the swats on Industry and conduct, and the 
prospect of his keeping straight if set free. He may have to 
" do " his whole time but not an hour beyond it. 

Certain privileges are conceded to the " B " division to com-
pensate those in it for the loss of remission. They wear a special 
dress, • baud of blue dash on the left arm; they may earn an 
extra gratuity and speed a part of it in buying extra food or 
atticles of comfort and relaxation; they may take their meals 
in association, converse at them or at exercise, but not at 
labour. 

The " C " division has been designed for convicts serving long 
sentences, who have gained all possible privileges in the early 
yews of sentence and have little or nothing to expect further 
until the last year of their sentence, when they may earn an 
additional gratuity. But after tee year they may enter the 
" C " division, earn a special gratuity therein, and enjoy the 
various privileges accorded to the " B " or habitual criminals' 
division with the additional advantage that there is no inter-
ference with their remission. 

Still milder and more humanitarian prison treatment was 
that put leeward by the borne secretary in tow in his speech 
already referred to. In it he suggested that the following 
reams should be carried out, some by administrative order 
and some by future legislation: (1) time for the payment of 
fins indicted for minor offences; (a) disciplinary treatment 
outside prison for all offenders under an years of age; (3) 
punishment of those guilty of offences not involving moral 
turpitude to be relieved of all degrading features; (4) the 
reduction of the period of solitary confinement to a maximum 
of toe month; (5) and the tamales of the ticket-of-leave 
system. It was also proposed to gin loot lectures or 
stencette a year in convict mimes. 

Prisms is Air Csastries.—The general progress mode in prison 
treatment will be best gamed by a brief swvey of penal institudoes 
la the principal onus of the world. it mil be comearient to take 
Chi s alphabetically. 

astrio-Hengery—The *has of cellular confinement has not 
been universally adopted; only six prisons are built on that principle 
and no more than 13% of the whole number of prisoners can be 
subjected to the system Cellular separation is not Indicted for 
long periods, the minimum ban six months and the maximum 
three years. The bulk of the prisoners live and labour M common. 

A great feature has been the execution of public worts by prisoners 
a state of semi-Nberty beyond prison wags--the gutsiest adoption 

of the so-called " Irish " or latermediate prison—sad good meths 
are seen in nrukralung sad the improvement of river courses.  

. 5/40/122.■Thill MOW Ma spend neither yeim nor ompke mien. 
in 

2 
 oarrying out penal processes. and the Belgian primes are er 

of the cellular system prolonged to the utmost limits of lumen 
endurance. There sea minimum of tee years, but the individual 

&seriatim. A new whoa M•• criminologists has been heeded 
may elect to continue is 	• or be treselened to panel 
by  

M. Prins, the chief of the pie= department, who has pal 
that to hope the vicious, hardened offender, after a long molar tiny 

surrounded with every attention, soaked with good cansd, 
leave his cell regenerated," is a Utopian dream. 

3. British Dominions beyond Ms Sea.—The principle of *Aube 
separation was accepted as far back as 1836 and the model prise. of 
Pentonville, opened in 1642. has' since been copied thtooghatt the 
civilized world. The cellular system has been adopted in all British 
colonies with various modifications, and prisons built on modem 
pr,ciples are to be found in Canada. .1 istralia, New Zealand ad 
ris Cape of Good Hope. India ma,- association ae the rotes 

suitable for lu criminal classes, w  Is other methods generally 
abandoned in Grunt Britain. such a the employment el tseF 
conducted prisoners as auxiliaries in p, on discipline aed senate: 
deportation is still the penalty for the eat atoms and is tarried 
out on a large scale and with satisfactory results in the Andorran 
Islands. In Egypt since the establishment of British control a vac 
marked chi has been introduced in prison affairs. 

Denyr.....—In Denmark all convicted prisoners paw dean* 
several stages, from cellular treatment to the intermedsete' prole 
and conditional libratesagTwo new prisons on the latest model have 
been erected at Co n, one for males and the other for females. 
The smaller geol. or short terms are mostly on the cellular plan. 

!Years. —France has devoted very considerable Meanies to 
prison matters and la sow 	the two marenses of trestment, 
the strict cellular isolation of the 	system and the penal mile 
or transportation which was long the Eaglet% rule. 

one system of prison treatment, and its venous corn . 
6. Cennany.—The unified German Empire has not , yet= 

still retain independence in views and practice. 
Baden has a well-known cellular prison at Bruchsal, Ia, t separation 

is not imposed for more than four years and associat.si labour is 
carried out in another quarter of the prison. 

Bavaria has four cellular prisons, the chief being at Munich and 
Nuremberg, but the collective system also obtains. 

Prussia having declared for the cellular system eon eructed the 
well-known Moabit prison in Berlin. also those of Rat d .air is Silesia 
and of Herford in Westphalia, while those of Graud. Breslau, 
Werden and Cologne have been added since. The total number of 
separate cells to-day is moat against 3247 in 1869 Two new 
cellular prisons, Luttringhausen and Saarbruck, have cently bees 
added. Frankfurt has a good prison on the Pentonvil tre (Landes) 
plan; so has Hamburg; and new buildings have be( .1 erected at 
Wohlan, Siegburg, Breslau and Munster. Separate Or,., in Prussia 
had increased is 1896 from 3247 to 6573.  The cello:_s_nlidene is 
applicable to prisoners between a and 30. and to first oS oi 
so years of age•  the term being fixed by the governor of the pd, 
but never exceeding three years. 

Saxony•hshed a penitentiary at 7,i-kau in F and in he 
earlier ma, -lent exhibited e,.. • alp i1116111211111. 
Both the 	and the associated 	91_ 

VAIrttemberg Ma accepted the Cellular system. There are 
prisons for females at Heilbronn. and for melee at Ludvigsburg and 
Stuttgart • in Wtintembag itself the rEgiMe is collective. 

7. Heilleed has followed her Nearest neighbour Belgium and has 
sow at command separate cells sufficient to receive the whole 
number of her prison population. The system of unbroken weelueine, 
prolonged to five years, is maintained with stricame. 

& inly.--Although accepting the wed* of cellular 
meet, Italy has not adopted it handy, pertly front want 7= 
and not a little beaus the current of thought has not ageism it_ 
Thereally penal establishments are 77 is som12102, the great enamels 
of San Stefano being one. Agricultural labour for convicts has beau 
tried in colonies of magi (or those provisionally released) pleased 
out in the islands of the Italian archipelago. 

Nentay.—The separation of Norway, se an independent mate. 
from Sweden 11112 produced no great change in its prone institution.. 
which still follow the lines of the neighbouring country. 

to. Perrseel.—There are three or more cellular prisons at Liabew. 
Coimbra and Siustanan. sad the arum el strict separation lams 
first adopted in OM was expected both to amend and deter. 

II. Swedem—Prinee Oscar of Sweden sea one of the comfiest 
adherents of cellular imprisonment, and at his urcirtedintopresentatins 
penitentiary reform was warmly espousal t I. Hie inellueseer 

sive from strict separation to working ousel& the call. 
is still felt, aod the system In force In Norway and 	is 
which adopted the cellular system in :1143, Doe cans ouggdept 
for prisoners sentenced to two years and leis. There are three 
principal central prison% one at Lamtheise near Steddeelen. • weead 
at Malmo and a third at Ilya Varlet emir Got 

is. United Sona.—The penal system of the 17 1=tim etse varies 
between brine the most advanced and the most backward In _the 
salt ilized worGi. At one end of the scab an the numerous bed 
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county gaols and the homers of tie convict lease system in the 
'mandarin states. now needy extinct; at the other such modern and 
well-equipped reformatories as Elmira and Concord (see Juvgarts 
°Presoaks). The worst feature is the indiscriminate association 
sometimes seen of all inmates, mind and free, the convicted and 
accused; even witnesses 'ost whom there is no shadow of a charge 
are sometimes imprisoned among felons. Nor is it onliseistit distant 

rs corne of the great continent that this criticism app 	though 
constant improvements are removing the grounds for it. It is only 
a short time since the local gaol in the clay of New York, " the 
Tombs." a house of detention for prisoners awaiting trial, was 
described in an official report to the state legislature as " a disgrace. 

It is defective in every modern *Wieners It is dark, damp and 
ill-ventilated . . . worst of all Is the lddeous system of keeping two 
or three men in a cell:... • moons of Indescribable torture to a decent 
man and aprolific source of vice and crime to a criminal. Such 
treatment of dogs would be gross cruelty." This building has, how-
ever, now been pulled down, and a new and better one has taken its 
place. The administration of prisons rests mainly with the various 
state authorities, and there is no (Mend or general system which 
would introduce uniformity of treatment. The federal government 
has no influence or control except (or offences against the federal 
laws, regulating coinage, postal wreice, the revenue and so forth. 
Prison management is essentially a local concern but some general 
features are common to all states, such as the rule that while petty 
°Renders and prisoners awaiting trial are under county and city 
jurisdiction, the state take* charge of all person of 
se moron crimes. The state prisons receive byfar the largest propor- 
tion of the criminal population, more than half the general total 
being imprisoned therein. Some of them are models of cleanliness 
and good order, built on the best and most Imposing lines with large 
comfort Ark cells and an abundance of light and air. The earnest 
desire or most prison administration is to develop industrial training 
and trade profits side by side with mildness of treatment. The latter 
sometimes lapses Into methods which are not usually thought 
compatible with prison discipline, such as the permission to play on 
musical instruments, t he holding of concerts. the Knit*" of 
and chewing tobacco, of receiving baskets of provisions, novels a 
newspapers from friends outside. 

It is worthy of note that prison architecture in the United States 
minas many of the gloomy features common to such constructions. 
The newest prisons are generally lighter, mom roomy, better venti-
lated and on the whole more comfortable than even the best British 
prisons. In 19ou Sir E. Ruggles Bribe. the English expert on prisons. 
declared that " the purity M the air and the cleanliness of the Ameri-
can prisons are admirable, and under a very elaborate system of 
wantons by hot air, a regular and uniform temperature is sustained 
throughout the year. which, considering the varying nature of the 
climate from extreme heat to cold ninny points below zero, is a 
considerable engineering triumph." 

Prison fainsfrits.—It Lan axiom la prison science that enforced 
labour cannot easily be made productive. No doubt the problem 
has been in a mraiure solved in England by that useful incentive 
to indurtry, the mark system. But the mot substantial returns 
cannot always be eltpected with the sedentary employments and 
single-handed effort inseparable from the Ammo of cellular imprison-
ment. Eland (or many yeses gm. is adopting the man* of 
Public Works Prisons after a certain short period spent in spars-
don. has pronounced in favour of open-air employment in association. 
Although the system still has many hostile critics its value cannot be 
contested. It has been mid by • trustworthy authority,' " We are 
convinced aim that severe labour on public works is most beneficial 
in teaching criminals habits of industry and training them to such 
employments as dining, road-making and brick-making—work of a 
kind which cannot be carried on in separate confinement." A vod 
proof of the value of the system as remunerative and healthlul. 
morally and physically, is seen in the growing dole of other coin. 
tries to follow our lead. Very similar DpetarIDHta have been carried 
out in Austria.Hungary, where large tracts of land have been brought 
into cultivation, and watercourses have been diverted succmdilly 
despite serious difficulties, climatic and physical • in Russ . convict 
labour has been lamely used in the construction of the Trannsiberian 
railway; the military operations in the Sudan were greatly aided by 
convict labourers engaged in useful work at the bate- and all along 
the line; Italy passed  a law in teese enacting outdoor tabour for the 
reclamation and draining of waste lands by prisoners under long 
sentence; and France, although much wedded to cellular he 
ment. is beginning to favour extra-mural employment of 
under strict regulations. The subject was discussed at the 
they Congress at Budapest In mos, and • resolution passed worn. 
mending extra-mural employmeta for priapisn of teal origin. 
?grants and drunkards, and those subject to albeerdoes disease. 

so largely the concomitant of cellular coaftneenent. .  
Prison Industries continue to be largely sedentary in character; 

they cover • wide 	altl=the conditions of life am for the 
moo part militia 	 and hamberafts are 
mach as shoemaking. tailoring, ampentry. the work elwrii:timtaiti 

1  R•fmrt of en Vol Commission on rued Sonimes (1117*-079). 
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bbeloadths: skilful and intelligent workmen, sad as the French and 
Japanese, find a wide outlet fee their vereatik and artistic talent. 
The well-known products, styled and de Paris. prison-made. find 
a large sale, and many objects of high art, fine paintings, Monona& 
enamels and gold lacquer ate among the beautiful prioducts from 
Japanese prisoners. The indoor manufactures followed in British 
prisons are not so varied as the foregoing and have been limited by 
the protests and objections raised byy free or outside labour Metinst 
alleged unfair competition. A,. Jingly, the production of goods 
has been largely curtailed for the open market and prison labour is 
restricted nowadays to supplying articles requited for current cure 
by public department as the navy, army, post office and, of 
course, all prison establishments. Prison labour has found an 
outlet, therefore, in such work as service blanket making, hammock 
making, mail-bag making, the manufacture of cartridge cases, flags, 
choppng firewood for barracks and so on, having been diverted 
almost entirely from mat-making, once an exclusive prison trade 
originally invented indeed by prison t ask-masters. The toml 
annual value of the labour applied in English prisons has varied. 
la 1896-t897 the total accruing from manufactures, farm operations 
sad the ordinary venire of the prison was £213,812, the prison 
population in local and minvict prisons being 17,614; in 1903-1904 
the total amounted to (.244.50. the prison population on the 31st 
of March 19o4 being 31,117. The grans expenditure was A24.289 for 
t896-1897, as against L6t3.656 for 1103 -19o4. Figures are not avail-
able for any exact comparison of outlay and return in other countries, 
but the earnings in European countries generally run to about half 
the expenditure. In the United States the policy varies between the 
two extremes of making prisoners self-supporting and of leaving 
them in idleness so that the whole weight of expense falls upon the 
mate. In some states economic considerations have at  the 
day; in others the stringency of labour laws under the pressure of 
labour emaciation' has paralysed all prison industry. In the first 
mentioned, the contract system, by which a contractor hires the 
prisoner's labour from the state, has proved very profitable, but at 
the SOCTIACII of discipline and neglect of reformatory processes upon 
the individual. This leasing-out system has been carried further in 
some of the southern states, and has produced the convict camps, 
which have been much criticized and condemned from the harshness 
of the discipline enforced, the many abuses that exist and the meagre 
results other than monetary that have been obtained. 

The modern movement is favour of Industrial employment 
combined with humane and intelligent considerations has swept 
away the more or less barbaric method of enforcing labour by auto- 
matic machinery such as the treadmill, crank and shot drill (see 
Teasiosota.). 

Aurnomnes.—John Howard, Salk of Prisons in England and 
Wales (1784);  Cesare Loughran°, L'Uoris delinssunile. &c. (tW): 
Beaumont and A. de Tocqueville, Sysame pritiustiaire sus Esats-
1.1- ' -  (1 8 37); Crawford. Report on Penikntiari. -5 1838); 
N 'norhie, Prison 	:one .:556); Dr Guillaume. Progren of 

.5 • Discipline in .. 	'land (1872): Arthur Griffiths, Memorials 
6.1 Ababa's)! (1873). Chrow,les . 'negate 0812); Armingoly Cornet. 
Prisons and Prison Discipline in Spain (t874); Stevens. Regime des 
aablinements pinilentiaires en Belgique (1875); F. V. Holuendoti 
and von Jagemann, Handbuch des Geldninsnvesent (1877); Scaglia 
Beltrani •  Reforms' peniknzaria in Italia (1879); Sir Edmund F. Du 
Cane, Punishment and Presenting of Crime (1885); Brace. Estudos 
prmarmeioris, e cringritries (Lisbon, 1888): Garofalo, Studio rid 
*lotto, sulk std Male r rut metal di repressione (189o); Adolphe 
Goilloi. Les Prison, de Paris (189o); Tallack. Pres...rarer and Peno-
logical P,ioclitler (5896); Snlilla.s. Vida petal en Espana (Madrid). 

FIBROUS', PAIR (Piatomeas' Bass), an indent game 
much affected by children. The players are divided into two 
tides, each standing within a base or home marked off at some 
distance apart. After preliminary songs and war-like challenges, 
a player on one side runs out and is pursued by one of " the 
enemy "; if touched be becomes a prisoner of the side to which 
his captor belongs. If another player from the side of the 
pursued runs between him and his pursuer, the latter has to 
follow hint, but the last to leave his base is privileged to touch 
any one of the enemy who left his base before him. The rules 
of the game are, however, traditional, and necessarily somewhat 
elastic. The end come, of course, when all of one side have 
been captured by the other. 

FIUTCHARD. CHARLES (1808-1893), British astronomer, 
was born at Alberbury, Shropshire, on the 29th of February 
t8o8. At the age of eighteen he was enrolled as a sitar at St 
John's College, Cambridge, whence he graduated in :83o al 
fourth wrangler. In Asa he was elected fellow of his college, 
and in the following year he was ordained, and became head 
master of • private school at Stockwell. From :834 to :863 
be was beadmaseer of Clapham cerium yawl. Ile

fa 
 then 

tea- 
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retired to Freshwater, in the We of Wield, and took an active 
interest in the affairs of the Royal Astronomical Society, of 
which be became honorary secretary in 0162 and president In 
t866. His career as a professional astronomer began in t87o, 
when he was elected Sicilian professor of astronomy at Oxford. 
At his request the university determined to erect a fine equatorial 
telescope for the instruction of his class and for purposes of 
research, a scheme which, in consequence of Warren de la Rue's 
munificent gift of instruments from his private observatory 
at Cranford, expanded into the establishment of the new univer-
sity observatory. By De la Rues advice, Pritchard began his 
career there with "s. determination of the physical libratlon of 
the moon, or the natation of its axis. In 1882 Pritchard "com-
menced a systematic study of stellar photometry. For this 
purpose he employed an instrument known as the "wedge 
photometer" (see PHOTOMETRY, CELESTIAL, and Mem. R.A.S. 
• 353), with which he measured the relative bright. 
ness of 2784 stars between the North Pole and about -se 
declination. The results were published In ails in his Uranome-
trio Nona aconktssis. and their Importance was recognized by 
the bestowal in 1886 upon him, conjointly with Professor 
Pickering, of the Royal Astronomical Society's phi medal. 
He now resolved to try the experiment of applying photography 
to the determination of stellar parallax. With the object of 
testing the capabilities of the method, be took for his first 
essay the well-known star 6t Cytni, and his results agreed so 
well with those previously attained that he undertook the 
systematic measurement of the parallaxes of second-magnitude 
stars, and published the outcome in the third and fourth 
volumes of the Publications of the Oxford University 
Observatory. Although some lurking errors impaired the 
authority of the concluded parallaxes this work ranks as a 
valuable contribution to astronomy, since it showed the possi-
bility of employing photography in such delicate investigations. 
When the great scheme of an international survey of the heavens 
was projected, the zone between 25* and 31* north declination 
was allotted to him, and at the time of his death some progress 
had been made in recording its included stars. Pritchard became 
a fellow of New College, Oxford, in 1883, and an honorary 
fellow of St John's College, Cambridge, in 1886. He was 
elected a fellow of the Royal Society in aso, and in au was 
awarded one of the royal medals for his work on photometry 
and stellar parallax. He died on the 28th of May 1893. 

See Proc. Reg.  Soc. liv. 3; Month. Notices, Roy. Ash. Soc. liv. 

ys
Plummer, e; W. E.  Observatory, xvi. 256 (portrait); Astr. and 

trophysics, xii. 592; J. Foster, Oxford Mrs and their Colleges, 
p. 2o6; Hist. Register of the Univ. of Oxford. p. 93; The Timms (May 3o. 
1893); C. J. Robinson's Register of Merchant Taylors' School, ii.,al0• 

harks Pritchard, D.D., Memoirs of his Life, by Ma Pritchard 
a, 5897). 

PRITCHARD. HANNAH (I7II-1768), English actress, whose 
name before her early marriage—to an actor—was Vaughan, 
first attracted attention as a singer at Bartholomew's Fair in 
2733. She was soon playing a wide variety of parts, mostly 
comedy, at the Haymarket, Drury Lane and Covent Garden. 
When Garrick became patentee of Drury Lane in 2747 she 
joined his company and played with him for twenty years, 
her last appearance being as Lady Macbeth—one of her greatest 
roles—in Apra 1768, a few months before her death. Her 
talents were highly thought of by the critics of the day. Her 
daughter, who had studied under Garrick, and whose beauty 
created a sensation when she made her debut (as " Miss Prit-
chard ") in October 1756, did not live up to the expectations 
then raised. She married in 1762 the actor John Palmer, 
retired from the stage at the same time as her mother, and after 
her husband's death married a political writer named Lloyd. 

PRIITLERELL, a residential parish in the borough of 
Bouthend-on-Sea, and in the S.E. parliamentary division of 
Rases, England; lying ti m. inland (N.N.W.) from Southend, 
with a station on the Southend branch of the Great Eastern 
.11way. The church of St Mary the Virgin has fine Perpen-
dicular work and traces of Norman work. There are (reinstate 
of a Quist priory of the 12th century. Pop. (soot), s7,446• 

PENAL a taws of eouth-eastern France, upheld the daps* 
meat of Ardeche, tas m. S. by W. of Lyons on a branch Site al 
the railway from that city to Nimes. Pop. (too6), town, 34951 
commune, 7000. Prices is situated neat the Olives., here joined 
by the Mesayon and Chatalon. Ths town is the seat of a pee-
lecture, a court of assizes and a tribunal of first instance. Other 
institutions are training colleges for both sexes, a communal 
college and a lunatic asylum for the departments of Aided* 
and Drente. Silk-milling is carried on. The rearing of silk-
worms and the cultivation of the mulberry are wid espread  
industries. There are mints of iron ore in the vicinity. Trade 
is in silk, tanned leather, game, chestnuts and fruit preserves. 

Prins Is first heard of in the 12th century, u a pemession 
of the counts of Valentinols, and subsequently became the seat 
of aseparate barony. One of the strongholds of the Reformed 
Faith, It suffered terribly during the Wars of Religion. in-
effectually besieged by the royal troops in 1574, it passed in 1619, 
by the marriage of the helices of the barony, Paulo de Chambaud, 
into the possession of the vicomte de Lestrange, a Roman Catholic 
noble. A general rising followed, and in 1629 it was besieged 
and taken by Louis XUL It was reduced to ruins, and the 
king decreed that it should not be again inhabited; but in 5632, 
some of the townspeople having fought against Lestrange, 
who had joined Montmorency's rebellion, the inhabitants were 
allowed to return. Some ancient houses, which escaped the 
general destruction, are still standing. 

PRIVATEER, an armed vessel belonging to a private owner, 
commissioned by a belligerent state to carry on operations of 
war. The commission is known as lelien of marque. Accep-
tance of such a commission by • British subject is forbidden 
by the Foreign Enlistment Act 187o. Privateering Is now a 
matter of much less importance than it formerly was, owing 
to the terms of art. i of the Declaration of Pads, April 16, 1856, 
" Privateering is and remains abolished." The declaration 
binds only the powers who are signatories or who afterwards 
assented, and those only when engaged in war with one another. 
The United States and Spain have not acceded to it, but though 
it did not hold as between them in the war of 1898, they both 
observed it. Privateers stand in a position between that of 
a public ship of war and • merchant vessel, and the raising of 
merchant vessels to the status of warships has in recent 121I1 
given rise to so muck difficulty in distinguishing between volun-
teer war-ships and privateers that the subject was made one of 
those for settlement by the Second Hague Conference (19o7). 
The rules adopted are as follows;— 

z. A merchant-ship convened into a war-ship cannot have 
the rights and duties appertaining to vessels having that status 
unless it is placed under the direct authority, immediate coated 
and responsibility of the power the flag of which it dies. 

2. Merchant-ships converted into war-ships must bear the 
external marks which distinguish the war-ships of their nation-
ality. 

3. The commander must be in the service of the state and 
duly commissioned by the proper authorities. His name must 
figure on the list of the officers of the fighting fleet. 

4. The crew must be subject to military discipline. 
5. Every merchant-ship converted into a war-ship is bound 

to observe in its operations the laws and customs of war. 
6. A belligerent who converts a merchant-ship into • war-

ship must, as soon as possible, announce such conversion Its the 
list of its war-ships. 

In connexion with the conversion of the " Peterburg " and 
" Smolensk " on the high seas during the Russo-Japanese 
War, and the ruse by which they came through the Bosporus 
and the Dardanelles, it was agreed. alter • vain attempt sowers 
the question in a way satisfactory to all parties, that the subject 
of whether the conversion may take place upon the high seas 
should remain outside the scope of the convention. (T. Ben-) 

PRIVET, In botany, the vernacular name at ligesivirsOs 
gams of Olsaceae, containing about thirty-five species, native 

&Oilier vernacular names for the common specks an poi" 
print rise, Outwore ant primrose. 
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of temperate and tropical Alia; only the common privet 
is a native of Europe. They are shrubs or, low trees 
with evergreen or nearly evergreen opposite entire leaves, 
and dense dusters of small, white, tubular four-parted dowers, 
enclosing two stamens and succeeded by small, globular, 
usually black berries, each with a single pendulous seed. 
The best-known species is the common European privet, 
L. relgure, which makes good hedges; L. oralifolisme (a 
native of Japan) thrives by the seaside and even in towns; 
there is a yellow-leaved variety (var. oariegalum), the leaves 
becoming white as they get older.. L. hidden; (China) is taller 
and handsomer. There are numerous varieties of L. striper in 
cultivation; var. bassfolium has broader and more persistent 
!rives; var, fewerk-Iriown has bright yellow fruit; var. peeduleas 
has long weeping branches; and var. eariegarome has the leaves 
variegated with bright yellow. L. faporriewor, L. It fassalem-
gionam (Rhassia Hills) and other species are also cultivated. 
Mock-privet is Phi/twee, a member of the same order and a 
small genus of ornamental hardy evergreen shrubs, natives of 
the Mediterranean region and Asia Minor. 

PRIVILE011. in law, an immunity or exemption conferred 
by special grant in derogation of common right. The term is 
derived from pririlegiset, a law specially passed in favour of 
or against a particular person. In Roman law the latter sense 
was the more common; in modern law the word bean only the 
former sense. Privilege in English law is either perused or 
real—that is to say, it is granted to a person, as a peer, or to a 
place, as a university. The most important instances at present 
existing in England are the privilege of parliament (see PARLIA. 
um), which protects certain cotnmunication? from being 
regarded as libellous (see 1.111/L AND SLANDER J, and certain 
privileges enjoyed by the clergy .and others, by which they are 
to some extent exempt from public duties, such as serving on 
juries. Pri4ilegecl copyholds are those held by the custom of 
the manor and not by the will of the lord. There are certain 
debts in England, Scotland and the United States which are 
said to be privileged—that is, such debts as the executor must 
first apply the personal estate of the deceased, in payment, 
for example, of funeral expenses or servants' wages. In English 
law the term " preferred " rather than " privileged " is generally 
applied to such debts. There are certain deeds and summonses 
which are privileged in Scots law, the former because they require 
less solesynity than ordinary deeds, the latter because the 
ordinary sod:tate are shortened in their case (see Watson, LOW 
Did., s.o. " Privilege "). 

In the United States the term privilege is of considerable 
political Importance. By art. iv. a of the constitution, "the 
citizens of each state shall be entitled to all privileges and im-
munities of citizens in the several states." By art. siv. I t of 
the amendments to the constitution (enacted July IS, z6611), 
"' no state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge 
the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United Stales." 
It will be noticed that the former applies to citizens of the states, 
the latter to citizens of the United States. "The Intention 
of this clause (art. iv.) was to confer on the citizens of each 
state, If one may so say, a general citizenship, and to communicate 
all the privileges and immunities which the citizens of the 
same state would have been entitled to under the like ein-urn-
stances " (Story, Constientiox of Me treited States, I t806). 
The clauses have several times been the subject of judicial 
decision in the Supreme Court. With regard to art. iv., it was 
hcki that a state licence tax discriminating against commodities 
the prNiuction of other states was void as abridging the privi-
leges and immunities of the citizens of such other states Word v. 
Seale of Maryland, to Wallace's Reports. With regard 
to arr. xis, t, it was held that its main purpose was to protect 
from the hostile legislation of the states the privileges and 
Immunities of citizens of the United States, looking more especi-
ally to the then recent admission of nerves to political tights. 
Accordingly it was held that a grant of exclusive fight or privi-
lege of maintaining slaughter-houses for twenty-one tan, 
Imposing at the same rinse the duty-of proddina ample ebo- 

evidences, was net unconstitutional, as it was ooly -a ;Ace 
regulation for the health of the people (The Slauskter-Ilosas 
Cases, t6 Wallace, 36). The same has been held of • refusal 
by a state to grant to a woman a licence to practise law (Bradwell 
v. The Slate, t6 Wallace, 130), of a state law confining the rights 
of suffrage to males (Mixer v. Happerreit, at Wallace, 160, and 
of a state law regulating the sale of intoxicating liquors (Bane-
*eye. v. Iowa, 1/1 Wallace, no). Suits to redress the depriva-
tion of privilege secured by the constitution of the United States 
must be brought in a United States court. It is a crime to 
conspire to prevent the free exercise and enjoyment of any 
privilege, or to conspire to deprive any person of equal privileges 
and immunities, or under colour of law to subject any inhabitant 
of a state or territory to the deprivation of any privileges or 
immunities (Revise/ Mahler of United Stake, 5507,  551o, 
5519). 

PRIVY COUNCIL. The origin of the privy council dates 
back substantially to the Norman period of English history. 
The cosemone coseilium„ the assembly, in theory, of all the 
tenants-in-chief of the Crowe, had attached to and included 
in it a group of officers of state and of the royal household, 
who with a stag of clerks and secretaries carried on the executive, 
judicial and ()asocial  business of government. This group, 
of necessity permanent, it Is suggested, formed the atria retie; 
and appears to have consisted of the chancellor, the chief 
justiciary (so long as the office lasted), the treasurer, the steward, 
the chamberlain, the marshal and the constable, together with the 
two archbishops and any other persons the king might .choose 
to appoint. Their duties were to advise the king in mitten 
of legislation and administration, to sae justice done sad 
generally to execute the royal will. Such • blend of advisory, 
executive and judicial power could exist only in a simple con-
dition of affairs, and therefore it was to be expected that as 
government became more settled, and so more complicated, 
a separation of powers would inevitably follow. The change 
came quickly. Quite early finance was dealt with by a small 
section of the court convened at the exchequer chamber; this 
soon developed Into • separate department controlled by the 
treasurer, managing the revenue and deciding all suits connected 
with its administration. A little later the court of king's beach 
and the court of common pleas grew into being, and by the end 
of the reign of John these two courts were finally separated 
from one another and from the atria. The establishment of 
separate courts of Justice, although relieving the curia of much 
of its work, did not deprive it of all judicial power. The king 
was the fountain of justice, and where redress could not be 
obtained in the ordinary way, either from the greatness of the 
disputants, through private oppression, or because no other 
means existed, resort still remained to the Crown, either in the 
first instance or when all other courses had failed the petitioner. 
Relieved of financial detail and en. bulk of Its judicial. week, 
the eerie amtinued to develop on the lines of an advisory and 
administrative council. Becoming prominent as a council of 
regency during the sninorky of Henry ILL, it quickly assumed 
definite form as the eoseilisrom retie. Under Edward L " its 
members take an oath; they are sworn of the council—swearing 
to give good advice, to protect the king's interests, to do justice 
honestly, to take no gifts" (Maitland, Cease. Hirt. p. ot). At 
this period in addition to the great officers of state the judges 
and a number of bishops appear among the members. One 
the most important duties of the council was to advise the 
Crown in matters of legislation. During the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries, ordinances in subordinate matters appear to 
have been made regularly by the king in council and accepted as 
legal by parliament and by the judges. In early parliamentary 
days it was also part of the council's duty to put into legis-
lathe form the petitions sent up by the Commons. Frequently 
the statute in its final form did not correspond with the petition, 
and the Commons were continually complaining of the council's 
unwarrantable interference. Eventually by the reign of Hen* 
VII, the council had ceased to Interfere, the pukka. beim 
sfrivni is the ion; of a bill, sad enacted without duration. 
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During the tech century the conciliate resit had become 

definitely distinct as well from parliament as from the courts 
of law. Under Henry IV. in 1404 the council numbered 
nineteen—three bishops, nine peers and seven commoners. The 
members held office at the king's pleasure, they are sworn to give 
their best advice and are well paid for their work. They meet 
continually, though the king is often absent, but their proceed-
ings are committed to writing. Maitland (Coast. Flirt. p. 199) 
sums up the work as follows: " The function of the Council 
is to advise the King upon every exercise of the royal power. 
Every sort of ordinance, licence, pardon, that the King can issue 
is brought before the Council. Sometimes Parliament trusts 
it with extraordinary powers of legislation and taxation; to raise 
loans and the like. It is to the advice of the Council that the 
King looks in all his financial difficulties." The powers of 
the council naturally varied with the character of the king. 
Quiescent and obedient under a strong king, its influence was 
re-asserted under • weak one; and when infant kings sat on 
the throne, for all practical purposes it became the ruler of the 
land. 

In spite of the existence of regular courts of law the council 
continually interfered with affairs of justice. Many attempts 
were made by it to set aside or to disregard the judgments of 
the ordinary courts, but by the beginning of the 15th century 
parliament had forcibly intervened, and the council gave in. 
Repeatedly statutes were passed during the reign of Edward 
III. with a view to checking the council's original jurisdiction 
in criminal matters, but without effect, as in the reigns of Henry 
IV. and his son the Commons are found still petitioning against 
the practice. Yet during the period under review parliament 
is continually enacting that certain offenders are to be punished 
by and at the discretion of the council. Evidently such a 
tribunal, quickly and informally constituted, bound by no legal 
rules and maxima, proved a useful engine for sharp and speedy 
punishment. In 1487 was passed an act (3 Hen. VIL c. 1) which 
is accounted the creator of the Court of Star Chamber. Perjury, 
riot, bribery of jurors and misconduct of officials had grown 
rile, and the act authorizes certain members of the council to 
call offenders before it, to examine them, and if satisfied of 
their guilt, to punish them. In later years a committee of the 
council appear to have sat and exercised a widely extended 
criminal jurisdiction, inflicting every kind or punishment short 
of the death penalty. This body became known as the Court 
of Star Chamber and remained in existence until its abolition 
by act of parliament in 1641. 

During the 14th century many petitions relating to civil 
disputes were presented to the council and were frequently 
taken into consideration by it on the ground that extraordinary 
remedies were required, either from lack of legal form or owing 
to influential private oppression. Eventually where the courts 
could decide, it became the practice of the council not to inter-
fere, but where no relief could be obtained the council passed 
the petition on to the chancellor. In course of time the petitions 
went direct to the chancellor, and in this manner the equity 
jurisdiction of the court of chancery was established. The 
act of 1641, which abolished the Court of Star Chamber, also 
formally forbade the council to meddle with civil causes. 

During the Tudor period the council grew in importance; it 
became useful to the Crown as a vehicle for straining prerogative 
to the utmost. By the act 31 Hen. VIIL the king's procla-
mation acquired the force of law, and for a short period the 
king in council bad concurrent legislative power with parlia-
ment. Henry's statute was repealed by 1 Edw. VI. c IS and the 
legislative supremacy of parliament re-established. In 1533 the 
council numbered forty members—four bishops, fourteen peers 
and the rest commoners. The increase in the number of its mem-
bers, the direct and often independent communication between 
the Crown and its secretaries, and the strong personality of the 
Tudor sovereigns quickly reacted on the work of the council. 
It had become too large for consultative purposes and the 
sovereign began a practice, which quickly grew, of consulting 
only its important members. In this way, within the council  

itself, there appears a small inner tint--a to privy consmil-
the parent of the cabinet of later days. 

The struggle of James I. and Cherie* L for absolute poses 
and finally the Rebellion, ended by leaving the council for the 
time being impotent. The act of 1641 had not only abolished 
its special criminal jurisdiction but forbade its interference 
in civil cases, while the growth of the Secretariat had gradually 
removed the bulk of its administrative powers. In the and 
there was little left for it but occasional meetings to give heal 
sanction to orders It had no concern with, and on the judcal 
side to act as a court of final resort in Admiralty matters/ail 
for all civil and criminal appals from the courts of the CAM'S 

dominions beyond the seas. 
In the reign of Charles IL an attempt was made to revive de 

usefulness of the council. A scheme was prepared by Sir IVMise 
Temple in 1679 and accepted by the king. A representative 
council of thirty members came into being and attempted to 
carry out the new scheme, but the king, after a sham trial, 
held to his old opinion that the numbers of the mural made 
it " unfit for the secrecy and despatch which an necessary 
In many great affairs." Once more the king returns.' to his 
confidential committee, his cabal, out of which the cabinet of the 
future grew. Under William 111. faction flourished and made 
general agreement at the council board impossible. George L 
ignorant of the  English language, never appeared at its meetings, 
with the result that the direction of affairs passed into the hands 
of a committee of ministers—the cabinet. 

Although the true privy council is the cabinet, the name a 
to-day given collectively to a large number of eminent people 
whose membership and position are titular only. All mashers 
of the cabinet if not already privy councillors become so as 
appointment to cabinet office. Occasionally, subordinate 
members of the ministry and some of its private supporters 
are made privy councillors as a special distinction. The lard 
chancellor, the lords of appeal in ordinary, the president of the 
probate division, the lord president of the court of session io 
Scotland, the lord justice clerk and the lord advocate of Seabird 
are always privy councillors, as are the archbishops of Canterbury 
and York and the bishop of London. In 1897 all the pr enurs 
of the self-governing colonies were made privy councillors to 
recent years, retired ambassadors, judges, retired civil servi.i., 
and persons distinguished in science, letters and arts have 621 
appointed. The custom seems also to be growing of evict 
the honour of privy councillor to reward political suplioure 
who do not wish for hereditary titles. The collective of 
the council is " the Lords and others of His Majesty's Skis 
Honourable Privy Council." The members are addresses* 
" Right Honourable " and wear a state uniform. The app..ia-
ment is informal, the new privy councillor simply being insnzi 
by the king to take his seat at the board. He is then sworn a. 
and his name placed on the list. Office USES for the life of tte 
sovereign and six months after, but it is the modern custom 1st 
the new sovereign to renew the appointment. 

Meetings of the whole council are held at the beginning of 
a new reign or when the reigning sovereign announces his or he 
marriage. The lord mayor of London is then sununoned to 
attend. The whole council might also be summoned on oder 
occasions of state and ceremony. 

The formal meetings of the council are attended by the fee 
councillors concerned with the orders to be issued. These are 
generally ministers or officials. The chief officer of the counul 
is the lord president, now a cabinet minister of the highest 
rank, but without departmental duties. The office of clerk of 
the council dates from :so and his signature is teenssitary to 
authenticate all orders. 

The administrative work of the council has always been dam 
through committees, and during the last two centuries in mite 
of changed conditions this rule has been preserved in theory. 
The board of trade, the local government board, the echscatioa 
department and the board of agriculture were all onemnitiees of 
the council. Now, of course, these so-called committees we 
state departments presided over by ministers tespoosible to 
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parilement. The existing jurisdktion d tbe comma Is both 
administrative and judidal 

silosisdotrathe.—This jurisdiction depends chiefly upon  statutory 
authority, which practically makes of the privy =mil a subordinate 
legislature. It is found impossible for parliament to enact long and 
intricate measures dealing with departmental detail, hence a general 
measure Is pawed and the privy council is authorised under the act 
to draw up orders in council which of course have the full harm of 
law. This power is searched usually by committees to which 
matters are referred by the Crown in council. the departments of 
state concerned settling the details. Other examples of administra-
tive work are the universities committee. with temporary powers 
under the Universities Act (t8 n), and the committee of council 
for the consideration of chartered incorporation under the Municipal 
Corporations Act (e882), the latter a work of considerable difficulty 
and delicacy and usually carried out in dose consultation with the 
local government board. Cams affecting the constitutional rights 
of the Channel Islands am referred to a committee for the affairs of 
Jersey and Guernsey. nieces:mitten report to she Crown incounol. 
and their report is adopted and *Merced by an ostler in council 
published in the Gareth. Among other acts conferring administra- 
tive powers on the privy_council are the Pharmacy Act Dap), as 
amended tor gt & Vith in, the Medical Act z:tge), the 
Foreign En istment Act 087o). the Destructing Insects 	(x877). 
the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act It873), the DentimsAct (1178) 
the Veterinary Surgeons Act (tan 

Judirnd. -- Ilv the 3 & 4 Will I c. 41  a judicial committee 
of the council was constituted. It • 	lags of all the members of the 
council holdout or having held th. 	Ice of lord president or lord 
chancellor or certain high judicial rues enumerated in the act. 
By the Al! •••Ilate Jurisdiction A. • 	t 1876 and 1887 other high 
Judicial on a  are included. All II 	pods of appeal in ordinary are 
members 01 t lie commit tee. Under • set of nig the king may also 
appoint any other two persons, b. 	cogsbeilk". By  the acts  or 

be 
tedj two persons having Lira Indian or Colonial judges 

may be appointed. and such appointments any  a^irrry  as annual salary 
of facto. By an am cif tiles any of the chief justices of certain colo-  

nies who are also privy councillor, may be appointed to the rem-
ake.% but not most than five such appointmesus may be made. 
Under this an certain colonial e.hkd justices now sit. In appeals 
under the Clergy Discipline Acts three Meteors sit as ancemrs. In 
colonial Admiralty appeals two nautical woman attend. These 
asnessocs are merely technical advisers, and have no part in any 
decleion. Appeals also lie from consular courts and prim courts. 
The decisions of ecclesiamiaal coons are abject to review by 
the committee, the sovereign being the " supreme governor " of the 
Church. but no appeal is competent where the case is one for • be 
exercise of the bishops discretion. In these ecelesiamical 
the committee do•-. not profess to expound and settle de-trine th 
ecclesiastical auth •rit y it merely interprets the laws of the Church. 
is matters Math 4 to ritual history and precedents are taken into 
account. Appeal, also lie from vice-admiralty courts abroad, the 
Channel Islands. the Isle of Man, India and all the colonies. As a 
rule they lie as of right when the value of the matter at issue is of a 
certain amount (the amount varying according to the appeal rules 
of the different foreign pris-scions) and in a few other eases. Resent 
I/siltation, at the instance of the colonies. has to some est. at 
further restricted the right to appeal. Appeals lie at the disci. an 
of the committee on leave being obtained by petition for s; 
leave to appeal. MI proceedings are by petition (see PE11 I • v) 
which is arasec! i o the Crown in council in the first instance. 	he 
judicial promedin of th• council are in reality conducted I... an 
ordinary case in ile c• of law. Counsel arc heard, an he 
ordinary odes of law a. 	. practice followed, and costs t. d. 

t 3401 -331  is &yea by whiz!, takes the fora, u.c to 
he Crown. and whatever may have taken place privately la discus-

sion between the members, outwardly the committee Is unanimous. 
Within recent years it has been stsepsted that the appellate luris-
&lice of the House of Lords and the privy council should be 
coalesced, and thus constitute one final court dammed fur the whole 
mnpire. Beside* the appellate them exists in the severe a in 
Mira an original jurisdiction in questions concerning  chowdorik 
between depentloyme, the extent of charters and the like. Until 
recently the council dealt with the petitions to extend the time 
patents were protected, but this work has now been given by 
Astute to the controller al patents. 

Ireland bas its own 	 TM lord.lientesent takes the 
place of the Crows. 	is little teal work and the distinction of 
membership he titular as is England. Scotland has had 00 privy 
council since the Act of Union which provided for one council for 
Great Britain. British colonies withicetmeieb,  ;raze  government 
have cabinets or committees of sal from the 
English mood, but no privy eounc0. In Fiasco. before the 
Revolutioa, the king had a council which Mee some resemblance to 
the Engl bee FRANCII: Lau and I *thirties's). In Gerrzati 
1: pa=

ish type
scouna " (Gelithaes 	 Gelorkort C 

which under the prime fos 	the aprons mean 
neveranlvat, _formerl mined ia the various states of the am& 
sad sotof this the m

y
aistries developed in the tyth eastany.  

went originally committees of the council (Coheiress  Rea aria, 
Coition Matadi. &c.) which. as in EngLind, gradually absmW its 
functiors. In some of the German states, however, it still survives 
as the " council of state " (Sidearm!) and in WtIrttemberg as " privy 
council" (Geisha.? Rai). The title Wirldkaw Gthethsor Rat (real 
privy councillor), with the predicate Exude= is given to the highest 
officials. That of GekeionerRof simply is very generally. e.g. in 
Prussia, given to high officials, usually with the addition of the 
branch of service to which they belong, e.g. Celsthoser Pia:maws. 
Gthether .fertiffeu. The title is also sometimes purely honorary. 
e.g. that of GCAISIINA GPININOWISIOt. bestowed on eminent men of 
business. (G. E.•) 

PRIVY PURSE. Is the amount set apart in the civil list (q...) 
for the private and personal use of the sovereign in England. 
During the reign of Queen Victoria it was (6o,oco a year, but 
on the accession of Edward VII. the amount was fixed at 
ft io,000 a year, which was the amount paid to the last sovereign 
(William IV.) who had a queen consort. The official who is 
charged with all payments made by the sovereign for his private 
expenses or charities is termed the keeper of the privy purse. 
The department of the keeper of the privy purse to the sovereign, 
assumed its existing shape in the earlier part of the last century. 
Under Queen Victoria the offices of keeper of the privy purse 
and private secretary were combined. As now organized these 
branches of the royal household consist of the private secretary 
and the keeper of the privy purse, two assistant private secre-
taries and keepers of the privy purse, and a secretary, assistant 
secretary and several clerks of the privy purse. These officials, 
though of the royal household, are not in the department of the 
lord steward or the lord chamberlain, but are of the king's 
personal ski: 

PRIVY SUL. a seal of the United Kingdom, next in impor-
tance to the great seal, and occupying an intermediate position 
between it and the signet. The authority of the privy seal was 
principally of a two-fold nature. It was a warrant to the lord 
chancellor to affix the great seal to such patents, charters, &c, 
as must necessarily pass the great seal (more particularly letters 
patent (q.e.). It was also the authority required for the issue of 
money from the exchequer, and was appended to documents 
of minor Importance which did not require the great seal. 
Previous to the Great Seal Act :884, aU letters patent conferring 
any dignity, office, monopoly, franchise or other privilege were 
always passed under the privy seal before passing under the 
great seal 

Lord Privy Seal Is the title of the officer who bad the oniony 
of the privy seal He was originally known as the " keeper of 
the privy seal" The importance of the office was duo to the 
desire of the privy council and the parliament in the 14th and 
i lb cenkurjes to place some check an the issue of public money, 
as well as to prevent the use of the great seal by the sovereign 
without any intermediary except the lord chancellor. The lord 
privy seal first appears as a minister of state in the reign of 
Edward HE Until 1 537 he was always an ecclesiastic, but is 
now more usually a temporal lord. He is the fifth great officer 
of state, and takes rank out after the president of the council 
and before all dukes. 

Sec Anson. Law and Crays of dso Cossotilualos (1e96). 
PRIZE. or Thum 07 WAX (Fr. prise, from 'rears, to take), 

a vessel or cargo captured by a belligerent on the high seas; 
she the act of capture. Under litocearie, COWTILABAND, and 
Hemmer, will be found details of existing practice as regards 
infringements of international law which expose neutrality 
mends and cargoes to capture and trial in a prize court. Under 
Was will be found the application of international law in rela-
tion to the private property of subjects and dthens of belligerent 
states as between them. We treat here of the manner of 
deaNng with prizes after they have been brought into the judo. 
diction of the prize court. 

Under the law in force at the beginning of tern the subject 
was governed by the following English acts : the Naval Prize 
Act 1864 (ay & .8 Vitt. c. at); the Colonial Courts of Admiralty 
Act Oleo (e3 & 54 Viet. e. 57); the Supreme Court of Judicature 
Act 1891 (54 & ss Vitl C. s3,  s. 4), and the Prize Courts Act 
1801, (SI & 113 Viet c. se). A new Naval Prize Act was. 
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however, already in contemplation, repealing the acts of 1864 
and Ike, consolidating and re-enacting their main provisions 
and making such statutory provisions as will permit of the 
ratification of a convention adopted at the second Hague 
Conference (tem) for the establishment of an International 
Prize Court. 

The Convention referred to above contains an elaborate scheme 
of so articles setting out the constitution and procedure of the 
court. It begins with the following declaration of its objects:— 

Animated by the desire to settle in an equitable manner the 
differences which sometimes arise in the course of a naval war in 
connexion with the decisions of national prize courts: 

Considering that, if these courts ate to continue to exercise their 
functions in the manner determined by national legislation, it is 
desirable that in certain cases an appeal should be provided under 
conditions conciliating, as far as possible, the public and private 
interests involved in matters of prize: 

Whereas, moreover, the institution of an international court, 
whose jurisdiction and procedure would be carefully defined, has 
seemed to be the best method of attaining this object: 

Convinced, finally, that in this manner the hardships consequent 
on naval war would be mitigated; that, in particular, good relations 
will be more easily maintained between belligerents and neutrals, and 
peace better assured. . . . 

It prescribes that the court shall be composed of fifteen mem-
bers out of the whole panel (art. ,4). Of these Great Britain. 
France, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Russia, Italy, the United 
States and Japan each appoint one (art. t 5). A schedule of the 
other powers is appended to the Convention, under which they 
take their turn to sit to the number of seven, making up together 
the prescribed fifteen. As composed under the first year's 
distribution, the other judges would be appointed by Argentina, 
Colombia, Spain, Greece, Norway, Holland and Turkey. 

There are also full provisions as to the procedure and conduct 
of the proceedings in the court, but the only provisions of concern 
to general readers are those relating to international law, which 
are as follows:— 

T. The validity of the capture of a merchant-ship or its cargo is 
decided before a prize court in accordance with the present conven-
tion when neutral or enemy property is involved. 

2. Jurisdiction in matters of prize is exercised in the first instance 
by the prize courts of the belligerent captor. 

The judgments of these courts arc pronounced in public or ate 
officially notified to parties concerned who are neutrals or enemies. 

3. The judgments of national prize courts may be brought before 
the international prize court 

When the judgment of the national prize courts affects the 
property of a neutral power or individual; 

ii. When the judgment affects enemy property and relates to:—
o) Cargo on board a neutral ship; 

(b) An enemy ship captured in the territorial waters of a 
neutral power, when that power has not made the 
capture the subject of a diplomatic claim; 

(c) A claim bawd upon the allegation that the seizure has been 
effected in violation, either of the provisions of a con-
vention in force between the belligerent powers, or of an 
enactment issued by the belligerent captor. 

The appeal against the judgment of the national court .can be 
based on the ground that the judgment was wrong either in fact or 
in law. 

4. An appeal may be brought:— 
i. By a neutral power, if the judgment of the national tribunals 

injuriously affects its property or the property of its 
nationals (art. 3 ((i.)1), or if the capture of an enemy vessel 
is alleged to have taken place in the territorial waters of 
that power (art. 3 (ii.) (b)); 

u. By a neutral individual. if the judgment of the National Court 
injuriously affects his property (art. 3 (I.)), subject, how-
ever, to the reservation that the power to which he be-
longs may forbid him to bring the case before the court. 
or may itself undertake the proceedings in his place; 

hi. By an individual subject or citizen of an enemy power, if 
the judgment of the national court injuriously affects his 
property in the cases referred to in art. 3 (ii.), except that 
mentioned in paragraph (b). 

3. An app.m1 may also be brought on the same conditions as in 
the preceding article, by persons belonging either to neutral states 
or to the enemy, deriving their rights from and entitled to represent 
an individual qualified to appeal, and who have taken part in the 
proceedings before the national court. Persons so entitled may 

separately to the extent of their interest. 
The same rule applies in the use of persons belonging either to 

neutral states or to We enemy who derive their tights from and one 
entitled to represent a neutral power whose property was the subject 
of the decision. 

6. Whoa in accordance with the above art. 3, the later. 
national court has jurisdiction, the national courts cansat dod 
with a case in more than two instances. The municipal law of the 
belligerent captor shall decide whether the case may be brought 
before the international court after judgment has been given in lust 
instance or only after an appeal. 

If the national courts fail to give judgment within two years from 
the date of capture, the case may be carried direct to the inter-
national court. 

7. If • question of law to be decided is covered by a treaty is fees 
between the belligerent captor and a power which is itself at wise 
subject at citizen is a party to the proceedings, the court is gowned 
by the provisions of the said treaty. 

In the absence of such provisions, the court shall apply the rain 
of international law. If no generally recognised Ts,* exists, the 
court shall give judgment in accordance with the general priori*. 
of _justice and equity. 

The above provisions apply equally to questions Mat* to the 
order acid mode of proof. 

If, in accordance with art. 3 (IL) (c), the ground of appeal is the 
violation of an enactment issued by the belligerent captor, the court 
shall enforce the enactment. 

The court may disregard failure to comply with the procedure laid 
down in the legislation of the belligerent captor, when itmid optnine 
that the consequences of complying therewith are unjust sad 
inequitable. 

8. If the court pronounces the capture of the vessel or cargo to be 
vand, they shall be disposed of in accordance with the laws of the 
belligerent captor. 

If it . pronounces the capture to be null, the court shall order 
restitution of the vessel or cargo, and shall fix, if there is 
the amount of the damages. if the vessel or cargo have been cold 
or destroyed, the court shall determine the compensation to be gives 
to the owner on this account. 

If the national prise court pronounced the capture to be null, the 
court can only be asked to decide as to the damages 

9. The contracting powers undertake to submit in good faith to 
the decisions of the International prise court, and to carry them oat 
with the least possible delay. 

The British delegates, in their report on the work of the 
Conference, wrote that it was to them a subject of satisfaction 
that they had been able to accomplish the task thus laid upon 
them, " not, indeed, in the form of an adaptation of the machinery 
of the existing court, but in the form of a new institution" ; 
and that the convention drawn appeared to them to be " a very 
noteworthy step in the history of law as the first attempt to 
constitute a really international court, and as the first device 
to produce uniformity in any branch of international law." Herr. 
however, the delegates overstated the scope of the work dote, 
and in order to obtain that uniformity a further conference was 
held in London (Dec. 'god-Feb. woo) " to arrive at as agreement 
as to what are the generally recognized rules of international 
law within the meaning of art. 7" of the Convention. The 
London Conference drew up a series of rules which it declared 
" correspond in substance with the generally recognized prin-
ciples of international law" on Blockade (q.e.), Contraband of 
War (q.v.), Unneutral service, Destruction of Neutral Prizes, 
Transfer to a Neutral Flag, Enemy Character, Convoy (ez.s,), 
Resistance to Search and Compensation. These rules, if ratified, 
will bind the international court. 

The prtposal to submit captures in war to a special inter-
national jurisdiction has often been made, and in fact It suggests 
itself whenever there are two opinions concerning the justice 
of a prize court's decision. 

The Institute of International Law in r/187, after adopting 
a very full code of prize law, consisting of no fewer than I al 
articles and covering every branch of the subject. forwarded 
them to the different European governments, with the expression 
of a wish that " in the future reform might take a still more 
complete shape by the institution of an International tribunal 
for trial of prize cases. " 
. The subject was brought up at the session in zoos at Chris. 
Hollis' of the International Law Association. The &sondes 
showed that there was much to be said on both sides. blz 
Justice Phillimore inks alios seemed favourable to the Insti-
tution of an independent court of appeal only 

This was the position of the discussion at the opening of the 
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of the number 01 ma 

4e eases, when n , ing 
eeeend Hague Conference in jute Ken 	• t,  occur 	an 
German delegates announced that tt,"„,1 	 'hie." " 

at best aii, lyd  to present schemes for the estabbsi d,,;:, 	ground el 
tional court of appeal In matters of naval p r, ,cars "I 
were simultaneously presented on behalf et 
Germany. 	 bd 

The original English Idea was to " Waft 
of the machinery of the existing Hague Court t 	

ts 
 

of an " International Tribunal of Appeal " fro:. 
belligerent prize courts. The official instructi., 
in the correspondence respecting the Second 
observed, in reference to the proposal, that the " 
the tribunal in such cases would probably pro% 
rapid and efficient means which can, under existing 
be devised for giving form and authority to the can. 
national law In matters of prize." The instructiol 
that the advantages would far outweigh any difficulty 
arise from the fact that some alterations in the mun 
of this country, and probably also of other states, 
required, and that " Il.M. Government considered tl. 
Hague Conference accomplished no other object than . 
stitution of such a tribunal, it would render an in 
service to civilization and mankind." 

The objection to the existing system is that the ju , 1, 
pointed by the belligerent state whose interest it is to 
the capture; that his bias, if any, is against the neutral 
But will there be no room In an international prize 
bias against the belligerent? " Representing as we do: 
Mr Choate at the sitting of the r nth of July, " a widely es.., 
maritime nation, and a nation which hopes and eon ,: 
expects always in the future to be a untie( nation, we deem the 
establishment of an international court of prize by this Con-
ference to be a matter of supreme importance." The converse 
may obviously be as important for • nation which, with its vast 
dependencies, cannot with equal confidence expect to remain 
a mere spectator among the rivalries of expanding states in 
different quarters of the globe. The interests of the civilized 
world in time of war are divisible into three groups, namely, 
the respective interests of the two belligerents, and the interest 
of the neutrals. In practice the interest of the neutrals is 
against the making of captures. Under the system hitherto 
prevailing It is the judge appointed by the captor who decides 
whether the capture was a legitimate one or not. It may be 
contended, however, that he hears the cause and gives his judg-
ment in the face of the whole neutral world, at all times the 
larger part of civilized mankind, and one which has now infinitely 
greater facilities for making its voice heard than it had a century 
earlier, when a powerful belligerent maritime state was, out of 
all proportion to any neutral combination, able to enforce its 
views as regards neutral property, 	 (T. BA.) 

PRIZRIDI (also written Primers, Prisrend, Privendi, Precis 
and Peewits), the capital of the sanjak of Prizren, in the vilayet 
of Kossovo, Albania, European Turkey; 65 m. E. by N. of 
Scutari. on the river Bistritza, a left-hand tnbutary of the 
White Drin. Pop. (tees), about 30,000, chiefly Mahommedan 
Albanians, with • minority of Roman Catholic Albanians, 
Serbs and Greeks. Prizren is beautifully sheeted teas ft. 
strove sea-level, among the northern outliers of the Shu Martina. 
To the northwest a fertile and undulating plain, watered by the 
White Druz, extends as far as Ipek (4a m.). A good road con-
nects Prizren with the Ferisovick station on the Salonica-
Mitrovitia railway (37 m.). The city is the seat of a Roman 
Catholic archbishop, a Greek bishop, and a Servian theological 
seminary. Its chief buildings are the citadel and many mosques, 
one of which Is an ancient Byzantine basilica, originally • 

Prince von Bale, was credited with segpaing In his cone-
spondenee Or the question of the Benderrark that a tribunal of 
arbitration should be instituted to deal with all questions of eapeare. 
At any rate. CM the Bah of Ja nuary *goo he wrote that the German 
government had proposed that all the points thew in dispute should 
be submitted to mleteatiom The British government declared 
their concurrence In the institution of a uslienal to arbitrate upon 
claims tar usaperatien.  

will fall on one element id area as upon a neighbounng spot of equal 
sire. Doubtless the presumption must be extended with caution 
to phenomena with which we are less familiar. For example, is a 
meteor equally likely to hit one square mile as another of the earth's 
surface ? We seem to descend in the scale of credibility from abw, 
ILI ,  s certainty that alternative events occur with about equal fre-
quency to absolute ignorance whether one occurs more frequently 

in the other. The empirical basis of probability may appear to 
come evanescent in a Case like the following, which has been dis-

cussed by many writers on Probabilities." Vs hat is the probability 
of drawing a white ball from a box of which we only know that 
it contains balls both black and white and none of any other colour 

1,  this case, unlike the case of an urn containing a mixture of white 
black balls in equal proportions, we have no reason to expect 

we go on drawing balls from the urn, replacing each ball after 
'eft drawn, that the series so presented will consist of black 

in about equal numbers. But there is ground for believing 
!ems C01111)e of experiences in pari malaria—other urns of 

• utioo, other cases in which there is no reason to expect 
TOM than another—an event of one kind will 
''en as one of another kind. A " cross-reties " " 

seems to rest on as extensive if not so definite 
the series which we began by considering. 

llectual probability 	which it has been 
'a, material probability verified by ire- 

1 1 rest on a similar though less obvious 
re of probability not verified by 

in two particularly important 

the theory of errors to 
that prior to observation 
rat is as likely as another . 

Laplace,. " we may 
-ro and unit." The 

taantum is a ratio 
'.wilute QQli atity 

Of 	first 
an 

.1.. shall, as e.ell as Li 	. 
also penetrated into 1. 	r, 	the ',„  
river. By this remarkable journey he proved that, 	• • and enduring men, travelling in the Central Asian pl.  
easier than had been supposed. The Russian 	• , 
Society presented him with the great Constantine rr,..:j . 

 from all parts of Europe he received medals and 
diplomas. The work in which he embodied his researche s  w"s's 
immediately translated into all civilized languages, the English 
version, Mongolia, the Tonged Country, and the Solitsuks of 
Northern Tibet (IWO, being edited by Sir Henry Yule. On his 
second journey in 1877, while endeavouring to reach Lhasa 
through east Turkestan, be re-discovered the great lake Lop•nor 
(q.v.), which had not been visited by any European since Marco 
Polo. On his third expedition in 1877-188o he penetrated, by 
Hami, the Tsai-dam and the great valley of the Tibetan river 
Kara-su, to Napchu, 170 m. from Lhasa, when he was turned 
back by order of the Dalai Lama- In t883-1885 be undertook 
a fourth journey of exploration in the wild mountain regions 
between Mongolia and Tibet. On these four expeditions he 
made collections of plants and animals of inestimable value, 
including nearly twenty thousand zoological and sixteen thousand 
botanical specimens. Among other remarkable discoveries were 
those of the wild camel, ancestor of the domesticated species, and 
of the early type of horse, now known by his name (Calms 
yrjnoalskii). Prjevalsky's account of his second journey, From 
Kalja, wog the Fiats -Shoe, to Lop -suer, was translated into 
English in 11319. In September :388 be started on a Mat 
expedition, intending to reach Lhasa, but on the sat of November 
he died at Karakol on Lake Issyk-kul. A monument was 
erected to his memory on the shores of the lake, and the Russian 
government changed the name of the town of Karakol to 
Przhevalsk (q...) in his honour. 

Plum (Malay, prose), the general term in the Malay language 
for all vessels, from the sampan or canoe to the square-rigged 
hope!, but is western usage confined to the swift-sailing craft 
that the pirates of the Indian Ocean made familiar to sailors in 
eastern waters. The chief points which characterize these 
vessels as that while the weather-side is rounded the lee-side 
Is let Goat stem to stern, that both stem and stern are exactly 
similar in shape, and that there Is a small similarly shaped hull 
swung out from the side of the main hull on poles, which acts 
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as an outrigger and prevents the vessel heeling over. The main 
hull carries the mast rigging and an enormous triangular-shaped 
sail. 

PROBABILISIII (from Lat. treader, to test, approve), a term 
used both in theology and in philosophy with the general 
implication that in the absence of certainty probability is the 
best criterion. Thus it is applied in connexion with casuistry 
for the view that the layman in difficult matters of conscience 
may safely follow a doctrine inculcated by a recognized doctor 
of the church. This view was originated by the monk Molina 
(1528--s580, and has been widely employed by the Jesuits. 
In philosophy the term is applied to that practical doctrine which 
gives assistance in ordinary matters to one who is sceptical in 
respect of the pogsibility of real knowledge: it supposes that 
though knowledge is impossible a man may rely on strong 
beliefs in practical affairs. This view was held by the sceptics 
of the New Academy (see SCEPTICISM and CARNEADES). Opposed 
to " probabilism" is " probabiliorism" (lat. probabdier, more 
likely), which holds that when there is a preponderance of 
evidence on one side of a controversy that side is Presumably 
right. 

PROBABILITY (Lat. probabilir, probable or credible), a term 
which in general implies credibility short of certainty. 

The mathematical theory of probabilities deals with certain 
phenomena which are employed to measure credibility. This 
D....oi measurement is well exemplified by games of chance. 
aoolThisio. If a pack of cards is shuffled and a card dealt, the 
loth, 	probability that the card will belong to a particular 
s'61"1 	suit is measured by—we may say, is—the ratio 
or 1; there being four suits to any one of them the card might 
have belonged. So the probability that an ace will be drawn 
is Of, as out of the 52 cards in the pack 4 are aces. So the 
probability that ace will turn up when a die is thrown is 4. The 
probability that one or other of the two events, ace or deuce, will 
occur is 4. If simultaneously a die is thrown and a card is dealt 
from a pack which has been shuffled, the probability that the 
double event will consist of two aces is t Xs divided by 6X52, 
as the total number of double events formed by combining a 
face of a die with a face of a card is 6X52,  and out of these 1 X4 
consist of two aces. 

The data of probabilities are often pnma fade at least of a 
type different from that which has been described. For example. 
the probability that a child about to be born will be a boy is 
about o•5i. This statement is founded solely on the observed 
fact that about 51% of children born (alive, in European 
countries) prove to be boys. The probability is not, as in the 
instance of dice and cards, measured by the proportion between 
a number of cases favourable to the event and a total number of 
possible cases. Those instances indeed also admit of the mea-
surement based on observed frequency. Thus the number of 
times that a die turns up ace is found by observation to be about 
:6.6% of the number of throws; and similar statements are 
true of cards and coins." The probabilities with which the 
calculus deals admit generally of being measured by the number 
of times that the event is found by experience to occur, in pro-
portion to the number of times that it might possibly occur. 

The idea of a probable or expected number is not confined to 
the number of times that an event occurs; if the occurrence of 
the event is associated with a certain amount of money or any 
other measurable article there will be • probable or expected 
amount of that article. For instance, if a person throwing dice 
Is to receive two shillings every time that six turns up, he may 
expect in a hundred throws to win about ,X,6.6 (about 331) 
shillings. If he is to receive two shillings for every six and one 
shilling for every arc, his expectation will be : X 164+ 1 X16.6 
( ;o) shillings. The expectation of lifetime is calculated on 
this principle. Of Imo males aged ten say the probable number 

who will die In their nest year Is goo, in the following year 397, 

and so on; if we (roughly) estimate that those who die in the 
first year will have enjoyed one year of life after ten, those who 

in the r.rxt )r ir Kilt have enjoyed two years of life, and soon; 
I (I not. to per 5 below. 

then the total number of years which the moo ensles'aged tin 
may be expected to live is 

I X too° -I- 2 X (t 090-490) + 3 ( 1000-490-391) -ps 
Space as well as time may be the subject of expectation. If 
drops of rain fall in the long run with equal frequency on one 
point—or rather on one small interval, say of a centimetre or 
two—on a band of finite length and negligible breadth, 'he 
distance which is to be expected between a point of impact in the 
upper half of the line and a point of impact in the lower half has 
a definite proportion to the length of the given line.' 

Expectation in the general sense may be considered as a 
kind of average.' The doctrine of averages and of the deviations 
therefrom technically called "errors" is distinguished from the 
other portion of the calculus by the peculiar difficulty of As 
method. The paths struck out by Laplace and Gauss have 
hardly yet been completed and made quite secure. The dot-
trine is also distinguished by the importance of its applications. 
The theory of errors enables the physicist so to combine discre-
pant observations as to obtain the best measurement. It may 
abridge the labour of the statistician by the use of samples.' 
It may assist thestatistician in testing the validity of inductions." 
It promises to be of special service to him in perfecting the logical 
method of concomitant variations; especially in investigating 
the laws of heredity. For instance the correlation between the 
height of parents and that of children is such that if we take a 
number of men all of the same height and observe the average 
height of their adult sons, the deviation of the latter average 
from the general average of adult males bears a definite proper-
tion —about a half—to the similarly measured deviation of the 
height common to the fathers. the same kind and amount of 
correlation between parents and children with respect to many 
other at tributes besides stature has been ascertained by Professor 
Karl Pearson and his collaborators.' The kinetics of free 
molecules (gases) forms another important branch of science 
which involves the theory of errors. 

The description of the subject which has been given will 
explain the division which it is proposed to adopt. In Part 1. 
probability and expectation will be considered apart from 
the peculiar difficulties incident to errors or deviation from 
averages. The first section of the first part will be devoted to 
a preliminary inquiry into the evidence of the primary data and 
axioms of the science. Freed from philosophical difficulties 
the mathematical calculation of probabilities will proceed in the 
second section. The analogous calculation of expectation will 
follow in the third section. The contents of the first them 
sections will be illustrated in the Moth by a class of examples 
dealing with space measurements—the so-called "local" or 
"geometrical" probabilities. Part II. is devoted to averages 
and the deviations therefrom, or more generally that grouping 
of statistics which may be called a law of frequency. Part IL 
is divided into two sections distinguished by differences in 
character and extent between the principal generalizations 
respecting laws of frequency. 

PART I.—PROBARIUTV ass ExIncctartatt 
Section I.—First Pnacipfer. 

5. As in other mathematical sciences. so la probsbaitica or eves 
more so, the philosophical foundations are less clear than the 
calculations based thereon. On this obscure and controversial 
topic absolute uniformity is not to be expected. But it is hoped 
that the following summary in which diverse authoritative judgments 
arc balanced may minimise disermL 

a. 	How dm Measure of Probability is Asrevaseikai.—LTbs int 
question which arises under this head is: on what evidence are the 
facts obtained which are employed to measure probability ? A 
generally accepted view is that which Laplace has elms 

It is more usual torah of thc wax expectation. dm avenge 
number of years per 

Below, par. SS. 
' For more exact definition we below. Isar. ws. 
▪See Bowley's Addicts to Section F. at Ms Briush Amain:Mt 

(too6 

▪  

Edg
1. 

eworth, " Methods of Statistics." Ararrosi of At Sawatemal 
Satiety (Jubilee volume. tails). 

'See Biooirtrika, sot iu. " Inheritans• Mewl Cliftmcse.a" 
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" The probability of an event is the ratio of the number of Cases 
width favour it to the number of all the possible cases, when nothing 
lends as to believe that one of these cases ought to occur rather than 
the others; which renders them, for us, equally possible."' Against 
this view it is urged that merely psychological facts can at best afford 
a measure of belief, not of credibility. According . ly, the round of 
probability is sought in the observed fact of a class or  series " 
such that of we take a great many members of the class, or terms of 
the series, the members thereof which belong to a certain assigned 
species compared with the total number taken tends to a certain 
fraction u s limit. Thus the series which consists of beads and tails 
obtained by tossing up a well-made coin is such that out of a large 
number of throws the proportion giving heads is nearly half. 

3. These views are not so diametrically opposed as may at first 
appear. On the one hand, those who follow Unita, e would of course 
admit that the presumption afforded by the " number of favourable 
cases " with respect to the probability of throwing either fire or sir 
with a die must be modified in accordance with actual experience 
such as that below cited i respecting particular dice that they turn 
up** or six rather oftener than once in three times. On the other 
hand, the series which is regarded as the empirical basis of pro-
bability is not a simple matter of fact. There are implied conditions 
which are not satisfied by the sort of uniformity which ordinarily 
characterizes scientific laws; which • ould not be satisfied for instance 
by the proportionate frequency of any one digit, e.g. 8, in the expan-
aon of any vulgar fraction, though the expression may consist of a 
circulating decimal with a very long peri od  

4. The type of the series es rather the frequency of the several 
digits in the expansion of an Incommensurable constant such as 
42, log ti, e, Re.' The observed fact that the digits occur with 
equal frequency is fortified by the absence of a reason why one digit 
should occur oftener than another.' 

3. The most perfect types of probability appear to present the 
two aspects: proportion of favourable cases given a priori and fre-
quesey of occurrence observed a posteriori. When one of 
attributes is not manifested it is often legitimate to infer its exisii 
Erma the presence of the other. Given numerous batches of bao 
each botch numbering say too and consisting partly of white and 
partly of black balls; if the percentages of white balls presented by 
the set of batches averaged. and, as it were, hovered about 
particular percentage. e.g. 50. though we knew as an instep., 
datum, or by inspection of the given percentages, that the sere • 	I 
Not obtained by simply extracting a hundred balls from a jar . • 
mining a *Waage of white and black balls, we might still be dos-. 
hi concluding that the observed phenomenon resulted from a s• 
equivalent to • number of jars of various constitution, compere 
In mane complicated fashion. So Laplace may be justified in 	. 
hating behind frequencies embodied in vital statistics the 
of a const itution analogous to games of chance, " 
or favourable cases which might conceivably be " devs; 
disarmed.' On the other hand, it is often legitimate to inky 
the known proportion of favourable cars a corresponding freq... 
of occurrence. The cogency of the inference will vary acemilis. 
the degree of experience. That one face of a die or • coin will 
up nearly as often as another might be affirmed with perfect 	• 
deuce of the particular dice which Weldon threw some dietitian.' f 
times' or the coins with which Professor Pearson similarly opera, 
It may be affirmed with much confidence of ordinary coins 	I 
dice without specifit experience, and generally, where 
presumed. of games of chance, This confidence is bas 	 r 
elauwoments like those tried by Dutton, Jevons and Many rrt 
but aYo on a continuous, extensive, almost unconsciously registered 
experience is pan imiterat It is this sort of experience which justi• 
Bus our expectation that commonly in mathematical tables one digit 
will occur as often as another, that in • shower about as many drops 

I Laplace. Thiorie analytimor des prodabalitis, liv. I I. ch. i. No. t. 
a. Isatroduction. If. proscope. 

' The term employed by Venn in his important Logic of Chance. 
Below.  . par. t sq. 

4  8.11. th. in the expansion of which the digit 8 occurs once in 
ten times in seemingly random fashion (see Men. of Maths. 1" 1, 
Vol. a. pp. I and 39). 

The tyle shows that the phenomena which are the obi , 	I 
probabilit ;,-. do not constitute • distinct class of things. t I 
moo wt perfectly conform to laws of nature and are papal' r 
eon per lion yet in certain aspects present the.  appearance f 
thence. Cl. Edgeworth, " Law of &rm. ' Cam. Phil. Tenn., Loos. 
p. 

'Cl. Venn. op. dl. eh . v. f t• and v. Erie' on the " Prinsip des 
Mengelnden Grundes " in his it'earuanaledtkeirwrcamer, eh. i„ 
el fauns 

In a passage criticised unfavourably by Dr Venn, Lott. 
CI WW1, Ch. Pe. 14. 

Below. par. I is. 
l) Chown of Dead, I. 44 

A summary of such experiments, comprising above 100.000 

a

Is given by Prole:mat Kart Nance In his Chasers of Death, 

1.41.  

will fall on one dement of area as upon • washbasin mid of equal 
size. Doubtless the presumption must be extended with caution 
to phenomena with whines we are less familiar. For example, is • 
meteor equally likely to bit one queue mile as another of the earth's 
surface ? We seem to descend in the scale of audibility from abso-
lute certainty that alternative events occur with about equal fre-
quency to absolute ignorance whether one occurs more frequently 
than the other. The empirical basis of probability may appear to 
become evanescent in a case like the following, which kei been dis-
cussed by many writers on Probabilities." What is the probability 
of drawing a white ball from a box ol which we only know that 
It contains balls both black and white and none of any other colour ? 
In this cue, unlike the case of an urn containing a mixture of white 
and black balls in equal proportions, we have no reason to expect 
that if we go on drawing balls from the urn, replacing escb ball after 
It has been drawn, that the series so presented will casuist of black 
and white in about equal numbers. But there is ground for believing 
that in the long course of experiences is Iasi suanio—other tattled 
similar constitution, other cases in which there is no reams to expect 
one alternative more than another—an event of one kind will 
occur about as often as one of another kind. A " crom-series " 
Is thus formed which seems to rest on as extensive if not so definite 
an empirical basis as the series which we began by consideriag. 
Thus the serailled " intellectual probability whic.h it has been 
sought to separate from the material probability verified by fre-
quency of occurrence, ma still rest on • similar though km obvious 
ground of experience. This type of probability not v 'ceded by 

Zfic  experience is presented in two particularly important 

6. Unesrijinf 	 applying the theory of errors to 
the art of measurement it is usual to assume that prior to observation 
one value of the =Deity wader measurement is as likely as another. one 

	the 	• ty is unknown, says Laplace " 	may 
equally Nippon it to have any value between zero and unit." The 
assumption is fundamentally unlike whether the quantum is a ratio 
to be determined by the theorem of Reyes." or an absolute quantity 
to be determined by the more general theory of error. Of this Ent 
principle it is well observed by Professor Karl Pearson 0 : " There is an 
element of human experience at the bottom of Laplace's assump-
tion." Professor Pearson.  quotes with approbation " the following 
account 	the matter: The assumption that any probability- 
constant about which we know nothing in particular is as likely to 
have one value as another is grounded upon the rough but solid expe-
rience that such constants do as a matter of fact m often have one 
value as another." 

7. It may be objected, no doubt, that one value (of the object 
under measurement) Is often *sown beforehand eel to be as litWy 
as another. The hammer* heIght  for instance is ma 
likely to be sa in. a to be he. The reply is that the post:rlamtaet 
onl required with respect to a small tract in a certain neighbour- 
hood

y
, some a in. above aed below a91  is in the case of buometric 

&[a  le It Is further objected that the assumption is question involves 
inconsistencies is cases like the following. Suwon obstrvatioas 
am made on the length of a pendulum together with the time of its 
oscillation. As the time is proportional to the square root of the 
length, it follows that if the values of the length occur with equal 
frequency those of the time cannot do so; and, inversely, If 

is Freat= 	
Is 

true of the times it cannot be true of the 
Py to this objection adoeded by the reply to the former owe. 

or where we are concerned only with • small tract of values it 
often happen that both tbe square and the square root and any ad*. 
ary function ed a quantity which assumes equivalent values with 
equal probability will each present an approsurnately equal distribu-
tion of ior." It may further be replied that in general 
the ressonihg does not require the a priori probabilities of the 
different values to be vary nearly equal; it sulfites that they should 
not be wry unequal ;0  and this much seems to be gives by experience. 

g. Whenever we can justify Laplace's first principle that " pro-
bability is the ratio of the number of favourable cases to the number 
of all possible awes " eo additiosal difficulty *involved la his second 

° lig. J. S. time Lege, bk. . III., elk. mfri. & 
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(FIRST PRINCIPLES 

pried*, of which the following may be taken as an equivalent. 
If we distribute the favourable cases into several groups the pro-
bability of the event win•be sum of the probabilities pertaining to 
each group.' 

so. Another important instance of unverified probabilities occurs 
when it is assumed without specific experience that one phenomenon 
is independent of another in such wise that the probability of a double 
event is equal to the product of the one event multiplied by the pro-
babift of the other—as in the instance already given of two aces 
occurring. The assumption has been verified with respect to " runs " 
in some games of chance;' but it is legitimately app lied far beyond 
those instances. The proposition that very long runs of particular 
digits. e.g. of 7, may be expected in the development of a constant 
like w--e.g. • run of six consecutive 11WW1 if the expansion of the 
constant was carried to a million places of decimals—may be given 
as an instance in which our conviction greatly transcends specific 
verification. In the calculation of probable, and improbable, errors, 
it 5  has to be assumed without specific verification that the observa-
tions on which the calculation is based are independent of each other 
in the sense now under consideration. With these explanations we 
may accept Laplace. third principle " If the events are independent 
of each other the probability of their concurrence (rexistence de lent 
wesewskie) is the product of their separate probabilities" 

ii. Interdependent Probabilities.—Among the principles of proba-
bilities it is usual to enunciate, after Laplace, several other pro- 
positions: ,  But these may here be rapidly passed over as they do 
not seem to involve any additional phi losophical difficulty. 

tx. It has been shown that when two events are independent 
of each other the product of their separate probabilities Jonas the 
probability of their concurrence. It follows that the probability 
of the double event divided by the probability of either, my the first, 
component gives the probability of the other, the second component 
event. The quotient, we mit: say, is the probability that when 
the first event has occurred, t second will occur. The proposition 
in this form is true also of events which are not independent of one 
another. Laplace exemplifies the composition of such interdepen-
dent probabilities by the instance of three urns, A,B,C, about which it 
is known that two contain only white balls and one only black balls! 
The probability of drawing a white ball from an assigned urn, my C. 
is 4. The probability that, a white ball having been drawn from C, 
a an drawn from B will be white, is 4. Therefore the probability 
of the double event drawing a white all from C and also from B is 
In or 5. The question now arises. Supposing we know only 
the peobability of the double event, which probability we will call 
MCI. and the probability of one of them, say ICI (but not, as in the 
case instanced, the mechanism of their interdependence); what can 
we infer about the probability [B) of the other event (an event such 
as in the above instance drawing a white ball from the urn B)--the 
separate probability irrespective of what has happened as to the urn 
Cl We cannot in general say that PM s(13C) divided by (CI but 
Nether that quotient Xis, where k is an unknown coefficient which 
may be either positive or negative. It might, however, be improper 
to neat k as sera on the ground that it is equally likely (in the long 
run of similar data) to be positive orFtive. For given values 
of (BC) and (CI, k has not this equi hie character, since its 
positive and negative ranges are not general equal; as appears 
from considering that [Si cannot be less than (BC), nor greater 
than unity, 

11. Probability of Corset and Adore Effects.—The first principles 
which have been established afford an adequate ground for the 
reasoning which is described as deducing the probability of a cause 
from an observed event! If with the poet we may represent a 
perfect mixture by the waters of the Po in which the " two Dons" 
and other tributaries are indiscriminately commingled, there is no 
greet difference in respect of definition and deduction between the 
probability that a certain particle of water should have emanated 
from a particular source, or should be discharged through a particular 
mouth of the river. " Thisprincipk," we may say with De Morgan, 
" 	the retrospective or inverse ' probability is not essentially  

Bertrand on " Probabilink composies." ep. ti& art. s3. 
In some of the experiences referred to at par. 5. 

*See below , pan. 133. to 
I  Ofr. cif. Introduction. 
'Mere is a good statement of them in Boole's Laws of Meek. 

ch. xvi. y. Cf. De Morgan " Theory of Probabilities " (Boot 
Msteli cp I2 seq. . 

eP. Pt introduction, IV' Principe; d. r Prime* and 
Iv., I 

t4 

 . ch. l I 1. 
'In Nadi a case there seems to be a propriety In expressing the 

indetermisate element in our data, not as above, but as proposed 
by Book in his remarkable Lawn of naught. ch. evil.. ch. rein., 4, 
(d. Inns. Eden. Roy. Soc., (1857), vol. not; and Train. Roy. Sac.. 
586t, vol, ix., vol. clii. ptLL p. 250; the undetermined constant 
now representing the probability that if the event C does not occur 
the event 8 will. The values of ibis constant—in the absence of speci-
re data, and where Independence is not presumable—are, it should 
seem. 'quell),  distributed between the values o and I. CI. an to 
Book's Calculus. Miad, lac. cit., is. ado set 

*Laplace's Sick Principle. 	M  

different from the one first stated (Principle I.)." * Not is a new 
first principle necessarily involved when after ascending from an 
effect to a cause we descend to a collateral effect" It is true that is 
the investigation of causes it is often necessary to have recourni 
to the unverified species of probability. An invoice has alrearly 
been given of several approximately equiprobabk causes, the /secret 
values of a quantity under measurement, from one of which the 
observed phenomena, the given set of observations, must have. la 
to speak, emanated. A simpler instance of two alternative causes 
occurs in the investigation which J. S. Mill " has illustrated—whether 
an event, such as a succession of aces, has been produced by a pan 
ticular cause, such as loading of the die, or by that mass of " fleeting 
causes" called chance. It is sufficient for the argument that the 

a priori " probabilities of the alternatives should not be ray 
unequal." 

4. (2) Whether Credibility it Meantrabk.—The domain of probabili-
ties according to some authorities does not extend much. if at alb, 
beyond the objective phenomena which have been described in the 
preceding paragraphs. The claims of the science to measure the 
subjective quantity, degree of belief, are disallowed or minimised. 
Belief, it is objected, depends upon a complex of perceptions and 
emotions not amenable" to cakurus. Moreover, belief is not credi- 
bility; even if we do believe with more or less confidence in exact 
conformity with the measure of probability afforded by the calculus, 
ought we so to believe In reply it must be admitted that many of 
the beliefs on which we have to act are not of the kind for which 
the calculus prescribes It was absurd of Craig " to attempt to evalu-
ate the credibility at the Christian religion by mathematical calcula-
tion. But there seem to be a number of simpler cases of which we 
may say with De Morgan" " that in the universal opinion of those 
who examine the subject, the state of mind to which a person oftghe 
to be able to bring himself " is in accordance with the regulation 
measure of probability. If in the ordeal to which Portia's suitor 
were subjected there had been a picture of her not in one only, but 
in two of the caskets, then—though the judgment of the principal 
parties might be distorted by emotion—the impartial spectator 
would normally expect with greater confidence than before that at 
any particular trial a casket containing the likeness of the lady 
would be chosen. So the indications of • thermometer may not 
correspond to the sensations of a fevered patient, but they serve to 
regulate the temperature of a public library so as to secure the com-
fort of the majority. This view does not commit us to the quantita-
tive precision of De Morgan that in a case such as above supposed 
we ought to " look three times as confidently upon the arrival as 
upon the non-arrival " of the event." Two or three roughly dis-
tinguished degrees of credibility—very probable, as probable as not, 
very improbable, practically impossible—suffice for the more 
important applications of the calculus. Such is the character of 
the judgments which the calculus enables us to form with respect to 
the occurrence of a certain difference between the real value of any 
quantity under measurement and the value assigned to it by the 
measurement. The confidence that the constants which we have 
determined are accurate within certain Blois is a subjective feeling 
which cannot be dislodged from an important port of probabilities." 
This sphere of subjective probability is widened by the latest develop-
ments of the science • so far as they add to the number of constants 
for which it is important to determine the probable and improbable 
—error. For instance, a measure of the deviation of observations 
from an average or mean value was required by the older writers 
only as subordinate to the determination of the mean, but now this 

standard deviation " (below. par. 58) is often treated as an entity 
for which it is important to discover the limits of mix." Some W 
the newer methods may also serve to countenance the measurement 
of subjective quantity, in so far as they successfully apply the 
calculus to quantities not admitting  of.a precise unit, such as colour 

"De 	 71r.-,7• 	Prz":5:5;I,-;, I to- 7 V—rn, Lagic 
Chance, eli. via § 9; Edgeworth, ' Un the Probable Errors 
Frequency Constants," learn. Scat. Soc. (load), p.654. The mem 
symmetry of the inverse and the direct methods is shows by as 
elegant proof which Professor Cook Wilson ha. given fur the 
received rules of inverse probability (Nowt. toot. Dec. 15). 

" Laplace's Sentnith Principle. 
" Loin. book Ill.. ch. mu. 46. 

Cf. above, par. 8; below, par. 46. 
" Cf. ‘'era, Lock of Chance, p. t,6. 

See the reference to Craig So Todhu nice. History ... of Probability, 
Fenno) Logic,. p. 

" Ibid. Cf. " Theory of Probabilities " (Foor Metrrfls mote 
to 4 s. " Wherever the term greater or less can be app 6kI share 
twke, thrice. Sic., can be conceives!, though not perhaps measured 
by US." 

" Ie 14 sell remarked by Professor Irving Fisher (CaPiste and 
Incsme, 1907. ch. xvi.), that Bernoulli's theorem involve* a 
jective " element ■ " psychological magnitude." The remark se =Me to the general theory of error of which

so& 
 the theorem of 

is a particular ova (me below, yen. 
" in tbe hands of Ptekatee Keel Pomo.. ild:°geopard and 

Mr Yule. Cf. par. tee. below. 
• *CS. Edgenveth, kern. Stat. See. (Dee. soo). 



qRABILITY METHODS OF EALEOWIT1Otii 

of eye or makes, of hair.' A closer ezelogy is  suppree writers who boldly handle " motel mencove  ba will be shown under the eat head. 
I. (5) 42i0102 of Expeckthin.7Expeetation Imo fur' 

pro4bdity presents the same peulosaplucal questions. 
chiefly in connexeso with two principles analogous to and 
from propositions which have been stated with respect tO 
Goy' CI.) The expectation of the sum of two quantities subioc 
fiat is the sum of the expectations of each. (ii.) The expectation ,A 
the product of two quantities subject to risk is the product of the 
expectations of each: provided that the risks are independent. 
For rumple, let one of the fortuitously fluctuating quantities be the 
winnings of a player at a game in which be takes the amount A if 
be throws ace with • die (and nothing if be throws another face). 
Then the expectation of that quantity isIA; or in n trials (a being 
large), the player may expect to win about niA. Let the other 
fortuitously fluctuating quantity be winnings of a player at a game 
he which he takes the amount B when an ace of any suit is dealt from 
an ordinary pack of cards. The expectation of this quantity is B; 
or in is trialsthe player may expect to win about RATE. Now 

aneTr
a compound trial at which one simultaneously throws a die 

eals a card: and let his winning at a compound trial be the sum 
of the amounts which he would have received (or the die and the card 
respectively at a simple trial. In * such compound trials he may 
expect to win about nIA -i-itesB, or the expectation of the 
winning at • compound trial la the sum of the separate expectations. 
Next suppose the Winning at • compound trial to be the product 
of the two amounts which he would have received for the die and (he 
card if played at a simple trial. It is area unless the player obtains 
two aces. It is A X B when this double event occurs. But this 
double event occurs in the lone run only once in ye times. Accord-
ingly the expectation of the winning at • compound trial at which 
the winning is the product of the winnings at two simple trials is the 
product of the separate .expectations. What has been shown for 
two expectations of the simples type, where • is the probability of 
as event which has been associated with a quantity a, may easily 
be extended to several expectation, each of the type 

aoli-Fases-1-asas+ 
VAl21e110. IN an repealable of the amplest type, above exemplified, 
or of the type a., tiarsiXaki X ..._or a mixture of these types. 
For by the law which has bees moimplilled the thin of r expectatioes 
OM always be reduced to the sum of r — Laud then the r— to r —a, 
toed so on;

otekl be remarked that the provisoes to the 
and the like is true of products. 

 sh 

viti

ke probabilities involved is required only by the secontioreetivowifi 
sedimental propositions. It may be dispensed with by the first. 

s in the example of interdependent probabilities given by Laplace' 
—three urns about which it is known that two contain only blath 
balls and one only white—if a penes drawing a ball first from C and 
thee from B is to teethe a shillings every time he draws a white ball, 
Iran one or other of the urns, he may expect if be performs the 
compound operation n times to receive es X s X lx shillings. But the 
ImInctation of die eroded of the number of shillings woo 1live= 
• white ball from C and the number of shillings won by 
drawl • white ball front B is not ogre, but mix'. 

*7. le first of the two principles i largely anteloYed 	the 
in the probabilities. The second prio:aple as 

of KM is Past II.) ,• the requisite a
y en the higher generalisations of the t....'d,(t.he 

of the 'evolved probabilities being meetly of the unverified 
ti ffiffesaallen of philosophical diffsodty gserntice to 

oxpectatioo arises when the quantity eetectod.hes sot the objective 

tir=
y  

nail mama" occurs when =venation tames to an 
usuall .  ire the • of snatbenatics. 

advantage, and that advantage Is estimated subjectively by the 
amount of utility or •isliktion afforded to the possessor. Mahe. =so have commonly adopted the sesolerioa made by Deaiel 

that a small Increase in a person s ticaterkl means or 
" physical foetuses " alma an blame of eadiacties ear " moral 
ferterle:' ieveriklY proportional to the physical loam's* and 

be 

accord- 
ingly thet the moral forums s equated* to the loperithin of the 
physical fortne! 'The • i in which this metnaptasts should 
employed is well Lapises when his saps ,  thee the rumor, 

• 

t Below, par. IP. 
▪Cossidee the equivalent of taplace's mond priaciple given at 

par y.. above, and his third principle quoted at par. to. 
• above, par. 13. 
' the mom famillsoifall • OM Id ray TZb'leatalluctmd  isuantities the mean 	Product is be 	of -thalls 

Merle der btrobeentmetioAhr. p. :33). 
• Above, par. 6. 
• Them pdtufa ttire afford some leadecatien for laplecW ►  metric-

tioa of the term Mealtime to " goods. As to the ender oafish-hen 
here adopted me below, par. og a pia. g5. note. 

Each fortune referred to L ivided by a proper p•rammer. 
See below, par, is 
▪op. ca. iv. IL dt. aft. No. et. a.uv. II. ch. L 1634.  

3 8 1 
'f I die is thrown • omen the probability that every lose will have 

I up at least once is 

(Int) problem stated in paragraph 3t the cards are 
r, uay (without replacement), we must substitute 

1 "Awe 32 • 31 • • • 42---712--H-1) - for 
32 31 	32—t.—e • 

15 	2r, 	-:■1 
.s 	(w — • and so on. 

examples relating to games of Thu. Y, 	 that at whist each of 
1' If the turned-up card the wo,;:i.„ 	

o ,e three other honours an regarded a, 	* 	 . 	h i, h are in the hands of wards as 	
, 	

n .1r,ing two honours are  in percentage O., 
Income.' ■ 11, 	

1, , ,t the assigned card laciest reasoning 	• 
of formulating the 	 1. ,mours; and is further aupporem 
Probabilities also obt 	' 	

led by 3. 
the calculation sanctional;:"'i" 	

• y that an 
Partner, error of measurement... 	 .vcives- that some simple mathematical 

of probabilities are sometime s  
prospective benefit in the subleve,... 

20, Skill Cases 	Strut 	Av: 
kg the standard of belief which 	 t  

	

rding the standard of action al 	net.: . "" , 
former question, it may be obrr,;', 	• • 

to events which are considered as amend,,,, 
series. There is no doubt, there is a tut 
tossing (unloaded) dice the event which cona,,i,, 
a 	or a six will occur in approximately 31.3% 	;.., 
The important question is what is or should he  ow car;

w4  
with regard to the result of a trial which is ant gewarf, aae  
repeated, like the choice of • casket in the Machos, 
A similar difficulty is presented by singular events, with 
volition. Is the chance of one to a thousand of the prim (ion* 
lottery approximately equivalent to ie in the eyes of • teems sub„ 

 for once, and once only, has the offer of such • stake ? The question 
is separable from one with which it is often confounded, the one 
discussed in the last paragraph what is the " moral ' value of the 
prise ? The person might be a millionaire for whom it wit (torso 
both belong to the category of small change. The stake and the 
prize might both be " moral." The better opinion seems that 
apart from a system of transactions like that in which an insurance 
company undertaken, or at least • " cross-aeries the kind which 
seem largely to operate in ordinary life, expectations in which the 
risks are very different are no longer equateable. So De Morgan with 
regard to the " sink sue' (the solitary transaction in question) 
declares that the " mathematical expectation is not a sufficient 
approximation to the actual phenomenon of the mind when benefits 
depend epos very email probabilities; even when the fortune of the 
player forms no of theeimsideratio. ""'without makes allow. 
anal^fpr the ditesouos betimes -" moral " and meth einatical pro. 
bebi hies). So Condon et, " If cue considers a sink man and • 
single event there can be no kind of equality "* (betimes expects. 
boos with very deferent deb). It is only for the long rue—besese•ms 
onkasse M mar isselliffseit des aelsonnoste--thst the rule is valid: 
To the same elect at greater length the logicians Dr Wan and von 
teeieets some  of the mathematical writers have mock to team Irmo 
their aities • co this and other questions relating to first 

Section 11•—Calmilolion of Probability. 
at. Olied J  Is Sodioe.--ln the following calculations 

the /*inapt, object Is to ascertain the number of cases favourable 
to an event In proportion to the total number of possible cases." 

• Prian.  'aims Stmaseeks, book 	ch. vL .6, p. aoq, ed. 4. 
▪ below. par. it. 
u erne further inferences bevies on the subject are given in • 

	

hy the prom* writer as the " Pure Theory of Taxation."
MI_ Bootatmeic Jaye. (teen). 	syo-sso 

II  D010.4 par. 231. 
Absee..par. 4, 

It Above, par. 
UMW. oleos' LOAM. !' (Esser. Illefrefr•1 II eta 
* Enid CIV .Pera 342 011040 o Logic of 	tit. 24-26. 

WebeschrietiatioNsnatoratog.kjEsde atq 
of 

 
• The relations 	recent 	to the eider mathematical 

writers on Probibillaes may be ' 	by the relations of modern 
" hincrical sc000mista to their more ablaut predecessors. 

°Of the two properties otitis have been found to characteriee Ct= Ohm's. Pr. rOmennitelatt (I) somber oft.Lequilite 
eases and (s frOlfarra7 of observed eau 	 

knew especially paean. to the data sad fibatfal of this mobs 

tly 
• 
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PROBABILITY 	DIETHODS OF CALCULATION 

" The difficulty Consists In the enumeration of the cases," u 
Lagrange says. Sometimes summation is the only mathematical 
operation employed; but very commonly it is necessary to apply 
the theory of permutations and combinations involving multipli-
cation.' 

22. Fioadamevull Ticorrm.—One of the simplest problems of this 
sort is one of the most important. Given a macinge 	T . 1^:' con- 
sisting of two species, it things are taken at random what is the 
probability that I out of these n things will be of a certain species T 
For example, the anlaage might be a well-shuffled pack of cards, 
and the species black and red ,,• the gsiassinon, what is the probability 
that if a cards are dealt, s of them will be black ? There are two 
varieties of the problem: either after each card is dealt it is returned 
to the pack, which is reshuffled, at all the s cards are dealt (as in 
ordinary games of cards) without replacement. The first variety 
of the problem deserves its place as being not only the simpler, but 
also the more important, of the two. 

23. At the first deal there are 26 cases favourable to black, 26 to 
red. When two deals have been made (in the manner prescribed). 
out of Sts came formed by combinations between a card turned up 
at the first deal and a card turned up at the second, 26X26 cases 
are combinations of two blacks, 26X26 are combinations of two 
reds, and the remainder 2(26X26) arc made up of combinations 
between one black and one red; 26X26 cases of black at the first 
deal and red at the second, and 26 X 26 cases of red at the first and 
black at the second deal. The number of cases favourable to each 
alternative is evidently given by the several terms in the expansion 
of 06+26r. The corresponding probabilities are given by dividing 
each term by the total number of cases, viz. 52'. Similarly, when we 
go on to a third deal, the respective probabilities of the three possible 
cases, three blacks, two blacks and one red, two reds and one 
black, three blacks, are given by the successive terms in the binomial 
expansion of (26+26P, and so on. The reasoning is quite general. 
Thus for the event which consists of dealing either clubs or spades 
(black) we might substitute an event of which the probability at a 
single trial is not 4, e.g. dealing hearts. Generally, if p and t -p art 
the respective probabilities of the event occurring or not occurring 
at a single trial, the respective probabilities that in n trials the ev, t 
will occur re times, is- I times ... twice, once or not at all •  are gin i 
by the successive terms in the expansion of I p + (1 -pp'; of wl... 
expansion the general term is 	n I 	011 -p)—. 

LI. The probability.  may also be calculated as follows. Taking 
for exantple the case to which the event consists of dealing hearts; 
consider any particular arrangement of the is cards. of which .1 
are hearts, e.g. the arrangement in which the r cards first dealt 
are hearts and the following rs -; all belong to other suits. The 
probability of the first s cards being all hearts is (i)': the probability 
that none of the last (n-s) cards arc hearts is (1). -.. Hence the 
probability of that particular arrangement occurring is (4)*(1)' -• 
But this arrangement is but one of many. e.g. that in which the ; 
hearts are the last dealt, which arc equally likely to occur. There are 
as many different arrangements of this type as there are combiaa• 
cons of a things taken together s times, that is !Alia-all be 
probability thus calculated agrees with the preceding revolt 

25. It follows from the law of expansion for tp+0 -Or. that 
as a is Manned, the value of the fractious which form the terms 
at either extremity diminishes. When a becomes very large, the 
terms which are in the neighbourhood of the greeted term of the 
expansion overbalance the sum total of the remaining terms.* Thus 
in the example above given, ii we go on and on dealing cards (with 
replacement) the ratio of the red cards dealt to all the cards dealt 
tends to become more and more needy a 	'mate to the limit 
These statements are comprised in the theorrem known as James 
Bernoulli's. Stated in its amplest rotor-that "in the long run all 
events will tend to occur with a relative frequency proportional to 
their objective probabilities " .--this theorem has been regarded 
as tautological or circular. Yet the proofs of the theorem which 
have been given by great mathematicians may deserve attention 
as at least showing the consistency of fun principles. ,  Moreover, 
as usually stated. James Bernoulli's imports something more than 
the first axiom of ftrobabilities.• 

26. The generalization of the Binomhl Theorem which is called 

Cf. Bertrand's distinction between " Probabilitils tweaks," 
and " Probabilites computes," Cake{ des probabtiiiala. ch. U. arts. 
23, 24. 

Cf. Todhunter. History 	Probability p. 36O. and other 
statements of James Bernoulli's Theo em nefe2red to ta the Index. 

Venn, op. cit. p. cp. 
Some of these proofs are adduced, and a sew and elegant one 

added by Bertrand, en. cif. ch. v. 
When the degree in which a certain range of central terms tams 

to preponderate over the residue of the series ia formulated with 
precision, as in the given by Todhunter (op. tit-Lott 
when he Is interpreting Ls 	then James Bernoulli's 
presents a paneular ease the law of erro•-the cue comaidend 
neknr is par 11,3. 

the " Muldsosaial Theorem ", pis the, rule when there an more 
than two alternatives at with trial, For MusDoc, if there are three 
alternatives, hearts, diamonds or a card belonging to • black suit, 
the probability that if a cards are dealt them will occurs hearts, 
f diamonds, and ■ -s -I cards which are either dubs or spades is 

	I 	CY 	I  ( I ) AA10 - s -IA 4 	4 
27. Application, of Fundamental Th

(
e
)
orem.—The peculiar interest 

of the problem which is here placed first is that its solution represents 
a law of almost universal application: the law assigning the frequency 
with which different values assumed by a quantity. like most of the 
quantities with which statistics has to do, depends upon strwerla 
independent agencies. It is remarkable that the probl ,ro In pr• 
babilities which historically was almost the first belongs io the kind 
which is first in interest. Of this character is a que , tioo which 
occupied Galileo and before him Cardan, and an even earlier writers 
what are the chances that, when two or three dice are thrown, the 
sum of the points or pips turned up should amount 	a Oartai., 
number 1 A particular case of this problem is presenteil by the old 
game of " passeclix ": what is the probability that if three dice an 
thrown the sum of the pips should exceed ten 	Thc answer is 
obtained by considering the number of combinations that are favour. 
able toe:Leh of the different alternatives, t8 pips, 17, 16 	Or pipe, 
which make up the event in question. Thus out of ale total 01 
116 (6.) combinations, one is favourable to t8, Arm to 17, and so 
on. There are twenty-five chances, as we may call the piiniutstiosa 
in favour of 12, twenty-seven in favour of H.' The sum of all them 
being to8, we have for the event in question 108/216, an. see chance. 
More generally it may be inquired: what is the prolioility that, 
if n dice are thrown, the number of points turned up will Is. exactly 
By an extension of the reasoning which was employed in the first 
problem it is 0-en that the n.quired probability is OA t of which 
the iuJu i, . .c .............. the expression 

[(1) I  (6/ 1  + (0 '  + 	+ ( 1g)'+ (1)1' 
The calculation may be simplified by writing this exprestion in the 
form 

(aye s — /6`s7. 

The successive terms of the .expanston give the respecti ve probabilities 
that the number in question should be is, t 6ts comprising 
all the possible numbers among which s is presumably included 
(otherwise the answer is sere). Of course we are not limited to six 
alternatives; instead of a die we may have a teetotum with any 
number of sides. The series expressing the probabilities of the 
different sums can be written out in general terms, as Laplace and 
others have done: but it seems to be of less interest than the apprusi• 
mate formula which will be given later.' 

28. Variant of Ike Fradavaewtal Tam:wow—The second variety of 
our first problem may next be considered. Suppose that after each 
trial the card dealt (ball drawn.ac.)is not replaced in Stag queue 
For instance, if r cards are dealt In the ordinary way from a ahullied 
peck, what is the probability that r of them will be hearts (r 15)i 
Consider any particular arrangement of the r cards, whereof s are 
hearts, e.g. that in which the r cards arse dealt are all heart.. the 
remaining r -I belonging to other snits. The probability of the fine 
card being a heart is II; the probability that. the first having beat 
a heart, the second should be a heart is (since a heart having been 
removed there are now t a favourable cases out of a total of 51 cased). 
And so on. Likewise the probability of the (it- )th card Wr y 

 not a heart, all the preceding , having 	 ea n" been harts, is 
the probability of the (s+2)th card being not a heart is l iinfrrh; 
reckoned. And thus the probability of the particular arrangement 
considered Is found to be 

t 	• • 	 •( • - r - s - t) 
52  • 51. • • 52-  - 	53-5  52 

	
+1 
	

$3  - - I 

Now confider any other arrangement of the r cards. e-g. of the I 
hearts to occur first and the remaining s -I Last. The denandastor 
in the above espremios will remain the sunet and in the numerator 
only the order of the factors will be altered. The probability of the 
second arrangement is thanks, the same as that of the first ; and the 
probability that some eas or other of the arrangements will occur 
is given by of 
	crone a 

multieing the probability of any one arrangarrangementand 
the number 	 arrangements, which as in the 'ampler 
Cale of the prob . 11  is the lame as the number d coenhinat6tts 
formed by r things taken together a times, that Is rlfal (r -s)L 71sa 
formula thus obtained may be generalized by substituting a for 

See flarystal. AlFbra, ch. toll j 12; or =Der textbook of 
algebra. 

I See Todhunter, Hitar 	of Probability. an  8: Bertnad. 
Caktd des protabditia. p vil., or the original documents. 

• As Galileo discerned. A Mead of his bad observed tint ti 
ootturred :oft times to too, times of la. 

• The law of error given below. par. tos 
Above. par. 24 
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riotuf  ?sir  tleUsge 
for 

 ter:" P" paaaa  "Zet igrege"); 
a. proper to represent the Inquer ends which different values 
are assumed by a quantity depending on mums which are am 
independent. 

/9. ilircelioneeer Eirawpira: Game, of Clasee.—The majority of 
the problems under this heading cannot, like the preceding two, be 
regarded as conducing dire, tly to statistical methods which are 
required in investigating some parts of nature. They are at best 
elegant exercises us a kind of mathematical reasosone which is 
required in most of such methods. Games of chance present some 
of the best mampk-s. We may begin with one of the oldest, the 
problem which the Chevalier de Mire put to Pawl when be slues 
tioned: How many times must a pair of dice be thrown in order that 
it may be an even chance that double six—the event called SMUT—
may occur at least once?' The answer may be obtained by finding 
a general expression (or the probability that the event will occur 
at least once In a trials: and then determining a so that this expres-
sion w I. The probability of the event occurring is the difference 
between unity and the probability of its failing. Now the probe- 

bility of •' swam " failing at • single throw (of two dice) is N. Then- 

fore the probability of its failing in a throws is el) • . Whence we 

obtain, to determine a. the equation t — (.0. w I, which gives 
••24•603 nearly. 
3a In the preceding problem the mesoihres was (unity mums) 

the probability that out of all the possible treats an assigned one 
scams ') should fail to occur in the course ."( a [hi' ils. In the 

following problem the msursattas is the probability that oat of all 
the pomade events one or other should lail—that they should not 
all be represented in the course of it trials. A die being throws 
times, what is the probability that all three of the following events 
will not be represented (that one or other of the three will nor occur at 
least once): via. (a) either ace or deuce turning up, (6) either 3 or 4. 
(c) either ., at 6. The number of cases in wls one at least of them 
events fans to oar i• equal to the 'somber of WA In which (a) 
fails. pis the number in which (6) fails. pas the number in which (c) 
(ails. MORS the number of cases in which two of the events fail 
concurrently (which cases without this subtraction would be counted 
twice)! Now the number of cases in which (a) fail. to occur in the 

course of the n trials is (I) *of all the possible cases numbering r. 
Like propositions arc true of (6) and (O. The number of cases in 

which both (a) and (6) fail 6 a) .of the tont: 1 *ml the like is true 

of the cases in which both (o) and (c)  fail and the Case/ in which both 
(6) and (c) fail. Accordingly the probability that one at least of 
the events will fail to occur in the course of n trials is 

(3.1) • es) • 

31. One more step is required by the following problem: If 
cards are dealt from • pack, each card alter it has been dealt being 
returned to the pack, which is then reshuffled, what is the probability 
that one or other of the four suits will not be represented? The 
probability that heart* will fail to occur in the course of the n deals 

is e) . ; and the Woe LI trued the throe other silts. From the sum 

of thole probsbilities is to be subtracted the sum of the probabilities 
that there will be concurrent failures of any two suits; but from this 
subtrahend are to be subtracted the proportional mobs of cases 
in which there are concurrent (allures of any three writs (otherwise 
eases such as that in which e.g. hearts, diamonds and clubs con• 
amenity failed • would mot be represented at all). Now the one 

babdity of any assigned two suits fairing is a) * ; the probability of 

any asaigoed three silts (ailing is Q. Accordingly the required 

probability ia 

40 . -6 ( .+4(4t) . • 

The analogy of the Binomial Theorem wppEes the clue to the solo- 
doe of the toured problem of which the following is an example. 

nviu. Rey. Soc. (ISM). See bera:r• 165' • Todhuntet. Hisser, . . . 	P 	y. sod Berated. Card 
des peaktbdtair, p. 9. 

• Ail Mew "valets Meet fat 
OCCVni11% • times. 

*The mama( may be illusermed by wing the area of • ads 
to represent the frequeoey with which harts fat ameba bliquel) 
circle for eneasowilt; for the ere in which both hearts said diontoods 
tail the area comma so the Meeks interiapping, and seem. 

If a die is thrown a times the probability that every lose will have 
turned up at West mine 65 •  

1-6  W+15  (2) .-24."(24 .-6  
p. If in the 4first) problem stated in paragraph 31 the cards are 

dealt in the ordinary way (without replacement), we must substitute 

for e) *. the continued product 32  • 32  • 	— — ) • for
(:) 52  51 	52 — tx - 1) •  

the continued product 76 Sr 51 	(e —1 76  ---±H • and so on. 

33. Still considering miscellaneous examples relating to games of 
chance let us laquire what is the probability that at whist each of 
the two parties should have two honours? ,  If the turned-up card 
is an honour, the probability that of the three other honours an 
assigned one is among the twenty-five which are in the hands of 
the dealer or his partner, while the remaining two honours arc in 

15 26  ?a/ the bads of the other party. is 	•-•• But the assigned card St
, 50' 49 

may with equal probability be any one of three honours: and 
accordingly the above written probability is to be multiplied by 3. 
If the turned-up card is not an honour then the probability that an 
assigned pair of honours is in the hands of the dealer or his partner, 
while the remaining two honour are in the hands of their adver• 

sides, is 1 • 24 ••21•'•; this probability is to be multiplied by sir, as 
51 So 49 

the assigned pair may be any of the six binary combinations formed 
by the (our honours. Now the probability of the alternative first 

considered—the turned-up card being an honour—is 	and the 

probability of the second alternative, 7-3. Accordingly the required 

probability Is 

	

a3.26. 	 14 . 	?..1..g5. .3. 	— 13 51 50  49 13 5t 50 49 40 033 
34. The probability that each of the four players shouk1 have an 

honour may be cakulated thus" If the card turned up is an honour 
then quo faro the dealer has one honour and the probability that the 
remaining players have each an assigned one of the three remaining 

honours, 6 :LI• la • L• Vs'hich probability is to be multiplied by 31. 
5 1  50  49 

as there are that number of ways in which the three cards rnal• 
aisigoul. If the card turned up is not an honour the probability 

that each playa has an assigned honour is t 3  • 13  • 13  • 12 . Which 
5 1  50 49 

probability is to be multiplied by 41 Accordingly the required 
probability is 

1 3 31 1 .50 .49 13 4.40.51•50•49 5 1 • 50 49 
she chance not being 'flirted by the character of the card turned up). 

35. The probability of all the trumps being held by the deakr is 

to it 	s r 	121.11 
SI 	

• 
which . — • 30 — • • • — • — or 	, which being calculated by means of 

41  4o 	52  
tabks for (logarithms of) factorials. or directly." is 15a.753.:aosoo. 

36. There is a set of dominoes which goes from double Li- nk to 

double nine (each domino presenting either a combination—ut, la 
occurs only once—of two digits, or a repetition of the 
What is the probability that a domino drawn from the ,et *di pron e 
to be one assigned beforehand? The probability is the reciprocal 
of the number of dominoes: which is toX9/2 (the number of com-
binations of different digita) to (the number of double:0.55. 

37. Choice and Chance.-1Sheo we leave the sphere of g-m, 
chance and frame questions relating to ordinary life there is a d ❑ ;.:er 
of assuming distributions al probability which are far from prol.,1 
For ,ramp e. let this be the question. The House of Commons 
formerly consisting of see English members, 60 Scottish and to3 
Irish. what was the probability that a committee of three members 
should reprement the three natiosalitied An assumption of indiifer. 
are when it does not exist is involved in the answer that the required 
probability is the racks of the number of favourable triplets. vise 
489 Xect X toy  to the total number of triplets, vii. e65t X650 X 31 
A similar 	of selection is postulated 	the ordinary 
treatment of a question 	the following. There befog a candidates 

' Si. Whitworth. Exersises a Choi*. awl Chews, No. sera (p. ta5): 
wierriem_to prop.. stk. of the sum author's Choirs and rk.  

Cf. Valtwerth. Girder obi Chaim question 143. p. 	ed. 4. 
0  Ibid. 
• Tam is wads a table ax the end of De Morgan's article In the 

Calash. of Probsbakins it the Swop sea. " Pun Silences." 
voL S. 

• Camasning factors contena to the numerator and denominator. 
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at an examination and • optional Fleets from which each candidate 
chooses one (r>s), what is the probability that no two candidates 
should chimer the same subject If the candidates be arranged 
is any order, the probability that the second candidate should not 
choose the same subject as the first candidate is (it -1)(a. The pro-
bability that the third candidate will not choose ehher of the two 
subjects taken by the aforesaid candidates is (x -2)/a, and no on. 
Thus the required probability is 

s(n-1) (5 	-(r-1)1/rn. 
38. When as in these cases the interest of the problem lies chiefly 

in the application of the theory of combinations, or permutations. 
there is a propriety in Whitworth's enunciation of the questions under 
the head of choice rather than chance. It comes to the same whether 
we say that there are x ways in which an event may happen, or that 
the probability of its happening in an assigned one of those ways is 
qr. For example, suppose that there are is couples waltzing at a 
ball; if the names of the men are arranged in alphabetical order. 
what is the probability that the names of their partners will also be 
in alphabetical order? The probability that the man who is first in 
alphabetical order should have for partner the lady who is first 
in that order is tin. The probability that the man who is second 
alphabetical order should have for partner the lady who is second 
in that order is 1/(o-t). and so on. Therefore the required proba-
bility is lin!. Or it may be easier to say that the number of - ways, 
each consisting of a set of couples in which the party can be arranged, 
is is!; of which only one is favourable. 

39. The same pnnciple governs the following question. For how 
many days can a family of to continue to sit down to dirmer in a 
different order each day; it not being indifferent who sits at the head 
of the table-what is the absolute, as well as the relative, position 
of the members? The number of permutations. viz. 104 is the 
answer. If we are to attend to the relative position only-as would 
be natural if the question related to to children turning round a fly-
pole-the number of different arrangements would be only 91 

40. Method of Equations in Finite Differences.-The last question 
may serve to introduce a method which Laplace has applied with 
great Mat to problems in probabilities. Let y. be the number of 
ways in which a men can take their places at a round table, without 
respect to their case's* position; and consider how the number 
win be increased by introducing an additional man. From every 
particular arrangement of the original a men can now be obtained a 
different arrangements of the ■ 4-t men (since the additional man 
may sit between any two of the party of vs). Hence y..4- ray., an 
spunky of differences of which the solution is C (a -1)! The con-
stant may be determined by considering the case In which a is 2. 

4t. The following example is not quite so simple. If a coin is 
thrown a times, what Is the chance that head occurs at least twice 
running? Calling each sequence of a throws a " case." consider 
the number of cases in which head never occurs twice running; let 
se be this number, then 2•-a, must be the number of cases when 
head occurs at least twice successively. Consider the value of 
t..,; if the last or (a-1-2)th throw be tail, es., includes all the 
caws 	of the 	preceding throws which gave no succession 
of heads; and if the last be bead -the last but one must be tail, and 
these two may he preceded by any one of the a, favourable cases 
for the first a throws. Consequently, 

ae.siw aasi + at.. 
If a, # are the roots of the quadratic 	moo, this equation 
gives' 

As•+BP• 
Here A and B an easily found from the conditions 	50.3; 
vie. 

A 	 k 

whence 
	 4.  tiv 5  + ac.  

The probability that head never turns up twice running is found 
by dividing this by r, the whole number of cases This probability, 
of course, becomes smaller and smaller as the number of teals (n) 
is increased. This is a particular case of a more general problem 
solved by Laplace' as to the occurrence 1 times running of an event 
of which the probability at one trial is p. 

42. In such problems where we now employ the calculus of finite 
difference Laplace employed his method of generating functions. 
A distinguished Instance is afforded by the problem of points which 
was put by the Chevalier de Mare to Faecal and has exercised genera-
tions of mathematicians. It is thus stated by Laplace.r Two 
players of equal skM have naked squat sums; the stakes totem 
to the player who *hail have won a amain number of games. 
Suppose they ages, to leave off playing when one player. A. wants 

" chits " (games to be won) in Ofdir to compkte the assigned 
num r, while the second player 13111b1 s' points: how ought they 

Cl. Boote's ratite Differtnee s, ch. vii, 3. 
'OP. cit. liv. 11. ch. ii., No. 12. 
' Op. cis. liv. II. ch . ii., No. &  

to divide the stakes? This Is a question in flepectshon, but its 
difficulty consists in determining the probability that one of the 
players, say A. shall win the 'maim. Let that probability be 
Then, after the next game, U A has won, the probability of his win• 
ning the stakes will be71.4 But if A loses, B winning, the proba- 
bllity will be ys,,, t. Bu

.-
t these alternatives are equally likely. 

Accordingly the probability of A winning the stakes may be written 

This Is the same proba lity as thhaat which was before written yo..e. 
Equating the two expressions we have, for the function y, an equation 
of finite difference Involving two variables.of which the solution is ,  

• 

1÷I 
 242riiian t ,x(r+1)• • • Irfe-21 
2 1.2 21  1-2 • • • (e=1)• •  

4• The problem of points is to be distinguished from anothet 
classical problem, relating to a contest in which the winner has not 
simply to win a certain number of games, but to win a certain number 
of counters from his opponent. ,  Space does not admit even the 
enunciation on other complicated problem* to which Laplace has 
applied the method of generating functions. 

44. Probability of Castes Deduced from Observed Events.-Problems 
relating to the probability of alternative causes, deduced from 
observed effects, are usually placed in the separate category of 
" inverse" probability, though, as above remarked' they do not 
necessarily involve different principles. The difference pnncipally 
consists is the need of evidence, other than that which is afforded 
by the observed event. as to the probability of the alternative 
causes existing and operating. The following is an example file 
from the difficulty incident to unverified a prion probabilities, which 
commonly besets this kind of problem. A digit having been taken 
at random from mathematical tables (or the expansion of an mynas 
constant such as a): a second digit is obtained by taking front I 
random succession of digits one that added to the first digit makes 
a sum pester than 9. Given a result thus formed, what are the 
respective probabilities that the second digit should have bee. 
o. t, 3.... 8 or 9? In the long run the first digit assume. with equal 
frequency the values o, t, z 8. 9. Accordingly the second digit 
can never be o. There is only one chance of its being I, namely when 
the first digit is 9 If the second digit is 2, and the form either 8 or 9, 
the observed effect will be produced. And so on. If the second 
digit is 9. the effect may occur In nine ways. Aeon dinghy in the 
long run of pairs thus formed it will occur that the cases or mums 
which are defined by the circumstances that the second digit is 
o, 1, 2, ... 8, 9, respectively. will occur with frequencies in the 
following ratios 0 : t : 2 . .. 8 :9. The probability Of the observed 
event having been caused by a particular (second) digit, (4. 7, is 
7/(0+ 1 +2+. • +9) 745. 

43. The following example taken from Laplace' is of a mote 
familiar type. An urn is known to contain three balls made up of 
white and black balls in some unknown proportion. From this urn 
a ball is extracted m times (being each time replaced after extraction). 
If a white ball is drawn every time, what arc the respective pha- 
bilities that the number of white balls in the urn are 3, 2, z or 

as 
 o? 

By parity of reasoning it appears that the first case the result is 
certain, its probability r, in the second cave the probability oft  he 
observed event occurring Is (1)''. in the third case that probability 
is (Ow, in the fourth case Pero. Accordingly the respective invent 
probabilities are in the ratios 

1(1)" Cir 0: 
provided that (as in the preceding example, h respect to the amed n 
digits) the alternative causes, the lour pomad

wit
e constitutions of the 

urn, are (a priori) equally probable. is rather a bold annum-
tic(' with respect to the contents of concrete urns ,  and similar gawps 
imp; but with regard to things In general may perhaps be justified 
on theprincipk of cross-seriu.s 

46. Often in the Investigation of causes we are not thrown back 
on unverified a priori probabilities. We have some specific evidence 
though of a very rough character. An example has been cited from 
Mill in a preceding paraaraph. ,' Against the improbabilities cal-
culated by the methods of the present section there has often to be 
balanced an improbability evidenced by common sense. which does 
not admit of mathematical cdculation. Bertrand mpu to the i0UOV►  
ing case. The manager of a gambling house has ppuure8ased • roaktse 
table which is found to give red yoo times, black 47oo times, out of 
10.000 trials. The purchaser chums an indemnity from the maker. 
What can the calculus tell us as to the justice of the claim? Nothing 

A clear and corrected version of Laplace's reason ing Is &iamb, 
Todhonter, History. . . of Probability, art. 97j, so. 528,wlth reforence 
to -die snore general them in which the " seas " -of melt party--
their chances of winning a single game-sne note qual but 
iv* p and g  (p+g - I). Se. Gather, Wohrseheiss= 
theorfe, 	30 seq. 

"See Todhunter. op. tic art thy, and other ankles mitering im 
duration of play. Ste also Book, Pisteht Dsimasass, ch. :iv.. art. 7. 
du.6. 

	

Above,  par. t3. 	 Op. sit. BY. II. ch. I. Ns. I. 
• Cf. Bertrand. op. sit. 118. r Above, par. S. 
f• Par. t.. 	 "OP. cif. 1 7.14• 
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accurately made (accuracy being defined. say, by the condition 

definitely long run of trials between 0499 and 0-301). The odds 
against the sa defined event occurring are found to be some millions 

of the maker's Inaccuracy must be very great to overcome the im-
probability of such an event occurring by chance if the machine is 

to one. ,  

precise, yet something worth knowing. The a OM Improbability 

that the ratio of red td /red +white) would prove to be in the in- 

47. The difficulty rerun in more practical problems: for instance. 
certain symptoms having been observed, to find the probability that 
they are produced by a particular disease. Such concrete applies. 
dons of probabilities are often open to the eon of objections which 
have been urged against the classical use of the calculus to determine 
the probability that witnesses are true, or judges just. 

VI. Probability of Tettimony.—The application of probabilities to 
testimony proceeds upon two assumptions: (I) that to each witness 
there pertains a coeffic ient of probability representing the average 
frequency with which he speaks the truth or untruth, (a) that the 
statements of witnesses are indepeadeal in the sense proper to proba-
bilities. Thus if two witnesses concur in making a statement 
which must be either true or false, their agreement is a circumstance 
which Is only to be accounted for by one of two alternatives: either 
that they are both speaking the truth. or both false. If the average 
truthfulness—the credibility  —of —of one witness is 0, that of the other p', 
then the probabilities of the two alternative explanations are to 
each other in the ratio pp': (t -till -p'); the probability that the 
stement is true is pprifpp'+(t -p) -rd. So far no account is at 
taken of the a priors probability of 	statement. This evidence 
may be treated as an independent witness. Thus, if a person whose 
credibility is p asserts that he has seen at whist a hand consi  ' g 
entirely of "sumps dealt from a well-shuffled pack of cards. there 
are two alternative explanations of his assertion, with probabilities 
in the ratio 

p x0.000,000.000,0063: -p) x o -999.999 ,999 ,993. 
The truthfulness of the witness must be very great to outweigh the 
a priori improbability of the fact! Theme formulae are easily 
extended to the case of three 'Of more witnesses. The probability 
of a statement mad. by three witnesses of respective creclibillies 
P. p'. D.  a 	

0071'+(1 -P) (1 -PI (1 -1)i. 
Foe e witnesses we have 

A Ps • .P• 1 1P1 	Psi-(1 -0) (I -P)— (I -IsH. 
Dividing both the numerator and the denominator by 
we see that the probability of the statement increases with the 
number of the witnesses, provided that for every witness ( -Ai, is 
a proper fraction, and accordingly p> $. As an example of several 
witnesses, let us innuire how many witnesses to a fact such as a 
hand at whist consisting entirely of trumps would be required in 
order to make it an even chance that fact occurred, supposing 
the credibility of each witness to be 6, Let r be the required num-
ber of witnesses. We have the 1/(t f I). osmosmo,ono,006) ss I. or 
s log 9.11'2. Whence. if s is 13. It is more than an even chance 
that the statement is true. 

49. When an event may occur In two or more ways equally 
probable apriori, the formulae show that the probability of the state- 
ment will depend on the credbAlity of the witnesses; and accordingly 
the explicit consideration of • priori probabilities may, as in our 
first instance. be  omitted. One who reports the number of a ticket 
obtained at • lottery ordinanly makes a statement against which 
Mere is no ■ priori improbability; but if the number is one "Midi lad 

been predicted, there Is an a priori improbability  that an assigned 

ticket should be drawn out of a eakter of a tickers Similar reason. 
lag is applicable to the ratability that the decisions of lodgments, 
the ended of *rim, is right. 

so. The assumptions upon which all this reasoning is based ate 
epee to means criticism The postulated iotapea&wcr of wit-
nesses and judges is frequently not realised. The revolutionary 
tribunal which condemned Coodoreet was affected by an identity 
of illusions and passions which that mathematician had not taken 
into account when he calculated " that the probability of a decision 
being conformable to truth mil increase indefinitely as the ;somber 
of voters is increased." 

v. The use of coefficients based qn the average truthfulness 
or justice of each witness and lodge involves the neglect of par-
ticulars which ought to influence our estimate of probability, such 
as the consistency of a witneta's statements and the relation of the 
case to the interests, prejudices and capacities of the witness or the 
judge.` Thus even in so simple a case as the alleged occurrence of 

By a eakulation based on the feuldamental theme* (above, par. 
23; cf below. par. toy). 

But see below. par. v. 
" Morgan Crofton. lot. ed. p. 7$.  pax t. 
*Eases cs 6 (there is postulated a review analogous to that 

which has been stated in par. 49 abase. wish referents to wittiness: 
that the probability of any one voter being right is>D. 

'Si. Mill's fornbte remarks on this me ofprobaboties, which 

an extraordinary hand at whim the "truthfulness " of the witness 
in the general sense of the term may not adequately represent his 
liability to have made a mistake about the shuffling! A neglect 
of particulars, however, is sometimes practised with success la 
the applications of statistics (insurance, for instance). Perhaps 
them are broad results and general rules to which the mathemati cal  
theory may be applicable. Perhaps the laborious researches of 
Poisson on the " probability of judgments" are not. as they have 
been called by an eminent mathematician, ebtainneeld rim! More 
than mathematical interest may attach to Laplace's investigation 
of a rule appropriate to cases like the following. An event (suppose 
the death of a certain person) must have proceeded from one of 
n causes A. B, C. ac., and a tribunal has to pronounce on which 
is the most probable. Professor Morgan Crofton's original proof 
of Larece's rule is here reproduced! 

52. Let each member of the tribunal arrange the causes in the 
ceder of their probability according to his judgment, after weighing 
the evidence. To compare the presumption thus afforded by any 
one judge in favour of a 'pacified cause with that afforded by the 
other judges, we must assign a value to the probability of the 
cause derived solely from its Wag, say, the rth on his fist. As he is 
supposed to be unable to pronounce any closer to the truth than to 
saywisrui= H is more likely than D. D more likely than L, de., 
the • y any cause will be the average value of all those 
sib' that probability can have, given amply that it always 
occupies the same place on the list of the probabilities arraaged is 
order of magnitude. A. the suet of the n probabilities is always 
t. the question reduces to this 

Any whole (such as the number t) is divided at random into is 
parts, and the parts are arranged in the order of their magnitude— 
least, second, thin!, . . greatest; this is repeated for the sans.
whole a great number 'of times: required the mean value of the 
least, of the second, &c., parts, up to that of the greatest, 

A 	 B 

Let the whale in question be represented by a line AB-'., and 
let it be divided at random into n parts by taking -t points 
indiscriminately on it. Let the requited mean values be 

kin, ha. 	Ace, 
where a,. hi, kw ... mist be constant fractions. As a great number 
of positions is taken in AB for each of the a points, we may take 
a as representing that number; and the whole number N of eases 
will be 

N 
The aum of the lead parts, in every case, will be 

Soeliaia ■ Xia*. 
Let • small Mame% BS was, be added on to the line AB at 

the end B; the imam in this sum is ;S i  steave-laa. But, 
in dividing the mew fine Ab, either the s-i points all fall on AB 
as before, or s-a fall on AB and t on Be (the cases where a or 
more fall on 136 are so few we may neglect them). If all tall on AB, 
the least part is always the same as before except when it is the last, 
at the end B of the km, and then it is greater than before by an; 
as it falls last in a" of the whole number of trials, the increase in 
S, is it -,aft-laa.. But if one point of division falls on Bb, the number 
of new cases introduced is (a -Jja',1 41a; but, the least part being 
now an infuitesinal, the sum Si te not affected; we have therefore 

worNe.liswor'io'fie; 
%hewn". 

To find 	reasoning meetly in the same way, we find that 
where one point falls on Bb and • - 2 on AB, as the least part is 
infinitesimal. she second lax part is the least of the n-1 parts 
made by the n -a pobats; consequently, if we put he for the 
mites of As when there are n ports only, instead of n, 

aSsoinhorFile w sr' s•Ns +(a -1)0-1,44'ido. 
'.eXt nor1 +(lt- l)ht . : but b't •• (it - We i 

.,•.nbawn-1 +(1-1) -i. 
In the same way we can show generally that 

118). . 11-1 +011 - 1Pe...1; 
and thos the requhed mast value of the ribpart is 

hat mearlir4  + (a - 1) -1  +(a 4'1  + . . . (s r + 

be ram among the " mimpricationo of the cakelan which have 
mirk it the mil opprobrium of mathematics" (Lark, Book 
ch. avid.). Cf. Bertrand, Cakal des pnobabdttis; Venn. Logs 
# Chase*, ch. irvi. I 5-7; v. Kries, Premiere" der Wairscheintsca-
beitmerbromg, eh, Is., preface. I v., and els 'OS 	12, tv Laplace's 
general reflections on this matter seem more valuable than hit 
calculatines: " Tent de passions at d'iriterets partiewliese y salient 
st itelVelft leer Maroc* gull eat impossible soansettne ae rakd 
cette

tsews 
pro
bieet

lmbiliti,"*. ed. Introduction (Des Choi: it decisions des 
o y 

*As to the paialbffity of naimake in this respect, am Proctor. 
Bee piny Waist, p. .sat. 

Bertsand, See. eff. 
La. cif. 1 43. 
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Thus 48th judge implicitly assigns the probabilities 

tit 	t\ 	/I 	I 	t 
Wiskii+/T-71/ 

to the causes as they stand on his list, beginning from the lowest. 
The values assigned for the probability of each alternative cause 
may be treated as so many .  equally authoritative observations 
representing a quantity which it as required to determine. Accord-
tug to a general rule given below the observations are to be added 
and divided by their number; but here if we are concerned only 
with the relative magnitudes of the probabilities in favour of each 
alternative it suffices to compare the SUMS of the observations. We 
thus arrive at Laplace's rule. Add the numbers found on the 
different lists for the cause A, for the cause B, and so on; that cause 
which has the greatest sum is the most probable. 

53. Probability of Future Effects dedrecni from Ceases.—Another 
class of problems which it is usual to place in a separate category 
are those which require that, having ascended from an observed 
event to probable causes, we should descend to the probability 
of collateral effects. But no new principle is involved in such 
problems. The reason may be illustrated by the following modifi-
cation of the problem about digits which was above set I to Illustrate 
the method of deducing the probability of alternative causes. 
What is the probability that if to the second digit which contributed 
to the effect there described there is added a and digit taken at 
random, the sum of the second and third will be greater than to 
(or any other assigned figure)? The probabilities—the a posteriori 

Hicks derived from the observed event (that the sum of the 
Ermbsstabnd second digit exceeds 9)—each multiplied by 45. of the 
alternatives constituted by the different values o, I. a, . . . 
of the second figure are written in the first of the subjoined rows. 

o t 	a 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 
O o 	I 	2 	3 	4 	3 	6  
o o 	2 	6 12 20 30 42 56 73 

Below each of these probabilities is written the probability, X to 
that if the corresponding cause existed the effect under cons ideration 
would result. The product of the two probabilities pertaining 
to each alternative way of producing the event gives the probability 
of the event occurring in that way. The sum of these products 
which are written in the third row divided by 45X to. vie. iit 
is the required probability. It may be expected that actual trial 
would verify this result. 

54. " Oak of Succession."—One case of inferred future effects, 
sometimes called the " rule of succession." claims special notice 
as having been thought to furnish a test for the cogency of induction. 
A white ball has been extracted (with replacement after extraction) 

times from an immense number of black and white balls mixed 
in some unknown proportion; what is the probability that at the 
(a+ )th trial a white ball will be drawn? It is assumed that 
each constitution of the Whinge • formed by the proportion of 
white balls (the probability of drawing a white ball), say p. is 

-a priori as likely to have any one value as another of the series 
ap,2afr 3ap,... 	 — at. t. 

Whence a posteriori the probability of any particular value of p 
as the cause of the observed recurrence is rap., where p in the 
denominator receives every value from e p to I. The probability 
that this cause, if it exists, will produce the effect in question. 
the extraction of a white ball at the Os +1 ith trial, is p. The 
probability of the event, obtained by summing the probabilities 
of all the different ways in which it may occur, is accordingly 
Sr./Zr. where p both in the numerator and the denominator is 
toreaive all possatle values between a p and t. In the limit we have 

i:r.dpirtrifp (a +1)/(n +2) 

In particular ff 	t. the probability that an event which has 
been observed once will recur on a second trial is I. These results 
are perhaps not so absurd as they have seemed to some critic., 
when the principle of " cross-series' is taken into account. Among 
authorities who seem to attach importance to the rule of succession, 
in addition to the classical writers on Probabilities, may be men-
tioned Laze • and Karl Pearson! 

Section 111.—Calculai,n of Expectation. 
ss. Analogues of Preceding Probleno.—This section meants 

problems analogous to the preceding. If a balls are extracted 

Below, pan. 135, 136. A difficulty raised by Couniot with 
respect to the determination of sevenl quantities which me eon. 
fleeted by an equation does not here arise. The system of values 
determined for 'the several causes fulfils by construction the me-
dicine that the sum of the values should be equal to unity. 

Above. par. 44. 
5  It coma to the same to suppose the total number of balls In the 

mixture to be N; and to assume that the number of white halls 
is a priori equally likely to have any one of the valor s. 5, . . . 
N - t, N. 

• Above, par. Leek, bk. ii. ch. ix. 5 5. 
Grammer ofIcience. eh. iv f t6 C?.. she article ia NW okra 

Mated to, its 22+  

from an urn containing black and white balls mixed up in the 
IN2200r220129 122 (2 -0). each ball being replaced after extraction, 
the expected number of white balls in the set of n is by definition 
en" It may be Instructive to verify the consistency of first prin-
ciples by demonstrating this axiomatic proposition.* Consider the 
respective probabilities that in the series an trials there will occur 
no white balls, exactly one white ball, exactly two white balls, 
and so on, as shown In the following scheme :- 

No. of white I 0.  
balls 

Corresponding 	 nT 	 al 
robability. j" " II... 	" Fts  - 2)121`

,  
1  r 	"IP  

To calculate the expectation of white balls it is proper to multiply 
t by the probability that exactly one white ball will occur, s by 
the probability of two white balls, and so on. We have thus for 
the required expectation 

7,!iiret 05-1/5+urfinit 

to  _0
n1 
 0  (I Pr-7 + +sr 

-so RI 	-1)(1-p) ,-,p+ 
(n-1)1  

+jp, 	- 010 P).-7-1 4-  +r-f 
- aPU' -P)+Pl".  mot. 
The exportation is the case where the ball, are not replaced—not 
: milady axiomatic—may be found by approximative (annular.' 

56. Gasses of Chace.—With reference to the topic which occurred 
next under the bead of probabilities, a distinction must be dame 
between the number of trials which make it en even chance that all 
the faces of a die will not have turned up at least once. and the 
number of trials which are made on an average before that event 
occurs. We may pass from the probability to expectation in such 
eases by means of the following theorem. If s is the number of 
trials in which on an average success (such as turning up every 

f, 
face of a die at least once) is obtained, then Ito 1 411+ft+. 
where denotes the probability of failing in the first r Male. For 
the required expectation is equal to 1 X probability of su= 
at the first teal + X probability of succeeding at the 
trial+fia Now the probability of succeeding at the first Mid Is 

-fl; the probability of succeeding at the second trial law 
[edam at the first) as fat -A) ;• the probability of succeeding at 
the third trial 111  similarly MI -ft); and an on. Substituting 
these values for the expression for the expectation, we have the 
proposition which was to be proved. In the proposed problem 

f•- 6 (0.- t5 ()•X 20 (). -Is (1)•+ 6 (1.) 

Assigning to si in each of these terms, every value from t to to 
we have 61/(t -1).-3o, for the sum of the first set, with corre-
sponding expressions for the sets formed from the following terms. 
Whence 5  -I-  30 -; 30, + -Y+11- 141. BY, yerhY „of 
reasoning it is proved that on an average 71)1  cards must DO 
dealt be fore at least one card of every suit has turned up." 

57. Dominoes are taken at random (with replacement after 
each extraction) from the set of the kind described in a preceding 
paragraph.* What is the difference (irrespective of sip) to be 
expected between the two numbers on each domino? T e digit 9. 
accordiag as it is combined with itself, or any smaller digit. gives 
the sum of differences 

0+1 +2 i•-• + 
The di 8 combined with itself or any smaller digit &math. ewes 
of M•DMI 0 + t + 2 + tit and to on. memeon. 	AND Of 
the differences is Z) r. r+t, where r has every integer value 

from I to 9 inclusive, ..9(9 + 5)  (6+4 ..
•  .

14. And the umber  

2.3  
of the differences is to + 9 +8 	. +2 + 1 5$  There- 
fore the required expectation is )61133 =3. 

Digits taken al liandoin.—The is question is to be digits-
gashed from the following. What is the difference (h. hive of 
sign) between two digits, taken at random from mathetuatical 
tables, or the expensioa of an endless comment like el The coin-
binations of different digits will now occur twice u often as the 
repetitions of the same digit. The sum of the differeacea may now 
be obtained from the consideration that the sum of the poetise 
differences must be equal to sum of the negative differences when 
the null differences are distributed equally between the positive 
and the negative set. The sum of the positive .  set is, as before. 

7  See the imrodanory tesearks headed " Deemption and Division 
of the Subject." 

▪ Cf. above, par. 25 
▪ See Pearson. Pill. Trans. (11195). A. 
*Whitworth. Enercean, No. sox 
▪ Ibid. Na 5o4. d. Awe. pet. se. 
• )bid. oar. A. 
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1111 	I 
Take a liae AB ...a. and set off a arbitrary lengths AX. AY, 

AZ . . beginning at A: that is. al points ate when at random is 
AB. Now the mean values of AZ. XT. YZ, . . . are al equal: 
for if ■ new point P be takes at random, it is equally likely to be 
M. mid, Yd. &c., in order beginning from A. because oat of it-t-t 
points the chance of an aseigned one being 1st Is (s-i-t) 4 ; of its 
being 8181  (8 +1r: and so 	 tit tin. But the chance of P belat ei  
Is equal to the mean value of AX divided by AB: of its 

t Th o aAB fe+ AY + • that t 	of 	is 	0-4  ; and so n. 	us he 
Sad MIX +AB: and to on. Hence the meat) value of AX 
AB (e 
mean 	assigned to the several atetal is 

e(e+04, se(e-1-tr. gebt+12'4... 1*•+1”. 
This the relative merits may be minded by writing ender 

the names of the candidate. the numbers 1 2, 3, . . . m. The 
same being done by sett elector, the probability wM be la favour 
of the candidate who has the greatest sum. 

Practically it is to be feared that tide plan would not succeed. 
because. as Laplace observes. not only are electors swayed by many 
considerations Independent of the merit of the candidates, but they 
would often place how down in their list any candidate whom they 
judged a formidable competitor to the one they-preferred, thus 
giving an unfair advantage to candidates of Mabel! merit. 

63. This objection is less appropriate to competitive esambatiten, 
to which the method may seem applicable. But there is a mere 
fundamental objection in this case. If not Weed In every case, to 
the reasoning our which the method mats: vie. that there le sup-
posed an • priori distribution of values which is to genet not 
soppomble: vls. that the several atimetes of worth, the narks 
given to different candidates by the mme exandaer, are likely to 
cover evenly the whole of the tract between the Intlailinial and 
maximem, e.g. between to and too. Experience, fortified ; 

 shows that very fferterally such atimetee ere not thee 
disposed. bet rather ie an ceder which will presently be deraibed 
OS the normal law of macs The themes geveraiss the ere 

and Magma Crofton, but that which has bean hmesdaseed trall= 
would diadem seem to be not that which is applied by 

Peereon.• • theorem which does mot lend keen esedilr to the 
puma. in hand" 

I Above. 	p. 	Lee. a I 45. 
See 	. " Inemesta of Chew, is Etrataleadoee 

09d). Cf. below. par. 134• 
. weft15448."t&j. Caw Halverdty. New Yea. her ~POI to 

64. aspeeettee 4 	 of Athenregs--The pe les 	Im- 
p ortation which have been given may be sup

aral miump
plemented by some 

=rushes he couaders the subject ci expected= es • " good  
e Laplace has =w- to that special use of die term =sid 

in particular money, or that for the take of which.  money is ired, 
"moral " ad 	In more modern phrase utility or eatidaction, 

63..Prandery 	.—The most important calculations of 
pecuniary expectation 	to annuities and Insurance; based 
largely on We tables from which the expectation of life Itself, as well 
as of money value at the esti, or or 

r 	
ea.y p=ct Ufa la The reader is referred to diem beads tor 	 dons 

of the calculus. It must maw bare to paint eat bow 	Wads. 
done as facilitated by the adoption of a law al tteswry; the 
Gateau or the Gomperts-hlabehase law, which on 	one hand 
can hardly be ranked with 	othcom resting on • we• =us. yet 
on the other hand is not pm* empirical, but is recommended. as 
germane to the subject-matter, by colourable appositions.*

66. There is space ham only for ow or two -simple examples of 
money as the subject of expeetatim Two persons A and B throw 
a die alternately, A beginning, with the understanding that the 
one who first throws as ace is to receive a prise of Lt. What are 
their respective expectations?* The chance that the prise should 
be won at the fast =tow is the chance that It should be w06 
at the second throw b :ore the third throw uri, at the fourth 
throw (1)5  5, sad to oe. 	the expected= of A 

-Li xi li+UP+U)'+ • • .1; 
=OM 11440+O)4+ • • •i• 

Thus A's expletation is to B's MS I :5. But their expeetatioas 
must together amount to Lt. Therefore A's utpactatica s fl of 
• gotu.d,B's h. 

07. There are s *hats la a bag, numbered t, t, 3, . 	a. 
A man draws two tickets at once, and is tit receive a number of 
sovereign. equal to the product of the numbers drawn. What is 
Ids expectation?* It la the number of pounds divided by an 
Improper fraction of which the denominator is the number of 
possible products, Hda —I), and the numerator is the sum of all 
PcIssible _Products .• II(r +2 4- 3 . a)* — ( t' . . ni. 
Whence tbe required number (of pounds) is found to be ri,(n +a ) 
(3. +O. The result may be contrasted with what it would be 
If the two tickets were not to be drawn at once, but the second 
after replacement of the first. On this supposition the expectation 
Is respect of one of the tickets separately is Pa + Therefore, 
as the two events are now indepenckni, the expectation of the pro-
duct,* being the product of the expectations, is 

risi. Peter throws three coins, Pahl two. The one who obtains 
di- greater number of heads wins Lt. If the number of heads are 
eq ,.11, they play again, and so on. until one or other obtains a 
ge...aer number of heads. What are their respective expectations?. 
At the first trial there are three alternatives: (a) Peter obtains 

, re heads than Paul, (5) an equal number, (y) fewer. The cases 
Is favour of • are (I) Peter obtains three heads, (a) Peter, two 
beads, while Paul one or none, (3) Peter one head, Paul none. The 
eases in favour of p are (t) two heads for both, or (2) one head, or 
(3) none. for both. The remaining case favours y. TheLmbability 
of • is 1+111+11-1. The probability of fl 114-1 +it .1%. 
The probability of y is t 	— Isl. Alternative is to 	split up 
into three a', pr. of which the probabilities (when fl has occurred) 
err as before ,  fr. fi, ts.• It' is 'milady split up, and too on. Thus 
Pt-tree expectation is tilt . . . ILI ■ 2iLt. Paul's 
ea irctation 'Lt. 

An urn contains is balls marked t, 2, 3,
. 

. . wt. Paid extracts 
successively the as balls, under an agreement to give Peter a shilling 
every time that a ball comes out in its 	order. What a 
Peter's expectation? The expectation 	respect to any ase 
ben I. L.. and therefore tie expectation with impact to an is 
t WOW! 

de. A &West ssobjerliesty salreetsl.--Elaborate calculations are 
roathe parado

to determine the 

	

xically emplo4eXtattel-race and other 	teaticiass 
advantage in various 

axes of risk. The calculation 
subjective 

  on Daniel Bernoulli's 
formula which may be written thus: If • denote a man's efreseal 
fortune, and y the corresponding wand fortune 

y.sh log (xfb). 
A, f being coestares. sand y are always positive,sedx> is (*revery 
trace Kari Peersoe's theory in the statistics relating to the 
efidahry of wys (Nseesesis froesi, Dee. tow; and Musa Sit 
See ,Dee. W. 

• Cf___ below par. 16g. 
• Whitworth

Igo

, Choke sad Oleos. emetic. le& 
• Whitworth. Resscisss, No. ghy. 
LActxxdi to the principle about siorated. per. IS. 

id. 1 44. prob. elvii. 
• Bertrand. 	prob. slit It h sot to be objected that 

the pobablidee cm which the several expectotides ant adedeleff 
Ns aft Isdeposbuk Move. psr• 

Mem the deeomiestor of this sessenstor is ace the tea as 
but less by half the number of mull diffeleoces. that is 5. 

We the obtain fur the requited exportation 165/5o 3. 
59. A simple verification al this prediction may thus be ob-

tained. le a table of logarithms note any two digits so =um= as 
to afford no presumption of close correlation; for instals= in the 
bet place of the logarithm of tocieg the digit 7 and la the bat 
= the logarithm of 101210 the digit 4, and take the difference 

these two. via. 3 irrespective of ago. Proceed siaulatly 
with the similarly situated pair which form the lam plat= of the 
logarithms of too= sad ben; for which the difference is t. and 
as on. The mean of the differences thus found ought to be approd-
idatellY EsPorinamtiag thus on the lam digits of 
in Hutton tables emending to even places. from the 
Of too= to the logarithm el togog, the enter has found or the 
mean ot a3o diffeesoek 

6o. roods Wee as Resilset.—By parity of lessoning It may be 
dews that if two different milestones are takes at random on a 
road • miles long (there being a stone at the starting-point) their 
average =mace apart is il(n +a ). 

61. If Instead of flake differences as in the last two problems 
the intervals between the numbers or =glees which may be selected 
are indefinitely small. we have the theorem that the mess diem= 
between two points taken at random oe a hefts straight Mae is a 
third of the length of that straight line. 

60. The fortuitous division of a straight line is happily employed 
by PrOksissr /Amps Crofton to exhibit Laplace. method of deter- 

mining the worth of several candidates by oembialeg 
114••••• the votes of =eon. There is • dose relative between Inseure mom&  -this method and the method above given for deter- 

mining the probabilities of several alternadves by 
combining the judgments of different judges.' But there is this 
difference—that the several estimates of worth, =Nice those of 
probability. are not subject to the condition that their sum should 
be equal to a constant quantity (unity). The gems= are sow ex- 
pectations. sot probabilities. Professor Ifews Crof too's =Moe of 
the argument is as follows. Suppose thine are s candidata for as 
office; each elector is to arrange them is what he believes to be 
the order of merit ; and we have first to God the numerical value 
of the merit be thus implicitly attributes to each candidate. Fixing 
us some limit • as the maximme of merit, arbitrary values km 
than • are tetra sad then arranged in artier of magettudr-leam, 
eacoad. third.. . . greatest: to 6= the mega value of each. 

espectadon of B 
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ma must poems some lamas. or Its equivalent, in order to live. To 
estimate now the value of a semi espechatioo. Suppose a penes 
whose fortune is a to have the chance p of obtaining a sum a, g 
obtaining 0, r of obtaining 7, &c.. and let 

Pi-t+r-1- • • wt, 
only one of the events being possible. Now his moral expectation
from the first chance—that is, the increment of his moral fortune 
multiplied by the chance—is 

I ffh log (4+0 —te Ica is- 

Hence his whole moral expectation is 

E•41P log (e+s)+Ae log(e .+R)+Ar log(4+7)-1- . . —b leg is; 
and, if Y stands for his moral fortune including this expectation, 
that is, k log (orb) + .E, we have 

-he logo 4-.)-bkg log(a+0)-1-• . . —k log k. 
To find X, the physical fortune corresponding to this moral one, 
we have 	 Ywk log X—A log b. 
Hence 	 X w (a+a),(a +0),(4 +7). 
and X —a will be the actual or physical increase of fortune which 
is of the same value to barn as his expectation, and which he may 
reasonably accept, in lieu of it. The mathematical value of the 
same expectation is ,  

Pa-l-eff+rr+. . . 
0. Gambill,' and hourancr.—These formulae are employed, 

often with the aid of refined mathematical theorems, to demonstrate 
received propositions of great practical importance: that in general 
gambling is disadvantageous, insurance beneficial, and that in 
speculative operations it is better to subdivide risks—not to " have 
all your eggs in one basket." 

71. These propositions may be deduced by the use of a formula 
which perhaps keeps closer to the facts: vie. that utility or satir 
faction is a function of material goods not definitely ascertainable, 
defined only by the conditions that the function continually m-
ama with the increase of the variable, but at a continually 
decreasing rate (and some additional postulate as to the lower 
limit of the variable), my y (x) (if x as before denotes 
physical fortune, and y the corresponding utility or satisfaction); 
where all that is known in general of # is that #'(x) is Positive. #'(e) 
is negative; and 0(x) is never less, x is always greater than zero. 
Suppose a gambler whew (physical) fortune is a, to have the chance 
p of obtaining a sum • and the chance g(.. —p) of losing the sum 
A. If the game is fair in the usual sense of the term pa w rat 
Accordingly 4e prospective psychical advantage of the party is 
Pile4-04-el(e -0).• Ws+ + — say 7. When 
• is rem otte• expression reduces to the first state of the man, 
#(a) say y.. To compare this state with what it becomes by the 
gamblinriwhentransaction. let a receive continually small increments 
of As. 	a is zero the first differential coefficient of (y.—y.), 
via P#1(a) —Pi(a)... Also the second differential coefficient, 

vs. Pe(%)+Esr(a), is negative, since by hypothesis 	le eon 
lineally negative. And as a continues to increase from zero,the second 

demential coefficient of (y.—y.), vii. 0'4+4 +41a+PaL 
f 

continues to be negative. Therefore the increments received by the 
inn didereetial coefficient of (y.71.) are continually negative; 
and therefore (y.—y.) is continually negative; Y.<Y: for finite 
velum of • (not exceeding 0180. 11  

72. To show the advantage of insurance, let us .auppose with 
Morgan C.roftos that a merchant, whose fortune is tcd 
by t, will mike a sum • if a certain vessel arrives safely. Let 
tea probability of this be p. To make up exactly for the rah run 

17  the imam= company. he should pay them a sum (1 —Nu 
be does, his moral fortune becomes, according to the formula 

now peoposad #(t+pe), sines his physical fortune is increased by 
the secured sum A  minus the payment (t —p).; while if be does 
not insure it will be p,(1+4)+0 —p)#(1). We have then to 
compare OD +Ps). my with hgt +(I —040, say y. By 
reasoning analogous to that of the preceding paragraph it appears 
that (2.—yd is acre when • o and continually dinitries 

manses up to any assigned finite (admissible) value. Simi-
larly it may be shown that it is better to expose one's fortune in 
• member of separate sums to risks independent of each other than 

s It is knportant to remark that we should be wrong In thus 

MIL the expectations if the events were not mutually exclusive. 
matberaatical expertationa it is not ex 

" Pronhi:litt;aftePI:heilotthRke:17tiOnmOl treorteny. 	.riritc"  article 
toe

Marshall. Printioiss of Econonnes. Mathematical Appendix. 
note hr. 

'Or should we rather Y.  not exceeding the limit at which 
Ca —Oak) becomes cr t crue value of it(o) may be regarded as 

—ate—a.) Neither of the proposed limitations materially affects
the  of the theorem. 

'i.e. Oil. par. 23.  

to sipine the whole to the same danger. Suppose • werclasa, 
having a fortune, has besides • sum • which be must receive if • 
shin arrives in safety. Then, if the chance of the ship arriving -is, and g-i—p,  his prospective advantage is p#(:+40+0 (tr. 
Now instead of exposing the lump sum • to a stogie risk, let 
him subdivide • into a equal parts, each exposed to an lade-
pendest equal risk (g) of being last. A. a is made Israel.* it be 
comes more and more nearly a certainty that he will realize p. out 
of the total • exposed to risk. Therefore his conditiem fin respect 
of the sort of advantage which is wider consideration) will be appeal. 
mately +pm). Then we have to compare # +p•), say st. 
with pp(t +•)+Ni (1), say N. By reasoning malegeas to that 
which has been above employed—obetving that (a 	IVO) s
negative for all possible values of is—we conclude that yi<4.tunr  

73. The Petereheng Prehhon.—Tbe doctrine of " moral 
was first formulated by Daniel Bernoolli r with reference to thM 
celebrated " Petersburg Problem," which is thus stated by Tod-
hunters: " A throws a coin in the air: if bead appears at the fine 
throw he is to receive a shilling from B. if bead does not appear 
until the second throw he is to receive as., if had doe. not appear 
until the third throw he is to receive 4s., and so on, required the 
expectation of A:" So many lessons are presented by  this  saoblw 
that there has been room for disputing what is the lemma. 
and other high.authorrities follow Daniel Bernoulli. Poisson lads 
the explanation in the fact that B could not be expected to pay 
up so large • sum. Whitworth, who regards the disadvantage 
of gambling asconsiming mainly in the danger of becoming " cleaned 
out,'s finds this moral in the Petersburg problem. All have 
noticed what some regard as the principal lesson to be obtains 
from the paradox: via. that a transaction which cannot be tele 
as one of a series--at least a " crosmexies' " 01—is not subject to 
the general rule for expectations of advantage whether naterial 
or moral." 

Section IV.—Goesetricel Applications. 
yo. Under this head' occur some interesting illustrations of 

principles employed in the preceding sections; in particular of 
a priori probabilities and of the relation between prolisbWty and 
expectation. 

75. Illuaretions of a priori Probabilities.—The assumption which 
has been made under preceding heads that the probability of 
certain alternatives is approximately equal appears to rest on evi. 
dente of much the same character as the assumption which is made 
under this head that one point in • line, plane at volume is as likely 
to occur as another, under certain circueurtances. Thus consider 
the proposition: if a given area S is included within a given are A. 
the chance of a point P, taken at random on A. falling on S is 
In a great variety of circumstances such a sin can be assigned to 
the spaces, and " taking at random " can be so defined that the 
proposition is more or less directly based on experience. The 
fact that the points of incidence are equally distributed In space 
is observed, or connected by inference with observation, in many 
cases, s.g. raindrops and molecules. There is a solid substratum 
of evidence for the premiss employed in the solution of problems 
like the following: On a chess-board, on which the side of every 
se- ire is a, there is thrown a can of diameter b(b<e) so as to be 
et tardy on the board. which 'nay be supposed to have no bottler. 
lA at is the probability that the coin Is entirely on one squaret's 
1%.• area on which the coin can fall is (ea —b)'. The portion 
ol the area which is favouraLh to the event is 64 (as-h)r. 'There-
to, the required probability a ,  (a—bylla—ibr. 

6. Random Lines.—Specul.ctve difficulties recur when we have 
to .1efine a straight line taken at random in • plane; for instance, 
in the following problem proposed by aeon." 

A floor is ruled with equidistant parallel lines; a rod. Amer 
than the distance between each pair, being thrown at random on 
the floor, to find the chance of Rs falling on one of the liras. The 
problem is usually solved as G.Pows:— 

Let x be the distance of th. centre of the rod from the nearest 
line, 0 the inclination of the I to a perpendicular to the parallels, 
la the common distance of ii parallels, at the length of rod: thee. 
as all values of x and 0• • en their extreme limits are equally 
probable, the whole num: Ames will be represented by 

Pr" 
• See above, par. es (James Bernoulli's theorem). 
I Sprints theorise noes ris souses sans (ro), translated 

(in.to German) with notes by Priegsbeins (loon). 
On. cit. an. see. 

• Caviar and Chance pp. 211, *32. The danger of a party to 
a game ol chance beieg " ruined " (by toeing more than bias Islas 
fortune), which forms • separate chapter in some treaters, is 
deducible from the theory of deviations from an average= 
will be stated in pt. ii. 

*Above, par. a 	 s' Above, mt. 
■ Whitworth. kzereiree. No. "m- 
u Cf. Morgan Croftonja. ea, 
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Now If the rod crook* one of the lines we must Sew e>efees 

so that the favourable cases will be measured by 
by Lagendre's theorem on rectification, N being the measure of 
the number of lines, 

Thus the probability squired le p. ram: 
It may be asked—why should we take the centre of the rod as 

the point where distance from the nearest line has all its values 
equally probable? Why not one extremity of the line, or some 
other posot suited to the circumstances of projection? Fortunately 
it makes no difierenee in the result to what point in the rod we assign 
this pee-eminence. 

77. The legitimacy of the assumption obtains some verification 
from the success of a test suggested by Laplace. If a rod is actually 
thrown. as supposed in the problem, a great number of times, and 
the frequency with which it falls on one of the parallels is observed, 
that proportionate number thus found, say p. furnishes a value 
(or the constant r. For • ought to equal 2cfpa. 'The experiment 
has been made by Professor Wolf of Frankfort. Having thrown 
a needle of length 36 mm. on a plane ruled with parallel lines at 
a distance from each other of as  max soon times, be obanved that 
the needle mooed a parallel a53a times. Whence the value ei w 

deduced 3-1596. with • probable emcee -og. 
78. More hesitation may be felt when we have to define a madam 

chord of a circle.' for instance. with reference to the question. what 
is the probability that a chord taken at random 	be greater 
than the side of an equilateral triangle? For some purposes 
it would no doubt be proper to assume that the chord is con-
structed by taking any point on the circumference and joining 
it to another point on the circumference, the points from which 
use is taken at random being distributed at equal intervals around 
the circumference. On this understanding the probability in 
question would be I. But in other connexions, for instance, if 
the chord Is obtained by the intersection with the cumin of a rod 
thrown in random fashiun, it seems preferable to consider the chord 
as a case of a straight line falling at random on a plane. Morgan 
Crofton,  hirosilf ekes the following definition of such a line: 
If an Infinite number of straight lines be drawn at random in a 
plane, there will to as many parallel to any given direction as to 
any other, all directions being equally probable: also those having 
any given direction will be disposed with equal frequency all over 
the plates Hence. if • line be determined by the co-ordinates p.... 
the perpendicular on It from a fixed origin 0, and the iodination 
of that perpendicular to a fixed axis. then, if p, c be made to vary 
by equal infinitesimal increments, the series of lines so given will 
represent the entire series of random straight lines. Thus the 
number of lines for which p falls between p and p+dp. and e. 

between at and 1.4-dn, will be measured by dpdr, and the Integral 
&ed., between any limits, measures the number of lines within 
aims limits. 

Authoritative and useful as this definition in it is not en-
tirdy free from difficulty. It amounts to this, that if we write 
the equation of the random line 

s cos •-l-y sin •—p-o. 
WO ought to take • and p as. those variables, of which the ei- 
crescent values are equally probable—the equiprobable variae, 
as we may my. But might we not also write the equation in either 
of the following forms 

Ida 4-yfh—two. 
az +1-7 	0, 

and take a and 8 in either system se the egtdprobal van ts? 
To be sure, if the equal distribution of probobilitin • ens, ed 
to infinity we shall be landed in the absurdity that o 	pm 
lines main through any point on the axis of y a pros. roan 	et- 
in infinitesimally from unity--t00%—ere either (I) 	or• 
(a) perpendicular to the axis of a. But the admission of in me 
values will render ON" wham for the equal distribution of p ,  a-
bilities absurd. If Professor Crolton's constant p. for ce., le, 
becomes infinite. the oriels being thus placed Han Infinite .1, 
all the random chinch intersecan • finite circle would 1• • 	el! 

ho. However this may be, Professor Crofton's con, 	as 
the distinction of landing to • series of interesting 	,• 	ts. 
of which specimens we hem subjoined. ,  The numb •• of 	qg 
lima which meet any closed convex contour a length I 	ee.c ea 
by L. For. taking 0 ire* the contour, and intirgra!mg L__ 
pi from o to p, the pemeodkular on the tangent oo the contour. 
se lommijdo; taking this through tour right angles for ex we have 

As recorded by Coker. Grooretrischr Wahrachrishichkeiten. 
St• 

Cf. Bertrand, Cekwl dee prointelsai," pp. a seq. The natter has 
been much diecuserd be the Edocatiewel Time& See ifeasewaticat 
Qwroicw, . . . Imes the Elowariestal Tames  la reprint). mix. ty—tro, 
containing references to earlier discussions. e.g. a. 13 (by Woolhoose). 

•fext. dit. I 73. 
line whale of p. 787 of Montan Crofton's article Is often 

miurred to, and pasts of pp. 746. !ea Ile banderred hem 

N ef:gidet L. 5  

Thus, if a random line meet a given contour, of length L., the 
chance of its meeting another mama contour, of length I. internal 
to the former is p .4/L. If the given contour be not convex. 
or not closed. N will evidently be the length of an endless suing. 
drawn tight around the contour. 

8t. If a random line meet a closed convex contour of Mega L, 
the chance af it meeting 
another such contour, ex-
ternal to the former, is pm 
(X—Y)fL, where X is the 
length of an codas band 
enveloping both contours, " 
and crossing between them, 
and Y that of a band also 
enveloping both, but not 
crossing. This may be 
shown by means of Legere. 
doe'. integral above; Cr as 
follows r— 	 Fell. e. 

Call, for Aortae., N(A) the number of lines meeting an area 
A; N(A, A') the number which meet both A and A'; then (fig. t) 

N (SROQP1) 4-N (S'Q'OR'P'H 'Pe N(SROOPH 4-SVORT111 
-1-N(SROQPH, SVORT'H'), 

since in the first member each line meeting both arms is counted 
twice. But the number of lines meeting the non-convex figure 
consisting d OQPHSR and OirS'H'PR' is equal to the band Y, 
and the number meeting both these areas is identical with that of 
those meeting the give, areas a Ce; hence X wY-i-N(11. cr'). 
Thus the number meeting both the given areas is inausred by 
X —Y. Hence the theorem follows. 

82. Two random chords CMG • given convex bounden. of lenigth 
L. and area fix to find the chance that their ateneetion ells 
inside the boundary. 

Consider the first chord in any position; let C be its length; 
considering it as • closed arm, the chance of the second chord 
meeting it is 2C/L; and the whole chance of its coordinates falling 
in dp, and of the second choid meeting it in that position is 

2C 

ppd., 

But the whole chance is the sum of these chances for all its positions; 

. prob. maLl/CdpIts. 

Now, for a given value of w the value of ICellt is evideudy the 
area 0; then, taking w from w to o. we have 

requited probability wavg1: 11. 
The mean value of a chord drawn at random -scrum the boundary 

40410  •11 
dpd• 

83. A straight band of beridth c being tracedon • floor, and 
circle of radius • thrown on it at random; to find the mean are of 
the band which is covered by the circle. (The cams are omitted 
where the circle fans outside the band.)' 

If S be the space covered, the chance of a random point on the 
circle falling on the band is pm fel(S)fxri„ this is the same as 

2  This result also follows by considering that, if an infinite plane 
be covered by an inanity of lines drawn at random, it is evident 
that the number of these which meet a given Enke straight line 
is proportional so its length. and is the same whatever be its position. 
Hence, if we take f the length of the line as the measure of this 
number, the number of roes lines which cut any element de of 
the contour is measured by Is. and the number which siert tbe eine 
tour is the seasoned by L. half the length of the boundary. 
If we take 31 as lir measure for the hoe, the measure for the contour 
will be 1., as above. Of course we have to- remember that each 
line must meet the contour twice. It would be Losable to rectify 
any closed curve by .means of this principle. ppooe it traced 
on the surface of a circular diet, of cmunderence L, and the disk 
thrown a great number of times on a system of parallel lines, whole 
distance asunder equals the diameter, if we count the number 
of calm in which the closed curve meets one of the parallels, the 
ratio of this number to the whole number of trials wIlt be ultimately 
the ratio of the circumfenence of the curve to that of the circle. 
[Morgan Crofton's note) 

Or the Boor may be ;Imposed *Med with parallel bonds. at 
■ distance asunder equal to the aminter; so that the elide sons 
fall on one 

is 
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if the circle were fixed, andiecti band thrown oak aCrandom. 
Now let A (fig. a) be • don of the random point; the 
favourable  pool are when H the bisector of the Nod, meets a circle, 
centre A. radius lc; and the whole number are when HK meets 
• circle, oenue 0. radius r + ; hence the probability is 

ic 	r 
r sr(' + 14) 
K This is constant for all positions of 

A; hence, equating these two values of 
p. the mean value required is M(S) 
-c(ar+crarl. 

The mean value of the portion of 
the ciennufereeer which falls on the band 
is the same fraction t/(u+r) of the 
whole circumference. 

If any CONKS area whose surface is 
and circumference L be thrown on 

the band, instead of a circle, the man 
FIa a: 	area covered is 

M (S) vc(L +arta 
For as before, fixing the random point at A, the chance of • 

random point in II failing on the band is parse. ic/L% where L' 
is the perimeter of a parailal curve to L, at • normal diets= p 
from it. Now 

L'asL+tor.}4. 

114. Button. problem may be easily deduced in a similar manner. 
Thus, if a.-length of line, a -distance between 
the parallels, and we conceive a circle (fig. 3) of 
diameter a with its centre at the middle 0 of the 
line' rigidly attached to the latter, and thrown 
with it on the parallels, this circle must meet one 
• the parallels; if it be thrown an Infinite number 
of times we shall thus have an infinite number of 

	

FIG. 3. 	chords crossing it at random. Their number is 
measured by re. la, and the number which meet 

sr is measured by 4r. Hence the chance that the line 2/' meets one 
of the parallels is p.4../ta. 

83. To investigate the probability that the inclination ci the line 
joining any two points in a given convex area fl shall lie within 

',en limits. We give here a method of 
e ducing this question to calculation, for 

P the sake of an integral to which it 
bads, and which is not easy to deduce 
otherwise. 

First let one of the points A (6g. 4) 
be fixed; draw through it a chord PQ -C,  
at an inclination eto some fixed line; put 
AP -r AQ r'; then the number of 
eases for which the direction of the line 
joining A and B lies between and 4+i 

	

Fth. 	 io measured by PO 4-•'')de. 
Now let A range over th ,  space between PQ and a parallel chord 

distant dp from it, the in -bra. of cases for which A lies in this 
space and the direction of All from a to 84110 i. (ant tonsider• 
mg A to lie in the element deg)) 

iriPafr(r.i-Mir 1Csif Pat 

Let p be the perpendicular on C from a given origin 0, and 
let . be the inclination (we may put 4. for 01), C will be a 
given function of p. w; and integrating first for • constant, the 
whole number of cases for which • falls between given limits.% a" is 

ditiC:110; 

the integral Pill* being taken for all positions of C between two 
tangents to the boundary parallel to PQ. The question is thus 
reduced to the evaluation of this double integral, which, of course. 
is paerally difficult though; we may, hoverer, deduce from it a 
manarkable remit; for. if the integral WCYpdo be extended to 
all possible positions d C, it gives the whole number of pairs of 
positions of the points A, B which be inside the area: but this 
lumber is Ils; hence 

the integration extending to all possible positions of the chord C,— 
its length being a given function of its co-ordinates p, 

The line might be anywhere within the circle without altering 
the question. 

This bawd was given by Idia Crofton in the Couples 
render (Me). p. thfro. An analydoal proof was given by Sena. 
Amain; sand. de ('/tale worms& ((g6g), p. 

Col. Heath if Le  CI be the perlineur and arm of any eking 
convex contour, the meth value of the 
cube of a chord drawn acmes it at random 
is 368/L. 

86. Let there be any two convex boun. 
daries (fig. 3) so related that a tangent at 
any point V to the inner cuts off • constant 
segment S from the ou ter (e.g. MO concentric 
similar ellipses); let the annular area between 
them be called A; from a point X taken at 
random on this annulus draw tangents XA. 
XB to the inner. The mean value of the 
arc Alt M(AB)-LS/A, L being the whole 
length of the inner curve ASV. 

The following lemma will first be proved . 
If there be any convex are AB (fig. 6), and if NI be (the MIMIe 

of) the number of random lines which meet 
it once, 113 the number which meet it 

' ''' twice, 
a ex AD ...NA-2N. 

4 2 are +N, 2Nt + 2Ne, 4 2 ate - +aNt. 
Now fix the point X, In fig. 3, and draw XA, XB. 	a random 

line cross the L, and pt be the 
probability that it meets the are ,AB once. 
p, that it does so twice, 

sAB/L pr +spa; 
and If the pant X range all over the 
annulus, and p,, p, are the same probabilities 
for all positions of X. 

3M (ABA. rrr +2Ps. 
Let now IK (fig. n be any position of 

the random line; drawing tangents at I. K, 	no- 7• 
it is easy to we that it will cut the arc AB twice when X is In the 
space marked a, and once when X is in either space marked 0; 
hence, for this position of the line. ps +sin .2(a+0)/A 
which is constant; hence M(AB)/L-S/A. 

Hence the mean value of the are is the same fraction of the nets- 
meter that the constant area S is of the annulus. 

If L be not related as above to the outer boundary, (AB)11.•• 
24(S)/A, M(S) being the mean area of the segment cut off by a 
tangent at a random point on the perimeter L 

The above result may be expressed as an integral. If a be the 
arc AB included by tangents from any point (.1, yj on the annulus. 

ffssisily LS. 

It has been shown (Pka. Trcuu., 	p. tot) that. If be the 
angle between the tangents XA, XS. 

fiAliedy ■e(A-aS). 
The mean value of the tangent XA or XB may he shown to be 

M(XA) s-SP/aA, where P- Detester of locus of centre of gravity 
of the segment S. 

87. When we go on to species of three dimensions further specu-
lative difficulties occur. How is a random line through a given 
point to be defined? Since It is usual to define a vector by two 
angles (viz. pthe angle nude with the axis X by a vector • In the 
plane XV, and le (ot lir -9) the angle made by the vector p with t 
in the plane containing both s and • and the axis Z) It seentanstorai 
to treat the angles e and I as the equiprobable variables. In other 
words, if we take at random any meridian on the celestial Oahe 
and combine it with any right ascension the vector joining the amine 
to the point thus assigned Is a random fine.' It is possible that 
for some purposes this conception may be appropriate. For many 
purposes surely it is proper to assume • more symmetrical diatribe. 
tine of the terminal points on the surface of • sphere • distribution' 
such that each element of the surface shall contain an approxi-
mately equal number of points. Such an assumption is tawny 
made in the Idnetic theory of molecules with respect to the direction' 
of the line joining the centres of two colliding spheres in • " mole-
miler chaos.",  It is safe to soy with Csubea, " No Monomial can 
remove indeterminateness." Let us hope with him that " 

e  this branch of probability can for the present claim only • thetill 
interest, in the future it will perhaps also load targeting; results."' 

• Inouretions of probein and expeeteelen.—Tbe dose minden 
between probability and expectation is well illustrated by peas 
metrical examples. As above stated. when a given space 5 in 
included within a given space A, if p is the probability that • point 

, Cf. Bertrand, op. tat. I ass. 
See e.g.. Watson, Kinetic Theory of Geoff. p. j Taft, Dusts. 

Roy. See., Edie. (Ism mid. 61. 
Wahrieheiginliheitalurne. 

For draw the chord AB; the number of 	F10.1 

lines meeting the convex figure so formed I. NI+Ntwatete _heed 
(the perimeter); but N, -number of lines meeting the thordr• 

chord; 
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P. takes at random or A. falling on 5, liwS/A. If now the 
space S be variable. and M(S) be its mean value 

p"'M(S)/A. 
Pot, If we suppose S to have a equally probable value. 5, St. 

Ss the chance of any one Si being taken. and of P falling 
m St. is 

now the whole probability .  g 	pi+ p i+ , . 	which leads 
at once to the above expression. The chance of two points falling 
on S is, in tbe same way, 

and so on. 
In such a case, if the probability be known, the mean value 

follows, and vice versa. Thus, we might find the mean value of the 
nth power of the distance XY between two points taken at random 
In a line of length 1, by considering the chance that, if a more 
points are so taken, they shall all all between X and Y. This 
chance is 

MOCYrff•wa(a+0-1(a+f)': 
for the chance that X shall be one of the extreme points, out of 
the whole (1+2), is rim +2)-i•. and, if it is, the chance that the 
other extreme point is Y is (al +0". Therefore 

M (XY)' z1"(a + (a + a) -f. 
A line 1 is divided Into a segmeats by a-I points taken at ran-

dom; to find the mean value of the product of the a segments. 
Let a. b. e. . . be the segments in one particular case. If 
new points are tarn at random in the lane, the chance that one 
falls cc each segment is 

hence the chance that this occurs. however the line is divided, is 
w 11-41(aet . • .). 

Now the whole number of different orders la which the whole 
as -1 points may occur is 0a- 01; out of these the number in 
which one of the first series falls between every two of the second 
Is easily found by the theory of permutations to be riff.- W. 
Hence the required mean value of the product is 

89. Additional example...of the relation between probability 
and expectation appear in the following series of propositions: 
0) If fst be the mean value of any quantity dependurg on the 
positions of two points (e.g. their distance) which an taken, ooe 
in a spice A. the other in • space 0 (external to A); and if M' be 
the same mean when both points are taken indisciiminately in the 
whole space A+8: M., Me the same mean when both paint, are 
taken in A and both Ia B respectively; then 

+A'Al.+13,16. 
It the space A.43. ehl'...th1+14.+11ds; if. slew M.-M. 

then hi *  .1■1 +M.. 
(r) The mean distance of a point P within a given area from a 

flaW straight line (which does not meet the area -) is evidently the 
distance of the centre of gravity G of the area from the fine. Thus. 
If A. B are two fixed pants on a line outside the area, the mean 
value of the area of the triangle APB-the triangle AGB. From 
this it will follow that. If X. Y, Z are three points taken at random 
In three given spaces on • plane (such that they cannot all be cut 
by any straight line), the mean value of the area of the triangle 
XYZ w the triangle GG'G', determined by the three canna of 
gravity_d the spaces. 

(3) This proposition is of use is the solution of the following 
problem:— 

Two points X, Y are taken at madam vnthin • • 	. What 
is the mean area hl of the triangle XYC, formed by 	'them 
with one of the angles of the triangle? 

Bisect the triangle by the line CD; let M, be the mean value 
when both points fall in the triangle ACI). and N. the value when 
one falls in ACD and the other in BCD: then ahl whfi+fifs. 
But Mu -M; and Me- where G. G' are the metres of 
gravity_of ACID. BCD; hence M s  =MIX. and M AABC. 

(4) From this mean value we pass to probabilities The chance 
that a new point E falls on the triangle XYC le A • and the chance 
that three points X. V. Z taken at random ham with a nth= C, a 
re-entrant quadrilateral, is I. 

90. The calculation of geometrical probability and eopectation 
is •much facilitated by the following .  general principle: If M be a 
mean value depending ca. the positions of a points falling on a on 
• A; and if this space receive a small increment Land Id be 
the same mean when the a points are taken on A +a. and Mthe 
same mean when one pant falls on a and the remaining a- t oe  
A: then, the sum of all the caws being MIA+ •)". and this sum 
consisting of the cases (t) when all the points ate on A. (a) when one 
is on ■ the others on A (as we may neglect all where two or more 
Ian on a). we have 

Inki-a)!..AI•+144‘,"1 ; 
:. •M)A 

A
wA(Ms .44 
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as PA' nearly .11. For treantpla. suppose two points X. Y are 
taken in a line of length 1, to find the mean value M of (XY)". If 

receives an inaemeat dl, UM -M). Now If, here-
the mean nth power of the distance of a single point  taken at 
random in 1 from one extremity of 1; and this is 1.(e+ t) 1  (as Is 
shown by finding the chance or a other points falling on that dis- 
unite); hence 

111.1 ■ 21111*(a+t) -1 -111; 
knA+2Mills.2(e+1)-Wl. 

or 	 1-1.d. MP ss 2(a+ s)-q•dl : 
.'. MP e. a he + 	..at."/ + (s +2) + C ; 

.Nwa"/(a+t) (x+r), 
C bdnkevidently a 

me correspondinpiirindorle 
stated: 

or probabilities
on 

 may thus be 
ated:   the probe ity a certain conditi being satisfied 

by the a points within A in art. go, o' the same probability when 
they fall on the space A+s, and the same when one point falls 
ore sand the rest on A. then. since the numbers of favourable cases 
art respectively fl(A+s). 1.pA^, apisAr', we find 

-PA 014410 •-/1). 
Hence if 	the p, wt. For example, if we have to find 

the chance of three points within a circle fanning an acute-angled 
triangle, by adding an infinitesimal concentric ring to the circle, 
we have evidently p' p; hence the required chance is unaltered 
by mourning one of the three points taken on the circumference. 
Again, in finding the chance that four points within • triangle 
shall form a convex quadri- • 
lateral, if we add to the triangle 
a tuna hand between the base 
and a line parallel to it, the 
chance Is dearly unaltered. 
Therefore we may take one of 
the points at random on the 
base (fig. 8), the others X, 
Y, Z within the triangle. Now 
the four lines from the vertex 
B to the four points are as 
likely to occur in any speci-
fied order as any other. 
Hence it is an even chance 
that X. V. Z fall on one of the triangles ABW, CF1W, or that 
two fall on one of these inmates and the remaining one on the 
other. Hence the probability cis re-entrant quadrilateral is 

IA+ iPs. 
where p

t is either. 

, prob. (WXYZ reentrant). X, Y. Z in one triangle 

other, 	

; 
do., 	 X in one triangle, Y in the 

Bat p, 	Now to hod pt; the chance of Z falling within the 
triangle WXY k the mean area of WXY divided by ABC. Now 
by par. 09. foe •,y particular position of W. M(WX1')..WGG'. 
where G, G' sr centres of gravity of AIM. CHW. It is easy 
to we that to .(;'..IABC - I. putting ABC.. I. Now if 
falls in CBW, the chance of WXYZ re-entrant is 2M(IYW). for Y 
is as likely to fall in WXZ as Z to fall in WXY; also if Z falls in 
ABW the char , 	WXYZ re-entrant is ahl(IXW). Thus the 
whole chance 	p, NI(IY1V-1-1XW) w I. Hence the proba- 
bility of a men 	quadrilat,ril 

I 1+1-I - 
That of its being convex is I. 

92. From this probability we may pass to the mean value of 
the area XYZ. if M be this mean. and A the given area, 
the chases of e fourth pcint falling on 
the triangle is M/A: and the chance of a 
re-entrant quadrilateral is four times this, 
Or 4M/A• This chance has just been 
shove to he IV; and accordingly M y‘,A. 

93. The preadiag problem is • par-
titular sus! Ci • mere geseral problem 
investigated by Sylvester. Foe another 
instance, let the g iven area A be a 
circle; wields such three points are 
taken at madam: and let Id be the 
mean value of the triangle thus formed. 	FIG. 9. 

Adding .  a coacenteie ring a. we have since Pr: WI as the arras 
of the aides, M'w M(A+a)1A. 

AMaJA ■ 3a(M, -M); :.M IM,. 
where M, is the value of M when one of the points is on the cir-
cumference. Take 0 fixed: we have to find the mesa value of 
OXY (fig. 9). Taking (a. e)(p', el as co-ordinates of X. Y. 

ag,=(..srof•dagifiiiddf. (OXY) 

vMt-(04-f fw u -rNeldoireadr 
.aceert.iffirstn. de V -"Whit 

p"MCSTA'. 



The conditions of an average are likewise satisfied by innumer-
able other symmetrical functions, for example:— 

+x11 

The conception may be extended from symmetrical to unsym-
metrical functions by supposing any one or more of the constitu-
ents in the former to be repeated several times. Thus if in the 
first of the averages above instanced (the arithmetic mean) the 
constituent x,, occurs 1 times, the expression is to be modified 
by putting lx, for z, in the numerator, and in the denominator, 
for It, The definition of an average covers a still wider 
field. The process employed need not be a function' One of 
the most important averages is formed by arranging the con-
stituents in the order of magnitude and taking for the average 
a value which has as many constituents above it as below it, 
the median. The designation is also extended to that value 
about which the greatest number of the constituents cluster most 
closely, the " centre of greatest density," or (with reference to 
the geometrical representation of the grouping of the constitu-
ents) the greatest ordinate, or, as recurring most frequently, 
the mode.,  But to comply with the definition. there must be 
added the condition that the mode does not occur at either 
extremity of the range between the greatest and the least of the 
constituents. There should be also in general added a definition 
of the process by which the mode is derived from the given 
constituents.,  Perhaps this specification may be dispensed 

See introductory remarks and note to par..93. 
t A great variety of (functional) avaages, including those which 

are best known, are comprehended in the following general form 
er'IM14(x1). •0,0... • .(r..)11; where ♦ is an arbitrary function. 
♦'4  is inverse (such that se"(e(x))mx), M is any (functional) 
mean. When M denotes the arithmetic mean; if •(x).. 
log z lc-f(z)s!) we have the geometric mean; it o(r)in 
we have the harmonic mean. Of this whole class of averages it 
is true that the average of several averages is equal to the average 
of all their constituents. 

• This coovenient term was introduced by Karl Pearson. 
'E.g. some specified method of stmothieg the'gRen statistics. 

putting r OH, r OK , as r - as sin I, r as sin r. 
Mt a.--41-i2-ef.11: Met sinW sin -nay 

Professor Sylvester has remarked that this double Integral, 
means of the theorem 

f:f:fixt i)ard,..1:1":f(a -y, a -x)drdy, 

is easily shown to be identical with 

f 'inn sin" cos (YAW 	sintki.4..,4ge. 
0 0 

MI Mit; '.: M Rpm'. 

From this mean value we pass to the probability that four points 
within a circle shall form a re-entrant figure. viz. 

i .75• 
94. The function of expectation in this class of problem appears 

to afford an additional "unification of the position here assigned 
to this conception' as distinguished from an average in the more 
general sense which is proper to the following Part. 

PART a—Avxa*cES AND LAWS 07 ERROR 

95. Aserages. —An average may be defined as k timidity 
derived from a given set of quantities by a process such that, 
if the constituents become all equal, the average will coincide 
with the constituents, and the constituents not being equal, 
the average is greater than the least and less than the greatest 
of the constituents. For example, if xi , xt, .. . x, are the con-
stituents, the following expressions form averages (called respect-
ively the arithmetic, geometric and harmonic means): — 

vs 
(r ■ XxiX 

qi(1.7.+1;+ 

with when the number of the constituents is indefinitely fame. 
For then it may be presumed that any method of determining 
the mode will lead to the same result. This presumption pee. 

by supposes that the constituents are quantities of the kind which 
form the sort of " series " which is proper to Probabilities. ,  A 
similar presupposition Is to be made with respect to the con-
stituents of the other averages, so far as they are objects of 
probabilities. 

96. The Law of Error. —Of the propositions respecting 
average with which Probabilities is concerned the most important 
are those which deal with the relation of the average to its cos 
stituents, and are commonly called " laws of error." Error a 
defined in popular dictionaries as " deviation from truth " ; 
and since truth commonly lies in a mean, while measurements 
are some too large and some too small, the term in scientific 
diction is extended to deviations of statistics from their average. 
even when that average—like the mean of human or barometric 
heights—does not stand for any real objective thing. A law 
of error" is a relation between the extent of a deviation zed the 
frequency with which it occurs: for instance, the proposition 
that if a digit is taken at random from mathematical tables, the 
difference between that figure and the mean of the whole series 
(indefinitely prolonged) of figures so obtained, namely, 4•5, will 
in the long run prove to be equally often aio.s, eit.g.s oleos's. 

4•5• The assignment of frequency to rEscrde values—as o. 
r, 2, &c., in the preceding example--is often replaced by a 
continuous curve with a corresponding equation. The distinc 
tion of being the law of error is bestowed on a function which is 
applicable not merely to one sort of statistics—such as the digits 
above instanced—but to the great variety of miscellaneous 
groups, generally at least, if not universally. What form in 
most deserving of this distinction is not decided by uniform 
usage; different authorities do not attach the same weight to 
the different grounds on which the claim is based, namely the 
extent of cases to which the law may be applicable, the closeness 
of the application, and the presumption prior to specific experi-
ence in favour of the law. The term " the law of error " is hat 
employed to denote (1) a species to which the title belongs by 
universal usage, (a) a wider class in favour of which there is the 
same sort of a priori presumption as that which is held to justify 
the more familiar species. The law of error thus understood 
forms the subject of the first section below. 

97. Laws of Frequency. —What other laws of error may 
require notice are included in the wider genus " laws of fre-
quency," which forms the subject of the second section. Laws 
of frequency, so far as they belong to the domain of Probabilities. 
relate much to the same sort of grouped statistics as laws el 
error, but do not, like them, connote an explicit reference to as 
average. Thus the sequence of random digits above instanced 
as affording a law of error, considered without teference to the 
mean value, presents the law of frequency that one digit occurs as 
often as another (in the long run). Every law of error is a law 
of frequency; but the converse is not true. For example, it is a 
law of frequency-discovered by Professor Pareto T---that the 
number of incomes of different size (above a certain size) k 
approximately represented by the equation ys Ate, where z 
denotes the size of an income, y the number of incomes of that 
size. But whether this generalization can be construed as a law 
of error( in the sense here defined) depends on the nice inquiry 
whether the point from which the frequency diminishes as the 
income x increases can be regarded as a " mode," y diminishing 
as x decreases from that point. 

See above, pt. I., pars.. 3 and 4. Accordingly the =MEW 
value of the sum of it (similar) constituents (x,-1-4+. • • + AL) 
may be regarded as an average, the average value of es, where 

is any one of the constituents. 
• See as to the fact and the evidence for it, Venn, Le&of 011sest, 

3rd ed.,_pp. t, oz. Cf. Eery. Ern., 8th ed.. art " PsobabM y." 
p.392; Bertrand, op. cis.. preface $; ,above. W• Sp- 

' See his Comes Xieosome polifigue, h. 306. CI. Bowleg. Evidence 
before the Select Committee on I neome,Tax 0906, No. 365. Quacks 
t163 seq.); Beaini. Afesodelogica stambea. p 324. referred in is 
the here. Star Soc. (March, rocs) 
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lorm
An a priori proof of this law was given by Herschel' as 

" The probability of an error 
was 

 solely on it. magni- 
tude and riot on its direction: positive and negative A Plod errors are equally probable. " Suppose a ball dropped 

Pl." 	from a given height with the Intention that it should 
fall on • given mark. " errors in all directions are equally probable. 
and errors in pa 	idicular directions an independent. Accord- 
ingly the r 	law, " steirk mast iseressanly be general and 
sty alike is off ease.. liner the eases of Mar are ropposed alike 

 coma,"' is for one dimension of the form ♦ e% for two dinsen- 
, On this conception sec below, par. T21. 
• E.g. in the article on Probability " in the 9th ed. of the Erne,. 

/iris.: also by Airy and other authorities. Bravais, in his article 
Sir la proSabdite des trivial. . . " %%noires preseetis par (Evers 
savants (xRO). p. 257. sake as the modulus or parameter" the 
inverse square of our c. Doubtlou different parameters are suited 
to different purposes and contexts; c when we consult the common 
tables, and in connexion • ith the operator, as below, pat. 160; 
b(.. leg when we investigate the formation of the probability-curve 
out of independent elements (below. par. IN): h(•• ire') when we 
are concerned with weights or met+ i.•ns (below, par. 134). If one 
form of the coefficient must be uniformly adhered to, probably, 
e(wc/s/ I). for which Pruiv..sor Karion expresses a preference. 
appears the best. It is called by hitushe " statviard deviat 

" Fuller tables are to be found in many accessible treatises 
Burgess's tables in the Treas. 4 the Elm. Ray. Sac for 19ou are 
earned to a high degree of accuracy. Thorudike, is hi. Yowl 
and Seek! Mecuor ►oleott, gives. among other useful tables, one 
referred to the standard deviation as the aillyMetlf New tables 
of the probability integral are given try W F. Sheppard. Biewwwsra, 
U.. 1174 seq. 

Edinburgh Realm (1330). tail. 19. 
"The halms are in the original The passage continues And 

dons 0(0 4-545; and OW +Y.) "In X OP; functional 
email:se of which the solution is unction above written. 
A reason which satisfied Henchel is eatitkd to attendee. especially 
if it is endorsed by 'Thomson and Tait! But it Most be confined 
that the claim to universality is not, without some strain of War-
petition,' to be reconciled with conueo• experience. 

Table of As Motu of The Integral1.4J:co& 
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too. There is, however, one class of phenomena to which Haw:hers 
✓emixing applies without reservation. In a " =pleader chaos." suds 
as the received kinetic theory of gases postulates, if a molecule be 
placed at rest at a given pant and the distance which it travels 
from that point in a given tone, driven hither and thither by collid-
ing molecules, is regarded as as " error." it may be presumed that 
errors in all directions am equally probable and errors in perpen-
dicular directions are independent. It ts remarkable that a similar 
presumption with respect to the Wenner of die molecules was 
employed by Clerk Maxwell, in his first approach to the theory 
of molecular motion, to establish the law of error in that regicm. 

tot. The Lottioco.(tweerki Hypoikesis.—That presumption has, 
indeed, not received general assent; and the law of erne appears to 
be better tested on a pool which was originated by Laplace. Accord-
ing to this view, the normal law of error is a first approximation 
to the frequency with which different values are apt telse assumed 
by a variable magnitude dependent on a great number of 

which a inde- 
raedn:lehsont 

variables, 
 over a limited range, according to a law of error, not in 

 each of 	assumes different values in random 

general Me law, nor in general the same for each variable. The 
normsl law prevails in nature because it often happens—in the 
said of atoms, in orga pie and in social lile—that thins depend 
on 	number of indet• lent agencies. Laplace. indeed a 
to have applied the nix ,  emattcal prindple on which this' INF 
tion depends only to ample' (of the law of error) artificially
e

▪  

nerated by the proce, of taking averages. The merit of account- 
ing for the prevalence • . r  the law in renew natant belongs rather 
to Quetelet. tie, how, en_ employed too ample • formula' for 
the action of the caw., The hypothesis seems fast to have been 
limited in all its generalit, sods of mathematical theory and statistical 

mplification by GLaii,! ,  
lira. The validity of t' e explanation may best be tested by first 

fP ∎  deducing the law 	error from the condition of numerous 
in.'-rwrident causes: an.. (B) showing that the law i,„ 
ag,quately fulfilkd in .. 	 concrete cases, in v° 6"4"-  
get 	the condition is 	present. The con. P a" 
dit ion may be supposed 	be 	ectly fulfilled in gasses 
of chance, or, more gen. Ily, sedition,. characterised by Aar the circumstance that ,.•1 have a knowledge prior to 
spreific experience of t r proportion of what Laplace 
calk favourable cases.- o all ones 	categorywhich includes, 
fee instance, the tii,!Ti! ,  ion of digits obtained by random extracts 
fie 	• ' 	 as well as the distribution of the numbers 
of 	uunansmaco. 

104. The galena of the law of error is most clearly illustrated by 
the simplest sort of " pine." that in which the amnion is between 
two alternatives, heads or tails. hearts or not-hearts. cr. gener- 
ally. 'oxen or failure. the probability of a suaxsa being p and 
that of • iaihre q. where P +9 t. The number of tresses e1 such s•ctesses ia the coarse at e trials may be con- 
sidered as an aggregate made up of a independently Como,. 
varying demons, each of which assumes the values o or t with 
respective frequency q and p. The frequency of each value of the 

it is on this ignorant, and not on any peculiarity in cases, that 
the kite of probability in the abstract is formed." Cf. abuse, 
par. 6. 

• Nailed Pielosophy, 	L art. ygt. Fcr other a priori proofs 
see Caliber. Marie der 	sag ens. th. 

Cf. note to par. 127. 
▪He considered the effect as the want of muses each of rrbkh 

obeys the simplest law of frequency, the symmetrical binomial 
Memoirs of A stroteoweieal Society fte78;. p. tot. Cf. Morpp 

Crofton. " Oa the Law cf Errors of Qbeerviaion." Tease. Rohr. Sus. 
(sI♦7o). w4. cht. pt. L p 178 

• Above, par. a. 

Sinks L--Tiss Lao Naves. 
(t) 77a Normal Low of Arror.—Tbe simplest and best recog- 

mined statement of the kw of enter. often called the " normal 
law," is the 'gentian a 

dsc 
mote conveniently written (1/47n) eels —Cs —4tYle". where sr 
is the magnitude of an observation or " statistic s" a is the pro-
portionsf frequency of observations measuring x, a is the arithmetic 
mean of the group (supposed indefinitely' multiplied) of similar 
statistics: • is a constant sometimes called the " modulus ■ 
proper to the group: and the equation signifies that U any large 
number N of such a group is taken at random, the number of 
observations between a and x+ lax is (approximately) equal to 
the risht•hand side of the equation multiplied by Nn:. A 
graphical representation of the corresponding curve--sometimes 
called the "probability-curve "—is here given (fig. to), 

sr • the general shape of the curve, and how its dimensions var:rtg 
the magnitude of the modulus c. The area being constant (vie. 
unity), the curve is furled up when c is small, spread out when c 
is I. There is added a table of integrals, corresponding to 
areas sabtended by the curve; in a form suited for calculations 
of probability the variable, r, being the length of the abscissa 
referred to (divided by) the modulus.' It may be noted that the 
pants of infictioe in the figure are each at a distance from the 
origin of n/42 modulus, a distance equal to the square foot of 
the masa square of error—often tilled the "standard deviation." 
Another notable value of the abscissa is that which divides the area 
on either side of the orildn into two equal parts: commonly called 
the " probable error.' The value of r which corresponds to this 
point k 

probate 

y 
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ZerfirtranY Crw3-aknecrnesg=r,  ttehT tehirmttseappsarmadSuiteloty 
-0/zrapg equal to 	 ; where r is the number of integers 

by which the term Is distant from up (or an integer dose to rip); 
provided that g  is of (a <) the order rif s. Graphically, let the 
sortition made for each element be represented by the taking or 
not taking with respective frequency p and q a step of length i. 
If a body stinting from sera takes successively a such steps, the 
point at which it will most probably come to a stop is at Ili 
(measured from zero); the probability of its stopping at an neigh- 
boating point within a range of a xi is given by the above-
written law of frequency. el being the distance of the mopping-
point from 'pi. rut es =x and sepems4 ; then the probability 
may be written ON; c) exp -14/0. 

toe. It is a short step, but a difficult one, from this case, in 
which the element is binomial—heads or tails—to the general case, 
in which the element has several values, according to the law 
of frequency—consists, for instance, of the number of points pre-
sented by a randomly-thrown die. According to the general 
theorem, if Q is the sum* of numerous elements, each of which 
assumes different magnitudes according to a law of frequency, 
sul,(t), the function f being in general different for differ-
ent elements, the number of times that Q assumes magnitudes 
between x and x-I-4Ss in the course of N trials is Mix, if s s. 

(lb/21V exp-(x-a); where a is the sum of the arithmetic 
means of all the elements, any one of which 	Urf,.(x)dxii the 
square brackets denoting that the integrations extend between the 
extreme limits of the element's range, if the frequency-locus for each 

element is continuous, it being understood that Umaxxi w I 
and k is the sum of the mean squares of error for each element, 

, if the frequency-locus for each element is con- Ur1.(a,-4-04] 
tinuous, where a, is the arithmetic mean of one of the elements, 
and I the deviation of any value assumed by that element from 
Z denoting summation over all the elements. When the frequency-
locus for the element is not continuous, the integrations which give 
the arithmetic mean and mean square of error for the element 
must be replaced by summations. For example, in the case of the 
dice above instanced, the law of frequency for each element is that 
it assumes equally often each of the values I, 2, 3. 4. 5, 6. Thus the 
arithmetic mean for each element is 3.5, and the mean square of 
error 1(31 - I)* + (3 . 5 - 2)' + &c.1 /6 2116. Accordingly, the 
sum of the points obtained by tossing a large number, a, of dice 
at random will assume a particular value x with a frequency which 
is approximately assigned by the equation 

(IN *5413x) exp - (x-3•5)'/5• 11: 
The rule equally applies to the case in which the elements are not 
similar: one might be the number of points on a die, another the 
number of points on a domino, and so on. Graphically, each 
element is no longer represented by a step which is either null or i, 
but by a step which may be. with an assigned probability, one or 
other of several degrees between those limits, the law of frequency 
and the range of i being different for the different elements. 

toy. Variant Proofs.—The evidence of these statements can only 
be indicated here. All the proofs which have been offered involve 
some postulate as to the deviation of the elements from their respec-
tive centres of gravity, their " errors." If these errors extended to 
infinity, it might we happen that the law of error would not be 
fulfilled by a sum of such elements* The necessary and sufficient 
postulate appears to be that the mean powers of deviation for the 
elements, the second (above written) and the similarly formed third, 
fourth, 8x., powers (up to some assigned power). should be finite.* 

106. (t) The proof which seems to flow most directly from this 
postulate proceeds thus. It is deduced that the mean powers of 
deviation for the proposed tative curve. the law of error 
(up to a certain power), differfrom the corresponding powers of the 
actual locus by quantities which are negligible when the number of 
the elements is large.* But loci which have their mean powers of 
deviation (up to some certain power) approximately equal may be 
considered as approximately coincident.* 

toy. (2) The earliest and best-known proof is that which was 
' By the use of Stirling's and Bernoulli's theorems, Todhunter. 

History. . . of Probability. 
'The statement includes the case of a linear function, since an 

element multiplied by a constant is still an dement. 
' E.R. if the frequency-locus of each element were tieft +0). 

extending to infinity in both directions. But extension to infinity 
would not be fatal, if the form of the element's locus were normal. 

For a fuller exposition and a justification of many of the state , 
 talents which follow, see the writer's paper on " The Law of Error " 

in the Cam& Phil Trans. (t9 05). 
Loc. cit. pt. i. 

*On this criterion of coincidence see Karl Pearson's paper "On 
the Systematic Fleeing of Curves" ilketerribe. veils. 1. and  

originated by Laplace and generalized by Poisson. Same ides of 
this celebrated theory may be obtained from the following free 
version, applied to a simple case. The ease is that is which all the 
elements have one and the same locus of irequency, and that Ism 
is symmetrical about the centre of gravity. Let the locus be repre- 
sented by the equation v•••0(1), whets the centre of gravity a he 
origin, and n(-1-0.4,(-E) ;  the construction signifying that 
probability of the element having a value f (between say I- Lat and + SAE)  is Cam. Square brackets denoting summation team 
extreme limits, put e(a) for (Seale/  - IA where r  is an Seeger 
multiple of at (or Ax)-six. say. Form the smith power of rims - The coefficient of e4 ssr 	

(k(s))" ?s the probability the* sum of the values of the in elements should be equal to or, 
probability which is equal to cry., where y is the ordinate d tie 
locus representing the frequency of the compound quantity frond 
by the sum of the elements). Owing to the symmetry of a 
function aa the value of 3‘. will not be altered it we subswou 
tore/ /"4, 	"4"", nor if we substitute 11(s+4-"+ 
e -  -I a.ethat is cos area. Thus Wen' becomes a sue if 
terms of form Arz cos ethic where 7.- Now Ink* 
fe(ra)l" thus expressed by cos tiro, where, t being an integer. 
tee -a the abscissa of the " error " the probability of who* 
occurrence is to be determined. The product will Dooms of a ma 
of terms of the form Azy, ((cos alr+r)ax+cos s(r-i)les)• 
every value of r -1 (except zero) is matched by a setae port 
in absolute magnitude. -1-5. and likewise every vafae of 
.-1-1 is matched by value -r-t, the series takes the fora 
dizy,.Z con qatts+Cay,, where q has all possible integer values from I 
to the largest value of 1,15 increased by pi;  and the teem free from 
circular functions is the equivalent of Ary, cos is(r+Air, when 
c- -t, together with Alp, cos a(r -Ads, when r +t. Now sub-
stitute for eta a new symbol P; and integrate with respect to A 
the thus transformed (x(e))u cos Lira between the limits -o sad 
p-e. The integrals of all the terms which are of the form 
Ary,cos glif will vanish, and there will be left surviving only 
We thus obtain, as equal to whxybPoi le(Okir)P•cos map. Now 

change the independent variable to s; than as d$ dam, 
ZierYi =torgflArda(x(s))* cos kiss 

Replacing LAx by x, and dividing both sides by Ax, we hie 
ris y, 	e Se(a(e)). cos ac: 

Now expanding the cos ex which enters into the expression for xis). 
we obtain 

x(e)..ISS(u)l -  IIISA(e)ele-Fla IS0(04•14  • 	4. 
Performing the summations indicated, we express x(a) in terms ol 
the mean powers of deviation for an element. Whence 'dor u 
expressible in terms of the mean powers of the compound lop*. 
First and chief is the mean second power of deviation for the com-
pound, which is the sum of the mean second posters of deviation for 
the elements, say k. It is found that the sought probability may bs 
equated to 
frlArdze -leek 	_relax 	-IA cos iss+- T  1 	tease 4. • 	 cense- 
where hs  is the coefficient defined below' Here egur may be rePlaen t 

 by m, since the finite difference Ax is small with respect to nab! 
when the number of the elements is large:u and thus the integrals 
involved become equateable to known definite integrals. If it 
were allowable to neglect all the terms of the aeries but the first the 
expression would reduce to— if pre ) 

,L, e -s'/k , the normal law of error. 

But it is allowable to neglect the terms after the first, in a fine 
approximation, for values of x not exceeding a certain range. the 
number of the elements being large, and if the postulate abase 
enunciated is satisfied. 0  With these reservations it is proved thin 
the sum of a number of similar and symmetrical elements conforms 
to the normal law of error. The proof Is by parity extended to the 
case in which the elements have different but still eymmetrial 
frequency functions; and, by a bolder use of imaginer, qua/mint% 
to the case of unsymmetrical functions. 

Laplace, Thiorie atralytique des preemie:14k bk H. ch. h.: 
Poisson. Recherches sue la probahiliii des jorgeweenes. Good remtt' 
ments of this proof are given by Todbunter. Mutely . Prekseakr 
art. tooe. and by Cauber, Theorie die Beabacktangsfelder.art• 3 0  s" 
Th. 2, I 4. 

s The symbolil is used to denote absolute magnitude. abarscdc• 
being traded nix. 

1,  Below, pars. tdia, t6o. 	 " Loc. al, app. 
u  Lao. elf. p gs and moms. 
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109. (4) Professor bintgan Crofton• 
error is based on a datum obtained by 
introduction of a new element prods 
for the aggregate of elements. It eaun• 
that the sought (unction involves as CO 

mean powers of the segregate, in part" 
say h. We may without leas of general ,. 

 (and accordingly the aggregate) to ita r 
no if Y. ...1(s), is the ordinate of their , 

 gate before taking in a new element. tuff • 
neration, bye well-known= y 
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A subsidiary equation is (in effect) obta 
from the y that if the unit sec.., 
a is gradual Is altered is any sunned 
• ponding alteration both of the ordinate 
of the aggregate and of the mean square 
Bon. By supposing the alteration Md.. 
second partial differential equation. via. (in sue 	14u litre 

(a) 

From thew two equations. regard being had to replan other condi-
*PIM of the problem.' it is deducible that y••Cesocm. when C is a 
constant of which the value is determined by the condition that 

fp 
I to. (e) The condition on which Praha/re Crof toes proof is lased 

may be tolled differential. am ()bathed from the introduction of • 
single new element. There is also an imagist eanditios obtained 
from the Introduction of • whole set of nth elements. Per be A 
be the sum of say elements. fluctuating according to the sought law 
of error. Let 8 be the mom of another set of dements ins is usesethr 
(am, and use  both large). Thee Q a qthertny formed by adding to-
gether each pair of concurrent values prorated by A and B must also 
conform to the law of error, since Q la the sum of thfull element. 
The general form which satisfies this condition of reprothschairy.  is 
limited other conditions to the normal kw of error. 

i t. The list of variant proofs is not yet exhausted,• but enough 
has been said to establish the proposition that • OM of mumerath 
elements of the kind described "nil fluctuate approximately according 
to the normal law of error. 

112. As the number of elements is increased, the constant above 
designated It continually increases; so that the curve representing 

the frequency of the compound magnitude spreads out 

'al 	
from its centre. t is otherwise if instead of the simple 

ms sum we consider the linear function formed 17 adding 
Awwidea6  melements each multiplied be Om- The eliwthd of 
the average thus constituted will connandly diminfide as the 
number of the elements is increased; the sides closing is as the 

The Analyst (Iowa), vols. v.. vi.. vii. passim; and mewls'!" 
vi. 42 seq.. vii. 172 seq. 

• Morgan Crofton iec. tit p. 	0:11. a The esincipk has been 
used by the present writer in the Pb. Meg. (11163), Tn. 301. 

s For • criticism and extension of Croftoces proof see the ahead 
cited paper on ' The Law of Ernif... Gash. Plea. Tress. (zetoeT. 

3. Spa m does not tenn the reproduction of Crofton s 

fro

• 

of as given in the etb ed. of the Secy. int (art. " Probability." 

111;2. cat. 4; and app. 
• Lee. rd. p. 133 tap.  

Without that delicate instrument the doctrine of error can se1.1,,,n 
be fully utilized; but some of its uses may be indicated before rhft 

introduction of technical difficulties. 
124 Having established the prevalence of the law of error," we go 

on to its applications. The mere presumption that wherever three or 
four independent causes co-operate, the law of error 
tends to be set up, has a certain speculative interest." 
The assumption of the law as a hypothesis is legit'. lions of 

 mate. When the presumption is confirmed by specific N".2,„ 
experience this knowledge is apt to be turned to Law. 
account. It is usefully applied to the practice of gunnery," to 
determine the proportion of shots which under assigned con-
ditions may be expected to hit a zone of given sire. The expendi-
ture of ammunition required to hit an object can thence be inferred . 

Also the comparison between practice under different conditions is 
-ilitated. In many kinds of examination it is lound that the total 

given to different candidates for answers to the same set of 
-ma range approximately in conformity with the law of error. 

lerstood that the civil service commissioners have founded 
ct some practical directions to examiners. Apart from 

applications, it is a useful addition to our knowledge 
t the measurable attributes of its members range m 

this general law. Something is added to the truth 
man are threescore and ten,-  if we may regard 
• tartly for England, 72, as " Nature's aim, the 

h she builds a man, the dispersion on each 
nearly normal."" So Herschel says! 

s us no assurance that the future will be 
in may be reckoned on with the most 

cistence of independent causes.. in- 
law. may be some guarantee 

epecially have the conceptions 
,fut Investigators arealready 

mbers of a species whose sire 
•-e (or below) the average 

' , re kind of selection—a, 
regards that attribute 

de normal law of 
he movements of 

MINIM or ' 
oniamlar 

-ohs 
sewed by the second and third coins 
together is put for 7. The law of kw 
moony for the cloacae is represented 
in fig n e. the integers outside demoting 
the values of sr or y, the fractions sn. 
side pool:Wilkes of tortiaolor sulkies 
of x and y cooeurring. 

say,—iss aid the 
ordinate. the mean of the values of a for the 

fro.0 istothe
2 en the shed..

:zee th,andcormt.5:Ldpi...............::z 

ise. Likewise cer•eirsti°47:Inasd w e+ix +r -ix —r). sr. Accordingly, a such-ttiths. .. are put together (d w nips 
of the kind which the diagram removals are take.) the frequency 
with which a • paw of aggregates and y concur, with 
which a 	 point ma the plans of ry, namely, sari and 
e•sri. 	borthisd. is gives by the equation 

e r 
9 	 00— (t —11)(e — 	+ fr• - re  

cam Weldon, and here reproduced by his permission A surer=
verification is Owlet by a set of semiotics obtained with 

is Ia tttLLhisss csperiment deleted, not by obtaining a head when a eons 
is tossed, but by obtaining a hear with mom sham three points on it 
when a the is tamed ; the probabilities of the two events are the mine, 
or rather would be if am and dice were perfectly symmetrical, 
Professor Weldon vistualy.  book sin sktp, of the sort above described 
when. sispsiteted dice boon bees thrown, he added the number of 
summon in that painted bra to the wentber of goo:eases in another 
batch of is to been his s. and to the number of successes in a fail 
batch of six to form his p. The result is represented in the annexed 
table, when each degree on the ass of s sad y respectively cone- 

Madloberrood frequencies being neprethated othearalc • general 
to the I sad s' of the preceding 	 and si 

correepeodethe 
 

between the feces sad the 	is apparent. 

• Lc. tit. pt. II 7. 
The second by Harbery, 	Phil Mag. Ohm), wrvarmai  

by 	

l 
the third by its author in the Ando( for 111111; and ebe 

the present writer in Pia Meg. (MA), Mi. 247; and Comb. Phi. 
Tmn. (t905). lee. cit. 

'Compare the formula for the simple cane a 
• Cht the innolanty of the dice with which Melon experimented. 

sea Plmnios• Phil. Meg. 0900. p. thy.. 

O 
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The maximum frequency as It ought to be. at the point ewes!, 
The density is lady great along a line through that 

point, making 45" w the axis of a; particularly small in the 
complementary direction. This also is as it ought to be. For if 
the centre is made the origin by substituting s for (e —s) and y for 
(y-10, and then new co-ordinates X and Y ate Wen, making an 
angle with and y respectively, the curve which is traced on the 
plane of sX by its intersection with the surface ie el the form 

s nip — XI/ sin" I -21 one I sin 	ems' II/2(bn —P). 

• probability-curve which will be more or less spread out according 
as the factor Is sin* 8-21 COB I sin 0-1-es cos,  is less or greater. 
Now this expression has a minimum or maximum when (It —no) 
sin —21 cos 2/ -0; • minimum when (k—is) cos 28+2 bin 28 is 
positive, and a maximum when that criterion is neyative; that 
Is, in the present case, where / win, a minimum when Ir and • 
maidauun when I - fr. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10 11 12 

12 

11 1 I 5 t 1 

10 2 6 28 27 19 2 

9 1  2  11  43 76  37 54 15 4 • 

8 6 18 49 tt6 138 t18 59 25 5 

7 12 47 tog 208 213 t18 7t 23 1 

6 9 29 77 199 244 1 98  121  32  3 

5 3 12 51 119 181 200 129 69 18 3 

4 11 16 55 100 117 ilt 46 19  3 

3 2 14 28 33 43 34 1 7 I 

2 7 12 13 18 4 I I 

1 2 4 I 3 I 

0 

t 116. Cherackrisna of flee Lao of Error.'—As may be prommed 
from the examples just given, in order that there should be some 
approximation to the normal law the number of elements need not 
be very great. A very tolerable imitation of the probability.curve 
has been obtained by superponft tine elements, each obeying a 
law of frequency quite diff went from the normal one," namely, that 
simple law according to which one value of a variable occurs as 
frequently as another between the limits within which the variation 
is confined (y-1/212, between limits ma-i.e. arr —a). If the 
component elements obey unrymmetrical laws of frequency, the 
compound will indeed be to some extent unsymmetrical, unlike the 

normal " probability-curve. But, as the number of the elements is 
increased, the particle of the compound curve in the neighbourhood 
of be centre ofgravity tends to be rounded off into the normal shape. 
The portion of thecompound curve which is sensibly identical wnh 
a curve of the " normal " family becomes greater the greater the 
number of independent elements; canon. parches. and granted certain 
conditions as to the equality and the range of the elements It 
will readily be granted that if one component predomirates, it 
may unduly impress its owe character on the compound. But it 
should be pointed out that the characteristic with which we are 
now concerned is not average magnitude. but deviation from the 

The component elementsmay be very Inagua! in their 
amavevtraCtioes to the enrage magnitude of the compound without 
prejudice to its " norms!" character, provided that the fluctuation 
of all or many of the dements is of one and the same order. The 
proof of the law requires that the contribution made by each element 
to the mean square of deviation for the compound. 6. should be 
smell. capable of being treated as differentialwith respect to I 
It • not meceamety that all these small quratities should be of the 
same order. but only that they should admit of being rearranged. 
by massing together those of a smaller order, as a numerous set of 

' Experiments le par( malsria performed by A. D. Darbishire 
afford additional illustrations. See " Some Tables for Illustrating 
Statistical Correlation," Meta and Proc. Yea. Lit.. and Pail. Soc.. 
vol. li. pt. M. 

learn. Sat. Ss. (March tpoo). p. 73,  retening to Burton. 
Pbt xg (1813). rat in. 

. 
independent elements in which en two or three stand out as tai 
pewit in respect of the magnitude of their fluctuation. For example. 
d one element consist of the number of points on a domino (the sere 
of two digits taken at madam}, and otter elements, each of either 
I or o according as heads Or tails turn up when a coin is the 
firt element, having a mean square of deviation tees, • .1. a to 
of the same order as the others, each having o.25 for its mean square 
of deviation. But sixty-six of the latter taken together would o.n• 
'elute an independent element of the same order as the first nor; 
and accordingly if there are several times sixty-sir elements of the 
lat ter sort, along with one or two of the former sort, the conditions 
for the generation of the normal distribution will be satisfied. Thew 
propositions would evidently be unaffected by altering the average 
magnitude, without altering the deviation from the average, for any 
dement, that is, by adding • greater or less fixed magnitude to each 
element. The propositions are adapted to the case in which the 
elements fluctuate according to a law of frequency other than the 
normal. For if they are already normal, the aforesaid conditions 
arr unnecessary. The normal law will be obeyed by the sum of 
ela me nt, which each ols, it, even though they an rot nutnerou• trot 
not independent and not of the same order in 
of fluctuation. A similar distinction is to be drawn with respect 
to some further conditions which the reasoning requires A limits-
don an to the range of the elements is not necessary when they all 
already normal, or even have a certain affinity to the normal curve. 
V 
sulfiden 

 bag,  values of the dement are not imaducled, provided they ate 
rare. What has been mid of curves with special 

reference to one dimension is of course to be extended to the case 
of surfaces and many dimensions. In all cases the theorem that 
under the conditions stated the normal law of error will be iterated 
is to be distinguished from the hypothesis that the cooditioes are 
fairly well fulfilled in ordinary experience. 

I 17. Having deduced the genesis of the law of error from ideal 
conditions such as are attributed to perfectly fair 
games of chance, we have next to inquire how far 
these conditions are realised and the law fulfilled in • " "  Nentsalom. common experience. 

118. Amongimpmtant concrete cases or of observation 
occupy  	The theory is brought to bear as this came 

y 	ypothesas that an error is the algebraic sum of 	ami. 
numerous elements, each raying according to a law 
of frequency special to itself. The hypothesis involves 	alaa"" 
two assumptions: (I) that an error is dependent on numinous 
independent causes; (2) that the function expressing that dependence 
can be treated as a linear function, by expanding in terms of amend-
ing powers (of the elements) according to Taylor's theorem and 
neglecting higher powers, or otherwise. The first assumption seems, 
in Dr Glaraer's words, " most natural and true. In any observe** 
where great care is taken, so that no large error can occur, we con 
see that its accuracyinfluenced by a pest number of circumstances 
which altimately 	or independent mines: the state of the 
observer's eye and his physiological condition in /enteral, the state 
of the atmosphere, of the different pans of thelnraocoos, 
evidently depend  on a gnat number of mimes, while each contributes 
to the actual error."' The second assumption mesa to be fra 
realised in nature- But the assumption is not always s elelas.e 
example, where the velocities of molecules are distributed amonfleg 
to the normal law of error, with sem as centre, the energies must be 
distributed according to a_ quite different law. This rationale is 
applicable not only to the fallible perceptions of the senses. but ram 
to impressions into which a large ingredient of inference totem 
such as estimates of a man's height or weight from his appointors: 
and even higher acts of judgmest." Aiming at as object is an act 
similar to measuring au object, mimes are produced by much the 
same variety of causes as mistakes; and. acconfingly, it is found 
that rams aimed at the rime bull's-eye We apt to be distributed 
according to the normal law. whether in two dimensions on m ta 
or according to their horizontal deviations, as exhibited 
(par. 856). A residual class compriaes miscellaneous stet= 
phi4m1 as well as social. in which the Donna law of woe mobs 
Its appearance, presumably in consequence of the action Ammo, 
of numerousindependeut influences. Well-known 
instances are afforded by human heights and other a""" 
bodily measurements, as tabulated by Quetelet • and 
others: Professor Pearson has farad that " the normal orate 
suffices to describe within the Iioisof random sampling the discri• 
bunion of the chief characters in man:I The tendency of medal 
phenomena to conform to the normal taw of frequency is well 

• Memoirs of Astronomical Stria, (18711), p. los. 
• Atom Slat. Soc. (1890), aga seq. 
• E.g. the marinft of ft rime work by different ematissee. 
• Lidos stir is 	rie des pnftbilitir and Perigee oxials. 

E4. the measurements of Italian ran:its, adduced in the A Arra 
statistsco, published under the direction of the Merano de Agricui-
tura (Rome. 1882); and Weldon'. semureinests el crabs, Pros 

. Sec. liv. 321; discussed by Person is the Tram /sq. Sol. 
(t 	vol. claw. A. 

* IL 305. Cf. ibid. p. 
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his Subject to draw speculative diflindties, the solution which 

obtained may be extended to the analogous problem in which the geoesiitun is not the ma/ value of an observed roagnitude, 
but the mean to which a series of statistics indefinitely prolonged 
converges.' 

134. Next, let the modulus, still supposed given, not be the same for roil the observation; but ci  for xi, ci for a,, &c. Then P becomes proportional to 
sap 	x1)110 + 	a.4110 &I. 

And the value of x which is both the most probable and the " most advantageous" is (sift.' 	+6:oR + +ac.); 
each observation ben weighted with the inverse all"8" 
mean square of observations made under similar con- 66911.______ 
ditionax This is the tole proscribed by the " method • •1"mig.  of least quarts": but as the rule ia this case has been deduced v genuine inverse probability, the problem does not exemplky 

st is most characteristic in that method, namely, that a rule - ible from the hypothesis that the errors of observations obey 
mat law of error is employed in cases when the normal law ma, or even is known not, to hold good. For example, of error for each observation be of the form of 

I t/4 OM X cep —eke — aj(s/c — 20/30)1, 
fraction, so that s may equally well be equated to 

2s4/30)1exp — 	 i a law which is actually 
^n, accenting to the genuine inverse method, 

' of a is given by the quadratic equation 
coast. — Z(tr—x,) 1/41— gs.as  — 

Imitation over all the observations. lesalsslvanan!s," the solution is the 
ons 	h , the weight of any 

urinal
e 

 to the corresponding 
rbe intern! which involve] if theYs ere an seta. We 

knows be tbe soluti 
loatifiedi 

wthb&  

lb 

ItuelteglitT 
Mad -the 

of the :tile played by yr,tx,1,,,,c1, in 	 the fiats in 
an ff k 

of these movements may be obtained wii b.• 	 , in the into the more complicated and controveroe „_, 	 office the subject, without going beyond the ituitid 	 of abstract suppoetion of perfectly elastic eq ual 
venience of enunciation we may confine ourselves rti „'' 

	
'r 

sio
r
ns.

ctly elastic astic us 
us i 

c
ma

hions and fric
gine, then 

 a  . friction 
enormous 
	'art cloth o. of perfectly elastic balls rush hither and thither at random. ..-„" 

with each other—a homogeneous chaos, with that sort of I. ft.(/ in the midst of diversity which Is characteristic of prlit„,,i;;; ...../ Upon this hypothesis, U we fix attention on any et bath takeo—si 
random—they need not be according to some they ought not to Ls, conuguous—s( is is very huge, the average properties will be 
mately the suns as those of the total mixture. In parity al the average energy of the a balls may be equated to the average energy 
of the total number of balls, say TIN, if T is the total energy and 
N the total number of the baUs. Now If we watch any me of the 
• men bells long enough for It to undergo a great number al 

• we observe that either of its velocity-oompomeots, say that 
in the direction of a, via a, receives accessions from an immense 
number of independent mules in random fashion. We may peesunis, 
therefore, that these will be distributed (ammg them bails) according 
to the law of error. The law will not be of the type which was fine 

the number supposed. when the " spread 
 is increased.* Nor will it be of the type which was 

pread " continually iscresses as  

afterwards eseationeda whew the spread dirsinithes as the number 
of the elements is increased. The linear function by which the ele-
ments are aggregated is Isere el an intermediate type; such that the 
mean square of deviation corresponding to the velocity remains 
canoeist. The method of composition might be illustrated by _the 
moms of Wang r digits st random from mathemailad tables adTmg 
the difference' betw een each dint and 4-5 the mean vallegfm  yes, 
and dividing the am by se 2 are are some figures • by 
taking at random batches of oaten digits from the expensioa 
of st  oubtructing in X 4-3 -from the vine -of each beach, sad 
dividing the remainder by sl 

" CfC(. above.e, jar. ttc. 
 Cahetors enthusiasm Manna lydatnitanat, 

* Mudd statement of the methods sod results of probabilities 
applie

)
d to gunnery is given hs the Office; Test-bask of Ceses, 

vain herrn. SW Sm. (189). p. 40. 
■ Ed. Rem (s93o), xcn. 23. 
+a. Calton, Phi. Vag. (ten). rim 44. 

* Ibi
Above, par. i ts. 

d. 

st the ellintnate of awls mark 
'amplified by A. L. Bowley'sgrosass iiii 	t liner 111Y the lire of an 
dames., 	 that the shell was fined 

to. The division of concrete erron a. 	• rat ridge mead to the 

	

am to be confounded with another 1,04., 	which the fragments 

	

observations which stand or • , 	known coefficimt 

	

such statistics as are mot thin re,., 	 the distant ridge 
outside themselves. groups of •, 

	

" subjective," This division vio . 	
•'ed 

•Ion should 

	

useftd On the one hand so-called real Mall* 	 which the 
mately equal to objective quantities. 1. 
frequency with which one face of a die—the . 
is only approximately given by the object 
e outface of a nearly perfect cube. Foe a at 
Weldon experimented. the average frequency 
either five or six points, proved to be not -3 
difference of this result from the regulation o• 
from objective data, prior to experiment, as any 
subjective or fictitious.So the mean of errors .•. 
differs from the thing observed by a so-ciaffel 
So shots may be constantly deffected from the tn.'. 
wind or " drift" 

tn. On the other hand, statistics, not purpor 
real object, have more or Ina close relations to • 
cannot be described as fictitious. Where the it 
ratios, e.g. the proportion of births or deaths to t! , . 
in several districts or other sections. it sometime , 

 distribution of the ratios exactly corresponds to 
mined in the simplest names of chance--" combo ,  • 
tion in the phrase oflLeu. 'se Three io unmist ,  
settings of the simplest type, with a nal ay.-, • 
between the number of " favourable CMS and tf ■ • • 
cases. The most remarkable example 01 this iota'ro; • 
by the proportion of male to female (or to  
other instances are given by Leak and Wester;, • 
correspondence between the actual and the ' corn' 
tribution has been found by Bortkevitch is the r.• 
probabilities (in which case the law of error is no Lin, • 
And it is likely that some ratios—such as „general .1, 
presenting combinational distribution, might be 
subdivisions—such as death-rates for different occupafi,,.., • 
periods—each distributed in that simple fashion. 

121. Another sort of averages which it is difficult to class as sub-
jective rather than objective occurs in some social statistics, ender 
the designation of in...numbers. The percentage which repre-
sents the change is the value of money between two epochs is seldom 

the mere average change in the price of several articles 
rttarerdnt.: as  random, but rather as the measure of something, s.g. the 
variation in the price of a given amount of commodities. or of a 
umt of commodity, So something substantive appears to be de-
signated by the oakum of trait. of that of the sonnuspnan of tits 
narnhat thaws. al' which the growth is moseured by appropriate 
trufer-atiosbnta the former due to Booms and Sir Robert GAM' 
the latter to George Wood!' 

:22. But apart front times peculiarities. any set of statistics 
may be related to a certain ressienns, very much as measurements 
are related to the object mcasuted. That quesinse is the limiting 
or ultimate mean to which eke series of statistics. if indefinitely 
prolonged, would converge. the mean of the complete group; this 
conception of a limit applying to any ingsissey-owurfeed. to "c," 
for instance, as well as " a " is the case Of the normal curve." The 
given statistics may be treated met 

of 
 from which to mason 

up to the true content by that • the calculus which 
determines the comparative 	

• 
probe ' of Merest COOKS from 

which an observed event may have emanated. 0  
523. Thus it appear that theft it a tharactoristac MOO casual 

to the statistician than the existence of an objective poseestes. 
lamely, the am of that method which is primarily. but not ex-
clusively, proper to that en of nswainerierssess proldbiliey.• 
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+1 - a5, +015. -1. -1. +5'S. e-215. +015, -2. 
+115. 	-h0•35, - 2 '75,  -2-25, -0.5, +4.75. +0-25. 

If, instead of sixteen, a million digits went to each batch, the general 
character of the series would be much the same; the aggregate 
figures would continue to hover about zero with a standard deviation 
of 8.25, a probable error of nearly 2. Here for instance are seven 
aggregates formed by recombining 252 out of the 256 digits above 
utilized into batches of 36 according to the prescribed rule: viz. 
subtracting 36X4.5 from the sum of each batch of 36 and dividing 
the remainder by 436" 

-0.5, +3.3, +2-6, -0.6, +1.5, —2, +1. 
The illustration brings into view the circumstance that though the 
system of molecules may start with a distribution of velocities other 
than the normal, yet by repeated collisions the normal distribution 
will be superinduced. If both the velocities u and v are distributed 
according to the law of error for one dimension, we may presume that 
the joint values of a and o conform to the normal surface. Or we 
may reason directly that as the pair of velocities u and s is made 
up of a great number of elementary pairs (the co-ordinates in each of 
which need not, initially at least, be supposed uncorrelated) the 
law of frequency for concurrent values of a and n must be of the 
normal form which may be written* 

[
- 2 4-e ( F r4  .112,1 —I9. 

It may be Idtesumed that r. the coefficient of correlation, 'is zero, for, 
owing to the symmetry of the influences by which the molecular 
chaos is brought about, it is not to be supposed that there is any 
connexion or repugnance between one direction of sr, say south to 
north, and one direction of v, say west to cast. For a like reason 
k must be supposed equal to re. Thus the average velocity =28; 
which multiplied by at, the mass of a sphere, is to be equated to the 
average energy TIN. The reasoning may be extended with confi-
dence to three dimensions, and with caution to contiguous molecules. 

126. Correlation cannot be ignored in another application of the 
many-dimensioned law of error, its use in biological inquiries to 

Normal investigate the relations between different generations. 

Corre4rlon It was found by Gallon that the heights and other 

to measurable attributes of children of the same parents 
range about a mean which is not that of the parental 

heights, but nearer the average of the general population. 
The amount of this " regression is simply proportional to the 
distance of the " mid-parent's " height from the general average. 
This is a case of very general law which governs the relations not only 
between members of the same family, but also between members 
of the same organism, and generally between two (or more) coexistent 
or in any way co-ordinated observations, each belonging to a normal 
group. Let x and y be the measurements of a pair thus constituted. 
Then* it may be expected that the conjunction of particular values 
fors and y will approximately obey the two-dimensioned normal 
law which has been already exhibited (see par. 114). 

Regression-fines. —In the expression above given, put 
=r, and the equation for the frequency of pairs having values 

of the attribute under measurement becomes 

Cr -or 	(x - a)(y - 6) , (v - 	, s ■ 2,4 	k. _ Reap 	 2r k 	m  -t- 	
, 
tt - 

This formula is of very general application.' If two sets of measure-
ments were made on the height, or other measurable feature, of the 
proverbial " Goodwin Sands " and " Tenterden Steeple," and the 
first measurement of one set was coupled with the first of the other 
set, the second with the second, and so on, the pairs of magnitudes 
thus presented would doubtless vary according to the above-written 
law, only in that case r would presumably be zero; the expression for 
■ would reduce to the product of the two independent probabilities 
that particular values of and y should concur. But slight inter-
dependences between things supposed to be totally unconnected 
would often be discovered by this law of error in two or more dimen-
sions.* It may be put in a more convenient form by substituting 
/ for (s-a11411 and for (y -6)14 iss. The equation of the surface 
then becomes a (1/2r4 - r') exp-(g' - 2rEn +1112(1 - 
If the frequency of observations in the vicinity of a point is repre-
sented by the number of dots in a small increment of area, when r o 
the dots will be distributed uniformly about the origin, the curves 
of equal probability will be circles. When r is different from tact 

Above, par. 114, and below, par. 127. 
'Some plurality of independent causes is presumable. 
• Herschel's a priori proposition concerning the law of error in two 

dimensions (above. par. era) might still be defended either as generally 
true, so many phenomena showing no trace of interdependence, or on 
the principle which justifies our putting j for a probability that 
i ,  unknown (above, par. 6). or 5 for a decimal place that is neglected; 
correlation being equally likely to be positive dr negative. The 
latter sort of explauation may be offered for the less serious contrast 
hcrween the $ priori and the empirical proof of the law of error in 
ose dimension (below, par. 158) 

Cf. above, par. 115.  

the dots will be distributed so that the majority will be massed in 
two quadrants: in those for which E and q are both positive or both 
negative when r is positive, in those for which I and a  have opposite 
signs when r is negative. In the limiting case, when r =I the whole 
host will be massed along the line g ■ t, every deviation / being 
attended with an equal deviation a. In general, to any deviation
of one of the variables E' there corresponds a set or " array • (Pearson) 
of values of the other variable. for which the frequency is given by 
substituting f• for I in the general equation. The section thus obtained 
proves to be a normal probability-curve with standard deviation 
4 (1 -O). The most probable value of a corresponding to the assigned 
value of / is rE' The equation 11—d, or rather what it becomes 
when translated back to our original co-ordinates (y-b)le,. 
r(x-a)ot. where oi, as are our 48. Jas respectively, Is often 
called a regression-equation. A verification is to hand in the above-
cited statistics, which Weldon obtained by castinj batches of dice. 

re If the dice we perfect, r (= 	kit) would equal , and as the dice 
proved not to be very imperfect, the COCthClellt is oubt less approxi-
mately =1. Accordingly, we may expect that, if axes z and y 
are drawn through the point of maximum-frequency at the centre of 
the compartment containing 244 observations, corresponding to any 
value of .s, say 224 (where i is the side of each square compartment), 
the most probable value of y should be el, and corresponding to 
y=2ei the most probable value of s should be et. And in fact throe 
regression-equations are fairly well fulfilled for the integer values of 
(more than which could not be expected from discrete observations): 
e.g. when z +4i, the value of y, for which the frequency (25) is a 
maximum, is as it ought to be + 2i; when z= - 25 the maximum 
(1 to) is at -i; when x= -ai the maximum (t 6) is at y= 
when y is + 211 the maximum (138) is at x +1; when y is-2i 
the maximum 0 is) at x=-i, and in the two cases (x= +2i 
and y= +ai).  where the fulfilment is not exact, the failure is not 
very serious. 

128. Analogous statements hold good for the case of three 
or more dimensions of error! The normal law of error for any 
number of variables, xi  as  z,, may be put in the form 
s = ( t (2042 4a) cap - Miss' + Raz? + &c. + 2 Rux,x, + &c.j/2a 
where is the determinant:— 

I r,, 	ru •• 
en 	I 	 1. - 
Ira  

• • 

each r, e.g. ra ( ra). is the coefficient of correlation between 
two of the variables, e.g. as, as; R o  is the first minor of the deter-
minant formed by omitting the first row and first column; R. is 
the first minor formed by omitting the second row and the second 
column, and so on; R.( =Re) is the first minor formed by omitting 
the first column and second row (or vice versa) 1 he principle of 
correlation plays an important Idle in natural history. It has se-
placed the notion that there is a simple proportion between the size 
of organs by the appropriate conception that there are simple 
proportions existing between the deviation from the average of one 
organ and the sing probabk value for the coexistent deviation of the 
other organ from its average.* Attributes favoured by " natural " or 
other selection are found to be correlated with other attribute which 
are not directly selected. The extent to which the attributes of as 
individual depend upon those of his ancestors as measured by corre-
lation! The principle is instrumental to most of the important 
" mathematical contributions" which Professor Pearson has made 
to the theory.  of evolution.* In social inquiries. also, the principle 
promises a rich harvest. Where numerous fluctuating causes go 
to produce a result like pauperism or immunity from small-pox, 
the ideal method of eliminating chance would be to construct 
" regression-equations " of the following type: "Change % 
in pauperism in the decade Ilia 1 --a88, in rural districts = 
-27-07%, +0.299 (change */ out-relief ratio), +0e271 (chang e  % 
on proportion of old), + -064 .(chanv % in population ."'s 

tra. In order to determine the best values of the coefficients ,  
involved in the law of error. and to test the aurth of 

flotermaaa- the results obtained by using any values, recourse must 
be had to irrocrse probability. 

COO • (rata by 130. The simplest problem under this head u gh. 
where the quaesituns is a single real object and the N.„0.47 
data consist of a large number of observations. 
z,, 14, . 	. x., such that if the number were indefinitely increased, 
the completed series would form a normal probability-curve with 
the true point as its centre. and having a ipsen modulo" t Its 
as if we had observed the position of the dints made by the fragment. 

CI note to par. sie. above. 
• Phil. Mag. (1892). p. 200 21,9.: 1896. pp. 	Pearson, Tintws- 

Rat. Sec. (18264;1187, 303; Burbury, 	 ( 1894 ). P. 14,5. 
1  Pearson. 	the Reconstruction of Prebistanc Ruch" Teats. 

Roy. Se-. (18,8). A, p. 1;4 seq.; Pro Roy. Soc. (1898), p. 418. 
Person.The Law of Ancestral Heredity," Trans. Roy. Soc.; 

Proc. Roy. Soc. (1898). 
*Papers in the Royal Society alma 1895• 

An example Instructively thrusted by Yule, /ogre. Star. Soc. 

(1899). 



where J is a constant obtained by equating to unityr '  Pals 

(since the given set of observations must have revolted from some 
position on the axis of x). The value of a, from which the given 
set of observations matt probably resulted, is obtained by malung P 
a maztathas. Putting 411',.sie o. we have for the maximum 
(si,P4r,  being negative for this value) the arithmetic mean of the 
given observations. The accuracy of the determination is measured 
by a probability-curve with modulus chls. This in the course of a 
very long siege of every case in which the given group of shell•marks 

.s. was presented could be investigated, it would be 
found that the enemy'sannon was fired from the position z", the 
(point right opposite to the) arithmetic mean of xt, as, &c., a., with 
a frequency assigned by the equation 

s w(vfn/ rt) cap — st(it erics. 
The reasoning is applicable without material modification to the 

cam in which the data and the gene:item are not absolute quantities, 
but proportions; for instance, given the percentage of white balls 
in several large batches drawn at random from an immense urn con-
taining black and white balls, to find the percentage of white balls 
in the urn—the inverse problem associated with the name of Hayes. 

135. Simple as this solution is, it is not the one which has most 
recommended itself to Laplace. He envisages the gnauffsun not so 
much as that point which ie most probably the real one, as that point 
which may mast athuthagetrady be put for the real one. In our 
Illustration it is as if it were requbed to discover from • number 
of shot•marks not the point' which in the course of a long siege 
would be. mast frequently the position of the mum which had 
scattered the observed fragments but the point which it would 
be best to treat as that position—to fire at, say, with a view of 
silencing the enemy's gun—having regard not so much to the fre-
quency with which the direction adopted ia right, as to the extent 
to which it is wrong in the long run. As the measure of the detri-
ment of error, Laplace' takes "la valetr moyenne de l'erreur h 
craindre,' the mean first power of the errors taken positively on 
each side of the real point. The mean spare of errors proposed 
by Gauge as the criterion. ,  A my mean power indeed, the integral 
of any function which increases in absolute magnitude with the 
increase of Its variable, taken as the measure of the detriment, will 
lead to the mme conclusion. if the normal law prevails.' 

iv. Yet another speculative difficulty occurs in the simplest, sad 
recurs in the more complicated Inverse problem. In putting P as 
the probability, deduced from the observations that the real point 
for which they stand is a (between s and a +dx), it is tacitly 
assumed that prior to observation one value of a is as probable as 
another. In our Illustration it must be assumed that the enemy's 
gun was as likely to be at one point as mother of (a certain tract 02 
the ridge from which it was Met If, apart from the evidence 
the shell-marts, there was any mason for thinking that the gun was 
situated at one point rather rhea another, the formula would require 
to be modified. This a priori probability is sometimes grounded on 
oar ignorance; according to another view, the procedure is justified 
by a rough geueral knowledge that own a erect of x for which P I 
sensible one value of a occurs about as often as ameba. ,  

'If normally in any direction indifferently according to the two. 
or three dlmensioned law of error, then normally In one dimension 
when collected and distributed in bits perpendicular to • 1106a:seta' 
right line, as In the example cited below. par. rss. 

11 0r small interval (d. preceding section). 
5 " Touts erreur soft pooh-lye sort negative dolt etre consider& 

can= un desavantage oar ono perte recite l on jets qurJcooque." 
Thiorlat aattlyicas. art. 20 seq., especially art. 33. As to which 
ft is acutely remarked by Bravais cffi 	2s3). " cat. ries 
g m* laisse k clinker use 	 e*thame., car l'anakapt 
de eta scald avec mini des 	de haesrd est Iola Me 

4  Maria tootOsatittota pt. 	Q_ Simon 	
in 

Sinson Newcomer ectillo- 
spicuotswalkingin sty of and Gams kis prefer- 
ence of by  the oast 	

the way 
	most probable determinatioaa, 

With Gams be pomulem. thee " the evil of an error is 
to the square of its magnitude" nurive Journal qf ifs  
voi vi11.481;ont. 

*As 	by the Mien! writer. Cosa Pltil. Dana 01115), 
vol. dr. pt. ts. trif. a. Clasher. M. afalromma Sor. 
to& 

The view takea by the torment writer on the' PhnotoPlif of 
Chance ie Mee Mlle: approved by Profeneor Peens" Groastaat  

4.0 I 

' • c.,egicients in the 
, 	 sre...1 obtained 	, 

. ,. a ions 
.t use. 

•rical. 
I sa 

oat 

•ill 

each 
mean masts PAZ; .1. 
ditiona.• This u 
of least equarm , 
by genuine inverse 	 ,. 
Chat s most charaemra. 
deducible from the hypes 	. ' 
the normal law of *nor is 
is not known. or even sa 
let the curve of error for each 	

/ ith(vc)IXeml — ono • 
where) is a small fraction. so that s 
0/4 	— Ii(xk — =130)1 map — s". "'A 
very prevalent. Then, 'nothing to thy Ey 
the most probable value of x is given by re. 
zlog 	o,-where log P'. cone. — 

s(s — a.)'/Jc.'J.y.l. 2 denoting summation over sll 
According to the " method of least squares,-  
weighted arithmetic mean of the observations, the w. 
observation being Inversely proportional to the 
mean square, i.e. Os (the terms of the integral OZ., 
vanishing), which would be the solution if the j's are all ae s ., -1y; 
put for the solution of the given CM what is known to be the yA 
of an essentially different case. How can this paradox be Just,le, 

In Many of the answers whkh have been given to this qui tee, 
seem to come to this. When the data are unmanageable. it is legiti- 
mate to attend to a part thereof, and to determine the most probable 
(or the " most advantageous ") value of the gtherithas, and the 
drtpth of its accuracy, from the selected portion of the data as if it 
formed the whole. This throwing overboard of part of the data in 
order to utilize the remainder has often to be resorted to in the 
rough course of applied probabilities. Thus an insurance office 
only takes account of the age and some other simple attributes' of 
its customer.. though a better bargain might be made in particular 
cases by taking into account all available details. The ninth of 
the method is particularly clear in the use where the given set of 
observations consists of several batches, the observations in any 
batch ranging under the same law of frequency with mean te. 
sod mean equate of error k, the function and the constants different 
for differenthatches; then if we confine our attention to those parts 
of the data which are of the type and h.—Ignoring what else may 
be given as to the laws of error—we may treat the x :sae ao many 
obeervat(mm, each ranging under the normal law of error with its 
coefficient of dispersion; and apply the rules proper to the normal 
law. Those rules applied to the data. considered as a art of deriva-
tive observations each formed by a batch of the original observations) 
avera,getaltve ea the most probable (and also the most advantageous 

 of the observations the arithmetic mean weighed 
according rding to the knew mesa square pertaining to each observation. 
and for the law of the error to which the determination is liaMe 
the normal law with standard deviation' J (2k/e)—the very rules 
that are premernied by the method of least squares. 

yfl The principle involved might be fflustrated by the proposal 
to make the eon of datum alittle leas rigid: to utilise, not is-
deed ails  but • little more of our materials—not only the mean 
marl  of error for each buds, but also the mean Wm of error. To 

that in our example the (repasts of-thsi=g  :i c'tros  longer scattered 
begin with the simple case of a 	 batch: suppose 

according to the normal law. By the method of least squares it 
would still be proper to put the arithmetic mean to the given observe-
time for the true point required, and to measure the accuracy of 
that determination by a probability-curve of eolith the modulus I 
af (31.), when k is the mean muse ef omission (of frapsents from 
their mean). If it is thought dedrable to stiller mare of the data 
them is &usable, the proposition that the arlthinstic mesa of a 

1%,laa

al Selma sad ed. la Lt)). Soot alsoA priori Probabffithm" 1i0.
Meg, (Sept. PRI4). and Go* Pk& Trans. (a115). vol.  My. 

vott. 
Porn di 7. 

e  Tin 8101. equiloar (ON cc) rap ealcVs 
*The 	dim  min pletising 	me of (nir)menntlis 

pack eiwived tram sbe omipmat II{ obsmatio:rwil 
serseagieg a 	tbemat amednehg e, is 4 al )14 	•• 4 (Ma 
when the gives ebeervadoef _are all ef the MIR vet; 
maddraiis wises tie weights differ. 

LAWS OF ERIOffil 	
11“44 .1?„.  

of an exploding shell no far as to Imow the distaste el 11616 "..■ 
spesaured (from an origin) along a right line, my the hay ea 
extended fortification, and it was known that the ad 	a,:s  
perpendicular to the fortification from a distant ridge 	 te n.  
lortification. and that the shell was of a kind of which the 'regime.. 
are scattered according to • normal law' with a known coed esem 
air dispersos; the question is at what position on the distant rides 
was the enemy's gun probably placed ? By received principles 
the probability. say P. that the given set of observation. should 
have resulted from measuring (or awning at) an object of which the 
real position was between s and x + Az is 

Az J cap — l(x — xiN + (x — sir+ ilx.lice; 
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sunscreen at of °Nit:mations, say a., sr  . . a. (taken as • sample 
from an indefinitely large group obeyine asy the same law of 
frequency) varies from set to setarecaunately according to the 
10110min Law (to be established later 

s ,;es--!rexp„.  - [5 + eaj 	 a. fee), say; 

tibiae cals the mean square of deviation, and f 	the mean 
cube of deviation. and fir e  say j. is small. Then, by abstrac-
Imo analogous to that which has just been attributed to the 
method of least squares, we may regard the datum as a single 
observation, the arithmetic mean (of a sample batch of obser-
vations) subject to the law of error saf(x). The most probable 
value of the case:them is therefore given by the equation f'(x -r') 

o, where s' is the arithmetic mean of the given observations. 
From the resulting quadratic equation, putting x - x' + a and 
recollecting that s is small we have • - jc. That is the correction 
due to the utilisation of the mean cube of error. The most aeon-
meant solution cannot now be determined. ,  ffr) being unsymmetri-
cal, without assuming a particular form for the function of detriment. 
This method of least squares plus cubes may easily be extended to 
the rase of several batthes. 

137. This application of probabilities not to the actual data but 
to a selected part thereof. this economy of the inverse method, is 
widely practised in miscellaneous genetics, where the object is to 
determine whether the discrepancy between two sets of observation 
is accidental or significant of a real difference.' For instance, let 
the data be ages at death of individuals of two elasso ' - • • --eo - eate 
or not so, urban or rural, &c.) who have been unde r 
since the age of, say, 20. Granted that the ages at death conform 
to Gompertis law; the determination of the modal age at death. 
that age at which the proportion of the total observed dying (per 
unit of time) is a maximum for each class, would most perfectly 
be effected by the genuine inverse method. That method will also 
enable us to determine the probability that the two modes should 
have differed to the observed extent by mere accident.' According 
to the abridged method it suffices to proceed as if our data con-
sisted of two observations x' and y', the average ages at death 
of the two classes, each average  obeying the normal law of error. 
with respective moduli c, [(x.  - x,)5  + (x' - + 8rc.la/a. 

- YIP + - y,)* + tec.labs, where m. es de.. y■ &ce 
are the respective seta of observed ages at death; as follows from 
the law 'of error, whatever the law of distribution of the given 
observations. According to a well-known properly of the normal 
law, the difference between the averages of a and a' observations 
respectively  will range under a probability-curve with modulus 
lci5  + say c. Whenoe for the probability that a difference as 

great as the observed one. say e, should have occurred by 
chance we have ilt -e(r)l. where r -e/c, and e(x) is the integral 
2N; e(exp zs)iix, given in many treatises. 

13ff.. This sort of abridgment may be extended to other kinds of 
average besides the arithmetic, in particular the median (that point 

which has as many of the given observations above as 
Abride"  below it). By simple induction we know that the 
Alktleds. median of a large sample of observations is a probable 
value for the frue median; how probable is determined as follows 
from a selection of our data. First suppose that all the observa-
tions are of the same weight. If a' were the true median, 
the probability that as many as is + r of the observations should 
fall on either side of that point is given by the normal law for which 
the ereenseni is -era/e. 5  This probability that the observed median 
will differ from the true one by a certain number of observations is 
connected with the probability that they will differ by a certain 
extent of the abscissa, by the proposition that the number of obser-
vations contained between the true and apparent median is equal 
to the small difference between them multiplied by the density of 
observations at the median--in the case of normal and generally 
symmetrical curves the greatest ordinate. This is the second datum 
we require to select. in the case of the normal curve it may be 
calculated from the modulus itself, determined by induction from a 
selection of data. If the observations are not all of the same worth, 
weight may be assigned by counting one observation as if it occurred 
oftener than anotbff. This is the essence of -Laolace's Method 
of Situation.' 

' The use of the cubes is also contrasted with that of the squares 
(only) in this respect: that it is no longer a matter of indifference 
kow many of the original observations we amigo to the batch &which 
the mean constitutes the single (compound)-ebservation. - - -

*The object of the writer s paper on Methods of Statistics" 
in the Jebilee number of the loam.-Shat. Soc, (teas). 

5  See on the use of the inverse method to determine the mode of 
a group, the present writer's paper oa " Probable Errors " in the 
/mien. Sloe Sac, (Sept- 1908). . • • 

Above, par, toa. 
Merle analyturee, 	sepp. p. tea. Aficovira 

bk. iii. art. 40;  on wide), see the notes Bowdich's translation. 
The method may be extended to other perotnt les. See Cenber, 
Brodacktuacsfelikr,1158. Cf. Pail. Meg. (1 	p. 375; and Sheppard, 

1,39. is its dopiest form, where all the given obsereatioas see wi 
equal weight. this method is of wide applicability. Compsreal 
with the genuine inverse method, it isalms>. more coemesinem. 
seldom much less accurate, sometimes even more accurate. U the 
given observations obey the normal law, the precieloo of the mediae. 
is less than the precision of the arithmetic mean by only worse *Ow—
a discrepancy not very serious where only a rough estimate of dm-- 
worth of an average is required. If the observations do not chew 
the normal law-especially if the extremities are alumna, diver-
gent-the precision of the median may be greater than that of the 
arithmetic mean." 

too. Yet another instance of the contrast between genuine ase- 
abridged inversion is afforded by the problem to determine ate 
modulus as well as the mean for a *et of observations Deern 
known to obey the normal law; what the first problem' s
becomes when the coefficient of dispersion is not given. 
By inverse probability we ought in that case, in addition cc 
to the equation dlida = o, to put dP/dc  o.  Whence 
• 2 	- air + (a•  - X0' + &C. + 	- x.)91.1. and 
(a, + s?  &c. + x•/n. This solution differs from that al 
often given in the textbooks* in that there, in the eager ,  • 
c', (n - 1) occurs in the denominator instead of n. The e. 
is explained by thefact that the authorities referred to der 
not by genuine inversion, but by ordinary induction, by a ■ 

which certainly would be fulfilled in the long run, ban- 
express the whole of our data; a condition in this rest. 
equational c to 47(1..e)/e, where e is the difference (tat 
without regard to its sign) between any observation add 
tic mean of all the observations* 

tee Of course the determination of the most pr, 
subject to the speculative difficulties proper to apt, 
which are particularly striking In this case, as it 
natural to take as that constant, of which the v.o• 
equally probable, k( •ec5/2), or even" h( 
weight, as in fact Laplace has done;" yet no two of I 
can be exactly true." 

142. A more convenient determination is oh 
induction by equating the modulus to some ciam. 
group to which it would be equal if the groo 
in particular to the distance from the media ,  
(or point which marks off a certain percestao 
observations) multiplied by a factor correspoi 
obtainable from a familiar table. Mr Sheppar ,  
ing proof" that we cannot by way of percee• 
results for the frequency-constants as by is 
and average square "Ithe method prescribe : 

gas. The same philosophical subtleties, 
complications, meet us when we pass on to 
quaesiia. The problem under this head which u ._ 
exercised the older writers was to determine a number of 
unknown quantities, given a larger number, a, of equa-
Horn involving them. 

144 Supposing the true values approximately known. by substi-
tuting the approximate values in the given equations and expens • rg 
according to Taylor's theorem, there will be obtained for the cerrst-
hens, my x, y..., is linear equations of the form 

ais -Rse• • °ft 
ass-FA' • • els 

where each a and b is a known coefficient, and each f is • 
fallible observation. Suppose that the error to which each is 
liable obeys the normal law, and that the modulus pertaining to each 
observation is the same-which latter condition can be secured by 
multiplying each equation by a proper factor--then if x' and I 
are the true values of the imaesila. the frequency with ulna 
fair' +/ - Ii) assumes different values is green by the equation 
• t/(4 sec') exp - 'the + boi -  hj  %a', where ci is &nauseant which. 

Kay. Soc. (180). 19:, p. 135. mot. where the error inadest 
to is kind of determination is ascertained with much precision. 

Cf. Phil. Mag. (1887). saiv. 2(9 seq.. where the median is Ire- 
seeabedincaseof " discordant " (heterogeneous) observations. if the 
more drastic remedy of rejecting part of the data is maned to 
Sheppard's method of performing that operation may be recom-
mended (Proc. Land. Malls_ Soc. vol. ,st). He prescribes far cases to 
which the median may not be appropriate, namely, the detertninati‘e 
of other frequency-constants besides the mean al the observations 

*Above, par. t34. 
*EA. Airy., Theory of Errors. art. 60. 
• It ts a nice point that the expression for d, which has 	- 

instead of n for denominator, thou there h not the more probable. may yet 
be the more advantageous (sup posing that the were any 'caulk 
difference between the two). Cf. Comb. Pled, Trans. (203), vol. xiv. 
pt . ii.-p.165; and " Probable Errors," how. Stat. Soc. (June 1901). 

- Above. -pas atS. note. 
." TWorie analytigue, snd -sum. ed. 1847,_P-578- 

• "See the -matter discussed in Cantta P 	Tram, loc. cie. 
Sec. 08991. A. 

" Good as tested by a comparison of the mean squares of wan 
ie the frequency-constant determined by the cranpared methods 
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399 
d eat hewn bewailed. may In inferred. as In the siejler eke, 
from • eat el elawervatiosta Similar statements holding toe the 
else equations, the probability that the gives eat of obeireatioos 
f fa  jr..., should have vaulted from a particular system of valor. 
for tr. y la J eey Kea +ha — h/irr?+(ms +be —Arks' Bc 
Mom J le • cooseaes drennused on the mime principle as ie the 
analogous *hinder rem" The continent that P should be a 
masonsan gives ea any knew equations for the detenniention 
of 	. . . as thaw are unknown queens. 

taa. The solution pprrooppeerr to the case where the obeenratioss are 
baton to =Map ecxesding 10 the enamel law may be extended to 
• umereme observations ranging *der any lest. on• the 
which )estify the sea the Method of Least Squares is tr amceetirl 

tZara= simple came, the principle of accenonty win sow 
y the see of the .. d 

 nee. 
 e.g. in the we of two ralatille. putting 

or the tree valise of x and y that point for which the Ann of the 
perprodicebre let tall from it ea sack of • se of lines eeprese•ting 
the gives moat:low (properly weighted) is • esinio•al 

ley. The elder writers 
the 	

haveweammed the OM, in orteradaa- 
eke of one of 	enable* 	Admen to the error In the 

other. Bet theerror of one variable may be regarded 
Meer. as sterralsied with that of another; that is, N the system 
Ctinwilsm id. . Amur the 'elution of the given equations 
whale s'-}4. j+,

. 
... is the real seine, the (scull) values el 

... which trillconcur in the long run of systems from which the 
given set of observatioas melt are normally correlated. From 
the point of view Beeves, in tent% was led to several theorems 
teach are applicable to the now more important case of correlation 
be which 6 and are given (not in general email) deviations from 
the means of two or more correlated member. (organs or attributes) 
forminua normal group. 

leg. To determine the frequency-cements of such • group it is 
proper to proceed on the analogy of the ample cow of onodimen-
doped error. In the case of two dimensions. for instance, the 
probability pi  that a given pair of °Nervations (xi. yi) should 
have reso%rd from • normal group of which the means are e' 
remectively. the standard deviations in and ei and the coefficient of 
narrelatioa r. may be written- 

ittilese.Oestsr I !, !la • Hoc' 	rep —  1E'. 
whoa El . 	— Striti 	(X — x.10,  — 	 (y 	y, 

A similar statement holds for each other pm of obiervations 
(ee). Va. • • with analogous more-soon, for A.  pi ... Whence, 
as in t 	simpler case, we have p, X pot 	x 	(a constant) 
fyr 

	

	the a posteriori probability that the given otoervations should 
have resulted from an assigned system Of the fr000ney.  .onstants. 
The mon°liable norm is determined by making P a masimum, 
and accordingly equating to zero each of the hallos tag expressions-- 

dr dP dP JP dP 

The values of the arithmetic mean and of toe standard deviation 
IOC each variable are what have been obtained in the simple case 

is dimension. The value of r is 2(x'—x.)(Y—y.)1mest.' The 
probable error of the determination is anerned cm the ainemptiost 
that the errors to which it is liable are malt. Such coefbriests 
have already bees calculated for • great number of istersoing cases 
Fr Snorter. the coterie* of correlation between the homes 
e aten and Seam le de. between the right and left imam is old. 
bonne the statures el husbands and wive. • one' 

ten This application al inverse probability to determine coeds-
tiseemelSoeses sad the error to which the determination is liable 
has bee hooey employed by Proimeor Pearme• and other meet 
miters. The use of the normal formula to measure the probable-
ted i•prot•ble—emses incident to sue determinations is Matified 
by easomag akin to that which has been employed in the general 
proof of the law of error.' Profi-oue Norton has peened out ■ 
dree•etance which seems to be ti..1...111 unportamm dm theory 
of eveletkest the the man i  iso to the deterein•ation of 
Milne freatinneyeeselbeents .er ate to be neitually coreelee& 
Mon if a modem inlet ion be made from • certain to nada:10W the 
ceendationeselkient which fits the organs of that re us et to chfier. 
W. the otseinest proper to the complete group at the mese mom 
• some other Iswqrseacyooeffeicats 

I The lee erniark amino aim to the determination of the 
is particular liKOOP of cormlition, by abridged methods 

" Prkerinhe retatmed with telreence to he simple ; foe ire and 
by 

 
the item* rmeerf.t.. where It i the sum of (some or alit the 

Above parr t so. 
'See red. Meg. feel. " On ■ sew Method al R 

l  Obanostioos "I where • compenom respect of coevestiesodrudZ 
aorta-Rey with the feCOIWT/ m.thnd it attempted 

'Corresponding to the k 	of en ta. t e.7 abeam 
*Pearson. Tees. ROT 	. 	p 234 
"Pane, Common el .‘meade scel ed pp ere. am 
'tease. Re,. Sat. (ter' A. via 191 ; 	 li yrs 

Above, par. toy. l ompare the pool of the " 	 Law 
N Cam.— dorm lase to this mope... rase be called. In the piper 
• " Probable Snots." Jens. Sou Se.. (June 190$) 

paritisu (er die seistred &Madam of to valor for epti 
oe attribute measured by the modulus portals*/ to that sietobev. 
mid In is the sure of the values of the other member, which are 
emociated with the etentituetes of Zf. This variety of this method 
is entaisly mach has troublesome, and is perhaps not mach le• 
accurate. than the method prescribed by genuine inversion. 

tat. A method of reiect • data analogous to the use or percentile 
la one *menses Is practised wins. given the frequency of observe. 
doss for each imminent of area, e•g each Os ay, we utilise only 
the frequency for ' 	al areas. Mr Sheppard has given an elegant 
solution of the 	: to led the correlation between two 
attributes. given 	medians L. and M. of a normal group for each 
attribute and the distribution of the total group. as the. 

Blow L, Afro's L, 

Baby, Ak P A 

Above il, A 	. P 

Fe. to. 
If cos D is put for r,_the corillcient of correlation. It is found 

that DeseRI(P+R). nir example, let tbe group of statistics 
reline to dice already 'cited from Prairie Weldon be areastied 
in lour quadrates by • horimmal and • velure line. each of sleet 
separates the total groups into two halves: lined of which equa 
tions prove to be respectively poloist and x estotsts For R we 
have isbo-S. and for P 687• roughly. Whence Do•)(0-66; r at  

to cos texess 	nearly, as it ought: the negative rep  bp:rtn inig 
required by the circumstance that the lower part of Mr 
diagram shown in 66. la corresponds to the upper part of Professor 
WeWon's diagram eown in par. 115.. 

553. Necessity rather than ecosystem* is .onetime the motive 
for resort to percentiles. Prole...ix Pearson• 	the median 
method to determine the correlation between 	 and wires 
in respect of the darkness of eye-colour. a character which does not 
admit of exact graduation: "our numbers meetly refer to certain 
groupings, arranged, it is true, in increasing darkens of colour, but 
in no way correopanding to equal inseam in colour-intensity."'" 
From data of this eon, having ascertained the number of husbands 
wie eye•colours above the sedans tint who marry wives with eye-
colour above the median tile. Professor Poulos Beds 
coefticient of correlation -ino. A general methoc•for determining 
the frequency-constants when the data are, or are taken to be, 
of the integral sort has been given by Proleosor Pearson." Attention 
should also be called to Mr Yule's treatment of die problem by a 
sort al logical calculus Go the lines of Boole and Jeer!" 

151 In the cans of correlation which have been so Inc coasidered. 
it has bees presupposed that the things correlate saga accordieg 
to the sorer law of ors. But sow,suppms the law 
of distribution to be no longer normal: foe lastance. that 
the dots care plans of ay?. fe91131111!Atilli each a pair of """'""'"'" 
members, are no longer grouped in seismic (or cisnalar) nags of 
*wed . that the locus el the maximum y deviation.

ing to am amiened s deviation. is so longer • nefit Inc. llow is the interdependence of them devistsons to be 
lonnelated? It is submitted that such data may be treated as if 
they were normal: by an extension of the Malted of Least Senores. 
ie t ry or more dimendoes" Thus when the amount of pauperism 
together with the amount of outdoor rebel is plot trd in several unions 
there is obtained a distribution far from normal Neverthelessif 
the average pauperism and average outdoor relief are take for 
agerrearci—sav quintettes or decades7of unions taken at random. it 
may be cops: tad that these means • ill conform to the normal law. 
with co. lents rbtalord from the orginai dm., according to the 
rule which is proper to the use of the normal Ise . By obtaining 
averages confut ming to the normal law. as by the simple application 
of the method of least Nunes. se should not indeed have utilised 
the •hole  of our data. but we Jon  p.4  a part of it in a very useful 

▪ Roy. Sft. 11499). A $9.1.o. tag. 
* Above. par t s t. 
r• Cromer 4 .5. wow, pr. 

Tram Roy. S.C. A. vol. es. is this coaneitioe referee 
should also be made to Parson 's theory al " Cootiamory in his 
ttorteese contnbutioo to the" Mathematical Theory of Es eaten 
ansaltro .  Cemanay Roaae.i Mcsiersi. 

a Tear. Ray. Sm. (em). A. re P.337: ( 1 901 ). A. Pn• 
p s i. 

 ANA,. Mt. 1.21. 
Above, per. tits 

.11 Irteri the give set of ■ °brassiere (each oorteraetrur to a 
Paler as the been ay) dam is derived a set of Ls eservatioas 
ca. h obtained by evermore • botch asembesing s of * original 
.eorreation; the ceenereet of roomier.* k ►  the dewed room as 
he same aa that which pertains S. the original Meeltv M 

the standard deviates for the new nem me grit to pas. us. 
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.hale. Although the segresaion-eqmuone obtained would not 
accurately fit the original material, yet they would have • certain 
correspondence thereto. What sort of correspondence may be 
illustrated by an example in gamey of chance, which Prufeslet 
Weldon kindly supplied. Three half-dozen of dice having been 

thrown, the number of dice with 
more than three points in that duzen 
which is made up of the first a ad 
the second half-dozen is taken for y, 
the number of sixes in the dorm 
made up to the first and the third 
half-dozen. is taken for a. Thus 
each twofold observation (ry) is the 
sum of six twofold elements, each of 
which is subject to a law of im- 

lre  ency represented in fig. t3; wh,ie 1  
Ammo outside denote the num- 

ber of- successes of each kind, for the 
ordinate the number of dace with 
more than three points (out of a cast 

FIG. 13. of two dice), for the coordinate the 
number of sixes (out a a cast of two dice, one of which is common 
to the aforesaid cast); and the fames inside denote the comparative 
probabilities of each twofold value (e.g. the probability of obtain-
ing in the first two cast dice each with more than three poiNts. and 
in the second cast two sixes. is 1/72). Treating this law of fre- 
quency acording to the rule which is proper to the normal law, 
we have (for the element) if the sides of the compartments esch s 

r thf 273. 
Whence for the regression-equation which gives the value of the 
ordinate most probably associated with an assigoed value of the 
abscissa we have y tux Xreari v.0-3x; and for the other regression- 
equation, s ,-y/6. Accordingly, in Professor Weldon's statistic*. 
which are reproduced in the annexed diagram, when x-3 the 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 

12 ir 

11 4 3 3 3 1 

10 3 17 is 13 to 4 3 1 

9 12 51 so 61 36 14 5 

II 36 135 I54 *so 64 al s 2 1 

7 74 195 260 In 112 35 5 1 

6  90  844  254 1 79  75 26  3 

5 93 220 230 124 51 8 2 

4  $6  162  137 75 19 4 1 

3 37 56  56  17 6 2 

2 14 23 23 4 3 

1 2 4 

0 

most probable value of y ought to be t. And in .act this expectation 
is verified, x and y being measured along lines drawn through the 
centre of the compartment, which es& to have the maximum of 
comsat, representing the concurrence of one dozen with me sixes 
and another dozen with cis dice having each more than three points, 
the compartment which in fact cowmen 234 (Wean the maximum 
contest). In the absence of observation at x a...3i or y • 6i, 
the rmamion-equations cannot be further verified. At least they 
love begun to be verified by batches composed of eh elements, 
wherein they an not verifiable at all far the simple elements The 
normal formula describes the given statistics as they behave. not 
when by themselves, but when mused in crowds: the regression-
equation does not tell us that if at is the magnitude of one member 
the most probable magnitude of the other member associated there-
with is east. but that if e is the avenge of several samples of the first 
member, thee re" is the most probable average for the specimens 
of the other member associated with those samples. Mr Voles 
proposal to construct mimetic uatiota accord* to the normal 
rule " without troubling to iaur ughs the notanality of the distri-
bution " 1  admits at this among other explanations! Mr Yide's 
own view of the subject ie well worthy of attention. 

• Cf. above. par. els. • inc. Rey. Sm.. eel. 64 p. 417. 
• Orekree. par. Mk 

134. ta tie deteanieatios of the stamlard-clevistioa paper to the 
law el mice (sad other con tans proper to other laws of beggary) 
it commealy happens that besides the inaocuracy, simm.. 
which has been estimated. due to the paucity  of the 
data, there Is an inaccuracy due to their discrete charac- 
ter: the circumstance that measurement, e.g. of human heights, are 
given in comparatively large unite, e.g. inches. while the real objects 
are more perfectly graduated. Mr Sheppard has prescribed a remedy 
for this imperfection. For the standard deviance let se be the 
rough value obtained on the supposition that the observation. 
are masted at intervals of unit length (not spread out oaatinuously. 
as ideal measurements would be); then the proper value, the mean 
integral of deviation spared. say ( 0.).. ).....Nmf, where A is the la* 
of • unit, e.g. an inch. It is not to be objected to this carmen.. 
that it becomes obituary when it is lees than the probable erect to 
which the measurement is liable oa account of the paucity of ohm-
memo. For, as the correction is always in one &rectum, that of 
subtraction, it tends is the long run to be advantageous eves though 
masked in ppartnicular instances by Ismer fluctuating ernes.. 

:55. Profmoor Pearson has given  a beautiful application of the 
theory of correlation to test the empirical evidence that • gives 
group coda?. to a proposed formula, e.g. the normal pinarsseY 
li?pposuigf 	the constants of the proposed function to 

be known—in the case of the normal law the 
metic mean and modulus—we could determine the -- 
position of any percentile, s.g• the median. say a. Now the 
liability that if say sample numbering a were taken at 
from the eompiete group, the median of the sample. a'. would fie at 
such • distance from a that there should be r observed/me bans 

and a' is 1.477; asp-m ■le. 111  

U. then, any observed set has an excess which makes the above 
written integral very small, the set has probably not been formed 

a random selection from the supposed given complete group. 
To extend this method to the case of two, or generally 5, percentiles. 
forming (n + ) compartments, it must be observed that the CAMPOS 
my e and e', are not independent but correlated. To Measure the 
probability of obtaining a pair of exce. ,  respectively as large as 
e and e', we have now (corresponding t ,  he extremity of the pro-
bability.curve in the simple case) the lid content of a certain 
probability-surface outside the curve • equal probability which 
passes through the points on the plane ; issignad by e. e' (and the 
other data). This double, or in general multiple, integral. say P. is 
expressed by Professor Pearson with great elegance in terms of 
the quadratic factor •  called by him e. which forms die exponent of 
th.- expression for the probability that a particular system of the 
va , of the correlated e, e', dr., should °recur- 

P -.43T-ledx + 	+4+ 	+ 1.3 . s IC.; a)] • 
when • is add; with an expression different in fors. but 
coincideset in remit, when n is even. The practical reek de= 
from this general theorem may this be stated. Find from the gives 
observations the probable values of the coefficients pertaialng ee 
the formula which is supposed to represent the observance's. 
Caicalate from the coefficients a certain number. my a, of perceaulos; 
thereby dividing the given set into 4- sections, se of which. 
according to calculation, ought to contain say sit of the observations. 
whale on fact it contains se. Put e for se--es• then x1 -2;1 
Professor Pewee has given in an appended table the values of P 
corresponding to values of n + t op to so, and values of le up to ye. 
He does not comsat that there is some laxity involved in the circus-
stance that the coefficients employed are not known tamely. end, 
inferred 	

i 
 with probabilit .1  

egg Here s one of 	 Noma% illusteations. The tale 
on next pap gives the distribution of two shots fired at a line is • 
t
to
arget. the hits bei in belts drawa on the tenet 

the lima. They'   
arranged 

 normal dietributioa " is obtained from 
'normal carve, of which the coefficients OW deteneised from the 
observations. From the value d ie. viz. 4541.  and d (1•4• 1?* 
viz. t t, we deduce, with sufficient accuracy from Professor PaltIO• ■ 
table. or more exactly from the formulae's which the table is= 
that p...000,008, • • . " la ether words •  if shots are diet 
on ■ target aorording to the normal law, then mica • distramtion 
as that coed could only be expected to occur as as average seam 
is or t6 times ia ro,000,000 times." 

t37. " Such a distribution " is this agrunsent mum he inter-
meted as a distribution Ise which it is clawed that the The 
observations are all independent of each other. Suppose oftease 
that there were only on independent observations, the "W." 
remainder being merely duplicates of these 3oo. Thee in the above 

Just as the removal of a tax testis to be in the loss run beneficial 
to the consumer. though the bowie on any particular eanesioa may 
be masked by fluctuations of price due to other ceases. 

e Pkil.  eg M 
tfill 

P. (July. sows). 	8  A• shows sbows..gwor. too. 
I  Lac. 	p.  

er 

41 4, 
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Generating Functions." Not all pasts of the book are as rel 
as the Introduction (published separately as Essai pkilosoph : • rotiabiistir) and the fourth and subsequent chapters of the 
book. Among numerous general treatises E.. Ceuber's Walt 
lakkeirstiscersr (ilkpo) may be noticed as terse. lucid and abc 
in references. Other authorities may be mentioned in rela 
the different parts of the subject as above divided. First pr 
are discussed with remarkable acumen by J. Venn in Leek./ 
(1st ed., 1876, 3rd ed., 1888) and by J. v. Krics in Prier's 
Waloscheinlickkettirechnnag (1886). As a repertory of oea 
lems involving the calculation of probability and expo 
%V. A. Whitworth's Choice and Chance (5th ed.. tool), am 
Exercises ... is Choice and Chance (1897) &serve mention. I 
advantage is afforded in nearly as pleat perfection by more c 
pensive works. Bertrand's Caked der yrobabilites (1889) a 
in choice examples, while it excels in almost every other 

of the subject. Special mention is also deserved by H. Po 
Cakssi des probabilats (k(nu professes, 1893-i894). On 
peonnetrical probability Professor Morgan Crofton is one 
highest authorities. His paper on " Local Probability " 
Teams. (1868). and on " Geometrical Theorems." Pre,. Land Soc. (188 ). 	should be read in connexion with the sec 
" Local 	 " in his article on " Probability " in 
edition of the Escy. Brit., from which section several part 
have been transferred on bloc to the section on 
APPIkations in the present article. The topic is veal 

ively by Czuber m Geometrische IVahrscheintichkei6 
Tehimeten (1884). Czuber is also to be mentioned as the 

Arrarie der Beofradanngsfehter, in which he has reprodocer 
improvement. or referred to. almost everything of imp 
,ork of his predecessors. A. L Bowley'sElorter4s of St 

1 ed., tow), forms an introduction to the law of erro 
! vglIlner manly yet far. References to other writ 

I son Lot Part 11. above. A list of writings Oa the 
' hod of least squares, has been given by hferrima 

vol. iv.). On laws of frequency, as above t 
inert is the highest authority. His Contril 
-al 114y of Evolution,' of which twels 
•sr. 	SK. (1894-1903) and others ar 

'Pala Company. teem with new thin 
(F. Y. 

late, the " proving ^ flat. Jiro& 
' , -tion of the English ecclesd 

.': of personality is discussed 
Act 1857 transferred the 

itentious of all ecdesi, 
Hsi courts to the cc 

a judge and regist 
rights in tent= 
^mons, and 'ale 

wee given to 
•, 1 was ouch 

•e old o 

where Si is (the norm, .1 r . r the 
77.-717"9•  

x and y are (as before) co-ordinates seass,..., 
gravity of the group as origin, each referrer, .„ „ 
modulus; r is the ordinary coefficient of 	 ' 
vale of the cubes a', salt is the mean value a 
ao on; all these Its bang quantities of an 
This form lends itself readily to the determinat 
nation to the tegrwooavrve. which is the leer 
is  the  man probable value of the ordinate corrow..,.4  
assig.  wed value of a. Form the logarithm of the *bow 
mesmon (for the froluentransf ace); sod differentiate thw 

with respect to x. The required locus is given by 

• Above, 9 503, referring to Todbuntet. History art, 
third (or second additional term ) approximation or tks t, 
given explicitly by Professor Pearson, Trees. Roy. Soc. (1 

footnote of p. 347. will be (mind to agree with the. general 
above given. when it is observed that the correction ate 

abseenlo low, his 3ris disappaus in his formula t=ision. 

• leers. Stet. 	(1899), p. 550, ode:rime to 	Tn 
Soc. ( !Sol). A. 

• Preciosity no doubt the law is not available beyond 
or fourth approaimation. for • reason given by Pearson. w 
once to his generalized probability-curve. that the probe 
incident to the determination of tbe higher momenta bean 
peat. 

o This consideration does not present the determinatic 
true inewents from the amplest set of observations it holm 
accenting as the system of elements MUM more or bees 
arum conditios- 
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differ•add to ado (the seceitl defireediff bring always negative). 
The resulting equation is of the form 

yra—T — — zffty — wo, 
where T. a, a, t are all small, linear functions of the k's. As y la 
nearly equal to r x, it is legitimate to substitute r a for y, when y is 
multiplied by • small coefficient. The curve of regression thus 
reduces to a parabola with equation of the form 

y —T mrx—qe; 
where q is a linear function of the third mean powers and momenta 
of the given group. 

163. Dissection of certain Hdaogeneons Groups. —Under the 
head of law of error may be placed the ease in which statistics 
relating to two (or more) different types, each separately con-
forming to the normal law, are mixed together; for Instance, 
the measurements of human heights in a country comprising 
two distinct races. 

In this case the 'smite are the constants in a curve al the foeas; 
w • (I/ 47c.i) exp — (x —arks' +P(1/47.21) exp — (s — brie?, 

where a and ft are the proportionate sizes of the two groups 
(e+ a 1); a and b are the respective centres of gravity; and c 11 

 the respective moduli. The data are measurements each of which 
relates to one or other of these component curves. A splendid 
solution of this difficult problem has been given by Professor Pearson. 
The five unknown quantities are connected by him with the centre 
of gravity of the given observations, and the mean second; third, 
fourth and fifth powers of their deviations from that centre of gravity, 
by certain rational algebraic equations, which reduce to an equation 
in one variable of the ninth dimension. In an eszunple worked by 
Professor Pearson this fundamental equation had three possible 
roots, two of which gave very fair solutions of the problem, while the 
third suggested that there might be a Negative solution, importing that 
the given system would be obtained by subtracting one of the normal 
groups from the other; but the coefficients for the negative solution 
proved to be imaginary. " In the case of crabs' foreheads, therefore, 
we cannot represent the frequency carve for their forehead length as 
the difference of two normal curves." In another case, which prim! 
facie seemed normal. Professor Pearson found that " all nine roots 
of the fundamental flank lead to imaginary solutions of the problem. 
The best and most accurate representation is the normal curve.' 

164. This laborious method of separation seems best suited to 
cases in which It is known beforehand that the statistics are a mix-
ture of two normal groups, or at least this is strongly suggested by 
the two-beaded character of the given group. Otherwise the less 
troublesome generalized law of error may be preferable, as it is appro-
priate both to the mixture of two—not very widely different—normal 
groups, and also the other cases of composition. Even when • 
group of statistics can be broken up into two or three frequency 
curves of the normal—or not very abnormal—type, the group may 
yet be adequately represented by a single curve of the " generalized " 
type, provided that the heterogeneity is not very great. not great 
sough to prevent the constants ki. It,. k,, 	from being small. 
Thus, suppose the given 	p to consist of two wind-  curves 
each having the same 	ulus r, and that the distance between the 
centres is considerable, so considerable as just to cause the central 
portion of the total group to become saddle-backed. This pheno-
menon sets in when the distance between the centre of gravity of the 
system and the centre of either component Ir.' Even is this 
use ks is only —alas ; kr is 045 (the odd k's are sere). 

Section 11.—Last of Frequency. 
165. A formula much more comprehensive than the corrected 

normal kw is proposed by Professor Pearson under the nu 
designation of the " generalised probability-corm." w eseseer6 
The ground sad mope of the new law cannot be Fierier twoiPmea. 
stated than in the words of the author: " The slope of aelay 
the normal curve is given by a relation the form 	ewe m" 

t et, _ 
5 

The slope of the curve correlated to the skew binomial, as the 
normal curve to the symmetrical binomial, is given by a relation of 
the form 

x 

Finally the slope of the curve correlated to the hypergeometrlad 
series (which reprises a probability distribution in which the 
contributory causes are not independent. and not equally likely to 
give equal deviations in excess and defect), as the above curves to 
their respective binomials, is given by a relation of the form 

1  Cf. Journ. Stat. Soc. (1899). Lxii. 131. A similar substitution of 
the generalized law of error may be recommended in preference to 
OW method of trassiaturg • normal law of error (putting stwf(x). 
when a obeys the normal law of error) suggested by the present 
tireey(ifeesra. Star Soc., 1898), and independently by Professor 3. C. 

(Skew Pregnancy Curses, 1903).  

	

td 	a  
+eat" 

This latter curve CO 	" 	as special Cain,  and, so 
far as my investitir ,..11, 	c  ), 	inc, practically covers all 
amnogeneolu watistacs that I have had to deal with. Something 
still more general may be conceivable, but I have found no necessity 
for it." The " hypergeometrical series," it should be ezpisined, 
had appeared as representative of the distribution of black balls," 
In the following case. " Take a balls in a bag, of which pa are black 
and qs are white, and let r balls be drawn and the number of black 
be recorded. If r >pn. the range of black balls will lie between o and 
PM: the resulting frsquency•pol> gun i given by a setrical 
series." 

Further reasons in favour of his construction are given by Professor 
Pearson in • later paper.. " The immense majority, if not the total-
ity, of frequencydistributions in homogeneous material show, when 
the frequency is indefinitely increadd, • tendency to give a smooth 
curve ritaractedud by the following properties. (i.) The frequency 
starts from zero, increases slowly or rapidly to a maximum and then 
falls again to zero—probably at • quite different rate--sa the charac-
ter for which the frequency is measured is steadily increased. This 
is the almost universal uninsodal distribution of the frequency of 
homogeneous series (ii.) In the next place there is generally 
contact of the frequency-curve at the extremities of dm range. 
These characteristics at once suggest the following of frequency 
curve, if yes measure the frequency falling between a and a-1-11x7,— 

51.y+s 
dx 	F

)
(x) • • ' 

Now let us assume that F(x) can be expanded by Maclaurin's theorem. 
Then our differential equation to the frequency will be 

s 
be+bix +bast+ • • • 

Experience shows that the form (a) I" keeping Is. hr. 	only '1 
suffices for certainly the great bulk of frequency distributions." 

566. The " generalized, probability-aim " presents two main 
forms 6 .— 

	

7.• Ye( 	
tan-W 

I —xiar/Ks. 
fa. and y ystr+0iimme 

When ei, w. a are all finite and positive. the first form represents. 
in general, • skew curve. with limited range in both directions; In 
the particular case, when a, we,. a symmetrical curve, with range 
limited in both directions. If ovnes the curve reduces to 

ywys(a +x/a,"41 e"..) ; 
representing an asymmetrical binomial with P ■ 201.10.. and 
2, Mr--arr./m. " and s.. being respectively the mean senand 
and mean third power of deviation measured from the centre of 
gravity. In the particular case, when a, is small, this form reduces 
to what is above called the " quasi-normal " curve; and when po Is 
zero. a. becoming infinite. to the simple normal curve. The pregnant 
general form yields two less familiar shapes apt to represent curves 
of the character shown in figs. ta and 15—the one occurring in • 

FIG. 54, 	 Flo. 15, 
good number of instances, such as infant deaths, the values of houses. 
the number of petals in certain flowers; the other less familiarity 
illustrated by Conromptmay and Madmen" The wend 'dodos 
relweedits • skew curve with unlimited range in both directions! 
Professor Pearson has successfully applied these formulae to • number 
of beautiful specimens culled in the most diverse fields of scathe. 
tics. The flexibility with which the generalized probability-carve 
adapts itself to every variety of existing groups no doubt gives it • 
great advantage over the normal curve, even in its extended form. 
It is only in respect of a priori evidence that the latter can claim 
precedence, 

t67. Skew Correlation. —Professor Pearson has extended  his  
Thnii• Roy. SA,- (1895). A. p. 	381. 	I Ibid. p. 

.1 " Mathematical Contributions to the Theory of Evolution " 
(Drapers' Cowpony Rewords Memoirs. Diametric Sin*, II.), aiv. 4. 

pp.. 7, 	• Ibid. p. 36_7 
Pearson, 	

. 
p. 364. and Prot. Roy. Soc. 

A lucid exposition of Professor Pearsoa's various methods in 

riven W. Paha Wawa in Frequency-corm and Condoles 

T.7own. Stet. Set. Deco). p. po6. 
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Insthed to finquanty-loci of two oimemAssast constructing for 
the curve of regression (as a substitute for the normal right 
fins), in the use of " skew correlation," a parabola,' with 
C01115•1111 based on the higher moments of the given group. 

168. In this connexion reference may again be made to Mr 
Yule's method of treating skew surfaces as if they were normal. 
It L certainly remarkable that the correlation should be so well 
represented by a line—the property of a normal surface—in 
cases of which Donnelly cannot be predicated: for instance, 
the Juridics of the number of husbands (or wives) living at 
eachage who have wives (or husbands) living at different ages.' 
It may be suggested that though in this case there is one dominant 
cause, the continual decrease of the population, inconsistent 
with the plurality of causes postulated for the law of error, yet 
there is a sufficient degree of accidental variation to realize one 
property at least of the normal locus. 

tha. There is possibly an extensive class ci phenomena of 
which frequency depends largely on fortuitous causes, yet not 
Dam*, so completely as to present the genuine law of error.• 
erogreere This mixed class of phenomena might be amenable 
Preuriace to • kind of law of frequency that would be different 

from, yet have some affinity to, the law of error. 
Nem The double character may be taken as the definition 
of the laws proper to the present section. The definition of 
the clam is more distinct than its extent. Consider for example 
the statistics which represent the numbers out of • million born 
that die is each year of age after thirty of forty—the latter 
part of the column in a life-table. These are well represented by 
a species of Professor Pear son's "generalized probability-curve," 
his type iii. of the form 

ymye (t +xlaft: 
The statistics also lend themselves to the Gomperts-Makeham 
formula for the number living at the age 

4 

The former law, the simplest species of the " generalised 
probability-curve," may well be attributed in part to the 
operation of a plexus of muses such as that which is apt to 
generate the law of error. In fact, a high authority, Professor 
Lexis, has seen in these statistics—or continental statistics 

seateria—a fulfilment of the normal law of error' They 
at least fulfil tolerably the generalized law of error above 
described. But the Gomperte-Makeham formula is not thus to 
be accounted for; at least it is not thus that it was regarded by 
its discoverers. Gomperts justifies his law' by a" hypothetical 
deduction congruous with many natural effects," such as the 
exhaustion of air by a pump; and Makeharn follows' in the same 
track of explanation by way of natural laws. Of course it is 

not denied that mortality is subject to accident. But the 
Gomperts-Makeharn law purports to be fulfilled in spite of, not 
by reason of, fortuitous agencies. Thd formula is accounted 
for not by the Interaction of fleeting causes which is character-
Uric of probability, but by causes of that ordir.ary kind of which 
the Investigation constitutes the greater part of natural science. 
Leon of frequency thus conceived do not belong to the theory of 
Probabilities. 

A•rstoarrms.—As • comprehensive and masterly treatment 
of the  sobteet as • whole. In rts philosophiesl as well a. mat hiona , ,,  at 
character, there is making similar or second to Laplace's riione 
onalyssere du preirstrdwes. But this " ne plus ultra of mathematical 

and power" as it is called by Ile:. hel (E..iiidoogi Amen. 
itso' is not ea.). reading. Much of its du:, utty ,nn• ted with 
the use of a mathematical method wItkli is now aim wt superwet ,d, 

• Contributions," No lie. above cittsI). 
'Nue the sariardabolla as Slut po•ro•ed at par. 162 

	

a Celina! 4 	 god Maks Crewel Report (rod. 	p. "76 

	

Cf p 70, as to 	rationale of the phenomenon 
A good eaample of the suggested blend between law and char< e 

is presented by an hypothists which Beeline (in a passage rrferr,4 to 
above. per 07)  has ,eoposed to amount for Pareto'stncono curve. 

6  " Cootributiusw No it Pall Trans.(1873). vol 186. .‘ 
larsia, Massersetarlemessoin. 146. CI. Vona. cued •bow. par. t se. 

' Peat. Treat. 0-sp. 
• Amerces. Afortasee (1(166). si yS  

Functions." Not an parts of tie hook are as rewarding 
as the Introduction (published separately as 	philosophies( de, 
mrtaisitris) and the fourth and subsequent 	• stern of the second 

Among numerous general treatises 	Aber's Wahrschern- 
hchkestaheone (1899) may be noticed at ter 	id and abounding 
in references. Other authorities may be m 	.. ,ed in reLltion to 
the different parts of the subject as above d 	First principles 
are discussed with remarkable acumen by J. L, ens in Lenc of Chance 
Us. ed., 1876, 3rd ed., I $148) and by J. v, l<ries in Principe"! der 
Wahrschevaluilertsrechno ■g (1586). As a 1. nary of 17.4l prob- 
lems involving the calculation of peobal 	, and expo:tation 
W. A. Whitworth's Choice and Chance Ott 	. loot). and 1:CC. 
Exercises . 	Choice and Chance (1897)&1 	mention. But this 
advantage is afforded in nearly as great perf 	by more compre- 
hensive works. Bertrand's Caked des prof 	(181.9) abounds 
in choice examples, while it excels io alms 	sery other branch 
of the subject. Special mention is also des 	I by II Poiewarri 
Ciskei des prehatralais (leforu professes. 	s '4)0. On 1,,..1 or 
geometrical probability Professor Morgan Crofton is one of the 
highest authorities. His paper ' Local Probrlility " is Pad. 
Trans. (1868), and on " (komctrical Theorems," Proc. Land. Mash. 
So c (18877), yid.. should be ri ad in connexion with the nation on 
" Local ProhaMlity " in his article on " Probability - in the 9th 
edition of the &my. Bra.. from which section several paragraphs 
have been transferred Ira hoc to the section on Geometrical 
Applications in the present article. The topic is treated ex-
haustively by Ctuber in Geornetri ■ the Wahrickesnikkkeiten and 
Matelwortee 0884). (-tuber is abo to be mentioned as the author 
of 7 /wane der ifrobachte ■ rifehkr. in which he has reprodoced, often 
with improvement, or ret,•red to. almost everything of importance 
in the work of his pred,se.son►  X L. Bosley's Elements of Stmt.:us, 
pt. 2 (2nd ed., Iona), forms an introdis ton to theta.. dente s bit h 
lads the beginner easily. yet far. References to other writers are 
given in Section 1. of Part 11. above. A list of writings oo t he cogrute 
topic, the method of least squares, has been given by Merriman Cow-
■ertieet Trans. vol. iv ). On Lsw. of frequency, as above dehni.d. 
Professor Karl Pearson lathe highest authority. His" Contributi, , ns 
to the hlathernaikal theory of Lvolotion,' of which twelse have 
appeared is the Tress. R14  S., . (t 894- 1903) and others are being 
published by the Drapers Company, teem with new theories is 

F. 	) PROBATE. in English law, the " proving " (Lat. (Onsturie L)01 
a will. The early jurisdiction of the English ecclesiastical 
courts over the probate of wills of personality is discussed under 
WILL The Court of Probate Act sgss transferred the juris-
diction both voluntary and contentious of all ecclesiastical, 
royal peculiar, peculiar and manorial courts to the court of 
probate thereby constituted, created a judge and registrars of 
that court, abolished the old exclusive rights in testamentary 
matters of the advocates of Doctors' Commons, and laid down 
rules of procedure. Contentious jurisdict ion was given to county 
courts when the personal estate of the deceased was under L:oo 
in value. The Judicature Act 187s merged the old court of 
probate in the probate divorce and admiralty division of the 
High Court of Justice. The division now consists of the presi. 
dent and one other judge. The practice of the division is mai..ly 
regulated by the rules of the Supreme Court ISA 3. Appeals 
lie to the court of appeal and thence to the House of Lords. 
Probate may be taken out either in asenasew or solemn form. 
In the former case, which is adopted when there is no di Tote as 
to the validity of the will, the court simply recognizes the will 
propounded as the last will of the deceased. This formality 
is necessary to enable the executor to administer the estate of 
his testator. Probate in this form is granted simply as • 
ministerial act II the attestation clau,e declares that the formali-
ties of the Wills Act have been complied with, or if other evidence 
to that effect is produced. Such grant is liable to revocation, 
but it is provided that any person dealing with an executor 
on the faith of a grant of probate in common form, shall not be 
prejudiced by its revocation_ The executor may within airty 
years be called upon to prove in solemn form, or • person who 
doubts the validity of the will propounded may enter • caveat 
which prevents the executor proving lot six months and the 
caveat may be macs n1 each six months. The executor may 
however take out a strr.mons to get the caveat " subducted " or 
withdrawn, but if an appear:Ng to the summons is tr.tc..c1 

*Thew ialtials do not applj to vestals paeuges ia the a: - re 
ankh. namely. the greater port of •o. lir 41. 52. 62 and 7:. a• 
almost the *hole of theath wets,. P.n I (par. 76-op. whoa
have bees atkvied from the arts Ie • • Prot...Misty " r the rah ediason 
of tieing. Brei...wriste• b INOICSOIN Homes Carlson. 
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rotor Is then compelled 
cast form is a judgment 

coded, and is only revoc- 
In order, therefore, to 

.■ be taken by action, and 
the will, and the action 

erg as to probate are these. 
safer Act 1897 must be taken 
wills of personalty, may be 

or in a district registry, and 
firths after the testator's death. 
ill is not now invalid, as was once 

tau 	 sm testament() none= is granted. 
The same ... 	 where the executor renounces or 
dies intestate helm,. 	.ering the estate of the deceased. 
After probate, the probate ...elf (as the official copy of the will 
is called) becomes evidence, the original will being deposited in 
the principal registry at Somerset House, London. On grant 
of probate, estate duty, denoted by a stamp on the affidavit 
sworn for that purpose, is payable. It varies according to the 
amount at which the estate of the deceased is fixed by the 
oath of the executor (see ESTATIL Durv). The act of z88: 
enables any officer of inland revenue to grant probate where the 
personal estate does not exceed boo. 

helavd.— In 1867 an act on lines similar to the English act was 
passed for Ireland and under the Irish Judicature Act of 1877 the 
then existing court of probate a -as merged in the High Court of 
Justice. 

Scotland.—Confirmation includes both the probate and letters of 
administration of English procedure. Without confirmation by 
the court interference by the executor becomes a vicious intro-
mission. Originally confirmation of testaments of movables fell. 
as in England. under the cognizance of the church courts. Such 
jurisdiction certainly existed at the time of region' majestatern. 
This ecclesiastical right continued through the commissary court 
at Edinburgh (constituted by Queen Mary in t363). and the local 
commissaries, until modern times when the jurisdiction of the courts 
was at first transferred and then abolished by a series of enactments 
from the Commissary Courts Act 1823 to the Sheriff Courts Act 
1876. The act of 1823 placed the commissary jurisdiction in the 
sheriff courts; by the act of 1876 the sheriffs sit as sheriffs in 
testamentary matters, no longer as commissaries. Confirm ition 
of wills where the whole estate is under boo is regulat, ' by 
the Customs and Inland Revenue Act 188i and other act , . An 
elk is an addition to a confirmation mad,  on discover) of 
additional effects of the deceased after confiri. _ _ n. 

United States.—Probate is granted in some states by the 
ordinary chancery or common law courts, but more frequently 
by courts of special jurisdiction, such as the prerogative court 
in New Jersey, the surrogates' court in New York, the orphans' 
court in Pennsylvania. 

In • great majority of the states the onginal equitable juris-
diction over administrations is in all ordinary cameo—without any 
special circumstances such as fraud, or without any other equitable 
feature such as trust—either expressly or practically abrogated. 
The courts of equity, in the absence of such special circumstances 
or distinctively equitable features, either do not possess or will not 
exercise the jurisdiction, but leave the whole matter of administra- 
tions to the special probate tribunals " . . . so that " unless the 
case involves some special feature or exceptional circumstances 
of themselves warranting the interference of equity, such as 
fraud. waste, and the like, or unless it is of such an essential 
nature that • probate court Is incompetent to give adequate 
relief, or is one of which the probate court having taken 
cognisance has completely miscarried and failed to do justice 
by its decree, the courts of equity will refuse to interpose and to 
exercise whatever dormant powers they may possess, but will 
leave the subject matter and the parties to the statutory forum 
which the legislature plainly regarded as sufficient and intended 
to be practically exclusive " (Rice Prolate Law, PP  and 3). 

Probate courts are In most if not all the states courts of 
record, having a public seal and a clerk (or the judge has authority 
to act as derk); they Issue process and execute their decrees by 
appropriate officers in the same manner as the common law and 
chancery courts. They sit at stated terms. They have power 
to punish for contempt, and to compel obedience to their orders 
and decrees, and their judgments upon matters within their 
jurisdiction an outmost totally by the same means as ammo  

law and chancery courts (Noemen's Low of Adveisistrallow, 
i 1 45). 

Jurisdiction as to wills and their probate as such is neither 
included in nor excepted out of the grant of judicial power to 
the courts of the United States (i.e. the Federal as distinguished 
from the state courts). So far as it is er parte and merely 
administrative it is not conferred, and it cannot be exercised by 
them at all until in a case at law or in equity its exercise becomes 
necessary to settle a controversy by reason of the (diverse) 
citizenship of the parties. An action to set aside the probate of 
a will of real estate may be maintained in a Federal court when 
the parties on one side are citizens of a different state from the 
parties on the other side (Ellis v. Davis, toe U.S. Reports, 485). 
Probate in solemn form, i.e. after due notice to all parties in 
interest is the almost universal form in use in the United States. 
One reason for this no doubt is that all documents affecting 
title to real estate must be recorded and probate in solemn form 
concludes all parties to the proceeding and thus tends to establish 
the title to all real estate passing under the will. 

In the United States wills of real property must be separately 
proven in the proper probate court in each state in which the 
real property is situated, unless statute dispenses with separate 
probate (each state being " foreign " to every other for this 
purpose). Copies of such will and probate should be filed also 
in the office of the register of deeds of each county in the state 
in which any real property belonging to the testator I situated. 

In the state of New Jersey it has been held that an unprobated 
will is capable of conveying an interest in the property devised, and 
when a conveyance is made under a power in the will before probate 
a subsequent probate validates the conveyance (1906, Mosley v. 
Mackey, 63 Atl. Rep. 984). 

In Illinois a court of equity has no inherent power to entertain 
a bill to contest a will (1906 ; O'Brien v. Bonfield, 220 III. Rep. 210). 

In MitIoUri a foreign (New York) will of real estate in Missouri, 
probate of which was duly recorded in Missouri. cannot be collaterally 
attacked, and cannot be set aside by direct proceeding after being 
filed for record more than five years in Missouri (1907; Cokes v. 
Herbert, loo So. W. Rep. 84). 

PROBATION. The probation system, in penology, is ac 
attempt to reform a prisoner outside prison, a special kind of 
warder—the probation officer—supervising the prisoner in the 
prisoner's own home. The state of Massachusetts in America 
was the first to attempt " probation," and at first (t878) in a 
tentative manner. As success crowned the efforts of the re-
formers the system was developed and applied to an increasing 
number of cases; and gradually other American states followed 
with some variations in their plans. The probation officers 
attend the court and the judge officially gives up the prisoner 
to the officer chosen to supervise him, generally explaining to 
the prisoner that, if be is not obedient to all the rules made for 
him by the officer, he will be returned to court and prison will 
be his fate. An officer generally has from sixty to eighty cases 
under his care. Women officers are in charge of women and 
boys and girls under eighteen. A probation officer has a special 
area of the town allotted to him and usually gets all prisoners 
from that area. He acquires an intimate knowledge of the 
physical, economic and social surroundings in which his prisoner 
lives. He is therefore well fitted to watch him and to help him 
to become once more a decent citizen. He gradually gives him 
back his liberty and remove. restrictions until he Is capable of 
living a decent life alone. The powers of the probation officer 
are necessarily very peat. The prisoner continues his work Is 
before, but the officer visits his factory or workshop and arranges 
to receive his wages each week, passing over the greater part of 
them to the wife to keep up the borne, giving a very steal) scam 
to the prisoner for personal expenses, and retaining  t  small 
sum, which Is paid back to the prisoner when be becomes • free 
man. 

The advantages claimed for the probation system are these, 
that • number of Independent well-paid probation officers, 
chosen for their knowledge of human nature and their skill 
in reforming k, ears give pessonal attention to individual ems; 
the stigma of prison Is avoided, and while great care is taken 
that the prisoner shall be strictly controlled and effectively 



FIG. I.—Longitudinal Sections of the Crowns of Molar Teeth of 
various Proboecideans, showing stages in the gradual modification 
from the simple to the complex form. The dentine is indicated 
by transverse lines, the cement by • dotted surface, and the 
enamel is black. 

I, Mastodon oneerinneos• 	111, Ekpites airborne; 
Eiephas (Stegodon) known; 	IV,. Ekpisas peisnigewiss. 

to the circumference in opposite directions, and forming by their 
decussations curvilinear lozenges, as in the " engine-turning " of 
the case of a watch. The enamel-covering in existing species is 
confined to the extreme apex, and very soon wears off, but in some 
extinct species it forms persistent longitudinal bands of limited 
breadth. The tusks have small milk-predecessors, shed at an early 
age. 

As regards the cheek -teeth, these are composed in the mastodons 
of a variable number of entunekovered transverse ridges, often 
divided Into inner and outer columns, which may partially alternate, 
and complicated by smaller additional columns; taut in the unworn 
tooth they stand out freely on the surface of the crown, with deep 
valleys between (fig. t, I). In the elephants the ridges are increased 
in number, and consequently become narrower from before back-
wards, while they are greatly extended in vertical height. In order 
to give solidity to what would otherwise be • comb-like tooth, the 
whole structure is enveloped and united in • large mass of cement, 
which completely fills the valleys, and gives a general smooth appear-
ance to the unworn tooth; but as the wear consequent upon the 
masticating pr---- 3 proceeds, the alternate layers of tissue of 
different hard , —cement, dentine and ena met—% h ic h a re 
disclosed upon the surface form a fine and efficient grinding instru-
ment. The intermediate stages between the molar of a modern 
elephant and that of a mastodon are so fully known that it is not 
possible to draw a definite line between the two types of tooth-
structure (see fig. I, il, Ill, IV). 

As regards the mode of succession, that of modern elephants 
Is very peculiar. During the complete lifetime of the animal there are 
but tax check-teeth, which it will be convenient to allude to as 
ab,  tall, on each side of each jaw, with occasionally a rudimentary 
or in front, completing the typical number of seven. The la,t 
three represent the molars of ordinary mammals, those in free' 
are milk-molars, which are never replaced by permanent successors. 
the whole series gradually moving forwards in the jaw, and the teeth 
be-orning worn away and their remnants cast out in front, while 
de dopment of others proceeds behind. The individual teeth 
ar so large, and the processes of growth and destruction by wear 
ta place so slowly, that not more than one, or portions of two. 
tee' h are ever in place and in use on each side of each jaw at one time. 
and the whole series of changes coincides with the usual duration 
Of the animal's lire. On the other hand, the earlier representations 
of the proboscidean series referred to below have the whole 
of the cheek-teeth in place and use at one time, and the milk-molars 
vertically displaced by premolars In the ordinary fashion. Among 
mastodons transitional forms occur In the mode of accession as 
well as in structure, many specks showing • vertical displacement 
of one or more of the milk-molars. and the same has been observed 
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restrained, his self-respect Is carefully developed; the family 
benefits, the home is not brokers up, the wages still come in, 
and if the prisoner is a mother and a wife, it is, of course, moat 
important that she should retain her place in the home; the 
prisoner does not " lose his job " nor his mechanical skill if he 
is a skilled wodunan. Lastly, the system is far cheaper than 
Imprisonment. The prisoner. keeps himself and his family, 
and one officer can attend to from 6o to So prisoners. 

In the United Kingdom the probation system has been applied 
to young offenders by the Prevention of Crime Act tea. That 
act empowered the prison commissioners to place offenders on 
licence from the Borstal Institution (see JUVENILZ 017EIMERS) 
at any time after six months (in. the case of • female, three 
months), if satisfied that there was a reasonable probability" of 
their abstaining from crime and leading a useful and industrious 
life. The condition of their release is that they be placed under 
the supervision or authority of some society or person (named 
in the licence) willing to take charge of the cue. This is, of 
course, only a limited application of the system of probation, 
for those detained in • Borstal Institution arc offenders between 
the ages of sixteen and twenty-one who have been convicted of 
an indictable offence. It does not apply to those of full age, 
nor to those under twenty-one years of age who have been com-
mitted to prison for minor offences. It has been long held by 
English prison reformers that young persons under the age of 
twenty-one should not be committed to prison, unless for serious 
offences, but that they should be put under some system of 
probation. Legislation to this effect was foreshadowed by the 
home secretary in his speech on prison reform in the House of 
Commons on the soth of July solo. 

PROBOSCIDEA (animals " with a proboscis "), the scientific 
name of the group of mammals represented at the present day 
only by the two species of elephant. Although here regarded 
as • sub-order of UNGULATA (q.v.), the group is sometimes 
accorded the rank of an order by itself. ,  The existing elephants 
are widely sundered from all other living mammals, and for 
a long time palaeontology afforded but little clue as to their 
ancestry. Discoveries made during the first few years of the 
soth century in the Lower Tertiary deposits of the Payum 
district of Egypt have, however, brought to light the existence 
of several kinds of primitive proboscideans which serve to 
link the group with other ungulates, and likewise apparently 
indicate affinity with the Sirertio. 

The following are some of the leading characteristics of existing 
elephants. The combined upper lips and nose are produced 
into a long muscular, flexible and prehensile proboscis, or trunk, 
with the nostrils at Its tip. The teeth consist of • pair of large 
upper permanently growing incisors or tusks; and a set of cheek-
teeth having their crowns composed of a series of tall transverse 
vertical plates gradually increasing in number from the first 
to the last of the series; and only portions of two of these teeth 
being in use at any one time. There are no clavicles; and the 
limbs are stout, with their component segments placed nearly 
In • vertical line, and the upper segment, especially in the hind-
limb, the longest; the radius and ulna are distinct, the latter 
articulating extensively with the carpus; the fibula and tibia 
also distinct; the astragalus very flat on both surfaces; and 
both front and hind feet short, broad and massive, with five 
toes (though the outer pair may be more or less rudimentary), 
all encased in a common integument, though with distinct, broad, 
short hoofs; third digit the largest. Two anterior venae cavae 
entering the right auricle. Stomach simple. A capacious 
mecum. Testes permanently abdominal. Uterus bicomuate. 
Placenta dedduate and unary. Teats two, pectoral, 

Is order to understand the peculiar nature of the dentition, ills 
necessary to discuss to some extent thews of the immediate ancestors 

of the true elephants. such as the mastodons (see 
"sat" hiurotion). As regards the Incisors. or tusks. which 

Coviss's order Pacindermate (Gr. rank thick and *we, skin), 
conta 

0991 a
ng the elephants, hipmetami, rhinoceros, ers now swtne, tapirs. 

hY9111 " la now absudowd. im memb farming the 
orders Pw.b.......idea and Hyracoides and the sub-order Paris). 
tbetyla. A few Artiodutyla are alas included. 

as e the mouth, and ate 
Ws"' 	

out 
ly curved, these are composed mainly of solid dentine, 

of 	 dlongated conleel form 
the ne elastic quality and large mass of which tenders it Invaluable 
as " ivory " for commerce and the arts. A peculiarity of the dentine 
of the Proboscides is that it shows, in transverse fractures or 
sections, fine lines proceeding in the are of • circle from the exams 
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in one extinct species of true elephant (Etsphos ffitametrersa) as 
recards some of these teeth. 

Most probowideans are animals of large dimensions, and some are 
the most colossal of land mammals. The bead is of great proportionate 

size; and, as the brain-case increases but little in bulk 
gsat 	during growth, while the exterior wall of the skull is 

required to be of great superficial extent to support 
the trunk and the ponderous tusks, and to afford space 

for the attachment of muscles of sufficient size and strength to 

alma% Osteology of 	 mI. .)  

FIG. 3.—Section of the Skull of the African 	hant (fields= 
'fracases) taken to the left of the middle line, and including the 
'caner (Vs.) and the mesethmoid (ME). 

cm, Anterior, on; Posterior nasal aperture 

wield the skull thus heavily weighted, an extraordinary develop 
ment of air-cells takes place in the cancellous tissue of needy all the 
bones of the cranium. These cells are not only formed in the walls 
of the cranium proper, but are also largely developed in the nasal 
bones and upper part of the premaxillae and maxillae, the bones 
forming the palate and the ban-cranial axis, and even extend into 
the interior of the ossified mesethmoid and venter. Where two 
originally distinct bones come into contact, the cells pass freely 
from one to the other, and almost all the sutures become obliterated 
In old animals. The intercellular lamellae in the great mass which 
surrounds the brain-cavity superiorly and laterally mostly radiate 
from the inner to the outer table, but in the other bones their 
direction is more irregular. Like the similar but less developed air-
cells in the skulls of many other mammals, they all communicate 
with the nasal pa 	and they are entirely secondary to the 
original growth of the 	nes, their development having scarcely 
commenced in the new-born animal, and gradually enlarge as the 
growth of the creature proceeds. The nasal bones are very short, 
and the anterior 	 situated high in the face. The 
zygomatic arch is etc.,. 	iight, the jugal bone being small, 

.. and funning only the ne';';. virt of the arch. the anterior part 
of which (unlike that of true Ungulates) is formed only by the 
maxilla. The maxillo-turbinals arc rudunentary, the elongated 
proboscis supplying their place functionally In warming and 
clearing from dust the inspired air. 

The neck is very short. The limbs, as already mentioned, are 
long and stout, and remarkable for the great length of the upper 
sezment (especially the femur) as compared with the lower segment, 

, y the 	• 	t• 	wing to this and the vertical 
cent in the hind-leg is placed 

...I is inv.. y cows externally than in most 
quadrupedal mammals; and this having been erroneously compared 
with the hock-joint or ankle of the more ordinary ungulates, gave 
rise to the popular fallacy that the joints of the elephant's kg bend 
in • contrary direction to that of other mammals. There la no 
round ligament in the hip-joint, or third trechanter to the femur. 
The radius and ulna are distinct, though fixed in • crossed or prone 
position; and the fibula also Is quite separated from the tibia. 
The feet are short and broad, the carpal and tarsal bones being 
very square, with flattened surfaces for articulation; the ass us 
especially differs from that of the more typical ungulates in its 
flatness, to the abseace of distinct pulley-like articular surface at 
either extremity, and in having no articular facet for the cuboid. 
The fibula articulates with the calcaneurn, as in the artiodactyle 
suborder of Ungulate. Of the five toes present on each foot, the 
middle one is 'somewhat the largest, while the lateral ones are the 
smallest. and generally lack (especially in the hind-foot) the 
complete number of phalanges. The terminal phalanges are all 

irregular le form. and late in ossification. The whole ate 
encased in a common Integument, with • flat, subcircular truncated 
sole, the only external indication of the toes being the tad oval 
ins& or hook arranged in a semidrcle around the front edge of the  

solo. The hind foot la ensallet and 	thaa use fmem Tag  
liver is small and simple, and there is no ga I-bladder. In form the 
brain resemble' that of the lower orders of mammals In that the 
cerebellum is entirely behind and uncovered by the cerebrum, but 
the hemispheres of the latter an richly convoluted. 

Elephants are exclusively vegetable-feeders, living Chiefly 
on leaves and young branches of forest trees and various kinds 
of herbage, or roots, which they gather and convey to their 
mouth by • very mobile proboscis. an  organ which combines 
in a marvellous manner strength with dexterity of application, 
and is a necessary compensation for the shortness and inflex-
ibility of the neck, as it is by this that many of the functions of 
the lips of other animals are performed. By Its means elephants 
are enabled to drink without bending the bead or limbs. The 
end of the trunk being dipped, for instance, into a stream or pool, 
a forcible inspiration fills the two capacious air-passages in its 
interior with water, which, on the tip of the trunk being turned 
upwards and inserted into the mouth, is ejected by a blowing 
action, and swallowed. Or if the animal wishes to refresh and 
cool its skin, it can throw the water in a copious stream over 
any part of its surface. Elephants can also throw dust and 
sand over their bodies by the same means and for the same 
purpose, and they have frequently been observed fanning 
themselves with boughs held in the trunk. 

The following are the distinctive features of the genus Elephal: 
the type of the family Elephantidae: Dentition: e. er .v:i.tra ■ 16. 
The incisors variable, but usually of very large size, 	ly is 
or male sex, directed somewhat outwards, and cu 	upwards, 
without enamel except on the apex before it is worn;„ preceded by 
small milk-incisors. The molare succeed each other by horizontal 
replacement from before backward% never more than one or part 
of two being in use on each side of each jaw at the more time; each 
composed of numerous flattened enamel-covered platen or ridges of 
dentine, projecting from a common many-rooted base, surrounded 
and united together by cement. The number of plates increases 
from the anterior to the posterior molar in regular succession, 
varying in the different species, but the third and fourth (or the 
last milk-molar and the first true molar), and these only have 
the wane number of ridges, which always exceeds five. Skull of 
adult very high and globular. Lower jaw ending in front io a 
deflected, spout-like symphysie. Vertebrae: C. 7. D. 14–at, L 
S. 4, C. 36-33. 

The two existing species of elephant are the Indian or Asiatic 
(Elephaz masiasiu), and the African (E. a/Hawes), the distinctive 
characteristics of which an given under Etzsetasn. See also 
Magstorn and Masroomr. 

Exmc.r F10110SCIDZA 

EkPhar.—The extinct representatives of the Proboscides ars 
of the greatest importance and interest, since they serve to 
connect the modern elephants with ungulates of more ordinary 
type. The MAMMOTH (EitiliuM printzgcaists) is treated is a 
separate article. Nearly allied is E. ataatotiaesis of Asia Minor; 
but E. antiqual, of which tie remains are abundant in many of 
the superficial formations of England and Europe generally, 
approximates in the structure of its mule teeth to the African 
elephant. It is represented in the Pliistocene of India by the 
closely allied or identical E. Namsadua.t. Affinity with the 
African species is strongly marked in the case of the dwarf 
elephants of Malta (E. avelacnsis) and Cyprus (E. cypriales); 
and the gigantic E. socrictionalis, of the " forest-bed "  of the 
east coast of England and the Upper Pliocene of the Val D'Arno, 
has likewise molars showing the broad lozenges of enamel. 
bordered dentine characteristic of the African type. These and 
other species indicate, however, that, so far as dental characters 
are concerned, generic separation of the African from the 
Asiatic elephant is impossible. In North America the mammoth 
occurs in the far north, E. celizbi, more akin to E. asatiguiu 
chiefly in the Central United States, and E. imps-rater (allied to 
E. aura:44%41W in the south. The oldest representatives of 
this group are E. hyttiadekau and E frialtifroas of the Lower 
Pliocene of Northern India; the latter of which devtlripre/ 
premolars vertically replacing the anterior teeth of the null., 
series. 

From E. plod/emu they is an almat complete transition 
to the ridge-toothed elephants, such as S. seam. E. insignia, 
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IL OMWows and E. difH, typically from the Lower Pliocene of 
lode sad Burma, but sense of which extend eastwards be 
lionseo, China and Japan. These constitute the group (oe 
press) Sktodeo, and ate thsracterhed by the lowness of the 
crowns of the molar teeth, in which the tall plates of the more 
typical elephants ale reduced to low ridges with more or bus 
completely open valleys between them; the number of 
ridges In each tooth is always much lower than is 
the corresponding teeth of the typical elephants. 
Prensolan, vertically replacing the ulterior molars, 
west often developed. .These stegodost elephants 
appear to have been confined to India and the 
countries blether east, sad exhibit as &east complete 

en ter as dental charmless are concerned, 
to the mastodons of the same region. 

Jferberkei.—The conDezioa between the stegodont 
elephants and the mastodons (see Misreport) is formed 
by the Indian and Burmese Malloloo :stigma and 
M. coadtlyi. In fact the main distinction between 
these animals and the stegodont elephants is the 
smaller number of ridges in the third, fourth and fifth 
molars, which is usually four, and never exceeds five, 
whereas in the stegodcints It is at least six and the 
numbers ate not the tame in each of the three teeth. 
In the two spec ies named the transverse ridges are 
more or less continuous. Many other species, such 
as the European M. anwrsouis (see fig. a in art. 
Mat000n) and the Indian M. sivalesuis, have, how-
ever, the ridges broken up into columns, or cones, 
more or less alternately arranged, and thus blocking 
the intermediate valleys. In these species, which 
are of Pliocene age, there an four ridges in molars 3, 
• and S; but in the Pleistocene North American 
Y . ommitemaz (as well as is many other specks) these are 
reduced to throe is each of the aforesaid teeth. The lower 
jaw of the latter species frequently shows small tusks, which 
am, however, generally shed in mature age. Premolars, which 
vertically replace some of tho anterior molars (milk-molars), are 
developed in many species, although not in M. ospericanao. 
Species of the genus are found over the greater part of the world, 
inclusive of Europe, Asia and North and South America; Y. 
homboati being the best known South American species. A 
single tooth referable to this or the next genus has been ob-
tained from South Africa. 

Temabelodoo.—The more primitive mastodons °aesthete 
the genus Tdrolocluden, and are characterized by the presence 
of a pair of short chisel-shaped tusks In the lower law, which 
Is prolonged Into a trough-like chin for their support; tusks 
befog also present in the upper jaw. These animals were pro-
vided wit h a snout-lite myrtle instead of a trunk (we MASTODON). 
Their birthplace was Afnra; the Miocene European M. anew-
:Wu having been discovered in Egypt in stmt. overlying those 
from which were obtained the remains of the under-mentioned 
more primitive genera Tetrabelodont mastodons were, bow. 
ever, by no means confided to the Miocene, Temoldodoo too • et- 
Ins occurring in the Lower Pliocene of Europe, and T. 	Tents 
is that of India. Most of these fourtuted masts 	were 
ansalkr animals than modern elephants. 

"olotoma tea don — No proboscidean earlier than Tetrandadon 
occurs in Europe, but the group is represented in the Upper 
Eocene of Egypt lay s smaller and more primitive type known as 
Psferiveraired.or This genus resembles Ttfrabelodeo In having 
four pain of tucks but differs In the less elephant -like skull, and 
the simpler character of the molar teeth, of which five pities 
were in use at one time, whereas in Teredbefedem and Mastodon 
them were never more than two pails and a portion of a third 
in simultaneous wear. 

Momilheriom —rho earliest representative of the proboacidean 
stock at present known is Monitheriew. from the Middle Eocene 
al Egypt, which includes still smaller animals, whose gelation. 
Ship to Ektho would satrcely be realised weer it sot for the 
Istesisediate links. All sir pairs ci cheek-teeth (poi s-a g,  

fig. j) were in utti at once, said there was a comparatively full 
aeries of teeth In the front of the Jaws; while the premolars wore 
preceded by milk-molars in the normal manner. Very significant 
is the adargement of the second pair of indoors in each jaw. 
thereby foreshadowing the tusks of Tetrohefoise. There was, 
hiwever, no lengthening of the chin, so that the muzzle was 

*Powwows Napa ■ ) 
Fla 3.—Demitioa ci Maritherims bout 
A. Upper teeth. 
B. Front of snout. showing the tusk-like second incisors. 
C, Left tames of mandible from outer side. 

probably of normal proportions. This animal was not larger 
than a tapir. 

Dinuatriess.—The huge proboscides's from the Lower Pliocene 
and Middle Miocene strata of Europe and India, known as 
Dinorkerfare, indicates a type off the Una of descent of the 
elephants. Upper tusks were apparently wanting, but the 

Flo. 4.—Skull of Plasikeriass iseasitto4 (Lower Mawr 
Eppelikeim Heine-laarmseadt). 

lower laws carried a pair of large tusks bent downwards in • 
Peculiar manner (fig. 4). The cheek teeth formed five pairs. all 
in use at one time, and premolars vertically rrpl clog milk-
■ olars In the ordinary fashion. The ridge-formula of the 
permanent teeth of the cheek series was r 1.3.3. a. 

&nauseam and Psvederima—Very peoblesatical an the 

tam 
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affinities of Barytiserima of the Egyptian Eocene and Pyre-
Wrists,' of the Lower Tertiaries of Patagonia; although it is 
possible that they may both be offshoots from the primitive 
proboscidean stock. Pyrotherinse had a pair of upwardly 
directed tusks in the lower jaw. The cheek-teeth are five in 
number and carry transverse ridges similar to those on the 
molars of Dinotherison, although there are only two to each 
tooth. If really related to the Proboscidea, Pyre:Mien may 
be derived from the African ancestral stock of that group which 
reached South America by way of a former land-connexion 
between that continent and Africa. So far as can be determined, 
Daryl/wises approximates in many respects to Dinoeheriene, but 
in others seems to approach Uinta/scrim of the North American 
Tertiaries (see AMBLYPODA). 

See C. W. Andrews, Descriptive Catalogue of Ike Tertiary Vertebrate 
of the Payton, British Museum, toots. (R. L.'") 

PROBOSCIS, the trunk of an elephant .  (Cr. srpodeadr, 
before, 136am, , to feed), the long flexible snout of the order of 
Mammalia called Proboscides (q.v.), which embraces the elephant 
and its extinct allies the mammoths and mastodons. The term 
is also applied to the snout of the tapir and of the " kahan " or 
proboscis-monkey (Naafis lorpahsr), and more particularly 
to the elongated parts of the mouth of various insects, such as 
the rostrum or beak of a rhynchophorus beetle, the andia of 
Lepidoptera, the sucking mouth of the house-fly, &c. Various 
worms possess a tubular structure which can be extended at 
the anterior portion of the body, and some gastropods a sucking 
tongue, to both of which the name " proboscis " is applied. 

PROBOSCIS-MONKEY, a large, long-tailed, red Bornean 
species characterized by the extraordinary prolongation of the 
nose of the adult male, which hangs, however, down in front 
of the upper lip and does not stand straight out from the face 
in the manner commonly represented in pictures. From this 
feature the species, which is the only representative of its genus, 
derives its name of Nardi: tamales. In females and young the 
nose is much less developed, with a tendency to turn upwards 
in the latter. This monkey is a leaf-eater, nearly allied to 
the langur% as typified by the sacred ape of India. (See 
Penults.) 

PROBUS, MARCUS AURELIUS. Roman emperor A.D. 276 
to 282, was a native of Sirmium in Pannonia. At an early age 
he entered the army, where he distinguished himself under the 
emperors Valerian, Claudius and Aurelian. He was appointed 
governor of the East by the emperor Tacitus, at whose death 
he was immediately proclaimed his successor by the soldiers. 
Florianus, who had claimed to succeed his brother, was put 
to death by his own troops, and the senate eagerly ratified the 
choice of the army. The reign of Probus was mainly spent in 
successful wars by which he reestablished the security of all 
the frontiers, the most important of these operations being 
directed to clearing Gaul of the Germans. Probes had also 
put down three usurpers, Satuminus, Proculus and Bonosus. 
One of his principles was never to allow the soldiers to 
be idle, and to employ them in time of pence on useful 
works, such as the planting of vineyards in Gaul, Pannonia 
and other districts. This increase of duties was naturally 
unpopular, and while the emperor was urging on the draining 
of the marshes of hit native place be was attacked and slain 
by his own soldiers. Scarcely any emperor has left behind him 
AO good a reputation; his death was mourned alike by senate and 
people, and even the soldiers repented and raised a monument 
in his honour. 

Life by Vopiscus: Zosimus I. 64: Zonaras 2/8. 29; Aurelius 
Victor. Can  and EPiL aZ: H. Schilict. Geschickte des rostischos 
Kaiser:tie (188.1), vol. I.; E. Upaulle, Etude kistorique no M. A. 
Probst trapriila austimatique (1885): Pauly-Wissowa. Reateary-
clopddie.ii. 3516 (Henze). 

PROBUS, MARCUS VALERIUS. of Berytus, Roman gram-
marian and critic, flourished during the reign of Ncro. He was 
a student rather than a teacher, and devoted himself to the 
criticism and elucidation of the texts of classical authors (especi-
ally the most important Roman poets) by means of marginal  

notes or by signs, after the manner of the Almon Tins 
madam. In this way he treated Horace, Lucretius, Telenet= 
Perdue, the biography of the last-named being probably taken 
from Probus's introduction to his edition of the poet. With 
the exception of these texts, he published little, but his lectures 
were preserved in the notes taken by his pupils. Some of his 
criticisms on Virgil may be preserved in the commentary on the 
Beaks and Georgics which goes under his name. We poness 
by him part of a treatise Ds sobs, peobsbly an excerpt from 
a larger work. It contains a list of abbreviations used in official 
and historical writings (especially proper Isamu), in laws, legal 
pleadings and edicts. 

The following works have been wrongly attributed to him.' 
Cethatica Prat, on the declension of •nosuie. the conjaptioa 

of verbs, and the rhythmic endings of eentences. This is now 
WII(11 regarded as the work of the grammarian Marius Plotius 

Ord century)
thew 
. (2) lentesde errium, on the eight parte of 

speech, also called Are miscasts from its havhig been found in as 
Vatican MS. As mention is made in it of the baths of Diocletian, 
it cannot be earner than theeth century. It is possibly by a 
later Probes, whose existence Is, however, problematical. (g) 

Aix Profit, treating of the noun, the use of cases, rules of 

the time), and a l•hle Digirsasias. As the author has evidenty,  
(valuable in reference to the pronunciationof Latin at 

used the /suri1 da. it also must be assigned to a late date. (4) D 
nornins masa, a compilation from venous grammatical worts. 

See j. Strop, De Prebis grostinaticir HUM; TeuffelSchwabe. 
Hist. of Routers Literature (Eng. trans.), gat. 

PROCEDURE (Fr. prodders, from Lat. procoiere, to go for-
ward), in general, • method or course of action. In Law, procedute 
may be defined as the mode in which the successive steps in 
litigation are taken. As a term in English law it dates only 
from the passing of the Common Law Procedure Acts 1832-186o; 
it is usually coupled with, or more often replaced by, the word 
" practice." The procedure of the High Court of Justice in 
England is governed by the rules of the supreme court, which 
are published in the Atteual Practice. Procedure bas been 
defined (per Lush, L.J., Poyser v. Minors, L. R. 7 Q.E.D. 329). 
as " the mode of proceeding by which a legal right is enforced 
as distinguished from the law which gives or defines the right, 
and which by means of the proceeding the court is to administer; 
the machinery as distinguished from the product." T: E. 
Holland (Elements of Jurisprudence, root, p. 86)• describes 
procedure, or " adjective " law, as that part of law which 
provides a method of aiding and protecting rights. 

Sec the articles on the various branches, of law, as ADMIRALTY 
212DIC T ION C RINI NAL LAW, DIVORCE. &C. ; also ACTION, AP num, 

VIDE/1M PLEADING, SUMMONS, TaIAL, &C. 
PROCESS, a general term now technically employed for 

the photo-mechanical processes by which illustrations are 
reproduced in printing. Until the last quarter of the loth cen-
tury reproductive processes, save as regards, line reproduction, 
can hardly be said to have had an existence. Paintings, draw-
ings, and engravings, which it was desired to put into form which 
by means of the printing-press could be multiplied indefinitely 
had to go through a process of interpretation by an engraver 
or draughtsman, who, on a metal plate, a block of wood or 
stone, gave a rendering of the original subject. The means at 
his disposal were lines and dots, which, varying in their thick-
ness and proximity, expressed dark or light passages in the scheme 
of light and shade of the original. It will readily be undctstood 
how such interpretations would vary. An engraver with fine 
art instincts would produce a result as distinct in character as 
an engraving as was the original as a painting or drawing, and 
engravings were sought after as works of art, and treasured for 
their artistic qualities. But engraving  of this kind took time. 
Years were devoted to the production of one steel- or copper-
plate. while wood engravers who were artists could only work 
on a block when In the mood; and for that mood the publisher 
bad to wait, and he grew impatient and was willing to accept 
rapid interpretation of originals by men who could produce them 
under other than artistic conditions. But the pain of the artist 
at the bad tendering of his original was often great, so that Ise, 
not less than the publhher, though for another meson. bawl 
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PROCESS 	 409 
the attempts that were being made to reproduce his work 
marb* ,iimffy without the intervention of the translator or 
interpreter. The ideal of an artist would naturally be a repro-
duction of his work in facsimile, which retained all, or as many 
as possible of, the individual characteristics of his work; and 
to give him this was the aim of the school of wood engravers 
which originated in the United States and made a last stand to 
maintain the position of their art in the field of book illustration. 
By a system of extremely fine work the American wood engravers 
were able to keep much closet to the toms of an original than had 
previously been possible; but the, result was obtained at the 
sacrifice of the artistic rendering of the best old engravings, and 
was so mechanical in its character that when it had to compete 
with a real mechanical process the engraving could not bold 
its ground, the enormous difference in the cost of production 
being • factor of sufficient importance in itself to make it im-
possible for the engraving to retain the field. A similar develop-
ment had been going on in the other branches of engraving. 
The line engraver and the etcher, to whom had been entrusted 
the interpreting of works of art first produced in other forms, 
found themselves faced by mechanical reproductions in plate 
form which, while preserving more of the character of the original 
work, were produced in much less time and at a greatly reduced 
cost. It has thus come about that the last quarter of the nth 
century witnessed the dispossession of the hand engraver from 
the field of interpretative engraving, and the occupation of his 
position by the chemist and the mechanician. 

The term " process," which has come to be applied to all 
photo-mechanical reproductions, is a somewhat unfortunate 
one, inasmuch as it is descriptive of nothing. From time to 
time various names have been given to its varying forms, indica-
tive either of the name of the inventor or of some peculiarity 
of method. Zincography, gillotype, photogravure, hellogra-
vtire, heliotype, phototype, albertype, are illustrations of the 
kind of name given often to very slightly varying applications 
of the same principle, but usage has come to apply the term 
" process " to any printing surface that is produced by chemical 
and mechanical means. The whole of these processes may be 
arranged under three heads: (t) relief; (a) intaglio; (j) piano- 
VaPhic. 

a. Rdief Procasses.—An engraving in relief Is one in which 
the printing surface stands up above the surrounding ground. 
The history of the development of relief processes is really the 
history of photography (g.e.); for whilst attempts were made to 
obtain results without the aid of photography, by drawing upon 
plates with prepared chalk or ink, " rolling them up " with 
printer's ink and etching sway the ground with add, as in the 
case of discography, the real progress of all process has been 
upon the limo of photography; and to Nivea and Deepens 
may be attributed the origin of the modem mechanical and 
chemical processes. 

Speaking broadly, all the modems " promises " we the am-
come ol a discovery by bongo Penton that a preparation of 
albumen or other colloid substance and bithromate of potash 
could be hardened and rendered insoluble and neesbuntent in 
water by emosure to light. and that as a photographic neptive 
permitted the pump through it of light in varying degrees 
of intensity, so a fibs of the preparation plead under a negative 
was fish= to be hardened sad tendered =soluble in degrees 
=tying with the inteneity of the light electing it. This die-
army governs the production of poxes blocks or pieta of all 
kinds. 

The methods of =gradual= of pose line week Mier ready 
ham these for the eemoductioe at origins!, in Mee. As the 

first secessity in securing a good result is the sot- 
aim= Lem  ability of the original to be rpseodoced, It is dedrable 

to make dear the character of a good original. 
This shoold be of one tow or degree of odour all tl000gh. It 
may he al grey; it is bettor that it be al black. It may not 
be black in parts only and grey in *then. The lines of sa **hal 
may be of any variety of aiding= It is necurary, therefore, 
Me the lbsughtsesen en see that he wads with a pod him*  

ink, or ink that will tell as black when it is exposed to the photo. 
graphic plate. Inks of a warm tone—that is, inclining to red 
or orange—yield better results than cold inks which incline to 
blue. 

Most prepared liquid inks have a tendency to lose their blackness 
by exposure to the atmosphere on the removal of the cork from 
the bottle. The ideal ink is one freshly ground from a dry cake of 
colour when beginning work. Indian ink is good if well ground and 
kept sufficiently thick to assure the necessary blackness. It has 
the advantage of not washing up when colour in washes is passed 
over it, but it must be used freshly ground. The addition of a little 
Indian yellow, burnt sienna or sepia, gives a warmth of tone to it 
and renders it photographically more active. Bourgeois ink, 
prepared by Bourgeois of Paris, appears to be prepared with the 
admixture of some warm colour with the black base. It isa good ink 
for the purpose, and is prepared both in solid and liquid form. 
Lampblack gives good black lines; so does ivory black, which is 
warmer in tone than lampblack. Higgins' Indian ink or American 
drawing ink is an American ink made in liquid form which has the 
reputation of not fading by exposure. Stephens Ebony Stain is 
a fine black medium which does not clog the pen; if it thickens and 
dries, it cracks off std does not corrode the pen. 

Besides the pen a brush brought to a fine point Is much pre-
ferred by some artists, as it yields a line less monotonous than 
that given by • pen, though the brush cannot be used so freely. 
The paper used should be smooth and as white as possible. A 
paper is made with a surface coating of white chalk, which 
admits of the use of • scraper to remove lines or to break 
them up. 

It is not pomade to lay down sirule for the amount of reduction 
to be made when photographing for the reproduction; the finer 
the drawing the less should be the reduction made; but expe-
rience Is the only guide. Sometimes, where the lines are very 
fine and the drawing minute in character, an enlargement is 
desirable. Where drawings are reduced too much, there is 
a tendency for the spaces between the lines to fill up, and to 
give a coarse, heavy result. Faulty drawing is not lessened 
by reduction. On the contrary, the fault becomes more evident, 
so it is desirable to make all necessary corrections in the drawing. 

The original drawing which has to be reproduced is photo- 
graphed to the sire of the required block. The negative taken 
is absolutely dense except where the lines of the drawing have 
affected it, and these are absolutely clear, admitting the unre. 
stricted passage of light through them. A piece of planished 
copper or zinc is prepared or made sensitive to light by a pre-
paration of albumen or gelatin and bichromate of potash 
spread upon its surface. The negative is laid upon the sensi-
tized metal and placed in the light in the way an ordinary photo- 
graph is printed. The light passes through the transparent 
lines of the negative and hardens the blehromated film beneath 
them. Both negative and plate are then taken into • darkened 
room, where the metal plate is rolled with an inked roller, 
placed in a bath of mid water and allowed to soak until the 
albumen and bicheomate becomes so softened everywhere, 
except where the light has hardened them, that they all wash 
away, end nothing is left but the hardened lines. The lines 
are dusted with asphalt, which by beat is melted on to than, 
and makes a ground which resists the action of acid. A coat 
of varnish is put over the back and edges of the plate, to protect 
them from the acid also, and only the spaces between the lines 
on the surface are left free to its action. The plate is then placed 
in a bath of dilute nitric acid, which eats away the metal where-
ever It is exposed; but it leaves the fines of the drawing, which 
are protected by the hardened film standing up above the eaten 
or etched surface; and these lines, which correspond to those 
of s wood engraving, are the printing surface of the plate. The 
plate is mounted on a wood or metal block, made type-high, 
and it on then be used along with type in the printing.press. 

Various devices have been resorted to that effects of tone may 
be obtained by means of the simple line process. Grained papers 
with a swim* of chalk, upon which ate printed dose-ruled lines 
crowing at light angles. or rows of dots give the papers a heavy. 
flat, " tom," upon which a draw* can be made in pencil. chalk 
or ink, and gradations of tone intraduced by means of 
which remove partially or entirely the black ruled lines or dots. 
leaving, if dead ki0 baba of pose wttlat. A darwhar oa such 
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paper consists of lines or dots, • combination d the original lines 
or dots of the paper and those of the drawing itself, the 
splitting up lines into dots or removing them altogether7Tr  The 
result is quite easily reproduced by the line process. Another 
method is by the use of what are known u Day's " shades," et 
shading mediums. They are transparent films of gelatin which 
have upon them lines or dots in varying combination in relief :  so 
that they can be inked up by a roller. When placed over a drawing, 
their transparency enables the operator to see exactly what passage 
he is dealing with, and he can by means of a burnisher impress the 
lines or dots of the shade upon any passage of the drawing; these 
lines or dots then become part of the drawing; and are reproduced 
in the usual way. 

Pencil or chalk drawings upon simple whitegrabied paper, where 
the pencil or chalk passing over the ruts or hollows in the paper 
makes a mark on the top of the grain only, are also reproducible by 
the line process, but such drawings are apt to be unequal in colour 
and difficult to deal with. The difficulty led to the invention of a 
process by Henry Matheson, who, not having the capital to work it. 
Joined the late Mr Dawson, senior, whose sons continued to work 
the process with Matheson under the name of the Swelled Gelatin 

Process. It is based upon the fact that gelatin, sensi- 
S"1" 	tined with bichromate of potash, swells when placed  in Golatki 	water, and swells in proportion to the amount of light Prows. 	to which it has been exposed. A negative taken from 
a drawing which varies in tone, not being thoroughly black all 
through, varies in the quality of its transparent Imes and dots; 
and when • piece of paper or glass coated with sensitized gelatin 
is exposed to the action of such a negative it is affected according 
to the amount of light the negative and,  - to 	. After making 
a print on such paper or glass, it is plat ' 	 of water and 
the surface allowed to swell, which it do:; 	ing degrees, the 
portion unaffected by the light absorbing most water and swelling 
most, the hardened lines of the drawing not swelling at all. This 
swelled print is then placed in a frame, and a preparation of plaster 
is poured upon it to make a mould of its surface. When this has 
set and the gelatin has been removed, this mould is filled with a 
preparation of wax, which sets in a few minutes sufficiently for it 
to be released from its plaster mould. Additional wax is built 
up when necessary upon the " whites." as they are technically 
called—that is, the passages which reuresent what will be the 
hollows in the block—so that these may lie as deep as possible; and 
this wax mould is electrotyped in coppe r. The lines and dots of 
this copper block, which when finished is backed up with metal and 
mounted, vary slightly in height, the result being that the slightly 
lower dots do not come so closely in contact with the inking roller or 
with the paper, and so produce when printed a grey impression 
corresponding to the greyness of the original drawing. 

The drawback to the use of the process is that it is about three 
times as costly as the ordinary process. It is a method much used 
for the reproduction of line and stipple engravings, where fine 
dots and Imes are apt to be printed in delicate tones. The finest 
results by this method are producible, however, by omitting the 
plaster mould and wax-cast stages, and by coating the sensitized 
gelatin with plumbago or other impalpable metal preparation which 
will enable it to receive a copper depoait to qualify it to take its 
place in the electrotyper's bath, and so to get the needed thin coating 
of copper from the surface of the gelatin itself; but this needs to be 
done with the greatest care, and is still more costly. 

A non-photographic process of obtaining line blocks in relief has 
been for a long time successfully worked by Messrs Dawson. A 

brass plate is coated with a film or ground of wax upon 
fLentihkic  which a tracing of the drawing to be reproduced may 

be rubbed down. By means of an etching needle the 
lines of the drawings are incised upon the thin wax ground down 
to the surface of the brass plate. A pencil of wax and a pencil of 
hot metal are then used to produce a flow of melted wax which drops 
from the wax pencil upon the ridges of wax between the lines and 
builds them up until they are of sufficient height. The risk that 
this wax may run into the incised lines has to be carefully guarded 
against, but skilful treatment manages so that it stops at the edges 
and does not run over. In maps and diagrams where lettering or 
figures are necessary, type is impressed into the wax with a very 
neat and precise result. By this mesas a mould is formed, an 
electrotype from which gives • really good relief block which may 
be printed with type. 

The invention of line processes only stimulated the efforts 
to find out some means whereby tones might be reproduced on 

11.64ast 
blocks or plates that could be printed along with 
type in the ordinary rapid printing-press. It is 
only possible to approximate to the printing of a Sat 

or graduated tone by producing a broken or granulated 
surface which shall present a series of lines or dots that, when 
inked and impressed upon paper, shall by the variations of 
proximity and size give the impression of an unbroken tone. 
This necessitates the lines or dots being so small that the eye 

shall not at a glance appreciate the broken-up diameter of the 
surface of the block. Many efforts resulted in the production 
of what is known as the scram, which itself was only made 
possible by the invention of ruling machines of a delicacy 
previously unknown. 

A screen is made by coating a sheet of glass--which must be 
flawless both as to body ,and surface—with a composition 
analogous to the ground used by an etcher to coat his plate 
before drawing upon it with his needle. The glass so coated 
is placed in an automatic ruling machine, of which the ruling 
point is a diamond, and which can be adjusted so as to rule any 
number of lines from ea to yon to the inch. The lines are ruled 
diagonally on the glass, and at mathematically equal distances 
from each other. The sheet of glass, after ruling, is treated with 
hydrofluoric acid, and the lines where the ground Is cleared 
away by the diamond point are etched or bitten into It. The 
plate is cleaned tip and an opaque dark pigment rubbed into the 
lines. Two such ruled sheets of glass are sealed together face 
to face with Canada balsam, with the diagonally ruled lima 
crossing each other at right angles, the result being a grating or 
screen containing innumerable little squares of clear glass 
through which the light can pass, which it cannot do through 
the ruled lines, which are filled by the opaque pigment. 

To produce a half-tone block from a picture, a black and 
white drawing in tone, or a photograph, a negative is expand 
in the camera in the usual way, with this screen quite close to it 
but not in contact; and the subject is photographed on to the 
negative through the screen, and what is termed a " screen 
negative" is the result. It is a photograph of so muds of the 
original as could affect the negative through the little clear 
squares of the screen, and represents the tones of it by in-
numerable dots and lines, the size and proximity of which are 
regulated by the fineness or coarseness of the screen used. 

In the early days zinc was the metal used for these half-tone 
blocks; but experience showed that though mote difficult to etch 
to the necessary depth, the closer, denser texts* of topper 
rendered plates of this metal much more suitable for the produc-
tion of the best blocks, and dttc now is used only for inferior 
blocks. Whichever metal may be used, a sheet of it, most 
carefully planished, is sensitized with a coating of gelatin or 
fish-glue and bichromate of potash, dried and exposed under 
the screen negative to the action of light, as in the ordinary 
method of photographic printing. The action of the light 
hardens the gelatin film, the portion not so hardened being 
soluble by water. The plate with the gelatin picture in lines 
and dots is exposed to heat and the image is buret in on the 
surface of the metal like an enamel, which enables the photo-
graphic picture to resist the subsequent etching. The plate is 
placed in a bath of iron perchloride and etched until sadli.lent 
depth is obtained. Wherever the surface of the plate is free 
from the lines and dots, it is bitten away by the perchloride, 
and the lines and dots are left in relief. This lust biting In the 
bath produces a rather flat general impression of the original, 
and is termed " rough etching." To produce finer results, and 
to bring out the contrasts of black and white nee scary to a good 
reproduction, the block has to go through Komsomol stopping 
out and rebiting similar to those of etching an intagBo plate. 
This " fine etching " calls for the artistic taste and judgment of 
the craftsman; and with a good photograph to work from the 
final quality of a block will depend largely upon Its treat-
ment by the fine etcher. A substitute for the acid bath has been 
found in an add blast. The acid is driven in the form of a 
spray with some force on to the surface of the metered plate, 
which it etches more rapidly and more effectively than the 
bath. 

One risk to be guarded against is the tmderbiting of the Iins 
and dots which form the printing surface. As soon as the acid 
bas eaten its way downwards past the protecting surface fem. ft 
will attack the fides of the upstanding dots as will as the wand 
that supports them, with the result that they become wakened 
and rendered liable to break of in the process of printing, es 
well as to make the obtaining of electrotypes from the Mods 
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matter of esteems difficulty, the underbhten points breaking 
or tearing away in the mould. To avoid this underbiting a 
fatty ground is laid over the surface of the block each time it is 
etched; by exposure to heat this ground is sufficiently melted 
to permit of its running down the sides of the upstanding points, 
and so giving them the required protection. The acid blast Is 
less liable than the bath process to at away the sides of the dots. 

This method of malting tone relief blocks h most generally 
known as the " Meisenbach " process, from Meisenbath, of 
Munich, who was the first to make it commerdally successful, 
but the history of its development is somewhat obscure. Fox 
Talbot as early as Y851 took out a patent for using a screen of 
crape or muslin; be also suggested dusting glass with a her 
powder to produce a grain screen. Ali the early ruled screens 
were single Nine, and the credit is due of suggesting the shifting 
of the single line screen during the operation and, by reversing it, 
producing the effect of the double line, to Sir Joseph Swan, who 
patented the WOMB in 5879. Meisenbach's patent for a similar 
method is dated 188:. The development of the screen was the 
important factor in the development of the process. The 
early screens were photographs of ruled plates and the great 
*chance was made by Max Levy of Philadelphia, who made it 
possible by his ruing machines to produce screens of a fineness 
and dearness not previously practicable. It was F. E. Ives 
who, In 1886, introduced ruled screens pieced face to face and 
sealed up so as to produce cross-lined screens. 

The chief objection to this process is its inabilityto reproduce 
the extremes of npression employed by the artist is black and 
white; actual white is impossible, and delicate tones, such as 
are characteristic of skies, are' destroyed by the cross-bar lines 
of the screen, which cover down all light passages and rob the 
reproduction of that brilliancy which characterised wood 
engraving. It is true that the addition of hand engraving can 
be resorted to in the case 9f the process block, and lights and 
other varieties of tone and form introduced, but this can only 
be done on blocks of very fine texture, and the cost of reproduc-
tion is greatly increased by the Introduction of such handwork 
by the engraver. 

The most important development of the half-tong poetess 
b in the direction of the reproduction of works In colour by means 
Tom, of relief blocks. The theories of colour (q.s.) in 

/ retsir light and in pigments enter largely into this develop- 
.."" meat. White or solar light is composed of rays of 
light of three distinct colours, red, green sad violet, which are 
called the primary or fundamental colours because by their 
combination In various proportions all other topes of colour 
are produced, but they cannot themselves be produced by any 
combination of other coloured rays. The theory of pignsental 
colour dill= from this is that the primary or foundation colours 
from which all others are produced, while being themselves 
unproducible by any admixture, are blue, rod and yellow, and 
while the combination of the red, green and violet of the scientist 
produces white, the combination of the primaries of pigments in 
their full strength produces black. 

Colour is the fault of the absorption and reflecdon of the rays 
of light which strike upon a body. The rays which are rebated 
are those which affect the visitsn and produce the bused colour. 
Ilsould the object absorb all the rays it appears block, should it 
absorb acme but relict all it is whits, and between thew two 
WHIMS lie ea infinite variety of tows. Flaws have been made 
which aborts and rase passage to °buds enierwred rays, while 
permitting the mosup of others, e.g. • photographic filter of a 
certain token sill absorb and stop the passage of red and green 
lays, while permitting the passage through it of the violet. 
It will thee be perceived how, when a Finger or other coloured 
object is placed before a camera, with (me of these filters between 
It and the exposed negative, the rays of light of the colour 
which as pass through the fitter to the putative will be the tally 
saes which can alert it, and that Ii is possible in this way to 
sears is three upon* amnion • named of the green, rod 
and violet rays which are reflected from its coloured surface by 
ay *het placed been the comers 

These records are coloured photographs; they are simply 
ordinary negatives, records of colour values which may be 
translated into colour by the use of coloured inks. The principle 
governing the process is analysis or separation followed by 
recombination. Positives are made from these colour records, 
from which by means of the rule screens already described 
half-tone process blocks are made which, when printed one over 
the other in coloured inks, combine again the colours which were 
separated by the filtering process and give approximately a 
reproduction of the original in its true colours. The colour 
used with each block must have a relation to the filter used in its 
production. It must represent a combination of the two colours 
stopped out by the filter when making the negative from which 
the block was made, that is to say, the colour used must be 
complementary to the colours stopped out. Certain subjects 
which are amenable to long exposures can be dealt with by 
what is known as the " direct process," whereby the screen 
negative and the colour record are made by one operation on 
the same plate. By this means six of the fifteen otherwise 
necessary operations are saved. but the method is not always 
Piable. 

As tar back as 1861 the suggestion was made at the Royal 
Institution by Clerk Maxwell to reproduce objects in their 
natural colours by superimposing the three primary colours. 
Later Baron Ransomut, of Vienna, Mr Callen, a gentleman who 
taught drawing to Queen Victoria, and two Frenchmen, MM. 
Chas. Cron and Ducos du Hauron, carried on the idea and 
made experiments with the aid of photography, which were 
still further developed in Germany by Professor Husnik, of 
Prague, Dr Vogel, of Berlin, and others; but it was in America 
that the first three-colour blocks for letterpress printing were 
made, F. E. Ives, at Philadelphia, being their maker in 1881. 

This three-colour relief process has made great advances in 
recent years. The first great practical difficulty which had to 
be overcome was to produce three screen blocks which could 
be printed one over the other. Were the screens of each block 
used at the same angle, the lines and don would print on the 
top of one another; but a great deal of the colour result depends 
upon a considerable proportion of each colour being on the 
white paper. Artists know well that much purer and more 
brilliant results are produced by placing touches of colour side 
by side than one over another; small patches of red and blue, 
placed side by side, yield to the eye a purple of much greater 
purity and beauty than the same touches of colour worked one 
over the other. Consequently it was found necessary to turn 
the scram at a different angle for each block, so that the lines 
should not fall on each other but should cross each other; but 
the risk of this is that, used at certain angles, the crossing of the 
screen lines will produce what is known as the moire ("Wiese 
result. Vogel took out a patent in Great Britain for the process, 
and be therein stated that the screens should be used at certain 
stated angles. his abo proposed to use single-line screens. 
similar to those wed by F. E. Ives at Philadelphia, instead of 
crawling; but it has since bent found that the cross- or double-
hoe screens caa be used suceesslulir and that the angle at 
which they can be used is not a fixed one. 

Filters ate made in a dry or wet form. The dry filter Is made by 
spreading a film of gelatin or collodion. tinted by an aniline colour, 
upon a piece of glass. The wet filter is • cell or 
trough made of two deems of piss. sealed all rowel co"w 
and filled with water tinted with as aniline dye or 
colour. The accuracy of the tint of the colour-filter may be tested 
by the spectroscope. or by an instrument invented by Sir William 
Abney , and known as the Abney colour eenitoeneter. This is • 
theoretical seat. The practical test is by  photographing through 
them patches of blue, red. and yellow. If. for example, the filter 
for blue records the full strength of blue with the full strength of the 
colour of the negative, while giving slight or no record at all of he 
red and yellow, it is practically • true filter. It is possible to treat 
the negatives tbenteehms so as to raider them more busitive to 
the 'special colour they are Intended to record. Indeed Dr Albert. 
of Munich. has produced a collodion emulsion which is so sensitized 
that the various colour sensations are directly obtained without 
the lute 	'don of a colour filter. Different makes of plates 
denumed eiaspat eellots►likors- (For colour-filter losing see Iwo. 
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Photogrsphic lem ► a& vol. re.. No. it). The preparation of these 
colour-filters calls for great perfection of quality in the materials em-
ployed, and great accuracy in the using of them. The glass, whether 
for the dry or wet filter, must be absolutely flat as to its surface, 
and its two sides must be absolutely parallel. In the wet filter the 
glasses forming the sides of the cell or trough must be parallel to 
each other. 

Coloured glass is sometimes used in combination with the tinted 
collodion, but there is no particular advantage in this, because two 
glasses are always used in the making of a filter, and each one may, 
if desired, be coated with different dyes and afterwards cemented 
together with Canada balsam. 

The following dyes or their equivalents form a basis for nearly all 
three-colour filters:— 

blue „

„ yellow „ 

19 

Brilliant green. 
For the red Printing negative Brilliant yellow. 

Cochineal red. 
Brilliant yellow. 
Methyl violet. 
Naphthol green. 

The first dye named is the base colour in each case, the second is 
employed in small proportions to produce the required modification 
of tint. 

The theory of the three-colour process is that the game three 
colours shall be used for the printing of every subject; and these is 
no doubt that if the filtration were perfect and the printing inks 
absolutely pure, the theory would work out fairly correctly in 
practice: but there is room for improvement in both these matters, 
and it is therefore often found desirable to print special subjects 
with special pigments, which makes it difficult to print several 
subjects together. Social care is called for on the part, of the 

pri ter. There must be the most perfect register of 

rxeas Ha" 'limn re  three subjects, otherwise a blurred effect results; 
there must be constant watchfulness to see that 
there is no excess of ink of an one colour, or the 

whole scheme of colour will be destro . This three-colour 
process has been a rather long time in establishing itself and nothing 
has so tended to retard it as bad printing. Good blocks have been 
obtainable, but in the hands of ordinary printers they have yielded 
but indifferent results. It is hardly to be expected that the untrained 
eye of the ordinary printer should be successful where the work 
requires the cultivated judgment of an artist. There is one other 
necessity for success in all tone relief work, and that is the use of 
the right quality of paper and ink. The blocks are so delicate 
they soon fill up if an excess of ink is used. Ink of a good quality 
can be used in much less quantity than common kinds, but it must 
be impressed upon paper that is sympathetic and will " bear out " 
the ink. 

The best results can be obtained only with the use of what is 
known as " coated " paper. It is a paper which, after manufacture, 
is passed through a bath of a preparation of china clay, which by 
means of brushes is rubbed into the surface of the paper. When 
dry the surface takes a high polish, and is sensitive to the smallest 
amount of ink. The polish of this coated paper is objectionable 
to many readers of illustrated books, and the clay adds considerably 
to the weight. Paper makers are, however, supplying a dull-
surfaced highly calendered rag paper which is very good for artistic 
and scientific Illustrations and obviates both the glossy surface and 
the supposed lack of permanency of chromo paper. 

a. Intaglio Processes.—An intaglio engraving is one in which 
the printing surface is sunk below the surrounding portions of 
the plate; the lines or dots—pressed, cut or bitten into the surface 
—holding the ink which is to be impressed upon the paper when 
the original surface of the plate is wiped dean. The old-
fashioned steel engraving may be taken as the type of an intaglio 
plate, in which the lines which printed were cut into the surface 
of the plate, instead of being left standing up in relief, as in the 
case of a wood engraving. 

" Photogravure " is the name by which the many processes 
are generally known by means of which intaglio engravings 
are made mechanically, " heliogravure " being another name for 
the process, or special application of it. Photogravure repro-
duces the tones of photographs or drawings, and gives the 
nearest approach to a facsimile reproduction that has yet been 
arrived at. Gelatin bic.hromatized is the medium by means of 
which the photogravure plate is produced; but as the screen is not 
used in ordinary work, it is necessary to produce an ink-holding 
grain in some way upon the plate. This is done by allowing a 
cloud of bitumen dust, raised inside a box, to settle upon the 
surface of a copper plate; it is fixed by heat, which, though 
Insufficient to melt it, is enough to attach the fine grains to the 

plate. Over this prepared surface le laid the film of bichroma. 
tired gelatin, upon which is printed the subject through a glass 
positive; the usual hardening process takes place by the action 
of light, followed by a washing out of the unharclened portions of 
the gelatin. The plate is exposed to the action of ferric chloride, 
which attacks it most strongly in the least exposed parts, 
but which cannot at it away in broad flat masses of dark, even 
in the non-exposed portions, owing to the existence of the 
bitumen granulation, which ensures the keeping of a grained 
surface even in the darkest passages. 

Photogravure is a costly process to employ for illustration. 
The plates have to be printed slowly, with much band work, as 
in the case of etchings. It is the printing that makes its use 
expensive, rather than the making of the plates; and smelt 
plate must be printed separately and on special pepa,it cannot 
be employed with type, like relief blocks. 

There is much uncertainty about the production of pines by 
the photogravure method; and although great improremeets 
have been made in the process, it is often necessary to pasha* 
several plates before a satisfactory one is obtained. la all these 
reproductive processes the more artistic the workman the better 
the result; this is especially true of photogravure, in which the 
aim is to come very much nearer to the original work of the 
artist designer than in the less perfect processes. 

The method of Rousillon, which was adopted by Goupil 
in the production of photogravure plates in the early days of 
the process, was to prepare the surface of the plate with a secret 
preparation of certain salts, which crystallised under the adios 
of light, so that when exposed under the negative the surface 
was broken up by this crystallization more or less, according to 
the amount of light the negative permitted to reach it. The 
plate with its crystallized surface was then electrotyped, and the 
electrotype was the plate used for printing. It was a depose 
process, as opposed to an etching process. 

Photogravure plates are made also by the use of the grin 
screen, in which the reticulations of the screen take the place 
of the bitumen powder in producing a grain; it is the iaversice 
of the method by means of which points and lines are produced 
in the relief block. It has not, however, come much into Woe, 
probably owing to the greater coarseness of the grain and the 
consequent loss of softness in the tones. An application at 
this method has, however, been made in the development 
known as the Rembrandt intaglio process. It is a sea* 
process; but the secret lies more In the press by which a.m., 
the plates are printed than in the plates themselves, homes 
which are intaglio plates made with a very fine screen 81"‘fO' 
and bent to a cylinder. The attempt to print photogravure 
plates by machinery was given up because the plates were * 
shallow they would not stand the wear and tear, and their ble 
was too short and the results too indifferent; but the use of the 
grain screen readers possible stronger, deeper plates, that ell 
stand harder wear. There is little doubt that the machine used 
is some form of the machine used to print wall-papers, in which 
there is a central cylinder engraved with die design, inked by 
rollers with which it comes in contact. The ink not only fib 
up the intaglio or sunk portion which has to print the &sits, 
but covers as well the whole surface of the plate. To dean this 
surface, leaving ink only in the sunk dots and lines, another 
metal cylinder is employed, ground and grooved somewhat l ike 
the shaft of the common steel of the dinner table used to sharpen 
knives, the grooved surface of which, passing over theengared 
cylinder, serapes clean its inked surface, leaving ink oily is the 
sunk portions, which will, as the cylinder comes in contact with 
the paper, deposit itself and print the plasm. The resits 
produced by the Rembrandt Intaglio process as* seller sad 
smoother than those given by photogravure., sad ther ate bee 
from the gritty qualities which occasionally chant:taus Plow 
gravure; but they lack the brilliancy and depth of the lanes 
The process on the whole is less costly to me, mainly beam 
the printing is so much mote rapid, and is turned cut by 
machine instead of by hand. 

A method of printing intaglio plate made Rem a loess 
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W irfilive by the lillidiMPhic  press was introduced and patented 
by Sir Joseph Swan and his son, Donald Cameron•Swan. The 
Sank surfaces are rendered receptive of lithographic ink while 
the surface of the plate itself is kept damp with water or glycerin 
and water, and remains clean and free from ink when the plate is 
rolled. 

The monotype La not a new, but a revival of a somewhat old, 
method of reproducing on paper a painting by an artist. The 
• design is executed on a plate by means of brushes, 

fingers or other tools, with paint or printer's ink. 
On the completion of the painting, paper is laid upon it, and 
plate and paper are together passed through a press, when the 
ink or colour is transferred to the paper. One impression only 
is possible, hake the name of the process. A method has been 
devised by Sir Hubert von Herkomer for dusting the painting 
while still wet with a fine metallic powder, which gives a tooth 
to and mulcts the surface sympathetic to a copper deposit 
when it is placed in the galvanic bath, by which means an electro-
type of the painting. with Its varying relief surfaces, is obtained, 
and forms a plate from which numerous impressions can be 
taken. 

The very lame number of impressions it is often required to get 
from the etched surface of a block has made it necessary to devise 

means for preserving the original block, and to prepare mow, 
and work from duplicates. which can be renewed when 

thee. necessary. For this process the original is coated 
with a film of the finest ',lumbago (black lead) powder before being 
placed face to face with a bed of soft fine wax. into whichit is 
pred. The plumbago prevents adhesion and facilitates the With• 
drawa

sse
l of the block after contact with the wax. The wax mould 

which is thus obtained is suspended in a galvanic bath of sulphate 
of copper. On passing a current of electricity through the liquid to 
the mould, the copper at once begins to deposit itself in metallic 
form over the face of the wax mould, and In a short time the 
deposit becomes thick enough, either by itself or when backed up 
with other metal, to be used as a block in the place of the mu; -al. 
The very fine nature of proce,s blocks, and the necessity of of in• 
ing wriest impressions from them. has led to the introduction of 
gutta.percha instead of was the medium for making a mould. It 
is melted and poured in • liquid state upon the block, and when cold 
an be removed without the ;.•,. • + • s!och 
I. apt to give way in the course of the separation of the Moat tram 
the mould. Gutta-percha is much more tenacious, and being some-
what flexible, does not break and tear, as wax is liable to do. The 
whole peeress requires the greatest care in its manipulation. 

Steel-facing is resorted to where long numbers have to be printed 
from photogravureplates. The finest film of steel is deposited by 
am, 	es electric battery over the whole face of the plete, 
awe 	which it hardens and protects. This steel face in time 

begins to wear, through the constant pressure and 
subbing incidental to the presets of printing, and the copper 
to show through it. As soon as this happens the plate 	in 
an acid bath, in which the steel film timeshare. The 	to itself 
being still intact. can be re-steeled for further work. 

The changes which have taken place in the form of illustrations 
tome eteresanly been accompanied by charism in the machinery 

by which they ant printed. Almost all the changes Osstg iand unprovements.  bare been initiated in the United 
466141.17' States of America. The vital change made in the 
intent* of peaces. block-winders is what is technically known as 
" hard 'mg."Before the introduction of process blocks the 
" blanket played an important part in all piloting =schism. 
It was a soft woollen sheet. which came between tbe plate or cylinder 
and the type and blocks. and modeled the force of the contact 
between dean. Owing to the increased fineness of the texture of 
the process block as competed with the wood engraving, it was 
found that the blanket was too coarse and soft a material.. 
and that it interfered with the clearness and fineness of the 
printed result. Blankets of finer material were tried, with Ins- 

V ranks; but at last the blanket was entirely superseded 
glesed beard, the mach' was more accurately con- 

structed, and the hard. Mick,  . steel cylindee, without 
any intervening substance save the thin ;lased board and the 
sheet of paper to be printed, was brought in contact with the 
me and tih+e  The old sok blanket kept the cylinder or the 
eat pram Is contact with the type, in spite of the weak con-
struction of much printing machinery, The new method of work 
made no allowance for such construction: and the new machine'', 
to meet the new conditions. had to be very perfect in manufacture. 
About the old machines these was a lack of which allowed 
Windom. Modern work demands absolute rigidity in the machine: 
tied a chief characteristic of the best modern pnnting mach' is 
strength and solidity admitting of predsion of ins 
citange has been In the nature and treatment of CrrietiLting 

Most Most elaborate methods were adopted I. r the moistening of the 
substance of paper before use. Most pap, r was printed on whilst 
damp, but damp paper had to disappear with the soft blanket, 
and a clay-surfaced or highly.calendered piper was introduced with 
• glazed face in harmony with the polnlid steel cylinder which 
pressed it against the type and blocks. It is essential to this paper 

it be dry when used; to ensure the best results with it the paper 
,Id be kept some weeks or months before use, so that it may be 

h Lately dry, or seasoned. If printed on too mon, the clay surface 
tears away when in contact with the " tacky " ink; and instead of the 
ink being deposited on the paper, bits of the paper surface are left 
on the forme, and white spots appear in the impression. The bits 
of paper surface so deposited on the form ,  get inked as they pass 
under the rollers, and impress black spots in the sheets that come 
„•ter. New and unseasoned paper account foe much bad printing, 

! this form of badness is due to the chase in material due to 
necessities of rwAern pro.ce;s work. 

3. Picumgraptie processes are such as are printed from a fiat 
surface neither raised above the surrounding ground like a wood 
engraving or type letter, nor sunk below the ground like an etch-
ing or steel engraving. Lithography (e e.) with its flat stone or 
plate may be taken as the type. 

Wadbori We is a development rather than an invention by 
Walter Woodbury. By an old nature•priming process leaves 
and other things which lent themselves to the treatment were 
by extreme pressure forced into a flat surface of soft metal, and 
the mould so formed was used as a printing surface to reproduce 
the forms of the impressed object. Woodbury found that a 
film of bkhromated gelatin exposed to the action of light under 
a negative and the unaffected parts washed away gave bins a 
relief image which was so hardened by the action of light aided 
by other hardening agents, that it could with no injury to the 
Mm itself—which could be used many times to make fresh moulds 
—be forced by hydraulic pressure into a thin fiat plate of lead 
or type metal, and that the mould so formed could be used in a 
similar way to the mould formed in the old nature printing process. 
But a Woodbury type print is rather a cast from the shallow 
mould than a print In the true sense. It is obtained by filling 
the mould with a warm solution of coloured gelatin and pressing 
on It a piece of hard surfaced paper. The pressure forces the 
solution away from the highest parts of this mould which come 
In actual contact with the paper, so that none of it is left between 
them and the surface of the paper which in these parts remains 
uncoloured. These are the high lights of the print. The 
pressure forces the colouring matter into the hollows of the 
mould, and this amount is graduated according to the depth of 
the hollows. The coloured gelatin gradually cools and hardens 
and adheres to the paper which on its removal from the mould 
retains a delicate cast of the impressed subject. The variety 
of light and shade is the result of the varying depth of the 
hollows and the consequent variation of the amount of colouring 
matter taken up by the impressed paper. The white paper is 
an important element in the result, the light reflected from k 
through this coloured gelatin varying according to the thickness 
of the gelatin film. A drawback to the use of the Woodbury 
type for book illustration is that every print has to be trimmed 
and mounted, and of cootie it cannot be printed with type. 

Malmo* is a variation upon Woodbury type. It is an 
attempt to do away with the need of the hydraulic press for the 
making of the mould. A film of bichromated gelatin is exposed 
to the action of light under a positive instead of a negative and 
the unaffected parts washed away, by which means a mould is 
obtained corresponding exactly to that obtained in metal by 
pressure from d film exposed to light under a negative. This 
mould was covered by a coating of tin foil to give it the necessary 
metal surface, and good results were obtained from it, but for 
some reason it has never come much into use. 

Collstyps or akektype is a process in which the film °Mingles', 
gelatin or gum, treated with bkhromate of potash with the addi-
tion of alum or some other hardening substance, becomes an 
actual printing surface inked with an ordinary roller and printed 
by an ordinary machine. A strong tough film made up of a first 
coating of a simple gelatinous astute covered by a second film 
of the sensitive tokbromated gelatin is spread upon ear and 
allowed to dry. &pawl to Apt ender a reversed orgatIve 
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the unprotected parts are hardened in proportion to the amount 
of protection they receive from the negative. After exposure 
under the negative the back of the film is exposed to the action 
of sunlight through the glass at its back, so that the whole film 
may be rendered as hard and tough and durable as possible to 
stand the wear and tear of the process of printing. When in its 
place in the printing press the film must be kept moistened. 
The soft parts unacted upon by the light, but from which the 
bichromate has been since washed, will absorb moisture in pro-
portion to the action the light has exercised upon it, the abso-
lutely hard parts refusing moisture altogether. The film may 
now be inked with an ordinary inking roller, the ink being 
freely taken up by the hard and unmoistened passages and by 
the partly hardened in proportion to the amount of moisture 
they are capable of absorbing; as in lithography, the constant 
moistening of the printing surface is a necessity. Collotype 
is largely used for postcards. It may be printed in • lithographic 
or ordinary vertical press of the letterpress printer. Admirable 
colour results are obtained by this process. 

Solid)* is a variation of the method of producing the film 
which is first spread as described upon waxed glass and then 
stripped from the glass when dry. After hardening the back 
of the film it is laid down upon a metal plate and firmly secured 
to it by the use of an india-rubber cement, It is remarkable 
the admirable results that are obtainable by so delicate a process. 
The films have not a long life; a few hundreds only can be printed 
from each, but the renewal of the film is a simple matter. The 
result is very like a photograph. The use of heliotype is however, 
practically obsolete. 

Phoiolithography. —Zinc or aluminium plates are now fre-
quently used instead of the more cumbrous stones for all so 
called lithographic printing. These plates have the same 
affinity for fat ink as stone, the method of dealing with them 
being practically the same as with stones, and the description 
may be taken as applying to both. The stone itself may be 
rendered sensitive by coating it with a thin film of bichromated 
gelatin, exposing it under a reversed negative of the required 
subject and treating the hardened film as it is treated in the case 
of collotype. A better plan is to render sensitive a sheet of 
=sized or transfer paper which is exposed under a negative, 
moistened, and rolled with transfer ink, which is of a specially 
fatty nature, and adheres only to the parts hardened by exposure 
which are unaffected by the moistening and remain dry. This 
inked sheet is laid upon the stone and the two together are 
subjected to great pressure, passing through a lithographic 
press. After further moistening the sheet of transfer paper is 
peeled off, the stone leaving the inked drawing behind it. The 
usual methods of lithography are then followed, the stone is 
treated with a preparation of acid and gum, kept moist and 
printed from in the ordinary lithographic method. Lithography 
of all kinds can only deal with lines or solid blocks. Tints 
present difficulties which are best dealt with by other methods 
of reproduction, but attempts have been made to obtain tints 
lithographically by breaking up the solid surfaces of the gelatin 
print with a grain before rolling it with ink and transferring it 
to the stone. 

One of the most successful of such attempts is known as the 
Ink Photo process, which is more or less of a secret process 
worked by Messrs. Sprague. None of them, however, yield so 
sound a result as a good drawing made in line, as the grain has 
a tendency to fill up. Transfers may also be made on to zinc 
plates which will take the lithographic ink equally well with 
stones. The plates may be etched—as the inked surfaces resist 
the action of acid—and by this means a relief plate made, which 
when mounted on a block, type-high, may be printed typographi- 
cally It is known in this form as zincography. 

AUTZIOUTIES.—Eugene Michel ChevreuL Considirations sue to 
reproduction par ks prochlls de Af. Niepce de Saint Victor des images 
gravies dessinfes on omprinstes (Paris, 1847): Niepce de Saint Victor, 
Mimoire sae la gravure htliograpkiese sir acute ct .ster sere (Bang- 
notice,. 18A4); Nsepoe de Saint Victor, Troia prances de Is mire 

dietiograpiltscatt sue owe a stir terra (Paris, 1856); de 

Courcy Scott, On Photolincography and other Photographic Processes 
employed at the Ordnance Survey Dffi' ce, Southampton (London. 1862); 
G. Field, Chromotography (London. 1885); C. Motteroz, Essai sir 
les grin:toes chimigues en relief (Paris. 1870 ; Dr H. Vogel ant 
J. R. Sawyer, Das photographs:the Pigment Verfahren oder der 
Kohledruck (Berlin); W. von Becold, Theory of Colours, t876: (Boston. 
U.S.A., 1891); Husnik, Das Gesommtgebset des belstdrue ks (Vienna. 
1880, and editions); Ceymet, Trade prologue do phowtypie (Pars., 
1883, and editions); W. 

and 
 Wilkinson, Photo-Engraving ou Zs. 

and Copper, in Line and Half•Tone (London, 1886); Alestantkr 
Leslie, The Prothro! Instructor of Photo-Engraving and Zinc-achy; 
Processes (New York. and editions); E. Leitze, Modern Heliogrupsu 
Processes (New York, 1899); W. T. Wilkinson, Plsoto.E.stinsinag 
(London, and editions); Professor Church, Colour (London, Untl; 
\V. de W. Abney. Colour Measurement and Mixture (London._ 1191)• 
R. Meldola, The Chemistry of Photography (London, 18311): Caked 
Waterhouse, Practical Notes on the Preparation tel.:ion= 
Photographic Reproduction (London. I 890); Carl 
Photo-Engraring; a Practical Treatise on the Production OkPMPan 
Blocks by Modern Photographic Metho ds (St Louis, U.S. Oen); 
Dr H. Vogel. The Chemistryof Light (London, 189z); S. R. iCender. 
Museum of Fine Arts: a Catalogue of an Exhibition illustenunt 
Reproduction Methods down to the Latest Times (Boston, USA. 
1892) ;  Jules Adeline, Les Arts de reproduction vulgar's& (Paris(; 
Sir. Norman Lockyer, Studies in Spectrum Analysis (London, 
1894 ; H. D. Farquhar, The Grammar

, 
 o Photo-Engraving. trans. 

from the German (London); C. G. Za
f
nder, Photo- Trubronsc-sc 

Printing (Leicester. 1896): H. W. Singer and William Strang. Ekking. 
Engrarong, and other Methods of Printing Pictures (London. 18q-!; 
W. Gamble. " The History of the Half-tone Dot," (The 

rn 	
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Journal, Feb. zo, 1897): T. D. Bolas and others. A Ha 	of 
Photography in Colours (London, goo); W. de W. Abney, Photo-
graphy. Penrose's Process Annual contains each year a Tee of the 
latest works dealing with the development and progress of mechanical 
photo processes. (F... Ra.) 

PROCESS, in law, in the widest sense of the word, any MCI= 
by which a court of justice gives effect to its authority. In the 
old practice of the English common law courts process was 
either original or judicial. Original process was a means of 
compelling a defendant to compliance with an original writ 
(see Vs'aer),• Judicial process was any compulsory proceeding 
rendered necessary after the appearance of the defendant. 
Process was also divided in civil matters into original, marine and 
final. Original process in this sense was any means taken to 
compel the appearance of the defendant. A writ of summers 
is now the universal means in the High Court of Justice. Melee 
process was either any proceeding against the defendant Ulna 
between the beginning and the end of the action, such as to 
compel him to give bail, or was directed to persons not pasties 
to the action, such as jurors or witnesses. Arrest on mane 
process was abolished in England by the Debtors Act talc 
Final process is practically coexistent with execution. 
criminal matters process only applies where the defendant don 
not appear upon summons or otherwise. A warrant is now the 
usual form of such process. 

Ski processes was a technical term used in old common law 
practice. It consisted of an entry on the record by consent of the 
parties for a stay of proceedings. Since the Judicature Acts them 
has been no record, and the skl PIO< (SSW has disappeared with ii 

In Scots law process is used in a much wider sense. almost snobs:- 
lent to practice or procedure in English law. Where papers forming 
steps of a process arc borrowed and not returned, the return el tee 
borrowed process may be enforced by caption (attachnsent). Tea 
Scottish process is very much akin to the French dossier. 

In the United States process is governed by numerous statutes. 
both of Congress and of the state legislatures. The law is founded 
upon the English common law. 

PROCESSION ,  (M. Eng., proccssioun, Fr., procession, Lti, 
processio, from procederc, to go forth, advance, proceed). is 
general, an organized body of people advancing in a formal or 
ceremonial manner. This definition covers a wide satiety of 
such progresses: the medieval pageants, of which the Lord 

In classical Latin the word generally used for a saccemices seas 
pimps, a formal march or progress of persons to some particular 
prot,to .celebrate some event, or for some public or religious perms. 
P

c 
sw is used by Cicero in the sense " a marching forward. as 

advance." any public progress. such as the formal entrance of she 
consul upon his office (Du Cange. rt. Pro:erne), or the public 
appearance of the emperor. In -Late Latin paves/So is 
used of a religious procession, the word having eon* to fae rci= 
the body of persons advancing or proceeding. 
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Mayor's show in London Is the most temple:tons survival; the 
processions connected with royal coronations and with court 
ceremonies generally; the processions of friendly societies, so 
popular in Great Britain and America; processions organized 
as a demonstration of political or other opinions; processions 
forming part of the ceremonies of public worship. In a narrower 
sense of " going forth, proceeding," the term is used in the 
technical language of theology in the phrase " Procession of 
the Holy Ghost," expressing the relation of the Third Person in 
the Triune Godhead to the Father and the Son. 

Processions have in all peoples and at all times been a natural 
form of public celebration, as forming an orderly and impressive 
°whose way in which a number of persons can take part in 
naeseasus- some ceremony. They are included In the celebra-
awasmk tions of many religions, and in many countries, both 
in the East and West, they accompany such events as weddings 
and funerals. Religious and triumphal processions are abun-
dantly illustrated by ancient monuments, e.g. the religious 
processions of Egypt, those illustrated by the rock-carvings of 
Boghaz-Ecui (see Prrata), the many representations of pro-
cessions in Greek art, culminating in the great Panathenaic 
procession of the Parthenon frieze, and Roman triumphal 
reliefs, such as those of the arch of Titus. 

Processions played a prominent part in the great festivals 
of Greece, where they were always religious in character. The 
games were either opened or accompanice by more or less 
elaborate processions and sacrifices, while processions  from the 
earliest times funned part of the worship of the old nature gods 
(e.g. those connected with the cult of Dionysus, fee.), and later 
formed an essential part of the celebration of the great religious 
festivals (e. g. the processions of the Thesmophoria, and that of 
the Great Dionysia), and of the mysteries (e.g. the great pro-
cession from Athens to Eleusis, in connexion with the Eleusinia). 

Of the Roman processions, the most prominent was that of 
the Triumph, which had its origin in the return of the victorious 
army headed by the general, who proceeded in great pomp from 
the Campus to the Capitol to offer sacrifice, accompanied by 
the army, captives •  spoils, the chief magistrate, priests bearing 
the images of the gods, amidst strewing of dowers, burning of 
incense and the like (Ovid, Trio. iv. 2, 3 and 6). Connected 
with the triumph was the pampa circesssis, or solemn procession 
which preceded the games in the circus; it first came into me at 
the tali roatoni, when the games were preceded by a great pro-
cession from the Capitol to the Circus. The praetor or consul who 
appeared in the pomp ciecaesis wore the robes of a triumphing 
general (see )donamsen, Staatsreckt I. 397 for the connexion of 
the triumph with the leis). Thus, when it became customary 
for the consul to celebrate games at the opening of the consular 
year, be came, under the empire, to appear in triumphal robes 
in the processor console:is, or procession of the consul to the 
Capitol to swift« to Jupiter. After the roaidl‘hinent of 
Christianity, the consular processions in Constantinople retained 
their religious character, now proceeding to St Sophia, where 

Or and offerings were made; but in Rome, where Christ. 
was not so widely spread among the upper classes, the 

tendency was to convert the procession into a purely civil 
function, omitting the pagan rites and prayers, without substitu-
ting Christian ones (Dahremberg and Saglio, tar. " Consul "). 
Besides these public processions, there were others connected 
with the primitive worship of the country people, which remained 
unchanged, and were later to influence the worship of the Christ-
ian Church. Such were those of the Ambarvalia, Robigalis, 
fie:., which acre essentially rustic festivals, lustrations of the 
fields, consisting in a procession round the spot to be purified, 
leading the sacrificial victims with prayers, hymns and cere-
monies, in order to protect the young crops from evil influences. 
(See Puller, Rolm. llytkologie, pp. 370-57 2.) 

As to the antiquity of processions as part of the ritual of the 
Christian Church, there is no absolute proof of their existence 
before the 4th century, but as we Lwow that in the cataeombs 
stations were held at the tombs of the martyrs on the azusi-
Mellery of their death, for the celebration of the euchaint. it  

is quite probable that the faithful proceeded to the appointed 
spot in some kind of procession, though there is no satisfactory 
evidence that this was the case. There are, indeed, Aims". 
early instances of the use of the word processio by beam 
Christian writers, but it does not in any case awake 
appear to have the modern meaning "procession." Cis"' 
Tertullian (end century) uses processio and premiere in the sense 
of " to go out, appear in public,, •' and, as applied to a church 
function, Pl&Cali0 was first used in the same way as colleda, 
as the equivalent of the Greek oivafis, i.e. for the assembly of 
the people in the church (Du Clap, In this sense it 
appears to be used by Pope Leo I. (Ep. IX. ad  Diosc. epise. 
C. 445: " qui nostril processionibus et ordinationibus frequenter 
intcrfuit "), while in the version by Dionysius Exiguus of the 
57th canon of the Council of Laodicaea emotes% is translated 
by proccasionibar (Smith, Die. of Gee. Aariq. s.v. " Procession "). 

For the processions that formed part of the ritual of the 
eucharist, those of the introit, the gospel and the oblation, the 
earliest records date from the 6th century and even later (see 
Duchesne, Origins, sod ed., pp. 77, 554, az; 78, we), but they 
evidently were established at a much earlier date. As to public 
processions, these seem to have come into rapid vogue after the 
recognition of Christianity as the religion of the empire. Those 
at Jerusalem would seem to .have been long established when 
described by the authoress of the Pe:eget:natio Silrioe towards 
the end of the 4th century (see PALM Suxotar, for the procession 
of palms). 

Very early were the processions accompanied by hymns and 
prayers, known as Wooled (Gr. /amnia, from )uill, prayer), 
mallows or supplicolienes (see LITANY). It is 
to such a procession that reference appears to be titaaki ear 
made in a letter' of St Basil (c. 375), which would 
thus be the first recorded mention of a public Christian proms. 
non. The first mention for the Western Church occurs in St. 
Ambrose (c. 388, Ep. 4o 4  16, Ad Tkcodos. " monachos ... qui 
. . 

 
pealmos canentes ex consuetudine usuque veteri pergebant 

ad ccletritatern Machabacorum martyrum "). In both these 
cases the litanies are stated to have been long in use. There is 
also mention of a procession accompanied by hymns, organized 
at Constantinople by St John Chrysostom (c. 390-4co) in oppo-
sition to a procession of Arians, in Sozomen, Hiss. zed. viii. 
In times of calamity litanies were held, in which the people 
walked in robes of penitence, fasting, barefooted, and, in later 
times, frequently dressed in black (amide super). The Grose 
was carried at the head of the procession and often the gospel 
and the relics of the saint were carried. Gregory of Tours gives 
numerous instances of such litanies in time of calamity; thus he 
describes (Filo S. Rceeig. L) a procession of the clergy and 
people round the city, in which relies of St Rcmigius were carried 
and litanies chanted in order to avert the plague. So, too, 
Gregory the Great (Ep. xi. 57) writes to the Sicilian bishops to 
hold processions in order to prevent a threatened invasion of 
Sicily. A famous instance pf these penitential litanies is the 
litaaia uptifornas ordered by Gregory the Great in the year soo, 
when Rome bad bees inundated and pestilence had followed. 

See De please cute. ker. C. shit, " Ubi menus in Deem, ibi 
gravie» hossesea... et subOctio religiose, et appritio devota, et 
preemie waste. et Enter units et Dei mums. where it would 
seem to mean " a modest bearing in public; also De cake fovea 
ii., xi., " Vobis autem nulls procedendi caussa tetrica; aut im-
becillus aliquis ex tratvibus visitandos. art sacrificium offertur, 
sot Dei variants administrator. •  which shows that precedent was not 
used wily of going to church. The passage ad sixamos..i. 4, which 
is sometimes quoted to prove the existence of processions at this 
date, appears to use precedent in the same way as the above passages; 

procedendum erit, notiquatn magi', famffiae occupatio 
obveniat. Quis enim sinat coniugem NATO visitandorum (routine 
gratia vicaum aliens se quidern pauperiora quseque tuguria circuire/ 

quisdenique soiemnibus Paschae abnorsantem irC um. sus 
tinebit? " 

• Ep. ley ad Neecties: •tita• atv is, *pi rates tel nig ebreglow 
reeleesioo itkr st Amorist. is WI irstrIstre a. r. X 

Brawls having arisen with the Catholics. who began singing 
their hymns in opposition, the emperor prohibited the Arne 
Meetings. 
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In this litany seven processions, of clergy, laymen, monks, nuns, 
matrons, the poor, and children respectively, starting from 
seven different churches, proceeding to hear mass at Sta Maria 
Maggiore (see Greg. of Tours, Fist: Fr. E.1, and Johann. Disc. Vita 
Greg. Maps. I. 42). This litany has often been confused with 
the litania woofer, introduced at Rome in 598 (side suers), but is 
quite distinct from it.' 

Funeral processions, accompanied with singing and the carry-
ing of lighted tapers, were very early customary (see Ltwerfs, 
Cututornat USE or), and akin to these, also very early, were 
the processions connected with the translation of the relics of 
martyrs from their original burying place to the church where 
they were to be enshrined (see e.g. St Ambrose, Ep. 29 and St 
Augustine, De deltaic Dei, xxii. 8 and Cont. viii. 7, for the finding 
and translation of the relics Of Saints Gervasius and Protasius). 
From the time of the emperor Constantine I. these processions 
were of great magnificence? 

Some liturgies maintain that the early Church in its proces-
sions followed Old Testament precedents, quoting such cases 
04120 as the procession of the ark round the walls of 
Cbdrdea Jericho (Josh. vi.), the procession of David with the 
Paver asbas • ark (a Sam. vi.), the processions of thanksgiving 
on the return from captivity, &c. The liturgy of the early 
Church as Duchesne shows (Origins, ch. i.) was influenced by 
that of the Jewish synagogue, but the theory that the Church 
adopted the Old Testament ritual is of quite late growth. What 
is certain is that certain festivals involving processions were 
adopted by the Christian Church from the pagan calendar of 
Rome. Here we need only mention the litaniae nsajores d mi-
naret, which are stated by Usener (" Alte Bittglinge," in Zeller, 
Philosophise& Assfattse, p. 278 seq.) to have been first instituted 
by Pope Liberius (352-366). It is generally acknowledged that 
they are the equivalent of the Christian Church of the Roman 
lustrations of the crops in spring, the Ambarvalia, &c. The 
litania major, or great procession on St Mark's day (April aS) 
is shown to coincide both in date and ritual with the Roman 
Robigalia, which took place ad. vii. Keel. Mai., and consisted 
in a procession leaving Rome by the Fhrminian gate, and 
proceeding by way of the Milvian bridge to a sanctuary at the 
Sth milestone of the Via Claudia, where the flames quirinalis 
sacrificed a dog and a sheep to avert blight (robigo) from the 
crops (Fasti praenutini, C.T.L.T., p. 317). The litanies major 
followed the same route as far as the Milvian bridge, when it 
turned off and returned to St Peter's, where mass was celebrated. 
This was already established as an annual festival by 598, as 
is shown by a document of Gregory the Great (Regist. ii.) which 
inculcates the duty of celebrating litanions, guae major ab 
omnibus appellant,. The litaniae minores or rogations, held 
on the three days preceding Ascension Day, were first introduced 
into Gaul by Bishop Mamertus of Vienne (c. 47o), and made 
binding for all Gaul by the zst Council of Orleans (51i). The 
Maniac ',limns were also adopted for these three days in Rome 
by Leo HI. (c. 800). A description of the institution and character 
of the Ascensiontide rogations is given by Sidonius Apollinaris 
(Ep, v. se). " The solemnity of these," he says, " was first 
established by Mamertus. Hitherto they had been erratic, 
lukewarm and poorly attended (sagas, kpentes, infrequentesque); 
those which be instituted were characterized by fasting, prayers, 
psalms and tears." In the Ambrosian rite the rogations take 
place after Ascensiontide, and in the Spanish on the Thursday 
to Saturday after Whitsuntide, and in November (Synod of 
Girona, 517). 

Litanies, owing to the fact that they were sung in procession 
were in England sometimes themselves called proceasions." 
Thus we read in the " Order of making Knights of the Bath for 
the coronation of Queen Elisabeth ": " the parson of the said 
church knelynge said the procession in EntrItache and all that were 
thereanswered the parson (B. M. Add. MSS. 4712, p. Sr, printed 
in Anstis's Obserastsons, p. 53). 

, See Martigny. Did. der tastipsiiis cis.to. " Processions." 
" Stations," " Translations " for details of 	–psonm. ..ns under 
Constantine. and Du Can" ea. Prows& for vat. 	processions in 
the middle ogles 

It is impossible to 'describe in detail the vast development 
of processions during the middle ages. The most PIIMISiller 
important and characteristic of these still have a " le 
place in the ritual of the Roman Catholic Church.  
The rules governing them are laid down in the :rem* 
Rietak Romanian (Tit. ix.), and they are classified and& 
in the following way:— 

(0 Procession., generale,. in which the whole body of the dip 
take, part. (a) 	 ordinarios, on yearly festivals, such 
as the feast of the Purification of the Virgin (Candlemas. ge.). the 
procession on Palm Sunday (g.o.), the Lammas majorss and minim 
the feast of Corpus Christi (4.o.), and on other dsys, according 
to the custom of the churches. 	Proses:saws estraareariet. 
or processions ordered on special occasions, e.g. to Vag fat 
rain or fine weather. in time of storm, famine, plague. wee, ar, se 
gliasangus tribulation, processions of thanksgiving. translation d 
relics, the dedication of a church or yonder). There are also 
processions of honour, for instance to meet a royal personsgs..nr 
the bishop on his first entry into his diocese (Patti rm. 03. 
Those taking part in procesoions are to walk birre•ria&d (needier 
permitting), two and two, in decent costume. and with memo 
mien; clergy and laity, men and women. are to walk separately. 
The cross ts carried at the head of the procession, and tanners 
embroidered with sacred pictures in places *bete this is summitry: 
these banners must not be of military or triangular shape. Voila 
is the colour prescribed for processions. except on the Feast af 
Corpus Christi. or on a day when some other colour is 
The officiating priest wears a cope, or at least • surplice wrheitct firttt 

 stole, the other priests and clergy wear surplices. 
Where the host is carried in procession it is wavered always by 

a canopy, and accompanied by hens. At the hauling majors and 
mimeses and other penitential processions, joyful hymns are Dot 
allowed, but the litanies are sung, and, if the length of the pro- 
cession requires, the penitential and gradual psalms. 

As to the discipline regarding processions the bishop. women 
to the Council of Trent (Sear. 25 de reg. cap. 6). appoints and regulate 
processions and public prayers outside the churches. 

The observance or variation of the discipline belongs to the 
tion of Rites; in pontifical processions, which are regulated Congregation 

of the ceremonies (ulogiser ceremortriaman Pew* 
satin's), these points are decided by the chief cardinal &scow 
to processions within the churches, some difference of opinion 
having arisen as to the regulating authority. the Congregation of 
Rites has decided that the bishop must ask, though not aweisaray 
follow, the advice of the chapter in their regulation. 

Reformed Churches.—The Ref orinstionabolished in all Protest-
ant countries those processions associated with the doctrine 
of transubstantiation (Corpus Christi); " the Sacrament of the 
Lord's Supper," according to the 28th Article of Religion of the 
Church of England " was not by Christ's ordinance reserved, 
carried about, lifted up, or worshipped." It also abolished those 
associated with the cult of the Blessed Virgin and the saints. 
The stern simplicity of Calvinism, indeed, would not tolerate 
religious processions of any kind, and from the " Reformed" 
Churches they vanished altogether. The more conservative 
temper of the Anglican and Lutheran communions, however, 
suffered the retention of such processions as did not conflict 
with the reformed doctrines, though even in these Churches they 
met with opposition and tended after a while to fall into disuse. 

The Lutheran practice has varied at different times and is 
different countries. Thus, according to the intrttembel 
Kirchenordnung of 2553, a funeral procession was 
prescribed, the bier being followed by the congress- caws 
tion singing hymns; the Brandenburg Kirchenord- 
Ming (154o) directed a cross-bearer to precede the proemial 
and lighted candles to be carried, and this was prescribed deo 
by the Waldeck Kirchenordnung of 1556. At present funeral 
processions survive in general only in the country districts; 
the processional cross or crucifix is still carried. In same 
provinces also the Lutheran Church has retained the ancient 
rogation processions in the week before Whitsuntide and, is 
some cases, in the month of May or on special occasions (rd. 
days of humiliation, Batittage), processions about the fields to 
ask a blessing on the crops. On these occasions the aaciut 
litanies are still used. 

In England " the perambulations of the circuits of the patisbet 
... used heretofore in the days of rogations " were ordered to be 
observed by the injoordions of Queen Elisabeth In 2e59; and 
for them processions amain "f  pelves and Itonsiliat* 
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ware prescribed. The Puritans, who aimed at setting up the 
Genevan modal, objected; and the visitation articles of the 

bishops in Charles Us time make frequent inquisition Peed et 
bagesse. into the neglect of the clergy to obey the law in this 

matter. With " the profane, ungodly, presumptuous 
multitude " (to quote Baxter's Soles Rest, 16so, pp. sea, see), 
however, these " processions and perambulations " appear to 
have been very popular, though "only the traditions of their 
lathers." However this may be, the Commonwealth made an 
end of them, and they seem raver to have been revived; Sparrow, 
in his RetioNele non Use Boob of Cameo Prayer (London, 1668), 
speaks of "the service formerly appointed in the Rogation days 
of Procession." 

Among the preemies' that survIved the Reformation in 
the English Church was that of the sovereign and the Knights of 
the Garter on St George's day. This was until Charles IL's 
time a regular rogation, the Moisten in surplices, the gentlemen 
of the royal chapel in copes, and the 011100111 and °thee dergy in 
copes preceding the knights end singing the litany. In 1661, 
after the Restoration, by order of the sovereign and knights 
companions in chapter " that supplication& procession " was 
"converted into a hymn of thanksgiving." Akin to this 
peocension also are the others connected with royal functions; 
catenation', funerals. These retained, and retain, many pre-
Reformation features elsewhere fallen obsolete. Thus at the 
funeral of George IL (116o) the body was received at the door 
of the Abbey by the dean and prebendaries in their copes, 
attended by the choir, all carrying lighted tapers, who preceded 
it up the church, singing. 

The only procession formerly prescribed In the Book of 
Common Prayer is that in the order of the burial of the dead, 
where the rubric directs that " the priest and clerks meeting the 
comae at the entrance of the churchyard, and going before it, 
either into the church, or towards the grave, shall say, or sing " 
certain verses of Scripture. Tapers seem to have been conked, 
not only at royal funerals, until well into the zilch century (see 
Loos, Caamonut). Proondm, with singing of the litany 
or of hymns, appear also to have bem always usual on such 
occasions as the consecration of churches and churchyards and 
the solemn reception of • visiting bishop. Under the influence 
of the Catholic revival, ameociated with the Oxford Tractarians, 
processions ban become increasingly popular in the English 
Church, pre-Re-famed= magas having in some churches been 
revived without any legal sanction. The moat common form, 
however, are the Farocasional litanies, and the ohm entry of 
clergy and choir into the church, which on festivals Is actor 
poled by the singing of a procaskmal hymn, their exit being 
similarly accompanied by the chanting of the Near Diesittis. 
In this coanexion the use of the provisional cross, bosses and 
lights has been largely revived. 

See the article " Siemens."bzeliinHerold. In Herzog - Hauck. 
RactleuerykioNdis. a4a grd ed.. • ' . saw); W, 	and Weltg, 
ICircheelartheo 	" Proneasion, Bitt ge Lstane ' and Smith's 
Diesiawary ei Crisham Antiquities se. Procession.' 	or the el 
nod me 	Origin di al Adam dam (srd rut Paris, 1903 . 
See alp G. Cafatany Rank renesson ferineass comments! 
gX0MalaWN .  ( 1 760); N. Seaaeius, Seen peripmenci Sr stuns salmis* 
m•olimo pmeettionslut (avela Cologne, 16071:Jac. Cori•cr. De 
mo tssiae reason precessiesibos (a vets. Into dt, 1606); Jac. 
Eversion. De precossimaar eulestas (Fasts, 	Edw. Martine, 
De ansigas ereksim Mho (3 soh. 	sn;1). &c. For the 
peat usage of the Church of England, Iliermpe asgiecono. ed. Vernon 
SfaleY. A u  DP- 3-22  ( -oudan, 1903)• 

PROCNE= PATH (Let. mabitat Sesels), the Route taken by 
processions on solemn days in large churches—up the north 
aisle, round behind the high Mar, down the south aide, and 
then up the centre of the nave. 

PROCRS-VIOUIAL (Ft. ends, poxes& Late hat arida, 
from mho, word), In French law, a detailed authenticated 
account drawn up by a magistrate, police officer, or other person 
having authority of acts er proceedings dm in the exercise 
of his duty. be a aindeal change, a proceuverbal is a statement 
of the facts of the ass The tegne is also sometimes applied to 
the written grantee of a meeting or ammabli. 

Paean (Gr. WWI,. Lest. Pthabdn), an Mud eS the coast 
of Campania, Italy, a in. S.W. of Cape Nano, and a m. N.E. 
of Ischia on the west aide of the Gulf of Naples, and about Is en. 
S.W. of Naples. Pop. (sot), of the town, sew; of the wbele 
island, one commune, moo. It is about a em. in length and 
of varying width, and, reckoning in the adjacent blued of Vines, 
is made up of four extinct craters, parts of the margins of all of 
which have been destroyed by the sea. The highest point of 
it is only ego ft. above sea-level. It Is von fertile, and the 
population is engaged in the cultivation of vines and fruit and in 
Cabins. Procida, the only town, lies on the east side; its castle 
is now a prison. It also contains a royal palace. Chemical 
authors explained the name of Procida either as en allusion to 
its having been detached from Lehi*, or as being that of the 
none of Aeneas. 

PROCURATION (Lat. enclosure, to make public by 
announcement), in English law, a formal announcement (royal 
prorJamatioe), made under the great seal, of some matter which 
the king in council desires to make known to his subjects: e.g. 
the declaration at war, the statement of neutrality, the mun-
monism or &meiotic& of parliament, or the bringing into opera: 
Lion of the provision of some statute the adornment of which 
the legislature has left to the discretion of the king is camel. 
Royal peockmations of this chancier, made in furtherance of 
the esecatWo power of the Crown, are binding es the subject, 
" where they do not either contradict the old laws or tend to 
establish new ones, but only confine the execution of such law" 
as are already in being In such manor as the sovereign shall 
judge necessary " (Blackstone's Coasisashries, ed. Stephen, L 
s38; Stephen's Cenemeakeries, 34th ed. zoos, 11. soli, somDicey, 
Low of dm Cetsstitalime, 6th ed., se). Royal proclamations, 
which, although not made in purenence of the executive powers 
of the Crown, either call upon the subject to fulfil some duty 
which be is by law bound to perform, or to abstain frees any 
acts or conduct already prohibited by law, are lawful and right, 
and disobedience to them (while sot of itself a misdemeanor) 
is an aggravation of the offence (see charge of Chief Justice 
Cockburn to the grand jury in R. v. Eyre (z867) and Case of 
?iodinations Oho, za Co. Rep. 74). The Crown has from 
time to time kgislated by proclamation; and the Statute ef 
Proclamations tug provided that proclamations made by the 
king with the assent of the council should have the force of 
statute law if they were not prejudicial to " any person's 
inheritance, offices, liberties, goods, chattels or life." But this 
enactment was repealed by an act of 1547; and it is certain that 
a proclamation purporting to be made In the exercise of legisla-
tive power by which the sovereign imposes a duty to which the 
subject is not by law liable, it prohibits under penalties what is 
not an offence at law, cc adds froth penalties to any &fake, is of 
no den units itself Woad In virtue of statutory authority 
(me also thuma so Comm). The Crown has power to lees-
late by peochmethe for a newly conquered comer, (Jenkrsre 
Braids Rale and horialidion laymed the Seas); and this power 
was freely cognised in the Transvaal Colony during the Boer 
Was of dier1ee3. In the British colonies, ordinances are fre-
quently brought into force by proclamation; certain imperil 
acts do not take effect In a colony until there proclaimed (e. g. 
the Foreign Enlistment Ad aro); and modamatioes me car 
steady honed In furtherance of crecothe acts. Is many 
British protectorates the high costabsieur or administattar 
is empowered to legislate by peociamaties. 

Ii the old Meow at real property law lapttsed, lion levied 
with inederentioes," with sucanive 
al the transaction in open court, band the riehm of strangers. 
as well as parties, la case they had 

muy  e an 
.not made claim to the peoperty 

conveyed within lve years namrars (acts 103-1484 and 14101- 
100. Thai proclantstions were ' wade sixteen times 
four times Is the tens is which the Ann was levied, and four times 
is each of the three succeeding teems. Menne& the Dumber of 
proclamations was reduced to an in each of the four terms. The 
proclamations wee endorsed oe the back of the record. The system 
use 'bolded by the Fines and Roomed's Aet an. (A. W. R.) 

MOM to Amoco= (ace the chief repeessota-
dee et the Wag NeoPlatonste, was been at CoestentinoPIR but 
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besought up 'at 'Iambus In Lyda. Having studied grammar 
under Orion and philosophy wider 013►nipiodorus the Peripa-
tetic, at Alexandria, he proceeded to Athens. There be attended 
the lectures of the Neoplatonists Plutarch and Syrianus, and 
about 450 succeeded the latter in the chair a philosophy (hence 
his surname Diadochus, which, however, is referred by others to 
his being the " successor " of Plato). As an ardent upholder 
of the old pagan religion Produs incurred the hatred of the 
Christians, and was obliged to take refuge in Asia Minor. After 
a year's absence be returned to Athens, where he remained until 
his death. His epitaph, written by himself, is to be found in 
Anthologia palatine, vii. 451. Although possessed of ample 
means, Prods led a most temperate, even ascetic life, and 
employed his wealth in generous relief of the poor. He was 
supposed to bold communion with the gods, who endowed him 
with miraculous powers. He acted up to his famous saying 
that " the philosopher should be the hinophant of the whole 
world " by celebrating Egyptian and Chaldaean as well as Greek 
festivals, and on certain days performing sacred rites in honour 
of all the dead. 

His peat literary activity was chiefly devoted to the eincids-
tion of the writing, of Plato. There are still extant commen-
taries on the First Akibiales, Parraeaida, Rosalie, Timm 
and Craiylos. His views are more fully expounded , in the 
Ilepl ids nu* UMian. floshorriaa (la Balm& theologies"). 
The Teratoisoots thokaysik (Issailatio thedogica) contains a 
compendious account of the principles of Neopiatonism and the 
modifiaitions introduced in it by Proclus himself. The pseudo-
Aristotdian Ds cassia is an Arabic extract from this work, 
ascribed to Alfarabits (d. 95o), circulated hs the west by means 
of a Latin translation (ed. 0. Bardenhewer, Freiburg, ins). 
It was answered by the Christian rhetorician Procopius of Gaza 
in a treatise which was deliberately appropriated without 
acknowledgment by Nicolaus of Methane, a Byzantine theologian 
of the ink century (see W. Christ, Gess*. der grischischea 
Littoral's, 1898, 1 692). Other philosophical works by Produs 
are Eremitism Or* 4 Uspl aurkossos (lestilatiss physica sins 
Ds suds, a compendium of the last five books of Aristotle's 
Nei Min* imaisan, Ds physisa auscubations), and Ds 
proviladia of fah; Dean dabitatiossa circa prosideatiess, Ds 
asalorass sobsisissala, known only by the Latin translation of 
William of Moerbeke (archbishop of Corinth, 1:77-1281), who 
also • translated the Droirekoms iisokerrord into Latin. In 
addition to the epitaph already mentioned, Produs was the 
author of hymns, seven of which have been preserved (to Helios, 
Aphrodite, the Muses, the Gods, the Lycian Aphrodite, Hecate 
and Janus, and Athena), and of an epigram in the Greek Antho-
logy (A what. pal. 11. 3, i66 in Didnt edition.) His astronomical 
and mathematical writings indude `reorfuweis role Liam 
vossenr' breekoasur (Hypotyposis astrosonsicarass positional, 
ed. C. blanking, Leipzig, x9o9); Ikel Oates, (Ds sphaera); 
illapi#oaost dude ilrehenairoo reePelhinaz, a paraphrase of the 
difficult passages in Ptolemy's astrological work Tdrabiblass; 
Eli rd rpoirer ear Eirsheides eruiplim, a commentary on the first 
book of Euclid's Elawsesstr; a short treatise on the effect of 
eclipses (De declass, edipsiass, only in a Latin translation). 

His grammatical works are: a commentary on the Works and 
Days of Hesiod (incomplete); some scholia on Homer; an elemen-
tary treatise on the epistolary style, Dept kn•rokmaloo impeardpos 
(Characteres cPistolici), attributed in some MSS. to Libanins. 
The Xporrapaela ipapeasruck by a Produs, who is identified 
by Suldas with the Neoplatonist, is probably the work of a 
grammarian of the and or 3rd century, though Mammas-
Mtillendorff (Plniolog. Unger:sick. vii.; supported by 0. Immisch 
in Festsdwift Th. Center; pp. 237-274) agrees with Suedes. 
According to Suidas, he was also the author of 'Eriveskoara id 
sari 7Lpsossas‘ir. (Assiasedsersionss dosodesiginti en christiassos). 
This work, identified by W. Christ with the In stitatio theologise, 
was answered by Joanna Phlioponus (7th century) in his 
Ds aetsraitate steads. . Some of his commentary on the Chat- 
daean made (Abyss XaMaini) has been discovesed in modern 
thaw. 

There is no Complete edition of the works of Prudes The 
selection of V. Cousin (Paris. 1864) contains the treatises Dr preen. 
demise et foto, Decent dssbitassones. and De swatarass 
the commentaries on the Akar.ades and Parmenarks. The !wawa 
theologies has been edited by G. F. Creuner in the Didot edition 
of Plotinus (Pari• 1855)• the In Ptak-sit theologian has not been 
reprinted since 3618. when it was published by Aemilius Portia 
with a Latin translation. Most recent editions of individual works 
are : Commentaries on the Para:welder. French translation with notes 
by A. E. Chaignet (590o-1903): Republic. by W. Kroll (009- 

. )1): Timaeut. by E- Diehl (1903- ); Hr./II, by E. Abel f15831 
..-,d A. Lud 	(1895): commentary on Euclid by G. Frusflon 
(1 873) ; 	Xnahaish. by A. Jahn t 89t Gksracteres eptskiks. by 
A Westerman(1856), Scholia to Hesiod in 	Vollbth. r s abuse 
0.844). Thomas Taylor, the " Platonist," translated the too-
mentaries on the nemesis and Euclid. The Theology of Plat( dm 
Elements of Theology. and the three Latin treatises. 

On Proclusgenerally and his works see article in Suldas: Marinas 
Vila Prods: J. A. F"abricius, Bthliollseca grasea (ed. Harks). a. 
63-445; W. Christ. Geschichte der grieckischen L.sueratter (Ogg). 
623._J E. Sandys, Hist. of Classical Scholarship H906)• t 372, 

J . B. Bury, Later Roman Empire (1889). i. 13. where Produs 
styled the " Hegel of Neoplatonism "; on -his philosophy, T. 
Whittaker, The Neo-Platonists (1901). and NLOPLAT0121312. 

Extracts from the Xosemaasta are preserved in Photius (God-tit 
almost the only source of information regarding the epic cycle; oe t 
question of authorship, see Christ 637. and Sandys, p. 379: also D. 
B. hionro's appendix to his ed. of Homer's Odyssey. shis.-asiv.(15m1). 

PROCOPIUS, Byzantine historian, was born at Caesarea in 
Palestine towards the end of the 5th century kn. He became a 
lawyer, probably at Constantinople, and was In 527 appointed 
secretary and legal adviser to Belisarius, who was proceeding 
to command the imperial army in the war against the Persians 
(De hello persico i. t 2). When the Persian 1Var was suspended 
and Belisarius was despatched against the Vandals of Africa 
in 533, Procopius again accompanied him, as he subsequently 
did in the war against the Ostrogoths of Italy, which began in 
535• After the capture of Ravenna in 54o Procopius seems to 
have returned to Constantinople, since be minutely describes the 
great plague of 542 (op. cit. Ii. 22). It does not appear whether 
be was with the Roman armies in the later stages of the Gothic 
War, when Belisarius and afterwards Names fought against 
Totila in Italy; his narrative of these years is much less lull 
and minute than that of the earlier warfare. Of his subsequent 
fortunes we know nothing, except that he was living in 559. 
Whether he was the Procopius who was prefect of Constantinople 
in 562 (Theophanes, Chrottograpkia, 202, 202), and was removed 
from office in the year following, cannot be determined. As the 
historian was evidently a person of note, who bad obtained the 
rank of Wiest/4w (Suldas), and from a passage in the Aurelia: 
(I 2) seems to have risen to be a senator, there is no improbability 
in his having been raised to the high office of prefect. 

Procopius's writings fall into three divisions: the Historic; 
(Persian, Vandal and Gothic Wars), in eight books; the treatise 
on the Buildings of Justinian (De aedificiis), in six books; and 
the Unpublished Memoirs ('Avixoora, Historia arcane), so called 
because they were not published during the lifetime of the 
author. 

The Histories are called by the author himself the Books abase 
the Wars (ol &rip Tar roXiatoo Xlryot). They consist of: (t) the 
Persian Wars, in two books, giving a narrative of the long stria& 
of the emperors Justin and Justinian against the Persian kings 
Ravadh and Chosroes Anushirvan down to 55o; (a) the Vandal 
War, in two books, describing the conquest of the Vandal 
kingdom in Africa and the subsequent events there from 53 ,  
down to 546 (with a few words on later occurrences); (3) th e . 
Gothic War, in three books, narrating the war against the 
Ostrogoths in Sicily and Italy from 536 till 552• The eighth 
book contains a further summary of events down to 554. Thew 
eight books of Histories, although mainly occupied with military 
matters, contain notices of some of the more important domestic 
events, such as the Nika insurrection at Constantinople in 53 2, 

 the plague in 542, the conspiracy of Artabenes in 548. They 
tell us, however, comparatively little about the civil adminis-
tration of the empire, and nothing about legislation, On the 
other hand they are rich in geographical and eth.norsPhica 
information. 
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As as histories Preemies is of quite unusual merit, when the 

generally low literary level of his age is considered. He is in-
dustrious in collecting facts, careful and Impartial in stating 
them; his judgment is sound, his reflections generally acute, 
his conceptions of the general march and movement of things 
not unworthy of the great events be has recorded. His descrip-
tions, particularly of military operations, are clear, and his 
special fondness for this part of the subject seldom leads him 
into unnecessary minuteness. The style, although marked by 
mannerisms, by occasional affectations and rhetorical devices, 
Is an the whole direct and beanstalk., nor is the Greek bad for 
the period in which be wrote. His models are Thucydides and 
Herodotus. The former he imitates in the maxims (s‘esai) be 
throws in and the speeches which he puts into the mouth of 
the chief actors; the latter in his frequent geographical dips-
dons, In the personal anecdotes, in the tendency to collect and 
attach some credence to marvellous tales. The speeches are 
obviously composed by Procoplus himself, rarely showing any 
dramatic variety in their language, but they seem sometimes 
to convey the substance of what was said; and even when this 
is . not the ease they frequently serve to bring out the points 
of a critical situation. Procoplus is almost as much a geo-
grapher as an historian, and his descriptions of the people and 
Owes he himself visited are generally careful and thorough. 
Although a warmly patriotic Roman, he does full justice to 
the merits of the barbarian enemies of the empire, particularly 
the Ostrogoth.; although the subject of a despotic prince, he 
criticises the civil and military administration of Justinkn 
and his dealings with foreign peoples with a freedom which 
gives a favourable impression of the tolerance of the emperor. 
Ms chief defects are a somewhat pretentious and at the 
same time monotonous style, and a want of sympathy and 
Intensity. 

The De osedOriis contains an =mat of the chief public 
works executed during the reign of Justinian down to 501 (in 
Mich year it seems to have been composed), particularly 
churches, palaces, borpitab, fortresses, roads, bridges and other 
river works throughout the empire. All these are of course 
ascribed to the personal action of the monarch. H not written 
at the command of Justinian (as some have supposed), ft is 
evidently grounded on official information, and is full of gross 
Battery of the emperor and of the (then deceased) empress. In 
point of style it is greatly inferior to the 
pompous and affected, and at the same time tedious. Its chief 
value lies In the geographical notices which It comas. 

The Arnaldo ("Secret History") purports to be a supplement 
to the Histories, containing explanations and additions which 
the author could not insert in the latter work for fear of Justinian 
and Theodora. It is a furious invective against thesesovereigns, 
their characters, personal conduct and government, with attacks 
on Beliswies and his wife Antonin, and on other noted Sleek 
in the dvii and military services ol the empire. Owing to the 
ferocity and brutality of the attacks upon Justinian, the authen-
ticity of the Ananias has often been called In question, but the 
claims of Prompts to the authorship are now generally scot 
shod. In point of style, the Ameba is inferior to the Histories, 
and hat the air of being unfinithed, or at least waevised. Its 
merit lies In the furious earnestness with which it is written, 
which gives it a force and reality sometimes wanting in the more 
elaborate books written for publication. The history of Philip 
of Macedon by Theopompus probably furnished the author 
with a model - 

The best - - 	edition of Preceptive Is by J. Henry (Tent-user 
Scrim tee; . Gothic War has been edited by D. Comp.,' 
(ilos-111911 , with as Italian translation. There are E.. 
Vatialli of the flutory of Orr Wars, by H. Hulcroft (16;3,, 
the Aerode:a (167_4. anonymous); of the Bailibngs,. Al;:,rLy 
Stewart (18s.8, an Palestine Pilgrims' Test .Sorlety). auef authori-
ties: F. DWhn, Procopias see Cdrorets (ads); W. S. Teufiet in 
Studies red Charahrerisiikaa (and ed. ttillo); L Raabe. Weis 

(1683). iv. -  a. On the getusincoess of the Ananieto cl 
(who agrees with Rank° in rrjrctingthe authorship of 
A History of Oa Law Roma Empire (1889). vol. I.. 
to vol. L (p. 57) and app, to vol. iv of his edition of 

CsIbeile Decline and U. Fot *llamas, of the MMus 
generally, see C. Knunbacher, de. eyestakeisclos Likrvaar 
(and ed., 1897). 

PROCOPHIS OP GAZA (c. 465-528 e.e.), Christian sophist 
and rhetorician, one of the most important representatives 
of the famous school of his native place. Here he spent nearly 
the whole of his life teaching and writing, and took no part is 
the theological movements of his time. The little that is known 
of him is to be found in his letters and the encomium by his pupal 
and successor Choricius. He was the author of numerous 
rhetorical and theological works. Of the former, his panegyric 
on the emperor Anastasius alone is extant; the description of 
the church of St Sophia and the monody on its partial destruc-
tion by an earthquake are spurious. His letters (lb in number), 
addressed to persons of rank, friends, and literary opponents, 
throw valuable light upon the condition of the sophistical 
rhetoric of the period and the character of the writer. The 
fragment of a polemical treatise against the Neoplatonist Piste& 
is now assigned to Nicolas, archbishop of Methane in Pao. 
ponnesus (fi. irth century). Procopius's theological writings 
consist of commentaries on the °ceased, the hocks of Kings 
and Chronicles, Isaiah, the Proverbs, the Song of Songs and 
Ecclesiastes. They are amongst the earliest samples of the 
" catenk " (cakea, chain) form of commentary, consisting 
of a series of extracts from the fathers, arranged, with inde-
pendent additions, to duddate the portions of Scripture ova-
camel. Photius (red. 206), while blaming the diffuseness of 
these commeataries, praises the writer's learning and style, 
which, however, he considers too ornate for the purpose. 

Complete editions of the works of Pr000pies in Mips Palmieri& 
groan, lextvii; the letters also in Eesstolograpki growl, ed. K. 
Hercher 0 87.1): see also K. Seitz, the Sauk von Gaza (ISM; 
D. Russo., Sp& re czs (Constantinople, tag); L. Eiseahofee, 
Proc• 	000  Dim 1 89* furrier bibliograOsaal awing in C. 
ICrum—k.w, &ease 	bitowtonschen Litteroser(tesq), era 
article by G. Kroger in Herzog-Hauck's Raelescydopais Jgs protastautudie nave (coos). 

PROCRUPIBI (Gr. foe " the stretcher "), also called Pour-
Pesos of DAYASTIS, is Greek kpead, a robber dwelling in the 
neighbourhood of Eleusis, who was slain by Theseus. He had 
two belated* (according to amok only one), the toe very long, 
the other very short. When a summer claimed his hospitality, 
Promotes compelled him, if he was tail, to lie down on the 
short bed, and then cut oft his extremities to make him it. 
II on the other hand he was short, be wee Owed on the long 
bedstead and his limbs pulled out mail he died from eahaustios. 
The " bed of Proaustm " has become proverbial. 

Mod. .Sit iv. go; Hygiene, fah gat Plutarch. Maass. in 
Paumakm L 3S, 5. 

PROCHIS, UTAH WALLIS (3785-1874), English poet, wee 
bora at Loads on the net of November 1787. He was educated 
at Harrow, where be had for cestempenrias Lord Byres and Sir 
Robert Peel On leaving school be was placed in the cake of 
• solicitor at Caine, McAfee, remaking there until about :goy, 
when he resumed to London to study law. By the death of his 
father ha slid he beans possesed of a small property, and soon 
after entered Into partnership with a sandlot; but In as the 
partnership we dksoived, and be began to mks trader the 
pseudonym of "Barry Conseil" After his marriage in igs 
to Mb Shopper, a daughter of Mistime Montague, be mturoed 
to his professional work as conveyancer, and was called to the 
bar in "So. In the following year helm appointed, metropoli-
tan commissioner of lunacy--en appointment asentally reamed 
until his denies to the penwasest cesumbiew combined by 
the ad of ales. He emigood Whoa In •861. He died on the 
nth al camber TIN. Most of his verse was composed tames 
stag when be began to emsdhuto to she livery Gas see, Sad 
An, et at West tar. 

His principal poetical works weft: Dross& Seem awdeehir 
Peen, (sato), A Shakos Story (ass), .Miretrisks, a tragedy. 
pmfonned 

ss Foote 
 Covent 

l
Gesden with Maseady, Childs Nsealgo 

sold Mi 	in tbe leading parts by  ), Tits Plod el Theo* 
(sas), sad Nisi 1 id Saws (stip). He was ekes 	oaths of 
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Mew Peaks (i824). Lift  of Edmund Kam ( 1830. Ens* 
end Tales in Prose (r85i), Clerks Lamb; a Memoir (1866), and 
of memoirs of Ben Jenson and Shakespeare for editions of their 
works. A posthumous autobiographical fragment with notes 
of his literary friends, of whom be had a wide range from Bowles 
to Browning, was published in 1877, with some additions by 
Coventry Patmore. Charles Lamb gave the highest possible 
praise to his friend's Dramatic Sketches when be said that had 
be found them as anonymous manuscript in the Garrick collec-
tion he would have had no hesitation about including them in 
his Dramatic Specimens. He was perhaps not an impartial 
critic. " Barry Cornwall's " genius cannot be said to have been 
entirely mimetic, but his works are full of subdued echoes. His 
songs have caught some notes from the Elizabethan and Cavalier 
lyrics, and blended them with others from the leading poets 
of his own time; and his dramatic fragments show a similar 
infusion of the early Victorian spirit into pre-Restoration forms 
and cadences. The results are somewhat heterogeneous, and 
lack the Impress of a pervading and dominant personality to 
give them unity, but they abound in pleasant touches, with 
here and there the flash of a higher, though casual, inspiration. 

His daughter, ADISAIDE Autm Paricrza (1825-1864), also • 
poet, was born on the 3oth of October 1825. She began to con-
tribute to Household Words in 5853. She adopted the name of 
" Mary Berwick," so that the editor, Charles Dickens, should not 
be prejudiced by his friendship for the Platers. Her principal 
work is Legends and Lyrics, of which • first series, published in 
:858, ran through nine editions in seven years, while a second 
series issued in 286o met with a similar success. Her unambitious 
verses dealing with simple emotional themes in a simple manner 
have a charm which is scarcely explicable on the ground of high 
literary merit, but which is due rather to the fact that they are 
the cultured expression of an earnest and beneficent life. Among 
the best known of her poems are The Angers Story, The Legend 
of Bregenz and The Legend of Provence. Many of her songs and 
hymns are very popular. Latterly she became a convert to 
Roman Catholicism, and her philanthropic zeal appears to have 
hastened her death, which took place on the and of February 
1864 

PROCTOR. ALEX/ADM PHINISTER (x862- ), American 
sculptor and painter, was born in Ontario, Canada, on the 27th 
of September 1862. As a youth he lived at Denver, Colorado, 
spending much of his time in the Rocky Mountains, and his 
familiarity with the ways and habits of wild animals was supple- 
mented later by study in the Jardin des Plantes, Paris. He was 
a pupil at the National Academy of Design and later in the An 
Students' League, in New York, and first attracted attention 
by his statues of wild animals at the Columbian Exposition, 
Chicago. In 1896 he won the Rinehart Scholarship, which 
enabled him to spend five years in Paris, where be studied under 
Pooch and J. A. Injalbert. Among his works of sculpture are: 
" Indian Warrior " (a small bronze); " Panthers," Prospect 
Park, Brooklyn, New York; " Quadrics," for United States 
Pavilion, Paris Exhibition (seco), and groups In the City Park, 
Denver, and Zoological Park, New York. His pictures of wild 
animals, mainly in water colours, are also characteristic. He 
became a member of the Society of American Artists (1895), 
of the National Academy of Design (r9o4), of the American 
Water Color Society, and of the Architectural League, New 
York. 

PROCTOR. RICHARD ANTHONY (1837-5888), British astro-
nomer, was born at Chelsea on the s3rd of March 1837. He was 

delicaft child* and. his  father dYiDS ba 1850, his mother attended 
herself to his education. On his health improving be was sent 
to Ring's Came, London, from which be obtained a scholarship 
at St John's College, Cambridge. He graduated in 586o as 
23rd wrangler. His macialie while null an vadaraduata 
probably accounted for his low place in the tripes. He then 
seed for the bar, but turned to astronomy and authorship 
instead, and is :865 published an article on the " Colons of 
Double Stars " in the Carnai71 Magasiae. His first book—
Setae mod Ms System—was published in the suns year, at his  

own expense. This work contains an elaborate account of the 
phenomena presented by the planet; but although favourably 
received by astronomy s, it had no great sale. He intended to 
follow it up with similar treatises on Mars, Jupiter, sun, moan, 
comets and meteors, stars, and nebulae, and had in fact com-
menced a monograph on Man, when the failure of a New Zealand 
bank deprived him of an independence which would have enabled 
him to carry out his scheme without anxiety as to its commercial 
success or failure. Being thus obliged to depend upon his 
writings for the support of his family, and having learned by the 
fate of his Saturn that the general public are not attracted by 
works requiring arduous study, be cultivated a more modes 
style. He wrote for a number of periodicals; and although 
he has stated that be would at this time willingly have " tursat 
to stone•breaking on the roads, or any other form of hard sad 
honest but unscientific labour, if a modest competence bad bees 
offered " him in any such direction, be attained a high degree 
of popularity, and his numerous works had a wide influence in 
familiarizing the public with the main facts of astronomy. His 
earlier efforts were, however, not always successful. His Hand-
book of the Stars (1866) was refused by Messrs Longman and 
Messrs Macmillan, but being privately printed, it sold fairly 
well. For his Half-Hoare with the Telescope (1868), which 
eventually readied a loth edition, he received originally in 
from Messrs Hardwick. Although teaching was uncongenial to 
him he took pupils in mathematics, and held for a time the 
position of mathematical coach for Woolwich and Sandhurst. 

His literary standing meantime improved, and he became a 
regular contributor to The Intellatual Observer, Osantheris 
Journal and the Popular Science Review. In :87o appeared his 
Other Worlds than Oars, in which he discussed the question of 
the plurality of worlds in the light of new facts. This was 
followed by a long series of popular treatises in rapid succession, 
amongst the more important of which are Light Science for Leinse 
Hours and The Sun (:871); The Orbs around Us and Enos on 
Astronomy (1872); The Espana of Heaven, The Moon and The 
Borderland of Science (x873); The Universe and the COMM 

Transits and Transits of Venus (1874); Our Place among Infinities 
(5875); Myths and Marvels of Astronomy (1877); The Utsesse 
of Stars (1878); Flowers of the Sky 4870; The Peary of Astronomy 
(s841o); Easy Star Lessons and Familiar Science Studies <1882); 
Mysteries of Time and Space and The Great Pyramid (1853); 
The Universe of Suns (x884); The Seasons (1885); Other Suns 
this Ours and Half-Hours with the Stars (1887). In 1881 he 
founded Knowledge, a popular weekly magazine of science 
(converted into a monthly in z885), which bad a considerable 
circulation. In it he wrote on a great variety of subject; 
including chess and whist. He was also the author of the 
articles on astronomy in the American Cyclopedia and the ninth 
edition of the Encyclopaedia Brilannica, and was well known as 
a popular lecturer on astronomy in England, America and 
Australia. Elected a fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society 
in 2866, be became honorary secretary in 1872, and contributed 
eighty-three separate papers to its Monthly Notices. Of thee 
the more noteworthy dealt with the distribution of stars, star. 
clusters and nebulae, and the construction of the sidereal 
universe. He was an expert in all that related to map-drawing, 
and published two star-atlases. A chart on an isographie 
projection, exhibiting all the stars contained in the Bonn 
Durclumatersnag, was designed to show the laws according to 
which the stars down to the 9-ioth magnitude are cristrlliated 
over the northern heavens. Ills " Theoretical Coosiderations 
respecting the Corona" (Monthly Notices, x121.. x84, au) also 
deserve mention, as well as his discussions of the rotation of 
Mars, by which be deduced its period with a 'inhabit error of 
ca"-eras. He also vigorously criticized the official amutgesonsts 
for observing the transits of Venus of 5874 and *NS& His 
largest and most ambitious work. Old and Now ,drarearary, 
unfortunately left unfinished at his death, was completed by 
A. Cowper Ramped and published in tops. He settled in 
America some time after his second marriage in :Us, and dir 
at New York on the tads of September in& 
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see ibielyz Noe" AL 1647. Oeurratery. xi. 366; The Times, 
(Sept. r4. lath): Ka011iage (Oct. t88111, p. 265): Appleton's A NY mal 
Cob pied*. ail 707; Autobiographical Notes in Near &demo 
Rate" i. 393. 

PROCTOR, an English variant of the word procurator (q.v.); 
strictly, a person who takes charge or acts for another, and so 
approaching very nearly in meaning to " agent " (q.c). The 
tide is used in England in three principal senses. 

s. A practitioner in the ecclesiastical and admiralty coons. 
A proctor in this sense is ahas a qualified person licensed by the 
archbishop of Caoterbury to undertake duties such as are 
performed in other courts by solicitors, but this matter is now 
only of historical interest, since by the Judicature Acts 1873 
and 0173 all the busineas formerly confined to proctors may be 
conducted by solicitors. The king s proctor is the proctor or 
solicitor representing the Crown in the courts of probate and 
divorce. In petitions of divorce or for declaration of nullity of 
marriage the king's proctor may, under direction of the attorney-
general, and by leave of the court, intervene in the suit for the 
purpose of proving collusion between the parties. His power of 
intervening is limited, by the Matrimonial Causes Act 186o, to 
cases of collusion only, but he may also, as one of the public, show 
cause against a decree sin being made absolute (see Onyxes:). 
In the admiralty court a proctor or procurator was an officer 
who, in conjunction with the king's proctor, acted as the attorney 
Of solicitor in all causes concerning the lord high admiral's affairs 
lo the high court of admiralty and other courts. The king's 
proctor so acted In all causes concerning the king. 

a. A representative of the clergy in convocation. A proctor 
in this sense represents either the chapter of • cathedral or the 
beneficed clergy of a diocese. In the province of Canterbury 
two proctors represent the clergy of each diocese; in that of 
York there are two for each archdeaconry. In both alike each 
chapter is represented by one. 

3. The name of certain important university officials. At 
Oxford the proctors (jorocuroloens), under the statutes, supervise 
the transaction of university business and appoint delegates 
to look after any particular affairs wherever their are not other-
wise provided for by statute. They are ex oforio members of 
all the important delegacies, except that of the University Prem. 
They also act as the amcsaors of the chancellor or his commissary 
its particular matters dealt with in the university. They super. 
vise the voting at public meetings of the university and announce 
the results. They also have, according to the ancient statutes, 
the power of veto in convocation and congregation: no proposal 
can be passed into a statute or decree it twice vetoed by them. 
They ate es elide members of the hebdomadal council, the 
governing council of the aniveralty, and they are the assessors 
of the vice-chancellor when he confers degrees. When a degree 
is to be greeted they walk down the ball in which the ceremony 
is performed, nominally to ask fee the approval of the masters, 
and it ems formerly the custom for any tradesman, or any other 
person, who had a claim of debt against the postulant foe a 
define,  to pluck the gown of the proctor as be passed and request 
settlement of the debt before the degree was granted. The 
redoes are also reseneelle to the good order of the university, 
and they ate charged with the duty of Inquiring into and 
reporting on any breaches of its statutes, customs or privileges. 
They are empowered to punish undergraduates, or graduates 
under the degree of Bachelor of Civil Law and Master of Arts, 
by fuse or by confinement to their colleges or lodgings (familiarly 
known as " pang "). They have to draw op the Bs of candi-
data for examination, and haven) be peanut at all examinations, 
to see that they are property conducted. They are responsible 
for the good eider of the streets at night, so far as members of 
the university are concerned. Foe this purpose more especially 
each of them is empowered, Immediately on his election, to 
geminate two masters of at least three years' standing as pro-
proctors. The proctors and pro-proctors take It in turn to 
penunbolate the streets nightly, accompanied by two sworn 
constables, familiarly town as "bulldogs." The proctors are 
elected by the beads, fellows and resident members of corns-
asks of each college in rotation. They are presented to the  

vice-chancellor with much ceremony, part of which consists in 
taking over the insignia of their office—a copy of the statutes and 
a bunch of keys—from their predecessors. 

At Cambridge the proctors are nominated annually by the 
colleges in rotation and elected (s formal proceeding) by the 
senate. They must have been three years members of the senate 
and have resided two years at the university. The two pro-
proctors are not, as at Oxford, nominated by the proctors, but 
are elso elected by the senate on the nomination of the colleges, 
each college having the right to nominate a pro-proctor the year 
next before that in which it nominates the proctor (Grace of 
February a6, 1863). Two additional pro-proctors are also 
elected by the senate each year, on the nomination of the vice-
chancellor and proctors, to assist the latter in the maintenance 
of discipline (Grace of June 6, 1878). 

The early history of the office at Cambridge is obscure, but it 
seems that the proctors have always represented the colleges in 
university prOccedings. At present their functions arc twofold 
(1) as taking part in all university ceremonials, (:) as enforcing 
discipline in the case of members of the university who are is 
slabs putillori (i.e. undergraduates and Bachelors of Arts and 
Law). ( t) The proctors are not (as at Oxford) ex officio members 
of the council of the senate or of other boards or syndicates, 
except those with which their duties are specially connected . 

But their presence is essential at all congregations of the senate, 
at which the senior proctor reads all the " graces " (already 
approved by the council of the senate). If any grace is opposed 
by any member of the senate saying non p/utel the proctors 
take the votes of those present and announce the result. Graces 
are offered not only for making changes in university statutes 
and ordinances and for appointing examiners and the like, but 
also for granting degrees. When a degree is to be taken the 
college of the candidate presents a supplied or petition for the 
degree, this petition is approved by the council of the senate, 
when they have satisfied themselves that the candidate has 
fulfilled the conditions, and is read at the congregation by the 
senior proctor: these supplicate are practically never opposed, 
but graces for new statutes and ordinances are frequently 
opposed, and on very important occasions many hundreds of 
non-resident members of the senate come up to record their 
votes. (a) The proctors' powers as to discipline have a very long 
history. As far as concerns members of the university they have 
authority to impose certain fines for minor offences, such as not 
wearing academical dress on occasions when it is ordered, and 
also to order a man not to be out of his college after a certain 
hour for a certain number of days (" gating '1. In the case of 
more serious offences the proctor generally reports the matter 
to the authorities of the offender's college to be dealt with by 
them, or as an ultimate resort brings the offender before the 
university court of discipline, which has power to rusticate or 
expel. The power of the proctors over persons who are not 
members of the university dated from charters granted by Eliza-
beth and James L, which empowered the university authorities 
to search for undesirable characters, men and women, rogues, 
vagabonds, and other personas de sale inspector, and punish them 
by imprisonmeit or banishment In recent times this poiver 
was regularly exercised with respect to women of bad character. 
The proctors promenaded the streets attended by their servants 
(the bulldogs), who are always sworn in as special constables. 
If occasion arose the proctor could arrest a suspected woman and 
have her taken to the Spinning House (for which Hobson the 
carder had left an endowment); the next day the woman was 
brought before the vice-chancellor, who had power to commit 
her to the Spinning House; as a general rule the sentence was 
not for • longer perior than three weeks. For this purpose the 
vice-chancellor sat in camera and the jurisdiction bad nothing 
to do with that of the vice-chancellor's court. In 1898 attention 
was called to this procedure by the case of a girl named Daisy 
Hopkins, who was arrested and committed to the Spinning House. 
Application was made on her behalf to the Queen's Bench Divi-
sion for a writ of habeas carpus, and when the application Carat 
On it appeared that there had been a technL-al irregularity (the 
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prisoner not having been formally charged when brought before 
the vice-chancellor), so the writ was granted and the prisoner 
released. She afterwards brought an action against the proctor, 
which failed. It was now decided to abolish the practice of 
bearing these cases in camera. The whole practice was, how-
ever. objected to by the authorities of the town, and after 
conference an agreement was arrived at, the proctorial juris-
diction over persons not members of the university being 
abolished (woe). 

PROCURATION (Lat. 'rearm, to take care of), the action 
of taking care of, hence management, stewardship, agency. 
The word is applied to the authority or power delegated to a 
procurator, or agent, as well as to the exercise of such authority 
expressed frequently " by procuration " (pa procwationewt), 
or shortly pa pro., or simply p.p. In ecclesiastical law, 
procuration is the providing necessaries for bishops and arch-
deacons during their visitations of parochial churches in their 
dioceses. Procuration at first took the form of meat, drink, 
provender, and other accommodation, but it was gradually 
compounded for a certain sum of money. Procuration is merely 
an ecclesiastical due, and is suable only in a spiritual court. 
In those dioceses where the bishop's estates have vested in the 
ecclesiastical commissioners procuration are payable to the 
commissioners who, however, have abandoned their collection 
(Phillimore, Ea. Law, and ed., tags,  pp. top, so6o). Pro-
curation is also used specifically for the negotiation of a loan 
by an agent for his client, whether by mortgage or otherwise, 
and the sum of money or commission paid for negotiating it is 
frequently termed procuration fee. 

The English criminal law makes the provision or attempted 
provision of any girl or woman under twenty-one years of age, for 
the purpose of illicit intercourse ,an offence. known as procuration. 
(See PROSTITUTION.) 

PROCURATOR (tat. procware, to take care of), generally 
one who acts for another. With the Romans it was applied 
to a person who maintained or defended an action on behalf 
of another, thus performing the functions of a modern attorney. 
Roman families of importance employed an official correspond-
ing to the modern steward and frequently called the procurator. 
Later the name was applied especially to certain imperial offi-
cials in the provinces of the Roman Empire. With the estab-
lishment of the imperial power under Augustus, the emperor 
took under his direct government those of which the condition 
or situation rendered a large military force necessary. Here 
certain officials, known as the procuralores Carsarit, took the 
place occupied by the guar-star in the senatorial provinces. They 
were either equity or freedmen of the Caesar and their office was 
concerned with the interests of the iiscus (the public property 
of the Caesar). They looked after the taxes and paid the 
troops. There were ales officials bearing this title of prof uratores 
Cattails in the senatorial provinces. They collected certain 
dues of the firers which were independent of those paid to the 
eolith's; (the property of the senate). This organization 
lasted with some modifications until the 3rd century. The 
procurator was an important official in the reorganized empire 
of Diocletian. 

The title remained all through the middle ages to describe very 
various officials. Thus it was sometimes applied to a regent 
acting for a king during his minority or absence; sometimes 
It appears as an alternative title to scrwsckal or dopifer. It 
preserved its legal significance in the title of procurator era-
starans, who acted as solicitor or proxy In the ecclesiastical 
courts, and was so called because these courts dealt with matters 
affecting the spiritual Interests of the persons concerned. The 
economical significance remained in such titles as procurator 
auitivcrtariousc, the exactor of dues for the celebration of Rani-
versarles;. this office was assigned to laymen. The procurator 
trapaii was entrusted with the administration of matters per-
taining to the art of cloth•making. The procurator implanter 
was the collector of fines in certain churches from absent CAROBS, 
firc. The officials entrusted with the administration of the  

goods of a Church were called variously Own:rake r ealuiae, 
procurator parcitatis, procurator MNilltI1110011. Bishops sad 
bishops-elect frequently described themselves by the title 41 
procuratores acksiarune. The prior of a dependent religious 
house was sometimes styled prottvalor otudlentint. The official 
who represented the public interests in the courts of the 
inquisition was known as the pawner Mei. The administrator 
of the affairs of a large community was sometimes called the 
procurator syndicate, the administrator of goods left to the poor, 
procurator pauperism. In monasteries the eamenens was, sad 
is, sometimes described as procurator. Thus the procurator 
has still the administration of material affairs In every Domini-
can priory. Procurator di Sou Marco was • title of honour is 
the republic of Venice. There were nine official promotion 
and numerous distinguished persons baring the heeteary 
title. 

The term procurator (Fr. procurer) is used in those commits 
whose codes are based on the Roman civil law for caul 
officials, having a representative character, in the courts 
law. Thus under the ancics retina in France the genres 
dat rod were the representative of the Crown in all causes 
(see Furter.: Law and Institutions); and now the proouturt 
giutraits, and under them the 'forewarn substitute, protium* 
de As ripublique and proem/coot still represent the etiehtire 
public in the courts. In Scotland the procurator is a law 
agent who practises in an inferior court. A procurator is 
Scotland has been, since the Law Agents Acts t873,  exactly 
in the same legal position as other law agents. The proatratee-
fiscal is a local officer charged with the prosecution of aim. 
He is appointed by the sheriff. He also performs the dudes 
of an English coroner by holding inquiries into the circumstance 
of suspicious deaths. A common English loam of procurator 
is proctor (q.t.). 

See Sir William Smith, Diaimogry of Grote and Rowan Antu*wities 
Urd ed., lago-t&ji 1. and Du Cange, Clessaroom medere sr *mar 
isirismaiss (new ed. by L. Fevre. Nioct„ 4883). (E. 014.) 

PRODICUS OF 0804 (b. c 465 or es° ILO, • Greek humanist 
of the first period of the Sophistical movement, known as 
the " precursor of Socrates." He was still living in 30o Bt. 
He came to Athena as ambassador from Certe, and became 
known as a speaker and a teacher. Like Protagoras, he pro. 
eased to train his pupils for domestic and civic affairs; but it 
would appear that, while Protagoras's chief Instruments of 
education were rhetoric and style, Predict's made ethics prem , 

 inent in his curriculum. In ethics he was a pessimist. Though 
he discharged his civic duties is spite of a frail physique, he 
emphasized the sorrows of life; and yet be advocated sio hops. 
less resignation, but rather the remedy of work, and took as his 
model Herades, the embodiment of virile activity. The is-
thence of his views may be recognised as late as the Shepherd 
of Hams. His views on the origin of the belief in the gods 
is strikingly modern. First came those great powers which 
benefit mankind (comparing the worship of the Nile), and after 
these the deified men who have rendered services to humanity. 
But he was no atheist, for the pantheist Zeno spoke highly if 
him. Of his natural philosophy we know lady the titles of 
his treatises Ose.Nature and ON the Nature of Non. His dad 
interest is that be sought to give precision to the me of words. 
Two of his discourses were specially famous; ma, " Om 
Propriety of Language," is repeatedly alluded to by Plato; the 
other. entitled Vero, contained the celebrated **ape of 
the Choice of Halides, of which the Xenopbdntse Socrates 
(Mon. iL  I. I t seq.) gives a summary. Therammes, lStmipids 
sad Isocrates are said to have been pup& ce beatereof Praline. 
By his immediate summons be was variously eltipaied: Plato 
satirises him in the eady dialogue*: AtintOphtmeet hi the 
Threntrrai calks him " s babbling brook "; Amcbloas the 
Socratic condemns him as a sophist. 

See Seenget. Artimo scriptoret, ma, 45 gq*: Weldor. "banked 
der Vortinger des &Aerates.-  is Rimier Meameealg = 
Klein. 	 3q;: Hummel, De Praire 

s.t 
 

1•46); Cougny, Dr Produo Ceti (Pali), IRO). 
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PRODIGY, an extraordinary or wonderful thing, person, 

event, Sc.; something which excites amazement and astonish. 
ment. The term has been particularly applied to children 
who display a precocious genius, especially in music. The 
German expression Wunderkind has of late been often adopted 
by those who have found the name " infant prodigy " too 
reminiscent of the " infant phenomenon " familiar to readers of 
Dickens. The Lat. prodigissors, an omen, portent, and abnormal 
or monstrous event, is probably not to be derived from pro 
and dicers, to foretell, prophesy, but rather, on the analogy of 
adagios, adage, aphorism, from pro (prof before a vowel), and 
the root of ale, I say. 

1PRODUC710111 (tat. productioneon, from producere, to pro-
duce), in general, the act of producing, or bringing forth. Pro-
duction, in contrast with distribution and consumption, is one 
of the great divisions which all treatises on economics make in 
dealing with the subject, and as such it is defined in every text-
book and its elements and processes desk with at length. J. R. 
licCulloch's definition may be given as one difficult to improve 
on " by production, in the science of political economy, we 
are not to understand the production of matter, for that is die 
exclusive attribete of Omnipotence, but the production of 
utility, and consequently of exchangeable value, by appro-
priating and modifying matter already in existence, so as to 
fit it to satisfy our wants, and to contribute to our enjoyments." 
W. S. Jevons says, " production is one of the very few happily 
chosen terms which the economist pomesses. Etymologically 
the term implies that we draw wealth forth, and this is the 
correct idea of production." Though the mere definition of 
"production " as the creation of wanks is apparently simple 
enough, the treatment of the subject has varied from time to 
time in proportion to the changes which economic science has 
itself undergone; it has been said that the theory of production 
is based on unalterable natural facts, but even this cannot be 
too absolutely stated, for the organization of production changes 
with social growth. Much discussion has, during the growth 
of the science of economics, centred round what is and what is 
not productive or unproductive, and as to the relative importance 
of the functions of production and distribution. 

See E. Canaan's History of the Theories of Production and Distri-
bution 01043). and the standard treatises on economics. Also the 
articles. CAPITAL; VALOR; WEALTH. 

PROFS/41TE, irreverent or blasphemous language, swearing, 
by the use of words casting derision on sacred or divine things, 
especially the taking of the name of God in vain (sec BLASPHEMY; 

and SWEARING). The word " profane," derived from Lat. 
arofitisess, outside the temple (fonsw), hence opposed to sacrum 
or reheat/au. in the sense of not sacred, common, is used in 
English not only as meaning irreverent, or blasphemous, but 
also in the senses of the original Latin, not initiated into sacred 
mysteries, hence, lay, secular, or as referring to subjects not 
connected with sacred of biblical matters, e.g. profane literature, 
history, &c. 

PROFESSOR (the Lath noun formed from the verb prefiteri, 
to declare publicly, to acknowledge, profess), a term now 
properly confined to a teacher of a special grade at a university. 
Its former significance of one who has made " profession " or 
open acknowledgment of religious belief, or, in particular, has 
made a promise binding the maker to a religious order, is now 
obsolete. The educational use is found in post-Augustan Latin, 
and Proffers is used by Pliny (Ep. IL t8, 3,1v. 1 t, Es), absolutely, 
in the sense of" to bee teacher," an extension of the dassical use 
in the sense of to practise, profess a science or art, e.g. prstfiteri 
jos, medicines's, pkilesophione, acc. In the universities of the middle 
ages the conferring of a degree in any faculty or branch of 
learning meant the right or qualification to teach in that faculty, 
whence the terms Imaginer, " master." and dodo for those 
on whom the degree had been granted. To these names must 
be added that of " professor." The " three titles of Master, 
Doctor, Professor, were in the middle ages absolutely synony-
mous " (I f. Stashdall, The Universities of Europe in the Middle 
Ages, silos, L at). At Pads in the faculties of theology.  

medicine and arts professor is more frequently used than 
doctor but less so than magister; at Bologna the teachers of law 
are known as professores or doctores (id.). From this position to 
that of the holder of an endowed " chair," the occupant of 
which is the principal public teacher of the particular faculty, 
the evolution was gradual. The fitst endowed professorship 
at Oxford was that of divinity, founded by the mother of 
Henry VII. in 1497 (?1Ser) and named after her the " Margaret 
Professorship." The foundation of the regius professorship by 
Henry VIII. , in t546 no doubt, as the Nee English Didionery 
points out, tended to the general modern use of the word. Sub-
ordinate public teachers in faculties or In subjects to which a 
professorial " chair " is attached, are known as " readers " 
or "lecturers," and these titles are also used for the principal 
public teachers in subjects which have not reached professorial 
rank. 

PROFILE, an outline or contour drawing, particularly the 
drawing of the outline of the human face as seen from the side, 
or in architecture the contour of a part of a building, of a 
moulding, Sc., as shown by a vertical section. In fortification 
the " profile " of an earthwork is an outline of a transverse 
section and gives the relative thickness; so a work is said to 
be " of strong " or " of weak " profile. The Fr. •oju, formerly 
porfil, pourfil, Ital. profile, proffilo, are formed from Lat. pee, 
and pare, to draw a line, flew, thread. 

The French posold also gave English "puede," to embroider 
the edge of a fabnc with gold or other thread; this was further 
corrupted to - purl." now often wrongly spelt "pearl." an inverted 
witch la knitting. 

PROFIT-SRARIIIS (i.e. between employer and employed), 
a method of remunerating labour, under which the employees 
receive, in addition to ordinary wages, a share of the profit 
which the business realizes. The term is not infrequently used 
loosely to include many forms of addition to ordinary wages, 
such as bonus on output or quality, gain-sharing and product-
bearing. Yet strictly, where an employee or a group works for 
a share of the product, or ispaid so much in addition toordinary 
wages in proportion as the product exceeds a certain quantity, 
or the quality exceeds a certain standard, in neither of these 
cases have we profit-sharing, for the net result of the business 
may be a large profit or a small one or a loss, and the employee's 
claim is unaffected. In the same way if a workman is employed 
on the basis that if in doing a particular job he saves something 
out of a stipulated time of labour, or a stipulated amount of 
materials, he shall receive in addition to ordinary wages a pro-
portion of the value so saved, that is technically gain-sharing, 
not profit-sharing. Even where the bonus depends strictly 
on profit, it is not reckoned as profit-sharing, if it is confined to 
the leading employees. 

An agreement is of the essence of the matter. It Is not profit-
sharing where an employer takes something from his profits 
at his own will and pleasure, and gives it to his employees. 
Strictly such gifts in cash are gratuities, while, when they take 
other forms; such as better houses, libraries, recreation moms, 
provision for sickness and old age, all given at the will of the 
employer, we have paternalism. Such benefits thus taken ex-
pressly from profits and varying more or less with the amount 
of profit certainly approach true profit-sharing: they are some-
times called " indeterminate " profit-sharing. Though many of 
the above methods of remunerating, or benefiting, the employed 
are from time to time included under profit-sharing even by 
writers of repute, the strict sense of the term was defined by the 
international congress on profit-sharing in ate as " an agree-
ment freely entered into by srhich the employed receives a share 
of profits determined in advance." It does not follow that the 
agreement must be actually enfoteeable at law; some employees 
to protect tbemsdves bons litigation stipulate that it shall 
not be. 

Profit-sharing, in the loose term, must be of untold antiquity; 
the first peat example of profit-sharing in the strict sense is 
that of the Parisian house-painter, Edme-jean Leclaire, " The 
Father of Profit-Sharing." In Ass he was employing goo MIS 
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on day wages. By greater seal and intelligence and less waste, 
not necessarily by harder work, be reckoned they could save 
Goon a year; and he made it their interest to do so by arranging 
that they should receive the greeter part of the saving them-
selves. This arrangement proved a very great success; the 
material gain to the men and the improvement in their morale 
were marked; and Leclaire, who began life with nothing and 
died worth 1,48,000, always maintained that, without the zeal 
drawn out in his men by profit-sharing, he never could have 
made so large a business or gained so much wealth. In 19o8 
the system was still in active operation in the firm. Its main 
features are as follows: after paying 5% interest on the capital, 
and small sums as wages of superintendence to the two manag-
ing partners the remaining profit is divided into four parts, 
one of which goes to the managing partners, one to the Mutual 
Aid Society, and the remaining half to the employees as a 
dividend on their ordinary wages, exclusive of piece-work and 
overtime, on which no dividend is paid. The Mutual Aid 
Society is a registered body, and is a limited partner in the 
firm, the liability of the two managing partners being unlimited 
and the control resting entirely in their hands. The benefits 
of the Mutual Aid Society, and of the profit-sharing generally, 
are enjoyed in the main by all the employees of the business, 
but certain advantages are confined to a limited number of 
permanent employees. 

Leclaire's system attracted the marked interest of John 
Stuart Mill and other English economists, and in 5865-5867 a 
number of experiments in profit-sharing, or as it was then called, 
industrial partnership, were made in England, the most noted 
being that of Henry Briggs, Son & Co., at their collieries in 
Yorkshire. The main object in this case was to detach the 
workmen from the trade union and attach them to the firm. 
In other ways the experiment was very successful, and iso,000 
was divided as bonus on wages in nine years, but the main object 
was not attained; and when the price of coal fell heavily after 
the inflation of 1873 Briggs's men joined the strike to resist 
a reduction of wages, and the experiment came to an end. 

The present extent of profit-sharing, though in itself con-
siderable, is but small in comparison with the vast extent of 
the world's commerce and industry, and except in one of its 
developments, co-partnership, it can hardly be said to be making 
prpgress. In 1906 there were in the United Kingdom and its 
colonies 65 ordinary firms practising profit-sharing in its strictest 
sense, and 17 others known to have adopted and not known 
to have discontinued it, making 8: in all as against 92 in rem, 
and tor in 1894. On the other hand the number of employees 
had grown from 28,000 in 1899 to 48,000 in loon. In addition 
about one-fourth of the workmen's co-operative societies in 
Great Britain (see CO-OPERATION) practise profit-sharing with 
perhaps 30,000 employees. 

In 1894 it was found that there were more profit-sharing firms 
in the British Empire than in any other country, and this is 
probably still true. The only rival is France, where, however, 
the term " participation aux bfnefices " is used in a wider sense. 
There are also important examples to Germany. the United 
States, Switzerland (where the state once applied the system 
in the postal service, and still does in the telegraphs), in Rol-
land, in the socialist co-operative societies of Belgium, and 
elsewhere. 

Profit-sharing has been quickly abandoned in many instances. 
for various reasons; there were no profits to divide; the small 
bonus given seemed to have no effect; the hope of detaching 
the men from their union, or contenting them with lower wages, 
was not realized; or the business passed into unsympathetic 
bands. On the other hand, one lasting success in such a matter 
proves more than many short experiments which failed; and 
profit-sharing has been splendidly successful where some high-
minded man has breathed into it the spirit of partnership. °hen 
it bas been a step to actual partnership; the workman has not 
only received a share of profit, as added remuneration of his 
labour, but been led on to invest in the capital of rite business, 
and as • shareholder, to take his share of the Profits paid on  

capital, as.well as of responsibility, of loss if any, and of control. 
This system of profit-sharing plus shareholding is now known 
as co-partnership (see Co-orEitarion), and is making undoubted 
progress. It is exemplified in nearly all profit-sharing co-
operative societies, and in a growing number of businesses of 
non-co-operative origin which accumulate part or the whole 
of labour's profit in shares. In tea, in the Familistere of Guise 
the whole capital of iroo,000 belonged to the workers and a 
few retired workers, in Leclaire's old business the Mutual Aid 
Fund owned half, in the Laroche-Joubert paper-works the em-
ployees owned more than two-thirds, In the South Metropolitan 
Gas Co. the employees owned L3 mow and elected three of 
the nine directors. It would seem to be in this direction, as 
a step to full partnership, that profit-sharing has a great future 
before it. 
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and Employed (London and New York, 18921; and N. P. Giman, 
A I)(mbnd to Labour (London and Boston, two); Board of Trade 
Report by D. F. Schloss. on Profit-sharing (Lomita,. 1994: WO 
raarly addenda in the Labour Gazette): CI. F. Schlmss. mallods 4 
Industrial Remuneration (London. 1894) ;Victor Boh rt ,DteGewinek 
be 	cum g (Leipzig. 1878, and Dresden 1903); Publications of the 
So 	pour l'etude de la participation (Paris, 5879 and onwards): 

rt Trombert, Guide pratique de In partietpatson (Paris. 18e21; 
International Co-operative Alliance publications.• cially Repref 
ol Fifth Congress (London, 1902); Labour Co-partAMOCO -
two Reports cud Publications (London, A iteds). 

(A. Wl  PROGNATRISM (Cr. arp6, forward, and ,yrIttlot,ialw). 
the term applied by ethnologists, with its opposite Ores►  
gnothism (1006s, straight), to describe the varying degrees if 
projection of the upper jaw, which itself is determined by the 
angle made by the whole face with the brain-cap.  Lraey-
gaolkism (464 wide), is the lateral projection of jawbones w 
characteristic of the Mongolic races. (See CRANIOMETRY.) 

PROGNOSIS (Gr. irpirretuatz, knowledge of recognition before-
hand, from rpo-rtyr&matr, to know beforehand. cf. " Prollo° 5- 

 tication," prediction), a term used in modern medicine, as it was 
in Creek, for an opinion, forecast or decision as to the probable 
course, duration and termination of a case of disease. it • 
to be distinguished from " diagnosis " (Gr. ankrorers,Inzrrririlor' 
to distinguish), the determination or identification of a dis-
ease in a particular case from an investigation of its history 
and symptoms. 

PROGRAMME, or PROGRAM, in its original use, (4 0,04 
that of Cr. web-manna, a public notice (trpoyp&Oir, to make 
public by writing), now chiefly in the sense of a printed notice 
containing the items of a .musical concert, with the names ul 
the pieces to be performed, the composers and the performets. 
or of a theatrical performance, with the characters, scion. 
scenes, itc. In a wider sense the word is used of a syllabus Or 
scheme of study, order of proceedings or the Gke, or of  a crlt" 
logue or schedule containing the chief points in a course of anion, 
and so, politically, in the sense of a list of the principal obi!cla 
on which a party proposes to base its legislative course of action,  

as in the " Newcastle Programme" of :Sot, drawn up  by the 
 Liberal Federation. The spelling "program," now l'encee'

, 

 in America, was that first in use in England, and so continued 
till the French form " programme " was adopted at th e 

 beginning of the !nth century. The New English DiedeesTY 
considers the earlier and modern American spelling  Preferable'
on the analogy of " diagram." " telegram," " cryptogram and 
the like. Scott and Carlyle always used "program. 

PROGRAMME MUSIC. a musicsl nickname which has posed 
into academic currency, denoting instrumental music wob°61_ 
words but descriptive of non-music-al ideas. Musical seet ".

,
,. 

lend themselves to descriptive purposes with an ease 
is often uncontrollable. A chromatic scale may woo NW 

whistling of the wind or the cries of cats; Migrated ataces t° 
 notes may suggest many things, from raindrops to the ockligi 

of hens. Again. though music cannot directly imitate entibbi 
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In setae except sounds, it has a range of contrast and a power 
of climax that is profoundly emotional in effect; and the emotions 
it calls up may resemble those of some dramatic story, or those 
produced by the contemplation of nature. But chromatic 
scales, reiterated notes, emotional contrasts and climaxes, are 
also perfectly normal musical means of expression; and the 
attempts to read noa-mnsical meanings into them are often 
merely annoying to composers who have thought only of the 
music. Some distinguished writers on music have found a 
difficulty in admitting the possibility of emotional contrasts 
and climaxes in an an without an external subject-matter. 
But it is impossible to study the history of music without coming 
to the conclusion that in all mature periods music has been 
self-sulident to this extent, that, whatever stimulus it may 
receive from external ideas, and however much of these ideas it 
may have embodied in its structure, nothing has survived as a 
permanently intelligible classic that bas not been musically 
coherent to a degree which seems to drive the subject-matter 
into the background, even in cues where that subject-muter 
is naturally present, as in songs, choral works and operas. In 
short, due sound u it occurs in nature is sot sufficiently highly 
assuaged to form the raw material for art, these is no 
attend tendency in music to include, as a " subject, " any item 
conceivable apart from its artistic embodiment. Explicit 
programme musk has thus never been a thing of cardinal 
impedance, either in the transitional periods in which it has 
been most prominent, or in the permanent musical classics. 

At the same time, artistic creation is not a thing that can be 
governed by any a priori metaphysical theory; and no great 
artist has been so ascetic u always to resist the inclination to 
act on the =land ideas that impras him. No composer 
writes important mule for the voice without words; for speech 
L too ancient a function of the human voice to be ousted by 
any a pried theory of art; and no really artistic composer, hand. 
ling a living art-form, has failed to be influenced, sooner or later, 
by the words which he seta. It matters little if these words be 
in thetagelves very poor, for oven false sentiment must make 
some appeal to true experience, and the great composers are 
quicker to seize the truth than to criticise its verbal presenta-
tion or to salmon insincerity. The earliest mature musical 
art was, then, inevitably descriptive, since it was vocal. So 
incessant laths minute onomatopoeiad seth.century music, both 
in the genuine form of sound-painting ( Tessederei) and in the 
spurious forms to which computes were led by the appearance 
of notes on paper (e.g. quick notes representing " darkens " 
became they are printed black!) that there is hardly a page 
in the productions of the "golden age" of music which has not 
its literary aspect. Programme music, then, may be expected 
to derive many of its characteristics from ancient times; but 
it cannot properly be said to mist until the the of instrumental 
music, for not until then could musk be based upon external 
ideas that did not arise inevitably from the we of words or 
dramatic action. 

The Moms of the modern orchestra have enabled recent 
composes to attain a realism which mains that of earlier 
descriptive mink appear ridiculous; but there is little to choose 
between dunks and moderns in the intellectual childishness 
of such realism. Thunderstorms, bled-songs and pastoral 
effects galore have been imitated by musicians peat and small 
from the days of the Fitewilliam Virginal Book to those of the 
episode of the flock of sheep in Strams's Den Quiseie. And, 
while the progress in realism has been so immense that the only 
step which remains is to drive a real flock of sheep across the 
oemee•wistions, the musical progress implied thereby has been 
that from inexpeedve to expensive rubbish. What is really 
important, in the programme magic of Susan so less than that 
of the classics, is the repremstatioe of chateaus and feelings. 
Is this respect the clusical record is of high interest, though 
the greatest composets have oestriboted but NUM to It. Thus 
the Bible Somata of J. Kokomo (published in trio) and Bach's 
early Calwitehe se She Depareart of a Baked Bender, which Is 
dandy medalled os Kahomes peopsaune musk. thew wens  

markedly the tendency on the one band to illustrate characters 
and feelings, and on the other hand to extract from their pro. 
grammes every occasion for something that would be a piece of 
incidental music if the stories were presented as dramas. Thus, 
though Lubnau in his naive explanatory preface to his first 
Bible sonata seems to be trying, like a child, to frighten him-
self into a fit by describing the size and appearance of Goliath, 
in the music it is only It bravak of Goliath that are portrayed. 
Thus the best movement in the Goliath sonata is a figured 
chorale (Aso Hefei Neth tare ich au Dir) representing the 
terror and prayers of the Israelites. And thus the subjects of 
the other sonatas (Saul cured by Doeid's musk; The Marriage 
of Jacob; liesekiels; Gideon; and The Funeral of Jacob) are 
in variousquaint ways musical because ethical; though Kubnan's 
conceptions are far better than his execution. In the same way 
Bach makes his Capriccio descriptive of the feelings of the 
anxious and sorrowing friends of the departing brother, and 
his ut most realism takes the farm of a lively fugue, very much in 
Kuhnau's best style, on the themes of the postilion's coachhom 
and cracking whip. Even Buxtehude's musical illustrations 
of the " nature and characters of the planets " are probably 
not the absurdities they have been hastily taken for by writers 
to whom their title seems nonsensical; for Burtehude would, 
of course, take an astrological rather than an astronomical 
view of the subject, and so the planets would represent 
temperaments, and their motions the music of the spheres. 

Nearly all the harpsichord pieces of Couperin have fantastic 
titles, and a few of them are descriptive music. His greater 
contemporary and survivor, Raman, was an opera composer 
of real importance, whose harpsichord musk contains much 
that is Ingeniously descriptive. La Poulr, with its theme 
inscribed " oe-araeco-co-co-cocodai, " is one of the best . 

 harpsichord pieces outside Bach, and is also one of the most 
minutely realistic compositions ever written. French music 
has always been remarkably dependent on external stimulus, and 
nearly all its classics are either programme music or operas. 
And the extent to which Rarneau's jokes may be regarded as 
typically French is Indicated by the fact that Haydn ape/opted 
for his imitation of frogs in Tke Seasons, saying that this" f ran. 
dishche Quark" had been forced on him by a friend. But 
throughout the growth of the sonata style, not excepting Haydn's 
own early work, the tendency towards gratuitously descrip-
tive music is very prominent; and the symphonies of 'M-
undell on the ildenuorphosu of Ovid are excellent examples 
of the way in which external ideas may suggest much that is 
valuable to a musician who struggles with new forms, while at 
the same time they may serve to distract attention from points 
in which his designs break down. (Sec Sverige/1Tc Pork) 
Strict accuracy would forbid us to include in our survey such 
doer ans music as comes in operatic overtures or other pieces 
in which the programme is really nomaltated by the conditions 
of the art; but the line cannot be so drawn without cutting elf 
much that is essential. From the time of Gluck cowards them 
was a natural and steady growth in the descriptive powers of 
operatk mask, which could not fall to react upon purely in. 
stramental mimic; but of programme music for its own sake 
we may say there is no first-rate dassic on a large scale before 
Beethoven, though Beethoven himself could no more surpass 
Haydn in illustrating an oratorio tent (as in the magnificent 
opening of The Crowing) than Haydn could surpass Handel. 

Mozart's Hasiialischer Span is a solitary example of a special 
branch of descriptive Intik; a burlesque of incompetent pen 
formers and incompetent composers. The lifelike absurdity 
of the themes with their caricature of classical formulas, the 
inevitable peocesses by which the " bowlers " in composition 
MTh to arrive as by natural laws, further complicated by 
the equally natural laws of the bowlers in performance; and 
the unfailing semaphore of good nature with which Mosul 
satirises, among other things, his own style; all combine 
to make this work very interesting as paper. The elect is 
performance is setenishing; so exactly, or rather so ideally. is 
the mak does of bad mom/ and porkemace Ism it a 
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constant level of comic interest. (In the Leipzig edition of the 
parts of this work the modern editor has added a new and 
worthy as to Mozart's glorious farce by correcting and question-
ing many of the mistakes!) Moan's burlesque has remained 
unapproadted, even in dramatic music. Compared with it, 
Wagner's portrait of Beckmesser in Die Ibises:sister seems 
embittered in conception and disappointing in comic effect. 
Mendelsohn is said to have bad a splendid faculty for ex-
temporizing similar musical jokes. His Funeral March of 
Pyramus and Thisbe in the Midsummer Night's Dream. and 
Cornelius's operatic trio in which three persons conjugate the 

• verb Id *the des Tod des Verraters, are among the few ex-
amples of a burlesque in which there is enough musks! sense 
to keep the joke alive. Such burlesques have their bonne 
on programme music, in so fu as they involve the musical por-
trayal of character and give opportunity for masterly studies 
of the psychology of failure. Their special resources thus play 
a large part in the recent development of the symphonic poem 
by Richard Strauss, whose instrumental works avowedly 
illustrate his cheerfully pessimistic views on art and life. 
But into the main classics of programme music this kind of 
characterization hardly eaten at all 

Beethoven was three times moved to ascribe some of his pro-
foundest music to an external source. In the first instance, 
that of the Erase Symphony, he did not really produce anything 
that can fairly be called programme music. Napoleon, before 
he became emperor, was his ideal hero; and a triumphant 
symphony, on a gigantic scale and covering the widest range 
of emotion expressible by music, seemed to him a tribute due 
to the liberator of Europe; until the liberator became the tyrant. 
That the slow movement should be a funeral march was, in 
relation to the heroic tone of the work, as natural as that a 

'symphony should have a slow movement at all. There is no 
reason in music why the idea of heroic death and mourning 
should be the end of the representation of heroic ideals. Hence 
it is unnecessary, though plausible, to bear, in the lively whisper-
ing opening of the scherzo, the babel of the fickle crowd that 
soon forgets its hero; and the criticism which regards the finale 
as " an inappropriate concision to sonata form " may be dis-
missed as merely unmusical without therefore being litany. 
Beethoven's next work inspired from without was the Pastoral 
Symphony: and there he records his theory of programme 
music on the title-page, by calling it " rather the expression of 
feeling than tone-painting." There is not a bar of the Pastoral 
Symphony that would be otherwise if its " programme " had 
never been thought of either by Beethoven or by earlier com-
posers. The nightingale, cuckoo and quail have exactly the 
same function in the coda of the slow movement as dooms of 
similar non-thematic episodes at the dose of other slow move-
ments (e.g. in the violin sonata Op. 24, and the pianoforte sonata 
in 1) minor). The " merry meeting of country folk " is a subject 
that lends itself admirably to Beethoven's form of scherzo (q.e.); 
and the thunderstorm, which interrupts the last repetition of 
this scherzo, and forms an introduction to the fmale, is none the 
less purely musical for being, like several of Beethoven's inven-
tions, without any formal parallel in other works. Beethoven's 
Bale Symphony is a clever pot-boiler, which, hie most musical 
eepresentations of such noisy things u banks,may be disregarded 
in the study of serious programme music. His third great ex-
ample is the sonata Les Adieux, rasters e le Mow. Here, 
again, we have a monument of pure sonata form; and, what-
ever light may be thrown upon the musical interpretation of the 
work by a knowledge of the relation between Beethoven and 
his friend and patron the Archduke Rudolph and the circum-
stances of the archduke's departure from Vienna during the 
Napoleonic wan, far more light may be thrown upon Beethoven's 
feelings by the study of the music in itself. This ought ob-
viously to be true of all successful programme musk; the music 
ought to Iilustrate the programme, but we ought not to need 
to kern or guess at quantities of extraneous information In 
order to understand the music. No doubt much ingenuity may 
las spent in tracing external details (the end of the first nova 

mast of Les Adieux has been compared to the departure af 
coach), but the real emotional basis is of a univenal and musical 
kind. The same observations apply to the overtures to Corniest, 
Egmont and Leonora; works in which the origin as musk fee the 
stage is so far from distracting Beethoven's attention from 
musical form that the overture which was at first most insepao 
ably associated with the stage and meat krepda in form 
(Leonora No. 2) took final shape as the meet gigantic brad 
design ever embodied in a single movement (Lessens No. 3), 
and so proved to be too large for the final version ef the 
opera for which it was first conceived. Beethoven's nuenuous 
recorded assertions, whether as to the " picture " ha had in hit 
mind whenever he composed, or as to the " meaning "c I any 
particular composition, are not things on which it is safe to rely. 
Many of his friends, especially his first biographer, Schindler, 
irritated him into putting them off with any nom men) that 
came into his head. Composers who have much to apron 
cannot spare time foe expressing it in other terms than those 
of their own art. 

Modern programme musk shows many divergent tersdeodes, 
the least significant of which is the common habit of giving fan-
tastic titles to pieces of instrumental music after they have been 
composed, as was the case with many of Scharnann's pianoforte 
lyrics. Such a habit may conduce to the immediate popularity 
of the works, though it is apt to impose on their intimpeastlea 
limits which might not quite satisfy the composer Moses!. 
But there is plenty of genuine programme music in Schumann's 
case, though, as with Beethoven, the musical sense timers for 
more light on the programme than the programme throws Irma 
the music. Musical people may profitably study B. T. A. Ile& 
mann and Jean Paul Richter in the light of Sdaummia's Hoed• 
letter and Kreiskriana; but if they do not already undimmed 
Schumann's music, Jean Paul and Hoffmann will help them 
only to talk about it. The popular love of fantastic this Of 
music affected even the most abstract and academic composers 
during the romantic period. No one wrote more programme 
music than Spahr; and, strange to say, while Spokes programme 
constantly interfered with the externals of his form and ruined 
the latter part of his symphony Die Welke dm Tens, it did sot 
in any way help to broaden his style. Mendeliaohn's Seek. 
and Motion symphonies, and his Hebrides °scrims, are CMS 
rather of what may be called local colour than of prop os:me 
music. His Reformation Symphoory, which he himself regarded 
as a failure, and which was not published until after his death, 
is a composite production, artistically more successful, IMMO 
less popular, than Spair's Wale der Tine. The overture se 
the Midsummer Night's &CPS is a marvellous musical mittens 
of Shakespeare's play; and the one point which invites criticism, 
namely, the comparative slightness and conventionality of its 
second subject, may be defended as closely corresponding with 
Shakespeare's equally defensible treatment of the two pain 
of lovers. 

The one composer of the mid-nineteenth century who really 
lived on programme music was Berlioz, but be shows a 
characteristic inability to make up his mind as to what be is 
doing at any given moment. Externals appeal to him with 
such overwhelming force that, with all the genuine pouf 
of his rhetoric, he often loses grasp of the situation he thinks 
he is portraying. The moonshine and the sentiment of the 
Seine l'assour, in his Romeo sad JrNal symphony, is 
charming; and the agitated sighing episodes which °amigo-
ally interrupt its flow, though not mosicany anvincing, 
are dramatically plain enough to woos who has mat read 
the balcony scene: but when &Wks drinks di the nurse 
knocking or calling at the door his mind I so pomemed 
with the mere incident of the moment that he makes • realistic 
noise without interrupting the amorous duet. No idea 1 the 
emotional tension of the two lovers, of Janet's anthem for 
pining time, and of her agitation at the Interruptions of the 
nurse, seems here to enter into Baba's bead. Again. 11 tlr 
whole thing is to be expressed in Instrumental musk, why de 
we have, befogs the scene begins, cell voiceful penmen winner 
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degrees of conviviality returning home from the ball? The 
whole design is notoriously full of similar incongruities, of which 
these are the more significant for being the most plausible. There 
is hardly a single work of Berlioz, except the Harold symphony 
and the Sympdsonie lankutique, in which the determination to 
write programme music does not frequently yield to the impulse 
to make singers get up and explain in words what it is all about.. 
The climax of absurdity is in the Swot/omit /melee of trierapiab, 
written for the inauguration of the Beatific Column, and scored 
for an enormous military band and chorus. The first movement 
is a funeral march, and is not only one of Berlioa's finest pieces, 
but probably the greatest work ever written for a military band. 
The A posktom chorus is in the form of a triumphal march. 
Because the occasion was one on which there would be plenty 
of real speeches, Berlioz must needs write a connecting link 
called Oraison freebie, consisting of a sermon delivered by a 
solo trombone; presumably for use in later performances. His 
naive Gasconade genius prefers this to the use of the chorus' 

Current modern criticism demands plausibility, though it 
cares little for intellectual soundness: and while practically the 
whole of Liszt's work is professedly programme music (where 
it is not actually vocal) and, though there is much in it which is 
incomplete without external explanation, Liszt is far too 
" modem " to betray himself into obvious confusion between 
different planes of musical realism. With all his unreality of 
style, Liszt's symphonic poems are remarkable steps tabards 
the attainment of a kind of instrumental musk which, whether 
its form is dictated by a programme er not, is at any rate not 
that of the classical symphony. The programmes of Liszt's works 
have not always, perhaps not often, produced a living musical 
form; a form, that is, in which the rhythms and proportions 
are neither stiff nor nebulous. Both in breadth of design and in 
organization and flow, the works of Richard Strauss are as great 
an advance on Liszt as they are more complex in musical, realistic 
and autobiographical content. Being, with the exception of 
the latest French orchestral developments, incomparably the 
most important works illustrating the present state of 
musical transition, they have given rise to endless discussions 
as to the legitimacy of programme music. Such discussions 
are mere windmill-tilting tinier It is constantly beau In 
mind that no artist who has anything of his own to say will 
ever be prevented from saying it, in the best art-forms attain-
able in his day, by any scruples as to whether the antecedents 
of his art-forms are legitimate or not. There is only one thing 
that is artistically legitimate, and that is a perfect work of art. 
And the only thing demonstrably prejudicial to such ligitlenacy 
in a piece of programme music is that even the most cultured 
of musicians generally understand music better than they under-
stand anything else, while the greatest musicians know more 
of their art than is dreamt of In general culture. (D. F. T.) 

PROBIBMON (Lat. prokibers, to prevent), a term meaning 
the action of forbidding or preventing by an order, decree, &c. 
The word is particularly applied to the forbidding by law of 
the sale and manufacture of intoxicating liquors (see Lnauoit 
Laws and Tosnvorcz). In law, as defined by Blackstone, 
prohibition is "a writ directed to the judge and parties of 
a suit in any inferior court, commanding them to cease from 
the prosecution thereof, upon a surmise either that the cause 
originally or some collateral matter arising therein does not 
belong to that jurisdiction, but to the cognisance of some other 
court." A writ of prohibition Is a prerogative writ—that is to 
say, it does not issue as of course, but is granted only on proper 
grounds being shown. Before the Judicature Acts prohibition 
was granted by one of the superior courts at Westminster; it 
also Issued in certain cases from the court of chancery. It is 
now granted by the High Court of Justice. L'is to iS7s the high 
court of admiralty was for the purposes of prohibition an inferior 
cetut. But now by the Judicature Act 1873, a. us, it is provided 
that no proceeding In the High Court of Justkv or the court of 
WPM) is to be retrained by prohibition, a stay of proceedings 
taking ks place where mammy. The admiralty division being 
*mew el the divisions of the High Cons* emsaharelora wham  

be restrained by prohibition. The courts to which it has most 
frequently issued are the ecclesiastical courts, and county and 
other local courts, such as the lord mayor's court of London, 
the court of passage of the city of Liverpool and the court of 
record of the hundred of Salford. In the ease of courts of 
quarter sessions, the same result is generally obtained by 
certiorari (see Warr). The extent to which the ecclesiastical 
courts were restrainable by prohibition led to continual disputes 
for centuries between the civil and the ecclesiastical authorities. 
Attempts were made at different times to define the scope of 
the writ, the most conspicuous instances being the statute 
Circe:impede A getis, :3 Edw. I. st. 4; the Artindi Jeri, 9 Edw. 
II. st . t; and the later Artieuli deri of 3 Jac. I., consisting of 
the claims asserted by Archbishop Bancroft and the reply of 
the judges. The law seems to be undoubted that the spiritual 
court acting in spiritual matters Ore solute meioses: cannot be 
restrained. The difficulties arise in the application of the 
principle to individual cases. 

Prohibition lies either before or after judgment. In order 
that proceedings should be restrained after judgment It is neces-
sary that want of jurisdiction in the inferior court should appear 
upon the face of the proceedings, that the party seeking the pro-
hibition should have taken his objection in the inferior court, 
or that be was in Ignorance of a material fact. A prohibition 
goes either for excess of jurisdiction, as if an eceleeleatial court 
were to try a claim by prescription to a pew, or for transgression 
of clear laws of procedure, as if such a court were to require two 
witnesses to prove a payment of tithes. It will not as a rule be 
awarded on a matter of practice. The remedy In such a case 
is appeaL Nor will it go, unless in exceptional cues, at the 
instance of a stranger to the suit. The procedure in prohibition 
is partly common law, partly statutory. Application for a 
prohibition Ls usually made a aerie to a judge in chambers 
on affidavit. The application may be granted or refused. 
If granted, a rule to show cause why a writ of prohibition should 
not issue goes to the inferior judge and the other party. In 
prohibition to courts other than county courts pleadings in 
prohibition may be ordered. These pleadings are as far as 
possible assimilated to pleadings in actions. They are rue in 
practice, and are only ordered in cases of great difficulty and 
importance. 

Much learning on the subject of prohibition will be found in 
the opinion of Mr Justice Wills delivered to the House of Lords 
in The Mayor and Aldermen of London v. Cos (1867, L.R. 
I Eng. and Ir. Appeals, :so). 

In Scots taw prohibition is not used in the English sense. The 
same mutt is obtained by suspension or reduction. In the United 
States the Supreme Court has power to issue a prohibition to the 
district courts when proceeding as courts of admiralty and maritime 
jurisdiction. Most of the states have also their own law upon the 
subject. generally giving powerto the supreme judicial authority 
in the state to prohibit courts of inferior jurisdiction. 

PROJECTION, in mathematics. If from a fixed point S 
in spate lines or rays be drawn to different points A, B, C, In 
space, and if these rays are cut by a plane in points A', B', C', 

ths latter are called the projections of the given points on 
the plane. Instead of the plane another surface may be taken, 
and then the points are projected to that surface instad of to 
a plane. In this manner any figure, plane or in space of three 
dimensions, may be projected to any surface from any point 
which is called the centre of projection. If the figure projected 
is in three dimensions then this projection is the suns as that 
used in what is generally known as perspective (fl".). 

In modern mathematics the word artifectiess is often takes 
with a 'Beaty different meaning, supposing that plane figures 
are projected Into Ouse figures, but three-dimensional ones into 
three-dimensional figures. Projection in this sense, when treated 
by co-ordinate geometry, leads in its algebraical aspect to the 
theory of linear substitution and hence to the theory of invariants 
and co-variants (see &Aramaic Fosass). 

In this article projection will be treated hoe a purely geo- 
metrical point of view.. References like (G. Ey) relate to the 

Prliftikq in vol. xi. 
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PROJECTION 
a. Projection of Plans Pigureo.—Let us suppose we have in 

space two planes r and ie. In the plane w a figure is given having 
known properties; then we have the pmblem to find Its pro= 
from some centre S to the plane a', and to deduce from the 
properties of the given figure the properties of the new one. 

Ira point A is given in the planer we have to join it to the 
centre S and find the point A' where this ray SA cuts the plane 
r'; it is the projection of A. On the other hand if A' is given in 
the plane a`, then A will be its projection in Ir. Hence if one 
figure in is the projection of another tr r, then conversely the loner 
is also the projection of the former. 

A point and itsprojection are therefore also called corresponding 
points, and similarly we speak of corresponding lines and curves, erc. 

2. We at once get the following properties:— 
The projection of a point is a point, and one point only. 
The projection of a line (straight line) is a line; for all points in 

a line are projected by rays which lie in the plane determined by S 
and the line, and this plane cuts the plane a' in a line which is the 
projection of the given line. 
- If a point lies as a lime its projection lies in the projection of the 
lias. 

The projection of the line joining two points A, B is the lint which 
joins the projections A', B' of the points A, B. For the projecting 
plane of the line AB contains the rays SA, SB which project the 
points A, B. 

Thezrojection of the point. of intersection of two lines a, b is the 
point o intersection of the projections a', b' of those lines. 

Simi rly we get— 
The projection of a curve is a torn. 
The projections of the points of intersection of two carves are the 

points of intersection of the projections of the given CUM/. 

If a line cuts a curve in a points, then the projection of the line 
cuts the projection of the curve in a points. Or 

The order of a curve remains unaltered by projection. 
The projection of a tangent to a carom is a tangent to the projection 

of the curve. For the tangent is a line which has two coincident 
points in common with a curve. 

The number of tangents that can be drawn from a point to a 
curve remains unaltered by projection. Or- 

Tke class of Curoe remains unaltered by projection. 
I 3. Two figures of which one is a projection of the other ob-

tained in the manner described may be moved out of the position 
in which they are obtained. They are then still said to be one the 
projection of the other, or to be projective or homographic. But 
when they are in the position originally considered they are said to 
be in perspective position, or (shorter) to be perspective. 

All the properties stated in 	I, a hold for figures which are 
projective, whether they are perspective or not. There are others 
which hold only for projective figures when they are in perspective 
position, which we shall now consider. 

If two planes a and le are perspective, then their line of inter-
section is called the axis of projection. Any point in 'this line 
coincides with its projection. Hence— 

All points in the axis are their own projections. Hence abo-- 
Ewry line meets its projection on the axis. 
$ 4. The property that the lines joining corresponding points 

all pass through a common point, that any pair of corresponding 
points and the centre are in a line, Is also expressed by saying that 
the figures are co-linear or co-pular: and the fact that both figures 
have a line, the axis, in common On which corresponding lines incet 
is expressed by say ing that the figures are co-axal. 

The connexion between these properties has to be investigated 
For this purpose we consider in the planer a triangle ABC, and 

let the lines BC, CA. AB be denoted by a, b. c. The projecimn 
a ill consist of three points A', B', C' and three lines a', c'. These 
have such a position that the lines AA', BB', CC' meet in a point, 
viz. at S. and the point, of intersection of a and a'. b and b'. c and 
c' lie on the axis (by ¢ 2). The two triangles therefore are said 
to be both co-linear and co-axal. Of these properties either • 
consequence of the other, as will now be proved. 

If two triangles. whether in the some plane or not, are co-lir:Jae 
they are co-axe!. Or- 

lf 	lines AA', 1313', CC' joining the artier: of two triangles meet 
in a point, then the intersections of the sides BC and WC', CA sad 
C'A', AB and A'B' are three points in a line. Conversely— 

CM triangle: are co-axal they are rouinear. 
If the intersection of the sides of two triangles ABC and A'B'C,

tic, of BC and Bt', of CA and C'A', and of AB and A'/P, lie SA 4 
then the lines AA% BB', and CC' meet its a point. 

Proof—Let us first suppose the triangles to be in diffilmt 
places. By supposition the Lines AA'. BB', CC' (fig. ) n ' in 
•_point S. But three intersecting lines determine thee , es, 
SCB. SCA and SAB. In the first lie the paints B, C and also i. 
Hence the lines BC and B'C' will intersect at some point P. 
because any two lines in the same plane intersect. Similarly e'.A 
and C'A' will intersect at some point Q. and Ali and A'B' at seise 
point R. These points P. Q. R tie in the plane of the triangle A f/C 
because they are points on the sides of this triangle. and similarly 
In the plane of the triangle A'B'C'. Hence they lie in the intersect on 
of two planes—that is, in • line. This line (PQR in fig. s) is celled  

the 43411 of perspective or homology, and the latersecden 
AA', BB', CC , 	 re S in the figure. the metre of perspective. 

Secondly, If the triangles ABC 
and A'B'C' lie both in the same 
plane the above proof does not 
hold. In this use we may con-
sider the plane figure as the pro; 

 jection of the figure  in rse•-• e. 
which we have just proved the 
theorem. Let ABC, A'B'C' be 
the co-linear triangles with S as 
centre, so that AA', BB', CC' 
meet at S. Take now any point 
in space, say your eye E, and 
from it draw the rays projecting 
the figure. In the line ES take 
any point S i , and in EA, EB, 
EC take points A,, Bi,  C, respec-
tively, but so that Si. ere, Bi. Ci 
are not in a plane. In the plane 
ESA which projects the line SA, 
lie then the line S,A, and also 
EA'( these will therefore meet in 
■ point Ai', of which A' will be the projection. Similarly .polnts 
B1', CI' are found. Hence we have now to space two trzangleM 
A/B,C, and 	which are co-linear. They are therefore coe 
anal, that is, the points Pe (}1, Re where AsBi. Sc.. meet will lie 
in a line. Their projections therefore lie in a line. But theme 
are the points P, (), R, which were to be proved to fie in a 
line. 

This proves the first part of the theorem. The second part or 
convene theorem is proved in exactly the same way. For another 
proof ilEe (G. 1 37). 

$ 5. By aid of this theorem we can now prove a linehmental 
property of two projective planes. 

Let s be the axis, S the centre, and let A, A' and B, B' be two 
pairs of corresponding points which we suppose fixed, and C, C' any 
other pair of corresponding points. Then the triangles ABC, and 
A'B'C are co-axal, and they will remain co-axal if the one plane ir• 

 be turned relative to the other about the axis. They will therefore. 
by Desargue's theorem, remain co-linear, and the centre will be the 
point S. where AA' meets BB'. Hence the line joining any peir 
of corresponding points C. C' will pass through the centre S'. The 
figures are therefore perspective. This will remain true if the 
planes are turned till they coincide, because Desargue's theorem 
remains true. 

If two planes are perspective, then if the one plane be turned about 
the axis through any angle, especially if the one plane be boned WI 
it coincides with the otlia, the two planes will reason pereteenor: 
corresponding lines will still meet en a lies =Nod the axis, and the 
tine joining corresponding parole will Ma pass through a common 
centre S situated in the plane. 

Whilst eke one . plane is turned this point S tn71 mew is a tint 
whose centre lies in the o ne r, which u kept Jussi, and whose pleat 
ir perpendicular to A. axes. 

The last part will be proved presently. As the plane r' may be 
turned about the axis in one or the opposite sense, there will he 
two perspective positions possible when the planes coincide. • 

j6. Let (fig. a) r, s' be the planes intersecting le the axis s 
whilst S is the centre of projection. To project a poiat A is 
we join A to S and see where 
this line cuts a'. This gives 
the point A'. But if we draw 
through S any line parallel 
to r, then this line will cut 
a' in some point P. and if 
all lines through S be drawn 
which are parallel to a these 
will form a plane parallel to 
✓ which will cut the plane 
r' in a line i' parallel to the 
axis s. If we say that a line 
parallel to a plane cuts the 
latter at an infinite distance, 
we may say that all points 
at an infinite distance in 1r 
are projected into points 
which lie in a straight line 
4,, and conveesely _all points in the Noe are projected to an lefinite 
distance in while all other points an promeesd to finite points. 
We say therefore that all points in the plane ir at an safinte 
distance may be considered aslying In a straieht line. Dotson 
their projections lie In a line. Thus we are mein led to madder 
points infinity In 
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PROJECTION 	 4. 2 9 
parallel to the mos will be the Imes s' sod J. At the same time 
a parallelogram SJTI'S has been formed. If now the plans w' be 
turned about the axis, then the points I' and J will not move in 
their lanes; hence the lengths T) and TI'. and therefore also SI' 
and 5 , will not change. if the plane • is kept fixed in space the 
point will remain fixed, sod 5 dew ribes a circle about )J as centre 
and th SJ as radius. This proves the last part of the theorem 

in  8.. The plane a' may 
	 m e  
be turned either in the acne 

by the arrow at 2 or in 

	

the opposite 	till a' falls into.  rica. III  
the first case we get a figure like fig. 3; é' and) will be on the same 
side of the axis, and on this side will also fie the centre S; and 

I  

F e..3. 	 f 0. 4. 

then ST oS)+51' or Sl'inJT, SI =VT. In the second case 
(fig. 4) i' and ) will be on opposite odes of the axis ,and the centre 
S wiU lie between them in such • position that IS-TI and IT 
o. Si . If IS -SJ, the pant S will lie on the axis. 

It follows that any one of the four points S, T, 3. l' is completely 
determined by the other three: if the ads the centre. and one of 
the fines or ) are given the other is determined; the three lines 
t, j determine the centre; the moue and the fines j determine 
the axis. 

9. We shell now suppose that the two projective planes re, a' 
areperversive and have been made to coincide. 

If the cosh% the axis, sad tither re pair of corresponding points 
on a line through the centre or sae pair of corresponding lines meeting 
ow the axis we Moen. then the whale projection is ateewessaed. 

Proef.-1( A and A' (fig. el sue given corresponding points. it 
has to -be shown that we can find to every other point B the corre-
sponding point B'.join AB to cut the axis in R. Join RN; 
then B' must lie on this Bat it must also lie on the line SB. 
Where both meet is 0'. That the figures thus obtained are really 
projective can be seen by aid of the theorem of I 4. For. if foe 
any point C the corresponding point C' be found, then the triangles 
ABC and A'B'C' are, by eonstnsetion, co-linear, hence coaxal; 
and s will be the axis, becatue AB and AC meet their corresponding 
lines A'S' and A'C' on it. BC and therefore also meet on s. 

If on the other hand a. a' are given corresponding lines, then 
any line through S will cut them Is corresponding ports A. A' 
which may be used as above. 

to Rows and pencils which are projective or perspective have 
been considered in the article G  (G. lb is-4o). AU that 
hit been said there holds, of course, here for any pair of consumed-
log rows or pencils. The centre of perspective for any pair of 
correfponding rows is at the centre of projection S, whilst the axis 
contains coincident corresponding elements. Corresponding pencils 
on the other hand have their axis of perspective on the axis of 
preicetion whilst the coin, Went rays pass through the cents'. 

mention here • few of those properties which are independent 
of the perspective positiont-- 

kr correspondence &toren two pretaim roan or ihnsces is 
conryletely determined if to three down in mu the corresponding 
ones in the otter are rows if for instance in two projeedve rows 
throe pairs of corresponding points are given. then we can Sod to 
every other point in either the corresponding point 	16  29-36). 

If A.  B.C. D 	few points is • raw and A', B', C', D' the tem- 
sitomfieg points. Own thew ereas•ratios 	fret (AB, CD).. (AB', 
C'D')--where (AD. CD) ei AC/CB:AD/DB. 

If in particular the point D be at infinity we have (AIL CD)se 
- AC/CB...AC/BC. If therefore the poises I) and D' are both 
n r infinity we have ACtfIC ,eAD/BD. and the rows are similar 
(C.. 1 39). This can only happen in special eases. For the line joining 
corresponding points pours through theorem; the latter mat 
therefore lie at infinity rf D, D' are different points at Infinity. Bet If 
D and D' coincide they must lie on the axle, that is, at the  
infinity of the axis unless the axis is altogether at 

In two perspertirr planes every nue which is parallel to the axis is 
sir•itor N its corresponding row, or is general tae &he row has Oh 
P" vrilf 

tut sf the organ we the axis is at injfeily then any row is Wanly 
is its corresponding row. 

In either of them two cams the metrical properties are particu-
larly simple. If the axis is at Infinity the ratio of similitude is the 
,ante for all toes and the figures are dinner. if the centre hat 
infinity we get parallel projection; and the ratio of sinillitude 
changes Irma row to row (We 11  th. 

In both cases the ariii•poixts of  rerrespending segregate will be 
corresponding paints. 

it. /mottaion.-11 the planes of two projective figures coin-
cide, then every point in their common plane has to be counted 
twice, once as • point A in the figure a, once as a point B' in the 
figure a'. The points A' and B corresponding to them will in 

gl 
be different_  

en:eraa theorem holds similar to that about rows (G. 	76 seq.). 
 points, but it may happen that they coincide. 

If two projective planes coincide, and if to one pita in their common 
Nose the some point corresponds, lobed's ►  we consider tie point as 
belonging to the first or to the second plans Am As sass* will frappes 
for every other point—that is to say, to every point will eft/WM.4 
the same point in the first as is the second 

In this case the figures are said to be in iserelutiele. 
Proof —Let (fig. 5) S be the centre, s the ads of projection. and 

let a point denoted by A in the first plane and by B in the second 
have the property that the 
points A' and B corresponding 
to them again coincide. Let C 
and D' be the names which 
some other point has in the two 
planes. II the line AC cuts the 
axis in X, then the point when 
the ace XA' cuts SC will be 
the point corresponding to C 
(I 9). The line B'D' also cuts 
the axis in X. and therefore the 
point D corresponding to D' is 
the paint where XB arts SD'. 
But this is the num point a. C'. FIG. 5. 

This pre C' might also be 
got by drawing CB and joining its intersection Y with the axis 
to B'. Then C' must be the point where B'Y meets SC. This 
figura, which now forms • complete quadrilateral, shows that he 
order to get involution thecorresponding_ points A and A' have to 
be 

cu
harmonic corugates with regard-  to S and the poiat T where 

AA' ts the  axis 
If Wm Mutat* Jima be in involsre, two serruponeling peels 

are kannonit C•ffiefli wish regard N the mitre sod ths pert where 
the list joining Wens cuts the axe. Similarly— 

is the axis and As ire 	their pew ialsesectsoos A. centre,. 
Any re coma 	' liner are kenesosic coeftigates silk regard 

of 
Conversely— 

kannossic 	 regard to We awe and the point where the 
line joining 

If in Wee:Srpectire planes one Joie estmosamsding points be 

cuts the axis the every pair el" correspossding 
points has this property anduldenes are is issmintims. 

IL, Prfitalft Planes 	are not in pwspothine posision.— 
We return to the came that two planes a and are projective but 
not Is ve posers and state in some of the more important 
car tle cornices which determine the therespoodence berme 
them. Here it is of great advantage to start with smother definition 
which, though at first it may meta to be of fat greater generality, 
Is in reality equivalent to the one gives before. 

We call ter pianos projaththe If to may OW is cos coerespowis 
a point is the other, so may line s inn, sal Soar point in a Me a piths 
in the comespering re, en seek • ruiner that the cros ► istio of four 
paints in &fine, or -of fan rays Is a pencil, U sped to as cons-ratio 
of the corresponding points or rap. 

The last part sheet the equality of momeratios caabe proved to 
be a consequence of the first. As space doss not allow me togive 
an exact proof foe this we inclade it to the defisition. 

111 one plane is actually projected, to another we eet a oorrespood. 
ere which has the properties rages in the new defteition. This 
shows that • correspondence bit, -en two piers conform to this 
definition is possible. That it also definite we have tourer. 
It follows at once that- 

Correipeedleg rows, and hi., t mere=iling  Muds. we pre- 
'wow in the old Stifle (G. If 25. Fu 

If two playas are projective to a 	rd they on projective St each other. 
The corresmidento betwerts 	4011/411, playa sod r is deter- 

mined we 	men eitkn hoo As so I in a thud the corresponding 
rows id , in a , the point where it ads two ceoresposoling to the 
point: where le and e' meet, or two pencils U. V in r sr Ae teem-
spending penei)s U'. V' in e', the my UV joining the enures of ti 
perils in r rorrespooding to the ruy 

It is sufficient to prove the first part. Let any line a cut st. • 
in the points A and B. To these well correspond points A'and 
in a' and o' which are known. To the Ire a cieeresponde then 
the ne Thus to every line is the or plane the corre-
sponding line in the other can be food, tram also to every point 
the corresponding point. 

:3. If Ike planes of two mote ,  As efilmy oeimMie. mad If  Mawr 
fair points, of whirls no three 	Jrno, r else lour Awe. V  rick 
no three pow tkrosith a point. 	osa maim err that 14/411. 
/pending pointy. or liner, can tie er,, then wary foist  and marylime 
coincides with its corresponding f  M w Nee sot OM PM Awes 4/C 
identical . 

If the four points A. B. C. D beide with their correpoodieg 
points, thee every line joining ter_d dm ports ea cob 	with 
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its corresponding line. Thus the lines AB and CD, and therefore 
also their point of intersection E. will coincide with their cucre-
sponding elements. The mw AB has thus three points A, B, E 
coincident with their corresponding points, and is therefore identical 
with it (§ to). As there are six lines which join two and two of 
the four points A, B, C, 13, there are six lines such that each point 
in either coincides with its corresponding point. Every other line 
will thus have the six points in which it cuts these, and therefore 
all points, coincident with their corresponding points. The proof 
of the second part is exactly the same. It follows-- 

§ 14. If two projective figures, which are not identical, lie in the 
same plane, then not more than three points which are not in a line. 
or three lines which do not pass through a point, can be coincident 
with their corresponding points or lines. 

If the figures are in perspective position. then they have in 
common one line, the axis, with all points in it, and one point, the 
centre, with all lines through it. No other point or line can there-
fore coincide with its corresponding point or line without the figures 
becoming identical. 

It follows also that— 
The correspondence. between two projective planes is completely 

determined if there are given--either to four points in the one the 
corresponding four points in the other provided that no three of them 
lie in a line, or to any four lines the corresponding lines provided 
that no three of them pass through a poirst. 

To show this we observe first that two planes r, nr.  may be made 
projective in such a manner that four given points A, B, C, 13 in 
the one correspond to four given points A', B', C', D' in the other; 
for to the lines AB, CD will correspond the lines A'B' and C'D', 
and to the intersection E of the former the point E' where the 
latter meet. The correspondence between these rows is therefore 
determined, as we know three pairs of corresponding points. But 
this determines a correspondence (by § 12). To prove that in 
this case and also in the case of § 11 there is but one correspondence 
possible, let us suppose there were two, or that we could have in 
the plane r' two figures which are each pmjective to the figure in 
w and which have each the points A'B'C'D' corresponding to the 
points ABCD in r. Then these two figures will themselves be 
projective and have four corresponding points coincident. They 
are therefore identical by § 13. 

Two projective planes will be in perspective if one row coincides 
with its corresponding row. The line containing these rows will be 
the axis of projection. 

As in this case every point on s coincides with its corresponding 
point, it follows that every row a meets its corresponding row a 
on s where corresponding points are united. The two rows a, a' 
arc therefore perspective (G. I 30). and the lines joining corre-
sponding points will meet in a point S. If r be any one of these 
lines cutting a, a' in the points A and A' and the line s at K. then 
to the line AK corresponds A'K, or the ray r corresponds to itself. 
The points B. B' in which r cuts another pair b, b' of corresponding 
rows must therefore be corresponding points. Hence the lines 
joining corresponding points in b and /I also pass through S. 
Similarly all lines joining corresponding points in the two planes 
w and a' meet in S; hence the planes are perspective. 

The following proposition is proved in a similar way:— 
Two projective planes will be in perspective position if one pencil 

coincides milk its corresponding one. The centre of these pencils 
will be the centre of perspective. 

In this case the two planes must of course coincide, whilst in the 
first case this is not necessary. 

§ is. We shall now show that two planes which are projective 
according to definition (I t s) can be brought into perspective position, 
hence that the new definition is really equivalent to the old. We 
use the following property: If two coincident planes w and r' are 
perspective with S as centre, then any two corresponding rows 
are also perspective with S as centre. This therefore is true for 
the row ) and j' and for i and i', of which i and j' are the lines at 
infinity in the two planes. If now the plane be made to slide on 
w so that each line moves parallel to itself, then the point at infinity 
in each line, and hence the %%hole line at infinity in a'. remains fixed. 
So does the point at infinity on j, which thus remains coincident 
with its corresponding point on j', and therefore the rows j and j' 
remain perspective, that is to say the rays joining corresponding 
points In them meet at some point T. Similarly the lines joining 
corresponding, points in i and i' will meet in some point F. 
These two pants T and r originally coincided with each other 
and with S. 

Conversely, if two projeetive planes are placed one on the other, 
then as soon as the lines j and i are parallel the two points T and 
T' can be found by joining corresponding points in jand j', and also 
in i and If now a point at infinity is callee A as a point in 
and Ii' as a point in r", then the point A' will lie on i' and LI on j, 
no that the line AN passes through r and BB' through T. These 
two lines are parallel. If then the plane a' be moved parallel to 
itself till r to T, then these two lines will coincide with 
each other, and with them will coincide the lines AB and A'B'. 
This line and ii;milarly every line through T will thus now coin-
cide with its corresponding line. The two planes are therefore 
according to the last theorem in a 14 in perspective position. 

it will be noticed that the plane a' may be placed on a In two 
different ways, viz. if we have placed e' on a we may take it off and 
turn it over in space before we bring it back to r, so that what was 
its upper becomes now es lower face. For each of these positions 
we get one pair of centres T, 1", and only one pair, because the 
above process must giv. every perspective position. It 'follows— 

In two projective plo, ts there are in general two and only tire 
pencils in either such that angles in one are equal to their correspond-
ing angles in the other. If one of these pencils is made C011Welent 
with its corresponding or,, then the planes will be perspective. 

This agrees with the 1,3 that two perspective planes in space can 
be made coincident by taming one about their axis in two different 
ways (§ 8). 

In the reasoning employed it is essential that the lines j and 
are finite. If one lies as infinity, say), then i and j coincide, hence 
their corresponding 	i' anii .j* will coincide; that is, i' also lies 
at infinity, 	 h so that the um at infinity in the two planes are corre- 
sponding lines. If the planes are now made coincident and per-
spective, then it may h.mpen that the lines at infinity correspond 
point for paint, or can te made to do so by turning the one plane 
in itself. In this case the line at infinity is the axis, whilst the centre 
may be a finite point. This gives similar figures (see 26). In 
the other case the line at infinity corresponds to itself without being 
the axis; the litres joini, g corresponding.po .ints therefore all coin-
cide with it, and the cc tre S lies on it at infinity. The axis will 
be some finite line. This gives parallel projection (see $17). For 
want of space we do ow show how to find an these cases the per-
spective position, but or ,y remark that in the first cam any pair 
of corresponding points in a and r' may be taken as the points 
T and T , whilst an the aches case there is a pencil ofparallels in 
e such that any one line of these can be made to coincide point for 
point with its correspote ling line in re, and thus serve as the axis 
of projection. It will herefote be possible to get the planes in 
perspective position by t rut plating any point A' on its corratpood• 
mg point A and then timing a' about this point till lines Joining 
corresponding points ar. parallel. 

§ 16. Similar Figur, 	the axis is at infinity every line is 
parallel to its corn-mom:Mg line. Corresponding angles are there-
fore equal. The figures are similar, and (§ so) the ratio of simili-
tude of any two corresponding rows is constant. 

If similar figures are is perspective position they are Mid to be 
similarlysituated, and the centre of projection is called the centre 
of similitude. To pia, two similar figures in this position, we 
observe that their lines at infinity will coincide as soon as both figures 
are put in the same plani, but the rows on them are not necessarily 
identical. They are pro,.setive, and hence in general not more than 
two points on one will eincide with their corresponding points in 
the other (G. § 34). T. make them identical it is either sufficient 
to turn one figure in it. plane till three lines in one are parallel to 
their corresponding 	in the other, or it is necessary before this 
can be done to turn 	one plant over in space. It can be shown 
that in the former 	dl lines are, or no line is, parallel to its 
corresponding line,-s lel- in the second case there are two directions,, 
at right angles to each sther, which have the property that each 
line an either direction u parallel to its corresponding line. We 
also see that— 

If in two similar figu.ts awes lines. of which no two are Paralla, 
are parallel respectively is their corresponding lines, then awry line 
has this property and the two Rums are similarly situated; at 

Two sander figures a a sisidarly situated as soon as than Caro 
:positing triangles are se situated. 

If two similar figure,. we perspective without being in the ruse 
plane, their planes must I e parallel as the axis is at infinity. Hence--

Any plane figure is porected from any centre to a parallel plow 
into a similar figure. 

two similar figures are similarly situated, then corresponding 
points may either be on ..he same or on different sides of the centre. 
If. besides, the ratio r similitude is unity. then corn:spending 
points will be equidiea•t from the centre. In the first came there- 
fore the two fi,,•ures v I be identical. is the second use they 
will be identical!)• equal but not coincident They can be made to 
coincide by turning one a Its plane through two rn/ht angles about 
the centre of S. The figures are in unroll= as 

a e seen at once. and they 	said to be smunetriod tonal 	Os the 
point S as centre. II tl.. two figures be considered as part of one. 
then this is said to has,: 1 centre. Thus regular polygons of an eves 
number of sides sod p ralielogranis have each a centre, which is 
a centre of symmetry. 

§ 17 Parallel Prole 	instead of the axis, the centre be 
moved to infinity. all I a projecting rays will be parallel, and :a,  r 
get what is called pee.41 projeuien. In this case the fine at 0., 
finity posses through centre and therefore corresponds to gnu 
—but not point for is, it as in the case of similar figures. Toany 
point I at infinity curs, ponds therefore a point l' sb at 'afire y 
but different from t ,  first, Hence to parallel lines mem* 
at I correspond petal! . lines of another direction meeting at I • 
Further, in any two corresponding tom the twopote.t±s" 
infinity are correspor, mg points; hence the rows at Mow* 
This gives the principal troperties of parallel projectinai—• 

To parallel lines core, bond parallel lines, or 
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,TO paralkiegrom cometspondt a paral*egresm 
The correspondmem _parallel prefechon ss completely detennissmi 

as seen as for any 
saw 	

its Me one figure the corrupts's:Liz 
is t 

tesS etaitesirr. (Corresponding rows are 	(II 

	

the 	has Men stinted, as folk:sem the 

The ratio of similitude for these rows changes 	the (Breeden: 
If a row ie pordtoi lo the axis, Ur earralemeding row, whirl is 

also parotid be the ans. MU be equal he it became anyy two pairs 
AN and BB' of corresponding points will form a 

Another Important property r the foliowing:-- o  
Tie areas correspondent ft 	ham a constant 
We prove t is first for prnesliobgesmry Let ABCD and EFGH be 

A'B'C'D' PsitroacilkEVG'HIn  the 
corresponding arallelograms 
in ye Then tothe parallel*. 
yam KLMN which lies (fig. 6) 
between the lines AIL CD 

a parallelogram IC'corylr4Pgil  
• end EF, GH will 

formed In exactly the same 

	

F10. 6. 	 manner. A, ABC D and KLMN 
are between the same parallels 

their sites are as the beam Hence- 
ABCD AB A'B' 
Kars na' Ind similar)  ICTIrr ''Terr 

Bat AB/)CL esA'R'/IC'L', as the rows AB and A'B' are similar. 
Hence 

ABCD KLMN 	 EFGH KLMN 
•"" 	 "IrEN'Ar 

Hence also 
ABCD EFGH 

RIFC215'"ET'Clir 
this proves the theorem for parallelograms and also for their 

halves, that ss, for any triangles. As polygons ran be divided into 
triangles the truth of the theorem follows at once for them, and 
is extended (by the method of exhaustion) to areas bounded by 
curves by inscribing polygons in, and oreumscribing polygons 
about, the curves. . 

Just as (G. S  8) a segment of a line is given a tense, so a sense 
may be given to as area. This is done as follows. If we go round 
the boundary of an area, the latter is either to the right or to the 
kit. If we turn round and go in the opposite sense. t h en the area 
will be to the left if it was first to the right, and vii.: versa. If we 
give the boundary a definite *rr - e. and c  round in this sense, then 
the area is said to be either of the err or ( the other s,aue a(vmd isig 
as the area is to the right or to the kft. Ile area it generally said 
to be positive if it is to the kit. Iht. sense M the boundary is 
indicated either by an arrowhead or I. the order of the letters 
which denote points in the boundary. Thus, if A. B. C be the 
vertices of a triangle, then ABC shall th t -  sir the area in magnitude 
and sense, the sense being fixed by spin.: round the triangle in the 
order from A to B to C. It will then l seen that ABC and ACB 
denote the same area but with opposite rise. and gi nerally ABC ,e 
BCA e. CAB — ACB — BAC - CBA; that is. an inter-
change of two letters changes the sense. Also, if A and A' are two 
points on opposite sides of. and equid tent from, the line LC. 
then ABC. —NBC. 

Taking account of the sense. we may make the following state-
meat t— 

If A, A' are two corresponding points. if the fine AA' cuts the 
i axis in IL and if C s any other point in the axis. then the triangles 

ABC and A'BC are corresponding, and 
ABC Aft 	AB 

X'BiC 
or The (stream ratio of corresponding areas is oriel and appal& 
Se the ratio is which the axis diridcs the nettle rattier two nen* 
spending poinu. 

I s. Several special cases of parallel projection are of interest. 
Orthographic Prajertion.-11 the two planes sr and v' have a 

definite position in space. and if a figure in s is projected to r' by 
rays perpendicular to this plane. then the projection Is said to be 
orthographic. If in this cast the planes be turned till It coincides 
with r' so that the figures remain perspective, then the projecting 
rays will be frprodieular to the axis of projection, because any r ne 
of these rays is, and remains dieting the turning, perpendicular to 
tht axis. 

The constant ratio of tie arra of the projection to that of the original 
figure is. is this ease, Ike mine of tie an& brtvv. en the two planes 

In and le. as sill be seen by projecting a rectangle which has its base 
the axis. 
Orthographic projection le of constant ost In geometrical drawing. 
Sheer.—If the centre of projection be taken at infinity on the 

awls, then the projecting rays are parallel to the axis: hence corm- 
'goadi po ng ints will be equidistant from the axis. In this case, 
therefore, areas of correspondist figures wth be peal.  

on the.same line. pa 	to the axis. then. as 	 meg-  
A. A' and B. Bca 7) we two Pain 4,1  =Val:ants  

meats parallel to the axis are 
equal, it follows that AB. 
NB', hence also AA' te BB'. 
If these points be joined to 
&nAts ptict irkosnwtlile axis, theta 

 cwnr 
speeding lines; they will there-
fore be cut by any line parallel 
to the axis in 
points. In the karee=lugore FIG. 7. 
C. C' and alsoD, D' will be pairs of 	 es 	points and 
CC' DD'. As the ratio CC'/AA' equals the ratio of the distances 
of C &nit A from the axis, tberefere- 

Two corresponding *uses may ie est one oat of the ether by •ool•g 
all points is the one parallel to a fixed blue, the axes, tbrowerdistaisees 
which are proportional to their own disreseses front She &gbh Points 
is a Une reasons hereby is a line. 

Such a transformation of agrogelignazsise=ceat a shearing 
stress in any section eels Fee this 
reason Lord Kelvin gave it the mime of shear. 

A shear of a plane figure is determined if we are given the ass 
and the distance through which one point has been moved; for in 
this case the ails, the centre, end a pair of corresponding points 
are given. 

le. Symms*, and ShesSysemetry.-11 the centre is sot on 
the ads, and if corresponding points are et equal distances from 
it. they must be on opposite swim of it. The figures will be in 
involution (I is). In this case the direction of the projecting rays 
is said to be conjugate le the axis. 

The conjugate direction may be peependinder to the axis. If 
the line joining two corresponding points A. A' cuts the axis in B, 
then AB ...BA'. Therefore, if the plane be folded over along the 
Ind% A will Nil on A'. Hence by this folding over every paint 
will coincide with its corresponding point. Tile fisi ires 	ore 
are identicallyequal 	congruent, and In their o nal petition 
they are 	with regard to the axis, which itself is called 
as axis of sysnmetry. If the two figures are considered as one this 
one is said to be symmetrical with regard to an axis, and is said to 
have an axis of symmetry ' rely an axis. Every diameter of • 
circle is thus an axis: also t h e . - an line of an isosceles triangle 
and the diagonals of a rhombus are axes of the filmes to which they 
belong. 

In the more general use wilt te the projecting rays are not per. 
pendlcular to the axis we have t kind of twisted symmetry width 
may be called sless•smormetry. It can be got from symmetry by 
giving the whole figure a shear, well also be  easily seen that 
we get skew-symmetry if we first form a shear to • given figure 
and then separate it from its sh. ar by folding it over along the axis 
of the shear, which thereby becomes an axis of skew-symmetry. 

Skew-symmetrical and thews* also symmetrical figures have 
the followi ngg properties :- 

Conrtponding areas are equal. Ire of opsfia. muse. 
Any two corresponding lines nn harmonic conjugate WA regard 

to the axis and a line in the ronjorrate din/Mom 
If the two figures be again c..nsidered as one whole, this is said 

to be skew-symmetrical and to have an axis of skew-symmetry. 
Thaithe median line of any tri aisle is an axis of skew-minmetty. 
the side on which it stands h tying the copjugate direction, the 
mhos sides being conjugate !i.e.. From this it follows, for in-
stance, that the three median lines of a triangle meet in a point. 
For two median lines will be corresponding lines with regard to the 
third as axis, and must therefore meet on the axis. 

An axis of skew-symmetry is generally called a diameter. Thus 
every diameter of a conic se an asis of skew metes ,. the con-
fiscate direction being the direction of the chords which it bisects. 

20. We state • few propert• of these figures useful in medusnics, 
but we omit the may s:-- 

If a plane area has as axis of skew-s7Neneetry, then tke-twass-centre 
(centre Of mean distances or centre of inertia) lies on it 

If a figure inectotoes a shear, the star-enetre of its *ma mesas 
the wan-tetra; and generally-- 

	

Is parallel projeneon the essu-sittres of tones 	ne areas (or 
of groups of points, but sot of noun) are mere 	ing points. 

The moment of inertia of • plow here data not change if the figure 
unsingoes a shear is the direction of the axis with regard to abets 
the moment has been takes. 

/9' a figure has as aril of skew-ernmetry, then this mu anraw 
co atilt direction are conjugate deseneWrs of the moneental ellipse 
fa rev paint in the axis. 

_hunt ha. in axis of rjuunetry, then this is on axis of She 
atal crisp, ' retry pm/ in it. 
e truth of t • last propositions fellows at once from the fact 

th the product of inertia for the lines in question vanishes. 
of interest to notice how a great many propositions of Eudid 

If -  Gip special cases 01 projection. The theorems ate. 1. 35-4t 
at .t parallelograms or triangles on equal bases and between the 

parallels We examples of shear. whilst 1. 43 gives a use of 
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skewoymmetry, hence of inVdution Figures which ate identi-
cally equal are of enema projecdve, and they are perspective when 
placed so that they have an axis or a centre of symmetry (cf. 
lienrid, Elementary Gemerstrz, Coxgruerd Figures). In this case 
again the relation is that of involution. The importance of treat-
ing similar figures when in perspective positiba has long been 
recognized; we need only mention the well-known proposition 
about the centres of similitude of circles. 

Applications to Conics. 
21. Any conic can be projected into any other conic. This may 

be done is such a manner that three points on one conk and the tangents 
at Iwo of them are projected to three arbitrarily selected points and the 
tangents at two of them on the other. 

If a and a' are any two conics, then we have to prove that we can 
project it in such a manner that five points on it will be projected 
to points on a'. As the projection letermined as soon as the 
projections of any four points or four lases ate selected, we cannot 
project any five points of is to any five arbitrarily selected points 
on a'. But if A.13, C be any three points on a, and if the tangents 
at B and C meet at D, if further A', B ., C' are any three points 
on a, and if the tangents at W and C' meet at D', then the plane 
of is may beprojected to the plane of se in such a manner that the 
points A, B, C, DP are projected to A', B', C', D'. This determines 
the correspondence (11 14). The conic a will be projected into a 
conic, the points A, B, C and the tangents BD and CD to the points 
A', B', C' and the lines B'D' and C'D', which are tangents to a' 
at B' and C'. The projection of is must therefore (G. f 52) coincide 
with u', because it is a conic which has three points and the tangents 
at two of them in common with a'. 

Similarly we might have taken three tangents and the points of 
‘ontact of two of (hens as corer I to similar elements on the 
other. 

If the one conic be • circle which cuts the line j, the projection 
will cut the line at infinity in two points; hence it will be a hyper-
bola. Similarly, if the circle toadies j, the projection will be a 
parabola; and, if the circle has no point in common with j, the 
projection will be an ellipse. These curves appear thus as sections 
of a circular cone, for in case that the two planes of projection are 
separated the rays projecting the circle loan such a am. 

Any conic may be projected into 
If we take any point S in the plane of a conic as centre, the 

polar of this point as axis of projection, and any two points in which 
a line through 5 cuts the conic as corresponding points, then these 
will be harmonic conjugates with regard to the centre and the axis. 
We therefore have involution (I II), and every point is projected 
into its harmonic conjugate with regard to the centre and the aide—
hence every point A on the conic into that point A' on the conic 
in which the line SA cuts the conic again. as follows from the 
harmonic properties of pole and polar (G.* 62 am.). 

Two conics which cut the the at infinity in the same two points are 
similar figures aid similarly situatd—the antra of similitude being 
in general -  sone finite point. 

To prove this, we take the line at infinity and the asymptotei of 
one as corresponding to the line at infinity and the asymptotes 
of the other, and besides a tangent to the first as corresponding 
to a parallel tangent to the other. The line at infinity will then 
correspond to itself point for point; hence the figures will be similar 
and similarly situated. 

an. Areas of Parabolic Segments.—One parabola may always be 
considered as a parallel projection of another in such a manner 
that any two points A. B on the one correspond to any two points 
A', B' on the other; that is, the points A, B and the point at infinity 
on the one may be made to correspond respectively to the points 
A', B' and the point at infinity on the other, whilst the tangents 
at A and at infinity of the one correspond to the tangents at B' 
and at infinity of the other. This completely determines the 
correspondence, and it is parallel projection because the line at 
infinity corresponds to the line at infinity. Let the tangents 
at A and B meet at C, and those at A', 11' at C'; then C. C' will 
correspond, and so will the triangles ABC and A'B'C' as well as the 
parabolic segments cut off by the chords AB and A'S'. If (AB) 
denotes the area of the segment cut off by the chord AB we have 
therefore 

(AB)/ABC-(A'B')/A'B'C'; or 
The area of a segment of a parabola stands in a constant ratio to the 

arm of the greener formed by the chord of the ferment and the 
tangents at the end posits of the chord. 

If then (fig. 8) we join the point C to the 
mid-point IN of AB, then this line I will be 
bisected at D by the parabola (G. f 74), and 
the tangent at D will be parallel to AB. Let 
this tangent cut AC in E and CB in F. then 
by the last theorem 

r1/ glitg 
a here on is some number to be determined. The figure gives 

(AB). ADD 	pito)  

Combining both equations, vs have 
ABD.rts (ABC—ADEr.IIM. 

But we have also ABD ABC, and ADE BFD ABC; 
hence 

ABC -m (t — —I) ABC, or ns. 
Tlx arm of a parabolic segment equals Oro-thirds of the area of 

the chord 
formed by Me chord and the tangents dm end points of 

the I 23. Elliptic Areas.—To consider one Mime a parallel projection 
of another we may, establish the correspondence as follows. If 
AC. BD  are any pair of conjugate diameters of the one and A'C'. 
B'IY any pair of conjugate diameters of the other, then them 
may be made to correspond to each other, and the correspondence 
will be completely determined if the parallelogram formedby the 
tangents at A, S. C, D is made to correspond to that formed by the 
tangents at A'. 13', C'. D' (if 17 and at . As the projection of the 
first conic has the four points A', B', D' and the tangelos at 
these points in common with the second, the two ellipses are pro-
jected one into the other. Their areas will correspond, and so do 
those of the parallelograms ABCD and A'B'C'IY. 'Hence— 

The area of on ellipse has a constant ratio to the area of any inscribed 
parallelogram whose diagonals are conjugate diameters, and also to 
sorry ciresens.wribed parallelogram when Ada me parallel to coo)jugale 
diameters. 

It follows at once that— 
All parallelograms inscribed in an ellipse whose diagonal., are 

coll igate diameters are equal in area; and 
parallelograms circumscribed about an ellipse whose shin we 

parotid to conjugate diameters are equal in area. 
If a, b are the length of the semi-axes of the ellipse, then the 

area of the circumscribed parallelogram will be 44 and of the 
inscribed one nab. 

For the circle of radius • the inscribed parallelogram becomes 
the square of area ars and the circle has the area rue; the constant 
ratio of an ellipse to the inscribed parallelogram has therefore also 
the value jr.  Hence— 

The area of an ellipse equals abr. 
24. Projective Properties.—The properties of the projection 

of a figure depend partly on the relative position of theplanes al 
the figures and the centre of projection, but principally on the 
properties of the given figure. Points in a line are projected into 
points in a line, harmonic points into harmonic points, • conic 
into a conic; but parallel lines are not projected into parallel ling 
nor right angles into right angles, neither are the projections of 
equal segments or angles again equal. There are then some pm-
perties which remain unaltered by projection, whilst other. change. 
The former are called projective or descriptive, the latter metrical 
properties of figures, because the latter all depend on measurement 

To a triangle and its median lines correspond a triangle and three 
lines which meet in a point, but which as a rule are not median 
tines. 

In this case, if we take the triangle together with the line at 
infinity, we get as the projection a triangle ABC, and some other 
line !l which cuts the sides a, b, c of the triangle in the points 
Ai, 131, If we now take on BC the harmonic conjugate At to 
A, and similarly on CA and AB the harmonic conjugates to 13, and 
C, respectively, then the lines AA,, BB,, CC, will be the projections 
of the median lines in the given figure. Hence these lines must 
meet in a point. 

As the triangle and the fourth line we may take any four given 
lines, because any four lines may be projected into any four given 
lines (I 14). This gives a theorem:— 

If each vertex of a triangle be joined to that point its the opposite 
side which is, with regard to the entices, the harritensk cosiutah! 4 
the point in which the side is cut by a pan line, then She three loser 
that obtained meet in a point. 

We get thus out of the special theorem about the median lines 
of a triangle a more general one. But before this could be done 
we had to add the lint at infinity to the line, in the gireo figure.. 

In a similar manner a great many theorems relaung to magical 
properties can be generalized by taking the line at infinity or points 
at infinity as forming part of the original figure. Coawr.e.7 
special cases relating to measurement are obtained by projecting 
some line in a figure of known properties to infinity. -T1ds is true 
for all properties relating to parallel lines or to trisection of Per 
ments.but not immediately for angles. It is, however, possible 
to establish for every metrical relation the corresponding projectile 
property. To do this it is necessary to consider imaginary elements; 
These have originally been introduced into geometry by aid al 
coordinate geometry. where imaginary quantities coastandy occut 
as roots of equations. 

Their introduction into pure geometry is due princiPt7 
Poncelet, who by the publication al his great work Trait let 
Preprints Presletin ►  des Nuns becsme the founder of prolem'e 
geometry In its widest sense. Along, bad considered parallel 
projection and had already distinguished between permanent and  
accidental properties of figums, the latter being those which cis' 
tended merely on the aaodental position of one part to anothrE 
Thus in projecting two circles which Ile In different plows • 
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depends on the accidental position of the centre of projection 
whether the projections be two conics which do or do not meet. 
Palette' introduced the principle of continuity in order to make 
theorems general and inifependent of those accidental positions 
•hich depend analytically on the fact that the equations used have 
real or trnaginary roots. But the correctness of this principle 
remained without a proof. Von Staudt has, however. shown how it 

to introduce imaginary element* by purely geometrical 
reasoning, and we shall now try to give the reader some idea of 
his theory. 

/ 	fesagirory Elense•ta—lf a line tuts • curve and if the 
line be moved, turned for instance about a point in it, it may happen 
that two of the points of intersection approach each other till they 
coincide. The line then becomes a tangent. If the line is *till 
further moved in the saint manner it separates from the curve and 
two points of intersection are lost. Thus in considering the rela-
tion of a line to a conic we have to distinguish three caws—the line 
cuts the conic in two points. touches it, or has no point in common 
with it. Thin is quite analogous to the fact that a quadratic equa-
tion with ooe unknown quantity has either two, one, or no routs. But 
in algebra it has long been found convenient to eapresa this 
differently by saying a quadratic equation has always two roots, 
but these may he other both real and different, or equal, or they 
may be imaginary. In geometry a similar mode of expressing the 
fact above sated ia not lees convenient. 

We say therefore a line has always two points in common with 
a conk, but thew art either distinct, or coincident, or invisible. 
The word imaginary is generally used instead of invisible; but, as 
the points have nothing to do with imagination, we prefer the word 
" mviail.k " recommended originally by Clillord. 

Invisible ponts occur in pairs of conjugate points, foe a line loses 
Away; two visible points of intersection with a curve simultane-
ously. This is analogous to the fact that an algebraical equation 
wish real coefficients has imaginary roots in Nina Only ~teal 
tine can be drawn through as tonsuble point, for two real lines meet 
in a real or visible point. The real line ihroegi as innabk poles 

n4:411,11 alto its conjugate . 

Similarly there are invisible lines—tangents for instance, from 
a point within a conic—shah occur in pairs of conjugates, two 
a uejugates having a real point in common. 

The introduction of invisible points would be nothing but • play 
Slain words unless there is a real grornetriial property indicated 
which can be used in geometrical constructions—that it has • 
definite meaning. for instance, to say that two conks cut • line in 
the same two invisible points, or that we can draw one conic 
through three real points and the two invisible ones which another 
conk has in common with a line that does not actually cut it. We 
have in fart to rise a geometrical definition of inviiiIte points. 
Thiele dime by and of the theory of involution (G. II 76 seq.). 

An involution of points on a line has (according to G. 77  le!) 
either two or one or no foci. Instead of this we now say it has 
always two foci which may be distinct, coincident or insisible. 
Theme foci are determined by the involution, but they also determine 
the Involution. If the foci are real this follows from the fact that 
conjugate points are harmonic conjugates with regard to the loci. 
That it is also the caw for invisible foci •  will presently appear. If 
we take this at present for granted we may replace a pair of real, 
coincident or invisible points by the involution of which they are 
the foci. 

Nuw any two pairs of conjugate points determine •  an involution 
(G- 77 VI). 

Hesse any print pair. whether real or arriaUe, it completely 
abirrnsined any  Its foot of (0.1j*Itittr p,nti of the involution 
wench Ms gem She pant-pan or fins and may therefore he replaced 
by Ana. 

Two pain of invisible points are thus said to be Weeniesl if, and 
only if, they are the frci of the same involution. 

*e know (G. f ea) that • conk determines on every line •  an in-
wellutem In which conjugate points are conjugate poles with regard 
to the conk—that is, that either lies on the polar of the other. 
This hold. whether the line cuts the cook or not. Furthermore, 
in the former caw the points common to the line and the conk are 
the foci of the involution. Hence we now say that this is always 
the case, and that the ileinbfir points common to a line and a conk 
are the Mosible foil of the involution in question. If then we 
state the problem al dr•wn's; • conk which pewee through two 
points given as the intellection of a conk and • line as that of 
drawing • conk which determines a given involution on the line, 
we have it in • form In which it is intlepenstent a the accidental 
eircumstaike of the intersections !wing real or invisible. So is the 
solution of the pntletn.•. we shall rum rhos. 
- / an We has. wen i4 sal that a conk may Always he polio ted 
Into itself by taking ant point S as centre and its polar a as as of 
twejectioe,conesesnewling pudnro being those in which a line through 
S cuta the tusk. If then (fig. y) A. A' and 11, It' are parr. .4 
eanevaatting points a ,  that the lines AA' and BB' pass through S. 
then the lines AB and Alt', as corrropnnding lines. will meet 
at a point Rea the axis, and the lints AB' and All will meet at 
another point R' nn the axis Throe points R. R' are ton agate 
plans i• involution wi•ieb the conk determines on the line 1, 

A/111  

because the triangle RSR' is • polar triangle (G. 63), so that R' 
lies on the polar of R. 

This gives • simple means of determining for any point Q on the 
line 1 its conjugate point V'. We take any two points A. A' on the 
conic which lie on a line through S, join Q to A by a line cutting 
the conic again in C, and join C to el'. This line wilt cut s in the 
point Q' required. 

To draw some conic which ;hall determine on a line s a given 
involution. 

We have here to reconstruct the fig. 9, having given on the line 
an involution. Let Q. Q' - and R, R' (fig. 9)  be two pairs of 

conjugate points in this 
involution. We take any 
point li and juin it to R 
Linn It', and another point 
C to _Q and Q'. Let BR 
and CQ meet at A, and 
11R' and CQ at A'. If 
now • point P be moved 
along s its conjugate point 
I" will also move and the 
two points will describe Q 
projective rows The two 
rivs AP and A'P' will 
therefore describe projective pencils, and the intersection of VIM-
spondi•g rays will lie on a conic which pastes through A, A', 11 
and C. Ilia conic determine, on s the given involution. 

Of these four points not only B and C but also the point A may 
be taken arbitrarily, for if A, B, C are Fisen, the line All will cut a 
in some point R. As the involution is supposed known, we can 
find the point R' conjugate to R, which we joint to B. In the same 
way the line CA will cut s in some point Q. Its conjugate point Q' 
we join to C. The line CQ' will cut BR' in a point A , and then AA' 
will pass through the pole S (cf. fig. 9). We may now interchange 
A and B and find the point B'. Then BB' will also rots through 
S. which is thus found. At the same time five points A, B, C, A', B' 
on the conic have been found, so that the conk is completely known 
which determines on the line s the given involution. !tenet— 

Tassel's Shire points we can almajo draw one conk, and only one. 
whirls dettrininn on a ;Men fine a Ore ineoferion, all the same 
whether the involution ha; real, coincident or ins•ahle foci. 

In the last case the theorem may now also be stated thus:— 
It is ahoy, ponfie to draw a conic which pauses through three 

firer' Ind POile1 and af , 1711ch Iwo inns,Ne poingt wkith any other 
tonic has in common with a /me. 

27. The above theory of invisible points Risen eke to a great 
number of interesting consequences, of which we State a few. 

The theorem at the end of I al may now be staved 
A ny two conics are similar oaf Matil•eiy rits,,!,d if they coil the 

line at infinity in the same boo peings—nerd, coincident or inissilife. 
It follows that 
Any two parabolas are similar; aid they are similarly aituated an 

soon as their axes are parallel. 
The involution which a circle determines at its centre is circular 

(G. jj  791; that is, every line is perpendicular to its conjugate line. 
This will be cut by the line at infinity in an involution which has 
the following property: The lines which join any finite paint to 
two conjugate points in the involuting' are at right angles to each 
other. Vence all cin ular involutions SO • plane determine the 
same involution on the line at infinity. The latter is therefore 
called the circular turolution on the line at infinity; and the involu-
tion which • circle determines at its centre is called the circular 
mediation at than point. All rinks determine thus Oil the line at 
infinity the same involution; in other Sonia, they have the same two 
invisible points in common with the line at infinity. 

All circles may be considered as passing through the same tiro 
pores, at inffatty. 

These points are called the circular point. at infinity. and by 
Professor Cayley the absolute in the plane. They are the foci of 
the circular involution in the line infinity. 

Converwly--Prery conk winch pastel through the eireslor pint, 
is a circle; because the involution at its centre is circular, hence 
conjugate diameters are at right angles, and this property only 
circle. power. 

We now we why we can draw always one and only one circle 
through any dory paints; these three points together with the 
circular points at infinity are five points through which one cenic 
only can be drawn. 

Any two Wall are similar and similarly situated because they 
have the time points at infinity O at). 

Any roe caoreetes moles may be crorldered as bating trOMM. 
t•W1141 al *Way. because the lines joining the common centre to 
the circular points at infinity are tangents to both circles at the 
circular points, as the line at anima y is the polar of the centre. 

Any two bees at right angles to awe another are harmonic conjugates 
t regard to the aryl Jona.' their inceruntiosi to the eircolar peaks. 
teesuw theca rays are the fecal rays of the entailer involution at 
the mtenuctio• of the given lines. 

To bisect as angle with the series A means (G. I 33) to fowl two 
nays through A which an harmonic conjugates with regard to the 

'As 

Flu. 9. 
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limits of the angle and peepeadieuller to meh other. Them rays 
are therefore harmonic with regard to the limits of the given angle 
and with regard to the rays through the circular points. Thus 
perpendicularity and bisection of an angle have been stated in a 
propscuve form. 

It must not be forgotten that the circular points do not exist 
at all; but to introduce them gives us a short way of making a 
statement which would otherwise be long and cumbrous. 

We can now generalize any theorem relating to metrical pro-
perties. For instance. the simple fact that the chord of a circle is 
touched by a concentric circle at its mid point proves the theorem :— 

If Imo cooler hose double contact, then Ms points where day tangent 
to ono of them cuts the other are harmonic with regard to the point 
of contact and the pad *Mere the tangent call tie chard of contact. 

(O. H.) 
PROKOP, the name of two of the most prominent Hussite 

generals 
r. PROKOP, surnamed " Veliky " (the peat) or " Holy " 

(the bald), was a married utraquist priest who belonged to an 
eminent family of citizens of Prague. Though a priest and 
continuing to officiate as such, he became the most prominent 
leader of the advanced Hussite or Taborite forces during the 
latter part of the Hussite wars. He was not indeed the immediate 
successor of 2iika as leader of the Taborites, as has been fre-
quently stated, but he commanded the forces of Tabor when they 
obtained their great victories over the Germans and Romanists 
at Usti nad Labam (Aussig) in 1426 and Dornailice (Tams) in 
143r. He also acted as leader of the Tabonles during their 
frequent incursions into Hungary and Germany, particularly 
when in rem a vast Bohemian army invaded Saxony and the 
territory of Nuremberg. The Hussites, however, made no 
attempt permanently to conquer German territory, and on the 
6th of February 243o Prokop concluded at Kulmbach a treaty 
with Frederick of Brandenburg, burgrave of Nuremberg, by 
which the Hussites engaged themselves to leave Germany. 
When the Bohemians entered into negotiations with Sigismund 
and the Council of Basel and, after prolonged discussions, 
resolved to send an embassy to the council, Prokop the Great 
was the most prominent member of this embassy, which reached 
Basel on the 4th of January 1433. When the negotiations 
there for a time proved resultless Prokop with the other envoys 
returned to Bohemia, where new internal troubles broke out. 
A Taborite army led by Prokop the Great besieged Pink which 
was then in the hands of the Romanists. The discipline in the 
Hussite camp bad, however, slackened In the course of pro-
longed warfare, and the Taboritcs encamped before Pita 
revolted against Prokop, who therefore returned to Prague. 
Probably encouraged by these dissensions among the men of 
Tabor, the Bohemian nobility, both Romanist and utraquist, 
formed a league for the purpose of opposing democracy, which 
through the victories of Tabor had acquired great strength in 
the Bohemian towns. The struggle began at Prague. Aided 
by the nobles, the citizens of the old town took possession of 
the more democratic new town, which Prokop unsuccessfully 
attempted to defend. Prokop now called to his aid Prokop " the 
Lesser," who had succeeded him in the command of the Taborite 
army before Plzeh. They jointly retreated eastward from 
Prague, and their forces, known as the army of the towns, met 
at Lipan, between Kourim and Korm, the army of the nobles 
(May 3o, 434). The Taborites were decisively defeated, and 
Prokop the Great perished in this battle. 

a. Psalm* " the Lesser," or PROXIMAL (the Bohemian 
diminutive of the word Prokop), was one of the greatest Hussite 
generals. Little is known of his early life. lie took part in all 
the later campaigns of Prokop the Great in Germany, and suc-
ceeded him as commander of the Taborite army that besieged 
Plsefi. Alter the formation of the confederacy of the nobles 
he was recalled by Prokop the Great, with whom he shared the 
command of the army of the towns at the fateful battle of 
Lipan, in which he also perished. 

Sr. Count Lutzow, Bohemia: A Historical Skekh; Palacky, History 
of Bohemia; Toman, Hasitske Vaktniaoi (Hussite Warfare). 

PROKOPOVICH. IBII0FAN (1681-1736), Russian archbishop 
and statesman, one of the ablest coadjutors of Peter the Great, 
was sprung from a merchant family. He brilliantly distinguished  

himself at the Ottbodox academy .  of Kiev, subsequently com-
pleting his education in Poland (for which -ramose be turned 
Uniate), and at Rome is the College of the Propaganda. Primed 
with all the knowledge of the West, he returned home to seek 
his fortune, and, as the Orthodox monk, became one of the pro-
fessors at, and subsequently sector of, the scadany of Kiev. 
He entirely reformed the teaching of theology thete, substituting 
the historical method of the German theologians for the anti-
quated Orthodox scholastic system. In t;op Peter the Great, 
while passing through Kiev, was struck by the eloquence of 
Prokopovich in a sermon on " the most clarion* victory," i.e. 
Poltava, and in i7i6 summoned him to Petersburg. From 
henceforth it was Theofan's duty and pleasure to explain the 
new ideas and justify the most alarming innovations from the 
pulpit. So invaluable, indeed, did he become to the civil 
power, that, despite the determined opposition of the Russian 
clergy, who regarded " the Light of Kiev " as an Interloper and 
semi-heretic, he was rapidly promoted, becoming, in 1751, 
bishop of Pskov, and finally, in 1714, archbishop of Novgorod. 
As the author of " the spiritual regulation " for the reform of 
the Russian Church, Theofan must, indeed, be regarded as the 
creator of " the spiritual department " superseding the patri-
archate, and better known by its later name of " the holy 
synod," of which he was made the vice-president. Penetrated 
by the conviction that ignorance was the worst of the inveterate 
evils of old Russia, a pitiless enemy of superstition of every 
sort, a reformer by nature, overflowing with energy and resource, 
and with a singularly lucid mind armed at all points by a fu-
reaching erudition, Prokopovich was the soul of the refortung 
party after the death of Peter the Great. To him also belongs 
the great merit of liberating Russian preaching from the fetters 
of Polish turgidity and affectation by introducing popular 
themes and a simple atyle into Orthodox pulpit eloquence. 

See I. Chistovitch, Theofan Prokaposith sad his Time (Rust 
Petersburg, t868); P. Morozov, Theophao Prokopowith as a Writer 
(Rue.; Petersburg, 188o). (R. N. B.) 

PROLEGOMENON (Gr. for " that which Is said beforehand," 
arpoMyer, to speak, say before), a preface or introduction to 
a book, especially a preliminary introductory essay to a learned 
work, or a treatise which serves as a general survey or intro-
duction to the study of some subject or as a special survey of 
the subject. The word is more often used in the plural. 

PROLETARIAT, or PIQUILIUAIE, a term borrowed from the 
French and used collectively of those daises of a political 
community who depend for their livelihood on their daily labour. 
the wage-earning, operative dais as opposed to the capital-
owning class. It is of frequent use by those social reformers 
who base their theories en the supposed antagordsm of capital 
and labour. The Latin yroletarius, from which the word was 
formed, was the name given to the body of citizens possessed 
of no property and who therefore served the state with their 
children (grder, offspring). This division of the members of 
the state was traditionally ascribed to Servius 

PROLOCUTOR, one who speaks for others (Lat. pro, tot, and 
legal, to speak); specifically the chairman of the lower house 
of convocation in the two provinces of the Church of England, 
who presides in that house and acts as representative and 
spokesman in the upper house. He is elated by the lower 
house, subject to the approval of the metropolitan. (See 
Convocation.) 

PROLOGUE (from Gr. trod, before, and Myee, a word), a 
prefatory piece of writing, usually composed to introduce a 
drama. The Greeks use a word irpnatos, which included 
the modern meaning of the prologue, but was 01 wider age& 
cance, embracing any kind of preface, like the Latin nretfais. 
In Attie Greek drama, a character in the play, very often a 
deity, stood forward or appeared from a machine before the 
action of the play began, and made from the empty stage such 
statements as it was necessary that the audience should Mar, 
in order that they might appreciate the ensuing drama. It ass 
the early Greek custom to dilste in great detail on everything 
that had led up to the play, the latter being keel as a rule. 
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It occupies' the 'whole breadth of the valley of the Irrawaddy, 
between Thayetmyo district on the north and Hensada and 
Tharrawaddy districts on the south, and originally extended 
as far as the frontier of Independent Burma, but in taro 
Thayetmyo was formed into an independent jurisdiction. 
There are two mountain ranges in Prome, which form respec-
tively the eastern and western boundaries. The Arakan Yours 
extends along the whole of the western side, and that portion 
of the district lying on the right bank of the Irrawaddy is broken 
up by thickly wooded spurs running in a south-easterly direction, 
the space for cultivation being but limited and confined to the 
parts adjacent to the river. On the eastern side lies the Pegu 
Yomas, and north and north-east of the district its forest-covered 
spurs form numerous valleys and ravines, the torrents from which 
unite in one large stream called the Na-weng River. The most 
important of the plains Ile in the south and south-west portions 
of Procne, and extend along the whole length of the railway that 
✓uns between the towns of Paungda and Prome; they are mostly 
under cultivation, and these In the south are watered by a series 
of streams forming the Mylt-ma-kha or upper portion of the 
Hieing. There are In addition large tracts of land covered by 
tree-jungle which are available for cultivation. The principal 
river is the Irrawaddy, which intersects the district from north 
to south; next in importance are the Tha-ni and Its tributaries 
and the Na-weng system of riven. In the hills near the capital 
the soil is of Tertiary formation, and in the plains it Is an alluvial 
deposit. The climate is much drier than other districts Is 
Lower Burma, the annual rainfall being about 48 In. The 
temperature ranges from about roe in June to lio" in January. 
The staple crop is rice, but sonar cotton and tobacco are grown 
while the custard apples are famous. Sericulture is extensively 
carried on by a special class. The forests yield teak and cutch, 
cotton and silk-weaving are important industries; there are 
also manufactures of ornamental boxes, coarse brown sugar and 
catch. 

The early history of the once flourishing kingdom of Prome, 
like that of the other states which now form portions of Burma, 
is veiled in obscurity. After the conquest of Pegu in 1758 by 
Almon, the founder of the last dynasty of Ava kings, Promo 
remained a portion of the Burman kingdom till the close of the 
second Burmese War In ass, when the province of Pegu was 
annexed to British territory. 

PROWL, the chief town of the district, is situated on the left 
bank of the Irrawaddy, at ga.N.of Rangoon,population (soot), 
27375• 

To the south and south-east the town is doted in by low 
pagoda-topped hills, on one of which stands the conspicuous 
gilded Shwe Tsan•daw. The town was taken by the British 
in 1815 and again in as', qn both occasions with hardly any 
opposition. In ads it was almost entirely destroyed by fire. 
and was afterwards rebid out in straight and broad  streets. 
It was erected into a manidpality in 51174. and since Well Peat 
improvements have been made,bald*, wsrerweekn. Its 
principal manufactures are seecloths and lacquer ware. It is 

the terminus of a railway from Ransom, which runs through  the 
district. The other chief towns in the district are Shwedauwir  

(P°141011. 1°'1117Lar aPaunicie  walk tarn .forMnertitel").  Or more especially 

for social amusement, beam a rood.drive Or other public place 

laid out for the purpose. a Wad. e- Ilse  French word feemexede 
was formerly'yswiwear,  sad came from Sumneeria, PrOlgaier, 

ttoo take pasta uieforrahowanlika, fonrardte Len/ mitreesisene.man, to eit°r: Iriantitanima/cTies aczt 

threats reilear). " Praownsde concerts," so called from the 

bet that tbe sudkom are free to walk about or " promenade' 

of sianawintwdledde coocertsimin Parha latoMi4ndusal," inaftler83t8betwd(rcut,'1411.  
pm  by  the  &IUD musician and conductor, Prelims' ISts 
(rros-aso). Thy/wan even at the Lyceum Thesur 

QPAIsosamogH"gt).  & son of the Titan leper 117 
aymene, the chief " name berm," ad, saro^" 

Wordy the catadtrophe which had introits* to ensue on tbe 
facts related in the prologue. The importance, therefore, of the 
prologue in Greek drama was very great; it sometimes almost 
took the place of a romance, to which, or to an episode in which, 
the play itself succeeded. It b believed that the prologue in 
this form was practically the invention of Euripides, and with 
him, as has been said, it takes the place of " an explanatory first 
act." This may kip to modify the object ion which criticism has 
often brought against the Greek prologue, as an impertinence, a 
useless growth prefixed to the play, and standing as a barrier 
between us and our enjoyment of it. The point precisely is that, 
to an Athenian audience, it was useful and pertinent, as supply-
ing just what they needed to make the succeeding scenes in-
telligible. But it is difficult to accept the view that Euripides 
invented the plan of producing a god out of a machine to justify 
the action of deity upon man, because it Is plain that he himself 
disliked this interference of the supernatural and did not believe 
in it. He seems, in such a typical prologue u that to the Hipp.- 
lytkr, to be accepting a conventional formula, and employing 
it, almost perversely, as a medium for his ironic rationalism. 
Many of the existing Greek prologues may be later in date than 
the plays they illustrate, or may contain large interpolations. 
On the Latin stage the prologue was often more elaborate than 
it was in Athens, and in the careful composition of the poems 
which Plautus prefixes to his plays we we what importance he 
gave to this portion of the entertainment; sometimes, as in the 
preface to the Roderic Plautus rises to the height of his genius 
in his adroit and romantic prologues, usually pieced in the 
mouths of persons who make no appearance in the play itself. 
Moliere revived the Plain ion prologue in the introduction to his 
Amphitryon,  Racine introduced Piety as the speaker of a pro-
logue which opened his choral tragmly of Dike,. The tradition 
of the ancients vividly sheeted our own early dramatists. Not 
only were the mystery plays and miracles of the middle ages 
begun by a homily, but when the drama fn its modem sense 
was inaugurated in the reign of Elizabeth, the prologue came 
with It, directly adapted from the practice of Euripides and 
Termite. Sultville, Lord Buck horst. prepared a sort of pro-
logue in dumb show for his Gerbille( of re6z; and he abo wrote 
• famous Induction, which is, practically, a prologue, to a mis-
cellany of short romantic epics by diverse hands. In the Eliza-
bethan drama the prologue was very far from being universally 
employed. In the plays of Shakespeare, for Instance, it is an 
artifice which the poet very rarely introduced, although we find 
it in Harry V. and Romeo mad .1 did. Sometimes the Eliza -
bethan prologue was • highly elaborated poem; in aos a har-
binger recited a sonnet on the stage, to prepare the audience 
for Heywood's A Weimar Kilt 4 rick !Cimino*. Often the 
prologue was a piece of blank verse, so obscure and complicated 
that it is difficult to know how its bearers contrived to follow 
it such are the prologues of Chapman. Among Elizabethan 
prologues the most ingenious and interesting are those of Ben 
Jenson, who varied the form on every occasion. For instance , 
in The Pedatke (16o2). Envy comes in " as Prologue," and speaks 
a long copy of heroics, only to be turned off the stage by an 
armed figure, who states that be is the real prologue, and 
proceeds to spout more verses. Jonson's introductions were 
often recited by the " stage-keeper," or manager. Beaumon t 
and Fletcher seem to have almost wholly dispensed with pro-
logues, and the form was far from being universal, until the 
Restoration, Mien it became de rimer. The prologues of the 
fast thirty years of the snit century were always written in 
rhymed verse, and were generally spoken by a principal acto r 
or actress in the ensuing piece. They were often, in the hands 
of competent poets, highly finished essays on social or literary 
topics. For Instance, the famous prologue to Dryden's A seen-
sof 0670 is really a brief treatise on fashions in versification. 
Throughout the rash century the prologue continued to floudat, 
but went out of vogue In the early part of the nab. 

See ale Eru.octua. 	 (E. G) 
PROWL a district to the Pegu division of Lower Banns, with 

an arm of sots sq. tn. and a moieties (epos) of sds,fir* 
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Dem!urge of Greek mythical legend. As a culture-hero or in-
ventor and teacher of the arts of life, he belongs to a wide and 
well-known category of imaginary beings. Thus Qat, Quail-
teaht, Pundjel, Maui, Ioskeha, Cagn, Wainamoinen and an 
endless array of others represent the ideal and heroic first teachers 
of Melanesians, Ahts, Australians, Maoris, Algonkins, Bushmen 
and Finns. Among the lowest races the culture-hero commonly 
wears a bestial guise, is a spider (Melanesia), an eagle hawk (in 
some myths and south-east Australia), a coyote (north-west 
America), a dog or raven (Thlinkeet), a mantis insect (Bushman), 
and so forth, yet is endowed with human or even super-human 
qualities, and often shades off into a permanent and practically 
deathless god. Prometheus, on the other hand, is purely 
anthropomorphic. He is the friend and benefactor of mankind. 
He defends them against Zeus, who, in accordance with a widely 
diffused mythical theory, desires to destroy the human race and 
supplant them by a new and better species, or who simply revenges 
a trick in which men get the better of him. The pedigree and 
early exploits of Prometheus are given by Hesiod (Then. gto-
616). On a certain occasion gods and men met at Mecone. The 
business of the assembly was to decide what portions of slain 
animals the gods should receive in sacrifice. On one aide 
Prometheus arranged the best parts of the ox covered with offal, 
on the other the bones covered with fat, as the meat was covered 
in Homeric sacrifice,. Zeus was invited to make his choice, 
chose the fat, and found only bones beneath. A similar fable 
of an original choice, in which the chooser is beguiled by appear-
ances, recurs in Africa and North America (see the caskets in 
the Merchant of Venice). The native tribes adapt the myth to 
explain the different modes of life among themselves and white 
men. In wrath at this trick, according to Hesiod, or in other 
versions for the purpose of exterminating the remnants of people 
who escaped the deluge of Deucalion, Zeus never bestowed, or 
later withdrew, the gift of fire. In his " philanthropic fashion," 
Prometheus stole fire, concealed in a hollow fennel stalk (Hesiod, 
Op. a Di.), and a fennel stalk is still used in the Greek islands 
as a means of carrying a light (cf. Pliny riff. Is). According 
to some legends he gained the fire by holding a rod close to the 
sun. Probably the hollow fennel stalk in which fire was carried 
got its place in myth from the very fact of its common use. 

We thus find Prometheus in the position of the Ere-bri., or 
fire-stealer, and so connected with a very wide cycle of 	he 
mythical benefactors. Among the Mures of Gip4nd, t, ■ 	pn 
with a backward people, the fire-stealer was a man, but he I 	see 
a bird. Tow -era, or fire, was in the possession of two won, 	ho 
hated the blacks. A nun who loved men cajoled the worm 	ale 
fire when their backs were turned, and was metarnorpho.. 	Ito 
"a little bird with a red mark on its tail, which is the m 	of 
fire." he fire-bringer in Brittany is the golden or fire, ed 
wren. I vths like this kill two birds with one stone, and at ice 
account ir the possession of fire by men and for the marking of 
certain ,insals regarded as fire-bringers." In another Australian 
legend fi, c was stolen by the hawk from the bandicoot, and given to 
men. In yet another a man held his spear to the sun, and so got 
■ light. A bird is fire-bringer in an Andaman island tale, and a 
ghost in another myth of the sameisland.' In New Zealand. Maui 
stole fire from Mauika, the lord of fire. Ile used a bird's inter-
vention. Among the Ahts, in North America,' fire was stolen by 
animals from the cuttle-fi.h. Among the Thlinkeets, Yehl, the r• .en 
god, was the fire-stealer. Among the Cahrocs, the coyote 	ass
fire from " two old women." Among the Aryans of India. -.:nee 
is stolen 	birds, as water is among the Thlinkeets, and Mead in the 
Edda.• i ire concealed himself, in the Veda, was dragged from his 
hiding ;. re by Mataricvan, and was given to the priestly clan of 
Bhrigu. We also bear that Mataricvan "brought fire from afar" 
Vt. V. 9, 5), and that Bhrigu found fire lurking in the water 
(R. V. a. 46, a).' 

In considering the whole question, are must beware 	he 
f For these see Brough Smith with Howitt, Native Tribes of South-

MISS Australia. Aborigine: of Victoria; Kuhn. on bird fire-bringer 
in Isle of Man. Die Iferabkraft des freers, p. tog; Van Gennep. 
Moho of legends: (Una/re/ie. 

lours. Andirop. last. (Nov. MS). • Sproat, Smogs Life. 
Bancroft. W. too; Aitareya brahasana.ii. 93. 203; Kuhn. op. cit., 

144. 
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'musty analogical method of reasealps too teriunee among 
mythologists. For example, when a bird is spoken of as the 
fire-bringer we need not necessarily conclude that, in each case, 
the bird means lightning. On the other band, the myth often 
exists to explain the cause of the markings of certain actual 
species of birds. Again, because a hero is said to have stolen or 
brought fire, we need not regard that hero as the personification 
of fire, and explain all his myth as a fire-myth. The legend of 
Prometheus has too often been treated in this fashion, though he 
is really a culture hero, of whose exploits, such as making aka 
of clay, fire-stealing is no more than a single example. This 
tendency to evolve the whole myth of Prometheus from a belief 
that he is personified fire, or the fire-god, has been intensified 
by Kuhn's ingenious and plausible-etymology of the name 
11Poreeens. The Greeks derived it from wpoiajOin, provident, 
and connected it with other such words as wposeiffoloas, 
wpoplilesa. They had also the proper name 'Forspetels for the 
slow-witted brother of Prometheus who turned all the hero's 
wisdom to foolishness. Against these very natural etymologies 
the philologists support a theory that Prometheus is really a 
Greek form of peamatelhe (Skt.), the fire-stick of the Hindus. 
The process of etymological change, as given by Steinthal, 
was this. The boring of the Perpendicular in the horisontal fire-
stick, whereby fire was kindled, was called mandreas, from mark, 
" I shake." The preposition pro was prefixed, and you get 
proseeetka. But Mataricvan was feigned to have brought 
Agni, fire, and " the fetching of the god was designated by the 
same verb nealltadati as the proper earthly boring " of the fire-
stick. " Now this verb, especially when compounded with the 
preposition pee, gained the signification to tear off, snatch to 
oneself, rob." • Steinthal goes on: " Thus the fetching of 
Agni became a robbery of the fire, and the pramiUka (fire-stick) 
a robber. The gods had intended, for some reason or other, 
to withhold fire from men; a benefactor of mankind stole it from 
the gods. This robbery was called promegha; prenelthyti-s is 
' he who loves boring or robbery, a borer or robber.' From the 
latter words, according to the peculiarities of Greek phonology, 
is formed Ilposokiss, Prometheus, He is therefore a fire-god," 
Sec. Few things more ingenious than this have ever been done 
by philologists. It will be observed that " forgetfulness of 'the 
meaning of words " is made to account for the Greek belief that 
fire was Odor from the gods. To recapitulate the doctrine 
more succinctly, men originally said, in Sanskrit (or some Aryan 
speech more ancient still), " fire is got by rubbing or boring;" 
nothing could have been more scientific and straightforward. 
They also said, " fire is brought by Matarigvan; " nothing could 
have been more in accordance with the mythopoeic mode of 
thought. Then the word which means " fetched " is confused 
with the word which means " bored," and gains the sense of 
" robbed." Lastly, fire is said (owing to this confusion) to have 
been stolen, and the term which meant the common savage 
fire-stick is by a process of delusion conceived to represent, not 
a stick, but a person, Prometheus, who stole fire. Thus then, 
according to the philologists, arose the myth that fate was stolen, 
a myth which, we presume, would not otherwise have occurred 
to Greeks. Now we have not to decide whether the Greeks were 
right in thinking that Prometheus only meant " the foresighted 
wise man," or whether the Germans know better, and are correct 
when they say the name merely meant " fire-stick." Bur we 
may, at least, point out that the myth of the stealing of fire and 
of the fire-stealer is current among races who are not Aryan, 
and never beard the word premarefko. We have shown that 
Thlinkeets. Assts. Andaman Islanders, Australians, Maoris, 
South Sea Islanders, Cahross and others all Wine fire was 
originally stolen. Is it credible that, in all their languages, 
the name of the fire-stick should have caused a confusion of 
thought which ultimately led to the belief that .fire was obtained 
originally by larceny ? If such a coincidence appears inaedible, 
we may doubt whether the belief that Is common to Greeks and 
Calicoes and Ahts was produced, In Greek minds by as etyma 
loeind coatiaiaa, is Australia, M11116:11 awl so larth by woe 

• Cf. Kuhn. M. ale. pp. A. sy. 
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other cause. What, then,is the origin of the widely-diffused myth 
that fire was stolen? We offer a purely conjectural suggestion. 
No race is found without fire, but even some civilized races have 
found the artificial reproduction of fire very tedious. Thus we 
read (04.. v. 414-493), " As when a man bath hidden away a 
brand in the black embers at an upland farm, one that bath no 
neighbour nigh, and so saveth the seed of fire that be may not 
have to seek a light otherwbere, even so did Odysseus cover him 
with the leaves." If, in the Homeric age, men found it so hard 
to get the seed of fire, what must the difficulty have been in the 
earliest dawn of the art of fire-making? Suppose, then, that 
the human groups of early savages are hostile. One group lets 
its fire go out, the neat thing to do would be to borrow a light 
from the neighbour, perhaps several miles off But if the neigh-
bours are hostile the unlucky group is cut off from fire, igni  iater- 
dkitrr. The only way to get fire in such a case is to steal it. 
Mtn accustomed to such a precarious condition might readily 
believe that the first possessors of fire, wherever they were, set 
a high value on it, and refused to communicate it to others. 
Hence the belief that fire was originally stolen. This hypothesis 
at least explains all myths of fire.stealing by the natural needs, 
passions, and characters of men, " a jealous race," whereas the 
philological theory explains the Greek myth by an exceptional 
accident of changing language, and leaves the other widely 
diffused myths of fire•steeling in the dark. It would occupy 
too much space to discuss, in the ethnological method, the rest 
of the legend of Prometheus. Like the Australian Pundjel, 
and the Maori Tiki, be made men of clay. He it was who, when 
Zeus had changed his wife into a fly, and swallowed her, broke 
open the god's head and let out his daughter Athens. He aided 
Zeus in the struggle with the Titans. He was punished by him 
oe some desolate hill (usually styled Caucasus) for fire-stealing, 
and was finally released by Herades. 

His career may be studied in Hesiod: in the splendid Prometheus 
Mowers of Aeschylus. with the ukase; in Heyne's Apdffieferiu; in 
the ammo (i) of &Mails* to the Aesehyken drams. and in the 
frequently quoted work of Kuhl'. The tufty al Steinthal may also 
be examined (Goldriher. Myth. tube., Eng. trans.. p. 363-39a), 
where the amused student will discover that " Moses is • Praman-
thas." with much else that is as learned and eonvincieg. See 
also Tyler's Lady History of Mee: Nesffied in Csiesure Review 
(January, April. tans); and the article Fan. (A. L.) 

PROMOTER. one who promotes (Lat geomeeere, to move 
forward), advances or forwards any scheme. pro' la or under-
taking. The most general specific sense in which the word is 
now used is that of a person who takes the steps necessary to 
the incorporation of a joint-mock company (see Commie) or 
to the passing of a private or local act of parliament. In legal 
history, a promoter was one who prosecuted offenders, originally 
as an officer of the Crown, later as a common Woman the 
term is still need thus of the prosecutor le • suit in an ecclesias-
tical court. 

PRONOBUCE. Pamontoate, at (in America) simply Annum, 
the sole existing representative of a family (kthilocapoidae) of 
hollosksonsed ruminants is which the homobeaths are forked 
and annually shod and renewed. Standing about 3 it high at 
the shoulder and slightly tam at the croup, the male prongbuck 
has the black horns rising vertically upwards immediately 
above the eyes. The general colour is bright sandy fawn, with 
much white on the face, three white ban on the throat and white 
under puts and buttocks. The white throat-bands are evidently 
protective; and the long white hair on the buttocks can be 
erected and expanded into large chrysanthemum-like bunches 
as in Japanese deer; these being guides to the members of 
the herd when in flight. The tall is short; lateral hoofs are 
wanting; sad the teeth are tall-crowned. Female prongbusk 
produce one or two young at a birth, and are either hornless or 
furnished with small sad more or less rudimentary horns. 

Prougbuck, of which two races, the typical Arili7oragha 
americona and A. seezwaso, are recognized by American 
entasalista, inhabit the open plains of the temperate districts 
of welders North America, where they were formerly very abun-
dant. Nowadays their slumbers have become greatly diminished  

and small and isolated bands represent the great herds of former 
years. Young prongbuck are very liable to be attacked by 
wolves; to protect them from these marauders the females first 
clear an area in the middle of a patch of cactus, by jumping on 
the plants with their sharp hoofs, and bring forth their offspring in 
t he protected space. Certain extinct American ruminants, namely 
Cesorys, Blaslossays and Merycodits are believed to be in some 
way related to the prongbuck; but they have frontal appendages 
more like antlers than horns. In view of this presumed relation-
ship it seems preferable to retain the family Aithiloca pride. 
rather than relegate it to the rank of a sub-family of Boridoe. 
(See Prcou.) (R. Ls) 

PRONUNCIATION (Lat. proruortiarie, from fronsoniare, 
proclaim, announce, pronounce), the action of pronouncing, the 
manner of uttering an articulate vocal sound (see PHONETICS 
and Voice). The original sense of the Latin, a public declara-
tion, is preserved in Spanish ponunciamien1o, a manifesto or 
proclamation, especially as issued by a patty of insurrection or 
revolution. 

FRONT, GASPARD CLAIR magus IIARIE RICHE DE 
(1755-z839), French engineer, was born at Chamelet, in the 
department of the Rhone, on the 22nd of July l7SS, and was 
educated at the Ecole des Pouts et Chaussfes. His Memoirs 
sue to puss& des softies published in 1783, in defence of the 
principles of bridge construction introduced by his master J. R. 
Perronoet, attracted special attention. The laborious enter-
prise of drawing up the famous Tables du Cadaslre was entrusted 
to his direction in 1792, and In 1794 he was appointed professor 
of the mathematical sciences at the Ecole Polytechnique, 
becoming director at the Ecole des Pouts et Clutusskes four years 
later. He was employed by Napoleon to superintend the 
engineering operations for protecting the province of Ferrara 
against the inundations of the Po and for draining and im-
proving the Pontine Marshes. After the Restoration he was 
likewise engaged in regulating the course of the Rhone, and in 
several other important works. He was made a baron in 1828, 
and a peer In 183e. He died at Asnieres (Seine) on the 29th 
of July 1839. For the " Prony Brake " see DYNAMOILETZIL 

PROOF (in M. Eng. ?reeve, pram, peeve, &c., from 0. Fr . 'reeve, 
proem &c., mod. 'reuse, Late, Lat. probe, probate, to prove, to 
test the goodness of anything, grams, good), a word of which 
the two main branches an derived from those of " to prove," 
viz. to show to be true, to test, to try. Of the first division 
the chief meanings are: that which establishes the truth of a 
fact or the belief in the truth, demonstration, for the nature of 
which see LOGIC. In law " proof " is the general term for the 
establishment of the material facts in issue in a particular case 
by proper legal means to the satisfaction of the court (see 
EviDerees); specifically, documents so attested as to form 
legal evidence, written copies of what a witness is prepared 
to support on oath, and the evidence of any case in the 
court records are all termed " proofs." In Scots law the 
term is used of a trial before a judge alone as opposed to trial 
by jury. From the general sense of examination, trial or assay 
derived from " to prove," to test the quality of anything, 
" proof " is used of that which bas succeeded in standing a trial 
or test; the commonest form in which this use appears is as a 
compound adjective, thus materiels are said to be " waterproof," 
" armour." " bullet-proof ," and the like. The principal other uses 
are fora standard of strength for spirit (see ALCOHOL and SPIRITS) 
for a trial impression, in printing, on which corrections and 
additions can be made (see article PROOF-RLADING) and, in 
engraving and etching, for one of a limited number of impressions 
made before the ordinary issue is printed. In the earlier history 
of engraving a " proof " was an impression during the process 
of printing made for the artist's inspection, approval or correc-
tion, whence its name. In the modern use of the term, where 
the impression has been taken before the inscription bas been 
added to the plate, it is called a" proof before letter." 

In bookbinding, some of the shorter or narrower leaves are 
left with rough edges, " uncropped," to show that the book has 
not been " cut," these are styled " proofs." 
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PROOF-READING-PROPAGATION 
PROOP-RRADING. the art or business of correcting for the 

press the printed " proofs " of articles or books set in type 
before publication. The special business of s proof-reader, 
attached to a printing house, is to correct these proofs before 
they are shown to the author; he is in intermediary between 
the compositor and the author, and as such his functions 
may vary according to his capacities. Proof-reading as a dis-
tinct department in the work of a printing office does not date 
from the very earliest days of " the art preservative of all arts." 
The first products of the printing-press show abundant evidences 
of the non-existence of any one specially charged with the duty 
of correcting the compositors' mistakes. How much conjectural 
emendation and consequent controversy would have been avoided 
if the First Folio Shakespeare had been more typographically 
correct! Sir Theodore Martin said that the typographical 
errors alone of that work had been computed to number 
nearly ao,000, which amounts to a- re % of the total number 
of words in the volume. It was a usual practice in the 57th and 
18th centuries for authors to send the proofs of their works round 
amongst their personal friends for correction; and in the univer-
sities and colleges sheets of works passing through the press were 
frequently hung up in the quadrangles for public inspection 
and correction. With the growth of printing gradually came a 
demand for systematic proof-reading, and the leading printers 
engaged scholars and men of letters to read proofs for them. 
Among these may be mentioned Cruden, of Concordance fame 
(" Alexander the Corrector "), and William Julius Mickle, poet, 
and translator of Luiz de Camoens's Lusiads, who was a reader 
at the Clarendon Press. Goldsmith and Dr Johnson also are 
credited with having wielded the proof-reader's pen. Times, 
however, have changed since, as the elder Disraeli wrote, " it 
became the glory of the learned to be correctors of the press to 
eminent printers," and to-day in every printing office the proof-
reader is found—an unobtrusive functionary, known to publishers, 
authors, editors and journalists, but for the most part unknown 
to the general reading public; a functionary who yet does useful, 
often valuable, and always indispensable work. The influence 
of good proof-reading upon the character of book, newspaper 
and general printing is too often underrated. The celebrated 
old printing offices and the foremost of the modern ones owe 
their reputation for good workmanship largely to the excellence 
and thoroughness of the work done in their reading-rooms, for 
no perfection of paper, ink, machining or binding can atone for 
bad or slipshod typography. 

The nature of the proof-reader's work, frequently monotonous 
and uninteresting, will be made dear by what follows. After 
the compositor (see TYPOGRAPHY) has set up, by hand or 
type-setting machine, the " copy " supplied to him, a slip or 
page proof is pulled and sent with the manuscript to the proof-
reader. The manuscript is then read aloud by a copy-holder, 
while the proof-reader carefully follows the text before him 
letter by letter, marking on the margin of the proof all the mis-
spellings, turned letters, " wrong fonts " (letters differing In 
size or style of face from those in the immediate context) and 
other errors, and seeing that the punctuation dearly defines the 
author's meaning. The copy-holder reads rapidly—indeed, an 
ordinary listener would imagine it to be impossible for the 
proof-reader to understand him—and as the reader is obliged 
to keep pace, he goes through the proof again, without the aid 
of the copy-holder, in order to mark any errors that may have 
escaped him in the first rapid reading. The proof, called the 
" first proof," is then sent to the compositor to be corrected. 
When this has been done, a further proof is submitted to the 
reader, who, upon satisfying himself by careful revision that it 
is free from typographical mistakes, passes it as "dean." If 
the reader, when dealing with the first proof, notices any slips 
in grammar or errors of fact on the part of the writer, or is in 
doubt whether any particular word in the manuscript has been 
correctly deciphered, he underlines the word or passage, and 
places " Qy." (query) in the margin. The proof is then des-
patched to the author or editor. On the return of the proof, 
alter the writer's corrections and alterations have been carried  

out, the type is made up into pages and sheets and asestbse 
proof pulled. This passes Into the hands of the pros reader 
(as distinguished from the " first proof-reader 1, who ducts 
the headlines, page numbers, and sequence of chapters or 
sections, and observes that the pages are of uniform length and 
that a sufficient amount of margin is allowed, before (=ally 
reading through the text. When the pros-reader's corrections 
have been effected, the work is ready for the printing macinne 
or the stereotyping foundry. 

The cost of proof-reading may be said to range from about 
71 to 2o% of the coat of composition, varying, of course, with 
the nature of the work. 

Many prominent authors have expressed in warm terms their 
gratitude to the proof-reader for valuable assistance rendered by 
apt queries and pertinent suggestions. Two of these =premium 
of opinion may be given as typical, one from a novelist and one leant 
a poet. Charles Dickens said: " I know from some slight practical 
experience what the duties of correctors of the press are. and bow 
these duties are usually discharged. And I an testify. and de 
testify here, that they are not mechanieni—that they ale OM Mere 
matters of manipulation and routine; but that they require from 
those who perform them much natural intelligence, much super-
added cultivation, considerable readiness of reference. qukkress 
of resource, an excellent memory and a clear understanding. And 
I must gratefully acknowledge that I have never gorse through the 
sheets of any book 1 have written without having had presented to 
me by the corrector of the press something I had overlooked—some 
slight inconsistency into which I had fallen—some little lapse I 
had made—in short, without having set down in black and stir 
some unquestionable indication that I had been closely Woke a 
my work by • patient and trained mind, and not merely b. 
skilful eye. In this declaration I have not the slightest doubt &a- 
the great body of my brother and sister writers would, as a plain act 
of justice, heartily concur." Robert Brushing thus corrufweaul 
Dickens: " I have had every opportunity of becoming acquainted 
with, and gratefully acknowledging, the extreme service reodercd 
to me; and, if mine be no exceptional case, the qualifntions of 
readers and correctors are important indeed." P. lamusae spoke 
of French proof-readers as his " collaborateurs les plus chem." and 
Hugo referred to them as those " =desks savants" so wen able 
" lustre✓ les plumes du genie "; while the Atadienie Francaire 
consulted them on points arising in the revision of the Academy's 
dictionary. 

Though much good work is done by readers who have not 
been practical printers, yet the technical knowledge gained by 
'working as a compositor is essential to the best proof-reading. 
The reader must possess a quick eye, alert to note every wan or 
mechanical imperfection in the type, and must scrutinize dandy 
every letter of every word, clause and sentence, while keeping a 
grasp of the sense of the matter be is dealing with The more 
varied his information and the wider his knowledge, the bet:et 
Though his strict duty is merely to see that the anther's 
copy is properly reproduced, he is always glad to give the anther 
the benefit of the experience and knowledge he has acquired, 
and, as a consequence, he is constantly crossing the be which 
separates proof-reading from subolltorial duties. From this 
last consideration has arisen the plea for the reader, on the duly 
press especially, being placed under the control al, and lib* 
responsible to, the editorial department rather than the had of 
the composing-room. 

Proof-readers in Great Britain have a trade union. nod 	of 
them retain membership of the unions to which they belonged wfa 
working as compositors; and is some states of the Americas Ce--al 
as well as in Scotland the compositors insist upon traders bra g nab 
members of their society. The oldest English organization skewed 
entirely to the interests of proof-readers is the Amoriatios of Carta, 

 tors of the Press, founded is t814. The chief aim of the a-acistem 
is to give its members information as to vacant SallitillUt% we as to 
keep them in full employment; but it also assists members 
distress from its benevolent fund, and provides pensions. as ouch as 
a sum of money at death. There Is In France the Sodded des arm. 
Leers des imprimsnes des Paris. Those are also prods ors' 
societies in several American cities. marry d when: anatCril sze 
women, for in the United States women bulk largely lo the rash of 
proof-readers. There are very few women proof-readers is (resales 
In Edinburgh. however, women form a considerable encores of 
the proof-readers. (1. A. Bt.: j. 11.-9 

PROPAGATION. the multiplication of a species by nod 
processes of reproduction (ao.). The Lola frepagere swam 
to fasten down (pee- and tamer*, to fasten) layers. tinges nt 
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slips (arefeenes) of plants' for the mimosa of nviroduction, 
hence to generate, reproduce and generally to extend or 
increase. It is in this sense that " propagation " is used of 
the spreading or dissemination of doctrines, ideas, opinions. 
&c. The term "propaganda," often wrongly need as a plead 
word, means properly an orgatdeation or association for the 
spreading of particular beliefs or opinions, and is an adapta-
tion of the same of that committee of cardinals in the Roman 
atria which supervises foreign missions, the full title being 
C-ongergatio de propaganda fide. 

PROPELLANTS, a generic name for explosives used for 
propelling projectiles from gees and other Areanns, in order 
to distinguish them from the more violent explosives used In 
shells, mince, Re., to produce a blasting effect. Some explosive 
substances can be used both as propellants and as bunters, 
as for example gunpowder, and some of the ingredients of a 
propellant may be similar, though differently proportioned 
and combined, to those of a " high explosive." (For details 
see Exetestves; Guevownea; Cosner; Sc.) 

PROPERTIUS, SE1LTUS (fi. so-3 s s.c.), the greatest of the 
elegiac poets of Rome, was bent of a well-to-do Umbrian 
family at or neat Asisium (Assisi), the birthplace also of the 
famous St Francis. We learn from Ovid that Properties was 
his senior, but also his friend and companion; and that be was 
third in the sequence of elegiac poets, following Gallus, who was 
born in 69 s.c., and Mulles;  and immediately preceding Ovid 
himself, who was born In 43 s.c. We shall not then be far wrong 
in supposing that he was born about so S.C. His early life 
was full of misfortune. He lest his father prernaturdy; 
and after the battle of Philippi and the return of Octavian to 
Rome, Properties, like Virgil and Horace, was deprived of his 
estate to provide land for the veterans, but, unlike them, be 
had no patrons at court, and be wee reduced from opulence to 
comparative indigence. The widespread discontent which the 
confiscations caused provoked the insurrection generally known 
as. the &limo peraziromes from its only important Incident, the 
fierce and fatal resistance of Perugia, which detved the poet 
of another of his relations, who was killed by brigands while 
nuking his escape from the lines of Octavian. The loss of his 
patrimony, however, thanks no doubt to his mother's providence, 
did not prevent Properties from receiving a superior education. 
After, or it may be, during its completion be and sbe left Umbria 
for Rome; and there, about the year 34 e.c., be assumed the 
garb of manly freedom. He was urged to take up a pleader's 
profession; but, like Ovid, he found in letters and gallantry a 
more congenial pursuit. Soon afterwards be made thesermaint-
ince of Lycinna, about whom we know little beyond the fact 
that she subsequently excited the jealousy of Cynthia, and was 
subjected to all her powers of persecution (eriand2). This pasting 
fancy was succeeded by a serious attachment, the object of 
which was the famous " Cynthia." Her real name was Hestia, 
and she was a native of Tiber. Site was a centime' ad the 
superior class, somewhat older than Properties, but, as it seam, 
it woman of singular beauty and varied accomplithments. Her 
own predilections led her to literature; and in her society Proper-
the fouled the intellectual sympathy and encouragement which 
were essential for the demlopmeet of his powers. Her character, 
as depicted in the poems, is not an attractive one; but she 
seems to have entertained a genuine affection for her lover. 
The intimacy began in 28 and lasted till xt s.c. These six years 
mow net, however, be supposed to have been a period of un-
broken felicity. Apart from minor disagreements an infidelity 
no Properthe's part excited the deepest reauttment In Cynthia; 
and he was banished for a year. The quarrel was made up about 
the beginning of as a.e.; and soon after Properties published 
his first book of poems sod fasaibed it with the name of his 
mistress. Its publication placed Mm let the first rank of con-
temporary poets, and amongst other things procured him ad-
mission to the literary circle of Mammas. 71w Intimacy was 
renewed; but the old enchantment wee lost. Neither Cynthia 
nor Properties was faithful m the other. The mutual anhowr 
gradosly Gaoled; modem! of preemie sad demean vemsd the 
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dismatintance of the connexion; and disillusion changed in. 
sensibly to disgust. Although this separation might have been 
expected to be final, it is not certain that it was so. It is true 
that Cynthia, whose health appears to have been weak, does 
not seem to have survived the separation long. But a careful 
study of the seventh poem of the last book, in which Properties 
gives an account of a dream of her which he had after her death, 
leads us to the belief that they were once more reconciled, and 
that in her last illness Cynthia left to her former lover the duty 
of carrying out her Mabee with regard to the disposal of her 
effects and the arrangements of her funeral Almost nothing 
Is known of the subsequent history of the poet. He was alive 
in 16 az., as some allusions in the last book testify. And two 
passages in the letters of the younger Pliny mention a descen-
dant of the poet, one Passennus Pouffes. Now in x8 n.c. 
Augustus carried the Les• kilns, which offered inducements 
to marriage and imposed disabilities upon the celibate. Proper-
ties then may have been one of the first to comply with the new 
enactments. He would thus have married and had at least 
one child, from whom the contemporary of Pliny was descended. 

Properties had a large number of friends and acquaintances, 
chiefly literary, belooging to the circle of Maecenas. Amongst 
these may be mentioned Virgil, the epic poet Pcnticus, Basses 
(probably the iambic poet of the name), and at a later period 
Ovid. We hem nothing of Tibullus, nor of Horace, who also 
never mentions Properties. This reciprocal silence is probably 
significant. In person Properties was pale and thin, as was to 
be expected in one of a delicate and even sickly constitution. 
He wee very careful about his personal appearance, and paid an 
almost foppish attention to dress and gait. He was of a some-
what voluptuous and self-indulgent temperament, which shrank 
from danger and active exertion. Ile was anxiously sensitive 
about the opinion of others, eager for their sympathy and re-
gard, and, in general, impressionable to their influence. His 
over-emotional nature passed rapidly from one phase of feeling 
to another; but the more melancholy moods predominated. 
A vein of sadness nuts through his poems, sometimes breaking 
out into querulous exclamation, but more frequently venting 
itself in glosmy reflections and prognostications. He had fits 
of superstition which in healthier moments he despised. 

The poems of Properties, as they have come down to us, 
consist of four books containing ease lines of elegiac verse. 
The but book, or Cynthia, was published separately and early 
in the poet's literary life. It may be assigned to as s.c. The 
dates of the publication of the test are uncertain, but none of 
them was published before 24 s.c., and the last not before sti B.C. 
The unusual length of the second one Woe lines) has led Lach-
man and other critics to suppose that it originally consisted 
of two books, and they have placed the beginning of the third 
book at Ii. so, a poem adds red to Augustus, thus making five 
books, and this arrangement has been accepted by several 
editors. 

The subjects of the .poems are threefold: (1) amatory and 
personal, mostly regarding Cynthia—seventy-two (sixty Cynthia 
elegies), of which the last book contains three; (2) political and 
social, on events of the day—thirteen, including three in the 
lest book; (3) hbtorical and antiquarian—six, of which five are 
in the hut book. 

The writings of Properties are noted for their difficulty and 
their dirndls. The workmanship is unequal, curtness alterna-
ting with rednedance, and carekerness with elaboration A 
desultory sequence of Ideas, an excessive vagueness and in-
directness' of expression, a peculiar and abnormal latinity, a 
constant tendency to exaggeration, and an immoderate lade!. 
game in learned and literary allusions—all these are obstacles 
lying In the way of a study of Properties. But those who have 
the will and the patience to surmount them will find their trouble 
well repaid. For power and range of imagination, for freshness 
and eividnees of conception, for troth and originality of presenta-
tion, few Roman poets can compare with him when he is at his 
best. And this is when be is carried out of himself, when the 
disoeedent quads of his seeks are, so to Ms, fond media 
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by the electric spark of an immediate inspiration. His vanity 
and egotism are undeniable, but they are redeemed by his fancy 
and his humour. 

Two of his merits seem to have impressed the ancients them-
selves. The first is most obvious in the scenes of quiet descrip-
tion and emotion in whose presentation he particularly excels. 
Softness of outline, warmth of colouring, a fine and almost 
voluptuous feeling for beauty of every kind, and a pleading and 
melancholy tenderness—such were the elements of the spell 
which he threw round the sympathies of his reader, and which 
his compatriots expressed by the vague but expressive word 
blandilia. His poetic facundia, or command of striking and 
appropriate language, is more noticeable still. Not only is 
his vocabulary very extensive, but his employment of it extra-
ordinarily bold and unconventional. New settings of use, idiom 
and construction continually surprise us, and, in spite of occa-
sional harshness, secure for his style an unusual freshness and 
freedom. His handling of the elegiac couplet, and especially 
of its second line, deserves especial recognition. It is vigorous, 
varied and even picturesque. In the matter of the rhythms, 
caesuras and elisions which it allows, the metrical treatment 
is much more severe than that of Catullus, whose elegiacs are 
comparatively rude and barbarous; but it is not bound hand 
and foot, like the Ovidian distich, in a formal and conventional 
system. An elaborate symmetry is observable in the con-
struction of many of his elegies, and this has tempted critics to 
divide a number of them into strophes. 

Propertius's poems bear evident marks of the study of his 
predecessors, both Greek and Latin, and of the influence of 
his contemporaries. He tells us himself that Callimachus and 
Philetas were his masters r, seq.), and that it was his ambition 
to be the Roman Callimachus (iv. r, 64). But, as Teullel has 
said, his debt to these writers is chiefly a formal one. Even into 
his mythological learning he breathes a life to which these dry 
scholars are strangers. We can trace obligations to Meleager, 
Theocritus, Apollonius Rhodius and other Alexandrines, and 
amongst earlier writers to Homer, Pinder, Aeschylus and others. 
Propertius's influence upon his successors was considerable. 
There is hardly a page of Ovid which does not show obligations 
to his poems, while other writers made a more sparing use of 
his stories. 

A just appreciation of the genius and the writings of Proper-
tins is made sensibly more difficult by the condition in which his 
works have come down to us. Some poems have been lost; 
others are fragmentary; and many are more or less disfigured 
by corruption and disarrangement. The manuscripts on which 
we have to rely are both late and deeply interpolated. Thus 
the restoration and interpretation of the poems is one of peculiar 
delicacy and difficulty. 

On the Propertii see Mommsen in Ilerrnes, iv. 370; Haupt, 0r use. 
i. 282. Inscriptions of Propertii have been found at Assisi. 	ro- 
pertius's family was not " noble," ii. 34, 55, 6, and ii. 24. 37 eq. 
Apart from the question of reading in iv. 1, 125 (MSS. Assn.). 
climbing walls of his town" (scandentes arms, scandens iv us, 
iv. t , 65 and loc.eil.), its nearness to Perugia, and its position close 
the plain i. 22. 9, 10) are decisive for Asisium as the births we 
of Properrius. Ovid thus assigns Propertius his place: sue, tor 
fuit hie (Tibullus), tibi. Gaffe: Properties (Tibullo): Quanta 
ab his eerie tampons apse fui (Ti'. iv. to, 53. 54) (cf. ib., u. 467). 
For Ovid's friendship with Propertius see below--tv. i, 121 seq. is 
the chief authority for the earlier events of his life, 127 seq.: "Ossaque 
legisti non illa aerate legends Patris at in tenues cogens ipse Lams. 
Nam tibi cum multi versarent rum iuvenci Abstulit excultas pertica 
tristis opes." Elsewhere he says that he is " non ita dives " ii. 24, IOC. 
cif. and that he had " nulls domi fortuna relicts," ii. 34, loc. cit. His 
living on the Esquiline, iii. 23. 24. points to a competence. For the 
death of his kinsman. generally supposed to be the Gallus of i. 21, see 
i. 22, 1-8. Propertius's mother is mentioned more than once, in very 
affectionate terms in i., ii. 21. She was dead when iii. t3 (t t) was 
written, i.e. six months after the publication of the first book. For 
the quality of Propertius's education, the poems themselves are the 
only, but a sufficient, testimony. For Lycinna see iii. 15, 3-to, 43. 
Cynthia (Hostia) was a native of Tibur (iv. 7, 85). and probably a 
grand-daughter (iii. 2o, 8) of L. Hostius, who wrote a poem on the 
Illyrian War of 178 n.c., of which some fragments arc preserved. 
the was older than Propertius (ii. 18, 2o). That she was a meretris 
is clear front many indications—her special accomplishments, her 

house la the Subaru. the eseamenoe of domes Mee those leiL 
the fact that Propertius could not marry her. dc. For rde-resicee 
to her beauty see it. 2.5 sqq..and 3,9 	15. 23. 24; to her powsa 
ii. 3, 21; to other accomplishments, s. 	OM.; 	so. 7 seq. 
was fickle 15, u. 6, dc.), avaricious (ts. 16, is. is). toad of Amery 
(u a. 18, t6), violent of temper 8; L 4. 58 seq.). For the Ore 
years see iii. 25, 3. " quinque nibs Potui service Welker annals 
and for the year of estrangement. to. 16. 9, " PeCalfac, totum sum pulsus in annum." The wend separation is vosscbed 
for by the two last elegies of book iii. For the evidesm shish 
iv. 7 furnishes in favour of a reconciliation see Postgame (Peep. 
Introd. p. xxv. seq.); iv. 6 commemorates the celebration of firs 
ludi guinquennales. an 16 a.c., and iv. I t, 66 alludes to the comma-
ship of P. Scipio in the same year. Foe Passesnus Pautfus (or as 
an Assisi inscription calls him C. Passennus Settles Nudism Proper. 
ties Blaesus), see Pliny (Bp. vi. Is). o niummix.  prop,egi aurae 

 etiam inter maiores Propertium numerat"; (9,22).' In litterss veteres 
aemulatur exprimit reddit: Propertium in primis a quo grass 
ducit, vera suboles eoque simillima DU in quo Me praeppuus. 
elegos eius in tnanum sumpseris, lege?  opus taw= wale uscundusa 
at plane in Properti domo scriptum.' it. t and Ili. 9 are addressed 
to Maecenas, it. to to Augustus. Virgil is spoken of in the highest 
terms in it. 34, 6t seq. Other poems are addressed to Possums 
(i. 7, 9), Bassus (i. 4). Lynceus, atrag poet (i. 19, B. 34). 4.. 
2, 87 seq., Horace has been thought

ic 
 to make a direct atta on 

Propeitius. On Propertius's personal appearance. see I. t, an, 5, as. 
A likeness of him has possibly been preserved in a double Hennes 
in the Villa Alberni aral the Vatican, which represents a young 
beardless Roman, of a nervous and somewhat sickly appearance. 
together with a Greek poet (Visconti, Iconortrph. resuscrsa. pf . Ls. 
3, 4). 111 health is.  proved by t. 15 and the frequent refereaces to 
death and burial—i. 19, as. 1 1. 71 sqq.. 	it3. 17 NM. For his ass 
about dress and the like see ii. 4,5, scq For want of courage and 
energy see 11.  7,  14. 11. 19. 17-24: and for superstitious Isamsgs, 
h. 27, u, 4, is. iv. 5, 9 seq. The four-book numbering ill now the 
current one and Is adopted in this article though there is ti'-
doubt that there were originally four books besides the Cyr-1.=. 
Few of the poems can be dated with certainty, but those that em, 
with the exception of iv. 6 and II. fall between the years :a and 
23 D.C. For ancient references to Propertius as a writer see Queer. 
X. t. 93 (where it is stated that some (not Quintilian) peek 	+.4  him 
to Tibullus), Ov. A. A. iii. 333; Tr. iii. 465,  v. 1.57; Mart. siv. 
t89. viii. 73; Pliny, loc. cit. above, Stat. Sib. i. 2, 233. 

i There is no existing MS. of Propertius older than the tzth century 
Up till the publication of &Vireos s edition (t88o). the Mon ow. 
Neapolitanus (N., now at WolfenbUttel), was universally regarded 
as the best, and even now critics are found to maintain its panae..c_si 
claims. But the more judicious admit the value of the lour MSS 
collated by Bahrens. Vossianus, c. t3oo (A); Lturrentarms. end 
of 1 4th century (F); Ottoboniano-Vaticanus, 15th century 
Daventriensa, t5th century (D), to which has to be added the 
Holkhamicus, 1421 (L), collated by Postgate, Cambridge Nasky -au/ 
Transactions (17394) vol. iv. 

The edible protect's of Properties is that of 5472 (Venice). Aran% 
later editions we may mention the following, those with explanatory 
or critical notes being marked with an asterisk: • Scaliger (I 577. &c.). 
•Broukhusius (2nd ed., 1577), •Pa.sseratius (16o8, sod, metes 
t'erborum), •Vulpius (1755, with index colorists). P. Burmans 
(and Santen) (1780), •Lachmann (1816). 'Hertzberg (184,3-t$45), 
L. Muller (187o), Haupt-Vahlen (last ed., 1904). •Iildlarens (18805. 
•A. Palmer (188o), •Postgate (1881), selections with introduction 
(text with critical notes in the Corpusfetarusx lalisorass, 1044. 
also issued separately), •Rothstein 	)„ 'H. E. Butler 0905), 
index rerboruns (to his own text). . 	PhUlimore (ton), A. E. 
Ho 'unman (without publishing an edition) has done much to improve 
and explain the poems. For further information we may refer to 
F. l'lessis, Etudes critiguis sue Properce ri ses per (1886). and the 
sections on the poet in Tetiffel's and Scha Histories of Roses 
Literature. 

The following translations into English verse are known: G. F. 
Nott (1782). bk. L; C. A. Alton, selections in his Spar:mew elia 
Classic Poets (18111/4i. 215 seq.; C. R. Moore (IBM; j. Crana02111 
(3875); F. A. Paley (1866), verse translations ham bk. v. with 
notes; also a few translations by the poet Gray, vol. L (Goes 
182) ; S. G. Tremenheere 0899). bk. L. Prose trixillotiops, 
P. . F. Gantillon (with Notes and Elton's versions, Bohn. 1114Q; 
J. Phillimore (3906). U. P. P.) 

PROPERTY, that which is peculiarly one's own, that which 
belongs to or is characteristic of an individual. The Latin per 
tricks (formed from propries, one's own, possthly chaired 
from trope, near) in post-Augustan times was emended to 
ownership and rights of possession. It is thus, in law, the 
generic term for rights of ownership and for things subject to 
the rights of ownership. It is " the most comprebessive sf an 
terms which can be used, inasmuch as it is indicative std 
scriptive of every possible interest which the patty an have' 
(see Langdale, M. R., in mow v. Miaow, skis. s Ch. ea). 
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in Roman law sae in modern systems of law based on It, pea 
petty is divided into " movables "and " immovables "; in English 
law, on the other band, the division is into personal property, 
Including chatteb real, and real property (see Pzasoteat. Pao-
resit and East, PaOriaTlf). Theatrical usage has given 
a specific meaning to the word, that of any snide used on the 
stage during the performance of a play. 

PRoPHEt (rpoerfred, a word taken from the vocabulary 
of andent Greek religion; which passed into the language of 
Christianity. and so into the modern tongues of Europe, because 
it was adopted by the Hellenistic Jews as the rendering of the 
Hebrew s'aa (NNW' p1., aerials). The word therefore as we 
use it is meant to convey an idea which belongs to Hebrew and 
not to Hellenic belief. 

That the word Woke., " prophet," originally signi,fied one 
who speaks or announces the divine will, is rendered highly 
probable by a comparison of the Assyrian oath, meaning (a) 
to " call " or " name,' (b) " announce (see Delitzech, Hand-
wielerbewh tab ace). The Babylonian deity Neat (in Old 
Testament Nebo) is a contraction from No-bias, which thus 
corresponds closely with the Hebrew 'abb. and originally 
signified the speaker or proclaims of destiny. He was repo> 
seated as the writer of the tablets of destiny, and was therefore 
tegarded as the interpreter of oracles (see Zimmer', K. A. T.' 
PP- 400. 404). Accordingly this derivation is preferable to 
that suggested by earlier Seething from Gesenius to (in recent 
times) Sauteed (" Religion of Israel." Hastings's Dia. Bible, 
extra vol., p. 63s footnote), and Cheyns (Racy. Bibl. col. 
3553), which connects it with another verbal root sem, 
"bubble 'tor " gush." This Davidson (" Prophecy and Prophets," 
Hastings's Did. Bible, p. toll footnote) rightly rejects. While 
be connects it with the Arabic root noble's," come into immin-
ence " (cool. II. " announce.") he ends by mouthing to it an 
Wade Babylonian origin. Zimmer' (K.A.T' p. 390 gives 
the name of a priest-official enneembe (lit. " bowler "), which 
is derived from a Piel of nab*. vie. no6141(w etwasld), " bawl " 
or " howL" A brief sketch will be given (a) of the history of 
Hebrew prophecy (in supplement to what has been already said 
In the snide ibtassw Reunion or is to be found in the ankles 
devoted to individual prophets), and (a) of prophecy in the early 
Christian Church. 

e. The Prophets of the Old Testaawlet.—Ths author of z Sam. 
Is. 9 tells us that " beforetime in brad, when a man went to 
Ts, inquire of God, thus lee spake, Came and let us ps to 

the seer; for he that is now called a prophet ((Mbar) 
was beforetime called a seer." This remark is probably a later 
6011. Samuel was a " seer " (ver. ti), ar, as he is also called 
(vet. 6 seq.), a " man of God," that is one who stood in closer 
relations to God than ordinary men; " all that he said was sure 
to come to pass," so that he could be consulted with advantage 
even in private matters hie the loss of the asses of Kish. The 
narrative of s Sam. ix. belongs, as Budde has demonstrated, 
to the older stratum of the narrative (called J) which 

" According to Plato (Timesis. p. 72) the name vouoirer oudlt 
properly _to be confined to the interpreters employed to pat as 
intalligibie seem on the dreams, visions, or enigmatic utter, as 
of the frensied But in ordinary Greek usage the proph. of 
any god is In ge neral any human instrument through whoa, lie 
pd declares himself : and the tendency was " to reserve the nary for 
unconscious leterpteters of the divine thought, and for the mini , . en 
of the wades is general " (Bombe-Leclerc...1. //1st. de to dm.. is, 
IOU, 10. This probably facilitated the adoption of the t run 
by the Hellenist • of Alexandria, (or, when I'hilo distinguishes be 

from tb spurious diviner bysaying that the latter ar: is 
re% sa  indintene , to omens and the like while the true pr:1 
rapt in !start, ,peaks nothing of his awn, but simply re; 
wild it given  to m by a revelation in which his reason s no set 
(ed. Mangey, i in mg., 343 cf. i. Stn seq.). he follow, be 
prevalent mike of the later Jews, at least in so far as he ir nn 
the honk* of the prophet that of purely mechanical repnwhu* eat: 
cf. jam td sa, and the whole view of revelation presuppo ,  is 
the Apocalyptic literature. But in any cast the Greek I ,T 	ige 
lordly offered a, .t her word for an organ of revelation 	ens 
SOMpeNript, 	the condition of ets mology anon,; rat 	ors 
MS& it padble to interpret it as having a special reieresee es pee. 
diction Cso Eumbien Dan. Be. v. deriving it bone ameamel. 

includes b., I. t.,6, zL a-a 1, is, sill., est. f• in which Samuel 
b a priest-seer of a provincial town, without the high functions of 
government as SkOidete. We must not suppose that the word 
" prophet " had merely become more enflames in his time and 
supplanted an older synonym. This is clearly shown a few verses 
farther down, where we see that there were Beady in Samuel'. 
time people known as seeletke, but that they were not seers. 
The seer (Nth) appears individually, and his function was 
probably not so much one of speech as of the routine of close ob-
servation of the entrails of slaughtered victims, like the Assyrian 
Dart (see Pause). It is In this way that the function of the 
seer is closely connected (as in the case of Balsam) with sacri-
fices. With the prophets it is quite otherwise; they appear 
not individually but in bands; their prophesying is a united 
exercise accompanied by music, and seemingly dance-music; 
it is marked by strong excitement, which sometimes acts con-
tagiously, and may be so powerful that be who is seized by it is 
unable to stand,' and, though this condition is regarded as pro-
duced by a divine 'flatus, It is matter of ironical comment when 
a prominent man like Saul is found to be thus affected. Samuel 
in his later days apposes presiding over the exercises of a group 
of neintim at Rarnah, where they seem to have had a sort of 
coenobite's (Naiad), but he was not himself a edbler—that 
name is never applied to him except in a Sam. ill. at, where It 
is plainly used in the leer sense for the idea which in Samuel's 
own time was expressed by " seer." 

But again this special type of weblifee seems to have been a 
new thing in Israel in the days of Samuel. Seen there had 
been of old as in other primitive nations; of the 
two Hebrew words literally corresponding to our .." p.m"  

seer, rash and Meth. the second is found also in Arabic, and seems 
to belong to the primitive Semitic vocabulary' But the enthusi-
auk bands of prophets are nowhere mentioned before the time 
of Samuel; and in the whole previous history the word prophet 
scans very rarely, sever in the very oldest narratives, and always 
in that sans which we know to be later than the age of Samuel, 
so that the nee of the toms is due to writers of-the age of the 
kings, who spoke of ancient things in the language of their own 
day. The appessance of the esebithe in the time of Samuel was, 
it would seem, as is gobbed In the article lizsesw Raucous, 
one manifestation of the deep pulse of suppressed indignant 
patriotism which began to beat in the hearts of the nation 
in the age of Philistine oppression, and this fact explains the 
influence of the movement on Saul and the interest taken in it 
by Samna 

It was perhaps only in time of war, when brael felt himself 
to be Wainer the battles of Yahweh, that the Hebrew was 
dined to the depths of his nature by modems of a religious 
taker. Than the deeper feelings of religion were embodied In 
warlike patriotism, and these feelings the Philistine oppradon 
had raised to extreme tension among all who loved hinny, 
while yet the want of a captain to lead forth the armies of 
Yahweh against his keen= deceived them of time natural 
outlet. 

In its external features the new phenomenon was exceedingly 
like what in still seen in the East in every sib of dervishes—
the enthusiasm of the prophets expressed itself In no artificial 
form, but in a way natural to the Oriental tompesamant. Pro-
carious with pipe and bend-drum, such as that described in 

Sam. x, were indeed a customary part of ordinary religious 
feasts; but there they were an outlet for natural merriment, 
here they have changed their character to express an emotion 
once sombre and mere intense, by which tho prophets, and 
often more dente spectator too, were so overpowered that they 

Sam. a. 3 em, dz. SO seq. ID the latter par we reed " they 
saw the fervour of the prophets as they prophesied. Sc." (see 
Hoffmann in Stades &auks. *883, p. 89), after the Syriac. 

Holmium. of rape, p y3 sreeqq Rick. however, tutors very 
Seely is eady, is. prwesilliess. Hebrew. vii. in t Set. ix- 9, Ise. 
wt. to. We have several is the late literature of Chronicles. 
Atheediagly we lack the tusterbb for dstertninker the dietinctioa 
which probably existed between tin rich, the Meta and the 
Cheyee, art. ' Prophetic literature " in Bag. Bib.. col. 33316 
appears to identify diem 
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seemed to lose their cid personality and to be swayed by a 
supernatural influence. More than this hardly lies in the 
expression " a divine split " (ovens nn), which is used 
not only of the prophetic afflatus but of the evil frenzy 
that aMicted Saul's later days. The Hebrews had a less 
narrow conception of the spiritual than we are apt to read into 
their records. 

To give a name to this new phenomenon the Israelites, it 
would seem, had to borrow a word from their Canaanite neigh- 

bours. At all events the word WNW is neither part 
c"wei•  of the old Semitic  vocabulary (in Arabic it is a late woods. 

loan word) nor has it any etymology In Hebrew, 
the cognate words " to prophesy " and the Isle being derived 
from the noun in Its technical sense. But we know that there 
were swathe among the Canaanites; the " prophets " of Bad 
appear in the history cf Elijah u men who sought to attract 
their god by wild orgiastic rites. In fact the presence of an 
orgiastic character is as marked a feature in Canaanite religion 
as the absence of it is in the oldest religion of Israel; but the new 
Hebrew enthusiasts bad at least an external resemblance to the 
devotees of the Canaanite sanctuaries and this would be enough 
to determine the choice of a name which in the first instance 
seems hardly to have been a name of honour. In admitting , 

 that the name was borrowed, we are not by any means abut up 
to suppose that the Hebrew sahibs simply copied their Canaan-
ite neighbours. The phenomenon is perfectly intelligible with-
out any such hypothesis. A wave of intense religious feeling 
passes over the land and finds its expression, according to 
the ordinary law of oriental life, in the formation of a sort of 
enthusiastic religious order. The Nuarites and the Rechabites 
are parallel phenomena, though of vastly inferior historical 
importance. 

It may be assumed that the name *IMP, while it originated 
from Babylonian sources, reached Israel through Canaanite 
channels (d. Kautach, " Religion of Israel," in Hastings's 
Did. Bible extra vol., p. 653). Some support is given to this view 
by (a) the statement in t Kings intl. us that four hundred 
prophets of Baal and Ashersh sat at lee:berg table; (b) the fact 
that Deborah, Samuel, Elijah, Elisha, Micalab ben Imlah, 
the most notable of the earlier representatives of prophecy, 
belong to northern Israel, which was more subject to Canaanite-
Phoenician Influence. 

It is certainly probable that the NOM. emerged by a proms 
ol coatinued development, of which the intermediate stages are 
lost, from the older red, as the explanatory gloss in t Sam. ix. es  
evidently intimates. Samuel himself is called • reek. We may 
assume that like the practice of the soothsaying priest (the 
earlier type of priest) sad of the hashot (diviner), so the procedure 
of the rads was mechanical and magical in character. Clear 
indications of a primitive magical woks opwasdi appear as 
survivals in the narratives of the pre-exilian prophets. The 
wonder-working staff of Elisha (s Xing& iv. so, 3 t) is one of these 
indications. There are likewise traces of survival in the exam-
ples of " sympathetic magic " transformed into the acted parable 
of prophecy. Students of Tailmtbee Maid series of incanta-
tion or of the borne series edited by Eiseman (in his Beady 
SW KIMWWW iw Bahyloalashed Religion) will recollect the 
images over which the priest scram recites his formulae. The 
accompanying seams (tying knots, ire.) whit* he performs are 
assumed to work thenuelves out on the enemy whose evil eye or 
smeary is blasting the happiness of the suppliant (see Hastings's 
Did. Bibb, " Magic," p. so% where examples ore cited). The 
signs or symbolic acts of the prophet probably originated in the 
action of sympathetic magic. Thus in the vivid some eu r Kings 
exit i r the iron horns of Zedeliab ben Keninah, and in a Kings 
till. t5-te the magic of the arrow shot eastward and of the thrice 
stricken floor, are evident survivals of an older practice. The 

I If this account of the origin at the odd,* is correct (cf. 
Kueoen. Peephole. Eng. trans., p. seq.), the etymological sense of 
the weed mar is comparatively esiseportaat. The root seems to 
mean " to start up," " to rim late prominence," and so " to become 
/*edible." This is biased on the Arabic asks; see the remarks at 
the beginning of this article.  

magical act passes' into sign or symbol, not however without 
the accompanying conception that underlies it atm persisting 
that a mysterious effectuating potency belongs to the symbolic 
act. The mystic power of a significant name Malik skald 
bash bid inscribed on a tablet and bestowed on a child (Ia. viii. 
1-4, cf. mt. a unl.), of the " thongs and bars " of Jer. 
(in which contending prophets confront one another in a contest 
of symbols), of the limn girdle of ch. SM4 r sqq., and of the 
potter's vessel of six. r sqq., are further illustrations of survivals 
from the old world of magic. The symbol gradually passes 
into mere metaphor, and we already begin to see this when we 
compare Esekiel's oracles and those of the Deutero-haish with 
the records of the words and deeds of earlier prophets. 

The peculiar methods of the prophetic exercises described 
in s Sam. were of little consequence for the future development 
of prophecy. The heat of a first enthusiasm noes- Iwo.* 
sadly cooled when the political conditions that setters 
produced it passed away; and, if the prophetic •• 61" 
assodatiohs had done no more than organize a new form 
of spiritual excitement, they would have only added one 
to the many mechanical types of hysterical religion which are 
found all over the East. Their real importance was that they 
embodied an intenser vein of feeling than was expressed in the 
ordinary feasts and sacrifice, and that the greater intensity 
was not artifidal, but due to a revival of national sentiment. 
The worship of the local sanctuaries did nothing to promote the 
sense of the religious unity of Israel; Yahweh in the age of the 
Judges ran no small risk of being divided into a number of local 
Buis, givers of natural good things each to his own locality. 
The struggle for freedom called forth a deeper sense of the unity 
of the people of the one Yahweh, and in so doing raised religiose 
to a loftier plane; for a faith which unites a nation is necessarily 
a higher moral force than one which only unites a township or a 
clan. The local worships, which subsisted unchanged during the 
greater part of the Hebrew kingship, gave no expression to this 
rise in the religious consciousness of the nation; on the contrary, 
we see from the prophetic books of the lith century that they 
lagged mote and more behind the progress of religions thought. 
But the prophetic societies were in their origin one symptom 
of that upheaval of national life of which the institution of the 
human sovereign reigning under the divine King was the chief 
fruit; they preserved the traditions of that great movement; 
they weft, in however imperfect a way, an organ of national 
religious feeling, and could move forward with the movement 
of national life. And so, though we cannot follow the steps of 
the process, we are not surprised to learn that they soon had an 
established footing in Israel, and that the prophets came to be 
recognized as a standing sacred element in society. What was 
their precise place in Hebrew life we hardly knew but they 
formed at least a religious class which in all Its traditions repre-
sented the new national and not the old communal and entice-
hristic life. One characteristic point which apps» very early 
is that they felt themselves called upon todvin iate the laws 
of divine righteousness in stational matters, and frtussea 
especially its the conduct of the kings, who were not 
answerable to human authority. The cases of Nathan and 
David in the matter of Vtiah, of Elijah and  Ahab ailva the 
judicial murder of Naboth, will occur to everyone,. 
and from the Hebrew standpoint the action of Gad le 

everyone,. ` 

 the matter of the emus taken by David betties to the same 
category. Such interventions with an Eastern king demanded 
great moral courage, for, though to some extent protected by 
their sacred character, the panaes of the poubms sae by no 
means legally inviolable (t Kings Mx. s, =U. err a Kinp 
vi. sr). It is far from easy to determine bow far the develepment 
of the class of prophets meant the absorption into it of the old 
seers. Probably both coexisted for some Woe At all tweets 
we know from ha. Iii. 2, j, that in Isaiah's time the Monts 
sill held an important Mace In sodety as well as the prophet 
and the magician. The functions of riot dui Whitt may 
indeed at first have been mingled. The great prophecy el 
Nathan(a Sae. IS vii.) of tro.diapotod • dots to be cited In 
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valence, Ind already In David% time we find that Gad the near 
Is she the king's seer (s Sant lath. it; d. t Sam. xxiL s), and 
by-and-by It comes to be clearly understood that the prophets 
are the appointed organ of Yahweh's communications with His 
people or Ills king. The the of this function of the prophets is 
plainly parallel with the change which took place ander the kings 
In the position of the priestly oracle; the Dirah al the 
priests now dealt rather with permanent sacred ordinances 
than with the giving of new divine counsel for special 
occasions. Yahweh's ever-present kingship in Israel, which 
was the chid religious Idea brought into prominence by the 
national revival, denianded a more continuous manifestation 
of His tweeting spirit than was given either by the priestly 
bt or by the the of occasional men; and Where could this 
be sought except among the prophets? It does not, of course, 
follow that everyone who bad shared in the divine afflatus of 
prophetic enthumum gave forth made; but the prophets 
as a class stood nearer than other men to the mysterious workings 
of Yahweh, and it was in their circle that revelation seemed to 
have its natural home. A most Instructive passage in this 
respect is s Kings ran., where we find some four hundred pro-
phets gathered together round the king, and where it is clear that 
Jehoshaphat was equally convinced, on the one hand, that the 
word of Yahweh could be found among the prophets, and on the 
other that it was very probable that some, or even the mass of 
them, might be no better than liars. And here it is to be observed 
that Micaiah, who proved the true prophet, does not accuse 
the others of conscious imposture; he admits that they speak 
under the influence of a spirit proceeding from Yahweh, but it 
Is a lying spirit sent to deceive. The sublime and solitary 
firm of Elijah, whom we are apt to take as the typical figure 
of a prophet ill the old kingdom, has little in common with the 
picture even of the true prophet which we derive from I Kings 
nil.; and when his history Is carefully and critically read it is 
found to give no reason to think that be stood in any close 
relation to the prophetic societies of its time. He Is a man of 
God, like Moses and Samuel, a man admitted to a strange and 
awful Intimacy with the Most High, std like them he combines 
functions which In later times were distributed between prophet 
and priest. The fundamental idea that Yahweh guides His 
people by the word of revelation is older than the separation of 
special classes of tireoastk organs; Moses, indeed, Is not only 
prophet and priest, but Judge and ruler. But, as the history goes 
on, the prophet stands out more and mere se the typical organ 
of revelation, the type of the man who Is Yahweh's Intimate, 
sharing His secrets (Amos iii. 7; Jet. miff. ss), and miebterfng 
to Israel the gracious guidance which distinguishes It hue all 
other nations (Amos hi. t r; H11001 ZS. 10, 13), and also the 
sentences of awful judgment by which Yahweh rebukes rebellion 
(Hon. el. 5). The full development of this view seems to be 
between the time of Elijah sad that of Amos and Hosea—under 
the dynasty of Jehu, when prophecy, as represented by Aida 
and Jonah, stood in the fullest harmony with the patriotic 
efforts of the age. This growth in the conception of the pro-
phetic function is 'effected In parts of the Pentateuch, which 

, may be dated with probability as belonging to the period just 
named; the name of adbhp is extended to the patriarchs as 
Yahweh's intimates (Gen. eat. 7), and Moses begins to be ddeffi 
looked at Is the greatest of prophets (Num. a, di.; Dent. :adv. 
to), while All1013 and Miriam are also placed In the same dass 
(Ex od. ay. to; Num. di), because they too are among the 
divinely favoured leaders of Israel (d. Micah vi. 4).1  

1 Budd. (t is pe r 	,:. .:13, p. 	 Nathan's 
(f Sams. vu.) ton late E. writer in the 7th century. Perhaps we might 
ItSsign It and ter. xxuu. 5. 6. to the earlier part of Josiah's reign . 

Nave of these pas...sges belony to the very oldest 	 I 
Pentstenclud story, and similarly Deborah is called prophetc, 	f 
In the later account (Judg. iv. 4), not in the song (Judg. v.). 	s 
tharactoris ,  that in Num. xr. the elders who receive a eh.) , 	s 
Mows' taa also receive a share of his prophetic spirit (t , 	r 
paralkl a ):lugs E. p seq.). In the 	 account (Excal. xviu 	s 
Is nut so. Again, Moses differs from all other prophets its 	t 
Yahweh steaks to him lace to fare. and he ses 	 f 
Yahweh. I his is in fast the ddlerence between bun and 1.1.1ab 

Elias, the succemor of Elijah, stood in much doper rdatioss 
to the prophetic societies than his meat muter had done. As 
a man of practical aims he required a circle through aki, 
which to work, and he found this among the prophets, 
or, an they are now called, the sons of the prophets. According 
to Semitic idiom " sons of the prophets " most naturally means 
" members of a prophetic corporation," I which may imply that 
under the headship of Bath and the favour of the dynasty 
of Jan, which owed mach to Elisha and his patty, the prophetic 
societies took a more regular hem than before. The accounts 
we have certainly point in this direction, and it I, characteristic 
that ins Kings iv. ea het-fruits are paid to Ella& But to 
an institution like prophecy national recoemition, royal favour 
and fixed organisation are dangerous gifts. It has always been 
the evil fate of the Hebrews to destroy their own highest ideals by 
attempting to translate them into set forms, and the ideal of a 
prophetic guidance of the nation of Yahweh could not have been 
more effectually neutralised than by committing its realisation 
to the kind of state Church of professional prophets, "eating 
head " by their trade (Amos vii. I st), ,  which cldmed to inherit 
the traditions of Elijah and Elisha. The sons of the prophets 
appear to have been grouped round the leading sanctuaries, 
Gilled, Bethel, and the like (d. Hoe. lx. 8), and to have stood 
in pretty close relation to the priesthood (Hoe. iv. 5), though 
this comes out more clearly for the southern kingdom, where, 
down to the hat days of Hebrew independence, the official 
prophets of Jerusalem were connected with the Temple and were 
under the authority of the chief priest (Jer. lode. s6). Since the 
absorption of the aborigines in Israel Canaanite ideas had 
exercised great influence over the sanctuaries—so much so 
that the reforming prophets of the 8th century regarded the 
national religion as having become wholly heathenish; and this 
influence the ordinary prophets, wham a man like Micah regards 
as mere diviners, bad certainly not escaped. They too were, 
at the beginning of the Assyrian period, not much more different 
from prophets of Baal than the priests were from priests of Baal. 
Their God had another name, but it was almost forgotten that He 
had a different character. 

The rise and progress of the new school of prophecy, beginning 
with Amos and continued in the saccades of canonical prophets, 
which broke though this religious stagnation, is 
dawned in the article HISRIW Rructon; for from war 
Amos, and still more hose bash downwards, the aoloome-
prophets and their work made up the chief interest of Hebrew 
history. Ftem this time, moreover, the peephole appear as 
authors; and their bake, preserved in the Old Testament, 
lows the subject of 'special articles (Amos, HOUJI, lee.). A 
few observations of • general character will therefore suffice in 
this place. 

Amos disclaimed all connexion with the mere preheated 
prophets, and in this be was followed by his succerors remedy 
the prophets of Yahweh bad been all on thi same side; their 
opponents were the prophets of Baal. But henceforth there 
were two parties among the prophets of Yahweh theardves, 
the new prophets accusing the old of imposture and disloyalty 
to Yahweh, and these retaliating with charge ol thloyalty 
to Israel. We have learned to call the prophets of the new 
school " true " prophets and their adversaries " false "; and this 
is perfectly Just if we take the appellations to mean that the tree 
prophets maintained a higher, and therefore a truer, view of 
(d• Enod. saxiff. 11-1t with t Kings win t3). but not between 
his and the great prophetsof the 8th comity (lea. /A. 5). That. 
Proehecy was ganonlb linen vhions, dreams sod obscure ass- 

teams se true oaly of an early persod. Amos still has frequent 
visions of a more or less enigmatic character. u Miadah W, but 
there is little traced tile In the great prophets after hits. On the 

rowans for tide sea W. R Ssith. Psophoos of land rat icZaolt sag. 
5 Scos G. Hoffmann. Kfrekermersamsdang sr Epienu (0873), p. 
'Those who consulted the old seers wett expected to make ■ 

present, _ 	

paid tea mesa 

t Sam. h. 7 (Mahe kehrstowl-inikent cf. Bekker; M. 
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of Amos share his contempt Inc these who traded as their 

oracles arse. a 3 seqj. 
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Yahweh's character, purpose and relation to His people. But 
the false prophets were by no means mere common impostors; 
they were the accredited exponents of the common orthodoxy 
of their day, for the prophets who opposed Jeremiah took their 
stand on the ground of the prophetic traditions of Isaiah, whose 
doctrine of the inviolability of Yahweh's seat on Zion was the 
starting-point of their opposition to Jerennah's predictions of 
captivity. No doubt there were many conscious hypocrites 
and impostors among the professional prophets, as there always 
will be among the professional representatives of a religious 
standpoint which is intrinsically untenable, and yet has on its 
side the prestige of tradition and popular acceptance. But on 
the whole the false prophets deserve that name, not for their 
conscious impostures, but because they were content to handle 
religious formulas, which they had learned by rote, as if they 
were intuitive principles, the fruit of direct spiritual experience, 
to enforces conventional morality, shutting their eyes to glaring 
national sins, after the manner of professional orthodoxy, and, 
in brief, to treat the religious dates gra as if it could be accepted 
without question as fully embodying the unchanging principles 
of all religion. The popular faith was full of heathenish super-
stition strangely blended with the higher ideas which were 
the inheritance left to Israel by men lice Moses and Elijah; 
but the common prophets accepted all alike, and combined 
heathen arts of divination and practices of mere physical enthu-
siasm with a not altogether insincere pretension that through 
their professional oracles the ideal was being maintained of 
continuous divine guidance of the people of Yahweh. 

Amos and his successors accepted the old ideal of prophecy 
if they disowned the class which pretended to embody it. " The 
Lord Yahweh will do nothing, but He revealeth His secret to 
His servants the prophets." " By a prophet Yahweh brought 
Israel out of Egypt, and by a prophet " in each successive age 
Israel had been watched over and preserved. But in point of 
fact the function of the new prophecy was not to preserve but 
to destroy Load, if Israel still meant the actual Hebrew nation, 
with its traditional national life. TM Amos (with the solitary 
exception of Micaiah ben Imlab, in i Kings ma.) prophecy 
was optimist—even Elijah, if be denounced the destruction of 
a dynasty and the annihilation of all who had bowed the knee 
to Baal, never doubted of the future of the nation when only 
the faithful remained; but the new prophecy is pessimist—it 
knows that Israel is rotten to the core, and that the whole 
fabric of society must be dissolved before reconstruction is 
possible. And this it knows, not by a mere ethical judgment on 
the visible state of society, but because it has read Yahweh's 
secret written in the signs of the times and knows that He has 
condemned His people. To the mass these signs are unintelli-
gible, because they deem it impossible that Yahweh should 
utterly cast off His chosen nation; but to those who know His 
absolute righteousness, and confront it with the people's sin, 
the impending approach of the Assyrian can have only one 
meaning and can point to only one issue, viz the total ruin 
of the nation which has denied its divine head. It Is sometimes 
proposed to view the canonical prophets as simple premixes 
of righteousness; their predictions of woe, we are told, are 
conditional, and tell what brad must suffer if it does not repent.. 
But this is an incomplete view; the peculiarity of their position 
is that they know that Israel as it exists is beyond repent-
ance. Only, while they are hopeless about their nation they 
have absolute faith in Yahweh and His purpose. That cannot 
be frustrated, and, as it includes the choice of Israel as- His 
people, it is certain that, though the present commonwealth 
must perish, a new and better Israel will rise from its grave. 
Not the reformation but the resurrection of Israel is the goal 
of the prophets' hope (Hos. vi. s seq.). 

This of course is only the broadest possible statement of a 
position which undergoes many modifications In the hands of 
individual seers, but on the whole governs all prophecy from 
Amos to Jeremiah. The position has, we me, two sides: on the 
one side the prophets are heralds of an inexorable judgment 
based on the demands of absolute righteousness; on the other  

they represent an insured conviction of Yahweh's Imbdhie 
and gracious love. The current theological formida for this 
two-sided position is that the prophets are at once preadms of 
the law and forerunners of the gospel; and, as it is stormily 
assumed that they found the law already mkt!" their 
originality and real importance is made to lie wholly is thek 
evangelical function. But in reality as has been ahem in 
the article on fizsazw RtLICZON, the prophets are elder 
than the law, and the part of their work which was realty 
epoch-making for Israel is just the part which is moally 
passed over as unimportant. By emphasizing the purely 
moral character of Yahweh's demands from Israel, by Mathias 
that the mere payment of service and worship at Yahweh's 
shrines did not entitle Israel's sins to be treated one whit 
more lightly than the sins of other nations, and by enforcing 
these doctrines through the conception that the approach of 
the all-destroying empire, before which Israel must tail equally 
with all its neighbours, was the proof of Yahweh's impartial 
righteousness, they gave for the first time a really broad and 
fruitful conception of the moral government of the whole earth 
by the one true God.' 

It is impossible to read the books of the older prophets, and 
especially of their protagonist Amos, without seeing that the 
new thing which they are compelled to speak is not Yahweh's 
grace but His inexorable and righteous wrath. That that wrath 
must be followed by fresh mercies is not in itself a new thought, 
but only the necessary expression of the inherited convicting 
that Yahweh whom they preach as the judge of all the earth. 
is nevertheless, as past history has proved, the God who he 
chosen Israel as His people. That this is so appears most 
dearly in the. fact that with Amos the prophecy of restored* 
appears only in a few verses at the end of his book, and In the 
still more instructive fad that wither he 'nor Hosea attempts 
to explain how the restoration which they accept as a postulate 
of faith is to be historically realized.* Recent critics, however, 
viz. Weilhausen, Newark, Marti and Harper, as well as others, 
have denied the genuineness of the concluding verses in Aram 
viz. ix. 8–is. To Hosea, at least in his later prophecies, the 
fate of Judah does not appear separable from that of the northers 
realm—when Israel and Ephraim tall by their iniquity Judah 
must fall with them (Has. v. 5). Thus even on this side there is 
no real bridge over the chasm that separates the total tun 
impending over the Israel of the present from the glorioto 
restoration of the Israel of the future. There is a unity in the 
divine purpose, of which judgment and mercy are the two palm, 
but there is as yet no conception of an historical continuity is 
the execution of that purpose, and therefore no foundation laid 
for the maintenance of a continuous community of faith is the 
impending fall of the nation. 

From this we can see the enormous importance of the work of 
Isaiah as It has been exhibited in the article Heenan RILIGIONi 
his doctrine of the remnant, Dever last to the nation in the wont 
times, never destroyed by the most fiery judgments, supplies the 
lacking element of continuity between the Israel of the present 
and of the future. Yahweh's kingdom cannot perish even for a 
time, nay, Isaiah argues that it must remain visible, and visible 
not merely in the circle of the lila-minded whom he had slithered 
round him and who formed the first germ of the motion of the 
church, but in the political forma a kingdom also. Zion at least, 
the 'sacred hearth of Yahweh, the visible ands of His kingdom. 

1,  It must not be supposed that this tomcod= seamanly cue 
into force as 	as it was recognised that Yahweh wit the 
of the um,. 	That the national or tribal goct . • t creator is 
an idea often ' , wild in very low religions. To us G. IV t iovereigary 
over nature often seems the hardest thing to conceive: t at to Mom 
the peoples who know nothing of laws of nature, His moral sover-
eignty is a much more difficul ti=tion. In the old ,  r litetstunt 
of the Hebrews. the nearest a 	to the thought cf Amossell 
Hosea is not Gen. ii., iii., but 	t,. 35:  

I Hosea ii. to seq.., xi. to sect are not solutions of this 
as appears from their metaphorical form. They tell in that 
wit call His people and that they will answer: but this ism* Plaint 
in another form the axiom that the gifts and calling of God ore wklosn 
repentance- 
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must remain Inviolable; It can never be ddivesed Into the hands 
of the Assyrian. Thus, with Isaiah in the days of Sennacberib's 
indigos, the prophetic word became spin, as it had been in 
the days of the Syrian wars, " the chariots and horsemen of 
Israel," the stay and strength of all patriotic hope. 

Yet even at this crisis the resemblance between Isaiah and 
Elisha, between the new prophecy and the old, is more apparent 
than real. Elisha still stands firmly planted on the old national 
conception of the religion of Yahweh; his ideals are such as-do 
not lie beyond the range of practical pofitia. In doing battle 
against the Trim Baal be is content with a reformation for 
which the whole nation an be heartily won, because it makes 
no radical change in their inherited faith and practices of worship. 
And in stimulating resistance to Syria be is still the prophet of 
the old " God of the hosts of Israel "—a God who works deliver-
ance by the thews and sinews of His earthly warriors. But ' 
Isaiah's Ideal of religion was one for which be himself demands 
as a preliminary condition an outpouring of Yahweh's spirit on 
king (ha. A. a) and people (Ina. moll. t5), working an entire 
moral regeneration. And so too it is not through the material 
organisation of the judaean kingdom that Isaiah looks for 
deliverance from Assyria. He sees with absolute dearness the 
powerlessness of the little realm against that great empire: 
the Marian must fall, and fall before Jerusalem, that Yahweh 
alone may appear to all the earth as the one true God, while 
all the idols appear as vain to help their worshippers. These 
conceptions break through the old partiasiaristic idea of Yahweh 
and His religion at every point. Zion is now not the centre of 
a mere national cult, but the centre of all true religion for the 
whole world; and mote than once the prophet indicates not 
obscurely that the necessary issue of the great conflict between 
Yahweh and the gods of the heathen must be the conversion 
of all nations, the disappearance of every other religion before the 
faith of the God of Israel. The pre-exflian origin of ha. ii. 
which announces that all foreign nations shall stream towards 
the exalted mountain of Yahweh's temple is maintained by 
Duhm but b denied by many recent critics including Corea. 
But this all-conquering religion is not the popular Yahweh 
worship; why then can the prophet still hold that the one true God 
is yet the God of Israel, and that the vindication of His Godhead 
involves the preservation of Israel? Not becau m His providence 
is confined to Israel--(t embraces all nations; not because He 
shows any favouritism to Israel—He judges all nations by the 
same strict rule. If Israel alone among nations can meet the 
Assyrian with the boast " with us is God," the reason is that in 
Zion the true God is known'--not indeed to the mass, but to 
the prophet, and that the "holy seed " 9  or " remnant " (contained 
In the name Shed, yiskah) which forms the salt of the nation. 
The interpretation which Isaiah puts on this fact depends on the 
circumstance that at that date religion bad never been conceived 
as a relation between God and individuals, or an a relation 
between Ged and a purely spiritual society, but always as a 
edition between a deity and some natural social group—a stock, 
a tribe, a nation. It was therefore only as the God of head that 
the true God could be known within Ural; and so on the one 
hand the little society of faith—which had not in reality the 
least tinge of political coherence—is thought of as yet forming 
the true kernel of the nation quo nation, while on the other band 
the state of Jutish profits by the prophetic religion Inasmuch 
as the nation must be saved from destruction in order that the 
prophetic faith—which is AM bound up with the idea of the 
nation—may not be dissolved. This connexion of ideas was not 
of course explicitly before the pmlx•t's mind, for the distinctive 
features of a national religion could not be formulated so long as 
no other kind of religion had ever been baud of. When we 
put down in black and white the explicit details of what is 

anerere 
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*The last dense of ha. via ta. " • flay seed is its stock" N '00CW 
IFS nasty aitia (Dubai. CAyne. Marti and °then) as a later imertion. 
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involved in hash's waded= of faith we see that It has no 
absolute validity. True religion can exist without having a 
particular nation as its subject as soon as the idea of a spiritual 
community of faith boa been realized. But till this was realized 
Isaiah was right in teaching that the law of continuity demanded 
that the tuition within which Yahweh had made Himself known 
to His spiritual prophets must be maintained as a nation for 
the sake of the spry of God cad the preservation of the 
" remnant." 

The withdrawal of Sennacherib's army, In which the doctrine 
of the inviolability of Zion received the most striking practical 
confirmation, was welcomed by Isaiah and his disciples as an 
earnest of the speedy inbringing of the new spiritual era. But 
these hopes were not fulfilled. The prophetic teaching had in-
deed produced a profound effect; to the party of reaction, as the 
persecution under Manasseh shows, it seemed to threaten to 
subvert all society; and we can still measure the range and depth 
of Its influence in the literary remains of the period from Isaiah 
to the captivity, which include Micah vi. 1-8, and that noble 
essay to build a complete national code on the principle of love 
to God, righteousness, and humanity—the legislation of Dentero , 

 nomy. Nay more, the reception of the book of Deuteronomy 
by king and people in the eighteenth year of Josiah shows what 
a bold the prophetic teaching had on the popular conscience. 
It was no small triumph that there was even a passing attempt 
to introduce such a code as the by of the land. But it was one 
thing to touch the conscience of the nation and another to change 
its heart and renew its whole life. That no code could do, and, 
as every practical government must adapt itself to actualities 
and not to a purely ideal standard, it must have appeared at 
once that the attempt to govern by prophetic ideas was only 
sewing a new piece on an old garment. The immediate result 
of josiab's reformation was the complete dissolution of any-
thing that could be called a political party of prophetic ideas; 
the priests and the ordinary prophets were satisfied with what 
had been accomplished; the old abuses began again, but the 
nation had received a reformed constitution and there was 
nothing more to be said. 

Thus it was that, though beyond question there had been a 
real advance In the average ethical and spiritual ideas of 
the people since the time of Isaiah, Jeremiah found himself 
more isolated than Isaiah had ever been. Even in that earliest 
part of his book which Is mainly a recapitulation of his experi-
ences and work in the reign of Josiah, his tone is one of absolute 
hopelessness as to the future of the nation. But we should 
quite misunderstand this pessimism if we held it to mean that 
Jeremiah saw no signs of private morality and individual spiritual 
convictions among his people. To him as a prophet the question 
was whether Israel as a nation could be saved. In Isaiab's days 
the answer had been affirmative; there appeared to be at least 
a potentiality of national regeneration in the holy seed when 
once it should be cleansed from the chaff by a work of judgment. 
But, now a century of respite had been granted, the Chaldaeans 
wee at the gates, and there was no sign of valid national repent-
ance. The harvest was past, the season of ripe fruits was 
over, and still Israel was not saved (Jer. vii. 20). The time of 
respite had been wasted, all attempts at national reformed= 
had failed; how should Yahweh spare a nation which bad shown 
no tokens of fitness to discharge the vocation of Yahweh's 
people? The question was not whether there was still a faithful 
remnant, but whether that remnant was able to save the state 
as a state, and this Jeremiah was forced to deny. Nay, every 
attempt at genuine amendment was frustrates by the dead 
weight of a powerful opposition, and when the first captivity 
came it las predeeiy the best elements of Judah that went into 
captivity and MVO scattered among the nations (lady. S. xxii. 
a seq.). And so the prophet was compelled to teach that the 
imenellate future of Israel was a blank, that the state as a state 
was doomed. He did not even dare to intercede for such a 
nation (vii. WS); thoogh Moses and Samuel stood pleading for 
It before Yahweh, He could not but east It out of His sight (xv. 1). 
It was the death-struggle 4111 the idea of a national religion (vi. 8); 
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the continuity at true faith refused to be longer bound up with 
the continuity of the nation. Still indeed the New-Testament 
idea of a purely spiritual kingdom of God, in this world but not 
of it, is beyond the prophet's horizon, and he can think of no 
other vindication of the divine purpose than that the true 
Israel shall be gathered again from its dispersion. But the 
condition of this restoration is now changed. To gather the 
dispersed implies a call of God to individuals, and in the restored 
Israel the covenant of Yahweh shall not be merely with the 
nation but with man one by one, and " they shall no more teach 
everyone his neighbour saying, UMW the Lord, for all shall 
know Me from the least of them even to the greatest of them " 
(xxxi. 33 seq.). In a word, when the nation is dissolved into its 
individual elements the continuity and ultimate victory of 
true faith depends on the relation of Yahweh to individual souls, 
out of which the new state shall be built up (Jer iii. re). 

Thus, for the first time in the world's history, the ultimate 
problem of faith is based on the relation of God to the individual 
believer; and this problem Jeremiah is compelled to face mainly 
in relation to his own personality, to assure himself that his own 
faith is a true possession and lifts him above all the calamities 
that assail him, in spite of the hopeless min of his nation. The 
struggle is a are one; his very life is bitter to him; and yet he 
emerges victorious. To know that God is with him is enough 
though all else fail him. Now as soon as the relation of God 
to a single soul has thus been set free from all earthly conditions 
the work of prophecy is really complete, for what God has done 
for one soul He can do for all, but only by speaking to each 
believer as directly as He does to Jeremiah. Henceforth revelation 
is not a word to the nation spoken through an individual, but a 
word spoken to one which is equally valid for every one who 
receives it with like faith. The New Testament joins on not 
to the post-exile prophets, who are only faint echoes of earlier 
seers, but to Jeremiah's great idea of the new covenant in which 
God's law is written on the individual heart, and the community , 

of faith is the fellowship of all to whom He has thus spoken. 
The prophets of the restoration arc only the last waves bating 
on the shore after the storm which destroyed the old nation, 
but created in its room a fellowship of spiritual religion, had 
passed over; they resemble the old prophets in the same imperfect 
way in which the restored community of Jerusalem resembled 
a real nation. It was only in so far as the community of faith 
still possessed certain external features of nationality that post-
exile prophecy was possible at all, and very soon the care of the 
national or quasi•national aspects of religion passed altogether 
out of their hands into those of the scribes, of whom Ezekiel 
was the first father, and whose Torah was not the living word 
of prophecy but the Pentateuchal code. From the time of 
Jeremiah downwards the perennial interest of Old-Testament 
thought lies in the working out of the problems of personal 
religion and of the idea of a spiritual fellowship of faith tran-
scending all national limitation; and these are the motives not 
only of the lyrics of the Psalter but of the greater theodiceas 
of Ise. xl.-Ixvi. and of the book of job. The theodicea of 
the prophets is national; they see Yahweh's righteousness 
working itself out with unmistakable clearness in the present, 
and know that all that He brings upon Israel is manifestly just; 
but from the days of Jeremiah' the fortunes of Israel as a nation 
are no longer the one thing which religion has to explain; the 
greater question arises of a theory of the divine purpose which 
shall justify the ways of God with individual men or with His 
"righteous servant "—that is, with the ideal community of 
true faith as distinct from the natural Israel. 

It will be evident even from this rapid sketch, necessarily 
confined to a few of the most cardinal points, that Hebrew 
prophecy is not a thing that can be defined and reduced to a 
formula, but was a living institution which can only be under-
stood by studying its growth and observing its connexion with 
the historical movements with which its various manifestations 
were bound up. Throughout the great age of prophecy the most 
obvious formal character that distinguished it was that the 

' One might say from the days of Habakkuk  

prophet did Mt sneak in his own name but in the name of 
Yahweh. But the claim to speak in the name of God is OM 

which has often been made—and made sincerely—lay *then 
than the prophets of Israel, and which is susceptible of a gam 
variety of meanings, according to the idea of God and His 
relation to man which is presupposed. Every early religion 
seeks to realize such an intercourse with the object of north* 
as shall be two-sided; when the worshipper approadses the deity 
Ile desires to have an answer assuring him of. acceptance Ana 
divine aid. The revelation thus looked for may be lanai is 
natural omens, in the priestly lot or some similar racial wrath 
or, finally, in the words of a seer who is hold to be ia diner 
contact with the deity than common men. Broadly apeakieg 
these methods of revelation are found in all ancient religions. 
but no other religion presents anything precisely analogeen us 
prophecy. It is true that the prophets absorbed the old seen, 
and that the Israelites, as we see in the case of the asses Di K•4, 
went to their seers on the same kind of occasions as sent Iscatbs 
nations to seers or diviners. There is sufficient evidence Oat 
down to the last age of the judaean monarchy peactices set 
essentially different hom divination were current in all dosses of 
society, and were often in the hands of men who claimed to 
speak as prophets in the name of Yahweh. But the prat 
prophets disallowed this claim, and the distinction which they 
draw between true prophecy and divination is recognised on 
only in the prophetical law of Deuteronomy but in earlier pans 
of the Pentateuch and historical books. " There is no won 
in Jacob and no divination in Israel; in due time it Is told to 
Jacob and to Israel what God doth work" (Hum. axco. s 
The seer, in the sense in which all antiquity believed in nos ■ 
simply a man who sees what others cannot see, no MA= 

whether the thing seen be of public or of mere private Maack 
but the prophet is an organ of Yahweh's kingship Ater kis 
people—he sees and tells so much of the secret purpose of Yahweh 
as is needful for His people to know. We have shady saw 
bow Amos and Hosea put this (supra, p. rot t), and it does not 
appear that they were introducing a conception of prophecy 
formally novel—the new thing was their conception of Yahweh's 
purpose. And so too with the following great prophets; the 
important thing in their work was not their moral earnesaas 
and not their specific predictions of future events, but the dear-
ness of spiritual insight with which they, read the spiritual 
significance of the signs of the time and interpreted the move. 
menta of history as proofs of Yahweh's actual moral sovereignty 
exercised over Israel. So long as the great problems of rehear 
could be envisaged as problems of the relation of Yahweh to 
Israel as a nation the prophets continued to speak and to brag 
forth new truths; but the ultimate result was that it became 
apparent that the idea of moral government involved the destruc-
tion of Israel, and then the function of prophecy was gone 
because it was essentially national in its objects. But meantime 
the relation of God to the prophet had acquired an iodependea ►  
significance; the inner life of Isaiah during the long years she 
his teaching seemed lost, or of Jeremiah through the Hutt 
course of his seemingly fruitless ministry, was rid, in cope:brim 
of. faith triumphing over temptations and trials, of pound 
converse with God sustaining the soul in the fate of dificsIties 
hopeless to the eye of sense, which formed the pattern cf a era 
and higher stage of religion in which the relation of the In/livid:4 
soul to God should be set free from those limitations which had 
been imposed by the conception that the primary subject of 
religion is the nation. But the religion of the Old Testament 
did not become merely individualistic in becoming individual. 
and now the problem was to realize a new conception of the 
society of faith, the true Israel, the collective servant pt Yahweh 
—in a word to form the idea of a spiritual commonwealth and 
to show bow it was possible for faith to hold fast, in spite of al 
seeming contradiction, to the truth that Yahweh had chess 
for himself a spiritual people, every member of which was is 
truth the object of His saving and unfailing love, end *hid 
should ultimately in very deed inherit that glory of which the 

_ carnal Israel was unworthy. Thb is the post-prophetic polkas 
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which occupies the more profound of the later Old-Testamest 
books, but first received its true solution in the gospel, when the 
Last shreds of the old nationalism disappeared and the spiritual 
kingdom found its centre in the person of Christ. 

Old-Testament prophecy therefore forms only one stage in a 
larger development, and its true significance and value can only 
be realised when it is looked at in this light. In this as in all 
other matters of transcendental truth " wisdom is justified of her 
children "; the conclusive vindication of the prophets as true 
messengers of God is that their work forms an integral part in 
the progress of spiritual religion, and thew are many things in 
their teaching the profundity and importance of which are 
much clearer to us than they could possibly have been to their 
contemporaries, because they are mere fleshes of spiritual insight 
lighting up for a moment some corner of a region on which the 
steady sun of the gospel had not yet risen. 

A less complete but yet most powerful vindication of the 
spiritual prophets was furnished by the course and event of 
Israel's history. After the captivity it was no longer a question 
that the prophetic conception of Yahweh was the only possible 
one. Thenceforth the religion of Yahweh and the religion of the 
prophets are synonymous; no other reading of Israel's pest was 
possible, and in fact the whole history of the Hebrews In Canaan, 
as it was finally shaped in the exile, is written from this point of 
view, and has open* down to us, along with the mains of 
actual prophetic books, under the collective tide of " The 
Prophets." 

To some extent this historical vindication of the prophetic 
insight went on during the activity of the prophets themselves. 
From the time of Amos downwards the prophets spoke mainly 
at greet historical crises, when events were moving fast and a 
few years were often sufficient to show that they were right and 
their opponents wrong in their reading of the signs of the times. 
And here the controversy did not turn on the exact fulfilment 
of detailed predictions; detailed prediction occupies a very 
secondary place in the writings of the prophets. 

The prophets themselves required no historical verification 
of their word to assure t hem that it was Indeed the word of God. 
nor do they for a moment admit that their con eniporaries are 
entitled to treat its authority as unproved till such verification 
is offered. The word of God carries Its own evidence with It 
in its searching force and fire: " Is not my weed like as • fire. 
ulth Yahweh, and like a hammer that breaketh the rock in 
pieces ?" (Jar. mai. to). To the prophet himself it comes with 
imperious force: it constrains him to speak (Antos 81. f), seises 
him with a strong hand (ha. viii. n i). burns like a fire within 
his bones till it finds utterance (Jer. ex. el; sad it is this force of 
moral conviction which ought also to commend it to the con-
science of his beams. The word is true because it is worthy of 
the true God. When heart. x iii. at, 2 2 seeks the legal criterion 
of true prophecy in the fulfilment of prediction, the writes is 
no doubt guided by the remembrance of the remarkable cadr-
oration which the doctrines of spiritual prophecy had received 
in history then feast, but his criterion would have appeared 
inadequate to the prophets themselves, and indeed this peonage 
is one of the most striking proofs that to formulate the principles 
of prophetic religion in a legal code was an impossible task. 

The mass of the nation, of coarse, was always much more 
struck by the "signs" and predictions of the prophets than by 
their spiritual ideas; we see how the Mee of supernatural huh*, 
and power in everyday matters dominates the popular conception 
of Elijah and Elisha in the books of Binge At a very early 
date the great prophets became a kind of saints or edit. and the 
respect paid to the tombs of the prophets. which ultimately 
took in almost every pan kulat the place of the old local shrines 
(Matt. :All. to; Jerome. Epic Pouter. f 13: see °swim), can 
behead beck to the time before thecae.: 

The Hebrew prophet stands alone among divinely appointed 

:See a King. xxiii. rt, and also Dew. ituiv. 6, So too all the 
old national heroes and heroines ultimately became prophets. in the 
rase d Deborah there is even a fusion in local traMion between an 
elf lausioe sad as historical seer.  

and inspired men of any tension, though amdegks in other 
religions present themselves. Ethical and religious teachers 
arose among other nations of antiquity whose precepts may well 
be compered with those of Hebrew prophecy. We might cite the 
maxims of AM in the Egyptian papyrus Prime (XIIth dynasty). 
But these teachers did not succeed in accomplishing a task 
parallel to what the Hebrew prophets •chieved, namely, the 
complete renewal and elevation of the Hebrew religion from a 
local and national into a universal and ethical religion. Yet 
instructive parallels may be found in ancient literatures. Thus 
the Vedic hymns are reputed to have no human authors. The 
names attached to them are those of the seas who " saw " 
them, to whom they were revealed. They are therefore merely 
the channels through which the divine word is communicated to 
man (Professor Rapson). The Rev. C. H. W. Johns (listerprdes. 
April took " The Prophets of Babylonia") thinks that looser dis-
courses moral, and predictive, fully equal to those of the Hebrew 
prophets, existed in Babylonia 'surly as the 3rd millennium s.c. 
but were curtailed into the brief sentences of the omen tablets. 
" The so-called ' tablet of warning to kings against injustice' 
gives a fair specimen of connected discourse, e.g. ' If a king 
hearken not to law, his people shall grow feeble and his land be 
ravaged. If he attend not to the justice of his lard, Ea, the king 
of fates, shall distort his lot, &c." Further illustration of 
ethical teaching may be found in the litany or cadmic* of a 
penitent cited by Mr johns in the same paper (p. 3o3). 

It may be here stated that Winckkr's conception of the 
Hebrew prophet Isaiah as the mouthpiece of the Assyrian court 

p. rye sqq.) can be easily refuted by a reference to 
the Isaianic oracles- A theory' that Jeremiah was similarly 
influenced from Babylonia might seem more plausible, though 
equally baseless. 

After the extinction of the prophetic voice, an everinaeasing 
weight was not unnaturally laid on the predictive element in 
their writings. Their creative religious ideas had become the 
common property of religious•minded Jews, at least in the some-
what imperfect shape in which they were embodied in the law, 
and their work on this side was carried on by the great religious 
poets. But the restored community which was still making a 
sort of faint attempt to be a religious nation as well as a Church 
felt vary painfully the want of a direct message from God in 
critical times such as the prophets of old had been wont to being. 
And in this need men began to look at the prophetic books, 
mainly in the hope that there might be found a them predictions 
which still awaited fulfilment, and might be taken as referring 
to the latter days of Persian or Greek oppraaloa. By ignoring 
tho free poetical form of prophecy, and still more by ignoring 
the fact that the prophetic pictures of the ideal future of Israel 
could not be literally fulfilled after the fail of the socket state 
had entirely changed the sphere in which the problems of true 
religion had to be worked out, it was possible to find a great mass 
of unfulfilled prophecy which might form the basis of eschato-
logical constructions. All this was quite iD the vein of later 
Judaism. and so at length the unfulfilled predictions of the pro-
phets served as the raw material for the elaborate eschatology 
of the apocalypses (me Asocstrenc Leraktrom). In spite 
of superficial resemblances, midi* due to tbe unavoidable 
influence of current exegetical methods, the conception of 
prophecy as fulfilled in Christ is fundamentally different from 
the Jewish apocalyptic view of unfulfilled prophecy. Not 
external details but the spiritual ideas of the prophets find their 
fulfilment In the new dispensation, and they do so under forms 
entirely diverse from those of the old national kingdom of 
Yahweh. 

Lautenres.—In doe arrisat'ised medieval Church and in the dog-
rnatie period of Prate:mations there was tittle or no attempt at 
historical study of prophecy. and the prophetical books were found 
instructive only through the application of allegorical or typical 
exegesis. For details the reader mey Infer to Memel. Corinth& 
der Ahem Testa/ems (lam 0169). and for the fir' form of orthodox 
Notesrant views so 11 kakis. Dr g■n ►betos of eruielm. The vowing 
erase d the insufficiency of this treatment towards the close of the 
period of dogmatism; showed itself in various ways. On the one hand 
we have the revival ef apocalyptic exegesis by Cocaina sod his school. 
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which has continued to influence certain circles down to the present 
day, and has led to the most varied attempts to find in prophecy a 
history written before the event of all the chief vicissitudes of the 
Christian Church down to the end of the world. On the other hand 
Low th's Lectures on Hebrew Poetry, and the same author's Commentary 
on Isaiah (1778). show the beginnings of a tendency to look mainly 
at the aesthetic aspects of the prophetical books, and to view the 
prophets as enlightened religious poets. This tendency culminates 
in Eichhorn, Die hebraischen Prophcten (1816). Neither of these 
methods could do much for the historical understanding of the 
phenomena of prophecy as a whole, and the more liberal students 
of the Old Testament were long blinded by the moralizing unhistorical 
rationalism which succeeded the old orthodoxy. The first requisite 
of real progress, after dogmatic prejudices had been broken through, 
was to get a living conception of the history in which the prophets 
moved; and this again called for a revision of all traditional notions 
as to the age of the various parts of Hebrew literature--criticista 
of the sources of the history, among which the prophetical books 
themselves take the first place. In recent times therefore advance 
in the understanding of the prophets has moved on pari passe with 
the higher criticism, especially the criticism of the Pentateuch, and 
with the general study of Hebrew history; and most works on the 
subject prior to Ewald must be regarded as quite antiquated except 
for the light they cast on detailed points of exegesis. On the prophets 
and their works the reader would still do well to consult Ewald's 
Prophetess des alien Beatles (1st ed., 1840-1841, and ed., 1867-18684 
Eng. trans., 1876-1877). The subject is treated in all works on Old 
Testament introduction (among which Kuenen's Ondcrr.oek, vol. 
claims the first place), and on Old-Testament theology (see especially 
Vatke. Religion des A.T., 1835). On the theology of the prophets 
there is a separate work by Duhm (Bonn, 1875), and Knobel's 
Prophelismus der Hebraer (18p), is a separate introduction to the 
prophetical books. Kuenen s Prophets and Prophecy in Israel 
(1875, Eng. trans. 1877) is in form mainly a criticism of the traditional 
view of prophecy, and should therefore be compared with his Order-
sock and Godsdienst run Israel. Most English books on the subject 
are more theological than historical, but a sketch of Hebrew pro- 
phecy in connexion with the history down to the close of the 8th 
century is given by W. R. Smith, The Prophets of Israel (Edinburgh, 
1882). The literature of the theological questions connected with 
prophecy is much too copious to be cited here; lists will be found 
in several of the books already referred to. Among more recent 
works and articles should be mentioned Briggs, Messianic Prophecy; 
Giesebrecht, Die Beni fsbegabeng der aluestamentlichen Propheten; 
Vole, Die roresiliscke Jalr.m-Prophetie u. der Messias; Huhn, Die 
messianwthen Wrissaguagen; R. Kittel, Prophetic s. Weissagang; 
Professor Kennett, Pre.exilic Prophets; W. H. Bennett, Pali-
rxilit Prophets (T. and T. Clark); A. B. Davidson, " Prophecy and 
Prophets,' in Hastings's Diet. Bible; also " Prophetic Literature." 
by Cheync and others in Racy. Bibl. (W. A. S.; 0. C. W.) 

II. Prophets in the Primitive Church.—The appestat, e 
of prophets in the first Christian communities is one proof 
of the strength of faith and hope by which these bodies 
were animated. An old prophecy (Joel iii. n) has foretold 
that in the hlessianic age the Spirit of God would be poured out 
on every member of the religious community, and in point of 
fact it was the universal conviction of those who believed is 
Christ that they all possessed the Spirit of God. This Spirit, 
manifesting His presence in a variety of ways and through a 
variety of gifts, was to be the only ruling authority in the Church. 
He raised up for Himself particular individuals, into whose 
mouths lie put the word of God, and these were at first regarded 
as the true leaders of the congregations. We find accordingly 
that there were prophets in the oldest church, that of Jerusalem 
(Acts. xi. 27, ay. 32), and again that there were " prophets and 
teachers" in the church at Antioch (Acts xiii. t). These were 
not office-bearers chosen by the congregation, but preachers 
raised up by the Spirit and conferred as gifts on the Church. 
When Paul says ( 1 Cor. xii. 28; cf. Eph. iv. a), " God hath set 
some in the Church, first apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly 
teachers," he points to a state of things which in his time 
prevailed in all the churches both of Jewish and heathen origin. 
We here learn from Paul that the prophets occupied the second 
position in point of dignity; and we we from another passage 
(t Cor. xiv.) that they were distinguished from the teachers by 
their speaking under the influence of inspiration—not, however, 
like the " speakers in tongues," in unintelligible ejaculations and 
disconnected words, but in articulate, rational edifying speech. 
Until recently it was impossible to form any distinct idea of the 
Christian prophets in the post-apostolic age, not so much from 
vent of materials as because what evident* edged was not  

sufficiently deer and connected. It was understood, Indoeg, 
that they had maintained their place in the churches till the end 
of the and century, and that the great conflict with what is 
known as Montauk= had first proved fatal to them; but a 
clear oonceptioe of their position and influence in the churches 
was not to be had. But the discovery, by Bryeanios in 1873, 
of the ancient Christian work called &fags) say &Asa ItreerroNiev 
(published in 1883), has immensely extended the range of our 
knowledge, and has at the same time thrown a clear light 
on many notices in other sources which for want of proper 
interpretation had been previously neglected or incorrectly 
understood. 

The most Important facts known at present about the manner 
of life, the influence, and the history of the early Christian 
prophets are the following: (e) Until late in the and century 
the prophets (or prophetesses) were regarded as an essential 
element in a Church possessing the Holy Ghost. Their existence 
was believed in, and they did actually exist, not only in the 
catholic congregations—if the •wn may be used—but 
also in the Marcionite Church and the Gnostic societies. Not 
a few Christian prophets ale known to us by name: as Aphis, 
Judas, and Silas in Jerusalem; Barnabas, Simon Niger, Ikc., in 
Antioch; in Ada Minor, the daughters of Philip, Quadmtus, 
Anima, Polyearp, Melito, Montanus, Maximilla and Priscilla; 
in Rome, Hennas; among the followers of Basilides, Barkabbas 
and Barkoph; in the community of Apelles, Philumene, Ake. 
Lucian tells us that the impostor Peregrines Proteus, in the time 
of Antonimn Pius, figured as a prophet in the Christian churches 
of Syria. (a) Till the middle of the and century the prophets 
were the regular preachers of the churches, without being 
attached to any particular congregation. While the " hpostks " 
44. itinerating missionaries) were obliged to preach from place 
to place, the prophets were at liberty either, like the teachers, 
to settle in a certain church or to travel from one to another. 
(3) In the time of Pau/ the form of prophecy was reasoned =hon. 
ation in a state of inspiration; but very frequently the inspira-
tion took the tone of ecstasy—the prophet lost control of himself, 
so that he did not remember afterwards what he had said. In 
the Gentile-Christian churches, under the influence of pagan 
assodationsi  ecstasy was the rule. (4) With regard to the matter 
of prophecy, it might embrace anything that was necessary 
or for the edification of the Church. The prophets not only 
consoled and exhorted by the recital of what God had done and 
by predictions of the future, but they uttered externpore thanks-
givings in the congregational assemblies, and delivered special 
directions, which might extend to the most minute details, as, 
for temple, the disposal of the church funds. (3) It was the 
duty of the prophets to follow in all respects the example of the 
Lord (Irmo rent *won soli Keeley), and to put in practice 
what they preached. But an ascetic life was expected of them 
only when, like the apostles, they went about as missionaries. 
in which cue the rules in Matt. a. applied to them. Whenever, 
on the contrary, they settled in a place they had a claim to a 
liberal oaintexance at the hands of the congregation. The 
author of the &Sax$ even compares them to the High Priests 
of the Old Testament, and considers them entitled to the fast-
fruits of the Levitical law. In reality, they might justly be com-
pared to the priests in so far as they were the mouthpieces of the 
congregation in public thanksgiving. (6) Since prophets were 
regarded as • gift of God and as moved by the Holy Spirit, the 
individual congregation had no tight of control over them. 
When =wove was approved as a prophet Lod exhibited the 
" conversation of the Lord," too one was permitted to put him to 
the test or to criticise him. Tice author of the Maxi goes se 
far as to assert that whoever does this is guilty of the sin against 
the Holy Ghost. (7) This unique position of the prophets could 
only be maintained so long as the edgiest enthusiasm remained 
fresh and vigorous. nom three quartets primitive Christina 
prophecy was exposed to danger—first, from the penman:a 
orSciah of the congregation, who, in the interests of order, paw 
and security could not bet look with suspidoa on the actirBI of 
excited prophets; mod, from the pagthets thenseeirle• Ica 
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hr as as increasiag make of admen characters was !mod 
amongst them, whose object was to levy contributions on the 
churches,' third, from those prophets who were filled with the 
stern spirit of primitive Christianity and imposed on churches, 
sow becoming assimilated to the world, obligations which these 
were neither able nor willing to fulfil. It is from this point of 
view that we mint seek to undesstand the so-called Montsnistk 
crisis. Even the author of the Aster, finds it necessary to defend 
the prophets who practised celibacy and strict asceticism against 
the depreciatory criticism of church members. In Asia Minor 
there was already in the year sto a party, called by Epiphanius 
" Alegi," who rejected all Christian prophecy. On the other 
band, it was also in Asia Minor that there appeared along with 
Montanus those energetic prophetesses who charged the churches 
and their bishops and deacons with becoming secularised, and 
endeavoured to prevent Christianity from being naturalized in 
the world, and to bring the churches once more under the 
exclusive guidance of the Spirit and His charismata. The critical 
situation thus arising spread in the course of a few decades over 
most of the provincial churches. The necessity of resisting the 
inexorable demands of the prophets led to the introduction of 
new rules for distinguishing true and false prophets. No 
prophet, it was declared, could speak in ecstasy, t hat was devilish; 
further, only false prophets accepted gifts. Both canons were 
innovations, designed to strike a fatal blow at prophecy and the 
r hinds organization re-established by the prophets in Asia—the 
bishops not being quite prepared to &clue boldly that t he Church 
had no further need of prophets. But the prophets would not 
have been suppressed by their new methods of judging them 
alone. A much more important circumstance was the rise of a 
new theory, according to which all divine revelations were 
summed up in the apostles or in their writings. It was now 
taught that prophecy in general was a peculiarity of the Old 
Testament (" lex et prophetae usque ad )ohanneen "); that in 
the new covenant God had spoken only through apostles; that 
the whole word of God so far as binding on the Church was 
contained in the apostolic record—the New Testament! and 
that, consequently, the Church neither required nor could 
acknowledge new revelations, or even instructions, through 
prophets. The revolution which this theory gradually brought 
about is shown in the transformation of the religious, enthusiastic 
organization of the Church into a legal and political constitution. 
A great many things had to be sacrificed to this, and annopt 
others the old prophets. The strictly enforced episcopal 
constitution, the creation of a clerical order, and the formation 
of the New Testament canon accomplished the overthrow of the 
prophets. Instead of the old formula," God emotionally confers 
on the church apostles, prophets, and teachers," the word now 
was: " The Church is founded In the (written) word of the pro-
phets (i.e. the Old Testameat prophets) and the apostles (via. 
the twelve and Paul)." Alter the beginaing of the 3rd century 
there were still no doubt men under the control of the hierarchy 
who experienced the prophetic ecstasy, or clerics like Cypdan 
who professed to have received special directions from God; but 
prophets by vocation no kept existed and these sporadic 
utterances were in no seine placed ea a level with the contents 
of the sacred Scriptures. 

See Hal ,nfrld. The Glossa:he ie do,  alks Kinks (13501, 	At• 
mass, " Cher die Wunderktilte hei den ersten Christen 	its 
Erltedien" in the ZsscY. f. d. Gins. haw, )htstel. t Kerate 

ash-r5s (learned but utterly uncritical), Lionnettais •  "Dye 
tie in apostat. und nachem►tol. /mutter." in the Ztxict 

hint WI ■ tricith. a. km.ld. LA.,* (tiN). P. ♦011  M0,. W. 9. 
p. 460 Mg Flarnack, Pie [Are dr. moll Apes/of (18141. pp.  . iv-t ; 

" Die i'rophetrn der nachaposfthschen In he 
Tama So 3.,m ear tPotrudyd.r.g (1888),p 36 seq.; Nardi's, " E„,esi 
sof koproh iss de 1*(-gliu primItive:* Thew, (Pans 1868) : Wriitd,  
"Die Wi.ungen •• • der Geister tm nach..;• • ' - 
Zeitahee Ls ad 	 Selwyn. " The Chn• • 	, eta 

Soo Lucian's story about Peregrines. and that chapter of the 
3.46,41 wham the author labours to establish criteria for dials- 
guishing false from true. 
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acid, an unsaturated organic acid prepared by boiling acetylene 
dicarboxylic acid (obtained by the action of alcoholic potash on 
dibromsuccinic acid) or its acid potassium salt with water 
(E. v. Bandrowski, its., 1880, 13, p. 234o). It forms silky 
crystals which melt at e C., and boil at about zee C. with 
decomposition. It is soluble in water and possesses an odour 
resembling that of acetic acid. Exposure to sunlight converts 
it into trimesic acid (benzene-1.3.3.tricarboxylic add). Bromine 
converts it Into dibromacrylic acid, and It gives with hydro- 
chloric acid ff-chloracrylic acid. It forms a characteristic 
explosive salver salt on the addition of ammoniacal salver nitrate 
to its aqueous solution, and an amorphous precipitate which 
explodes on warming with ammonlacal cuprous chloride. Its 
ethyl ester condenses with hydrazine to form pyrazolone (R. v. 
Rothenberg, Bo., 1893, 26, p. 1722). Phasidprofridic 
C.11,CO, CO,H, formed by the action of alcoholic potash on 
dianamic add dibromide, C411►CHBr•CHBr•CO,H, crystallizes 

• in long needles Or prisms which inch at 136-137- c. When heated 
with water to coo' C. it yields phenyl acetylene C.HECICH. 
Chromic acid oxidizes it to bensoic acid; sine and acetic acid 
reduce it to cinnamic acid, Csifs•CH:Cli•C01H, whilst sodium 
amalgam reduces it to hydrocinnazok acid, CA.CHECO,H. 
Orths-witrophenyit ►otialic acid, NO,-C.HcC: C•C0111, prepared 
by the action of alcoholic potash on ortho-nitrodanamk acid 
dibromide (A. v. Buyer, SCR., 1880, 13, p. 2238), crystallizes in 
medlars which decompose when bested to :33-156" C. It is 
readily converted into indigo (f.r.). 

PROPYLAEA (11pkwhor, Hoorikeia), the name given to a 
porch or gate-house, at the entrance of a sacred or other enclosure 
in Greece; such propylaea usually consisted, in their simplest 
form, of a porch supported by columns both without and within 
the actual gate. The name is especially given to the great 
entrance hall of the Acropolis at Athens, which was begun in 
437 P.C. by Pekin, to take the place of an earlier gateway. 
Owing probably to political difficulties and to the outbreak of 
the Peloponnesian War, the building was never completed 
according to the original plans; but the portion that was built 
was among the chief glories of Athens, and afforded a model 
to many subsequent imitators. The architect was Mnesides; 
the material Pentelic marble, with Eleusinian blackstose for 
dados and other details. The plan of the Propylaea consists 
olf a large square ball, from which five steps lead up to a wall 
pierced by five gateways of graduated sites, the central one 
giving passage to a toad suitable for beasts or possibly for 
vehicles. On the inner side towards the Acropolis, this wail is 
faced with a portico of six Doric columns. At the other end of 
the great hall is a similar portico facing outwards; and between 
this sad the doom the hall is divided into three aisles by rows 
of Ionic edemas. The wasters or outer frost is flanked cm each 
side by a projecting wing, with a row of three surfer Doric 
columns between Ante at right angles to the main portico. This 
north wing is completed by a square chamber which served as • 
picture gaJlery; but the south wiag contains no corn:speeding 
chamber, and its plan has evidently been curtailed; its frost 
projected beyond its covered area, and it is finished in what was 
evidently a provisional way an the side of the bastion before the 
little temple of Victory (Nig). From this and other indications 
Professor Dorpfeld has iaared that the original plea of Mae* ina 
was to complete the south wing on a plan symmetrical with 
that of the north wing, but captain by a porticoes to the bastion 
to the west; and to add on the inner aide of the Propylaea two 
great halls, faced by porticoes almost in a line with the main 
portico, but with smaller columns. It is probable that this 
larger plea had to be given up, became it would have Interfered 
with sacred objects such as the precinct of Artemis Breuronia 
and the altar of Nike, and religion coenervatiun pervaikd over 
the waning influence of Peridot. In additions to this, the un-
finished wine of the walls and the rough bosses left ea may 
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4.5o 	 PROPYL ALCOHOLS—PROSE 
of the blodm show that the building was never competed. The 
Propylaea were approached in Greek times by a zig-zag path, 
terraced along the rock; this was superseded in Roman times by 
a broad Sight of steps. In medieval times the Propylaea served 

aboolturo kw the Aids* Mitteilmees by persoboka d obi Kaberksb ■ 
4od...loysches Lemuel 

as the palace of the dukes of Athens; they were much damaged 
by the explosion of a powder magazine in 2656. The tower, of 
Frankish or Turkish date, that stood on the south wing, was 
pulled down in 1874. 

See R. Bohn. Die Propylaea* der Altropolis es Alarm (Berlin, 
1118i); W. DOrpteid, articles in difittheihniges d. d. last. Athos 
(1885) vol. x.. (E. Ga.) 

PROPYL ALCOHOIS (CeHrOH). Two compounds of this 
formula exist as explained in the article Atconots. Normal 
propyl alcohol, Clis•CHr.CHrOH, was obtained in 1853 by 
G. C. B. Chancel, by submitting fusel ail to fractional distillation. 
It may be prepared by any of the methods applicable to primary 
alcohols. It is an agreeable-smelling liquid, boiling at 97.4*-C., 
and misdble with water in all proportions. It cannot be separated 
from water by fractional distillation, since it forms a mixture 
of constant boiling point (see Dulutanox). Oxidation con-
verts it into propionic acid. It is distinguished from ethyl 
alcohol by its insolubility in a cold saturated calcium chloride 
solution 

he-prop"! alcohol (CH,)ICHOH, was obtained by M. P. E. 
Berthelot in 2855 by heating the addition compound of propylene 
and sulphuric acid with water, and in 1862 by C. Friedel by the 
reduction of acetone. It is a colourless liquid boiling at 82.7° C. 

PROROGATION, a postponement, specifically the termination 
without dissolution of a session of parliament by discontinuing 
the meetings until the next session., The Lat. prorogatia (from 
prerogore, to ask publicly) meant a prolongation or continuance 
of office or command, cf.  . proregario imperil (Lie. viii. 26), or a  

putting off or deferring of snappy:Anted time, d. dies ad sota,-A 
primers (Cic. Phil. ill to, 24). A prorogation of parliament 
affects both houses, and thus differs from an " adjourns:amt." 
which does not terminate the session and is effected by each 
house. separately by resolution. Further, at a prorogation, a kali 
which has not passed all of Its stages must begin again of Maar 
in the next session, and all proceedings, except impeachments 
and appeals before the House of Lords, are quashed. A proems. 
tion is effected by the sovereign in person, or by commission. 
at the demise of the Crown, parliament stands prorogued or 
adjourned, it is by 6 Anne c. 7 to sit and act at once; similarly 
the Crown. must by proclamation order parliament to sit, d 
prorogued, when the militia is embodied or the reserves are 
called out. 

PROSCENIUM (Gr. spoasiner), that part of the stage in the 
ancient Greek theatre which lies in front of the gnash, scene, 
the back wall; the word appears to embrace the whole stage 
between the arsierrpa and the may* In the modern .bears 
the word is applied to that part of the stage which is in front of 
the curtain and the orchestra, and sometimes to the whole from 
of the stage, including the curtain and the arch cootaining 
which separates the stage from the auditorium. 

PROSE, a word supposed to be derived from the Lat- drewraz, 
direct or straight, and signifying the plain speech of numbal 
when written, or rhetorically composed, without refirre■or to 
the rules of verse. It has been usual to distinguish prow rery 
definitely from poetry (q.v.), and this was an early optems. 
Ronsard said that his training as a poet had proved to hum that 
prose and poetry were " mortal enemies." Bin " poetry " a e 
more or less metaphysical term, which cannot be used whirs' 
danger as a distinctive one in this acme. For instance, an h. 
inspired work in rhyme, or even a well-written metrical comm. 
tan of a satirical or didactic kind, cannot be said to be poem. 
and yet most certainly is not prose; it is a specimen of mac 
On the other hand, a work of highly wrought and elaberatriy 
sustained non-metrical writing is often called a prose-poow.. 
The fact that this phrase can be employed shows that the esti-
thesis between prose and poetry is not complete, for no me, 
even in jest or hyperbole, speaks of a prose-verse. 

Prose, therefore, is most safely defined as comprising all hem 
of careful literary expression which are not metrically versified. 
and hence the definition from promise, the notion being that all 
verse is in its nature so far artificial that it is subjected to definite 
and recognized rules, by which it is diverted out of the perfectly 
direct modes of speech. Prose, on the other band, is straight 
and plain, not an artistic product, but used for stating mech.* 
that which is true in reason or fact. The Latins called pan 
sans pedr.strit, and later wall. solsaa, thus showing their co.■ 
sciousnen that it was not poetry, which mars on wings, and cot 
verse, which is bound by the rules of prosodical confinement. 

Prose, however, is not everything that Is loosely mid. It be 
its rules and requirements. In the earliest ages, no dads.. 
conversation did not exist. The rudest fragments of speech 
were sufficient to indicate the needs of the savage, and that 
blunt babblings were not prose. Later on some orator. dowered 
with a native persuasiveness, and desirous of making an edam 
upon his comrades, would link together some broken sentenecs. 
and in his heat produce with them something more coherent 
than a chain of ejaculations. So tar as this was lucid and dgar% 
fed, this would be the beginning of prose. It cannot be tot 
often said that prose is the result of conversation, but it won n 
the same time be insisted upon that conversation Itself is an 
necessarily, nor often, prose. Prose is not the negation al ail 
laws of speech; it rejects merely those laws which depend apes 
metre. What the laws are upon which it does depend are rot 
easy to enumerate or define. But this much is plain; as prat 
depends on the linking of successive sentences, the first tonire-
ment of it is that these sentences should be so arranged o to 
ensure lucidity and directness. In prose, that the mourg 
should be given Is the primal necessity. But as h. is fond tin 
a dull and clumsy, and especially a monotonous arrange:mat- of 
sentences is fatal to the attention of the hatred at reader, it it 
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needful that to pleinnem slimeld be added widows attrattfeas 
and ornaments. The sentences must be built up in a manner 
which displays variety and &ability. It is highly desirable 
that tine should be a harmony, sod even a rhythm, in the program 
of styk,care being always taken that this rhythm and this 
harmony are not those of verse, or recognisably metrical. Again, 
the colour and form of adjectives, and their suThdent yet not 
excessive recurrence, is an important factor in the construction 
of prose. The omission of certain faults, too, is essentiaL In 
every language grammatical etamoctness is obligatory. Here 
we me a distinction between mere conversation, which is loom, 
fragmentary and often, even in the lips of highly educated 
persons, slightly ungrammatical; and prose, which is bound to 
weed away whatever is slovenly and incorrect, and to watch 
very closely kst merely colloquial expressions. which cannot 
be defended, should slip into careful speech. What is required 
In good prose is a moderate and reasonable elevation without 
bombast or bathos. Not everything that is loosely said or 
vaguely thought is prose, and the celebrated phrase of M. 
Jourdain in &foliate's ileurgeois gestilhowssel " Par ma foe d y 
a plus de quarante sans que je die de Is prose, sans que Fen sums 
rims," is not exactly true, although it is an amusing illustration 
of the troth, for all the little boat phrases which M. Jourdain 
had used in his life, though they were certainly not verse, were 
not prose either, whatever the schoolmaster might my. On the 
other hand, it seems that Earle goes too enthusiastically in the 
contrary direction when be says, " Poetry, which is the organ 
of Imagination, is futile without the support of Reason; Prose, 
which is the organ of Reason, has no vivacity orbeauty or artistic 
value but with the favour and sympathy of the Imagination." 
It is better to hold to the simpler view that prose Is literary 
expression not subjected to any specks of metrical law. 

Greece. —The beginnings of ancient Greek prose are very 
obscure. It is highly probable that they took the form of 
inscriptions in temples and upon monuments, and gradually 
developed into historical and topographical records, pasersing 
local memories, and giving form to local legends. It seems that 
it was in Ionia that the art of prose was first cultivated, and a 
history of bliktus, composed by the hall-mythical Cadmus, 
is appealed to as the earliest monument of Greek prose. This, 
however, is lost, and so are all the other Morel of earliest times. 
We come down to something definite when we reach Heattaeus, 
the first geographer, and Herodorus, the first natural philosopher, 
of the Greeks; and, although the writings of these men have 
disappeared, we know enough about them to see that by the 
4th century a.c. the use of prose in its set modern sense had been 
established on a permanent basis. We even know what the 
chat acter of the style of Ilecataens was, and that it was admired 
for its (learnt-4, its grammatical purity, its agreeable individo-
ality—qualiti , -. which have been valued in prose ever since. 
These writers were promptly succeeded by Hellanicus of Lesbos, 
who wrote many historical books which are lost, and by Hero- 
dotes of Halicarnassus, whose noble storehouse of chronicle 
and legend is the earliest monument of European prose which 
has come down to us. When once non-metrical language could 
be used with the mastery and freedom of Herodotus, it was plain 
that all departments of human knowledge were open to its 
exercise. But it is still In Ionia and the Asiatic islands that we 
had It cultivated by philosophers, critics and men of science. 
The earliest of these great masters of prose survive, not in their 
works. but in much later records of their opinions; in philosophy 
the actual writings of Thal's, Anaanutnder. Pythagoras and 
Empedocles are lost. end it is more than possible that their 
cosmological rhapsodies were partly metrical, • mingling of ode 
with prom apophthegm. We come into dearer air when we cross 
the Aegean and reach the Athenian historians: Thuerlides, 
whae priceless story of the Peloponnesian War bas most fortu-
nately come down to us; and Xenophon. who continued that 
chronicle in the spirit and under the influence of Thneydides, 
and who carried Greek prose to a great height of may distinction. 
But it is with the practice of philosophy that prose in socket 
Greece thee to its acme of ingenuity, flexibility and variety, 

proving itself a vehicle for the finest human thought such as no 
later ingenuity of language has contrived to exceL The death 
of Socrates (Jim a.c.) has been taken by scholars as the date 
when the philosophical writings of the Athenians reached their 
highest pitch ol perfection in the art of Plato, who is the greatest 
prose writer of Greece, and, in the view of many who are well 
quahlfied to judge, of the world. In his celebrated dialogues—. 
Cr**, Genies, Hued*, Phaednu, the Sympsinin, most of all 
perhaps in the Retablie—we see what splendour, what elasticity, 
what exactitude, this means of expression had in so short a time 
developed; how little there was for future prose-writers in any 
age to learn about their business. The rhetoricians were even 
more highly admired by the critics of antiquity than the philo-
sophers, and it is probable that Indent opinion would have set 
Demosthenes higher than Plato as a composer of prose. But 
modern readers are no longer so much Interested in the technique 
of rhetoric, and, although no less an authority than Professor 
Gilbert Mummy has declared the essay-writing of the school of 
leocrates to form " the final perfection of ancient prose," the 
works of the orators cease to move us with great enthusiasm. 
In Aristotle we see the conscious art of prom-writing already 
subordinated to the preservation and explanation of facts, and 
after Aristotle's day these is little to record in • hasty outline of 
the progress of Greek prose. 

Lalia.—In spite of having the experience of the Greeks to 
guide them, the Romans obeyed the universal law of literary 
history by cultivating verse bag before they essayed the writing 
of moot. But that the example of later Greece was closely 
followed in Rome is proved by the fact that the earliest prose 
historians of whom we have definite knowledge, Q. F. Pictor and 
L. C. Alisnentus, actually wrote in Greek. The earliest annalist 
who wrote in Latin was L. C. Heroine; the works of all these 
early historians are lost. A great deal of primitive Roman 
prose was occupied with jurisprudence and political oratory. 
By universal consent the first master of Latin prose was Cato, 
the loss of whose speeches and " Original " is extremely to be 
deplored; we possess from his pen one practical treatise on agri-
culture. In the next generation we are told that the literary 
perfection of oratory was earned to the highest print by Marcus 
Antonius and Lucius Licinius Crasurs—" by • happy chance 
their styles were exactly complementary to one another, and to 
bear both in one day was the highest intellectual entertainment 
which Rome afforded." Unfortunately none but inconsiderable 
fragments survive to display to us the qualities of Roman prose 
is its golden age. Happily, however, those qualities were con-
centrated in a man of the highest genius, whose best writings 
have conic down to us; this is Cicero, whose prose exhibits the 
Latin language to no less advantage than Plato's does the Greek. 
From so to fro n.c. Cicero's literary work lay mainly in the field 
of rhetoric; after his exile the splendour of his oratory declined, 
but he was occupied upon two treatise of extreme importance, 
the De *ratan and the Dr re jishilea, composed in ss and sa-le 
a.c respectively; of the latter certain magnificent passages have 
been preserved. The beautiful essays of Cicero's old age are 
more completely known to us, and they comprise two of the 
masterpieces of the prose of the world, the Dr amicifia and De 
sniectide (es ix.). It is to the collection of the wonderful 
private letters of Cicero, published some years after his death 
by Adieus and Tiro, that we owe our intimate knowledge of the 
age In which he lived, and these have ever since and in every 
language been held the models of epistolary prose. (X Cicero's 
greatest come:motley, Julius Caesar, much lees has been 
preserved, and this is unfortunate because Roman critical 
opinion placed Caesar at the bead of those who wrote Latin 
prate with purity and perfection. His letters, his grammars, 
his works of science, his speeches are lost, but we retain his 
famous Ctwamennvies ee the IVar is God. Sallust followed 
Caesar as an historian, and Tbucydides as a master of style. 
His use of prose, as we trace it in the iskranha and the Canines, 
is hard, dear and polished. The chroniclers who succeeded 
Sequel neglected these qualities, and Latin prose, as the 
Avesta* age bout, became more slifiese and ewe titetcwical. 
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But it was wielded in that age by one writer of the highest genius, 
the historian Titus Lidos. He greatly enriched the tissue of 
Latin prose with ornament which hitherto had been confined ' 

to poetry; this enables him, in the course of his vast annals, 
" to advance without Bagging through the long and intricate 
narrative where a simpler diction must necessarily have grown 
monotonous" (blacked). The periodic structure of Latin 
prose, which had been developed by Cicero, was carried by Livy 
' to an even greater complexity." The style of Palk, who 

wrote a History of the Clad Laws, was much admired, and the 
loss of this work must be deplored. A different species of prose, 
the pkblus sense, or colloquial speech of the poor, is partly 
preserved in the invaluable fragments of a Nerenian writer, 
Petronius Arbiter. Of the Latin prose-writers of the silver age, 
the elder Pliny, Quints au and Tacitus, who adorned the last 
years before the decay of classical Latin, nothing need here be 
mid. 

English.—It was long supposed that the conscious we of 
prose in the English language was a comparatively recent thing, 
dating back at farthest to the middle of the ifith century, and 
due directly to French influences. Earle was the first to show 
that this was not the case, and to assert that we " pawns a 
longer pedigree of prose literature than any other country In 
Europe." Though this may be held to be a somewhat violent 
statement, the independence of English prose is a fact which 
rests on a firm basis. " The Code of Laws of King's Inn " dates 
from the 7th century, and there are various other legal documents 
which may be hardly literature in themselves, but which are 
worded in a way that seems to denote the existence of a literary 
tradition. After the Danish invasion, Latin ceased to be the 
universal language of the educated, and translations into the 
vernacular began to be required. In 887, Alfred, who had 
collected the principal scholars of England around him, wrote 
with their help, in English, his Hand-Bork; this, probably the 
earliest specimen of finished English prose, is unhappily lost. 
Alfred's preface to the English version of the Cure pastoralis 
was in Latin; this translation was probably completed in 8go. 
Later stM Alfred produced various translations from Bede, 
Orcains, Boethius and other classics of the latest Latin, and, in 
quo, dosing a translation from St Augustine, we read " Here end 
the sayings of King Alfred." The prose of Alfred is simple, 
straightforward and clear, without any pretension to elegance. 
He had no direct followers until the time of the monastic revival, 
when the first came of eminence which we encounter is that of 
Elfric, who, about on, began to translate, or rather to para-
phrase, certain portions of the Bible. The prose of /Ethic, 
however, though extremely interesting historically, has the 
fault that it presents too dose a resemblance, In structure and 
movement, to the alliterative verse of the age. This is particu-
larly true of his Homilies. A little later vigorous prose was put 
forth by Wulfstan, archbishop of York, who died in :on. At 
the Norman Conquest, the progress of English prose was violently 
checked, and, as has been acutely said, it " was just kept alive, 
but only like a man in catalepsy." The Amok of Winchester, 
Worcester and Peterborough were carried on in English until 

ea, when they were resumed in Latin; the chrenide which thus 
came to an end was the most important document in English 
prose written before the Norman Conquest. Except in a few 
remote monasteries, English now ceased to be used, even for 
religious purposes, and the literature became exclusively Latin 
or French. There was nothing in prose that was analogous to 
the revival of verse in the Ornsignms or the metrical chronicles. 
AU the pre-Norman practice in prose belongs to what used to 
be distinguished as Anglo-Saxon literature. The distinction 
has fallen into desuetude, as it has become more dearly perceived 
that there is no real break between the earlier and the later 
language. The Norman check, however, makes it fair to say 
that modern English prose begins with the Testament of Low of 
Thomas Usk, an imitation of the De ems:elation of Boethius, 
which a certain London Lollard wrote in prison about 1584. 
About the same time were written a number of translations, The 
Tale of iltheee and The Parson's Sown by Chaucer; the treatises  

of John of Tsevhs, whose style in the Pelyelemskee has a good 
deal of vigour; and the three versions of the Trawls of Joan I 
Bathe, formerly attributed to a fabulous" Sir John Mandeville." 
The composite text of these last-mentioned versions molly forms 
the earliest specimen of purely secular prose which can be said 
to possess genuine literary value, but again the fact, which has 
only lately been ascertained, that " Sir John Mandeville " was 
not an original English writer robs it of much of its value. The 
anonymous compiler-translator can no longer be styled " the 
father of English prose." That name seems more mopes* 
to belong to John Wydif, who, in the course of his fierce meow 
as a controversialist, more and more completely abandoned 
Latin for English as the vehicle of his tracts. The earliest 
English Bible was begun by Nicholas Hereford, who had carded 
it up to Baruch, when he abruptly dropped it in June 10s. 
The completion of this great work is usually attributed, but on 
insufficient grounds, to Wydif himself. A new version was 
almost immediately started by John Purvey, another Wydifae, 
who completed it in 108. We are still among translators, but 
towards the middle of the mth century Englishmen began, 
somewhat timidly, to use prose as the vehicle for original week. 
Capgrave, an Augustinian friar, wrote a chronicle of English 
history down to 417; Sir John FOntiClie, the eminent constitu-
tional jurist, produced about 1475 a book on The COPCSOOMICS of 
England; and Reginald Pecock, bishop of Chichester, attacked 
the Lenards in his Repressor of Over Meek Blaming of the Clergy 
NO, which was so caustic and scandalous that it cost him his 
diocese. The prose of Pecock is sometimes strangely modern, 
and to judge what the ordinary English prose familiarly in use in 
the ,51h century was it is more useful to turn to The Paste* 
Laws. The introduction of printing into England is coeval 
with a sudden development of English prose, a marvellous 
example of which is to be seen in Canton's 485 edition of Sr 
Thomas history's Mork (Arthur, • compilation from Enoch 
sources, in which the capacities of the English language for 
melody and noble sweetens were for the first time displayed, 
ahbough much was yet lacking in strength and conciseness. 
Caxton himself, Lord Bermes and Lord Rivers, added an element 
of literary merit to their useful usualations. The earliest modern 
historian was Robert Fabyan, whose posthumous Cieosicks 
were printed in 1515. Edward Hall was a betty writer, whose 
Nobk Families of Lancaster end Y oh had the honour of being 
studied by Shakespeare. With the advent of the Renaissance 
to England, prose was heightened and made more colloquial. 
Sir Thomas More's Richard 	was a work of considerable 
importance; his finer Utopia (esi6) WAS unfortunately composed 
in Latin, which still held its own as a dangerous rival to the 
vernacular in prom. In his Gewgaw (t 531 ) Sir Thomas Elyet 
added moral philosophy to the gradually widening range of sub-
jects which were thought proper for English prose. In the same 
year Tyndale began his famous version of the Bible, the story 
of which forms one of the most romantic episodes in the 
chronicles of literature; at Tyndale 's death in t 50 the wort was 
taken up by Miles Coverdale. The SumMu of Latimer (i50) 
introduced elements of humour, dash and vigour which had 
before been foreign to the stately but sluggish prose of England. 
The earliest biography. • book in many ways marvellously 
modern, was the Life of Cardinal li'dwy, by George Cavendish. 
written about 1557. but not printed (even in part) untl 5641. 
In the dosing scenes of this memorable book, which describe 
what Cavendish had personally experienced. we may say that 
the perfection of easy English style is reached for the first time 
The prose of the middle of the 16th century—as we we it exempli-
fied in the earliest English critic. Sir Thomas Wilson; the earliest 
English pedagogue, Roger &diem; the distinguished humanist, 
Sir John Choke—is clear, unadorned and firm, these Englishmen 
holding themselves bound to resist the influences coming so 
them from Italy and Spain. bilious-es which were in favour of 
elaborate verbiage and tortured construction. Equal simplicity 
marked such miters as Foxe. Stow and Holinsbed, who had 
definite information to purvey, and wished a straiebtiorward 
moss in which to mutat it. But Hoby and Nosth. ribs 
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tmuslated Gomm, Castiglione and Amyot, brought wLb them 
Dot • few of the ingenious exotic graces of those originals, and pre-
pared the way for the startling innovations of Lyly in his famous 
didactic romance of &optima (1379)• The extravagances and 
eccentricities of Lyly outdid those of his continental prototypes, 
and euphuism became a disturbing influence which, it may be, 
English prose has not, even to the present hour, entirely suc. 
eroded in throwing off. In spite of its overwhelming popularity, 
it was opposed in its own day, not merely by the stately sobriety 
of Hooker, in whom we see Latin models predominant, but by 
the sweetness of Sir Philip Sidney in his Arcadia. Raleigh wrote 
English moss that was perhaps more majestic than any which 
preceded it, but he revelled in length of sentence and in ponder-
osity of phrase, so that it is probable that the vast prestige of 
The History of the World on the whole delayed the emancipation 
of English prose more than it furthered it. The direct influence 
of the euphuistic eccentricity was seen for some time in the 
work of poets like Lodge and Greene, and divines like Lancelot 
Andrewes; its indirect influence in the floweriness and violence 
of most careful prose down to the Restoration. Bacon, whose 
contempt of the vernacular is with difficulty to be excused, 
despaired too early of our national writing. Donne cultivated 
a rolling and sonorous majesty of style; and Burton could use 
English with humour and vivacity when he gave himself the 
chance, but his text is a prototype of the vicious abuse of quota-
tion which was a crowning fault of prose in the early t7th 
century. In spite of the skill with which, during the civil wars 
and the Commonwealth, certain authors (such as Jeremy 
Taylor, Howell, Fuller, Milton, Wirth Walton) manipulated 
prose, and in spite of the extraordinary magnificence of the 
Ciceronian periods of Sir Thomas Browne, it was not until 
shortly befog the Restoration that English prose reached its 
perfection. According to Dr Johnson, Sir William Temple 
(t 628-169o) " was the first writer who gave cadence to English 
prose; before his time they were careless of arrangement, and did 
not mind whether a sentence ended with an Important word or an 
insignificant word, or with what part of speech It concluded." 
The tendency was all in favour of brevity and crispness, 
and in particular of shorter sentences and easier constructions. 
Not a little of the majesty of the earlier age was lost; but for 
practical purposes, and in the hands of ordinary men, prose 
became a far more useful and businesslike implement than it had 
hitherto been. The short treatises of Halifax, if we compare 
them with similar writings of a generation earlier, display the 
complete change of style; or we may contrast the clear and 
sarcastic sentences of South with the undulating quaintness 
of Joseph Hall. The range of English speech was first compre-
hended perhaps by Dryden, who combined dignity and even 
pomp of movement with an ease and laxity at occasion which 
gave variety to prose, removed from it its stilted and too pre-
latical elevation at inappropriate moments, and approximated 
It to the ordinary speech of cultivated persons. This then may 
be called the foundation of modern English prose, which has 
extended into no departments not recognised, at least in essence, 
by Bunyan, Dryden and Temple. The ensuing varieties of 
prose have been mainly matters of style. In the igth century, 
for instance, these was a constant alternation between a quiet, 
rather cold elegance and precision of Nose-writing, which was 
called the Addisonian manner, and a swelling, Laicized style, 
full of large words and weighty periods, in which Johnson was 
the mnst famous but Gibbon perhaps the most charactaistle 
proficient. But as far as grammatical arrangement and the 
rules of syntax are concerned, ft cannot be said that English 
prose bas altered essentially since about than It is, however, 
to be noted that in the course of the teals century the use of 
short sentences, and the habit of neglecting to group them Into 
pa:age:pits, introduced a heresy not known before; and that, 
on the other hand, there has been a sucemidel attempt made to 
✓estore the beauty and variety of early t7th-catuury diction, 
which bed seined a loag decline from the Restorstion 
onwards. 

laiandie.—lhe independent Invention of prose by the gaffed 

aristocrats in the Heroic Age of Iceland is. one of the most 
singular facts in literary history. It resulted from the fact that 
story-telling grew to be a recognized form of amusement in the 
isolated and refined life of an Icelandic household from the oth 
to the rrth century. Something of the same kind had existed 
io the courts of Norway before the exodus, but it was in Iceland 
that it was reduced to an art and reached perfection. It is 
remarkable how suddenly the saga, as a composition, became a 
finished work; it was written in a prose which immediately 
presented, in the best examples, " a considerable choice of 
words, a richness of alliteration and a delicate use of syntax " 
(Viglusson). The deliberate composition of sagas began about 
the year zo3o, and it is supposed that they began to be writ ten 
down soon after aloe. It is distinctly recorded that Ari Faxli 
(to67-1148) was the first man in Iceland who wrote down stories 
in the Norse tongue. Many of Arra books are lost, but enough 
survive to show what Icelandic prose was in the hands of its 
earliest artificer,and the impress of his rich and simple style is felt 
on all the succeeding masterpieces of the great age of lcdaudic 
history and biography. But the Greater Sagas, as they arc 
called, the anonymous stories which followed the work of Ari 
sod were completed in the 13th century, exhibit prose style in 
its most enchanting fullness, whether in the majesty of Njala, 
in the romantic art of Laxdada, or in the hurrying garrulity of 
Eyrbyggie. There followed a vast abundance of sagas and saga-
writers. The great historian, Studs (1314-1s&), is the latest 
of these classic writers of Iceland, and after his death there ear 
a very rapid decline in the purity and dignity of the national 
prose. By the opening of the tath century the art of writing in 
the old noble language bad become entirely loot, and it was not 
until the 17th century that it began to revive as an archaeological 
curiosity and a plaything for scholars. " For an Icelander of the 
present day to write modern history in saga style is a ludicrous 
absurdity," and the splendid living prose of the nth century 
remains unrelated, a strange and unparalleled portent in the 
history of European literature. Of its beneficial effect on later 
Scandinavian, English and even Teutonic style there can be no 
question. 

Sp•is.—In Castilian Spanish, as. in the other languages of 
Europe, verse is already far advanced before we meet with any 
distinct traces of prose. A didactic treatise for use in the 
confessional Is attributed to a monk of Navarre, writing in the 
rsth century. Between 1120 and tine a duenide of Toledo 
was bulked. But the earliest mom-writer of whom Spain can 
really boast is King Alphonse the Leaned (r ea6-1284), in whose 
encyclopaedic treatises " Castilian makes its first great stride 
in the direction of exactitude and clearness " (Flumaurice-
Kelly). Almost all the creditable prose of the end of the kph 
ceetury is attributed to Alphonse, who was helped by a sort of 
committee of subsidiary authors. The king's nephew, Juan 
Manuel (1081-1347). author of the admirable Coale Leicanor, 
carried prose to a further point in delicacy and precision. The 
poet Ayala (1331-107) was another gifted artificer of Spanish 
prose, which suffered a setback in the hands of his successors, 
Santillana and Mena. It rose once mom in The Sea of Histories 
of Nees de Gunnia (1378-ts6o), who has been compared to 
March and St Simon. and in whom the lucid and energetic 
parity of Castilian prose is for the first time seen in its perfection. 
In the z sth century the shapeless novel of chivalry was predomi-
nant, while in the age of Charles V. poetry altogether over-
shadowed pease. The next great writer of prose whom we meet 
with is Guevara, who died in Isss, tad whose Dial of Friers 
exercised an influence which was not confined to Spanish, and 
eves extended to English prose (in North's well-known version). 
The historians of this period, swells and discursive, were of less 
value. 'rbs earliest platoon move!, Laserilio de Tenses (1554), 
the antbonhip of which is unksown, introduced a new form 
and exhibited Castilian pease style in a much lighter aspect 
than it bad hitherto worn. Still greater elegance is met with in 
the mystical and critical writings of Juan de Valdfs and in those 
of Lois de Lek: of the latter Mr Fitanuturice-Kally says that 
"leis concise eloquence and his classical purity of expression rank 
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him among the best masters of Castilian prose." Ilse instru-
ment, accordingly, was polished and sharpened for the finest 
uses, and was ready to the hand of the supreme magician 
Cervantes, whose Don Quixote was begun a few years (about 
1 59 1 ) after Los Noakes de Cristo of Luis de La% had been 
published (1583);  these dates are significant in the history of 
Spanish prose. The prose of Lope de Vega is stately and clear. 
but of course has little importance in comparison with the verse 
of his huge theatre. Quevedo's style had the faults which were 
now invading all European writing, of violent antithesis and 
obscure ingenuity; but his Visions (1627) occupy a prominent 
place in the history of Castilian prose. The latest struggles of a 
decadent critical conscience, battling against tortuousness and 
affectation, are seen in Grecian (1601-1658) and in Molinos 
(1627-1697), who vainly endeavoured to save classic prose out 
of the intellectual shipwreck of the 18th century. When Spanish 
prose revived in the 19th century, in the person of Larra (1809-
1837), the influence of French models was found to have deprived 
It of distinctly national character, while giving it a fresh fluidity 
and grace. 

French.—There had long been a flourishing versified literature 
in the vernacular of France, before anyone thought of writing 
French prose. It was the desire to be exact in giving informa-
tion, together with a reduced sense of the value of rhyme and 
rhythm, which led to a partial divergence from metre. The 
translator of the fabulous Ckronick of Tustin mentions that he 
writes in prose " because rhyme entails the addition of words 
which are not in the Latin." Thus about the year 1200 verse 
began to be abandoned by chroniclers who had some definite 
statements to impart, and who had no natural gifts as poets. 
They ceased to sing; they wrote, more or less easily, as those 
around them spoke. The earliest French prose was translated 
from the Latin, but Baldwin VI., who died in 120$, is said to 
have commissioned several scribes to compile in the vulgar 
tongue a history of the world. If this was ever written it is 
lost, but we possess a Book of Stories written about 1225 by a 
clerk at Lille, which may fairly be said to be the start-word of 
French prose history. When once, however, a taste for prose 
was admitted, the superiority of that medium over verse as 
material for exact history could not but be perceived, and prose 
soon became frequent. The earliest French prose-writer of 
genius was Geoffroy (or Jofroi) de Villehardouin, who put down 
memoirs of his life between 1198 and t my; he left his book, which 
is known as Tke Conquest of Constantinotk, incomplete when he 
died in 1213. In the history of prose, Villehardouin takes an 
eminent place. In his admirable style are seen many of the most 
precious elements of French prose, its lucidity, its force, its 
sobriety and its charm of address. He had been trained as an 
orator, and it was his merit that, as M. Langlois has said, he was 
content to write as he bad learned to speak. Villehardouin 
was closely followed by other admirable writers of memoirs, 
by Robert of Clad, by Henri of Valendennes, by the anonymous 
chronicler of Bethune, to whom we owe the famous description 
of the battle of Bouvines, and by the Minstrel of Reims. The 
last-named finished his Recits in 126o. These works in the new 
easy manner of writing were found to be as elegant and as 
vivacious as any preserved by the old rhetorical art of verse. 
They led the way directly to the eminent writer who was the 
earliest historian of modern Europe, to Jean de Joinville, who 
finished his Histoire do St Louis in 1309. A century later 
Froissart left his famous Clesoniquer unfinished in sacra, and again 
a hundred years passed before Pffilippe de Commines dropped the 
thread of his Mensoises in 151r. These are the three most 
illustrious names in the chrohicle of French medieval prose, in 
whom the various characteristics of the nation are separately 
developed. It must be noted that these three are simply the 
most eminent figures in a great cloud of prose-writers, who 
preserved with more or less vivacity the features of French life 
in the later middle ages, and helped to facilitate the use of the 
central national language. In the 15th century, moreover, 
Antoine de la Salle deserves mention as practically the earliest 
of French novelists, and one whose skill in the manipulation of  

language was long in waiting for • rival among his sweeenawn. 
But with the Bemis' same came the infusion into France of the 
spirit of antiquity, and in Rabelais there was revealed an umber 
of the very highest genius who at once defended the iintegrity of  
French syntax and enriched its vocabulary with an infinite 
multitude of forms. The year i532, in which the firm brie( 
sketch of Garrett's° appeared, was critical in French literature; 
for more than twenty years afterwards the structure of the you 
Pantagruelist romance was still being builded. Meanwhile ia 
5549 had appeared the Defense d illustration de La lanai Ina►  
case of Joachim du Bellay, in which the foundations of the 
learned and brilliant literary criticism of France were firmly hat 
The liberation of the language proceeded simultaneously. in ail 
directions. In 1539 it was officially deemed that as jodinal 
acts were thenceforward to be written in vernacular prose, " ea  
langage maternal fmncais et non autrement." Calvin led the 
theologians, and his precise, transparent and sober prase 
curiously deficient in colour, gave the model to a long line at 
sober rhetoridans. It is in the pages of Calvin that we mss 
for the first time with a simple French prose style, which is 
easily intelligible by the reader of to-day. These is some 
affectation of an ornamented pedantry in St Rumple de Sales. 
some return to the form and spirit of medieval French In Mew 
taigne; so that the prose of these great writers may easily sern 
to us more antiquated than that of Calvin. Yet the I eadaase 
belongs at latest to i56o, and the immortal Emit at sures at 

elio. We arc approaching the moment when there aid be 
nothing left for French prose to learn, and when develepuest 
should merely take forms of personal brilliancy and initiative 
of enterprise on lines already clearly laid down. But we plum 
at Brantdme, in whom the broad practice of French as Raison 
and the medieval chroniclers had used it was combined with eM 
modern passion for minute detail and the close observation d 
the picturesque. Here the habit of memoir-writing in Roo 
prose first becomes a passion. With the beginning of the 17th 
century there sprang up almost an infatuation for making pros 
uniformly dignified and noble, for draping it in edema robes, 
for avoiding all turns of speech which could remind the reader 
of the " barbarous " origins of the language; the earliest emunple 
of this subjection of eloquence to purely adatocratIc forms have 
been traced back to the Servitude wiestaire of Montaipe's 
friend. La Bettie (1530-1563). In the pursuit of this dignity 
of speech the prose writers of the 16th century ventured to 
borrow not words merely but grammatical teens and peculiarities 
of syntax from the ancient literatures of Greece and Raw. 
The genius of France, however, and the necessity of resnainAng 
intelligible checked excess in this tendency, and after a few wild 
experiments the general result was discovered to be the widen* 
of the capacities of the language, but at the temporary expense 
of some of the idiomatic richness of the old Fiends form. In the 
17th century a great stimulus was given to may maw by the 
writers of romances, led by d'Urfe, and by the writers of letters, 
led by Balzac. In the hands of these authors Preach prose toss its 
heaviness and its solemnity; it became an instrument fit to mend 
the sentiments of social life in an elegant balance of pleases; 
here was first discovered what Voltaire calls the worries d 
hartnonie de to prose. French style became capable of mere 
than this, it achieved the noblest and the subtlest euressions 
of human and divine philosophy, when it was used by Desentes 
and by Pascal to interpret their majestic thoughts to the weld 
At this moment of national development, in r637, the Fend 
Academy was founded, for the distinct purpose of pertly*, 
embellishing and enlarging the French language; and in process./ 
time, out of the midst of the academy, and as a primary mut 
of its labours, arose the extremely impatient Reenussques (stivi 
of Vaugelas, a work of grave authority, which was the mint 
elaborate treatise on the science of prose in any know 
Antiquated as the method of Vaugelas now seems, and huh 
regarded in detail by modern writers. it may be said that hh 
famous book is still the basis of all authority ors the subject d 
French prose. In common with his colleagues of the hew, 
Vaugdas strove to lay down laws by which humpy of annum 
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▪ graceful sobriety, lucidity and exactitude of expression, could 
be secured to every practised French writer. He was not 
accepted as an infallible lawgiver. even in his own age; be was 
immediately exposed to the marching criticism of La Moths le 
Vayey, who, however, was radically at one with him regarding 
the basis of his definition. The great demerit of the early 
academicians was that they knew little and cared less about the 
loran of medieval French. They thrust everything aside which 
they regarded as barbarous, and the work of the 19th century 
was to recover from a put behind Rabelais elements of great 
value which the trth had arbitrarily rejected as " incorrect." 
In the succeeding centuries there has been a vast extension of 
the practice of French prose into every conceivable department 
of experience and observation, but in spite of all neologisms, and 
in spite of the waves of preciosity which have periodically swept 
over the French language in the three hundred years which 
divide the age of Somalia from that of Mallarmf, the treatise 
of Vaulter/1s remains the final code in which the laws that govern 
French prose are preserved. 

Italy.—The case of prose In the Italian language has this 
unique feature that, instead of gathering form obscurely and 
slowly, it came into sudden Witmer at the will of one of the 
greatest of writers. Latin had almost universally been used in 
Italy until the close of the ettls century, when Dante created a 
vernacular prose in the non-metrical part of his famous Visa 
Neese, written about s 293. For a long time the prose of Dante 
stood practically alone, and Pctrarch actually affected to despise 
the works which his great predecessor had written in the vulgar 
tongue. But about :348 Boccaccio started the composition of 
his Drcaraerea, which gave elastic form to the prose romance of 
Italy. There had been stories in the vernacular before, and 
Boccaccio himself had written the Filed-qv and the Aekdo, 
but the Decametre* muted the lines upon which easy and graceful 
Italian prase was to move for the future. It should have been 
gently to the advantage of Italy over the other countries of 
Europe, that in the hands of Dante and Dormer io prose was born 
full-grown, and had not to pass through the tedious periods of 
uncertain development which awaited it in England. France and 
Spain. After this brilliant beginning, however, there was a 
decline in the t stb century, the writers of the next age lacking 
Use courage to be independent of antiquity. There was a return 
to Latin phraseology which made many works almost mace-
tunic in character; the famous Hypemeeneeele ul Colonna is 
an instance of this. Something of the purity of Italian prose 
as Boccaccio had left it was recovered by Sannazaro in his 
Arcadia (1489) a pseudo-classical pastoral romance, the form of 
which was widely imitated throughout Europe; even Sannacaro, 
however, did not see how needful it was to cast off Latin construc-
tions. At length a pair of historians, Machiavelli and Guicciar-
dini, succeeded in releasing prose from the yoke of Rome, and 
In writing undiluted Tuscan. In .the tetth century the prose 
writers of Italy became extremely prolific, with Pietro Bembo 
at their head. The novelists were now prominent, but, although 
they take a foremost plate in the history of Italian literature, 
there was little art in their employment of language. Many of 
them were born out of Tuscany, and, like 	 never 
learned the exact rules of pure Italian prose. Shirts the 16th 
century Italian would seem to have undergone no radical 
awes as a language, and its prose has been at ttionary in 
form. At the close of the KO century a new school of writers, 
with Gabricle d'Annunzio at its head, created a den end for a new 
prose, but it is significant that the remedy suggested by these 
innovators was neither more nor less than a return to the proce-
dure of Boccaccio and Machiavelli, who remain the types of 
ease and dignity in Italian prose. 

Ge,ssau.—The earlieit coherent attempts at the creation of 
German prom belong to the age of Charlemagne. and the first 
example usually quoted is the Strassbarter Eidsche*re of air. 
For all literary purposes, however, metrical language was used 
melusively during the mitkihrehiroork period, which lasted 
until the end of the t3th century. Welt little prose there was, 
was limited to jurisprudence and theology. David of Augsburg.  

who died fn tam is named as the earliest preacher in the ver-
nacular, but only one of his sermons has come down to us. 
More important was Berthold " the Sweet " raci-1373), whose 
sermons wore discovered by Neander and published in 1824. 
}Mimics' prose began with the Saxon Chronicle of :s4& There 
was little to record in the next two centuries, until prose was 
revived by Geller ws Raisersburg (t445-tsto) in his sermons. 
About the same time translations were made of the Decemarow 
and of other Italian collections of novels. The development of 
prose in Germany is, however, negligible until we reach the 
Reformation, and it is Luther's Bible (New Testament, Isla), 
on which all classic German prose is based. This movement is 
due to Luther alone, since the other protagonists of reform 
wrote mainly in Latin. Johann Fischart composed important 
secular books In the vernacular, in particular the Bienetikerf, 
(t 579) and an imitation of Gorsanfea (t 575),  which is the earliest 
German novel. But nearly a century pause before we reach 
another prose work of real importance in the German vernacular, 
this being the curious picaresque romance of Siatiikissiimas 
(1669) of Grimmebbausen. But the neglect of prose by the 
German nation was stilt general, and is exemplified in the way by 
which men of the stamp of Leibnitz wrote in Latin and even in 
French, rather than in their own " barbarous " tongue. What 
Luther had done at the beginning of the teth century was, 
however, completed and confirmed in the middle of the iflth by 
Leasing, who must be considered as the creator of modern German 
prose- The critical period in this revival was 1764 to s768, 
which saw the production of Laocaow and the Havapargische 
Dramarwrgk. We pass on presently to Jean Paul Richter, and 
OD to Goethe, in whose majestic hands German prose became the 
organ of thought and eloquence which it has been ever since. 

AUTHORITIES.—John Earle, English Prose (London. 1890)• C. 
Favre de Vaugelas. Remarstres sae la loops" franmire (Pariss;s1= 
Newman .morgues (Par* 1690): T. Mundt. least der 
Prose (Berlin. 1837); J. W. Mackail. Lolls Literature (London. 
1895); James Fiternaurice.kelly, Ilutory of Spaxish Literature 
(London. 18g8); G. Vigf usurp. vinous Prolegomena. (E. G.) 

PROSECUTION. the procedure by which the law is put in 
motion to bring an accused person to trial (see CRIMINAL Law; 
INDICTMENT; SUMMARY JURISDICTION, and TRIAL). In theory 
in the United Ring.dom the king Is in all criminal offences the 
prosecutor, because such offences are said to be against his 
peace, his crown and dignity, but in practice such prosecutions 
are ordinarily undertaken by the individuals who have suffered 
from the crime. This is a different procedure from that pre-
vailing in Scotland, European continental countries and the 
United States, in all of which a public department or officer 
undertakes the prosecution of offences. A step towards public 
prosecution was taken in England by the Prosecution of Offences 
Act 08791, under which an officer called the "Director of 
Public Prosecutions " was appointed; in 1884 the Prosecution of 
Offences Act of that year revoked the appointment made under 
the act of t879, and constituted the solicitor to the Treasury 
Director of Public Prosecutions. The Prosecution of Offences 
Act (19o8) separated the two offices again, making the public 
prosecutor independent of the treasury, but putting him under 
the control of the Home Office. The duty of the public prose-
cutor is to institute, undertake or carry on criminal proceedings 
in any court and to give &dyke and assistance to persons con-
evened in such proceedings. The appointment of such an 
officer, according to the act of toad, does not preclude any person 
from instituting or carrying on criminal proceedings, but the 
public prosecutor may at any stage undertake the conduct of 
these proceedings if he thinks fit (S. 2, par. 3). 

A person to be qualified for the post of public promeutor must be 
a barrister ur solicitor of not less than ten years standing. and ao 
as.si.tant public prosecutor, who may be appointed under the act 
of toot and who is empowered to do any act or thing which the public 
po^ceutre is required or authorised to do. must be a barrister or 
solicitor of not less than seven years' standing. See also Loan 
ADVOCA TIE. 

PROSELYTE (Gr. esearkkeres). strictly one that has. arrived 
(se Lat. arm), a stranger or sojourner, a term now pace 
tindly restricted to converts from one religion to another. It 
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was originally so used of converts to Judaism, but any one 
who sets out to convert others to his own opinions Is said to 
" proselytise." The word is commonly used in the Alexandrian 
Greek translation of the Old Testament (Septuagint) for the 
Hebrew word (go') which is derived from a root (gur) denoting 
to sojourn. The English versions often render the word by 
"stranger;" but though distinguished from the home-born 
'czrah ('-one rising from the soil), the person denominated ger 
became the equal of the native Israelite, and, when the meaning 
of ger passed from a mainly civil to a religious connotation, 
enjoyed many rights. Like the Arabicjar (which is philologically 
cognate to ger), the ger attached himself as a client to an indi-
vidual or as a protected settler to the community. He shared in 
the Sabbath rest (Exod. xx. so ), and was liable to the same duties 
and privileges as Israel (see references in Oxford Gesesios, 
p. i58). The Hebrew word later came to mean what we now 
understand by proselyte, a term which appears in the sense of 
convert to Judaism in the New Testament (Matt. xxiii. IS: 
Acts ii. so). 

The Rabbinic law recognized two classes: (a) the full proselyte, 
the stranger of righteousness (ger sedeq), who was admitted after 
circumcision, baptism and the offering of a sacrifice (after the 
destruction of the Temple the first two ceremonies were alone 
possible); and (b) the limited proselyte, the resident alien (go 
loskab) or proselyte of the gate (ger ha-skiar), who, without 
accepting Judaism, renounced idolatry and accepted Jewish 
jurisdiction, thereby acquiring limited citizenship in Palestine. 
Some authorities think that the " God-fearer " of some of the 
Psalms and of the New Testament were these limited proselytes. 
The Hebrew and Greek terms, however, lost the connotation 
of a change of residence, and both ger and " proselyte " came to 
apply to a convert without regard to his nationality. 
' At various periods there were proselytes to Judaism. The 
Maccabaeans used compulsion in some cases, but Judaism in the 
Diaspora was a missionary religion in the less militant sense. 
Heathens felt in the religion of Israel an escape from their growing 
scepticism, and a solution to the problem of life. Josephus testifies 
that there was much proselytism in Rome (Against Apion, c. 39). 
and several Latin writer confirm this (Cicero, Pro Placa, fl  28; 
Juvenal xiv. 96; cf. Reinach, Theses d'auteurs pea a remain; 
re.latifs as Julianne (r895). The well-known reference in Matt 
xxv. 15 supports the view that proselytes were actively sought by 
the Pharisees, and the famous Didachb was probably is the first 
instance a manual for instructing proselytes in the principles of 
Judaism. There were however, varying opinions as to the value 
to the Jewish body of these accessions. Some rabbis interpreted 
Israel's dispersion as divinely designed for the very purpose of 
proselytizing (Pesakins 876.). In the Diaspora admission of con-
verts may have been made easy, circumcision being sometimes 
omitted, but the conditions became gradually more severe, until 
they reached their present form. It is thought that the Hadrianic 
persecution led to this change. The Jews seem to have suffered 
during the war from the treachery of half-hearted friends. Again, 
many who had become converts to Judaism afterwards joined the 
new Christian communities. Moreover, in the middle ages, it was 
not lawful for the Jews to admit proselytes. Various church 
councils prohibited it. and the Code of Alfonso X. (5261) made 
convenient to the synagogue a capital crime. (In 1222 a Christian 
deacon was executed at Oxford for his apostasy to Judaism : Matthew 
Pads, ed. Luard, iii. 71.) Again, the pragmatic theory of Judaism, 
enunciated in Talmudic times, and raised almost to the dignity of a 
dogma by Maimonides (On Repentance, iii. 5. dc.), was that Judaism 
was not necessary for salvation, for " the pious of all nations have a 
share in the world to come' (TesspIrks, Sarah. xiii. 2). If to these 
causes be added a certain exclusiveness, which refused to meet a 
would-be convert more than half-way, we find no difficulty in 
accounting for the reluctance which the medieval and modern syn-
agogue has felt on the subject. Yet willing proselytes to Judaism 
are still freely received, provided that their bona fides are proven. 
In some reformed congregations in America proselytes are admitted 
without circumcision, and a similar policy is proposed (not yet 
adopted) by the Jewish. Religious Union in London, though the 
male children of proselytes are to be required to undergo the rite. 
In £896 the central conference of American Rabbis formulated as 
a proselyte Confession of faith these five principles: (1) God the 
Only One; (2) Man His Image; (3) Immortality of the Soul; (4) 
Retribution: and (5) Israel's Mission. Most cases of conversion to 
Judaism at the present time are for purposes of marriage, and 
female proselytes are more numerous than male. Female proselytes 
are admitted after the total immersion in a ritual bath, though in 
some- R,elonned congregations this rite is omitted. Proselytes are 

still not allowed, In Cathodal their, to bloom the who; el sepoholl 
descendants of the priestly families, but otberwiae marriage with 
proselytes is altogether equal to marriage between born Jews. 

See Scharer, Gesaliade des jadischen Yaks, ed. 3, ui. 5en-535,, 
Bertholet, Die Swilling der /treelike end Ser Jades so des Freseetem, 
179-349; articles in Elio. Bib., Hastings's Did. Bib. and the lessolsib 
Eery. For the Jewish law of the admission of peuselytee see 
Shel3an 'Area, Yore Dealt, $ 268. A -) 

PROSERPINE (Preserliso),the Latin form of Peeseplicae,* see 
Greek goddess, daughter of Zeus and the earth-goddess Demeter. 
In Greek mythology Demeter and Proompine were closely 
associated, being known together as the two goddesses, the 
venerable or august goddesses, sometimes as the great goddesses. 
Proserpine herself was commonly known as the daughter (Core), 
sometimes as the first-born. As she was gathering Bowers with 
her playmates in a meadow, the earth opened and Pluto, god 
of the dead, appeared and carried her off to be his queen in the 
world below! This legend was localized in various places, as 
at Mauls, Lerna, and" that fair field of Enna "in Sicily. Torch 
in hand, her sorrowing mother sought her through the vide 
world, and finding her not she forbade the earth to put forth its 
increase. So all that year not a blade of men grew on the earth, 
and men would have died of hunger if Zeus had not persuaded 
Pluto to let Proserpine go. But before be let her go Pluto made 
her eat the seed of a pomegranate, and thus she could net stay 
away from hint for ever! So it was arranged that she should 
spend two-thirds (according to later authors, too-hale of ewer] , 

 year with heemother and the heavenly gods, and should pass the 
rest of the year with Plato beneath the earth! There can be 
little doubt that this is a mythological expression for the growth 
of vegetation in spring and its disappeueuee In aut umn. Aces /. 
ing to Theopompus there was a Western people who actual, 
called the spring Proserpine. As wife of Pluto, desert spectres, 
ruled the ghosts, and carried into effect the curses of men. The 
lake of Avernus, as an entrance to the infernal regions, was 
sacred to her. From the head of a dying person Proseepine 
was supposed to cut a lock of hair which bad been kept sacred 
and unshorn through life! She was sometimes identified with 
Hecate. On the other hand in her character of goddess of the 
spring she was honoured with flower-festivals in Sicily and at 
Hipponium in Italy. Sicily was•a favourite haunt of the two 

Some, however, regard Proserpina as a native Latin form. not 
borrowed from the Greek. and connected with proserpere, aseaniag 
the goddess who aided the germination of the seed. 
▪The story is reminiscent of the old form of marriage by capture. 
▪The Idea that persons who have made their way to the abode of 

the dead can return to the upper world if they have not tasted the 
food of the dead appears elsewhere, as in New Zealand (R. Taylor, 
New Z Ikued, pp. 233, 275). 

Hymn to Demeter; Ovid, FILM, iv. 4:9; Mesas w- 385- 
Ars., iv. 698 seq. It appears to have been a Greek enema to 

cut a lock of hair from a dead man's head. and hang it outside of the 
house door, in token that there was a corpse in the house. At lean 
this seems a fair inference from Eudp. Ak.. 75, 76, tot-to{ The 
lock so cut may have been that which was kept sacred to the gods 
and unshorn (Etym. Mag., s.v. annextsialen). For examples of 
hair dedicated to gods, see IL iota tat seq.: Nut, The,. 5; Paus. 
viii. 2o, 3. In Tibet a lama (priest) is called its to cut off some 
hairs from the head of a dying person, in order that his soul may 
escape through the top of his head, which is deemed an snsential 
condition of a good transmigration (Horace de la Penns, in Bogle 
and Manning's Travels is Tibet. ed. C. R. Markham 1876). We can 
hardly doubt that the intention of the Graeco-Roman custom was 
similar. In modern Greece the god of death, CLAMS. is supposed 
to draw the soul out of the body, and if a man resists the Aracho. 
bites believe that Chards slits open his breast (B. Schmidt, Mks. 
Wen der Neugrieeken, 1871, p. 228). There are other instants-a of 
ire ;dons made in the body of a dying person to allow his soul to 
est a pe (cf. A. Bastian, Der Maud in der &laic/de, 186o. ii. 342). The 
cu , tom probably dates from the times when death in tattle ass the 
us,a1 death. In the legend of Nisus and Scylla there is a trace of 
th,  custom which was still observed in classical times in the sacrifice 
of a nimals. The practice of cutting off the hair of the dead prevailed 
in India, though It does not appear in the Vedas (Monier-William,. 
Religious Thought and Life in p. 281). We are re/Medal cal 
the practice of the Pawnees and other North-American Indians, 
who shaved the head with the exception of one lock (the scalp-lock), 
which was removed by a victorious enemy (Catlin. North Aweless 
ladiaes. it. 24). The Sandwich Islanders also cut a lock Isom a 
slain foe (W. Ellis. Paytaation Researches, ,834, iv. t59).. 
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gosIdesess, sad midget Kidlike earned that the whole Island 
was mend to thins. The Sicilians deinsed to be the first on 
whom Demeter had bestowed the gift of corn, and hence they 
honoured the two goddesses with many festivals. They 
celebrated the feistiest of Demeter when the corn began to shoot, 
and the descant of Proserpina when it was ripe. At Cyan, • 
neaten near Syracuse which Pluto made to spring up when he 
curried off his bride, the Syrocusens held an annual festival in 
the course of which bulls were sacrificed by being drowned in 
the water. At Cydeus also, in Asia Minor, bulls were sacrificed 
to Presentee. Demeter and Proserpine were worshipped to-
gether by the Athenians at the greater and km Eleusinian 
festivals, held in autumn and spring respectively. In the 
Eleusinian mysteries Proserpine no doubt played an important 
part. One Greek writer, Achanachus, identified Proserpine 
with the Egyptian Isle ,  At Rome Proserpina was associated 
with Ceres (the Roman representative of Demeter) in the festival 
of the Cerealla (April is to 19), she was represented an the wife 
of Dis Pater (the Roman Pluto), and was sometimes identified 
with the native Latin goddess Liberec. The pomegranate was 
Preserpine's symbol, and the pigeon and cock were sacred to her. 
Her votaries abstained from the flesh of domestic fowls, fish, 
beans, pomegranates and apples. In works of art she appears 
with a cornucopia or with ears of corn and a cock. ,  The regular 
form of her mime hi Greek was Persephone, but various other 
forms occur Phenephone, Persephasse, Phersephassa, Pha
phatta, &c., to explain which different etymologies were in-
vented. Coeresponding to Proserpine as goddess of the dead 
is the old None goddess Rai ((bible Hells), whom Sem Gram-
teatime cells Proserpine. 

See L Puller, Demeter end Persephone (11137k R. Fanner. Dee 
Rash end die Reekkelee der Pero or

s . 
(1874); 

•
Zimmermann. Da 

ra Preurptese rapes et radar OM: J. Ovsrbeck. " Demeter and 
Iron" in GrseeUsche Ellealli (tW). U. G. FiLl X.) 

PROSJCVROV, or Ptoszeitov, a town of Russia, in the govern-
ment of Podolia, situated oa the railway from Odessa to Lem-
berg, 6o m. N.W. of Ztunerinke junction. Pop. (1897), mews, 
more than one-half being Jews. It is poorly built, mostly of 
wood, on • low marshy pole surrounded by hills, at the conflu-
ence of the Ploskays with the Bug. Its old castle has been 
destroyed, the site being occupied by a Roman Catholic church. 
The Orthodox Greek cathedral ( ► 839) contains • very ancient 
and highly venerated image of the Virgin. The manufactures 
iodate otl-works and potteries; the Jewish merchants carry on 
an active export trade In corn and sugar, while the imports 
consist of salt and manufactured wens. Agricultwe and 
market-gardening are the chief occupations of the Little-Russian 
isliebitants. 

PROSODY (Gr. epoegiird, the art of versification (see 
Visas), including as its three divisions accent, breathing and 
quantity. Prosody is the mode is which the discipline is deter-
mined by which successive syllables are so arranged as to form 
verse. The Latin name for it was acestbss. 

PROSPECTUS (Lat. for view, look-out, prospect, from 
'raspiest', to look forward), a written or misted preliminary 
announeessent of some undertaking, giving the scheme or plan, 
the principal features, &e. In law, the term is specifically 
applied to the invitation issued to the public by a company to 
submit* for shuts in the enterpdse ix which the company is 
formed (see Conserv). 

PROSPER Of MIIIITAINI‘ or Pavane Trio (c. 30o-e. 465), 
Christian writer sad disciple of St Augustine, was a native of 
Malaise. and seems to have been educated at Marseilles. 
In 431 he appealed in Rome to interview Pope Celestine regard-
lag the teachings of St Augustine and then all .traces of him 
are lost until 44o, the first year of the pontificate of Leo I., who 
had hem is Gaul and thus probably had stet Prosper. In any 
ease Prosper was soon in Roms, attached to  the pope  in sense 
secretarial or notarial espedty. Gammas (DS swift. sect. 

►  Others regarded her an orient ap  . _.moni-gWdesa 
'As the wile of Hades she was 	 with the insigne of 

royalty and • lath. 

mentions a rumour that Prosper dictated the fameus ktters of 
Leo L against Eutyches. The date of his death is not known, 
but his chronicle goes as far as 455, and the fact that Ammianus 
liarcellbtus mentions him under the year 463 seems to indicate 
that his death was shortly after that date. Prosper was a lay-
man, but he threw himself with ardour into the religious con-
troversies of his day, defending . Augustine and propagating 
orthodoxy. The Pengians were attacked in a glowing polemical 
poem Of about woo lines, 4 dowses ingrain, written about 43o. 
The theme, dogma pod. . . Nailer* somni1 agate Newsom 
Delftware, is relieved by a treatment not lacking in liveliness 
and in classical measures. After Augustine's death, he wrote 
three series of Augustinian defences, especially against Vincent 
of Lerins (Pre Augustine* respessitntes). His chief work was 
against Cassian's Coliatio, his De pada del rt Mime orbited° (432). 
He also induced Pope Celestine to publish an Epistola ad epis-
copal? Gallorson against Cessna. He had earlier opened a 
correspondence with Augustine, along with his friends Tyro and 
}Marius, and although he did not meet him personally his 
enthusiasm for the great theologian led him to make an abridg-
ment of his commentary on the Psalms, as well as a collection 
of sentences from his works—probably the first dogmatic corn-
piktion of that class in which Peter Lombard's Libra soden-
Hanna is the beet-known example. He also put into elegiac 
metre, in rat epigrams, some of Augustine's theological dicta. 

Par more important hinorically than these is Prosper's 
Enfrosse chromium. It is a careless compilation from St Jerome 
in the earlier part, and from other writers in the later, but the 
leek of other sources makes it very valuable for the period from 
• to 455, which Is drawn from Prosper's personal experience. 
There were five different editions, the last of them dating from 
455, after the death of Valentinian. For a long time the 
Ckronicon imperial was also attributed to Prosper Tim, but 
without the slightest justification. It is entirely independent of 
the real Prosper, and in parts even shows Pelagian -  tendencies 
and sympathies. 

The armless has been edited by T. Mosnceses in the areal. 
P111Seril of the Moemoteesee Covveatstee hutoeica O&M. The com-
plete works are in ?dives Patrologia lu1 r,. Tome 51. See L. 
Valentine, Si. Prosper d' Ageaatee (Paris. vino), where a complete 
list of previous writings on Prosper is to be found; also A. Pott ham. 
131bile Meterial (1896). 

PROMINITZ (Czech Prostifon), a town of Austria, in Moravia, 
so m. N.E. of Brum by rail. Pop. (Noel, 240234,  mostly 
Czech. It is situated in the fertile plain of the Hanna, and is the 
principal commercial centre for the sale of as various produce 
of the region. It has important textile, malt and sugar indus-
tries, &Ming, brewing and milling, manufactures of agricultural 
implement. and lucifer matches. Prossnitz is a town of ancient 
origin, and in the 16th century was one of the chief seats of the 
Moravian Brethren. 

PROSTITUTION (from Lat: prosiiinere, to expose publicly), a 
word which may best be defined as promiscuous unchastity for 
gain. In German law it is described as Gewensiregnige Unswits. 
It has always been distinguished in law and custom from concu-
binage, which is an inferior state of marriage, and from adultery 
and other Irregular sexual relations, in which the motive is 
passion. Prostitution has existed in all civilized countries from 
the earliest times, and has always been subject to regulation 
by law or by custom. In Christian countries attempts have 
repeatedly hem made to supprem it, but without success. Its 
ultimate basis lies in the two most elementary attributes of 
living things, namely, the will to live and the instinct of repro-
duction. The one represents the interest of the individual, 
the other that of the race; and the essential character of prostitu-
tion is that It utilises the latter to satisfy the former, whereas 
in true sexual passion, as Schopenhauer has pointed out, the 
advantage of the individual is subordinated to the needs of the 
race. In practical language, prostitution offers, through abuse 
of the sexual instinct, a means of livelihood which s certain 
proportion of women prefer to other means. It is often assumed 
by philanthropic natesibill that no *dm mains are open to 
them net may be so is cuss is which deception or constant 
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has been used, and adverse circumstances—such as lack of 
friends and a harsh social code—close the door to other occupa-
tions; but to suppose that such cases account for prostitution is 
to misapprehend the problem. The detailed investigations of 
various observers and the experience of rescue societies prove 
that the great majority of prostitutes prefer that means of liveli-
hood to others entailing regular work, discipline and self-control. 
When they really cease to prefer the life, they leave it volun-
tarily.' Otherwise there is extreme difficulty in reclaiming 
even the few who will consent to try, and permanent success is 
only attained with a small proportion of them. The earliest 
attempt at reclamation met with the same result. It was 
carried out by the Roman empress Theodora, wife of Justinian, 
herself a prostitute in early life. She established a home for 
Soo women on the Bosporus, but after a time they could not bear 
the restraint; some threw themselves into the sea, and eventually 
the scheme was abandoned. The preference is due to several 
causes, of which indolence is the chief. Prostitutes are drawn 
mainly from the lower classes; the life offers them an escape 
from the toil which would otherwise be their lot. Women who 
present themselves to the police for inscription on the continent 
of Europe frequently give as their reason for embracing the life, 
that they do not intend to work any more. Other causes are 
love of excitement and dislike of restraint. The same qualities 
make the criminal and the wastrel. In addition, a large propor-
tion have the sexual appetite developed in an abnormal degree. 
Of 3505 women interrogated by M. Buis in Brussels, 1118 
admitted is pont pour Phomote. The foregoing are primary 
causes. External conditions which foster any of these tenden-
des, or destroy the self-respect and sense of modesty which arc 
their natural antidotes, are secondary causes of prostitution. 
The more important are: (I) difficulty of finding employment; 
(a) excessively laborious and ill-paid work; (3) harsh treat-
ment of girls at home; (4) promiscuous and indecent mode of 
living among the overcrowded poor; (5) the aggregation of 
people together in large communities and factories, whereby the 
young are brought into constant contact with demoralized 
companions; (6) the example of luxury, self-indulgence and 
loose manners set by the wealthier classes; (7) demoralizing 
literature and amusements; (8) the arts of profligate men and 
their agents. Alcohol is often an aid to prostitution, but 
it can hardly be called a cause, for the practice flourishes even 
more in the most abstemious than in the most drunken countries. 
These observations apply to the West. In Oriental countries 
girls are commonly born into or brought up to the trade, and in 
that case have no choice. 

Among the ancient nations of the East, with the exception 
of the Jews, prostitution appears to have been connected with 

religious worship, and to have been not merely 
rthrei7. tolerated but encouraged. From the Mosaic ordi-
nances and the narrative of the Old Testament it is dear that 
the separation of the Jews as the chosen people, and the main-
tenance of their faith, were always felt by Moses and by the later 
prophets to be chiefly endangered by the vicious attractions of 
the religious rites practised around them. The code of sexual 
morality laid down in the Book of Leviticus is prefaced by the 
injunction not to do after the doings of the land of Egypt, nor 
after the doings of thelandof Canaan, where all the abominations 
forbidden to the Jews were practised; and whenever the Israelites 
lapsed from their faith and " went a-whoring after strange gods," 
the transgression was always associated with licentious conduct. 
In Egypt, Phoenicia, Assyria, Chaldea, Canaan and Persia, the 
worship of Isis, Moloch, Baal, Astarte, Mylitta and other deities 
consisted of the most extravagant sensual orgies, and the temples 
were merely centres of vice. In Babylon some degree of prosti-
tution appears to have been even compulsory and imposed upon 
all women in honour of the goddess Mylitta. In India the 
ancient connexion between religion and prostitution still sur-

f The number of those who do so is considerable. In Copenhagen. 
from NW to Ogg, 33• of the registered prostitutes were removed 
from the register by marriage and by returning to their friends. 
Many worn= resort to prostitution occasimally in alternation with 
work.  

vives; but that la not the case in C.Idaa, a meet licentieneeenntelbrie 
and, considering the antiquity of its civilisation, and its coonen-
vatism, we may perhaps conclude that it fanned an complies 
in this respect among the ancient nations. Among the Jens. 
who stood apart from the surrounding peoples, the object of 
the Mosaic law was clearly to preserve the purity of the men 
and the religion. Prostitution In itself was not forbidden, but 
it was to be confined to foreign women. Jewish Lathers were 
forbidden to turn their daughters into prostitutes (Lev. nix. au ). 
and the daughters of Israel were forbidden to become prostitutes 
(Dent. mitt x7), but no penalty was attached to disobedience, 
except in the case of a priest's daughter, who was to be berets 
(Lev. rd. co). This distinction is significant of the attitude or 
Moses, because the heathen " priestesses ' were nothing btu 
prostitutes. Similarly, he forbade groves, a common adjunct 
of heathen temples and a convenient cover for debauchery. 
Again, his purpose is shown by the severe penalties imposed 
on adultery (death) and on unchastity in a betrothed dazed 
(death by stoning), as contrasted with the mild prohaiitioo of 
prostitution. So long as it did not touch the race or the /ermine. 
he tolerated it; and even this degree of disapproval was re 
maintained, for Jephthah was the son of a harlot' (Judy,. xi 1). 
There is abundant evidence in the Old Testament that prostitu-
tion prevailed extensively in Palestine, even in the earlier and 
more puritan days. The women were forbidden Jerusalem sad 
places of worship; they infested the waysides, and there is soar 
evidence of a distinctive dress or bearing, which was a traded 
feature of the trade among the Greeks and Romans. In the 
later period of aggrandisement that increase of licentious 
indulgence which Moses had foreseen took place, associated with 
infidelity. The people plunged into debauchery, the invariable 
sign of national decadence, which has always accompanied 
over-prosperity and security, and has always heralded national 
destruction. Before leaving the Jews, It may be noted as as 
interesting fact that the remarkable series of ordinances hid 
down by Moses in the interest of public health contains Wank" 
takable recognition of venereal disease and its contagious 
character (Lev. xv.). 

Passing on to the ancient Greeks, we find prostitution treated 
at Athens on a new principle. The regulations of Solon were 
designed to preserve public order and decency. He established 
houses of prostitution (dieteria), which were a state monopoly 
and confined to certain quarters. The dietaiadm were forbidden 
the superior parts of the town, and were placed under various 
disabilities. They were compelled to wear a distinctive dress, 
and, so far from being connected with religion, they were not 
allowed to take part in religious services. These laws do not 
seem to have been carried out at all effectually, and were 

■ Neither " harlot " nor " whore is the Anglo-Sason for a proigi-
tine, for which the word is ntatestre (90 in Mau. :xi. 31). " Whore" 
came into English from Scandinavia's sources. It was not spelled 
with the initial w till the beginning of the tads century. The earlier 
forms are hors or home. The word appears in many Teutonic tiOi• 
gunge', Dan. hoer. Swed. kora, Du. hoer, Ger. Hare. The ultimate 
origin has been taken to be the root meaning " to love." seen in 
Lat. carry, dear. In its earliest usages the word means " adulates " 
or " adulteress." It is frequent in the early version the Billie 
in the sense of prostitute. " Harlot,' possibly, as the Non Enema 
Dictionary points out, as a less offensive weed, is frequent in nith-
century versions. 

The word " harlot " first appears without Its present application 
and usually of men, in the sense of rogue, vagabond, sensetiens 
even with no evil significance at all. math as we me  fetter." 
Thus in the prologue to the Canterbury Take. 647, where the 
" Somonour " is called a " gentfi harlot and a Wade:" The word 
came from Fr. allot, masculine, arlotte, feminine. Du tinge (Claw 
ries) defines med. Lat. aloha, as Benno. mend Join % and OM 
the Fr. arlot as anequivalent.

el 4483 
with the amain hoe inao,fralve. 

coculat
ords. The Catcon auicum 	) defind " 	as 

jor, jorelatrix, histrie, histrix, connecting the word
barlott 

 with the 
wandering players, actors jugglers, of the day. Tin tables 
origin of the Romanic word is unknown. Skeet cameos it with be 
Teutonic weed, which appears in Ger. kat. Eng. "eh which 
means " man " fellow. Like " bigot " (qm), the word has hem 
fancifully derived from the name of a 	via. Arles or Mous, 
doe mother of William the Cooqueror 	Lantherde. Ithi6-1404 
Perambulation of Zan. pub. 1576). 
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presently relaxed. After the Persian wars more stringent 
regulations were again introduced. The dideriedes were placed 
under police control, and were liable to prosecution for various 
offences, such as ruining youths, committing sacrilege and treason 
against the state. It is dear, however, that as time went on 
the Athenian authorities experienced the difficulties encountered 
by modern administrations In carrying out state regulation. 
-There were grades of prostitution, socially though not legally 
recognized, and women of a superior order were too powerful 
for the law. which failed to maintain the ban against them. The 
Creek haaaae, who were prostitutes, not " mistresses," and 
the most gifted and brilliant members of their dam known to 
history, wielded great and open influence. The test case of 
Phryne, in which the stern attitude previously maintained by 
the Areopagus broke down, established their triumph over the 
law, deprived virtuous women of their' sole advantage, and 
opened the door to general laxity. In later times any one could 
set up a die-talon on payment of the tax. In other Greek cities 
extreme licence prevailed. At Corinth, which was famous for 
sensual practices, a temple, with a huge staff of common prosti-
tutes for attendants, was established in honour of Aphrodite 
and for the accommodation of the sailors frequenting the port. 
The worship of this goddess became generally debased into an 
excuse for sexual escessea. 

The Romans united the Jewish pride of race with the Greek 
regard for public decency, and in addition upheld a standard of 
austerity all their own. In early days female virtue was highly 
honoured and strenuously maintained among them, of which 
the institution of the vestal virgins was a visible sign. Their 
attitude towards prostitution differed, accordingly, from that 
of other ancient nations. Among them, alone, it was considered 
disgraceful to a man to frequent the company of prostitutes; 
and this traditional standard of social conduct, which markedly 
distinguished them from the GreCks, retained sufficient force 
down to the later days of the Republic to furnish Cicero with • 
weapon of rhetorical attack against his political opponents, 
whom be denounced as xertakwes. Prostitution was more 
severely regulated by them than by any other ancient race. 
They introduced the system of police registration, which is the 
leading feature of administration in mast European countries 
to-day. From the earliest days of the Republic prostitutes 
were required to register at the sediles' office, where licences 
were issued to them on payment of a tar. They were placed 
under stringent control, had to wear a distinctive dress, dye their 
bale or wear yellow wigs, and were subject to various civil 
disablikles; but the severest feature of the system was that, 
once registered, their names were never erased, and consequently 
remained for ever under an indelible stain. As in our times, 
registration became ineffective, and neither law nor tradition 
could check the demoralizing influence of ease and luxury when 
once external conquest left the Romans free to devote their 
energies to the pursuit of pleasure. An attempt was made, by 
the enactment of severer laws against prostitution, to stem the 
rising tide of immorality, which threatened to taint the best 
blood in Rome with the basest elements in the later days of the 
Republic. Citizens were prohibited from marrying the descend- 
ants or relatives of prostitutes, daughters of equestrians were 
forbidden to become prostitutes, and married women who did 
so were liable to penalties. More stringent regulations were also 
imposed on prostitutes themselves, in addition to the old 
disabilities and police system. which remained in force. If 
these laws had any effect at all, it was to promote the general 
prevalence of immorality; they certainly did not diminish 
ptostitution. The profligacy of imperial Rome has never been 
summed for gross and obscene sensuality. 

The greatest change introduced by Christianity with regard 
to prostitution was the adoption of a more charitable attitude 
Pleads these social and legal outcasts. The Roman state 
tax, which had descended to the emperors and had been further 
regulated ander Caligula, was partly given up in the 4th century 
by Theodosius, an the representations of Florentlas, a wealthy 
patrician. who (fined to make good the loss el resume sat of his 

own pocket. It was fully and finally abolished by Anastasio, L 
in the next century, and the old registers were destroyed. 
Then some of the civil disabilities of prostitutes were removed by 
Justinian in the 6th century. Gibbon, who never gave credit 
for a good motive when a base one could be found, attributes 
Justinian's action solely to his desire to marry Theodora, whose 
life had been notorious; and no doubt she influenced him in the 
matter, but it is permissible to assume a good motive. Even 
Gibbon is constrained to admit her virtue after marriage, and 
to give her credit for " the most benevolent institution " of 
Justinian's reign, the rescue borne for fallen women in Coe-
stantinople, which was at any rate disinterested. Though it 
did not succeed, it marks a turning-point in the treatment of a 
class which had never met with public sympathy before. At 
the same time procuration and connivance were severely 
punished, which is in keeping with the Christian attitude. 
The early Christian Church laid great stress on chastity, which 
probably suggested to its Roman persecutors the horrible 
punishment of forcibly prostituting Christian maidens. Such 
malignity enhanced the glory of martyrdom without shaking 
the constancy of its victims; and the triumph of purity in an age 
of unbounded licence was conspicuously recognized by Marie, 
the Gothic conqueror, who gave strict orders in the sack of Rome 
that the virtue of Christian women was to be respected. The 
church. however, was not severe upon prostitutes, to whom the 
altar was open upon repentance, and some of the fathers ex-
',Hefty recognized their trade as a necessary evil. Among them, 
was St Augustipe, a man of the world, who saw that its supl 
pression would stimulate more destructive forms of immorality. 
Gradually charity degenerated into patronage. Rome, con-
quered spiritually by Christianity and materially by the northern 
barbarians, sapped the virtue of both. Before the middle 
ages the institutions and ministers of the Church became a 
by-word for vice. Charlemagne made an effort to suppress the 
prevailing disorder, but his private life was licentious, and his 
capitularies, which ordained the scourging of prostitutes and 
panders, were not inspired by any regard for morality. A period 
of reform followed. The rise of chivalry, with its lofty idealiza-
tion of women, and the wave of Christian fervour connected 
with the Crusades, inspired a vigorous and high-minded cam-
paign against an all-prevalent evil. The Church became ex-
ceedingly active in prevention and rescue work, and was assisted 
by a devout and zealous laity. Rescue missions were organised, 
convents were founded everywhere foe the reception of penitents, 
and dowries were subscribed to procure them husbands. Folks 
de Neuilly was a conspicuous figure in this work. He held Ws-
sions, preached, and collected large sauna for marriage dowries. 
Pope Innocent ill. (1198—tri6) pronounced it a praluworthy 
act to marry a prostitute; and Gregory IX., a few years later, 
wrote to Germany that brothel-keepers were not to prevent 
proititutes from attending missions, and that clergy and laity 
who drew profit from prostitution were banned. " Urge bache-
lors." he wrote, " to marry repentant girls, or educe the latter 
to enter the cloister." In spite of such efforts, and of occasional 
spasms of severity by individual rulers, prostitution flourished 
everywhere throughout the middle ages. It was not merely 
tolerated, but Seemed and regulated by law. In London there 
was a new of " bordello " (brothels) or " stews " in the Borough 
near London Bridge. They were originally licensed by the 
bishops of Wmchester, according to John Noorthouck, and 
subsequently sanctioned by parliament. Stow quotes the regu-
lations enacted in the year si6i, during the reign of Henry IL 
These were rather protective than repressive, as they 
settled the rent which women had to pay far the rooms, and 
forbade their compulsory detention. The act was afterwards 
confirmed in the reigns of Edward III. and Richard U. In 
1383 the bestial' belonged to William Walworth, lord mayor 
of London. who farmed them out, probably on behalf of the 
Corporation. according to analogy in other pasts of Eusepa 
They were closed in 1m6, but reopened until :546, when they 
were abolished by Henry VIII. In London we get the eadiena 
known regulate,* directed what the spread of wsssasV 
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diseam. The act of net forbade the bordelkeepers to have 
women suffering from the "perilous infirmity of burning "; and 
by an order of 1430 they were forbidden to admit men suffering 
from an iisfirmilas nefanda. Probably it was by virtue of this 
order that in 1439 two keepers were condemned to eleven days' 
imprisonment and banishment from the city. In 1473, Mein, 
it is recorded that bawds and strumpets wets severely handled 
by Lord Mayor Hampton. 

Elsewhere in Europe much the same state of things prevailed 
during the same period. Prostitution was both protected and 
regulated, and in many places it constituted a source of public 
revenue. In France prostitutes were distinguished by a badge, 
and forbidden to wear jewels and fine stuffs and to frequent 
certain parts of the town. Public brothels on a large scale were 
established at Toulouse, Avignon and Montpellier. At Toulouse 
the profits were shared between the city and the university; 
at Montpellier and Avignon the trade was a municipal monopoly, 
and farmed out to individuals; at Avignon, where the estab-
lishment was kept up during the whole period of the popes' 
residence, the inmates were subjected to a weekly examination. 
In ,254 Louis IX. issued an edict exiling prostitutes and brothel-
keepers; but it was repealed two years later, though in this and 
the succeeding century procuration was punished with extreme 
severity. In some parts of France prostitutes paid a tax to the 
seigneur. In Germany, according to Fiducin, the public pro-
tection of Lust-Dimes was a regular thing in all the large towns 
during the middle ages. " Frauenbauser," similar to those 
in London and in France, existed in many places. They are 
mentioned in Hamburg in 1292; and from later records it appears 
that they were built by the corporation, which farmed them. 
So also in Ulm, where special regulations were issued in 145o. 
We find them existing at Regensburg in z3o6, at airich in 1314, 
et Basel in 1356 and Vienna in 2384 According to Henne-am-
RilYn, admission to these houses was forbidden to married men, 
clergy and Jews, and on Sundays and saints' days they were 
closed. The laws of the emperor Frederick II. in the 15th 
century contain some curious provisions. Any one convicted 
of a criminal assault on a prostitute against her will was liable to 
be beheaded; if she made a false accusation she was subject to 
the same penalty. Any one not going to the assistance of a 
woman calling for help was liable to a heavy fine. In these 
ordinances the influence of chivalry may be detected. At the 
same time prostitutes were forbidden to live among respectable 
women or go to the baths with them. Hospitality to important 
guests included placing the public Fmuenhauser at their dis-
posal, So King (afterwards Emperor) Sigismund was treated 
at Bern in 1414 and at Ulm in 1434, so much to his satisfaction 
that he publicly complimented his hosts on it. Besides the 
municipal Fmueribluser, there were " Winkelhiuser," which 
were regarded as irregular competitors. In 1492 the licensed 
women of Nuremberg complained to the mayor of this unfair 
competition, and in Egli they received his permission to storm 
the obnoxious Winkelhaus, which they actually did. In Italy 
and Spain the system appears to have been very much the same. 
At Bologna prostitutes had to wear a distinctive dress, in Venice 
they were forbidden to frequent the wine•shop, and in Ravenna 
they were compelled to leave a neighbourhood on the complaint 
of other residents. At Naples a court of prostitutes was 
established, having jurisdiction over everything connected with 
prostitution. It led to great abuses, was reformed in 1580, and 
abolished about a century later. 

Such was the state of things in the middle ages. In the 15th 
end 16th centuries a great change took place. It was due to 
two very different causes; (i) fear of disease; (2) the Reformation. 
With regard to the first, there can be little doubt that both the 
aNghter and graver forms of venereal disease existed in very 
remote times, but until the 15th century they attracted com-
paratively little attention. The constitutional character of 
syphilis was certainly not understood—which is by no means 
surprising, since its pathology has only recently been eluddated 
We Venues:. DinAges)—but one would still hare expected 
to fad more notice taken of it by hiatedca• motel and medical  

writers In classical and wawa time. Nor is ft Weals to 
explain their reticence by prudery, in view of the unbounded 
literary licence permitted in those ages. One can only conclude 
that the evil was less widely spread or less virulent than It after. 
wards became. At the end of the rsth century it attracted so 
much notice that It was supposed to have originated then de 
sore, or to have been brought from the West Indies by Columbus 
—both untenable hypotheses; and, as usual, each country 
accused some other of bringing the contagion within its borders. 
To speculate on the cause of this increased prevalence would 
be idle; it is enough to note the fact and its consequences. It 
was immediately followed by the Reformation, and the two 
together led to a general campaign against the system of licensed 
prostitution. The last Frauenhaus was closed in Ulm in rep, 
in Basel in 1534 and in Nuremberg in :562. In London, as 
already noted, the bordells were abolished in 1546. In Paris 
an ordinance was issued in :56o prohibiting these establish-
ments, and later all prostitutes were required to leave the city 
within twenty-four hours. These instances will suffice to show 
the general character of the movement. Nor were municipal 
brothels ever tolemted again. It is observed by Henne-am-Rhyn 
—no friend of toleration—that their suppression was followed by 
the appearance of the crime of infanticide, by the establishment 
of hospitals for foundlings and for syphilis. This suggests an 
indictment against humanity which is hardly justified by the 
facts. Infanticide was no new thing, and foundling hospitals 
date from the beginning of the 13th century. Their marked 
increase and the establishment of syphilitic hospitals came a 
century later than the Reformation campaign against the 
Fmuenbauser. The suppression of the latter did not affect the 
prevalence of prostitution. In the 17th century another spasm 
of severity occurred. In 2635 an edict was issued in Paris con-
demning men concerned in the traffic to the galleys for life; 
women and girls to be whipped, shaved and banished for life, 
without formal trial. These ordinances were modified by Louis 
XIV. in 1684. The Puritan enactments In England were equally 
savage. Fornication was punhealde by three months' imprison-
ment, followed by bail for good behaviour. Bawds were con-
demned to be whipped, pilloried, branded and imprisoned 
for three years; the punishment for a second offence was death. 
In Hamburg all brothels were pulled down and the women ex. 
palled from the town. If these measures had any effect, It was 
speedily lost in a greater reaction; but they have some historical 
interest, as the present system was gradually evolved from them. 

It would be tedious and unprofitable to follow all the steps, 
the shifts and turns of policy, adopted in different countries 
during the :8th century for the suppression or control of an 
incurable evil. They Involve no new principle, and merely 
represent phases in the evolution of the more settled and more 
systematic procedure in forte at the present time. Its chief 
feature, as compared with the past, Is the establishment of an 
organized police force, to which the control of prostitution is 
entrusted, cross 0,W with a general determination to put the sub-
ject out of sigk and ignore it as far as possible. The procedure 
on the continent of Europe is virtually a return to the old Roman 
system of registration and supervision, except that there is no 
state tax, and names can be removed from the register. The 
objects are the same, namely, public order and decency, with 
one important addition, which has given rise to much cote 
troversy. This is the protection of health. From what has 
gone before, the reader will have gathered that it is not, as fre-
quently supposed, a new thing. Already in the middle ages the 
question occupied the attention of parliament in England. 
and a weekly examination of public women by the barber Ube 
surgeon of that time) was instituted at Avignon. The practice 
was adopted in Spain from about Ivo, and later In many other 
places. But the abolition of licensed brothels, and the con-
sequent growth of private prostitution, rendered it • dead Jetta. 
To meet the dif iculty. registration was devised. It was brat 
suggested In France in :765, but was not adopted until 177 8. 
The present 	in France art based on the ordinaecas 
of that yees 	at 2 Oa which in their turn Wen herromul boot 
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those of the 16th and nth centuries, previously mentioned. 
The theory of the modern attitude towards prostitution is clearly 
laid down by successive ordinances issued in Berlin. Those of 

70o stated that " this traffic is not permitted, but merely 
tolerated "; the more precise ones of ma pronounced the 
toleration of prostitution a necessary evil, " to avoid greater 
disorders which are not to be restrained by any law or authority, 
and which take their rise from as inextinguishable natural 
appetite ", and the regulations of sliso and 1876 are headed: 
*• Pobaeilache ‘'orschriften sun Sicherung der Gesundheit, der 
Offentlichen Ordnung and des nffentlichen Anstandes. " This 
embraces the whole theory of present administration, and if 
Gem/sant be omitted, is not has applicable to the United King-
dom than to the continent. The last attempt to suppress pro-
stitution in Germany is worth noting, as it occurred so late as 
1845. Registration was stopped and the tolerated houses were 
closed in Berlin, Halls and Cologne. The attempt was a com-
plete failure, and it was abandoned in slip in favour of the 
previous system. 

We proceed to state the present condition of the law in France, 
Germany, Austria and the United Kingdom. 

Fraser.—The French criminal law takes no cognizance of 
prostitution. The subject was omitted from the penal code 
Pinned drawn up by the first Republic, and was never 
a,". restored, although many attempts were made to 

introduce legislation, on account of the great die-
ceder which arose. Procuration is to a certain extent a criminal 
*Imes. Paragraph 334 of the code forbids the exciting, favour-
ing or facilitating habitually the debauch of girls or boys under 
twenty-one years of age; the penalty is imprisonment for six 
months to t wo yens, and a fine of so to pas francs. If the offence 
is committed by parents, guardians or other persons in a 
tutelary position, Imprisonment is from two to five years, and the 
fine yoo to loco francs. The regulation of prostitution rests on 
the law of 1790, which entrusted the preservation of public tran-
quillity to the administrative authorities; these are in Paris the 
prefect of police, and in other communes the mayor. The 
Parisian regulations have been built up by the decrees of succes-
sive prefects. They are based on those of 1778, which fell into 
abeyance at the Revolution, were reintroduced in ate, amended 
in 1813. and made more complete in 1830 and 1841. Those 
adopted in other towns do not differ in any essential particular. 
The more important points are: (1) registration of prostitutes, 
which is either voluntary, or compulsory after repeated arrest; 
(r) recognised brothels, which are of two daises—mein= do 
tearonee (residential) and ominous de passe (houses of call); 
(3) medical examination, which is weekly at the maiseas de 
meilreeee, while other registered prostitutes must present them-
selves fortnightly at the dispensary; (4) hospital treatment of 
those found diseased; (5) rules with regard to solicitation, the 
frequenting of public places, &c. A small fee is paid for ex-
amination. The penah y far inf ruction of regulations is imprison-
ment; offences are divided into two dashes: (e) slight, (2) rave, 
and the term of imprisonment varies accordingly from fourteen 
days to ens year. Names may be erased from the register on 
the following grounds: (t) marriage, (2) organic disease such 
as to tender the calling impossible, (3) return to relations and 
proof of good behaviour. The whole procedure appears to rest 
on grounds of doubtful legality. Prostitution never tomes 
before the GOMIS which alone can try offences and pronounce 
sentence. The police have no power to do so, yet they both try 
and sentence these women. That is to say, the whole system 
depends on their doing, by some verbal quibble, what they have 
no wore to do. The question came before the court of Reims 
In 11176, In the cue of two women who Mused to submit to 
taedlml exandnation, and the judge decided in their favour. 
He me ribraiewel is oonsoguesoe, which does not make the 
shades mere satisfactory. 

Groseg—The German law is more explicit and more Weal. 
?malted= is not forbidden, but by pararaph 36t of the 
bawls' Cade women me liable to arrest for practising mesa-
laden *WM Wag under poke costrol, and for ceetramming  

regulations after they have been placed under such control. 
This brings the traffic completely under the police, and gives legal 
sanction to their regulations. These vary to some extent in 
different places, but their general tenor is the same. They 
include compulsory registration and weekly or semi-weekly 
medical examination, together with rules, for the most part ex-
tremely strict, with regard to public demeanour and conditions 
of life. In Hamburg, for instance, prostitutes are confined to 
certain streets or houses, forbidden to share lodgings with persons 
not registered, to have female servants under twenty-five years 
of age, to keep children after school age, to admit young men 
under twenty, to make a noise or quarrel, to attract attention 
in any way, to go out between two and five in summer, to 
frequent certain parts of the town, or public balls, or superior 
seats in the theatre, to remain out after t t p.m. (Regulations of 
MI6). On proved reclamation, supervision may be relaxed or 
names struck off the register. Generally, the women are com-
pelled to contribute a fixed sum to a sick fund, for defraying 
the cost of medical examination; and in some places also to a 
journey fund, which is applied to sending strangers to their 
homes. Brothels are absolutely illegal throughout Germany. 
Paragraph t8o of the Imperial Code (r876) made Koppefei a 
penal offence. KuisSelei is defined as promoting prostitution, 
either by procuration or by providing facilities of any kind. There 
is (1) ordinary Kwppdei, or simply assisting prostitution for 
gain, and (a) aggravated Xoppeiei, which includes false pre-
tences and procuration by parents, guardians, teachers, tec. 
The penalty for the former is a short term of imprisonment 
and police i supervision; for the latter, penal servitude up to five 
years. It is obvious that if this law were strictly enforced, It 
would amount to suppressioa, for every householder or house-
owner who harboured a prostitute would be liable to prose- 
curios. Its actual interpretation, however, is very elastic. A 
law passed in Prussia in Imo has for its object the reclamation 
of the young. Girls under eighteen may be placed under con-
trol until they are twenty-one. 

Assiria.—The Austrian law goes farther than the German, 
and is still more inconsistent with the existing practice. By 
paragraphs of the Criminal Act of s885 prostitution is actually 
forbidden, but permission is given to the police to tolerate It 
under conditions, and to prescribe regulations according to 
circumstances. Power to punish is also given to the police. 
Only certain cams of prostitution are liable to criminal prose-
cution, namely, when continued after police punishment, with 
disregard of regulations, when practised by persons suffering 
from venereal disease, and when accompanied by public scandal. 
Seduction of the young is punishable by imprisonment, eight 
days to six months; living as the prostitution of others, by eight 
days to three months. Ku/4dd is a penal offence. Simple 
Koppeief include (i) harbouring prostitutes for the purpose 
of pursuing their trade, (:) procuration, (3) having any COO- 
Wile with the traffic—penalty, three to six months' imprison-
ment; qualified Koppelei is (I) procuration of innocent persons 
(equivalent to use of false pretences), (I) procuration by parents, 
guardians, ht.—penalty, one to five years. The police regula-
tions and procedure are similar to those in Germany, but 
less strict. In all these countries a special eservice of pace is 
employed. 

Great Briktio.—Tbe English law differs markedly from the 
foregoing. It regards prostitution solely as • public 
and dates from the middle of the 18th century. The principal 
act (55 Geo. IL) was pseud is 2 755, making perpetual a previous 
act of 175s. It is entitled " An at for encouraging prosecutions 
against persons keeping bawdy-bousts," and provides that two 
ratepayers, on giving notice to a constable, may go with him 
before a Poke and obtain an order for proceeding against the 
poems In question. A further ad was passed in 1763, fixing 
the penalties, and a third in Old (38 Geo. III.), enabling the 
overeats of the pail to take the iv:quilts proceedings. Thus 
machinery war provided foe dealing with brothels, bat ft was 
left to the public to put it in modes. The Vagrancy Act of 
Au mike the poke to proceed whist " common prostitutes/ 
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for behaving in a riotous or indecent manger," and also forbids 
indecent literature This was strengthened by a special act 
(0139) applying to London only, for the prevention of " loitering 
for the purpose of prostitution or solicitation, to the annoyance 
of passengers or Inhabitants." Other large towns have since 
obtained private acts for the same purpose. The penalties are 
fines and short terms of imprisonment. In 1847 an act was 
puled making it an offence for publicans to allow " common 
prostitutes to assemble and continue " in licensed premises. 
The Licensing Act of 1872 contains a provision to the same 
affect. The previous law for dealing with brothels by indict-
meat was strengthened by the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 
1885, which renders " any person who keeps, manages or acts 
or assists in the management of a brothel," and any owner 
or occupier who knowingly permits the same, liable to summary 
conviction ender the Summary Jurisdiction Act; penalties 
for first offence, a fine up to iro, or imprisonment up to three 
months, increased for second offence to f„ to and four months 
respectively. The same act also strengthened the law, which 
had previously been very weak, for the protection of the young 
sad the prevention of procuration. It makes the procuration 
or attempted .  procuration of any girl or woman " to become a 
common prostitute " a misdemeanour punishable by two years' 
imprisonment, and places the following offences on the same 
footing: procuring defilement by threats, fraud or drugs; com-
pulsory'detention for defilement or in a brothel; procuring the 
defilement of girls under twenty-one; inducing them to leave 
the kingdom or to leave home and go to a brothel, with intent. 
The defilement of girls under sixteen and over thirteen years 
of age is also a misdemeanour, and subject to the same penalty; 
the defilement of girls under thirteen is felony, punishable by 
penal servitude from five years up to a life-sentence. Owners 
or occupiers of premises conniving at these offences are equally 
liable. 

No account of the law in the United Kingdom would be 
complete without some reference to the partial adoption of the 
system of examination as employed elsewhere in Europe in 
5864--5883. In 1864 a Contagious Diseases Prevention Act was 
passed providing for the compulsory medical examination of 
prostitutes, and detention in hospital of those found diseased, 
in the following garrison towns: Portsmouth, Plymouth, 
Woolwich, Chatham, Sheerness, Aldershot, Colchester, Shorn-
age, the Curragh, Cork and Queenstown. The legal machinery 
was a justices' order granted on sworn information that the 
woman named was a common prostitute. "The Act having 
proved very inefficacious" (judge advocate-general in House 
of Commons, April 1883), it was amended in 1866 and extended 
to Windsor. Two years later an important memorial was drawn 
up by the  royal colleges of physicians and surgeons in favour 
of the acts and their extended application, and in r869 they 
were further amended and applied to Canterbury, Dover, 
Gravesend, Maidstone, Southampton and Winchester--eighteen 
places in all. A popular agitation, based on humanitarian and 
moral grounds, and continuously carried on against the measure 
led to the appointment of a royal commission in 1875 and a 
select committee in 1879. The direct evidence was strongly 
in favour of the acts, alike with regard to the diminution of 
disease among the troops in the protected towns, the absence 
of complaints and the good effect on public order, to which 
clergymen and other residents testified. The majority of the 
committee reported accordingly after three years' inquiry; 
but in 5883 the House of Commons passed a resolution, by 
582 to rto votes, condemning the compulsory examination 
of women. As this would have entailed refusal to vote the 
money required to carry on the system, it was immediately 
dropped, and the officers of the metropolitan police to whom its 
execution had been entrusted were recalled. In 1886 the 
C. D. Acts were repealed. 

In India the system was introduced for military casatorunenta 
in 1863, partially suspends J at the end of 184, and stopped in 
s888 on account of the a, Lion of the House of Commons, A new 
Cantonment Art ass 41.1,...1 in 188g, and all ereththail act  

in 5803, by which the compulsory or periodical examinabols 
of women was prohibited. In consequence of the enormous 
increase of syphilis which followed, a new order was made is 
1807, which gave power (s) to call on persons suffering from a 
contagious disease to attend the dispensary, (a) to remove 
brothels, (3) to prevent the residence or loitering of prostitutes 
near cantonments. 

The foregoing summary of existing laws and regulations 
sufficiently indicates the present methods of dealing with pro-
stitution. AU Western nations broadly follow one or other 
of the systems described, though the local regulations may vary 
somewhat in minor details. 

The French system of recognized houses, with registration, 
Mire des mewl, de., obtains in Belgium, Russia, Hungary, 
Spain and Portugal; Italy adopted it in slim but co.poies 
abandoned it in 1888 for a modified system; in the arrewer 
Dutch towns maisens de toilsome are permitted "1"luu 
with or without a service der mews; Norway has aban-
doned registration, except in Bergen and Troodbjern, but 
otherwise Scandinavia rather follows the German principle 
of non-recognition, with more or less vigorous policing; of the 
Swim cantons, some have the French, others the German 
system; while the United States and the British self-governing 
colonies incline more to the English model of comparative 
freedom, without a moral police or oat pomading arbitrary 
executive powers independent of the courts of justice. All the 
systems have their defects; all fail to fulfil their purpose in the 
great cities. The most modest aim is to preserve public order 
and propriety. This object is better secured on the continent 
of Europe than elsewhere, but at the cow of submitting to an 
arbitrary police rule, intolerable to a free people. There appears 
to be less prostitution, both visible and actual, in Italy than in 
other countries. Under the English system the streets can be, 
and sometimes are, kept orderly In provincial towns by as 
energetic police; but in London. the mass of prostitution is 
so great that the police seem totally unable to cope with it. 
Important thoroughfares and centres are frequented by large 
numbers of prostitutes in broad daylight, and choked by them 
at night. The law with regard to loitering is a dead letter, fee 
these women do nothing but loiter. Flagrant solicitation is to 
some extent repressed, but for the most part the police content 
themselves with preventing positive tumults, and do not always 
succeed in that. On the other hand the less obvious but more 
pernicious nuisance of the brothel prevails to a far greater 
extent on the continent of Europe. Under the French system 
it is, of course, encouraged, in preference to " surreptitious " pro-
stitution; but under the German it is forbidden, The facts 
here afford a proof of the impotence of the law no less waling 
than the condition of the London streets. By the German and 
Austrian criminal law, quoted above, brothels are prohibited. yet 
they abound in both countries. In Austria they are recognised. 
and perhaps the logic of the law is saved by 	' • police 
clauses. In Germany it is not so. Pa 	ego absolutely 
disposes of the question, and in Berlin it is acted an. Ebewhere 
brothels not only existed, but were recognised by authority foe 
years alter the passing of the laws against Krepfreiri. It was 
not until z886 and 1889 that they were nominally abotishal 
Hamburg and Saxony respectively. Yet they ail exist in 
most or al of the large towns, with the knowledge and consent, 
if not with the permission, of the police. In some they are even 
authorised. Berlin, which is more severely policed than any 
town outside Russia, is an exception. There brothels are sot 
openly winked at, but the police have to deal annually with 
16,000 or 57,0oo charges of Keilleiti, and the number remiss 
vary constant. from which it may be inferred that the law, tree 
when logically and energetically carried out, is quite ineffective. 
The European system of registration is still more delusive. in 
Russia, where the authorities have the its of kasusug the 
movements and habits of every individual, it rosy be posubk 
to compel the regisuation of the majority of peoatkates, hat in 
other countries it is impossible. The police evarywbent com-
plain of the amount of " clandestine " prostitution. Which thee 
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cannot eonttol, and which tench alivajaiio Inc; tali, under the 
system, while the toil of inscribed women dwindles. The numbers 
alone are suffident to prove the faBure of the procedure; for in-
stance, 311 and no in Dresden and Munich respectively (Zebnder 
:801), both capital towns and cities of pleasure containing over 
soo,000 inhabitants. Cologne, with only haff the population, 
had double the number on the register at the same time. In 
Paris, which may be called the headquarters of Western vice, 
the disproportion between registered and chndestine prostitu-
tion has reduced the whole system to an absurdity. The number 
of women on the roll is not a tenth of the estimated number of 
prostitutes; nor is Berlin, with about 3000 on the register, any 
better off. In Bordeaux, Brest, LW, Lyons and Marseilles 
the same process is going on (Reuss). It follows ...at the pro-
tection of health, which is the object aimed at by registration, 
is delusive lit an equal degree. There are no means of ascer-
taining the amount of venereal disease existing In any town or 
country, except in Norway, and consequently, no data for com-
paring one period or one place with another; but we know that 
all forms of such disease are still very prevalent in all large 
European towns, in spite of the system. The only met figures 
available are the military returns, which are of some value. 
It is in garrison towns of moderate size that compulsory regis-
tration is likely to be most efficiently carried out and to pro-
duce the most decided results, because the women with w hom 
!oldie's consort are by their character and habits least able to 
elude the vigilance of the police. The following table gives the 
proportion of admissions to hospital from all forms of venereal 
disease in the German, French, Austrian and British forces 
for twenty years from 1876. It may be added that the pro- 
portion in the Russian army is almost identical with the French, 
while the Italian figures are slightly higher than the Austrian. 
It is therefore unnecessary to give them:--- 
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The mast striking thing in this table is the enormous difference 
between the continental and the British figures. To make the 
comparison more complete, we will acid the following, which gives 
the average admissions per taco for the three yeses i89o-11192:-- 

G.,„„... r,,,.th Ow 
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As►  
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h.B., v sA Posh 
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77-2  434  43'0  631 7 2.3 77.4 2034  438-0  4554  

It is clear at once the troops in the East stand upon an entirely 
different footing from those is the West, the Dutch figures being 
even higher than the British; we may therefore put them aside 
for the moment. Comparing the rest, we notice that not only 
are the British figures enormously higher than the other European, 
but the latter also show very large discrepancies; and since all 
the foreign troops are under the same protective system, we may 
tondo& that other factors must be taken into account. The 

discipline maintained, the character of the soldiers themselves. 
and the procedure with regard to admission into hospital, no 
doubt all affect the returns. Further, a sort of epidemic rise 
and fall is to be noted. All the returns given in the first table 
show a simultaneous rise for several years, beginning with 1876; 
and having reached a maximum, each shows a progressive fall, 
likewise lasting over several years. This points to another 
disturbing factor. It is convincingly shown by the figures for 
the protected districts in the United Kingdom before, during, 
and after the period of protection. In 1864—that is, just before 
the first Contagious Diseases Act came into operation—the 
proportional figure was 26o; ten years later it had fallen to 
r26; but in 1883 it had risen again to 234, in spite of the pro-
tection. Then, protection being removed, it rose to 276, but 
afterwards fell again progressively to re: in 1803, without any 
protection. It is therefore evident that in interpreting the 
statistics allowance must be made for large fluctuations due t6 
causes quite independent of the protective system. The margin 
of difference, however, between the British and European re-
turns is so large that, when all allowances have been made, it is 
impossible to doubt that a considerable degree of real protection 
is afforded to soldiers by the system. This conclusion is con-
firmed by the comparatively high returns for the army of the 
United States, and still more by the Indian statistics. They 
rose gradually, it is true, during the cantonment system, but 
when that was dropped disease increased with shocking rapidity. 
Between 11587 and acts the admissions for primary syphilis 
rose from 751 to na•r per taco, and those for secondary 
syphilis from 29.4 to ffa - O- 

ne broad conclusion is that under special conditions, and 
when rigidly enforced, registration and medical examination 
do to • considerable extent fulfil the purpose of protecting health. 
Their failure to do so among the population at large and under 
the ordinary conditions of life is not surprising when we regard 
the amount of venereal disease which still occurs even among 
soldiers protected by the most rigorous measures and under the 
most favourable conditions. 

A general view of the whale subject suggests no pleasant 
or hopeful conclusions. Prostitution appears to be inseparable 
from human society in large communities. In different countries 
and ages it has in turn been patronised and prohibited, ignored 
and recognised, tolerated and condemned, regulated and let 
alone, flaunted and concealed. Christianity, the greatest moral 
force in the history of mankind, has repeatedly and syste-
matically attacked it with a scourge its one band and balm in 
the other; but the effect bas been trifling or transient. Nor 
have all the social and administrative resources of modern civi-
lization availed to exercise an effective controL The elemen-
tary laws on which prostitution rests are stronger than the artificial 
codes imposed by moral teaching, conventional standards or 
legislatures; and attempts at repression only lead to a change 
of form, not of substance. It survives all treatment; and 
though it may coexist with national vigour, its extravagant 
development fs one of the signs of a rotten and decaying civili-
zation. In Western communities the traffic is not carried on 
so openly as in the East, nor is it exploited for purposes of public 
revenue, as among the ancients and in the middle ages; a veil 
of reticence and secrecy, for the most part of a transparently 
flimsy character, ds thrown over it, but whatever is gained in 
public decency is counterbalanced by other attendant evils. 
Two, in particular, are fostered by the policing of prostitutes. 
One is the system of blackmail levied by the executive. The 
scandal has been most notorious in the United States, but it 
exists everywhere, and is a constant source of profound cor-
ruption. The other is the growth of the most degraded dam 
that ever disgraced the name of man—the creatures who live 
upon the earnings of individual prostitutes, with whom they 
cohabit. They are called sowenruss in France, lorir in Germany, 
cam in New York, and by various slang names in Great Britain. 
They are all criminals. They flourish chiefly on the continent of 
Europe, where they exist in large and ever-increasing numbers; 
hat they find their way everywhere, and are a dangerous 
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menace to society. They are not altogether new. The Eliza-
bethan drama is full of references to men who took toll of 
prostitutes in return for protective services in the old days of 
persecution; but they have been greatly fostered by the modern 
system, under which women find it necessary or convenient to 
have the cover of a man, who can pass for a husband and baffie 
the police. Thus the law is evaded on the one hand by the cor-
ruption of those who administer it, and on the other by the appear-
ance of a class of criminal idlers more degraded than any other—
both greater evils than the traffic which the law is intended, but 
fails, to control. There are no data for comparing the extent 
of profligacy at present existing in Western communities with 
that in other countries or in former times, but the unmentionable 
facts which come constantly to the knowledge of the police 
des sung; and less frequently to the ears of doctors, and 
lawyers, leave no doubt that in intensity of vice the great centres 
of modern civilization have nothing whatever to learn from 
Corinth, imperial Rome, ancient Egypt or modern China. The 
classical obscenities dug up and relegated to museums are far 
surpassed by the photographic abominations prepared to-day 
in Paris or in Amsterdam. The gross perversion and abuse of 
the sexual instinct implied by these excesses may be a passing 
phase, but it is a phase which has always marked the decadence 
of great nations. It is undoubtedly accompanied by a general 
tendency towards increase of the volume of prostitution. Im-
provement in the conditions of life among the poor ought to tend 
in the opposite direction, by removing one of the most potent 
causes of the traffic, but it is more than counterbalanced by the 
rising standard of luxury and comfort which accompanies it, by 
the aggregation of the people more and more into great cities, 
and by their craving for amusement. The growth of prosti-
tution has already left its marks on the marriage- and birth-
rates of the most highly civilized Western communities. 

In moo the Prussian Government made an attempt, with the 
co-operation of the medical corporations, to ascertain the amount 
of venereal disease prevalent in the kingdom. Circular questions 
were addressed to all members of the medical profession requesting 
them to report the number of patients suffering from those disorders 
in their practice at the date of the tat of April. Answers were 
sent in by 63%, and the aggregate number of patients was 4o,9or. 
From this datum it is calculated that the number of persons attacked 
in the course of a year is at the very least 300,000 in Prussia alone 
(vide Hygiessische Rundsckan, Apr il 9M). 

AUT HORITIES. —W . F. Amos. 	Mgdaffeisleet tee; Committee of 
Fifteen (New York), The Social Esd (Igoa),•Con 	 le f 	Internationale  
(Brussels, 1N9), Comptes readies: Rau& La Prostitution ex Belgique; 
Gibbon, Drdine and Pall ef die Ronson Empire; Henne-am-Rhy , n 
Die Gebreekers der Sitten-polisei; Parent-Duchltdet, De k }roasts- 
lien data la silk de Pans; Reuss, La Prostitution; Von Raumer, 
Geselticke der Hohenstaufen; Sanger, History of Prostitution; Schlegel, 
Histoire de la prostitution es Chine; Schranlc, Die Prostitution is 
Wien; Sttirmer, Die Prostitution in Russland; Tarn La 
Prostitution; Zehader. Die Gefakex der Prosikdion. 	(A. ) 

PROSTYLE (Gr. wpb, before, and macs, a column), in 
architecture, a portico in which the columns project from the 
building to which it is attached. 

PROTAGOBAS (c. 481-411 p.c.), Greek philosopher, was 
born at Abdera. He is known as the first of the Sophists (q.s.), 
i.e. he was the first to teach for payment. It is said that he 
received nearly Lam from a single pupil. He learned philosophy 
in the Ionian school, and was perhaps a pupil of Democritus, 
though this is doubtful on chronological grounds. He was an 
older contemporary of Socrates. He was so highly esteemed by 
Pericles that he was entrusted with the task of framing laws 
for the new colony of Thurii (Plut. Perides, 36). At the age of 
seventy, having been accused by Pythodoms, and convicted of 
atheism, Protagoras fled from Athens, and on his way to Sicily 
was lost at sea. According to Plato (Prot., 318 E), he en-
deavoured to communicate " prudence " (alffou)ia) to his 
pupils, " which should fit them to manage their households, and 
to take part by word and deed in civic affairs," The education 
which he provided consisted of rhetoric, grammar, style and 
the interpretation of the poets. His formal lectures were 
supplemented by discussions amongst his pupils. He left behind 
ban several treatises, of which only a few fragments have  

survived. In Truth, by way of justifying his mecum cal ph.e... 
sophy or science, he maintained that " man is the measure oe 
all things—of what is, that it is, and of what is cot, that a s 
not." Besides Truth, and the book Of lee Gods whirls muses 
his condemnation at Athens, Diogenes Lallans attributes io 
him treatises on political, ethical, educational and rhetorical 
subjects. Protagoras was the first to systematise grammar, dis-
tinguishing the parts of speech, the tenses and the moods. 

AUTHORITIES—Di% LleTt., ix. 8. Itc.; the very different repre- 
sentations in Plato's Wrest and Modena the fragments in 
Johannes Frei, Quaestumes Proiagereae (Bonn, t845). and A_ J 
Vining" Duquuitio de Protagorae run Pkilareinia (Groningen. 
1832); for the Thurian legislation, M. H. E. Meier. °macula. I. ass. 
and Gamper: in Franz Hollmann's Beam* ear Gesek.des greeds_ sad 
rain. Reeks (1870). On Protagoras' philosophy_ see the his Tortes 
of philosophy, e.g. Gamper" Greek Thinkers (Eng. tram, sow 
L 438-475 and 586-
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quoted under SOPIST& 
PROTECTION, in economics a system of commercial policy 

and a body of doctrine, which in their modern forum are the 
outgrowth of the commercial and industrial develoipseent of 
the i9th century. The common definition of protection as a 
policy is the attempt to develop a manufacturing iaduntry 
a system of discriminating duties upon manufactured goods 
imported from foreign countries. But this is far too narrow a 
definition to suit the modern use of the term, though the notion 
of discriminating tariffs is common and, we may say, basal to 
all definitions. Protection as a policy includes not only dis-
criminating tariffs, but also a large number of other hums 
supplementary to this fundamental one and designed to em-
phasize its purpose. Thus a scheme of bounties and premiums, 
of rebates and drawbacks, is everywhere considered an mental 
element of the protective system. Nor is it any longer Ennui 
to the encouragement of manufactures, but includes as well the 
protection of agriculture, forestry, mining, fishing, shipping, dc. 
In short, one cannot give a comprehensive and satisfactory 
definition of protection to-day without giving it a much wider 
scope than that of a system of protective duties upon manu-
facturing industry. 

Many of its advocates claim, and with some show of mum, 
that the term protection, as now used to describe the com-
mercial policy of a nation, should be so defined as to 
include all the means by which a country undertakes p", 
to secure through the positive efforts of the govern- 
ment the complete industrial and commercial development 
of all its resources and of all its parts. As its object is thus 
comprehensive, its justification is to be found in a series of 
arguments based upon political, economic, and social consider-
ations. From this point of view the protective policy embraces 
not merely the system of discriminating import duties in favour 
of home products—industrial, agricultural and mining, with 
which the policy began in the United States, for example—but 
also the system of bounties offered for the introduction and 
establishment of new industries; the policy of restricted immi-
gration of the less desirable classes of labourers, combined with 
the positive inducements to the skilled labour of other countries 
to transfer itself to the one in question, the system of clia-
criminating or prohibitive tonnage duties, known as Navigation 
Acts, the system of developing foreign =Acts by an active 
policy directed towards securing advantages for home products 
in foreign countries—in a word, all those pecuniary or ether 
sacrifices which a country may make in order to develop its 
material resources and establish, develop and foster indmtry 
and commerce. In this wide sense the comprehensive policy 
adopted by the United States, for elm*, includes the making 
of a careful geological and botanical survey of the whole munuy 
in order to discover and open up the vast natural wealth of b 
domain in its mines, forests and fields, the establishment of as. 
periment stations to test the usefulness of new anon or mesas 
of making old crops more valuable; the stocking of be ISMS 
with fish and the afforestinr of its mountains, the introduction 
of new or more valuable breeds of livestock, the building of rail-
ways and canals, and the offering of inducements to prints 
pasties to undertake similar =caprice; the sieepraing cd kg 
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elvers and harbours, fec.; and, finally, the development, at 
public expense, of • scheme of technical and commercial edu-
cation—lower and higher—adapted to discover and train all 
the talent in the community available for developing the in-
dustry and commerce of the country. 

If such an account of the features of a protective policy is 
objected to on the ground that free trade countries like Great 
Britain have also adopted some of them, it may be replied that 
in so far as they have done so they have adopted the principle 
of protection, namely, that government shall adopt a positive 
policy looking towards the development, by government aid if 
necessary, of new branches of commerce and industry and the 
firmer establishment of old branches. It may further be pointed 
out that the countries which have adopted the protective policy 
must fully—the United States, France, Germany and Russia—
have most consistently followed out the policy here indicated 
and in all these countries it has been the so-called protectionist 
party which has identified itself most fully with the compre-
hensive policy here suggested. 

As a doctrine, protection is the set of principles by which this 
policy of government aid to industry is justified, and these 

licwirde 
principles have been elaborated hand in hand with 

p.m.., the development of the so-called protective policy 
sometimes outrunning its actual application and 

advocating its further extension, more often lagging behind 
and seeking for means of explaining and defending what had 
already been done. The present development of the system and 
theory of protection is a result of the growing predominance of 
capitalism in modern society, combined with the tendency of 
modern politics towards the organization and development of 
great national states. with the resulting desire to secure their 
industrial as well as their political independence. It has been 
further favoured in certain ways by the fact that the financial 
needs of modern states require a resort to indirect taxation, 
thus making it easier for the capitalistic forces to exploit the 
tax system for their own benefit; while the wars of the 19th 
century have favoured in many ways the tendency towards 
the adoption of special means, like high discriminating duties, 
to accomplish this end. Hand in hand with this has gone a 
steady tendency to see in the state a powerful means of pro-
moting the development of trade and industry, and a growing 
disbelief in the more extreme forms of the free trade doctrine, 
such as the type known as the Manchester School, the theory 
of the klutz fair*, fairies passer school of economics and politics. 

Protection, both as a doctrine and policy, can be best under-
stood by examining the course of its development in those 
countries adopting it most consistently. Germany and the 
United States offer the two striking examples of great modern 
nations adopting a system of protection and developing under 
its influence. They may in a certain sense serve as types of 
the kind of state which in the t9th century accepted and de-
fended, in its politics at any rate, the so-called protective system. 
In both cases the high protective system. was associated with 
the development of nationality, of industry, of capitalism, and 
of a financial system which favoured the growth of certain 
elements of the protective policy. 

The protective system in the United States began with the 
adoption of the Constitution in 3789, and found its first formal 

defence in the celebrated report of Alexander Handl- 
e:Oa pow  too on manufactures, The argument and the 

movement were Wetly academic. As there was 
no strong manufacturing interest in existence, so there was no 
organised capitalistic effort to secure manipulation of the tariff 
duties in the Interest of special industries. There was general 
agreement, however, that it would be desirable to develop a 
manufacturing industry in the colonies if it were practicable. 
A high degree of natural protection was already afforded by the 
cost of transportation. It was felt, therefore, that a small duty 
on manufactures would probably serve the purpose, since the 
development of the manufactures would favour the production 
of raw material, which would therefore need no special en-
courageenest. It wee also felt that • stem duty, continued for 
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a few years, would result la the establishment of the industry 
on such a firm basis that all duties might be abolished. The 
introduction of this form of protection, i.e. discriminating duties 
upon imported goods, was greatly assisted, if not originally 
caused, by the fact that the new government needed money 
which could most easily be obtained by customs duties. Thus 
all those parties which were opposed to direct taxes joined their 
efforts with those interested in securing protective duties, in 
order to commit the government to the policy of basing its 
revenue system on a tariff on imports. To these coosiderations 
must be added the further one that the country had just thrown 
off political dependence on Europe, and felt that it must now 
become industrially independent also, if it were to be a great 
nation. These influences, then, namely, firstly, the desire of the 
statesmen of the time to create a revenue system for the Federal 
government which would make it absolutely independent of the 
states; secondly, the wish to develop an industry which would 
serve the needs of the new country while it promoted its complete 
independence of the Old World, conspired to commit the Federal 
government from the beginning to a policy of protection based 
upon a system of discriminating duties. At the same time a 
system of discriminating tonnage dues and prohibitory regu-
lations relating to foreign shipping in the coasting trade was 
adopted to promote and foster the shipping interest. 

Industry and commerce began to thrive as never before, 
largely because of the absolute free trade which the Constitution 
had secured among the states of the Union. The long struggle 
between France and Great Britain, extending from :806 to 
au, for the possession of the commerce and the trade of the 
world, combined with the retaliatory measures of the American 
government itself, practically destroyed American commerce 
foe a time, and finally led to the British-American War of ate, 
which closed in rats. The financial system of the Federal 
government during this war was based on getting the largest 
returns from the customs, so that the duties were screwed 
up still higher. The ten years period of non-intercourse, while 
it had seriously injured American commerce, had fostered the 
growth of American manufacturing; and when the close of the 
Ward tags brought with it an enormous influx of foreign goods, 
particularly from the plethoric warehouses and factories of 
England, it looked for a time as though the new American indus-
tries were destined to vanish as rapidly as they had grown up. 
And now for the first time appeared a strong, well-developed, 
capitalistic party, which was, in spite of some drawbacks, 
destined to grow until it became one of the most characteristic 
features of the politics of the republic. 

The manufacturers of the-country determined the tariff policy 
of the country, and with few reverses pursued a steadily ad-
vancing course of victory down to the close of the 19th century. 
They secured the maintenance of high duties at the close of the 
war of art, and managed to increase than steadily until the 
reaction of :113o-t833, when they were forced to content them-
selves with • lower rate, which continued, with a slight inter-
ruption in 1843-1846, Ulla the °Gana of the Civil War in :86t. 
This was an opportunity which they knew how to utilize to the 
greatest advantage. During the war, when the government 
was forced to exploit every posdble source of revenue, the pro-
tectionist party knew how to turn the necessities of the govern-
meat to its advantage. The rate of duties was pressed ever 
higher; and when the war closed, and the taxes could again 
be lowered, the protectionist managers knew how to lower or 
remit altogether the mom-protective duties, and thus keep high, 
and even advance to a still higher point, the duties which 
protected them from foreign competition. 

In the maritime the country was turning from agriculture 
to manufactures at an unprecedented rate. The manufactur-
ing party was becoming ever stronger and more aggressive. As 
it had also bees the nations/ party; it profited by the enormous 
development at the nationalist sentiment during and after the 
war. It now became patriotic to favour the devciopment of 
national industry. It was treason to advocate free trade--aat 
had bass the policy et the slave-holden' party, sad the Slave. 
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holders' Rebellion, as the Civil War was called, had drewn its 
strength largely from the free-trade sentiment. The policy of the 
protectionist party had expanded with the growth of the country 
and the necessity of coming to terms with the antagonistic 
elements. Thus at first the platform of the protectionists had 
been one of reasonably low duties on manufactured commodities, 
low duties on half-manufactured and no duties at all on raw 
material. But as the country advanced, and it was seen how the 
interests of manufacturing had been quickened by the policy 
of discrimination, those engaged in producing raw materials and 
half-manufactured commodities demanded that they too should 
be considered. As this concession bad to be made by the manu-
facturers, they were compelled to justify it by other arguments 
than those used at first. The infant-industry argument gave 
place to the proposition, that as long as the prices of raw materials 
and labour were higher In America than abroad, it would be 
necessary to maintain countervailing duties at least equal to 
this difference, in order to protect American industry. One 
branch after another of manufacturing or agriculture was 
included and given the benefit of protection. In order to 
have satisfactory theoretical basis for such a policy, the theory 
was advanced that foreign trade was a necessary evil, to be 
diminished as much as possible. The ideas were advanced.and 
spread throughout the country: that the home market should 
be reserved for home products; that the labourers should be 
protected against the influx of foreign cheap labour (Chinese 
Exclusion Acts; restrictive immigration laws); that prices 
should be kept high. so as to enable employers to pay high wages, 
that shipping should be encouraged by subsidies, the sugar 
industries by bounties; that the nation should become ever more 
independent of foreign nations for all its industrial products, 
and capable of holding its own sgaind the world in industry as 
well as in arms. 

The protective party has been the national party during a 
time when the greatest question before the American people 
was whether it was to be one nation, or two or twenty, and it 
naturally profited by the inevitable victory of nationalism; it 
has always stood for honest payment of national and state 
debts, if not io the standard according to which they were con- 
tracted, in a still better one, and it has profited naturally by 
this attitude in a country where the development of trade and 
industry was rapidly and steadily towards a capitalistic state 
of society in which such policy is favoured; it has stood for a 
vigorous and active independence in the field of world politics, 
and it has naturally profited by this fact in a country which was 
rapidly forging ahead to take its place among the greatest of 
existing nations, and with an ever-increasing self-consciousness 
was ready to assert itself among the nations of the world; it has 
stood for free labour against slave labour, and consequently 
profited here again in a country whose greatest conflict turned 
upon the question whether the system of slave labour should be 
extended or not; it has stood for high wages for American 
labourers, and in words at any rats has advocated a policy 
directed to protecting them against competition with the " pauper 
labour " of the Old World. It has stood for government activity 
in the direction of developing railways and canals; of estab- 
Baines education upon national lines, making it free, in all grades 
from the kindergarten to the university, to all citizens of the 
republic, and it has profited by this association in a matey 
where all Mumma were telling in favour of this tendency. In 
abort, whatever one may think of the wisdom or folly of trying 
to develop national industry by a system of discriminating 
duties, the protective party as such in the United States hue 
been on the progressive side of so many of the deep questions 
of national importance that it has obtained and kept the 
allegiance of thousands of men who would have been glad to see 
a change, or indeed a reversal, in the tariff policy of the party. 

The history of the tariff policy in Germany had been very 
similar to that of the United States. Beginning with the es- 

tablislunent of absolute free trade among the vary SS 
German states in the earlier customs union, it ex- 

tended this poiicy, by the establishment of the North German 

Confederation and ate new German Empire, to all the states now 
included in the federation. The long-wished-for political union 
meant political independence, and when political independence 
was once achieved, industrial and commercial independence 
were next desired. Within the empire Itself it was necessary, 
of the new organization were to be strong and vigorous, that 
the central government should become Independent of the 
individual states; and this could be best effected by giving 
it a revenue system based upon Import duties, which in the 
long run has enabled the central government to subsidize the 
state governments, and thus bring them still further under its 
influence. To develop this system the political support of some 
strong patty was needed. This party was found ho the pro-
tectionist elements, which have thus again become the national 
party in a state which was being rapidly nationalized, the 
industrial party in a society which was rapidly passing from the 
agricultural to the industrial condition; the capitalistic party 
in a society which was rapidly becoming capitalistic In all its 
tendencies. It stood for industrial and commercial, as well as 
political, independence of other countries, and thus satisfied the 
longing for national unity and independence of a people which 
had suffered for centuries from disunion and dependence. 

These two examples may serve to explain how the two moat 
powerful industrial nations next to Great Britain became and 
remained highly protectionist in sentiment and in action, and 
how they both opened the moth century with a more openly 
declared and a more fully developed system of protection than 
ever before. 

Protection as a theory or doctrine is to a certain extent en 
outgrowth or modification of the old doctrines of mercantilist. 
In its modern form, however, it dates really from Naomi 

 the celebrated report on manufactures made by Agnew. 
Alexander Hamilton when secretary of the U.S. amialiegl, 

 Treasury in the year egot. The views there advanced have 
been further developed by Friedrich List an• Heary C. Carey, 
and have in later years been carried along somewhat different 
lines to their logical conclusions by Simon N. Patten and George 
Gunton. Starting from an argument in favour of temporary 
duties on manufactured goods imported from abroad until 
such time as the infant industry might take firm root, the 
development proceeded through List, who favoured the main-
tenance of such duties until the country bad peened into the 
manufacturing stage as a whole, and then through Cagey to 
Patten and Gunton, who maintain that a protective policy, 
extended to cover agriculture, trade and mining, should be pre-
served as the permanent policy of the country until the codger 
world is one nation, or all nations have reached the same level 
of political, economic and social efficiency. The protective 
policy, which a century ago was to be, in the view of Its 
advocates, temporary and partial, has become to-day, in the 
arguments of its apologists, permanent and comprehensive. 
We must content ourselves here with a brief statement of the 
arguments of the leading and most successful defenders of 
modem protectionism. 

Alexander Hamilton. at that time secretary of the treasury, 
submitted his celebrated report on manufactures to the Commis 
of the United States on the nth of December Ilex. R nsoo,.. 
a in a certain sense the first formulation of the modern 
doctrine of protection, and all later developments start from it 
as a basis. It is a positive argument directed to peeving that 
the existence of manufacturing is accessory to the highest 
development of a nation. and that it may be wisely promoted 
by various means, of which the most important Is a system of 
disaiminating duties upon foreign imports. Among the objects 
to be attained ley the development of a flourishing manufacturing 
industry are mentioned: (a) Independence of foreign maims 
for military and other essential supplies. (s) A positive aut. 
mentadoe of the produce and revenue of society, growing eat of 
(a) division of labour. (1') extensive useof machinery, (d additional 
employment to dosses of the community not ordinal* engaged 
in business. (3) An increase in the immigration of skilled labourers 
from beige countries. (e) A grates scope for the diversity 
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of talents and dipodtions which distahninate men from each 
other. (s) A more ample and various field for enterprise. 
(6) In many cases a new, and in all a more certain and steady 
demand for the surplus produced the sail. (7) A more lucrative 
and prosperous trade than if the country were solely agricultural. 

Among the feasible means of promoting the development of 
such an Industry he mentions the following: (r) Protective 
duties, or duties on foreign articles which are the rivals of the 
domestic ones, to be encouraged. (2) Prohibition of rival articles 
or duties equivalent to prohibition. (3) Prohibition of the 
exportation of the materials of manufactures. (4) Pecuniary 
bounties. (s) Premiums. (6) Exemption of the materials of 
manufactures from duty. (7) Drawbacks of the duties which are 
imposed on the materials of manufactures. (S) The encourage-
ment of new inventions and discoveries at home, and the intro-
duction into the United States of such as may have been made in 
other countries; particularly those which relate to machinery. 
(g) Judicious regulations for the inspection of manufactured 
commodities. (to) The facilitating of the pecuniary remittances 
from place to place. 

The above suggestions contain the outline of a comprehensive 
scheme for developing the manufacturing resources of the 
country, and the United States has subsequently adopted, in 
one form or another, almost all of these propositions. Hamilton 
considered that the duties. Ike., would not have to be very high or 
very long continued in order to accomplish their legitimate ends, 
after which they would become unnecessary, aril would nat orally 
be abolished. He conceded that, generally speaking, import 
duties were taxes on the customer, and therefore burdens—but 
burdens which might well be temporarily borne for the sake of 
the ultimate advantage arising from cheaper goods and diversi-
fied industries. He emphasized also the advantage of a horde 
market for agricultural products. and seemed to think that the 
United States had to pay the cost of transportation both on the 
agricultural products it exported and the manufactured goods it 
imported. This report remained the armoury from which the 
protectionists drew their weapons of offence and defence for 
two general ions, and it has not yet ceased to be the centre around 
which the theoretical contest is waged even to-day in Germany 
and France as well as m the United States. 

The neat great theorist in this field was the German. Friedrich 
List, who, while an exile in the United States, became imbued wit h 

6,4 	
protectionist ideas, and after doing substantial service 

11. 
fur them in the country of his adoption, returned to 

Germany to do battle for them there. He published his National 
Syrteto of Political &yeasty in Germany in the year tilti It 
had great and immediate success. and has exercised a wide 
Influence in Europe on theoretical discussion as well as on practi-
cal politics. List. like Hamilton, looked on protection as • 
temporary system designed to facilitate the passage of a country 
from an agricultural to • manufacturing state He accepted 
free trade as generally and permanently true. but suited for 
actual adoption only in that cosmopolitan era towards which 
the world is progressing. But in order to prepare for this cos-
mopolitan period it is first necessary for each nation to develop 
its own resources in • complete and harmonious manner. A 
comprehensive group of national economies is the fundamental 
condition of a desirable world economy; otherwise there would 
be a predominance of one or of a few nations, which would of 
itself constitute an imperfect civilisation. Protection is a means 
of educating a nation, of advancing it from a lower to a higher 
stare. Ile admits that it may involve a loss, but only in the 
wane that money expended (or an education or an educational 
system is a loss. or that money spent for seed corn is a loss To 
the cosmopolitan system of Adam Smith. List opposes the 
national system as a preliminary and no:wary stage. He 
favours the Imposition of duties as the most efficient means of 
effecting the protection which he has in mird. Agriculture will 
be sufficiently isn't cit,d by the constant demand for its products. 
The essetw tub larger work is Lora ained in a pamphlet pub-
fished in Philadelphia in arr. entitled Outfitter of Anrrkale 
Pehlke Esommy It it. let fact, • series of letters advocating 

the further development of the protective system already adopted 
in the United States. 

The third great name in the history of protection is that of 
Henry C.Carey, an American, in some ways the most distinguished 
and most influential of the followers of Hamilton and 	owes? 
List. He was at first a strong free trader, then a 	Patton 
protectionist who believed in protection as a preparation for 
free trade, and finally an uncompromising advocate of protection 
in all circumstances and for all nations. In him and ill Simon 
M. Patten, the last, and in many respects the ablest, of the 
apologists for protection, we have the theoretical development 
corresponding to the practical outcome of protection as a com-
prehensive all-embracing scheme extending protection to all 
branches of industry alike--agriculture, manufacturing and 
mining—and aiming to be permanent in its form and policy. 
As Patten impresses it: " Protection now changes from a tem-
porary expedient to gala specific ends (such as the establishment 
of manufactures), to a consistent endeavour to keep society 
dynamic and progressive. Protection has become part of a 
fixed national policy to increase the value of labour with the 
increase of productive power, and to aid in the spread of know-
ledge and skill, and in the adjustment of a people to its environ-
ment." The object of protection has now become, in the view 
of the theoretical American protectionist, not an approximation 
to European industrial conditions, but as great a differentiation 
from them as possible. Carey's works were translated into the 
leading European languages, and contributed doubtless to the 
spread of protectionist ideas, though the extreme form in which 
his views were expressed, and the rambling illogical method of 
exposition, repelled many who might otherwise have been 
attracted by the course of his thought. 

Economists of other schools, with the exception of the more 
rigid British free traders, have allowed a relative validity to 
the doctrines of List; and even among older British economists, 
Mill and some of his disciples conceded the logical possibility 
of quickening the development of an industry by import duties 
in such a way as to result in more good than harm, though they 
have hardly been willing to acknowledge that it is practically 
possible. The modern historical school of political economists 
have generally admitted the reasonableness of protective policies 
at ceruin times and places, though usually finding the justifica-
tion in political and social considerations rather than in economic. 
And while the British objections to protectionism in any form 
have been widely upheld by the more conservative economists in 
England. the new political school of " tariff-reform and colonial 
preference " has found strong support at the hands of such 
British authorities on economics as Professors Cunningham, 
Ashley and llewins. or the authors of Compatriots' arb Essays 
rgo6 (J L. Garvin and others), whose advocacy of • national 
policy recalls the work of Hamilton and List. (F-- 344 
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PROTECTOR, a Latin word (formed from prolegere, to cover 
in front) adopted into English. In post-classical Latin the 
pretecterer were the body-guards of the emperors, and of the 
Praetorian prefects until, under Constantine the Great (3o6-!.7), 
they ceased to exercise military functions. The potecions. .ith 
the donee:id, continued to form the body-guard and household 
troops of the emperor. They were veterans selected from the 
legions, and were capable of being appointed to high commands. 
In the Roman curia the 'retaken mentos are cardinals who 
take charge of the affairs of the " province " to which they are 
named which come before the Sacred College, and to present 
them for consideration. In England " protector " was used 
first for the regent during a minority (e.g. the Protector 
Somerset, and then by Oliver Cromwell when he assumed the 
government in 1653). The name thus acquired a revolutionary 
significance, and has not since been officially used in England. 
In Spanish America the bishops were officially protectors of the 
Indians. The title is convenient for a ruler who wishes to 
exercise control outside the limits of his direct sovereignty. 
Thus Napoleon called himself protector of the Confederation 
of the Rhine. The kings of France, and the governments 
which have arisen out of the Revolution, were protectors of 
the Latin Christians in the Turkish Empire, while the tuts of 
Russia have dabned the same position towards the Orthodox 
Christians. 

See App. B. to vet fu of Bury's edition of the Decline and FaU 
(London. 1896); Du Cattle. GIOSSOliWPII let.; Sorel, L'Europe it la 
remolognon franiaise. voL vu. (Paris, mat). 

PROTECTORATE, in international law, now a common term 
to describe the relation between two states, one of which exer-
cises control, great or small, direct or indirect, over the other. 
It is significant of the rare use of the term until recent times 
that the word does not occur in Sir G. C. Lewis's book on The 
Geeennuen of Dependencies. Yet the relation is very ancient. 
There have always been states which dominated their neigh-
bours, but which did not think fit to annex them formally. It 
has always been politic for powerful states to facilitate and hide 
schemes of aggrandizement under euphemistic expressions; to 
cloak subjection or dependence by describing it in words in-
offensive or strictly applicable to other relations. A common 
problem has been how to reduce a state to submission or sub-
ordination while ostensibly preserving its independence or exist-
ence; to obtain power while escaping responsibility and the 
expenditure attending the establishment of a regular adminis-
tration. Engelhardt (Les Peotedorais waken at usodernes) and 
other writers on the subject have collected a large number of 
Instances in antiquity In which a true protectorate existed, even 
though the name was not used. Thus the Hegemony of Athens 
as it existed about 467 a.c., was a form of protectorate; though 
the subject states were termed allies, the so-called " allies " 
in all important legal matters had to resort to Athens (Meyer, 
Duckkhk des Alkethunt, voL 274). 

In dealing with dependent nations Rome used terms which 
veiled subjection (Gairal, Les Prekcierals ineenationatts, p. 
s6). Thus the relationship of subject or dependent cities to 
the dominant power was described as that of dingle: to the 
'Memos (Marquardt, Reweische Skatnanolteng, and ed., vol. 1. 
p. 8o) Such cities might also be described as agitates foederalae 
as Cirliall liberas. Another expression of the same fact was 
that certain communities had *come undei the power of the 
Itornms memle• is /editions's or is fiden topodi reglad mire 
(Marquardt. Resdrehe Stannererehmeg, i. 73,  fit). The king. 
dome of Numidia, Macedonia, Syria and Pergamum were ex-
amples of protected stun, their rulers being termed inendeetn 

The Romans drew a distinction between Mere opus and 
fedora Weser. The latter created • form of protectorate. 
But the protected state remained free. This is explained in a 
passage of the Digest 49. Is. 7: " Libes auto= populus est is, 
qui nullius dudes populi potestati est subjectus, sive is foedna-
tus est; item sive aequo foedere in unicitiam venit, sive foedere 
comprehensum est, ut is populus attune populi majestatem 
comiter conservaret. Hoc coins adjicitur, ut intelligatur alterum 
populum superiorem ease: non ut intelligatur alterum non cue 
liberum " (Marquardt, Rausische Staaktenvaltung, sad ed., voL I. 
p. 46, Mommsen, Remise/la Shuderedd, vol. Iii. Pt.  p. 645, 
and the instances collected by Pulendorl, 8 C. 9.4). 

In medieval times this relation existed, and the. term "pro-
tection " was in use. But the relation of subordination of one 
state to another was generally expressed in terms of feudal law. 
One state was deemed the vassal of another; the ruler of one 
did homage to the ruler of another. In his book De la Ripub-
lique Bodin treats of crux qui sent en "roknielt (1. e. 7), or, as 
the Latin text has it, de "atrecisio at diastole. In Bodin', view 
such states retain their sovereignty (t. c. 8). Discussing the 
question whether a prince who becomes a diem of another 
loses his majestas, he concludes that, unlike the true venal, 
the dines is not deprived of sovereignty: " NihilornInus in 
foederibus at pads actionibus, quae inter prindpes aut popuket 
societate at amickia conjunctissimos sancientur; cam vim babet 
ut nee alter akeri pareat, nee inmeret: sad ut alter alterius majes-
tatem ebservare, sine calla majestatis mistaken tesseatur. 
Itaque jus illud clientelare sear protections omnium maximum 
ac pulcherrimum inter principes censetur " (z m 7). Elsewhere 
Bodin remarks, " le mot de protection est special et n'emporte 
aucune subjection de celuy qui est en protection." lie dis-
tinguishes the relation of stigma" and vassal from that of 
protector and adherent. As to whether the protected state or 
prince is sovereign, he remarks, " je Liens qu'il demeure soversin, 
et n'est point subject." He makes dear this conception of 
protection by adding " Padvoue ou adherent dolt estre exempte 
de la puissance du protecteur s'il contrevient aux traictes de 
protection. Voila done la plus grande seuretk de la protection, 
c'est empescher s'il est possible quo Its protecteun ne soyent 
saisis des fortresses " &c. (p. 549, ed. 158o). Sometimes letters of 
protection were granted by a prince to a weak state, as e.g. by 
Louis XIII. in 1641 to the prince of Monaco (Gairal, St). 

Reverting to the distinction in Roman law, Grottos apd 
Pufendorf, with many others, treat protection as 1411 instance of 
unequal treaties; that is, " when either the promises are unequal, 
or when either of the parties is obliged to harder conditions" 
(De jure bdli d pads, t c. 13. at; Dc jars saturee, 8. e. 9). 

The following are some definitions of " protectorate ": " Principle 
privilegium. teem ne alicul vie inferatur, armor, euneque is ire' kaiak= susapit" Du Cange: " La situation Min Dow" 
drat I regard d*un autre moans puireent auquel II a 
promis son appui dune manidre permanent' (Gairal. 

32); a definition applicable only to certain simple 
forms of this relation. " Pour It ()routed. one condition de al-
souvarainetd submitted* A•lt .pleine midi pendent* qua comporte 
regime de simple protection (p. se). " La situation respective cis 
deux fiats de puissance inhgale, dont l'un corvette robligstioa per— 
manente de dim-rendre rautre. et en outre de le diriger " (p. 

linter einem Protektorat vermeht man sin Schutz...HARMr 
rsischen rwei Stamen des !obeli dams der eine Stoat, dee Mame 
oder schutsberrlidm Smut, sum dauernden Situate dm =dews 
Steams—dm Schutsstaatm odor Vatcrst.tatc-r—verpilichui hie 
wofur tin mar oder wenigee weitgehender Einflues auf u 
auswirtigen Angekgenheiten demelben and theilwein such auf 
dessert Mem Veriudenisse eingerausto ist (von Stengel. Dec 
deutsche* Sendreekete. It). " Das Verhekniss von ewe Odor 
mehreren) Staaten. dace in materieller Be:kiwis/ auf dun daueredes 
Redfirfniss des Schuette tines ochwichsren Stuta dutch eines 
Werke-rya beruht " (Ullmann• a 20 

" The one common clement in Protectorates I. doe prohibition 
of all foreign relations except thole permitted by the molimust 
mate. What the Men of a protectorate excl des sod the ides ol 
annexation, on the other hand, could include, is that absolute 
ownership which was signified by the word &minims In Roams
law, law,  an. ffinuP not quite unlefactonly. is sometimes 
deemilsed as territorial sovereignty • The protsawl emmtli 
aessaim, is word to the protecting state. • fornign country; sal 
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this bin see the Inhabitants of the whether native- 
born or immigrant settlers, do not virtue the relationship 
between the protecting .and the protected state become subjects 
of the protecting state ' (Lord Justice Kennedy Rex v. Crewe, 
1910. ps. Li.. p. Coa). " The mark of a protected .stste or people, 
whether civilized or oncivilited. is that it cannot maintain political 
intercourse with foreign powers except through or by perms's:on of 
the protecting state (Hall. Foresgn Jorudsason of the British 
Craze's. p. ill). " A British protectorate is a country which is not 
within British dominions. but as regarils its foreign relations is 
under the exclusive °petrol of the King, so that its government 
cannot hold direct communication with any other foreign power. 
nor a foreign power with that Government' (Jmit -yin. British Rule 
and Jurisdiction beyond the Seas, p. 163; Reinsch. C0101641 Govern-
ment. p. log; Payne. Colonies and Colonial Federationt, p. '94). 

The term is used very loosely. Of it designates a relation 
which it •is deemed politic to leave iodefinite: a state desires to 
obtain the reality of conquest without the responsibilities attaching 
thereto. Protectorate may mean no more than what it says: 
"One state agrees to protect or guarantee the safety of another." 
The term Is also employed to describe any relation of • political 
superior to an inferior state. It is also used as the equivalent of 
suzerainty. As eppears from the article Su/Ramsay. the terms 
are distinguishable. But both imply a desire to carry out changes 
without friction and not to break up ancient forms; both proceed 
ea then of securing to the weave state the substance of power 
while a • the weaker date • 'emblem°, of its old constitution. 
It is a form empire or state building which appears when a power. 
ful, expanding state comes in contact with feebler political cmgani- 
:aim's, or when a state falls into decay. and disintegration sets in. 
The creation of a protectorate is convenient for the superior and the 
inferior; it relieves the former from the lull responsibilities incident 
to annexation; it spares to some extent the feelings of the latter. 

Certain protectorates originate in treaties; others have been 
imposed by force. Some are accompanied by occupation, in 
which case it is difficult to distinguish them from annexation. 
Thus the treaty of May 11181, art. a, between France and Tunis, 
provides for the occupation of strategical points by the protecting 
state (A. Devaulz, Les Prolectorats de la France, p. at). 

The establishment of a protectorate may be akin to a guar-
antee. Generally, however, the former implies a closer relation 
than a guarantee; and the two relations may be widely different, 
as may be seen by comparing treaties of guarantee with the 
treaty establishing the protectorate of Tunis. 

Strictly speaking, a protectorate cannot exist over a domain 
uninhabited or ruled by no organised state; In such cases the 
elements of the true protectorates are wanting. But the 
distinction is not adhered to. The difficulty of defining the 
relations between the protected and the protecting states is 
greater, because a protectorate may imply a condition of transi-
tion: a contractual or limited relation of state to state, more 
or km rapidly changing into true tudon. 

It has bees the policy of the British government in India to 
establish on the (rondos, as ehewisere, protectorate. The 
political advantages of the system are pointed out is Sir A. 
• Rise ad Expansion of du British Dominion in 
It is a system " whereby the great conquering or commercial 
peoples masked, so to speak, their irresistible advance "; it 

was much practised by the Remain in Africa ;and 
lada• Por 
0.6„"„. Asia; it has been chiefly applied in modern times 

in India (p. 326). The Indian states are SOW-
times described as " Feudatory States," sometimes " Indepen-
dent and Protected States ' (Twirls), sometimes " Mediatized 
States " (Chesney), sometimes " Half-Sovereign," sometimes 
As in a position of " subordinate alliance " (Lord Salisbury, 
PoikmeidorY Pe Pen. 1897 lc. 871:01. I 27). The Inter-
peetation Act, :no ($1 s3 Vic e. 63, 6. le), refers to the 
Indian native primes as under the " suzerainty " of the British 
Crown. These states are really tel generis,and their precise position 
OW be understood only by a private examination of the treaties 
affecting them. The following are the eMett pees as to which 
Imam states ate subject to English taw: (t) the governor-
metal is empowered to make laws for servants of the British 
lora/omen and European and native Indian subjects of his 
majesty; (a) British laws are in force in certain parts of the native 
states el. in cantrasmects; (3) native Princes have adopted  =Asia 
British laws, e.g. the Indian Penal Code; (4) they have no in-
terest relations with foreign states; (3) the king is the donor 
of honours: (6) acts of partiusent affect them indirectly by  

directly affecting the British agent; (7) they receive advice, 
whirls may be skin to commands. (See also Iffiert's Gears-
mad of India, and ed. p. 140). 

Among the chief British protectorates are: The African croups 
consisting of the metro group—Gambia; Sierra Leone: Ashanti 
(northern territory); Northers Nigeria; Southern Nigeria (with 
which is amalgamated Lagos). The southern group—Bechuanaland; 
Southern Rhodesia; Swaziland. The central group—North-east 
Rhodesia and North-west Rhodesia; Nyasaland. The eastern group 
—British East Africa; Uganda; Zaruabas and Pemba (sometimes 
described as " a sphere of Influence "); Somaliland; and the Sudan. 

There is a group of protectorates near Men. including the island 
of Sokotra. There are also the Bahrein Islands in the Persian Gulf. 
jurisdiction over these protectorates is, generally speak- 
ing, exercised under orders in council made under the fizhaseAuto Foeeigs Jurisdiction Act ttgo (Burge's Colonial cad 
foreign Law. and ed.. p. 3zo). There is also the Malay 
group. consisting of the Malay States in the Borneo peninsula and 
in Borneo, the protectorates of North Borneo. Brunei and Sarawak. 
Protectorates also mkt in the Western Pacific group of islands 
(including the Friendly Islands, the Ellice and Gilbert group, and 
the British Solomon Islands). 

There is the interesting case of Papua (formerly British New 
Guinea). over which a protectorate was established in tale. but 
which became in 1906 a territory of the Australian Commonwealth. 
Them are also dependencies, or peotectorates. attached to India, 
Baluchistan. Sikkim and Andaman Islands. 

France possesses several protectorates, of which the chief arc 
Tunis. Asylum and Tongking. Her policy has been until lately to 
transform them into French territory. Such change has taken 
place as to Tahiti and Madagascar, and such in effect is the poi-
tion of the Indo-China protectorates (Demob:, Le Protraorats de 
la Fetuses; Report by Mr Lister, Part. Papers loon. Cd..38§3). 

The chief German protectorates are South-west Africa. Togoland 
and Cameroon. German East Africa, Kaiser Wilhelm Land. Bismarck 
Archipelago. Solomon Islands, and Kiaachow—under lease front 
China(Zeilediriff fur Kolonialreela, ino7. p. sit). Russia has the 
protectorates of Khiva and Barbara; and China exercises or claims 
rights as protector of certain dependencies. 

There are two principal classes of protectorates; the first 
being those exercised generally by treaty over civilized countries. 
Of the first, the chief are: (a) that of Cracow, which was ro-
cognized by the Treaty of Vienna as an independent state, 
and placed under the protection of Russia: it was incorpor-
ated with Austria in 1846; (b) Andorra, protected by Spain 
and France as successors of the counts of Foix (See At41)01RA); 
(c) the Ionian Islands, placed under the protection of Great 
Britain by the Treaty of Paris of au. 

The second class of protectorate consists of those exer-
cised by one civilized state over an uncivilized people, some-
times called a " Colonial Protectorate " or " pseudo-protec-
torate," and usually the preparatory step to annexation. 
These have become common, especially in Africa, since 
01711. The second class may be subdivided into two group.: 
(a) protectorates exercised over countries with organized govern-
ments and under recognised sovereigns, such as the Malay 
States; and (b) those exercised over countries possessing no 
stable or definite governments and rulers. The territories of 
chartered companies, when not within the dominion of the 
protecting state, may also for some purposes be regarded as 
protectorates. 

Attempts have been made to define the reciprocal rights 
and duties of protecting and protected states. Sometimes 
the treaty creating the relation defuses the oblige- aid  
dons. Thus in the treaty with respect to Sarawak D.d., 

the latter is described as an " independent state Postediss 

under the protection of Great Britain." " Such eve 
protection shall confer no right on his Majesty's aPrej...""  
government to interfere with the internal ad-
ministration of that state further than is herein provided." 
The British consular officers are to receive exequaturs in the 
name of the government of Sarawak. Foreign relations are 
to be conducted by that government, and the raja nowt 
cede or alienate any part of the territory without the consent 
of the British government (Jfertile, 18. In). In the treaty 
eseating a protectorate over the territaties of the king and 
drill of Opopo (Herulet, 17. 13o) the sovereign undertake to 
extend to them, and to the territory under their authority and 
jurisdiction, his favour and protection. They promise not to 
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enter into " any conespondeace, agreement or treaty with any 
foreign nation or power, except with the knowledge and sanction 
of his Majesty's government." Some treaties establishing 
protectorates provide for direct interference with internal 
affairs; for example, the treaty of 1847 creating a French pro-
tectorate over Tahiti, and that of :883 as to Tunis. Sometimes 
the Oberstaat —to use a convenient expression—is content to 
insist upon the presence of a resident, who guides the policy of 
the native ruler. In the case of protectorates over uncivilized 
countries it is usual to stipulate against alienation of territory 
without consent of the Obentaat. 

The legal position of protectorates is still somewhat unde- 
termined; there are an old view and also a new view of their 

nature. The relation may be one of international 
err 
Prated*" law, two states having entered into obligations 
hew- by treaty. Or the relation may be one of public 
La
"Kam' law; one of two states has become subordinate to, 

and incorporated with, the other. The general 
rule is that the protected state does not cease to be a 
sovereign state, if such was its previous status. Its head is 
still entitled to the immunities and dignity of a sovereign 
ruler. Further, the establishment of a protectorate does not 
necessarily rescind treaties made between the protected state 
and other states, at all events when it is not in reality 
conquest or cession, or when any modification would be 
to the injury of third parties (Pad. Papers, Madagascar, 
1807 87ook Trione, 187). Nor does the new relation 
make any change as to the nationality of the subjects 
of the two states, though in some countries facilities are 
afforded to the subjects of the lieterstaat to transfer their 
allegiance; and they owe a certain ill-defined degree of obedience 
to the protecting state. Nor, speaking generally, does the terri-
tory of the protected state become part of the territory of the 
°herded; in this respect is it unlike a colony, which may be 
regarded as an extension or outlying province of the country. 
At the same time, the question whether a particular protec-
torate forms part of the " dominion " or " territory " of the 
Crown for any purposes or within the meaning of any statute 
cannot be regarded as wholly free from doubt; its terms and 
intention must be examined. In Res V. &CVO (1910, 79, L J. 

874) the Court of Appeal decided that the Bechuanaland Pro-
tectorate was not part of the dominion of the Crown, but was 
foreign territory. Several writers propose this distinction—
the protected country is to be considered a part of the territory 
as to certain important sovereign rights, and as to other matters 
not. In one view, for the purpose of municipal law, the terri-
tory of a protectorate Is not, but for the purposes of international 
law is, within the territory of the protecting state. In another 
view, such territory is foreign only in the sense that it is not 
within the purview of the majority of statutes (see Hall's 
&Sensational Law, 6th ed., :26, Holborn, 135; Tupper's Indian 
ProfedwaSes, 336; Laband, 2, 7o). 

The older view of the position of a protectorate according to 
internatiooal law is contained in the decision of Dr Lushiagton 
in the case of the " Leucade " (8 S.T.. NA.. 433). to the effect that, 
the declaration of war by Great Britain against Russia notwith-
standing, the Ionian Islands. which were then under the protectorate 
of Great Britain. remained neutral The king of Great Britain 
had the right of declaring piece and war. " Such a right is insepara-
ble from protection." But the Ionian states did not become neces- 
sarily enemies of the state with which Great Britair 	- 7r. 
According to one view, the protected state is implkan ' 	as 
to which the protecting state is a party only when the latrir l as 
acquired a right of military occupation over the territory of I be 
1011111:r. "Cette solution a et6 reconnue par la France cn 1870 
propos de Is guerre centre l'Allernagne pour les lie, Taiti al irs 
sournises a noire protectorat; elk s imposerait pour la Tun ∎  le, 
Menem et Tonkin, et pour le Ca 	ott les trait& uous eonf. r nt 
le droit &Occupation mintaire " (M. 	t). In the even: of 
hostilities between the protecting protected states, cis 
hostilities would be regarded not as of the nature of tat inautrect, 
but as a regular war (Triune. t49). 

By the General Act of the Berlin Conference It was agreed that 
the acquisition of a protectorate should be notified to the signa-
tories to the agreement (art. 34), and it bas been the practice 
to give such notice. It was proposed by some of the powers  

represented that effective occupation should be a madden is 
the creation of a protectorate on the coast of Africa. But this 
was opposed by England, and was not adopted (Laband, ii. No). 

Many writers adhere to the doctrine that there is no impair-
ment of sovereignty of the weaker state by the establishment 
of a protectorate. They also allege that it is res inter alias ads, 
an arrangement which concerns only parties to it. But the 
trend of recent policy and purport of much recent legislation 
are against this view. The distinct tendency, especially as to 
protectorates over uncivilized countries, is to treat, for mamma 
of international law, the territory of a protectorate as if it 
belonged to the protecting state. If France, for example, pa-
witted in Tunis or other protectorates operations of an 
unfriendly character to any power, the injured power would no 
doubt look to France for redress. This view would probably be 
strongly pressed in the case of protectorates over countries having 
no welidefined or stable government. The probability is that 
in suds cues governments and courts applying international 
law would probably be guided not by technical facts—ouch, to 
take the case of British possessions, as the fact that an order in 
council permitted appeals to the Judicial Committee—but would 
look to the facts of the case. " Any state which undertakes to 
protect another assumes towards the rest of the world responsi-
bility for its good behaviour—the more complete protection 
the more extensive the responsibility—and this responsibility 
involves a duty to interfere if need be " (Coolidge, United States 
as a World Power," p. i67; and to the same effect Liszt, VOther-
reek, p. 31; and Zorn, Volketrecid, p. 45). The tendency is foe 
protecting states to assert jurisdiction over foreigners within 
the territories of the protected states (Westlake, 187; Jaya. 
p. 176; Ilbert, and ed., 393, 434)• Mr Hall remarks (International 
Law, 6th ed., p. 136 n.) that " all the states represented at the 
Berlin Conference of 11384-1885, with the exception of Greet 
Britain, maintained that the normal jurisdiction of a protector-
ate includes the right of administering justice over the subjects 
of other civilised states." The General Act contemplated 
measures which are scarcely compatible with the exemption at 
European traders and adventurers from the local civilized 
jurisdiction. He points out that Great Britain—which until 
lately took the view that a protected state possesses only dele-
gated powers, and that an Eastern state cannot grant jurisdiction 
over persons who are neither its own subjects nor subjects of the 
country to which the powers are delegated—bad by the Pacific 
Order in Council of silo and the South African Orders in Council 
of 189:-11194 asserted jurisdiction over natives and foreign 
subjects. " The Orders show a gradual increase of the assump-
tion of internal sovereignty" (JenkYns. Ku). A similar process 
is observable in the German protectorates, which are treated 
for some purposes as "inland," and not foreign tensor, (De 
blens* !Wands - wed Ansiands -begrif, Zeit:airs -ft fir KM- 
nialreeld, 1907, p. 31 1). The fact is 111111 I. the MS of peo 
tectorates over undvilised or semi-civilised commies • develop• 
meat is Inevitable: control quickly hardens Into conquest, and 
international law more and more takes note of this (act. 

Six tares de la Ro 	!le (Lyons, 
15 	: De repuidur 	we (Pans, 155(r): 	. Poe Staab( 
we 	 fkrrrechtlithe SuJaaqq der druticlaen Colentoen (t486); Heim- 
bu 	r. Per Enrol) der Gc 14Aphett (18t(8): 	Orgcsol, Les PP►  
ter 	title -MOW/4; annalos de l'Ezole des &rents' 	(inao): 
W I ns, Theoric jun:clique des protectoral' (1890): Despa&npt, EJ1di 

" 	P,Neacrati 896): Ileilborn. Das valkerreckthrho Protectoral 
Hall, The Parer Jurisdiction of the British Lerma (team): 
Du &Wa St 	I. Du 	...chutsgehiete f 1895); 	La Protectorate 

'110lIQUI lite, 	ode thiorique, 5••c.. tar Coml.:now, 6.c. 
Trione, Gli 	rirdi eel lore el:Marti genrschcri em E  ueeArri ce ni thor Ocie; (lug) :  eiLam The  of bd„ 

Jenleyna, British Rule and Jurrsdictsan beyond the Seas (loos); 
I. Das Staahrechl des deutsche', Resat" 0S76-1S821. Rae' 

de 	• it international, cirdisti, el barkers's. XVII. 1, Vet/ I Se ; 
St 	1. Die Rechtnerhaltnirre der deutsche,. &Ante" ebgete (tgam): 
• :!x, Let Prow:orals de to France (19013) article " Peutectoostes -
in 	Entyriopsedts of the Law, of Entiarid. and ed., vol. W.; Baty. 
IR 	r1  lank': 	I9091 Ullmann. 	rani, I oh (19on; 
• (19,0)

o
79. L.J.1- 	874: Von Stengel In Pritezhneft fir 

"A 'Id (1900, p. 758; Sir W. Lee-Warner. Proward Stotr •' 
/11 	'1910). 	 a WI 



PROTEOMYXA-PROTESILAUS 	 +7 1  
PROMMITRAs a name *ea by E. Ray Leakages (Enuy 

hi., ea ed., sas, art. " Pootous, ") to a group of Protozoa 
risuadaa. The group was fully recognised as distinct by 
Chelauki and by bat, receiving the name of /Aoudad from 

f, VOIllprelk Sei■Otraf. Clenk.. amoeba phase penetrating ■ eel 
of Spirogyra b, by • process of its protoplasm c, and taking up the 
mbetaece of the Spirogyra cell, tome ol which is seen within the 
Vaupyrega ta. 

a. Large individual of rank/cella, showing pseudopodia e, gad 
food particke e. The nucleus (though prevent) is not Mown in 
this drawing. 

3. Cyst phase of Vesearraile. The contests of the cyst have 
divided into four equal parts. of which throe are visible. One is 
commencing to break its way through the chat-walla, food 
particles. 

♦ Archnlea Wend, Lankester, showing lobate and ihnnentons 
Motopisern, and three groups of chlorophyll corpuscle,. The pro-
toplasm g is engulphirg a Bacterium s. 

S. Cyst phase of Archaean: a, spinout cyst-wall; A  greemeolomed 
contents. diver stn 

	corpuscle of Archaean showiet s tetrasclaisde 

Actleopltryd form of Arricriaa: b. chlorophyll eorposeka 
peferenfleits. Haeckel (A morn poen is. al Schutter). 

from Set *Ms figure, 

the former; but as this same had bees usually applied to Flagel-
lum and even the zoospores are tat always provided with 
&gene. Lankester's name has become mere suitable, and has 
hem adopted by Dame and Hisomard (egos) and by Harlot 
WOO. The group eagesed to a eseritkmble Mont iota the 

" Manua " of Haechel, "upend (erroeseously in mat if net all 
species adequately studied) to possess no nudes' in the proto 
plum. The following are the characteristics of the group . 

Pseudopods usually granular, fine flexible, tapering weaselly, 
not freely branching; Reproducing sometimes by simple Grim, 
but more frequently by multiple radon in a breod<yst whose 
walls may be multiple. Plasmodium formation occasional, but 
never leading to the formation of a massive fructlicatioe: other 
syngamic processes unknown, and probably men-exaust. 
Encrament, or at least a resting stare at full growth, is very 
characteristic, and frequently an excretion of granules takes 
place into the int-farmed cyst, whereupon a second inner cyst 
is formed which may be followed by a third. Throe brood-cysts, 
in which multiple Won takes place, may be of two kinds. 
ordinary and reviles, the latter being distinguished by a firm, 
and usually ornamented and cuticulariaed cell-wall, and only 
producing its soospous alter an intervaL Besides, an indi-
vidual at any age may under unfavourable conditions surround 
itself with a " hypoocyst." to pas the time until attune are 
more suitable to active life, when it emerges unchanged. 

cy • he do-Wing character 01 the tw.. order. la t 
/-msporeae, Zopl. The brood-cells kave the cyst as" Monads " 

(It 	∎ ine or two flagella). Genera P,radospona.C.elik.• l'tcaarsons. 
Ci . . rhplophysehl. Zopl.; 	rano. o. f 41, 	 .-likelulitn. Z.. 
PI ...101POndfiliii, Pleunodiaphota. Woronin: Trrransyro, Goebel. 

a. Azoosporeae, Zopf. Genera : Eonyrenna, Z.; Vuerpyreaa. 
Cirnk. (figs. 1. 2. 3): Le 14040r. ilert w. and Lena; Barratla, Surnk in : 
Pt -mean.  I Lste k • ( fig. 8 ) : A rchrrun. Lank. ( figa. 4 -7): Serei Shwas Not. 
L r  tier; Lympfirotioruiruns. Calkins. 

iny of the species arc endoparasites in living cells, mostly of 
Al . or Fungi, but not exclusively. At least two species of Pas. 
de •,4 have been taken for reproductive stages in the life history 
of 	hosts—whence Mcleod the generic name. Plasma, trphor4 
In 	ce. gives rise to the dike-tie known as" Ilanburies " or " finger. 
an 	in Cruriferae; Lymphosbarrisse cau.-s vi ruire epiric min 
an .; the American (rook-trout. Saheinus faitnalis. Archer:ma 
low i is remarkable for containing a pair of chlorophyll corpuscles 
in 	h rr II: no nucleus has been mole out. Nit thy chluruphN II 
• di, ;tic prvviuus 	 :- a irt 5.h.watrr form- " 
cells of this smcies form loose aggregates or filoplassiocfia. like tkOM 
of Mammies. (Fantasias:rm, pa.) or Lankall (Labriatiminidelk 
p••), Ike. 

Vesaprelk (figs. 1-3) and Esterowtyre also form a compact 
plasnsodtum which separates into I-nucleate cells, which then eacyst 
and divide into a brood of four. 

Weutuurny.—F. Cienkoweki in ArrItir fir utibvritepiratt 
Astabesser (1663); Hawke!. " Die Menefee.' in Jensen Itasca.. 
(186$). vol. Iv.; W. Zapf. Die Monadineen." in Schenk's Heenach 
Inboarta (1887). vol. a pt. S., and beitrder ter Pkyrinersr sad 
Marperaigie miaow Ortensmar. (tiluo); Deter and E. Iiimuard. 
Pada de web* rsacatal. voL L; &dna Inekteeeeeee 
080); Name Hung. Guard ar Natural HUN., (t06). vol. i. 

IN Ha.) 
PROTIBILAUL in Greek legend, son of 1phidus, and husband 

of Lawlanteia. In command of the Greek contingent from 
Phylace is Thessaly, be was the first to spring ashore on Trojan 
soil, although be knew it meant instant death. His wife be-
sought the gods below that he might be permitted to return to 
auth for the space of three hours. Her prayer was granted. 
and on the expiration of the time allotted she returned with him 
to the nether world. According to Hyginus (Fob. to3. tot). 
Ludlum:ea made a waxen Image of her husband. A slave. 
having detected bet in the act of embracing it and supposing 
it to be a lover, informed her father, who ordered her to bum 
the image; whereupon she threw herself with it into the flames. 
In another account (Cason, Narratiertri, 83) Protesilaus survived 
the fall Cl Troy and carried off Arthilla, the sister of Priam. 
Deming a Mk on the peninsula of Pallene, Aethilla and the other 
captive women set ire to the ships. Protesilaus. unable to 
continue kis voyage, remained and bunt the city of Selma. His 
tomb and temple were to be wee near Ekes in the Thracian 
Chaumont. Nymphs had planted Ara-trees. lacing towards 
Troy, which withered away as saes as they had grows high 
enough to see the captured city. PTeinallUS was the subject 
of a tragedy by Euripides, el which same frageseems remain. 

Thalf.ii,
Mow" al. 

Leda.. Dial INK mit. I; Ovid, IHosed.,.
Plgiottuar.  



472 	PROTESTANT-PROTMANTENVEREIN 
FROTRITAIll, the generic name for an adherent of those 

Churches which base their teaching on the prindpies• of the 
Reformation (q.1.). The name is derived from the formal 
Prelates& handed in by the evangelical states of the empire, 
including some of the more important princes and 14 imperial 
cities, against the recess of the diet of Spires (r529), which decreed 
that the religious status quo was to be preserved, that no innova-
tions were to be introduced in those states which had not hither-
to made them, and that the mass was everywhere to be tolerated. 
The name 'Protestant seems to have been first applied to the 
protesting princes by their opponents, and it soon came to be used 
indiscriminately of all the adherents of the reformed religion. 
Its use appears to have spread more rapidly outside Germany 
than in Germany itself, one cause of its popularity being that 
it was negative and colourless, and could thus be applied by 
adherents of the " old religion " to those of the " new religion," 
without giving offence, on occasions when it was expedient to 
avoid abusive language. The designation was moreover grate-
ful to the Reformers as connoting a certain boldness of attitude; 
and Professor Ksttenbusch (Herzog-Hauck, Realaseyklopitdie, 
3rd ed., xvL p. 136, 15) points out with great truth how, from 
this point of view, the name " Protestantism " has survived as 
embodying for many the conception of liberty, of the right of 
private judgment, of toleration for every progressive idea in 
religion, as opposed to the Roman Catholic principles of 
authority and tradition; so that many even of those who do 
not "profess and all themselves Christians" yet glory in the 
name of " Protestant." 

As the designation of a Church, " Protestant " was unknown 
during the Reformation period and for a long while after. In 
Germany the Reformers called themselves usually earegdki, 
and avoided special designations for their communities, which 
they conceived only as part of the true Catholic Church; " Cal-
vinists," " Lutherans," " Zwinglians "were, in the main, terms of 
abuse intended to stamp them as followers of one or other 
heretical leader, like Arians or Hussites. It was not until the 
period of the Thirty Years' War that the two main schools of 
the reformed or evangelical Churches marked their definitive 
separation: the Calvinists describing themselves as the " Re-
formed Church," the Lutherans as the " Lutheran Church." 
In France, in England, in Holland the evangelicals continued 
to describe their churches as celestas reformat's, without the 
aerate frank which in Germany bad confined the designation 
" Reformed " to the followers of a particular church order and 
doctrine. As to the word " Protestant," it was never applied 
to the Church of England or to any other, save unofficially and 
in the wide sense above indicated, until the style "Protestant 
Episcopal Church " (see below) was assumed by the Anglican 
communion in the United States. Even in the Bill of Rights 
the phrase " Protestant religion " occurs, but not " Protestant 
Church," and it was reserved for the Liberal government, in 
the original draft (afterwards changed) of the Accession Declara-
tion Bill introduced in Ivo, to suggest " Protestant Reformed 
Church of England " as a new title for the Established Church. 

The style " Protestant " had, however, during the gab cen-
tury assumed a variety of new shades of meaning which neces-
sarily made its particular application a somewhat hazardous 
proceeding. In Germany it had, for a while, been assumed by 
the Lutherans as against the Calvinists, and when in 11117 King 
Frederick William HI. of Prussia forcibly amalgamated the 
Lutheran and Reformed Churches in the new " Evangelical 
Church " its public use was forbidden in the Prussian dominions. 
It survived, however, in spite of royal decrees, but in an altered 
sense. It became—to quote Professor Kattenbuscb—the 
" secular " designation of the adherents of the Reformation, 
the shibboleth of the " liberal " ecclesiastical and theological 
tendencies Finally, in opposition to the ultramontane move-
ment in the Roman Catholic Church, it came once more into 
fashion in something of its original sense among the evangelicals. 

In the Church c4 England, on the other hand, the name 
Protestant " has, under the influence of the High Church 

reaction, been repudiated by an Inamaingly large number of  

the clergy and laity, and Is even sometimes used by thee In a 
derogatory seam as applied to their fellow churchmen who stffl 
uphold In their integrity the prindples of the Reformation. 
Among the latter, on the other band, " Protestantism " b and 
as exclusive of a good many of the doctrines and practices which 
in the Lutheran Church were at one time " Protestant " as 
opposed to " Reformed," e.g. the doctrine of the real Presence, 
auricular confession, the use of ceremonial lights and vestments. 
By many churchmen, too, the name of " Protestant " is accepted 
in what they take to be the old sense as implying repudiation 
of the claims of Rome, but as not necessarily involving a denial 
of " Catholic " doctrine or any confusion of the Church of 
England with non-episcopal churches at home or abroad. 

In contradistinction to all these somewhat refined meaninp, 
the term " Protestant " is in common parlance applied to all 
Christians who do not belong to the Roman Catholic Church, 
or to one or other of the ancient Churches of the East. 

PROTEITANTENVEREIN is the name of a society in Germany 
the general object of which is to promote the union ( reran) and 
progress of the various established Protestant Churches of the 
country in harmony with the advance of culture and on the 
basis of Christianity. It was founded at Frankfort-on-the-
Main in 1863 by a number of distinguished clergymen and lay-
men of liberal tendencies, representing the freer parties of the 
Lutheran and Reformed Churches of the various German 
states, amongst whom were the statesmen Bluntschli and Von 
Bennigsen and the professors R, Rothe, Ii Ewald, D. Schenkel, 
A. Hilgenfeld and F. Hiteig.. The more special objects of the 
association are the following: the development of the Churches 
on the basis of a representative parochial and synodal system of 
government in which the laity shall enjoy their full rights; the 
promotion of a federation of all the Churches in one national 
Church; resistance to all hierarchical tendencies both within and 
without the Protestant Churches; the promotion of Christian 
toleration and mutual respect amongst the various confessions; 
the rousing and nurture of the Christian life and of all Christian 
works necessary for the moral strength and prosperity of the 
nation. These objects include opposition to the claims of Rome 
and to autocratic interference with the Church on the part of 
either political or ecclesiastical authorities, efforts to Induce the 
laity to claim and exercise their privileges as members of the 
Church, the assertion of the right of the clergy, laity and both lay 
and clerical professors to search for and proclaim freely the 
truth In independence of the creeds and the letter of Scripture. 
Membership in the association is open to all Germans who are 
Protestants and declare their willingness to co-operate in pro-
moting its objects. The means used to promote these objects 
are mainly (1) the formation of local branch associations through-
out the country, the duty of which is by lectures, meetings and 
the distribution of suitable literature to make known and 
advocate Its principles, and (a) the holding of great annual or 
biennial meetings of the whole association, at which its objects 
and principles are expounded and applied to the circumstances 
of the Church at the moment. The " theses " accepted by the 
general meetings of the association as the result of the discus-
sions on the papers read Indicate the theological position. of its 
members. The following may serve as illustrations:-- 

The creeds of the Protestant Church shut the doors on the mu 
only, but epee them for advance in the future; it la immoral and 
contrary to true Protestantism to require subscription to thins 
The limits of the freedom of teaching are not prescribed by the letter 
of Scripture. but • fundamental requirement of Protestantism is free 
inquiry in and about the Scriptures. The attempt to limit the 
freedom of theological inqdiry and teaching in the Indweling,  Is 
violation of the vital primiple d Protestantism. Only such concep 
tions of the person of Jesus an satisfy the religious necessities 
this age asfully recognIte the idea of his humanity and place in 
history, The hither reason only has unconditional authority, and 
the Bible must justify itself before its tribunal: we find the haws 
of divine re-rel.:son and Its (Moline* in the Bible *lone, sod mama 
bids us regard the Bade as the only authority and canon in issuers 
of religious belief. 

The formation of the araciadon at once provoked fluor 
sad delerallned opposition oa the pan at she anknern ands 
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d the Chat* partiettlady In Berlin. Attempts mom or less 
successful have been made from the first to (=Me dergymen 
and professors identified with it from the pulpits and chairs of 
Berlin and elsewhere, though membership in it involves no legal 
disqualification lot either. One of the objects of the association 
was to some extent obtained by their °menhaden of the Prussian 
Church when Dr Falk was cultus minister, on the basis of paro-
chial and synodal representation, which came into full operation 
in *879.  But the election for the general synod turned out very 
unfavourable to the liberal party, and the large orthodox majority 
endeavoured to use their power against the principles and the 
members of the association. In 1118: the position of the associa-
tion was rendered still more difficult by the agitation in Berlin 
of Dr Kaltboff and other members of It in favour of a "people's 
church " on purely dissenting and extremely advanced theologi-
cal principles. This difficulty has continued, and the extreme 
rationalist position taken up by some leaders has alienated the 
sympathy not only of the obscurantist' but of those who were 
prepared to go some distance in the direction of a liberal theology. 
There are now about a5,000 members in the so branches of the 
Verein. 

See D. Scheidt:1 Der derricks Preetseteeenagwein wad mass Bedew 
fear foe die Gnomon (Wiesbaden, 18611, and ed. 1971): Der deutsche 
Proltaaniemerein as seises Stabiles esti den Theme seiner Hasps. 
erriamatiansen .1865-1881 (Berlin, 1883); P. Weblhorn in Hersog-
liauck's Reoloszyk. ler pre*. Threi. a. Kiva:: H. Weinel. " Religious 
Life and Thought in Germany To•day," Hitters Aerial (July 1909). 

PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH. in the United States, 
a part of the Anglican Communion, organised after the War of 
Independence by the scattered parishes of the Church of Eng-
land which survived the war. It inherits from the Church of 
England, with which it is in communion, its liturgy, polity 
and spiritual traditions, though it has entire independence in 
legislation. While the clergy of both Churches are cordially 
received in their respective countries, there is no formal con-
nexion between them except in fellowship and in advisory council 
as at the Lambeth Conference. The Chards in the United 
States is therefore an independent national Church which has 
adapted itself to the conditions of American life. 

With many likenesses, the Protestant Episcopal Church is 
different from the Church of England in its organisation and 
representative form of government. It has the three ordeal 
of bishops, priests and deacons, and uses an almost identical 
liturgy; but it is a democratic institution in which the laity have 
practically as much power as the clergy, and they me represented 
in all legislative bodies. The constitution of the Church follows 
in many particulars the constitution of the United States. As 
the separate states of the Union are made up of different WWII-
ships, so the diocese is composed of separate parishes; and as 
the nation is a union of the states, so the Church is a union of the 
dioceses. The American plan of representative government is 
consistently adhered to. The Church in America is thus a part 
of the Catholic Church of Christ, with its roots deep in the past 
and yet a living body with a life of its own, standing for the 
truth of the Christian religion in the great Republic. It is now 
firmly established in every state and Territory of the United 
States, and in all the dependencies, with also vigorous missions 
in foreign lands. 
• Services of the Church of England were held by the chaplains 
of exploring expeditions in various parts of North America 

before • settlement was established: on Hudson Bay, Mows in :pit, and on the shores of the Pacific with Drake 
in I s7o; but the first permanent foothold of the Church was in 
Jamestown, Virginia, in 1677, when a colony was founded and 
a church built. lbis fact is recognised in the proposed preamble 
to the constitution, in which it is stated that this American 
Church was " fait planted in Virginia in the year of Our Lord 
tool, by representatives of the ancient Church of England." 
Parishes were later founded in Maryland in :676; in Marche- 
setts In 16116; in New York about 1693; in Connecticut in t7o6; 
and in the other colonies during the syth and tilth centuries. 
The growth of these colonial churches was largely Maimed by 
the Sadie, for the Propagation of the Gospel in Facets Parts, 

founded in 7or, through the efforts of the Rev. Thomas Bray, a 
missionary in Maryland. These churches scattered throughout 
the different colonies up to the American War of Independence 
were missions of the Church of England. They were under the 
jurisdiction of the Bishop of London, there being no bishop in 
America. The Bishop of London superintended these distant 
parishes by means of commissaries. Many of the clergy came 
from England; and when young men in America desired to be 
ordained, it was necessary for them to go to England for this 
purpose. The Church during the colonial period was incomplete 
is organization, and without the power of expansion. It was 
confined principally to the more settled parts of the country, 
though it had extended itself into all the colonies. During this 
period a few educational institutions were founded: the College 
of William and Mary in 1693, in Virginia; the Public Academy 
of Philadelphia, in *749, now the university of Pennsylvania; 
and King's College, in r 754, in New York, now Columbia Univer-
sity. The clergy also frequently taught In parochial schools, 
and trained boys and girls In their homes. 

When the war broke out and independence was declared, a 
number of the clergy went back to England, leaving their 
parishes vacant, but many, especially in the southern states. 
remained and upheld the American cause. A large majority 
of the laymen were patriots. Two-thirds of the signers of the 
Declaration of Independencewere Episcopalians. The churches, 
having their support largely withdrawn by the Venerable Society, 
became very weak. In Massachusetts during the war only two 
churches were kept open. 

After the war it was very soon recognised that If the Chinch 
was to survive, there must be organization and co-operation 
among the fragments left. Rev. William White (1748-1836) 
of Philadelphia, who had been chaplain of the Continental 
Congress, was a leader in the plan of organization. Rev. Samuel 
Seabury (*729-11796) of Connecticut was also an important 
factor in continuing the life of the Church. He was elected 
bishop by the clergy of Connecticut, and after being refused hr 
England, was consecrated bishop of Connecticut by the Scotch 
non-juror bishops in Aberdeen on the *4th of November 1784. 
Later, William White of Pennsylvania and Samuel Provoost 
(r74s-tars) of New York were consecrated bishops in the chapel 
at Lambeth Palace on the 4th of February 1787, by the arch-
bishops of Canterbury and York and others. Rev. James 
Madison (z749-i8r 2) of Virginia was also consecrated bishop in 
England, on the rod of September :79o. An important meeting 
or general convention of laymen, clergy and bishops was 
held in z784,  and another in 1789, for the purpose of consolida-
ting and uniting the Church. Certain fundamental principles 
were adopted which were the basis of organization: that the 
Episcopal Church be independent of all foreign authority; that 
it have full and eedusive power to regulate the concerns of 
its own eommanion; that the doctrines be maintained as in 
the Church of England; that bishops, priests and deacons 
be required; that the canoes and laws be made by a more 
representative body of dery and laity conjointly. At the 
general convention of :789 a constitution and canons were 
finally adopted, and the book of Conntion Prayer was set forth. 

The Church thus being fully organized, it was prepared to 
develop and extend. There was a long period, however, when 
little was done save retain what had already been gained. 
Owing io a measure to the popular prejudice against anything 
that savoured of England, and to the difficulty of adapting the 
newly formed institution to the conditions of American life, the 
Church hardly held its own from :789 to att. The general 
convention of 1811 was attended by only five clergymen and 
four laymen more than that of 1780. The Church in Virginia 
especially suffered a decline, but in the North it maintained 
itself. After slit a new spirit manifested itself in the consecra-
tion of three important men to the episcopate. John Henry 
Hobart, a man of great zeal and devotion, betame bishop of New 
York in Oh t; Alexander Viets Griswold (*766-1843), a man of 
piety and force, became bishop of the eastern diocese of New 
England in gm; and Richard Cbsalan Moore (1461'1841), • 
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strong preacher and vigorous personality, was consecrated 
bishop of Virginia in 1814. Both Hobart and Moore became 
interested in theological education; and their efforts to train 
clergymen resulted in the establishment of the General Theo-
logical Seminary in New York in 1819, and the Theological 
Seminary in Virginia,  opened in Alexandria in 1824. The 
Churchman's Magazine was started. Another evidence of 
expansion was the consecration in 18:9 of Philander Chase 
(1775-1852), who became pioneer bishop of the West, first in 
Ohio where he laid the foundations (1824) of the " Theological 
Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the Diocese of 
Ohio," afterward called Kenyon College, at Gambier, and then 
in Illinois where be organized a church and founded Jubilee 
College. The Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society was 
started in 1821. This centralized the mission work, and became 
the great agency in the growth and extension of the Church. 
Bishop Jackson Kemper (2789-187o) in the North-west, and 
Bishop James Hervey Otey (1800-2863) in the South-west, 
did important pioneer work. 

The period between 1833 and 1865 was characterized by 
further expansion of the episcopate and the formation of new 
dioceses. Bishop William Ingraham Kip (1811-1893) went to 
the miners of California in 1833. The dioceses of Oregon and 
Iowa were founded in 2854; and Bishop Henry Benjamin 
Whipple (1822-19o1) was sent to Minnesota in 1859. The 
Church found its way into Indiana, Texas, Arkansas, Florida, 
Nebraska and Colorado. In 1835 there were 763 clergymen; 
in 1850 the number had increased to 1558; and even in tads there 
were 2450. The number of communicants also grew from 1835, 
when there were 36,000; to 185o, when there were &Noce; and to 
t865, when there were z so,000. During this period some 
beautiful church buildings were erected, notably Trinity church 
and Grace church, New York. The services were richer; stain' ed 
glass was used; stalls for the clergy and choir were introduced, 
and the lectern was substituted for the old-time reading-desk. 
Other educational institutions were founded: Nashotah, Wiscon-
sin, in 1842; Bexley Hall at Gambier in 2839; Racine College, 
at Racine, Wisconsin; and Griswold College in Iowa. 

IVhen the Civil War broke out in 286z the Church in the South 
met and formed a separate organization called " The Protestant 
Episcopal Church in the Confederate States," but the Church in 
the North did not recognize the accession; at the meeting of the 
general convention in New York in 1862, the roll of the Southern 
dioceses was called, and though absent, they were still considered 
a part of the Church in the United States. This brotherliness 
was an important factor in bringing about a complete union 
between the Northern and Southern Churches after the Civil 
War; so the Church in the Coafederate States had but a 
temporary existence. 

Since the Civil War the Church has grown with the expansion 
of national life. It has become strong in great centres, and has 
reached out into every part of the United States and its depen-
dencies, and has maintained missionary stations in foreign lands. 
There are bishops and missionary dioceses in Alaska, Hawaii, the 
Philippine Islands, Porto Rico and Cuba; two bishops in China 
and two in Japan; and bishops in Liberia, Haiti, and Brazil- 

Institutions of learning, school:, 
narks, have been founded. Prominent among the schools arc St 
Paul's, at Concord, New Hampshire; St Mark's, at Southboro. Massa-
chusetts; Groton School, at Groton, Massachusetts; St Mary's, at 
Garden City, Long Island; St Agnes's, at Albany, New York; St 
Marls, at Burlington, New Jersey; the Cathedral School, at %Vash-
ington D.C.; and St. George's School. at Newport, Rhode Island. 
In addition to the colleges already referred to, there should be In-
chided: Trinity College, at Hartford, Connecticut; St Stephen's, 
at Annandale, New York; the University of the South, at Sewance. 
Tennessee; and Hobart College, at Geneva, New York. The theo-
logical seminaries, besides the general seminary in New York and the 
Virginia Seminary, arc: the Divinity School. in Philadelphia; the 
Berkeley Divinity School, at Middletown, Connecticut ; the Seal . ■ try 
Divinity School, at Faribault, Minnesota; Western Th e"! cal 
Seminary, in Chicago; Nashotah House. at Nashotah, Wi. in; 
Bexley Hall, Gambier. Ohio; the Church Divinity School of tic ' 
fie, San Mateo, California; and the Episcopal Theological School 
in Cambridge, Mas‘aehusetts. 

Cathedrals have been built or were Is proem of asenieffen fs 
1910 in many cities. Among them are: All Saints 
Milwaukee; the Cathedral of All Saints, Albany; the Cathedral 
the Incarnation, Garden City, Long Island. the Cathedral Church 
of St Luke, Portland, Maine; St John the Divine. New York: 
and also those in Dallas, Texas, VVashington, D.C.. Davenport. 
Iowa, and Cleveland, Ohio. 

The institutional life of the Church is constantly ioacasing, 
Among the numerous organizations founded for distinct purposes 
are: the Woman's Auxiliary to the Board of Missions; the Amarkas 
Church Building Fund Commission ; the American Church Missionary 
Society; the General Clergy Relief Fund; the Assyrian Miasma 
Committee; the American Church Institute for Negroes; the Brother, 

re hood of St Andrew; the Girls' Friendly Society ; the Church Students' 
Missionary Association; the Church Laymen's Union; the Sotbury 
Society of New York; the Church Mission to Deaf Mutes; the Cone 
ference of Church Workers among the Colored People; the Society 
for the Increase of the Ministry; the Church Association for the 
Advancement of the Interests of Labor; the Church Temperance 
Society; the Church Unity Society; the Confraternity of the Blessed 
Sacrament; the Guild of the 

i 
 Holy Cross; the Guild of St Danube. 

for Nurses; the Church Congress n the United States. 111 additiow 
there are Sunday School commissions and institutes in almost 
every diocese. Among the religious orders may be mentioned 
the Society of Mission Priests of St John the Evangelist ; the Order 
of the Holy Cross: the Community of St Mary; the Sisterhood of 
St Margaret: the All Saints Sisters of the Poor; the Sisterhood of 
St John Baptist; and others. There are also training schools 
for deaconesses, including the New York Training School for 
Deaconesses; and the Church Training and Deaconess How of 
the Diocese of Pennsylvania. 

The Protestant Episcopal Church In the Milted States is 
governed according to the constitutions and canons adopted in 
1789, and from time to time amended by the General 
Convention, which meets every three years. The mesa 
General Convention consists of the House of Bishops, having es 
members all the bishops of the Church, and a House of Depw 
ties, composed of four presbyters and foot laymen elected by 
each diocese in union with the Convention; also one clerical and 
one lay deputy from each missionary district within the 
boundaries of the United States, and one clerical and one 
lay deputy chosen by the Convocation of the American 
Churches in Europe. The voting is by both houses acting 
separately and concurring. In the House of Deputies the vote 
is taken by orders, the clerical and lay deputies voting separatdy; 
and they must concur for a resolution to pass. This representa-
tive body legislates for the whole Church. Each diocese also has 
ita own constitution and canons, by which it regulates its lament 
affairs, having also an annual diocesan °seventies, in which the 
clergy and laity are represented. A bishop is elected by the 
diocese, subject to confirmation by a majority of the bishops 
and standing committees of the different dioceses. Missionary 
bishops are elected by the Have of Bishops and confirmed by 
the House of Deputies if the General Convention is in =Won; 
if not in session, by a majority of the standing committees. 
The presiding bishop of the Church was the senior bishop in 
order of consecration, until 1919, when an amendment to the 
constitution was adopted providing for his election by the 
General Convention. A special feature of the government of 
the Church is the power given to the laymen. In the pubbes 
they elect their own clergyman; and they have votes in the 
diocesan convention and in the General Convention, and aro 
thus an integral part of the lee:dative machinery of the 
Church. 

The worship of the Church is conducted in accordance with 
the Book of Common Prayer, net forth in 1789, but changed from 
time to time as need has arisen. The preface states that " this 
Church is far from intending to depart from the Church sl 
England in any essential part of doctrine, disdplina or worship, 
or further than local circumstances require." This principAe 
guided the Church in the early days, and continues in force. 
However, changes have been made in the direction of omission 
and addition. The Athanasian Creed is omitted, as well  as all 
reference to the king and royal family. The Commination 
Service has been dropped. Is the Te Des" in place of " Thou 
didst not abhor the Virgin's womb," is substituted " Thou 
did humble Thyself to be bora of • Virgin." Many verbal 
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dumps have been seeds. Om Father which art in HOMO • 
is changed to " Who art In Heaven "; " Than that trespass " 
In changed to "Thew who trespass." The Ornaments Rubric 
and the Black Rubric are omitted. The Communion Office is 
more like the Scottish office, having the Oblation and Invocation. 
Reread of the Commandments may be said our Lord's summary 
of the law. Spedal prayers and thanksgiving have been added, 
to be used upon several occasions. A form of the consecration of 
a charts has been introduced, as well as an office for the 
institutim of a minister and an office for the visitation of r= The last revision of the American Prayer Book was 

roopels for the Festival of the Transfiguration and 
for the early celebration of the Holy Communion on Christmas 
Day and Easter Day were added; and a greater tlearibility fn 
the me of the Prayer Book was permitted. 

The statistics as reported by the General Convention of pry are as 
follows: the whole number of clergy. 5329: deacons ordained. 483; 
priests oedalaed. en : candidates for holy orders, 469 ;postulants, 3 231 
lay madam, 464; bsptisma. 197,203; persons toned. 138.931; 
communicants, 871.862; Sunday Sc hool officers and tesichma. 47.871; 
pupil 446467; parishes and missions. 7615; chumh edifices. 7028; 

5430• church hospitals. 71; orphan asylums. 37; bones, 
  Institutions. 22; collegiate, 17; theological. 73; other 

Ogee., 797 Petal contributions for all pummel, (152.257019; 
epiecopal fund. $3.499.838; hospitals and other institutions, 
11 1 7409.083. 

is the Colonies (3 vols.. and I., London, :836); Leighton Coh, any  
The Mod is dimes (He. fork, toes): A. L. Crook Tee A sr; ,mis 
Eisisayese e mad eke Ase.weeoz colony (New York. 19130); H. W. F as, 
Anna: ef_Eind's Chapel (a vols.. Boston. ilidia-13.97); G. , rye 
Hodges, Three Hundred rears of the Episcopal Church is An ,,no 
(Philadelphia. 1906); W. S. ferry, Homy of the American E „pal
Omsk, s517-tU 3 with Monagropiu vo‘.. Boston. 1885); W. S. 
Perry, HYsioriral CallfaiIMU Ittlosong to act Episcopal Colonial Chun, 
1011r11 / Vetiwie, Pearysyircaro, Matsachuteas. Maryland and 
Delmore (4 vols.. llartfoni. 18-o); S. D. McConnell. 11.1:..ny of the 
American Episcopal Clunk (tow York. 0;00; D. D. Add,- n, 
Thr Episcopalian, (New York. ttioz): C. C. Tiffany, A Iliam,yol 
Programs jlryef Canna( (New York. 1905). k  D. D. A./ 

PROMS. In Greek mythology, a prophetic old man of the 
sea. According to Homer, his resting-place was the island of 
Pharos, near the mouth of the Nile; in Virgil his home is the 
island of Carpathus, between Crete and Rhodes. He knew all 
things past, present and future, but was loth to tell what he 
knew. Those who would consult him had first to surprise and 
bind him daring his noonday slumber in a cave by the sea, where 
he was wont to pass the heat of the day serrounded by his seals. 
Even when caught be would try to escape by assuming all sorts 
of shapes: now be was • lion, now a serpent, a leopard, a boar, a 
tree, fire, water. But if his captor held him fast the god at last 
returned to his proper shape, gave the wished-for answer, and 
then plunged into the sea. He was subject to Poseidon, and 
acted as shepherd to his " flocks." In post-Homeric times the 
story ran that Proteus was the me of Poseidon and a king of 
Egypt, to whose court Hden was taken by Hermes after she 
bad been carried off, Paris being accompanied to Troy by a 
phantom substituted for her. This is the story followed by 
Herodotus it r, 1 t9), who got it from Egyptian priests, and 
by Euripides in the II deems. From his power of assuming what-
ever shape be pleased Proteus came to beregarded, especially by 
the Orphic mystics, as a symbol of the original matter from 
which the world was created. Rather he is typical of the 
ever-changing aspect of the sea (Homer, Odyssey, iv. 331; Virgil, 
Georgia, iv. 386). 

PROTEIN (Proems ineveitwes), in zoology, a blind perenni-
beanchiate tailed Bstrachian, inhabiting the subterranean 
waters of the limestone caves to the east of the Adriatic from 
Ciuraie da to Herzegovina. It was long impend to be the sole 
representative of the Batrachians in the cave fauna, but other 
examples have been added in recent yearn it is a small eel-like 
animal, with minute limbs, the anterior of which are tridutyle. 
the posterior didsctyle, with a strongly compreseed tail, • 
narrow bead. with Bat truncate snout, minute rudimentary 
eyes hidden under the skin, which is usually colourless, or tether 
flesb-coloured, with the sheet phisne-like external gills blood- 

red; this jaws end palate are toothed. llds mtenordbary 
Batrachian has been found in a great number of different caves, 
but rather sporadically, and it is believed that Its real home is 
in deeper subterranean waters, whence it is expelled at times 
of floods. It is often kept in aquariums, where it may tura 
almost black, and has bred In captivity. Prams forms with 
iVecturar (A I nwercowlests) the family Proteidae. The wend 
genus, which is widely distributed in eastern North America, is 
more generalized in its structure, having better developed limbs, 
with four digits, .and is adapted to live in the light. But the 
two are doeely allied, and tiseeserees gives us a very mad idea 
of what sort of a type Pram must be derived from. 

to tacit a Proteus-Blan Beaulieu was discovered in Texas 
during the operation of boring an artesian well AS ft. deep. 
when it was shot out with a number of 
remarkable and unknown Crustaceans. 
Ty frkloweige maenad (see Lg.), as this 
creature was called, agrees with Preil711 in 
the shape of the head, in the absence of 
functional eyes, in the presence of external 
Elk and in the atteigmeeted skin. It differs 
in the very short body and the long slender 
limbs with four to five digits. It was lint 
placed in the same family as Prague, but 
the anateenical Investigations of Ellen J. 
Emerson have led this author to believe 
that the real affinities are with the larval 
form of the tuneless salamander Slieferfra, 
sot with Modems and Prelims- Whilst 
Profess has Imp in addition to the gills, 
Tyykfamolge tacks the lungs, and with them 
the trachea and luny:. It is therefore 
probable that Tyieklemsfes is a permanent 
larva derived from Sadierasz, whilst we are 
quite unable to assign my direct ancestor 
to Neeterms. 

Another blind Medal has recently been 
described as Typhianifoo sPolosor, from 
caves in the hfissiseippl Valley. It bas 
neither gills nor lungs in the adult, and is found under rocks 
in ee out of the water. It is not allied to PrOdelil. The eyes are 
apparently Dermal in the larva, but in the adult they have 
unclergotte marked degeneration. 

. 	Rusconi. Del Prolto megrims (Pavia. 
1819). 4; J. Jr 	Lsarkfahma Eureptu (x897), ii. as; E. 
Zeller. fiber die fsapflartromig des Proteus seguitu., Jahretb. ore. 
Nat. Minicab. (1889). p.13t ; Steil-mgrs. " New Genus and Species 
of Blind Cave Salamanders from North America," P.U.S. Pia 
Mar. (1892), ay. 1 13 ; ;dem, " New Genus and Species of Blind, Tailed 
Batrachlans from the Subterranean Waters of Texas," op. ca. 
(1896). av iii, 619; Ellen J. Env•rvm. " General Anatomy of 

PROTITIfill (Gr. vela's'', a setting forth, from rpenebni, 
to set forward or before), in the liturgy of the Orthodox 
Eastern Church, the name given to the act of " setting forth " 
the oblation, Le. the arranging of the bread on the paten, the 
signing of the cross (edeav(rae) oe the bread with the sacred 
spear, the mixing of the Mahon and the veiling of the paten and 
chalice (see F.S.Brightman, Liberties Emigres cod W esters, 
MA). The tens Is siso used, architecturally, for the place ba 
which this ceremony takes place, a chamber on the meth side of 
the central apse in a Greek church, with • small table. During 
the reign of Justin II. (565-574)  this chamber was located in as 
apse, and another apse was added on the south side for the 
diaconicas (q.s ), so that from his time the Greek church was 
triamaL In the churches in central Syria the ritual was 
apparently not the same, as both prettied' and diaconica are 
generally rectangular, and the former, according to De Vogue, 
constituted a chamber he the deposit of offerings by the 
faithful. Consequently it is sometimes placed on the south'side, 
U whys so placed it was more accessible to the pilgrims. There 
is always a much wider doorway to the prude:eh than to the 
dimenicom and than ate tams when a side doorway from the 
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central apse leads direct to the tinconicon, but never to the 
prothesis. 

PROTISTA, a name invented by Ernst Haeckel (Goitrelle 
Morphologic der Ottani:sun, 1866) to denote a group of organisms 
supposed to be intermediate between the animal and vegetable 
kingdoms. As knowledge advanced the precise limits of the 
group shifted, and Haeckel himself, in successive publications, 
placed different sets of organisms within it, at one time proposing 
to include all unicellular animals and plants, making it a third 
kingdom equivalent to the animal and vegetable kingdoms. 
Partly because the term represented an interpretation rather 
than an objective set of facts, the word Protista has not been 
generally accepted for use in classification, and, whilst recogniz-
ing that the limits of the animal and plant kingdoms are not 
sharply defined, modern systematists refrain from associating 
these doubtfully placed organisms simply because of the dubiety 
of their position. (See PROTOZOA.) 

PROTOCOL (Fr. prolocok, Late Let. eroacollum, from Gr. 
rpt7.wor, first, and Kakis, to glue, i.e. originally the first sheet 
of a papyrus roll), in diplomacy, the name given to a variety of 
written instruments. The protocolluns was under the late Roman 
Empire a volume of leaves, bound together with glue, in which 
public acts were recorded, so as to guard against fraud or error 
on the part of those responsible for preparing them; and in later 
usage it came to be applied to the original drafts of such acts. 
Thus, too, the word prothocollare was devised for the process 
of drawing up public acts in authentic form (Du Cange, Glos-
corium lot. s.v. Protocollum). The use of the word arotecollent 
for the introductory and other formulae in the medieval diploma 
(see DIPLOMATIC) thus explains itself as implying a recorded 
usage in such matters. 

In the language of modern diplomacy the name of " protocol " 
is given to the minutes (procht-serbaur) of the several sit 'tangs 
of a conference or congress; these, though signed by the pleni-
potentiaries present, have only the force of verbal engagements 
(see CONGRESS). The name of " protocols " is also given to 
certain diplomatic instruments in which, without the form of 
a treaty or convention being adopted, are recorded the principles 
or the matters of detail on which an agreement has been reached, 
e.g. making special arrangements for carrying out the objects 
of previous treaties, defining these objects more clearly, interpre-
ting the exact sense of a doubtful clause in a treaty (protocols 
interprektifs) and the like. Thus the famous Troppau protocol, 
which annunciated the right and duty of the European powers 
to intervene in the internal affairs of a state threatened with 
revolution, was from the point of view of its signatories merely 
a logical application of the principles contained in the treaty of 
the moth of November IS ts (see TROPPAU). Occasionally also 
an agreement between two or more powers takes the form of a 
protocol, rather than a treaty, when the intention is to proclaim 
a community of views or aims without binding them to 
eventual common action in support of those views or aims; 
thus the settlement of the question of the Danish succession 
was recognized by the powers in conference at London, by the 
protocol of rils 2 (see SCHIESWICi-HOLSTEIN QUESTION). 

Finally, " the protocol " (prolocok dipkutalique, prolocok de 
chancellerie) is the body of ceremonial rules to be observed in all 
written or personal official intercourse between the heads of 
different states or their ministers. Thus the protocol lays down 
in great detail the styles and titles to be given to states, their 
heads, and their public ministers, and the honours to be paid to 
them; it also indicates the forms and customary courtesies to be 
observed in all international acts. " It is," says M. Pradier-
Fodere, "the code of international politeness." 

See P. Pradier-FoderE. Cows de drat dip:metiers. (Paris. 1899). 
EL 499. 

PROTOORNES, s Greek painter, born in Caunua, on the coast 
of Carta, but resident in Rhodes during the latter half of the 4th 
century B.C. He was celebrated for the minute and laborious 
finish which be bestowed on his pictures, both in drawing and 
in colour. Apelles, his great rival, standing astonished in 
presence of one of these works, could only console himself by  

saying that it was wanting In charm. On one pkinse„ t. 
" lalysus," he spent seven years; on another, the "Satyr," he 
worked continuously during the siege of Rhodes by Demetrius 
Poliorcetes (305-304 s.c.) notwithstanding that the garden in 
which he painted was in the middle of the enemy's camp. 
Demetrius, unsolicited, took measures for his safety; more than 
that, when told that the" lalysus " just mentioned was in a part of 
the town exposed to assault, Demetrius changed his plan of opera. 
tions. lalysus was a local hero,the founder of the town of the same 
name in the island of Rhodes, and probably he was represented 
as a huntsman. This picture was still in Rhodes in the time of 
Cicero, but was afterwards removed to Rome, where it perished 
in the burning of the Temple of Peace. The picture painted 
during the siege of Rhodes consisted of a satyr leaning idly 
against a pillar on which was a figure of a partridge, so fife-like 
that ordinary spectators saw nothing but it. Enraged on this 
account, the painter wiped out the partridge. The" Satyr " must 
have been one of his last works. He would then be about 
seventy years of age, and had enjoyed for about twenty yews 
a reputation next only to that of Apelles, his friend and bale:- 
factor. Both were finished colourists so far as the fresco. 
painting of their day permitted, and both were laborious Se the 
practice of drawing, doubtless with the view to obtaining bald 
effects of perspective as well as fineness of outline. It was as 
illustration of this practice when Apelles, finding in the Panne of 
Protogenes a large panel ready prepared for a picture, dere won 
it with a brush a very fine line which he said would tell sufficiently 
who had called. Protogenes on his return home took a heels 
with a different colour and drew a still finer line along that of 
Apelles dividing it in two. Apelles called again; and, dna 
challenged, drew with a third colour another line within that at 
Protogenes, who then admitted himself surpassed. This pod 
was seen by Pliny (N.H. xxxv. 83) in Rome, where it was muck 
admired, and where it perished by fire. In the gallery of the 
Propylaea. at Athens VMS to be seen a panel by Protegenet. 
The subject consisted of two figures representing personifica-
tions of the coast of Attica, Paralus and Hammonias. For the 
council chamber at Athens he painted figures of the Thelma 
thetae, but in what form or character is not known. Probably 
these works were executed in Athens, and it may have been then 
that he met Aristotle, who recommended him to take for subjects 
the deeds of Alexander the Great. In his " Alexander and 
Pan " he may have followed that advice in the idealising spirit 
to which he was accustomed. To this spirit must be traced use 
his " Cydippe " and " Tlepolenius," legendary personages of 
Rhodes. Among his portraits are mentioned those of the 
mother of Aristotle, Philiscus the tragic poet, and King 
Antigonus. But Protogenes was also a sculptor to some 
extent, and made several bronze statues of athletes, armed 
figures, huntsmen and persons in the act of offering sacrifices. 

PROTOGENES (E. Haeckel), a little-known genus of Forami-
nifers (q.v.), marine organisms, forming a naked flat disk with 
numerous long radiating pseudopodia; nucleus and =tactile 
vacuole not seen, and reproduction unknown. 

PROTOMYKA (E. Haeckel), a genus of Foraminifer* 
marine organisms, of orange colour, naked and reproducing in 
• broad-cyst which liberates s-flagellate zoospores. 

PROTOPLASM, the name given in modern biology to a sub-
stance composing, wholly or in part, all living cells. tissues of 
organisms of any kind, and hence regarded as the primary 
living substance, the physical and material basis of life. 
The term " protoplasma," from rearm, first, and Oda" 
formed substance, was coined by the botanist Hugo von 
Mohl, in 1846, for the " tough, slimy, granular, semi-fluid " 
constituent of plant cells, which he distinguished from the cell-
wall, nucleus and cell-sap. This was not, however, the first 
recognition of the true living substance as such, since this step 
bad been achieved in 5835 by the French naturalist F. Dujanlin, 
who in his studies on Foraminifers had proposed the term 
" wreak" for the living material of their bodies in the following 
words: " je propose de nommer ainsi ce gate d'autres observe: 
teuss oat appall we sae vivant*, cette salience glutinous& 
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(Initiator, insoluble dans l'eau, se contractant en masses globe-
leuses, s'attachsnt aux aiguilles de dissection, et se laissaiit Ether 
comme du mucus, enfin se trouvant dans sous les animaux 
inferieure interposke aux suttee Dements de structure." To the 
French naturalist belongs, therefore, the real credit of the 
discovery of protoplasm, or rather, to be more accurate, of 
the first recognition of its true nature as the material basis of 
vital phenomena. Neither Dujardin nor von Mobl, however, 
bad any conception of the universal occurrence and fundamental 
similarity of protoplasm in all living things, whether animal or 
vegetable, and it was not till seas that the identity of animal 
sarcode and vegetable protoplasm was proclaimed by Max 
Schult ze, whose name stands out as the framer, if not the founder, 
of the modern notions concerning the nature of the living sub-
stance. From this time onwards the term " protoplasm " was 
used for the living substance of all classes of organisms, 
although it would have been more in accordance with the 
custom of priority in nomenclature to have made sae of 
Dujardin's term "sarcode." 

A living organism, of any kind whatsoever, may be regarded 
as composed of (t) protoplasm,(:) substances or structures pro-
duced by the protoplasm, either by differentiation or modifica-
tion of the protoplasm itself, or by the excretory or secretory 
activity of the living substance. The protoplasm of a given 
organism may be in a single individual mast, or may be Aggre-
gated into a number of masses or units, discontinuous but not 
disconnected, termed cells (see Cyrotocv). Thus living organ-
isms may be distinguished, in a general way, as unicellular or 
multicellular. An instance of a unicellular organism is well 
seen in an if mado,or in one of the Foraminifers, classic examples 
for the study of undifferentiated protoplasm, which here com-
poses the greater part of the body, while products of the forma-
tive activity of the protoplasm are seen in the external shell and 
In various internal granules and structures. As an example of 
a multicellular organism we may take the human body, built up 
of an immense number of living cells which produce, singly or 
in co-operation, a variety of substances and structures, each 
contributing to the functions of the body. This, without attemp-
ting to enter into details, the horny epidermis covering the body, 
the hairs, nails, teeth, skeleton, connective tissue, des., are all 
of them products formed by the metabolic activity of the living 
substance and existing in intimate connexion with it, though 
not themselves to be regarded as living. In addition to meta-
bolic products of this kind, special modifications of the living 
substance itself are connected with specialisation or exaggera-
tions, as it were, of a particular vital feedlot; such an the 
contractile substance of muscular tissue, sad the various mechan-
isms seen in nervous and sensory tissue. It is necessary, there-
fore, in a living body of any kind, to distinguish clearly between 
simple protoplasm, its differentiations sad its products. 

Protoplasm from whatever source, whether studied in a cell 
of the human body, in an Amoeba or Foraminifer, or in a veget-
able organism, is essentially uniform and similar in appearance 
and properties. its appearance, graphically described by 
Dujardin in the promo quoted above, is that of a greyish, 
viscid, slimy, semkra tapioca t and semi-fluid substance. Its pro-
perties are those of living things plurally, and the mot salient 
and obvious manifestation of life is the power of automatic 
movement exhibited by living protoplasm. When free and not 
tufted by firm envelopes, the movements take the the:atter 
known generally as asnoeboid, well shown in the common 
Amoeba or in the white corpuscles of the blood. When confined 
by rigid envelope', as in plant-cells, the protoplasm exhibits 
streaming movements of various kinds. Even more essentially 
characteristic of the living matter than the power of movement 
Is the property of metabolism—that is to say, the capacity of 
assimilating substances different from itself, of building them up 
into its own substance (anabolism), and of again decomposing 
these complex molecules Into simpler ones (katabolism) with 
production of energy in the form of heat, movement and electri-
aa phenomena. An important part of the metabolic process 
isrospiration, i.e. the absorption of oxygen from the surreemding  

medium sod oxidation of carbon atoms to form carbonic acid 
gas and other simple chemical compounds; in ordinary plant 
and animal protoplasm the process of respiration seems to be of 
universal occurrence, but some Bacteria constitute apparently 
an exception to the rule. Metabolism results not only in the 
generation of energy, but also, if anabolism be in excess of 
katabolism, in increase of bulk, and consequent growth and 
reproduction. 

Living protoplasm is, therefore, considered from a chemical 
standpoint, in a state of continual flux and instability, and it 
follows that if protoplasm be a definite chemical substance or 
mixture of substances (see below), a given sample of protoplasm 
cannot be pure, or at least cannot remain so for any length of 
time so long as its power of metabolism is being exerted, but 
will contain particles either about to be built up by anabolism 
into its substance, or resulting from katabolic disintegration of 
its complex molecules. Hence it is convenient to distinguish 
the living substance from its Nwiratanic products of anabolism 
and katabolism. Such products are to be recognized invariably 
in protoplasm and take the form generally of granules and 
vacuoles. Granules vary in size from very minute to relatively 
large, coarse grains of matter, usually of a firm and solid nature. 
To the presence of innumerable granules is due the greyish, 
semi-transparent appearance of protoplasm, which in parts 
free from granules appears hyaline and transparent. Different 
samples of protoplasm may vary greatly in the number and 
coarseness of the granulations. Vacuoles are fluid drops of more 
watery consistence, which, when relatively small, assume a 
spherical hum, as the result of surface tension acting upon a 
drop of fluid suspended in another fluid. When vacuoles are 
numerous and large, however, they may assume various forms 
from mutual pressure, like air-bubbles in a foam. A good example 
of frothy protoplasm, due to the presence of numerous vacuoles, 
is seen in the common " stinautirnakole " (Actittosphoerionn). 
Or when the cell is confined by an envelope, and becomes very 
varoolated, the vacuoles may become confluent to form a cell-
sap immunised in a protoplasmic lining or " primordial utricie," 
and traversed by strands of protoplasm, as in the ordinary cells 
of plant-tissues, in many unicellular organisms, so-ailled 
contractile vacuoles are continually being formed as an act of 
excretion and expelled from the body when they reach a certain 
size. 

While the majority of protoplasmic granules are probably 
to be regarded as metaplastic in nature, there is one clam of 
granulations of which this Is certainly not true, namely the grains 
of chronotist, so named from their peculiar affinity for certain 
dyes, such as carmine, logwood and various aniline stains. 
These grains may occur as chroitidia, scattered through the 
protoplasm, or they may be concentrated at one or more spots 
to form a definite nucleus or nuclei, which may or may not be 
limited from the remaining protoplasm by a definite mem-
brane, and may undergo further differentiations of structure 
which cannot be considered further here (see Cyrotnev). The 
protoplasm of an ordinary cell is thus specialised into 
nucleus and cytoplasm. It was formerly thought that the most 
primitive forms of life, the Monts of E. Haeckel, consisted of 
pure protoplasm without a nucleus. It must be borne in mind, 
however, that chromatin can be present without being con-
centrated to form a definite nucleus, and that with imperfect 
technique the chromatin may easily escape observation. It 
seems justifiable at present to believe, until the contrary has 
been proved, that all organisms, however primitive, contain 
chromatin in some form: first, because this substance has 
always been found when suitable methods for its detection have 
been employed; secondly, because it has been shown experi-
mentally, by cutting up small organisms, such as Asseelia, 
that *nucleated fragments of protoplasm are unable to maintain 
their continued existence as living bodies; and, thirdly, because 
modern research has shown the chromatin to be of very great, 
perhaps fundamental, importance in regulating the vital pro-
cesses of the cell and so determining the specific characters of 
the inpaism, a property which maths the chromatin to as 
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as the vehicle of heredity and to transmit the characters of 
parent to offspring. In the present state of our knowledge, 
therefore, the peculiar chromatin-granules must be regarded as 
an integral part, perhaps even the most essentially and primarily 
important portion, of the living substance. At the same time 
it must .be borne in mind that the term " chromatin " does not 
denote a definite chemical substance, to be recognized universally 
by hard and fast chemical tests. The chromatin of different 
organisms or cells may behave quite differently in relation to 
stains or other reactions; and if it be true that it is the chromatin 
which determines the nature and activities of the cell, it follows 
that no two cells which differ from one another in any way can 
have their chromatin exactly similar. The conception of chrom-
atin is one based upon its relations to the vital activities and life 
cycle, as a whole, of the organism or cell, and not upon any 
definable material, that is chemical and physical, properties. 

The importance of protoplasm, as the physical and material 
basis of life, has caused it to be the subject in recent years of 
much minute and laborious research. It seems obvious ,that 
matter so peculiarly endowed must possess a complexity of 
structure and organization far exceeding that which at first 
sight meets the eye. Some biologists have attacked the 
problem of the ultimate constitution of protoplasm from a 
purely theoretical standpoint, and have framed hypotheses 
of an ultramicroscopic constitution sufficient, in their opinion, 
to explain, or at least to throw light upon, the vital activities 
of the living substance. Others, proceeding by more empirical 
methods, have attempted to lay bare the structure of protoplasm 
by means of the refinements of modern microscopical technique, 
or to solve the question of its constitution by means of chemical 
and physiological investigation. Hence a convenient distinction, 
not always easy, however, to maintain in practice, is drawn 
between speculative and empirical theories of protoplasm. 

t. Speculative theories have come with the greatest frequency 
from those who have attempted to find a material explanation 
for the phenomena of heredity (q.v.). As instances may be 
mentioned more particularly the " gemmules " of Darwin, the 
" pangenes " of de Vries, the " plastiduks " of Haeckel, and the 
" biophores " of Weismann. These theories have been ably 
brought together and discussed by Delage, who has included 
them all under the term " micromerism," since they agree in 
the assumption that the living substance contains, or consists 
of, a vast number of excessively minute particles—i. e. aggregates 
or combinations of molecules, which give to the protoplasm its 
specific properties and tendencies (" idioplasm " of Nilgeli). 
In other cases the assumption of invisible protoplasmic units 
has been inspired by a desire either to explain the general vital 
and assimilative powers of protoplasm, as, for example, the 
" micellae " of Nageli and the " plasomes " of Wiesner, or to 
elucidate the mechanism of some one function, such as the 
" inotagmas " of Engelmann, assumed to be the agents of 
contractility. In general, it may be said of all these speculations 
either that they can only be extended to all vital phenomena 
by the help of so many subordinate hypotheses and assumptions 
that they become unworkable and unintelligible, or that they 
only carry the difficulties a step further bark, and really explain. 
nothing. Thus it is postulated for Wiesner's hypothetical 
plasomes that they possess the power of assimilation, growth and 
reproduction by division; in other words, that they arc endowed 
with just those properties which constitute the unexplained 
mystery of living matter. 

a. Empirical theories of protoplasm differ according as their 
authors seek to find one universal type of structure or constitu-
tion common to all conditions or differentiations of the living 
substance, or, on the contrary, are of opinion that it may vary 
fundamentally in different places or at different times. From 
these two points of view protoplasm may be regarded either 
as monomorphic or polymorphic (Fischer). The microscopical 
Investigation of protoplasm reveals at the first glance a viscid, 
slimy or mucilaginous substance, in which is embedded an 
Immense number of granules, for the most part very tiny. Very 
lately are these grannies absent, and than only from a potties  

of the protoplasm, and only temporarily. Hence many authori-
ties have regarded the minute granules—the " mknsomes 
of Hanstein—as themselves the ultimate living units of prom  
plasm, in opposition to those who would regard them merely 
as " metaplastic " substances, i.e. as the heterogeneous by-
products of metabolism and vital activity. The gramdar Wary, 
as this conception of the living substance is called, has received 
its extreme elaboration at the hands of Altmann, whose stand-
point may be taken as typical of this class of theories. After 
demonstrating the universal occurrence of granules is protoplasm. 
Altmann has compared each individual granule to a free-living 
bacterium, and thus regards a cell as a colony of minute organisms, 
namely the granules or bioblasfs, as he has termed cheat, living 
embedded in a common matrix, like a zoogloca colonyof bacteria. 
Of this theory it may be remarked, firstly, that it brings as 
no nearer to an explanation of vital phenomena than do the 
plasomes of Wiesner; secondly, that to consider bacteria as 
equivalent, not to cells, but to cell granules, is to assume for 
this class of organisms a position with regard to the eel/ theory 
which is, to say the least, doubtful; and, thirdly, that the 
observations of the vast majority of competent microscopists 
furnish abundant support for the statement that granules of 
protoplasm do not lie free in a structurelets matrix, but are 
embedded in the substance of a minute and delicate framework 
or usorpkoplastu, which in its turn is bathed by a watery fluid 
or enchylema permeating the whole substance. The upholders 
of the granular theory deny the existence of the fmmework. 
or explain it as due to an arrangement of the granules, or as 
an optical effect produced by the matrix between the marries 
Amongst those, on the other hand, who assert the existence of 
a framework distinct from granules and enchylema, the wawa 
diversity of opinion prevails with regard to the true structural 
relations of these three parts and the role played by each in the 
exercise of vital functions. Some have regarded the framework 
as made up of a tangle of separate fibrillae (Par themy)—a view 
more especially connected with the name of Fleennting—but mew 
are agreed that it represents the appearance of a nrefenhun cs 
network with excessively fine meshes, usually from to s st ra 
diameter. The reticulum carries the granules at its nodal 
points, and is bathed everywhere by the enehrkma. Even with 
so much in common, however, opinions are NM greatly as 
variance. In the first place, the majority of observers interpret 
the reticulum as the expression of an actual spongy framework. 
a network of minute fibrillae ramifying in all planes. While. 
however, Heitzmann, following the speculations of Briicke. 
considered the framework itself to be actively contractile and 
the seat of all protoplasmic movement, an opposite point of view 
is represented by the writings of Leydig, Schafer and others, 
who regard the reticulum merely as a kind of supporting hawse-
work or spougioplasm, in which is lodged the enchylesna or 
hyaloplanit, considered to be itself the primary motile and living 
substance. Btitschli, on the other hand, has pointed out the 
grave difficulties that attend the interpretation of the nth:aunt 
as a fibrillar framework, in view of the distinctly fluid consistent* 
of, at any rate, most samples of protoplasm. For if the sub-
stance of the framework be assumed to be of a firm, solid nature, 
then the protoplasm as a whole could not behave as a fluid, any 
more than could a sponge soaked in water. On the other band, 
the hypothesis of a fluid fibrithar framework leads to a physical 
impossibility, since one liquid cannot be permanently saspemied 
in another in the form of a network. Biltschli therefore interprets 
the universally present reticulum as a meshwork of minute 
lamellae, forming a honeycombed or alveolar structure. similar 
to the arrangement of fluid lamellae in a fine fees or lath 
in which the interstices are filled, not with air but with another 
fluid; in other words, the structure of protoplasm is that of as 
exceedingly fine emulsion of two liquids not miscible with oar 
another. 

It may be claimed for the alveolar theory of litatschh drat it throve 
light upon many known facts relating to protoplasm. It interprets 
the reticulum as the optical section of a minute foam-late structure, 
and permits the formation of protoplasmic striations and of = 
fibrillae as the result of linear oe earn.aeg dispesidons of the 
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Imenework: it reconciles with the laws of physks the combination 
VI framework with a fluid or semi•luid aggregate condition. while 
variations in the fluidity of the framework compatible with a 
stiffening of the protoplasm almost to the pitch of rigidity, as seen, 
for exam*, in nervous tissue: and, finally, it explains many charac-
teristic structural peculiarities of protoplasm. such as the superficial 
layer of radiately arranged alveoli, the spherical form of vacuoles, 
the continuous will or pdlicle which limits both the vacuoles and the 
protoplasm as a whole, and many other points not intelligible on 
the theory of a sponge-like structure. Betschli has succeeded, 
moreover, in producing artificial (cams of minute structure, which 
not only mimic the appearance of protoplasm, but can be made to 
exhibit streaming and arrioeboid movements very similar to those of 
simple protoplasmic organisms. incidentally these experiments 
have shown that many of the apyarmt granulations and " micro-
SOM01 are an optical of by the modes of the minute 
framework. In his most recent works Batschli has extended his 
theory of alveolar structure to many other substances, and has tried 
to prove that it is a universal characteristic of colloid bodies, a 
view mmingly combated. however, 

Mi 
 by Fischer- While it cannot 

he claimed that Biltiochli's theory (khail way complete 
explanation of life. leaving untouched, as it does, the fundamental 
question of assimilation and metabolism, he at least draws attention 
to 
 .=

important class of facts, which, if demonstrated to be of 
occurrence, must be reckoned with in future treatment 

of the protoplasm question, and would form an indispensable 
preliminary to all speculations upon the mechanism of the living 
eabstance. 

In opposition to the above-mentioned menonsorphic theories 
of protoplasm, all of which agree In assuming the existence of 
some fundamental type of structure in all living substance, 
attempts have been made at various times to show that the 
structural appearances seen in protoplasm are in reality artificial 
products, due to precipitation or coagulation caused by reagents 
used in the study or preparation of living objects. These views 
have been developed by Fischer, who by experimenting upon 
various proteids with histological fixatives, has shown that it 
is possible to produce in them a granular, reticular or alveolar 
structure, according to treatment, and, further, that granules 
SO produced may be differentlafly stained according to their size 
and absorptive powers. Fischer therefore suggests that many 
structural appearances seen in protoplasm may be purely 
artificial, but does not extend this view to all such structures, 
which would indeed be impossible, In view of the frequency with 
which reticalar or alveolar structures have been observed during 
life. He suggests, however, that such structures may be 
temporary results of fildi pail:414am of proteids within the 
organism, and that protoplasm may have at different times a 
nen obis reticular or alveolar structure, or may be homogeneous. 
Fisher's conception of living protoplasm is therefore that of 
a polymorphic substance, and a similar view is held at the 
present time by Flemming, WUson and others. Strassburger 
also regards protoplasm as composed of two portions: a motile 
etoeplawn which is fibrillar, and a nutritive trolgapinson which 
is alveolar, in structure. 

The chemical Investigation of protoplasm labours at the outset 
under the disadvantage that it cannot deal with the living 
substance as a whole, since no analysis can be performed upon 
it without destroying the life. Protoplasm consists, to the 
viten( of about 63% of its total mass, of a mixture of various 
nrcke -peetrids — that is to my, of those substances which, in 
molecular *rectum and chemical composition, are the most 
complex bodies known. to association with them are always 
found varying amounts of fats, carbohydrates, and other bodies, 
and such compounds are always present in the living substance 
to a greater or less degree as products of both upward and down-
ward metabolism. Protoplasm also contains a large but variable 
percentage of water, the amount of which present in any given 
case affects largely Its fluid or viscid aggregate condition. 
Especial Interest attuhes to the remarkable classed bodies known 
as ferments or esmrsier, which when prepared and isolated from 
the living body are capable of dictum in other substances 
hernial changes of a hand regarded as specifically vital. It is 

from their study, ,aid from that of the complex proteids found 
in the living body, that the greatest advances toannts an 
explanatloo of the properties of living matter may be expicted 
at the present time. 

The question may be raised how far it is probable that there is 
one universal living substance which could conceivably be hoisted 
or prepared in a pure state, and which would then exhibit the 

characteristic of vital activity. It is stdficiendy obvious. phenomena 
at place, that protoolasm. as we know it. exhibits infinite 

diversity of character, and that no two samples of protoplasm are 
absolutely similar in all respects. Chemical differences must be 
assumed to exist not only between the vital fabrics of allied species 
of cieganisms, but even betimes those of individuate of the same 
species.Kassowitz regards this variability as compatible with the 
assumption of a gigantic protoplasmic molecule in which endless 
variations arise by changes in the combinations of a vast number 
of acorns and atom complexes. It is difficult to conceive, however,- 
of any single substance, however complex in its chemical constitu- 
tion, which could perform all the functions of life, To postulate a 
universal living suboanee is to proceed along a path which leads 
inevitably to the assumption of biophores, plastidules or other 
similar units, since the ultimate living particles must then be 
imagined as endowed at the outset with many, if not all, of the 
fundamental properties and characteristic actions of living bodies 
Such a conception has as its logical result a vitalistic standpoint, 
which may or may not embody the correct mental attitude with 
regard to the study of lite, but which at any rate tends to check any 
further advance towards an explanation or analysis of elementary 
vital phenomena. We may rather, with Kblliker, Verworn and 
others, ascribe the activities of protoplasm to the mutual interaction 
of many substances, no single one of which can be considered as 
living in it alt. but only in so far as it forms an indispensable consti- 
tuent of a hying body. From this point of viewaife is to be regarded, 
net as the property of a single defini – 	nee. but as the ex- 
presaion of the ever-changing relati, 	betueen the many 
substance, which make up the complex 	congeries known 
to us an protoplasm. 

A I' 110 R 1 1E.S. —For exhaustive historical summaries of the pinto. 
plasm question. with full bibliographical references, the render may 
be referred to the following works, especially the first five: Batschh. 
/lc rola:ions on Microscopic Foams and Protoplasm (London. 1894): 
U ores-whim:re Utter Sinai:wen (Leipzig. 1898); " ?deltic Analcht 
et die Struktur des Protoplasmas and emige ihrer Mare," 
.41 y. f. Exaciekelerngsmecianik d. Org . (1901); xi. 499-54 IA as.; 
Es I ige, La Structure is protoplasm( d fns :Posses sue I keridta 

,s, 1895): Wilson, Tic Cell (2nd ed., London, 1900); Fisher, 
lei 'sine. Forbung. and Bun der Protoplasmal (Lriprig, 'No); 
K. emetne Biolotte (Vienna, ems); G. Mann. Prosupussul. 
us "cfinition, Cherntstry and Structure (Oxford, loon). p. so. 

al.) 
PROTOZOA (Gr. ep:rros, first, and Now, living thing), the 

name given by modern zoologists to the animalcules, for the 
moat part microscopic, which were termed by the older natural-
ists I nfusoria, from thernatuier in which they appear in infusions 
containing decaying animal and vegetable matter. The turn,: 
Infusoria is sow, however, restricted to one of the four classes 
which comprise the Protozoa proper. The name Protozoa N • 

coined as far back as 183o as an equivalent for the German word 
Urthiem, meaning animals of primitive or archaic nature, the 
forms of animal life which may be supposed to have been the 
first that appeared upon our globe. The great naturalist C. T. 
von Siebold was, however, the first to give a scientific definition 
to the group. Von Siebold pointed out that in the Protozoa 
the individual was always a single vital unit or all, in contrast 
with the higher division of the animal kingdom, the hietazzaa. 
in which the body is generally, though not universally, regarded 
as composed of many such units. To put the matter briefly 
and somewhat technically; the Protozoa arc unicellular animals. 
the Metasoa multicellular animals; in the Protozoa the cell is 
complete In Itself, both morphologically and physiologically, 
and is capable of maintaining a separate and independent exist-
ence in suitable surroundings, hie any other organism; in the 
Meta:ea the cells are differentiated for the performance of dis-
tinct functions and combined together to form the various tissue, 

 of which the body is built up, and the individual cells of the 
Metazoan body are not capable of maintaining a separate 
existence apart from their fellows. This is the sense in which 
the terra Proton* is used by zoologists, whereby certain forms 
of animal life, which were formerly ranked as Protozoa, such 
as sponges and rotifers, are now definitely excluded from the 
group and classed as kletanos. 

The animal kingdom may be divided, therefore, into two 
subAinedmas, the Protozoa mid the Metazoa, the first-named 
characterized by their essentially unicellular nature. This is 
■cites-ism by which it nseosy to define the Protozoa from a purely 
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zoological standpoint, but which becomes less satisfactory when 
we take into consideration the whole range of microscopic 
unicellular organisms. Besides the true Protozoa, which, ex 
hypotheti, are organisms of animal nature, there are many other 
organisms of equally simple organization, including the 
Bacteria and the unicellular plants. The Bacteria stand sharply 
apart from the other forms of life, not only, in many cases, by 
their divergent methods of metabolism, but by morphological 
characteristics, such as the definite body-form limited by a 
distinct envelope, the absence of organs for locomotion other 
than the peculiar flagella, and, above all, by the lack of any 
differentiation of the body-protoplasm into nucleus and cyto-
plasm, as in all true cells of either animal or vegetable nature. 
On the other hand, to separate by hard-and-fast definitions the 
unicellular plants from the unicellular animals is not only difficult 
but practically impossible. The essential difference between 
plant and animal is a physiological one, a difference in the 
method of nutrition. A typical green plant is able to live 
independently of other organisms and to build up its substance 
from simple gases in the air and inorganic salts in the soil or 
water, provided that certain conditions of light and moisture 
be present in its environment; this is the so-called holophytic 
method of nutrition. A typical animal, on the other hand, while 
practically independent of sunlight, is not able to exist apart 
from other living organisms, since it is not able to build up its 
substance from simple chemical constituents like a plant, but 
must be supplied with ready-made proteids in its food, for which 
it requires other organisms, either plants or animals; this 
is the so-called holozoic method of nutrition. Intermediate 
between these two habits of life is the so-called saprophytic 
habit, exemplified by the fungi amongst plants; in this method 
of nutrition the organism cannot build up its substance entirely 
from inorganic substances, but absorbs the organic substances 
present in solutions containing organic salts or decaying animal 
or vegetable matter. 

If we regard the organisms termed collectively Protozoa from 
the point of view of their methods of nutrition (considering for 
the present only free-living, non-parasitic forms), we find in 
one class, the Flagellate, examples of the three methods men-
tioned above, the holozoic, halophytic and saprophytic habit 
of life, not only in species closely allied to each other, but even 
combined in one and the same species at different periods of its 
life or in different surroundings. An individual of a given 
species may contain chlorophyll, with which it decomposes 
carbonic acid gas in the sunlight, like a plant, while possessing 
a definite mouth-aperture, by means of which it can ingest solid 
food, like an animal. Such instances show clearly that in the 
simplest forms of life the difference between plant and animal 
is but a difference of habit and of mode of nutrition, to which 
the organism is not at first irrevocably committed, and which 
are not at first accompanied by distinctive morphological 
characteristics. Only when the organism becomes specialized 
for one or the other mode of life exclusively does it acquire such 
definite morphological characters that the difference between 
plant and animal can be used for the purpose of a natural 
classification, as in the higher forms of life. In the lowest forms 
it is not possible to base natural subdivisions on their vegetable 
or animal nature. For this reason it has been proposed by 
E. liaeckel to unite all the primitive forms of life in which the 
body is morphologically equivalent to a single cell into one 
group, the Protista, irrespective of their animal or vegetable 
nature. In this method of dealing with the problem the Protista 
are regarded as a distinct kingdom (Reich), more or less inter-
mediate between, but distinct from, the animal and vegetable 
kingdoms, and representing the ancestral stock from which 
both animals and plants have sprung. Many authorities have 
followed Haeckel's lead in the matter, and the science of Pro-
tistology or Protistenkunde has already a special journal devoted 
to the publication of researches upon it. But though it may 
be more scientific, from a theoretical point of view, to group 
all these primitive organisms together in the way suggested 
by Haeckel, in practice it is inconvenient, on account of the 

vast number of forms of We to be comprised as Protista, their 
diversity in habit of life and organization, and, above all, the 
difference in the technical methods required for their study, 
which becomes too complicated for a single worker. Hence 
Protistology becomes split up in practice by Its own mass into 
three sciences: the Bacteria are the objects of the science of 
bacteriology; botanists deal with the unicellular plants; and 
the zoologists with those Protista which are more distinctly 
animal in their characters. 

Hence the Protozoa are to be regarded as a convenient rather 
than a natural group, and may be characterized generally as 
follows: Organisms in which the individual is a single cell, that 
is to say, consists of a single undivided mass of protoplasm which 
is capable of independent existence in a suitable environment; 
if many such individuals be combined together toform a colony, 
as frequently occurs, there is no differentiation of the individuals 
except for reproductive purposes, and never for tissue-formation 
as in the Metazoa. The body always contains chromatin se 
nuclear substance, which may be disposed in various ways, but 
usually forms one or more concentrated masses termed nuclei. 
which can be distinguished sharply from the general body-
protoplasm or cytoplasm. The protoplasmic body may be 
naked at the surfaee,or may be limited and enclosed by a distinct 
envelope or cell-membrane, which is not usually of the suture 
of cellulose, except in holophytic forms. Organs saving for 
locomotion and for the capture and assimilation of solid food 
are usually present, but may be wanting altogether when the 
mode of nutrition is other than holosoic; chlorophyll, on the 
other hand, is only found as a constituent of the body-substrare 
in the holophytic Flagellata.,  To these characters it may he 
added that reproduction is effected by some form of fission, 
division of the body into smaller portions, and that in the east 
majority of Protozoa, if not in all, a process of conjugation as 
syngamy occurs at some period in the life-cycle, the essential 
feature of the process being fusion of nuclear matter from distinct 
individuals. The foregoing definition does not distinguish the 
Protozoa sharply from the primitive forms of plant -life, with 
which, as stated above, they are connected by many transition% 
but the differentiation of the body'eubstance into nucleus 
and cytoplasm separates them at once from the Bacteria, in 
which the chromatin is distributed evenly through the body-
protoplasm. 

Protozoa and Disease.—The study of the Protozoa has ac-
quired great practical importance from the fact that many of 
them live as parasites of other animals, and as such may be the 
cause of dangerous diseasesand epidemics in the higher forms of 
animal life and in man (see PARASITIC Diseases). Examples 
of parasitic forms are to be found in all the four classes into 
which, as will be stated below, the Protozoa are divided. and one 
class, the Sporozoa, is composed entirely of endoparasitic forms. 
Hence Protozoology, as it is termed, is rapidly assuming an 
importance in medical and veterinary science almost equal to 
that of bacteriology, although the recognition of Protozoa as 
agents in the production of disease is hardly older than a decade. 
The most striking instances of Protozoa well established as 
pathogenic agents are the malarial parasites, the 'peeks of 
Piroplasma causing haernoglobinuria of cattle and other animals, 
the trypanosome; causing tsetse-fly disease, suns, sleeping 
sickness, and other maladies, the species of Lciskmosiia causing 
kala czar and oriental sore, and the Amoeba responsible for 
the so-called amoebic dysentery. Other diseases referred, but 
as yet doubtfully, to the agency of Protozoa an syphilis, small-
pox, hydrophobia, yellow fever, and even cancer. 

It is only possible here to discuss briefly in a general way the 
relations of these parasites to their hosts. When two organisms 
stand habitually in the relation of host and parasite, an equi-
librium tends to become established gradually between them. m 

Many Protozoa contain symbiotic green organbats. socalled 
zoochlorellae or zooxanthellac. in their body - toplasm: foe 
instance, Radiolaria. and Ciliata such as Pa sm barnaris, he. 
This condition must be carefully distinguished from eldoroploll 
occurring as a cell-constituent. 
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that a condition Is brought about In which, altar many genera-
tions, the host, becomes " tolerant " of the parasite, and the 
parasite is not lethal to the host, though perhaps capable of 
setting up considerable disturbance in its vital functions. Many 
animals are found to contain almost constantly certain internal 
parasites without being, apparently, in the least affected by 
them; and it should be borne in mind that in most cases it is 
not to the interest of the parasite to destroy the host or to over-
tax its resources. But when the parasite is transferred naturally 
or artificially to • species or race of host which does not ordinarily 
harbour it, and which therefore has not acquired powers of 
resisting its attacks, the parasites may be most deadly in their 
effects. Thus the white traveller in the tropics is exposed to 
far greater dangers from the indigenous disease-producing 
organisms than are the natives of those climes. 

In some cases two organisms have become mutually adapted 
to each other as host and parasite to such an extent that the 
parasite is not capable of flourishing in any other host. An 
instance of this is Trypanosome lemisi of the rat, which cannot 
her in any other species of animal but a rat, and which is not 
as a rule lethal to a rat, at least not to one otherwise healthy. 
Contrasting In an instructive manner with this species is Trypano-
some brricii, which occurs as a natural parasite of buffaloes and 
other big game in Africa. and is, apparently, harmless to them, 
but which is capable of being transferred to other animals by 
inoculation. The transference may take place naturally, by 
the bite of a tsetse-fly, or may be effected artificially; in either 
case T. brucii is extremely lethal to certain animals, such as 
imported cattle, horses and dogs, or to rats and guinea-pigs. 
Other animals, however, may be quite " repellent ", to this 
parasite, that is to say, if it be inoculated into their blood it dies 
out without producing ill effects, just as T. lavisi does when 
injected into an animal other than a rat. Thus it is seen that 
T. ',ruck when introduced into the blood of an animal which 
is specifically or racially distinct from its natural hosts in the 
region where it is indigenous, Is either unable to maintain itself 
In its new host, or flourishes in it to such an extent as to be the 
cause of Its death. 

We may assume, therefore, at least as a working hypothesis, 
that a lethal parasite is one that Is new to its host, and that a 
harmless parasite is one long established. Since all parasites 
must have been new to their proper hosts at some period, recent 
or remote, in the history of the species, It would follow that the 
first commencement of parasitism would be In almost all cases 
a life and death struggle, as it were, between the two organisms 
concerned, and it is quite conceivable that the host might 
succumb in the struggle and so be externtiruited. Ray Lankester 
has suggested that the extinction of many species of animals 
in the past may have been due, in some cases, to their having 
been attacked by a species of parasite to which they did not 
succeed in becoming adapted. and by which they became, in 
consequence, exterminated entirely. 

Organisation of the Protozoa.—The body-form may be constant 
or inconstant in the Protozoa, according as the body-substance 
is or is not limited at the surface by a firm envelope or cuticle. 
When the surface of the protoplasm Is naked, as in the common 
amoeba and allied organisms, the movements of the animal bring 
about continual changes of form. The protoplasm flows out 
at any point into processes termed pseudopodia, which are being 
continually retracted and formed anew. Such movements are 
known as amocboid, and may be seen In the Cells of Metazoa 
as well as in Protozoa. The pseudopodia serve both for locomo-
tion and for the capture of food. If equally developed on all 
Wes of the body, the animal as a whole remains stationary, but 
if formed more on one side than the other, the mass of the body 
shifts its position In that direction, but the movement of transla-
tion is generally slow. If the animal remains perfectly quiescent 
and inactive, the laws of surface-tension acting upon the semi-
fluid protoplasmic body cause It to assume a simple spherical 

'The used the arms' totems* " sod " topiarist " is takes from 
the=II:it article Oa Sleeping Si R Ra ckness." by R. y Lankester, in 
the 	y 	(July tooe). No. saa. pp. 513-53S. 

form; which Is also the type of body-form generally characteristic 
of Protozoa of floating habit (Radiolaria, Heliozoa, he.). 

In the majority of Protozoa, however, the protoplasm is 
limited at the surface by a firm membrane or cuticle, ant. In 
consequence the body has a definite form, which varier greatly 
In different species, according to the habit of life. tL • general 
rule those forms that are fixed and sedentary la habit tend 
towards a radially symmetrical structure; these that are free-
swimming approach to an ovoid form, with the longest axis of 
the body placed in the direction of movement; and those that 
creep upon a firm substratum have the lower side of the body 
flattened, so that dorsal and ventral surfaces can be distinguished; 
it is very rare, however, to find a bilaterally symmetrical type 
of body-structure amongst these organisms. In some cases 
the cuticle may be too thin to check completely the changes 
of form due to the movements of the underlying protoplasm; 
instances of this are seen amongst the so-called " metabolic " 
Flagellate, in which the body exhibits continually changes of 
form, termed by Lankester " euglemoid " movements, due to 
the activity of the superficial contractile layer of the body 
manifesting Itself in ring-like contractions passing down the 
body in a manner similar to the peristaltic movements of the 
intestine. 

The body-substance of the Protozoa is protoplasm, or, as it 
was originally termed by Dujardin, sarcodc, which is finely 
alveolar in structure, the dhmeter of the alveoli varying 
generally between and i p. At the surface of the body 
the alveoli may take on a definite honeycomb-like arrange-
ment, forming a special " alveolar layer " which in optical 
section appears radially striated. Besides the minute proto-
plasmic alveoli, the protoplasm often shows a coarse vacuole-
tion throughout the whole or a part of its substance, giving 
the body a frothy structure. When such vacuoles are present 
they must be carefully distinguished from the contractile vacuoles 
and food-vacuoles described below; from the former they differ 
by their non-contractile nature, and from the latter by not 
containing food-substances. 

In many Protozoa and especially in those forms in which there 
is no cuticle, the body may be supported by a skeleton. The 
material of the skeleton differs greatly in different cases, and 
may be wholly of an organic nature, or may be impregnated with, 
or almost entirely composed of, inorganic mineral salts, in 
which case the skeletal sdbstance is usually either silica or 
carbonate of lime. From the morphological point of view 
the skeletons of Protozoa may be divided into two principal 
classes, according as they are formed internal to, or external 
to, the body in each case. Instances of internal skeletons 
are best seen in the spherical floating forms comprised in 
the orders Radiolaria and Heliozoa; such skeletons usually 
take the form of spicules, radiating from the centre to the 
circumference, and often further strengthened by the for-
mation of tangential bars, producing by their union a 
lattice-work, which in species of relatively large size may be 
formed periodically at the surface as the animal grows so that 
the entire skeleton takes the form of concentric hollow 
spheres held together by radiating beams. The architec-
tural types of these skeletons show, however, an almost 
infinite diversity, and cannot be summarized briefly. External 
skeletons have usually the form of a shell or house, into which 
the body can be retracted for protection, and from which the 
protoplasm can issue forth during the animal's phases of activity. 
Shells of this kind, which most be carefully distinguished from 
cuticles or other membranes that invest the body closely, are 
well seen in the order Foraminifera; In the simplest cases they 
are monsoon In architecture,tbat is to say, with one principal 
axis round which the shell is radially symmetrical, and at one 
pole is a large aperture through which the protoplasm an creep 
out. In addition to the principal aperture, the shell may or 
may not be pierced all over by numerous fine pores, through 
which also the protoplasm can pass out. For further details 
concerning these shells and their very numerous varieties of 
structure the reader to referred to the article Fosatmargaa 
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The protoplasmic body of the Protozoa is frequently differ-

entiated into two zones or regions: a more external, termed the 
ectoplasm or ectosarc, and a more internal, termed the endo-
plasm or endosarc. The ectosarc is distinguished by being 
more clear and hyaline in appearance, and more tough and viscid 
in consistence; the endoplasm, on the other hand, is more 
granular and opaque, and of a more fluid nature. The ecto- 
plasm is the protective layer of the body, and is also the portion 
most concerned in movement, in excretion, and perhaps also 
in sensation and in functions similar to those performed by the 
nervous systems' of higher animals. The endoplasm, on the 
other hand, is the chief seat of. digestive and reproductive 
functions. 

As the protective layer of the body, the ectoplasm forms 
the envelopes or membranes which invest the surface of the body, 
and which are differentiations of the outermost layer of the 
ectoplasm. Thus in most Flagellate the ectoplasm is represented 
only by the more or less firm outer covering or puiplast. Even 
when such envelopes are absent, however, the ectoplasm can 
still be seen to exert a protective function; as, for instance, in 
those Myxosporidia which are parasitic in the gall-bladders or 
urinary bladders of their hosts, and which can resist the action 
of the juices in which they live so long as the ectoplasm is intact, 
but succumb to the action of the medium if the ectoplasm be 
injured. In many Infusoria the ectoplasm contains special 
organs of offence termed trichocysts, each a minute ovoid body 
from which, on stimulation, a thread is shot. out, in a manner 
similar to the nematocysts of Coelenterate. Similar organs 
are seen also in the spores of Mysosporidia, as the so-called polar 
capsules; but in this case the organs are not specially ectoplasmic, 
and appear to serve for adhesion and attachment, rather than 
for offence. 

The connexion of the ectoplasm with movement is seen in the 
simplest forms, such as Amoeba, by the fact that all pseudopodia 
arise from it in the first instance. In forms with a definite 
cuticle, on the other hand, the ectoplasm usually contains 
contractile fibres or myonemes, forming, as it were, the muscular 
system of the organism. The dependence of the motility of 
the animal upon the development of the ectoplasm is well seen 
in Gregarines, in which other organs of locomotion are absent; 
in forms endowed with active powers of locomotion a distinct 
ectoplasmic layer is present below thecutide; in those Gregarines 
incapable of active movement, on the other hand, the ectoplasm 
is absent or scarcely recognizable. 

From the ectoplasm arise the special organs of locomotion, 
which, when present, take the form of pseudopodia, flagella or 
cilia. Pseudopodia, as already explained, are temporary proto- 
plasmic organs which can be extruded or retracted at any point; 
they fall naturally into two principal types, between which, 
however, transitions are to be found: first, slender, filamentous 
or filose pseudopodia, composed of ectoplasm alone, which may 
remain separate from one another, or may anastomose to form 
networks, and are then termed rmicalose; secondly, thick, blunt, 
so-called 'obese pseudopodia, which are composed of ectoplasm 
with a core of endoplasm, and never form networks. In forms 
showing active locomotor powers the pseudopodia are usually 
more lobose in type; filose pseudopodia, on the other hand, are 
more adapted for the function of capturing food. 

Flagella are long, slender, vibratile filaments, generally few 
in number when present, and usually placed at the pole of the 
body which is anterior in progression. Each flagellum performs 
peculiar lashing movements which cause the body, if free, to 
be dragged along after the flagellum in jerks or leaps; if, however, 
the body be fixed, the action of the flagellum or flagella causes 
a current towards it, by which means the animal obtains its 
food-supply. A flagellum which is anterior in movement has 
been distinguished by Lankester by the convenient term 
fraaellam; sometimes, however, the flagellum is posterior in 
movement and acts as a propeller, like the tail of a fish; for this 
type Lankester has proposed the term Indultam. The flagellum 
appears to arise in all cases from a distinct basal granule, and 
in some cams, as in the genus Tryfraamoom, there is a portion  

of the nuclear apparatus set apart all a distinct kinetic 
with the function, apparently, of governing the acti:lutieesiall4 
the flagellum. 

Cilia are minute, hair-like extensions of the ectoplasm. which 
pierce the cuticle and form typically a furry covering to the body. 
Though perhaps primitively derived from flagella, cilia, in their 
usual form, are distinguished from flagella by being of smaller 
size, by being present, as a rule, in much greater numbers, and 
above all by the character of their movements. In the place 
of the complicated lashing movements of the flagella, each cilium 
performs a simple stroke in one direction, becoming first bowed 
on one side, by an set of contraction, and then straightened 
out again when relaxed. The movements of the cilia are co-
ordinated and they act in concert, though not absolutely in 
unison, each one contracting just before or after its neighbour, 
so that waves of movement pass over a ciliated surface in s 
given direction, similar to what may be seen in a cornfield when 
the wind is blowing over it. Primitively coating the whole 
surface of the body evenly, the cilia may become modified and 
specialized in various ways, which cannot be described in detail. 
here (see lerosoets). 

Besides the organs of locomotion already mentioned, there 
may be present so-called undulating membranes, in the form 
of thin sheets of ectoplasm which are capable of performing 
sinuous, undulating movements by their inherent contractility. 
In some cases distinct contractile threads or myonemes have 
been described in these membranes. Undulating membranes 
appear to be formed either by the fusion together of a row of 
cilia, side by side, or by the attachment of a flagellum to the 
body by means of an ectoplasmic web, in which case the flagel-
lum. forms the free edge of the membrane, as in the genus 
Trypaaosoma. 

Returning to the ectoplasm, the excretory function exerted 
by this layer is seen by the formation in it of the peculiar con-
tractile vacuoles found in most free-living Protozoa. A con-
tractile vacuole is a spherical drop of watery fluid which makes 
its appearance periodically at some particular spot near the 
surface of the animal's body, or, if more than one such vacuole 
is present, at several definite and constant places. Each 
vacuole grows to a certain size, and when it has reached the 
limit of its growth it discharges its contents to the exterior by 
a sudden and rapid contraction. There is, apparently, in most 
if not in all cases, a definite pore through which the contractile 
vacuole empties itself to the exterior. On account of the 
relatively large size which the contractile vacuole attains it 
bulges inwards beyond the limits of the ectoplasm and comes 
to lie chiefly in the endoplasm, to which it is sometimes, but . 

 erroneously, ascribed. In the most highly differentiated Protozoa,- 
 for instance, the Ciliate, the ectoplasm contains an apparatus 

of excretory channels, situated in its deeper layers, and forming 
as it were a drainage-system, from which the contractile vacuoles 
are fed. The fluid discharged by the contractile vacuoles appears 
to be chiefly water which has been absorbed at the surface of 
the protoplasmic body, and which has filtered through the 
protoplasm, taking up the soluble waste nitrogenous products 
of the metabolism and the gaseous products of respiration; hence 
the contractile vacuoles may be compared in a general way to 
the urinary and respiratory organs of the Metazoa. 

One of the first consequences of the parasitic habit of life is 
the disappearance of the contractile vacuoles, which are hardly 
ever found in truly parasitic Protozoa, that is to say, In forms 
which live in the interior of other animals and nourish them-
selves at their expense. They are also very frequently absent 
in marine forms. 

Mechanisms of a nervous nature are very seldom found in 
Protozoa. but in some Ciliate special tactile bristles are (mut, 
and it is possible that flagella. and perhaps even pseudopodia, 
may be sometimes tactile rather than locomotor in function. 
Pigment-spots, apparently sensitive to light, may also occur 
is some Flagellate. 

The endoplasm, as already Mated, k the chief nest of nutritive 
and reproductive processes. In many Flagdlata the ectoplum 
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Is represented only by the thin envelope or pettiest, so that 
the whole body is practically endoplasm. When the two layers 
are well differentiated the endoplasm is more fluid and coarsely 
granular, and contains various organs, chief amongst them in 
importance being the nucleus, which must be considered specially 
and may be put aside for the present. 

In considering the functions of ingestion and assimilation 
of food a distinction must be drawn between those Protozoa 
which absorb solid food-particles, that Is to say, which are 
holozoic in habit, and those which, being holophytic, saprophytic 
or parasitic in habit, absorb their nourishment in a state of 
solution. Only in holosok forms is a special apparatus found 
for ingestion or digestion of food; in all other forms nutriment 
is absorbed by osmosis through the body-wall, presumably at 
any point of the surface. In holozoic forms we must distinguish 
further those in which the protoplasm is naked at the surface 
from those in which the body is clothed by a firm cuticle or cell-
membrane. In naked forms food•particks are taken in at any 
point of the body-surface, either by means of the pseudopodia, 
or by the action of flagella causing them to impinge upon the 
surface of the body. In either case the food is absorbed by 
the protoplasm simply flowing round it and engulfing it, and 
the food passes into the interior of the body in a tiny droplet 
of water forming what is termed a food-vacuole. Into the 
food-vacuole the surrounding protoplasm secretes digestive 
enzymes, so that each such vacuole represents a minute digestive 
cavity, in which the food is slowly digested, rendered soluble, 
and absorbed by the surrounding protoplasm. The Insoluble 
residue of the food is finally rejected by expelling the food-vacuole 
and its contents from the surface of the body at any convenient 
point. 

The simple process of food-absorption described above for 
the more primitive naked forms is necessarily modified in detail, 
though not in principle, in cortiente Protozoa, that is to say, 
hi forms provided with a cuticle. In the first place, it becomes 
pecessary to have a special aperture for the ingestion of food, 
a cell-mouth or cyrostorne. Primitively the cytostome is a 
simple pore or interruption of the cuticle, but in forms more 
highly evolved the aperture is prolonged inwards in the form 
of a tube lined by ectosarc and cuticle, forming a gullet or 
oesophagus which ends in the endoplasm. Food-particles are 
forced by the action of cilia or flagella down the oesophagus and 
collect at the bottom of it in a droplet of water which, after 
reaching a certain size, passes into the endoplasm as • food-
vacuole in which the food is digested. For rejection of the 
Insoluble residue of the food-vacuoles, a special pore or cell-anus 
(tytetyge) may be present. In the Ciliate there is often a distinct 
anal tube visible at all times, but as a rule the anus is only 
visible at the moment that faecal matter is being ejected from 
k, though fine sections show that the pore is a constant one. 
In the higher Flagellate, on the other hand, the oesophageal 
ingrowth forms commonly a sort of cloaca! cavity, into which 
the contractile vacuole or vacuoles discharge themselves, and 
into which also the food-vacuoles evacuate their residues. 

Besides the food-vacuoles already described, and the nuclear 
optimum presently to be dealt with, the endoplasm may contain 
various met aplastic products, that is to say, bodies to be regarded 
as stages in the upward or downward metabolism of the proto-
plasmic substance. Such substances may take the form of 
coarse granules of various kinds, crystals, vacuoles or droplets 
of fatty or oily nature, pigment-grains, and other bodies. In 
the bolophytic Flagellate the eadoplasns contains also various 
organs proper to the vegetable all, such as chlorophyll-bodies 
(chromatophores), pyrenoida, grains of * starchy nature (par-
amylum), and so forth, which need not be described here in 
detail. 

The nucleus in Protozoa is usually a compact, fairly con-
spicuous structure, composed of chromatin combined in various 
ways with an achromatic substance or substances. Sometimes the 
chromatin is distributed In smaller masses through the nudges. 
producing a granular type of nucleus; more often the chromatin 
Is mon or less ooncentratsiiit a central miss kerning • so-cslied  

karyosome, consittang of an achromatic phistindd substance 
impregnated with chromatin. If the karyosome is large and 
there is very little chromatin between it and the nuclear 
membrane, the nucleus is of the type termed vesicular. A nuclear 
membrane is not, however, always present, and true nucleoli, 
of the type found in the nuclei of metaaoan cells, are not found 
in Protozoa. 

A given individual may have more than one nucleus, and the 
number present may amount to many thousands, as In the 
plasmodia of Mycetosoa. In each cases the nuclei may be all 
of one kind, that is to say, not markedly different In size, struc-
ture or function, so far as can be seen; or there may be a pro-
nounced morphological differentiation of the nuclei correlated 
with a difference of function. Thus in the class Infusoria two 
nuclei arc found in each individual; a macronudeus which is 
somatic in function, that is to say, which regulates the meta-
bolism and vital processes of the body generally, and the micro-
nucleus, which is generative in function, that is to say, which 
remains in reserve during the ordinary, " vegetative " life of the 
organism and becomes active during the act of syngamy, after 
which the effete macronucleus is absorbed or cast out and a 
new somatic nucleus is formed from portions of the micronuclei 
which have undergone fusion in the sexual act. Thus the micro-
nucleus of the Infusoria can be compared in a general way with 
the germ-plasm of the Metazos, like which it remains inactive 
until the sexual union. On the other hand, in some Flagellate 
a differentiation of the nucleus of quite a different type is seen, 
a smaller, kinetic nucleus being separated off from the larger, 
trophic or principal nucleus. The kinetic nucleus has the 
function, apparently, of controlling the locomotor apparatus, 
so that the specialization of these two nuclei is of a kind quite 
different from that seen in the Infuser's. 

Besides the nuclear substance which is concentrated to form 
the principal nucleus or nuclei, there may be present also 
cat ranuclear granules of chromatin, so-called chroaddia, scattered 
throughout the whole or some part of the protoplasmic body. 
Chrownidia may be normally present in addition to the principal 
nucleus, or may be formed from the principal nucleus during 
certain phases of the life-cycle. In some cases the entire nucleus 
may become resolved temporarily into chromidia, from•which a 
new nucleus may be formed again later by condensation and 
concentration of the scattered granules. When the chromidia 
are numerous and closely packed they may form a so-called 
cirremidial network (Chromidiai-lists). Recent observations on 
the reproduction of some Sarcodina have shows that the 
chromidia may possess great importance in the life-cycle as 
representing generative chromatin which, like the micronucleus 
of the Infusoria mentioned above, remains in reserve until, by 
the process of syngamy, the nuclear apparatus is renewed; 
while the principal nuclei represent, like the micronuclei, 
somatic or vegetative chromatin which becomes effete and is 
cast off or absorbed when syngamy takes place. These questions 
will be discussed further below. 

It was formerly supposed that the lowest Protozoa were 
entirely without a nucleus, and on this supposition E. Merkel 
attempted to establish a class named by him /Aortas, defined 
as Protons"' consisting of protoplasm alone, in which a nucleus 
was not differentiated. To this dam were referred various 
organisms whose alleged archaic nature was expressed by such 
names as P►etegelses prineerdialis. organisms which, like so many 
other of the primitive forms of animal life described by Hacckel, 
have been seen by that naturalist alone up to the present. In 
all Protozoa that have been examined by modern methods a 
nucleus in some form has been demonstrated to exist, and it 
must be supposed, until proof to the contrary be forthcoming, 
that in the case of the so-caned Moment either the nucleus 
was overlooked owing to defective technique, or it had beef 
temporarily resolved into chromidia. 

The nuclear apparatus may be supplemented tri other bodies 
of which the nature is not always clear. Such is the W. 
called " Nebenkern " of Pdranunba eilhardt apparently of the 
nature of kcentrounne. Sometimes the karyosome acts like a 
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unbosom during the division of the nucleus, and sometimes 
true centrosomes are present. Flagella also commonly arise from 
basal granules of a centrosomic nature, blepharoplasts in the 
correct sense of the term" these blepharoplasts are always 
in connexion with the nucleus, or with the kinetic nucleus if 
there is one distinct from the trophic nucleus, as in the genus 
Trytanosoma and allied forms. 

Reproduction of the Protosoa.—The mode of reproduction in 
these organisms is the same as that of the tell generally, and 
takes always the form of fission of some kind; that is to say, of 
division of the body into smaller portions, each of which repre-
sents a young individual. The division of the body is preceded 
by that of the nucleus, if single, or of each nucleus in the cases 
where there are two different nuclei; if, however, more than one 
nucleus of the same kind be present, the nuclei may be simply 
shared amongst the daughter-individuals, this mode of division 
being known as plasmotomy. Other organs of the body may 
either, like the nucleus, undergo fission, or may be formed afresh 
in the daughter-individuals. 

The division of the nucleus in Protozoa may take place by the 
direct method or by means of mitosis. Direct division, without 
mitosis, is of very common occurrence; the division may be 
simple or multiple, that is to say, into only two parts, or into a 
number of fragments formed simultaneously. An extreme case 
of multiple fission is seen in the formation of the microgametes 
of Coccidimn schnbergi, where the nucleus breaks up into a great 
number of chromidia, which become concentrated in patches to 
form the several daughter-nuclei. In some cues, on the other 
hand, multiple daughter-nuclei are formed by rapidly repeated 
simple division of the parent nucleus. The mode of division may 
be different in different nuclei of the same individual; thus in 
the Infusoria the macronucleus divides by direct division, the 
micronucleus by mitosis. 

The mitosis of the Protozoa is far from being of the uniform 
stereotyped pattern seen in the Metaros, but, as might have 
been expected, often shows a much simpler and more primitive 
condition. Centro omen are often absent, and their place may 
be taken, as stated above, by other bodies. The endear 
membrane may be retained throughout the mitosis. Definite 
chromosomes can, as a rule, be made out, but the chromosomes 
are often very numerous and minute, without definite form, and 
divide irregularly. Much remains to be done in studying the 
mitosis of the Protozoa, but It is probable that wider knowledge 
will show many conditions intermediate between direct division 
and perfect mitosis. 

The simplest method of fission in Protozoa is that termed 
binary, where the body divides into two halves, which may be 
equal and similar, so that the result is two sister-individuals 
impossible to distinguish as parent and offspring. In many 
cases of binary fusion, however, the resulting daughter-individuals 
may be markedly unequal in size, so that one may be distinguished 
as the parent, the other as the offspring. If the daughter-
individual be relatively very small, and formed in a more or less 
imperfect condition at first, the process is termed gemmation 
or budding. The buds formed in this way may be either external, 
formed on the surface of the body, or internal, that is, formed in 
special internal cavities, from which the offspring are later set 
free, as in many Adnetazia. Gemmation may be correlated with 
multiple nuclear fission in such a way that buds are formed over 
the whole body surface of the organism, which thereby under-
goes a process of simultaneous multiple fission into numerous 
daughter-individuals. Rapid multiple fission of. this kind is 
termed speculation, and is a form of reproduction which is of 
common occurrence, especially in parasitic forms. Usually 
the central portion of the parent body remains over as a residual 
body (RestkOryes), but sometimes the parent organism is entirely 
resolved into the daughter-individuals, which are tamed spores 

The kinetic nucleus of Trypeneseess Is sometimes, bat In the 
wrisses opinion wrongly, named centrosceue or blepharopbet: the 
bodies to which cytologists give these names are achromatic bodies; 
the kinetic nucleus is a true chromatic nucleus. The question of the 
centrosoese in Protases is discussed by R Goklachmldt and M. 
Popoff.  

s 'puma way, but can be given 'pads) names in special cam 
(see GREGAILINZI, COCCIDIA, &C.). 

Life-cycles of the Prolosoa.—It is probable that in all Protozoa. 
as in the bletuoa, the life-history takes its course in a series 
of recurrent cycles of greater or less extent, a fixed point, as ft 
were, in the cycle being marked by the act of syngamy or conju-
gation, which represents, apparently, a process for recuperation 
of the waning vital powers of the organism. It is true that in 
many types of Protozoa syngamy is not known as yet to occur. 
but in all species which have been thoroughly investigated 
syngamy in some form has been observed, and there is nothing 
to lead to the belief that the sexual process is not of universal 
occurrence in the Protozoa.. 

The life-cycle of a given species may be very simple or it may 
be extremely complex, the organism occurring under many 
different forms at different phases or periods of its development. 
The polymorphism of the Protozoa is best considered under three 
categories, according to the three main causes to which it is due, 
namely, first, pelymorphisin due to adaptation to different con• 
ditions of existence; secondly, polymorphism due to differences 
of size and structure during growth; thirdly, polymorphism due 
to the differentiation of individuals in connexion with the process 
of syngamy or sexual conjugation. 

z. Pdyrnorpkine is Relation to Life-conditions.—As a protec-
tion against unfavourable conditions, or for other reasons, most 
Protozoa have the power of passing into a resting condition. 
during which the vital functions may be wholly or in part 
suspended. In the resting phase the animal usually becomes 
enveloped in a resistant membrane or cyst secreted by it, and 
is then said to be encysted. The formation of a cyst may be s 
response to conditions of various kinds. Very commonly it is 
formed to protect the organism against a change of medium, as 
in the ease of freshwater forms liable to desiccation, or of para-
sites about to pass out of the bodies of their hosts. In other 
cases the organism passes into the resting state in order to 
absorb ingested nutriment or in order to enter upon reproductive 
phases. 

As a preparation for eneystment, organs of locomotion, if 
present, are retracted or cast off; contractile vacuoles cease to 
be formed; and the food-vacuoles disappear, usually by digestion 
of their contents and rejection of the waste residue. The body 
becomes rounded off and more or less spherical in form, and the 
protoplasm becomes denser, that is, leas fluid and more opaque, 
but at the same time of diminished specific gravity, by loss of 
water. The cyst is then secreted at the surface as a layer of 
varying thickness and toughness. In the micysted madam 
many Protozoa are capable of being transported by the wind. 
a fact which explains their appearance in infusions and liquids 
exposed to the air. In favourable conditions the cysts germinate. 
that is to say, the envelope is dissolved and the contained maw 
ism er organisms are set free to enter upon the strenuous his 
once more. 

In the Ilycetosoa, organisms adapted to a samkerrestrid 
life In moist surroundings, the protoplasm is capable, when 
desiccated, of passing into a tough condition resembling seaffOr 
wax, which, when moistened, =moos again its normal *Wen" 
ance and active condition. 

Resting phases, analogous to aostment, age seen in the 
spores of various forms, especially those of parasitic habit. 
which are commonly enclosed in tough, resistant crackpot or 
sporocysts, and enveloped as a protection against charge of 
medium or of boat. Within the sporocyst multiplication of the 
spocoplant may take place to form more or fewer spore:atm. 
The 'percepts usually show definite symmetry sod structure, 
infinitely variable in different species. In a suitable medium 
the spores germinate by rupture of the sporocysts and escape of 
the contents. 

2. Polymorphism law Retain lo Growth end DarleyrearL—In 
many species of Protozoa there is hardly any diaereses to be 
observed between different individuals during their active 
phases except in size. Those individuals about to multiply 
by lodes are slightly above the name; in dimensions: es the 
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other hand, those resulting from recent fission will be smaller 
than the average; and such differences are, it need hardly be 
said, more pronounced when the fusion is of the unequal 
binary type,  or in cases of gemmation or multiple fusion. In 
cases also where a given strain of a species is becoming senile, 
it is sometimes observed that the individuals are markedly 
undersized on the average. 

On the other hand, it is often the case that the young indi-
viduals resulting from a recent act of multiplication may differ 
from adult individuals of the species, not merely in size, but in 
structural characters, to such an extent that their relationship 
to the adult forms could not be determined by simple inspection 
without other evidence. This is especially true of those species 
in which multiplication by sporulation occurs, giving rise to 
numerous small spores which may at first be in a resting condi-
tion, enveloped In protective sporocysts, but which sooner or 
later become free, motile individuals known technically as swarm-
spores. Thus in many Sarcodina the adult is a large amoeboid 
organism which produces by sporulation a great number of 
relatively minute swarm-spores. These may be either, as in 
the common Amoeba protcar , amoeboid organisms, so-called 
amoebulu or pseudopodiospores, or, as in the Foraminifers and 
Radiolaria, flagellated organisms, so-called flagellulu or fiagelli-
spores. Sometimes, as in many /*lyceum, amoeboid and 
flagellated phases may succeed each other rapidly in the develop-
ment of the swarm-spores. The familiar Madams miliaria is 
another instance of a species which produces by sporulation 
numerous tiny swarm-spores quite different from the parent 
form in their characters. Such instances could be multiplied 
Indefinitely amongst the Protozoa. 

When the young individuals differ greatly from the adults 
in structure and appearance they may be regarded as larval 
forms, and it is interesting to note that such forms appear to 
be just as much recapitulative, in the phylogenetic sense, as 
are the larvae of many Metazoa. A striking instance is that 
of the Ad:uteri*, in which the swarm-spores produced by 
gemmation are ciliated, and thus betray affinities with the 
Ciliate which could hardly be suspected from • study of the 
adult forms alone. Similarly. in the genus Trypanosome, the 
young forms often show a Herpaomonas-hike structure which 
is probably of phyletk significance. The swarm-spores of 
Sarcodina and of Noetiltsea mentioned above can, perhaps, be 
regarded in the same light. On the other band, many larval 
forms cannot be considered as exhibiting recapitulative char-
acters, but merely as adaptations to environment or other 
special life-conditions. This is especially true, as in Metazoa, 
of parasitic forms, subject as they are to great vicissitudes, to 
cope with which the most finely adjusted adaptations are 
necessary on the part of the organism. 

3. Polymorphism in Relation lo Sex.—In all Protozoa of 
which the life-cycle has been made known in its entire course, 
a process of syngamy or sexual union has been found to occur. 
There arc still many forms in which syngamy remains to be 
discovered: this is true even of some groups of considerable 
extent. It is quits possible, therefore, that Protozoa exist 
In which syagamy does not occur. In view, however, of the 
widespread occurrence of sexual processes amongst unicellular 
organisms, both of animal and vegetable nature, and the fact 
that extended observation continually brings to light new 
instances of this kind, it is safer, in cases amongst the Protozoa 
in which *meow is not known to occur, to explain its apparent 
absence by the imperfections of the present state of our know. 
ledge, than to suppose that in such forms sexual phenomena are 
entirely lacking in the life-cycle. ,  

The process of mummy. though greatly diversified in different 
forms, consists essentially of one and the same process in all 
cases: namely, the fusion of nuclear matter from two distinct 
individuals. Mu (40 change, Pa eat Is Wow dowel Hence 
true syngamy may be distinguished as haryogemy from the 
process of plastopmy. or fusion of the protoplasmic bodies, 

will be shown below. however. that la some epodes syngamy 
may perhaps be seeenderily is abeyant*.  

of frequent occurrence in many forms of Pretence. The 
individuals whose nuclei undergo fusion are termed gamma. 
They may be in no way different from each other or from ordinary 
individuals of the species, or, on the other hand, they may be 
highly differentiated in size, form and structure. The two 
gametes may undergo complete fusion into one body, thus 
giving rise to an individual termed generally a zygote or copula, 
but which may beat special names in special cases (e.g. vereicule 
or oilkinete of the malarial parasites, Ike.); such a process is 
termed sometimes copulation. On the other hand, the bodies 
of the two gametes may remain distinct, and portions of the 
nucleus of each be exchanged between them; to this condition 
the term conjugation is sometimes specially applied. The act 
of syngamy may be performed in the free condition, or in the 
resting state, within a cyst. 

The significance of syngamy has been much discussed, sad 
it is very difficult to make positive statements upon this point. 
By comparing the life-cycles of different forms it is found that 
syngamy sometimes precedes, sometimes follows, a period of 
great reproductive activity on the part of the organism. Thus 
in such a form as Noetilsca, syngamy between two full-grown 
individuals is followed by rapid sporulation and the production 
of a swarm of young individuals; on the other hand, in Forami-
nifera and Radiolaria, rapid gloruktion of adult individuals 
produces a numerous progeny of young forms which may go 
through the process of syngamy and produce zygotes that simply 
grow into the adult form. Comparing these two types of develop-
ment, instances of which might be greatly multiplied, it is seem 
that in one case synganty follows • period of growth and precedes 
a period of proliferation in the life-cycle, and that In the other 
use exactly the reverse is true. Renee it follows that syngamy 
must not be regarded as in any way specially connected with 
reproduction, but must be considered in its relation to the fife-
cycle as a whole, and in those instances in which syngamy Is 
followed by increased reproductive activity the explanation 
must be sought in the general physiological effects of the sexual 
process upon the vital powers of the organism. 

In the Dictum the sexual process is always related to the 
production of a new individual, that is to say, of a multicellular 
organism for which there is no analogy amongst the Protozoa, 
although an approach to the Mcqueen condition is seen in 
colony-forming Flagellate. suck as Volans and its allies. The 
reproduction of Protozoa is analogous to the ordinary process of 
cell-division and multiplication which is going on at all times in 
the bodies of the Metazoa, and which can be observed in the pro-
duction of the gametes; that is to say, in the period of the life-
cycle immediately preceding the sexual process in the Metazoa, 
just as mach as in the developmental phases which follow 'yu-
mmy and result in the building up of a new Metazoan individual. 
Hence, so far as the Protozoa are concerned, the phrase " sexual 
reproduction " is an Incongruous combiaatioa of words; repro-
duction and sex are two distinct things, not Necessarily related 
or in any direct causal connexion; and in order to arrive at 
any theory of sex it is necessary first of all to dear away all 
misconceptions or preconceived notions arising from analogies 
with the multicellular Newnan Individual. 

Many observations indicate that the vital powers of the 
Protozoa become gradually weakened, and the individual tads 
to become senile and effete, unless the process of syngamy 
intervenes. The Immediate result of the sexual union is a 
renewal of the vitality, a rejuvenescence, which manifests itself 
in enhanced powers of metabolism, growth and reproduction. 
Them facts have been most studied in the Glints. It is observed 
that if these organisms be prevented from conjugating with 
ethers of their kind they become senile-sod finally die off. It 
has bees found lay G. N. Calkins, howeverf that if the senile 
iodividuals be gives • cheese of mediate and nourishment, 
their vigour seer be sesawei and their life prolonged for a thee, 
though net ladefinkelyt there comes a period when artificial 
methods fall and only the vassal proms of syngamy an enable 
them to prolong their ezktenee. rolults obtained by Calkins 
me of great haricot, as indicating that under spacial coediting 
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of the environment the necessity for the sexual process may be 
&stabbed and the event may be deferred for a long time, if 
not indefinitely. Hence it is quite possible that in many Prato-
soa the process of syngamy may he in abeyance, just as there 
are plants which can be propagated indefinitely by suckers or 
cuttings without ever setting seed; and it is possible that the 
inoculative or artificial transmission of parasitic Protozoa from 
one host to another, as in the case of pathogenic trypanosomes, 
without any apparent diminution in their vital powers, is an 
instance of this kind. 

As a general rule, In order that syngamy may be attended 
by beneficial results to the organism, it is necessary that the two 
conjugating individuals should be from different strains, that 
is to say, they should not be nearly related by descent and 
parentage. Thus F. Schaudinn found that in order to observe 
the sexual union of the gametes of Foraminifers it was necessary 
to bring together gametes of distinct parentage. On the other 
hand it has been observed that in many Protozoa, especially 
in parasitic forms, syngamy takes place between individuals of 
common parentage. Thus in Amoeba oil, according to F. 
Schaudinn, a single individual becomes encysted and its nucleus 
divides into two; after each nucleus has undergone certain 
maturative changes they give rise to proem-lei which conjugate 
and initiate a new developmental cycle. Syngamy between sister 
individuals, or autogamy, as it has been termed, is not, however, 
confined to parasitic Protozoa; It bar been observed in Acthso-
sjohaerins by R. Hertwig. The benefit to the organism, if any. 
arising from autogamy can only be supposed to result from the 
rearrangement and reconstitution of the nuclear apparatus. 
The frequent occurrence of autogamy suggests that in many 
Protozoa the nature of the environment diminishes the impor-
tance of the sexual process, at least so far as the mixture of 
nuclear material from distinct sources is concerned; and, since 
autogamy is most common in parasitic forms, this result may, 
in the light of G. N. Calkins's experiments, be ascribed in great 
part to the frequent changes of environment and nutrition to 
which parasitic forms, above all, are subject. 

True syngamy consists, as has been said, of nuclear fusion or 
karyogamy. It rarely, if ever, happens, however, that such 
fusion takes place without the conjugating nuclei having under-
gone some process of reduction by elimination of a portion of 
the nuclear substance, in • manner analogous to the maturation 
of the germ-cells in the Memos. The chromatin thus eliminated 
may be cast out from the body of the organism as one or more 
so-called polar bodies; or may be absorbed in the cytoplasm; or 
may remain in the cytoplasm and be left over in the residual 
protoplasm in cases where syngamy is followed by a process of 
rapid multiplication by sporulation; but in all cases the chroma-
tin removed from the nucleus is rejected in some way or other 
and plays no part in the subsequent development of the 
organism. The nuclei of the gametes which have completed 
this process of Iteration median are then ripe for syngunic 
fusion and are termed pronuclei; the units of two proauclei 
produces a single nucleus termed a synkaryon. 

It is certain that in many, i1 not in all, cases the nuclear 
substance that is rejected as a preliminary to syngamy consists 
of somatic or vegetative chromatin; that is to say, of chromatin 
that has been functional in regulating the ordinary vital func-
tions, metabolism, growth, reproduction, &c., during previous 
generations, and has become effete; while on the other hand the 
chromatin that persists to form the pconnclei is generative 
chromatin which has remained in reserve for the sexual act and 
has retained its peculiar powers and properties unimpaired. 
The truth of this explanation is extremely obvious in such forms 
as the Infusoria, where somatic and generative chromatin see 
concentrated into two distinct and entirely separate nuclei. 
In some RINI:epode also the body contains one or more principal 
Nuclei and a musedt chnsmidia.and it has ken observed that as a 
Preparation for syngamy  the principal nuclei are eliminated and 
the pronuclei are formed from the chnoldia; in such cases, 
therefore, it is reasonable to regard the principal nuclei as repro-
seating auntie chromatin, the thromidis as ennesative therm- 

tin. In other cases, however, for example Adizestbserial, 
the chromidia must be interpreted, from their behaviour as 
somatic chromatin, and the principal nuclei as generative 
chromatin; hence R. Goldschmidt has proposed the special term 
spectra for those chromidia which represent reserve generative 
chromatin. In the majority of Protozoa, however, the nuclear 
substance is not differentiated in such a way that it can be 
distinguished by any visible peculiarities into somatic and 
generative chromatin. 

The process of reduction is not limited, apparently, to the 
elimination of somatic chromatin, but a portion of the generative 
chromatin is also cast off. Thus in the Infusoris not only the 
somatic macronucieus, but also a considerable portion of the 
generative micronucleus, is absorbed at each act of conjugation. 
The elimination of generative chromatin is perhaps of importance 
u a factor in heredity and the production of variations, or 
possibly for sex determination, as will be discussed below; it 
is difficult to suggest any other explanations for it, unless it 
be supposed that during the exercise of ordinary vital functions 
a portion of the generative chromatin be tendered effete as 
well as the somatic chromatin. 

From the considerations set forth In the foregoing paragraphs 
it must be supposed that the synkaryon, the fusion-product of 
the two pronuclei in syngamy, consists at first purely of genera-
tive chromatin, which must speedily become differentiated 
into the regulative somatic chromatin of the ensuing generations 
and the generative chromatin held in reserve for the next act of 
syngamy. Such a differentiation can be actually observed in the 
Infusoria, where immediately after conjugation the synkaryon 
divides into one or more pairs of nuclei, each pair becoming the 
two unequally sized nuclei of an ordinary individual, sometimes 
with, even at this stage, an apparently wanton elimination of 
nuclear substance. Thus the somatic and generative chromatin 
of the Protozoa offer a certain analogy with the soma and germ-
plasm of Mason; but in making such comparisons the dis-
tinction between a physiological analogy and a morphological 
homology should be borne dearly in mind. 

It has been stated above that the two gametes of a given 
species of Protozoa may be perfectly similar and indistinguisb• 
able, or may be very different one from the other. The condition 
with similar gametes is termed isogamy, that with differentiated 
gametes anisogamy. Every transition can be found from 
complete isogamy and pronounced anisogamy in the Proteges; 
in tracing, however, the evolution of specialined gametes it 
must be remembered that we are dealing only with visible 
morphological differences mainly of an adaptive nature, without 
prejudice to the question of the passible existence of a funds-
mental usual antithesis in all gametes, present even when not 
perceptible. The sex philosopher 0. Weininger has urged that 
sex is a fundamental attribute of living dikes, and that the 
living substance, protoplasm, consists of ankenosilasen and 
tbelypiasm united in varying proportions. Certain observations 
of F. Schaudinn tend to support this view; in Trypetwome 
rardsoe, for example, Schaudinn found that the process 
reduction in one gamete took an opposite Conan to that which 
it took In the other gamete. In one gamete certain portions 
of the nucleus were retained and certain other portions minted: 
in the maturation of the other gamete the portions rejected and 
the portions retained were the reverse. Hence Schoudhen ells 
led to regard the indifferent individuals as essentially herma-
phrodite in nature, and therefore capable of ening rise to gamete, 
of either order by elimination of one or the other set of mud 
elements; s theory which throws further light on the diminallos 
of generative chromatin mentioned above. It is possible. 
therefore, that the gametes of Protozoa may possess suuel 
characters Intrinsically different even when perfectly similar 
so far as CID be perceived. It ts very probeble, for butane' 
that the leog•rey let Greprines Is • stew of things derived 
secondarily frees • primitive condition of misogamy 
Gammon's). 

The simplest Poleible condition of the gametes is men in the 
free-swimming Ciliate, foams which in other respects ere the 
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most highly orgeohad of Protests; hese the individuals which 
conjugate are only distinguished from ordinary individuals of 
the species by the fact that their nuclei have undergone very 
complicated processes of reduction and nuclear elimination. In 
these forms there is also no difference between young and adult 
individuals, beyond scarcely perceptible differences of size 
between Individuals about to divide and those that are the 
products of recent division, so that these species are practically 
monornorpbk in the active condition. In forms, however, 
which, like Vereialls, are of sessile habit, small free-swimming 
individuals are 4-berated which seek out and conjugate with the 
ordinary sessile individuals. Here we have an instance of a 
morphological differentiation of the gametes which is clearly 
adaptive to the fife-conditions of the species. In other Protease 
there may be, as already stated, differences, more or less pro-
nounced, between young and adult individuals, and syngamy 
may take place either between young individuals (microgamy) 
or between adults (nacroganiy); the gametes may be in either 
case ordinary Individuals of the species, not specially differen-
tiated in any way, or on the other band they may be differentiated 
from oedinary individuals, while still similar and isopmk 
amongst themselves; or, finally, they may be anhogamic; that 
Is to say, differentiated into two distinct types. Thus in the 
Radiolaria, for example, an adult individual breaks up by a 
process of speculation into numerous minute flagellated swarm-
spores; these may be all of one kind, termed isospores, which 
develop directly without undergoing syngamy; or they may be 
of two kinds, termed anisosperes, both different hi their character 
from the isospores, and incapable of development without 
syngamy. 

When the gametes are differentiated the divergence between 
them almost always follows parallel paths. One gamete is 
distinguished by its smaller size, its greater activity, and its 
comparative poverty in granules of reserve food-material; hence 
it is termed the microgamete. The other gamete is distinguished 
by its greater bulk, its pronounced sluggishness and inertness, 
and its tendency to form and store up in the cytoplasm reserve 
nutriment of one kind or another; hence it Is termed the macro-
gamete, or, as some prefer to write it, the megagamete (better 
Inegadogamete). When these differences are very pronounced, 
as, for instance, In the Coccidia and other Sporozoa, a condi-
tion is reached which is practically indistinguishable from that 
seen in the sperm and ova of the Melissa. Hence the micro- 
gamete is generally regarded as male, the macrogamete as 
female; and these terms may be conveniently used, although 
they do not In themselves imply more than would the words 
positive and negative, or any other pair of terms expressive of • 
fundamental contrast. The mkrogamete may become reduced 
to a mere threwd of duoinatio, which may possess one or two 
flagella for purposes of locomotion, as in Coccidia, dm, or may 
move by serpentine movements of the whole body, which re-
sembles In its entirety a flagellum, and is often wrongly so termed. 
In contrast with the microgamete, its correlative, the macro-
gamete, tends to become a bulky, inert body. often with great 
resemblance to an ovum, its cytoplasm dense and granular, 
packed with reserve food-materials as an egg contains yolk, 
and without organs of locomotion or capacity for movement 
of any kind. Hence the macrogamete is the passive element 
in syngamy, which requires to be sought eat and " fertilized " 
by the active microgamete. a division of labour perfectly ana-
logous to that seen in the male and female gametes of Melanie. 
In those cases where syngamy takes place by interchange of 
nuclear substance between two gametes which remain separate 
from one another, as in the Infused*. each gamete forms two 
prontrelel, which are distinguished by their behaviour as the 
active and passive peonucki respectively. The active pronucless 
of each gamete passes over into the body of the ether and fuses 
with Its passive pronucleus to form a synkaryon A similar 
method of procedure occurs also in Amoeba coil, according to 
F Schandiaft. 

Vi hen gametes are not very highly specialized they may still 
Main the power of asoliktlication by  &whip• possessed by  

oedinarrIndivideals, so long as they have not undergone the 
process of nuclear reduction preliminary to syngamy. 
however, the gametes are highly specialized they may forfeit 
the power of multiplication. In this respect the microgametes 
are worse off than the other sex; on account of the great reduction 
of the body-protoplasm, and the entire absence of any reserve 
materials, they must either fulfil their destiny as gametes or 
die off. The macrogametes, on the other hand, with their 
great reserves of cytoplasm and nutriment, are more hardy than 
any other forms of the species, and are able to maintain their 
existence in periods of famine and starvation when all other 
forms are killed off. Moreover they may regain the power of 
multiplication by a process of parthenogenesis, a term originally 
applied in the Metazoa to cases where a germ-cell of definitely 
female character, that is to say an ovum, acquires the power of 
reproduction without fertilization by syngamy. A macro-
gamete multiplying by parthenogenesis first goes through certain 
nuclear changes whereby it is set back, as it were, from the female 
to the indifferent condition, and it is then able to multiply by 
fission like any ordinary, non-sexual individual of the species. 
Parthenogenesis has been described by F. Schaudinn in the 
malarial parasites and in Trypanosona sochae. In both cases 
the female forms are able to persist under adverse conditions 
after all other forms have perished, and then by parthenogenesis 
they may multiply when conditions are more favourable, overrun 
the host again, and cause a relapse of the disease of which they 
are the cause. S. v. Prowasek has described in Ilespelossexas 
ourcae-depsesticae an analogous process of multiplication on the 
part of male individuals, and has coined the term etheogenesis 
for this process, but the statement needs confirmation, and as • 
general rule the macrogamete is quite incapable of independent 
reproduction under any circumstances. 

It is often found that not only are the gametes differentiated, 
but that their immediate progenitors may also exhibit characters 
which mark them off from the ordinary or indifferent individuals 
of the species. In such cases the parent-forms of the gametes 
are termed gametocytes, and they may differ amongst them-
selves in characters which render it possible to distinguish those 
destined to produce miaopmetes from those which will produce 
the other sex. The parent-individuals of the roicropmetes, or 
microgainetocytes, are distinguished as a general rule by clearer 
protoplasm, free from coarse granulations, and a larger Ruckus, 
more rich in chromatin. The macrogametecytes, on the other 
hand, usually have coarsely granular cytoplasm, rich in reserve 
food-stuffs, and a relatively small nucleus. The gametocytes 
produce the gametes by methods that vary according to the 
degree of specialization of the gametes. In hogamous forms, 
of which good examples are furnished by many Gristmill., (q.v.), 
the gametes are produced by a process of 'pi:relation on the part 
of the gametocytes, a certain amount of residual protoplasm being 
left over. In forms with pronounced anisogamy, for instance, 
Coccidia or Haemosporidla, the microgsmetes are produced by 
amputation in which almost the whole mass of the body of the 
gametocyte may be left over u residual protoplasm, together 
with some portion of the nucleus; in the other sex, however, 
the process of sporulation may be altogether in abeyance, and 
the macrogametocyte becomes simply converted into the macro-
gamete after going through a process of nuclear reduction. 

The gametocytes may, however, possess the power of multi-
plication without change of character for many generations; 
or, to pet the matter in other words, the sexual differentiatioa 
may be apparent not merely in the generation immediately 
preceding the gametes, but in empty generations prior to this. 
Thus a given species may consist of three different types of 
adult individuals, male, female and indifferent, each multiplying 
in its own line. Cosnpliested alternations of generations are 
the result, and if at the same time these is a well-marked differ-
mice between piling and adult fonts of the species the height 
of polymorphism is reached. Very commonly a double series of 
generations emu/lathe nen-sexual or indifferent forms multiply-
ing apart from the Sexually differentiated individuals and the 
generations immediately descended hem them; In such cases the 
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arnica of non-sexual Reparations is termed schisagoey, the swim of 
sexual generations gametogony or eponymy. Schisegony and 
eporogony usually occur as adaptations to, or at least in relation 
with, distinct conditions of life. Thus in parasitic forms, u well 
illustrated by the Coccidia, the organisms multiply by schizogony 
when overrunning the host, that is to say, when nutriment is 
abundant; sporogony begins as a preparation for passing into 
the outer world, in order to infect new hosts. In the Hume-
*midis, in which transmission from one vertebrate host to 
another is effected by means of blood-sucking ectopansites 
(Diptera, ticks, leeches, Sec.), the schiz' agony goes =In the 
vertebrate host, the sporogony in the invertebrate host. In 
free-living, non-parasitic forms, echizegony may go on under 
ordinary conditions, while sporogony supervenes as a preparation 
rot a marked change in the life-conditions; for instance, a change 
of medium, or at the approach of winter. It is interesting to 
Dote that, as a general rule, the differentiation of sexual forms 
seems to be a preliminary to the production of more resistant 
forms capable of braving adverse conditions or violent changes 
in the conditions of life; a phenomenon which is in support of 
the hypothesis that syngamy has a strengthening effect on the 
vitality of the species. 

Clarskicatiox of She Protein. 

Various attempts have been made to separate the Protozoa 
into two primary subdivisions. E. Ray Lankester divided them 
into two main groups, the Gymnomyza, with naked protoplasm 
And indefinite form, and the Corticata, with the protoplasm 
limited by a firm membrane, and consequently with a definite 
body-form. In many of the corticate groups, however, there 
must be placed amoeboid, non-corticate forms, such as Mortis-
amoeba amongst the Flagellate, or the malarial parasites amongst 
the Sporosoa. Hence if Lankester's clarification be used, it 
must be without a hard and fast verbal definition. F. Doflein, 
on the other hand, has divided the Protozoa into Plasmodroma, 
with organs of locomotion derived horn protoplasmic processes, 
i.e. pseudopodia or flagella, and afforests, with locomotion by 
cilia. It may be doubted, however, if the distinction between 
flagella and cilia is so fundamental and sharply defined as this 
mode of clarification would imply. W. IL Jackson has proposed 
to unite the forms bearing flagella and cilia into as section, 
Plegepoda, and distinguishes two other sections, lithisopoda 
(—Sarcodina) and Endoparasita ( ■ Spocoaoa). 

Four main groups of Protozoa, of the rank of classes, are 
universally recognized, however they may be combined into 
larger categories; these are the Sarcodina, Mastigophora, 
Sporoeoa and Infused& 

The Sarcodina are characterized by the body being composed 
of naked protoplasm, not covered by any limiting cuticle, 
although in many cases a house or shell is secreted into which 
the protoplasm can be partly or entirely withdrawn. No 
special organs of locomotion, either flagella or cilia, are ever 
present In the adult, and locomotion and capture of food are 
effected in the manner named asembeid, by more or has 
temporary extrusions or outflow of the protoplasm which are 
termed pseudopodia, as in Amoeba. 

The Mastigophora are so named because organs of locomotion 
are always present in the adult in the form of one or more 
flagella, each flagellum (Gr. pliant whip) a delicate, thread-like 
extension of the protoplasm, endowed with a special contractility 
which enables it to perform lashing, whip-like movements. 
The body protoplasm is sometimes naked, in which case it may 
be amoeboid, but is more usually limited by a cuticle, varying in 
thickness in different types. 

The Spann, with the exception of a few forma of dubious 
position, are exclusively internal parasites of Metaaoa, absorbing 
their food from the internal Juices and secretions of their hosts, 
and never exhibiting in their trophk phases any organs of loco-
motion or for the ingestion and digestion of solid food. The 
body-protoplasm may be naked and amoeboid or limited by a 
cuticle. The reproduction is specialised in correlation with the 
panel* habit, and results typically is the formation of a  

number of minute germs or spores, by which the Inked= el 
fresh hosts is effected. It must not be supposed, however, that 
spore-formation is confined to this class of Protease 

The Infuser* • name originally of much wider application, 
is now restricted to denote those Protozoa in which Monnotios 
or capture of food is effected by means of special organs termed 
cilia, minute hair-like contractile extensions of the entwines 
differing from flagella not only in their usually smaller in and 
pester number, but also in the mode of contraction and mow 
mute The cilia may be present throughout life or only la as 
early stage of the individual. The body is always limited by a 
cuticle and the nucleus seems to be invariably doable, ban 
divided into two parts specialised is function and differiog Is 
size, termed respectiVely macronudeus and micronucleus. 

Comparing these four subdivisions with one another, it may 
be said at once that the Sporozoa and Infuse& are highly 
specialized classes, each well marked off from the other sub-
divisions. The Sarcodina and Mastigophora, oat the other 
hand, include the most primitive types of Protozoa and are 
delimited from one another by a somewhat arbitrary dunacta, 
the presence or absence of a flagellum in the adult.. That 
Mastigamoeba is • form which unites the characters of the 
Sarcodina and Mastigophora, having an amoeboid body which 
bears a flagellum, and it is classed among the Mastigephen 
merely because the flagellum is retained throughout Me; g 
the flagellum were absent in the adult condition it would be 
placed among the Sarcodina, many of which have flagella is 
their young stages but lack them when adult. Hence Bfluchli 
considered the Rhisomastigina (i.e. lfastireseebo and its allies) 
as the most primitive group of Protozoa, representing the 
common ancestral form of all the chases; and ea this now 
the flagellated young stages of many Sarcodina would rerant 
recapitulative larval stages. 

Btftscbli's theory of Protozoan phylogeny implies that a 
flagellum is an organ of most primitive nature, possessed perluns 
by the earliest forms of life; and it must be remembesed that 
flagella are borne by many Bacteria. On the other hand, on 
would imagine, from general considerations, that tiling beige 
possessing a flagellum would have been preceded in evolution 
by others that did not bear so definite an organ. The Imam 
itself is generally regarded as a vibratile process or extension al 
the protoplasm, comparable in its nature to a slender pseudo-
podium endowed with peculiar powers of movement. More 
knowledge with regard to the nature and formation of the 
flagellum is needed in order to decide this point, and particularly 
with regard to the question whether the flagella of Bacteria art 
of the sante nature as those of Protozoa. 

It has been much debated whether the earliest forms of life 
were of the nature of plants or animals. Many authors consider 
the question settled beyond all debate by a process of penchant 
deductive reasoning. It is argued that animals require other 
organisms for their nutriment, and that plants, that is to my 
peen plants, do not; therefore plants must have preceded 
animals. On the other hand, the morphologist will urge that 
green plants derive their peculiar powers of metabolism from 
the possession of very definite cell-organs, namely chromate-
phons containing chlorophyll; and will argue that living wail 
without such organs must have preceded in evolution those 
possessing them. The whole dispute is based on the assump-
tion that plant and animal represent the two fundamental 
modes of metabolism; whereas the study of the Bacteria shows 
the possibility of many other modes of life. Many Bacteria 
exhibit processes of metabolism totally different from than 
generally laid down in textbooks as characteristic of living 
matter; some are killed by free oxygen; others can absorb boa 
nitrogen, and various other " abnormal " properties are nonl-
lested by them. Hence the primitive animism may have 
been neither plant nor animal in their nature, but may have 
possessed, like the Bacteria at present, many different method' of 
metabolism from which plant and animal are two divergent 
paths of evolution. 

The origin of life is veiled in a mist which biological knowledge 
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Is Its peasant Mate Is unabh is dkpd; and speculations with 
regard to the nature of the earliest form of life are as yet 
premature and futile. 

The following references are either general treatises on the 
Protozoa, or memoirs dealing with special points in a general 
manner. 

lbsuocstann.-0. Bunch% " Protoms," in Brows's Masses 
sad &Omegas des Thierreiclu, Bd. I. (1881-1886); idem., " Investi- 
gations on Microscopic Forms and Protoplasm translated by E. A. 
"Cochin (London, A. C. Brack., taw); G. N. Calkins, "Studies 

IT7 t , .ry Of tr,.. 	1 , 7 ,3, W... (AL 	 1.,ed 
JUSelf. •.Kp. Loot., i. 423-461,3 plats, 3 taxt.ii,...s.; tJ,. n., 

" The Protozoa." Columbia •sli ,erstly Boological Series, vi. 
xvi.+347. 153 text-figs.; Y. Delage and E. llerouard, 	as 
Zooloew Coscr1te. 1. La Cells& et ks prolowawes (Paris, 	i); 
F. Dollein, The Protozoa' oh parasites and Krankheitserreger (3, 
Gustav Fischer. 1991): idem., " Das System der Protozoen," .1 A. 

Prosstenksoule, e. 16o-190, 3 text-has.; R. Goldschmidt, " ilia 
L hromidien der Protozoen," Arch. f. Protistenkunde. (1900. v. 
126-144. I fig.; R. Goldschmidt and M. Popoff, " Die Karyol.., en 
der Protozoon and der Chromidialapparat der Protozoen— ■ nd 
Metazoenzelle. Arch. f. Pratisitokiosde (1901), viii., pp. 321- , 13, 
6 text-fi•s.; AL Hartog, " Protozoa" Cambridge A'alswal 	ry, 
vol. i. (London, 1906); R. Ifertwig. " licher Waco and 	at- 
tune der BeIruchtung." SB. Abed. Allischrs 	ma., pp. 7- 
73: idem., " Die Protozoen and die Zelltheone,' Arch. f. 1',  it- 
leakssde, (1903), pp. 1-4o; W. H. Jackson. "Protozoa " 	12,1 
ton's Forms of dimmed Life, (rev. ed., pp. 818-922, Oxford. It I); 
A. Lang, Lehrbuch der oergkichnides A sotornie re, 
Bd. I. Abt. II. Lief. 2, " Protozoa " (Jena, lyol); E. R. Lank, et, 
article " Protozoa " in Esq. Brit. 9th ed.; Kim. (edited by). .4 
Treatise on Zoology by various authors: " Protozoa " in port 
UK. 1 (1903), and fax. t to be published shortly (London. A. nd 
C. Black); E. A. " Protozoa in Allbutt and Rolle-51 a's 
A Systems of Medicine rev. ed.. vol. ii. pt. 1 (London, too7 ,  . F. 
Schaudinn. Neuere Forschungen Ober the Befruchtung der It to-
seen." Perk. defend. pool. Gm (1903). xv. t dia6,11; 
"I. M 

modicorii 
 . Woodcock, " Protozoa " in Loaf. Pr-',d

(E. A
d 09o2-

. M. )
1905), 

vols. 	i.  

	

PROUDNOIL 	JOIMPII (i3o(r•r865), French socialist 
and political writer, was born on the x5tb of January 1309 at 
Besarlan. France, the native place also of the socialist Fourier. 
His origin was of the humblest, his father being a brewer's 
cooper; and the boy herded cows and followed other simple 
pinnies of a like nature. But be was not entirely self-educated; 
at sixteen he entered the college of his native place, though 
his family was so poor that he could not procure the necessary 
books, and had to borrow them from his mates In order to copy 
the lessons. At nineteen he became a working compositor; 
afterwards be rose to be • corrector for the press, reading proofs 
of ecclesiastical works, and thereby acquiring a very competent 
knowledge of theology. In this way also be came to learn 
Hebrew, and to compare it with Greek, Lads and French; 
and it was the first proof of his intellectual audacity that on the 
strength of this be wrote an Zen de gressiesaire gbilrak. As 
Proudhon knew nothing whatever of the true principles of 
philology, his treatise was of no value. In 1833 be obtained the 
pension Send, a barmy of rpm francs a year for three years, 
for the encouragement of young men of promise, which was in 
the gift of the academy of Besancon. 

Is 1339 he wrote a treatke L'U take de Is nildhrolion dr distend. 
which contained the germs of his revolutionary ideas. About 
this time be went to Pads, where he lived a poor, ascetic and 
studious life—making acquaintance, however, with the socialistic 
ideas which ware then fomenting in the capital. In deo he 
published his first work Chs'esS-a en Is propene/ I His famous 
answer to this question,' La proprifti, c'est le vol " (property is 
theft), naturally did not please the academy of Besancon, and 
there was mese talk of withdrawing his pension; but be held it 
foe the regales period. For his third memoir on property, 
which took the shaped a letter to the Foe:desist, M. Considtrant, 
be was tried at Besancon but was acquitted. In 1846 be pub-
lished he greatest week, the Synagog des esnfrodinions kiss-
miens as philosophic de le alitaVe. Fee some tiros Proudhon 
carded on a small printing astablkhrnent at Besancon, but 
without sanses; afterwards be became cossected as a kind of 
manager with a commercial firm at Lyons. In 1847 he left this 
mnploymest. and belly settled in Pads. where be we. sew  

becoming celebrated as a leader of innovation. He regretted 
the sodded outbreak of the revolution of February (x848), 
because it found the social reformers unprepared. But be threw 
himself with ardour into the conflict of opinion, and soon gained 
a national notoriety. He was the moving spirit of the Reps& 
smoking du people and other journals, in which the most advanced 
theories were advocated in the strongest language; and as 
member of assembly for the Seine department he brought 
forward his celebrated proposal of exacting an impost of one-
third on interest and rent, which of course was rejected. His 
attempt to found a bank which should operate by grunting 
gratuitous credit was also a complete failure; of the five million 
francs which he required only seventeen thousand were offered. 
The violence of his utterances led to an imprisonment at Paris 
for three years, during which he married a young working woman. 
As Proudhon aimed at economic rather than political innovation, 
be had no special quarrel with the second empire, and be lived 
in comparative quiet under it till the publication of Ms work, 
De in Janke dons la rholusion et daps riglise, (1858) in which 
he attacked the Church and other existing institutions with 
unusual fury. This time he fled to Brussels to escape imprison-
ment. On his return to France his health broke down, though 
be continued to write. He died at Pansy on the itith of January 
0365. 

Personally Proudhon was one of the most remarkable figures 
of modern France. His life was marked by the severest sim-
plicity and eves Puritanism; he was affectionate in his domestic 
relations, a most loyal friend, and strictly upright in conduct. 
He was strongly opposed to the prevailing French socialism of 
his time because of its utopianism and immorality; and, though 
be uttered all manner of wild paradox and vehement invective 
against the dominant ideas and institutions, he was remarkably 
free from findings of personal hate. In MI that be said and did 
be was the son of the people, who had not been broken to the 
usual social and academic discipline; hence his roughness, his 
one-sidedness, and his exaggerations; but he Is always Agoras, 
and often brilliant and original. 

It would of course be Impossible to reduce the Mess of such 
an irremilarthinker to systematic form. In later years Proudhon 
himself confessed that " the great part of his publications formed 
only a work of dissection and ventilation, so to speak, by means 
of which he slowly makes his way towards a superior conception 
of political and moms* laws." Yet the groundwork of his 
teaching Is dear and firm; no ime could insist with greater 
emphasis on the demonstrative character of economic principles 
as understood by himself. He strongly believed in the absolute 
truth of a few moral ideas, with which it was the aim of his teach-
ing to mould and suffuse political economy. Of these funda-
mental Mesa, justice, liberty and equality were the chief. What 
be deslderated, for instance, In an ideal society was the most 
perfect equality of remuneration. It was his principle that service 
pays service, that a day's labour balances a day's labour—in 
other words, that the duration of labour is the just measure of 
value. He did not shrink from any of the consequences of this 
theory, for he would give the same remuneration to the worst 
mason as to a Phidias; but he looks forward also to a period in 
human development when the present inequality in the talent 
and capacity of men would be reduced to an inappreciable 
minimum. From the great principle of service as the equivalent 
of service is derived his axiom that property is the right of 
eiskier. The arbohs was • stranger not naturalised; and the 
right of minks was the tight In virtue of which the sovereign, 
floss the earliest monarchy claimed the goods of such a stranger 
who bad died in his territory. ,  Property is a right of the same 
nature, with a like power of appropriation in the form of rent, 
interest, Ike. It reaps without labour, consumes without 
producing, and enjoys without exertion. Proudhon's aim, 
diereime, was to realise a science of society testing on principles 
of justice, liberty and equality thus understood; " • science 
absolute, rigorous, based on the nature of man and of his faculties, 

1  The kid fraakeiro was abashed in :79o, revived by Napoleon. 
and ended is One 
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and on their mutual relations; a ederset which we have not to 
invent, but to discover." But he saw clearly that such ideas 
with their necessary accompaniments could only be realized 
through a long and laborious process of social transformation. 
He strongly detested the prurient immorality of the schools of 
Saint-Simon and Fourier. He attacked them not less bitterly 
for thinking that society could be changed off-hand by • ready-
made and complete scheme of reform. It was " the most 
accursed lie," he said, " that could be offered to mankind." In 
social change he distinguishes between the transition and the 
perfection or achievement. With regard to the transition be 
advocated the progressive abolition of the right of anbaine, by 
reducing interest, rent, 81c. For the goal he professed only 
to give the general principles; be had no ready-made scheme, 
no utopia. The positive organization of the new society in its 
details was a labour that would require fifty Montesquieu.. The 
organization he desired was one on collective principles, a free 
association which would take account of the division of labour, 
and which would maintain the personality both of the man and 
the citizen. With his strong and fervid feeling for human 
dignity and liberty, Proudhon could not have tolerated any 
theory of social change that did not give full scope for the free 
development of man. Connected with this was his famous 
paradox of anarchy, as the goal of the free development of society, 
by which he meant that through the ethical progress of men 
government should become unnecessary. " Government of 
man by man in every form," be says, " is oppression. The 
highest perfection of society is found in the union of order and 
anarchy." Proudhon, indeed, was the first to use the word 
anarchy, not in its revolutionary sense, as we understand it now, 
but as he himself says, to express the highest perfection of social 
organization. 

Proudhou's theory of property .as the right of anbaint is 
substantially the same as the theory of capital held by Marx and 
most of the later socialists. Marx, however, always greatly 
detested Proudhon and his doctrines, and attacked him violently 
In his Misere de fa philosophic. Property and capital are defined 
and treated by Proudhon as the power of exploiting the labour 
of other men, of claiming the results of labour without giving an 
equivalent. Proudhou's famous paradox, " La propriete, c'est It 
vol." is merely a trenchant expression of this general principle. 
Aa slavery is assassination inasmuch as It destroys all that is 
valuable and 'desirable in human personality, so property is 
theft inasmuch as it appropriates the value produced by the 
labour of others without rendering an equivalent. For property 
Proudhon would substitute individual possession, the right of 
occupation being equal for all men. 

A complete edition of Proudhon's works, including his posthurn.• I 
writings, was published at Paris (1875). See also P. J. Proudl , 
is oar et so corset pondanee, by Sai nte-Beuve (Paris, 1875); Beaucb 
Frannie socials de P. J. Proudhon (Lilk, 1667): Spoil. P. J. Pry - 
honitude biogro_phique(Paris.1867): Marchegay. Sillsonette de Proudl s 
(Paris. 1868); Putlits, P. J. Proudhon. son Lebec and seine posamen 
Ideas (Berlin. 1881): Diehl, P. J. Proration. seine Lehre and xis 
Leben(Jena. 1888-1889): ht6lberger,Stadiensaa Prondhon(Stut tgast. 
1891); Lksjardins, P. J. Prondkors, vie. see escorts a so doctnns 

Mulhergrr, P. J. PrctdIton (Stuttgart, 18aq) 

PROUST, ANTONIN (183a-egos), French journalist and 
politician, was born at Niort on the 15th of March 1832. He 
founded in t 864 an anti-imperial journal, Lo &wine hebdomadal's 
which appeared at Brussels. He was war correspondent to 
Le Teaspsin the early days of the Franco-German War, but after 
Sedan be returned to Paris, where be became secretary to 
Cambay& and superintended the refugees in Paris. He entered 
the Chamber as deputy for his native town in 1876, taking his 
seat on the left. In Gambetta's cabinet (01111-:882) he was 
minister of the fine arts, and in the Chamber of Deputies 
he was regularly commissioned to draw up the budget for the 
fine arts, after the separate department bad =and to exist. 
Prosecuted in connexion with the Psalms scandals, be 
was acquitted la dos. From this time he lived In the closest 
retirement. On the sod of March toes he abet himself Is the 
head, dying of the wound two days later. 

PROUST, JOSEPH LOUIS (rys4-ills6), French eienilit, 
born on the 26th of September 1254 at Angers, when his father 
was an apothecary. After beginning the study of chemistry is 
his father's shop he came to Paris and gained the appointment of 
apothecary in chief to the Salpetriere, also lactating on chemistry 
at the mute of the aeronaut J. F. Pilitre de Rosier, whom be 
accompanied in a balloon ascent in i784. Next, at the Instance 
of Charles IV., he went to Spain, where he taught chemistry 
first at the artillery school of Segovia, and then at Salamanca, 
finally becoming in 1789 director of the royal laborasory at 
Madrid. In s8o8 he lost both his position and his money by 
the fall of his patron, and retired first to Crams in Mayenne and 
then to Angers, where he died on the 5th of July sib& IIis 
name is best known in connexion with a long controvasy with 
C. L. Berthollet. The latter chemist was led by his doctrine of 
mass-action to deny that substances always combine in constant 
and definite proportions. Proust, on the other hand, maintained 
that compounds always contain definite quantities of their con-
stituent elements, and that in cases where two or more elements 
unite to form more than one compound, the proportions in which 
they are present vary per saline, not gradually. In 1709 he 
proved that carbonate of copper, whether natural or artificial, 
always has.zhe same composition, and later he showed that 
the two oxides of tin and the two sulphides of iron always contain 
the same relative weights of their components and that no 
intermediate Indeterminate compounds exist. His analytical 
skill enabled him to demonstrate the inaccuracy of the researches 
by which Berthollet attempted to support the opposite view, 
and to show among other things that some of the compounds 
which Berthollet treated as oxides were in reality hydrates 
containing chemically combined water, and the upshot was that 
by OW be bad fully vindicated his position. Proust also 
investigated the varieties of sugar that occur in sweet vegetable 
juices, distinguishing three kinds, and be showed that the 
sugar in grapes, of which he announced the existence to his 
classes at Madrid in sseg, is identical with that obtained from 
honey by the Russian chemist J. T. Lantz (1757-180e) 

Besides pipers in scientific periodicals he published &ideational 
sabre d esladada de cobra. sanlla de 'stall y d ridriade (1803): 
Minoire sue k ram de raisins WW1); &curd des asbaoists Wogs 
d fa poadre d canoe (1145); and Enos sae use do ceases pi pima 
amour la formation de taiggi (tgas). 

PROUSTITE, a mineral consisting of silver sulphareenite, 
AgsAsS,, known also as light red silver ore, and an important 
source of the metal. It is closely allied to the corresponding 
sulpbantimonite, pyrargyrite, from which it was distinguished 
by the chemical analyses of J. L. Proust in 1804. after whom the 
mineral received its name. Many of the characters being so 
similar to those of pyrargyrite (q.v.) they are mentioned under 
that species. The prismatic crystals are often terminated by the 
scalenohedron and the obtuse rhombohedron 11131, thus 
resembling calcite (dog-tooth-spar) in habit. The colour is 
scarlet-vermilion and the lustre adamantine; crystals are trans-
parent and vary brilliant, but on exposure to light they soon 
become dull black and opaque. The streak is teestet, the 
hardness 2), and the specific gravity 517. The mode of °CC/U-
M:ICC is the same as that of pyrargyrite, and the two 1111=241,  
are sometimes found together. Magnificent groups of large 
crystals have been found at Chaharcillo in Chile; other 
localities which have yielded fun specimens arc Freiberg 
and Marienbeig In Saxony, JoacIsimrahal in Bohemia and 
Markirch in Alsace. 1• S.) 

PROP?, SAMUEL (1783-5854), English water-colour painter, 
MS born at Plymouth on the nth of September 103. llbsterwl 
whole summer days, in company with the El-fated Hayek*, 
drawing the quiet cottages, trade bridges and romantic went. 
nulls of the beautiful valleys of Devon. He eves made • journey 
through Cornwall to try his hand In harniabing sketches for 
BrIttee's Boareieso !viewed. Oa hisrasovel In tilos to Wade& 
which became his headquarters- alter arias, a new scene of 
ictIvity opened en before Pleat. Hs sew eoelovenrel to 
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correct and improve his style by the study of the works of the 
rising school of landscape. To gain • living he painted marine 
pieces for Palest the printseller, received pupils, and published 
many drawing books for leamers. He was likewise one of the 
first who turned to account in his profession the newly-invented 
art of lithography. It was not however until about that that 
Prout discovered his proper seem.Happening at that time to 
make his first visit to the Continent, and to study the quaint 
streets and market-places of continental cities, he suddenly 
found himself in a new and enchanting province of art. All his 
faculties, having found their congenial element, sprung into 
unwonted power and activity. His eye readily caught the pictur-
esque features of the architecture, and his hand recorded them 
with unsurpassed felicity and fine selection of line. The com-
position of his drawings was exquisitely natural; their colour 
exhibited " the truest and happiest association in sun and shade"; 
the picturesque remnants of ancient architecture were rendered 
with the happiest breadth and largeness, with the heartiest 
perception and enjoyment of their time-worn ruggedness; and 
the solemnity of great cathedrals was brought out with striking 
effect. At the time of his death, on the loth of February 2853, 
there was scarcely a nook In France, Germany, Italy and the 
Netherlands where his quiet, benevolent, observant face had not 
boon seen searching for antique gables and sculptured pieces of 
stone. In Venice especially there was hardly a pillar which his 
eye had not lovingly studied and his pencil bad not dexterously 
copied. 

See a memoir of Prime. by John Ruskin, In Art homed kri:ctl  
and the same anther's Nat/ on the Foie Ars Socuty's Loan 
of Organists by Leered Prints and William Beal (1879-08o). 

PROVE WILLIAM (s7115-thso), English chemist and physi-
cian, was born at Horton. Gloucestershire, on the 'pi of 
January tres, and died in London on the eth of April 285o. 
His life was spent as a practising physician in London, but he 
also occupied himself with chemical research. He was an active 
worker in physiological chemistry, and carried out many analyses 
of the products of living organisms, among them being one of the 
gastric Wee which, at the end of 1833, resulted In the notable 
discovery that the acid contents of the stomach contain hydro-
chloric acid which is separable by distillation. In :815 be 
published anonymously In the A MN* of Philosophy a paper 
•• On the relation between the specific gravities of bodies In their 
gaseous state and the weights of their atoms." in which be 
calculated that the atomic weights of • number of the elements 
are multiples of that of hydrogen; and In a second paper pub-
lished in the same periodical the following year he suggested 
that the rperro Out of the ancients is realized in hydrogen, 
from which the other dements are formed by some process of 
condensation or groupkip This view, generally known as 
" Prom's hypothesis," at least had the merit off stimulating 
inquiry, and many of the most careful determinations of atomic 
weights undertake* since ks promulgation have been provoked 
by the desire to test its validity. 

PEOVEIKAL LANGUAGE. The name Provencal Is used to 
comprehend all the varieties of Romanic speeds formerly spoken 
and written, and still generally used by country people in the 
south of Ranee. The geographical limits of this infinitely 
varied idiom cannot be- defined with precision, because It Is 
conterminous on the north, south and east with idioms of the 
same family, with which almost at every point it blends by 
Insensible gradations. Roughly speaking it may be said to be 
contained between the Atlantic on the west, the Pyrenees and 
Mediterranean on the south, and the Alps on the east, and to be 
bounded on the north by a line proceeding from the Gironde to 
the Alps, and passing through the departments of Gironde, 
Dordogne, Haut. Vienne, Crewe, Allier. Loire, Rhone, Isere and 
Savoie. These limits are to some extent conventional. True, 
they are fixed In accordance with the mean of linguistic char-
acters: but it is ea-evident that according to the Importance 
attached to one character or another they may be &tenable:el 
differently. 

t. Difertal Nottesa—Though the neeseProveacal b generally 

adopted to designate the Romanic Idiom of this region, it must 
not be supposed that this name has been imposed by general 
consensus, or that it rests upon any very firm historical basis. 
In the southern part of Gaul, Romanic developed itself, so to say, 
in the natural state of language. Contrary to what took place 
in other Romanic countries, no local variety here raised itself 
to the rank of the literary idiom ear excellence. While in Italy 
the Florentine, in France the French dialect proper (that is to 
say, the dialect of the Ile de France), succeeded little by little 
in monopolizing literary use, to the exclusion of the other dialects, 
we do not find that either the MarseMais or the Toulousain 
idiom was ever spoken or written outside of Marseilles or 
Toulouse. In consequence of this circumstance, no name 
originally designating the language of a town or of a small 
district came to be employed to designate the language of the 
whole of southern France; and on the other band the geogra-
phical region described above, having never had any special 
name, was not able to give one to the idiom. 

In the middle ages the idiom was spoken of under various 
appellations: ROMOlit or Stage IOW= was that most generally 
used. The name was employed by the authors of the Ley: 
d'amors, a treatise on grammar, poetry and rhetoric, composed 
at Toulouse in the 14th century. But while it is capable of 
being applied and in fact, has been applied, to each of the 
Romanic languages individually, the term is too general to be 
retained in a particular case; though it was revived in the 
beginning of the moth century by Raynouard, the author of the 
Lerivse roman. Romig or longue romose is no longer in useamong 
scholars to design the Romanic language of the south of France. 
In the t3th century a poet born In Catalonia, on the southern 
slope of the Pyrenees, Raimon Vidal of Besale, introduced the 
name of Limousin language, probably on account of the great 
reputation of some Limousin troubadours; but he took can to 
define the expression, which be extended beyond its original 
meaning, by saying that in speaking of Limeasirs he must be 
understood to include Saintonge, Quercy, Auvergne, Ific. (Rom 
de trobar, ed. Stengel, p. 70). This explusion found favour in 
SPain, and especially in Catalonia, where the little treatise of 
Raimon Vidal was extensively read. The most ancient lyric 
poetry of the Catalans (13th and meth centuries), composed on 
the model of the poetry of the troubadours, was often styled in 
Spain perk lemorhso. and In the same country lensta lesiosina, 
long designated at once the Provencal and the old literary Catalan. 

The name Provencal as applied to language is hardly met with 
in the middle ages, except in the restricted sense of the language 
of Provence proper, i.e. of the region lying south of Dauphine 
on the eastern side of the Rhone. Raimon Feraut, who composed 
about 43oo, a versified life of St Honorat, uses it, but he was 
himself a native of Provence. We can also rite the title of a 
grammar, the Domes proemial; by Hugh Faldit (about me); 
but this work was composed in north Italy, and we may con-
ceive that the Italians living next to Provence employed the 
name Provencal somewhat vaguely without inquiring Into the 
geographical limits of the idiom so called. In fact, the name 
Provencal became traditional in Italy, and in the beginning 
of the tech century Beath° could write, " Era per tutto it 
Ponente la Lavelle Provensak, ne tempi ne quail ells fiori, in 
press° at in barna molts, et tra tutti Pi altri idiorni di quell. 
parti, df gran lump primiera. Condosiacesa the daseuno, o 
Francese, o Flamingo, o Guascone, o Borgopone, o altramente 
di quelle nations eke egli si fosse, II pule base salvers e special-
ised* veneggiar velem, quantwsque egli Provenzale non 
fosse, in faceva Provenealmente" (Prom, ed. ism, 
This passage, in which the primacy of the Provencal tongue is 
matdfestly exaggerated. Is interesting as &bowing the name 
Provencal employed, though with little precision, in the sense 
in which we now apply it. 

" The Provencal speech in the times In which it flourished was 
prised and held in great esteem all over the West. and among all the 
other idioms el that region was by far the foremost ; so that every 
one. whether Frenchman. Fleming. Caere.. Burgundian. or of what 
nation *never. who wished to write and verify weli, although he 
was not a Proemial, did it Is the Provencal bareage." 
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Another designation, which is supported by the peat authority 

of Dante, is that of liefea &ace (longue d'oc). In his treatise, 
De tisilgari eloquio (bk. i. chs. viii. and ix.), Dante divides the 
languages of Latin origin into three idioms, which he characterizes 
by the affirmative particles used in each, oc. ofl, si; " nom alii 
or, alii ofl, alii si, affirmando loquuntur, ut puts Hispani, France, 
et Latini." As is seen, he attributes the affirmation oc .to the 
Spaniards, which is of course erroneous; but there is no doubt 
that to the Spaniards he joined more correctly the inhabitants 
of southern France, for in the Vila nuova, ch. xxv., and in the 
Coneivio, L x., he speaks of the lieges d'oco as having been long 
celebrated for its poets, which can apply only to the language of 
the troubadours. The name longue d'oc occurs also as early 
as the end of the r3th century, in public acts, but with a different 
sense, that of the province of Languedoc, as constituted after 
the union of the county of Toulouse to the French king's 
dominion in int. In the royal acts of the end of the 13th and of 
the i4th century Parks linguae occitanae or pays de taupe d'oc 
designates the union of the five seneschalates of Pirigucux, 
Carcassone, Beaucaire, Toulouse and Roder. that is to say, the 
province of Languedoc, such as it existed till x7eo. Some 
scholars, following the example of Dante, still actually use the 
term longue d'oc in opposition to longue d'oui; but these names 
have the inconvenience that they take such a secondary fact as 
the form of the affirmative particle as an essential character. 
Moreover, it can hardly help to distinguish the other Romanic 
languages, as longue de si would cause a confusion between 
Italian and Spanish. Provençal, without being entirely satis-
factory, since in principle it applies solely to the language of 
Provence, is, notwithstanding, the least objectionable name that 
can be adopted. In addition to its being in some sort conse-
crated by the use made of it by the Italians, who were the first 
after the Renxicsxnce to study the works of the troubadours, 
it must not be forgotten that, just as the Roman provincia, in 
which the name originated, extended acmes the south of Gaul 
from the Alps to Toulouse and the Pyrenees, so still in the middle 
ages Prorincia, provinciales, were understood in a very wide sense 
to designate not only Provence strictly so called, i.e. the present 
departments of Alpes Maritimes, Basses Alpes, l'ar, Bouches du 
RhOne, but also a very considerable part of Languedoc and the 
adjacent countries. Thus in the z ath century the chronicler 
Albert of Aix•la-Chapelle (Albertus Aquensis) places the town of 
Puy (Haute Loire) in Provincia. 

1. General Characters of the Language is its Ancient Skte. — 
The Provencal language, within the limits above indicated, 
cannot be said to have any general characters really peculiar 
to it. Such of its characters as are found in all the varieties of 
the language are met with also in neighbouring idioms; such as 
are not found elsewhere are not general characters, that is to 
say, are manifested only in certain varieties of Provencal. In 
reality " Provencal language " does not designate, properly 
speaking, a linguistic unity; it is merely a geographical 
expression. 

Tonic or Accented Vowels.--Latin a is preserved in an open 
syllable amar e, aster, emit u m, anal, as well as in a closed 
syllable c a r ne m, cans. This character is common also to the 
Romanic of Spain and Italy; but it is one of the best distinguishing 
marks between Provencal and French, for, to the north, this a, 
when in an open syllable, does not pan beyond a line which would 
run approximately through Blaye, Contras (Gironde), Riberac. 
Nontron (Dordogne), Bente (Haute Vienne), SOWN= (Crease), 
Montlucon, Gannet (Allier), Montbrison (Loire). Starting eastward 
from Lyons or thereabouts, there appears a notable linguistic fact 
which is observable in varied proportions in the departments of 
AM, Isere and Savoie, and fn Romanic Switzerland. This h, that 
accented Latin a in an open syllable, when preceded by a monition 
or palatalisation (whatever the origin of this), becomes e; on the 
contrary, when there is no monillure, it remains a. Thus we find in 
the Meditations of Marguerite &Cling (Lyons, co. 1300) ensenotier, 
deleitier, as against darner, recorder, regardar. Of these two endings. 
the former. -ter, Pt that which is found regularly in French, the second 
that which is regular in Pr. Pure Pr. would have -ar in both cases 
(menhir. ddeitar. desirrar. &c.); Fr. would have (enteignier, 
delitier) and -et (desire,). G. I. AlCOli has given the name of Franco- 
= (frastarprootazak to the varieties of Romanic in which we 

duality of treatment 
) 

In Leda a. according as it was ot was 

not preceded by • palatalized wend. Lat. g, I became dose e 
(Ital. e clause; Ft. :ha be re,twer„cridit,ent,mtbs)aern. nem 
fidem, fe, pl I u rn, pal. This character is not only common to 
Italian and Spanish, but also extends over the Founds domain as 
its western side as far as Britanny. Certain elf0eptiosi noticed is 
French do not occur in Pr.: thus m er cede et, c E r a, p r(c Is)e-
(n)s u m, vent nu m, which give in Fr. nines, erne, peas, anus. 
where we should have expected men et. aim psis. sesseurs, gyve 
regularly in Pr. merce, (-era. pies, :ere. Lat. 2 prerses, as in Italy. 
the sound of (Tea e (ital. e opens): pedem, pc, v a IL Js. 
It pore m, Wore. In certain determinate cases. this e„ Iron about 
the 13th century onwards, may diphthongize to ie.: e get, ea, than 
iris, It r er, eri o. fa, fur. Lat. i is preserved, as in aB the 
Romanic languages: amicu m, anti. r i p a. Pao. Lac. I is treated 
like I long when it precedes (with hiatus) another vorrdt pints.  
p II a, pia, pia, v I a , ma, liga t, Zia. Lat. d d result is and the 
same sound, that of Ital. u, Fr. an (Eng oo) The manse dinar 
menon takes place in the north of Italy and in the Romanic of 
Switzerland. This sound. which is styled by the Died Pronsad 
the o estreil (close o), is usually symbolized in the ,wir texts bp 
simple o, and is thus confounded in spelling. though - rt ut 
dation, with the open o (o tare of the Doaat Prom I:. comp 
from tat. S. Lat. it becomes if (i.e. Fr. si). as all o. Frasse, and 
also in part of north Italy: maru m, sass O-mar.: lien la, dm 
(•diir). Lat. an is rigorously preserved over the de indent of 
the Pr. domain: au ru or, anr, alaud a, atan:a. anperem. 
poubre. At present the preservation of Lat. an o s not eacsi 
much outside the Prov. domain; it is, however. I and in certain 
parts of the Ladina zone in Switzerland (upper Rh vary), and 
in Friuli, and it is to be supposed to have been once hail over the 
whole of that zone. It is attested as late as the 1 ,  Is century in 
the Vaudois valleys of Piedmont, and there are al., umph d it 
in old Catalan. Elsewhere the diphthong has regular!) become open 
o (a u r u m, Ital. and Span, oro. Fr. or, trc.). 

Atonic Vowels.—The atonic vowels (i.e. vowels of the oneccond 
syllables) which precede the accented syllable present In soy 
characteristic phenomenon; but it is otherwise with thane that haw 
the accented syllable, the post-tonic vowels. The Pr. is one d 
Romanic idioms which, like the French, but unlike the Caimansai  
many dialects of Italy, admit of only one syllable after the arveo. 
But the rules are not quite the same as In French, sad is sew 
exceptional cases real proparoxytones seem to have been preexist 
by ancient documents. .In French the only von el uhica gad 
after the accented syllable is " e f, "• 
mute." In Prov. a and e are the most frequent rowels in this 
position, but land a also occur. In French the first of the two pow-
tonic vowels of a Latin proparoxytone always disappears; in Peon. it 
tends to be preserved, when followed by one of t consonants 
r, 1, t e•r in I n u m, le•rmen, h am i n e m, amen, a-n gels  a s  
a•nget, se.calem. se•tud, creweere. ered-sver„ te-piduni. 
k•r. We have some instances of two syllable, being retained alter 
the tonic in the extreme south and southwast: dtase-septa (die s 

eano•negue (c anonicu s). renegue. norsed 
(m onacus. monaea), sewers (ma n lea. a handle), ea-rake 
(c annabi s), later dim:rpm, renegue, morgue. Nerd, mama. 
cask; however, when such apparently proparearytonie tons 
in poetry, the ending -epic, -ego, .-cbe counts only as one isyl= 
from which it appears that the copyist, not the author, is responsible 
for them. Again, names of places ending in -add, wwiras, as 
Colonies', De-Atisatiuniens, Dontirtitiasicus, &c., new Coteepes, 
Dassargues, Dornessargues, In department Gard, appear is the rash 
and 13th centuries as Colosegges, Dasaneipar, Doeissisetaegees. 
Moreover Prov. presents in certain words coming from Latin propar-
oxytones the trace of forms which (like Italian) admitted two monk 
vowels after the accented syllabk: thus we have parte-que and 
Pe•fflie (p cpr t i c u as). Fabre-ea, a place same, and fa■ra (f r i c a), perte•ga and Pe•rga e-r t l c a). Itenr-sa sad 
fe•mna e•rn i n a). We have also lair•ma A ive r y m aL but a 
form accented like Fr. tarots does not exist. There teems to be no 
doubt that these forms, in which a displacement of the Latin access 
is observed, were at an earlier period pronounced as preparomnotiee 
(pt•rkgse, fa. brega, pe. rkga •INCI11, fawned. 

Consonants.—The boun&ry usually recognised between Prow. 
and French is founded upon linguistic characters furnished by the 
vowels, especially a; if it had been determined by characters ba-
nished by the consondts, the line of demarcation would have to to 
drawn farther south, because the consonantal 'system did is 
regarded as proper to French 'really extends in its mils banns 
over the northern sone of the Promised seeks as defined above. 
As with the vowels, only a few of the Intent facts can here be 
indicated. C initial, or second consonant of a group, began a 
(c a ballu m, m AAAAA u m), preserves its Latin sound ( M) is the 
greater pan of the Prov. region. But in she northers awe it dais 
the sound of tofu (Eng. ch La thin) as in Old Renck, and this Nand is 
still pretty well preserved, altbousb there is here and there a ten-
dency to the present sound of ch in Fr. (orb Eng.). The place 
names Castellurn„ C••tanigtata,_Casale give Omsk 
Chastens, Chatal. in Dordogne. Haute Vistas. Conli ds 
Witne, Casual, Hamm GAM the north at Loam of Mika'. II 
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Omen* of hem and of Haute* Aims. and Castel, Csasseg. Clissk 
fanner to the south. Analogously, g nide!, or second consonant 
of a group. followed by a, becomes) (i.r. dekeeCt. Fr. and_Ettg. j in 
jam) in the same stone; Gerrie& is Jerold, Janis in 
Correze, Calmat, Haute Loire, Isere, and Garriga farther south. 
Bctsecn two vowels I becomes d; eclat. fiNPIWOILW. andel, armada 
aetatern, imperatOrem, entitle. &mita). This was 
also the caw in O. Fr. until about the loth or Itch century (konstreds, 
ention‘hes, Ian...lures, are., in the Life of St Mead). But in the 
northern gone this d, representing a Latin 1, fell away as early as in 
French. In an tt th-century text from the environs of Valence we reed 
nourroe crow, (•in ura totem, corroglt a). Fr. corn& 
(P. Meyer. Recant frontier's letter, Provencal section. No. 40). 
In the south, Latin d between two vowels was preserved almost 
everywhere until about the middle of the seth century. when it 
!meanie s (as in Fr. and Eng. sera): tread, asorer, and., oars 
(crudelem,adorare.audlre.videre). In the i.thand 
s sth centuries this a. like every a or s soft of whatever origin, was 
liable to become r ffingual, not uvular): ~0, tyres (a udir e, 
vidente n). In Warn and Gascony J remained: but in the 
northern sone Latin d, instead of changing into a, r, disappeared as 
hi French and quite as early. The poem of Boethius, of which the MS. 
is of the nth century. .shows to this respect great hesitation: 
e.g. JPreserved in aide*. tredd. trader, order (c &dente m, 
▪ r e d 	t, 	radar e, wider e); d fallen away in crassest, 
lethal, Paseo, seat, for (•eredessent,IiIelitatem.•tra-
datiOnem.•vidutum,p plc.of vIddte,fiIire). Oneof 
the most general facts In Pr. is the habit of rejecting Latin final t, 
of which examples to any number are presented by the verbs. In 

a I. in tea t), and still remains (in remained, 'timid tarp et m
French this was formerly retained when it followed a vowel which 

writing at least) when, In Latin, it follows • consonant, ailment, 
prietu(amant.facit,•act,vivit.'vivt);butinPr.the 

is dropped in all caws, even in the most ancient texts: aman, 
Jai, rte. Yet In the northern sone we find the r retained in the 
3rd per. pl. of venue, -ant -sot (Lat. -a n I, -u n t). 11 has gone 
completely (or at least only appears through orthographic tradition. 
and very intermittently, (h)erba. (k)onor, (h)umil. &c.). not only 
in words of Latin origin,  which is the case in Old French, but even in 
Teutonic wards Una ardo, erne, austest, elm, Fr. kook, Amu, 
!sarong, beaked, become, with k aspirated). By this feature. the 
northern limits of which are not yet well determined. the Proyeepl 
attaches itself to the Romanic of the southern countries. N h al, 
or wending in Latin between two vowels of which the second is t. be 
dropped. disappears In the whole central port of the Pr. dom.de: 
gran gra, bens be, en e, we w, As It. on a (granum.bene. tn. 
veal t. (Ine m, u n u m). The forms with s belong to the astern 
part (left of the Rhone), the western part (Gascony, but not Beam), 
and the region of the Pyrenees. It is possible that this loss of a 
went along with • lengthening of final vowel; at least. In Warmest 
when the a falls away the vowel is doubled: copra., bud, bee 
(capellanum.viclnum.benum),rkc. 

These are the most important characteristics of the consonants 
in relation to the extent of space over which they prevail. Others, 
which appear only within a mete limited ewe, are perhaps mars 
curious on account of their @ironstone. It will Naos to mention 
a few which belong to the district bounded on the west and south 
by the Atlantic. the Basque provinces and the Pyrenees, and 
which extends northward and eastward towards the Garonne and 
its effluents, as far as the Gironde. (This Includes Beane, B rgaese• 
and Gascony.) Here the sound s no longer exists, hat* replaced 
generally by ; between two vowels, in Gascony. by with the 
sound of English w. Initial r assumes • prosthetic a: armee acre, 
Imbed (r b ea u m. r e m, Roberto m). LI between two vowels 
becomes n spoor, repress, or (Beam) enema. hew. era (ape l-
1 • r e.c•pellanu m. bells it la). Os thecontrary.at the 
end of words (via. in Romanic) W becomes g or I. I; the fanner 
change seems to belong rather to Hones end Bastes Pyrdndee. 
Landes, the latter to Gironde, Lot et Garonne. Gen: eg. si 

Fr. rater ander, -et (e •pi tella m), whence F e in ten century 
orroster. -ed. -eke &stet' umeet, -ed. lee:: telly ma 

copda, originally a Garcon word). For honer Is upon the 
consonants in this region of south-west France me Ronassee 
4.35_-431.1. v. 368-369. 

elmort.--Old Provencal has, like Old French, • declension cos-
silting of two cases for each number. derived from the Latin nomina-
tive and accusative. In certain respects this declension is more 
in conformity with etymology In Provencal than in Old French. 
having been less influenced by analogy. The following are the types 
of this declension, taking them in the order of the Latin decknoons. 
(t) Wools in -a coming from Latin tat duel.. increased by certain 
words coming from Latin neuter plurals treated In Prov. as Untiring 
singulars; one form only for each number: sing. nap, p1. comas 
(2) Words of the Lean and dui.. with • few from the 4th; two keen 
for each number: sing. subject rands (e *ball it a), object roost 
(caballu at): pl. subject carat (e a b•11 i). object easels (e a-
ballo• (3) Words of Latin Ord decl. He,e them are three Latin 
types to be considered. The first type presents the frame theme sad 
the Mot accentuation in all the cases. e.g. ea ei• The second  

moments the earns accentuation in the emanative angular and in 
the other con, but the theme differs: c ress e s, c mm s t e tn. In 
the third type the accentuation changes: pecca tor, pecc a-
t e m. The first type is naturalgleonfoutsled with nouns of the 
and dui.: sing. subj. Cu,, or gal, 	can or M. The second and 
third types are sometimes followed in their original variety; thus 
gnu answers to c rem e s, and solute to c o-m i t e sn. But it 
has often happened that already in vulgar Latin the theme of the 
nominative singular had been refashioned after the theme of the 
oblieue cases. They mid in the nom. sing. heredi a. pare et i • 
pruncipis,forheres, pareos, princepe. Consequently 
the difference both of theme and of accentuation which existed in 
Latin between nominative and accusative has disappeared in Pr. 
This reconstruction of the nominative *nuke after the theme of 
the other cases takes place in all Latin words in -as (except abbot). in 
chow is -is, in the greater part of those in sr, at least to all those 
which have an abstract meaning. Thus we obtain borstals (b o n 
ta t is for boo i tas)and benstalfbonitatemarieless 
tatisforcivit a -land,:iil::(civit t m), acars(antoris 
fot m o r) and omor ea more m). All present participles in the 
au 	t case singular are formed in this way upon refashioned Latin 
no 	 amass (a ma nii s' for amans), weasel (a m a e- 
t S ). I I is to be remarked that in regard to feminine nouns Pr. is 
nu etymological than French. In the latter feminine nouns have 
ge rally only one form for each number: Stoat f ,, r 	• sob). as well 
as - the °b1 . case, and not bonds and bond; in PI 	the contrary 
be 	and borelal. Still, in a large number of 1, 	s the angels' 
did Fence of accentuation between the nominative 	gulag sad the 
oil r cases has been maintained, whence there 	oft two very 
do -iet forms for the subjunctive and objective ca. 	X three vnorda 
it i n possible t o give afull list here; we COnfine our , 	tto the exhibi- 
tic of a few types, remarking that these words are 	we ad such as 
de :nate persons: a•bar aha•t, pa•sfre paslo•r, 5, - 	re, carelai•re 
re • da.. (c a n t i t o r. 	r e m). cruPerus-ro rear, 	err, Cu Cam. 
ens s ) sb companho.. faire Lyn,• tlatr o. 	r• 	5). To this 
tin belong various proper names: E•ble Eno 	Coda. 1k 
• . A few have even come from the and 	thus Pei ►es 
• , Pen, Pence-. Cr,!,,.. 	Carla, the std. 	' 	types being 
Pmts.. -anem, Pontius. deem, Caroles. 
(On this peculiarity of the vulgar  Latin declension. see Mignon. is 
Reisman, XXXL 213-328.) We may mention also mgraesigo.cal 
adjectives. inch as Bret Brea, Bsgo.itke 
dc. The plural of the 3rd dal. is like thapt‘toir tte.  second: subj.. 
awe motor, eneade-r. ernperedrer. Caw, totaganko•„ 
obj. abo-te, scram cassade•ss, entansdirers. Odors. companke.s. 
Moto; as it the Latin nominative pl. had bees a b b i t i, sorer i, 
cant attar i, he. It is barely possible that such forms actually 
existed in vulgar Latin; no trace of them, however, is found in 
the texts. save in the glosses of Camel (8th century). • a p i•n t 
foe sapient. s, and Ina great many ancient charters parent se 
rum, which implies a sominative pa r•st I. The words of the 
4th and sth declensions present no points noshing mention here. 

TI-is dulendoe of two cases is a notable character of the whole 
Romanic of Gaul, north as wed as month, i.e. French as well as 
Provençal. It must be noted. however, that in the south-west it 
existed only.  in a very restricted measure. In the old texts of 
Gascony it te no longer general in the t3th century. In &ern it 
appears to have been completely unknown. the amassed adjectives 
having only one form. usually that of the objective ease. Is Goan 
poetry its application is often laid down in the t3th century. but 
as the charters and documents free hoot literary indolence show no 
traced it, its istroduetion into the _poetry of this country may be 
assumed to be en artificial fact. In the region where it is bon 
obsessed, i.e. in the centre and north of the Provencal territory, 
it tirade to disappear front ordinary use already in the 13th century. 
The poet•graremanan Raimon Vidal of Neale, who flourished 
about the middle of the century. points out in various troubadour 
transgressions of the roles of declension, and recognises that in 
colloquial speech they are no longer observed. The general tendency 
was to retain only a single form, that of the objective case. 
For certain words, however. It was the subjunctive form which sur. 
vived. Thus in modern Pr. the words in the ending errs (aneveriag 
to Lat. -a t o r) are as fregwent as those in -adore (rept. -stare ot). 
But them is a slight di11eresce of meaning between these two 
suffixes. 

Adjectives, generally speaking. wee In Onion with the nouns. 
But there is one fact particular to adjectives and past participles 
which is observed with room ec less replarity la certain ink sod 
t3th-century texts. There is atendencj to mark more clearly thee 

su in the bstantives the Ratios of the au  p1.. chiefly when the adjec-
tive or participle is employed peedkatively. This is marked by the 
addition of an I, placed. according to the Metric& either after the 
final consonant, or else after the last vowel so as to lone a diphthong 
with it. The following are escamples from an ancient trandatie* 
of the New Testament (MS. In li brary of this Pubis Saint-Piers. 
Lyosa end of t3th century)• " Pic a vas epee no data tonsirosi" 
(Ile solikiti skis, Matt. el. as); " que sisal WWI &els " (set vidownini 
llb Ilk Melt vi. " e damn los rein els edam" egrets nenedi " 
(et ad praesido eft ad reps duceratai. Mot. x. IS). la darters of 
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the lath and t3th centuries we find in the subj. case pl.. and 
especially in this predicative use, pools, cerafulik, acossaiikeik, 
representing pagati, certificati, adconsiliati. 

A similar peculiarity is noticeable also in masculine substantives. 
but appears only in a very limited number of texts; so aunt, ausela 
ILat. a vocelt ill (see A. Thomas, in Romania, xxxiv. 353). 

It is in the verbs that the individuality of the different Romanic 
idioms manifests itself most distinctly.At a very early date the 
etymological data were crossed, in various directions and divers 
manners according to the country, by analogical tendencies. The 
local varieties became little by little so numerous in the Romanic 
conjugation that it is not easy to discover any very characteristic 
reatures observed over a territory so vast as that of which the limits 
have been indicated at the commencement of this article. The 
following are, however, a few. 

The infinitives are in -a., -ir, -re, -ie. corresponding to the Lat. 
- are. - 4 r e. - 6 r e, - i r e, respectively; as in the whole Romanic 
domain, the conjugation in or is the most numerous. The table 
of verbs, which forms part of the Pr. grammar called the Doeats 
Pramual: (13th century). contains 473 verbs in -ar, tot in -ir and 
ere, 115 in -sr. In the -or conjugation we remark one verb from 
another conjugation: far (cf. Ital. fare) from facer e. The con-
jugations in -b and -re encroach each upon the territory of the 
other. The three Let. verbs ceder e, c a p.0 r 'spare have 
become eir verbs (career, caber, sew.) as in Fr. Marie, wevoir 
(recevoir), movie: and several other verbs waver between the two: 
cede',, craw, and orei•re re•df r e). peeve and queers (q ta • e-
r 6 r e). This fluctuation is most frequent in the case of verbs which 
belonged originally to the -ire conjugation: arder and a•rdre, 
&see and peen, laser and ins-re (a rdere, placer e, 
t a c f r e). Next to the -ar conjuption, that in -ir is the one 
which has preserved most formative power. As in the other 
Romanic languages, It has welcomed • large number of German 
verbs, and has attracted several verbs which etymologically ought 
to have belonged to the conjugations in -ir and -re: emplir 
im-plfre), pima. (gaudfre). cosh (consuare), erebir 
(eri-pere), fare (fugare), mgmir (ssequaree•seq i) 
also mgrs. 

Except in the -de conjugation, the ending of the infinitive does 
not determine in • regular manner the mode of forming the different 
tenses. The present participles are divided into two series: 
those in ere (obj. sing.) for the first conj.. those in -en for the others. 
In this the Pr. distinguishes itself very clearly from the French. in 
which all present participles have -ant. There is also in Pr. a 
participial form or verbal adjective which is not met with in any 
other Romanic language. except Rumanian, where, moreover, it re 
employed in a different sense: this is a form in -der. -tterne, which 
supposes a Latin type - to r i u s, or -tilriu s: the sense is that of 
a future participle, active for the intransitive verbs, passive for the 
transitive: endesexider, " that is to happen ": f =Met, 
-doi.ra," that is to be done ": Oneida.. ritsi•ra. " to be punished." 
In conjugation properly so called we may remark the almost com- 
plete disappearance of the Lat. preterite in -ins, of which traces are 
found only in texts written in the neighbourhood of the French-
'peaking region, and in Beans. In return, a preterite which seems 
to have been suggested by the Latin de d i, • t 6 t i. has increased 
and become the type of the tense almost everywhere in the or 
conjugation. and in many verbs in -ir and -es: smite, 41114.51, angel. 
ante-m, onsets. aeseree. In French there is a form like this, or at 

, Origin.only in a small nurn' er of verbs. nOrle of 
or,: conjugation, and in there only in the 3rd 

pur. :11,4. and (pordiet, percherent; entendyr, 1111414dIVent. &Co). 
It is well known that reduplicated preterites ha.! greatly multiplied 
in vulgar Latin: there have been recovered such forms as a sc e n-
diderat, ostendedit. pandiderun•. adtendedit 
incendiderat.&c. (see Schuchardt. ok, litmus des Vulgar- 

i. 35. iii. to; cf. Romanis. 	477). But. in order to explain 
the l'r. form 	.esl, -et (with open e). we must so•mme a termination 
not in -Id i or- t d i. but in • C•tl i. In the se tern region the 3rd 
pen. sing. is generally in KC, probably by anal igy with pretentes 
hie bet, arc, dec, see. formed after the Latin t ■ ittn-ui. Another 
notable peculiarity, of which Old French show- only rare traces, in 
texts of a very remote period •  is the preservau on of a preterite in 
-ern or -era. derived from the Latin pluperfect. sna-re or sun•ra, 
" I loved." The former, which is rare. corm:- directly from Lat. 
am.tra m •  the latter has been influenced by 014 ordinary preterite 
in This preterite is used with the sense of a simple past not of 
a pluperfect. and consequently is an exact don ,  let of the ordinary 
preterite. which explains how it was at lengt`, eliminated almost 
everywhere by the latter, of which it was a met; synonym. But it 
remained in general use with the sense of a past ,anditional: assr•ra 
or amc-ra. " I should have loved.' fora," I sho.ld have been." 

3. Modern Prosencal.—In consequence of political circum-
stances the Provencal ceased to be used for administrative as 
well as literary purposes about the tsth century. in some places 
a little sooner, in others later (notably in Warn, where it con-
tinued to be written as the language of ordinary Use till the 17th, 
and even in some places till the 18th century). The poems in local  

dialect composed and printed in the /6th century, and on to 
our own day, have no link with the literature of the preceding 
period. Reduced to the condition of a patois, or popular dialect 
simply, the idiom experienced somewhat rapid modifications. 
Any one who should compare the poems of Goudelin of Toulouse 
(t57o-164o) with those of a TOUIOUSain troubadour of the 13th 
century would be astonished at the changes which the language 
has undergone Yet this impression would probably be exag-
gerated. In order to make a rigorously accurate comparison of 
the language at the two epochs, it would have to be written 
in the two cases with the same orthographic system, which it 
is not. The first writers of Provencal, about the toth and ttylt 
century, applied to the language the Latin orthography, pro. 
serving to each letter, as far as possible, the value given to it 
in the contemporary pronunciation of Latin. To express 
certain sounds which did not exist in Latin,or which were not 
there clearly enough noted, there were introduced little by 
little, and without regular system, various conventional sym-
bolizations such as Ili and eh to symbolize the sound of 1 and 
mouillees. From this method of proceeding there resulted an 
orthographic system somewhat wanting in fixity, but which from 
its very instability lent itself fairly well to the variations which 
the pronunciation underwent in time and locality. But, the 
tradition having been interrupted about the s sth century, 
those who afterwards by way of pastime attempted composition 
in the patois formed, each for himself apart, an orthography 
of which many elements were borrowed from French usage. 
It is evident that differences already considerable must be 
exaggerated by the use of two very distinct orthographlcal 
systems. Nevertheless, even if we get quit of the illusion 
which makes us at first sight suppose differences of sound where 
there are merely different ways of spelling the same sound, we 
find that between the 14th and :6th centuries the language 
underwent everywhere, BEarn excepted, great modifications 
both in vocabulary and grammar. The Provencal literature 
having gradually died out during the 14th century, the vocabu-
lary lost rapidly the greater part of the terms expressing general 
ideas or abstract conceptions. To supply the place of these, 
the authors who have written in the patois of the south during 
the last few centuries have been obliged to borrow from French, 
modifying at the same time their form, a multitude of vocable 
which naturally have remained for the most part unintelligible 
to people who know only the patois. In this case the adoption 
of foreign words was excusable; but it did not stop here. Link 
by little, as primary instruction (now compulsory) was diffused, 
and introduced. first in the towns and afterwards in the villages, 
certain knowledge of French, words purely French. have bees 
introduced into use in place of the corresponding dialect words. 
Thus, one hears constantly in Provence pi•ro, mew, fee•so, 
forms adapted from French, instead of pain. *wire, frail?, 
cacka (ref.the- =s Fr. oda) instead of estoundee, 

In the phonology. the modifications are of the natural order, and 
so have nothing revolutionary. The language has developed locally 
tendencies which certainly already existed during the flourishing 
period, although the ancient orthography did not 'weenier them. 
Of the vowels, o tonic is generally preserved: es in an open syllable 
becomes I (open) in part of the departments of Aveyroa, 
Dordogne, Corrtee, Cants! and south of Haute Loire: gni n-
n u m), ono (m a n u en). po (pane m). This nasalized s must 
have had a paniculat sound already in a Pr., for it is gig:di(xd 
in the Dona; Promo's (ml. Stengel. p. 4n) as a cured (. dose at 
narrow a). A feature almost general is the passage of post•tonic • 
into •: term aware, anode ( , amab•t. amata). la 
many places, particularly in the east, examples of this change occur 
as early as the end of the t5th century. But even vet there are a 
few cantons, notably Montpellier and its neighbourhood, and sba 
Nice, where the ancient post-tunic a is preserml. It is remarkable 
that the Latin diphthong at, which had become simple a us atm• .* 
all Romanic lands at the date of the most ancient tests. is to 'La 
day preserved with a very distinct diphtlionpil sound crerywhere in 
the south of France. 

In the morphology,  the lendi es feature of modern Proveopi in 04 
ever greater simplifirstioe of grammatical forma Not only Saw t 
two forms (nominative and objective) in each number, in nouns ars.s! 

adjectives, lama reduced to mw—this reduction manifested tr=e y 
in ordinary use already in the ph century—but in many 
there no longer remains any &unction between the singular am 
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the plata la a veal pot of the south Gs (e g o) does duty as an 
obneuve. nu or ms being very restricted is use la part of DrOme 
h is the other way, ms bring substituted in the nonunato e for sea. 
which it has completely dispLiced. It is perhaps in conjugation 
that the greatest changes from the older form of the language are 
wen. Analogy. basing itself upon one or another much used form. 
has acted with immense force, tending to make general in the whole 
conjugation, without any regard to the original classes to which 
the stoats verbs belonged. certain terminations. chiefly those 
wheh were accented, and thus appeared to the popular instinct to 
have more significance. The remit, it the tendency were carried 
es, lull length, would be the reduction of an the three conjugations 

,la. Perhaps before this point is reached the pains ol the south 
• I themselves have disappeared. As the endless modificatiato 

i.tui the Language undergoes, in vocabulary and grammar alike. 
themselves in different directions, and each over an area 

ion,  rent ly circumscribed, the general aspect of the Language becomes 
more and more confused, without the Feasibility of grouping the 
ndleas varieties within dialectal divisions, there being hardly any 
im in which a certain number of phonetic or morphological facts 

prtmet themselves within the time geographical lima.. The 
cuuom has been adopted of roughly designating these varieties by 
the name of the ancient provinces in which they 

rche
apnea:.  Liaranna 

olivided into H aid !Ise a Low Limousin), as.. ogismorgssae. 
CMOs, Barnett, &newt. Languedocian, Prosinttal. &cot but them 
divisions, though convenient in use, correspond to no actualities. 
Nimes and Montpellier are in Languedoc, and Arks and Tarawon 
am in Provence; nevertheless the dialect of Nimes resembles that Of 
Arles and Tarascon more than that of Montpellier. 

Texts.—For the history of the Provencal in all its varieties there 
are many more materials than for any other Romanic language, not 
excepting even Italian or French. The literary texts go back to the 
both or ttth century (see below). For phonetic purposes many of 
these texts are of secondary value, because the MSS. its which they 
have reached us. and several of which. especially for the poetry of 
the troubadours, are of Italian origin, have altered the original forms 
to an extent which it is not easy to determine: but we posses a 
countless number of charters. arterstes, reolations, accounts. 
registers of taxation, which are worthy of absolute conficknot-- 
fast. because these documents are in most cases original. and, 
secondly, because, none of the dialectical varieties having raised 
itself to the rank of the literary Linguage, as happened in France 
with the central (Parisian) varitty and in Italy with the Florentine, 
writers never bad the temptation to abandon their own idiom for 
another. For • selection of th at kind of documents are P. Meyer, 
Documents linguists:gra dr midi de is France (vol. 1.. Pam in 
containing the documents of Ain. Basses Allies, Ilautes Aloes, Alpes 
Maritimes). It is proper to add that Proven0 possesses two ancient 

of the tath century (the earl iest compiled for any Romanic 
aid m)—the Donato prornsoLs and R4202 de fisher (see below, 

PROVENCAL LITERATURE). Although very short, es pecially the 
second, which is a collection of detached observations, they furnish 
valuable data. The 14th-century Lea fano,: presents the Len- 

in • somewhat artificial state--the rarities rather than the 
an language. 

BOILIOGRAPIly: I. ARdeRl Condition.—There does mat exist 
any comprehensive work main the Provencal whence to obtain a

Ida of the history of the language at its different epochs. Er  V. Groommaisk der romaniseems Spartans is atill the groundwork. 
It gives. especially in the 3rd ed. (te0e-1873). the last revised by the 
author, the results of ciacmise researches conveniently arranged. 
But Dies had only a slender knowledge of the language In i ts present 
state, and is his time phonalegy had merle little . The 
French translation of AIM. C. Paris, A. Bracket and lonil-Fatio 
((aris. t873-t876) was to be completed by a supplementary volor•e, 
but this expedient had to be abandoned, it having been recognized 
that what was wanted was not • supplement but a general recast. 
Meyer-Lablee's Grammatik der emnasnirker Speakers (Leipzig, 
edges-stlge: Fr. trona., with indeage, eltoo-teo6) though repre-
senting • more advanced state of Romance Philology. is maned 
by an unusual number of in accuracies, and is of little we for the 
study of Provencal. The " Hrshrii ties our Is 'antic 
roman." and " Resume de La grit ramaire roman, published 
Iltsysiouard at the beginning of vol. a of his Lenses mama (183a . 
are 'entirely out of date. The " Tableau tornmaire des lesions 
pirovencales." published by K. Bartsch, in the Cateireawarks proses-
gds. though mui h i1111 ,10,ed in 1 it ,r effiti..nt, is ins iimplete and often 
122200,20,14  Bette, is the inteolar• •or (rumness ,  rrlr to V. Cresiri's 
Monolog* proemial/ (and ed mac). Grano ant's 4 as 
"moiety and Morphology of (Nil /aerosol illiZeton. Paws) is also 
to be recommended. Lot the actual state of mar knowledge of 
ancient Pruvencial must be senii,`it in a peat number of scattered 
dissertations or monographs, •hich will 1. found c  poia n i  i n  the 

 Ressinsma. the Ir. is Sr fa wended psvr r km12 dor lo.corre roman... 
and other 	al., to  which  may be added some academic Moan 
natio= puhliaa I is,u1s in .ern,.. 	and the special mutates upon 
the language , dam t•.ts f• d to eil t , •.ri• if et,. sr As to 
&acrid:m.1rue%. the tor.-re ye...as. rot ihrneemnee de la Maple 6, 
IrasBe/arrs. by Ravo•asnl (6 vt.i. tam Porn, tey6-ta44). ciao 
ggenege be used with ad•sntaae. It hats bees largely supplemeseed 

by Preisier E. Levy in his Prenreadisfies Sappkiend-Wistrebork 
%els, Leipzig, 1692-19IU, 	act ually at letter I"). The numer- 

• -necial vocabularies appvii.led by editors to teats publishes' by 
cannot be neglected. These yield a considerable number of 

either wanting or wmngly explained in the Lerique roman. 
2. Modern form.—The most useful grammatical works (all done 

with insufficient knowkdge of phonology, and under the precon-
ceived ilea that there most dialects with denuite circumscription) 
areJ. B. Andrews, E.1.101 de grannnaire dos 'Isamu rirslorrais 
tone] (Nice, 1878), see also his " Phonetique mentonaiw," in 
Romania. xii. 394; Cant agrel, " Notes sur l'on hographie et la proncn-
eiation languedocienew," prefixed to La Cantos de la Lassa*, by A. 
Nlir (Montpellier, 187G); Lihabancau. Gra...aim limousine (Part., 
1876), referring especially to the satiety of Nuntron, in the north 
f Frigord (Dordogne); Constant, ES/di sir I' lustoire du sour 

dialeete du Remains (\lontpellier and Paris, 188o); laspy, Gra IM rna Ire 
Islamising (and ed., Paris, isito): A. Luchaite. bode, Jur Its isimmes 
paining, de la It' gi ON froniuise (Paris, ia79); Moutitr. Granonuira 
dauphinoim. dialeete de la Pallet de la DrOrne (Montelimar, Oita); 
Ruben, " Etude stir he patois du Haut Limumin • " prefixed to Poems 
by J. Foucaud, in the Limousin petals (Limoges, t866). Far 
superior in every respect are Alfred l)aurat's essays on the bingua•e 
of North Auvergne: Pkonitsque historique dr patois de Vinteikr 
(Paris. 1897). Morphologie dr patois de Vitnetles (Paris, 19ou), 
GMerapkie plwati re dose region de la liaise Auvergne (Patio, 
1 904 ). A. to dictionaries, we may mention, among other* • 

 Andrews, Voatinslaire fron(avmsentonais (Nice, 1877); Azar, 
Doetionnoire der idsomes romans dr midi de la France (, vols. tivo • 

 hlont penal, t 877 ). taking for its bags the dialect of Brain's; Chabrand 
and tie landau d'Aiglun, Patois des Alper Cottiennes el en partierlser 
dr Queyras (Grenoble and Paris, t877);  Couzinii, Dietionnqire de /a 
longue roman-rainarie (Casters, 1550); Gamin, Nouveau diction-
noire proornodfroncais (2 vols., Draguignan, t841): lionnorsit •  
['legionnaire proornial-franome (2 vols. Ito, Diane. 1846-1847). 
Ik Sauvages, Dieliormaire lungredoeirnironioit (new ed., 2 vols.. 
Alais, t8zo); ‘'ayssier, Dielionnaire pagoispase(ais dr di'portement de 
l'Areyron (Rode: •  1879). F. Mistral's Tresnr don felibrige, or 
dittionnaore proveneadfrantais (2 vols. 410, 162(0-1888) is the most 
vomplcte of all. This dictionary takes a. its basis the variety of 
Mainane (in the north of Boucliesidu•Rhtane) •  the author's natise 
+.Iistrict, but gives, as far as possible. an the forms used in the south 

France. It is by far the best of all the dictionaries of the southern 
dialects which have yet been published, and, to a great extent. will 
enable the student to dispense with all the ethers. (P. M.) 

PROVENCAL LITERATURE. Provencal literature is much 
more easily defined than the language in which it is expressed. 
Starting in the ttth and tith centuries in several centres it 
thence gradually 'mead out, first over the greater portion, 
though not the whole of southern France, and then into the 
north of Italy and Spain. It never felt the influence of the neigh-
bouring literatures. At the time of its highest development 
(trth century) the art of composing in the vulgar tongue did 
not exist, or was only beginning to exist, to the south of the 
Alps and the Pyrenees. In the north, in the country of French 
T.,-ch, vernacular poetry was in full bloom; but between the 

• •icts in which it had developed—Champagne, the de France. 
irtly and Normandy—and the region in which Provencal 
duly had sprung up, there seems to have been an inter- 

, .' sate zone formed by Burgundy. Bourbonnais, Berry, 
Fouraine and Anjou which, far on in the middle ages, appear,' 
to have remained almost barren of vernacular literature. In 
• one Provencal literature stands completely by itself, and in 

development it long continued to be absolutely original. 
i-resents at several points genuine analogies with the sister-
- .owe of northern France; but these analogies are due 

- ipally to certain primary elements common to both and 
• in a slight degree to mutual reaction. 

It must be inquired, however, what amount of originality 
could belong to any, even the most original, Romantic literature 
in the middle ages. In all Romanic countries compositions 
in the vernacular began to appear while the custom of writing 
in Latin was still preserved by uninterrupted tradition. Even 
during the most barbarous periods, sshen intellectual life was 

at it s lowest, it was in Latin that sermons, lives of saints more 
!C SS apocryphal, accounts of miracles deigned to attract 
cams to certain shrines. monastic annals, legal documents. 

contracts of all kinds were composed. When learning 
in. to revive, as was the case In northern and central France 

• if Charlemagne and later in the a th 	iry, 

. _azure a hi•li naturally receised i•... 

&Ogaden. and the Latin language was mac then ever employed 
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in writing. Slowly and gradually the Romania languages, 
especially those of France, came to occupy part of the ground 
formerly occupied by Latin, but even after the middle ages 
had passed sway the parent tongue retained no small portions 
of its original empire. Consequently Romanic literatures in 
general (and this is especially true of Provencal, as it does not 
extend beyond the medieval period) afford only an incomplete 
representation of the intellectual development of each country. 
Those literatures even which are most truly national, as having 
been subjected to no external influence, are only to a limited 
extent capable of teaching us what the nation was. They 
were, in short, created in the interests of the illiterate part of 
the people, and to a considerable degree by men themselves 
almost devoid of literary learning. But that does not make 
them less interesting. 

Origin.—It was in the etch century, and at several places 
in the extensive territory whose limits have been described 
in the foregoing account of the Provencal language, that 
Provencal literature first made its appearance. It took pectic 
form; and its oldest monuments show a relative perfection and 
.a variety from which it may be concluded that poetry had 
already received a considerable development. The oldest poetic 
text, of which the date and origin are not surely determined, is 
said to be a Provencal burden (Fr. refrain) attached to a Latin 
poem which has been published (Zeitsehriftfur dentsche Phi olegie, 
agt, p. 335) from a Vatican MS., written, it is asserted, in the 
zoth century. But it is useless to linger over these few words, 
the text of which seems corrupt, or at least has not yet been 
satisfactorily interpreted. The honour of being the oldest 
literary monument of the Provencal language must be assigned 
to a fragment of two hundred and fifty-seven decasyllabic 
verses preserved in an Orleans MS. and frequently edited and 
annotated since it was first printed by Raynouard in 1817 in 
his Choir des posies originates des troubadours. The writing 
of the MS. is of the first half of the tub century. The peculiari-
ties of the language point to the north of the Provençal region, 
probably Limousin or Marche. It is the beginning of a poem in 
which the unknown author, taking Boethius's treatise De con-
solation. pkiiosephise as the groundwork of his composition, 
adopts owl develops its ideasand gives them • Christian colouring 
of which there is no trace in the original. That from some 
verses in which Boethius contrasts his happy youth with his 
afflicted old age he draws a lengthy homily on the necessity 
of laying up from early years a treasure of good works. The 
poem is consequently a didactic piece composed by a " clerk " 
knowing Latin. He doubtless preferred the poetic form to 
prose because his illiterate contemporaries were accustomed 
to poetry in the vulgar tongue, and because this form was 
better adapted to recitation; and thus his work, whiles product 
of erudition is as far as it was an adaptation of a Latin treatise, 
shows that at the time when it was composed a vanes-04r 
poetry was in existence. A little later, at the dose of the same 
century, we have the poems of William IX., count of Poitiess, 
duke of Guienne. They consist of eleven very diverse strophic 
pieces, and were consequently meant to be sung. Several 
are love songs; one relates a bum false* in very gross terms; 
and the most important of all—the only one which can be 
approximately dated, being composed at the time when William 
was setting out for Simla to fight the Saracens (about me) 
—expresses in touching and often noble words the writer's regret 
for the frivolity of his past life and the apprehensions which 
oppressed him as be bade farewell, perhaps for ever, to his 
country and his young son. We also know from Ordericus 
Vitalis that William IX. had composed various poems on the 
incidents of his ill-fated expedition to the Holy Land in trot. 
And it must further be mentioned that in one of his pieces (Han 
soil ene sateens Ii plater) be makes a very dear allusion to a 
kind of poetry which we know only by the specimens of later 
date, the Itatiistes, or, as it is called in Francx,ehe jets tad. 
William IX. was born in 1071 and died in arr. There is no 
doubt that the most prolific period of his Mawr activity was his 
youth. On the other hand there is no reason to believe that he  

created the type of poetry of which he is to us the oldest mules. 
Laths. It is easy to understand how his high social rank saved 
some of his productions from oblivion whilst the poems of hit 
predecessors and contemporaries disappeared with the genera. 
lions who heard and sang them; and in the contrast in form 
and subject between the Boethius poem and the stanzas of 
William IX. we find evidence that by the t t century Provencal 
poetry was being rapidly developed in various directions. 
Whence came this poetry? How and by whose work was it 
formed? That it has no connexion whatever with Latin 
poetry is generally admitted. There is absolutely nothing in 
common either in form or ideas between the last productions of 
classical Latinity, as they appear in Sidonius Apollinatis or 
Fortunatus, and the first poetic compositions in Romanic. 
The view which seems to meet with general acceptance, though 
it has not been distinctly formulated by any one, is that Romanic 
poetry sprang out of a popular poetry quietly holding its place 
from the Roman times, no specimen of which has aurvived-
just as the Romanic languages are only continuations aith 
local modifications of vulgar Latin. There are both truth and 
error in this opinion. The question is really a very complex 
one. First as to the form Romanic versification, as it appears 
in the Boethius poem and the verses of William IX., and a little 
farther north in the poem of the Passion and the Life of SI 
Leger (loth or rtth century), has with all its variety some 
general and permanent characteristics; it is rhymed, and it is 
composed of a definite number of syllables certain of which 
have the syllabic accent. This form has evident affinity with 
the rhythmic Latin versification, of which specimens existfrom 
the close of the Roman Empire in ecclesiastical poetry. The 
exact type of Romanic vase is not found, however, in this 
ecclesiastical Latin poetry; the latter was not popular. How-
ever, it may be assumed that there was a popular variety 01 
rhythmic poetry from which Romanic verse is derived. 

Again, as regards the substance, the poetic material, we 
find nothing in the earliest Provencal which is strictly poPubm 
The extremely personal compositions of William IX. have 
nothing in common with folk-lore. They are subjective patsy 
addressed to a very limited and probably rather aristoasuc 
audience. The same may be said of the Boethius poem. though 
it belongs to the quite different species of edifying literature; 
at any rate it is not popular poetry. Vernacular compositions 
seem to have heat at first produced for the amusement, or is 
the case of religious poetry, foe the odifiaition, of that part of lay 
society which bad leisure and lands, and reckoned Intellectual 
pastime among the good things of life. Gradually this dam, 
intelligent, but with no Latin education, enlarged the circle 
of its ideas. In the isth century, and still more is the tsth. 
historical works and popular treatises os contemporary science 
were composed for its use in the only language it understood; 
and vernacular literature continued gradually to develop partly 
on original lines and partly by borrowing from the literature 
of the " clerks. " But in the t Ith century vernacular retry 
was still rather limited, and has hardly any higher object than 
the amusement or the edification of the upper classes. Aa 
aristocratic poetry, such as it appears in the oldest ProvcnCal 
compositions, cannot be the production of shepherds and 
hvsbandmen; and there is no probability that It was invented 
or even very notably improved by William IX. 

From what data of pawns then did it 
	

patio 
 of the middle ages mention as jecsartecufstares , 

 men of a class not very highly esteemed whose profession con-
sisted in amusing their audience either by what we still call 
jugglers' tricks, by exhibiting performing animals, or by roga -
tion and song. They are called jesters is Provencal. iesitleff 
or jongteors in French. A certain Barnaldus, styled fatten": 
appears as witness in tos8 to a charts of the chartdarY 4g  
St .Victor at Marseilles. In tto6 the act of foundation el a 
miss term in &wawa specifies that neither knignt nor inswal• 
arms napes/ant is to reside in the village about to be mated-, 
These individuals—successors of the mind and the drag' 'N 
antiquity, who were peofessiosal 11011108011 01 the public  -1"1111 
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the fit authors of psalm In the veremoder bath In the sank 
and in the north of France. To the upper dames who welcomed 
them to their castles they sopried that sort of entertainment 
new sought at the theatre or in books of tight literature. There 
were certain of them who, leering beffememy to the ruder and 
km intelligent members of the profession, devoted themselves 
to the commodities of pieces intended for singing, and conse-
quently is mesa la the north, where =antes were am se 
termed and where the tuts for ivastiko adventure prevailed, 
the jorgimos produced chsereets der gnu fell of tales of battle 
mod combat. In the courts el the southern nobles, where wealth 
was rise abundant and a life of ewe and plume was 
aseseirently Indulged le, they produced love seep. Thom Is 
reliably a large amount el truth in the remark made by 
Dams in ch. acv. of his Vies IINIUM, that the dirt to compose 
In the vulgar tongue did so became be wished to be understood 
for a lady who would have found to difficult to follow Latin 
vents),  And in fact there are lose seep among the pieces by 
William of Poitiers; aad the ante type preponderates among 
the cempositions of the treabodours who cane imanediatdy 
after him. But it is worthy of meta that In all this vast body 
of love poetry there is no epithalannum nor any edema to a 
marriageable lady. The waist condinons of the Month of Franca 
is the feudal period explain its great measure the powerful 
devetopment of this kind of poetry, and also ks peculiar 
characteristics—the profound respect, the extreme deference of 
the poet towards the lady whom be addresses. Rich Weems 
ware married young, often when hardly out of their girlhood, 
and most frequently without their fancy being moulted But 
they seem after marriage to have enjoyed great liberty. Eager 
lee pleasure and greedy of praise, the fair ladies of the castle 
Imam the natural patronesses of the mesa/ or household 
of men-st -arms and Potatoes whom their husbands maintained 
in their caanc.s. Songs of love addressed to them soon became as 
accepted and almost conventional form of literature; sad, as 
Is sena posit kin the authors were generally far below those 
to whom they elected their amorous plaints, this kind of poetry 
was always di...t ins; imbed by great reserve and an meentially 
respectful style. From the begiruing the sentiments, veal oe 
amoned, of the Me• are expressed ht such • refined and guarded 
Vie that some hi weans, over-estimating the virtue of the ladies 
el that time, base been mid -A to the belief that the love of the 
ttoubsiour for the Maness it his thoughts was graerally platonic 
end eons, minuet 

The conditi ,  ns under which Romanic poetry arose In the 
south of France being thus determined as accurately as the 
sanity el documents allows, we now proceed to give a survey of 
the grannies forms of Prove-iota literature, chronological order 
being followed in each din ;don. By this arrangement the 
wealth of ash form s71 ha better displayed; and, as it is rare 
to the south of France for the same pereoe to dee Istria' himself 
In more than one of them, there will be generally no occasion 
to introduse the same author In different sictior.s. 

Pitney of ttr Trelibadoors.-1 bough he s as certainly not the 
creator of the lyric poetry of southern France, William, count 
of Poitiers, by pers.inally cultivating it gave It a within of 
honour, and indirect's ,  contributed in a very powerful degree 
to ensure ha development and preservation. Shortly alter 
him centres of poetic activity make their eppearsace in various 
aaces—urst in Limousin and Gascony. In the former province 
tied a vis.munt of Ventadour, Lbk, who during the second 
pan of William of Poiticra's life seems to have been brought into 
retake with him, and according to a contemporary historian, 
Geffen, prior of Viroit, oaf nitir rations M rantilereis. We 
possess none of his oonposit ions; but under his influence Bernart 
of Ventsclour was trained to poetry, who, though only the son 
of cue of the serving-moo of the mole. mass rd to gala the 
love of the lady of Vesta/lour, and when on the discovery al 
their amour he had to depart elsewhere, received s gradous 

F. to rim) the tenoned I dire demo pnem voigased enema 
prefehe voile late Intender- Sr roeparole • deem aft mask we 
awkwevale sitintender, i vent ktini."  

mites, !rem Flearre of Ckimas, raven (fseessuss) of 
Henry II. of England. Of Bernath compositions we possess 
about fifty songs of anent simplidey, some of which may be 
taken as tbo most perfect mecimens of love poetry Provencal 
literates, has ewer reduced. Berman must nordista hove 
been in repute hams the middle of the lath century; sad his 
reek career extesdod well on towards Its dot At the amo 
period, or probably a little miller, fieurielled Cercamon, a poet 
certaisly inferior to Damn, to judge by the few pieces be has 
tat ns, but asnortheless of genuine importance among the 
tombola= both become of his arty date and because definite 
informatics regarding him has been preserved. He was • 
Damon, and composed, says his old biographer, " pastorals " 
according to the indent mimosa (posrendat s /a moue emir). 
This Is the record of the appearance in the moth of Prance 
of a pm* farm which ultimately acquked large development. 
The period at wade Centanstan lived is determined by a piece 
where he alludes limy dearly to the approaching marriage of 
the king of France, Louis VII., with Eleanor of Guienne (t 157). 
Among the earliest troubadours may also be reckoned Mama-
bent, a pip of Cercatnee's, from whose pen we have about 
forty pieces, those which can be approximately dated ranging 
frcim /us to 5148 or thereabout. This poet has great origin-
ality ci thought and style. His songs, several of which are 
historical, are free from the commonplaces of their due, and 
contain curious strictures on the corruptions of the time. 

We cannot here do more than enumerate the leading trouba-
dours and briefly indicate In what auditions their poetry was 
developed and through what dreetastances it fell into decay 
and finally disappeared: Peter of Auvergne (Peire d'Alvernba), 
who in certain respects must be classed with Marcabrun; Arrant 
Daniel, remarkable for his complicated versification, the inventor 
of the resthes.• pestle form for which Dante and Petrarch estprem 
an admiration difficult for ns to understand; Arrant of Mareull, 
who, while km famous than Arnaut Daniel, certainly surpasses 
him in depot simplicity of form andab--m of seastiment; 
Boman de Born, now the most generally known of ail the 
troubadours on account of the part he II said to have played 
both by his sword and his airvariescs in the struggle between 
Henry IL of England and his rebel sons, though-the impotence 
of his part In the meats of the time seems to have been peaty 
exaggerated; Peke Vidal at 'Mamie, a poet of varied inspiration 
who grew rich with gilts bestowed on him by the greatest 
nobles of him time; Gamut de Bonsai, le aeoalat delieasiare, 
and at any more mister In the an of the socalled dose " style 
Umber dim), though be bas sbo left as some songs of charming 
simplicity; Gan eelm Pada, born whom we have a touching 
lament (pima) on the death el Richard Cam de Lien; Folemet 
of Maiseffios, the mist powerful thinker among the posts of 
the south, who from being a troubadour became first a monk, 
ties an Wax, and finally bishop of Toulouse (d. sat' I. 

It is not without interest to discover from what clam of 
society the troubadoun came. Many of them, thaw to no 
doubt, had a very humble origin. Banat of Ventadeur's 
father less a servant, Peire Vidare a maker of furred protean, 
Perdigen's a fisher. Others belonged to the bourgeoisie: 
Pere crAlvernha, for mample, Peke IReir000 of Unloose, Mks 
Ponsakda. More reedy we see hedges' seas becoming neer-- 
doers; Me ems the nee with Pokiest at Massailles sad anomie 
de Perelhan. A greet nomy was min lost steeled foe 
the Church, for instate, Arnam of Kama, Hugh of Saint Circe; 
cue a. Saint Cite), Mimic do mama, Hugh Brunet, Pere 
Cardisat some bedevils takes sedans the monk of Montausion, 
the sea Gaubert et %ink* Ettledestkal meherIty did 
not always tolerate thh beach el discipline. Oui 
canon and troubadour, was obliged by the Injunction of the 
pontifical legate to give up his some making. Ors past is 
p•rnewbuly tanking, the mob* of whirs (smelly poor knights 
whom Incomes wen IMISOCket to morn they reek) whet 
became troubadours, er wee, by as Werke deftest, jortgleurm 
Raise* do Nkomo!, Peso de Capdalik Guiana Assam, 
011111911, Perak Rallishoot de Vetspeista, end many More. 

tutu 
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There is no doubt they betook themselves to poetry not merely 
for their own pleasure, but for the sake of the gifts to be obtained 
from the nobles whose courts they frequented. A very different 
position was occupied by such important persons as William 
of Poitiers, Raimbaut of Orange, the viscount of Saint Antonin, 
William of Berge and Blacatz, who made poetry foe their own 
amusement, but contributed not a little, by thus becoming 
troubadours, to raise the papfession. 

The profession itself was entirely dependent on the existence 
and prosperity of the feudal courts. The troubadours could 
hardly expect to obtain a livelihood from any other quarter than 
the generosity of the great. It will consequently be well to 
mention the more important at least of those princes who are 
known to have been patrons and some of them practisers 
of the poetic art. They are arranged apprcaimately in 
geographical order, and after each are inserted the names of. 
those troubadours with whom they were connected. 

France.—ELEANOR OF G 	Bernart de Ventadour (Venus. 
dorn); HENRY CURTMANTLE, son of Henry IL of England, 
Bertran de Born (2); RICHARD CIEUR DE LION. Arnaut 
Peire Vidal, Folquet of Marseilles. Gaucelm Faidit; ERMENGA RISE 
OP NARBONNE (1143-1192), Bernart de Ventadour. Peire 
Peon d'Alvernha; RAIMON V., count of Toulouse (1143-1 194). 
Bernart de Ventadour, Peire Rogier, Peire Raimon. Hugh Brunet, 
Pcire Vidal, Folquet of Marseilles, Bernart de Durfort; RAIMON VI., 
count of Toulouse (194-1222). Raimon de Miraval, Aimeric de 
Pegulhan, Aimeric do Belenoi, Ademar to Negro; ALPHONSE 
count of Provence (118.5-12cq), Elias de Barjols; RAIMON 
BERENGER IV., count of Provence (1209-1245), Sordel; BAR Ft 1L, 
viscount of Marseilles (d. c. 1192), Peire Vidal, Folquet de 
Marseilles; WILLIAM VIII., lord of Montpellier 0122-1204), Piro 
Raimon, Arnaut de Mareuil, Folquet de Marseilles, Guiram de 
Calanson, Aimeric de Sarlat ; ROBERT, dauphin of Auvergne 0 ,i9- 
1234), Peirol. Perdigon. Pierre de Maensac, Gaucelm Fadat; 
GUILLAUME DU BADS, prince of Orange (1182-1218). Raiml ,  iut 
de Vacqueiras, Perdigon; SAVARIC DE MAULKON (1200-12 ter), 
Gaucelm de Puicibot, Hugh de Saint Circq; BLACATZ, a Prow peal 
noble (1200-1236), Cadenet, Joan d'Aubusson, Sordel, Guillem 
Figueira; HENRY I.. count of Rodez 0208-12222t Hugh de 
Saint Circq; perhaps Bunn IV., count of Roder 1222?- 1214) 
and HENRY IL, count of Roder (1274-1302), Guiraut Riqmer, 
Folquet de Lund, Served de Girone. Bertran Carbonel; Nt•.1f0 
SANCHEZ, count of Roussillon (d. 1241), Aimeric de Belc,oi; 
BERNARD IV., count of Astarac (1249-1291), Guiraut' Riquier, 
Amanieu de Scams. 

Spain —Atritorma II., king of Aragon (1162-1196), Peke Rosier. 
Pcire Raimon, Peke Vidal, Cadenet, Guiraut de Cabreira, Elia de 
Barjols, the monk of Montaudon, Hugh Brunet; PETER II., king 
of Aragon (1196-1213), Raimon de Miraval, Aimeric de Pegull,m, 
Perdigon, Ademar to Nepre, Hugh of Saint Circq; JAMES 1., king of 
Aragon (1213-1276), Peire Cardinal, Bemart Swart de Marti,' its, 
Guiraut Riquier, At de Mons; PETER III., king of Aragon 0..276- 
1285), Paulet of Marseilles, Guiraut Riquier, Serveri de Gin. ne; 
ALPHONSO IX., king of Leon (1138-1214). Prim Rosier, Guir iut 
de Borneil, Aimeric de Pegulhan, Hugh de Saint•Circq; ALPHOISO 

king of Castile (1252-1284), Bertran de Lamanon, Bonuaci 
Calvo, Guiraut Riquier, Folquet de Lunch, Arnaut Plages, Bertran 
Carbonel. 

Italy.—BONIFACE II , marquis of Montferrat (1 192-1207), Price 
Vidal, Raimbaut de Vacreiras, Elias Cairel, Gaucelm Faidit (I); 
FREDERICK II., emperor 1215.-1250) iilean cl'Aubusson, Aimeric
Pegulhan, Guillem Figueira; Azzo 	., marquis of Este 014)- 
1212), Aimeric de Pegulhan, Rarnbertin de Buvalelli; Azzo 
marquis of Este (1215-1264), Aimeric de Pegulhan. 

The first thing that strikes one in this list Is that, while 
the troubadours find protectors in Spain and Italy, they do not 
seem to have been welcomed in French-speaking countries. 
This, however, must not be taken too absolutely. Provencal 
poetry was appreciated in the north of France. There is reason 
to believe that when Constance, daughter of one of the counts 
of Arles, was married in ge8 to Robert, king of France, she 
brought along with her Provencal jongleurs. Poems by trouba-
dours are quoted in the French romances of the beginning of 
the 13th century; some of them are transcribed in the old 
collections of French songs, and the preacher Robert de Sorbon 
informs us in a curious passage that one day a jongleur sang a 
poem by Folquet of 'famines at the court of the king of France. 
But is any, case it is easy to understand that, the countries of 
the Muter d'ona having a full developed literature of their own 
suited to the taste of the people, the troubadours generally  

preferred to go to regions where they had has ea fear la the 
way of competition. 

The decline and fall of troubadour poetry was onsialy due to 
political causes. When about the beginning of the nyth twos, 
the Albigensian War had ruined • lame number of the nobles 
and reduced to lasting poverty a part of the south of Frame, 
the profession of troubadour ceased to be lucrative. It was thee 
that many of those poets went to spend their lam days in the 
north of Spain and Italy, where Provencal poetry had for mine 
than one generation been highly esteemed. Following their 
example, other poets who were not natives of the south at France 
began to compose in Provencal, and this fashion clantlassed efft, 
about the middle of the 13th mastery, they madnallyshantiontai 
the foreign tongue in northern Italy, and somewhat later in 
Catalonia, and took to singing the same airs in the local diskaa 
About the same time in the Proemsl region the dame of poetry 
had died out save in k ffw places—Narbonne, Roden, Fair and 
Astamc--where it kept burning feebly fora little Wager. Ia the 
14th century composition in the language of the country vat 
still practised; but the productions of this petted are mainly 
works for instruction and edification, translations from Latin or 
sometimes even from French, with an occasional itonsance. As 
for the poetry of the troubadours, it was dead for ever. 

Firm.—Otiginally the poems of the troubadours were handed 
to be sung. The poet usually composed the music as Mtn as the 
words; and in several cases he awed his fame more ea hie musical 
than to his literary ability. Two manmeripes paemerve specuseas 
of the music of the troubadours, but, tholl,k the subject has hem 
recently investigated, we are hardly able to form a dam= 
of the ortginalitY and of the merits of these musical comp  
The following are the principal poetic forms which the trowhnhara 
employed. The oldest And most usual generic term is leek wt 
which is understood any composition intended to be sung, ea 
matter what the subject. At the close of the ink mattrt it be-
came customary to call all verse treating of love co 	nose 
vers being then more generally reserved for poems on other theses 
The sarongs= differs from the ern and the moue cooly by be id 
iect, being  for the meet part devoted to moral and political topes 
Peire Cardinal is celebrated for the SintIlieSCS he composed 
the clergy of his time. The political poems of Bertram deal= 
are sirrelkescs. There is reason to believe that originally this wed 
meant simply a poem composed by a sirens; (Lat. semi:as) or maw 
at-arms. The swank= is very frequently composed in the tam. 
sometimes even with rhymes, of a love song having 	'tiled some 
popularity, so that it might be sung to the same air. The hate 
is a debate between two interlocutors. each of whom has a am 
in turn. The psalms (Fr. jest park) is also a poetic debase, but 
it differs from the tension in so far that the range of debate • 
limited. In the first stanza ore of the partners proposes two 
alternatives; the other partner chooses one of them and defends 
it, the opposite side remaining to be defended by the original pro- 
pounder. Often in a final couplet a judge or a rbiter is 
to decide between the parties. This poetic gems is menzPav, 
William, count of Poitiers, at the end of the nth century. The 
pastorega, afterwards pasgoreta, Is in general an account of the love 
adventures of a knight with a shepherdess. All these clams have 
one form capable of endless variations: five or more magas and me 
or two envois. The doers and Wade. intended to mark the tier 
in dancing, are pieces with a refrain. The alba. which has also a 
refrain, is, as the name indicates, a waking or owning song at the 
dawning of the day. All those classes are In stanzas The ducat 
is not thus divided, and consequently it MK be on to music right 
through. Its name ia derived from the (bet shag. its composes 
parts not being equal, there is a kind of " discoed • broiler. them. 
It is generally reserved for themes of love. Other kinds of lyric 
poems, sometimes with nothing new about them except the 
were developed in the south of France; but those here aamtisd  
are the more important. 

Narrative Poetry.—Although the strictly l.ric  poetry of the 
troubadours forms the most original part of 	'•ental literature. 
it must not be supposed that the remainder is of hiding impow 
tame. Narrative poetry, especially, received In the south of Pr set 
a great development, and, thanks to lemur diaosveries, a COMMItki• 
able body of it has already become known. Several classes mad 
be distinguished: the chanson de teak, legendary or apparently 
historical, the romance of adventure and the novel, apparently 
France remain. emphatically the native eseimeryi of the Olosses It 
goo; but. although in the south different mkt ausditions, a awe 
delicate taste, and a higher state of civilization prevented • similar 
profusion of tales of war and heroic deeds. Provencal literature toms 
some highly important specimens of this clam. The first pbes 
belorqrs to Girart 	Rowsilleo. a poem of tan thousand 
which relates the struggles of Cherie* Matti with his 1.= 
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vassal the Burgundian Gerard of Roussillon. It is • literary pro-
duction of rare e_scelknce and of exceptional interest for the history 
of civilization 111 the I ith and 12th centuries. GII011 de ROLIJa10111 
belongs only within certain limits to the literature of southern 
France. The recension which we poses appears to have been 
mail on the border. of Limousin and Poitou; but it is clearly no 
more than a recast of an older poem no longer extant, probably 
either of French or at least Burgundian origin. To Limousin also 
seems to belong the poem of Area. and Maurits (end of the 12th 
century), of which we have unfortunately only • fragment so short 
that the subject cannot be clearly made out. Of les heroic charac-
ter is the poem of Daiwa and fieion (fast half of the 13th century). 
connected with the cycle of Charlemagne. but by the romantic 
character of the menu more like a regular romance of adventure. 
We cannot, however. form a complete judgment in regard to it, 
as the only MS. in which it has Teen preserved is defective at the 
ekes, and that to an amount there is no means of ascertaining. 
Midway between legend and history may be classified the Provencal 
Cameron of Antioch, • mere (figment of which. 7oo weirs in 
ratent, hasbeen recovered in Madrid and published in Archives 
de fOriene ann. vol. ii. This poem, which seems to have been 
composed by • certain Gregoire &elude. mentioned in a 13th• 
century chronicle and written in Limousin (see G. Paris, in Romania. 
soh. 338). is one of the sourem of the Spanish compilation La van 
tereguices de Ultrawar. To history proper belongs the Chanson of 
the crusade against the Albigenoans, which, in its present state, 

compliers! oh two poems one tacked to the other. the first. con-
taining the events from the beginning of the crusade till t2t3, is 
the work of a cleric named William of Tudela, • moderate supporter 
of the crusaders, the rioornd. Irons 1313 to 1218, is by a vehement 
opponent of the enterprise. The language and style of the two 
parts are no less ditlerent than the opinions. )'inally, about 
sago, Guillaume Anther, a native of Toulouse. composed. in the 
Assort dt port form, • poem on the war carried on in Navarre 
by the French in 1276 and 1377.  It is an historical work of 
little literary merit. All these regime are in the form of chanson, 
de deo., via- in mamas of indefinite knells. with a single rhyme. 
Gerard of Rinoidiea. Aida, and Nouns and Darrel and Beam are 
in series of ten, the others in versa of twelve syllables. The 
peculiarity of the versification in Gerard is that the pause in the line 
occurs alter the sixth syllable, and not. as is usual, after the fourth. 

Like the chances de rile, the romance of adventure is but slightly 
represented in the south; but it ie to be borne in mind that many 
works of this clan must have perished, as is rendered evident by 
the mere fact that, with few receptions. the narrative poems which 
have come down to us are each known by a single manuscript 
only. We poses but three Provencal romances of adventure: 
Jaw/ei (composol in the middle of the 13th century and dedicated 
to a king of Aragon, posibly James 1.1. Biondin ef Corned) and 
Girdles de la Barra. The fiat two are connected with the Arthurian 
cycle. litafre to an elegant and ingenious work; lilandin of Cornwall 
the dullest and most insipid one can well imagine. The romance 
of Guaira. de la Barra tell. • strange story also found in Boccaccio'. 
Doramennu (and Day. viii.). It is rasher a poor poem; but as • 
cont nbut ion to literary history it has the advantage of being dated. 
It was finished in 13111, and o dedicatei to a tvilik 01 Languedoc 
called Swart de Manisa. Connected with the romance of ad-
venture is the towel On Prosencal nowt. always in the plural), 
which is originally an attuunt 04 an event " mealy " happened. 
The novel must have been at first in the south what, as we see by 
the Detemenst, ii was In Italy, a society panime•the wits in 
turn relating anecdotes, true or imaginary. which they think likely 
to amuse their auditor.. Rut Wine lung this kind of production 
was treated in vers, the form adopted being that of the romances 

adventur•--ocosylLibic verses rhyming in pair.. Some of those 
novel, which have come down to us may be ranked with the most 

cal works in Provencal literature: two are from the pen of the 
rifaeflan author Itaimon Vidal the BeeaD. One, the Gisoa•glioi 
(the Chastisement of the J ea IOUs Man), is • treatment. root easily 
matched foe elegance. eel • frequently.bandled theme—the story of 
the basband who, ie order to entrap his wife. takes the &stow of 
the Smarr whom she in rtnectiag and retrieve with mods:lion 
bkien intended. as lie thinks. for him whose part he is playing; 
time other. The fonicaire: el Low. is the recital of a question of the 
law cd Som. departing considerably from the subjects usually treated 
in the novels. Winton may also be made of the novel of FM 
Parrot by Amato de Can-asonne. in shit h the principal character 
is • parrot 01 great eloquence and ability, who succeeds marvel. 
Moshe in securing the success of the amorous efitermiws of Ids 
manses. Novel came to be extended to the proportions a( • long 
romance. Thereeca, which belongs to the novel type. has sill 
over eight thousand verses. though the only NIS. of it has lost maw 
leaves both at the beginning and at the end. This poem. composed 
in all probability in tete, is the story of a lady who by wry in- 

devints, not unlike those employ-sot in the Miki gtorsies of 
Inoue, moms% in eluding the vigilance of her Wake.s hosband-

4o •nalysis can be given bete of a work the action of which is 
heftily compliceted: suffice it to remark that them is no book in 
meets-oat literature which betoken. so much quickness of intelket 
and ie so instructive in regard to the manner. and images of polite  

society in the 13th century. We know that novels were in great 
favour in the south of France. although the specimens preserved 
are not very numerous. Statements made by Francesco (Ls Bar-
berino (early part of 14th century). and recently brought to light, 
give us a glimpse of several works of this class which have been lot. 
From the south of France the novel spread into Catalonia. where 
we find in the 14th century a number of novels in verse very 
similar to the Provencal ones, and into Italy, where in general 
the prose form has been adopted. 

Dalk kW and Religion.: Poetry.—Compositions intended foe 
instruction, correction and edification were very numerous in the 
moth of France as well as elsewhere, and, in spite of the enormous 
loses sustained by Provencal literature. much of this kind still 
remains. But it I. seldom that such works have much originality 
or literary value. Originality was naturally abeent, as the aim of 
the writers was mainly to bring the teachings contained in Latin 
works within the reach of lay hearers or readers. Literary value 
was not of course excluded by the lack of originality, but by an 
unfortunate chance the greater part of those who sought to instruct 
or edify, and attempted to substitute moral works for secular 
productions in favour with the people, were, with a hew exceptions. 
persons of limited ability. It would be out of question to enumerate 
here all the didactic treatises, all the lives of saints, all the treatises 
of popular theology and morals, all the books of devotion, all the 
pious canticles, composed in Provencal Yens dunng the middle 
ages: still some of these poems may be singled out. Laude de 
Nodes (early 13th century), a canon of Maguclone, and at the same 
time a troubadour. has left a poem, the Ausels catiados, which is 
one of the best sources for the study of lakonry. }Lannon d'Avig. 
non, otherwise unknown, translated in verses, about the year 
1200, Rogier of Parrot's " Surgery " (Romania, x. 63 and 496). 
We may mention also • poem on astrology by • certain G. ((eull. 
hem?), and another. anonymous, on gromancy. both written about 
the end of the 13th century (Romanic Ewa 8z3). As to moral 
compositions, we have to recall the Borthius poem (unfortunately 
• mere fragment) already mentioned as one of the oldest &conse•t. 
of the language. and really • remarkable work; and to notice an 
early (12th century?) metrical translation of the famous Dorsch: 
de ~fiber of Dionysius Cato (Rensiesa, say. 8.  and axis. •431. 
Alum original are some compositions of an educational character 
known under the name of ensenhamosa, and. in sonar respects, 
comparable to the English nurture-books. The most interesting 
are thoseof Garin is -Brun (tatlecentury). Arnaut she MareuiL 
Arnaut Guilhern de Mimeo. AlltiltLit II de Sescas. Their general 
object is the education of ladies of rank. Of metrical lives of saints 
we possess about a dozen (we !hoof's hairdo( de IA Franca. 
vole mad.), among which two or three deserve a particular atten-
tion: the Life of Sancta Fides, recently discovered and printed 
Romania, amt.). written early in the tab century; the Life of 
St Enimia (t3th century). by Berton of Marseilles. and that of 
St llonorat of Lerins by Raimon Feraud (about iyao), which is dis. 
tingoohed by variety and elegance of versification. but it is almost 
entirely a translation from Latin. Lives of saints (St Andrew, 
St 1 /tomes the A yolk, St ,lohn the Evangelist) form • part of 
• poem. stric tly didactic, which stands out by reason of its great 
extent (nearly thirty-five thousand verses) and the somewhat 
original conception of its scheme—the Breriari 	■ vast 
encyclopaedia, on a theological basis, composed by the Minorite 
friar Madre Ermengaut of Beaters between t 2a8 and laoo or 
thereabout. 

Douna.—The dramatic literature of southern France belongs 
entirely to the religious class, and shows heck originality. It 
consists of mysteries and miracle plays seldom exceeding two or 
three thousand lines, which never developed into the enormous 
dramas of northern France. whose acting required *instal coosecto 
live days. Comic plays, so plentiful in medieval Frei. h literature 
(perm, Jollied, do not stern to have found favour in the south. 
Specimens which we possess of Provencal drama are comparatively 
few; but reservist in local archives. especially in old account 
books, have brought to light a considerable number of eaten• 
concerning the acting. at public expense. of religious phi., radial. 
in Latin documents, fades, Mimeo, etoraliess. want of shish swro 
to be Irretrievably bat. As •11 the Provencal play s. sometimes mere 
fragments, which have swarmh destruction, are preserved to about 
• down manuscripts, unearthed within the last forty or fifty year*. 
there is hope that new texts of that met may mem day be puldshest 
Generally those play.s belong to the tyth century oe to the 16th 
Still, • leer are more ancient and may be ascribed to the tath century 
or es-en to the end ol the 13th. be oldest appears to be the About, 
of Si Agnes (edited by Bartsch. 1*(19). written in Arks. Somewhat 
more recent, but not later than the beginning of the Lob century. 
is • Pasion of Christ (not yet printed) and • my stery of the Mama gr 
of the Virgin, which is partly adapted from a French poem of the 
13th century. (se X0.11111408 iVi. 71). A manuscri pt, discovered 
in private archive. (whited by Jeenroy and Teulii. ItI93). contains 
not less than Sawa Mon mysteries. three founded on the Ola 
Testament, dungen on the New They were written in Woof - 
gm and are pertly imitated from French mysteries At Martinique 
(Bastes Alps.) was found a Irsersent of ■ Lida, soots .13.. ,/P 

inserted in a mister of notarial deeds (printed by C. Maud( 
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Matoraies, VINO. The raglan comprised between the Phone and the 
Vas mess' to base been particularly fond of representations if this 
sort, to judge by the entries in the local records (see Romania 
szviL sop). At the does if the r5th and the beginning of the 16th 
centmaes many mysteries were played in that part of Dauphine 
whidt carresponcts •  to the present deparunent of Hautes-Alpes. 
Five sorter:re of this district, composed and played somewhere 
shoat tsoo (the mysteries of St Eumace, of St Andrew, of St Pons, 
of SS Peter and Paul and of St Anthony of Vienne), have come down 
to us, and have bees edited by Abbe Few (1883), the four others 
by Canon P. Guillaume (1 883-1888). The Whence of the con- 
tempoeuy French sacred drama may to some extent be traced in 
them. 

Primer-Prose composition in the south of France belongs to 
a comparatively late stage of literary development; and the same 
remark applies to the other Roulade countries,particularly to 
northern France, where prose hardly comes into fashion till the 
beginning of the 13th Century, the ran of the preceding century 
bow little else than translations of the books of the Bible (especially 
the Psalter). 

As early as the lath century we find In Languedoc sermons, 
whose importance is some linguistic than literary (Sermons dm 
XII. Mktg en Mass prommeal, ed. by F. Armitage, Heilbronn, 
5884). About the same time, in Limousin, were translated chapters 
ditcavii. of St John's Gospel (Bartsch, Cbrattomalkie preenneale). 
Various translations of the New Testament and of some parts 
of the Old have been done in Languedoc and Provence during the 
13th and 54th centuries (see S. Berger, " Les Bibles provengales et 

: 	 tend vaudoise' Ressania 	. 353; and " Nouvelles recherche' sur 
lea Bibles provemaks et catalanes," ibid. xix. 500 The Pro-
vencal pease rendering of some lives of mints made in the early 
part of the 13th century (Rene des Leagues IlHaallet, 1890) is more 
Interesting from a purely linguistic than from a literary point of 
dew. To the 13th century belong certain lives of the troubadours 
intended to be. prefixed to, and to 	ain, their poems.. Many of 
them were written b:foorriao, when the first 	ies of trou- 
badour poetry were 	• and some are the work of the trou- 
badour Hugh of Saint 'req. Some were composed in the north 
of Italy, at a time when the troubadours found store favour east 
of the Alps, than in their own country. Considered as historical 
documents these biographies are of a very doubtful value. Most 
of them are mere works of fiction, mitten by men who had no data 
except suds kdonnations as they derived from the songs they had 
to explain and which they often misunderstood. To the same period 
must be assigned Las Rams de trobar of the troubadour Salmon 
Vidal the Betide (an elegant little treatise tooching on various 
points of grammar and the poetic art), and also the Douala proensals 
of Hugh Faidit, a writer otherwise unknown, who drew up his 
purely grammatical work at the request of Pro natives-of northern 
Italy. A remarkable work, both in style and thought, is the Life 
of SI Dome:line, who died in 1274, near Marseilles, alld founded 
an order of Beguiles. In the teth century compositions in prose 
grew more numerous. Some rare loft! chronicles may be mentioned, 
the inbm interesting being that of Mascara, which contains the 
annals of the town of Makes from 1338 to 139o. Theological 
treatises and pima legends -translated ,  from Latin and French 
also increase in number. The leading prose-work of this period 
Is the treatise on grammar, pcietry and rhetoric known by the name 
of Lerys d'amort. It was composed in Touloose, shortly before 
xctubly a grziirtrhofa schtetse;  altiticel was i:endecc.11  to fix the of 

same. Varge  this purpos e ea academy vas klunded trIfitCh 

d 

 nearer:I :f- 
oram in the shape of flowers to the best compositions' in verse. 
Vie still possess the collection of the pieces crowned by this academy 
during the lath century. and a large part of the oath (Piers del 
say saber). Unfortuantely they are rather academic than poetic. 
The Ler rafters, which 'was- to be the waning•point and rule 
of the new poetry, Is the best production of this abortive renais-
sance. The decay of Provencal literature, caused 'bp political 
circumstances, arrived too soon to allow of a full devel opment  
of prose. This accounts, in some measure for the complete absenc Th 
of historical compositions. - There is nothing to - compare -kith 
Vinehardouin or Joh:Mlle in northern France, or with Ramon 
Mantaner in Ca.mlogia. The 14th and 15th centuries were in no 
respect a prosperous period for literature is the south of France. 
In the 15th century people began to write French both in verse and 
prose; and from that time Provençal literature became a thing of 
the past. From the 16th centuryysuch poetry as is written in the 
vernacular of souther* France Auger Gaillard, La Bellaudiera, 
Gnudelin, d'Astros, dr.), is entire dependent on French influence. 
The connexion with ancient Prove n -cal literature is entirely broken. 

13121LIOGRANIT.—Fautiel, Ilisloiro tit la poesie nrommak (Paris. 
1846. 3 vols. Bye), is quite antiquated. Not only are three-fourths 
of the works in Provencal poetry ignored, but the very idea of the 
book is vitiated by the author's system (now abandoned), based 
on the supposition that in the south of France there was an immense 
epic literature. The articles on the jroubadours in the Histoire 
hatraire de in France. by GinguenS, E. David, arc., must he con- 
sulted with extreme caution F. Diez's Die Pestle der Troubadours 
(Zwickau. 1827, BYO: new eel by Bartsch, 18113) and his Lebo sad 

Werke der Troubadours- (Zwickau. 1829, Sven new ed. by  mama. 
1882) are of great excellence for the time at which they Appeared 
A. Restori's Letlerniurci proven:ale (Milan. I 	 , [bough 
very short and not free front oversights, t. 	 r soarsesst 
view of the subject. For the history of Pr , 	 atom a•
Spain, See Milk y Fontanals, Dcia1 Troroadorrs en Elf-trio it: mrcidemn, 
1861, 8vo); for Italy, Cavedoni, Rieeraie•kr Worm, a. jaraawals 
pro•enmli (Modena, 18.t, 8vo); A. Thomas, F•awresto fluellsrswe 
et la litUrature proreniak en Italie (Paris, 1883. 8vo); Cs_ Easels; 
" Die Ecbensverhaltnisse der italienIschen Trobad" a Zees 
fir romanirehe Pkilologie (1883). For the bib!: 	h • ewe* 
especially Bartsch, Grundriss sue Grszkickte de, 	ealischre 
Liseratur (Elberfeld, 1872, 8vo). For texts the r r be re, 

 (erred to Raynouard, Choir de poisies erieirialri dr; 1, elellsws 
(1816-1821, 6 vols. 8vo), and Lerigoe roman, eis dia. Le 
des troubadours, of which vol. i. (1838) ii entirely taken ay 111411 
texts; and RocheguO, &imams mei:anion (Toulouse, Mt.. Isse). 
Alt the pieces published by Raynouard and Rochnegude haw bee 
reprinted without amendment by Mahn, Die Werke dor Troubadours 
• - 	Sprarke (Berlin, 8vo, vol. i. 1846, ii. 1855-r 864. iii. sale; 
• ,,ntams an edition of the troubadour Guiralet Ranvier. t8,531.
7 -ante editor's Gedichte der Troubadours (Berlin. I 8.4.11,73) s a 
ct .,coon conspicuous for its want of order and of accuracy (we 

iii. 303). Among editions of individual mit:badmen may 
'be mentioned: l'eire 	Lieder, by Karl Bartsch (Retire. 1855 
'21110.); Les Derniers troubadours de fa Proornee, by Paul Meyer (Pa* 
1871, 8vo); Der Troubadour Jaufre Rudd, rein Lamm simian Wolk 
by A. Slimming (Kiel, 1873, 8vo); Balton de Son, 7-rim /ghee ad 
seine Werke, by A. Stimming 	1879, 8vo; resise,, and elwidsell 
edition, Halle, 1892); another edition, by A. Thomas (Toulouse. leas 
eve); Guilkem Figueira, riot trorentalisther Tresdundes r, by E. Levy 
(Berlin, 1138o, 8vo); Das Leben and die Lieder dr: 7Maledeare 
Prise Roeier, by Cad Appel (Berlin, 1882, (Ivo); La nos e Ic mem 
del trawler. Arnaldo Danielle, by U. A. Cana° 	durrorecd; 
0. Schultz, Die Brief. des Trobadort Rater/col de Vapor's ea 
Bonsfas I., Markgrafen ten blonferrat (Halle a. S., teas); Iasi 
edition (Florence, 1898); Cesare de Lollis, Visa e poes, 6 -Sonia 
G .!o (Halle a. S., 1896); J. Colder. Le TVoubadour Giu,ikeem 
he 1 (Toulouse, 18115); R. Zenker, Die Lieder non Fri..- twee Amain 
(Erlangen, Noe); J. J. Salverda De Grove. Le Trop. &Jaw Sees 
eiliamation (Toulouse, 1902); G. .BertonL I Tram -  ere 
Genova (Dresden, 1903), and Rambertino Butvktli. trol• taw Weems 
(Dresden, 1908, 8vo); A. Jeanroy, " Les Poesies dv laseastise 
In. Romania, vol. xxxiv. (Paris, 19o5). Corer-mine the seer of 
the Troubadors, see J. B. Beck, Die Lteled,en oleo T►nanamen 
(Straeburgh, 1908). Among editions of Provencal worts el I 
miscellaneous kind are: Bartsch, Deektedier der p•esecs,stiee 
Lamour (Stuttgart, 1856, 8vo); H. Suchkr, Deolnudier rim prams. 
Literaior and Spracbe, vol. i. 8vo (Halle, 1883); Paul Meter. Lt 
Chanson de la crotorde centre la Albigeois (2 vols. eve, Para, 1t73- 
1 879): idem, Dowel e5 Beton, chanson degrees proternsto (Pari, siect 
8vo); idem, Le Roman de Fienteica (Paris, 1865, Itro; and ed., 1011.. 
idem., Guillaume de lo Barre, montas tamraswer par Armes Fife es 
Castelnaudori (Paris. 1895, 8vo); E. Stengel, Die beams Awes 
provenna. Grammisdiken, La Donets protases wed Las Jrasue de 
&abut (Marburg.  1878, Boo); Le &trawl d'amer dr Meyers Emir 
gaud, published by the Archaeological Society of Bidets ts ash 
8vo, Sisters, t862-t88o); A. L. kudos. La Vida dr Sees Zilnmet. 
keende m not uroven{ase par Raymostd Fettled (bine. te175. mot 
Noulet and Chataneau, Dem manioc: Mr Oreerneasez Es  AIP 
sick (Montpellier, 1888, 8vo); Albanks. La h'ir dr Seem. Drachm 
(Marseilles, 1879, flvo). Documents and dbeertatians on vases 
points of Provençal literature will be found in almost all the sedges 
of Ramona (Pads, in progress since 1872. WO, and the 4trier es 
longues 'manes (Montpellier. in mopess since ram rho), Sue 
also the other journals devoted in Germany and I talyio the Rama* 
languages, patine. 	 (R ht.) 

MODERN PROVEN: AL LIT8.1taitlitE.1—LiteZature in the soul ►  
of • France never died oat entirely. Indeed, we have a lint 
which, though too much Importance may easily be attached ti 
It, yet undoubtedly connects the products of the trouhtsiews 
with. the Provencal poetry of the present day. The Academy 
of Toulouse, founded in 1324, was flourishing in the thstlICratiM 
and, after many vicissitudes, is flourishing still. rThe pieta 
crowned by this body between x324 and 1418 stand In the tarot 
relation to the troubadours as the lreiskreinger do to the 
if lanes/lager: academic correctness takes the placed inspiratims 
The institution flourished, even to the extent of establialdag 
branches. in Catalonia and If ajorta x and In 1454. vitas Its 
prosperity was threatened, a semi-fabulous person, Cleasenee 
lsaure, is said to have brought about a revival by instituting 
fresh prizes. The town of Toulouse never ceased to supply hands 

1 ln accordance with general usage, we are ampiofmg the tens 
Provencal for the whole of the south of France, saw *bane special 
mseevation is made. 
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of *me kind. In t v5 French poems were first admitted in 
the competitions, and under Louis XIV. (from 1679) these 
were alone held eligible. This unfair arrangement, by which 
some of the leading poets of northern France profited, held 
good till 1893, when the town very properly transferred its 
patronage to a new Estee° wootondlow; but very soon restored 
its support to the older institution, on learning that Provencal 
poetry was again to be encouraged.♦ in the two mutinies 
that followed the glorious medieval period we have a succession 
of works, Melly of a didactic and edifying character, which 
scarcely belong to the realm of literature proper, but at least 
served to keep alive some kind of literary tradition. This 
dreary interval was relieved by a number of religious mystery 
ploys, which, though dull to us, probably gave keen enjoy-
ment to the people, and represent • more popular genre; 
the latest that have come •down to us may be placed 
between the years 1450-6575. Not only did the literature 
deteriorate during this period, but dialects took the place of the 
uniform literary lanpage employed by the troubadours, while 
the spoken tongue ykldeel more and mare 10 Preach. In 1539 
Francois I. forbade the use of Provencal in oSdal document.— 
alact that is worthy of note wily as being significant in itself, 
not as an important factor In the decadence of Provencal 
letters. 

On the contrary, just about this time there as signs of a 
revival. In 1565 the Gaston, Pey de Game, emulated the 
Psalms into Ms dialect, and two yeah later published a vegans 
of poems. His fore for his native tongue is genuine, and his 
command over it considerable; be deplores its neglect, and urges 
other! to follow his example. Auger Gaillard (e. 1530-1595) 
does infinitely lbss credit to his province: th• popularity of hie 
eight pierce was probably due to their obscenity. More in the 
spirit of Germs Is the charming trilingual Saha vompesed by the 
famous du Banes in honour oil if visit of Malrguerite de Valois 
to Nfrat (eve): three nymphs dispute as to whether she should 
be welcomed in Latin, French, or GaistOtt, and the last, of course, 
wins the day. Provence proper gave birth to • poet of consider-
able importance In Louis Bellaud de la Bellaudiese (r 53s-1588), 
of Grasse, who, aft test udying at Aix, enlisted in the royal sissies 
and was made a prisoner at Moulins in :vs. Daring his 
elri ty y he wrote poems inspired by seal leveed liberty and of his 
native country (Dert-Den intend, este or 105). At /tie Beheld 
subsequently bees me the centft of e literary circle which iseduded 
most of the local celebrities; all of these paid their tribute to 
the poet's memory ie the edition of his works published by his 
once. Pierre Paul, himself the author of picas of small values 
included fn the same veteme (Lacs Pessonows, oforat d slaws, 
ht . M2rscalcs,  SOS). Even when Befitted is wholly frivolous, 
and intent en worldly pleasures only, his work bee interest as 
A:Reefing the merry. careless-life of the time. • 

A writer very popular in Provesce for the light-hearted 
production, of his yobth was Clouds limeys (i veses65d), 
remarkable chiefly for comedies that deal largely with duped 
Weise:Ws (f ohne drys wows prwoueles, sot plblisbed till 
MOO. There lea certain chaent, sue, in the comedies of Claude's 
disciple, Gaspard Zestda (Le Palo dew mum et esemedies 
prouverwebt t6551; and those Melts who have read the plays 
of Jean de Cabanee (1653-r711) and .01 Sepia Taramon, 
c. Oleo), stRI to MS, meek highlyof them. Themes' coasidently 
popular brat of poetry is the south of France was always the 
wet. There has bees me Watt to the production of vises!; but 
very Mrdy *leg the author deserve special rogation. An 
exception must be made In the case of Nicholas Saboly (1614-
19f5,), who produced the beat places of thistles., both astregards 
beauty al language and the demotion they breathe. They have 
desstvedty maintained their popularity to the present day. 
In Laispake four plat have ban cited as the beet of the age-
Oeudelin, Michel, Sage and Bonnet. This h cestandy se tatheceft 
of Pierre Goudelin (province (:oudouli, 1579-t649), of Toulouse, 
the meet distinguithed name in south I:each literature 

iferadha. i.e. of Toulouse: a ostnnton designation. derived 
from Raymond. the familiar name of the counts of Tasiouse.  

between the petiod of the troubadour!' and that of Jamie. 
He had a good classical education, traces of which appear in 
all his poetry, his language and his manner belug always admit.. 
able, even where his matter is lacking in depth. He is often 
called "the Malherbe of the South," but resembles that writer 
only in form: his poetry, takes as a whole, bas far more sap. 
Wedelns essayed and was successful in almost every abort 
genre (Lets Remodel Afocedi, 16t7, republished with additions 
till 1678), the piece of his which is most generally admired being 
the stanzas to Henri IV., though others will prefer him in his 
gayer moods. He enjoyed enormous popularity (extending 
to Spain and Italy), but never prostituted his art to cheap 
effects. Ilksinfluence, especially but not exclusively in Provence, 
has been deep and lastiag. The lame of Jean Michel, of Nimes, 
rests on the Armbands de la faired. Bea waae, a poem of astonish. 
ing vigour, but deficient is taste. Daniel Sage, of liontpcilier 
(Las Amalie; 165o), was a man of loose morals, which are 
reflected in nearly afi his works: his morneata of genuine inspirit. 
don from °thermoses ere rare. More worthy of being bracketed 
with Goutielin is the esearia Bonnet, author of the best among the 
open air plays that were annually performed at Wakes on 
Ascension Day: a member of these (date( 1616-1657) were 
subsequently collected, but cone can compare with the opening 
one, Bon•et's Jeenena de Penis. Another very charming poet 
is Nicolas Fixes, of Frentignan, whose vaudeville, the Opera 
Jr Frontline's (167o), dealing with a slight love intrigue, and an 
idyllic Mem an the fountain of Frontignan, show a real poetic 
gift. A number of Toulouse poets, mostly loweaes of the 
Academy, may be le:mud followers of Goudriin: of these 
Francois Bolidet deserves mention, who composed an ode. 
La Trieleelel Almondi (4678). to henour of his native dialect. The 
classical revival that may be noted about this time is also gener-
ally ascribed to Goudelia's influctice. Its mast distinguished 
representative Wall Join de VA*, of Mentech, who made 
excellent untalati•ns from Virgil sad Puska, and wrote • 
brilliant burlesque of the former in the mintier of Scarron 
(Versik degaina, Mal; only four books published), lie also 
composed a pastoral idyll, which, though too long and inclined 
to obscenity, contains much tender description. The greatest 
of the pastoral poets was Fnuemis de Cortete (1S71-1655), of 
Pludes. whose comedies. Anowanui sod MnCeencondu (published, 
mdetantately with alterations, by his son in a6.54), arc 1% ritten 
with such true feeling and la no pure a style that they can be 
read with rad pleasure. A comedy of his dealing with Sancho 
Panes in the palace of the Duke has been edited. It is ilitlicuk 
• m•dermand the emennous popularity of Daubasse (1664- 
1710, of Quorcli who belonged  to the working classes; he was 
patronized by the mobility in exchange for pate:grits. Gascony 
predated two typical works is the 17th century; Adcr's Gaul. 
knaller pitelaills (tato) and Dastroe's Tenth de la la newpacosina 

to (1642). The tonne, depicts a regular Wasting Gaston who 
elittingaishes hiniscif- in everything; while the latter is a pica 
be levees of the Craton tongue, in epired by a genuine love of 
comely. Coakiel Bedout (Parterre `steep,, 1641) is chiefly 
noted vomit amorous solihei, called tooth by the sufferings he 
endesed from a hardhearted mistress. Units Biro's (b. ant), 
Arias peendully is )it native village of Pouylouhrin, celebrated 
it with peal tender:mew 

In the afith watery the 'Slumber of authors is much larger, 
but the bulk of pod work produced fe not equally great in 
prepoetion. The priests are mainly responsible for the literary 
output of Languedac. Claude Pep*. ()7 09-1 795) one  of 
shuy cellthratee his county with true rural spirit in the Pliatemps 
resercei lad &were muss. But the chief of the band is the 
Atha Fame es- 45), the prior of Celleacuve, w hose &mous 
di mesas seam delivesed by a drunken priest against intemper-
ate/eta k a masterpiece. lie also wrote a successful mock-heroic 
poem (Sage Jr Caderecue) travesties of Homer and Virgil, a 
prose novel depleting the country manners of the time (Iiiskiee 
de leas roes pis), and two comedies, wbkh likewise give a vivid 
pictute ol the village life he knew so well. Two genuine poets 
are the brothers Woad of Montpellier: Auguste's (1760-185) 
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description of a vintage is deservedly famous; and Cyr' (1750-
1824) produced an equally delightful poem in the Amours de 
Mounpia Pierre Bellies of Toulouse (d. :724) a poet of the 
people, whose vicious life finds an echo in his works, has a 
certain rude charm, at times distantly recalling Villa. In 
the Province Toussaint Gros (x698-1748), of Lyons, holds 
undisputed sway. His style and language are admirable, but 
unfortunately he wasted his gifts largely on trivial pikes d'oens-
lion. Coye's (1711-1777) comedy, the Fiance pan, is bright 
and still popular, while Germain's description of a visit paid by 
the ancient gods to Marseilles (La Boarrido dei Dios's, t76o) has 
considerable humour. In Gascony the greatest poet is Cyrien 
Despourrins (1698-1755), whose pastoral idylls and mournful 
chansons, which he himself set to music, are imbued with tender-
ness and charm (most of them were collected at Pau, in 1838). 

The Revolution produced a large body of literature, but 
nothing of lasting interest. However, it gave an impetus to 
thought in the south of France, as elsewhere; and there, as 
elsewhere, it called forth a spirit of independence that was all 
in favour of a literary revival. Scholars of the stamp of Ray-
nouard (1761-1863), of Aix, occupied themselves with the 
brilliant literary traditions of the middle &Len newspapers 
sprang up (the Provencal Bondi-Abeisso, started by Dfsanat, 
and the bilingual Lou Tambourin it ie menestrd, edited by 
Bellot, both in 1841); poets banded together mad collected 
their pieces In volume form (thus, the nine troubeire who pub-
lished Lou Bouquet prornenceou in an). Much has been 
written about the prenerseurs de Fluorin, and critics are sorely 
at variance as to the writers that most deserve this appellation. 
We shall not go far wrong if we include in the list Hyacinthe 
Morel (1756-1829), of Avignon, whose collection of poems, Leo 
Sakslet, has been republished by Mistral, 14ufis Aubanel ($75 8- 
042), of Nimes, the successful translator of Anacreon ,' Odes; 
Auguste Tendon, "Ike troubadour of Montpellier," who wrote 
Fables, conies d Infra Oka en sins (stloo); Fibre d'Olivet 
(1767-1825), the versatile liilerateur who in 18.3 published Le 
Troubadour: Pokier onitanigmes, which, in order to secure their 
success, he gave out as the work of some medieval poet Diou-
loufet (1771-1840), who wrote a didactic poem, in the manner 
of Virgil, relating to silkworm-breeding (Lets mognans); Jacques 
Axes (t778-18$6), author of satires, fables. &c.; D'Astres (t78/x-
1863), a writer of fables in Lafontaine's manner; Casti-Blase 
(1784-1857), who found time, amidst his musical pursuits, to 
compose Provencal poems, intended to he set to musk; the 
Marquis de Fare•Alais (179+-1846), author of some light satirical 
tales (Las Canagnados). While these writers were all more or 
less academic, and appealed to the cultured few, leer poets of 
the people addressed a far wider public : Vetch& (1779•482o), 
of Bordeaux, who wrote comic and satirical pieces; Jean Reboot 
(1796-1864), the baker of Nimes, who sever surpassed his fast 
effort, L' Ange d ?enfant (t828); 1  Victor Getu (s806-1880, 
relentless and Metal, but undeniably powerful ef his kind 
(Fenian eft Gtetanen ; die chansons prevaricates; 1844; and, 
greatest of them di, the true and acknowledged foremasts of 
the fakes, Jacques Jasmin (1798-1864), the !sadness( of 
Agee, whose poems, both lyrical and sanative, condom se dad 
favour With men of the highest culture and literary sitainsonts, 
as with the villagers for whom they were primarily Wended. 

Whale much of this literature was still in dm snaking, an event 
took place which was destined to eclipse in fraportsoce any that 
had gone before. In 1845 Joseph Rowenardffe (1801-491), 
a gardener's son, of Saint-Remy (Bouches-du-Rhene), became 
usher in a small school at Avignon, which was attended by 
Fredidc Mistral (q.r.), a native of the same disteict,then Skeen 
years of age. The former, feeling the germs of poetry within 
him, had composed some pieces in French; but, endive that his 
old mother could not understand them, he was greatly distressed, 

Oes of his chief tides to fame is dim together with Alphonse 
Dumas, he drew the attention of Lamartine to Mistral's Minh*. 
1Roumanilk and Mistral showed their gratitude by fePubillhinlf 
the best pieces of these two procurstun. together wide thew et 
Qua-Bins and others. is Os Um" do auk (tefigl.  

and detereti•ed thenceforth ta write le his with* dWect Mb*, 
These poems revealed a sew world to young Mistral, and spurred 
him on to the resolve that became the one purpose of his life—
de rsmass en hunk/. it caseeinee de as gleli. cdis noble ran 
vet* pkin '80 Mink:en seams mere Is nation preonnis. 
There is no doubt that Mistral's Is the more phew personality 
and that his finest work towers above that of his fellows; bu 
in studying the Provençal renaissance, Roumanilk's grea 
claims should not be overlooked, and they have sever been put 
forward with more force than by Misted hiroseli (is the preface 
to hb has d'ere). Roommate's suer verse MIMI Lill to 
appeal to every lover of pure and sincere poetry (Li Margarilede, 
1836-1847; Li Smutjarelle, tap; Li PAW de Sawn; Apo-
:859, &c.), his web are second only to those of Saholy, hit 
preen works (such as Les mu de Comeau, 5863) sPealtlial 
with delightful humour. He it was who in ths a collected au 
published 14 Prestangale, an anthology in which all the names 
yet to become famous, and most of those famous *beady (such 
u Jamie), are represented. Io OW he was one of the enthu-
siastic circle that had gathered round J. B. Gaut at Aix, and 
whose literary output is contained in the Restraeogi dci non-
baire and In the shortlived jams/ Lot gay saber (au). At the 
same time the .arst attempt at regulating the orthography ol 
Provencal was made by him (in the Introduction to his play, 
La Pad dos bus  Diem. aliSg).• And is 454 be ink one of the 
seven poets who, on the tit of May, Ineegatleered * the castle of 
Fontsegugne, near Avignon, and founded the Ftlibrige. 
etymology of this word has given rise to much , speculation: 
the one thing certain about the word is that Mistral cams aunt 
it in an old Provencal Poem, which tins bow the Ilk& meets Jesus in the Temple, among the seven leans of the kw, The 
outlines of the constitution. as finally settled in 5876, an as 
follows: The region of the Fbibriee is divided into four evudes-
eue (Provence, Languedoc, Aquitaine and Catalonia% At 
the bead of all Is a entsisleri of fifty (called emkeedis), presided 
over by the Capordig, who is chief of else entire Fe:UW.0. The 
heed of each mankantee is called undi (who is at the same time 
a majewes); and at the head of each " school " (as the sub-
divisions of the menterwsge are called) is • cabiscan. The 
ordinary members, *Wind in number, are esseskabire. Annual 
meetings and pa are °Masked. The most widely read of the 
Marin publications is the Aroma pranampau, which bas 
appeared annually +thee 385.S. maintaining it the while its 
original scope and purpose; and though unpretentious in form, 
it comb* muds of the best work of the schooLl The other 
six were Mistral, Aubesel, A.Mathiett (a schoolfellow *1 Mistral's 
at Avignon), E. Garde, A. 'raven and P. Gina (mace of the 
mule). Of these, Thfodue Aub•ed (18,9-0186, of Avignonl 
son of a odium sad following the same calling) has alone proved 
himself worthy to rook with Mistral and Roumania.. " 
the gist of his youthful end paesimate love, took the val; said 
this mesa cast a shadow over his whole life, and ekteresined the 
character of all hit poetry (Lau mihogreno wiredsberar, 186.i 
Li Pile d'Asigssoare. a88s). His is, without a doubt, the deepest 
nature and temperemest among the filibres, and his lyrics are 
the most poignant. He has a .keen seise of physical beauty in 
woman, and his use is replete with wpp d position, but 
he never skits to seaseality. Hie powerful low drama Loa pee 
des penal was received•with enthusiasm et Idoetpelier in 47 11, 
and secuedully produced (some yam later in Arias's versos) 
by Make at his Ware Llbee—no man critesion. 
the only play of gal cumquats that the school has FM 
peoduced. 

We need sot &mese than glance at the work of the lord; 
of the group of posts who elem. amidst the numerous writers 
of fries sad other works that attain a high level of enceMenn. 

OM of the most pleating lemma of tie movensess is thq *edit 
of fraternity wainsained by the letsbm with the poets aad 
men of northern France. Spain. Itely. Rumania, Germany
other countries. 

1  common 	 other with so many 	preduedeos at the Fakir* 
this Almanac is published by the flea J. itouns••ills Law .' 
Editour. Asigeos. 
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appear to us to have so far secured permanent fameby the magni-
tude of their achievement. Felix Gras (1844-1891) settled at 
Avignon in his youth. His rustic epic, Li Carborsit (1876) is 
full of elemental passion and abounds in fine descriptions of 
scenery, but It lacks proportion. The heroic guts of Tolosa 
(Oda), in which Simon de Montfort's invasion of the south is 
depicted with unbounded vigour and intensity, shows a great 
advance in art. Li Roessoscero tromp! (x887) Is a collection 
of poems instinct with Provencal lore, and in Li Papalho (189i) 
we have some charming prose tales that bring to life again 
the Avignon of the popes. Finally, the poet gave us three 
tales dealing with the period of the Revolution (Li Rosie dos 
ortierosr, &c.); their realism and literacy art called forth general 
admiration.,  

A few lines must sulfite for soma of the general aspects of the 
movement. It goes without saying that all is not perfect 
harmony; but, on the whole, the differences are differences of 
detail only, not of principle. While Mistral tad many of the 
best filigree employ the dialect of the Bombes-du-Rhone, others, 
who have since seceded as the PM.* Win (headed by Roque. 
Ferrier), prefer to use the dialect of Montpellier, owing to its 
central position. A third class favour the dialect of Limousin, 
as having been the literary vehicle of the troubadours; but their 
claim is of the slenderest, for the fdibres are in no sense of the 
word the direct successors of the troubadours. Nearly all 
the leaders of the Feliarige are Legitimists and Catholics, their 
faith being the simple faith of the people, undisturbed by 
philosophic doubt& There are exceptions, however, chief 
among them the Protestant Gras, whose Telma clearly reflects 
his sympathy with the Albigenses. Yet this did not stand in 
the way of his election as Cafrossiih—a proof, if proof were needed. 
that literary merit outweighs all other considerations in this 
artistic body of men. Finally, it may be noted that the 
have often been accused of lack of patriotism towards northern 
France, of schemes of decentralization, and other heresies; but 
none of these charges holds good. The spirit of the movement, 
as represented by its loaders, lias never been expressed with 
poste, tameness, force and truth than la the three verses set 
by Fills Gras at the head of his Carbotasii: " I love my village 
more than thy village; I love my Provence more than thy 
province; I love France more than A" 

MITINORItlf.3.—Las fore del gay sober, edited by Notelet (vol 
of Gatien•itrnoult's Montanciu do to ltai ,atare romans, Ere., 1 me. 
louse, 1849 Noulet, ELMS m Thislorre lulgrasre de3 Pl11011 ch.n idi 
is to Fran, cue ,X VP at X VIP sacks (Paris, ttlso) and . . an 
X V/IP 19 :e (('aris. 1877); Gaut, " Etude stir ha fitterature ,t la 
poedie pea ncaks " (Mlateiros do l'aeadlasio die sciences. .Pe., 
trit il• toy" ere. pp. 247-344.  Aix. 1867); Mary•Laf..  hear ire 
litlfraire do said( do to France (Pans. t887): (tested. Lellera. Ira 

cerludier. 115. 200-214 (Milano, 1891); Mari4ton's article ,  on 
Presrniwt and Narks in the Grande eroryclopedie: Donna.' cm, 
Lei Precuts Mit/arm tSocs-r855; (Paris. 1888): lourdanne. Ili. 
slaw FL:beirg .18,54-1826 (Avignon, 1897), Ilennion. Lei ors 
Idfilerespos (Pali'. 1811); Portal. La kthrealura pretenzate 
(Palermo. 1673); Kase erne, Mr, doe poorenealistleoa nd 
ides Vintner,. (Berlin, 1890; Atarieton, La Terre p ,  
(Park. 0894). 	 (H. U.) 

IFIROVMICR (Proviiscio. Promos), a province In the south-east 
of ancient France, bounded on the N. by the Dauphin., en the 
E. by the Rh6ne and Languedoc, on the W. by the Alps and 
!tidy. and on the S. by the Mediterranean. The tout, originally 
Inhabited by Ligurian, was from an early date the home of some 
Phoreitian merchant& About Coo 3.e., according to tradition. 
some tradasfrotn Phones founded the Greek colony of Masi& 
(Marseilles) and the colonists had great difficulty% resisting the 
Cavares and the Salyer, LC the Ligurian peoples lathe vicinity. 
Other colonies in the neighbourhood, such as Antibes, Agde, 
Nice, originated In this settlement. During the wars which 
followed, the inhabitants of Massalia asked amistance from the 
Romans, who thus made their Bret entry into Gaul (r s 
and, after a campaign which lasted several years under the 

Gen woe Conk) from Op till nem, succeeding his brochet-
te-law. Roareaeffle, who held the °lice from 1888 till :Sgt. The 
Best Coposta was. of course. Mistral (1878-itia8). Crass soc-
a/an VII Mare Deedur, of Die (appointed in April 1 4300.  

direction of the pro-consul C. Snafus Calvinus, conquered the 
territories between the Alps, the sea and the Rhone (with the 
province of Narbonne on the right bank of this river). These 
lands formed the Prseiacia sosomia, and the name was retained 
by Provence. The town of Aix (Aquae Sestios)was founded to 
form the capital of this conquered land. In consequence of 
the conquest of Gaul by Caesar (p a.c.) and the administrative 
reforms introduced by Augustus, the territory of the former Pro-
placid was divided into the new provinces of Narbonensis IL, 
of the Maritime Alps and of Viennois, but it still remained 
an important centre of Roman learning and civilization. Mar-
milks, which for some time had a prosperous Greek school, and 
also Aix now became of secondary importance, and Arles was 
made the chief town of the province, becoming after the capture 
of Trews by the barbarians (a.o. 418) the capital of GauL 
Christianity spread fairly early into Provence, although the 
legend that this country was evangelised by Mary Magdalene 
and some of the apostles cannot be traced farther back than the 
12th century. Trophimus established • church at Arks in the 
3rd century, and during the two centuries which followed 
bishopric were founded in all the cities of Provence. 

At the beginning of the 5th century, Provence was attacked 
by the Visigoths. In 4s5 the Visigothic king Theodoric I. was 
defeated by Aetlus under the walls of Aries, but the part taken 
by the Goths.% the election of the emperor Arhus did not put 
a stop to their attacks (450).  In 480 Arks was captured by 
Euric I., and the southern part of Provence, i.e. the country 
south of the Durance, thus came definitely under Visigothic 
rule. The more northern cities, such as Orange, Apt, Trois-
Chateaux, &c., were again joined to the kingdom of Burgundy. 
Towards g to Visigothic Provence was ceded to Theodoric, king 
of the Italian Ostrogoth', by Marie II. as a mark of his gratitude 
foe the support given to him daring the war against the Franks. 
In addition to this, about sky, the Ostrogoths took advantage 
of the wars between the Franks and the Burgundian to extend 
their lands in the north as far as Gap and Erobrun. Vitiges, 
king of the Ostrogoths, ceded Provence to the kings of the 
Franks about 537, when it was divided in • peculiar manners 
the northern titles and thou on the coast (Ades, Marseilles, 
Toulon, Antibes, Nice) were given back to Burgundy, whilst • 
narrow strip of territory with Avignon, Apt, Cavaillon, 
Ste., extending hens the west to the east as far as the Alps, was 
added to the kingdom of Austrian. and from that time followed 
the foetuses of Auvergne, which, as is known, was generally 
dependent en Austrasia. Provence was united under one ruler 
during the reigns of Clotaire IL and Dagobert I., but at the death 
of the latter in 639 was divided again, only to be reunited ardor 
the successors of Dagobert IL (679). At this period the name 
of Provence was restricted to the southern cities, which had 
passed from the Gothic to the Fraakkh rule; it did not regain 
its original lignification and denote the country extending as 
far as Lyonnais till the end of the 8th sad the beginning of the 
9th centuries. 

At the beginning of the 8th century, some Arabs from Spain, 
who bad crossed the Pyrenees and settled down in Septimania, 
attacked PROMO!, In 73s took the town of Arles and in 737 
captured Avignon, thus becoming masters of one part of the 
country. Charles Martel who bad already made two expeditions 
against than, in 736 sad 7p, with the help of the Lombards of 
Italy, sucseded 1st 739 in expelling them, sad brought the 
coutry definitely under ?ruddily rule. Austnuian counts 
were given authority in the cities, and under Charlemagne and 
Louis the Pious the Mowry of Provence became %cemented 
with that of thereat of the empire. At the time of the partition of 
Verdun (843) Presence fell to the share of the emperor Lothak 
wbo joined it to the duchy of Lyons in ass to ferns a kingdom 
for his youngest son, Charles. Om the death of the latter in 
863 hie Medium was divided between his two brothers. when 
Lothak II., king of Lamina, received the northern part, Lymn 
nab and Viennois, and to the other, the emperor Louis II., king 
of Italy, was given Provence. At his death in 87s Provence 
pared into the heads of Chalks the Bald. sod be sowing/a 
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the government to his brother-in-law, Duke Boso, who, taking 
advantage of the struggles between the Frankish princes which 
followed the death of Charles the Bald, reconstituted the former 
kingdom of Charles, the son of Lothair, and in 879 was acknow-
ledged as its sovereign at Mental l° In Viennois. This is the 
kingdom of Provence (Provence, Viennois, Lyonnais and 
Vivarais), sometimes, but improperly. called Cisjumn Burgundy. 

Boso died in 837, having succeeded in maintaining his indepen-
dence against the united Frankish princes. His widow Ermen-
garde, daughter of Louis IL, with the assistance of the emperor 
Arnulf, had her son Louis acknowledged king at an assembly 
held at Valence in 89o. Louis attempted to seize the crown of 
Italy in goo, and in 9ot was even crowned emperor at Rome 
by Pope Benedict IV.; but in 905 he was surprised at Verona by 
his rival Berengar, who captured him, put out his eyes, and 
forced him to give up Italy and return to Provence; he lived here 
till his death in 928, leaving an illegitimate son, Charles Constan-
tine. The principal figure in the country at this time was Hugo 
(Hugues) "of Arles," count, or duke, of Viennois and marquis 
of Provence, who had been king of Italy since 926. In order 
to retain possession of this country, he gave the kingdom of 
Louis the Blind to Rudolph II., king of Burgundy (q.a), and thus 
the kingdom of Burgundy extended from the source of the Au 
to the Mediterranean. But the sovereignty of Rudolph IL and 
his successors, Conrad (937-993) and Rudolph HI. (993-zo32), 
over Provence was almost purely nominal, and things were 
in much the same condition when, on the death of Rudolph III., 
the kingdom of Burgundy passed into the hands of the German 
kings, who now bore the title of kings of Mel, but very rarely 
exercised their authority in the country. 

At the beginning of the Loth century Provence was in a state of 
complete disorganization, a result of the invasions of the Sara-
cens, who, coming from Spain, took up their quarters in the 
neighbourhood of Fnudneturn (La Garde-Freinet in the depart-
ment of Var) and ravaged the country pitilessly, the Christians 
being unable to oust them from their strongholds. All the real 
power was in the hands of the counts of the country. It is 
probable that from the 9th century several of the Provencal 
countships were united under one count, and that the count of 
Arles had the title of duke, or marquis, and exercised authority 
over the others. In the middle of the tab century the count-
ship of Provence was in the hands of a certain Bow, of unknown 
origin, who left it to his two sons William and Roubaud 
(Rotbold). These two profited by the commodes caused by the 
capture of the famous abbot of Cluny, St Maiolus (Hayed). 
in 973, who bad fallen into the hands of the Saracens, and 
marched against the Mussulmans, definitely expelling them 
from Fraxinetum. About the same period the matquisate 
seems to have been re-established in favour of Count William, 
who died in 993, and from that time the descendants of the two 
brothers, without making any partition, ruled over the different 
countships of Provence, only one of them, however, bearing 
the title of marquis. The counts of Provence had, from about 
the middle of the nth century, a tendency to add the name of 
their usual residence after their title, and thus the lordships, 
known later under the names of the countships of Aries (or 
more properly Provence), of Nice, and of Venaissin, grew up. 
Roubaud had one son named William, who died without children, 
about zo43, and one daughter, Emma, who married William, 
count of Toulouse, by whom she had a son, Pons (so3o-m63), the 
father of Raymund of Saint-Gilles (1e63-1 roc). William also 
bad a son of the same name. This William U. tad three sons 
by his wife Gerberge—Fulk, Geoffrey and Willem. The last-
mentioned , had a son, William Bertrand (na44-1067), whose 
daughter Adelaide married, first, Ermengaud, count of Urgel, 
and then Rainbaud of Nice. Geoffrey was the father of Ger-
beige, who married Gilbert, count of Glivaudan, and he bad a 
daughter Douce, who in 1112 married Raymund-Bfrenger, 
count of Ruction; by this marriage, Provence, in the correct 
muse of the word, passed over to the house of Barcelona. At 
the beginning of the 12th century the various marriages of the 
Provencal heiresses, of whom mention has just been made. led .  

to the land being divided up among the different Istranwhes 
of the ancient county family (nos, Luc and luta. and dews 
the countships of Provence, Venaisaln and Formalemsier were 
definitely formed. 

Under the command of Raymund of Saint-Gilles the-Peeves-
cals took an important part in the first crusade, and the woe 
of the term " Provencal" to denote the inhabitants of soothers 
France, their language and their literature, seems to dads bow 
this period. 

The history of the princes of the house of Barcelona, ILayemand-
Berenger I. (i I I3-.1 r3 t), Raymund-Birengt-r II. (t r3 z-a ths) sad 
Raymund-Birenger III. (t tea--t red), is full of accounts of their 
struggles with the powerful feudal house of Baur, which had 
extensive property in Provence; in 1146 one of the 'representa-
tives of this house, Raymund, obtained from the emperor the 
investiture, though only in theory, of the whole couraship 
Provence. After the death of Raymund-Bennwer ILL, who wee 
killed at the siege of Nice (rad), his cousin Alpheus° IL, king 
of Aragon, claimed his inheritance and took the title of the arum 
of Provence. But his succession was disputed by the DOOM of 
Toulouse, Raymund V., a marriage having been previewh 
arranged between Raymund-Bflrenger's daughter and his at 
and he himself hastening to marry the widow litichildr, s. 
of the emperor Frederick I. The majority of the lay 
ecclesiastical lords of Provence recognized Alphomo,.  wr 
1176 signed a treaty with his competitor, by which gay= 
gave up his rights to the king of Aragon in considennie 
sum of mosey. Alphonse was represented in Proveric-
brothers Raymund-RErenger and Sancho in turn, and 
by his son Alphonse, who succeeded him. This Alph 
Aragon and Catalonia to his brother Peter (Pedro) 
only Provence for himself, but on the death of his fa- 
Count William IL, in 1208, whose son had been disi 
added to it the county of Forcalquier. He was able 
Provence from the consequences of the war of the Allopeans. 
and it was not until after his death (saw), during the minomy 
of his son Raymund-Berenger IV., who succeeded him under the 
regency of his uncle, Peter of Aragon, and later of his mocks 
Gerund., that Provence was involved in the struggle of the 
count of Toulouse against Simon de Montfort, when the part 
played by the city of Avignon in the Albigensian movement 
finally led to Louis VIII.'s expedition against the tows 
William of Baur took advantage of the troubles caused by 
Raymund.Bfrenger's minority to have the kingdom of Arks 
conferred upon himself by Frederick Ill this led, however, 
to no practical result. Raymund-Birenger had also to fled 
against Raymund VII., count of Toulouse, the emperor having 
ceded to this latter in 1230 the countship of Forcalquier, and 
showed another mark of his favour in 1238, when, in consequence 
of some difficulties with the city of Aria, Raymund-Berenger 
drove the imperial vicar from the town. The intervention 
of St Louis, who in 1234 had married 	 the eldest 
daughter of the count of Provence (the second, 	or, married 
Henry ILL of England in 1236), put an end to the deign of 
the count of Toulouse. Raymund-Barnum died is saaS. 
leaving a will by which he named as his helms his fourth 
daughter, Beatrice, who shortly afterwards, in 1246, married 
the celebrated Charles of Anjou (see Clams I., king of Naples), 
brother of the king of France. After her death, in t267, Charles 
still maintained his rights in Proverice. The countshp of 
Venaissin was left to him by his sister-in-law. Jeanne, countess 
of Toulouse, but in 1272 King Philip the Bold took possession 
of it, giving it up in t274 to Pope Gregory X., who had claimed 
it for the Roman Church in pursuance of the treaty of usa 
between Raymund VIL of Toulouse and St Louis. Almost all 
the time and energy of Charles of Anjou were taken up Mal 
expeditions and wars concerning the kingdom of Naples, with 
he had gained by his victories over Manfred and Conradia 
1266 and 1268. His government of Provence was marked by 
his struggles with the towns. The movement which rsaltei 
in the emancipation of these had its origin fairly far back. Is 
the first part of the nth century the towns of Provence. no 
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municipal administration& V the presumption is that the 
viscounts, who in theory cepve4 	'reeled it as being in general 
In the towns. This mermen( 	%Op can be got from the 
by borne disturbances, such as I ..Cr Alms and the Psalms 
mcksioniadaudieritiesinmenht  1". 	ef Solomon) makes 
Avignon (whose consulate laws 	 editors who were 
Brignoks and Gram were al ▪ Pions or caprice, 
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roverbs to be 
with • power, and concluding t 	 .4 parts of 

- without consulting him. The o 'ng foe us 
Provence in t176, had retake sews to 
affairs was in direct opposition t 
of Charles of Anjou, who tried t 	 ^r, 
dent of these towns under his or 
Avignon and placed them uncle 
himself. In 357 Marseilles w 
nominated by the court perk 
with the municipal official,. 	1.. 

The successors of Charles of 
In maintaining their rights o• 
only occasionally do they ar,  
Charles 11. (1211s-tsoo), deer 
house of Aragon in southern 
the latter years of his reign 
of the abuses which had grow. 
and finance. Robert of C. 
successor, was forced to suer 
he bad been called by the I 
a large Dumber of lives to 
succeeded by his patuidau. 
Hungary, who sold her fist 
Clement VI. in ss48, in or 
continue the struggle agar 
polimn states. The pita, 
much changed by Cherie, 
the empty ceremony of hi 
Charles IV. gave up his rights, or na. 
Anjou, brother of Charles V., but the expedition wn,,,. 
prince made to take possession of Provence only resulted in the 
seizure of Tarascon, and tailed before Arks ('368). Joanna 
bad nominated as bee heir Charles of Anjou-Gravina, duke of 
Duna, who had married her niece Margaret, but to provide 
herself with • protector from Louis of Hungary, who accused 
her of murdering her first husband Andrew and wished to dispute 
her right to the kingdom of Naples, she married again and 
became the wife of Otto of Bnutswick. Chides of Duras. 
discontented with this marriage, took part against her, and 
she in her turn disinherited him and named Louis of Anjou as 
her eventual successor (138o). The duke of Anjou took posses-
sion of Provence, whilst Charles of Duras made the queen 
prisoner at Naples and gave order for her to be put to death 
Weal. Louis ed Anjou also made an expedition to Naples, 
but did sot arrive till after her death, and be died in 1384. His 
eon Louis II. (1384-5437) banished the vkcetatt of Turenne 
from Provence, because he bad taken advantage of his 'eve-
reign's absence to ravage the country. He did not live in 
Provence till the last years of his life; in 1415 he established a 
parkmer. The following year the country was dermated 
by a terrible plague. The wars carried on by his successor 
Louts III. (r417-34) ardor the kings et Aragon, his rivals at 
Naples, were the cause of the complete min of Marseilles by the 
Ammer fleet. The town, however, regained its former state 
comparatively quickly. Although Louis In. bad centred almost 
all his attention on the expeditions In Italy, be managed to 
secure the lands belonging to the house of Baux on the death 
of the last of the family, the Bareness Ali: (rNab). Reef, 
duke of Lorraine (q.e.), Louis's brother Bed successor, after an 
imsuccesdal attack on Naples (*460-1461), went to live on his 
property in Prance, and after t47r was prindpaffy is TTOVIM012, 

where he built the castle of Torreon and Interested himself in 
litetsture, and pastoral answeenters. He left his solitaries 

507 
probably to the Greek period: In Zech. sitll. 2 sqq. prophecy is 
identified with the " unclean spirit," the pretender to visions 
is threatened with death by his parents, and, so great is the 
general contempt for the class, protests that he is no prophet 
but a tiller of the ground, accounting for the wounds on Ms 
person (such as these charlatans used to inflict on themselves) 
by declaring that they were received in the house of his friends 
(that is, apparently, In a drunken quarrel); from a very different 
point of view Joel IL seq. (Hob. iii. t seq.) predicts that in the 
latter times (in the ideal restoration of the people) all persons; 
free and bond, male and female, shall have the spirit of prophecy 
— that is, the old order shall be set aside and a new religious 
constitution established. Proverbs belongs to the time when 
prophecy, as • helpful institution, had disappeared, and wisdom 
bad taken its place. So also the term law had here taken on a 

ew meaning. It is no longer the kw of Moses or that of the 
obetic revelation—ft is the standard of rightdoing resident 

-re man's' mind, the creation of wise reflection; such a con- 
s outside the point of view that forms the very sub- 

Hebrew thought in the period prior to the 5th century. 
'tat the nationalistic tinge is found in late writings 
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La Seyne as a place of security, and also bythe 	 they 
which affected the whole country. The  teatu: 
hand, made rapid progress in Provence under ch

c 	 - 
of the crate de Sault and Hubert de la Garde, 
and the governors of Epernon and La Valens v a inl y  
pacify the country. La Vahette and the political pa,u  '^' 
Bigarratt were finally more or less reconciled to the Protest -antw 
and, at the time of the deals of Henry III., the struna44.„, 

rw 
more than a question of district politics. Weakened by it; 
division between the construe de Sault and the young corm. 
de Carets, the league applied to the duke of Savoy, who was 
besieging Mantelles. Cares and the other heads of the le ague 

 submitted one after the other to the new governor Lesdiguii re., 
who was succeeded by the duke of Guise in t sus,  and in t see 
the religious wets in Provence were definitely ended by the 
capitulatkon of Marseilles. 

Dyeing the reign of Henry IV. the country was comparatively 
peaceful; but under Richelieu the restriction of kcal freedom 
and the ciliation of new aka led to the insurrectim of the 
Casceeeoss (small bells, a name derived fees their rallying 
sign), which Condf came to suppress in tbso-tesi. At the 
time of the Fronde additional taus were levied by the park-
ment at Aix, and the struggle began between the Cemireh 
(lkla/arias) and the Sabre:as (prince's party), who captured the 
governor, the mute d'Atais, for a short time. The duke of 
Mercoeur mimed the country down. Louis XIV.'s tone in 
Provence (46e) was marked by an insurrection at Marseilles, 
which brought about the abolition of the last remaiaiag pai-
d* liberties of the town. Provence was sem* tried by the 
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Imperialist Invasions of 2706 and 1746, and the great plague of 
1720. Towards the end of the amiss rifle's the movement 
which resulted in the revolution of 1789  made itself felt in Pro-
vence, and was most apparent in the double election at Aixand 
at Marseilles of blimbeau as deputy for the states-general. 

Provence, with its own special language and its law so closely 
related to Roman law, has always been quite separate from the 
other French provinces. Theoretioally it retained its provincial 
estates, the origin of which has been traced to the assemblages 
of the 12th century. They met annually, and included repre-
sentatives of three orders: for the clergy, the archbishop of 
Ale, president es officio of the estates, the other bishops of 
Provence, the abbots of St Victor at Marseilles, of hionttnajour 
and of Thoronet; for the nobility, all the men of noble birth 
(gentillseiones) until 1623, when this privilege was restricted to 
actual holders of fiefs; for the third, the members of the twenty-
two chief towns of the Souris n and fifteen other privileged 
places, among which were Arles and Marseilles. There were 
theoretically oo taxes, but only supplies given freely by the 
estates and assessed by them. However, this assembly did not 
meet after 1639. The administrative divisions of Provence 
were constantly changing. In 1307 Charles IL divided It Into 
two tasechoussics, Aix and Forcalquier, cumprisig twenty-two 
eignieriet. At the end of the Golden regime the government 
(gcnownemesa) of Provence, which corresponded to the gtwfolstf 
of Aix, was made up of eight sineckatistecr, those of Lower 
Provence—Aix, Arles, Marseilles, Brigneles, Hyena Grasse, 
Draguignan, Toulon; and four of Upper Provence—Dipe, 
Sisteron, Foradquier, Castelhine. From a judicial point of 
view the parlement of Aix had replaced the 'former conseil 
essisou or cow sawerains. There was a dumb.* des comma 
at Aix, and also a cur des aides. A decree, dated the sand of 
December 17119, divided Provence into the three departments 
of Bouche du Rhone, Basses-Alpes and Var, and in 1793 
Vauduse, the former county (corneal) oI Vensissin, which be-
longed to the pope, was added to these. The boundaries of 
the department of Var were modified in 1E6o after the annexa-
tion, when the department of the Alpes Maritimes was formed. 

Aortoarnes.—There is no good g Ir v Ce. 
For a complete work commit the as ,:t works of II. Boucle. 
Choregrapkie et histoire chronelogigne Ptovence (a vole in lot. 
Aix, :664): Papon, Mistake itreikate 	Provence (4 vols. in ;to,
Pans. 1777-1716): L. Mery, Hisiolee 	Promisee (3 vol. in Am 
Marseilles. 5830-1837). For spechd per. • of history gee F ie: er, 
Verfestongsgetchiclue der Presence, slo-14-00 (8so, Leipzig, • 0); 
R. Poupartisn. L Romeo( de Proems sows lez Corollogieni 	ro. 
Paris, tgot); G. de Manteyer. Lo Provence ele. i^ 	ei. Jde 
((in 	Pans, 1e07); Lambert, Esroi sue le *kw ntamicipal et 
forranchissensent des cattawnses as Provence (in 8vo. Toulon. letta); 
ill Guerra reheats's on Preterite (a vols. in 8vo. 1870): Cabswon. 
Essai kith:wipe me le pvhoseel de Provence (3 vole in Ivo. Aix, 
5826). (R. Po.) 

PROVERB (Lat. erasion; from pa forth, publicly, 
*ohne, word; the Greek equivalent is ruespia, from rape, 
alongside, and dyer, way, road, i.e. a wayside wing; Get. 
Skrichoort), a form of folk-literature, or its later imitation, 
expressing in the form of a simple, homely sentence, a pungent 
criticism of life. Many definitions have been attempted of a 
" proverb," of which none has met with universal acceptance. 
J. Howell's (d. .666) three essentials, " shortness, sense and 
salt," omit the chief characteristic, popularity or renal 
acceptance, and the definition of Erasmus—Celd ►edicrine wile 
enassion aseitere insipe—suits • good proverb rather than 
proverbs in gene al. Lord Russell's " The wisdom el noisy 
and the wit of cos " is familiar. 

For a general =prey of the subject of proverbs. Archbishop 
Trench's Prsrerls and Su* Lams (new ed.. stet, by A. 

S  Palmer, with additions and sow) is useful: at coatainsirratil;14  ; 
comprehensive bkdiography, ancient and modern. Robe's 
book of Proverbs. and Polyglot of rotrign Proverbs  (11137),  based on 

' The tigeterie was the jurisdiction of • segaiisr. dr. " vicar," a 
same given at various times and places in the south of France to 
very different feudal atheists The Opera in the t7th and tkh 
renturies ae an administrative 'Midgetman In Prevents corresponded 
to the 'NEN Mumble* 

the collections of John Ray f ter) and David Verging (tin); 
are very fall. V. Stuckey Leans Conecesses (g vols.) sem Is • 
storehouse of English proverb., classified in venous ways; NOW 
and Omelet, 9th series (5898), vol. contains a bibliography of 
English works. The principal foreign works are G. Stralkwello, 
La Sapiens del moth (3 voila, tee y) and Reinaberg and 
(dd. Die S flckudrfa der prkssm Uckas said neannesorhen Spwtita 
(2 2 vols., 1 2- 11175). There Oft many popular handbooks giving 
WI collectionss of proverbs, English and foreign. 

PROVERBS, BOOK OF (Hob. Mishit Shelowoh,"Ptoverbs of 
Solomon," abridged by the later Jews to MAW; Septuagint, 
supoudat or 11. Zak.; Lat. Vulg. Parabolas sal. and Lao pew-
airmen), one of the Wisdom books of the Old Testament (sot 
Wisoom LITSIATVIE) and the principal representative in the 
Old Teatimes of vomit thougbL This sort al thought, which 
appears very early In Egypt (woo s.c. or earlier), and relatively 
early unarm the Greeks (in the sayings of Tales and Solon as 
reported by Diogenes Laotius), was of late growth among the 
Hebrews. Doubtless they, like other peoples, had their sinple 
proverbs, embodying their general observations of life; a couple 
of these have been preserved in the Old Testament: " Is Saul 
also among the Prophets?" (, Sam. a 14; "The fathers at 
sour grapes, and the children's teeth are set on edge " (Jet. 
se; Emit. toil 4. It Is possible that Solomon uttered or col-
lected a number of such sayings, based in part on observation 
of the habits of beasts and plants (t Rings iv. p seq. (ieb.v. 
Is seq.); d. Jothain's spologibe, Judg. ix 8 sqq., and Samson's 
riddle, Judg. xiv. 14). The Hebrew word reashal, commonly 
rendered " proverb," is a general term for didactic and elegiac 
poetry (as distinguished from the descriptive and the liturgical), 
its form being that of the couplet with parallelism of douses; 
is the Old Testament it signifies a folk-saying (Earl. sal. se , 
:AIL 2), an allegory (Esc& evil 2), an enigmatical saying 
(Each. ELL s), • byword (Jet. adv. 9; Deut. area 30.  taunting 
speech (ha. xiv. 4; nab. ii. 6), a lament (Mk. R. 4), a visional 
or apocalyptic discourse (Num. radii. I; xxiv. ti), • didactic 
discourse (Pa xlix., lxxviii.), an argument or plea (job Eck. s). 
In the book of Proverbs it is either an aphorism (2.-EdL) or • 
discourse (i.-ix., =ILL 29-35, MIL 32-27). 

The uses of the term being so various, its special significalke 
in any case must be determined by the diameter of the passel 
in which it occurs; and an examination of the contents sf 
Proverbs shows that the thought of the book diffors widely from 
that of the literature prior to the 5th century sac The book 
appears on its face to be a compilation, various anthers being 
mentioned in the titles: Solomon in a t and ay. t; the " sages " 
in xxiL t7 and xxiv. 23; Agur in m 2; the enotherof King 
Lemuel in zed. 2; xxxL ro-31 and, probably, 1:112. s-33 ars 
anonymous; the ascription in L Ito Solomon may refer to L-is 
or to the whole book. Apart from the titles (which are not 
authoritative) the difference of style in the various secties 
indicates difference of authoeship. There Is, indeed, a certais 
unity of thought in the book; throughout it inculcates cardinal 
social virtues, such as industry, thrift, dilatation, trachfuIeesa 
honesty, chastity, and in general It assumes widen to be the 
guiding principle of life. But the sections differ In forts and 
tone. While chs. a-xxix. and part of sea cotuka of apiaries 
chs.1.-ix., =IL are composed of more Sr less elaborate dis-
courses. In the aphoristic sections also there is variety; these 
are couplets (x. 116; env.-ariz.), quatrains (not-ssiv.) 
and tetrads and other numerical arrangements (as. 7-I31 
Compile tory character is indicated by repetitions; there are 
identical limes (z. t and :abr. 3; 14 la Mad ash". 6; mill g sod 
adv. se; :iv. t and astiv. 3; ay. 18 and 10:11. 11; Mai. 3 and xxviL 
at; six. 13 and sniff. IS; XL as and ally. se; lad?. 23 and 
xxviii. st) and Identical couplets (ova 8 and srvi. as; six. s 
and est)i. 61 dz. a4 and xsoL is; az t6 and arra xj; ed. 9 
and xxv. 34: sari. 3 and anvil. is). 

The data of the various ports of the book ono be determined 
by the character of the contents, there belie no decides attermil 
data. The fact that is meth in the third divides of the Hebrew 
Canon, the Writings or Hagiographa, along ebb such but 
works as job. Prima. Chrenieks, Dodd. Ecdmiamm and 
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Mawr, most be sieved weight; the presumption Is that the 
arrangers of the Canonical books regarded it as being in general 
hater than the Prophetical books. No help can be got from the 
titles. Examhation of titles in the Prophets and the Psalms 
(to say noding of Ecclesiastes and Wisdom of Solomon) makes 
it evident that these have been added by late editors who were 
governed by vague traditions or fanciful associations or caprice, 
and there Is no reason to suppose the titles in Proverbs to be 

ir exceptions to the general rule. The ascription of parts of 
Pry:orbs to Solomon (I. r, x. t, ay. I) means nothing for vs 
maces* that there was a disposition among the later Jews to 
refer their books to great names of the past, Enoch, Daniel, 
Job, Moms, David, Solomon, Ears; as also, outside of Jewry, 

1 	Works were ascribed to Homer, Plato, Aristotle, Tacitus and 
i 	others that were not composed by these authors. The supposi- 

tics of a Samna* authorship for Proverbs is elduded by the 
whet, colouring of the book, in which monotheism and mono- 
gamy are assumed, without discussion, to be generally accepted, 

, 
 

while in Solomon's time and by Solomon's self the worship of 
'warty gods and the taking of more than one wife were freely 
pew:tired, Without rebuke from priest or prophet. The high 
ethical conception of the kingly office in Proverbs is out of 

1 keeping with the despotic character of Solomon's government. 
It is supposed, indeed, by some modern writers that the notice 
in xxv. r (" These are proverbs of Solomon, that the men of 
Heethiali king of Judah transcribed ") is too circumstantial 
to be merely a late tradition or scribal guess. But similarly 
definite titles are prefixed elsewhere, for example, to Ps. 
where they cannot possibly be correct. Hezekish's time may 
have been selected by the author of the title (or by the tradition 
which be represents) as being the next great literary period in 
Judah after Solomon, the time of Micah and Isaiah, or the selec-
don may have been suggested by the military glory of the period 
(the repulse of the Assyrian army) and by the fame of Herthish 
as a pious monarch and a vigorous reformer of the national 
religion. But to regard Hezekish as a Jewish Pisistratus is to 
ascribe to the time a literary spirit of which the extant documents 
give no hint; the literature of the age was wholly occupied with 
the past history, the religious conditions and the pottiesi fortunes 
of the nation, subjects alien to the book of Proverbs. 

The objections to the Solomonk age as the time of origination 
of the book apply also to the period extending from Solomon 
through the 6th century. But there are considerations that 
had us to put its origin still later. One of these is the non-
national character of the thought. The historical and propheti-
cal books and the Pentateuch are wholly concerned with the 
nation. For them Israel is the centre of the world, the point 
around which all other things revolve—every other people 
derives its claim to consideration from its relation to Israel—
the only subject deserving attention is the extent of the Jewish 
nation's obedience or disobedience to its divinely given law, on 
which depends its prosperity or its adversity. In Proverbs 
there is • notable absence of this point of view. The name 
Israel and the terms temple, prophet, priest, covenant, do not 
occur In the book. The " vision " (that is, prophetic vision) 
in the Hebrew text of xxix. t8 (" Where there is no vision, people 
throw off restraint ") is an error of text. No writer who was 
acquainted with Hebrew history could suppose that there was 
any relation between the national morality and the abundance 
of prophetic visions; the period In which Such visions were most 
numerous is precisely that in which the corruption of morals is 
painted by the prophets in the darkest colours and, co the other 
hand, the people are said (in Pas. :lir. and butiv.) to have been 
obedient at a time when there was no prophet. Moreover, this 
reading supplies no antithesis in the couplet, the second line of 
which is: " But he who obeys instruction (or law), happy is he "; 
we should expect the first line to read: " Where there is no 
guidance people throw off restraint," as In xf. m: " Where there 
is so guidance, • people falls, but in the multitude of counsellors 
there is safety." Prophets play so great a part in the early 
history that the Ignoring of them here is significant, The deca-
dence of prophecy Is indicated in two passages that belong 

probe* to the Greek period: in Zech. xit7. t sqq. prophecy is 
identified with the " unclean spirit," the pretender to visions 
is threatened with death by his parents, and, so great u the 
general contempt for the class, protests that he is no prophet 
but a tiller of the ground, accounting for the wounds on his 
person (such as these charlatans used to inflict on themselves) 
by declaring that they were received in the house of his friend, 
(that is, apparently, his drunken quarrel); from a very differern 
point of view Joel II. '8 seq. (Hub. Hi. r seq.) predicts that in the 
latter times (In the Ideal restoration of the people) all persons; 
free and bond, male and female, shall have the spirit of prophecy 
— that is, the old order shall be set aside and a new religious 
constitution established. Proverbs belongs to the time when 
prophecy, as a helpful institution, bad disappeared, and wisdom 
bad taken Its place. So also the term law had here taken on a 
new meaning. It is no longer the kw of Moses or that of the 
prophetic revelation—ft is the standard of rightdoing resident 
in every man's' mind, the creation of wise reflection; such a con-
ception lies outside the point of view that forms the very sub-
stance of Hebrew thought in the period prior to the 5th century. 
It is true that the nationalistic tinge is found in late writings 
(Chronicles, Psalms), and that its absence, therefore, is not 
merely • matter of date; but it Is hardly conceivable that an 
author of any time before the sth century could hive ignored 
the nationalistic point of view so completely as Proverbs does. 

Another noteworthy feature of the book is the picture it gives 
of social life. The organization of the family is treated much 
more fully than in the Law and the Prophets, and has a more 
modern aspect. In Deut. xxi. 28 sqq. (of the 7th century) • 
disobedient son, complained of by his parents, Is to be stoned to 
death by the men of the city; in Proverbs (xlii. 24, iii. s3, 
xxiii . 13  seq., xxix. 1 5, 1 7) a bad child is to be chastised, and 
much is said of the training of children by instruction. The 
impression made by a number of passages (1. 8, xxiii. 22 of.) Is 
that a regular system of family education existed, more definitely 
ethical than that indicated in Deut. vL 7, which merely enjoins 
teaching children the details of the national law. In addition 
to this parental instruction we find hints of a sort of academic 
training, particularly in chi. I.-ix., in which the sage appears 
to address a circle of youths. If we may credit the Talmudic 
tract Pirke Aboth (ch. L), Jewish academies under the charge of 
great teachers existed early in the and century n.c., and the 
beginnings of such institutions may go back a century; they 
would probably be suggested by the Greek schools of philosophy, 
which early sprang up in Western Asia and Egypt under Alex-
ander's successors. 

Monogamy, as Is remarked above, is assumed in Proverbs to 
be the recognized custom. Polygamy was legal and usual in 
the 7th century (Dem. id. 15) and the 6th (Lev. xviii. 17, s 8), 
and doubtless continued to be practised some time after by the 
Jews, though on this point we have no definite information; 
Herod who was a despot, and was not a Jew, cannot be taken 
as an illustration of Jewish custom; the obscure passage, Mal. U. 
re sqq. (450-e0o s.c.) may have monogamy in mind, but its 
position on this point is not clear. What is certain is that the 
definite assumption of monogamy is found only in such late 
books as Ben-Sim (Ecdeslasticus), Toblt and Judith. In regard 
to punishment for the violation of a husband's rights Proverbs 
shows a marked advance on the old usage. The Pentateuchal 
law (Lev. xx. to) prescribes death as the punishment for adul-
tery; Proverbs (v., vi. 27 sqq., vii) Arcata the offence as a sin 
against the offender himself, an act of suicidal folly, the punish-
ment coming sometimes from the jealous husband, but chiefly 
In the way of the physical depravation and social ignominy that 
befall the adulterer. This change of punishment imports not a 
falling off in the moral standard but rather the conviction that 
a crime of this sort is best dealt with by public opinion; in any 
case It means a change in the constitution of society. 

The experiences described in Proverbs belong especially to 
city life. Something is said here and there bearing on agricul-
tural pursuits, and there is a paragraph (Levi'. 23 sqq.)—a lints 
manias It may be called—enjoining at the landowner the 
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necessity of paying special attention to his cattle, large and 
small; these, says the writer, are the real sources of wealth to 

landowner. rural 4:downer Possibly he means to insist on the advan-
tages of country life over life in the city; if this be se. the para-
graph bears witness to the prominence of the latter. Whether 
or not this is his design, advice to cattle-owners is natural in a 
manual of conduct. The Jews were mainly country-folk from 
the time of their settlement in Cana= to their final expulsion 
from the land by Titus and Hadrian, and the soil of Israelitish 
Palestine was better adapted to the raising of sheep and oxen 
than to the production of grain. Doubtless much attention 
was paid to this industry, but the composition of a little book 
on the subject, indicating a scientific interest in boviculture 
points to a comparatively late period; the Greek and ROMal; 
works of this sort, by Aristotle, Theopluastus, Virgil and others, 
were late. This little treatise stands almost alone in Proverbs; 
the great mass of its aphorisms relate to vices and faults which, 
though possible in any tolerably well-organized community, 
were specially prominent in the cities in vrhich the Jews dwelt 
after the conquests of Alexander. They are malicious gossip, 
greed of money, giving security, nocturnal robbery, murder, 
uncbastity. Much space is given to the last-named vice through-
out the book, and especially in cbs. i. and ix.—obviously it is 
regarded as a notorious social evil. Comparatively little is said 
of it in the Pentateuch and the prophetical and historical books. 
That there were harlots and adulteresses in Israel from an early 
time is shown by such passages as Judg. t (Jephthah'smother)„ 

Kings iii. t6 (the judgment of Solomon), Hos. iii. t. (Hosea's 
wife), by the denunciations of the crime and the laws against 
it, and by the employment of the terms harlotry and adultery 
as designations of religious unfaithfulness. Yet; apart from 
the references to cultic prostitution (which was adopted by the 
Israelites from the Canaanites), the mention of the vice in ques-
tion is not frequent; in a polygamous society and in a country 
without great cities it was not likely to grow to great proportions. 
The case was different when the Jews were dispersed through 
the new Greek kingdoms, and lived in cities like Jerusalem and 
Alexandria, centres of wealth and luxury, inhabited by mixed 
populations; this form of debauchery than became commoner 
and better organized Hetairse flocked to the cities. Naukratis 
in the Egyptian Delta was famous under the Ptolemies for its 
brilliant venal women. The temptations of Alexandria and the 
loose morals of the time (latter part of the 3rd century) are Mus-
tested by the story told by Josephus (Ant. xii. 4, 6) of Joseph 
the son of Tobias. The picture of society given in Ben-Sira 
(ix. 3-9, xix. 2, xxiii. 16-26, XXV. 16-26, Iasi. 8-12, xlii. 9-14), 
based on life is Jerusalem and Alexandria in the 2nd and 3rd 
centuries B.C. agrees in substance with the descriptions of the 
Book of Proverbs. The tone of these descriptions throughout 
the book, but particularly in cbs. is modem. A point of 
interest is that the exhortations to chastity are addressed to 
men only; the man is regarded as the victim, the woman as the 
temptress—women are never warned against men or against 
the general seductions of society. This silence may be due in 
part to a current opinion that women were more hedged in and 
guarded by social arrangements and less exposed to temptation 
than man; but it is chiefly the result of the fact that the Old 
Testament (like most ancient and modern works on practical 
ethics) addresses itself almost exclusively to men (certain classes 
of women are denounced in Amos iv. 1-3; Ira. iii. i6-iv. z; 
Ezek. xiii. 17-23); the moral independence of women is not 
distinctly recognized. In this regard Ecclesiasticus agrees with 
Proverbs—it has no word of advice for women. The temptress 
in Proverbs appears to be a married woman; shg is certainly 
such in chs. vi. and vii., and probably also throughout the book. 
The term 'strange woman" (ii. 26 al.) means not a foreigner, 
but one who is alien to the man's family circle, the wife of an-
other man. Such women may sometimes have been foreigners, 
but the sage's concern is with the man's violation of the marriage 
obligation, be the woman Jew or Gentile. In the earlier time 
marriages between Jewish men and Canaanite women seem to 
have been not uncommon: whether (outside of Herod's family)  

there were marriages with foreigners in the Greek peaiedl to 
have no means of determining. 

Proverbs is remarkable for the attention it gives to klieg& 
The prophets have nothing to say of llsea as a class_ the 
passage in the Pentateuch (Dent. siva. ss-so) presocibea that the 
Israelite king shall be the opposite of Solomon—be snail set 
accumulate horses, wives, silver an dgold,and shall study she law 
In the Psalter be is considered merely as a senora of ifolasreb. 
Proverbs treats the king, in a quite modern way„ as a. arsessbo 
of society. He is described ideally as ruling by the magi& d 
wisdom 15, 16), and as controlled in his sebtaiMistostiwohy 
truth,, kindness and justice (sex. 8, a6, 28)—the vrickad -der 
who oppresses the poor is condemned as not reaching else hood 
standard (xxviii. 3, 5, t6). Three mantle of condos ass 
devoted to him (xvi. 10-15, ay. MIL  2-9). His Power * 
recognized—he is the source of life and death (evil'. so. a 5)--
but he is treated as a human being who must be goveosed by the 
ordinary laws of right. It is especially illustrative of the tiros 
that instruction in table manners is aliened to the guests of hoes 
—they must be modest in their bearing, not putting the 

 forward (ray. 6, 7; cf. Luke xiv. 8, it), and they at 
control their appetites (xxiii. 1, 2). The reference here mss 
be to the numerous non-Jewish kings of the Greek period, awl 
perhaps also to the Maccabean princes; the manners of de 
time are set forth in Josephus's account of Ptolesny's dines, a 
which the Jew Hyrcanus was a guest (dnt. sax. 4. g). The 
mingling of despotism and good-natured fomffsarity theta 
described (and the spirit is doubtless correctly given by kisepbot 
whether or not his details are historical) agrees with the per 
in Proverbs. 

Finally, a late date for Proverbs is indicated lay what so in 
called its philosophical element—a feature that a has is us 
mon with the other Wisdom books (see W iSDOX 141 -masEr4g 
This element is recognizable throughout the book, but is ass 
distinct in chs. L-ix., in which wisdom is personified as tie 
power regulating the affairs of human life 	13-18, win. e-sst 
The portraiture approaches hypostatization in the comeger-ii 
ode (viii. 	especially if the first line of r. 3o be =dad. 
" I was at his side as a master-workman "; but the Hems 
word (amen) rendered " master-workman " is OE &MANI 
meaning, and the connexion rather calls for some such sere 
as "nursling, ward "; Yahweh himself is represented as the 
architect, and wisdom, the first of his works, is his companies, 
sporting in his presence like a beloved child. The whole mug 
(vv. 22-31) was early employed by Christian theologians (Iramma 
Athanasius, Augustine and others) in the controversies respect-
ing the nature of the Second Person of the Trinity, particularly 
in connexion with the idea of eternal generation; the argument 
turned in part an the question whether the verb in v. as was ta 
be translated by " created " or by " poste-ssed." Ecclesiastics. 
xxiv. and Wisdom of Solomon vii. should be compared with 
the Proverbs ode. In the remainder of the book (cbs. 
" wisdom " is sometimes common sense or sagacity, sometime 
the reflective habit of mind and largeness of outlook, sometimes 
the recognition of the ideal standard of living. Contrasted with 
the wise are fools, and on these the sages vent their scorn abut. 
dandy (xii. as, 16, xvii. 12, xviii. 6, 7, XXII p ad); xxvi. 
is a " book of fools." The conception of the good life is that of 
philosophically ordered rectitude. The raglan dement is 
prominent in it. r-xxii. 16, but it is blended with the relies:the. 
The philosophy of the book is practical, not speculative. 

Comparison of Proverbs with Ecclesiasticus, Ecclesiastes and 
Wisdom of Solomon shows that it belongs, in its main (extorts, 
in the same category as these. Its thought, differing so widely 
from that of the prophets and the Pentateuch, is most mutually 
referred to the period when the Jews came into intimate intel-
lectual contact with the non•Semitic world, and particularly 
with the Greeks (philosophical influence is not to be holed lea 
from Persia). 

While the general period in which the book belongs may the 
be determined with fair probability, it is has easy to fix the dsto 
of its several parts. The earliest of the groups of whicb Us book 
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is composed seems to be x. t stdi. t6. xxv.-ash. which coolies 
el simple aphorisms relating to everyday slain. This peep, 
however, is itself composite; we may distinguish • collection 
of antithetic couplets (x.-xv. and most of dna. nix), mid 
one cede up of comperisons and single sentences (rd. s-
nit t6, exv,-vivii., and some verses in mil., nix). Of these 
two the fire, on account of its simpler leak aPPeats to be the 
earlier. though they cannot stand far apart in time and by 
combining them an editor formed the section as we now have it. 
These may have been severally made from cumin collection, 
a number of which were probably in existence. A Reseed 
preface exhorting the pupil to give heed to the isetroction of 
the sages (sell. st-d), introduces a group of quatrains in two 
sub-groups (ate. 22-.-22ftr. 22 and =ay. s3-34) characterised 
by a wide range of thought and by ethical depth. Probably 
later than these an the elaborate discourses of i.-ix. (excludin 
vi. t-j, t, s s-so and ix. 7-12, misplaced paragraphs) costae-
ing praise a idesl wisdom and warnings against unchain y. 
Clew in., mud., made fp of vadous pieces, form • sort of appen-
dix to the book; some of the pieces ate artificial in form (ant. 

1-31), one is • full picture of a good leousewile's home life 
(xxii. so-31), two are ascribed to the enknown persons Agar 

z-d and Ling Lemuela faCallet (xxxi. s-0). Agur's 
dictum Is one of pions ageostidern directed, apparently, against 
one ain theologians who talked as If they were well acquainted 
with the ways of God. Agufs ward, breadline the spirit of 
scepticism, falls into the category represented by Ecclesiastes, 
and we may probably act the year too (or possibly sago) itc. as 
the lower limit of the Book of Ptovete; allowing a century for 
the collection and combination of the canon parts, we shall 
have the year yon Lc. we the date of its earliest sectioa. &moot 
the material may have misted in aphoristic loam Wein, but 
the composition of the present book may be put. appeasers* 
its the amen doe-ace a.c. Even its simplest mantas have a 
canoe academic corm. 

In its general ethical code Proved* represents the beet stan-
dard of the does; the sago an at one with the more enlightened 
moralists of the Western world. All the ordinary social virtues 
each as nuthfulaces, honey, kindness, chastity am emphasised 
and a rest surest is laid on care for dm poor (a send secasky 
at • tine when there were ne well eranited public chukka). 
But Peewits seems not logo she length el identifying eighteen-
reswitit almagiving, as is done le Du. iv. ay (ad. Matt. v. it, 
and substantially is &ens. iii. so, nix. ia mbTobit iv. to, 
di. e; ia it. 2, " righteousness deems (font death," the word 
" righteouness " is probably to be token in its ordinary ethical 
masa The above-mimed virtues are all teasel:0d in the 
eseliot liekew woken, the prophets and the law, but in certain 
points Proverbs gams beyond these. notably in its prohibition 
of tatIklakat over a idea ODOM, (ADDY. 1.7) and 01 retaliation 
for injury received (xxiv. 29), and in its inculcation of kindness 
to meinies (tn. st). The injunction in Lev. dz. iS, "Thou 
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself," mien only to Israelite 
fallow-eiteent, not to enemies (cf. the interpretation gives in 
Matt- e. 43), tad the command in End. xxiii. 4 seq., to can for 
one's eneny'soz or se Wiesen refers to Israelite,: Proverbs con. 
aims the priaciple in • higher ley and (steeds It beyond the 
limits el the nation. Slavery it totognised as • lawful institu-
tion, but little is said of it. There is no suggeetios of moral 
telleisil of the slave; he if to be taught not by words (aux- to) 
but by the rod, like the child (v. t5), and it is intimated 
k. ) that it is • mistake to being up • servant delicately. 
This was doubtless the gated view of the time; Ben-Sirs 
frankly regards the served as • chattel (Eains. xxxiii. 24-33). 
Proverbs greedy disapproves of the elevation of slaves to the 
monies of culas (six. so)—en ocaurence not uncommon in 
those days. The estimate of woman as wits and mother, and 
specially as hounriin is high (ayes. 22, nix tut taxi. to-30. 
In vi. to the mother is spoken of. along with the father, as 
teaks of the children, and it is assumed, therefore, that she is 
comPettot: but nothing is said of the education of women—
is .tai, 86 the " wisdom " of the good wee (sot " virtuous 

imam ") is good sense, practical sign* in housekeeping. 
The equality of all mm as creatures of God, silently assumed 
in the earlier literature, is definitely expressed in Proverbs 
(sod. 2, cL Job xxxiv. to, Ecdus. xi. se ). Hanifiky, as the 
opposite of insolent pride, is recognized as a virtue I 2, 
cf. xvi. 18)—it is a modest estimate of one's worth, refusal to 
claim too great honour for one's selL In general It is n he simple 
homely virtues that are enjoined on men in Proverbs—there is 
no 'motes of courage, fortitude, intellectual trot dulness, and 
no recognition of beauty as an element of life; the ethical type 
is Semitic, sot Hellenic, and the sages emphasize only those 
qualities that seemed to them to be most elective in the struggle 
of life; their insistence on the practical, not the heroic, side of 
character is perhaps in part the consequence of the position of 
the Jewish people at that time, as also the silence respecting 
eternalised ethics belongs to the thought of the times. The 
ground of moral judgments In the book is both external (the 
law of God) and internal (the conscience of man); these two are 
fused lam one, and both go back skew* to eireent custoeis 
and ideas. The motive engwed ter right doing ie individualistic 
etiiitaren—the Meantime owning to thalami either through 
the Inn of society or thanes the rewards dispensed by God. 
This motive, winch is the eat monied throughout the Old 
Thunman is elective for the gins of mesa and becomes ethi-
cally high when the advantage bad in view is of an elevated 
mom! chunk= Proverbs doss not offer the good of sodety as 
an aim of action, though it, takes for granted that good conduct 
MB promote the lappets of ad. Assendng human freedom 
it at the mine time amines that the ills of his may be overcome 
by a wise employment of man's resources, and It silently regards 
mensal happiest on earth as the goal of human development. 

Its relearns scheme is the simplest kern of theism; religious 
is revenant for God and °balance to His I1D2S. Though the 
sages doubeles romminedi the temple-coat as of divine appoint-
man and obligatory, they lay no IMMO upon kin for them the 
menu of reline is something eke; eight living, they say (xxL 
3), is more acceptable to God than sacrifice, Mad smith:e without 
ethical feding Is abominable to Him (xv. 8). Subordinaee 
supernatural beings (angels and demons), though of coarse 
accepted as seal, are ignored as having no importance for Ms. 
There is ao reference or anion to nation' Messianic hopes 
(aertabily none in xvi. to-is); neither the political situation 
in the and century we., nor the sages' point of view was friendly 
to such hopes. The view of the future life is the old Hebrew 
era death is practically the end-all, Sheol is the nowise ei 
happy activity, and from it no one mutes; in v. as, vii. 27, 
ix. di, x. 2, the reference is to premature death on earth. The 
aim of the sages is to make earthly Me strong and happy. They 
lay no claim to divine ioniratieer-they speak simply as ordinary 
human thinkees, though they ass convinced that they have 
eternal truth. 

The reception of Proverbs into the Hebrew Canon was for a 
time opposed on the mound if a supposed contradiction between 
two aplionecos (xevi. 4, 5.) and (vii. 7, so) of too highly coloured 
descriptens (Shabbeti, job, Aiwa Nate.., cap, i.); these difficul-
ties were got over, and the book was finally declared canonical. 
It is quoted over twenty times in the New Testament, and 
has always been highly valued as a manual of conduct. 

01 the ascent versions the Septuagint is the only one that 
is of great service for the critichin of the Hebrew text of 
Proverbs. The Latin, the Peshitta Syriac and the Tunas 
occasetially offer suggestimm the limper Syriac and the 
Coptic are of usher for the determination of the text of the 
Septuagint. 

131111.10G1141911.—The Hebrew text is discussed in all recent 
commentaries: ore also Dyserinck. in That. T9etsthrtit (1683); 
Oort. ibid. (sigs), end Ter*. heir. esinulatiowes (1900): BickeU. to 
Maur Zeasch../.41. Knotted. listspoisossiss 0840 ; Chajes, Promo. 
&aim _481119): Mager and Kautz/ch. in Haupt 's Swett &asks if 
the Old Tut (toot). The Greek versions are treated by de Lagarde. 
A neseksexpre (1803): Baumgartner. fas4s critique (11390). For the 
Syriac gee Pinta.* in 2414,010. J. A10,00. Wissnioda* (T894). Com-
pete also Nestle'. snick " Bibekibenetsuara " la the third miktiou 
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of Herzog-Hauck's Reakncyklopadie. Among commentators and 
translators may be mentioned: Ewald (3837, 3867); Noyes (1836); 
Stuart (3852); Hitzig (1858); Zockler, in Lange s Bibelwerk (1866, 
Eng. trans., 3870); Delitzsch 0874, Eng. trans., 1875); Reuss. in 
La Bybk (3878. Germ. ed., 3894); Nowack (revision of Bertheau) In 
Kungefasst exeg. Handbuch a. A. T. 0883); Strack in Strack S. 
Zockler's kungef. Comm. z. A. T. (1888, 2nd rd., 3899); Horton. 
in Expositor's Bibk 0891); Wildeboer, in Martin Kurz. Hand-
Comm. a A. T. (1897); Frankenberg, in Nowack's Handkomm. 

A. T. (3898); Toy, in Internat. att. Comm. (3898): Kautzsch, 
Die lied. Schrift. d. A .T. (2nd ed., 1896): Oort, Het Oude Test. (3898-- 
two). See also Bois, La Bask gnonsigua chex s. Heb. krt. (3886); 
Cheyne, Job and Soloman (3887); id., in Sern. Studies (ed. Kohut. 
1897); id., Jew. Relit Life (1898); Montefiore in Jew. Quart. Review 
(1889-189o). On Proverbs of Other Ancient Peoples: Egyptian-
Griffi t h, art." Egypt Lit." in Libr. of World's Ben Lir( s897). vol. xiii,; 
Assyrian: Halevy, Milan es 0883)• Jager, in Beni. a. Assyriologie 
0892); Hindu: Monier-Williams, Indian Wisdom (1875); Arabic: 
Jacob, A/torah. Baronetcy: z. A. T. (3897); Fleischer's ed. of Ali 
(1837); Freytag, Aronson proeerbia (3838). A general collection 
has been made by Malan, Orig. Notes on the Book of Proverbs (2889; 
1993). (C. H. T.• 

PROVIDENCE. the second largest city of New England, 
capital of Rhode Island, U.S.A., the county-seat of Providence 
county, and a port of entry, situated at the head of Providence 
river (the N. arm of Narragansett Bay) and at the influx of the 
Seekonk (or Blackstone), Moshassuck and Woonasquatucket 
rivers, about 35 m. from the Atlantic ocean, 4S m. by rail S.S.W. 
of Boston, and 188 In. E.N.E. of New York. Pop. (r89o), 
13 2.146; ( 1 900), 175.5971 (1905. state census), 14695, of whom 
65,746 were foreign-born, including 17,155 Irish, 12,114 Italians, 
9795 English, tair English Canadians, zoos French Canadians, 
3685 Russians, 3347 Swedes, 2211 Gen:n=4 2173 POlingUeSe 
(including some Braves from the Cape Verde Islands), and 193o 
Scotsmen. The figure for zoo was 224,326. PrOVicklICC is served 
by the New York, New Haven & Hartford railway sad by steam-
boat lines to Newport, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and 
Norfolk. It extends over an area of more than 18 Sq. m. and 
is irregularly laid out. The Seekonk and Providence rivers eark 
the eastern boundary, the Providence and Moshassuck rivers 
divide the middle and northern portion of the city into the east 
and west sides, and the Womasquatucket river divides the 
west side into the northern and southern parts. The west side 
is a level or gently rolling plain only • few feet above the sea, 
but on the eastern side are tiplateau and hills rising to a maxi-
mum height of about 200 ft. The larger and newer portion of 
the business district is along the western bank of the Providence, 
and some of the best business houses are on made land.. The 
part of the city which has most historic interest is on the east 
side, where are the most attractive residences. Most of the 
manufactories are along the banks of the Woonasquatucket 
and Moshassuck. The names of streets—Pound, Sovereign, 
Shilling, Dollar, Doubloon, Benevolent, Benefit, Hope, Friend-
ship, Peace, he., reflect the early commercial importance of the 
city and its strong Quaker element. 

The principal building is the large State House, completed in 
mot, of Georgia marble and white granite, surmounted by a 
central dome of marble, 235 ft. high, and standing on a rise of 
ground (Capitol Hill) about m. north by west of the steamboat 
landing at the had of Providence river; in the state chamber 
is a full length portrait of George Washington by Gilbert Stuart. 
The old State House on Benefit Street, on the east side, 
is now used as the 6th district (Providence and North Provi-
dence) court-house. Near. the centre of the city (in Exchange 
Place) is the city-hall (1878), a handsome structure of granite; 
on its facade is a medallion of Roger Williams. Aaos Exchange 
Place from the city-ball is the Federal Bullring (1908), which 
houses the post-office, custom-house, U.S. courts, Sic. The 
county court-house (2877) is the only other prominent govern-
ment building. The Arcade (1828), 225 ft. long, with six massive 
Ionic columns at each entrance, the Butler Exchange, and a few 
other fine buildings fronting on Westminster Street are among 
the more prominent business buildings. In Cranston Street, 
between Waterloo and Dexter, is an Armory, with the largest 
hall in New England. A handsome public library building, 
opened in imo, lying between Fountain, Greene and Washington 

Streets, houses • good collection of :maw vols. Cal tam) 
other libraries are the State Library (30,000 volumes), the Suss 
Law Library (5o,0oo volumes) in the Providence county ema 
house, the Providence Athenaeum (the Providence Library 
established in 1753,  united in 1836 with the Providence At* 
naeum, established in 1831,, in :909 it had 73,000 whence 
the library of the Rhode Island Historical Society (establehei 
ttiza; with 30,ace volumes and so,one pamphlets in 1909), 
the libraries of Brown University. The mooting-house ei 
First Baptist Church, founded by Roger Williams, the oleo 
organization of this sect in the United States, was bah a 
3775 .  and was designed to resemble St Martin's-in-the-Fisiii 
London. Its bell still rings the curfew at nice o'clock ewer 
evening; and the commencements of Brown University ars kW 
here. The Friends' meeting-house, another interesnag 
building, was erected in 1759. The Beneficent Church (Cow-
gational, 3809-18to) is in the Colonel style, with a maga 
dome. The Church of the Blessed Saann1C111 (Roman Calash , 

 in Academy Street, was designed by John La Farge- The Rim 
Catholic Cathedral of SS. Peter and Paul (1878) is of bas 
atone and has excellent interior decoration. Providence dr 
see of a Protestant Episcopal bishop. In Cathedra/ Sqaur s 
a statue (1889) by Henry Hudson Kitson of Thomas A. Dens 
mayor of the city (1864-1869, s8S4 
his death in 1886). There is an equestrian state (r1/87) 11! 
Launt Thompson of General A. E. Burnside in City Hail Pm 
In front of the post-office are two allegorical gross r Pron 
dente " and " the United States ") by J. Massey Reid h 
Columbus Park is a replica of Bartholdi's " Columba'," end 
was cast in silver by Providence metal workers foe the Orr 
ben Exposition in Chicago. Other statues are Himem 
Hubert's Ebenezer Knight Dexter (erected aloe), George Ileno 
Brewster's bronze " Genius of Religious Liberty " on the ear 
of the State House, Franklin Simmons's Roger 'Williams (29th 
in Roger Williams Park, a Hellenic bronze "Pancrarine 
(3tioe, presented to the city by Paul Bajaotti of Turin) an 
Roger Williams Park, and a Hellenistic statue of Auguste a 
the campus of Brown University. Two fountains also wr 
worth mention: the Bajnotti Memorial Fountain in City Rd 
Park, a memorial to the wife of Paul &quota, representing 'lb 
Struggle of Life " and designed by Enid Vanden; and the Else 
Dyer Memorial Fountain, a bronze athlete, by H. H. Kits 
There are art collections in Brown University and in the An 
mary Brown Memorial (given to the city as • memorial tab 
wife, • daughter of Nicholas Brown, by Rush C. Rust* 
b. 1830. Among interesting old houses of the slab ocean 
are the Admiral Hopkins House, in Hopkins Park, the Steins 
Hopkins Home (1742; 9 Hopkins St.), the John Carter Bern 
House (1791, 357 Benefit St.), sad the John Brown House OA 
52  Power St.). There are many colonial houses, red bark silk 
marble trimmings, set well back from the street, with as air 
sional walled garden. There are many musical socksin • 
Providence, including the Chopin Club (1879), the Mica OM 
(188o), the Einklang Singing Society (189o; German), int 
Verdandi Swedish Singing Society (x894), sad the Provihr 
Musical Association (1904). Other clubs are the Brown Urea 
University Club, • cricket and a polo club, golf dubs, Ma 
dubs and canoe clubs, the Handicraft Club, the Providence An 
Club, the Hope Club and the Deutsche Geselhiduift. 

Under the municipal park commissioners there are 33 MIM 
parks with a total area of 644'38  aces, and the city AR M° 
summer playgrounds; the state board of metropolitan pot 
commissioners controls a large park system in the metteliolia 
park district, and • system of boulevards, connecting the may 
parks and other public reservations; there aro nine MatoPAm... 

 reservations, containing 677 ACM, the largest being usaw 
Woods, of 46o acres, 4 m. north of the State Home. Oil/ 
metropolitan reservations are: Woonasquatucket Restrana 
(53 acres; 21 m. "MU or the State House) ; Editewood la th (4  
south of the State House); and the Ten Mlle Reel Erma" • 
(too acres; 	m. north-east of the State House) on ted 
of Ten Mile River. The finest municipal reservation b Dale 
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Williams Park (431 saes, of which to are vats), with 9 m. of 
drives and boulevards, in the southern part of the city, le in. 
Isom the State House. It was • part of the original tract ceded to 
Roma Williams by Miantonomo; 107 was were a farm which 
Betsy Williams (d. t87:), • lineal descendantof Roger Williams, 
heft to the city by will. In the past are • chain of lakes with a 
shore front of 7i su., a boat•how, • casino, • speedway and 
athletic groenda, • municipal natural history museum, and the 
Betsy Williams Cottage (1775). Other municipal parks are: 
Nentacookanut (401 WO; 34 in. west of the State House) on 
high land commanding a view to the east and south; Davis 
Park (s81 acres) with amusement grounds; Blackstone Park 
(.43 acres, ill en. east of the State House) along the Seekonk river; 
Hopkins Park (I in. north of the State House), comprising the 
estate of Esek Hopkins (t 718- s8e2), commander of the American 
Navy in the War of Independence, with • historical museum in 
the Admiral Hopkins House; and City Hall Park. Blackstone 
Boulevard is tl m. long; and Pleasant Valley Parkway is :1 m. 
long. Enclosed by a railing near the eastern end of Power 
Street, on the bank of the Seekonk, is What Cheer Hate ,  Rock, 
according to tradition the first landing place of Roger Williams. 
In the North Burial Ground are the remains of Stephen Hopkins 
( a 7cre-1711s). a citizen of Providence, a delegate to the Albany 
convention of t754, a colonial governor of Rhode Island ( ilss-
r717. 1753-176a, *763-5765, and 1767-1768), • member of the 
Coatis:mull COnerala 1774- 17 80 and a signer of the Declara-
tion of Independence; of William Barton (1748-,83,), who in 
the War of Independence captured General Richard Prescott 
soar Newport OA the toth of July 3777; of Franca Wayland, 
and of Nicholas Brown, who was • patron of Brown University 
and one of the founders of the Providence Athenaeum and of 
the Butler Hospital foe the Insane. 

On the steep slope of College Hill (or Prospect Hill) in the east 
aide near the business district. is Brown University (t764)—one 
et the eight colleges in the United States founded before 776— 
closely connected with the history of Providence, Rhode Island, 
and the Baptist Church in America. It has an undeegradiste 
department for men, with courses, largely elective, leading to 
the degrees of A.B. and Ph.B., and courses, almost wholly pre-
scribed, in civil, mechanical and electrical engineering. It 
includes, besides " The Women's College M Stowe University," 
a separate college for women, and a graduate department 
open to both men and women. The campus is shaded by some 
fine old elms and Is surrounded by an iron fence with beautiful 
memorial gates. In limo there were IMeaty•tWO buildings, 
including the following: University Hall (erected in :77o and 
used during the War of Independence as barracks and hospital 
by American and French soldiers); Sayies Memorial Hall (t881), 
containing the chapel, lecture halls and seminary rooms; three 
hisary buildings, the John Hay Library (which occupies the 
site of the old President's House), the old University Library 
(x878) and the John Carter Brown Library (toad; the Ladd 
Astronomical Observatory, with a 11-in, equatorial and much 
other valuable equipment; Rhode Island Hall (t840), containing 
a biological laboratory and a natural history museum; Manning 
Hall (18u), containing an an museum; Wilson Hall (t891), con-
?silting a physical and a psychological laboratory; Rogers Hall 
(teat), a chemical laboratory; an engineering building (loos); 
the Lyman gymnasium (1891) and Colgate Hoyt swimming pool 
(Igoe; an administration building( ood ; the Soles gymna-
sium (1906) for women; Rockefeller Hall (1903), occupied by the 
Brown Union, a students' organisation and the Young Urns 
Christian Association, the residence halls: University Hall 
(177o, remodelled 1883), Hope College (1811 and des), Slater 
Hall 0870, Mascy Hall (a8et). and Caswell Hall :903); and the 
Carrie (dock) Tower. erected in It" by Paul Deism IL of Turin, 
Italy, as a memorial to his wife, Carrie Mathilde Brown, of 
Providence. Besides the genets! library, containing (moo) 
about 164.000 volumes, the univenity owns the separately 
housed John Carter Brown Meaty of mono volumes, one of 

' So called because Roger Williams was greeted here by Indians. 
via mid " What cheer. Nemo r Net*" meaning friend)  

the beat collections in the world of material on early American 
history (especially of books printed before t800), which, with 
an endowment of gsoo,coo, was presented to the university in 
.z9ol in accordance with the will of John Nicholas Brown, the 
son of John Carter Brown (1797-1874) a prominent Providence 
merchant, who began the collection. In t9o9 the university 
(had an endowment fund of $3,416,744, 90 instructors and 903 
students, of whom 88 were graduates; of the undergraduates 
179 were enrolled in the Women's College. The charter of the 
institution requires that it shall be governed by a board of thirty-
six trustees, of whom twenty-two shall be Baptists, five Friends, 
four Congregationalists, and five Episcopalians, and by twelve 
(fellows (including the president) of whom eight (including 
the president) shall be Baptists, " and the rest indifferently 
of any or all denominations." At the time it was framed the 
charter was considered extraordinarily liberal. Only two pro-
Visions are included regarding the character of instruction 
to be offered: first that " the public teaching shall in 
general respect the sciences," and second, that " into this 
!Liberal and catholic institution shall never be admitted any 
religious tests, but on the contrary all the members hereof shall 
forever enjoy full, free, absolute and uninterrupted liberty of 
conscience." The government has always been largely non-
sectarian in spirit, and a movement was. on foot in t9to to 
abolish -  the denominational requirements for trustees and 
fellows. 

Brown University, the first institution for higher education 
established by American Baptists. was incorporated in 1764, and 
although still under its original charter was known for the first 
I .rty years as Rhode Island College. The Latin or preparatory 
t.. - hool was opened at Warren in 1764 and the college was started 
there in 1766, but in 1770 the institution was removed to Provi-
dence. Although its work was interrupted by the War of Inde-
pendence. the institution was reopened in I782 and ten years 
later it began to receive aid from Nicholas Brown (1769-1841), 
is wealthy merchant who graduated from the Rhode Island College 
In 1786; it was named in his honour in 0304, and up to the time 
of his death his gifts amounted to about $16o.0oo. Dr Francis 
Wayland, the most eminent of its presidents, began his adminis-
'stain in 182- and in twenty-eight years of service as its head he 
Tablished the elective system and greatly raised the standard 
scholarship. Brown actually became a university under Elisha 

kenjarnin Andrews, who was president in 1889-1898. who developed 
the graduate school and undergraduate instruction in history 
and social and political science. and who was succeeded in 11499 
I.y William Herbert Perry Faunce (b. 1859). who graduated at 
Drown in ,880. In moo and loot more than Sr.000.000 was added 
to the endowment of the university. The Women's College was 
founded in 1891, and in 1897 it was accepted by the corporation 
as a department of the university. Among distinguished alumni 

Brown are Henry Wheaton D785-1848), John Hay, Richard 
I ■ Iney. James Burrill Angell (b. 18291 Adoniram Judson. William 
Learned Marcy, Wilbur Fisk. Horace Mann, Samuel Gridley Howe. 
llamas Sean, Edwards Amasa Park, Samuel Sullivan Cox, George 
Park Fisher, George Dana Boardman, Alexander Lyman Holley. 
find Albert Harkness. 

In Providence are the Rhode Island Normal School (in the 
north part of the city, in Gaspee St.; established in 1854; discon• 
linued in 1857; re-established in 1871), which has a fine building 

r ,osS), the Rhode Island Institute for the Deaf (t876), and the 
Lhode Island School of Design (1877; partially supported by 
I he state, since 1882, and by the city), affiliated with Brown 
University. The following secondary schools are in the city: 
four high schools, one of which is technical, La Salle Academy 
(1871; Roman Catholic, under the Brothers of the Christian 
Schools), Saint savior's Academy (Roman Catholic), the 
Academy of the Sacred Heart (Roman Catholic), Moses 
Brown School (Friends; at Portsmouth in 1784-1788; re-estab• 
Imbed in Providence in 014), the Brown school for boys (non-
sectarian), Fielden-Chace school for girls (non-sectarian), and 
the Lincoln School (non-sectarian). The public school system 
has benefited by the presence of Brown University, whose 
faculty has been largely represented on the school committee. 
by an agreement with the university its professor of the theory 
and practice of education is director of the training department 
in the high schools, and there are other schemes of co-operation 
Transition classes between the kindergarten and primary were 
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long peculiar to the Providence public schools. In r908 • 
" Sunshine School " was established, with sun and fresh-air 
treatment for invalid pupils. 

The Praid•a Journal (Independent, daily, 1829), the most 
important newspaper. published in the state, and the broom 
Bedlam (Independent, 1863) are controlled by the same corn- 

charitable institutions include the Rhode Island Hospital 
 863, private), the Prisoners' Aid Association 0872), the Providence 

Rescue Home and Mission (1896), the Bethany Home of RT,xle 
Island (1892), a temporary home for women; the House of the Good 
Shepherd (1904), the Lying-In  Hospital (1884). Saint Jo/kill's 
Hospital (1892; Sisters of St Francis). two dispensaries, a City 
Hospital for the Treatment of Contagious Diseases (1909) on Carutol 
Hill; the Butler Hospital for the Insane, which is one of the oldest 
institutions of its kind in the country, was established by a be-
quest of $30.000 left in 1841 by Nicholas Brown, and has about 
120 acres of beautiful grou nds on the western bank of the Seekonk; 
the Dexter Asylum for the Poor (endowed with the Dexter Fund 
and limited to those who have a legal settlement in Providence, 
se. have paid taxes on $200 worth of property for five years; and 
hence • charity of little practical use); a home for aged men (18751. a 
borne Inc aged women 08561, St Elizabeth's Home (1882, Pmtestant 
Fpiscopal) for incurable and convalescent women; a home for a.ted 
coloured women (1890). five temporary homes, the Rhode Island 
Catholic Orphan Asylum (1851, Sisters of Mercy), Si Vincent de 
Paul's Infant Asylum 0892, Sisters of Divine Providence). •St 
Ifiary's'Llhanage (1873, Protestant Episcopal). the State Home 
and 0885) for indigent and neglected children. Providence 
Children's Friend Society (1835), other homes for children, day 
nurseries, and the Providence Society for organizing charity (1139a). 
Jewish charities are prominent. The St Vincent de Paul Society 
Is the organized charity of the Roman Catholic churches. 

The harbour of Providence and its approaches have been much 
improved since the middle of the 19th century by the Federal 
and state governments. Between 1853 and 1873 the low-water 
depth of the channel was increased from 44 ft. to 12 ft., at a cost 
of 1.59,000; from r878 to 1895 the depth of the channel was 
further increased to 25 ft., and anchorage basins were created 
with a minimum depth of 20 ft. for a width of boo ft., with a 
minimum depth of 18 ft. for • width of 72 5  ft., with a minimum 
depth of 12 ft. for a width of 940 ft., and with a minimum depth 
of 6 ft. for a width of to6o ft. Between 7896 and 1906 the 
channel from Sassafras Point to the ocean was widened to 
mo ft. and by 29o9 the anchorage area, having a depth of ss ft., 
was further increased to about 288 acres. Between 1867 and 
woo the channel of the Seekonk river was dredged to a depth 
of 16 ft. as far as Pawtucket at the had of navigation. In 
i9o8 the commerce, largely coastwise, of Providence Harbor, 
amounted to 3,379,594 tons, chiefly coal, general merchandise 
and fish, valued at S93.309,495. In 1909 the value of the foreign 
imports, chiefly salt from Turks Island and lumber from Nova 
Scotia, amounted to 81,893,551, and the value of the exports to 
$12,317. Of greater importance to ProVidence than its com-
merce are its manufactures, the value of which in 1905 was 
$91,080,963, or 16.9% more than in woo. Its factory products 
were valued at es-S% of the state's total; its wage earners were 
40.9% of the state's total; and nearly one-half of the worsted 
goods and more than one-fourth of all the textiles made in the 
state were manufactured here, m weie four-fifths of the rubber 
and elastic goods, nine-tenths of the foundry and machine-shop 
products, and all the gold and silver refined, not from the ore 
The Gotham Company engage here in the manufacture of gold, 
silver and bronze works of art; the American Screw Company, 
the Brown k Sharpe Manufacturing Company, and the 
Nicholson File Company have factories here; and here the 
famous Cords engines were first made about 7847. In 1905 
Rhode Island ranked first among the statesaad Territories of the 
Union in the value of jewelry manufactured and more than 
99% of this was made in Providence, which produced 26.9% 
(by value) of all the jewelry made in the United States. The 
value of the jewelry made in Providence in toos was Ste,317,oso, 
being t5.6% of the value of the city's entire factory product. 
Closely allied with this manufacture were the reducing and re-
fining of gold and silver sweepings, he (none from ore), with a 
product value in ems of $4,260,608, and silversmithing and the 
'manufacture of silver-ware with products in mos valued at  

$5,323,264. Actually the largest industry in 2.05 use th 
manufacture of worsted goods, valued at $a aomaitor. Ode 
important manufactures are foundry and machine-shop praise 
(19o5, $9,358,6871, woollen goods ($z,o8o,6g8), cotton SICe 
($1 ,02 5, 264) and cotton small wares (8t,967,298), dyeing an 
finishing textiles ($2,254,074), rubber and elastic. gat 
($:.167,083), and malt liquors ($1,427,346). 
• Providence Is governed under a city charter of 5832, ode 

calmly amended. A town meeting is still held annually 
the administration of the fund (referred to above) called th 
Dexter donation. Under the city charter only Millen: sibs pal 
a tax on $234 worth of real property or $200 worth of pause 
property may vote for members of the city causal Lt. 
7842 there was the further requirements that every voter sbue 
be the eldest son of a freeholder. The city council is cooper 
of • board of aldermen, one from each of the ten wards, Mai 
may redistrict the city every five yam, and until ass sea 
as a returning board, and which is presided over by de maw 
and a common council of four members from. each ward, cleans 
in open ward-meeting by the qualified freeholders of the on 
Elections are annual. The aldermen and common cooed an 
togethet to organize and to elect municipal Whores, an ethr 
wise provided for. The greater size of the comma mad 
gives it the power in joint sessions; and although the we if 
the city for mayor is normally Democratic, the site if 
qualified freeholders (which is only about 4o%, of the total we 
for common-councilmen and aldermen is always Redid= 

The two houses acted before 18os as a board of dreamy 
the council now chooses a board of three members with a ono 
three years. The city council and a seism/ committer fill 
members (3 ex officio; so elected by wards. can each mien 
each ward for a three-year term) control the public Moe 
The mayor has had the veto power only since 34$; sad m 
2866 his veto could be overridden by a majority vett, e Oar 
fifths vote of each chamber is now neasssary. The Iwo ea 
at the head of the police department until toot, when ammo 
Ilion of three was created; until 1906 these police comaissees 
were appointed by the governor of the state, but they an ,* 
chosen by the mayor with the approval of the beard of alto 
men. In the same way the mayor appoints • comoussoad  
public works for a term of three years. The throe commiseem 
of the fire department and the t hese numbess of the bents 
the assessment of taxes are chosen by the city council De 
city treasurer (since 2858) and the overseer of the poor sad 
harbour-master (since t866) are elected by popular vote. Ile 
municipality owns and operates the waterworks and that se 
municipal bath-hotues. 

Providence was founded in :636 by Roger Williams, as road 
from Massachusetts, and its early history is closely booed is 
with the early history of Rhode blond. it being one of the as 
towns out of which this commonwealth was formed. flail 
agreed with Canonicus and bliastonotoo, the NaresSido 
sachems, for the purchase of * considerable tract ol had. " 
hams built his house about so (Least of what is now Noed Yw 
Street and nearly (Waite the confluence of the 
and Woonasquatucket rivers, and he named the place Proniso 
in recognition of his divine guidance hither. He and a Ls 
companions who had accompanied him into cab bawk■ if 
established a town government with monthly town aerial" 
and in the next year, 1637, after the arrival of a few maw antes 
a plantation covenant was adopted which laid the hods fe tM 
future commonwealth on a new principle—the complete Mao' 
Lion of religious and civil affairs. In shse Walken wooed 
a charter uniting Providence, Aquidneck (Portsomatb)„.soi Sea' 
port, 113 " The Incorporation of Providence Plasticine* ie 
Narraganset Bay in New England "; these three dem itad 
Warwick) organized in Providence in May do min its 
government The charter of the 24th of November AU."' 
the Governor and Company of the English Cohail al g1141 

 Island and Providence Plantations, perpetuated tie  Agit  
Providence Plantations, which still remains a part of  OW kri  
title of the state. Providence was ineorpueued as a tesa 

Paa,rt; 
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the Coheist Aron* Is tfue; in 173o-cyst, when the area of 
Providence was 37o sq. tn., Scituate (including Foster), Gloomier 
(including Burrillville), and Smithfield (including North Smith-
field and Lincobd were set off; in the neat thirty yeas the area 
of the township was reduced to 31 sq. an. by the separatios of 
Cranston, Johnston and North Providence, parts of which have 
been re-annezed since s86o. Providence was chartered as a 
city in ii133. During King Philip's War, in 1676, the town was 
attacked by Indians and the northern half was burned. In 
June 1772, a British schooner, the " Gasper," while chasing a 
Providence packet-boat ran aground at what has since become 
known as Gasper Point, whereupon its capture was planned by 
John Brows (1736-184), a Providence merchant, and the plan—
including the burning of the vessel--nss carried out under the 
command of Abraham Whipple (1733-4819). During the war 
much privateering was carried on from Providence. The 
British occupation of Newport during the War of Independence 
caused the transfer of the important foreign commerce of that 
city to Providence, but as a consequence of their superior railway 
facilities most of this went to New York and Bostoa before the 
middle of the loth century. In September Ass Providence 
was visited by a gale which did about St,000,coo damage to its 
shipping and other prowty. In tillo Providence had ceased to 
be a peat port and bad begun to be • textile manufacturing 
place. Until Seco Providence was one of the two capitals of 
the state, Newport being the other; since tow It has been the 
sole capital. 

See H. C Doer. " The Pleading end Growth of Providesee." in 
the Rhtlde Island Iliderieal neat (Providence. 11182) t W. A. Greece 
and others, The Providence Plaanikeu for Tos Hoodrol mod Fifty 
Yams (Providence, Oleo); W. R. Staples.

eden. " Providence, the 
Aimed, of gm Tam II 

Providence. PI•Viit NW Pidence. 1114.3): W. B. We 
Colony of 	, in L. P. Powell's thank Thom el Na. Betglenti 
(New York. 1 	t H. K. Stokes, " Finaaces and Asheinistracon of 
Provideace " ( • imore, lope) in Jokes 1 fspenrs Ilionoraly Seedier 
Is Ilioorient sad Pehlke! Science: and William Kirk and others. 
A Modern CON Prosakoss. Mode lass/, aid as din mist (Chicago, 
5909). 

PROVINCE (Lat. patinae; perhaps a contraction Of peel-
dun•), • term originally applied, in midget Rome, to the depart-
ment or spline of duty assigned to one of the higher magistrates, 
the consuls and praetors.' When, with the speed of the 
Roman arms, the government of conquered countries grew to 
be one of the most important duties of the higher magistrates. 
the term province, from designating the government of a con-
quered country as one particular duty of a Roman magbtrate, 
came to be used generally as a designation of dm count* ,  itself. 
Thus is later days it was applied to analogous territorial sub-
divisions of a country, as opposed to the centre of govetnessur 
and apart from any territorial signification, the term Is used 
generally for a sphere of duty. 

It is to the older sense of the term as a subject territory Mari 
outside of Italy and governed by Roman magistrates that the 
following historical remarks apply:— 

As distinguished from Italy, the provinces paid tribute to Rome, 
for, at least from the time of the Gracchi, it was a recognized 
constitutional principle that the provinces were the estates of 
the Roman people and were to be managed for its benefit. 
Under the republic the constitution of a province was drawn up 
by the victorious Roman general assisted by ten commissioners 
appointed by the senate from its own body, and the province 
was henceforth governed on the lines laid down In this constitu-
tion or charter (ks Dream -km). For administrative purposes 
the province was divided Into districts, each With its erPitri, the 
magistrates and council of which were responsible for the col-
lection of the district taxes. For judicial purposes the province 
was divided into circuits (ontreafes), and in the chief town 
of each circuit the governor of the province moistly held 
mixes. 

, Only those magistrates who had issurinw (military power) 
had a province. When the province of a postwar is mentioned It 
Wen to the province of the consol or praetor to whom the quanta, 
is uhatdinete, Is familiar lammesige say Wisps wee called • 
provinces 

Cities takes by the sworn were destroyed, and their bode 
were turned into Roman domains and were let out by the censors 
at Rome to private persons, who undertook to pay a certain pro-
portion of the produce. Royal domains, such as those of 
Syracuse, Macedonia, Pergamum, Bithynia and Crone were also 
confiscated. On the other band communities which surrendered 
without offering an obstinate resistance were usually allowed to 
retain their personal freedom and private property, and their 
chief town was left in the enjoyment of its territory and civil 
rights; but all the lands were subjected to a tax, consisting 
either of a payment in kind (wned) or of a fixed sum of money 
(lribWsu., stipenditte), and in some cases a custom-duty (per-
nylon) was levied. It is to this latter class of communities (the 
drinks scalp:kr or stiterohlarise) that the large majority of the 
provincial states belonged. In a better position were those 
states whose freedom was guaranteed by Rome on the ground 
of old alliances or special loyalty. Their freedom was recognized 
either by • treaty or by a decree of the Roman people or senate. 
As a decree of the people or senate could at any time be recalled, 
the position of the free states without • treaty was more pre-
carious than that of the treaty states (deans: fo•deralee). The 
latter, though not allowed to meddle in foreign politics, enjoyed 
a certain amount of Internal freedom, retained their lands, paid 
no taxes, and were bound to render those services only which 
were expressly stipulated for in the original treaty, each as 
furnishing ships and troops, supplying corn at a certain price 
and receiving Roman officials and soldiers es rode. Amongst 
these treaty states were Missals (Marseilles), Athens, Rhodes 
and Try. The privileges of the free but not treaty states were 
somewhat sInular, but, as stated, more precarious. All political 
distinctions, save that between slave and freeman, disappeared 
when Caracallo bestowed the Roman franchise on the whole 

uncial &ch.—Apart from the government by Roman 
officials, every province appears to have bad, at least under the 
empire, • provincial assembly or Diet of its own (cualimis or 
com•uwe), and these Diets are interesting as the first attempts 
at representative assemblies. The Diet met annually, and was 
composed of deputies (kgali), from the provincial districts. It 
arraaged for the celebration of religious rites and games, especiallA 
(under the empire) for the worship of the emperor, the neglect 
of which was severely punished. The actual celebration was 
under the conduct of the high priest of the province, a person of 
mach dignity and importune, perhaps the forerunner of the 
Christian bishop. The Diet also decreed the erection of statues 
and monuments; it passed votes of thanks to the outgoing 
governor, or forwarded complaints against him to Rome; and 
it bad the right ad sending embassies direct to the senate or 
the emperor. 

TM Propylene' Ceessur.—The provinces were adminbtered by r=seat direct from Roma. who held office for a year. From 
tion of the first provinces in 227 B.C.-down to the time 

• Sulla 	a.cithe governor* were praetors (see PRAETOR); from 
the time of Su to that of Augustus the praetors remained ih 
Ream during their year of of ice, and at the end of it assumed the 

t of • province with the title of propramor. This applies, 
government to provinces which were in a settled state and COUIII 
consequently be administered without a large military force. A 
provisos which was the seat of war, or was at least in a disturbed 
state, was committed to the care either of one of the consuls for 
the year or or a commander specially appointed for the purpose with 
the tide of proconsul, who might be one of the consuls of the pre-
ceding or d aprevious yam, or else a former praetor, or even. in 
rare cases. a private MthVideal who had held neither consulship 
nor proctorship. Thus the distinction between consular (or pro-
coasuisr) sod pramorial (or propractorial) provinces varied from 
year to year with the watery exigencies of different parts of the 
empire. At the close of the republic, however, we And even such 
• pesodul psovince as Asia administered by • proconsul. In the 
earlier period or the sepubfic the senate either before or after the 
elections determined which provinces were to be governed by con-
suls and which by mitten, and after their election the consuls 
strargyd between themselves by lot or otherwise which of the 
promisees unabated by the senate each should have, and similarly 
with the praetors, But in order to guard against partiality the 
Sempronian law of try S.C. provided that the senate should yearly 
eftrasrOm the two counter proviacin before the eternal of the 
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coasids, and that the corals should after theiteleetion but bdore 
their entry on office arrange between themselves which of the two 
provinces each should have. The Pompeian law of D.C. enacted 
that no one should hold the governorship of a province WI at least 
five years after his consulship or proctorship. This law was re-
pealed by Caesar after the battle of Phandia. but was re-enacted 
under Augustus; it severed the. connexion which had previously 
existed between an urban magistracy and the governorship of a 
province, and turned the latter, from the mere prolongation of a 
Roman magistracy, into an iadependent office. Ube magistracies 
at Rome a provincial governorship was-regularly held for one year; 
but, unlike them, it could be prolonged. formerly by a vote of the 
pmple, later by • decree of the senate. The Julian law of Caesar 
(pS -a.c.) enacted that the governorship of a consular province should 
be held for two, that of • praetorian province for one year. The 
necessary supplies of men and money were voted to the governor 
by the senate. His staff consisted of one or more lieutenants 
(tegaa), a quaestor (q.v.) and numerous subordinates. The lieu-
tenants were nominated by the senate from men of senatorial rank , • 
if they proved incompetent, the governor dismissed them; a 
they showed ability, be entrusted them with military or judicial 
functions. Besides these the governor took with him from Rome 
a number of young men of the upper classes to assist him in the 
government. These were known as the companions (conalles) or 
suite of theitovernor, sometimes, but incorrectly, as the praetorian 
cohort (see FRAZTOIJAMS). These members of his suite were chosen 
by the governor himself, who was responsible for them, but they 
were maintained at the expense of the state, and under the empire 
received regular pay. In addition there was a crowd of beadles, 
clerks, couners, criers, doctors, dragoman/4 not to speak of 
freedmen and slaves for the personal service of the govesnor. Under 
the republic the governor was not allowed to take his wife with him 
to hisprovince ; under the empire he might do so, but he was answer- 
able for her conduct Before setting out for his province the 

, clad in the purple military robe of his office, offered seed. 
Con the Capitol; then immediately after 	ng the insparium 
ct military command he marched out of the city 	the Wiperion 
could only be exercised outside of Rome and was forfeited by 
staying in the city), preceded by his sergeants (liclores), and accom-
panied by his suite. He was bound to travel direct to his pro-
vince; the means of transport were supplied partly by the state, 
partly by the provinces through which he travelled. His year of 
office began from the day he set foot in his province, but the time 
of arrival varied with the length and difficulty of the route. In 
the hands of the governor all powers military and civil were united. 
He commanded all the troops in the province, and had power to 
min levies of Roman citizens as well as of wovincials, and to make 
requisitions of war material. He possessed both criminal and civil 
junsdiction; as criminal judge he had the.power of life and death, 
and from his sentence none but Roman citizens could appeal; as 
civil judge he was guided ;wetly by the charter of the province 
(lex proonscsac), partly by Me edict which it was customary for him 
to issue before his entrance on office (compare Pturroa), partly by 
the original lava of the country so far as their validity was acknow-
ledged by the charter or by the governor's own edict. Under the 
aspire Gains wrote a commentary on the provincial edict, and it 
is usually supposed that this was a jgeneral edict drawn up for use 
in all the provinces and superseding all separate edicts for the 
different provinces. Momnisen, however, is of opinion that Geier 
only commented on the edict of a parthelar province. 

Condition of the Provinces fouler She Rapids:sc.—Under the republic 
the Roman poi,* regarded the provinces as so many estates from 
which they were to derive revenue. The weal or woe of the pro-
vincials was of no moment, but the development of the material 
resources of the provinces was of great moment. Hence agriculture 
and commerce were encouraged, settlements were made, roads and 
aqueducts were constructed; in short, the Roman aimed at exploit-
ing his empire by a system of prudent economy as far as possible 
removed from the blind rapacity which has turned the empire of 
the Turk from a garden into a wilderness. But the Roman 
welt too apt to look on their provinces as their own peculiarrlior.   
they had usually bought their way to office at vast expense, and they 
now sought in the provinces the means of reimbursing themselves 
for the expenditure they had incurred at Rome. The annual 
change of governor was thus a frightful calamity to the provincials, 
for every year brought a repetition of the same extravagant de-
/stands to be met by the same or, as the province became exusted, 
*till heavier sacrifices. Redress was to be had originally by a com-
plaint to the senate; after teo s.c. there was a regular court estab- 
Gibed at Rome for the trial of cases of extortion (updated/re) by 
provincial governors. But, even when after much trouble and 
expense the provincials had arraigned their oppressor, it was difficult 
to secure his condemnation at the hands of furies composed (as 
they usually were) of men who had a fellow-feehng for the offender 
because they had themselves committed or hoped for means of 
committing similar offences. Besides the governor, two dames 
of harpies joined in wringing the uttermost farthing from the 
unhappy provincials. These were the pnbticast or farmers of 
the taxes, and the money-lenders (mega:sworn), who supplied • 
temporary accommodation at ruinous rate* of interest. Boa these 

dames were recruited from the ranks of the Romeo Itadglora. anal 
since from the henna of Gaits Cocchi» (too e tc.) tine *was 
were drawn at t exclusively and after Sulla's tune on ex 
partially from the knightly order, 1  the provincial woad 
not check the excesses of those blood-suckers wirfwsg tuber a 
condemnation at the hands of their brettees. Accordingly be owner-
ally made common cause with them, backing their enactions sawn 
needful by military force. 

The Provinces under She Empire—Under the empires the pro. 
Awes fared much better. The monarchyy tended to callitarrado elms 
distinction between Romans and provlatiaa by reductive tar! to • 
common level of subjection to the emperor, who sorted out Demo 
justice to all his subjects. The first centuries of the Clatino• 
era were probably for some of the countries included in ck 
Roman Empire the happiest of their history: Gibbons iodated fool 
on the period from the death of ponsitian to the ACCIMMIIM et 
Commodes (96-1130 a.m.) as the happiest age of the 'repaid. 

i Augustus, in 27 a.c., divided the provinces into isomer- id ass 
senatorial. Those which, from their proximity to the frontier or 
the turbulence of their population, required the presence of • 
army were placed wader the direct control of the emperor: dew 
which needed no troops were left to be administered by the loam 
(1) The senatorial provinces were ruled by an annual fovorror 
under the republic. Of these provinces Augustus ordained dm 
Africa and Asia should be consular, the test pratetosiam ; bee et 
the governors of the senatorial provinces were now called me 
consuls. Their powers and diode* were much the same es cho 
had been under the republic, except that they bad now no trots 
or only a handful to maintain order.1) The imperial pennon 
were governed by imperial lieutenants higati Cossarisi, who we 
nominated by the emperor and baldoffice at his pleasure: al e 
them had the power of the sword (Jos grail). For the whose 
tration of the finances these lieutenants had procurators stair 
them, while the governors of the manorial provinces conanst 
to have quaestors as under the republic. Another duo of inner* 
provinces consisted of those which from the physical nature d 11, 
country (as the Alpine districts) oe the backward swats of chow 
Hon (as Maaretank and Thrace) or the stubborn character r te 
people Judaea and Egypt) were not adapted to seceire a two 

constitution. Thar were regarded as domains at lb 
emperor, and were managed by a procurator (in the raw of Ems 
by a praefeet, see PRAZVICT) nominated by and responsible to Mr 

=f the empire all provincial (overeats received aired 
salary. Complaints against them were brought before tko arm. 
and the accusers were allowed a senator to act as their ;Advocaat 
The lengthened  periods during which the governors. at least in the 
imperid provinces. held office, together with the oversight arched 
by the emperor, alleviated materially the poeurin of the preincin 
under the empire. In order to keep himself well informed of mkt 
was passing in the empire, Augustus established ani  When+, 
official despatches were (emended by couriers and o  
were conveyed by coaches. The post, however, was only C'rlis 
use of the government; no private person was allowed, melees k
an exceptional co/mission, to avail himself of it. (J. G. FA.; X.) 

AUTHORITIES.—The most exhaustive account of the ROCILMI 
provinces and their administration will be found in Ma= 
Rem:sake Seantsverusabster (Mt), vol. 	See also W. T. 
Ronan P700iStieti Administrationlifiy9); Mosomsen, Romeo Pre. 
rime" wader the Empire (1884); C.  algan, L'Atintsmstrasson fa 
provinces sessesoriaks sons rempire. with full bibliography of the 
subject; and T. M. Taylor. Consliirtiostel and Pd' 	.U ►y 

'Rene (1/99). 

PROVINCETOWN, a township at the N. end of Cape Cod. in 
Barnstable county, Massachusetts, U.S.A. Pop. . (ISM. 464:. 
(two), 4247; flow U.S. census) 4369. Area about qi sq. n. 
The township is served by the New York, New Haven & Hart. 
ford railway, and by a steamship line to Boston. The harbour, 
which is important as a harbour of refuge, is protected on ape 
east by land, and the Federal government has strengthened dm 
protection by dikes and groins and other sand-catching devices, 
it has five lighthouses. There is a magnificent beach stretching 
So m. from Provincetown village to Easthatn. The ...Mate is a 
summer resort. Through many generations the inhabitants 
have gained their living chiefly from the sea; the tosendupt 
fisheries, however, have greatly decreased In impOrtasue Ole 
invested capital diminishing 67.5% in ass-*So il. The 
prosperity it retains is not a little due to Portuguese from the 
Cape Verde Islands and the Azores, and to British Antennas. 
Provincetown village was long second only to Gloucester is 
the cod fisheries, which low prices and the introduction of 
larger vessels and correspondingly costliet fittings have vastly 

Sella encluded the apices from the list; the lee Audis 04 
reinstated them. 
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lessodkapped, Whaling steaks a remnant of Its old importance, 
and there are'also mackerel and shore fisheries, oil-works, cold 
storage establishments for preserving fish far food and bait, and 
canning works for herring. The first settlement here was made 
about 168o; it became a " district " or precinct of in sue, 
and was established as S township with its present tome in 1717. 
Provincetown harbour was poesibiy visited by Gaspar Conned 
in s yon; Gosnold explored it and its vicisity in 16m, and John 
Smith was here in 1614. It was in this harbour that the " May-
flower" compact (see Ifeeatcsuorws) was drawn up and 
*good by the Pilgrims before they proceeded to Plymouth. in 
t 62o; here John Carver was chosen the first governor of Plymouth 
Colony, and Provincetown was the fast tenches place (on Satur-
day the nth lost of November) of the Pilgrims in the New 
World. A memorial of the " compact," of polished Acton 
granite, 6 ft. high, with two bronze tablets, was erected before 
the town-hall by the Old Colony Cow:Wales, and en High Pole 
Hill on the soth of August tan the cornerstone of a second 
memorial (completed in sem, dedicated Aug. 5, 1910), a granite 
tower, 2$2 ft. high, was laid, addresses being delivered by 
Freaik est Roosevelt, James Bryce and IL C. Lodge. In Pro. 
vincetown harbour, on the sat of January i86s, James M. Meson 
and John Slidell, the envoys of the Confederate States to Greet 
Britain and France respectively, who had been taken by a 
Federal vessel from the British ship " Trent," were restored by 
the Federal authorities to ILB.M.S. " Rinaldo," after their 
detention in Fort Warren in Boston harbour. 

PROVIIIII, a town of northern France, capital of an arron-
dissement of the department of Seine•et-Marne, at the junction 
of the Durtain with the Yount* (an affluent of the Seine), 59 in-
E.S.E. of Paris by rail. Pop. (1906), 7546. The town enjoys a 
certain reputation for its mineral waters (which contain iron, 
lime, and carbonic acid, and are used for bathing and drinking', 
and is also known from its trade in rows, but it derives a higher 
interest from numerous remains of its medieval prosperity. 
Provins is divided into two quarters—the villa-haute and 
the less ancient vilk-basse—which in the seth century were 
surrounded by fortifications. There still remains a great part 
of these fortifications, which made a circuit of about 
strengthened at intervals by tows, generally round, and now, 
being bordered with fine trees, form the principal promenade of 
kite tom*. The large tower situated within this line, and variously 
known as the king's, Caesar's or the prisoners' tower, is one of 
the most curious of the :Ws century keeps now exclot. The 
bass Is surrounded by a thick mound of masonry added by the 
English In the 15th  century when they were masters of the 
tows. The tower serves as belfry to the church of St Quirisce, 
which dates its foundation from the uth century. These two 
buildings in the ville4saute rise picturesquely from the crest 
of a deep wooded hill above the vilk-balsa The church 
preserves among its treasures the pootifiad ornaments of St 
Edmund of Canterbury (d. tut). The interior is plain, but 
wry beautifully proportioned. The appearance of the esterier 
offers from an inappropriate dome erected above the crossing. 
The palace of the counts of Champagne. some fragments 
of winch alto belong to the tath century. is occupied by 
the COOVINIASI college, The old tithe-bun is A building of the 
math century with two fine vaulted &embus, one of which it 
below ground. The church of. St Ayoul dates from the with to 
the 16th centuries, the tram* being the oldest put; it is in a 
sate of stoat dilapidation, and the choir ii used as a storehouse. 
St Croix Wangs partially to the leth century. Eatensive 
cellars, used as warehouses in the middle ages, extend beneath 
pathos of the town. On Mont Ste Catherine, opposite Preiins. 
the general hospital occupies the site of an old convent of St 
Clue, of which them remains • cloister of the 14th  century. 
The sub-prefecture, tribunals of first instance and of commerce 
its &nog the public Lastitutions. Them is an active trade in 
pain, livestock and wool, and the industries include flour-
Wing, uunery-prdening. Inickmaking, and the manufac-
ture of porcelain. pianos, gas and pencil mines; agricultural 
Ingieur.ers and agar. 

Prod= begin to figure in history is the 9th century. Passing 
from the counts of Vermandois to the counts of Champagne, it 
rapidly attained a high degree of prosperity. Cloth and leather 
were its staple meaufectures, and its fairs, attended by traders 
from all parts of Europe, were of as much amount as those of 
Beau:eke, *bile its money had currency throughout Europe. 
In the 13th century the population of the tows is said to have 
reached 6o,000; hut the plague of tes8 and the famine of lug 
proved disesteem. The Hundred Years' War. during which 
Provins was amused and recaptured, completed the ruin of 
the town. During the religious wars it sided with the Catholic 
party and the League, and Henry IV. obtained possession of it 

s 59s only atter thirteen days' siege. 
See Pak Bourquelot, Hietare de Rants (it vets.. Previa,. 

1839-1340). 
PROVISION (lat.leaisict), • tens meaning strictly the act 

of providing, or anything provided, especially iss respect of food 
(provisions) or other necessaries. In coostitutiond law it 
signifies the act by which an ecclesiastical office or benefice is 
confeered by a perms having competent authority for the 
pumas; and the word is specially used of appointments made 
by the pope is demotion of the rights of ecclesiastical patrons. 
Innocent ILL (s se&-to 16) seems to have been the first pope who 
directed palates to collate his nominees to canonises and other 
benefices, but it was diulug the pontificate of Innocent IV. 

43-liS4) that the poetics first assumed alarming proper. 
dim Vigorous protests were then made in England and Francs 
against the large awoke of papal provisions in favour of non-
resident Italian clerks. These protests were not without effect 
for a while; but the popes, finding it impossible to catty on the 
work of government without this means of rewarding their 
servants, seen began to show little regard to national protests. 
The English parliament held at Carlisle in tem petitioned the 
king for • remedy against this abuse, but though he promised 
redress nothing was done. Meanwhile the popes had been 
asserting deism to appoint bishops in certain events on their 
own initiative, and at last Clement V. (13e5-131.3) reserved 
to himself the right of appointment in all cases After his time 
there is scarcely an instance of an English bishop being elected 
in accordance with the older procedure by the cathedral chapter. 
If aa election were made the pope usually either overrode it by 
another appointment or, ignoring the election, appointed the 
dieted clerk by a bull of provision. The Hundred Yeats' Wu 
caused an outburst of indignation against the use of papal  pro. 
onions, whether to the canaries and collative offices or tit 
bishoprics. The popes had taken up their residence at Avignon 
and had become mere creatures of the kings of France. The 
English nobility end ginner wets binge at teeing vast sums of 
money pass out it the country into the hands of their anemic,. 
To remedy the evil the first Statute of Provisoes was enacted in 
lass. It declared that the free elections of bishops and other 
dignitaries should take place in accordance with the ancient 
practice; that bishops and ecclesiastics should have free present*. 
tiona to benefices and offices in their gift; that in the event of 
any provision being made by the pope the king should have the 
same right of collation as his progenitors had before they granted 
free election; and similarly where  the pope provided to a beatfiro 
or office is the gift of secular or mule,  clergy the king wear to 
have the collation for that occasion. Provisoes who interfered 
with the rights of the kieg or patron were Batik to arrest sad 
imprisonment on conviction, The act was suppkreented in 
sem by the first Statute of Peacmunke, by which appeals outside 
the realm were prohibited sad pumas who offended were made 
liable to outlawry. This legislation against papal provisions was 
anti-clerical radio than ami-papal. There are no 'iglu that it 
was promoted by the English clergy, who seem to have accepted 
the claim of the popes to control their patronage. In spite of 
the statutes the popes still continued, as the papal registers 
show, to make provisions to English benefices and offices, and 
it is evident that the statutes were not enforced. The Statute 
of Provisoes was confirmed by a second statute in 1364, but this 
again seems to hive bad little alert. Attempts were made to 
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establish a concordat on the subject between the ling and pope; 
Its terms, however, were all in favour of the latter. At last, 
in. 1389, a third Statute of Provisos was enacted which 
provided that the statute of r35r should be firmly holden for 
ever and " put in due execution from time to time in all manner 
of points." The new statute was carried into effect as regards 
anomie' and benefices; but, until the Refoemation, bishops 
were non:belly appointed by a papal bull of provision. The 
person appointed, however, was usually nominated by the king, 
and the bull' was set issued without his consent. 

AITI/IONTIES.—Statutes of tie Realm; Calendar; if Papal Regrew; 
5. Le Neve. Atari etdesiae ernilicanae: Rolls ry arliament• . W. 
Maitland. Canal Law is the Chunk of England; W. Stubbs, Cos-
slitsdioolal flume, of England; Aisles sacra. : (G. J. T.) 

PROVISIONAL ORDER. a method of procedure followed by 
several goverment departments in England, alnhbrising action 
on the part of local authorities under various acts of parliament. 
Procedure by provisional order is a substitute for the more 
expensive course of private bill legislation; it is usually employed 
for such purposes as alteration of areas, compulsory purchase 
of land, building of light railways, &c. A preliminary local 
inquiry is first held in public by an inspector of the department 
to whom application has been made to issue it. Upon the report 
of the inspector and other information the department decides 
whether or not to issue the order. The order when issued has no 
force until it is confirmed by parliament. For this purpose it 
b included with other orders in a confirming bin, introduced by 
the minister at the head of the department concerned. In both 
houses of parliament all provisional order bills are referred to 
examiners for compliance with standing orders. In the House of 
Lords, if • provisional order bill is opposed, ft is referred to a 
select committee and then to a committee of the whole house; 
if not opposed, it goes, after second reading, to a annerittee 
of the whole houie, and in both cases then proceeds as a 
public bill. In the House of Commons, the bill goes after second 
reading to the committee of selection or to the general committee 
on railway and canal bills; if unopposed It is treated as an 
unoppcised private bill; If opposed it goes to a private bill 
committee, which hears evidence for and against. 

PROVO, a city and the county-seat of Utah county, Utah, 
'U.S.A., on the Provo rivet, 3 m. E. of Utah Lake, and about 
es rn. S. by E. of Salt Lake City. Pep. (189o), 5t59; (two), 
6:83 (reili foreign-born); (Iwo) 8925. Provo is served by the 
Rio Grande Western and the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt 
Lake railways. It is situated at an altitude of about 4530 ft., 
in a region of fine scenery, Provo Cation, Bridal Veil •Falls and 
Utah Lake being of especial interest. The city has a general 
hospital and is the seat of the state mental hospital end of 
Brigham YouneUrrivelsity (a Marmon institution), founded by 
Brigham Young in z875, opened as an aeademy to 18161end in-
corporated in 1896; it comprises a college and high eorirmercial, 
music, lute add trades, agricultural Ind preparatory schools: 
Provo has various manufactures, including wolfed goods, lbw, 
pottery and bricks, and the city is a shipping point for a fertile 
agricultural and fmitifroducing region. Within a radius of 
forty or fifty miles of Prove are a number of important mines. 
Provo welettled fir 1849 and was chartered as ft city in tits I. 

PROVOST (throtigh O. Fr. nresese, mod. trete, Let. free-
tosittes,set ewer, from itreepettere, to place in front), a title Waned 
to various ecclesiastical and sectaak offices. In ecclesiastical 
usage the word praefrositas wets at first applied by the Churth 
fathers to any ecclesiastical ruler of dignitary. It early, bon, 

 ever, gained a more specific sense as applied to the offidel next 
in dignity to the abbot of a monastery, or to the superior of a 
single cell. Thus in the rule of St Benedict the provost (pro& 
pedlar) is the superior of the monastery immediately subordinate 
to the abbot, the dean (decassm0 being associated with him. 
From the Benedictine ride this arrangement was taken over by 
Chrodegang of Metz when be introduced the monastic organizi' '- 
Hon of cathedral chapters. In these the provostship (pee-
nodlure) was normally held by the archdeacon, white the office of 
dean fell to the archpriest. In many cathedrals the temporal  

duties of the archdeacons made it impossible for them to fella' 
those of the provostship, and the headship' of the chapter thus 
fell to the dean. In England the title ' provost " has thus 
everywhere given way to that of " dean "; in Germany, on the 
other hand, Probe " is still the style of the heads of certain 
chapters. The title has also been preserved in certain dioceses 
of the German Evangelical Church as the eqtdvalent of Senerfew 
Seeded, and both the Roman Catholic and Protestant chaplains-
general of the forces have sometimes, e.g. in Prussia, the title 
Fddpreint. The heads of Augustinian and Dominican friaries 
are termed "provost or prior" ( ►aepeditts ed frier), these of 
Cistercian monasteries "provost or warden " (pearpositus set 
castes). Finally the name preeposues was sometimes used for 
the secular odometer of a monastery . With the ecdesbstical 
use of the title is connected its English application to the heads 
of certain colleges; " provost " is still the style of the principals 
of Queen's, Oriel and Worcester. Colleges at Oxford, of King's 
College at Cambridge, of Trinity College at Dublin and of Eton 

As a secular title iltreeposiess Is also 'very old; we need only 
instance the preepositns sari ettlactdi of the late Roman Empire, 
and the nraelresitas MOW of the Carolingian court. The impel ,. 
tent developments of the title in France'  re dealt with below. 
From France the title found its way into Setstland, where it 
survives in the style (provost) of the principal magistrates of 
the royal boroughs (" lord provost" in Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
Aberdeen, Perth and Dundee), and into England, where It is 
applied to certain officers charged with the naintentsee of 
military discipline. A provost-marshal is as officer of the army 
appointed when troops are on service abroad for the pews$ 
repression of all offences. He may at any time arrest and detain 
for trial persons subject to military law committing offences, 
and may also carry into execution any punishments to be in-
flicted in pursuance of a court martial (Army Act :88e, 74. 
A ptovostuergeant is an officer responsible' for the maintenance 
of order when soldiers are in the United Kingdom. A provost-
sergeant may be either garrison or regimental. and be has under 
his superintendence the garrison or regintental police. 

(W. A. P.) 
The Prevost in Franca—The word tea* (provost) in old 

French law had many applications. In conformity with its 
etymology (Inetegtosites) it could be applied to any person pieced 
at the bead of • branch of the public service, a position which, 
according to the old principles, habitually carried with It a 
right of jurithiction. It is thus that there was at Paris the " pro-
vost of Paris," who was a Loyal fudge, and the " ptovost of 
the merchants" -(pre * des snerthands), the head of the Paris 
mtnicipefity, There were besides—to mention only the prin• 
cipal provoata—the "provostsof the marshals of Fran ,* "000114V 
der tow MMus de Prtmte); of vilukn more below; the " provost of 
the royal palace " ►ee& if ?Mel di ref) or " grand proves( of 
Prance " (grand pees& de Preset); and the " peovest general " 
(pret* general) or "grand provost of the mint" (peed pow Jo 
,enemies). But the most important and best known provosts, 
who formed part of a general and comprehensive orgathaation, 
wire the "royal provosts" (riv6fs royalist), the lower category 
of the royal judges. It must be borne in mind, however, that 
the magistrates belonging to the Inferior category of royal 
judges (fetes subaliernes) bid dilletent designations' In sm 
parts of Fance. In Normandy and Burgundy they were tilled 
ehdidahts, and elsewhere—especially in the south—aigniere. 
These were titles which bad tratehlished themselves in the great 
fiefs befote their reunion with the Crown and had survived this. 
The royal Imamate, on the other hand, were a' creation of the 
Capetian monarchy. 

The date of this creation is uncertain, but was without doubt 
some time in the I Ith century. The provosts replaced the 
viscounts wherever the viscounty had not become a fief, and 

I Where. however, de head-mester, though technically sub. 

eV: to the prow:e tas the _affective bud o( the school. 
in a register Of the ctratelet of Paris in the red century, 

we read: " I Paris on Is previa* de Paris at cede des mar hens 
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in is possible that in molting them the Oman *as battle* the 
ecclesiastical onganisation in which the peeves( figured, notably 
in the chapters. The royal provosts had at fast a double 
character. In the first place they fulfilled all the functions 
which answered locally to the royal power. They collected all 
the revenues of the domain and all the taxes and dues payable to 
the king within the limits of their jurisdiction. Doubtless, too, 
they had certain military function's, being charged with the duty 
of calling out certain contingents for the royal service; there 
survived until the end of the awing ?few certain military 
provosts triteOts I'll* (provosts of the sword) who were re-
placed in the administration of justice by • lieutenant. Finally, 
the provosts administered justice, though certainly their com-
petence in this matter was restricted. They had no jurisdiction 
over noblemen,or over feudal 000xats(kontstes de fie/1mb° claimed 
the jurisdiction of the court of their overlord, whore they were 
judged by their peers—the other vassals of the same lord. 
Neither had they jurisdiction over the open couatry, the plot 
pays, where this belonged to local seigneurs; and even lathe towns 
over which they were set their jurisdiction was often limited by 
that of the municipal courts established for the benefit of the 
burgesses. The second characteristic of the old provosts was 
that their offices was farmed for a limited time to the highest 
bidder. It was simply an application of the system of farming 
the taxes. The provost thus received the speculative right to 
collect the revenues of the royal domain in the district under his 
jurisdiction; this was his principal concern, and his judicial 
functions were merely accessory. By theme short appointments 
the Crown guaranteed hull against another danger: the por.ible 
conyereloa by the functionary of the function into a property. 
Very early, however, certain provostships were bestowed ex 
garde, i.e. the provost bad to account to the king for all he 
collected. The pundits en Prete were naturally a source of 
abuses and oppression, the former seeking to maks the most of 
the concession he had bought. Naturally, too, the people com-
pkthed. From Joinville we learn how under St Louis the 
provomehip of Petit became a ► O* en garde. At the death 
of Louis XL the "040 es 

the 
 wen still numerous and 

provoked a remonstrance horn the Statergeneral of rs&s. Their 
loPPreesion was promised by Charles VIII. fa 1423, but they 
see again referred to in the grade twdennexer of 1498. They 
disappeared in the 16th tummy, by which time the provosts 
become regular officials, their office king purchasable. 

Other tranclormotions had previonsly taken place. The 
Creation of the royal haggis reduced the protests to a subaltern 
rank. Each &IOU had in his district a emelt number of pro-
vosts, who became his inferiors in the official hierarchy. When 

clods istroducdon) the provost, the sphere of ribose competency 
were instituted (and this was one of the earliest Instances 

was Hated, was subject to an appeal to the MINI, though his 
judgment had hitherto been without appeal. idoteover, in the 
Loth century they had ceased to collect the IOVCOdes of the royal 
domain, except where the Orbital was en fore*, end royal. 
tellectote (reemenrs rayons) had been appolotedfor this purpose. 
The summoning of the feudal costIngenti, the kw and arrilre-ban, 
had pasted into the bands of tbo Thus • the provosts 
were left for their sole function as inferior judges for non-nobles, 
the appends from their sentences going to the beads, who also had 
juAd Ion in the lint instance over actions brought against 
hobies mad in cases moved for the crown judges (tat matte). 
This coritsposded to a prindpie which bad also applied in the 
stint feudal courts in the isth and tgtb centuries, clime a 
distinction was made between judicial acts which could be pee-
lonneden pda0f1, mad these which had to be performed Ina solemn 
twist (oust); this did not, however, always Imply the existence 
of a superior and an inferior official, a provost and a kaiak 

Ms Fovea in the exercise of his legal functions sat close as 
judge, and be close etesecised the judicial authority at his tri-
bunal; but he bad to cartels whit certain lawyers (away& or 
prearews) chosen by himself, whom, to use the technical phrase, 
he " summered to his council " (arnica 1 son wawa). In 
• clicicl commelbes (prousillersenegidirear) awe esestod, but 
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were suppressed by the adenoma of Blois of t en. The office 
was restored in thee by a simple decree of the royal council, but 
it was opposed by the parlements, and it seems to have been 
conferred in but few cases. 

The " provosts of the marshals of France," mentioned above, 
were 'bowlegs' officials Wieder+ de la robe cane) faratiag part of the 
body of the wardeltatuste which was under the antics regime what 
the gocla►essrie was after the Revolution. Their original function 
was to judge offences committed by persons following the army, 
but in the course of the tath and t5th centuries they acquired 
the right of judging certain crimes and misdemeanours, by whom-
soever committed. They became stationary, with fixed spheres 
of authority, and the offences falling within their competency 
came to be called ear preclloax. These were, the worst crimes 
of violaxe, and all crimes and otiadetneanouni committed by 
old offenders (repris de justice), who were familiarly known as 
the giblet der prints der alarkiaIss (gool•binb). Theirs was 
really a kind of military jurisdiction, from which there was 
no appeal; but the provost was bound to associate with himself 
a certain number of ordinary judges or graduates in law. The 
provost of the mamba's did not himself judge what was a 
eat prIsdfal; this had in each case to be decided by the nearest 
bailliage or presidia) court. The presidia] judges also dealt with 
cat orator= in concurrence with the provosts of the 
marshals. (J. P. E.) 

PROW, the fore-part of a ship, the stun and its surrounding 
parts, hence used like " keel," by metonymy, of the ship itself. 
It was In old naval parlance applied to the battery of muss placed 
in the fore gun-deck. The Pr. "ma and cognate forms (Ital. 
pram, Port. and Spas pea, of which the English is an adapta-
tion) represent Lat. prom, itself adapted from Gr. reeipa, formed 
from gab, before, in front. From this word Milt bedistinguisbed 
an obsolete r pow," brave, valiant, now eddy surviving in 
" prowess," and representing 0. Fr. prow, mod. pretax, from thl 
first part of Let. 'racist, to be profitable; the ma* source 
gives " proud." 

PROXY (short (or " mousey "), a teem duetting either (I) 
a person who is authorized to stand in place of another, (s) the 
legal Instrument by which the authority Is conferred. Proxies 
are now principally employed for certain voting purposes. A 
proxy may In law be either general or special. A general proxy 
authorises the person is whom It is entrusted to exercise a general 
discretion throughout the matter in hand, while a special prosy 
limits the authority to some special proposal or resoluta& 
Formerly a peer could give his vote in the British parlisisest by 
proxy, getting another peer to vote tot him in his absence, 
t pers only being privileged to vote for temporal, and 
spiritual peers for spiritual. This voting by proxy in the House 
of Lode wee we amient custom, often closed. In Charles 
reign the duke of Buckingham and to befog twenty proxies Is 
his pocket, and the result was that It was ordered that no peer 
should bring more than two. In rim to 1867 inclusive proxies 
were only called sevemy-thres times; and en the srst of March 
MIL on the recommendation of a conunittee, a new standing 
order was adopted by which the practice of calling for proxies 
on a division was discontinued. In English bankruptcy pro-
ceedings creditors may vote by proxy, and every instrument of 
proxy, which may be either general or special, is issued either 
by the official receiver or trustee. Under the Bankruptcy Act 
of t869 very great abuses of the system of proxies arose (see 
BANXIMPTCY), and were investigated by a select committee of 
the House of Commons. The committee recommended the 
abolition of general proxies; sad though their recommendation 
was not carried out, the Bankruptcy'Acts of 1883 and ado put 
considerable restrictions on the use of general proxies. A share-
holder in a limited liability company may vote by proxy, and 
regulations to that effect prescribing the requirements, are 
usually embodied in the articles of association. A proxy to 
vote at a meeting must, by the Stamp Act 1870, bear a penny 
stamp. In the United States, proxies are further used for 
voting purposes is politicaLosaventions. 

In the early practice of the admiralty courts is •Erigland. • 
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proxy was the authority by which the proctor or advocate 
appeared for either party to a suit. In the ecclesiastical courts 
a proxy is the warrant empowering a proctor to act for the party 
to a suit. Two proxies are usually executed, one authorizing 
the proctor to institute, the other to withdraw, proceedings. 
They are signed by the parties, attested by two *imams, and 
deposited in the registry of the court (Phillimore, Ecclesiastical 
Lam). In the convocations of the Church of England those who 
are absent are allowed to vote by proxy. " Proxies," or " pro-
curations," were also by the canon law certain sums of money 
paid yearly by parish priests to the bishops or archdeacon 
rations eirilationis; originally the visitor demanded a proportion 
of meat and drink for his refreshment, and afterwards this was 
turned into a money " procuration "—ad Oreceranduet canon a 
taunt. Marriage by proxy or deputy was a custom recognized 
either for reasons of state or ceremonial. 

PRUDENTIUS, AURELIUS C1.101124 (348-c. 4ro), the most, 
remarkable of the earlier Christian poets in the West, was prob-
ably born at Tarraco, though Saragossa and Calagurrishave also 
been claimed as his birthplace. The meagre autobiographical 
preface, which he affixed to the complete edition of his works 
when he was fifty-seven years old, makes k clear that he received 
a liberal education—being of noble family—piaclised as a 
lawyer and entered official life, and finally held some high office 
under Theodosius. At the age of fifty-seven he retired to a 
monastery, but died shortly, afterwards. 

Bentley calls Prudentius " the Horace and Virgil of the 
Christians," but his diction is stilted and his metre often faulty. 
The list of his works given in the preface mentions the hymns, 
poems against the Priscillianists and against Symmachus and 
Peristephason. The Diplyckon or Ditiochaeon is not mentioned. 
The twelve hymns of the Callsenserinos fiber (" Daily Round ") 
consist of six for daily use, five for festivals, and one intended 
for every hour of the day. Prudentius shows Ambrose as his 
master here, but gives to Ambrose's mystic symbolism much 
clearer expression. The Apotheosis and Hamartigedio are 
polemic, the first against the disclaimers of the divinity of 
Christ, the lattet against the gnostic dualism of Marlon and 
his followers. In them Tertullian is the source of inspiration. 
Of more historical interest are the two books Contra Syrnssachuns, 
of 6s8 and zest hexameter verses respectively, the first attacking 
the pagan gods, the second directed against the petition of 
Symmachus to the emperor for the restoration of the altar 
and. statue of Victory which Gratian bad cast down. The Peri-
Motown consists of fourteen hymns to martyrs. These were 
mostly Spanish, but some were suggested to Prudentius by 
sacred images in churches or by the inscriptions of Demeans. 
This book, with the Calk/merinos Tiber and the .Psyckonsochia, 
was among the most widely read books of the middle ages. Its 
Influence on the iconography of medieval art was great. The 
Psychonsachia is aesthetically inferior, but had the greatest in-
fluence of all of Prudentius's writings. In it he depicts the 
struggle of Christendom with paganism under the allegory 
of a struggle between the Christian virtues and the pagan vices. 
The Distochacon is a series of quatrains, probably intended to 
explain forty-nine pictures of a basilica. The work is more 
interesting for archaeology than for literature. 

Prudentiu,'s Corks were published by Giselin at Antwerp in 
1564. and by F. Arevalo at Rome in 1788. with complete commentary. 
This last is the edition reprinted in J. P. Mipoe's Pairologia Latina, 
vols. lix.-lx. (Paris, 1847). More recent editions are by Obbarius 
(Tubingen. 1845) and A. Dressel (Leipzig, 1886), while a critical 
edition has been undertaken by J. Bergmann. 

See also J. Bergmann, Lexicon pnufentianum, fast. i. (a-adscendol 
(U la, 1894); M. Schanz, Gesch. d. rent, Lit. (Munich. 1204): 
A. Ebert, A ll gem. Gesch. d. Lit. des .h.f ittelalkrs, vol. i. and ed. Leipzig, 
1889); M. Manitius, Gesch. d. chri-01. lat. Poesie (Stuttgart, 189 t); 
T. R. Glover. Life and Letters in the Fourth Century (Cambridge, 
1901); C. Brockhaus, Au,. Pend. Clem. in seiner Bedeutung f. d. 
Kircke seiner Zeit (Leipzig, 1872); A. Pnech. Prudence; Elude sue 
la poisie 'aline ch.& as I tf• sack (Paris, 1888); F. St John Thackeray. 
Translations from Prudentius (London, 1890); F. Mai1ret, Lr Peas 
chrflien Prudentius (Paris, 1903); E. 0. Winstedt, ' The Double 
Recension in the Poems of Prudentius," The Classical &V IM, 
1101. (tpo3). 

PRIIIIMON. PIERRE (r758-1863), 'French painter, born aft 
Cluny on the 4th of April 1758, was the third ZOO of a madam 
The monks of the abbey undertook his education, and by the aid 
of the bishop of Milton he was placed with Devosges, director 
of the art school at Dijon. In 1778 Prud'hon went to Paris 
armed with a letter to Wilk, the celebrated engraver and three 
years later he obtained the triennial prize of the states of 
Burgundy, which enabled him to go to Rome, where be became 
intimate with Canova. lie returned to Paris in 1787, and led 
for some time a precarious existence. The illustrations which 
he executed for the Daphnis axd Chloe published by Didot brought 
hint into notice, and his reputation was extended by the 
success of his decorations in the lintel de Lucky '(now 
Rothschild), his ceiling painting of "Truth and Wisdom " for Ver-
sailles (Louvre), and of " Diana and Jupiter " for the.Gallery of 
Antiquities in the Louvre. In t8o8 he exhibited " Crime pursued 
by Vengeance and Justice " (Louvre, engraved by Royer which 
had been commissioned for the assize courts, and " Psyche 
carried off by Zephyrs " (engraved by Massard). These two 
remarkable compositions brought Prud'hon the legies 
Honour; and in 2816 he entered the Institute. Easy as to 
fortune, and consoled for the misery of his marriage by the 
devoted. care of his excellent and charming pupil, MBe 
Mayer, Prud'hon's situation seemed enviable; but Mlle 
Mayer's tragical suicide on the r6th of May thst brought ruin 
to his borne, and two years later (Feb. 16, 1823) Prudison fol-
lowed her to the grave. Mlle Mayer (1778-r8:1) was his 
ablest pupil. Her " Abandoned Mother' and "Happy Maher" 
are in the Louvre. 

Voiart." Noticehistoriquede la vleet oeuvres de P. Peadrboa."iadnek. 
do fart francais: Qu. de Quincy, Discos's presiosof sum is husk de 
Pred'hon, Flu 1823: Eugene Delacroix, /to. at Anne susses 
1846; Charles Blanc, Hist. des printer fronceir. 

PRUNE (adapted in various forms, e.g. gnome, ftei,fres, 
from Fr. prune, Med. Lat. "runs, Lat. promote Ca. rolsor, 
earlier sock poor, plum), the name generally given to the fruit 
of various species of plums, dried, and used either stewed es a 
dish or plain as a dessert fruit. The finest dessert presses. 
known as " French plums," are produced from the St Julies 
plum-tree and are dried and exported from the valley of 
the Loire in France. California now produced a fins quality 
of " prune." In scientific nomenclature, Presto is the name 
of a genus of rosaceous trees, the type of the tribe privene, 
which the plum, apricot, peach, cherry, hc„ ate ,peels (see 
further under Punt). From this word must be distinm.thhel 
" to prune," (r) to cut or trim superfluous growth from a shoe 
or tree in order to encourage fresh growth and being into 
regular form, &c., and (a) to trim Of dress the feathers with the 
bill, used of a bird " preening " itself. In the Sea muse the 
word is an adaptation (26th century) of the Old Fiends greivesr. 
the second sense appears in the end of the Beth century but is 
not found in French. 

PRURITUS. an ailment characterised by intense itching at 
the surface of the body. It may occur in COMIC4051 with ether 
morbid conditions, such as Jaundice, diabetes, digestive db-
orders, he., or as the result of the irritation produced by skis 
paiasites. The most serious form is ermine soak. vie& 
affects old persons, and is often a cause of great suffering 
depriving the patient of sleep. In each cases it is probably doe 
to atrophic changes in the skin. No eruption is yields &Rept 
such marks as are produced by scratching. The Mamba 
consists in the removal of any apparent cause, and memos 
to strengthen the system, such as the use of quinine, item he. 
Soothing lotions composed of solutions of alkalis conjoined 
with chloral, opium, hydrocyanic acid, stn., may be applied to 
the affected skin at bedtime. 

PRUSSIA (Ger. Prelate's; Lat. Borande), a kith= ti 
Germany, and the largest, most populous and most hspertest 
state of the German Empire. (For map see GWANANY4 It 
is bounded on the N. by the Baltic, Mecklenburg, Datum* 
and the North Sea, on the r. by Russia, on the S. by Auntie 
the kingdom of Sasony, the Thuringian stalk Bavaria sid 
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Herne - Da: 	on the W. by Alsace-Lorraine Luxemburg, 
Belgium and the Netherlands. Its frontiers have a circuit of 
about 4750 m., and with the exception of the enilaves Oldenburg, 
hleeklenburg, Brunssiick and other small German states, 
and certain small appurtenancri such as Hohenzollern, in 
the south of WU:net:them, it forms a tolerably compact mass 
of terrItory, and occupies almost the whole of northern Germany. 
Its longest arts is from S.W. to N.E. With the exception of 
the Sea On the north and the mountain-barrier on the south-east, 
the frontiers are political rather than geographical. The total 
area of the monarchy is 134,622 sq. m. and comprises almost 
two-thirds of the entire extent of the German Empire. Its 
kernel is the mark of Brandenburg, round which the rest of the 
state has been gradually built up. 

PhyrWal Forilweer. —Fully three-fifths of Prussia belong to the 
great north Eurelpean plain and nay be generally characterized as 
Inerlisnels. The plain is much eider on the east, where only the 
southern margin of Prussia is mountainous. than on the west, 
.Acre the Hanoverian hell. approach to within leis than mu m. 
of the sea. A line drawn from Dluselelcof through Halle to Breslau 
would. roughly !peaking, divide the flat part of the country from 
the hilly dstriits. In the southeast Prussia is se parated from 
Austria and Bohemia by the Sucletic chain, which begins at the 
valley of the Oder ant extends thence towards the north-west. 
Thee chain 'minders the Ranee Gebirge, with the highest mountain 
in Primate iSchneekoope). and subsides gradually in the bill. of 
Luostia. The Harz Aloontain", however, beyond the Saxon plain, 
follow the roe general direction and may be regarded as a de-
tached continuation of the eyeem. To the south of the Han 
the Prussian frontier intermits the northern pan of the Thyringian 
Foram. which la also prokinged towards the. north-west by the 
Wearer Gebiege and the Teutoburgte Wald. The south-went of 
Pnamio is irsupseil by the plateau of the lower Rhine, including 
nes the left tea the Ifunmuck and the Eifel, and on the right the 
Townes. the leVesteroahl and the Same:land. Iletween the loser 
Rhenish and Ihunergean el-menu are inter-paint the Vogreliberg, 
the Rhino, and other hills belonging to the Triansie system of the 
upper Rhine. The Seleamn Nbaintains are compered chiefly of 
granite. gneiss and whoa.• while the Hari and the loiter Rhenish 
plateau are mainly ol Lie-eon-um and Silurian formation. Tu the 
north ollf the Sauerland in the Important carbeendenits• system of the 
Ruhr. and there are also estemaye coalfields in SOU& With the 
esicepnem 

 
of the Danube Prissem is 'ravened by all the chief rivers 

tI bernmany, comprising almost the entire owner ol the fake' and 
the 1l'emer. Needy the whole of the German coot-line belongs 
to Proems. and it pawners .11 the important neaports (see also 
Galina or) except ifsenbery. Bremen and Lubeek. 

Clonal.. — The clinsate of Priori* may be deeribed as moderate. 
and is generally healthy. The greatest entente, r1 temperature 
art found bereave the ease and wen, the noon annual temperature 
is the bleak end exposed provinies of the north-east being about 
air E., while that dI the sheltered valley of the Rhine is 6 . 

 hethee. In winter the noportive means are aft .  and 33'; in summer 
the define-nee is not above a n  to 4 .• Is Prima. a. a whole the ther• 
mometer ranges from too' to 1311 ., but these extreme. are rarely 
'white. The average anew) rainfall Is about at tn.; it is higheo 
in the hilly district on the west 4.$4 in) and on the north-west 
come (3o to 33 in.). and lowest Ho in.) in the inland pans of the 
rasters provinces. 

Pepulahmi—The following schedule shows the area and popula-
ted ell the whole kingdom and of each of its fourteen provinces on 
the to of December opm. and the 3tst of December 1905. 

Provinons. Arta in 
Eng. eq. m. Pop-. I. Pon-. 'WS- 

Ease Prussia 	. 
West Prussia 	. 	- 
Ilenin. 	. 	. 
Brandenburg 	. 	. 
Pomerania 	. 	. 
Sitcom 	. 	. 	. 	. 
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The increase al population proceeds meat rapidly. as would be 
expected, in Berlin, and next follow Woophalia. the Rhineland. 
Brandenburg and Saxony, while it is weakest is Hohenzollern, 
Pomerania and East Prussia. The population is densest in the 
mining and manufacturing district of the Rhine, which is closely 
followed by the coal regions of Silieia and pints of Saxony and West-
phalia. Both the birth-rate and the death-rate show a tendency 
to diminish. (Foe statistical tables under this head, me Gxatiasv.) 
In Prussia, the annual increase in the urban population is about 
seven times as great as that in the rural communities. In t905 
Prussia contained twenty-two towns each with upwards of 100,000 
inhabitants. The annual rate of suicide in Prussia is high. and 
among German states is only exceeded in the kingdom of Saxony. 
Divided a:cardia• to nationalities (by speech), the population of 
Prussia' includes roughly 31,outLoco Germans, over .1,000,000 
Poles (in the eastern provinces), 107.e co Lithuanians (in the north-
east), 130000 Dane* On Sehleewle•Ilialstein), 65.000 Wends (in 
Brandenburg and Silema). 35.0oo lochs (in Silesia) and 75.000 
Walloons (near the Belgian frontier). In the rural districts of Poore 
and in parts of Silesia the Poles form the predominant element of 
the population. 

Cossonatinerien.—With most internal means of communication 
Prussia is well provided. Hardly any of its excellent highroads 
existed in the time of Frederick the Great, and many of them date 
from the Napoleonic era. The first Prussian railway was laid in 
tei3a, but the railway system did not receive its full development 
until the events if 1566 removed the obstacles placed in the way 
by Hanover. Must of the lines were laid by private companies, 
and the government confined itself to establishing lines in districts 
not likely to attract private capital. In 1579. however, a Measure 
was named authorizing the acquisition by the state of the private 
railways, and in theta ninestenths of the '3.8w m. of railway in 
Prussia were in the hands of government. The proportion ol 
railway mileage in Prusaia Ls m. per ioamo inhabitants) is nearly 
as high as in Great Britain, but the traffic is much km. Between 
'Sao and tante the state-owned lines of railway increased by 924o Si., 
the increase being principally due to the policy of buying up private 
lines; and since nine, there has been a further increase. In 5903 
the state lines amounted to a total of tftszo m.. and the private 
Inn to 1248 tn. The former total includes lines in Ilesse-Darne 
smelt. the railways of this grand duchy having been incorporated 
with the Prussian railways in 1696. The building of the railsray• 
in Prumia has in almost every case been influenced by military 
requitement.; and thin applies also to the making of private lines. 
The most important trunk line of Prussia is that which enters 
the ...tent frontier at Herbesthal. and runs through Cologne. 
Ixon..1,k,r1, Hanover. Berlin, Dirwhau and Konigsberg, and leaves 
the eastern boundary at Eydtkuhnen for St Petersburg. Generally 

Berlin or 
the 

P;I:in irePsseite lin'hiet tontenemanntdrYboueitnhoelrarireasd. iatfofrurt e 
former category belong the lines which connect the capital with 
Hamburg and Kid, with Stettin, with Danzig and KOnigstient. 
with Posen and Breslau (dividing at Frankfort-on-Chin), •ith 
Doodah, with Leireng and Bavaria. with Frankfort•un•Nlain via 
Halle and Erfurt, with Coblens via Cassel, and wish Cologne via 
Migeleburg and Brunseeick. The 'cord category embraces lines 
from Hamburg to Stettin. from Stettin to Pow° and Breslau. 
and from lireshu to Stalk: she nng is again taken up at Frankfort• 
on-Main, and continues up the Rhine (on both bank.) to Coluene, 
and theme through Munster and Bremen to Hamburg. Ilesades 
them there are two other important Imes• one connecting Hamburg 
with Frankfort-olohlain via Hanover and Camel, the other linking 
Hanover with Halle. 

Prysisia pourers also an extensive system of natural and artific ial 
waterways. In the period inacentoy the Noonan Gusernment 
gent no less than ($1.677,75o mann the maintenanie and ton. 
"rmlin" of  k•rta,  moot.. canal Imildmee, bridges, tosclaays, !lc 
Heide. thin there was • special vote of ffe.orfett  for  the construc-
tion of the laztenued•Lms Canal and the improvement of she 
navigation of the Oder, Vistula. Spree and other waterways in 
Itrandentiorg. The most important of the cards ent the North 
Sr. and Baltic Canal (officially the )(aim %Viola Canal), she 
Elbe•Trave (anal (to rive Lubeck smelt to the Eike). sad dr 
Doennund•Ems Canal, and its continuation. the Denwmod-Rhine 
Canal (we further, a 1. The I. Dosniaip.ounnair  poin• as. 
Fhotsbalte. Stettin. Rostock and si and CONIMMIllinde 
owns the largest deepset Oohing fleet. 

Ageseollwee.-01 the total area of cultivabh had in the German 
Empire fully leo% belongs to Prem... About onlI 41 the stet 
of Preemie conies of good laws or day. la N. is medIsve os 
leiam and send mind. 31 is peedomenamly sandy, and 4 7, te 
seettpted by bees and inseshes. The noenceostent pommel 
contain a high twnprinina Cl prat toil. and m the esortls-ewo meal 
bags tracts of heath sod mane the minuted ameshhada is 
both diorites. as well as the sod sn the neighbourhood of the rivers, 
aw nasally very Mettle. and tracts of trustful grand me kneed So 
the valleys d the Mom and no arlteenli and in the taxi mooed 
falagdyfie ►g. the so-called 11.4olt. The must fettle 
prelate hi Sammy. Ask the hest productive ate Last and West 
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Prussia. The principal crop in Prussia is rye, of which the ordinary 
bread of the country is made; it grows in all parts of the kingdom, 
especially in the north and east, and occupies about one-fourth 
of the whole tilled. surface. Oats occupy an area equal to about 
half that devoted to rye. and are also grown most extensively in 
the north-eastern districts. Wheat, which is chiefly cultivated in 
the south and west, does not cover more than a fourth as much 
ground as rye. Barley is most largely grown in Saxony and Silesia. 
Other grain crops are spelt (chiefly on the Rhine), buckwheat 
(Hanover and Schleswig-Holstein) and millet; maize is grown for 
fodder in some districts. The produce of grain does not cover the 
consumption and is supplemented by imports of rye and other 
cereals from Russia and Holland. Potatoes, used both as food and 
for the distillation of spirits, are cultivated over nearly as large an 
area as rye and arc especially predominant in the eastern provinces. 
The common beet is extensively grown for the production of sugar 
in the provinces of Saxony, Hanover, Silesia, Pomerania and Bran-
denburg. Flax and hemp occupy considerable areas in East 
Prussia, Silesia and Hanover, while hops are raised chiefly in Posen 
and Saxony. The cultivation of rape-seed for oil has fallen off 
since the use of petroleum has become general. The tobacco of 
Silesia, Brandenburg, Hanover and the Rhine province is inferior 
to that of Germany; the annual value of Prussian-grown tobacco 
is about tsoo,000, or one-fourth of the total produce of the empire. 
Of the total cultivated area less than 5% is divided into farms 
of less than 5 acres each, about 33% amongst farms ranging from 
5 to 5o acres, 32.01% amongst farms ranging from so to 25o acres. 
and the rest amongst farms exceeding 25o acres. The provinces 
in which large estates (up to 2500 acres and more) are the rule. are 
Pomerania, Posen, Silesia, East Prussia, Brandenburg, West Prussia 
and Saxony, in the order named. The estates of the old landed 
gentry (Rilterviler) of Prussia, taking the estates above 500 acres 
each, aggregate in all some 13,400,000 acres. Small estates (peasant 
holdings) prevail principally in the Rhine province, Hesse-Nassau 
and Westphalia, and to some extent also an Hanover, Silesia and 
Saxony, but large peasant holdings (50 to 250 acres) exist only in 
Schleswig-Holstein, Hanover, East Prussia, Westphalia. Saxony 
and Brandenburg. Notwithstanding the continuous decline in 
prices, and other drawbacks from which agriculture has suffered 
throughout Europe, the Prussian farmers have on the whole fairly 
well maintained their position, owing mainly to the fact that they 
have been both eager and skilful in availing themselves of the oppor-
tunities offered by the progress of agricultural knowledge. One of 
the latest departures in this Geld has been the establishment of 
central stations for the distribution of electric power to the estates 
in its neighbourhood, the power to be used for driving both fixed 
and movable machinery (mills, chaff-cutters, threshing-machines, 
ploughs. &c.), for lighting buildings and houses, for cooking and 
heating, and on large estates for giving signals and conveying 
orders. The cultivation of the beetroot for sugar has had a far-
reaching effect upon Prussian agriculture, especially in the pro-
vinces of Saxony. Silesia, Posen, Hanover, West Prussia, Pomerania, 
Brandenburg, the Rhine province, and other parts of the kingdom, 
where the beetroot is extensively .  cultivated. Owing to the deep 
cultivation of the soil and the incessant hoeing which the beet 
crop requires, the three or four crops which follow it are invariably 
good, and the.liebility to failure of the immediately succeeding crop 
IS reduced to a minimum. Moreover, the fiscal policy of the Prussian 
government has been of first-rate assistance to the Prussian farmer. 
Hand in hand with the cultivation of the beetroot has gone the 
cultivation of barley and chicory, crops of scarcely inferior value 
from the cultivator's point of view.,Barley is grown on more 
than tit million acres. The Prussian province of Saxony produces 
one-half of the total quantity of chicory yielded every year through-
out the empire; the principal centres for its manufacture in Prussia 
are Magdeburg, Berlin and Breslau. 

Livestoek.—The. province of East. Prussia. with the principal 
government stud of Trakehnen, is the headquarters of horse-
rearing, and contains the greatest number of horses both relatively 
and absolutely. The horses bred there are generally suitable fur 
the lighter kind of work only, and are in great request for military 
purposes. Horses of a stouter type are. bred in Schleswig-Holstein 
and on the Rhine, but heavy diaught horses have to be imported 
from France, Holland, Belgium and. Denmark. The best cattle 
are reared in the maritime provinces, whence, as from the marshy 
lowlands of Hanover, they are exported in large numbers to 
England. 

In the matter of freights the government renders material assist-
ance to the Prussian farmer. As the state owns the railways, it 
carries agricultural produce, especially such as is destined for ex-
port, at lower preferential rates. 

Forests.—Prussia contains a greater proportion of woodland 
(23%) than any other large country in the south or west of Europe 
;France ts%, Italy t2%, Great Britain 3 oho . though not so large 
a proportion as Russia, Austria and some of the minor German 
states The most extensive forests are in East and West Prussia. 
Silesia, and Brandenburg, where coniferous trees prevail, and in 
the Rhenisl•and Hessian districts, where oaks and beeches are the 
most prominent growths. The north-west is almost, entirely desti-
tute of timber, and peat is there used universally as filch The  

government forests cover about 6,000.000 acres, or upwaeisci ame-
fourth of the whole, and are admirably managed, bring, ag in an 
annual revenue of it millions sterling. The state also (-winds the 
management of forests in private possession, and exerts teselg to 
secure the planting of waste lands. 

Vaieulture.—The principal wine-growing districts of Prussia are 
the Rheingau and the Rhine provinces, though wine is deo in-
duced in Silesia, Westphalia and a few other districts. The 
of the Nahe, Saar, Moselle and Ahr all produce excellent nine. 
The Prussian state owns several vineyards in the Rhine district-. 
German vine-growers have suffered, in common with vineigrowers 
in other countries of Europe, from the Oidiion tuckers and the 
Phylloxera, and the government has spent large sums of risme? in 
endeavouring to arrest the ravages caused. 

Fisheries.—The fisheries on the Baltic Sea and its haffs, endue the 
North Sea, are important. In the former die take consists inainly of 
herrings, at fish, salmon, mackerel and eels, while the chef objects 
of the latter are cod and oysters. Inland fishery has been reeourageel 
by the foundation of numerous piscicultural establishment, and by 
the enactment of close-time laws. Carp, perch, pike and saleme, 
the last-named especially in the Rhine, are the principal varieties; 
sturvon are taken in the Elbe and Oder, and the lake, of Ent 
Prussia swarm with bream and lampreys. Game of varieus kinds 
abounds in different parts of Prussia, and the lakes are frequented 
by large flocks of waterfowl. 

Mining mid Metal Industries.—Prussia is the largest prodewer 
of coal, tine, salt, lead and copper amongst the states 0f t h, German 
Empire, though in respect of iron she comes second s. .Aisace- 
Lorraine. Of the aggregate German output of coal Pewee p 
over 93%, vii the huge total of tot,956,858 tons, 	 at 

fg3,912;500 in 1900, as compared with some 47.000,0s•eteess 
qi i  representing an increase of about 11u%, and of this the 

province of Westphalia produces the largest quantity. N. It comes 
the Rhine province, that is, the Saar, Aachen, Dilseeldorf md Hoer 
coal-fieldsi then Silesia. An extremely important rtde is 'flayed to 
the coal industry of Prussia by the Rhenisb•Westo.■,alses Coal 
Syndicate, which has its headquarters at Essen, and which hors the 
bulk of its output (about eo% of the total German output) lea 
succeeded in regulating the production and price of the enalielets 
generally. Out of a total output of lignite for the entire German 
Empire of 40,498,019 tons in Iwo, Prussia yielded no less !ben tie 
or a total of 34,007,542 tons, valued at Lzeux,yroo, ►h. Slate an 
annual increase of over 24 million tons and of 34 ∎ srerelay 
since 1882. Almost all the zinc produced in Germany ;Ames ems 
of the Silesian mines. The chief iron-producing region. are die 
Rhine province, Westphalia. Hesse-Nassau and Silesia. Hue is 
the production of lead and manganese Prussia enjoys ..inster as 
unchallenged monopoly. Salt is mined principally in the province 
of Saxony (Stassfurt. Aschersleben, Erfurt. Halle, Meeerbeeg, 
Sangerhausen), the kali salts near Magdeburg and Glauber sans' 
in the Rhine province and Hesse-Nassau. Iron is worked prhitissally 
in the districts of Arnsberg, Desseldorf, Oppeln in Sacs e, Tama 
and Coblenz, and zinc for the most part near Oppeln it ; 
lead and silver near Aachen, Oppeln and Wiesbaden. and sulphuric 
acid in all the mining districts, as well as near Potsdam. 
Magdeburg and Merseburg. Petroleum is extracted to al= 
extent at a couple of places in the province of Hanover. DOWN 
to rage, in which year the Inonopoly was bought out by the Premise 
government. 150 to 250 tons of amber were mined In Est Prussia. 
A little is also collected on the coast near Pinata. 

Industrial Derelaputeret.—During the last ginner of the nod, 
century Prussia developed into a great manufacturing otnentrp. 
Among the causes which have been mainly instrumental in 
the industrial development in Prussia are the (dinning rat71 
the government (at once energetic, comprehensive and watchful) 
co-operation and organization, which has been immensely fads: 
tinted by the habits of prompt obedience and order learnt in the-
course of the military training; the generally high anies)ectual 
level and technical and artistic skill of the workmen, die. in pact 
to the enforcement •of sound elementary education and in-port to 
the excellent technical high schools, trades "continuation schools," 
and hosts of special schools in which the arts and crafts are thorough-
ly and systematically taught; the use made of scientific dietovence 
and the power of taking advantage of scientific progress generally; 
the national aptitude for giving conscientious attention to J.-ramjet, 
end for thoroughness and mastery of detail; the extensive employ-
ment of commercial travellers, having command sal ti swages, 
in all parts of the world; and an earnest desire to find out meth 
the wants and tastes of customers. Moreover, the s •tial and 
economic conditions of the people have been in their fewer Wages 
have on the whole been lower than, for example, in noels d, 
though since 1896 they have shown a strong upward emdenry, 
and the standard of comfort, and even in many cases the dirochml 
Of living. has been lower. Litigation. too, is more expecte iisus and 
less costly. But the Prussian manufacturer has denved In will 
measure of advantage from the fact that he came Into Ate held 
somewhat later than his foreign rivals. He has Men co Aged to 
utilize their experience, to profit from their drawbacks, aka and 
deficiencies, and to mele a clean start ei the light 	chi, intent* 
acquired knowledge. Ms Interests have also been materially 
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by the commercial and final policies of his government. 
iksli chief industrial districts are, of course. those which yield 
coal. with, in addition, the great cities—Berlin. Magdeburg. HJ 
Breslau. GOrlitz. Stettin. Essen. Dortmund, Elberfeld.Barmen, 
Dusseldorf. Cologne. Aix-la•Chapelle. Crefeld. 1-1311e, Hanover. 
Frankfort•on-Main, Saarbrucken. Hoehn. Solingen. Remscheid. 
Hagen, Konigsberg, Danzig and many others. The iron and metal 
industries. especially the making of machinery. electrical plant. 
tramway plant, and the production of articles in wrought copper 
and brass, rank in the forefront. In these branches Berlin. and 
more lately its suburbs, as well as Magdeburg and Cologne, have 
played an active dile, though the old centres of the metallurgical 
and iron and Acel industries in the Rhine province and West-
phalia have also expanded in an extraordinary degree. The growth 
of the chemical industries, which are essentially a German speciality, 
must also be mentioned in the front rank. The branches in which 
this supremacy stands unrivalled are those which produce aniline 
dyes. artificial indigo. illuminants (acetylene gas. Welsbach mantles. 
&c.). explosives. various chemical salts, pharmaceutical prepara-
tions. cellulose. glycerine, artificial (chemical) manures, and per-
fumes.' A third branch of industry in which German genius has 
won triumphs of the highest kind is shipbuilding. 

Constatution.—The present constitution of Prussia was framed 
by the government of King Frederick William IV., with the co- 
operation of a constituent assembly, and was proclaimed on the 
31st of January tAso. It consists of an hereditary monarchy with 
two houses of parliament and was subsequently modified by various 
enactments, notably that of the tzth of October 1854. reconstituting 
the upper chamber. The constitution affirms the legal equality 
of all  citizens in the eye of the law, provides for universal military 
service, and guarantees the personal liberty of the subject, the 
security of property, immunity from domiciliary visits, the in-
violability of letters, toleration of religious wets, freedom of the 
press, the right of association and public meettop, and liberty 
of migration. 

The monarchy is hereditary in the male line of the house of 
Hohenzollern, and follows the custom of primogeniture. The king 
alone exercises the executive power, has the supreme command 
of the army, and is bead of the Church. but shares the legislative 
power with his parliament. Ile appoints and discharges the minis-
ters and other officials of the Crown. summons and dissolves parlia-
ment. possesses the tight of pardon and mitigation of punishment. 
declares war and concludes peace, confers orders and titles and 
conducts the foreign policy of the country. though this prerogative 
has now, constitutionally speaking, passed from the king of Prus-ia 
to the German emperor. Ile is held to Ix- irresponsible for hispubli, 
setions, and his decrees require the countersign of a minister. 
whose responsibility, however. is not very clearly defined. The 
national tradition and feeling lend the Crown conenkrable power 
not formulated in the constitution, and the king is permitted to 
bring his personal influence to bear upon parliament in • way quite 
at variance with the English conception of a constitutional monarch. 
The annual civil rut of the king of Prussia amounts to (77o•s54. 

The legidative assembly or Lasdlog, consists of two chambers. 
which arc convoked annually at the same time but meet separately. 
The right of proposing new measures belongs equally to the king 
and each of the chambers, but the consent of all three is necessary 
before a measure can pass Into law. The chambers have control 
of the finances and possess the right of voting or refusing taxes. 
Financial questions are first discussed in the lower house. and the 
iffernreahwouse can accept or reject t he annual ibt uydvt  onlyenoldsc,ct:  

lag the constitution must be submitted to a second vote after an 
Interval of at least twenty-one days. Members ma nest be callsd 
to account for their parliamentary utterances except 	the chamber 
in which they sit. No one may at the same time 	a member 
of both chambers. The ministers of the Crown have access to 
both chambers and may speak at any time, but they do not vote 
unless they are actually members. The sittings of both chambers 
arc public, 

The general scheme of goternment, though constitutional, is 
not exactly " parliamentary in the English sense of the word. 
as the ministers are independent of party and need not necessarily 
represent the opinions of the parliamentarymajority. The Heerest- 
haus, or house of ports. contains two classes of members, the heredit- 

Ory and non-hereditary. The former consists of the adult ponces 
r the house of Hohenzollern, the meditated m-aors

a 
nd counts 

of the old imperial nobility, and the heads of the great territorial 
nobility. The nonhereditary members are chosen for fife by the 
king from the ranks of the rich landowners, manufacturers and men 
of general eminence, and representatives " presented " for the 
king s approval by the landowners of the eight old provinces •  by 
the larger towns and by the universities. Every member of the 
fleverelaut must be specially summoned by the king. The Aber-
anisette:haw or chamber of deputies, consists of 433 members. elected 

'See Dr Frederick Rose. Chawicat lisstreetie. cod Chewiest 
Iwisseteits in Greenest; (sgstsi-t9w). being Noe. stir and =Ise 
" Mins4lantousSeriesof British Diolonuttic malCoasular  

for periods of five years by indirect suffrage, exercised by all male 
citizens who have reachod • the ape of twenty-five and ham not 
forfeited their communal rights. The original electors are arranged 
in three classes, according to the rate of taxes paid by them, in 
such a way that the gross amount of taxation is equal in each 
class. The country is accordingly divided into electond district*, 
with the electors grouped in three categories. each of which selects 
a Wahiawa. or electoral proxy, who exercises the direct 
Members of the lower home must be thirty years old and full 
possession of their civic rights. They receive a daily allowance 
(Diann) of fifteen shillings during the sitting of the house, and travel• 
ling expenses. 

The 'king exercises his executive functions through an irre-
sponsible Sunburnt. or privy council revived in 1884 after thirty 
years of inactivity, and by a nominally responsible cabinet or 
council of ministers (Steen-Afraiskriate). The latter consists of 
the president and minister of foreign affairs, and ministers of war. 
justice. finance, the interior, public worship and instruction. in-
dustry and commerce, public works and agriculture, domains and 
forests. Ministers conduct the affairs of their special departments 
independently, but meet In council for the discussion of general 
questions. The represent the executive in the houses of parlia-
ment and introduce the measures proposed by the Crown, but do 
not need to belong to either chamber. The affairs ce the royal 
household and privy purse are entrusted to a special minister, who 
is not a member of the cabinet. 

The Prussian governmental system is somewhat complicated by 
its relation to that of the empire. The king of Prussia is at the 
same time German emperor and his prime minister is also the 
imperial chancellor. The mi

,. 
 nistries of war and foreign affairs 

practically coincide with those of the empire, and the custom-dues 
and the postal and telegraph service have also been transferred to 
the imperial government. Prussia has only seventeen votes in the 
federal conned, or less than a third of the total number, but its 
influence is practically assured by the fact that the small northern 
states almost invariably vote with it. To the Reichstag Prussia 
sends more than half the members. The double parriamentary 
system works in some respects inconveniently, as the Reichstag 
and Prussian Laadtag are of ten in session at the same time. and many 
persons are members of both. Where imperial and Prussian 
legislation come into conflict the latter must give way. 

Local Goverseterst.—Fur administrative purposes Prussia is 
divided into fourteen Prositnen or provinces. Regtersonsbezirke or 
governmental departments. Stadtkresse or urban districts (circles), 
and Lawik,eise or rural districts. The city of Berlin and the dis-
trict of Ifolsenaollern form provinces by themselves. Recent 
legislation has aimed at the encouragement of local government 
and the decentralization of administrative authority by admitting 
lay or popularly elected members to a share in the administration 
alongside of the government officials. Certain branches of adminis. 
tration, such as the care of roads and the poor, base been handed 
over entirely to local authorities, while a blurt is allowed them in 
all. In the province the government is represented by the Ober. 
president, whose jurisdiction extends over all matters affecting 
more than one department. lie is assisted by a council (Previa:id. 
rat) consisting, besides himself as chairman, of one member 
appointed by government and five members elected by the pro-
vincial committee (Provirr.ialausschuss). The latter forms the 
permanent executive of the provincial diet (PeoWsziel-LowItat). 
which consists of deputies elected by the heist or circles, and 
forms the chief provincial organ of local government. The Regieerags 
hew* is softly a government divicion and is only indirectly more-
tented in the scheme of local administration. The government 
authorities are the Regiteungs-Prasicient. who is at the head of the 
general internal administration of the department, and the Regis. 
rang or government board, which supervises ecclesiastical and 
educational affairs and exercises the function of the sate in regard 
to the direct taxes and the domains and forests. The depart-
mental president is also assisted by a Besirktral or district council, 
consisting of one official member and four others selected from in-
habitants of the department by the provincial committee. Each 
Lawfkreis has a Lamina, an office which existed in the mark of 
Brandenburg as early as the 16th century. He is aided by the 
Xatiasasuschsw, or executive committee of the ?retinae (the diet 
of the circle). The Lanctltreise include towns having less than 
as,000 inhabitants, rural communes (Lasageweiscles) and manors 
(Geisha-melte). Stalker'se are towns with more than mono in- 
habitants,• they have each a town council (Stadtweoedsetesser- 
same:sag) elected on a three•class property suffrage. The practical 
executive is entrusted to tbq magistrace (fInet404 1). which mane 
consists of a burgomaster. a deputy burgomaster (both paid o(ficials), 
several unpaid members. and, where necessary, a few other paid 
members. The unpaid members hold office for six years; the paid 
members are elected for twelve years. and their election requires 
ratification from the state. 

Isseke.—Down to the set d January 1900 (whom the German 
civil code—Binger/Owl Gesettbsch—was introduced) a threefold 
system d cited law had prevailed in Prussia. vie, the common law 
of Penises (Landma), codified in 1794., in eastern and central 
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Prussia,. the German common law (Gnomes deregulate Reek) in 
Schleswig-Holstein, Hanover, and parts of the Rhine provinces, 
and the Code Napôkoagenerally on the Rhine and in Alsace-Lorraine. 
The bsergerliches Ges<gbuck has now put an end to the farmer &moni-
stic:. The criminal law was unified by the penal en le (Strolgmets-
bash) of 187t and the military penal code (mditoz. .Strafgeseleback) 
of 1872. A new penal code, promulgated in 185o, did away with 
the old patrimonial or seigniorial jurisdiction, and the administra- 
tion of justice is now wholly in the hands of government. The courts 
of lowest instance are the Amisgcrichte, in which sits a single judge, 
accompanied in penal cases by two &Wen or lay as,assors (a kind 
of jurymen, who vote with the judge). Cases of more importance 
are decided by the Landgerichte or county courts, in which the 
usual number of judges is three, while in important criminal eases 
a jury of twelve persons is generally empanelled. From the Land-
actuate appeals may be made to the Oberlandesgrrichie or provincial 
courts. The Obertamiesgerscht at Berlin is named the /remoter-
gerakl and forms the final instance for summary convictions in 
Prussia, while all other cases may be taken to the supreme imperial 
court at Leipzig. Thejudges (Richter) are appointed and paid 
by the state, and hold office for life. After finishing his university 
career the student of law who wishes to become a judge or to practise 
as qualified counsel (Reckesenewaft, barrister and solicitor in one) 

a government examination and becomes a Refereadarirr. 
res.gien rn  spends at least four years in the practical work of his 
profession, after which he passes a second examination, and, if he 
has chosen the bench instead of the bar, becomes an Assessor and 
is eligible for the position of judge. A lawyer who has passed the 
necessary examinations may at any time quit the bar for the bench, 
and a judge is also at liberty to resign his position•and enter  uppoonn  
private practice. In all criminal cases the prosecution is under-
taken by government, which acts through Staatsamedits, or directors 
of prosecutions, in the pay of the state. 

A rmy.—The military organization of the monarchy dates from 
184 and provides that every man capable of bearing arms shall 
serve in the army for a certain number of years. The peace strength 
of the Prussian contingent of the imperial German army consisted. 
in loos, of 20,6.0.  offiars (including surpons),448,363 men and 
82,766 horses. There were also 2196 farriers and shoesmiths. 
(For Navy, see Gsstairare). 

Rdigion.—The centre of the kingdom is solidly Protestant, the 
proportion of Roman Catholics increasing towards east and west and 
reaching its maximum on the Rhine and in the Slavonic isrovinces. 
East Prussia, however, with the exception of Ermeland, is Protestant. 
The Roman Catholics greatly outnumber the Protestants in the. 
Rhine provinces (3 to I), Posen, Silesia and West Prussia. All 
religious bodies are granted freedom of worship, and civil rights 
are not conditional upon religious confession. 

The Evangelical or Protestant State Church of Prussia consists as 
it now stands of a union of the Lutherans and Calvinists. effected 
under royal pressure in 1817. According to the king this was not 
a fusion of two faiths but an external union for mutual admission 
to the Eucharist and for the convenience of using the same liturgy. 
prepared under the royal superintendence. Those who were unable 
from conscientious scruples to join the union became Separatist or 
Old Lutherans and Old Calvinists, but their numbers were and are 
insignificant. The king is " summus episcopus " or supreme pontiff 
of the Church, and is represented in the exercise of his ecclesiastical 
functions by the minister of public worship and instruction. The 
highest authority for the ordinary management of the Church is the 
Oberkwchearat or supreme church council at Berlin, which acts 
through provincial consistories and superintendents appointed by 
the Crown. Recent legislation has made an effort to encourage 
self-government and give a congregational character to the Church 
by the granting of a presbyterial constitution, with parish. diocesan. 
provincial and general synods. The clergy are appointed by the 
Crown. by the consistones, by private or municipal patronage, or 
by congregational election. 

The hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church in Prussia consists 
of two archbishops (Cologne. Gnesen-Posen) and ten bishops. The 
prince-bishop of 13reslau and the bishops of Enneland. Hildesheim 
and Osnabruck are directly under the pope. and the bishoprics of 
Fulda and Limburg are in the archiepiscopal diocese of Freiburg 
in Baden. The higher ecclesiastics receive payment from the 
state, and the annual appropriation appearing in the budget for 
the Roman Catholic Church is as high as that made for the State 
Church. All the Roman Catholic religious orders in Prussia have 
been suppressed except those occupied with attendance on the 
sick. 

The relations of the state with the dissenting Christian sects. 
such as the Baptists, Mennonites and Moravian Brethren, are 
practically confined to granting them charters of incorporation 
which ensure them toleration. The Mennonites were formerly 
allowed to pay an extra tax In lieu of military service, which is 
inconsistent with their belief, but this privilege hasbeen withdrawn. 
The Old Catholics number shoot 3o.000, but do not seem to be 
increasing. 

The Jews belong mainly to the MIURA 'population and form 20 to 
80% al the inhabitants in soma of the towns is the Slovak  

provinces. (For more exact details of the various religious Om% 
see GERMANY.) 

Education.—In Prussia education is compulsory, and the general 
level attained is very high. Every town or community must main-
tain a school, supported by local rates and under the supervision 
of the state. By the constitution of ttlo, all persons are parr. Rifted 
to instruct, or to found teaching establishments, provided they tan 
produce to the authorities satisfactory proofs of their mond, 
scientific and technical qualifications. Both public and private 
educational establishments are under the surveillance of the minister 
of public instruction, and all public teachers are regarded as servants 
of the state (Siootsbeamk). No compulsion exists in reference to 
a higher educational institution than primary schools All children 
must attend school from their sixth to their fourteenth year. At 
the head of the administration stands the minister of public in-
struction and ecclesiastical affairs, to whom also the universities 
are directly subordinated. The higher (secondary) schools are 
supervised by provincial Sauk °Ikea or school boards, appointed 
by government, while the management of the elementary and 
private schools falls within the jurisdiction of the ordinary ffeVe; 
ranges or civil government. This is carried out through qualified 
school inspectors, frequently chosen from among the clergy. 

The expenses of the primary schools (Volksschuko r are borne 
by the communes (Gemearden), aided when necessaty by subsidies 
from the state. The subjects of instruction are theology, reading, 
writing, spelling, arithmetic, the elements of geometry, history. 
geography and natural science, singing, drawing, sewittg and 

Tmastics. All fees in the elementary schools err abolished. 
e number of illiterme recruits among those calkd upon each 

year to serve in the army affords a good test of the universality 
of elementary education. In teiya the proportion of Amalphabttl. 
or men unable to read or write, among the recruits levied was only 
o-12%. The teachers for the elementary schools are trained in 
normal seminaries or colleges established and supervised 	the 
state, and much has been done of late years to improve their 	tide. 
In most of the larger towns the elementary schools are 	menial 
by middle schools (Burgers( W &c ee, 	atchalls.), whic„ carry on 

pp 

the pupil to a somewhat more advanced stage, and are partly 
intended to draw of the unsuitable elements from the bights 
schools. 

The secondary schools of Prussia may be roughly divided into 
classical and modern, though there are comparatively few in which 
Latin is quite omitted. The classical schools proper consist of 
Gymnasia and Progrintasia, the latter being simply gymnasia 
wanting the higher classes. In these boys are prepared' for the 
universities and the learned professions, and the full course IUD 
for nine years. In the modern schools, which ate divided In the 
same way into Reedgyermaria and Realprogym Italia, and also have 
• nine years' course. Latin is taught, but not Greek. and greater 
stress is laid upon modern languages, mathematics and natural 
science. The three lower classes arc practically identical with 
those of the gymnasia, while in the upper classes the thoroughnets 
of training is assimilated as closely as possible to that of the classical 
schools, though the subjects are somewhat altered. Ranking with 
the tealgymn.ssia are the Oberrearecldee, which differ only an the 
fact that Latin is entirely omitted, and the time thus pined 
devoted to modern languages. The Mame (or upper) Dvetersekrier. 
in which the course is sax years. rank with the middle schoob 
above mentioned, and are intended mainly for those boys who 
wish to enter business life immediately on leaving school. All 
these secondary schools possess the right of granting certificates 
entitling the holders, who must have attained a certain mending 
in the school, to serve in the army as one-year volunteers. The 
gymnasia, " certificate of ripeness” (Matenlatistaptin), indicating 
that the holder has passed satisfactorily through the highest class. 
enables a student to enroll himself in any faculty at the university. 
but that of the realgymnasium qualifies only for the general, or 

philosophical " faculty, and does not open the wa to tnedicine 
the Church or the bar. Considerable efforts are, however, now 
being made to have the realgymnasium certificae recognized as • 
sufficient qualification for [theetudy of medicine

t 
 at least. At any 

of these schools a thoroughlygood education may be obtained at 
a cost seldom exceeding, in the highest classes, is per 111161261. 
The teachers are men of scholarship and ability. who have passed 
stringent government examinations and been submitted to a yew 
of probation. The great majority of the secondary whack lave 
been established and endow .W by municipal corpoiations. 

Prussia possesses ten of the twenty German universities Wet 
including the lyceum at Braunsbeg and the Roman Catholic 
seminary at Minster). The largest Prussian university is that of 
Berlin. while Breslau. Bonn. Gettingen and Haile are the 1102 2,  
size. The oldest is the university of Greif's/aid. founded in 1436. 
Like the schools the universities are state institutions, and the pro• 
lessors are appointed and paid by government. which also makes 
liberal annual grants for apparatus and equipment. The full 
obligatory course of study extends over three, and in the arse di 
medicine, four years. It is, however, not ususual for non-medieal 
✓udest, also to spend leer years at the university, and them in 
as agitation to mein this compulsory. Students qualifyieg fog 
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a Prussian government an-ointment are required to sper..I at 
least three terms or half-ye,rs (Sernesier) at a Prussian 

Ranking with the universi t ies are the large technical high se hoofs 
at Berlin, Hanover, Aix-la-Chapelle and Danrig, the mining acad-
emies of Berlin and Klausthal, and the academies of forestry at 
Eberswalde and Mandell: the agricultural high schools of Berlin 
and Poppelsdorf (Bonn) and the two veterinary high schools of 
Berlin and Hanover. Mu., is taught at several canteen:untie, 
the best known of which an at Berlin and Frankfort-on-Main. 

The science and art of Pot .sin find their most conspicuous external 
expression in the academk• of science and art at Berlin, both 
founded by Frederick I.• and each town of any sire throughout 
the kingdom has Its antiquarian, artistic and scientific societies. 
Recognued schools of painting exist at Berlin and Dbsseldoef, and 
both these towns, as well as Cassel. contain excellent picture 
galleries The scientific trod archaeological collections of Berlin 
are also of great important .•. Besides the university collections, 
there are numerous large public libraries, the chi. f of whi.h is the 
royal library at Berlin (Loam= volumes). 

Fliasre.—As in all civilized countries; the national accounts 
of Prussia expand by leaps and bounds, and they do this in spite 
infr the advantage which the state derives from the possession of 
valuable revenue-yielding properties. Of these the most important 
are the railways. Next in point of revenue come the mines and 
salines. Then follow the state forests and the Landed domains, 
theoh the income freon this snorer is rsraly eh-err/sing as agri-
CUlitir• di. line s. r, 1905-1906 the public revere and experali. 
Cure were estimated at £135,914.080. The pries at sources of 
revenue are the railways, (81,268.493: domain and forests, 

S5,982.911; state lottery,  14.840.665;  mines, h. i10.585.875; 
treet taxes (principally income-tax), ft t.5o5,565, sdirect taxes, 

L4.789.965; administrative receipts, /8,4 to:1,04: 5d from the 
general financial control, (8,356,636. The chid tents of the 
expenditure consist of p.ayments for religion 1 education, 

15,20i,632; for justice, 6,260,330; working exp. es, including 
525 for working the state railways, (69,1,:" S4.2 ; interest, 

..on public debt. f t2.575.3ao; the mini,. 	of finance. 
(6.535,722. and • the ministry of the interior. 	.t3.780. The 
public debt grew from L64,561000 in 1872 to I i0,447,654 in 
tens. The greater part of this debt has been urixd in the 
purchase of the state railways. 

See Jahrbsich far die antiliehe Stalisiii in premesisches 
the Slalireimker Jahrbuck fist des dtutulte Reich, and other publi-
cations of the statistical offices of Prussia and Germany. Good 
general accounts of the natural, social and political features of the 
country are given in Fiselen's Der pretissische Sinai Merlin, 5862) 
and In Daniel's Hasdbuch der Geographic (several editions). The 
Prussian constitution and admirustrative system are concisely 
descnbcd in the Ilaodbor h der Verfaiiiing and Yenta iong at Declines. 
by C.c.s( flue de Grais, and arc treated at length In Von Rennes 
Staattrethi der perm:110ns Monarchic (nth ed., 1881-1884), and in 
Arndt, VerfatiuNgs-Urkunde far ilex percentiles Sums (Berlin, 
Itmo). In addition, we Landeskrude Premises, (Berlin, isiot), 
edited by I3euermann. Various volumes of foriehr ■gew v.. demi- 
Jaen Landes. sod Volksk code, edited by Kirchhoff; British 
Thpiontatic and Consular Reports; and James Baker, Report on 
Technical mad Commercial Education is East framed, Alec. (London. 
t000). 

History.—The name of Prussia is derived from the dukedom 
of Prussia (the present province of East Prussia), which was 
raised into a kingdom by the emperor in favour of Frederick III., 
elector of Brandenburg, on the 18th of January ijor. The 
title " king of Prussia ", applied at the outset only to 
Prussia proper, which formed no part of the Empire; in 
respect of his other dominions the king continued to bear titles 
(ma rgrave, duke, &c.) which implied feudal subordination to the 
emperor. The extension of the style " kingdom of Prussia " 
so as to cover the whole of the territories, by whatever title 
held, of the electors of Brandenburg, was not, however, an empty 
assumption, but symbolized a new fact of first-class historic 
importance: the rise in Germany and in Europe of a new great 
power. The consolidation of this power had been the work of the 
Great Elector, the work of whose reign (t640-1688) laid the 
foundations of the modern Prussian state (see FREDERICK 
lfietarta L, elector of Brandenburg, and BRANDENBURG: 

i,hary). 
The Great Elector's son Elector Frederick III. was an oaten-

tatious and somewhat frivolous prince, who hazarded the 
acquisitions of his father by looking on his position as assured 

'Strictly speaking, the title assumed was " king in Prussia " 
(K6nig in Pet/seen'. this apparently being meant to indicate that 
these was still a Prussia (y`'elit Prussia) of which he was not king, 
though it has also been otherwise explained.  

and by aiming rather at external tokens of his dignity thaa 
at a further consolidation of the basis on which it rested. 
The Brandenburg troops fought in the war of the 
send coalition against Louis XIV. and in that of amw4m.

t.ltislNas  

the Spanish Succession; but neither the peace of 
Ryswick (1697) nor that of Utrecht (1713) brought the toiletry . 
any very tangible advantage. Brandenburg soldiers also helped 
the emperor in his wars with the Turks, and it was Frederick's 
action in covering the Dutch frontier with 6oco troops which 
left William of Orange free scope in his expedition to England. 
The most notable incident in Frederick's reign was, however, 
his acquisition of the title of king of Prussia, which bad leas 
formed the principal object of his policy. The emperor's consent 
was finally purchased by the promise of a contingent of 8000 men 
to aid him in the War of the Spanish Succession, and on the h 
of January trot Frederick crowned himself at Kenipberg with 
accompanying ceremonies of somewhat inflated grandeur. 
Elector Frederick III. of Brandenburg became henceforth Kill* 
Frederick I. of Prussia. ,  Superficial as this incident may at 
first sight appear, it added considerably to the moral and politi-
cal momentum of the country, if only by giving to the subjects 
of the Prussian crown a common name, and its advantages were 
reaped by Frederick's two vigorous successors. About the same 
time (1697) the elector of Saxony also acquired the kingly 
dignity by his election to the throne of Poland, but in doing so 
he bad to become a Roman Catholic, and thus left the Haden-
zollerns without a rival among the Protestant dynasties of 
Germany. Frederick was extravagant; but he also did much 
for the intellectual life of the country, patronizing keened seen, 
and founding the university of Halle (5694) and at Berlin the 
Academy of Arts (t6cio) and the Academy of Sciences (t joss). 
Moreover, even under this improvident king the territory of 
Prussia increased. From Saxony the king bought the heredit-
ary advocstesbip (Er/wee° of the Reiclessilft of Quedlinburg, 
as well as the imperial city of Nordhausen, the bailiwick of 
Petersham and the counts's'', of Tecklenburg, while in slot 
from William 111. of Orange be inherited Lingen, Miks and 
Ncunburg. 

The court of Vienna consoled itself for the growing power of 
Prussia under the Great Elector by the reflection that it was 
probably temporary and due mainly to the vigorous individu-
ality of that prince. The events of Frederick L's reign seemed 
to justify this view. At his accession'Prussia might fairly claim 
to rank as the second state of Germany, but before the death of 
Frederick, Bavaria, Saxony and Hanover all raised themselves 
to at least a level with Prussia. Frederick's preoccupation in the 
western wars had allowed Sweden to reassert her pre-animism 
in northern Europe, and it was Russia, and not Prussia, that 
now impeded her progress. The internal soundness of the 
country had also suffered: the financew were in a state of com-
plete disorganization, and the burden of taxation was almost 
insupportable. If Frederick's son and successor had not been 
a man of vigorous character the downhill progress might 
have continued until it had removed Prussia altogether from 
the list of important states. 

The accession, on the 25th of February 'my, of Frederick 
William I. produced at once a complete change of system. The 
new king, whose literary education had been &wined 
neglected, shared none of his father's artistic tastes Walloot, 
and had a complete contempt for the trappings of Ink°411  
royalty. On the other hand, be possessed administrative 
talents of no mean order and was singularly painstaking. indus-
trious and deterrnined in carrying out his plans. By carefully 
husbanding his finances Frederick William filled his treasury and 
was able to keep on foot one of the largest and best disciplined 
armies in Europe, thereby securing for Prussia an influence 
in European councils altogether disproportionate to its size and 
population. In internal management be made Prussia the model 

*By the treaty of Utrecht, to which King Frederick William I. 
acceded on the 1 5th of May t7t3. Prussia received upper Gelderland 
in exchange lisr the principality of Orange, and the king's title was 
acknowledged by tbe European posters. 
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state of Europe, though his administration was of a purely 
arbitrary type, in which the estates were never consulted and 
his ministers were merely clerks to register his decrees. His 
first act was to reform the expensive iustitutiom of the court; 
and the annual allowance for the salaries and pensions of the 
thief court officials and civil servants was at once reduced from 
176,coo to 55,000 tbalen. The peace of Utrecht (1m) left 
Frederick William free to turn his attention to the northern war 
then raging between Sweden on the one side and Russia, Poland, 
and Denmark on the other. Though at first disposed to be 
friendly to Sweden, he was forced by circumstances to take up 
anus against it. In September 1713 Stettin was captured by the 
allies and handed over to the custody of Frederick William, who 
paid the expenses of the 'siege and undertook to retain possession 
of the town until the end of the war. But Charles ICU. refused 
to recognize this arrangement and returned from his exile in 
Turkey to demand the immediate restitution of the town. With 
this demand the king of Prussia naturally declined to comply, 
unless the money he had advanced was minimised; and the 
upshot was the outbreak of the only war in which Frederick 
William ever engaged. The struggle was of short duration, and 
was practically ended in 1715 by the capture of Stralsund by 
the united Prussians, Saxons and Danes under the command 
of the king of Prussia. The Swedes were driven from Pome-
rania, and at the peace of x7eo Frederick William received the 
greater part of Swedish Pomerania, including the important sea-
port of Stettin. Sweden now disappeared from the tanks of the 
Great Powers, and Prussia was left without a rival in northern 
Geneany. 

A detailed history of Frederick William's reign would 
necessitate the recital of a long and tedious series of diplomatic 
proceedings, centring in the question of the succession to the 
duchies of Julich and Berg. The treaty of Wusterhansen be-
tween Austria and Prussia was conduded in 17:6, and was con-
firmed with some modifications by the treaty of Berlin in 1728. 
Frederick William engaged to recognize the Pragmatic Sanction, 
while the emperor' on his aide undertook to support Ptessia's 
claims to Jelich and Berg. The policy of the latter, however, 
was far fium straightforward, as he had already named into 
• similar compact with the count palatine of Sulabach, who 
was a Roman Catholic and therefore a more sympathetic ally. 
Frederick _William's intervention in the matter of the  suc-
aeasinn to the throne of PAM, rendered vacant by the death of 
Augustus II. in 1733, proved barren of advantage to Prussia and 
tailed to secure the hoped-for reversion of the duehy of Courland. 
A Prussian contingent took pert none the less in the ensuing 
war between Austria and France, but Austria concluded peace in 
1735 without consulting her ally. In 1737 the klieg withstood 
the pressure brought to bear upon him by England, France, 
Holland and Austria to induce him to submit to their 
settlement of the Jfilichaerg question; and in Me, convinced 
at least of the confirmed duplicity of the emperor, he turned 
to his hereditary enemy for help and concluded a defensive 
alliance with France. The rivalry between Austria and Prussia 
had begun, which for the rest of the century formed the pivot 
PI which the politics of Europa mainly turned. 

If the external histosy of Frederick William'a reign is not especially 
glorious, and if in diplomacy he was worsted by the emperor, the 

country at least enjoyed the benefits of a twenty-five 
andurPheed• yours' peace and efficient govenuneat. During this 
p.a.**  reign the revenues of Prussia were doubled, and the king 
woo,. left at his death en accumulated treasure of 9.000,000 

dialers and an army of 83,0oo men. Though not rank-
ing higher than. twelfth among the European states in extent 
and population, Prussia occupied the 

habits 

fourth place in point of 
Sulitary power. The king himeelf took the greatest teres i the 
and y n7ca tIre 

he 
 or inwitihice rh :Pigiy ccifnbanri::: in 

the 
depart- 

n 

 t: 
ments of the administration. His thief innovation was the abolition 
of the distinction between the military and the civil funds, and the 
sea of the entire financial management of the country to 
a imegeanterdirectory of finance, war and domains. The directory 
ea. instructed to qv for everything put of a comes°a fund, and 
so to regulate the expenditure that there should invariably be a 
wpfue at the end of the year. As the army absorbed fiveseventbs 
tal the revenue. the civil adonsinuatiort had to be conducted with 

the tritest edema,. The deg himself sot the mond* d Ike 
fru tY which be exported from is medals and contented binsmu 
with a mil est of woo thaws “7800). T itre domains were mow 
managed so as to yield • greater Income Matt ever before, sad kr 
portent reforms were made AO the system of tuation. the sub. 
taut-ion of a payment in money for the obsolete military terror* 
the noble. were deprived of their practical exemption from weter,. 
and they were also required to pay taxes for all the peasant holdtugo 
they had absorbed. Attempts were made to better the coodition 
of the peewits, and the worst features of villeinage were abolished 
in the Crowadoinains. The military system of cantooment. according 
to which each regiment was allotted • district in which to recruit, 
was of constitutional el well as military importance, since it brought 
the petulant. into direct contact with the royal official.. The oat. 
kction of the taxes of du peasantry was removed from the hands 
of the landowners. The duties of the state officials were laid down 
with great detail, and their performance was exacted with great 
severity. justice seems to have been administered in an upri ght  
manner, though the frequent and often arbitrary infliction of the 
penalty of death by the king strikes us with astonishment. The 
agricultural and industrial interests of the country were funiend 
with great seal. 1" most important industrial undertaking was 
the introduction ef the tnesu(acture of woollen cloth, the loyal 
factory at Berlin supplying uniforms for the entire army. The 
commercial regulations, conceived in a spirit of rigid protection, 
were less successfulL in the ecclesiastical sphere the king was able 
to secure toleration for the Protestants io other parts of Germany 
by reprisals on his own Roman Catholic subjects, and be also gave 
welcome to numerous Protestant refugees, including 18.0oo exiled 
peasants from Sakburg(173a). He has the credit of founding the 
common-school system of Prussia and of making elementary educe. 
don compulsory. 

On the 31st of May 1740 Frederick William cried, and was 
succeeded by his son as Frederick II., known in history as 
Frederick the Great. The young king at once eesese•n 
resolved to use the well-filled treasury and well- a. Mw-
disciplined army left to Mee by his father for the 1/614 

 purpose of increasing the position of Prussia in Europe. The 
death of the emperor Charles VI., the last of the male line of 
the house of Habsburg, on the roth of October 1740, gave him 
his opportunity, by raising the question of Math Theresa's 
right to succeed under the Pragmatic Sanction (see Charles VI., 
emperor; Maxis TaliIIESAj Austam-Hurecruer: History). 
Austrian duplicity in the matter of jalich gave him • colourable 
pretext for his hostile attitude in reviving the long dormant 
claims of Prussia to the Silesian duchies. Within a year of his 
accession he had embarked on the Silesian War, and this was 
closely followed by the second, which ended in 1745, leaving 
Frederick in undisputed possession of almost the whole el 
Silesia, with the frontier that still exists. East Friesland, the 
Prussian claim to which dated from the time of the Great Elector, 
was absorbed in nu on the death without issue of the last 
duke. The two Silesian Wars completely exhausted the stores 
left by Frederick William, both of grenadiers and thalms, and 
Frederick gladly welcomed the interval of peace to amass new 
treasures and allow his subjects time to recover from their 
exertions. When the Seven. Years' War broke out in 1756 
be had an army of sso

' 
 000 men at his conunand, representing 

about pneenventh of the available male population of his little 
kingdom. He had also a fund of ts,000,oco dialers in his 
treasury, though this would have gone but a small way had 
be not been assisted by the subsidies of England and able to 
make the fertile plains of Saxony his chief basis of supply. 
(See Seven Yleae Weal 

without pin la eaeat or population. Pressia emerged 
troll°  ewer as an undoubted power of the fine rank, and hence-
forth completely .ediwd Saxony, Bavaria and Hanover, 
while it was Oam that Amnia would no longer stand Payt. 
without a meal for the begemosy of the German "—"p,,,dratia 

 &mkt The glorious iesenee over the French aad 
Russians also awakened a

v 
 spirit of German patrietion that had 

hitherto been almost unknown. But the price paid Ice these results 
was enormous. Of the 85o,coo soldiers who, as is estimated. perished 
during the war about rammer fell in the service of Prussia, and the 
Loom population of the kingdom had decreased in levee years to 
the extent of half a million souls. The emery and poverty indirectly 
attendant on the war were incalculable. The development of the 
country was thrown Luck for otany years. which were almost a 
repetition of the period succeeding the Thirty Years' War. Bet 
while aearlyy a century elapsed before the traces of that struggle 

Frederick repaired most of the tavages of the Seem 
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Vows' War 

(mama 
 teethe( %b** *gem risameley 

:was 
 manserte 

went of his (mama be ma
e 
 kspt dem debt, and was nom able 

to advance large sums to the most Impoverished districts. Foreign 
colonists were -Invited to mrmipie the deserted villager; tame were 
In several hotances umitad,  for a series of years: the bones of the 
army were employed in farce labourt ad individual effort in eve), 

 department was [amity supported by the goverment. By sy7o 
nearly ell the ruined villages had beta rebuilt: the ground was 
Main under cultivation: order had been ramrods the vacant offices 
had been filled: and the debased currency had been called in. 
Throughout the kingdom agriculture was encouraged by the drainage 
of marshy districts; industry was eaceded by the intsoduction of 
new manufactures, by bounties and by morapoliest and commerce 
was loitered by 	of preemie" Frederick's method. of 
administration 	not greatIr differ from those of his prediction., 
though the unrelentingseventy of Frederick William was related 
and the peculiarities al his ayrem  toned down. Frederick's owe 
personal supervision attended to every department. and his idea of 
his position and duties made him his own fest minister in the widest 
and moot exacting sense of the term. His efforts to improve the 
administration and the buisaucraey were Nowasing. and be w-
ooded in training a body of admirable puha: savants. One of 
his most sweeping reform* was in the department of law, where, 
with the able aid the jurist Samuel von Cowell (164-ryse). 
he carried out a complete revolution in proot&re mad personnel. 
One of the king

. 
 first acts was to abolishega torture, and he 

✓arely sanctioned capital pikish:wet except In eases el murder. 
The application of the pronlegio ►  Sr oat appellate& (*746) freed 
Prussia from all relations with the Imperial courts and paved the 
way for a codification of the mamas law of the land. what was 
begun under Frederick but not complesed till theand of the century. 
In matters of religion Frederick not only exercised the 
toleration, remarking that each of his subjects might go to= 
miter  his own fadrion, but distinctly disclaimed the connexion of 
the state with any one confession. Equal liberty was granted in 
speaking and writing. Though his finances did not &HMV him to 
do mu t directly for educed" his MiST1131C and his 
of men of ton exercised a most salutary effect. The sisystem pna  t 

 of rigid social privilege was, however, still maintained. and maser. 
mountable harriers separated the sable from the citizen and the 
citiszn front the pennant. The paramount defect ci Frederick's 
adminuirauea. an  future events proved, was the neglect of any 
effort to encourage independence and power of self 
among the people. Every measure emanated from the ataigv  Ibiurent  self, 
and the country learned to rely on him alone for help in every 
emergency. 

In 1771 Prussia and Austria, In order to prevent an over 
waning growth of Russia, joined in the first partition of Poland. 
Frederick's share consisted of West Prussia and the New 
district, which filled up the gap between the west mass of his 
territories and the isolated district of East Prussia. It had 
also this advantage over later acquisitions at Poland's expense, 
that it was a thoroughly German land, having formed part of the 
colonizations of the Teutonic Order. In 1778 Prussia found 
herself once more in opposition to Austria on the question of 
the Bavarian succession, but the difficulty was adjusted without 
much bloodshed (see Potato WAR). The same question 
elicited the last action of importance in which Frederick en-
paged—the formation of a " FUrstenbund," or league of Ger 
man princes under Prussian supremacy, to resist the encroach-
ments of Austria. The importance of this union was soon 
obscured by the momentous events of the French Revolution, 
but it was a significant foreshadowing of the duel of Austria 
and Prussia for the pre-eminence in Germany. Frederick died 
on the 17th of August *786, having increased his territories 
to an area of yenoo sq. ns., with a population of five and 
a half millios, The revenue also had immensely increased 
and now amounted to about twenty million dialers annually, 
of which, however, thirteen were spent on the army. The 
treasury contained a fund of sixty million dialers, and the 
country was free of debt. (See PILIZMUCIC IL, Eno or 
Flimsy%) 

A continued** of the personal despotism under which Prussia 
had now existed for seventy years, as well as of its &weeper 
n1,41.10 tionate influence in Europe, would have required a 

ruler with something of the iron will and ability of 
"81"1"4  Frederick the Great. Unfortunately Frederick's 
nephew and successor, Frederick William IL, bad neither the 
energy nor the insight that his position demanded. He was 
too undecided to adhere to the vigorous external policy of his 
predecessor, not did be oo the other hand make any attempt 

to meet the growing diseentent by an Internal movement el 
liberal reform. The rule of absolutism continued, though 
the power now lay more in the bands of a " camarilla " or 
cabinet than in those of the monarch; and the statesman who 
now came to the front were singularly short-sighted sad 
Walking. The freedom of religion and the press left by 
Frederick the Great was abrogated In 1018 by royal ordinance. 
In nth the army engaged in an expensive and useless 
campaign against Hallaid. The abandonment of Frederick's 
policy was shown in a tendency to follow the lead of Austria, 
which adminated in an alliance with that power against revo-
1116061117 France. But in me PTIlli* suspicious of the 
Polish plans of Russia and Austria, concluded the separate peace 
of Basel, almost the only redeeming feature of which was the 
stipulation that all north German states beyond a certain line 
of demarcation should paiticipate in its benefits. This practically 
divided Germany into two camps and inflicted a severe blow 
on the impeded system. The indifference with which Prussia 
relinquished to Franca German lands on the left bank of the 
Rhine, compared with her eagerness to increase her Slavonic 
tetrineies on the east, was certainly one of the great blunders 
of the reign. Prumia's share in the second and third partitions 
of Poland (1783 and me) nearly doubled her extent, but added 
little or nothing to her real power. The twelve years following 
the peace of Bawl form one of the most sombre periods of the 
history of Prussia. Her prestige was loin by her persistent 
and ill-timed neutrality in the struggle with France; the old 
virtues of economy, order and justice disappeared from the 
bureaucracy; the army was gradually losing its excellence and 
was weakened rather than strengthened by the hordes of &s-
elected Polish wanks; the treasury was exhausted and a large 
debt incurred; the newly awakened feelingGerman patriotism 
had died away, especially among the upper classes. (See 
news= Wurzut II., Ems or Paussts.) 

Frederick William ILL possessed many virtues that did hint 
credit in his private capacity, but he lacked the vigour that was 
at this juncture imperatively required from a Mee n edweia 
of Prussia, while he was unfortunately surrounded snows sew. 
by counsellors who had as little conception as him- 17"4".• 
self of Prussia's proper Me. Not even the high-handed 
oecupadon of Hanover by the French in aos could arouse 
him; and the last shred of sell-respect seemed to have 
been parted with in illoe when Prussia consented to receive 
Hanover, the property of its ally England, from the bands of 
France. The formation of the Confederation of the Rhine in 
s8e6 and the intelligence that France had agreed to restore 
Hanover to England at last convinced Frederick William of 
what be had to fear from Napoleon; while Napoleon 
on his aide, being now free of his other antagonists, mowrma  
was only too glad of an opportunity to destroy his 
tool. Primal, declared war on the 9th of October iSo6; and the 
short campaign that ensued showed that the army of Frederick 
the Great had lost its virtue, and that Prussia, single-handed, 
was no match for the great French commander. On the 14th of 
October the Prussian armies were overthrown at Jena and 
Auerstadt, and a total collapse set in. Disgraceful capitulations 
of Coops and fortresses without a snuggle followed one another 
in rapid succession; the cowl fled to East Prussia; and Napoleon 
entered Berlin in triumph. At the Peace of Tilsit (July 9, 
'Soy) Frederick William lost half his kingdom, including all that 
had been acquired at the second and third partitions of Poland 
and the whole of the territory west of the Ellie. An enormous 
war indemnity was also demanded, and the Prussian fortresses 
were occupied by the French until this should be paid. 

The next hall-dozen years form a period of the greatest sig-
nificance in the history of Prussia, embracing, as they do, the 
turning•point in the moral regeneration of the country. The 
disasters of r8e6 elidted a strong spirit of patriotism, which was 
fanned by the engines of the " Tugcndbund," or League of 
Virtue, and by the writings of men like Fichte and Arndt. The 
credit of the reformation belongs mainly to the great minister 
Stein, and in the_second place to the chancellor Hardenbers: 
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The condition on which Stein based his acceptance of office 
was itself of immense importance; be insisted that the system 
Stea•s of governing through irresponsible cabinet coun- 

Refenta cilkest which had gradually become customary, 
should cease, and that the responsible ministers of 

departments should be at once the confidential advisers and the 
executive agents of the king. Stein's edict of 18o7 abolished 
serfdom and obliterated the legal distinction of daises by  
establishing freedom of exchange in land and free choice of 
occupation' The " StAdteordnung " of x8o8 reformed the 
municipalities and granted them important rights of self-govern. 
merit. His administrative reforms amounted to a complete 
reconstruction of the ministerial departments and the machinery 
of provincial government, and practically established the syste m 
now in force. In :810 Hardenberg, with a precipitancy which 
Stein would scarcely have approved, continued the reform in the 
condition of the peasants by making them absolute owners of 
Part of  their holdings, the landlords obtaining the rest 1111 an 
indemnity for their lost dues.* The army was also reorganized 
by Scharnhorst and Galatea% 'while the condition imposed 
by Napoleon that it should not exceed 42,o0o Men was practically 
evaded by replacing each body of men by another as soon as 
it was fairly versed in military exercises. The educational 
reforms of Wilhelm von Humboldt established the school system 
of Prussia on its present begs, and the university of Berlin was 
founded in then (see Brine, H. F. C. Fatima vote; Harare-
11120, K. A. vox). 

Frederick William hesitated to take part in the Austrian 
rising in 1809, but his opportunity came in 1813, when Napoleon 
fled from Russia. General York, commander of the corps that 
Prussia had been obliged to contribute to the French expedi- 
tion, anticipated the formal declaration of war by joining 
the Russians with his troops on his own responsibility 
(Dec. 3o r812). On the outbreak of the war the people rose en 
mane and with the utmost enthusiasm. A treaty of alliance 
between Russia and Prussia was concluded at Kali** and 
Austria, after some hesitation, also joined the league against 
Napoleon. In the struggle that followed (see Naos/mac 
CAMPAIGNS) Prussia played one of the most prominent parts, 
and her general Blacker was the driving force of the allied armies. 
Between 1813 and the battle of Waterloo Prussia lost rom000 
men, and strained her financial resources to the utmost. As 

compensation she received at the Congress of Vienna 
` i

ce  the northern half of Saxony, her old possessions went 
of the Elbe, Swedish Pomerania, the duchies of 

Berg and Jillich, and other districts in Westphalia and on the 
Rhine. The acquisitions of the last partition of Poland, with 
the exception of the grand-duchy of Posen, were resigned to 
Russia; Friesland went to Hanover, and Bavaria was allowed 
to retain Baireuth and Ansback, which had come into ha bands 
in 1806. This arrangement of the nap did not wholly restore 
Prussia to its former extent, as its area was now only to8,coo 
sq. in. compared with [22,000 sq. M. at the beginning of 18o6. 
but the substitution of German for Slav territory and the 
shifting of the centre of gravity towards the west more than 
made up for any slight loss in size. Hanover still formed a 
huge wedge splitting PfUSSill completely in two, and the western 
frontier was very ragged. Prussia's position ;equired caution. 
but forced upon it a national German policy; and the situation of 
the new lands was vastly more effectual in determining the future 
leader of Germany than was Austria's aggrandisement in Italy. 

The task that confronted Frederick Wiliam HI. in 1•15—that 
of welding together the heterogeneous elements assembled under 

his crown by the great congress—was one that would Passau have taxed the statesmanship of • stronger man than he . altar 18611. The population of Prussia had been more than doubled. 
and contained, besides Loma* Slays, people of every German 

• Previous to tide measure the distinction between " noble." 
and " pelmet " land and occupations was strictly oti-

ser, and no transition of property or employment Iris one class 
to another was possible. 

• The patrimonial jurisdiction of the landowners was Dm taken 
away till 1548.  

race; and, as an additional problem.. the annexation of tite Rkinit 
provinces had raised the number of Roman Catholic subjects of the 
most Protestant of the German monarchies to some two-filth, of 
the whole. On the ,p-el of June 1814 the king had issued • cabinet 
order promising on his return to give a decision as to a w  
national constitution, and this promise had bees 
repeated in proclamations at Danzig and Posen (May' ""fauP  
1813) and in the patent addressed to the new Saxon 
provinces on the 22nd of May in addition to the provincial estates 
there was to be a national Diet for the whole country. When. 
however, the work of drawing up the constitution was ,sot In hand, 
it soon became clear that it would meet with entre ,  • finery diffi-
culties. Liberalism was as yet a force only in the profeselonall 
classes; the provinces, proud of their traditions, were both to be 
merged in a common organization (Pomeranians and Silesian. ate 
described in contemporary documents as " nations ") above an, 
there was the fundamental antagonism. by no mean ,  !goblet even

. 
 

now, between the old eastern provinces, with their •reng feudal 
spirit, and the new western provinces, in which the ideas of the 
Revolution had gained a permanent ascendancy; and of all these 
conflicting tendencies, one only was org 

ks.
anizexi into a compact bo

ultraconservative
e/ 

of opinion: theultraconservativeive feudal landowncra (Jen 
of the mark of Brandenburg. " heartless, wooden. half-educar 
people," as Stein called them, " fit only to be turned into corporals 
or calculating machines," but for all that the very backbone of 
the traditional Prussian monarchy. 

In spite of all the king would probably have granted n oonstitutlons 
 but for the ill-timed alarums and excursions of the I beret Tenn 

vereine and Bursckenschaften. The trials and hunch ,• 
tions he had passed through during the revolutionro 
epoch had left him in a condition of nervous appc 
hension. which the Wartburg festival of October as: 
(Kamptz's Police Laws, an uhlan's stays and a corpoml's 
cane—symbols of Prussian methods—had been committed to the 
flames) and the murder of Kotzebue turned into reacti•ary panic. 
Metternich, who had never ceased to warn the king the peril to 
the Prussian monarchy which would result from a ....ntrat repre-
sentative system, seized the opportunity; under his influence in 
October tat% Frederick William by signing the Carlsbad Decrees 
(q.v.) definitely committed himself to the Austrian system of 
' stability." It was not, however, till the t ith of June Illat that 
the king futally decided to postpone the constit ut ion, and to summon 
a commission to organize a system of provincial estates, which 
were created by royal patent on the 5th of June ili,,. nettle test. 
the question of a constitution was not again raised during the 
kings reign, and for years the Prussian police engaged in the con- 
genial task of " demagogue bunting " (Dentagagenheteerei), popular 
heroes like Jahn and Arndt being haled to prison oa invokes 
charges, and even Gneisenau and Scharnhorst surrounded with 
spies. 

Meanwhile, by an ordinance of the loth of April fats the kingdom: 
had been divided into eight provinces, each province into towers. 
ment districts (Regicrungsbevirke). and these again 
into " circles " administered by a Landral (andratluke 
ICreise). At the head of each Regierungsber:rk was a 	'8.,;;" 
government board responsible to the Oberprdsidesf. 
who was responsible in his turn to the ministry under the dime 
cellor. On the 20th of March 181 7  was created a council of 
state (Skuasral) consisting of the royal princes. high officials 
and a certain number of members nominated by tIc king; whose 
function was to supervise the administration and (1,11a1 projects 
of legiilation. Its immediate tasks were to bring the new pm.smose 
into harmony with the Prussian system and to net order Into the 
disorganized finances. Both problems were solved its a manner 
that did credit to the Prussian bureaucracy. By stars, in spite of 
the damage caused by the war and of the exhaustion of the eountryt 

 the financial situation was satisfactory. the king having motributea 
to this result by surrendering the Crown domain, io the state. 
reserving only a charge of 2.500.000 dialers, the 	ailed Kees- 
fideiliortminfoods. The reconciliation of the new pruners to the 
new order was a matter of even more difficulty, notably Th. 
in the case of the population of the Rhine districts, 
which had been accustomed to the easy-going methods 
and light taxation of the ecclesiastical princes. They weft .  , however, 
to a certain extent reconciled by the wise liberality Axis left to 

i them many of their peculiar nstitutions, e.g. the Cods 
Na  in the Rhine provinces. Most burdensome of all was Ihetiliol 

the 3rd of September 1814 introducing universal r,:litary service 
and organizing the Landuvlsr; but it was precisely I! a With was 
to be the strongest factor in welding Prussia together and taking 
her supreme in Germany. 

Of all the reforms the most far-reaching was the creation, MI tha 
1st of January 1834. of the famous customs union oe ra, 
Zollverent, which was to become the material basis ping, 
of Prussia's influence in Germany. (For details am 
Gsaitartr; /funny. xi 865.) 

In educational matters also thegovernment achieved results 
of lasting value. The university of Bonn was founded, the others 
ware reorganized: numerous Gyseneiire were built aced show an 
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alsentatary education was Ind* ariand and teempubery. Leas 
happy was Frederick Willsam's attempt to adjust the religious 

differences of his subjects With the corporal's cane. 
ag."1" In tfity, the tercentenary of the Reformation, a 

decree announced that henceforth Lutheran ani ma 
farmed ware to uniss in ons".Evanigelical Church," 

be pubic use al the tame " Protestant " bang officially forbidden. 
The so-called Old Lutheranawho refused to conform, were forbidden 
to found a separate community, and refractory paean sere 
Idrageosed and imprisoned. A quarrel also brine out with the 
Roams Catholic Churn on no gentian of " inked nmrnages." 
which culminated it 18,7 in the imprisonment of Baron Droste zu 
Vischering (gm.), archbishop of Cologne, and of the archbishop of  
Posen. 

le forks polities, too. Pronto played but a socombery reds altar 
1815. The long either attiendod, or ems sereenand ot..the various 
inagnesses up to that of Verna ht 1822, bet his sole sdea was to 
support the views of Metternich, and later, those of the emperor 
Nirlwaas I. of Russia. (See Ewing: History.) 

Frederick William III. died on the 7th of June slim. In 
spite of his faults, he had accomplished greet things for Prussia, 
and his kindness of heart, his devotion to duty and the memory 
of his sufferings maintained his personal popularity to the last 
(me Fammtuat WILLIAM M., Kites os Paossm). Of his son 
~on* and successor, Frederick William IV., pest things 
ameassiw..were expected, since his talents were undeniable 
18.481/1" and be had pined as sown prince a reputation 
for Liberalism. One of his fine acts was to liberate Jahn 
and the imprisoned archbishops, to reinstate Arndt in alba 
and to issue a general amnesty (Aug. so, Olio). Five years 
LW he allowed the Old Lutherans liberty to set up a Church 
of their own. But in spite of these !itemising beginnings, it 
was soon dear that the king was wholly out of touch with the 
ideas of modem Liberalism. In spite of the warnings of the 
emperor Nicholas I. and of Metternich, be sought to utility the 
cry fen a coastitution by laming on the 17th of February 0147 
a patent summoning the "united Diet" for Prussia—that is to 
say, a mere " concentration " of the provincial Diets. The 
story of the contest that followed between the Crowe and the 
people is outlined elsewhere (see Gasuasstv). It is only 
necessary to give beet some account of the constkutioral 
development in Prussia itself. 

The most important landmark in this respect was the law 
promulgated after the 'dissolution of the lower house of the 
&don, revolutionary National Assembly on the s7th of 
Law MI, April race. This law, which was only slightly modified 
sad name by the electoral reform law of immdivkied the podia- 
am" rosemary electors into three classes, their voting power so. being determined by property qualifications or by 
Madill sad professional position. In the elections that followed. 
the disgusted democrats took no part, with the result that the 
chambers that met on the 7th of August am were strongly 
Conservative and made no difficulty about revising the demo-
cratic constitution of 1841 in accordance with the royal wishes. 
The constitution, thus amended, was proclakned on the slat of 
January :list, and has remained substantially that of Prussia 
ever since. Its immediate effect was an extraordinary series of 
reactionary maw es, e.g. the restoration of the old manorial 
courts ad of the provincial estates (am). The acted coo-
stitution of the parliament as consisting of a House of Lords 
iliernaMenri and House of Delegates (A beeenimissaboari was 
fixed Is lase, and in this amenably the donsinaat elesseat con-
tinned to be that of the Pre mien Jausermas or squirearchy, 
which supported the king and his government in all their 
reactionary earth. 

So the sa the internal history of Prussia is concerted, little 
was altered by the substitution of William as regent for his 

brother. now hopelessly mad, in as& The new 
Wig'ruler, who became king in diet, shared to the full 

ids predecessor's views as to the divine right of the 
Nassau crows. He was prepared to accept the established 
tonstitutimal foam, but be was not prepared to sacrifice to 
than what he brmly believed to be the divinely appointed 
mission of Prussia in Germany. Bismarck, who became prime 
idolater in a16a, fully shared his master's views. He realised, 

what the lower Isousedid sot, that the Gennan question could only 
be settled as the result of a trial of strength between Prussia and 
Austria and that therefore it was necessary for Prussia to spend 
money on armaments; and, since be could not give  zar.se t. his real reasons to the parliament and the parliament 
refined to accept the reasons he did give, be raised the necessary 
funds in defiance of the votes of the House of Delegates. The 
result Justified him in the eyes of the Prussian people. Bis-
marck's policy, culminating in the war of *866, left Prussia the 
undisputed mistress of Germany (see Sattasum-Hoistatei 
Quest:tom; and Gzaluisiv: History). By the'Treary of Prague 
(Aug. 23, 1866) Prussia acquired Hanover, Hesse-Cassel, 
Hesse-Nassau, Frankfort and the duchies of Schleswig-
Holstein and Lauenburg; her territory had been m,,,0,0 
increased by one-fifth sad became for the first time Pewee. 
satisfactorily rounded off and compacted; by the 11" 
acquisition of the Elbe duchies, too, she laid the foundations of 
her future see-power. In 1871 as the result of the German 
victory over France the king of Prussia became German 
Emperor. 

From re67 onward Prussia has had hem the point of view 
of internatio•ai politics no natant apart from the North 
Germlin Federation and the German Empire; and 
even in internal affairs her preponderance and influence P"maii" 
in Germany have been overwhelming. For all=  Swim. cal purposes the Germs Empire has ken 

_and, however sail the still surviving pastinslarist feeling of 
the leaser Kates has resealed the 	the ' Prussification. 
in greater or less degree, of allGermany was inevitable from 
the moment that the great imperial demente—army. customs, 
peen 'always—were placed under Prussian authority or con-
formed to the Prussian model. With this particular expansion 
of Prussia, however, we an not cowman, but solely with the 
internal development of the Prussian king 	;twit. The main 
tasks that lay before the government after ie./a were the assimilation 
of the new provinces, the reorganiaaba a the administration, 
the economic devdopmen of das canary, the settle- 
ment of the quosuoss amongout of the attitude of the Thwel" 
Roman Catholics on the one  hand and the Social Demo- Pailk  a • 
crate on the other. On the whole the new German ` 
provinces accepted their fate with equanimity, though In Hammer = the depoaed dynasty continuedto command • con. 

following of which the ablest spokesman was Windthorst 
(q.v.). Since the dispossessed princes refused to resign their 
daime, the large sum of money which bad been assigned to them 
by the Prussian parliament was, so early as March 1868, senses-
tinted, and. under the narno of the Guelph Fund (Wrtkx.krat), formed 
a matt service supplyhighly catamount for Bismarck's purposes. 
More difficult was the 	,tnalt rashly undertaken by the gownsman, 
of 	icing the Danish parts of Schleswig-Holann and the 
froth districts in the eastern provinces, s task which after thirty 
yaus of effort shows but WC/ small masks (see Scntssinc.- 
Hossein. QVIISTION, aria.; sad Poses). 

Closely connected with the Polish question was the quarrel with 
the Roman Catholic Church. known as the Kulrernapf, of which 
Prussia was the focus (see Gamow.: History.. xi. 
Sep seq.). The anti-Vatican policy. associated „,____,'•"'"Par'' 
especially with the maw ef the manner Falk, morn- 
sited an alliance of the government w ith the Liberals, and this 
led to a policy of at least administrative reform. The prelent 
admaistrative system (Xtrisordosuig) of Prussia nos introduced 
in tilra for certain provinces, hot sot extended to the whole 
kingdom until Me, when it was applied to Paten. The 
Liberalism d the Prunes parliament was, however, of a v ery 
lukewarm aemper,• and when in I878--1879 Bismarck decided 
to reverse the flan policy,( the country and to par ,_„__ 
repressive Imitation again Out Social Democrats. 
the Lffaerais went not *nog enough tooter an effective  dews 

resistance. In ten the moderate Liberal ministry 
"""""" resigned, and was succeeded by • Conservative cabinet,  

in wb'^ch the mostamspiason figure was Robert von Pun- 
Irmser (s...). Hmederth the government depended for 
parliamentary support on a manias of the National Liberals 
and Connivance or of the Conservatives and tiltramontaro, 
An eventual understanding with the Holy See was inevitahle, 
thou0the Kothsrkesspf was not actually settled mini MIL when 
the Prunes ROVIRIBMOnt. assisted by  the diplomatic  gjo, 
attitude al pope Leo XIII., came to terms with Rome. a.m.,. 
Meanwhile in tam the en of Bismarck's experiments 
in state socialism had begun by the purchase by the state of three  cat 
the great railways, thus laying the foundation of the present rynem 
of state railways in Prank. 

ON the 9th of Match An William I. died. His successor, 
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Frederick m., only lived till the rith of June, the sole important 
act of his reign being the dismissal of Puttkammer. 'Under his 

successor William II. the development of Prussian 
sthp,"se&  affairs continued on the lines laid down under 

William I., the main difference being that, after the 
fall of Bismarck (March so,1890), the old antagonism between 
the unrepresented masses and the government tended to 
smut at. change into one between these masses and the 
1884  Crown. For while in the unreformed parliament 
the squirearchy was still disproportionately represented; 
Socialism—denounced by the king-emperor -as treason 
Manassas against himself and the country—spread rapidly 
ROANa among the unrepresented population. Discontent 
grew apace, and the trouble culminated in 1908 and tom. In 
rood a bill raising the number of members of the Diet from 433 
paww og to 445 and effecting an unimportant redistribution 
Seas of seats had been passed, but a Radical amendment 
°"'""ww•in favour of direct and universal suffrage and the 
secret ballot had been rejected by a large majority. In 1907 
the elections for the Reichstag resulted in a remarkable 
defeat of the Socialist forces, and this had its effect in Prussia 
also. In 1908 a resolution in favour of universal suffrage was 
again brought forward. It was opposed by Prince Billow, 
the German chancellor, and was rejected by a large majority. 
Riots followed in Berlin and demonstrations in favour of reform 
throughout the country, and at the new elections in June seven 
Socialist members were returned—a portentous phenomenon 
under the actual franchise. In the session of wog the reform 
resolution was again brought forward, and again thrown out by 
the Conservative majority. 

Demonstrations and collisions with the police followed in 
most of the large Prussian towns, and in October four of the 
Socialist members returned in ipo8 who had been unseated 
on technical grounds were re-elected. It became clear to the 
government that some sop must be thrown to popular opinion, 
and accordingly in the speech from the throne delivered on the 

ith of January tow the king-emperor announced a measure 
of franchise reform. The agitation, however, continued, and 
the terms of the bill when it was introduced by Herr von Beth- 
mann-Hollweg on the roth of February were not such as to 
conciliate opposition. The chancellor and minister-president 
adhered to the principles enunciated by his predecessor; the 

bill retained the triple class division of voters, public 
Rotors MI 
*UM 	voting and plural votes; the voting, however, was 

to be direct and certain changes were suggested 
giving less to the moneyed interest and more to the professional 
classes. A furious agitation at once arose all over the country, 
culminating in a series of Socialist demonstrations on the 14th in 
Berlin and elsewhere; owing to the elaborate police precautions 
there was, however, no serious disturbance; but on the evening 
of the 18th there was street fighting between rioters and police in 
Frankfort Meanwhile, on the 13th, the bill had been referred 
to a committee of the Diet. No party was satisfied with it; the 
Berlin municipality petitioned for its entire rejection; but its 
(ate was ultimately determined by an agreement between the 
representatives of the Conservative and Catholic Centre parties 
on the committee, the latter agreeing to support the retention 
of indirect voting on condition of the former declaring in invent 
of the secret ballot (Feb. 22). In this sense the committee 
ultimately reported, in spite of the government's efforts to retain 
public voting and to concede direct election, and on the 14th 
of March the bill in this shape passed its second reading. On 
the r6th the third reading was carried, all the parties except 
the Conservatives and the Centre voting against it; Herr von 
Bethmann-liollweg accepted the bill on behalf of the govern-
ment, merely reserving the right to amend it in matters of 

Prince Schtinaich-Carolith pointed out In tong that 3t4no0 
Socialist voters were entirely unrepresented, while 324,000 Con-
servative voters returned 143 members, and that the propertied 
and agrarian section of the community returned over 300 members. 
the remainder only some r3o (Annual Register. 1908, p. 28e). 

' His speech is reported in The Thou of the nth of February 
10 to.  

detail. Demonstrations and dots in various centres shinned bow 
far this result was from satisfying the popular demands_ 

Thus Prussia retained, in contradistinction to the South 
German states, its traditional character, as a land ruled foto 
above, the monarchy and the bureaucracy basing their authority 
not on the will of the people, but partly on divine right and 
partly on the middle-class terror of the social revolution, while 
as its ultimate sanction there remained the tremendous power 
of the king of Prussia as supreme "war lord" of Germany. 
It remained to be seen bow long these conditions could last in a 
country which, during the tremendous material expansion of the 
period following the war, bad developed an immense Industrial 
population which saw, or thought it saw, its interests sacrificed 
to the agricultural classes, with their traditional feudalism and 
inherited loyalty to the Prussian system. 

EIDLIOGRAPIIT.—For sources see K. Kletke, Qadkakswede dee 
Gesck. des preuss. Steaks (Berlin. 18,58-1860: Bd. I. Sslrefessellwr. 
Bd. ii. Urkuodes-Rsgmtenout: aad F. Lithonsen, Qweileviassch saw 
bratulcaborg.gresus. Gesck. (Berlin, 1889), &Auto. fir prewsscsase 
auk. (ibid. 1864-1883) •  Forschungew ewe . — press. Ges. k. 
(Leipzig, 1888 spa.). Records of the Powders Fooeremret 
in the 18th century are being published under the title of Aces 
&minim (Berlin, 1892 um.). Among important general works 
may be mentioned Ranks, Zwelf Barker prresstrther Gruff, 5.  vote. 
to .1.745 (and ed., Leipzig. 1878); Droysot, Gesck. des pews:schwa 
1VMM, 5 parts in 15 vols. to 1736 (Berlin and Leipzig. 11555- '88 .9 i; 
H. G. Prins, Preossiscke Geschichte. 4 vols. to 1848 Nauseam 
teno-1902); and for constitutional history. C. Boolialt. Pre-osssocise 
Shush- mid Rechtsgeschichie (Berlin, Not) Of the many works 
devoted to special periods Treitschke's beetrthe Geschkkee its 29. 
Jakrkundert (Leipzig, 1879-1894). in spite of its strong Prussian 
bias. is especially valuable for the period up to 1848, when It 
breaks off. 'See also the lists of books attached to the hognsplaiss 
of the various Prussian kings and statesmen. 

PRUSSIA, in the original and narrower sense of the word, a 
territory of Germany, in the kingdom of Prussia, snitching 
along the Baltic coast for about 220 m., and occupying an area 
of 24,083 sq. m. The eastern part of this territory formed the 
duchy of Prussia, which was conquered and colonised by the 
Teutonic Order and was acquired by the elector of Brandenburg 
in 1618, furnishing his successor with his regal tide in 270s. 
The western part, which had been severed from the eastern bail 
and assigned to Poland in 1466, wan not annexed to Prussia until 
the partition of Poland in 1772, while the towns of Danzig and 
Thorn remained Polish down to 1793• The two districts were 
united in 182.4 to form a single province. But, as might have 
been expected, the union did not work wciLand it was dissolved 
in i878, its place being taken by the modern provinces Of East 
and West Prussia. (SOB EAST PRUSSIA and WEST PRUSSIA-) 

PRUSSIC ACID, or limitocvaloc Ace, IICN, an organic 
acid first prepared in 1782.-1783 by C. Schoch, and subsequently 
examined by J. Gay-Lussac. It is present in varying amounts 
in certain plants, being a product of the hydrolysis of the cyan►  
genetic glucosidcs, amygdalin (q.t.). It may be prepared 
by heating a mixture of cyanogen and hydrogen to scre-sse C. 
(M. Berthelot, As". aim. plays., 1879 (5), 1g, p. 380);  by 
passing induction sparks through a mixture of acetylene and 
nitrogen; by the dry distillation of ammonium formate; by the 
decomposition of the simple cyanides with mineral adds; and 
by distilling potassium ferrocyanido with dilute sulphuric acid 
IF. Water, Ann., 1 830. 73, P. lob the anhydrous acid being 
obtained by fractional distillation of the aqueous distillate, 
special precautions being necessary owing to the excessivdy 
poisonous nature of the free acid: 

IC4Fe(NC),-1-3114SO4..214S0.+FeS0.+6HCN. 
The free acid is a colourless liquid with a smell resembling 

bitter almonds; it boils at 26.1° C., and may be .sofidificd, is 
which condition it melts at C. It bums with • blue Amu, 
and is readily soluble in water, but the solution is unstable sad 
decomposes on standing, giving amorphous insoluble substances, 
and ammonium formate, OXIDE acid, arc. An aqueous selutioa 
of hydrogen peroxide converts It Into ournide, (CONlith sad 
reduction by zinc and hydrochloric acid gives methylando 
The anhydrous acid combines with hydrochloric, hydrobtonik 
and hydriodic adds to form crystalline addition prodlicts, which 
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all decomposed by watet with the formation of the corre-
sponding ammonium salt and formic Auld. It combines with 
aldehyde' and ketones to loon the nitrites of oxy•ands, for 
example. ClisCHO+HCNesCli5CH/011ACN). It is a very 
steak munobasic acid, and the aqueous solution has a very low 
electric conductivity. 

Cyarada.—Tbe salts of this acid, known as cyanides, may 
be prepared by the action of cyanogen or of gaseous hydro-
cyanic acid on a metal, by heating the carbonates or hydro-
oxides of the alkali metals in a current of hydrocyanic acid; 
by heating alkaline carbonates with carbon in the presence of 
tree nit rugrn: BaCOs + 4C + Ns et Ba(NC)s + 3C0; by ignition 
of nitrogenous organic substances in the presence of alkaline 
Carbonates nr hydro:ides; or by proccees of double decom-
positien. The alkali and alkaline earth cyanides arc soluble in 
water and in alcohol, and their aqueous solution, owing to 
hydrolytic dissociation, possews an alkaline character. When 
heated in contact with air they undergo a Certain amount of 
oxidation, being converted to some extent into the corresponding 
cyanate. The cyanides of other metals are decomposed by heat, 
frequently with Lberat ion of cyanogen. The cyanides are usually 

reducing agents. 'Those of the heavy metals are mostly insoluble 
in water, but are soluble in a solution of potassium cyanide, 
forming more or less stable double salts, for example KAg(NC)s. 
biAu(NC6. Lead cyanide, l'b(NC),. however, does not form 
such a salt, and is Insoluble in potassium cyanide solution. 

Asommiem ereide, NILNC, a white solid found to some alight 
relent in illuminating gas, is ea.ily ...fable in satire and alcuhel, 
and is very po sweets. Its vapour is trill-unmade. It is obtained 
by passing ammonia gas over hot coal; by subliming, • mixture rd 
ammonium chloride and potassium cy.inide; by tossing a rniftUre 
el ammonia as and chloroform vapour through a red hot tube; 
and by leading a mixture of ammonia and carbon monoxide: 
CO +a • NII iNC + 11,0. Barium eyunkit. B..0.101. We" 
pared by the action ol potassium cyanide on baryta, or by passing 
sir over a heated mixture of barium carbonate and coal, is a white 
solid, which when heated with water to 3m' C. lows the whole of 
isa ;shrive in the fonts of ammonia. lierrieric c yae.de, lig(NC)t, 
Is a wartngly soluble act formed by dimolving precipitated mercuric 
Wide in hydrocyank acid, ea by boiliag putewium ferrucyanide with 
mercuric cud hale and water: 2K iFe iNCle +31 IgS0 s  ei ig (N + 
1(150.+KaFt(Fe(NC)4. Its illtjelrefl• solution 6 not an electrolyte , ,
id conseeuestly does not give the reactions of the mercury sail 

rya:warn sons. When belted it yields mercury, cyanogen and para• 

by  :W
s. „Sher cjitunde. AgNC. is keened as a white precipitate 

ing potassium cyanide to Ober nitrate solution; or Letter, 
by  st

iag saber nitrate to putatriunt silver cyanide. KAgllseg i. this 
Cyanide being obtained by the addition of one molecular 

propertioa of pot...aura cyanide to one molecular proportion of 
silver nitrate, the white pos.-iodate so funned being then dissolved 
by adding • annand equivalent of potassium cyanide. On con. 
oentration die double salt separates as hexagonal tables. Date* 
Warta! acids dexempose it with the formation of insoluble silver 
msanide and hydrocyanic acid: KNC•AgNC+IINO,wIICN+ 
KNO.+AgNC. A boiling ',Motion of potassiumchloride with 
the &wide cyanide give. silver chloride and potassium cyanide. 

Pekin i OS rewire. KNC, and median (prank. tiaNC, are two of 
the nest important of the taits ol hydros-sane acid, the former 
being nsanistuted in law quantities foe commtpdan In the 
estnection of gold (gam.). Fageasiuns ‘ranide may be obtained by 
lax

' 
 either •loise—gsFe(NCIe•el:NC+ 

psC..4.=6"Iwitti:sic"likomfasia oertemate (V. Alder. Lettish patent 
tics Insaoll; in the lattar gem the chef marten probably Ni 
Ktre(hiClo Kpo.-4Kac+sKOCN + CO + Fe: mon come 
duet ferrorysalde is acanionally addled In wall quantities, 
it nedee en derosooa Om eraaste ionised; a KOCN + aKelert NO. • 
sol:NC + aVe0 4C 1- aNi; aVe0 + aC + :Fe. The reo 
action le asterapansed by mach hutlizAtvr  and 114 whole la filtered 
when in a state of ate . traaspiil 	 mew, 
the double potasedues sodium cyanide by ring pots r  um farm 
cyanide with sodium the product of fusion being extracted with 
water aid the volution evaporated: KiFONC). + aNs w Fe 1- 
4KNC•aftlaNC. This mores gives a product her (men eyanate, 
which was always formed in the older full" prowess. 

Many other premiere have been deviled. D. T. Pisyfahr (Fog. 
pat. 776i (Ow)' dreceneeses sulphoeyanides by fewng with sine: 
the mne Is heated •irli a small quantity of radios and when cosn• 
pies.* fined potassium aulphacyanide is added, the main bring 
well stirred and heated mull it thickens and begins to met red; 
homily it le allowed to cool out el contact with sir, lidvieted with 
water. the solution decanted, sad evaporated to a paste is mesa 
The potassium eulphocennide is obtained few anowelene odples• 
eyeerole. which to lamed by tintolling Made real gas with oust 
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containing ompertded sulphur. Various prone es involving the 
use of atmoopherie nitrogen have been devised. but in most emirs 
they do not yield good ?mule.. More successful results are obtained 
by the use of ammonia. The Sas...furter Chem. Fabrik (Eng. pat. 
9336-2 (moil pass ammonia over a mixture of alkali or alkaline 
earbnnate and charred, first at ■ dull eat heat and then at a (right 
red heat; KHO+ tells +C KNC + HO+ DI. H. Y. Caoner 
(Fr. pat. 243938 Oftesil pew, anhydrous ammonia over heated 
indium to form sodarnete, which is then brought in • neaten ene• 
cbtion into contact with carboa: NaNtlefe -NaNC+H,. The 
Deutwhe Gold and Sitter Scheidt Anstalt [Eng. pat.3301, 3359 
(molt/ prepare sodium cyanamide by melting sodium with eurtwies 
or some hydrocarbon. and passing ammonia over the melt at from 
4o■ *--eno* C. The temperatures then raised to Leo'-goo• C., and 
the sodium cyanamide In contact with the residual carbon farms 
...bum cyanide. H. W. Crowther and E. C. Ro..itrr (lone. Sec. 
Calm. led.. teigi. II. p. direst cartoon bisulphide with ammonia 
and lime in quantities slightly In races of those demanded by the 
following equation: + abib + ?Cat0H6 Cat5Chlh + 
Ca(S1111-1-4ifi0: the product is then treated with a current of 
carbon dmxide. calcium eartemite being precipitated, sulphurettel 
hydrofoil mrspieg, and calcium sulphorvannle remaining in unto! Ion. 
The milphoryankle 6 converted into the potassium salt by lidding 
potassium sulphate, and finally desulpholieesi by lead, tine, or iron. 

Potassium cyanide is an eeneoively poisonous, colourese, de-
liquescent solid; it is middy soluble in worm, but alenee 
in abet:auto alcohol. It is stable in dry air, but is easily oxidized 
when fund, in which condition it is a powerful resiurine agent. 
It dissilyes gold heed in the pretence of water and atmosphenc 
osvgen. It is also largely used by the jeweler. ekstroplater and 
photographer. 

Double Cyomides.—The double cyanides formed by the solu-
tion of the cyanide of a heavy metal in a solution of potassium 
cyanide are decomposed by mineral acids with liberation ol hydro-
cyanic acid and lonnation of the cyanide of the heavy metal 
Betides these, other double cyanides arc known which do not 
suffer such decomposition, the heavy metal prcuad being 
combined with the cyanogen radical in the form Ma complexion. 
The most important members of these classes are the term- and 
ferri-cyanides and the nitroprussides. 

Peeo4Ouos fenncyoside. l.'s...Fel:Wit. (yellow promiate of potash). 
was hest obtained by decomposing Peewee blue with causte 
potash: Fe.lhetNC.14, + tahlit)•31+.140sCle+4Fe1011).; it 
may be also ebtained by warming • solution of kneel sulphate with 
an execs of potassium cyanide; FebOsi-ehiNCeK.FetNCh r 
lisSO. The older for the commercial preparation of 
this mit, whirls were hrwt on the ignition of narogenous mb.uncrs  
with an /aloha* carbonate:1r radon. have shiest all bees Maass- 
dirtied, note ed, ne it is mote 	table to prepare the sett from the by- 
po.1”, is obtained Is t 	manufacture of illuminating gas. W. 
Fowles (Eng. pat. 9474 (taw)] passes the CU (alter treeing It from 
anunerw) through • solution of potassium cartemate costairuag 
(erne Garde et ferrous carbonate (actually ferrous sulphate and 
potassium carbonate) in suspension; the sulphusetend hydra es in 
the gas probably converts the boa sake into (census Sulphide which 
then, in the presence of the hydrocyanic acid ia the gns, and the 
alkaline carbonate, forms the ferrocyanide. thus: •els+oliCle+ 

- KiFe(NC). + ll ey + aCOs  + alluO. The alt Is re-
covered by crystallisation. The process is not very efficient, sine 
the wilt:teem are too dilute and large quantities of liquid have to 
be handled_ A Large quantity of the salt is sow prepared hem the 
•• Kent roadie " d the pe works, the cyaftagen composneb lowed 
in the manubseture of the gm condemn( with the !erne wok in 
the purifier. to form insoluble iron fereuevanides. The soluble wilts 
are owned by lociviation, and the residue ie bailed with lime to 
Inert the soluble cattium ferroryanide. which is finally converted 
Into the potassium cosh by potassium chloride or carbonate. 

The salt crystallises in large yellow Seem containing three 
rook-ruko of water of crystallisation. It is soluble In water, but 
insoluble in •Irohol. It is not poisonous. When fused with 
potamiurn carbonate it yields potassium cyanide; warmed with 
ildule sulphuric acid It yields hydrocyanic acid, bat with conew 
pared sulphuric acid it Yields carbon mormeide: 614,0 4. 
K.Fe(liCh + + MO, + 311111./enOs + SCO. 
Chieluing agent• (Cl. Re, tyiN. etc.) Convert It lase gerllffilehleb 
fenicy.anula (we brio.). • sinelar moult twigs attained by the 
elecitelysis of its aqui-nes lsi asFeiNCIs + elf•O 
skull + + allieFe(NC)e. Potamluat Ise be 
estimated quantitatively la acid solution by =et to hini-
cyanide by potassium pertasaganste Ammer of Mime mks- 

eret•i• SI:iFeNCie + NNW.). + iHohOto• hiCoFealCh + 
ittiNto.t Mncol,4-4t4.,0. 

llohofemorysok a5oids  H.FerliCir. is best obtained by decant-
poles the lead salt with teolphuseteol hydrogen alder wow,. or 
by pawn hydrochloric MA es into • coeuttalrated ether ,..104O• 
al Mt poitamium salt. In the latter WO the prxeinitatc• tieoulred 
I. mmer, regetcamitatad by ether. sod washed loth ether-alcohol 
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It is • teesabasio add. of markedly acid character. sad readily 
decomposes carbonates and acetates. It dissolves unchanged i ii  

concentrated sulphuric acid, and oxidizes readily in moist atr , 
forming Prussian blue. 

Prussian blue, FeANC). or Feae(NC)ds, ferric ferrocyanid, 
was discovered in 1710 by a German manufacturer named Diesbati 
who obtained it by the action of fused alkali and iron salts on nit r 
genous organic matter (e.g. blood). It is now prepared from 11, 
calcium ferrocyanide formed in gas purifiers (see above) by deco: 
position with ferrous sulphate. J. Bueb (Congress of German G.11 
Industries. March 1900) brings gas (free from tar) into intimat , 

 contact with a saturated solution of ferrous sulphate, when 
"cyanogen mud" is obtained. This is heated to boiling, and tt,t 
residue after filtration contains about 30% of Prussian blue. tt,,, 
the small scale it may be prepared by adding an acid solution of 
ferrous salt to a solution of potassium ferrocyanide. The grt • 
precipitate first formed is allowed to stand for some hours, 
washed, and then oxidised by a warm solution of ferric chloridt 
6K,FelFe(NC)4 + 30 Fet(NC)is + 3K,Fe(NC). + Fet0s. It t I 
a dark blue powder with a marked coppery lustre. It is insolul dtt 
in water and is not decomposed by acids. 

Soluble Prussian blue, KiFei[Fe(NChli, potassium ferric fern-
cyanide, is formed when a solution ofpotassium ferrocyanide 
added to an insufficiency of a solution of a ferric salt (t), or when 
potassium ferricyanide is added to a ferrous salt (a); 

(t) 2KiFe(NC), + 2FeCI, 6KCI + KiFe.(Fe(NC)i)s  
(2) 31(9Fe(NC). aFeCh 4KCI + KsFedFe(NC)ili. 

It is soluble in water, but is insoluble in salt solutions. 
Potassium ferricyanide, KsFe(NC)s, red prussiate of potash, is 

obtained by oxidizing potassium ferrocyanide with chlorine, bromine, 
&e., 2K,Fe(Nc). + - 2x4Fe(Nc). +.2KCI. G. Kassner (Chem, 
Zeit., 1889, 13. p. 1705; 17, p. 1712) adds calcium plumbate to a 
solution of potassium ferrocyanide and passes carbon dioxide 
through the mixture: a KsFe (N C)s+ CasPb0.+4COs - 2 KiFe(NC)4+ 
K,C0s+PbCO3÷2CaC0i. The mixture of calcium and lead 
carbonates is filtered off and roasted at a low red heat in order to 
regenerate the calcium plumbate. It crystallizes in dark red 
monoclinic prisms which are readily soluble in water. The solution 
decomposes on standing, and in the presence of an alkali acts as 
an oxidizing agent: 21(sFe(NC).+2K1-10=2K.Fe(NC)s+Hs0+0. 
With silver nitrate it gives an orange red precipitate of silver 
ferricyanide, Ag,Fe(NC).. With a pure ferric salt It only gives a 
brown coloration. It can be estimated quantitatively by mixing 
a dilute solution with potassium iodide and hydrochloric acid in 
excess, adding excess of zinc sulphate, neutralizing the excess of 
free acid with sodium bicarbonate, and determining the amount 
of free iodine by a standard solution of sodium thiosulphate. The 
zinc sulphate is added in order to remove the ferrocyanide formed as 
an insoluble zinc salt: 2K iFe(NC),+2KI ts2KsFe(NC).+1,. As 
an alternative method it may be decomposed by hydrogen peroxide 
in alkaline solution and the amount of evolved oxygen measured: 
2 KYe(NC). +2KHO + FliOs  2K,Fe(NC)s + 'Hi° + Op. 

Turnbull's blue, Fei (NC). or Fe4Fe(NC)ds, ferrous ferricyanide, 
is best obtained by adding a hot solution of potassium ferricyanide 
to a ferrous salt, and allowing the mixture to stand some time irk 
the presence of an iron salt : 2K iFe (NC). +3FeSO, Fe.l Fe (NC)/), 
3K,S10.. It is insoluble in dilute acids. 

glydroferricyank acid, H iFe(NC)s, obtained by adding concen-
trated hydrochloric acid to a cold saturated solution of potassium 
ferricyanide, crystallizes in brown needles, and is easily decomposed. 

Nilroprussides.—The nitroprussidcs arc salts of the type 
IliFe(NC)s•NO. The free acid forms dark red deliquescent 
crystals and is obtained by decomposing the silver salt with 
hydrochloric acid, or the barium salt with dilute sulphuric acid. 

Sadism nitropnoside, NaXe(NC),NO2H,0, is the commonctt 
salt. It is prepared by oxidising potassium ferrocyanide with I 
diluted nitric acid. The solution is evaporated, separated f 
potassium nitrate, the free acid neutralized with soda. and t' 
solution concentrated. It crystallizes in dark red prisms win. 
are readily soluble in water; it is a valuable reagent for the detection 
of sulphur, this element when in the form of an alkaline sulphide 
giving a characteristic purple blue coloration with the nitro. 
prusside. The potassium salt may be prepared by adding potassium 
cyanide to ferrous sulphate solution, the brown precipitate so formed 
being then heated with potassium nitrite: 

3 KNC + FeSO, = KtS0, KFeifliC)s. 
2 Kles(NC), + 2 KNO, 2 FeO + 2 K,Fe(NC)i•NO. 

Other complex cyanides are known which may be trgarded • 
Arrived from the acids H,X(CN)., X ...NJ. Pd. Pt; li sX(CN)s. N 
Fe, Co, Ru; H,X(CN)s, X =Fe, Co. Rh; and HIR(CN)s (see Abc,,, 
A norganiscilien Chernie). 

Organic Cyanides or Nitriles.—Hydrocyanic acid forms tv• o 
series of derivatives by the exchange of its hydrogen atom I. r 
alkyl or aryl groups; namely the nitriles, of type R CN, 
the isonitriles, of type R•NC. The latter compounds may I 

considered as derivatives of the as yet yoking% isohydeaCyteiC 
acid HNC. 

Nitriles.—Thew aphasia= were first isolated, its 1834 bY 
Pdlouze (AMPS, 1834, lo. 244. They maY be prepared by boatiglIt 
the alkyl iodides with potassium cyanide; by heating sulphunc 
acid esters with potassium cyanide; by distilling the mid-amides 
with phosphorus pentoxide; and by distilling annum (containing 
more than five atoms of carbon) with bromine and potash (A. W. 
Hofmann), for example 

CilloCHINHI-4CtHuCHINIIrs-)CalloCINT. 
In addition to these methods, the nitriles of the aromatic envies 
may be prepared by distilling the aromatic acids with potaauunt 
sulphocyanide: Csfl5CO311 KC.NS HCNS CslitCOyle, 
CititCOBH + HCNS CitIsCN + HIS + C01; from the 
aromatic amines by converting them into diasonium salts. w hiib  
are then decomposed by boiling with potassium cyanide and copper 
sulphate; by fusing the potassium salts of the sulphonic acids with 
potassium cyanide; by leading cyanogen gas into a boning hydro. 
carbon in the ;immix of aluminium chloride (A.Desgren, BaL sac. 
duos., 1895. (3) 5 1 1). 733): and from the synaldosimes by the action 
of acetyl chloride or acetic anhydride. 

They are mostly colourless liquids which boil without decom-
position, or solids of low melting point. The lower members of the 
series are somewhat soluble in water. They behave is most romects 
as unsaturated compounds; they combine with hydrogen to form 
amines; with water to form ecidamides; with ealphuretted hydrogen 
to form thio-amides: with alcohols, in the presence of ands, to 
form imickr-ethers R•C(:NH)•lt.; with ammonia and primary 
amines to form anticlines 11.•C(:NH)•1H t : and with thutylamtae 
to form arnidoximes, R•C(140H).NHs. When hog.W with sodium 
thheejy, frequently polymerize. Heated with acids or alkalis thm 
hydrolyse to acids: RCN + 140 +2H.0 R-COOH + Nakl. 
this reaction shows that the alkyl or aryl group is attached to the 
carbon atom in the nitrite. 

Acetwitrik boils at 81.6* C., and is readily tniscibk with water. 
Propionilrile boils at ay' C.; it is somewhat easily soluble in watm, 
but is thrown out of solution by calcium chloride. It was obtained 
by E. Frank! and C. C. Graham (hurn. Claw. Soc., 11380. sy, p. 740) 
by the action of cyanogen gas on zinc ethyl. ASyf cyalW& boils 
at 1 59* C. Benowarile bolls at n9s•6• C. When solidified it melts 
at- le C. It is easily soluble in alcohol and ether. 

The lsositriks ('isocyanides or carbylamines) were first prepared 
In t866 by A. Gautier (Ann., 186g, 551, p. 239) by the action of 
alkyl iodides on silver.  cyanide, and the distillation of the milking 
compound with  cyanide in concentrated aqueous solution : 
RI -)R.Ag(NC 2.-YR.NC4-1(Ag(NC)s. They may also be ob- 
tained by distilling a primary amine with alcoholic potash and 
chloroform: R•NH, CHO, 3KHOo3KCI 3H,0  + R•NC 
(A. W. Hofmann, Ann.. 1868, r46. p. ten). They are Caltnkfirt2 
hquids, readily soluble in alcohol and in ether, but Insoluble in 
water. They possess an exceedingly unpleasant smell and are 
poisonous. They boil at temperatures somewhat lower than those 
of the corresponding nitriles; and are stable towards alkalis, but 
in the presence of mineral acids they readily hydrolyse, forming 
primary amines and formic acid: 111.8C+2HcOtsRNHi+HsC01. 
This reaction shows that the alkyl .  or aryl.  group is linked to the 
nitrogen atom. The carbon atom in the isortitrim is assumed .by 
J. U. Neil to be divalent, since these substances readily form addition 
compounds, such addition taking place on the carbon atom, as is 
shown by the products of hydrolysis; for example with ethyl 
carbylamme:-- 
CsHiNC + 	 CiffiNC(COCH2)0 ---)HCI + C,M•Ntis 

+ CH,C•CO.H. 
This view was confirmed by J. Wade Clown. Chem Soc.. Igoe. St, 

p. 1396) who showed that the products obtained by the action of 
alkyl iodides on the isonitriles in alcoholic solution at too' C. yield 
amine hydroidides and formic acid when Suck a 
reaction can only take place if the addition of lalirlgfrad-greup takes 
place on she nitrogen atom of the laminae. front ich it follow' 
that the nitrogen atom must be trivalent .and coossquently the 
carbon atom divalent. The reactions may probably beeeprmensed 
as folkonn-- 
CcHiNC-KiHililcilli0MaCeHiNHrHI+HCOiCA'S+21Cseltha 

CallaNC(+C0101)-)CiHsN(CtHrl)C(4-3C,11.0H) 
(CJWiN114111- li•CO,C1 + (CAlls)• 

The isonitnles dissolve silver cyanide readlly forming a soluble 
silver salt (pf. KNC). At am' C. the isooknlat are convened Igo 
nitriles. 

Consiitathion of Metallic Cyanider.—Considesable discussion has 
takes .place as to the structure of the metallic cyanides, visor 
potassium cyanide and silver cyanide react with all iodides so 
form nitrites and isonitriles respectively, dues apparently panting 
to the fact that these two compounds possess the formulth ICCal 
and AgNC. The metallic cyanides are analogous to the alkyl 
isocyanidea, aims they form soluble double silver salsa. sad the Sot 
that ethyl ferropyanide on distillatioo yields ethyl isocyankle aia 
pieta to their macyanide structure. J. Wade (1 c. ad.) cosies 
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the formation of nitrites from potassium cyanide, and of isoaltelles 
from silver cyanide by the assumption that unstable oddities 
products are formed, the nature of which depends on the relative 
suite of unsaturation of the carbon and nitrogen atoms under the 
varying conditions:- 

ICNC ICH 	-) +CcH ACM 
AgNE -)AgN ( 	)C -)Ag I -1-C1H 

that is, when the metal is highly electro -positive the carbon atom 
is the more unsaturated, the addition takes place stn the carbon 
atom. and nitrites are produced. The same type of reaction occurs 
when the metal is relatively electropositive to the added radical, for 
example, with ethyl isocyanide and acetyl chloride (we above); com- 
pare also AgNC ->AgNOCI-COCROC HiC4-C OCN.  On 
the other hand, when there Is but little .nro-cli..n1 difference 
between the radical of thecyanide and that of the reacting compound 
then the nitrogen atom is the more unsaturated element and iso-
nitrites are produced. This explanation also accounts for the 
formation of nitrites by the diazo reaction. thus:- 

Quarto +CuNC--,CtIN:C•CI•NrCeHg--->Cua-1- 
N i 	.-->C4NEN +N. 

Dasaien.-The metallic cyanides may be detected by adding 
ferrous sulphate, ionic chloride, and hydrochloric acid to their 
solution, when a precipitate of Pntesian Mae is produced; if the 
original solution contains free acid it must be neutralized by caustic 
potash before the reagents are added. As an alternative test the 
cyanide may be decomposed by dilute hydrochloric acid, and the 
lensted hydrocyanic acid absorbed in a little yellow ammonium 
sulphide. The excess of reagent is removed by evaporation and 
a small quantity of a ferric salt added. when a deep red colour is 
produced. Silver nitrate gives a Mute precipitate with cyanides. 
'soluble in excess of potassium cyanide. The amount of hydrocyanic 
acid in a solution may be determined by adding excess of caustic 

and a small quantity of an alkalise chloride and running potash and
dilute solution standard silver nitrate until a faint per- 

reaction. 'HNC+ HOooKAg(HCb+ICNOs. is completed. 
manent turbidity a  rs  silver chloride) is produced. that is. until the 

See R. Robins M.LeiWer,Tlie CymMie Industry, tootl (Eng, 
trans. by J. A. Le Clerc); W. Benclantann. Die TschnolegaS der 
Cyaneereinefutigen. 1906. 

Pharmacology, Thisagoesdics and Toxicology of Hydrocyanic 
Acid.-The pharmacopoeial preparatloos of this acid are • 2% 
solution, which is given in doses of hors two to six minima, 
the fiat's's thimsformi a nor planar eowsposi:o, which contains 
a half-minim of this solution in each ten minims, and the aqua 
losrocerasi, which owes its virtues to the presence of this acid, 
and is of inconstant strength, besides being superfluous. The 
acid is also the active Ingredient of the preparations of 
Virginian Prune, to which the same strictures apply. 

The simple cyanides share the properties of the acid. except those 
of platinum and iron. With these exceptions, the simple cyanides 
are readily decomposed even by carbonsf acid. free _prussic acid 
being liberated. The double cyanides ate innocuous. Hydrocyanic 
acid it • protoplasmic poison. directly lethal to all living tissues. 
whether in a plant or an animal. It is by no means the most powerful 

known, for such an alkaloid as paeucl-aconitine, which is 
Ciwn  hal in dose of about 1/woo i o of • grain, is some hundreds of times 
more toxic, but prussic acid is by far the most rapid poison known. 
a single inhalation of It producing absolutely Instantaneous death. 
The acid is capable of passing through the unbroken skin, where• 
upon it instantly paralyses the sensory nerves. It is very rapidly 
absorbed from raw surfaces and may thereby cause fatal conse-
quences. It is naturally an antiseptic. 

The therapeutic applications of the drug are based entirely open 
Its anaesthetic or anodyne power. A lotion containing ten minima 
of the dilute acid to an ounce of water and glycerin will relieve 
hake due to any cause; and is useful Ia came forms of neuralgia. 
It must never be employed when the skin is abraded. The diluted 
acid Is used internally to relieve vomiting or gastric pain. It is also 
added to cough mixtures, when the cough is of thedry, painful kind, 
which serves no purpose, as nothing is expectorated. Such a cough 
Is relieved by the sedative action oe the central nervous system. 

Texisology.-Instantaneous death results from taking the pure 
acid. The diluted form, in toxic quantities, will cause symptoms 
usually within a few seconds. The patient Is quite unconscious. 
the Om are motionless, thepupils dilated, the aka cold and moist, 
the limbs relaxed, the pulse is slow and barely penceptible, the 
^ppkatious very slow and convulsive. Post moans, the body is 
livid, and the blood very dark. There may be an odour of prussic 
slid. but this soon disappears. 

Treatment is only rarely of use, owing to the rapidity of the 
teak action. The patient who survives half-an-hour will probably 
recover, as the volatile acid is rapidly excreted by the lungs. The 

kills by paralysing the nervous arrangements of the heart and 
dolt. The appropriate drug is therefore atropine. which 

rtes rupiratsee sad prevents the paralyth of the heart. 

Onsfddsth of a mein ems be immedhedy Weeted subensoneondy. 
The stomach mast be washed out and large doses of emetics given 
as soon as possible. Every second is of consequence. Ammonia 
should be given by inhalation, and artificial respiration must never 
be forgotten, as by it the paral ysed breathing may be compensated 
far and the poison excreted. The use of chemical sat dates, such 
as iron salts, is futile, as the drug has escaped into the blood from 
the stomach long before they can be administered. 

PRIM. RMIS 	), German historian, son of Robert 
Eduard Pruts (t8t6-s872), theemayist and historian; was horn 
at Jena on the soth of May 1843, and was educated at the neiver-
aities of Jena and Berlin. in 186g appeared his monograph oa 
Henry the Lion, duke of Saxony and Bavaria, which was fol-
lowed by three volumes on the emperor Frederick Barbarism 
(Kaiser Friedrich L, Danzig, 1871-1874). Meanwhile from 
dies to 1873 he was teaching in secondary schools. In 1874 be 
received a government commission to undertake explorations 
in Syria, particularly at TYre, and as a result he published in 
z876 Ass Plienicks, • collection of historical and geographical 
sketches. In the same year appeared his first work an the 
Crusade; QuellenboiSige sr Geschis.Ws der Examego, and a 
sales of monographs on the same subject csihninsied in 11183 in 
the notable Keillsirmachicals der Xsessolige. Then tenths to • 
wider theme Pruts contributed to Oncken's university history 
the two volumes on the political history of Europe during the 
middle ages (Sioalesgaskichie des Abenellandes is Milldam', 

1885-184). In 1888 be reverted to a subject which he 
had touched. upon in his Geksiodehre mod Geheisistatutes des 
Toastelherreiseriens (Danzig, an), and wrote the history of the 
rise and fall of the Template (Esdoiekborg send L Ade:am des 
Tem•eiherrossertiess), which is noticed in the article TLIIPIARL 
His Presstischo Goorhiside (4 vols.. Stuttgart, 1899-19w2), which 
is perhaps his most notable work, is an attempt to apply 
scientific rather than patriotic canoes to a subject which has 
been mainly in the hands of historians with a patriotic bias. 
He also wrote Ass do Grasses KirftirsSen Maas Jakren 
(Berlin, 3897) and Bitesercks Bildswg, it,. Qualm tad Are 
Atuserungen (Berlin, t9o4). In zoos Pruta resigned the chair 
of history in the university of Krinipbag, which he had held 
since 1877, and took up his residence at Munich. 

PRUTZ. ROBERT EDUARD (z8i6-18;2), German poet and 
prose writer, was born at Stettin on the 3oth of May i8r6. He 
studied philology, philosophy and history at Berlin, Breslau 
and Halle, and in the last-named became associated, after 
taking his degree, with Arnold Rugs in the publication of the 
Ha:lads Jahrbecher. Subjected on account of his advanced 
political views to police surveillance, be removed to Jena, where, 
on the strength of an excellent monograph, Dec Gating., 
Dichterbwal(11141), he hoped to obtain an academic appointment. 
He was however, expelled from the town for offending against 
the press laws, and it was not until :846 that be received per-
mission to lecture In Berlin. From 1849 to 1859 he was extra-
ordinary professor of literature at Halle, but retired.in 1859 to 
Stettin, where he died on the stet of June 1872. 

Prot: belonged to the group of political poets who dominated 
German literature between zap and i848; his poems are more 
conspicuous for their liberal tendency than their poetry. Among 
then, may be mentioned His Marches (18as); Gedidde (184z); 
Asa des H demi (r858); Neste Codicils (186o); Herbstsosete 0860; 
Bach der Liebe (1869). Among his novels are noteworthy. 
Das Eagdchea (1851) and Der If asikantennwin (1855). Much 
more impoitazit are his contributions. to literary history and 
criticism: Vs-lemma; fiber die Gatefold* eles *sockets Theaters 
(1847); Lohoig H Gibers (z857); Die deutsche Literates der Gesso-
es.* (an), and Ileisschen ins/ Wow 4864. Pmts also wrote 
some dramas of little merit. 

See R. vas Gotterbag, in Muse Lad (ars). 
MU% 11111.111 (t600.-1669), English pargamentuiaa, 

son of Thomas Pryane by Marie Shasta; was born at Swains. 
wick near Bath in Vico. He was educated at Bath Grammar 
School. matrictdated at Oriel College, Oxford, in OM obtained 
his B.A. in toist„ was admitted a student of Lincoln's Inn the 
same year, sad was caged to the Bat is ifis8. He was Puritan 
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to the core, with a tenacious Memory, a strength of will bordering 
upon obstinacy, and a want of sympathy with human nature. 
His first book, The Perpetuity of a Regenerate Man's Estate 
(1627), defended one of the main Calvinistic positions, and The 
Ussloveliness of Lovalocks and Health's Sickness (1628) attacked 
prevailing fashions without any sense of proportion, treating 
follies on the same footing as scandalous vices. 

• In 1629 Prynne came forward as the assailant of Airniaanism 
in doctrine and of ceremonialism in practice, and thus drew 
down upon himself the anger of Laud.• Histrio-nrastia, published 
in 1633, was a violent attack upon stage plays in general, in 
which the author pointed out that kings and emperors whobad 
favoured the drama bad been carried off by violent deaths, which 
assertion might easily be interpreted as a warning to the king, 
and applied a disgraceful epithet to actresses, which, as Henrietta 
Maria was taking part in the rehearsal of a ballet, was supposed 
to apply to the queen. After a year's imprisonment in the Tower 
Prynne was sentenced by the star chamber on the 17th of 
February 1634 to be imprisoned for We, and also to be fined 
s000, expelled from Lincoln'sInn, rendered incapable of 

returning to his profession, degraded from his degree in the 
intiveesity of Oxford, and set in the pillory, where he was to 
lose both his eats. The latter portion of the sentence was tarried 
out on the 7th of May, and the rest of his punishment inflitted 
except the -eviction of the fine. There is no reason to suppose 
that his punishment was unpopular. In 26p he was onat•ere 
in the star chamber, together with Bastmck and Burton. In 
A Divine Tragedy lately acted he had attacked the Dedaration 
of Sports, and In News from Ipswich he had assailed Wren 
and the bishops generally. On the 3oth of June a fresh sentence, 
that had been delivered on the 14th, was executed. The stumps 
of Prynne's ears were shorn off in the pillory, and he was branded 
on the cheeks with the letters S.L., meaning " seditious libeller," 
which Prynne, however, interpreted as "stigmata :audit." 
He was removed to Cimarron Castle, and thence to Mont 
Orguell Castle in Jersey, where he occupied himself in writing 
Wain PhPer7- 

Immediately upon the meeting of the Long Parliament in 
5640 Prynne was liberated. On the 28th of November he 
entered London in triumph, and on the 2nd of March 1641, 
reparation was voted by the Commons, at the expense of his 
persecutors. Prynne now attacked the bishops and the•Itoman 
Catholics and defended the taking up of mine by the parliament. 
The words " Touch not mine anointed," he declared in the 
?indication of Psalm cv. vet. z y (1642), only commanded kings 
not to oppress their subjects. In 1643 he took an active part in 
the proceedings against Nathaniel Fiennes for the surrender 
of Bristol, and showed a vindictive energy in the prosecution 
of Archbishop Laud. He manipulated the evidence against. 
him, and having been entrusted'with the search of Laud's papers, 
he published a garbled edition of the archbishop's private 
" Diary," entitled A Breviale of the Life of Archbishop Land. 
He also published Hidden Works of Darkness brought to Light 
in order to prejudice the archbishop's case, and after his tutu-
don, Canterbury's Doom . . . an unfinished account of the 
trial commissioned by the House of Commons. Prynne sup-
ported a national church controlled by the state, and issued a 
series of tracts against independency, including in his attacks 
Henry Burton his former fellow sufferer in the pillory, John 
tlibarne and John Goodwin [e.g. Independence Examined 
(1644); Brief Animadversions on Mr fan Goodwin's Thee-
snackla (t644), cite.). He denounced Milton's Divorce at 
Pkasure, was answered in the Colasterion, and contemptuously 
referred to in the sonnet " On the Forcers of Conscience." 
He also opposed violently the Presbyterian system, and denied 
the right of any Church to excommunicate except by leave of 
the state (e.g. Pon, Short Questions (1645); A Vindkation of . 

Per Serious Questions (INS)]. He was throughout an enemy 
of individual freedom In religion. 

Prynne foe& the Me of the parliament against the army in 
1647, supported the Cause of the eleven !Impeached member, 
sad visited the university of Oxford moos of the ',Wham:dart  

commissioners. On the sth Nostandisr theS Poems wag. 
returned as member for Newport in Cornwall. He at once took 
part against those who called for the execution of Charles, and 
on the 6th of December delivered a speech of enormous length 
in favour of conciliating the king. The result was his inclusion 
in " Pride's Purge " On the morning of the 6th, when, having 
resisted to military violence, be was imprisoned. After recover-
ing his liberty Prynne retired to Swainswick. On the 7th Of 
June 1649 he was awned to the monthly contribution laid on 
the country by parliament. He not only refused to pay, but 
published A Legal Vindication of the Liberties of Estglasuf, 
arguing that no tax could be talked without the consent of the 
two houses. In the same year he began a long attb9314 of 
ancient parliaments, intended to reflect on the one in existence, 
and in June 165o he was imprisoned in Minster Castle, afterwards 
at Taunton, and in June 1651 at Pendennis Castle. He was at 
last offered his discharge on giving a bond of b000 to do nothing 
to the prejudice of the commonwealth. This be refused, and 
an unconditional order for his release was given on the 18th of 
February 1653. After his release Prynne further expressed his 
feelings in defence of advowsons and patrons, an attack on the 
Quakers eies), and in a pamphlet against the admission of the 
Jews to England (A Short Demurrer to the Jews) issued in 
r656. On the occasion of the Offer- of the crown to Cromwell be 
issued King Richard the Third Revived (1657), and on the 
creation of the new House of lords A Plea for the Lords 
(1658). 

On the restoration of the Ramp Parliament by the army of 
the 7th of May :659 imirteen of the secluded members, with 
Prynne among then, claimed admittance. The claim w as  
refused, but on the 9th, through the inadvertence of the door-
keepers, Prynne, Anna!),  and Hungerford succeeded' in taking 
their seats. When they were observed the house purposely 
adjourned for dinner. In the afternoon the doors were found 
guarded; the secluded members were not permitted to pass, and 
a vote was at once taken that they should not again be allowed 
to enter the house. Wrathful at the failure of his protest and at 
the continuance of the republican government, Prynne attacked 
his adversaries fiercely in print. In autos, s.Confusion, pub-
lished on the 30th of May :659, in the True and Fall Narrative, 
and in The Brief Necessary Vindication, he gam long accounts of 
the attempt to enter the house and of his ejection, white in the 
Curtain Drowse he held up the claims of the Rump to derision. 
In Shuffling, Gating and Dealing, 26th of May, he rejoiced at 
the quarrels which he saw arising, for " if you all complain I 
hope I shall win at last." Concordia distort pointed out the 
absurdity of the constant tendency to multiply oaths, while 
" remonstrances," " narratives," " queries," " prescriptions," 
" vindication.," " declarations " and " statements " were 
scattered broadcast. Upon the cry of the " good old cause 
he is especially sarcastic and severe in The True Good Old Cause 
Rightly Stated and other pamphlets. Loyalty Banished explains 
itself. His activity and fearlessness in attacking those in power 
during this eventful year were remarkable, and an ironical 
petition was circulated in Westminster Hall and the Landon 
streets complaining of his indefatigable scribbling. On the nth 
of December Prynne made another fruitless attempt to take his 
seat. In obedience to the popular voice, however, on the asst of 
February :66o, the ejected members of 168, led in triumph by 
Prynne, wearing a basket-hit sword, re-entered the home. 
He supported the Restoration in this parliament, and In the 
Convention Parliament, which met on the 25th of April ifien, 
and in which he at for Bath, be urged severe measures rimiest 
the regicides, and the emission of several individuela from the 
Act of Indemnity. He was foremost in support of die claims el 
the Presbyterians and against the bishops; advocated the Indio 
criminate Infliction of penalties, and demanded that the officials 
of the commonwealth should be compelled to refund thrir 
salarfee He was nominated a commissioner foe disbanding the 
army, and was appointed keeper of the Tetrads In the Tower, a 
post in which he performed useful services. 

Perms was spin returned as member foe Both on the ilth 
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Mai 1681, in spite of dm .  veliemat awls of the Royalists 

by Sir T. Bridge. This parliament was bent upon the 
humiliation of the Presbyterians, and repine appears in his 
familiar character of protester. On the 18th of this mesh be 
moved that the Engagement, with the Solemn League and Cove-
nant, should be burned by the hangman. Abate the same time 
he published a pamphlet advocating the reform of the Prayer 
Book, while a meet issued on the lab of July, Smoky reams 
mama Ms mar Weida Bill for generning and refooning Cortaro. 
Nosh was declared illegal, fake, scandalous and seditious; 
Prynne being censured, and only escaping punishment by sub-
minim. The continued attacks upon the Presbyteriess led 
his to publish his Short, S41/4 Porifie SNOONAINOSI of Ember-
emu in the Common Prayer, AA well as the Atestogy for Tender 
Comainicee Mackin; Not Booing at the Name of lane. In 1662 
there appeared also the previa tarliovendaria redities, meekly 
a portico of the Belt Resisior 4 Partionenttary Writs, of which 
the fourth and concluding aims was pethilebed in afft. Hering 
3663 he served constantly on comanittees, and was Chairman of 
the committee of supply in July, and again la Apdl 3664. 

In aka third session Posse was once moos, is the 11th of 
May 1664, unwed for altering the draft of a MR relating to 
pablic-homes after commitment, but the house again, upon his 
admission remitted the offence, and be again appears on the com-
mittee of privileges In November and afterwards. Is e663 and 
gar be published the second and fist VAINANCID respectively of 
the Brae Chroodogiad Vindication and Histerkal Dernosetratios 
of the supreme ecclesiastical judediction acercised by theEnglish 
kin. from the original planting of Christianity to the death of 
Richard L In the latter yes especially be was very busy with 
his pen main* the Jesuits. In January 3667 be was one of them 
appointed to manage the evidence at the hearing of the impeach-
ment of Lord hi ordaust, and la Novenas of the same year spoke 
in defence ol Clarendon, an far as the sale of Dunkirk ma coo-
corned, and opposed his banishmers, and this apposes to have 
been the last time that be addremed the house. In ,668 was 
published his Agnew regime or Bawds concerning Qnceeogoid, 
the Brief Animadeftriens Cake s Instituter in 166e, and the 
illawy of King John, Henry III. soul Easeled I., is which the 
power el the Crown over ecclesiastics was maintained, in 3670. 
The date of the Abefirmad 4 the Records of the Tows of London, 
published 1689, is doubtful, though the pedant is dated 1636-
1657. Perms died unmarried, is his lodgings at Lineoln'sInn, 
on the 24th of October 3669, and was buried in the walk soder 
the chapel there. He left one portion at his books to Lincoln's 
Ins and another to Odd College. His meta number about soo 
and occupy, together with the tepiins which they excited, 
twestriour columns in the catalogue of the British Museum. 
Lists of them' are given hi Wood's Athena. alrIladUCT (OIL P. 

vol. tit., and in Domain* relating to the Proceedings ardent 
William Perms. 

Maumee retv.—Article by C. H. Frith la dw Did. of Nat. 
Bier 4thy: Life et Yrysna, in Wood's A eh. Omit, ed. by Bias. 
ii. Donates* relatin le.:4

uer

hr Proceeding. AINJAA ?re. ed. 
by 

M.
S. Gardiner for the Society (12:: Nut. SigaiN-1 - 

wk. by R. E. M. Peach; Ga in's Hui. 0 Exedra. co the Civil 
War and of the Commonwealth; Notes mid 8th series vol. 
viii p. 361 (" Letter to Chartres II., Maya, 8660 ")., Oh write. rel. L-
P- 33a. (S. R. G.i P. C. Y.) 

PRIOR. ROOM AMNON ), Alaskan jurist 
sod polleidan, was been near Petessimg, Virginia, on the 19th 
July 1838. He graduated at HampdesSidney College in :845 
and at the law school cd the university of Virginia in 1848, and 
in 3849 was admitted to the bar, but devoted himself for some 
yeas to Joann/ism. He served as a Democrat In the National 
House of Representatives from December 1839 to Mardi 3861, 
and was re-elected for the succeeding term, but owing to the 
esasion of Virginia did sot tab0 his seat. He served in the 
provisional Confederate congress (016r) and also In the lint 
regular congress 0864 of the Confederate constitution. He 
entered the Cooledetate army as a colonel, became a brigadier-
geoeral (Aped 16, 31161), and took part in the battles of Williams-
burg, Seven Pines, second Boll Run sad Antietam. Owing to a  

ffiregrament with President Davit be resigned his toterebsion 
in 1963, but entered General Fitzhugh Lee's cavalry as a private 
in August of that year. He was taken prisoner on the afttli of 
November 3864, but was released us parole by order of the 
peeddent. In 1863 be massed to New York City, where be 
practised law. He was Judge of the New York court of common 
pleas is 189o-i894, and of the New York supreme court in 1894-
1899. Ills wife, Sara Amos (Rice) Pryor (b. 3830), pablithed 
The Mahar of Waskingtos wed ha Times (19e3), lieseiniscawes of 
Peace and Wee (3904), The Birth of the Nation (1907), and My 
Day: Reminiscences of a Long Life (theft). 

and PBYTAIM (Gt. root me, first or chief). 
r. In general in ancient Greece, each state, city or village pos. 

sensed its own central hearth and sacred fire, representing the 
unity and vitality of the community. The fire (cL at Rome the 
ire in the ample of Vesta) was kept alight continuously, 
teedod by the king or sembers of kis family (d. at Rome the 
vestal virgins, originally perhaps the daughters of the king). 
The bull:keg in which this fire was kept was the Prytaneum, and 
the chieftain (the king or perania)peobably made it his residence. 
The weed Perini, (pls. Prytaneit) is generally applied 
specialty to those who, after the abolition of absolute nionardiy, 
held the chief office in the state. Rulers of this name are found 
at Rhodes as late as the tat century N.C. The hytaneuns was 
regarded as the religions and political centre of the community 
and was thus the melees of all government, and the official 
" home " of the whole people. When members of the state went 
forth to found a new cutesy they took with theta a brand from 
the Prytaneum altar to kindle the new fire in the colony;' the 
fatherless daughters of Aristides, who were regarded as children 
d the state at Athens, were married from the Prytaneunt at 
from their holm; Thucydides informs us (L t 3) that in the 
Synoecitaef Theseus(secAnufts)the Prytanea of all the separate 
communities were joined in the central Prytaneum of Athens 
as a symbol of the union; foreign ambassadors and citizens who 
had deserved especially well of the state were entertained in the 
Prytaneum as public guests. In Achim, this central hail was 
called the Lam (town-hall), and a similar building is known 
to have elated at blis. This site of the Prytaneum at Athens 
cannot be definitely fixed; it is generally supposed that in the 
course of time several buildings bore the name. The Prytaneum, 
mentioned by Paesanias, and probably the original centre of the 
ancient city, was situated somewhere east of the northern dill 
of the Acropolis. Hence the frequent confusion with the Tholes 
which was near the council chamber and was the resickhce of the 
Prytaneis (we below) of the council. Curtin, places the original 
Pataneuen south of the Acropolis in tie Old Agora, speaks 
of a second identical with the fluke in the Cerameicus, and 
regards that of Pansanins as • building of Roman times (Stadt-
geschidae, p. 3oa) Wachanuth holds the former view and 
regards the floss as merely a dining-room for the Prytaneis in 
thedd democratic pedal Many autherniesbold that theoriginal 
Prytaseuse of the Caspian city mat have been on the Acropolis. 
FINN Aristotle's Caistinetiess of Athens (ch. 3) we know that tbe 
Prytaneum was the offidal residence of the Archon', but, when 
the new Agora vas eartructed(by Peisisdatm ?), they took their 
soda in the Thesmathetwena for the sake of convenience. There 
wee also a mut of *dm oiled the court of the Prytaneum; all 
that is known of this court is that it tried murderers who could 
not be hand, and inanimate objects which had caused death. 
Judging faun its sada fanciful functions and from its name, 
it is peubebly a talk a the peshhteric jurisdiction of the 
pateinteb-idng. 

s. Per the Pentsuns* of the Beall sod al the Nandaries, see 
Bann and NAMARA. 

3. PANTANNIA was ONINI4001 paid when the inesecutne was 
claiming a pan el the washy Slid) the defendant would be 
called apon to pay if be base. 

PIMUNIS was sir the saws elf a legendary ids et 
Sparta of the Emrypendd err Ptodid line. He vas the mn d 
Earypoo sad he it lams hum Prudes. 

CL his elms et Neagh &Rados. 
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flutumaatiev.-0a the Prytmeues as the centreIto indent 

state see article Flat, and references in a paper (se. by Frazer 
(Journal of Ababa, tans, riv. 28). For the site of t Athenian 
P. see E. Cardin. Attische Snare, and an article by Scholl (Renner, 
v. 30); aboseneral histories of Greece. 

PRERMYSL, a town of Austria, in Galicia, 6o en. W. of Lemberg 
by rail Pop. tr9co), 46,293, mostly Polish. It is situated on 
the river San and is one of the strongest formats in Galicia. 
Prsemyil is the seat of a. Roman Catholic and of a Greek uniat 
bishop, and has • Roman Catholic cathedral, begun in t46o. 
The industries comprise the manufacture of machinery, liqueurs 
and "podium or tutty, the refining of naphtha, corn-milling and 
the sawing of timber. The trade is chiefly in timber, corn, 
leather and linen. On the bill above the town are the rains of an 
old castle, said to have been founded by Casimir the Great. 

Pmemyth, one of the oldest towns in Galicia, claims to have 
been founded in the 8th century, and was at one time capital of a 
large independent principality. Casimir the Great and other 
Polish princes endowed it with privileges similar to those of 
Cracow, and it attained a high degree of prosperity. In the 17th 
century its importance was destroyed by inroads of Tatars, 
Cossacks and Swedes. 

PRZHEVALlilt, formerly Earakol (renamed in 1889), a town 
of Russian Turkestan, in the province of Semi/yet:Mask, 8 tn. 
S.E. of Lake bsyk-kul. Nikoisi Prshevalsky (Pnevabky 
the Russian explorer in Central Asia, died here in i889, and a 
monument has been erected to his memory. It is a growing 
town, and had in trey/ a population of 7985. 

MALE (from the Gr. word *Wen, to play the harp), the 
name used to designate the religious poems of the Hebrews, 
which are contained in the Psalter (see Pasties, Boon or). 
Modern collections of religious poetry sometimes bear the title 
of Psalm sad Hymns, but these are always more or less directly 
connected with the actual Psalms of David. Longfellow wrote 
"A Psalm of Life" (1839), which was an intimate confession 
of the religious aspirations of the author. The PSIMPOU of 
Clement ]tarot (1338) were curious adaptations cis Hebrew ideas 
to French forms of the epigram and the madrigal. But it is 
doubtful whether the psalm, as distinguished from the Hebrew 
Psalter, can be said to have any independent existence. It is 
loosely used to describe any exalted strain of devotional melody. 
(See also Thrum.) 

RSALMANAZAR. OBORGE (c. 1679-1763), French adventurer, 
was born about 1679, probably In Languedoc. According to 
his own account he was sent in his seventh year to a free school 
taught b ►  two Franciscan monks, after which he was educated 
in a Jesuit college " in an archiepiscopal city." On leaving 
college he became a private tutor. He assumed personation" 
in order to obtain money, his first being that of a pilgrim to Rome. 
Afterwards he travelled through Germany, Brabant and Flanders 
in the character of a Japanese convert. At Lifge he enlisted 
in the Dutch service, shortly after which he poled as an uncon-
verted Japanese. At Sluys he made the acquaintance of 
Scottish chaplain, by whom he was brought over to England and 
introduced to the bishop of London. Having undergone 
conversion to Christianity, he was employed by. the bishop to 
translate the Church cater.hism into what was supposed to be the 
Japanese language. In :roe he published a fictitious Historical 
and Geographical Description of Formosa, and was shortly alter-
wards sent to Oxford. In nay he published Dialogue 'between 
a Japanese oad a Forneman. There also appeared, without data, 
An Inquiry into the Objections against Gomm Pwimasenor of 
Formosa, with George Psalessnasar's Answer. His pretensions 
were from the beginning doubted by many, and when exposure 
ems inevitable he made a hill confeesion. Throughout the rest 
of his life he exhibited, according to Dr Samuel Johnson, as 
'sported by Mis Fi cal, " a piety, penitence, and virtue exceeding 
almost what we read as wonderful in the lives of the mints." 
Pulmanater published Essays on Scriptural Sulicas (r733), 
contributed various articles to the Ancient Universal Ili:My, 
and completed Palmer's History of Pristine. He died in Leaden 
on the 3rd of May 2763. His memoirs appeared in 2762 under 
the title, Memoirs of . coannosly known by the some of George 

Psaltrommor, but do not dbelose his red name or the place 
of his birth. 

PSALMS, BOOR 01), or PSALM, the first book of the Hagio-
grapha in the Hebrew Bible. 

Title mad Trodhimel A otiorthip.---The Hebrew title of the 
book is elme, Milan, or ois " the book of hymns," et 
rather " songs of praise."' The singular 411 1  is properly 
the infinitive or omen mob of inn, • verb employed In the 
technical language of the Temple service for the esecotios of a 
jubilant song of praise to the accompanimeat of music and the 
blare of the priestly trumpets (r Chron. stt 4 seq., sm. s; 
2 Chien. v. za  seq.). The name is not therefore equally applicable 
to all psalms, and in the later Jewish ritual the synonym Hanel 
specially designates two series of psalms, mtg.-mein. and 
cxlvi.-d., of which the former was sung at the three great feasts 
—the enema's, and the new moon, and the latter at the daily 
morning prayer. That the whole book is named " praises " is 
dearly due to the fact that it was the manual of the Temple 
service of song, in which praise was the loading future. But 
for an individual psalm the usual name is vcro (in the Bible 
only in titles of psalms), which inapplicable to any piece designed 
to be sung to a musical accompaniment. Of this word *Jude, 
" psalm," is a translation, and In the Greek Bible the whole book 
is called #thpel or tiedatketems The title *bad or &Ade 
tin/yelb is used in the New Testament (Luke ex. se;•niv. 442 
Acts i. so), but in Heb. iv. 7 we find another title, namely 
" David." Hippolytus tells in that in his time most Christians 
said " the Psalms of David," and believed the whole both to be 
his; but this title and belief are both of Jewish origin, for to 
a Macc. B. t3 mirth Ant al means the Psalter, and the title of the 
apocryphal " Psalter of -Solomon " implies that the previously 
existing Psalter was 'scribed to David. Jewish tradition doer 
not make David the author of al the psalms; but as he less 
regarded as the founder and legislator of the Temple psaboOdy 

Chron., at metro; Ears iii. so; Neb. 21i. 36, 45 seq.; Dodos. 
:iv& 8 seq.), so also he was held to have completed and 'romped 
the whole book, though according to Talmudic tradition' be 
incorporated psalms by ten other authors, Adam, Melcbieedek, 
Abraham, Moses, Hunan, Jeduthtm, Asapb, and the three some 
of Borah. With this it agrees that the titles tithe palms name 
no one later than Solomon, and even he is net receenissd as a 
psalmodist by the most ancient tradition, that of the 
which omits him from the title of Pb. comviL and omens Ps. both , 

 be written not by him but of him. The details ed the tradition 
of authorship show considerable variation; sceeeding to the 
Talmudic view Adam is author of the Sabbath prim, aciL, 
and illelcitbedek of Ps. cor., while Abraham is identified with 
Ethan the Faashite (Ps. ixedit.). But, aeeotdhmg to okler 
Jewish tradition attested by Origen,4  Pa. :di. is by Moses, be 
whom are assigned Ps. xc.-c. inclusive, according to • general 
rule that all anonymous pieces are by the same hand with the 
nearest preceding psalm whose author is named; and Ps. es, 
which by its title is Davidic, seems to have been given to Meichi-
xedek to avoid the dilemmas of Matt. exit et seq. Origen's rule 
accounts for all the psalms except I. and B., whieh were sometimes 
reckoned as one poem (Acts ail 33 in the Western text; Oriten; 
B. Bmakhoth, f. 9b.), and appear to have been ascribed to David 
(Acts iv. as): 

The opinion of Jerome (Pale. to ye. Ink) and other Christian 
writers that the collector of the Puller was Ears does not seem 
to rest on Jewish tradition. 

Nature and Origin eJ rbe Collection.—Whateres may be the value 
of the titles to individual palms, there can be no question that the 
tradition that the Palter was collected by David is not historical; 

Hipped., ad. Lag., P OS; Bomb. A. vi. t". 2: fipiph. Mass 
a Pond. 123; .1410210 • prtiar.21 Paso .221122 ti26212222. 

• Similarly in the Syriac Bible the title is sisaandri. 
• The 1,assages are collected in Kimhi's preface to his commentary 

on the Psalms, ed. Schiller.Srineme. Cambridge 93,3). 
Ste 	ed. Rue: el. Hippot. supra; Jerome. lip. al. 

Rd- Mal, and Oreg. JiaL 
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for no one doubts that some of the psalms date from after the Bah 
Wotan exile. The truth that underlies the tradition is that the  
collection in rasseirally the hymn-book of the second Temple,' and 
It was thereto* ascribed to David, because it was assumed, as we 
Mee clearly from Chronicles, that the order of worship in the second 
temple was the same as in the first, and had David as its father: 
as oses completed the law of Israel for all time before the people 
watered Canaan, so David completed the theory and contents of 
the Tent 	lmody before the Temple itself was built. When we 
thus 	 its origin, the tradition becomes really instructive, 
mad may be translated into a statement which throws light on a 
number of points connected with the book. namely, that the Psalter 
was (finally, at least) collected with a liturgical purpose. Thus. 

the psalms represent a great range of individual religious 
nos, they avoid such situations and expressions as am too 

▪ ne to be used In sets of public devotion. Many of the psalms 
an doxologies or the like, expressly written for the Temple; others 
IWO made up of attracts from older poems in a way perfectly natural 
In a hymn-book. but otherwise hardly intelligible. Such ancient 
hymns as Load. iv. t eqq., Judges v., t Sam. ii. t seq., are not 
lacluded Is the osBection, though motives from them are embodied 
In mole modern psalms: the interest of the collector, we see, was not 
filen:wield bat Ututgical. 

The question now arises: Was the collection a einrle act or is the 
Psalter made up of several older collections ? And here we have 
first to observe that in the Hebrew text the Psalter is divided into 
five books, each of which closes with a doxology. The scheme of 
the whole is as follows:— 

Book I., Pa 	: all these are ascribed to David except L. u.. x. 
(which is really pant of ix.), xxxiii. (ascribed to David in LXX.); 
doxology. xli. 11. Book 	Pa. alii.-1xxii.: of these xlii.-xlix. 
are amenbed to the Korahites (xliii. being part of xlii.). I. to Asaph. 
11-1.xxi. to David (except Levi., Ixvii.. WU. anonymous; in LJCX- the 
last two beat Damara name), lxxii. to Solomon; doxology, DAR. 113, 
tp followed by the subscription "The prayers of Davidthe son of 
Jesse are ended. 	Book 111.. Ps. lxion.-Ixxxix.; here 
WW1 beat the name of Asaph, bottle.. lxxxv.. Lxxxvii., 
that of the Korahites, lxxxvi. of David, lxxxviii. of lletnan, borxix. 
of Ethan; doxology, lxxxix. 52. Book IV.. Ps. xe.-cvi.: all are 
anonymous ewers c. (Moses). d.. viii. (David),—LXX. gives also 
tie. to David; ben- the doxology is peculiar. " Blessed be Jehovah 
God of Israel from everlasting.  and to everlasting. And ki all Me 
people say Arne,. Itallelujah.' Book V.. Ps. of these 
evin.-et, moth.. exuv., exxxl., cxxaiii., cxxxviiis-exly. are ascribed 
to David and moo. to Solomon. and CXx.-cxxxiv. are pilgrimage 
psalms. LXX. saris • considerably from the Hebrew as to the psalms 
to be ameribed to David; the book closes with a group of dowlogical 
palms. 

The division Into five books was known to Hippolytus. but a closer 
examination of the doxologies shows that it does not represent the 
original scheme of the Psalter; for, white the eloxologks to the first 
these books are no part of the psalms to which they are attached, but 
really mark the end of • book in a pious fashion not uncommon in 
Cistern literature, that to book IV., with its rubric addressed to the 
people, plainly belongs to the psalm, or rather to its liturgical execu-
tion, and does not therefore really mark the claw of a collection once 
separate. Is point of fact books IV. and V. have so many common 
characters that there is every reason to regard them as a single great 
group. n. the main part of books II. and III. (Pa. 
is distin 	(men the rest of the Psalter by habitually avoiding 
the nano Jehovah (the Loot) and using Elohim (God) instead, even 
in eases like Pa. I. 7, where " I am Jehovah thy God " of Exist xx. a 

• is quoted but chewed wry awkwardly to " I am God thy God." 
This it sot due to the authors of the individual psalms, but to an 
editor; for Ps. NH. is only another recension of Pc. my., and Ps. lax. 
repeats past of Paand here Jehovah is six times changed to 
nobler, while the opposite change happens but once. The Elohim 
psahns, then. have undergone • common editorial treatment, dis-
tinguishing them Irons the rest of the Psalter. And they make up the 
mass of books II. and 111., the remaining psalms, 
appearing lobe alert of appendix. But when we look at the Elohim 

me more nearly, we see that they contain two distinct elements. 
Davidie padms and psalms ascrit to the Levitical choirs (sons of 
Korah, Asa pit). The Davidic collection as we have it splits the 
Levitical psalms Into two groups and actually divides the Asaphic 
Pet I. from the main Asaphic collection, lxxsa.-Itxxiii. This order 
stn hardly be original, especially.  as the Davidic Elohim psalms have 
a separate subscription (l's. limn. so). But if we remove them we 
get • continuous leely of Levitical Elohim realms, or rather two 
collections, the first Koexhit ic and the second Asaphie, to which there 
have been added by way of appendix by • non-Elohistic editor a 

ementery group of Korahire psalms and one psalm (certainly 
late ascribed to David. The formation of books IV. and V. is cer. 
tain y later than the Elohistic red.ietioo of books IL and Ill., for 
Ps. cvii. is node up of two Elohim psalms (lye )-tt. tx. S -ea) is the 
F.:elastic Jam. though the bat t wo books of the Psalter are generally 

%This mum be understood of the whole collection as completed, 
net el all its component parts 	 H. K.)  

Jehovistic. We can thus distinguish the following steps in the 
redaction: (a) the formation of a Davidic collection (book with 4 
closing doxology; (b) a second Davidic collection (li.-lxxii.) will[  
doxology and subscription; (c) a twofold Levitical collection (xlii - 
tlix.•, , lxxiii.-boorlii.); (d) an Elohistic redaction and combination 
of (b) and (c); (e) the addition of a non-Elohistic supplement to (d) 
with a doxology; (J) a collection Liter than (d), consisting of books 
IV. and V. And -finally the anonymous psalms i., ii., which as 
anonymous were hardly an original part of book I., may have been 
prefixed after the whole Psalter was completed. We see, too, that 
it is only in the latest collection (books IV., V.) that anonymity 
is the rule, and titles, especially titles with names, occur only 
sporadically. Elsewhere the toles run in series and correspond to 
the limits of older collections. 

Dale of Me Collection.—An inferior limit for the final collection is 
given by the Septuagint translation. But this translation was not 
written all at once, and its history is obscure; we only know from 
the prologue to Ecclesiasticus that the Hagiographa, and doubtless 
therefore the Psalter, were read in Greek m Egypt about 13o B.C. 
or somewhat later.,  And the Greek Psalter, though it contains one 
apocryphal psalm at the close, is essentially the sane as the Hebrew; 
there is nothing to suggest that the Greek was first translated from 
a less complete Psalter and afterwards extended to agree With 
the extant Hebrew. It is therefore reasonable to hold that the 
Hebrew Psalter was completed and recognized as an authoritative 
collection long enough before t30 B.C. to allow of its passing to the 
Greek-speaking Jews in Alexandria. Beyond this the external 
evidence fur the completion of the collection dues not carry us. 

(W. R. S) 
But there is absolutely no necessity for supposing that when 

the grandson of Ben Sira reached Egypt the Psalter had been 
translated into Greek for any considerable time. Indeed it is 
at least equally probable that it was the recent translation of 
some of the poetical books of the Old Testament which fired hint 
with a desire to translate his grandfather's book, and perhaps add 
the work of a member of the family to the Bible of the Egyptian 
Jews. It appears indeed from t Chron. xvi., a Chron. vi. 4 t, 42, 
that various psalms belonging to books IV. and V. were current in 
the time of the Chronicler. Unfortunately however it is im-
possible to date the book of Chronicles with certainty. The 
argument that the Chronicler must have been contemporary 
with the last persons named in his book is by no means convincing 
and on the other hand his account of the Temple services, in 
which he seems to be describing the Temple of his own days, 
harmonizes far better with a date at the end of the third, or 
even in the second, century B.C. than with the close of the Persian 
or the beginning of the Greek period. For the impression 
which we get from Nehemkh's memoirs is that in his days the 
community at Jerusalem was in the main poverty-stricken, while 
Malachi's exhortations to the people to pay their dues to the 
priests implies that in the middle of the fifth century B.C. the 
Temple was by no means wealthy. But in the comparative 
peace and freedom of the 3rd century B.C. the condition of 
Jerusalem was greatly ameliorated. Wealth accumulated to 
such a degree that Simon the son of Oniah was enabled 
practically to rebuild the Temple, and to maintain Its services 
with a grandeur of .ritual which they had probably never known 
before. It must be admitted that the gorgeousness of ritual 
described by the Chronicler is far more in harmony with the 
days of Simon than with any previous post-exilic period. How 
late the Chronicler wrote cannot perhaps be determined; but 
it is, at all events, impossible to prove that the author of 
Ecclesiasticus was acquainted with his work. Ben Sim indeed in 
his list of worthies mentions Zerubbabel, Joshua and Nehemiah; 
but Zerubbabel and Joshua he must have known from the books 
of Haggai and Zechariah, and he may well have been acquainted 
with that document relating to Nehemiah which the Chronicler 
incorporated with his book. Ben Sire's omission of the name of 
Ezra rather militates against the supposition that he bad the 
Chronicler's book before him when he wrote. The conflict 
between Saducreisan and the scpherira was hardly so intense 
in his days as to warrant the supposition that he omitted the 
name of Ezra intentionally. Moreover, it is not certain that 
the psalms that the Chronicler quotes (xcvi., cv., cvi., cxxxii.) 

The text of the passage is obscure and in pan corrupt. but the 
Latin "cur multum temporia ibi fuireent " probably expresses the 
author's meaning. A friend has 'atilt., to the author that for 
• essereetese we ought perhaps to read •esete tupsrt,as. 
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already existed in their place in our Psalter, or that Ps. me even 
existed in Its present form. 

Other evidence of date is to be found in the Levitical psalms 
of the Elohistic collection. These, as we have seen, form two 
groups, referred to the sons of Kash and to Asaph. In Nehe-
miah xii. 46 Asaph is taken to be a contemporary of David and 
chief of the singers of his time, and in r Citron. xxv. a seq. one 
of the three chief singers belonging to the three great Levitical 
houses. But the older history knows nothing of an individual 
Asaph; In Ezra if. 4z the gild of singers as a whole is called 
Bed Asaph, as it was apparently in the time of Nehemiah (Neb. 
xi. 22, Deb.)? The singers or Asaphites are at this time still 
distinguished from the Levites; the oldest attempt to incorporate 
them with that tribe appears in Exod. vi. m, where Abiasaph-
that is, the eponym of the gild of Asaphites--is made one of 
the three sons of Korah. But when singers and Levites were 
fused the Asaphites ceased to be the only singers, and ultimately, 
as we see in Chrimirles, they were distinguished from the Korah-
ites and reckoned to Gershom (1 Citron. vi.), while the head of 
the Korahites is Heman

' 
 as in the title of Ps. lxxxviii. It is 

only in the appendix to the Elohistic psalm-book that we find 
Heinen and Ethan side by side with Asaph, as in the Chronicles; 
but this does not necessarily prove that the body of the collection 
originated when there were only two gilds of singers. 

But here it becomes necessary to ask what is the precise meaning 
which we are to assign to the phrases, " to David," to Asaph, 

to the sons of Korah." We certainly need not suppose that the 
Davidic, Asaphic and Korabite psalms severally once existed ae 
separate books, for, if this had been the case, it is probable that 
the ascription would not have been prefixed to each separate 
psalm, but rather to the head of each collection (cf. Prov. f. t, x. 1., 
xxv. 1), together with some such note at the end as is found in Job. 
=XL 40, Pe. IXXii. so; moreover we should be compelled to assent 
to the view expressed in the Oxford Dictionary that those psalms 
which have the heading J7/7917 (A. V. " to "—R. V. " for "—" the 
chief Musician ") also originally formed a separate collection. But 
against this explanation of the heading tvi r-ft there is an almost 
insuperable objection; for, since both the first and second books 
contain psalms with this heading, it is clear that the " Chief 
Musician's—or Director's—Psalter " must have been in existence 
before either of these books; in which case, apart from the difficulty 
of the antiquity which we should be compelled to assign to this earliest 
Psalter, it is impossible to understand on what principle the first book 
of Psalms was formed. If the compiler of the first book aimed simply 
at making a collection of Davidic psalms from a major Psalter com-
piled by the " Director," why should he have deliberately rejected 
a number of Davidic 'maims (Ps. li. sqq.) which, ex hypothesi. lay before 
him in this Psalter? It is surely as difficult to suppose that the 
Davidic psalms of the first book are a selection madefrom a greater 
collection of such psalms contained in the " Director's Psalter" as 
it is to imagine that St Mark's Gospel is an abridgment of St 
Matthew's. It is true that the preposition " to " (}) may denote 
authorship, as it does apparently in Isaiah 1000/iii. 9, Hab. ll. r, 
but it certainly has a mach wider meaning; and indeed in some cases 
the idea of authorship is nut of the question, for the psalms ascribed 
to the Korahites can scarcely have been supposed to be the joint 
composition of that body. Moreover, it is very doubtful whether 
the word em  can be translated " Director." In t Citron. xv. at 
the verb of which Iwo is the participle is used of the duty which 
was discharged by Mattithiah, Eliphelchu, Miknelah, Obed-edom, 
Jeiel and Azaziah (and perhaps, if verse 20 is to be taken in close 
connexion with verse at, by Zecharaiah, Axel, Shemiramoth, 
Jeiel, Unni. Eliab, Maaseiah and Benaiah also) es me *futile 
occasion. Unfortunately the exact nature of these men's per-
formances is not quite clear, for it is said to have been connected 
with "harps set to the sheminith," or according to another inter-
pretation, with " harps over the tenors." But whatever the obscure 
expression rsrornie may mean, nab cannot here mean to " direct," 
for a choir with six " directors " would have been a veritable bear-
garden. Obviously the word 0116 must refer to something In the 
musk; and inasmuch as the cymbals were for the Femme of produe 
lag a volume of sound (teri), it is reasonable to suppose that the 

The threefold division of the singers appears in the same list 
according to the Hebrew text of verse 17, but the occurrence of 
Jeduthun as a proper name instead of • musical note is suspicious, 
and makes the text of LXX. preferable. The fin* Clear trace of 
the triple choir is therefore in Neh. sii. 24. 

with trebir lutes and-with harps an seam Lam fix via 
reskiard harps over the sopranos and tenon renectively) Matte 
lead the singers in giving out the melody. U this 41121.1102600  be 
correct—and it certainly Accords best with the meaning of tat' 
t Chrou. xv. sr—the own will be that pan of the orchestra whirl 
played the melody to be sang, virtually corresposuEag. atalaiu 
midandir, to what we now call the choir organ and we nomf not cosy 
plicate the compilation of the Psalter by postulating an alterthe 
unnecessary " Director's Psalter." Now we have amen tint she' 
prefixed to rnir "2 cannot refer to authorship; Ire seem 
shut up to one of two alternatives, eitherehe psalms inscrind 
nth belonged to the ripertoire of the Korahirea, or they 
intended to be sung in the Korahite style, It is in 	.110 
that each division of the Levitical singers had its  MCI  tulle 
but this is hardly probable tinter we are to 	sin. 
never officiated simultaneously, in which case we should c 
have expected that the psalm quoted by the Chroaider tr 
xvi.) would be included in the Aimpltic collection. But tb 
difficulty in supposing that each division of the Levitical 
had its own traditional music, certain instrument. beM 
to the one and certain to the other, in which case the am 
a psalm to the Asaphites or Korahltes will merely den 

i of muse to which it is set. In like manner it is not mp 
el} meant originally " to be sung in the Da idle triode 
perhaps, " with harp accompaniment " (cf. t Sam. xvi. 
the Chronicler ascribes to David the initiation of the 
" in the oldest traditional mode." ' Under such 
however, a confusion would easily arise between the ci 
tune and the author; and when once the idea had an ,  
was the author of psalms, it would be natural to en," 
cover in the story of his life suitable occasions for tit. 

The interpretation of the titles here suggested re 
tion brought against the assumption of -a Marc.. 
certain psalms, which lays stress on the fact then• 
e.g. Ps. ally., are written in a time of the deepest elf 
are psalms of the Temple choirs; whereas, when 
re-opened for worship, after its profanation by An 
were victorious, and a much more joyful tone 
For if the titles mt. '47,104, &c., do not denote t1 
inscribed were collected by the Templechoirs. 
that these psalms were originally sung in the Tr 
collections of psalms may well have been used 
and only adapted to the Temple worship when a. 
of the devotional life of the people. It is notswor 
quoted by the Chronicler belong to the last collo 
V.. which, as a whole, is far more suitable for fi ,  

Since, then, the existence of separate books of 
the present divisions of the Psalter is very doubtful. we 
for other evidences of date. Now, both the Kotahire and Ass 
groups of psalms are remarkable that they hardly contain 00Y T2021•  
melon of present sin on the part of the community of Jewish faith-
though they do confess the sin of Israel in the past—but areeseensi 
with the observation that prosperity does not follow righteousness 
either its the case of the individual (xlix., bisiii.) or in that al 
nation, which sutlers notwithstanding its loyalty to God. or mos m 
account thereof (xliv. lxxix.). Now the rise of the 
of individual faith is the mark of the age that folioed fr.= 
while the confident assertion of national righteousness undo go' 
fortune is a characteristic mark of pious Judaism after Ens. is 
period of the law but not earlier. Malachi, Essa and Nehemiah. 
like Haggai and Zechariah, are still very far from holding that de 
sin of Israel lies all in the past. Again, a coosideraVo auras d 
these psalms (itliv., lxxiv.. lxxix., hots.) point to in histalical 
tion which can be very definitely realised. They are ported* 
in their whole tone and belong to a time when 	ceerl  
and the synagogue worship was fully estab 	inir• & 
But the Jews are no longer the obedient slaves of the 
power; there has been a national rising and armies have ;Tr= 
to battle. Yet God has not gone forth with them: the heed" 
have been victorious, blood has flowed like War rowed Jecosak24 

 the Temple has been defiled, and these disaster. assume the derma% 
of a religious persecution. These details road it the time d 
✓ite 	persecution under Antiochus, to which indeed Ps. laic a 
ref, rred (as a prophecy) in 1 Mace. vii. t6. It is contended In arw 
wit r, like the late Professor W. Bohemian Smith, are apprised 
tit dating of any psalms of the second collection is the Macrahlalm 
period, that, since they are post-exilic, there is one and only .1.m 
time in the Persian period to which they can Ise,referrel,„ail-_,MI 

 of the great civil wars under Artaxerxes III. °thus Gala= 6' 441  

Some confirmation of this explanation of the sties may be 6°184 
 in the fact that in place ci mai (Ps. nods s) we fled Is lek r. 

I1C2Vii. t. 12,7%,. the latter es:premien being spanned, as  eadet. 
 viadon of MIT *ill. 
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smeary. P.c.). But there is no evidence that the Jess we involved 
in thew, (or the account whirls •wrpbts. given of Itarrows .  rippers-
tni4 tot the Jews represents t he trouble as having earn ...smalls, 

 from internal thatertuom, awl does 11. 4 hint at anythisse ol the 
n ature d • rebellion against Perim. Moreover the statement dal 
E tl !WY, Whams. dna. 1651 Abe ) that Masers,. Oahu. in the 
comae of Ins campaign *game Fevre tr....petal a &sediment of 

Isms to liyrrania does new prove that Judaea a. a whole had ICS' olted. 
Them is ranking cams to treina.1 these Jew. with Yakstane: they 
may ham formed a part of the very considerable Jewish community 
whack we know to base been settkd In knvpt as early no the Sth 
century a C. On the other hand. it is extremely improbable that 
the Jinni of Judaea, oboes Nehemiah Ira entirely detached (rum 
their intmedlate neighbours, would have taken part in any general 
✓ising heater Persia. filet weer them and the Samaritans on the 
entail and the hiluenites on the south these was the most 'MIA u -able 
huoulay. which would probably be eel:beset in itself to keep them 
(Mien naming in the It volts in which other parts of Syria were involved. 
Muecover, vies if the Jews had revolted. it cannot fairly he main 
trued that etch • revolt most nesewerily have had a Mignon. 
character. Evenmerlins doe. not au; that the Persians tried to wel 

ra interfere with the ewe in the eraise of their religion; and nothing 
km than this 	satisfy the language 01 Ps. Idle. 2.1 : •' Yea. 10e 
thy sake are we killed all the day Sam;," Are. t hi the other hand, 
wet only is the efineigrere DI the artond roller-lion el prime as • 
slink the atmosphere of godly Judoon in the J MI century lac.. 
but ia may fairly be claimed that this oak-coon contain. many 
Mabee winch may naturally be interpreted in the light of the history 
ill that period of which no eat itlactury taproots.° in their detail.1 
can be C. ,n il they are aaigned to any ether time. Thus (,r 
maniple. Pa elle.. with It. Arecription d the sufferings of the 
tighten» 1 ,  er Gota take. would he perfectly appropriate in the mout h 
of one of the" golly" (IZattifes) aboot 167 ri c. Pe slv.. though the 
ufneantSitem of the tett in certain parts mikes It difftcult to .teak 
with tenainty would suit the manage of Ak sander Batas at Ptole-
mais In 130 ■ •., at which the high print Jonathan was scant as 
an hannurol `ant. In this connroan verse to is particularly 

.trui;Cnitreetra.tualeldhad toonantele.F1+!1: Ciencn ti 
	lorefathm 

 had bruit
, 
 

regarded bthe Jews as heathen oppressors. Again. Pa h.., with 
it, ideal 	 of 

(4.14).  
ion 	Jehovah '. 	minding  kingdom 	Gilead. 

Samaria. Moab and Philistla though tbe ideal was not realised 
till the days of ohn Ilyeataus. would be quite appropriate in the 
mouth of • Mkciatmeatt patriot. The author a - Ps. bail would 
rem to have berm Implied by the sight or the description of the 
never-to-be-forgottee prosimen of the victorious Maccabees in 
_141 Le. to meiotic/de the desecrated Temple. Hence the taunt to 

non el Judah ken _sitk with the fan Gallianan tribes Zclaidon 
listen. the st=linit\ eta  the feleucid government ; hence the men. 

and NIIPIldai Ohs 111 Isaiah le_ t---s pump, which on iodepmdent 
ground, has been sudgeed to thethirifilemon Mariehamn). shik 
whiernatic Samaria Fe gotepletely 	. The historical back- 

el Pa Isis Is apparently 	mew as that  el pa ally. 
rain./ P. Wes il. wield seem to date fain • time %hen the Jew. 
having woofreedom In worship God, were abie to look forearei 
to the convenient of their Meier oppnesors (cf. Isaiah el . xis.). 
That this (maim wart simpaeed at lead a/ Luc as the Ltd trntury lac 
i. en* peituble by the woe here given to FOS. fie& Having 
nygard to ,fola bl. U,Ictori. le, halal IL %Alms can be little doubt 
that Xdra1 is the (? Paketinlan) name of asset th•ofeelon a the 
ebrle.. the not steal symbol of the power of &slam es the kingdom 
d the wield as opposed to the thieves if the IN* of the Besets 
of the Must High -  Goi. It in ettessely inspri that suchrs 
sane was epplinci to Egypt 'az:bem

ios the 
 gape pasenased the 

The or 	tilt. 	ratunt be sough
el t 

 is • time t 

Atria 
	us. 

iels 
sr-pedal as 	' tri the people 	he Lard— 

due k 	my, dune/ the Ptokmaie rule over Palestine. These 
newiderationa in additive to numerous phrases awl mpeemione 

width
width cannot here be noticed, of which the full force can sly la 

by those who lone speially_etudied the Maccatocan period and 
them Sher praetor.. of the Old Tett • meat. such as Zechariah In -rv.. 
*Ida 

 
may plaosibly be a•:ivied to it. snake it almost certain that 

the 
J
second collection al r.....w. was made not ember than the time 

m atothne err even of ea  
Now hooks IV. and V. sm. as we have seen. tats than the Elohiatic 

nalliactino el books II. and III, so that the cohesion a the lam tan 
d the Netter mint. if our arguineet up is this poise Is sound. fall 
satiate the word ha of the sad savoy lac And here It k to 
be said that though no pert of the Peat/wawa, deamr amt. el a 
hteitical papaw. we had that In boobs IV. mid V. the sonskal 
tit have mainly &appeared. nis dos our twermatily 
tint he  the technical sense el the Tempt. 111111010 had gem me SM.  . 
lemenuddy became ow, ewe already blew sabbillisibbt. se 
, _111011  owe when the fegittlalgint 111111011 woe amok ", . 	_• he h thee net 
'mem, 	that tiebni al intrairal terms which had arigineted le the 
"'ode 

 
it leruse!irm and sere Om Melds la relotelme veil halm 

tams mus,,s e,,,t in Egypt The •i ►p of the sorded tithe, 
"ewer_ . may W mime m an iodination the the hue edlettine el 
Malan w longed In • diner Or bed due is Sikh thermseise  

collections had adorn: and if, as rem* probabie, we may identify 
this place sob the Temple at Jerua•ern. the absence of musical 
Inks is candy elptainesi. (or *s number of skilled musicians who 
there IMIII■leted , AM who wromU, of course, power the tradition of 
the various modes and tones. would make please musical dors thins 
superfluous. ()n the other Karl. in a t onettion intended for evris• 
copse use— and the second tole. ct inn of prime bias a whole far more 
suitable to • synagogue than to the Temper-starhitaw=lroul4 .me 
be • largo choir and or, A her ra of skilled sitreitiono, It 	obviously 
be desirable to state whether the psalm was to be sung to a Davirtle. 
Matrix or Korahre tone, or to give the name d ■ melody awn-
prole to it. Again, the general tone of large parts of this inflection 
is much more cheerful than that ol the bdohistir psalm-book. It 
berm with& psalm I and arribel in the title to Mires end seemingly 
designed to expo•r lading" appropriate to a .ituatien analogous to 
that of the Iseralitesolten, alter the scary march through the wilder. 
nee, they Urn t1 on the hooters of the promised land. It looks 
bait on a time of great mut* and foesears1 to • brighter future. 
In mine of the following psalms there are rill references to eked. ad 
ellraission and violence. but more generally Ireel appears as happy 
under the law. The problem. of divine *rice are no longer burning 
que..tinas the riglitouusnem of Gad is wen in the pnwel1111 felicity 
ot the pious (xel., wit., &r.). Israel, Indeed. I. till scattered and not 
tnumpliant over the hominy; hot even in the disper•ion the Jews 
are under a mild rick  (ed. 46). and the commercial activity of the 
nation Las begun to develop beyond the seas (coil. Xi seq.). But 
some of I he psalms refs to a time of sraggle and virtory. In it 
curia. Israel led by the heats ell Asian—this is • notable point—
has emerged triumphant from • desperate cerdliet, and celebrates at 
the Temple a great day of n joking ion the unhopeddoe victory; 
in Pa. rah.. the saints are pictured with the pester. of ('end in their 
throat and a sharp sword in their hands to take vengeance on 
the heathen. to bind their kings MIA noble., and earrehe 
against t hem the t tidgment trine* in prophecy. Such an enthusiasm 
of militant piety. plainly bawd on actual *access of Israel 
and the house of Aaron, can only be referred to the Rent victories 
of the !great.... culminating in the purification of the Temple 
in tea II. C. This restoration of the womhip . of the national 
sanctuary, under 4-mum...twines that in.pireel religious feeling., very 
different burn the of any other generation *ince the return from 
Halo Inn might moat naturally be- (liner,) by an eiten.ion of the 
Temple psalmody; it certainly . MI followed by some liturgical inns. - 

..stark ler the ssrarmn more of dedicating, on the 25th day of (hide*, 
was made the pattern 01 a new annual I, ao tt hat mentioned in John 
a as). In later times the palms for the enewettis at feast of dedka 
tine embraced Pa. se. and its bad P.. isW.-coviA.; and 'booth 
Pa. me. may have babe adapted hem • f011tetioll already mi.' ins. 
there r every mesa to think tout the MSla& which evechttly in its 
riming pan contains allusions thee fit ow ether time as mil. wan 
first arranged foe the same eeremnay. The mimed the sup cent 
history makes it miry intelligible that the evoker was Madly . 
a. we have won Nom the date of the Greek widen that it opot have 
been, within • few years at snap alter this greet event.. Pees die 
time of Ilyrcanut downwards the ideal a 

the di Ve and fl.N 	 I 	
abakt•alr 114014.46 

beca me non r....nt,*fromfrom die 	is 
fusel, awl in the Pointer of Selensen we me religious poetry tented 
against the Innis al the Temple and its isneihip. 

All this done not. of tonne. Imply that then ere not In heels IV. 
and V. any piers older than the completion of books I Leeral III , 
for the common ion ol a mem and in twerps any as part of the Leviti-
cal liturgy ere not rieormirily colas-Meat in date. except In melte. 
*Men midi • direct liturgical purees In the fifteen " wears of 
duress" IN. em.-cardiel we have • cow In want. According 
to the Mistier I AtaddasS. il el and Mien Jewish traditions. thew 

le:: vow um by the Levitm at the Feast al Tabernacle' on the 
.„,r, or deem. that led from women', to the teen's 

men. het wham we lank at the padres ygbemaiInm we we that they 
meat atiglemely have been a hymn-boat. Met Mt the Unites. but for 

ts the laity who came up to Jentalent it the 	yilgrime leas., 
and who themselves renwedered i  or thek Is 	had told them. the 
days when. es we we in Pt slit.. it wag 	 toddle pitvitnege 
to Lien.They are hymn. al the lefty. 	fig olds wne- Itleauty 
and depth of Intl:* anodise of Opine* shun le. (set efted 
within the tea el ereeeese vies be NOM fevelb Om the encircling 
hills. whim he idt 	pot:ft es Ilia eampieg 0/e by side with 
his lento** oe tletdopesel 	(00113. who li was of Jehovah'* 
loceiving graee sad Ile enrolee? it the roleiraptinti of twirl 
triumphed aver all the mile of the present and Merl his end with 
humble and patient kepi 

The onvalawctiaar fear sal the Memoir soap to maid sal 
arse se deenten Se fettle( in the trace-  LXX.. 40 berneeq,e. with 
the coddle cf the piker. Better a 	Wow found in the 
LXX. OS Val as In the Hebrew, end fll 	r1 paha* is aid as 
the eollerriee knef, eft the MN,* of MOM le Pe. tn. sad Not of 
David in P el , di.. veil -re . einevillesdv. ilea when did the 
lent collectors of the maims find wsch very ancient pieces what bad 

Plieslif►  win Simon: ampere the other had eith elheLed. 
with I Mace- "iii. 50 r 
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been paned by pIll previous collectors, and what criterian was there when Abimdedi (the MOW& tint In the shake of Airlifted sad 
to establish their genuineness? No canon of literary crearasin can 
treat as valuable external evidence an attestation which first appears 
so many centuries after the supposed date of the poems, especially 
when it is confronted by facts so conclusive as that Pa, tvviit. is made 
up of extracts from Pe. lel and lx. and that Ps. condo. is marked 
by its language as one of the latest pieces in the book. The only 
possible question for the critic is whether the ascription of these 
psalms to David was due to the idea that he was the psalmist par 
excellence,1  to whom any poem of unknown origin was naturally 
ascribed, ce whether we have in some at least of these titles an ex-
ample of the habit so common in later Jewish literature of writing 
in the name of ancient worthies. In the case of Pa. xc. it can hardly 
be doubted that this is the real explanation, and the same account 
must be given of the title in Ps adv., if, as seems probable, it is 
meant to cover the whole of the great bald or lehilki Pa celv.-d.). 
which must, from the allusions in Ps. max., se well as rem its place, 
be almost if not quite the latest thing in the Psalter. 

For the later stages of the history of the Psalter we have, as we 
have seen, a fair amount of evidence pointing to conclusions of a 
pretty definite kind. We have atul to consider the two (neat groups 
of psalms ascribed to David in books I. and II. We have en. 
deavoured to show that the ascription " to David " In these groups 
did not originally denote authorship by David, and that, notwith-
standing the subscription of Ps. hon., which may well be a later 
note, there is no necessity to suppose an original collection of Davidic 
psalms from which excerpts were made. It is, however, probable 
that the title soon came to be understood of David's authorship, 
with the result that further notes were added indicating the situation 
in David's life to which the psalms appeared to be appropriate. 
It is certainly not impossible that the two groups of ' vidie " 
psalms once formed separate collections independently compiled, 
and that the subscription to Pa Lodi originally stood at the end of 
the second collection ; for in book I. every psalm, except the intro-
ductory poems i. and ii. and the late Pa xxsw., which may have 
been added as a liturgical sequel to Ps. xxxii., bears the title " of  
David," and in like manner the group Pa li.-Ixxii.. though it con-
tains a few anonymous pieces and one psalm which is either " of." or 
rather. according to the oldest tradition. " for Solomon," is composed 
of " Davidic " psalms. It would seem also that the collectors 
of books know of no Davidic psalms outside of these two 
collections, for Pa bound. in the appendix to the Elohistic collection 
is merely a cento of quotations from Davidic pieces with reverse 
or two from Exodus and Jeremiah. Now that the ascription 

to David " was understood of David's authorship before the time 
of the LXX. is clear from such titles as that of Pa xviii., for clam 
but there is no evidence that in early times David was regarded as 
the author of any of the psalms. Even the Chronicler, though be 
regarded David as the great founder of the Temple music, does not 
quote any psalm as composed by him, and the Chronicler's omission 
of a Sam. 7 makes it probable that this section bas been 
inserted ia the book of Samuel since he wrote. If, as is possible, 
Ecclus. river is a reminiscence of Ps. ix. 2 and Ps. evil 2, we should 
indeed naturally infer that these two pealing wese.regarded by Ben 
Sirs as the work of David ; but this would prove nothing as to the 
date of the collection in which we now have them. It may fairly 
be contended therefor e ? bat the tratil,* ,liat David is the author 
of the psalms which 	-,,gned to hill, 	looks I. and II. C., 	to 
us from a period lair - r than that in v. inch the Chronicler 	ere. 
And it is not too much to say that that view—which to 110111k 	 rut 
appears in the historical psalms of the Ehohistic Psalter—p,.1 lies 
absolute incapacity to understand the difference between old !sisal 
and later Judaism,. and makes almost anything possible in the way of 
the ascription of comparatively modern pieces to ancient authors. In 
any case the titles r e  manifestly the product of the same uncritical 
twit as we have ,,t been speaking of, fur not only are many of 
the titles rertilitili rong. but they are wrong in such a tea,. to c  
prove that they 	from an age to which David was rut, s he 
abstract psalmist ...d which had no idea whatever of the hi-1 r.col 
conditions of his /lee. For example, Pa. xx. xxi. are not spoken by 
a king but addressed to a king by his people; Pa v. xxvii. allude 
to the Temple (which did not exist in David's time) and the author 
of the latter psalm desires to live there continually. Even in the 
older Davidie palm-hook there is a whole series of hymns in whidt 
the writer identify himself with the poor and needy, the 60 ,  es 

oopl of God suit g in silence at the hands of the wicked. nit 
her hope than ,tiently to wait for the interposition of 5 ,  h 

(Pa xxxviii., fie.). Nothing can be war 
removed than this from any possible situation in the life • 
David of the book- of Samuel, and the case is still worse in the 	tad 
Davidic collection .+pecially where we have in the titles . 	ire 
soles as to the hit an al occasion on which the poems are sea 	Bed 
to have beea writer... To refer Ps. hi. to Meg. Ps. liv. to t l., 	di- 
kes, Ps (x. to David when watched in his house by Saul. 	lea 
an abeclute lack of the very elements of historical judgment. i en 
the tom names of the old history were no longer correctly i.cir wn 

The ex"hearatioa 's  'Depleted above Okra asothar alter 
eitive.—R. H. K.  

mac) could be substituted in the t le of Pa xxxiv. for &hid% lane 
of Gath. In a word, the ascription of these two oallectioas to David 
has none of the characters of a genuine historical tradition. 

At the same time it is dear that the two collections do net stand 
on quite the same footing. The second collection of " Davidie " 
palms, as well as the Korahite and Maphic psalms, have hero sub-
jected to an Elohistic redaction, for which we must find a reason 
if the history of the Psalter is to be written. An explanation that 
naturally suggests it is that, at the time when books and 
(with the mammon of the appendix. Pa, boxiv.-boxix) were 
collected, it was already the custom, from motives of reverence, to 
abstain from pronouncing the Tetragrammaton. Upon this sup- 
position it might be explained that book was colketed before dik 
scruple arose, and books IV. and V. when the custom had Miss of 
substituting in reading the word Adoisai. - But, as we have area, it is 
impossible to separate the contents of the Elohistic books from those 
of the last collection. Both include palms which are most naturally 
understood as ,daring to the persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes 
and to the Mao:adman victories, and cannot therefore be equated 
by a long interval of time. Moreover the 'create as to the pm-
nunciation of the Tetragrammaton seems to have ariseh earlier. as 
in the LXX. version of the Pentateuch nor is represented by Ikea. 
And further, if the Elohistic redaction was due merely to a dais 

in book I. earlier collectioa of ms subjected to • similar redactioni. 
 to avoid pronouno 

psalms 
 the divine name, why was not the 

It is therefore difficult to suppose that the Jewish Church ass whole 
passed through a stage in which it was felt desirable to substitute 
mere in writing for ore. There is. however, no dIffichlty fn 
supposing that such a thing was done in some sections of the Jewish 
Church, and it is probable that we must look for an explanation of the 
peculiarity not to the dere but to the place where the second  calkc-
tion was formed. Now it must le frankly admitted that the earlier 
books of psalms exhibit no particular suitability for the Temple 
services. It is only in the last collection, books IV. and V., that we 
find any number. of psalms appropriate to such a ritual as that of 
the Temple, and it is difficult to resist the conviction that the earlier 
collections were made for use, not in the Temple at Jerusalem but in 
some synagogue or synagogues. Thus, for mampk, the numero

t as 
 in- 

psalms in which the poets. though speaking perhaps, non 
dividuals but as members of a class, describe themselves as poor and 
afflicted at the hands of certain ungodly men, who appear to be 
Jews, can hardly have been originally collected by the Temple theirs. 
For since the ministers of the Temple at terusakm were the mho- 
cracy of the land, and were often, as we know both from the book 
of Malachi and from the history of the Maccabees, the chief offenders. 
it is extremely unlikely that they collected for the official services 
of the Temple ,compositions directed against themselves. It is 
also remarkable that hymns such as Exodus xv., which would be 
specially suitable to the Temple, find no place in the Psalter. More-
over, in Pa el. we have the stnlcing assertion, which surely did not 
originate in the Tem*, that God has no ddight in mottle* and 
offerings. On the other band, .the first collection of " Davidic " 
psalms taken as a whole would be perfectly appropriate in the 

of worship of a Judaean community 	addles in the Maccabees* 
period. We have, unfortunately, no I ormation as to the origin of 
!yea but their existence in pre-Maccabaean times may be 
inferrednot only From the statement in Ps. body. 8, but also from the 
fact that there must have been some rallyingpoints for the religion el 
the (ladelbn: besides that supplied by visits or pOgrunamth 
to Jerusalem. We need not suppose that congregations gado:rot 
together to worship away from Jerusalem, especially in dares of 
distress, would necessarily sing the religions Joanne which they 
had collected, though it is by no means improbable that they • ,eueld 
do so. At any rate, Ps. otxxvii. may fairly be taken as mama 
that those heathen among whom the Jews dwelt " in a Strange 
land " had heard and attained the " amp of Zion." Certainty in 
happier times, when the worst period of storm and stress was over. 
there would be a desire to enliven the services with music, which 
would naturally be borrowed from the traditional music of the greet 
national sanctuary. 

Ito thus assigning' the first collection of psalms to mine 'adman 
community of &deem in the earlier Maccabsean period we need 
not conclude that all the palms contained in this collection were 
first composed at this nme. Althou is no psalm add& can 
be shown with any probabinty to begh 

them 
 peeemilic. asot impossible 

that them are some which dote from as early a time as the age of 
Zerubbabel, by whose appointment national dopea were raised so so 
high a pitch. Thus, for example, Ps. xviii., ex., sod.. which in some 
respects recall the language at the song ascribed to Hannah in t Sam 
ii., may possibly, like that eon. be  referred re rbietriPd It must. 
however, be admitted that as* whole Me psalms of nag collection 
are MOM suitable to a later data Pa viii., which is almost Certainly 
quoted In Jab. vii, 17. need not have been composed long before the 
book in which it is quoted: the Menaces to the " godly " and ao 
their persecutioasat the headed wicked Ines. who seem to be Jews, 
recall the Maccabsean age; in Pa mit the speaher, who is not an 
individual but speaks in Me name! a mammy haste a ram& 
obi* eseserialsiss a oho " seAmies arm= " of Isaiah is arta 
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used of this last parr/ It stay be said that sag the tnstuktiohlo 
poonions of it as be natarally iaisad, if it refers to the time when 
the resistance of the Hathitot, whom the Sadducees bad despised 
and shunned, bad won freedom for head as a whole, and m no miser 
tenon isertod • the f 	. Ps. xxiv. 7-to is most easily understood 
al the time when the 	who bed shown Himself strong and mighty 
by His victoria over the bee thee monied in triumph to His Temple 
ism 164 s.c.—in the days of Zerabbsbel or of Nehemiah Jehovah 
had not recently shown Himself " mighty in battle."' 

In the light et thus eircomsmocee—red space hex forbids more 
than the 'mintiest refereocy—we may reasonably suppose that the 
Bret book, with the exception of Pa i., ii. and possibly is a 
collection of psalms in the shape which it seamed et Judean 
ay in the mdier days of the Maccsbaesa victories. 

We ve already noticed the difficulty of suppoelog that the 
Elobistic Psalter was compiled in a place where a Jelsoviatic Psalter 
was already In use. It Is therefore probable that the second collec-
t ion of psalms (books H. and III.), containing as it does an Elohistk 
recension of a psalm occurring in book I. in a Jehovistic form, must 
O we been compiled foe use in some other district. Since the last 
collection (books IV. and V.) which may reasonably be assigned to 
the Temple at Jerusalem uses freely the name ate, it may be in- 
leered that the district where an objection was felt to vertu the 
Tetragrammaton was some distance from Jerusalem. and 	y 
not in such close touch with it as 	of the -- .ntry 	ts of 
Judaea would be. Such a district se find in out horn Galilee, 

 the land of Zebulon and the land of Naphtali," apparently the oady 
portion of Palestine north of Samaria where the worshipper- of 

• Jehovah mimed in any considerable numbers. It is at least remark-
able that the names Zebulon and Napluali in Isaiah ix. h (a pai•age 
which. as has been already noted. is probably Maccalocan) den ote 
the region which had felt the brunt of the persecution of the heathen, 
white in Ps. lxviii. xi (a poem of which every translatable s irse 
Is explicable if it refers to the great procession at the rededication of 
the Temple in t64 s.c.) the same two tribes are joined with J u•ish 
and Benjamin (sc. Judaea) as celebrating the Lord's victory. The 
dissenting inhabitants of Samaria are naturally absent from such a 
festival. It is not Improbable that the Elohistic redaction of 
the second COlketi00 of tioalms is due not so much to any Jes isli 
scruples about strain the Tetragrammaton as to the fear that it 
might fall into the hands of the heathen who were trying to destroy 
the Hebrew Scriptures, and might thus be desecrat• if (,1 t Marc. L 
56 7). 

We may tkus mimosa that about the date of Jonathan the Mecca-
baean High Priest (if our explanation of Pa. sly. is correct), at all 
events not earlier than zeo s.c.. a south (.alilaean synagogue 
made • collection of the various toeligioul poems current among its 
members. Perhaps those which were to he sung according to the 
old Devidic mode funned the nucleus of the collection, and to these 
were added other poems to be sung according to the more intricate 
Konthire and Asap,* modes. The irtmendle to this collection (Pa 
hoodv.-Ixxxis.) being nots•Elottistic presumably was collected else-
where. It is posdble that them last-mendosed psalms were 
originally an appendix to the Judaean collection and have been 
removed from their original place to after the other Levitical 
psalms. 

in books IV. and V. we have a collection probably made originally 
for use in the Temple, condole* In the mkt of recent hymns, but 
embodying, at least to some extent, older traditional hymns of the 
Temple. On this hypothesis we ere able to explain the 
certain poetical pieces both in the book of Chronicles 	he 
Psalter. We need not suppose that the Chronicler quot 	be 
Psalter or vice rasa. the matter which they have in ate 	ng 
mbably derived from certain traditional songs current 	be 
Levitical singers. Since this last collection deludes a 	x.) 
which on sanely refer to any oneearlierthan Simon ths 	ee, 
and cannot well be later than his time, we are justified i 	ng 
the compilation of this collection to about the year lot 	but 
by this time a greet change had taken place In the alms 
Komi of die Jews. The earlier kloccelocen policy of co 	"Ion 
had given place to one of expansion. Theteem in Jenniai.aa 
sot ignore the Jews of Galilee or even of the Dispersion. The hymns 
which had brought comfort to the faithful in the time of their distress 
had become an integral part of their religion which could not be given 
up. Jerusalem was now the religious metropolis of a Mat nation, 
and accordingly it was felt desirable that the hymnbooks of the 
several pans of the nation should be combined into a hymn-book 
for the whole. The synagogue collections, since they contained 
psalms which at this time were probably considered to be the work 
a David, were placed fine, and the Tempkcollenion added to them. 
There was then probed to the whole collection a hymn (Pa ii.) 
describing the hoped-for greatness of Simon's kingdom, and finally 
Pharisaic sentiment prefaced the whole by a psalm In praise of the 
law. In the final compilation. or perhaps in a subsequent redaction. 
some alterations weft made In the edema ceder, some notes were 
aided describing the circumstances I. which various psalms had 
been composed, and lastly, in order to assimilate the outward form 
of the Psalter to that of the Pentateuch the three collections were 
divided Into five books. The final redaction is probably to be dated 
beam= the years to and 530 we. 

Musical Rsezolion and Place of the Psalms in She Tempie 
Sereim,--The musical notes found in the titles of the psalms 
and occasionally also in the text (Seiah,' Higpion) are so 
obscure that it seems unnecessary to enter here upon the vuious 
conjectures that have been made about them. The clearest 
point is that a number of the psalms were originally at least set 
to melodies named after songs,' and that one of these songs 
beginning rarnie (Al-tashith in E. V., Ps. )va. seq.), may be 
probably identified with the vintage song, Ise. Irv. 8. The 
original music of the psalms was therefore apparently based oa 
popular melodies, A good deal is said about the musical services 
of the Levites in Chronicles, both in the account given of David's 
ordinances and in the descriptions of particular festival occasions. 
But unfcebutately it has not been found possible to get from 
these accounts any clear picture of the ritual of any certainty 
as to the technical tarns used. In Egypt by the translators of 
the Septuagint these terms were not understood. 

The music of the temple attracted the attention of Theo-
phrastus (ap. Porph. De alai. ii. e6), who was perhaps the but 
of the Greeks to make observations on the Jews. His descri• 
tion of the Temple ritual is not strictly accurate, but he speaks 
of the worshippers as passing the night in gazing at the stars 
and calling on God in prayer; his words, If they do not exactly 
fit anything in the later ritual, are well fitted to Illustrate the 
original liturgical use of Ps. yin., candy. Some of the Jewish 
traditions as to the use of particular psalms have been already 
cited; it may be added that the Mama (Timid) a "sups to the 
service of the continual burnt-offerings the following weekly 
cycle of psalms.—(g) xxiv. , (a) xlviii., (j) knit., (4) xciv., 
(s) isand., (6) xciii., (Sabbath) =IL, as in the title. Many other 
details are given in the treatise Winos, bet these for the most 
part refer primarily to thesynagogue service after the destruction 
of the Temple. For details on the liturgical use of the Psalter 
in Christendom the reader may refer to Smith's Did. CM. 
es. "Psalmody." 

Ancient Versions.—(A) The oldest version, the LXX, follows 
a text generally closely corresponding to the Massoretic Hebrew, 
the Inaba variations being in the titles and in the addition (lacking 
in some MSS.) of an apocryphal psalm ascribed to David when he 
fought with Goliath. Ps. ix. and x. are rightly taken as one 
psalm, but conversely Ps. exlvii. Is divided into two. The 
LXX. text has many " daughters," of which may be noticed 
(a) the Memphitk (ed. Legal*, ars); (6) the old Latin, which 
as revised by Jerome In 383 after the canine Greek text forms 
the Pralterfure r01001111111, long read in the Roman Church and 
still used in St Peter's; (c) various Arabic versions, including that 
printed in the polyglots of LO Jay and Walton, and two others 
of the four exhibited together in Lagarde's Psaiserienn, Job, 
Prdoeiltia, arabice, 1876; on the relations and history of these 
versions see G. Hoffmann, in Jeerer Literature., 1876, art. $39; 
the fourth of Lagarde's versions is from the Peshito, The 
Hettaplar test of the LXX., as reduced by Origen into greater 
conformity with the Hebrew by the aid of subsequent Greek 
versions, was further the mother (d) of the Putlierivne gallizarisms 
—that is, of Jerome's second revision of the Psalter (38s) by 
the aid of the Hamplar text; this edition became current in 
Gaol and uhhnately was taken into the Vnlgate; (e) of the Syro-
Heziplar version (published by Rugg!, 18ao, and in facsimile 
from the famous Ambrosian MS. by Ceriani, Mika, 1874). (B) 
The Christian A800111it version Or Peskim (nibble) is largely 
influenced by the IJOC, compare ftethgen, (Inhmistektasins 
fiber die Praline,, nod der Peschita, Kid, 478 (unfinished). 

Of the various explanations that have been given of Selab the 
only one which poseemmoneyprobabilieg is that given independently 
by Beetbegen and wheys. vie. the it Is a mispronoacianon of as 
original ele soleala. The word, which was probably derived from 
some Greek b_aedmaster. was 	mably an instruction fora musical
interlude. The LXX. tmnalaton who reader it by hapeksa 
through not recogalaing the derivation of the ward, knew Its meaning 
—R. H. K. 

■ Culvert the similar way of citing meledias with the prey. 
'al or 'al kill, de... in Spine (Load, data. iv.; BA,. aye. hyena. 
ed. Lamy). 
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This version has peculiar titles taken from Eusebius and Theodore 
of Mopsuestia (see Nestle, in Meal. bleraturs., 1876, p. 283). 
(C) The Jewish Aramaic version or Targum is probably a late 
work.,  The most convenient edition is in Lagarde, Hagiographa 
do:Make, x873. (I)) The best of all the old versions is that made 
by Jerome after the Hebrew in 405. It did not, however, obtain 
ecclesiastical currency—the old versions holding their ground, 
Just as English churchmen still read the Psalms in the version 
of the " Great Bible " printed in their Prayer Book. This 
important version was first published in a good text by Lagarde, 
Psalleriunt jszta hebratos hieronymi (Leipzig, 1874). 

	

Exegetical Works.—While some works of patristic writers 	till 

	

of value for text criticism and for the history of early et 	cal 

	

tradition, the treatment of the Psalms by ancient and t 	cal 

	

Christian writers is as a whole such as to throw light on the 	of 

	

the commentators and their times rather than on the se 	a 
text which most of them knew only through translations. f ur the 
Psalms, as for the other books of the Old Testament, the etlholars of 
the period of the revival of Hebrew studies about the time of the 
Reformation were mainly dependent on the ancient versions and on 
the Jewish scholars of the middle ages. In the latter elm ,  iishi 
stands pre-eminent; to the editions of his commentary on the P....ms 
enumerated in the article Knott must now be added the admirable 
edition of Dr Schiller-Szinesay (Cambridge, 1883), containing, un-
fortunately, only the first book of his longer commentary. Among 
the works of older Christian scholars since the revival of letters, the 
commentary of Calvin (1557) full of religious insight and sound 
thought—and the laborious work of M. Geier (1668,1681 et saeMus) 
may still be consulted with advantage. but• for most purposes 
Rosenntillier's Scholia 151'201w (and ed., 1831-1822) supersedes the 
necessity of frequent reference to the predecessors of that industrious 
compiler. Of more recent works the freshest and most indispensable 
are Ewald's, In the first two half-volumes of his Dicker des alien amides 
(2nd ed., Gottingen, 1866; Eng. trans., 188o), and Oishausen's 0853). 
To these may be added (excluding general commentaries on the Old 
Testament) the two acute but wayward commentaries of Ilitzig 
(1836.1863-1863), that of Delitzsch (1839-186o, then in shorter form' 
in several editions since 1867; Eng. trans., 1871), and that of liupfeld 
(and ed. by Riehm, 1967, 2 vols.). The last-named work, though 
lacking in original power and clearness of judgment, is extremely 
convenient and useful, and has had an influence perhaps dispropor-
tionate to its real exegetical merits. The question of the text was 
first properly raised by Olshausen, and has since received special 
attention from, among others, La aide (Prophelese Maid., 11172, 
11.46  seq.), Dyserinck (in the '• scholia " to his Dutch translation of 
the Psalms, Thml. Tijdschr., 5878, p, 279 seq.), and Bkkell (Carmine 
V- T. =trice, &c., Innsbruck, 1882), whose critical services are not 
to be judged merely by the measure of assent which his metrical 
theories may command. In English we have, among others, the 
useful work of Perowne (5th ed., 1883), that of Lowe and Jennings, 
(and ed.. 1885), and the valuable translation of Cheyne 084). The 
mass of literature on the Psalms is so enormous, that no full list 
even of recent commentaries can be here attempted, much less an 
enumeration of treatises on individual palms and special critical 
questions. For the latter Kueses's Ore&reeelt, vol. iii., is, up to its 
date (x863), the most complete.and the new edition now in prepara-
tion will doubtless prove the standard work of reference. As 
regards the dates and historical interpretation of the Psalms, all 
older discussions, even those of Ewald, are in great measure anti- 
q uated by recent progress in Peatateuch criticism and the historyof 
the canon, and an entirely fresh treatment of the Psalter by a a.or 
critical commentator is urgently needed. 

The bibliography up to this _point is taken from the article 
YSALIIS by the late Professor' W. Robertson Smith (Ency. 
tante), large portions of which are Incorporated in the present article. 
It was the hen  of Professor Robertson Smith that -the second 
(Elohistic) collection of psalms origiaated in a time of persecution 
earlier than the time of Ant iochus Epiphanes which he referred to the 
reign of Artaxerxes III. Ochus. This.theory, which he set forth with 
all his accustomed learning and force, is still accepted in many 
quarters, many other passages of the Old Testament being likewise 
assigned to the same dice. In the judgment of the present writer' 
however, the results of Old Testament study (particularly in tl)e 
Prophets) since Professor Robertson Smith's death have shown that 
this theory is untenable. Notwithstanding his reverence, therefore, 
for the great scholar with whose name it is associated, and to 
whose memory he would pay both grateful and humble tribute, 
be has ventured to omit or rewrite all those porticos of the original 
ankle which be considers no longer tenable, while retaining every 
word which is still valuable. 

Of the works on the Psalm which have appeared since the first 
publication of Pettifogger W. Robertson Smith s article the Zoller/Mg 
may be specially noticed: Cheyne, The Book of Psalms (1888). The 

It contains, however, elements which are as early as the time of 
the New Testament. Cf. Ps. lavui. 18 with Ephes. iv. 8. 

Origin of the Psalter,' Bampton Lectures (teat). and the ankle 
Psalms (in Ency. Bib. torn); BiekeU. Die Duktuagese der Minim 
(3 der Psalter, 1883), from a revised and metrically arranged teat; 
Baethgen, in Nowack's kland-Nomm. 0892): Wellhauseson Sacral 
Books of the Old Test. (Eng. trans by Furness, J. Tairli and Patens" 
5898); Dtuhm, in Mani* Eerier liand-Comm. ; Kar' kpatrick, 
in Cambridge Bible for Schools (odog-1895): W. T. Davison. in 
Hastings's Diet.  Bible (1%02); Driver. The Parallel Posher (mos); 
C. A. and E. G. Brims, " Critical and Excertical Commetil.RtaHrY.01:7° 
Psalms," vol. L. (1996), vol. ii. (men), is Imernariaad Cement Cirm. 
memory. 

PSALTERY. Pastirealctri. or SMIrraLt (Fr. Psalterfing, satire; 
Ger. Pr.:Weenier; Ital. sal:ego, Westwood* di porta), an ancient 
stringed instrument twanged by fingers or plectrum, and men-
tioned many times in the English Bible; a favourite Instrument 
also during the middle ages in England, France and Italy. It I 
exceedingly doubtful whether the word was ever applied during 
the classic Greek period to any Individual instrument; there is, 
moreover, no trace in the monuments of that time of the rualterion 
in any of the forms in which it afterwards became known 
during the middle ages. It is also puzzling to find no fewer than 
four different instruments translated psalterion in the Septuagint, 
i.e. Nebel, Psanterin, Ugab (organ) and Topb (Job xxi. sr). On 
the other hand the Aramaic word Pisantir or Psanterin (Dan. rd. 
s, to generally translated psalterion, and by some scholars 
claimed as a loan word from the Greek, corresponds to the 
Santir, a stringed instrument represented on Assyrian monu-
ments of the Sth century s.c. (when as yet the word had not 
been used in Greek for a musical instrument) and still in me in 
Persia at the present day by the same name. The instrument 
itself, moreover, a dulcimer, which in its earlier farms differed 
from the psalterion mainly in that Its strings were, struck bp 
curved sticks instead of being plucked, must in the whence of 
contrary evidence be considered as the prototype of the medieval 
psalterion or psaltery. Early medieval writers generally connect 
the psalterium and the cithara, probably because the strings of 
both were set lit vibration in the , same manner, by plucking or 
twanging. 

The medieval psaltery consisted of a shallow box-soundchest over 
which strings varying in number were stretched, being lammed at 
one side to pegs and at the other to wrest pins. In the early 
rectangular form the strings, numbering to or 12, were, as in the 
cithara, of uniform length, the pitch being varied by the thickness 
and tension of the strings. When the triangular form summit ded 
the rectangular, the string was that of the ha 	pitch lain( 
dependent on the length. The trapeze form. clearly 	from 
the oriental Hamm, and the curious Italian istreavrea • pore, 
were the latest types to survive. In these later forms the vibrating 
length of the strings wee emulated by means of two MCCKICII bridges, 
converging as the strings became shorter. The psaltery was Gaud 
in an upright position against the chest of the performer. until, owing 
to the increasing numberof strings, it grew too cumbersome. and was 
placed Oat on a tabk or on the knee, The German salter is the sole 
European survivor of the medieval psaltery. (K. fr...) 

PSARRETICHUS (Egypt. Prommeik), the name of threw 
kings of the Saite, XXVIth Dynasty, caned  by Illgodoiss 
respectively Psammetichus, Psammis and Psammaaitus. llts 
first of these is generally considered to bt the founder of the 
dynasty; Manctho, however, carries It back through throe or 
four predecessors who ruled at Sala as petty kings under the 
XXVth, Ethiopian, Dynasty. The name is frankly written 
so as to mean " the man of melhrk," Le." mixed drink," whether 
as a tippler or as a vendor of strong drink. The Egyptian 
scribes do not conceal the opprobrious elements, but it has been 
suggested that the name may be due to false etyrhology of a 
foreign name (though all the names throughout the dynasty 
appear to be Egyptian). or that Methek may have been an un-
known deity. The story in lierodotus of the Dodecarchy and 
the rise of Psammetlehos is fanciful. It is known from cuneiform 
texts that twenty local princelings were appointed by Esarhaddon 
and confirmed by Assur-bani-pal to govern Egypt. Nita 
(Necho), father of Psammetichus, was the chief of these kinglets. 
but they seem to have heen quite unable to hold the Egyptians 
to the hated Aisyrians against the more sympathetic Ethiopia. 
The labyrinth built by a king of the Ellth Dynasty is ascribed 
by Herodotus to the Dodo:artily, or owls of sty which ma* 
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represent this combination of rulers. If the dynasties were 
numbered thus before Manetho, the numeral may be the cause of 
Herodotues confusion. After his father's death Psammetichus I. 
(664-Oro n.c.) was able to defy the Assyrians and the Ethiopians, 
and during a long reign marked by intimate relations with the 
Greeks restored the prosperity of Egypt. The short reign of 
the second Psamrnetichus (594-589 n.c.) is noteworthy for the 
graffiti of his Greek, Phoenician and Cohn mercenaries at Abu 
Simbel (tat. The third of the name was the unfortunate 
prince whose reign terminated after six months in the Persian 
conquest of Egypt (525 n.c.). It has been conjectured that the 
tam* of the Psammeticht was of Libyan origin; on the other 
hand, some would recognise negro features In a portrait of Psam-
metichus I., which might connect him with the Ethiopian rulers. 

See above. Eater: Birtory; on the name, F. LI. Griffith. Catalogue 

gone Ayoub d2- o& nons; the portrait, H. Schafer in Zeirrckesft 
euenesnee Sprang, anal. tn. (F. U.. G.) 

PIMADI (Or. 14k)hae), the name of several Syncline mhos, 
of whom the following maybe meationdt- 

r. MICZAEL Pantos the eider, a native of Andres end a 
pupil of Phalle, who flourished in the second half of the 9th 
century. His study of the Aletandsine theology, as well as of 
profane litersture, brought Mm under the sunddeas of the ortho-
dox, and a tamer pupil of his, by name Constantin, accused 
him la an elegiac poem of having abandoned Chehtlanity. In 
order to platen his knowledge of Christian doctrine, Pilaus had 
'mown to the instnetions of Photins, and then replied to Ms 
adversary in a long iambic peon, in which be maintained Na 
orthodoxy. None of hie works has been preserved. 

2. Idoetuat, Constestaws Petscue tin younger, bunt in sell 
(probably at Nicomedfa; accosting to some, et Ceestantimple) 
ee a consular and patrician family. He studied at Athena and 
Conetantionde, where he became intimate with Jelin Xiphillaus. 
Under Constantine Mossomaehts (mu e-to54) he became one 
ci thereat in/ Menial men in the empire. As nohow ef philo-
sophy at the newly founded inadeeny el Constantinople he 
mired the cult of Plato at a tine when Aristotle held the 
field; this. together with his admired.* for the aid pagan 
glories of Hellas, aroused suspicions as to his orthodoxy. At 
the height of his success as a teacher In was recalkd to Mot, 
where be bourne Mate secretary end wench, with the hoeorary 
title of "Tram nie•sheefaho(nine of philoMpicts). ham , 

 bug she example of his Mend 71.fpeheeesered themonastery 
of Olympus (new Prose in Illthynia), where be assmsed the name 
et Michael. But, Soiling the life little to his nun hemmed 
Ids public tenser. Under Inn Cemousus and Constantine 
Ducey he exercised great indorser*, sad was rime minister 
tasting the regency of Eudoda and the reign of his mph Michael 
Perat6sces(ons-us711). It is probable that he died loots after 
the tali of Perapinaces. 

Living during the most melancholy period el Byzantine histbry, 
Psalm exhibited the Isom faults of his age. He was servile 
and unscrupulous, weak, load ci intrigue, 1Mobrebly vain 'end 
ambitious. But as a literary man his intellect wu of the highest 
eider. In the tweet of his knowtedge, in keenness of observatidn, 
in variety of style, lo his Mersey output, he lm been eautpand 
to Whalen but it is palm* us the imitation of the great 
it222424ACC Piatcoists that he wit be chicdy tesembeted. 
Ivo
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Wilmer. (nearly so* sn sembertr°are.also Mid Manse( the peria. 
A cemplete list of his works is grim is Fabodue. Bsktmebscs gram, 
r, 41; the most important have bow peblined by C. Sohn in 
Snow.* 04.0ummau. iv. v.3Lri Penes himself ne Leo Matins. 
'sins d eons= scripts (16 : E. Etter In Diettennoire des moms 
okstosephrom Myst: A. Mawr in Men kistemiene (ten); 
P. V. azov. Meld Pears hem; its lituesiaa) t C. Neumann. 
Pro WtrilitniesetadcL esessriednsen Roan_ so den lmumlison 

kV?" r" "if 17ajs" asthrak,"Yrbio (7sZtri. 455. w (1894;  

PSEUDO-MPTERAL (Cr. itubit, false, Mt, double, and 
erotic, a wing), the term given to a dipteral temple, i.e. in which 
there are two rows of columns round the naos, the inner row of 
which has been omitted to give more space for the processions 
or for shelter (see Timm."). 

PSEUDONYM (Cr. 4eud4oussos, having a false name, 
Odin, false and bropa, name), a false or Invented name, 
particularly the fictitious name under which an authof produces 
his work in order to conceal his identity. The same end is 
gained by publication without any name, i.e. anonymously 
(Gr. lured upon, without a name), The body of works thus pro-
duced either without the author's name or under a fictitious 
name is known as anonymous and pseudonymous literature, 
and many books have been published affording a key to the 
identity of the various writers, forming an important section of 
bibliography. Though Fredericus Geisler published a short 
treatise on the subject entitled Larva ddracta 8:c., in 7669, the 
chief early work was that of Vincent Placcius it64t-z699) whose 
Theo :non anonymoruns d pseudonyms'sm was published in 1708, 
edited by L. F. Irische with a preface and life by J. A. Fabricius; 
supplements were published In 171t and in 174o. The next 
important work, only a fragment of the purposed scheme, was 
that of Adrien Ballet (g.e.), under the title of A ukurs &garish 
sous Its nom &rangers, he. (169o). Antoine Alexandre Burbler 
(q.v.) published his standard work Maim:nem des outrages 
anonymes d pseudemymes in s8o6-1809 (2nd ed., 1822-1827). 
This was followed by the Supereberies fineraises &collies of J. M. 
Qufrard (q.v.). The third edition of Barbier's work, embodying 
Qufrard and much new matter, was published In 1872-1879. 
This was edited by P. Gustave Brunet, who published a supple-
ment in 1889. Other works in.French are those of C. Jolliet, 
Les Preadtmyntes dolour (1867 and 1834), and F. Drujon, Litres 
d clef (1888). Of German works in this sphere of bibliography the 
Index pseralowyrnoruns, Warterbuch des Pserionynten of Eta 
Weller appeared in 1856, of which several supplements were 
published later. The most monumental of all works are the 
Deutsrkes Anonymen-Lexikcm, tsoz-t85o, by M. Hohmann and 
H. Bolatta (19or-19o7), supplement, 1851-19,68 (ipog), and the 
Deutsche: Pseudonytnen-Lexikon, by the same aut hors (1906). See 
also F. Sintenis, Die Psesidonynte der mums desascleen Lateness.. 
(t899), and the supplementary volume (1909), to Meyers's 
Inneversagotu-Lamikon (6th ed.).. The chief Italian work is the 
Disionario di open moraine e pseudonfint di serittori itationi, by 
G. Melzi (1848-I859), with supplement by G. Passano (2-887). 
The Dutch Veneto:fade es naotralmre sekrijsets. der Nederf. en 
Vlaanaseken letteren, by J. I. van Doorninck WM.  i- rigS), was I 
second edition of an earlier work. The Academy of Upsabi is
publishing, publishing, under the editorship of L. Bygden, a Swedish 
dictionary SunOS anonym oek pseudonym lcxikon (1898), he. 
England was late in entering the field. The first work actually 
published was the Handbook of Megrim Names,  by R. Thomas 
(Moor tly anist) (1868). Samuel Halkett. Cul the successor to hts 
compilations, John Laing, both died befOre their work was 
published; edited and revised by Miss C. Laing It appeared in 
1882-088 in 4 vols. as the Dictionary of the Anonymous and 
Pseudonymous Literature of Great Britain, by S. flatten and J. 
Laing. ,'Ibis remains the standard work on the subject in 
English. Other works are W. Cushing, Initials and Pseudonym 
(American and English hum the beginning of the 18th century"; 
and series '1886,1888), and Anonyms (r89dr; F. Marchmont, 
Concise Handbook 4 Literature issued under Pseudonym or 
Initials (1896); see also especially W. P. Cottrthey, The Seeds 
of our National Literature 0901, the first chapter of which 
contains a sketch of the history of the subject, to Which the 
above account is mainly due. The anonymous and pseudo-
nymous Latin literature of the middle ages has been treated In 
modern times by A. Franklin, Dictionnaire des nom, be., lathes 
1100-1  530  ( 1 875). and A. 0. Little, Able oleruns (agnomens 
• ri-rs (190• 

PITUDO-PIMIMIAL (Cr. dad*, false, tept, round, 
rook a wing), a term in architecture given to a temple in 
which the Mum suranaring doe zoos have her wells built 
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between them, so that they become engaged columns, as in the 
great temple at Apigentum. In Roman temples, in order to 
increase the size of the celia, the columns on either side and at the 
rear became engaged columns, the portico only having isolated 
columns. (See Them.) 

PSZUDOPOCIUM, the name given to en ex-
tension of the naked protoplasm of certain Protozoa, notably the 
Saroodina (q.r.), for crawling or creeping or for the prehens ion 
of food, but not for active swimming (see also AMOEBA). 

PSIIANIILAIL a mineral consisting of hydrous manganese 
oxide with variable amounts of barium, potassium, dec. It is 
sometimes considered to be a hydrous manganese manganate, but 
of doubtful composition. The amount of manganese present 
corresponds to 70-80% of manganous oxide with to-t5 %s  of 
" available " oxygen. The mineral is amorphous and occurs as 
botryoidal and atalactitic masses with a smooth shining surface 
and submetallic lustre. The name has reference to this char-
acteristic appearance, being from the Greek Nile (naked, 
smooth) and pikes (black); a Latinized form is calvonigrite, 
and a German name with the same meaning is Schwas. Gasket): 
Psilomelane is readily distinguished from other hydrous manga-
nese oxides (manganite and wad) by its greater hardness (H. i); 
the sp. gr. varies from 3.7 to 4.7. The streak is brownish-
black and the fracture smooth. Owing to its amorphous nature, 
the mineral often contains admixed impurities, such as iron 
hydrates. It is soluble in hydrochloric acid with evolution of 
chlorine. It is a common and important ore of manganese, 
occurring under the same conditions and having the same com-
mercial applications as pyrolusite (gm.). It is found at many 
localities; amongst those which have yielded typical botryoidal 
specimens may be mentioned the Restormel Iron mine at 
Lostwithiel in Cornwall, Brandon Somerset, Hoy in the 
Orkneys, Sayn near Coblenz, and Crimora in Augusta county, 
Virginia. With pyrolusite it is extensively mined in Vermont, 
Virginia. Arkansas and Nova Scotia. 

PSKOV, a government of the lake-region of north-west Russia, 
which extends f1:001 Lake Peipus to the source of the west Dvina, 
having the governments of St Petersburg and Novgorod on the 
N., Tver and Smolensk on the E., Vitebsk on the S. and Livonia 
011 the W. It hat an area of 1704 Mi. M. In the south-east it 
extends partly over the Alaun or Vorobiovy heights, which stretch 
west into Vitebsk and send to the north a series of irregular 
ranges which occupy the north-western parts of Pskov. A 
depression no m. long and 35 m. broad, drained by the Lovat 
and the Polista, occupies the interval between these two hilly 
tracts; it is covered with forests and marshes, the only tracts 
suitable for human occupation being narrow strips of land 
along the banks of the rivers, or between the marshes, and no 
communication is possible except along the watercourses. 

With the exception of the south-eastern corner, where Carboni-
ferous rocks crop out, nearly the whole of the government consists 
of Devonian strata of great thickness, with deposits of gypsum 
and white sandstone, the latter extensively quarried for building 

rcuzeet. . ses The bottom moraine of the Scandinavian and Finnish 
formerly extended over the whole of this region, and 

has left behind it numerous ridges Oaten or eskers), the upper 
parts consisting of Glacial sands and Post-Glade' clays,  sands 
and peat-bop. The soil is thus not only infertile, but also 
badly drained, and only those parts of the territory which are 
covered with thicket strata of poet-Glacial deposits are suitable 
for agriculture. 

The rivers are numerous and belong to three separate basins—
to Lake" Peipus end Pskov the riven in the north-west, to Lake 
Omen those in the middle, and to that of the Dvina the rivers 
in the south-east. A great number of ;mall streams pour into 
Lake Pskov, the chief being the Velikaya. The Lovat and the 
Shelon, belonging to the basin of Lake limn, are both navigable; 
while the west Dvina flows for too m. on the south border of the 
government or within lt, and Is used only for floating timber. 
There are no few* than Sqo lakes in Pskov, with a total area of 
sot sq. ro. The largest is Lake Pskov. which is so m. long and 
tii broadoxtvera ao nos, and has n depth of 3 to MI ft.; k is  

connected by a channel, qo m. long and 3 te SO wide, with WM 
Peipus. The marshes on the banks of the Polio* are needy 
zap sq. m. in extent. Forests occupy nearly one-third (32%) 
of the entire area, and in some districts (Lbolm, Tenons, 
Porkhov) as much as two-thirds of the surface. Large pine 
forests are met with in the north; in other parts the birch and 
thp aspen prevail; but almost oie-quarter of the forest area is 
overgrown with brushwood. 

The climate is very moist and changeable. The avenge 
temperature is 4t °  F. (t7.1° in January and 64-8° in July). 

The population of the government numbered 1,235,63e ia 
1897, when there were 584,9131 WOMB, and the urban population 
only 72,623. The estimated population be :poi was t,s75,3oo. 
With the exception of a5,46o Esthooisne (1897), the inhabitants 
are almost entirely Great Russians. They belong mainly to the 
Orthodox Greek Church, but the official number of Noncom. 
formats., 31,o66, is far below the mark. There are also about 
ta,000Lulleezans sead .s000 Roman Catholics. The government is 
divided into eight districts, the chief towns of which, with Omit 
populations in - *Sob are Pskov (q...), Klecien (glee), Novo-
rzhev (1913), Opochka (OA, Ostrov (Sap), Porkhov (SSu), 
Totopets (N89)  and Velikiye Wei (We). Between An and 
496 the peasantry increased their landed possessions by et Y., 
and the merchants bought considerable areas from the nobles, 
who altogether sold 43% of their estates. Although the net 
is far from fertile, no less than 3054 of the total an* is =See 
crops and to % wider :meadows. The sops principally culeivatat 
are rye, oats, barley, panel, potatoes, fisx (for which the geom• 
ment is famous) and hemp. Grain has to be imported, but oats 
are ea:parsed. Owing to the efforts of the staitotos, time has 
been a notable improvement in agriculture, especially in dairy-
farming. Fishing in Lake Pskov and the smaller lakes is &source 
of income. The manufacture of wooden wares for local needs, 
ship-building. the timber trade, and the weaving of linen and 
woollens for local requirements are additional sources Si imems 
Flax, four, tobacco factories, saw-mills, list isties and breweries 
are the principal industrial establishments. The population 
aspic al.o in the palpitation of lime, in ateneeparrying, and 
is the transport of merchandise: (P. A. K.; J. T. BO 

PSKOV, in German, Beside. a town Of Russia, 00114  the 
government of the same name and an sechiepiscopel see of the 
Orthodox Greek Church, situated on both banks of the Whim. 
River, g n. SA. bone Lake Pskov and no en. by Toil S.W. of 
St Petersburg. Pop.  (1890. 30.414• The chief part of the 
town. with its kremlin CO a bill, occupies the right honk at the 
rives, to which these** of Its old walls (built ire 166) demendl 
tbe Zallakeege stretch* along the same bank Si the Vehluont 
below its confluence with the Palma; and the Zadichys 
occupies the left bat* of the Velikaya--all three keeping that 
old historical names. The cathedral in the kremlin km been 
tour times *both since the nth many, the prams *Mace 
dating from 8691-1699, and contains acme very old shrines, aS 
also the graves of the bishop% of Pskov and of several Pskov 
princes, including those of Dement, (d. Ian), and Var#010M 
(d- 1138). The church of Dmitr* Solunekio dates *Wool* 
teem the mth century; these sic *then belonging to the sath 
and 15th. The ,Spaso-Idirozhskio monastery. founded in 1436, 
and restored in elloo-zgos, bag many remarkable antiquities 
The ruins of numerous rich and populous monmemies is or 
near the town attest As former wealth and greatness The 
meat. town Is 111-bolt, chiefly of wood, and shows traces Si 
decay. It has a cadets' school, a normal ached for teschess 
and a few lower technical schools, an archaeological museum 
(1903) and some scientific societies. The private collections 
(coins, antiquities, art works. U.) of Mises Pushkin and 
Sudhov are two of the most remarkable In Ramis The mane. 
factures are unimportant. Since the completion of the St 
Petersburg and Warsaw railway the trade of Pskov has increased. 
Pskov has regular steam communication with Deeper. 

Hissery.—Pskov, formerly the sister republic of Novgorod, 
and one of the oldest cities of Rosati, maintained Its 'adepts-
dem* and its free Institutions until the tOth century. being thus 
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the last to be brought under the nit of Moscow. It already 
sainted is the time of Rurik (lob century); and Nestor mention 
under the year me that Olga, wife of Igor, prince of Novgorod, 
was brought from Plosion (i.e. Pskov). The Wilkey& valley 
and river were from a remote antiquity a channel for the trade 
of the south of Europe with the Baltic coast. Pskov being an 
important strategic point, its possession was obstinately dis-
puted between. the Russians and the Germans and Lithuanians 
throughout the nth and nth centuries. At that time the 
place had its own independent institutions; but it became in 
the t nth century a prigorod of the Novgorod republie—that is 
a city having its own free Institutions, but included in certain 
respects within the jurisdiction of the metropolis, and compelled 
in time of war to march against the common enemy. Pskov 
had, however, its own prince (defessor sernicioii); and in. the 
second half of the 13th century Prince (Timotheus) Dovmont 
fortified it so strongly that the town asserted its independence 
of Novgorod, with which, in tett, it concluded • treaty wherein 
the two republics were recognised as equals. Its rule extended 
over the territory which now forms the districts of Pskov, 
Ostrow, Opochka, and Gdov (farther north on the east side of 
Lake Peipus). The vyeche or council of Pskov was sovereign, 
the councils of the subordinate towns being supreme in their 
own municipal affairs. The council was supreme in all affairs 
of general Interest, as well as a supreme court of justice, and the 
princes were elected by it; these last had to deed the city and 
levied the taxes, which were assessed by twelve &lane But 
while Novgorod constantly showed • tendency to become an 
oligarchy of the wealthier merchants, Pskov figured as a republic 
in which the influence .of the poorer classes prevailed. Its 
trading associations, supported by those of the wetting classes, 
checked the influence of the wealthier merchants. 

This struggle continued throughout the 14th and 15th cen-
turies. Nothwithstandiag these conflicts Pskov was a very 
wealthy city. Its strong walls, its forty large and wealthy 
churches, built during this period, its numerous monasteries, 
and its extensive trade, bear testimony to the wealth of the 
inhabitants, who then numbered about 6o,0oo. As early as the 
13th century Pskov was an important station for the trade 
between Novgorod and Riga. A century later it became a 
member of the Hanseatic League. Its merchants and trading 
associations had factories at Nana, Revel and Riga, and =-
potted flax, corn, tallow, skins, tar, pitch, honey, and timber 
for ship-building. Silks, woollen stuffs, and all kinds of menu-' 
factored wares were brought hack In exchange. In iscre the 
prince of Moscow claimed the privilege of confirming the elected 
prince of Pskov In his rights; and though, fifty years later, 
Pskov and Novgorod concluded defensive treaties against 
Moscow, the poorer classes continued to seek at Moscow a 
protection against the richer citizens. After the fall of Nov-
gorod (1415) Pskov Was taken (1510) by Basil Ivanovich, prince 
of Moscow. and a enrode or deputy was nominated to govern 
the city. Moscow, at the end of the .17th century, abolished 
the last vestiges of self-government at Pskov, which thence-
ranted fell into rapid decay. Near this city the Teutonic 
knights inflicted a severe defeat upon the Russians In :501. 
Pskov became a stronghold of Russia against Poland, and was 
besieged (,Silt) for seven months by Stephen %they during 
the Livonlan War, and in t615 by Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden. 
tinder Peter the Grad it became a fortified camp. 

(P. A. K.; J. T. Bs.) 
!CORIUM a kiln affection draracterized by the occurrence 

of fiat dry patches of varying size covered with silvery white 
scales. Next to eczema and ringworm it is one of the most 
commonly found skin diseases. It occurs frequently during 
Infancy and early adult fife, and rarely begins after the age of 
fifty. Though a parasitic origin has been suggested, no bac-
teriological factor has yet been found, and it has been demon-
strated that psoriasis may follow on nervous shock, gout, mental 
emotion and Insufficient nourishment. It may also follow an 
attack of starlet fever or erysipelas. The site of the disease 
bey be dstandoed by an abrasion or* other injury of the skin,  

or even an Irritation causal by friction of the clothing. The 
favourite starting point et the lesion is either the elbows or the 
fronts of the knees. It is nearly always symmetrical in its 
distribution, end spreads over the trunk and the extensor 
endues of the limbs, in contemn to eczema, which selects the 
flexor surfaces. The hairy scalp may also be affected. The 
eruption generally first shower keeff as one or more •aks, 
at first red and spreading, and later white from the formation 
of scales and red at the spreading margin, where it is surrounded 
by • hyperaemic zone. On removing the scales is sees a 
smooth hyperaemic sone dotted with red spots. The patches 

-spread centrifugally and may remain stationary for a long time 
or coalesce with other patches and cover large areas of skin. 
In some cases involution of the central portion accompanies 
the spreading of the patch, and large concentric rings are formed. 
The lesions may persist for years, or spontaneously disappear, 
leaving behind a sfight brown stain. The symptoms are usually 
slight and there is little or no irritation or itching, and no pain 
except in a form which is associated with esteo-arthritis. The 
disease, though of noted &Mikity, is subject to sudden ex-
acerbations, and may reappear at intervals after it has com-
pletely disappeared. It has little or no effect upon the general 
health. Several forms have been described, via the simple 
uncomplicated, the nervous, the osteo-arthritie, and the 
aeborrboac. Varieties have also been named according to the 
character of the patches, such as psoriasis prelate, guttata. 
cirdnata or minima.* or when large areas are involved and the 
skin is harsh, dry and cracked, it is known as psoriasis Inveterate. 
The pathological changes taking place Is the skin have been 
described as an inflammation of the papillae and corium, with 
a down-growth of the stratum inucosum between the papillae 
and an increase of the horny layer (keratosis). This latter, 
however, has been said to be due to the formation In It of tiny 
dry abscesses. The silvery appearance of the wales is doe to 
the inclusion of air globules withia than. The treatment is 
hygienic, constitutional and local. The doling must be 
regulated so as to prevent undue palpitation or Irritation or 
chafing of the skin. The most effective local application is 
chrysarobin used as an ointment. A bath of hot water and soap 
should first be given, or an alkaline bath, in order to remove 
all the scales; the ointment is then applied, but must be used 
over a small area at a time, as it is apt to set up dermatitis. 
Tarry applications,. such as uognentum pills liquids., amine 
ointment or liquor emirate dasigems, are also =dui; and 
radio-therapy has caused a rapid removal of the lesions, but 
neither it nor the ointment has prevented subsequent recur-
rence. In chronic tees the sulphur-water baths of Harrogate 
Aix-les-Balm end Aachen have bees successful. The internal 
administration of small doses of vinous antbnoniak, in acute 
cases, or of arsenic (in gradually incremiag doses of the liquor 
arsenicalis) in chronic cases, is undoubtedly beaeficial. 

110110SPRIUHASIII, the medial term for a disease caused 
by the animal parasites known as psorosperms err gregarinidwe. 
found in the liver, kidneys and 'ureters. 

PITON filva4), in Greek mythology, the persdnificaties 
of the human soul. The story of the love of Eon (Cupid) for 
Psyche is a philosophical allegory, founded upon the Platonic 
conception of the soul. In this connexion Psyche mu repre-
sented In Greek and Graeco-Rone• art as a tender maiden, with 
bird's or butterfly's wings, or simply m a butterfly. Sometime 
she is punned and tormented by Eros, sometimes she revenges 
herself upon him, sometimes she embraces hiss in fondest 
affection. The tab of Cupid and Psyche, Is the Masenerpkeses 
of Apuleius, bas nothing in common with this conception but 
the name. In it Psyche, the youngest daughter of • king, 
arouses the jealousy of Vests, who orders Cupid to inspire bet 
with love for the most despicable of men. Cupid, however, 
fails in love with her himself, and carries bee of to • sechsded 
spot, where be visits her by night, AWSSWI and UnreCOgnin4  
by her. Persuaded by her sisters that her companionis a 
hideous monster, and forgetful of his warning, she lights &leap 
to trot upon him wilily bole itekep;in her testae, at bin basely 
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she lets fall a drop of burning oil Mon the lice of Cupid, who 
awakes and disappears. Wandering over the cash in search 
of him, Psyche falls into the hands of Venus, who forces her to 
undertake the most difficult tasks. The last and moat dangerous 
of these is to fetch from the world below, the box containing 
the ointment of beauty. She secures the box, but on her way 
back opens it and is stupefied by the vapour. She is only 
gestured to her senses by contact-with the arrow of Cupid, at 
whose entreaty Jupiter makes her immortal and bestows her 
in marriage upon her lover. The meaning of the allegory is 
obvious. Psyche, as the personification of the soul, is only 
permitted to enjoy her happiness so long as she abstains from 
ill-advised cadency. The desire to pry into its nature brings 
suffering upon her; but in the end, purified by what she has 
undergone,•she is restored to her former condition of bliss by 
the mighty power of love.. 

On this story see L. Fnedlinder, " Heber des Marchen von Amor 
and Psyche " (in Dargellsages erne der Sikeugeschichte Roam Issa, 
vol. I.; for a treatment of the Greek conception, see E. Rohde. 
Pay 1890. For Payohe in at see A. Come, De Psyches swari-
oiioar  (1853); Max Collianon, Anal sue la atettuusents 
greet et romans relatifs as eriehe as Psyehe (Oen). 

PSYCHICAL REBRARCII, a term which may be defined, 
partially, as an =lamination into the amount of truth contained 
in world-wide superstition. Thus when Saul disguised himself 
before his seance with the witch of Ender, aid when Croesus 
scientifically tested the dada of Greece (finding clairvoyance 
or incidni in the Delphic Pythoness), Saul and Crams were 
psychical rmearchers. A more systematic student was the 
Neoplatonist philosopher Porphyry. In his letter to Anebo, 
answered in Ilepi puomplaw by Lamblichus (2) we find Porphyry 
amend with the usual alleged phenomena—prophecy; the 
power of walking through fire inhumed; the movements of 
inanimate objects, untouched; the "levitation" of " mediums "; 
appethioas of spieits, their replies to questions, the falsehood 
of those replies; and so forth. Similar phenomena fill the lives 
of the saints and the records of witch trials. Apparitions, 
especially of the dying or the dead; the stereotyped disturb-
ances in haunted houses; and the miraculous healing of 
diseases, are current in classical and medieval records. The 
exhibition of remote or even future events, to gazers in mirrors, 
coatan, voids full of water, or drops of ink or blood, is equally 
notorious in classical, Oriental, medieval and Modern litera-
ture; while the whole range of these phenomena is found in 
Chinese, Japanese, Hindu, ancient American, Red Indian and 
savage held. 

At various periods, and in proportion to the scientific methods 
of the ages, attempts have been made to examine three things 
senntifically. St Augustine wrote on the whole topic with 
remarkable acuteness and considerable scepticism; his treat-
ment of miracles of healing is especially noteworthy. After 
Petrus Thysaeus (1548-16=), S. J. Wierus, Ludwig 'Avatar 
(1527-1586), and other authors of the 16th. century, came the 
laboured Glaavill, Henry More, Richard Baxter, Boyle, Cotton 
Mather, and others in England and America, during and altar 
the Restoration. Attempts were made to get firenbandmidmices 
and Glanvill investigated the knocking drummer of Tedworth 
in sin (1663). The disturbances in the house of the Wesley, 
at Epworth (1716 and later) were famous, and have copious 
contemporary record. David Hume believed himself to have 
settled question which, when revived by the case of Sweden. 
borg and the experiments of Memos and his pupils, puzzled 
and interested Kant. The influence of Means has never died 
out; the fact of " animal magnetism " (with such examples as 
the" divining rod," and the phenomena in general) was accepted 
in his manner, and explained, by Hegel. The researches of 
Braid (c. 184n-185o) gave a new name, "hypnotism," to what 
had hem celled " mesmerism " or " animal magnetism "; a 
mum conveying no theory of " magnetic " or other " fluids." 
▪ mesmerism " implies a, theory of " emanations " from the 
operator to the patient; hypnotism" implies no such hypo-
thsio Is the middle of she sea century Dr Gregory and 
Seldom pebbled thwir antestainiag but autelOterontk pa*. 

Admit Magnolia, •end TIN TIMM is hinder Saltorilitiont 
respectively. Waite and Filiation were practical pioneers 
in the medical use of induced sleep or somnambulism. Foe 
their ideas and experiments The Zoist may be consulted. The 
epidemic of " spiritualism " and of " throng tables " then 
invaded Europe. from America, and was discussed by Dr Can 
• Faraday, Gasparin, De Morgan and many others, The 
adventures of Daniel Dunglas Home =cited all Europe, and 
his effects were studied by Sir William Crookes with especial 
attention. Home disappeared after a lawsuit; his successes 
remain an unsolved enigma. Believers explained them by the 
agency of the spirits of the dead, the old savage theory. Ha 
had many followers, most of whom, if not all, were detected in 
vulgar impostures. Of the books of this period those of 
Mr Richard Dale Owen are the most anion, but 
exact method.was still to seek. 

In 188s the Society for Psychical Research, under the presi-
dency of Henry Sidgwick, professor of moral philosophy in the 
university of Cambridge, was founded expressly for the purpose 
of introducing scientific method into the study of the " debateable 
phenomena." Other early members were Edmund Gurney, 
F. W. H. Myers, Andrew Lang, Professor Barrett, Mm Sidgwick, 
F. Podmon, Lord Tennyson, Lord Rayleigh and Professor 
Adams; while among presidents were Professor Balfour 
Stewart, A. J. Balfour, Professor William Jams of Harvard 
and Sir William Crookes. The society has published many 
voiumen of Proceedings. In France and in Germany and Italy 
many men of distinguished scientific position have examined 
the Italian " medium " Eusapia Palladino, and have contributed 
experiments, chiefly in the field of hypnotism and " telepathy." 
Hypnotism has been introduced into official experimental 
psychology and medicine with some success. 

It is plain that the range of psychical research Is alms 
unlimited. It impinges on anthropology (with its study of the 
savagethecny of spirits--animism—and of diabolical possession), 
and on the usual province of psychology, in the problems of 
the hallucinations both of morbid patients and of people in 
normal mental health. The whole topic of the unconscious 
or subconscious self is made matter not of mese metaphysical 
speculation (as by Kant and Hamilton), but of exact observe-
tioa, and, by aid of hypnotism and automatism, of direct 
experiment. The six original committees of the society 
undertook the following thereat- 

:. An examination of the nature and extent of any influence 
which may be exerted by one mind upon another, 
apart from any generally recognized mode of perception. 

a. The study of hypnotism and the forms of so-called mesmeric 
trance, clairvoyance and other allied phenomena. 

3. A ethical revision of Reithealsach's researches. into certain 
othanizations called "sensitive." 

A. A careful iavestigation of any reports, resting op strong 
testimony, regarding apparitions at. the mOsneat of 
death or otherwise, or regarding disturbances in homes 
reputed to be haunted. 

5. An inquiry into the various physical phenomena comminsty 
.called spiritualistic, with en attempt to discover their 
causes and general laws. 

6. Tho collection and collatioa of existing materials hearths 
on the history of these subjects. 

To these themes we might now add the study of "crystal-
gazing," and of the hallucinatory visions which a fair percentage 
of people observe when staring, into any clear deep, ulawille a 
glass ball; but ink (with some experimenters) does as well, or 
a glass water-jug. Of these themes, the third has practically 
led to Siding,. The experiments. of Reid:nebula on the per-
ception of flames iseuiag from magnets have not been verified. 
The collection of eistorical examples, again (6), has not bean 
much pursued by the society, except in Mr Gurney's studies of 
witchcraft in linortatou die living, by himself, Mr Podmore 
and Mr Myers. On tin other hand, a vast number of expel-
menu were made in " thought transference." (a) Diagnose 
drawn bg A were reproduced by B; cards thought tde  InNabarA 
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amid so fora were aim reprodoted in condilimayffmt wasted 
to make the normal tranalerence of the ida by sound, sight or 
touch impossible, and to put chance coincideoce out of court. 
In one or two instances collusion was detected ingeniously. 
bothers two explanatory theories have been broached. People 
may accidentally coincide in their choke of diagrams, or the 
" unconscious whispering " of a person fixing his mind hard on 
a number, card or what not may be head or seen But coin-
cidence in diagrams does not apply when a ship k dumb-bells, a 
c andlestidr. or a cat is draw. by both experimenters; as can 
" =conscious whispering " be heard or seen when the experi-
menters are in diffetent rooms. On the wholes the inquirers 
toonvieced themselves that one mind or brain may Witmer 
another mind or brain through no recognized channel of sense. 
This is, of course, an old idea (see Walton's Me of Donne, and 
his theory of the appearance of Mrs Donne, with a dead baby, 
to Dr Doane in Paris). The method of communication remains 
a probe= Are there " brain waves," analogous to the X-rays, 
from brain to recipient brain, or does mind touch mind in some 
unheard-of way? The former appears to be the hypothesis 
preferred by Sit William Crooke* and Plei011110C Flournoy 
(Des laded la plan& Mars, pp. 34-365). Oa this showing 
there is nothing " aspranormal " in " telepathy," r it is called. 
Tiff latter theory of " a purely spiritual communication " is 
argued for by Mr Myers (Prtiseedings 4 We Society far Psychical 
Reseerek, XV. ara--eto). If we accept telepathy as experi-
mentally demonstrated, and regard it as a physical prams, 
we reduce (4). " apparitions at the moment of death or other-
wise," to a normal though not very usual fact. Everyose 
would admit this in the ease of mere empty hallucinations. A, 
In Paisley, sees P, in London, present in his room. Pis aeitber 
dying nor in any other crisis, and A is, as both continue to be, 
is his normal health. Such caperienas am by no means very 
uncommon, when there is nothing to suggest that P has exercised 
any telepathic influence on A. On the other band, in Pkonasen 
oh/ lkr Lielne, and in the report on the CCM** of Hallucinations 
(Preesedingr, I.), the society has published large numbers 
of "ceinddental " hallucinations, the appearance of P to A 
coinciding with the death or other crisis of the distant P. That 
such" wraiths " doeccur is the popular and savage belief. But, 
ft may be urged, many hallucinations occur and rainy deaths. 
Footsie only remember the halludnations which happened, or 
were made by timorous reckoning to seem to happen, coin-
cidentally with the decease of the person wen. This is not quite 
true, for • halludostion so vivid as to betaken for a real person 
and addressed as sad is not many forgotten by a sober citizen, 
even if " nothing happened " afterwards. Nom the leas, the 
minddental hallucinations have tenably a bettor chance of 
being remembered, while fancy is apt to exaggerate the doneness 
of the coincidence. Nothing can demonstrate that cotoddesees 
betwom destb and hallucination occur more irequestly than 
by the doctrine of chance they aught to do except • census of 
the whole population. In the present indifference of govern-
ment to psychical science no party is likely to Institute each a 
wants, and even if it were done, the frivolity of masidad would 
throw doubt on the statistics. It would be necessary to cross-
eXafflitl.t each " percipient." and to ask fee dotamentary . or 
other corroborative evidence in each ease. 

The Society for Psychical Research collected statistics In 
proportion SO its resources. More than ty,coo answers were 
received to questions rather widely circulated. The affirmative 
respondents were examined closely, their mental and physical 
health and cirrumstances inquired into, and collectors of 
evidence were esortiaily enjoined to avoid selecting persons 
known to be Rely to return affirmative replies. There were 
So cases at first hand in which the death of the person seen 

•eohteided, within twelve hours, with the vbusl balludnation of 
'his or her presence, out of 3 sr instances of each' halludnetions. 
By way of arriving st the true proportions. the haffednations 
whidh coincided with nothing were multiplied by four. In this 
way effietwasce was made los obliviousness of noncointidental 
balleeinatiotte. the Verdict of the committee was that, ces the  

stridence before Ikea. Wedowee* mincided vfith deaths 
in a ratio of ice times mom than was to beexpectal by the law 
of probabilities. The committee came to the conclusion that a 
relation of muse and effect does exist between the death of A 
and the vision of A beheld by P. The lislecination is apparently 
caused from without by some unexplained action of the Wad 
or brain of A on the brain or mind of P. This effects also 
traced, whew death does not occur, for example, in the many 
instances of false " arrivals." A son his way to X, or is dream-
ing that be is on his war,  ands seen at X by P, or by P, Q and 
R, as may happen. Thracian:sere common, and were explained 
in Celtic philosophy by the theory of the " Co-Walker," a kind 
of " astral body." The facts are accounted for in the same 
any by Scandinavian popular philosophy. Possibly in many 
instances such hallucinations are the result of expectancy in 
the beholder. Yet if we go out to shoot or fish, excepting 
to encounter grouse or salmon, we do not usually see grouse or 
salmon if they are not there I Where the snivel is not expected, 
this explanation fails. In " second sight," even among savages, 
these occurrences are not infrequent, and doubles' admit of 
an explanation by telepathy. In two inelances, known at 
first hand to the present waiter, persons dreamed, at a distance, 
that they entered their own boom In ems the person was 
seen, In the other distinctly heard, by the inmates of his or her 
house. In several of these examples knocks are beard, as in 
spiritualist stances. In fact, if we-accept the evidence, lisig 
but remote persons may, unconsciously, produce effects of 
sounds and of phantasms exactly like those which popular 
belief ascribes to the spirits of the dead. 

If we admit the evidence, of which' • great body exists, sad 
if we attribute the phemmena to telepathy, cutlets infeseuess 
may be drawn. Thus if the phenomena are such as only the 
spirits of the dead could be credited with producing—if the 
dead were frequently recognized by various good witnesses—
it would follow (en the hypetbesis of telepathy) that telepathy 
is not a Merkel prows* caused by material waves or rays from 
Bring brain to brain, the dead having no braes in working order. 
On the other hand, If living brains may thus affect each other, 
a subjective halludnation experienced by the being A may 
conceivably be "wired on" to the living P. Thus A, in a given 
house, may have a mere subjective hallucinates of the presence 
of the dead B, and may, unooneciously, Meet with that balls-
deaden other persons who come to the home. Thus este 
admit that any living brain may infect any other, and it-becomes 
practically hnponible for a spirit of the dead to prove his 
ideatity. Any information Which he may give in any way 
must either be known to living people, however remote, or 
unknown. If known to a living person, be may, unconsciously, 
" wire it on " to the seer. H wholly unknown to everybody, the 
veracity of the information cannot be demonstrated, except 
later, if It refers to the unknown future. Thus the theory el 
telepathy, with a little good will, pats the existence sad activity 
of the souls of the dead beyond possibility of proof. 

These remarks apply to the researches of the society into 
alleged isolated phantasms of the dead, and into " haunted 
houses." As to the former area it is admitted on all hands 
that sane and sober people may have 'objective hallodnations 
of the presence of living friends, not dying or Is any other crisis. 
Obviously then, the appearance of a dead person may equally 
be an empty hallucination. Thus, a member of the House of 
Commons, standing at the entranced, a certain committee-roots, 
saw another member, of peculiar aspect and gait, pass him and 
enter the room, his favourite haunt. Several hours passed 
before the percipient suddenly recollected that the other member 
had been dead for some months. Even ametwition cannot argue 
that this appearance was • ghost. In the same way Ilawthortie, 
the celebrated novelist, frequently, be has written, saw a dead 
clubman in his dub. But suppose, for the sake of argument, 
that at intervals members of the housekept seeing such appose-
MIMS of dead members of parliament, and suppose that they had 
never seen the prototypes In their lifetime, but yet correctly 
desdented these: that ft might be said that their halkdnatime 
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had merely been " wired at " from the Main of some living 
member of parliament who knew the deceased. 

Thus telepathy cats two ways. It is, if accepted, &singular 
discovery, but it throws an enormous burden of proof. on a 
" ghost who wants to establish his identity. In the same way 
telepathy cub at the root of " clairvoyance," or lucid view of 
events remote in space or distant in time. The vision may 
have been " wired on " telepathically by a living person who 
knew the remote event. The " supranormal -" can oply be 
proved if the information conveyed by the hallucination is 
verified in the future, or is proved by the finding of documents 
not known to exist at the time of the hallucination, but after-
wards discovered. A curious possible instance was the dis-
covery in 1856 of a MS. inventory of the jewels of Mary Stuart 
(i yid), verifying in some degree a clairvoyant vision about the 
jewels publishedsonnyears earlier (see " Queen Mary's Jewel. " 
in the writer's Book of Dracut and Ghosts). For the same 
teasoos the information nominally given by " spirits " of the 
dead through the mouth or by the automatic writing of Ma Pier 
(Boston, US.) and other mediums may be explained by tele-
pathy from the living who know the facts. This theory was 
rejected, for example, in the case of Mrs Piper, by Myers and 
Dr Richard Hodgson, who devoted much time to the examina-
tion of the lady (see Proceedings, vols. vi., xiv., with 
criticisms by Mrs Sidgwick and the present writer in voL 
• mai). la the late Dr Hodpon's opinion, the dead do 
communicate through the automatic writing or speaking of 
Mrs Piper. The published evidence (much is unpublished) 
does not seem to justify the conclusion, which is not accepted 
by Mrs Piper herself 1 Dr J. H. Hyslop has published 
enormous and minute feports on Mrs Piper, convincing to 
himself but not to most readers. 

This leads us to the chief field of research l " automations," 
or actions of the subconscious or " subliminal " self. The proto-
type of such things is found in the performances of natural 
sonmandudists, who in all ages have seemed to exhibit faculties 
beyond their power when in a normal condition. The experi-
ments of Mesmer, and of those who followed in his track, down 
to thopsychologhts of to-day, proved (what had long been known 
to savages and conjurers) that • state of somnambulism could 
be induced from without. Moreover, it is proved that certain 
persons can, as it were, hypnotise themselves, even unwittingly, 
and pass into trance. In these secondary conditions of trance, 
such persons are not only amenable to "suggestion," but 
occasionally evolve what are called secondary personalities: 
they speak in voices not their own, and exhibit traits 
of character not theirs, but in harmony with the bnpersonation. 
The popular, savage and ancient theory of these phenomena 
was that the people thus affected were inspired by a god or 
spirit, or " massed " by a demon or a dead man. Science 
now regards the gods or demons or spirits as mere exhild-
dons of the secondary personality, which wakens when the 
normal personality slumbers. The knowledge and faculties 
of the secondary personality, far exceeding those exhibited in the 
normal state, are explained to a great extent by the patient's 
command, when in the secondary state, of resources latent in 
the memory. The same explanation is offered for other pheno-
mena, like those of automatic writing, knocking out answers 
by tilting tables, or discovering objects by aid of the "divining 
red." The muscular actions that tilt the table, or wag the rod, 
or direct the pencil or planthette, are unconsciously made, and 
reveal the latent stores of subconscious knowledge, so that a 
man writes or lusocks out information which he possessed, but 
did sot suspect himself of possessing. These processes were 
familiar to the Neoplatonhts, and in one fans or other are 
practised by Chinese, Tibetans, Negroes, Malayans and Melan-
esians. A similar kind of automatism is revealed in the inspire-
tioas of pains, which often astonish the author or artist himself. 
An inteasting example has been studied by Myers in the feats 
of arithmetic recorded about " calculating boys," who are 
madly unconscious of their methods. The whole of this vast 
field of the ameascious, or subcooscious, or subliminal self has 

'been emedally examined by Myets, and 6y *kb peyelbsioghll 
'as Ribot, Janet, Richet, Thumoy aad many ethos. 

The general result ls a normal esplanades, not yet complete, 
of the phenomena hitherto attributed to witchcraft, inspiration, 
poem:don, and so forth. Probably the devils, saints, angels 
and spirits who have communkated with witches, living saints, 
demonizes and visionaries are we hallucinatory refienkins 
from the mbasnoious sell, endowed with its atom of latest 
memories and strangely acute percipient faculties. Thus a 
cations chapter of human history is at last within poseibk math 
of explanation. Men regard plowman as "summoned " or 
"supernatural," or reject them altogether, till their maim is 
explained. But it would not be candid to say that the enplane. 
tion is complete, or nearly complete. The nature of the hyp-
notic twice itself remains • matter of dispute. The knowledge 
automatically revealed can by no means always be accounted 
for either by latent memory or by the sharpening of the mend 
!acuities of perception, while the limits of telepathy (if it be 
accepted) are veguely conjectured. Even the results of simple 
experiments in " crystal-peeing" are often very perplezing. 
Further experiment may reveal some normal explanation, while 
scepticism (which seldom takes the bauble to =amine the 
alleged facts with any care) can always repose on a theory a 
malobservation and imposture, These, of course, are arras 
canoe, while in this, as in all provinces of human evidence, 
bad memories and unconscious arms distort the testimony. 
Psychical research encourages, or ought to encourage, the cool 
impartiality in examining, collecting and recording facts, which 
is usually absent, in greater alms degree, from the work even 
of eminent historians. Men of equal honesty and acuteness 
may believe or disbelieve. in the innocence of Mary Queen of 
Scots, or in the " spirits " which control Dim Piper. As to 
alleged " physical phenomena " of unknown cause, one, the 
power of passing without lesion with naked feet over fire, has 
recently been attested by numerous competent observes' and 
experimenter* in the ritual of Fijians and other South Sea 
Islanders, Japanese, Bulgarians, natives of southern India and 
other faces. ('flle evidence has been collected by the present 
writer In Prowling: S.P. L vol. :v. pt said. pp. sr-1 e. 
Compare a case examined and explained more or lees by S. P. 
Langley, Nome, August as, sour.) The much more famous 
tales of novereents of objects untouched have been carefully 
examined, and perhaps in no instance have professional per-
formers proved innocent of !rand. Yet the best known living 
medium, Eusapia Palladino, though exposed at Cambridge, 
has been rehabilitated, alter later enteeimentk In the opinion 
of many distinguished Continental observers, who entirely 
disbelieve in the old theory, the action of " spirits," and venture 
no other hypothesis. 

The results of psychical research, alter several years of wotk, 
are not really les than could be expected tram tad in a field so 
difficult. The theory of alternating, or secondary, persoadities 
is the key, se we have said, to a strange chapter in " the history 
of human error." The provisional hypothesis of telepathy 
puts a meaning into the innumerable tale' of " wraiths " and 
of " second sight." It is never waste of time to investigate the 
area of human faculty; and practical results, in the medical 
treatment of abnormal intellectual conditions, have already been 
°Naked. The conduct of our witcb-burning ancestors now 
becomes intellieble, a step on the way to being pardonable. 
With their methods and inherited prejudices they could scarcely 
have reasoned otherwise than they did in certain cases of hysteria 
and autohypnotisatioa. Many " miracles " of healing and al 
" atipnatiastion " become audible when verified in modem 
experience and explained by " suggestion "; though to "ex-
plain the explanation " is a task for the future. Such as it is, 
the theory was accepted by St Francis de Sales in the case of 
St Theses. Results of wider range and of more momentous 
interest may yet be obtained. The science of electrical pheno-
mena was not developed in a quarter of a century, and it would 
be premature to ask more from psychical research than it has 
achieved M a short period. The subject is not rear* capable 
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dent experiment, human family beteg, se it seen maidens, 
ohs compared with ordinary physical prowess. Imposture, 
teen= or uneondout, is arc an closeout of dithtuky. But 
sfrady phenomena which se amine, reported throughout 
the whole course of history have been wind to possess as actual 
back la fact, have been deified, sad to some Went have ben 
espleined. Even If no light is ever to be tut on spidteal 
problems, at least the field of peychidegy has bees extended. 

71, beams of psychical research is already considerable. 
sad a mein bilisography would °espy much space. Readers 
elk we ty 

She 
 arsue the study will find their best guide I.• the 

Prosaiesp Seamy for Psychical Rauch, which cousin 
• anent the society's collection, isteding the Gurney bleary 

), with reviews modern books In many languages•— pry m of 
French, Italian, Russian—es they =peer. Assess 
wan English books may be necosaniesded Phenuess taikera.Liaisg. 

Gskir
ms, Podgier. sod Myers; Stedies is Predisral 

with 
hi. 

 and me Thasee-Tresuferessal sad 
ban*: of Psyckaogy, by Poissor William James. of Harvard. 
Me Masks! side of the abject, especially as maids the beliefs 
of sevens sad al chemical antiquity, may be waded ia E. B. Tr's 
Pruatess Caere (under " Animism "),, in Myere's Clangs! F.ssent 
(wade " Glen Olathe "), and A. Lang's Cecil lass awl COMMON 
Sass, tied Maas of &arms. //yen's work, Mesas Personality, 
MIAMI vast collections of facts, with a provision' theory. M yeti's 
regretted death penned him fromfinaX ereving his book. which 
one certain Inconsistencies. It is that -be waded more 
sad mos to the belief in the " basin ' as 	 . 
tun= minis= by spirits al the dead 
marks an article on " Psychical Re march," by Sir Obit, Lodge. I = Mannar (August 1011). Other students can find, in as 

cited, no warrant or this return to the 
Jamaica " and " posession." Th. Hourrso) s 

rftresini 
of 

 la plants Mars Is • penetrating study cif pseudo-spiritu.il 
"messages." A criticism making iteainst the notion of telerinthy 
may be fond in Herr Parish's liallittimations and Ithaions (Eng. 
trans.). Uwe errors and confusions in this stork (due in part to the =on el the original teat) are noted in A. Ling's Maks. 

appendix A. Such topics as TICLErATIIT. CRYSTA' • 
GALIN*, HYPNOTISM, SICOWD SIGHT. the POLTIRGILITT, dtc , arr 
dealt with ander separate articles in this work. (A. I-) 

PETCHOLOOT 	the mind or soul, and Myer, theory), 
the science of mind, which can only be more strictly defined by 
an analysis of what " mind " means. 

s. In the several natural sciences the scope and subject-matter 
of each are so evident that little preliminary discussion h called 

for. But with psychology, however much it is freed 
Tie Iblease w..Aiaide. from metaphysics, this is different. It in indeed 

ordinarily assumed that its subject-matter can be at 
rice defined. " It is what you can perceive by conadoesness or 
reflection or the internal sense, " says one, " just as the subject-
natter of optics is what you can perceive by sight." Or, 
' psychology is the adore of the phenomena of mind," we are 
old again, "and h thus marked off from the physical edemas, 
aside treat only of the phenomena of matter." But, whereas 
°Wag is simpler than to distinguish between seeing and beer-
s', or between the phenomena of heat and the phenomen of 
rauttadon, • very little reffection may convince ns that we 
=not in the same fashion distinguish internal from cliental 
met, or make dear to ourselves what we mean by Osbourn 
I mind as distinct from phenomena of matter. 
To awry seas there earrespons a Neasenpa: the several 
teen are distinct and indepeadent, so that no one some can add 

to or alter the inaterish el mother: the porgies 
6"""'d the senses. e.g. furnishing no data as to he character 

of a le ash Moreewer. eise-ise tproness an 
',lively tecaivsd sad occur in the first instance without regard 

the feeling or volition of the recipientand without any 
Ismer of relation to the "contents of coesciousem " at the 
weer. Now seek a description will apply but very partially to 
▪ ansallgd internal seam" Far we do not by moans of it 
snooty receive hispreesione differing from all previous prorate-
s*. as the sensations of colour for one " couched " differ from ell 
hag esperimoed before: the sew facts consist rather is the 

speition of certain relations amen pre-edging presestation 
ars due as or mental activity tad net to a spend mods of what 

r boos called ear sessitivity. For when we taste we cannot bear 
a we tame. when no see we camas email that we we: but when 
to we may be conscious that we taste, when we hear we may 
cowieriaue that we beer. Moreever, the farts no aseertehod are 
mar independeat el Iselin an vein= sad el die enesate 

osseethuseen et the time,. wee menden era Abe if we cork 
the phydeloaist we ham ti. then is no evident of any cope at  

tense" that could be segerded ea the "physical hams" of this 
ins sees sad, if eadossioseese alone b temposarly in =cps 
ass an a =a moray " beide limn," such stated defiant he. 
little analogy to the Imsedosal blindness or daises that costitutee 
the teleporare —peed'." of Right or  baring 

Th the oneem of as interest joggersn or observation the 
preceding abeam= do eat seceseadly apply—that is to .y, this 
concept easy be as deiced thee they need sot. But thee in 
tin as we escape the dune of sessang • special sear I= 
fusiliers the reerid for such perception at observation, in the 
same properties se no convened to seek for some other made of 
distinguishing Its subject-matter. For, so far as the rem mend 
activity of pen:ebbs or deem* easeemed, it is net ay so see 
any essestiel difference in the paces whether whet is ob

s
eresed be 

Fri or physical. It is quise true that the sonled psyche. 
observance is more becesse the facts observed ass 

ten less definite sad less penmen and nen sea of scan 
isolation them phyded facts dos bet the pacer of recognin 
simslaritits or diffeemen the dames el malobseenciss err eon 
observation. an net meterielly attend as that accesat It may 
be farther allowed that them is ne dilliculty peculiarly fsk in 

obserestico. tbe owe most inecuardy eaprsieed ri..11gdZeltere the observer en the otened are ma Bet Ms 
dthcuhy 

 
Is aunty is the lent beteme dee to the very obviate bar 

that our of attestis are limited, so that we cases alter 
the dietribetios of attention at any .rest e= intalisfes the 

of contents consinesses at that women 	' when 
there are no other ways el surentenaing this dificuky, 	psycho- 
logicsl observe mast either seat to represemation at • later time, 
at he must acqube the neer of taking ressincary glances at the 
psychological 	of thephase of coesnonses is question. 
1,1ed this one any s 

M
icken far such audits can do with slight 

a diversion of attests= as Dot to diaerb vas snoods,  either the 
given state or that which =mast* =cued. it. But very 
similar difficulties have to be similarly met by physical -observers is 
certain special cam, as, es. In observing and monks_ the phe-
nommen of solar eclipse; and similar aptitudes in the distribution of 
secretion have to be acquieed, my, by prpasaee angers or Wild 
surgeons. Jost ea little, then. Ils*Efe i jnhiag that we an with 
propriety call an hoer won just so fittle am we laadd in the process 
of mner perception any satidattory characteristic of the subject-
matter of psychology. The =min still is Whit is it that is 
peeceived or obeened f and the neediest SAWA of sews. is: Leered 
enemas as distinguished from swan what takes place in the 
mood as distinct from what takes place without. 

This answer, it must be at once snowed, is adores for on 
purposes, sad a great desh of essilest periniatical week has bees 
dose wines ever calling it is queen. Bet the distinction between 
lettered sad extend i's r am one that can to drawn from 
the standpoint of pgt6abgy t lest mot at the asset. From 
this and nt .r it appear to be ether t) inaccurate or .() out 

As to (IL the 	between the wend 
sad mead wee. no doubt, oninally 	surface el the body, 
with which the subject or ell was idestified; std is this ass the 
terms are of costae correctly need. For a thin may, in the same 
geese of the word, be la one space and therefore as is--is. out a-
nother: but we soresa so LsBheilie relation if we speak of tee 
things as beteg ege be a given room and the other is last week. An 
me is et Warty to say d he choose that • certain thing is 7 ia his 
marl "• but if in this way ha distinguishes it from something else 
got in his mind, then to belatelSie this must ImA■ one of two 
statements—either that the sweet • elm is actg.* or portably 
la some other Wed, at, his owe 	bass alone coesidersd. that 
at the time the something else doss net see at all Yet. evident 
aa it seems that the condenses is and sot-ia must apply to the 
maw 

 to 
category, whether space. time. presentation for non- 	ta- 

don) • gives subieet. and es forth. we gin Sad 
mem or lees cemselogsly asfesed betty 	" 	mugs 
" am 

-p
" is the polvbaspor 	" eztli"...trif<=2 ▪ " an-premisted " but coponal at oftener 

But (a). wire used to distinguish between pesentation (some of 
which, or some Makes of nick with respect to others, are called
" isteresi." sad eel= or ether wiedons. " emend "), these eras 
are at an assess mantes only the they cease to mark of the 
psychological floes the extm-pychologial, isaasuch no psychology 
ha. to analyse dais distinct= and to slab the steps by which it 
has come about. But we have sell to examine whether the distinc-
tion of pbs of Matter and phenomena of Mind finish. • 
better aiding ire than the diabetics of internal an =eon 

A p► esseseses, on nenseny osierseood. whet le sang, 
enable, 'vides, the teapbcaten being that there am pus to me, 
ears to hear. and no forth—in other words, that there as 
presentation to • sibject • and wherever there is premata• 
tion to a emblem it will be allowed that we are to the 
4041010 of psychology. But is talking of pinion phenewees 
ott. is • MY. abstract from this !act of pessetatba. Though 
andeenses should omen the phyegist would consider the ma 
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total of ebjeats to amain the Newel the orenspe weak% still 
be round, yellow and fragrant at before. For the physicist—
whether aware of it or not—has takes up • position which for the 
present may be described by saying that phenomenon with him 
anew appearance or manifestation, or—as we had better say—
abject, not for a concrete individual, but rather fee what Kant caged 
Beteurstsein aberhaupt„ or. as some render it, the objective consciows-
nas, as. for as imaginary subject freed from all the limitations of 
usual subjects save that of depending on " sensibility ' for the 
material of experience. However, this is not all, for, as we shall see 
ruantly, the psychologist also occupies this position; at least if 
be does not his u not a true seisms. But, further, _the physicist 
Imam out of sight altogether the facts of attention feeling, and so 
forth. all of which actual presentation entails. From the psycho-  

logical point of view, on the other hand, the removal of the subject 
INUOVVII not only all such facts as attention and feeling, but all 
presentation or possibility of presentation whatever. Surely, then, 
to call a certain object, when we abstract from its presentation, a 
material phenomenon, and to call the actual presentation of this 
object a mental pheaconenea, is a clumsy and confusing way of 
represeoting the difference between the two points of view. For 
the terms ' material " and " mental' seem to imply that the two 
so-called phenomena have nothing in common, whereas the same 
object ie Revolved io both, while the term " phenomenon ' implies 
that the point of view is la each caso the same, when in truth, what 
▪ mophaused by the one the other etnetes. 

a. Paradoxical though it may be, we must then conclude that 
psychology cannot be defined by reference to a special subject-
tiessjobiat matter as such concrete sciences, for example, as 
mosreao- mineralogy and botany can be; and, smote it deals in 
81417.. some sc."- with the whole of experience, it is obviously 
aot an abstract sciencein any ordinary sense of that tam. To be 
characterized at all, therefore, apart from metaphysical assump-
tions, it must be characterized by the standpoint from which this 
experience is viewed. It is by way of expressing this that 
widely different schools of psychology define it as subjective, 
all other positive sciences being distinguished as objective. 
Dut this seems scarcely more than a first approximation to the 
truth, and, as we have seen incidentally, is apt to be oudeading. 
The distinction rather is that the standpoint of psychology is 
what is sometimes termed " individualistic," that of the so-called 
object-sciences being " universalistic," both alike being objective 
in the sense of being true for all, consisting of what rant would 
call judgments of experience. For psychology is not a 
biography in any sense, still has a biography dealing with 
idiosyncrasies, and in an idiom having an interest and a 
meaning for one subject only, and incommunicable to any 
other. Locke, Berkeley and Hume have been severely handled 
because they regarded the critical investigation of knowledge as 
a psychological problem, and set to work to study the individual 
mind simply for the sake of this problem. But none the less 
their standpoint was the proper one for the science of.mychology 
itself; and, however surely their philosophy was foredoomed to 
collapse, there is no denying a steady psychological advance as 
we pass from Locke to Hume and his modern representatives. 
By " idea " Locke tells us he means " Whatsoever is the object 
a( the understanding when a man thinks " (i.e. is conscious), and 
having, as it were, shut himself within such a circle of ideas he 
finds himself powerless to explain his knowledge of a world that 
is assumed to be independent of it; but he is able to give a very 
good account of some of these ideas themselves. He camel 
justify his belief in the world of things whence certain of his 
simple ideas " were conveyed " any more than Robinson Crusoe 
could have explored the continents whose products were drifted 
to hie desert Wand, though he might perhaps survey the island 
Itself well enough. Berkeley accordingly, as Professor Fraser 
happily puts it, abolished Locke's hypothetical outer circle. 
Thereby be made the psychological standpoint dearer than 
over—hence the truth of flume's remark, that Berkeley's argu-
ments " admit of no answer "; at the same time the epistemo-
logical problem was as hopeless as before—hence again the truth 
of Hume's remark that those arguments "produced no m-
oieties! Of all the facts with which he deals, the psychologist 
may truly say that their use is eenipi, inasmuch as all his facts 
ye facts of presentation. are ideas in Lothe's sense, or objects 
width Imply • subject. Before we became conscious there was no 
world for us; should our consciousness cease. the Weld for us  

ceases too; bad we Men been Waal the would would focus Ices 
had no colour; U deaf, it would have bad no soundsidi idiotic,  it 
would have had no meaning. Psychology, then, never transcends 
the limits of the individual. But now, though this Berkeleyaa =int is the standpoint of psychology, psychology is not 

to the method employed by Berkeley sad  by Locks.  
Psychologymay be ladividualistie without being confined ex-
clusively to the introspective method. There is nothing to 
hinder the psychologist from employing materials furnished by 
his observations of other men, of infants, of the lower animals, 
or of the insane; nothing to hinder him taking counsel with the 
philologist or even the physiologist, provided always he our 
show the psychological bearings of those facts which are me 
directly psychological. The standpoint of psychology Is ludi-
vidualistic; by whatever methods, from whatever sources its 
facts are ascertained, they must—to have a mythological 
port—be regarded as having place in, ur as being pert of, reuse 
one's consciousness or experience. In this sense, i.e. as presented 
to an Individual, " the whole choir of heaven and furniture of 
earth" may belong to psychology, but otherwise they am 
psychological nonentities. In defining psychology, however, 
the propriety of avoiding the terms mind or soul, which It 
implies, is widely acknowledged; mind bemuse of the disastrous, 
dualism of mind and matter, soul because of its metaphysical 
associations. Hence F. A. Lange's famous mot : modern 
psychology is Psychologie ohne Seek. But consciousness orhieh 
is the moat frequent substitute, is continually confused with sell-
consefoueness, and so is apt to involve undue stress on the sub-
jective as opposed to the objective, as well as to emphasize the 
cognitive as against the cotattive factors. Experience, it is 
maiptained, is a more fundamental and leas ambiguous term. 
Psychology then is the science of individual esmodence. The 
problem of psychology, in dealing with this complex subject-
matter, is in general—first, to ascertain its ultimate constattents„ 
and, secondly, to determine and explain the laws of their 
interaction. 

General Attalysir. 
3. In seeking to make a first general analysis of eeperience, 

we must start from individual human experience, for this alone 
is what we immediately know. From this standpoint we must 
endeavour to determine the " irreducible minimum " involved, 
so that our concept may apply to all lower forms of ,expesi‘ 
once as well. Etymologically experience connotes practiced add 
guaintance, efficiency and skill as the result of trial—usually 
repeated trial—and effort. 1.iany recent writers on comparative 
psychology propose to make evidence of experience In this 
sense the criterion of psychical life. The ox knowcth his owner 
and the as his master's crib, and so would pass muster; but the 
ant and the bee, who are said to learn nothing, would, In spite 
of their marvellous instinctive skill, be regarded as mere auto-
mata in Descartes's sense. That this criterion is decisive on the 
positive side will hardly be denied; the question how far it is 
available negatively we must examine later on. But it will be 
well first briefly to note some of the implications of this positive 
criterion: Experience is the process of becoming expert by isPeri-
merit. The chief implication, no doubt, is that which in psycho-
logical language we express as the duality of subject and abject. 
Looking at this relation as the comparative psychologist has to 
do, we find that it tallies in the main with the biological edition 
of organism and environment. The individuality of the organ. 
ism corresponds to, though it is not necessarily identical with, 
the psychological subject, while to the envirournent and  its 
claws corresponds the objective emanation of sotuts objectivism 
as we Shall all it. This cosrespondenct further• helps us to am 
still more clearly the error of regarding individual experience as 
wholly subjective, and at the same time helps us to find some 
measure of truth in the naive realism of Common Score. As 
these points have an important bearing on the coomatioe el 
psychology and epistemology, We may attempt to antidote 
them more fully. 

Though it would be unwarrantable to resolve a Aims, ae was 
have dons. into s saw* easetinwpoint of relation,. yet is is 
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perhaps as great a mistake toissume that it can be anything deter-
minate in itself apart from all relations to other things. By the 
physicist this mistake can hardly be made: for him action and 
reaction are strictly correlative: a material system can do no 
work on itself. For the biologist, again, organism and enviroto 
meat are invariably complementary. But in psychology, when 
presentations are regarded as subjective modifications, we have 
this mistaken isolation in a gluing form, and all the hopeless 
difficulties of what is called " subjective idealism " are the result. 
Subjective modifications no doubt are "Imp one constituent 
of Individual experience, but always as correlative to objective 
modifications or change in the objective C011iiNUXIIL II experi-
ence were throughout subjective, not merely would the term 
subjective itself be meaningless, not merely would the concep-
tion of the objective never arise, but the entirely impersonal and 
intransitive process that remained, though it might be described 
as absolute becoming, could not be called even solipsism, least 
of all real experience. Common Sense, then, is right in positing, 
wherever experience is inferred, (t) a factor answering to what 
we know as self, and (2) another factor answering to what each 
of us knows as the world. It is further right in regarding the 
world which each one immediately knows as a coloured, 
sounding, tangible world, more exactly as a world of sensible 
qualities. The assumption of naive realism, that the world as 
each one knows it exists as such independently of him, is 
questiosable. But this assumption gees beyond individual 
experience, and does not, indeed could not, arise at this 
standpoint. 

Answering to the individuality and unity of the subjective 
factor, there is a corresponding unity and individuality of the 
objective. Every Ego has its correlative Non-Ego, whence in 
the end such familiar saying as gaol Amnion tot scatentioe and 
the like. The doctrine of Leibnits, that " each monad is • 
living mirror. . . representative of the universe according to 
its point of view," will, with obvious reservations, occur to many 
as illustrative here. In particular, Leibnitz emphasized one 
point on which psychology will do well to Insist. "Since the 
world is a plenum," he begins, " all things are connected together 
and everybody acts upon every other, more or less, according 
to their distance, and is affected by their reaction; hence each 
monad is a living mirror," &c. Subject and Object, or (as it 
will be dearer in this connexion to say) Ego and Non-Ego, are 
then not merely logically a universe, but actually She universe, 
so that, as Leibnitz put it, " He who secs all could read in each 
what is happening everywhere" (Monodolegy, I 6s). Though 
every individual experience is unique, yet the more Egoi is 
similar to Egos the more their complementaries Non-Ego h  Non-
Egos are likewise similar; much as two perspective projections 
are more similar the more adjacent their points of sight, and 
more similar as regards a given position the greater its distance 
from both points. No doubt we must also make a very exten-
sive use of the hypothesis of subconsciousness, just as Leibnitz 
did, before we can say that she waivers is the objective factor 
in each and every individual's experience. But we shall have 
in any case to allow that, besides the strictly limited "content " 
rising above the threshold of consciousness, there is an indefinite 
extension of the presentational COlaillYWN beyond it. And the 
Leibnitzian Monadology helps us also to dear up a certain con-
fusion that besets terms such as " content of consciousness," 
or " finite centre of experience " —a barbarous but intelligible 
phrase that has recently appeared—the confusion, that is, with 
a mosaic of mutually exclusive areas, or with a scheme of mutu-
ally exclusive logical compartments. Consciousnesses, though 
in one respect mutually exclusive, do not limit each other in this 
fashion. Far there is a sense in which 1111 individual experiences 
are absolutely the same, though relatively different as to 
their point of view, i.e. as to the manner In which for each the 
same absolute whole Is sundered Into subjective and objective 
factors. 

This way of looking at the facts of mind helps, again, to dispel 

kanssubjectitor and objective, as these occur in psychological or 
epistemoiogical discussions. For the psychologist must main- 
tain that no experience is merely subjective: it is only epistemo. 
logists (notably Kant) who so describe individual experience, 
because objects experienced in their concrete particularity per. 
tali, like so many idiosyncrasies, to the individual alone. In 
contrast with this, epistemologists then describe universal 
experience—the objects in which are the same for every experient 
—as objective experience pas excellence. And so has arisen the 
time-honoured opposition of Sense-knowledge and Thought- 
knowledge: so too has arisen the dualism of Empiricism and 
Rationalism, which Kant sought to surmount by logical analysis. 
It is in the endeavour to supplement this analysis by a psycho- 
logical genesis that the terms intersubjective and transsubjective 
prove useful. The problem for psychology is to ascertain tht 
successive stages in the advance from the one form of experience 
or knowledge to the ether. " When ten men look at the sun or 

 moon," said Reid, " they all see the same individual object." 
But according to Hamilton t his statement is not " philosophically 
correct . the truth is that each of these persons sees 
a different object.... It is not by perception but by a process 
of reasoning that we connect the objects of sense with exhtences 
beyond the viten, of immediate knowledge."' Now it fa he 
this " beyond that the term Ormemblecifte is applied, and tht 
question before us is: How do individual subjects thus get 
beyond the imminence or immediacy with which all experience
begins? By a " process of reasoning," it is said. Bat it is at 
least true in fact, whether necessarily true or not, that sick 

 is the result of social intercourse. Further, it will be 
generally allowed that Kant's Ana/yea, before ramrod to, has 
made plain the insufficiency of merely formal reasoning to yield 
the categories of Substance, Cause and End, by which wk 
pass from mere perceptual experience to that wider experience 
which transcends it. And psychology, again, may daim to have 
shown that in fact these categories are the result of that 
reflective self-consciousness to which social intercourse first 
gives rise. 

But sues intemouree, it has been urged, presupposes the commie 
ground between subject and subject which it is meant to explain. 
Row, it is asked, if every subject a confined to his own unique 
experience, does this intersubjective intercourse ever arise ? If so 
progress towards intellective synthesis were possible before inter-
subjective intercourse began, such intercourse. as presupposing 
something more than immediate sense-knowledge, obviously never( 
could b.egio.,  Let us illustrate by an analogy,  which Leibnitz s 
association of experience with a " point of view ' at once suggests.
It it were possible for the terrestrial astronomer to obtain observa- 
tions of the heavens from astronomers in the neighbouring stars, 
be would be able to map in three dimensions constellations which 

re now be can only represent in two. But linkss he had ascertained 
unaided the heliocentric parallax of these neighbouring stars, he 
would have no means of distinguishing them as near front the distant 
myriads besides. or of understanding the data he might receive; and 
aidess lut had first of all determined the stillhumblerhumbler geocentric 
parallax of our san e  those heliocentric parallaxes would have bees 
unattainable. So in like manner we may say " intersubjective 
parallax" presupposes what we may call . !subjective parallax," 
and even this the psychological duality of object and subject. But 
such subjective parallax or acquaintance with other like salves is 
the direct outcome of the extended range in time which mammy 
proper acmes; and when in this way self has become an object, 
resembling objects become other aches or "ejects," to adopt ig dirtb 
dight modification a term originated by the late W. K. 
We may be quite sure that his faithful dog is as little of • solipsist 
as the noble savage Idiom be accompanies. Indeed, the rudiments 
of the social factor are.,f we may judge by biological esidence, to 
be found very early. Sexual union on the physiological sense occurs 
in of but the lowest Meioses, pa 	and courtship ere frequent 
among insects, while " 	cold-blooded fishes the tattle of 
the stickleback with hisairl.'  his captivating ouusavvres so Ned 
the female to the nest which he has built, his mad dance of passion 
around her. and his subsequent jealous guarding of the nest, have 
often been observed and admired." • Among birds and mammals 

the obscurity !wresting such terms as tobjectivt, intersobjective, 

• Lectures ea Metaphysics, 
And it is precisely for want of this mediation that fCant's " ten 

le stems of human knowledge, which perhaps may series teem a common 
but to us unknown root..' leave epistemology still mon• or legs 

with the old dualism of sense and understanding 
• Principles 4 Nuare aid fora, I a. . 	 ba  =divies of Sea. by Gokissaid Thomas. ed. 
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we flock not merely that Ara psychological upsets of sexual his 
arc greatly extended, but we find also prolonged education of off- 
spring by parents and imitation of the parents by offspring. Even 
language, or, at any rate " the linguistic impulse," is not wholly 
absent among brutes. ,  Thus ai the sensori-motor adjustments of 
the organism to its environment generally advance is complexity 
and range, there is a concomitant advance in the variety and 
intimacy of its relations specially with individuals of its kind. It is 
therefore reasonable to assume no discontinuity between phases of 
experience that for the individual are merely objective and phases 
that are also ejective as well; and once the effective level is attained, 
some interchange of experience is possible. So disappears the great 
gulf fixed betwixt subjective or individual and intersubjective or 
universal experience by rival systems in philosophy. 

. From this preliminary epistemological discussion we may 
peas on to the psychological analysis of experience itself. As 
to this, there is in the main substantial agreement; the ele-
mentary facts of mind cannot be expressed in less than three 
propositions—" I fed somehow," " I know something," " I do 
something." But here at once there arises an important ques-
tion, viz. What after all are we to understand by the subject 
of these propositions? The proposition " I feel somehow " is 
not equivalent to " I know that I feel somehow." To identify 
the two would be to confound consciousness with self-conscious-
nem We are no more confined to our own immediate observe-
lions here than elsewhere; but the point is that, whether seeking 
to analyse one's own consciousness or to infer that of a lobster, 
whether discussing the association of ideas or the expression 
of emotions, there is always an individual self or "subject " in 
question. It is not enough to talk of leering' or editions: 
what we mean is that some individual—man or work—feels, 
W ives, acts, thus or thus. Obvious as this may seem, it has 
been frequently either forgotten or gainsaid. It has been 
forgotten among details or through the assumption of a medley 
of faculties, each treated as an individual in turn, and among 
which the real individual was lost. Or it has been gainsaid, 
because to admit that all psychological facts pertain to an 
experiencing subject or experient seemed to imply that they 
pertained to a particular spiritual substance, which was simple, 
indestructible, and so forth; and it was manifestly desirable 
to exclude such assumptions from psychology as • science 
aiming only at a systematic exposition of what can be known 
and verified by observation. But, however, much assailed or 

disowned, the concept of a " mind " or conscious 
swim et ay. 	subject is to be found implicitly or explicitly in all 

psychological writers whatever—not more in Berke-
ley, who accepts it as a fact, than in Hume, who treats it as 
fiction. This being so, we are far more likely to reach the truth 
eventually if we openly acknowledge this inexpugnable assump-
tion, if such it prove, instead of resorting to all sorts of devious 
periphrasis to hide it. Now wherever the word Suljed, or 
its derivatives, occurs in psychology we might substitute the 
word Ego and analogous derivatives, did such exist. But 
Subject is almost always the preferable term; its impersonal 
form is an advantage, and it readily recalls its modern correlative 
Object. Moreover, Ego has two senses, distinguished by Kant 
as pure and empirical, the latter of which was, of course, an object, 
the Me known, while the former was subject always, the I know-
ing. By pure Ego or Subject it is proposed to denote here the 
simple fact that everything experienced is referred to a Self 
experiencing. This psychological concept of a self or subject, 
then, it after all by no means identical with the metaphysical 
concepts of a soul or mind-atom, or of mind-stuff not atomic; 
it may be kept as free from metaphysical implications as the 
concept of the biological individual or organism with which it is 
so intimately connected. 

The attempt, indeed, has frequently been made to resolve the 
loaner into the latter, and so to find in mind only such an indi- 
Aegiftwia, viduality as has an obvious counterpart in this inclivicio 
usnsl teal o( the organism, i.e, what we may call an objective 

Ns& "ty. But such procedure owes all its plausi- 
bility to the fact that it leaves out of sight the rig• 

between the biological and the psychological standpoints. 
h eR  that the biologist means by • dog is " the sum of the phenomena 

a Cd. Darwin, Duane 4 Yoe, i. s6.  

which make. up its eorporald Nektons." ,  Md. leseasuch u WI 
presentation to any ewe is particular Is a point of no import-
ance, the fact of presentation at all may be very well 
out of account. Let us now turn to ;psychology: Why. shtar 
not here follow Healey and take " the word soul' simply m a 
name In the eerie* of mental phenomena which make up an indi-
vidual Wad " ? • Surely the moment we try distinctly to .  rider- 
stand this question we realise that the cues are different. ' Series 
of mental phenomena" for whom ? For any passer-by such as 
might take stock of our biological deg ? No, obvious'' ,  only kw 
that individual mind itself; yet that is supposed to be made up of.,  
to benothing. dation from, the series PlaenOille1044ct4 
then, (s) quoting J. S. Mill's words, " to accept the pa 	that 
something which ex hypailesi Is but a series of feelings, can be 
aware of itself as a series"? • Or (a) shall we sty that the several 
parts of the series am mutually phenomenal, much as A may bolt 
at B, who was just now looking at A Or (3) finally, shall we my 
that a large part of the so-called series, in fact every term but one. 
is phenomenal for the rest—for that one ? 

As to the first, paradox is too mild a wont for It; even contradidon 
will hardly PAM. It has impossible to express " being swam of " 
by one term as it is to express an equation or any other Marna by 
one term: what knows can no more be identical with what is known 
than a weight with what it weighs. If a series of feelings is what 
Is known or presented, then what IOW?, what it is praen. 
cannot be that smite of feeling., and this without tqard to the point 
Mill mentions, viz, dist the infinitely greater pan of the swam Is 
either past or future. The question 3a not in the first instance one 
of time or substance at all but simply turns upon the fact that 

i knowledge or consciousness is unmeaning except as it iambus some. 
thing knowing or conscious of something. But it tray be embeds 
Granted that the formula for eoaaciomeess is something doss soma 
thing. to put it generally, I . still if the tam somethings are the saute 
when I touch myself or when  see myself, why may not agent and 
patient be the mme when the action is knowing or being aware of: 
why may I not knot myself-.-in fact, do I sot tutees myself I Cer-
tainly not; agent and patient never we the same is the mute act: 
such terms as self-round, self..moved„ self-known, et id yeas mime, 
either connote the incomprehensible or are abbreviated expressions 
—as, e.g. touching oneself when one's right hand touches one's left. 

And so we come to the alternatives As oars hand wadies the 
other, may not different members of the arks of feelings be subject 
and object in turn 1 Compare, Lot example, the state of mind of a 
man succumb; re to temptation (as he pictures himself enjoying 

ed the covet 	and impatiently repudiates scruples of conscience. 
or dictates prudence) with his state when, filled with remorse. be 
sides with conscience and condemns this " farmer WE "—the 
" better pelf " having meanwhile become supremo. Hem the cluster 
of presentations and theirassociated sentiments and motives, whicli 
together played the tole of self In the rust situation. have—only 
momentarily it may be tree, bat ma have—for the time the phew 
of not-self and ander showed circumstances this partial dorm. 
tins may become complete Amnion, as in what is called " double 
consciousness. Or again, the development o f self-consciousness 
might be loosely describedas taking the subject or self of oat stage 
as an object in the nrnt-7self being, e.g. Mx Identified with the 
body .and afterwards thoungneshad from it. But all this, however 
true, is beside the mark; and it is really a very serious misnomer to 
speak, as ag. Herbert Spencer does, of the development of wit-
consciousness as • " differentiation of subject and object.: It Is, if  
anything, a differentiation of object and object, s.e. is plainer 
words. It is a differentiation among prescatatione—a differentiation 
every step of which rks but that relation to a subject which it is 
supposed to su 

There 
se- 

 ill remains the alternative, expressed in the words of 
Mill, VIZ " the alternative of believing that the Mind afigobsonie - 
thing different from any series of Wings or possffillities of then." 
To admit this, of course, is to admit the necessity of distinguishing 

 Mind or Ego, meaning the unity or continuity of 011111:3001. 
nest as • complex of prementations. and Mind or Ego as the subject 
to which this complex is presented. In dealing with the body from 
the ordinary biological standpoint ea such accemity arises Blau 
whereas these the individual orgudiwn is spoken of 'enequivecally. 
in psycholou. on the other hand, the individual mind tray men 
ei (I.) the series of feelings or "mental phenomena' above 
referred to; or (II.) the subject of these feelings for whom they me 
phenomena; ot. iffs) the emblem of thaw feeling. or phenomena piss 
the etries of feelings or plummet's themselves the two being in that 
relation to each other in which alone the .one is subject and the 
other a sides of feelings phenomena or °tweetsIt is in this bit 
▪ that Mind is used is empirleal psychology.' lea exclusive des 
in the first sense le favoured only ite those who shriek from the 
speculative asoxiatiorn connected iith its exclusive urn In tie 

T. H.  Multi,  Nueee." English Men of Letters Series," (ISM. 

Plgt.oley, 	eff. p. tys. 
• Examsessaltatt Sit W. leteiltives Phateepay. ch. di. fin. 

. • A meaning better exprosed. ea 	above.exPerienor- 
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second. But psychology is not salted oleos testsamomd the astatine 
of subject to abject or as we may call it. the tact ot presentation, 
On the other hand. as has been mid. the attempt to ignore one term 
of the relation is hopeless; and equally hopeless, even futile, is the 
attempt. by means of phrases such as consciousness or the unity 
of cormdowasess, to dispense with the recognision of a carcass 
=object. 

s. We might now proceed to inquire mere closely into the 
character and relations of the three invariable constituents of 
pesos  psychical life which are broadly distinguished as 

cognitions, feelings and cantles. But we should 
be at once confronted by a doctrine which, strictly taken, 
amounts almost to a denial of this tripartite d•ssification of the 
facts of mind—the doctrine, vb. that fading alone is primordial 
and invariably present wherever there is consciousness at all. 
Every living creature, it is said, feels, though it may never do 
any more; only the higher animals, and these only after a time, 
learn to discriminate and identify and to act with a purpose. 
This doctrine, as might be expected, derives hi plausibility partly 
from the vagueness of psychological terminology, and partly hoes 
the intimate connexion that undoubtedly exists between feeling 
and cognition on the one hand and feeling and volition en the 
other. As to the meaning of the term, it is plain that further 
definition is requisite for • word that may mean (a) • touch, 
as feeling of roughness; (b) an mpg& sensation, as feeling of 
hunger; (c) an emotion, as feeling of anger; (4) feeling proper, 
as pleasure or pain. But, even taking feeling is the last, its 
stricter sense, it bas been maintained that ad the more complex 
forms of consciousness are resolvable into, or at least have bees 
developed from, feelings of pleasure and pale. The only proof 
of such position, since we cannot directly observe the beginnings 
of conscious life, must consist of consideratioes each as the 
following. So far as we can judge, we God feeling everywhere; 
but, as we work downwards from higher to lower forms of life, 
the possible variety and the definiteness of esnee-impremions 
both steadily diminish. Moreover, we can directly observe to 
our own organic sensations, which teem to come nearest to the 
whole content of primitive or infantile experiencean almost 
satire absence of any assignable quote. natty, in our sense-
experience generally, we find the element of feeling at • maximum 
in the lower senses and the cognitive element at a maximum 
In the higher. But the so-called intellectual senses are the most 
used, and use (we know) Monts feeling and favours intellection, 
as we see in chemists, who sort the most filthy mixtures by smell 
and taste without discomfort. If, then, feeling predominates 
more and more as we approach the beginning of conscious life, 
may we not conclude that it is its only essential constituent ? Oa 
the contrary, such • conclusion would be rash in the extreme. 
Two lines, e.g. may get nearer and nearer and yet will never 
meet, if the rate of approach is simply proportional to the dis-
tance. A triangle may be diminished indefinitely, and yet we 
cannot infer that it becomes eventually all angles. though the 
eagles get no less and the sides do. Before, then, we decide 
whether pleasure or pain alone can ever constitute a complete 
experience, it may be well to Inquire into the connexion between 
feeling and cognition, on the one band, and between feeling  and 
conation on the other, so far as we can now observe. And this 
Is an inquiry which will help us towards an answer to our main 
question, namely, that concerning the nature and ccametions 
of what are commonly regarded as the three ultimate fads of 
mind 

Broadly speaking, In any state of mind that we can directly 
observe, what we find is (n) that we are aware of a certain charge 
R•OBODo re in our sensations, thoughts or circumstances, (I) 
444111.  that we are pleased or pained with the change, and 
cromess 
.10",.. (3) that we act accordingly. We never tend that 
area 	feeling directly alters—i.r. without the intervention 
of the action of which It prompts—;either our sensations or 
situation, but that regularly these tatter with remarkable prompt-
ness and certainty alter it. We have not first a change of feeble, 
and then • thew in our smeations, pawpaw* and Moss; 
but. them dm en& chaser of leafing foams. In short, Seedsg 
spears to be an effect, which the efore cannot said widen*  

its cause, though in Mersa dauntless= the same immediate 
cause may produce a difierent amount or even a difierent state 
of feeling. Turning from what we may all the receptive phase 
of an experience to the active or appetitive phase, we find in like 
manner that feeling is certainly not—in such cases as we an 
dearly observe—the whole of what we experience at any moment. 
True, in common speech we talk of liking pleasure and &Wag 
pain; but this is either tautology, equivalent to saying we are 
pleased when we are pleased and pained when we are paint* 
or the it is an allowable abbreviation, and means that we like 
piano:able deeds  and dislike painful obiodr, as what we say 
we like feeling warm and dislike feeling hungry. But feeling 
warm or feeling hungry, we must remember, is not pure feeling 
In the stricter sense of the word. Within the limits of our 
abeervation, then, we find that baling accompasies some wow 
or lees debut. presentatioa which for the sake of it becomes the 
object of appetite or aversion; in other words, feeling implies 
a relation to a pleasurable or painful presentation or situation, 
that, as cause of feeling at as end of the action to which fears 
pronspts, is doubly tlistingulehed from it. Thus the very facts 
that lead we to Medea& feeling from cognitiaa and commies 
make seam the hypothesis that coestiousems can ever be al 
feeling. 

But, as already said, the plamiblIty of this bypotbods is in 
good part due to a laxity is the use of teems. Most psycholo-
gists before Kant, and some even so the present day, may 
speak of pigeon" and phi as sensadom. But it is aumeall 
plain that pleasure and pia are not simple Mess, 11114." 
as Locke celled them, in the Dense in which touches and tests 
are—that is to say, they are never like these locarwed or 
projected, nor are they dammed in conjunction with other 
mentions and nesvemests into percepts or ignitions of the 
arternaL This ambition of feeling with seasations is largely 
consequent on the use of one word pare both for certain organic 
mesations and far the purely subjective state of being pained. 
But such pains not only are always more or less definitely 
localised—which of itself is so ler cognition, they are also 
distinguished as shooting, burning, gnawing, die, all which gym's-
toms indicate a certain Objective quality. Accordingly psycholo-
gists have been driven by one means or another to recopise 
two " sepias (Baia), or " properties " (Wendt), in what they 
call a sensed's, the ens • " seeable or intellectual " at " quakes 
tire," the other aa "afiective" or " motive," aspect or property. 
The term " aspect is brandy* and obviously isaccuraug 
even so booths *ism and pain as properties of mend= is 
a matter open to much question. But the point which at 
present concerns us is simply that wiles feeling Is said to be the 
primordial element in consciousams more is usually included 
tinder Wins than pure pleasure and pain, vie some clurtsctes, 

 brie or quality by which one pleseurable or painful seneation is 
distinguishable front another. No doubt, as we es downwards 
I. the chain of lib the qualitative or objective elements in the 
so-called seamless become less and leas &fades; and at the same 
time elganionse with well-developed esessorpos give place to 
others without any dearly difibendated organs at all. But 
there is no greyed for vapposing even the amoeba itself to be 
affected in all respects the same whether by changes of tempera-
ture or of pressure or by changes in its internal Adds, albeit all 
of these champs will further or hinder its life and so presumably 
be le some sort pleasurable or painful. On the whole, then, 
there are grounds be saying that the endeavour to represent all 
the various facts of cosadouseess as evolved out of feeling is 
due to a hasty striving after sinsplidty, and has been favoured 
by the ambiguity of the term feeling Itself II by feeling we 
mean a certain subjective state varying condnumuly in intensity 
and nastily from time to time from its positive phase (pleasure) 
to its negative phase (psis), thee this purely pubic state implies 
an agreeing or disagreeing something which psychologically 
determines It. If, on the other band, we let feeling stand for 
both this state and the cause of it, then, perhaps, a succsudoa 
of such " ladinga " may sake up a consdonenses; but then we 
are Including two of our elementary facts under the name ofime 
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of them. Tao simple!, faro of 1hr/chiral lifo,likrefore
' 
 intim out 

only a subject feeling bat e subject having palitaliaskydisiispoisir 
nib preseniaiions which are Ow occasion of its feeling. 

6. We may now try to ascertain what is meant by cognition 
as an essential element in this life, or, more exactly, what we are 

to understand by the term presentation. It was an 
Psystata- on' portant step onwards for psychology when Locke Um. 

introduced that " new way of ideas " which Stilling-
fleet found alternately so amusing and so dangerous. By ideas 
Locke told him be meant " nothing but the immediate objects 
of our minds in thinking "; and it was so far a retrograde step 
when Hume restricted the term to certain only of these objects, 
or rather to these objects in a certain state, viz. as reproduced 
ions or " images." And, indeed, the history of psychology 
seems to show that its most important advances have been made 
by those who have kept closely to this way of ideas; the ands-
llshrnent of the laws of association with their =soy fruitful 
applications and the whole Herbartian psychology may suffice 
as instances (see Haessar). The truth is that the use of such 
a term is itself a mark of an important geamalisation, one 
which helps to free an from the mythology and verbiage 
of the " faculty-psychologists." All the various mental facts 
spoken of as sensations, movements, percepts, images, in-
tuitions, concepts, notions, have two characteristics in com-
mon: (s) they admit of being more or less attended to, and 
(a) they can be variously combined together and reproduced. 
It is here proposed to use the term erne/natio* to denote 
them all, as being the best English equivalent for what 
Locke meant by idea and what Lent and Hethart called a 
Yards:lung. 

A presentation has then a twofold relation—first, directly to 
the subject, and, secondly, to other presentations. The former 
relation answers to the fact that a presentation is attended to, 
that the subject is mose or less conscious of it it is " in his 
mind" or presented. As presented to a subject a presentation 
might with advantage be called an object, or perhaps a psychical 
object, to distinguish it from what are called objects apart from 
presentation, Lc. conceived as independent of say particular 
subject. Locke, as we have seen, did so call it; still, to avoid 
possible confusion, it may turn out best to dispense with the 
frequent use of object in this sense. But of one account, at 
least, it is desirable not to lose sight altogether of this, which 
is after all the stricter as well as the older signification of object, 
namely, because it enables in to express definitely, without 
implicating any ontological theory, what we have so far emu 
reason to think is the fundamental fact In experience. Instead of 
depending mainly on that vague and treacherous word " con-
sciousness," or committing ourselves to the position that ideas 
are modifications of a certain mental substance or identical with 
the subject to whom they are presented, we may leave all this 
on one side, and say that ideas are objects, and the relation of 
objects to subjects--that whereby the one is object and the other 
subject-4s presentation; and it is because only objects sustain 
this relation that they may be spoken of simply as presentations. 
On the side of the subject this relation implies what, for want 
of • better word, may be called erienims, attending the denote-  

tion of this terns so as to include even what we AtMaNes 
 ordinarily call inattention. Attention so used will 

thus cover part of what is meant by coneekromem—so much of 
it, that is, as answers to being mentally active, active enough 
at bast to " recent impressions." Attention on the side of the 
subject implies intensity on the side of the object: we might 
indeed almost call Intensity the manor of a ponenation, without 
which it is a nonentity.' 

The inter-objective relations of prematatkes, on which 
gssarMb their second chatacterietic, that of revivability and 
eclair associabillty depends, though of the first Import-
wwwW■ww• once in themselves, hardly call for examination in 

postal analysis like the present. But there Is one point 
Cf. Kant'S rthlriple of the Anticipation: of Porcrsion: " In 

mil phenomena the real, which is the object of sensitise. his 21133113,3 
118121231126." 	 •  

still more fundamental that we cannot wholly pass by: it 
is—in part at any rate—what is commonly termed the unity 
or continuity of consciousness. Prom the physical stag point 
and in ordinary life we can talk of objects that are 
and independent and in all respects distinct individuals. The 
screech of the owl, for example, has physically nothing to do 
with the brightness of the moon; either may come or go without 
changing the order of things to which the other belongs. But 
psychologically, for the individual percipient, they are parts of 
one whole; the more his attention is given to the one the more 
it is taken from the other. Also the actual recurrence of the 
one will afterwards entail the re-presentation of the other 
also. Not only as they still parts of one whole, but such 
distinctness as they have at present is the result of a gradual 
differentiatiou. 

It is quite inspossllie for us now to imagine the effects of years 
of experience removed, or to picture the character of our infantile 
presentations before out interests had led us habitually to 
concentrate attention on some and to ignore others. In plots 
of the wady things which we can now sec and hear, not men ly 
would there then be a confused presentatioo, of the whole 
field of vision and of a mass of undistinguished sounds, but even 
the difference between sights and sounds themselves would be 
without its present distinctness. Thus the further we go back 
the nearer we approach to a total presentation having tin 
character of one general coationensa in which differences are latent. 
There is, then, in psychology, as in biology, what may be called 
a principle of " progressive differentiation or specialization ";* 
and this, as well as the facts of reproduction and association, 
forcibly suggests the conception of a certain objective continuum 
forming the background or basis to the several relatively dis-
tinct presentations that are elaborated out of it—the equiva-
lent, in fact, of that unity and continuity of consciousness 
which has been supposed to supersede the need for a conscious 
subject. 

There is one clan of objects of special interest even in a 
general survey, viz. movements or motor presentations. These, 
like sensory presentations, admit of associating and 
reproduction, and seem to attain to such distinctness 
as they possess in adult human experience by a 
gradual differentiation out of an original diffused mobility which 
is little besides emotional expressioa. Of this, however, more 
presently. It is primarily to such dependence upon feeling 
that movements owe their distinctive character, the possession, 
that is, under normal circumstances, of definite and assignable 
psychical antecedents, in contrast to sensory presentations, 
which are devoid of them, We cannot psychologically explain 
the order in which particular sights and sounds occur; but the 
movements that follow them, on the other hand, can be ade-
quately explained only by psychology. The twilight that sends 
the bens to roost nets the fox to prowl, and the farm's roar 
which gathers the jackals scatters the sheep. Such 
diversity in the movements, although the sensory 
presentations are similar, is due, in fast, to what we 
Might call the principle of " subjective or hedonic selection "-
that, out of all the manifold changes of sensory presentation 
which a given individual experiences, only a few are the occasion 
of such decided feeling as to become objects of possible appetite 
or aversion. It is thus by means of movements that we an 
more than the creatures of circumstances and that we can 
with propriety talk of subjective selection. The temente-
tation of what interests us comes then to be associated with 
the representation of such movements as will secure its 
realisation, so That—although no concentration of attention 
will secure the requisite intensity to a pleasurable object 
present only in idea—we can by what is strangely like MA- 
centration of attention convert the idea of a movement into 
the fact, and by means of the movement attain the coveted 
reality. 

'The biological potedple refined to Is that known as von Burls 

the 
law, 	" 

soscial." 
time the *ogres. of development is from tbe gown ft 
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r'ti. 	t , ., ;;ht us round naturally to !!!. tLI •I 
the commonly accepted constituents of eaperience. What is 
riewarion, or rather rowatme oaten? For there are two goes- 

lions often more or less confused, the question of 
motive or spring of action, 23 it is sometimes called 

—why is there action at all? and the question of means—how 
do definite actions come shout? The former question relates 
t rottenly to the connexion of conation and feeling. It is only 
the latter question that we now raise. In ordinary voluntary 
!movement we have first of all an idea or re-presentation of the 
!movement, and last of all the actual movement itself-1 new 
yeeentation which may for the present be described as the 
idling out of the re-presentation, which thereby attains that 
density, distinctness and embodiment we call reality. How 
es this change come about? The attempt has often been 

made to explain it by a reference to the more uniform, and 
!Apparently simpler, came of retie* action, Including under this 
rt-rm what arc called sensori-motor and ideo-motor actions. In 
!.ill these the movement seems to be the resuk of a mere trans-
Ilerence of intensity from the associated sensation or idea that 
sets on the movement. But when by some chance or mischance 
the Mine sensory presentatem excites two or more nascent 
motor changes that conflict, • temporary block Is said to oce ur; 
awl, when at length one of these nascent motor changes 
:finally prevails, then, it is said, " there Is constituted • state 
of r onsciomness which displays what we term volition." ,  But 
this assumption that sensory sod motor ideas are associated 
before volition, and that volition begins where automatic or 
telex action ends, is due to that inveterate habit of confound-
ing the psychical and the physical which Is the bane of modern 
psychology. flow did these particular sensory and motor 
pusealations ever come to be associated? The only psycho-
logical evidence we have of any very intimate connexion between 
sensory and motor representations Is that furnished by our 
acquired &verities, i.e. by such movement as Hartley' 
styled "secondarily automatic-' But !Am all these have been 
preceded by volition: as Herbert Spencer says, "the child 
learning to walk wills each movement before making it." Surely, 
then, a psychologist should take this as his typical case and 
prefer to assume that all automatic actions that come within 
his ken at all are in this sense secondarily automatic, i e. to 
my that either in the erperiencr of the individual or of his 
ancestors. volition or something analogous to it, preceded habit. 

Dot. if we are thus compelled by a sound method to regard 
sentori-motor actions as degraded or mechanical forms of 
voluntary actions, instead of regarding voluntary actions as 
gradually dIffcrentlated out of something physical, we have not 
to ant: What happens when one of two alternative movements 
is masted? but the more general question: What happens 
when any movement is made in consequence of feeling? ft is 
obsious that on thin view the simplest defivrliely mirOcoire 
movement must have been preceded by some movement simpler 
stM. For any distinct movement purposely made presupposes 
the Ideal presentation, before the actual realization, of the move-
ment. But such Ideal presentation, being a representation, 
May presupposes a previous Actual movement of which It is 
the so-eatied mental residuum. There ls then, It would seem, 
bat one  way kit. ek- to regard those movements which are 
immediately expressive of Oeuvre or pain as primordial, and 
to regard the to-called voluntary movements as ebbotated out 
of these. The vague and diffusive character of these primitive 
emotional manifestations is really a point In favour of this 
Pualon. For such "diffusion " Is evidence of an underlying 
motinuity of motor presentations parallel In that already 
dicumed In connexion with sensory pemestatioos. • continuity 

in each ease, becomes differentiated la the mama 01 
experiment into comparatively distinct and discrete movemeittli 
sad amuntions respectively' 

emmere Spmcor' ►  Prieceiles ef Prycholay. t U aq, 11. 
:lanky, OloeseMiens WI Ma. feth ed , tO ). pp on wlq• 

I r may he well to end to mind here that 	 Beat also 
ogardest onotiosal impression ass possible commencemest d amine. 

But whereas we can only infer, and that in a very roundabout 
fashion, that our sensations are not absolutely distinct but are 
parts of one massive sensation. as it were, we uestill liable under 
the influence of strong emotion directly to experience the corre-
sponding continuity in the case of movement. Such motor-
continuum we may suppose is the psychical counterpart of that 
permanent readiness to act, or rather that continual nascent 
acting, which among the older physiologists was spoken of as 
" tonic action." This " skeletal tone," as it is now called, is 
found to disappear more or less completely from a limb when its 
sensory nerves are divided. "In the absence of the usual 
stream of afferent Impulses pairing into it, the spinal cord 
ceases to send forth the innuences which maintain the tone." 
And a like intimate dependence, we have every reason to believe, 
obtains throughout between sensation and movement. We 
cannot imagine the beginning of life but only life begun. line 
simpleq picture, then, which we can form of a concrete state 
of mind is not one in which there are movements before there 
arc any sensations or sensations before there are any movements, 
but one in which change of sensation is followed by change 
of movement, the link between the two being a change of 
fcelii'g. 

Having thus simplified the question, we may now ask again: 
How is this change of movement through feeling brought about? 
The answer, at already hinted, appears to ix: Derarkar• 
By • change of attention. We learn from inch of Asa,* .1 

observations as psychologists describe under the &MR* 
head of laseisadoo, imitation, hypnotism, ac., that the oats 
conceal:ratio of attention upon • movement is often enough 
to bring Mg movement to pas*. llut, of course, in such cases 
neither emotion nor volition in nmemardy implied: but nom 
the less they show the close connexion that east. between 
attention and movement. Everybody, too, must often 
have observed bow the execution of any but mechanical 
movements arrests attention to thoughts or seusutiorm, and 
how, vice versa, a-striking impreenion or thought interrupts 
him in the performance of skilled moven.. nts. Let us 
suppose, then, that we have at any given moment a °otitis 
distribution of attention between sensory and motor presenta-
tions; a change in that distribution then will mean a chow 
an the intensity of some of all of these. But, in the coos of 
motor presentations, change of intensity means champ. el 
movement. Such changes are, however, quite minimal is 
amount so long as the given presentations are sot compias• 
ously ogrerable or disagreeable. So soon as they se ►  baermego 
there is evidence of a most intimate connexion tomes& lading 
and attention; but it Is hardly possible admirals* an ashibia 
this evidence without first attempting to aseertahs the chaise. 
teristica of the presentations, or groups of receergations, that 
are revert.. rly pleasurable and palultd„ and this asst occupy 
us later on 

I Wr are now at the end of our analysis, and the mush, 
may petillp1 be most conveniently summarized by first throwing 
them into a tabular form and then appending a Messner 
few remarks by way of indicating the main p.orport usurer 
of the table. Taking no uceunt of the aperitif ilk"' 
difference between one concrete state of mind and another. 
and supposing that we are dealing with presentations 

but nastyto reject it in favour of hi. nue peculiar doctrine of " spon- 
taneity," which, Iscretweir. Is open to the objetrboa that It Indies 
.u.sonsrirsoirses=filaired d `mine

wore attoogent to Alifilsortlisott to ha his 
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iATTIlITTOlf 

In their simplest hem. i.e. as sensations and movements, we 
have:— 

IL 11011JUT 

(z) eosevoluntarffy attend-'l 
rag to changes in the 
• ensory-Fpntinuum e 

Worthen] 

(a) e ith 
being, • is consequence, 

 pleased or 
Pained

Wah
; 

"'Presentation 
of watery 

onsets. 

and () by voluntary wen;  
ma or ' Innervation . F. 

a 
 Presentation 

producing chines in 	maw  

amina! 
tire motor-continuum:. 

l  

Of the three phases or functions, thus analytically distinguish-
able, but not really separable, the first and the third correspond 
la the main with the reaming and grilse states or powers of the 
older psychologists. The second, being more difficult to isolate, 
was long overlooked; or, at all events, its essential charsethisties 
were not distinctly marked, so that it was confounded either with 
(r) which Is its cause, or with (3), its effect But perhaps themost 
important of all psychological distinctions is that which traverses 
both the old bipartite and the prevailing tripartite mays's, 
viz. that between the subject on the one hand, as acting and 
feeling, and the objects of this activity on the other. With 
this distinction clearly before us, instead of crediting the sub-
ject with an indefinite number of faculties or capacities, we must 
seek to explain not only reproduction, association, are., but all 
varieties of thinking and acting, by the laws pertaining to idea 
er presentations, leaving to the subject only the one pawls of 
variously distributing that attention upon which the intensity 
of a presentation in part depends. What we call activity in 
the narrower sense (as e.g. purposive movement and Intel ectioo) 
is but a special form of this single subjective activity, although 
a very important one 

According to this view, then, "resonation, alkalies, feeligg, 
are not to be regarded as three coordinate genera, each of which 
is a complete " state of mind or consciousness," S.S. as being all 
alike included under this one supreme category. There is, as 
Berkeley long ago urged, no resemblance between activity and 
en idea; nor is it easy to see anything comma to pure feeling 
and an idea, unless it be that both poetess intensity. Classifia-
tion aeons, in fact, to be here out of place. Instead, therefore, of 
the one susuisinn gams, state of mind or consciousness, with its 
three coordinate subdividons—cognition, emotion, coantivo— 
our analysit memo to lead us to recognize three distinct and 
irreducible components—attention, feeling, and objects or 
presentations—as together, in a certain connexion, constituting 
one mama state of mind or pocks:is. Of each comets, 
states of mind or psychoses we may then say—so Inc agreeing 
with the older, bipartite psychology—that there are two forms, 
corresponding to the two ways in Maids attention may be 
determined and the two dames of objects attended to in each, 
via. (z) the sewer, or ma'am attitude, when attention is 
non-voluntarily determined, i.e. where feeling follows the net 
of attention; and (a) the motor or Wise attitude, when fed-
ins precedes the act of attention, which is thus detendized 
voluntarily. 

Attentiom 

el. Instead of a congeries of faculties we have assumed a 
single subjective activity and have proposed to cell this atientien. 
Some further explication of this position seems to be desirable. 
We start with the duality of subject and object as fundamental. 
We say of man, mouse, or monkey that it feels, perceives, 
remembers, infers, strives, and so forth. Leaving aside the first 
term, it is obvious that all the rest imply both an activity and 
an object. Is it possible to resolve these instances into a form 
is which the assumed diversity of the act will appear as a diver-
sity of the object? At first sight it looks rather as if the kind 

" Tb cover more ample' cases we might here add the words " or 
hake el idles."  

of activity might vary while the object remained the IMO; 
that e.g, we perceived an object and later on remembered or 
desired it. It would then be most natural to refer these several 
activities to corresponding faculties of perception, memory 
sad desire. This, indeed, is the view embodied in commie 
speech, and for practical wpm& it is doubtless the simples 
and the beat. Nevertheless, a more thorough analysis shows that 
when the supposed faculty Is different the object is never entirely 
and in all respects the same. Thus In perception, e.g. we deal 
with " impreasioas " or primary presentations, and In memory 
and imagination with " ideas " (in the later sense) or secoaduy 
presentations. In desks the seem of the object gives it an 
entirely different setting, adding a new characteristic, that of 
value or term, so that its acquisition becomes the red of a series 
of efforts or mon:meats. The older psychology, by its accept-
arke of the Cartesian doctrine that all the facts of humiliate 
es:perigees are to be interpreted as subjective modifications, 
failed to distinguish adequately between the subject as active 
and the objects of Its activity. Hence the tendency to rest 
content with the popular distinction of various faculties in spits 
of the underlying sameness implied in the common application 
of " conscious " to them all. In fact, Locke's definition of idea 
(In the older and wider sense) as the immediate object of con-
SCiOUMMS or thinking was censured by Reid as " the greatest 
blemish in the Buoy on Human Undemanding." But, accepting 
this definition as implied in the duality of subject and object, 
and accepting too the underlying sameness which the active 
form "conscious" undeniably implies, we have simply to ash 
" Which is the better tent to denote this common elantrat-- 
consciousness or attention?" 

Consciousness, as the vaguest, most protean and most treads-
nous of psychological terms, will hardly serve our purpose. 
Attention, on the other hand, has an invariable active sense, 
and there is an appropriate verb, to attend. But many things,. 
it may be said, are presented while few are attended to; if atten- 
tion. Is to be made coextensive with the activity Implied in 
consciousness, will not the vital distinction between attention 
and inattention be lost? In fact, however, this distinction 
implies a covert comparison, not en absolute contrast. In 
everyday life we recognize many degrees of attention, ranging 
from an extreme of intense cencentration to one of complete 
remission, as Locke long ago pointed QUO Between these 
extremes there is perfect continuity, and not a difference of 
kind; to apply the one term attention to the whole range is 
very like applying the one term magnitude to large and small 
quantities dare. 

But it is not enough to show that when we commonly talk 
of different faculties we also find .psychological differences of 
object, and to assert that if there AS one common factor in all 
psychical activity this factor is attention. To make our positioa 
secure it is needful to sbow directly that all the various faculties 
with which a subject can be credited= resolvable into attention 
and various classes or relations or states of presentations that 
are attended to. How far this is possible remains to be sees an 
we proceed. In the case of the so-called " intellectual powers " 
the position is generally conceded?  but so far as the voluntary 
or active powers are concerned it LS as generally denied. Now, 
In so far as volition implies not merely action, overt or intended, 
but also motives, in no far also it. must be acknowledged it 
contains a factor sot resolvable into attention to motor presenta-
tions. This further factor, which has been called " the volitional 
character of feeling," we here leave aside. Apart from this 
direct spring of action, then, the question is whether the active 
process itself differs from the cognitive or receptive process 

• " Thee doers an Mass, some or other, always premit in the 
mind of a mains man, every one's eispirisaile consume bleu tbasi►  
the mind employs itself about them with several degrees of attention. 
Sometimes the mind Axes itself with such Intention . that ishuts 
out all other thoughts and takes no noticed the es the 	impfrdosv 
mad* on the serum; at other time it barely observes the towed 
idea... without dirertine and pursuing any d them; and = 
times It Lets them pass almost quite anregarded as Islet 
that stake no impression " (Essay, E. tfi. 11 3, 41 
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save in being attend= to a medal dam of *ads. net of 
all. It is noteworthy that both hem the•tame characteristics. 
Thus, what Hamilton called " the law of limitation " bolds 
of each alike and of =We with respect to the other:and it bolds 
too not only of the amber of preseotaiiime but she of the 
intensity. We can, be absorbed in action jets as muck as in 
perception or thooght ; don as already add, movemems, =km 
they are mechanical, inhibit idlest and who =ow ideas, ether 
than associated tains, am= movaments. Intenication. hypno-
tism or inanity. rest or exhamation, tell Onapperseption as well 
as on insereadok Th. coated aleiteughts, eqUally with the 
coserel of movements, sequins effort; sad as there is a twain 
peculiar to intently liabasing de- gaming, whisk is kaolin to hate 
• musadar conceminue, in too them is a strain charmseristit 
of recollection' and visualisation ithich say quits well ewe out 
to bet meander tab When inevensints harm to be associated 
the same continuous attention is called for as is head sactisite 
in emaciating sensory immessioto; and, whoa smoicasmeistiame 
have become way intimate, llmodation b theta equally damn 
in both cases. 

There is one striking tact that beings to light the sandal 
unscrew of appercepdon and innervation, cited by Wuodt 
for this way purpose. In =called " reactionointe " experi-
ments it is found, when the =manioc to be renamed fohows 
on a prommitory signal after a mesh Sid inimical, that then 
she reaction (registering the impulsion) is often inetamaneansi 
the reaction-time, in other words, is nil. In with a case the 
subject is aware not of throe separate events, (a) the perception 
of the impression; (s) die mactioar (3) the perception of this; 
but the fact of the impression is realised end the registering 
movement is actualized at once and together" the subject is 
maw:ions of one act of attend= and ens only. 

Theory of Preronatiose. 
to Itb come now to the exposition of the obtets al attend= 

or consciousness, i.e. to what we may call the objective or 
presentational factor of psychical ilk. The treatment of this 
will fail naturally into two divisions. In the first we shall have 
to deal with its general charactetistics and with the fundamental 
processes which all promoted= involves. In view of Its general 
and more or less hypothetical character we may call ft t he 
theory of -presentation. We can then pass on to the special 
farms of peesentations, known as smeetions, percepts, images, 

and to- the special processes to which these forms lead up. 
?hien:position will be simplified It =start with • supposition 

that will enable is to leave aside, at least for the present, the 
Ammo., difficult mu:edict el bermilty. We know that in 
ere mums- the cause of earl Indhridual's life there W more 
Wait or less of progressive dIfferentiatien m development 
bow*" Futther, it is believed that them has masted • series 
of indent individuals beginning **both* lowest form of life 
do/ tdvanthig continuously up eo man. Some Mum of the 
advance idready made maybe reptoduce• he thegrowth of Solt 
Item= being now, but foe the mast part such tame have been 
obliterated. What was experts= in the pest has =Come 
twine' in the present. The descendent has no comedousnest 
el Ids ancestor's failures when perforating by "an untaught 

what they slowly and perhaps painfully beguiled. 
But, U we ate to attempt to %lbw the geneses of mien item 
Its earliest dawn, h is the primary experience ration than the 
eventual instinct that we have first of ail to keep iA dew. To 
this end, then, ft is proposed to assumee• thet ere amt dealing with 
one individual who has continuously advanced from the been- 
deg of psychical life, and not with s series el individuals of 
whom all save the GM Inherited certain capeOtke from their 
progenitors. The life-history of such an imaginary individual, 
that is to ay, would correspond with sit that wee new in the 
experience of a certain typical maks of imilvkluals each of whom 
advanced a certain stage in mental differentiation. On the 
other hand. from this history would be omitted that Inherited 
reproduction of the net mutts, so to say, of aneestml eeperfenee, 
that innate teaditkia by whisk done, ender the actual condition'  

et misteace, progress is possible. The proms of thus reprodono 
lag the old might differ as widely from that of producing the new 
as electrotyping does from engraving. However, the point is 
that ea psychologists we know nothing directly about it ; neither 
can we distinguish precisely at any link in the chain ei hie what 
Is old and inherited--original in the sense d Locke and Leibnitz 
—from what is new or acquired—original in the modern sense. 
But we are bound as a matter of method to suppose all min 
pinky and differemiation smog prommations to have ban 
originated, ia. copedniebtally acquired, at acme time or other. 
ho long, then, as we see mocinnal minutely with as progress 
of this differentiation we may dismissed the fact that it has not 
actually been, as it wee, the product of one band dealing with 
one Sink rem to uss Locke'r—originally atinetle's—fsureo 
beat et many hinds, oath of which, starting with a reproduce= 
of what had been wrought on the preceding =War, put in ours 
or fewer mew touches =Wee devising the whole to a niece:rot 
who would piece= in like manner. 

it. What is inched in this process of differentiation and 
what is it that brooms dialect:dieted ?—tlesse Me &egomania 
to which we must now attend. Psydeologists have norm. 
mushy represented mental advance as consisting owireeiwb 
fundamentally in the combination and recombine- Gaglimmo• 
don of caroms elementary units, the so-ealled amnions 
sad primitive sweetmeats: in ether words, as mosistisi 
in is species of "mental chemistry." If we are to remit to 
physical analogies at all—a master of any doubtful pro. 
priety—we shell had in the growth of a seed or an embryo 
far better fflustration of the unfolding of the commis of con-
sciossness than is the building up of molecules: the emcees 
seems much mere a segmentadon of whet is otiginaily continuous 
then an aggregatios of =meats at first iodependant and distinct. 
Comparing higher minis or stages of mental development with 
lower—by what means such comparison is possible we Deed not 
mow consider—ere had in the higher conspicuous differences 
between• presentations which in the lower arc Indistinguishable 
or absent altogether. The worm is aware only of the difference 
between light and dark. The steel-worker sees half a down 
tints where others so only a uniform glow. To the child, it Is 
said, all faces are alike; and throughout life we are apt to note 
the general, the points of resemblance, before the special, the 
points of difference. But even when most definite, what we 
call a permeation Is still part of • larger whole. It is net 
separated from other presentations, whether simultaneous or 
successive, by something which is not of the nature of meant& 
don, as one bland is sweated from another by the interne
ses, or one note in a melody from 'the meet by an Inter/al of 
silence. In our search fee a theory of gresentmions, then, 
h is from this " oonthmity of coembusness " that we most take 
our start. Working backwards from this as we find it new, we 
ate led alike by particuhr facts and gamest considerations to 
the conception of a Mem medians or objective contimmas 
which is gindsolly dillerentlated, thereby giving the to what we 
all distinct prosentations, jest us some particular presentation, 
thaw as a whole, as Leibnitz would my, becomes with menial 
growth a complex of dirtionthluble parts. • Of. the very begin. 
ning of this continuum we can say nothing; absolute beginninp 
are beyond the pale of edema Excwiescor advances as this 
continuum is diffeeentiated, every differentiation being a change 
of presentation. Hence the commonplace of psychologists—. 
We are only maniocs as we are conscious of change. 

But " change of censdosness" is too loose an expression 
to take the pia d tits unwieldy pekes differentiation of a 
presentation-continuum, to which we have been onweem, 
driven. For not only does the term "consciousness" *moneys 
confuse what exactness requires tato keep distinct, en oromeom 
activity and its object, but also the term "change" 
fails to express the characteristics which distinguish 
new presentations from other changes. Differentiation implies 
that the simple becomes complex or the complex more complen 
It Wolin also that this increased complexity is due to the per 
sistenceof forms dupe; we way even my such persistence is 
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essential-  to the very idea of development or growth. In trying, 
then, to conceive our psychological individual in the earliest 
stages of development we must not picture hint as experiencing 
• succession of absolutely new sensations, which, coming out 
of nothingness, admit of being strung upon the " thread of 
consciousness'" like beads picked up at random, or cemented 
into a mass like the bits of suck and sand with which the young 
caddis covers its nakedness. The notion, which Kant has done 
much to encourage, that psychical life begins with a confused 
manifold of sensations—devoid not only of logical but even of 
psychological 	one that becomes 11101t inconceivable 
the more closely we consider it. An absolutely new presentation, 
having no sort of connexion with former presentations till the 
subject had synthesised it with them, is a conception for which 
it would be bard to find a warrant either by dire observation, 
by inference from biology, or in considerations of an a priori 
kind. At any given moment we have a certain whole of 
presentations, a " field of coesclousness, " psychologically one 
end continuous; at the next we have not an entirely new field 
but a partial change within this field. Many who would allow 
this in the case of representations, i.e. where idea succeeds idea 
by the worldngs of association, would demur to it in the case of 
primary presentations or sensations. " For, " they would say, 
" may net silence be broken by a clap of thunder, and have not 
the blind been made to see? " To urge such objections is to 
miss the drift of our discussion, and to answer them may serve 
to make it clearer. Where silence can be broken there are 
representations of preceding sounds and in all probability even 
subjective presentations of sound as well; silence as experienced 
by one who has heard is very different from the silence of Con-
diflac's statue before it had ever heard. The question is rather 
whether such a conception as that of Condillac's is possible; 
supposing a sound to be, qualitatively, entirely distinct from a 
smell, could a field of consciousness consisting of smells be 
followed at once by one in which sounds had part? And, as 
regards the blind coming to see, we must remember not only 
that the blind have eyes but that they are descended from 
ancestors who could see. What nascent presentations of 
sight are thus.involved it would be bard to say; and the problem 
of heredity is one that we have for the present left aside. 

The view here taken is (r) that at its first appearance in 
psychical life a new sensation or so-called elementary presenta-
tion is rehlly a partial modification of some pre-existing presenta-
tion which thereby becomes as a. whole more complex than it 
was before; and fol that this complexity and differentiation of 
parts never become a plurality of discontinuous presentations, 
batting a distincthess and individuality niches the atomsor ele-
mentary panicles of the physical world am supposed to have. 
Beginners in psychology, and some who ate not beginners, are apt 
to be led astray by expositions. which set out froth the sensations 
of the special senses, as if tbese furnished is with'the type of an 
amatory presentation. The fact is we never experience a 
mere Sensation of colour, sound, touch, and the like; rod what 
the young student mittakes for such is really a perception, a 
sensory presentation combined with various sensory and motor 
presentations .and,  with representations—and having thus a 
definiteness and completeness only possible , to complex pre-
sentations.: Moreover

' 
 if wd could attend to a pure sensation 

of sound or colour by itself, then is much to justify the suspicion 
that even this is complex and not site*, and owes= such corn. 
plexity its dearly marked specific quality. In. certain of our 
vaguest and mast &Steed organic sensations there is probably 
a much nearer approach to the character of the seallyPrimitive 
presentations. . 

In such sensations we can distinguish three variations, viz. 
vuiations of quality, of intensity, and of what Bain called 
amii" massiveness, or, as we shall say, extensity. This 
sad ladt characteristic, which everybody knows who 
*'.knows the difference between the ache of 4 big 
bruise and the ache of a little ono, between total and 
partial immersion In a bath, is, as we shall see later on, an 
essential element in our perception of space. But it is certainly  

not the whole of it, far fa this experience of uncishre sensstios 
alone it is Impossible to find other elements which no amity= 
of spatial intuition unmistakably yields. Extensity and cites 
sloe, then, are not to be confounded. Now, we had, even at CM 
level of mental evolution, that an increase in the intensity of a 
sensation, is apt to entail an increase in Its extensity toe. in 
like manner we observe a greater extent of movement in em. 
tional.expression when the intensity of the emotion income 
Even the higher region of imagination hinoexamdon. as is ahem 
by the whirl and confulion, of ideas Incident to delisivan, and 
indeed, to all strong excitement But this ." diffusion " w 
" radiation, " As it bas been called, diminishes as me pass Me 
the dead organic sensations to thesereations of the !We setae, 
from movements expressive ,  Of feeling to movements definicit 
purposive, and from the tuthult of ideas excited by passion 
the steadier sequences determined by efforts to think. Increase 
differentiation amens, then, to be intimately connected wi 
increased "restriction:" Probably there may be found ante 
Initial differentiations which for psychology are ultimate fan 
that it cannot explain. As already said, the very beginning d 
experience is beyond us, though it is our business—warden fue 
withi&—to push back our analysis as for as we cam But sew 
differentiations being given, that it may be safely amid that.. 
accordance with what we have called the principle of subject& 
selection (mei 6), attention would be voluntarily coacerucaut 
upon certain of these and upon the voluntary someone& 
specially connected with them. To such subjectively initiate 
modifications of the presentation-continuum, nionsawer, we wry 
reasonably suppose "restriction" to be in krge measure due 
But increased aestrictioa would. Tender further differentiae= 
of the given wink of presentation possible, and so the use 
processes might supplement each other. Those peaces= =we 
now proceeded so far that at the level of human cosectoosece 
we find it hard to form any tolerably clear coaceptioe el a deli 
of conaciouwessia which: an intense serention, no maw ski, 
might--.0 to say--diffuse over the whole. Colows. as sit 
with us so distinct, from squads that—except as scipris the 
excitement of attention or the drain upon it—these is noddle 
In the =tensest odour to affect the simultaneous peesemaraw 
of a sound. But at the beginning whatever we rend as de 
earliest differentiation of sound might have been inarprestatali 
with the earliest differentiation of colour, if sufficientil dared . 
much as a field of sight all blue it now iocemememahle utak 
one all red. Or, if the stimuli appropriate to both seen acre 
together, the resulting sensation might have been not a Madre 
of two qualities. an purple is said to be a blending of red awl 
violet, but rather ;mental sensation without the specific qualities 
of either. Now, on the other hand, colours and somas es 
neon:wily so for localized that we are directly aware that sls 
eye is concerned with the one and the ear with the other. VI 
brings to our notice ft fact , ao ridiculously obvious mos 
that never been deemed worthy of mention, soar 
ulthoigh it boa undeniably ingsonent bearings— 16111,' 
the Jut, vie. ,  that =Win senttattins or tenwomesta axe as 
absolute bar to the nimultaasous fsttaeotativn of other moo 
lions or movements. , We cannot are en omen as at east 
yellow end green, though we can feel it at once as both anode 
and cool; We cannot open and close the same band as the ease 
moment, but we can open our hand while clordng the ethos 
Such incoprematability or contrariety is thus mote than meat 
difference, and occurs oely, between presentations heir:aging 
to the same some or to the same group of movements. Stnctly 
speaking; it does not always occur even Ilan; for red arsil 
hot and cold, are presentable together provided they lam 
certain other ,differences which we shall meet again presently as 
differences of " local sign. " 

:2. In the , preceding paragraphs we have had occasion se 
distinguish between the presentation-continuum or whole add 
of consciousness, as we may for the present call it, 
and thaw several differentiationa within this fiehl 
which are ordinarily spoken of as posentatioas, 
and to which—now that their true character u paps is dear- 
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we too may confine the term. But it will be well in the next 
place, before inquiring more (lowly foto their characteristics, 
to consider for • moment that persistence of preceding moilifica. 
time which the principle of progressive differentiation implies. 
This persisteme is best spoken of as retentiveness. It is often 
confused with memory, though this is something much more 
compiles and special; for In memory there is necessarily some 
contrast of past and present, whereas here there is simply the 
persistence of the old. But what is it that persists? On our 
'henry we must answer, the continuum as differentiated, not the 
particular diderentiation as an isolated unit. II psychologists 
have erred in regarding the presentations of one moment as 
meetly • plurality of units, they have erred in like manner 
concerning the seecalled residua of such presentations. As we 
ire a certain colour or a certain object again and again, we do 
not go on accumulating images or representatkint of it, which 
are somewhere emwded together like shades on the banks of the 
Sty's: nor is such colour, or whatever it be, the same at the 
hundredth time of presentation as at the first, as the hundredth 
impression of a seal on was would be. There is no such lifeless 
deity In mind The explanations of perception most in vogue 
are far too mechanical and, so to say, atomistic; but we must 
fall hark upon the unity and continuity of our presentation-
continuum if we are to get a better. Suppose that In the course 
of a few minutes we take half a dozen glances at a strange and 
carious flower We have not as many complex presentations 
which we might symtedire as F,, F.  F. Rut rat her, at first 
only the general outline is noted, nest the disposition of petals. 
stamens, ke , than the attachment of the anthers, position of 
the ovary, and so on; that is to say, erymboliaing the whole 
Sewer as trial./ s' (c 41 a' (/0, we ant apprehend say Ir.. 2' 

let then It' lab) or it 1..1 .4, and 
so forth. It is because the traits first attended to persist that 
the later form an addition to them till the tompleg is at length 
complete. There is nothing in this Instance properly answering 
to what are known as the reproduction and association of ideas, 
in the last and complete apprehension as much as in the first 
vague and inchoate one the dower is there as • primary presents. 
bow There Is a limit, of course, to each • procedure, but the 
instance taken, we may solely say, is not such as to exceed the 
bound., of a eirmaltaneous field of consciousness. Assuming 
then that Such hscrewle of differentiation through the persistence 
of preceelhadllikeeetiatione holds of the presentationcont mourn 
AS a 'A bole, we melody that. In these circumstances in which we 
now have a specific sensation of, say, red or tweet, theft would 
be for some more primitive experience nothing but • vague, 
almost eugenic, erne•t/ens wiskh, however, would persist, on 
that on a repetition et the circumstances It could be again 
further difietentiated. The earlier differentiations, in short, 
do not disappear like the waves of yesterday in the calm of to-
day not yet last on like o.,l scars beside new ones; but rather 
the two are blended and combined, so that the whole field of 
come:owner, Ilhg a metinually growing picture, increases 
indefinitely In oelepleeity of pattern. 

it A orloriatilit.64rbis 	M •hich titer differentiations 
blend sash and Ittewelby 	mark( a ret specialise • hag. try= in= 
of earl= *oils. ?the pemeetasimm S. thus • further iMpinotel 
oi the pones* of t e potteries odes 	

thus 
 of of uUr=iio nr1 

l'I continuum 	ben not wetted altogether this f 	 has 
leen enswerraly ergarded as Manly a simple firm of "aslleistion" 
itt peculiarity bring. as it Was ineppawd. that the prowastatnms 
sworneed—thoughineticalmilkliwient--weie In 9uality.perioilly 
I.:retie./ In peon of fact, 	 assumptions sew to be 
roanoie and de to the 	 • eppeepe for the 
eaperiensing subject there le 	 stasitowild whave 
stmedr tergod—wetthite the imaiwoltel 	 nor theepteliunier 
immure winch the weeds 	 A.." . 	„.c"Prrornt 
sinpresioo (fib' 	 the onamaion between Ms process 

0refe blending oraufgra, ids we AO can 'triode/km. anti the 
mores el onseeatioo mew M se dose awl tie detailed imalesis 
caned fee so asentdas. that we mutt noel. drier forth= din- mesw 
tat come to trent d semeiation es. a whole fat. below, i  sa, It 
"say tens he psembl• to show that we have hem to do with • proem. 

' Aa, e.g  is interpreting the conduct of &Moo as if they were 
already grown - up" persons: 	J.  Ward. fir of SION  Phily 
'talitt. pp atop, )74: James, Pais 	Piecky. (tinn), 

me..., simpler and op .re fundanii-ntal than association. But it is at 
lean clear rit once that if the term associate'', is to be correctly used 
it trill imply that the presentation. associated are from the first 
distinct, are attended to as dial et, are ass:witted wilety in cons., 

 gannet of sorb attention, and remain to the taw distinguishable. 
In view of the intimate pains-aim between differentiation, erten-

tivenem and awmiLm on it will gumeasose, be convenient to refer to 
all three together as con,tituting skit sir mAy ‘..d1 the plisslOtty .1 
the presentational continuum. 

14. This will be the most convenient place to take note of 
certain psychological dextrines which, though dubs- 

Wrath lr. ing in some material respects, are usually included 
under the term Law of Relativity. 

a. Hobbes's Swale Jest per Idea. a now varies and dem rocidast 
is often cited as one of the first formulations of this law; and if 
we take it to apply to the whole field of t-onsciotonem it becomes 
at once true and trite: a field of consciousness unaltered causer 
by change of impranion or of idea would certainly be it blank 
and a contradiction Understood in this sense the Law of 
Relativity amounts to what Hamilton called the Law of Variety: 
" that we are conscious only •3 we are conscious of diderenor."' 
But, though consciousness involves change, it is still possible 
that particular presentations in the field of consciousness may 
continue unchanged indefinitely. %%ben it is said that " 
constant impression is the same as a blank," what Is meant turns 
out to be something not psychological at all, as, C.f., our 'men. 
sibtlity to the motion of the earth or to the pressure of the air—
cases in which there is obviously no presentation. air even any 
es idence of nervous change. Or eke the parackoi proves to be 
but an awkward way of expressing what we may call acavrorr.ods 
non, whether physiological or psychological. Thus the skin 
soon adapts Itself to certain seasonal alteestions of temperature, 
so that heat or cold ceases to be hit: the sensation =atm because 
the senors change, its proximate physical counterpart, has 
ceased. Again, there is what James Mill calls "an acquired 
incapacity of attention," such that a constant noise, for =ample. 
in which we have no interest, is on inaudible. In such a case 
of mythological acciimmodation we should expect also to find 
on the physiological side some form of central redection or Milh. 
noel awns or haw ionn.kte. As • rule, ao doubt, impressions 
do not continue constant for more than a very abort time; still 
there are Jul instances enough in the history of disease, bodily 

and mental, to show that such a thine can quite  well luIPPen• 
and that such constant impressions (and " hard ideas," shah 
are in elect tantamount to them), irate td of becoming Wanks. 
may dominate the entire consemoness, colouring or beedideriag 
everything. 

b. From the fact that the field of con aiousues41 is continually 
changing it has been supposed to folios, Los only that a CUII► LUit 

presentation is impossible, but—as a further constyurn,  e-- 
that every presentation is ementially nothing 1.ut • transition 
ne difference. "AR feeling," says Rain. the k.wlre exponent 
of this view, "is two-sided. . • • We may attend mm-re to one 
mco.l.cr  of the ample than to the other. . . We are more 
conscious of heat when passing to a Nigher temperature. and of 
cold when pun= to • lower. The state we have mooed to 
out cypher e0•16041•11•111, the state we have paned /rims our 
implicit emulousness." But the transition need not be (sum 
heat to cold, or vice versa: it can equally will take plus Irem 
a neutral state, which is =deed the parasol mate, of anther 
heat nor cold; a new-born mammal, e.g. must usveriente cold. 
having never experienced heat. Again, supped( • sailor beeeilmod 
gazing for a whole morning won a stretch of sea and sky, 
what senastioas are implicit here? Shall we say yellow as 
the greatest contrast to Igoe, or de:kerss as the aseinay of 
light, or both? What, again, is the implicit coassiousiess 
when the explicit b teed; is It bitter or mut, and fl ,,e' 
what Is the transition in such a case ? for one tli;ng it 
seam clear that the transition of attention hum one le 
'rotation to another and the differences between the presents 
Hong themselves are distinct facts. It is Strange that the 
psychologist ntio has laid such sum on neutral states of statische 

The Weeks .f Tim Reid. supplementary note. p 53a 
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ae being skin to feeling and so (linnet tens special presentations, 
should In any way confound the two. The mistake is perhaps 
accounted for by the fact that Bain, in common with the rest 
of his school, nowhere distinguishes between attention and the 
presentations that are attended to. If " change of impression " 
and being conscious or mentally alive are the same thing, it is 
then manifestly tautologous to say that one is the indispensable 
condition of the other. If they are not the same thing, then the 
succession of shocks or surprises cannot wholly determine the 
impressions which successively determine them. 

But we have still to consider whether the impressions them-
selves are nothing but differences or contrasts. " We do not 
know any one thing of itself but only the difference between it 
and another thing," said Bain. But it is plain we cadent speak 
of contrast or difference between two states or things as a 
contrast or difference, if the states or things are not themselves 
presented; the so-called contrast or difference would then be 
itself a single presentation, and its supposed " relativity " but an 
inference. Difference is not more pecessaey to the presentation 
of two objects than two objects to the presentation of difference. 
And, what is More, a difference between presentation is not at all 
the same thing as the presentation of that difference. The former 
must precede the latter; the latter, which requires active earn-
parboil, need not follow. There is an ambiguity in the words 
" know," " knowledge,:' which Bain seems not to have wa-
ndered: " to know " may mean either to perceive or apprehend, 
or it may mean to understand or comprehend! Kaowiedge in 
the first sense is only what we shall have presently to discus as 
the recognition or assimilatioe of an Impression (see below, 

t8); knowledge In the latter sense is the result of intellectual 
communion and is embodied in a proposition. Thus • blind 
man who cannot know light in the first serum can know about 
light in the second if he stunks s treatise on optics. Now in 
simple perception or recognition we cannot with any exactness 
say that two things are perceived: straight is a thing, i.e. a 
definite object presented; not so not etraight,which.answeas to no 
definite object at all. Only when we rise to intellectual know-
ledge is it true to say: " No one could understand the meaning 
of a :Weight line without being shown • line not straight, a bent 
or crooked One." ,  Two distinct presentations are necessary 
to the comparison that is here implied; but we must first re-
cognise our objects betas we cats compare them, and this further 
step we may never take. We need, then, to distinguish between 
the comporativity of intellectual knowledge, which we must 
admit—for it reatsat bottom on a purely analytical preposition-. 
and the " differentia theory of presentations," which, however 
plausible at first sight, must be wrong Somewhere, since it com-
mits us to absurdities. Thus, if we cannot have a presentation 
X but only the presentation of the diffeconce between Yard Z, 
it would seem that in like manner we canna have the presen-
tation of Y or 2, nor themfonenf their difference X, till we have 
had the presentation of A and B say, which differ by Y, and 
of C and D, which we may suppers differ by Z. 

The tusking error in this dateline, that all presentations are 
but differences, may perhaps emerge if we examine more descry 
what may be meant by difference. We may speak of (a) dif-
ferences in intensity betimes sensations supposed to be qualita-
tively identical, as e.g. between the taste of strong and weak 
tea; or of (b) differences in quality between presentations of the 
isms sense, es e.g. between red and green; or of (c) differences 
between preseatations of distinct senses, as sg. between blue 
lad bitter. Now as regards (a) and (b), it will be found that the 
difference between two Mounties W the samemaaity, or between 
two qualities of the same order, may be itself a distinct pre- 

, Other languages give more prominence to this dinction: 
compare Taira and diami, nature and care, tenses and warm. 
connate" and 1000il. On this subject there are some acute remarks 
In a little-known book, the Expiate& pitilesetithe. et Protasis' J. 
Grate. nabs^ too, was well awake to this Menace, as e.g. when 
he says.," There are two kinds of knowledge; the ow, lease at know- =minai and remembrance of the,same • the other, science or 

of the e truth of peepositions, derived Imen undermandieg." 
9  Baia, Leek, s. g.  

rotation, that is to my, is passing Iran a lord of to>b to one al 
so lb, for example. or from the sound of a note to that of its 
octave, it is possible to experience the change centinuouely. 
and to estimate it es Me might the distance between two pieces es 
the same road. But nothing of this kind holds of ( ).5  la pans-
Mg from the most of a rose to the gonad of • gong or a 
sting from a bee we have no such means of bringing the 
two Into relation--sourcely more than we might hive of 
mourning the length of a journey made Panty on the 0,01^ 
men earth and partly through the looking-glass. In (e)„ 
then, we have only a diversity of presentations, but not 
special presentation of difference; and we only have omit than 
this in (e) of Uri provided the selected puseataions emus 
together. We say that we know the difference between a eound 
and a taste; but what we mean is simply that we know whet it 
in to psis from attending to the one to atendieg to the other. 
It is simply an experience of change. Change, however, im-
plies continuity, and there is cootinuity here in the movement 
of &Ligation and the affective state consequent on that, but 
not directly in the qualities themselves. 

e. If red follows green we may be aware of a greater differencn 
than we could if red followed orange; and we should ordinarily 
call a en lb Med heavy after ens of s lb and light after nue 
of ao 'acts like them it is which make the differential 
theory of presentations plausible. OA the strength of such 
facts Wendt has formulated a law of relativity, free, apparently. 
from the objections just urged against Baia's doctrine. 
It runs thew ' Our soustions afford no absolute but 'Quill 
a rasa, measure of external impressions. The intensities of 
stimuli, the pitch of tones, the qualities a( light, we apprehend. 
(expliniat) in general onky acceding to their mutual relation. 
not according to any unalterably fixed unit given along with 
or before the impression itself" ,  

But if true this law would make it quite immaterial what the 
impressions themselves were provided the relation contieued 
the sum, the sensation would be the, same too, just as the ratio 
of a to I Is the same whether our unit be Billie or millimetres. 
In the case of intensities, e.g. these is a esisimess enariblie ands 
eteximme etasibile. The existence of such extremes is aluine 
seflicient to tan the Beak of the thoroughgoing relativists; but 
there are instances enough of intermediate intensities that ens 
directly recognised. A letteearter, foe esampie, who iden-
tifies an ounce or two ounces with remarkable euctnelkide.n-
tifies cods for itself end not the first as half the screed; of an 
ounce end a half or of three ounces he may have a compara-
tively vague idea.. And en generally within certain limits of 
error, indirectly a:upraised, we out identity intensities, each far 
itself, neither referring to a COPIDIO0 standard net to 0114 that 
vanes from time to time—to any intensity. that is to exY, that 
themes to be simultaneously premated; just as an enlisting 
sergeant will recognize a man fit for the Guards without a yard 
measure and whether the man's on:trades are tall or short. As 
reseed. the qualities of sensations the outlook of the ;nativism 
Is, if anything, worse. In whet is called ]foyer's experiment 
(demiliied under Yam) what appeals greenish on a red ground 
will appear of an orange tint on a ground of blue; but this 
contrast Is only, possible within certain very narrow limits. In 
fact, the phenomena of colour-contrast, so far from proving, 
distinctly disprove that we apprehend the qualities of right only 
according to their mutual relation. In the case of tents it is very 
questionable whether such commits exist at all Summing up 
on the particular doctrine of relativity of 'enrich Wendt is the 
moot distinguished adherent, the truth seems to be that, In some 
case whets two pmeentellons whom difference is itself promot-
able occur In dose connexion, this difference—es we Indirectly 
learn—exerts a certain bias on the assimilation or Identificatioe 

• Cosonee language mems to recognise slime commie' eve. here 
or we should sot mask of bards tastes and hanri  sounds, or al dull 
sounds and dull colours and es fendsAli this se. bowaver. super- 
added to the nastier. proksay on the geouad of sindlarithe in die 
sc 	

eat 
oonmuying ergs* semitIons. 
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or both el the presentations. Them is ee " unalterably 
nit " certainly, but, es the etre hand, " the MUMl 
a of impreseleas " are net cosigning. 
be ter " field of cooriousness " bee occurred suer" 
a the course of this exposition: it is ens of several em- 

ployed in describing what have been incidentally 
16  refereed to as " degrees or grades of comedown= " 
ieult and perplexing topic that we must now endeavour 
to elucidate. Sailor steering by night axe mid to look 
✓ ewar, " the cynosure every eye," but this dots not 
titer hone seeing the net of the Maury vault. At a 

=one we may listen to some one speaker while stiff 
the murmur of other voices, and while listening we may 
the speaker and thereby identify him the better. What 
Instances is looked at or listened to has been called the 
" of coesciouseese, the rest of what is limed or seen or 
is presented being called the " field " within which 
e is thus concentrated or brought to a point. Of these 
beyond the locos we haw then only a lower degree of 
assess, and the more " distant " they are from the 
a interest the fainter and obscurer they an supposed 
r to bearer Now, it le obvious that the continuity hem 
, if strictly taken, logically commits us to a field of con- 
= extending with ever diminishigig integrity of it 
▪ But we have next to nonce certain new features 
me led psychologists to give to the tam field of con-
es a more restricted meaning. A meteor flaring 
be sky would certainly divert the helmsman's attention, 
the nonce be we leek at that and not at the star in 

de Bear's tail; • woke at our elbow aerating us, we 
turn to the sew =esker and listen to him, still bearing 
he, but no rapt " following." the dirourse thus for 

=pied. In these cages a change in the field of con-
= bring about • non-volantry change in the focus. 
∎inly does so provided it is sufficiently intense and abrupt, 

MOTE attention is aheady commutated the less effective 
disturbance will be A whole swarm of metres might 

reeked the sky unheeded while Ulysses. life in band, 
'between Scylla and Chsrybdrjust as all the din of the 
Wed to distract Archimedes beat over his figures in the 
On the other hand, we can whotardy transfer the focus 
Horner to any object within the field, provided again 
sufficiently differentiated from the test. But, more than 

can not only of our own =don turn to look at or to 
• what we have only seen or herd, but sot noticed before; 
mho look out or listen larsonteching net as yet distinguish-
L-rhaps sot as yet existing at at And bate again the car 
Ion of atomise may be maxlmal, as whoa a shipwrecked 
an the intros for a sail, tie s balmier= troop hearken 
encotning of mom Now, add§ natidpred presentations 

IIIII they are dearly amnia* haw already a certain 
%tensity, and no they are mid te have passed ever " the 
id "—es use Herbert's on dark phrase—and to have 
I the held of weseknoness. Aftereerds say !thither 
e in their ilitennty is coreerly gradual; are we then to 
e that bras this their latemity changedinstarly from 
• finite quantity and not rather that there was as Win-
ce subliminal phrase where too it only changed con-

k? The latter alternative constitutes the hypothesis 
rinsciamiest. 
tang to this hypothesis the total field with which we 
is divided into two parts by what Father emphatically 
"the fact of the threshold," and the term field of coo. 
ess is henceforth restricted to that part within which the 
if consciousner always lies, the outlying part being the 
of subconsciousness. Difficukies sow begin to be 

at. Ths intensity or vivacity of a pergentrion within 
Id of consciousness depends partly on what we may call 
tent or absolute Intensity, partly on the attention that 
ins; but this does not hold of presentations in whew-
less. These sub-pmeratetioir as we, ought perhaps to 
MO, cannot Or severally and seleriery atemeded to, 

cannot borne= out as direr objects of esperience. Many psy-
chologists have accordingly maintained not only that they cannot 
with propriety be called presentations, but that they have no 
strictly psychical existence at all. This, however, is too extreme 
• view. 11 nothing of a presentational character can exist 
save in the field of consciousness as thus citcumscribedby a 
definite boundary or threshold, a breach of continuity is implied 
such as we nowhere else impeder.: even the field of sight, 
from which the metaphor of a field of coerciousness is derived, 
has no such definite margin. The threshold then is not com-
parable to a mathematical line on opposite sides of which these 
is an intensive discontiauity. This Ira been amply proved 
by the paychorrysical investigations of Primer and others. 
We listen, say, to a certain sound as it steadily diminishes; at 
length we cease to boa it. Again, we liras for this same sound 
as it steadily Lerman and presently just barely bear it. In 
general it is found that its intensity in the former case is less 
than it is in the latter, and there is also in both cases a arida 
margin of doubt between clear presence sad clear absence; the 
presentation seems to flicker in and out, now there and now 
gone. Further, in comparing differences in sensations—col 
weight, beginner, temperature, Itc.—we may fail wholly to 
detect the difference between a and i, b and c, and yet the 
difference between a and c may be clearly perceived. We have 
thus to recognise the existence of a difference between sensa-
tions, although there is no so-called " seartion of difference." 
But if this much continuity must be admitted we can hardly 
fail to admit more. H differences of presentation exist within 
the field of consciougner beyond the outermost verge of the 
" threshold of difference," we cannot consistently deny the 
existence of any presentations at all beyond the threshold of 
consciousness. Since the field of consciousness varies greatly and 
often suddenly wIth the amount and distribution of attention, 
we must, as already said, either recognise such subconsdotts 
presentations or suppose that dearly differertiated presenta-
tions, presentations that is to say of finite intensity, peas 
abruptly into or out of aisles= with every such variation of 
the field. 

The hypothesis of subconsciousness, then, is in the main 
nothing more than the application to the facts of presentation 
of the law of continuity, its introduction into psychology being 
due to Leibnitz, who first formulated that law. Half the diffi-
culties in the way of its acceptance are due to our faulty ter-
minology. With Leibaitz consciourcse was not coextensive 
with all psychical life, but only with certain higher phases of 
it.,  01 late, however, the tendency has been to make con-
'downer cover all stages of mental development, and all grades 
of presentation, so that • presentation of which there is no cos- 
odors's.-  resolves itself Into the manifest contradiction of as 
=presented presentation—a contradiction not involved in 
Leibuitz's " anapperoeived perception" But such is not the 
meaning intended when it is said, foe example, that a soldier in 
battle is often =conscious of his wounds or a 'choir starrendoes 
at any one time of moot of the knowledge " bidden in the draw 
reveres of his mind." There would be no point in saying • 
subject is not COOSOS01211 at what is not presented at all; but to say 
that what is =seated lacks the intensity requisite in the given 
distribution of attention to change that distribricie appredabbr 
is pertinent enough. Subconscious presentations may tell on 
conscious life—ss sunshine or mht tells se a landscape, or the 
underlying writing on a palimpsest--sithough lacking either 
the intensity or the individual distinctness requisite to make 
them definite features. Even if there were no facts to warrant 

The fogad= heir poem= from its ?Werra dr Is warn a de 
is race (1 •) shows his means " II est boa de faint distutetioo 
entre la Perrepriee, qui est that istlrieur de Is Mwede reprtheatast 
M dunes enemas, et rApparepties, qui eft le Consamaect, ou Is 
oranoissasee Weaken de tee hat %Moor. laqueile Wart pout 
decade a tastes les lam, lei ret4sort a is he Ism Et edit SWIM 

de retie dietiaction que les Catenation oat ramp& en commute 
pour rice les pemdtiont dont on se s'appenpon pas, comae in potpie 
~epee peer rim Ito corps ialooniblos " 400. Phi. Eadosaa'a ad. 
P. 719- 
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this concept of an ultra-lirainal presentation of Impressless it 
might still claim an a priori justification. 

The subconscious presentation of ideas as distinct from im- 
pressions calls, however, for some special considered= As we 

can turn our attention to the sensory threshold 
Wain.  asseeseas and await the entrance of an expected impression, 

so we may await the emergence of a "memory-
image "; and again the threshold turns out to be not a mathe-
matically exact boundary but a region of varying depth.' What 
we are trying to recollect seems first to waver, now at the tip of 
our tongue and the next moment completely gone, then per-
haps a moment afterwards rising into clear consciousness. 
Sometimes when asked, say, for the name of a certain college 
contemporary we reply: I cannot tell, but I should know the 
name if I heard it. We are aware that we could " recognize," 
though we cannot " *produce. " At other times we are con-
fident that even recognition is no longer possible, and still if we 
met the man himself in the old scenes and beard his voice his 
name might yet recur. Nevertheless, it may be urged, it is 
surely incredible that all the incidents of a long lifetime and all 
the items of knowledge of a well-gored mind that may possibly 
recur-0  the infinitely greater part of our spiritual treasures," 
as Hamilton says—He severally retained and continuously pre-
sented in the form and order in which they were originally 
experienced or acquired. This, however, is not implied. Images 
in contrast to impressions have always a certain generality. 
The same image may figure in very various conflation:, as may 
the same letter, for example, in many words, the same word in 
many sentences. We cannot measure the literature of a language 
by its vocabulary, nor may we equate the extant of our " spiritual 
treasures " when these are successively unfolded with the 
psychical apparatus, so to my, in which they are subconsciously 
involved.* Take the first book of the Amid, which, as Macaulay 
would say, every schoolboy knows: as subconsciously involved, 
when the boy is not thinking of it, his knowledge is more com-
parable to a concordance than to the text itself, which never-
theless can be reproduced' from It. In the text Meek occurs 
many times, in the concordance as a heading but once. But 
give him the cue Aeneas seopsdure, and the boy reels off from the 
thoth line; or Preseipose piss Aeneas, and be starts with the noth. 
But ask him for the stioth line; he is probably helpless, while 
a dunce with the book in his hand can read it off at once. Say 
instead lit pater Ames, and the boy can straightway com-
plete the line while the dunce is now helpless. So though its 
explicit revival Is successional, occurs, so to my, in single file, 
a whole scheme in which many ideas are involved may rise 
lesoards the threshold together. When our schoolboy, for 
example, turns from classics to geography, the mention of 
Atlas, which might then have recalled a Titan, now leads him 
as think only of his book of maps. And there is a like sudden 
darting of the substratuns of oar thoughts, when, taking up tho 
morning paper, we glance first at the foreign telegrams, then at 
the mosey market, and then at the doings of our political 
Mends. Yet more remote than all, obscurer but more per-
tredve, like the clouds of cherubs or imps vaguely kissed in 
medieval pictures, are the indefinite constituents of our era,- 
!tonal atmosphere, " gay motes that people the sunbeams " 
of our cheerio's= and make all sookar de rose, or " horrid 
shapes and sights unholy " that overcast the outlook when we 
" have the blues." And as attention relaxes. these advance into 
the foreground and become more or km palpable hopes or fairs. 

Herbert and Fechner describe subconscious presentations gener-
ally as existing Moto the threshold. On the other hand, we have 
spoken of subconscious sensations as existing beyond it. In view of 
Me important differences between the two Wan of prementadons 
mwa' ry and secondary, this distinction of ultra-liminal and sub-
liming seems convenient and justifiable. 

This doctrine at the involution and evolution of ideas we owe 
to Leibnitz. Herbert attempted in a very arbitrary and • priori 
fashion to develop it into a physical statics and dynamics with the 
Iseult—usual to =se= views—that later poyehokmists neglected 
is altogether. Them are now signs of a fresh reaction. and we shall 
oestionally acme across evideaot of the wide ranee sod grist import-
ance of the doctrine as we proceed. 

Because of the =Meld forms Into which they may evolve, 
subconscious intim% while still involvad, are sotaetimes called 
"psychical " or mom definitely "presentational dispeoldoos." 
The word disposition means primarily an arrangement, as when 
we talk of the disposition of troops Ina battle or of cards is 
a game; the disporks, that is to say, are always something 
actual. Which of several potential dispositions they will actually 
assume will depend. upon cinsmustances, but as kaat, as Leibnitz 
long ago maintained, " les puissance% miglables ne sent kresis 
des simples possibilites." What is requisite to the Testiest= 
of a given potentiality is sometimes a condition to be ahem!, 
sometimes It is one to be taken away. A locomotive with the 
fire out has no tendency to move, but with steam op it is only • 
hindered from moving by the dome of the throttle-valve or 
the friction of the brake. Now presentational dispositions we 
assume to be of she latter sort. They are processes or functions 
more or km inhibited, and the inhibition is determined by their 
relation to other psychical processes or functions. The analysis 
and genesis of these.peesentational intaradikos will occupy us 
at length by and by; it may then be possible to explain the 
gradual involution. of what. On successively unfolded in =-
pilot ooneciomness into these combinations which Herbert 
called " aPPetcaPtion-inames," combination devoid of the ?con-
crete hints of date and place which are essential to memory. 
Meanwhile the evidence addeced—decidedly cogent though 
admittedly Indirect—together with the difficulties besetting 
the extreme view that beyond or below the threshold of con-
sciousness them is nothing presentee:seal, seems clearly to 
justify the hypothesis of subconeriousoess. At the same time 
the principle of continuity, everywhere of fundamental im-
portance when we are deans with reality, forbids the attempt 
arbitrarily to assign any limits to the subconscious. 

Marry psychologists have proposed to explain subconscious 
retention by habit.. But it is obvious that habit itself implies 
retention and is practically synonymous with disposition, it 
must therefore presuppose disposus if we are to escape the 
absurdities of puha:mem es facelift sots, with which in this 
very connexion Leibaits twitted Locke. Yet, obvious as all 
this may be, it is frequeatly gamed. even by those who are toed 
of exposing the pretended esplanations of the " faculty-psycho-
teens " and quoting Mobile to confute egos. Thus ac find 
J. S. Mill arguing: "I have the power to walk across the room 
though I am sitting in my chair; but we should hardly call this 
power a latent act of walking." Nor should we cell it a power 
at all if Mill bad been paralysed, or if, instead of sitting in his 
chair, be had bean lying in his cradle. What we want is the 
simplest psychological description of the situation attar the 
power has been acquired by practice sad is Mill retained. la 
such a case we ma be conscious of the " idea " of the moss-
meat without the movement actually =suing; yet only in art Is 
wise that the idea is more opt to pass over into action the in. 
tenser it is, and often actually passes over in spite of us. Surely 
these must be soma functional activity answering to this con-
scious presentation; why may not a much less amount of it 
be contrived possible in subosagious presentation? 

&maids, Metrama sad the External World. 
t6. On the view of experience here maintained, we are 

bound to challenge the description of sensations s as doe to 
physical stimuli—widely current though it is—es Damns. 
one that is psychologically. inappropriate. The 
following definition, given by Bain, may be taken 
as a type: " By sometime, In the strict meaning, we under-
stand the mental hnpressions, Feeney or stales of conerciousnem 
following on the action of external tMngs on some part of the 
body, called on that account sensittve.". It Is thee, no. 
doubt, that what the psychologist cells sensibility has as Its 
invariable concomitant what physiologists call sensibility, 

Examiaadee of Si, W. Hossames Philosophy. 3 rd al , p .  .139 
For a detailed account of the vari ,,,, s sensations and titsttptions 

pertaining to the several seniks the renter is referred to the alias* 
VIII1011; MAMMY; Torca; TAUB: SWELL &a 

Saws and isisflatt.stb e. Ag 11(141. p 1.01. 
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or what the more careful of them cell irritability; and, true 
swain, that this irritability is invariably preceded by a 
physical process called stimulation. But it may be urged, 
why sot recognise a connexion that actually obtains, since 
otherwise sensation must remain unexplained ? Well, in 
the first placer, such " psychophysical " connerion is not a 
psychological explanation: it cannot be turned directly to 
account in psychology, either analytic or genetic. Next the 
payehologeal fact called sensation always is, and at bottom 
always must be, independently ascertained;-for the physiological 
" neurosis " or Irritation has not necessarily a concomitant 
" psychosis " or sensation and, strictly desk with, affords no 
hint of such. Finally, this inexplicability of sensation is a 
psychological fact of the utmost moment: It answers to what 
we call reality in the primary sense of the term. The psycho- 
physicist, in setting out to explain sensation, has—unawares to 
himself—left this fundamental reality behind him. For it 
belongs essentially to individual experience, and this—in as- 
suming the physical standpoint—he has of course transcended. 
Nevertheless the mistake of method that here reveals itself was 
perhaps inevitable, for the facts of another's sense-organs and 
their physical excitants must have obtruded themselves on 
observation long before the reflective attitude was advanced 
enough to make strictly psychological analysis postulate. The 
psychophyrical standpoint, that is to say, was attained before 
the purely psychological; and the consequent bias is only 
now in process of correction. A series of physical processes, 
first without and then within the organism—ethereal or Whist 
vibrations, neural and cerebral excitations—was the starting- 
point. What comes first, immediately, and alone, in the indi- 
vidual's experience, and is them simply and positively real, 
was then misinterpreted as subjective modificatim, mental 
impression, specks sertsibiks, or the like. For from the days 
of Democritus to our own the same crude metaphor has pre- 
vailed without essential variation. And here the saying holds: 
Vestiga  sulk ►etrornsm. Into the man's head the whole 
world goes, including the head itself Such thoroughgoing 
" Introjection " affords no ground for subsequent " projection." 
Thus the endeavour to explain sensation overreaches itself: the 
external object or thing that was supposed to cause sensations 
and to be therefore distinct from them, was in the end wholly 
resolved into these and regarded as built out of them by asso- 
ciation (Mill) or by apperceptive synthesis (Kant). But no 
" mental chemistry," no initial alchemy of " forms," can 
generate objective reality from feelings or sense-impressions as 
psyclophysically defined} A's experience as It is for B is not 
real but inferential; and if the grounds of the inference, which are 
the only realities for B, are to be regarded as the causes of which 
A's experiences are merely the effects, then the two experiences 
are on a wholly different footing. When A treats B in the same 
fashion we get the world In duplicate: (t) as original and out- 
side, IX. as Witte, and (2) as copied within each percipient's 
bead, i.e. as riled. But when B interprets his own experience 
as he had Interpreted A's we seem to have lost the real world 
altogether. In presence of this dilemma, the philosophers 
of our time, as already said, are feeling It needful to revise their 
psychology. The question of method is vital. If the psycho- 
physical standpoint were the more fundamental, psychology 
would be based on physiology, and the old definition of 
sensation might stand. If, on the other band, It Is the exclusive 
business of psychology to analyse and trace the development 
of Individual experience as it Is for the experiencing individual, 
then—however much neurological evidence may be employed 
as a means of ascertaining psychological facts—the facts them- 
elves must be scrupulously divested of all physical implications, 
the psychophysical method takes a secondary place, and the 
objective reality of " sensory " presentations steads =im- 
peached. 

The duality of subject and object in experience compels us also 
to object to the description of sensations as " states of conscious- 

' Nothing shows this more plainly than the newly-onined term 
etitienealmon low applied in the oonnerion. 

XXII to  

nem" Since It is the subject. stet the object that it coneess,  the 
term state of consciousness implies strictly • subjective reference; 
and so it is only applicable to sensations.t ihfaer regarded as 
subjective modifications, either affective or 	The former 
would identify sensation with feeling, and ' 	ressonirsheady 
given—we must disallow. But it is true that a @matins, like other 
presentations, implies the subjective activity we call attention; it 
is not, however, a modification or state of this activity. but the object 
of it This relation isexpressed in German by means of the distinc- 
tion generally of Verstelins and Vermillion; and in the present case 
of llosaisadeN and Evhbulsale• and German psychology has gained 
in clearness in consequence. The distinction of conception and 
concept (conceit) is to be found in older writers and was 

'W revived by Sir . Hamilton, who 	also the analogous 
distinction of perception and percept.. it would be a great gain if 
there were a conespanding pair of terms to distinguish between 
" the sew* act " and the object "'eased," as some have been 
driven to say. Reception and recept at once occur and seem rases-
ceptionable—aput, of course, from their novelty! At any rate, if 
we are to rest content with our present untechnical terminology we 
must understand sensations to mean objective changes as they faint 
break in upon the experience of our psychological i ndividual; in this 
respect Locke's term " impression " has a certain appropriateness. 

What we ordinarily all a single sensation has not only a 
characteristic quality but it is also quantitatively determined 
in respect of intensity, protensity (or duration) and extensity. 
A plurality of properties, it may be said, straightway implies 
complexity of some sort. This is obvious and nn- Gimp., 
deniable; psychological—as distinct from psychiads etmw ar  
—analysis of simple sensations is possible, and the sossoom• 
description just given is reached by means of it. Such analysis, 
however, presupposes the comparison of many sensations; but 
to the complexity It discloses there is no answering plurality 
discernible in the immediate experience of a single seam. 
tion. To make this clearer let us start from a use in which 
such plurality can be directly verified. In a handful of rose , 

petals we are aware at once of a definite colour, a definite odour 
and a definite " feel." Here there is a plurality (a+b-l-c), 
any part of which can be withdrawn from our immediate esperi-
mace without prejudice to the rest, for we can dose the eyes, 
hold the nose, or drop the petals on the table. Let us now 
turn to the colour alone; this we say has a certain quality, in-
tensity, extensity, he. But not only have we not one sense 
for quality, another for Intensity, ikc., but we cannot reduce the 
intensity to sere and yet have the quality remaining; nor can 
we suppress the quality and still retain the extensity. In this 
case then what we have is not a plurality of presentations (al-b 
+c), but a single presentation having • plurality of attributes 
(a b c) so related that the absence of any one annihilates the 
whole. But though, es already said, such single presentation 
gives, as it Sands, no evidence of this plurality, yet it is to be 
remembered that in actual experience we do net deal with 
sensations in Wisdom lure, accordingly, we find evidence In 
plenty to jtntify our psychological analysis. la innumerable 
cases we experience varieties of intensity with little or no ap-
parent change of quality, ea happens, for example, when • 
sounding pitch-pips is moved towards or away from the ear; 
and continuous changes of quality without any change of in-
tensity, as happens when the pipe is shortened or lengthened 
without any alteration of position. We may have tactual or 
risual sensations which vary greatly in ezteseity without any 
striking change of quality, and we may have such sensations 
In eve= possible variety of quality without any changes of 
extetsity. 

The numerous and stilling Amenities among our present 
sensations are obviously not primordial; what account the 
as we give of their gradual ellfferentiation ? Some psycho-
lognts have assumed the existence of absolute " units of 

'Reception does not in Faglish suggest die taking lock of the 
Latin miters; it espressos achy the comparative pessrvity of moan 
In contrast to sweepers (to cake entire possesses of) it implies 
the absence of that assimilation which is essential to perception; and 
finally it contrasts appropriately with retention. 

This distinction. drank continually overlooked. is vitally tape. 
nun. By psychefogiosi analysis we mean sods analysis as the 

observer can reflectively make, by psyrincei anslyeis 
M; luhkgicatlysis as is possible in the immediate experience of the 
subject observed. 

2.3 
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sensibility," all identically the same, and explain the unlike-
nes= in our existing sensations as resulting " from unlike 
Doweguip modes of integration of these absolute units." , 

 seas The sole evidence on which they rely is physiological, 
isougloo• the supposed existence of a single nerve shock or 
neural tremor. It is true that in an extirpated nerve what is. 
known as the " negative' variation " is approximately such an 
isolated event of uniform quality. But the same cannot be 
said of what happens during the stimulation of a nerve in rile 
with its peripheral and central connexions still intact. The 
only evidence apparently to which we can safely appeal in this 
inquiry is that furnished by biology. Protoplasm, the so-
called " physical basis of life," is amenable to stimtdation by 
every form of physical agency—mechanical, chemical, thermal, 
photical, electrical—with the single exception of magnetism; 
and in keeping with this it is found that unicellular organisms 
respond, and respond in ways more or less peculiar, to each 
of these possible modes of excitation. Since, so far as is known, 
there is no morphological separation of function in these lowest 
forms of life, it is reasonably assumed that the single cell acts 
the part of " universal sense-organ," and that the advance to 
such complete differentiation of some-organs as we find Among 
the higher vertebrates has been a gradual advance. Numerous 
Dots can now be adduced of the occurrence of " transitional " 
or " alternating " sense-organs among the lower forms of multi-
cellular animals; organs, that is to say, which are normally 
responsive to two or more kinds of stimulus, and thus hold 
an intermediate position between the universal sense-organ 
of the Protease and the special sense-organ of the Memesdie. 
For example, a group of cells which would behave towards all 
stimuli impartially were they independent unicellular organ-
isms become, as an organ in a multicellular organism, amenable 
only to mechanical or only to chemical stimuli,—become, that is 
to say, an organ of touch and of hearbig, or an organ of taste 
and also of smell; until, finally, when differentiation is suffi-
ciently advanced, the group ends by becoming exclusively 
the organ of one specified sense, touch or bearing in the one case, 
taste or smell in the other.* Of course the imperfectly special-
ized sensations, say of the leech, and still more the wholly 
=specialised sensations of the amoeba, cannot be regarded 
as blends of some or all of those which we are said to receive 
through our five senses. We must rather suppose that sen-
sations at the outset corresponded very closely with the general 
vital action of stimuli as distinct from their action on specially 
differentiated sensory apparatus. Even now we are still aware 
of the general effects of light, heat, fresh air, food, he., as in-
vigorating or depressing quite apart from their specific qualities. 
Hence the frequent use of the term general or common sen-
sibility (eoessestkesis). But, though km definitely discriminated, 
the earlier, and what we cal the lower, sensations are not any 
less concrete than the knee and higher. They have been called 
general rather than specific, not because psychologically they 
lack any essential charactsistic of =cation which those ac-
quired later possess, but simply because physiologically they 
ate not, like these, correlated to special sense-organs. 

Bat, short of resolving such sensations into combinations 
of one pdmordial modification of consciousness, If we could 
eboyesee ►  courier such, there am many interesting facts 
do which point clearly to a complexity that we can 
iimmibas• seldom directly detect. Several of our supposed 
=mations of taste, e.g., are complicated with smastions of touch 
and smell: thus the pungency of pepper and the thyme' of wine 
we tactual sensations, and their spicy flavours are really smells. 
How largely smells mingle with what we ordinarily take to be 
simply tastes is best brought home to us by a severe cold in the 
head, as this temporarily prevent* the access of exhalations 
to the olfactory surfaces. The difference between the smooth 
feel of • polished surface and the roughness of one that is 

CL. G. H. Lewes, Problems of Life and Mind 0870. vol. 
PP. aso .4q.; H. Spencer Priaci sr of Psychology, vol. I do. 

Cf. W. A. Nagel, " Die Phy =me specifischer Sinomorgane," 
Sadiatieta ambigua ( 1894). pp. 1-42  

=polished, though to din= intruspectlea an irresolvable differ-
ence of quality, is probably due to the fact that several nerve-
termination are excited in each case: where the eassation b eon 
of smoothness all ate stimulated equally; where it is use of 
roughness the ridges compress the nerve-ends mom, and the 
hollows compress them less, than the keel pasts do. The most 
striking instance in point, however, is furnished by the differences 
in musical sounds, to which the name Nara is given. To the 
inattentive or uninstructed ear notes or " compound team" 
appear to be only qualitatively diverse and not to be com-
plexes of simple tones. Yet it is possible with attention and 
practice to distinguish these partial tones in a note produced 
on one instrument, • horn, say, and to reeogrdse that they are 
different from those of the same note produced on a deffesent 
instrument, for example, a violin. 

In like manner many persons believe that they am diserbeinate 
in certain colours, heats called " mixed," the elementary colours et 
which they are held to be composed,- red and yellow, fur example, in 
orange, or blue and red in violet. But in so thinking they appear 
to be misled, partl the  the resemblance that certainly exists between 
orange and red, onone heed, and orangeend yellow on the miser. 
the two colours between which in the colour spectrum it invariably 
os ttatantebypttlym itlut hree (1,cinroewd l

and 
 ed kedge ytehtiao%,  a sigampg Lan t, orange os om. bs:  

other cases. As we shall see later, however (i 39), in this particular 
case of memory continua, teserobiance is no proof of complexity. 
Were it otherwise we should have to conclude that a given tone, 
since this also resembles the two between which it is intermediate. 
ought to be a blend of both; whereas, in point of fact, the tone d—
though as regards pitch it has a certain resemblance tot and e. its 
neighbours on either side—differs widely from the chord a*, which is 
made up of these. In all cases in which the psychical complesim 
of a sensation is beyond dispute the partial sensations are distin- 
guished by discernible differences of extensity. and usually of inten- 
sim Is well. Thus, if the skin be touched by the point of a bet or 
cold bradawl the temperature 'emotion bee not the punecist 
character of the touch but seems rather to surround this as a sort of 
penumbra. Similarly, the ground-tone of a clang-complex has sot 
only a greater Intensity but also a greater extensity than any of the 
over-tones-I There is also in such cases a certain rivalry or 
niam between the complex as an unanalysed whole and the 
as analysed, and even betweei the several partial sescadoes tee 
sari! ton 	thealbsceonniceplocixisl direct vide cot em sen ' ty  it 	arrant- 

physical 
 

stimuli, even will  this is really present. fn thecase of 
mixture, however, there is no such physical complexity as is 
supposed. And it is worth noting that white light is physically the 
most complex of all, whereas the answering sensation Is not only 
simple but probably the most primitive of all visual sensations. 

Every sensation within the fields of consciousness has sen-
sibly some continuous duration and seems sensibly to admit 
of some continuous variation in intensity and ex- 
tensity. But whether this quantitative continuity arc  
of presentational change is more than apparent has 
been questioned. Sensations of almost liminal intensity an 
found to fluctuate every few second', and, as already remarked, 
when the threshold of intensity is actually reached, they seem 
intermittently to appear and disappear, • fact which Hume long 
ago did not fail to notice. The results of numerous aped-
menu, however, justify the conclusion that these variations 
are due primarily to oscillet ion of attention, and furnish so far 
no ground for the assumption that even the Untied sensation 
is discontinuous. But again we can only detect a Memos 
of intensity when this is of finite amount and bears a certain 
constant ratio to the initial intensity with which it is compared 
—a fact commonly known as Webees Law. But this imper-
fection in our power of discrimination is no proof that our sm. 
sations vary discontinuously; and not only is there no positive 
evidence in favour of such discontinuity, but it is altogether 
improbable on general grounds. Lastly, there is always mere 
or less distinctness in the several nerve-endings as well as 
isolation of the nerve-fibres themselves. The skin, for example, 
when carefully explored, turns out to be a complex mosaic of 
so-called "spots," severally responding to stimulation by sen-
sations of pressure, heat, cold and pain. But from this to 
argue that the extensity of a sensation is really a mere aggre-
gate without any continuity is on a par with calling • lake a 

s Cf. Stumpf, Toespinhatogis. ii. 58 seq. 
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n of pools became it is fed by inmate streams. If 
be shown that in the brain as • whole there is no fume , 

 ontinuity a formidable pitycbophysical problem would 
at arise. 
pads the quality of steatites—the primitive sensatka 
appears to consist only of the single quality we call 

"light," a quality which ranges in intensity from 
▪ a deeding brightness that becomes painful and 

blinding down to a sun of complete darkness; a limit 
powever, is never completely attained, since the retina 

more or less internally stimulated—hence what is 
in eye's own light (Eieasiieki). The rust resemaess to 
animism seem to be very much on • par with our own 
led heat or cold; some organisms seek the light and 
nun it. As little as our temperature-sense yields as a 
on of Ions does the light-sense at this level yield any 
il the stag of visual spatial perception is reached sod 
icrimin•tion of form is possible, do black and white 
us meaning they now have foe us. An object can be 
perceived only when its colour or shade differs from 
the surrounding field; so far black as • " secondary 
' is on a par with colour, that is to say, when we are 
of things it may be called • quality. But there is 
important difference; in a light field many colours or 
nay be distinguished, but in a dark field none. Though 
rest to speak of perceiving a black object, must we not 
intake that—so tar as it is really black theobject 
s directly no sensation? Similarly, the piper is said to 
the boles in his whistle when actually he only touches 
I metal in which they are pierced; or the soldier is said 
the tattoo, though he has no auditory sensation of the 
ntervening between soca:wive taps on the drum. And 
et to be shown that there is any more justification for 
r of visual sensations without luminosity. Meanwhile 
maintain that in absolute darkness we do not me black, 
do not see at all. No doubt we are prone to identify 

concepts darkness and blackness, for what we may call 
awry content is the same, vis, the absence of visual 
n. 
as in nature the only diffused light we need consider is 
ttcd by the sun, the rays transmitted by the things about us 
physical quality and In their effects upon protoplasm. As 
vefore, as visual forms ears be distinguis hed , a differeat lades!' 
ghtseensations becomes obviously advantageous. The form 
o be differentiated *re probably yellow and blue, or perhaps 
be truer to say ^ warm colour and " cold " colour, upon 

ore followed a further differentiation of the warm colour 
and green! It Is interesting to nuts that all possible erne-
colour constitute a specific continuum. We may moment It 
ere, in which (0) the maximum of luminosity is at one pole 
minimum at the other: (b) the writs of colours proper (red 

and through purple back to red), constituting a closed 
located round the equator or in roam parallel to it, accords, 

and (e:) the mot* of mtonation (or absence of white) for 
is sone of illumination increases with distance kola the axi• 

ding with the quality of auditory matador we have to 
ish between the simple sensations called toms sad the 
n-complexes, either clangs or noises. which rank hem 

n bination. Simple tones also coast item a qualitative com-
bat it has only one dimension, their so.called " pitch "; 

y be represented by a straight line ranging between two 
r km indefinite extremes. If intensity, that is to say 
s, is taken into account, we have of course a continuum 
dimensions. The tone-continuum is also universally 

d as steadily diminishing In massiveness or extensity 
pitch rises. And, in fact, as we approach the lower 
matter Ili tam there are no objects absolutely black, acme 

devoid of all lustre and completely absorbent of light. But 
s nut affect the argument. 
assumed that the physiological differentiation of the retina 

anced from the centre,where vision is mon distinct. towards 
Tin when it is best so; and it is found that stimulation of 
yin yields nom but 'dogmatic sensation., stimulation of a 
intermediate sold only sensation. of yellow or Woe, and 
stimulation alone sensation* of every Wm. Farther, total 
"oldness is extremely we, whore red-green colear-blind-
mumratively otoneen 

the 	deep or gum team boons M. " aeon," de 
at length distinct, more or km pervasive, tremors are felt rather 
than beard as distinct impulses on the ear-drum. The so-called 
high or acute tones 'pis, as we approach their limit, are 
accompanied by lacteal, often more or less pairdul, sensations, 
as if the ear were pierced by a fine needle. This 0300131d0O dal 
auditory with tactual sensations confirms the independent 
evidence of biology pointing to an original differentiation at 
sound from touch. The specie/ characteristics of tone-cons. 
pion, whether clangs or noises, are due to the remarkable 
analytic power which belongs to the sense of hearing. Two 
colours cannot be simultaneously presented unless they are 
differently localised, but several tones may form one complex 
whole within which they, as " partial " tones, am distinguish-
able, though spatially undifferentiated. 

Unlike the higher senses of sight and heating, the lower senses 
of touch, taste, nnell, dec., do not constitute quaitative ores 
tutus. Temperatures may indeed be represented se reeding 
in opposite directions, i.e. through beat or through coid, 
between a zero of no sensation and the mink sensations due 
to the destructive action of both extreme, beat and cold alike. 
But the continuity in this eases intensive rather than imam. 
Live. Tastes fall into the four isolated qualities known as sweat, 
sour, bitter, saline; but lends hardly admit of claudication 
at all. Sometimes of touch and sight have in • pre-eminent 
degree a certain peculiar contiguity which differentiations of 
extensity entail, and which we shall have presently to amaider 
further under the tkle of local signs. The various somas ions 
classed together as organic, Imager, OW, physical pain, flec., 
are left to the physiologist to (loathe. 

Our motor preustations contrast with the sensory by their 
want of striking qualitative differences. They are divided 
into two groups: (4s) motor presentations proper and Mwwsoma 
(I) audio-motor of kinaesthetic presentations. The 
former answer to our " feelings of muscular effort " or " feelings 
of innervatioa." The latter are throe presentation doe to 
the straining of tendons, stretching and flexing of the skit, and 
the like, by which the healthy num knows that his efforts to 
move are followed by movement. sad so knows the position 
of his body and limbs. It is owing to the absence of these 
presentation that the anaesthetic patient cannot directly tel 
whether his efforts are effectual or not. mar in what position big 
limbs have been placed by movements from without. Thus 
under 1100001 cisesunstances motor presentations are always 
secomputied by au dioototori but in disease and in paring 
movements they are separated and their distinctness tins 
nude manifest. Originally we may 'oppose kinaesthetic pre-
sentations to have kneed one imperfectly differentiated 
continuum, but Dow, as with seasseions, they have became 
• collection d special cumin s, via. the groups of movements 
pownhle to each limb and certain combinations of these 
movements. 

But whereas kinaesthetic presentations wen cornmeal, allowed 
to be purely sensory. the concomitants of centripetal exatatione-
hence the older name of ^ muscular or sixth sense " applied to them 
by Sir Charles Bell. Weber. Sir William Hamilton and °them-
e...cern*/ motor posst•tations popper, a very Merest view, Ent 
tentatively advanced by the great physiologist Johannes Melia. 
and adopted by Helmholtz. Wundt. and mpecially by Bain. bag 
prevailed. It is. however. now generally dt,redited. if not corns 
pletely overthrown. ,  According to this view, " the characteristic 
el ding of exerted lame " must be rapid... Baia widatalard. •: oat 
e arts* from an inward tamemismea ... but as the cowcomart 

of the *ping cement by wha-h the muscles are stimulated to asx " 
p. 791. The necessity for this assumption has orrtmnly not 

been estabrnbed on physiological grounds, rim apparently did Rain 
rely prisoanly on these: for at the very owlet at his diaries we 
Ind hint .ayiag " that action is a wore acumen and 

i  property of our constitution thee any of our sessaticam = irli  enema 
as • component part into every one of our senses " ea. p 59). 
But this Important psychological truth is affirmed as meeeouely by 
seine, at any rate (e g. Professor James) of tisin's opponent,. as 0 WOO 
by Bain kinnelf. Unhappily many, under the mum pycbophytlul  

*Cf. Simian The Beek as an Owe of Iliad (deo). pp. tqt seg.; 
'Wrier. The ladsows 4 Or Bram (18436). Ind ad. pp. yea sgq.; 
bow Prim** 4 Pepsheieo (c1330). cis meet 
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bias and so iodated, like the upholders of this innervation t 
look for evidence of subjective activity in the wrong place, have been 
led to doubt or to deny the reality of this activity altogether. In 
fact, this theory,  while it lasted, tended to sustain an undue separa-
tion of so-called " sensory " from so-called " motor' presentations, 
as if living cxpmtcncrs were literally an alternation of two independent 
states, one wholly passive and the other wholly active, corresponding 
to the anatomical distinction of organs of sense and organs of move-
ment. The subject of experience or Ego does not pass to and fro 
between a senserium common. or intelligence department and a 
sugoriong commie or executive, is not in successive intervals 
receptive and active, still less always passive, but rather always 

ac xter
tivenally 6.11 

 W 
rapport with an active Non-Ego, commonly called the 

EwW. 
Perception. 

i7. In treating apart of the differentiation of our sensory 
and motor continua, as resulting merely in a number of dm-
/arm $yes. tinguishable sensations and movements, we have 
meat or been compelled by the exigencies of exposition 
immaeuels- to leave out of sight another process which really 
advances poi pans with this differentiation, viz. the 
integration or synthesis of these proximately elementary 
presentations into those complex presentations which are 
called percepts, intuitions, sensors-motor reactions and the 
like. It is, of course, not to be supposed that in the 
evolution of mind any creature attained to such variety of dis-
tinct sensations and movements as a human being possesses 
without making even the first step towards building up this 
material into the most rudimentary knowledge and action. On 
the contrary, there is every reason to think, as has been said 
already incidentally, that further differentiation was helped 
by previous integration, that perception prepared the way for 
distincter sensations, and purposive action for more various 
movements. This process of synthesis, which is in the truest 
sense a psychical process, deserves some general consideration 
before we proceed to the several complexes that result from it. 
Most complexes, certainly the most important, are conse-
quences of that principle of subjective selection whereby in-
teresting sensations lead through the intervention of feeling to 
movements; and the movements that turn out to subeerve such 
interest come to have a share in it. In this way—which we 
need not stay to examine more closely now—it happens that 
• certain sensation, comparatively intense, and a certain move-
ment, definite enough to control that sensation, engage atten-
tion, to the more or less complete exclusion of the other less 
intense sensations and more diffused movements that accompany 
them. Apart from this Intervention of controlling movements, 
the presentation-continuum, however much differentiated, would 
remain for all purposes of knowledge little better than the tits-
emanated manifold for which Sant took it. At the same time 
is is to be remembered that the subject obtains command of 
particular movements out of all the soave involved in emotional 
expression only because such movements prove on occurrence 
adapted to control certain sensations. A long process, in 
which natural selection probably played the chief part at the 
outset—subjective selection becoming more prominent as the 
process advanced—must have been necessary to secure as much 
purposive movement as even a worm displays. We must look 
to subjective interest to explain, so far as psychological ex-
planation is possible, those syntheses of motor and sensory 
presentations which we all spatial perception and the in-
tuitions of material things. For example, some of the earliest 
lessons of this kind seem to be acquired as we may presently 
see, in the process of exploring the body by means of the limbs, 
—a process for which grounds in subjective interest can 
obviously never be wanting. 

Perception sometimes means only the recognition of a sen-
sation 

 
or movement as distinct from its original presentation, 

thus implying the more or less definite revival 
of certain residua of past experience which re- Peessetaw. 
sembled ths: present. More frequently it is used 

as the equivalent of what has been otherwise called the 
" localisation and projection " of sensations—that is to say, 
of sensations apprehended cities as affectime of some part of  

our own body regarded as extended or as states of some foreign 
body beyond it. According to a former usage, strictly taken, 
there might be perception without any spatial presentation 
at all; a sensation that had been attended to a few times 
might be perceived as familiar. According to the latter, as 
entirely new sensation, provided it were complicated with motes 
experiences in the way required for Its localization or pro-
jection, would be perceived. But as a matter of fact actual per-
ception probably invariably includes both cases: impressions 
which we recognize we also localize or project, and impressions 
which are localized or projected are never entirely new—they are, 
at least, perceived as sounds or colours. or aches, atc. It will, 
however, frequently happen that we are specially concerned with 
only one side of the whole process, as is the case with • lei-
taster or a colour-taxer on the one hand, or, on the other, with the 
patient who is perplexed to decide whether what be sees and 
bears is " subjective," or whether it is " real." But there is 
still a distinction called for: perception as we now know it In-
valves not only recognition (or assimilation) and localization, or 
" spatial reference," as it is not very happily termed, but it usually 
involves " objective reference " as well. We may perceive 
sound or light without any presentation of that which sounds or 
shines; but none the less we do not regard such sound or light 
as merely the object of our attention, as having only immanent 
existence, but as the quality or change or state of a thing, an 
object distinct not only from the subject attending but 110011 all 
presentations whatever to which it attends. Here again the 
actual separation is impossible, because this factor in perception 
has been so intertwined throughout our mental development 
with the other two. Still a careful psychological analysis nil l 
show that such " reification," as we might almost call it, has 
depended on special circumstances, which we can at any 
rate conceive absent. These special drcumstancos are briefly 
the constant conjunctions and successions of irnpressious, far 
which psychology can give no mason, and the constant move-
meets to which they prompt Thus we receive together, e.g. 
those impressions we now recognize as severally the scent, 
colour, and " feel " of the rose we pluck and handle. We might 
call each a " percept," and the whole a " complex percept." 
But there is more in such a complex than a sum of partial per-
cepts; there is the apprehension or intuition of the rose as a 
thing having this scent, colour and texture. We have, then, 
under perception to consider (a) the recognition and (b) the 
localization of impressions, and (c) the intuition of things. 

tg The range of the terms recognition or assimilation of 
impressions is wide: between the simplest mental process they 
may be supposed to denote and the most comae:A.k.a.. 
there is a great difference. The penguin that ass 
watched unmoved the first landing of man upon its lon"ens 
lonely rock becomes as wild and wary as more civilized 
fowl after two or three visits from its mobsters it thee 
recognizes that featherless biped. His friends at home also 

him though altered by years of peel and exposure. 
rIn reatter case some trick of voice or manner, soma " strik-
ing" feature, calls up and sustains a crowd of memories of the 
teaveUer to the past—events leading on to the moat scene. 
The two recognitions are widely different, and it is from states 
of mind more like the latter than the former that psychologists 
have usually drawn their description of perception. At the 
outset, they say, we have a primary promenade's or impassion 
P, and after sundry repetitions them remains a mass or a series 
of P residua, Apos  . ; perception ensues when, swam 
or later, P. "alb up" and asaocItes itself with these rote 
sentatiotts or ideas. Much of our later perception, and especially 
when we are at all interested, awakens, no doubt, both distinct 
memories and distinct expectations; but, since these Imply 
previous perceptions, it is obvious that the earliest form of re-
cognition, or, as we might better call it, assimilation, must be 
free from such complications, can have acids* in it answering 
to the overt judgment, P., is a P. Assimilation involve. re-
testiveness and differentiation, as we have seen. and prepare 
the way for re-presentation; but itself there is no cenfrouting 
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the new with the old, no dettermination of lflr. y sad  no  sub-
sequent classification. The pure sensation we may regard as • 
psychological myth; and the simple image, or such sensation 
revived, seems equally mythical, as we may see later on. The 
oath sensation is not like the first: it is a change in a presen-
tation-continuum that has itself been changed by those pre-
ceding; and it cannot with any propriety be said to reproduce 
these past sensations, for they never had the individuality which 
such reproduction implies. Nor does it associate with images 
like itself, since where there is sasociation there must first have 
been distinctness, and what can be associated can also, for WSW 
good time at least, be dissociated. 

ig. To treat of the localization of impressions is really to 
give an account of the steps by which the psychological 

individual comes to a knowledge of space. At 
or tower the outset of such an inquiry it seems desirable first 
lobos. of at to make plain what lies within our purview, 
and what does not, lest we disturb the peace of those who, ma-
founding philosophy and psychology, are ever eager to fight for 
or against the a priori character of this element of knowledge. 
That space is a priori in the epistemological sense it is no con-
cern of the psychologist either to assert or to deny. Psycho-
logically a priori or original in such sense that it has been either 
actually or potentially an dement in all presentation from the 
very beginning it certainly is not. It will help to make this 
matter clearer if we distinguish what philosophers frequently 
confuse, viz. the concrete spatial experiences, constituting 
actual localization for the individual, and the abstract con-
cept of space, generalired from what is found to be common in 
such experiences. A gannet's mind " possessed of " a philoso-
pher, if such a conceit may be allowed, would certainly afford 
its tenant very different spatial experiences from those he might 
share if be took up his quarters in a rook. So, any one who 
has revisited in alter years a place from which he laid been 
absent since childhood knows how largely a " personal equa-
tion," as it were, enters into his spatial perceptions. Or the 
same truth may be brought home to him if, walking with • 
friend more athletic than himself, they come upon a ditch. which 
both know to be twelve feet wide, but which the one feels he can 
clear by a jump and the other feels be cannot. in the concrete 
" up " is much more than a different direction from "along." 
The hen-harticr, which cannot soar, is indiffereut to a quarry a 
hundred feet above it—to which the peregrioe, built for soaring, 
would at once give chase—but is on the alert as won as it de-
scries prey of the same apparent magnitude, but upon the ground. 
Similarly, in the concrete, the body is the origin or datum to 
which all positions are rcferred, and such positions differ net 
merely quantitatively but qualitatively. Moreover, our various 
bodily movements and their combinations constitute a net-
work of • co-ordinates, qualitatively distinguishable but gee-
Metric*, so, to put it, both redundant and incomplete. It 
is a long way from these facts of perception, which the brutes 
*hare with us, to that scientific concept of space as having three 
dimensions and no qualitative differences which we have 
elaborated by the aid of thought and language, and which reason 
may see to be the logical presuppoSition of what in the order of 
mental development has chronologically preceded it. That the 
experience of space is not psychologically original seems obvious 
--quite apart from any successful explanation of its origin—
from the mere conenJeration of its complexity. Thus we must 
have a plurality of objects—A out of B, B beside C, distant 
from D, and so on; and these relations of externality, juxtapo-
sition, and size or distance imply further specialisation; for with 
a mere plurality of objects we have not straightway spatial 
differences. Juxtaposition, e.g. is only possible when the related 
objects form a continuum; but, again, not any continuity is 
extensive. Now how has this complexity come about? 

The first condition of spatial experience seems to lie In what 
has been noted above (I al) as the extensity of sensation. This 

much we may allow is original; for the longer we 
reflect the more clearly we see that no combination 

et association of sensations .varying only in Intensity 

quality. net  eves if motor pnemeations are added, all 
account for this spece-element In oar preemptions. A series 
of touches a, b, e, d may be combined with a WWI of move-
monis en, on, oft. mu; both series may be reversed; and Melly 
the touches may be presented simultaneously. In this way we 
can attain the knowledge of the coeshtenee of objects that have 
a certain quasi-distance between them, and such expaienoe is an 
important element in our perception of space; but it is not the 
whole of it. For, as has been already remarised by critics of the 
meociationist psychology, we have m experience very similar 
to this in singing and heating musical notes or the chromatic 
scale. The most elaborate attempt to get extensity out of 
anemias and coexistence is that of Herbert Spencer. Ile has 
dons, perhaps, all that can be done, and only to make it the more 
plain that the entire posesdare is a Peruse minims We 
do not first experimos a socciedm of towhee or of retinal 
excitations by means of movemeens, and then, when theme 
impregnate are simultaneously presented, regard them as 
menave, because they are associated with or symbolise the 
original series of movements; but, before and span from 
movement altogether, we experience that massiveness or extensity 
of impressions in Mich movements enable us to And position', 
sad also to measure. ,  But it will be objected, perhaps not with-
out impatience, that this amounts to the monstrous absurdity 
of making the contents of consciousness extended. The edge of 
this objection will beet be turned by rendering the concept of 
extensity more precise. Thus, suppose • postage stamp plated 
on the back of the hand; we have in consequence a certain sen-
sation. If another be added beside it, the new experience 
would not be adequately described by merely saying we have 
a greater quantity of sensation, for Intensity involves quantity, 
and increased intensity is not what is meant. For a sensa-
tion of a amain intensity, say a seasation of red, cannot be 
changed .  Into one having two qualities, red sad blue, leaving 
the intensity unchanged; but with extemity this change is pod-
able. Fat one of the postage stamps a piece of wet loth of 
the same Me might be substituted and the massiveness of the 
compound sensation remain very much the same. Intensity 
belongs to what may be called graded quantity: it admits of 
increment or decrement, but is not a sum of perm. Extensity, 
on the of her hand,does imply plurality: we might call it latent or 
merged plinality or a " ground " of plurality, inasmuch as to 
say that a angle presentation has maniveriess is to say that 
a portion of the penseatationtontiouum at the moment 
undifferentiated is capable of diffareatiatios. 

Attributing this property of ertemity to the marinaded,- 
continuum as a whole, we may call the relation of any particular 
sensation to this larger whole its toed rice, and can see 
that, so long as the extensity of • presentat ion admits 
of diminution without the presentation becoming tiff such presen-
tation either has or may have two or more local signs—its parts, 
taken separately, though identical in quality and intensity, 
having a differeat relation to the whole. Such difference of 
relation must be reseeded fautfamentaity as a ground or possi-
bility of distinctness of sign—whether as befog the ground or 
possibility of different complexes or otherwise--rather than as 
being from the beginning such an overt difference as the term 
" local sign," when used by Lone, is meant to imply, From 

t We MR ever in danger eiexagerating the competence of a new 
tnd the associatiomsts seem to have fallen into this 

mi 	only in the use they have made of the concept of aen- 
da 

 
in psychology is general, but in the stress they have laid 

up t he fact of movement when mplaining our space-perceptions in 
Da alai . Indeed, both ideas have here conspired against them— 
as, ition in keeping up the notion that we have only to .deal with 
a 	„f discrete impressions, and movement in kmpang to the 
I rc 	td■ si of sequence. Mill's Exam; 'swims of liamillors (3rd ed. 
p. 	-.11 surely ought to convince us that, uMem we are prepares 
to seemsseems to do, " that the idca of space is at bottom one 
of . 276), we must admit the inadequacy of our weeks= 
of movement to explain the origin of it. 

'To illustrate what Is meant by different complexes it will be 
enough to refer to the psychological implications of the jact that 
scarcely two portions of the sensitive surface of the human body are 
anatomically alike. Not oaly in the distribution and character of 
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this point of view we may sly that more partial presentations 
are concerned in the sensation corresponding to two stamps than 
in that corresponding to one. The fact that these partial 
presentations, though identical in quality and intensity, on the 
one hand are not wholly identical, and on the other are presented 
Only as a quantity and not as a plurality, is explained by the 
distinctness along with the continuity of their local signs. 
Assuming that to every distinguishable part of the body there 
corresponds a local sign, we may allow that at any moment only 
a certain portion of this continuum is definitely within the field 
of • consciousness; but no one will maintain that a part of one 
hand is ever felt as continuous with part of the other or with 
part of the face. Local signs have thus an invariable relation 
to each other: two continuous signs are not one day coincident 
and the next widely separate.,  , This last fact is only Implied in 
the mere massiveness of a sensation in so far as this admits of 
differentiation into local signs. We have, then, when the differ-
entiation is accomplished, a plurality of presentations constitut-
ing an extensive continuum, presented simultaneously, and 
having certain fixed and invariable relations to each other. Of 
such experience the typical case is that of passive touch, though 
the other senses exemplify it. It must be allowed that our 
concept of space in like manner involves • fixed continuit9 of 
positions; but then it involves, further, the possibility of move-
ment. Now in the continuum of local signs there is nothing 
whatever of this; we might call this continuum an implicit 
pleitaes. It only becomes the presentation of occupied space 
after its several local signs are complicated in an orderly way with 
active touches, when in fact we have experienced the contrast 
of movements with contact and movements without, Le. in 
SUMO. It is quite true that we cannot now think of this plenum 
except as a space, because we cannot divest ourselves of these 
motor experiences by which we have explored it. We can, how-
ever, form some idea of the difference between the perception 
of space and this one element in the perception by contrasting 
massive internal sensations with massive superficial ones, or 
the general sensation of the body as " an animated organism " 
with our perception of it as extended. Or we may express the 
difference by remarking that =tension implies the distinction of 
here and there, while extensity rather suggests ubiquity. 

It must seem strange, if this conception of estanaity is essential 
to a psychological theory of space, that it has escaped notice so 
long. The reason may be that in investigations into the origin 
of our knowledge of space it was always the concept of space and 
not our concrete space percepts that came up for examination. 
Now in apace as we conceive it one position is distinguishable 
from another solely by its co-ordinates, La by the magnitude 
and signs of certain lines and angles, as referred to a certain 
datum, position or origin; and these elements our motor 
experiences seem fully to explain. But on reflection we ought, 
surely, to be puzzled by the question, how these coexistent 
positions could be known before thaws movements were made 
which constitute them different positions. The link we thus 
suspect to be Wilk' is supplied by the mere concrete experiences 
we obtain from our own body, is which two positions have a 
qualitative duference or " local colour " independently of woos-
ann. True, such positions would not be known as spatial 
without movement; but neither would the movement be known 
as spatial bad those positions no other difference than such as 

the nerve-endings but in the variety of the underlying parts --in 
place bone, in another fatty tissue, in others tendons or musd s 
variously arranged—we find ample ground for diversity in " tl,a 
local colouring of sensations. And comparative zoology helps .5 
to see how such diversity has been developed as external impress:lora 
and the answering movements have gradually differentiated aa 
organism originally almost homogeneous and symmetrical. Beta,. 
one point and another on the surface of a sphere there is no grow.d, 
of difference: but this is no longer true if the sphere revolves round a 
fixed axis, still less if it also runs in one direction along its axis. 

The improvements in the sensibility of our " spatial sense " core 
Frequent on practice, its variations under the action of drugs. &c., Ie 
obviously no real contradiction to this; on the contrary. such fa. ,s 
are all in favour of making extensity a distinct factor in our spa ,-  e 
experience and one more fundamental than that of movement.  

=lees from movement. In a baleen drifting steadily in a 
fog we should, have no more experience of change of position 
than if it hung becalmed and still. 

We may now consider the part which movement plays in 
elaborating the presentations of this dimensionless continuum 
into percepts of space. In so doing we must 
bear in mind that while this continuum implies the 111.1".  
incopresentability of two impressions having the 
same local sign, it allows not only of the presentation of 
sensations of varying massiveness, but also of a sensation 
involving the whole continuum siondloneousfy, as in Bain% 
classic example of the warm bath. As regards the motor 
element itself, the first point of importance is the incopre-
sentability and invariability of a successive series of atollio-
motor or kinaesthetic presentations, P,, Ps, Ps, IN. Ps 
cannot be presented along with IN, and from P, It is Impos-
sible to reach P, again save through P, and 1%. Such a 
series, taken alone, could afford us, it is evident, nothing 
but the knowledge of an invariable sequence of impressions 
which it was in our own power to produce. Calling the series 
of P's " positional signs," the contrast between them and local 
signs is obvious. Both are invariable, but succession character-
izes the one, simultaneity the other; the one yields potential 
position without place, the other potential place (reeve) without 
position; hence we call them both merely signs" But in the 
course of the movements necessary to the exploration of the 
body—probably our earliest lesson in spatial perception—these 
positional signs receive a new significance from the active and 
passive touches that accompany them, just as they impart to 
these last a significance they could never have alone. 

It is only in the resulting complex that we have the pre senter
tions of actual position and of spatial magnitude. For space, 
though conceived as a coexistent continuum, =dudes the notion 
of omnipresence or ubiquity; two positions 14 and t, must coexist, 
but they are not strictly distinct positions so long as we conceive 
ourselves present in the same sense in both. But, if Pi and p, 
ere, e.g. two impressions produced by compass points touching 
two different spots as is and f, on the hand or arm, and we place 
a finger upon 1, and move it to 1,, experiencing thereby the 
series Ps, l's, Ps, P,, this series constitutes 1, and 1, into positions 
and also invests F, and F, with a relation not of mere distinct-
ness as roves but of definite distance. The resulting complex 
perhaps admits of symbolisation as follows:— 
	 nrer.Par,r, F,ran 	 

Test 
PiPiPsPe 

Here the first line represents a portion of the tactual continuum, 
F. and P, being distinct " feels," if we may so say, or passive 
touches presented along with the fainter sensations of the con-
tinuum as a whole, which the general " body-sense " involves; 
T stands for the active touch of the exploring finger and I', to 
the corresponding kinaesthetic sensation regarded as pod-
tional sign "; the rest of the succession, as not actually present at 
this stage but capable of revival from past explorations, is sym-
bolized by the It I and Am. 

When. the series of movements is accompanied by active 
touches without passive there arises the distinction bet wens one's 
own body and foreign bodies; when the initial movement of a 
series is accompanied by both active and passive touches, the 
final movement by active touches only, and the intermediate 
movements are unaccompanied by either, we get the further 
presentation of empty space lying between is and them—bet 
only when by frequent experience of contacts along with these 
intermediate movements we have come to know all movement 
as not only succession but change of position. Thus active 
touches come at length to be projected, passive touchil 
alone being localized in the stricter sense. But in acted 
fact, of course, the localization of one impression is not perfecto! 
before that of another is begun, and we must take are lest out 
necessarily meagre exposition give rise to the mistaken •aids. 

Thus a place may be knows topographically without its porkies 
being knows geographically, and vice war 
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that becolhing an impreedos consists whisk and solely in 
perionning or imaging the particular movements necessary to 
odd actives touches to a group of passive Impressions. That this 
cannot suffice is evident merely from the consideration that 
doe* position out of relation to all other positions is a contra-
dictkot.e Localisation, though it depends ea many special 
experiences of the kind described, is not like an artificial product 
which he completed a part at a time, but is essentially a growth, 
its several constituents advancing together in definiteness and 
intercoms then. So fat bas this development advanced that we 
he not oven imagine the special movements which the localisation 

of an impression implies, that is to say, they are no longer dis-
tinctly represented as they would be if we definitely intended to 
males them: the pest experiences are " retained," but too mach 
blended he the mere perception to be appropriately spoken of 
as cememthmed or imaged. 

A 	of this almost Instinctive character of men Or earliest 
percepts it will be appropriate to animadvert on • misleading 

Implication m the current use ,2( such terms as " localization, 

T'rac
don," " reference," " spatial reference " and the like. 
plkatien is that *UMW space. or the body as extended, ie 

la some wort presented or supposed apart from the localization, 
projection or reference of impressions to suchscene. That it ma 
he possible to tout a book in its place on a *hen there must be (1 
the book. and %W. distinct and apart from it, the place an the steel . 
But in the • ution of our spatial experience impressions and 
positions are not thus peeserhted apart. We can have, or at least 
we can suppose. an  Impeespiee which is recegnirod without being 

'  localised as has been already said but if it is localized this means 
that a more complex presentation is formed by the addition of new 
elements, set that a second distinct object Is presented and some 
Indescribable conneldon established between the impression and it. 
still laps that the impression is referred to something not strictly 
presented at all. The truth is that the body .  as &mid is from the 

ogical point of view not pen:rived at all apart from localized psychological 
In Ube manner imprftsione prolected (or the absence 

tcicfcalmemone projected) coedit:a all that is perceived as the 
(or unoccopied),epace beyond. It is not till a much later 

stage. after many varying experiences of different impressions 
limited),  or rejected, that even the mere materials are 

speesent for the formation of such an abstract concept of apace as 
patial reference" implies. ,  Psychologists, being themselves at 

this later stap, are apt to commit the oversight of introducing it 
into the metier stage which they have to expound. 

so. In • complex percept, such as that of an orange or a piece 
of war, may be distinguished the following points concerning 

which psychology may be expected to give an 
tesmiee M maw 	account: (a) the object's reality, (b)its solidity or occu- 

pation of space, (c) its unity and complexity, (d) its per-
manence, or rather its continuity in time and (e) its substantiality 
and the connexion of Its attributes and powers. Though, in 
fed, these Items are most intimately blended, our exposition will 
be dearer if we consider each for a moment apart. 

tr. The terms actuality and reality have each more than one 
seeming. Thus what is real, in the sense of material, is opposed 

to what is mental; as the existent or actual it is 
4°8267 if  opposed to the ton-existent ; and spin, what is actual Mena. 

is distinguished from what is possible or necessary. But 
here both terms, with a certain shade of difference, In so far as 
actual is more appropriate to movements and events, are used, 
in satitbais to whatever is ideal or represented, for what is 
eonse•given or presented. This seems at last their primary 
psychological meaning; and it is the one most in vogue in Eng-
lish philosophy at any rate, oveminged as that is with psycho- 
lee, Any examination of this characteristic will be best 
deferred tffl we come to deal with ideation generally (see I 31 
beient). Meanwhile It may suffice to remark that reality or 
actuality is not • single distinct element added to the others 
which enter into the complex presentation we all a thing. 

I Cl. on this point Poison'. 1.4 Same et rbotekbet. pp. 74 sqq• 
*Thus Locke says, " Our simple ideas N.e. presentations or 

impressions, as we should now ssyl are all real —and not fictions as 

truzyst  triltaivataidv4  cast:7.4.1:V explesitkcit; more 

"The ideas imprinted on the sensesuby the Author of Nature are 
cored real Weer; and those excited is the imagination, being less 
mein, vivid and constant, are more properly termed ideas or nears 

amp. which the copy et sepossa • Wm. of Hem Knew.. 
In- i 33). 

as odour or solidity may be. Neither is It • special relation 
among these elements, like that of substance sad attribute, for 
example. In these respects the red and the Ideal, the actual 
and the possible, are alike; all the dements or qualities within 
the complex, and all the relations of those elements to each other, 
am the same in the rose represented as in the presented rose. 
The difference turns not upon what these elements are, regarded 
as qualities or relations pemented or represented, but upon 
whatever it is that distinguishes the presentation from the 
representation of any given qualities or relations. Now this dis-
tinction, as we shall see, depends partly upon the relation of such 
complex presentation to other presentations in emsciousoess 
with it, partly upon its relation as a presentation to the subject 
whose presentation it is. In this respect we find • difference, 
not only between the simple qualities, such as cold, hard, red and 
sweet in strawberry ice, e.g. as presented and as represented, 
but also, though less conspicuously, in the spatial, and even the 
temporal, telations which rata into our intuition as distinct 
from our imagination of it. So then, reality or actuality Is not 
strictly an item by heed, but a thaseteristic of all the items that 
follow. 

b. In the so-called physical solidity or Impenetrability of 
things our properly motor presentations or " feelings of effort 
or innervation " come specially into play. They 
are not entirely absent in those movements of 14"....".. 
exploration by which we attain a knowledge of 
space; but it is when thee* movements are definitely resisted, 
or are only possible by increased effort, that we reach the full 
meaning of body as that which occupies space. Heat and cold, 
light and sound, the natural man regards as reel, and by and by 
perhaps as due to the powers of things known orunknown, but not 
as themselves things. At the outset alkaline all corporeal like his 
own body, the first and archetypal thing, that is to say: things are 
intuited only when teeth is acompaned by proms  and, though 
at • later stage passive touch without pressure may suffice, this 
is only because presorts depending on • subjective initiative, 
i A. on voluntary muscular exertion, have been previously ex-
perienced. It is of more than psychological interest to remark 
how the primordial factor in materiality is thus due to the pro-, 
jail°a of a subjectively determined reaction to that action 
of a not-self of which sense-impressions consist—an actin of 
the not-self which, of course, is not known as each till this pro-
jection of the subjective reaction has taken place. Still we must 
remember that accompanying ease-Impressions are a condition 
of its projection; muscular effort without simultaneous sensa-
tions of contact would not yield the distinct presentation of 
something resistant occupying the space into which we have 
moved and would move again. Nay more, it is Is the highest 
degree an essential circumstance in this experience that muscular 
effort, though subjectively initiated, is stall only possible when 
there is contact with something that, as it seems, is making an 
effort the counterpart of our own. But this something is so far 
no more than thing-stuff; without the elements next to be 
considered our psychological individual would tall short of the 
complete intuition of distinct things. 

c. The remaining important factors in the peychological 
constitution of things might be described in general terms as 
the time-relations of their components. Such Ida._ 
lions are themselves in no way psychologically deta-rb4kat, 
mined; impressions recur with a certain order or want 
of order quite independently of the subject's interest or of any 
psychological principles of synthesis or association whatever. 
It is essential that impressiffits should recur, and recur as 
they have previously occurred, if knowledge is ever to begin; 
out of a continual chaos of sensation, all matter and no form, 
such as some plulosephas ducat, nothiog but chaos could 
result. But a aux of impressions having this real or sense-given 
order will not suffice; there must be also attention to and 
retention of the order, and these indispensable processes at 
least are psychological. 

But for its familiarity we mould marvel at the fact that out 
of the variety of impressions simultaneously presented we do 
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sot instantly group together all the sounds and all the colours, 
all the touches and all the smells; but, dividing what is given 
together, single out a certain sound or smell as belonging 
together with a certain colour and feel, similarly singled out 
from the rest, to what we call one thing. We might wonder, too 
—those at least who have made so much of association by 
similarity ought to wonder—that, say, the white of snow calls 
up directly, not other shades of white or other colours, but the 
expectation of cold or of powdery softness. The first step in 
this process has been the simultaneous projection Into the same 
occupied space of the several impressions which we thus come 
to regard as the qualities of the body filling ft. Yet such simul-
taneous and coincident projection would avail but little unless 
the constituent impressions were again and again repeated in 
like order so as to prompt anew the sante grouping, and unless, 
further, this constancy in the one group was present along with 
changes in other groups and In the general field. There is 
nothing in its first experience to tell the infant that the song of 
the bird does not inhere in the hawthorn whence the notes pro-
ceed, but that the fragrance of the mayflower does. It is only 
where a group, as a whole, has been found to change its position 
relatively to other groups, and—apart from casual relations—
to be independent of changes of position among them, that such 
complexes can become distinct unities and yield a world of 
things. Again, because things are so often a world within 
themselves, their several parts or members not only having 
distinguishing qualities but moving and changing with more or 
less independence of the rest, it comes about that what is from 
one point of view one thing becomes from another point of view 
several--lice a tree with its separable branches and fruits, for 
example. Wherein then, more precisely, does the unity of a 
thing consist? This question, so far as it here admits of answer, 
carries us over to temporal continuity. 

d. Amidst all the change above described there is one thing 
comparatively fixed: our own body is both constant as a group 

and a constant item in every field of groups; and not 
7°°°"' only so, but It is beyond an.  other things an object coui..0  

of continual and peculiar interest, inasmuch as our 
earliest pleasures and pains depend solely upon it and what 
affects it. The body becomes, in fact, the earliest form of self, 
the first datum for our later conceptions of permanence and 
individuality. A continuity like that of self is then transferred 
to other bodies which resemble our own, so far as our direct 
experience goes, in passing continuously from place to place 
and undergoing only partial and gradual changes of form and 
quality. As we have existed—or, more exactly, as the body has 
been continuously presented—during the interval between two 
encounters with some other recognized body, so this is regarded 
as having continuously existed during its absence from us. 
However permanent we suppose the conscious subject to be, it 
is hard to see bow, without the continuous presentation to it of 
such a group as the bodily self, we should ever be prompted to 
resolve the discontinuous presentations of external things into 
a continuity of existence. It might be said: Since the second 
presentation of a particular group would, by the mere workings 
of psychical laws, coalesce with the image of the first, 
this coalescence would suffice to ° generate" the concept of 
continued existence. But such assimilation is only the 
ground of an intellectual identification and furnishes no motive, 
one way or the other, for rest identification: between a second 
presentation of A and the presentation at different times of two 
A's there Is so far no difference. Real identity no more involves 
exact similarity than exact similarity involves sameness of 
things; on the contrary, we are wont to find the same thing 
alter with time, so that exact similarity after an interval, so 
far from suggesting one thing, is often the surest proof that 
there are two concerned. Of such real identity, then, it would 
seem we must have direct experience; and we have it in the 
continuous presentation of the bodily self; apart from this It 
could not be " generated " by association among changing 
presentations. Other bodies being in the first instance personified, 
that then is regarded as one thing—from whatever point of view  

we look at It, whether as pert of a larger thing or as kidf ants-
pounded of such parts—which has had one beginning In tine. 
But what is it that has thus a beginning and condemn 
indefinitely? This leads to our last point. 

a. So far we have been concerned only with the combination 
of sensory and motor presentations into groups and with the 
differentiation of group from group; the relations to 
each other of the constituents of each group still at„, 
for the most part remain. To these relations in the 
main must be referred the correlative concepts of eshstance 
and attribute, the distinction in substances of qedities and 
powers, of primary qualities and secondary, and the like.' 

Of all the constituents of things only one Is universally pretest. 
that above described as physical solidity, which presents Itself 
according to circumstances as impenetrabWty, resistance or 
weight. Things differing in temperature, colour, taste sod star 
agree in resisting compression, In filling space. Because of 
this quality we regard the wind as a thing, though it has neither 
shape nor colour, while a shadow, though it has both but not 
resistance, is the very type of nothingness. This constituak 
is invariable, while other qualities are either absent or charter 
form altering, colour disappearing with fight, sound and smells 
intermitting. Many of the other qualities—colour, temperature, 
sound, smell—increase in intensity if we advance till we touch a 
body• space; with the same movement too its visual 
magnitu«  epvaries. At the moment of contact an unvarying 
tactual magnitude is ascertained, while the other qualities and 
the visual magnitude reach a fixed maximum; then first it 
becomes possible by effort to change or attempt to change the 
position and fonts of what we apprehend. This tangible plenum 
we thenceforth regard as the scat and source of all the qualities 
we project into it. In other words, that which occupies space 
is psychologically the substantial; the other real constituents 
are but its properties or attributes, the marks or manifestations 
which lead us to expect its presence. 

Imagination or Ideation.* 

al. Before the Intuition of things has reached a stage so com-
plete and definite as that just described, Imagination or ideation 
as distinct from perception has well begun. In 
passing to the consideration of this higher form of 
mental life we must endeavour first of all analytically 
to distinguish the two as precisely as may be and then to taws 
the gradual development of the higher. 

To begin, it is very questionable whether Hume was right 
in applying Locke's distinction of simple and complex to Ideas - 
in the narrower sense as well as to impressions. " That idea 
of red," says Hume, "which we form in the dark and that 
impression which strikes our eyes in the sunshine differ only in 
degree, not in nature."' But what he seems to have ovedooker 
is that, whereas we may have a mere sensation red, we can only 
have an image or representation of a red thing or a red form, i,e of 
red in some way ideally projected or intuited. In other words, 
there are no ideas—though there are concepts—answering to 
simple or isolated impressions. The synthesis which has taken 
place in the evolution of the percept can only partially fall is 
the idea, and never so far as to leave us with a chaotic "'manifold" 
of mere sensational remnants. On the contrary, we find that 
in " constructive imagination " a new kind of effort is often 
requisite in order partially to dissociate these representational 
complexes as a preliminary to new combinations. But it Is 
doubtful whether the results of such an analysis are ever the 
ultimate elements of the percept, that la, merely Isolated 
impressions In a fainter form. We may now try to ascertain 
further the characteristic marks which distinguish what Is 
imaged from what is perceived. 

The distinction between the thing and its 	les Is one that 
might be more fully treated under the head " ETcought and Core 
ception." Still. inasmuch as the material warrant for th concepts 
is contained more or less implicity in our percepts. some conakta-
don of it is in place here. 

ideation—' ■ word of my own eoinhei." lair *MI MIL  
• Trunks. of Nomad Nadoro. bk. I. dr. S. f I. 
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The most obviate Masan is that which Haase called 

• • the force et Mebane " of pinery cementations as compared 
eas..,sess. with secondary preeenuaions. But what exactly 
memo et are we to understand by this somewhat figurative 
*Pose- language: A simple differewe of intensity cannot 
be all that is meant, for—though we may be momentarily 
confused—we can perfectly well distinguish the faintest 
impression from an image; moreover, we can reproduce such 
'raincoat impressions in idea. The whole subject of the intensity 
of representations awaits investigation. Between moonlight 
and sunlight or between midday and dawn we can discriminate 
many grades of Intensity; but it does not appear that there 
is any corresponding variation of intensity between them when 
they are not seen but imagined. Many pinions suppose they 
can imagine a waxing or a waning sound or the gradual abate-
ment of an intense pain, but what really happens in such cases 
is probably not a rise and fall in the intensity of a single repre-
sentation, but a change in the complex represented. In the 
primary presentation there has been a change of quality along 
with change of intensity, and not only so, but most frequently 
a change in the muscular adaptations of the semeorgans too. 
to say nothing of organic sensations accompanying thaw chances. 
A representation of some or all el these attendants it perhaps 
what takes place when variations of intensity are supposed to 
be reproduced. Again. hallucinations are often described as 
abnormally intense images which simply, by mason oi their 
intensity, are mistaken (or percepts. Be such statement. 
though supported by very high authority, is almost certainly 
"else. and would probably never have been made if physiological 
and epistemological considerations had been excluded se they 
ought to have been. Hallucinations, when carefully examined, 
seem jest m much as percepts to contain among their card-
tomes some primary presentation—either a so-called subjective 
sensation of sight and hearing oe some organic uneaten due 
to deranged circulation or secretion. Intensity alone, then, will 
not suffice to discriminate between impressions and images. 

What we may call sigma* steadiness is perhaps a more 
constant and not less striking characteristic of percepts. Ideas 
are not only in a continual flux, but even when we attempt 
forcibly to detain one it varies continually in darner and com-
pleteness, reminding one of nothing so much as of the illumipated 
devices made of gas jets, common at fetes, when the wind sweeps 
across them, mom: madly obliterating ma part and at the same 
time intensifying another. There is net this perpetual Sow 
and Bicker in what we perceives The impatiens entering 
consciousness st any one moment are psychologically independent 
of each other; they are equally independent of the impressions 
and images presented the moment before—indepeadent, i.e. as 
regards their order and character, not, of course, as regards the 
share of attendee they secure. Attention to be concentrated 
in one direction must be withdrawn from another, and images 
may absorb It to the exclusion of impressions as readily as a 
first imposition to the exclusion of a second. But, when 
attention it secured, a faint impression has a fixity and definite. 
ness lacking in the case of even vivid ideas. One ground for 
this definiteness and independence lies in the localization or 
projection which accompanies all perception. But why, if so, 
It might be asked, do we not confound percept and Image when 
what we imagine is imagined as definitely localized and projected? 
Because we have a contrary percept to give the Image the lie; 
where this fails, as in dreams, or where. as In hallucination, the 
Image obtains in other ways the fixity characteristic of im- 
pressions. such confusion does In fact, result. But in normal 
waking life we have the whole presentetion-continuum, as it 
were, occupied and in operation: we are distinctly conscious of 
being embodied and having our senses about us. 

But bow is this contrariety between impression and image 
possible? With eyes wide open, and while dearly aware of the 
actual field of sight and Its filling, one can recall or imagine a 
wholly different scene• lying warm in Lied one can imagine oar-
ed( out walking I. the cold. It is mks to say the times are 
different, that what is perceived Is mum and what is imaged 

is peat at future-,  The imps, it is tine, have =Min temporal 
make—at which tame presently—by which they may be frittered 
is what it past or future; but as imaged they we present, and, 
as-we have just observed, are seguded as actual whenever there 
are no correcting impression We cannot at once see the sky red 
and blue; bow is it we can imagine it the one while perceiving it 
to be the other? When we attempt to make the field of sight at 
once red and blue, as in looking through red galas with one eye 
and through blue glom with the other, either the colours merge 
and we see a purple sky or we see the sky lee of the one colour 
and then of the other in impala/ alteration. That this does 
not happen between impresses sad image shows that, whatever 
their 0900910011, images as a whale am distinct from the present a-
tioncontineant and cannot with stein propriety be spoken of 
as revived or reproduced impressions. This difference is 
manifest in another respect, vie. when we compue the effects 
of diffusion in the two mass. An increase is the intensity of a 
sensation of south entails an increase in the extensity; an increase 
of muscubr inservaten entails Mediation to adjacent muscle% 
but when a particular idea becomes clearer and more distinct, 
there rises into consciousness an associated idea qualitatively 
related probably to impede/me of quite mother class, as when 
the mail of tar mils up memories of the am-bench and fishing-
boats. Since images are thus distinct from impatiens, and yet 
so far continuous with inch other se to bum a nab in itself *a-
beam, we should be justified, if it woe convenient, in speaking 
of images as change" in a new cosainuuss; and later on we may 
see that this is co:trauma. 

Impressions then—quilike ideas--have no amorziates to whose 
preemie their own is sonannedated and on whose intensity 
their owe domed.. Each bids independently for attention, se 
that often a state of distracted" ensues, such as the train of ideas 
left to itself never occasions. The better to bear we listen; the 
better to me we look; to smell better we dilate the mem* sad 
sniff; and so with all the special senses: each sensory impression 
sets up nascent movements for its better reception) In like 
manner there is also a characteristic adjustment for images which 
can be distinguished from meow adjustments almost as readily 
as these are distinguished from asap other. We become moat 
aware et this ea, mob& matendis, we do of them, when we 
voluntarily concentrate attention upon particular ideas instead 
of remaining mere peseivespectmees, as it wore, of the general 
procasion. To this ideational adjustment may be referred 
most of the main and " besdnplitting " =elected with recol-
lecting. reaming and all that people call headwork; and the 
" abbot look " of one intently thinking or absorbed in reverie 
seems directly doe to the absence of sensory adjustment that 
accompanies the concentration of attention upon ideas. 

as. But, distinct se they are, impranions and images ste still 
closely connected. In the lust place, these are two-or three 
well. narked intermediate stages, so that, though we omeerme 
cannot directly observe it, we seem justified in maim- u cseres-
ing a steady transition from the one to the ether. As ww " 

	

, 	red 

	

the first of such intermediate stages, it is usual to 	"' 
reckon what am often, and—so far as psychology POI-
isaccuratoly, styled after-images. They would be better de-
scribed as afterunsations, inasmuch as they are due either 
(a) to the pessisence of the original peripheral excitation 
after the Menthe is withdrawn, or (s) to the effects of 
the exhaustion or the repair that immediately follows this 
excitation. In the former case they are qualitatively identical 
with the original sensation and arc called " positive," in the 
latter they are complementary to it sad are called "negative " 
(see Vision). These last, then, of which we have clear 
instances only in connexion with sight, are obviously in no 

Moreovw. is we shall see. the distinction between mend and 
past Of Future psychologically presupposes the contrast al impression 
and image. 

f Organic sensations. though distinguishable from images by their 
definite though often anatomically inaccurate localisation, furnish no 
clear evidence of such adsMations But in another repeat they we 
lint more dearly malted off from images, via. by the *mum or min 
they directly manioc 
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sort re-presentations of the origins, impression, but a sequent 
presentation of diametrically opposite quality; while positive 
after-sensations are, psychologically regarded, nothing but 
the original sensations in a state of evanescence. It is this 
continuance and gradual waning after the physical stimulus has 
completely ceased that give after-sensations their chief title to 
a place in the transition from impression to image. There is, 
however, another point: after-sensations are less affected by 
movement than impressions am. if we turn away our eyes we 
cease to see the flame at which we have been looking, but the 
after-image remains still projected before is and continues 
localized in the dark field of sight, even if we close our eyes 
altogether. This fact that movements do not suppress them, and 
the fact that yet we are distinctly aware of our sense-organs being 
concerned in their presentation, serve to mark off after-sensations 
as intermediate between primary and secondary presentations. 
The after-sensation is in reality more elementary than either 
the preceding percept or its image. In both these, in the case 
of sight, objects appear in space of three dimensions, i.e. with 
all the marks of solidity and perspective;' but the so-called 
after-image lacks all these. 

Still further removed from normal sensations (i.e. sensations 
determined by the stimuli appropriate to the sense-organ). are 
the "recurrent sensations" often unnoticed but probably expe-
rienced more or less frequently by everybody—cases, that is, 
in which sights or sounds, usually such as at the time were 
engrossing and impressive, suddenly reappear several hours or 
even days after the physical stimuli, as well as their effects on 
the terminal sense-organ, seem entirely to have ceased. Thus 
workers with the microscope often see objects which they have 
examined dining the day stand out clearly before them in the 
dark; it was indeed precisely such an experience that led the 
anatomist Henle first to call attention to these facts. But he 
and others have wrongly referred them to what he called a 
" sense-memory "; all that we know is against the supposition 
that the eye or the ear has any power to retain and reproduce 
percepts. " Recurrent sensations " have all the marks of per-
cepts which after-sensations lack; they only differ from what 
are more strictly called " hallucinations " in being independent 
of all subjective suggestion determined by emotion or mental 
derangement. 

In what Fechner has called the " memory after-image " or the 
primary memory-image, ask is better termed, we have the image 
proper in its earliest form. As an instance of what is meant may 
be cited the familial' experience that a knock at the door, the 
hour struck on the clock, the face of a friend whom we have 
passed unnoticed, may sometimes be recognized a few minutes 
later by means of the persisting image. although—apparently-- 
the 'actual impression was entirely disregarded. But in vision 
the primary memory-image can always be obtained, and is 
obtained to most advantage, by looking intently at some object 
for an instant and then closing the eyes or turning them sway. 
The image of the object will appear for a moment very vividly 
and distinctly, and can be so recovered several times in succes-
sion by an effort of attention. Such reinstatement is materially 
helped by rapidly opening and closing the eyes, or by suddenly 
moving them in any way. In this respect a primary memory-
image resembles an alter-sensation, which can be repeatedly 
revived in this manner when it would otherwise have disappeared. 
This seems to show that the primary memory-image in such cases 

The following scant quotation from Fechner, one of the best 
observers in this department, must suffice in illustration. " Lying 
awake in the early morning after daybreak, with my eyes motionless 
though open, there usually appears, when I chance to clpse them for 
a moment, the black after-image of the white bed immediately before 
me and the white after-image of the black stove-pipe some distance 
away against the opposite wall. . . . Both latter i 	1appmr a

s if they were in juxtaposition in the same plane; and. 	1.1gfi -  -when 
my eyes are open—I seem to see the white bed in its.  entirq length, 

after-image-when-image-when my eyes are short 	mown.  only a 
&army black stripe owing to the fact that di I:nit:en con 
foreshunened. But the memory-image on the other hand corn• 
pletely reproduces the pictorial illusion as it appeals when the eyes 
are open' alma* de. Psyckyitynk. ii 473).  

owes its vivacity in part to a positive after-esesatios, at any rater 
it proves that it is in some way still sense-sustained. But 
in other respects the two are very different: the after-sensation 
is necessarily presented if the Intensity of the original excitation 
suffices for its production, and cannot be presented otherwhe, 
however much we attend. Moreover, the after-sensation is 
only for a moment positive, and then passes into the negative 
or complementary phase, when, so far from even contravening 
towards the continuance of the original percept, it directly 
hinders it. Primary memory-images on the other hand, and 
indeed all images, depend mainly upon the attention gives to the 
impression, provided that was sufficient, the faintest impression 
may be long retained, and without it very intense ones will soon 
leave no trace. The primary memory-image retains so much of 
its original definiteness and intensity as to make it possible with 
great accuracy to compare two physical phenomena, one of which 
is in this way " remembered " while the other is really present . 

For the most part this is indeed a more accurate procedure than 
that of dealing with both together, but it is only possible for a 
very short time From Weber's experiments with weights and 
lines ,  it would appear that even after to seconds a considerable 
waning has taken place, and after too seconds all that is dis-
tinctive of the primary image has probably ceased. 

On the whole, then, it appears that the ordinary memory-
image is a joint effect; it is not the mere residuum of changes 
in the presentation-continuum, but an effect of these only 
when there has been some concentration of attention upon 
them. It has the form of a percept, but is not constituted of 
revived impressions, for the essential marks of impressions are 
absent; there is no localization in, or projection into, external 
space, neither is there the motor adaptation, nor the tone of 
feeling, incident to the reception of impressions. Ideas do not 
reproduce the intensity of these original constituents, but only 
their quality and complication. What we call the vividness of 
an idea is of the Nature of intensity, but it is an intensity very 
partially and indirectly determined by that of the original 
impression; it depends much more upon the state of what we 
shall call the memory-continuum and the attention the idea 
receives. The range of vividness in ideas is probably compara-
tively small; what are called variations in vividness are often 
really variations in distinctness and completeness. ,  Where we 
have great intensity, as in hallucinations, primary preseatatioas 
may be reasonably supposed to enter into the complex. 

It is manifest that the memory-continuum has been in some-
way formed out of or differentiated from the presentation. 
continuum by the movements of attention, but the precise con-
nexion of the two continua is still very difficult to determine. 
We see perhaps the first distinct step of this evolution in the 
primary memory-image: here there has been no cessation in 
presentation, and yet the characteristic marks of the impression 
are gone, so much so, indeed, that superposition without " fusion " 
with an exactly similar impression is possible. We have now to 
inquire into the genesis and development of ideation. 

Genesis and Derdopason of Ideation. 
:3. We find ourselves sometimes engrossed in present percep-

tions, as when tracing, for example, the meanderings of an ant; 
at other times we may be equally absorbed in reminiscences; 
or, again, in pure reverie and " castle-building." Here are three 
well-marked forms of conscious life: the first being concerned 
with what is, the second with what has been, and the third with 
the merely possible. Again, the first involves definite spatial 
and temporal order, though the temporal order, as just said. 
is in the main restricted to the " sensible present "; the second 
involves only definite time-order; and the last neither in a defi-
nite way. Thus, analytically regarded, perception, memory, 
imagination, show a steady advance. In infancy the first 

Dia Lein ssw Tostrinsir, 8e., PP. 86 see- 
As we have seen that there is a steady transition from percept to 

image, so. if space allowed, the study of hallucinations might male 
clear an opposite and abnormal procem—the passage, that Is to my, 
of images into peteepes. for sod% to all intents sad pureness, me 
hallucinations PrelPtiOnf MCbalagiCSOY Monied. 
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padontioates, while senility imam back to the mead; in the 
third. where simikritka suggest themselves and the contrast of 
actual and possible is explicit, we have at length the groundwork 
of logical compuison. Nevertheless, since imagination plays • 
conspicuous part in child life before much persoaal reminiscence 
appears. it would seem probable that ideas do not first arise as 
definite rasmory-images or reminiscences. On the other band, 
in the so-called homing instincts of the lower animals we 
have evidence of isolated " mwaoris " of • simpler form than 
ours. 

The subject is as difficult as it is interesting and important, and 
we can hardly hope at present for a final solution. One chief 
obstacle. as Is so often the use in psychology, lies in the unsettled 
coonotatirm of such leading terms as senowey. ossociattint and Silos. 
Even what is most fundamental of all. that " plasticity " which 
we have analysed into retentiveness, differentiation and intwation, 
Is sometimes described as if it already involved memory-ideas and 
their association. Ideas, that is to my, are identified with mere 
" residua " of former " intpsessiona" and yet at the same time are 
spoken of as" copies "of these: which is muds ke ying the evens 
ing twilight Is a replica of the noonday glare a

li
s we

m
ll as its par ties' 

gleam. Again, the continuous differentiation and redintegration of 
the presentational continuum which mark thepress of perceptual 
experience are resolved into en orignal OW I Kit),  of manna. 
tonal atoms which are associated by adhesion' of the contiguous. 
Yet before the differentiation there was no plurality. and after the 
ionnimes$4,ation tahne abrutomplesaivayity. compara blee perhaicpsath it 

 together with cement. This mistaken identification by the Astoria. 
Waist Psychology of WIN processes with simpler  and  earlier  eras 
by which they are only partially explained, has not only obscured 
the science with inappropriate concepts but has prevented the ques-
tion on which we are entering—that concerning the genesis and 
developmem of ideas—Irons being ever effectually rais d. The dis-
cussion of this %nestles' will Inadeatally yield the best refutation 
of those views. 

Experience, we say, is the acquisition of practical acquaintance 
and efficiency as the result of repeated opportunity and effort. 
This means that strangeness on the cognitive side gives place to 
familiarity , and that on the active side (lumina is superseded 
by skill. But though analytically distinct, the two sides am, as 
we have already insisted, actually inseparable: to the uninterest. 
iag we are indifferent, and what does not call for active response 
is ignored. if the original presentations whether sensory or 
motor, be A, B, C, we find then that they gradually acquire a 
new character, become, let us say, As, Bs, Cs, y  representing the 
eventual familiarity or facility, as the case may be. We find, 
again, • certain sameness In this character, however various the 
presentations to which it pertains, a sameness which points to 
the presence of subjective constituents, and to these we may assign 
the " feelings " that enter into accommodation and adjustment. 
This factor is important as evidence of a subjective cooperation 
which may enable us to dispense with the mutual " adhesions " 
and " attractions" among presentations, on which the Associa-
tionists rely. But it is obvious that there must be an objective 
factor as well; and it is this objective factor in the process giving 
the to v that now primarily concerns us. We have described 
that process as assimilation or immediate recognition: the older 
psychology described it as association of the completely similar, 
or as automatic association. That the two views have some-
thing in common is shown by the juxtaposition of " automatic " 
and " immediate," " similarity " and " assimilation." To pre-
pare the way for further discussion, let us first ascertain these 
points of agreement. " When I look at the full moon," said 
Baia, " I am instantly impressed with the state arising from all 
sty former impressions of her disc added together." This we may 
symbolise in the usual fashion as A + • • + a, + es+ ei. 
Now, it will be panted (i) that the present occurrence (full 
moon) has been preceded by a series of like occurrences, earner-
able u I. a, 3. • • • a; (2) that the present experience (ar) is 
ohm it Is in esnesquence of the preceding experiences of these 
occurrences; and ( ► ) that it " arises instantly " as the Joint result 
of such preceding experiences But it Is denied (i) that this 
menet experience is the mere sum. or even the mere " fusion," 
of the experiences preceding it: (a) that they were qualitatively 
identical; (3) that they persist severally unaltered, In such wise 
thst emedence " drags at each wave a lengthening chain"  

of thsm. lathe cased demeritles, where" ameras to facility, 
it is obvious that there is no such series of identical, (o h  in, 

• a.) at all. From the lust rude beginning—say the school-
boy's pothooks—up to the finished performance of the adept 
there is continuous approximation: awkward and basting 
attempts, passing gradually into the bold strokes of mastery. 
Nor is the case essentially different In cognition where v answers 
to familiarity; if we attead, as it is plain we ought, not to the 
Physical ha cognised, but to the individual's perception of it. 
This, too, is an acquisition, has entailed activity, and is marked 
by gradual approximation towards dearness and distinctness. 
The successive experiences of a identical occurrences does not then 
result in an accumulation of n identical residue. The aptness 
of the atonsiatic psychology with its "physical "and " chemical " 
analysis is nowhere more apparent than here. Considering the 
intimate relation of life and mind, and the strong physiological 
bias shown by the Assodationists from Hartley onwards, it 
is surely extraordinary how completely they have failed to 
appreciate the light-bearing significance of such concepts as 
function and development. Facility and faculty (or function) 
are much the same, both etymologically and actually. As the 
Perfected structure is not so many rudimentary structures 

 added together," but something that supersedes them com-
pletely, must we not say the same of the perfected function? 
The less fit is not embodied in the fittest that finally survives. 
Development implies change of form in • continuous whole: 
every growth into means an equal growth a of: thus one 
cannot find the caterpillar in the butterfly. Between organic 
development and mental development there is they more than 
an analogy. 

But though assimilation cannot be analysed into a series of 
identical ideas (a,, a., • • • a.), either "added together" or 
" instantaneously fused," yet it does result in an a which may 
provisionally be called an idea. Such idea is, however, neither a 
memory-idea in the proper sense nor an idea within the meaning 
of the term implied in imagination or ideation. For it is devoid 
of the temporal signs ,  indicated by the subscript numerals in 
a., al. • • and it does not yet admit of reproduction as part of 
an ideational continuum, one, that is, divested of the character-
istics belonging to the actual and sensibly present. It is, so to 
say, embryonic, something additional to the mere sensation 
assimilated, and yet something less than a " free or independent 
idea." It is, as it has been happily called' a tied (gebenda) 
or implicit idea. We have clear evidence of the sense-bound 
stage of this immature " idea " is the so-called " memory after-
image " (d. 22). There is, however, nothing in this of memory, 
save as the term is loosely used for mere retentiveness; and elk. - 

percept would therefore be a less objectionable name for it. 
This alter-percept is entirely sense-sustained and admits of no 
ideal recall, though—ix minis stricienfly admitted —it may 
persist fora few moments, and so form the basis of such compari-
son with • second sensation, as we find in the experiments of 
Weber, Fecbner and others. ,  At • still lower level, or in actual 
perception, we cannot assume even this amount of partial 
independence, though continuity clearly points to something 
beyond the bare sensation, which is a pure abstraction, as we 
may presently see. 

It is 	' too little to snainesin, as some do. that this " some- 
thing " Is se 	an the mound that it is not discoverable 
by direct analysis. Yet it is saying too much, regardless of this 
defect, to describe a percept as a presentative-representative 

On this term d. below, H as. as.
p  'Cf. Drobisch. &send( Pilikelegie OW),3t: Heading, 

" Lieber Wiederkennen. Association end peieebe Activitst." re 
leterieljahrixer. f. nessensiftefsi. Paitoesphre, Bel. elk. and air. To 
Heeding we are also naked for the term ffishantarstiqualirar, 
which has negated the y character used above. Cf. also Ward, 
" Assimilation and Association." Mind (11194-thes). 

' Recent experiments, however, WAS to prove that the after-
penxpt is not the tole factor, and often is not • factor at all in wads 
successive comparison (so-called): bet that what is now termed 
" the Mahn* impression " may supplemme It or even replace It 
altogether. As to what. is meant by absolute imprimis.. 

It 

# Ia. c. 
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pialielat. amrsamtstion is to imply ilia pantries al a free or 
independent ides. To call this " something " a tied or nascent idea 
on the ground of its possible later development into an independent 
representation teems, then, nearest the truth. The same meaning 
is somaimes expressed in a wholly different and designedly para. 
drainf way, by sayer that all cognition (perception) is reregrmani. 
This statement has been met by elaborate expositions of the differ•' 
ence between knowing and knowing again, the irrelevance of which 
any lexicon would show: and, further, by the demand: How on such 
a view is a flea cognition possible, or how is an indefinite regress of 
assimilation to be avoided? We may. confidently reply that it 
cannot be avoided: an absolute beginning of experience, whether 
phylogenetically or ontogeneticatly, is beyond us. Assimilation 
means further assimilation; in this tense all cognition is further 
cognition, and a bare 'amnion is, as said, an abstraction representing 
a limit to which we cat never regress. 

We find evidence, again, of ideas in the making in what Lewes 
called preperception. Of this instances in plenty are furnished 
by everyday illusions, as when a scarecrow Is hailed by the travel-
ler who mistakes It for a husbandman, or when what is taken 
for an orange proves to be but an imitation in wax. In reality 
an complex percepts involve preperception; and, so far, it must 
be allowed that such percepts are directly analysable into 
presentative-representative complexes. Nevertheless, the repre-
sentative element is not yet, and may never become, an idea 
proper. The sight of ice yields a forefeel of its coldness, the 
smell of baked meats a foretaste of their savour. Such pre-
percepts differ from free ideas just as after-percepts do: they are 
still sense-bound and sense-sustained. Nor can this complica-
tion be with any propriety identified either with the association 
pertaining to memory or with that specially pertaining to idea-
tion; though, no doubt, the two processes—complication and 
association—are genetically continuous, as are their respective 
constituents, nascent and free ideas.' The whole course of 
perceptual integration being determined and sustained by 
subjective interest, involves from the outset, as we have seen, 
concurrent conative impulses; and thus the same assimilation 
that results in familiarity and preperception on the subjec-
tive side results in facility and purpose on the conative. 
Knowing Immediately what to do is here the best evidence of 
knowing what Acre is to do with; the moth that flies into 
the candle has assuredly no preperception of it, and does not 
act with purpose. Bearing this in mind, we may now see 
one way, and probably the earliest, in which tied ideas become 
free. 

The contrast between the actual and the possible constitutes, 
as we have seen, the main difference beween experience at the 
perceptual and experience at the Ideational stage. A subject 
confined to the former level knows not yet this difference. Such 
knowledge is attained, not through any quasi-mechanical inter-
action of presentations, but usually through bitter experience. 
The chapter of accidents is the Bible of fools, it has been said; 
but we are all novices at first, and get wisdom chiefly by the 
method of trial and failure. Things are not always different in 
what to us are their essential properties, but they so differ front 
time to time. Resemblances are frequent enough to give us 
familiarity and confidence; yet uniformity is flecked by diversity, 
and thwarted intentions disclose possibilities for which we were 
not prepared. What was taken for sugar turns out to be salt; 
what was seized as booty proves to be bait. We catch many 
Tatars, and an learn wariness in a rough acemoL In such wise 
preperceptlona displaced by the actual fact yield the " what " 
severed from the " that," the " ideal " freed at length from the 
exclusive bold of the real. In a new situation after such adven-
tures the attitude assumed—if, for brevity, we describe it in 
terms of our own still more advanced experience—is of this sort: 
" It may be a weasel, if so, I back; it may be a rabbit, if it is, I 
spring." Instead of unquestioned preperceptioa that "makes 

Hence the earlier process has been named " impressional 
association " (Stout. 4 redync Flycheier,e. flee, ti. pp. ir  -re). and 
input " animal association" (Thorndike„ A missal - Isstatiimus, as 
isareasma $tody of du A laxative Processes Is A mewls. 1896, 
pp. it. 87. and pomp). But it seems preferable to confine the term 
" association " to the later in which alone the componeet 
pmentatiors have that amount of distinctness and individuality 
which the urn properly comma.  

the mouth water," we have the alternative pomibillties present 
as " free ideas," and action Is in suspense, the 8/tentative MIMI, 
that is to say, again present only in idea. It is easy to see how 
in such situations one free idea, a " what " sundered from its 
" that," will tend to loosen the sensory ties of alternative, still 
Implicit ideas. On the cognitive side, from immediate assimil-
ation an advance is made towards mediate cognition, towards 
comparison; on the active side there is advance from impulsive 
action towards deliberate action.* 

We conclude, then, that implicit ideas—the products of 
assimilation, and integrated as such in complex percepts and the 
motor co-ordinations to which they lead—are more likely to 
emerge as free ideas the more this perceptual complexity increases. 
Perception in the lower animals, who give no signs of either 
memory or ideation, has apparently no such complexity. A 
fish, for example, can feel, smell, taste, see, and even bear, but 
we cannot assume solely on that account that it has any percepts 
to which its five senses contribute, as they do to our percept, my, 
of an orange or a peppermint. Taking voluntary movements 
as the index of psychical life, it would seem that the fish's move-
meats are instigated and guided by its senses, not collectively 
but separately. Thus a dog-fish, according to Steiner, seeks its 
food exclusively by scent; so that when its olfactory bulbs are 
severed, or the fore-brain, in which they end, isdestroyed, it ceases 
to feed spontaneously. The carp, on the other hand, ippon 
to search for its food wholly under the guidance of sight, and 
continues to do so just as well when the fore-brain is removed, 
the mid-brain, whence the optic nerves spring, seeming to be 
the chief seat of what intelligence it has.' Again, Bater* 
observes: " There can be no doubt that soles also perceive objects 
approaching them, for they bury themselves if a stroke at them 
is made with a landing-net; yet they have no recognition of a 
worm hanging by a thread immediately over their heads, and 
will not take it even if it touch them, but continue to feel for it 
aimlessly on the bottom of the tank, being aware of its presence 
by the sense of smell." To this inability to combine simple 
percepts into one complex percept of a single object or situation 
we may reasonably attribute the fish's lack of true ideas, and 
consequent lack of sagacity. The sagacity even of the higher 
animals does not amount to " general intelligence," such as 
enables a child " to put two and two together," as we my, 
whatever " two and two " may stand for. So far as life consists 
of a series of definite situations and definite acts, so far the 
things done or dealt with together, the contents of the several 
foci or concentrations of attention, form so many integrated 
and comparatively isolated wholes. Round the more compli-
cated of these, and closely connected with them, free ideas arks 
as sporadic groups, making possible those "lucid intervals," 
those fitful gleams of intelligence in the very heat of action, which 
occasionally interrupt the prevailing irrationality of the brutes. 
And as we cannot credit even the higher animals with general 
trains of ideas. just as little can we credit Them with a continuous 
memory: indeed, it is questionable bow far memory of the past, 
as past, belongs to them at all. For they live entirely in an 
up-stream, expectant attitude, and it is in this aspect that 
" free ideas " arise when they arise at all. We tamest Imagine 
a dog regretting, like one of Punch's heroes, that he "did not 
have another slice of that mutton."* 

The free idea (a) then at its first emergence has neither an 
assignable position in a continuous memory-record, as a, err oa 
nor has it a definite relation as a " generic idea " to possible 
specialisations such as 4? or a'. These further developments 
bring us to the general consideration of mental association. 

' Some light is perhaps here thrown on the reciprocal "4.6e." 
"association by coatrast " and "association by similarity' as 
severally the 	 latices of partial sunders and the intogrational 
partial disainulars. 

J. Steiner, Ow Formtier ■es des Cretrolnervesesyinns a La.. ate 
Abth. 	Fische flux), pp so. 126, 19 seq . 

▪W. lEtioenon. "The Stew-Organs and Perceptions of news: 
Aunt_ Manse aid- Amer. foectoi. p 139. 
▪Cl. Stout. Manual of Psychology (1699), vol ii. cK i.: also F Nei  

Bradley. " Memoir) and Inference." Mai ( 1 /499). PP. 1 45 We, ; 
sepeciallg Ta.v9dilti A rad ut.:4esta, cited above. 
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24. Great confusion has been occasioned, as we have seen 
,cidentally, by the lax use of the term " association," and this 

confusion has been increased by a further laxity in mowebeesure the use of the term " association by similarity:" 
y awes 	In so far as the similarity amounts to identity, as in 

anes. 	assimilation, we have a process which is more namme. 	fundamental than association by contiguity, but 
hen it is not a process of association. And when the reviving 
sresentation is only partially similar to the presentation revived, 
he nature of the association does not appear to differ from that 
,perative when one " contiguous " presentation revives another. 
In she one case we have, say, a 6 x recalling a b y , and In the 
,sther a b c recalling d e J. Now anybody who will reflect 
must surely see that the similarity between a b x and a b y, as 
distinct from the identity of their partial constituent a b, cannot 
be the means of recall; for this similarity is nothing but the 
state of mind—to be studied presently—which results when 
a It x and a b y, leirrimp beds recalled are in consciousness together 
and then compared. But i< a b, having concurred with y before 
and being now present In a b x, again revives y, the association, 
so far as that goes, is manifestly one of contiguity, albeit as soon 
as the revivalis complete, the state of mind immediately Incident 
may be what Bain loved to style " the flash of similarity." So 
far as the mere revival Itself goes, there is no more similarity In 
this case than there b when a b c revives d e f. For the very a b c 
that now operates as the reviving presentation was obviously 
never In time contiguous with the d c f that Is revived; if all 
traces of previous experiences of a b c were obliterated there 
would be no revival. In other words, the a 6 t now present 
must be " automatically assodated," or, as we prefer to say, 
must be assimilated to those residua of a 6 c which were " con-
tiguous " with d c f, before the representation of this can occur. 
And this, and nothing more than this, we have seen, is all 
the " similarity " that could be at work when a b x " brought 
up " a b y. 

On the whole, then,' we may assume that the only principle 
of association we have to examine is the so-called association by 

coaliguily, which, as ordinarily formulated, runs: 
(""tilat'r  esasnereess. Any presentations whatever, which are in conscious- 

mess together or in dose succession, cohere In such a 
way that when one recurs it tends to revive the rest, such ten-
dency increasing with the frequency of the conjunction. It has 
been often contended that any investigation into the nature of 
association must be fruitless' But, if association is thus • first 
principle, It ought at least to admit of such a statement as shall 
remove the necessity for inquiry. So long, however, as we are 
asked to conceive presentations originally distinct and isolated 
becoming eventually linked together, we shall naturally feel 
the need of some explanation of the process, for neither the 
isolation nor the links are dear—not the isolation, for 
we can only conceive two presentations separated by other 
presentations intervening; nor the links, unless these are 
also presentations, and then the difficulty recurs. But, if 
for contiguity we substitute continuity and regard the associated 
presentations as parts of a new continuum, the only important 
inquiry is bow this new whole was first of all integrated. • 

To ascertain this point we must examine each of the two 
leading divisions of contiguous association—that of simultaneous 

presentations and that of presentations occurring Penseaso 
wesweeer- in class succession. The last, being the dearer, may 
C.aamokbe taken first- In a series of associated presentations 
ABCDE, such as the movements made In writing, the words 
of a poem learned by heart, or the simple letters of the alphabet 
themselves, we find that each member recalls its successor but 
not its predecessor. Familiar as this fact is, it Is not perhaps 
easy, to explain it satisfactonly. Since C is associated both 
with B and D, and apparently as Intimately with the one as with 
the other, why does It revive the later only and not the earlier? 
11 mesa C; why does not C recall B? We have seen that any 

'SD HUMAN Thigh* tote.122cill M2102. pt. 1. I I • (Gems and 
Goo's wt. P. 320: aim ' Mastirwar. set ed., p. sa6. 

reproduction at all of B, C or D depends primarily upon its 
having been the object of special attention, so as to seamy at 
least momentarily the focus of consciousness. Now we can in 
the first instance only surmise that the order In which they an 
reproduced is determined by the order in which they were thus 
attended to when first presented. The next question Is whether 
the association of objects simultaneously presented can be 
resolved into an association of objects successively attended to 
Whenever we try to recall a scene we saw but for a mama these 
are always • few traits that recur, the rest being blurred and 
vague, instead of the whole being revived in equal distinctness 
or indistinctness. On seeing the same scene • second time our 
attention is apt to be caught by something unnoticed before, 
as this has the advantage of novelty; and so on, till we have 
"lived ourselves into" the whole, which may then admit of 
simultaneous recall. Bain, who is rightly held to have given the 
best exposition of the laws of association, admits something very 
like this in saying that " coexistence is an artificial growth 
formed from • certain peculiar class of mental successions." 
But, while it is easy to think of instances in which the associated 
objects true attended to successively, and we are all perfectly 
aware that the surest—not to say the only—way to is the 
association of a number of objects is by thus concentrating 
attention on melt in turn, it seems hardly possible to mention 
a case in which attention to the associated objects could not 
have been successive. In tut, as aggregate of objects on which 
attention costa be focused at once would be already associated. 

The exclusively successional character of contiguous association 
has reread been denied. and its exclusively simultaneous character .  

lastest It is at once obvious that this opposition of 
succession sad simultaneitycannot be pressed so as to exclude dura- 
tion altogether and reduce the whole process to an instantaneous 
event. Nor is these any ground for saying that there is s fixed and even 
distribution of attention to whatever is simultaneously presented: 
facts all point the other way. Still, thumb we theme miss& the 
notion of process kV= consaousness. we may my that presentations 
attended to t ogether become pro Mere a new whole, are synthesized 
or complicated. Such primary synthesis leads not to an association 
of ideas, but rather to the formation of one percept. which may be-
come eventually a free idea. The disconcerted pre perception which 
sets this free may likewise liberate • similar or contrasting idea, 
but it will not resolve either complex into the several " ideas " of its 
sensory or motor constituents, with which only the psychologist is 
familiar. The actual recurrence of some of them osnottli may 
again reinstate the rest. not, however, as Memorise eras " thoughts," 
but only as tied ideas in a renewed perception. 

Again, it has become usual to distinguish the association of 
contiguous experiences sad the so-called association of similar* or 
opposites as respectively mensal and internal forms of association. 

be new terminology is Mossisathsg: the substitution at Jonas for 
loos marks the abuidosmait of Me old motion that associatioa 
was by " adhesion " of the coatiguoas and " attraction " of the 
similar. We are thus left to find the cause of association in interested 
attention; and that, we may safely say, is an adequate, and 

aP  only the sole adequate. cause tor the two commonly recognTZ 
forms of enema' association, the so-called simultaneous and the 
successive, But these two are certainly not co-ordinate; and if our 
analysis be sound, the former—for which we would retain the 
Hertian term complication--yiekla es net members of an associa-
tion but a member far association. So far, thee, we should have but 
one form of association, that of the successive contents of localized 
attention: and but one result, the representation or memory-con-
tinuumS In contrast to the primary- or presentation -continuum, 
whence its constituents arise. Turning now to the distinction of 
external and internal, k at once mikes the unprejudiced mind that 
" internal association " issomething of an since the very 
notion of association implies externality. Also, on closer inspection 
what we find is not an association of similar. or opposites as such, 
but--something quite distinct—a similarity or contrast of associates: 
of ideas, that is to my, which are contiguo4 members of the memory 
(or experience) continuum. or of ideas which have become contiguous 
through its =duplicities. 

The only ease, then, that now remains to be considered is 
that—to take it In Its simplest form—o/ two primary presenta-
tions A and X, parts of different special continua or distinct—
Le. non-adjacent—parts of the same, and occupying the focus 
of consciousness In immediate occasion. This constitutes 

*Experience-continuum would perhaps be a better name, Mice 
It Is only a preliminary to a true smesory record, as we shall presently 
me. 
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their istegratioa; for the result of this occupation may be 
regarded as a new continuum in which A and X become adjacent 
parts. For it is characteristic of a continuum that an increase 
in the intensity of any part leads to the internee presentation 
of adjacent parts; and in this sense A and X, which were not 
originally continuous, have come to be so. We have bete, 
then, some justification for the term secondary- or memory-
continuum when applied to this continuous series of representa-
tions to distinguish it from the primary or presentation-
continuum from which its constituents are derived. The moat 
important peculiarity of this continuum, therefore, is that it is 
a series of representations integrated by means of the movements 
of attention out of the differentiations of the primary or presents-
don-continuum, or rather out of so much of these differentia-
tions as pertain to what we know as the primary memory-image. 
These movements of attention, if the phrase may be allowed, 
come in the end to depend mainly upon interest, but at first 
appear to be determined entirely by mere intensity. ,  To them 
it is proposed to look for that continuity which images lose in so 
far as they part with the local signs they had as percepts and 
cease to be either localized or projected. Inasmuch as it is 
assumed that these movements faun the connexion between one 
representation and another in the memory-train, they may 
be called " temporal signs." ,  The evidence for their existence 
can be more conveniently adduced presently; it must suffice to 
remark here that it consists almost wholly of facts connected 
with voluntary attention and the voluntary control of the flow 
of ideas, so that temporal signs, unlike local signs, are funda-
mentally motor and not sensory. And, unlike impressions, 
representations can have each but a single sign, 8  the continuum 
of which, in contrast to that of local signs, is not rounded and 
complete, but continuously advancing. But in saying this we 
are assuming for a moment that the memory-continuum forms 
a perfectly single and unbroken train. if it ever actually were 
such, then, in the absence of any repetition of old impressions 
and apart from voluntary interference with the train, conscious-
ness, till it ceased entirely, would consist of a fixed and mechanical 
round of images. Some approximation to such a state is often 
found in uncultured persons who lead uneventful lives, and still 
more in idiots, who can scarcely think at all. 

25. In actual fact, however, the memory-train is liable to 
change in two respects, which considerably modify its structure, 
viz. (1) through the evanescence of some parts, and (2) through 
the partial recurrence of like impressions, which produces 
reduplications of varying amount and extent in other parts. As 
regards the first, we may infer that the waning or sinking 
towards the threshold of consciousness which we can observe 
p.p... in the primary mental image continues in sub-
et nnarermi consciousness after the threshold is past. For the 
cotiloalm• longer the time that elapses before their revival 
the fainter, the less distinct, and the less complete are the images 
when revived, and the more slowly they rise. All the elements 
of a complex are not equally revivable, as we have seen already: 
tastes, smells and organic sensations, though powerful as im-
pressions to revive other images, have little capacity for ideal 

untie connexion of association with continuous movements of 
attention makes it easier to understand the difficulty above referred 
to, viz. that in a series A BCD ... B revives C but not A, and so on 
—a difficulty that the analogy of adhesiveness or links leaves unac-

countable. To ignore the part played by attention in association, 
to represent the memory-continuum as due solely to the concurrence 
of presentations, is perhaps the chief defect of the associationist 
psychology, both English and German. Spencer's endeavour to 
show " that psychical life is distinguished from physical life by 
consisting of successive changes only instead of successive and 
simultaneous changes " (Prisespies of Psychology, pt. iv. ch . ii., in 
particular pp. 403, 406) is really nothing but so much testimony to 
the work of attention in forming the memory-continuum. especially 
when, as there is good reason to do, we reject his assumption that 
this growing eel-hairy is physically determined. 

A term borrowed from Loma (11Ittaphysik. 1st ed., p. an). but 
the present writer is alone responsible for the sense here given to it 
and the hypothesis in which it is used. 

Apart, that is to 	of my. coarse. from the reduplications of the 
memory-trains spoken of below. 

reproduction themselves, *Idle mascalat movements, though 
perhaps of all presentations the most readily revived, do not so 
readily revive other presentations. Idiosyncrasies are, however, 
frequent; thus we find one person has an exceptional memory 
for sounds, another for colours, another for forms. Still It Is in 
general true that the most intense, the most impressive, and 
the most interesting presentations persist the longest. But the 
evanescence, which is in all cases comparatively rapid at first, 
deepens sooner or later into real or apparent oblivion. In this 
manner it comes about that parts of the memory-continuum 
lose all distinctness of feature and, being without ommmita 

 recognizable content, shrivel up to a dim and meagre 
representation of life that has lapsed—a representation that itat 
suffices, for example, to show us that " our earliest recollections " 
are not of our first experiences, or to save them from being not 
only isolated but discontinuous. Such discontinuity can, of 
course, never be absolute; we must have something represented 
even to mark the gap. Oblivion and the absence of all representa-
tion are thus the same, and the absence of all representation 
cannot psychologically constitute a break. The terms " evolu-
tion " and " involution " have in this respect been happily 
applied to the rising and falling of representations. When we 
recall a particular period of our past life, or what has long ceased 
to be a familiar scene, events and features gradually unfold and, 
as it were, spread out as we keep on attending. A precisely 
opposite process may then be supposed to take place when they 
arc left in undisturbed forgetfulness; this process is called 
obliviscence. 

More important changes are produced by the repetition of 
parts of the memory-train. The effect of this is not merely 
to prevent the evanescence of the particular image awdlim  
or series of images, but by partial and more or less 
frequent reduplications of the memory-train or " thread " 
upon itself to convert it into a partially new continuum, which 
we might perhaps call the ideational continuum or " tissue."• 
The reduplicated portions of the train are strengthened, while at 
the points of divergence it becomes comparatively weakened, 
and this apart from the effects of obliviscence. One who bad 
seen the king but once would scarcely be likely to think of 
him without finding the attendant circumstances recur as well; 
this could not happen after seeing him in a hundred different 
scenes. The central representation of the whole complex would 
have become more distinct, whereas the several 
diverging lines would tend to dissipate attention and, immps. 
by involving opposing representations, to neutralize 
each other, so that probably no definite background would be re-
instated. Even this central representation would be more or less 
generalized. It has been often remarked that one's most familiar 
friends are apt to be mentally pictured less concretely and vividly 
than persons seen more seldom and then in similar attitudes 
and moods; in the former case a " genetic image " has grown out 
of such more specific representations as the latter affords. Still 
further removed from memory-images are the images that result 
from such familiar percepts as those of horses, houses, trees, &c. 

Thus as the joint effect of obliviscence and reduplication we 
are provided with trains of ideas distinct from the memory-
thread and thereby with the material, already more 
or less organized, for intellectual and volitional Tilairer 

 manipulation. We do not experience the flow of 
ideas—save wery momentarily and occasionally--altogetiet 
undisturbed; even in dreams and reverie it is continually 
interrupted and diverted. Nevertheless it is not difficult to 
ascertain that, so far as it is left to itself, It takes a very 
different course from that which we should have to retrace II 
bent on reminiscence and able to recollect perfectly. The readi-
ness and steadiness of this flow are shown by the extremely 
small effort necessary in order to follow it. Nevertheless 
from its very nature it is liable, though not to positive breaches 

•This contrast of thread and tissue Is sagyoned, of moue, by 
Heitores tenets Rol& and Griorbe. It is justified by the bet Ibis 
memory proprr follows the single line of temporal continuity, while 
idestioo furnishes the basis lot manifold logical ceanexions. 
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.44 continuity from its own working, yet to occasional blocks 
Impediments to the smooth succession of images at points 

„

- 

where reduplications diverge, and either permanently or at 
• - the particular time neutralise each other. ,  

- 	 The flow of ideas is, however, exposed to positl ,  e interrupt ■ ens 
tram two distinct sides—by the intrusion of new presentations mead 

of voluntary interference. The only result of • ash
i  interruptions which we need here consider is the co, fill 

- "rag.e... of peesneteenu that may ensue. Herbart and his 
followers have gone so far as to elaborate a corn: etc 

"system of psychical statics and dynamics, based on the coo ep- 
- tuna of presentations as forces and on certain more or less 

improbable assumptions as to the modes in which such forces 
„interact. Since our power of attention is limited, it continually 

happens that attention is drawn off by new 	dons at the 
-.-• expense of old ones. But, even if we 	this non-voluntary 

redheribution of attention u implying a struggle between presents- 
, _t ions. still such conflict to secure a place in consciousness is very 

different from • conflict between presentations that are already 
• there. Either may be experienced to any degree possib4 without 

the other appearing at all; thus, absorbed in watching a starry .sky, 
• one alight be unaware of the chilliness of the air, though recognizing 

at once. as soon as the cold is felt, that, so far from being mconi-
patible, the claim's and the coldness are causally connected. 

-'” This difference between a conflict of presentations to enter the field 
of consciousness—if we allow ftw .a moment the propriety of the 
expression—and that opposition or incompatibility between presente- 

r°  :Lions which is only possible when they are in consciousness has 
been strangely confused by the Herbartians. In the former the 

- intensity of the presentation is primarily alone of account; Ia the 
tatter, on the contrary, quality and content are mainly .coacerned. 
Only the last requires any notice here, since such op ion arises 
when the ideational continuum is interrupted in the ways just 

, mentioned, and apparently arises in no other way. Certainly there 
is no such opposition between primary presentations: them we have 

= the law of incoprewntability preventing the presentation of opposites 
with the earns local agn and their presentation with different local 

- signs involves. on this level at all events, no conflict. But what has 
never been presented could hardly be represented, if the Ideational 

Z ..'" process were undisturbed: even in our dreams white negroes or 
a•: round squares, for instance. never appear. In fact, absurd and 

bizarre as dream-imagery is, it never at any moment entails overt 
contradiction, though contradiction may be implicit. 

But between ideas and percept,* actual incompatibility is frequent. 
In the perplexity of Isaac. e.g. — • The voice I. Jacob's voice, but the 
hands are the hands of Esau "—we have such a ease in a (unifier 

.<;,, form. There is here not mere) mental arrest• but actual conflict: 
the voice perceived identifies Jacob, at the same time the hands 
identify Esau. The images of Esau and Jacob by themselves are 

- •, different, but do not conflict; neither is there any stain, quite the 
u contrary, in recognising a person partly like Jacob and partly like 

Esau. For there is no direct incompatibility between smooth and 
. rough, so long as one pertains only to voice and the other only to 

• ' hands, but the same lands and voice cannot be both smooth and 
cough. Similar incompatibilities may arise without the intrusion 

„- of percepts. as when, in trying to guess a riddle or to solve a problem. 
or generally to eliminate intellectual differences, we have images 
which in themselves are only logically opposite, psychologically 
opposed. or in conflict. because each stnves to enter the same coin-

. plea. In all such conflicts alike we find, in fact, a relation of presenta-
tions the exact converse, of that which constitutes similarity. 
In the latter we have two complete presentations, a b x and a I, y, 
as similar, each including the common part a 6: in the former we have 
two partial presentations. x and y, as contraries, each excluding the 
other from the incomplete a b—. And this a b, it is to be noted, is 
not more essential to the similarity than to the conflict. But In 
the one caw it I. a generic imps (and can logically be predicated 
of two subjects); in the other it is a partially determined individual 
(and cannot be subject to opposing predicates). Except as thus 
supplementing a b, x and y do not conflict black and white ate not 
incompatible MVO as attributes of the same thing. The possibility 
of most of these conflicts--of all, indeed, that have any logical 
interest—lies in that reduplication of the memory-continuum which 
gives rise to these new complexes, generic images or general ideas. 

Itetnisiscenes and Expectation: Temporal Percoptiin. 
26. Having thus attempted to ascertain the formation of the 

ideational continuum out of the memory-train, the question 
arises: How now are we to distinguish between imagining and 

• ' remembering, and again, between imagining and expecting? 
It ls a mark of the looseness of much of our peyefo.m1 termin-

ology.  that facts of this kind aes commonly de sribedas eases of 
amo•ation. Dr !Lin calls them "obstructive association, " which 
is about on a par with " progress backwards -; Mr Sully s" divergent 
association is better. But it is plain that what we really have Is 
an arrest or Inhibition consequent on association. and nothlw that 
Is either itself association or that leads to assodation 

It is plainly absurd to make the difference depend on the presence 
of belief in memory and expectation and on its absence in mere 
imagination; for the belief itself depends on this difference instead 
of constituting it. One real and obvious distinction, however, 
which Hume pointed out as regards memory, is the fixed order 
and position of the ideas of what is remembered or expected as 
contrasted with " the liberty " of the imagination 
to transpose and change its ideas. This order and awl 
position in the case of memory are, of course, norm- 
ally those of the original impressions, but it seems rather naive 
of Hume to tell us that memory " is tied down to these without 
any power of variation." while imagination has liberty to trans-
pose as it pleases, as if the originals sat to memory for their 
portraits, while to imagination they were but studies. Such 
correspondence being out of the question--as Hume takes care 
to state as soon as it suits hint—all we have, so far, is this fixity 
and definiteness as contrasted with the kaleidoscopic instability 
of ideation. In this respect what is remembered or expected 
resentbks what is perceived: the grouping not only does not 
change capriciously and spontaneously, but resists any mental 
efforts to change It. But, provided these characteristics are 
there, we should be apt to believe that we are remembering, 
just as, annatis maiondie, with like characteristics we might 
believe that we were perceiving: hallucination is possible in 
either case. 

This fixity of order and position is, however, not sufficient 
to constitute • typical reminiscence where the term is exactly 
used. But remembering is often regarded as equivalent to 
knowing and recognising, as when on revisiting some once 
familiar place one remarks, " How well I remember ill" What 
is mew is that the place is recognised, and that its recognition 
awakens memories. Memory includes recognition; recognition 
as such does not include memory. In human consciousness, as 
we directly observe it, there is, perhaps, no pure recognition: 
here the new presentation io not only assimiated to the old, but 
the former framing of circumstance is reinstated, and so Perforce 
distinguished from the present. It may be there is no warrant 
for supposing that such redintegestion of • preceding field is ever 
absolutely nut, still we are justified in regarding it as extremely 
vague and meagre, both when mental evolution is but slightly 
advanced and where frequent repetition in varying and irrelevant 
eirounstances has produced a blurred and neutral cone. The 
last is tbe., case with a great part of our knowledge; the writer 
happens to know that boa is the Latin for " az " and beta the 
Latin for " toad," and may be said to remember both items of 
knowledge, II " remember " Is only to be synonymous with 
" retain." But if be came saws boa in reading he would think 
of an ox and nothing more; hik would immediately call tip not 
only " toed " but Virgil's Georgics, the only place is which he has 
seen the word, and winch be never read but once. In the former 
there is spier nothing but recognition (which, however, of course 
rests upon retentiveness); in the latter there is also remembrance 
of the time and circumeeasces in which that place of knowledge 
was acquired. Of course in so far as we are aware that we 
recogaLte we also think that remembrance is at any rate possible, 
since what we know we must previously have learned—recog-
aition excluding novelty. But the point here urged is that there 
is an actual reminiscence may when the recognition is accom-
panied by • reinstatement of portions of the memory•train 
continuous with the previous presentation of what is now recog-
nised. Summarily stated, we may sey that between knowing 
and retombbesing on the one hand and imagining on the other 
the difference primarily tarns on the fixity and completeness of 
the grouping in the former; in the latter there is a shifting play 
of images more or feu " generic," reminding one of " dissolving 
views." Hence the first two approximate in character to per-
ception, and are tightly called recognitions. Between them, 
again, the difference turns primarily on the presence or absence 
of temporal signs. In what is remembered these are still intact 
enough to ensure a localization in the past of what is recognised; 
in what is known merely such localization is prevented, either 
because of the oblivimencg of temporal connexions or because 

• 
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the reduplications of the memory-train that have consolidated 
the central group have entailed their suppression. There is 
further the difference first mentioned, which la often only a 
difference of degree, viz, that reminiscences have more circum-
stantiality, so to say, than mere recognitions have: more of the 
collateral constituents of the original concrete field of conscious-
ness.are reinstated. But of the two characteristics of memory 
propee—(a) concreteness or circumstantiality, and (b) localization 
in the past—the latter is the more essential. It sometimes 
happens that we have the one with little or nothing of the other. 
For example, we may have but a faint and meagre representation 
of a scene, yet if it falls into and retains a fixed place in the memory 
train we have no doubt that some such experience was once 
actually ours. On the other hand, as in certain so-called illusions 
of memory, we may suddenly find ourselves reminded by what 
is happening at the moment of a preceding experience exactly 
like it—some even feel that they know from what is thus recalled 
what will happen next; and yet, because we are wholly unable 
to assign such representation a place in the past, instead of a 
belief that it happened, there arises a most distressing sense of 
bewilderment, as if one were haunted and had lost one's personal 
bearings.,  It has been held by some psychologists , that 
memory proper indudes the representation of one's past self 
as agent or patient in the event or situation recalled. And this 
is true as regards all but the earliest human experience, at any 
rate; still, whereas it is easy to see that memory is essential 
to any development of self consciousness, the converse is not 
at all clear, and would involve us in • needless circle. 

27. intimately connected with memory is expectation. We 
may as the result of reasoning conclude that a certain event 

will happen; we may also, in like manner, conclude Itsposesess. that a certain other event has happened. But as we 
should net all the latter memory, so it is desirable to distinguish 
such indirect anticipation as the former from that expectation 
which is directly due to the interaction of ideas. Any man 
knows that he will die, and may make a variety of arrangements 
in anticipation of desth, but he cannot with propriety be said 
to be expecting it unless he has actually present to his mind a 
seeks of ideas ending in that of death, such series being due to 
previous associations, and unless, further, this series owes its 
representation at this moment to the actual recurrence of some 
experience to which that series succeeded before. And as 
familiarity with an object or event in very various settings may 
be a bar to recollection, so it may be to expectation: the average 
Englishman, e.g. is continually surprised without his umbrella, 
though only too familiar with rain, since in our climate one not 
specially attentive to the weather obtains no clear representation 
of its successive phases. But after a series of events A BCDE 
. . . has been once experienced we instinctively expect the 
recurrence of B C . . . on the recurrence of A, is. provided 
the memory-train continues so far intact. Such expectation, 
at first perhaps slight—a mere tendency easily overborne—
becomes strengthened by every repetition of the series in the 
old order, till eventually, if often fulfilled and never falsified, it 
becomes certain and, as we commonly say, irresistible. To have 
a clear case of expectation, then, it is not necessary that we should 
distinctly remember any previous experience like it, but only 
that we should have actually present some earlier. member of 
a Series which has been firmly associated by such previous 
experiences, the remaining members, or at least the next, if they 
continue serial, being revived through that which is once again 
realized. This expectation may be instantly checked by 
reflection, just as it may, of course, be disappointed in fact; but 
these are matters which do not concern the inquiry as to the 
nature of expectation while expectation lasts. 

We shall continue this inquiry to most advantage by widening 
h into an examination of the distinction of present, past and 
future. To a being whose presentations never passed through 

Any fall discussion of 	• as these very interesting 
states of mind are called, 	to mental pathology. 

As. el James Mill (Aveolyru of the Mesas Mout, ch. s.), who 
trusts this & cult subject with gnat *cuteness sod thoroughnses. 

the transitions which ours undergo—first divested of the 
strength and vividness of impressions, again reinvested with 
them and brought back from the faint world of ideas PROWL 
—the sharp contrasts of " now " and " then," and east awn 
all the manifold emotions they occasion, would be Fndink  
quite unknown. Even we, so far as we canine our activity and 
attention to ideas are almost without them. Time-order, suc-
cession, antecedence, and consequence, of course, there might be 
still, but in that seine of events as " past and gone for ever," 
which is one of the melancholy factors in our life; and in the 
obligation to wait and work in hope or dread to what is " still to 
come" there is much more than time-order. It is to proem e. 
tioas in their primary stage, to impressions, that we owe what real 
difference we find between now and then, whether prospective or 
retrospective, as it is to them also that we directly owe our sense 
of the real, of what is and exists as opposed to the non-existent 
that is not. But the present alone and life in a succession of 
presents, or, in other words, continuous occupation with intpms-
sions, give us no knowledge of the present as present. This we 
first obtain when our present consciousness consists partly of 
memories or partly of expectations as well. An event expected 
differs from a like event remembered chiefly in two ways—in its 
relation to present impressions and images and in the active 
attitude to which it leads. The diverse feelings that accompany 
our intuitions of time and contribute so largely to their colouring 
are mainly consequences of these differences. Let ua take • 
series of simple and familiar events A BCD E, representing 
ideas by small letters, and perceptions by capitals whenever 
it is necessary to distinguish them. Such series may be present 
in consciousness in such wise that abed are imaged while E is 
perceived anew, i.e. the whole symbolized as proposed would be 
a bed E; such would be, e.g. the state of a dog that had just 
finished his daily meal. Again, there may be a fresh impression 
of A which revivesb c d e; we should have then (1) A beat e—the 
state of our dog when he next day gets sight of the dish in which 
his food is brought to hint. A little later we may have (2) a bC t. 
Here a b are either after-sensations or primary memory-images, 
or have at any rate the increased intensity due to recent 
impression; but this increased intensity will be rapidly on the 
wane even while C lasts, and a is will pale still further when C 
gives place to D, and we have (3)abcDe. But, returning to 
(2), we should find d e to be increasing in intensity and definite-
ness, as compared with their state in (r), now that C, instead of 
A, is the present impression. For, when A occupied this position, 
not only was e raised less prominently above the threshold of 
consciousness by reason of its greater distance from A in the 
memory-continuum, but, owing to the reduplications at this 
continuum, more lines of possible revival were opened up, to be 
successively negatived as B succeeded to A and C to II; even 
dogs know that " there is many a slip 'twist the cup and the lip." 
But, where A BCDB is a series of percepts such as we have 
here supposed—and a series of simpler states would hardly afford 
much ground for the distinctions of past, present and future—
there would be a varying amount of active adjustment of sense-
organs and other movements supplementary to full sensation. 
In (2), the point at which we haveabCele, for instance, such 
adjustments and movements as were appropriate to to would 
cease as B lapsed and be replaced by those appropriate to C. 
Again, as C succeeded to 1, and if in consequence increased in 
intensity and definiteness, the movements adapted to the 
reception of D would become nascent, and so on. Thus, psycho-
logically regarded, the distinction of past and future and what 
we might call the oneness of direction of time depend, as just 
described, (t) upon the continuous sinking of the primary 
memory-images on the one side, and the continuous rising of 
the ordinary images on the other side, of that member of a series 
of percepts then repeating which is actual at the moment; and 
(a) on the prevenient adjustments of attention, to which such 
words as " expect," await," " anticipate," all testify by their 
etymology. These conditions in turn will be found to depend 
upon all that is implied in the formation of the memory-train 
and upon that =unlace of like series of impressions which we 
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attribute to the " unfformity of nature. " we AMA bad the 
same series of bnpresdons twice, knowledge of time would be 
impossible, as indeed would knowledge of any sort. 

at Time is often figuratively represented as • line, and we 
may perhaps utilise this figure to make clear the relation of our 

perception of time to what we call time Itself. The 
•present, though conceived as a point or instant of 

time, is still such that we actually can and do In that moment 
attend to a plurality of presentations to which we might other-
wipe have attended to severally in sucuadve moments. Grant-
ing this implication of simultaneity and succession, we may, if 
we represent succession as a line, represent simultaneity as a 
second line at right angles to the first; pure time—or time-length 
without time-breadth, we may say— is a mere abstraction. Now 
ft is with the former line that we have to do in treating of time 
as it is (or as we conceive It), and with the latter in treating of 
our perception of time, where, just as in a perspective represen-
tation of distance, we are rafted to lines in a plane at right 
angles to the actual line of depth. In a succession of events 
ABCDE... the poleaxe of Id means the absence of A and of 
C, but the presentation of this succession involves the simulta-
neous presence, in some mode or other, of two or more of the 
presentations A B C D. In our temporal perception, then, all 
that corresponds to the differences of past, present and future is 
presented simultaneously. To this fact the name of " specious 
present " or " psychical present " has been given. What we 
have is not a moving point oe moment of objective time, but 
father • moving line, the contents of which, continuously 
ranging, simultaneously represent a portion of the line of objec-
tive succession, via. the immediate past as still present in primacy 
memory-images. and the immediate future as anticipated in 
prepereepta and nascent acts.' This truism—or paradox—that 
all we know of succession is but an interpretation of what Is 
really simultaneous or coexistent., we may then concisely express 
by saying that we are aware of time only through time-perspec-
tive, and experience shows that it is a long step from a succession 
of presentations to such presentation of succession. The first 
condition of such presentation Is that we should have represented 
together presentationshat were is the first buena attended 
to sucoessivdy. and this we have both in the persistence of 
primary memory-images and I. the simultaneous reproduction 
of longer or shorter portions of the nienstererain. In a. ram 
thus secured there may be time-marks, though no time, and by 
these maths the series will be distinguished Irma other simul-
taneous sales. To ask which is first among a number of simul-
taneous presentations is unmeaning; one might he logically 
prior to another, but in time they are together and priority is 
included. Nevertheless after each distinct representation 
• I*, 4 d there probably follows, as we have supposed. some trace 
of that movement of attention of which we are aware is paring 
from one presentation to another. In our present reminiscences 
we have, it must be allowed, little direct proof el this inter-
position, though there is strong indirect evidence of it in the 
tendency of the Low to follow the order in which the presen-
tation* were first attended to. With the movements themselves 
we are familiar enough, though the residua of such move-
ments are not ordinarily compictiou These residua, then, 
are our temporal signs, and, together with the representations 
connected by them, constitute the memory-continuum. But 
temporal signs alone will not furnish all the pictorial meteor 
of the time-perspective. They give us only a fixed series; but 
the working of obliviscence, by insuring a progressive variation 
In intensity and distinctuse as we pass from one member of the 
wits to the other, yields the effect which we all time-distance. 
By themselves such variation would leave us liable to confound 
more vivid representations in the distance with fainter ones 
nearer the present, but from this mistake the temporal signs save 
us; and, u a matter of Lad, where the memory-train is imperfect 
such mistakes continually occur. On the other hand, where 
these variations are slight and imperceptIble,though the memory-

" Cf. W. Jamie, Prissarter of Ps rieiep i. ffociaqq.; LW. Stern. 
"Pitraisshe Primnisak.' Z. I. Psych.. (tap), aii. ass sqq. 

continuum preserves the ceder of events intact, we have still no 
such distinct appreciation of comparative distance in time as we 
have nearer the present where these perspective effects are 
considerable. 

se. When In retrospect we note that a particular presentalloo 
X has bad a place in the field of consciousness, while certain 
other presentations, ABCD.. have succeeded 
each other, then we may be said in observing this "' I" 
relation of the two to perceive the duration of X. And it Is lo 
this way that we do subjectively estimate longer periods of time 
But first, it is evident that we cannot apply this method to 
indefinitely short periods without passing beyond the region of 
distinct presentation; and, since the knowledge of duration implies 
a relation between distinguishable presentations ABCD and X, 
the case is one in which the hypothesis of subconsciousness can 
hardly help any but those who confound the fact of time with the 
knowledge of it. Secondly, if we are to compare different 
durations at all, it is not enough that one of than should last 
out • series A .8 C D, and another a series L Jf N 0; we also 
want some sort of common measure of those series. Locke was 
awake to this point, though he expresses himself vaguely (Essay, 
ii. cc if e-ra). Be speaks of our ideas succeeding each other 
" at certain distances not much unlike the images in the inside 
of a lantern turned round by the heat of a candle, " and 
" guesses " that " this appearance of theirs in train varies not 
very much in a waking man." Now what is this" distance " that 
separates A from B, B from C. sad so on, and what means have 
we of knowing that it is tolerably constant in waking life? It 
is probably that the residuum of which we have called a temporal 
sign; or, in other words, it is the movement of attention from A 
to B. But we must endeavour here to get a more exact notice 
of this movement. Everybody knows what it is to be distracted 
by • rapid succession of varied impressions, and equally what it is 
to be wearied by the slow and monotonous recurrence of the 
same impressions. Now these " feelings " of distraction and 
tedium owe their characteristic qualities to movements of atten-
tion. In the first, attention Is kept incessantly on the move; 
before ft is accommodated to A, ft is disturbed by the sudden-
ness, Intensity, or novelty of B; in the second, It is kept all but 
stationary by the repeated presentation of the seine impression. 
Such erase and defect of surprises make one realise a fact which 
in ordinary life is so obscure as to escape notice. But recent 
experiments have set this fact in a more striking light, and 
made dear what Locke bad dimly before his mind in talking of a 
certain distant, between the presentations of a waking man. In 
estimating very short periocb of time, of a second or less—indicated 
say by the beats of a metronome—it is found that there is a certain 
period for which the mean of a number of estimates is correct, 
while ranee periods are on the whole over-estimated, and longer 
periods ender-estimated. This we may perhaps take to he 
evidence of the time occupied In accommodating or fixing atten-
tion. Whether the " point of indifference " is determined by the 
rate of usual bodily movement, as Spencer sweets and Wendt 
conjectures, oe convemely, is a question we need not discuss lost 
Dow. But, though the fixation of attention does of course really 
occupy time, it is probably not in the lust Instance perceived as 
time, f e. as continuous " proteasity. " to use a term of Hamil-
tea* but an intensity. Titus, if this supposition be true, there 
is an element in our concrete time-perception which has no place 
in our abstract conception of time. In time conceived as physical 
there it no team of intensity; in time psychically experienced 
duration is prinuerfly an intensive magnitude, witness the 
comparison of times when we are " bored " with others when 
we are amused. It must have struck every one as strange who 
has reflected upon it that a period of time which seems long in 
retrospect—Nadi man eventild escussioo—should have appealed 
dent in Dirac while *period, on the contrary, which is memory 
has dwindled to a wretched span seemed everlasting till it was 
jute. But, if we consider that in retrospect length of time is 
represented primarily and chiefly by impressions that have sur-
vived. we have an explanation of one-hall; and in the intensity of 
the movements of atlantic* we shall perhaps find an expiration 
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of the other. What tens in retrospect is the series o bed e, 
fire.; what tells in the wearisome present is the intervening Arils, 
&c., or rather the original accommodation of which these temporal 
signs are the residuum. For, as we have seen elsewhere, the 
intensity of a presentation does not persist, so that in memory the 
residuum of the most intense feeling of tedium may only be so 
many is in a memory-continuum whose surviving members are 
few and uninteresting. But in the actual experience, say, of 
a wearisome sermon, when the expectation of release is confirm-
ally balked and attention forced back upon a monotonous, 
dribble of platitudes, the one impressive fact is the bearer's 
impatience. On the other hand, so long as we are entertained, 
attention is never involuntary, and there is no continually deferred 
expectation. Just as we are said to walk with least effort when 
our pace accords with the rate of swing of our legs regarded as 
pendulums, so in pastimes impressions succeed each other at the 
rate at which attention can be most easily accommodated, and 
are such that we attend willingly.,  We are absorbed in the 
present without being unwillingly confined to it; not only is there 
no motive for retrospect or expectation, but there is no feeling 
that the present endures. Each impression lasts as long as it 
ib interesting, but does not continue to monopolize the focus of 
consciousness till attention to it is fatiguing, because uninter-
esting. In such facts, then, we seem to have proof that our 
perception of duration rests ultimately upon quasi-motor acts 
of varying intensity, the duration of which we do not directly 
experience as duration at all. They do endure and their 
intensity is a function of their duration; but the intensity is 
all that we directly perceive. In other words, it is here con-
tended that what Locke called an instant or moment —" the time 
of one idea in our minds without the succession of another, 
of one wherein therefore we perceive no succession at all "—is 
psychologically not " a part in duration " in that sense in which, 
as he says, " we cannot conceive any duration without succession " 
(Essay, ii. 16, ta). 

But t  if our experience of time depends primarily upon acts of 
attention to a succession of distinct objects, it would seem that 

time, subjectively regarded, must be discrete and not 
la Ow continuous. This, which is the view steadily maim 
Dilavg"w  twined by the psychologists of Herbart's school, was 
Coif f laweas? implied if not stated by Locke, Berkeley and Hume. 
Locke hopeles,ly confuses time as perceived and time as con-
ceived, and cin only save himself from pressing objections by 
the retort, " It is very common to observe intelligible discourses 
spoiled by too much subtlety in nice divisions." But Berkeley and 
Hume. with the mathematical discoveries of Newton and Leibnitz 
before them. could only protest that there was nothing answering to 
mathematical continuity in our experience. And, whereas La ke 
had tried to combine with his general psychological account she 
inconsistent position that " none of the distinct ideas we have of 
either 'space or time] is without all manner of composition." Berkeley 
declares, " For my own part, whenever I attempt to frame a simple 
idea of time, abstracted from the succession of ideas in my mind, 
which flows uniformly and is participated by all beings, I am lost 
and embrangled in inextricable difficulties. I have no notion of 
it at all, only I hear others say it is infinitely divisible, and speak .1 
it in such a manner as leads me to harbour odd thoughts of my 
existence. . . . Time therefore being nothing, abstracted from the 
succession of ideas in our minds, it follows that the duration of any 
finite spirit must be estimated by eke number of ideas or actions 
succeed ing each other in that same spirit or mind " (Priscipks of 
Kametedee, i. i  on). Hume, again, is at still greater pains to show 
that " the idea which we form of any finite quality is not infinitely 
divisible, but that by proper distinctions and separations we may 
run this idea up to inferior ones, which will be perfectly simple and 
indivisible ... that the imagination reaches a nunissurn, and may 
raisesp to itself an idea of which it cannot conceive any subdivision, 
yid which cannot be diminished without a total annihilation' 
(Human Nature, pt. ii. I I, Green's ed., pp. 334 seq.). 

At first blush we are perhaps disposed to accept this account 
Of our time-perception, as Wendt, e.t. does, and to regard the at tr i.  
lotion of continuity as wholly the result of after-reflection.. 
ie may be doubted if this is really an exact analysis of the c. ■ 

To this rate the "indifference point" mentioned above is 
obviously related. It has also been called "adequate time" or 
"optional time." It is, however, • tempo that varies with the 
subject-matter attended to: when effective attention is more diffsetdt 
the tempo is 

nd
slower than It

44,1 
 is when to attend is euy. 

GI. Wut, Logik. L .  

Granted that the impressions to which we chiefly att late rink's 
and discontinuous in their occupation of the focus nuarsousess. 
and that, so far, the most vivid clement in our ume-scpeeseace is 
discrete; granted further that in recollection and expectation awl 
objects are still distinct—all whichweems to imply that bass Is a were 
plurality—yet there is more behind. The whole field al eanncisnow 
ness is not occupied by distinct objects, neither are the the in 
this field discontinuous. The experimental facts &box 
Illustrate the transition from a succession the members of which are 
distinctly attended to to one in which they are indistinctly amended 
to, i.e. are not discontinuous enough to be separately distiaguisboit. 
Attention does not move by hops from one definite spot to another*  
but, as Wundt himself allows, by alternate diffusion and concentra-
tion, like the foot of a snail, which never leaves the surface it is 
traversing. We have a clear presentation discerned .• .11 or I when 
attention is gathered up; and, when attention spread, mt. we have 
confused presentations not admitting of recognition. But, though 
mot recognizable, such confused presentations are repreented, sad 
so serve to bridge over the comparatively empty internf during 
which attention is unfocused. Thus our perception of a period or 
time is not comparable to no many terms in a series of finite tanks 
any more than it is to a series of infinitesimals. When attontion 
in concentrated in expectation of some single imperssirs. then no 
doubt, it is brought to a very fine point (" augespart, as H 
would say); and a succession of such impressions would be repre-
sented as relatively discrete compared with the representation ocait& 
scenery of a day-dream. But absolutely discrete it is not and 
be. In this respect the truth is rather with Herbert Spence who. 
treating of this subject from another point of view, remarks, 
the facts are contemplated objectively, it becomes manifest that. 
though the changes constituting intelligence approach to • Waite 
succession, they do not absolutely form one " (Psyykaorf. L I 1901. 

On the whole, then, we may conclude that owr oencrete time-
experiences are due to the simultaneous representation el • 
series of definite presentations both accompanied and mounted 
by more or fewer indefinite presentations more or leas teamed; 
that, further, the definite presentations have certain marks 
or temporal signs due to the movements of attention; that the 
rate of these movements or accommodations is approximately 
constant; and that each movement itself is primarily experienced 
as an intensity. 

Experimental Investigations concerning Afawsory sad 
Association. 

so. Of the vast mass of experimental work undertaken an 
recent years, that relating to memory and association is ceche/sly 
the most important. A brief account of some of it is therefore 
offered at this point, by way of illustrating the character of the 

new psychology." 
The learning and retaining of a stanza of poetry, say. in 

obviously a function of many variables, such as the mode of 
presentation (whether the words are heard only, or heard and 
seen, or both heard, seen and spoken aloud), the length, 
familiarity with the words and ideas used, the number of 
repetitions, the attention given, &c. Familiarity Of coarse 
implies previous learning and retaining; the first essential, there-
fore, in any attempt to study these processes from the beginning. 
is the exclusion of this factor. Accordingly Ebbinghaus, the 
pioneer in experiments of this kind,' devised the new material. 
which is now regularly employed, namely, closed monosyllables. 
not themselves words, and strung together promiscuously into 
liner of fixed length no as never to form words: ham, rif, per, tit 
aef, eta, Sze., is an instance of such " senseless verses." With 
very slight attention most persons would be able to reproduce 
three or four such syllables on a single reading or bearing; and 
by greater concentration !ix or seven might be so reproduced. 
This maximum, called sometimes the " span of prehension, " 
has been repeatedly made the subject of special inquiry. In 
idiots it is found, as might be expected, remarkably low; is 
school children it Increases rapidly between the ages of eight 
and fourteen, and then remains almost stationary, Individual 
differences being small compared with the striking differences 
that appear when longer lines make rektitions necessary.' 
This comparatively constant span of prehension is doubtless 

H. Ebbinghaus, " Ueber das Gedichtniss: Untersuchungen tur 
experimentenen Prychotoxie" (t833). 

Cf. J. Jacob. and F. Calton on the " Spas of Prehension." Mad 
(lady), pp. Is two.; Bourdon. " Influence de Ilas sae Is ininoke 
nomadism," RIO. 'Ad. (1894), sqq• 
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closely connected with certain other welded contents, such as 
the duration of the psychical present and of the primary memory-
lamp, the 'ears of movements of attention (If 28, 29), Ike. 
There are isolated investigations of these several conditions, 
but the subject as a whole still awaits systematic trentmatt! 
That is is not wanting in interest is evident when we consider 
that if our span of prehension were enlarged, a corresponding 
Inman in the variety and range of metre and rhyme in poetry, 
of " phrue " in music, and of evolution in the dance would be 
poesible. The limits at present imposed on these and like 
complexities find their ultimate exploitation in the constants 
lust mentioned. 

With lines of greater length than seven syllables some repeti-
tion is requisite before they can be said correctly: the numbel of 
such repetitions was found by Ebbingbaus to increase very 
rapidly with the number of syllables to be learnt. In his own 
ease, for lines of 12, 16, 24, 36 syllables the repetitions uneaten 
were on the average 0.6, 3o, 44, 55 respectively. Thus foe a 
line exceed erg In length that of the span of prehension only 
about five times, he required fifty-five times as many repetitions, 
If we may call the single presentation of the syllables a " repeti-
tion." Substituting poetry for gibberish of equal amount, 
Ebbinghaus found that one-tenth the number of repetitionssuf-
ficed; the enormous saving thus effected showing how numerous 
and intimate are the ready-made tesociations that " thyme 
and reason " involve. But at one and the same time to memorise 
five verses even of sense requites more than five times as many 
repetitions as the memorising of one, Two or three lines of 
inquiry here present themselves, e.i. (I) as to the comparative 
value of successive repetition when several are taken together, 
(2) as to retention after an interval. as (a) a function of the 
number of repetitions previously made, and as (6) a function of 
the time; (3) as to the respective effects of more or lees cum -
I or more or less distributing, the repentions.con the number 
of these required. 

t. It la at ones obvious that beyond a certain point mention 
of attention renders further repetition for a time futile; thus 
Bbbitighass found 64 repetitious at one sitting at six re-syllable 
SOSISSer verses, • task lasting some 111701.1111ST10111 of an hour. 
"was apt to bring on asthenia, • sort of epileptic eve, and 
the Me I " But keeping well within this heroic Ilmit, a certain 
"law of diminishing return," to mss an economic analogy, 
discloses Itself. Thustaling a line of to syllabics, the number of 
syllables reproduced correctly and in their proper order, after 
t, 3, 6, 9 and 12 " repetition," were 2.2, 2•5, SA 3.4, 3-9 respec-
tively, as the averages of a series of experiments with each of 
eight persons.' " The first repetition is undoubtedly the best," 
assuming, of course, that the subjects start with their attention 
foUy concentrated. Some persons naturally do this, many do 
art; the experimenter has therefore to take spedal precautions 
to secure uniformity in this respect. 

2. (a) On telearning • line after an Marvel of many-four 
boars there was in Ebbinglisues ease an average saving of one 
repetition for every three made the day before. A line of t6 
syllables, for example, required some p mentions. and could 
then be said off correctly. 11 only 8 repetitions were takes at 
first, the line being " underiearat," it probably appeared quite 
strange the nest day, yet the propatia.o1 maim was no lees; on 
the other hand. if an addittonal 30 repetitions followed immedi-
ately on the first, the line being " dotibly learnt," in spite of the 

I Cf. Dietre. " Untersuchungen abet den 1Jrnlans des Benue-
ries tuts..." Mt. Stater. 0889. pp. 332 t L. W. Stern. " Psy-
&Lecke Prisenzzeit," Esselte. J. Psyelsoliosio (1807), sill. 300 sqq.: 
Daaleis. " Memory Aftnimage and Attention." Ate. Jen .  tie 
Psy

W. San
cksky (11

t 	The 
1,$).* 	38 

Place 
 en. 

	

" 	of Repetition in Memory." Ptak. - 

locket Rev. (MO pp. 20 qty. The figures given are unquestionably 
low, 	ly. as t writer ixnntr out. In continence of the method 
eeig 	 . but partly, as his cleaned tables show, in consequeote el 
the lea attention of three out of his eight saidects. Oblations have 
been taken to the plan of this investigation. but it is doubtful ifthey 
invalidate the remit here mentioned. Ct. Jo*. " Die Amontion 
hetigkeit In Doer AMA igheit von der Vertiseilung der Wiedern-
lumen," Zucke J. P . xiv. 433  sqq. 

familiarity next day apparent, the proportional saving was no 
greater. The absoluk saving would, of course, be less. We are 
to far led to infer that the stronger associations effected by many 
repetitions at one time fall of more rapidly than weaker 
associations effected by fewer repetitions in the same way. 
Herbert in his " psychical dynamics "—influenced probably 
by physical analogies—conjectured that the " sinking" or 
" inhibition • of presentations generally was proportional to 
their intensity: the less there was to sink, the slower the sinking 
became. Recent experiments certainly point in this direction. 
(b) As to retention as a function of the time—we all know that 
memories fade with time, but net at what precise rate. Ebbing , 

 tans, by a series of prolonged experiments, ascertained the 
rate to be proportional to the logarithm of the time—a result 
already implied In that connectiag retention and insanity; 
albeit in Inquiries of this kind independent confirmation is 
always of value. 

. Had the proportional saving just described held good 
indefinitely, some too repetitions of the t6 syllables at one time 
should have dispensed with any further repetition twenty-four 
hours afterwards; whereas, in fact, this result seemed never 
attainable. Beyond a certain degree of accumulation, an ever-
diminishing return was manifest, and that apparently short of 
the stage at which exhaustion of attention began to be felt. 
But, contrariwise, when the repetition were distributed over 
several days. an  ever-increasing efficiency was then the result. 
Thus, for Ebbinghaus, 38 repetition spread over three days IMO 
as effective as 68 taken together. The results of careful experi-
ments by Jost with two different subjects, using G. E. Mtiller's 
" method of telling " (to be described later on), are still more 
conclusive. Comparing 8 repetitions on three successive days 
with 4 repetitions on six, and 2 011 twelve, the efficiencies, 
tested twenty-four hours later, wore respectively as t -5, 3s, and 
et; and probably, as Jost surmises, the effect of the maximum 
distribution—single " repetition " on twenty-four successive 
desa—would have been more advantageous still, securing in 
fact the superiority of a first impugn (d. r, above) on every 
occasion. This result again, is M past explained by the law of 
sinking already found. For if the sinking were simply pro-
portional to the time, or were independent of the intensity, there 
would so tar be no reason why one mode of distributing a given 
number of repetitions should be more economical than another. 
There is, however, another reason for this superiority, less clearly 
implied, to which we shall come patently. 

Invariably, and almost of necessity, a more or less complex 
rhythmical articulation becomes apparent as the syllables are 
repeated, even when—as in the improved methods of G. E. Muller 
sad his collobaroloors —they are presented singly and at regular 
intervals. A series of twelve syllables, for example, ' would 
be connected into six trochees, with a caesura in the middle of 
the verse; while in each half of it the first and last accented 
syllables would be specially emphasised; thus: 

inn as I MP UN I Me tar 11 age off,  I Be. 
In trying to 'suppress this tendency and to repeat the syllabic:I 
in a monotonous, staccato fashion, just as they were presented, 
the leaps, though really unchanged, seemed to he distinctly 
quickened, a consequence, doubting, et the greater effort 
involved. Moreover, the attempt, which was seldom successful, 
about doubled the number of repetitions required for learning 
off, thereby showing how much is gained by this psychical 
amnesties of disconnected material. But the gain thus 
ensured was manifest in other ways. Each foot. whether 
Mailable or telsyliabk, became a new complex unit. the 
elements to be connected by successive association being thereby 
reduced to a half or a third, and the whole line seemingly 
shortened. Tbe varied intonation, again, helped to fix the place 
of each Mot in the wen thus further facilitating the mind's 
survey of the whole. Such a transformation can hardly be 
accounted for so long as retention and association are reprdal 
as mealy mechanical and passive processes. 

Pythiad rhythm. non which we hers 	has also been 
ameriamomany ,eiodptted at great length, Ate in its physiological 
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psychologieal and aasthetical aspects The topic is far too intricate 
and unsettled for discussion here, yet two or three points may be 
noted in passing. We are not specially concerned with objective 
rhythms. recvmng series of 

is that even a 	ec

lopressionsr-that is to say, in which 
there are actually periodic variations of 	nary, Interval and the 
like. What is remarkable 	 tly regular succession 
cif sounds (or touches), qualitatively and quantitatively all alike, • 
series therefore devoid of all objective rhythm, is nevertheless 
apprehended ended as Iblib mica y ffroupedireovided the rate lies between 
• limits mits of about ce8 -. 

	
0•114 • 	slower of these rates lends 

to simple groups of two, replaced by groups of four or eight as the 
rate increases; groups of three and six also occur, though less fre- 
quently. The average duration of the groups. ;whether these are 
large or small, is comparatively constant, measuring rather more 
than one second. The subject usually keeps time by taps nods or 
other accompanying movements; the pulse and respiration are also 
Implicated. These organic rhythms have even been regarded as the 
prime source of all psychical rhythm and of its ma nifold aesthetic 
effects. Some connexion there is unquestonably. As the decimal 
system corresponds to our possession of Mt fingers,. and our move-
ments to the structure of our limbs, so here we may assume that 
physiological processes fix the limits within which psychical rhythm 
ts possible, but yet may be as little an adequate cause of it or its 
developments as fingers are of arithmetic, or .legs of an Irish jig. 
In motor rhythms, such as the last, the initiative  obviously 
psychical, and the respiratory and other periodic organic procr-aes 
simply follow suit. And even sensory rhythms can often be vatted 
at the subject's own choice, or on the suggestion of another; and t I en 
ftaki the breathing is altered in consequence. Familiar instanees 
of such procedure are to be found in the " tunes " so readily attri-
buted to the puff of a locomotive, to the churning of a steamer's sorts, 
and the like. Ps local rhythm, then, we may conclude, is du, to 
attention or app, rception, but the conditions determining it are 
many, and their relations very complex. If the presentation, to 
be" rhythmized " (the rhydnizameirms, as the Germans say) taw, ed 
each other slowly, the length (or shall we say the breadth)) of the 
" psychical nt " tells one way: the first impression is below 
the threshold when the third appears. If they arrive rapidly, th eir 
intensity and duration and the span of prehension tell another w.ry; 
foe it to essential that they retain their individual distinctness 
and only so many can be grasped at once. But if the series continue 
long enough, or be frequently experienced, sub-groups may be treat ed 
as Individuals; ar indeed till some facility is acquired, the sail.) art 
attending is aware of no rhythm. In the act of attention itself there 
are phases, in so tar as expectation involves preadjustment to v. tut 
is coming: usually the first members of a tact are predomin, at. 
and the rhythm tends to " fall ": several alternations of act tint 
within a contrite rhythmic whole are of course still compattble 
with this. But it is important to note that, whether simplt or 
complex. the rhythm is an intuited unity as truly as a geometrical 
figure may be. Unlike a geometrical figure, however, it rarely 
or never has symmetry. We cannot reverse a tune and obtain an 
effect comparable with that obtained by reprinting the score 
backwards in line with the original. We now pass to • question in 
which the psychological bearing of this fact becomes apparent' 

But first a new method of dealing with memory-probhuns most 
be mentioned, in which the connexion between rhythmuang and 
memorizing has been turned to accountby the Gottingen psycholo- 
gists. The method of Ebbinghaus coned in ascertaining the 
repetitions saved in co pence of previous repetitions, when the 
verse was rdearnt some fixed time later. Hence this method is 
called the learning method or the method of saviag. When, • 
given time after a certain number of repetitions (say) in trochaic 
measure, the subject is confronted with one of the accented syllables 
and asked to name the no/toasted syllable that belongs to it, he 
will answer sometimes rightly, sometime wrongly. and sometimes 
be unable to answer at all. This, the new, method is therefore 
named Treffer-methode. the method of " shots," or, let us say, the 
telling method. It enables the experimenter to obtain far more 
ineight into details than was possible before, for the " mimes " as 
well as the " hits " are instructive. Moreover, by measuring the 
time of each answer (TreffermS) and comparing these time together, 
much can be learnt; in stronger .or recent associations, for example, 
the answers being quicker than no weaker or older ones. 

Does association work forwards only or backwards also, as the 
middle link of • chain, when lifted, raises the contiguous links 
on either side of it? This is certainly not the case when the 
forward direction makes sense, but with nonsense verses, if the 
mechanical analogy is a sound one, such reversal is to be expected, 
For here there are none of the " obstructing associations " which 

The following are among the more important papers ad rhythm: 
T. L. Bolto " Rhyth," es. /suns. .f Ps2chaim (094), pp. 81 
sqq  E E. Neumann,' Untersuchungen s. Psychologie u. Aesthen 
des likythmus." Phi. Studies 0894). s._24.6 KM.. 393 soq.: M. K. 
Smith, " Rhythmus usd Arbeit," Phil Skase. (t9ocil. 	7t 
:ige=t;Arien wed 	Rhythms WWI, by K. 	• well-known 

bringing out the adsolmOad aspects of *lam 

" rhyme and reason" imply. In learning a Yens backenarde 
Ebbinghaus found a saving of tr4 % of the time originally 
taken up in learning it forwards. A saving almost as great 
(ro-4 %) was effected by relearning a like verse forwards„ but 
skipping one syllable: the order of syllables, that is to say, being 
r. 3, 5. • • • 13, a, 4,  ... t6. Even when learning backwards 
and skipping one syllable, Ebbinghaus found a saving of 14. 
But the number of his experiments (four) was too few to give 
this result much value, as he fully admits. These experiments as 
a whole, then, might incline us to suppose that association does 
work in both directions, though the connexions backwards are 
considerably weaker. But if so the associations both ways should 
be alike at least in form—continuous, that is to say, backwards, 
d e b a, as well as forwards, a b c d. The facts at present 
available are, howevei, against this. In two or three hundred 
experiments by Muller and Pilsecker, vents of twelve syllables 
were repeated a set number of times in anapaestic measure 
—accented, that is to say, on the 3rd, 6th, 9th and tads 
After a fixed interval the subject, confronted with one of the 
accented syllables, mentioned any of the other syllables which be 
called to mind. Now the cases in which the syllable ismossiialely 
preceding was revived were only about half as frequent as those 
in which the syllable near but one preceding was revived; the 
time of telling (Treffersrit) for the latter was also Aerie,. This 
result is incompatible with the theory of continuous backward 
association, but it is readily explained by the fact that the group 
of three syllables bad become one complex whole, and it shoes 
that the tendency to reinstate the initial member of the group 
is stronger than that to reinstate the middle. The saving 
effected in Ebbingbaus's experiment is also thus explained' 

A somewhat paradoxical situation is brought to light wire 
the method of saving and the method of telling are used together. 
In the experiments by Jost, mentioned above, the series of verses 
were repeated thirty times, after an interval of twenty-four 
hours one series was tested by the first method and the other by 
the second. Two new series were then taken: the first repeated 
four times, and after an interval of • minute tested by the fire 
method; the other was then repeated in like manner, and tested 
after the same interval by the second method. The old series was 
found (by the method of saving) to require on en average OS 
repetitions for relearning, and the new 9-6; yet on the method 
of telling, the new series yielded " hits," with an avows 
time of about r j second for each, while the old yielded only -9 
" hits," with an average time of 4 seconds for each. Thus OW 
may be able to reproduce relatively little of a given subject-
matter, and yet require only a few repetitions in order to keen 
it off anew; on the other hand, one may know relatively much, 
and still find many more repetitions requisite for such complete 
learning. The " age " of the associations is then importast. 
Other things being equal, we may conclude that each fresh 
repetition effects more for old associations than for recent mom 11 
might be supposed that the strength of the old associations was 
more uniform and on the average greater than the strength of the 
new; so that while none of the old were far below the threshold. 
few, if any, were above it; whereas more of the new might 
be above the threshold though the majority had lapsed entirely. 
And the latter would certainly be the case if the subject of 
experiment tried to make sure of • few " hits," and paid no amen-
than to the rest of the saint Due care was however, taken that 
the ends of the experiment should not in this way be defeated. 
Also, there is ample evidence to show that the supposed gnaw 
uniformity in strength of old associations is not, in fact, the rule. 
We seem left, then, to conjecture that the difference is the dint 
of the process of assimilation working eubconaciously—that 
psychical aspect of nervous growth which haulm James lue 
aptly characterised by saying that " we learn to skate in sunned 
and to swim in winter." It continually happens that we eta 
recognise connexions that we are quite unable to regoodua 
To the diminished "strength" of an association, as tested by the 
Mae ate still other forms of what seems at first sight us la 

=vethbeescciataii2ort Done that do not admit of mikado 
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method el telling, there may then quit. well he an equivalent 
set-off in more developed emindiatiou. As seed germinates 
it has less latent energy, but this is replaced by growth in root 
and stem: similar relations may obtain when an old association 
humid merely to lase " strength." On the other hand—within the 
range of the peimaty memory-Image—we can often reproduce 
what after a longer interval we should fail to recognize. We seem 
warranted, then, in concluding that this conception of " assocht-
tkawstrealgth," so freely used by G. E. Mafia and his co-workers, 
requiem more analysis than it has yet received. The two factors 
which their methods disclose in it appear to confirm the distinc-
tion we have akeady made between impressions and free ideas. 
They help us also to understand, further, the superiority of dis-
tributed over cumulated repetition, of " Inwardly digesting " 
wee " awn." 

Feeling. 
31. Such summary survey as these Emits allow of the more 

elementary facts of cognition is here at an end; so far the most 
conspicuous facton at work have been those of what might be 
termed the ideational mechanism. In the higher processes of 
thought we have to take more account of mental activity and of 
the part played by language. But it seems preferable, before 
entering upon this, to explore also the emotional and active 
constituents of mind In their more elementary phases. 

in our preliminary survey we have seen that psychical life consists 
in the maul of a continuous alternation of predominantly receptive 
and predominantilireaetive consciousness. In its earliest form 
experience is tom an interplay of alternations of sensation and 
movement. At a ter stage we find that in the receptive phase 
ideation is added to sensauon; and that in the active phase thought 
sad fancy. or the voluntary manipulation and control of the 
tional trains, are added to the voluntary manipulation and control 
of the muscles. At this higher level also It is possible that either 
form of receptive consciousness may lead to either form of active: 
sensations may lead to thought rather than to act ioa in the restricted 
sense. and ideas apart from sensations may prompt to muscular 
exertion. There is a further complication still t not only may either 
sensations or ideas lead to either muscular or mental movements. 
but movements themselves, whether of mind or limb, may as mere 
presentations determine othat movements of either kind. la this 
respect. however, movements and thoughts either is themselves or 
through their sensational and ideational accompaniments may be 
regar&d as pertaining to the receptive side of C0111600VICIMIL with 
them provisos, 'bon, the broad generalization may hold that re- 
ceptive etateslead through feeling to active states, and that presen-
tation* that give ,either pleasure nor pain meet with no responsive 
action, But first the objection must be met that preteatations that 
are In themselves purely biMetent lead continually to very energetic 
action, often the promptest and most definite action. To this 
awns am two answers. rra, no the higher "was of psychical lde 
presentations in themselves indifferent are dun indirectly inter-
esting as signs of, or as means to. other presentations that aro more 

i directly nteresting. It is mums& for the present, tMrdona. if it 
be admitted that all such indiffescot powentatsone are without 
effect as often as they are ea instrumental in fathering tberealiza-
lion of some desirable end. Secondly, a large clam of movements. 
such as those called sensori.mous and ideo-snotor, ere initiated 
by presentations that are froqueatly, it use be slowed. neither 
pleasurable nor painful. In all such cases, however, there is 

which we shall have pri 
selection. 	all be regarded as instance* of another tin- 
pertain weds 	principle nciple 	 to 	with more 

probably ouliiiignvi apparent inception to the principle of subiecOve 

fully by and by. vu. diet voluntary actions, and optician those 
that either only avert pain or are=

,.of 
 y subsidiary to 

eivingactions, tend at length, as the habit In the individual 
and of heredity in the mos, to become secondarily automatic," 
as It bas boss called. Such mechanical or instinctive demo-bits 
sake possible a more efficient use cd present energies I. escuriag 
pleasurable and interesting experiencea. and. lib the skewer former 
growths in a tree. afford a basis toe further advance, as old interests 
pea and now ones present themselyee. Hem again. it suffices 
for our pretest purpose d it be Fasted that there lea fair presumption 
In favour of supposing all such movements to have been originally 
knitted by Wing. as certainly very many of them were. 

Of the feeling itself that Intervenes between these sensory and 
motor poseentations these Is but little to be said. The chief 
points have boss already insisted epos, vis. that it Is not itself a 
presentation, butt a purely subjective state, at once the effect of a 
change In receptive consciousness and the cause of a change in 
motor consciousness; hence its continual confusion either with 

movesksats, windier Wisdoml or nawaculer. that are its 

expression, or with the sensations or ideas that are its cause. 
For feeling as such is, so to put it, matter of being rather than 
of direct knowledge; and all that we know about it we know 
from its antecedents or consequents in presentation. 

Pure feeling, then, ranging solely between the opposite 
extremes of pleasure and pain, we are naturally led to inquire 
whether there is any corresponding contrast in the 

Cares causes of feeling on the one hand, and on the other 	ot  
in its manifestations and effects. To begin with P.■4.w  
the first question, which we may thus formulate: What, if any, 
are the invariable differences characteristic of the presentations 
or states of mind we respectively like and dislike; or, taking 
account of the diverse sources of feeling—sensuous, aesthetic, 
intellectual, active—is there anything that we can predicate 
alike of all that are pleasurable and deny of all that are painful, 
and vice versa? It is at once evident that at least in presen-
tations objectively regarded no such common characters will be 
found; If we find them anywhere it must be In some relation to 
the conscious subject i.e. In the fact of presentation Itself . 

There is one important truth concerning pleasures and pains 
that may occur at once as an answer to our inquiry, and that Is 
often advanced as such, viz. that whatever is pleasurable tends 
to further and perfect life, and whatever is painful to disturb 
or destroy It. The many seeming exceptions to this law of 
self-conservation, as it has been called, probably all admit of 
explanation in conformity with it, so as to leave its substantial 
truth unimpeached. ,  But this law, however stated, is too 
teleological to serve as a purely psychological principle, and, as 
generally formulated and Wustrated, it takes account of matters 
quite outside the psychologist's ken. We are not now concerned 
to know why a bitter taste e.g. is painful or the gratification of 
an appetite pleasant, but what marks distinctive of all painful 
presentations the one has and the other lacks. From a biological 
standpoint it may be true enough that the final cause of sexual 
and parental feelings is the perpetuation of the species; but this 
does not help us to ascertain what common character they have 
as actual sources of feeling for the individual. From the biologi-
cal standpoint again, even the senile decadence and death of the 
individual may be shown to be advantageous to the race; but It 
would certainly be odd to describe this as advantageous to the 
individual; so different are the two points of view. What we 
are in search of, although a generalization, has reference to some-
thing much more concrete than concepts like race or life, and 
does not require us to go beyond the consciousness of the moment 
to such ulterior (acts as they Imply. 

Were it possible it would be quite unnecessary to examine 
in detail every variety of pleasurable and painful consciousness 
in connexion with a general inquiry of this sort. It will be best 
to enumerate at the outset the only cases that specially call for 
investigation. Feeling may arise mainly from (a) single sen-
sations or movements, including In these what recent psycholo-
gists call their tome; or It may be chiefly determined by (b) some 
combination or arrangement of these primary presentations—
hence what might be styled the lower aesthetic feelings. We have 
thusprimary presentations a more material and • 
more =cause or ground of feeling. The mere representation 
of these sources of feeling involves nothing of moment: the idea 
of a bright colour or a bit ter taste has not definiteness or intensity 
enough to produce feeling; and the ideal presentation of a 
harmonious arrangement of sounds or colours does not in itself 
differ essentially as regards the feeling it occasions from the 
actual presentation. When we advance to the level at which 
there occur ideas more complex and more highly representative 
—or re-representative, as Mr Spencer would say—than any we 
have yet considered we can again distinguish between material 
and formal grounds of feeling. To the first we might refer, 
e.g. (s) the egoistic, sympathetic, and religious feelings; this 
clam will probably require but brief notice. The second, con-
sisting of (d) the intellectual and (e) the higher aesthetic feelings, 
is psychologically more important. There is a special des of 

Spouse, Data of Ethics. dux L-iv.; G. H. Schneider. 
Freud end 1411 dol MMUCklIgOtAlltlaS. d4 L 
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feelings, which might be distinguished from all the preceding as 
reflex, since they arise from the memory or expectation of feelings 
but in fact these are largely involved in all the higher feelings, 
and this brief reference to them will suffice: of such hope, fear, 
regret are examples. 

a. The quality and intensity as well as the duration and 
frequency of a sensation or movement all have to do with 
waxers: determining to what feeling it gives rise. It will 
Ng Meow be best to leave the last two out of account for a time. 

•Igs• Apart from these, the pleasantness or painfulness 
of a movement appears to depend solely upon its intensity, 
that is to say, upon the amount of effort necessary to effect it, 
in such wise that a certain amount of exertion is agreeable 
and any excess disagreeable. Some sensations also, such as 
those of light and sound, are agreeable if not too intense, their 
pleasantness increasing with their intensity up to a certain point, 
on nearing which the feeling rapidly changes and becomes 
disagreeable or even painful. Other sensations, as bitter tastes, 
e.g. are naturally unpleasant, however faint—though we must 
allow the possibility of an acquired liking for moderately bitter 
or pungent flavours. But in every case such sensations produce 
unmistakable manifestations of disgust, if at all intense. Sweet 
tastes, on the other hand, however intense, are pleasant to an 
unspoiled palate, though apt before long to become mawkish, 
like " sweetest honey, loathsome in his own deliciousness," as 
confectioners' apprentices are said soon to find. The painfulness 
of all painful sensations or movements increases with their 
intensity without any assignable maximum being reached. 

A comparison of examples of this kind, which it would be 
tedious to describe more fully and which are indeed too familiar 
to need much description, seems to show (t) that, so far as feeling 
is determined by the intensity of a presentation, there is pleasure 
so long as attention can be adapted or accommodated to the 
presentation, and pain so soon as the intensity is too great for 
this; and (3) that, so far as feeling is determined by the quality 
of a presentation, those that are pleasurable enlarge the field of 
consciousness and introduce or agreeably increase in intensity 
certain organic sensations, while those that are painful contract 
the field of consciousness and introduce or disagreeably increase 
in intensity certain organic sensations. There are certain other 
hedonic effects due to quality, the examination of which we must 
for the present defer. Meanwhile as to the first point it may be 
suggested, as at any rate a working hypothesis, that in itself any 
and every simple sensation or movement is pleasurable if there 
is attention forthcoming adequate to itsintensity. In the earliest 
and simplest phases of life, in which the presentation-continuum 
is but little differentiated, it is reasonable to suppose that 
variation in the intensity of presentation preponderates over 
changes in the quality of presentation, and that to the same 
extent feeling is determined by the former and not by the latter. 
And, whereas this dependence on intensity is invariable, there 
is no ground for supposing the quality of any primary presen-
tation, when not of excessive Intensity, to be invariably dis-
agreeable; the changes above-mentioned in the hedonic effects 
of bitter tastes, sweet tastes, or the hie tend rather to prove the 
contrary. This brings to to the second point, and it requires 
some elucidation. We need here to can to mind the continuity 
of our presentations and especially the existence of a background 
of organic sensations or somatic consciousness, as it is variously 
termed. By the time that qualitatively distinct presentations 
have been differentiated from this common basis it becomes 
possible for any of these, without having the intensity requisite 
to affect feeling directly, to change It indirectly by means of the 
systemic sensations accompanying them, or, in other words, by 
their tone. The physiological concomitants of these changes of 
somatic tone are largely reflex movements or equivalents of 
movement!, such as alterations in circulatory, respiratory and 
excretory processes. Such movements are psychologically 
movements no longer, and are rightly regarded as pertaining 
wholly to the sensory division of presentations. But originally 
It may have been otherwise. To us now, these organic relaxes 
geese hat part sad parcel of thespecial sensation whose lose they  

form, and which they accompany even when that sensations 
so far as its mere intensity goes, might be deemed indilfereat. 
But perhaps at first the special qualities that are now thrsughout 
unpleasant may have been alwsys presented with an excendve 
intensity that would be painful on this score dose, and tha 
reflexes that at present pertain to them may then have been 
psychologically the expression of this pain.' At any rate it is 
manifestly unfair to refuse either to seek out the primitive effects 
of the sensations in question and allow for the woekinp of 
heredity, or to reckon this accompanying systemic feeling as part 
of them. The latter seems the readier and perhaps, too, the 
preferable course. A word will now suffice to explain what is 
meant by enlarging and contracting the field of consciousness sad 
agreeably increasing or decreasing certain elements therein. 

The difference in point is manifest on comparing the flow at 
spirits, buoyancy and animation which result from • certain 
duration of pleasurable sensations with the lowness or depression 
of spirits, the gloom and heaviness of heart, apt to ensue from 
prolonged physical pain. Common language, in fact, leaves us 
no choice but to describe these contrasted states by figures which 
clearly imply that they differ in the range and variety of the 
presentations that make up consciousness, and in the quickness 
with which these succeed each other" It is not merely that in 
hilarity as contrasted with dejection the train of ideas takes 
wider sweep and shows greater liveliness, but as it were at the 
back of this, on the lower level of purely sensory experience, 
certain organic sensations which are ordinarily indifferent 
acquire a gentle intensity, which seems by flowing over to quicken 
and expand the ideational stream as we see, for instance, in 
the effects of mountain air and sushine. Or, on the other band, 
these sensations become so violently intense as to drain off and 
ingulf all available energy in one monotonous corroding care, an 
oppressive weight which leaves no place for free movement, no 
life or leisure to respond to what are wont to be pieentrable 
solidtations. ,  

As regards the duration and the frequency oe presentation, 
it is in general true that the hedonic effect soon attains its maxi-
mem, and then, if pleasant, rapidly declines; or even changes 
to its opposite. Pains in hie manner decline, but more slowly 
and without in the same sense changing to pleasures. The ble 
holds of too frequent repetition. Physiological explanation 
of these facts, good as far as it goes, is, of course, at once forth. 
coming: sensibility is blunted, time Is required for restoration, 
and so forth; but at least we want the psychological equivalent 
of all this. In one respect we find nothing materially new; so 

In the lowly organisms that strsoeb food directly through the 
'kin such bitter juices as exist naturally might at once produce very 
violent effects—comparable, say, to scalding; and the refuses 
then established may have been continued by natural selection SO as 
SO <3 ve from poisoning the higher organisms, whose absorbent 
sui faces arc internal and only guarded in this way by the organ of 
ta'tc. Some light is thrown on questions of this kind by the eery 
interesting experiments of Romans; for a general account of 
these see his idly-fist,. Soy, - at, and Sea-uniins, ch. ix. 

This is one among ma: noes in which the study of a vocalsolary 
is full of instruction to th ,  tyr_holngist. The reader who will be at 
the trouble to compare tI • punnet columns under the heading 

Pissive Affections," in R 'gees Tamura, of &Wish Words soli 
Pr •ases. will find ample proof both of thb general statement and of 
what is said above in the text. 

'Observation and experiment atoll that the physical signs of pals 
in the higher animals consist in such changes as a lowered end 
weaker pulse, reduction of the surface temperature, cpsirJumed 
respiration, dilatation of the his, and the like. And no far as can be 
ascertained these effects are not altogether the emotional reactina 
to pain but in large measure its actual acceenpaniments, the physical 
sari ■ • of what we have called its leas. The following is a good skint*. 
ths of these general char,  teelstie, 01 feeling; v En  men* temps. 
fl se fait use strie de m. ,  merits gerkraux de flexion, tarmac- sl 
l'animal vontait re rendre as petit, et offrir moans de aortae. 
doukur. II est intressant e rentarquer que, pour l'homme ammo 
pour tow les animatm. on retrouve ties mimes mouvements .genhrtue 
de flexion et d'extensien KlInndant sax sentiments dilift cot' de 
*lair at de Is &Wenn le plaisit ripond i us movement &Spa* 
nouissement, de dilatation. d'auension, Au manure. data la 
doukur, on se mpetine, en se refeime sun soi: e'en tan mouvemeat 
genteel de Sedan (C. Riau. Mont rltdeateente: k &stem 
P. al. 
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tar an coathatel petsebtatioa antes dbalaki• latemity we 
have nothing but diminished feeling as a consequence; so• far 
as ks continued mesentation entails satiety the train of agreeable 
accompaniments caws in which the pleasurable tone consisted. 
But in another way long duration and frequent repetition 
peados= indirectly wenn characteristic effects on feeling in 
consequence of itabituadon dad accommodation. We may get 
mod to a painful presentation hi each wise that we ass to be 
conscious of it as positively disagreeable, though its cessation 
is as once a execs of pleasure; la like manner we come to 
require things simply because it is painful to be without them, 
although their pennant hut long ceased to be • ground of 
positive enjoyment. This lots (or gain) consequent on accom-
modation 4  has a most important den in changing the sources 
oi feeling: it helps to transfer attention from were sernatIons to 
what we may distinguish as intereets. 

b. Certain sensations or movements not sepatatelynopleassat 
Immune so when pessemed together or in immedhite succession; 
emisma, and contradwise, some combinations of

ether or is

wr r or of movements may be such as to afford pleasure 
nersomease distinct from, and often greater than, say that 
rese el they separately yield. Here again we tied that in s•ielomia'sonse cases the effect seems mainly to depend on 
intensity, In others mainly on quality. (L) As instances of the 
former may be mentioned the pleasurableness of a rhythmic 
somession of sounds or movements, of symmetrical tones and 
curved outlines, of gentle crescendos and diminuendos in sound, 
and of gradual vadationsof shade in colour, and the *adages 
of flickering lights, " bests " in esedeal notes, false time, false 
steps, fake quantities, and the like. la all these, whenever the 
molt is pleasurable, attendees can be sadly accommodated—
is, so to say, economically meted out; and, whenever the result 
is painful, attention is surprised, balked, wasted. Thu we can 
make more movements and with lees expenditure of energy 
when they are rhythmic than when they we not, as the perform-
ances of a ball•reou or of troops marching to music amply 
testify. Of this moeomy we have also a striking proof hi the 
ease with which rhythmic language is retained. (IL) As lostanom 
of the inner may be cited those arrangements of musical tones 
and of colours that ere called harmonious or the opposite.. 
Harmony, however, mast be taken to have a different meaning 
in the two cases. When two or three tones harmonize there 
results, as is well known, a distinct pleasure over and above any 
pleasure due to the tones themselves. On the other band, tones 
that are discordant an unpleasant in spited any pleasantness 
they may have singly. Besides the negative =edition of 
absence of beats, a musical interval to be pleasant must fulfil 
certain positive conditions, sufficiently espremed for our purpose 
by saying that two tones are pleasant when they give use to 
few combination-tones, and when among thus there are several 
that coincide, and that they are unpleasant when they give rise 
to many combinadon-tats, end when among these there are 
few or none that coincide. Too any WOO together prevent 
any from being distinct. But where team coincide the number 
of tones actually present is leas than the number of possible 
tones, and there is a proportionate simplification, so to pest it: 
more is commanded and with less effort. An laced= miter* 
on harmony, t fact, compares the confusion of a discord to 
that of " trying to reckon up a sum in one's head and felling 
beaus% the numbers are too high." A different esplanation 
must be gives of the sodcalleti harmonies et toles. The pleasur-
able effect of graduations of colour or shade—to which, as 
Ruskin tells as, the two owes its *tabus beauty when com-
pered with other flowees—has been dowdy meadonols It Is 
ember 'a qoantitative than a qualitative then. What we me 

It has been definitely formulated. but in phy4ologIcal lancnne. 
by lain an the Law of Novelty: " No second ceeurreace of any 
great shock or stiniulus, whether plomine pain, or cos excite-
anent. is ever fully equal to the fag notwithstandma that lull tun 
has hive Liven for the nerves to recover from their exhaustion 
(M

e
imi
l 

 eel Body. p. 51). Cf. also his Emotions aid Wig. 3rd el. 
P. 

- now. Alesiterbe Usorresimpe, p.  

now concerned with are the pleasurable or pada combinatibas 
of different niqcsduated oakum. A comparison of these seems 
to justify the general statement that those cams yield good 
combination that are far apart in the colour circle, while those 
near together are apt to be discordant. The eapknation given, 
viz. that the one arrangement secures and the ether prevents 
perfect retinal activity, seems on the whole satisfactory—
especially if we acknowledge the tendency of all ye .mt investi-
gations and distinguish sensibility to colour and sensibility to 
mese light as both psychologically and physiologically ewe 
separate feria. Thus, when red and green are juxtaposed, the 
red imams the saturation of the green and the peen that of 
the red, so that both colours are heightened in brilliance. But 
such an effect is only phasing to the ddid nod the savage; foe 
civilised men the contrast is eacessive, and canes less completely 
opposed, as red and blue, me preferred, each being a rest from 
the other, so that as the eye wanders to and fro over their border 
different elements are active by turns Red and orange, again, 
as bad, in that both exhaust la a imam manner and leave the 
remaining factors out of pleat. 

c. The mom er lest spontaneous workings of brag in 	as 
well as that direct control of this working amemary to thinking 
in the stricter seine, are always productive of pain 
or pleasure in varying degrees. Though the es- 
position of the • higher intellectual processes has 
not yet been reached, Mae will be no inconvenience in at 
once taking amount of their effects on feeling, since thus are 
fairly obvious and largely independest of any analysis of the 
poxes's, themselves. It will also be ceerveniem to include 
under the one term " intellectual feelings," not only the feelings 
connected with certainty, doubt, perplezity, comprehensios, 
and so forth, but also what the Herbert's* psychelogists—ebose 
work in this deportment of mychoiegy is classical—have ailed 
per mama the formal feelings—that is to say, feelings which 
they regard as entirely determined by the form of the tow of 
ideas, and net by the ideas themselves. Thus, be the ideas 
what they may, when their canna movement is checked by 
divergent or obstructing lines of association, and espedaffy 
when in this manner we are hindered, say, from recollecting 
a name or a quotation (as if, e.g. the names of Archimedes, 
Anaximenes and Anarimander each arrested the clear revival 
of the ober), we are conscious of a certain strain and oppressive-
ness, which give way to momentary relief when at length what is 
wanted rises into distinct consioumese and our ideas seam 
their flow. Here again, too, as in muscular movements we have 
the contrast ral exertion and facility, when "thoughts refuse to 
flow " arid we work " invite Ifinern," or when the appropriate 
ideas seam to enfold and display themselves before us like a 
vision Woe one inspired. To be eonhonted with propositions 
we cannot second lo—i.e. with what is or appears inconsistent, 
false, contradictory–is apt to be pekhd; the recognition of 
truth or logical coberesce, on the other hand, is plessurable. 
The feeling in either use is, no doubt, greater the greater our 
interest in the subject-matter, but the men conflict of ideas as 
such is is itself deprodog, while the decetament of agreement, 
of the are in the easy, is a distinct sathfactioa. Now in the 
sae ass we me conscious of futile effects to comprehend as one 
ideas which the more distinctly we apprehend them for the pur-
pose only prove to be the mere completely and diametrically 
opposed: we can ody affirm and mentally envisage the one by 
denying and suppressing the representation of the other; and 
yet we have to strive to predicate both and to embody them 
together In the eons mental inane. Attention is Ilk, a house 
divided spina buil: then is effort but it is net effective, for 
the field of conedousnese is sorrowed and the flow of ideas 
attested. When, on the other hang, we discern • comma 
prindpie amass divemes and apprendy disconnected par- 
ticulars, instead of all the attention we can command being 
taxed fa the separate apprelsemien of them " &ejecta meshes," 
they become es one, and we seem at once to have at our disposal 
moue= for the command of an enlarged Add and the detection 
of new resemblances. 
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d. Closely related to these formai intellectual feelings are 

certain of the higher aesthetic feelings. A rein:nee to some 
"war of the commonplaces of aesthetics' writers may be 
,torso* sufficient briefly to exhibit the leading characteristics 
("maw' of these feelings. There is a wide agreement among 
men in general as to what is beautiful and what is not, and 
it is the boldness of a treatise on empirical aesthetics from an 
analysis of these matters of fact to generalize the principles of 
taste—to do, in fact, for one source of pleasure and pain what 
we are here attempting in a meagre fashion for &IL And these 
principles are the more important in their bearing upon the 
larger psychological question, because among aesthetic effects 
are reckoned only such as are pleasing or otherwise in themselves, 
apart from all recognition of utility, of possemion, or of ulterior 
gratification of any kind whatever. Thus, if it should be objected 
that the intellectual satisfaction of consistency is really due to 
its utility, to the feet that what is Incompatible and incompre-
hensible is of no avail for practical guidance, at least this objec-
tion will of hold against the aesthetic principle of easily is 
variety. In accordance with this primacy maxim of art criticism, 
at the one extreme art productions are condemned for monotony, 
sa incapable of sustaining interest because " empty," " bald " 
and " poor "; at the other extreme they are condemned as too 
incoherent and disconnected to furnish a centre of interest. 
And those are held as so far praiseworthy in which a variety of 
elements, be they movements, forms, colours or incidents. 
instead of conflicting, all unite to enhance each other and to 
lam not merely • mass but a whole. Another principle that 
serves to throw light on our inquiry is that which has been 
called the principle of economy; viz. that an effect is pleasing in 
proportion as it is attained by little effort and simple means. 
The brothers Weber in their classic week on human locomotion 
discovered that those movements that are aesthetically beautiful 
are also physiologically correct; grace and ease, in fact, are well-
nigh synonymous, as Herbert Spencer points out, and illustrates 
by apt instances of graceful attitudes, motions and forms. The 
same writer; again, in seeking for a more general law underlying 
the current maxims of writers on composition and rhetoric is led to 
a special formulation of this peindple as applied to style, via. that 
" meow of the recipient's attention is the secret of effect." 

Perhaps of all aesthetics' principles the most widetesehing, 
as well as practically the most important, is that which explains 
aesthetic effects by association. Thus, to take one example 
where so many are possible, the croaking of frogs and the mono-
tonous ditty of the cuckoo owe their pleasantness, not directly 
to what they are in themselves, but entirely to their intimate 
association with sprieg-time and its gladness. At first it might 
seem, therefore, that in this principle there is nothing fresh that 
is relevant to our present inquiry, since a pleasure that Is only 
dee to association at once carries back the question to its sources; 
so that in asking why the spring, for example, is pleasant we 
should be returning to aid ground. But this is not altogether 
true; aesthetic effects all up not merely ideas but ideals. A great 
work of art improves upon the real in two respects: it intensifies 
and it transfigures. It is far art to gather into one focus, cleared 
from dross and commonplace, the genial memories of a life-
time, the instinctive memories of a race; and, where theory can 
only classify and arrange what It receives, art—in a measure free 
from " the literal unities of Omura place "—creates and glorifies. 
Still art eschews the abstract and speculative; however plastic 
in its hands, the material wrought is always that of sense. We 
have already noticed more than once the power which primary 
presentations have to sustain vivid re-protestations, and the 
bearing of this on the aesthetic effects of works of art must be 
straightway obvious. The notes and colours, rhymes and 
litYtbms, forme and movements, which produce the lower 
aesthetic feelings also serve as the means of bringing into view, 

a. Admen Vora** des Amara* it as. Fechner's full 
style for it is " Princip der ekonomischen Verwendung der Mittel 
oder des Menem* Kr/Minuses." 

VU 'Raw" &len*. Pelham' awl Specalaehr. vol. IL, Eat. I. and 

and mistaking at • Meat level of Athlone, • wider !sage and 
flow of pleasing ideas than we can ordinarily command. 

When we reach the level at which there is dialect sell. 
consciousness (d. 1 es), we have an imputes* elms of 
feelings determined by the relation of the presenter isloguag 
Lion of self to the other contents of toancioranees. sisorsos 
And as the knowledge of other selves adman par( ftellial• 
pars with that of one's own soli, so along with the umiak 
feelings appear certain social or altruistic fealinp. The two 
have much in OODIMODj In pride and shame, for ememple. 
account is taken of the estimate other persons form of us 
and at our regard for them; while, on the other hand, when 
we admire or demise, congratulate or pity another, we have 
always present to our mind a more or leis definite camp. 
tion of self in Me drcumstances. It will thetefore amply 
serve all the ends of our present Inquiry if we briefly survey 
the leading chereanistics of some contrasted egoistic feel-
ings, such as self-complaceney and disappointment. When a 
man is pleased with himself, his achievements, possessions or 
circumstances, such pleasure is the result at a comparison of his 
present positioa in this respect with some former position or with 
the position of someone else. Without descending to detail', 
we may say that two prospects are before him, and the larger 
and fairer is recognised as his own. Under dimppointinent or 
reverse the same two pictures may be present to his mind, but 
accompanied by the certainty that the better is not his or is his 
no more. So far, then, it might be said the contents of his 
consciousness are in each me the same, the whole difference 
lying in the different relationship to self. But this makes all 
the difference even to the contents of his consciousness, as we 
shall at once see if we consider its active side. Even the idlest 
and most thoughtless mind teems with 'mations and expecta-
tions, and in its prosperity, like the fool in the parable, thinks 
to pull down its barns and build greater, to take its ease, eat. 
drink and be merry. The support of all this pleasing show and 
those far-reaching aims is, not the bare knowledge of what 
abundance will do, but the reflection—These many goods are 
mine. In mind alone final causes have a place, and the end can 
produce the beginning; the prospect of a summer makes the 
present into spring. But action is paralysed or impossible 
when the means evade us. In so far as s man's life consists In 
the abundance of the things he possesseth, we see then why it 
dwindles with these. The Wm holds where self .complaceacy or 
displicency rests on a sense of personal worth or on the homer 
or affection of others. 

33. We are now at AO end of our survey of certain typical 
pleasurable and painful states. Tice answer to our inquiry 
which it seems to suggest is that there is pleasure 

• • SIMINW, in proportion as a maximum of attention is effectively 
exercised, and pain In proportion as such effective 
attention is frustrated by distractions, shocks, or incomplent 
and faulty adaptations, or fails of exercise, owing to the minor 
nem of the field of cautiousness end the slowness and swains 
of Its changes. Something must be said in explication of this 
formula, and certain objections that might be made to it must 
be considered. First of all it implies that feeling is determined 
partly by quantitative, or, as we might say, material conditions, 
and partly by conditions that are formal or qualitative. As 
regards the former, both the intensity or concentration of atten-
tion and its diffusion or the atm of the field of catechumens 
have to be taken into account. Attention, whatever else It in. 
is a limited quantity- 

Pluribus intones minor est ed sings sensuo- 
us quote Hamilton's pet adage. Moreover, as we have men, 
aunties requires time. If, then, attention he distributed over 
too wide a field, there is a corresponding loss of intensity, and 
so of distiactons: we tend towards a succession of Lithe-
tinguishablas—indistingenhable, therefore, from no emendon. 
We must not have more presentations in the field of conscious-
ness than will allow of some concentration of attention: • 
maximum diffusion will not do. A maximum concentration, 
is Ike araur—evea Y there two no other objection to k- 
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would seem to conflict with the general conditions of conscious-
ness, inasmuch as a tingle simple presentation, however intense, 
would admit of no differentiation, and any complex presentation 
is in some sort a plurafity. The mat effective attention, then, 
as regards its quantitative conditions, must fie somewhere 
between the two zeros of complete indifference and complete 
absorption. If there be an excess of diffusion, effective atten-
tion will increase up to a certain point as concentration increases, 
but beyond that point will decrease if this intensification con-
tinues to increase; and vice versa, if there be an excess of con-
centration. But, Inasmuch as these quantitative conditions 
involve • plurality of distinguishable presentations or changes 
in consciousness, the way is open for tonnal conditions as well. 
Since different presentations consort differently when above 
the threshold of consciousness together, one field may be wider 
and yet as intense as another, or intestate and yet as wide, owing 
to a more advantageous arrangement of its constituents. ,  

The doctrine here developed, viz., that feeling depends on 
efficiency, is in the main as old as Aristotle; all that has been 

done is to give it a more accurately psychological 
Aleastka pi..., expedition, and to free it from the implications of 

the faculty theory, in which form it was expounded 
by Hamilton. Of possible objections there are at least 
two that we must anticipate, and the consideration of 
which will help to make the general view clearer. First, it may 
be urged that, according to this view, it ought to be one con-
tinuous pain to fall asleep, since In this state consciousness 
is rapidly restricted both as to intensity and range. This state-
ment is entirely true as regards the intensity and substantially 
true as regards the range, at least of the higher consciousness: 
certain massive and agreeable organic sensations pertain to 
falling asleep, but the variety of presentations at all events grows 
less. But then the capacity to attend is also rapidly declining; 
even a slight intruding sensation entails an acute sense of strain 
in one sense, in place of the massive pleasure of repose through-
out; and any voluntary concentration either In order to move 
or to think involves a like organic conflict, futile effort, and arrest 
of balmy ease. There is as regards the more definite constituents 
of the field of consciousness a close resemblance between natural 
sleepiness and the state of monotonous humdrum we all tedium 
or ennui, and yet the very same excitement that would relieve 
the one by dissipating the weariness of inaction would disturb 
the other by renewing the weariness of action: the one is com-
mensurate with the resources of the moment, the other is not. 
Thus the maximum of effective attention in question is, as 
Aristotle would say, a maximum " relative to us." It is possible, 
therefore, that a change from a wider to a narrower field of 
consciousness may be a pleasurable change, if attention Is more 
effectively engaged. Strictly speaking, however, the so-called 
negative pleasures of rest do not consist In a mere narrowing of 
the kid of consciousness so much as in a change in the amount 
of concentration. Massive organic sensations connected with 
restoration take the place of the comparatively acute sensations 
of jaded powers forced to work. We have, then, in all cases to 
bear in mind this subjective relativity of all pleasurable or 
painful states of consciousness. 

As It is ',twofold. to say that say distinguishable presentation 
is absolutely simple. the hypothesis of iniciousers would 
leave us free to assume that any pleasantness or unpleasantness that 
cannot be explained on the score of intensity is due to some obscure 
harmony or discord. compatibility or incompatibility, of elements net 
separately discernible. But this. though tempting. is not really a 
very scientific procedure. If a particular quantum is plasm.- 
able or painful in such wise u to lead to a re distribution of attention. 
It is restorable to look for an ea taboo primarily in its connexion 
with the rest of the field of cons ciousness. itioreover, it is obvious—
since what takes place in subconsciousness an may be explained 
n ass 	with what takes place in consciousome—that. if we have 
an i 	 in the de. we must have a corresponding inex- 
plicable in the other. If the feeling produced by what comports 
itself as a simple preseumtion cannot be detained by what is in 
consciousness. In should be forced to admit that some presentation 
are unpleasant simply because they are unpleasant--an 
bility which the hypothesis of subcosuciumem might push farther 
back but would am remove. 

33. But there is still another and more serious difficulty to 
face. It has long been a burning question with theoretical 
moralists whether pleasures differ only quantita- DePbasor“ 
lively ordiffer qualitatively as well, whether psycho- Offer C*411. 

logical analysis will justify the common distinction soft.° 
of higher and lower pleasures or force us to recognize 
nothing but differences of degree, of duration, and so 
forth—as expounded, e.g. by Bentham, whose cynical mot, 
" pushpin is as good as poetry provided it be as pleasant, ' was 
long a stumbling block in the way of utilitarianism. The entire 
issue here is confused by an ambiguity in terms that has been 
already noticed: pleasure and pleasures have not the same 
connotation. By a pleasure or pleasures we mean some assign. 
able presentation or presentations experienced as pleasant—i.e. 
as affording pleasure; by pleasure simply is meant this subjective 
state of feeling itself. The former, like other objects of know- 
ledge, admit of classification and comparison: we may dis-
tinguish them as wane or as noble, or, if we will, as cheap and 
wholesome. But while the causes of feeling are manifold, the 
feeling itself is a subjective state, varying only in intensity and 
duration. The best evidence of this lies in the general character 
of the actions that ensue through feeling—the matter which 
has next to engage us. Whatever be the variety in the sources 
of pleasure, whatever be the moral or conventional estimate 
of their worthiness, if a given state of consciousness is pleasant 
we seek so far to retain it, if painful to be rid of it: we prefer 
greater pleasure before less, less pain before greater. This is, 
In fact, the whole meaning of preference as a psychological term. 
Wisdom and folly each prefer the course which the other reject& 
Both courses cannot, indeed, be objectively preferable; that, 
however, is not a matter for psychology. But as soon as 
reflection begins, exceptions to this primary principle of action 
seem to arise continually, even though we regard the individual 
as a law to himself. Such exceptions, however, we may presently 
find to be apparent only. At any rate the principle is obviously 
true before reflection begins—true so long as we are dealing 
with actually present sources of feeling, and not with their 
re-presentations. But to admit this is psychologically to admit 
everything, at least if experience is to be genetically explained. 
Assuming then that we start with only quantitative variations 
of feeling, we have to attempt to explain the development of 
formal and qualitative differences in the character given to the 
grounds of feeling. But, if aversions and pursuits result from 
incommensurable states of pain and pleasure, there seems no 
other way of saving the unity and continuity of the subject 
except by speculative assumption—the doctrine known as the 
freedom of the will in its extremest form. The one position 
involves the other, and the more scientific course is to avoid 
both as far as we can. 

The question, then, Is: How, If action depends in the last 
resort on a merely quantitative difference, could it ever come 
about that what we call the higher sources of feeling should 
supersede the lower? If it is only quantity that turns the 
scales, where does quality come in, for we cannot say, e.g. that 
the astronomer experiences a greater thrill of delight when a 
new planet rewards his search than the hungry savage in finding 
a clump of pig - nuts? MN pore msdantur not el midamur in Wis 
contains the answer in brief. We shall understand this answer 
better if we look at a parallel case, or what is really our own 
from another point of view. We distinguish between higher 
and lower forms of life: we might say there is more Ilk in a 
large oyster than in a small one, other things being equal, but we 
should regard a crab as possessing not necessarily more Ide-
as measured by waste of tissue—but certainly as manifesting 
life in a higher form. How, in the evolution of the animal 
kingdom, do we suppose this advance to have been made? 
The tendency at any one moment is simply towards more kle, 
simply towards growth; but this process of self-conservation 
imperceptibly but steadily modifies the self that is conserved. 
The creature is bent only on filling its skin; but in doing this 
as easily as may be it gets a better skin to fill, and accordingly 
seeks to fill it differently. Though cabbage and honey are v. bat 
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they were before, they have changed relatively to the grub now 
it has become a butterfly So, while we are all along preferring 
a more pleasurable state of consciousness before a Ina, the 
content of our consciousness• is continually changing; the 
greater pleasure still outweighs the less, but the pleasures to be 
weighed arc either wholly different, or at least are the same for 
to no more. What we require then, is not that the higher 
pleasures shall always afford greater pleasure than the lower 
did, but that to advance to the level of life on which pleasure 
is derived from higher objectsshall on the whole be more pleasur-
able and less painful than to remain behind. And this condition 
seems provided in the fact of accommodation above referred 
to and in the important fact that attention can be more effec-
tively expended by what we may therefore call improvements 
in the form of the field of consciousness. But when all is said 
and done a certain repugnance is apt to arise against any associa-
tion of the differences between the higher and lower feelings 
with differences of quantity. Yet such repugnance is but 
another outcome of the common mistake of supposing that the 
real is obtained by pulling to pieces rather than by building up. 
No logical analysis—nay, further, no logical synthesis—is 
adequate to the fullness of things. For the rest, such aversion 
is wholly emotional, and has no more an intellectual element 
in it than has the disgust we feel on first witnessing anatomical 
dissections.' 

Emotion and Emotional Expression. 
34• We now pass from the causes of feeling to lt3 effects. 

We have assumed (I 7) that the simplest and earliest of these 
effects are to be found in the various bodily move-
ments commonly described as the expression or 
manifestation of emotion. But in a notorious 

article, entitled "What is an Emotion?" Professor James' 
attempted to turn this, the common-sense position, upside 
down. Before proceeding we must, therefore, examine his 
alternative theory: " Common sense says: we lose our for-
tune, are sorry and weep; we meet a bear, are frightened 
and run; we are insulted by a rival, are angry and strike." 
But, Professor James continues, " the hypothesis here to be 
defended says that this order of sequence is incorrect: that the 
one mental state is not immediately induced by the other, that 
the bodily manifestations must first be interposed between, and 
that the more rational statement is that we feel sorry because 
we cry, angry because we strike, afraid because we tremble, 
and not that we cry, strike or tremble because we are sorry, 
angry or fearful, u the case may be." In a word, whereas it 
is commonly supposed that the emotion precedes and produces 
the expression, it seems here to be maintained that the expres-
sion precedes and produces the emotion. But the sequence 
denied in the first case is a psychological sequence, the sequence 
maintained in the second is a physiological sequence. The 
subject's experiences of the bodily expressions is here the 
emotion, and these are physically, not psychically, determined 
" They are sensational processes," says Professor James; 
" processes due to inward currents set up by physical happen-
ings." 

The new theory is, then, in part psychological, in part psycho-
physical. As to (he first part, which the author calls " the 
vital point of the whole theory," it consists mainly in exposing 
the ambiguity of the phrase " bodily expression of an emotion " 
—a phrase which is liable to mislead us into fancying that 

" To bole at anything in its elements makes it appear inferior to 
what it seems as a whole. Resolve the statue or the building into 
stone and the laws of proportion, and no worthy causes of the former 
beautiful result seem now left behind. So. also, resolve a virtuous 
act into the passions and some quantitative law, and it seems to be 
rather destroyed than analysed though after all what was there else 
it could be resolved into? ' Sir A. Grant, Aristotle's Fairies, Essay 
IV., " The Doctrine of the Mean," i. at° (and ed.). 

Mira (!M4). ix. 588 pg.: and, again, Principles of Psychology. 
eh. xxv. Very similar views were advanced independently and 
almost at the same time by the Danish physioloest C. Lange: 
hence the nameJames-Lange theory, by which their views are 
commonly known. Of Lange's work ::. Germa n traglatian was 
nehhshW in teal.  

emotion, like thought, may be antecedent to, or Independent el. 
any expression or utterance. My fair or anger may chance 
to be expressive to another, but they are of necessity inspsessise 
to me. " A disembodied human emotion is a sheer nonentity." 
In so far as I have a certain emotion, In so fat I have " the 
feelings of its bodily symptoms." This is true, not to say trite. 
but how do these symptoms arise? With this question we 
pass to the psychophysical side of the theory, and here it be-
coines perplexing, and is itself perplexed, for to this question 
it Is driven to return two distinct and divergent anuses. 
First, we are told that it is not the emotion that gives rise to 
the bodily expression, but that, on the contrary, " the bodily 
changes follow directly the perception of the existing tae." 
it being beyond doubt " that objects do excite bodily changes 
by a preorganised mechanism." Again: " Each emotion 
for Professor James, " a resultant of • sum of elements, and 
each element is caused by a physiological process of ■ sort 
already well known. The, elements are all organic changes, 
and each of them is the reflex effect of the existing Oka." Ti. 
old attempts at classification and description being contemptu-
ously dismissed as belonging only to " the lowest stage of 
science," we are informed that now we step from a superficial 
to a deep order of inquiry. " The questions now are causal: 
Just what changes does this object and what changes does 

that object excite?' and ' How come they to excite these 
particular changes, and not others?'" But we have not had 
to wait for the James-Lange theory to raise these questions; 
and surely there are none that bring out its defects more 
glaringly. "Objects " that determine bodily changes by means 
of preorganised el mechanism and without psychical interposition 
might fairly be taken to be physical objects; and indeed the 
whole process is expressly described as reflex. But only very 
slovenly physiologists talk of " objects " exciting reflexes: 
it is inexact even to say that sensations do so. All that reflex 
action requires is a stinelas. " The essence of a reflex action." 
says Foster, " consists in the transmutation, by means of the 
irritable protoplasm of a nerve-cell, of afferent into efferent 
impulses." Let Professor James be confronted first by a chained 
bait and next by a bear at large: to the one object he presents 
a bun, and to the other a clean pair of heels; or let him first be 
thrilled by a Beethoven symphony and then by a Raphael 
Madonna. Will he now undertake to account, in terms of 
stimuli and their reflex effects, for the very different results of 
the similar " causes " in the one case, or for the similar results 
of the very different " causes " in the other? Such a challenge 
would certainly be declined, and Professor James would remind 
us that in his nomenclature " it is the total situation on which 
the reaction of the subject is mark."' But there n just a world 
of difference between "object "...stimulus transformed by 
preorganised mechanism into an efferent discharge, and " object " 
= total situation to which the subject reacts. The attempt to 
explain emotion causally on the lines of the former meaning 
lands us in the conscious automaton theory, with which we 
must deal presently: this Professor James rejects. The latter 
meaning, on the other hand, involves the recognition of the 
subject's attitude as essential to the reaction, and of this as 
determined by pleasure, pain or by some " interest " resting 
ultimately on these. Sock, with scarcely an exception. Ina 
always been, and still remains, the analysis of emotion in sown 
among psychologists. It brings to the fore a new category, 
that of worth or value, one wholly extraneous to the physio-
logist's domain, and repugnant to the mechanical analogies 
which are there in place. No doubt such a concept is attained 
only by reflexion, but the experiences from which it is draws, 
the affective states and the conative tendencies of the subject 
experiencing, must have preceded. From this central stand-
point alone the objective situation has a worth which explains 
the subject's attitude, and here alone can we find the clue which 

" Physieal &deo( Emotion." Piyellatarintilltericer (tems), p. sit 
In this reply to criticisms Professor James is supposed to have 
modified his views: it would be nearer the truth to say that be has 
made admissions Incompatible with them 

BMWs of 
Amass. 
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mill enable as to answer the msestkem of cams that Prokbor 
James propounds. 

The experimental investigations of Moto. Reit Lehmann. and 
others have shows that the vasomotor and such like bodily 
chasgea as are prominent is emotional excitement are present also 
to some extent in all forms of conscious activity. The more un-
wonted and interesting the situation, the more diffused movements 
predominate over movements that are purposive; the farther 
assimilation, both on the copitive and the reactive side, has ad- 
va dthe more di/lesion is replaced by restriction and adapts- 
tiorlaut we are not warranted in separating these factors of 
voluntary activity Into distinct processes, as the physiologist, for 
example. separates the functions of striped and unstriped muscle. 
Unless we are prepared to treat off activity as reflex--as the 
physiologist may quite well do, if he keep strictly to his own point 
of view—it does not seem possible to regard emotional expression 
as so much organic sensation with which purposive movement has 
nothing to do. No doubt this connexion of vegetal and animal 
functions remains one of the obscurest in all psycho•biology. though 
its teleological fitness is obvious enough. 

Nevertheless, Professor James's main position is that an emotion 
is but a sum of organic sensations; and in order to establish this 
he is led to the second and very different statement which we have 
now to examine. Here, so far from suggesting inquiries as to the 
s' objects " that !Wit* emotion, his point is to maintain that in 
no far as the bodily cause is set up, he She means what they may, 
in so far the emotion is present. ,  And here, at length, the con-
tention is explicit: Emotions are a certain complex of organic 
sessamtioes, and such complexes are emotions: the two are not 
merely coexistent, they are identiatt. The exciting object is thinn, 
after all. physiological; that u to say, it is whatever stimulus sets 
up the sensations. It cannot be psychological, " the total situation 
for the reacting subject," for in this sense the emotion, it is main-
tained, may be "objectless." In support of his potation Professor 
James first of all cites pathological cases of such objectless emotion. 
lie next follows up , hear:  with accounts of other eases in which 
emotional apathy seemed to keep pace with sensory anaemheda, 
arguing that, according to his theory, a subject absolutely anaesthetic 
should also be incapable of emotion, although "emotion-inspirin g 
objects might evoke the usual bodily expression from 
Whether any testimony from lunatics, hypnotics and other minds 
diseased could suffice to establish this novel doctrine is questionable: 
that the evidence so far adduced is !muff', ient, Professor James 
himself seems to allow. There are some four or five of the apathetic 
eases altogether: three of them are regarded by the mental patho-
logists who describe them as adverse to Professor James's theory.' 
Of the fourth case, reported by a pathologist on Professor James's 
aide, the latter himself candidly observes. " We must remember 
that the patient's inernotivity may have been a coordinate result 
with the anaesthesia of his neural lesion.. and not the anaestt ,- '4's 
mare effect." This minis: link in the argument is supplied h. he 
experiments of Professor ! :rington,' and the.c show conchs- rly 
that normal emotional a are po,sible along with cow rte 
visceral anaesthesia. As t ., ■ notional excitement induced by n xi-
catkin or disease, and an Las groundirri, the most that can safi' be 
said is that the object 0141V be vague ill-defined and shiftinu et 
not that it is absent at , ,zithcr. States of physical es 
depression or irritability I 	arouse by association .4. 	rte 
trooper of imagery; only 	. ri they fail of this are Sr 	 to 
say that there is no object 	! • , :en se must add that th.,, 	Lao 
no emotion. 

E11117a01141 and Coluttioo Adion. 

ss• As In dealing with the causes of feeling, so we may 
now in like manner proceed to inquire whether in its manifesta-
tions or effects there is any contrast corresponding to the 
opposing estrones of pleasure and pain. We have already 
seen reams for dismissing reflex movements or movements 
not determined by feeling as psychologically aecondary, the 
effects of habit and heredity, and for regarding those diffusive 
movements that are immediately expressive of feeling as 
primordial—such movements as are strictly purposive being 
gradually selected or elaborated from there. But some dis-
tinction is called for among the various movements expressive 
of emotion; for there is more in these than the direct effect 
of feeling regarded as merely pleasure or pain. It has been 
metal with psychologists to confound emotions with feeling, 
because intense feeling is essential to emotion. But, strictly 

Teri-Beet of Plrholotr (1890).p. 383,  
G. H. I. Berkley, " Two Casts of General Cutaneous and Sensory 

Anaesthesia without marked Psychical Implications ." Brain (1891). 

liv ' '''‘Vx7eriSnnents on the Value of Vasethr and Visceral Footers for 
the Genesis of Emotion." Pew. Ray. Sac 09004 lxvi- 390 0994 
and Piston. laii. yag um.  

speaking, • Pate of emetic/is is a complete state of mind, a 
psychosis, and not a psychical element, if we may so say. Thus 
in anger we have over and above pain a more or less definite 
object as its cause, and a certain characteristic reactive display—
frowns, compressed lips, erect bead, clenched fists, In a word, 
the combative attitude—as its effect, and similarly of other 
emotions; so that generally in the particular movements 
indicative of particular emotions the primary and primitive 
effects of feeling are overlaid by what Darwin has called service-
able associated habits. The purposive actions of an earlier 
stage of development become, though somewhat atrophied 
as it were, the emotive outlet of a later stage: in the circum-
stances in which our ancestors worried their enemies we only 
show our teeth. We must, therefore, leave aside the more 
complex emotional manifestations and look only to the simplest 
effects of pleasure and of pain, if we are to dieters any funda-
mental contrast between them' 

Joy finds expression in dancing, clapping the bands and 
meaningless laughter, and these actions are not only pleasurable 
in themselves but such as increase the existing 
pleasure. Attention is not drafted off oe diverted;  
but rather the available resources seem reinforced, 
so that the old expenditure is supported as well as the new. 
To the pleasure on the receptive side Is added pleasure on 
the active aide. The violent contortions due to pain, on the 
other hand, are painful in themselves, though less intense than 
the pains from which they withdraw attention; they-are but 
counter-irritants that arrest or inhibit still more painful thoughts 
or sensation. Thus, according to Darwin, " asilors who are 
to be flogged sometimes take a piece of lead into their mouths 
is order to bite It with their utmost force, and thus to bear the 
pain." When in this way we take account of the immediate 
effects as well as of the causes of feeling, we find it still more 
strikingly true that only in pleasurable states is there an efficient 
expenditure of attention. It is needless now to dwell upon 
this point, although any earlier mention of it would hardly 
have been in place. But we should fail to realise the contrast 
betweea the motor effects of pleasure and of pain it we merely 
regarded them as cues of diffusion. The intense, the feeling 
the intense, the reaction, no doubt, whether it be smiles or 
tears, jumping for joy, or writhing in agony; but in the move-
ments consequent on pleasure the diffusion is the result of mere 
exuberance, as overflow of good spirits, as we sometimes say. 
and these movements, as already remarked, are always com-
paratively purposeless or playfuL Even the earliest expressions 
of pain, on the contrary, seem but so many efforts to escape 
from the cause of it; in them there is at least the blind purpose 
to the from a definite ill, but in Osamu only the enjoyment of 
present fortune. 

	

Prom Plato doyenne* peyool 	and ma/alias have been 

	

food of discussing eke relation of 	ftire and pain. It has been 
maintained that pain is the first and more fundamental fact, and 
pleasure nothing but relief from pain; and, again, on the other 
side, that pleasure in prior and positive, and pain only the negation 
of pleasure. So far as the mite change goes, it is obviously true 
that the diminution of pain is pee rash *rant. and the domina-
tion of pleasure pro Mob unpleasant; and if relativity had the 
unlimited range sometimes assigned to it this would be all we 
could say. But we must sooner or later recognize the existence 
of a comparatively fined neutral mate, &viaticn frees which, of 
compatatsvely short duration and of emicient intensity, consti-
tute distinct states of pleasure or pain. Such states. if not of 
limiest intensity, may then be further diminished without reversing 

IX the them principles Darwin advance. In explanation el emo-
tional exprewtoa that which he plans lant—pectspo because it 
admits of lees definite illustration--seems both psychologically sad 
physiologically more fundamental than the more striking principle 
of serviceable associated habits which he places arse; indeed the 
following, which is his statement of it s  imps as Ruch: " Certain 
actions which we recognize ae expreamve of certais states of mind 
are the direct result of the ornstitutioa of the nervous system, and 
have been from the first independent of the will, and to • large extent 
of habit " (F-rprestioot of the Emotions, p. 66). It is in illustration 
of this principle too that Darwin describes the movements expressive 
of 

e m 
joy

oo p andri 
grief. emotions

of 
 which in some kern x other are surely 

th mitive  any. 
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their pleasurable or painful character. The turning-point here 
implied may. of course, gradually change too—as a result, in fact. 
of the law of accommodation. Thus a long run of pleasure would 
raise "the hedonistic zero," while—to the small extent to which 
accommodation to pain is possible—a continuance of pain would 
lower it. But such admission makes no material difference where 
the actual feeling of the moment is alone concerned and retrospect 
out of the question. On the whole it seems, therefore, most reason-
able to regard pleasure and pain as emerging out of a neutral state, 
which is prior to and distinct from both—not a state of absolute 
indifference, but of simple contentment, marked by no special 
active display. But it is by reference to such state of equilibrium or 
droBla that we sec most clearly the superior volitional efficacy of 
pain upon which pessimists love to descant. " Nobody." says 
Von Hartmann. " who had to choose between no taste at all for 
ten minutes or five minutes of a pleasant taste and then five minutes 
of an unpleasant taste, would prefer the last " Most men and all 
the lower animals are content ' to let well alone." 

To ascertain the origin and progress of purposive action it 
seems, then, that we must look to the effects of pain rather 

than to those of pleasure. It is true that psy- 
chologists not infrequently describe the earliest pur- 
posive movements as appetitive; or at least they 

treat appetitive and aversive movements as coordinate and 
equally primitive, pleasures being supposed to lead to actions 
for their continuance as much as pains to actions for their 
removal. No doubt, as soon as the connexion between a pleasur-
able sensation and the appropriate action is completely estab-
lished, as in the case of imbibing food, the whole process is then 
self-sustaining till satiety begins. But the point is that such 
facility was first acquired under the teaching of pain—the pain 
of unsatisfied hunger. The term " appetite " is apt both by 
its etymology and its later associations to be misleading. What 
are properly called the " instinctive " appetites are—when 
regarded from their active side—movements determined by 
some existing uneasy sensation. So far as their earliest mani-
festation in a particular individual is concerned, this urgency 
seems almost entirely of the nature of a viz a Serge; and the 
movements are only more definite than those simply expressive 
of pain because of inherited pre-adaptation, on which account, 
of course, they are called " instinctive." But what one inherits 
another must have acquired, and we have agreed here to leave 
heredity on one side and consider only the original evolution. 

But if none but psychological causes were at work this evolu-
tion would be very lung and in its early stages very uncertain. 
At first, when only random movements ensue, we may fairly 
suppose both that the chance of at once making a happy hit 
would be small and that the number of chances, the space for 
repentance, would also be small. Under such circumstances 
natural selection would have to do almost everything and 
subjective selection almost nothing. So far as natural selection 
worked, we should have, not the individual subject making a 
series of tries and perfecting itself by practice, as in learning to 
dance or swim, but we should have those individuals whose 
structure happened to vary for the better surviving, increasing 
and displacing the rest. How much natural selection, appar-
ently unaided, can accomplish in the way of complicated adjust-
ment we are in the adaptation of the form and colour of plants 
and animals to their environment. Both factors, in reality, 
operate at once, and it would be hard to fix a limit to either, 
though to our minds natural selection seems to lose in compara-
tive importance as we advance towards the higher stages of 
fife. 

But psychologically we have primarily to consider subjective 
selection, i.e. first of all, the association of particular movements 
with particular sensations through the mediation of feeling. 
The sensations here concerned are mainly painful excitations 
from the environment, the recurring pains of innutrition, 
weariness, acc., and pleasurable sensations due to the satisfaction 
of these organic wants—pleasures which, although not a mere 
" filling-up." as Plato at one time contended, are still preceded 
by pain, but imply over and above the removal of this a certain 
surplus of positive good. There seem only a few points to 
notice (a) When the movements that ensue through pleasure 
are themselves pleasurable there is ordinarily no ground for  

singing out any one; such movements simply enhance the 
general enjoyment, which is complete in itself and so far 
contains no hint of anything beyond. (6) Should one of these 
spontaneous movements of pleasure chance to cause pain, no 
doubt such movement is speedily arrested. Probably the most 
immediate connexion possible between feeling and purposive 
action is that in which a painful movement leach through pain 
to its own suppression. But such connexion is not very fruitful 
of consequences, inasmuch as it only secures what we may call 
internal training and does little to extend the relation of the 
individual to its environment. (c) Out of the irregular, often 
conflicting movements which indirectly relieve pain sorne one 
may chance to remove the cause of it altogether. Upon this 
movement, the last of a tentative series, attention, released 
from the pain, is concentrated; and in this way the evil and the 
remedy become so far associated that on a recurrence of the 
former the many diffused movements become leo, and the one 
purposive movement more, pronounced; the one effectual way 
is at length established and the others, which were but palliatives, 
disappear. (d) When things have advanced so far that some 
one definite movement is definitely represented along with the 
painful sensation it remedies, it is not long before a still further 
advance is possible and we have preventive movements. Thanks 
to the orderliness of things, dangers have their premonitions. 
After a time, therefore, the occurrence of some signal sensation 
revives the image of the harm that has previously followed In 
its wake, and a movement—either like the first, or another that 
has to be &elected from the random tries of fear—occurs in time 
to avert the impending ill. (e) In like manner, provided the 
cravings of appetite are felt, any signs of the presence of pleasur-
able objects prompt to movements for their enjoyment or 
appropriation. In these last cases we have action determined 
by percepts. The cases in which the subject is incited to action 
by ideas as distinct from percept require a more detailed con-
sideration; such are the facts mainly covered by the term 
" desire." 

By the time that ideas are sufficiently self-sustaining to form 
trains that are not wholly shaped by the circumstances of the 
present, entirely new possibilities of action are lseaaw 
opened up. We can desire to live again through 
experiences of which there is nothing actually present to 
remind us, and we can desire a new experience which as yet 
we only imagine. We often, no doubt, apply the term to 
the simpler states mentioned under (c) in the last paragraph; 
the fox in the fable is said to have desired the grapes he vilified 
because out of his reach. Again, at the other extreme it is 
usual to speak of a desire for honour, or for wealth, and the 
like; but such are not so much single states of mind as inclina-
tions or habitual desires. Moreover, abstractions of this kind 
belong to a more advanced stage of development than that at 
which desire begins, and of necessity imply more complicated 
grounds of action than we can at present examine. The essen-
tial characteristics of desire will be more apparent if we ampoule 
a case somewhere between these extremes. A busy man reads 
a novel at the close of the day, and finds himself led off by ■ 
reference to angling or tropical scenery to picture himself with 
his rods packed en route for Scotland, or booked by the next 
steamer for the fairyland of the West Indies Presently, while 
the ideas of Jamaica or fishing are at least as vividly Imagined 
as before, the fancied preparations receive a rude shock as the 
thought of his work recurs. Some such case we may take as 
typical and attempt to analyse it. 

First of all it is obviously true, at least of such more concrete 
desires, that what awakens desire at one time fails to do so at 
another, and that we are often so absorbed or content with the 
present as not to be amenable to (new) desires at all. A riven 
a or y cannot, then, be called desirable per Sc, it Is only desir-
able by relation to the contents of consciousness at the moment 
Of what nature is this relation? (t) At the level of psychical 
life that we have now reached very close and complete con-
nexions 'have beat formed between ideas and the movements 
necessary for their realisation, so that when the ides ts vividly 
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present these movements are apt to be nascent. This &media- 
tion is the result of subjective selection—Le. of feeling—but 
being once established, it persists like other associations indepen- 
dently of it. (a) Those movements are especially apt to become 
nascent which have pot been recently executed, which are 
therefore fresh and accompanied by the organic sensations of 
freshness, but also those which are frequently executed, and so 
from habit readily aroused. The latter fact, which chiefly 
concerns habitual desires, may be left aside for a time. (3) At 
times, then, when there is • lack of present interests, or when 
theme have begun to wane, or when there is positive pain, atten- 
tion is ready to fasten on any new suggestion that calls for more 
activity, requires a change of active attitude, or promises 
relief. Such spontaneous eonceratatioa of attention ensures 
greater vividness to the new idea, whatever it be, and to its 
belongings. In some cues this greater vividness may suffice. 
This i. roost likely to happen when the new idea affords 
intellectual occupation, and this is at the time congenial, or with 
indolent and imaginative persons who prefer dreaming to doing. 
(4) But when the new idea does not lead off the pent-up aces= 
of action by opening out fresh chsanels, when, instead of this, 
it is one that keeps them Intent upon itself in an attitude 
comparable to expectation, then we have desire. In such a state 
the Intensity of the re-preseraption is not adequate to the 
intensity of the incipient actions it has aroused. This is meet 
obvious when the latter are directed towards serrations or 
percept*, and the former remiss only as idea. If it were 
possible by costuming attention to convert idols into 
percepts, there would be an end of most desires: " if wishes 
were horses beep= would ride." (3) But our voluntary power 
over movements is is general of this kind: here the fiat may 
become fact. When we cannot bear we am at least lista, 
awl, though there be nothing to fill them, we can at least hold 
out our hands. It would seem, then, that the source of demise 
Be. essentially in this excess of the active reaction above the 
intensity of the re-presentation (the one constituting the" im- 
pulse," the other the " object " of desire, or the desideratum), 
and that this disparity rests ultimately on the fact that move- 
ments have, and sensations have not, a subjective initiative. 
(6) The impulse or striving to act will, as already hinted, be 
stronger the greater the available energy, the fewer the present 
outlets, and, habits apart, the fresher the new opening for 
activity. (7) Finally, it is to be noted that, when such inchoate 
action can be at once consummated, desire ends where it 
begins: to constitute • definite state of desire these neat be 
not only an obstacle to the realisation of the desideratum—if 
this were all we should rather call the state one of wishing— 
but an obstacle to its realisation by means of the actions its 
representation has aroused. 

However the =ire may have been called forth, Its intensity 
it primarily identical with the strength of this, impulse to action, 
Rem., at  and has no definite or constant relation to the amount 
goon= of pleasure that may result from its satisfaction. 
ilogla►  The feeling directly consequent on desire as estate 
of want and restraint is one of pain, and the reaction which this 
pain sets up may tither suppress the duke or prompt to 
efforts to avoid or overcome the obstacles In Its way. To 
inquire into these alternatives would lead us into the higher 
phases of voluntary action; but we must fat alasider the 
:dation of desire to feeling more deftly. 

Instances are by no means wanting of very imperious desires 
accompanied by the dear knowledge that their gratification 
will be positivdy  '  weird  1  On the other band it is peesible 
to recollect or picture circtunstances known or believed to be 
intensely pleasurable without any desire for them being 
awakened at all: we can regret or admire without desiring. 
Yet there are many psychologists who maintain that desire is 
=had only by the prospect of the pleasure that may arise 
Omagh lie gruification and that the strength of the desk* is 
proportional to the Intensity of the pleasure thug anticipate& 

As sock an instance may be deed Plattes non? or Lersiehra the 
ma of Arum is Rap. iv. wilts. 

(Issapsi1 maw teeter sub specie Iasi Is their =in =mule. 
The plausibility of this doctrine ruts partly upon a seemingly 
imperfect analysis of what strictly pertains to desire and partly 
on the fact that it is substantially true both of what we may 
call " presentatioreprompted " action, which belongs to an 
earlier stage than desire, =Id the more or leas rational action 
that comes later. In the very moment of enjoyment it may 
be fairly supposed that action is sustained solely by the pleasure 
received and is proportions' to the intensity of that pleasure. 
But there is here no re-presentation and no seeking; the con-
ditions essential to desire, therefore, do not apply. Again, 
in rational action, where both are present, it may be true 
—to quote the words of an able advocate of the view here 
controverted—that " our character as rational beings is to 
desire everything exactly according to its pleasure value."' 
But consider what such conceptions as the good, pleasure value 
and rational action involve. Here we have foresight and 
calculation, regard for self as an object of permanent interest—
Butler's cool self-love; but desire as such is blind, without either 
the present certainty of sense or the assured prevision of reason. 
Pleasure in the put, as doubt, has usually broughtabout 
the association between the representation of the desired object 
and the movement for its realization; but neither the recollect 
Lien of this pleasure nor its anticipation is necessary to desire, 
and even when present they do not determine what urgency 
it will have. The beat proof of this lies in certain habitual 
desires. Pleasures are diminished by repetition, whilst halite 
are strengthened by it; if the intensity of desire, therefore, 
were proportioned to the " pleasure value " of its ratification, 
the desire for renewed gratification should diminish as this 
pleasure grows less; but, if the present pain of restraint from 
action determines the intensity of desire, this should increase 
as the action becomes habitual. And observation seems to 
show• that, unless prudence suggests the forcible suppression 
of such belated desiresor the active energies themselves fan, they 
do in fact become more imperious, although less productive of 
positive pleasure, as time goes en. 

In this these Is, of cones, no exception to the general principle 
that action is consequent on feeling—a greater pleasured= 
preferred before a less, a less pain before a greater; for, 
the feeling that follows upon its satisfaction be less or even 
change entirely, still the pain of the unsatisfied desire Increases 
as the desire hardens into habit. It b also a point he favour of 
the position here taken that appetites, which may be compared 
to Inherited desires, certaialy prompt to action by present pain 
rather than by prospective pleasure.' 

henflatiors. 
36. Desire naturally precepts to the search for the toes= 

to its satisfaction and frequently to a mental rehearsal of various 
possible courses of action, their advantages and disadvantages. 
Thus, by the time the ideational continuum has become—mainly 
by the comparatively passive working of &mei.' don—sufficiently 
developed to furnish free ideas as thinking material, motives 
are forthcoming for thinking to begin. It is obviously =pos. 
able to assign *ay precise time for this advance; like all others, 
it is gradual. Fitfully, In strange circumstances and under 
strong excitement, the lower =hods give emnistakable sips 
that they can understand and reason. But thought as a per-
manent activity may be fairly said to originate in and even to 
depend upon the acquisition a speech. This indispensable 
instrument, which mote than anything she enables our pyscho-
logical Individual to advance to the distinctly human or rational 
stage, consists of gestures and veal utterances, which were 
=gladly—and, indeed, are still to a large extent—emotional 
expressions.' Our space will only allow as to note in what 

Bain, Zweig's: odd Will, ;ird wt. p. eye. 
It must be noted that. though we still retain our prythologiad 

standpoint. the higher development of the individual homely possible 
through intercourse with other individuals, that is to m . through 
society. Without leaguers we should be mutually a>duriwe and 
impenetrable. Eke so many physicsl atoms; with it each several mind 
may trammed its own limits cad share the minds at others As a 
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way lineage when it already Mats, is instrumental in the 
development as distinct from the communication of thought. 
But first of all, what in general is thinking, of which language 
is the instrument? 

In entering upon this nquiry we are really passing one of the 
hardest and fastest lines of the old psychology—that betpreen sense 

and understanding. So long as it was the fashion 
p'a's'" to assume a multiplicity of faculties the need was less 
"dwell._ felt for a clear exposition of their connexion. A man 
782...a" had wanes and intellect mach as he had eves and teat 

- 	the heterogeneity in the one case was no more purring 
than in the other. But for psychologists who do not .:ut 

the knot in this fashion it is confessedly a hard matter to explain the 
relation of the two. The contrast of receptivity and activity hardly 
avails, for an presentation involves activity and essentially the same 
activity, that of attention. Nor Can we well maintain that the 
presentations attended to differ in kind, albeit such a view has been 
held from Plato downwards. Nall est in intellectu quod nen bera 
prise in sense: the blind and deaf are necessarily without some 

that we possess. If pure being is pure nothing, pure 
is equally empty. Thought consists of a certain elaboration 

of sensory and motet presentations and has no content apart from 
then. We cannot even say that the forms of this elaboration are 
psychologically a priori; on the contrary, what is epistemologilei2 
the most fundamental is the last to be psychologically 
This is not only true as a fact ; it is also true dnecessity, in so far as 
the formation of more concrete concepts is an essential prelitninary 
to the formation of others more abstract—those most abstract, 
like the }Cantina categories, &c., being thus the last of all to be 
thought out or understood. And though this formative work Is 
substantially voluntary, yet, if we enter upon it. the form at each 
step is determined by the screened matter, and not by us; in this 
respect " the spontaneity of thought" is not really freer than the 
receptivity of sense. ,  It is sometimes said that thought is synthetic, 
and this is true; but imagination is synthetic also and the processes 
which yield the ideational train are the only processes at work in 
intellectual synthesis. Moreover, it would be arbitrary to say at 
what point the mere generic image ceases and the true concept 
begins—so continuous are the two. No wonder, therefore, th t a 
English 

percept
hology  has been prone to rtnirdthougirt as only a 

kind of ion—perceiving the agreement er clisagreemen of 
ideas—and the ideas themselves as mainly the products of as, in-
tion. Yet this is much like confounding observation with es; 
ment or invention—the act of a caveman in betaking himself a 
drifting tree with that of. Noah in- building rimself an ark. In 
reverie, and even in understanding the communications of others. 
we are comparatively passive spectators of ideational movementt 
non-voluntarily determined. But in thinking or " intellection, 
as it has been conveniently termed, there is always a search foe 
something more or less vaguely conceived, for a clue which will be 
known when it occurs by seeming to satisfy certain conditions. 
Thinking may be broadly described as solving a problem—finding 
an AX' that is B. In so doing we start from a comparatively fixed 
central idea or intuition and work along the several -  diverging lines 
of ideas associated.with it—hence far the aptest and in fact the oldest 
description of thought is that it is discurstoe. Emotional excitement 
—and at the outset the natural man does not think much in old 
blood—quickens the flow of ideas: what seems relevant is at rice 
contemplated • I,. ms irrelevant awakens 
little inter...- 	 attention. At trot the control 
acquired is but veryimm 	the actual course of thought of 
even a disciplined mind fails 

elect; 
 for short of the clearness, &edentates, 

and coherence of the logician's Ideal. Familiar emaciation' are apt 
to hurry attention away from the proper topic, so that thought 

'herd of individuels mankind would have a- natural history as other 
Animals have; but personality can only emerge out of intercourse 
with persons, and M such intercourse  language is the means. But 
important as is this addition of a transparent and responsive world 
of minds to the dead opaq nem of external things, the development 
of ourpemobological ind ..I ual still remains a purely individual 
development. The ally ,w point is—and it is of the hie), sit 
Importance to keep it in sight—that the materials of this des' i-
ntent no longer consist exclusively of presentations elaborated I ■ 
single mind in accordance with psychical Laws. Nevertheless that 
ootabiaadon of individual experiences which converts subjection 
idiosyncrasy and isolation into the objectivity and solidarity of 
Universal Mind only affects the individual in accordance with 
psychical laws, and we have no seed therefore to overstep our 
proper domain in studying the advance from the non-rational 
phase to the phase of reason 

I Locke, so often misrepresented. -mood thh nu* anordiagto 
his lights an the following: " The will cot appear painted lth 
dowers nor the fields covered with verdure whenever welave a mind 
to it. ... just thus is it with our understandingi eldLlistmis volun- 
tary in our knowleg de is the employing or wit 	y at our 
famine,' from this or that soft of objects sad •• mom or au  emirate
survey of them " (Essay, iv. tj. 2). 

becomes set only discursive but wandering; is place of coacapte 
of fixed and crystalline completeness, such as logic descsibes, we 
may find a congeries of ideas but imperfectly compacted into one 
generic idea, sub' 	to continual tnnonnatioa and implicating 
much that is 	 and costuming. 

Thus, while it is possible for thought to begin without language, 
just as arta may begin without tools, yet language enables us 
to any the same process enormously farther. In 
the first place it gives us an increased command of Lumg.,,nkullwa" 
even such comparatively concrete generic images 
as can be formed without It. The name of a thing or action 
becomes, for one who knows the name, as much an objective 
mark or attribute as any quality whatever can be. The form 
and colour of what we all an " orange " are perhaps even more 
intimately combined with the sound and utterance of this weed 
than with the taste and !ragman which we regard as strictly 
enemal to the thing. But, whereas its essential attributes 
often evade us, we can always command its nominal attribute, 
in so far as this depends upon movements of articulation. By 
uttering the name (or besting it uttered) we have secured to vs, 
in a greater or less degree, that superior vividness and definitions 
that pertain to images reinstated by impressions: our Idea 
approximates to the fixity and independence of a percept 
(d. at above). With young children and =cultured 
minds—who, by the way, not uncommonly " think aloud "-
the pin in this respect is probably mote striking than these 
not confined to their mother-tongue or those used to an analyti-
cal handling of language at all realize.' When things are thus 
made ours by receiving names from us and we can freely mum' e- 
late them in idea, it becomes easier mentally to Meg together 
facts that logically belong together, and so to deadly and 
generalize. For names set us free from the cumbersome tangi-

bility and particularity of perception, which is confined to just 
what Is presented here and now. But as ideas increase in laser. 
silty they diminish in definiteness and unity; they not only 
become less pictorial and more schematic, but they become vague 
and unsteady as well, because formed from a number of conane 
images only related as regards one or two constituents, and not 
assimilated as the several images of the same thing may be. 
The mental picture answering to the word " horse " has, so to 
say, body enough to remain a steady object when under atten-
Wit from time to time; but that answering to the word "  ad-
seal " is perhaps scarcely twice alike. The relations of things 
could thus never be readily recalled or steadily controlled if the 
names of those relations, which as words always remain concrete, 
did not give us a definite hold upon thorn--make them canine-
bensible. Once these " airy nothings "have a name, we reap again 
the advantages a made constituent affords: by its means 
that which is relevant becomes wore closely emaciated, and that 
which is irrelevant—abstracted from—falls of When what 
answers to the logical consolation or meaning of a concept is in 
this way linked with the name, it is no longer necessary that 
such " matter or content" should be distinctly present in con. 
sameness. It takes time for an image to raise its associates 
above the threshold; and, when all sue there, there is more 
demand upon attention In proportion. There is thus a mss llest 
economy in what Leibnitz happily styled "symbolic," in 
contrast to " intuitive " thinking. Our power of efficient 
attention is limited, and with words for counters we can. as 
Leibnitz remarks, readily perform operations involving very 
complex presentations, and wait till these operations an con-
cluded before realizing and spreading out the net remit in 
sterling con. 

But this sludge must not mislead us. In actual thinking 
then arm Is any complete separation between- the "pad 
and the ideas symbolized: the moron:els of the 
one are never entirdy suspended till those of the 
other are complete. " Thus," says Hume, " if, =a" 
instead of saying, that In war the weaker have always recourse 

Ruskin, in his Pert darken. relates that the sight of the said 
" crocodile " used to frighten him when • child so much that be could 
sot feel at ease again sell be had turned over the page on which it 
occurred. 
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to negotiation, we thould Say, that Met have Adage 
recourse to conquest, the custom which we have acquired of 
attributing certain relations to ideas still follows. the words and 
makes us immediately perceive the absurdity of that peeped. 
Lion." e Flow intimately the two are connected is shown by the 
surprises that give what point there is to puns, and by the 
small confusion that results from the existence of homonymous 
terms. The question thus arises—What are the properly 
ideational elements concerned is thought? Over this question 
psychologists long waged fight as either nominalists or con- 
ceptualists. The former maintain that what is imaged ill 
connexion with a general concept, such as biases, is some 
individual triangle taken in a certain light," while the latter 
maintain that an " abstract ides " is formed embodying such 
constituents of the several particulars as the concept connotes, 
but dissociated from the specific or accidental variations that 
disc inguish one particular from another. Aachen happens in such 
controversies, each side saw the weak point in the other. The 
nominalists easily showed that there was no distinct abstract 
Idea representable apart from particulars; and the conceptualists 
could as easily show that a particular presentation "considered 
in a certain light " is ao longer merely a particular presentation 
nor yet a mere crowd of presentations. The very thing to 
ascertain is what this consideration in a certain light implies. 
Perhaps a speedier end might have been put to this controversy 
II either pasty had been driven to define more exactly what was 
to be understood by image or idea. Such ideas as are possible 
to us apart from abstraction are, as we have seen, revived 
percepts, not revived sensations, are complex total re-presenta-
tions made up of partial re-presentations, which may figure In 
other totals (d. st). Reproductive imagination is so far 
but a faint rehearsal of actual percepts, aad constructive 
imagination but a faint anticipation of possible percepts. In 
either case we are busied with elementary presentations compli-
cated or synthesised to what arc tantamount to intuitions, in 
so fat as the forms of intuition remain in the idea, though the 
fact, as tested by movement, etc., is absent. The several 
partial re-presentations however, which make up an idea might 
also be called ideas, not merely in the wide sense in which every 
:Dental object may be so called, but also in the narrower sense 
as secondary presentations, Ls. as distinguished from primary 
presentations or impressions. But such isolated images of an 
impression, even if possible, would no more be Intuitions than the 
more impression itself would be one: taken alone the one would 
be as free of 'pave and time as is the other. Till It is settled, 
therefore, whether the ideational elements concerned in concep-
tion are Intuitive complexes or something answering to the 
ultimate elements of these, nothing further can be done. 

In the case of what are specially called' concrete " as distinct 
front " abstract " concepts—if this rough-and-ready, but 
unscientific, distinction may be allowed—the Idea answering 
to the concept differs little from an intuition, and we have 
airesdy remarked that the generic image (Gemeiebild of German 
psychologists) constitutes the connecting link between imagina-
tion and conception. But even concerning these it is useless 
to ask what does one imagine in thinking, s.g. of triangle or man 
or colour. We never—except for the sake of this very inquiry—
attempt to fix our minds in this manner upon some belated 
concept; In actual thinking ideas are not in consciousness aloft 
and disjointedly, but as part of a conical. When the idea " man" 
is present, it is present in some proposition or question, ma-
ll= is the paragon of animals; In man there is nothing great 
but mind; and so on. It is quite clear that in understanding 
or mentally verifying such statements very different constituents 
out of the whole complex " man " are prominent la each. Fur-
ther, what is present to consciousness when a general term is 
understood will differ, not only with a different context, but also 
the Weer we dwell upon Its we may either analyse Its connote- 

, Troia. of lissoss Nate,. (Green and Groee's ed.). pt. 	al. 

Plet: Ber Prisciyiss of Mamas rsovisdse. lotted. I to. 
Vane et. al s•  

den or =star its dmetadon, as the mama or Omega of oar 
inhale may determine. Thus what is relevant is alone prominent, 
and the more summary the attention we bestow the lees the full 
extent and intent of the concept an displayed. To the nom-
inalist's objection, that it is impossible to imagine a man withollt 
imagining him as either tall or short, young or old, dark or light, 
and so forth, the conceptualist might reply that at all events 
percepts may be dear without being istinct, that we can 
recognise a tree without recognising what kind of tree it is, and 
that, moreover, the objection proves too much: for, if ma 
image is to tower exactly Zie fact, we must represent not only 
a tail of a short man, but a man of definite statute-one not 
merely either light or dark, but of a certain precise complexion. 
But the tree answer rather is that in conceiving as such we do 
not access fly imagine a man or a tree at all, any more than—
if such an illustration may save—in writing the equation to the 
parabola we necessarily draw a parabola maul 

The individuality of a concept is thus not to be confounded with 
the sensible concreteness of an intuition either distinct or indis-
tinct, and" the palm and skill " which Locke felt were required in 
order to frame what he called an abstract idea are not comparable 
to the pains and skill that may be necessary to discriminate 
or decipher what is faint or fleeting. The material " framed " 
consists so doubt of ideas, if by this is meant that in thinking 
we work ultimately with the ideational continuum, but what 
results is never a mere Intuitive complex nor yet a mere group 
of such. The concept or " abstract idea " only emerges when 
a certain intelligible relation is established among the members 
of such a group; and the very same intuition may furnish the 
material for different concepts as often as a different priaigge 
Boa is drawn between them. The stuff of this bond, as we 
have sees, is the word, and this beings into the foreground of 
consciousness when necessary those elements—whether they 
form an intuition or not—which are relevant to the concept. 
Conception, then, is not identical with imagination, although 
the two terms are still often, and were once generally, regarded 
as synonymous. The same ultimate materials occur in each; 
but in the one they start with and retain a sensible form, in 
the other they are elaborated into the form which is called 
" intelligible." 

37. The distinctive character of this intellectual synthesis 
lies, we have seen, in the fact that it is determined entirely 
by what is synthesised, whether that be the elemen- „ wow 

 tary constituents of intuitions or general relations 
of whatever kind among these. It differs, therefore, erne ors** 
In being selective from the synthesis of association, enme''"" 
which rests upon contiguity and unites together • 
whatever occurs together. It differs also from any synthesis, 
though equally voluntary in its initiation, which is determined 
by a purely subjective preference, since intellection depends upon 
objective relations alone. Owing to the influence of logic, which 
has long been in a much moss forward state than psychology, 
it has been usual to resolve intellection into comparison, abstrac-
tion, and classification, after this fashion: ABCM and ABCN are 
compared, their differences DI and N left out of sight, mid the 
class notion ABC formed including both; the same prude 
repeated with ABC and MID yields a higher class notion AB: 
and so on. But our ideational continuum is not a mere string 
of ideas of concrete things, least of all such concrete things as 
this view implies. Not till our daily life resembles that of a 
museum porter receiving specimens will our higher mental 
activity be comparable to that of the savant who sorts such 
specimens into cases and compartments. What we perceive 
is a world of things in continual motion, waxing, waning, the 
centres of manifold changes, affecting us and apparently affected 
by each other, amenable to our action and, as it seems, con-
tinually interacting among themselves. Even the individual 
thing, as our analysis of perception has attempted to show, 
is not a mere sum of properties which can be taken to pieces 
and distributed like type, but • whole combined of parts very 
variously related. To understand intellection we must look at 
its actual development under the impetus of practical needs, 
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rather than to logical Ideals of what it ought to be. Like other 
forms of purposive activity, thinking is primarily undertaken 
as a means to an end, and especially the end of economy. It is 
often easier and always quicker to manipulate ideas than to 
manipulate real things; to the common mind the thoughtful 
man is one who " uses his bead to save his heels." In all the arts 
of life, in the growth of language and institutions, in scientific 
explanation, and even in the speculations of philosophy, we may 
remark a steady simplification in the steps to a given end or 
conclusion, or—what is for our present Inquiry the same thing 
—the attainment of better results with the same means. The 
earliest machines are the most cumbrous and clumsy, the earliest 
speculations the roost fanciful and anthropomorphic. Gradually 
imitation yields to invention, the natural fallacy of post koc,erto 
'ropier kw to methodical induction, till what is essential and 
effective is realized and appreciated and what is accidental 
and inert is discarded and falls out of sight. In this way man 
advances in the construction of a complete mental clue or master 
key to the Intricacies of the real World, but this key is still the 
counterpart of the world it enables us to control and explain. 

To describe the process by which such insight is attained 
as a mere matter of abstraction deserves the-stigma of " soulless 
blunder " which Hegel applied to it. Of course if attention 
is concentrated on X it must pro hank be abstracted from Y, 
and such command of attention may require " some pains and 
skill." But to see in this invariable accompaniment of thinking 
its essential feature is much like the schoolboy's saying that 
engraving consists in cutting fine shavings out of a hard block. 
The great thing is to find out what are the light-bearing and 
fruit-bearing combinations. Moreover, thinking does not begin 
with a conscious abstraction of attention from recognized 
differences in the way logicians describe. The actual process 
of generalization, for the most part at all events, is much simpler. 
The same name Is applied to different things or events because 
only their more salient features are perceived at all. 'Their 
differences, so far from being consciously and with effort left 
out of account, often cannot be observed when attention is 
(Tweeted to them: to the inexperienced all is gold that glitters. 
'Thus, and as an instance of the principle of progressive 
differentiation already noted (I 6),we find genera recognized before 
species, and the species obtained by adding on differences, not 
the genus by abstracting from them. Of course such vague and 
indefinite concepts are not at first logically general: they only 
become so when certain common elements are consciously noted 
as pertaining to presentations in other respects qualitatively 
different, as well as numerically distinct. But actually thinking 
starts from such more potential generality as is secured by 
the association of a generic image with a name. So far 
die material of thought is always general—is freed, that 
is, from the local and temporal and other defining marks of 
percepts. 

38. The process of thinking itself is psychologicilly much 
better described as (1) an analysis and (2) a re-synthesis of 

this material already furnished by the ideational 
as  trains. The logical resolution of thought into 

hierarchies of concepts arranged Bke Porphyry's 
tree, into judgments uniting such concepts by means of a logical 
copula, &c., is the outcome of later reflection—mainly for 
technical purposes—upon thought as a completed product, 
and entirely presupposes all that psychology has to explain. 
The logical theory of the formation of concept' by generalization 
(or abstraction) and by determination (or concretion)--i.e. by 
the removal or addition of defining marks—assumes the previous 
existence of the very things to be formed, for these marks or 
attributes—X's and Y's, A's and B's—are themselves already 
concepts. Moreover, the act of generalizing or determining 
is really an act of judgment, so that the logician's account of 
conception presupposes judgment, while at the same time his 
account of judgment presupposes conception. But this is no 
evil; for logic does not essay to exhibit the actual genesis of 
thought but only an ideal for future thinking. Psychologically, 
however—that is to say, chronologically--the Judgment is 

first. The growing mind, we may suppose, passes beyond 
simple perception when some striking  peculiarity in what is at 
the .moment perceived is a bar to its recognition. The s 
hunter is not instantly recognized as the destroying 
because he crawls on all fours; or the scarecrow looks like 
and yet not like him, for, though it stands on two legs, it never 
moves. There is thus no immediate assimilation; recognition 
under such circumstances is in itself a judgment, involving an 
analysis more or less explicit. But of more account is the further 
judgment to which it leads, that which connects the new het 
with the generic idea.' Though actually complex, generic images 
are not explicitly known as complexes when they first enter 
into judgments; as the subjects of such judgments they are but 
stafting-points for predication—It crawls; It does not move; and 
the like. Such impersonal judgments, according to moat philo-
logists, are in fact the earliest; and we may reasonably impose 
that by means of them our genetic images have been partially 
analysed, and have attained to something of the distinctness 
and constancy of logical concepts. But the analysis is rarely 
complete: a certain confused and fluctuating residuum remains 
behind. The psychological concept merges at sundry points 
into those cognate with it—in other words, the continuity of 
the underlying memory-train still operates; only the ideal 
concept of logic is in all respects lotus, leers, algae rotunda,. 
Evidence of this, if it seem to any to require proof, is obtain-
able on all sides, and, if we could recover the first vestiges of 
thinking, would doubtless be more abundant still. 

But. if we agree that it is through acts of jadiment which eon 
cessively resolve composite presentations into elements that con 
cepts first arise, it is still very necessary to inquire more 
carefully what these elements are. On the one side we Leah* 
have seen logicians comparing them to so many letters, aim° 
and on  the other psychologists enumerating the several Pitnit ,MOs 
sensible properties of gold or wax—their colour, weight, texture. &c. 
—as instances of such elements. In this way formal logic and sen-
sationalist psychology have been but blind leaders of the blind. 
Language, which has enabled thought to advance to the level at 
which reflection about thought can begin. is now an obstacle in the 
way of a thorough analysis of it. A child. or savage would speak 
only of " red " and " hot," but we of " redness and " heat." 
They would probably say, " Swallows come when the days are 
lengthening and snipe when they are shortening "g we my, " Swal- 
lows are spring and snipe are winter Woman' Instead of " The 
sun shines and plants grow," we should say. " Sunlight is the cause 
of vegetation." In short, there is a tendency to resolve all concepts 
into substantive concepts: and the reason of this is not far to seek. 
Whether the subject or starting-point of our discursive thinkial be 
actually what we perceive as a thing, or whether it be a quality, 
an action, an effectuation (i.e. a transitive action), a concrete 'Faust 
or temporal relation, or finally, a resemblance or difference in them 
or in other respects. it becomes by the very fact of being the central 
object of thought pro setae a unity, and all that can be affirmed con 
earning k may so far be regarded as its property or attribute, It 
is, as we have seen, the characteristic of every completed concept 
to be a fixed and independent whole, as it were, crystallized out of 
the still-fluent matrix of ideas. Moreover. the earliest objects of 
thought and the earliest concepts must naturally be those of the 
things that live and move about us; hence. then—to seek no deeper 
reason for the present—this natural tendency, which language by 
providing distinct names powerfully seconds, to reify or personify 
not only things but every element and relation of things which 
we can single out, or. in other words, to concrete our absentees , 

 It is when things have reached this stage that logic begins. But 
ordinary, so-called formal, logic. which intends to concern itself 
not with thinking but only with the most general structure of 
thought, is debarred from recognizing any difference between 
concepts that does not affect their relations as terms is a pm. 
position. As a consequertee it drifts inevitably into that compart-
mental logic or logic of extension which knows nothing of categories 
or predicablea, but only of the one relation of whole and pan 
qualitatively considered. It thus pushes this reduction to a CM& 
mon denomination to the utmost: its terms, grammatically in 
seeded, am always names and wasbolise dames or compartmems 
of things From this point of view all disparity among coma 

 save that of contradictory exclusice. and all CO011e40111. 111 that 
of partial coincidence, are at an end. • 

Of a piece with this are the logical formula for a simple judgment. 
and the corresponding definitions of judgment as the cow 

par Of two concepts and the recognition of their agreement or 

See Wendt. Lege. toy seq.. where ttifsirocess is happily styled 
" die kaugariale Venchiebung der Begriffe. 
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liongleonsent.,  It widely is possible to .canes every ink-
neat as a comperisos, although the term is auk* adequate only 
o jcscl es of one kind and affords but a very artificial &wrap-
kola d others. But for a logic mainly morrow.] with inference—
Le. with esrpliatting what is implicated in any given statements 
xmathernIng clams—theee is nothing maw to be done than to 
ascertain agreements or disagreements and the ethane. of them. if 
not emaesmarsly. is at least most evidently repeesemal by spatial 
relations. Such representation obviously implies a single ground of 
comparison only and therefore leaves no mom for differenam of 
category. The resolution of all coosepts Into class concepts and 
that of all judgments into compensate slot go together. On 
this view U • concept is complex it can only be so as a class 
combination ; and, if the mode of its synthesis Could be taken account 
of at all. this could only be by treating it too as an element in the 
combination like the rest iron is a substance. etc., virtue a qualit. 
arc.. distance a relation, Ie., and in ca. There is numb of directly 
psychohoOced interest in this thoroughgoing reduction of thought 
to a form which makes its consistency and logical concatenation 
conspicuously evident. But of the so-called matter of thought it 
tells us nothing And. as said, there are many forms in that matter 
of at least equal moment. both for 'mythology and for epistemology: 
these formal logic has tended to Imp out of right. 

It has ge generally been under the bias of such a formal or com- 

pc
tationa logic that psychologists, 

of 
 and especially Ent! psycho- 

ism, have entered upon the study mind. Theybrought 
with them an analytic scheme which offends a ready place for sensa-
tions or " aims* ideas" as the elements of thought, but none for 
any differences in the combinations of these elements. Sensations 
being in their veryt concrete, all generality becomes an affair 
of names; rend, as Wwrfirt has acutely remarked, sensationalism 
and nominalism always yo together. History would have borne 
him put it he had added that • purely formal logic tends is like 
manner to be omnitalistie 

we are still to speak of the elements of thought, we must 
'stead this term no as to include not only the sensory elements 

Permm 
we are said to receive but three distinct ways in 

ot apidasm, which this pure matter is combined: (s) the forms 
of intuition—Time sad Space'; (a) the real categories 

—Substance, &Wilson. State. Act. Egan. End Or Purpose, 
&c.—the oxen determination of which is not hem In place; 
and (3) certain fennel (logical and tonhematial) catcgoriox 
--as Unity. Difference, Identity, Likeness. Them cannot be 
obtained by such a proems of abstraction and (menhaden 
as logicians and psychologists alike have bees wont to describe. 
They are not primarily concepts more general than all others in 
the mom is which animal is mom peaseal that man, but 
rather distinct methods of relating or syntheeisiog peosentations. 
Kant, though be accepted almost unquestioned the logic and 
psychology current in his day, has yet been the occasion, in 
spin of himself. of materially advancing both, and chiefly by 
the distinction be was led to make between formal and trans-
cendental logic. In his exposition of the latter he brines to 
light the difference between the "function' of the understand-
iog "in syntheskine—or, as we might say. orpaing—percens 
into honcepts and the merely analytic subeuroption of Abe and 
ad under ao—a, b   be and 1 being what they may. Unlike 
other concepts, categories as such do not Is the fine instance 
signify objects of thought, however general, but these functions 
of doe understanding in constituting objects. In fine, they all 
imply some special process. and the general characteristic of the 
flanking products is what we have first of all to note 

Okeds of Higher Orden Aar Awsiosis cad Games. 
so. By transposing a tone from use bey to another we may 

obtain two enthely diverse aggregates of notes, and yet the 
melody may remain unchanged. On the ether hand, by varying 
the order of the notes two distinct tunes may rank from the 
sum collection of tones. Seam furnhhes merely the parts: 
whence, then, this identit y of the lobate in mite of their diversity. 
this diversity of the whole In spite of their idendty? From 
Ilse gammas or Menem of the several " Integrals," it is replied. 
But the answer Is insufficient; fir the tune isa unity, not a more 
mks, and, further, with every interval the same problem rerun. 

ia. Rangoon: " To indP (shoa. Miami) Is to reosobe 
the nation of coognionco or of cocaina° is which two concepts. 
two individual things. or a concept and an individual. compared 
together. said to oath other " (Loom.* Leese. an). 

I As so these it oast suffice to odor to with has bum &beady 
mid: cl. l it and fat. 

LSO toe  

For the Intern!, too, Is a whole, though a simpler one: It does 
not necessarily change with a 'change of its constituents, nor 
remain the same as long as their distance is unaltered. Feelings 
and" associations," again, cannot account for the result, Inasmuch 
as such accompatOrnents are not invariably present: moreover, 
they obviously presuppose the melody instead of producing it. 
Of such complex whelps or combinations—as distinct from mere 
aggregates or collections—there are many forms; as, for example, 
geometrical figures and patterns, motions and other .  changes, 
numbers, logical connexions, &c. In view of this variety it seems 
to strike the unprejudiced as wild to expect that " the progress 
of psychophysies " may disclose an explanation of such combine-
dons conforming to the old scholastic maxim, Niku tea fes  istd-
lear quid slot lucre: Aire is testes Yet hopes of such a generatio 
etequiseca are entertained!' Meanwhile the "old psychology," 
at any rate, is content to regard such complex wholes as 
new presentations, the products, that is to say, not of a quasi-
mechanical interaction of their constituents, but of intellectual 
synthesis. 

What is here said of the combinations whereby the items of 
an aggregate are construed as parts of a whole holds equally 
of the comparisons whereby such items are related, as like or 
unlike, compatible or incompatible. Bebre either combination 
or comparison Is possible, such Items or particulars must be 
"given.' But It Is conceivable that they should be given and 
no intellectual synthesis ensue; such a consciousness has been 
happily named oweeeit.4  Whether or so it actually exists is 
another matter: it is a conceivable limit, and has the theoretical 
usefulness of limiting conceptions generally. But relative sweetie 
suffices here. Suppose, then, we have: (a) item, a sound; ilea, 
ditto; dess, ditto; er (8) ices, bine; Beat, green. The sensationalist, 
from Hume onwards, has complained that he does not food in 
the one case a further item: total three; nor in the other a further 
item: nalikneers. After vainly seeking the living whole among 
the deed particaka he nest alarmism that they generate it by 
then conjoint action! But whence this notion of action ; 
and how, U such didects meatins suffice, do they se often fail 
of their effect, so that we cannot " see the wood for the trees "? 
Combieations and comparisons then, we conclude, are not 
given, but " grounded " on whet is given, and is thus their 
fmidasseanuit Hence Meinong, who has studied the psychology 
of intellection with especial cam, has called the new presentations, 
due to this process of " grounding " (needless), " objects of • 
higher order,." or bad objects." They have validity in respect 
of the particulars on which they are grounded, but not reality 
MI data existing for perception alongside of such particulars. 

The reader will here be reminded of Home's distinction between 
knowledge and probability. His bur .phlbsoplical relation/I. 
" which, depending solely upon ideas. can b. the objects of know- 
ledgeand ceetainty—resemblance. continuity, degrees is 

miryand proportions in quantity or number "—are objects of big' her order 
and ideal. " The other three. which depend not upon the idea, 
and may be absent or present even while an remains the same " 
—namely. identity. the situations In time and place, and causation 
—are thus obviously not the remit of grounding or *oafs merely. 
are not ideal but ospoirei and have, that is to say. existential 
import. In feet, the second Cl these, the situation., though they 
imply synthesis in the wider sense in which all oomplen peniegtion 
does, do not involve intellectual synthesis at all: are anther ideal 
combinations nor ideal relations. And dace such temporal and 
spatial situations enter into both the other two—numerical identity 
and causation—the mixed, • posteriori character of these is obvious. 
Whatever be the defects of Hump's psychology. his classification 
Cl relabelss i• to farwind. and its iem—ologiail impottance can 
hardly be overrated. It is sarordingly to be regretted that the 
one vagguiiee tam " relation " does not allow us to make time 
distiactios more precise. The German langthee, with the two 
terms Valli/be:et and Desiebesse. ems do mows. 

• a. e.e. P. Schumann. " 	1Psychologie der Zeltseschstumg," 
Zook.. J. Preatink 
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It will be convenient at this point to digress somewhat for a 
moment to consider a question of some psychological inter. 
When we say that two " contents" ore similar, and when too tle y 
admit of analysis, we can, if need be. enumerate certain eleme, 
as the ground of their partial liken ,  is, and certain otters as 0 e 
ground of their partial diversity. We may further say that, .i:•• 
stractinc from these last, we can rega rd the points of resemblan ,  e 
as constituting a general class to which the two contents belong 
as specific instances. But bow is eit her comparison or abstract ion 
possible when the two resembling Contents appear as simple, and 
so far unanalysable? Instances, of course, are familiar to every one: 
thus we call red and orange colours, and say they resemble each 
other more than do red and blue. In presence of this question 
logicians and psychologists are apt to be at loggerheads. The 
logician maintains that abstraction and resemblance (as distinct 
from qualitative identity) imply complexity: and surely here he 
cannot be gainsaid. Yet there are the facts: reds and blues .4 
sorts and a whole 'cede of degrees of likeness and unlikeness; bet 
so constituent parts, so assignable marine of identity or divercrt•, 
are forthooman„ such as we find w hen we class sugar and c...dt 
together as or soluble, and pronounce them like in col, 
and unlike in taste. Here the logician's symbols a+b-4-
e+1,441, have their counterparts: there—for the percipient's 
consciousness at all events—they hake not. We cannot " consid.r 
and attend to either the sameness or the differences in " red a ,c1 
blue, as we can to the like or the unlike properties in salt and sug.v. 
None the less it would be hasty to conclude that colours or any giv, 
sensations, are simple. We are often struck by. the likeness .4 
complex wholes—two faces, my—tong before we can discern tl e 
exact points of resemblance. Still, so long as there is no perceptible 
complexity is the individual presentations there can be no anal),s 
of them, and, therefore, neither abstraction nor comparison bar, d 
upon it. Can we find elsewhere the complexity that generalizati ,, a 
and comparison invariably imply? Though colour may be regarde d 
as a gal  term applicable alike to red, green and blue, just .4 
animal is a general term applicable alike to bird, beast and fis:, 
it is a mistake to infer that dye processes are the same because 01 
this similarity in their product& We seem bound to distingu; 
between consciously logical _or " Dottie " processes and maces, ■ 
that are unconsciously logical or" hyponoetic. as we may Rodin; s 
call them. In the former the subjective aspect is left aside; i a 
the latter it cannot be. The only common mark we can psycholo gy; 
tally assign to colours is that they are all seen, and to tones—as t t. e 
element of notes and noises—that they are all heard. So often „s 
we talk of tasting tastes, smelling smells, feeling touches, langu, e 
leads us to bear witness to this fact. When the sunset reel than, s 
to the twilight grey. I still see: but when the thunder follows tie  
lightning there is a double change, though not an absolute one: f r• , ■ a 
seeing I  ppaasses to hearing, but I am sentient still. And if progress", r 
digenettiaton be the order of experience then the " universal ' 
sentience precedes the differentiations seeing, hearing. &c., 211 ,1 , 
again, .he " universal " colour the di , ferentiations. red, green, blu 
ac. Such " first universals," then. are not reached by abstra ,  -
Hon, but are given in the fundamental continuity of experien..., 
and their subsequent differentiation admits neither of definiti. ,  s 
not the classification applicable to discrete complexes, which rl 
the material of logical companion only. When red is pronounc• I 
liker or nearer to yellow than it is to green, this is because a &mal I. r 

ttane
experienced in the transition from rod to yellow than , s 

rom red to peen, and because in the latter yellow is reach , 
 and pamed before green appears.,  Proximity and resemblan 

are. then. so  far one and the same; td-o both are equally relati, , 
admit of the same indefinite gradation, and have the same limit . s 
W O, regarded either as coincidence or identity. The concept',. s 
of " distance between " answers, then, to what we have calla) 
hyponoetic relation. and this Is plainly distinct from the anal) s 
of discrete complexes. with which, .is said, noetic comparison s 
alone concerned: the one implies and 1 he other excludes the notion .,f 
continuity and change—a fact which taps still further to distingu, 
the two. 

Celegesies. 
ao. We come now to deal with the categories in more dela". 

To begin with what are gar excellence. formal categori' , 
p.n., and among these with that which is the most fund... 
sanesselese mental and formal of all --How do we come by 0 ! 
"Is conception of unity? " Amongst all the ideas ! 
have," says Locke, as there is none suggested to the mind 1. 
more ways, so there is none more simple than that of unit-.., 
or one. It has no shadow of varied;: or composition in it ; eve 
object our senses are employed about, every idea in our undi 
standings, every thought of our minds, brings this idea alo-
with it." ,  But to assign a sensible origin to unity is certain' 

• 
, &Remiss. of mune, that the change is the simplest or direct.. -t 

possible. on. a champ of "colour proper" without change 
mmuratioa. 

• Essay esseinsiag Humes Undassisiailiag. II. and. I 11.  

a mistake—one of a dam of mistaken ahendy.mare than once 
referred to, which consist in transferring to the data of some 
all that Is implied in the lafiguage necessarily used in speaking 
of them. The kris " a sensation " no doubt carries along 
with it the idea of unity, but the bare sensation as teedved 
brings along with it nothing but itself. And, if we madder 
sensory consciousness merely, we do not receive a sensation, 
and then another sensation, and to on seriatim; but we have 
always a continuous diversity of sonatina even when these ate 
qualitatively sharply differentiated. Moreover, if unity wens 
an impression of sense and passively received, it would, In 
common with other impressions, be unamenable to change 
We cannot see red as blue, but we can resolve many (panes 
into one (whole), a.41 vice versa! Unity, then, is the rank 
of an act the occasions for which, no doubt, are at first non-
voluntarily determined; but the act is still as distinct from them 
as is attention from the objects attended to. It is to that 
movement of attention already described in dealing with ideation 
(¢ se) that we must look as the source of this category This same 
movement, in like manner, yields us temporal signs; and the 
complex unity formed by a combination of these is what we 
call number. When there is little or no difference between the 
field and the focus of attention, unifying is an impossibility, 
whatever the impressions received may be. On the other band, 
as voluntary acts of concentration become more frequent and 
distinct the variegated continuum of sense ts shaped into intui-
tions of definite things and events. Also, as soon as words 
facilitate the control of ideas, it becomes possible to single out 
special aspects and relatioes of things as the subjects or starting-
points of our discursive thinking. Thus the forms of unity are 
manifold: every act of intuition or thought, whatever else it 
is an act of unifying. 

It is obvious that the whole field of consciousness at any 
moment can never be actually embraced as one. What is 
unified becomes thereby the focus of consdommess and so leaves 
an outlying field; so far unity may be held to imply plurality. 
But it cannot with propriety be, said that in a di* act of atten-
tion the field of consdousness is analysed into two distinct parts, 
i.e. two unities--this (now attended to) and the edser or the rem 
(abstracted from). For the not-this is but the rest of a con-
tinuum and not itself a whole; it is left out but not determined, 
as the bounding space is left out when a figure is drawn. To 
know two unities we must connect both together, and herein 
comes to light the difference between the unity which is the loses 
of the concept or subject of discourse and the unity of a judgment. 
The latter is of necessity complex; the former may or may oat 
be. But in any case the compledty of the two is diffesent. 
If the subject of thought is not only clear but distinct—La 
not merely defused as a whole but having its constituents 
wise more or less defined--such distinctness is due to previous 
judgments. At any future time these may of course be repeated; 
such are the analytical or explicative judgments of logic. As the 
mere subject of discourse it is, however, a single unity sineel. 
taneously apprehended; the relation ascertained between ft and 
its predicate constitutes the unity of judgment, a unity which is 
comprehended only when Its parts are succeseivelyappreheaded. 

But, though a judgment is always a complex miry, the asset 
of this complexity seems at first sight to vary as the focus of 
synthesis varies. Formal logic, as we have seta, s,a,o 
by throwing the form of enthrals into the predicate imersesete 
has no difficulty In reducing every jodgmest to an Of &NSW 

S is P. But, if we at all regent the matter than*, 
it is certain, for example, that " It is in explosion " is lam 
complex than "The enemy explodes the mine." The AM 
answers one question; the monad answers three, But as rams& 
the more complex judgment both the process of mcertableg 
tba fact and the Language in which it is expressed show that 
the three elements concerned in it are not synthesised at once. 

1 " We may regard one of the weeds here primed as eea in alone 
by a definite 

from its 
set we mite a plurality of letters In cur Imlay and 

separate it 	asighboars: we may also mud the one went as 
rig when we nosed to the Mention (rose one laser to samber 
and mark each step " (SWIM Logic. LLi 
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:appose we start beta the taplasion—sod change* or move-
SOWS are not *sly apt to attract attention first, but, when mug-
dead be mama and not as abstracts penonified, they call for 
oeno supplementing beyond themselves—then in this case we 
nay search foe the agent at work or for the object affected, but 
eat toe both at once. )(mover, if we find either, a complete 
lodgment at once ensue: " The enemy eaplodes," or " The 
nine is empioded." The original judgment is really due to a 
tyntJacein.of these two. But, when the results of former judgments 
are in this manner taken up into a new judgment, a certain 
" condensate= of thought" comes. Of this condensation the 
grammatical mecum of language is evidence, though logical 
manipulation--with peat pain►—oblitentes it. Thus our more 
complex judgment would take the form—." The enemy is now 
mine-exploding " or " The mine is enemy-exploded," according 
race one or other of the simpler judgments was made first. An 
examination of other cases would in like meaner tend to show 
that intellectual synthesis is always—in itself and apart from 
implications—a binary synthesis. Munk, to whom belongs 
the merit of first explicitly stating this "law of dichotomy or 
duality " as the cardinal principle of discursive thinking, 
contrasts it with synthesis by mere association. This, as running 
on continumnly, be represents thus—A — C— D—. . . ; the 
synthesis of thought, on the other band, be symbolizes by forms 
such as the following:— 

gi; Al CD; a 66, sine
Thus, Senates is a Philosopher; the phageopber Senates dis- 
covered a method; the philosopher Socrates dhcovered the 
dialectical method; &e. The point is that the one thing attended 
to in an intellective act is the synthesis of two ideas, and of 
two ideas only, because, as only one movement of attention 
is possible at a time, only two ideas at a thee can be synthesized. 
In that merely associative synthesis by which the memory-
continuum Is produced attention moves from A to B and theme 
to C without any relation between A and B being attended to 
at all, although they must have relations, that of sequence e.g. 
at. least. 

" Dillon:nee," says Hume, " I madder rather as a negation 
of relation than anything real or positive. Difference is of two 
rupsoma  kinds, as opposed either to identity or resemblance. 
fan The first is called a difference of number, the other 
La"..6  of kind." The truth seems ruble to be that differ-
ence in Home's sense of numerical difference' is so far an element 
In all relations as all imply distinct correlatives. To this extent 
even identity—or at least the recognition of it—rests on differ-
ence, that form of difference, via. which is essentialto plurality. 
But absolute difference (i.e. diversity) of kind may be considered 
tantamount not, indeed, to the negation, but at least to the 
absence of all formal relation. That this absolute difference—
or disparateness, as we may call it--alionls no ground lot rela-
tions becomes evident when we consider (s) that, if we had only 
a plurality of absolutely different presentations, we should have 
Po consciousness at all (cf. 6  i i); and (2) that we never 
comparer—eltbough we distinguish—presentations which seem 
absolutely or totally Separate, as e.g. • thunderclap and the 
taste of sugar, or the notion of free trade and that of the Greek 
accusative. All actual comparison of what Is qualitatively 
differeat rests upon at least partial bloom. This being under-
stood, It is noteworthy that the recognition of unlikeness is, 
U anything, more " real or positive " than that of likeness, and 
is certainly the simpler of the two. In the comparison of 
serail& impeessioes—as of two colours, two sounds, the lengths or 
the directions of two Una, Itc.—we and it easier in some cases to 
have the two Impressions that are compared presented together, 
in others to have first one presented and then the other. But, 
either way, the emential matter is to secure the most effective 
presentation of their difference, which in every ease is something 

I WOW/. Leek eke Veterseckseg der Principine der Edleenseriss 
and ad.. au).i. Sp  sqq. 

I Haas's numerical difference, that is to say. is ovally ifutiactsell, 
eat ansatitative daienses. 

positive and, Ilea any other impronim, may easy in amount 
from bare perceptibility to the extremist distance that the 
continuum to which it belongs will admit. Where no difference 
or distance at all is perceptible there we say there is blooms 
or equality. Is the only outcome, then, that when we pass 
from ale to ac there is a change in consciousness, and that when 
ale persists there is none? To say this is to take no account of 
the operations (we may symbolize them as ac—o ab: c, oh—Demo) 
by which the difference or the equality results. The change of 
presentation (c) and absence of change (o) are not here what they 
are as merely passive occurrences, so to put it. This is evident 
from the fact that in the former there is positive presentation 
and in the latter no presentation at all. The relation of unlikeness, 
then, is distinguished from the mere" position "or fact of change 
by (i) the voluntary concentration of attention upon ab and 
ac with a view to the detection of this change as this difference, 
and by (a) the act, relating them through it, in that they are 
judged unlike to that extent. Thetype of comparison is such 
superposition of geometrical lines or fturm (as, e.g. in Euclid I. 
iv.) : if they coincide we have concrete equality; if they do not 
their difference is a line or figure. All sensible comparisons 
conform essentially to this type. In comparing two shades We 
place them side by side, and passing front one to the other seek 
to determine not the absolute shade of the second but its shade 
relative to the fint—in other words, we look out for contrast. 
We do not say of one " It is dark," for in the scale of shades it 
may be light, but " It is darker "; or vice versa. Where there i; 
no distance or commit we supply have not too impressions, and, 
as said—if we consider the difference by itself—no impression at 
all. Two coincident triangles must be perceived as one. The 
distinction between the one triangle thus formed by two coinciding 
and the single triangle rests upon something extraneous to this 
bare presentation of a triangle that is one and the same in both 
cases. The marks of this numerical distinctness may be various: 
they may be different temporal signs, as in reduplications 
of the memory-continuum; or they may be constituents peculiar 
to each, from which attention is for the moment abstracted, 
any one of which suffices to give the common or identical coo-
stituent a new setting. In general, it may be said (z) that the 
numerical distinctness of the related tams is secured in the 
absence of all qualitative difference solely by the intellectual 
act which has so unified each as to retain what may serve 
as an individual mark; and (2) that they become related as 
" like " either in virtue of the active adjustment to a change 
of impression which their partial assimilation defeats, or in 
virtue of an anticipated continuance of the impression which 
this assimilation confirms. 

it is in keeping with this analysis that we say in common 
speech that two things in any respect similar are so far the same. 
This ambiguity in the word " same," whereby it maws: means either individual identity or indistinguishable 
resemblance has been often noticed, and from a logical or 
objective point of view justly complained of as " engendering 
fallacies in otherwise enlightened understandings." But appar-
ently no one has inquired into its psychological basis, although 
more than one writer has admitted that the ambiguity is one 
" in itself not always to be avoided." ,  It is not enough to 
trace the confusion to the existence of common names and to 
cite the forgotten controversies of scholastic realism. We are 
not now concerned with the conformity of thought to things 
or. with logical &Wylie, lilt with the analysis of a psycho-
logical process. The tendency to treat prenntations as if they 
were copies of thing ►—the objective bias, as we may call it—
is the one grand obstacle to psychological observation. Some 
only realise with an effort that the idea of extension is not 
extended; no wonder, then, if it should seem " unnatural " 
to maintain that the idea of two like things does not consist 
of two like ideas. But, assuming that both meanings of identity 
have a psychological justification, it will be well to distinguish 

s Cf. I. S. Mill. Legit, bk. i. eh. i8. I t t. and Ihtessieetint 4 
Hamitour .3rd ed.. elt. aiv. p 3o6. note; _ also Pileisong. "Huang 
Studien • II.. Wiener Sittssagsberickte (Phil. Hut. 0.),, a. Toy. 
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them and to examine their conneedon. Perhaps we freight 
term the one " material identity " and the other " individual 
identity "—following the analogy of expressions such as 
" different things but all made of the same stuff," " the same 
person but entirely changed." Thus there is unity and plurality 
concerned in both, and herein identity or sameness differs 
from singularity or mere oneness, which so far entails no rela-
tion. But the unity and the plurality are different in each, 
and each is in some sort the converse of the other. In the 
one, two different individuals partially coincide; in the other, 
one individual is partially different; the unity in the one case 
is an individual presentation, in the other is the presentation 
of an individual. 

In material identity the unity is that of a single presentation, 
whether simple or complex, which enters as a common con- 
Illleeeriel stituent into two or more others. It may be possible, 
resaute. of course, to individualize it, but as it emerges in 

a comparison it Si a single presentation and nothing 
more. On account of this absence of individual marks this 
single presentation is what logicians call " abstract "; but this 
is not psychologically essential. It may be a generic image 
which has resulted from the neutralization of individual marks, 
but it may equally well be a simple presentation, like red, to 
which such marks never belonged. We come here from a new 
aide upon a truth which has been already expounded at length, 
viz. that presentations are not given to us as individuals but as 
changes in a continuum. Time and space--the instruments, 
as it were, of individualization, which are presupposed in the 
objective sciences—are psychologically later than this mere 
differentiation. 

The many vexed questions that arise concerning individual 
identity are metaphysical rather than psychological. But it 

will serve to bring out the difference between the 
Hsi two forms of identity to note that an identification Hsi cannot be established solely by qualitative compari-
son; an alibi or a breach of temporal continuity will turn the 
flank of the strongest argument from resemblance. Moreover, 
resemblance itself may be fatal to identification when the law 
of being is change. 

♦ 1. As regards the real categories, It may be said generally 
that these owe their origin in large measure to the anthropo- 
Real morphic or mythical tendency of human thought— 
caused's  76 apogee rice books lostlieeeados. Into the forma- 

tion of these conceptions two very distinct factors 
enter—(t) the facts of what in the stricter sense we call " sell- 
consciousness," and (2) certain spatial and temporal relations 
among our presentations themselves. On the one hand, it has 
to be noted that these spatial and temporal relations are but the 
occasion or motive—and ultimately perhaps, we may say, the 
warrant—for the analogical attribution to things of selfnera, 
efficiency and design, but are not directly the source of the 
forms of thought that thus arise. On the other hand, it is to 
be noted also that such forms, although they have an independent 
source, would never apart from suitable material come into 
actual existence. If the followers of Hume err in their exclusive 
reliance upon "associations naturally and even necessarily 
generated by the order of our sensations" U. S. Miff), the disciple 
of Kant errs also who relies exclusively on " the synthetic unity 
of apperception." The truth is that we are on the verge of error 
in thus sharply distinguishing the two at all; if we do so moment- 
arily for the purpose of exposition it behoves us here again to 
remember that mind grows and is not made. The use of terms 
Cite " innate." " a priori," " necessary," " formal," arc., without 
further qualification leads only too easily to the mistaken notion 
that all the mental facts so named are alike underived and original, 
independent not only of experience but of each other; whereas 
but for the forms of intuition the forms of thought would be 
imposaible—that is to say, we should never have a self-conscious- 
ness at all if we had not previously learnt to distinguish occupied 
and unoccupied space, past and present in time, and the like. 
But, again, it is equally true that, if we could not feel and move 
Se Well as receive impressions, and if experience did not repeat 

itself, we shohld never attain even to this level of spatsl and 
temporal intuition. Kant shows a very lame and halting 
recognition of this dependence of the higher forms on the lover 
both in his schematism of the categories, and agala in correcting 
in his Analytic the opposition of sense and understanding as 
respectively receptive and active with which be set out in his 
Aesthetic. Still, although what are called the subjective and 
objective factors of real knowledge advance together, the forma 
is in a sense always a step ahead. We find again without us 
the permanence, individuality, efficiency, and adaptation we 
have found first of all within (d. so, b and d). But each 
primitive imputation of personality, though it facilitates a Ileac 
understanding, soon proves itself faulty and begets the contra-
dictions which have been one chief motive to philosophy. We 
smile at the savage who thinks a magnet must need food or the 
child who is puzzled that the horses in a picture remain for ever 
still; but few consider that underlying all common-sense thinking 
there lurks the same natural precipitancy. We attribute to 
extended things a unity which we know only as the unity of an 
unextended subject; we attribute to changes among these 
extended things what we know only when we act and suffer 
ourselves; and we attribute further to them in their changes 
a striving for ends which we know only because we feel. In asking 
what they are, how they act, and why they are thus and thus, 
we assimilate them to ourselves, in spite of the differences which 
lead us by-and-by to see a gulf between mind and matter. Such 
instinctive analogies have, like other analogies, to be confirmed, 
refuted, or modified by further knowledge, i.e. by the very 
insight into things which these analogies have themselves made 
possible. That in their fast form they were mythical, and that 
they could never have been at all unless originated in this way, 
are considerations that make no difference to their validity—
assuming, that is, that they admit, now or hereafter, of a logical 
transformation which renders them objectively valid. This 
legitimation is, of course, the business of philosophy; we are 
concerned only with the psychological analysis and origin of 
the conceptions themselves. 

an.. As it must here suffice to examine one of these categories, 
let as take that which is the most important and canted of the 
three, vie. causality or the relation of cause and effect, 
as that will necessarily throw some light upon the con- Callil‘r• 
stitution of the others. To begin, we must distinguish three things. 
which, though very different •  are very liable to be confused. (t) 
Perceiving in a definite case. e.g. that on the sun shining a stone 
becomes warm, we may say the sun makes the stone warm. This 
is .a concrete instance of predicating the causal relation. in this 
there is, explicitly at all events, no statement of a general law or 
axiom, such as we have when we say (a) " Every event must have 
a cause "—a statement commonly known as the pnnciple of causality.• 
This again is distinct from what is on all hands allowed to be as 
empirical generalization, viz. (I) that such and such particular 
causes have invariably such and such particular effects. With 
these last psychology ts not directly concerned at all it has only 
to analyse and trace to its origin the bare conception of carnation 
as expressed in (t) and involved in both these generahaatione. 
Whether only some events have pules, as the notion of chance 
implies, whether all causes are uniform in their action or some 
capricious and arbitrary, as the unreflecting suppose—all this is 
beside the question for us. 

One point in the analysis of the causal relation Hurst may be 
said to have settled once for all: it does Dot rest upon or °amain 
any immediate intuition of a causal nexus. The two relations that 
flume allowed to be perceived (or " presumed to exist "). viz. con-
tiguity in space of the objects causally related and priority' in time 
of the cause before the effect, are the only relations directly dis-
cernible. We say indeed " The sun warms the stone " as readily as 
we say " The sun rises and sets," as if both were matters of direct 
observation then and there. But that this is not so is evident hoes 
the fact that only in some CMS when one change Idiom upon 
another do we regard it as following from the others casual coin-
cidence is at least as common as causal connexion. Whence the 
difference, then, if not from perception? Humes answer,' repented 
in the main by English psychologists since, is, as all the world 
knows, that the difference is the result of association, that when a 
change a in an object A has been frequently observed to yea* a 
change a in another object B, this repetition derentuaes 
the mind to a transition from the one to the other. It u this 

Treatise of Hoeft Naterri pt. M. fel..." of the ides of osomenre 
commies." 
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termination. which could not be present atfictithat emstinnes 
he third relation betwixt these objects." " internal int-
ension " generated by association is then projected " for 'tis a 
namon observation that the Wad has a great propensity to spread 
self on external objects." 
The subjective origin sad the after.psojection we mat admit. 
It all else in Humes famous doctrine seems glaringly at variance 
nth laces. In one respectit proves too much, for not all constant 
queneee are as causal. as according to his analysis they 
iglu to be; avian, in another respect it proves Poo itde. fee causal 
.nnexiosa is continually predicated on a fleet occunence. The 
'tura% man has always distinguishedbetween alums sad sign. 
• portents; but there Is nothing to show that he peaduced an 
fen many times before retarding himself as the cause of It. J. S. 
till has indeed obviated the lint objection epistemologically by 
tiding to constant conjunction the further characteristic of " uncon• 
itionality." But this is a caoceptice that cannot be peyekologi• 
ally explained from Hume's premiss, unless perhaps by resolving 
into the qualification that the invariability must be complete and 

rot partial, whereupon the second objection applies. " Uncondi• 
tonal " is a word for which We can find no es long as we 
online our attention to temporal succession. It • Dot do to on 
cob that an invariable succession generates the idea, and that such 
!wettable suoceseioe must be not only Invariable but also uncondi-
ional in order to generate it. We may here turn the master against 
he disciple: " the same principle," says Hume, "cannot be both 
he cause and the effect of another, and this is perhaps the only 
proposition concerning that relation which is either Intuitively 
sir demonstratively certain" (op. cit. p. 391). Unconditionality 
is then part of the causal relation and yet not the product of 
invariable repetition. 

Perhaps the source of this element in the relation will become 
clear if we examine more closely the so-called " internal impression" 
of the mind, which aoconling to Hume constitutes the whole of our 
idea of power or efficacy. To illustrate the nature of this impression 
Fiume cites the instant passage of the imagination to a particular 
idea on hearing the word commonly annexed to it, when " 
scarce be possible for the mind by Its utmost efforts to prevent 
that transition " (op. eft. p. 393). It is this determination, then. 
Which IS felt internally, not perceived externally, that we mis-
takenly transfer to objects and regard as an intelligible connexion 
between them. But, if I fume admits this, must he not admit more? 
ran it be pretended that it is through the workings of association 
among our ideas that we first feel a determination which our utmost 
efforts can scarce resist, or that we feel such determination under 
no other circumstances? If it be allowed that the natural man is 
irresistibly determined to Imagine an apple when he hears ha nano 
or to expect thunder when he secs lightning. must it not also be 
allowed that he is irresistibly determined much earlier and in a 
much more impressive way when overmastered by the elements or 
by his enemies? But, further, such instances bring to light what 
Hume's " determination " also Implies, via. its necessary correla-
tive, effort or action. Even Irresistible association can only be 
known as such by efforts to resist it. Hunte allows this when he 
says that his principles of association "are not Infallible causes; 
for one may fix his attention during some time on any one object 
without looking farther" (op. ca. p. 393). But the fact is, we know 
both what it is to act and what it is to suffer, to go where we would 
end to be carried where we would not, quite apart from the work-
ings of association. And, had flume not confused the two different 
inquiries, that concerning the origin of the idea of causation and 
that concerning the ground of causal Inference or law of causation, 
it could never have occurred to him to offer such en analysis of the 
former as he does.. 

Keeping to the former and simpler question, It would seem that 
when as ' thinking we say A causes this or that in B we 
project or all attribute to A what me expeieece is acting, 
and to B what as experience in being acted on ,• and the cinctureof 
language shows that such projection was made keg before it was 
suspected that what A once did and B once suffered will be done 
and suffered in the same circumstances again. The occasions suitable 
(or this projection are determined by the temporal and spatial 
relations of the objects concerned, which relations are matter of 
intuition. These are of no very special Interest from a psychological 
point of view, but the subjective elements we shall do well to consider 
further. First of all, we must note the &mined°n d imemeent 
action and transmit action; the Werner is what we call action 
simply, and implies only • single thing, the spat; the latter, which 
we might with advantage call effectuation, implies two things,a 
patient as well as an agent. In scientific language the agent is an 
intransitive act is called a costa immanent and so distin • 
from the agent in effectuation or mesa 1/1111641114. Common 
however, dues not regard mete action as caused at all; and we 
find it, in fact. impossible to resolve action into effectuation. But, 
since the things with which we ordinarily deal are complex, have 
many pans, properties, members, phone, and In coneetmenee 
of the analytic procedure of thought, there ensues, indeed. • cast-
tinual shifting of the point of view from which we regard any given 
thing, so that what it in one aspect one thing is in amther many 

(d. so). So it ames about diet, when Nordin; himmelf as one, die 
atural man speaks of himself as welkin' g, shouting. ifcc.• but. Thee 

distinguishingbetween himself and his members, he speaks of suing 
his voice, moving his legs, and so forth. Thus no sooner do we 
resolve my given action Into an effectuation, by analytically dis-
tinguishing within the retinal agent an agent and a patient, than 
• new action • 	Action is thus asimplar notion than mum. 
tion and in le by meam of it. It is certainly no easy pubis's 
In philosophy to determine where the resolution of the, complex 
is to cease, at what point • must stop, because in the presence 
of an individual thing and • ample activity. At any rate, we 
reach such a point psychologically in the conscious subject, and 
that energy in conadousnese we call attention. If this be alloyed, 
Hume's cntique of the notion of efficacy is really wide of the mark. 

Some," he says, " have asserted that we feel an energy or power 
in one own mind; and that. having in this manner acquiresthe 
idea of power, we transfer that quality to matter, where we are not 
able immediately to discover it.... But to convince us how 
fallacious this reasoning is, we need only consider that the will, 
being here consideed as a cause, has no more a discoverable con-
Demon with its effects than any material cause has with its proper 
effect. .. .The effect is there (tool distinguishable and separable 
from the cause, and could not be foreseen without the tomenence of 
their constant conjunction "(?p. p. 455). This it logical rouslYsis. 
not psychological; the int as that the will is not considered as a 
cause and Nati from its effects, nor in fact considered at 
all. It is not a cam et sequence between two separable impressions• 
for we cannot really maim the indefinite repass that such 
distinctions as that between the conscious subject and its acts ins • 
Moreover, our activity as such is not directlyted at all: 
we are, being active; and further than this psychological  of analysis 
will not p.a There ale, as we have seen, two ways in which this 
activity is manifested, the receptive or passive and the motor or 
active in the stricter sense—(cf. 11) and our exPerisane of these 
we project In predicating the causal relation. But two halves 
do not make a whole; so we have no complete experience of effectua-
tion, foe the simple .  reason that we cannot be two things at once. 
We are guided in Riming it together by the temporal and spatial 
relations of the things concerned Hence, perhaps, some of the 
antinomies that beset this concept. In its earliest form, then, 
the so-called necessary connexion of cause and effect is perhaps 
nothing more than that of physical constraint. To this, no doubt, 
is added the strength of expectation—as Hume supposed--when 
the same effect has been found invariably to follow the same mass 
Finally, when upon the basis of such associated uniformities of 
sequence a definite Intellectual elaboration of such material ensues, 
the logical necessity of reason and consequent finds a place, and so 
far as deduction is applicable cause and reason become interchenge. 
able ideas. 

Babel 
43. The mention of logical necessity Wings us to a new topic, 

via. the " objectivity " of thought and cognition generally. 
The psychological treatment of this topic is tantamount to an 
inquiry into the characteristics of the states of mind we call 
certainty, doubt, belief—all of which centre round the one fact 
of evidence. Between the certainty that a proposition is true 
and the certainty that it is not there may intervene many grades 
of uncertainty. We may know that A is sometimes B, or 
sometimes not; or that some at least of the conditions of B are 
present or absent; or the presentation of A may be too confused 
for distinct analysis. This is the region of probability, possibility, 
more or less obscurity. Leaving this aside, it will be enough to 
notice those cases in which certainty may be complete. With 
that certainty which is absolutely objective, Le. with knowledge, 
psychology has no direct concern; it is for logic to furnish the 
criteria by which knowledge is ascertained. 

Emotion and desire are frequent indirect causes of subjective 
certainty, In so far as they determine the constituents and the 

*Hume here has Locke and Berkeley specially in view. Locke as a 
patient and acute inquirer was incomparably better as a psychologist 
than 

a 
 man addicted to literary foppery like

lar q Hume,
-  for all Ma 

ta
could possibly be. On the particuuestion, see Locke, 

stm;:bk. it. C. 51..11 rg. 
• In an article (arit. taa6j p. 317)  Mr F. H. Bradley created 

some stir by declaring t hat" me present use of these= (active 
energy] is little better than a scandal and a main 	in the 
path of English psychology." In Mind for spas and um be bee 
made important contributions towards clearing up the supposed 
confusion, and the subject is still being debated. But the main 
contention of the text, that activity is for psychology at all events 
Ultimate and unanalysable, seems stiff to await refutation. A brief 
notice of atone of the diverse views obtaining will be found in as 
address. " Tbe Problems of General Psychology," by J. Ward 
Philosophical Rosins (tom), pp. 608 sqq. 
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grouping of the field of consciousness at the moment—" pack the 
jury " or " suborn the witnesses," as it were. But the ground 
of certainty is in all cases some quality or some relation of these 
presentations inter se. In a sense, therefore, the ground of all 
certainty is objective—in the sense, that is, of being something 
at least directly and immediately determined for the subject 
and not by it. Where certainty is mediate, one judgment is 
often spoken of as the ground of another; but a syllogism is 
still psychologically a single, though not a simple, judgment, 
and the certainty of it as a whole is immediate. Between the 
judgment A is B and the question Is A B? the difference is not 
one of content nor scarcely one of form: it is a difference which 
depends upon the effect of the proposition on the subject judging. 
(i.) We have this effect before us most dearly if we consider what 
is by common consent regarded as the type of certainty and 
evidence, the certainty of present sense-impressions whence it is 
said, " Seeing is believing." The evident is here the actual, 
and the " feeling or consciousness " of certainty is in this case 
nothing but the sense of being taken fast hold of and forced to 
apprehend what is there. (ii.) The like is true of memory and 
expectation: in these also there is a sense of being tied down 
to what is given, whereas in mere imagination, however lively, 
this non-voluntary determination is absent (cf. •4 ad). Hume 
saw this at times clearly enough, as, e.g. when he says, "An 
idea assented to feels different from a fictitious idea that the 
fancy alone presents to us." But unfortunately he not only 
made this difference a mere difference of intensity, but spoke 
of belief itself as " an operation of the mind " or " manner of 
conception that bestowed on our ideas this additional force or 
vivacity." ,  In short, Hume confounded one of the indirect 
causes of belief with the ground of it, and again, in describing 
this ground committed the forourrporepor of making the mind 
determine the ideas instead of the ideas determine the mind. 
(iii.) In speaking of intellection he is clearer: "The answer is 
easy with regard to propositions that are prov'd by intuition or 
demonstration. In that case the person who assents not only 
conceives the ideas according to the proposition, but is neces-
sarily determined to conceive them in that particular manner " 
(op. cit. p. 30)• It has been often urged—as by J. S. Mill, for 
example—that belief is something " ultimate and primordial." 
No doubt it is; but so is the distinction between activity and 
passivity, and it is not here maintained that certainty can be 
analysed into something simpler, but only that it is identical 
with what is of the nature of passivity—objective determination. 
As Bain put it, " The leading fact in belief . is our primitive 
credulity. We begin by believing everything; whatever is is 
true" (Emotions and Will, 3c1 ed., p. 51 1). But the point is 
that in this primitive state there is no act answering to " believe " 
distinct from the non-voluntary attention answering to " per-
ceive," and no reflection such as a modal term like " true " 
implies. With eyes open in the broad day no man says, " I am 
certain there is light "; he simply sees. He may by-and-by come 
absolutely to disbelieve much that he sees—e.g. that things are 
nearer when viewed through a telescope—just as he will come to 
disbelieve his dreams, though while they last he is certain in 
these too. The consistency we find it possible to establish among 
certain of our ideas becomes an ideal, to which we expect to 
find all our experience conform. Still the intuitive evidence of 
logical and mathematical axioms is psychologically but a new 
form of the actual; we are only certain that two and two make 
four and we are not less certain that we see things nearer through 
a telescope. 

Presentalion of Self, Sdf-Coateiounsess and Centime& 
ea. The concept of self we have just seen underlying and 

to a great extent shaping the rest of our intellectual furniture; 
on this account it is at once desirable and difficult to analyse 
't and ascertain the conditions of its development. In attempt-
ing this we must carefully distinguish between the bare presenta-
tion of self and that reference of other presentations to it which 
is often called specially self-consciousness, "inner sense," or 

Teethes of Hama Nature, Green and Grose's ed.,  

internal perception. Concerning all presentations whatever--
that of self no less than the rest—it is possible to reflect, " This 
presentation is mine; it is my object; I am the subject attending 
to it." The presentation of self, then, is one presentation moos 
others, the result, like them, of the differentiation of the original 
continuum. But it is obvious that this presentation must be In 
existence first before other presentations can be related to is.- 
On the other band, it is only in and by means of such relations 
that the concept of self is completed. We begin, therefore, 
with self simply as an object, and end will the concept of that 
object as the subject or " myself " that knows itself. The serf 
has, first of all (a) a unique interest and (b) a certain inwardness,. 
(c) it is an individual that (d) persists, (e) is active, and finally 
(f) knows itself. These several characteristics of self arc inti-
mately involved; so far as they appear at all they advance in 
definiteness irons the lowest level of mere sentience to those 
lmoments of highest self-consciousness in which conscience 
approves or condemns volition. 

The earliest and to the last the most important dement in sell—
what we might perhaps term its root or material element—is that 
variously styled the organic sensations—vital sense, 
coenaesthesis, or somatic consciousness. This largely 
determines the tone of the special sensations and enters, ""'  
though little suspected, into all our higher feelings. If. as some-
times happens in serious nervous affections, the whole body or any 
part of it should lose common sensibility, the whole body or that 
part is at once regarded as strange and even as hostile. In some 
forms of hypochondria, in which this extreme somatic insensibility 
and absence of zest leave the intellect and memory unaffthe 
individual doubts his own existence or denies it altogether. Rtlbat 
cites the case of such a patient, who, declaring that he had been 
dead for two years, thus expressed his perplexity:--" rexiste, main 
en dehors de la vie rielle, matkrielle, et. malgre mot, rice ne nrayant 
donne la mon. Tout eat rakcanique chez moi et se fair inconsmem-
meat." ,  It is not because they accompany physiological functions 
essential to the efficiency of the organism as an organism, but 
'imply because they are the most immediate and most constant 
sources of feeling, that these massive but ill-defined organic sensa-
tions are from the first the objects of the directest and Inca tansy-
fleeting interest. Other objects have at the outset but a mediate 
interest through subjective selection in relation to these, and mier 
become so instictively and inseparably identified with self, never 
have the same inwardness. This brings us to a new point_ As 
soon as definite perception begins, the body as an extended thing 
is distinguished from other bodies, and such organic sensations as 
can be localized at all are localized within it. At the same time the 
actions of other bodies upon it are accompanied by pleasures and 
pains, while their action upon each other is not. The body also 
is the only thing directly act in motion by the reactions of these 
feelings, the purpose of such movements being to bring near to it 
the things for which there is appetite and to remove it from those 
towards which there is aversion. It is thus not merely the type of 
occupied space and the centre from which all positions are reckoned., 
but it affords us an unfailing and ever-present intuition of the actu-
ally felt and living self, to which all other things are external, more 
or less distant, and at times absent altogether. The body then first 
of all gives to self a certain measure of individuality, permanence 
and inwardness. 

But with the development of ideation there arises within this 
what we may call an inner zone of self, having ItM more 
unity and permanence. We have at this stage not 
only an intuition of the bodily *elf doing or suffering "mwa lla 

 here and now, but also memories of what it has been and done 
under varied circumstances in the past. External impressions 
have by this time lost in novelty and become less sheathing, •hile 
the train of ideas, largely increased in number, distinctness and 
mobilhy, diverts attention and often shuts out the things of sense 
altogethm. la all such reminiscence or reverie a generic image 

 self is the centre, and every new image as it arises derives all Its 
interest from relation to this; and so apart from bodily appetites 
new desires may be quickened and old emotions stirred again when 
all that is actually prevent is doll and unexciting. But desires 
and emotions, it most be remembered, though awakened by what 
is only imaginary, Invariably entail actual organic pertorhatinm 
and with these the generic mare of self mates to be intimately 
united. Hence arises a contrast  - between the ismer self. which the 
natural man locates in his breast or Ogee. the chief seat of these 
emotional disturbancm, and the whole visible and tangible body be-
sides Although from their nature they do not admit of much irk.' 
representation. yet, when actually present. these organic senestiern 
men a powerful and often Irrenstith influence over other 
they have each their appropriate train, and so heighten in the any 

" Bases affective* de la personnalid ". in Ram phassapkira 
rya reo. 
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arid kiddy coottleMei ides of mil these emits they 

e.sieller wrought into k, supeeemion to an equal extent all the 
seat- Normally there is • certain eqnWbrium to which they ratan% 
and whiciro we may suppose, detereume the so-called temperament, 
natured or disposition, thus mossiag some tastable uniformity 
and continuity In the presentation of sell. But eves within the 
emits of sanity great and sudden cheers of mood are pemilde t  
as, e.g, in hysterical persons or those of a Mettlifill tensper•ssent,' 
or among the lower animals at the onset of parental or minatory 
instincts. Beyond those limits—ea the coocomkant upp•rendy of 
serious viecoal derangements or the altered seuthitin of parts of 
the nervous system itath—oomplete "alienation" may emus A 
new self may arise, use only distinct from the old and devoid of all 
save the most elementary knowledge and skill that the old pomaded. 
but diametrically opposed to It in taetee and didositiene-obscenity, , 
it may be, taking the place of modesty and cupidity or coweedice 
succeeding to generosity, or courage- The roost convincing illus- 
trations of the psychological growth and structure of the preeenta- 
boo of self oe the lower leveled semation and ideation ant . ishM 
by these melancholy spectacles of minds diseased; but it is impossible 
to refer to them in detail here.' 

upon the concept which may Intelligent 	mom or blear 
Paining to the higher level of fateffeetbe, we come at 

.listfato• tinctly forma of himself as • person. M. or N., having 
such and such a character, tastes ad conviction.' .WI 
and su, h a history, and such and such an aim In fife.

The main instrument in the formation of this concept, as of others, 
is language. and opedally the social intemounie that language 
makes possible. Up to this point the prementatioe of self has shaped 
that of notself.—that is to my, external things have been 
prehended by the projection of its characteristics. But now the 
order is in a sense reversed: the individual advantre to a fuller 
Neil-knowledge by comparing the self within with what is tint nice 
censibro in other persons without. So far antriming* att i• Naiad: 
it is through the " us " that we learn of the " me " (cf. j yo u  note s). 
Collective action for common ends is of the essence of Inc iety, and 
in taking counsel together for the good of his tribe each one learns 
also to take counsel with himself for his own good on the whole; 
with the idea of the common weal arises the idea of happiness 
as distinct from momentary gratification. The extneregarding 
impulses are now confronted by a reasonable eelblove and in the 
deliberations that thus ensue activity attains to its highest (ones 
—these of thought and volition. la  the first we have a distinctly 
active manipulation of ideas as compared with the more passive 
spectacle of memory and imagination. Therebyemerges a contrast 
between the thinker and them objects of his thought, i 
among them the mere generic image of self. from which ts now t= 
this concept of self as a person. A similar, even sharseontrest 
also accompanies the exercise of what le very mislead ly termed 
" self-control," i.e. control by this personal self el " menus 
natural affections "—to use Butler's phrase—which often hinder it 
as external objects hindensi them. It Is doubtful whether the 
reasoning, regulating  self is commonly regarded as definitely 

The effort of thinking and concentrating attention upon 
ideas is no doubt referred to the brain, but this is only compar-
able with the localization of other efforts in the limbs; when we 
think we commonly feel also, and the emotional basis is of all the 
most subjective and inalienable. If we speak of this latest phew 
at mg as per excellence " the inner ode" such language's then mainly 
figurative, inasmuch as the contrasts just described are contrasts 
into which spatial relations do not ester. 

SS. The term " reflection," or internal perception is applied to 
that stated mind in which sons particular presentation or group 

& New 
of cementations (z or y) is not simply in the field of 

▪ ,s 	but there as consciously related to self, 
which fs also presented at the same time. Self here 

may be symbolised by M, to emphasize the fact that it is in like 
manner an object in the field of consciousness. The relation 
of the two is commonly expressed by saying, " This (a or y) is 
sty (hi's) percept, Idea or volition; I (M) it is that perceive, 
think, will it." Self-consciousness, in the narrowest sense, as 
when we say " I know myself, I am conscious that I am," etc., 
is but a special, though the most important, instance of this 
internal perception: here 'elf (If) is presented In relation to 
self (with a difference. MI; the subject itself—at least, so we say 
—is or appears as its own object. 

It km been often maintained that the difference between 
connioustess and reflection is not a real difference, that to know 
and to know that you know are " the same thing considered in 

	

This subject Wu • very wide literatutr. The f 	are 
specithy isterestingt Aim Lea Maladies de is 	media 	ed.. 
lets); Boris SkGs and S. P. Goodh 	Multi Pesansallay nod): 
Mance Prince. The Dissesislien 4 	 y (mote).  

diffesent upsets." But dance ascot' or the rune thing are 
an the same thing, for psychology at least. Not only is it not 
the same thing to feel and to know that you hell but it might 
even be held to be a different thing still to know that you feel 
and to know that you know that you feel—such being the 
difference perhaps between ordinary reflection and psychological 
introspection.' The diffIculty of appatbending these facts and 
keeping them distinct seems obviously due to the necessary 
presence of the earlier along with the later; that is to say, we 
can nova know that we feel without feeling. But the convene 
need not be trim Row distinct the two states are is shown 
in one way by their notorious incompatability, the direct conse-
quence of the limitation of attention: whatever we have to do 
that is not altogether mechanical is ill dame unless we lose our-
selves in the doing of it. This mutual exclusiveness receives 
a further explanation from the fact AO often used to discredit 
psychology, Ms. that the so-called intromectiou, and indeed 
all redection, are really retrospective. It is not while we are 
angry or lost in reverie that we take note of such states, buts 
akeowards, or by momentary side glances intercepting the main 
interest, if this be not too absorbing. 

But we esquire en meter analysis of the essential fact in this 
retromect—the relation of the presentation x or y to that of self 
or M. What we have to deal with, it will be observed, is, implicitly 
at least, a judgment. First of aft, then, it is noteworthy that we 
are never prompted to such judgments by everyday oecorrences or 
acts of rustler, but only by mums of interest, and. as mitt gener-
ally when these are over or have ceased to be albengrossireg. Now 
in such cases it will be found that some effect of the preceding state 
of objective absorption persists, like wounds rec in battle, 
unsoiled ill the fight m over—ouch a t. as the weariness of 
muentber amnion or of long aonpatlation of attention; some 
pleasurable or painful after-sensation passively experienced, or an 
emotional wave subsiding but not yet spent; " the jar of interrupted 
euluelation." or the relief of sudden attainment after arduous 
striving. making prominent the contrast of contentment and want 
ia that parthadmer or finally,  the quiet retrospect and mental 
rusnioatioo In which we note what time has wrpught upon us and 
either curet or approve what we were and did. All such presenta-
tions are of the dam out of which, as we have seen, the presentation 
of self Is built op, and so form in each case the concrete bond con-
necting the generic image of self with Its object. In this way and in 
this respect each et • concrete instance of what we call a state. 
act, affection, ftc,, and the judgments in which such relations to 
the standing presentation of self are recognised are the original 
and the type of all real predications. The opportunities for re-
flection are at first few, the materials being as tt were thrust upon 
attention, and the resulting " percepts " are but vague. By the 
time, however, that a dear concept of self has been attained the 
exigencies of rife make it a frequent object of contemplation, and 
as the abstract of a series al instances of such definite self-cote 
sciousness.we reachigybecg= formal notion of a subject or pure 
ego. For empirical 	 this notion is ultimate; its specula- 
tive treatment falls together—usuaffy under tbe heading: rational 
psychology "—to metaphysics. 

46. The growth of intellection and self-consciousness reacts 
powerfully upon the emotional and active side of mind. To de-
scrtbe the various worms of feeling and of desire that c...sa 

 thus arise—aesthetic, social and religions sentiments, 
pride, ambition, selfishness, sympathy, ibc.—is beyond the scope 
of systematic psychology, and certainly quite beyond the limits 
of an article like the present. But at least a general ?Muni of 
the characteristics of activity on this highest or rational level 
is indispensable. H we are to gain any oversight in a matter 
of such complexity it is of the first importance to keep steadily 
in view, as a fundamental principle, that as the causes of feeling 
become more complex, internal, and representative the con-
sequent actions change in like manner. We have noted this 

'So—ntisled possibly. 
which 

the confusions incident to a specie' 
ul facty of reflection, snt they controvert—James Mill, Analysts. 

t 224 seq.Aciro wannest however. by boa his *ikon, pp. 237 and 33o). 
and also tos, Led, 

It has been thought a fatal objection to this view that it implies 
the possibility of an indefinite regrow; but why should it not ? 
We reach the limit of our experience an reflection, or at most in 
deliberate introspection, just an in space of three dimensions we 
reach the limit of our expsrieace to another respect. But there is 
no absurdity_ in supposing a coosciousnois more evolved and explicit 
than our sdleonsoousnees, and advancing on it as it advarmas on 
that of the oarslictiag bream 
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oonnedon already In the case of the emergence of desires, and 
seen that desire in prompting to the search for means to its end 
is the prisms dooms of intellection (d. § 35). But intellect 
does much more than devise and contrive in unquestioning 
subservience to the impulse of the moment, like some demon of 
Eastern fable; even the brutes, whose cunning is on the whole 
of this sort, are not without traces of self-control. As motives 
conflict and the evils of hasty action recur to mind, deliberation 
succeeds to mere invention and design, In moments of leisure, 
the more imperious cravings being stilled, besides the rehearsal 
of failures or successes in the past, come longer and longer 
flights of imagination into the future. Both furnish material for 
intellectual rumination, and so we have at length (z) concepts 
of general and distant ends, as wealth, power, knowledge, and 
—self-consciousness having arisen—that concept also of the 
happiness or perfection of self, and (2) maxims or practical 
generalizations as to the best means to these ends. Instead of 
actions determined by the iris a krt. of blind passion we have 
conduct shaped by what is literally prudence or foresight, the 
pursuit of ends that are not esteemed desirable till they are 
judged to be good. The good, it is truly urged, is not to be 
identified with the pleasant, for the one implies a standard and 
a judgment, and the other nothing but a bare fact of feeling; 
thus the good is often not pleasant and the pleasant not good; in 
talking of the good, in short, we are passing out of the region of 
nature into that of character. It is so, and yet this progress 
is itself so far natural as to admit of psychological explication. 
As already urged (I 34), the causes of feeling change as the con-
stituents of consciousness change; also they depend more upon 
the form of that consciousqess as this increases in complexity. 
When we can deliberately range to and fro in time and circum-
stances, the good that is not directly pleasant may indeed be 
preferred to what is only pleasant while attention is confined 
to the seen and sensible; but then the choice of such good is 
itself pleasant—pleasanter than its rejection would have been. 

The mention of deliberation brings us to the perennial problem 
of " the freedom of the will." But to talk of will is to lapse into 

the confusions at the old faculty—psychology. As 
Pe."..' Locke long ago urged: " The question is not proper, 
whether the will be free, but whether a wan 6e free."' In the absence 
of external constraint, when a man does what he likes, we say 
he is " externally free "; but he may still be the slave of every 
momentary impulse, and then it is said Oa; he is not " internally 
free. The existence and nature of this Internal freedom is the 
problem. But if such freedom is held to imply a certain sovereignty 
or autonomy of self over against momentary propcnsions and blind 
desires, there can obviously be DO question of its existence till 
the level of self-consciousness is reached and maxims or principles 
of aetiun are possible. The young child, the brute and the im-
becile, even when they do as they like, have not this freedom, though 
they may be said to act spontaneously A resolutely virtuous 
man will have more of this freedom than the man of good moral 
disposition who often succumbs to temptation; but it is equally 
true that the hardened sinner has more of it than one still deterred 
in his ere ways by scruples of conscience. A man is internally 
free, then, whenever the ends he pursues have his whole-hearted 
approval, whether he say with Milton's Satan. " Evil be thou my 
good," or with Jesus, " Thy will be done." Bur this freedom is 
always within our experience a relative freedom; hence at a later 
time we often declare that in some past act of choice we were not 
our true selves, not really free. But what is this true self mere 
than our ideal ? Or perhaps we prefer to my that we were free 
and could have acted otherwise; and no doubt we might, if the 
place of the purely formal and abstract concept of self had been 
occupied by some other phase of that empirical self which is 
continuously but at no one moment completely, presented. It 
must then be admitted that psychological analysis in this case is 
not only actually imperfect, but mug always remain so—so long. 
at any rate, as all that we d 	rn by reflection is less than all we arc. 
But this admission does t r commit us to allowing the possible 
existence of a fiberam ar :trium 'indifferentist., sometimes called 
"absolute indeterminism " ; for that would seem to differ in no 
respect from absolute chance or caprice. On the other hand, the 
✓igidly determinist position can only be psychologically justif d 
by ignoring the activity. of the experiencing subject aboe. 
At bottom it treats the analysis of conduct as if it were a dynao 
problem pure and simple. But motives are never merely an many 
quantitative forces playing upon something inert, or interacting 
entirely by themselves. At the level of sell-consciousness tapers- 

, Eno ceacerai•g Roma lloulerslaweliwg. It mi. ti seq. 

ally motives are reams and mime Is Itself • modve. In the Mad 
struggle of so-called " self -regarding " impulses might is the may 
right: but in the light of prmaples or maiml maims right is 
the only might.' This superiority in poil of principles is= 
explicable by reference to the iMNtory power of attention, 
alone makes deliberation possible and is essentially voluntary: 
that is, subjectively determined. But no, it may be objeceed6 
deliberation in such cases is Just the result of painful exptrienote 
of the evil of hasty action, and only ensues when this motive is 
strong enough to restrain the Impulse that would otherwise prevail 
Even if this be granted, it does not prove that the arbject's &Woo 
Is determined for and not by him; it merely states the obviates 
fact that prudence and seitcontrol are gradually acquired. Anthoet. 
tative pommies of action, such as self-love and conscience, wet 
no more psychologically on a par with appetites and desires them 
thought and reason are on a par with the assoc lti011 of ideas. 

Relodort of Body and Mind. 
47. The question of subjective initiative leads us naturally 

to that concerning the connexion of mind and organism, to which 
we now proceed. In development and efficiency, in AuTases  
the intensity and complexity of their processes, mind 
and brain keep invariably and exactly in line together. Smelting 
and impressive instances of this correspondence are to be 
found in comparative psychology, and especially in =natal 
pathology; but it is needless here to enlarge on a point which 
in the main is beyond dispute. In this correspondence lay the 
plausibility of the old materialism. But a closer scrutiny dis-
closes an equally impressive disparity: we reject materialism. 
accordingly, while still maintaining this fraydsoneurd }eareikli s• 
to be a well-established fact. From this we must distinguish a 
second sense of parallelism founded on the dis parity just men-
tioned as pertaining to the psychical and neural correlates. We 
may call this idsysiologico-ysychological, or, more briefly, astehodo-
logical, paralklirm. It disclaims as illogical the attempt to 
penetrate to psychical facts from the standpoint of physiology, 
so persistently and confidently pursued by the old materialists. 
It also forbids the psychologist to piece out his own shortcomings 
with tags borrowed from the physiologist. The concepts of the 
two sciences are to be kept distinct, as the facts themselves to 
which they relate are distinct. Confusion is inevitable if the 
psychologist, for example, talks of his volition as the cause of hie 
arm moving, when by arm movement he means the proems 
described by the physiologist in terms of efferent excitations, 
muscular flexions, and so forth; or if the physiologist speaks of • 
sensation of red as produced by retinal stimulation due to light-
waves of a certain length, when by sensation he means what 
he immediately experiences on looking at a field poppy. This 
methodological convention, as we may call it, Implies a more 
stringent interpretation of causation than that expounded by 
J. S. Mill and his contemporaries. It does not, however, forbid 
psychological inferences on the basis of physiological facts, nor 
vice versa. But in spite of this distinctness pf the facts, and of 
the standpoints from which they are respectively studied, their 
causal relation cannot be simply ignored: it is, however, a problem 
that pertains strictly to the higher standpoint of philosophy. 
There have been in all four different theories of this relation 
within modern times: ( t) that of mutual interaction—the 
common-sense view—very inconsistently maintained by Des-
cartes; (r) the "occasionalism "substituted for this by Geulince 
and the later Cartesians; (3) the pre-established barium, of 
Leibnitz; and (4) the monism of Spinoza, which reduced mama 
and mind to parallel attributes of the One Substance. The kg 
of these—severed, however, from Spinoza's metaphysics—is stiff 
perhaps the prevailing theory, and to it the term psycltopli d 
parallellsm most properly applies. For whereas the  parWelism  
first mentioned states a real correspondence between psychicsl 
processes and neural processes, but leaves open the question of 
• possible interaction between matter and mind, modern 
psychophysical parallelism is a pure hypothesis concerning the 
relation of psychical facts to physical theories, on the ground of 
which—as we shall presently see—any Interaction between 
matter and mind is tyres* denied. 

The right is only relative, of muse, when the mashie ere 
" frit:m*16140mi "—to use Kant's phrase■—but it is absolute ohs 
the mama, is " eategericeL" 
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But in the exposition of this hypothesis these two mca- ga oI 

paraildlism are frequently confused or interchanged. same 
term " body " is applied both to an aggregate of matter a ,  to the 
Wing organism. Now life must be regarded as either lel !Ft in 
matter, or as the result simply of a particular material coon. WOO. 
OF as physically inexplicable. But. for the present at all v. MO, it 
cannot be explained physically; nor are we even within m.. treble 
distance of such an explanation: so much is beyond cavil. `. et the 
Ilypothesis of psychophysical parallelism confines us to one other 
ot the former alternatives: at the same time its unwarrantable 
identifca wit with psychoneurel isitalletton —where we find a real 
correspondence between mind and orgonion—tends to conceal the 
Gravity of such assumptions. The standpoint of physiology, there-
fore. must be damibed not ere identical with that of physics, but as 
intermediate between it and the standpoint of psychology. If the 
tact of life could be reduced to physical terms, physiology then. no 
doubt. would have to (all into line with physics, much as chemistry. 
for example, may have had to do. On the other hand, till a physical 
explanation of life is forthcoming, Physiology belongs, with psycho- 
logy, to the biological 	of sciences, and cannot divest itself 
completely of the 	• concepts essential tot  hem. note vestige 
of which belongs to bare physics. It nitwit because of this commu-
nity in their concepts that there actually is a certain " point to point" 
correscondence or parallelism between the psychical and the neural: 
as an men • neuron is a unit: Physically !Vett ti amen to be one. 
Yet this illicit identification of monism a entenal body is tholgin 
to be legitimate. inasmuch as physiological processes are found to 
rest invariably on a physical base: and inasmuch as, though methodo-
logical parallelism forbids the physiologist to identify }mitosis 
with entresis, no limits can he imposW on his efforts to ascertain 
the mechanism of the neurosis staff. But if this be seamed, is not 
psychophysical gerallelism justified, in principle at all event i? By 
no means: as little, for example, as an explanation of the meek seism 
of a locomotive would justify. us in ascribing its origin, its mainten- 
ance or its guidance to the machine itself. W hen life and mind are en-
plained by their mechanism the physicist may summon the biologist. 
as Mephistopheles did Faust, " Ms. as oar ' then, but not betas. 

A favourite mode of stating psychophysical parallelism is 
that known as the Doable Aspect nary. In this, besides 
•psi the unjustified identification of the first and third 

Ammer' manage, we find also an equally unjustified inter-
1/110140 premien of parallelism in the second sense. AU 
that methodology proscribes Is  that psychologists and neuro-
logIsts—and, we may add, that physicists too—shall severally, 
as " specialbts," mind their own business. Again, all that the 
first two jointly ascertain is simply the fact of correspondence: 
the explanation of it is still to seek. Two propositions ate 
now advanced which are held to meet this need. Flat—and 
negatively—the connexion, it is said, is not causal: mind 
does not act on body, nor body on mind: the changes 
on each side form two independent series, each " going 
along by itself." In other words, the series themselves are 
said to exemplify what methodology enjoin.; ea the sciences 
that investigate them—they mind their own business and 
never intrude into each other's domains. Nevertheless their 
interaction is not prima fade contradictory or absurd, and 
ordinary thought, as we have seen, assumes that ft exists. What 
evidence, then, is there for denying it absolutely? Empirical 
evidence for such a universal negative there can hardly be; it 
most be established therefore—If established at all—on a priori 
grounds. Meanwhile two facts, already noticed, make seriously 
against ft. On the psychical side sensations point to an intrusion 
of some sort, and are not psyddcally explicable (d. t6), and the 
like—for the present at all events—must be said of the fact of 
life on the physical side. Apart from all this, It mans. plain 
that methodological parelklism, so far from yfng the denial 
of interaction, simply precludes its dieusdea cm the dualistic 
level to which that parallelism is confined. The golf implied 
is indeed not absolute—of so much, patellas= Is the list sense 
assures us—but those who are forced to keep to their own side 
of it obviously are not the people to settle bow it is crossed. 
We are aware that the dualism is not absolute, it is replied: 
B is only phenomenal, and the two series of phenomena are 
conditioned by an underlying unity of substance. Such is the 
second, and positive, proposition of the theory. Again asking 
for evidence, we are told that this underlying unity is unknown—. 
in fact, unknowable. ?Vs unknowable substance is assumed, 
this, simply because—the impossibility of tease! ceoesthe 
Wei es aSettisked—no other altenative remains. The nega- 

dee mappable is thuds, farad= of the theory, and vridsmat 
it this agnostic monism became entirely arbitrary. We hays, 
therefore, to continue ota search for the grounds no which the 
possibility of interaction is denied. But it will be worth while 
first to examine certain ambiguities besetting the positive 
statement. 

Difference of aspect may melt solely from difference of stand-
point, or it may be due to difference in the reality itself. The 
circle, seen as concave from within and as convex from without, 
is as ancient instance of the Bra still in great favour; the pillar 
that was cloud and darkness to the Egyptians, but light to the 
children of Israel, may serve to exemplify the second. The 
former we may call the phenomenal, and the latter the natal, 
meaning of "aspect." With these two very different meanings 
our theory plays fast and loose, as suits its own cenvenience. 
To do this is easy—in so far as the reality is unknown and un-
knowable; and necessary--since in the end, the reality, however 
unknowable, must somehow include both the phenomenal 
aspects and all that pertains to them, and so far therefore be 
known. In dealing with " aspect " in the first sense, the one 
question to be raised once= the nature and relation of the 
respective standpoints. To one belongs what we know as in-
dividual experience, and this is essentially concrete, Immediate, 
and qualitatively diverse; to the other belongs an abstract, 
conceptual 'chute, wholly quantiladve, familiarly known as 
the mechanical theory. Between these there is plainly no 
such co-ordiastion as the Inept comparison with the inside and 
the outside of a circle impiks.1  Neither is there, on the other 
hand, the same complete opposition; for the entire mechanical 
theory is based upon individual experience as enlarged and 
developed by inter-subjective intercourse. Both the sense. 
knowledge of the one and the thought-knowledge of the other 
relate to the one objective factor involved in both. So far, then, 
there is fundamentally only one standpoint—that of the sub-
jective factor to the objective factor, which is immediately 
perceived in the one and mediately conceived in the other. 
The question here raised is thus primarily epistemological, 
but it is a question, u we have seen, in which psychology is 
intimately concerned. " Aspect " in the second sense is inde-
pendent of standpoints. We have here to deal with Engages 
of the one reality, more or less in Spinoza's sense: this reality 
itself, as possessed of disparate attributes, is so far dual, and the 
question of causal cosinezioo, between these attributes is not . 

escaped. For to know that a thing has invariably two distinct 
attributes does not enable us to determine straightway how the 
changes or " modes " of the one are connected with those of the 
other. (s) The same attribute might be always the initiating 
or independent salient, and then would come the question of 
finding out which of the two it was; or (s) it might be that now 
we, now the other, took the lead, the grounds of this alternation 
being then the topic for inquiry; or, finally, (3) it might be, as 
our theory assumes, that there was but a single series of double 
changes. The questions here raised are philosophical questions, 
but again they are questions in which psychology is intimately 
concerned. Our examination thus yields two results: first, 
there is fundamentally only a single standpoint—that of ex-
perience, now at the perceptual, now at the conceptual, level; 
and secondly, the distinction of aspects is not merely pheno-
menal, but pertains " somehow ' to reality. The question is 
how; and this leads us to resume our inquiry into the grounds 
on which interaction is denied. 

These grounds neither pertain to psychology nor to physiology. 
In spite of the outstanding difficulties connected with sensation 
and life, which these sciences severally raise, such denial is upheld 

s in fact, If there were. since it is only as we contemplate finite 
portions of the circle that the distinction of concave and convex is 
trent, the nearer we approximated to its elements the more this 
difference of aspect would disappear. If on the physical side we 
called these elements atoms, there would be an answering element 
of " mind-stuff " on the psychical; and there would be an more 
unity and no other dimities:3:10mm man's mind than in his Main 

	

as • complex of 	 atoms. Wild as all this mew 

	

yet views of the hied have 	seriously put forward sore than case 
as the bead mews of psychophysical 
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mainly on the strength of an Inteepeetation of the principle 
known as the conservation of energy—an interpretation of it, 
however, which many of the ablest physicists disallow. The 
energy of the physical world, it is maintained, is a strictly in-
variable amount; matter, therefore, cannot act on mind, or 
such action would entail a decrease, nor can mind act on matter, 
since that would entail an increase, of this energy. In other 
words, the material world is held to be a " closed system "; 
and as all the changes within it are mass-motions, there can be 
none which are not the effect and equivalent of antecedent mass-
motions. But now this statement must be established on 
physical grounds: to assume it otherwise would be openly to beg 
the very question at issue. For if mind does act on matter, the 
physical mechanism is subject to changes from without, and so 
often its motions are not due to antecedent motions; and this 
—the common-sense view—cannot, of course, be summarily 
dismissed as impossible or absurd. Now, energy is essentially 
a metrical notion, and its conservation in finite and isolated 
material systems has been ascertained by careful quantitative 
experiments. To my that the energy of the material universe 
is constant is only a way of expressing the generalisation 
of this result—is tantamount, in other words, to saying that it 
bolds of all finite isolated systems. The whole universe may 
perhaps be called isolated, but we do not know that it is 
finite. We cannot, therefore, apply metrical concepts to it; and 
consequently we cannot interpret the conservation of energy as 
meaning that the physical part of it is a closed system. But 
if not a closed system, then the energy of a given group of bodies 
May be.incramed or decreased without interaction between that 
group and other bodies—may be increased or decreased by 
psychophysical interaction, that is to say. And, moreover, 
such psychophysical interaction would not invalidate the con-
servation of energy, rightly understood; for that merely means 
that the energy of a group of bodies can be altered only from 
without, and this might happen whenever such interaction 
occurred? We seem, therefore, justified for the present in re-
jecting psychophysical parallelism as one of the three possible 
modes of relating mind and matter regarded as attributes of 
the reaL Not only are there psychological as well as biological 
objections which it has not yet overcome, but there are so far 
no physical grounds in its favour. 

At'this point we may again for a moment turn aside to consider 
a modified form of the doctrine—the so-called Conscious Ask-
. co.dos, mates Theory, an attempt to blend the old Cartesian 
Asir views concerning the minds of man and brute. 
mom " According to Huxley? the best known modern 
71"17' exponent of this theory, "our mental conditions 
are simply the symbols in consciousness of the changes that 
take place automatically in the organism." This conscious-
ness is supposed " to be related to the mechanism of the 
body simply as a collateral product of its working, and to 
be as completely without any power of modifying that 
working as the steam whistle . . . is without influence upon 
the locomotive's machinery ": thus " the feeling we call 
volition is not the cause of a voluntary act, but the symbol 
of that state of the brain which is the immediate cause of 
that act." In other words, physical changes are held to be 
independent of psychical, whereas psychical changes are de-
clared to be their " collateral products." They are called 
collateral products, or " epiphenomena," to obviate the charge of 
materialism, and to conform to the interpretation of the con-
servation of energy that we have just discussed. Such a theory 
is, strictly speaking, one of parallelism no longer: rather it 
adopts, instead, the firat of the two possibilities we have noted 
above as opposed to parallelism. According to it, matter is the 
initiating or independent variant, on whose changes mind simply 
follows suit. It is open to two fatal objections. First, it is 
methodologically unsound: its psychology is physiological in the 

The possibility is enough: we cannot tell what actually happens, 
and do not, therefore. know how far the direction of matter by mind 
tails for a modification or limitation el physical hypmiens. Cf. 
Ward, Naterdine Gad Awaking (3rd ed., mad), 7346. 

Essay on " Animal Automatism," Collided Sus" vat L  

bad sense. It regards all states of ttenidettinnt as ganaame 
i.e. as ultimately either " feelings " or "mileass.'• Vara: 
activity is declared illusory; and if this be true, iateilleices, 
activity must be illusory too. But to detect llbedasa 
experience of reality—we only know the sham by Imo wri 
the genuine first; and even passive tastes could mat 
experienced. as such save by contrast with states diens. 
active. To the physical side, then, we natinally torn for •^ 
knowledge which we are told is not to be found on the pmyths 
and we do so the more readily as, according to the imenest thwwy, 
the physical holds the primary place. But we turn w 'vv_. 
for matter is inert, and its energy only "weeks " hy eshiUg  to 
line of least resistance, like water running down hal. )stercepur 
such activity as we arc in search of could only be found twee .7. 
cue the physical mechanism showed signs of being intelligc. 
directed, and that would also be'evidence that psychical sseai. . 
is not illusory. Is, then, the physical side after all prima-
No, we reply: the assumption is epistemologically immoc_ 
This is our second objection. lace order implied in the drass 
Lion of physical phenomena and psychical sPlpheesowaema 
contrary to all experience and indefensible. A physiod phew-
menon is either actually perceived or possibly peter ptftie; otter 
wise it is devoid of empirical reality altogether. But obje....7., 
of perception are so far psychical; that is, they beleseg to au 
mediate or individual experience. Therefore we canna simare 
them us independent of this experience, ea this as that eallincv 
product, La as epiphenomenal. Again, the pkesseoseaciity 
posed to be common to both involves, as we have asses'• 
seen, a fundamental identity in the standpoint of aerie eller 
belong to the same continuous experience at eliffesent levet. 
And lastly, their abstract, merely quantitative, chaser to moss 
that it Is. the concepts of physics, and not the has a 
immediate experience, that are symbolic, and so to say spates 
The attempt—either empirically or speculatively—to  alias 
mind by way of matter is an absurdity on a per with geodor 
into a basket in the hope of being able to any onesolL 

These epistemological considerations may help us codeelosS 
the prime and ultimate argument for strict parallelism. Wks 
all is said and done, it is urged, still the interaction of slid sad 
matter remains inconceivable. BM this is hardly a safficiest 
reason for denying what is prima fade a fact. Occasianabwa. 
from Geulinex to Louse, have acknowledged the same ebeoesy 
in all CAMS of transeunt action. 'Yet they did not vesture is 
deny that sensations were Interruptions in the psychical win 
the " occasions " for which were only to be found in the physical. 
nor that purposive movements were interruptions in the pkyaat 
series, the " occasions " for which were only to be found in tie 
psychical. And surely such a position is more in hammy wits 
experience than dist of the parallelists, who maintain that sem 
series " goes along of itself "—a statement which, as we bass 
repeatedly urged, contradicts psychology and assumes the skew 
cal " explanation " of life. Whereas occasionalism leaves tie 
question of ultimate means to be dealt with by a cietaphyms 
which will respect the facts parallelism forecloses it on the too 
of a ready-made metaphysics—modem naturalism, that I is 
say—in which psychology as an independent science is entirely 
ignored. Starting with a dualism as absolute as that of Demme, 
—but replacing his two substances by one, enjoying the ease 
cam distillate of the Unknowable—starting, too, from dm physca 
aide, no wonder such a philosophy finds that what is form the 
moat familiar and of the supremest interest, the concise* weed 
of sense and striving, is for it the altogether Inconceivable, the 
supreme " world riddle." And yet if the naturalist could drip 
to listen to the plainest teachings of psychology and of vista., 
logy, the riddle would seem no longer insoluble, for his pbennmessi 
dualism and his agnostic monism would alike disappear..  Tess 
material mechanism which he calls Nature would rank not es tie 
profoundest reality there is to know: it would rather become— 
what indeed " machine " primarily connotes—en instrumew 
slily subservient to the " occasions " of the living world of ash. 
and so regarded, it would cease to be merely calculable, sad 

Cf. Lotze, Melothyrik i fit AL 
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mould bo found Intelligible as well. Psychophyded paralleiken, 
then, we conclude, is not a philosophically tenable position; and 
—pending the metaphysical discussion as to the ultimate nature 
of interaction generally—we have to rest coatent with the 
second of the three possible modes of cone loon above defined, 
as occasionalism  formulates it. According to this, the two 
series, the psychical sad the physical, are not independent and 
" closed " against each other; but in certain circumstaaces—e.g. 
in perception—physical changes are the occasion of psychical, 
and in certain circumstances-4.g In purposive movements—
psychical changes are the occasion of physical: the one change 
not being explicable from its psychical antecedents, nor the 
other from its physical. 

Into the metaphysical discussion we cannot, of course,•entet 
here. It must suffice to say that it will not be conducted on 
the lines of our present inquiry: it will not start from a dualism 
of matter and mind, either regarded as substances or as pheno-
mena. Its problem will rather be the interaction of subject 
and object—a duality in the unity of experience, which by no 
means coincides with the dualism of matter and mind, neurosis 
and psychosis, and the like. 

COMPARAIVVZ Pseczotorm 
Paychoneural pmallellant Is no doubt a well established 

generalization; nevertheless, concerning its met range and its 
prodee meaning there are elifferenees of opinion. It is applicable, 
essay one will allow, so soon u there is evidence of medusa 
Individually acquired (d. f J); and from mach point canards, in 
ascending any biological phylum, we food that the psychical 
and neural aspects differentiate and develop together. But 
how when we descend? towpaths* the newel correlate 
physiologically, and not meephologkally, as referring prknatily 
to function and not to stracture, we find that men in unicellular 
organisms it is mill present as liveability and conductivity 
(leading to contraction, secretion, Be.). But as at higher levels 
psychosis is correlative to neurosis, the permit& cd continuity 
would seem to justify as in assumbee • like oorrespeedeme 
here. Moreover, "learning by experience," the compsuuthe 
psychologist's criterion, obviously presupposes some antecedent 
and underlying process, of which it is the differentiadoe and 
development. And our general analyses of mind, II COMM, 
enables us to describe this process—" the Irreducible psychical 
minimum," of which we are here in search. We have such 
complete psychosis—and it Is the simplest we know—in the 
emotional or diffused movements -  that follow immedirmly 
upon sensation; and these are so far purposive—Omagh not 
iaseatioul—that they tend to heighten or retain what is 
pleasurable, and to alleviate or remove whet is painfuL Given 
that plasticity, which i• the mythological presupposition 
of all acquisition, then ermine by experience is a possible 
developnsent from such a primitive step. 

But though every psychosis have its commie= neurosis, 
is uncertain how far the converse holds mood. The armee of 

the heart, for example, depends upon neuroses of which we 
have now s o dime consciousness. Facts of this kind have led 
to three hypotheses moaning the lowest farms a Me, differing 
more or less from that just proposed. (j.) Perfectibility and 
instinct are found, it is said, to be in inverse ratio. Hence in the 
lowest forms of life there is no " learning by nquience," because 
• detioemy slate et complete adjustment to malfeasant has 
been already att•ed, and all reactions have therefore become 
" secendully auteenatie ": co•scietents• having served its pur-
pose, has disappeared. Tb such a very Buddhistic psychology it 
may be objected: (a) that even ague memo t‘ upon the so-
t:abed vital asses or ceasseadwas, and so far—the Ineelecible 
maim being still intact—do not preclude all potability 
if bereft should occasion edam and (s) that the psychical 
file, Ma of a Protoseau, does not, wording to the tea evidence, 
thew any mach mabanical fatality as is bore supposed.' (ii.) 
Ammar* to the emend Mew, whirls is advocated by Herbert 
Spencer, the b./saviour of the levier orsanissm Is wholly made 

ICE fill ;wawa Ddeorawr Ode firm. Oetsagews (nee.  

up of Web tellinte, stippled to he devoid of all mp:heal con, 
comitants; but conaciannem—so far from having disappeared 
—fast comes upon the scene at the opportune moment when the 
increasing complexity of the mermanism calls for be guldens 
Psychologically this hypoderm is loss Menai. theta the Isar, 
and it has already been dealt with at some length (cf. 7). It 
not only sesumes, is that does, for more uniformity in the 
interaction of organism and enviroumeut than the facts warrant, 
but is reprding life as prior to mind,. and as the moaned its 
evolution, it burdens science with two insoluble tombless 
instead of one For even if it wen pcesalle chemically to build 
up protoplasm, we ohotdd still be as far from erosions as e 
Map of bricks ere from putting themselves together as a boom 
(HI.) The last view we have to notice is essentially an emensioi 
of the preceding, and is chiefly interesting u swindle 
elsowdoes 

 
of that. The physics of colloidal substances—at 

present wanting, bat confidently expected " in the near future * 
by certain biologists-is the key which is to unlock the mysteries 
of protoplasm. Certain organisms, regarded as varieties of such a 
substance, react positively to a given physical property of the 
srmireouneast, and others negatively: thus a moth firm towards 
the light, and a centipede runs from it—the one is positively, 
the other negatively, " heliotropic "; the radicle of a seed, 
growing downwards, is, positively, the plumule, growing up- 
wards, is, negatively, geotropic." Instincts are but complexes 
of such tropisms, and owe their character toted, to the sym-
metrical form and definite structure of the colloidal substance. 
Now if It facilitate the work of the biologist to my that whee 
what we ordinarily regard as • hungry caterpillar climbs to the 
tip of a branch it is forced so to do by positive heliotropism; 
that then positive chemlotropism sets up mastication of the 
young buds; and that, lastly, " we can imagine this process bod-
ing to the destructionof the substances in the skin of the animal 
that are sensitive to light, and upon which the heliotropism 
depended," so leaving it free to crawl downwards .and come in 
contact with the new buds which have in themeautirseunfolded a  
—if such lupus servo any tweed purpose, all well and pod; 
only it must be applied to the hungry man too: in short, all 
behaviour must be described in the same terms. For the 
champion of colloids to betake himself to ooneciousness as be 
approaches the higher forms of his is as much a breach of 
methodological parallelism as It is for the psychologist to fall 
back upon protoplasm as be approaches the lower. But to 
suppose that psychical processes first appear in the complicated 
Man of association of ideas—which learning by experience is 
taken to imply—and at the same time to assume that each 
experience, even when it appears, is " ultimately due to the 
motions of colloidal substances," these are inconmuoue absurd-
ities which only the icemen ;gnomes would be bold enough 
to maintain. 

Concluding, as we have done, that mind and matter—as we 
may .provisionally call them—do really interact, we naturally 
infer that organic.structures are not the result solely of material 
processes, but involve the co-operation of mental direction and 
selection: in other words, we are led to regard structure as partly 
shaped and perfected by function, rather than filinction as 
solely determined by structure, itself mechanically evolved. And 
such a view is justified by the fact that mechanical evolution 
primarily a process of " degradation " rather than development, 
a case of facilis deseesnes contrasting with the upward struggle 
of life for anon ad tetra. Still, the notion of life or mind as 
formative and directive has its difficulties. In the first place, we 
have no experience of mind organizing matter—no experience 
of the actual process, that Is to my—however sure we may feel 
of the fact.a Hence the occasionalism to whichhere, at any rate, 
science Is confined. But even so, the difficulty it not wholly 
removed. In the handicrafts whence we derive the conception 

a  Cf. J. ComParstive Psyckology (*oi), pp. itssqq.--ea 
interesting 	of psychological crudsues. 

*But, of cosine, a thoroughgoing 
mat 	

spiritualloa ought to4:= 
the very existeace of 	ter as redly the appearance er 
doe of mad. 
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of organs the ardfider handles, but does not literally order, his 
tools—as if they too were intelligent. The conscious direction 
of such movements is doubtless facilitated by the fact that many 
of the complex co-ordinations actually involved in them are 
carried out automatically, thanks to structural modifications, 
either inherited or acquired. And, regarding life phylogencti-
tally, we can imagine this process carried back indefinitely. 
Indeed, if it be illogical to talk of mechanisms evolving them-
selves and giving rise to the beings whose ends they serve, we 
have no choice but to accept this dualism of mind-shaping and 
matter inert. No choice, that is, unless we can establish the 
primacy of the psychological standpoint. Here we have duality 
but not dualism, and the object is not inert, i.e. is not matter. 
But still there remain two difficulties—possibly resolvable 
into one—the plasticity already referred to as involved in all 
biological development and hereditary transmission; as to 
these, psychology is almost wholly in the dark.' 

Au rilosairs.—Ilistorical: There are few good works on the his-
tory of psychology; the only one in English, R. Blakey, History of the 
Philosophy of Mind from Me Earliest Period to the Present Time 
(London, 1848), is poor. F. A. Carus's Geschichte der Psychologie 
(Leipzig, 1808) is at least useful for reference. A work bearing the 
same title by H. Siebeck (the first part consisting of two divisions-
(i.) Die Psychologic von A ristoteles, (ii.) Die Psychologic von A ristoteles 
his as Thomas von Aquino (Gotha, 188o and 1884) is thoroughly 
and carefully done. Siebeck has also contributed a series of articles, 
" Zur Psychologie der Scholastik," to the Archiv f. d. Gesch. d. 
Philos. (vole. i.-err.). Die Philosophic in Oster Geschichte (I. Psycho. 
logic), by Professor Harms (Berlin, 1878). is alsogood. T. A. Ribot's 
La Psycho/ogle anglaise contemporaine (3rd ed., 1892) and La Psycho-
logie allemande conkmporaine (2nd ed., 1885) are lucid and concise 
in style, though the latter work in places is superficial and inaccurate. 
Of Max Dessoir's Geschichte der nemeses deutschen Psychologie the 
section dealing with the 17th-century writers prior to Kant went 
into a second edition in t897; it contains a useful collection of 
material. From Les Origins de is psychologie conlemporaine (2nd 
ed., 1908). by the neo-Thomist scholar Mgr. D. Mercier, much may 
be learnt, though its purpose is not primarily historical. 

Positive: The recent output of systematic works on psychology 
has been voluminous. Among the most important of these may be 
mentioned J. Sully's The Veltman Mind (2 vols., 'Soy); W. James. 
Principles of Psychology (2  vole., 1890): G. F. Stout, Analytic Psych-
ology (2 vole., 1896): A Manual of Psychology (2nd. ed., 1901); H. 
Hottding, Outlines of Psychology (1891; translated from the Danish); 
G. T. Ladd, Psychology, Descriptive and Explanatory (t894); W. 
Wundt, Gnotdrits der Psychologie (4th ed., 1901, translated); F. 
Jodi, Lehrbuck der Psychologie (2. vols., and ed., 1902). Dealing 
mainly with experimental psychology are: Knipe, Grandrisz der 
Psychologie aufexperimentellerGrundlage dargestell►  (1893 ; translated) ; 
F.bbinghaus, Grundsfige der Psychologst (3rd ed., roos), Bd. I.• and 
E. B. Titchener, Experimental Psychology: a Manual of Laboratory 
Proake vole., 1901): C. S. Myers, Experimental Psychology (1908). 

Of the older more advanced textbooks Professor Volkmann's 
Lehrbuch der Psychologie (2 vols., 3rd ed., 1885; edited by Cornelius) 
is written in the main from a Herbartian „standpoint. To the 
honoured name of Lotze belongs a distinguished place in any enu-
meration of modern produc-tions in philosophy: his Medirsairglie 
Psychologie (Gottingen. 1852) is still valuable. A large part of his 
Mikrokosmos (3 vols., 3rd ed. 1876-188o; trans. into English, 2 vols., 
1885) and one book of his Afetaphynh (2nd ed., 1884; also trans. 
into English) are, however, devoted to psychology. The doctrine 
of evolution has been as fruitful in this study as in other sciences 
that deal with life. In this respect Herbert Spencer's Principles 
of Psychology (2 vols., 3rd ed., 1881) and Data of Ethics (1879) occupy 
a foremost place. Dr Alexander Bain's standard volumes, The 
Senses and the Intellect (4th ed., 1894) and The Emotions and the Will 
(3rd cd.. 1875), contain a good deal of " physiological psychology," 
but no adequate recognition of the importance of the modern 
theory of development. Wundt's Physiologische Psychologie (3 vols., 
6th ed., 1908 seq.) is indispensable to the student of this subject. 

Specially interesting as treating psychological problems on new 
lines are La Psyckologse des idits.forces, by A. Fouillee (2 vols., 1893) 
—perhaps the best French contribution to recent psychology; its 
cardinal point is the fundamentally dynamical character of the 
psychical. R. Avenarius, Kritik der seinen Erfahrung (a vole.. 
1888- 189o; 2nd ed., 19o8), is an attempt, on the model of Kirchhoff 
and Mach's treatment of physics, to describe experience, taking the 
relation of the central nervous system to the environment as starting-
point. Its strange and forbidding terminology prevented the timely 
recognition of its merits; but since the author s death in 1896—from 
overwork and disappointment—quite a literature has grown up. 

On the subject of comparative psychology generally, see Animal 
IBehamour °goo), by Professor C. Lloyd Morgan; L T. Hothouse, 
Mind in k.mitution (1901).  

partly 'expository, partly controversial, devoted to ell= 
critique. H. Cornelius, Psychologie afr Erfalusingstoi 
(1897), rather epistemological than psychological, claims amity 
with the critiques of Kant and Avenanus. In J. Rehmke's Ufa. 
buck der allgemeinen Psychology (and ed., 1905)—a psych loner* 
a soul, and claiming to be philosophy as well—the I. blame of 
perception and of psychoncural interaction are discussed 
F. Brentano, Psychologic vont empirischen Standpunkte (187 4)_21r i. 
treats presentations and judgments as fundamentally emirs% 
feeling and willing. on the other hand, as fundamentally COL His 
influence on Austrian psychologists has been considerable, and is 
more or less apparent in the following: K. Twardowski„ Zs/ Lambs 
torn Inhalt and Gegenstand der Vorstellungen (1894); A. IN 
Psychologisch.ethisclis Untersuchungen cur Werththeorie (14= 
also numerous important papers; v. Ehrenfels, Sys em eke. Mad& 
thcorie (2 vols., 1897-1898); A. Holler, Psychologit 0897). 

Important as treating of particular topics are C. Stumpf, Tor 
psyckolexle (a vole.. 1883-1890); A. Lehmann, Die Maple:gest des 
menschlicheis GefithIsleben (trans. from the Danish; 1892); various 
monographs by T.A. Ribot on diseases of memory, will, persorsaliti, 
on the psychology of attention, of the emotions, of general leek le 
all translated into English; J. M. Baldwin, Social and harm 
pretalions in Mental Development (t897); W. Wundt. 1 rep= 

 It 101141 ,20  vols.. 1900; W. McDougall, An Introduetic, 
Psychology (1908). 

	

There are several periodicals devoted exclusively to I. etiology_ 	, 
the chief being the American Journal of Psychology; the 	kohogscel 
Review; Zeitschrift far Psychologic and Physiologic der ..c. ,  
L'A 	psyckologique: the British Journal of Psychology; nacr:  its 
fur die .gesammk Psychologic. 	 . 

PSYCHOPHYSICS (from Gr. lelirx.6, Soul, Oberst, r turd, • 
department of psychology which deals with the pl ittledical 
aspects of mental phenomena, and in particular i Stigatssi 
the- quantitative relations between stimuli and the istiltant. 
sensations. Following the introspective school cf 	tich the 
last leader was Alexander Bain, the tendency of p 	mioricad 
investigation, in the hands of Fcchner, Helmholtz, Wanda, 
Nftinsterberg, was predominantly psychophysical, and psycho. 
logical study, especially in Germany, where the first fair. 
equipped laboratory was set up in Leipzig (1879) by Wu 
and in America became largely a matter of experiment and 
apparatus. Such apparatus has been devised for optical, 
acoustical. haptical (Gr. armor, touch), taste and smell taped-
ments. Haptical apparatus includes the kincsimeter (far cuta-
neous sensation), the thcrmacstliesiometer (for heat and coldsenas. 
tion), the algomettr or algesimeter (for pain sensations), ths 
aestkesionseter (e.g. those of Jastrow and hltinsterberg). Among 
important apparatus for measuring the time relations of mental 
processes are the d'Arsonval chronometer, which marks hundexiths 
of a second, and the Hipp ciwonoscopc, in which the stimulus and 
the clock are electrically connected. 

For authorities see Baldwin's Did. of Philos. and Poilt. aar. 
" Laboratory," and the latest psychological textbooks. 

PTARMIGAN (Lappin matter or ofyinws), a gallin2 ,,  eta bbd 
akin to the grouse (q.v.). The word in Gaelic is mochas, 
which appears from the end of the 16th century in many forms, 
such as tormicon, tarmichen, and even " termagant." 

PTERIA (mod. &eras Kehl), the ancient capital of the 
" White Syrians " of Cappadocia, which Croesus of Lydia Is 
stated by Herodotus to have taken, enslaved and ruined, alter 
he had declared war on the rising power of Persia and aseenill 
the Halys (after the middle of the Gth century !Lc.). Thresher 
he fought a drawn battle near the city, and retired err I across 
the river to his ultimate defeat and doom. Ptbria is 	ationsd 
by no other ancient authority, but it is of great in' 	4 it, as 
seems highly probable, (t) its " White Syrian " inhab,' b Ines 
what we call "Hittites" (q.v.), or at least, participants In tier 
" Hittite civilization "; (a) Its remains are to be seen is the 
immense prehistoric city and remarkable rock-sculptures DM 
Borrhaz Reui in Cappadocia, about loo m. east of Anvil' and 
beyond the Kind Irmak (Malys). This is the chid " IlJitrls s' 
site in Asia Minor, far superior in extent to either Nerd or 
Giaur Kalesi, which seem to have born its deptodernts„ art 
a centre from which roads, marked by the or ,  roe of 
" Hittite " monuments, radiate towards Syria and th.. Aeneas. 
Sir W. M. Ramsay has shown with great probability that it le• 
the importance of Puns sad its bridge over tbe Uses whir! 
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divested the Palau " soya& road " lag to thenorth of its natual 
line. This road, in fact, followed an earlier main tack whose 
ultimate objective had been different. 

The remains of Boghas Kari Me indubitably pre•Persiaa and pre-
Greek. They consist of a laswe fortified city on a meets dope enclosed 
by two deep ...scrims, sad falling to northward over Boo ft, from 
summit to ha  The acropolis was strengthened with • circle of 
atone redoubts, between which led vent narrow gateways, and with 
internal redoubts as well. Just inside what seems to have been its 
principal entrance is a rock face inscribed with nine limed " Hittite " 
characters. greatly parallel (Nisbet' TWO. and manner inscription, 
equally illegible, can be detected on a neighbouring rock. Below the 
acropolis on the north-east is.a residential quarter, containing large 
ruins of what seems to have been a palace or temple built round a 
central COUrt. The whole site is surrounded by • strong wall, re ft. 
thick, with tenant about too ft. apart. The 01011Ofnent, however, 
whicb.esurtieet rendered Bfthaz Kati famous is the sculptured rock 
grotto, a sa. to the east, called Yasili Keys. Here two hypsethral 
galleries are adorned with reliefs in panda,the huger gaiety 
showing two processions, which. starting on both walls from the 
entrance, meet at the bead of the grotto. On the left wall are 
45 figures. headed by • gigantic male figure, erect on the bent necks 
of two men. On the right wall he is opposed by a female of almost 
equal stature standing on a leopard or Homes. and followed by a 
young male with battle-axe. erect on a similar beast. Behind these 
are some ao focuses of mitred prima, dr.. There can be no doubt 
that the female is the great Nature goddess of western Asia, attended 
I hz..t;rilmotaneously-generated son, with whose help she creates 
the 
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divinities 
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 them. The other procession, &Guardia( to the 
analogy of other monuments, should be composed of mortars bearing 
sacra and headed by their king, who makes offering or dedicates his 
city to or engages in some myrtle union with, the goddess. The 
figure following him seems to be that of his high priest. " Hittite" 
symbols are carved above ninny of the figures. Besides the proces-
sions there are five independent reliefs in the small gallery and its 
approach, one repenting the figure of the high priest. 

In 1906, as the result of the discovery of cuneiform tablets at 
Roes= ICeui by E. Chanter in tem, a cooceeion for the excavation 
of the site was obtained by the Berlin Oriental Society, and H. 
hifinchler was sent to makes preliminary examination. He found a 
number of tablets in two languages, Babylonian and local, the latter 
being that of the Amore letters found at Tefl el-Amnia. Among 
them was • cuneiform copy of the treaty made by Ramses II. in 
his sods year with the king of the Kheta, end inscribed on a wall 
at Karnak. In wo7 WineWa,  returned with O. Puehetein and others 
and made regular eteavatloas. laying bare south el the fortifiestions 
and two temples, and find* insented mowteseste sad assay more 
tablets. From those written in Babylonian Viiadder has established 
the fact that Berthas Keui was the capital of a powerful Haiti =y from the middle of the t6th century sic. to at least tam a.e. 

saw hsether that its ancient name was Haiti. At the height 
at its power it ruled all Ala Minced:twat. dse Aegean and earthen 
Syria to the headwaters of the Orontes sad was also overlord of 
the Mitanni and the Amurri (Amman) in Mesopotarnie. It had 
continual relation on terms of equality with Egypt and Babylonia. 
The fair Wigs of the Rhea, alluded to by arum in Egyptian texts, 
haws been identified with kings of Boehm Keel. The decline et 
Maid Pavel' began with the eapenees of Assyria after two s.c. 
and Cappadocia seems to have been interior to Phrygis after the 
rise of the hlidaean dynasty In the 9th and 8th centuries. It should 
be added that the identification of %ghee Keel with the Pteria ol 
Herodias has ant yet been.asofirmed, and the latter name has been 
claimed for a primitive sits u Akelea near Samsun by Th. Makddi 
Bey. as the result of his escavatioas for the Constantinople Museum 
In 1907 (see Harries). 

AuTnonmati.—C. Ritter, Enthrals, evIll t C.Terler. Mier. &PP A sit 
Miaow ft.. ego); J. Manatee Ressoraes, Ac. (teas): H. Barth, 
Ness can niegnsaat, Lao (Novirsr. Privrovom's avg. MOO.; i86o): 
G. Perrot and E. Guillaume. Erg arch. de is Calorie (1862-1874; 
K. Humane and O. Puchsteln, Nelsen to Kleinarien s. Nordsynela 
(1090; Murray's Grid* re Ark Minor 0990: G. Perrot and C. 

Rea. di rot (M) vol. iv.; Lard Werkweetb. Noss of 
Owes, ie. ( egog); E. sUantre. Missies en Cotpolosas ear 
recent excavations Mt HITTIIML) 

PTERIBOPKIPTA (Or. Trim, fern, and Or& plant), ee as 
they are frequently called, the Vascelar Cryptogants, the third 
of the hale subdivisions of the vegetable kingdom. The Ferns 
Poem the great majority of existing Pteridophytes; the Importance 
and Interest of the other groups, of which the Club-mosses and 
Horsetails are the moo familiar *examples, depend largely on 
the het that they are the surviving representatives of large 
families of plants whkh fieurished In earlier geological periods. 
pee PALAEOSOTAIIT.) 

The relation *bleb enbts between the two alternating Kara 

or gemezatioss, which together coastitute the templets Sieve's:1e 
of all plants higher than the Thallophyta, is perhaps the most 
natural characteristic of the Pteridophyta. From the ub bki  
germinated spore of a tam plant, which must sot be "24  
confused with the " seed " of seed-bearing pilots, a small, fiat, 
green organism is developed; this is the prothallus (gametophyte, 
sexual generation; fig. 7). As the result of fertilization of an 
ovum produced by this, the fern plant (aporophyte, asexual 
generation) originates; from it spores are ultimately set Tree, 
with the germination of which the life-hhtery again commences. 
The point common to all Pteridephyta is that from the first the 
gametophyte is an independent organism, while the sporophyte, 
though in the first stages of its development it obtains nutriment 
from the prothallus, becomes physiologically independent 
when its root develops. This independence of the two genera-
tions for the greater part of their lives distinguishes this pour 

Fro t.—Dlagranunatie sketches of prothalli of-
Equisettsn. 	a Selaginella. 

6, bycopedium ternuuns. A Boerychiuta virginhaum. 
r, L. phlegmetia. 	I, thimilubostachys. 

L. clavatum. 	i, A Fern. 
1, Salvinia. 

as the one hand from the Bryophyte fm which the sporophyte 
Is throughout its life attached to the gametophyte), and on the 
other hand from the Gymnosperms and Angiosperms (in which 
the more or less reduced ganietopbyte remains enclosed within 
the tissues of the sporophyte). The gametophyte, which is 
usually dorsiventral, though in some cases radially symmetrical 
(fig. t, 8), Is a small thaws attached to the soil by this:olds. In 
structure it h equally simple, being composed of parenchyma-
tous tissue without any clearly marked conducting system. 
Usually it grows exposed to the light and contains chloroplryfi, 
but subterranean saprophytic prothalli also occur in the Lyco-
podisceae and Ophiogloaaacese (fig. I, e, d, J, g). In the betero-
sporous forms the gametophyte is more or less reduced (fig. t, 
e, 0. The reproductive organs taltimately produced on the same 
or on different individuals are of two kinds, the antheridia and 
atchegonia• the origin of both is horn single superficial cells of 
the prothallus. The entheridium (fig. 8) at maturity consists 
of a layer of cells forming the wall which encloses • group of 
small cells; from each of the latter a single motile spermatozoid 
originate'. The archegonlum (fig. p) consists oft mere or less 
projecting neck and the venter, which is usually enclosed by the 
tissue of the prothallos. A central series of cells can be distin. 
subbed in it, the lowest of which is the ovum; above this come 
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the ventral amid cal sad one or more canal cells. When the 
archegenium has opened by the separation of the terminal cells 
of the neck, the disintegration of the canal cells leaves a tubular 
passage, at the base of which is the ovum (fig. 9, b). Down this 

Fro. s.—Diagrammatic sketches of spore-producing members d- 
e. Equisetum. 	d. Ophiodosaum. 	tt.' Nephrodium. 

Lycopodium 	f,ICaultumia. 	k Salvinia. 
c. Psilotum. 	J. Aniikroterie• 

(All except d represent vertical sections of sporangiophorOor form) 
canal the spermatozoid, which in the Ferns has been shown to 
be attracted by reason of its positive 'naive Irritability to medic acid, 
passes and fuses with the ovum. After fertilization the latter 
surrounds itself with a cell-wall aqd develops into the sporo-
phyte. The early segmentation of the embryo differs in the 
several groups, but usually the fiat leaf or leaves, the apex of the 
stem sod the first root are differentiated early, while a special 
absorbent organ (the foot) maintains for some time the physio-
logical connexion between the sporophyte and the prothallus. 
The sporophyte is always highly organized both as regards 
form and structure. Root, stern and leaf can be distinguished 
even in the simplest forms, and the plant is traversed by a well-
developed vascular system. The reproductive organs of the 
sporophyte are the sporangia, within which the spores are 
produced; the sporangia are often borne on or in relation to 
leaves, which may be more or less distinct from the foliage 
leaves in form and structure (d. fig. 2). The cells of the wall 
of the sporangium are usually so constructed as to determine 
the dehiscence of the sporangium and the liberation of its spores. 
The spores produced in each sporangium vary from very many 
to a single one in the case of some heterosporous forms. Thesi 
latter bear spores of two kinds, microspores and megaspores, 
in separate sporangia. From the microspore an extremely 
reduced male prothallus and from the megaspore the female 
prothallus, develops (d. fig. z s). The spores of the hoososporous 
Vascular Cryptoganis are usually of small size; the prothalli 
produced from them usually bear both antheridia and =begonia, 
though under special conditions an imperfect sexual differen-
tiation may result. The complete life-history, with its regular 
alternation of gametophyte and sporophyte, is now known in all 
except • few rare sclera of recast Pteridophyta, and will be 
described in connexion with the several groups. A cytological 
difference of great importance between the two generations can 
only be mentioned in passing. The nuclei of the cells of the 
sexual generation possess a definite number of chromosomes 
and this number is also characteristic of the sexual cells. On 
fertilization the number is doubled and all the cells of the spore-
beados generation have the double number. On the formation 

of the spores a reduction to the amber characteristic el the 
gazootophyte takes pleas. 

The systematic arrangement of the Vaacedsr Cryptopms 
for the purposes of identification and description seamanly 
remains unchanged, whip the comparative morphs- 
logy is being more fully worked out. But =dike-
dons in the order of placing the natural groups are of 
importance in expressing the results of such investigation. 
Such a scheme may be placed here in • tabular form before 
entering on the consideration of the life-history, amend 
history, morphology, and classification of the several greasy-- 

Riddants. 
I. EQUISETALLS . . 

11. SP511010ellYLLAISS 

PICLOTA1.80 . . Pn7.00000. 

EL  Inetacese. 
V. Ormootosearus . Opliniwaarse. 

Mataitisast. 

FILICALIS . . 

F 	ISchiWcfrickenatir.a.4.  

Hymosaaffecees. 
Lessmattatas. 

OntAvessse. 

lifainsakume. 

Orrassiotars. 

I:92= 
ii,dmigeride" Marsiliscm. 

These male subdivisions are of unequal size and Importance. 
The Spbenophyllales are only known an 

include 
 fossil state. while the 

Equiseteles. Lycopodiales and Filkales  both living and 
extinct representatives. The small groups of recent plants for.ft 
the Pailotales and Ophioglossalee are given independence in this 
scheme of classification owing to their exact affinities with the other 
phyla being at present doubtful. 

I. EQMSZTALE11.—The plants of the single living genus 
Eituisehat,' which vary in height from a few inches to ao ft.. 
have subterranean rhisomea, from which the erect shoots arise 
The habit of the plant depends on the degree of banding rather 
than upon the foliage. The intemodes are elongated and 
hollow. The leaves are borne in whorls, dime of each Wad 
cohering, except at their extreme tips, to form a sheath. The 
leaves of successive whorls alternate with one another, and this 
applies also to the branches which arise in the aril of the leaf 
sheath. In most species many of these buds, which alternate 
with the leaves, remain dormant, but in others the aerial shoots 
are copiously and repeatedly branched. In some species 
branches of the rhizome with tuberous internodes are formed, 
which serve as a means of vegetative reproduction. The coots 
which arise from the base of the lateral buds remain mdevaloped 
on the aerial stem The vascular bundles equal in number the 
leaf .teeth from which they enter the stem and form • shale ring. 
Each bundle runs downwards through one internode and then 
divides into two branches which insert themselves 00 llIf alter-
nating bundle. entering at this node. The young Mesas; mad the 
older stems of certain species, are dearly roonostelic; but le 
other species an inner and outer endodermis may be prelim, 
re an endodamal layer surrounds each bundle. The mamas, 
bundles themselves are collateral, the aim consisting of the 
protarylem, towards the centre of the stem, and two groups al 
xylem, between which the phloem is situated; the peotaraises 
elements soon break doers, giving rise to the ceded ma 
Only the median or mind Mend of xylem is commas to mat 
and leaf; elm lateral maim strands pail* repareet tle 
remains of • centripetally developed mass of primary ohm 
There is no seconduy thickening except at the nods is S. 
asedisises, when some sheet tracholoks, arranged in radial sows 
arise from a cambium. The stems, the sudace of which edibles 
a number of ridgm with intervening furrows, perform the gessuit 
part et the work of aasimfiation. The chlorophyll-costainies 
tissue reaches the sodas at ths aides sad base of the knows. 

IV. Lscorontatss . 
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mimeo enemata el pearlier teem owe in the epidermis, while 
astabepidennel stmanda of scierendensa occupy the ridges. In 
the cortical dense beneath each harrow a wide lutercellutar space 
be garment sunning the length of the intemode, and called the 

a 
IC, D. I haw Sosesoses Dal ress 4s. swan, b within ad theta ashs0 

Fto. 3.—Egrizessa asesientea 
Longitudissl section of the chi/some. including a node and 

portions of the adjoining internodes; k, septum between the two 
internodal cavities. AA; gg, vascular bundles; 1. villecuiar canal; 
a. leaf-sheath. 

B. Transverse stoics d the rhizome; g. vascular bundle; 1. mile-
cuter canal. 

C. Fertile shoot showing two leaf-Acadia and the terminal 
arehilus. 

D. E. Sporophylie baring sporangia, which in E have opened. 
vallecular canal. The central cylinder of the root, ha which 
there are eeveral xylem and phloem strands, has around it a 
two-layered endodermis, the inner layer ef which appestat to 
take the place of a pelicyda The sporangia are borne upon 
lateral outgrowths of the ens (the sporangiophorm), which 
arise in whorls and are associated in definite strobili or cones 
(fig. 3, C); at the base of the cone an outgrowth of the Mil like 
a rudimentary leaf sheath (the annulus) is present. Each 
sporangiophore (fig. 3 D) consists of a stalk expending into 
a peltate disk of hexagonal outline; from the inner surface of 
the latter six to nine large sporangia hang parallel with the stalk. 
The single vascular bundle supplies a branch to the base of each 
sporangium. The latter arises from a number of superficial 
cells, the cells destined to form the spores being derived from • 
single one of these. A Lanced law is derived from the cells 
surrounding the sporogenous group, and the arrest of a amebae 
of the spore-motheecein further contributes to the nourishment 
of the remainder, each of which gives rise to four spores. The 
outermost layer of the cell-wall of the ripe spore splits along 
spiral lines, giving rise to the daten; these two long stripe of 
wall, attached by their middle points to the spore, tend to 
seraightse out in dry, and close round the spore in damp air. 
They thus assist in the opening of the sporangium, which takes 
piece by • slit on its inner face. Further, several spores will be 
likely to germinate together owing to their elatem becoming 
entangled; a fact of some importance, sines the antbeeklia and and 

 though occurring sometimes on the same prothallus, 
are more often borne on separate individuals. The ;nodal 
contain abundant chlorophyll, and are doenvesteal. Those 
that bear the a•theritha are the smaller, and are either filstoser 
tons, or flattened, and irregularly lobed. The entheddia are  

deeply sunk in the tissue; the spermatosoide consist of a spiral 
of two or three coils, the numerous cilia being attached to the 
pointed anterior end. The female prothalli, which are sometimes 
branched, =mist of a thick cushion bearing thin, erect lobes, at 
the base of which the archegonia are situated. The necks 
of the latter are short, the central series of cells consisting of 
ovum, ventral canal cell and one or two canal cells. The 
ball of the embryo directed towards the *relit:go:dal neck 
gives rise to the ape: of the stem and a sheath of three leaves, 
the other half to the small foot and the primary root. The first 
shoots are of limited growth, being replaced by lateral branches, 
which gradually acquire the number of leaf-teeth characteristic 
of the spedes. 

Fossil species, some of which attained a peat sire, are known, to 
which the name Equitetites islives, since they appear to be closely 
allied to the existing forms. Two other extinct genera, PA odors 
and Sehistmewro, may be mentioned here. Abnormal of 
Evolution in which the strobilue is interrupted by whorls of leaves 
are of interest for comparison with the fructification of Pkyllothwo. 
The most important and best known of the extinct Equisetales are. 
however, the Calamites (see PALAZOSOTANT: Paleeesoic). In the 
primary structure of the stem the Calmat= present many pants 
• resemblance to Anisettes, but secondary thickening went on in 
both stem and root. These plants, which appear to have grown 
is swampy Goa, thew attained else dimessions of considerable trees. 
The teams, which spew of simple form (esteem is Archeoweialnien. 
where they forked),Lere inserted in whorls at the nodes; they was 
either free from one another or cohered by their bases into • sheath. 
The brandies alternated in position with the leaves, and sprang 
homiest above the insertion of the latter. Some of the branches 
ter:Wasted in cones, which present a metal similarity to those of 
Equinteutt. This similarity below:a in Ardoesialasekes. an  ancient 
type found in Upper Devonian rocks; in this the strobilus consists 
of pehate slorangiophores inserted in whorls on the axis. In the 
other Catamaran strobffi known the whorls of sponssgiophores are 
imposed by whorls of hosts. In some the sporanmopbores stood 
midway between the sterile whorls, while in others they approached 
the whorl above or below. There is a close resemblance between 
these sporangiophores and those of P.seteer, but as a rule only 
four sporangia were borne as each. SSooimee Calataftes were Isetero-
%serous spoeangia with microspores wad megaspores bang" found 
in tbe same cone. 

Our knowledge of the extinct Equisetales, fun as it is with respect 
to certain types, does not suffice for a strictly phylrgenetk clamifica-
don of the group. The usual subdivision as into Equisetaver 
locluermg apaseatat and EfisiseNees (with which Pkyiletkeeo and 
Solliseanws may be provisionally amaciated), and Calamarkweae. 
including Ca min and Archaeoutiamites. 

IL Samssmaxicuathfis.—The two very distinct genera 
Sphenefrirailinn and Cheirtakebss, included in this group, are 
known oaly from the Palaconoic rocks. Though the high 
specialisation of this accent group of plants render; the deter-
mination of their natural affisities difficult, Indianians are 
afforded by anatomy and the morphology of the mobilise. 

In general appearance the species of Spasespkyffssis (tbe remains 
of Ckeriestrobes known do not allow of any idea of its habit being 
formed) present some resemblances to the Equisetales. Thelgo onet 
sparingly branched stela bore at the somewhat swollen nodes whorls  
of six to eighteen wedge-shaped or linear leaves, which didsot alter-
mite ia faccestive whorls. Both the broader sad narrower Worse 
may be mom or low deeply divided, and both forms cosy occur on 
the same shoot. From the relation of the thickness of the stem to its 
length It may be inferred that the shoots of 	"We derived 
support from officials% plants. Without an 	into detail regard- 
ing the anatomy, it mai be stated that seawdary thickening took 
Pimc•-ia both aura-  The Wes stele is the stem consisted of the 
phloem sunsunding, a solid mural strand of xylem, the 	 of 

being gestated at the projecting angles. la 
o  

rh=8: which the tranisTrse section of the xylem is triangular. 
them wore three or Us protorylem groups; in Ckeirseirotuu they were 
more numerous. The anatomy of the stem is thus very unlike that 
characteristic of the Equisetales, and presents essential points of 
resemble to the Lycopodiales and especially to the f'silotales. 
The gen I rnorphology of the cones, on the other hand,  suggest 
soya as with the Equisetales. The cone of Spkersophyihn. 
COSSiSISSi - I an axis bearing at the nodes whorls of bracts, united 
below in to a sheath. The overlapping bracts afforded protection 
to the Sporangia. which were borne on sponingiophores springing 
from <bi- upper surface of the coherent bracts near their origin 
from the ants: two sporangic.iphores usually arose from each bract 
and sometimes adhered to its upper surface for some distance . 

Each bent round at the upper end, and bore one or two sporangia 
on the side turned towards the axis. Ma mature iporsrgium 
had • wall of s simile Lees if en* which were lore towards the 
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base, where they continued into the epidermis of the sporanpopb se. 
In Sphenophyllurn fertile both the ventral lobes of the sporophyll 
(corresponding to the sporangiophores in other species) and the dorsal 
lobes, which in other species are sterile, were developed as peltate 
sporangiophores. In other species of Sphatophyllum, which ate 
known only as impressions, single sporangia, or groups of four, 
appear to have been inserted directly on the upper surface of the 
bracts. In CheirostroNts a similar relation of sporangiophores to 
bracts existed, but here each bract was divided into three segmt rte. 
From each segment, near its base, a stalked peltate sporanpophSre 
arose; this bore four sporangia, which hung parallel to the sulk. 
That these three sterile segments, with their sporangiophores, are 
together comparable to one of the bracts of Sphenophyllum, with its 
sporangiophores, is shown by the Vascular supply in each case b, ;rag 
derived from a single leaf-trace. So far as is at present kno4n, 
the Sphenophyllales were homosporous. The differences between the 
two genera described above are sufficiently marked to justify the 
division of the Sphenophyllales into the two orders Sphenophyllac ere 
and Cheirostrobaceae. A consideration of the characters of I sth 
shows that the Psilotales are the nearest living representative of 
the Sphenophyllales, while resemblances suggesting actual not sn-
ship exist between this group and the Equisetales and Lycopoch 
It has been suggested that the Sphenophyllales may have spring 
from a very old stock which existed prior to the divergence of the 
latter groups. So long, however, as our knowledge of these ph yla  
is confined, as at present, to specialized forms, the nature of the 
relationship between than must remain to some extent hypoth ,  ' al. 

Psu.ormas.—The two genera Psilokno and Tmesiploris, 
which are provisionally isolated in this group, have usually been 
classed with the Lycopodiales. Recent work both on their 
anatomy and on the morphology and structure of their spore-
producing organs has however tended to show that their 
peculiarities can be best understood in the light of our knowledge 
of the Sphenophyllales. Some authorities place them in this 
group and there is much to be said in support of the dose rela-
tionship implied. The Psilotaceae, however, differ from the 
Sphenophyllales in a number of definite features, such as the 
arrangement of the leaves singly and not in whorls, and the mode 
of branching. These differences and our comparatively im-
perfect knowledge of the Sphenophyllaceous plants which most 
closely resemble the Pailotacote appear to justify the provisional 
isolation of the latter as a distinct group, showing affinities with 
both the Sphenophyllales and Lycopodiales. In both Psilolum 
and TilltSi Pie it the functions of the root-system, which is com-
pletely absent, are performed by leafless rhizomes bearing 
absorbent hairs and inhabited by an endophytic fungus. Pails-
him lives epiphytically or in soil rich in humus, while Tmesipferis 
is epiphytic (and, it has been suggested, partially parasitic) 
upon stems of tree ferns: the former has small scale-like leaves; 
those of the latter are of considerable size. The stem is mono-
stelic, the ptotoxylem groups being towards the periphery of 
the xylem, the development of which is thus centripetal; the 
centre of the stele is occupied by sclerenchymatous tissue. The 
leaves, which bear the sporangia, are dichotomous, and do not 
form definite cones, but alternate in irregular zones with the 
foliage leaves. The sporophylls may exceptionally undergo 
further dichotomies and bear fnore numerous synangia. The 
sporangia of the Psik>tacette are associated In synangia, which 
occupy the same position relatively to the sporophyll, as the 
single sporangium of Lycopodium or the group of sporangia in 
Spenophyllum melon. The careful study of the development 
of the synangium of Tmesipferis, which consists of two both, 
and of Psilotum, which consists of three, has shown that their 
structure can be explained as originating by the septation of a 
single sporangium resembling that of Lycopodium, Other 
views of the nature of the Psilotaceous synangium am, however, 
possible, and indeed the existence of both simple and complicated 
sporangiophores in the Spbenopbyilaceae leaves the question 
open as to whether the synangium in existing Psilotaceae is a 
relatively simple type of sporanglophore which has persisted 
unaltered or is the result of reduction from a more elaborate 
structure. There is some reason to believe that the prothallus 
of hi101■1111 resmbles some Lycopodium prothalli, but conclu-
sive evidence is wanting; that of Tuouipieris is unknown. 

IV. LYCOPontALES.—The living representatives of this group 
are of small size compared with the related plants which lived in 
Palaeozoic times. A large proportion of the living species sto  

tropical, though others have a wide ditstribnfiaa. As p 
characteristics of the Lycopodiales, the aim* form al 
leaves, which are generally of small sine, and the tem 
of the sporangia on the upper surface: d the sperm: 
which are often associated in cones,. dose to their intros 
the axis, may be mentioned; there are both ho nesponw 
beterosporous forms, the ptothalli exhilsiting ccerespal 
differences. A number of species of Lyrepadiaras are qtrH 
and those of Isolla live submerged in maw. limn 
reproduction is effected in various ways: by the set:anti 
the branches of a seeping stem in some Lyceitsfic, the m 
tence through the winter of the apex of the shoot in L. issoL4 
and by the formation of leafy buff& on the said um 
L. Sdago and others. A highly specialized means of :Ira 
reproduction is seen in the tubers of PAryflogtommoo sad' 
embryos of some Lycopods. The modifications shows Iv I 
gametophyte of Lycopodium will be described below. Al 
special relations of the plant to its environment, which 
be expected in the few forms of a large group which ha 
silted beyond the others, are less marked in the genus Sdeps.1 
It would appear as if the latter was more suited to the Cade 
of the existing flora, and many of the specific forms *the a c 
rather be'regarded as recently evolved than assitoplyymm: 

Lycopodiaceite.—This order contains the two genera Pfirkriss 
and Lycopodium; the former has a single species, confined toilisc., 
Tasmania and New Zealand, while nearly one hundred 
Lycopodium are known. Erect and creeping tereesand par u 

vine *memos% based aw assaa.) 
Fro. a—Lyn:podium dassiam. 

A, Old prothallus. 
B, Protllus bearing young iporophyte. lajt. 
G, Portion of a mature plant showing thti=„74 * 

adventitious roots and the specialised erect 
strobili or cones. 

H. Sporophyll bearing the single sporangium on its Wow" 
.4 Spore, highly magnified. 

pendulous epiphytes occur in the latter genus. The 
which are of small aim and do not .  possess a llgainrirL; 
spirally around the branched stem sa the majority of tM 
The roots of the erect forms often grow downwards in  "`,.‘ 
of the stem to reach the soil. The anatomy of Lyailkor 
considerable variety in detail, but the cent is &wets Tra,,, 
and the development of the xylem centripetal. thePrro-is 
being situated at the periphery of the stele: perler" --0 
dennis surround the stele, and the wide cortex may go' 



situated on the upper surface and near the base of the sporophylla 
The latter may differ from the foliage leaves and be arranged in 
*definite cones, or the two may be similar and occupy alternate 
zones of • shoot with continued growth; sometime' rudiments of 

Z.Zie
Mee are found at the Eases of the leaves (fig. 4). In the 

lopment of the sporangium the sporogenous tissue is derived 
from • number of superficial cells by divisions parallel to the surface. 
The tapetum is derived from the layn• of cells surrounding the spore-
venous croup. Short trabeculae of sterile tissue have been found to 
protect Into the cavity of the sporangium of some species. The 
spores, when liberated by the dehiscence of the sporangium, give 
rise to.the prothallus. which Is now, owing mainly to the investiga-
tions of Tree') and Bruchmann, known in a number of tropical and 
temperate species. In habit and mode of life of the prothallus 
these present striking differences, which may be correlated with 
the situations inhabited by the sporophyte, and are perhaps to be 
regarded as adaptations which have enabled the species to survive. 
Thus in L. cerium's and others the prothallus is green and grows 
on the surface of the soil (fig. I. 6); in the armies living on the moors 
it is subterranean and saprophytic. though sometimes capable of 
developing chlorophyll when exposed to fight (fig. t. ii); while in 
L. Pirkgmaera and other epiphytic forms the prothallus consists of 
fine branches growing saprophytically in rotting wood (fig. I, d. 
A comparison of them various types would appear to indicate that 
the primitive form of prothallus in the genus was radially symmetri-
cal and contained chlorophyll. The prothani of L. centrum come 
nearest to this; in them the meristem tonne a zone slightly below the 
summit. which may bear a number of green lobes. The different 
forms of the eradiation found in L. Mar give an ides of how the 
more extremely modified types could be derived from such a produl-
lus as that of L. /MINIM. All the saprophytic prothalli contain 
an endophytic fungus in definite layers of their tissue. The antheri-
die and archeconia are produced above the meristematic zone, and 
are more or less sunk in the times of the prothallus The most 
impatient difference in the sexual organs concerns the lewd' of the 
amliegonial neck: this is shortest and has only a single canal cell 
in L. (era VIM. while in L. corn Nam:aunt it is longer than in any other 
VaecularLryptogam. and contains a number of canal cells. The 
spermst 'is are biciliate. The embryo in L. renters. and other 
foams with superficial green prothalli is attached to the prothallus 
by a small foot. and develops at first as a tuberous body (the proto- 
cur ■11) bean nirh Lends ; this forms a number of simple leaves. and upon 
it the apex the shoot arises later. In the saprophytic forms the 
protoconn is Bharat. and in some of them the foot is of large site 
(fig. 4. 8). When new individuals of species which pwrs a 
cone, arise vegetatively from the leaves or roots ofyoung 
the protccorm appears in the young sporophyte. This fact leads to 

the consideration of PiyUeulessins, whkh 
resembles the embryo of Lyeefrodiere 
annum in so many reetelehr that  it has 
been spoken of as a permanently em- 
bryonic form of Lycopod• it is in some 
respects the simplest existing Pterido- 
phyte. Its prothallus resembles that of 
L. ceramic but wants the crows of assimi- 
lating lobes The plant is reproduced by 
tubers, which resemble the protocorm in 
bearing first a number of protophy Its and 

• later the upright shoot with its single 
terminal struis. The sporangia agree 
with those of l‘ymeodiest in sins-tuft 
a nd posit ion. 

Selaginellaceae —The single genus of 
this ceder (Marinelli) contains between 
three sad four hundred species. There 
is considerable diversity among them as 
regards external foem, the majority having 
dorsiventrat aerial shoots with dimorphic 
leaves (fig. 3. A). while in others the shoots 
are radially sysunetrical and the leaves 
alike. The stan contain" oft. two or several 
steles; in one specks the stele is tubular. 

A 	 The phloem completely surrounds the 
. xylem, which usually develops from two 

erns semester% folded protroxytem 	Is the aerial stem 
16.4.1) 	of the British species (S. spesatir) the 

O Ftc.e.—Selocuseilo. radial stele has a number of protoxylem 
A.S.kdretica (nat. size). groups arransed.  round the periphery, 
8, S. destatilata. young  moon as in Leendodendem. The cells of 

• plant attached to the the endodermis are developed as trate-
', 

air-specs surrounding ash stele. The 
e 	simple, uni•nerved leaves have a ligule near the base; the ham 
O al the ligule is somewhat sharply marked off from the other 
0 	timers of the leaf. In some species a depression of the leaf-surface 
O aldose* the ligule. regarding the function of which little is knows. 

The root. die wade cif which is mcaarcia may arise directly from 

sa-letenchymatenee. The central Ittinder of the tom *Item &me • 	won er 
hornosporous. The spores are formed in sporangia of considerable nu. tarn,

uto. 
514,4 ate ...„ , 
On the 	 • 

hettwevuovi,,, 
base uf 	o„„ 
sporangia is 
spore mother.. 
to several an la me... 

striking resemblance to that of 	stem. The Lmmendisome 	Meet e• 4.• 	". • 

megaspore (enlarged).  cube. which traverse the COlatiallet• 
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derived from it. 
all the motheredo 
numerous laiLl9notee. 
the (our Megestrrels, ■et.• 
nourished at the "menet of • 
tapetum. On gennuntem the 
prothallus conwetiret ri ti, men ..•I 
enclosing two to (our tete/al •is 
spermatozoids originate 'I he ne t v ^ " 
female mothallus, the feental me 	• pointed end of the spore, where teem tie 

' numerous and later extending to the Lees 
prothallus, which is exposed when die ti,e k • 	/ ruptured, may produce a few rhizoid.. up ,. • 	• fisting of a short neck and the central woe. „'„ 
cell and camel cell, arise (fig. I. r). Alter fermi  
forma short suspensor; the apex al tbe Keit. V a *4 	- of it. is first distinguishable; at the base of tin. 	", • the root arises on the farther side of the latter. 
of the root in Seiegieeila is different from what otw a,„, , 
Vascular Ctyptogants. A point of interest in this 
genus is that the Ionisation of the prothallus may 
theu?aspore is liberated from the sporangium. 

' odendraceae.—This order includes only no 	No, ire t 	it„, 
bestknown of which are the plants placed in the vnera 
dendess and Sigillerie. These plates. • fuller description of wt., h 
must be sought in the article PALAZODOTAMY: Pateearate, 
vent secondary increase in thickness and attained the size of trigs 
trees; the aerial stem was more or less branched dichotomously. 
The leaves, which were of simple form and provided with a Haute, 
were, as the leaf-mars on the stem show, variously arranged. In 
Sig:Mute the latter Ions vertical rows, while in Lepiekelestleves 
the arrangement is • complicated spiraL The stem had a single 
seek, the primary xylem of which was polyarch and centripnally 
developed. The upright stems were attached to the soil by a 
number of dichotomously branched members (Stigirterie). 
whatever their morphological nature may be. appear to have per-
formed the function of roots: they bore numerous cylindrical ameo. 
dages, which penetrated the soil on all sides. The cows, which in 
▪ instances nstances at least were heternsporous presented a general 
resemblance to those al Lymeodison and Seisginefle. a single sperms. 
gium being situated od the upper surface of 

each 
 sporophyll. The 

cavities ol the large eporangia were 	traversed by tribe. 
tutu of sterile tissue resembling those found in hurt. In some of 
the heterosporous forms (Lepidocartart. Miaderitia) the sporangia 
were sometimes surrounded by an integument; and since only a 
wiggle megaspore attained maturity, the structure el the app. 
eporaecount suggests &comparison with an ovule. 

soetaccae.—The singlegenus (Saiter) contains about fifty. moody 
aquatic, specks, though a few are amphibious or terrestrial. The 
plants present considerable uniformity in general habit, C011119tA 
of 	

i 
a short. usbrandied stem. bearing the closely-crowded awl.

.hs 
 

leawm which in the larger species attain the length of a foot. Each 
leaf bears a lip& resembling that of Sdaginelle in structure and 
position. The stem is mono/eche, the centre of the stele being 
occupied by a mass of short trachesdes; but little can be said as to 
the primary structure of the central cylinder, which appears to be 
reduced. A aberilarMatIC ante forms a short distance outside the 
xylem. from which secondary tissue is developed both internally 
and externally; that to the inside contains both xylem and phloem 
elements. By the unequal development of the secondary cortex 
the stem becomes two or thre•lobed; the roots, which breach 
dichotomously. spring from the furrows between the lobes. The 
leaves have a single main bundle. and in the tnesophyll are four 
longitudinal serves of large intercellular spaces separated by trans. 
verve diaphragms. The sporangia, which are situated singly on the 
adaxiel endue of the leaves, between their insertion on the stem tad 
the !irate. min from a coosiderable number of epidermal cells. 
The cells composing the young sporangium are at first similar, but 
ultimately become differentiated into sterile trabeculae, which may 
stretch from the inner to the outer wall, and the mother-cells of the 
spores The latter are more numerous in the rnicrosrangiunt than 
▪ the 	venues- The mental layer is partly formed from the 
sporangial wall and partly as a layer covering the trabecukie. The 
spoors, which are set free by the rotting of the sporangial wall, 
germinate much as in the case of Stkrittella, though the similarity 
may be a cam of independent resemblance. Important points of 
difference are found in the muiticiliate spermatozoid., and is the 
embryo, which has no suspetwor. 

611 
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The several orders of Lyeopediaks described above, while 

presenting a number of features in common, are distinctly 
isolated from one another. A natural classification of such 
specialized plants can only be obtained when the extinct forms 
are more fully known. What is known at present, while it 
does not indicate the phylogeny of the Lycopodiales, at least 
shows that such living orders as Lycopodiaceae and Selaginel-
lacese cannot be regarded as forming a linear series. The 
difficulty is increased when it is borne in mind that the small 
surviving forms probably have a long geological history, and may 
have coexisted with the Lepidodendraceae. For these reasons 
no attempt has been made to arrange the orders in larger divi-
sions, since such a division as that of the ligulate and eligulate 
forms, while convenient for practical purposes, may not express 
the phylogeny of the group. The Psilotaceae, formerly in-
cluded in the Lycopodiales, have been described separately 
owing to their resemblance to the Sphonophyllales. It remains 
to be mentioned that the Isottaceae have been regarded as more 
t early allied to the Filicales than to the former, near which they 
are here placed. 

V. OPIIIOGLOSSALEL—The peculiarities of this small order 
of Pteridophyta render their systematic position a matter of 
doubt, especially in the absence of evidence as to their geological 
history, and justify their separation for the present from the other 
main natural groups. In the three genera, Ophioglostum, 
Bottydrisme and ildmiatkostechys, there is an underground 
rhizome, from which one leaf at a few leaves with sheathing bases 
are produced annually; the roots arise in more or less definite 
relation to the insertion of the leaves. The latter are simple, 
or irregularly lobed in °Minimum, more or less compoundly 
pinnate in Botryekiunt and palmately pinnate in Heintitakestodays. 
The fertile branch or branches are situated on the adaxial surface 
of the leaves, and may be simple, as in 0Miogiossum (fig. 2, d), 
or more or less compound, the degree of branching in the 
sterile and fertile segments exhibiting a general parallelism. 
The stem is monostelic, the arrangement of the xylem and 
phloem being collateral. The endodermis and pericyde 
surround the whole stele in Botrychium and Heinialkostaeltys; 
in 0Mioglossum each bundle has a separate sheath. Well-
marked secondary thickening occurs in Botryeknon. In the 
roots of °palette:sum and Bettye/slum and in the first formed 
roots of Hafiniatitestachys an endophytic fungus is present, 
forming a mycorhixa—the stele in the later roots has the usuhl 
radial arrangement of xylem and phloem; monarch roots 
occur in Ophiogiossum. The morphology of the fertile spike is 
a disputed question, upon the answer to which the systematic 
position of the Ophioglossaane largely rests. The spike is most 
simple in Ophioglosssss, where it bears on each side a row of 
large sporangia, which hardly project from the surface, the 
vascular bundles occupying a central position. la the young 
spike, which arises when the leaf is still very small, a band of 
tissue derived from superficial cells is distinguishable along 
either side; this sporangiogenic band gives rise to the sporo-
genous groups, the sterile septa between them, and the outer 
walls of the sporangia. The spike of H elatiatkostackys corre-
sponds to that of 0Mtiogiontews, but in it the sporangia are 
borne on two lateral rows of branched sporangiophores. The 
sporangia themselves resemble those of Botryckium, which project 
from the ultimate subdivisions of the branched spike; each is 
developed from a number of cells, the sporogenous tissue arising 
from a single cell. Two diverse views of the morphology of 
the fertile spike in these plants have been entertained. The 
older view was that it was a fertile segment of the leaf; and 
though its ventral position presents a difficulty, this must be 
regarded as a possible explanation; the occasional occurrence 
of sporangia on the lamina in Botryckium has been regarded as 
supporting it. On the other hand, the spike has been ex-
plained as due to the elaboration of • single sporangium 
occupying a similar position with regard to the leaf as in the 
Lycopodiales, and evidence of considerable weight has been 
brought forward In support of this interpretation. The im-
portant hearing of this question on the relationship of the 

Ophimelieuerne to the phyla of the Pilleales and 14eapedlalem 
will be obvious. 

The position of the fertile spike in relation to the leaf corresponds 
to that of the synangium or spore "rtmophones in the Poiloeske and 
Sphenophyllales. The Ophiogloseicese are homeeporous, and the 
prothalli, which are know!, utr 

J. 
of all three genera, are sub- 

terranean and saprophyticsaprophytic I). The prothallus of 0. 
miunadosam, as observed by etteruus, subsequently reached the 
surface and produced green lobes; those of the other species known 
are wholly saprophyt ic, and contain en endophytic fungus. Thole 
of Opldecionont are cylindrical, while the dorsiventral prothallus 
of Bobs loon bears the sexual orga ns on the upper surface. The 
present a general, but probably w, resemblance toe  th 
saprophytic prothalli of certain Lycnedia. Important points of 
difference emit, however. in the apical position of the menstem 
of the Ophioglossaceous prothalli. in the presence of a basal cell to 
the awhegonium, and in the multiciliate spermatozoids. In these 
respects, in the megaphyllous habit and in certain anatomical 
features, the Ophiogfossaceae approach the Filicales. Some species 
ol Betryeirient have recently been found to have embryos provided 
with a suspensor. The position of the Ophioglessaarse can at 
present only be regarded as an open question, in considering which 
the possible antiquity of the group must be borne in mind. 

FILICALES.—This group of Pteeidophyta differs from the 
others in being well represented in our present flora by Jerre*. 
many of which can be regarded not as archaic types which 
have persisted to the present day, but as having been evolved 
in comparatively recent periods. The Ferns exhibit a wide 
range in size from the minute epiphytic Hymenophyllaceme, 
with leaves barely a centimetre in length, to gigantic tree-ferns 
8o ft. or more in height. A general characteristic of their habit 
is the large size of the loaves, which are often highly compound, 
relatively to the stem. Some ferns have a longer or shorter 
erect stem often clothed by the persistent bases of the leaves; 
in others the stem creeps on the surface of the substratum or is 
subterranean. Its surface is clothed with filamentous or scaly 

' hairs (paleae), which protect the growing point; and adventi-
tious roots spring from it. The position of the branches varies 
in the group; they are only exceptionally axillary (Hymenophyl-
lacese, Botryopterideae). The anatomy of the side in the stem 
exhibits on the whole a progression from a solid protostele 
through a tubular solenostele to one or more circles of separate 
steles derived by the breaking up of the solenostele. The leaf-
traces usually interrupt the continuity of 
the stele of the axis on their departure. 
The sporangia are borne in groups (sori) 
on the under surface of the leaves; some-
times the fertile leaves differ more or less 
from the purely vegetative ones. The 
form of the soon and the structure of 
the sporangium are of great systematic 
Importance. The sores is frequently pro-
tected by an outgrowth from the surface 
or margin of the leaf called the indusium. 
Heterospory is only known in the Hydro-
pterideae. The prothallus developed 
from the spore is green and In most 
cases dorsiventral, bearing the archegonia 
and antheridia on the under surface. 

Some of the more striking adaptive 
modifications in the gametophyte and 
sporophyte, and certain effects of al-
tered external conditions which have 
been ascertained experimentally, may be 
briefly mentioned. The dorsiventrality 
of the prothallus has been shown to 
depend mainly on the illumination, the 
filamentous form being retained In feeble 
light:a similar result is obtained when the Mee 222.1,1wases toit 
prothalli are cultivated in water. These FIG.61 1":.kpoo,ild"d" 
facts may have a bearing on the filamen- pidgam, 
tous prothalli of some Hyteenophyllace*e. 
The reproduction of the prothallus by 
penalize in species of Tricbanemes. Vitamin and Meneereenne is 
another interesting adaptation; the protbalies of Gymnamaam. 
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hphiphygo is perenstial, the sporophyte being usually borne on 
The phenomena of spogamy and apospory which have now been 
observed in a munber of Ferns, may be mentioned here. In 
the former the prothallus produce one or more fern-plants 
vegetatively, the projection which develops into the sporophyte 
in many one occupying the position of an ■ rchegonium. In 
some &pommel Fete sporangia may occur on the prothallus 
and the vegetative organs of the sporophyte may she occur 
singly. In apospory the converse phenomenon is seen, the 
gametophyte springing vegetatively from the sporangium, re-
ceptacle of , the sore, or leaf-martin of the fern-plant. In • 
number of cases, though not in all, apospory appears to be 
correlated with a failure of the sporangia to develop. 

Woe Demberpea loarteee if I &AMA I 

FIG. 7.-14011,41fiiiIIMfili-81141. 

A, Pmehallue viewed from the lower surface: us. archesonia: 
sm, antheridia ds (much enlarged). 

8. Netballus hearing a young fern plant. b, first leaf; to, 
primary root. 

The adaptations in the vegetative organs of the sporophyte are 
similar to Moss is the Flowering Plants. Thus there are a few 

a 	 Ferns which climb, others are 
A fi water plants, while many, es-

pecially those which live as 
epiphytes, are more or less xero-
phytic. Some of the epiphytic 
forms (Pdysafailis qwevijelienw, 
Pharyteriam) have strongly di-
morphic leaves, the sterile leaves 
serving in sans cues to catch 
falling debris, and thus to provide 
the plant with soil. Lastly, the 

\ 	symbiotic relatioo between the a • 	plant and ants is found in seen, 
arm era  hner% 	the rhizome of Pelyterhaer car- e. Dori! I 

Fin. $.--paypedim 'arm amass containing cavities in- 
A, Mature antheiidium. 	babited by these insects. The 
B. Empty aatheridium; 	existencoof these myrniccophilous 

Prathallial cel,l; I. 2 . cells o Ferns its a possible expiate-
antheridial walls: 3. cap cell. Lion of the ovaries on the leaves 

C. D. Spermatozoids. of some other species, such as the 
Common Bracken. 

The male existing groups of the Filicaceat may now be briefly 
*scaled, with special reference to the characters of gametophyto 
and sporophyte, which have been found of value in determining 
affinities. 

•arattimeae.—These are ferns of considerable sire, the large 
heves of which are borne on a short erect, swollen stem (A lleseinerm„ 
Maratha). or arise from a more or less horizontal rhizome (Dawrea. 
Emilkunu). The leaves. at the base of which ate two large stipule-
like ou4krowths, have a thick leaf-stalk, and are simple or simply 
Musts in Daum, pinnate in A rcisavvepteris. hi. to tri•pinnate 
in Mamas and A egtojerrit, and digitately lobed in !Carafe meg 
The stam~ from the ground awe of which sclerenchyma is absent, 
has a cOna•ficated system of Melee arranged in concentric circles. 
the thick roots, the central c) liuders of which have rev( rat alter. 
eating groups of xylem and phloem. arise in relation to these. The 
plow. meet in a few filmy forms, are thick: in Kaailasaa large  

pores derived from stomata occur in the epidermis. The sari are 
borne on the under surface of the pinnae, usually in a single IOW on 
either side of the midrib, but in Kaulferria dotted over the expanded 
lamina. The large sporangia. each of which originates from a 
number of superficial cells. are here incompletely separated from one 
another and arranged in a single circle forming a synangium. The 

I Flom Unawares LArboa ler &W.* I 
Fro. 9.—Polypodians tstlgare. 

A, Unopened archegonium; o, ovum; It" ventral canal cell; 
nec k -cane I-cell. 

B. Mature opened archegoniunt. 
association is closest in Damara, where the individual sporangia of 
the elongated sorus, which is sunk in a depression of the leaf, open 
by pores; in Maratha and Kattilarria (fig. a. e) they dehisce by slits 
on the inner face; while in ANgiopkrit (fig. 2, 1) they are almost 
free from one another. The spores produce • green prothallus of 
large size, the sexual organs of which hardly project from the surface. 
The cotyledon and stem grow up vertically through the prothallus, 
the root turning downwards into the *off. 

Osmundaceae.—The two genera of this group, Oprolada and 
Taira, have thick erect stems, covered with the closely crowded leaf 
bases. The stem is munustelic. the vascular tissues being separated 
into curved groups comparable with collateral vascular bundles, 
which surround the pith. The somewhat thick roots are &arch. 
The leaves are large and pinnate; their lamina is usually thick, 
though filmy specie.% of Tara occur. The kid-base shows indica-
tions of *tipsier outgrowths. In Taira the sori, each of which 
consists of a single circle of bulky sporangia, are borne on the under 
surface of the pinnae. In Onmanda the region of the leaf which 
bears the sporangia has its lamina little developed; the leaf thus 
bears sterile and fertile pinnae, or, as in 0. r insamoema, sterile and 
fertile leaves may be present. The sporangia originate from single 
cells. though surrounding cells may contribute to the formation of the 
stalk. The latter is thick and short, and the wall of the sporangium, 
which opens by a median slit, has a group of thick-walled cells at 
the summit, forming the annulus. The prothalli are similar to those 
of the other Filicaceae, but more massive; the same may be said 
of the arc begonia and antheridia, which, however, project more than 
in the preceding group. 

Schimeaceae.—The anatomy of the stem differs in the four recent 
genera of this order, and presents a series possibly illustrating the 
origin of • number of concentric steles from a solid tide, the inter. 
mediate step bring represented by those forms in which the central 
cylinder is tubular. The sporangia arc borne singly or in sori of two 
or elver on the margin or under surface of leaves, the fertile pinnae of 
which differ more or less from the sterile segments. The sporangium 

.is of considerable size, and dehisces by a median slit, the annulus 
being a more or less definitely limited horizontal ring of cells near 
the apex. The prothallus and sexual organs may resemble those 
of the Polyporliaceae; in A ntirnia and Afelmw the [inn hallus, though 
flattened. is not bilaterally symmetrical, the growing point being on 
one side; a filamentous type of prothallus is known in Sanzaas. 

Cdeicheniaceae.—These forms have a horizontal rhizome, from 
which simply pinnate leaves arise in PluiF.arna, while Gleicherrie 
bears compound pinnate leaves with continued apical growth. The 
rhizome usually has a solid centralcylinder in Gleithrnia, while that 
of Plearames is tubular. The sporangia arise simultaneously in the 
SUMS, which is borne on the under surface of the ordinary panne: 
in t hose species with large sporangia the latter form a single circle, 
in others sporangia may also anse from the central part of the 
receptacle. The annulus is horizontal and the dehiscence median. 
The prothalli, while resembling those of the Polypodiaceac, have 
points of similarity with those of the preceding groups. 

Alatoniaceae.—This contains the single genus Mamnia, two species 
of which are known from the eastern tropics. They are of special 
inn mu, since they have been shown to he the surviving forms of 
a group species which have been identified from Jurassic and 
Cree.meous ruck.. The living species have a long rhizome, from the 
upfs.-r surface of which the large

l 
 leaves arise; these are branched 

in a pedate manner. each brawl 	pinnate. The structure of 
the rhizome is complicated, a transverse section showing that the 
centre may be occupied by a solid stele, outside of which are two 
tubule:stale The sari an horse us the under surface of the pianos. 
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mach consisting at a single series of large sporangia covered by a 
coriaceous indusium, which is attached to the central part of the 

C . The sporangium. which corresponds on the whole 
trOLX1  :c437 the Gleichaniacese, has a somewhat oblique annulus• the 
dehiscence also is not truly median. The gametophyte is unknown. 

Loxsoinaceae.—The single genus LOXS01116 has a tubular stele in 
its rhizome, which bears leaves resembling those of some Dapallias. 
The elongated receptacle of the marginal sod is surrounded by a 
basal cup-shaped indusium. The sporangia, which arise in basipetal 
succession on the receptacle. dehisce by a median slit, though the 
annulus is somewhat oblique; they have resemblances to the Glekh-
eniaceae. When mature, the sporangia are raised above the margin of 
the indusium by the elongation of the receptacle, thus facilitating 
the dispersion of the spores. The gametophyte is unknown. 

Hymenophyllaccae.—This group, which contains the two genera 
Hymettoekyilum and Trichmanet, is characterized by the prevalent 
" filmy' texture of the leaves. Many of the species inhabit 
situations in which the air is constantly moist, especially in the 
tropics; some are terrestrial; others, some of which are very minute, 
are epiphytic on tree-stems. A single solid central cylinder is found 
in the rhizome. The sori, which arc marginal, have a long receptacle, 
bearing the sporangia in basipetal succession, and are surrounded 
by a cup•shaped indusium. The sporangia present a considerable 
range in size, the largest being found in species of Hymenaphylltos, 
the smallest in Truhontanes. Each has an almost horizontal 
annulus resembling that of Gleichenia, but the dehiscence is lateral. 
The gametophyte in Hymenophyllust is flat and variously lobed; 
that of Trichomanes may be similar, but in other species is filamentous. 
The arehetonia and antheridia present points of similarity to the 
44 Li., LJL...11.11.11,1...Y. 

Cyatheaceae.—This order includes the majority of existing tree-
ferns, as well as some of smaller size. The stem has a ring of flattened 
steles. The sorus has a somewhat elongated receptacle, on which 
the sporangia arise bazipetally; the indusium may be cup-shaped, 
bivalve or wanting. Tfte dehiscence of the sporangium is almost 
transverse. as in the Polypodlaceae, but the annulus is slightly 
oblique. The prothalli correspond to those of the next group. 

• Polypodiaceae.—This group, which contains the remaining ferns, 
includes a number of distinct lines of descent and will doubtless 
require subdivision as our knowledge of the morphology of the genera 
classed in it becomes extended. Space will not allow of an account 
of the progress already made in this direction. The stem in the more 
primitive ions has a tubular stele (solenostele); for the most part 
two to many steles, arranged in a ring (dictyostele). In a number of 
genera, which there is reason to regard as relatively primitive, 
the sporangia show the same regular basipetal succession as in some 
of the preceding groups; in the great majority, however, the succes-
sion is not regular, but those of various ages are intermixed in the 
sorus (fig. a, e). The sporangia dehisce by a transverse slit, the 
annulus being truly vertical or, in some of the genera in which they 
ate regularly arranged, very slightly oblique. The structure of the 
prothallus and sexual organs will be evident from figs. 7, 8 and 9; 
some of the more interesting modifications have been referred to 
above. 

Our knowledge of the extinct Filkales cannot be readily 
summarized, since it is in a transition state, owing to the recent 
evidence which has shown that many of the fern-like plants of 
the Palaeozoic period belonged to a group of seed-bearing plants 
derived from a filicineous ancestry. There is, however, abundant 
evidence that the Ferns were represented in the most ancient 
floras known, though they were not such a dominant group as 
has hitherto been supposed. The best known of these ancient 
Ferns belong to the Botryoptcridcae; the characters of this 
group point to its having been the starting-point of several series 
of existing Ferns (see Pstseoecrrarev: Palaeozoic). 

A consideration of the Fillcaceae as arranged above will show 
that the several sub-orders may in general terms be said to form 
a series between those in which the sorus consists of a single 
circle of bulky sporangia and those Polypodiaceae in which the 
numerous small sporangia appear to be grouped without order 
in the sorus. When the survey is extended to the extinct Ferns 
of which the fructification is known, many of those from the 
more ancient rocks are found to group themselves with the exist-
ing sub-orders with large sporangia, such as the Marattiaceee, 
Gleicheniaceae and Schizaeaceae; the Polypodlaceae, on the 
other hand, do not appear until much later. The extinct forms 
cannot be dealt with in detail here; but it may be pointed out 
that their order of appearance affords a certain amount of direct 
evidence that the existing Ferns with a single circle of large 
sporangia in the sorus are relatively primitive. The series 
which can be constructed from a study of the sorus is in general 
supported by the anatomy of the sporophyte, and by . the  

structure and sexual agent at the ganeetephyte. A mom detailed 
investigation of all the characters of the Ferns will be needed 
before the course of evolution thus broadly indicated can be 
traced, but the results obtained afford a deeper insight into the 
general method of progression and the selective factors in the 
process. On the ground mainly of an examination of the sena 
and sporangium, Bower has shown that the Filicsathe may be 
divided into three groups—the Simplices, &Wain and Mister 
—in which the sporangia arise simultaneously, in basipetal 
succession, or irregularly in the sons respectively. She fast 
indudes the Marat thecae, Ounundacese, Se/ducat:sae, Gleichesd-
acme and Matoniaceae; the second the Loxsomaceae, Hymens-
phyllaceae, Cyatheaceae and the Dennstaedtinese (a poop 
including species placed in the Synopsis Slims in Dicksomis 
and Devallie); while the remaining Polypodlaceae constitute the 
Mixtae. The change from the one type of sorus to the other 
may have taken place in several different lines of descent, some 
of which have been traced. A consideration of the biology of 
the sons gives an insight into the advantages obtained by the 
one type over the preceding, as regards protection, spore pro-
duction and the dispersal of the spores, and thus indicates the 
way in which natural selection may have acted. The differences 
in the form and mode of dehiscence of the sporangia (those of 
the Siznplices having median dehiscence and a horizontal annulus, 
those of the Gradatae a more or less oblique position of the 
annulus and of the plane of dehiscence, while in the beam the 
annulus is vertical and the dehiscence transverse) stand in rela-
tion to the position of the sporangia in the sorus relatively to 
one another. The application of the important criteria which 
Bower has thus pointed out to the construction of • strictly 
phylogenetic classification of the Filicaceae cannot be made 
until the anatomy, the sexual generation and the palseobotanical 
evidence have been further examined from this point of view. 
Though on this account and because the subdivisions Simplices, 
Gradatae and Mixtae do,  not correspond to definite phylogenetk 
groups, they have not been used in 'dassifying the Fenn above; 
they are of great importance as an advance towards a natural 
classification. 

HYDROPTEEDEAL—TWO very distinct orders of hetere-
sporous Filtrates, the Salvirdacese and the Marsiliathae, are in-
cluded in this group. The difficulty of determining their exact 
relationship to the other orders of Ferns is increased by the more 
or less completely aquatic habit of the plants and the modifier 
Lions and reductions in structure associated with this. The 
absence of an annulus from their indehiscent sporangia makes it 
impossible to compare them with the other Ferns in respect of 
this important character. It has been suggested with con-
siderable probability that the Mars:lame are allied to the 
Schizathene, while the Salviniseese may possibly be related It 
the Hymenophyllaceae or to some other family of the Gradate.- 
Space will only permit of a brief general account of the more 

obvious features of the several genera, the structure and lifer 
history of which are known in great detaiL Galan as they are 
in many respects, the two orders agree in being heterosporaus. 
The microspores on germination produce a small, greatly reduced 
male prothallus bearing one or two antheridia which give the to 
a number of spirally coiled, multicillate spermatozoid‘ The 
single large megaspore contained in each megasporangiunt 
duces a small prothallus, which bears one or a few arebegonta, 
these are exposed on the surface of the prothallus at the summit 
of the germinated megaspore (fig. t, i). 

I. The Solviniaceae include the two genera Salvia& (fig. to) and 
Asolla. The small dorsivential plats are in both CMS iloatieg 
aquatics. Amite has roots 'rig from the lower surface of the 
stem into the water, while these organs are completely wanting in 
Saineue, theirplace being talons functional) y by highly divided 

 borne on the ventral surface of the stem. AaroaiM 
constantly present in a special ca of the dorsal lobe of the lest is 
Areas. The sporangia in both genera are associreed in 0011 ateleml 
by Wilda springing from the 	 of the receptacle. In &firms 
(In. 2, the sori are borne towards the base of the sabnierrid 
leaves, in A sulks on the reduced ventral lobe of the leaf. 'Meyers* 
either of microsperangia or megamorapgia. which are arranged is 

'basipend sunceanou on the receptacle. la the me 
ate 

 of ,Amtls 



there his only the ow terenbal, hinetioenl sporangium. The micro. 
snores are united by means of hardened protoplasm into one or 
move manes, while the solitary megaspores have a more or less 
resetsplicated episporiunt. 
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OrAd•ce& After Dicke from gingivae's 
Lefrirce der &math.) 

Flo. irk—Sabi:4a salons. 
A, From the side. B, From above. 

a. The Maras:eat also include twogeaent Ilersilie and Pilslarie, 
the latter of which is found In Britain. The plants grow as a rule 
in marshy places, though some species of Af °Mika are xerophytic. 
The camping stein produces roots from the ventral surface and leaves 
(rote the dorsal surface: the leaves whes young are circinately coiled. 
The leaves are simple and linear in Pilularia, but in Marolia bear 
a pinnate four-lobed lamina. The highly specialized sporocarps are 
borne on the basal portions of the leaves, as a rule singly, but in some 

of Alarsilia in numbeis. The development of the sporocarp 
shows that it corresponds to a pinna, although when mature it may 
appear to occupy a ventral position in relation to the vegetative 
portion of the leaf. it has a complicated structure in both genera; 
to Pile:aria its shape la nearly spherical, while in Ms esilia it is elon- 
gated and bean-shaped. The sori are developed in depressions and 
are thus protected within the resistent outer wall of the 
There are usually four nevi in Paulette, while in Marrilia ittYrorrirt 
two longitudinal rows. Each torus includes both microsporangia. 
with numerous spores, and megasporangia, each of which contains 
a single megaspore with a complicated wall. Enclosed within the 

ro h t 	can n endure a period of drought, but on the return 
ririosot conditions are extruded from the sporocarp by the swelling 
of a special mucilaginous tissue and the spores become free. The 
development of the prothalli is in general similar to that of the 
So I vinaceae, though the resemblance may be homoplastie. The stem 
in the less reduced forms is solenaarlic with sclercochymatottsground 
tissue occupying the centre of the stele. 

In the absence of direct evidence from Palaeobotany, and 
bearing in mind the modifications associated with adaptation 
to an aquatic life in other plants, the recognition of any more 
definite affinity for these beterosporous ferns than that indicated 
above appears to be inadvisable. Further evidence is necessary 
before they can be removed from such • position of convenience 
as is assigned to them here and placed in proper relation to the 
series of the ?Mesmer. 

The several phyla of Pteridophyta having now been briefly 
described, their relationship to one another remains for con- 

sideration. The available evidence does not suffice 
Perrearts" to solve this question, although certain indications 
exist. In the earliest land vegetations of which we have any 
sufficiate record ape-dallied forms of Equisetales, Lycopodiales, 
Sphenophyliales and Make existed, so that we are reduced to 
hypotheses founded on the careful comparison of the recent and 
extinct members of these groups. In this connexion it may be 
pointed out that the fuller study of the extinct forms has as yet 
been of most use in emphasising the difficulty of the questions at 
issue. It has thus led to a condition of uncertainty as regards the 
relationship of the great groups of Vascular Cryptogams, in 
which, however, lies the hope of an labiate approach to a 
satisfactory solution. The study of the Sphanophyllales, how- 
ever, as has been pointed out above, appears to indicate that 
the Equhetaies and Lycopodiales may be traced back to a com- 
mon ancestry. As to the relatiumbip of the Filial* to the 
WIN pltyls.evidasa hos eating plants appears to be waging. 

If, as hes-been- suggested by Bawer, the strobiloid type" are 
relatively primitive, the large-leaved Pteridophyta must be 
supposed to have arisen early from such forms. The question 
cannot be discussed fully here, but enough has. been said above 
to show that in the light of our present knowledge the main 
phyla of the Vascular Cryptogams cannot be placed in any serial 
relationship to one another. 

It may even be regarded as an open question whether some of 
them may not have arisen independently and represent parallel 
lines of evolution. from Bryophytic or Algal forms. This leads 
ue to consider the question whether any indications exist 
as to the manner in which the Pteridophyta arose. It will be 
evident that no direct record of this evolution can be expected, 
and recourse must be had to hypotheses founded on the indirect 
evidence available. There appears to be no reason to doubt 
that the sexual generation is homologous with the thallus of a 
Liverwort, or of such an Alga as Colcodicseic. It is with regard 
to the origin of the spore-bearing generation' of the Pteridophyta 
that differences of opinion exist. This, though at first deceit: 
dent on the protballus, soon becomes independent. It may be 
regarded as derived from a wholly dependent sporogonium not 
=hire that of some of the simpler Bryophyte; the latter are 
assumed to have arisen front primitive Algal forms, in which, as 
the first step in the interpolation of the second generation in 
the life cycle, the fertilized ovum gave rise to a group of swarm 
spores, each of which developed into a new sexual plant. Ors 
this view the origin of the sporopbyte is looked for in the gradual 
development of sterile tissue in the generation arising from the 
fertilized ovum, and a consequent postponement of spore-forma-
tion. Certain green Algae (e.g. Oadogesoism, Ce(owkaege), the 
Bryophyte, and the simpler Pteridophyta, such as Phyllo-
&trim, have been regarded as illustrating the method of 
progression. though there is no reason to regard the existing 
forms as constituting an actual series. For a discussion of 
this view, which regards the alternation of generations in 
Pteridophytes as antithetic and the two generations as 
not homologous with one another, reference may be made 
to the works of Celakovsk.y and Bower. Although the anti,• 
thetic theory is supported by many facts regarding the life-
history and structure of the group of plants under consideration, 
it is quite possible that a stage in which the sporopbyte was 
wholly dependent on the gametophyte may never have been 
passed through in their evolution. The spore-bearing genera-
tion may throughout its phylogenetic history have been inde-
pendent at one part of its life, and have been derived by 
modificatibn of individuals homologous with those of the send 
generation, and not by the progressive sterilisation of a structure 
the whole of which was originally devoted to asexual reproduo-
tion. A number of facts regarding the Algae, and also those 
relating to such deviations from the normal life cycle as apogamy 
or apremory, may be regarded as lending support to this view, 
which, in contrast to the theory of antithetic alternation, has 
been celled that of homologous alternation. Without entering 
further into the discussion of these alternative theories, for 
which the literature of the subject must be consulted, it may be 
pointed out that on * latter view the strobiloid forms of 
Pteridophyta would not necessarily be regarded as primitive 
relatively to the large-leaved forms, and also that the early stages 
of the origin of the sporopbyte in the two cases may have pro-
ceeded on different lines. 

Another question of great Interest, which can only be toucifed 
upon here and may fitly close the consideration of this division 
of the Vegetable Kingdom, concerns the evidence as to the 
derivation of higher groups from the Pteridophyta. The most 
immune positiveevidence on this point indicates that the most 
ancient Gymnosperms were derived from the Fibula rather 
than from any other phylum of the Vascular Cryptogams. 
Extinct forms are known intermediate between -the Ferns and 
the Cycled", and • number of these have been shown to bear seeds 
and mast be denied as Pteridospermae. These forms will, 
however, be found dbcussed in the articles treating of extinct 
pinta and the Gymnosperms, but their recognition will serve 
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to eraphuise, in conclusion, the important position the Pterido-
phyta hold with regard to the existing flora. 

Cellnation.—Numerous species of ferns, both temperate and 
tropical, are cultivated as valued ornamental, plants. Species of the 
other groups are occasionally grown for scientific purposes in the 
larger botanic gardens, but their cultivation, which often presents 
special difficulties, need not be referred to here. While a number of 
ferns can be multiplied vegetatively, by buds formed on the leaves 
and in other ways, the regular more of propagation is by sowing the 
spores shed from the ripe sporangia. The spores should be thinly 
sprinkled on the surface of the soil in well-drained pots, which should 
stand in saucers filled with water and be covered with glass plates. 
After the jarothalli have attained some size and bear sexual organs 
the pots should be occasionally sunk in water so as to flood the pro- 
thalli for a few .minutes and farilitate fertilization. The young 
plants developed on the prothalli should be carefully pricked out 
into other.  ans and later transferred to 3-in. pots. When the pots 
are fairly filled with roots the plants maybe shifted into larger ones 

The best time roe a general repotting of ferns is in spring, just 
before growth commences. Those with creeping rhizomes can be 
propagated by dividing these into well•rooted portions, and, if a 
number of crowns is formed, they can be divided at that season. 
In most cases this can be performed with little risk, but the Gel-
denies, for example, must only be cut into large portions, as small 
divisions of the rhizomes are almost certain to die; in such cases, 
however, the points of the rhizomes can be led over and layered into 
small pots, several in succession, and allowed to remain unsevered 
from die parent plant until they become well rooted. In potting 
the well-established plants, and all those of considerable sue, the 
lad should be used in a rough turfy state, not sifted but broken, 
and one-sixth of broken crocks or charcoal and as much sand as will 
insure free percolation should be mixed with it. 

The stove ferns require a day temperature of 65•  to 75°, bat do 
not thrive in an excessively high or close dry atmosphere. They 
require only such shade as will shut out the direct rays of the sun, 
and though abundant moisture must be supplied, the atmosphere 
alsoUld not be loaded with it. The water used should always be at 
or near the te• turn of the house in which the plants &regrowing. 
Some ferns, as t, ,. different kinds of liymnogramnsae and Cheilasthes, 
prefer a drier atmosphere than others, and the former do not well 
bear a lower winter temperature than about 6o° by night. Most 
other stove ferns, if dormant, will bear a temperature as low as 
55° by night and 60° by day from November to February. About 
the end of the latter month the whole collection should be turned 
out of the pots and redrained or repotted into larger pots as required. 
This should take place before growth has commenced. Towards 
the end of March the night temperature may be raised to 6e, and 
the day temperature to 70° or 75*, the plants being shaded in bright 
weather. Such ferns as Gymnogramniss, which have their surface 
covered with golden or silver powder, and certain species of sc..dy-
surfaced Chtilanthes and Nothoeldatna, as they cannot bear to have 
their fronds wetted, should never be syringed; but most other f ,  rns 
may have a moderate sprinkling occasionally (not necessarily dady) 
and as the season advances sufficient air and light must be admitted. 

AUT1101IITIES.—Scott, Structural Botany: Flowerless His 
(London, 1896), Studies in Fossil Botany (Edinburgh, t000);• Catn 
lid!, Mosses and Ferns (London, 11395):• Engler and Prantl, Die 
nautrtirSen pflansenfamiliers (Theil L Abth. Uitfzi4. ! , 8-•:902)7, 
Bower, The Origin of a Land Flora (London, wog); Goebel, Org,:no-
graphy of Plants (Oxford, toot); Hooker and Baker, Syn,Nis 
Fdieson (London, 1874); Baker, Fern Allies (London, 1887); Chi ist, 
Die Fankrauter der Erde (Jena, 1897); Seward, Fossil Botany, 1, 
(Cambridge, ISO). In those works marked with an asterisk copious 
ref ❑ ces to the recent literature of Co. subject will be found. 

(W. H. L.) 
PIIIROBRANCRL‘ a zoological group established by Ray 

Liutkester in On. It contained at that time the single genus 
Rkabdopletora, a minute animal dredged by Sara off the Lofoten 
Islands, and by Norman off the Shetlands. Riabeloplaus was 
at first regarded as an aberrant Yolyzoon, but with the publica-
tion of the Challenger Report (Cephakeliscru) in 1887, it became 
clear that Cephalodiscut, the second genus now included in the 
order, had affinities in the direction of the Enteropneusta. The 
connexion of the Pterobranchia with the Polyzoa is in the highest 
degree questionable. 

Rkabdoplettra is no doubt of world-wide distribution, since it 
has been recorded in various localities from Greenland to South 
Australia, usually in water of not less than forty fathoms. 
Ceekalediscus, which for many years was known solely as the 
result of a single dredging by the " Challenger " from az s fathoms 
in the Straits of klagellan, has recently been found in entirely 
different parts of the world, as for instance between Japan and 
Korea at too fathoms, at about half that depth of the south-rut 
coast of Celebes, and between tide-marks on the coast p1 Borneo. 

It appears to be common hi the neighbourhood of Cape Wm. 
while the recent Antarctii expeditions have shown that It occurs 
in various localities from the Falkland Islands to the Antarctic 
circle. No less than twelve species, referred to three sub-genera 
(Derniothecia, Idiothecia, Orthosess), have now been deathbed; 
but it is at present uncertain whether more than a single species 
of Rlsabdopleura is valid, although several specific names have 
been suggested for specimens from different localities. 

Both genera are characterized by their habit of secreting a 
tubular gelatinoid investment, the coenoccium," composed of 
a number of superposed lamellae, doubtless the result of its 
intermittent secretion, mainly though perhaps not exclusively, by 
the proboscides of the zooids. In Rhalatopkura each zooid forms 
its own delicate tube composed of &characteristic series of distinct 
rings. In Cephalodiscre the ooenoerium Is more massive, and 
may contain a continuous irregular cavity in which the zooids 
live (Deoniothecia), or may be secreted in such a way that each 
zooid has its own independent tube (Irtiothocia.Orthowns). 

The zooids are a modification of the type of structure knows 
in Balattoglossus, from which they differ principally in the follow- 
ing respects: (i.) The alimentary canal, instead or being straight, 
has a IJ-shaped flexure, the dorsal line between the mouth and 
the anus being short. (ii.) The proboscis (fig. I. b), known as 
the'.' buccal shield," is a brie organ, strongly flattened in as 

Man • gneiss by 2mlarar schresk) 
nu. t.—Zooid of Caphalaisess dodeealophse. 

a. a, Buds. 	 d, Anus and tentacles. 
b, Proboscis. 	e. Ventral edge of proboscis. 
c, Stalk. 	 J. Its dorsal edge 

antero-posterior rflrection
' 
 its ventral lobe usually concealing the 

mouth. (in.) The collar is produced clonally into arms (one pair 
in Riaidepleura, four to alike palm in Cephafed(sesis). each el 
which bears numerous ciliated tentacles, the groats by which the 
microscopic food•pardcles are conveyed to the mouth. (iv.) The 
third division of the body, the metaeome, isprolong .W ventrally 
into a relatively enormous outgrowth containing the loop of the 
alimentary canal. beyond which projects a walls (6g c), al • 
length varying_with the state of contraction and ps with the 
species. (v.) The stalk pees rise to buds, by w ids the colonial 
habit Is acquired. While In Rhabdopkura the buds remain in 
organic continuity with the parent, in Cephagottitens they broom 
tree at an esrty sage, and the memoriama 	y coessies 
number of separate individuals., In the Irving 	.rais • moil 
can crawl by means of its proboscis over the gelatinous processes 
of the outer side of the coenoccium, a position which it can assume 
owing to the very great extensibility of the stalk, the proximat 
mamba end GI which remains attached to the inner solace el 
some part of the coeseecitun (Anderwess. soon. •  

In correspondence with the fundamental constitution of the amid. 
each of the three segments has its own bodpic:vdi:y separated front 
the others. The main bosciocavky ( . 2, Le) is 
and opens to the by the two pores Z.= 
contains a closed vesicle regarded by Schepotielt as a 
cavity and in any use representing thepencardium 0f60.0.00008. 
the elotnerulus of which is also probably represented. The collas• 
cavity (bm...) is paired, although its ventral mesentery is not 
It extends into the arms, which originate in the bud (fig. t)= 
outgrowths of the Wks. The wand sod Masi parts die amatist 
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radm eel the oaks eatratnte the so-called esseendem ('t.). a 
utruta:nente which Not only acts as a lower lip. but must be important 
in separating the food-current produced by the cilia of the tentacles 
From the external apertures of the collar-canals and gill-slits. The 
nollar-canals (fig. 3, cp..) ate a pair of ovoid aslant which open from 
the collar-cavity to the exterior, their exermal pores lying Winn& 
sash, behind the base at the operculuns. 

vast gasser.) 
Fits. Ie.—Median (medial) section of Cepkakdoces dedecalophat. 

acs
Anus. 	 eft.. Open-Mum, or ventral lip. 
Body-anity of proboscis. es., Ovary. 

ail., Of collar. 	 on., Oviduct. 
Ice.. Of metasome. 	 Pharynx. 
He., Intestine. 	 Probontepons. 

Mouth. 	 p.s.. Proboscis. 
axes , Notecheed. 	 st., Stomach. 
i.e.. Central nervous system. 	'A., Stalk. 
era., Oesophagus. 

While it Is not Improbable that the collar•pons and the probed, - 
poles may evacuate excretory substances. there can be little doubt 
that their primary function ts to regulate the turgidity of the seg-
ment to which they respectively belong. A pair of gill•slits 
(Stg. 3, g.s.), which do not occur in Riablopirstra. open inunediately 
behind the colLarpores. It is probable that they serve to strain off 
the superfluous water which is introduced into the mouth during 
the process of feeding. An anterior median diverticulum of the 
phannet (fig. 24 Wk.). growing forwards in the septum between 
the proboects-cavity and the collar-cavities, and supported dorsally 
by the median mesentery of the collar. ts the representative of 
the so-called notochord or stomochord of Beleaeglettes• and 
it the view that this organ is really a notochord is wall founded. 
it may be regarded as the boasolugus of the ulterior end of the 
)(embrace notochord. 

The metasome contains nearly the whole of the alimentary 
canal. In which pharynx (fig. p. 	oesophagus (en.), stomach 
and Intestine tea.) may be dhtiaguished. The remarkable position 
of the anus falcon the dorsal ede has already _been alluded to 
Tice mstasomax
ventral mesenteries. the Litter following the outer curvature of the 
bop of the alimentary canal. The most conspicuous blood vrael 
posseend by Co phaJodt s v.f is the dorsal vessel (d.b.a.). A ventral 
mewl occurs on the anterior side of the metarcnne and form. a hoe  
extending down the entire kngrh of the stalk. while a " heart 
projects Into the cavity of the pericardium. probably connected on 
the ventral side of the notochord with the ventral vessel, and on 
Its dorsal side with the dorsal vessel. At their opposite ends the 
danal and ventral - ,aels are probably connected with one snot her 
by means of a sp nchnic sinus surrounding the stomach. "Ilut 
original specimen ct C. dodecalo 0.1 contained exclusively female 
floods. in which • id a le pair of ovaries (Aga 2. 3, or.) lie in the meta. 
tomtit Cavitiek *ad open to the exterior dorsally by short. hit 

pigmantedoviduete (fig. a, aed.).xer D. sigrescess and ilk 11011110 .02111W 
species it mold may contain • of ovaries, a pair of tasteseor 
an ovary and • testis. althou the males, females and herma-
phrodites do not differ from one another in external characters. 
In C. sibegae (Celebes) the single colony lusosnt is of the male sm. 
The reproductive individuals have undergone an extraordinary 
simplifica

of
tion of the organs concerned with the collection and digt,- 

tioa food. Thus the 
arms are reduced to a single 
pair and possess no tenta-
cles. there is no definite 
operculum, and the alimen-
tary canal is vestigial. The 
testes, which correspond in re c 
position with the ovaries 
of a female Cephaiodiscas, 
constitute the greater part 
of the .  animal. Associated 	 9,  
with these males are neuter 	 ep 
zooids, which usually pow 	

PeeA seas no functional repro- 
ductive organs, but have in 
other respects the strut- 	 d6r 
tuft of an ordinary female 
Cepialadistirs. It appoint 
probable that there Is a 
vascular mansion be- 	 dam 
tween these and the male 
individuals, which thus de-
rive their nutriment from 
the neuters. The reproduce 
tire organs of JC688"Newa (AaarMastarma•) 
have but seldom been ob- 

iresS in 1=610401heielkstes ileffseishAltes 
sevved. ydadroombie  transverse to the 
those of 

y a frontal section). structure 	in ositon, 
except that in each sea the 6.0., Body cavity of metasome. 
gonad 	on the right c.f.i., CollarcanA, above which is 
side of the body oaly 	seen the wermlum. 

	

1906). 	d.he., Dorsal bloovessel. 
The eggs a CeNtoieitxus d.nuts.,Donal mesentery. 

possess 	of 	Proboscis. 
yolk,. and it is practically o. o.. Gill-slit. 
certain that them is no 7,a, intestine. 
Pelagic 

 
larval form. The Ins., Left collar-cavity. 

emtuyos are hatched in an No., mouth. 
early stage, but their meta- fo., ovary. 
morphosis has not been pki. Vacuolated tissue of Maryngal 
observed. The early dr 	wall, the to-called " Pleuro- 

yoi:treenkrd  thaspedeetaPle17: 	es.e., Richwchght collar"•°I.caMviasity.erinmn.  

menses. In the bud- 
development. the theersepoesited condition is extremely conspicu-
ous, and a striking feature is the great relative sus of the proboscis 

droved 
A considerablepart of the alimentary canal is said to be e   

front the ectoderm In the buds of both Cepholod tscsa and 

of tRaIdettuerr&the central pan of the alimentary canal is developed 
Schepotieff Own) states that in the young buds 

from cells which are apparently not of ectodennic 
The affinity of the Pterobranchia to the Enteropneusta may 

be regarded as definitely established. Considering the wide 
differences between the two groups in the size and external 
characters, and in the mode of life, including the mode of feeding, 
It Is indeed surprising that in every important organ the two 
groups should show a fundamental morphological identity. 
Their relations to "'hermit are doubtful (see 'Pnottotariga). 
The question of their affinity to other divisions of the animal 
kingdom depends principally on the views which are held with 
regard to the relationships of the Enteropneusta and Phoronidea 
respectively. The suggestion has been made by Altmann and 
recently upheld by Schepotieff that Rhablepkera is related to 
some of the Graptolites. 	 • • 

DIBLIOGRATIIY.—(1) MAMBO% "Die Pterobranchier," Wiss. 
Ergyebsc 	Sudpaar Exp. (Pray) vol. v.: (2) Fowler. " Rhib• 

a. Pest. Roy. Sar. (tgo3), Ili. 1 	Fesischt. Lowdown' 
(t ), p. 293:  art. " Hemichorda;" Esc,. Bri

32; 
 t. 

s 

	(rem). outopl vole- 
ais p. app;; ()cart. Jeans. Mu. 	(tpc1). :brat. 23; 	Harmer. 
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(egos). vol. xlvi. 715: " Cephalodiscw: Budding," Be., Theses. 
Roy. Soc. Fibs. (r9oo), vol. xxxix. 5073 (7) Ridewood, " Cephala 
discs " Mar. Invest. S_ Africa 09061, vol. iv. 173; Nahanni 
Ankrak Ext., Nat. Hut., ii. (19137); rt. lawn. Mic. Sci. (1907), 
vol. 211 (8) G. 0. Sara, -" a." Christiania Unix 
Progress. (1869), vol. i.; (9) Schepotieff, " Rkalkopleurs," Zeta. 
!orb. Abs. Amu. (1906), vol. Indb.. Olt (lectr)..vol - tv.. 193; 
" Cephalentiscsis" (1907), vol. =iv. 553 , Rkabdoplcura and Grapto• 

Neves Jahrb. f. Mineral (19o5), Bd. ii. p. 79. (S. F. H.) 

PTERODACTYLS3 (Gr. for wing-fingers), an extinct order 
of flying reptiles, variously known as Pterosauria (Gr. for 
wing-lizards) or Ornithossuria (Cr. for bird - lizards), whose 
remains occur in all Mesozoic formations from the Lower 
Lies to the Upper Cretaceous inclusive. Their bones are of very 
light, though strong construction, and hollow like those of flying 

PTIRON (Gr. teresdroi wingt, an architeetind term used by 
Pliny for the peristyle of the tomb of Mausohts, which ma 
raised on a lofty podium, and so differed from an ordinary 
peristyle raised only on a stylobate, as in Greek temples, or on 
low podium, as in Rooms temples. 

PTOLEMABUIL of Alexandria, surnamed amens, Gavle 
grammarian during the reigns of Trajan and Hadrian. According 
to Snide', he was the author of an historical drama named 
Sphinx, of an epic, Aistkonseros, in sh books (both lost) and a 
Strange History. The last is probably identical with the work 
of which an abridgment has been preserved in Pbotius (cod. top). 
It contains a medley of all eons of legends and fables belonging 
to both the mythological and historical periods. It is probable 
that (bents was also the author of a lost treatise on the life 

and works of Aristotle, ascribed to " Ptah:rue= " 
In an Arabic list of his works, taken from a 
Syriac version of the Greek original (A, Baum-
stark, Aristoielee loci dais Syron ata 
Jaktk., Leipzig, two). 

See editions of Photies's abridgment by J. Roulet 
(034); and in A. Westerman, ktyihogrepki reed 

sears Gescitickk 	Pkinnons Ckenntu 
0843); R. Hercher, Ober die Giaabiolittli hew 

146): J. E. Sandy., 11132. of Classical Sckolorkiep 
(and ed., Ina). 

Pl'OLEMIIII, a dynasty of Macedonian kings 
who ruled in Egypt from 323 to 30 LC. 

The founder, Proamey (Ilrolkepaior), son of 
Lagus, • Macedonian nobleman of Eordaes, was 
one of Alexander the Great's most trusted 

generals, and among the seven " body-guards " attached to his 
person. He plays a principal part in the later campaigns of 
Alexander in Afghanistan and India. At the Snsa marriage 
festival in 324 Alexander caused him to many the Persian 
princem Artacsma; but there is no further mention of 
this Asiatic bride in the history of Ptolemy. When Alexander 
died in 323 the resettlement of the empire at Babylon le said 
to have been made at Ptokroy's Instigation. At any rate 
was now appointed satrap of Egypt under the nominal kings 
Philip Arrhidaeus and the young Alexander. He at once took a 
high hand in the province by killing Clecunenes, the financial 
controller appointed by Alexander the Great; be also subju-
gated Cyremdca. He contrived to get possession of Alexander's 
body which was to be interred with great pomp by the imperial 
government and placed it temporarily in Memphis. This act led 
to an open rupture between Ptolemy and the Imperial regent 
Perdiccas. But Perdiccas perished in the attempt to invade 
Egypt (3 I 1). In the long wars between the different Macedonian 
chiefs which followed, Ptolemy's first object is to bold his posi-
tion in Egypt securely, and secondly to pOssess the Cyrenaka„ 
Cyprus and Palestine (Coe le-Syria). His first occupation of 
Palestine was in 318, and be established at the same time a 
protectorate over the petty kings of Cyprus. When Antigone', 
master of Asia in 315, showed dangerous ambitions, Ptolemy 
joined the coalition against him, and, on the outbreak of war. 
evacuated Palestine. In Cyprus he fought the partisans of 
Antigen= and reconquered the island (313). A revolt of Cyrene 
was crushed in the same year. In 311 Ptolemy, with Selman, 
the fugitive satrap of Babylonia, invaded Palestine and beat 
Demetrius, the son of Antigonus, In the great battle of Gaza. 
Again be occupied Palatine, and again a few months later. 
after Demetrius bad won a battle over his general and Antigonen 
entered Syria in force, be evacuated it. In 311 a peace was 
concluded between the combatants, won after which the 
surviving king Alexander was murdered in Macedonia, leaving 
the satrap of Egypt absolutely his own master. The peace del 
not last long. and in 309 Ptolemy commanded a fleet in mane 
which detached th2 coast towns of Lycia and Carla from Anti-
gones and crossed to Greece, when Ptolemy took possession 
of Corinth, Sicyon and Messrs (3o8). In 306 a great fleet soder 
Demetrius attacked Cyprus. and 1Ptole.ny's brother, Menelaus, 
was defeated ancLcaptswid in the decisive battle of Salamis 
The complete loss of Cyprus followed. Antennas and Doormat 

Rhansphorhynchus phytlurus: restoration by 0. C. Marsh, showing extent 
flying mernbranes.—Upper Jurassic (Lithographic stone); Bavaria. 

birds, with well-fitting articulations, quite different from. those 
of ordinary reptiles. The bead is large and remarkably bird-
like in shape, while it is fixed on the neck at the same angle 
as in birds. The brain is small, but resembles that of birds in 
its general conformation. The trunk is relatively small, with 
few slender ribs and a keeled breastbone (sternum). The fore-
limbs are always a pair of wings, the fifth digit or " little " finger 
being enormously elongated for the support of a smooth flying 
membrane (seen in specimens from the lithographic stone of 
Bavaria). The wings are thus constructed on the same plan as 
those of a bat, but instead of four fingers, only one is elongated 
to bear the membrane. The hind-limbs are comparatively 
feeble, and must have been of very little use for walking. 

The remains of pterodactyles are found chiefly in marine 
deposits, so that these reptiles must have frequented the coast-
lines. They probably fed partly on fish, partly on Insects; but 
no traces of food have hitherto been observed within the fossil 
skeletons. The oldest satisfactorily known member of the group 
is Dimorpkodon from the Lower Lies of Dorsetshire. The typical 
species has a skull about 20 centim. in length, with large teeth 
in front, smaller teeth behind: its tail is much elongated and 
slender. Equally fine skeletons of Cesspylogsteares have been 
found in the Upper Liss of Wdrttemberg. Other long-tailed 
pterodactyles occur well preserved in the Upper Jurassic 
(lithographic stone) of Bavaria and Wurttemberg, which is so 
fine-grained as to show impressions of the wing-membrane. 
In Rhomphorhynchtu there is also a rhomboidal expansion of 
membrane at the end of the tail. The short-tailed Pierodadyks 
itself, sometimes no larger than a sparrow, is also found in the 
same formation. It was originally described by Collini in eylia 
as an anknown sea-animal, and its true nature was first deter-
mined by Cuvier in 113o9, when he named it " Pterodactyle." 
The Pttrosaurians of the Cretaceous period, just before their 
extinction both in Europe and in North America, were of 
enormous size, and some became toothless. A pair of wings 
of the toothless Pieranodcos from the Chalk of Ranee, now In 
the British Museum, measures about five and a halt metres in 
span. Fragments of equally large ptcrodactyles with teeth are 
found in the English Chalk. 

See H. G. Seeley, The Onsitkosairia (Cambridge. 1870  and 
!Soaps' of the Air (London, 19ot ); S. W. Williston, paper in A011301 

Quorgerli. (xak)). vi. 33: G. F. Harm papers is Aemer. 
leers. Science (19o3-19ish), 4t h series, vols wt.. mil. 

(A. S. WO 
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now manned the title of binge; Ptolemy, al weUja Cassander, 
loysimatbees and Weems, answered this challenge by doing the 
same. In the winter (3o6-s) Antigonus tried to follow up the 
victory of Cyprus by invading Egypt, but here Ptolemy was 
strong, and held the frontier successfully against him. Ptolemy 
led no further expedition against Antigonus overseas. To the 
Rhodiams, besieged by Demetrius (305-4),  be sent such help 
as won him divine bosoms in Rhodes and the surname of See 
(" saviour "). When the coalition was renewed against Anti-
gams in 302, Ptolemy joined it, and invaded Palestine a third 
time, whilst Antigonus was engaged with Lyshnischus in Asia 
Minor. On a report that Antigonus had won a decisive victory, 
for a third time he evacuated the country. But when news 
came that Antigonus had been defeated and slain at Imes (301) 
by LysImachus and Seleuens, Ptolemy occupied Palatine for 
the fourth time. The other members of the coalition had 
assigned Palestine to Seleucus after what they regarded as 
Ptolemy's desertion, and for the next hundred years the question 
of its ownership becomes the standing ground of enmity between 
the Seleucid and Ptolemaic dynasties. Henceforth, Ptolemy 
seems to have mingled as little as possible In the broils of Asia 
Minor and Greece; his possessions in Greece he did not retain, 
but Cyprus he reconquered in 295-g. Cyrene, after a series of 
rebellions, was finally subjugated about Soo and placed under 
his stepson Magas (Beloch, Greek.Gack. p. :34 seq.). 
In as be abdicated in favour of one of his younger sons by 
Berenice (q.a.), who bore his father's name of Ptolemy; his 
eldest (legitimate) sou, Ptolemy Ceraunus, whose mother, 
Eurydice, the daughter of Antipater, hari been repudiated, 
fled to the court of Lysirnachus. Ptolemy I. Soter died in 283 
at the age of 84. Shrewd and cautious, be had a compact and 

s well-ordered realm to show at the end of fifty years of wars. 
His name for bookcase and liberality attached the floating 
Soldier-class of Micedoniam and Greeks W his service. Nor 
did he neglect conciliation of the natives. He was a ready patron 

g of letters, and the great library, which was Alexandria's glory, 
• owed to him Its inception. He wrote himself a history of 
1 , Alexander's campaigns, distinguished by its straightforward 
• honesty and sobriety. 

Protein 11. Pkaadeipktof (309-246), was of a delicate constitu- 
tion, no Macedonian warrior-chief of the old style. His brother 

0  Ptolemy Ceraunus found compensation by becoming king in 
Macedonia in 281, and perished in the Gallic invasion of ago-79 

,; (see Banixes). Ptolemy IL maintained a splendid court in 
• Alexandria. Not that Egypt held aloof from wan. Magas of 
▪ Cyrene opened war on his half-brother (x74), and Antiochus I., 
, the son of Seleucus, desiring Palestine, attacked soon after. 

Two or three years of war left Egypt the dominant naval power 
of the eastern Mediterranean; the Ptolemaic sphere of power 
extended over the Cyclades to Samothrace, and the harbours 

. and coast towns of Glide Trachea (" Rough Cilicia "), Pam- 
; phylia, Lyda and Carla were largely in Ptolemy's hands (Theoc. 

Idyll. xvii. 86 seq-). The victory won by Antigonus, king of 
Macedonia, over his fleet at Cos (between 258-56; see Beloch, 
111.1114, p. 428 seq.) did not long interrupt his command of the 
Aegean. In a second war with the Seleucid kingdom, under 
Antiochus U. (after 26o), Ptolemy sustained losses on the sea- .- 
beard of Asia Minor and agreed to a peace by which Antiochus 
married his daughter Berenice (non. Ptolemy's first wife, 
As:lea (1.), daughter of Lysimachus, was the mother of his 

"4  legitimate children. After her repudiation he married, probably 
for political reasons, his full-sister Animal (U.), the widow of 
Lyeimmitus, by an Egyptian custom abhorrent to Greek 

:; morality. The material and literary splendour of the Alexan-
drian comt was at its height leader Ptolemy U. Pampa and 
gay religions flourished. Ptolemy deified his parents as the 
8401 iit)4ol, and his sister-wife, after her death (27o), as Philo- 

' SOUL This surname was used In later generations to distin- 
--, imish Ptolemy U. himself, but poverty it belongs to Arsine. 

only, not te the king. Callimachws, Toads keeper of the library, 
td i  Theocrints, and a host of lesser poets, glorified she Ptolemaic 

fly Ptolemy himself was eager to intrust the library and 

to patronize scientific research. He had the strange beasts of far-
off lands sent to Alexandria. But, an enthusiast for Hellenic 
culture, he seems to have shown but little interest in the native 
religion. The tradition which connects the Septuagint trans-
lesion of the Old Testament into Greek with his name is 
not historical. Ptolemy had many brilliant mistresses, and 
his court, magnificent and dissolute, intellectual and artificial, 
has been justly compared with the Versailles of Louis XIV. 

PTOLEMY III. EUSTaCkS I. (reigned 246-220, son of Ptolemy 
II. and Arsinoe L At the beginning of his reign he reunited 
the Cyrenaka to Egypt by marrying Berenice the daughter and 
successor of Magas (who had died about 250). At the same time 
he was obliged to open war on the Seleucid kingdom, where 
Antiochus II. wag dead and his sister Berenice bad been mur-
dered, together with her infant son, by Antiochus's former wife, 
Laodice, who claimed the kingdom for her son Seleucus 
Ptolemy marched triumphantly into the heart of the Seleucid 
realm, as far at any rate as Babylonia, and received the formal 
submission of the provinces of Iran, while his fleets in the Aegean 
recovered what his father had lost upon the seaboard, and made 
fresh conquests as far as Thrace. This moment marks the 
zenith of the Ptolemaic power. After Ptolemy returned home, 
indeed, Seleucus regained. northern Syria and the eastern 
provinces, but the naval predominance of Egypt in the Aegean 

' remained, although there are traces of its being replaced locally, 
towards the end of Energetes' reign, by that of Macedonia—in 
Amorgos, Naxos, Syros, Nisyros, Cos and parts of Crete (see 
Beloch, III. Da P. 463). After his final peace with Seleucus, 
Ptolemy no longer engaged actively in war, although his forces 
might occasionally mingle in the broils of Asia Minor, and he 
supported the enemies of Macedonia in Greece. It seems 
probable that his internal policy differed from his father's in 
patronizing the native religion more liberally; he has left larger 
traces at any rate among the monuments that are known to-day. 

PTOLEMY IV. Philopator -(reigned. 221-204), son of the pre-
ceding, was a wretched debaucbeq under whom the decline of the 
Ptolemaic kingdom began. His reign was inaugurated by the 
murder of his mother, and he was always under the dominion of 
favourites, male and female, who Indulged his vices and con-
ducted thy government as they pleased. Self-interest led his 
ministers to make serious preparations to meet the attacks of 
Antiochus III. (the Great) on Palestine, and the great Egyptian 
victory of Raphla (2:7), at which Ptolemy himself was present, 
seared the province till the next reign. The arming of Egyp-
tians in this campaign had a disturbing effect upon the native 
population of Egypt, so that rebellions were continuous for the 
next thirty years. Philopator was devoted to orgiastic forms 
of religion and , literary dilettantism. He built • temple to 
Homer and composed a tragedy, to which his vile favourite 
Agathocks added a commentary. He married (about - 215) his 
sister Arsinof (III.), but continued to be ruled by his mistress 
Agathoclea, sister of Agathocks. 

Protean V. Eiripkaner reigned ro4-181), son of Philopator 
and Arsinoe, was not more than five years old when he came 
to the throne, and under a series of regents the kingdom was 
paralysed. Antiochus III. and Philip V. of Macedonia made a 
compact to divide the Ptolemaic possessions overseas. Philip 
seized several islands and places in Carla and Thrace, whilst the 
battle of Panium (198) definitely transferred Palestine from the 
Ptolemies to the Seleucids. Antiochus after this concluded 
peace, giving his own daughter Cleopatra to Epiphany to wife 
(193-192). Nevertheless, when war broke out between Antiochus 
and Rome Egypt ranged itself with the latter power. Epiphany 
in manhood was chiefly remarkable as a passionate sportsman; 
he excelled in athletic exercises and the chase. Greet cruelty 
and perfidy were displayed In the suppression of the native 
rebellion, and some accounts represent him as personally 
tyrannical. 

The elder of his two sons, PTOLEMY VI. Philander (t8t-ted, 
succeeded as an infant under the regency of his mother Cleo-
patra. Her death was followed by a rupture between dm 
Ptolemaic and Seleucid courts, on the old question of Palestine, 

2a6  
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Antiechus IV. Epiphanes Invaded Egypt .(t 7o) and captured 
Philometor. 

The Alexandrian then put his younger brother Proctor VII. 
Energees II. (afterwards nicknamed Physkos, on account of his 
bloated appearance) upon the throne. Antiochus professed 
to support Philometor, but, when he withdrew, the brothers 
▪ to,be joint-kings with their sister Cleopatra as queen and 
wife of Philometor. Antiochus again invaded Egypt (168), 
but was compelled by the Roman intervention to retire, The 
double kingship led to quarrels between the two brothers in 
which fresh appeals were continually made to Rome. In 163 
the Cyrenaica was assigned under Roman arbitration to Euer-
getes as a separate kingdom. As he coveted Cyprus as well, the 
feud still went on, Rome continuing to interfere diplomatically 
but not effectively. In 154 Euergetes invaded Cyprus but was 
defeated and captured by Philometor. He found his brother,  
however, willing to pardon and was allowed to return as king 
to Cyrene. In 752 Philometor joined the coalition against the 
Seleucid king Demetrius I. and was the main agent in his de-
struction. The protige of the coalition, Alexander Bales, married 
Philometor's daughter Cleopatra (Thee), and reigned in Syria 
in practical subservience to him. But in 147 Philometor broke 
with him and transferred his support, together whir the person 
of Cleopatra, to Demetrius II., the young son of Demetrius I. 
He himself at Antioch was entreated by the people to assume 
the Seleucid diadem, but he declined and installed Demetrius 
as king. In 45 in the battle on the Oenoparas near Antioch, 
in which Alexander Bales was finally defeated, Philometor 
received a mortal wound. Philometor was perhaps the best of 
the Ptolemies. Kindly and reasonable, his good nature seems 
sometimes to have verged on indolence, but he at any rate took 
personal part, and that bravely and successfully, in war. 

Philometor's infant son, Ptolemy Philopator Neos (?),, was 
proclaimed king in Alexandria under the regency of his mother 
Cleopatra. Euergetes however, swooping from Cyrene, seized the 
throne and married Cleopatra, making away with his nephew. 
He has left an odious picture of himself in the historians—a man 
untouched by benefits or natural affection, delighting in deeds 
of blood, his body as loathsome in its blown corpulence as his 
soul. Something must be allowed for the rhetorical habit of 
our authorities, but that Euergetes was ready enough to shed 
blood when policy required seems true. lie soon found a more 
agreeable wife than Cleopatra in her daughter Cleopatra, and 
thenceforth antagonism between the two queens, the " sister " 
and the " wife," was chronic. In 13o-t Cleopatra succeeded 
in driving Euergetes for a time to Cyprus, when he revenged 
himself by murdering the son whom she had borne him (sur-
named Manplaks). Massacres inflicted upon the Alexandrian 
and the expulsion of the representatives of Hellenic culture are 
laid to his charge. On the other hand, the monument and papyri 
show him a liberal patron of the native religion and a considerable 
administrator. In fact, while hated by the Greeks, he seems to 
have had the steady support of the native population. But 
there are also records which show him, not as an enemy, but a 
friend, like his ancestors, to Creek culture. He himself published 
the fruit of his studies and travels in a voluminous collection of 
notebooks, in which he showed a lively eye for the oddities of 
his fellow kings. The old Ptolemaic realm was never again a 
unity after the death of Euergetes II. By his will he left the 
Cyrenaic& ass  separate kingdom to his illegitimate son Ptolemy 
Apion (1:6-06), whilst Egypt and Cyprus were bequeathed to 
Cleopatra (Kokke) and whichever of his two sons by her, 
Prot raw VIII. Soler II. (nicknamed Lathyros) and Protract LX. 
Alexander I., she might choose as her assodate. The result was, 
of course, a long period of domestic strife. From 1t6 to ma 
Sour reigned with his mother, and at enmity with her, in Egypt, 
whilst her favourite son, Alexander, ruled Cyprus. Cleopatra 
compelled Soler to divorce his sister-wife Cleopatra and marry 
another sister, Seism Cleopatra plunged into the broils of 

Or, weeding to another view. Eispator. Os the obscure quer 
dons raised by them two ourasaies, see L Pared, &teethe ors 
raven Enpatere e Nee Fslopeans (Turin. sca).  

the Seteucid h"" Syria end perished. In tel Claopstea 
Kokke called Alexander to Egypt, and Sorer dying to Cyprus 
took his brother's place and held the island whist his mother's 
forces. The attempts which Sour and Cleopatra respectively 
made in 104-3 to obtain a predominance in Palestine came to 
nothing. Alexander now shook off his mother's yoke and 
married Soter's daughter Berenice. ' .Cleopatra Kokke died is 
tot and from then till 89 Alexander reigned slope in Egypt. 
In 89 he was expelled by a popular uprising and perished the 
following year is a sea-fight with the Alexandrian ships off 
Cyprus. Soter was recalled (88) and reigned over Egypt and 
Cyprus, now reunited, in association with his daughter Berenice. 
This, his second, reign, in Egypt (88-8o), was marked by • native 
rebellion which issued in thedestruction of Thebes. Oo his death 
Berenice assumed the government, but the son of Alexander I, 
Prom= X. Alexander II., entering Alexandria under Roman 
patronage, married, and within twenty days assassinated, his 
elderly cousin and stepmother. He was at once killed by the 
enraged people and with him the Ptolemaic family in the legiti-
mate male line became extinct. Ptolemy Apion meanwhile, 
dying in 96, had bequeathed the Cyrenaka to Rome. The 
Alexandrian people now chose an illegitimate son of Soter U. 
to be their king, Protein XL Philopator Philadelphia Pleas 
Dionysus, nicknamed Asides, the flute-player (8o-5:), setting 

'his brother as king in Cyprus. The rights of these Icings 
were doubtful, not only because of their illegitimate birth, but 
because it was claimed ip Rome that Alexander IL had be. 
queathed his kingdom to the Roman people. Two Seleucid 
princes, children of Soter's sister Selene, appeared in Rome in 
73 to urge their claim to the Ptolemaic throne. Ptolemy 
Auletes was thus obliged to spend his reign in buying the support 
of the men in power in Rome. Cyprus was annexed by Rome in 

its king committing suicide. From 58 to 55 Auletes was in 
exile, driven out by popular hatred, and worked by bribery and 
murder in Rome to get himself restored to Roman power. His 
daughter Berenice meanwhile reigned in Alexandria, • husband 
being found for her in the Poetic prince Archelaus. In SS 
Auletes was restored by the proconsul of Syria, Autos Gabiniu s.  
He killed Berenice and, dying in St, bequeathed the kingdom 
to his eldest son, aged ten years, who was to take as wile his 
sister Cleopatra, aged seventeen. In the reign of Ptouser XII. 
Philopator (St-47) and Cleopatra Philopator, Egyptian history 
coalesces with the general history of the Roman world, owing to 
the murder of Pompey off Pelusium in 48 and the Alexandrine 
War of Julius Caesar (48-47). In that war the young king 
perished and a still younger brother, Prot zur XIII. Philoponsr. 
was associated with Cleopatra till 44, when he died, probably 
by Cleopatra's contriving. From then till her death in 3o, bee 
son, born in 47, and asserted by Cleopatra to be the child of 
Julius Caesar, was associated officially with bet as Protein XIV. 
Pillow.. Philander Caesar; be was known popularly as 
Caesarion. (For the incidents of Cleopatra's reign see Clio-
PATIA, AILSINOI.) After her death in 3o and Caesarion's murder 
Egypt was made a Roman province. Cleopatra's daughter by 
Antony (Cleopatra Selene) was married in s5 to Juba U. of 
Mauretania. Their son Ptolemy, who succeeded his father 
(a.o. 23-4o), left no issue. ,  

See Malady. The Empirre  of the PiOkelli41 0895) and Viola 
the Palmate Dynasty (1890 t* ; Snack, Die Dynas. der 
09Z1:13oucht-Lectercq, lisstoire des 904. 1907); Meyer, 
Des Efrownen der Ptedesisder sad Resler (Leipng, !goo). 

. (E. R. B.) 
PTOLEMY (Ctatrotus PrOLENAE175), the celebrated mathema-

tician, astronomer and geographer, was a native of Egypt, but 
there is an uncertainty as to the place of his birth. Some 
ancient manuscripts of his works describe him as of Pdusierat, 
but Theodore' Meliteniota, a Gteek writer on astronomy al the 

The Ptolemies were not hi antiquI/soadlainguished by the 
nu ordinal mbers rand to their name 	modern whalers and =led arreediag to the mud eon 	by Room linos. 
es* does for our convenkeee. Is die one of the kW 

Plokussisi digeevot miens of notation pitman amordira m the 
problematic Eupator and Philopator New are reckoned in or not. 
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las century, says that he was torn at Ptokmais Bennie, a 

Grecian city of the Thebaid. It is certain that he observed at 
Alexandria during the reigned Hadrian and Antonioni Pins, and 
that he survived Antonioni. Olympiodorus, a philosopher of 
the Neoplatonie school who lived in the reign of the emperor 
Justine.' as, relates in his scholia on the Node of Plato that 
Ptolemy devoted his life to astronomy and lived for forty years 
in the so-called Hem" re a liameallm, probably deviated terraces 
of the temple of Seraph at Canopus nese Alexandria, where they 
raised pillars with the results el his astromirsical discoveries 
engraved upon them. This statement h probably correct; we 
have indeed the direct evidence oil Ptolemy himself that he elude 
astronomical observations during a loos series of years; he Bret 
recorded observation was made in the eleventh year of Had-
rian, 137 IL.D.; and his last in the fourteenth year of Antonini's, 
T St A.11., Ptolemy, moreover, says, " We make our observations 
in the parallel of Alexandria" St Isidore of Seville asserts that 
he was of the royal race of the Ptolemies, and even calls him king 
of Alexandria; this assertion has been followed by others, but 
there is no ground for their opinion. Indeed Fabricius shows 
by nunserous instances that the name Ptolemy was common in 
Egypt. Weidler, from Whom this is taken, also tells us that 
according to Arabian tradition Ptolemy lived to the age of 
seventy-eight years; from the same source some description 
of his personal appearance has been handed down, which is 
generally considered as not trustworthy, but which may be seen 
in WeidIer, Historia astrorsossiae, p. i77, or in the preface to 
kiehne's edition of the dinged, p. et. 

Malkensalia. 
Ptoleniy's work as • geographer is discussed below, end an 

account of the discoveries in astronomy of Rippe:dm and 
Ptolemy is given in the snide Asntorrouv: Histere. Their 
contributions to pure mathematics, however, require to 
be noticed here. Of these the chief is the foundation of 
trigonometry, pine and spherical, including the formation 
of a table of chords, which served the same purpose as our table 
of sines. This branch of mathematics was created by Hippar-
dots for the use of Latr000tners, and its exposition was given by 
Ptolemy In a form In perfect that for TOW years it was not 
surpassed. In this respect it may be compared with the doctrine 
as to the motion of the heavenly bodies so well known as the 
Ptolemaic system, which was paramount for about the same 
period of time. There is, however, this difference, that, whereas 
the Ptolemaic system was then overthrown, the theorems of 
Hipparchus and Ptolemy, on the other hand, will be, as Delambre 
says, for ever the basis of trlg000metty. The astronomical 
and trigonometrical systems are contained In the great work 
of Ptolemy. 11 afaihternual oforratn, or, as Fabrieius after 
Syncsllus writes it, Mevvike otwrafts ern derrocouninti and in 
like manner Suides says eirroe glroX1 lypeale rd. okra, lirrpo-
edam frog daratta, The Syntaris of Ptolemy was called '0 
Arm devotion to distinguish It from another collection called 
'0 wade dereeedon, also highly esteemed by the Alexandrian 
school, which contained some works of Autolycus, 
Aristarchus, Theodosius of Tripolis, Hypsicles and Madam. 
To designate the great work of Ptolemy the Arabs used the 
superlative ariLarq. from which, the article at being prefixed, 
the hybrid name Alinapst, by which It is now universally known, 
It derived. 

We proceed now to consider the trigonmaxtikat work of Hippar. 
tkus and Ptolemy. In the ninth chapter of the first book of the 
Atootta Ptolemy shows how to form a table of chords. He sap-
pas the circamfertnce divided into 36o equal pens InrivereL and 
lien biwcts each of these parts. Further, be divides the diameter 
into 120 equal parts, and then for the subdivisions of these be 
employs the sexagtennal method as most convenient in practice. i.e. 
he divides each of the sixty parts of the radius into sixty equal pans, 
sod etch of these parts he comber subdivides into sixty equal parts. 
Is the Latin tramlation these subdivisions become " pules mtrareae 
prime " and " pines coinntae secundae," whence our " minutes "  

and ° secnne, " have arisen. It roust not be supposed, howeass, 
that these sa,agesirrial divisions are due to Ptolemy; they must ham 
been familisu to his gwedecessors, and were handed down from the 
Cbaldamma. Nor did the formation of the table of chords originate 
with Peolene. ; indeed, Theon of Alexandria, the father of Hypatia, 
who lived is the reign of Theodosius, in his commentary all the 
Atoriaeut say, expressly that Hipparchus had already given the don. 
trine of chern I. inscribed in a circle in twelve books, and that Mene-
laus had dos .• the same in six books, hut, he continues, every one 
must be astonished at the ease with which Ptolemy. by means of • 
few simple th orems, has found their values; hence it is inferred that 
the method crl calculation in the Abeagett is Ptolemy's own., 

As stettin:-point the values of certain chords in terms of the 
diameter well,- already known, or could be easily found by means of 
the Eiereetsts ..f Euclid. Thus the side of the hexagon, or the chord 
of 60' is q:.11 to the radius, and therefore contains sixty parts 
The aide of the decagon, or the chord of 31,°, is the greater segment 
of the radius cut in extreme and mean ratio, and therefore contains 
aPproximatel 37° 4' 55' parts, of which the diameter contains too 
parts. Furtl-r, the square on the side of the regular pentagon is 
equal to the • u m of the squares on the sides of the regular hexagoe 
and •  Of the s gular decagon, all being inscribed in the same circle 
(Bud. XIII. to); the chord of 7s°  can therefore be calculated, and 
contains app,,ximately 0. 32' 3'. In like manner, the square ore 
the chord of which is the side of the inscribed square, III twice 
the square o ∎ ■ the radius: and the square on the chord of 130 •, or 
the side of tie equilateral triangle, is three times the square on the 
radius; theme hords can thus be caleill 	rppr.iiimately. Farther, 
from the vaP: ■ es of all these chord — 	 1,ite at one the 
chords of the arcs which are their supidimient, 

This being laid down, we now proceed to give Ptolemy's expositios 
of the mode of obtaining his table of chords, which ts a pace of 
geometry of great elegance, and its Indeed, as De Morgan says, " one 
of the most beautiful in the Greek writers." 

He takes as basis and arts forth as a lemma the well-known 
theorem, which is called after him, concerning a quadrilateral 
inscribed in a circle: The rectangle under the diagonals is equal to 
the sum of the rectangles under the opposite sides. By means of 
this theorem the chord of the sum or the difference of two arcs whose 
chords are given can be easily found, for we have only to draw a 
diameter from the common vertex of the two arm the chord of 
whose sum or difference is required, and complete the quadrilateral •, 
in one case a diagonal, in the other one of the sides is a diameter of 
the circle. The relations thus obtained are equivalent to the funda-
mental formulae Of our trigonometry- . 	 (A -170..5in A cos B+cos A sin B. 

sin (A — B) —sin A cos B —cos A ohs B, 
arlh ■ ch can dirt 	' 	• ' , Usitied in this simple way. 

Ptolemy than 	 metrical canal:ruction for finding disi 
chord of half an arc fro 	2 chord of the arc itself. By means of 
the foregoing theorems, s, 	we know the chords of ya• and of Co' 
we can find the chord ,a 	a we can then fundnd the chords of ,  
3', s l° and three-fourth 	s •  and last=e chords and .?•', dc.—all those a;. . as y which being 
doubled are divisible by 3. Performing the calculation !, he ands  
that the chord of i° contains apswownetelgy 1 0  341, A.,5 . and the 
cluird of three-fourths of 1' CalltAlas_ 0' A t hle  Chords 
of L , 7c s  increasing by I I° can thus be formed; but this is not sufficient 
fa. Ptolemy's purpose, which was to frame • table of chords karma-
* by half a degree. Tic meld be effected if he knew the chord 
of ::nr-half of I*: but, sing 	'bawd cannot be found geometrically 
horn the chord of t i°. in" 	ale as that mould come to the trisection 
of an angle, he proceed, • leek in the first place the chiard of 0, 
which he finds approxim 	by .means of a lemma of great eleazonz. 
due probably to Apollom 	It se as follows: If two unequal c 
be inscribed in a circle. t 	neater will be to the less in a less ratio 
than the arc described 0, 	a .greater will be to the arc described 
on the kw. 11..,,ag proved this theorem, be proceeds to employ it 
in order to find approsamately the chord of tn. which be does in the 
following manner— 

chord isce  6o - <•'J. < 4 	chord In < 4 chord 45'; 

	

chord as' 4s• 	3, 	 3 

chord qo' 
chord 	 3 

	

60, < 60, 	< 	 2  chord 1' > chord 90'. 

For brevity we we a modern notation. It has been Mown that the 
chord of 45' s0° 47' 11' q-p., and the chord of 90' is f .34' 15' q.p.; 
lance it foBows that approximately 

diced t• < 	Sot' so" and > sea' so'. 
Since slime values agree as far as the secoodr, Ptolemy takes to 2' so' 
as the approximate value of the chord of f '. The chord of t •  brtz 
thus known, be finds the chord of one-half of • degree, the app  
mate value ef which is cie 31' as',  and  he  is at once in a position to 
complete his table of chords for arcs increasing by half a degree. 
Ptolemy than :gives his table of chords, which is arranged le three 
columas; in the fiat he has entered the ares, increasing by half. 
degrees, from o' to ;So •; in the second he gives the rerun of the 

'Weklier and Hahne give the ninth year; in the account of the 
dm of the moon in that year Ptotem . however, does not say, as 
N oder eimBar cases, A/ bad observed, but it had bent observed 
i4Lowellot iv. 9). 
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chords of these arm in pans .of which the diameter contains no, 
the subdivisions being se mal; and in the third he hes inserted 
the thirtieth parts of the difference of these chords for each half-
degree, in order that the chords d the intermediate arcs, which 
do not occur in the table, may be calculated, it being assumed that 
the increment of the chords of arcs within the table for each interval 
of 3o' is proportional to the increment of the arc.* 

ry, we have seen, was created by Hipparchus for the 
use 'Cr eirreeotomers. Now, since spherical trigonometry Is dironly 
applicable to astronomy, it is not surprising that its development 
was prior to that of plane trigonometry. It is the subject-matter 
of the eleventh chapter of the Ahearn. whilst the solution of plane 
triangles is not treated separately in that work. 
.To resolve a plane triangle the Greeka supposed it to be inscribed 

id a cirde; they must therefore have known the theorem—which 
is the basis of this branch of trigonometry: The sides of • triangle 
are proportional to the chords d the double arts which measure 
the angles opposite to those sides. In the case of a right-angled 
triangle this theorem, together with Cue!. I. 32 and 47, gives the 
complete solution. Other triangles were resolved into right-angled 
triangles by drawing the perpendicular from a vertex on the opposite 
side. In one place (Ales. vi. ch. 7; f. 4r2„ ed. Halms) Ptolemy 
solves a triangle in which the three sides are given by finding the 
segments of a side made by the perpendicular on it from the opposite 
vertex. It should be noticed also that the eleventh chapter of the 
first book of the Almard contains incidentally some theorems and 
problems in plane trigonometry. The problems which are met with 
correspond to the following: Divide a given are into two parts so 
that the chords of the doubles of those arcs shall have a given ratio; 
the same problem for external section. lastly, it may be mentioned 
that Ptolemy (Alm. vi. ch. 7; I. 425, ed. Halms) takes 3  8' 30', 

g 
3600 i.e. +(x  3 	3 1416, as the value of the ratio of the circum- i -1—.---et 

ference to the diameter of a circle, and adds that, as had been 
shown by Archimedes, it lies between 31 and 3}f. 

The foundation of spherical trigonometry is laid in chapter xi. 
on a few simple and useful lemmas. The starting-point is the well-
known theorem of plane geometry concerning the segments of the 
sides of a triangle made by a transversal: The segments of any 
side are in a ratio compounded of the ratios of the segments of the 
other two sides. This theorem, as well as that concerning the 
inscribed quadrilateral, was called after Ptolemy—naturally indeed. 
since no reference to its source occurs in the Almagest This error 
was corrected by Mersenne, who showed that it was known to 
Menelaus, an astronomer and geometer who lived in the reign of 
the emperor Trojan. The theorem now bears the name of Menelaus, 
though most probably it came down from Hipparchus; Cheeks, 
indeed. thinks that Hipparchus deduced the property of the spherical 
triangle from that of the plane triangle, but throws the origin of the 
latter farther back and attributes it to Euclid, suggesting that it was 
given in his Pernms.s Carnet made this theorem the basis of his 
theory of transversals in his essay on that subject. It should be 
noticed that the theorem is not given in the A:imaged in the general 
manner stated above; Ptolemy considers two cases only of the dine 
rem, and Theon, in his commentary on the Aimagest, has added 
two more cases. The proofs, however, Ere general. Ptolemy then 
lays down two lemmas: If the chord of an arc of a circle be cut in 
any ratio and a diameter be drawn through the point of section, the 
diameter will cut the arc into two parts the chords of wham doubles 
are in the same ratio as the segments of the chord; and a similar 
theorem in the case when the chord is cut externally in any satin. 
By means of these two lemmas Ptolemy deduces in an inpnious 
manner—easy to follow, but difficult to discover--from the theorem 
of Menelaus for a plane triangle the corresponding theorem for a 
spherical triangle: If the sides of a spherical triangle be cut by an 
arc of a great circle, the chords of the doubles of the segments of any 
one side will be to each other in a ratio compounded of the ratios 
of the chords of the doubles of the segments of the other two sides. 
Here, too, the theorem is not stated generally; two cases only ate
considered, corresponding to the two cases given in piano. 
has added two cases. The proofs are general. By means of this 
theorem four of Napier's formulae for the solution of right-angled 
spherical triangles can be easily established. Ptolemy does not give 
them, but in each case when required applies the theorem of Mene-
laus for spherics directly. This greatly increases the length of his 
demonstrations. which the modern reader finds still more cumbrous. 
inasmuch as in each case it was necessary to express the relation in 
terms of chords—the equivakated sines--only, cosines and tangents 
being of later invention. 

Such, then, was the trigonometry of the Creeks. Mathe-
matics, indeed, has ever been, as it were, the handmaid of 
astronomy, and many important methods of the former arose 

Meer has examined the degree of accuracy of the numbers in 
these tables and finds that they are correct to five places of decimals. 

*On the theorem of Menelaus and the rule of six quantities, 
see Chaska, Apiece hisiorigne sae rerigine a dbeieltanand des 
nalkodes en glemern. note vt. p.  

from the needs of the latter. Moreover, by the &Modifies al 
trigonometry, astronomy attained its final general ossitinsim 
in which calculations took the place of diagrams, as these later 
had been at an earlier period substituted for esseinnied 
apparatus in solving the ordinary modems, Further, we fad 
in the application of trigonometry to astemaxay }request a. 
ample. and even a systematic use of the method of appeasing. 
tons—the bens, in fact, of all application of mathematics m 
practical questions. There was a dbduclination es the part el 
the Greek geometer to be Waded with a mere approximation, 
were it ever so close; and the unscientific agrimesser shirked 
the labour involved in acquiring the knowledge whidt nti 
indispensable for learning trig000metrieal enkrolations. 7'Ma 
the development of the calculus of approxhuatioos fell to the 
lot of the astronomer, who was both scientific and practical , 

 We now proceed to notice briefly the contents of the Almost 
It is divided into thirteen boob. The firm book, which may br 
regarded.  as introductory to the whole work, opens with a chat
preface, in which Ptolemy, after some observations on the &tier- 
tion between theory and practice, gives Aristotle's division sir tlr 
sciences and remarks os the certainty of nuitheenatimd bonowledet 
" inasmuch as the demonstrations in itpremed by the income 
vertible ways a arithmetic and .^ He conclude. kis preface 
with the statement that he will make use of the discoveries of to 

Cryect eanisCrgient 	that he will treat with more care an 
, and relate briefly all that has been sufficiently 

ment
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as not been well understood or fully named. 

Ptolemy unfortunately does not always bear this in mind, std it 
is sometimes difficult to d istinguish what is due to him from that 
which he has borrowed from his predecessor& 

Ptolemy then, in the firetchapter presuppodagonme prelheinas 
notions on the part of the reader

' 
 announces that be will treat is 

order—what is the relation of the earth to the havens, what is the 
position of the oblique circle (the ecliptic), smd the situation of tee 
Inhabited parts of the earth; that he will point out the differences 
of climates; that he will then pass on to the consideration of the 
motion of the sun and moon, without which one cannot have 
just theory of the st, t; lastly, that he will consider the gene el 
the fixed stars and t' the theory of the Avestarscalled "Orme 
All these things—o.r. he phenomena of the heavenly bodice—is 
says he will endeavour to explain in taking far principle that whirl 
is evident, real and certain, in resting everywhere on the sued 
013 tion ,  and applying geometriot methods. He then eaters 
on a summary exposition of the general principles oa which his 
Swamis is based, and adduces arguments to show that the bones 
is of a spherical form and that it moves after the manner a a same. 
that the earth also is of a form which is sensibly spherical, that de 
earth Is in the centre of the heavens, that it is but a rein is now 
parkas with the distances of the stank and that it has set asy 
motion of translation. Withrespect to the tevolutioo el the earn 
round its axis, which says woe have held. Ptolemy, gbh 
admitting that this supposition renders the explanation of the 
phenomena of the heavens much more simple. yet regards it is 
altogether ridiculous. Lastly, be lays down that these am tee 
principal and different modems in the heavens--ose by which aff 
the stars are carried from cam to west uniformly about the palm ef 
the equator; the other, which is peculiar to some of the sten, is 
a contrary direction to the former motion and takes place nand 
different poles. This ?reUnditent notional which are all older dm 
Ptolemy, form the subjects of the mcoad and following chalasen 
Ha next proceeds to the construction of his table of chords, d 
which we have given an account. and which is indispensable Is 
practical astronomy. The employment of this table 
the evaluation of the obliquity of the ecliptic. the knee 
which is indeed the foundation of all 'aeronomical science. Pt 
in the next chapter indicate* two means of determining this 
by observation, describes the instruments he employed for that 
purse, and finds the sane value which had already been louse 
by Erataathenes sad used by Hippastlius. This " bellowed lee 
spherical geonactr&tarceitriganometry.  enough for the determiseties 
of the the sun's right ascension, declination ato1 
longitude. and or tbe formation of a table d declinations to each 
degree of longitude. .pelambre says he blind both this and die talk 
of chords very exact. • 

In book IL, after some resesubs on the situation of the habits* 
parts of the earth, Ptolemy proceeds to make deductions from the 
principles established in dae precediag book, which he don l'r 
woes of the theorem of Menelaus. The len gth of the bort 
day being ssven, he shows how to determine the arcs of the bream 
intercepted between the equator and the ecliptic —the areritair 
of the eastern point of the ecliptic at the solstioe —for &Woo 

a Comte, Systeme de politica positive. iii. 314- 

' Cantor. Vanuatu tar Cumaidde der Maidemali), p. 336. 
De Morgan, in SatitlerDidieinery of Grail and Run= Inerglil 

▪ " Ptidenuam. Claudius.** 
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degree. of obliquity of the sphere; hence he find. the height of the 
pole and reciprocally. From the same data he shots. how to find 
at what place. and times the sun becomes ventral and how to 
calculate the ratios of gnomons to their equinoctial and solstitial 
shadllant fa mon and conversely, pointing out. hqueser. that the 
latter ametheal is wetting in precioon. All thew Mattel.) he con. 
ride fully and looks out In detail for the parallel of Rhodes. 
Ileum gives us three reasons for the *election of that parallel by 
Ptolemy: the fine is that the height of the pole •t Rhodes is 36', 
a whole number, whereas at Alexandria he beloved it to be to' 58% 
the second is that Hippan-hus had made at Rhodes many obit-rya. 
(ions; the third is that the climate of Rhodes hold* the mean place 
of the woven climates subriequently described. ])clamber suspect. 
a fourth reason. which he thinks is the true one, that Ptolemy had 
taken his e.mtik• from the works of Hipparehus, who observed at 
Rhodes and had male these calculations for the place where he lived. 
In chapter vi. Ptolemy gins an exposition of the most important 
properties of each parallel. commencing with the equator, which he 
considers a. the southern limit of the habitable quancrof the nut h. 
For each parallel or climate, which is determined by the length of the 
Wettest day, he gives the latitude, a principal place on the parallel. 
and the lengths 01 the shadows of the gnomon at the solstices and 
equinox. In the next chapter he enters into particulars and inquires 
what are the art's of the equator which cross the horiron at the same 
time as given arts of the ecliptic, or, which comes to the same thing, 
the time which a given are of the ecliptic takes to cross the horizon 
of a given place. lie arrives at a formula for calculating aseentional 
difference* and gives tables of forenoons arranged by to longitude 
It' the different climates from the equator to that where the longest 
day is seventeen hours. lie then shoat the use of these tables in 
the investigation of the ktieth of the day for a given climate, of the 
manner of reducing temporal' to equinoctial hours and vice versa, 
and of the none rural point and the point of orientatiim of the 
ecliptic. In the following chapters of this Look he determines the 
angles forme,) by the intersections of the ecliptic—first with the 
meridian, then with the honron. and lastly with the vertical neck-- 
and concludes by giving tables of the angles and arcs-formed by the 
interentinn of these circles. for the *even climates, from the parallel 
of Merce (thirteen hound to that of the mouth of the Rory theses 
(semen houn). These tables, he adds, should be completed by the 
iodation of the chief towns to all countries according to their 
latitudes and longitudes; this he promise. to do in a separate treatite 
and has is fart done in hi. Geography. 

Book M. treats of the motion of the SUM and of the length of the 
year. In order to understand the difficulties of that question 
Ptok-my says one shook! nail the books of the ancients, and especi• 
ally thane of flipper-shoe, whom he praise* "as a lover of labour 
noel a lover of truth " f•ekei Ils \emirs ,  ts lonl ma IlmlOnaihi). He 
begins by telling us how Ilippan:hus was led to discover the perces. 
soon of the esitsinnses; he relates the observation by which Minato.• 
chits verified the eccentricity of the solar orbit imperfectly known to 
his Chaklacatt predecessors, and gives the hypothesis of the eccentric 
by • Inch he e.pliined the inequality of the sun's motion. Ptolemy 
enndudes this book by giving a clear exposition of the circumstanem 
on which the equation of time depends. Ptolemy, moreover, 'polies 
Agollonius's lo tarthesis of the epicycle to explain the inequality of 

aunt 111010.41. and shown that it leads to the same results as the 
do of the ernentric. lie torefer the latter by thesis OA 

1111100. requiring only one and not tan motions, • as equally 
Ik Welts, up the difficulties. In the second chapter there are some 

1tremarks to which attention should be directed. We find 

t respect.* This fine prince . which is of universal 

ipie laid down that for the explanation of phenomena one 
adopt the simplest hspothmis that it is possible to establish. 

n 
that it is not contradicted trythe observations in any 

do May. MT think—regard g paid to Its place in the 
.a—tx justly attributed to !flowchart. It Is the first law 

of the " philiiowphia prima " of Comte , We And In the mime rage 
asother principle or rather practical injunction, that in investiga-
tions founded ea obeervations where great delicacy is required we 
should Wert thusn made at conntesable intervals of time in order 
that the errors arising from the imperfection which is inherent in 
an olMervations, even In thin* made with the greatest care, may be 
liawatil by being distributed over a large number of years. In the 
same chapter we And also the principle laid down that the object of 
mathematicians ought to be to represent all the ockstial phenomena 
I,y uniform and arcular motions. This principle In stated by 
Ptolemy In the manner which Is unfortunately too common with 
hittt—that if to nay, he don not give the lean indication whence he 
derived Is We know. however, from Simplicioe on the authority 
of Sash:ems,. that Plato is raid to have proposes! the following 

1  [inIttret, temporal or variable. Thew hours varied in length 
with the seasons; they were used In ancient dins. and arose/rum the 
'Lennon of the natural day (irons sunrise to sunset) Into tecise parts 

'Alm rd. !Uinta. I. 150. 

I RI; .7.. ..!:,FZI:.4f."'Tt"111 i- 11 
iv. 

 'rt.  i V tas shown. was not the astro- 
nomer of that name who vr.“ a contemporary of Julia. C41-12f. but • 
Penpatetw philosopher who lived at the cad of the sad century. 

problem to astronomers: " What regular and determined motion 
tieing assumed would fully account for the phenomena ol the motions 
of the planetary bodies 1" We know. too, from the same source 
that budemus says in the second book of his History of Astropunwy 
that " Ludoxus of Cnidus was the first of the Greeks to take in hand 
hypothesis of this kind." • that he was in fact the brat Greek astro-
nomer who proposed a geometrical hypothesis he explaining the 
periodic motions of the planets—the imams system of concentric 
spheres. It thus appears that the principle laid down here by 
Ptokmy ran be traced to Emission and Plato; and it is probable that 
they derived it from the sone source. namely, Archytas and the 
Pythagorean.. ‘te have indeed the direct testimony of 
of Rhodes that the Pythagoreans endeavoured to explain the 
phenomena of the heavens by uniform and circular motions? 

Book. iv., v. are devoted to the motions ol the main, which arc 
very complicated; the moon in fact. though the nearest to us of all 
the heavenly bodies, has always been the one •hir h has given 
the greatest trouble to astronomers? Book iv., in which Ptolemy 
follows Hipparchus, treats ol the first and prow:psi inequality of 
the moon, which quite correspond. to the inoluality af t  the sun 
treated of in the thin] book. As to the observations which should 
he employed for the investigation ol the motion of the moon, 
Ptolemy tells us that lunar eclipses should le preferred, inasmuch as 
they give the moon's place without any error on the in-deo( parallax. 
The first thing to be determines] is the time of the moon's revolution; 
Ilipparchus, by comparing the obeereations of the Chalrlowins with 
his own, 'discovered that the %honest period in which the lunar 
eclipses return in the 101710 order was titi,cri7 days and I hour. 
this period he finds 4267 lunation:, 457n nmtitutions of anomaly 
and 4612 tropical ievoluttons of the moon lees 71•.) p.; this quantity 
( 7 11 is also wanting to complete the 343 revolutions which the sun 
makes in the seine time with respect to the fixed stars. lie con-
cluded from this that the lunar month contains so days and 

Tt So' 5.• ao• of a day, very nearly, or to days 12 houn 44' 3' 20". 
hese results are of the highest importance. In melee to explain On 

inequality, or the equation of the centre, Ptolemy makes use of the 
hypothesis of an epicycle, which he prefers to that of the eccentric. 
The fifth book commences with the description of the astrolabe of 
Flipparehus, which Ptolemy made use of in following up the observe-
tens of that astronomer, and by means of which he made his moo 
important discovery, that of the second inequality in the moon's 
motion, now known by the name of the " evection." In order to 
esplain this inequality he supposed the moon to move on an epicycle, 
which wan earned by an eccentric whose centre turned about the 
earth in a direction contrary to that of the motion of the epicycle. 

is the first instance In which we find the two hypotheses 
of eccentric and epicycle combiAml. The filth book treats also 
of the parallaxes of the sun and moon, and Fives • description of 
an instrument—called later by Theon the ' parallactic rode "— 
deviant by Ptolemy for observing meridian altitudes with greater 

subject subject of parallaxes is continued in the sixth book of the 
Minorco. and the method of cal. uLiting echoers is there given. 
The author says nothing in it which was not known Leiter his 
time. 

Books vii., viii. treat of the fixed Oars. Ptolemy verified the 
fixity of their Mann positions and confirmed the obwrvations dA 
Ilipiarchus with regard to their motion in longitude, or the pier-s. 
pion of the equinoxes. The seventh book ioncimin with the cata-
logue of the *tars of the northern hemisphere. in which are entered 
their longitudes. latitude. and magnitteln, arranged anneding to 
their constellations; and the eighth look commence. • Oh a similar 
catalogue of the stars in the combo-14.h... of the southern Iron-
sphere. This catalogue has tin-n the subject ol keen controveny 
amongst modern astronomers. Some. as Flarnstred and !abrad e. 
maintain that it was the same catalogue which I I ipparchus had drawn 
up MI5 years before Ptolemy, whereas others. of whom Laplace is one, 
think that it is the work of Ptolemy himself. The probability 
is that in the main the catalogue is really that of Hipparehus altered 
to suit Ptolemy's own time, but that in making the changer • hi,. h 
were net-emery • among prentssion was rammed. rinks Delambre's 
opinion; he says. " %Isomer may have been the true author. the 
catalogue Is unique. and does net suit the age when Ptolemy lived: 
by subtracting a id from all the longitudes it would suit the ate M 
IiinParchos: this is all that Is certain."' It has hero remarked 
that Ptolemyliving at Alexandria, at which city the altitude of 
the pole ls Si'  less than at Rhode., where nippers-hos observed. 
could have men stars which are not visible at Rhodes; none of 
these stare. however, are In Ptolemy's catalogue. The eighth book 
contains, moreover, • descriptioa of the milky way and the manner 

*Brandi.. &Ad. se Arrant. Muhl era. erg berrawaa Ifkrtin. 
15314. p. 4c#8, 

• rj....tt,t4 Oft ra ♦Mrtfereg. e. L in Halma'sedltior of the worked 
Ptolemy, vol 	(" Introduction sue phenomena alkstes. tradrita 
du gem de I:Anions." p, 	Paris, lif119. 

'This ha. been natters' by Pliny. who say.. " Multiformi hare 
(tuna) amliage (unit ingenia coniemplantIUM. et  pros-mum times:, 
outdate ditto bullgnatitium " (N H 

• Delamtare, ll..Oe M fostrowormie oricierrwe, 4 an.. 
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of constructing a celesual.  globe; it also treats of the configuration 
of the stars, first with regard to the sun, moon and planets. and then 
with regard to the horizon, and likewise of the different aspects of 
the stars and of their rising, culmination and setting simultaneously 
with the sun. 

The remainder of the work js devoted to the planets. The ninth 
book commences with what concerns them all in general. The 
planets are much nearer to the earth than the fixed stars and more 
distant than the moon. Saturn is the most distant of all, then 
Jupiter and then Mars. These three planets are at a greater distance 
from the earth than the sun? So far all astronomers are agreed. 
This is not the case, he says, with respect to the two remaining 
planets, Mercury and Venus, which the old astronomers placed 
between the sun and earth, whereas more recent writers' have, 

 placed them beyond the sun, because they were never seen on the 
sun.' He shows that this reasoning is not sound. for they might 
be nearer to us than the sun and not in the same plane, and conse- 
quently never seen on the sun. He decides in favour of the former 
opinion, which was indeed that of most mathematicians. The 
ground of the arrangement of the planets in order of distance was 
the relative length of their periodic times; the greater the circle, 
the greater, it was thought, would be the time required for its 
description. Hence we we the origin of the difficulty and the 
difference of opinion as to the arrangement of the sun, Mercury and 
Venus, since the times in which, as seen from the earth. they appear 
to complete the circuit of the zodiac are nearly the same—a year.' 
Delambre thinks it strange that Ptolemy did not see that these 
contrary opinions could be reconciled by supposing that the two 
planets moved in epicycles about the sun; this would be stranger 
still, he adds, if it is true that this idea, which is older than Ptolemy, 
since it is referred to by Cicero,' had been that of the Egyptians. , 

 It may be added. as strangest of all, that this doctrine was held by 
Theon of Smyrna? who was a contemporary of Ptolemy or somewhat 
senior to him. From this system to that of Tycho Braise there is, as 
Delambre observes, only a single step. 

We have seen that the problem which presented itself to the 
astronomers of the Alexandrian epoch was the following: it was 
required to find such • system of equable circular motions as would 
represent the inequalities in the apparent motions of the sun, the 
moon and the planets. Ptolemy now takes up this question for 
the planets; he says that " this perfection is of the essence of celestial 
things, which admit of neither disorder nor inequality," that this 
planetary theory is one of extreme difficulty, and that no one had 
yet completely succeeded in it. He adds that it was owing to these 
difficulties that Hipparchus—who loved truth above all things, and 
who, moreover, had not received from his predecessors observations 
either so numerous or so precise as those that he has left—had 
succeeded, as far as possible, in representing the motions of the sun 
and moon by circles, but had not even commenced the theory of the 
five planets. He was content, Ptolemy continues, to arrange the 
observations which had been made on them in a methodic order and 
to show thence that the phenomena did not agree with the hypotheses 
of mathematiciansat that time. He showed that in fact each planet 
bad two inequalities, which arc different for each, that the retro-
gradations are also different, whilst other astronomers admitted only 
single inequality and the same retrogradation; he showed further 
that their motions cannot be explained by eccentrics nor by epi-
cycles carried along coocentrics, but that at was necessary to com-
bine both hypotheses. After these preliminary notions he gives 
from Hipparchus the , periodic motions of the five planets, together 
with the shortest times of restitutions, in which, moreover, he has 
made some slight corrections. He then gives tables of the mean 
motioss in longitude and of anomaly of each of the five planets,* 

' This is true of their mean distances; but we know that Mars at 
opposition is nearer to us than the sun. 

Eratosthenes. for example, as we learn from Theon of Smyrna. 
Transits of Mercury and Venus over the sun's disk; therefore, 

had not been observed. 
This was known to Eudoxus. Sir George Cornewall Lewis (A n 

Historical Survey of the Astronomy of the Ancients, p. mss), confusing 
the geocentric revolutions assigned by Eudoxus to thew two planets 
with the lteliocetriric revolutions in the Copernican system, which are 
of course quite different, says that " the error with respect to Mercury 
and Venus is considerable' • this, however, is an error not of Eudoxus 
but of Cornewall Lewis, as Schiaparelli has remarked. 

'" Hunt Isolem1 ut reunites consequuntur Venni, alter, alter 
Mercurii cum." (Sounsisse Scipio/us, De rep. vi. 17). This 
hypothesis is alluded to by Pliny, R.H. ff. 17. and is more explicitly 
stated by Vitruvius. deck. ix. 4. 

Maerobius, Commostarias on Cicerone is 141elltillS1 Scipiensir. I. 
19. 

Theon (Smyrnaeus Platonicus), Liber de astronomic, ed. Th. H. 
Martin. (Paris, 1849), pp. t74. 294, 296. Martin thinks that Theon, 
the mathematician, four of whose observations are used by Ptolemy 

At. IL 176, 193. 194. 195. 196, ed. Helena), is not the same as 
of Smyrna, on the ground chiefly that the latter was not an 

observer. 
Delambre compares these mean motions with those of our 

modern tables and finds thorn tolerably correct. By " motion in  

and shows how the motions in longitude of the plasm see • 
represented in a general manner by means of the kr/ashes. 
eccentric combined with that of the epicycle. He atm stole • 
theory to each planet and conclude, the ninth hetet* deems 
tion of the verities phenomena of the planet Mtswry la the v-
end eleventh books he treats, in like manner, of the  therm se 
nomena of the planets Venus, Mars. Jupiter and Sateen. 

Book xii. treats of the stationary and retrograde apron • 
each of the planets and of the greatest eleemations of 
Venus. The author tells us that some mathematicians. art sew. 
them Apollonius of Perga. employed the hypothesis of the it,  • 
to explain the stations and retrogradations of the planed, Ins-
goes Into this theory, but does not change in the foist the thr-
of Apollonius; he only promises simpler and dower eleseemeus 
of them. Delambre remarks that those of Apollonian mot s. 
been very obscure, since, in order to make the deasamtnaw r 
the Almagest intelligible, he (Delambre) was obliged to now ie. 
This statement of Ptolemy is important, as it shows that the se-
matical theory of the planetary motions was In a tolerably ism. 
state long before his time. Finally, book xiii. treats of the taxa. 
of the planets in latitude, also of the inclinations of this °dm a 
of the magnitude of these inclinations. 

Ptolemy concludes his great work by saying that be has ias.e 
in it everything of practical utility which in his judgment dna e 
a place in a treatise on astronomy at the time it was wean, e. 
relation as well to discoveries as to methods. His wadi tro 
called by him Ma9rearn4 elevates, for it was in fact the maters.e. 
form of the work which caused it to be preferred to ail °teen sr 
treated of the same science, but not by "the sure make • 
geometry and calculation.' Accordingly. it won mind is 
Alexandria to all places where astronomy was cultivated ; sagas 
copies were made of it, and it became the object of serious rash 
the part of both teachers and pupils. Amongst its saw 
commentators may be mentioned Pappus and Thom of Maws 
in the 4th century and Proclus in the 5th. It was translate 
Latin by Boetius, but this translation has not come doss to 

-The Syntax* was translated into Arabic at Bagdad by erns , 
 the enlightened caliph Al-Mandan, who was hintseU an sumer 

about 827 A.D., and the Arabic translation was revised nide lust• 
ing century by Tobit ben Korra. The Almagest was mashed t' 
the Arabic into Latiq by Gerard of Cremona (qx,), Ist c• 
century it was translated from a Greek manuscript in the Vies 
by George of Trebizond. In the same century as epees 
Aimagesl was commenced by Purbach (d. 1461) ael rote 
by his pupil and successor in the professorship of astern:15 -' 
university of Vienna, Regiomontanus. The earliest ram 
epitome is that of Venice (1496), and this was the first elecew' i 

 the Aim/lees! in print. The first complete edition of de Ise 
is that of P. Liechtenstein (Venice, 1515)—a Latin wren. fre 
Arabic. The Latin translation of George of Trebisond 
printed in I5:8. at Venice. The Greek text, which was rat lase • 
Europe until the tsth century, was first published in the lb , ' 
Simon Grynaeus, who was also the first editor of the Greek ta 
Euclid, at Basel (1538). This, edition was from a mown: 
the library of Nuremberg—where it is no longer to le fee , ' 
which had been presented by Regiomontanus, to whom It ra' tr  
by Cardinal Bessarion. 

Other works of Ptolemy, which we now proceed to wen ,r 
briefly, are as follow. (I) Noes ileaasth tense. sal tee's 
'nausea:v. On the Apparitions of the Fixed Saws set! a Gant. 
Prognostics. It is a calendar of a kind common amongst the Gse 
under the name of 'ranee-tea, or a collection of the th3:' 
settings of the stars in the morning or evening 

.1 
 

so many visible signeof the seasons, with prognostics& the iris 
ch. ,,,es of temperature with relation to each &nate, thy 
ob nations of the best meteorologists. as, for example, sot , 
Deseocritus. Eudoxus, Hipparchus, Sec. Ptolemy, in order ID IN.  
his Poropegnso useful to all the Greeks scattered over the akin* 
world of his time. gives the apparitions of the 142J1Inot Ina oat Po' 
only but for each of the five parallels in which the 'teeth d s 
h.:ingest day varies from '31 hours to lel hours—that i s, 	* 
latitude of 

varies 
 to that of the middle of the &Moe. 

was printed by Petavius in his Uronologium Pa rbs  tW). 
Halms in his edition of the works of Ptolemy . •roL Mar.; dr  

'Teal/tem 120 sliassn.anor 4 rue capartar 	9,,. 
Planetary Hypothesis. This is a summary of „, porder of ter tti 
gsst, and contains a brief statement of th, prinelpelkra' 
for the explanation of the motions of the hs, ady thffios " 
first published (Gr., Lat.) by Bainbridge, t'• %vase pram' . " 
astronomy at Oxford, with the Sphere of Pr duo sad de 
IfeniXran (London, 1620), and afterwards by I alma. rel. I, - t ►" 
tato). (33 Kaunas eaederse A Table d I. This inane 
logical table of Assyrian. Persian. Greek awl Roman sower 
with the length of their reigns, from Nabonatar Antmdson"' 
This table (cf. G. Syncellus, Chronsts. ed. Died. L 3111 irj 
printed by Saeger, Calvisius, Petavius. Bainbridge sad by Pe7: 

longitude " must be understood the motion of the Cgatff elf 
epicycle about the eccentric, and by." anomaly " the mono if 
star on Its epicycle. 

• 
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vol. YL (Paris, 1819). (4) A,ws.ntn e 00Xia 7'. This Trnsue M 
ifilM was published in Greek and Latin by Wallis at Oxford (1 ,st). 
It IMO afterwards reprinted with Porphyry's commentary (' he 
chisel WOlume of Wallis's works (Oxford, 1699)• (.5) 
lawnsint. TaraInblon or QYINIPIPatili11101. This work is anti,: 	el, 
as is also the small collection of aphorisms, called Kay or 	ei- 
is 	by which it is followed. It is doubtful whether the, 	its 
ate genuine. but the doubt merely arises (rum the feelit . 	ey 
are unworthy of Ptolemy. They were both published is 	nd 
Latin by Camerarius (Nuremberg, 1555), and by :di I..o lean 
(Road, 1555). (6) De analernawar. The original of this work of 
Ptolemy is t at. It was translated from the Arabic and potTished 
by Constnandine (Rome, 1562). The Amok-mina is th. 	 on 
of the sphere on a plane. We find in it the sections of r 	cot 
Cif6114 M the diurnal parallels, and everything which 	 Ice 
the intelligence of gnomonks. This description is made L.) 
diadem let fall on the plane: whence it has been called ' 	be 
modems " orthographic projection." (7) PlantspA.,.• 	"Ise 
nozragilliew. The Grtck text of this work also is lost. . 	ve 
only a Latin translation of it from the Arabic. The " 
as a gwojection of the sphere on the equator, the rye Lai( , 	he 

fact what is now called " stereographic " 	 in. 
be best edition ..f 	work is that of Commandine (Venice. ■ 8). 

OPIWa. 	 is known to us only by imperfect menu 	ne 
in Paris Lind t(' 	atii‘h are Latin translations from the 	_ic. 
The Opnes consists of five books, of which the fifth presents MOM 
interest: it treats of the refraction of luminous rays in their passage 
through media of different densities, and also of astronomical 
refractions, on which subject the theory is more complete than that 
of any astronomer before the time of Camini. lit Momaa doubts 
whether this work is genuine on account of the absence of aUesion to 
the AinnKess or to the subject of refraction in the Ahnagess itself ; 
but his chief reason for doubting its authenticity Is that the author 
of the Optics was • poor geometer. (G. J. Al 

The publication of a new edition of Ptolemy. works under the 
tide. a w Pokinnei opera gum canals: ennui% was recently 
undertaken at Leipzig. The firm volume (in two parts, MA 1908) 
contains the Greek teat of the AlmagesI edited by J. L.'Heiberg. 
Consult also J. E. Montucla, Iiistolre des asainFmatiques. L 393; 
J. B. J. Deland's.% COMIOMMIMI des sewer (1816); and ilisarint de 
rosfrassernie ancient's, vol. 2: 3. 11. A. Gamin. Nenioalks rntwootres de 
tercal des inscriptions, t. vi.: P. Tannery. Raheeehrs jar l'Unotre de 
tassronowne ancrenne. ch. vi..sv.; Nutrient. History of Astronomy 
W5,11: Fabricius. BtAlsorkere genera. ed. (lanes, vol. 5: Rahn. • 
*813-1816 edition nd his etimagna (Greek with French translation); 
A. Berry, A Shod 11,,tory of Astronomy. pp. ea-y3; Bratsk Meknes 
CMIalogna. 

Geography. 
Ptolemy is hardly less celebrated as a geographer than as an 

astr000mer, and his Geographiki 'retails exercised as great an 
Influence on geographical progress (especially during the period 
of t he Classical Renaissance), as did his A/wages/ on astronomical. 
This exceptional position was largely due to its scientific form, 
which rendered it convenient and easy of reference; hut, apart 
from this, It was really the most considerable attempt of the 
ancient world to place the study of geography on a scientific 
basis. The astronomer Hipperchus had indeed pointed out, 
three centuries before Ptolemy, that the only way to construct 
a trustworthy map' of the inhabited world would be by observa-
tions of the latitude and longitude of all the principal points on 
its surface. But the materials for such a map were almost 
&oily wanting, and, though Ilipparchus made some approach 
es • airrect division of the known world into zones of latitude, 
' climates " or kiiNta .1, as he termed them, trustworthy observa-
ions of latitude were then very few, while the means of deter-
siniag longitudes hardly existed. Hence probably it arose 
hat no attempt was made to follow up the suggestion of 

Ripparchus until Merinos of Tyre, who lived shortly before 
Ptolemy, and whose work is known to us only through the latter. 
Marines' scientific materials being inadequate, he contented 
himself mostly with determinations derived from itineraries and 
other rough methods, such as are still employed where more 
accurate means of determination are not available. The greater 
part of Marinas' treatise was occupied with the discussion of 

anthesities, and it is impossible, in the absence of the original 
watt, to decide how far his results attained a scientific form. 
But Ptolemy himself considered them, on the whole, to satisfac-
tory that be made his predecessor's work the brie of his own in 
regard to all the Mediterranean countries, tbat is. in regard to 
*Imam s,8 those regions of which he had definite knowledge. In 
de more remote raglans of the noel& Ptolemy availed himself of 

Mashes' Information, but with reserve, and himself explains 
the reasons that induced him sometimes to depart from his 
predecessor's conclusions. It fp unjust to term Ptolemy a 
plagiarist from Maxima, as he himself fully acknowledges his 
obligations to that writer, from whom he derived the whole mass 
of his materials, which he undertook to arrange and present to 
his readers in a scientific form. It is this form, unique among 
those ancient geographical treatises which have survived, that 
constitutes one great merit of Ptolemy's work. At the some 
time it shows the increased knowledge of Asia and Africa 
acquired since Strabo and Pliny. 

t. afarheratical Geography.—As an astronomer, Ptolemy was of 
course better qualified to explain the mathematical conditions of the 
earth and its relations to the celestial bodies than most preceding 

phers. His general views had much in common with those 
of Erotnnhawes and Strabo. Thus he assumed that the earth was 
a globe, the surface of which was divided by certain great circle.— 
the equator and the tropics—parallel to one another, dividing the 
earth into five zones, the relations of which with astronomical 
phenomena were of course clear to his mind as a mattes of theory. 
though in regard to the regions bordering on the equator, as well as 
to those adjoining the polar circle, he could have had no confirmation 
of his conclusions from actual observation. He adopted also from 
Hipparchus the division of the equatorial circle into 360 parts 
(degrees, as they were subsequently called, though 

 other circles to be 
 the word does not 

occur in this sense in Ptolemy), and supposed  
drawn through this, from the equator to 	pole, to which he gave 
the name of meridians. He thus, like modern geographers, conceived 
the whole surface of the earth as covered with a network of parotids 
of latitude and meridians of longinsde, terms which he himself was 
the first extant writer to employ in this technical sense. Within Me 
network thus constructed it was his task to place the outline of the 
world, so far as known to hint. 

But at the very outset of his attempt he fell into an error vitiating 
all his conclusions. Erateethenes (276-196 lac.) was the first who 
had attempted scientifically to determine the earth's circumference, 
and his result of 25o.000 (or 2,53,000) stadia, i.c. z5,000 (25,2oo) 
geographical miles, was generally adopted by subsequent geo-
graphers. including Straka. Poseidonius, however (r. 155--5o 
reduced this to doom.. and the latter computation was inexplicably 
adopted by Markus and Ptolemy. This error made every degree 
of latitude or longitude (measured at the equator) equal to only 5oo 
stadia (5o geographical miles), instead of its true equivalent of boo 
stadia. The mistake woukl have been somewhat neutralized had 
there existed a sufficient number of points of which the position was 
fixed by observation; but we learn from Ptolemy himself that such 
observations for latitude were very few, while the means of deter. 
mining longitudes were almost wholly wanting!.  Hence the posi-
tions laid down by him were, with few exceptions, the result of 
computations from itineraries and the statements of travellers, 
liable to much greater error in ancient times than at the present day, 
from the want of any accurate mode of observing bearings, of 
measuring time (by portable instruments), or of estimating distances 
at sea, except by the tough estimate of the time employed in 
sailing from point to point Even the use of the log was unknown 
to th0 ancient* But, great as were the errors resulting from such 
imperfect meaneof calculation, they were increased by the permanent 
error arising from Ptolemy's system of graduation. Thus if he con-
cluded (from itineraries) that two places were s000 stadia distant, 
he would place them to apart, and thus in fact separate them by 
6000 stadia. 

Another source of permanent error (though of less importance), 
which affected all his longitudes, arose from hi. prime meridian. 
Here also he followed Manaus, who, supposing that the Fortunate 
Islands (vaguely answering to our Canaries plus the Madeira group) 
lay farther west than any part of Europe or Africa, had taken the 
meridian through the (supposed) outermost of this group as his 
prime meridian, from whence he calculated his longitudes eastwards 
to the Indian Ocean. But as both Mariam and Ptolemy had no 
exact knowledge of the island. in question, the line thus assumed 
was purely imaginary, drawn through the supposed position of an 
island which they placed 21' (instead of ci •  s0) west of the Sacred 
Promontory (its. Cape St Vincent, regarded by Marinus and Ptolemy, 
as by previous geographers as the westernmost point of Europe). 
Hence all Ptolemy longitudes, reckoned eastwards, were about 7 ° 

 less than they would have been if really measured from the meridian 
of Ferro, which continued so long in use. This error was the more 
unfortunate as the longitude was really calculated, not from this 
imaginary line, but from Alexandria, westwards as well as eastwards 
(as Ptolemy himself has done in his eighth book), and afterwards 
reversed, so as to suit the supposed method of computation. 

Hipparehus pointed out the mode of determining longitudes 
by observations of eclipses, but the instance to which he referred (of 
the celebratrd eclipse before the battle of Arbela, which was also wen 
at Carthage) was a mere matter of popular observation, of no scien-
tific value. Yet Ptolemy rams to have known of no other. 
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The equator was in like manner placed by Ptolemy at • consider-
able &Mania from its true geographical position. The place of 
Um equinoctial line was well geographical  to him as a matter of theory, 
bill as no observations could have been made in those regions he 
could only calculate its place from that of the tropic, which he 
supposed to pass through Syene. And as he here, as elsewhere, 
reckoned a degree of latitude as equivalent to Soo stadia, be inevi-
tably made the interval between the tropic and the equator too 
small by one-sixth; and the place of the former being fixed by obser-
vation, he necessarily carried up the supposed place of the equator 
too high by more than 23co geographical miles. But as be had 
practically no geographical acquaintance with the equinoctial 
regions this error was of little importance. 

With Marinas and-Ptolemy, as with preceding Greek geographers. 
the most important line for practical purposes was the parallel of 
36 N., which, passing through the Straits of Gibraltar. Rhodes 
Island and the Gulf of Isms. and thus dividing the Mediterranean 
(as Dicaearchus and his successors usually regarded it) into two, 
was continued in theory along the chain of Mt Taurus till it 
joined the mountains north of India; thence to the Eastern Ocean 
it was regarded as constituting the dividing line of the inhabited 
world, along which the length of the latter must be measured. 
But so inaccurate were the observations and so imperfect the 
materials at command. even in regard to the best known regions, 
that Ptolemy, following Marinus, describes this parallel as passing 
through Caralis in Sardinia and Lilybaeum in Sicily. the one being 
really in 3c)• 12' lat., the other in 37• so'. Still more strangely he 

Pees
Carthage 1° 20' south of the dividing parallel, while it really 

roes nearly t • north of it. 
The problem  that had especially attracted the attention of 

geographers front Dicaearchus to Ptolemy was to determine the 
length and breadth of the inhabited world. This question had been 
fully discussed by Marinus, who had arrived at conclusions widely 
different from his predecessors. Towards the north, indeed, there 
was no great difference of opinion, the latitude of Thule being gen-
erally recognized as that of the highest northern land, and this was 
placed both by Marinus and Ptolemy in 63- N., not far beyond the 
true position of the Shetland Islands, which had come to be generally 
identified with the mysterious Thule of Pythias. The western 
extremity, as already mentioned, had been in like manner determined 
by the prime meridian drawn through the supposed position of the 
outermost of the Fortunate Islands. But towards the south and 
cast Marinus gave en enormous extension to Africa and Asia, beyond 
what had been knos'n to or suspected by earlier geographers, and, 
though Ptolemy reduced Marinus' calculations, he retained an 
exaggerated estimate of their results. 

The additions thus made to the estimated dimensions of the 
known world were indeed in both directions based upon a real 
extension of knowledge, derived from recent information; but the 
original statements were so perverted by misinterpretation as to 
give results (in mapeonstruction) differing widely from the truth. 
The southern limit of the world had been fixed byEmtosthenes and 
even by Strabo at the parallel which passed through the eastern 
extremity of Africa (Cape Guardafui), the Cinnamon Region (Somali-
land) and the country of the Sembritae (Sennsar). This parallel. 
which would correspond nearly to that of to' of true latitude, they 
supposed to be situated at a distance of moo stadia (340 geographical 
miles) from that of Mcroe (the position of which was pretty accu-
rately known) and i3,400 to the south of Alexandria; while they 
conceived it as passing eastward through Taprobane (Ceylon, often 
Ceylon plus Sumatra?), universally recognized as the southernmost 
land of Asia. Both these geographers were ignorant of the vast 
extension of Africa to the south of this line and even of the 
equator, and conceived it as trending away west from the Cinnamon 
Land and then north-west to the -Straits of Gibraltar. Marinus 
had, however, learned from itineraries both by land and sea the 
fact of this extension, of which he had conceived so exaggerated 
an idea that even after Ptolemy had reduced it by more than half 
it was still much in excess of the truth. The eastern coast of Africa 
was indeed tolerably well know-- • • ' 	sued by Greek and 
Roman traders, as far as a place 	 (opposite to Lr el- 
bar?), placed by Ptolemy not fa 	m 7 N. To this he addrf a 
bay extending to Cape Prams 	)cleado?), which he placed in 
15I • S. At the some time he ammo d the position in about the me 
parallel of a region called Agispnba, inhabited by Ethiopians nd 
abounding in rhinoceroses, which was supposed to have I. en 
discovered by a Roman general, I thus Maternus, whose itine- ry 
was employed by Mantels. Tal 	therefore, Ibis parallel as •  he 
limit of knowledge to the south, 	is he retained that of Thul to 
the north, Ptolemy assigned to , inhabited world a brcadO' of 
nearly se. instead of less than 6 oo. in Eratosthenes and Stra ,  a. 

It had been a common belief air, Greek geographers, from •  he 
earliest attempts at scientific ge 	000hy, not only that the le,:th 
of the inhabited world greatly 	,riled its breadth, but tho ,  It 
was more than twice as great. an unfounded assumption to a I eh 
their successors seem to have felt themselves bound to con! ,  m. 
Thus Mariam, while extending 	Africa unduly southward, c. tr. 
tented Asia still more grm...4), 	dward. Here also he ro 
possessed a great advance in let b die over all his prea —eccs- rs„ 
the silk trade with China having 1 to an acquaintance, thougl, of  

a vague and general kind, with o 	east of the Pamir and Tine 
Shan. the limns of Asia as previously known to the Greeks. Mario. 
had learned that traders proceeding eastward from the Stem Tower 
(near the Pamir?) to Sera, the capital of the Serb (Mead Mean, 
occupied seven months on the journey; thence he calculated that 
the distance between the two manta was 36-aoo stadia or gems 
geographical miles. Ptolemy, while he points out the erreatame 
mode of computation on which this conclusion was founded, mold 
not collect It by any real authority, and Mime reduced it eagle 
madly by one half. He therefore placed Sent (Samba ► , the 
easternmost point on his map of Asia. 43i• from the Sans Tosses, 
which again he fixed, on the authority of oinerariescited by Manses, 
at 34.000 stadia or 6• of longitude from the Euphrates, switogring 
in both eases a degree of longitude (in this latitude) as acidosis's 
to 400 stadia. Both distances were greatly Is moms, iadependamey 
of error arising from graduation. The distances were of the 
Euphrates were of course comparalisely well known, ace did 
Ptolemy's calculation of the length of the Mediterranean differ wry 
materially from those of previous Greek geographers, though mill 
greatly exceeding thewth. after allowing for the pertriment ensue 
of graduation. This last, it must be remembered, would be cumu-
lative, the longitudes being computed from a fixed point is the meat, 
instead of being reckoned east and west from Alexandria, which was 
undoubtedly the mode in which they were really calculated. These 
causes of error combined to make Ptolemy allow tho •  lone., or se 
hours' interval, between the Fortunate Islandsmeridian and Sega 
(really about t3e). 

But in thus estimatint the length and breadth of the boom 
world, Ptolemy attached • very different sense to these teem 
from that which they had generally borne. Most earlier Greek 
geographers and " costaphers " suppoeed the inhabited world 
to be surrounded on all sides by sea, sad to lain a vast island in the 
midst of a circumfiuous ocean. This notion (perhaps derived from 
the Homeric "ocean stream." and certainly not based upon direct 
observation) was neverthelem in accordance with truth. pant as 
was the misconception involved of the continents included. But 
Ptolemy in this respect went back to Hipparchut and anatewed 
that the land extended indefinitely north in the cam of eastern 
Europe. east, south-east and north in that of Ada, and south, 
south-west and south-east in that of Africa. His boundary Rae was 
in each of these cases an arbitrary limit, beyond which lay the 
Unknown Land, as he calls It. But in Africa he was not contest 
with this extension southward; he also prolonged the continent 
eastward from its southernmost known pant, so as to fora a 
connexion with south-east Asia, the extent and position of which 
he wholly misconceived. 

In this last case Manaus derived from the voyages of meet 
navigators in the Indian seas a knowledge of extensive lands hitherto 
unknown to the Helleno-Roman world, and Ptolemy acquired more 
information in this quarter. But he formed a false conception M 
the bearings of the coasts thus made known, and of the position of 
the lands to which they belonged, and. instead of carrying the line 
of coast northwards from the Golden Chersonese (Malay Peninsula. ) 
to the Land of the Sinae (sea-coast China), he brought it down agate 
towards the south after forming a great bay, so that be placed 
Cattigara--ithe principal emporium on this pert of Asia, and the 
farthest point known to hins—oa a "apposed coat of unknown 
extent, but with a direction from north to south, and facing anat. 
The hypothesis that this land was continuous with southernmost 
Africa, so as to enclose the Indian Ocean as one vast lake, though a 
mere assumption, is stated by him as definitely as If based upon 
positive information. It must be noticed that Ptolemy's exteruiMs 
of Asia eastwards, so as to diminish by 3o' of longitude the interval 
between easternmost Asia and westernmost -Europe, fostered 
Columbus' belief that it was possible to reach the former from the 
latter by direct navigation, crossing the Atlantic. 

Ptolemy's errors respecting distant regions are OW thing; it in 
another thing to discover, in regard to the Mediterranean brie, 
the striking imperfections of his geographical knonledge. Hors 
he had indeed some well-established data for latitu lbw 
of Melanie had been determined, within a few mike. by Priam 
and those of Rome. Almaden and Rhodes were a 
known, all having been obserration-cetures for 	" 
astronomers. The fortunate accident that Rhodes lay on the lalaa 
parallel with the Straits of Gibraltar enabled Ptolemy to connect 
the two ends of the Inland Sea on the famous parallel of 36• N. 
Unfortunately Ptolemy. like his predecessors, supposed ins exam 
to lie almost uniformly through the open ma, ignoring the past 
projection of Africa towards the moth from Carthage 'resters.* 
The erroneous position assigned to Carthage being supposed to me►  
upon astronomical observation, doubtless determined that al al 
North Africa. Thus Ptolemy's Mediterranean, from Marais to 
the opposite point al Africa: had a width of over se' of Intim& 
(really 61'). He was still more at a loss in respect of loagitodea 
for which be had no trustworthy observations: Vet  be  came tower 
the truth than previous geographers, all of whom had gmady 
augmented the length of the Inland Sea. Their atIndations. blot 
those of Mariam and Ptolemy, could only be founded on the impure 
felt estimates of mariners; and Ptolemy. in translating these 
conclusions Into scientific form, vitiated his results by bis gam ell 
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eadaatiou,. Thus while Mariam calculated 24,11co stadia as the 
ongth of the Mediterranean from the Straits to the Gulf of Issue 
his was stated by Ptolemy at 62 •, or about ate too muck. Even 
lees correcting the error due to his computation of so audit to a 

lemIe
rtbere remains aa excess of nearly 500 geographical miles. 

error which disfigured the eastern portion of Ptolemy's 
Mediterranean rasp was the position of Byzantium, which Ptolemy 
naiaked by .  Hipparcbud placed in the same latitude with Massa* 
bus preying it up more than e above its true position. This 
itemised die ole Earner—with whose general form and dimensions 
se was fairly well acquainted—too far north by the same amount; 
vesicles this he enormously 	tied the extent of the Palos 
Id amnia (tbe Sea of Amy), wb 	alm represented as having its 
&reticles from south to north; by the combined effect of these two 
srors be carried up its northern extremity (with the Tanis estuary 
toad city) as high as se yo' (the true south shore of the Baltic). 
Ptolemy, however. was the first writer of antiquity who showed some 

tion of the relations between the Tenets or Don (usually 
semidered by the ancients as the boundary between Europe and 
%ilia) and the Rh. or Volga. which be correctly described as flowing 
nto the Caspian. He WAS also the first geographer after Alameda 
0 return to the correct view (found in Herodotus and Aristotle) 
bat tbe Caspian was an inland sea, without communication with the 
scan. 

As to north Europe, Ptolemy's views were vague and imperfect. 
lie had indeed more acquaintance with the British Islands than any 
arc-vious geographer, and showed • remarkable knowledge of certain 
British coast•lines, But he (t) placed Ireland (bereM) farther 
north than any part of Wales, and (a) twisted round the whole of 
Scotland, so as to make its length from west to east and•to place the 
northern extremities of Britain and Ireland almost on the same 
parallel. These errors are probably connected and are naturally 
accompanied by the placing of Thule, the Orkneys (Orcodel) and the 
Hebrides (aside) indiscriminately on the left or north of Cakdonle. 
Here ha was perhaps embarrassed by adopting Marinas: conclusion 
that Thule lay in 63' N., while regarding it, like earlier geographers, as 
the northernmost of all lands. Ptolemy also supposed the northern 
meat of Germany, beyond the Cimbeie Chersonese (Denmark) 
to be the southern shore of the Northern Ocean, i withulitALrneral 
directo 	 as t. from west to 	. 01 the almost wholly 	ked 
Baltic he was entirely ignorant, as well as of the Scandinavian 
Peninsula ; his Scandia is an island smaller than Corsica, lying in the 
true position of southern central Sweden. Some way east of the 
Vistula. Ptolemy, however, makes the Sarmatian ma* trend north, 
to the parallel of Thule; nor did be conceive this as an actual limit, 
but believed the Unknown Land to extend indefinitely in thisdirec-
don as also to the north of &Jack Scythia. 

As to the latter region, vague and erroneous as were his %dews 
concerning this enormous tract from Sarmatia to China. they show 
an advance on dime of earlier geographers. Ptolemy was the firm 
who had anything like a clear idea of the great north-and•south 
dividing range of Central Asia (the Pamir and Tian Shan), which he 
called (Maus, placing it nearly ice too far east, and maids it divide 

ns (Wi Scythia into two portions 	Ima and 	 Imam), 
somewhat corresponding to Russian and Chinese tail Asia. 
Ptolemy also applies the term !mans to • section of the backbone 
range which in his system crones Asia from west to oast. This 
section lies east of the Indian Caucasus. and forms an angle with the 
other beaus running north. 

On the southern shores of Asia Ptolemy's geography is especially 
faulty, though he abows a greatly increased general knowledge of 
these regions. For more than a century the commercial relations 
between western India and Alexandria. the chief eastern emporium 
of the Roman Empire, had become more important sad intimate 
than ever before. The tenet called the Peters el the 
.5.e. about A.D. AO, contains sailing directions for merchants  from the 
Red Sea to the Indus and Malabar, and even indicates that the coast 
from Barygam (Baruch) had a general southward direction down to 
and far beyond Cape Komar! (Comorin). which, taken together with 
its account of the &hemline as far as the Ganges, affords some 
w^tst 'ons at least of a peninsular character for south India. But 
Ptolemy , following Markus. not only Fives to the Indian coasts, 
from Indus to Ganges, an undue extension In longitude, but practi- 

cit
y denim anything of sa Indian peninsula, placing capes Kaneda 
Kory (his southernmost pains in India) o24::. of ptals. 

the real interval being over Soo geographical or. ad to 
Ptolemy's system of graduation, 16' of latitude. is error, distor-
ting the whole appearance of south Asia, is associated with another 
as great, but ofopposite tendency. in regard to Taprobane (in which 
ancient ideas of Ceylon and Saimaa are confusedly mingled). The 
use of this was exaggerated by most earlier Greek geographers; 
but Ptolemy extended it through s.5•  of latitude and 12* of longitude, 
so as to make It about fourteen times as large ashhe reality. and 
bring down its southern extremity more than a south of the 
equator. 

Similar distortions In menet  beyond the Ganges, cefteming 
which Ptolemy is our only ancient authority. are surprising. 
Between the dare of the Periples and that of Marinas It Deems 
probable that Greek mariners had not only emoted the Genytie 
pit sad visited the bad ea the opposite Ida. *eh* they  'mined the 

tt It  

Golden ( hereon.. 

Mt* motions or !hot. 
the new 1140,1116( VA,  he w., 
wildly. After pr rig th, 
SOWCIA. be makes t 	4.9a.1 I s.., 	, 
gara (perhaps one of the woo h IA 
In this he was perhaps induere.4 h y' I, 
Asia and Africa in a terra trireemee eau 1:4 A 

In regard to West Africa, we may 
coast as running almost due north said cwt I. I., it, 
(after forming a great bay) as bending away we I ha u • 
west. Though the Fortunate Islands were aw 	, 

as his prime meridian, be was entirely 
and extended the group through more than 5' ol I 

as to bnng down the most southerly of them to the reat I p41 6-I vi the Cape Verde Islands. 
In regard to the mathematical construction or propetion of his 

maps, mat only was Ptolemy ,  greatly in advance of all his prederee, 
sore, but rig theoretical skill was altogether beyond the nature of 
the materials to which he applied it. The methods by which he 
obviated the difficulty of transferring the delineation of different 
countries from the spherical surface of the globe to the plane surface 
of an ordinary map differed little from those in use at the present 
day, and the wren arising from this cause (apart from those produced 
by his fundamental error of_ graduation) were really of little cense- 
gusset compared with the defective character of his information and 
the want of anything approsching to a survey of the countries 
delineated. He himself was well aware of his deficiencies in this 
respect, and, while giving full directions for the scientific construction 
of a general map, he contents himself, for the special maps of different 
countries, with the simple method employed by Marines of drawing 
the parallels of latitude and meridians of longitude as straight lines, 
assuming in each case the proportion between the two. as it really 
stood with respect to some one parallel towards the middle of the 
map, and neglecting the inclinations of the meridians to one another. 
Such a coon.", as he himself repeatedly affirms, will not make any 
material difference within the bmtts of each special 

Ptolemy especially devoted himself to the mathematical branch 
of his subject, and the arrangement of his work, in which his results 
are presented in a tabular form, instead of being at once embodied 
in a map, was undoubtedly designed to enable the student to 
construct his maps for himself This purpose It has abundantly 
served, and there is little doubt that we are to the peculiar form thus 
given to his results their transmission in a comparatively perfect 
condition to the present day. Unfortunately the specious appear.  
ance of these results has led to the belief that what was stated in 
so stientific a form mum necessarily be based upon scientific observa- 
tions. Though Ptolemy himself has distinctly pointed out in his 
firm book the defective nature of his materials, and the true character 
of the data furnished by his tables. few readers studied this portion 
of his work, and his statements were generally received with un-
doubting faith. It is only in modern times that his apparently 
scientific work has been shown to be hi most caws • specious edifice 
meting epos no adequate foundations, 

There can be no doubt that the work of Ptolemy was from the 
time of Its first publication accompanied with maps, which are 
regularly referred to in the eighth book. But how far those which 
are now extant represent the original series is • disputed point. 
la two of the most ancient MSS. it is expressly stated that the 
maps which accompany them are the work of one Agathodaemoo of 
Alexandria. who " drew them according to the eight books of 
Claudius Ptolemy." Thih expression might equally apply to the 
emir of a contemporary draughtsman under the eyes of Ptolemy 
himself, or to that of a skilful geographer at a later period, and 
sorbing is known from any other source concerning this Agatho-
daemon. The attempt to identify him with a grammarian of the 
sense name who lived in the 5th century is wholly without founda-
tion. But it appears, on the whole, most probable that the maps 
appended to the MSS. still extant have been transmitted by unin-
terrupted tradition from the time of 

a. Provos of Geogreplicalkosesiergtcelesin&tone Special Nemo.— 
Ptolemy records, after Marines. the penetration of Roman expedi- 
tions to the and of the Ethiopians and to Agisymba, clearly some 
melon of the Sudan beyond the Sahara desert, perhaps the basin of 
Lake Chad. But while this name was the only recorded result of 
these expeditions. Ptolemy also gives much other information con-
cerning the interior of North Africa (whence derived we know not) 
to which nothing similar is found in any earlier writer. Unfortu-
nately this new information was of ao crude • character, and is 
presented in so embarrassing a form, as to perplex rather them 
man. Thus Ptolemy's statements concerning the riven Gir and 
Hier, and the lakes and mountains with which they were connected. 
have baffled successive generations of interpreters. It may safely 
be mid that they present no resemblance to the real features of the 

ay as now known, and cannot be reconciled with them except 
by 	conjecture. 

As to the Nile. both Greeks and Romans had long endeavoured 
so discover the sources of dile river. and an expedition sent out for 
that purpose by tit enparor Nitro had undoubtedly penetrated as tar 

24 
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as the marshes of the White Nile in about 9' N. Ptolemy's statement 
that the Nile derived its waters from two streams which rose in 
two lakes a little south of the equator was nearer the truth the. 
any of the theories concocted in modern times before the discovery 
of the Victoria and Albert Nyanza. In connexion with this subject 
he introduces a range of mountains running from east to west, which 
he calls the Mountains of the Moon, and which, however little 
understood by Ptolemy, may be considered to represent in a measure 
the fact of the alpine highlands now known to exist in the neighbour-
hoodig the N vanzas and in British and German East Africa (Ruwen-
zori, Kenya, Kilimanjaro. &c.). 

In Asia. as in Africa, Ptolemy had cl.tained, as we have 	5, a 
vague, sometimes valuable. often misleading. half-knowled e . of 
extensive regions, hitherto unknown to the Mediterranean v. Id. 
and especially of 'Chinese Asia and its capital of Sera (Singiii u). 
North of the route leading to this far eastern land (suppose. ,  by 
Ptolemy to be nearly coincident with the parallel of 4o') lay a 1st 
region of which apparently he knew nothing, but which he vac ply 
assumed to extend indefinitely northe.,rds as far as the line of 
the Unknown Land. The Jaxartes, wh It since Alexander had 
the boundary of Greek geography in t his direction, was still he 
northern limit of all that was really kno .11 of Central Asia. fit nd 
that Ptolemy places many tribes, to whi..14 he could assign no dcl.,..ite 
locality, and mountain ranges which he could only place at hap-
hazard. As to south-east Asia, in spite of his misplacement of 
Cattigara and the Sinae or Thinae, we must recognize in the latter 
name a form of China; from the Sinae being placed immediately 
south of the Seres, it is possible that Ptolemy was aware of the 
connexion between the two—the Chinese coast known only by 
maritime voyages, and inland China, .known only by continental 
trade. 

As to Mediterranean countries, we have seen that Ptolemy 
professed (in the main) to follow hlarinua; the latter, in turn, largely 
depended on Timosthenes of Rhodes (11. c. 260 e.c.), the admiral 
of Ptolemy Philadelphus, as to coasts and maritime distances. 
Claudius Ptolemy, however, introduced many changes in Marina 
results, some of which he has pointed out though there are doubtless 
many others which we have no means of detecting. For the interior 
of the different countries Roman roads and itineraries must have 
furnished both Marinue and Ptolemy with a mass of valuable 
materials. But neither seems to have taken full advantage of these; 
and the tables of the Alexandrian geographer abound with mistakes 
—even in countries so well known as Gaul and Spain—which might 
easily have been obviated by a more judicious use of such Roman 
authorities. 

In spite of the merits of Ptolerny's geographical work it cannot be 
regarded as a complete or satisfactory treatise upon the subject. It 
was the work of an astronomer rather than a geographer. Not only 
did its plan exclude all description of the countries with which it 
dealt, their climate,. natural productions, inhabitants and peculiar 
features, but even its physical geography proper is treated in an 
irregular and perfunctory manner. While Strabo was fully alive 
to the importance of the rivers and mountain chains which (in his 
own phrase) • msographize " a country, Ptolemy deals with this 
of his subject in so careless a manner as to be often worse than 
In Gaul, for instance, the few notices he gives of the rivers that play 
so important a part in its geography are disfigured by some astound-
ing errors; while he does not notice any of the great tributaries; of 
the Rhine, though mentioning an obscure streamkt, otherwise 
unknown, because it happened to be the boundary between two 
Roman provinces. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—Ptolemy's Geographic, was printed for the first 
time in • Latin translation, accompanied with maps, in 1462(?), 
and numerous other editions followed in the latter part of the lath 
and earlier half of the t6th centuries, but the Greek text did not 
make its appearance till Ism, when it was published at Basel in 
quarto, edited By rra , ,,,us. All these early editions. however, 5, rm 
with textual errors, and are critically worthless. The sante In be 
said of the edition of P. Ilertius ((;r. and Lat., Leiden. 1618. ep. 
Elsevir), which was long the standard library edition. It con• ins 
a new net of maps drawn by Mercator, as well as a fresh ies 
(not intended to illustrate Ptolemy) by Ortelius, the Roman I er-
aries, including the Tabula pc-WingertIna, and much other car  
lancous matter. The first attempt at a really critical edition was 
made by F. G. Wilberg. and C. II. F. Grashof (4to, Essen, r- 0- 
145). but this only covered the first six books of the entire is. ht. 
The edition of C. F. A. Nobbe (3 vole., t 8mo., Leipzig, 1843). pr.-- its 
the best Greek text of the whole work, and has a useful ia ex. 
The best edition, so far as completed, is that published in .\ F. 
Didot's Bibliolheca ceaccurun scriplaritur (Claudri Pie! ,  asi 
geographia; z vols., Pans. 1883 and toot), originally edited bs art 
Muller and continued by C. T. Fischer, with a Latin tram) pet 
and a copious commentary, geographical as well as critical. ice 
also. F. C. L. Sickler, Claudia Plolemati Germania (Hesse C 
18331: W. D. Cooley, Claudius Ptolemy and the Aide (Lot in, 
ISF,4): J. W. McCrindle, A Raton India described by Prokruy (Boni sy, 
1880. reprinted from Indian Antiquary (1884);  Henry Bra.. ey. 
" Piotemy . Geography of the British Isles," in Ardraeolarra. VOL 
• ( 1885) ; T. G. Ryland*, Geocra (Ay of Ptolemy Elucidated (Dublin. 
SW); and a Polish study of Ptolecuv's Germany and Sarmataa. in 

the Historical-Philosophical Seder (a) of the CROWN Untiemilly 
(loos), voL svi. (E. H. B.; C. R. B.) 

PTOMAINE POISONING (Gr. errfinet, corpse), • phrase we 
popularized in the sense of a certain class of food-poilionmg 
The word " ptomaine " was invented by the Italian chemist 
Selmi for the basic substances produced in putrefactios. They 
belong to several classes of chemical compounds. (See Maxecat. 
J uatsen coulee.) 

PUBERTY (Lat. paellas, from pubes, Palter, mature, adult), 
that period of life at which the generative organs in both seals 
become functionally active (see Ramcoortsvz Sure*. is 
northern countries males enter upon sexual maturity between 
fourteen and sixteen, sometimes not much before the eighteenth 
year, females between twelve and fourteen. In tropical climates 
puberty is much earlier. In English common law the age d 
puberty is conclusively presumed to be fourteen in the male and 
twelve in the female. Puberty is of much ethnological interest, 
as being the occasion among many races for feasts and religiose 
ceremonies. In Rome a feast was given to the family and 
friends: the hair of boys was cut short, a lock being thrown into 
the fire in honour of Apollo, and one into water as an offering 
to Neptune. Girls offered their dolls to Venus, and the 
bails—a little locket of gold worn round children's necks, ohm 
by boys as well as girls—was taken of and dedicated in the 
case of the former to Hercules or the household tares, in the 
case of the latter to Juno. The attainment of puberty is 
celebrated by savages with ceremonies some of which seem to 
be directly associated with totendsm. The Australian rites of 
Initiation include the raising of those scars on the bodies of 
clansmen or clanswomen which serve as tribal badges or 
actually depict the totem.• Among many savage peoples Luis 
at puberty undergo a pretence of being killed and brought to 
life again. 

PUBLICAN(, literally men employed " in connexion with the 
revenue," (frablkant, from pouters, people), or possibly " in the 
public service," the name given in ancient Rome to a body of 
men who either hired state property or monopolies for a certain 
period, during which they could farm such property to their own 
profit, or bought of the state for a fixed sum the right to farm (or 
a term of years the taxes due to the treasury from the public land 
in Italy (see AGRARIAN Laws) or the land held by Roman 
subjects in the provinces. In very early times the senate 
entrusted to officials appointed for the purpose the control of 
the sale of salt ((.ivy ir. 9); and it was a natural development 
from this that the state, instead of appointing officials to manage 
its monopolies, should let out those monopolies to Individuals. 
A regular system was soon established by which the censor. 
who held office every fifth year, placed all the sources of public 
revenue in the bands of certain individuals or companies, who 
on payment of a fixed sum into the treasury, or on giving 
adequate security for such payment, received the right to make 
what profit they could out of the revenues during the five peals 
that should elapse before the next censorship. The aseignmem 
was made to the highest bidder at a public auction held by the 
censor. The sane system was applied to the public works, the 
publicarrat (or company) in this case being paid a certain sum. in 
return for which he took entire charge of a certain department 
of the public works, and winning his appointment by making 
the lowest tender. That this system was well established at the 
time of the Second Punic War is assumed in Livy's account of the 
various offers made by the wealthier class of citizens to relieve 
the exhausted treasury after the battle of Cannae. On the 
one hand we have companies offering a price for branches of the 
revenue which was calculated rather to meet the needs of the 
state than to enetre any profit for themselves (Livy 40. 
On the other hand individuals arc represented as undertaking the 
management of public works on the understanding that they 
will expect no payment until the amdusion of the war (  • 
xxiv. IS). 

In very early times the teifieeni may have been men cloudy 
connected with the government. But since wealth was • neces. 
wiry qualification for the post, and wealth at Rome became non 
and mote confined to the commerciel class. the papilla* became 
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identical with the leading meanest. % a 	'indffilY is  altru- 
ists and traders. This dam was altar.

* - 	
a book of any 

the hereditary nobilty which monops,,,, 4 	nbsr of book- 
the state, and members of the senatorial dare 
it by definite enactment (see Stunt. r 	'tee of that 
interest was strong enough to secure for the g 
of external danger the loyal support a 	 r the . 	

lereirdeaun 
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yet after the close of the great wars a masker 
between it and the government. 

The extension of the Roman system of t.. 
provinces did not at first increase the imports: 
in Italy; for in the earlier provinces, in whi 
the revenues was put up to auction in the ; 
publicani were generally natives. But C. Gr 
a Law that the taxes of the new province oi 
up to auction by the censor in Rome, gavel.. 
ists an opportunity of greatly extending tilt 
and thus in a short time of securing impor 
It was in their capacity of peblicani in th. 
that the capitalist or equestrian judicer 
menace to the provincial governors who 
tonal power. Cicero often applies the 
whole order; and on the various occasio- 
the equestrian party determined the po 
clearly trace the interests of the public.. 
an infinite number of commercial and 
the provinces, as the motive of its art .1 
of the Roman business men in Cirta led LI, , 
force the jugurthine War upon the senate in 1 t . 
organization of Asiatic commerce by the pirates led tio 
party to support the proposal to confer extraordinary powers km 
Pompey in 67 B.C.; Ind the rigour of the senate in opposing any 
relaxation of the burdensome contract made by the tax-farmers 
of Asia in to B.C. led to that estrangement between the restate 
and the capitalist class which enabled the democratic party to 
work its will and pave t he way for the principste. 

The companies of public-44i continued some of their operations 
in the provinces under the early orincipate, but they lost many 
of their opportunities of oppression and embarkment. We 
hear of a vigorous attempt made by Nero to suppress their 
unjust exactions, and they appear to have been kept under much 
closer supervision. 

The term toolikases was applied at this time, and probably 
earlier, to the subordinate officials employed by the companies 
of pablicasi for the actual collection of the revenue, and thus 
acquired the general sense of " tax-collector," even in provinces 
where the system of tax-farming by contract with societies of 
poblicani was not in existence. (A. M. Ct.) 

PUBLIC HEALTH. LAW OP. State medicine as an organised 
department of administration is entirely of modem growth. 
By the common law of England the only remedy he any act or 
omission dangerous to health was an action for damages or an 
indictment for nuisance. The indictment for nuisance still lies for 
many offences which are now punishable in a summary manner 
under the powers of modern legislation. But for a long time it 
was the only, not as now a concurrent, remedy. At a compare. 
lively early date statutes were passed dealing with matters foe 
which the common law had provided too emblem • remedy, 
while the plague called forth the act of r Jac. I. t. sr (1603), 
which made it a capital offence for an iafetted person to go 
abroad after being commanded by the proper authority to keep 
his house. The set for the abuildingof London af teethe great 
fire, 19 Car. U. C. 3 (1604), contained various provisions as to the 
height of houses, breadth of streets, construction of sewers and 
prohibition of noisome trades. Numerous local acts gave the 
authorities of the more important towns power over the public 
health. But It was not until raett that a general Public Health 
Act, embracing the whole of England (except the Metropolis), 
was mord. The Public Health Act OW created a general 
board of health as the supreme authority in sanitary manses, 
but greater local sanitary control was given by as act of dieg. 
The local government board, the present central authority, was  

that was sold of any book the publication of which be had 
recommended. Nothing could more plainly indicate that 
literary faculty is not wanted, and that the reader's function is 
to judge, not literary value, but commercial utility, 

The market is flooded with books badly written, badly 
constructed, as poor in matter as in style, hastily flung together, 
and outrageously padded to suit conventional relations between 
she and price. They are books which no man of Meaty taste 
or judgment could ever recommend for publication on their 
merits, but they.are published, just as crackers are at Christmas, 
on a cskulatioa that a certain number will find buyers. Even 
if the publisher aces no prospect of an adequate sale, be pub. 

.hes the books.all the same, upon terms which ensure to him a 
lufaetuting profit and throw the risk of kiss epee other 

'.1ers. 
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and numerous others. 
In addition to these statutes, account 1%,, 	

It neces- 

body of legislation which relates indih, 
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kit 4},s 	Rreements 
health•  or at least comes well within it 'an  they tms ra 

t° , 
4's' '  • deals with a very great variety of subje et...Z - 	 -.gutsy 

sketch of its results need be giver) here. trot  tart iraht 	loon 
shops, see LABOUR LEGISLATION, and for.  merchaZZLne,;;.. Ma fatasiars.) The Coal Mines Regulation oct terx, 4 
vention of accidents due to inflammable gas an d  
mines. The Cotton Cloth Factories Acts 
the home secretary to make regulations for health in c-otTn  

h! 

The Rivers Pollution Prevention (Borders Council.)gcn, n'als 
enables joint committees of English and Scottish county 

cots  rx 
of counties on both sides of the Border to exercise the 
the Rivera Pollution Prevention Act 1876, in relation toay  
or tributary which is partly in England and partly in S:011„;;1! 
as expression including the Tweed. The Notification of Births 
Act 1907 and the Children Act 1908 (see CHILDREN: Low relarieg to 
have given great protection to infant life. Lastly, reference ,re, 
he made to the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act 1894. 'raid, 
consolidated the law on this subject. 

Lendes.—Down to the year 1891 London was governed in 
matters of public health by a series of special statutes (especially 
the Metropolitan Police Acts). and by provisions in the general 
statutes. The law as to the Metropolis was consolidated. and is 
now regulated by the Public Health (Lando.) Act 1891. The 
sanitary aathorities for the execution of the act were the com-
missioners of sewers for the City of London, the vestries of the 
larger and the district boards of some of the smaller parishes and 
varying authorities for Ill'oolwich and some other places. tinder 
the London Goverament Act 1899, the powers of each existing 
vestry and district board are transferred to the council of the borough 
comprising the area within the jurisdiction of such vestry and 
district board; and the borough councils take over certain of the 
= of the county council (e.g. as to dairies, mUk, slaughter- 

and offensive beasasa) and exercise conetuveat juriperictios 
with it in other matters. Provision is made for the tvpotattnent 
of medical officers of health and sanitary inspectors. The medical 
officer is for some purposes placed on the footing of a district poor- 
law medical officer. and he cannot be removed without the cement 
of the local goverearat board. In its structure and substance 

aggilen- 
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the Public Health (London) Act IN*, which consists of 144 Actions, 
closely resembles the general acts (see LONDON, / iv.). 

The law of public health in London is also affected by a number 
of later statutes relating to the Metropolis alone, such as the London 
Building Acts 1894 and 1898, the Baths and Washhouse• Act 
1896. the Canals Protection (London) Act 1898, &c. 

Scotland.—Sanitary legislation occurs as early as the reign of 
Alexander lit. The Simula Gade, c. 19, forbade the deposit of 
dung or ashes in the street, market •  or on the banks of the Tweed 
at Berwick, under a penalty of eight shillings. At a later date the 
act of 1540, c. 20. enacted that no flesh was to be slain in Edinburgh 
on the east side of the Leith Wynd: that of 1621, C. 29, fixed the 
locality of fleshers and candlemakers. The various statutes re-
lating to public health in Scotland are now consolidated and amended 
by the Public Health (Scotland) Act 1897, which. together with the 
Infectious Diseases Notification Act 1889 and the Burgh Pclice 
(Scotland) Act 1892, constitute the statutory law of Scottish 
sanitary administration. The central authority is the local 
government board for Scotland. The local authorities are—(1) in 
burghs under the Burgh Police (Scotland) Act 1892, the town council 
or burgh commissioners; (ii.) in other burghs, the town council or 
board of police; (iii.) in distncts where the county is divided into 
districts, the district committee; (iv.) in counties not so divided. 
the county council. The substantive provisions are similar to those 
of the English acts. 

Ireland.—Several acts of the Irish parliament dealt with "mei k 
nuisances, e.g. g . tico. Ill. c. ts, forbidding the laying of filth in 
the streets of cities or county towns, and making regulations as to 
sweeping and scavenging. There were also numerous private acts 
dealing with water-supply and the obstruction of watercourses. 
In 1878 the existing legislation was consolidated by the Public 
Health (Ireland) Act 1878. a close copy of the English act of 1875. 
Most of the English acts apply to Ireland with modifications and 
adaptations. 
• United States.—After the Civil War boards of health were estab-
lished in the chief cities. Public health is under the control of the 
local authorities to a greater extent than in England. By the Act 
of Congress of the agth of February 1799 officers of the United 
States are bound to observe the health laws of the states. A 
national board of health was created by the act of the 3rd of March 
079, c. 202; and it was succeeded by the Public Health and 
Marine Hospital Service. whose chief officer is the surgeon-general 
and which has jurisdiction in quarantine and in epidemics of a 
peculiarly dangerous nature. 

Auruosmes.—English: Glen, Public Health Ads, 13th edition 
(London, 1906): Lumley, Public Health Acts, 7th edition (London, 
19o8); Redlich and Hirst, Local Government (t904); Hunter, 
Open Spacer (London, '80): Hunt, London GOPCPPOWIl 
(London, *897); Hunt, London Government Ad 1899 (London, 
1890: Macmorras, Lushington and Nalerett, London Gorenuttext 
Act 189g (London, 1899); Shaw's Vaccination Manual (London. 
1899): Macmorran, Public Health (London) Att 1891 (and ed., 
19 to) : Encyclopaedia of Local Government Lass (by various authors), 
begun in 190g; A natal Report of Local Government Board; Annual 
Volume of Statutory Rules and Orders. Scottish: Macdougall 
and Murray, Handbook of Public Health (Edinburgh). Irish: 
Vanston, Public Health in Ireland (Dublin, 1892); Vanston's Public 
Health Supplement (Dublin, 1897). American: Bouvier. ,Law 
Dia., ed. Rawle (London and Boston, 1897). 

PUBLIC HOUSE, in its ghat! English acceptation, a house 
In respect of which a licence has been obtained for the con-
sumption of intoxicating liquors. Public houses are frequently 
distinguished as "tied" and "free." A tied house is one rented 
from a person or firm from whom the tenant is compelled to 
purchase liquors or other commodities to be consumed therein. 
A free house has no such covenant. The keepers of public 
houses (" publicans " or " licensed victuallers ") are subject, in 
the conduct of their business, to a number of restrictions laid 
down by various acts of parliament; while, in order to ply their 
trade, they require a justices' licence and an excise licence. (See 
LIQUOR Laws; TSIEPILLANCE.) 

By the Parliamentary Elections Act (t853) .a public house 
must not be used for elet.tions, meetings or committee rooms. 
By the Payment of Wages in Public Houses Prohibition Act 
(1883) it is illegal to pay wages to any workman in a public 
house, except such wages as are paid by the resident owner en 
occupier. By the Sheriffs Act (1887) when a debtor is arrested 
he must not be taken to a public house without his free consent, 
nor must he be charged with any sum for liquor or food, except 
what he freely asks for. 

PUBLILIUS (less correctly Prams) MM. a Latin writer of 
mimes, flourished in the set century a.c. He was a native of 
Syria and was brought as a slave to Italy, but by his wit and  

talent he won the favour of his master, who freed and educated 
him. His mimes, in which he acted himself, bad a great soccer 
in the provincial towns of Italy and at the games given by 
Caesar in 46 a.c. Publilius was perhaps Oran more famous as 
an improvisatore, and received from Caesar himself the prim 
in a contest in which he vanquished  all his competitors, includ-
ing the celebrated Decimus Laberius. All that remains of his 
works is a collection of Sentences (Sententioe), • series of awed 
maxims in iambic and trochaic verse. This collection must have 
been made at a very early date, since it was known to Lulus 
Gallus in the and century A.D. Each maxim Is comprised in a 
single verse, and the verses are arranged in alphabetical order 
according to their initial letters. In COW= of time the eollectioa 
was interpolated with sentences drawn from other writers, 
especially from apocryphal writings of Seneca; the number of 
genuine verses is about 700. They indude many pithy sayings. 
such as the famous " judex damnatur ubi nouns aboolvitur 
(140Pted as its motto by the Edinburgh Review). 

Tin best texts of the Sentences are those of E. MAIM= (181074 
A. Spengel (1874) and W. Meyer (1880), with complete Critir-11 
apparatus  and index verborum ; recent editions with note. by 
0. Friedrich (188o). R. A. H. Bickford-Smith (1893), wish WI 
bibliography: see also W. Meyer, Die Sesendangas dor SPIISChnfle 
des Publdins Synu (1877), an important work. 

PUBLISHING. In the technical sense, publishing is the 
business of producing and placing upon the market printed 
copies of the work of an author (see Boor). Before the Wren-
lion of printing the actual maker of a manuscript was to a great 
extent his own publisher and his own bookseller. Increase of 
facilities for the production of copies led to a steady though 
slow differentiation of functions. The author was the first 
factor to be isolated and confined to a well-marked provisce, 
yet we may find upon the title•page of some old books as 
intimation that they might be purchased either at the shop 
of the bookseller who published them or at the lodgings of the 
author. 

The separation of publishing from bookselling carat later 
(see Boolszturro). Booksellers were the first publisbess of 
printed books, as they had previously been the agents for the 
production and exchange of authentic manuscript copies; sad 
as they are quite competent to make contracts with papa-
makers, printers and bookbinders, there is no particular mama 
why they should not be publishers still, except the tendency of 
every composite business to break up, as it expands, lets 
specialised departments, That tendency may be seen at week 
in the publishing business itself. When publishers had on 
quered their own province, and had confined booksellers to 
bookselling, they held in their own hands the entire business of 
distribution to the trade. But a clam of wholesale booksellers 
has grown up, and although important retail booksellers if 

London continue to deal directly with the publishers, the seLsa 
booksellers throughout the country draw their supplies mute 
largely from the wholesale agents. 

The intdiectual movement which was largely responsible fee 
the French Revolution, and the general stir and upheaval whit 
fbllowed that portentous cataclysm, precipitated the aeleasaaree 
of production from distribution in the book. trade, by the mere 
expansion of the demand for books. That separation was 
practically complete at the beginning of the 19th canton. 
although it would not be difficult to find survivals of the oil 
order of things at a much later date. The old bookseller-
publishers were very useful men in their lime. They ea 
pretty fairly the actual needs of the public; and as regards the 
author, they took the place of the private patron upon whom he 
was previously dependent- No doubt the author had much 
to endure at their hands, still, they did undoubtedly improve 
his status by introducing him to public patronage and plat* 
him upon a sounder economic basis. If in the earlier dais 
they were less than liberal in their terms, it may be mama 
bend that their own busiaess was not very intensive or say 
remunerative. They were not equipped either with braise w 
with capital to extend that business in answer to the posing 
demand for books. By the daily routine of their shops day 
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mese tied down to narrow views, and their timidity is charac-
teristically shown by the fact that to publish a book of any 
importance reqUired the co-operation" of a number of book-
sellers who shared the expenses and the profits. 

Enterprise could not be expected from a committee of that 
kind and of that composition; hence these was not merely an 
opportunity, but • clamorous demand for men of larger ideas 
and wider outlook to undertake the proper business of publishing, 
unhampered by the narrowing influences of retail trade. 

Besides unconsciously improving the position of authors by 
enabling them to appeal to the public instead of to patrons, 
whom Johnson classed with other evils in the line " toil, envy, 
want, the patron and the gaol, " the bookseller-publishers gave 
them, or many of them, steady employment as literary assistants 
and advisers. 

As the demand for books increased, these worthy tradesmen 
felt with growing acuteness their own want of literary ability 
and of education. They called in men of letters to supply 
their own deficiencies. No doubt they expected the lowest 
kind of hack work from their assistants, no doubt the pay was 
poor, no doubt they trampled upon the sensibilities of the man 
of letters, and no doubt he irritated them by his unbusinesable 
habits. Still, the association was useful to both parties; and 
indeed, one may lay down many books at the present day with 
a sigh of regret that the writers had never been compelled to go 
through an apprenticeship of the kind. 

The emergence of the publishers as a separate dam was 
accompanied by differentiation of the functions of their literary 
assistants. The routine drudgery which men of education and 
ability formerly had to undergo fell to a class now known as 
" moot readers, " who are on the watch for typographical errors, 
grammatical slips, ambiguities of expression, obvious lapses of 
memory and oversights of all kinds. Men of letters became 
" publishers' readers, " and their duty was to appraise the worth 
of the manuscripts submitted, end to advise their employers 

, as to the value of the matter, the originality of the treatment, 
and the excellence of the style. Their advice was also sought 
upon literary projects that may have suggested themselves to 
the publishers, and novel suggestions emanating from themselves 
were welcomed. Men of letters in positions of that kind could 
obviously exercise very considerable influence over the proceed-
ings of the publishing firms to which they were attached, and 
many an unknown writer has owed the acceptance of his work 
to the sympathetic insight of the publishers' reader. 

The man of letters as publisher's reader is, however, a trans-
, itory phenomenon in the evolution of the publishing business 

His primary function is to tell the publisher what is intrinsically 
good, but probably he has always to some extent discharged 
the secondary function of advising the publisher as to what 
it would pay to publish. The qualities which make a man a 
sound critic of intrinsic worth are quite different from those 
that make him a good Judge of what the public will buy. When 
books were comparatively few, and when the reading public 
was comparatively small, select and disposed to give consider-
able attention to the few books it read, the critical faculty was of 
more importance than the business one. But when the output 
of books became large, and when, as the consequence of educa-
tional changes, the reading public became numerous, uncritical 
and hurried and superficial in its reading, the importance of 
the critical faculty in the publisher's reader dwindled, while 
the faculty of gauging the public mind and guessing what 
would sea became increasingly valuable. The publisher's 
literary adviser belongs to the period when the publishing busi-
ness had expanded sufficiently to compel the publisher to look 
for skilled assistance in working more or less upon the older 
traditions. But when, as Is now the case, expansion has gone 
so fax as to swamp the older traditions, and to make publishing 
a purely commercial affair, the literary reader gives place to the 
man of business with aptitude for estimating bow many copies 
of a given book can be sold. This is practically recognized by 
at least one London publisher, who in recent years paid no salary 
to his reader, but gave him a small commission upon every copy 
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that was sold of any book the publication of which he had 
recommended. Nothing could more plainly indicate that 
literary faculty is not wanted, and that the reader's function is 
to judge, not literary value, but commercial utility, 

The market is flooded with books badly written, badly 
constructed, as poor in matter as in style, hastily flung together, 
and outrageously padded to suit conventional relations between 
size sad price. They are books which no man of literary taste 
or judgment could ever recommend for publication on their 
merits, but tbey.are published, just as crackers are at Christmas, 
on a calculation that a certain number will find buyers. Even 
if the publisher sees no prospect of an adequate sale, he pub-
lishes the books all the same, upon terms which ensure to him a 
manufacturing profit and throw the risk of loss upon other 
shoulders. 

There is no reproach, stated or implied, to the publisher. 
He is merely a man of his age carrying on his businesii upon 
terms which the age prescribes through a number of concurrent 
causes. Any reproach that may fall upon him he invites by 
kimetimes giving himself the airs of one belonging to an earlier 
age, and claiming credit for acting upon principles that are 
obsolete. 

An author, even if he be an immortal genius, is, from the 
economic point of view, a producer of raw materiaL A publisher, 
however eminent, is from the same point of view a middleman 
who works up the author's raw material into a saleable form and 
places it upon the market. The relationship between the two 
is one that occurs with great frequency in business, always giving 
rise to efforts by each patty to adjust the division of profits for 
his own advantage: If there be anything peculiar to the pub-
lishing business it is that the party who in that business most 
successfully adjusts matters for his own advantage is liable to 
be charged by the other with some form of moral obliquity. 
The diatribes of authors against publishers are familiar to every 
one; and publishers on their side have some hard, things to say 
about authors, though their sentiments are less piquantly and 
less publicly expressed. The publisher is usually a more or less 
capable man of business, while the author is generally—though 
there are very notable exceptions—quite ignorant of business 
and apparently incapable of learning the rudiments. It neces-
sarily follows that the author, left to himself, accepts agreements 
and signs contracts which are much less favourable than they 
need be to his acquisition of a due share of the profits jointly 
made by himself and the publisher. What makes his position 
still worse is the circumstance that each author fights for his 
own hand, whereas the publishers, although in competition with 
one another, are also to some extent in combination. 

In these circumstances it occurred to Sir Walter Besant and 
some others that a remedy for this inferiority in position might 
be found in a combination of authors for mutual help and 
protection. After a, troublesome period of incubation the 
Society of Authors was established in London in 1813, with 
Lord Tennyson as its first president, and with a goodly list of 
stvice-prelidents. It offered useful assistance to authors igno-
rant of business in the way of examining contracts, checking 
publishers' accounts, revising their sometimes too liberal esti-
mates of costs of production, and giving advice as to the publishers 
to be applied to or avoided in any given case. It has no doubt 
been of great service in checking the abuses of the publishing 
trade and in compelling the less scrupulous among the publishers 
to conform more or less exactly to the practice of the more 
honourable. On general questions such es that of copyright 
it serves to focus the opinions of authors, though hero it 
champions their interests against the public rather than against 
the publishers. But the society has never been an effective com-
bination of suchen; and indeed the obstacles, material and moral, 
to such a combination are so great as to render complete success 
extremely Improbable. Nothing could better illustrate this 
difficulty than the fact that, concurrently with the Society of 
Authors, a totally different machinery for the furtherance of the 
interests of authors came into existence. The " literary agent " 
made his appearance about t8So He is supposed to be an 
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expert in all matters pertaining to publishing and to the book 
market. He takes the author's business affairs entirely into his 
hands; utilizes the competition among publishers to sell the 
author's work to the highest bidder; checks accounts, estimates 
and sales; keeps the author's accounts for him; and charges a 
commission upon the proceeds. Here we have the author 
fighting as of old for his own hand. The only difference is that 
he does his fighting by proxy, hiring a stronger man than himself 
to deal the blows on his account. There is no question whatever 
of solidarity with his fellow-authors, and the whole system is a 
direct negation of the principle upon Which the Society of Authors 
was founded. 

On the other hand, both publishers and booksellers have long 
had the disposition, and to some extent the ability, to co-operate, 
and the efforts of both sets of men have unfortunately been in 
the direction of maintaining, if not raising, the price of books 
to the public. Since the formation of the Publishers' Association 
in 1896 the publishing trade has been strongly organized on the 
trade-union' pattern, and its operations have been assisted by 
the less powerful Booksellers' Association. Books, like many 
other articles, are sold by the makers at list prices, and the 
retailer's profit is furnished by discounts off these prices. Under 
such a system competition among retailers takes the form of 
the sacrifice by the more enterprising of a portion of their dis-
count. They prefer a large sale at a low profit to a small sale 
at a high profit. It is always the desire of the less enterprising 
to put. an  end to this competition by artificial regulations 
compelling all to sell at the same price. 

Many attempts have been made to destroy freedom of dealing 
in books. In July aso twelve hundred booksellers within 52 in. 
of the London General Post Office signed a stringent agreement 
not to sell below a certain price. This agreement was broken 
almost immediately. Another attempt was made in x1352; but at 
a meeting of distinguished men of letters resolutions were adopted 
declaring that the principles of the Booksellers' Association of 
that period were opposed to free trade, and were tyrannical and 
vexatious in their operations. The Times took an active part 
in defendingand enforcing the conclusions which they sanctioned. 
The question was eventually referred to a commission, consisting 
of Lord Campbell, Dean Milman and George Grote,which decided 
that the regulations were unreasonable and inexpedient, and 
contrary to the freedom which ought to prevail in commercial 
transactions. An attempt was also made in silk) to impose 
restrictions upon the retail bookseller; but that also failed, mainly 
by reason of the ineffective organization which the publishers 
then had at command. 

Feeling their hands greatly strengthened by the establishment 
of their Association, the publishers were emboldened to make 
another effort to put an end to reductions in the selling price 
of books. After much discussion between authors, publishers 
and booksellers, a new scheme was launched on the 1st of January 
woo. Books began to be issued at set prices, from which no 
bookseller was permitted to make. any deduction whatever. 
This decree was enforced by the refusal of all the publishers 
included in the Association to supply books to any bookseller 
who should dare to infringe it in the case of a book published 
by any one of them. In other words, a bookseller offending 
against one publisher was boycotted by all Thus, what is 
known as the " net system" depended absolutely upon the close 
trade union into which the publishers had organized themselves. 
The Booksellers' Association signed an agreement to charge the 
full published price for every net book, but that body had no 
real power to impose its will upon recalcitrant booksellers. Its 
assent to the terms of the publishers merely relieved them of 
the fear of active opposition on the part of the wholesale 
booksellers and the large retail booksellers, mainly located in 
London. 

All books were not•issued at net prices even m zero, though 
the practice had extended enormously since it began in woo. 
But the principle was applied all round. In the use of such 
books as six-shilling novels the discount price of four shillings 
and sixpence was treated as the net price, and the usual penalty  

was' inflicted upon those who dared to sell at any knot/ el 
at all events within twelve months of the date of publican, 

Owing to the fact that the net system was medially u 
duced, net books and discount books being Seismal side by 
with dietbunt books in the majority, the full effect td the isa 
tion was not immediately apparent. But the establishes:a 
Therimes Book Club in tees brought the systems to the tem 1 
Club aimed at giving to the readers of The News a mud e 
prompt and copious supply of new books than could be ebu 
from the circulating libraries. The scheme was at fist 
favourably received by the publishers, who saw in it the pr 
of largely increased orders for their goods. They *Islam: 
orders, but then something else happened which they ht: 
foreseen. Of the books they issued the vast majority ee4 
only ephemeral interest. For a few weeks, sometimes eei.1 
a few days, everybody wanted to glance at them, and the 
public interest dwindled and died. As the copies ceased u 
in demand for circulation the Book Club naturally tried u 
advantage of the buying demand, which always gods's. dome 
is always repressed by the very high prices charged byped 
in Great Britain. The Book Club sold its surpha capio 
reduced prices, and wasobliged to do so, sines otherwise k m 
have been swamped with waste paper. But the autism 
publishers now rose in arms. Forgetting that they bad h 
paid the full trade price for every copy, they said that the k 
Club was spoiling the market, and that a wholesale bays 
no right to sell at the best price he could get. Hence area 
came to be known as the Book War, between The Tiredisti 
associated publishers and booksellers, the publishenwhietne 
their advertisements from The Times and doing their be 
refuse books to the Book Club. The conflict made a coaseni 
commotion, and the arguments on both sides were betty o 
tested. It did not, however, alter the fact that the public W.J 
pay high prices for books having no permanent value. 

The Booksellers' Association, dominated by the las -- 
sellers in London and a few great towns, made comma 
with the. Publishers' Association. Their interests err • 
affected by the net system, and they saw in the Book C..•. 1  
energetic competitor. The small booksellers up and dye I 
country are injuriously affected, because it is mote dace." , 

 ever for them to stock books on which there Is a verY x-1  
margin of profit, and the sale of which they cannot say lm 
push by the offer of a discount. Formerly, if a book did 
at the full price, they could sacrifice their profit and eve 
of what they paid for it, thus saving at lean pan of their ii" 
capital. Now if a book does not sell at the net price they 
to keep it so long that it is probably unsaleable at any PaC" 
forms a dead loss. Hence they cannot afford to stock bed , 

 all, and that channel of distribution is blocked.. 
The cast-iron retail price is economically wrong. A Id 

seller with a large turn-over in the midst of a dense popti► ,  
can afford to sell at a small profit. He finds his teas' 
increased sales. His action is good for the public, for the wet" 
and for the publisher himself, were he enlightened enough tt 
it. But a small bookseller in a remote country tarn mso 
afford to sell at an equally low profit, because he has oat so 
to • public large enough toyield correspondinglyincreased 4 

 Yet both are arbitrarily compelled to sell only at a anti.,  
price fixed by the publisher. What makes the maw 
is that there is no cast-iron wholesale price. The sea cod 
seller has to pay more for his books than deluge one rink" 
in dozens of copies. Carriage on his small parcels ohm an 4  
what profit is left to him. As he is not allowed to hart tau 
" on sale or return," he has no chance whatever; sad 
distributing agency the small book..1 141 has become orikirb` 

It is not a necessary consequence of the net system dm rue 

books should cost the public more than before. U It has 1001  
the practice to sell a ten-shilling book for seven shags s' 
sixpence, and if that practice be thought objectionthk , 

 obvious remedy, supposing publishers to have no ocher oil 
view, is to publish the book at the price for which it ts .P": 

But the net system has been used to enforce the sale d mkt $01 
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at the published price and nothing less, which obviously amounts 
to compelling the public to pay more than before for the book. 
Again, if the object were to benefit the retail bookseller by reliev-
ing the pressure of competition, it is plain that after abolishing 
discounts the publishers would charge the same wholesale 
prices as before to the booksellers. But, on the contrary, they 
have so adjusted their prices that the retailer gets no more 
profit upon a book sold net than be formerly obtained from a 
book of the same published price after allowing a discount. 
Thus the object and result of the net system Is to increase the 
profits of the publishers at the expense of the public. This has 
been accomplished at a time when paper is cheaper than at any 
previous period, and when machinery has reduced the cost of 
composition, printing and binding to an almost equal extent. 
It is a remarkable illustration of the power of combination 
among quasi-monopolists to raise the price of their commodities 
even in the face of a falling market. 

The Book War came to an end in scrod; but though the pub-
lishers and booksellers appeared in the result to have brought 
the Book Club within terms which were satisfactory to them, the 
whole situation had really been changed. The public for the 
first time had been educated. Public attention had been forcibly 
directed to the fact that there is no reason in the nature of 
things why the price of books should increase, but on the con-
trary, every reason why they should be cheaper than at any 
previous period. A certain mystery which had hung over the 
publishing trade was effectually dispelled. The man in the 
street learned that books priced to him at six shillings can be 
produced by the joint labours of the paper maker, the printer, 
and the bookbinder for about sixpence, and that in many cases 
the author gets little or nothing out of the difference. There 
followed a quickening of the public demand for literature at 
reasonable prices, and enterprising people were found to meet 
the demand. A vast quantity of good literature, much better 
than nine-tenths of what is written to-day, has been brought 
within reach of persons of the smallest incomes. Hundreds of 
standard works have appeared in convenient and readable 
editions at a shilling, at sevenpence and even sixpence per 
volume. These cheap editions have an enormous sale, not only 
because they are low in price, but because they have permanent 
value. For the cost of a novel which he will never look at twice, 
and which perhaps was hardly worth reading once, a man may 
obtain half a dozen books that have stood the test of time, and 
that will become the valued companions of his leisure. He gets 
them too in a form suited not only to his purse, but to the limited 
storage accommodation at the disposal of the mass of modern 
readers, who can neither buy nor house the stately editions 
that adorn the libraries of the wealthy. Thus, In respect of 
the large class of books read for recreation, we have reached 
the paradoxical position that cheapness and excellence go 
hand-in-hand; and that the disparaging adjective frequently 
linked with " cheap" is more properly associated with dear and 
pretentious. 

Nor does the counter movement slop even here. There is a 
growing tendency to bring out books of current production in 
cheap editions, and also to publish the original edition at prices 
which must give a painful shock to the authors of the net 
system. Cheap magazines, and the  which newspapers 
are adopting from French practice, make considerable inroads 
upon the province of the six-shilling novel; and as regards more 
serious books the newspapers now give an amount of information 
about their contents which goes far to console the public for 
the prohibitive prices of the books themselves. These move-
ments are developing and will continue to develop, seriously 
interfering with the plans of those who devised the net system. 
The combination publishers have never understood that, apart 
from the very small percentage of works which make real addi-
tions to the sum of knowledge or of genuine literary achievement, 
the reading of the books they turn out is a pastime, which has 
to compete In public favour with a great variety of other pastimes. 
They have chosen to make their form of recreation extremely 
expensive, with the double result that the public turn to others,  

and that even their own is increasingly supplied by cheaper 
agencies. 

There are certain classes of books which must always be 
relatively expensive, because they appeal only to students of 
some particular branch of science or of art or of literature, 
whose number is not great. But these are books of enduring 
value. Their price is justified not only by their prolonged 
service, but by the erudition or the exceptional qualities which 
go to the writing of them, as well as by the frequently excep-
tional cost of producing them. 'But as regards the vast output 
of books which merely amuse an idle hour, the existence of a 
large body of readers is the only excuse for their appearance, 
and if they cannot be produced at a low price ensuring an exten-
sive sale they ought not to be produced at all. Thus there is 
more than a mere money question involved in the contention 
about price. An artificial system of prices leads to the printing 
of a vast quantity of trash, which demoralizes the reading public 
and is a serious obstacle to the success of the better books. Such 
a system operates, in fact, as a protective duty In favour of 
mediocrity and even of something worse. It is no defence of 
such a system that it panders to the vanity of incompetent 
scribblers, and enables publishers to make money by soiling paper 
that bad better have been kept dean. 

A rational system of prices would automatically solve some 
of the difficulties of the book-world. If a book is selling by tens 
of thousands of copies, as every book printed for pastime ought 
to do, it would not matter at what price any large buyer chose to 
resell his purchases. They would only be a drop in the bucket, 
and all the contention about second-hand prices would disappear. 

Then there is the troublesome system of " remainders," that 
Is to say, the unsaleable copies of thousands of books published 
every year. The editions arc small enough—probably not more 
than one thousand copies—yet, in spite of circulating libraries, 
a third or a half of that modest number remains in the ware-
houses of the publishers. Sometimes they are sold for about the 
cost of their flimsy covers; sometimes they simply go to be 
reduced to their original pulp at the paper mills. If a book has 
any sale justifying its production, there will be no question of 
remainders, supposing its supply to have been regulated by the 
most ordinary prudence. the sale of such a book never stops 
dead, and any small surplus of copies can always be got rid of at a 
small reduction in price. 

Towards the end of the nth century came a large influx Into 
England of American literature, especially fiction. Not only 
was there a growing appreciation of many American writers, 
but the attractive "get-up" of American books made its Influ-
ence felt upon the British market. Some of the American 
methods of distribution were also introduced into Great Britain, 
but at first with only partial success. The most successful 
effort was the sale of important expensive works through the 
medium of newspapers. Canvassing, which was a common 
method of distributing books in the United States, met with 
little support in the United Kingdom, although about the 
middle of the icith century a large trade was done through 
,England and Scotland by canvassers, who sold in numbers and 
parts such works as Family Bibles, Daily Devotions, Lives of 
Christ and Foxes Book of Martyrs. 

The methods of publishing in America are similar to those adopted 
in Great Britain. but the discount to the booksellers is generally 
given pro rots according to the number purchased. It is, however. 
in respect of the means of distribution that the sy..tems of the two 
countries differ most. In America the general stores to a large 
extent take the place of the English bookseller, and by their energy 
and extensive advertising a wider public is served. In the dint au-
tion of fiction the American plan of " booming " a book by copious 
advertising, although expensive, is often the means of inducing 
a large sale, and of bringing an author's name before the public. 
In toot the net system, as adopted in Great Britain, was partially 
introduced into America. 

The continental methods of publishing and distributing, apeci-* 
ally in Germany, differ, in many respects very materially, from those 
of Great Britain. In even the smallest German towns there is 
a bookseller who receives on sale, immediately upon publication, 
a supply of sueh'new books as he or the pubfisker may think suitable 
to his dais of book-buyers. The boobeffa submits these books 
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to his customers, and by this method most books issued are at 
once placed at the disposal of any buyer interested in the particular 
subject. The large sums spent in other countries upon advertise-
ments are thus saved. At the book fairs held in Leipzig at Easter 
and Michaelmas the accounts for books sent on sale are made up 
and paid. In France all books have to be licensed before publica-
tion. but the methods of publication differ little from those of other 
continental countries, in all of which book prices are much lower 
than in England. 

PUCCINI, GIACOMO (AO- ), Italian operatic composer, 
was born at Lucca, of a family already distinguished in music; 
his great-great-grandfather Giacomo, great-grandfather Antonio, 
grandfather Domenico, and father Michele, being all well known 
in the art. He was educated at the Milan Conservatoire, and 
in 1884 his opera Le Viii was performed at the Teatro del 
Verme. In 1889 his Edgar was performed at La Scala, and in 
1893 his Maws Lucas! in Turin. But it was the production 
of La Boblate in Turin in 18g6 that made him famous, and this 
opera had a great success everywhere. Tosco followed in 1900, 
and in 19o4 Madama BuBerfiy confirmed the highest opinions 
of his talent. 

PUCHTA, GEORG FRIEDRICH (1798-1846), German jurist, 
born at Kadolzburg in Bavaria on the 31st of August 2798, 
came of an old Bohemian Protestant family which had immi-
grated into Germany to avoid religious persecution. His 
father, Wolfgang Heinrich Puchta (1769-1845), a legal writer and 
district judge, imbued his son with legal conceptions and princi-
ples. From 181 t to 1816 young Puchta attended the gymnasium 
at Nuremberg, where he acquired a taste for Hcgclianism. 
In 1816 he went to the university of Erlangen, where, in 
addition to being initiated by his father into legal practice, he 
fell under the influence of the writings of Savigny and Nicbuhr. 
Taking his doctor's degree at Erlangen, he established himself 
here in 1820 as pain:admen", and in 1823 was made professor 
extraordinary of law. In 1828 he was appointed ordinary 
professor of Roman law at Munich. In 1835 he was appointed 
to the chair of Roman and ecclesiastical law at Marburg, but he 
left this for Leipzig in 1837, and in 1842 be succeeded Savigny at 
Berlin. In 184s Puchta was made a member of the council of 
state (Maoism') and of the legislative commission (Gents-
gebungskonsmissiort). He died at Berlin on the 8th of January 
1846. His chief merit as a jurist lay in breaking with past 
unscientific methods in the teaching of Roman law and in 
snaking its spirit intelligible to students. Among his writings 
must be especially mentioned Lekrbads der Pandeklen (Leipzig, 
1838, and many later editions), in which he elucidated the dog-
matic essence of Roman law M a manner never before attempted; 
and the Kansa der laslitutionen (Leipzig, 1842-1247, and later 
editions), which gives a dear picture of the organic development 
of law among the Romans. Among his other writings are Das 
Gewobehebisrecki (Erlangen, 1828-5837); and Einleilang its dos 
Beck der Kinks (Leipzig, 284o). 

Puchta's ICkke sisili tucks Sckriften (posthumously published in 
dist by Professor . A. A. Friedrich Rudorff), is a collection of thirty 
eight masterly essays on various branches of Roman law, and the 
preface contains a sympathetic biographical sketch of the jurist. 
See also Zeher. Ober die sow Puebla der DarsieUvag des rbmiseben 
Ricks as Grande gokgins reclasphilosopkisckew AlLtidatle (1833). 

mmiuum LUDWIG HEINRICH, 
Feasr VON (1785-1871), German author, was born at Muskau 
in Lusatia on the 3oth of October 1785. He served for some 
time in the bodyguard at Dresden, and afterwards travelled 
in France and Italy. In 1811, after the death of his father, 
be inherited the barony of Muskau and a considerable fortune. 
As an officer under the dukt of Saxe-Weimar be distinguished 
himself in the war of liberation and was made military and civil 
governor of Bruges. After the war he retired from the army 
and visited England, where be remained about a year. In 1822, 
in compensation for certain privileges which be resigned, he was 
raised to the rank of Furst by the king of Prussia. Some years 
earlier be had married the Grifin von Pappenbeim, daughter of 
Furst von Hardenberg; in 1826 the marriage was legally dissolved 
though the parties did not separate. He again visited England 
and travelled in America and Asia Minor, living after his  

return at Muskau, which he spent much time in cultivating and 
improving. In 1845 he sold this estate to Prince Frederick of 
the Netherlands, and, although he afterwards lived from Unser 
to time at various places in Germany and Italy, his principal 
residence was his seat, Schloss Branitz near Kottbus, where be 
laid out splendid gardens as he had already done at Maskers. 
In 1863 he was made an hereditary member of the Prussian 
Herrenhaus, and in s866 he attended the Prussian general stall 
in the war with Austria. He died at Branita on the 4th of 
February 187r, and, in accordance with instructions in his will. 
his body was cremated. As a writer of books of travel he held 
a high position, his power of observation being keen and his st sin 
lucid and animated. Ills first work was Briefe rises Verstorbeves 
(4 vols., 1830-1831), in which he expressed many independent 
judgments about England and other countries he had visited 
and about prominent persons whom he had met. Among his 
later books of travel were Sentilassos vorleisier Wellgang (3 vols.. 
1835), Masi:a:so inAfrika (s vols., t 836), Ass M them eel - A Es Reich 
(3 vole., 1844 and Die &Saheb? (3 vols., 1846-1848). He was 
also the author of Anderiunges Ober Landschaftsgdrixerei (1834). 

See Ludmilla Assing, Packer-blushaus Britfirechsel mad Togo-
backer (9 vols.. 1873-1876); Pars" Hermann ton Puebler-31 slams 
0.311,  :to  and Petzold, Fern Hemmen von Pdekkr-Mrskait is miner 

g far die bildeade Garkabassi (1874). 
PUDDING,* term, now of rather wide application, for a dish 

consisting of boiled flour enclosing or containing meat, veget ables 
or fruit, or of batter, rice, sago or other farinaceous foods boiled 
or baked with milk and eggs. Properly a pudding should be one 
boiled in a cloth or bag. There are countless varieties, of which 
the most familiar are the Christmas plum-pudding, the Yorkshire 
pudding and the suet pudding. The word was originally and 
is still so used in Scotland for the entrails of the pig or other 
animal stuffed with meat, minced, flavoured and mixed with 
oatmeal and boiled. The etymology is obscure. The French 
bondia occurs in the Scottish original sense at the same time an 
'tiding (13th century) in English. Boadin has been connected 
with Italian &Mont and Latin boiebu, sausage, but the origins 
of these words are quite doubtfuL Attempts have been made to 
find the origin in a stem pad-, to swell, cf. " podgy," L. Ger. 
Padde-wars!, black-pudding, &c. 

PUD8RY, a municipal borough in the Pudsey parliamentary 
division of the West Riding of Yorkshire, England, 6 m. W. by S. 
of Leeds, on the Great Northern railway. Pop. (1891), 13,444; 
(1905), 14,9527. The principal buildings are the church of St 
Lawrence in Gothic style, erected in 2821, and the mechanic? 
Institute, a fine building, comprising class-rooms, • library, a 
public hall and a lecture hall. A public park was opened in 
t889. The town has an important woollen trade and poestasee 
dyeing and fulling mills. Part of the parish, Tyersall, is in the 
borough of Bradford. Pudsey is mentioned in Domesday. It 
was sold by Edward U. to the Calverley family, from which it 
passed to an ancestor of the Milners. The town was Incor-
porated in 189g, and the corporation consists of a mayor. 
6 aldermen and t8 councillors. Area, 1399 acres. 

PODUKNOTTAL a state of southern India, in subordination 
to Madras, lying between the British districts of Tanjore and 
Madura. Area, isoo sq. m. Pop. (59oi), 380,44o, shoeing an 
increase of 2% in the decade. The state consists mainly of 
an undulating plain, nowhere of great fertility and in many parts 
barren; it Is interspersed with rocky hills, especially in the south-
west. Granite and laterite are quarried, red ochre is worked, 
and silk and cotton fabrics, bell-metal vessels and perfumes are 
among the principal manufactures. There is also some export 
trade in groundnuts and tanning bark. The chief, whose title 
is tondaman, is of the Kallan or robber caste. His ancestors 
received a grant of territory for loyal services to the British 
during the wars in the Carnatic at the end of the t8th century. 
Estimated grow revenue. i8o,000; no tribute. The state Ins 
for some years past been well administered under a council, 
with a representative assembly. The town of Pudukkottal 
bad a population in soot of 20,347. It Is well laid ona, and 
contains wand line now bundles& 
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PIIIIILL a state of Mexico, occupysag the South-east 

/sale of the great central plateau, or that part of it known 
• the Anahuac table-land. It is bounded N. and E. by the 
tate of Vera Crux, S. by the states of Oaxaca and Guerrero, 
ind W. by the states of Morelos, Mexico, Tlazaila and Hidalgo. 
%Ma, 12,20 ►  R. M. Pop. (1000), 1,021,133, largely civilized 
Indians. Lofty mountains overlook the plateau from the 
lords-east and west, three of the highest peaks, Orizaba, 
Popocatepet1 and lataccilmatl rising above the permanent 
:now-line, while another, Malinche, lifts its Isolated mass 
nearly to that limit. In the south the table-land breaks away 
and long fertile valleys lead downward toward the warm 
southern plains. The central table-land forms part of the 
watershed between the eastern and western drainage systems, 
some of the streams in the north and south-east emptying 
into the Guff of Mexico, while the Atoyac, which has its 
source in Tlaxcala, crosses the state and discharges into the 
Pacific through the hlescala. Puebla has • temperate, healthful 
climate, one of the best in Mexico. The soil is generally fertile 
and the rain fall abundant. Agriculture is the principal industry. 
The Mexican, Interoccanic and Mexican Southern railways cross_ 
the state and afford ample transportation facilities. 

PUEBLA (full tit le Le Puebla de Losrgeles, and more recently, 
P mebia elk Zarageea), a city of Mexico and capital of the state of 
the same name, on the banks of the Atoyac river, 6o m. S.E. of 
the city of Mexico, with which it is connected by two lines of 
railway. Pop. (19oo), 93,153, including a large percentage of 
Indians. Its railway connexions put it In daily communication 
with the national capital, Vera Cruz, Pachuca, Oaxaca, and the 
terminal ports of the Tehuantepec railway—Coatzacoalcos and 
Salina Crux. The city is built on a broad healthy plain, about 
7200 It. above sea-level. It is well provided with street railways, 
electric and gas illumination, water and drainage. The great 
Dock cathedral, about 165X3act ft., is perhaps the finest ecclesi-
astical building in Latin America. It was begun about 1 552, 
but not completed until 1649. Among other churches, famous 
for their lavish decorations, are those of San Jost, San Cristobal, 
Santa Catarina and San Domingo. The " Teatro Principal," 
built in :79o, is said to be the oldest existing theatre on the con-
tinent. There are two other theatres, and an immense bull-ring. 
Among the more conspicuous public buildings are the palace of 
justice, (be building of the state legislature, a school of medicine 
to which is attached the Palafoxians Library of over loo,000 
volumes, an academy of fine arts, and the national college. 
At Fort Guadalupe, near the city, there are several hot sulphur 
springs, which are used for medicinal baths. Puebla is one of 
the busiest manufacturing cities in Mexico, and among its 
products are cotton and woollen textiles, soap, glass, straw hats, 
pottery and leather goods. There are also some large foundries. 

Puebla was founded in 1533 by Sebastian Ramirez de Fuenleal, 
archbishop of Santo Domingo, and the celebrated Franciscan 
Ku Toribio Motolinia. In 1 nett became the seeof the bishopric 
originally created in 1516 at 'Tlaxcala. The appellation " de los 
Angela," which is now practically dropped, originated in a 
popular belief that during the building of the cathedral two 
angels every night added as much to the height of the walls as 
the workmen had completed on the preceding day. Its present 
title was gives in honour of General Ignacio Zaragosa ( se-
1864, who successfully defended the city against the first French 
attack Is 186z. It was captured in the following year by the 
French, and then by the Mexicans under Porfirio Dias in 1867. 
In the war between Mexico and the United States it was captured 
by Genial Winfield Scott and was his headquarters from June to 
August 1847. 

P01310. a city and the county-seat of Pueblo county, the 
second Ingest city of Colorado, U.S.A., and one of the most 
Important industrial mains west of the Missouri river, situated 
on the Arkansas river, about no as. S. by E. of Denver. Pop. 
(11800), lis,SSE; (190e). 28.1  27, of whom 4705 were fereign-born, 
is being Mistrials. 01 German. 529  Italian, 418 Irish, 
391 %KIM, 3/15 English and 341 English Canadian; (Imo, 
assts), suss. It is sacred by five great coatisental railway  

systems—the Denver & Rio &made, the Atchison, Topeka & 
Santa Ft, the Missouri Pacific, the Chicago, Rock Island is 
Pacific and the Colorado & Southern, giving it altogether a 
dozen outlets. It lies about 468o ft. above the sea, in a valley 
at the junction of the prairies with the foothills of the Rockies, 
on both banks of the Arkansas river, near its confluence with 
Fountain Creek; the city has an exceptionally good climate and 
attracts many winter visitors. There are a state insane asylum 
and four hospitals, of which the Minnequa Hospital (for the 
employes of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.) and St Mary's 
Hospital are the most notable. Among the public b 'adding. are 
the McClelland public library (dm) and the court-house, the 
latter of white Stone quarried in the vicinity. The Mineral 
Palace (:891), having a roof formed of twenty-eight domes, is 
the northern part of the city, contains a collection of the minerals 
of the state. Pueblo is chiefly an industrial city, and is often 
called the Steel City, or the Pittsburg of the West. Cheap ke•s 
furnished by the ev,vilmt coal of Canyon City (about 34) m. west), 
Walsenburg (about 4* M. south-west) and Trinidad (about 75  m. 
south). Pstroletundeposits in the immediate vicinity are of grow-
ing Importance. Fluxing material is only about so m. away, 
around Cripple Creek. The rich river valleyyieldsabundant crops 
of alfalfa, sugar beets, cantaloupes, apples and peaches, and the 
dry lands behind its shores prove fertile under Irrigation or under 
the Campbell system of dry farming; on the plains livened: 
interests are important. In Leos Pueblo's total factory products 
were valued at 112,1197,093 (an increase of 52-6.% since rem); 
if the output of the great smelting and refining establishments 
just outside the city limits had been included, the value would 
have been considerably larger. Pueblo is the greatest smelting 
centre west of the Missouri and probably the greatest In the 
United States. The bulk of the steel rails used on western 
railways are from the mills of the Pueblo district. 

Pueblo was originally a Mexican settlement. A considerable 
body of Mormons settled here temporarily on their way to Utah 
In 1846-1847, and a trading post was established in :85o; but 
the site, owing principally to Indite troubles, had been practically 
abandoned before 1858, when another settlement was made on 
the Fontaine qui Emilie, or Fountain Creek. Two years later 
Pueblo was surveyed and platted. The first nulway—the 
Denver & Rio Grande—came through in 187a. Pueblo was char-
tered as a city in 187o, and again, with an enlarged Mk in r887. 

PUEBLO INDIANS, the Spanish name (pueblo village) for 
the town-building titles of American Indians of the Koreas, 
Shoshonean, Taman and Zunian stocks, whose representatives 
are now practically confined to New Mexico and Alison. For-
merly they had a far greater range. They were alike in their 
sedentary agricultural characteristics, and had not the warlike 
disposition of the Plains Indians. Their modern history begins 
with their discovery in 1579 by Father Marcos de Nita. In the 
following year they were subdued by Francisco Vasquez de 
Coronado. Two years later they made a successful revolt, 
but in 1586 they had again to submit. In 168e they once more 
rebelled, but by gm they were finally conquered. Their houses 
are communal, generally but one structure for the whole village. 
These houses are sometimes built of stone, but oftener of adobe, 
several storeys high, each storey receding from the one below. 
The common plan is a hollow square or curved figure, though in 
some cases the form of a pyramid is followed. A feature of each 
town is the underground chamber used for tribal ceremonies. 
Many of the towns are built on high table-lands inaccessible 
except by steep trails. The Pueblos are a short, sturdy type 
of American Indians, very active, but mild-mannered and 
much darker than those of the plains. They are farmers and 
herdsmen, and are skilful in basket-work, weaving, pottery 
and carving. They are notable for their highly developed cere-
monial customs, and their blankets and earthenware are 
decorated with religious symbolism. 

1PUELCHE„ a tribe of South-Americsn Indians of Araucanian 
stock. Their home is the Pampas region of southern Argentina 
around the Colorado river. They are chiefly nomadic, breeding 
Can and hams, and lead a wild. lawless life. 
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PUENTE►REAS, a town of north-western Spain in the province 

of Pontevedra; on the Tny-Santiago de Compostella railway and 
on the river Tea, • right-hand tributary of the Milo. Pop. 
(goo), 13,452. Puenteareas is the chief town of a fertile hilly 
region, which-produces wine, grain and fruit, and contains many 
cattle farms. The industries of the town itself are porcelain 
manufactures, tanning and distilling. Close by are the ruins of 
the castle of Sobroso, which played an important part in the 
medieval civil wars. 

PUENTE GENII., or Powers June, a town of southern Spain, 
in the province of Cordova; on the right bank of the river Genii 
or Jenil, a tributary of the Guadalquivir. Pop. (woo), 12,956. 
Puente Genii is on the Cordova-Malaga railway, and is the 
starting-point of the line to Linares. A bridge across the Genii, 
from which the name of the town is derived, joins the lower part 
of Puente Genii with the higher, which is built on rising ground 
extending to the olive groves above. 'There are several convents, 
schools for primary and higher education, hospitals, a municipal 
library and a theatre. The principal industry is the manu-
facture of olive oil. There are also hour-mills and linen factories. 
The olkoodigo or permanent market is always well stocked with 
grain, vegetables and livestock. 

PUERPERAL FEVER (Lat. enereera, from loser, child, and 
poem, to bring forth), the name given to the varieties of general 
infection, long regarded as a specific disease (" child-bed fever," 
" lying-in fever "), to which women are subject after parturition, 
owing to the genital tract being peculiarly exposed, in septic 
surroundings, to the invasion of pathogenic bacteria (see Stress). 
Owing largely to the labours of I. P. Senunelweiss (q.v.) the grave 
mortality formerly attending this condition has been enormously 
reduced; and the necessity of rigid cleanliness in the treatment 
of lying-in cases is fully recognized. When unhappily this is 
not the case, and infection takes place, its complications must 
be treated according to the circumstances, antiseptic douching 
being employed, or preferably curetting the endometrium with 

sharp curette and swabbing with disinfectant solution. In 
definitely septicaunic cases antistreptococdc serum may be 
useful. 

PUERTO CABELLO, a city and port of Venezuela, in the state 
of Carabobo, 20 m. N. by W. of Valencia, the capital of the state. 
Pop. (28W), 10,145. Puerto Cabello has railway connexions 
with Valencia and Caracas. It stands on a small peninsula 
which partly shelters a large bay, called " Golfo Triste," by 
the early Spanish navigators. After La Guars the harbour is 
the principal port of Venezuela, and it is provided with mole, 
wharves, railway communication with the interior, and other 
facilities for the handling of merchandise and produce. The 
town and harbour were strongly fortified in colonial times, but 
the port defences were greatly damaged in 1002 in a bombard-
ment by some German vessels of the allied blockading fleet. 
Among the exports are coffee, thew, dyewoods, hides, skins, 
and copper ores. Puerto Cabello suffered much in the War of 
Independence, changing bands several times and remaining 
in the possession of Spain down to :823. 

PUERTO CORTES (Corm or CADALL06), a seaport on the 
Atlantic coast of Honduras; in re 51' N. and 87* 56' W., at 
the northern terminus of the transcontinental railway from 
Fonseca Bay, and near the mouth of the river Chamalecon. 
Pop. (19o5), about 250o. The harbour, an inlet of the Gulf 
of Honduras, is deep, spacious and secure, and there is a railway 
pier at which vessels can load and discharge. The exports 
Include bananas, coffee, cabinet woods, rubber, sarsaparilla, 
livestock, deerskins and gold. The harbour was discovered 
in 1527 by Gonzalo d'Avila, and the town was founded a few 
years later by order of Hernando Cortes, from whom it derives 
its name. 

PUERTO DR SANTA MARIA. a seaport of southern Spain, 
in the province of Cadiz, on the right bank of the river Guadalete, 
with a station on the railway from Cadiz to Seville. Pop. 
(sgoo), some. Puerto de Santa Maria, commonly called " El 
Puerto," is probably the lInsesthei Pease of Ptolemy. Its 
most important industry is the wine trade; there are also glass,  

liqueur, alcohol, starch and soap manufactures. The principal 
buildings are a Moorish citadel, a Gothic church founded in the 
3th century, a Jesuit college, and a bull-ring which accommodates 

12,000 spectators. The town is noted for its bull-fights, that 
given here in honour of Wellington being the subject of the 
considerably idealized description in Byron's Cala Herald. 

PUERTO PRINCIPE (officially, Caueollzv), a city and the 
capital of the province of Camaguey in east-central Cuba, about 
5:8 m. E.S.E. of Havana. Pop. ( 2899), 25,1os; (2907), 29,616. 
In addition to the axis-railway of the island, which connects 
it with Havana and Santiago, the city has connexion by a branch 
line with Nuevitas. Puerto Prfndpe lies on a broad plain about 
equally distant from the north and south coasts of the island, 
and between two small rivers, the Mina and Hatlbonica. 
In appearance it is one of the most ancient of Cuban towns. 
Many of the churches, convents and other ecclesiastical establish. 
mute were built in the second half of the *8th century, some 
in the first half; and some puts of the original cathedral of :617 
have probably survived later alterations and additions. Some 
of the bridges, too, built in the *8th century, are picturesque. 
The city hall was begun in 1733. There is a provincial institute 
for secondary education. The city Is the seat of a court of amth, 

 Puerto Principe is Connected by railway, 47 m. long, with its 
port, Nuevitas (pop. in 1 907. 4386), which is on the north side 
of the island and has a spacious land-locked bay of good depth, 
approached through a break in the off-lying coral keys and a 
narrow canyon entrance. About so m. south of Puerto Principe 
is Santa Cruz del Sur (pop. In 1907, *640) on the south coast. 
Cabinet woods, fruit, tobacco, sugar, wax, honey and cattle 
products are the leading exports. In 154 Diego Velasques 
founded, on Nuevitas Bay (then known as the Puerto del Principe), 
a settlement that was moved in 1515 or :516 to the site of the 
present city of Puerto Principe (or Santa Maria del Puerto del 
Principe). From very early times the surrounding plains were 
given over to bone and cattle-raising. As early as the beginning 
of the 17th century Havana depended on this supply to furnish 
the fleets of royal ships which monopolized trade between Spain 
and America. From very early times, too, a prosperous clan-
destine trade was maintained with Providence, the Bahamas, 
and especially with Caracole and Jamaica (after its capture by 
the English in 1650. After the capital, Puerto Principe was 
the richest prize of the Island when it was captured and plundered 
in :668 by a force of Frenchmen and Englishmen under Henry 
Morgan, the buccaneer. In the 18th century land grants and 
illicit trade led to serious disturbances. In :775 Nuevitas was 
resettled, and in 1780 was made a legal (habilitate) port. After 
the cession of Santo Domingo to France in thoo, the Reel 
Audiencia, the supreme court of the Spanish West Indies, WU 
removed to Puerto Principe. A superior eediesecio was created 
for Havana in 1838, but the older court continued to exist 
throughout the Spanish period. Puerto Principe boasts of beim( 
the most Creole of Cuban cities. It was prominent in the war ef 
1868-78 and in the disaffection preceding and following it. 

PUERTO REAL, a seaport of southern Spain, in the pumice 
of Cadiz; on the north shore of the inner arm of the Bay of Oaths 
and on the Seville-Cadiz railway. Pop. (1900), 10,535. Puerto 
Real (Port Royal) is the Perla.? Cada:ems of the Romans, and 
is probably the most ancient tradingstation on the Bay of Cub. 
It owes Its modern name to the fact that it was rebuilt in 84811 
by Ferdinand and Isabella. The port has good quays, a dry 
dock of the Spanish Transatlantic Company, connected with 
their important works, and safe anchorage close to the wharves 
for the largest steamers. The town has fine squares, and booed, 
well-built streets, a handsome town-hall, many schools, a ba-
ring, several convents, and a ulth-century Gothic parish church. 
with three naves and a remarkable atrium. There is an active 
trade Is wine and oils; other Industries are the oonstructiss 
and repairing of ships, and the production of salt. 

PUPOIDORF. SAMUEL (263 a-1694), German jurist, was toes 
at Chemnitz, Saxony, on the 8th of January :63s. His faller 
was a Lutheran pastor, and he himself was destined fur the 
ministry. Educated at Grimm, be was tent to study thud 
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art the university Of Lei** Its narrow and dogmatic teaching 
was profoundly repugaent to him, and be soon abandoned it 
irt the study of public law. He went so far as to quit Leipzig 
deo(etber, and betook himself to Jena, where be formed an 
astinzatet Diendship with Erhard Weigel the mathematician, 
whose influence helped to develop his remarkable independence 
of character. Pufendorf quitted Jena in :637 and became a 
rtztor in the family of Pares Julius Coyet, one of the resident 
ministers of Cheeks Gustavus, king of Sweden, at Copenhagen. 
At this time Charles Gammas was endeavouring to impose upon 
Denmark a burdensome alliance, and in the middle of the 
negotiations be brutally opened hostilities. The anger of the 
Danes wee turned spinet the envoys of the Swedish sovereign; 
Coyet, it is true, succeeded in escaping, but the second minister, 
Steno Make, and the whole suite were wrested and thrown into 
prison. Pufeaded shared this misfortune, and was subjected 
to a edict captivity of eight. month( duration. He occupied 
himself during this time in meditating upon what he had read 
in the works of Greeks and Hobbes. He mentally constructed 
a system of universal law; and, when, at the end of his captivity, 
he accompanied his pupils, the sans of Coyet, to the university 
of Lades, be was enabled to publish, in :661, the fruits of his 
reflections under the title of Eleasessta jurisproodentioe unkersofis, 
ltiri die. The work was dedicated to Charles Louis, elector pala-
tine, who created for Pufendorf at Heidelberg a new chair, that of 
the law of nature and nations, the first of the kind in the world. 
To 1667 be wrote, with the assent of the doctor palatine, a tract, 
De slain inspirit anaseid, &es anise Published under the cover 
of a pseudonym at Genevabt 2667, it was supposed to be addressed 
by a gentleman of Verona, &verbose de Monsambano, to his 
brother Ladies. The pamphlet made a great sensation. Its 
author directly arraigned the impetration of the Holy Roman 
Empire and exposed its feebleness, denounced in no measured 
terms the faults of the house of Austria, and attacked with 
remarkable *oar the politics of the ecclesiastical princes. 

1 Before Pufendorf, Philipp Bogislaw von Chemnitz, publicist 
and soldier, bad written, under the pseudonym of " Hippolytus 
a Lepide," De ration* stains its impale metro ressano-gerusanico. 
lamical, like Pufendorf, to the house of Austria, Chemnitz 
had gone so far as to make an appeal to France and Sweden. 
Attended, on the contrary, rejected all idea of foreign inter-
vention, and advocated that of national initiative. In 1670 
Pufended was called to the university of Lund. His sojourn 
there was fruitful. In 1672 appeared the De jure X4111•04 d 
(011411111, Ma veto, and in ifiss a thumb of it under the title of 
De *fide lotanis d 

le the Do jure wawa if settiam Pufendorf took up In great 
measure the theories of Grotius andsought to complete them by 
means of the doctrines of Hobbes and of his own ideas. His first 
important point was that natural law dues not extend beyond the 
limits of this life and that it confines itself to regulating external 
acts. He combated Hobbes's conception of the state of nature 
and oescioded that the state of nature is not one of war but of 
puce. But this peace is feeble and insecure, and if something 
else does not come to its aid it can do very little for the preservation 
of mankind. As regards public law Pufendorf, while recognising 
in the state Wads) a moral person (persona mortals), teaches that 
the will of the state is but the sum of the individual wills that 
castkete it, and that this association explains the state. In this 
• via conception, in which he scarcely gives proof of historical 
insight, he shows himself as one of the precursors of I. J. Rousseau 
and of the Cana/ social. Pufendorf powerfully defends the idea 
that international law is not restricted to Christendom, but con-
stitutes a common bond between all makes because all nations 
Ism part of humanity. 

In dos Pufendorf was called to Stockholm as historiographer-
royal. To this new period belong Madams Re Historic der 
sorseinedos Racist sod Steam also the Consereaserimes is rebus 
smirk, Mei XX Vf.., ad expainiene Gusts; Adelpisi regis im 
Genemoism ad obiicatiasan some Christina* and De rebus a 
Carat Gnaw ►  gala. In his historical works Puleodori is 
hopelenly dry; but be pekoes a great respect for truth and 
generally draws frail archives. In his De habits religionis 
Asians( ad *ban adieus he testes the limits between ecclesi-
astical sad dvB power. This work propounded for the first  

time the so-called " 	" theory of church government 
(Kollegiaisystan), which, developed later by the learned Lutheran 
theologian Christoph Mathias Pfaff (x686-zy6o), formed the 
basis of the relations of church and state in Germany and more 
especially in Prussia. 

This theory makes a fundamental distinction between the supreme 
jurisdiction in ecclesiastical matters (Kirchasholuis or jets circa 
saw), which it conceive* as inherent in the power of the state 
in . respect of every religious communion, and the ecclesiastical 
power (1Circhengnealt or Jus in sacra) inherent in the church, but 
in some cases vested in the state by tacit or expressed consent of 
the ecclesiastical body. The theory was of importance because, 
by distinguishing church from state while preserving the essential 
supremacy of the latter, it prepared the way for the principle of 
toleration. It was put into practice to a certain extent in Prussia 
in the 18th century; but it was not till the political changes of 
the 19th century led to a great mixture of confessions under the 
various state governments that it found universal acceptance in 
Germany. The theory, of course, has found no acceptance in the 
Roman Catholic Church, but it none the less made it povible for 
the Protestant governments to make a working compromise with 
Rome in respect of the Catholic Church established in their states. 

In r688 Pufendorf was called to the service of Frederick 
William, elector of Brandenburg. Heaccepted the call, but be had 
no sooner arrived than the elector died. His son Frederick III. 
fulfilled the promises of his father; and Pufendorf, historio-
grapher and privy councillor, was instructed to write a history 
of the Elector Frederick William (De rebus galls Frederici 
Willselmi Yager). The king of Sweden did not on this account 
cease to testify his goodwill towards Pufendorf, and in sea he 
created him a baron. In the same year, on the 26th of October, 
Pufendod died at Berlin and was buried in the church of 
St Nicholas, where an inscription to his memory is still to 
be seen. 

Pufendorf was at once philosopher, lawyer, economist, historian 
and statesman. His influence was considerable, and he has left 
a profound impression on thought, and not on that of Germany 
alone. But the value of his work was much under-estimated by 
posterity. Much of the responsibility for this injustice rested 
with Leibnitz, who would never recognize the incontestable 
greatness of one who was constantly his adversary, and whom be 
dismissed as" perum jurisconsultus et minime philosophus." 
It was on the subject of the pamphlet of Severinus de Monism-
bano that their quarrel began. The conservative and timid 
Leibnitz was beaten on the battlefield of politics and public law, 
and the aggressive spirit of Pufendorf aggravated yet more the 
dispute, and so widened the division. From that time the two 
writers could never meet on a common subject without attacking 
each other. 

See H. von Treitschke, " Samuel von Pufendorf," Prrussische 
Jalwbacker 879, XXXV. 64. and xxxvi. 61; Bluntschli, Deutsche: 
Stoats-War:aback viii. aaa, and Geschidite des allgeweinen Stoats. 
reads ad der Potash, p. soil; Lorimer, The Instuutes of the Low of 
Mal47113. i. 74; Droysen. " Zur Kritik Pufendorfs," in his Abhend-
twirls as sewn, Gexhiclat; .Roecher, Grub:chit der National-
Oekononcilt ix Deutschland. p. 3o4; Franklin. Des deutsche Reich 
sack Sneritons von Monsansbano. 

PUFF-BALL. in botany, the common name for a genus of 
fungi (known botanically as Lycoperden), and so called because 
of the cloud of brown dust-like spores which are emitted when 
the mature plant bursts. They are common in meadows and 
woods and on heaths or lawns, and when young resemble white 
balls, sometimes with a short stalk, and are fleshy in texture. 
If cut across in this state, they show a compact rind enclosing a 
loose tissue, in the interspaces of which the spores are developed; 
as the fungus matures it changes to yellowish-brown and brown 
and when ripe the rind tears at the apex and the spores escape 
through the aperture when any pressure is applied to the ball. 
When white and fleshy the fungus is edible. The fibrous mass 
which remains after the spores have escaped has been used for 
tinder or as a styptic for wounds. The giant puff-ball, Lyorperdon 
gigasstenoss, reaches a foot or more in diameter. 

PUFF-BIRD, the name first given, according to W. Swainson 
(Zoo!. Illustrations, 1st series, vol. ii., text to p1. 99), by English 
residents in Brazil to a group of birds now placed in the sub-
family Besccossinae, which with the Go:adieu or jammers ions 
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the family GaMatilde of Coradiform birds standing between the 
trogons (q.v.) and barbels, for a long time confounded, under 
the general name of barbels, with the Capilosidas of modern 
systematists. Each group has formed the subject of an elabo-
rate monograph—the Capilonidae being treated by C. H. T. 
and G. F. L. Marshall (London, a87o-1871), and the Bucconidas 
by P. L. Sclater (London, 1879-1882). The Buccottitase are 
sygodactylous birds confined to the neotropical region, in the 
middle parts of which, and especially in its sub-Andean sub-
region, they are, as regards species, abundant; while only two 
seem to reach Guatemala and but one Paraguay. As with 
most South American birds, the habits and natural history 
of the Buccouidae have been but little studied, and of only one 
species, which happens to belong to a rather abnormal genus, 
has the nidification been described. This is the Cisclidaplera 
kiteloosa, which is said to breed in holes in banks, and to lay 
white eggs much like those of the kingfisher and consequently 
thole of the jacamars. From his own observation Swainson 
writes (loc. cit.) that puff-birds are very grotesque in appearance. 
They will et nearly motionless for hours on the dead bough of a 
tree, and while so sitting " the disproportionate size of the head 
is rendered more conspicuous by the bird raising its feathers 
so as 'to appear not unlike a puff-ball. . . . When frightened 
their form is suddenly changed by the feathers lying quite flat." 
They are very confiding birds and will often station themselves 
a few yards only from a window. The Bucconkke almost without 
exception are very plainly-coloured, and the majority have a 
spotted or mottled plumage suggestive of immaturity. The 
first puff-bird known to Europeans seems to have been that 
described by G. de L. Marcgrav, under the name of " 
by which it is said to have been called in Brazil, and there is 
good reason to think that his description and figure—the last, 
comic as it is in outline and expression, having been copied by 
F. Wlllughby and many of the older authors—apply to the 
Butz° staradaltss of modern ornithology—a bird placed by M. 
J. Brisson (Orsithologie, iv. 524) among the kingfishers. But 
if so, Marcgrav described and figured the same species twice, 
since his "Marailui " is also Brisson's "Marlin-pc:chew Puha! 
is Basil." 

P. L. Sclater divides the family into 7 genera, of which Bucco 
is the largest and contains so species. The others are Male-
coptila and llosacka, each with 7, Notutula with-5, Chelidopera 
with a, and Mieresumacka and Hapalearila with a species each. 
The most showy puff-birds are those of the genus Moisacka, 
with an inky-black plumage, usually diversified by white about 
the head, and a red or yellow bill. 

PUFFIN, the common English name of a sea-bird, the Fro-
tercula ardica of most ornithologists, known however on various 
parts of the British coasts as the bottlenose, coulterneb, pope, sea-
parrot and tammy-norie, to say nothing of other still more 
local designations, some (as marrott and willock) shared also 
with allied species of Akidae, to which family it belongs. Of 
old time puffins were a valuable commodity to the owners of 
their breeding-places, for the young were taken from the holes 
in which they were hatched, and being exceeding fat," as Carew 
wrote in 16os (Survey of Cornwall, foL 35), were " kept salted, 
and reputed for fish, as coming neerest thereto in their taste." 
In 1345, according to a document from which an extract is 
given in Heath's Islands of Scilly (p. ago), those islands were 
held of the Crown at a yearly rent of 30o puffins,  or 6s. &l., being 
one-sixth of their estimated annual value. A few jean later 
(1484)„ either through the birds having grown scared or money 
cheaper, only so puffins are said (op. cit. p. 196) to have been 

f,  There cannot be much doubt that the name puffin given to 
these young birds, wilted and dried, was applied on account of 
their downy clothing, for an English informant of Ge$ner's de-
scribed one to him (Hist. seism, p. no) as wanting true feathers, 
and being covered only with a sort of woolly black plumage It 
is right, however , to state that Caius expressly declares ( • 
swientli. libelist. fol. 20 that the name is derived " a naturali you 
pupin." Skean states that the word is a diminutive, which favours 
the view that it was originally used as a name for these young 

ts were birds. Th. 	probably knows by one or other of their 
assay heel 

demanded. It is stated by both Gamer and Cohn that they 
were allowed to be eaten in Lent. Ligon, who in 1673 Published 
a History of its Island of Berbadoes, speaks (p. 37) of the HI 
taste of puffins " which we have from the isles of Scilly," and 
adds " this kind of food is only for servants." Puffins used to 
resort in vast numbers to certain stations on the coast, and are 
still plentiful on some, reaching them in spring with remarkable 
punctuality on a certain day, which naturally varies with the 
locality, and after passing the summer there leaving their homes 
with similar precision. They differ from most other Alcides 
in laying their single egg (which is white with a few grey markings 
when first produced, but speedily begrimed by the sod) in a 'hal-
low burrow, which they either dig for themselves or appropriate 
from a rabbit, for on most of their haunts rabbits have been 
introduced. Their plumage is of a glossy black above—the 
cheeks grey, encircled by a black band—and pure white beneath; 
their feet are of a bright reddish orange, but the most remark-
able feature of these birds, and one that gives them a very comical 
expression, is their huge bill. This is very deep and laterally 
Battened, so as indeed to resemble a cooker, as one of the bird's 
common names expresses; but moreover it is parti-coloured 
—blue, yellow and red—curiously grooved and still more 
curiously embossed in places, that is to say during the breeding-
season, when the birds are most frequently seen. But it bad 
long been known to some observers that such puffins V O0C1L• 
silently occur in winter (most often washed up on the shoes 
and dead) presented a beak very different in shape and size, and 
to account for the difference was a standing puzzle. Many 
years ago Biugley (Nerds Wale, i. 354) stated that puffins 
" are said to change their bills annually." The remark seems 
to have been generally overlooked; but it has proved to be very 
near the truth, for after investigations carefully pursued during 
some years by Dr Bureau of Nantes be was in 1877 enabled to 
show (Bull. Soc. Zool. France, ii. 377-399)'  that the puffin's 
bill undergoes what may be called an annual moult, some of its 
most remarkable appendages, as well as certain horny out. 
growths above and beneath the eyes, dropping of at the end 
of the breeding season, and being reproduced the following 
year. Not long after the same naturalist announced (01. cif.) 
iv. a-68) that he had followed the similar changes which be 
found to take place, not only in other species of puffin.% as the 
&okra& corniculala and F. cirrkaa of the Northern Pacific, 
but in several birds of the kindred genera Cevatoehise and 
Sinso►kyitachist inhabiting the same waters. The name puffin 
has also been given in books to one of the shearwaters which 
belong to the sub-family Procellariina of the Petrels (ca.), and 
its latinized form Prins is still used in that sense in acien-
tific  This fact seems to have arisen from a 
mistake of Ray's who, seeing in Tradescants Museum and that 
of the Royal Society some young shearwaters from the Isle of 
Man, prepared in like manner to young puffins, thought they 
were the birds mentioned by Gesner as the remarks inserted is 
Willughby's Orwithologio (p. 251) prove; for the specimens de-
scribed by Ray were as dearly sbcarwaten as Gesner's were 
puffins. 

PUGACHEV. EMIELTAII IVAIIOVICH 	1741--1775). Rus- 
sian pretender, the date of whose birth is uncertain, was the 
son of a small Cossack landowner. He married a Cossack girl 
Sofia Nedyuzbeva, in 1758, and the same year was sent with 
his fellow Cossacks to Prussia, under the lead of Count Zachary 
Chernuishev. In the first Turkish War (1767-74) of Catherine II. 
Pugacbev, now a Cossack ensign, served under Count Peter 
Panin and was present at the siege of Bender. branded home. 
he led for the next few years a wandering life; was more than 
once arrested and imprisoned as a deserter; and finally, after 
frequenting the monasteries of the " Old Believers," who 
exercised considerable influence over him, suddenly proclaimed 
himself (x773) to be Peter III. The story of Pugschev's sues' 
resemblance to the murdered emperor is a later legend. Needier 
dubbed himself Peter III. the better to attract to his standard 
all those (and they was many) who attributed their neseryte 

Sse Zeskabi for ISO, pp. 333-ads. 
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the government of Catherine U., for Peter III. was generally 
remembered as the determined opponent of Catherine. As 
a matter of fact Pugachev and his followers were hostile to every 
form of settled government. The one thought of the destitute 
thousands who joined the new Peter was to sweep away utterly 
the intolerably oppressive upperelasses. Pugachev's story 
was that be and his principal adherents had escaped from the 
clutches of Catherine, and were resolved to redress the griev-
an ca of the people, give absolute liberty to the Cossacks, and put 
Catherine herself away in a monastery. He held a sort of mimic 
court at which one Cossack impersonated Nikita Panin, another 
Zachary Cherouishev, and so on. The Russian government 
at first made light of the rising. At the beginning of October 
i773 it was simply regarded as a nuisance, and coo roubles was 
considered a sufficient reward for the head of the troublesome 
Cossack. At the end of November 28,coo roubles were promised 
to whomsoever should bring him in alive or dead. Even 
then, however, Catherine, in her correspondence with Voltaire, 
affected to treat " rafaire dm Marquis is Pagoda." as a mere 
joke, but by the beginning of nu the joke had developed Into 
a very serious danger. MI the forts on the Volga and Ural were 
now in the hands of the rebels; the Bashkirs had joined them; 
and the governor of Moscow reported great restlessness among 
the population of central Russia. Shortly afterwards Pugachev 
captured Kazan, reduced most of the churches and monasteries 
there to ashes, and massacred all who refused to join him. 
General Peter Panin, the conqueror of Bender, was thereupon 
sent against the rebels with a large army, but difficulty of trans-
port, lack of discipline, and the gross insubordination of his ill-. 
paid soldiers paralysed all his efforts for months, while the in-
numerable and ubiquitous bands of Pugachev were victorious in 
nearly every engagement. Not till August 5774, did General 
Mikhelson inflict a crushing defeat upon the rebels near Tsar-
itsyn, when they lost ten thousand In killed and prisoners. 
Panin's savage reprisals, after the capture of Penn, completed 
their discomfiture. Pugachev was delivered up by his own 
Cossacks on attempting to fly to the Urals (Sept. 14), and 
was masted at Moscow on the tab of January sn 5. 

See N. Dubrovin. Pasoan cod his Associates (Rue.; Petersburg, 
less): Catherine II.. Political Correspondence (Rue. Fr. Ger.; 
Petersburg, 1 88 3. ft.c.); S. I. Gnyedich, Pagoda. (Rust 
Petersburg. lova). 	 (R. N. B.) 

PUGET, PIERRE (16s2-1694), French painter, Illtilptor, 
architect and engineer, was born at Marseilles on the 31st of 
October 1612. At the age of fourteen he carved the ornaments 
of the galleys built in the port of his native city, and at sixteen 
the decoration and construction of a ship were entrusted to 
him. Soon after he went to Italy on foot, and was well 
received at Rome by Pietro di Cortina, who employed him on 
the ceilings of the Barberini Palace and on those of the Pitti at 
Florence. In 1643 be returned to Marseilles, where he painted 
portraits and carved the colossal figure-heads of men.of.war. 
After a second journey to Italy in 1646 be painted also a great 
number of pictures for Aix, Toulon, Coen and La Clout, and 
sculptured a large marble group of the Virgin and Child for the 
church of Leagues. His caryatides for the balcony of the Hotel de 
V ilk of Toulon were executed between 1655 and 057. N. Fouquet 
employed Puget to sculpture a Hercules for his chfitatu in 
Vass. The artist's desire to paint gradually subsided before 
his passion for sculpture, and a serious illness in 1665 brought 
Puget a prohibition from the doctors which caused him wholly 
to put aside the brush. The fall of Fouquet in 166o found 
Puget at Genoa. Here he executed for Sublet des Noyes 
his French Hercules (Louvre), the statues of St Sebastian and 
of Alexandre Sault in the church of Carignan° (c. 1664), and 
much other work. The Doria family gave him a church to 
build; the senate proposed that he should paint their council 
chamber. But Colbert bade Puget return to France, and in 
1 09 he again took up his old work In the dockyards of Toulon. 
The arsenal which he had there undertaken to construct under 
the orders of the duke of Beaufort was destroyed by fire, and 
Puget. disheartened, took lave of Toulon. In tells be went  

back to Marseilles, where he continued the long series of works 
of sculpture on which be had been employed by Colbert. His 
statue of Milo (Louvre) had been completed in 16152, Perseus 
and Andromeda (Louvre) in 1684; and Alexander. and Dio-
genes (bas-relief, Louvre) in 1685, but, in spite of the personal 
favour which be enjoyed, Puget, on coming to Paris in 1688 to 
push forward the execution of an equestrian statue of Louis XIV., 
found court intrigues too much for him. He was forced to 
abandon his project and retire to Marseilles, where he remained 
till his death on the 2nd of December Au. His last work, 
a bas-relief of the Plague of Milan, which remained unfinished, 
was placed in the council chamber of the town hall. of his 
native city. 

In spite of Puget's visits to Paris and Rome his work never 
bet its local character: his Hercules is fresh from the galleys of 
Toulon; his saints and virgins are men and women who speak 
Provost:al.. His best work, the St Sebastian at Genoa, though 
• little heavy in parts, shows admirable energy and life, as well 
as great skill in contrasting the decorative accessories with the 
simple surface of the nude. There is in the museum of Abi In 
Provence the bust of a long-haired young man in pseudo-
classical costume which is believed to be a portrait of Louis XIV. 
made by Puget at the time of the king's visit in 166o. 

See Um Lagrange, Pierre Paget (Paris, r868, with a catalogue of 
works); Charles Ginner, Amass is kirk is P. Puget (Paris, ION); 
Philippe Asamsktr, Perm Pao 	biographies:reggae (Paris, tun). 

PUGILISM (from Lat. etre, boxer, Cr. eft, with clenched 
fist), the practice or sport of fighting with the fists. The first 
mention of such fighting in literature is found in the i3rd book 
of the Iliad, and shows that in Homer's time the art was already 
highly developed. The occasion was the games at the funeral 
of Patroclus, the champions engaged being Epens, the builder 
of the wooden horse, and Euryalus. Each combatant seems to 
have been naked except for a belt, and to have worn the cestua. 
The fight ends with the defeat of Euryklus. According to - 
Virml (Aeaeid, v.) similar games took place within the walls 
of Troy at the funeral of Hector, the principal boxers being 
Dares, the winner, and the gigantic Butex,-a pupil of Asnycus, 
Path, the Trojan champion, abstaining from the contests. 
Further on we find the account of the games on the occasion 
of the funeral of Anchises, in the course of which Dares, the 
Trojan, receiving no answer to his challenge from the Siciti•na, 
who stood aghast at his mighty proportions, claims the prize; 
but, just as it is about to be awarded hint, Entellus, an aged but 
huge and sinewy Sicilian, arises and casts into the arena as a 
sign of his acceptance of the combat the massive cesti, all stained 
with blood and brains, which he has inherited from Ring Eryx, 
his master in the art of boxing. The Trojans are now appalled 
in their turn, and Dares, aghast at the fearful Implements, re-
fused the battle, which, however, is at length begun after Aeneas 
has furnished the heroes with equally matched cesti. For 
some time the young and lusty Dares circles about his gigantic 
but old and stiff opponent, upon whom he rains a torrent of 
blows which are avoided by the clever guarding and dodging 
of the Sicilian hero. At last Entellus, having got his opponent 
Into a favourable position, raises his tremendous right hand on 
high and aims a terrible blow at the Trojan's head; but the 
wary Dares deftly steps aside, and Entellus, missing his adversary 
altogether, falls headlong by the impetus of his own blow, wide 
a crash like that of a falling pine. Shouts of mingled exultation 
and dismay break from the multitude, and the friends of the aged 
Sicilian rush forward to raise their fallen champion and bear 
him from .  the arena; but, greatly to the astonishment of all, 
Entellus motions them away and returns to the fight more 
keenly than before. The old man's blood is stirred, and he 
attacks his youthful enemy with such furious and headlong 
rushes, buffeting him grievously with both hands, that Aeneas 
puts an end to the battle, though barely in time to save the 
discomfited Trojan from being beaten into Insensibility. 

Although fist-fighting was supposed by the Greeks of the 
classic period to have been a feature of the mythological games 
at Olympia, it was not actually introduced into the historical 
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Olympic contests until the a3rd Olympiad after the re-estab-
lishment of the famous games by Iphitus (about 88o a.c.). 
Onomastos was the first Olympic victor. In heroic times the 
boxers are supposed to have worn the riana, or belt, but in the 
Greek games the contestants, except for the cestus, fought 
entirely naked, since the custom had been introduced in the 

5th Olympiad, and was copied by the contestants at the 
Pythian, Nemean, Isthmian and Panathenaic games (see Gauss, 
CLASSICAL). At Olympia the boxers were rubbed with oil 
to make them supple and limit the flow of perspiration, a pre-
caution the more necessary as the Olympic games were held 
during the hottest part of the year. The cesti, of which there 
were several varieties, were bound on the boxers' hands and wrists 
by attendants or teachers acting as seconds. On account cf 
the weight of the gloves worn, the style of boxing differed from 
that now in vogue (see Boxriic), the modern straight-from-the-
shoulder blow having been little used. Both Homer and Virgil 
speak of "falling blows," and this was the common method of 
attack, consisting more in swinging and hammering than in 
punching. The statue of a Greek boxer in the Louvre shows 
the right foot forward, the left hand raised as if to ward Off a 
blow from above, and the right hand held opposite the breast, 
the whole attitude more resembling that of a warrior with sword 
and shield than of a modern boxer. The pugilists of Rome, 
who were in many cases Greeks and employed Greek methods, 
exaggerated the brutality of the fist-fight to please the Roman 
taste, and the sanguinary contest between Dares and Entellus, 
described above, although in some respects an anachronism as 
an account of a pugilistic battle in primitive times, was doubt-
less an exact portrayal of the encounters to be seen in Virgil's 
day in the circuses of Rome. Nevertheless it must not be under-
stood that the boxing matches at the Greek games were not 
themselves severe to the point of brutality, in spite of the fact 
that style and grace of movement were sedulously taught by 
the masters of the time. The Greek champions trained for 
months before the games, but encounters between athletes 
armed with such terrible weapins as the loaded cestus were 
bound to result in very serious bruises and even disfigurement. 
Pluck was as highly thought of as.at  the present day, and it 
was related of a certain Eurydamas that, when his teeth were 
battered in, he swallowed them rather than show that he was 
hurt, whereupon his antagonist, in despair at seeing his most 
furious blows devoid of effect, gave up the battle. As, on 
account of the swinging style of blows, the ears were particu-
larly liable to injury ear-protectors (lindoorrilies) were generally 
used in practice, though not in serious combats. The so-
called " pancratist's ear," swollen and mis-shapen, was a char-
acteristic feature of the Greek boxer. The satirists of the time 
flung their grim jests at the champion bruisers. . Lucilius writ-
ing of a Greek boxer of Etruria (Arakologia epigransmaluas 
grammars), says, " Aulos, the pugilist, consecrates to the God 
of Pisa all the bones of his cranium, gathering up one by one. 
Let him but return alive from the Nemean Games, 0 mighty 
Jupiter, and he will also offer thee, without doubt. the vertebrae 
of his neck, which is all he has left I "- 

The rules of Greek boxing were strict- No wrestling, grap-
pling, kicking nor biting were allowed, and the contest ended 
when one combatant owned himself beaten. On this account 
pugilism and the pancralissm (see below) were forbidden by 
Lycurgus, lest the Spartans should become accustomed to an 
acknowledgment of defeat (Plutarch, Lowisa). In spite 
of the terrible injuries which often resulted from these con-
tests it was strictly forbidden to kill an adversary, on pain of 
losing the prize. Rhodes, Aegina, Arcadia and Ells produced 
most of the Olympic victors in liming, which was considered 
as an excellent training for war. According to Lucan (Amu& 3) 
Solon recommended it for pedagogic purposes, and the 
contest with the sisisairai, or studded cesti, was added by Plato 
to his list of warlike exercises as being the nearest approach 
to actual battle. 

The Greek athletic contest called pancratiust (envois's', 
complete, or all-round, contest), which was introduced into  

the Olympic games in the 38th Olympiad, was a combination el 
boxing and wrestling in which the contestants, who fought naked, 
not wearing even the cestus, were allowed to employ any mane 
except biting to wring from each other the acknowledgment 
of defeat. Boxing, wrestling, kicking, dislocation of joints, 
breaking of bones, pulling of hair and strangling were finely 
indulged in. The fight began with sparring for openings and 
was continued on the ground when the contestants fells Many 
pancratists excelled in obtaining quick holds of their opponents' 
fingers, which they crushed and dislocated so completely that 
all effective opposition ceased. Sudden attacks resulting in the 
dislocation of an arm or leg were also taught, reminding one al 
the Japanese jiu-jitsu. The pancratium was considered by the 
Greeks the greatest of all athletic contests rind, needless to 
say, only the most powerful athletes attempted it. It became 
popular in Rome during the Empire and remained so until the 
time of Justinian. 

Diagoras of Rhodes, his three sons and many grandsons, who 
were sung by Pinder (Olyinp. 7), were the most celebrated of the 
Olympic boxing champions. One of the sons, DOriel/S, was them 
times victorious at Olympia in the pascraritnis, and during his 
career won eight Olympian, eight Isthmian, seven Nemean and 
one of the Pythian prizes. Many famous champions also cams 
from the Greek colonies, like the Locrian Euthymus, who con- 
quered three times at Olympia. Another celebrated fighter 
and wrestler was Milo of Croton (3m a.c.). 

Boxing was evidently in vogue in very ancient times in Italy, 
imported, in all probability, from Greece, for Livy 6. 331 
relates that, at the first celebration of the great Roman games 
(Judi, remora magniqua eerie oppellali) by Tarquinius Primes 
(6th century a.c.), boxers were brought from outlying pro-
vinces; and there was an old tradition that a school of pugilism 
flourished in Etruria in heroic times. During the republic 
boxing was cultivated as a gentlemanly exercise, and we find 
Cato the Elder giving his son instruction in the art (Plutarch, 
Cato Major). Tacitus (Ann. xvi. 3) says that the emperor 
Caligula imported the best Campanian and African pugilists 
fur the gladiatorial games, and Strabo (iii. 3) records that the 
Lusitanians and also the Indians, who gave virgins as prizes, 
boxed. The art remained popular in Italy down to a late 
period of the Empire. 

From the fall of the Roman Empire to the beginning of the 
math century pugilism seems to have been unknown among 
civilized nations with the single exception of the English. 

The first references to boxing in England as a regular spate 
occur towards the end of the myth century, but little mention is 
made of it before the time of George I., when " prize-fight's' " 
engaged in public encounters for money, with the backsword. 
falchion, foil, quarter-staff and single-stick, and, to a km 
extent, with bare fists, the last gradually gaining in popularity 
with the decline of fencing. The most celebrated of these fighters 
and the one who is generally considered to have been the first 
champion of England, fighting with the bare fists, was Jaws 
Figg, who was supreme from 1719 to 1730. Figg was succeeded 
by Pipes and Gretting, both of whom made way in :734 foe 
Jack Broughton, who built the amphitheatre for public do• 
plays. near Tottenham Court Road and who was undisputed 
champion until t75o. Broughton seems to have been a man of 
intelligence, and to him is ascribed the scientific development 
of the art of boxing. During his time the sport became truly 
national and the prize-fighter the companion of the greatest 1.81 

 the land. Among Broughton's successors were Slack, " Ed 
Ben " Brain, Daniel Mendoza (a Jew who flourished about 
1790 and was the proprietor of the Lyceum in the Strand). 
Jackson, Tom Cribb, Jens Belcher. Pearce (called the " Gaze 
Chicken"). and John Gully, who afterwards represented Petite-
tract in Parliament. 

To Broughton is ascribed the invention of boxing-gloves for 
use in practice. All prize-fights, however, took place with 
bare knuckles in roped-off spaces called rings, usually in a t 

 open air. Pugilists toughened their hands by " pickling 
them in a powerful astringent, solution._ A fight ended when me 
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of the " bruisers," as they were called, was unable to " come 
to the scratch," i.e. the middle of the ring, at the can of the 
referee at the beginning of a new round. Each round ended 
when one fighter fell or was knocked or thrown to the ground, 
but a pugilist "going down to avoid punishment," Le. without 
being , struck by the opponent, was liable to forfeit the fight. 
Wrestling played an important rele in the old pare-ring, and a 
favourite method of weakening an adversary was to throw 
him heavily and then fall upon him, seemingly by accident, 
as the rnanceuvre, if done intentionally, was foul. The fight-
ing was of the roughest description, low tricks of allkinds being 
practised when the referee's attention was diverted, gouging 
out an adversary's eye being by no means unknown. Until 
1795 pugilists wore long hair, but during a fight in that year 
Jackson caught Mendoza by his long locks and held him down 
helpless while he hit him. This was adjudged fair by the referee, 
with the result that prize-fighters have ever sines cropped their 
head. Nevertheless there were rules which no fighter dared 
to overstep, such as those against kicking, hitting below the 
belt, and striking a man when he had fallen. 

From the time of Cribb the English champions were Tom 
Spring 4870, Imo Ward ( 582 5), Jess Burke (t833), Thump-
son, called " Bendlite " 0 834-  LBO. Ban Caunt (x841), W. Perry, 
the "Tipton Slasher" (035o), Harry Broome (185t), Tom 
Sayers (1 857-t86o), Jens MSC! (461.'1863), Tom King (1863), 
and again Mace, until 1872. 

In America boxing began to be poptdar about the beginning 
of the toils century. The first recognized national champion 
was Tom Hyer (1841-1848). who was followed by James Ambrose 
(born in Ireland), called a  Yankee Sullivan "; John Morrissey 
(afterwards elected to the United States Congress); John C. 
Heenan; Tom Allen (of England); Jan Mace (of England); 
J. Kilrain; John I.. Sullivan (188o-28(7s); J. J. Corbett (5891- 
Olin); Robert Fitzsimmons (x897-tcoo) (born in Cornwall); 
James J. Jeffries. The defeat of the last named by the negro 
Jack Johnson in into caused a great sensation. 

What is still the most celebrated prize-fight of modern times 
took place at Farnborough in April 186o, between Tom Sayers 
and the huge youthful American pugilist 3. C. Heenan, the 
" Benda Boy," who had been defeated in America by Morris-
sey, but bad succeeded to the championship upon the latter's 
retirement. The English champion was a• much smaller and 
lighter man than his challenger, a fact which Increased the 
popular interest in the fight. Although the local English 
authorities endeavoured to prevent it taking place, Heenan 
complaining that he had "been chased out of eight counties," 
the ring at Farnborough was surrounded by a company 
containing representatives of the highest classes, and the 
exaggerated statement RIM made that n Parliament had been 
emptied to patronize a prize-fight." Thebattle lasted fort hours 
and so minutes, during which Heenan, owing to his superi-
ority in weight and reach, seemed to have the advantage, 
although nearly blinded by Sayers's hard straight punches. 
During one of the opening rounds a tendon in Sayers's right 
forearm was ruptured in guarding, and he fought the rest of 
the battle with a pluck which roused the enthusiasm of 
the spectators. Heenan had neglected to harden his bands 
properly, with the result dui they soon swelled to unnatural 
proportions, rendering his blows no more effective than if be 
had worn boxing-gloves. Nevertheless towards the dose of the 
fight Heenan repeatedly threw Sayers violently, and held him on 
the ropes enclosing the ring, which, just as the police interfered, 
were cut by persons who asserted that Heenan was on the point 
of strangling Sayers. In spite of the indecisive outcome of the 
battle both fighters claimed the victory, but the match was 
officially adjudged a draw. This was the last great prize-fight 
with bare fists on English soil, as public opinion was aroused, 
and orders were given to the police thenceforth to regard prize-
fights as illegal, as tending to a " breach of the peace." Several 
surreptitious prise-fights did indeed occur within a few years 
after the Sayers•een.sn battle; but more thari once, notably in 
the fight between Heenan and Tom King, one of the participants  

was "doctored," i.e. drugged, and this lack of teleplay, added 
to the brutality of fist-fights, gave the death-blow to pugilism 
of the old kind. In its place came fighting and boxing with 
padded gloves, small ones weighing about 4 os. being used by 
professionals, while amateurs, who boxed and sparred rather 
than fought (see Boxzxo), made use of larger and softer 
gloves. 
• An added impetus was given to boxing as well as pugilism 
in 1866 by the founding of the " Amateur Athletic Club " by 
John C. Chambers, who, milted by the marquessof Queensberry, 
drew up the code of rules for competitions still in vogue and 
called after that nobleman, who, in x867, presented 'cups for 
the amateur championships at the different weights. These 
rides prohibit all rough and unfair fighting, as well as wrestling, 
and divide a match into rounds of three (or two) minutes each, 
with half a minute rest between the rounds. It is a matterof 
agreement in professional battles whether in "braking away" 
after a clinch blows may be struck or not. When a contestant 
is knocked down (a man on one knee is technically down) he Is 
allowed ten seconds, usually counted aloud by the referee, in 
which to rise and renew the fight. Should he be unable to do 
so he is " counted out " and loses the match. 

See Fismana (London, 1868); American Figiana (New York, 
1876): Egan, Boxiono (London. 5818-5824); Fasting, Boxing and 
Wrestling, in the Badminton Library (London, 1889);. R. G. A. 
Vann, Beans, Isthmian Library (Leedom, 1897). 

PUOIN, AUGUITUB VELDT IfORTH110211  (1137s-5857), 
English architect, son of Augustus Charles Pugin (1762-1832), 
a Frenchman by birth who settled in London as an architectural 
draughtsman and had several pupils who rose to fame, was born 
in Store Street, Bedford Square, on the 1st of March 1817. After 
an education at Christ's Hospital be entered his father's office; 
where be displayed a remarkable talent for drawing. His 
father was for many' years engaged in preparing a large series 
of works on the Gothic buildings of-England, almost,. if not 
quite, the first Illustrated with accurate drawings of medieval 
buildings; and the son's early youth was mostly occupied in 
making minute measured drawings for these books. In this 
way his enthusiasm for Gothic art was first aroused. All through 
his life, 1:Kith in England and during many visits to Germany 
and France, be continued to make great numbers.of drawings 
and sketches, in pen and ink or with sepia monochrome, per-
fect In their delicacy and precision of touch, and masterpieces 
of skilful treatment of light and shade. At first he acted as 
assistant in his father's work, and his own independent efforts 
to obtain business were not very successful. In 5827 be was 
employed to design furniture in a medieval style for Windsor 
Castle; and in 583i—the year he married his first wife, Ann 
Garnett, who died in childbirth a year later—he designed 
scenery for the new opera of Kenilworth at Her Majesty's 
theatre. But he got into money difficulties, and soon after his 
marriage he was imprisoned for debt. When he came out he 
again incurred serious losses over an attempt to start a shop for 
supplying architectural accessories of his own designing, which 
be had to give up. But after his second marriage in 1833 to 
Louisa Burton (d. 1844), and his reception into the Roman 
Catholic Church shortly afterwards, he began to obtain more 
steady architectural practice and by degrees he acquired the 
reputation which has made his name stand foremost among 
those responsible for the English Gothic revival (see ARCHI-
TECTURE: Modern: " The Gothic Revival "). No man had 
so thoroughly mastered the principles of the Gothic style in its 
Various. stages, both in its leading lines and in the minutest 
details of its mouldings and carved enrichments. In 1837-1843 
he assisted Sir Charles Barry by working out the details of the 
designs for the new Houses of Parliament at Westminster; and 
though his exact share in the designs was subsequently the 
subject of bitter controversy after both he and Barry were dead, 
there is no doubt that, while be was working as Barry's paid 
clerk, a great deal in the excellence of the details was due to 
him and to his training of the masons and carver. His 
conversion to Roman Catholicis' an, while part sad parcel of his 
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devotion to Gothic art, naturally brought him employment as 
an architect mainly from Roman Catholics; and many of his 
executed works suffered from the fact that his designs were not 
fully carried out, owing to a desire to save money or to spend it so 
as to make the greatest possible display. For this reason his 
genius is often more fairly displayed by his drawings than by 
the buildings themselves. In almost every case his design was 
seriously injured, both by cutting down its carefully considered 
proportions and by introducing shams (above all things hateful 
to Pugin), such as plaster graining and even cast-iron carving. 
The cathedral of St George at Southwark, and even the church 
in Farm Street, Berkeley Square, London, are melancholy 
instances of this. Thus his life was a series of disappoint-
ments; no pecuniary success compensated him for the de-
struction of his best designs, as in him the man of business was 
thoroughly subordinate to the artist. He himself used to say 
that the only church be had ever executed with unalloyed 
satisfaction was the one at Ramsgate, which he not only de-
signed but paid for. Pugin was very broad in his love for the 
medieval styles, but on the whole preferred what is really the 
most suited to modern requirements, namely the Perpendicular 
of the 15th century, and this he employed in-Its simpler 
domestic form with much success both in his own house at 
Ramsgate and in the stately Adore Hall in Ireland built for Lord 
Dunraven. The cathedral of .Killarney and the chapel of the 
Benedictine monastery of Douai were perhaps the ecclesiastic 
buildings which were carried out with least deviation from 
Pugin's original conception. 

Apart from his work as an architect, his life presents little 
of detail to record. In 1856 he published his Contrasts; or a 
Parallel between the Architecture of the z Oh and nods centuries, 
in which he seriously criticized the architecture of Protestantism. 
His other principal publications were True Principles of Christian 
Architecture (1841); Glossary of Ecclesiastical Grimmest (2844); 
and Treatise on Chased Screens and Rood Lofts (1851). He 
was a skilful etcher, and illustrated in this way a number 
of his works, which were written with much eloquence, great 
antiquarian knowledge and considerable humour. This last 
gift is exemplified in a series of etched plates in his Contrasts; 
on one side is some noble structure of the middle ages, and on 
the other an example of the same building as erected in the 19th 
century. In 1849 he married a third wife, daughter of Thomas 
KOHL Early in 1852 be was attacked by insanity, and he died 
on the 14th of September that year. His eldest son by his 
second wife, Edward Welby Pugin (1834-1875), was also an 
accomplished architect, who carried on his father's work. 

See B. Ferret, Recollections of A. W. Pugin and his Father (London, 
1860. 

MINE (from 0. Fr. prima, modern Odra, later born, in-
ferior; Lat. poska, afterwards, and malts; born), a term in law 
meaning " inferior in rank." It is pronounced " puny," and 
the word, so spelt, has become an ordinary adjective meaning 
weak or undersized. The judges and barons of the common law 
courts at Westminster, other than those having a distinct title, 
were called 'vises. By the Supreme Court of Judicature Act 
1877, a " puisne judge " is defined as a judge of the High Court 
other than the lord chancellor, the lord chief justice of England, 
the master of the rolls, the lord chief justice of the common pleas, 
and the lord chief baron, and their successors respectively. 

PUJAH, or POOJA, the Hindu Ceremonies in idol-worship. 
Colloquially the word has come to be applied by Anglo-Indians 
to any kind of rite; thus " pujah of the Sag " is the sepoy term 
for trooping of the colours. 

PUKE? (also known by the Chinese name Tonskah), the first 
Siamese port on the west coast of the Malay Peninsula, situated 
on the eastern side of the island of Junk Ceylon (Malay," Ujong 
Salang ") in 7' so' N. and 98* 24,  E. It is the headquarters of 
the high commissioner of the Siamese administrative division 
of the same name, and has a population'of about 3o,000, of which 
more than a third is Chinese. Beneath the town and around 
it lie deposits of tin ore which have been worked by Chinese 
Isom ancient times. and the extraction el which still furnishes  

occupation for the majority of the inhabitants. Ia soot 
dredging for tin in the harbour was undertaken by a European 
company. Puket has been a resort of European merchants 
since the 16th century. During the ancient wars between Siam 
and Burma it was more than once attacked by the latter, but 
was relieved by forces from Nakhon Sri Tammarat (Ligon) 
on the mainland. The Siamese mining department has a branch 
at Puket under control of European officers. 

PULASKI, CASIMIR, COUNT (1748-1779), Polish soldier, 
NU born in Podolia in 1748, and took a prominent share, under 
his father Count Joseph Pulaski, in the formation of the cm-
federation of Bar and in the military operations which followed, 
becoming ultimately commander-in-chief of the Polish patriot 
forces. Driven into exile about 1772. Pulaski went to America 
and joined the army of Washington in 1777. He distinguished 
himself at once in the battle of Brandywine, was made a 
brigadier-general and chief of cavalry by Congress, and fought 
at Germantown, and in the battles of the winter 1777-78, after 
which he raised t mixed corps called the Pulaski legion. At 
the head of this force he won further distinction in the southern 
theatre of war, and successfully defended Charleston in May 
1779. He was mortally wounded soon afterwards at the us-
successful attacE on Savannah (Oct. 9) and died two days 
later on board ship. Congress voted a monument to his memory; 
and though this vote has never been carried into execution, 
Lafayette laid the corner-stone of a monument in Savannah is 
1824, and this was completed in IESS- 

PULCI, LUIGI (1431-1487), Italian poet, was born at Flare:ice, 
of a well-connected family. His elder brother Luca (d. :co) 
was also a poet, author of Pistols, Driadeo d'ature, and 
Cirijo Coteau°. Luigi was patronized by Cosimo, Piero, and 
Lorenzo de' Medici, and was the author of various works 
in poetry and prose. He is famous, however, as the first to 
bring artistic romance into Italian literature in his heroic poem 
M organic Maggiore (Venice, 1481), an epic of a giant converted to 
Christianity, who accompanies Orlando (Roland). (See haute 
LITERATURE.) 

PULOAR, HERIANDO BE (r4* c- 1 +92). Spanish prose. 
writer, was born at Pulgar (near Toledo) in 1436 and ass 
educated at the court of John H. Henry IV. made him one of 
his secretaries, and under Isabella he became councillor of state, 
was charged with a mission to France, and in 1482 was appointed 
historlographer-royal. He is said to have died in 5492. His 
Crooke do lot Reyes Catelicos, wrongly ascribed in the first 
edition (1565) to Antonio de Lebrija, is often inaccurate aad 
always obsequious; but the record is not without value as regards 
events within the author's personal experience. Pulgar's 
Clara V070111a de Castilla (1486), an account of celcbntin 
at the court of Henry IV., is interesting in matter and sty k 
He compiled a commentary (485?) on the Copies de Misr 
Rewtlp. His Letters, written to various persons of eminence, 
were first published in :485-1486. 

PULICAT, a town of British India, in Chingleput district, 
Madras, 25 m. N. of Madras city. Pop. ( i90 ), 5448. The Dutch 
built a fort here as early as ,6o9, and it was for a long 
time their chief settlement on the Coromandel coast. Repeatedly 
captured, it did not finally become British until ass. It gives 
its name to the Pulicat lake, a shalloi lagoon stretching for 
about 37 m. along the coast. The seaward side is formed by the 
island of Sriharikot, which supplies firewood to Madras city. 

PULKOVO, or PULSOIVA, a village of Russia, in the govern. 
meat of St Petersburg, so m. S. of the city of St Petersburg. 
Pop. zoo& It contains the Pulkovo observatory, on a la 
248 ft. high, in 59° 46' tir N. and to° 19' 4o.  E. It was bulb 
in 1833-1839. 

PULLEY, a wheel, either fixed to a turning axle or carried 
freely on a stationary one, the periphery of which is adapted 
to receive some form of wrapping connector. A pulley carried 
on a rotating shaft and connected to another pulley on • mond 
shaft by an endless band consisting of a flat belt. rope, dun 
or simaar conneetoe serves for the transmission of power hum 
the one shaft to the other and is known as a driving pulley, 
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dile combloations of pulleys or " sheaves," mounted in fixed 
c movable frames or " blocks," constitute mechanisms used 
o facilitate the raising of heavy weights. The word appears 
3 Mid. Eng. as pulley or peaty (late), also as poteyee 
Prompt. Pared.). The first forms seem to be from the 0. 

puke, which itself is regarded as coming from the 0. 
:ng. Milian, to pull. The Low Lat. forms peke, pekes, 
',hence Span. pea and ItaL poleggia, are apparently from 
he Fr. mike. The earliest feria, pokylle, is represented us 
Fr. by Mikis, literally a colt, - Low Lat. pnUaaw, Oahu, 
be young of any animal, the root of which is seen In English 
' foal." Poulain was used of a rope to let casks down into a cellar 
w to raise heavy weights. The use of the name of an animal 
Or a mechanical device is not uncommon, cf. " crane," or 

easel." from Du. exel, literally " little ass." 
Driving pulleys are usually constructed of cast iron, and are 

31 circular form, having a central nave by which they ere secured 
to the shaft by keys or other fastenings, and straight er curved 
urns connecting the nave to the rim, which latter is of a form 
adapted to the connector. Pulleys are usually east he one 
piece, and the proportions of the various parts are designed to 
resist the unknown stresses due to contraction of the casting 
in cooling, in addition to the stresses to which pulleys are sub-
jected in use. The rim is slightly wider than the belt, and is 
of such a section as will suffice to resist the stress due to the 
pull of the belt, which is commonly taken as So lb per inch 
of width for single belting and iso lb per inch of width for 
double belting. The rim is also subject to a centrifugal 
tension of amount we/g pounds per square inch of section, 
where w is the weight in pounds of a length of one foot of 
the pulley rim one square inch In section, and e is the velocity 
of the rim in feet per second. This KM' amounts to 1043 lb 
per square inch, if the velocity is zoo ft. per second. 
The combination of these stresses generally limits the rim 
velocity of cast-iron pulleys to So or too ft. per second. The 
dimensions of the nave depend to a large extent on the method 
of keying or otherwise securing the pulley to the shaft. The 
number of the arms is arbitrary, and they may be curved to 
diminish the liability to fracture from contraction in the cooling 
of the cast iron, but in other respects are preferably straight, 
since they are then lighter and stronger. The arms are ellip-
tical in cross-section, diminishing from the nave to the rim, and 
are usually designed as equally loaded cantilevers, fixed at the 
navelknd free at the rim. These assumptions are probably 
not nearly correct, and, as the stresses caused by the cooling of 
the casting us unknown, it is necessary to choose a low working 
stress of about one ton per square inch. The statical expert-
Meet, of C. H. Benjamin (Amerkam Mackmift, 380) on cast-
iron pulleys loaded by a belt to imitate the conditions in practice 
led him to the conclusion that the rim is usually not sufficiently 
rigid to load the arms equally, and that the cods of the arms 
are subjected to bending movements of opposite sign, that at. 
the nave being almost invariably the greater. 

Pulleys are also built up of wrought iron and steel, and can 
then be constructed entirely free from internal stress; they are 
thus much lighter and stronger, and are not liable to fly to pieces 

like cast iron if they break. 
Fig. z shows a built-up pulley 
having a cut-iron nave A, 
straight wrought-iron arms B, 
screwed therein and connected 
to a steel plate-rim C by 
riveted ends, and also by 
screwed flanges I) riveted on 
each side to the rim. The 
pulley is in halves to facilitate 
fixing, and when In place the 
sections C are joined by plates 
E, Oohed or riveted to the rim. 
The two halves of the nave 

FNir 	PulleY• 	are secured-by bolts or rivets 
pasties through the Mops F. and the pulley is connected to the  

shaft by a sunk key or by conical keys driven In between the 
shaft and the boss, which latter is bored to suit. A modified form 
of this arrangement of cone keys is shown in the figursi ip which 
a screwed conical bush M, divided into several parts 
dinally, is clamped round the shaft, and screwed Into the cone. 
spending part of the nave until the grip is sufficient. The 
parts of the bush are glued to a sheet of emery paper, so that 
its rough side may give a better grip on the shaft. 

Pulleys are also made of paper, wood and other materials. 
Wooden 'pulleys are preferably made of maple, the rim being 
formed of small sections morticed, pinned and glued together, 
with the grain set in such directions that any warping of the 
material will leave the cylindrical form practically unahefed. 
Wooden pulleys are generally made in two halves, bolted to-
gether at the rim and nave, and are provided with wooden 
spokes dovetailed into the rim and secured by keys. The pulley 
is secured to the shaft by conical keys, to give a frictional grip 
on both the shaft and the puller, these keys may have+ their 
exterior surfaces eccentric to the shaft, with corresponding 
recesses in the nave, so that the pulley and keys virtually form 
one piece. 

If the centre of gravity of a pulley is on the axis of rotation, 
and the whole mass is distributed so that the mar of inertia 
coincides with the axis of rotation, there can be no unbalanced 
force or unbalanced couple as the pulley revolves. The mag-
nitude of the unbalanced force, for a mass of w pounds at a 
radius of r feet and a velocity of e feet per second, is expressed by 
tovi/gr lb; and, since the force varies as the square of the velocity, 
it is necessary carefully to balance a pulley running at a high 
speed to prevent injurious vibrations. This can be accomplished 
by attaching balance-weights to the pulley until it will remain 
stationary in all positions, when its shaft rests on two horizontal 
knife-edges in the same horizontal plane, or, preferably, the 
pulley and shaft may be supported on bearings resting on springs, 
and balanced by attached masses until there is no perceptible 
vibration of the springs at the highest speed of rotation. 

The rims of pulleys, round which fiat bands are wrapped, 
may be truly cylindrical, in which case the belt will run in-
differently at any part of the pulley, or the rim may be swelled 
towards the centre, when the central line of the band will tend 
to run in the diametral plane of the pulley. This self-guiding 
property may be explained by the tendency which a flat band 
has, when running upon a conical pulley in a direction normal 
to its axis, to describe a spiral path as it wraps on to the surface 
because of the lateral stiffness of the material; the advancing 
side therefore tends to rise towards the highest pan of the cooe. 
If two cones are placed back to back the belt tends to rise to 
the ridge and stay there. In practice the pulley rim is curved 
to a radius of from three to five times its breadth, and this 
not only guides the belt, but allows the line of direction of the 
advancing side to deviate to a small extent, depending on the 
elasticity of the material. 

Parallel shafts may be drive% by flexible banes or connectors 
passing over pulleys, the central planes of which coincide, 
without any guiding arrangements for the belting. The shafts 
revolve in the same or opposite directions, according as the 
belt is open or crossed. Means of changing the relative speeds 
of rotation are furnished by pulleys of continuously varying 
diameter, or by speed cones (see blzautocs; Applied). A 
common arrangement for driving a lathe spindle, in either 
direction at several definite speeds, is to provide a counter-
shaft on which are mounted two fixed pulleys and two loose 
pulleys to accommodate two driving belts from the main shaft, 
one of which is open and the other crossed. The belts are 
moved laterally by the forks of a striking gear pressing oo the 
advancing sides of the belts, and the pulleys ate arranged so that 
the belts either wrap round the loose pulleys, or can be shifted 
so that one wraps round a fixed pulley, while the other still re-
mains on its loose pulley. Motion in either direction is thereby 
obtained, and a considerable variation in the speed of rotation 
can be obtained by providing a cone pulley on the coveter+ 
shaft, which drives the coos pulley secured to the latbi 
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spindle by a separate band. The dimensions of the pulleys 
are generally so arranged that the return motion of the lathe 
spindle is faster than the forward motion. An alternative 
arrangement consists in providing two loose pulleys on the 
counter-shaft, driven by open and crossed belts respectively, 
and arranging two clutches on the shaft, so that by the 
movement of a sliding block, controlled by hand, one or other 
of the clutches can be put in gear. 

, 	ono of cone .pulleys for open or crossed belts may 
be cittLrimn,c1 by considering the expression for the half length 
CO of a belt wrapping round pulleys of radius r i  and r s  respectively, 
and with centres distant c apart. The value of 1 may be easily 
shown to be (r, +.0.12 +(e l  wri)a-l-c cos a, where the positive 
sign is to be taken for a crossed belt and the negative sign for an 
open belt. In determining the dimensions of corresponding drums 
of cone pulleys it is evident that for a crossed belt the sum of the 
radii of each pair remains constant, since the angle a is constant, 
white for an open belt a i. variable and the values of the radii are 
then obtained by solving the equations 

ns sin a + cos a) + lc sin a, 
re. 	c(a sin • +coke) — tc sin 4- 

The value of s is in general small, and an approximate solution 
maybe obtained by substituting two or three terms of the expansions 
for an a and cos a. This, however, leads to a troublesome numerical 
solution. An accurate geometrical solution by C. Culmann gives 

14 

FIG. II. 
the linear equivalents of the above equation* in the following 
manner. A rectangle ABCD (fig. 2), with side AB we c/a and 
AD—c, is constructed, and the quadrant AEF is drawn with 
centre D and radius DA. F B is the evolute of this circle, and for 
any radius DE at an angle a and corresponding tangent EG termin- 
ated by the evolute, the perpendicular distance of G from the line 
AD is z(cos a+a sin a). If now a line be drawn from A to the 
bisector H of the side BC, it will meet the vertical , through G in 
I and IJ c(cos a-l-a sin a)/r. A circular arc, centre D and 
radius 42, meets D E in K. and the perpendicular KL gives k sin s. 
This distance is marked off from the point I in each direction, 
whereby the points M and N are obtained, the distance apart of 
which represents the value If now the value 1/..0,1 
be marked off, and a horizontal line be drawn through the point 
0, the line OM represents r,+rs. Repeating this construction 
for all values of a between e and no', we obtain a curve BPC, 
which can be used for determining the ratios of corresponding 
drums of cone pulleys or of conical drums for open belts. The 
curve BPC isgenerally used with the abscissae spsced more con- 
veniently for practical applications, and a modification of the 
diem= by J. F. Klein (Joan. Fresh:in Ina., vol. Issix.) is often 
used instead. 

When pulleys are mounted on 
shafts which are parallel to one 
another, the band will retain its 
position, provided that its cen- 
tral line advances towards each 
pulley in the diametral plane of this 
latter. This condition is fulfilled in 
the example shown by fig. 3, in 
which the central planes of each 
pulley pass through the points of 
delivery of the other pulley for the 
given direction of motion. If the 
motion is reversed the condition is 
no longer satisfied and the belt will 
leave the pulleys. In more compli- 

cated cases guide pulleys must be used. In the most general case 
IF inclined pulleys, any two points may be chosen on the line 

of intersection of the diametral planes, and tangents drawn 
to the pitch circles of the pulleys. Guide pulleys are set with 
their diametral planes in the planes containing corresponding 
pairs of tangents, and a continuous belt wrapped round these 
pulleys in due order can then be run in either direction. 

The rims of pulleys for hemp or other ropes or cords are 
grooved, and the sides are usually either inclined at 4e. or 
curved to give a sharper angle at the outside than at the bottom 
of the groove; in the latter case, as the rope wears it engages, 
in a groove of greater angle and less effective grip. Wire ropes 
are injured by the lateral crushinrof the material, and in this 
case the grooves are wide enough to allow the rope to rest on 
the rounded bottom, which is lined with leather or wood to 
diminish the wear and increase the friction. In English prac-
tice there are as many separate endless ropes as there are pairs 
of grooves in the two pulleys to be connected, but in cases of 
American practice the rope is continuously wound round the 
two pulleys, and the free end passes over a pulley mounted on a 
movable weighted carriage to adjust the tendon. It is of con-
siderable importance that the effective radius of action of the 
rope remain constant throughout each pulley, otherwise the 
wear on the rope becomes very great and its life is diminished. 
The grooves must be turned exactly alike, and the rope must be 
of the same diameter throughout to diminish slip. 

Pulleys may be detachably connected to a shalt by friction 
clutches, so that they may be thrown in and out of engagement 
at will. The section, fig. 4, shows 
a clutch for a rope-driven pulley 
A, which rum freely on a bush 
B on the shaft, and is provided 
with an enlarged cylindrical 
nave or dutch box C. A split 
ring D, carried by the clutch 
and turning with it, can be 
thrust against the clutch box 
by right- and left-handed screws 
E, so that a sufficient grip is, 
obtained to cause the clutch and 
the pulley to turn as one piece. 
The engagement of the pulley 
and clutch is determined by a 
hand-controlled block F sliding 	Flo. 4. 
on the shaft, the movement of which is communicated to the 
right- and left-handed screw shafts by links G connected to the 
levers H. 

The resistance to slipping of a eat belt on a pulley may be obtained 
by considering the equilibrium of a small arc of the puiley surface 
subtending an angle de at the centre, and having tensions T and 
TI-dT at its extremities. Neglecting quantities of the second 
order, the pressure on the pulley is T.. and the friction is lira 
where is is the coefficient of friction between the belt and the pulley. 
We have therefore dT 	and ilfT/T 	lategratteg the 
expression for an angle of wrapping 0, we obtain the retatioss 
log . Ti ff, vive. where T, and T5 are the end tensions. Far %nuke( 
belts on cast-iron pulleys the value of s may be taken as 0-4. giv ing 
a ratio of the tensions on the tight and slack sides of TI/T0.3.5te-
when the angle of wrapping is tee. For raps in the grooves of 
cast-iron pulleys, where • is the inclination of the sides of the &moves, 
the value of the normal pressure is increased in the ratio of cosec lot 

I. A usual value of a for hemp ropes on cast-iron pulleys is 
and the exponential leg ratio is therefore 0.35 cosec is when 

II i.e. At high speed. the centrifugal tension of the belt or rope, of. 
amount rod/1, may be coasideeeble, tad must be subtracted hue 
the end tensions. 

Paley Blockse—Frames or blocks containing pulleys or sheaves 
are used in combination for lilting heavy weights. There are 
usually two blocks, of which one A (fig. 5) is fixed, and the 
other B is movable, and a rope or chain, with one end secured 
to one of the bloats at C, mates round the sheaves in • 
continuous coil, leaving a free end D at which the effort is 
applied. In the arrangement shown there are three equal 
sheaves in each block, and each set tunas on a pin secured 
in the framing. The load, supported by the lower hook, 
raised by hauling on the free end and, neglecting any sight 
obliquity of theOa of rope, the free end moves sea time as 
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im the hews block carrying the weight. and In the ammo of 
Maks and other resistances the mechanical advantage will be in 
the aunt Tub of the effort to the resistance. In practke the 

full advantage of this or say other similar 
combination is not roalined, because at the 
friction of the sheaves against the pis or 'halt, 
and mote important still is the stabiles of the 
rope, which requires work to be done upon it 
to bend It round the sheave and =tighten it 
again. The effect of pia friction is equivalent 
to diminishing the radius of the effort and 
increasing that of the resistance. 

For • single pulley of diameter D. turning on 
• fused pm of diameter d, the relation of the 
effort E to the load W. where./ is the coeds tent of 
Diction. is expressed by E 1 W.(D-141)1(D1.1 

+aftfil) approximately. The mils:tare of the 
rope to bending causes an additional resistance, 
shich experiment shows can be expressed in the 
form WeR/c1) where c is • coefficient. Hence 
E WO -S-441/D-FACD, aW for a single 
pulley. In a sinalwaved pulley tackle the re-
lation between E and W may he expressed as 
W 	E (tik+t/ht-I-Iiitte-t/itta-1/r4-tie) 
LOP— tifirt(lt-1), and with • probable value al 
- tai thisgives W- C335 E instead of 

W.6E. If the free end ol the rope is re-
leased the weight will descend, and the tackle 
in then Laid to overhaul. The conditions which 
enable a pun.. t.s. kle to sustain a weight when 
the In t - r. 	' 	iy be examined. to a first 
akproamation.. 	 ,,ume that the internal 
friction arts in such • way as virtually to diminish 

 the effort E and to increase the mutants R by 
Block. smounta proportional to the magnitude of rich. 

and is addition to cause • Ism M due to the weights of the pans 
themselves. We may then-tore rapier the relation in the form 
It — (t /)R +M, whence we obtain RiE .(t —a) , (1 
= TO. If Drew the urchin, be reversed and 	becomes as 

ing to a reratarioe E' then we have RO 
.141)E7=ing 

E' , 11..(1—fr—MT)Tt+e) , 	 (t) 
It die load is self-sustaining E' Is aro or negative. and hence 
6-a•MIR must be equal to orpram One arty. and therefor 
it is rigor bk far the nab ef LE to rise to a pester value Ora 
ft —0/2, sad hence at Inset ball Use effort is muted it tba tackle 

n• 4.—Wireton Diffirrentrl 	FIG. 7.—Moore and Had 
Pulley Block. 	 Pulley Birk. 

has flee valuable property of sustarnang a load when the effort Is 
Onnarrel. H. homoner, an artificial resistance can he introduced. 
to peso into woe only whew the aloe' is rimmed. d k possible 
to obtain a tattle of greater effurray. A. an rumple we ma y 
take tke 	error a brake sa prooded camas a resonance. c 
fiawportiowal is the load sustained. and shrimp the sallarn a and 
asst reap compred widt unity. Egerton III becomes FIR-

(g — e —d — WRW -41). sad hem b+r +HA w pest  44) 

or greater than unity when the load is self-sustained, and we thus 
obtain • relation between R and E in the form t •••41,'2 —c, which shows 
to a first apooxinution, that as c approaches unity a high efficiency 
is obtainable, • Mk the sell-sustaining power of the tackle is retained. 

In order to obtain • `water ratio of it to E. without using • large 
number of sheaves, various arrangements are used. of w lath the 
Weston differential pulley block is a typical example. The upper 
block carries a pair of chain pulleys A (fig. 6), secured together 
and of slightly different effective diameters D and L An endless 
chain B, paring throughguides C anti D, encircles these pulleys 

E. and the angk loose pulley  of the lower block, as indicated. With 
this arrangement a single revolution of the upper sheave causes 
the endless chain to wind up the chain on one side by an amount 
el.). and to unwind an amount sel on the other side. and in conse-
quence dhe lower sheave is raised by “D—dPa. Hence, neiglett• 
ing friction, FA- I / (Id —4), 14. E IRO —4,D). The 
value et D usually lies between the limits to'lt and 15/16. and, 
if a greater difference of E from 12 is required, a further mechanical 
advantage can be obtained by employing a separate hand-wheel 
and chain. or by forming the upper sheave with an annular spur-
wheel gearing with a pinion dnven by a hand-. heel and chain, 
as in the Tangye form of Weston pulley-block. The efficiency of 
the Weston pulley-block is less than so"7,„ and it does not therefore 
overhaul. An objection to this form of block Is the great length 
ol the endless chain, which may drag on the ground and pick up 
dirt and grit• and thereby interfere with the smooth working of 
the mechanism. Other forms, which do not require so kngthy 
a chain, sometimes employ an epicyclic train to obtain the reduced 
selovity of the lead. The Moore and Head block has two equal 
chain-wheels A, B. fig. 7, loosely mounted on an axle C. and pro-
vided with annular toothed gear-wheels which usually differ by 

Lone both. A spur Onion D. grating with both wheels, is carried 
onely upon an eccentric E forming part of the central pin, so 

that when this latter is turned by the hand-wheel F and chain ti 
t he axis of the pinion describes a cock the diameter of which equals 
the throw of the eccehtric, and a small relative motion of the two 
sheaves takes place, depending on the number of the teeth of the 
annular wheels. The motion obtained is divided between the two 
tertical pans of the chain H, which is wrapped round each sheave 
in opposite directions, with • free loop I between, -while the ends 
•ire attached to the lifting hook. This form is selbsustaining at 
all loads. 

In order to obtain a self-sustaining pulley tackle, which will 
have an efficiency of more than sot.. various arrangements are 
adopted. which during lifting auto- 
matically throw out of action a brake 
and cause it to come into action 
again when the effort is removed. A 
worm-gear tackle of this description 
la shown in fig. B. in which • worm 
A, operated by • hant•wheel B and 
chain C. drives the worm-wheel D, 
thereby roiling up • chain E. one end 
F ol which is secured to the upper 
Mork, and the other end hangs loose-
ly, alter paring round the sprocket- 
• heel. The worm is 04 peat pitch, 
so that if the effort were removed the 
weight would deicer', did not the 	J 
natal end thrust of the worm shalt •Hs.... 
throw Into action a fration brake 
the resistance of which parvent• 
motion downward.. In the brake 
shown, the cone I is premed against 
• crouryinding server in the ratchet-
wheel J. -hick latter turns loosely en 
the casing and is provided with • 
pawl not shown in the figure; this 
pawl allows freedom ol motion when 
the load is bring raned. The 	 • 
tonal grip between the two surfaces 
prevents return moron of the worm 
shaft and the load remain. suspended, 
but it may he love-red by turning the 
hand•wheel o as to ovenome the 
Irictionbrake. %antra ot her orra 
resents of friction brakes have been 
devised to give a residence propor-
tional to the load. 

filoelm, for lifting very heavy 
weights, are sometimes prossded with  
an electric motor for dosingthe 8.—Worm tear Pulley • worm. The worm-wheel shaft then Block with Automatic Beaks. • imetirnes carrin • spur-pinion gear- 
ing with a spur-wheel on the lifting shaft. whereby s mush 
greeter mechanical advantage is obtained with • moll loss by 
friction of the spin gearing. 

iteresenc-m► —W. 1 H. Rankine. Machinery and Ilintrerk 
yphail MseMeua; \V. C. 1 • nwin, Machine Deng.; Ad. Enters 
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Das Hebesesse; A. Rkeer, Lehrtnich der teclusischen Meshanik; J. 
Weisbath and G. Herrmann, The Mechanic: of Hoisting Machinery; 
F. Reukaux. Der Censansang; A. B. W. Innerly, Mschanics of 
Machinery; J. Perry, defiled Medissies; W. E. Dalby, Baleares( of 
Essgitsa. (E. G. C.) 

PULLMAN, formerly a town of Cook county, Illinois, U.S.A., 
and now a part of the city of Chicago. Here are the works of 
the Pullman Palace Car Company, steel forging plants, and 
other factories. The place was founded in thee by George 
Mortimer Pullman (1831-1897), the inventor of the Pullman 
sleeping car, and the founder (1867) of the Pullman Palace 
Car Company, who attempted to make it a " model town." 
Even the public works were the property of the Pullman Com-
pany and were managed as a business Investment. Popular 
discontent with the conditions led to the annexation of Pullman 
to Chicago in 1889, but until 1910 the corporation held most 
of the property. In June and July 1894 a bitter railway smite 
developed from a controversy between employed and employers 
in the Pullman works. (See CHIC.AGO and humors: tirsaary.) 

PULPIT (from Lat. pug/kens, a staging, platform: equiva-
lents are Fr. choke d'Eglise, Ital. psdpiro, Ger. Kansar), a raised 
platform with enclosed front, whence sermons, homilies, &c., 
were delivered. Pulpits were probably derived in their modern 
form from the ambones in the early Christian Church (see Aliso). 
There are many old pulpits of stone, though the majority are 
of wood. Those in churches are generally hexagonal or octa-
gonal; and some stand on stone bases, and others on slender 
wooden stems, like columns. The designs vary accordingly to 
the periods in which they were erected, having panelling, 
tracing, cuspings, crockcts, and other ornaments then in use. 
Some are extremely rich, and ornamented with &lour and 
gilding. A few also have fine canopies or sounding-boards. 
Their usual place is in the nave, mostly on the north side, 
against the second pier from the dinned arch. Pulpits for 
addressing the people in the open air were - common in the 
medieval period, and stood near a road or cross. Thus there was 
one at Spiral Fields, and one at St Paul's, London. External 
pulpits still remain at Magdalen College, Oxford, and at Shrews-
bury. Pulpits, or rather places for reading during thg meals 
of the monks, are found in the refectories at Chester, Beaulieu, 
Shrewsbury, &c., in England; and at St Martin des Champs, 
St Germain des Prfs, &c., in Paris; also in the cloisters at 
St Di6 and St Lo. Shortly after the Reformation the canons 
ordered pulpits to be erected in all churches where there were 
none before. It is supposed that to this circumstance we owe 
many of the time of Elizabeth and James. Many of them are 
very beaUtifully and elaborately carved, and are evidently of 
Flemish workmanship. The pulpits in the Mahommedan 
mosques, which are known as " minibus " are quite different 
In, form, being usually canopied and approached by a straight 
flight of steps. These have a doorway at the foot, with an 
enriched lintel and boldly moulded head; the whole of the work 
to this and to the stairs, parapet and pulpit itself being of 
wood, richly inlaid, and often in part gorgeously painted and 
gilt. 

PULQUL or Putout Futirrt, the national beverage of 
the Mexican natives. It is prepared by fermenting the juice of 
a number of species of the agave (area polders''s, americana, 
&c.). The cultivation of the agave for purposes of pulque 
manufacture constitutes a considerable local industry, the 
capital invested running into several millions sterling. The 
juice obtained by tapping the agave is termed agnamiel. A 
quantity of this is allowed to ferment naturally for about ten 
days, and the product so obtained is termed madre peskite 
(mother of pulque). A small quantity of this is added to fresh 
aguamiel, and thereby a rapid fermentation is induced, the 
pulque being ready for consumption within a day or two. It 
has a somewhat heavy flavour, resembling sour milk, but it is 
much esteemed by the natives on account of its cooling, and 
according to them wholesome and nutritious, properties. 

MEM (1) (0. Fr. pets. Lat. emir, 'skis, Gr. mihrer, a 
porridge of beans, peas. &c.). in botany, a collective term for  

beans, peas, and other members of the order Legurniaosas 
(q.e.), which is characterized by having a legume or pod toe the 
fruit. (2) (M. Eng. pens, ponce, 0. Fr. eons, mod. town, Lat. 
anima, sc. nesarson, the beating of the veins, edgers, to drive. 
beat), throbbing or beating; in physiology the rhythmical 
beating due to the changes of blood-tension in the arteries 
consequent on the contractions of their elastic flows (see 
VASCULAR System). 

PULEZET, FERSNCZ APRIL (1814-1897), Hungarian 
politician and author, was born on the 17th of September ate 
at EperJes. Alter studying law and philosophy at the high schools 
of his native town and Miskok2, he travelled abroad. England 
particularly attracted him, and his fascinating book, Asa dem 
Tagebach eines in ,Grossbritanstien reisenden UN jOrlal (Pesti, 
1837), gained for him the membership of the Hungarian Academy. 
Elected to the Reichstag of 1840, he was in 1848 appointed 
to a financial post in the Hungarian government, and was 
transferred in like capacity to Vienna under Esterhazy. Sus-
pected of Intriguing with the revolutionists, Puluky fled to 
Budapest to avoid arrest. Here he became an active member 
of the committee of national defence, and when obliged to fly 
the country he Joined Kossuth in England and with him made • 
tour in the United States of America. In collaboration with his 
wife be wrote a narrative of this voyage, entitled White, Red. 
Black (3 vols., London, 1853). He was condemned to death 
(185r) in croilernaciam by a council of war. In 186o be went to 
Italy, took part in Garibaldi's expedition to Aspromonte (s862), 
and was interned as a prisoner of war in Naples. Amnestied 
by the emperor of Austria in 1866, he returned home and re-
entered public life; was from 1867-1876, and again in 1884, a 
member of the Hungarian Diet, joining the Desk party. In 
addition to his political activity, he was president of the literary 
section of the Hungarian Academy, and director of the National 
Museum at Budapest, where he became distinguished for his 
archaeological researches. He employed his great influence to 
promote both art and science and Liberal views in his native 
country. He died on the 9th of September 1897. Among his 
writings are Die Jacobileer is Ungarn (Leipzig, 1851) and Beam 
is Koran (Pest, 188o), and many treatises on Hanged= 
questions in the publications of the Academy of Pest. 

Some Reminiscence: of Koswith and Pulszky were published by 
F. W. Newman in 1888. 

PULTUSK. a town of Russian Poland, in the government of 
Warsaw, 33 m. N. of the city of Warsaw, on the right bank of 
the Narew. Pop. ( 1 890, 15,878. The town was almost entirely 
destroyed by fire in I875. It is now well built, and had before 
the fire a palace (13ig) which was formerly a residence of the 
bishops of Plock. The industries include woollen, linen and 
hosiery mills, copper works and potteries. In 17ns Charles 
XII. of Sweden defeated and captured the greater part of a 
Saxon army near this town, and in the same locality the French 
defeated the Russians in December ifte6. The town was 
founded as early as 956. 

PUMA, a name, probably of native origin, introduced fate 
European literature by the early Spanish writers on South 
America (as Garcilaso de la Vega and Hernandez) for one of the 
largest cats (Feu: condor) of the New World. It is generally 
called " couguar " by the French, " Icon " by the Spanish 
Americans, and ." panther " by the Anglo-American hunters 
of the United States (see CARNIVORA). Though often spoken 
of as the American lion, chiefly on account of its colour, it rather 
resembles the leopard of the Old World in size and habits! 
usually measuring from apse to root of tail about wa in.. 
the tail being rather more than half that length. The bead 
is small competed with that of other cats and has no wane 
The ears are large and rounded. The tall is cylindrical, with 
some busby elongation of the hairs near the end, but not forming 
a distinct tuft. The general colour of the upper parts and sides 
of the adult is a tawny yellowish brown, sometimes having a 
grey or silvery shade, but in some canes dark or inclining te 
red; and upon these and other dilemma which are probably 
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constant locally, a number of sub-species have been named. 
The lower parts, inner surface of the limbs, throat, chin and 
upper lip arc dirty white; the outside of the ears, particularly 
at their base, and a patch on each side of the muzzle black; 
the end of the tail dusky. The young are, when first born, 
spotted with dusky brown and the tail ringed. These markings 
generally fade, and quite disappear before the animal becomes 
full grown. 

The puma has an exceedingly wide range of geographical 
distribution, extending over a hundred degrees of latitude, from 
Canada in the north to Patagonia in the south, and formerly 
was generally diffused in suitable localities from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific Ocean, but the advances of civilization have 
curtailed the extent of the districts which it inhabits. In 

The Puma (Pens conceive). 
• 

Central America it is still common in the dense forests which 
clothe the mountain ranges as high as goon or coop ft. above 
the sea level. Though an expert climber, it is by no means 
confined to wooded districts, being frequently found in scrub 
and reeds along the banks of rivers, and even in the open pampas 
and prairies. Its habits much resemble those of the rest of 
the group to which it belongs; and, like the leopard, when it 
happens to come within reach of an abundant and easy prey, 
as the sheep or calves of an outlying farming station, it kills 
far more than it can eat, either for the sake of the blood only or 
to gratify its propensity for destruction. It rarely attacks man, 
and when pursued escapes if possible by ascending trees. 
Several instances have occurred of pumas becoming tame in 
captivity. Edmund Keen, the meter, had one which followed 
him about like a dog. When caressed pumas purr like domestic 
cats. 

PUMICE (Let. Otetiez. :pones, spume, froth), a very porous, 
froth•like, volcanic glam. It is an Igneous rock which was 
almost completely liquid at the moment of effusion and was so 
rapidly cooled that there was no time for It to crystallise. 
When it solidified the vapours dissolved in It were suddenly 
released and the whole mass swelled up into a froth which 
immediately consolidated. Had ft cooled under more pressure 
it would have formed a solid glass or obsidian (qv.); in fact 
if we take fragments of obsidian and hat them in a crucible till 
they fuss they will suddenly change to pumice when their 
dissolved goes are set free. Hence It can be understood that 
pumice is found only in recent volcanic countries. Artificial 
substances resembling pumice can be produced by blowing 
steam through molten glass or slag, and when a mass of slag 
is suddenly cooled by being tipped into the sea (as is the ease at 
the blast furnaces of Whitehaven in Cumberland) it swells up 
into a pumiceous form so light and full of vesicles that it will 
float on water. Any type of lava, If the conditions are favourable, 
may swum the pumiceous state; but basalts and &Mesita 

do not so often occur in this form as do trachytes and &yokes. 
Pumices are most abundant and most typically developed from 
acid rocks; for which reason they usually accompany obsidians, 
in fact in Lipari and elsewhere the base of a lava flow may be 
black obsidian while the upper portion is • snow white pumice. 

Small crystals of various minerals occur in many pumices; 
the commonest are felspar, augite, hornblende and zircon. If 
they are abundant they greatly diminish the economic value 
of the rock, as theYare hard and wear down more slowly than the 
glassy material; consequently they produce scratches. The 
cavities of pumice are sometimes rounded, but may also be 
elongated or tubular owing to the flowing movement of the 
solidifying lava. The glass itself forms threads, fibres and thin 
partitions between the vesicles. Rhyolite and trachyte pumices 
are white, contain 6o to 75% of silica and the specific gravity 
of the glass is a' to 2•4; andesite pumices are often yellow or 
brown; while pumiceous basalts, such as occur in the Sandwich 
Islands, are pitch black when perfectly fresh. 

Good pumice is found in Iceland. Hungary, Nevada, Tenerife,
New Zealand. Piuttellaria and the Lipari Islands. The last-named 
are the chief sources of pumice for the arts and manufactures. 
At Campo Bianco in Lipari there is an extinct volcanic cone with 
a breached crater from which a dark stream of obsidian has Bowed. 
For industrial purposes the best varieties are obtained from Monte 
Plato and Monte Chitin. The pumice is extracted by means of 
shafts and tunnels driven through the soft incoherent stone. It 
is brought out in blocks of irregular shape and size and is trimmed 
into slabs and graded into several qualities before it is exported 
to Canneto. which is the centre of the pumice trade. The workmen 
say that the good pumice occurs in beds or veins, which see probably 
lava bows and are separated by valueless rock or by obsidian. 
The value depends entirely on the regularity, size and shape of the 
steam cavities and on the absence of minute crystals. From time 
immemorial the extraction and sale of pumice have been one of the 
principal sources of wealth to the inhabitants of this island. An 
inferior pumice, known in Lipari as Alessandrina, is used for smooth-
ing oilcloth. Though all the Aeolian Isles are volcanic no pumice 
is exported from any of the others. In Iceland. Tenerife and 
Hungary pumice also occurs, but not in sufficient quantity or of 
such .qualig as to render it worth working, on a large scale. It 
is estamatd that in Lipari there are ii7o pumice quarries (or mines) 
giving employment to 1200 persona and producing tcoo tons of 
pumice per annum. The price varies with the quality: from 3 
lire per too kilogrammes for the commonest sorts to zoo or yon 
live for the best poem the being about 15 lire. Much 
pumice is also used nowadays in the form of a fine powder, pro-
duced by crushing the rock, 'and forms an ingredient of metal 
polishes and some kinds of soap. It is often confounded with diatom 
oath or tripoli powder, but can moil be recognized by the aid 
of the microscope or by simple ehemialtens. 

	

Amour the older volcanic rocks pie occurs, but nasally, 	has 
its cavities filled up by deposits setcondery minerals introduced 
by percolating water:.  hence it is of no value for industrial pun 
poses.Pumice, in minute fragments. hisbeen shown to have as 
exceedingly wide distribution over the earth's surface at the present 
day. It occurs in all the deposits which cover the Moor of the 
deepest portion of the oceans, and is especially abundant In the 
abysmal red clay. In some measure this pumice has been derived 
from submarine volcanic erupti, but its presence is also accounted 
for by the fact that pumice will Boat on water for months, and is 
thus distributed over the sea by winds and currents. After • Ions 
time it becomes waterlogged and sinks to the bottom, where it 
gradually disintegrates and is incorporated in the muds and oozes 
which are gathering there. After the great eruption of Krakatoa 
in 1883 banks of pumice covered the surface of the era for many 
miles and met In some eases ice four or five ft. above the water 
level. In addition to this much finely broken pumice MIS throws 
into the air to a great height and was borne away. by the wiode, 
ultimately settling down in the most distant parts of tbe con n;nts 
and oceans.  F. 

POMP; a machine which drives a liquid from one point to 
another, generally at different kvele, the latter being usually 
the higher; an sir-pump is an appliance for exhausting oe 

The word appears momently first In English is the Primp. 
Wigan Par•doeups, e. triao. of a ship's pump (hoseirseane). 
Dutch (poops). a little later. dialectically, of a conduit ripe for 
water, but in the sense of a means of raising water It does not occur 
in Dutch or Gee, before the t6th century. The Fr. pelt is derived 
from Taut. The Ger. variant of Pro . p! Plumps, which is gener- 
ally taken as being an echoic word. imitating the sound of the etnftes. theplestrie nit.on seer!s to be  that of a 
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removing the air or other gas from a vessel, whilst a compression 
pump compresses the air. The simplest forms of pumps em-
ployed for forcing liquids are " plunger pumps," consisting 
essentially of a piston moving in a cylinder, provided with 
inlet and outlet pipes, together with certain valves. Tin: 
disposition of these valves divides this type of pump into 
suction pumps and force pumps. 

Fig. t shows the arrangement in a suction pump. A is the cylinds r 
within which the piston B is moved up and down by the rod 

D is the inlet pipe (the lower extremity of whis 
is placetl beneath the surface of the liquid to It 
removed), and G is the outlet pipe. E is a vale 
in the inlet pipe opening into the cylinder; ar.l 
the piston is perforated by one or more hol, , 
each fitted with valves opening outwards on it 
upper surface. On raising the piston, the vat% e 
F remains closed and a vacuum tends to 14 
created in the cylinder, but the pressure of the 
atmosphere forces the liquid up the tube D and 
it raises the valve E and passes into the 
cylinder. On reversing the motion the valve E 
closes and the liquid is forced through the valve 
F to the upper part of the cylinder. On again 
raising the piston, more liquid enters the lower 
part of the cylinder, whilst the previously raised 
liquid is ejected from the delivery pipe.. Obviously 
the action is intermittent. Moreover, the height 

of the lift is conditioned by the atmospheric pressure, for this is the 
driving force; and since this equals 34 ft. of water, the lift canny 
be theoretically more than this distance when water is being pumps ,  I. 
la practice it may be considerably less, owing to leakage at the 
valves and between the piston and cylinder. 

In the force pump (fig. 2) there is no such limitation to the lilt. 
In this case the piston is solid, and the outlet pipe, G which is 

placed at the bottom of the cylimice. 
has a valve F opening outward., 
the inlet pipe and valve are the sane 
as before. On raising the pist,t 
the liquid rises in the cylinder, it :e 
valve E opening and F remaining 
shut. On reversing the motion the e 
valve E doses and the liquid is 
driven past the valve F. On agues 

3 raising the piston the valve E opens 
admitting more liquid whilst F r.. 
mains closed. It is seen that ti e 
action is intermittent, liquid on:y 
being discharged during a doe a 
stroke, but since the driving for, e 
is that which is supplied to the 
piston rod, the lift is only c. , , FIG. 2. ditioned by the power available a n d 

by the strength of the pump. A continuous supply can be obtain. I 
by leading the delivery pipe into the base of an air chamber I 
which is fitted with a discharge pipe J of such a diameter that the 
liquid cannot escape from it as fast as it is pumped in during s 
down stroke. The air inside is compressed in consequence a,. i 
during an upstroke of the piston this air tends to regain II s 
original volume and so expels the water, thus bringing about I 
continuous supply. For a description of modern pumps, on 
HYDRAULICS. 

Air-pumps.—Pumps for evacuating vessels may be divided 
into three classes: (1) mechanical, (2) mercurial, and (3) jit 

hesiaa
frae pumps; the last named are treated in HYORAULIc; 

The invention of the mechanical air-pump is generall y 
attributed to Otto von Guericke, consul of Magdeburg, who 
exhibited his instrument in 1654; it was first described in 1651 
by. Gaspar Schott, professor of mathematics at Wurttemberg, 
in his Afechanice hydrodico-pneuntatica, and afterwards (in 167.:) 
by Guericke in his Experimenla nova ifagdcbnrgica de tracer 
spalia. It consisted of a spherical glass vessel opening belote 
by means of a stop-cock and narrow nozzle into the cylinder of 
an " exhausting syringe," which inclined upwards from the 
extremity of the nozzle. The cylinder, in which a well-Mani 
piston worked, was provided at its lower end with two valet <. 
One of these opened from the nozzle into the cylinder, the other 
from the cylinder into the outside air. During the down-stroke 
of the piston the former was pressed home, so that no air enter.. I 
the nozzle and vessel, while the latter was forced open by the 
air which so escaped from the cylinder. During the return- 
stroke the latter was kept closed in virtue of the partial vacuum 
formed within the cylinder, while at the same time the former 

was forced open by the pleasure of the denser air in the vessel 
and nozzle. Thus, at every complete stroke of the piston, the 
air in the vessel or receiver was diminished by that fraction of 
itself which is expressed by the ratio of the volume of the avail-
able cylindrical space above the outward opening valve to the 
whole volume of receiver, nozzle and cylinder. The action is 
essentially that of the common suction pump. The construction 
was subsequently improved by many experimenters, notably 
by Boyle, Hawksbee, &neaten and others; and more recently 
two pump barrels were employed, so obtaining the same degree 
of exhaustion much more rapidly. This type of pump is 
however, not very efficient, for there is not only leakage about 
the valves and between the piston and cylinder, but at a certain 
degree of exhaust the air within the vessel is insufficient to 
raise the inlet valve; this last defect has been met in some 
measure by using an extension of the piston to open and close 
the valve. 

The so-called oil air-pumps are much more efficient; the valve 
difficulty is avoided, and the risk of leakage minimized; whilst 
in addition there is no air clearance between the piston and the 
base of the cylinder as in the older mechanical forms. The 
Fleuss pump may be taken as an example. The piston, provided 
with a valve opening upwards, is packed in the cylinder by a 
leather cup which is securely 'pressed against the sides of the 
cylinder by the atmospheric pressure. The piston rod passes 
through a valve in the upper part of the cylinder which is held 
to its seat by a spring. The inlet pipe enters an elliptical vessel 
which communicates with the cylinder a little way up from its 
base, whilst at the base there is a relief tube leading into the 
elliptical vessel already mentioned. Oil is placed both atone 
the upper valve seating, and also in the cylinder up to the 
height of the lower edge of the inlet pipe. The action is as 
follows: On raising the piston it cuts off communication with 
the inlet pipe and then compresses the air above, forcing it 
through the upper valve and oil into the atmosphere. Some 
of the oil is also driven out, but as the valve does not dose until 
the piston has descended a short distance, a certain amount of 
oil returns. Ott lowering the piston its valve opens and air 
passes in from the vessel to be exhausted; this is further rarefied 
on the next stroke and so on. The Max Kohl pumps are based 
on the same principle, but are constructed with more debonair 
detail, leading to a greater efficiency, an exhaust of cleaolt men. 
being claimed as readily obtainable. 

The invention of the barometer and Torriceili's explanaticm 
of the vacuity above the mercury column placed before the 
members of the Florentine academy a ready method m  
of obtaining vacua; for to exhaust a vessel it was "`" rul 

 only necessary to join, by means of a tube provided with stc9- 
cocks, the vessel to a barometer tube, fill the compound vessel 
with mercury and then to invert it in a basin containing this 
liquid, whereupon the mercury column fell, leaving a Terrier:Mien 
vacuum in the vessel, which could be removed after shuttieg 
off the stop-cocks. This was the only method known mud 
the invention of the mechanical air-pumps; it was subeemnestly 
employed by Count Rumford, and as late as r 845. Edward A. 
King patented filament electric lamps exhausted by the same 
methods. Although modern mercurial pumps have assumed 
a multiplicity of forms, their actions can be reduced to two 
principles, one statical, the other hydrodynamical—et the 
same time instruments have been devised utilizing both these 
principles. 

Statical Pumps.—The earliest mercurial pump. devised by 
Swedenborg and described in his Mirediama observala circa me 
naturals, (1722), was statical in action, consisting essentially 
in replacing the solid piston of the mechanical pump by a colons 
of mercury, which by being alternately raised and lowered 
gradually exhausted a vessel. A more complicated pump, but 
of much the same principle, was devised in s784 by Joan* 
Baader, to be improved by C. F. Hindenburg in 5787, by A. N. 
Ectelcranta in dos and by J. IL Patten in 1824; whilst in 138s 
Rankine Kennedy resuscitated the idea for the purpose of 
exhausting filament electric lamps. The pump devised by 
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R. Geissler of Boon, and fiat described In 180 by W. H. Tiro. 
Meyer in • pamphlet Ueber gesehiehlels eke Lick 
surpassed all previous forms in both simplicity and efficiency. 

The general scheme of Geislet's pump is shown In fig. 3. A 
and B are pear-shaped glass vessels connected by a long narrow 

India-rubber tube, which must be sufficiently 
strong in the body (or strengthened by a 
linen coating) to stand an outward pressure 
of 1 to atmospheres. A terminates below 
in a narrow vertical tube c which is a few 
inches longer than the height of the baro- 
meter, and to the lower end of this tube 
the india-rubber tube is attached which con- 
nects A with B. At the upper end of A is 
a glass two-way atop-cock, by turning which 
the vessel A can either be made to com- 
municate with the vessel to be exhausted, 
or with the atmosphere, or can be shut off 
from both when the cock holds an inter- 
mediate position. The apparatus, after 
having been carefully cleaned and dried, is 
charged with pure and dry mercury which 
must next be worked backwards and for- 
wards between A and B to remove all the 
air-bells. The air is then driven out of A by 

Fin. .1 lifting B to a sufficient level, turning the cock 
Genders Air- Pun1P- so as to communicate with the atmosphere 
and letting the mercury now into A until it gets to the other side 
of the stop-cock, which is then placed in the intermediate posi-
tion. Supposing t he vessel to be exhausted to have already been 
securely connected to the pump, we now lower the reservoir B 
so as to reduce the pressure In A sufficiently below the tension 
in the gas to be sucked in, and, by turning the cock so as to 
connect A with the vessels to be exhausted, cause the gas to 
expand into and almost fill A. The cock is now shut against 
both communications, the reservoir lifted, the gas contents of 
A discharged and so on, until, when after an exhaustion mercury 
is let into A, the metal strikes against the top without inter-
position of a gas•bell. In a well-made apparatus the pressure 
in the exhausted vessel is now reduced to e. or A, of a milli-
metre, or even less. An absolute vacuum cannot be produced 
on account of the unavoidable air-film between the mercury 
and the walls of the apparatus. 

As it takes a height of about 3o in. of mercury to balance the pres-
sure of the atmosphere, a Gli4CT pump necessarily Is a somewhat 
long- and unwieldy instrument; in addition, the long tube 
is liable to breakage. It can be considerably shortened, the two 
vessels A and B brought more closely together, and the somewhat 
objectionable India-rubber tube be dispensed with, if we connect 
the air-space m B with an ordinary sir pump. and by means of it 
do the greater part of the sucking and the whole of the lifting 
work. An instrument thus modified was constructed by Pawn-
dorff in 1863. 

Even a Geisler's stop-cock requires to be lubricated to be abso-
lutely gas•tight, and this occasionally proves a nuisance. Hente 
a number of attempts have been made to do without stop-cocks 
altogether. In the pump generally attributed to Tlipler, but which 

r Previously devised by J. Mile of Warsaw in who teemed 
as  " hydrostatic  air-pump without cylinders, taps, lids or stoppers." 

this is attained by using, for the inlet and the outlet, vertical 
capillary glass tubes. soldered, the former to somewhere near the 
bottom, the letter to the top of the versa Theme tubes..belng more 
than „30  in. obviously act as efficient mercury-trapai but 
the already considerable height of the pump is thus multiplied 
by two. This consideration led Alexander Mitscherrich, F. Nelsen 
and others to introduce glees valdes in lieu of stop-corks. A pump 
similar to Tarsier's COISIIMICTiO411 was devised by Mendeldeff, and the 
original device has been much improved by Wiedemann. Bessel-
Hagen and others. 

The best-known pump of this type was invented in 186s by 
H. Sprengel, although the idea had been previously conceived 
yap by Magnus and Buff. The instrument, in its original 
Crowds (simplest) form (fig. a), consists of a vertical capillary 
P"O• glass tube a of about i tam. bore, provided with 
a lateral branch b near its upper end, which latter, by an 
ladia•rubber joint governable by a screw-clamp, communicates 
with a funnel. The lower end w bout into the shape of •  

book, and dips Into a pneumatic trough. The mead to 
be exhausted is attached to b, and, in 
order to extract its gas contents, a 
properly regulated stream of mercury 
is allowed to fall through the vertical 
tube. Every drop of mercury, as it 
enters from the funnel, entirely doses 
the narrow tube like a piston, and in 
going past the place where the side 
tube enters entraps a portion of air and 
carries it down to the trough, where it 
can be collected. If the vertical tube, 
measuring from the point when the 
branch comes in, is a few inches greater 
than the height of the barometer, 
and the glass and mercury are per-
fectly clean, the apparatus slowly but 
surely produces an almost absolute 
vacuum. 

The great advantages of Spreagel's 
pump lie in the simplicity of its construc-
tion and in the readiness with which it 
adapts itself to the collecting of the gas. 
It did excellent service in the hands of 
Graham for the extraction of gases 
occluded in metals. Many improvements 
upon the original construction have been 	Fro. a. 
Prolltned Sprenger. Air-Fump. 

Many
- 
 other devices have been introduced for facilitating the 

production of vacua. For example Raps in 1893 described an 
automatic arrangement to be used In coneeition with a 

 pump; whilst in 1393 Schulze-Berge devised a rotary form: 
the description of these forms see Winkclmann, Hensoch der 
Physik (1.06).i. 13t6. The history of mercurial pumps is treated by 
S. P Thompson. The Development of She Mercurial Air PulstP (1999). 
For the production of high vacua, see VACUUM Tura; Louth 
Gases. 

PUMPKIN. the fruit of the gourd Creesrbi1a Pito, well-knows 
in English cottage gardens. and largely cultivated in continental 
Europe and North America. The pumpkin varies much in form, 
being sometimes nearly globular, but more generally oblong 
or ovoid in shape; the rind is smooth and very variable in colour. 
It is a useful plant to the American backwoods farmer, yielding. 
both in the ripe and unripe condition, a valuable fodder for his 
cattle and pigs. being frequently planted at intervals among the 
maize that constitutes his chief crop. The larger kinds acquire 
a weight of zo to 8o lb but smaller varieties are in more esteem 
for garden culture. When ripe, the pumpkin is boiled or baked, 
or made into various kinds of pie, alone or mixed with other 
fruit; while small and green it may be eaten like the vegetable 
marrow. The name squash is applied is America to this and 
other species of the genus Cacerbira. The name is adapted from 
an American Indian word (see L. H. Bailey, Cyclotadia if 
America. Horliestliare, when is a fuller a:count of the squashes). 
Summer squashes are mostly varieties of C. Pepe; winter 
squashes are either C. maxima or C. toseschota, chiefly the former. 
The varieties of pumpkins and squashes are numerous and of 
great variety in she and shape; it is difficult to keep them pure U 
various kinds are grown together, but the true squashes 
(C. maxima) do not hybridize with the true pumpkin species. 
If carefully handled to avoid cracking of the skin, and kept dry 
and fairly warm, winter squashes may be kept for months. 

PUN, a play upon words, particularly the use of a word 
in two or more different applications or of two or more words 
similar in sound but with different meanings by which a 
humorous or ludicrous effect is produced; thus Charles L's Court 
jester is said to have made the punning grace " great praise 
be to God and little Laud to the devil " for which the archbishop 
dismissed him from his service. Another famous pun was that 
upon The Beggar's Opera, which " made Gay rich and Ricb gay." 
Thomas Hood was the king of pun-makers. " They went and 
told the sexton, and the sexton toll'd the bell " (" Sally Brown") 
is one example among the innumerable puns with which his 
poems are filled. The derivation of the word is not known 
It int appears in the second halt of the oh century. Sten 
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(Etym. Did., 1898) identifies it with an obsolete and dialectal 
variant of " pound," to beat in the rouse of " to pound words, to 
beat them into new senses, to hammer at forced similes " The 
New English Didionory considers it was probably one of the 
shortened words, like " mob," " sit," &c., which were common 
In slang after the Restoration. In R. L'Eatrange, Counsellor 
Mannas's Lag Legacy 0676), " pun " is found with punnet, 
pundigrion and quibble, " of which fifteen will not make up one 
single jest." Possibly these may be all referred to " punctilio " 
(It. puroiglio, dim. of peaty, point, Lat. Immense), a small, fine 
point, a cavil or quibble. No historical connexion, however, 
has bceq found between the words. 

PUNCH, the abbreviated form of Punchinello (Ital. Policingla, 
Pulcinella), the most popular of the puppets or marionettes 
(q.v.), and the chief figure in the " Punch and Judy " show. 
It is of Italian origin, though its history is by no means free from 
obscurity. The earlier etymologists sought to trace the name 
to various mythical individuals, by whom, It was alleged, the 
type was first furnished. F. Galiani adopts the theory which 
derives it from the name of Puccio d'Aniello, a vintager of 
Acerra near Naples, who, having by his wit and grotesque 
appearance vanquished some strolling comedians in their own 
sphere, was induced to join the troop, and whose place, by reason 
of his popularity, was supplied after his death by a masked actor 
who imitated his dress and manner. The claims of other 
individuals—Paolo Cloak, Polliceno, and Pulcinella, a Nea-
politan dealer in fowls—have also found supporters, and the 
derivation of the name and character from some old mystery repre-
senting Pontius (0. Eng. Pawnee; Fr. Ponce) Pilate and Judas, 
or the Jews, was formerly popular. It has even been suggested 
that the title is a modification of troXe who (I move much) as 
expressive of the restlessness which is characteristic of the 
puppet; and the assumption that the character was invariably 
of diminutive size has given rise to its reference to the word 
take, the thumb (d. Danstiling, Tom Thumb). The most 
plausible theory, however, regards the name in its Italian form 
as a diminutive of puking', fern. pakina, a chicken. It is some-
times stated that, in consequence of the habit of using the word 
"chicken" as a term of endearment, it came to mean " a little 
child," and hence "a puppet" (W. Skeet). But this again involves 
the assumption that the application of the name to the character 
was in some measure determined by the size .of the puppets, 
whereas it would appear to have been transferred from the 
comic stage to the puppet show and the Pulcinella of the stage 
was not necessarily a dwarf. The choice, therefore, seems to 
lie between the theory of Quadric, that It was applied on account 
of the resemblance of the hooked nose to a beak, and that of 
J. Bared', which ascribes its employment to the nasal squeak 
and timorous impotence of the original character. With respect 
to the development of the modern type, it has been assumed that 
the whole family of Italian matchers (Arlecchino, Brighella, 
and the like) are modified survivals of the principal Oscan 
characters of the Atellanoe, and that Punchinello is the repre-
sentative of Maccus, the fool or down. In proof of this it is 
urged that Acerra, the supposed residence of Puccio d'Aniello 
and the traditional source of the character, is in the neighbour-
hood of Averse, the old Atella; and reference is also made to a 
bronsestatueof Maccus, discovered at Rome in 1727, an engrav-
ing of which has been preserved in Ficoroni's Le Marchers 
amidst e le *we comiche d'ontichi Romani. But the 
resemblance of the statue to the puppet is scarcely to be termed 
a striking one, and the large nose and deformed figure are some-
what hazardous ground on which to base a theory—especially 
In view of the fact that such points of likeness as there are in it 
to the northern Punch are not to be found In the Neapolitan 
Puldnella. It Is possible that some relic of the old Lodi Osci, 
transmitted through the Vice of the mystery plays, is to be 
found in the character; but any direct descent from the Macaw of 
the Atellanae seems precluded by the fact that, while there are 
traces of the gradual development of the northern Punch from 
the Neapolitan Pukinella, the latter with its grey hat, white 
smock and troosers, masked face, and undistorted body Is wieldy  

different from its alleged prototype. It seems necessary, 
therefore, to regard the Pulcinella as in large part a distinct 
creation of comparatively modern date. Prior to the 17th 
century there is no indication in the Italian burlesque poets 
of the existence of Pulcinella, though L. A. Iticcobonl places 
the creation of the part before t6co. 

Andrea Petrucci (1699) and Gimma assert with some slam 
of authority that Silvio Fiorillo, a comedian named after his 
principal part Captain Matamoros (the Italian Miles Gleriossu), 
Invented the Neapolitan Pulcinella. It was afterwards improved 
by Andrea Calcine, surnamed audio, who died of the plague 
in 1656, and who, according to Gimma, imitated in the character 
the peasants of Acerra. This would place the origin of the 
Italian Pulcinella somewhere about the commencement of the 
17th century, the original character appearing to have been 
that of a country down, hook-nosed, shnll-voiced, cowardly, 
boastful and often stupid, yet given at times to knavish tricks 
and shrewd sayings. In thorough accordance with this date, 
we find that the earliest known appearance of Polichinelle in 
France is at the beginning of the reign of Louis XIV., in the show 
of the puppet-playing dentist Jean Brioche. It might have 
been expected that the shrewder and wittier side of the character 
would most commend itself to the French mind, and there is 
good reason to believe that the Polichinelle of Brioche was 
neither a blunderer nor a fool. The puppet was almost imme-
diately seized upon as the medium of political satire of the kind 
exemplified in the Letter of Polichindk to Cardinal Malaria 
(164o), and it is described in the Combat de Cyrano de Bergerac, 
as a " petit Esopc de bola, remuant, tournant, vimnt, dansint, 
runt, pedant, petant " and as " cet heterodite rnamiouset, 
discuss miens, ce drolifique boast." In this there appears 
signs of transformation, whether the importation to France took 
place before or after the alleged improvements of Calcese. The 
hunchback had been long associated in France with wit and 
laughter, and there are, therefore, some grounds for C. Magnin's 
theory that the northern Punch is of French origin, a Gallic 
type under an Italian name, though there does not seem to be 
sufficient reason for adopting his suggestion that Polichinelle 
was a burlesque portrait of Bearnals. The date of its intro-
duction into England has been disputed, J. Payne Collier being 
of opinion that Punch and King William came together, a 
second theory suggesting an earlier origin with the Huguenot 
refugees. In view of its popularity in France prior to the 
Restoration, however, It would be strange if its migration bad 
been so long delayed, and it is more than probable that it crossed 
the channel in the wake of the Royalists. Apart from the 
general references by S. Pepys (1662) and by J. Evelyn (1661) 
to an Italian puppet-show at Covent Garden, the former makes 
mention 0669) of some poor people who called their fat child 
Punch, " that word being become a word of common use for 
all that is thick and short." An allusion to " Punchinello." 
is also to be found in Butler's satire on English imitation of 
the French, and Aubrey speaks of " is Punchinello holding a 
dial " as one of the ornaments of Sir Samuel Lely's house at 
WhitehalL But, though the puppet did not travel in the trek; 
of William of Orange, allusions to it became far more frequent 
after the Revolution of 1688, and the skal of the Dutch in their 
treatment of puppet mechanism may have enhanced its attract, 
i4/000111. In 1703 it was introduced at Bartholomew Fair into 
a puppet play of the creation of the world; in t me (Tatter, 
No. 16) it was to be found in a representation of the Deluge, 
though in a different part from that of the Momus Polichinelle 
of Alexis Piron's Arleystin-Dmgollon (172.2); and in 1750 
(Spectator, No. 14) it is mentioned as a leading figure in Poweirs 
puppet-show at Covent Garden. The alleged satire on Robot 
Walpole, entitled A &woad Tak of a Tub, or Me Misery of 
Robert Poled. Me Peoppet-Shonmeato Om), furnishes sow 
details of Punch performances, and has an interesting hoots. 
piece representing Powell with Punch and his wife. The Judy 
(or Joan, as she appears to have been sometimes caned) is all 
of a specially grotesque order, but the Punch is easily nuegaie-
ebb in all but the feature., which are of the normal puppet type. 
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Other allusions are to be found in Gay's Slopherd's Wsel 
Saturday ft 7:4 and Swift's Dialogue between Mad Mnflioix nod 
Timothy (1728). The older Punchinello was far leas restricted 
in his actions and circumstances than his modern successor. Hp 
fought with allegorical figures representing want and weari-
ness as well as with his wife and with the police, was on intimate 
terms with the patriarchs and the seven champions of Christen-
dom, sat on the lap of the queen of Sheba, had kings and dukes 
for his companions, and cheated the Inquisition as well as the 
commis% hangman. Powell seems to have introduced a trained 
pig which danced a minuet with Punch, and the French (among 
whom Punch is now usually styled Guignol. originally a puppet 
hailing from Lyons) having occasionally employed a cat in the 
place of the dog Toby, whose origin is somewhat uncertain. 
A typical version of the modern play, with illustrations, was 
published by Payne Collier and ,Cruikshank in 1828 (3rd ed., 
1844). (It. K. W.) 

PUNCH. (s) To pierce, perforate, make a hole or stamp a 
mark, &c., with a tool known as a " puncheon " or " punch." 
The verb is derived from the substantive; the original is Let. 
tanaio, a pricking, from pongere, to prick. This gave Ital. 
plasm, 0. Fr. pinion, mod. pawn. Both these French 
forms mean also a cask, from which the English " puncheon," 
a liquid measure varying in capacity from 72 to 120 gallons is 
taken. This is probably the same word as that for the tool, 
and refers to a mark or sign stamped or " punched " on the cask. 
The origin may therefore be paralleled by the explanation of 
" hogshead " as referring to a mark of an " oxhead " branded 
on the measure. (a) To beat or bit, especially in such collo-
quialisms, as " to punch one's head." This Is not the same word 
as (I) but is a shortened form of "punish," from Lat. push', 
of which the ultimate origin is poem, penalty, from which is 
derived " pain." (3) The name of a drink, composed of spirits, 
water, sliced lemons or limes, or lemon-juice, together with 
sugar and spice, and served hot. According to the spirit with 
which it is made, it is known as brandy, whisky, rum punch, &c. 
Milk-punch is made of milk and spirit, bottled and served cold. 
The word is the English representative of the Hindostani pock, 
five (from the number of ingredients), and was introduced from 
the East. 

PUNCTUATION (Let. paktum, a point), the theory or art of 
" pointing " a literary composition so as to divide it properly 
into sentences and portions of sentences, which the " points " 
are used to mark at their close, with a view to precision in the 
meaning of a continuous set of written words, by the indication 
of what would be pauses or changes of expression if they were 
spoken. The uses of the chief " points " are explained as fol-
lows in the " Rules for Compositors " at the Oxford University 
Press, compiled by Mr Horace Hart, the university printer:—

The "full stop" or " period " (.) marks the end of a sentence. 
The " colon " (:)—Greek Saar, a limb—is at the transition 
point of the sentence. The " semicolon " (;) separates different 
statements. The " comma " (,)—Gr. room, from thrive., 
i.e. a piece cut off—separates clauses, phrases and particles. 
(The terms " period "—Greek treoloSor—" colon," " comma," 
mow identified in punctuation with the signs here given, were 
borrowed from the Greek grammarians, who originally described 
either the whole sentence or a longer or shorter part of it 
respectively in this way.) Among other signs, the " dash " 
(—) marks abruptness or irregularity. The " exclamation " 
(I) marks surprise. The " interrogation " or " query " (?) asks 
a question. The apostrophe (') marks elisions or the possessive 
case. " Quotes," quotation-marks or " inverted commas " 
(" ") define quoted words. Irregularities or interpolations in 
a sentence are marked by various forms of bracket ( ) or paren-
thesis. Literary usage and the practice of printing-houses vary, 
however, so much that it is impossible to define exactly and 
shortly the part played by some of these points in a reasonable 
system of punctuation. The Oxford Rules already mentioned, 
which deal also with spelling and other pitfalls in literary 
composition and printing. carry the authority of such experts 
as Dr ,j. A. H. Murray and Dr Henry Bradley; and the art of  

punctuation may be studied aim in such works as H. Bearine➢ a 
Spelling and Posasation, P. ABardyoe's Stops: or haw to pone-
:oak, T. L. de Vinne's Coned Composition, and T. Lefevre's 
Guido potion do conspositenr. The acceptance of 'a conven-
tional system of modern punctuation is mainly due to the 
invention of printing, and to the ingenuity and care of individual 
typographers. In the earlier forms of writing the letters ran 
on continuously in lines; it was only by degrees that actual 
words were divided from one another by spacing within the 
line; then later came the distribution of words into sentences 
by means of points, and the introduction by Aldus Manutius 
in the itith century of a regular system for these. The chief 
signs were inherited by the printers from the dots of the Greek 
grammarians, but often with altered meanings; thus the Greek 
interrogation mark (;) becomes the modern semicolon. (See 
PAI ►LOGRAPHY and TYPOGRAPHY.) 

PUNDIT (Hindi pandit; Skr. pandas), a learned man, a teacher, 
particularly one skilled in Sanskrit and Hindu law, religion 
and philosophy. Before the institution of the High Courts 
in z862, the Supreme Court of India had a law officer styled the 
Pundit of the Supreme Court, who advised the English judges 
on points of Hindu law. The term is frequently applied, 
somewhat derisively, or humorously, to learned persons, to 
those who claim by long official or other experience to lay down 
the law or dictate principles of conduct. 

PUNIC WARS, a name specially appropriated to the wan 
between Rome and Carthage in the 3rd and and centuries D.C. 
The origin of these conflicts is to be sought in the position which 
Rome acquired about 27$ s.c. as suzerain and protector of all 
Italy. Her new obligation to safeguard the peninsula against 
foreign interference made it necessary that she should not allow 
the neighbouring island of Sicily to fall into the hands of a 
strong and expansive power. Carthage, on the other hand, had 
long been anxious to conquer Sicily and so to complete the 
chain of island posts by which she controlled the western 
Mediterranean. 

First Penis War (264-24z ac').—The proximate cause of 
the first outbreak was a crisis in the city of Messana, commanding 
the straits between Italy and Sicily. A band of Campanian 
mercenaries, which had forcibly esablished itself within the 
town and was being hard pressed in 264 by Hiero II. of Syracuse, 
applied for help both to Rome and Carthage and thus brought 
a force from either power upon the scene. The Carthaginians, 
arriving first, occupied Messana and effected a reconciliation 
with Hiero. The Roman commander nevertheless persisted 
in throwing troops into the city, and by seising the person of the 
Carthaginian admiral during a parley induced him to withdraw 
his garrison. The Romans thus won an important strategic 
post, but their aggression was met by a declaration of war from 
Carthage and Syracuse. 

Operations began with a joint attack upon Messana, which 
the Romans easily repelled. In 263 they advanced with a 
considerable force into iliero's territory and induced him to 
seek peace and alliance with them. Having thus secured their 
foothold on the island they set themselves to wrest it completely 
from Carthage. In 262 they besieged and captured the enemy's 
base at Agrigentum, and proved that Punk mercenary troops 
could not stand before the infantry of the legions. But they 
made little impression upon the Carthaginian fortresses in the 
west of the island and upon the towns of the interior which 
mostly sided against them. Thus in the following campaigns 
their army was practically brought to a standstill. 

In 26o the war entered upon a new phase. Convinced that 
they could gain no serious advantage so long as the Carthaginians 
controlled the sea and communicated freely with their island 
possessions, the Romans built their first large fiat of standard 
battleships. At Myiae, off the north Sicilian coast, their 
admiral C. Duffles defeated a Carthaginian squadron of superior 
mantruvring capacity by a novel application of grappling and 

The chronology here etas is the traditional one. but recent 
researches teed to show that many events hays been antedated by 
OW year. 
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boarding tactics. This victory left Rome free to land • force on 
Corsica and expel the Carthaginians (asp), but did not suffice to 
loosen their grasp on Sicily. 

After two more years of desultory warfare the Romans de-
tided to carry the war into the enemy's home territory. A large 
armament sailed out in 236, repelled a vigorous attack by 
the entire Carthaginian fleet off Cape Ecnomus (near Ageism-
turn) and established a fortified camp on African soil at Clypea. 
The Carthaginians, whose citizen levy was utterly disorganized, 
could neither keep the field against the invaders nor prevent 
their subjects from revolting. A single campaign compelled 
them to sue for peace, but the terms which the Roman com-
mander Atilius Regulus offered were intolerably harsh. Accord-
ingly they equipped a new army in which, by the advice of a 
Greek captain of mercenaries named Xanthippus, cavalry and 
elephants formed the strongest arm. In 255, under Xanthippus's 
command, they offered battle to Regulus, who had taken up 
position with an inadequate force near Tunes, outmanoeuvred 
him and destroyed the bulk of his army. A second Roman 
armament, which subsequently reached Africa after defeating 
the full Carthaginian fleet off Cape Hcrmaeum, did not venture 
to reopen the campaign, but withdrew all the remaining troops. 

The Romans now directed their efforts once more against 
Sicily. In ase they carried the important fortress of Panormus 
(Palermo) by an attack from the sea; but when Carthage , threw 
reinforcements into the island the war again came to a standstill. 
In a st at last the Roman general L. Metellus brought about a 
pitched back near Panormus in which the enemy's force was 
effectively crippled. This victory was followed by an investment 
of the chief Punic base at Lilybaeum by land and sea. The 
besiegers met with a gallant resistance, and in 249 were com-
pelled to withdraw by the loss of their fleet in a surprise attack 
upon the neighbouring harbour of Drepanum (Trapani), in 
which the admiral Claudius Pulcher was repulsed with a loss of 
93 ships. Meanwhile other losses in storms on the high seas 
so reduced the Roman fleet that the attack upon Sicily had to 
be suspended. At the same time the Carthaginians; who felt 
no less severely the financial strain of the prolonged struggle 
and had a war in Africa on their hands, reduced their armaments 
and made no attempt to deliver a counter-attack. The only 
noteworthy feature of the ensuing campaigns is the skilful 
guerilla war waged by a new Carthaginian commander, Hamilcar 
Barca, from his strong positions on Mt Ercte (247-244) and 
Mt Faye (244-243) in Western Sicily, by which he effectually 
screened Lilybaeum from the Roman land army. 

In aes Rome resumed operations on sea. By a magnificent 
effort on the part of private citizens a fleet of 200 warships was 
equipped and sent out to renew the blockade of Lilybaeum. 
The Carthaginians hastily collected a relief force, but in a battle 
fought off the Aegates or Aegusae islands (west of Deepens) 
their fleet was caught at • disadvantage and mostly sunk or 
captured (March to, sat). This victory, by giving the Romans 
undisputed command of the sea, rendered certain the ulti-
mate fall of the Punk strongholds in Sicily. The Carthaginians 
accordingly opened negotiations and consented to • peace by 
which they ceded Sicily and the Lipari Islands to Rome and paid 
as indemnity of poo talents (about (boopoo). 

The Interval between the Aka and Second Wars (241-2t8 
The loss of naval supremacy not only deprived Carthage of 
her predominance in the western Mediterranean, but exposed 
her oversee empire to disintegration under renewed attacks 
by Rome. The temper of the Roman people was soon made 
manifest during a conflict which broke out between the Cartha-
ginians and their discontented mercenaries. Italian traders 
were allowed to traffic in munitions of war with the mutineers, 
and a gross breach of the treaty was perpetrated when a Roman 
force was sent to occupy Sardinia, whose insurgent garrison 
had offered to surrender the island ( 23e). To the remonstrances 
of Carthage the Romans replied with a direct declaration of war, 
and only withheld their attack upon the formal cession of Sardinia 
and Corsica and the payment of a further indemnity. 

From this episode it became clear that Rome intended to 

use her victory to the utmost. To avoid complete hussillatiod 
Carthage had no resource but to humiliate her adversary. ne 
recent complications of foreign and internal strife had Indeed 
so weakened the Punic power that the prospect of renewing 
the war under favourable circumstances seemed remote enough. 
But the scheme of preparing for a fresh conflict, found a worthy 
champion in Hamilcar Bares, who'sought to compensate for the 
loss of Sicily by acquiring a dominion in Spain where Carthage 
might gain new wealth and form a fresh base of operations against 
Rome. 'Invested with an unrestricted foreign command, he 
spent the rest of his life in founding a Spanish empire (236-228). 
His work was continued by his son-in-law Hasdrubal and his 
son Hannibal, who was placed at the bead of the army in no. 
These conquests aroused the suspicions of Rome, which in a 
treaty with Hasdrubal confined the Carthaginians to the south 
of the Ebro, and also guaranteed the Independence of Saguntum, 
a town on the east coast which pretended to a Greek origin. 
In no Hannibal laid siege to Saguntum and carried the town in 
spite of a stubborn defence. It has always been a debateable 
point whether his attack contravened the new treaty. The 
Romans certainly took this view and sent to Carthage to demand 
Hannibal's surrender. But his defiant policy was too popular 
to be disavowed; the Carthaginian council upheld Hannibal's 
action, and drew upon itself an immediate declaration of war. 

Second Punk War (228-201 p.c.): a. The "Ifannibalic" War.—
It seemed as though the superiority of the Romans at sea 
must enable them to choose the field of battle. They decided 
to embark one army for Spain and another for Sicily and Africa. 
But before their preparations were complete Hannibal began 
that series of operations by which he dictated the course of the 
war for the greater part of its duration. Realizing that so long 
as Rome commanded the resources of an undivided Italian 
confederacy no foreign attack could beat her down beyond 
recovery, he conceived the plan of cutting off her supply of 
strength at the source by carrying the war into Italy and causing 
a disruption of the League. His chances of ever reaching Italy 
seemed small, for the sea was guarded by the Roman fleets and 
the land route was long and arduous. But the very boldness of 
his enterprise contributed to its success; after a six months' 
march through Spain and Gaul and over the Alps, which the 
Romans were nowhere in time to oppose, Hannibal arrived in 
the plain of the Po with 2o,000 foot and 6000 horse, the pick of 
his African and Spanish levies (autumn 218: for details we 
HANNIBAL). 

His further advance was here disputed by some Roman 
troops which had been recalled from the Spanish expedition. 
But the superiority of the Carthaginian cavalry and the spread 
of insurrection among the Gaulish inhabitants forced the 
defenders to fall back upon the Apennines. At the end of the 
year the Roman army was reinforced by the division from Sicily 
and led out to battle on the banks of the Trebia. Hannibal, 
by superior tactics, repelled the assailants with heavy loss, and 
thus made his position in north Italy secure. 

In 227 the campaign opened in Etruria. into which the invading 
army, largely reinforced by Gauls, penetrated by an unguarded 
pass. A rash pursuit by the Roman field force led to its being 
entrapped on the shore of Lake Trasimene and destroyed with 
a loss of 40,000 men. This catastrophe left Rome completely 
uncovered; but Hannibal, having resolved not to attack the 
capital before he could collect a more overwhelming force. 
directed his march towards the south of Italy, where he hoped 
to stir up the peoples who had formerly been Rome's most 
stubborn enemies. The natives, however, were everywhere 
slow to join the Carthagirdans, and a new Roman army under the 
dictator Q. Fabius Maximus (" Cunctator "), which, without 
CVO' daring to close with Hanmlsal, pe.sistently dogged his steps 
on his forays through Apulia and Campania, prevented his 
acquiring a permanent base of operations. 

The eventful campaign of 216 was begun by a new aggnamive 
move on the part of Rome. An exceptionally strong field army, 
estimated at 85.reo men, was sent forth in order to crush the 
Carthaginians in open battle. On a level plain near Canna, in 
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Apulia, which Hannibal had chosen for his battle-ground, the 
Roman legions delivered their attack. Hannibal deliberately 
allowed his centre to be driven in by their superior numbers, 
while Hasdrubal's cavahy wheeled round so as to take the enemy 
in dank and rear. The Romans, surrounded on all sides and so 
cramped that their superior numbers aggravated their plight, 
were practically annihilated. and the loss of citizens was perhaps 
greater than in any other defeat that betel the Republic. The 
moral effect of the battle was no less momentous. The south 
Italian nations at last found courage to secede from Rome, the 
leaders of the movement being the people of Capua, the second 
greatest town of Italy. Reinforcements were sent from Carthage, 
and several neutral powers prepared to throw their weight into 
the scale on Hannibal's behalf. At first sight it seems strange 
that the battle of Canner did not decide the war. But the 
resources of Rome, though terribly reduced in respect both 
of men and of Money, were not yet exhausted. In north and 
central Italy the insurrection spread but little, and could be 
sufficiently guarded against with small detachments. In 
the south the Greek towns of the coast remained loyal, and the 
numerous Latin colonies continued to render important service 
by interrupting free communication between the rebels and 
detaining part of their forces. In Rome itself the quarrels 
between the nobles and commons, which had previously unsettled 
her policy, gave way to a unanimity unparalleled In the annals of 
the Republic. The guidance of operations was henceforth left 
to the senate, which by maintaining a firm and persistent policy 
until the conflict was brought to a successful end earned its 
greatest title to fame.. 

The subsequent campaigns of the Italian War assume a new 
character. Though the Romans contrived at times to raise 
soo,coo men, they could only spare a moderate form for field 
operations. Their generals, among whom the veterans Fabius 
and M. Claudius Marcella frequently held the most important 
commands, rarely ventured to engage Hannibal in the open, 
and contented themselves with observing him or skirmishing 
against his detachments. Hannibal, whose recent accessions 
of strength were largely discounted by the necessity of assigning 
troops to protect his new allies or secure their wavering loyalty, 
was sell too weak to undertake a vigorous offensive. In the 
ensuing years the war resolved itself into a multiplicity of 
minor engagements which need not be followed out in detail. 
In 216 and zr 5 the chief seat of war was Campania, where 
Hannibal vainly attempted to establish himself on the coast and 
experienced a severe repulse at Nola. In ate the main Cartha-
ginian force was transferred to Apulia in hopes of capturing 
Tarentum. Though Croton and Locri on the Calabrian coast 
had fallen into his hands, Hannibal still lacked a suitable harbour 
by which be might have secured his oversee communications. For 
two years be watched in vain for an opportunity of surprising 
the town, while the Romans narrowed down the sphere of re-
volt in Campania and defeated other Carthaginian commanders. 
In 312 the greater part of Tarentum and other cities of the 
southern seaboard at last came into Hannibal's power. But in the 
same year the Romans found themselves strong enough to place 
Capua under blockade. They severely defeated a Carthaginian 
relief force, and could not be permanently dislodged even by 
Hannibal himself. In s it Hannibal made a last effort to relieve 
his allies by a feint upon Rome itself, but the besiegers re-
fused to be drawn away from their entrendunents, and even-
tually Capua was starved into surrender. Its fall was a sign 
that no power could in the long run uphold a rival Italian 
coalition against Rome. After a year of desultory fighting the 
Ramos lot too gained a fur, her important success by recovering 
Tarentum. Though Hannibal from time to time still won 
isolated engagements, yet slow ly but surely he was being driven 
back Into the extreme south of the peninsula. 

In aor the arrival of a fresh invading force produced a new 
crisis. Hasdruhal, who in too.- :a had marched overland from 
Spain, appeared in north Italy with a force scarcely inferior 
to the army which his brother had brought in sift. After levying 
contingenta of Gauls and Ligunans be marched down the east  

coast with the object of joining hands with his brother in central 
Italy for a direct attack upon Rome. By this time the drain 
of men and money was telling so severely upon her confederacy 
that some of her moat loyal allies protested their inability to 
render further help. Yet by a supreme effort the Romans 
raised their war establishment to the highest total yet attained 
and sent a strong field army against either Carthaginian leader. 
The danger to Rome was chiefly averted by the prompt insight 
and enterprise of the consul C. Nero, who commanded the main 
army in the south. Having discovered that Hannibal would 
not advance beyond Apulia until his brother had established 
communications with him, Nero slipped away with part of his 
troops and arrived in time to reinforce his colleague Livius, 
whose force had recently got into touch with Hasdrubal near 
Sena Gallia (Sinigaglia). The combined Roman army frus-
trated an attempt of Hasdrubal to elude it and forced him to 
fight on the banks of the Metaums. The battle was evenly 
contested until Nero by a dexterous flanking movement cut the 
enemy's retreat. liasdrubal himself fell and the bulk of his 
army was destroyed. 

The campaign of sal decided the war in Italy. Though 
Hannibal still maintained himself for some years in Calabria, 
this was chiefly due to the exhaustion of Roma after the pro- 
digious strain of past years and the consequent reduction of her 
armaments. In sop Italy was finally cleared of Carthaginian 
troops. Hannibal, in accordance with orders from home, sailed 
back to Africa, and another expedition under his brother Mago. 
which had sailed to Liguria in soy and endeavoured to roust 
the slumbering discontent is Cisalpine Gaul and Etruria, was 
driven back on the coast and withdrawn about the same time. 

b. The Subsidiary Caogsiges.—Concurrently with the great 
struggle in Italy the Second Punic War was fought out on several 
other fields. It will suffice merely to allude tb the trust Mace-
donian War (214-205) which King Philip V. commenced when 
the Roman power seemed to be breaking up after Cease. 
The diversions which Roman, diplomacy provided for Philip 
in Greece and the maintenance of a patrol squadron in the 
Adriatic prevented any effective co-operation on his part with 
Hannibal. 

In view of the complete stagnation of agriculture in Italy 
the Romans had to look to Sardinia and Sicily for their food 
supply. Sardinia was attacked by a Carthaginian 
armament in 215, but • small Roman force sufficed a., mat, 
to repel the invasion. In Sicily a more serious 
conflict broke out. Some isolated attacks by Punic squadrons 
were easily frustrated by the strong Roman fleet. But in Hs 
internal complications arose. The death of Hier* H., Rome's 
steadfast friend, left the kingdom of Syracuse to his inexpe-
rienced grandson Hieronymus. Flattered by the promises of 
Carthaginian emissaries the young prince abruptly broke with 
the Romans, but before hostilities commenced he was assas-
sinated. The Syracusae people now repudiated the monarchy 
and resumed their republican constitution, but they were 
misled by false threats of terrible punishment at the hands of 
Rome to play into the hands of the Carthaginians. The attacks 
of a Roman army and fleet under Marcellus which speedily ap-
peared before the town were completely baffled by the mechanical 
contrivances of the Syracusae mathematician Archimedes (ai3). 
Meantime the revolt against Rome spread in the Interior, and 
a Carthaginian fleet established itself in the towns ol the 
south coast. In its Marcellus at last broke through the defence 
of Syracuse and in spite of the arrival of a Carthaginian relief 
force mastered the town by slow degrees. A guerilla warfare 
succeeded in which the Carthaginians maintained the upper hand 
until in ono they lost their base at Agrigenturn. Thereupon they 
were rapidly dislodged from their remaining positions, and by 
the end of the year Sicily was wholly under the power of Rome. 

The conflict in Spain was second in importance to the Italian 
War alone. From this country the Carthaginians drew large 
supplies of troops and money which might serve to 
reinforce Hannibal; hence it was in the interest of the 
Romans to challenge their seamy within his Spanish domain. 
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Though the force which Rome at first spared for this war was 
small in numbers and rested entirely upon its own resources, 
the generals Publius and Gnaeus Scipio by skilful strategy and 
diplomacy not only won over the peoples north of the Ebro 
and defeated the Carthaginian leader Hasdrubal Berea in his 
attempts to restore communication with Italy, but carried their 
arms along the east coast into the heart of the enemy's domain. 
But eventually their successes were nullified by a rash advance. 
Deserted by their native contingents and cut off by Carthaginian 
cavalry, among which the Numidian prince Messina's& rendered 
conspicuous service, the Roman generals were slain and their 
troops were destroyed in detail (212 or az r). 

Disturbances in Africa prevented the Punk commanders 
from reaping the full fruit of their success. Before long the 
fall of Capua enabled Rome to transfer troops from Italy to 
Spain, and in am the beat Roman general of the day, the young 
son and namesake of the recently slain P. Scipio, was placed 
ie command. The new leader signalized his arrival by a bold 
and successful tonk.de -main upon the great arsenal of Carthago 
Nova. Though be failed to prevent Hasdrubal Barra from march-
ing away to Italy, Scipio profited by his departure to push 
back the remaining hostile forces the more rapidly. A last 
effort by the Carthaginians to retrieve their losses with a fresh 
army was frustrated by a great victory at Dim (near Corduba), 
and by the end of ao6 they were completely driven out of the 
peninsula. 

In nos Scipio, who had returned to Rome to hold the consul- 
ship, proposed to follow up his victories by an attack upon the 
Tess War home territory of Carthage. Though the presence 
rte, of Hannibal in Italy at first deterred the senate 

from sanctioning this policy, the general popularity 
of the scheme overbore all resistance. Scipio was granted a 
force which he organized and supplemented in Sicily, and in 
me sailed across to Africa. He was here met by a combined 
levy of Carthage and King Syphax of Numidia, and for a time 
penned to the shore near Utka. But in the winter he extricated 
himself by a surprise attack upon the enemy's camp, which 
resulted in the total loss of the allied force by sword or flame. 
In the campaign of aos a new Carthaginian force was destroyed 
by Scipio on the Great Plains not far from Utica, their ally 
Syphax was captured, and the renegade Massinissa (q.v.) rein- 
stated in the kingdom from which Syphax had recently expelled 
him. These disasters induced the Carthaginians to sue for 
peace, but before the very moderate terms which Sdpio offered 
could be definitely accepted a sudden reversal of opinion caused 
them to recall Hannibal's army for • final trial of war, and to 
break off negotiations. In 202 Hannibal assumed command of 
• composite force of citizen and mercenary levies stiffened with 
a corps of his veteran Italian troops. After an abortive con-
ference with Scipio he prepared for a decisive battle at Zama (an 
inland site not yet identified with certainty). Scipio's force was 
smaller in numbers, but well trained throughout and greatly 
superior in cavalry. His infantry, after evading an attack by the 
Carthaginian elephants, cut through the first two lines of the 
enemy, but was unable to break the reserve corps of veterans. 
The battle was ultimately decided by the cavalry of the Romans 
and their new ally Massinissa, which by a manoeuvre recalling 
the tactics of Gurnee took Hannibal's line in the rear and com-
pletely destroyed it. The Carthaginians having thus lost their 
last army again applied for peace and accepted the terms which 
Scipio offered. They were compelled to cede Spain and the 
Mediterranean islands still in their hands, to surrender their war-
ships, to pay an indemnity of to,coo talents (about (2,400,000) 
within fifty years and to forfeit their independence in affairs 
of war and foreign policy. 

The Second Punic War, by far the greatest straggle in which 
either pewee engaged, had thus ended in the complete triumph 
of Rome. This triumph is not to be explained in the main 
by any faultiness in the Carthaginians' method of attack. The 
history of the First Punic War, and that of the Second outside 
of Italy, prove that the Roman, were irresistible on neutral 
oe Carthaginian voted. Carthage could only hope to win by  

invading Italy and using the enemy's borne resources against 
him. The failure of Hannibal's brilliant endeavour to realize these 
conditions was not due to any strategical mistakes on his part. 
It was caused by the indomitable strength of will of the Romans, 
whose character during this period appears at Its best, and 
to the compactness of their Italian confederacy, which no 
shock of defeat or strain of war could entirely disintegrate. It 
is this spectacle of individual genius overborne by corporate 
and persevering effort which lends to the Second Punic War its 
peculiar interest. 

The Third Punic Woo (249-146 a.c.)--The political power 
of Carthage henceforth remained quite insignificant, but b 
commerce and material resources revived in the and century 
with such rapidity as to excite the Jealousy of the growing 
mercantile population of Rome and the alarm of its more timid 
statesmen. Under the influence of these feelings the conviction 
—sedulously fostered by Cato the Elder, the Censer—that 
" Carthage must be destroyed " overbore the scruples of men 
clear-sighted statesmen. A cons hell was readily found in a 
formal breach of the treaty, committed by the Carthaginians 
in 154, when they resisted Masainissa's aggressions by farce of 
arms. A Roman army was despatched to Africa, and although 
the Carthaginians consented to make reparation by giving 
hostages and surrendering their arms, they were goaded into 
revolt by the further stipulation that they must emigrate to 
some inland site where they would be debarred from 0:411111erre. 
By a desperate effort they created a new war equipment and 
prepared their city for a siege (tee). The Roman attack for 
two years completely miscarried, until in 141 the command was 
given to a young officer who bad distinguished himself in the 
early operations of the war—Scipio Aemilianus, the adoptive 
grandson of the former conqueror of Carthage. Scipio made the 
blockade stringent by walling off the isthmus on which the was 
lay and by cutting off its sources of supplies from oversee. 
His main attack was delivered on the harbour side, where be 
effected an entrance in the face of a determined and ingenious 
resistance. The struggle did not cease until he had carried 
house by house the streets that led up to the citadel. Of a 
population probably exceeding half a million only seyxo 
remained at the final surrender. The survivors were sold into 
slavery; the city was rued to the ground and its site con-
demned by solemn imprecations to lie desolate for ever. The 
territory of Carthage, which had recently been much narrowed 
by Massinissa's encroachments, was converted into a Roman 
province under the name of " Africa." 

BielloGRAYHT.- 1. Ancient Authorities. For the First Punit 
War Polybius. bk. 1. provides a trustworthy and impartial account. 
but owing to his conciseness leaves many problems of 
and strategy unexplained. For the Second War bk.. *char:1°15 
Polybius present a complete and detailed record down to Cannon 
bks. 7-13 contain fragmentary notices of which the most coati:woos 
deal with the campaigns of Scipio. Livy (bks. 23-30) gives a ces-
tetanus and detailed narrative, partly based upon Polybum and 
other good authorities, partly upon untrustworthy Roman annalists.
The Third War is described in Appian's An Libymr, chs. gy am, 
and the fragments of Polybius, bks. 36-39. 

The subsidiary authorities are: Diodorus, bb. 20-37, 32; Appian, 
Res plows!, Ifisnestitu. Hoantibolicee: Zonarns's epitome et Die 
Cassius. frs. 43. *4. 37: Plutarch's Lifts of Fabius and Afitetallset 
Cornelius Nepos s Lets of Handcar and flouibal„ said short 
references in Justin. Eutromus, Aurelius Victor and Orman. TM 
sources and methods of composition of these authors have bens 
discussed in numerous articles and dissertations, mostly 
of which the mom important are mentioned in Nine's work= 
below). These essays have brought out few certain eta, bat 
they tend to show that the narratives, so far as they are not bad 
on Polybius or earlier authorities, are of little value. 

2. Modern Works. a. For general accounts, ma the reemodue 

Fgm in the general histories of Rome. emerialir 
. trans.. t1394..vol. ii.), and Tine (Eng. trasm, 	6.): dm 

. Neumann, Des &Nolte der puischnt. Kfile Mahn, stajl. 
and R. B. Smith. Row and Carthago (London. Mt). 

14 For the First War.-0. Meltzer. Gurkichte ler &AMA 
ii. 5,1-3.56  (Berlin. 1879-1886): J. Beloch, Griochisehr Hesshadla 
vol. iii. 	1. pp. 664-684 (Strassburg. 1893-to04); R. Wm, 
Geschickse die (rulers keg and neatedmischen .%osns, 	m- 
•na (Gotha. 1893-t9o31; W. W. Tarn. "The Theta of the Finn 
Punic War." in Joanna qf Hellenic Shilies (gym). pp. #49, Fns 
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Ow chronology. tee P. Reuss. in Maoism (1901), pp. ter-148, 
and especially P. Vame, in Shidi di stain iuslica, vol. iii. (Rome, 
1902).. 

e. or the period 241-238.—O. Gilbert, Rani and Kara: ,qps 
513-536 A.U.C. (Leipzig. 1878);  Meltzer, op. Cu. ii. 337-4. 

d. For the Second War.—T. Arnold. The Second Panic Ear 
(ed. W. T. Arnold; London, 1886); T. A. Dodge. Great Capon , 
J^filasaiboi (Boston and New York, 1889); G. Boni ., in Stud, di 
SSP • dirale, vu14. 	P. Cantalupi, Le Legion' romane n. (la 

s•vra al* Annibale (Sind; di staid amino, 1891,1.3-48); Th. Zi.sin ki, 
Die Mane !cave des evident pasnischen Kriegel (Leipzig, 188o). 

e. Special articles.—On Sicily: Niese, op. cit. ii. 3o3-3bi.  lo 

?Cto : J. Frantz, D, Krt/re 1., 5. IP1011,1 la Sr. . ,, I 

S). 
For further bibliographical references consult B. Niese, Grundrits 

der eifereischen Gesehieku. pp. 81-88. 94-108. 138-142 (Munich, 
figo6). See also the articles on chief personages,(especially 
tiANNIBAL and Scipio), and under Roust Ancient History; 
CARTHAGE; Sicwy. 	 (M. 0. B. C.) 

PUNISHMENT (from Let. Merin, to punish, from poem, 
punishment, Gr. rou4), the infliction of Some kind of pain or 
less Woe a person for a misdeed, i.e. the transgression of a law 
or command. Punishment may take forms varying from capital 
punishment, flogging and mutilation of the body to imprison-
ment, fines, and even deferred sentences which come into opera-
tion only if an offence is repeated within a specified time. The 
progress of civilization has resulted in a vast change alike in 
the theory and in the method of punishment. in primitive 
society punishment was left to the individuals wronged or their 
families, and was vindictive or retributive: in quantity and 
quality it would bear no special relation to the. character or 
g ravity of the offence. Gradually there would arise the idea 
of proportionate punishment, of which the characteristic type 
is the kr Weeds! " an eye for an eye." The second stage 
was punishment by individuals under the control of the state, 
or community; in the third stage, with the growth of law, the 
state took over the primitive function and provided itself with 
the machinery of " justice " for the maintenance of public 
order. Henceforward crimes arc against the state, and the 
exaction of punishment by the wronged individual is illegal 
(cf. LYNCH LAW). Even at this stage the vindictive or retributive 
character of punishment remains, but gradually, and specially 
after the humanist movement under thinkers like Beccaria 
and Jeremy Bentham, new theories begin to emerge. Two 
chief trains of thought have combined In the condemnation 
of primitive theory and practice. On the one hand the retribu-
tive principle itself has been very largely superseded by the 
protective and the reformative; on the other punishments 
involving bodily pain have become objectionable to the general 
sense of society. Consequently corporal and even capital 
punishment occupy a far less prominent position, and tend 
everywhere to disappear. It began to be recognized also that 
stereotyped punishments, such as belong to penal codes, fail 
to take due account of the particular condition of an offence 
and the character and circumstances of the offender. A fixed 
fine, for example, operates very unequally on rich and poor. 

Modem theories date from the 18th century, when the humani-
tarian movement began to teach the dignity of the individual 
and to emphasise his rationality and responsibility. The 
result was the reduction of punishment both in quantity and in 
severity, the improvement of the prison system, and the first 
attempts to study the psychology of crime and to distinguish 
between classes of criminals with a view to their improvement (see 
Cana; PRISON; CIHLDREN'S COURTS; JUVENILE OFFENDERS). 
These latter problems are the province of criminal anthropology 
and criminal sociology, sciences so called because they view 
crime as the outcome of anthropological and social conditions. 
The man who breaks the law is himself a product of social 
evolution and cannot be regarded as solely responsible for his 
disposition to transgress. Habitual crime Is thus to be treated 
is a disease. Punishment can, therefore, be justified only in 
as far as it (i) protects moiety by removing temporarily or 

Thlie. in juridical Lade, the abstract noun from Wit, such. 
dike. hone " retaliation." , See Kited. tot se; Lev. zee. SO: 
Dem . xis. al  

permanently one who has injured it ;  or acting as a deterrent' 
or (a) aims at the moral regeneration of the criminal. Thus the 
retributive theory of punishment with its criterion of justice as 
an end in itself gives place to a theory which regards punishment 
solely as a means to an end, utilitarian or moral, according as 
the common advantage or the good of the criminal is sought. 

Aufnoemes..—Je my Bentham, An Introduction to the Principles 
of Morality and Le 	an; Henry Maine, Ancient Law; C. B. de 
Beocaria,Criews 	Punishments; also works quoted under CROON°. 
LOGY; CAPITAL PUNISHMENT; Prison; and articles on e.g. ROMILLY, 
Sia SAMUEL and Howazo, Jons. 

PUNJAB, a province of British India, so named from the 
"five rivers" by which it is watered: the Jhelum, Chenab, 
Ravi, Bess and Sutlej, all tributaries of the Indus. Geographic-
ally the Punjab is the triangular tract of country of which 
the Indus and the Sutlej to their confluence form the two sides, 
the base being the lower Himalaya bills between those two 
rivers; but the British province now includes a large tract outside 
those boundaries. Along the northern border Himalayan 
ranges divide it from Kashmir and Tibet. On the west it is 
separated from the North-West Frontier province by the Indus, 
until that river reaches the border of Dem Chad Khan district, 
which is divided from Baluchistan by the Suliman range. To 
the south lie Sind and Rajputana, while on the eat the rivers 
Jumna and Tons separate it from the United Provjnces. 

The Punjab includes two classes of territory, that belonging 
to the British Crown, and that in possession of 34 feudatory 
chiefs, almost all of whom pay tribute. The total area 
of the province is 1 33.74i sq. m., of which 97,209 W.1n. swami& 
are British territory, and the remainder belongs to 
native states. The British territory is divided into 29 districts, 
grouped under the five divisions of Delhi, Lahore, Jullundur, 
Rawalpindi and Mullen; while the native states vary in size 
from Bahawalpur, with an area of ts,coo sq. m., to the tiny 
state of Darkoti, with an area of 8 sq. in. and a total popula-
tion of si8 souls. They may be grouped under three main beads: 
the Phulkian states of Patlala, Jind and Nabha and the Sikh 
state of Kapurthala, occupying the centre of the eastern plains; 
the Mahommedan state of Bahawalpur between the Sutlej and 
the Rajputana desert; and the hill states, among the Punjab 
Himalayas held by ancient Rajput families, including Cherubs, 
Mardi, Suket, Sirmur and the Simla states. 

Physical Fecassses.—The mountain regions of the Punjab 
fall under four separate groups. To the north-east of the pro. 
vince lies the Himalayan system, with the fringing range of 
the Siwaliks at its foot. In the south-eastern corner the Aravalli 
system sends out insignificant outliers, which run across Guyon 
and Delhi districts and strike the Jumna at Delhi. The lower 
portion of the western frontier is constituted by the great 
Sanaa chain; while the north-western districts of the province 
ate traversal by,the bill system known as the Salt range. The 
mountain system of the Himalayas, so far as it concerns the 
Punjab, consists primarily of three great ranges running in a 
generally north-westerly direction from the head-waters of the 
Sutlej to the Indus: the western Himalayas or Zanskar at Bans 
Lacha range, the mid-Himalayas or Pir Panjal range, and the 
outer or yob-Himalaya. From these three great ranges spring 
numerous minor ranges, as ribs from a backbone, the whole 
forming a confused system of mountain chains and valleys, 
the breadth of which is some 90 m. at Its eastern extremity from 
Lahul to the Siwaliks of Hosbiarpur, and some rso la measured 
at its western extremity across Kashmir. 

The " five rivers ".of the Punjab ere each of large volume; 
but, on account of the great width of sandy channel in their 
passage thagigh the plains, their changing anuses, Th. ph, 
and shifting shoals, they are of no value for steam 'rim. 
navigation, though they all support a considerable 
boat-trgjfic. Of recent years moat of them have been utilized 
fqr purposes of irrigation, and have turned the sandy desert of 

This idea combined with the retributive is found as early as 
Deut. tit. 20, " And those which remain shall hear and fear. and 
shall henceforth commit no more any such evil." 
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the. Punjab into one of the great wheat fields of the British 
Empire. 

While the general name Punjab is applied to the whole 
country of the " five rivers," there are distinct names for each 
of the doabs (do, two; ab, water) or tracts between two adjoining 
rivers. The country between the Sutlej and the Beas is called 
the Jullundur Doab; it includes the districts of Jullundur 
and Hoshiarpur. The long strip between the Beas and the 
Ravi, containing the greater part of Gurdaspur, Amritsar, 
Lahore, Montgomery, and Multan districts, is called the Bari 
Doab. Rechna Doab is the tract between the Ravi and the 
Chenab, embracing Sialkot and Gujranwala districts, with the 
trans-Ravi portions of the districts of the Bari Doab. Chaj 
or Jech is the doab between the Chenab and the Jhelum (Gujrat 
and Shahpur districts and part of Jhang), and Sind Sager 
is the name of the large doab between the Jhelum and the 
Indus, including Rawalpindi, Jhelum and Muzaffargarh dis-
tricts, with parts of Shahpur, Sarum and Dera Ismail Khan. 
The higher and dryer parts of the doabs are called bar. They 
are waste, but not barren, scantily covered with low shrubs, 
and capable, when watered, of being well cultivated. The bar 
is the great camel-grazing land. Large areas of Muzaffargarh 
and Multan districts are Mel, barren tracts of shifting sand. 
The middle part of the Bari Doab; in Amritsar district bears 
the distinctive name of Manjha (middle) as the centz, and 
headquarters of the Sikh nation, containing- their two sacred 
tanks of Amritsar and Taran Taran. The Malwa Sikhs, 
again, are those of the cls-Sutlej country. 

South of the IlienaLlyu stretch the great plains, which 
constitute by far the larger proportion of the province. With 

the exception of the Himalayan and Salt range 
The Peals* tracts the Punjab presents, from the Jumna on the resres. east to the Sulimans in the west, one vast level, 
unbroken save by the wide eroded channels within which the 
great rivers ever shift their beds, by the insignificant spurs of 
the Aravalli range in the south-eastern corner, and the low 
hills of Chiniot and Kirana in Jhang. The whole of these vast 
plains is of alluvial formation. Stones are unknown save at 
the immediate foot of the hills; micaceous river sand is to be 
found everywhere at varying depths; and the only mineral is 
nodular accretions of limestone, called banker, which is used 
for the construction of roads. The soil is a singularly uniform 
loam, the quality being determined by the greater or smaller 
proportion of sand present. In the local hollows and drainage 
lines the constant deposit of argillaceous particles has produced 
a stiff tenacious soil, especially adapted to rice cultivation, 
while in the beds of the great rivers, and on the wind-fretted 
water-sheds pure sand is commonly found. Where neither 
sand nor the saline efflorescence called rob is present, the soil 
is uniformly fertile, if only the rainfall be sufficient or means 
of irrigation be available, Throughout the greater part of the 
western plains, however, the insufficiency of 'rainfall is a 
permanent condition; and until recently the uniform aspect 
of the country was that of wide steppes of intrinsically fertile 
soil, useful, however, only as grazing growl& for be ards of 
camels or cattle. 

The Punjab may be divided into four great natural divisions: 
the Himalayan tract, the submontane tract, the eastern and 

western plains and the Salt range tract, which have 
fiviwrai  characteristics widely different from each other. The 
Dirishiai • Himalayan tract, which includes the Punjab hill states, 
consists of 20,000 sq. m. of sparsely inhabited mountain, with tiny 
hamlets perched on the hill-sides or nestling in the valleys The 
people consist chiefly of Rajputs, Kanets, Ghiraths, Brahmans. -end 
Dagis or menials. The eastern and western plains, which are div: , 'ed 
from each other by a line passing through Lahore, are dissimilar 
in character. The eastern are arable plains of moderate rainfall 
and almost without rivers, except along their northern and ea , t , rn 
edges. They are inhabited by the Hindu races of India, and contain 
the great cities of Delhi, 

irrigation, 
 and Lahore. They formed, 

until the recent spread of rrigation, the most fertile, wealthy and 
populous portion of the province. The western plains, except 
where canal Irrigation haa been introduced, consist of and pastures 
with scanty rainfall, traversed by the five great rivers, of which the 
broad valleys alone are cultivable. Thee are inhabited largely 

by Mahommedan tribes, and it is in this tract that irrigation, hes 
worked such great changes. The Chenab and Jhelum Canal onlorien 
are already pronounced suCtesses, and it is hoe that in proem 
of time the Lower Bad Doab and the Sind. pir Dash will be 
similarly fertilized. The submontane tract, skirting the tone d 
the hills, has an area of 10,000 eq. in., consisting of some of the ewes 
fertile and thickly populated portions of the province. its 
Lion comes midway between the peoples of the hills and of the= 
in race, religion and language, Mahommedanism being less pre-Yak-at 
Hindi more generally spoken and Rajputs and hill menials some 
common than in the lains. The Gujars form a special feature el 
this zone. Its only town is Sialkot. The Salt tract 
includes the districts of walpini5 and Jhelum and a pstaR 
of Shahpur district, and consists of some woo sq. m. of 1= 
and confused country. 

Geology.—By far the greater part of the Punjab is emend by 
alluvial and wind-blown deposits of the plain of the Indus. Tle 
Salt range hills form a plateau with a steeply scarped farce to the 
south, along which there is an axis of abrupt folding, accompased 
by faulting. The rocks found in the Salt range belong to the 
Cambrian. Carboniferous, Permian. Triassic and jUIRAWFIC 172013•1 
while Tertiary beds cover the plateau behind. The extensive and 
valuable deposits of salt, from which the range takes its tome 
occur near the base of the Cambrian beds. Gypsum, kieserite and 
other salts are also found. Between the Cambrian and the Carboys 
ferous beds there is an unconformity, which, however, is not yen 
strongly marked, in spite of the lapse of time which it indicate. 
At the bottom of the Carboniferous series there is usually a boulder 
bed, the boulders in which have been brought from a distance ant 
are scratched and striated as if by ice. It is generally admitted 
that this deposit, together with contemporaneous boulder bode o 
the peninsula of India, in Australia and in South Africa, indicate 
a southern glacial period in late Carboniferous times. Above the 
sandstone series at the base of which the boulder bed lies. cone 
the Prodsoctur and Coati's limestones. The former is believed to 
belong to the Upper Carboniferous and Permian, n. the lather to the 
Tries Jurassic beds are found only in the western poetic: st 
the range. 

Climate.—Owing to its sub-tropical position, scanty medal 
and cloudless skies, and the wide expanse of tuitilled Jolla 

. 
the 

climate of the Punjab presents greater extremes of both beat sad 
cold than any other part of India. From the middle of 
the middle of September it is extremely hot, while from thrhyn-
ning of October to the end of March there is a magnificent met 
season, resembling that of the Riviera, with warm bright den 
and coot nights. Frosts are frequent in Jaauary. In the boa 
three months of the hot season. from April till the end of J 
a dry heat is experienced, with a temperature rising to 12re F. 
the shade. At the end of June the monsoon arrives, the rata 
break, and though the heat is less intense the air Is moist 
and from the middle of August the temperature gradually ezd►  
This is the 111014 unhealthy.  period of the year, being asamdeseri 
malarious. The Punjab enjoys two well-marked seasons of noz-
fall; the monsoon period, lasting from the middle of June till the 
end of September, on which the autumn crops and spring souriam 
depend; and the winter rains, which fall early in January, wad Ooze+. 
often insignificant in amount materially affect the prWpertgr of 
the spring harvest. Excepting in the Himalayas the rain L a 
greatest in the east of the province, as the Bombay monsoon 
exhausted in its passage over the great plains of Said assd Ra-
putana, while the west winds from Baluchistan pass over am and 
tract and leave such moisture as they may have collected on the 
western slopes of the Suliman range; so that the Punjab 

d R  for its rain very largely on the south-east winds from the eae't 
Bengal. The submontane tract has an annual average of ah to 
32 in.. the eastern plains vary from so to 14 in., and the caesura 
plains from to to 5 in. 

Minicab.—Besides rock-salt, the mineral products of the Punish 
are not many. Limestone, good for building, is obtained as 
Chiniot on the Chenab and at a few other places. There sue os-
tensive alum-beds at ICalabagh on the Indus. A small quartile 
of coal is found in the Salt range in disconnected beds, the Ciandat 
colliery in the Jhelum district being worked by the North-Wester, 
railway. Petroleum is found in small quantities at a nuarler 
places in Rawalpindi, being gathered from the sedum of posh 
or collected in shallow pits. In almost all parts of the Perot 
there is kayaks., rough nodular limestone, commonly hued in tto 
beds, a few feet below the surface of the ground , used foe nod 
metal and burned for lime. 

Agnes:Ore.—As in other parts of India, there are com2=2.1, 
two harvests in the year. The spring crops are wheat, hark,, 
gram, various vegetables, oil-seeds, tobacco and a little popp v , 
the autumn crops are rice, millets, maize, pulses, cotton. -  bidsca 

 and sugar-cane. Wheat has become the most important rrrart 
of the province. In the spring of !gob an area of 8 million sow 
was harvested, producing 31 million tons. Tea is cutaways; is 
Range district. Flax has been produced successfully, but the 
cultivation has not been extended. Hops have beta gams am 
perimentally, for the Murree brawny,- on neighbouring bills; de 
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eultivatirm in Kashmir has hem more • 	Potatoes 
are gr own extensively on cleared areas on the a. The Puajab 
produces freely many of the Indian fruits. Grapes are grown in 
many of the Himalayan valleys where the rain is not excessive; 
but they are inferior to those brought from KabuL 

forum.—The forest area of the Punjab consists of 9278 sq. m., 
of which 1916 sq. in. are reserved and agog sq. as. protected. The 
'residua destruction of trees is checked in the hill forests rented from 
native states by the British government. The principal reserved 
Sorest' are the deader (Calms Dolma) and chit (flows lougifelia) 
tracts in the hills,, the plantations of dualism (Pahergia Sam) 
and sal (Shona Mosul's) in the plains, and the fuel r•lthe or preserves 
(Alcoa's. Prosepis. 

ifasalachsres.—Most of the native manufactures of the Punjab 
are those common to other parts of India, such as the ordinary 
cotton fabrics, plain woollen blankets, unglazed PotterY, ropes and 
card. gram matting, paper. lather wor bras vemels, simple 
agricultural implements and the tools used in trades. Other manu-
factures, not so general, yet not peculiar to the Punjab, are woollen 
fabrics, carpets and shawls. silk cloths and embroidery, jewelry 
and ornamental metal-work, wood and ivory carving, turned and 
lacquered woodwork, glazed pottery. area and armour and musical 
matrurnents. But some of those classes of manufacture are repre-
sented by work of special kinds or special excellence in particular 
pans of the Punjab, notably the silk fabrics of Multan and 13ahawal. 
pm; the carpets of Lahore and Amritsar; the kaski or glazed tile-
work (an ancient art still practised in a few places); koll-hari, 
inlaid metal-work (gold wire on steel). chiefly snide at Gujrat and 
Sialkot; shawls and other fine woollen fabrics, made by Kashmiri 
work-people at Ludhiana and Nurpur, as well as in Kashmir; silk 
embroidery for shawls, scarfs and turbans, at Delhi. Lahore and 
Multan; embroidery on cloth for dephasu-trappings,bed and 
table covet*, Stc.. at Lahore and Molten; enamelled ornaments, 
in Kangra and Multan- quill embroidery on leather, in Kangra and 
Simla; lacquered woodwork, at Pak Patten. Cotton-weaving 
gives employment to about a million persons, but the most flourish-
ing industry is the woollen factories of Amritsar, Gurdaspur and 
-elsewhere. injury has been done to some of the native arts of the 
Punjab, as of other parts of India. by unwise copying of European 
patterns. The Lahore School of Art attempts to correct this and 
promote the study and execution of native forms and designs. 
The Lahore Museum contains illustrations of the arts and manu-
factures, as well as raw products. of the Punjab; and also a large 
collection of the sculptures, mostly Buddhist, and many of Greek 
workmanship, found as the north-west of the province. 

Trade.—T he trade of the Punjab is almost wholly dependent 
upon agriculture. In a normal year the principal feature of the 
trade is the movement of wheat to Karachi, which is the chief 
port (or the province. But in a bad season, when the rains fail, 
this movement is at once checked, the wheat is held up in reserve 
and an eastward movement in cheaper grains begins. In Igoe 
pi million =tune's of wheat were exported, but tgos was a bad 
season and the amount fell to xi million ensued& The other 
chief articles of escort are pulse and raw cotton. The chief imports 
are European cotton and woollen piece-goods and yarn, Indian 
piecegoods, sugar, metals and jute goods. The through trade in 
the main staples of grain and piece-goods is in the hands of large 
European and native firms. In addition to the foreign trade there 
is • considerable provincial trade with the United Provinces, and 
• tranefrontier trade with Kashmir, Ladakh, Yarkand and Tibet 
on the north, and with Afghanistan on the west. 

Irritatim.—Irrigation for large areas is from canals and from 
reservoirs• and for smaller areas from wells. The canals are of 
two kinds: those carrying a permanent steam throughout the 
year. and those which fill only on the periodiosl rising of the rivers, 
the latter being known as " inundation canals." There are only 
• few parts of the country presenting facilities for forming reservoirs. 
by closing the narrow outlets of small valleys and storing the at. 
cumulated rainfall. The old canals made by the Mabommedan 
✓ulers, of which the principal are Feros's Canal from the juntas 
and the Hull Canal from the Ravi, have been improved or re-
constructed by the British government. The principal new canals 
are the Sirhind, drawn from the Sole' near Rupar, which irrigates 
parts of the native stares of Nikita, Nabba and jhind, as well as 
British unwary; the Bari Doab Canal from the Ravi; the Chenab 
Cana from the Chenab, irrigating the 	Chenab colony; 
and the Jhelum Canal irrigating theJhelum colony. The total 
area irrigated by the canals of the province In 1eoj-teo6 was 
6,914.soo ACM, the eight major works, the Western fumes, Bari 
Doak Sided, Lower Cherish, Lower Jhelum. Upper Sutini. 
Sidbmi and Indus accounting for all but sp000 scree. The eavages 
of the boll-worm in the cotton crop made won an unfavourable 
yew; but In spite of that the Lower Chenab Canal paid nearly t 
on the capital invested, the Bari Doab itt % and the Western 
fumes needy 10%. 

Reffirsys —The Punjab Is well supplied with railways, which 
have their central terminus at Delhi. One main line of the North-
Western runs from Umballa through Lahore and Rawalpindi 
town* Pandtwar; another main line runs from Lahore to Multan,  

and thence to the sea at Karachi; while a third runsales( the 
left bank of the Indus, from Attock southwards. From Delhi to 
Umballa there are two lines, one of the North-Western throuLb 
Meerut and Saharanpur in the United Provinces, and a more 
direct one, which is continued to Kalka, at the foot of the hills, 
whence a further continuation to Simla has been opened. The 
south-east of the province is served by two branches of the Rajputana 
system, which have their termini at Delhi and Ferorepore; and also 
by the Southern Punjab, which runs from Delhi to Bahawalpur. 

Popularins.—The total population of the Punjab (including 
native states) according to the census of 'not was 24,754,737, 
showing an increase of 6-4% in the decade. The Jets, who 
number some five millions, form the backbone of the cultivating 
community. Large numbers of them have become Sikhs 
or Mahommedans in the tracts where those religions predomi-
nate. The Rajputs, with a total of over a million and three-
quarters, comprise tribe of different religions, races and social 
systems. By religion they are mostly Mabommedan, only 
about one-fourth being Hindus, while a very few are Sikhs. 
By race they include the ancient ruling tribes of the Jumna 
valley, the Touter and Chauhan, which gave Delhi its most 
famous Hindu dynasties; the Bhattis of the south and 
centre, which have migrated from Bikanir and Jeysulnicre into 
their present seats; the Sials of Jiang; and the Palterers of 
the south-west. In the northern or submontane districts the 
Rajputs also represent the old ruling tribes, such as the Chibbs 
of Gujrat, the Janina' of the Salt range and others, while in 
Kangra district they preserve a very old type of Hindu aristo-
cracy. The Gujars are an important agricultural and pastoral 
tribe. They are most numerous in the eastern half of the 
province and In the districts of the extreme north-west, especi-
ally in Gujrat, to which they have given their name. Baluchis 
and Pathan are strongly represented in the south-west. The 
distinctive religion of the Punjab is Sikhism (q.v.), though Sikhs 
form only 8.5% of the total population. Of the rest, Mahom-
rnedans are more numerous than Hindus. 

Language.—Of the 24,754,737  People in the Punjab about 
Mom: woo speak the provincial language, Punjabi, which varies 
In character in different parts of the province. About 4,00om0 
speak, Hindustani (see HINDOSTAKI), this number including those 
whose ordinary vernacular is Hindi, but who understand and are 
gradually adopting the more comprehensive Hindustani. These 
two languages are the most generally used throughout the 
province, but not equally in all parts. The other languages in 
use are more or less local. The bill dialects, known as Pahari, are 
akin to the language spoken in Rajputana; and so also is the 
speech of the Gujars. Hindustani is the language of the law 
courts and of all ordinary officials and other communications 
with chiefs and people. 

Aderinisfraiim—The administration is conducted by a 
lieutenant-governor, who is appointed by the governor-general, 
subject to the approval of the Crown. Two commissioners 
take the place of the board of revenue in most other provinces. 
A survival of the " non-regulation " system is to be found in the 
title of deputy-commissioner for the district officer elsewhere 
called collector. The highest judicial authority is styled the 
chief court, consisting of five judges, which corresponds to the 
high court elsewhere. A legislative councff, first created in 
1897, was enlarged in Igoe to 26 members, of whom tell are 
officials and five are elected. The province is distributed into 
five divisions or commissionerships. Most of the commissioners 
also exercise political functions over the native states within 
their jurisdiction. 

Eireatims.—The Punjab University, which was founded in 
t882, differs from other Indian universities in being more than a 
merely examining body. It is responsible for the management 
of the Oriental College at Lahore, and takes a part in the improve-
ment of vernacular literature. It also conducts Oriental exami-
nations side by side with those in English, and has been the first 
to introduce a series of examinations in science from matricula-
tion to the degree, as well ass final school examination in clerical 
and commercial subjects. The higher and special educational 
institution are the Labors Government College, the Cambridge 
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University Mission College at Delhi, the Medical School and the 
Mayo School of Art at Lahore; and the Punjab Chiefs' College, 
also at Lahore. 

History.—For the early history of the Punjab from the Aryan 
Immigration to the fall of the Mogul dynasty see INDIA: History. 
It deserves, however, to be noted here that from the time of 
Alexander onwards Greek settlers remained in the Punjab, and 
that Greek artists gave their services for Buddhist work and 
introduced features of their own into Indian architecture. 
Besides the bases and capitals of large Greek columns at Shah-
deri (Taxila) and elsewhere, numerous sculptures of Greek work-
manship have been found at various places. These are single 
statues (probably portraits), also figures of Buddha, and repre-
sentations of scenes in his legendary history, and other subjects. 
They are obtained from ruins of monasteries and other buildings, 
from mounds and the remains of villages or monumental topes. 
Of Buddhist buildings now remaining the most conspicuous as 
well as distinctive in character are the topes (slope), in shape 
a plain hemisphere, raised on a platform of two or more stages. 
One of the largest of these is at Manikiala, re m. east of 
Rawalpindi. These Buddhist buildings and sculptures ere all 
probably the work of the two centuries before and the three or 
four after the beginning of the Christian era. The character of 
the sculptures is now well known from the specimens in the 
India Museum, South Kensington, and both originals and casts 
of others in the Lahore Museum. Unfortunately they have no 
names or inscriptions, which give so much value to the sculptures 
of the Bbarhut tope. 

The several bodies of settlers in the Punjab from- the earliest 
times have formed groups of families or clans (not identical with 
Indian castes, but in many cases joining them), which have 
generally preserved distinct characteristics and followed militia 
dames of occupation in particular parts of the country. Some 
of the existing tribes in the Punjab are believed to be traceable 
to the early Aryan settlers, as the Bhatti tribe, whose special 
region is Bhattiana south of the Sutlej, and who have also in the 
village of Pindi Bhattian a record of their early occupation of a 
tract of country on the left bank of the Chenab, west of Lahore. 
The Doges, another Aryan clan, belong to a tract of the lower 
hills between the Chenab and the Ravi. Others similarly have 
their special ancient localities. To the earlier settlers--the 
dark race (Dasyu) whom the Aryans found in the country, and 
who are commonly spoken of as aborigines—belonged, as is 
supposed, the old tribe called Takka, whose name is found in 
Takslui-sila or Tank. And from the later foreigners again, 
the lade-Scythia:a, are probably descended the great Jat tribe 
of cultivators, also the Gujars and others. 

It was during the events which brought Saber, the first of the 
Mogul dynasty, to the throne, that the sect of the Sikhs was 
founded by Nanak; and it was under the persecution of Aurangaeb 
that they were raised into a nation of warriors by Govind Singh, 
the tenth and last of the guns. For their tenets and history see 
Swum 

The break-up of the Mogul Empire in the 18th century allowed 
the Sikhs to establish themselves, as a loosely organized commu-
nity of marauders, in the eastern plains of the Punjab, on both 
banks of the Sutlej. Here, after long internecine warfare, one of 
their chieftains succeeded in enforcing his authority over the 
rest. This was Ranjit Singh, the " Lion of the Punjab," born 
in 278o, who acquired possession of Lahore as his capital in r799. 
Ranjit was a man of strong will and immense energy, of no educa-
tion but of great acuteness in obtaining the knowledge that 
would be of use to him. When he endeavoured to include the 
Sikh states south of the Sutlej within his jurisdiction, the heads 
of these states—chiefs of Sirhind and Maiwa, as they were called 
—sought and obtained in 18o8 the protection of the British, 
whose territories had now extended to their neighbourhood. 
The British were at this time desirous of alliance with Lahore 
as well as with Kabul, for protection against supposed French 
designs on India. A British envoy, Charles Metcalfe, was 
received by Itaalit at Kasur in 1809 and the alliance was formed. 
Ranjit steadily strengthened himself and extended his dominioas. 

In 18oci be got .possession of Kangra, which the Nephlese wet 
besieging. In 1813 he acquired the fort of Attack on the other 
side of the Punjab; and in the same year he obtained from Shah 
Shuja, now a refugee in Lahore, what he coveted as much as 
territory, the celebrated Koh-l-nor diamond, which had bees 
carried off by Nadir Shah from Delhi. In :8:8, after some 
failures in previous years, be captured Molten. Kashmir. 
which had successfully opposed his several times, leas onnesed 
the following year, and likewise the southern part of the country 
between the Indus and the hills. The Peshawar valley he 
succeeded is adding four years later, but he found it best to leave 
an Afghan governor in charge of that troublesome district. 
These trans-Indus and other outlying tracts were left very much 
to themselves, and only received a military visit when revenue 
was wanted. Peshawar was never really ruled till Avitsbile 
was sent there in later years: When he was gradually raising 
his large and powerful army Ran* received into his service 
certain French and other officers, who drilled his troops mid 
greatly improved his artillery. Whilst he relied on these 
foreigners for military and sometimes also for administrative 
services, he drew around him a body of native ministers of great 
ability, of whom the brothers Gulab Singh and Dbian Singh of 
Jammu were the most influential. 

Ranjit always maintained friendly relations with the British 
government, and just before his death gave tacit approval to 
the scheme for placing Shah Shuja on the throne of Kabul. 
His death in 1839 was followed by six years of internal anarchy, 
princes and ministers being murdered in quick succession, while 
all real power passed to the army of oecuo trained troops. At 
last this army, unpaid and unmanageable, demanded to be led 
into British territory, and had their way. They crossed the 
Sutlej in December 1845. The battles of Moodkee, Feroseshak 
and Aliwal were followed by the rout of the Sikh army at 
&braes on the toth of February 1846, when they were drive 
back into the Sutlej with heavy loss, and the British army 
advanced to Lahore. Of the Sikh guns 256 fell into the hands 
of the British in these actions on the Sutlej. A treaty was made 
at Lahore on the 9th of March with the chiefs and ministry who 
were to hold the government on behalf of the young maharaja. 
Doled, Singh. By this treaty the Jullundur Doab and the hill 
district of Kangra were ceded to the British, also the possessions 
of the maharaja on the left bank of the Sutlej. In addition the 
British demanded a money payment of f r,soo,000. The services 
of Gulab Singh, raja of Jammu, to the Lahore state, in procuring 
the restoration of friendly relations with the British, were 
specially recognized. His independent sovereignty in such 
lands as might be made over to him was granted. The Sikh 
government, unable to pay the whole of the money demand, 
further ceded, as equivalent for Li ,000,00o, the bill country 
between the Bens and the Indus, including Kashmir and Haws 
Gulab Singh was prepared to give the amount in place of which 
Kashmir was to have boosme British, and by a separate treaty 
with him, on the 16th of March 1846, this was arranged. At the 
urgent request of the durbar a British force was left at Lahore 
for the protection of the maharaja and the preservation of peace. 
To restore order and introduce a settled administration a British 
resident was appointed, who was to guide and control the council 
of regency, and assistants to the resident were stationed is 
different parts of the country. 

Peace was not long preserved. The governor of Multan„ 
Diwan Mulrsj, desired to resign. Two British officers sent by 
the resident to take over charge of the fort were murdered, CO 
the 19th of April :848, and their escort went over to the divan. 
Another of the assistants to the resident, Lieutenant Herbert 
Ildwardes, then in the Derajat, west of the Indus, on hearing at 
their fate, collected a force with which to attack the Ditdtan army 
while the Insurrection was yet local. This be did with signal 
success. But Mahan could not fall before such means as In 
possessed. The movement spread, the operations widows". 
and the Sikh and British i0Itte were in the field again. Mobs 
was taken. The severe battle of Chillianwalla on the 13th Of 
January silo left the Sikhs as persistent as after the two terrible 
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days of Fermat aIs in the previous campsige. And it needed 
the crushing defeat of Gujrat, on the stet of February :1149, to 
bring the war to • conclusion, and this time to give the Punjab 
to England. It was annexed on the and of April 1840. 

For the government of the new province, induding the' 
Jullundur Doah, previously annexed, and the cis•Sulk) states, 
a board of administration wis appointed consisting of three 
members. In place of this board a chief commissioner was 
appointed in :853, aided by a judicial commkationer and a 
financial commissioner. British troops, European and native, 
of the regular army were stationed at the chief cities and other 
places east of the Indus and at Peshawar. For the rest of the 
trans-Indus territory a special body of native troops, ailed the 
Punjab frontier force, was raised and placed under the orders of 
the chief conimissiona. During the Mutiny of :857 the Punjab, 
under Sir John Lawrence u chief commissioner, was able to send 
important aid to the force engaged in the siege of Delhi, while 
suppressing the disturbances which arose, and meeting the 
dangers which threatened, within the Punjab itself. In 1838 
the Delhi territory, as it was called, west of the Jumna, was 
transferred from the North-Western Provinces to the Punish. 
The enlarged province was raised in rank, and on the set of 
January :859 the chief commissioner became lieutenant-
governor. In soot the frontier districts beyond the Indus were 
severed from the Punjab and made into a separate province 
called the North-West Frontier province. 

See,j. Er. Cunniaglues, History the Sikhs (MC- S. S. Thor- 
burn. The Pert is Pew and War time); Sir Lepd Griffin. Ramjit 
Singh (" Rulers d India" seriesik ); P. Gough and A. loom 
Thr Sikhs sad en. Sikh Wars (I ): Professor Reit. Life Lord 
Gosgh 0903); Mabomet Latif, of flee Punjab (Calcutta, 
1890: and Pholjab Geseneer (a vole., 

a 

 rune. 1908). 
POMO (Erutdostani panigha), strictly a fan. In its original 

sense the punkah is a portable fan, muds from the leaf of the 
palmyra; but the word has come to be used in a special sense 
by 

 
Anglo-Indian for a large swinging fan, fixed to the ceiling, 

and pulled by a coolie during the hot weather. The date of 
this invention is not known, but it was familiar to the Arabs u 
early as the 8th century, though it does not seem to have some 
into common use In India before the end of the lab century. 
Of recent years it has largely been supplanted by the electric 
fan in barracks and other large buildings. 

PUNSH011. WILLIAM MORLEY (1824-1881), English Non-
conformist divine, was born at Doncaster, Yorkshire, on the 
soth of May are. He was educated in his native town, and, 
after spending a few years in business, at the Wesleyan College, 
Richmond. In :145 be received his first appointment, at 
Mardsn, Rent, and soon became famous as a preacher. After 
serving the usual period of probation be was ordained at Man-
chester in 1849 and for the next nineteen years travelled in 
several circuits, including some of the Loudon ones (1858-1864). 
In :868 he went to Chicago as the representative of the Wesleyan 
Methodist conference, and settling in Canada did much to 
advance the cause of his denomination. His preaching and 
kcturing drew great aowds both in the Dominion and In the 
United States, and be was five times president of the Canadian 
conference. He returned to England in 1873, was elected 
president of conference 1874, and in 1875 one of the missionary 
secretaries. lie published several volumes of sermons, and a 
book of verse entitled Sabbath Chigoes (1867, new edition ratio). 

PUNT (from Lan thick, pontoon; connected with peas, 
bridge), a ast-batomed boat, used for shallow wawa, and 

pellcti by a pole. by paddles, or occasionally by sails. 
y the word was applied to many such fiat boats used for 

ferries, barges, lighters, Sic., but it is now generally confined to a 
Fight flat boat very long in proportion to Its width, with square 
ends, both at stem and bow, slightly narrowing from the centre, 
and propelled by pushing against the bottom of the river or 
other water by • long pole. Such boats are much used for 
sport or pleasure on rivers with shallow and bard gravelly beds; 
• small pant with a mounted duck gun and propelled by paddles 
or short oars Is used for wild-fowling. A professional pandas 
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champiouship of Embed was Instituted in 1876, and an amateur 
championship in :886. Etymologically considered, "punt " 
certainly was adapted from pouto, a word used by Caesar 
cis. p. iii. as) of a light weed for transport in Gaul. Later (as 
by Galilee and Ausonius) it was also applied to a floating-raft 
used as a bridge, a pontoon, and so connected with pens, bridge. 

There are two other words which must be distinguished from the 
above. One means. in Rugby football, to catch the ball in the 
hands,drop and kick it before it reaches the grounCas distinguished 
from a " drop-kick." where the kick is given half-volley, as it reaches 
the ground. This word is probably cognate with " bunt." a dialect 
word meaning .to push, and both reprnent nasalized forms of the 
onomatopoeic • put " or " but." The second, in the substantive 

punter." used in the general mime of a gambler or better, originally 
referred to one who at card games each as basset, baccarat, de.. 
stakes against the bank. Both " punt " and " punter " are to be 
referred to Fr. power, and peek, which is usually taken as an adapta-
tion of Span. pinata a point. 

PUNTAREXAS, or Porn Annus, a seaport and capital at 
the district (cows ca) of Puntarenas, Costa Rica; on the Gulf 
of Nicoya, an inlet of the Pacific Ocean, and at the western 
tennimg of the interoceank railway from Lins6a. .Pop. (19o4), 
3569. Pentarenes is the principal harbour of Costa Rica on the 
Pacific, and a port of all for the United States liners which ply 
between San Francisco and PaIIIIMA. It has an iron pier and 
ample warehouse accommodation for Its large and growing 
export trade in coffee and bananas. The district of Puntannas 
comprises the entire littoral from Burica Point to the Rio de las 
Lajas, an affluent of the Gulf of Move. 

PUPIL (Lat. tappers, orphan, minor, dim. of fillets, boy, 
allied to peer, from root pre- or pap; to beget, cf. "pupa," I.at. 
for" doll," the name given to the stage intervening between the 
larval and imaginal stages in certain insects), properly a word 
taken from Roman law for one below the age of puberty (ins-
ember), and not under }atria Matas, who was under the protec-
tion of a furor, a ward or minor (see Daum; and Ronari Law). 
The term was thus taken by the Civil Law and Scots Law for a 
person of either sex under the age of puberty in the are of a 
nudism Apart from these technical meanings the weed is 
generally used of one who is undergoing instruction or education 
by a teacher. In education the term " pupil-teacher " is 
applied to one who, while still receiving education, Is engaged 
in teaching In elementary schools. The system was introduced 
into England from Holland about Aso. At first the education 
which the pupil-teachers received was given at the schools to 
which they were attached. During the last quarter of the retb 
century was developed a system of " pupil-teacher centres " 
where training and education was given. In :937 was intro-
duced " bursaries," as an alternative; these enable those 
intending to become teachers to continue their education at 
training colleges oe selected schools as " student teachers." (See 
EnocAnort.) 

A special use of the Lat. feminine dknientive pupiUa has 
been adopted in English and other languages for the central 
orifice in the iris of the eye, the pupil. The origin of the sense 
may be found in the parallel use in early English of " baby," 
referring to small images seen reflected in that part of the eye 
(see Eva and Visrox). 

PURBECKLUI, in geology, the highest and youngest member 
of the Jurassic system of rocks. The name is derived from the 
district known as the Isle of Purbeck in Dorsetahire where the 
strata are splendidly exposed in the cliffs west of Swanage. 
The rocks include clays, shake and marls with manly, telecoms 
and shay limestones and occasional oolitic and sandy strata. 
Nodules of chert are present in some of the limestones. The 
Purbeck beds follow the line of the Jurassic outcrop from 
Dorsetahlre, through the Vale of Wardour, Swindon, Garsington, 
Brill and Ayksbury; they have been proved by borings to lie 
beneath younger rocks in Sussex-

' 
 in Lincolnshire they are 

represented In part by the Spilsby Sands, and in Yorkshire by 
portions of the Speeton Clay. The thickness of the series Is 
Wiltshire is So to go ft., but in Dorsetshire it reaches nearly 
400 ft. In most places the Purbeckian rests conformably upon 
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the Portland beds and it is conformably overlaid by the Wea'den 
formations; but there are in some districts distinct indications 
that the Portland rocks were uplifted and worn to some extent 
prior to the deposition of the Purbeck beds. The Purbeckian 
in England is divisible into three subdivisions, vb. Upper, 
Middle and Lower. The Upper Purbeck comprises so-6o ft. of 
fresh-water clays and shales with limestones, the " Purbeck 
marble" and Unio-bed, in the lower part. The Middle 
division (so-t so ft.), mainly thin limestones with shaly partings, 
contains the principal building stones of the Swanage district; 
near the base of this subdivision there is a s-in. bed from which 
an interesting suite of mammalian remains has been obtained; 
in this portion of the Purbeck series there are some marine bands. 
The Lower Purbeck (os-z6o ft.) consists of fresh-water and 
terrestrial deposits, marls, and limestones with several fossil 
soib known as " dirt beds." This division is very extensively 
exposed on the Isle of Portland, where many of the individual 
beds are known by distinctive names. The chid building stones 
of Upway belong to this part of the Purbeckian. 

No zonal fossil has been recognized for the British Purbeck inn 
strata, but the horizon is approximately equivalent to that of r,vi-
sphinctes eransitorim of the European continent. The Curbed. an 
equivalents of Spilsby and Speeton are in the zone of Belem,: 4es 
lateralis. Other marine fossils are I lonieidoris purbeckensis .,nd 
Ostreo distorlo. the latter being abundant in the ' Cinder bed " of 
the Middle Purbeck. The fresh-water molluscs include Vitipartu 
(Paladins), Plonorlds. Mdartopsia, Unio. Cyrena. A large nuoilter 
of insect senora has been found in the Middle and Lower Purbeck 
beds. Dinosaurs (I ruonodon, Echinodon), crocodiles (Gonioph, 
Pecrosuchus), Cimoliosourns, the plesiosaurs and the cheloni ins 
(Chdone, Plescrosiernuns), are representative reptiles. The mamni its, 
mostly determined Irons lower jaws, found in the beds mentioled 
above include Plagisalax, A nalotheriun Stylocion, Trkono,"on, 
Spakteotherions and several others. The isopod crustacean A tch, m-
ucus Brodei is very common in the Purbeck of the Vale of Ward, ur. 
The silicified stumps and trunks of cycads and coniferous toes, 
often surrounded by great masses of calcareous concretions (Burrs), 
are very noticeable in the dirt beds of Portland and near Lulli. th. 
Chars is found in the fresh-water cherts of the Middle Purbeck. 

Many geologists have ranged the Purbeck beds with the overt. sing 
Weaken formation on account of the similarity of their fresh-w..ter 
faunas; but the marine fossils, including the fishes, ally the Purb•sek 
more closely with the Upper J urassic rocks of other parts, and it nay  
be regarded as the equivalent of the Upper Volgian of R 
The Purbeckian is present in the neighbourhood of Boulogne. in 
Charente it is represented by thin limestones with Cyrena and by 
gypsiferous marls; in north-west Germany three subdivisions are 
recognized, in descending order Purbeck Kalk, Serpulit and Mu Act 
Merge!. 

The building stones of the Purbeck beds have already been men-
tioned; the Purbeck or Paludina marble, a grey or greenish limestone 
full of shells. was formerly extensively employed in cathedrals and 
churches. Stone tiles or' slate" were once used locally for roofing 
from the Lower Purbeck of Portland, S and Swindon. 
Gypsum was formerly worked from the Lower Pu k at Swanage. 

See Jule/ism; also The Jurassic Rocks of Great Britain (1895), 
vol. v. and " The Geology of the Isle of Purbeck and Weymouth," 
Memoirs of the Gal. Surrey (18O). 

PURCELL, HURT (:60-1695),  English musical composer, 
was born in v558 in St Ann's Lane, Old Pye Street, Westminster. 
His father, Henry Purcell (or Purse(), was a gentleman of the 
chapel-royal, and in that capacity sang at the coronation of 
Charles IL; he had three sons, Edward, Henry and 'Daniel—
the last of whom (el. 1717) was also a prolific composer. After 
his father's death in z664 young Henry Purcell was placed under 
the guardianship of his uncle, Thomas Purcell (d. 1682), a man 
of extraordinary probity and kindness. Through the interest 
of this affectionate guardian, who was himself a gentleman of 
His Majesty's chapel, Henry was admitted to the chapel-royal 
as a chorister, and studied first under Captain Henry Cooke 
(d. !Os), "master of the children," and afterwards under 
Pelham Humfrey (1647-1674)', his successor, a pupil of Lully. 
He is said to have composed well at nine years old; but the 
earliest work that can be certainly identified as his is an ode for 
the king's birthday, written in :67o. (The data for his compo-
sitions are often uncertain, though recent research has done much 
to fix them more authoritatively) After Humfrey's death be 
continued his studies under Dr John Blow. In 1676 he was 
appointed copyist at Westminster Abbey—not organist, as has  

sometimes been erroneously stated—and in the same year de 
composed the music to Dryden's Aserenge-Zebe, and Shadwdl's 
Epsom Wells and The Libertine. ,  These were followed in 5677 
by the music to Mrs Bebn's tragedy, Abdelazor, and in :MI by 
an overture and masque for Shadwell's new version of Shako. 
speare's Timms of Ailmns. The excellence of these compositions 
is proved by the fact that they contain songs and choruses which 
never fail to please, eyen at the present day. The masque is 
Timms of Athens is a masterpiece, and the chorus " In these 
delightful pleasant groves" in The Libertine is constantly sung 
with applause by English choral societies. In 1679 be wrote 
some songs for Playford's Choice Ayres, Songs and Dialogna, 
and also an anthem, the name of which is not known, for the 
chapel-royal. From aletUs.written by Thomas Purcen, and 
still extant, we learn that this anthem was composed for the 
exceptionally fine voice of the Rev. John Gostling, then at 
Canterbury, but afterwards a gentleman of His Majesty's chapel. 
Purcell wrote several anthems at different times for this extra-
ordinary voice, a basso 'refunds, the compass of which is knout 
to have comprised at least two full octaves, from D below the 
stave to D above it. The dates of very few of these sacred 
compositions are known; but one, " They that go down to the 
sea in ships," though certainly not written until some time after 
this period, will be best mentioned bete. In thankfulness for 
a providential escape of the king from shipwreck Goading, who 
had been of the royal party, put together some verses from the 
Psalms in the form of an anthem, and requested Purcell to set 
them to music. The work is a very fine one but very difficult: 
and contains a passage which traverses the full extent d 
Gostling's voice, beginning on the upper D and descending two 
octaves to the lower. 

In 168o Dr Blow, who had been appointed organist of West-
minster Abbey in r66e, resigned his office in favour of his pupil; 
and Purcell, at the age of twenty-two, was placed in one of the 
most honourable positions an English artist could occupy. He 
now devoted himself almost entirely to the composition of sacred 
mask, and for six years entirely severed his connexion with the 
theatre. But during the early part of the year, and in di 
probability before entering upon the duties of his new office, be 
had produced two important works for the stage, the music for 
Lee's Tkodosiss and D'Urky's Virtuous Wife. The composition 
of his opera Did* and Aeneas, which forms a very important 
landmark in the history of English dramatic music (see Gnu), 
has been attributed to this period, though its earliest production 
has been shown by Mr W. Barclay Squire to have been between 
1668 and i6go. It was written to a libretto furnished by Nahum 
Tate, at the request of Josiah Priest, a professor of dancing, who 
also kept a boarding-school for young gentlewomen, first is 
Leicester Fields and afterwards at Chelsea. It is a musical drama 
in the strictest sense of the term, a genuine opera, In which the 
action is entirely carried on in recitative, without a word el 
spoken dialogue from beginning to end; and the music is of the 
most genial character—a veritable inspiration, overflowing with 
spontaneous melody, and in every respect immensely in advance 
of its age. It never found its way to the theatre, though it 
appears to have been very popular among private elides. It is 
believed to have been extensively copied, but one song only was 
printed by Purcell's widow in Orpheus Britantskus, and the 
complete work remained in manuscript until 184o, when it us 
printed by the Musical Antiquarian Society, under the editorship 
of Sir George Madarren. 

In r68a Purcell was appointed organist of the chaPd-royal. 
vice Edmund Lowe deceased, an office which he was able to heM 
conjointly with his appointment at Westminster Abbey. Re 
had recently manied, his eldest son being born in this year 

 first printed composition, Tube Sonatas, was published is 
tett. For some years after this his pen was bully employed 
in the production of sacred music, odes addressed to the king 
and royal family, and other similar works. In t68s be wrote toe 

I The Libertine was suggested by Theo de Molina's tale, F1 Don 
lam,  de Smile. afterwards dramatically treated by Molar, sal 
chosen by Da Note as the foundation of Mozart's Deal Gemmel. 
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of his !mast anthems, " I wasalaff "and My heart Is [editing," 
for the coronation of James IL In 1687 he resumed his con-
nexion with the theatre by furnishing the music for Dryden's 
tragedy, Trans& Lew. In this year also Purcell composed a 
march and quick-step, which became so popular that Lord 
Wharton adapted the latter to the-fatal vases of Lillibulero- 
and is or before January *688 he composed his anthem " Blessed 
are they that fear the Lad," by express command of the king. 
A few months later be wrote the music for D'Urfey's play, The 
Foe's Preferment. In z690 be wrote the songs for Dryden's 
version of Shakespeare's Tamped, including " Full fathom five " 
and " Come unto these Yellow Sands," and the music for 
Betterton's adaptation of Fletcher and Massingees Prophetess 
(afterwards called Disdains) and Dryden's Amphitryon; and 
in 1691 be proddced his dramatic masterpiece, King Arthur, 
mho written by Dryden, and first published by the Musical 
Antiquarian Society is des. In 1692 he composed songs and 
music for The Palsy Quern (an adaptation of Shakespeare's 
Minnow Night's Dream), the score of which (discovered 
in toot) was edited in 1903 for the Purcell Society by 
J. S. Sbedlock. 

But Purcell's greatest work is undoubtedly his Te Deum and 
Jubilate, written for St Cecilia's Day, 2694, the first Hagfish 
Te Dam ever composed with orchestral accompaniments. In 
this he pressed forward so far in advance of the age that the work. 
was annually performed at St Paul's Cathedral till zits, after 
which it was performed alternately with Handel's Utrecht Te 
Deum and Jubilate until 1743, when it finally gave place to 
Handel's Nubia* Te Deem. Purcell did not long survive the 
production of this peat work. He composed an anthem for 
Queen Mary's funeral, and two elegies. He died at his house in 
Dean's Yard, Westminster, on the asst of November 169$, and -
was buried under the organ in Westminster Abbey. He left a 
widow and three children, three having predeceased him. His 
widow died in 1706. She published a number of his works, 
including the now famous collection called Orpheus Britantekus 
(two books, 1698, 1703). 

Besides the operas already mentioned, Purcell wrote Dot Quixote, 
Bonduar, The ladies Queers and others, a van quantity of sacred 
mune, and numerous odes, cantatas and other onmlianeous pieces. 
(See the list in Grove's Dresienary of Music) 

A Purcell Club was founded in London in rti,6 for 
of 	

prompt:it 
the performance his music, but was diesoived in tato. In 1 
• Purcell Society was founded, which has done excellent work In 
publishing new editions of his works. 

PURCHAS. SAMUEL 457g-1626), English (=Pau of works 
on travel and discovery, was born at Thaxted, Essex, and 
graduated at St John's College, Cambridge, in taco; later be 
became 11.D., with which degree he was admitted at Oxford in 
z61 s. In r6o4 he was presented by James I. to the vicarage of 
Eastwood, DISCI, and in 1614 became chaplain to Archbishop 
Abbot and rector of St Martin's, Ludgate, London. He had 
previously spent much time in London on his geographical work. 
In 1613 he published Punkas, his Pilgrimage; or, Relations of 
the World and the Religions observed its all Ages (4th ed. much 
enlarged, 1626); in 1619 Prwass, hit Pilgrim. Microcosmos, 
or the histories of Man. Relating the wonders of his Generation, 
vanities in his Degeneration, Necessity of hit Regeneration; and fel 
1625 Halelnytur Posthumns or Punkas kin Pilgrinves,contawliall 
a History of the World us Sea Voyages and .esele remelts, by 
Englishmen and others (4 vols.). This continuation of Hakluyt's 
Principal Navigation was partly based onMSS. left by Ilakluyt. 
The fourth edition of the Pilgrimage is usually catalogued as 
vg . v. of the Pdgrienes, but the two works are essentially 
distinct. Purchas died in September or October 026, according 
to some in a debtors' prison. None of his works was reprinted 
till the Glasgow reissue of the Pilgrims in 1905-1907. As an 
editor and compiler Perches was often injudicious, careless and 
even unfaithful; but his collections contain much of value, and 
are frequently the only sources of Information upon important 
questions affecting the history of exploration. 

PURCRAML in its common sense, that which is acquired 
by the payment of money or its equivalent. The  original  

meaning of the word (0. Fr. ponrekacier, pondenses he., popular, 
Lat. pro-eaptiare) was to pursue eagerly, hence to acquire. 
Thus " purchase " was early used by the lawyers (e.g. Britton, 
in i292) for the acquirement of property by other means than 
inheritance or mere act of law, including acquirement by 
escheat, prescription, occupancy, alienation and forfeiture; 
more generally, purchase in law means acquisition of land by 
bargain or sale, according to the law of "vendor and purchaser" 
(see CONVEYANCLIVG). A later development of meaning is found 
in the use of the word for a mechanical contrivance by which 
power can be excited or applied, a hold or fulcrum. This first 
appears (16th century) in the nautical use of the verb, to haul 
up a rope or cable by some mechanical device, the root idea being 
apparently to " gain " advantage over the rope bit by bit. 

PURDAH (Pers. panda), the curtain which screens women 
from the sight of men in Eastern countries; a pardakatarkie Is 
a woman who sits behind the curtain. The term has passed 
into common Anglo-Indian usage, and to "lift the purdah" 
means to reveal a secret. 

PURGATORY (Late Lat. purgedoriseso, from pwrore, to purge), 
according to Roman Catholic faith, a state of suffering after 
death in which the souls of those who die in venial sin, and of 
those who still owe some debt of temporal punishment for 
mortal sin, are rendered fit to enter heaven. It is believed that 
such souls continue to be membersof the Church of Christ; that 
they are helped by the suffrages of the living—that is, by prayers, 
alms and other good works, and more especially by the sacrifice 
of the Mass; and that, although delayed until " the last 
farthing Is paid," their salvation is assured. Catholics support 
this doctrine chiefly by reference to the Jewish belief in the 
efficacy of prayer for the dead (2 Mace. mui. 42 seq.), the tradition 
of the early Christians, and the authority of the Church. 

Irenaeus regards as heretical the opinion that the souls of the 
departed pass immediately into glory; Tertullian, Cyprian, the Acts 
of St Perpetua, Clement of Alexandria. Cyril of Jerusalem, Basil. 
Gregory of Nyassa, Ambrose. Chrysostom and Jerome, all speak of 
prayer, for the dead and seem to imply belief in a purgatory, but 
the view seems to have been affected by the pre-Christian doctrine 
of Hades or Sheol. Some of the Greeks, notably Origen, teach that 
even the perfect must go through fire in the next world. Augustine 
writes (De VIII. Dakttii quaestioxitres) that " it is not incredible " 
that imperfect souls will be " saved by some purgatorial fire," to 
which they will be subjected for varying lengths of time according 
to their needs: but in other passages he expresses conflicting opin-
ions (Ds civilak xx. 2$, xxi. 13, 26; Enektrei.oss, 69). Gregory the 
Great was the first to formulate the doctrine in express terms, "dc 
quibesdans kerbs celpis esse ante jedicisee purgatories ignis credendes 
est "...Pia. iv. 39). Thenceforth it became part of the theology of 

Western estern Church, and was definitely affirmed at the councils of 
Lyons (1274). Florence (1439) and Trent. Concerning the word 
purgatory. Innocent IV. wntcs: " Forasmuch as (the Greeks) say 
that this place of purification is not indicated by their doctors by 
an appropriate and accurate word, we will, in accordance with the 
tradition and authority of the holy fathers, that henceforth it be 
called prirgolorism, (or in this temporary fire are cleansed not deadly 
capital sins, which must be remitted by penance, but those lesser 
venial sins which, if not removed in life, afflict men after death." 

Many points about purgatory, on which the Church has no 
definition, have been subjects of much speculation among 
Catholics. Purgatory, for example, is usually thought. of as 
having some position in space, and as being distinct from heaven 
and hell; but any theory as to its exact latitude and longitude, 
such as underlies Dante's description, must be regarded as 
imaginative. Most theologians since Thomas Aquinas and 
Bonaventura have taught that the souls in purgatory are 
tormented by material fire, but the Greeks have never accepted 
this opinion. It must be inferred from the whole practice of 
indulgences as at present authorized that the pains of purgatory 
are measurable by years and days; but here also everything is 
indefinite. The Council of Trent, while it commands all bishops 
to teach " the sound doctrine of purgatory handed down by the 
venerable fathers and sacred councils," bids them exclude from 
popular addresses all the " more difficult and subtle questions 
relating to the subject which do not tend to edification." 

The Eastern Church affirms belief In an intermediate state 
after death, but the belief is otherwise as vague u the expressions 
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of the pre-Nicene fathers on the subject. An authoritative 
statement of the present Eastern doctrine is to be found in the 
Longer Catechism of the Orthodox Church (Q. 376):— 

" Such souls as have departed with faith but without having had 
time to bring forth fruits meet for repentane may be aided towards 
the attainment of a blessed resurrection b;:  offered in their 
behalf, especially such as are offered in union with the oblation of 
the bloodless sacrifice of the Body and Blood of Christ, and by works 
of mercy done in faith for their memory." 

The efficacy of prayers for the dead, and indirectly the 
doctrine of purgatory, were denied by early Gnostic sects, by 
Aerius in the 4th century, and by the Waldenses, Cathari, 
Albigenses and Lollards in the middle ages. Protestants, with 
the exception of a small minority in the Anglican communion, 
unanimously reject the doctrine of purgatory, and affirm that 

the souls of believers are at their death made perfect in holiness 
and do immediately pass into glory." Rejection of an inter-
mediate state after death follows the Protestant idea of justifica-
tion by faith as logically as the doctrine of purgatory results 
from the Catholic idea of justification by works. 

An analogy to purgatory can be traced in most religions. 
Thus the fundamental ideas of a middle state after death and of 
a purification preparatory to perfect blessedness are met with 
in Zoroaster, who takes souls through twelve stages before they 
are sufficiently purified to enter heaven; and the Stoics conceived 
of a middle place of enlightenment which they called iariperect. 

The principal authoritative statements of the Catholic Church on 
the doctrine of purgatory were made at the Council of Florence 
(Decree. wapitis), and at that of Trent (Seas. vi. can. 30; Sess. xxii., 
C. 2, can. 3; Sess. xxv.). See H. J. D. Denziger's Enchiridion; 
J. Bautz, Thu Fegfestar (Mainz, 1883); and L. Redner, Das Fegfeuer 
(Regensburg. 1856). A very elaborate treatise from the Catholic 
standpoint is that of Cardinal Bellarmine, De pargotorio. The 
subject is discussed, moreover, in all major works op dogmatic 
theology. There is a representative Catholic statement by Hence 
in the ICirchenksikott under the title " Fegfeuer," and ed., vol. 4, col. 
:284-1296; and a corresponding Protest.ant presentation 'by Rud. 
Hoffmann in Hauck's Reaktscyklopaette, 3rd ed. vol. v. pp. 788-
792. (C. H. Ha.) • 

PURL or JAGANNATR, a town and district of British India, in 
the Orissa division of Bengal. The town is on the sea-coast, 
and has a railway station. Pop. (1901), 49,334, including an 
exceptional number of pilgrims. As containing the world-
famous shrine of Jagannath (see JUGGERNAUT), Puri is perhaps 
the most frequented of all Hindu places of pilgrimage. Sanita-
tion is effected by the Puri Lodging-House Act, which provides 
for the appointment of a special health officer, and for the 
licensing of lodging-houses both in the town and along the 
pilgrims' route. 

The DISTRICT OF PURI has an area of 2499 sq. M. The popula- 
lion in 19ot was 1,017,284, showing an increase of 7.6% in the 
decade. For the most part the country is fiat, the only mountains 
being a low range which, rising in the west, runs south-east in an 
irregular line towards the Chaim lake and forms a water-parting 
between the district and the valley of the Mahanadi. The middle 
and eastern divisions of the district, forming the south-western part 
of the Mahanadi delta, consist entirely of alluvial plains, watered I'y 
a network of channels through which the most southerly branch • 4 
that river, the Koyakhai, finds its way into the sea. The otf., r 
rivers are the Bhargavi, the Daya and the Nun, all of which flow ir r o 
the Chilka lake and are navigable by large. boats during the rain y 
season, when the waters come down in tremendous floods, burst h g 
the banks and carrying everything before them. The Chilka I e 
is one of the largest in India; its length is 44 m., and its breadth rt 
some parts zo m. It is separated from the sea only by a narr. v 
strip of sand. The lake is saline and everywhere very shallow,. 
mean depth ranging from 3 to 5 ft. Puri district is rich in histori 
remains, from the primitive rock-hewn caves of Buddhism— t e 
earliest relics of Indian architecture—to the medieval sun tem, e 
at Kanarak and the shrine of Jagannath. The annual rain: 
averages 53 in. 

Puri first came under British administration in 1803. The 
only political events in its history since that date have been the 
tebellion of the maharaja of Rhurda in x8o4 and the rising of the 
tab or peasant militia in 1817-18. In the Orissa famine of 
1866 more than one-third of the population of Puri is said to 
have perished. The district suffered from drought in 1897. 
It is served by the East Coast railway, which was opened  

throughout from Calcutta to Madras ID 1891, with a bras& 
to Puri town. 

See Peri District Caulker (Calcutta, 1908). 
PURIFICATION, in the study of comparative religion, nay 

be defined as the expulsion or elimination by ritual actions inid 
ceremonies from an individual or a con unity, a place or • 
dwelling, of the contagion of a taboo (q.v.) of ritual pollution, 
which is often conceived of as due to the presence of oe haunting 
by an unclean spirit, and having for its effect disease, pain and 
death. In the higher religions the idea of purification has 
slowly developed into that of ethical liberation from sin and 
guilt. This development involves a distinction between the 
outward act and the inner act or motive, which we do not-find 
even in the relatively advanced codes of the ancient Jews or of 
the Athenians of the 5th century n.c., for in both of these the 
taboo or guilt of homicide was the same whether accidentally 
or wilfully committed. It is part of this development that 
contrition, remorse and repentance come to be recognised. 
together with merely ritual acts, such as baptism and sacra-
mental meals, as a condition of regaining the lost purity or status. 
The ethical ideal of atonement and purity of heart is at last 
attained when, as in the Society of Friends, all ritual acts me 
abandoned as indifferent to moral progress. The chess of the 
primitive taboo still encumbers the conscience in churches whkh 
insist on outward ritual performances as an element in bolsi:sets 
or moral perfection and purity. The tendency of civilisation as 
more and more to antiquate them as obstacles rather than aids 
to the formation of character. 

In most primitive societies the chief sources of ritual palatine 
are birth, death, bloodshed, blood, especially menst[uous blued 
Numberless other things are or have been taboo among different 
peoples, such as trees, colours, foods and drinks, persons, places, 
seasons. Persons and things brought even involuntarily into am. 
tact or association with these are tabooed, and only recover the 
normal condition by some rite of purification or Whams. Seca 
rites operate by the transference elsewhere of the stain or izepr..st4 
contracted. Very generally the impurity is due to the bas--..n 
by an unclean spirit or ghost, who must be driven off by tour as 
invoking the name of a more powerful and clean spirit, winch susially 
enters the thing or person possessed in place of the unclean. Oa 
this side rites of purification may become rites of conseeratiaa. Is 
lower civilizations disease and madness are held to be caused by esli 
spirits which are similarly expelled: and on this side petitionary 
ntes develop into the medical art. It must be borne is mind that a 
drug was originally not a substance succeeding by dint of its chemical 
properties and physical reactions on our bodies, but a talisman ee 
charm taken internally and succeeding by reason et its swegicel 
properties. 

Among the methods of purification used widely among daemon 
races and in various religions, the following may be enumerated. 
though the list might be indefinitely extended. 

1. Piacular sacrifices, often recurring annually, Intended to reora 
the life of the god in the worshippers. " Without shedding d Wood 
there is no remission of sins " 	ix. 22). 

2. Vicarious sacrifice, whereby the guilt of an individual or al a 
clan is transferred into an animal, bike the Jewish scapegoat, oleic] is 
forthwith destroyed or sent over the frontier. 

3. Washing or sprinkling with water, as a rule previously blessed 
or exorcised; or with the water of separation (i.e. water mixed with 
ashes of a red heifer). 

4. Washing with games, or urine of the sacred cow. 
5. Anointing with holy oil. 
6. Smearing with the blood, e.g. of the passover lamb or of a pig: 

or by actual baptism with the blood of an ox as in the Tauroboluun 
(see Minnow). 

7. Fumigation with smoke of incense used at sacrifices, t he income 
itself being the gum of a holy tree and gathered with magical prom,. 
lions. 

8. Rubbing with sulphur or other lyes. Use of hellebore. Ws*. 
fie. 

9. hurmag with fire objects in which the Impurity has bow 
confined. 

to. Sprinkling with water in which the cross has been araahed 
(used for flocks and fields in Armenia). 

11. Evil spirits ate expelled by invocation of the name of a beim 
more powerful than they, and by the introduction of a clean spirit. 

12. By fasting. 
73. In the old Parsee religion the drugs or demons which infect • 

corpse can be driven off by the look of certain kinds of dogs. 
54. An impure contagion may be removable together with Rain. 

nails or bits of clothing. Hence the use of thef mean sad file 
custom of shaving the hod in vows, 
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ea. Houma may be pumed of et/Bin:irks by meeeping them oat 

with a beim. or by many of the cathartic mows above enumerated 
Ikepurification of the perm°. 

s6. By use of salt. 
gs. By celibacy. virginity and abstention from sexual intercourse. 

By confession or expulsion of the evil in speech. 
ayy. By spitting and blowing the nose in order to evacuate devils 

harbouring in the bead and throat. 
so. By spittle, as in the baptismal rite of the Latins. 
31. By pulse between fires or jumping through fire. 
ea. By sitting or standing oa or wearing the Saxe of • holy 

mamal. 
23. By beating and stinging with ante, by branding, tattooing, 

knocking out of teeth. 
24. By circumcision and other more serious mutilations. 

• In many of these dun the old man contaminated in some way is 
put off and the mystic is reborn. This ides of rebirth is especially 
prom inent in the blood-bath of the Taumbolium (No. 6) and in 
Christian haptinn „(gx.); also in the initiatory noes of various 
savages who even make aga

in 	 (F. 
 of killing their boys and 

bringing them back to life 	 (F. C. C.) 

MEN, a Jewish festival held on the Lsth and !sib of Adar, 
the last month of the Jewish calendar. According to Jewish 
tradition it is held in celebration of the deliverance of the Jews 
from the massacre plotted against them by their enemy Haman 
in the time of Artaxerxes, who fixed upon the former date by 
casting "lots" (=Hebrew loan-word Purim). It is preceded 
by a fast on the 13th day of Adar, known as the Fast of Esther, 
based upon Esther iv. 16. 

Purim is the carnival of the Jewish year. Friends exchange 
gifts, and thus occasion is taken to relieve the necessities of the 
poor in the most considerate manner under the guise of gifts. 
The children masquerade, and their parents are enjoined to 
drink wine until they cannot distinguish between blessing 
Mordecai and cursing Hamm The klegillah or Boll of Esther 
is read both at home and in the synagogue, and wherever, during 
the reading, the name of Haman is mentioned, it is accompanied 
with tramping the fort. In former times Haman was burnt in 
effigy, holding on to a ring and swinging from one side of the fire 
to the other (see L. Ginsberg, GeoaK4, teoth pR 1, 419; Davidson, 
Parody, pp. 21-32). This custom, which is still observed among 
the Jews of Caucasia (Tclaorni, Septa ha-Masacelo, pp. 191-192), 
Is very ancient, as It is mentioned in the Talmud (Sanhedrin 64). 
From the nth century onward Parka plays were performed 
mostly by the children, who improvised a dramatic version of 
the story of Esther. This grew to be the characteristic folk. 
drama of the ghetto, and has not died out in eastern Europe to 
the present day. 

Much ',venal!, has been spent upon the name and origin the 
hest. As regan 	c name, we may dismiss at once the so. 	um 
of J. Faeroe (A 	des Mita Teskarroas) that it is den, 	sm 
the Persian hal• , " spring." and of tittrig (CaulacAir 4), 
who derivesit I, om the modern Arabic Plum, " the New 1 , r." 
These conjectorm were made in the prescientific era of philol. ry. 
Scarcely mare is to be said in favour of the suggestion made by h'on 
Hemmer; but better known in connexion with the name of I 	de, 
who connects the name Purim with the old Zoroastrian 	val 
of the dead, entitled forwardigao. La garde, who is foil., 	by 
Rena., connects this form with the LXX. variant of the 	,ew 
(*weed ; but there is absolutely nothing about Purim wl kb 
suggests any eel 	with a festival of the dead. Graeta's su•.ne 
don (shear. 	, ,xv. to seq.) that it is derived from the Heine, 

ffiwtar meaning 	t-prems 	3), obviously fails to connect 
• spring froth,. , f joyousness with the autumn vine hat -, int. 
Zimmern (ZAT .1. 157 seq.) connects Purim with the peak.. or 
assembly of the -is, which forms part of the Babylonian New 
Year festival Z 	• lIku, but the inserted guttural is against the 
identification. 	- 

The most plausible etymology connects the name will the 
Assyrian pure, either in the sense of " turn " of office at the begin. 
Meg of the New Year or in that of " pebble " used foe votes or lots, 
as with the Greek •en. It le a curious coincidence, to my the least, 
that Dinalafey found among the ruins of the Memnanlna1 at Sum 
(the ancient Shushan, given as the scene of the events narrated in 
the Book of Ember) • quadrangular prism bearing different numbers 
on Its four faces. This etymological connexion, suggested by Jensen 
(cirmw1440Zylli). brings the festival of Purim into close relation 
with the Ionian New Year festival known as Zaresee. in which 
one of the most prominent ceremonials was the celebration of the 
assembly of the gods under the presidency of Marduk (Merodech) 
for the purpae of determining the tattoo( the New Year. Meissner 
(ZDJI , I. 996 seq.) and others have suggested that the drunkenness  

an 	.squerading current at the period of Purim are directly derived 
frt 	H.e general period  of licence allowed at the Sacaea festival of 
th , 	Wylonian New Year. Even the (act that this latter was 
eel rated on the first of Nisan, or a fortnight after the Jewish date 
for Purim, is confirmed by the Book of Esther itself, which states 
that " In the first month, which is the month Nisan, they cast Pur, 
that is, the lot, before Haman " (Esther hi. 7-ix. 26). The change of 
date may have been made in order not to conflict with the Passover 
on the 15th of Nisan. The connexion that has been suggested 
be- , •n the names of Mordecai and Esther and those of the Assyrian 
de 	Marduk and Ishtar would be a further strong confirmation 
of 	proposed etymology and derivation of the feast (see Estate). 

Going still further, J. G. Frazer connects Purim with the whole 
series of spring festivals current in western Asia, in which the old god 
of vegetation was put to death and a new human representative of 
him elected and allowed to have royal and divine rights, so as to pro-
mote the coming harvest (Guides Bough, 2nd. ed.. vol. is p. 154 seq.). 
The death of the god. he suggests, is represented by the Fast of 
Esther on the t 3t h of Adar, the day before Purim, while the rejoicing 
on Purim itself, and the licence accompanying it, recall the union of 
the god and goddess of vegetation, of which he sees traces in the 
relations of hlurdecai and Esther. There may possibly be " sur. 
vi' I. " of the influence of some such celebrations both on the Book 
of • her and on the ceremonies of Purim, but there is absolutely 
no 	plence that the Jews took over the interpretation of these 
fel 	as with their celebration. Nor is there any record of royal 
pr 	gee attaching to any person at the period of Purim such as 
• in the festivals with w hi. h it is supposed to be connected by 
Fe 	r. His further suggest • 	' , ,refore, that the ironical crowning 
of :r with the crown of ti.end the inscription over the Cro..., 
tou..ther svaL We selection of Lisisatibes, haul anything to do with the 
feast of Purim. must be rejected. The connexica of the Passion 
with the Passover rather than Purim would alone be sufficient to 
nullify the suggestion. However, it is practically certain, both 
from the etymology of the word Purim and from the resemblance 
of the festivals. that the feast, as represented in the Book of Esther, 
was borrowed from the Persians, who themselves appeared to have 
ad 	1 it from the Babylonians. This is confirmed by the fact 
th. 	c Book of F.,ther contains several I'. iian words and shows 

.• Flout a familiarity with Persian con, One. This renders it 
im 	,Isle to accept Haupt's suggestion th t Purim is connected 
wi • celebration of Nicanor's Day, to c. ' ,.ibrate the triumph of 
Ju \ lacc abae us. over the Syrian general Ni ■ aor at Adage (165 Lc.) 
on • .e 13th of Adar, since this is the date f the Fait of Esther 
and, besides, the Second Book of Maccabees, u I uch refers to NiCanOf 

ay, speaks of it as the day before Mordecai'. Day (a Mace. xvi;A2 
It', as seems probable, the earlier Greek of the Book of E 
war made about 1 79 1.c. (Swete, Introdl. 	rJ tale Old Testament Se 
Orrth, p. 25). this suggestion of the c • 	in of Purim with the 
M ,swan period made by Haupt and, t lc, him, by Willrich, falls 
to 	round. 

re same time it is difficult to understan , ' why Jews In Palestine 
an Ipt should have accepted a purely Persian or Babylonian 
fa 

,:ry
long after they had ceased to be coni...cd with the Persia 

Es -e. One can understand its adoption luring, or soon after, 
eh en of Cyrus, whose policy was so favor. -able to the Jews, and 
it .. ht easily have become as popular am ,  •er them as Christmas 
to to become among modern Jews. WI.a the exiles returned 
frt Babylon they probably brought back ith them the practice 
of 

The date at which the feast of Purim was first adopted by the 
Jews from their Persian neighbours would be definitely deter-
mined if we knew the date of the Book of Esther. The festival 
is first mentioned ins Manx. XV. 36, and from that time onwards 
has formed one of the most popular festivals of the Jewish 
calendar. It became customary to burn an effigy of Haman at 
the conclusion of the feast, and this was regarded as in some ways 
an attack en Christianity and was therefore forbidden by the 
Theodosian code, XVL will. sd. Thha prohibition may have 
been due to the fact mentioned by Socrates (Hist. cedes. vii.) 
that, in 416 an., the Jews of Inmester, a town in Syria,  ill-
treated a Christian child during some Purim pranks and caused 
his death. It has even been suggested that this gave rise to the 
myth of the blood accusation in which Jews are alleged to sacri-
fice a Christian child at Passover; but this is unlikely, since 
It has never been suggested that this crime was committed in 
connexion with Purim. But Jewish sources of the toth century 
state that the custom of burning an effigy of Haman was still 
kept up at that time (L Ginsberg, Gemara, and this is 
confirmed by Albiruni (Chreadogy, tr. Sachan, 273) and Maisie', 
and indeed the custom was carried on down to the present 
century by Jewish children, who treated Haman an a sort of 
Guy Fawkes. Fraser suggests (loc. ch. 172) that this is a survival 
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of the burning of the man-god, like Hercules or Sudan, who 
again represented the old spirit of vegetation which was dying 
away in spring to revive with the new vegetation. The earliest 
mention, however, of this burning of Haman in effigy cannot be 
traced back earlier than the Talmud in the 5th century. 

In connexion with Purim many quaint customs were intro-
duced by the Jews of later times. All means are adapted to 
increase the hilarity of the two days, which are filled with 
feasting, dancing, singing and making merry generally. In 
Germany it was even customary for men to dress up as women, 
and women as men, against the command of Deut. axu. s. In 
Frankfort the women were allowed to open their lattice windows 
in the synagogue in honour of the deliverance brought about by 
Esther. Execration of Haman, as the typical persecutor of 
the Jews, took various forms. In Germany wooden mallets were 
used in the synagogue to beat the benches when Haman's name 
was read out from the scroll of Esther, and during the festivities 
these mallets were sometimes used on the beads of the by-
standers. Cakes were made of a certain shape to be eaten by 
the children, which were called, In Germany, liamantaschen 
(Haman-pockets) and Hamartahres (Haman-ears), and in Italy, 
Oreechie d' Amax. In Italy a puppet representing Haman was 
set up on high amidst shouts of vengeance and blowing of 
trumpets. In Caucasus the women made a wooden block to 
represent Haman, which, on being discovered by the men on 
their return to the synagogue, was thrown into the fire. Besides 
gifts to friends, parents made Purim gifts to their children, 
especially in the form of Purim cakes. To preside over these 
festivities it was customary to have a master of the ceremonies, 
who was called king in Provence, somewhat after the manner 
of the Feast of Fools. In later days the same function was 
performed by the Purim Rabbi, who often indulged in parodies 
of the ritual. 

With Purim is connected the only trace of a true folk-drama 
among Jews. The first Spanish drama written by Jews was 
entitled " Esther," by Solomon Usque and Lazard Gratiano, 
published in 5567; and there is another entitled " Comedia 
lemma de Aman y Mordechay," produced anonymously in 
Leiden in 1699. Among the German Jews Purim-Spick were 
frequent and can be traced back to the 56th century, where there 
is reference to their being regularly performed at Tannhausen. 
The earliest one of these printed was entitled " Ahaswcrosh-
Spiel," appeared at Frankfort in r7o8, and was reprinted by 
Schudt in !meditate if ercit-Wtserdigkrilen, ii. 314 seq. These 
were followed by a large number of similar reproductions, hone 
of any great merit, but often showing ingenuity in parodying 
more serious portions of the Jewish ritual (Davidson, Pan*, 
PP. rl, 50, 199-203). 

Besides the general festival of Purim, various communities 
of Jews have instituted special local Purim' to commemorate 
occasions when they have been saved from disaster. Thus the 
Jews of Cairo celebrated Purim on the 28th of Adar in memory 
of their being miraculously saved from the persecution of Ahmed 
Pasha in 1524. The Jews of Frankfort celebrate their special 
Purim on the soth of Mar because of their deliverance from 
persecution by Fettmilch in AO. The Jews of Algiers similarly 
celebrated the repulse of the emperor Charles V. in 5541, by 
which they escaped coming once more Into the yoke of the 
Spaniards. Similar occasions for rejoicing were introduced by 
individuals into their families to cdebtate their escape from 
danger. Thus Abraham Danzig celebrated in this manner his 
escape from the results of an explosion of a powder magazine 
at Wins in 1804. Rabbi Enoch Altschul of Prague recorded 
his own escape on the 22nd of Tebet 2623 In a special roll or 
esegillak, which was to be read by his family on that date with 
rejoicing similar to the general Purim. .David Brandeis of 
Jung-Bunzlau in Bohemia was saved from an accusation of 
poisoning on the soth of Adar 173,, and instituted a similar 
family Purim celebration ia.consequesce. 

See Biblical Dictionaries of Hastings and Cherie, SA; Jew. 
Pty., raL Purim "; " Purim Plays." " 	Special

Fabt. Die Pariersego (Berlin, *goo); Abrahams, Amish itf•  

the Midas Ages; Lagarde. Perim, els Belem set &Aides der 
Re:sties (GOttingen. Ms); Steinschneidtv, Perim and Panne 
(Berlin, 59o2); P. Haupt, Perim (Leipzig. roo6)-_ _Davidson".  lardy 
is Jewish Literature, pp. 21. 2 7, 30. 135-9 (New York. 5908). 

(1. ls.) 

PUBUI, 	in chemistry, the name given by Emil 
Fischer to the parent substance of a large group of compounds, 
the more important of which are sarcine, zanthin' e. uric acid. 
adenine, parazanthine, guanine, theophylline, theotwornine and 
caffeine. Its formula is shown in the 
inset, the positions taken by sub- (016.:Znii ) 
stituent atoms or groups being num- 
bered as shown. E. Fischer (Bee., it, (3)A 
p. 2564) obtained it in 1898 by reduc- t 	(a) (9) 
ing 2.6•di-iodo purin, obtained from 	rutin. 

2.6-8 tricblorpurin (see below rub Uric acid), bydriodic acid sad 
phosphonium iodide at o°, with zinc dust and water, the ear 
double salt so obtained being decomposed by sulphureued 
hydrogen, the precipitated zinc sulphide filtered off and the 
solution concentrated. It has also been synthesized by 0. Isar 
(Bs.., 1906, 39, p. ago) from 5-nitro-urea" This substance will 
phosphorus oxychloride gives 2•4-dichlor-s-nitro pyrimidis4 
which with ammonia gives 4-amino-2-chlor-5-nitro pyrimidine; 
by reducing this compound with bydriodic add and plea. 
phonium iodide, 4.5-diarnino-pyrimidine is obtained, which with 
formic acid furnishes purin; thus:— 

NH.CH N :CH 	NCH 	N:CH 	N :CH 
CO C. NO,-,CIC NO,r)Clt C•N01--)Ht C.Nlis-)He .NH, _ 

IHIco 	A.6 	14•8•.m. 	P.e.—N?a 
Purin crystallizes in microscopic needles, which melt at me C. 
It possesses the properties of both an acid and a base. It I 
characterized by its ready solubility in water and by its data, 
towards oxidizing agents. 

Oxyenrinr.—Sordas or hypoxanthine, CsHiNtO. is •oxyperie 
It is found in many animal liquids and organs and in the seeds of 
many plants. and was discovered by J. Scherer in milk (Awn. tIrso. 
73. p. 328) and by A. Strecker in muscle. It crystallizes in nee 
which decompose at z3o •  C. It was synthesized by E.- Fueled 
(Ber., 1897. 30, p. 2228) by heating 2.6.8.trichlorpurin with armee 
caustic potash, and reducing the dochlorhypoxanthine so obtained by 
hydriodic acid. Its aqueous solution shows acid • decoa. 
ing carbonates. It also forms a hydrochloride, COLN HCI.HO? 
When oxidized by hydrochloric acid and potassium chlorate 
yields alloxan and urea, whilst with potassium permanganate it 
gives oxalic acid. 

3-Ileittypeannbone was synthesised by W. Traube and F. Wear 
(Ards. P $906. 24.5. p. it). whilst ,Y.oxyparin was obtained by 
E. Fischer and L Ach m 1897 (Bar., 30, p. 5253), and by 0. bey 
(Her.. tzo6, 39. p. zst). 

Xont at, CilliNiOs. or 2-6-dioxypurin. was discovered in girt 
by Marcet in • urinary calculus; it also occurs is various aarsW 
organs (the liver. pancreas and muscular tissue), in urine, and it 
beetroot juice. It may be prepared by boiling nucleus with war 
(A. Kassel, Zeil. pkysioi. am. 1880.4 290) ; by the dotanaP:0• 
eon of guanine with nitrous acid (A. Strecker. Ann., twirt: 
p. tot) and by beating the formyl derivativea 4.5-cliarnino4 
pyrimidine to taco* C. (W. Traube. Be'., thoo. 33. p. 3033). The 
pyrimidine is prepared from 	 I urea. which on treatment 
with a concentrated solution of sodium hydroxide is converted int. 
4-amino-2•6-dioxypyrimidine. The isomtroso derivative of the 
compound is then reduced by ammonium sulphide to al-dismiss- 
2.6-dioxypyrimidine, the (*fowl derivative e( which, on beams 
peseta into unthine. 
CO•C

I 
	CO.CH, CO•C:NOH CO.C•NH, CO C•NL 

141,1 -)!61 :NH 
Ca H 	 H 

—XL Ht1■1114H Z—
H

NOC1L  
CO-Nifs 	 S 	 CO—N 
It decomposes when heated. giving ammonia, carbon dioxide 
hydrocyanic acid. It possesses both acid and basic propane. 
When bated with concentrated hydrochloric acid to are C. air 
decomposes Into caibon dioxide, ammonia, glycine and fame 
acid. Potassium chlotate and hydrochloric acid couches it telegram 
and urea. MethyLation of its lead salt fives theobromine. 

The isomeric lets-dioxypurin was prepared by E. Fischer awl 
L. Ach (der. cii). 

t•Aferhyixonthens was found in urine by N. Kruger and G. Salowas 
(Zed. Mynal. Ciew..11197,2,4, p. 364)13-towtaykroadaisse was obtaiseil 
by E. Fischer and  F. Ach (am- 8898. 30. 1980) from 3-osethyi sit 
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kid: and 7-methyl:wahine or heteroxanthine, which is found in 
human urine, may be obtained from theobromine (E. Fischer. Ber., 
1897. 30. p. 2400: see also ibid., 1898, 31. p. 117)- 

Theophylline. Cs(Chli)ilisChN,, or 11-3•dimethy12-6-dioxypurin, 
WM" isolated by A. Kassel from tea•leaves (der., 1888, 21, p. 2164). 
It was synthesized by E. Fischer and L Ach (Ber.. 0195, 28, p. 3133) 

dimethyl uric acid, which on treatment with phosphorus 
pentactdoride yields chlortheophylline, from which theophylline 
is obtained by reduction with hydriodie acid. %V. Traube (Ber., 
33, p. 3035)  formed the nitro.° derivative of iminodimethyl Larbi- 
turic acid (obtained by the action of phosphorus oxychloride 
on cyanacetic acid and dimethyl urea), and reduced it by ammo-
nium sulphide to t.3-dimethy1-4.3-diamino-2.6-dioxypyrinucline, the 
torrnyl derivative of which, when heated to 25ft•  C., loses the elements 
of water and yields theophylline (cf. Xanthine). It behaves as a 
week txise. When oxidized by potassium chlorate and hydro-
chloric acid it yields dimethylallotan. Its silver salt on methylation 
yiekls caffeine. 

The isomeric Pararanthine, or 1.7-di me thy1-2•43.dioxypurin, 
occurs in urine. It has been obtained from theobromine (E. Fischer, 

1897, 3o. p. 12400): from I.7-dimethyl uric acid (E. Fischer 
and H. Clemm, Bee., 1898, 31, p. 2622); and from 8-chlorcaffeine 
(E. Fischer. Ber., 1906, 39. p. 423). On mcthylation it yields 
caffeine. 

A third isomer Theobrontine. or 3.7-dimethy1-2.6-dioxypurin, is 
found in the cocoa-bean (from Theobrorna cacao) and in the kola-nut. 
It is obtained by methylating xanthine, or from 3.7•limethyl uric 
odd (E. Fischer, Be... t897, 30. p. I839). This acid, by the action 
of phosphorus oxychloride and .pentachkande. is converted ins 
3-7.dimethy1-6-chlor-t-8•dioxypunn, which with ammonia gis. 
the correspondin• amino compound. This substance with phos. 
phorus oxychloride yields 3-7.dimethy1-6-amino-2-oxy-8-ehlorpurin, 
which on reduction with hydriodic acid leads to 3-7-dimethy1-6- 
amino-2-oxypurin, from which thenbromine is obtained by the 
action of nitrous acid. It is also obtained by %V. Traube's method 
(Be.. 1900. 31. p.. 3047) from cyanacetyl methyl urea, which gives 
;3 -4.5-aiainino4-6-.6-  whose formyl dc-riva- 
tore yields 3.methyllanthine, from which theobromine is obtained 
by nwthylation. It crystallizes in anhydrous needles which sublime 
at 290-295 .  C. It behaves as a weak base. Potassium chlorate 
and hydrochloric acid oxidize it to methyl allotan and methyl urea. 
chromic acid mixture oxidizes it to carbon dioxide, methylamine and 
Inethylparabanic acid. When boiled with baryta it yields carbon 
dioxide, ammonia, methylamine, formic acid and sarcosine. Meth) ,  

of its silver salt yields caffeine. 
Caffeine, Cs1 -1(CHs)iNsOn is 1•3.7-trinwthyl-2.6-slioxypurin. For 

its general properties and method of extraction see CAFFEINE. 
It may be synthesized by methylating ehlortheophylline and re- 
4 icing the resulting product (E. Fischer and L. Ach, Ber., 4895, 28, 

31): by the action of phosphorus oxychloride on tetramethyl 
acid, the resulting chlorcaffeine being reduced (Bee.. 1897, 30. 

toffs); from dimethylalloican (Bee.. 1897. 30, p. 364); from 
'. hyl uric acid (Bo., t898. 31.p, 198o), and from 1.3-donethyl- 

diamino-2-6•dioxypyrimidine (W. Troube. Ber., 1900, 33, p. 
The three latter methods may be outlined as follows. Di. 

•hylalloxan (I.) condenses with methylamine in the presence of 
I ..thurous acid to form an addition product (II.). which on hydrolysis 

ields 1.3.7•trimethyl uramil: this substance gives with potassium 
cyanate. t •3.7-trimethyl pseudo-uric acid (II I.). which on dehydration 
yields I•3.7•trimethyl uric acid (hydro:el/caffeine); this substance 
with phosphorus pentachloride gives chlercalleine, which yields 
caffeine (IV.) on reduction:- 

H 	1-1,C•N•CO 	HiC• N•CO 	II,C•N•CO 

OC 
1 	

(11 •NIICH,-•0 H•N 	
•NH, 	I I  

Ill iC•N CO }LC.
I
NCO 	HiC•k•&) 

(IV.) (II.) 	(Ill.) 

3-Methyl uric acid (I.) (H. Hill, Be... 1876.9. p. 370) by the action 
of phosphorus oxychloride is converted into 3.methyl-2.6-dioar8-
chkirpunn (3-incthyl-chlorsanthine) (I I.), which, on treatment with 
methyl iodide in alkaline solution, gives chlorthcobromine (III.), 
from which chlorcaffeine (IV.) can be obtained by further methy-
lation:- 

IN-e0 	 C11:al-CO 

Cot-NM\ 	 0& 

C11,4 -t-NH'C0  C11.111-t1;e4 	C11, 	-.' a  C1414 -  
III 	 (111 	 11141 	 t[VI• 

Dirnethyl-diamino.diosvpyrimidine (ore Theophythe above) yields 
a iorrnyl derivative which on treatment with sodium ethylate 
Iiimishes a sodium salt. This salt heated for acme hours with 
methyl iodide yields caffeine. 

The constitution of caffeine was settled by E. Fischer (Ass.. 
1882. 215. p. 253). Earlier investigations had shown that oxidation 
with nitric acid gave dimethylparabanic and or cholesterophan• 
U. Stenbouse. Ann., 111434 4s, so. 386): that chlorine water oxidised 

to MUSE add or tetremethyt Amanda (Fr. RochIeder. Aim 
Mo. yi, p. 0, and that hydrolysis with barvm gave eaffeidine 
(A. Strecker, AWL, 1862, 123, p. 360), which could be further hydro. 
tysed to sarcoaine, methylamine. formic acid and carbon dioxide 
(0. Schultren, Zetf. J. anal', 1867, p. 64). Fischer confirmed 
these results and showed further that oxidation with chlorine water 
gave monomethyl urea and dimethyl alloxan, pointing to the pres-
ence of three methyl groups in the molecule. Further, on brorni- 
nation, a brow-derivative is obtained which on treatment with 
alcoholic potash yields ethoxy-caffeine, which readily hydrolyses to 
hydroxy-caffeine. This substance behaves as an unsaturated com-

pound and combines with a molecule of bromine to form a derivative 
which on treatment with alcoholic potash yields diethory-hydmry. 
caffeine. Diethoity-hydroxycaffeine on hydrolysis with concen-
trated hydrochloric acid yields apocaffeine, CttliNt0s, and hypo-
caffeine, C41.14.1301: 

CsHs(OCilliMMONs01-. 	 i-001+CH,NH,+2CsHIOH. 
I CrHiNiOs+CH,N Hi -1-2C1H2OH 

Apocaffeirc when boiled with 	 n dioxide and yields 
asflunc ac ' (2J-1.N 	which on hydrol),I, with basic cad acetate is 
converted .,.to mesoxalic acid, methylamine and monomethyl urea. 
Reductioncaffuric acid yields hydrocaff uric acid. CalsNi0i. 
which am ,1),  hydrolyses to methyl hydantoin. Consequently 
hydro:aft tic and catiuric acids, apocaffeine and caffeine must 
contain the grouping (I.). HyTocaffeme on hydrolysis loses carbon 
dioxide and gives caffolin, CilisNiOn which on oxidation with 
alkaline potassium ferricyanide yields monomethyl urea and methyl 
OZIUTliC acid, whilst if oxidized by alkaline potassium permanganate 
it yields dimethyl oxamide. Hence caffolin contains the grouping 
(19„.  and in consequence of its close relationship to hydrocaffuric 
acid Is to be written as (Ill.). It follows that the caffeine molecule 
must be written as (IV.), a result confirmed by the later synthesis 
of caffeine itself fro.n d imethyl altos ,n (see above). 

CHs 	CH, 	 CH, 	 HiC CO•N•CH, 
14•C•C ri,141•C 	 17•C CO 

CH<
N•C •CH, 

II 	I 

(Ill.) 	 (1V.) 

The above decomposition products of caffeine probably posses 
the following constitutions:- 

CH..N.C(CO321).0C0 CHM-Cat:KO /1•14-C(01180:0A0 11.C•N•C80/1 L__J, 
atualeite. .C142122.14cUtam. 4:111  Cf2S1  wriagra 

	
Cada. 

Uric acid, CsHiNrOi. or 2.6-8-trioxypurin. was discovered in 
t776 in urinary calculi by Scheele. Its found in the juice of the 
muscles, in blood, in urine, in the esx-rement of serpents and birds, 
and in guano. The determination of the constitution and of the 
relation of uric acid to the other members of the 	up has been a 
process of gradual growth. G. Brugnatelli ( 	di fuice, 
(Junius, be, di Breleatelli, t8t8, it, pp. 38, t ty) obtained Mimosa. 
and W. Prottt Teems., I13111, p. Oro) obtained ammonium 
purpurate from uric acid, but the first elaborate investigation on 
the acid was by J. V. Liebig and F. WOhler (Ass., 1838, 26, p. rat). 
who obtained from it allantoin, alloxantin, dialuric acid. rabame 
acid. (=lurk acid. niesozalic acid, 8tc. Further examination of 
the group was undertaken by A. Schlieper (A ss., 1843, 55,  p. 236; 

p. who obtained hydunlie acid and dilituric acid, and by A. v. 
Fyn (Awn.. 1863, try, pp. t. 199; 1864, zso, p. 129: 131. p. 790, 
who showed that uric acid and many of its derivatives may be looked 
on 1111 derivatives of barbituric and. In 7875 L Medicos (Ann., 
I878S, 175, p. 230) proposed the formula (1.) for the acid, whilst 
R. Fittig In 1877 (Troia de aim. 324 0781) eugetettd the 
formula (IL); subsequent investigations of R. Behrend and 

	

HN•C0 	 HN C-NH 

(I.) 	 (II.) (4 i>C0 

Hk-A.Nli-C-
o • 

HN  NH 
of E. Fischer showed the first formula to be correct. The first 
syntheses of uric acid are due to J. Horbaczewski (Mortats.. 1882, 
p. 796; 1885. p. 356), who obtained very poor yields. These were 
followed by the more satisfactory methods of R. Behrend and 0. 
Reosen (Ann., OWL 251. p. 235) of E. Fischer and L. Itch (Be... 

CI 
1895. 28 . p. 2473) and of W. Traube (Ber.. 1900. 33. P. 3033). Hon 
heroes-ski obtained the acid by heating urea with amino-acetic 
acid (glycine) to 200-230°  C. and by fusing urea with trichlorlac-
tatnide. In Behrend's method acetoacetic ester and urea (I.) are 
condensed and the resulting d-uramidocrotonic ester (II.) on hydro-
lytis gives methyl uracil (I II.). which on treatment with concentrated 
nitric arid yields nitro-uracil carboxylic acid (IV.). This acid 
when boiled with water loses carbon dioxide. forming nitro•uracil 
(VA. which on reduction give, amido-uracil (VI.) and oxy-uracll 
(VII). Oxidation of oxy-uracil with bromine water leads to dioxy-
unicil (VIII.), which. when heated with urea and concentrated 
sulphuric acid yields uric acid (IX.) :- 
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MC-C.0H 	ilsN•CO HIC•C•NH•CO•NHI FIsC•C•NH—CO 
CH•COsCsHi+  HNC CH•CO,C,H5 	CH•CO•Nli 

(1.) 	 (11.) 	 4, (III.) 
HC•NH•CO 	HC•NH•CO HO:C•C•NH•CO 

HIN•C•CO•NH4-011■1•C•CO•NH4-  OsN•e•CO•NH 

	

H •NH
I
CO HO•C•NH•CO 	NH•C•NH•CO 

+ 	1 	_1 	 _1 --)CO‹ 

	

HO•C•CO•It H--) H0••CO•NH 	NH4.-
1  

•CO•14H 
(VII.) 	(VIII.) 	 (IX.) 

E. Fischer dehydrated pseudo-uric acid (formed from potassium 
cyanat•and uramil) by heating it with anhydrous oxalic acid to 

C, or with a large excess of so% hydrochloric acid (Ber., 1897, 
30, p. 56o), and so obtained uric acid. This method is quite general. 
W. Traube condenses the sulphate of 4 .5-diamino-3.6-dioxy-
pyrimidine (I.) (see Xisinkine, above) with ebb:carbonic ester. The 
resulting urethane (11.) when heated to 180-19o*C loses a molecule 
of alcohol, giving uric acid (III.). 

HN•CO•C•NHe NN•CO•C•NHCOsCsIli • HN•CO•C•NH‘
CO  

0•NH•1•NH: O•NH•t•N1-1s 	-9'0•NH••NHI1  
(II.) 	 (III.) 

Uric acid is a white, microcrystalline powder. It is odourless 
and tasteless, and is insoluble in most reagents. Its solubility in 
water is increased by the presence of various inorganic salts. such as 
sodium phosphate, sodium acetate, borax, and particularly by 
lithium carbonate. It dissolves completely in concentrated sul-
phuric acid, but is reprecipitated on the addition of water. It 
behaves as a weak dibasic acid. It is decomposed by heat into 
ammonia. urea, cyanuric add and carbon dioxide. On fusion with 
caustic alkalis It yields alkaline cyanide, cyanate, oxalate and car-
bonate. It may be recognized by means of the " murexide " 
reaction, which consists in evaporating the acid to dryness with 
nitric acid, when a yellowish residue is obtained which becomes 
purple-red if moistened with ammonia. On the quantitative 
estimation of uric acid see F. W. Tunnicliffe (Chem. Ceatrallx. 1897, 
ii, p. 987; E. H. Bartley, ibid., p. 644 and F. G. Hopkins, Chess. 
News, 1 892, 66, p. ,o6). 

Mdk Uric Acids.--1-Methyl uric acid was prepared by E. 
Fischer and H. Clemm (Bee., 1897, 30, p. 3090 from monomethyl 
alloxan and ammonium sulphite, which condense together to form 
i-methyluramil. This, with potassium cyanate, gives 1-meth•l- 
4#-uric acid, which on dehydration gives 1-methyl uric acid. 
3- or a-Methyl uric acid was prepared by Hill (Ber., 1876, 
9, p. 370) by heating acid lead urate with methyl iodide. It is 
best obtained by heating 3-methyl chlorxanthine with hydrochloric 
acid to 125° C. (E. Fischer, Be,., '898, 3t, p. 1984). 7- or "-Methyl 
uric acid is prepared by heating 7-methyl-2 .6. 8-trichlorpunn 
(which' results from phosphorus pentachloride and theobromine) 
with hydrochloric acid to 130 °  C., or by the condensation of alloxan 
with methylamine in the presence of sulphur dioxide (E. Fischer, 
Ber., 1897, 30, p. 563; d. 1-methyl uric and). It is the most soluble 
in water of the methyl unc acids. 9- or /3-Methyl uric acid was 
obtained by E. Fischer (Bee., 1884, 17, pp. 132. 1777) by heating 
normal lead urate with methyl iodide to too C. The product so 
obtained was converted by the action of phosphorus oxychloride and 
pentachloride into 9-methyl-8-oxy-2 • 6-dichlorpurin, and this when 
heated with hydrochloric acid to 140°  C. gave the required methyl 
uric acid. It is distinguished from 3-methyl uric acid by its much 
smaller solubility in water and by the greater stability of its ammo-
nium salt. A fifth isomer, 8-methyl uric acid, has been described 
by W. v. Loeben (Ann., t897, 298, p. at) who obtained it by con-
densing acetoacetic ester and monomethyl urea according to Bets-
rend's method. The constitution of this acid is not definitely 
known. 

,.3 or •s-Dimethyl uric acid is obtained by converting dimethyl 
allosan into dimethyluramili  which with potassium eysnate gives 
dimethyl-it'-uric acid; this acid is then dehydrated (E. Fischer, Ber., 
189, 28, p. 2475; 1897, 30, p. 56o). I•7-Dimethyl uric acid is 
similarly obtained by starting with monomethyl alloxan and methyl-
amine (E. Fischer and H. Clemm, Ber., 1897, 30, p. 3095). 

1•9•Dimethyl uric acid is obtained from 9-methy1-8-oiry-2 • 6- 
dichlorpurin (see p•Meikyl uric acid above). By successive treat-
ment with ammonia and nitrous acid this is converted into 9-methyl-
6 • 8•dioxy-2-chlorpurin, which on condensation with formaldehyde 
in alkaline solution yields 9-methyl-7-oxymethy1-6 • 8-dioxy-2-chlor-
purin. Methylation of this latter compound introduces a methyl 
group into position t, and the dimethyl compound so formed on 
dilution with water and the simultaneous action of superheated 
steam yields 1-9-dimethy1-6 • 8-dioxy-2-chlorpurin, from which 
1.9-dimethyl uric acid is obtained by hydrolysis with concentrated 
hydrochloric acid at zoo° C. (E. Fischer, and F. Ach 1599, 2, 
p. 257). 3• or S.Dimethyll uric acid is prepared by methylating 
7-methyl uric acid (E. Fischer, Ber., 1 897, 30, P. 564) or by heating 
bromtheobromine with alkalis (Bee., 1895. 28, p. 2482). 3.9-Dime- 
thyl uric acid is prepared by heating neutral lead urate with methyl 
iodide (H. B. Hill and C. F. Mabery,A intr. Chem. lours.,i880-1881.2.  

p. 308) and by methylating a-methyl uric acid (E. Fiscisee. Fs. 
i899, #. 269). 7•9 or d-Dimethyl uric acid is preriarid Dy ism 

3
g in

°
7.9-chmethyl-8-oxy.a.6-dichlorpurin with hydrochlone and a 

o C. 
1.3.7-Trimethyl uric acid or hydroxycalieine, maw be 

from caffeine, or by direct methylation of uric acid.  at urn. 
Fischer). 1-3.9-Tnmethyl uric acid isprepared by tustisylaer; 
1.3-dimethyl uric acid (E. Fischer and L. Ach, Ber.. 119 at 
p. 3476). I•7-9-Trimethyl uric acid is prepared by enezir3 ,111:-.4- 
9-methy1-6.8-dioxy-2•chlorpurin (see 1•9-dimerkyi uric add. Amore. 
and heating the resulting trimethyl dioxychlorpurin with cream 
trated hydrochloric acid to 110-115 °  C. (E. Fischer and F. An. 
Be,.. 1899, 32, p. 256). 

Tetramethyl uric acid was first prepared (Ber.. May. 17. IL trsc ,  
by methylating 3.7•9-trimethyl unc acid. It may also be alsesor• 
by methylating uric acid and the other methyl uric acids. It hra . 
neutral reaction. 

Aminopurins.—Adenine is 6-aminopurin, It has been fore 
in ox pancreas and also in tea. It is prepared by hest 'tins :e-s 
trichlorpurin with ammonia, and reducing the resulting 6•41.1anc,  
2.8•dkhloipurin with hydriodic acid; or by heating B•ars. 
dichlorpurin (from uric acid and phosphorus oxychloride) 
alcoholic ammonia to obtain 8-oxy-2-chlor-6-aminopurin, vir 
with phosphorus oxychloride at 140• C., gives 6-amino-2-11-dia.'- 
purin. Reduction of this compound with hydriodic acid %sac` 
adenine (E. Fischer, Be,.. taw, 3o, p, 2238; 1898. 31, p. tot). : 
crystallizes from water in leaflets which contain three snolaentes e 
water of crystallization. The anhydrous base melts ar  
Nitrous acid converts it into hypoicanthine .; whilst h-sdsodiso-... 
acid at 180-200° C. decomposes it completely Into azniciooia. cams 
'dioxide, formic acid and glycocoll (A. Russel, Bee., .a." 2,s, IF. 2/5 
1893. 26, p. 1914). 

Isoadenine or 2-aminopurin, is obtained from 2-4-dichlows, 'maira• 
pyrimidine (see Puns, above) by heating it with amts.vaia. *an 
2.4-diamino-5- nitropyrimichne is formed. Reduction of Its 
compound by meats of stannous chloride and hydrochkeic ars 
gives 2.4•5-triaminopyrimidine which readily condenses a• • 
formic acid to isoadenine (0. )say, Ber., 1906, 39, p. aso). k 
also been obtained by J. Tafel and B. Ach (Be,., toot, 34. p. sr; 
by the electrolytic reduction of guanine to dcsoxygunaine. to 
acetate of which is warmed with bromine and subsequently =nisi 

9-Methyl adenine was first obtained by I. Kruger (Lead. j Oval. 
Chem., 1894, 18, p. 434) by methylating adenine, and be ens 
synthesized by E. Fischer (Be,., 1898, 31, p. io4) from 9-iateryls■•• 
dichlor-8-oxypurin. For 7-methyl adenine see E. Finite. hir.. 
1898. 31. P. 104. 

Guanine. or 2-amino-6-oxypurin, is found in the pancreass111161.11 
animals and also very abundantly in guano, from which it Wu is 
extracted by B. Unger (Ann., 1 844. 5 1 . P. 395; 1846, rsts 04 1.5i 
has been obtained synthetically from 6-oxy-2.8-dedderptio 
(E. Fischer, Ber., 1897, 30, p. 2252) by heating it witts alroki 
ammonia to 150° C. and reducing the resulting 6-oxy-asinin.4 
chlorpurin with hydriodic acid. W. Traube (Be,., 19001 33. p.  IE. 
condensed cyanacetic ester with guanidine and the resulting cm 
pound jl.) with caustic sodagives 2.4-diamino-6-oxypynwiatis 

i (IL). This substance yields an sonitroso-derivat ye which on nada 
Lion with ammonium sulphide gives 2.9.5-triamino-Goc) 
(III.) from which guanine (IV.) is obtained by heating ws' t6 mamma 
trated formic acid:— 

	

H•C°. 	N:C.OH 	N:C.OH 	HIST.00 
.HNC 

1
H,-->H8Nt 	 t•N 

• i 

	

HiN tN 	114.•NH, 	NH, 	- 74>"  

	

(I.) 	 (II.) 	(III.) 	 (IV.) 
It may also be obtained as follows IE. Merck, German NOM, 
15859t (1903); 162336 (1904)). Dicyandiamide (I.) condenses car, 
cyanacetic ester to form 2-cyanamino-4-amine-6•oxyPyrnacciae 
(II.). This yields an isonitroso-derivative which on feisty,' 
gives 2-Cy3 nami no-4.5-d ia mino-6-ozypyri mid i ne 
compound when boiled •  with a 90% solution of farenic acid gave 
guanine formate:-- 

NH 
CN•NH•C 	CN•NH•C CH -PCN.NH.0 ••1. 

(I.) 	 (II.) 	 (Ill.) 
It is an amorphous powder, insoluble in water, alcohol and etliset sod 
has both acid and basic properties. Nitrous acid converts it line 
xanthine. When oxidized by hydrochloric acid and posassism 
chlorate it yields guanidine, parabanic acid and carbon &sails. 

6.Amino-2-oxypurin, an isomer of guanine, is prepared by dr 
ing dichloradenine or 6-amina-2.6.8-trichlorpunn. obtained Ina 
2.6.8 trichlorpurin and ammonia (Fischer• Bee., 1897.  3u, R *IMO 
with sodium ethylate to 13e C. and reducing the resulting 6sainfausa 
ethoxy-8-chlorpurin with hydriodic acid (L  Fischer, Bee.. ISW, 38. 
p. 2245). 6•Amino-8-oxypurin•  another isomer of &mamma•  
precored by heating 8.oxy-2•6-dichlorpurin with alcoholic mumsa 
and reducing the resulting amino-oxy-chlor compound aids ion 
odic acid (E. Fischer, Jar. a.). 
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7-Methyl gumshoe is obtained from 7-methyl-6-oey-s-chlormtrin 

(see above)by the action of aqueous ammonia at lye C. It also 
results instead of the expected 7-methyl-z-oxy-6-aminopunn, 
when 7-methyl-6-amino-s-chlorpurin is treated with dilute alkalis 
(E. Filcher,  Dlr.. I. W. VT p. Mt), owing to ring splitting in the 
1-6-peskiest, followedby eliminating of Wog= sod. 

Thieparies.—W. Traube "(Ana., gee, 33t, PP.  66 seq.) has 
obtained many compounds of the mein group by using 
thiourea, which is condensed with cyanacetic ester, &a, to form 
thiopyrimidines. These in turn yield thiopurina, which on 
oxidation with dilute nitric add are converted into purin 
compounds, thus:— 

HiN CAR HN•C0 	HN•C0 	HN•C0 
SC-I-CHs 	SC CH, 	C•NH, 	t•N 

HI 1LN 	H N :NH itti•C-NHs 
I j. 	 I I, 

Various thiopurins have been obtained by E. Fischer (Der., 
1 1398. 3 1 . Ix 43 1 ), PeinelPelb by saki with POtallium 
sulphydrate on chlorinated purin compounds 

3.6-11-Trithinpurin is obtained from the cortespotoefing trichlor-
purin and potassium sulphydrate. It (hems • light yellow mass 
which carbonizes on heating. lx is almost insoluble in water and 
alcohol; but readily di•solves in dilute solutions of the caustic 
alkalis and of ammonia. 

Much work has been done by J. Tall (Bee., tem seq.) oa the 
electrolytic reduction of the members of the purin group. The 
substance to be reduced is dissolved in a 30-73% solution el sul- 
phuric acid and placed in.  a porous cell containing a lead cathode, 

acid in the anode cell. It is found that sasthine and its 
the whole beat  then placed is a 20.40% solution of sulphuric 

 homologues 
take up four atoms of hydrogen per molecule and give rise to the 
so-called desox)-compounds, which are stronger bases than the 

"eutg^ral substances. Uric acid takes up six hydrogen atoms per 
mokeeule and gives etwess, C6 1-1.14,0t, and it is apparently the 

atom attached to the carbon atom number 6 which is 
re d by hydrogen. since when purone is heated with beryta. 
two molecules of carbon dioxide are liberated for one of purone. 
Coneequently purone must contain two urea residues, which necessi-
tates the presence of the >CO groups in positions 2 and It (F. G. P.') 

PURITANISM (Lat. parts:, purity), the name given—
originally perhaps in a hostile sense on the analogy of Catharism 
(see Csresas)—to the movement for greater strictness of life and 
simplicity in worship which grew up in the Church of England in 
the t6th century among those who thought that there had not 
been a sufficient divergence from the Roman Church, and which 
ultimately led to the rise of a number of separatist denomina-
tions. Thomas Fuller (Church History) traces the earliest use of 
the term 'Puritan" to t564. The terms" Precision," " Puritan," 
" Presbyterian," were all used by Archbishop Parker in his 
letters about this time as nicknames for the same party, and ten 
years later the name was in common use. 

See ENGL AND, CHI'RCH Or: CONGREGATIONALISM; PRESBY-
TERIANISM, Sm.: also D. Neal, History 4 the Puritans (ed.Toolmin, 

vol s., tsar): E Dowden. Puritan and Anglican 09001 J. Heron. 
A Start thaw, 4 Plinnuissas (tpal). 

PURLIEU. • word used of the outlying parts of a place or 
district, sometimes in a derogatory sense. it watt a term of the 
old English forest law (at), and meant, as defined by Stanwood 
(Treatise 4 the Foust Lases). "a certain territory of ground 
adjoining unto the forest....which...was once forest-land and 
altervnirds dissiforested by the perambulations made for the 
severing of the new busts from the did." The owner of free-
lands is the pudica to the yearly value of forty shillings was 
known as • " pedlars= " or " parley-man." There seems 
no doubt that " purlieu" or "purity" represents the Anglo-  
French porn eurefee (0. Fr. pews) r, taroks, to go through, 
Lat. pwenshiere), • legal tam meaning properly a perambula-
tion to determine the boundaries of a manor, pariah , Ac. 

PUP. UK. • term in architecture for the longitudinal timbers 
of • roof, which are carried by the principal rafters and the end 
walls and support the common rafters. 

PURIM or Peasant, a town and district of British India, 
in the Bhagalpor division of Bengal. The town Is on die left 
bank of the little river Sawa, with a midway station. Pap. 
( loot), 54,007. It has s bad reputation for fever. 

The Dunuct or PURXIA has an area of arms  sq. m. and a 
population (mot) of 1,374494, showing • e••••■•• of 3.6%  

in the decade. The district extends from the Ganges north-
wards to the frontier of Nepal. It is a level, depressed tract of 
country, consisting for the most part of a rich, loamy soil of 
alluvial formation. It is traversed by several rivets flowing 
from the Himalayas, which afford great advantages of irrigation 
and water-carriage; in the west the soil is thickly covered with 
sand deposited by changes in the course of the %mi. Among 
other rivers are the Mahananda and the Patter. Under Mahout-
medan rule Purnea was an outlying province, yielding little 
revenue and often in a state of anarchy. Its local governor 
raised a rebellion against Suraj-ud-dauls in 1737, after the capture 
of Calcutta. The principal crops are rice, pulses and oilseeds. 
The cultivation of indigo is declining, but that of jute is 
extending. The district is traversed by branches of the 
Eastern Bengal railway, which join the Bengal and North-
Western railway at Katibar. 

MUM. a colour-name, now given to a shade varying 
between crimson and violet. Formerly it was used, as the origin 
of the name shows, of the deep crimson colour called in Latin 
purpling, tartans, and in Greek aropSkpa, ropt‘ipeos (from 
repd(eare, to grow dark, especially used of the sea). This was 
properly the name of the shellfish (Furter°, Miner) which 
yielded the famous Tyrian dye, the particular mark of the 
dress of emperors, kings, chief magistrates and other dignitaries, 
whence " the purple " still signifies the rank of emperors or 
kings- 

no title of Perphymeerrifur (Gr. emieverrientres) was borne 
particularly by Constantine VII., Byzantine emperor, but was also 
used generally of those born of the Byzantine imperial family. This 
title, generally translated " born in the purple," either refers to the 
purple robes in which the imperial children were wrapped at birth, 
or to a chamber or part of the imperial palace, called the Porphyry 
(wsioesos), where the births took place. Whether this Porpayea 
signified • chamber with purple hangings or lined with porphyry is 
not known km Sadao, Tides 4 Honour, ed. 1679, p. 6o seq.). 

MUMMA. in pathology; a general term for the symptom 
of purple-coloured spots upon the surface of the body, due to 
extravasations el blood in the skin, accompanied occasionally 
with haemorrhages from mucous membranes. The varieties 
of purpora may be conveniently divided as follows: (a) toxic, 
following the administration of certain drugs, notably copaiba, 
quinine, ergot, belladonna and the iodides; also following snake-
bite; (6) cachectic, seen in persons suffering from such diseases 
as tuberculosis, heart disease, cancer, Bright's disease, jaundice, 
as well as from certain of the infectious fevers, extravasations 
of the kind above mentioned being not infrequently present; 
(c) neurotic; (d) arthritic, which includes the form known as 
" Putpura simplex," in which there may or may not be articular 
pain, and the complaint is usually ushered in by lassitude and 
feverishness, followed by the appearance on the surface of the 
body of the characteristic spots in the form of small red points 
scattered over the skin of the limbs and trunk. The spots are 
not raised above the surface, and they do not disappear on 
treasure. Their colour soon becomes deep purple or nearly 
black; but after a few days they undergo the changes which 
are dawned irk the case of an ordinary bruise, passing to a green 
and yellow hue and finally disappearing. When of minute size 
they art tensed "petechiae" or "stigmata," when somewhat 
larger " vibices," and when in patches of considerable size 
" occhymoses." They may come out in fresh crops over a 
lengthened period. 

Puma rheumatics (Scherdela's disease) is a remarkable variety 
characterised by sore throat, fever and articular pains accompanied 
by purpuric spot, and associated with urticana and occasionally 
with definite nodular infiltrations. This is by many writers con-
sidered to be • separate disease, but it is usually regarded as of 
rheumatic'origie. 

Punter& haemorMagira (acute haemorrhagic purport) is a mote 
serious focm, in which, in addition to the phenomena already men- 
tioned as affecting the skin, there is a tendency to the occurrence 
of haemorrhage from mucous surfaces, especially from the nose, 
but also from the mouth. lungs, stomach, bowels. kidat7e, tkr.. 
sometimes in large and dangerous amount. Great physical prostra-
tion is apt to attend this form of the disease, and a fatal result some-
times follows the successive haemorrhages. or is suddenly precipitated 
by the occurrence of as extravaeation of blood into the bads. 
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The treatment will bear reference to any causes which may 

be discovered as associated with the onset of the disease, such 
as unfavourable hygienic conditions, and nutritive defects 
should be rectified by suitable diet. The various preparations 
of iron seem to be the best medicinal remedies in this ailment, 
while more direct astringents, such as gallic acid, ergot of rye, 
turpentine or acetate of lead, will in addition be called for in 
severe cases and especially when haemorrhage occurs. Sir A. 
Wright considers that in all cases of purpura the coagulation-
time of the blood should be estimated. In such cases the time 
taken for clotting may be increased to three times as long as 
that taken by normal blood. He therefore advises calcium 
chloride in order to increase coagulability. In severe haemor-
rhages, adrenalin is often useful. 

PURRAH, Pusaost, or Porto, a secret society of Sierra Leone, 
West Africa. Only males are admitted to its ranks, but two 
other affiliated and secret associations exist, the lassi and the 
Bundu, the first of which is nominally reserved for females, 
but members of the Purrah are admitted to certain ceremonies. 
All the female members of the Yassi must be also members of 
the Bundu, which is strictly reserved to women. Of the three, 
the Purrah is by far the most important. The entire native 
population is governed by its code of laws. It primarily 
represents a type of freemasonry, a "friendly" society to which 
even infants are temporarily admitted, the ceremony in their 
case consisting merely of carrying them into the Purrah " bush" 
and out again. But this side of the Purrah is merged in its 
larger objects as represented by its two great aspects, the 
religious and the civil. Under the former, boys join it at 
puberty, while under the latter it is practically the native 
governing body, making laws, deciding on war and peace, Arc. 

The Purrah bas its special ritual and language, tattooing and 
symbols, but details are unknown, as the oath of secrecy is always 
kept. It meets usually in the dry season, between the months of 
October and May. The rendezvous is in " the bush," an enclosure, 
separated into apartments by mats and roofed only by the over-
hanging trees, serving as a club-house. There are three grades, the 
first for chiefs and " big men," the second for fetish-priests and the 
third for the crowd. The ceremonies of the Purrah are presided 
over by the Purrah " devil," a man in fetish dress, who addresses 
the meeting through a long tube of wood. 

The Purrah can place its taboo on anything or anybody; 
and as no native would venture to defy its order, much trouble 
has been caused where the taboo has been laid upon crops. 
In 1897 the British or local government was compelled to pass a 
special ordinance absolutely forbidding the imposition of the 
taboo on all indigenous products. Of the affiliated societies 
the Yassi appears to some extent to be an association for provid-
ing men and women, who believe themselves ill through 
"fetish," with medical treatment, on payment of certain fees. 
The women's Bundu is in many ways a replica of the men's 
Purrah, though without political power. 

See T. J. Alldridge, The Sherbro and its Hinterland (c9ot). 
PURSE (Late Lat. bursa, adapted from Gr. )SInxre, hide, skin; 

possibly 0. Eng. Sara, bag, has influenced the change from b to p), 
a small bag for holding money, originally a leather pouch tied 
at the mouth, but now of various shapes. The great seal of 
England is borne by the purse-bearer in a purse, usually styled 
" horse." decorated with the arms of the kingdom, the " burse" 
being thus one of the insignia of office of the lord chancellor of 
England. The " privy purse" is the amount of public money 
set apart in the civil list for the private and personal use of the 
sovereign (see Perm Puess). 

PURSER, the old name for the paymaster of the British and 
American navies still used in merchant vessels of to-day. In 
the British navy he was appointed by a warrant from the 
admiralty and was pald partly by salary and partly by a 
percentage (so%) on the value of unexpended stores. 

PURSLANE, the common name for a small fleshy annual 
with prostrate stems, entire leaves and small yellow flowers, 
known botanically as Po►led= derma. It is a native of India, 
whkh_was Introduced into Europe as a salad plant, and in some 
countries has spread so as to become a noxious weed. In certain  

parts of the United States the evil qualities of " pude have 
become proverbial. Its juice is refreshing and is used in tropical 
countries as a refrigerant in fever. Some of the species of dm 
same genus, such as P. grandiflora and its varieties, are grown 
in gardens on rock-work owing to the great beauty and deep 
colouring of their flowers, the short duration of individual 
blossoms being compensated for by the abundance with which 
they are produced. 

PURSUIVANT (0. Fr. porsivant, poursivaal, mod. tossersimat, 
strictly an attendant, from punitive, to follow), the name of a 
member of the third and lowest rank of heraldic officem, formerly 
an attendant on the heralds. There are four pursuivants in 
the English Heralds' College, Rouge Croix, Bluemantk, Rouge 
Dragon and Portcullis; three in the Court of Lyon King of Arms 
(Scotland), Carrick, Unicorn and March; and four in the cant 
of Ulster King of Arms (Ireland), Athlone and three St Patrick 
pursuivants. (See Haitian and HERAWRY.) 

PURULIA, a town of British India, headquarters of Mariblems 
district in Bengal, on the Sini-Asansol branch of the Bengal-
Nagpur railway. Pop. (rem), 17,291. It is a growing Mire 
of trade. 

PURVEYANCE (Lat. prorldere, to provide), in England in 
former times the right of the sovereign when travelling through 
the country to receive food and drink and maintenance generally 
from his subjects for himself and his retinue. The custom dates 
from Anglo-Saxon times and is analogous to the right of fa ► o., 
or annona inilitarir, exercised by the Frankish kings. Although 
in early times purveyance was reasonable and necessary, enabling 
the king to make journeys for the • purpose of administering 
justice and discharging the other duties of government, it was 
liable to grave abuses, and under the later Plantagenet kings 
it became very oppressive. Provision for the royal needs was 
interpreted in the widest possible sense, and the right was 
exercised, not only on behalf of the king, but on behalf of his 
relatives. Besides victuals it included the compulsory use of 
horses and carts and even the enforcement of personal labour. 
Not infrequently no payment was made; when it was it Ofttll 
took the form of tallies, which gave the recipient the right to 
deduct the amount from any taxes he might have to pay is 
the future. Purveyors were appointed to requisition goods. 
and they also fixed the price. The abuses of purveyance, which 
appear to have reached their climax during the reign of Edward I.. 
frequently provoked legislation. Chapter xxviii. of Magna 
Carta is directed against them, while further attempts to curb 
them were made in the Statute of Westminster of ins and in the 
A Wadi super cartes of i3oo. Purveyance was entirely forbidden 
by the ordinance of Iv r, but in spite of all prohibitions its evils 
grew and flourished. During the reign of Edward III. ten 
statutes were directed against it, and by a law of t36a it was 
restricted to the personal wants of the king and queen; at the 
same time the hated name of purveyor was changed to that of 
buyer, and ready money was ordered to be paid for the articles 
taken. From this time little was heard about the evils of 
purveyance until 1604, when the House of Commons petitioned 
James L, giving some striking illustrations of its hardships. 
It was asserted that when the royal officials required son carts 
they ordered Soo or goo to be brought, in order that they might 
obtain bribes from the owners. Bacon called purveyance " the 
most common and general abuse of all others in the kingdom" 
Twice James entered into negotiations with his parliament 
for commuting his crown rights, of which purveyance 
was one, for an annual payment, but, no arrangement was 
reached. In r66o, however, the right of purveyance, which had 
fallen into disuse with the execution of Charles I., was surren-
dered by Charles IL In return for the grant of all Malt CS beer 
and liquors. The custom was exercised by almost all European 
sovereigns, and in France at least was as oppeessbre as in 
England. The word purveyor now means merely • vendor, 
generally a vendor of food and drink. 

See W. Stubbs, Connotational History of:J r:fa (iSO). rot hat 
H. Hallam. Cooutitatkosai !history of En 	(0163).: and S. 
Gardiner. HisOw74 Ragland (1905).  vol. t. 
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POHL a village of British radio, in Harbbangs district, Bengal, 

near the right bank of the Burhi Gaticlak River; pop. (mot), 
4570. It was acquired as a government estate in 1796, and was 
long used as a stud depot and afterwards as a tobacco Linn. in 
5904 it was selected as the site of • college and laboratory for 
agricultural research. 

PUREE, EDWARD noun= (1800-i88a), English divine, 
was born At Posey near Oxford on the send of August Mo. 
His father was Philip Bouverie (d. 1828), a younger son of Jacob 
Houverie, tat Viscount Folkestone, and took the name of Posey 
on succeeding to the manorial estates at that place. After 
having been at Eton, he became a commoner of Christ Church, 
Oxford, and was elected in 1824 to a fellowship at OrieL He 
thus became a memberof a society which already contained some 
of the ablest of his contemporades—oniong them J. H. Newman 
and John Keble. Between 3825 and Aar he studied Oriental 
languages and German theology at Gottingen. His first work, 
published in 1828, as an answer to Hugh James Rose's Cambridge 
lectures on rationalist tendencies in German theology, showed 
a good deal of sympathy with the German " *tins," who had 
striven to deliver Protestantism from its decadence; this 
grave thy was misunderstood, and Posey was himself accused 
of holding rationalist views. 

In the same your (1888) the duke of Wellington appointed 
him to the regius professorship of Hebrew with the attached 
canonry of Christ Church. The raisundentandiOg of his 
position led to the publication In sikto of a second part of Pusey's 
Historical Eaquiry, in which he denied the charge of rationalism. 
But in the years which immediately followed the current of his 
thoughts began to set in another direction. The revolt agaiust 
individualism had begun, and be was attracted to its standard. 
By the end of 3833 he showed • disposition to make women 
cause with those who had already begun to issue the Tracts far 
She Times. " He was not, however, fully **vitiated in the move-
spent till 1835 and 3836, when he published his tract on baptism 
and started the Library of the Fathers" (Newman's Apdocia, 
p. 136). He became a dose student of the fathers and of that 
school of Anglican divines who bad continued, or revived, in the 
1 7th century the main traditions of pre-Reformation teaching. 
A sermon which he preached before the university in x&i3, 
The Holy Eucharist a Comfort to the Peititetd, so startled the 
authorities by the re-statement of doctrines which, though well 
known to ecclesiastical antiquaries, had faded from the common 
view, that by the exercise of an authority which, however 
legitimate, was almost obsolete, he was suspended for two years 
from the function of preaching. The immediate effect of his 
suspension was the sale of t8,000 copies of the condemned 
sermon; its permanent effect was to make Pussy for the next 
quarter of a century the most influential moon in the Anglican 
Church, for it was one of the causes which led Newnan to sever 
himself from that conanunioa. The movement, in the setael 
origination of which he had had no share, came to bear his name: 
It was popularly known as Pomba' (sometimes as Newmsnia) 
and its adherents as Puseyites. His activity, both public and 
private, as leader of the movement was commons. He was not 
only on the stage but echo behind the scenes of every important 
controversy, whether theological or acadernicaL Is the Gorham 
controversy of Aso, in the question of Oxford reform in 1354, 
in the prosecution of some of the miters of Essays and Roams, 
especially of Benjamin Jewett, in 1865, In the question as to the 
reform of the marriage laws from Am to the end of his life, in 
the Farrar controversy as to the meeting of everlasting punish-
ment In 1877, he was always busy with articles, hotels, treatises 
and sermons. The °anions on which, in his tarn, be preached 
before his university were all memorable; and some of the 
sermons were manifestoes which mark distinct stages In the 
history of the High Church party of which be was the leader. 
The practice of confession in the Church of England practically 
dates from his two sermons on The Entire Absolution of the 
Penitent, in t1146, in which the revival of high sacramental 
doctrine is complemented by the advocacy of a revival of the 
pemitential system which medieval theologians bad appended to  

it. The sermon on The Presence of Christ is the Holy Eucharist, 
in ass,. first formulated the doctrine round which almost all 
the subsequent theology of his followers revolved, and which 
revolutionized the practices of Anglican worship. Of his larger 
works the most important are his two books on the Eucharist—
The Doctrine of the Rod Presence (1855) and The Real Presence 
—the Doctrine of the Enlists Church (ass); Daniel the Prophet 
in which he endeavours to maintain the traditional date of that 
book; The Miner Prophets, with Commentary, his chief contribu-
tion to the study of which be was the professor; and the 
Eiressium, In which he endeavoured to find a basis of union 
between the Church of England and the Church of Rome. 

In private life Pusey's habits were simple almost to austerity. 
He had few personal friends, and rarely mingled in general 
society; though bitter to opponents, he was gentle to those who 
knew him, and his munificent charities gave him a warm place 
in the hearts of many to whom be was personally unknown: In 
his domestic We be had some severe trials; his wife died, after 
eleven mom of meshed life, in 3839; his only son, who was a 
scholar like-minded with himself, who had shared many of his 
literary labours, and who had edited an excellent edition of 
St Cytil's commentary on the minor prophets, died in t88o, 
after marry yams of suffering. From that time Posey was seen by 
only a few person,. His strength gradually declined, and he 
died on the tea of September 1882, after a short illness. He 
was buried at Oxfortfin the cathedral of which he had been far 
fifty-four years a mum. In his memory his friends purchased 
his library, and bought for it a house in Oxford, known as the 
Posey House, which they endowed with sufficient funds to 
maintain three librarians, who were charged with the duty of 
endeavouring to perpetuate in the university the memos), 

 of the principles which be taught. 
Pussy is chiefly remembered as the eponymous representative 

of the earlier phase of a movement which carried with it no small 
part of the religious life of England in the latter half of the t9th 
century. His own chief characteristic was an almost unbounded 
capacity for taking pains. His chief influence was that of a 
preacher and a spiritual adviser. As a preacher he lacked all 
the graces of oratory, but compelled attention by his searching 
and practical earnestness. His correspondence as a spiritual 
adviser was enormous; his deserved reputation for piety and for 
solidity of character made him the chosen confessor to whom 
large numbers of men and women unburdened their doubts and 
their sins. But if be be estimated apart from his position as 
the head of a great party, it must be considered that he was more 
a theological antiquary than a theologian. Posey in fact was 
left behind by his followers even in his lifetime. His revival of 
the doctrine of the Real Presence, coinciding as it did with the 
revival of a taste for medieval art, naturally led to • revival of 
the pre-Reformation ceremonial of worship. With this revival 
of ceremonial Posey had Rule sympathy: be at first protested 
against it (in a university sermon in 1859); and, though be came 
to defend those who were accused of breaking the law in their 
practice.of it, he did so on the express ground that their pomace 
was alien to his own. But this revival of ceremonial in its 
various degrees became the chief external characteristic of the 
new movement; and " Ritualist " thrust " Puseyite " aside as 
the designation of those who hold the doctrines for which he 
mainly contended. On the other hand, the pivot of his teaching 
was the appeal to primitive antiquity; and in this respect he 
helped to start inquiry which has since gone far beyond the 
materials which were open to one of his generation. 

See 7. Ring, airmen cad Life-Work of Dr Posey (1883): B. W. 
Savite. Dr Pussy, as Historic Shriek with Sons Account of the 
Word Mareouist (1883). and especially the Life by Canoe 
completed by J. C. Johnston and R. J. Wilson Cs vole.. 1893-1899). 
Newman s Apologia. and other literature of the Oxford Movement. 

Pusey's elder brother, Pamir Pour (3799-3855), was a 
member of parliament and a friend and follower of Sir 
Robert Ptel. He was one of the founders of the Royal 
Agricultural Society, and was chairman of the implement 
department of the great exhibitioa of 385z. He was a fellow 
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of the Royal Society, a writer on varied topics to the reviews 
and the author of the hymn " Lord of our Life and God of our 
Salvation." . 

PUSHBALL. a game played by two sides on a field usually 
iso yds. long and so yds. wide, with a ball 6 ft. in diameter and 
so lb in weight. The sides usually number eleven each, there 
being five forwards, two left-wings, two right-wings and two 
goal-keepers. The goals consist of two upright posts 18 ft. high 
and so ft. apart with a crossbar 7 ft. from the ground. The 
game lasts for two periods with an intermission. Pushing the 
ball under the bar counts s points; lifting or throwing it over the 
bar counts 8. A touchdown behind goal for safety counts s to 
the attacking side. The game was invented by M. G. Crane, 
of Newton,, Massachusetts, in 1894, and was taken up at Harvard 
University the next year, but has neverattained any considerable 
vogue. In Great Britain the first regular game was played at 
the Crystal Palace in mot by teams of eight. The English rules 
are somewhat different from those obtaining in the United States. 
Pushball on horseback was introduced in 1902 at Durland's 
Riding Academy In New York, and has been played in England 
at the Military Tournament. 

PUSHKAR, a town of British India, in Ajmere district, 
Rajputana, 7 m. N. nf Ajmere town. Pop. (tem}, 3831. It 
derives its name from a small lake among the hills, 2389 ft. above 
the sea, in which Brahma is once said to have bathed as a pen-
ance. It contains one of. the very few temples, in all India, 
dedicated to Brahma. At the annual celebration (Oct,-Nov.) 
about too,000 pilgrims come to bathe in the lake. 

PUSHKIN, ALEXANDER (1799-i837), Russian poet, was 
born at Moscow, on the 7th of June 1799. He belonged to an 
ancient family of boyars; his maternal great-grandfather, a 
favourite negro ennobled by Peter the Great, bequeathed to him 
curly hair and a somewhat darker complexion than falls to the 
lot of the ordinary Russian. In tfli t the future poet entered 
the newly founded lyceum of Muskat Selo, situated near St 
Petersburg. On quitting the lyceum in 1817 be was attached 
to the ministry of foreign affairs, and in this year he began the 
composition of his Esau and Ly'ssdmila, a poem which was 
completed in 1820. Meanwhile Pushkin mixed in all the gayest 
society of the capital, and it seemed as if he would turn out a 
mere man of fashion instead of a poet. But a very daring Ode 
to Liberty written by him had been circulated in manuscript in 
St Petersburg. This production having been brought to the 
notice of the governor, the young author only escaped a journey 
to Siberia by accepting an official position at Kishinev in Bess-
Arabia, in southern Russia. U we follow the chronological order 
of his poems, we can trace the enthusiasm with which be greeted 
the ever-changing prospects of the sea and the regions of the 
Danube and the Crimea. 

At this time Pushkin was, or affected to be, overpowered 
by the Byronic " Weltschmers." Having visited the baths of 
the Caucasus for the reestablishment of his health in 1822, he 
felt. the inspiration of its magnificent scenery, and composed 
The Prisons of the Caucasus, narrating the story of the love of a 
Circassian gin for a youthful Russian officer. This was followed 
by the Pourstairs of Bakischisarei, which tells of the detention of 
a young Polish captive, a Countess Potocka, in the palace of the 
khans of the Crimea. About the same time be composed some 
interesting lines on Ovid, whose place of banishment, Toni, was 
not far distant. To this period belongs also the Ode to Napokou, 
which is inferior to the fine poems of Byron sad Man.soni, or 
indeed of Lermontov, ea the same subject. In the Lay cower*. 
fag the Wise Oleg we see how the influence of Kanundn's 
History bad led the Russians to take a greater interest in the 
early records of their country. The next long poem was the 
Gipsies (Truism), an Oriental tale of love and vengeance, in 
which Pushkin has admirably delineated these nomads, whose 
strange mode of life fascinated him. During his stay in southern 
Russia he allowed himself to get mixed up with the secret 
societies then rife throughout the country. He also became 
embroiled with his chief, Count Vorontrov, who sent him to 
report upon the damages which bad been committed by locusts  

in the southern part of Bessarabia. Pushkin took this as a 
premeditated insult, and sent in his resignation; and Coast 
Vorontsov in his official report requested the government to 
remove the poet, " as he was surrounded by a society of political 
and literary fanatics, whose praises might turn his head and make 
him believe that he was a great writer, whereas he was only a 
feeble imitator of Lord Byron, an original not much to be com-
mended." The poet quitted Odessa in 0324, and on leaving 
wrote a fine Ode to the Sea. Before the close of the year he had 
returned to his father's seat at Mikhailovskoe, near Pskov, 
where he soon involved himself in trouble on all sides. In his 
retirement he devoted a great deal of time to the study of the 
old Russian popular poetry, the bunnies, of which he became a 
great admirer. Recollections of Byron and Andre Gamin 
gave the inspiration to some fine lines consecrated to the lute, 
in which Pushkin appeared more conservative than was his wont. 
and wrote in a spirit antagonistic to the French Revolution. 
In ars he published his tragedy Boris Goimier, a bold effort 
to imitate the style of Shakespeare. Up to this time the tradi-
tions of the Russian stage, such as it was, bad been French. 

In 1826 the conspiracy of the Deksbrists broke out. Many of 
the conspirators were personal friends of Pushkin, especially 
KUchelbecker and Puatchin. The poet himself was to a certain 
extent compromised, but he succeeded in getting to his home 
at Mikhailovskoe and burning all the papers which might have 
been prejudicial to him. Through influential friends be me-
ceeded in making his peace with the emperor, to whom he was 
presented at Moscow goon after his coronation. The story gam 
that Nicholas said to Count Bludov on the some evening, "I 
have just been conversing with the most witty man in Russia." 
In 1828 appeared Poltaea, a spirited narrative poem, in which 
the expedition of Charles XII. against Peter and the treachery 
of the hetman Mucus were described. In 1829 Pushkin 
again visited the Caucasus, on this occasion accompanying the 
expedition of Prince Paskevich. He wrote • pleasing aromas 
of the tour; many of the short lyrical pieces suggested by the 
scenery and associations of his visit are delightful, especially 
the lines on the Don and the Caucasus. In 1831 Pushkin married 
Natalia Goncharov, and in the following year was again attached 
to the ministry of foreign affairs, with a salary of soon roubles. 
He now busied himself with an historical account of the revolt 
of the Cossack Pugachev, who almost overthrew the empire al 
Catherine and was executed at Moscow in the latter part of the 
18th century. While engaged upon this he wrote The Captain's 
Daughter, one of the best • of .his prose works. In dip was 
completed the poem Eugene Orsyegia, in which the author 
modelled his style upon the lighter sketches of Byron hs the 
Italian manner. Yet no one can accuse Pushkin of want of 
nationalism in this poem: it is Russian in every fibre. 

In 147 the poet, who had been long growing Ice 111211119 
reputation, fell mortally wounded in a duel with Baron Gems 
lickeren d'Anthes, the adopted son of the Dutch minimise then 
resident at the court of St Petersburg. D'Anthes, a vain and 
frivolous young man, had married a sister of the poet's, wife. 
Notwithstanding this he aroused Pushkin% jealousy by some 
attentions which he paid Natalia; but the pounds foe the poet's 
anger, it must be confessed, do not appear very great. Pushkin 
died, after two days' suffering, on the afternoon of Friday the 
nab of February. D'Anthee was tsiod by courtuartisl and 
expelled the country. In 28812 a statue of the poet was erected 
at the Tver Barrier at Moscow, and fetes were held in his became. 
on which occasion many interesting memorials of him wees 
exhibited to his admiring countrymen and a few foreigners who 
had congregated for the festivities. Pushkin left four childres; 
his widow was afterwards married to an officer in the slur. 
named Lanskoi; she died in 1863. 

Pushkin's poetical tales are spirited and fall of dramatic 
power. The influence of Byron is undoubtedly seen in them. 
but they are not imitations, still lass is anything is them plagi-
arised. Boris Godes°, is • fine tragedy; on the whole Ewen 
Onyegne must be considered Pushkin's inasterpiece. Here we 
ham a peat variety of styles—satire, pathos and humour mixed 
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together. The cherneheseinting Is good, and the descriptions 
of scenery introduced faithful to nature. The poem in many 
places reminds us of Byron, who himself in his mixture of the 
pathetic and the humorous was • disciple of the Italian school. 
Pushkin also wrote • peat many lyrical pieces. Interspersed 
among the poet's minor works will be found many epigrams, 
but some of the best composed by him were not so fortunate as 
to pass the censophip, and must be read in a supplementary 
volume published at Berlin. As a prose welter Pushkin has 
considerable merits. Besides his History of At Revolt of Pep-
do, which is perhaps too much of a compilation, be published a 
small volume of tales under the nom it phase of Ivan Byelkin. 
These all show considerable dramatic power the best are The 
Captain's D•ssgleks, a tale of the times of Catherine IL; The 
Undertakes, a very ghostly story, which will remind the English 
;eider of some of the tales of Edgar. Poe; The Pistol SAW; sad 
The 12110111 of spades. 

The academy of St Petersburg has recently' Weed a complete 
edition of the works of Pushkin, including his letters. See the 
bibliography in the editions of Genosdi (7 vots.,St Petersburg, 3861) 
and Answokov (6 vols., St Petersburg. Ass). (W. R. M.) 

FURTH, the language of the Patton races of Afghanistan 
and the North-West Frontier province of India. It belongs 
to the Iranian group of the Indo-European languages, but pos-
sesses many Panjabi words. In Afghanistan it is the dominant 
language, but is not spoken west of the Helmund. In India it 
has two main dialects, the northern, hard or Pukhtu, and the 
southern, soft or Pushtu. The dividing line of the two dialects 
runs eastwards from Thal through the &hat district almost to 
the Indus, but it then turns northwards, as the speech of the 
Akhora Ehattaks belongs to the Pushtu or southern dialect. 
Thus Pukhtu is spoken in Bajour, Swat and Buser, and by the 
Yusufrals, Bangash Orakzais, Afridis and Mohenands; while 
Pushtu is spoken by the Wariris, Khattaks, Marwats and various 
minor tribes in the south. The language division corresponds 
roughly with the tribal system of the ?ethane, who are aristo-
cratic in the north and democratic in the south. The classical 
dialect of Pukhtu is that of the Yusufsais, in which the earliest 
works in the language were composed. The Oraksai dialect 
differs from that of the Afridis, in that it is broader but less 
guttural and, spoken more rapidly. The standard dialect is 
that of Peshawar. The literature is richest in poetry, Abdur 
Rahman, of the 17th century, being the best-known poet. Pushtu 
was spoken in the North-West Frontier province iss soot by 
t.145,011 persons, or 54% of the population. 

See Grierson. Linguistic Survey of buffo: Roos•Keppel, Manual 
of Pisani (1901); Lorimer, Grammar of Wosiri Pasha (loco). 

'Milian. a north-western suburb of Paris, on the left 
bank of the Seine, 41 m. from the centre of the city. Pop. 
(19oe), *718. Puteaux has a church of the 16th century with 
good stained glass windows. There is a fort on the Seine. 

PUTROLI (mod. Possuoli, go.), an ancient town of Campania, 
Italy, on the northern shore of the Bay of Putedi, a portion of 
the Bay of Naples, from which it is 6 sn. W. The statement 
made by Stephanus of Bysantium and Jetsam, that the 
city was founded under the name of Malachi& by a 
colony of Samians about Sao s.c., is probably correct. fors 
though in the territory of Comae, it does not appear to have 
been occupied previous to sao, ilisemun having been the 
original port of Cumee. On the other hand, Cumae probably 
extended her supremacy over it not long after. Its history in 
the Sunnite period is unknown; but the coins of Fistelie (or 
Fistlus in Oscan) probably belong to ?oleo'', as lionunsen 
thought. Nor do we know anything of its history between 
344 (when it probably became a tiaras sine ssurragio under 
Roman domination, shortly afterwards receiving, in sal, a 
proffer-1w lure sticsusdo) and ars, when the Romans introduced 
• garrison of Soo* men to protect the town from Hannffol, who 
besieged it in vain for three days in ns. In res a Roman 
colony of 300 men was established. The lox gaud facinsis, 
an interesting inscription of cos e.c. relating to some building 
works in front of the temple of Seraph, shows that ?Medi bad 

cemslderable adminior•tive independence, including the right 
to date such a public document by the names of its own magis-
trates. Sulla retired to Puteoli after his resignation of the 
dictatorship in 79, and ten days before his death reconciled the 
disputes of the citizens by giving them a constitution. Cicero 
had a house in Puteoli itself, and a villa on the edge of the 
Lucrine lake (which, though nearer to Puteoli, was in the terri-
tory of Cumae), and many prominent men of the republic 
possessed country houses in the neighbourhood of PuteoB 
(see Boas; Avianus Locos; Locznors LAMS; Mistraim). 
In the Civil War it sided with Pompey, and later on with Brutus 
and Cassius. Nero admitted the old inhabitants to the privileges 
of the colony, thus uniting in one the two previously distinct 
communities. In 6t St Paul landed hoe, and spent seven days 
before leaving for Rome (Acts sod& 13). Vespesian, as • 
reward lot its having taken his part, gave the town part of the 
territory of Capua, and In mote colonists there—whence 
it took the title Colonia Nevis, which It retained till the mid of 
the empire. 

The remains of Hadrian, who died at the neighbouring town 
of Raise, were buried at Puteoli, and Antoninus Pius, besides 
erecting a temple to his memory on the site of Cicero's villa,. 
instituted sacred games to be held in the city every five years. 
Coninsodus held the title of duunivir quinquennalis. It was 
mainly, however, as a great commercial port that Puteoli was 
famous in ancient times. It joined with Naples to erect one of 
the finest porticos of Constantinople at the time of its construc-
tion. A letter of Symnachus gives us interesting details as to 
public corn distributions of the 4th century, throwing some light 
on the population. Like Ostia, Puteoli was considered a special 
port of Rome, and, on account of the safety and convenience of 
its harbour, it was preferred to Ostia for the landing of the more 
costly and delicate wares. As at Ostia, the various gilds were 
of considerable importance, but we find no conlo•arii or fabri, 
perhaps owing to its relations with the East, where these popular 
gilds were prohibited. Puteoli was preferred to Naples, (a) as 
being in Roman territory, (b) because the customs duty was 
only leviable once, not twice as it would have been at Naples—
once by the local authorities, and once by the Roman authorities 
on entrance into Roman territory. ,  It exported iron from Elba, 
mosaics, pottery, manufactured locally with earth from Ischia 
(which was In considerable demand until sitils), sulphur (which 
indeed was extracted in the neighbourhood until the tath cen-
tury), probably alum (which is still worked), perfumes, pond.= 
earth (taking its name from the place), cretaceous earth for 
mixing with grain (alka) from the Leucogaean hills, glass cups 
engraved with views of Putedi, mineral dyes (the blue invented 
by one Vestories is mentioned by Vionvins and the purple of 
Puteoli by Pliny, as being of special excellence), itc., but not 
agricultural products, except certain brands of Campanian 
wine; but its imports were considerably greater. During the 
Punic Wars it was still a naval port, but In the latter part of the 
and century Lc. it became the greatest commercial harbour 
of Italy and we find Lucilius about ras s.c. placing It next in 
importance to Delos, then the greatest harbour of the ancient 
world. We note • little later the existence of merchants of 
Puteoli in the East. Under the empire we had Eastern cults 
taking root here sooner than in Rome. The construction of 
the harbour of Claudius at the mouth of the Ti ber adversely 
affected Petroli. Nerd's scheme for the construction of a 
canal from Lake Avernus to Ostia would haw restored the 
balance in its favour (though it certainly could not have been 
continuous all the way to Rome with the means of engineering 
then available). 

The can supply of Rome came partly through Patton, 
partly through Ostia. Seneca (Epist. 77) describes the joy of 
the inhabitants in the spring when the fleet of corn vessels from 
Alexandria was seen approaching, and Statius tells us that the 
crew of the ship which arrived first made libations to Minerva 

A mass of pottery &brie found in se7s gave important infor• 
motion as to the local manufacture. Some fragments came from 
AfTetilfM, others, not quite so good, were of local work. but of the 
seas style. 
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when passing the promontory which-bore her name (the Punta 
Campanella at Sorrento). It is uncertain what offidal had the 
charge of the corn supply at Puteoli under the Republic, but in 
the time of Antoninus Pius we find an Aug(usti) dis(pcnsador) 
a fruntento PukeUs d Orris dependent no doubt on a procurator 
annotsae of the two ports. 

Claudius established here, as at Ostia, a cohort of vigils as a 
fire-brigade. Brundusium was similarly protected. There was 
also a station of the imperial post, sailors of the imperial fleet at 
Misenum being apparently employed as couriers. The artificial 
mole was probably of earlier date than the reign of Augustus 
(possibly and century }Lc.); and by that time at any rate there 
were docks large enough to contain the vessels employed in 
bringing the obelisks from Egypt. Remains of the piles of the 
mole still exist, and are popularly known as Caligula's Bridge, 
from the mistaken idea that they belong to the temporary 
structure which that emperor flung across the bay from the 
mole at Puteoli to the shore at Bailie. Inscriptions record 
repairs to the breakwater by Antoninus Pius in ;so in fulfilment 
of a promise made by Hadrian before his death. Alaric (410), 
Genseric (455)  and Totila (545)  successively laid Puteoli in ruins. 
The restoration effected by the Bysantines was partial and short-
lived. 

The original town of Puteoli was situated on the narrow hill of the 
Castello. Scanty traces of fortifications of the Roman period seem 
to have come to light in recent tunnelling operations. The streets 
of the old town probably, as at Naples, preserve the ancient align. 
ment. There are also traces of the division of the lands in the 
immediate vicinity of the town into squares by parallel paths 
(decurnani and tardiest) at regular intervals of ittti Roman feet. 
postulating as the basis of the division a square with a side of 10,000 
Roman feet, divided into 81 smaller squares—an arrangement which 
could not have existed at Puteoli, and must have arisen elsewhere. 
It is remarkable as being contrary to Roman surveyors' practice, 
according to which the basis of division is the intersection at right 
angles of the condo and decurnanus, which would give an even (net 
an odd) number of smaller squares. The size of the ancient town at 
its largest can be roughly fixed by its tombs. Inscriptions show 
that it was divided into reflexes. The market hall (macelltun) 
(compare the similar buildings at Pompeii and elsewhere), generally 
known as the temple of Serapis, from a statue of that deity found 
there, was excavated in 175o. It consisted of a rectangular court 
surrounded by chambers on the outside and with • colonnade of 
thirty-six columns of cipollino (Carystian) marble and grey granite. 
The three columns still standing, some 3q ft. high, belong to a 
facade of four still higher columns erected in front of the absidal 
cello or sanctuary, with three niches for statues—no doubt of the 
protecting deities. The borin of marine shellfish visible in these 
columns between t and 19 ft.

gs 
  from the ground, and the various 

levels of pavement in the macellum help to indicate, according to 
GOnther's researches (Archaeologist, Iva. 499; Earth Movements in 
the Bay of Naples, 1003), that the level of the shore fell very slightly 
during the Roman period, when it was some 20 ft. higher than at 
present; that it fell more rapidly during the middle ages, was thin 
raised again early in the 16th century (before the upheaval of the 
Monte Nuovo in 1538) and has since been sinking gradually. In the 
centre was a round colonnade with sixteen columns of Numidian mar-
ble (giallo antics) now in the theatre of the palace at Caserta. Dubois 
(e01. cat., 286 sqq.) reproduces important drawings and a description 
made by the architect Caristie in 1820. The well-preserved amphi-
theatre, the subterranean parts of which below the arena are intact, 
with a main passage down. the centre, a curved passage all round 
with holes for trap doors in its roof, and numerous small chambers, 
also with trap doors in their vaulted roofs for admitting the wild 
beasts, whose cages were on the other side of the curved passage, to 
the arena, are especially interesting. There were also arrangements 
for flooding the arena, but these can only have been in use before the 
construction of the greater part of the subterranean portion with its 
cages, &c. The whole amphitheatre measures 489 by 381 ft., and the 
arena 245 by t38 ft. Of the upper portion the interior is well 
preserved, but very little of the external arcades remains. It was not 
constructed before the reign of Vespasian, for inscriptions record 
that it was built by the Colonic Flavin. There was, however, an 
amphitheatre in the reign of Nero. who himself fought in games 
given there, and the glass cup of Odemira shows two. A ruin still 
exists which may be doubtfully attributed to the latter (Duboi.... p. 
192). Remains of thermae also exist in various places, the min. 
springs having been much used in Roman times. The cathedral .1 
S. Proculus (containing the tomb of the musician Pergnlesi, d. t 736) 
is built into a temple of Augustus, erected by L. Calpurnius. 6 
columns of which, with their Corinthian capitals, still exist. Other 
ruins—of a circus, of tombs, 8.c., exist. and there are also considerable 
remains of villas in the neighbourhood. 

Puteoli was supplied with water by two aqueducts, both master 

maestri. one of which, bringing water from springs in the immokiaut 
neighbourhood, Is still in use, while the other is a braseb of the 
Serino aqueduct, which was probably taken to Misenum by Agrippa. 
Several remains of reservoirs exist; one very large one Is now called 
Piscine di Cardito. 

Among the inscriptions one of the most interesting is the letter 
of the Tyrian merchants resident at Puteoli to the senate of Tyne, 
written in 174, asking the latter to undertake the pay ment of the rem 
of their factory, and the reply of the senate promising to do so. 
This is the interpretation adopted by Dubois, pp. 86,92, following 

Dittenberger.) We find other Eastern merchants resident here—
merchants from Heliopolis, Berytus (Beirut), Nabataea, Palmier, 
and from Asia Minor, Greece, &c. Vie find far less trace of commer-
cial relations with the West, though there was considerable importa-
tion of commodities from southern Spain—wine, nil, metals, malt 
fish. &c.. while a good deal of pottery was exported to Sisia and 
southern Gaul. We find, indeed, two cases of men who had 1.4- 
cipal honours at Puteoli and in the Rhone valley. Plit0014 was 
reached direct by a road frorn Capua traversing the hills to the 
north by a cutting (the Montagne Spaccata), whirls went on to 
Neapolis, and by the Via Domitiana from Rome and Comas. Thew 
was also a short cut from Puteoli to Neapolis by the tunnel al 
Pausilipon, made under Augustus. it is not possible to trace ilst 
episcopal see of Puteoli with any certainty further back than the 
beginning of thegth century. In 305, S. Januarius Germano, the 
patron saint of Naples), bishop of Beneventum, S. Proculus, patrols 
of Puteoli, and others, suffered martyrdom at Putenli. 

Sec the careful study by C. Dubois, Poussoks antique (Paria.1907) 
(Bibliothkque des leaks frangaises d'Athenes et de Rome, fast. 98). 

(T. As.) 
PUTLITZ, GUSTAV RimurcH OANS, Finn as (that-

i890), German author, was born at Retzicn near Perleberg in 
West Prignitz, on the loth of March 1821. He studled law at 
Berlin and Heidelberg, and was attached to the provincial 
government at Magdeburg from 1846-1848. In 043 be married 
Grafin Elisabeth von Konigsmark, and lived on his estate unta 
1863, when he became director of the Court theatre at Schwerin. 
This post he left in 1867, was for a short time chamberlain to the 
crown prince of Prussia, afterwards the emperor Frederick, 
and from 1873 to 1889 successfully directed the Court theatre at 
Karlsruhe. He died at Retzien on the 5th of September 1890 
Putlitz made his debut as a writer with a volume of romantic 
stories, Was sick der Wald entail (t8so), which attained great 
popularity (fifty editions) and found many imitators; but he 
was most successful in his comedies, notably Badekurra (t85g); 
Das Hers rergcssen (1853); and Spirit nicest wit don Feuer! 
(1887), while of his narratives Die illpenbraul (187o) and Wal-
purgis (1870) are distinguished by refined terseness of style and 
delicacy of portraiture. 

A selection of his works, Ausgmodhlte (Verke, was published in 
6 vols. in Berlin (1872-1877), and a supplementary volume in 1884; 
his comedies, Lutopiefe, appeared in two series of 4 vole each 
f18st -186o and 1869-1872). See E. zit Putlitz, Garen eta "Mts. 
Eis Lcbcasbild mu Briefest (3 vols., 019e-4895). 

PUTNAM. ISRAEL (1718-179o), American soldier, was horn 
in Salem Village (now Danvers), Missachussctts, on the 7th of 
January :718. His first American ancestor (of the same family 
as George Pnttenham), came from Aston Abbotts, Bucks, and 
was one of the first settlers of Salem Village. In 174o be removed 
to a farm in the present townships of Pomfret and Brooklyn, 
Connecticut. Here in the winter of 1743-1743 be went down 
into a wolf den (still shown in Pomfret) and at dose quarters 
killed a huge wolf. Putnam took an active part in the French 
and Indian War, enlisting as a private In 1755 and rising to the 
rank of major in March t758. He was conspicuous for personal 
courage and for skill in Indian warfare, and was the hero of 
numerous exploits. In 1764, during Pontiaes consPiraci, be 
commanded the Connecticut troops (Ave companies) it the ex-
pedition under Colonel John Bradstreet for the relief of Detroit. 
He was a prominent member of the Sons of Liberty and a leader 
in the opposition to the Stamp Act ; was elected to the general 
msernbly of Connecticut in 1766 and 1767; and increased his 
political influence by opening a tavern, " The General Wolfe," 
in Brooklyn, Conn. In August 1 774, as chairman of the 
committee of correspondence for Brooklyn parish, he went 
with the committee's message and contributions to the Bogen 
Patriots; and in October became lieutenant-colonel of the 11th 
regiment of Connecticut militia. News of the fighting at 
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Easineten and Canoed reached Min whilehe was ploughing on 
his farm; be instantly left the plough in the farrow and hastened 
to Cambridge; and be was later made second brigadier of the 
Connecticut forces. He was with the force, commanded by 
Colonel William Prescott, which on the night of the itoth of June 
fortified Breed's Hill, and on the next day he took a conspicuous 
port in resisting the British attack 1  (see Bursts lint). Soon 
afterward, on his own authority, he occupied Prospect Hill, an 
important point for the siege of Boston, in which be commanded 
the centre (two brigades) of the American army at Cambridge. 
Alter the evacuation of Boston he was in command of New 
Yost City till Washington's arrival (April :3, 1776), and then 
was put in general chug* of the city's fortifications. Immedi-
ately before the battle of Long Island be succeeded. General 
John Sullivan in command of the troops on Brooklyn Heights, 
and in the battle of Long Island (of Aug. 20 he was in immediate 
command of the American side. In the retreat from New York 
City he commanded one of the three grand divisions, and took 
part in the battle of Harem Heights (September r6). His 
attempt to close the Hudson by sinking vessels in the channel was 
unsuccessful In December be was adored to Philadelphia to 
superintend the fortification of the city, was stationed at Prince-
too, New Jersey, from January to May 1777, and in May took 
command of the Hudson Highlands at Peekskill, which with 
Forts Montgomery and Clinton be abandoned in October, being 
out-manceuvred by the British, and having been weakened by 
Washington's repeated demands for reinforcements. In the spring 
of 1778 be was superseded by General Alexander McDougall, 
but in April a court of inquiry acquitted him of " any Link, 
misconduct or negligence " in connexion with the lose of Forts 
Montgomery and Clinton. After a few months' recruiting service 
in Connecticdt be returned to the main army at White Plains. 
la the winter of 1778-1779 he 02111ussoded the troops quartered 
near Redding. Coon., where Putnam Memorial Park now 
ise In May he took command of the right wing on the west 
side of the Hudson. An attack of paralysis in December 2779 
terminated his active service in the war. He spent his last 
years on his farm in Brooklyn, Conn., when be died on the agtb 
of May 1790. A bronze equestrian statue by Kari Gerhardt, 
over • sarcophagus, was erected at Brooklyn, Coon., by the 
state in 1888, and there is another statue (1874) in Bushnell 
Park, Hartford, by J. Q. A. Ward. 

Putnam was • brave, intrepid and very Menden& soldier 
rather than a great general, but his fame in the Indian wars, his 
personal courage, his bluff heartiness and his good.fellowskip 
made him an idol of the rank and Me; and he is one of the popular 
heroes in American history. He seems to have taken no part 
in the political man:sawing" and cabals which busied many of 
the officers of the American army. 

See W. F. Livingston, Israel Puhteet, Player, ROMP, end Meier- 
Ceworal *Now York, 19o0 in the" American Men of Energy " genes: 
I. N. Tarbox, Lilo 51 Israel Poisonous (Boston, 1876); and Essay en the 
ft of the Honorable Major-General f srael P1111110,17 (Hartford. 1788; 
en rged ed., Boston. 1818), by David Humphreys, for a time 
Putnam's aide-de-camp, 

PUTNAM, RUPUS (1738-1824), American soldier and pioneer, 
wasborn in Sutton, Massachusetts, on the 9th of April 1738 
(O.S.). His grandfather was a half brother to Israel Putnam's 
father. He served in the French and Indian War in 1757-60; 
was a millwright in New Braintree in 1761-2768, during which 
time he studied surveying; and from :769 until the War of 
Independence was a farmer and surveyor.' In 1773, with Israel 

So loose was the army's organisation that it is imposaibk to 
settle the question whether Putnam or Prescott was in command at 
Bunker Hill. Apparently their authority did not clash and wee 
practically independent. See Justin Winsor in his Narrative and 
Critical Ilisfeev, vL ego-ter (reprinted in 1.ivinpton's Israel Pass.,, 

"M' .66 of February 1779, with a small outpost, he was 
surprised near Greenwich by a superior force under General William 
Tryon. He ordered • retreat, started to Stamford for reinforce-
ments aad, being closely punned by several dragoons. is mid to have 
ridden doors • steep hill (marked in :goo with a granite monument). 
and thus escaped From Stamford he hastened back with rein- 
fgreements and took thirty-tight prisoners from Tryon. •  

Putnam and two others, he visited West 'Florida to examine 
lands which, it was expected, were to be granted to the provincial 
troops for their services against the French and Indians, and 
which he charted (see Massissren). He became lieutenant-
colonel in one of the first regiments raised after the battle of 
Lexington, and served before Boston; in March e776 be was made 
chief engineer of the works at New York; in August he was 
appointed engineer with the rank of colonel; and twhen Congress 
did not act on his plan (submitted in Oct 1776) for the 
establishment of a distinct engineer corps be resigned (Dec. 1776), 
and in my served in the northern army under Major.General 
Horatio Gates, commanding two regiments in the second battle 
of Saratoga In 1778 he laid out fortifications, including Fort 
Putnam, at West Point, and in tyyg be served under Major-
General Anthony Wayne after the capture of Stony Point. For 
the remainder of the war he saw little active service. In 
January 1783 be was commissioned brigadier-general. After the 
war be returned to Rutland, Mass., where be had bought a 
confiscated fain in Wick. In March 1786 he founded, with other 
officers of the War of Independence, the Ohio Company of 
Associates for the purchase and settlement of Western lands. 
In November 1787, after Congress bad made its grant to the 
Ohio Company, he was appointed by the company superintendent 
of its proposed settlement on the Ohio, and in 1788 he led the 
small party which founded. Marietta, Ohio. He was a judge of 
the court of the North-West Territory in 1790-1796; was a briga-
dier-general in the army and • commissioner to treat with the 
Indians in 1793-1793;  was surveyorw‘ormal of the United States 
in r796-i8o3; and in illen was a member of the Ohio state consti-
tntional convention. He died, in Marietta, on the 4th of May 
au. He has been called " The Father of Ohio," and he contri-
buted greatly toward the material building up of the North-West 
T 	- 

!"* .c 1 ,4m W. ' mpbeil, f_feereelikal Adams (Columbus. Ohio. 
183*);_Sidnry ( - r rford. " :tutus Putnam, and his Pioneer life in 
the North-West, rot. xii., new series, pp. 431-454. Proceedings of 
the American .1 ,  ■nariort Sanely (Worcester, 1890), and Rowena 
Buell (eel.), The maim of Rufus Penton (Boston, 1603), in which 
his autobiograpl, his journal and other papers, now in the library 
of Marietta Coll, . are reprinted. His Amoral, :757-1760, dealing 
with hit esperie" a in the French and Indian War, was edited with 
11 ,- • !.. C. U. as (Albany, New York, 1816). 

PUTNAM. a city and the conntresat of Windham county, 
Connecticut, US.A., in the township of Putnam, on the Quint:- 
bang river, at the mouth of the Mill river, in the N.E. part of 
the state, about 6 m. from the Rhode Island boundary and about 
7i m. from that of Massachusetts. Pop. (agoo), of the town-
ship (including the dty), 7348 ; of the dty, 6667 (2012 being 
foreign born); (rote) 6637. Putnam if at the Intersection 01 two 
branches of the New York, New Haven & Hartford railway, 
and is connected by electric line with Worcester, Norwich and 
Providence. The city is the seat of two Roman Catholic insti-
tutions, St Mary's Convent and Notre Dame Academy, and has 
a public library and an endowed hospital The Quinebaug and 
Mill fivers provide excellent water-power. The township 
(named in honour of General Israel Putnam) was 'numerated 
in 1855. and the city was chartered in 093. 

PUTTEE, or Porne, the name, adapted from the Hindi 
pat, bandage (Skr. pieta, strip of cloth), for a covering lor the 
lower part of the leg from the ankle to the knee, consisting of a 
long narrow piece of cloth wound tightly and spirally toned the 
leg, and serving both as a support and protection, worn especially 
by riders, and taking the place of the leather or cloth gaiter. 
It has been adopted as part of the uniform of the mounted soldier 
in the British army. 

PUITINHAM. OEM! (d. ipso); the reputed author out 
The Ark of Eaglini Pause (x589). The book was entered at 
Stationers' Hall in r588, and published in the following year 
with a dedicatory letter to Lord Burghley written by the printer 
Richard Field. who professed ignorance of the writer's name and 
position. There is no contemporary evidence for the authorship, 
and the name of Puttenham is first definitely associated with It 
in the Hypercritic; of Edmund Bolton, published in tlet, but 
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wrkten in the beginning of the 17th century, pahaps as early 
as i6o5. The writer of the Ark of English Poesie supplies certain 
biographical details. He was educated at °dad, and at the 
age of eighteen be addressed an eclogue entitled Elpies to Edward 
VI. In his youth be had visited Spain, Fran& and Italy, and 
was better acquainted with foreign courts than with his own. 
In 1579 he presented to Queen Elizabeth his Partkeniades 
(printed in a collection of MSS. Ballads by F. J. Furnivall), and 
he wrote the treatise in question especially for the delectation 
of the queen and her ladies. He mentions nine other works of 
his, none of which are extant. There is no direct evidence beyond 
Bolton's ascription to identify the author with George or Richard 
Puttenham, the sons of Robert Puttenham and his wife Margaret, 
the sister of Sir Thomas Elyot, who dedicated his treatise on the 
Edscallos or Bringing up of Children to her for the benefit of her 
sons. Both made unhappy marriages, were constantly engaged 
in litigation, and were frequently in disgrace. Richard was in 
prison when the book was licensed to be printed, and when he 
made his will in 1597 he was in the Queen's Bench Prison. He 
was buried, according to John Payne Collier, at St Clement 
Danes, London, on the and of July tem. George Puttenham 
is said to have been implicated in a plot against Lord Burghley 
In 157o, and  In December 1578 was imprisoned. In 1585 he 
received reparation from the privy council for alleged wrongs 
suffered at the hands of his relations. His will is dated the at of 
September r stio. Richard Puttenham is known to have spent 
much of his time abroad, whereas there is no evidence that 
George ever left England. This agrees better with the writer's 
account of himself; but if the statement that he addressed 
Elpitse to Edward VI. when he was eighteen years of age be 
taken to imply that the production of this work fell within 
that king's reign, the date of the author's birth cannot be placed 
anterior to 1529. At the date (I 546) of his inheritance of his 
grandfather, Sir Thomas Elyot's estates, Richard Puttenham 
was proved in an inquisition held at Newmarket to have been 
twenty-six years old. 

Whoever the author may have been, there is no doubt about 
the importance of the work, which is the most systematic and 
comprehensive treatise of the time on its subject. It is " con-
trived into three bookes: the first of poets and poesies, the second 
of proportion, the third of ornament." The first section contains 
a general history of the art of poetry, and a discussion of the 
various forms of poetry; the second treats of prosody, dealing in 
turn with the measures in use in English verse, the caesura, 
punctuation, rhyme, accent, cadence, " proportion in figure," 
which the author illustrates by geometrical diagrams, and the 
proposed innovations of English quantitative verse; the section 
on ornament deals with style, the distinctions between written 
and spoken language, the figures of speech; and the author 
closes with lengthy observations on good manners. It is interest-
ing to note that in his remarks on language he deprecates the 
use of archaisms, and although he allows that the purer Saxon 
speech is spoken beyond the Trent, he advises the English writer 
to take as his model the usual speech of the court, of London and 
the home counties. 

Many later " poetics " are indebted to this book. The original 
edition is very rare. Professor Edward Arbet's reprint (1869) 
contains a clear summary of the various documents with regard to 
the authorship of this treatise. The history of the Putter ms is 
discussed in H. H. S. Croft's edition of Ellt's Bolts called Me Goer-
sour. A easeful investigation brought him to the conclusion that 
the evidence was in favour of Richard. These are other modern 
editions of the book, notably ate in J. Haslewood's Ancient Critical 
Essays (1811-181 5). 5). 

PUTTING THE SHOT (or Waal -4, a form of athletic sports 
(q.v.). It is the only weight event now remaining in the champion-
ship programme which requires a " put " as distinct from a throw, 
a put being • fair and square push straight from the shoulder. 
quite distinct from throwing or bowling, which are not allowed 
io putting the shot. The exercise originated in Great Britain, 
where, before the formation of the Amateur Athletic Association. 
the shot (a round weight of t6 lb) was put from a joist about 

h. long with a run of y ft., the distance being measured 

from the impression made by the Mang missile to the peal 
on the joist, or a line continuing k, opposite the impose* a. 
Hence the putter failed to get the full benefit of any put save a 
perfectly straight one. The present British rule is that the put 
shall be made from a p-ft. square, and the distance taker hem 
the first pitch of the shot to the front line of the square or that 
line produced, as by the old method. In America the put is 
made from a 7-ft. circle, and the distance measured from the tads 
to the nearest point of the circle, which has a raised edge In front 
to prevent overstepping and conferment fouls. Individual putters 
have slight variations of method, but the following descriptioss 
is substantially good for all. The putter stands in the back pert 
of the square or circle with his weight entirely upon his right let 
which is bent. The body Is inclined slightly backward, the IA 
arm stretched out in front as a balance, and the right hand, the 
shot resting in the palm, is,beld against, or an Inch or two from, 
the neck below and behind the right ear. From this position 
a hop forward is made with the right leg, the Mot landing in 
the middle of the square and the balance being preserved, so 
that the right shoulder is kept well back. Then, letting the right 
leg bend well down, the athlete springs up with a rapid twist of 
the body, so that the right shoulder is brought forward, and the 
right arm is thrust forward with all possible force, the secret 
being to throw all the weight and power of. the body and arsine° 
the put at the very moment of delivery. Mere brute strength 
and weight have less to do with successful shot-putting than in 
hammer-throwing or throwing the 56-lb weight, and on this 
account some comparatively light men have repeatedly beaten 
larger and taller putters. Thus G. R. Gray, a Canadian by birth. 
who for many years held the werld's record of 47 ft. kw the 
16-lb shot, was • smaller and less powerful man than several 
whom he defeated; and another champion of light weight was 
W. F. Robertson of Scotland, who weighed only rso lb. Among 
the best putters of earlier times were E. J. Bor, London Athletic 
Club, who made a put of 42 ft. 5 in. in 1872; W. Y. Winthrop 
and G. Ross. The talent of Irish athletes both in Great Brittle 
and America for weight putting and throwing is remarkable, 
among the most famous of Irish putters being W. J. M. Barry 
and Denis Hogan, the latter of whom won the amateur champion-
ship in seven consecutive years from 1893, and again in 1904 and 
1905. The record in two for the r6-lb shot was 51 ft., made at 
San Francisco in woe by R. Rose. 

PITITILAKIIIIR, ROBERT TON (1838--scroo), Prussian states-
man, was born at Frankfort-on-the•Oder on the 5th of May dislk 
His father, Eugen von Puttkamaser, Ohesprdttilexl of Pew. 
belonged to a widely extended noble family, of which Bismarckt 
wife and Robert von Puttkammer's own wife were also members. 
Robert von Purtkammer, after a short came of law, began his 
official career in ifiso as Anskykolor in the courts at Dane& 
but in 1852 entered the civil service, receiving after his promotion 
to the rank of Assessor in 1854 a post in the railway department 
of the ministry for trade and industry. In 1859 he became a 
member of the presidia( council (Oberprasidialrat) at Cabins. 
capital of the Prussian Rhine province, and from 186o to 1166 
was Landrar at Demmin in Pomerania. During the war with 
Austria he acted as civil commissary in Moravia. From 1867 
to 1811 he was a councillor in the chancery of the North German 
Confederation. In 1871 he was appointed president of the 
governmental district of Gumbinnen in East Prussia, in I875 
district president (Besirksprtruferit) in Lorraine, and in *877 
Marta:idea in Silesia. From 1874 onward he was frequently 
elected to the Reklutag and the Prussian Chamber of Deputies. 
in which he attached himself to the German Conservative party. 
Puttkammer was the chosen instrument of the Clerical Conserve-

. dye policy initiated by Bismarck when the Socialist pall made 
It expedient to conciliate the Catholic Centre. As Oberpossideer 
of Silesia he had already done much to mitigate the rigour et the 
application of the " May Laws," and as minister of public worship 
and of the interior he continued this policy. He is also remem-
bered as the author of the ordinance of the net of Jemmy Me 
on the simplification of German orthography. This was it first 
vigorously opposed, not least by Bismarck himself; but Its 
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Convenience soon became evident, it was increasingly put into 
practice, and was so well based that later reformers have only 
needed to follow the lines laid down by Puttkammer. As 
minister of the interior Puttkanamer's activities were less com-
mendable. His reactionary conservative temper was in complete 
harmony with the views of Bismarck and the emperor William, 
and with their powerful support he attempted, in defiance of 
modern democratic principles and even of the spirit of the 
constitution, to re-establish the old Prussian system of rigid 
discipline from above. He was above all cencemed to nip in 
the bud any tendencies in the bureaucracy to revolt, and it was 
on his initiative that, on the 4th of January 1882, 'a royal 
ordinance laid it down as the duty of all officials to give the govern-
ment their unconditional support at political elections. Similarly 
though he carried out many useful administrative reforms, in a 
vain effort to combat Social Democracy he seriously interfered 
with the liberty of public meeting and attempted the forcible 
suppression of strike movements. This " Puttkammer regime " 
was intensely unpopular; it was attacked in the Reichstag not 
only by Radicals like Richter and Rickert, but by National 
Liberals like Bennigsen, and when the emperor Frederick III., 
whose Liberal tendencies were notorious, succeeded to the throne, 
it was clear that it could not last. In spits of Biseaarck's support 
Puttkammer was forced to resign on the 8th of June i88& 
Under William II., however, whose principles were those of his 
grandfather, Puttkammer was Largely rehabilitated. On the 1st 
of January 1889 he received the Order of the Black Eagle. He was 
appointed a secular canon (Domherr) of Memeburg, and in 1891 
became Obcrpraside•t of Prussian Pomerania. In this office, 
which he held till 1899, he did very useful work in collaboration 
with the provincial estates. He died on his property at Karlin in 
Pomerania on the 15th of March groo. (f. Ha.) 

PUTTY, originally tin oxide in a state of fine division used 
for polishing glass, granite, &c., now known as " putty powder " 
or " polisher's putty " (from 0. Fr. peter, a potful, hence brass, 
tin, pewter, &c., calcined in a pot). More commonly the term 
is applied to a kind of cement composed of fine powdered chalk 
intimately mixed with linseed oil, either boiled or raw, to the 
consistency of a tough dough. It is principally used by glaziers 
for bedding and fixing sheets of glass in windows and other 
frames, and by joiners and painters for filling up nail-holes 
and other inequalities in the surface of woodwork. The oxida-
tion of the oil gradually hardens the putty into a very dense 
adherent mass, but when it is required to dry quickly, boiled 
oil and sometimes litharge and other driers are used. The word 
is also used of a fine lime cement employed by masons. 

PUVIS DB CHAVANNES, PIERRE CECILE (184 - 1898), 
French painter, was born at Lyons on the rat h of December 1824. 
His father was a mining engineer, the descendant of an old family 
of Burgundy. Pierre Puvis was educated at the Lyons College 
and at the Lycie Henri IV. in Paris, and was intended to follow 
his father's profession when a serious illness interrupted his 
studies. A journey to Italy opened his mind to fresh ideas, and 
on his return to France he announced his intention of becoming 
• painter, and went to study first under Henri Scheffer, and then 
under Couture. On leaving this muter in 1852 he established 
himself in a studio in the Place Pigalle (which he did not give 
up till 1897), and there organized a sort of academy for a group 
of fellow students who wished to week from the living model. 
Puvis first exhibited in the Salon of aro a " Pieta," and in the 
same year he painted " Mademoiselle de Sombreull Drinking a 
Glass of Blood to Save her Father," and " Joan Cavalier . by his 
Mother's Deathbed," besides an" Erne Homo." now in the church 
of Champagnat (Saone-et-Loire). In illse and in the two follow-
ing yews Paris's pictures were rejected by the Salon, and were 
sent to a private exhibition in the Galeries Bonne Nouvelle. 
The public laughed at his work as loudly as at that of Courbet, 
but the young painter was none the less warmly defended by 
Theophile Gautier and Theodore de Danville. For nine years 
Puvis was excluded from the Salons. In 0357 he had painted 
a " Martyrdom of St Sebastian," " Meditation," " Village 
Firemen," " Julie," " Herodias." and " Saint Castilla "—  

compositions showing • great variety of impulse, still undwided 
in style and reflecting the influence of the Italian masters as 
well as of Delacroix and Couture. In i859 Nisi' reappeared 
in the Salon with the " Return from Hunting " (now in the 
Marseilles Gallery). But not till he produced " Peace " and 
" War " did he really impress his critics, inaugurating a vast 
series of decorative paintings. For these two works a second-
class medal was awarded to him, and the state offered to purchase 
the " Peace." Puvis, not choosing to part the paw, made a 
gift of " War " to the state. He then set to work again, and in 
1864 exhibited " Autumn " and " Sleep," but found no put. 
chasers. One of these pictures is now in the Lyons Museum, 
and the other at Lille. " Peace " and " War " were placed in 
the great gallery of the museum at Amiens, where Puvis 
completed their effect by painting four panels—a " Standard-
Bearer," " Woman Weeping over the Ruins of her Home," a 
" Reaper," and a " Woman Spinning." These works were so 
much admired that further decorations were ordered for the 
same building, and the artist presented to the city of Amiens 
" Labour " and " Repose," for which the municipality could 
not afford to pay. At their request Puvis undertook another 
work, intended for the upper landing of the staircase, and in 
i865 a composition entitled " Ave Pkardia Nutria," allegorical 
of the fertility of the province, was added to the collection. In 
1879 the city wished to complete the decoration of the building, 
and the painter, again at his own expense, executed the cartoon 
of " Ludus pro patria," exhibited in the Salon of 188, and 
purchased by the state, which at the same time gave hint a 
commission for the finished work. While toiling at these large 
works, Puvis de Chavannes rested himself by painting easel 
pictures. To the salon of 187o he bad sent a picture called 
" Harvest;' the " Beheading of John the Baptist " figured in the 
Great Exhibition of 1889; then followed " Hope " (i872), the 
" Family of Fisher-Folk " (1875), and " Women on the Sea-
shore" (1879). But these canvases, however interesting, are 
not to be named by the side of his grand decorative works. 
Two paintings in the Palais Longchamp at Marseilles, ordered in 
1867, represent " Marseilles as a Greek Colony " and " Marseilles, 
the Emporium of the East." After these, Puvis executed for 
the town-hall of Poitiers two decorative paintings of historical 
subjects: " Radegund," and " Charles Martel." The Pantheon 
in Paris also possesses a decorative work of great interest by 
this painter: " The Life of Saint Genevieve," treated in three 
panels. In 1876 the Department of Fine Arts in Paris gave the 
artist it commission to paint " Saint Genevieve giving Food to 
Paris " and " Saint Genevieve watching over Sleeping Paris," 
in which he gave to the saint the features of Princess Cantaeusene, 
his wife, who died not long before he did. At the time of his 
death—on the 24th of October :898—the work was almost 
finished. After completing the first paintings in the Pantheon, 
which occupied him for three years and right months, Puvis de 
Chavannes undertook to paint the staircase leading to the gallery 
of fine arts in the Lyons Museum, and took for his subjects the 
" Vision of the Antique," a procession of youths on horseback, 
which a female figure standing on a knoll points out to Pbeidias; 
the " Sacred Grove "; and two allegorical figures of " The 
Rhone " and " The Sa6ne." It was in the same mood of 
inspiration by the antique that he painted the hemicyde at the 
Sorbonne, an allegory of " Science, Art, and Letters," a work of 
great extent, for which be was paid 35,000 francs (Lt400). At 
the Head. de Vale in Paris, again, Puvis decorated the grand 
staircase and the first reception-room. These works employed 
him from 1889 till :893. In the reception-room he painted two 
panels, " Winter " and " Summer "; the mural paintings on the 
staircase, which had previously been placed is the hands of 
Baudry and of Delaunay, are devoted to the glory of the attri-
butes of the city of Paris. On the ceiling we see Victor Hugo 
offering his lyre to the city of Paris. The pictures in the Roues 
Museum (i89o-1892) show a different vein, and the artist's 
power of conceiving and setting forth a plastic scheme enabling 
him to decorate a public building with beautiful human figures 
and the finest lines of landscape. We see here toilers raising a 
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colossal monolith, part of some ancient monument, to add it to 
other architectural pieces; then the busy scene of a pottery; and 
finally artists,painting in the open air. Puvis, as a rule, adhered 
to the presentment of the nude or of the lightest drapery; here, 
however, in response to some critical remarks, he has clad his 
figures exclusively in modern dress. After prolonged negotia-
tions, begun so early as in 11391, with the trustees of the Boston 
Library, U.S.A., Puvis de Chavannes accepted a commission to 
paint nine large panels for that building, to be inserted in separate 
compartments, three facing the door, three to the right and three 
to the left. These pictures, begun in i895, were finished in 
1898. In these works of his latest period Puvis de Cheyennes 
soars boldly above realistic vision. In the figures which people 
the walls with poetic images he endeavours to achieve originality 
of the embodying forms, and at the same time a plastic expression 
of ideas born of a mind whose conceptions grew ever loftier, while 
yet the artist would not abandon the severe study of nature. 
Such works as the great paintings at Amiens, Rouen, Marseilles, 
the Pantheon, the Sorbonne, and the Hetel de Ville are among 
the most important productions of French art in the 19th century. 
Puvis de Chavannes was president of the National Society of 
Fine Arts (the New Salon). His principal pupils and followers 
are Ary Renan (d. woo), Baudouin, J. F. Auburtin and Cottet. 

See A. Michel, " Exposition de M. Puvis de Cheyennes," Casette 
des beaus-arts (1888),• Marius Vachon, Pant de °savouries (two); 
J. Buisson, " Puvis de Chavannes, Souvenirs Intim'," Gazette des 
beaus-arts (18og). (H. Fa.) 

PUY, a geological term used locally in Auvergne for a volcanic 
bill. Most of the puys of central France are small cinder-cones, 
with or without associated lava, whilst others are domes of 
trachytic rock, like the domite of the Puy-de-D6me. The 
puys may be scattered as isolated hills, or, as is more usual, 
clustered together, sometimes in lines. The chain of puys in 
central France probably became extinct in late prehistoric 
time. Other volcanic hills more or less like those of Auvergne 
are also known to geologists as puys; examples may be found 
in the Eifel and in the small cones on the Bay of Naples, whilst 
the relics of denuded puys are numerous in the Swabian Alps of 
Wiirttemberg, as pointed out by W. Branco. Sir A. Geikie has 
shown that the puy type of eruption was common in the British 
area in Carboniferous and Permian times, as abundantly attested 
in central Scotland by remains of the old volcanoes, now generally 
reduced by denudation to the mere neck, or volcanic vent, filled 
with tuff and agglomerate, or plugged with lava. 

See Sir A. Geikie, Ancient Vokarsoes of Great Britain (1897). 

PUY-DB-1)01111, a department of central France, four-fifths 
of which belonged to Basse-Auvergne, one sixth to Bourbonnais, 
and the remainder to Form (Lyonnais). Area, 3094 sq. m. 
Pop. (t906), 535419 - It is bounded N. by Allier, E. by Loire, 
S. by Haute-Lore and Centel, and W. by Curren and Creme. 
The highest point of the department, the Puy de Sancy (6188 ft.), 
is also the moat elevated peak of central France; it commands 
the group of the volcanic Monte Dore, so remarkable for their 
rocky conies, their erosion valleys, their trap dykes and argues 
of basalt, their lakes sleeping in the depths of ancient craters 
or confined in the valleys by streams of lava, and their wide 
plains of pasture-land. The Puy de Sancy, forming part of 
the watershed, gives rise on its northern slope to the Dordogne, 
and on the east to the Couze, a sub-tributary of the Loire, through 
the Allier. The Monts Dore are joined to the mountains of 
Centel by the non-volcanic group of the Cizallier, of which the 
highest peak, the Luguet (star ft.), rises on the confines of Puy-
de-D6me and Centel. On the north the Monts Dore are con-
tinued by a plateau of a mean height of from 3000 to ssoo ft., 
upon which are seen sixty cones raised by volcanic outbursts 
in former times. These are the Moats D6rne, which extend from 
south to north as far as Riom, the most remarkable being the 
Puy-de-Dhow (4800 ft.), from which the department takes its 
name, and the Puy-dc-Pariou, the latter having a crater more than 
Soo ft. in depth. A meteorological observatory occupies the sum-
mit of the Puy-de-Deme, which was once crowned by a Roman 
temple, the ruins of which still exist. To the east of the depart- 

ment, along the confines of Loire, are the Monts du Pores, rising 
to 5380 ft. and continued north by the Bois Nob". Between 
these mountains and the D6me extends the fertile plain of 
Limagne. The drainage of Puy-de-D6me is divided between 
the Loire, by its affluents the Allier and the Cher, and the 
Gironde, by the Dordogne. The Allier traverses the department 
from south to north, receiving on its right the Dore, which falls 
into the Allier at the northern boundary and lowest level of the 
department (879 ft.); on its left are the Alagnon from the Centel, 
the two Comes from the Luguet and the Monts Dore, and the 
Sioule, the most important of all, which drains the north-wen 
slopes of the Monts Dore and Dome, and joins the Allier beyond 
the limits of the department. The Cher forms for a short space 
the boundary between the departments of Puy-de-Dente and 
Creuse, close to that of Allier. The Dordogne, while still scarcdy 
formed, flows past Mont-Dore-les-Bain and La Bourboule and 
is lost in a deep valley which divides this department from that 
of Correze. None of these streams is navigable, but boats can 
be used on the Allier during floods. The climate of Puy-de-
Dome is usually very severe, owing to its high level and its 
distance from the sea; the mildest air is found in the northern 
valleys, where the elevation is least. During summer the hills 
about Clermont-Ferrand, exposed to the sun, become all the 
hotter because their black volcanic soil absorbs its rays. On the 
average 2s or 26 in. of rain fall in the year; in the Limagne around 
which the mountains arrest the clouds rainfall is less. Never-
theless the soil of this plain, consisting of alluvial deposits of 
volcanic origin, and watered by torrents and streams from the 
mountains, makes it one of the richest regions of France. In the 
highest altitudes the rainfall attains 64 in. 

About two-thirds of the inhabitants of Poy-de•Deme ars engaged 
in agriculture. The Limagne yields a variety of products and the 
vine flourishes on its hill-sides . The high mountains provide pasture 
for large flocks of cows and sheep, and cheese-making is an industry 
of much importance. The intermediate region is cultivated chiefly 
for cereals, the chief of which are rye, wheat, oats and barley. Pota-
toes are largely grown, and, to a less extent, peas, beans, beetroot and 
colas. The Ltmagne produces fruits of all kinds—apricots. cherries 
pears, walnuts and apples, from which considerable quantities of 
cider are made. The department possesses considerable mineral 
wealth. There are important coal-mules at Biwasse on the Allier, 
on the borders of Haute-Loire, at St Eloy near the department at 
Allier, and at Bourg-Lastic on the borders of Cortese. Peat, asphalt. 
bituminous schisms, antimony, mispickel and argentiferous lead are 
also worked. Of the last named there are mines and foundries at 
Pontgibaud on the Sioule. Amethysts and other rare minerals are 
found and there are numerous a q tarries. The watering-plates 
of Mont Dore. Royat and La Bourbolule receive separate nowt-
The springs of St Nectaire, containing sodium and iron chlorides 
and bicarbonates, are efficacious in liver complaints, rheumatism and 
gravel. The waters of Chateauneuf (on the Simile), also known to 
the Romans, contain iron bicarbonates and are resorted to for skin 
diseases. Those of ChAtelguyon, like the waters of Coasted and 
Marienbad, are used for disorders of the digestive organs, congestions 
of the liver, rheumatism, &c. There are many other mineral springs 
of varied character. Manufactures are for the most part grouped 
around Thiers, which produces a large amount of cheap cutlery. 
paper and leather, and Clermont-Ferrand, the capital. The 
ment contains factories for lace and braid (in the mountains), for 
buntings and camlets and wool, cotton and hemp mills. here 
are wool-carding works and factories for linens, cloths and counter-
panes, also silk-mills, tanneries, manufactories for chamois and other 
leathers, for caoutchoue (Clermont-Ferrand), sugar-works, macro- 
factures of edible pastes with a reputation as high as those of Italy. 
and manufactures of fruit-preserves. The department capons 
grain, fruits, cattle, wines, cheese, wood, mineral waters. cutlery &e. 
It is served by the (Wane and Paris-Lyon railway complain. Aenw 
thousands of the inhabitants, belonging chiefly to the disuict 
Ambert, leave it during winter and find work elsewhere as panties 
chimney-sweeps, pit-sawyers, &c. The department comprises 3 
arrondissements—Clermont-Ferrand, Ambert, 10101111`. Ricer, Thiess 
—so cantons and 47t communes. It is included in the b1311Mplir 
and academie (educational division) of Clermont•Ferrand and the 
region of the XIII. army coml, of which the headquartzrs are in the 
same town; the appeal court is at Rim. 

The more noteworthy places in the department are Clermont-
Ferranti, 'moire, Thiers, Riom, Ambert, Mont-Dort-im-Beins. 
La Bourboule and Royat (all separately noticed). Near aer 
moat-Ferrand is Moat Gergovie (see Gettoovis) the some of the 
victory of Vercingetorix over Julius Caesar. Other plates of 
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interest are Hillom, Chimaera, Courpiere, Ordval, St Nectaire 
and St Saturnia, which possess churches in the Romanesque style 
of Auvergne. Them are ruined feudal strongholds of great 
interest at ?duels and Tournoti (near Vo!vie). Vic-le-Comte 
has a sainte-chapelle which is a beautiful example of the tran-
sition from Gothic to Renaissance architecture, and Aigueperse 
has a Gothic church of the 13th to the 15th century. Near 
Pontgibaud are the ruins (13th century) of the Carthusian abbey 
of Port St Made. 

PUTLAURESIL ANTOINE DI LIME, Doc DE (d. 1635), 
French courtier, was born of an old Languedoc family. Attached 
to the household of Gaston, duke of Orleans, brother of Louis 
XIII., he gained a complete ascendancy over the weak prince 
by pandering to his pleasures, and became his adviser in the 
intrigues against Cardinal Richelieu. It was Puylaurens who 
arranged the escape of Gaston to Brussels in 1632 after the 
capture of Henri, duc de Montmorency, and then negotiated his 
return with Richelieu, on condition that he should be reconciled 
to the king. As a reward Richelieu gave him Aiguill' on, erected 
into a duchy. But he plunged into new intrigues, and was 
imprisoned first in the Louvre in 1635, then in Vincennes, where 
he died the same year. 

PUZZLE, a perplexing question, particularly • mechanical 
toy or other device involving some constructional problem, to 
be solved by the exercise of patience or ingenuity. Some of 
the oldest mechanical puzzles are those of the Chinese, one of the 
moat familiar being that known as the taregrarn (chi ch'im me), 
which consists of a square of wood or other material cut into 
five triangles, of different sites, a small square and • lozenge, 
which can be so placed as to form over Soo different figures. 
This puzzle is sometimes made of ivory carved with the delicate 
workmanship for which the Chinese craftsmen are renowned, 
and is enclosed in a carved box. Another well-known puzzle 
is known as the " Chinese rings," consisting of a series of rings 
running linked together on a bar, the problem being to take 
them off the bar and replace them. The commonest of all 
puzzles are coloured maps, pictures (" jig-saw ") or designs, 
dissected into numerous variously shaped pieces, to be fitted 
together to form the complete design. A great number of puzzles 
are based on mathematical principles, such as the " fifteen 
puzzle," the " railway shunting puzzle," and the like. 

See W. W. Rouse Ball, Mathematical Recreatimu sad Ammonia 
(OW). 

The etymology of the word " puzzle " is disputed. It has 
been usual to consider that the verb, which appears first at the 
end of the tall century, is derived from the substantive, and that 
this is an aphetic form of " apposal " or " opposal " i.e. opposi-
tion, hence a question for solution, cf. Lydgate, Fall of Princes, 
quoted by Skeet (Etym. Diet. 0198). The New English Dictionary, 
however, takes It as dear from the chronological evidence and 
sense-development that the substantive is derived from the verb, 
which, in its earliest examples, means to put in embarrassing 
material circumstances, to bewilder, to perplex. This seems 
against making " to puzzle " a derivative of " to pose," i.e. 
" oppose," to examine by putting questions. Some connexion 
may be found with a much earlier word " pcselet," confused, 
bewildered, which does not occur later than the end of the 14th 
century. 

PWLLHELI (" salt pit," or " pool "), a municipal and con-
tributory parliamentary borough (Carnarvon district), seaport 
and market-town of Carnervonshire, North Wales, 20 nt. S. of 
Carnarvon and 27o m. from London by rail. Pop. (toot), 3675. 
It is on the north side of Cardigan Bay, on the shore of Tre-
rnadoc Bay, with a sandy beach 4 m. in length and good bathing. 
It is the terminus of the Cambrian railway (the London & 
North-Western railway being 4 m. distant at Arcanum junction). 
PwItheli commands a good view of Merionethshire and of the 
Snowdon range, with the entire sweep of Cardigan Bay, Carreg 
yr ymbill (gimlet stone) at the mouth of the harbour, Abersoch 
and St Tud wars Islands. Many hundred acres of land have 
been reclaimed from the sea here and along the coast of the bay; 
there are costly embankments and good hubourage.. The coast  

is locally noted for fisheries (especially of lobsters and oysters) 
and some ship-building is carried on. PwIlheli was incorporated 
by,Edward the Black Prince. At Nevin (Nefyn), 6 m. distant, 
Edward I. held a tournament or revel, in 1284, on a magnificent 
scale, to commemorate his conquest of Wales. 

Pl'AllEPSIA, or PYANOYS1A (from .Gr. flans se nano!, 
bean, and liar, to boil), an ancient festival in honour of 
Apollo, held at Athens on the yth of the month Pyanepsion 
(October). A bodge-podge of pulse was prepared and offered 
to Apollo (in his capacity as sun god and ripener of fruits) and 
the Horae, as the first-fruits of the autumn harvest. Another 
offering on this occasion was the eiresiini. This was a branch 
of olive or laurel, bound with purple or white wool, round which 
were hung various fruits of the season, pastries, and small jars 
of honey, oil and wine. It was intended as a thank-offering for 
blessings received, and at the same time as a prayer for similar 
blessings and protection against evil in future; hence, it was 
called a " suppliant " branch (Lenge). The name is generally 
derived from dote (wool) in reference to the woollen bands, 
but some connect it with dam (to speak), the eiresithet 
being regarded as the " spokesman " of the suppliants. It was 
carried in procession by • boy whose parents were both alive 
to the temple of Apollo, where it was suspended on the gate. 
The doors of private houses were similarly adorned. The branch 
was allowed to hang for a year, when it was replaced by a new 
one, since by that time it was supposed to have lost its virtue. 
During the procession a chant (also called eirerichg) was sung, the 
text of which has been preserved in Plutarch (Theseus, 22) 2- 

° Eked/Ina carries figs and rich cakes; 
Honey and oil in a jar to anoint the limbs; 
And pure wine, that she may be drunken and go to sleep." 

Thesemi-personification of eiresirmi will be noticed; and, accord-
ing to Mannhardt, the branch" embodies the tree-spirit conceived 
as the spirit of vegetation in general, whose vivifying and fructify-
ing influence is thus brought to bear upon the corn in particular." 

Aetiologista connected both offerings with the Cretan expedi-
tion of Theseus, who, when driven ashore at Delos, vowed a 
thank-offering to Apollo if he slew the Minotaur, which after-
wards took the form of the eiresiOni and Pyanopsia. To explain 
the origin of the bodge-podge, it was said that his comrades on 
landing in Attica gathered up the scraps of their provisions that 
remained and prepared a meal from them. 

See W. Mannhardt. Wald- and Feldkulte (loos), ii. 214. for an 
exhaustive account of the aressOnt and its analogies; J. G. Fraser, 
The Golden Dough (woo), i. leo; J. E. Harrison. Prokgmena to 
Greek Religion (Igoe), ch. 3; L. R. Fame!. Gaits of the Greek States 
(1907). iv. 286. 

PTAPOIL a town and district of Lower Burma. The town 
is situated on a river of the same name, one of the numerous 
mouths of the Irrawaddy, about 12 m. from the sea. Pop. 
(teem), 5883. The district, which was only formed in teo3, lies 
within the delta of the Irrawaddy. It is a vast plain, inter-
sected by tidal creeks and subject to inundation at high spring 
tides. The swampy jungle is being rapidly reclaimed for rice 
cultivation, which is the sole crop. Area, 2137 sq. m.; pop. 
(tent), 226,443, showing an increase of 63% in the decade. 

PYAT, FELIX (i8io-2889), French Socialist, was born at 
Vierzon (Cher) on the nth of October t8to, the son of a Legitimist 
lawyer. Called to the bar in Paris in 1831, he threw his whole 
energies into journalism. The violent personalities of a pam-
phlet entitled Marie Joseph Clania ct le prince des critiques 
(n844), in reply to Jules Janin, brought him a six months' 
sojourn in La Pelagic, in the cell just quitted by Lamennais. 
He worked with other dramatists in a long series of plays, with 
an interval of six years on the National, until the revolution of 
1848. George Sand, whom he had introduced in 183o to the 
staff of the Figaro, now asked Ledru-Rollin to make him commis-
sary-general of the Cher. After three months' tenure of this 
office he was returned by the department to the Constituent 
Assembly, where he voted with the Mountain, and brought 
forward the celebrated motion for the abolition of the presidential 
office. About this time he fought a duel with Proudbon, wbo 
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had called him the "aristocrat of the democracy." He joined 
Ledru-Rollin in the attempt of the 13th of June 1849, after 
which he sought refuge in Switzerland, Belgium, and finally 
in England. For a glorification of regicide on the occasion of 
the Orsini attempt against Napoleon III. he was brought before 
an English court, but acquitted, and the, general amnesty of 
1869 permitted his return to France, but further outbursts 
against the authorities, followed by prosecution, compelled him 
to return to England. The revolution of the 4th of September 
brought him back to Paris, and it was he who in his paper Lc 
Combo, displayed a black-edged' announcement of the potwintrkes 
for the surrender of Metz. After the insurrection of the 31st of 
October he was imprisonedfor a short time. In January :871, 
Le Combat was suppressed,only to be followed by an equally 
virulent Vengeur. Electedto the National Assembly, be retired 
from Bordeaux with Henri Rochefort and others until such time 
as the " parricidal " vote for peace should be annulled. He 
returned to Paris to join the committee of public safety, and, in 
Hanotaux's words, was the dose uleeree of the Commune, but was 
blamed for the loss of the fort of Issy. He was superseded there 
by Delescluze, but he continued to direct the violent acts of the 
Commune, the overthrow of the VendOme column, the destruc-
tion of Thiers's residence and of the expiatory chapel built to 
the memory of Louis XVI. He escaped the vengeance of the 
Versailles government, crossed the frontier in safety, and, though 
he had been condemned to death in his absence in 1873, the 
general amnesty of July 188o permitted his return to Paris. 
He was returned to the Chamber of Deputies for the department 
of Bouches-du-Rhone in March :888 and took his seat on the 
extreme Left, but died at Saint-Gratien on the 3rd of August 
1889. 

PYATIGORSK. a town and watering-place of Russian Caucasia, 
in the province of Terek, 141 m. by rail N.W. of Vladikavkax. 
Pop. (1882), 13,670; (1897), 18,638. It owes its origin to its 
mineral waters, which have long been known to the inhabitants 
of Caucasia. The sulphur springs, about fifteen in number, 
come horn a great depth, and vary in temperature from 75 0  to 
96° F.; they are used both for drinking and for bathing. The 
first buildings were erected in 1812, and in 1830 the name of 
Pyatigorsk (" town of the five mountains ") was given to the 
new settlement. Its subsequent rapid increase was greatly 
stimulated by the completion of the railway confaexion with 
Rostov-on-the-Don. The town is charmingly situated on a 
small plateau, 16842 ft. above sea-level, at the foot of the Beshtau, 
Mauffiuk and three other outliers of the Caucasus range, which 
protect it on the north. The snow-covered summits of the 
Elbrus are visible to the south. The most noteworthy features 
are a cathedral, a monument to the poet M. Y. Lermontov 
(1814-1841), and a hydropathic. 

PYCNOGIONIDA, or PANTOPODA, marine Arachnids (q.v.) 
remarkable for the reduction of the opisthosoma or abdomen 
to an insignificant tubercular or rod-like process (whence their 
trivial name of " nobody crabs "), and for the development of 
the oral region into a relatively immense suctorial proboscis. 
They form a compact group, differing from all the other orders 
of Arachnida in certain structural characters of such morpho-
logical importance that it is impossible to affiliate them closely 
with any group of that class. For instance, in all typical exist-
ing Arachnida the ganglionic centres which innervate the ambu-
latory appendages are coalesced to form a single nervous mass, 
whereas in the Pycnogonida the ganglia supplying these limbs 
retain their original distinctness. More important still is the 
circumstance that in the Pycnogonida there may be as many as 
seven pairs of leg-like limbs behind the mouth; but in the 
typical Arachnida there are never more than five such pairs. 
Curiously enough, too, although the number of these appendages, 
in all the orders of typical Arachnida is, with the exception of 
some degenerate Atari, a quite constant character, the number 
in the Pycnogonida is very variable. In most cases there are 
four pairs of ambulatory limbs, but in two antarctic genera, 
namely Pcnianymphon, belonging to the family Nymphonidae 
sad Decalopoda, probably belonging to the Colossendeidoe, they  

are increased to five pales. In front of these four or five pairs 
of ambulatory limbs there may be two pairs of longish post-oral 
limbs, called respectively the ovigerous legs and the palpi; but 
these may be totally absent. Finally, the single pair of pre-oral 
appendages may be well developed, three-jointed and el:elate, 
or reduced in size and complexity. or altogether suppressed. 

FIG. I.—Mak of PA1101011111111 lietorak, Muller. 
a, Parts of mouth forming a c, c, Thoracic segments. 

beak. 	 11. Rudimentary abdoaso. 
8, Cephalic area. 	 e, 	Eyes. 

As examples of this class exhibiting extremes of variation in the 
development and reduction of the appendages may be cited 
Decalopoda, which has the full complement of eight pairs of 
appendages, and the female of Pycnogonom liflorak, in which 
all the appendages are aborted save four pairs of ambulatory 
limbs. 

All the principal organs of the body are concentrated is that 
part which bears the appendages. The generative glands are 
on each side, sending prolongations into the appendages, ear 
ducts open upon the second segments of more or fewer of them. 
The alimentary canal, beginning with the mouth at the extremity of 
the proboscis and terminating with the anus at the extremity of the 
tail-like opisthosoma. also sends long saccular prolongations me tbe 
limbs. Food is imbibed by means of the suctorial pharynx lodged 
in the proboscis, the sucking action being effected by means of 
muscles radiating from the wall of the pharynx to that of the inner 
surface of the exoskeleton of the proboscis. The circulatory system. 
where it has been observed, consists of a heart formed of about three 
chambers communicating with each other. In each chamber these 
is a pair of orifices for the entry of the blood; and the fluid is expelled 
through an orifice at the anterior extremity of the first chamber. 
No organs of respiration are known, the integument being the 
medium for the oxygenation of the blood. 

The sexes are distinct, but commonly there is little external 
difference between the males and the females. Sometimes the female 
is considerably the larger of the two; and frequently the migerom 
legs are less well developed than in the male. Sometime. indeed 
these limbs are entirely wanting in the female, whereas this is news 
the case in the male. F inally, in the females the generative orifices 
are much more conspicuous than in the males, and the fourth joint 
of the legs is often swollen. The invariable presence of the oviceroste 
appendages in the males is correlated with the habit practised by 
this sex of carrying the fecundated eggs. The eggs are tamale 
aggregated in two spherical masses round the middle of each of the 
Qv:serous legs; sometimes, however, there are two such names GO 
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each leg, or as many as four or Gab whereas ocataimmay there is 

Pa
t one on the right or l side. Mon in some species of 

Pekoes, them are few very
eft 

 latgesq atas
ra o, as 

ch.W sepamttoel 
the 

 tourcrertt 
or the asp may be amid in • •male attached 
of the body. as in some species Pyneogolunn. Cases have been 
recorded of the femalesairr their own eggs, as has been observed 
in a specimen of Nynsplsois Wakeman's', tout this seems to be a rare 
phenomenon. 

The newly-hatched young fro Bendy differs greatly from the 
adult. The body, winch is oval, subquadrate and uneegmented, 
has the proboscis well developed. but bears only three paired appen- 
dages; those of the first pair are large, three jointed and eltelate, the 
basal segment containing a large so-called hymn gland, the duct 
of which opens at the tip of a spiaiform or scalene process; these 
appendages are the mandibles of the adult. The appendages of the 
neat two pain are simple and small, and ate generally held to be 

palpi and ovigerous legs. This first larval stage, sometimes 
caked the protonymphon. may be fox living or may be retained 
within the egrahelL In the second stage, which may also be coo- 
taMedciiipternr, two or three of the remaining pain of =7034 
have appeared, those re of presenting the first pair 
limbs the adult being as a rule better developed than the newt. 
In the third stage the fourth pair of ambulatory limbs and the 
abdomen of the adult have begun to develop and gradually in-
crease is sin until Me adult Ione is attained. But even within 
the limits of a single genus, e.g. Nynithess, the stage at which the 
young.  emerges from the egg ia subject to oeim-- able specific 
vailetIOD. 

Pycnogonida vary greatly in size, the span of legs when ex-
tended ranging from about 2 in. in Pyrnogioseas ligorok to 
a ft. in Colossendeis gigot. They are wholly marine and occur 
at depths varying from only a few fathoms to over aeon fathoms. 
One of the best known British species is Pycnogenens liliorak, a 
stoutly built form with only four pairs of appendages in the 
female. It occurs between tide marks on British coasts, but 
recedes to considerable depths, and on the Atlantic coast sit 
America has been dredged at a depth of 430 fathoms. It is also 
wide-ranging,. and has been recorded even from the coast of 
Chile. As a rule, but by no means an invariable rule, deep-water 
species have smoother bodies and much longer and thinner legs 
than shallow-water forms. The latter also commonly have four 
distinct eyes, whereas the former met with at a depth of over 
400 fathoms not uncommonly have the eyes obsolete. There 
are many exceptions, however, to these rules. The habits of all 
Pycnogonida appear to be very similar. They are not swimmers, 
but crawl slowly over the bottom of the ssaor amongst the fronds 
of seaweed, and they have been met with in polar, temperate and 
tropical seas. (R. 1.,11.) 

PYCIIIMITTIM (Gr. woods, close, compact, and crienwe, 
column), the architectural term given by Vitruvius to the inter-
columniation of the columns of a temple, when this was equal to 

diameters. 
M. HENRY JA 11I (174e-1813), English poet laureate, 

was born in London on the loth of February 174e, and educated 
at Magdalen College, Oxford. His father, a Berkshire land-
owner, died in 1766, leaving him a legacy of debt amounting to 
(5o,000, and the burning of his home at Great Faringdon further 
increased his difficulties. In 1784 he was elected M.P. for 
Berkshire. He was obliged to sell the paternal estate, and, 
retiring from Parliament in 170o, became • police magistrate 
for Westminster. Although he had no command of language 
and was destitute of poetic feeling, his ambition was to obtain 
recognition as a poet, and he published many volumes of verse. 
Of all he wrote his prose Sessonary of ass Males of a hulks of flee 
Peons out of Sessions (s8o8) is most worthy of record. He was 
made poet laureate in spa°, perhaps as a reward for his faithful 
support of Pitt in the House of Commons. The appointment 
was looked on as ridiculous, and his birthday odes were a con-
tinual source of contempt. His most elaborate poem was an epic, 
Alfred (18o1). He was the first poet laureate to receive a fixed 
salary of La, isstead of the historic tierce of Canary wine. He 
died at Pinner, Middlesex, on the nth of August tilts. 

P'f011IALI0111, in Greek mythology, son of CHM, and grandson 
of Agenor. king of Cyprus. He fell in love with an ivory statue 
he had made; Aphrodite granted life teak image, and Pygmalion 
married the miraculously-bora virgin (Ovid, M dant. I. 143). 
There is no misdeal authority foe the istroduceiou of the name 

Galatea into the story. Pygmalion is also the name given in 
(Anteid, i, 347) to a king of Tyre, who murdered Sychaeus, 

the husband of his sister Dido. 
PYGMY. or halm (Gr. roysialis, from mersol, a Greek 

measure of length corresponding to " the distance between the 
elbow and knuckles ' of a man of average size), a term for a 
diminutive human being. We owe the word to Homer, who in 
the Iliad (iii. 6) uses it to describe a race of tiny folk dwelling in a 
far southern land, whither the cranes fiy when inclement winters 
and piercing frosts visit the northern shores. Fierce battles were 
often mentioned by later writers as occurring between the 
pygmies and cranes, and were even represented on their vases. 
On these the pygmies were depicted as dwarfs with large heads, 
negro features, dose, curly hair, and sometimes armed with 
lances. Aristotle firmly believed in the existence of these 
pygmies, whom he characterized as a race of men of small 
stature inhabiting the marshes of upper Egypt towards the 
sources of the Nile. That their existence was a matter of 
common knowledge and speculation is indicated by the fact 
that Philostratus describes the sleeping Hercules beset by swarms 
of pygmies. Herodotus (iL 32), relying apparently on authentic 
information, describes graphically bow a party of five Nasamon-
Lens, while journeying through the African desert, came at last 
to a plain where fruit-trees grew. While gathering the fruit they 
were seized by some dwarfish men of strange speech, who led 
them across forest marshes to a town, where dwelt people of a 
similar appearance, and near which a great river flowed from 
west to east containing crocodiles. This river was probably 
the Niger, and the people referred to were no doubt the ancestors 
of the existing pygmies of equatorial Africa. Representations 
of these pygmies have been found sculptured on the tombs at 
Sakkaralt, which are referred to the Vtb Dynasty of Egypt, 
3366 s.c. The pygmies depicted in bas-relief on these tombs 
faithfully reproduce the racial characteristics of the present race 
of pygmies inhabiting the hurl and Semliki forests. They no 
doubt served in the households of the Egyptian kings, and 
figured both in Egyptian and Roman triumphs. 

Various writers have localized pygmies in different portions 
of the earth's surface. Pliny makes mention of dwarfed races 
in both Asia and Africa. Reference is made to the Catizi 
dwarfs in Thrace, and toa similar race dwelling in Caria. Ctesias, 
a century after Herodotus, wrote of a race of pygmies in the heart 
of India, describing them as black and ugly, and only two Masai 
in height. The Chinese author, Chao Fu-Rua, in the beginning 
at the isth century, described a tribe of black pygmies dwelling 
in the Philippine Islands; in the depth of the valleys there lived, 
he said, a tribe of men called Hai-tan, small in size, with round, 
yellow eyes, curly hair, and with the teeth showing through their 
lips. These were no doubt the ancestors of the present Attu. 
Relics of a pygmy race are supposed to exist now in Sicily and 
Sardinia, i.e. along the high road between Pleistocene Africa 
and Europe. Near Schaffhausen, Dr Koffman found skeletal 
remains of small human beings, which have been regarded by 
some authorities as belonging to the European pygmies of the 
Neolithic period. Some anthropologists of authority, indeed—
in spite of the absence of definite data in support of such 'a view—
believe that a dwarf negroid race at one time existed in northern 
Europe, and may have given rise to the traditional tales of elves, 
goblins, gnomes and fairies. 

At the present time the existing pygmy races may be sub-
divided into two main groups or sub-races: (a) the African 
pygmies (Negrilloes), (b) the Asiatic pygmies (Negritoes). 

a. The African pygmies are dispersed over a large sone extending 
right across equatorial Africa, from Uganda to the Gaboon. the 
width of this low being about in degrees, i.e. three dorms north 
and south of the equator. In Uganda they are now pr 
confined to a belt 91.  forest lying to tbe east and west of tteingeimP2 
River. though many centimes ago these forest dwarfs must have 
been the principal inhabitants of the whole of the Uganda Pro- 
teCtetate. Tbegriangre much more abundant in the forests of the 
!ran Congo, found as far south as the range of the Ate, 

 to the north and north-west as far as the Bahr-el-Glutsal  
the German Cameroon. 	are also found In the Warier of 
the Reach Comm and is the Cwioea.. They comprine the Akio 
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(Tiky-Tiky) of the upper Nile, and of the Niam-Niam country; 
the Wa*Wei (Mbuti, Mambute, Bambute) of the great Ituri foget, 
and the Balsa (Watwa) living to the south of the great curve of 
the Congo river. In the vast forest tract lying between the region 
of the great lakes and the Atlantic Ocean there are other scattered 
tribes of pygmies differing in no essential particulars from these, 
and severally known as Afiffi (of the Momfu country); Obongo, 
Wochua, Akua, Achango (of the French Congo), Ba-Bengaye 
(of Sanga), Boyaeli and Bayago (of the Cameroons). Negrilloes 
have also been noted outside these limits, e.g. in the basin of the 
upper Kasai, as far east as Lake Tanganyika, and even to the north 
of Lakes Stefanie and Rudolf in British East Africa. There has 
been considerable mixture of the Negrillocs with the neighbouring 
Bantu peoples, e.g. Adumas, &c. 

b. The distribution of the , \ ,tic pygmies is mainly Oceanic. 
The following arc the three 1 , r pal tribes. (1) The Arias (Philip-
pine Islands). The name " \ tas " is derived from the Malay 
word hitam, meaning black. These little folk dwell in small groups 
in the interior of Luzon Island, and are to be met with also in the 
islands of Mindoro, Panay and Negros, and in the north-east of 
Mindanoa. The total number of Philippine Negritoes is about 
20,00o. (a) The Andamanese (Andaman Islands). These live in 
isolated groups of fifty to eighty persons. They appear to be dying 
out, and in t891 numbered less than 40oo. The term Mincopis 
has sometimes been applied to these Negritoes. (3) The Sakai 
(interior of the Malay Peninsula). Some of these Malay Negritoes 
arc also known as Semangs, Menik, Sen-oi and Jembe. They live 
for the most part in small groups of from two to three families. 
In the Ulu-Papung district alone the pure Negritoes in 1890 num-
bered over s000. There is much mixture, however, with the sur. 
rounding Malay population. Thus the Minim and Jakhuns are 
Sakai-Malay cross-breeds. In Malacca the Pangyans of Kelantan 
and Petani and the neighbouring Tumiors are pure Negritoes, 
while the Belendas are probably ,  'cross-breeds. Some anthro- 
pologists believe that the Sakes of the islands on the north-east 
coast of Sumatra are also derived from Negritoes. 

A group of Negritocs—the Karons—has also been discovered 
in a small area in the north-west coast of New Guinea! Here 
also there are Negrito-Papuan toss-breeds. There is much diver-
sity of opinion as to whether the recently extinct Kalangs of Java—
in some respects the most ape-like of all human beings—did or 
did not belong to the true Negrito race. 

There seems little doubt that at one time the Negrito element 
was fairly widespread throughout Malaysia, though there is no 
positive evidence in support of de Quatrefages's contention that 
the Negrito race once inhabited a vast domain in Indo-oceattic 
Asia, extending from New Guinea up to the Persian Gulf, and from 
the Malay Archipelago to Japan. The Malay Peninsula, and 
some parts of India, are the only portions of the Asiatic maiLl nd 
where traces of a distinct negroid substratum have been discovered. 

A passing reference may here be made to the Bushmen of South 
Africa, whose average height (4 ft. 8 in.) approximates to that of 
the true pygmies. Some authorities believe that there is a distinct 
ethnical relationship between the Negrilloes and the Bushmen, 
though in many respects the forest pygmies seem more closely 
allied to the West African Bantu negroes than to the Bush , - ea-
Hottentot group. Professor Elliot-Smith is, indeed, of op. on 
the pygmies of Central Africa are essentially dwarfed ne. es. 
Schweinfurth, who rediscovered the Akka pygmies of equal ial 
Africa, believed that they and the Bushmen of South Africa ere 
the remnants of the aboriginal population of the continent, ow 
becoming extinct. The Bushmen have totally different char., er-
istics from the true pygmies. The steatopygia, the dolichocti 1 ,lic 
cranium, the lozenge-shaped face with its deep wrinkles, the tgh 
protruding cheek.bones. the narrow oblique eyes, the peculiar si tch 
with its marvellous " clicks," the fawn-yellow skin. the sheen of 
downy hair on the body, and other characteristics of the Bush r,. to, 

them from the true ("rest pygmies. 

Consideration of the distribution and general characteristics 
of the existing pygmy races—Negrilloes and Negritoes--has 
induced many anthropologists to conclude that we are dealing 
with the but little modified descendants of an extremely ancient 
race—the ancestors possibly of all the negro tribes. Sir W. H. 
Flower himself, as far back as i88o, stated that he was inclined 
to regard the Negritoes as representing an infantile, undeveloped, 
or primitive form of the type from which the African negroes 
on the one hand, and the Asiatic Melanesians on the other, with 
all their various modifications, may have sprung. If this view 
be correct, it sterna probable that the members of the pygmy 
races are the existing human beings which most closely resemble 
primitive man. On the other hand, there are those who regard 

In The Times of June 3, tiro, was reported a discovery, made 
an expedition organized by the British Ornithologists Union, 

a bibs of pygmy people (probably Negritom) in the great snow 
mountains of Dutch New Guinea, at an altitude of about aonc ft. 
The swap height of these pygmies is about a it. 3 in.  

the pygmies as a retrograde and degenerative type of the negro 
race and therefore of comparatively recent growth. Thee* 
the balance of evidence seems in favour of the fanner hypothesis, 
the question must still be regarded as sub Mica. The tea 
hypothesis would certainly go far to explain the present distri-
bution of the pygmy races. If we regard, as many authorities 
do, the Indo-African continent, submerged in cosipszativdy 
recent geological times by the waters of the Indian Ocean, es 
being the original home of primitive man, then it is easy to under-
stand how be migrated from the subsiding Lido-African continent 
westward into the heart of Africa, and eastward in the Malay 
Peninsula by way of the Eastern Archipelago, at that time 
forming part of the mainland. Those members of the primitive 
race who migrated westward are supposed to have spread over 
the larger portion of the continent of Africa. They appear Is 
have divided off into two main branches, the Negrillo maims( 
central Africa and the Bushmen of the southern portion of the 
continent. These two sub-races appear to have been the abori-
ginal inhabitants of the country, though their direct descendants 
have now been driven into the great forest fastnesses by the mots 
powerful Bantu races which sprang from the parent stem at a 
later date. A. H. Keane, who considers the recently extinct 
ICalang pygmies as the aborigines of Java., thinks It probable that 
this island was the first region reached by primitive man and 
his Miocene precursor during the eastward migration from 
the subsiding Indo-African continent. 

General Charaelers of the Pygmy Razes.—As regards Oats" the 
smallest are the African Negrilloes, their average height being 
1.38 m. (al ft.). One of the six Mambute Nftrillore brought to 
England by Colonel Harrison in lord measured just everja 

are Individuals not exceeding 4 ft. a met with, though the o 
of one or two pygmai in height, whose existence is Indicated in the 
early Greek writings, must be relegated to the realm of mythpilly. 

The Philippine Atlas measure t-47 In., while the average Delft 
of the Sakai and Andamenese is tiao m. 

The present writer estimated the weight of six adult Mambas 
pygmies (four males and two females) from the nun issest, ad 
found the average weight to be seventy-seven pound*. Two al 
these, one man and one woman, each weighed only fifty-duet 
pounds. All the pure pygmy tribes—whether Nogrdloes or Negritos 
—in addition to their small size have certain well-marked chaineen 
in common. The most notable of these are crisp, closely-curled 
hair, flattened nose, broad at the base, deeply depressed at the 
root and with exaggerated development of the aloe wan, long sipper 
lip with the mucous membrane moderately everted, lane alwele 
mouth, receding chin, pronounced prognathhan, abundant foe 
woolly hair on the body, brachyceplialic cranium, ploponisuady 
Ion/ arms and short legs, and a general simian appearance. 

The veleta,  of the skin shows considerable venation. The we 
blooded African Akkas are of a peculiar dirty reddlah•yeliow ober. 
the Mambute pygmies of the Ituri forest have a skin si a deep 
chocolate-brown hue, while that of the Oceanic Nephews is al a 
dark brown or blackish colour, differing but little from that of the 
surrounding Papuans and Melanesians. The eyes of the pygmies me 
often large and staring, giving a characteristic " wild appearance: 

The abdomen is protuberant in the case of the African py.g.n. 
but not so in the case of the Oceanic Negritees. The uu&-goist 
of the body is above the umbilicus, Instead of being below as is 
the one of Europeans and Asiatics. There is no definite dem. 
pygia, though in a few individual cases ammoonngg the black Negrito 
women the buttocks attain considerable &mentions. 

The feet are large and turned slightly inwards, while the tau en 
relatively longer than those of Europeans. In some then is s 
tendency for the four smaller toes to diverge from the gxest tee 
Being wonderfully adroit climber', they sometimes make am sl 
their feet by grasping brioches between the pest tan and the rest 
of the toes. 

Their clothing is chiefly conspicuous by Its absence. The Mime 
pygmies go about, for the most part, quite naked, except for the 
occasional presence of a small covering over the pesinsda, the sea 
wearing a small piece of deer-skin, and the seasons owe a tws 
bunches of green leaves, which they renew daffy. The resemblance 
to the traditional fig-leaf covering Is °Woes. The Andaman' 
wear practically no clothing. The Kanms of New Guinea nee 
a few strips of bark dangling front a string round the loins. Us 
Negrilloes seldom, if ever, tattoo their body. They,  are food el 
beads and other articles of adornment: the upper lips are thee 
pierced with holes, through which quills are thrust. They Cu 
their short curly hair into all sorts of f antastic patterns, and ehee 
twist some of it into peaks into which they plait feathers. 

Pygmy dwellings are extremely primitive structures. In Mini 
they am simply arbours constructed of bent interlaced breads, 

 and plantain leaves, about 7 ft. in diameter and 4 ft. high.  a*" 
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roan hale near the bottom. donegti which the pygmy =awls on 
all fours. Ten or twelve of these arbours constitute ■ village. 
Those arbours are only temporary habitations, as the pygmies 
are always moving on to different portions of the forest in pursuit 
of game- The Philippine Atlas show the same nomadic tend-
encies. The dwellings of the Malay Seinen= are mere leareto's, 
constructed of matted 	leaves. while the Karons of New 
Guinea live in wren 	hovels of foliage and branches, and in 
some districts have no habitations whatever. 

The pygmies are seldom if ever tillers of the soil. The African 
forest dwarfs live mainly on the flesh of birds, deer and other animals. 
ethic' h they shoot with bows and arrows. They eat white ants. 
bee grubs and the larvae of beetles, also honey, wild beans and 
mushrooms. They are fond of fruits, particularly bananas, which 
they obtain from their bigger neighbours by barter or by plunder. 

eat the vegetables raw, while the meat is broiled in the ashes 
of the fire until quite dry. Their utensils consist solely of a few 
clay cooking-pots and gourds for water. There is no record of 
cannibalism among the pygmy races. The six Mambute pygmies 
brought to England in 1906 soon became acclimatized. They took 

' most kindly to European diet and clothing. At the expiry of 
=Moen months they went back to the hurl forest much improved 
in h=lth. having each gained 00 am average ei Di in weight. 

are most daring hunters, and marvelloudy skilful archers. 
Thoug of small size they are well made and agile, and are able 
to dart In and out with the greatest of ease amongst the tall tangled 
vegetation of the tropical woodland& The Batwa. from the math 
of the Congo. successfully attack elephirts, shooting them with 
their tiny poisoned arrows. The poison is obtained from the juice 
of certain plants, and also from decaying animal matter derived 
from the putrefaction of ants. The Andaman pygmies live ca-
elusively by hunting and fishing. 

The African pygmies marry at a. vety early age, often when only 
nine or ten years old. Marriage is amply a question of the pur- 
chase of the girl from her father; the 	price being from 
ten to fifteen arrows, occasionally su 	ted, in the case of a 
desirable wife, by one or two spears or some tobacco. A man may 
have as many wives as he can afford to buy. A mother gives birth 
to her offspring in the forest, severing the navel-cord with her teed). 
and burying the placenta in the ground. The families are usually 
small, rarely exceeding three in number. There is great rejoicing 
when a boy is born, while the unluckgoprl baby is beaten by her 
father with plantain leaves. The are often circumcised. 
There is great affection between the husbandand the wife and be-
tween the parents and the children. The duration of life is short 
in the equatorial forests, death usually taking place before the age 
of forty. The dead are buried in graves, the chiefs wives being 
sometimes killed and buried along with him. 

The African pygmies have little if any belief in life after death. 
They say deaths the end of everything. They have a vague . 
belief in ' Oudah," • sort of pygmy devil, who as responsible for 
sudden death and such-like calamities. There is no traee of spirit 
or ancestor worship. The Andaman Islanders have a vague belief 
in ■ sort of god-a" Paluga "—an invisible being who live. in a 
large stone house in the sky. and who made all things. They also 
believe in an evil one, to whom they attribute sickness and death. 

There is no hereditary chief. In many cases a group of pygmies 
simply cluster round a skilful hunter. In the case of the Mambute 
pygmies, a chief a succeeded. not by his son, 

i 
 but by his best friend. 

TheThereare no governmental laws. Murder in the burl forest is 
punished by the next-of-kin lying in wait for the culprit and killing 
him. 

The Negrifloes are fond of musk and have numerous folk-songs. 
They also twang on st ringed bows, and beat drums made of hollowed-
out tree trunks covered in at the ends with antelope skin. They 
arc also great dancers, keeping perfect time to the beating of the 
drums their bodies going through the most extraordinary contor-
tions. They all dance together in a long line, which twists about 
like • snake. 

The forest dwarfs have some idea of drawing, each arrow shaft 
having its distinctive carving. The Andansancse display a consider-
able degree of intelligence. The Karon, of New Guinn, on the other 
hand, seem to be of a low type of intelligence. 

The Negrillocs have acquired • great reputation among the neigh-
bouring tribes for their knowledge of poisons and their antidotes. 
Their treatment of all pains and inflammations consists in linear 
scarification of the skin of the affected part. They invariably use 
sharpened arrow-heads for this purpose. 

Close observation has convinced the present writer that the 
African pygmies are endowed with a high degree of intelligence. 
Sir Harry Johnston believes them to be the intellectual superiors 
of the big negroes. They exhibit vivacity and adroitness, quick-
ness in picking up information and languages, and surprising 
readiness in grasping the salient points of a subject. They are 
wonderful numies, and have a marked sense of humour, making 
witty remarks *hal set the others off into peals of laughter. They 
ere as a rule bright and cheerful in disposition, will sometimes fly 
into sudden fits of 11 temper and as quickly recover their good 
bernow. They are cleanly is their habits, have a award mese of  

snodurry and 
life. 

 refinement, and punctiliously observe the ordinary 
decencies of  

The pygmies of the Malay Peninsula have a perfectly distinct 
language of their own. A glossary and grammar with phonetic 
rules of the Senoi dialect has been published, showing no con. 
O03011 with any other known langusge. 

The African pygm 	for the most part, speak a more or less 
corrupt form 	 of the adjacent negro tales, e.g. 
Keswahili. Bantu, Montriurey have some words, however, peculiar 
t
language
o themselves, which may be the fragments of their 

(R. 
 own 

 M. 
 original 
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PUB, HOWARD (ass-- ), American artist and writer, 

was born at Wilmington, Delaware, on the 5th of March 1853. 
He was a pupil of the Art Stride nts' League, New York, and 
first attracted attention by his line drawings after the manner 
of Albrecht Darer. His brilliant work as an illustrator made 
him one of the foremost of American artists, his drawings to 
illustrate American colonial life, particularly in New England 
and New Amsterdam, being especially noteworthy; and he 
published a number of books of fiction, written and illustrated 
by himself. He also became prominent in decorative painting, 
his works including " The Battle of Nashville" for the capitol 
at St Paul, Minnesota, and " The Landing of Carteret " for the 
Essex county court house, Newark, New Jersey. At his home in 
Wilmington, Delaware, be established • school of art, Instruction 
being gratuitous, and many successful American illustrators 
were educated there. III zeoy Howard Pyle was elected a 
member of the National Academy of Design. 

MODE, in Zoology, the name given to the principal opening 
(or openings) of the shell (theca, test) of such Protozoa as possess 
one. (See FORAII/M1/ ERA RADIOLAILIA) 

MOS (mod. Navarino), in ancient geography a town and 
bay on the west coast of Messenk, noted chiefly for the part 
it played in the Peloponnesian War. The bay, roughly semi-
circular in shape, is protected by the island of Sphacteria (mod. 
Sphagia), over 23 m. long from N. to S., and is entered by two 
channels, that on the S., some r,400 yds. wide, and that on the 
N., 220 yds. wide and now almost silted up. To the north Des 
an extensive shallow basin, called the lagoon of Osman Aga, 
originally part of the great harbour but now cut off from it by 
a narrow sandbank. North of Sphagia is the rocky headland of 
Pyles or Coryphaidurn, called in modern times Palaeo-Navarino 
or Palaeokastro, from the Venetian ruins on its summit. 
Originally an island, this headland was in classical times, as sow, 
connected by a narrow bar with the lower promontory of Hai*. 
Nikokos on the north; it is now united to the mainland also by 
the sandbar already mentioned. Most scholars, ancient and 
modern, have identified this with the Homeric Pyles, the home of 
Neleua and Nestor,and a cave on the north slope of Coryphasium is 
pointed out as that in which Hermes hid the stolen cattleof Apollo. 
But this view presents considerable difficulties, and Strabo 
(viii. 3411 sqq.) argued that the Pylon of Nestor must be the place 
of that name in Triphylia. After the Dorian migration Pyles 
declined, and it Is referred to by Thucydides (iv. 3) as a 
deserted headland In 425 p.c. In May of that year, the seventh 
of the Peloponnesian War, the Athenians sent an expedition to 
Sicily under command of Eurymedon and Sophocles. With 
them was the general, Demosthenes, who landed at Coryphasium 
with a body of Athenian troops and hastily fortified it. The 
Spartans, who were then invading Attica, withdrew their forces 
and attacked them vigorously by sea and land, but were re-
pulsed, and the Athenians were enabled by the arrival and victory 
of their fleet to blockade on the island of Sphacteria a body 
of ana Spartiates with their attendant helots. A truce was 
concluded, but peace negotiation were defeated by aeon (e.e.), 
who was himself appointed to conduct operations with Demos-
thenes. A large body of light troops was landed and drove the 
Spartans from their encampment by a well in the middle of the 
island to its northern extremity. Their heroic resistance was 
overcome by a rear attack directed by a Messenian, who led a 
body of men by a difficult path along the cliffs on the east, and the 
ros Spartan survivors laid down their UM days after. the 
beginning of the blockade. Their surrender made a deep im-
pression on the whole Greek world, which had Warned to regard 
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a Spartan surrender as Inconceivable, and to Sparta their loss 
was so serious that the Athenians might have concluded the war 
on very favourable terms had they so wished. Though Pylos 
should have been ceded to Sparta under the terms of the peace 
of Nicias (42r B.c.) it was retained by the Athenians until the 
Spartans recaptured it early in 409 B.C. (Diodorus Mil. 64). 

In the middle ages the name Pylos was replaced by that of 
Avarino ('APuiros) or Navarino, derived from a body of 
Avant who settled there; the current derivation frqm the Never-
rese Company, who entered Greece in 1381 and built a castle at 
this spot, cannot now be maintained (Eng. Hid. Review, u. 307, 
sec. sob; Herniothena, uzi. 43o sqq.). From 1498 to i8zi Never-
ino was in the hands of the Turks, save at two periods when 
it was held by the Venetians, who named it Zonklon. In 
1821 the Greeks captured the town, situated near the southern 
extremity of the bay, but in 182$ they had to retire before 
Ibrahim Pasha. On the roth of October 1827, however, his 
fleet of 82 vessels was annihilated in the Bay of Navarino by 
26 British, French and Russian ships under Admiral Codrington 
(see NAVAEINO, THE BATTLE OT). 

See W. M. Lemke, Travels in the Malta, i. 398 sqq. (London, 1830), 
and Pekponnestaca, 190 sqq. (London, 1846); E. Curtius, Pelopon-
mesas, ii. 173 sqq. (Gotha, 1852); C. Bursian. Geographic von Griechers-
land, ii. 175 sqq. (Leipzig, 1868); Pausanias iv. 36, and the com-
mentary in J. G. Frazer, Pausanias's Description of Greece, iii. 456 

 sqq., v. 6o8 sqq. (London, 1898); W. G. Clark, Peloponnessa, 274 sqq. 
(London, 1858); W. Vischer, Erinnerungen and Eindracke ass 
Griechenland, 431 sqq. (Bawl, 1857); G. 	

iii. 
Grote, History of Greece, 

pt ii. ch. 52; G. Busolt, Griechische Geschichk, 	1086 sqq.; F. M. 
Coraford, Thucydides mythistoricus, 82 sq9. (London, 1907). The 
operations at Pylon, described by Thucyclides iv. 2-41, have been 
discussed on the basis of personal observation by Dr G. B. Grundy 
(Journal of Hellenic Studies, xvi. 1 sqq.; Classical Review, x. 37, sqq.. 
xi. 155 sqq 448; xviii. 232 sqq.) and Professor R. M. 
Burrows (.1.11.S. xvi. 55 sqq•; C•R. xi. 	sqq.; J.H.S., 

sqq•, 345 sqq.
, 
 ; C.R. xix. ire sqq.). Though differing on many 

points, they agree.  in thinking (I) that the island of Sphagia is the 
ancient Sphacterm, Palaeokastro the ancient Coryphasium or 
Pylon; (2) that in 425 a.c. the lagoon of Osman Aga was navigable 
and communicated by a navigable channel with the Bay of Navar-
ino: (3) that Thucydides, if the MS. reading is correct, under-
estimates the length of the island, which he gives as 15 stades instead 
of 24 (nearly 3 m.). and also the breadth of the southern channel 
between it and the mainland. Cf. J.H.S., xx. 24 sqq., xxvii. 
274 sqq•, and Fraser's summary (op. ca. v. 6o8 sqq.). (M. N. T.) 

PYM, JOHN (158e-1643), English statesman, was the son and 
heir of Alexander Pym, of Brymore, Somersetsbire, a member 
of an ancient family which bad held this seat in direct male 
descent from the time of Henry III. He matriculated as a com-
moner at Broadgates Hall (now Pembroke College), Oxford, in 
2399, and entered the Middle Temple in am. He acquired 
a sound knowledge of the law, and became receiver-general of 
the king's revenue for Wilts., thus gaining a valuable insight 
into business and finance. He was returned to parliament as 
member for Caine in 1614 and again in 1621. He at once became 
conspicuous in the struggle between Crown and parliament. 
To the committee appointed to consider the state of religion he 
made his first great speech on the 28th of November 162i. 
He held fast to the Elizabethan principle that the Roman 
Catholics should be subjected to disabilities, not because of 
their religion, but because of their politics. He, therefore, moved 
that a special commission for the suppression of recusancy should 
be appointed, and that an association, after the model of those 
formed under Elizabeth, should be entered into for defence of 
the king's person and -for the execution of the laws concerning 
religion. Pym supported Sir Edward Coke in the remonstrance 
on the prevailing discontents,'and was a chief promoter of the 
petition which Incurred James's violent displeasure, and of the 
Commons' answer defending their privileges, which was after-
wards torn from the records by the king's own hand. On the 
dissolution of parliament which immediately followed, Pym, 
with other "ill-tempered spirits," was arrested in January 
1622, and was confined first to his house in London, and then 
to Brymore. He associated himself with the party of Francis, 
4th earl of Bedford, was returned for Tavistock in 1624, and 
represented this borough in all the ensuing parliaments. He  

supported Eliot in urging war against Spaia for the dims 
Protestantisni and the Palatinate, and showed throughout his 
career, as far as his attention was ever directed to foreign policy, 
a steady inclination in favour of France. 

In the parliament of 1625 be continued his campaign WWI 
the Roman Catholics, and drew up with Sir Edwin Sandy, the 
articles against them, and the petition to the king for the ass 
execution of the penal laws. In the parliament of z626 he was 
the chief mover, in April, in the prosecution of Richard 
Montagu, who had advocated Romish doctrines. On the 8th 
of May he was manager of Buckingham's impeachment, when it 
was his spacial duty to press articles ix., x., si., relating to the 
improper distribution of rewards and honours. In the third 
parliament of Charles I., in 1628, Pym overruled Eliot in de-
ciding that Buckingham's impeachment should now be sub-
ordinated to the struggle on general grievances. He zealously 
pushed on the Petition of Right, resisting on the moth of May 
the clause added by the Lords to safeguard the king's " sove-
reign power," declaring that " he knew not what it was." On 
the 9th of June he carried up to the Lords the impeachment of 
Roger Manwaring, and delivered a famous speech in which he 
expounded the fundamental principles which guided his policy. 

"Histories," he said, "are full of the calamities of whole 
states and nations .... (when) one part seeks to uphold the old 
form of government and the other part to introduce a new ... 
But it is equally true that time must needs bring about some 
alterations. . . . Those things only are eternal which are con-
stant and uniform. Therefore it is observed by the bent writers 
on this subject, that those commonwealths have been mast durable 
and perpetual which have often reformed and recompensed thew 
selves according to their fast institution and ordinance." 

On the rah of June he joined in the attack upon Bnekingluma 
whom he regarded as the " cause of all thee grievances." Os 
the 27th of January 1629 be was reporter of the committee as 
religion, and declared that convocation was dependent ups 
parliament. He again, in February 1629, differed from Ebat, 
who treated the dispute about tonnage and poundage as a point 
of privilege, declaring that " the liberties of this house are in-
ferior to the liberties of the kingdom," and desiring to deal with 
it on higher ground as a breach of law and the constitution. Ha 
took no part in the subsequent disturbance in the house, sad 
his name is not mentioned as actively resisting Charles's arbi-
trary government during the eleven years which followed the 
dissolution. At this period the state of public affairs may ad 
have appalled the most hopeful and the most patriotic, but there 
seems no sufficient authority for the belief that Pym, with 
Hampden and Cromwell, actually embarked for New England 
and were prevented from sailing by orders from the gowns-
ment. An allusion, however, to a similar plan formed " by 
some very considerable personages," " diverted by a miraculous 
providence," is made in a sermon by Thomas Cave in t641 
Pym himself was directly interested in the colonies, being 
patentee of Connecticut and Providence, and of the Ws 
company also treasurer, and there can be little doubt that 
like other leaders of the opposition during this period, be 
regarded America as a possible refuge. 

On the assembly of the Short Parliament on the 13th of Apd 
164o, Pym was the acknowledged leader. " Whilst men ;paid 
upon each other," says Clarendon (Hiss. ii, 68), " looking vb. 
should begin (much the greater part having never before sat is 
parliament), Mr Pym, a man of good reputation . . . who had 
been as long in these assemblies as any man there living, beds 
the ice." On the 17th of April he made a great speech of newt 
two hours, in which he enumerated the national trimmers, 
deplored almost in the words of Bacon " the interruption el 
that sweete communion which ought to be betwixt the king and 
his people in matters of grant and supply," pointed out the 
practical injury inflicted on commerce and every sort of enter-
prise including colonial expansion by illegal and arbitrary st-
ation, and concluded by asking the Lords to join In fending 
out causes and remedies. His words made a deep Wipe:sake 
On the 27th of April he resisted the grant of supply, tad what 
the Lords Dialed a resolution that supply should sees tde the 
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abandon of grievances, Pym, as manager of the Commons, 
on the rat of May, read them a severe lecture on the breach of 
Privilege they had committed. Finally, on the 4th, it was 
resolved that Pym should neat day petition the king to make 
terms with the Scots, to avoid which Charles summarily 
dismdved the pediment. 

AB the energies el Pre were now concentrated on obliging 
Charles to summon another parliament. He was the author of 
the petition of the twelve peers to the king for redress of grievances 
and for calling a new parliament, by the wide distribution 
of which an appeal was made to the nation, and he was the pro-
moter of the petition signed by to,000 citizens of London. In 
company with Hampden he rode through the provinces, rousing 
and organising public opinion. Meanwhile Charles's attempt 
to implicate Pre in treasonable communications with the 
Scots, though there is little doubt that they existed, met with 
complete failure. Thus, when the king was forced to call the Long 
Parliament on the 3rd of November, Pym was its acknowledged 
author and leader. His great work was now, as be conceived 
it. to save the national IStertins and the national religion. 
Clarendon (Hirt. hi. 2) records some " sharp discourse " of Pro 
with himself at this time, " that they had now an opportunity 
to make their country happy by removing al grievances 
and pulling up the causes by the roots, if all men would 
do their duties." He had seen Vane's notes of Strafford's 
speeches at the council when he had advised the subduing of 
" this kingdom " by the Irish army, and on the nth of November, 
after declaring to the house the dangerous designs then on foot, 
Pym moved for a sub-committee to examine into Strafford's 
conduct in Ireland. The letter's sudden arrival at London on 
the 9th with the intention of instantly impeaching the popular 
leaden of treason was met by Pym with corresponding quickness 
and resolution. On the ,nth, after a debate of four hours in the 
Commons, by his directions with locked doors, he carried up 

r Strafford's impeachment to the Lords, and by this great stroke 
rendered him at once powerless. 

On the 16th of December he moved the impeachment of 
Laud, whom he joined with Strafford as conspiring to subvert 
the government of the kingdom, and carried up the articles to the 
Lords on the 26th of February 1641. He was the chief pro-
moter of the case against Strafford, while the attempts of the 
queen to gain him over were without result, and on the 28th of 
January 1641 he brought up to the Lords the list of charges. 
On the 23rd of March he opened the case, when he argued that 
to attempt to subvert the laws of the kingdom was high treason, 
and delivered a violent denunciation against the fallen minister, 
attributing to him systematic cruelty, avarice and corruption. 
He soon afterwards beard of the army plot, and the necessity 
of destroying Strafford became more apparent. He now dis-
closed Vane's notes. To the attainder, which was at this stage 
resolved upon, he was opposed (since be clung to the more judi-
cial procedure by impeachment), but when overruled he sup-
ported ft, at the same time procuring that the legal arguments 
should not be interrupted. He delivered his final speech on 
the 13th of April, a great oratorical performance, when he 
again appealed to the Elizabethan political faith and to that 
of Bacon, who had so severely censured any action which divided 
the king from the nation. The man who violated this union 
was guilty of the blackest treason. " Shall it be treason," he 
asked, " to embase the King's coin though but a piece . . . of 
sixpence ... and not to embase the spirits of his subjects; to set 
a stamp and character of servitude upon them?" Towards 
the end of his tremendous indictment of Strafford, Pym broke 
down, fumbled among his papers, and lost the thread of his 
argument. But his temporary failure did not diminish the 
lorse and effect of his words, all the more impressive because 
actually spoken in the presence of the sovereign. " I believe," 
wrote %Me (Laws, L 30) " the king never beard a lecture of 
so free language against that his idolised prerogative." 

Attempts were now once more made to gain over Pym to 
the administration. He had two interviews with the king. 
but without result. and Charles again determined to resort to  

force. On the 2nd of May he endeavoured to get possession 
of the Tower. On the 3rd the Protestation, on Pym's motion, 
was taken by the Commons within dosed doors, and afterwards 
circulated in the country, and on the 5th Pym disclosed the 
army plot. These incidents decided the struggle and Strafford's 
fate. The Lords immediately passed the attainder, together 
with the bill for making parliaments indissoluble without 
their own consent. Soon afterwards were swept away those 
institutions of Tudor growth which had become the chief in-
struments of oppression, the council of the North, the court of 
high commission, and the star chamber, while the Crown aban-
doned the claim to levy customs without consent of parliament. 
Meanwhile Pym had also taken the lead in the religious con-
troversy. During the dispute between the two houses on this 
question on the 8th and 9th of February 1641, while supporting 
the London petition for the abolition of the bishops, be had 
declared his opinion that " it was not the intention of the House 
to abolish episcopacy or the Book of Common Prayer, but to 
reform both wherein offence was given to the people." This, 
no doubt, expressed his real intentions and policy. When, 
however, It became dear that the bishops were merely the 
nominees of the king to carry out " innovations in religion " 
and preach arbitrary government, Pym was easily persuaded to 
support their abolition, and voted in opposition to the moderate 
party for the Root and Broach Bill of May 164z, and again for 
taking away their votes in October. But in his " Vindication," 
published in March 1643, he especially states that his action 
with regard to the bishops in " no way concluded me guilty 
of revolt front the orthodox doctrine of the Church of 
England." 

The first act in the great political struggle had ended in the 
complete triumph of Pym. His chief care now was to defend 
the parliament from violence, since this was the only method 
of retaliation left at the king's disposal. Through the medium 
of the countess of Carlisle, Charles's plans were regularly dis-
closed to Pym. In June he heard of the second army plot, 
and on the 22nd he carried up the ten propositions to the Lords, 
requesting their concurrence in effecting the disbandment of 
the armies and thexemoval of evil counsellors. After Charles's 
departure for Scotland, Pym served on the committee for defence, 
appointed on the 14th of August, and was chairman of the 
committee which sat during the recess from the 9th of September 
to the roth of October to watch the progress of affairs and com-
municate with Scotland. On the latter day letters arrived 
from Hampden, who had accompanied Charles, with news of 
the " incident," and immediate measures were taken to guard 
the parliament, by bringing up the train-bands. On the 3oth 
Pym revealed his knowledge of the second army plot. On the 
sat of November came news of the Ulster insurrection, which 
created • serious difficulty for the parliament, when it was finally 
declared, at Pym's instance, that if the king did not change his 
advisers parliament would provide for the needs of Ireland in-
dependently. On the 22nd of November Pym made a great 
speech on the Grand Remonstrance, of which he was the chief 
promoter, when he referred to plots " very near the king, all 
driven home to the court and popish party." 

Charles returned on the 25th. He immediately substituted a 
force commanded by Dorset for the guard already placed at 
Westminster, but was compelled to withdraw it, and on Pym's 
motion the house appointed its own watch. Everything 
now pointed to the advent of a frightful catastrophe. Charles 
appointed Lunsford to the Tower, rejected the Grand Remon-
strance and the Impressment Bill, and began to assemble an 
armed force. In consequence Pym urged, but unsuccessfully. 
on the 3oth of December the summoning of the train bands to 
guard the parliament, and moved the impeachment of the 
bishops, who had declared the proceedings of tho parliament 
to be sinful and illegal. At the critical moment, however, Charles 
wavered. He renewed his offer to Pym of the exchequer on 
the ist of January 1642, and this meeting with a refusal, or again 
drawing back himself, he determined on the impeachment of 
the five members on the 3rd of January. The latter had been 
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forewarned of the.king's plans, and when on the 5th he entered 
the House of Commons with an armed band to seise them, 
they had removed themselves in safety (see 'ANTRAL, Witizan). 
Charles's first look on entering was for his great opponent, and 
he was greatly disconcerted at not finding him in his usual 
place. To his question "Is Mr Pym here?" there was no 
answer, and nothing remained but to retreat with his mission 
completely unachieved. 

The second act in the great national drama bad thus, as the 
first, ended in a victory for Pym. On the nth, with the other 
members, he was escorted in triumph back to Westminster, 
and while the other four stood uncovered, Pym returned 
thanks from his place to the citizens. On the 25th of January 
he delivered a great speech to the Lords on the perils attending 
the kingdom, and referring to their hesitation on the subject 
of the militia, declared that he should be sorry that history 
should have to relate that the House of Peers had had no 
part in the preservation of the state in the present extremity 
of danger. The Commons ordered his speech to be printed, 
and it provided the chief material for the paper war between 
Charles and the parliament which now followed. Still en-
deavouring to avoid a complete breach of constitutional forms, 
Pym caused to be added to the resolution of the Commons on 
the loth of May 1642, which declared that " the king intends 
to make war against the parliament," the words " seduced by 
wicked counsel." 

When war broke out, Pym remained at headquarters in 
control of the parliament and executive, and on the 4th of July 
was appointed to the committee of safety which directed the 
movements of the parliamentary forces. His attitude was firm 
but moderate. He opposed the attempt to prevent Colepcpper 
giving the king's message to the house on the 27th of August. 
On the loth of October, upon Charles refusing to accept the 
petition of the parliament and advancing towards London, Pym 
proposed the parliamentary covenant, and that those who refused 
it should be " cast out of the House." He succeeded in over-
coming the opposition in the city to the heavy taxation now im-
posed. On the loth of November, after Edgehill, he spoke in 
support of the negotiations for peace, at the same time warning 
the citizens that " to have printed liberties and not to have liberty 
in truth and realities is but to mock the kingdom." In Feb-
ruary 1643 he still showed an inclination for peace, and during 
the negotiation of the treaty at Oxford supported the disband-
ment of the armies. When it was evident that peace would not 
be secured, he proposed in order to carry on the war an excise. 
hitherto unknown in England, which met with the same violent 
hostility afterwards aroused by Walpole's scheme. In March 
he published a " Declaration and Vindication " of his public 
conduct, in which he threw the whole blame of the appeal to 
arms on the opposite party, and expressed his fidelity to the 
Church and constitution. In May he entered, together with the 
other leaders, into resuitless negotiations with the queen, and on 
the 23rd he took up her impeachment to the Lords. In June 
he reported on Waller's plot, which exposed the insincerity of 
Charles's negotiations, and on the 26th of June wrote a " sharp 
letter" to Essex on his inaction. In July, after the defeat 
at Adwalton Moor, he prevented the house from again initiating 
negotiations for peace, which he declared " full of hazard and 
full of danger," and on the 3rd of August, after having visited 
Essex at Kingston, persuaded him to separate himself from 
the peace propositions of the Lords and to march to relieve 
Gloucester. He thus incurred the hatred of the peace party, 
and on the 9th of August a mob of women surrounded the house 
calling for Pym's destruction, and were not dispersed without 
some bloodshed. 

Pym had already, on the 3rd of January, proposed to the 
house an alliance with the Scots, and the Royalist victories 
now induced parliament to consent to what had before been re-
jected. The establishment of Presbyterianism was accepted 
by Pym as a disagreeable necessity. and he was one of the first 
to take the covenant on the 25th of September. This alliance, 
which was afterwards destined to have so decisive an influence  

on the military campaign and was the tint occasion on which 
the two nations bad united ni public action, closes Pym's pen 
career, He was made master at the ordnance on the Ish st 
Nevemba, but died on the 8th of December at Derby Haw 
where he resided. On the isth of December he received • pad* 
funeral in Westminster Abbey, whence his body was ejected 
at the Restoration. A sum of item* was voted by the pas. 
!lament to pay Pym's debts and provide for his family. About 
1614 Pym married Anne Hooke, or Hooker (d. thao), by when 
he had five children, including two sons, Alexander, who diet 
unmarried, and Charles, who was created a baronet; this tide. 
together with Pym's male line, became extinct in the penes 
of Pym's grandson Charles in 1688, Brymore then passing to 
his sister Mary, wife of Sir Thomas Hales, Bart. 

Pym had little of the Puritan in his character or demeanour 
His good humour, humanity and cheerfulness in all circum-
stances, "his pleasant countenance and sweet behaviour." 
were marked characteristics; the aspersions, however, on his 
morals, as well as the accusations of bribery, axe completely 
unsubstantiated and discredited. His death came as an hip 
parable loss to the parliamentary cause. " Since Pym died," 
writes Baillie (Later:, ii. 216), " not a state bead among thew 
many very good and able spirits, but not any of so greet and 
comprehensive a braine as to manage the multitude of weightie 
Oakes as lyes on them." He was one of the greatest leaders 
that the House of Commons has produced, a most capable man of 
business, and indefatigable in assiduous attention to its details 
He possessed great tact in influencing the conduct of the bone 
and in removing personal jealousies on critical occasions, and 
he excelled as a party leader in choosing and directing the count 
of policy, and in keeping his followers united and organised in 
its prosecution, as well as in stimulating and guiding popular 
opinion outside in its support. The frequent appeals to the 
nation by protestations, oaths of association and popular peti-
tions, were a very striking feature in Pym's policy. one e4 the 
chief sources of his strength, and new in English history. We 
may indeed perhaps see in these and in the canvassing of con- 
stituencies conducted by Pym and Hampden the beginnings 
of party government. His eloquence lay rather in the clear-
ness of his expression and in the depth and solidity of his ideas 
than in the more showy arts of oratory. Much of his sutras 
as a leader was the result of the confidence inspired by his 
high character, his well-tried courage and resolution at critical 
moments, his skill and vigilance in unmasking and frustrating 
the designs of the opposite faction. But Pym was not only gnat 
as a party leader; he had the real instinct of construction, the 
t rue test of the statesman. This construction, he believed, is the 
spirit of genuine conservatism, must always be progress aka; 
the lines of natural development, and not by the methods of 
revolutionary or extraneous innovation. It was Pym's chid 
charge against Charles, Strafford and Laud that they bad 
arrested this progress, and were thus leading the nation to rum 
and dissolution. Such was the theory and conviction, inherited 
from Bacon and passed on to Halifax and Burke, which underlay 
and inspired Pym's policy. 

The article on Pym by S. R. Gardiner, in the Did. Nat Biog 
with its references to authorities, must be supplemented br 
the same author's Hirt. of England and of its rani War. Pm, 
life has also been written at kngth by J. Forster in Lardnert 
Cabinet Cyelopaedia, Eminent British Statesmen. voL and 19 
Wood in A tk. °son. ili. 72, who adds a list of Pym's printed speedos 
His character, drawn by Clarendon, Hitt. in. 30 and sit. 409. 
inaccurate and obviously prejudiced. See also J. Former's Creadik-
eromstrance, Arrest of ateFive Members. Life of .5i, J. Eitior; Vertu s 
Notes of the Long Parliament; Whitelocke s Messersels, ( ttatdl 
corroboration of other authorities); R. Baillic's Letters; Eng. Ilia. 
Rev. xvii. 736; Rubhworth's Collections: Thomason Tracts. E 1 53 
(to). 63 (8).172 Oa), 164 (3),2oo (13) (26) (37) (49) (651,199 Oa) WU. 
78 (13); Somers Tracts iv. 257. 395. 461. 466 ; iltnrwir and Poll ' 
Sermon. by C. Fitzgeffrer. Add. MSS. Brit. Mu*. 14.827; meat. 
Lords and Commons Journals. There are a large number of refer-
ences to Pym in Calendars of Stag Papers Dom. 1619-165, sad 
Colonial Series 1574-16ra, and in the Mt. MSS. Gene. Soon 
but the supposed notebook of Pym mentioned in Rap. x. app 
vi. 82. has been shown by Gardiner to be that of another Free 
(Eire. WA Rev., Jan. 189$, p. 105). (P.C. YJ 
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PYRAMID. the name for a class of buildings, first taken from 

a part of the structure,' and mistakenly applied to the whole of 
it by the Greeks, which has now so far acquired a more definite 
meaning in its geometrical sense that it is desirable to employ 
it in that sense alone. A pyramid therefore should he under-
stood as meaning a building bounded by a polygonal base and 
plane triangular sides which meet in an apex. ,  Such a form of 
architecture is only known in Middle Egypt, and there only 
during the period from the IVth to the XI1th Dynasty (before 
3Doo s.c.)—having square bases and angles of about se. In 
other countries various modifications of the tumulus, barrow or 
burial-heap have arisen which have come near to this type; but 
these when formed of earth are usually circular, or if square 
have a flat top, and when built of stone are always in steps or 
terraces. The imitations of the true Egyptian pyramid at 
Thebes, Meroe and elsewhere are puny hybrids, being merely 
chambers with a pyramidal outside and porticos attached; 
and the structures found at Cenchrear, or the monument of 
Caius Sestius at Rome, are isolated and barren trials of a type 
which never could be revived: it had run its course in a country 
and a civilization to which alone It was suitable. 

The origin of the pyramid type has been entirely explained 
by the discovery of the various stages of development of the 
tomb. In prehistoric times a square chamber was sunk in the 
ground, the dead placed in it, and a roof of poles and brushwood 
overlaid with sand covered the top. The 1st Dynasty kings 
developed a wooden lining to the chamber; then a wooden 
chamber free-standing in the pit, with a beam roof, then a 
stairway at the side to descend; then a pile of earth held in by 
a dwarf wall over it. By the 111rd Dynasty this dwarf wall 
had expanded into a solid memo( brick work, about 28o by iso ft. 
and 33 ft. high. This was the onasiaba type of tomb, with a 
long sloping passage descending to the chamber far below it. 
This pile of brickwork was then copied in stonework early in the 
IIIrd Dynasty (Saqqara). It was then enlarged by repeated 
heightening and successive coats of masonry. And lastly a 
smooth casing was put over the whole, and the first pyramid 
appealed (Nfedum). 

It is certain that the pyramids were each begun with a 
definite design for their size and arrangement; at least this is 
plainly seen in the two largest, where continuous accretion 
(such as Lewin, and his followers propound) would be most 
likely to be met with. On looking at any section of these build-
ings it will be seen how impossible It would have been for the 
passages to have belonged to a smaller structure (Petrie, 163). 
The supposition that the designs were enlarged so long as the 
builder's life permitted was drawn from the compound rear 
tabas of Saqqara and Medum; these are, however, quite dis-
tinct architecturally from true pyramids, and appear to have 
been enlarged at long intervals, being elaborately finished with 
fine casing at the close of each addition. 

Around many of the pyramids peribolus walls may be seen, 
and it is probable that some enclosure originally existed around 
each of them. At the pyramids of Girth the temples attached 
to these mausolea may be still seen. As in the private tomb. 
the false door which represented the exit of the deceased person 
from this world, and towards which the offerings were made, 
was always on the west wall in the chamber, so the pyramid 
was placed on the west of the temple in which the deceased 
king was worshipped. The temple being entered from the 
east (as in the Jewish temples), the worshippers faced the west. 
looking towards the pyramid in which the king was buried. 
Priests of the various pyramids are continually mentioned during 
t he old kingdom, and the religious endowments of many of the 
priesthood, of the early kings were revived under the Egyptian 
renaissance of the XXVIth Dynasty and continued during 
Ptolemaic times. A list of the hieroglyphic names °Coincides 

The vertical height was tamed by the Egyptians pir-em-so 
(see E. Fterilout. Rs. 2.. and year. 303-309). hence the Greek 

rm fo preens. pl. tram • s (Herod used unaltered in the English 

For r
m1Y, DIMS). from which the singular prewid was formed. 
or TlfrilltS of geometrical py ramids we CItYSTALLOGRAIPIIY. 

and for their mensuration we MENIWNATION.  

of the pyramids which have been found mentioned on monu-
ments (mostly in tombs of the priests) is given in Lieblein's 
Chronology, p. 3:. The pyramid was never a family monu-
ment, but belonged—like all other Egyptian tombs—to one 
person, members of the royal family having sometimes lesser 
pyramids adjoining the king's (as at Khufu's); the essential 
idea of the sole use of a tomb was so strong that the bill of 
Gizeh is riddled with deep tomb-shafts for separate burials, 
often running side by side 6o or 8o ft. deep, with only a thin 
wall of rock between; and in one place a previous shaft has 
been partially blocked with masonry, so that a later shaft could 
be cut partly into it, macled with it like a twin-crystal. 

The usual construction of pyramids is a mass of masonry 
composed of horizontal layers of rough-hewn blocks, with a small 
amount of mortar; and this mass in the later forms became more 
and more rubbly, until in the VIth Dynasty it was merely a 
cellular system of retaining walls of rough stones and mud, 
filled up with loose chips, and in the XlIth Dynasty the bulk 
was of mud bricks. Whatever was the hidden material, how-
ever, there was always on the outside a casing of fine stone, 
elaborately finished, and very well jointed; and the inner cham-
bers were of similarly good work. Indeed the construction was 
in all cases so far sound that, had it not been for the spite of 
enemies and the peed of later builders, it is probable that every 
pyramid would have been standing in good order at this day. 
The casings were not a mere " veneer " or " film," as they 
have been called, but were of massive blocks, usually greater 
in thickness than in height, and in some cases (as at South 
Dahshur) reminding the observer of horizontal leaves with 
sloping edges. 

Inside of each pyramid, always low down, and usually be-
low the ground level, was built a sepulchral chamber; this was 
reached in all cases by a passage from the north, sometimes 
beginning in the pyramid face, sometimes descending into the 
rock on which the pyramid was built in front of the north side. 
This chamber, if not cut in the rock altogether (as in Menkaura's), 
or a pit in the rock roofed with stone (as in Khafra's), was built 
between two immense walls which served for the east and west 
sides, and between which the north and south sides and roofing 
stood merely in contact, but unbonded. The gable roofing 
of the chambers was formed by great sloping cantilevers of 
stone, projecting from the north and south walls, on which they 
rested without pressing on each other along the central ridge; 
thus there was no thrust, nor were there any forces to disturb 
the building; and it was only after the most brutal treatment, 
by which these great masses of stone were cracked asunder, that 
the principle of thrust came into play, though it had been pro-
vided for in the sloping form of the roof, so as to delay so long 
as possible the collapse of the chamber. This is beat seen in 
the pyramid of Pepi (Petrie), opened from the top right through 
the roof. See also the Abusir pyramids (Howard Vyse) and the 
king's and queen's chambers of the great pyramid (Howard 
Vyse, Piaui Smyth, Petrie). The roofing is sometimes, per-
haps usually, of more than one layer; In Pepi's pyramid it is 
of three layers of stone beams, each deeper than their breadth, 
resting one on another, the thirty stones weighing more than 
3o tons each. In the king's chamber (Gizeh) successive hori-
zontal roofs were interposed between the chamber and the final 
gable roof, and such may have been the case at Abu Roash 
(Howard Vyse). 

The passages which led into the central chambers have usually 
some lesser chamber in their course, and are blocked once or 
oftener with massive stone portcullises. In all cases some part, 
and generally the greater part, of the passages slopes down-
wards, usually at an angle of about re, ors in 2. These pas-
sages appear to have been closed externally with stone doors 
turning on a horizontal pivot, as may be seen at South Dabshur. 
and as is described by Stcabo and others (Petrie). This suggests 
that the interiors of the pyramids were accessible to the priests, 
probably for making offerings; the fact of many of them having 
been forcibly entered otherwise does not show that no practic-
able ensnare existed, but merely that is was unknown, as, 
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for instance, in the pyramids of Khufu and Khafra, both of 
which were regularly entered in dassical times, but were forced 
by the ignorant Arabs. 

The pyramids of nearly all the kings of the IVth, Vth and VIth 
Dynasties are mentioned in inscriptions, and also a few of later 
times. The first which can be definitely attributed is that of 
Khufu (or Cheops), called " the glorious." the great pyramid of 

A A ONICSPULt. MO/STABA. 	 Sense I $.04 79 100 MI 

FIG. 1.—Pyramid of Medum (Meidoun). 

Gizeh. Dad-ef-ra, who appears next to Khufu in the lists, had his 
pyramid at Abu Roash. Khafra rested in the pyramid now known 
as the second pyramid of Giza. Menkaura's pyramid was called 

Of the architectural peculiarities of some parddahr 
some notice must now be given. The pyramid of Medea 
was the first true pyramid. It was begun as a =stabs. 
other such tombs, such as that of Kinglsieter-khet at Be,t 
This mastaba was then enlarged by heightening it au) 
coating, and this process, repeated seven tunes, resahsd 
stepped mass of masonry. Such had been made helm, at 
pyramid of Saqqara; but for the first time it was sow 
one uniform slope of masonry from base to top, arid 
was the result. The chamber is peculiar for beim 
vertical shaft in the floor. The great pyramid OF 3) 
(Khufu's) is very different in its internal arra 
other known. The pyramid covers upwards of 13 am; 
about 150 ft. higher than St Paul's Cathedral. As 
St Peters, Rome, it covers an area which is as 29 to ii. aN 
three times as much, and it is 40 ft. higher. The excesses 
of passages and chambers, the high finish of parts of Os sad 
the accuracy of construction all distinguish it. The dual* 
is most normal in its situation is the subterranean chaste 
this is quite unfinished, hardly more than begun. Be 
chambers, called the " king's " and " queen's," were omit 
hidden, the ascending passage to them having bees closed* 
ging blocks, which concealed the point where it branched to 
out of the roof of the long descending passage. Another pt 
which in its turn branches from the ascending passage to thel 
chamber, was also completely blocked up. Tlw object 01 
two highly-finished chambers in the mass may have bees* 
the king and his co-regent (of whom there is some histurrth 
and there is very credible testimony to a sarcophagus hal 
in the queen's chamber, as well as in the king's chamber. 
details of construction in the great pyramid tt is needles 
here; but it may be stated that the accuracy of work 
the four sides of the base have only a mean error of six 
inch in length and 12 seconds in angle from a perfect 0161:.• 

"the upper," being at the highest level on the hill of Gizeh. The 
leaser pyramids of Gizeh. near the great and third pyramids, belony 
respectively to the families of Khufu and Khafm (Howard Vyse 
The pyramid of Aseskaf, called " the cool," is unknown, so also is 
that of Userkaf of the Vth Dynasty, called the " holiest of buildings." 
Sahura's pyramid, the north one of Abusir, was named " the rising 
soul," much as Neferarlostm's at Abusir was named " of the soul. 
Raenuser's pyramid, "the firmest of buildings," is the middle 
pyramid of Abusir. The pyramid of htenkauhor, called " the 
most divine building," is somewhere at Saqqara. Ana's pyramid 
is unidentified; it was "the beautiful." Unas not only built the 
mastaba Farun, long supposed to be his pyramid, but had a pyra-
mid called " the most beautiful of buildings " at Saqqara, which 
was opened in 1881 (see &tested des impala. by M. Maspero, 
for those opened at Saqqara). In the Vlth Dynasty the " pyramid 
of souls," built by Ati (Rauserka), is unknown. That of Teta, " the 
most stable of buildings," was opened at Saqqara in 1881, as well 
as that of Pepi (Rameri), " the firm and beautiful." The pyramids 
of Rameren. " the beautiful rising," and of Ncfcrarkara, ' the firm 
life, " are unknown. Haremsaf's pyramid was opened at Saqqara 
in Mt. Of the last two kings of the Vith Dynasty we know of 
no pyramids. In the X'llth or VIllth Dynasty most probably the 
brick pyramids of Dahshur were erected. In the XIth Dynasty 
the pyramid. " the most glorious building," of Mentuhotep II. is 
at Deir el Bahri, and the mud pyramid of one of the Antef kings is 
known at Thebes. In the XII th Dynasty the pyramids -the " lofty 
and beautiful "of Amenemhat I. and "the bright " of Usertesen IL, 
are known in inscriptions, while the pyramid of Senusert I. is at Lisht, 
that of Senusert H. is at Illahun, that of Senusert III. at Dahshur 
(N. brick), and the brick pyramid at Howara is of Amenemhat III., 
who built the adjoining temple. 

The second pyramid of Gird, that of Khafra, has two en 
entrances (one to the side, the other in the pavement) six) 

' With respect to the construction of this and other pyraskh 
Howard Vyse. on measurements of the inside of the great 
and descriptions, see Piazzi Smyth; and on meaareteentsfa F 
mechanical means. and theories. see Petrie. 
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Ambers (ooe roofed with slabs: the other allrock-hewn), these 

▪ almanderst  however, do aot run into tla maaonryobe whole bulk 
of which is valid so far as is known. This primed boa a part of 
the original casing on the top; and it is also interesting as having 
the workmen's barracks still remaining at a short distance on the 

'- west side. long chambers capable of housing &tout 4000 men. The 
great bulk of the rubbish from the work re laid on the south side, 

• forming a flat terrace level with the base, and covering a steep rock 
escarpment which existed there. The waste heaps from the great 

3:L'i
were similarly tipped out over the dill oaks northern side. 

ng. rubbish added to the broad platform which set off the 
• appearance of the pyramids; and it has remained undisturbed in 
•-• all ages, as there was nothing to be got out of it. The third pyramid, 
• that of Menkaura. was cased around the base with red granite 

for the sixteen lowest courses. The design of it has been enlarged 
• at one bound from • small pyramid (such as those of the family 

of Khufu) to one eight times the size, as it is at present, the passages 
e. needed therefore to be altered. But there is no sign of gradual 

seeps of enlargement: the change was sudden, from a comparatively 
r-• small design to a large one. The basalt sarcophagus of this pyramid 
• was ornamented with the panel decoration found on early tombs, 

unlike the granite sarcophagi of the two previous pyramids, which 
5 are plain. Unhappily it was lost at sea in 1838. 

An additional interest belongs to the third pyramid (of Menkaura) 
▪ owing to its chamber being celled with a pointed arch (fig. 4). 

But it is not a true arch, the 
stones being merely cantilevers 
opposite to each other, with the 

. underside cut to the above form 
(see fig. 5). 

mids of Abusir, described in the 
Fart-her south are the pyre- 

work of Colonel Howard Vyse, 
and since excavated by the Ger- 
mane. Next come those of 
Saqqara. The construction of 
the step-pyramid or cumulat-
ive mastaba has been noticed 
above; its peerages are very 
peculiar and intricate, winding 
around the principal chamber, 
which is in the centre, cut in the 
rock, very high. and with a tomb 
chamber built in the bottom of 
it, which is closed with a greet 
plug of red, granite, a circular 
stopper fitting into a neck in 
the chamber roof. A doorway 
faced with glazed tiles bearing 
the name of King Neter-khet of 
the Ilird Dynasty existed hers; 

pyramids of 
Saewe are those of Una,. 	Haremsaf, &c. They are distin- 
the toles were taken to Berlin 	Lepsius. The other 

guisW by the introduction 	very long religious texts, covering 
the whole inside of the chambers and rer -es; 

elyphice, painted 	ht green, in 	white 
are carefullglcaervieed 	 I. in- 

Rotenone. Beyond 	come tb , 'amide 
of Dalabur, which are in a s : ple and 
massive style. much like those of C „, h. The 
north pyramid of Dilator has hambers 
✓oofed like the gallery in the gra pyransid 
by sucoessive overlapping. of ston 	he roof 

• w eras ridng to a great height, with nu less than 
eleven projections oo each side. The south 

rem Vele 	 pyramid of Dahahur has still the greater part 
Fua 3.—Section of its casing remaining. and is remarkable for 

of Sepulchral Chian- being built at two different angles, the lower 
her, Third Pyramid. part being at the usual pyramid angle, while 

the upper part is but 43-. This pyramid is 
also remarkable for having a western passage to the chambers, which 
was carefully closed up. Beyond the Memphitic group are the 
mattered pyramids of Lisht (Si iiusert I.). Mahon (Senusert IL), aad 
Howam (Amenemhat sod the earliest pyramid of Medum 
(Sneferu). Hakim is built with a framework of stone filled up with 
mud bricks, and Hower* is built entirely,  of mud bricks, though 
cased with fine stow like the other pyramids. 

The dimensions of the pre raids that are accurately known me 
in inches:— 

The first two closely agree to the proportion of 7 high on sr base, 
appeoximately the ratio of a radius to its circle. And on dividing 
the blue at 

 
ffedum by 1 t the modulus is 51 5.64, and the base of 

Khufu 4-ts is 824-44- These moduli are 25 cubits of 20.625 and 
40 cubits of thitz ; so it appears that the form was of the seine 
type,iybountdwith moduli of 25 and os cubits respectively. 

these already described there are no true pyramids, 
but we will briefly notice those later forms derived from the pyramid. 
At Thebes some small pyramids belong to the kings of the Xlth 
Dynasty: the tomb-chamber is in the rock below. The size is under 
5o ft. square. Thee are not oriented, and have a horizontal 
entrance, quite unlike the narrow pipe-he  passages sloping down 
into the regular pyramids (see Manette, in Bib. arch. Naas. iv. 

ate. 
rim). In Ethiopia, at Gebel Baykal, are other so-called pyramids 
of • very late d They nearly all have porches; their simplicity 
is lost amid very dubious decorations; and they are not oriented. 
They are all very acute, and have flat tops as d to support some 
ornament. The sizes are but small, varying from 23 to 88 ft. 
square at Gebel Barka and 17 to 63 ft. square at Mace. The 
interior is solid throughout, the windows which appear on the sides 
being useless architectural members (see Hoskins Ethiopia, tab, 
&c.). The structures sometimes called pyramids at Biahmu in the 
Fayum have no possible claim to such a name; they were two great 
enclosed courts with sloping sides, in the centres of which were two 
seated statues raised on pedestals high enough to be seen over the 
walls of the courts. This lam would appear like a pyramid . with 
a statue on the top; and a rather similar case in early construction is 
shown on the sculptural of the old kingdom. Obelisks then were 
single monuments (not in pairs) and stood in the midst of a great 
courtyard with idea sloping like • main; such ooppeen  courtyards 
on a small wale are found in the maatabss at .Gizeb, and are 
probably copied from the domestic architecture of the time. 

On the vexed question of inscriptions on the pyramids it will 
suffice to say that not one fragment of early inscription is known 
on the casing of any pyramid, either is sits or broken in Ogees. 
Large quantities of medleys' " graffiti " doubtless existed, and some 
have been found on the casing of the peat pyramid; these probably 
gave rise to the accounts of inscriptions, which are arannely said 
to have been in many different larauages. 

The mechanical means em loyed by the pyramid-builders have 
been partly ascertained. The hard stones, granite, diorite and 
basalt were in all fine work sawn into shape by beanie saws set 
with jewels (either corundum or diamond), hollows were made (as 
in sarcophagi) by tubular drilling with tools like our modern diamond 
rock-drills (which are but reinvented from ancient sources, see 
&trisecting, 2xxvii. 282). The details of the questions of transport 
antlemarcigoenizenAgutthl tri ms stooranannsremainassbitto be explained.ii.40):  

Professor C. Masi Smyth, L()fe and Work as the Groat Pyramid 
(1867); W. M. Flinders Petrie, Pwsmidr wed Templet oJGad (1883). 

(W. M. k. P.) 
PYRAIRIDION (diminutive of " pyramid "), an architectural 

term for the copper-gilt casing covering the apex of an obelisk, 
and generally extended to its upper termination of pyramidical 
form. 

MAIM AHD THISBN, the hero and heroine of a Baby-
lonian love-story told by Ovid (Melees. iv. 55-465). Their 
parents refused to consent to their union, and the lovers used 
to converse through a chink in the wall separating their houses. 
At last they resolved to flee together, and agreed to meet under 
a mulberry tree near the tomb of Ninth. Thisbe was the first 
to arrive, but, terrified by the roar of a lion, took to flight. In 
her baste she dropped her veil, which the lion tore to pieces with 
jaws stained with the blood of an ox. Pyramus, believing 
that she had been devoured by the lion, stabbed himself. Thisbe 
returned to the rendeevous, and finding her lover mortally 
wounded, put an end to her own life. From that time the fruit 
of the mulberry, previously white, was always black. 

See G. Hart, Die Unerring wad Verbreitstag der Pyramus- sad-
Thisbesage (5889-5892). 

PYRARGYRITE, a mineral consisting of silver sulpnantlmonite, 
Ag•Sb.Sa, known also as dark red silver ore, an important 
source of the metal. It is closely allied to, and isomorphous 

with, the corresponding sulpharsenite 
known as proustite (q.v.) or light red 
silver ore. " Ruby silver " or red silver 
ore (German Ratglittigers) was men-
tioned by G. Agricola In 1546, but the 
two species so closely resemble one 
another that they were not completely 
distinguished until chemical analyses of 
both were made by J. L. Proust in dos. 

1.• 	Place. King. Date S.C. Base. Error. Angle. Height. Azimuth. 
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Both crystallise in the ditrigonal pyramidal (hemimorphIc-hemi-

hedmI) class of the rhombohedral system, possessing the same degree 
of symmetry as tourmaline. Crystals are perfectly developed and are 
usually pprinsematic in habit; they are frequently attached at one end, 
the hemitnorphic character being then evident by the fact that the 
oblique striations on the prism faces are directed towards one end 
only of the crystal. Twinning according to revere' laws is not 
uncommon. The angles are nearly the same in the two species; 
the rhombohedral angle rr' being 71° 22' in pyrargrite and ye 12' 
in proustite. The hexagonal prisms of pyrargynte are usually 
terminated by a low hexagonal pyramid (31o) or by a drusy basal 
one. The colour of pyrargynte as usually greyish-black and the 
lustre metallic-adamantine; Large crystals are opaque, but small ones 
and thin splinters are deep ruby.red by transmitted light, hence the 
name, from Gr. asp  (fire) and donut (silver), given by E. F. Glocker 
in 1831. The streak is purplish-red, thus differing markedly 
from the scarlet streak of proustite and affording a read! means of 
distinguishing the two minerals. The hardness is 2 , and the 
specific gravity 5-85: the refractive indices and hire( ngenoe are 
very high, 0..3-084, a u2.881. There is no very distinct cleavage 
and the fracture is conchoidaL The mineral occurs in metalliferous 
veins with calcite, argentiferous galena, native silver, native arsenic, 
&c. The best crystallised specimens are from St Andreasberf in 
the liam. Freiberg in Saxony, and Guanajuato in Mexico. t is 
not uncommon in many silver mines in the United States, but 
rarely u distinct crystals; and it has been found in some Cornish 
stints. 

Although the "red silver ores" afford • good example of iso- 
morphism. they rarely form mixtures; pyrargyrite rarely contains. 
as much as 3°/,!  of arsenic replacing antimony, and the same is true 
of antimony in proustite. Dimorphous with pymrgyrite and 
proustite respectively are the rase monoclink species pyrostllemite 
or fireblendc (AgSbS1) and zanthoconite (AgsAsSs):  these four 
rainemla thus'  orm an isodimorphous group. (L. J. S.) 

PYRAZINES, Pumas, or PARADIA2INES, in organic chem-
istry, a group of compounds containing a ring system composed 
of 4 carbon atoms and 2 nitrogen atoms, the nitrogen atoms 
being in the pare position. The di- and tri-methyl derivatives 
are found in the fusel oil obtained by fermentation of beet-
root sugar (E. C. Morin, Comptes ?endue, 1888, tod, p. 36o). 
They were first prepared synthetically by reducing the bo-
nitrosoketonea. They may also be prepared by the inner con-
densation of a-aminoaldehydes or a-aminoketones in the 
presence of a mild oxidizing agent, such as mercuric chloride 
or copper sulphate in boiling alkaline solution (L. Wolff, Ber., 
1893, 26, p. 183o; S. Gabriel, ibid. p. 2207); and by the action 
of ammonia on a-halogen ketonic compounds (W. Staedel and 
L. Rugheimer, Bee., 1876, g, p. 363; V. Meyer and E. Braun, Ber., 
1888, 2r, p. 19). They are also formed when grape sugar is 
heated with ammonia or when glycerin is heated with 
ammonium chloride and ammonium phosphate (C. Stoehr, /earn. 
profit Chem., zligs (2), 31, 12. 450; 1896 (2), 54. P. 481 ). They 
are feeble basic compounds which distil unchanged. They are 
mostly soluble in water and somewhat hygroscopic in char-
acter. Their salts are easily dissociated. They form char-
acteristk compounds with mercuric and antic chlorides. Their 
alkyl derivatives readily oxidize to pyrazhw carboxylic acids. 

Pyrasine, crystallizes from water in prisms, which have 
a' heliotrope odour. It melts at se C. and boils at t i5° C. It may 
also be obtained by elimination of carbon dioxide from the pyrazine 
dicarboxylic acid formed when quinoxaline is oxidized with alkaline 
potassium permanganate (S. Gabriel). 2:3-Dimethylpyrazine, of 
ketine. C4111,(Clii)iNs, is obtained by reducing isonitrosoacetone, or 
by heating glycerin with ammonium chloride and ammonium 
phosphate. It boils at 133° C. 

Two classes of dihydropyrazines are known, namely the 1•4 
and 2.3• dihydro-compounds. corresponding to the formulae II. and 
III., pyraziae being I. :— 

	

HC.N.CH 	HC•NH•CH 	HC.N.CH, 	HIC•NH•CH1 

	

He*.eti 	Ht•NH•eH 	Ht 1l f H 	H2e•NH•t 

	

I (Pyrazine) 	II (1.4 dihydro) 	(2.3 dihydro) IV (Piperazine). 

Those of the former type are obtained by condensing e-bromketones 
with primary amines (A. T. Mason, Arun. Chem Sec., 1893, 63, p. 
135s55); the latter type result on condensing alkylene diaratnes with 
sedikeWsea The el derivatives are somewhat unstable compounds. 
since on heating they readily give up two hydrogen atoms. Tana- 
/.1.7droprasiass of the Pall_ type have also been obtained L. 
Gamin, Be,., 1891. 24, 956 K). Hezahydropyrasine or piperamne 
(formula IV, above), also known as diethylene diming, may be 
prepared by reducing pyrazine, or, better, by combining aniline and 
ethylene bromide to form diphenyl diethylene diamine •  the dinitroso 
compound of which hydrolyses to para.dinitrosophenol and pipers. 

sine. It Is a strong base, melting at tati •  and boiliag at us--14e. 
It is used in medicine on account of the high solubility of Its salt 
with uric acid. 

PTRAZOLBS, in organic chemistry, a series of heterncyrlic 
compounds containing a five-membered ring consisting of three 
CH :C carbon atoms united to two nitrogen atnms, 

NH(I) 
thus: the derivatives arc orientated from the 

&I-• N imino group, the second position being at the 
other nitrogen atom. Pyrazok, CAN, was 

obtained by E. Buchner (Be., 1689, 22, p. 2165) by beating 
pyrazole 3.4.5.-tricarboxylic acid; and by L Balbiano (Be', 
ago, 23, p. 1103), who condensed epichlorhydrin with hydrazine 
hydrate in the presence of zinc chloride: 

CalsOCI-1-aNsH 5  CsHiNs+NilicliC1 1-H20+/4. 
It may also be prepared by the union of diazomethane 
acetylene (H. v. Pechmann, Be., 0397, 31, p. 295o), and 
by warming the acetal of propargyl aldehyde with an aqueous 
solution of hydrazine sulphate (Be., z903,  36, p. 3662). It 
crystallizes in colourless needles, is very stable and behaves 
as a weak base. It does not combine with the alkyl iodides. 
Ammoniacal silver nitrate gives a precipitate of pyrunle silver. 

The horn,1 s of pyrazole may be obtained by digesting 0- 
diketones or p k, to-aldehydes with pherylhydrazine; by heating 
the phenylhydrazones of some monoketo ■ es with acetic anhydride: 
by elimination of hydrogen from pyr.: olines, and by distilling 
pyrazolones and pyrazolidones over site dust. They are all weak 
bases, which combine directly with the all. it iodides and form double 
salts with mercuric and platinic chiorles. On oxidation with 
potassium permanganate the C-alkyl-il rivatives give carboxylic 
acids, whilst the N-phcnyl derivative* frequently split of the 
phenyl group (especially if it be amid,: xl) and have it replaced 
by hydrogen. On reduction, the pyran with a free :NH group 
arc scarcely affected, whilst the N-phen) l derivatives give pyre:0- 
Tines, or by the use of very strong reducing; (gents the ringlitiur yield 

substitution derivatives with the halos( bromine being t mod 
effective. The chloro-derivatives are m, st readily prepared from 
the pyrazolones by the action of phosph ,, rus oxychlonde. 

The pyrazole carboxylic acids may Igo be obtained by core 
densing 0-diketone or oxymethylene leer ,  ne carboxylic esters with 
hydrannes, or the diazo fatty esters a th acetylene dicarbrisylic 
esters: hirCH-CO,R-I-Cs(COrR)s.. CaH ,COrR)43-4 -31: by heating 
0-diketones and diazo-acetic ester with sodium hydroxide (A. 
Klages, Bee., 1663, 36. p. 1(28), and from the diaao-anlrydrides of 
Osliketones or 0-ketonic acids. These acids all split 0%1 readily 
when heated, most easily from the carboxyl group in position 3. 
and with most difficulty from the group in position 4. 

The dihydropyrazeirs or tyresolteer are less stable than the pyre. 
soles and are more like unsaturated compounds. They mu be 
obtained by the reduction of pyrazoles (especially N-phenyl deriva-
tives) with sodium in alcoholic solution; by condensing diano-acetic 
ester or diazomethane with ethylenic compounds (iumaric ester. 
dec.) (E. Buchner. Be,., 1890, 23. p. 703: AVM. 1895. 384. p.  2i2i 
H. v. Pechmann, Be,., 1894, 27, p. tag!), and by rearrangement of 
the hydrazones of .-olefin aldehydes or ketones on warming of on 
distillation. They arc weak bares which are only soluble in con-
centratecl acids. On reduction they yield pyrazolidines, or the ring 
is broken; and when oxidized they form blue or red colouring 
matters. The carboxylic acids show • remarkable behaviour on 
hearing, the nitrogen Is entirely eliminated, and trimethylene car-
boxylic odds are obtained (see POINMETHYLENES). Py111201in is 
a colourless liquid which bolls at 144°  C. It may be ruured 
by the action of dlazornethane on ethylene (E. Azzarelio, 
1906, 36. (i.), p. 624 

The Freedoms (kctodihydropyrasoles), 'first prepared by I.. 
Knorr in 1883, result from the elimination of the elements of alcohol 
from the hydrazones of ft-ketonic acids) or on the oxidation of the 
pyratolidones with feme chloride. Three types are possible with 
the formulae: 

HC-00 	 HCCH 

	

NH 	 \ NH 	I \ NH 

	

HC:N 	 HC.NH 	 OC.NH 

	

Pyrazolone-3 	Antipyrine type 	Pyrazolone-3 
They form salts with both acids and bases, and yield tea:Odin and 
isomeroso derivative,. Pyrszolone is obtained by the condensation 
of hydrazine with fonaytacetk ester. It is a coloutiess 	line 
solid which melts at 164° C. a-Phetryl- 	 it 
amiprine (gss). The isomeric t-Ilingi-3-ttleat pyresieste-3 .  is 
formed by condensing aceds•cefic ester with acetopharythydnums 
in the presence of phosphorus oxychloride or by the ankle of 
ferric chloride on the ownsponding pgasolicions. which is prodocal 
by condoning phenyl/wire:int with a 0 -halogen butyrie 
When methylated it yields imastipyries, an isomer of antipyrula 
which is more poisonous 
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pyruolidines an tetrakydropyrasolea The N-phenyl 
etive, from sodiumphenyelydratieie and trimethylene bromide, 

is an oil which readily esidises to pkenylpyrasoline on exposure. 
The corresponding keen-derivative, at payraselsekines, are produced 
by the action of hydrazine. on the 0-kaloid acids or aff•olefine 
dicarboxylie acids. Isomeric compounds may arise here when 
pheaylhydrazine is used. the keto-group taking either the 3 or 5 
position: thus with e-iodopeopiorne acid 1erlyllzrazolidetla-fl 
uformed, whilst um daodopropiorude pee. 3-compound. 
Isomers of this type may be distinguished 	the fact that the 
pyrazolidone-3 compounds are bask. whilst 	3-compounds are 
acidic. The simplest member of the series, pyrazoGefone-3, is a 
liquid which is formed by the action of hydrazine on aaccryryl c acid. 
The 3•-pyrazolid0nes are the cyclic hydruides of the maionie rid 
series. 

Thiopyrazoles have been obtained by A. Michaelis (Am.. 1904, 
3g;hpo.li cly: Be,., 1904, 37. p. z7  by action of an aqueous or 
a solution of the methyl c 	or iodide of phenylmethyl- 
chlorpyrazale oa a solution of an alkaline hydronalphide into which 
carbon bisulphide has been passed ; or by the action of sodium thio-
sulphate on aatipyrine hydrochloride or a similar compound. 
The simplest member of the group is probably to be represented 
as 

-Cons or 
HC:C(SH)> 

al 	
H1C 

N-C.4144. 
CHrowoN 	 CHEC 

MIME. Cp,H,,, a hydrocarbon found together with 
chrysene in the last portion of the coal tar distillate, and also 
in " Stupp " fat. 

The crude solid product from the tar distillate is digested with 
carbon bisulphide to dissolve the. the solution filtered and 
the solvent evaporated. The • ue is dissolved in alcohol and to 
the cold saturated solution a cold alcoholic solution of picric acid 
is added. The picrate po formed is then decomposed by ammonia. 
On its reparat ion from' Stepp " fat see E. Haraberger.  and M. Philip, 
Asa., tail. zoo, p. Md. It eryetallizes fa 1110110CIMIC tables which 
melt at 148-149° C. Chromic acid oxidises it to pyrene quinone, 
C,.11/01, and pyrenic acid, Culi on•. The 'frolic. which is easily 
soluble in benzene, crystallizes in tong red needles melting at 222 .. 
When heated with hydriodic acid and phosphorus to too ° C. it 
yields a„,heitahydrids. It has been obtained synthetically by M. 
Freund and H. Michaels (Bee.. 1897, 30, p. 1333) by distilling 
thebenol over zinc dust in a stream of hydrogen, or by the action 
of hydriudic acid and phosphorus at top* C. on thebenol. 

!TRUE= (Span. Pirialos, Fr. Pyriakti, a range of moun-
tains in south-west Europe, separating the Iberian Peninsula 
from France, and extending for about 240 m., from the Bay of 
Biscay to Cape Creus, or, if only the main crest of the range be 
considered, to Cape Cerbere, on the Mediterranean Sea. For 
the most part the main crest constitutes the Franco-Spanish 
frontier; the principal exception to this rule is formed by the 
valley of Aran, which belongs orographically to France but 
politically to Spain. The Pyrenees are conventionally divided into 

M4.4. 	 hied 	 s 

1111115y.104. 

Clitua•a. a A.«. 	1.1/4.../.•01.1.**.e 11111 NI... lode 
1=10•Non. 	1:::1 

three sections, the central, the Atlantic or- western, and the 
eastern. The central Pyrenees extend eastward from the Port 
de Centrism to the valley of Aran, and include the highest 
summits of the whole chain, Auto or He de Method (it ,s63 ft.), 
in the Maladetta ridge, Pouts (11,047 ft.), and Mont Perdu or 
Monte Perdido (loony ft.). In the Atlantic Pyrenees the 
average altitude gradually diminishes westward; while in the 
eastern Pyrenees, with the exception of one break at the east= 

extremity of the Pyrenees &legacies, the mean elevation is 
maintained with remarkable uniformity, till at last a rather 
sudden decline occurs in the portion of the chain known as the 
Alberes. This threefold division is only valid so far as the 
elevation of the Pyrenean chain is concerned, and does not 
accurately represent Its geological structure or general con, 
figuration. The careful examination of the chain by members 
of the English and French Alpine Clubs has since 188o consider-
ably modified the views held with respect to its general char-
acter; the southern versant, formerly regarded as inferior in 
area, has been proved to be the more important of the two. 
It has been recognized, as shown in the maps of MM. Schrader, 
de St Sand and Walton, that, taken as a whole, the range must 
be regarded, not as formed on the analogy of a fern-frond or 
fish-bone, with the lateral ridges running down to the two op-
poske plains, but rather as a swelling of the earth's crust, the 
culminating portion of which is composed of a series of primi-
tive chains, which do not coincide with the watershed, but MSS 
it obliquely, as if the ground had experienced a sidewise thrust 
at the time when the earth's crust was ridged up into the 
long chain under the influence of contraction. Both the orderly 
arrangement of these diagonal chains and the agreement which 
exists between the tectonic and geological phenomena are 
well shown in the geological and hypsometrical maps published 
in the Ammaire du Club Alpin franc,ais for 1891 and gigs by 
MM. Schrader and de Margerie. The primitive formations of 
the range, of which little beyond the French portions had 
previously been studied, are shown to be almost all continued 
diagonally on the Spanish side, and the central ridge thus pre-
sents the appearance of a series of wrinkles with an inclination 
(from north-west to south-cast) greater than that of the chain 
as a whole. Other less pronounced wrinkles run from south-
west to north -east and intersect the former series at certain 
points, so that it is by alternate digressions from one to the other 
series that the irregular crest of the Pyrenees acquires its general 
direction. Far from having impressed its own direction on 
the orientation of the chain at large, this crest is merely the 
resultant of secondary agencies by which the primitive mass 
has been eroded and lessened in bulk, and though its import-
ance from a hydrographic point of view is still considerable, 
its geological significance is practically nil. 

Geology.—The Pyrenees are divided by E. de Margerie and F. 
Schrader into a number of longitudinal zones. The central zone 
consists of Primary rocks, together with great masses of granite. 
It forms most of the higher summits, but west of the Pie d'Anie 

ears beneath an unconfonnable covering of Cretaceous 
On the French side the central zone is followed by (I) 

the z, 000e of Ariege. consisting of Lower Cretaceous and Jurassic beds, 
together with granitic masses; (a) the zone of the Petites Pyrenees, , 
roper Cretaceous and Eocene; and (3) the zone of the Corbieres, 
o -o-ting of Eocene and Primary rocks. On the Spanish side, from 

to south, are (t) the zone of Mont Perdu. Upper Cretaceous 
Eocene; (2) the zone of Aragon, Eocene; and (3) the zone of 

the Sierras, Trims, Cretaceous and Eocene. In France the zones 
are clearly defined only in the eastern part of the chain, while towards 
the west they m-rge into one another. In Spain, on the other hand. 
It is in the cee'r I part of the chain that the zones are most distinct 
Although the to, mber of zones recognized is the some on the two 
flanks, they do o of correspond. The zone of the Corbieres has no 
equivalent in so o In. while in France there is no definite zone of Eocene 
like that of Aroo. in. The zone of the Petite. Pyrenees, however. is 
clearly.  homolo, us with that of the Sierras. On the northern side 
granittc ma<,  • occur in the zone of Ariege amongst the Jurassic 

I • .• , teems beds. On the southern side they are not 
coo o ID the axial zone, and the Jurassic and Lower Cre-

taceous deposits are reduced to a narrow band. In spite of these 
differences between the two flanks, the structure is to some extent 
symmetrical. On the north the greater number of the overfolds 
lean towards the north, while on the south they lean towards the 
south. Thus the chain shows the typical fan-structure which has 
long been recognized in the western Alps. 

Since the publication of the maps by de Margerie and Schrader 
it has been shown that the phenomena of " recouvrement " play 
almost as large a part in the Pyrenees as in the Alps themselves. 
La qe masses of rock have been brought upon nearly horizontal 
faults (thrust-planes) over the edges of either beds with which they 
originally had no connexion. In the region of Sates-du-Salat, 
for example, patches of Tries lie discordantly upon the edges of 
the Cretaceous and Tertiary beds. Several other similar cases 
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have been described; but denudation has been carried further t atm 
in the western Alps, and accordingly the masses overlying the 
thrust-planes have been more completely removed (q.v.). 

The earth movements which raised the Pyrenees appear to have 
begun in the Eocene period, but it was in Oligocene times that the 
pnncipal folding took place. The Pyrenees are therefore contem-
poraneous with the Alps: but they appear to have escaped the 
Miocene disturbances which affected the latter. 

The arrangement of the Pyrenees in chains gently inclined rear 
the centre but longitudinal everywhere else, is illustrated by the 
courses of the streams which flow down towards Spain. On the 
French side most of the longitudinal valleys have disappeared; 
and this is why the range has so long been described as sending out 
transverse spurs, the more important slope remaining unknown. 
It is. however, still possible to distinguish some traces of this forma-
tion towards the east, where atmospheric denudation has I een 
less active. On the south the principal streams, after cutting t'utir 
way through the highest sone at right angles to the general din, ;ion 
of the range, become involved half-way to the plains in great I. tit'. 
tudinal folds, from which they make their escape only after tray., ing 
long distances without finding an outlet. 

The importance shown to attach to the Spanish versant has 
greatly modified the values formerly assigned to the area and mean 
elevation of the Pyrenees. Instead of the 13,440 sq. m. formerly 
put down for the total, M. Schrader found the area to be 21,044 
sq. m. Of this total 6390 sq. m. fall to the northern slope and 14,634 
sq. m., i.e. more than double, to the southern. the difference being 
mainly due to the sone of plateaux and sierras. The mean elevation, 
estimated by Elie de Beaumont at isoo metres (actoo ft.), has been 
sensibly diminished by the addition of that sone to the system, and 
it must now be placed at only taco metres (3930 ft.) for the range 
as a whole; so important a part is played by the above-mentioned 
plateaux-0i small elevation in a chain whose highest summit reaches 
:1,168 ft., while the passes show a greater altitude than those of 
the Alps. 

, Four conspicuous features of Pyrenean scenery are the ab- 
sence of great lakes, such as fill the lateral valleys of the Alps; 
the rarity and great elevation of passes. the large number of the 
mountain torrents locally called gaves, which often form lofty 
waterfalls, surpassed in Europe only by those of Scandinavia; 
and the frequency with which the upper end of a valley assumes 
the form of a semicircle of precipitous cliffs, locally called a 
cirque. The highest waterfall is that of Gavarnie (rears ft.), 
at the head of the Gave de Pau; the Cirque de Gavarnie, in the 
same valley, is perhaps the most famous example of the cirque 
formation. Not only is there a total lack of those passes, so 
common in the Alps, which lead across the great mountain chains 
at a far lower level than that of the neighbouring peaks, but 
between the two extremities of the range, where the prindipal 
highroads and the only railways run between France and Spain, 
there are only two passes practicable for carriages—the Col 
de la Perche, between the valley of the Tet and the valley of the 
Segre, and the Col de Somport or Pot de Canfrane, on the old 
Roman road from Saragossa to Oloron, 

Projects for further railway construction, including the build-
ing of tunnels on a vast scale, have been approved by the French 
and Spanish governments (see SPAIN: Communicalioru). 

The metallic ores of the Pyrenees are not in general of much 
importance, though there are considerable iron mines at Vic 
de Sos in Arikge and at the foot of Canigou in Pyrenees-Orien-
tates. Coal deposits capable of being profitably worked are 
situated chiefly on the Spanish slops but the French side has 
numerous beds of lignite. Mineral springs are abundant and 
very remarkable, and specially noteworthy are the hot springs, 
in which the Alps, on the contrary, are very deficient. The 
hot springs, among which those of Bagnires de Luchon and 
Eaux-Chaudes may be mentioned, are sulphurous and mostly 
situated high, near the contact of the granite with the stratified 
rocks. The lower springs, such as those of Bagneres de Bigorre 
(Hautes-Pyrenkes), Rennes (Aude) and Campagne (Audi), are 
mostly selenitic and not very warm. 

The amount of the precipitation, including rain and snow, is 
much greater in the western than in the eastern Pyrenees, 
which leads to a marked contrast between these sections of the 
chain in more than one respect. In the first place, the eastern 
Pyrenees are without glaaers, the quantity of snow falling there 
being insufficient to lead to their development. The glaciers are 
confined to the northern slopes of the central Pyrenees, and do 
one descend, like those of the Alps, far down in the valleys,  

but have their greatest length in the direction of the mountain-
chain. They form, in fact, a narrow sone near the aunt of the 
highest mountains. Here, as in the other great mountain tangs 
of central Europe, there are evidences of a much wider masks 
of the glaciers during the Ice age. The cue of the &rim 
in the valley of Argelis in the department of HautuPyrenfes 
is the best-known instance. The snow-line varies in different 
parts of the Pyrenees from 8800 to 9200 ft. above sea-level. 

A still more marked effect of the preponderance of rainfall 
in the western half of the chain is seen in the aspect el the 
vegetation. The lower mountains in the extreme nest are wry 
well wooded, but the extent of forest declines eastwards, and 
the eastern Pyrenees are peculiarly wild and naked, all the more 
since it is in this part of the chain that granitic masses previa. 
There is a change, moreover, in the composition of the Awe 
in passing from west to east. In the west the flora, at least in 
the north, resembles that of central Europe, while in the east 
it is distinctly Mediterranean in character, though the differ-
ence of latitude is only about r°, on both sides of the dirk 
from the centre whence the Cobikres stretch north-eastwards 
towards the central plateau of France. The Pyrenees are reh-
lively as rich in endemic species as the Alps, and mom the 
moat remarkable Instances of that endemism is the comma 
of the sole European species of Dioscorea (yam), the D. pp* 
Nalco, on a single high station In the central Pyrenees, and that 
of the monotypic genus XaSardia, only on a high alpine pas 
between the Val d'Eynes and Catalonia. The genus most 
abundantly represented in the range is that of the saahages, 
several species of which are here endemic. 

In their fauns also the -  Pyrenees present MDR striking in-
stances of endemism. There is a distinct species of Ibex (Caps 
tyres:aka) confined to the range, while the Pyrenean deism 
or water-mole (Mygak fryrenaka) is found only in some al the 
streams of the northern slopes of these mountains, the ally 
other member of this genus being confined to the rivers of south. 
ern Russia. Among the other peculiarities of the Pyrenean 
fauna are blind insects in the caverns of Arikge, the principal 
genera of which are Anoplahahnus and Adelops. 

The ethnology, folk-lore, institutions and history of the 
Pyrenean region form an interesting studyt see Amooau; 
ARAGON; BASQUES; HEARN; CATALONIA; NAVARRE. 

See H. Beraldi, Cent ens aux Pyrenees ((got), Zr, Sierras, area 
OM apses Ramond (1902), Aprils cent ans. L41 Pees d'Etssope(;9:L 
and Les Pyrenees orsentaks el l'Arrige (1 ,yoe); P. Joanne, 

p4 
 

(loos); H. Bello; The Pyrenees (tow); (or pokey. in addition to 
the papers cited above, A. Wesson. Etisdes-.rme 

in 
ea 

Hassles et Basses Pyrenees (Paris, Ministate des Travaux Pubres. 
_91 03): L Cares. La Genie& des Pyrdaer frump:eta (Paris, Min de 
Tr. P., ton, 8c.: J. Roused, Mahar straistrayisiose des Pyehass 
(Paris, Mtn. des Tr. P., 19o4); and for climate and flora T. Cook 
Handbook to the Health Resorts on the Pyrenees. Be. (PPS). sad J. 
Bentham, Catalogue des planks indigenes des Pyrenees d de Du. 
Langnakc (1826). 

PYItiNgE1-01111INTALES, a department at south-tee ten 
France, bordering on the Mediterranean and the Spiel& 
frontier, formed In :roe of the old province of Roussallow and 
of small portions of Languedoc. The population, which in-
cludes many Spaniards, numbered 213,171 in nob. Arc. 
IS99 sq. En- 

The department is bounded N. by Arihre and Aside. Ea the 
Mediterranean, S. by Catalonia and %V. by the republic of 
Its borders arc smelted by mountain peaks, on the north by the 
Corbiares, on the north-west and south-west by the eastern Pauses 
on the extreme south-east by the Alberes, which end in the sea al 
Cape Cerbera. Spurs of these ranges project into the departure. 
covering its whole surface, with the exception of the alluvial /feu 
of Roussillon. which extends inland from the sea-coast. Deep and 
sheltered bays in the vicinity of Cape Cerbera are suateeded limbo 
north by flat sandy beaches, along which lie 
from the sea by belts of sand. The lagoon of SINZaiireaetaarli 
acres in extent, and that of Lcucate on the borders of Aide 
19.300 acres. Mont Canigou f)91,37 ft.), though surficed la MO 
by the Carlitte Peak (9583 ft. ) . os is the mat renter bk mounom 
in the eastern Pyrenees, since it stands out to almost its full kali 
above the plain, and exhibit+ with prat distisectnem the soccosos 
of sones of vegetation. From the base to • height of Ii it 
are found the orange, the aloe, the oleander, the pcesursiss 
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and the olive; the vine grows to the height of Ow ft: nert come 
the chestnut (3625 ft.), the diododentlron (from 4330 to 11330 ft.), 
pine (6400), and birch (6560); while stunted Junipers grow to the 
summit. 

The drainage of the department is ,hared by the Tel and the 
Tech, which rise in the Pyrenees. and the Agly. which rises in the 
Corhishres. All three t! .w eastwards into the Mediterranean. The 
And.• the Ariele (a. ,ffluent of the Garonne) and the Sa‘gr! (an 
ants rat of the Ehrc !!,o take their rise within the depart rot 
a”.1 include a small it of it in their respective basins. Tit. set 
tics at the foot r I he Cartitte Peak and descends r.r dly 
into a very narrow Ydley before it dcbouches at Ille (bet. ten 
Peaks and Perpignan) upon the plain of Roussiilon. where it ! ors 
over a wide pebbly bud and supplies numerous canals for irrig on. 
It is nowhere navigable, and its supply of water varies much ,sth 
the seasons, all the more that it is not fed by any glacier. The 
Agly, which soon after its rise traverses the magnifii eat gorge of 
St Antoine de Galarnus and. nearing its mouth, paws Rivesaltes 
(famous for its wines), serves almost exclusively for irrigation. 
The Tech, which after the Tet is the most important river of the 
department, flows through Vallespir asprrod which. notwith-
standing its name. is a green valley, clothed with wood and alive 
with industry: in its course the river passes Pests de Mollo and 
Ades-sur.Tech, before reaching Amelie-k-s-Bains and Cfret. In the 
lowlands the climate is that of the Mediterranean, characterised 
by mild winters, dry summers and short and sudden rain-storms 
AmeliedewBains is much frequented on account of its mild climate 
and sheltered position. The thermometer ranges from 85' to 95' F. 
in summer. and in winter only occasionally falls as low as 26 °  or re. 
The mean amount of the rainfall is 27 in. on the coast. but increases 
towards the hills. 1(.• .•.411r, q-1 skin I i tht• to:montane from 
N.N.W., as violent 	th.• trtt - trAi 	 and extremely 
parching. The marixoda blows from the S.S.E. 

The cultivated land in Pyrenees-Orientals Is devoted to 
wine-growing, market -gardening and fruit culture, the pro-
duction of cereals being comparatively unimportant. The 
main source of wealth to the department is its wine, of which 
some kinds are strongly alcoholic and others are in request as 
liqueur wines (Rivesaltes, Banyuls). The cultivation of early 
stuctablie (artichokes, asparagus., tomatoes, green peas), 
a inch is specially flourishing in the irrigated lowlands, and 
fruit -growing (peaches, apricots, plums, pears, quinces, pome-
granate', almonds, apples, cherries, walnuts, chestnuts), which 
is chiefly carried on in the river valleys, yield abundant returns. 
The woods produce timber for the cabinet-maker, cork, and 
bark for tanning. Large flocks of sheep feed in the pastures 
of the Pyrenees and Corbleres; the keeping of silkworms and 
bees,is also profitable. In iron Pyrenees-Orientates is one of 
the richest departments in France, the greater part of the ore 
being transported to the interior. Lignite and various kinds 
of stone arc worked. The mineral waters are much resorted 
to Amelie- les-Bain Me hot springs, chalybeate or sulphurous. 
In the arrondissement of Cfret there are also the establishments 
of La.Prette.les-Baina,near Prate tie Mollo, with hot sulphurous 
springs, and of Le Botdou, the Vichy of the Pyrenees. Near 
Prides are the hot sulphurous springs of Mont& and a little 
north of Mont Canigou are the hot springs of Vernet, containing 
sodium and sulphur. In the valley of the Tee the sulphur:me 
and alkaline springs of Thuile each a temperature of . 7 2. F. 
The baths of La Escaldas, near Manion* are hot, sulphurous 
and alkaline. There are oil-works and sawmills, and the 
manufactures of the department Include the making of whip. 
handles, corks, cigarette paper, barrels, bricks, woollen and 
other cloths, and apadtilles (a kind of shoe made of coarse 
cloth with esparto soles). the pores of the department 
Port Vetches Mono has any importance. Imports include 
timber, Spanish and Algerian wine, cereals, coal; among the 
exports are wine, timber, vegetables, fruit, honey, oil and manu-
factured articles. The department is served by the Southern 
railway. The chief route across the Pyrenees is from Perpignan 
by way of Montlouls, a fortified place, to Pnigcerda, in the 
Spanish province of Gerona, through the pate of La Perche, 
skirting hi the French department an enclave of Spanish terri-
tory. Three other roads run from Perpignan to Figueras 
through the passes of Perthus (defended by the fort of Belle-
garde), Banyuls and Balistres, the last -named being traversed 
by a railway. The chief towns of the three arrondissements 
are Perpignan. Caret and Prides: thus ars ay cantons and 
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232 communes. The department constitutes the diocese of 
Perpignan, and is attached to the appeal court and the 
academy of Montpellier and to the region of the XVI. army 
corps, of which Perpignan is the headquarters. 

Perpignan, the capital town and a fortress of the first class, 
Amflie-les-Bains and Eine are the more. noteworthy places, 
and are treated separately. Rivesaltes (5448) is the most 
populous town after Perpignan. Other places may be men-
tioned. Planis has a curious church, triangular In shape, and 
of uncertain date. Popular tradition ascribes to it a Moslem 
origin. The church and cloister at Arles-sue-Tech are also of 
the tith century. Boule-d'Amont has a Romanesque church 
which once belonged to the Augustine abbey of Serrabona. 
It is peculiar in that its aisles open out into lateral porches, 
instead of communicating with the nave. The church of 
Castel, which is of the itth century, is a relic of the ancient 
abbey of St Martin de Canigou. At St Michel-de-Gun, near 
Prides, art fine ruins of a Benedictine abbey. The hamlet of 
Fontronieu, near Odeillo, has a chapel with a statue of the 
Virgin, which is visited by numerous pilgrims. 

PYRETHRUM. The pyrethrum or " feverfew " (nat. ord. 
Compositae), now regarded as a section of the genus Chrysan-
theenum, flowers in the early summer months, and is remark-
able for its neat habit and the great variety of character and 
colour which it presents. The type form is the Caucasian 
species P. roman of botanists, hardy perennial, with finely 
cut leaves and large flower heads, having a ray of deep rue 
coloured ligulate florets surrounding the yellow centre or disk. 
They bloom during the months of May and June, as well u later, 
and are always most welcome ornaments for the flower borders, 
and useful for cutting for decorative purposes. There are now 
many excellent varieties, both single and double-flowered, in 
cultivation. 

The pyrethrum grows best in sea of a loamy texture; this should 
be well manned  and deeply trenched up before planting, and 
should be mulched in the spring by a surface dressing of half-decaytd 
manure. The plants may be increased by division, the side shoots 
being taken off early in spring rather than in autumn. with • portion 
of roots attached. Plants disturbed in autumn frequently die 
Melee the winter. They may be placed either in separate beds or 
in the mined flower border as may be requiem!. In beds they can 
be supplemented as the season paves on by the intermixture of 
later blooming subjects, such as gladioli. Slugs are often destruc-
tive to the young shoots, but may be checked by a few sprinklings 
of soot or lime. a...a . should be mown in teeing is  a cold frame ,  and 
the young plants should be put out into beds when large enough, 
and should flower the following May. New varieties are heir,/ 
constantly introduced • the reader is referred to the catalogues of 
nurserymen for named kinds. The powdered root of P. forms 
and other weeks is used in the masufacture of insect powders. 
P. joerthaeifolinee ear. wren is the "golden -feather " of gardens. 
W much employed as an edging to flower-beds. P. meffimmun. 
pellitory or 

employed 
 feverfew." was -Formerly used in 	. Its 

double-flowered form Is well worth growing. P. wisrisfossm is 
the " great oxeye daisy " that flowers in September asd October. 

PTIGI (mod. S. Sevens), an ancient town of Etruria, Italy, 
on the south-vest coast, go en W.N.W. of Caere. The name is 
Greek (rieryos , towers), and the place of considerable antiquity. 
Remains of its defensive walls exist in polygonal blocks of 
limestone and sandstone, neatly jointed. They eacleeed a 
rectangular area some TOO yds. in width and at least 220 yds. 
in length. The south-west extremity has probably been 
destroyed by the sea. It contained a rich temple of Leucothea, 
the foundation of which was asaibed to the Maui. It was 
plundered by Merritt' In 384 s.c. Later it became dependent 
on Caere, though it is not probable that it TM originally merely 
the harbour of Caere; Alsium (g.e.) is a good deal nearer (5 m. 
south). The Romans planted a colony here, which is first 
mentioned in tot s.c. Later still it supplied fish to the capital, 
and became a favourite summer resort, as did also Punicum 
(S. Marinate) s m. to the north-west, where are many 
remains of villas. Both were stations on the coast road (Via 
Aurelia). 

See H. Duals. Cities and Cealeksin of Simi& 209 (1.00600. 
1114). 	 (T. As.) 
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PYRGOS, a town of Greece, in the province of Ella and 
Achaea, 43 m. S.S.W. of Patras- It is the third town in 
Importance in the Peloponnesus, and is connected with its 
harbour, Katakolon, 7) m. distant, and also vrith Patras and 
Olympia, by rail. It I frequently bee.n injured by earth-
quakes. Pop. (roo7), 13,6eo. 

PYRIDINE, CillsN, a organic base, discovered by T. Ander-
son (Trans. Roy. Soc. Ed in., r8sr, ao, p. 25r) in bone oil. It 
is also found among the distillation products of bituminous 
coal, lignite, and various shales, and has been detected in fusel 
oil and crude petroleum. It is a decomposition product of 
various alkaloids (nicotine, sparteine, cinchonine, &c.), being 
formed when they are strongly heated either alone or with 
zinc dust. It may be synthetically prepased by distilling 
ally) ethylamine over he lead oxide (W. IC6nigs, Bet., 1879, 
12, p. 2341) by passing a mixture of acetylene and hydrocyanic 
acid through a red-hot tube (W. Ramsay, Ber., :877, to, p. 736); 
by heating pyrrol with sodium methylate and methylene iodide 
to 200°  C. (M. Dennstedt and J. Zimmermann, Ber., 1885, t8, 
p. 3316); by heating isoamyl nitrate with phosphorus pentoxide 
(E. T. Chapman and M. H. Smith, Ann., 1868, Suppl. 6, p. 3 :9) ; 
and by heating piperidine in acetic acid soludon with silver 
acetate U. 'Tafel, Ber., 1892, 25, p. r6t9). The amount of 
pyridine produced in most of tome processes is very small, 
and the best source for its preparation is the " light-oil " fraction 
of the coal-tar distillate. The basic constituents are removed 
by dilute sulphuric acid, the acid layer removed, and the 
bases liberated by alkali, separated, dried, and fractionally 
distilled. 

Pyridine is a colourless liquid of a distinctly unpleasant, 
penetrating odour. It boils at 114.5° C., and is miscible with 
water in all proportions. It is a tertiary base, and combines 
readily with the alkyl halides to form pyridinium salts, Nascent 
hydrogen reduces it to piperidine, C1H,1N (see below), whilst 
hydriodic add above 300° C. reduces it to a-pentane (A. W. 
Hofmann, Ben, 1883, t6, p. 59o). It is a very stable compound, 
chromic and nitric acids being without action upon it, whilst 
the halogens only yield substitution derivatives with difficulty. 
It reacts with sulphuric acid only at high temperatures, yielding 
a sulphonic acid. It forms addition compounds with mercuric 
and auric chlorides. On the constitution of the pyridine 
nucleus, see Klirner, Gin. dell' acad. di Palermo, 1869, and 
C. Riedel, Be'., 1883, 16, p. 1600. As regards the isomerism of 
the pyridine substitution products, three mono-derivatives are 
known, the different positions being indicated by the Greek 

letters a, 0 and -y, as shown in the inset formula. This 
formula also allows of the existence of six di-deriva-
tives, six tri-derivatives, three tetra. and one pestsr 
derivative, when the substituent groups are identi-

' cal; all of which are in agreement with known 
facts. 

The three monochlorpyfidines are known, the a and y compounds 
resulting from the action of phosphorus pentachloride on the 
spending oxypyridines, and the et compound from the acti,, 
chloroform on potassium pyrrol. a-Aminodyridine, ColioN•M is, 
is formed by heating 5-anunopyridine.2-carboxylic acid. It is ■ 
crystalline solid which, melts at 56° C. and boils at 2°4 °  C. It can 
only be diazotized in the presence of concentrated sulphuric acid, 
and even then the free diazonium sulphate is not stable, readily 
passing in the presence of water to a•xypyricline. B-Aminopyridsrie 
is obtained by heating d.pyridyl urethane with fuming hydrochloric 
acid until no more carbon dioxide is liberated (T. Curuus and E. 
Mohr, Ber.. z1398. 31, p. 2493), or by the action of bromine and 
caustic soda on the amide of nicotinic acid (F. Pollak, Mortats., 

16. p. 54). It melts at 64° C. and boils at 250-252 °  C. The 
a °pyridines are readily soluble in water, and resemble the 
aliphatic amines in their general chemical properties. 

The orypyridiner may beprepared by distilling the corresponding 
oxypyndine carboxylic acids with lime, or by fusing the pyridine 
carboxylic adds with caustic potash. The moncroxypyridines are 
easily soluble in water and possess only feeble basic properties. The 

compound is hydroxylic in character, whilst the a and 7 deriva-
tives behave frequently as if they possess the tautomeric keto-
structure, yielding according to the conditions of the experiment 
either N- or 0-ethers (H. v. Pechnutnn. Ber., 189$, 28, p. 1624. 
thus corresponding to the formulae- 

CH 
	

CH 
	

C4H1 
HC CH HC CH HC CH HC CH 

HC C•OH HC CO HC CH NC CH 

. roxypyridine a•pyridone y-oxypyridine V-Pridoee 
The homologues of pyridine may be synthesized in various ways. 

One of the most important is the so-called " coUidine " synthesis' 
of A. Ha:n=6 (Ana.. Mo. ors. p. 1; Ber., 1882, s3, p. Amp 
which consists in the condensation of two molecules of acetooscets 
ester with one of an aldehyde and one of ammonia:- 

RC/1•CH. R'•CHO CifeCOPIR ROsC•C•CHIV• C.COA 
CHeCO NH, 000•CHs ~ CHeC -NH -Oafs 

The resulting dihydrocompound is then oxidised with nitrous 
acid, the aster hydrolysed and the resulting acid heated with lime; 
carbon dioxide is eliminated and a trisubstituted pyridine of the type 

is obtained. The reaction is apparently a 

12•C<
general  c  

CIVC(CHs) 

	

H:C(CHri/S"  ge 	
one for all aldebyden 

" of the reaction see 	C Beyer.On tbe...c"net 

acetic 738
.

e ester e In 
	reaction 

	sad 
	aldehyde and 

F;  y isub e  	.6 tit u ted B

en, 

 yrid " et  31, 	 s 
are then obtained. Of the other methods for preparin 
homologues mention may be made of the discovery by A. 
that the pyndinium alkyl iodides 	themselves when street* 
heated and yield a and y allglpyridines 	1883.16, p. taro sem: 
Aft/L. 1888, 247, p. I). S. Ruhemann prepared Taubatmutad slioor 
pyridines by condensing alkyl-dicarboxy-glutacosde esters with 
ammonia. 
avoichc  cRat(cosini,R'0,Cc$FNRIACOIR',.ilHonite H 

M. Schatz (Bo tan, 28, p. *726) prepared aa• metilYiPban* pyridine by disti&ng annarnenylidene acetoxtme. 
C C C4HsCH .CH-CH CH.C(14.0H).CH, H CH H +Hs° 

The t•li dikeeonee of the typo inset, when heated with ammonia.  she 
yield pyridine derivatives, Alkyl pyridines 

-
COQ •CH•CH 	ammonias alone or with aldehydes and 

- are also obtained by beating -aldehyde -C 

- ketones (A. v. Biejelf,.Asss., rar. 155. 
pm Al, apse J. 110C11, Be,en, 1147, 20, 

p. 722). 
The subjoined table shows the chief homologues of pyridine:- 

Name. Formula. 
Position 
of Sub- 
Wyatt. 

Remarks 

Picalines CaRACH4N a 
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Leakfissas CsHs(C4H4N 4. '11.7. 

CONACHINN .a', ay. ad 
OP% 57- 

CoOldies; Celie(Ce0ON 11. 0- 

e.". 

CellefaisHC4114N 

COMCH43N 

W2.70, 

al:Yaef  

ay, 

Pyridine carboxylk acids are usually prepared by mid= 
homologues of the base; they also result as decomposition 
of various alkaloids. The more Important are 'holm I. the sale 
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Name. Formula. 
Position 
of Sub- 
ssituent. 

Remarks. 

Pico%laic 
acid. 

Cslis(COsil)N a M.p. 137 °. 	Easily solo. 
ble in water. 	Yello 
coloration 	with 
FeSO.. 	Position 	of 
carboxyl group deters 
mined 	by 	synthesis 
from 	a-naphthyl- 
mine (Z. Skraup and 

A. Cobenzl, Mamas.. 
1883. 4. P..136). 

Nicotinic 
add. 

C ell,(COsii)N 0 

	

M.o. 228-229 . 	An 01i. 
dation 	product 	d 
nicotine, 	hydramine 
and berberine. 	Con- 
stitution 	determined 
by 	synthesis 	from 
8 - naphthylaming 
(Skraup). 

Quinolinic 
add. 

C,H,(CO21-1),N art M.p. 192-195° with de-
composition Into nico- 
tinic 	acid. 	Formed 
by 	oxidation 	nf 
quinoline. 

Cinch°. 
tectonic 
acid. 

C.,H,(CO3111,N 8-r 31.p. 258-259°. 	Formed 
by oxidation of quit). 
ins, cinchonine, and 
of isoquinoline. 

a-Carbo- 
dncho- 
tneronic 
add. 

C,H,(COsH),N aDt 111.p. 249-:50 °. 	Crystal. 
Imes with IHI,O. 	An 
oxidation 	product 	of 
cinchonine, 	gaining 
and papaverinc. 

Berbero- 
lnk 
acid 

Cslit(COsti)iN rcilr M.p. 343-. 	An 	°tida- 
tion 	product 	of 	belts 
berine. 	Gives a red 
coloration 	with 
FeS0s. 	Boiling with 
glacial 	acetic 	a. A 
gives 	cinchomer• • lc 
add. 

0,1-1,N0s , the methyl betaine of nicotinic acid. as 
discovered an 1885 by E. Jahns (Bee., 885, IS, p. 2518), a:. Is 
found in the seeds of TM gomelia and Strophowlhms hispidu.t. Is 
very soluble in water. With baryta it yk ds rnethylamine, and so 
heated with concentrated hydrochloric acid to 260° C. it ywida 
methyl chloride and nicotinic acid. It was synthesized by A. 
Hantzsch (Bee., 1886, 19. p. 30 by condensing methyl iodide and 
potassium nicotinate at t3o• C. the resulting iodide being the 
decomposed by moist silver oxide. A. Pictet 1897. 30. P. 
2117) obtained it by oxidizing nicotine methyl hydroxide 
potassium permanganate. A pophylkff C.1-1,NO•H 2O, 'be 
methyl betaine of anchomeronic acid, was synthesized by W. Ir Sr 
LA rm., 1836, 234. p. 118). 

Piperidmie or hexa-hydropyridine, C,H,,N, was first obtain, .• la 
148 by distilling piperme with lime. It is formed in the hydr-  des 
of pipeline lay alcoholic potash, by the reduction of trimed.' ne 
cyanide (A. Ladenburg) and by the action of alkalis on ochlor yt. 
amine, CI(C/1),-ISH, (S. Gabriel, Be..., 1892. 25. p. 421). It Iso 
produced in the electrolytic oxidation of N.ncroso piperidine 
sulphuric a, id solution (F. B. Ahrens, fier.. 1898, 31. p. 2275). It 
is a liquid which boils at 105-106 °  C., and possesses an ammoniacsl 
smell. It is readily soluble in water, alcohol and ether, and isa 
very powerful base. It is oxidized to pyridine by heating with COG: 
centrated sulphuric acid to 300° C., or with nitrobenzene to 250°  C.. 
Of with silver acetate to 18o° C. Being an imide it readily yields a 
nitres° derivative, and N-alkyl and acidyl derivatives. The pipeel. 
dine ring is easily split. When heated with fuming hydriodic acid 
to 300° C. it yields normal pentane and ammonia, and hydrogen 
peroxide oxidises it to glutanmlde and to a piperidinium oxide or 
oxime (R. Wolffenstein, Bee., 1904, 37,  p. 3228). A. W. Hofmann 

188t, 14, p. 660). by a process of exhaustive met hylation and 
•7A ■ ‘lion. obtained the unsaturated hydrocarbon pperyrime, 

I I•C lir CH :CI1s.from piperidine (see also A. Lade nburg. Arts., 
11894. 279. P 344). 
CiliuN(+Cli 31 ) C 411H (CH At I (+ABON)-)CinsN(CH ,)t-OH 

(distil) 4, 
ca,N1cm.h•OHEA-FALOMC,HaN(CHI)114-4+CHal)CeHoN(CHA 

(IMO) 
CilifstN(AI+HIO 

Uratrn  We'''. 1994. 3 ,bribLv.915) showed that balmy! 
when heated woo Merida to mee lterlt 

sealed tubes. yields beosesiuste. antr acpeatamethylette dieblookle• 
thus leading to a simple method of preperiag platamethYleat  

frcompounds. At 123--t3o• C. the compound CsHiC-CI :: ■1(Ciityr  
oraulhed; this with water yields benzoytamIdochloramylamine, 

CslisCONH(CHOICI, which when heated with hydrochloric acid to 
170-180°  C. furnishes e-ehloramylamiee, 
piptaidioe is the alkaloid canine (go.). 

PYRIMIDINES. MEtritiLAZINES or MIAZUtES, In organic 
chemistry, a series of heterocyclic compounds containing a ring 
complex, composed of four carbon atoms and two nitrogen atoms, 
the nitrogen atoms being in the meta-position. The oxyderiva-
dyes of the tetrahydro- and hexahydro-pyrimidines are the 
uradls and the ureides of malonic add (see Puma). The purins 
themselves may be considered as a combination of the pyri-
midine and glyoxaline ring systems. For formulae see below; 
the numbers shout the first ring explain the orientation of 
pyrimidine derivatives. 

The pyrimidines may be obtained by condensing 
ketones with the amidines (A. Planer, Be,.. 1893, 26. p. 212 5). 

CHs-CO 
CHI•C0(eN 	IN 	-7  CH :C(C1-11).N is  

The (3-ketonic esters wider Me treatment yield oxypyrimidines, 
whilst if cyanacetic ester be employed then amino-oxypyrimi-
dines are obtained.. By using urea, guanidine, thiourea and 
related compounds Instead of anticlines, one obtains the 
mulls. The cyanalhints (aminopyrimidines) were first ob-
tained, although their constitution was not definitely known, 
by E. Frankbutd and H. Kolbe (AM,. 1848, 65t p. 269) 4.,  beating 
the nitnles of acids with metallic sodium or with sodium 'thy-
late between iso° C. and 18o° C. 

3ClisCN.• C.HNI(CH IN.NH as 4.61. 
Pyrimidine, CaliaNs, Itself is a water-soluble bus which melts 

at At° C. and nommen a narcotic :nen. Its' methyl derivatives 
yield the corresponding calteutylie acids when oxidised by potasaum 
penearputate. The amino derivatives are stable bases which 
readily yield substitution derivatives when acted upon by the 
halogen elements. Cyostmetitiee. _C4F11141, (dimethyl-aminopyrimi. 
able melts at iflo-ifit•C. The simple oxypyrimidines 
are obtained by the action of nitrous acid on the amino derivatives, 
or l hating these latter with concentrated hydrochloric acid in 
no C. They show both basic and phenolic properties and are 
indifferent to the action of reducing agents. Acid oxidizing agents. 
however, completely destroy them. By the action of phosphorus 
pentachloride, the hydroxyl group is replaced by daisies. 

Hydropyrimidines.-The dihydro derivatives are most probe 
these compounds which are formed in the condensation of 
derivatives of acetone, with urea, guanidine, Be. Terothydropy en. 
dines are obtained by the action of amidines on triznethylene bro - 
mides 

Br(CHisEr-l-Csilsq:N}I)Nasw2HBr-I-C4HrNi(C4H1)121. 
The a•6-diketodtetrallyd • fief Of uraeils may be considered 

es the amides of p afdehydo. and ill.ketonic acids. Unica and its 
homologues may be obtained in moray eases from the hydrotwacils 
by the actioa of bromine. and subsegoest elimination of the elements 
of hydrobromie arid: or by the condensation of areto-acetic ester 
and related substances with urea. thiourea, guanidine, Be. Urard, 
CalliO,Ni.crystallizes in colourless needies, is soluble in hot water 
and melts with decomposition at 335° C. Hydrosirocil. C51-1.0,N,, 
is obtained by the action of bromine and caustic alkalis on succin-
amide (H. Weidel and E. Roitliner, Maaatz. , 1896. 17. p. 172); by the 
fusion of 0-aminopropionic acid with urea; by the electrolytic 
reduction of barbituric acid (J. Tafel, Ben. t000. 33. p. 3383). and 
by the condensatioa of acrylic acid with urea at 210-220°  C (E. 
Fischer, Bo., 19ot. 34, p. 3739). It crystallizes in needles and is 
soluble in water. It melts at 273 °  C. 4,11.1hyliiracil, CaliOshis. 
has long been known, having first been synthesized by R. Behrend 
(see Punta). It crystallizes in needles which melt at 320° C. and is 
soluble in caustic alkalis. On oxidation with potassium permangan-
ate it is converted into acetyl urea, together with other products. 
5.Afrikdiiracil (Thymin) is obtained from the corresponding methyl 
btomhydrouraca (L. Fischer); or from 2-4-6.trichlor-5-methylpyrimi. 
dine by the action of sodium methylate. This yields a 2-4.dime-
thoxy-5-methyl.6-chlorpyrimidine. which on reduction and 
subsequent treatment with hydrochloric acid is converted into 
thymin (0. Gerngross, Be,., 1905. 38. P. 3394). For methods of 
preparation and properties of numerous other pyrimidine com- 
p. 	= -we T. B. Johnson, Joan,. Biol. Chem., igon, 6.c.; A inn% Chem. 
it 	1906, Ac.; W. Traube, Ber.. 1900. dec.; 0. Isay, ibid., luck. 
39. p. 35 1 - 

3 
N :CH. H 	N X(Ctial.N 
CH:CH-CH NI-11X :CH • C •CH • 	CH :CH -CO 
6 5 0 

Pyrimichne 	Cyanmethioa 	Waal 
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PYRITES, a term applied to iron disulphide when crystallized 
in the cubic system, but used also in a general sense to designate 
a group of metallic sulphides of which this mineral is the most 
characteristic example. When employed as a group-name 
the constituent species are distinguished by prefixes:., thus 
the type is called iron pyrites, whilst other species are known 
as copper pyrites, arsenical pyrites, &c. The original word 
pyrites (from Gr. inip, fire) had reference to the, fact that sparks 
might be elicited on striking the mineral violently, as with 
flint, so that =plias Taos meant a stone which struck fire . 

Hence the name seems to have been applied also to flint, and 
perhaps to emery and other hard stones. Nodules of pyrites 
have been found in prehistoric barrows and elsewhere under 
conditions suggesting their use as a primitive means of pro-
ducing fire. Even in late historic time it was employed in 
some of the old wheel-lock guns. Iron-pyrites was formerly 
called marcasite, a word variously written marcasin, marchasite, 
marchesite, marquesite, &c. The two names are now ap-
plied to distinct mineral species. The compound FeS5 is 
dimorphous, and the modern practice is to distinguish the 
cubic forms as pyrites and the orthorhombic as marcasite 
(q.v.). Sometimes, however, the term pyrites is loosely applied 
to both species, and the cubic pyrites is then differentiated by 
the name " pyrite "—a form which brings the last syllable into 
harmony with the spelling of the names of most minerals. 

Iron pyrites, or pyrite. belongs crystallographically to the parallel-
faced hemihedral class of the cubic system. Its common forms are. 

FIG. 1. 	 FIG. 2. 	 FIG. 3. 

the-cube. the octahedron, and the pentagonal dodecahedron. Fig. 
shows P the cube Iwo!, if the octahedron It ill. and e the pentagonal 
dodecahedron r 12101. In fig. 2 irelodl and 1,1111 areassociated with 

f the dya is- odeca edron r 13211; whit:at 
fig. 3 shows a combination of r 12101 and r 
1420. The laces of the cube are sometime ,' 
striated parallel to the edges between 1' 
and e (fig. 1), the striae on each face being 
therefore at right angles to those of the 
adjoining faces, and indicating an oscilla-
tory combination of the cube and penta• 
gonal dodecahedron. Fig. illustrates a 
characteristic twin, formed by two inter. 
penetrating pentagonal dodecahedra. Such 
supplementary twins, known in Germany 

Flo. 4. as • twins of the Iron Cross," are commonly 
brown by superficial conversion into limonite. 

Pyrites presents a conchoidal fracture, and a very indistinct cubic 
cleavage. Its hardness is about 6, and its specific gravity 4.9 ter 
5.2, being rather more than that of marcasite. Moreover, the colour 
of pyrites is pale brass-yellow, whilst that of marcasite when untar-
nished may be almost tin-white. From copper-pyrites (chalco-
pyrite) iron-pyrites is distinguished by its superior hardness and by 
its paler colour. On exposure to meteoric influences pyrites corn• 
monly becomes brown, by formation of ferric hydrate or limonite, 
whence the change is called " limonitization." Such a change is very 
common on the outcrop of mineral veins, forming what miners call 
" gozzan." Another kind of alteration which pyrites may suffer 
has been termed " vitriolization." since the products are ferrous 
sulphate, with free sulphuric add and sometimes a basic ferric 
sulphate. It is often said that this saline change is more character-
1 ,4k of marcasite than of pyrite, but according to H. N. Stokes this 
statement is incorrect. Contrary, too, to popular belief, he has found 
a fibrous structure more common in pyrite than in marcasite. In 
some cases the two forms of iron disulphide occur in intimate associa-
tion and arc difficult to distinguish. 

According to the formula FeSs , pyrites contains theoretically 
46 67% of iron and 53.33 of sulphur. Practically. however, it 
frequently contains other metals, such as copper, cobalt and nickel. 
told is often pre,ent. and in many gold-mining districts the precious 
metal is obtained mainly from auriferous pyrites. As pyrites, from 
its brass-yellow cotour, is sometimes mistaken for gold. it has been 
vulgarly called "fool's gold." Traces of thallium, which are 
present in some pyrites. may be detected in the Hues of the furnace t 
where the metal is roasted. Arsenic is an impurity which may be of  

serious consequence in some of the purposes to which pyrites k 
applied. The presence of nickel and arsenic is parley 
due in many cases to traces of kindred minerals, like chalcopyrite, 
pendandita and sniSpirical. 

Pyrites is a mineral of very wide dbtfibution, occurring 
under varied conditions and probably originating in various 
ways. It is common In mineral-veins, usually associated with 
quarts, and is often known to miners as " mundk." It occurs 
crystallized, commonly in cubes, in schistose and slaty rods, 
and less abundantly in the younger sedimentary deposits. 
In coal it not infrequently forms bands and nodules known as 
" brasses," and may also be finely disseminated through the 
coal as "black pyrites "; but much of the so-called pyrites 
of coal is really marcasite. Films of pyrites sometimes out 
the joint-planes of coal. It is believed that the bluish colour 
of many clays and limestones is referable to the presence of 
finely divided pyrites, and it is known that certain deposits 
of blue mud now forming around continental shores one 
their colour, in part, to disseminated iron sulphide. Pyritous 
shales have been largely used in the manufacture of alum, 
and are therefore known as " alum-shales." Many fossils are 
mineralized with pyrites, which has evidently been reduced 
by the action of decomposing organic matter on a solution 
of ferrous sulphate, or perhaps lap directly on ferrous ea:boosts 
dissolved in water containing carbonic acid, in the presence of 
certain sulphates. A similar action probably explains the 
origin of pyrites and marcasite in coal and lignite, km clay and 
shales, and in limestone like chalk. 

Pyrites is largely worked for sake of the sulphur which k 
contains, and in many cases it has displaced brimstone in the 
manufacture of sulphuric acid. For this purpose its value 
depends on the proportion of sulphur present. Pyrites low is 
sulphur is incapable of sustaining its own combustion widow: 
the aid of an external source of heat, and 45% of sulphur 
is, for economic reasons, usually regarded as the lowest admis-
sible for sulphuric acid manufacture. It is also important he 
this purpose that the ore should be as free as possible from 
arsenic (see SULPHURIC Acm). 

An extremely important variety of pyrites is that which 
more or lean cupriferous, and is commonly known aontmerezh , 

 as " copper-pyrites " (q.e.), though distinct mineralogical!f 
from that mineral. It consists, indeed, mainly of iron-pyrilcs, 
with a notable but variable proportion of copper, sometimes 
with silver and gold, and not infrequently associated with lad 
and zinc sulphides. The copper probably mists as dissemi-
nated Chalcopyrite. Deposits of such cupriferous pyrites as 
widely distributed and are often of great magnitude. lbw 
arc generally of lenticular form, and usually ocaw in or neat 
the contact of eruptive rocks with schism or slates; the presence 
of the igneous rock being probably connected genetically with 
their origin. Among the best-known deposits of this &tracts 
are those in the Huelva district, in the south-west of Senin 
including the mines of Rio Tinto, Tharsis, Catena; ac_: with 
those of San Domingoa in Portugal. At Rio Tinto the oft a 
divided into three classes:— 

(1) The poorest, contairlo.. an average of about ti* % of 10,91c 
which is treated locally by lac king with water and liquor contains, 
ferric sulphate, whereby the rapper is dissolved out and Islitersients 
precipitated by pig-iron. v.' t the residue is exported as orgasm 
uon.pyntes. (2) Export . with from 2 to% . sa..i 
the sulphur, copper and pr, metal. are utilized, and the resisbx1 
iron oxide then sold as " punk are " for use in iron ruitnufackum 
(3) Smelting ore, which averages about 6% of copper, and is treats! 
metallurgically as described under COPTEIL 

The world's annual production of Iron-pyrites is item 
:,7oo,000 tons. The largest producer is Spain, with ..tpwsra 
of 350,00* tons, including the cupriferous pyrites. Fraser 

yields about 300,000 tons, largely from the Saki Ill 18216 

department of the Rh6ne. Then follows Portugal. with P.1 

important output of cupreous pyrites. In the United Stara 
the production of pyrites now reaches more than ICIOAto f222 

per annum. The state of Virginia is the chief producer, ioliseed 
successively by Georgia, North Carolina, Colorado, Mammas 
setts, California, Missouri, New York. &c. From Ind ioms set 
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Ohio a quantity of pyrites is obtained as a by-product in coal-
mining. Newfoundland yields cupreous pyrites, worked at 
Pilley's Island, whilst the nickeliferons pyrites of Sudbury in 
Ontario is partly magnetic (see PYRROOME). Magnetic 
pyrites of commercial importance occurs also in Virginia and 
Tennessee. The United Kingdom yields but little pyrites, 
the annual output being not more than about tonne tons. 
Large quantities of " sulphur ore " were, however, formerly 
worked in the Vale of Avoca, Co. Wicklow, Ireland. Finely 
crystallized specimens of pyrite are obtained from many other 
localities, especially from Cornwall, Elba and Traver:idle, near 
Ivrea. in Piedmont. 

See. for the early history of pyn 	J. F. I lenckers Pyrdologia..• Ito 
Ktesluitorie (Leipzig, Ins); of wh h an English translation app. ed 
in 1757. entitled P)raologla; Of 0 111,Iory of the Prat!, Me Pm. • al 
Body is the Mistral Ko.tdon. l'or a modern description e.I he 
deposit of pyrites .A economic 	'dance reference may Ise mad t to 
A freodsot en Ore Dopopis, by J 	Phillips (and cd. by H. Louis, 
illuc). For chemical means of di tinguishing pyrite from marcasite 
consult H. N. Stokes. " On Pyrit, and Nlarcasite, ' Boll. U. S Graf, 
San. No. 186 (tuot). (F. \V. N..•) 

PTIUTZ, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province of 
Pomerania, 16 m. S.W. of Stargard by the railway to CUstrin. 
Pop. (tool). 8600. It is still surrounded by walls with towers, 
and has two Evangelical churches. There are small manu-
factures of machinery, bricks and sugar. Excellent wheat 
is grown in the vicinity, while another industry is the breeding 
of cattle. Near the town is a fountain, erected to mark the 
spring In which Otto, bishop of Bamberg, baptized the first 
Pomeranian converts to Christianity in 1124. Pyrite became a 
town in tip. 

PYROCILTECHIN. or PYROCATECNOL, ortho-dioxybetmene, 
C4114(OH)t, first prepared in 1839 by H. Reinsch on distilling 
cateeMn (the juice of Mimosa cattcha); occurs free in kino and 
in beechwood tar; its sulphonic acid is present in the urine of 
the hone and man. It results in the alkaline fusion of many 
mini, and may be prepared by fusing ortho-phenolsulphonic 
arid, o-chlorphenol, o-bromphenol, and o-phenoldisulphonic acid 
with potash, or, better, by heating its methyl ether, guaiacol, 
C4114(011)(0Cli,), a constituent of beechwood tar, with hydriodic 
acid. 

Pyrocatechin crystallizes in white rhombic prisms, which melt 
at too' and boil at 243 ° : it is readily soluble in water. alcohol and 
ether. Ferric chloride gives • 'Fern rrl,ration with sus 
solution, whilst the alkaline solutior 	,•, y cheng.a to a go, 	nd 
finally to a black colour on exposu . the air. It reduces - rer 
solutions in the cold and alkaline co, r on heating. 

Guaiscol may be obtained dire ily Irons beechwood tar. Ir sin 
pyrocatechin by methylation with potash and potassium tyl 
sulphate at 180*, or fmm anisol by nitration. reduction id he 
orthcvnitroanisol to aminci-anisol, which is then diazotized nd 
boiled with water. It melts at 28' and boils at 250 *. It is emi ,ed 
in medicine as an expectorant. 'I he dimethyl ether or ve: rol 
is also aced in medicine. Many other pymcetechin derivative. ive 
been suggested for therapeutic application. Guaiacol card- ste 
is known as duotal, the phosphate a.. phosphatol, the phospho as 
guaiacophosphal ; phosphot al is • mint urn of t hr ph , ,sphir. of 
creosote phenols. The valerianie macs nuts 11 as 
seesaw. the benzoic as benamel, the salicylic as guaiacolsalol, 
while the glycerin ether appears as guaiamar. 

Pyrocatechin readily condense. to form heterocyclic compounds; 
cyclic esters are formed by phosphorus trichloride and oxychloride, 
carbonyl chloride. sulphuryl chloride, &c.: whilst ortho-phenylene-
diamine. svatainophenol. and oeminothiophenol give plienatine, 
pbenosazine and thiodiphenylantine. 

PYROGALLOL, or PYROGALLIC Am, • trioxybenzene, 
Csili(011), (1 : 2: 3), prepared by Scheele in a786 by heating 
gallic acid, C.Hr(OH),COM. It is also obtained by beating 
pars-ehlorphenoldisulphonic acid with potassium hydroxide. 

It forms white plates. melting .st  133' readily soluble in water, 
and subliming without decomposition. It is an energetic reducing 
agent, a property utilized in its application in gas analysis to absorb 
caypen. and in photography (q.v.) as a developer. The aqueous 
solution is Permed bluish black by ferrous sulphate containing • 
ferric salt. It does not combine with hydroxylamine, as does the 
isomeric phloroglucin which yields a trioxime!sre P ). 
Pyrogallol dimethyl ether is found in buchwood tar. Pyrogellol 
has antiseptic properties and is employed medicinally in the treat-
ment of psoriasis. &waist, monsortyl pyrogallol and laugaliel, 

triacetyl pyrogallol, are also used. 

PYROLUSITE, a mineral consisting essentially of manganese 
dioxide (Mn0,), of importance as an ore of manganese. It is 
a soft, black, amorphous mineral, often with a granular, fibrous 
or columnar structure, and sometimes forming reniform crusts. 
It has a metallic lustre, and a black or bluish-black streak, and 
readily soils the fingers. The specific gravity is about 4- 8. 

Supposed crystals yr frolusite have been proved to be pseudo- 
morphs after Inanganit.. in fact the mineral often results by the 
dehydration and oxidation of manganite (MnsOs.H2O). and for 
this reason it frequently contains a little water. True crystals of 
manganese dioxide are referred to the rare species polianste: they 
are tetragonal and isomorphous with cassiterite. Pyrolusite is 
an alteration product of other manganese minerals—manganite, 
rb 	 rhodoi, the. It occurs as irregular masses and 
no n,.s in the 	 ayey materials resulting from the decoct- 
pe , , in of various o 	for example, limestone. That it is readily 
de ,fed from solar, 	is shown by the frequent occurrence of 
bl, 	dendritic marks 	in the crevices of rocks, excellent examples 
of a Inch are seen in n 	a stone (q.e.) and in the lithographic stone 
of -stlenhofen in Bas r 	It is deposited from the waters of some 

	

rnan,..-. 	us nodules are dredged from the floor of 
th■ 

A. .. ar c it is eatviiavely mined at Ilmenau and several other 
places Thuringia, at Vorderehreniriorf near Prossnitz in Moravia, 
Platten in Bohemia, in North Wales, at several places in the 
United States (Vermont. Virginia, Arkansas, Nova Scotia and 
Brazil. Pyrolusite, together with the rather less important ore. 
psilomelane, has various economic applications. It is extensively 
used for the manufacture of *picric-men and ferromanganese, and 
of various alloys, such as manganese-bronze. As an oxidizing 
agent it is used in the preparation of chlorine and disinkmants 
(per notes), and foe &colorizing glass: when mixed with 
molten glass it oxidizes the ferrous iron to ferric iron, and so dis. 
charges the green and brown tints, hence the name pyrolusite, 
from Gr. vie (fire) and Mow (to wash). As a colouring material, 
it is used in calico printing and dyeing; for im leg violet, 
amber and black colours toglees, pottery and bricks; and in the 
manufacture of green and violet paints. ,(L. J. S.) 

PYROMETER (Gr. rile, fire, Armor, a measure), an Instru-
ment for measuring high temperatures. The term was first 
used by Musschenbroek to denote an instrument wherein the 
expansion of a metal rod measured the temperature. Dis-
continuous thernsoscopes, depending on the fusion of a metal 
or salt, are also employed. Prinsep prepared a series of alloys 
of silver and gold, and of gold and platinum, whose melting 
points, as determined by accurate instruments, covered a range 
of temperature from ose e• to :77 , at intervals of from ,e to 
so°. By placing ingots in a furnace and observing which one 
melted a fair idea of the temperature was obtained. Carnelley 
and Williams employed certain salts of known melting paint; 
whilst the Seger's cones, employed in porcelain manufacture, 
depend on the fusion of small cones made of clay. (See Tan-
11011E71Y for scientific forms.) 

PYROMORPHT111, a mineral species composed of lead chloro-
phosphate (PbC1)PbsfPO4s, Sometimes occurring in sufficient 
abundance to be mined as an ore of lead. 

Crystals are common, and have the form of a hexagonal prism 
terminated by the basal planes, sometimes combined with narrow 
fat-es of a hexagonal pyramid. Crystals with a barrel-like curvature 
are not uncommon. Globular and reniform masses are also found. 
As proved by the etched figures on the faces, crystals possess the 
same parallel-faced bemihedrism as apatite, with which mineral 
pyromorphite and also minx-the are isomorphous. Between pyro-
morphite and the corresponding chloro-arsenate (mimetic*. (go.) 
the resemblance in external characters is so close that, as a rule, 
it is only possible to distinguish between them by chemical tests: 
and they were formerly confused under the names " green lead 
ore " and " brown lead ore " (German, Gnimbleins and Bramsbleiere). 
The phosphate was first distinguished chemically by M. H. Klaprath, 
in 1784, and it was named pyromorphite by J. F. L. Hausmann in 
1813, being so named from the Gr. vii (fire) and suatit (form), 
because when a fragment of the mineral is fused the globule assumes 
a faceted form on solidifying. The colour of the mineral is usually 
some bright shade of seem, yellow or brown, and the lustre us 
resinous. The hardness ss 31 and the specific gravity 6.5-7.1. 
Owing to isomorphous replacement of the phosphorus by arsenic 
there may be a gradual lassoese from pyromorpMte to mirnetite. 
Varieties containing calcium tsontorplausly replacing lead are 
lower in density (speHfic gravity 3-9-61) and usually lighter in 
colour: they bear the names ' •olysphaerite " (because of the 
globular form), " mink, " from Mies in Bohemia' " nussierite 
from Nussitre near fleare;g:Whae, France, and "cherokine" 
from Cherokee county in 
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Pvromorphite has resulted from the, alteration of galena in the 
oxidized portions of metahlifereus veins; and is frequently met with 
in the upper levels of lead mines. Finely crystallised specimens 
have been found at Braubach and Ems in Nassau, Wheal Alfred 
in Cornwall, Roughten Gill in Cumberland, Leadhills in Scotlind, 
Phoenixville in Pennsylvania, Hue!goat in Finistire, Brittany, 
Ac. At the last-named locality, as well as at Wheal Hope, near 
Truro in Cornwall. there were formerly found curious pseudomorpha 
of galena after pyromorphite, known as " blue lead ore." 

(1•• J. S.) 
PYRONES, in chemistry, • group of heterocyclic compounds, 

containing a six-membered ring composed of five carbon atoms 
and one oxygen atom. Two types are known, namely, the 
n-pyrones, which may be regarded as the lactones of 3-oxydio-
lefine carboxylic acids, and the 7-pyrones, which may be 
regarded as anhydricks diolefine dioxyketones:- 

(s)HC 
ma
CH-CO 

sa 

	

<• 	
(4)0Cc 

	

fa) 	 (5) (6) 
y-Pyrone. 

As a class, the pyrones are rather unstable compounds, the ring 
being readily broken. When digested with ammonia, the oxygen 
atom is replaced by the imino (:NH) group, and pyridones or 
oxypyridines are formed. 

a-Pyrones.-The coupiallc compounds belong to this aeries, 
and were first obtained by A. Hantzsch in 1884 (Asa. 222, p. i) 
and H. V. Pechmann (Ber., 1114 17,  p. 936). 

.4'yr~ or coumal in, C.H40,, is obtained by distilling the mercury 
salt of coumalic acid (from malic acid and sulphuric acid) in a current 
of hydrogen. It is an oily liquid which boils at oodi-zogi• C.. and 
with alkalis it gives formyl crotonie acid, HOiC-CH:CH•CHeCHO. 
rev-Disserayl-a-pyreee or mesitene lactone, C,11.0., is obtained from 
iso•dehydmoetic acid (from aceto-acetic ester and sulphuric acid). 
Pkenykosusidia or e'.phas)d-e-pyrone, Cali(C4HdO• is found in 
eoto-bark. When heated with alkalis it yields benzoic acid and 
acetophenonet reduction by hydriodic add gives a-phenyl valeric 
acid, and when heated with ammonium acetate and ammonia 
it yields phenylpyridone. It forms an addition product with 
phenol and with aniline: the latter gives diphenylpyridone when 
boiled with concentrated hydrochloric acid. Paraeotoia, 
which also occurs in cote-rind, appears to be a bisoxymethylene 
phenylpyrone, C,F1,0,-C.H1(CH.00. 

Various prommes (keto-dihydropyrones) derived from the 
compound having formula I. (below) are known, the most important 
of which is efehydrocetic first obtained by Geuther 
(Jou:erase Zeit. 1866, p. 8). It may be prepared by distilling aceto- 
acetic ester alone, by heating it with acetic anhydride to 200°  C. 
or by heating acetyl chloride with pyridine to 200-210' C. J. N. 
Collie regards it as having formula 11., whilst Feist (AIM. 1890, 257, 
p. 353) (swan 10111111111 

OC•CH ;CH OC•CH:C•CHECO-CHs 	OC•CH :C'CHs 
tiRt•COO H.C•C0-0 	 CHrC•Ht•CO• 

(I.) 	 (1I.) 	 (ill.) 
It crystallizes in tables which melt at 1o8-too° C.. and is a weak 
acid. 'Alcoholic potash converts it into aceto-acetic ester, and with 
concentrated aqueous caustic potash it is completely decomposed 
into acetone, acetic acid and carbon monoxide. 

,y-Pyresses.-Many of these compounds are found as natur - 

ally occurring substances: thus chelidonic add is found in 
Chdidanisas maims and meconic acid in opium, and the more 
complex flavone and flavonol derivatives are also found in 
various plants. The 7-pyrones may be synthesized by elimi- 
nating water from the 4-3.5 triketones:- 

OC 
CHR•CO 	

°C 

 CORR 	 CH .‹..-C 
, 

X: 	

ORR 
(

NrCOCORR 
Acetone d'iosalic ester. --4 	ChelidustiC 

ir .Pyroxe or pyrocomane, C eli rkh, melting at 32 -  . and boiling 
at zio-zte C., is obtained by eliminating carbon dioxide from 
chelidonic acid (obtained as above), or from comanic acid,

41  
obtained 

by heating chelidonic acid. ace'-Dinntikyf--y-pyrone. C.1-1,(0110s, 
obtained by the action of hydriodic acid on the ester of the corre- 
sponding acid (Feist, Ann.. 1890. 257, p. 272); by the action of 
carbonyl chloride on the copper derivative of acetnacetic ester, 
and by the action of concentrated hydrochloric acid on debydracetic 
acid. It forms a barium salt which with an acid yields discetyl 
acetone. The most striking property of this compound is that it 
forma salts with mineral acids (J. N. Collie and Tickle, Joan. Chem 
So I.  ., 1899. p. 710). For example, hydrochloric acid adds on at the 
oxygen atom, since the salts so formed are relatively meltable and 
undergo complete hydrolysis in dilute aqueous soluti. The oxygen  

atom is probably tetravalent, and the salts are to be regarded es 
010fliU111 salts (see Oxvoatd. Collie (!errs. Chem. See.. 1964- IS, 
p. op) is of the opinion that both oxygen atom. are to be regarded 
as tetravalent in these sake and gives the stand formula bdea 
for the molecule:- 

	

HC•CO•CH 	 HC—C...CH 
HRC-e.O.C.CHR 	 la.o.ti 

	

1(1 . 	 HsC.0 	0—C.C11, 

ifeamic acid or oxypyrone trlearbon!ic acid 014) 
CiHOI(OH)(COstik, found in opium, aystallizeshi,:irms sad crs 
a characteristic deep .  red colour with ferric e Oa hunts 
to zoo° it gives come= acid, Cilii0o(OH)(CO,H), and en distillkine 

Gas, tcoo6
i  pyromecone acid .). p or p

.  z
-oxypyrooe. On comenk sad see A. Pamper, 

36 (i . 
The tetrahydro--rpyrones may be obtained by tbe condensed,* 

of aldehydes with acetone-dicarboxylic ester in the preseac. d 
hydrochloric acid. 

Bernopyromes. 
Compounds of this type are known in both the a and y 

series, the former including the coumarins (yr.) and isocoe-
marins, and the latter a number of naturally occurring dyestuff 
which may be considered as derivatives of flavone (see under). 

The isocounsariss (annexed formula) may be prepared by the adios 
of acid chlorides or anhydrides on orthocyanbenzyl cyanide (Br, 
1892, 25, p. 3563); by the molecular 

reur  ment of the benzol or alkylidene phthalideasit 
Gabriel, Bee., :885, t8, P. 2443; 1557, 20, p. 2363) 
and by the action of manganese dioxide and 
hydrochloric acid on p.naphthoquinone. 

The parent substance of the •-grou , namely 
seam-y-kyrome (chronione), was o 	in 1900 
by S. Ruarnann (!oars. Chess. Soc.. 77, p. 1179) leocusiewis•  
by heating its carboxylic acid (formed by the 
action of concentrated sulphuric acid on phenoxyferneric add) 
is woo. It crystallizes in colourless needles, and as solution is 
concentrated sulphuric acid is yellow with a blue thseraessite 
The naturally occurring compounds, chrysin, galansin, quesessia. 
apigenine, &c., are considered to be derivatives of &vont he 
Bayonet), which is • phenyl-z-benzo-rpyrone (S. ICowtanerki, 
1898-1906). Mavens and flawed power the (*Bowleg con-
stitutions, the positions of the substkuente being indicated be 
the numbers:- 

	

0 	11. 	' 

H 	r  e e 0/ 0  .._0  
• 

I 	Flavooe. 	 Flawed. 
Rams.. Cia11.01, is obtained by the action of potassium hydroids 

on the acetyl derivative of bensylidene-ortheroxyacatopbenose. It 
forms colourless needles, which dissolve in concentrated sedpberle 
acid with a yellow colour and show a faint blue fluorescence. Oa 
fusion with caustic alkalis it yields salicylic acid, sartopheoom 
ortho-oxyacetophenone and beszoic acid, the latter two pioduels 
being also formedby its hydrolysis with sodium ethylene. i= 
or 1-3-dioxyffavone. CisH*04 is a yellow dye, which ea", beo  
from the buds of different varieties of the poplar. On hedinklas 
it yields Iff* lucin and Weak and acetic acids. It has 
been ri

ethyl benaoa p
ot 	by to 
	phloracato 

!sea= trimetboxy bensoyl=reast 

with hydriodic acid, and also by the action of hydriodicediA 
(from 	 hasone 

on 2'4-dibrom-•3-dimethoxyflavonotie. Gaimuis Or er•yoziorr 
&vane or t-3-dioxydavonol, Ciiiiii0i, crystallizes in yyeellow needles. 
It has been synthesised from hyclroxydient 	bona 
C•H ir CH :CH -0001-C.HI(OH)(OCIfs),(24•61, the 1011111i119 ITS' 
raethoxy•flavanone compound yielding a introso.componad how 
which galanzin is obtained by the action of commutated hydrialit 
add. A picesisse or 1.3. 4'-trioxyllsvone, C.H.O. found 111 VOW 
and in parsley, crystallizes in pale, yellow needles. On fries at 
moderate temperatures with caustic alkalis it gives riblotoglecil 
and pam-osiyacetophenone, whilst at Wier temperature it yiads 
protocatechme and para-oxybenzoic acids and 	nein. - hi 
obtained synthetically by brominating 1-3.44nmethoxylavoary 
the resulting tribromo-coropound by the consecutive react....icios al 
alcoholic potash and hydriodic acid yielding . spigenine. IC 
cot lT4'-tnotyfiavonol. Cal./3" is found in the blemomTer iti: 
ehietine corasolida and D. rail. It is obtained by the action of 
hydriodic acid on Icsemphend, and crystallizes in yellowish twedi4 
which on fusion with caustic alkalis giveparaacrozienzoic miff 

chi w
,  CH 

H k/Ief Cali if t I•CH:CH • COI t NOM f )meteor 
phle

d 
 rogluein. It is obtained_ toynthet ice:II/cf.:Dm hy_ 	-triteetballT 

a method similar tot  hat used for gs nxin. KeenNeral Pain 
together with galanzhi and alpinist in pipets root It aystalff4 111 

 in pale yellow needles, which dissolve in the amok Mails with so 
hated* yellow colour, and In concentrated AWN* and with I 

OH 
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Elam Wow sad blue duonseence. Fiat:ern or .3'•e'•trioxyfiavonol. 
sigaiaccurs in the wood of Quebec's* , and can be obtained 

by 	fustic with dilute acid& It crystallizes in 	yellow 
media& In dilute alcoholic alkalis it shows • dark green

pale 
 !borea-

l:MOIL On fusion with caustic alkalis it yields phloroglucin, resorcin 
and protoattechuk acid, whilst if air be passed through its alcoholic 
solution It yields protocatechuic acid and resorcin. It is obtained 
synthetically from athxy.3-f-dimetlenty-4-etlioxy-challtone. The 
various steps in this synthesis are shown below, since the method 
employed is applicable to other members of the group. 

Cilli Cslir00014+0111CCJI41001th--> 

C.I4m Calte-00-Clital-Csifstnalsh 

itoac00/4N, 
cApC(c°0>ase,,Hatoot,h4-C 	 CcIt40Clith 

14011 	 Hs  

° \at Glia0Casi s 	aC ),:c.0.;t C,,Sta0ibs
oY  

This structure of the fieetin molecule was confirmed by Hersig 
(Ilelemals.. 141. Is, p. 177), who showed that the tetraethyl ether 
of (wean on hydrolysis with alcoholic potash gave diethylproto. 
catechuic acid and chethylfisetol. the latter on cwidatios .yielding 
ethyba.resorcylic acid, which had been previously obtained by 
misdating resaortophenone ethyl ether. Lakolus or 1.3.3'4'.tetroxy. 
Rawest, CisHoOs, is found in the weld obtained from Relate Isacolo. 
It crystallizes in small yellow needles, which dissolve in solutions 
of the caustic alkalis with a bright yellow colour. On fusion with 
caustic alkalis it yields phloroglucin and protocatechuic acid. It 
is obtained synthetically from •3.3'. -tet rarnci hoxy-flavanone 
by brorninstion, the tribrorno-Compound lacing decomposed by the 
successive use of alcoholic potash and concentrated h driothe acid. 
QVOIKOMP Of Pel'.4'-tetroxyllavonol. Culdie0r. is tio0 
product al quercitrin rind, and is found in many plants. It is 
obtained by the hydrolysis of quercitrin with dilute sulphuric acid. 
It is a pale yellow crystalline powder. Alcohol hydrolyses it to 
protocatechuie acid and phloroglucin. It is prepared thetic- 
ally from a-hydroxe-3.4•4'.6'-tetrarnethosythalkone. 
iltio.ocri„, the monomethyl ether. is a pale yellow 

sterna, C5 1-L0,((C11,),. the &methyl ether, crystairL cdirr: 
yellow needles. Morin or t .3.2'.4%tetroxyllavonol. CijltisCh, occur, 
in the wood of A etworper inrepifdia, and crystallizes in long yellow 
needles, which on fusion with caustic alkali decompose into phloiro-
glucin. resurcin and oxalic acid. On reductive with &Aunt 
amalgam in alkaline solution it yields phloroglucin and P-r tic 
acid. It yields a tetramethyl ether and • penta-acetate. It 
been synthesised from t.).Y..e.tetramethoxy fiavanone by con- 
v this into Its isomers° compound, which yields merle 
tz7mtiaelyi ether on hydrolysis byy.  sulphuric acid. Myriatin or 

•S'-pecita-oxy named. Coths0.. found in the rind of Myrilf,0 
nags and ,  also in Sicilian sumach, crystallizes in yellow needles 
which dissolve with a greets colour in dilute alkalis. On fusion 
with commie alkalis it yields Faille acid and phloroglocie. 

The parent substance of the group. namely doormat (annexed 
formula), was obtained by J. v. Braun and A. 

Heals Steindorff in 1905 (Dec.. 38, p. 85o) by diazotizing 
Csiis<C0_114;  ortlso-amIno-7-chlorpropylbenzene and heating 

the resulting ehlorpropylphenol with a caustic 
alhsli. It is • colourless oil which boils at ste-

als" C. and_passemes a characteristic peppermint odour. 
Poe the dibenmprones see XANTHONL. 

PIMPS (pronounced *MO, • deep red variety of garnet, 
named from the Gt. impanel (key) in allusion to its colour. 
It is used, like ahnandine (q.v.), as a gem-stone, but may be dis-
thigufthed by the absence of any tinge of violet in its colour 
and by its lower specific gravity (3.7 or 3.8, while that of ahnan-
dim b 4•: to 4.3). The typical colour of pyrope is blood-red, 
though sometimes a trace of orange gives rise to a hyadnthine 
bas: occasionally the mineral becomes nearly black, as seen 
in the pyrope of Mendel hi Norway. Crystals are rare, but 
cubic forms have been observed. Pyrope may be regarded as 
a magnesium-aluminium garnet (see Gassier), but it usually 
contains mote oe less calcium, iron. manganese and chromium; 
snd the rich colour of the mineral seems due to the presence of 
some of the last three metals, though their exact condition in 
the mineral has not been determined. 

Pyrope generally occurs in grains embedded in peridotites (olivine 
mad or in serpesaine resulting from their Mistake. or it is fou nd  

as loom grains in detritus due to the disintegration of the mettle. 
The grains may be surrounded by • chloritic rind, or by a crust of 
a fibrous mineral called by A. Schrauf kelyphite (from the Gr. 
ethewar, a nut-shell), which seems in some cases to be an amphibole. 
In the serpentine of Milks and of Greifendod near Leipzig, in 
Saxony, pyrope is characteristically developed; and the Saxon 
garnets, found loose in gravels, were referred to by G. Agricola 
as far back as ts46. Several localities in Bohemia are famous for 
yielding pyrope, and from its characteristic occurrence here it Is 
often known, even when found elsewhere, as Bohemian garnet. 
The garnet-bearing district is a tract of about 70 square kilometres 
in the north of Bohemia, the chief locality being Meronitz near 
Bilin. It is notable that the pyrope is found at Meronitz in • days" 
calcareous tufa or conglomerate, with opal and serpentine, products 
of the decomposition of a peridotite. It occurs also in sands and 
gravels near Chrastian, Lobositz, Triblitz, Podseditz, Chodollex, 
and at several other localities in the Mittel debirge. between Teethe 
and Leitmeritz. It is believed that the original pyrope-bearing 
rocks resulted from the eruptive activity which gave rise to Lin-
harks Hill. near Starrey. The garnets in the detritus are accom-
panied by zircon, spinet, corundum, cyanite, tourrnaline, divine. de. 
Though generally very small, they are abundant, and are used 
not only as ornamental stones, but as a counterpoise in delicate 
weighing and as an abrasive agent. To obtain the stones the 
detritus is washed, and the garnets picked out by hand and they 
sized through sieves. The pyrope is generally rose-cut or stet= 
and often mounted with a foil. Beads are faceted all over. 
pyrope is cut on cabochon. forming, like ahnandine, carbuncle, and 
if very dark the stone is hollowed at the beck so as to loan a " garnet- 
*hell. • The industry of cutting Bohemian garnets is centred is 
Turnau on the bee near Reichenberg; but there are also works at 
other localities. Large stones are very rare, but a Bohemian pyrops 
as large as • hen's egg is preserved in the Imperial treasury at 
Vienna: and another the size ot a pigeon's egg in the Grunt Gewdbe 
of Dresden. 

Pyrope occurs in many localities in the western part of the United 
States, especiallt,  in Colorado. Arizona and New Mexico, where it 
is often called " ruby." It is found loose in sand accompanied by 
olivine, and has resulted from the alteration of a peridotite. The 
Navajo Indians of New Mexico collect thegarnet from the sands 
of the ant-hills and scorpion-holes. Very fine pyrope occurs in 
the diamond-fields of South Africa, having been derived from 
olivine-bearing rocks. It occurs in the blue-ground and in the 
detritus of the river-diggings. The Cape garnets have usually a 
rich colour, but some stones incline to an orange hue. The finest 
pyrope is often cut as a brilliant •  and passes under the misleading 
name of " Cape ruby." A pyrope-bearing rock, other like that of 
South Africa, occurs In Elliott county, Kentucky. US.A.: It bnoteble. 
too. that pyrope is found near Efie in Fife, in Scotland. where it 
occurs in volcanic agglomerates and in basaltic dikes. Sir A. 
Geikie has pointed out the suggestive resemblance of the occurrence 
there to that in South Africa. 

See " Bohemian Garnets." by G. F. Kunz. Trans. Amer. hut. 
Musing Eng. 8?3). xxi. aat ; and " billimischea Granathiger- 
stamen." by Dr fans Oehmicben. Eeis. f. peak. Geol. (!noo). viis. t. 
Both papers contain bibliographical lists. (F. W. It') 

PYROPHORUS (Gr. sip, fire, Piper, to bear), a substance 
which spontaneously inflames on contact with the air. One of 
the earliest known is that of Holmberg, prepared by heating 
a mixture of alum and finely divided carbon to redness in a 
closed tube. On opening the tube and emptying out the black 
residue (consisting of potassium sulphide. aluminium sulphate 
and carbon) it promptly catches fire. Many readily oxidizable 
substances, especially when very finely divided, have the same 
property. Metallic iron and cobalt, when prepared under 
certain conditions, are pyrophoric, as le also ferrous oxide. 
Spontaneously inflammable liquids are also known, e.g. certain 
alkyl metallic compounds, phosphorus dihydride, &c. 

PYROPHYLLITt a mineral species belonging to the clay 
family, and composed of hydras aluminium silicate HAl (SiOas. 
It occurs in two more or lam distinct varieties, namely, as 
crystalline folic and as compact masses; distinct crystals are 
not known. 

The folks have a pronounced pearly itutre, owing to the presence 
of • perfect cleavage parallel to their surfaces: they are flesible 
but not elastic, and are usually arranged radially in fan-The or 

groups. This variety. when heated before the blowpipe, 
exfoliates and swells up to many times its original volume, hence 
the name pyrophyllite, from the O'reck sue (fire) and Ways (a leaf), 
given by R. Hennenn in tam. The colour of both varieties is 
white. pale peen, greyish or yelowuht they are very soft (H. w I -a) 
and are greasy to the touch. The specific gravity is 2•1-2•9. The 
two varieties are thus very similar respectively to talc (g...)snd its 
compact variety steatite. which Is, however. a hydrous magnesium 
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silicate. The compact variety of pyrophyllite is used for slate 
pencils and tailors' chalk (" French chalk "I. and is carved by the 
Chinese into small images and ornaments of various kinds. Other 
soft compact minerals (steatite and pinite) used for these Chinese 
carvings are included with pyrophyUtte under the terms agalmato-
lite and pagodite. 

Pyrophyllite occurs in schistose rocks, often associated with 
cyanite, of which it is an alteration product. Pale green foliated 
masses, very like talc in appearance. are found at Bcresovsk ne.u. 
Ekaterinburg in the Urals, and at Zermatt in Switzerland. The 
most extensive deposits are in the Deep river region of North 
Carolina, where the compact variety is mined, and in South  Carolina 
and Georgia. 

PYROX1131E, an important group of rock-forming minerals, 
very similar in chemical composition and general characters 
to the amphiboles (q.v.). Although crystallizing in three differ-
ent systems, they all possess distinct prismatic cleavages, the 
angles between which are about 87° (the deavage angle in the 
amphiboles being se). They are metasilicates, but, as shown 
in the following table, the composition varies widely in the 
different species, with corresponding differences in the various 
physical characters. The name pyroxene was originally given 
by R. J. Natty in 1706 to the black crystals of augite found in 
the lavas of Vesuvius and Etna: be derived the name from the 
Greek rip (fire) and tiros (a stranger), because he thought 
that the crystals had been accidentally caught up by the lavas 
which contained them. As a matter of fact, the pyroxenes 
are, next to the felspars, the commonest constituents of igneous 
rocks of almost all kinds, being especially characteristic of 
those of basic composition. An igneous rock composed almost 
wholly of pyroxene is known as a pyroxcnite. Besides being 
minerals of primary origin in igneous rocks, the pyroxenes are also 
of frequent occurrence in metamorphic rocks, for example, 
in crystalline limestones, being then of secondary origin. 

At the present day the name pyroxene is used as a group name 
for all the minerals enumerated below, though sometimes it is also 
applied as a specific name to include the monoclinic members 
dsopside, Indenbergite, schefferite and augite. 

Orthorhombic Series. 
	 M ĝSiO.  
	 (sig.Fe)SiOs. 
	 (Fe,Mg)SiO.. 
Monoclinic Series. 

e   CaNig(SiOsh. 
Hedenbergite 	  CaFe(SiOi). 
Scbefferite 	 (Ca  Mg)(Fe.hin)(SiO31s. 

Cal hlg.Fe)(SiCt i bwith 
(Mg.Fe)(Al.FebSiOs- 
aFenSiOih. 

LiAIISIO,),.  
N a Al tSiOds 
	 CaSiO. 
	 HNaCedSiCh)i- 
	 Na,CasKSi,Zr.Ti)Chi s. 
Anorthic Series. 

Rbodonite 	  

rot= 
	 iCa.Fe.Mn)SiOrFer" 

. 	 (Ca.NakFl(Si2t)Chl- 
ite 	 • 	 IS:008. 

For details respecting the special characters and modes of occur. 
fence of most of these species reference may be made to the respec-
tive headings: others not so treated are briefly mentioned below. 
Helenbergite. or atrium iron pyroxene„ is a black mineral closely 
allied to diopside (fr.) and. owing to the isomorphous replacement 
of iron !iv magnesium, there is no sharp line .  division between 
them. Schefferite, or manganese pyroaene. is a brown mineral 
found in the manganese mines of Sweden. Pectolite is a secondary 
mineral occurring as white masses with a radially fibrous structure 
in the veins and cavities of basic igneous rocks. Babingtonite 
is found as small black crystals on felspar in the granite of Baveno 
in Italy. and in the Haytor iron mine in Devonshire. Rosenbuschite. 
hiortdahlite, and some other rare members containing zirconium 
and fluorine, occur as accessory constituents in the nepheline-
trytnite of southern Norway. 

PYROXENITI, a rock consisting essentially of minerals of 
the pyroxene group, such as augite and diallage, hypersthene, 
bronsite or eastatite. Names have been given to members of 
this group according to their component minerals, e.g. pyroxenite 
(augite), diallagite (diallage), hyperszbenite (hyperst hen.), 
brow:Bites (bronxite), websterite (diallage and hypersthene). 
Closely allied to this group arc the hornblendites, consisting  

essentially of hornblende. The term paluule (Gr. meek 
dark) has also been used to designate the whole series. 

They are essentially of igneous origin, though some women% 
are included in the metamorphic complex of the Lessitiaa of 
Scotland; those pyroxene rocks which result from the mutt 
alteration of impure limestones are described as pyroaene hens 
lilacs. (talc-silicate hornfelses). The pyroxenites are closely shed 
to the gabbros and norites, from which they differ by the sheers of 
felspar. and to the peridotites, which are distinguished from dm 
by containing olivine. This connexion is indicated also by thee 
mode of occurrence, for they usually accompany masses of gabs 
and peridotite and seldom are found by themselves. They sie 
strictly plutonic and often vary coarse-grained. containing tads 
victual crystals which may be several inches in length. The primed 
accessory minerals. in addition to olivine and felspar. are chromes 
and spinels, garnet, iron oxides, rutile. scapolite. They fresystrati 
occur in the form of dikes or segregations in gabbro and ;endow. 
ce. in Shetland. Cortlandt on the Hudson river, North Ci/OrISI 
(websterite). Baltimore, New Zealand, and in Saxony. The on,  
ponent minerals often have a close resemblance to those of the 
surrounding rock. By decomposition the rocks consisting d 
pyroxene pass into serpentines, which sometimes prelim de 
original structures of the primary minerals, such as the laminates 
of hypersthene and the rectangular cleavage of aughe. Undo 
pressure-metamorphism hornblende is developed and vanets 
types of amphibolite and hornblende-schist are produced. Ooms 
stormily rocks rich in pyroxene are found as basic fides of sepbefise 
syenite: • good example is provided by the nvelanite mmsenon 
associated with borolanite (qin) at Ledbeg in SutliwtandsMnt 

U. S. F.) 
PYRREO 0! !Lid (r. 360-270 ix.), a Creek sceptic philr- 

sopher and founder of the school known as Pyrrborusat 
Diogenes Laertius (ix. 60, quoting from Apollodorus, says that 
he was at first a painter, and that pictures by him were in nisi• 
once in the gymnasium at Elis. Later be was diverted to 
philosophy by the works of Democritus, and became acquainted 
with the Megarian dialectic through Bryson, pupil of Stiles 
With Anaxarchus, he went to the East in the train of Alexander, 
and studied in India under the Gymnosophists (q dad under 
the Magi in Persia. From the Oriental philosophy be stems 
to have adopted a life of solitude. Returning to Elis, be lived 
in poor circumstances, but highly honoured by the Mans and 
also by the Athenians, who gave hint the rights of citizenship 
His doctrines are known mainly through the satiric writings 
(ZikAn) of his pupil ninon of Phlius (the Sillographer). The 
main principle of his thought is expressed in the word &au/on& 
which implies the impossibility of knowing things in ark 
own nature. Against every statement the contradictory 
may be advanced with equal reason (foosfevala tar Weed 
Secondly, it is necessary in view of this tact to preserve as 
attitude of intellectual suspense (icor% or, as Timon curtsied 
it, old& siiihhor (i.e. no assertion more valid than another) 
The same idea is expressed also by the terms Oxide taloa-
brium) and deaola (refusal to speak, nowcommietall newel 
Thirdly, these results are applied to life in general. Pyrrha 
concludes that, since nothing can be known, the drily papa 
attitude is imperturbability (atordsid). The in1PcssibilitY 
knowledge, even in regard to our own ignorant.* or denbt. 
should induce the wise man to withdraw into himself, avvidig 
the stress and emotion which belong to the contest of van 
imaginings. This drastic scepticism is the first aced the swa 
thorough exposition of agnosticism in the history of thought 
Its ethical results may be compared with the ideal tranquility 
of the. Stoics and the Epicureans. (For its /elation to thaNra 
Academy and to scepticism in geseral see Scarnose and 
htscsabut School. Or P1111.050,11‘.) 

See histories of philosophy by Zeller. &donna lichens*: 
Ritter and Nellie. ft 364. Waddiagton, Peskin k k 
(077): Zimmermann. Dorsteilang 	Pita. (184ifintrre 
UI3P/11111 goad Meshing d. pyryi. Pkel. (1843); Wachwatith, 
Tenons Nikko) (ON). 

PYRRHOTITIL'a mineral species consisting of iron saphlh 
and crystallizing in the hexagonal system, The formai. 
Frn,S,,,, where a may vary from s to tb; usually it is Fe, Ss w 
Fe,, So, the latter being also the composition of the artukislir 
prepared compound. Small amounts of nickel and catch 
are often present, 

&swathe 
Broesite 
Hyperatbene 

Augite 
Acmite 	 
Spodumene 
Jadeite 	 
Wollastonite 
Pectolite 
Rcieenbuschite 
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Crystals have the form of hexagonal plates bounded at their edges 

by .  14071 of a hexagonal prism and pyramids, which are deeply 
striated horizontally. More frequently, however, the mineral a 
massive, with a laminar or granular structure. The colour is bronze. 
ye1Ww and the lustre metallic; the streak is greyish-black. The 
hardness is 4 and the specific gravity 418-444. The mineral is 
magnetic. sometimes with pollinty, and it is therefore often called 

magnetic pyrites." 
Pyrrhotite occurs in metalliferous veins, and as grains and plates 

disseminated through various rocks. In the gabbros and norites 
of Norway and Sweden it has been concentrated by magmatic 
differentiation at the margins of the igneous masses. Large bodies of 
massive pyrrhotite occur at Bodenmais in Bavaria and in Vs'heal 
Jane near Truro in Cornwall Crystallized specimens are from the 
metalliferous veins at Moro Velho in Brazil. Kongsberg in Norway. 
sad Andreasberg in the Harz. Crystals of pyrrbotite have also 
been observed io meteoric moms: but iron sulphide appears more 
commonly in meteorites, especially in ineteone irons. as troilite 
(FeS), which, if really distinct from pyrrbotite, has not been met with 
in terrestrial rocks. (L. J. S.) 

PYRRHUS 4. 378..272 e.c.), king of Epirus, son of Aeacides, 
and a member of the royal family of the Molossians. He 
claimed descent from Pyrrhus, the son of Achilles, and was also 
connected with the royal family of Macedonia through Olympias, 
the mother of Alexander the Great. When a mere lad he 
became king of the wild mountain tribes of Epirus, and learned 
the art of war in the school of Demetrius Poliorcetes and his 
father Antigonus. He fought by their side at the battle of 
Ipsus (301) in Phrygia, in which they were decisively defeated 
by the combined armies of Scleucus Nicator and Lysimachus. 
Soon afterwards he was sent to the court of Ptolemy of Egypt 
at Alexandria as a pledge for the faithful carrying out of a treaty 
of alliance between his brother•in-law Demetrius and Ptolemy. 
Through Ptolemy, whose step-daughter Antigone he married, 
Pyrrhus was enabled to establish himself firmly on the throne 
of Epirus, and became a formidable opponent to Demetrius, 
who was now king of Macedonia and the leading man in the 
Greek world. He defeated one of Demetrius's generals in 
Aetolia, invaded Macedonia, and forced Demetrius to conclude 
a truce with him. For ;bout seven months Pyrrhus was in 
possession of a large part of Macedonia, Demetrius finding it 
convenient to make this surrender on condition that Pyrrhus 
did not meddle with the affairs of Peloponnesus. But in 286 
he was defeated by Lysimachus at Edessa, driven out of Mace-
donia, and compelled to fall back on his little kingdom of Epirus. 
In 28t came the great opportunity of his life. An embassy 
was sent to him from the Greek city Tarentum in southern 
Italy with a request fur aid against Rome, whose hostility the 
Tarentines had recklessly provoked. After some hesitation on 
the part of the Tarentines, Pyrrhus's conditions were accepted, 
and a treaty was concluded. His general Milo crossed with a 
body of troops and occupied the citadel. Pyrrhus soon followed 
with a miscellaneous force of about 25,000 men (partly furnished 
by Ptolemy Ceraunus of Macedonia) and some elephants. The 
Tarentines and Italian Greeks shrank, however, from anything 
like serious effort, and resented his calling upon them for men 
and money. Rome meantime levied a special war contribution, 
called on her subjects and allies for their full contingent of troops; 
and posted strong garrisons in all towns of doubtful fidelity. 
She was now the dominant power in Italy, but her position was 
critical, as in the north she had had trouble with the Et ruscans 
and the Gauls, while in the south the Lucanlans and the Itruttians 
were making common cause with Tarentum and the Greek 
cities. For the first time in history Greeks and Romans met 
In battle at Henries near the shores of the Gulf of Tasenturn, 
and the cavalry and elephants of Pyrrhus secured for him a 
complete victory over the consul M. \'alcrius Laevinus, though 
at so heavy a cost as to convince him of the great uncertainty 
of final success (hence is derived the phrase of a Pyrrhic victory). 
Although be now bad the Samnites as well as the Lucanlans 
and the Bruttians and all the Greek cities of southern Italy with 
him, he found every city closed against him as he advanced 
on Rome through Latium. The peace negotiations, carried on 
by the skilful diplomatist Cineas, the minister of Pyrrhus, led 
to no result; the senate seemed inclined to come to terms, but 

the fiery and patriotic eloquence of the aged and blind lippius 
Claudius (the censor) carried the day. Cineas was ordered to 
leave the city at once and to tell his master that Rome could 
not negotiate so long as foreign troops remained on the soil of 
Italy. In the second year of the war (279), Pyrrhus again 
defeated a Roman army at Asculum (mod. Ascoli) in Apulia, 
but Rome still had armies in the field and her Italian confedera-
tion was not broken up. For a while he quitted Italy for Sicily, 
at the invitation of the Syracusans, with the idea of making 
himself the head of the Sicilian Greeks and driving the Cartha-
ginians out of the island. In his military operations he was on 
the whole successful; and Rome and Carthage, in face of the 
common danger, concluded an offensive and defensive alliance 
against him. He passed three years in Sicily, but offended the 
Greek cities, which he governed in the fashion of a despot. 
Finding that he could no longer hold Sicily in face of the till 
feeling thus aroused, and reproached by the Samnites for having 
deserted them, be decided to return to Italy. On the voyage 
be was attacked by the Carthaginians and lost several vessels. 
When he reached Italy, the Tarentines and the other Greek 
cities, having lost confidence in him, refused to supply him with 
men or money. Thoroughly disheartened, he made one more 
effort and engaged a Roman army at Beneventum (an) in the 
Samnite country, but his arrangements miscarried, and he was 
defeated with the loss of his camp and the greater part of his 
army. Nothing remained but to go back to Greece. He left 
a garrison in Tarentum and returned the following year to his 
home in Epirus after a six years' absence. The brief remainder 
of his life was passed in camps and battles, without any glorious 
result. Ile gained a victory on Macedonian soil over Antigoaus 
Gonatas, king of Macedonia, whose troops hailed him as king. 
In 273 he was invited into Peloponnesus by Cleonymus to settle 
by force of arms a dispute about the royal succession at Sparta. 
He besieged the city, but was repulsed with great loss. Next, 
at the invitation of a political faction, he went to Argos, where, 
during a fight by night in the streets, he was struck on the head 
by a huge tile. He fell from his horse, and was put to death 
by one of the soldiers of Antigonus. 

Pyrrhus was a brilliant and dashing soldier, but he was aptly 
compared to a gambler who made many good throws with the 
dice, but could not make proper use of them in the game. He 
obtained no lasting results, and was never more than a captain 
of mercenaries, yet there was something chivalrous about hire 
which seems to have made him a general favourite. Aker his 
death Macedonia had, for a time at least, nothing to fear, and 
the liberty of Greece was quite at the mercy of that power. 
Pyrrhus wrote a history of the art of war, which is praised by 
Cicero, and quoted by Dionysius of Halicarnassus and Plutarch. 

The chief ancient authority for the life of Pyrrhus is Plutarch: 
we also Polybius xviii. t t, and elsewhere; Dion. Halic. xviii. t, 
six. 6-q; Pausanias f. t3: Justin xviii. I, 2, XXiii. 3, 772V. 4. t 
Modern monographs by C. F. Hertzberg," Rom and Honig Pynims 
(popular: in 0. Jager • DarsteUragen *us der remtscheis &Kaiak, 
1870): R. von Scala, Der Pyrrituke Knee og4). with 'nape., Roman 
garrison system in 28I R. Sc hubert. GeschscAte des PrrInes (1894), 
with full Fist of authorities; also ROILS: History, "lire Republic.' 

PTRROL. C,H.N or C4/14•NII, an organic base found in coal-
tar and Dippers oil. It may be synthetically prepared by the 
dry distillation of ammonium mucate, or, better, by heating 
it with glycerin to rflo- zoo" C. (H. Schwanert, Amt., 186o, sib, 
p. 257); by passing the vapour of diethylarnine through a red-
hot tube; by distilling succinimide with zinc dust (C. A. Bell, 
BlF., 0580, it, p. 877); by distilling calcium pyroglutaminate: 
HO,C CII(NII,)'C11,''CII,'COX C,H4NH-I-COE+2H30 (L. 
Haitingcr, llotsais., 0382, 3, p. 128); and by boiling succinic 
dialdcbyde with ammonia and glacial acetic add (C. Harries, 
Bcr., Inor. 34, p. taw). It is a feebly basic, colourless liquid 
which boils at 13o° C., and possesses a smell resembling that 
of chloroform. It is slightly soluble in water, and turns brown 
on exposure to air. It has to some extent the character of 
secondary amine; the hydrogen of the imino group can be 
replaced by potassium. It is minified by the action of con-
centrated mineral acids. On warming solutions of pyrrol in 
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dilute acid, ammonia is evolved, and an amorphous powder 
of variable composition, known as pyrrol-red, separates out. 
The pyrrol ring is easily broken, e.g. hydrozylamine gives the 
dioxide of succinic aldehyde. Pyrrol is readily converted into 
pyridine derivatives by acting with bromoform, chloroform, 
or methylene iodide on its potassium salt, p-brom-and 0-chlor-
pyridine being obtained with the first two compounds, and 
pyridine itself with the last. Iodine in alkaline solution converts 
pyrrol into iodol (tetra-iodopyrrol), crystallizing in yellowish-
brown needles, which decompose on heating. It may also be 
prepared by heating tetra-brom- or tetra-chlorpyrrol with potas-
sium iodide in alcoholic solution (German patent, 38423, 1886). 
It is used as an antiseptic. 

Zinc dust and hydrochloric acid reduce pyrrol to pyrroliss (dihydro-
pyrrol), CfEl•NH, a liquid which boils at 90° C. (748 mm.): it is 
soluble in water and has strongly basic properties and an alkaline 
reaction. liydriodic acid at high temperature reduces pyrrol to 
pyrrolidine (tetra-hydropyrrol), C 411.NH. Pyrrolidine has also been 
prepared by A. Thiele (Dee., 1905, 38, p. stp) from ttchlor-
propionic aldehyde diethyl acetal. The chlonne atom in this 
compound is replaced by the cyano-group, which is then re-
duced to the Cti stiHs. group and coupled up with benzene sulpho-
chloride to form the compound CJI.SO,NH(CH s),.•C11(0C,H sh. 
This substance easily splits out alcohol, and the ring compound 
then formed yields pyrrolidine on reduction by sodium in amyl 
alcohol solution. An repyrrolidine carboxylic and and its liydroxy 
derivatives have been detected by E. Fischer among the products 
of hydrolysis of proteids. R. Willstatter (Bo.. 5900, 33. p. tt64) 
obtained this and by the action of a methyl alcoholic solution of 
ammonia on dibrompropylmalonic ester at 140° C., the diamide 
formed being then hydrolysed either by hydrochloric acid or baryta 
water:— 
CHrCBr(C0ii)t CH,-(CONHab NHS CHECI(COal)\ 

 Hs.CHsBr 	Clia/NIL  
Numerous substitution derivatives of pyrrol are known. The 

*derivatives are prepared by the action of alkyl halides and 
acid chlorides on potassium pyrroL The C-derivatives have 
been prepared in various ways. L. Knorr, by the action of 
ammonia on aceto-acetic ester, obtained p-imidobutyric ester, 
which with nitrous acid yields a-isonitroso-p-imidobutyric ester, 
CHr.C(iNH)•C(iN-OH)-COsCiHs. Reduction of this ester leads to 
the formation of ammonia. hydroxylamine, and dimethyl pyrrol 
dicarboxylic ester, 

: C-COsit 
HN 

(CO,R):tCli s. 
He also found that diaceto succinic ester reacts with compounds 

of the type NH.R(R CH,, OH, NHC,H.. Re.) to form pyrrol 
derivatives:— 

NH,R-1- 
CH,-CO.CH-COA

—+ RN( 
,C(CH.):C•CO,R 

CHcCO•tH•CO,R 	NC(CH,),t-0O312 
By  using compounds of the type NH1R and acetophenone aceto-

acetic ester C,,H,CO.CH,CH(COCH.)•COIR,C. Paal obtained similar 
results. For the benso-pyrrols see !NDOLE. 

I PYRUVIC ACID, or PYROVACENIC Acm, CH,CO.COsH, an 
organic acid first obtained by J. Renault by the dry distillation 
of tartaric or racemic acids (Pogg. Ann., 1835, 36, Q. s).  It may 
be prepared by boiling a-dicblorpropionic acid with silver oxide; 
by the hydtolysis of acetyl cyanide with hydrochloric acid (J. 
Claisen and J. Shadwell, Ber., 1878. 11, pp. 62o, 5563); and by 
warming oxalacetic ester with a to% solution of sulphuric acid. 
It is usually made by distilling tartaric acid with potassium 
bisulphate at about roo-25o• C., the crude product being after-
wards fractionated. It is a liquid which boils at about 165° C. 
(with partial decomposition); it may be solidified, and when pure 
melts at 1 3 .6° C. (L. Simon Bsdl. Sot. Chin.., 1895 13), 53, P. 335). 
It Is readily soluble in water, alcohol and ether. It reduces 
ammoniacal silver solutions: When heated with hydrochloric 
acid to too° C. it yields carbon dioxide and pyrotarteric acid, 
C 11404, and when warmed with dilute sulphuric acid to iso° C. 
it gives carbon dioxide and acetaldehyde, Sodium amalgam 
or zinc and hydrochloric add reduce it to lactic acid, whilst 
hydrlodk acid gives propionic add. It readily condenses with 
aromatic hydrocarbons in the presence of sulphuric acid. It Is 
somewhat readily oxidized; nitric acid gives carbonic and, oxalic 
adds, and chromic add, carbonic and acetic acids. It forms a 
wacrystallised hydrasone with phenylhydrazine; and a-oitroso 

propionic acid with hydroxylamine. It is enossobasic and yields 
salts which only crystallize with great difficulty; when liberated 
from these salts by a mineral acid It forms a syrupy Don-
volatile mass. In aqueous solution it gives a red colour with 
ferric chloride. It shows characteristic ketone reactions, 
yielding a bisulphite compound and combining with hydro-
cyanic acid to form the nitrile of a-oryisosuccinic add. When 
warmed with baryta water it gives uvitic acid. 

Pyruoic afrrik. or,acetyl cyanide, CH.CO.CN, may be 
by the action of silver cyanide on acetyl chloride; or of acetyl= 
on nitrosoacetone (L. Claisen and 0. Manause, Bo., 5887, ea. 
p. 2196). 	It is • liquid which boilsat 93' C. and with crier 
alkalis polymerizes to diaoetyldicyanide. 

PYTHAGORAS (6th century Sc.),. 	Greek philosopher, wits, in 
all probability, a native of Samoa or one of the neighbouriag 
islands (others say a Tyrrhenian, a Syrian or a Tyden), and the 
first part of his life may therefore be said to belong to that laden 
seaboard which bad already witnessed the first development 
of philosophic thought in Greece (see IONIAN 801001.), The 
exact year of his birth has been variously placed between sfli 
and 569 B.C., but 582 may be taken as the most probed, date. 
He was a pupil of Pherecydes (q.v.), and later of kiernsodaress 
(Diog. Lan. viii. 2). He left in Ionia the reputation of a 
learned and universally informed man. " Of all men Pythagoras, 
the son of Aincsarchus, was the most assiduous inquirer," says 
Heracleitus, and then proceeds in his contemptuous fashion to 
brand his predecessor's wisdom as -drily eclectically compiled 
information or polymathy (rduaidna). This scene:mkt/xi 
wisdom, as well as most of the tenets of the Pythagorean school, 
was attributed in antiquity to the extensive travels of Py-
thagoras, which brought him in contact (so it was said) not only 
with the Egyptians, the Phoenicians, the Chalduans, the Jews 
and the Arabians, but also with the Druids of Gaul, the NTIN111 
Magi and the Brahmans. But these tales represent only the 
tendency of a later age to connect the beginnings of Cud 
speculation with the hoary religions and priesthood, of the East. 
There is no intrinsic improbability, however, in the statement 
of Isocrates (Loud. Bush. 28, p. 327 Steph.) that Pythagoras 
visited Egypt and other countries of the Mediterranean, foe 
travel was one of the few ways of gathering knowledge. Some 
of the accounts (e.g. Callirnachus) represent Pythagoras as 
deriving much of his mathematical knowledge from Egyptian 
sources, but, however it may have been with the practical 
beginnings of geometrical knowledge, the scientific development 
of mathematical principles can be shown to be as Independent 
product of Greek genius. Some of the rules of the Pythago-
rean ritual have their Egyptian parallels, as Herodotns points 
out, but it does not necessarily follow that they were borrowed 
from that quarter, and he is certainly wrong In tracing the 
doctrine of metempsychosis (q.v.) to Egypt. 

The historically important part of his career begins with his 
migration to Crotona, one of the Dorian colonies In the south 
of Italy. about the year 529. According to tradition, be was 
driven from Samos by the tyranny of Polycratca. At Crotter 
Pythagoras speedily became the centre of a widespread and 
influential organization, which seems to have resembled a 
religious brotherhood or an association for the moral rdorers-
tion of society much more than a philosophic school. Py-
thagoras appears, indeed, in all the accounts more as a moral 
reformer than as a speculative thinker or scientific readier. 
and the doctrine of the school which is most clearly tamable to 
Pythagoras himself in the ethico-mystical doctrine of traiumiva. 
don. The Pythagorean brotherhood had its rise in the wave al 
religious revival which swept over Hellas in the 6th =tufa 
s.c., and it had much in common with the Orphic oasrarombiss 
which sought by rites and abstinence* to purify the believes 
soul and enable it to escape from " the wheel of birth." Its airs 
were undoubtedly those of a religious order rather than a political 
league. But a private religious organization of this description 
had no place in the traditions of Greek life, and could only mats-
lain Itself by establishing " the rule of the saints " as a pohties1 
basis. The Pythagoreans appear to have established *Mir 
supremacy for • time over a considerable part of Magma Caccia. 
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but this entanglement with politics led in the end to the dis-
memberment and suppression of the society. The authorities 
differ hopelessly in chronology, but according to the balance of 
evidence the first reaction against the Pytbagoreans took place 
in the lifetime of Pythagoras alto' the victory gained by Croton 
over Sybaris in Stn. Dimensions seem to have arisen about the 
allotment of the conquered territory, and an adverse party was 
formed in Croton under the leadership of Cylon. This was 
probably the cause of Pythagoras's withdrawal to Metapontum, 
which an almost unanimous tradition assigns as the place of 
his death in the end of the 6th or the beginning of the 5th 
century. The order appears to have continued powerful in 
Magna Graecia till the middle of the sth century, when it was 
violently trampled out. The meeting-bousee of the Pythago-
reans were everywhere sacked and burned; mention is made 
In particular of "the house of Milo" in Croton*, where fifty or 
sixty loading Pythagoreans were surprised and slain. 

The persecution to which the brotherhood was subjected 
throughout Magna Graecia was the immediate cause of the 
sprearrof the Pythagorean philosophy in Greece proper. Philo-
kits, who resided at Thebes in the end of the sth century (cf. 
Plato, Andy, 6t D), was the author of the first written exposi-
tion of the system. Lysis, the instructor of Epaminondas, was 
another of these refugees. This Theban Pythagoreanism had 
an Important influence upon Plato's thought, and Philolaus 
had also disciples in the stricter sense. But as a philosophic 
school Pythagoreanism became extinct in Greece about the 
middle of the 4th century. In Italy—where, after a temporary 
suppression, It attained a new importance In the person of 
Archytas of Tarenturn—the school finally disappeared about the 
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same time. 
Aristotle in his accounts of Pythagorean doctrines never refers to 

Pythagoras but always with a studied vagueness to "the Pytha• 
gamuts" (.1 saXoSpores fhliavassies). Nevertheless, certain doctrines 
may be traced to the founder's teaching. Foremost among these 
is the theory of the immortality and transmigration of the soul 
(see Mitrenrsvtilosts). Pythagoras teaching on this point is 
maneeted by one of the most trustworthy authorities with the doc-
trine of the kinship of all living beings: and in the light of anthro- rriero 

researc h
els! 	le'aostKa toorearecnTlIzetlaTis ln7ileerefliirfleg 

thue, in its origin, • taboo resting pone 
of 

 the blood-brotherhood
men and beasts; and the same line Oil thought shows a number of 
the 	n rules of life which we find embedded is the different 

to he genuine taboos belonging to • similar level of 
tr'40,vea:hought. The moral and religious' application which 

pee to the doctrine of transmigration continued to 
be the teaching of the school. The view of the body (.4.4) as the 
tomb (.ien) of the soul, and the account of philosophy in the Pitted. 
as a meditation of death, are expressly.  connected by Plato with 
the caching of Philolaus; and the strain of asceticism and other 
worldlinese which meets us here and elsewhere in Plato is usually 
traced to 'Pythagorean influence. Plato's mythical descriptions 
of a future bit of retribution and purificatory wandering ran also 
be sham to repeoduce Pythagorean teaching. though the sub-
stance. of them may have been drawn from a comma' source in 
the Mysteries. 

The scientific doctrines of the Pythagorean uhool have no =t connexion with the religious mysticism of the society or 
les of living. They have their origin in the same dis-

lacerated desire of knowledge which gave rise to the other p hi  
eophiosl schools! of Greece. and the idea of "yhflosophy or eh 
" theoretic I& as a method of entapcipation from the evils of 
man's preset state of existence, though a genuine Pythagorean 
otetoeptioa, is clearly an afterthought. The discourse. and specu-
latices of the Pythagoreans all connect themselves with the idea 
of numbly. and the school holds an important place in the history 
of seseltentatical and astronomical science. 1 An uninspeecbed 
tzear= asides back the Pythagorean theory of numbers to the 

4 tM founder himself. Working on hints eentained in 

27.1..t Maims. recent investigators have shown that the die. 
attributed to Pythagoras connect themselves with a Rind-

the samerical symbolism, according to which numbers were reps 
a :V by dots anangeel 

mew in the marking of dice or dominoes. Each petternitioll 
ie symmetrical patterns. such as are 

units becomes on this plan a fresh unit, The " holy tetractys." 
by which the later Pythagoreans used to swear, was a five of 

this hind • • representing the number to as the triangle ot 
• • • • 

at a glum that s + s + 3 + 4 - M The
Tla567—aas of any 181001161VC numbers may be graphically 

resented in a similar way, and are hence spoken of as " triangular 
umbers," a hilt: the sums of the series of successive odd numbers are 

• .dleel " square numbers," and those of successive even numbers 
"oblong numbers"; thus 3 and 5 added to the unit give a figure 

of this description 	. while 4 and 6, added to 2, are thus 
-1.1  

represented •I. Such a method of representing number 
I - 

in areas leads naturally to problems of a geometrical nature, and as 
the practical use of the right-angled triangle was already familiar in 
the arts and crafts, there is no reason to dispute the well-established 
tradition which assigns to Pythagoras the discovery of the pros. 
position that in such a triangle the square on the hypotenuse is 
equal to the sum of the squares on the other two sides. And it 
t, probably also correct to attribute to him the discovery of the 
I. irmonic intervals which underlie the production of musical 

, unds. Impressed by this reduction of musical sounds to numbers 
and by the presence of numerical relations in every department 
of phenomena, Pythagoras and his early followers enunciated the 
doctrine that " all things are numbers," Numbers seemed to them, 
as Aristotle put it, to be the first things in the whole of nature, 
and they supposed the elements of numbers to be the elements of 

II things, and the whole heaven to be a musical scale and a number 
Veto. A. 986a). Numbers, in other words, were conceived at that 
rely stage of thought not as relations or qualities predicable of 

•Ling', but as themselves constituting the substance or essence 
the phenomena—the rational reality to which the appearances of 

• ore are reducible. 
But the development of these ideas into a comprehensive meta- 

system was no doubt the work of Philolaus in the latter 
isirt of the 5th century. His formulation of the theory implies 
a knowledge of the teaching of l'armenides and Empedocles, and 
had itself in turn a great influence upon Plato. The " elements of 
numbers." of which Aristotle speaks in the passage quoted above, 
were, according to the Pythagoreans, the Odd and the Even. 
w hich they identified with the Limit and the Unlimited; and 
Aristotle distinctly says that they did not treat these as " priorities 
of certain other substances" such as fire, water or anything else of 
that sort, but that the unlimited itself and the one were the reality 
of the things of which they were predicated, and that is why they 
atid that number was " the reality of everything " (Meta. A. 587). 
\ umbers, therefore, are spatially conceived, " one " bring identified 

■ th the point in the sense of a unit having position and magnitude, 
tot combinations of such units the higher numbers and geometrical 

figures arise--" two" being identified with the line. " three " 
with the surface, and " four with the solid—and the Pythagoreans 
proceeded to es plain the elements of Empedocks as built up out 

geometrical figures in the manner followed by Plato in the 
7 tension. The identification of the numerical opposites, the Odd 
nod the Even, with the Limit and the Unlimited—otherwise diffi-
cult to explain--may perhaps be understood, as Burnet suggests, 
by oleo:nee to the arrangement of the units or "terms" (bra) 
in patterns. " When the odd is divided into two equal parts," 
he quotes from Stobacus, "a unit is left over in the middle; but 
when the even is so divided. an  empty field is left over. without 
a master and without a number, showing that it is defective and 
incomplete." The idea of opposites, derived, perhaps. originally 
from lierackitus, was developed by the Pythagoreans in a list of 
ten fundamental oppositions, bearing a certain resemblance to the 
tattles of categories framed by later philosophers, but in its arbitrary 
mingling of mathematical, physical and ethical contrasts character-
istic of the uncritical beginnings of speculative thought: (t) limited 
and unlimite7d, (a) odd and even. (3)one and many.(4)tight and left. 
(s)) male and female. (6) rest and Motion, (7) straight and curved, 
(s) light and darknms, (Q) good and evil, (to) square and oblong. 

o the Pythagoreans, as to Heracleitus, the universe was in a sense 
I e realized union of these opposites, but interpretations of Py. 

tgoreanism which represent the whole system as founded on 
the opposition of unity and duality, and proceed to identify 
this with the opposition of form and matter, of divine activity 
and passive material, betray on the surface their post-Platonic 
origin. Still more is this the case when, in Neoplatonle fashion 
they go on to derive this original qpposition from the supreme 
unity or God. The further speculations of the Pythagoreans on 
the subject of number rest mainly on analogies, which often become 
capricious and tend to lose themselves at last in a herein symbolism. 
"Seven" is called rapOiroi and 'Olive because within the decade 
it has neither factors nor product. " Five," on the other hand. 
unifies marriage, because it Is the union of the first masculine 

sh the first feminine number (3+2, unity being considered as 
t. number apart). The thought already becomes more fanciful 
alien "one' is identified with reason, because it is unchange-
able; " two "with opinion. because it is unlimited and indeterminat e : 
" four " with justice, because it is the first square number, the 
product of equals. 

The astronomy of the Pythagoreans was their most notable 
Contribution to scientific thought. and its importance lies in the 
fact that they were the first to conceive the earth as • globe, 
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self-supported in empty paces 	, revolving with the other planets round 
a central luminary. They thus anticipated the heliocentric theory, 
and Copernicus has left it on record that the Pythagorean doctrine 
of the planetary movement of the earth gave him the first hint of 
its true hypothesis. The Pythagoreans did not, however, put the 
sun in the centre of the system. That place was filled by the central 
fire to which they gave the names of Hestia, the hearth of the 
universe, the watch-tower of Zeus, and other mythological expres-
sions. It had then been recently discovered that the moon shone 
by reflected light, and the Pythagoreans (adapting a theory of 
Empedocles). explained the light of the sun also as due to reflection 
from the central fire. Round this fire revolve ten bodies, first the 
Antichthon or counter-earth, then the earth, followed in order 
by the moon, the sun, the five then known planets and the heaven 
of the fixed stars. The central fire and the counter-earth are 
invisible to us because the side of the earth on which we live is 
always turned away from them, and our light and heat come to us, 
as already stated, by reflection from the sun. When the earth is 
on the same side of the central fire as the sun, the side of the earth 
on which we live is turned towards the sun and we have day; 
when the earth and the sun are on opposite sides of the central fire 
we are turned away from the sun and it is night. The distance of 
the revolving orbs from the central fire was determined according 
to simple numerical relations, and the Pythagoreans combined their 
astronomical and their musical discoveries in the famous doctrine 
of " the harmony of the spheres." The velocities of the bodies 
depend upon their distances from the centre, the slower and nearer 
bodies giving out a deep note and the swifter a high note, the 
concert of the whole yielding the cosmic octave. The reason why 
we do not hear this music is that we are like men in a smith's forge, 
who cease to be aware of a sound which they constantly hear and 
are never in a position to contrast with silence. 

AUTHORITIES.—Zeller's account of Pythagoreanism in his Phuo-
sophie der Griecken gives a full account of the sources, with critical 
references in the notes to the numerous monographs on the subject. 
but the labour and ingenuity of more recent scholars has succeeded 
in clearing up a number of points since he wrote. Diets, Doze- 

apki graeci (t879), and Die Fragmente der Vorsokraliker, vol. i. 
F

u
d ed., 1906). Compere, Greek Thinkers, vol. i., and especially 
niet's Early Greek Philosophy (2nd ed., 1908), give the re sults 

of the latest Investigations. 'Tannery's Science hellrae; 11,1ilhaud's 
La Science grecque and Philosophes geomhtrcs; Cantor's ifts:dry of 
Mathematics; and Gow's Short History of Greek Mathematics, refer 
to the mathematical and physical doctrines of the school. 

(A. S. P.-P.) 

PYTHAGOREAN GEOMETRY . 

As the introduction of geometry into Greece is by common 
consent attributed to Tbales, so all arc agreed that to Pythago-
ras is due the honour of having raised mathematics to the 
rank of a science. We know that the early Pythagoreans 
published nothing, and that, moreover, they referred all their 
discoveries back to their master (see PHILOLAUS). Hence it is 
not possible to separate his work from that of his early 
disciples, and we must therefore treat the geometry of the 
early Pythagorean school as a whole. We know that Pythago-
ras made numbers the basis of his philosophical system, as 
well physical as inetaphysical, and that he united the study of 
geometry with that of arithmetic. 

The full,,,mg :tatcrnvi , t, 	been handed clown to us. (a) 
Aristotle (Meta. i. 5, 985) says " the Pythagoreans first applied 
themselves to mathematics, a science which they improved; and, 
penetrated wit h it, they fancied that the principles of mathematics 
were the principles of all things." (b) Eudcmus informs us that 
" Pythagoras changed geometry into the form of a liberal science, 
regarding its principles in a purely abstract manner, and investi-
gated its theorems from the immaterial and intellectual point of 
view (AN., sal rotpa,)." ,  (c) Diogenes Lai:T -6os (viii. t t) relates 
that " it was Pythagoras who carried geometry to perfection, 
after Moeris' had first found out the principles of the elements 
of that science, as Anticlides tells us in the second book of his 
Hislory of Alexander; and the part of the science to which Py-
thagoras applied himself above all others was arithmetic." (d) 
According to Atistoxenus, the musician, Pythagoras seems to have 
esteemed arithmetic above everything, and to have advanced it 
by diverting it from the service of commerce and by likenin..: all 
things to numbers.' (e) Diogenes Laertius (viii. 13) report on 
the same authority that Pythagoras was the first person ho 
introduced measures and weights among the Creeks. (I He 
discovered the numerical relations of the musical scale (Ping. 

Proclus Diadochus. In "einem EncJidis elementorum arum 
cesamenlarii. ed. Friedlein. p. 63. 

• Moeris was a king of Egypt who, Herodotus tells us, !Wed 
900 years before his visit to that country. 

AViliaL hart ap. Stob. Eclog. Phys. 2, 6.  

Leen. viii. It). (,g) Proclus says that " the word *matiseestatirs' 
originated with the Pythagoreans." (k) We learn atm (nom tie 
same authority' that the Pythagoreans made a fourfold disarm 
of mathematical science, attributing one of its parts to the Ls. 
many " (r6 .boor) and the other to the " how much ' tea 
and they assigned to each of these parts a twofold divisisaa 
said that discrete quantity or the " how many " is either alwrw.r. 
or relative, and that continued quantity or the "hoer ninth • 
either stable or in motion. Hence they laid down that arirsesa. 
contemplates that discrete quantity which subsists by itsee. ota 
music that which is related to another; and that geometry execv 
continued quantity so far as it is immovable, but that aaaoaa-ri-• 
(1)mkupurk) contemplates continued quantity so far as ia is .11 
self-motive nature. (I) Diogenes /Arnim' (viii. ,2141/CM/6. 
the authority of Favorinus, that Pythagoras"nv 	ar e 	ed  
tions in the mathematical subjects to which he appli harass* - 

	

The following notices of the geometrical work of Pyt 	sof 
the early Pythagoreans are also preserved. (r) The 
define a point as ""unity having position " (Prod. op. as. 
(2) They considered a point as analogous to the monad. a. Ea.- .t 
the dyad. a superficies to the triad, and a body to the term.!

Th   p. 97). (3) They showed that the plane around a point is C.—. 
pletely filled by six equilateral triangles, four oquaanea, or drs 
regular hexagons (ibid. p. 305). (4) Eudeintas ascribes to the h. 
discovery of the theorem that the interior angles of a triangle as 
equal to two right angles, and gives their proof, which sus ".- 
stantially the same as that in Euclid 1. 32 4  (ibid. p. 	). 	Prix— 
informs us in his commentary on Euclid 1. 44 that Esederatas eaysthe 
the problems concerning the application of &rear—where the use 
"application" is not to be taken in its restricted arise (.1./PSN4 
in which it is used in this proposition, but also in its wider irxr:'- 
cation, embracing brepilleX4 and Mash!, in which it is aged 
Book VI. Props. 28, 29—are old, and inventions of the 
leans ,  (ibid. p. 419). (6) This is confirmed by Plutarch.' =7',  
alter Apollodorus„ that Pythagoras sacrificed an ox OP fiNVIPM *S• 
geometrical diagram, either the one relating to the 11)poter, 
viz. that the square on it is equal to the sum of the squares as 
sides, or that relating to the problem concerning the anyhow. 
of an area (7) Plutarch" also ascribes to Pythagoras the soh= 
of the problem, To construct a figure equal to one nod simile 
another given figure. (8) Eudemus states that Pyt 	ea. 
covered the construction of the regular solids (Prat ea a 
p. 65). (9) Hippasus, the Pythagorean, is said to bane send 
in the sea on account of his impiety. inasmuch as he baud (a 
he first divulged the knowledge of the sphere with the rave 
pentagons (the inscribed ordinate dodecahedron): Hiroo's. r-
esumed the glory of the discovery to himself, whereas Carrel:7f 
belonged to Him—" for thus they designate Pythagoras. ant h 
not call him by name." u (to) The triple interwoven thank w 
pentagram—star-shaped regular pentagon—was used as a tom. 
or sign of recognition by the Pythagoreans and was called by tiro 
" health " (hole)." (ii) The discovery of the law of the use 

Prod. op. cif. p. 45. 
Op. rite p. 35. 

• We learn from a fragment of Gendnus, which has berm handed 
down by Eutoeius in his commentary on the Conics of Apogean. 
(Apoll. Corsica, ed. Halleius, p. 9), that the ancient women., 
observed two right angles in each species of triangle, in the ew 
lateral first, then in the isosceles, and lastly in the staiene. whenie 
later writers proved the theorem generally thus—" The timer 
internal angles of every trian4le are equal to two right asset: II...,  

The words of Proclus are interesting. " According tc -IF 
the inventions respecting the application, excess and defect of yr. 
are ancient, and are due to the Pythagorean.. Moderns, barrawir 
these names, transferred them to the so-called conk lines, the pre 
bola, the hyperbola, the ellipse, u the older school, in their Isom: 
cloture concerning the description of areas in piano on a finite new, 

 lie regarded the terms thus: An area Is said to be apPling tor.- 
po 	to a given right line when an area equal in content to sr 
gi ,  n one is described thereon; but when the base of the area . 
gr •ter than the given line, then the area is said to be in ex.•: 
(k...othaho): but when the base Is less, so that some part of therm., 
lire lies without the described area, then the area is said to be 
de: ct (P,Valre,$). Euclid uses in this way in his slash lank tie 
terms excess and defect. . . . The term appikarior fearwasaa.t 
whir ls we 0.e to the Pythagoreans, has this significatto..." 

"Non posse marker visA He. fipizurasw, e. xi. 
1 1kh. 'Wants rug tea moray eh essmulaft. Same authr• 

rendering the last five words' concerning the area of the ttarahrts." 
have ascribed to Pythagoras the quadrature of the persbata. %hair 
was one of the great discoveries of Archimedes, 

Symp. viii.. Quaest. 2, c. 4. 
lamblichus, Do vu. Pytk. c. 18, § 88. 

"Lucian, Pro lapse in saint. $ 5: also wild. on Arista*. Jul. 
61v. That the Pythagoreans used such symbols we learn br 
lamblichus (De Pyth. c. 33, 44  237 and 238). Thies kw. • 
refereed to Pythagoras himself. and in the middle ages Imo rat.t 
Pylkagetat figura; even so late as Paned/sus it was sworied h 
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squares (Euclid I. 47), commonly called the " theorem of Pythago- 
ras." is attributed In him by many authorities, of whom the oldest 
i. Vitruvius.' (u) One of the methods of finding right-angled 
triangles whose sides can be expressed in numbers (Pythagorean 
trianzle.)—that setting out from the odd numbers—is referred 
to Pythagoras by Heron of Alexandria and Proclus' (13) The 
discovery of irrational quantities is ascribed to Pythagoras by 
Eud•mus (Prod. op. ed. p.65). (14) The three proportions—arith-
metiral, geometrical and harmonical—were known to Pythagoras.• 
(15) lamblichus • says, " Formerly, in the time of Pythagoras 
and the mathematicians under him, there were three means 
only—the arithmetical, the geometrical and the third in order, 
which was known by the name sub-contrary (Sinn... e), but which 
Archytas and Hippasus designated the harmonica', since it appeared 
to include the ratios concerning harmony and melody." (16) The 
so-cal•d most perfect or musical proportion, e.g. 6 :8 : :9 :12, 
which comprehends in it all the former ratios, according to 
lamblichus, • is said to be an invention of the Babylonians and 
to have been first brought into Greece by Pythagoras. (17) Arith-
metical progressions were treated by thePythagoreans, and it 
appears from a passage in Lucian that Pythagoras himself had 
considered the special case of triangular numbers: Pythagoras 
ask, some one, " How do you count?" He replies, "One, two, 
three, four." Pythagoras, interrupting, says, " Do you see? 
what you take to be f.,or, that is ten and a perfect triangle and our 
oath. • (114) The odd numbers were called by the Pythagoreans 
" gnomons," and were regarded as generating, inasmuch as by 
the addaion of successive gnomons—consist i ng each of an odd 
number of unit squares—to the original square unit or monad 
the squats" form was preserved. (19) In like manner, if the simplest 
oblong (Ir.peaSso), consisting of two unit squares or monads in 
juxtaposition, be taken and four unit squares be placed about it 
after the manner of a gnomon. and then in like manner six, eight 
. . unit squares be placed in sucteasion. the oblong form will be 
preserved. (20) Another of his doctrines was, that of all solid 
figures the sphere was the most beautiful, and of all plane figures 
the circle." (21) According to lamblichus the Pythagoreans are 
said to have found the quadrature of the circle, 

him as a symbol of health. It is said to have obtained its special 
name from the letters e. y a 0 (we.), a having been written at its 
prominent vertices. 

a De arch. ix.; Prarf. 5, 6, y. Amongst other authorities are 
Diogenes Laertius (viii. Prorlus (op. cit., p. 426), and Plutarch 
((ail supra. 6). Plutarch, however, attributes to the Egyptians the 
knerskalge of this theorem in the particular case when the sides 
are t. 4, and 5 (De Is. is Osir. C. 56). 

• Heron Alex. Gram. a skews,. cart., ed. F. Hultsch, pp. 56, 
146: ProcL op. cu. p. 428. The method of Pythagoras is as 
follows: he took an add number as the lesser silk; then, having 
squared this number and diminished the square by unity, he took 
half the remainder as the greater side. and by adding unity to this 
number he obtained the hypotenuse, led. 3. a. 3; 5. 13, 13. 

Nicom. Ger. hared. A r. c. rxii. 
• 14 Nioneaski arithmaicsan, ed. S. Tennulius, p. tat. 
• Op. cit. e . t(.8. As an example of this proportion nricomacbus 

and, after him, lamblichus give the numbers 6, 8, 9, 12, the hats 
rnonical and arithmetical mains between two numbers forming a geo- 

metric proportion with the numbers themselves (a • 2ah  • •a+b  :8) 

lamblichus further relates (mac, cir.) that many Pythagoreans made 
ua. .4 this proportion, as Ari•taeus of Croton, Timaeus of Lori, 
Pliitolaus and Arehytas of Tarentum and many others, and after 
them Plato in his Ti Marne (see Nicom. lass. arahon. ed. Ant, 
p. t53, and Anineactsersionea, pp. 327-329: and 1=1;1. op. ca. 
p. 172 XII 

• It.,.,. wallets, 4, f. 3t7. ed. C. Jacobite. 
• realer. means that by which anything is known or "criterion "; 

its oldest concrete signification seems to be the carpenter's square 
(salsa) by which a right angle is known. Hence it came to denote 
a perpendicular, of which, indeed. it was the archaic name (Proclus, 
op. cll. p. 283). Gnomon is also an instrument for measuring 
altitudes, by means of which the meridian con be found; it denotes, 
further, the index or style of a sundial, the shadow of which points 
out the hours. In geometry it means the square or rectangle 
about the diagonal of a square or rectangle, together with the two 
complements, on account of the resemblance of the figure to a car-
penter's square; and then, more generally, the similar figure with 
regard to any parallelogram, as defined by Euilid 11. def. 2. Again, 
in a still more general signification, it means the figure which, 
Ming added to any figure, preserves the original form. See Heron, 
Drliniiioers (7,71. When gnomons are added successively in this 
manner to a :quart monad, the first gnomon may.  be  regarded as 
that consisting of three square monads, and is indeed the con-
stituent of a simple Greek fret; the second of five square monads, 
8n- hence we have the gnomonic numbers. 

• t)iag. Leen. lie cat Pyth. viii. 19. 
Aristadis physicoraws Jams ftwaror (snores 

weasstesaaria, ed. H. Diets, p. 

On examining 'the purely geometrical work of Pythagoras and 
his early disciples, as given in the preceding extracts, we observe 
that it is much copcerned with the geometry of areas, and we 
are indeed struck with its Egyptian character. This appears in the 
theorem (3) concerning the filling up a plane with regular figures—
for floors or walls covered with tiles of various colours were common 
in Egypt; in the construction of the regular solids (8), for some 
of them arc found in Egyptian architecture; in the problems con-
cerning the application of areas (5): and lastly, in the theorem of 
Pythagoras (tf). coupled with his rule for the construction of right-
anglad triangles in numbers (t2). We learn from Plutarch that 
the Egyptians were acquainted with the geometrical fact that a 
triangle whose sides contain three, four and five parts is rights 
angled, and that the square of the greatest side is equal to the 
squares of the sides containing the right angle. It is probable too 
that this theorem was known to them in the simple case where the 
right-angled triangle is isosceles, inasmuch as it would be at once 
suggested by the contemplation of a floor covered with square tiles 
—the square on the diagonal and the sum of the squares on the 
sides contain each four of the right-angled triangles into which 
one of the squares is divided by its diagonal. It is easy now to 
are how the problem to construct a square which shall tw equal to 
Its aunt of two squares could, in some cases, be solved numerically. 

'1 the observation of a chequered board it would be perceived 
t :t the element in the successive formation of squares is the 
gnomon or carpenter's square. Each gnomon consists of an odd 
number of squares, and the successive gnomons correspond to the 
successive odd numbers, and include. therefore, all odd squares. 
Suppose, now. two squares are gin-en, one consisting of sixteen and 
the other of nine unit squares, and that it is proposed to form from 
t'. trt another square. It is evident that the square consisting of 
r 	unit squares can take the form of the fourth gnomon, which, 

re placed round the former square, will generate a new square 
containing twenty-five unit squares. Similarly it may have been 
observed that the twelfth gnomon, consisting of twenty-five unit 
s tries, could be transformed into a square each of whose sides 

iris five units. and thus it may have been seen conversely that 
t rt ter square, by taking the gnomonic or generating form with 
b ;sr t to the square on twelve units as base, would produce the 
square of thirteen units, and so on. This method required only to 
be generalized in order to enable Pythagoras to arrive at his rule 
for finding right-angled triangles whose sides can be expressed 
in mutters, which, we are told, acts out from the odd numbers. 
The nth square together with the nth gnomon forms the (n+t)th 
square; if the nth gnomon contains m unit squares, m being an 
old number, we have 25+1 am'" ',n w il(m•-1), which gives 
the rule of Pythagoras. 

The general proof of Euclid I. 47 is attributed to Pythagoras, 
Inn we have the express statement of Proclus (on, cis. p. q 1 6) that 

theorem was not proved in the first instance as it is in the 
/J. The following simple and natural way of arriving at 

theorem is suggested by Bretschneider after Camerer." A 
square can be dissected into the sum of two squares and two equal 
rectangles, as in Euclid 11. 4; these two rectangles can, by draw- 
,: their diagonals, be decomposed into four equal right-angled 

:les, the sum of the sides of each being equal to the side of 
-quire; again, these four right-angled triangles can lie placed 

to that a vertex of each shall be in one of the corners of the square 
in such a way that a greater and less side are in cont.nuation. 
The original square is thus dissected into the four triangles as 
before and the figure within, which is the square on the hypotenuse. 
This square, therefore, must be equal to the sum of the squares on 
the sides of the right-angled triangle. 

It is well known that the Pythagoreans were much occupied 
with the construction of regular polygons and solids, which in 
their cosmology played an essential part as the fundamental forms 
of the elements of the universe. We can trace the origin of these 
mathematical speculations in the theorem (3) that " the plane 
around a point is completely filled by six equilateral triangles. 
four squares, or three regular hexagons." Plato also makes the 
Pythagorean Timaeus explain—" Each straight-lined figure con-
sists of triangles, but all triangles can be dissected into rectangular 
ones which are either isosceles or scalene. Among the latter the 
most beautiful is that out of the doubling of which an equilateral 
;irises, or in which the square of the greater perpendicular is three 
times  that of the smaller, or in which the smaller perpendicular 
is half the hypotenuse. But two or four right-angled isosceles 
triangles, properly put together, form the square; two or six of 
the most beautiful scalene right-angled triangles form the equi-
lateral triangle; and out of these two figures arise the solids which 
correspond with the four elements of the real world, the tetra-
hedron, octahedron, ictssahedron and the cube " 11  (Timone:. 53. 
54. SS). The construction of the regular solids is distinctly 
ascribed to Pythagoras himself by Eudcmus (8). Of these five 

"See Bretsch. Die Geom. roe Earthier. p. 82; Camerer, Euctidis 
elem. i. 444, and the references given there. 

" The dodecahedron was assigned to the fifth clement, pinta Parr, 
arrher, or, as some think, to the universe. (See Pnitotaus.) 
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solids three—the tetrahedron, the cube and the octahedron —• ire 
known to the Egyptians and are to be found in their archite re. 
Let us now examine what is required for the construction rat • be 
other two solids—the icosahedron and the dodecahedron. In be 
formation of the tetrahedron three, and in that of the octah,. on 
four, equal equilateral triangles had been placed with a corn on 
vertex and adjacent sides coincident; and it was known th if 
six such triangles were placed round a common vertex with cir 
adjacent sides coincident, they would lie in a plane, and t. st. 
therefore, no solid could be formed in that manner from them. It 
remained. then, to try whether five such equilateral triangles 
be placed at a common vertex in like manner; on trial it w lid 
be found that they could be so placed, and that their bases w del 
form a regular pentagon. The existence of a regular pent- on 
would thus I. 	known. It was also known from the form.o.on 
of the cube 	three squares could be placed in a similar way 
with a common vertex; and that, further, if three equal and 
regular hexagons were placed round a point as common vertex 
with adjacent sides coincident, they would form a plane. It re-
mained in this case, too, only to try whether three equal regular 
pentagons could be placed with a common vertex and m a similar 
way; this on trial would be found possible and would lead to the 
construction of the regular dodecahedron, which was the regular 
solid last arrived at. 

We see that the construction of the regular pentagon is required 
for the formation of each of these two regular solids, and that, 
therefore, it must have been a discovery of Pythagorq. If we 
examine now what knowledge of geometry was required Joe the 
solution of this problem, we shall see that it depends on Euclid IV. 
to, which is reduced to Euclid II. tt, which problem is reduced to 
the following: To produce a given straight line so that the rect-
angle under the whole line thus produced and the produced part 
shall be equal to the square on the given line. or, in the language 
of the ancients, To apply to a given straight line a rectangle %third% 
shall be equal to a given area—in this case the square on the given 
line—and which shall be excessive by a square. Now it is to be 
observed that the problem is solved in this manner by Euclid (VI. 
30, 1st method),'and that we know on the authority of Eudemus 
that the problems concerning the applicaries of areas and their 
excess and defect are old, and inventions of the Pythagoreans (5). 
Hence the statements of lamblichus concerning liippasus (9)—
that he divulged the sphere with the twelve pentagons—and of 
Lucian and the scholiast on Aristophanes (to)—that the pentagram 
was used as a symbol of recognition amongst the Pythagoreans—
become of greater importance. 

Further, the discovery of irrational magnitudes is ascribed to 
Pythagoras 'by Eudemus (53), and this discovery has been ever 
regarded as one of the greatest of antiquity. It is commonly 
assumed that Pythagoras was led to this theory from the considera-
tion of the Isosceles right-angled triangle. It seesns•to the present 
writer, however, more probable that the discovery of incommensu-
rable magnitudes was rather owing to the problem: To cut a 
fine in extreme and mean ratio. From the solution of this problem 
it follows at once that. if on the grater - segment of a line so cut 
a pars be taken equal to the less, the greater segment, regarded 
as a new line, will be cut in a similar manner•, and this process 
can be continued without end. On the other hand, if a similar 
method be adopted in the case of any two lines which can be re-
presented numerically, the process would end. Hence would arise 
the distinction between commensurable and incommensurable 
quantities. A reference to Euclid X. a will show that the method 
above is the one used to prove that two magnitudes are incommensu-
rable; and in Euclid X. 3 it will be seen that the greatest common 
measure of two commensurable magnitudes is found by this process 
of continued subtraction. It seems probable that Pythagoras. to 
whom is attributed one of the rules for representing the sides of 
right-angled triangles in numbers, tried to find the sides of an 
isosceles right-angled triangle numerically, and that, failing in the 
attempt, he suspected that the hypotenuse and a side had no 
common measure. He may have demonstrated the incommensu-
rability of the side of a square and its diagonal. The nature 
of the oldproof—which consisted of a reductio ad absurdum, show- 
ing that, if the diagonal be commensurable with the side, it would 
follow that the same number would be odd and event—makes 
it more pnabable, however, that this was accomplished by his 
successors. The existence of the irrational as well as that of the 
secular dodecahedron appears to have been regarded by the school 
as one of their chief discoveries, and to have been preserVed as a 
secret i it is remarkable, too, that a story similar to that told by 
larablichus of Ilippases is narrated of the person who first published 
the idea of the irrational, viz. that he suffered shipwreck, &ea 

Eudemus ascribes the problems concerning the application of 
figures to the Pythagoreans. The simplest cases of the problems, 

' For this proof, see Euclid X. I In see also Arista. Anabyt. Pr. i. 
e. 23 and e. 44. 

Knoche, Unteveuchoosery aber die nestalifgefundenew Sokeliea 
des Pickles Diadocksis u nuclide EJementen, pp. so and 23 fl lerford, 

Euclid VI. at, ao—thow, via. in which the given pteagelor,s 
is a smfare--correspond to the problem: To cut a given say: 
line Internally or externally so that the rectangle under the et  

meats shall be equal to a given rectilineal figure_ The soLx. 
of this problem—an which the solution of a quadratic equates a 
implicitly contained—depends on the problem. Euclid IL 14 
the theorems, Euclid II. 5 and 6, together with the themes * 
Pythagoras. It is probable that the finding of a mean proper, -.4 
between two given lines, or the construction of a scluass wt. a 
shall be equal to a given rectangle, iu due to Pythagoras tinewt 
The solution of the more general problem. Euclid VI. 25. a a. 
attributed to him by Plutarch (a). The solution of this posts 
depends on that of the partleular case and on the appLicatios - 
areas; it requires, moreover, a knowledge of the theorerns:• .r 
rectilineal figures are to each other as the squares on their bee- - 
logous sides (Euclid VI. 20); and. If three lines arc in tprooartr..: 
proportion, the first is to the third as the square on the la - i 
to the square on the second. Now Hippocrates of Chins. a4.,--s 
44o B.C. who was instructed in geometry by thePythagnne..... 
possessed this knowledge. We are justified. therefore, In ear. 
mg the solution of the general problem, if not (with Plutarch) a 
Pythagoras, at least to his early successors. 

The theorem that similar polygons are to each other ia ?- 
duplicate ratio of their homologous sides involves a first skew*. 
least, of the doctrine of proportion and the similarity of tyres 
That we owe the foundation and development of the dualist a 
proportion to Pythagoras and his school is confirmed by the c-s: 
mony of Nicomachus (14) and lamblkhus (15 and 16). From Mc-a 
passages it appears that the early Pythagoreans were aoquals•e. 
not only with the arithmetical and geometrical means betimes 
two magnitudes, but also with their harmonical mean, which se 
then called " subcontrary." The Pythagoreans were much arsta- . 
with the representation of numbers by geometrical figure.. Thee 
speculations originated with Pythagoras, who was 	-cesenixted wet 
the summation of the natural numbers, the odd aquae.' axe v 
even numbers, all of which are capable of geometrical reprer-
tion. See the passage in Lucian (17) and the rule for ilatc2.4 
Pythagorean triangles (la) and the observations thereon saps 
On the other Mod, there is no evidence to support the .coons 
of Montucla that Pythagoras laid the foundation of the *cow. 
of isoperenetry. by proving that of all figures having the ear 
perimeter the circle is the greatest. and that of all solids barmy sr 
same surface the sphere is the greatest. We must also 
Pythagoras and his school a knowledge of the conic seetissa cd 
In particular of the quadrature of the parabola, attributed RI 
by some authors; and we have noticed the mieconceptioe ens 
gave rise to this erroneous infesenee. 

Certain conclusions may be drawn from the foregoing mamas 
tion of the mathematical work of Pythagoras and his whoa 
which enable us to form an estimate of the state of setatalein 

about 4So B.C. First, as to esatla'. It forms the bulk of tkr 
first two books of Euclid, and includes a sketch of the doodad 
of proportion—which was probably limited to cornmensum:.r 
magnitudes—together with some of the contents of the sins 
book. It contains, too, the discovery of the irrational Wises• 
and the construction of the regular solids, the latter requiting 
the description of certain regular polygons—the foundatica 
in fact, of the fourth book of Euclid. Secondly, as to fast 
.The Pythagoreans first severed geometry from the nerds a 

practical life, and treated h as a liberal science, giving definition 
and introducing the manner of proof which has ever attics bets 
in use. Further, they distinguished between discrete and 
ammo quantities, and regarded geometry as a branch of made 
matics, of which they made the fourfold division that lastest as 
the middle ages—the quadrivium (fourfold way to knowledge/ d 
&maim and the scholastic philosophy. And it may be observed 
that the name. of " mathematics," as well as that of " plot}. 
sophy," is ascribed to them. Thirdly, as to method. One Med 
characteristic of the mathematical work of Pythagoras was the 

It is agreed on all hands that these two theories weft cawed 
at length by Pythagoras and his school it is almost netsi 
however; that the theorems arrived at were proved for cosaavass 
cabb magnitudes only, and were assumed to bold good for at 
The Pythagoreans themselves seem to have been aware that th-• 
proofs were not rigorous, and were open to-serious objection; se 
this we may have the explanation of the secrecy which was Exachro 
by them to the idea of the incommensurable and to the portages 
which involved, and indeed represented, that idea. Now It is remark 
able that the doctrine of proportion is heirs treated in the fliowev• 
of Euclid—first, in a general manner, so as to include tacammear 
rabies, in beck v.. wW11 tradition ascribes to Eudoloaa asd for 
arithmetically in book vii., which. as Hanka has Imposed, se• 
tame the treatment of she subject by the older Pythagoreans. 
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combination of arithmetic with geometry. The notions of an 
equation and a proportion—which are common to both, and 
contain the first germ of algebra—were introduced among the 
Greeks by Theles. These notions, especially the lance, were 
elaborated by Pythagoras and his Abed, so that they reached 
the rank of a true scientific method in their theory of proportion. 
To Pythagoras, then, Is due the honour of having supplied • 
method which is common to all branches of mathematics, and 
In this respect he is fully comparable to Descartes, to whom we 
owe the decisive combined= of algebra with geometry. 

See G. J. Allman, Greek Game* ,from Tholes is Hada (Cambridge, 
1889); )8. Cantor, Yorfusgess obey Geschielde der Maikevratik 
(Leipzig. 1894); James Gow,, Shen Hiaory of Greek .1foeheinatlee 
(Cambridge, 1884. (G. J. A.) 

PYTHAGORAS, of Rbeglum, a noted Greek sculptor of the 
stb century s.c., a contemporary of Myron and Polyditus, and 
their rival in making statues of athletes. He was born at 
Samoa and migrated in his youth to Rhegium in Italy. He 
made a statue of Philoctetes notable for the physical expression 
of pain, an Apollo shooting the Python at Delphi, and a man 
singing to the lyre. He is said to have introduced improve-
ments in the rendering of muscles, veins and hair. 

rynins. of Marseilles (if asolia), a celebrated Greek navi-
gator and geographer, from whom the Greeks apparently derived 
their earliest definite information concerning western Europe, 
and especially the British Islands. He was probably eastern-
porary with Alexander the Great; be certainly wrote before 
Dicaearchus, a pupil of Aristotle who died about els s.c. His 
work is lost, and we are left almost wholly in the dark as to its 
form and character, but the various titles under which it is 
quoted (e.g. Pet weplollot, or Td wept roe Tbreard:) point to a 
geographical treatise, in which Pytheas had embodied the 
results of his observations, rather than to a continuous narrative 
of his voyage. 

Some modern writers have supposed Pytheas to have been 
sent out, at public expense, in command of an expedition organ-
ised by the republic of Messina; but there is no ancient authority 
for this, and Polybius, who bad unquestionably seen the original 
work, expressly states that he had undertaken the voyage in a 
private capacity and with limited means. All that we know 
concerning the voyage of Pytheas (apart from detached notices) 
is contained in a brief passage of Polybius, cited by Strabo, in 
which he tells us that Pytheas, according to his own statement, 
had not only visited Britain, but bad personally explored a large 
part of it (" travelled all over it on foot," according to one read-
ing of the text in Strabo, bk. iv. ch . i.), and estimated its 
circumference at more than achooa stadia (aocio geographical 
miles). To this he added the account of Thule (which he placed 
sin days' voyage north of Britain) and the adjoining regions, in 
which there was no longer any distinction between air, earth 
and sea, but a Lind of mixture of all three, resembling the gela-
tinous mollusc known as pubso moriar}, which rendered all 
navigation and progress in any other mode alike impossible. 
This substance Pytheas had himself seen, according to Strabo 
(bk. iv, ch. i.), but the other phenomena he described only from 
hearsay. After this be visited " the whole of the coasts of Europe" 
(ir. those bordering on the ocean) as tar as the Thous (Strabo, 
bk. ii. ch. iv. I a). This kit sentence has led some modern 
writers to suppers that he made two different voyages; but this 
is improbable; the mandate of Polybius imply that his ex-
plorations in both directions, first towards the north and after-
wards towards the east, footed part of the same voyage. 

Tlw anumies visited, and to a certain extent explored, by Pytheas, 
were previously unknown to the Greeks—cm-ept, perhaps. by vague 
accounts received through the Phoenicians—and were not visited 
by any subtequent authority during more than two centuries. 
Hence some of the later Greek geographers altogether disregarded 
kr statemeats. and treated his voyage as a fiction. Eratoethens 
indeed (376-196 a.c.), attached great value to his authority as to 
Britain and Spain, though doubting some of his statements; but 
lilt hies (e. w4-ter s.c.) considsad the whole work of Pythias 
• tissue of fables, like that of Eubemerus concerning Porsches: 
and even Strabo, in whoop time the western regions of Europe were 
coon 	ively well known, adopted to • great utast the via of 

In modern times a critical examination has arrived at a more 
favourable judgment, and though Gousellin in his Recherches use 

.

• 

7raplise des ancierks (iv. agi-iffo) and Sir G. C. Lewis in his 
H 	of Ancient Astronomy (PP. 466-451) revived the sceptical 
• n , the tendency of modern critics has been rather to exaggerate 
than to depreciate the value of what was realist added by l'ytheas 
to knowledge. Our information concerning him is so imperfect, 
and the scanty notices preserved to us from his work are so meagre 
sad discordant, that it is difficult to arrive at anything like a sound 
conclusion. It may, however, be considered as fairly established 
that Pytheas made a voyage round the western coasts of Europe, 
proceeding from Gacles, the great Phoenician emporium, and prob-
ably the farthest point familiar to the Greeks, round Spain and Gaul 
to the British Islands, and that he followed the eastern coast of 
Britain for a considerable distance to the north, obtaining in-
formation as to its farther extension in that direction which lid 
hire greatly to exaggerate its sire. At the same time he heard vaguely 
of the existence of a large island to the north of it—probably 
derived from the fact of the Orkneys and Shetlands being really 
found in that position—to-which he gave the name of nide. 

i "The most important statement made by Pytheas in regard to 
TI ',• was that connected with the astronomical phenomena affect. 
int duration of day and night therein. Unfortunately the cc-
pa,: . transmitted to us differ so widely that it is almost impossible 
to determine what Pytheas himself stated. It is, however, probable 
that the version given in one passage by Pliny (M.N. iv. t6, toy) 
correctly represents his authority. According to this, the days 
at the summer solstice were twenty-four hours in length, and con-
ver, le at the winter solstice the nights were of er,ual duration. 
Of Al be true had Thule been situated under the 

---h Pytheas evidently considerol it to be, and his 
skill as an astronomer would lead him to accept as a fact what he 
knew must be true at slime point as a voyager proceeded onwards 
towards the north. 

Still more difficult is it to determine the extent and character 
of Pytheas's explorations towards the east. The statement that 
he proceeded along the coasts of Europe " from Cedes to the Tanais " 
is evidently based uponthe supposition that this would be a simple 
and direct course along the northern shores of Germany and Scythia 
—Polybius himself, in common with the other Greek geographers 
till a much later peri..• feint ignorant of the projection of the 
Dtiiiish or Cimbric p. la, and the circumnavigation that it 
ion 	 all whirls 	race is found in the extant notices of 

	

Not•ithst5,, 	• this, some modern writers have sup- 

Vi

• 

.1 bins to have ern, the Baltic and penetrated as far as the 
.  Tanoi4). ynly foundation for this is to be found 

in the fact that in a p.. e cited by Pliny (II. N. xxxvii. 2, 33) 

	

theas is represented a 	sting that amber was brought from an 
island called Abalus, 	t • day's voyage from the land of the 
Gut tones, a German nal 	who dwelt on an estuary of the ocean 
readied Mentononius. boo. -tad's in extent. It was a production 
thrown up by the waves of the sea, and was used by the inhabitant. 
to 1 , ,,rn in.t. 	.1..1 It I as been conjectured that the" estuary " 
be _ ' 1,i. to Baltic, the existence of which as a 
separate see was unknown to all ancient geographers; but the 
obscure manner in which it is indicated, as well as the inaccuracy 
of the statements concerning the place from whence the amber 
was actually derived, both point to the sort of hearsay amounts 
which Pytheas might readily have picked up on the shores of the 
German Ocean, without proceeding.  farther than the mouth of 
the Ems, Weser or Elbe. which last is supposed by Ukert to have 
been the limit of his voyage in this direction. It must be observed 
also that amber is found in Friesland and on the west coast of 
Schleswig, as well as in the Baltic. though not in equal abundance. 

As to the Cassiterides, or Tin Islands. the exploration of which 
would naturally be one of the chid objects of Pytheas, he seems 
to have furnished Timmus, who wrote less than a century after hint, 
with details upon the same, especially in regard to the commercial 
centre of Iktis (St Michael's Mount in Cornwall ?), which are pre-
served by . Diodorus. The trade with these regions was probably 
at this period in Phoenician hands, but we know that at a later time 
a considerable portion of the supply was carried overland through 
Gaul to Messina. 

Pytheas certainly had one merit which distinguished him 
from almost all his contemporaries—he was a good astronomer. 
and was one of the first who made observations for the deter-
mination of latitudes, among others that of h& native place Mamilia, 
which he fixed with remarkable accuracy; his result. which was 
within a few miles of the truth, was adopted by Ptolemy. and 
became the basis of the Ptolemaic map of the western Mediter- 
ranean. His calculations of the length of the longest day at four 
different points in the neighbourhood of Britain are probably based 
on native reports. If these figures (16„ 57. 58 and sag hours) are 
to be pressed, thei)would refer to. say. Ushaat (48 N.), Fiero- 
borough Head (si , Tarbet Ness in Ross (581 and the northern- 
most Shetlands ((6t  Pytheas was also the first among the Greeks 
who arrived at any correct notion of the tides. and not only indicated 
their connexion with the moon, but pointed out their periodical 
fluctuations in accordance with the phases of that luminary Other 
observations conowning the mantes and customs of the • 'tams 
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of remote northern regions prove that he had himself really visited 
them. Among these are the gradual disappearance of various 
kinds of grain as one advanced towards the north; the use of 
fermented liquors made from corn and honey; and the habit of 
threshing out their corn in large covered barns, instead of on open 
threshing-floors as in Greece and Italy, on account of the want 
of sun and abundance of rain. Pytheas's notice of the depth of the 
Bay of Biscay, of the length of the projection of Brittany. of 
Ushant under the name of Uxisama, and of three promontories 
of Britain, two of which seem to correspond to Land's End 
(Bekrion), and North Foreland (Kantion), must not be forgotten. 

The fragments of Pytheas have been collected by Arvedson 
(Upsala. 1824), and by Fuhr (De Pythea massiliensi , Darmstadt. 
5835). Of the numerous treatises and dissertations on the subject. 
see Ukert, " Bemerkungen Ober Pythcas," in vol. i. of his Grog. 
d. Griechen u. Romer, pp. 298-309. which contains an excellent 
summary of all that is known concerning Pytheas; Sir George C. 
Lewis, Historical Survey of the Astronomy of the Ancients, pp. 466- 
480 (London, 1862); Sir Edward H. Bunbury, History of Ancient 
Geography, vol. i. ch. xv. 1 2 (London, 1883); C. I. Elton. Origins 
of English History, d. especially app. i. pp. 400, Ike. (London, 
1882); Hugo Berger, Geschichle der vissensclulftliches Erdkunde 
der Griechea, pt., 3 (2nd ed., Leipzig. 1903). A very elaborate 
Investigation of the whole subject will be found in M011enhoff, 
Deutsche Alterthumskunde, i. 211-497 (Berlin, 1870). See also 
Sir Clements Markham's paper, " Pytheas, the Discoverer of 
Britain," in the Geographical Journal (June 5893); and - H. F. 
Tozer, History of Armen, Geography, pp. 152-164 (Cambridge, 
1897). (E. H. B.; C. R. B.) 

PYTHIS, or PYTNIUS, one of the most noted Greek architects 
of the later age. He cultivated the Ionic style, in which he 
constructed the temple of Athena at Priene. The dedicatory 
inscription, which is in the British Museum, records that the 
founder was Alexander the Great. Pythis also made a great 
marble quadriga which surmounted the Mausoleum. 

PYTHON, in Greek mythology, son of Gaca, an enormous 
serpent, said to have been produced from the mud after the 
flood of Deucalion. Its haunt was a cavern near Mt Par-
nassus. Four days after its birth it was slain by Apollo (Apol-
lodorus i. 4), who was hence surnamed Pythius. According to 
Ephorus (in Strabo ix. 646), Python, surnamed . Drawn 
(serpent), was a brigand near Delphi. The python in reality 
represents the pestilential vapours rising from stagnant lakes 
and pools, which are dispersed by Apollo and his arrows—that 
is, the shafts of the sun. The old derivation (Homeric Hymn to 
Apollo, 375), according to which Delphi was originally called 
Pytho, because the slain serpent was left there to " rot " 
(w(etoilat), points to this explanation. 

See C. Pascal, Shoal di entichild s milologia (0396). 

PYTHON, a genus of very large snakes of the family Boidae 
(see SNAKES) inhabiting the tropical parts of Africa, Asia and 

Australia. They differ from 
the true boas (q.v.), with 
which they are often con- 
founded by carrying a few 
teeth in the premaxilla, by 
the double row of subcaudal 
shields and by the posses- 
sion of a pair of supraorbital 

1.—Head of Boa casino 	bones. Most of them have 
pits in some of the upper and lower labial shields. 

Python reticulatus is the commonest species 'in Indo-China and 
the Malay Islands; four upper labial shields on either side are 

i pitted. It is, next to the Anaconda, one ot the largest of all snakes, 
some wecimens being known which measured about 30 ft. in length. 
P. molars's, scarcely smaller, is the python or rock-snake of India 
and Ceylon. The African species are much smaller, up to t5 ft. 
in length, e.g. P. sebae of tropical and southern Africa and the 
beautiful P. resins of West Africa. P. spikier is the "carpet-
snake "of Australia and New Guinea. A small relative of pythons is 
losocemou bicolor of South Mexico, the only New World example. 

The giant pythons could no doubt overpower and kill by 
constriction almost any large mammal, since such snakes weigh  

many hundredweights and possess terrific strength, bat the 
width of their mouth—although marvellously distensible—bas, of 
course, a limit, and this is probably drawn at the size of a goat. 
Before a python swallows such large prey, its bones are crushed 
and the body is mangled 
into the shape of a sausage. 
The snake begins with the 
head, and a great quantity 
of saliva is discharged over 
the body of the victim as 
it is hooked into the throat 
by the alternately right and Ftc. 2.—Head of Python reficadoiss. 
left forward motions of the distended well-toothed jaws. If for 
any reason a snake should disgorge its prey, this will be found 
smothered with slime. Hence the fable that they cover it with 
saliva before deglutition. 

Most pythons are rather ill-tempered, differing in this respect 
from the boas. They are chiefly arboreal, and prefer localities 

FIG. 3.—Python retindakts (India). 

in the vicinity of water to which mammals and birds, their 
usual prey, resort. They move, climb and swim with equal 
facility. The female collects her eggs, sometimes as many as 
one hundred, into a heap, round which she cab herself, covering 
them so that her had rests in the centre on the top. In this 
position the snake remains without food throughout the whale 
period of incubation, or rather keeping guard, for about two 
months. . (H. F. G.) 

PYX (Gr. +mitt, a box or chest), a term for various forms of 
receptacle. In ecclesiastical usage it is the sacred .vase or taber-
nacle in which the Host is reserved. In the English Mint the 
pyx is the chest in which are placed one coin from every Is lb 
of newly coined gold and one from every 6o lb of newly coined 
silver to await the"  trial of the pyx " (see M ma). This Chili MO 
format,  kept in the Chapel.of the Pyx in Westminiter Abbey. 
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Q
the letter which immediately succeeds P in the 
alphabet of Latin and the modern languages of 
western Europe. It represents the Kopp& of the 
earliest Greek alphabets surviving in that form 
of the Ionic alphabet, which ultimately superseded 

all others, merely as the numerical symbol for no. In the 
Phoenician alphabet a sibilant Zade (Tzaddi) stands between 
q and p. Hence Q is the nineteenth letter in the Phoenician 
alphabet, the eighteenth in the Greek numerical alphabet, 
which alone contains it, the sixteenth (owing to the omission of 
Sand (1 in the Latin, and (from the addition of J) the seventeenth 
in the English alphabet. Its earliest form is a rough ellipse 
transfixed by an upright line,v. In various Semitic alphabets 
this has been altered out of recognition, apparently from the 
writing of the symbol in cursive handwriting without lifting the 
pen. Asa result forms like li IP ro 1: are developed. In Greece 
the head of the symbol is generally circular, and only in a few 
early inscriptions is the upright carried through the circle, v. 
The common form Is 9 with the upright stem short. This is 
also the earliest form in the Latin alphabet, but forms with the 
upright turned to the right as in a modern Q are found in the 
Republican period, while this tail becomes longer and curved in 
the early Empire. The pronunciation of the Semitic Koph 
(QM) was that of a velar guttural produced against the back 
part of the soft palate with great energy (hence called an 

emphatic " sound). In Greek there is no evidence that V 
was pronounced differently from K; hence no doubt its early 
disappearance in most dialects. It survived longest when 
followed by o or v, as at the beginning of the name of the town 
of Corinth. In Latin It is regularly used in combination with a. 
In classical Latin its use is confined to the cases where, as in 
English quill, Re., the a is pronounced as w before a following 
vowel, but in old Latin it Is found also in other combinations. 
Many languages find the combination gm, when both sounds are 
consonantal (am), difficult; q being the deepest guttural while 
Y (English tel is a lip sound, the points of production are nearly 
as far separate as they can be. There Is thus a tendency to 
assimilation, and instead of a guttural followed by a labial 
semi-vowel, a new labial consonant p is produced. In Greek 
this is common when the combination is followed by the vowel 
a, as in Ira. To;

' 
 Ilse., from the same stem as the Latin quo, 

qui, Re. This, however, is not found in all dialects alike (see 
Gases LANGVAGL). In other languages, like Oscan and Umbrian 
which are closely akin to Latin, or the Welsh branch of the 
Celtic languages, p occurs regularly without regard to the nature 
of the vowel following. Thus. corresponding to the Latin 
quantum', we find the Oscan perm:, the Gaulish prior-ritio■ , 
" four-wheeler," the Welsh pwfwar," four," acc., while the Irish 
Whir," four," corresponds more closely to the Latin. (P. GO 

PARAITRS, or KARAITES, a Jewish sect of the middle ages, 
chiming to be distinguished by adherence to Scripture as con-
trasted with oral tradition, whence the name (from iro faro, 

to read, as if "readers," teriptloarii; sometimes also srp, Is 
" children of the Text " as read). They have frequently been 
Identified with the Sadducees or with the Samaritans, with 
neither of whom have they any historical connexion or much 
spiritual affinity. The schism arose at Bagdad about the 
middle of the 8th century, when the hereditary claims of Anan, 
• learned Talmudist, to the office of Rosh Galutha were set aside 
by the Gaonlm (heads of rabbinical schools) at Sure and 
Pumbeditha, because he was believed to undervalue the author-
ity of the Talmud. Arran, nevertheless, allowed himself to be 
proclaimed Exilarch by his followers, a step construed into 
treason by the Mahommedan government. He was sentenced 
to death, but his life was saved by his fellow prisoner, Also 
fj anifa, the founder of the great school of Moslem theology and 
jurisprudence. Ultimately he and his followers were permitted 
to migrate to Palatine. They erected a synagogue in Jerusalem 

which continued to be maintained until the time of 'the Crusades. 
From this centre the sect diffused itself thinly over Syria, spread 
into Egypt, and ultimately reached S.E. Europe. 

Anan, who is said to have died in A.D. s65, was tbeauthorof a 
commentary on the Pentateuch and other works in Talmudic 
Hebrew and Arabic. Most of these are lost, and we are thus 
left chiefly dependent on the hostile indications of opponents. 
His code was recovered in Egypt by the Qaraite Moses b. 
Elijah Bashyazi (t544-1572)• Fragments were published by 
Harkavy (Voskhod 11397-098). It is clear that Anan, although 
theoretically antagonistic to rabbinic methods, was in the end 
compelled to incline towards them. Considerable influence, too, 
was exercised on his theology by Abu Hanifa. In general we 
know that he showed great bitterness against the Talmud and 
its upholders (the " Rabbanites ") for their modification of the 
written law by arbitrary additions and subtractions, but there 
is nothing to 'indicate that be himself had the insight or the 
fervour by which he could have become the pioneer of a really 
great reformation. The questions appear to have turned entirely 
on points of minute detail. Several of them related to the 
regulation of the calendar, the new moon, for example, being 
fixed by the Qaraites by direct observation, not by astronomical 
calculation, and the intercalary year also being determined 
empirically; others related to paschal and pentecostal ritual, 
such as the precise hour for killing the lamb or for burning its 
remains. The differences which affected social life most deeply 
were those relating to Sabbath observance and the forbidden 
degrees of marriagel  the Qaraites not recognizing any distinction 
between relationships of consanguinity and those of affinity, 
while in their zeal to avoid all risk of infringement of the sacred-
ness of the day of rest they prohibited the burning of any light at 
all in their houses from sunset to sunset. 

Of late years much Qaraite literature has been published'. 
The most valuable contribution to learning made by it is in the 
direction of Hebrew philology and the natural xae z...sis of the 
scriptural text. Little information as to the Qaraltes can be 
derived from their liturgies; they differ fundamentally from 
those used by Rabbanites in being composed almost entirely of 
scriptural versicks and in containing practically no Piyyntim 
(liturgical poems). The controversies as to the rule of faith 
which so deeply divided the Christian Church in the 16th century 
gave to this obscure sect an illusory and passing importance, 
the Catholics frequently hurling the epithet Karaei, in token 
of contempt, at the Protestants, who in their turn willingly 
accepted it as sufficiently descriptive of their attitude towards 
Scripture. The Qaraites never have been numerous; in roa4 
their total number was estimated at r r,000, zooms being 
found in Russia: the present community in Jerusalem numbers 
only a few families. They occur in Constantinople and else-
where in Turkey, and in Ltypt, but are chiefly met with in 
southern Russia, and especially in the Crimean districts of 
Eupatoria, Theodosia and Sevastopol. Here their historical 
capital and chief synagogue was formerly the " Jews' Castle " 
TrItufri•Kak), near Bakh-chisarai. The placeh now deserted; 

its cemetery was the seat of Firkowitsch's notorious forgeries 
(inscriptions of tst century), by which he sought to establish 
• fabulous antiquity for his sect. According to Strack (A. 
Firkowilsrk w. seine Esidechriuget, /1376) .the oldest tombstones 
do not go back beyond the lath century. The modern Qaraites 
are generally well spoken of for their honesty, perseverance and 
simple habits of life; they are gradually approximating to the 
Rabbanites, with whom, in some places, they are on terms of 
social intimacy. The Russian government exempts the Qaraites 
from the restrictions to which the rest of the Jews are subject; 
this circumstance is probably due to the insignificance of the 
Qaraites numerically. 

Among the older authorities may be mentioned Modena Luna. 
• lib. IL ea. y (1669); and TriglancGus. Diatrols ife Sob Za►an► rw 
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(toy). See Gratz, Geld. der Jades, especially in vol. v. (1806), 
with the additions and corrections of Harkavy in the Hebrew 
translation; and FOrst. Gesch. des Karaerthums (1863); S. Pinker, 
LsaMe' Qadmouiyyof: articles by A. Harkavy and by S. Poznanski 
in the Jewish Quarterly Review (e.e. x. 238-276, and vols. xviii.-xx.). 
See also Jewish Encyclopedia, sm" Arian," " )(wakes." &c. 

(1. A.) 

QARO (or Ciao), JOSEPH BEN EPHRAIM W88-1570, 
codifier of Jewish law, whose code is still authoritative with the 
mass of Jews, was born in 1488. As a child he shared in the 
expulsion from Spain (1492), and like most prominent Jews of 
the period was forced to migrate from place to place. In 1 535 
he settled in Sated, Palestine, where he spent the rest of his life. 
Sided was then the headquarters of Jewish mysticism. Qaro 
was himself a mystic, for the tribulations of the time turned 
many men's minds towards Messianic hopes; nor was he by any 
means the only great Jewish legalist who was also a mystic. 
Mysticism in such minds did not take the form of a revolt against 
authority, but was rather the spjritual flower of pietism than an 
expression of antinomianism. It is, however, as a legalist that 
Qaro is best known. In learning and critical power he was 
second only to Maimonides in the realm of Jewish law. He 
was the author of two great works, the second of which, though 
inferior as an intellectual feat, has surpassed the first in popu-
larity. This was inevitable, for the earlier and greater book was 
designed exclusively for specialists. It was in the form of a 
commentary (entitled Beds Y osepk) on the Twine (see 'ASHES 
BEN l'Eulet.). In this commentary Qaro shows an astounding 
mastery over the Talmud and the legalistic literature of the 
middle ages. Ile felt called upon to systematize the laws and 
customs of Judaism in face of the disintegration caused by the 
Spanish expulsion. But the Beth Yeseph is • by no means 
systematic. 

Qaro'l real aim was effected by his second work, the Shuthan 
'Arukls (" Table Prepared "). Finished in isss, this code was 
published in four parts in 1565. The work was not accepted 
without protest and criticism, but after the lapse of a century, 
and in consequence of certain revisions and amplifications, it 
became the almost unquestioned authority of the whole Jewish 
world. Its influence was to some extent evil. It "put Judaism 
into a strait-jacket." Independence of judgment was inhibited, 
and the code stood in the way of progressive adaptation of 
Jewish life to the life of Europe. It included trivialities by the 
aide of great principles, and retained elements from the past 
which deserved to fall into oblivion, But its good effects far 
outweighed the bad. It was a bond of union, a bar to latitudin-
arianism, an accessible guide to ritual, ethics and law. Above 
all, it gave a new lease of life to the great theory which identified 
life with religion. It sanctified the home, it dignified common 
pursuits. When, however, the era of reform dawned in the 
19th century, the new Judaism found itself impelled to assume 
an attitudepf hostility to Qaro's code. 

See Gram. Geschichte der Aden, vol. ix. (English trans. vol. iv.); 
Ginsberg, in Jewish EN‘yclopecha, arts. " Cam " and " Codification "; 
Schechter, Studies in Judaism, second series, pp. 202 seq. (I. A.) 

QUACK. one who pretends to knowledge of which he is 
ignorant, a charlatan, particularly a medical impostor. The 
word is a shortened form of " quacksalver " (Du. kteeksalver), in 
which form it is common in the 17th century, "salver" meaning 
" healer," while " quack " (Du. kwakken) is merely an applica-
tion of the onomatopoeic word applied to the sounds made by a 
duck, i.e. gabble or gibberish. In English law, to call a medical 
practitioner a " quack " is actionable per se without proof of 
special damage (Aunt v. Eaton (163o), t Roll. Abs. 54). The 
often-quoted legal definition of a " quack " is " a boastful 
pretender to medical skill," but a " quack " may have great 
skill, and it is the claim to cure by remedies which he knows 
have no efficacy which makes him a " quack " (see Dakkyi v. 
Laboachere, The Tines, 29th of July 1904, and 5th and 9th of 
November row). 

QUADRATRIX (from Lat. quadrate?, squarer), in mathe-
matics, a curve having ordinates which area measure of the area 
(or quadosture) of another curve. The two most famous curves  

of this class are those of Dinostratus and E. W. Tschirsisma 
which are both related to the circle. 

The quadratnx of Dinostratus was well known to mkt &CM 
Greek geometers, and is mentioned by Proclus. who semi. r' 
invention of the curve to a contemporary of Socrates peas 
Hippies of Elis. Dinostratus, a Greek geometer and duet 
Plato, discussed the curve, and showed how it effected a mai 
solution of squaring.  the circle. Papp s, in his Ceffectimt 
of its history, and gives two methods by which it canker:an 
(1) Let a spiral line be drawn on a right circular cylinder. a erm 
surface is then obtained by drawing fines fr'm every pima 
spiral perpendicular to its axis. The orthogonal projection 
section of this surface by a plane containing one of the 
and inclined to the axis is the quadrant:. (2) A 	csia 
having for its base an Archimedean spiral is intersect by 
circular cone which has the generating line of the cylinder pc 
through the initial point of the spiral for its axis. Flue 
point of the curve of intersection, 	ularware thaws is 2. 
Imo 'try r'--, 	,f the screw Pkaadia of Pappell axe 
so obtained is the quadratrix. Another construction is drA 
fig. I. ABC is a quadrant in which the line AB and the art 
divided into the same number of equal pans. 
Radii are drawn from the centre of the quadrant 
to the points of division of the axe, and these 
radii are intersected by the lines drawn parallel to 
BC and through the corresponding points on the 
radius AB. The locus of these intersections is the 
quadratrix. A mechanical construction is as 
follows: Let AMP be a semicircle with centre 0 • 
(fig. a). Let PQ be thc ordinate of the point P tic t. 

on the circle, and let ■ I be another point on the 
circle so related to P t F. the ordinate PQ moves front A to 
the same time as the r 2r OM describes a quadrant. Ile 
locus of the intersect! of 
PQ and OM is the ,,,.act 
ratrix of Dinostratus. 

The cartesian equation to 

the curve is pm x cot '21. which 

shows that the curve is sym-
metrical about the axis of y, 
and that it consists of a central 
portion flanked by infinite 	 Flo 2. 
branches (fig. 2). The asym- 
ptotes are am mane. a bein.g an integer. The intercept m
of y is 2a/r; therefore,werepossible to accurately is ,  
the curve, the quadrature of the circle would be effected 
curve also permits the solution of the problems of darken. 
cube (g.e.) and trisecting an angle. 

The quadratrix of Tschirnhausen is constructed by dint* • 
arc and radius of a quadrant in the same number 
of equal parts as before. The mutual intersections 
of the lines drawn from the points of division of the 
arc parallel to AB. and the lines drawn parallel to 
BC through the points of division of AB. are points 
on the quadratrix (fig. 3). The cartesian equation is 
y ma cos raise. The curve is periodic. and cuts the 
axis of x at the points x - m(2is-t)a, n being an A 
integer; the maximum values of y are ma. Its Ft, 1  
properties are similar to those of the quadranix 
of Dinostratua 

QUADRATURE (from Lat. enadraftwa, a making Orr 
in astronomy, that-aspect of a heavenly body in which it er-- 
a right angle with the direction of the sun; applied die' 
to the apparent position of a planet, or of the moon at fie a '  

last quarters. In mathematica, quadrature is the determisna 
of a square equal to the area of a curve or other figure. 

QUADRIGA, the ancient four-horsed chariot (Lat. gesifittl 
contracted from quadrijugae). which was regarded as 00°,1 

 the seven sacred features in Rome. It was chiefly ands, ' 
triumphal car of generals or emperors. The earliest tw 
mentioned is that which was modelled in terra-cotta cad /L> 
on the pediment of the temple of Jupiter Capitolious. Is li. 
time it formed the chief decorative feature which E20000i 
triumphal arches, and there arc numerous representatiosed • 
on coins. 

QUADRILATERAL. in geometry, a figure enclosed by 
straight lines. It is also a military term applied to a mato 
tion of four fortresses mutually supporting one another. 
fortresses of Namur, Lidge, Maastricht, and Louvain. and u 
those of Silistria, Rustchuk, Shumla. and Varna, woe la al' 
But the most famous quadrilateral was that of the lout foods; 
towns of north Italy—Mantua, Peschiera, Verona. and Lep* 
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the two former of which are situated on the Mincio and the two 
latter on the Adige. The real value of the quadrilateral, which 
gave Austria such a Linn hold on Lombardy, lay in the great 
natural strength of Mantua and in the readiness with which 
troops and supplies could be poured into Verona from the north. 

QUADRILLE, the name of a game of cards and of a dance. 
The game, played by four persons with a pack of forty cards, 
was a variation of the Spanish game of ombre (q.v.) and sugar- 
ceded it in popularity about 1725, to give way in turn to whist. 
The dance is of French origin and is usually danced by four 
couples in square. In the 18th century the cesareelanse was 
introduced into the ballet, and groups of four, eight or twelve 
dancers dressed alike performed different figures; these were 
first called quadrilles des corstredasses, later shortened to quadrilles. 
The dance became popular outside the ballet, and its figures, five 
In number, with a finale, bore the names of the different foun-
ding's,. Le Natal" r la, La Peale, La Trinin, La Pasleurelk. 
The dance was introduced into England in alt. The word in 
both its applications comes through Ital. quadriglie or Spam. 
essadrilla from Lat. quadro, a square, four-aided figure (qualleser, 
four). 

QUADROON (a corruption of lisarteroost, Span. conflate", 
from crane, Lat. quartos, fourth), strictly a person having one. 
fourth negro blood, the offspring of a mulatto and a white. The 
children of a mulatto and a negro are called in America samba 
or sambas (possibly from Span. umbra, Lat. stasiehus, bow- 
legged), and the use of Sambo as a proper name for a black 
servant may have thus originated. 

QUANSTOR (from Lat. guano, investigate), • Roman 
magistrate whose functions, at least in the later times of the 
republic, were mainly financial, though he was originally con- 

, cerned chiefly with criminal jurisdiction. The origin of the 
quaestorship is obscure, but it was probably Instituted simul-
taneously with the consulship in too s.c. The number of the 
quaestors was originally two, but this was succusively increased 
to four (in 431 s.c.), eight (in 16.1 or 541 s.c.), and by Sulla 
Si s.c.) to twenty. Julius Caesar raised the number to forty 
(in es s.c.), but Augustus reduced it spin to twenty, which 
remained the regular number under the empire. The original 
quaestors were afterwards distinguished by the title of urban 
quaestors (pmetiores urieui). When the number was raised 
from two to four In 431 S.C. the office was thrown open to the 
plebeians. It was the lowest of the great offices of state and 
hence it was regularly the first sought by aspirants to a political 
career (tuna isononan). Towards the dose of the republic, if 
not earlier, the successful candidata was bound to have com-
pkted his thirtieth year before be entered on office, but Augustus 
lowered the age to twenty-five. Originally the quaestors seem 
to have been nominated by the consuls, but later, perhaps from 
the tall of the demmvirs 449 ILO, they were elected by the 
people assembled in tribes (familia tribute) under the presidency 
of a consul or another of the higher magistrates. The qualmors 
held office for one year, but, like the consuls and praetors, they 
were often continued in office with the title of proquaestor. 
Indeed it sou a rule that the gamier attached to a higher 
magistrate should bold office as long as his superior; hence, 
when• a consul regularly presided over the city for one year, and 
afterwards as proconsul governed a province for another year, 
his quaestor also regularly held office for two years. Before 
the election of the quaestors the senate decided the duties to 
be undertaken by than, and after election these duties were 
distributed 11111011851 the new quaestors either by lot of by the 
choice of the higher magistrates to whom goat:ten were assigned. 
A peculiar burden laid on the quest" not as an official duty, 
but rather u a son of fee exacted from all who entered on the 
political career, wu the paving of the high roads, for which 
Claudius substituted the exhibition of gladiatorial games. 

Pletareh (Peal. te) states that the *Gee was instituted by the 
rust oonsuL Tacky.. is the other hand (Ann. d. an), says that 
is dated from the time of the kings. but hk ground is merely that 
they were mentioned In the Lacer Comte of the consul Brutus, whieh 
Timms assume. to have bees identical with that of the Moja 

Various dames of questoes may be &anguished according to 
the duties they had respectively to discharge. 

t. The Orion Quantors.--Originally the duties of the quaestors, 
like those of the consuls, were undefined; the consuls were the 
superior magistrates of the republic, the quaestors their assistants. 
From a very early time, however, the quaestors possessed criminal 
jurisdiction. In the code of the Twelve Tables they are designated 
gumshoes fiarrwidsi. " inquisitors of parricide or murder ";' and 
perhaps originally this was their full title, which was afterwards 
abbreviated into quaestors when their functions as criminal judges 
fell into the background. In addition to parricide or murder we 
can hardly doubt that all other crimes MI within the jurisdiction 
of the quaestors; political crimes only seem to have been excepted. 
The criminal jurisdiction of the mamma appears only to have 
terminated when towards the close of the republic trial by permanent 
courts (quitesisosses perperiou) was extended to criminal cases.' 

The quaestors had also charge of the public treasury (aerariani) 
in the temple of Saturn, and this was in the later times of the 
republic their most important function. They kept the keys of the 
treasury and bad charge of its contents. including 	only coin 
and bullion but also the military standards and a 	e number of 
public documents, which in later times comprised 	the laws as 
well as the decrees of the senate. Their functions as keepers of the 
treasury were withdrawn from the urban quaestors by Augustus 
and transferred to other magistrates, but the office itself continued 
to exist into the Ord century, though as to the nature of the duties 
attached to it we have little or no information. 

2. The Mdkory ctirestors.—These were instituted ill Oat 
 when two new guars ors were added to the original two. They 

never had a distinctive appellation like that of the urban quaestors. 
from whom, however, they were clearly distinguished by the fact 
that, while the urban quaestors did not stand in a special relation 
of subordination to any particular magistrate, a non-when quaestor 
was regularly • 	as an indispensable assistant or adjutant to 
every genersi in command, whose name or title the quaestor usually 
added to his own.' Originally they were the adjutants of the 
consuls only, afterwards of the provincial praetors, and still later 
of the proconsuls and proprietors. The dictator alone among 
military commanders had no quaestor, because a quaestor would 
have been a limitation to his powers. The governor of Sicily had 
two quaeators; all other governess and commanders had but one. 
Between the quaestor and his superior a close personal relation. 
analogous to that between • son and his father, existed, and was 
not severed when their official connexion ceased. Not till the close 
of the republic do asses occur of a queasier being sent to a provisoe 
invented with praeterial aid even consular powem; in one use at 
least the quaestor so sent bad a second quaestor placed under him. 
The duties of the military quaestor, like those of the treasury 
quaestor, were primarily financial. Moneys due to a provincial 
governor from the state treasury MK often, perhaps regularly, 
received and disband by the quaestor; the keeeitem seem  le 
have been under his charge; he coined money, on which sot un-
frequently his name appears alone. The booty taken in war was 
not necessarily under the control of the quaestor. but was dealt 
with, especially in later'times, by inferior officers called reefed: 
lanais But, though his duties were primarily finaaaal, the 
quaestor was after all the chief assistant or adjutant of his superior 
in command, and as such he was invested with a certain degree of 
military power; under the republic his military rank was superior 
to that of the legates, though under the empire this relation was 
reversed. When the general left his provisce before the arrival of 
his successor be usually committed  it to the care of his quaestor, 
and. if he died or was Incapacitated from naming his successor, the 
quantor acted as his representative. Unlike the urban quaestor, 
the military 'guano« per 	not a criminal but a civil jaded's> 
tion oorrespondiag to that of the sedan at Rome 

3. The Italian Quaessers.—The subjugation of Italy emmitmed 
the institution (in My s.c.) of four new questa% who appear to 
have been called qoaezteres classic' because they were originally 
intended to superintend the building of the fleet (thissis); their 
functions. however, are very imperfectly knows. Though no doubt 
intended to assist theconsuls, they were not subordinated (like the 
military quaestors) to a special consul. They were stationed at 
Ostia. at Calm in Campania. and in Gaol about the Padua (Po). 
The station of the fourth is not mentioned; perhaps it was 'Ay-
baeum in Sicily. 

The etymology and original meaning of pernicifism are clonbtfuL 
In the latter part of the word we have, of course, the same root as in 
feeders. " to kill." but whether or not the former part is from purr, 

a father," or from the same root that we have in perlaass, 
perjurious. is a moot point. Mommsen takes the latter view. 

tits ahem supposed that the queressure, parrscidsi were an old 
magistracy quits - distinct from the ordinary quaestors. For the 
identification of the two, see Mamma. Raossthes Ssaaisreekt, t5. 
Pt- t. P. 506. 

Thus Cicero 	kw of the pre►iseis moulder+, of the queemor. 
and we AM grsnfir Cu. Pompri, et 
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LJTIRATI/RE.—For a fuller treatment of all these points see M omm. 

ten. Stott:neck. ii. p. 523 foll.: for the existence of the quaestor-
ship under the monarchy, and a different view of the second station 
of the Italian quaestors, see A. H. J. Greenidge, Roman Paine Life. 
pp. 63.  215. 

QUAGGA. or COUACGA, an animal of the genus Emu (see 
HORSE), nearly allied to Burchell's zebra. formerly met with in 
vast herds on the great plains of South Africa between the Cape 
Colony and the Vaal river, but now completely extinct. Gener-
ally speaking, the colour of the head, neck, and upper - parts 
of the body was reddish-brown, irregularly banded and marked 
with dark brown stripes, stronger on the head and neck and 
gradually becoming fainter until lost behind the shoulder. There 
is a broad dark median dorsal stripe. The under surface of the 
body, the legs, and tail are nearly white, without stripes. The 
crest is very high, surmounted by a standing mane, banded 

The Quagga (Ertel: quagga). 

..liernately brown and white. It is, however, not improbable 
that there wore two or more local races, for which separate 
names have been proposed. Though never really domesticated, 
quaggas have occasionally been trained to harness. The 
accompanying illustration is reduced from a painting made from 
one of two which were driven in Hyde Park by Mr. Sheriff 
Parkins in the early part of the 19th century. The name is an 
imitation of the shrill barking neigh of the animal, " oug-ga, 
oug-ga," the last syllable very much prolonged; it is also 
commonly applied to the bonnte-quagga, or Burchell's zebra 
(see HORSE and ZEBRA). 

QUAGMIRE, a bog or marsh, a piece of ground so saturated 
with water that it cannot support any weight. The word is 
composed of " quag " or " quake " (0.E. motion; cf. " quaver," 
" quiver ") and " mire, " mud (Icel. myri, Swed. myr). 

Sliest suavest' that quag may be connected with the root seen 
is " quick," and quotes (Etym. Derv. 1898) Piers Plowman. c. 
64, of an earthquake, the earth " quook as it quyke were." i.e. 
shook as if it were alive. 

WATCH. or QUAIGII, a form of Scottish drinking vessel. 
The word is an adaptation of the Gaelic snack, cup, bowl; cf. 
Welsh cawg, and is usually referred to the Gr. axiom, aria, 
through Lat. caress. In the 18th century it Is sometimes 
spelled " quaff," and a connexion has been suggested with 
" quaff," to drink with a large or at a single draught; the 
New English Dictionary, however, considers this doubtful. The 
" quaich " was doubtless inspired by the low silver bowls with 
two flat handles, frequently used as bleeding vessels in England 
and Holland in the 17th century. The earliest quaichs were 
made of a solid block of wood, or of small staves of wood, often 
of different colours, supported by hoops, like barrels. They 
see generally fitted with taro, and, more rarely, three short pro-
kering handles. In addition to wood, they are made of stone, 
brass, pewter, born, and of silver. The latter were often engraved 
with lkm and bands in imitation of the staves and hoops of the 
mooden quaichs. The origin of these vessels b Scotland is  

traced to the Highlands; it was not until the end of the nth 
century that they became popular In such large centres as 
Edinburgh and Glasgow. The silversmiths of such local gilds 
as Inverness and Perth frequently mounted them in silver, as 
may be seen from the hall-marks on the seating examples. 
They are found, of silver and pewter, in use as communion cups 
in various parts of Scotland: four, with the Edinburgh hall-
mark for 17:3, belong to Ayr parish church; and a large one 
with the same hall-mark for 1663-1684 Is used as an alms-dish 
at Alvah, Banffshire. The loving cup at Donaldson's hospital. 
Edinburgh, is a large silver quaich, with the Edinburgh stamp 
for 1724, which belonged to the founder of that hospital. The 
finest collection of these vessels Is in the possession of the 
marquess of Breadalbane. (E. A. J.) 

QUAIL (0. Fr. Quaint, Mod. Fr. Cagle, Ital. Quaglia, Low Lat. 
Quaquila, Du. Kwakkd and Kwartd, Ger. Wacktd, Dan. {Pavel), 
a well-known bird throughout almost all countries of Europe, 
Asia and Africa— in modern ornithology the Cotstrnix rawratuair 
or C. dartylisonans. This last epithet was given from the peculiar 
three-syllabled call-note of the cock, which has been grotesquely 
rendered in several European languages, and in some parts of 
Great Britain the species is popularly known by the nickname 
of " wet-my-lips " or " wet-my-feet." The quail varies some-
what in colour, and the variation is rather individual than 
attributable to local causes; but generally the plumage may be 
described as reddish-brown above, almost each feather being 
transversely patched with dark brown interrupted by a longi. 
tudinal stripe of light buff; the head is dark brown above, 
with three longitudinal streaks of ochreous-white; the sides 
of the breast and flanks are reddish-brown, distinctly striped 
with ochreous-white; the rest of the lower parts are pale buff, 
clouded with • darker shade, and passing into white on the 
belly. The cock, besides being generally brighter in tint, not 
unfrequently has the chin and a double-throat band of reddish 
or blackish-brown, which marks are wanting in the ben, whose 
breast is usually spotted. Quails breed on the ground, and lay 
from nine to fifteen eggs of ■ yellowish-white, blotched and 
spotted with dark brown. Though essentially migratory by 
nature, not a few quails pass the winter in the northern hemi-
sphere and even in Britain, and many more In southern Europe. 
In March and April they cross the Mediterranean from the south 
on the way to their breeding homes in large bands, but these 
are said to be as nothing compared with the enormous eights 
that emigrate from Europe towards the end of September. 
During both migrations immense numbers are netted for the 
market, since they are almost universally esteemed as delicate 
meat. The flesh of quails caught in spring commonly proves 
dry and indifferent, but that of those taken in autumn, especially 
when they have been kept long enough to grow fat, as they 
quickly do, is excellent. In no part of the British islands at 
present do quails exist in sufficient numbers to be the especial 
object of sport. In old days they were taken in England la 
a net, attracted thereto by means of ■ quail-call--a simple 
instrument' the use of which is now wholly neglected — oa 
which their notes are easily imitated. In South Africa sad 
India allied species, C. ekkgoeguit and C. caeomandefica, tbe 
latter known as the Rain-Quail, respectively occur, as well as the 
commoner one, which in Australia and Tasmania k wholly 
replaced by C. keeloralis, the Stubble-Quall of the cokaists 
In New Zealand another species, C. notwe-selarsdias, was forme* 
very abundant in some districts. Some fifteen or perhaps mat 
species of quails, inhabiting the Indian and Australian regime. 
have been separated, perhaps unnecessarily, to form the genera 
Syiteecus. Pereficala, Excalphetioria, and so forth. 

America has some fifty or sixty species of birds width see 
commonly deemed quails, though by some authors placed fa 
a distinct tangly or sub-family Odontophorinne, The hest 

8  One is figured in Roveley's Or•ithologient 11.sedleary 
They form the subject of a monograph in folio by J. 

published between 1844 sad testi. See also S. D. ,lodd, Dedlask 
as al U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 0905); D. G. Ethos. Game Bomb 
of Nash America (dkey)„ 
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known is the Virginian Quail, or ColIn,as it is sonietimescalled-
that being, according to Hernandez, its old Mexican name. It 
is the Onyx (or Co Imes) oirginianur of modern ornithology, and 
has a wide distribution in North America, being called "part-
ridge" in the Southern states, and elsewhere being known by 
the nickname of " Bob-White,' aptly bestowed upon it from a 
call-note of the cock. Many unsuccessful attempts have been 
nude to introduce this bird to England (as indeed similar trials 
have been made in the United States with quails from Europe). 
The beautiful tufted Quail of California, Lophortyz califoreka, 
has also been tried at large In Europe without success; but it 
is well estab.Lshed as an aviary bird. A few of the American 
Quails or Colts roost in trees. 

Interesting from many points of view as is the group of birds 
last mentioned, there is another which, containing a score of 
species (or perhaps more) often termed Quails or Buuon-Quails, 
is of still greater importance in the eyes of the systematist. 
This Is that comprehended by the genus Twnix, or lionfpodius 
of some authors, the anatomical structure of which removes it 
far from the genera Cottsenie, Onyx, and their allies, wad even 
from any of the normal Gaines. T. H. Huxley regarded it as 
the representative of a generalized stock from which the 
Charadriosnorphae and Aleckromosphae, to say nothing of other 
groups, have sprung. The button-quails are now placed as a 
separate sub-order, Turnices, of the order Galliforwes (see 
Ruin). One spedes, T. syloatica, inhabits Barbary and 
southern Spain, and under the name of Andaludan Hemipode 
has been Included (though on evidence not wholly satisfactory) 
among British birds as a reputed straggler. The rest are natives 
of various parts of the Ethiopian, Indian and Australian 
regions. It is characteristic of the genus Turnix to want the 
hind toe; but the African Ortyxdus and the Australian Patio-
nanw, which have been referred to its neighbourhood, have four 
toes on each foot. (A. N.) 

QUAIN, SIR RICHARD. Barr. (1816-1898), Irish physician, 
was born at Mallow-on-the-Blackwater, Co. Cork, on the 3oth of 
October 18'6. Ile received his early education at Cloyne, and 
was then apprenticed to a surgeon-apothecary in Limerick. In 
:837 he entered University College, London, where he graduated 
with high honours as M.D. in 1840, and as M.D. (gold medal) in 
11342. Six years later he was chosen an assistant-physician to 
the Brampton Hospital for Diseases ofthe Chest, and with that 
Institution he retained his connexion until his death, first as full 
(1855) and subsequently as consulting physician (1875). He 
became a fellow of the Royal College of Physicians in 0351, and 
filled almost every post of honour it could offer except the 
presidency, in the contest for which he was beaten by Sir Andrew 
Clark in raga. lie became physician-extraordinary to Queen 
Victoria in 180, and was created a baronet in the following 
year. He died in London on the 13th of March 0398. Quain, 
who was elected a fellow of the Royal Society in 1871, was the 
author of several memoirs, dealing for the most part with 
disorders of the heart, but his name will be best remembered by 
the Dietionary of Medicine, the preparation of which occupied 
hi m from 187 5 to 1882 (and edition, 1894; 3rd, 1902). He 'sat 
on the Royal Commission on Rinderpest (cattle plague) In 0365. 
He was a cousin of Jones Quain (1796-1865), the author of 
Quoin's Elements of A no:my, and of Richard Quain (r8co-1887), 
who was president of the Royal College of Surgeons in 1868, and 
left f75,00o to University College, London, with which the 
Quin professorships of botany, English language and literature, 
law, and physics were endowed. A half-brother of the last two, 
Sir John Richard Quin (1816-1876), was appointed a judge of 
the Queen's Bench in 1871. 

QUAINT (0. Fr. coisik, from Lat. cop:4w, known, probably 
influenced by aseodation with Lat. complus, neat), an adjective 
meaning unusual or fanciful, often applied to things with a 
wine of old-fashioned charm or prettiness. " Queer," which 
has much the same meaning, is of doubtful etymology, but is 
generally taken as adapted from Gee. ewer, crooked. 

QUAKERS. originally a cant name applied in derision to 
the members of the Society of Friends, but now used without any  

contemptuous significance. It was said to hive originated in 
the saying of Justice Bennet at Derby in tbso, " Tremble (or 
quake) at the word of the Lord," but it is now certain that it 
was used as early. as 1647, and arose from the physical mani-
festations of religious emotion characteristic of many of the early 
Friends. (See FRIENDS, SOCIETY or.) 

QUANTUM MERUIT (Lat. for " as much as he has de-
served "), in the law of contract, originally a form of action on 
the case, grounded on a promise to pay the plaintiff for work 
done as much as it was worth. It has been abolished as a special 
form of action, but the term is still in use where, in cases of 
special contract, there has been a breach amounting to a dia. 
charge by one party before the other party has done all that he 
was bound to do. In such a case the plaintiff sues for a poetess 
meruit or the value of so much as he has done. 

QUARANTINE (Fr. parartlaine, a period of forty days 9, 
a term originally applied to the old sanitary preventive system 
of detention of ships and men, unlading of cargo in lazarets, 
fumigation of susceptible articles, Stc., which was practised 
at seaports on account of the plague, in connexion with the 
Levantine trade. It is now a thing of the past in the United 
Kingdom and in the majority of other states. But, in common 
usage, the same word is applied to the sanitary rules and regula. 
tions which are the modern substitutes for quarantine. 

The plague was the only disease for which quarantine was 
practised (not to mention the earlier isolation of lepers, and the. 
attempts to check the invasion of syphilis in northern Europe 
about 1490) down to the advent of yellow fever in Spain at the 
beginning of the 19th century, and the arrival of Asiatic cholera 
in 1831. Venice took the lead in measures to check the spread 
of plague, having appointed three guardians of the public health 
in the first years of the Black Death (1348). The next record 
of preventive measures comes from Reggio in Modena in 1374. 
The first 'aura was founded by Venice In 1403, on a small 
island adjoining the city; in 1467 Genoa followed the example 
of Venice; and in 1476 the old leper hospital of Marseilles was 
converted into a plague hospital—the great lazaret of that city, 
perhaps the most complete of its kind, having been founded 
in 1526 on the island of Pomague. The practice at all the 
Mediterranean burets was not different from the English 
procedure in the Levantine and North-African trade. On the 
approach of cholera in 1831 some new lazarets were set up at 
western ports, notably a very extensive establishment near 
Bordeaux, afterwards turned to another use. 

The plague had disappeared from England, never to return, 
for more than thirty years before the practice of quarantine 
against it was definitely established by an act of Parliament of 
Queen Anne's reign (1710). The first act was called for, owing 
to an alarm lest plague should be Imported from Poland and the 
Baltic; the second act of 1721 was due to the disastrous pre-
valence of plague at Marseilles and other places in Provence; it 
was renewed in 1733 owing to a fresh outbreak of the malady on 
the continent of Europe, and again in 1743 owing to the disast roue 
epidemic at Messina. In 1752 a rigorous quarantine clause was 
Introduced into an act regulating the Levantine trade; and 
various arbitrary orders were issued during the next twenty 
years to meet the supposed danger of infection from the Baltic. 
Although no plague cases ever came to England all those years, 
the restrictions on traffic became more amd more stringent 
(following the movements of medical dogma), and in 1788 a very 
oppressive Quarantine Act was passed, with provisions affecting 
cargoes in particular. The first year of the 19th century marked 
the turning-point in quarantine legislation; a parliamentary 
committee sat on the practice, and a more reasonable act arose 
on their report. In ifios there was another new act, and in 
1823-24 again an elaborate inquiry followed by an act making 
the quarantine only at discretion of the privy council, and at 
the same time recognizing yellow fever "or , other highly 
infectious disorder " as calling for quarantine measures along 

The strict muse of the term is also preserved In the " widows' 
quarantine," the right of a widow to remain in the principal house 
belonging to her husband for forty days after his death. 
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with plague. The steady approach of cholera in 5835 was the 
last occasion in England of a thoroughgoing resort to quarantine 
restrictions. The pestilence invaded every country of Europe 
despite all efforts to keep it out. In England the experiment 
of hermetically sealing the ports was not seriously tried when 
cholera returned in 1849, 1853 and 1865-66. In 1847 the privy 
council ordered all arrivals with clean bills from the Black Sea 
and the Levant to be admitted to free pratique, provided there 
had been no case of plague during the voyage; and therewith 
the last remnant of the once formidable quarantine practice 
against plague may be said to have disappeared. 
" For a. number of years after the passing of the first Quarantine 
Act (171o) the protective practices in England were of the most 
haphazard and arbitrary kind. In 1721 two vessels laden with 
cotton goods, &c., from Cyprus,. then a seat of plague, were 
ordered to be burned with their cargoes, the owners receiving 
(23,935 as indemnity. By the clause in the Levant Trade Act 
of i752 vessels for the United Kingdom with a foul bill (i.e. 
coming from a country where plague existed) had to repair to 
the lazarets of Malta, Venice, Messina, Leghorn, Genoa or 
Marseilles, to perform their quarantine or to have their cargoes 
" sufficiently opened and aired." Since 1741 Stangate Creek 
(on the Medway) had been 'made the quarantine station at 
home; but it would appear from the above clause that it was 
available only for vessels with clean bills. In 1755 lazarets in 
the Icirm of floating hulks were established in England for the 
first time, the cleansing of cargo (particularly by exposure to 
dews) having been done previously on the ship's deck. There 
was no medical inspection employed, but the whole routine left 
to the officers of customs and quarantine. In z78o, when plague 
was in Poland, even vessels with grain from the Baltic had to lie 
forty days in quarantine, and unpack and air the sacks; but 
owing to remonstrances, which came chiefly from Edinburgh 
and Leith, grain was from that date declared to be a " non-
susceptible article." About 1788 an order of council required 
every ship liable to quarantine, in case of meeting any vessel 
at sea, or within four leagues of the coast of Great Britain or 
Ireland, to hoist a yellow flag in the daytime and show a light 
at the maintopmast head at night, under a penalty of £200. 
After 1800, ships from plague-countries (or with foul bills) were 
enabled to perform their quarantine on arrival in the Medway 
instead of taking a Mediterranean port on the way for that 
purpose; and about the same time an extensive lazaret was 
built on Chetney Hill near Chatham at an expense of i17o,000, 
which was almost at once condemned owing to its marshy 
foundations, and the materials sold for Lis,oco. The use of 
floating bulks as lazarets continued as before. In 1800 two 
ships with hides from Mogador (Morocco) were ordered to be 
sunk with their cargoes at the Nore, the owners receiving £1 5,000. 
About this period it was merchandise that was chiefly suspected: 
there was a long schedule of."" susceptible articles," and these 
were first exposed on the ship's deck for twenty-one days or 
less (six days for each instalment of the cargo), and then trans-
ported to the lazaret, where they were opened and aired forty 
days more. The whole detention of the vessel was from sixty to 
sixty-five days, including the time for reshipment of her cargo. 
Pilots had to pass fifteen days on board a " convalescent ship." 
'Die expenses may be estimated from one or two examples.. In 
7820 the " Asia," 763 tons, arrived in the Medway with a foul bill 
from Alexandria, laden with linseed; her freight was Lle75 
and her quarantine dues £610. The same year the " Pilate," 
495 tons, making the same voyage, paid (200 quarantine dues 
on a freight of lief*. In 1823 the expenses of the quarantine 
service (at various ports) were i26,090, and the dues paid by 
shipping (nearly all with clean bills) i22,00n A return for the 
United Kingdom and colonies in 1849 showed, among other 
details, that the expenses of the lazaret at Malta for ten years 
from 1839 to 1848 had been £53.553.  From 1846 onwards the 
establishments in the United Kingdom were gradually reduced, 
while the last vestige of the British quarantine law was removed 
by the Public Health Act r8o6, whit+ repealed the Quarantine 
Act vats (with dependent datum of other acts), and transferred 

from the privy council to the Local Government Hoard the 
powers to deal with ships arriving infected with yellow lever ens 
plague, the powers to deal with cholera ships having Wen 
already transferred by the Public Health Act of an. 

The existing British regulations are those of 4th November sip; 
they apply to yellow fever, plague and cholera. Officers of the 
Customs, as well as of Coast Guard and Board of Trade (foe signaltis g). 
am empowered r -  take the initial steps. They certify In wittier 
the master of a posed infected ship, and detain the vestal pro. 
visionally for not c ore than twelve hoursjiving notice meanwhile 
to the port saniboy authority. The m teal officer of the port 
boards the ship te..i examines every person in it. Every peruse 
found infected in ∎  stifled of the fact, removed to • hospital pro-
vided (if his con. inion allow), and kept under the orders of the 
medical officer. Ii the sick cannot be removed, the vessel retsina' 
under his orders. Every person suspected (owing to his or. her 
Immediate attend t ice on the sick) may be detained on board 
forty-eight hours, A. removed to the hospital for a Mae period. 
All others are free o land on giving the addresses of their distilla-
tions to be sent t i the respective local authorities. no that the 
dispersed passen4. rs and crew may be kept individually under 
ob,ervation for a t w days. The ship is disinfected, dead bodies 
bu riedd at sea, ink, t. d clothing, bedding, az, destroyed or disinfected, 
and bilge•water al l water•batten (subjem to exceptions) pumped 
out rat a suitable stance before the ship enters a 'dock or basin. 
Mails are suLext to no detention. A stricken ship within 3 macs 
of the shore must fly at the main a yellow and black Sag borne 
quarterly from sunrise to sunset. 

Inkrsalionai Convenliotu.—Since 1852 several conferences 
have been held between delegates of the Powers, with a view to 
uniform action in keeping out infection from the East and pre-
venting its spread within Europe; all but that of 1897 were 
occupied with cholera. No result came of those at Paris Os:. 
Constantinople i866, Vienna 1874, and Rome 1885, but each of 
the subsequent ones has been followed by an international 
convention on the part of nearly one-half of the Powers repre-
sented. The general effect has been an abandonment of the 
high quarantine doctrine of "constructive infection " of a ship 
as coming from a scheduled port, and an approximation to the 
principles advocated by Great Britain for many years. The 
principal States which retain the old system are Spain, Portugal, 
Turkey, Greece and Russia (the British possessions Gibraltar, 
Malta and Cyprus being under the same influence). The aim 
of each international sanitary convention has been to bind the 
Powers to a uniform minimum of preventiveaction, with further 
restrictions permissible to individual States. The minimum is 
now very nearly. the same as the British practice, which has been 
in turn adapted to continental opinion in the matter of the 
importation of rap. 

The Venice convention of 1892 was on cholera by the Sues Canal 
route; that of Dresden, 1893, on cholcra within European countries; 
that of Paris, 1894. on cholera by the pilgrim raffie; and that at 
Venice, in 1897, was in connexion with the break of plague is 
the East, and the conference met to settle on o international basis 
the steps to be taken to prevent, if possible, is pread into Eu 

-One of the first points to be dealt with in t.. ,7 was to settle 
incubation period for this disease, and the le iod to be 
for administrative purposes. It was admitted that the 
period was, as a rule, a comparatively short one, nemely, exert 
three or four days. After much discussion ten days was accepted 
by a very large majority. The principle of notifiation was 
unanimously adopted. Each Government is to notify to other 
Governments the existence of plague within their several furfrdies. 
dons, and at the same time state the measures prevention whits 
are being carried out to prevent its diffusion. lhe 1000 deemed to 
be infected is limited to the acfual district or village where the 
disease prevails, and no locality is deemed to be Wetted 
because of the importation into it of a few (as es 0( plague= 

dons to be taken on land frontiers, it was th. Id that d the 
there has been no diffusion of the malady. As 'evade the 

prevalence of plague every country bad the e rent right to dose 
its land frontiers against traffic. As regard. , e RedTe,m it gams 

decided after discussion that a healthy yes-,  may par 'though 
the Suer Canal, and continue its voyage in diternuwea dunes 
the period of incubation of the disease the in sedan of whit.h IS 
in question. It was also agreed that VC.641 ,  wring through the 

Said by night as well as by day. sod in quarantine at Port rt 	 = 
Canal in quarantine might. subject to the use the elemte 

rig“..neers might embark in quarantine at that porL lamed 
I tor}' a doctor and are pro- ' with • disinfection 

only to the larettog of those who are suffering from plague , tirel 
11k,, to navigate tic ,,uaransine. 
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such pentane as have been in actual contact with the sick or with 
infected articles, together with the disinfection of the infected 
compartment of the vessel. Passing on to the conclusions dealing 
with regulations to be imposed " in Europe," the following are the 
chief points to be noted :—As regards measures to be adopted at 
ports of arrival, the conclusions of the Dresden convention were 
as far as practicable adhered to. In the case of healthy vessels, 
4.s. those on board of which there is no Moms, though they have 
sailed from an infected port, it was decided that they should at 
once have free pratique, but at the option of the local authority 
certain measures of disinfection of soiled articles may be required. 
For suepected vessels. viz, those on board of which there has been 

but no fresh case within twelve days, some limited processes 
of disinfection, &c., as defined, having been complied with, it is 
recommended that the crew and passengers should be subject to 
surveillance for a period of ten days from the date of the arrival of 
the vessel. In the case of infected vessels. vie,. those on which 
plague is actually present, or on which that disease his occurred 
ten days before arnval, the sick are to be landed and isolated, and 
the remainder of those on board are to be subjected, at the discretion 
of the local authority, to " observation " or " surveillance " for a 
period not exceeding ten days from the date of the occurrence of 
the last case of plague. In this convention the terms " observation " 
and " surveillance ' are for the first time clearly defined; the 
definition as to the latter stating that under that system paseen 
are not to be isolated, but are to be allowed at once to to 
their homes, where they can remain ender medical supervision so 
long as may be deemed necessary by the local authority. The 
results of this conference indicated a great advance on the part of 
the nationalities represented towards a liberal and truly scientific 
conception of the means to be adopted by their respective Govern-
menu for the prevention and control of infective diseases. 

Lrreasruns.—A quarantine committee of the Social Science 
Association collected, in 186o-61, valuable consular returns on the 
practice of quarantine In all parts of the world; these were edited 
by Milroy and ordered to be printed (with the report and summary) 
as three parliamentary papers communicated to the board of trade.  
The third paper (6th skuus4t 1861, No. 344) 02024)04, an atetcadia, 

li an sslornal Shenk of 	ranting Legtion and Practice in Great 
Britoin.by Dr Milroy. Russell's Treatise of the Plague (eto, London, 
1791) contains "remarks on quarantines, laxarettoes. die.," and an 
account of the mode of "shutting up" practised by households in 
Aleppo on the outbreak of plague in the town. The inexpediency 
of quarantine in the United Kingdom is discussed by John Simon 
in the eighth Report of the Medical Officer of the Privy Connell for 
1865, p. 35, and also in Report ()Jelled° of Local Government Board, 
xxiv. 5892-93. 

QUARB HIPEDIT, in English law, a form of action by which 
the right of presentation to a benefice is tried. It is so called 
from the words of the writ formerly in use, which directed the 
sheriff to command the person disturbing the possession to 
permit the plaintiff to present it fit person, or to show cause 
"why he hinders" the plaintiff in his right. The action was 
one of the few real actions preserved by the Real Property 
Limitation Act 1833, and survived up to :86o. The effect of 
the Common Law Procedure Act t86o, 4  26, was to assimilate 
proceedings in quart impedit as far as possible to those in an 
ordinary action. It is now usually brought against a bishop to 
try the legality of his refusal to institute a particular clerk. 
The bishop must fully state upon the pleadings the grounds on 
which he refuses. Quart impedit is peculiarly the remedy of 
the patron; the remedy of the clerk is the proceeding called 
duplex quarto in the ecclesiastical court. The action is not 
barred till the expiration of sixty years, or of three successive 
incumbencies adverse to the plaintiff's right, whichever period 
be the longer (Real Property Limitation Act, 1833, 1 29). 
Where the patron of a benefice is a Roman Catholic, one of the 
universities presents in his place (1689, t Will & Mary, seas. a, 
c. 291 By 13 Anne c. 13 (r 7 ta), during the pendency of a guars 
impedit to which either of the universities is a party in right of 
the patron being a Roman Catholic, the court has power to 
administer an oath for the discovery of any secret trust, and to 
order the result ems trust to repeat and subscribe a declaration 
against transubstantiation. Io Scotland the effect of a quart 
impedii is attained by action of declarator. In the United 
States, owing to the difference of ecclesiastical organization, the 
action is unknown. 

QUARITCH. IIERNARD (1819-1899), English bookseller 
and collector, was born at Worbis. Germany. on the 23rd of 
April r819. After being apprenticed to a bookseller, he went to 
London In 1842, and eras employed by Bohn the publisher. In 

1847 be started a bookseller's business off Leicester Square, 
becoming naturalized as a British subject. In 1848 he started 
to issue a monthly Catalogue of Foreign and Engli.• Books. 
About 1858 he began to purchase rare books, one of the earliest 
of such purchases being a copy of the Mazarine Bible, and within 
a period of forty years he possessed six separate copies of this 
rare and valuable edition. In 186o he removed to Piccadilly. 
In 1873 be published the Bibliotheca Xylograpkica, Typegraphica 
it Palaeographica, a remarkable catalogue of early productions 
of the printing press of all countries. He became a regular 
buyer at all the principal book-sales of Europe and America, 
and from time to time published a variety of other catalogues 
of old books. Amongst these may be mentioned the Supple-
mental Catalogue (1877), and in 188o an immense catalogue of 
considerably over 2000 pages. The last complete catalogue of 
his stock was published in 1887-88 under the title General 
Catalogue of Old Books and Manuscripts, in seven volumes, 
increased with subsequent supplements to twelve. All these 
catalogues are of considerable bibliographical value. By this 
time Qnaritch bad developed the largest trade in old books in 
the world. Among the books that he published was Fits-
Gerald's Omar Kkayydrn, and be was the agent for the pub-
Haitians of the British Museum and the Society of Antiquaries. 
He died at Hampstead on the 17th of December 1899, leaving his 
business to his son. 

QUARLES. PRANCES (1592-1644), English poet, - wu 'born 
at Romlord, Essex, and baptized there on the 8th of May 592. 
His father, James Quarks, held several places under Elizabeth, 
and traced his ancestry to a family settled in England before the 
Conquest. He was entered at Christ's College, Cambridge, in 
7608, and subsequently at Lincoln's Inn. He was made cup-
bearer to the Princess Elizabeth, Electress Palatine, In 1613, 
remaining abroad for some years; and before 1629 be wee 
appointed secretary to Ussher, the primate of Ireland. About 
1633 he returned to England, and spent the next two years in 
the preparation of his Emblems. In 1639 he was made city 
chronologer, a post in which Ben Jonson and Thomas Middleton 
had preceded him. At the outbreak of the Civil War he took the 
Royalist side, drawing up three pamphlets in 1644 in support of 
the king's cause. It is said that his house was searched and his 
papers destroyed by the Parliamentarians in consequence of 
these publications. He died on the 8th of September in that 
year. 

Quarks married in :64 Ursula Woodgate, by whom he had 
eighteen children. His son, John Quarles (1624-1665), was 
exiled to Flanders for his Royalist sympathies and was the 
author of Pons Ladrpnanens (5648) and other poems. 

The work by which Quarks is best known, the Endieles, 
was originally published in 1633, with grotesque illustrations 
engraved by William Marshall and others. The forty-five 
prints in the last three books are borrowed from the Pia 
Desideria (Antwerp, 1624) of Herman Hugo. Each " emblem " 
consists of a paraphrase from a passage of Scripture, expressed 
in ornate and metaphorical language, followed by passages from 
the Christian Fathers, and concluding with an epigram of four 
lines. The Emblems was immensely popular with the vulgar, 
but the critics of the 17th and 18th centuries bad no mosey on 
Quarles. Sir John Suckling in his Santons ri de Pads dis-
respectfully alluded to him as be " that  mob" God speak so 
big in's poetry." Pope In the Awes,  spoke of the &Rum, 

" Where the pictures for the rdir atoW 

And Quarles h wised n7 W."' 14`t 

The 
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of She Life of Mon (5638): Enchyridion, containing Institutions 
Divine and Moral (t64o-41), a collection of four " centuries " of 
miscellaneous aphorisms; Observations concerning Princes and Stales 
upon Peace and Warn? (Inv), and Boanerges and Barnabas—Wise 
and 0* for afflicted Souks (1644-46), both of which are collec-
tions of miscellaneous reflections; three violent Royalist traits 

1x,644, The Loyal Convert, The Whipper Whips, and The New 
per, reissued in one volume in 1645 with the title of The 

Profess Royalist; his quarrel! with the Times, and some elegies. 
Solomon's Recantation . . . (1645) contains a memoir by his widow. 
Other posthumous works are The Shephearcfs' Oracles (1 646), a 
secondpart of Boanerges and Bantams (I646), a broadside entitled 
A DirefitU Anathema against Peace-haters (1647), and an interlude, 
The Virgin Widow (160). 

An edition of the Emblems (Edinburgh, 1857) was embellished 
with new illustrations by C. H. Bennett and W. A. Rogers These 
are reproduced in the complete edition (1874) of Quarks included 
in the " Chertsey Worthies Library " by Dr A. B. Gramm, who 
provides an introductory memoir and an appreciation which greatly 
overestimates Quarles's value as a poet. 

QUARREL. (1) (Through Fr. penile from Lat. querda, 
complaint), originally a complaint against a person, particularly 
a legal accusation or charge, hence a ground or cause for com-
plaint or anger, or, more generally, an outbreak of anger or 
violent dispute. (2) (Through 0. Fr. quarrel or guard, from med. 
Let. quadrellgs, diminutive of quadrus, square), a heavy short 
bolt or arrow with a square head, used in a cross-bow or arbalest. 
In architecture this term (and also the doublet " quarry ") is 
applied to any square-shaped opening, in the Beauchamp Roll 
to the quatrefoils in Perpendicular windows, sometimes to 
squares of paving, but most commonly to the lozenge-shaped 
pieces of glass in lead casements (see GLASS, STAINED). 

QUARRY. (1) (Through Fr. from med. Lat. quareia for 
qstadraria; quadrare, to square or hew stone), a place from which 
stones are dug, the term being usually confined to a place where 
such operation is carried on in the open air, as opposed to a 
" mine " (see QUARRYING). (a) (Through 0. Fr. cuirle, cute, 
skin, leather, Lat. corium; cf. mod. Fr. curie, spoils), properly 
certain partsof a deeror other beast of chase given as a reward to 
the hounds and placed upon the hide of the animal, also parts 
of a bird given similarly to a hawk or falcon. The word is thus 
applied to the animal hunted or the bird killed by the hawk, 
and generally to any object of the chase. 

QUARRYING, the art of winning or obtaining from the 
earth's crust the various kinds of stone used in construction, 
the operation being, in most cases, conducted in open workings. 

According to their composition, building stones are broadly 
classed as granites, sandstones, limestones and slates. Under 
the first of these heads is included a number of crystalline rock 
species, such as granite, syenite, gneiss, which to the 
geologist are quite distinct, but which in commerce are all spoken 
maw of as granite. They are chiefly composed of one or 
arose more minerals of the felspar group mingled with 
4141T66  one or more of the micas or with hornblende, and 
usually contain quartz. Sandstones are chiefly composed 
of fragments of quartz cemented into solid rock by silica and 
oxide of iron. Of these there are many varieties, including 
flagstone used for foot-pavements. Limestones consist princi-
pally of carbonate of lime. Their' chief variations are the 
metalline form known as marble and the deposit from mineral 
springs known as Mexican onyx. Slates are mudstones or 
shales hardened by heat and pressure, and rendered fissile by 
the latter agent. Chemically they consist chiefly of hydrous 
silicate of alumina. Theoretically, granites are massive, and 
have no bedding or stratification like sandstones and limestones; 
but all rock masses are usually found to be more or less shattered 
by movements of the earth's crust which occur as a result of its 
constant readjustment to the cooling and shrinking interior, 
so that the rocks are divided by cracks or fissures, which are 
commonly known as joints. In the massive granites these 
joints, which usually occur in two or more planes at right angles 
to one another, are of the greatest importance to the quarryman, 
as they enable him to separate masses of stone with approxi-
mately parallel faces. In gneissesthe parallel arrangement of the 
minerals usually coincides with a direction of easy cleavage,  

known to quarrymen as the " rift "; at right angles to this 
direction is usually one less easy parting, known as the " grain." 
Sandstones and limestones are stratified rocks which have been 
formed as sediments in bodies of water; and whether their beds 
are found in the normal position of horizontality, or whether 
they have been tilted and folded by earth movements, the 
direction of easiest separation is coincident with the original 
planes of sedimentation and parallel to them. This is therefore 
called the " rift, " while the " grain " is at right angles to ie. 
In gneisses, sandstone and limestones joints also occur, and 
while frequently convenient for the division of the beds into 
masses of useful size, they may be a detriment, as when they 
occur so close together as to fall within the limits of a block 
available for commercial purposes. In commerce the various 
kinds of building stone are usually designated by the name of 
the locality or region in which the quarry is situated. In the case 
of the more important varieties this geographic name usually 
conveys to the architect or builder full information concerning 
the colour, texture and other properties of the material. for 
example, the names Hallowell or Quincy granite, Medina or 
Berea sandstone, and Vermont or Tennessee marble, convey in 
the United States full information to those interested. 

The methods of quarrying vary with the composition and 
hardness of the rocks, their structure, cleavage, and- other 
physical properties; also with the position and charac- 
ter of the deposits or rock-masses. The general par- .406,04 

 pose of the work is to separate the material from its bed 
in masses of form and size adapted to the intended use. Cutting 
the stone to accurate dimensions, dressing, rubbing and polishing 
are subsequent operations not involved in quarrying. 

The practice of quarrying consists in uncovering a sufficient 
surface of the rock by removing superficial soil, sand or day, 
or by sinking a shaft or slope, and then with proper tools and, 
when necessary, with explosives, detaching blocks of form and 
size adapted to the purpose in view. Frequently the outer 
portion of the rock has been affected by the action of the weather 
and other atmospheric agencies, so that it has become dis-
coloured or softened by decay. This weathered material must 
be removed before atone can be obtained for use. 

A quarry should, if possible, be opened on a hillside, for in 
this case it is usually much easier to dispose of the water which 
necessarily collects in any deep excavation, and which, if 
drainage by gravity is not afforded, must be removed by pump-
ing, at considerable expense. As it is generally most convenient 
to operate on a vertical face of rock, the preliminary work of 
opening a quarry is usually directed toward the production of 
this result; but its accumplislunent involves the waste of • 
certain amount of stone, which must be broken into irregular 
and useless pieces. The separation of blocks of building stone is 
effected ordinarily by drilling holes along the outlines of the 
block to be removed, and then, by exploding blasting-powder in 
the holes, or by driving wedges into them, exerting sufficient 
force to overcome the cohesion of the rock and rend it asunder. 
In many quarries it is found most convenient to separate a large 
mass and afterwards divide it into blocks of the requited size. 
When the rock is stratified, or has an easily determined " rift." 
the holes are drilled at right angles to the plane of separation. 
When there is no stratification or " rift," or these natural planes 
of separation are too far apart, or when the position of the 
joints is not advantageous, • row of horizontal holes must km 
drilled into the face or " breast " of the quarry, along which 
separation is effected by the use of wedges. Of late at certain 
American quarries, in a granite which has no rift or direction of 
ready cleavage, compressed air has been brought into service 
to effect the separation of extensive layers. A hole is drilled as 
deep as the desired thickness of the layer to be separated, and a 
small charge of dynamite is exploded at the bottom of it. This 
develops a cavity in which a small charge of powder is next 
exploded, producing a crack or crevice parallel to the surface of 
the rock. A pipe for conveying compressed air is now sealed 
into the opening, and gradually increasing pressure Is introduced.. 
This results in the gradual extension of the crevice developed by 
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the explosion of the powder. In the absence of compressed air, 
water under pressure may be used and also small powder charges 
exploded at intervals of a few days. In thinly bedded sandstones, 
where vertical joints are frequent, it is often possible to separate 
the desired slabs and flagstones with crowbars and wedges, 
without drilling or the use of explosives. When blasting Is 
necessary, some form of gunpowder is generally used, rather 
than • violent explosive like dynamite, in order to avoid shatter-
ing the rock. This, however, applies only to dimension stone. 
When the production of broken stone for road•making, concrete, 
or similar purposes is the sole end in view, violent explosives are 
preferred. In limestones and marbles and in the softer sand-
stones, channel ing machines, drives by steam, are employed, 
by which vertical or oblique grooves or channels can be cut 
with great rapidity to a depth of several feet. A level bed of 
rock is cleared, and on this arc bid rails, along which the machine 
moves. After the channels are cut, • row of holes is bored 
perpendicular to the former at the desired distance below the 
surface of the bed, and by driving wedges into these the required 
blocks arc separated. 

When the beds of stone to be quarried are thin, and when to 
remove the whole of the overlying mass of earth or rock would 

be too expensive, it is found convenient to treat the 
quarry as if it were a mine, and to rely upon methods 
similar to those practised in mining. A horizontal 

bed of rock is usually opened at Its outcrop on some hillside, or 
if this is impracticable, as shaft or slope is excavated to reach It. 
If dimension stone is required, a deep horizontal groove is cut 
near the top or the bottom of the bed. The quarry face is then 
divided into blocks by saw-cuts, channels, or rows of drill-holes, 
and the blocks are separated by wedging or blasting. As the 
excavation or 'toping progresses, portions of the rock are left 
in place as pillars to support the roof. At many localities in 
Europe where roofing slate is quarried, it b found in beds dipping 
more or less from the horizontal. These deposits are worked by 
stopes which follow the inclination of the bed, from which, at 
convenient intervals, levels are driven across, to take advantage 
of the cleavage of the slate. As in other subterranean quarries, 
pillars of rock are left to support the roof, since artificial supports 
would be more expensive. At some of the marble quarries in 
Vermont, U.S.A.. where the strata are very nearly vertical, the 
beds are worked to a great depth with a comparatively small 
surface opening. 

Sec G. P. Merrill. Sieves fee Building eel &wanes (New York. 
MO): C. Le N. Fo.ter. A Test-Book of On end Stows Misia tt  
O.ondon and Philadelphia. 1894): 0. Herrman. Skin 
and Stembrackgeolore (Berlin. :899). 	 (F. J. H. M.) 

QUARTER (through Pr. from Lat. qturefarias, fourth part), 
• word with many applications of its original mauling, namely, 
one of the four divisions of anything; thus as • measure of 
weight a quarter equals 28 lb, one-fourth of the hundredweight 
of 10 a lb; as a measure of capacity for grain it equals 8 bushels; 
similarly in liquid measure the shorter form" quart "isa quarter 
of a gallon w 1 pints, so " quartern " is a quarter of a pint (a gill), 
or, as a measure for bread, 4 lb. " Quarter " Is also used of 
the fourth part of the moon's monthly revolution, and of a 
fourth part of the legal year, marked off by the " quarter-days " 
(see below). For the division of the heraldic shield into four 
" quarters " and the use of the term " quartering," the marshal-
ling of several coats on one shield, see licitatoev. From the 
four principal points of the compass and the correepooding 
division of the holism, lko., the word is used generally- of 
direction or situation, and hence of a district in a town, &c., 
especially when assigned to or occupied by a particular class. 
It has thus become the usual term applied to stations, buildings. 
lodgings, &c., in the regular occupation of military troops (see 
BARIACILI, CAMP, and CANTOMMITS). 

There are many technical uses of the word, In which the 
original meaning has been last or obscured; thus is carpentry 
and architecture it Is applied to the main upright posts in 
frump: Ivvvetmses called " studs "; the filling in quarters 
were formerly named " prick posts "; in farriery, to one aids  

of the " coffin " of a horse's foot; In boottnaking, to the side 
piece of leather reaching from the vamp to the heel. The 
' quarter " of a ship is the after part of her aide from the main-

chains to the stern (see QUARTEILDECX). 

There has been much discussion as to the origin of the use of the 
word " quarter " in the sense of mercy, clemency, the sparing of 
the life of a beaten enemy and the acceptance of his su rrender  
The same use is found in Fs. roartier. Cotgrave explains this word 
as " faire war, wherein soukhers am taken prisoners and manned 
at a certain rate." The real origin cannot be, as has often bee 
repeated, following Dc Brieux (Oripaes de phisiears lavas de &side, 

Dutch 1672), that it was due to a supposed agreement between the Dutd 
and Spaniards for ransoming officers and men at one quarter of 
their pay. The true source Is either the assignment of " 
i.e. lodgings, to captured prisoner  whose lives were sparedrraer 
use of the word, now obsolete , for relations with or conduct towards 
another, often in the sense of fair treatment; thus in Bacon's Essay 
sot Cenniag. " two, that were competitors.... kept good quarter 
between themselves." 

Intg days are the days that begin each quarter of the year. 
nd they are the 25th of March (Lady Day), the 24th of 

June idsummer Day), the 29th of September (Michaelmas Day) 
and t 25th of December (Christmas Day). are the days 
on which it is usually contracted that rents should be paid and 
houses or  entered apes or quitted. In Scotland there are 
two lord terms, the ,r  bf May (Whitsunday) and the t tth of 
November (Marartmas ; these, torther with the two conventional 
terms, and of February Candlemas and the sat of August (Lemmas), 
make up the Scottish quarter days. In the Scottish burghs, however, 
the removal terms are the 28th of May and the 28th of November. 
In the United States the quarter days are, In law, the tat of January, 
Aril, July and October. 

QUARTERDECIL the after part of the upper deck of • ship. 
In former times the upper deck of a line-of-battle ship or frigate 
ended at the mainmast, and was connected with the forecastle 
by two narrow passages, or gangways running along the sides. 
The quarterdui bi the residence and symbol of authority la 
• warship. The starboard, or right aide looking forward, is 
reserved to the senior officer. A sailor who had a complaint to 
make , was said to come to the mainmast, because be placed 
himself at the forward end of the quarterdeck near the mast. 
According to the ancient custom of the sea, the quarterdeck is 
to be saluted by all who tome upon it, and the salute is returned 
by all officers present. 

QUARTER SESSIONS, COURT OF, in English law, the name 
for the justices of the peace of any county, riding, parts, division 
or liberty of a county, or of any county of a city or county of a 
town, in general or quarter sessions assembled; it includes the 
court of the recorder of a municipal borough having a separate 
court of quarter sessions. The word " general " in this context 
is contrasted with " special " or " petty." The court is a local 
court of record having a limited criminal jurisdiction, and also 
to some extent civil jurisdiction. As a court of record it has, 
in addition to its other jurisdiction, power to punish summarily 
without the assistance of • jury contempts committed in its 
presence, such as insults to the justices or disturbance of its 
proceedings. At the present time the whole of England and 
Wales is within the local jurisdiction of some court of quarter 
session'. But the history of the court in counties is quite 
distinct from its history in boroughs. 

Courslies.—As regards counties the court originated in 
statutes of 1326, 1344 and r36o, which provided for justices 
in counties, and the commission of the peace. The court 
derived its name from the direction in a statute of 1388 that the 
" justices shall keep their sessions in every quarter of the year 
at the /east." By a statute of spa they were directed to make 
their sessions four times in the year: that is to say, in the first 
week after the feasts of St Michael, the Epiphany, the clause of 
Easter and the translation of St Thomas the Martyr, and store 
ellen if seed be.' These data have only been slightly varied. 
first in ate in consequence of the adoption of the Gregorian 
calendar, later in 1830 by specifying the first week after the 
nth of October, 28th of December, 31st of March and 24th of 
June respectively, instead of the church feasts; and in 0 394 by 

An earlier statute not repealed (38 Edw. Ill. c. is) fume the 
third and fourth sessions differently, vas. second week of mid-Mw. 
and between Whit Sunday and Midsummer Day 

a tales 
Mum 
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giving the justices a limited power of faxing their sessions so as 
not to clash with the assizes. It will be seen that the statutes 
do not limit the justices to four sessions a year: and they are 
free to sit oftener by adjournment of the quarterly sessions to 
another time, and even to another place, in their county, or to 
hold additional sessions. All the sessions thus held are " general," 
though not all may be " quarter " sessions. The Assizes and 
Quarter Sessions Act igo8 gave the useful power of dispensing 
with the holding of quarter sessions if there is no business to 
transact. 

Constitiaion c the Court.—Such a court sits for every judicial 
county in Erglatid, and is composed of two or more of the justice? 
in the conyrussion of the peace for the county, including ex officio 
justices. The quorum of the court is fixed by the commission of 
the puce at two. 

must 
 one time certain specified justices described 

as of the quorum must be prment, but under the present commission 
there arc no such persons. In certain counties more than one 
commission of the peace is issued, e.g. for the three ridings of 
Yorkshire (N. E. and W.) and the liberty of Ripon, the three parts 
of Lincolnshire (Lindsey, Kesteven and Holland), the isle of Ely 
and the rest of Cambridgeshire, the soke of Peterborough, and the 
rest of Northamptonshire. ,  In all counties, &c., except that of 
London. the justices in the commission elect a chairman and vice-
chairman, neither of them necessarily a lawyer, to preside at the 
sittings of the court. In the county of London there are a paid 
chairman and deputy chairman, who must be barristers of at least 
ten years' standing, and are appointed by the crown. There is 
special legislation as to quarter sessions in the county palatine of 
Lancaster; and in the Salford Hundred of that county there is a 
paid chairman. There is also special legislation as to Kent, and 
arrangements have been made by which in Sussex and Suffolk the 
quarter sessions for the cast and west divisions are virtually distinct 
courts. Under the Quarter Sessions Act 1858 the court may sit 
is *Ivo divisions of at least two justices at the same time and place, 
but not simultaneously in separate parts of the same county except 
under statutory authority as in London. 

The court may sit while the assizes for the county are being held, 
but usually refrains from doing so because of the inconvenience which 
would be occasioned, and adjusts its sittings no as to avoid clashing 
with the assizes. The chief officer of the court is the clerk of the pmce, 
who acts as clerk to the court, records its proceedings, calls and 
swears the juries, draws many of the indictments, receives the 
bills returned by the grand jury, arraigns the prisoners and taxes 
the costs. In a county he is appointed by a standing joint-com- 
ritittee of the quarter sessions and the county council, and has charge 
of. and responsibility for, the records and documents of the county 
subject to the directions of the custos rotulorum or the quarter 
sessions or the county council (Local Govt. Act 1888, s. 83). 

Boroughs.—The jurisdiction of the court of quarter sessions 
of a borough does not depend upon the commission of the peace, 
but upon the Municipal Corporations Act 1882. Many boroughs 
have a separate commission of the peace (which does not contain 
the words of the county commission giving jurisdiction to try 
Indictments), but have not received the grant of a separate 
Court of quarter sessions: and such boroughs are within the 
jurisdiction of the court of quarter sessions for the county within 
which the ,borough lies. • Before the Municipal Corporations 
Act 1835. many boroughs had criminal jurisdiction under their 
Charters. Under that act and the act of 1882 a grant of quarter 
Cessions to a city or borough is made by the crown In council 
on petition of the town council. The recorder, a barrister of 
Dot less than five years' standing appointed by the crown, is 
sole judge of the court, though the mayor can adjourn it in the 
absence of the recorder; he has a discretion to fix his own dates 
for the holding of the court, so long as he bolds it once in every 
quarter of a year; and it may be held more frequently if he 
think fit, or a secretary of state so directs; he has no power to 
allow, apportion, make or levy a borough tate or to grant a 
licence for the sale of excisable liquors by retail;'a deputy may 
be appointed by the recorder, or in the event of his being unable 
to make the appointment by a secret,ary of state. • Subject to 
these qualifications the court has the same jurisdiction as county 
spacer sessions. 

The city of London Is not subject to the Municipal Corpora-
tions Act raflz, and Its court of quarter sessions is created by the 
city chsxt,ers, and Is held before the mayor and aldermen with 

• Is the lac of Peterborough commissions of oyer and terminer, 
Mint gaol delivery, as well as a commission. of, the peace, are  

the recorder. It does not now sit to try indictments, which 4 
go to the Central Criminal Court. 

There is special legislation as to quarter sessions in the Cinque 
Ports. In a borough the clerk of the peace is appointed by the 
town council and bolds office during good behaviour (Municipal 
Corporations Act 1'882, s. 164). 

Criminal Jurisdiction. Original.—Courts of quarter smcinsa is 
counties and boroughs have both original and appellate jurisdie. 
tion depending on the commission of the peace and on legislating 
beginning in '344. This jurisdiction is derived in counties Irons the 
commission of the peace, which directs the justices " to inquire the 
truth more fully by the oath of goodeed lawful men of the county, 
by whom the truth of the matter shalle better known of all mariner 
of crimes, trespasses, and all and singular other offences 81 which, 
the justices of our peace may or ought lawfully to inquire," "arid, 
to hear and determine all and singular the crimes, trespasses and 
offences aforesaid " "according to the laws and statutes of our 
realm." " Provided always that if a case of difficulty upon the 
determination of any of the premises before you shall happen to 
arise then let judgment in no wise be given " " unless in the presence 
of one of the justices of assize for the county." This prvviwr has 
been read as requiring the justices to reserve the graver felonies 
for trial at the assizes, or to transmit to assizes indictments found 
at quarter sessions which raised difficult questions. Quarter sessions 
never dealt with forgery or perjury, but at one time assumed juris-
diction over almost every other form of crime. By the 
Sessions Act 1842 and subsequent legislation, they are fo C;nrdinal; 
to try the following offences: treason or misprision of treason; 
murder, capital felony or any felony (except burglary) which is 
punishable on a first conviction by penal servitude for life; offences 
against the king's title, prerogative, person or government, or 
against either House of parliament; offences against the Official 
Secrets Act 1889 offences subject to the penalties of praemunire; 
blasphemy and offences against religion, and composing or publish-
ing blasphemous, seditious or defamatory libels; administer- 
ing and taking unlawful oaths; perjury and subortlinatiou and 
making or suborning another to make a false oath, declarations or 
affirmations punishable as perjury or as a misdemeanour; abduction 
of women and girls and offences under the Criminal Law Amendment 
Act 1885; bigamy and offences against the laws of marriage; 
concealment of birth; bribery and corruption at elections or of 
agents or public officials (but they can try offences against the 
Public Bodies Corrupt Practices Act 1889); setting fire to crop% 
woods and heaths; stealing or destroying certain classes of documents; 
offences against the factor sections (ss. 75-85) of the Larceny Act 
as amended by the Larceny Act loot ; and conspiracies to commit 
offences which the court could not try if committed by one person. 
Trials before the court with a jurPare governed by the same pro-
cedure as trials on indictment in a court of assize. Under the 
Vagrancy Act 1823 and amending acts, they have special power, 
of sentencing incorrigible rogues sent to them by courts of summary 
jurisdiction, and under the act of 1360 and the commission of the 
peace they can, but now rarely do. exercise an original and sum-
mary jurisdiction as to articles of the peace (see RECOGNI ). 
They have power to estreat recognizances entered into Wine 
themselves or before courts of summaryjurisdic-tion and returned 
to them for record or forfeiture, but by the Summary Jurisdiction 
Act 1879 the exercise of the latter power has been rendered 
unnecessary. 

A ppeilate.— An appeal lies to quarter sessions from convictions 
by a court of summary jurisdiction only where such en appeal is 
expressly given by statute. The number of statutes giving such 
right of appeal is very great. The appellate jurisdiction has been 
considerably increased by the Summary Jurisdiction Act ten, 
which allows (s. 19) an appeal (with certain exceptions) (ruin every 
conviction or order of a court of summary jurisdiction inflicting 
imprisonment without the option of a fine. The appeal may be 
brought in accordance with the act giving the appeal or the Summary 
Jurisdiction Acts. Most of the special procedure in statutes ving 
the rightto appeal has been swept away by the Summary Juri 
Act 1884. 

Cirit Jurisdiction. Original.—Originally the county justices were 
confined to the exercise in or out of sessions of the powers given by 
the commission of the peace and of certain statutory duties as to 
rioters, &c. Under the Tudors and Stuarts the justices acting 
under the supervision of the Privy Council and the court of king a 
bench gradually became the rulers of the county in administrative 
and social as well as judicial matters (F. W. filaltland. Attu. and 
Polite, 1885, p. 8o). The process by which this result was attained 
is traced in Webb's English Local Gersymnsau 0907. vol. La The 
effect of the change was the supersession by nominees of the mows 
of the common law authorities and officers of county, hundred and 
township. But the chancr  extended only to a small extent to 
municipal boroughs. By legislation in and since ill88.ment of toe 
administrative powers and duties of justices in general and quarter 
sessions have been transferred to the incorporated and elective 
councils of counties, boroughs and urban and rural dieuieta. 
But the justices still possum certain original, civil est quasi•civil 
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istrisdktion . wIth respect to the extinction of licences to sell bud-
cents, and jointly with the county councils over (he county police, 
and as to closing highways, and also powers as to fixing the petty 
sessional divisions of their county. 

A peeilate.—Theoretically quarter sessiorui have original jurisdiction 
in any matter 39 to which two justices have jurisdiction. unless the 
statute giving the jurisdiction gives an appeal to quarter sessions 
as a result of this rule. Most of the civil jurisdiction of quarter 
seldom' is now appellate. i.e. with reference to orders made by 
justices out of quarter sessions as to the settlement and removal 
of paupers, or under the Highway, Licensing and Bastardy Acts, 
or as to appeals against assessments or rating. The 
as to each form of appeal depends partly on the statute tr;c1Irthe 

 it is given and partly on the general provisions of the Summary 
Jurisdiction Acts 1879 and 1884. In substance their only original 
jurisdiction in civil or quasi-civil matters is now in cases of apprentice- 
skIP CS 4) and articles of the peace (t Edw. III. st. 2, c. 16). 

Appeal from Quarter Serriontr-There is no appeal properly so 
caW from quarter sessions to the High Court either on facts or 
law. But decisions on law may be reviewed by the High Court 
(king's bench division) by means of certiorari, mandantu or pro-
hibition; convictions on indictment before courts of quarter sessions 
are within the provisions of the Criminal Appeal Act 1907 (we 
Aercet), except convictions on indictments for obstruction or 
non-repair of a public bridge., highway cc river, from which an appod 
lies to the court of appeal in the same way as in the case of civil 
actions tried at assizes. Quarter sessions have also powrer to reserve 
a special use for the High Court on conviction or Indictment (Crown 
Cases Act 1848), and also In other cases to consult the High Court 
by special case stated under the commission or under the Quarter 
Sessions Act 1849. Questions of law alone can be referred by 
'weal case, and there is no means of compelling the court to state 
■ case. The procedure as to cases not within the acts of 1848, 

s. 
 1849 and 

tire 
 o7 is regulated by the Crown Office Rules of 1906. and 

2 of the udicatu Act 1894, which gives the High Court certain 
powers of drawn Inferences of fact from the evWlenm taken in the 
court below. 

Scotland.—Justices of the peace were established in Scotland by 
act of 1587. c. 82, and quarter sessions by act of 1661, a 338 (t2mo 
edition. C. 38), which directs that the justices of pare in each 
respective shire shall meet and convene together four times in the 
year, on the first Tuesday of March May and August. and the last 

j Tuesday of October. to administerjustice ea the people on things 
that are within their jurisdiction, and punish the guilty for tetras 
and crimes done and committed in the preceding quarter. The 
obsolete details in this act were repealed in 1906. but the power 
of renuiring law burrows. i.e. sureties to keep the peace, is preserved. 
By the Union with Scotland Amendment Act 2707 provision was 
made for appointing justices of the peace in shires. stcwartries and 
burghs in Scotland: and the justices to be appointed are given 
authority to exercise whatever doth appertain to the office  and 
court of a justice of peace by virtue of the laws and acts of parlia-
ment made in England before the Union in relation to and for the 
preservation of the public peace. " Provided that in the sessions 
of the peace the methods of trial and judgments shall be according 
to the law of Scotland." The quarter sessions do not sit for the 
trial of indictments, but have powers of reviewing the decisions of 
justices in petty sessions (see SCNISIARY JURISDICTION). This 
poser extends, oder *Zia, to revenue cases and cases under the 
Pawnbrokers Acts. Their jurisdiction as t9 the grant and ref u al 
of liquor licences was taken away by the Licensing Scotland Act 
go:ailnetnstiln7 still have appellate tot-cos. Alsdaicon 

appea
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Court of Juuiriary unless the statute under which they act Inhere ,  he 
provides. in criminal matters their functions are not.conshieral le, 
most of the work done by justices in England being is Scotland 
dealt with by the sheriff or his substitutes, or by sdoendiarles hi 
the great cities. Their decisions In criminal cases are reviewable 
by the Court of Justkiary and in revenue cases by the court of 
exchequer. Their original jurisdiction is very limited and almost 
what!),  civil. Thus they have power to &vide a county audio make 
roles for the purposes of the Justices of the Peace Sea Debts 
Acts 18a5 and 1849. 

Artand.—In Irish municipal borough!, a court of quarter seasioss 
may be grantrd and a recorder appointed under an act of 1840. 
In the case of Dublin. Cork. Belfast, Londonderry and Galway, 
the officrsol recorder may be united with that of chairman lf scarte 
sessions for the adjoining county. The general mizainal 
of she quarter sessions has the same origin and is on tiserime= 
as In England; but the limitatkris unposed as to of woes which 
may be tied are sot so narrow as in England. The sessions, itc.„ 
are regulated in the main by an act of slim. Thetippellat:glu 

re an
ris- 

diedon rests en different statutes from those applies e to E 
but b on the ronte lines (see s48: 25 ViCt. c. 93; 40a 	9t 
In Ireland quarter smsions courts are hilt! beforea oalatiW  
once styled the assioant barrister and now chairman. who is usually 
also junto of • civil bill court (the Irish county court), or recorder 
of • neighbouring city or borough. The appointment and tenure 
of office of the chairman is weelated by statutes dating from teat 

to 1889. The jurisdiction of the court is not limited by the Quarter 
Se . ,,ns Act 142 

,a.—lo India courts of record were established in Madras 
an Bombay, originally styled mayors' courts and subsequently 
on recorders' courts, with a jurisdiction corresponding as to 
crl all matters to that of a borough court of quarter sessions in 
Fa lad. Throughout India there are under the Criminal Procedure 
Co of t898 courts of sessions in each province for the purpose of " 
cal Iual jurisdiction, which take the place of assizes and quarter 
se as in England. They are under the supervision of the High 
Ct c: but can try and sentence for any crime, subject as to 
so vices of death to confirmation by the High Court. 

ada.—In Canada courts of general quarter sessions exist in 
so provinces, e.g. Quebec. In New Brunswick they are replaced 
by county court. Their jurisdiction to try indictable offences 

curd by Part 42 of the Criminal Code 1892. 
sutralia.— ► n Queensland the place of quarter sessions is taken 

by the district courts, which have a criminal jurisdiction substantially 
the some as that of the English court of quarter sessions (at Vict. 
N. 3o. s. 1 t7). In New South Wales quarter sessions continue. In 
Vi -1m a court of general sessions has been created by statute 
wi 1. avers closely resembling those of the English court of quarter 
se ”s (re Dann. tuo6, Victoria State Rep. 493). 

Sgates.—Courts of quarter sessions exist in many of the 
stir; their jurisdiction is determined by state legislation. and 
extends as a rule only to the less grave crimes. They are in most, 
I not all. states held before professional judges. (W. F. C.) 

QUABTER-11TAFF, a staff of wood from 6 tb q ft. In length, 
used as a means of attack and defence; originally ma doubt it 
was the cudgel or sapling with which many heroes see cis:scribed 
by early writers as being armed. The quarter-staff attained 
great popularity in England in the middle ages. It was usually 
made of oak, the ends often shod with iron, and it was held with 
both hands, the right band grasping it one quarter of the distance 
from the lower end (whence the name) and the left at about the 
middle 

Egerton Castle (Selma, and Masters of Foxe) says that the 
staff was the " foil," or practice-substitute for the long sword, or 
two-bander. In earlier times it may abo have been used as a 
practice weapon for the spear and bill. In the prints illustrative 
of the life of Richard Beauchamp, earl of Warwick (1383-‘4,3?), 
reproduced in Joseph Strutt's Moaners, Customs, Arms, 
&c. of eke Inhabitants of England, may be seen a combat between 
two knights after they have splintered their lances and dis-
mounted, in which both are fighting with pointed staves about 
as long as a quarter-staff and held4n the same manner. In the 
17th century the staff was still popular in England. 

At the present time the quarter-staff is used to a limited extent 
in military dries as a school for bayonet play. It is somewhat 
lighter than the old weapon, being usually made of bamboo 
and about 8 ft. long. Sabre-masks, gloves, padded jackets 
and shin-guards are worn.Another kind of staff, called by 
Captain A. Hutton (Cold Sled) the Great Stick, about s k. long 
and made of stout rattan, is used in the French and Italian armies 
in general igymnastie exercises and as a school for bayonet play. 
The Italian method rather resembles that of the old two-handed 
sword, while the French approaches more closely to English 
quarks-staff play. 
See=ta4 by T. A. McCarthy Tendon, reds); Broadsword 

and R. G. Allanson•1Vinn and C. Phillips-Worley
(Luau, lege). 

QUARTO, a shortened foam of Lat. in quarto, " in a fourth," 
i.e.. of • sheet of paper, applied to a sire of paper, and to a size 
of a printed volume. Paper is in quarto when a whole single sheet 
Is folded tyke so as to form four Invest a hook is technically 
termed of " quarto " site when made up of sheets folded twice. 

klIAB/2,, a widely distributed pineal species, consisting 
of silicon dioxide, or silica (SiC1/2), It is the commonest of 
minerals, and la met with in a great variety of forms and with 
vety diverse modes of occurrence. The various forms of 
silica have attracted attention from the earliest times, and 
the water-dear exystallfud variety was known to the Greeks 
as uisnakkes (cckhaarr ice), being supposed by them to have 

i been formed from water by the intense cold of the Alps; hence 
the name " crystal," or more commonly rock-crystal, applied 
to this variety. The name quarts is an old German word of 
uncertain origin: It was used by G. Agricola Is 15so. 
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QUARTZ 
Quarts is a mineral • which is put to many uses. Several 

of the varieties are cut into gems and ornaments, balance 
weights, pivot supports for delicate instruments, agate mortars, 
&c.; or used for engraving, for instance, cameos and the 
elaborately carved crystal vases of ancient and medieval times. 
Clear transparent rock-crystal is used for optical purposes 
and spectacle lenses. Fused quartz has recently been used 
for the construction of lenses and laboratory vessels, or it may 
be drawn out into the finest elastic fibres and used for suspending 
mirrors, &c., in physical apparatus. - For striking fire, flint 
Is used even to the present day. Buhrstone, a cellular variety 
of chalcedonic quartz from the Tertiary strata of the Paris 
basin, is largely used for millstones. Quartz is a valuable 
grinding and polishing material, and is used for making sand-
paper and scouring-soap. It is also largely used in the 
manufacture of glass and porcelain, ,!' silver sand " being a 
pure quartz sand. 

Quartz crystallizes In the trapeiohedral-liernihedral class of the 
rhombohedral division of the hexagonal system. Crystals of this 
class possess neither planes nor centre ofsymmetry, but only axes 
of symmetry: perpendicular to the principal triad axis there are 
three unitenninal dyad axes of symmetry. Usually, however, this 
lower degree of symmetry is not indicated by the faces developed 
on the orystals. The majority of crystals of quartz are bounded 
only by the laces of a hexagonal prism m fan) . and a hexagonal 
bipyramid (fig. IL though sometimes the prism is absent (fig. 2). 
Frequently the faces are of different sines (fig. 3): misshapen crystals 

FIG. t. 	 Fin. 2. 	 Fin 3. 
are common and sometimes very puzzling, but they can al" 	be 
orientated by the aid of the very characteristic stria ions 	he 
prism faces, which serve also to distinguish quartz from 	ler 
minerals of similar appearance. These striations (fig. 	ire 
horizontal in direction, being parallel to the edges of inter- on 
between the prism and pyramid faces, and are due to the fn rat 
oscillatory combination of these faces. The apparent hex.. al 
bipyramid is really a combination of two rhombohedra, the di,•t 
rhombohedron divot and the inverse rhombohedron 42211. The 
faces of these two rhombohedra exhibit differences in surface 
characters, those of r being usually brighter in lustre than those 
of z; further, the former often predominate in size (figs. and 5), 
and the latter may sometimes be completely absent. When both 
the prism and the rhombohedron s are absent, the crystals resemble 
cubes in appearance, since the angles between the faces of the 
rhombohedron are 85° 46'. The additional faces s and x (figs. 4 
and 5), which indicate the true degree of symmetry of quartz. are 
of comparatively rare occurrence except on crystals from certain 
localities. The six small faces s14131 situated on alternate c. , - ,  
at each end of the crystal. are called the " rhomb " faces. 1.. 	ise 
of their shape; if extended they would Five a trigonal bit)) t 	id. 
The " trapezohedral," or " plagihedral.' faces r141 - 21 belora, 	a 
trigonal trapezohedron. The two crystals shown in figs. 4 and 5 are 

4. 	 Ftc.. 5. 
inalitIonsorphous, is. they we non-supeeposable. use being the 
mince reflection of the other: they axe left - _banded and right-handed 
crrytais respectively, The faces s ate striated parallel to their edge 

of intersection with n this sum to distinguish • and s, sod dos, 
in the absence of a faces, to distinguish left- or right-handed crystals. 
Numerous other faces have been observed on crystals of want, 
but they are of rare occurrence. The basal plane, so common on 
calcite and many other rhombobedral minerals, is of the tut 
rarity in quartz, and when present only appears as a small rough 
fac e formed by the corrosion of the crystal. Faces of prisms whet 
than m are also small and of exceptional occurrence. 

Twinned crystals of quartz are extremely common. but are remotes 
in character and can only be deciphered when the faces s ands are 
present, which is not often the case. Usually they are interpettetra. 
tic n twins with the principal axis as twin-axis; the prism planes 
of the two individuals coincide, and the faces r ands also (all into 
the same plane. Such twins may therefore be mistaken for simple 
crystals unless they are attentively studied; but the twinning l3 
often made evident by the presence of irregularly bounded eras 

coin of the duller s faces coinciding with the briihter • faces. In a rata 
g,-., codfgetwinning ,   e in r  which the t  gew two 

	
itlj (a pulanilfe,tinita incating.  

pcit ion with their principal axis nearly at right angles (84' 55'). A 
few magnificent specimens of rock-crystal twinned according to 
this law have been found at La Gardette in Is4re, and in Japan they 
an,  somewhat abundant. 

The pyro-electric characters of quartz are closely connected with 
its peculiar type of symmetry and especially with the t hreeuniterminal 
dyad axes. A crystal becomes positively and negatively electrified 
in alternate prism edges when its temperature changes. A similar 
distribution of electric charges is produced when a crystal is subjec..1 
to pressure: quartz being thus also piezo-electnc. Etched figures, 
both natural and artificial (in the latter case produced by the action 
of hydrofluoric acid), on the faces of the crystals are in accordance 
with the symmetry, and may serve to d istinguish left- and sight-
handed crystals. 

In its optical characters, quarts is also of interest, since it is one 
of the two minerals (cinnabar being the other) which are ckeularly 
polarizing. This phenomenon is connected with the symmetry of 
the crystals, and us also shown by the crystals of certain other 
substances in which there are neither planes nor centre of symmetry. 
A ray of plane-polarized light traversing a right-handed crystal of 
quarts in the direction of the triad axis has its plane of polarisation 
rotated to the right, while a left-handed crystal rotates it to the 
left. A section I mm. thick, cut perpendicular to the principal 
axis of a quartz crystal, rotates the plane of yellow (D) tight through 
22', and of blue (G) light through 45'. Such a section when examined 
in the polariscope shows an interference figure with a coloured centre, 
there being no black cross inside the innermost ring (this is not 
shown in very thin sections). Superimposed sections of right- and 
left-handed quartz, as may sometimes be present in sections of 
twinned crystals, exhibit Airy's spirals in the polariscope. The 
indices of refraction of quarts for yellow (D) light are si t -5442 
and 1.•1-5533; the optic sign is therefore positive. 

annri
has a hardness of 7 (being chosen as No. 7 on Moto' sink),

z  cannot be scratched with a knife; its specific gravity is 2.65. 
There is no distinct cleavage,• though an imperfect cleavage may 
sometimes be developed parallel to the faces of the rhombobedroa r 
by plunging • heated crystal into cold water. The glassy eonchoidal 
fracture is a characteristic feature of the crystallized mineral. A 
peculiar rippled or " thumb-marked " fracture as sometimes to be 
seen. especially in amethyst (gA), and is due to repeated inter• 
growths of right- and left-handed material. The mineral is a 
non-conductor of electricity: it is unattacked by acids with the 
exception of hydrofluoric acid, and is only slightly dissolved by 
solutions of caustic alkalis. It is infusible before the gas blowpipe. 
but in the oxyhydrogen flame fuses to a clear colourless glass, w hich 
has a hardness Gi 5 and specific gravity 2.2. 

Many peculiarities of the growth of crystals are well illustrated 
by the mineral quarts. Thus in " ghost quartz," in which one 
crystal is seen inside another, the stages of growth are marked out 
by thin layers of enclosed material. In " capped quarts " these 
layers am thicker, and the successive shells of the crystal may be 
easily separated. " Sceptre quarts, ' in which a short thick crystal 
is mounted on the end of a long slender . prism, indicates a change 
in the conditions of growth. Crystals with a helical twist are net 
uncommon. Enclosures of other minerals (rutilc, chlorite, haematite. 
g6thite, actinolite, asbestos and many others) are extremely 
frequent in crystals of quartz. Cavities, either minded or with 
the same shape (" negative crystals ") as the surrounding crystal. 
are also common,' they are often of minute size and present in 
vast numbers. Usually these cavities contain a liquid (water, a 
saline solution, carbon dioxide or petroleum) and a movable bubble 
of gas. The presence of these enclosed impurities Impairs the 
transparency of crystals. Crystals of quarts are usually attached 
at one end to their rocky matnz, but sometimes, especially • bra 
embedded in a soft matrix of clay, gypsum or salt,. they may be 
bounded on all sides by crystal laces (fi.g. z). In we they 'earl 
between wide limits, from minute sparkling points encrust4n! rock 

so surfaces and often 	thickly clustered together as to 	um a 
drusy effect, to large single crystals measuring a yard In 	and 
diameter and weighing half a ton. 
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The characters as given above apply more particularly to crystals 

of quarts, but In the various massive and compact varieties the 
material may be quite different in appmranoe. Thus in 
the mictocrystalline chalcedony (e.e.) Cliruie is wary , the fracture 
fibrous to even, and the external lone Weep: slat or utalactitic: 
flint and chest are compact and have a splintery fracture: .  gasper 
(e...) is a compact variety Intermixed with much iron o h m,  and 
'fay and has a dull and even fracture. Further, these varieties 
sexy be almost any colour, whereas transparent crystals have only a  

range of colour, being either colourless (rock-aystal), 
violet (amethyst), brows (smoky quartz) or yellow (citrine). 

rnetatz o of acidic composition - As as granite. quartz-porphyry •ted 
occurs as a primary and essential constituent of igneous 

elsynfite. being embedded in t': -e either as irregularly shaped ma ems 
et as yritic crystals. In pegmatite (graphic granite) tad 

yre It often forms a regular intergrowth with fel-1 - It 
also a common constituent. as irregular grains. in man) ors 

and crystalline schism a quartz..srhist being composed 1.i,,, . of 
quartz. By the weathering of silicates, silica passes into solutioa 
and quarts is deppqeiaced as a secondary product in the cavitie4 of ry 
basic igneous roc ks, and in lad t in the crevices and along the j!, tits 
cli rocks of almost all kinds. Extensive veins of quartz are mix-. ■ illy 
Inquest in schistose rocks. \'ein-quartz, often of economic =jott-
er= as a Mills of gold, ni .). however. in lame cases have lees 
of igneous origin. In miners r veins and lodes crystallized quarts fie 
usually the most abundant canoe mineral; the crystals are Otte 
arranged .perpendicular to the walls of the lode, giving rise to a 
"canny structure. In limestones of various kinds it recur as 
nodules and bands of chest ,,,..! :P..:, :.. ■ 11 : h, case ni organic 
origin. Quartz being a mineral very resistant to weathering agencies. 
it forms the bulk of sands and sandstones; sad when the sand 
grains are cemented together by a later deposit of secondary quartz 
a rock known as quartzite results. Preudornorptious quartz, i.e. 
quarts replacing other minerals, is of frequent occurrence. and as 
a petrifying material replacing organic remains it is often met with. 
As a deposit from hot springs• quarts is much less common than 
opal Crystals of quarts may be readily prepared artificially by a 
number of methods• for example, by beating glass or gelatinous 
silica with water under pressure. 

For particulars respecting the special characters, modes of occur. 
fence and localities of the more important varieties of quarts. 
reference may he made to the following articles: AGATR. AME T II VAT, 
AVENTURINE, BLOODATONE, CAIRRIcx)1111. CARNELIAN, CAT'S -Egg s  
CHAUCILOONY.CIIRYSOPRASI, FLINT.IIELWEROINLJASIMIL MOCHA-
S'S/3M ONE E. Roc IL-CII YSTAL, SAID. SABOONT 3L. For other tonne 
of silica we ()eat. and TRIDYNIZZ. ( 1— 3. S.) 

QUARTZITL in petrology, • sandstone which by the 
deposit of crystalline quirts between its pains has been com-
pacted into a solid quartz rock. As distinguished from sand-
stones, quartzites are free from pores and have a smooth 
fracture, since when struck with the hammer they break through 
the sand grains, while in sandstones the fracture panes throtigh 
the cementing material and the rounded faces of the grains are 
exposed, giving the broken surface a rough or granular appear-
ants The conversion of sandstone into quartzite is sometimes 
the week of percolating water under ordinary conditions. In 
the Reading beds of England, which are for the most part loose 
sands, there are often many large blocks of quartzite which 
weather out and are exposed at the surface, being known as 
grey-wethent. The silicification of these rocks must have 
takes place at no great depth and under ordinary pressures. 
Most quartzites, however, are found among ancient rocks, 
such as the Cambrian or Pre-Cambrian. lostanas are the 
lickey quartile of Shropshire, the Holyhead quartzite of 
Anglesey, the Hurries quartzite of Sutherlandshire, the Banff-
shire and Perthshire quartzites and the Cherbourg quartzite. 
As these rocks lie in regions where there has been a considerable 
amount of metamorphism we may infer that (in addition to 
time and pressure) folding and rise of temperature favour 
the production of rocks of this type. 

A sonnet quartzite has in microscopic maim its clank structure 
well premerved• the rounded sand grains are seen with patches of 
sew quartz in 'the inbuspeces, and the latter ia often deposited in 
crystalline continuity, so that the optical properties of the grains 
are similar to those of the material  which surrounds them: a line 
of boo oxides or other impurities often indicates the boundary of 
the original  sand grain. As might be expected, however, many of 
the olden quartntm have been crushed by folding movements 
and the quarts . consists in large part of a mosaic of small crystalline 
fragments of irregular shape with interlocking margins; these 
ate called " sheared quartzites" and when they contain white 
trot in parallel crystalline flakes they become more fissile sad pea 
Into quartaw.hists. Pritsre anuntories are baked by intrusive  

granite or diabase they are often converted into pure quartzite, 
the heat evidently occasioning the deposit of interstitial quartz. 

The commonest minerals in quartzite. in addition to quartz, are 
felspar (microcline, orthoclase, oligoclase), white mica, chlorite, 
iron oxides, rutile, zircon and tourmaline. Except felspar they are 
usually present only in small quantity; the less frequent accessories 
I ui lade hornblende- sillimanite. garnet, biotite, graphite, magnetite 

! epidote. In colour quartzites are often snowy white; they 
I ..-ntly have a fine angular jointing and break up into rubble 

r the action of frost. Quartzites are too hard and splintery to 
I u -cid as building stones to any large extent; they furnish a thin 
I ' *cry, barren soil. and because they weather slowly tend to 

t as hills or mountain masses. They are rarely fossaliferous 
t. ;orran in Cornwall), though many of them contain worm casts 

may be dragged out into long sinuous markings when the 
! is much folded (Durness quartzite). Although much used as 

stones, being very hard, they are readily crushed to powder 
well embedded in the road surface; the Cherbourg and 

I ,rough (near Bristol) stones are employed for this purpose. 
'its block. may be used in tube mills fur crushing and grinding 

ores, cements. 8c.; rarely they have been adopted as a substitute 
for flint by Palaeolithic man for the fabrication of weapons and 
tools. Q. S. F.) 

QUARTZ•PORPHYRY, in petrology, the name given to a 
group of bemi-crystallin' e add rocks containing porphyrisic 
crystals of quartz in a more fine-grained matrix which is usually 
of micro-Crystalline or fel:tide structure. In the hand specimens 
the quartz appears as small rounded, clear, greyish, vitreous 
blebs, which are crystals (double hexagonal pyramids) with 
their edges and corners rounded by resorption or corrosion. 
Under the microscope they are often seen to contain rounded 
enclosures of the ground-mass or fluid cavities, which are 
frequently negative crystals with regular outlines resembling 
those of perfect quartz crystals. litany of the latter contain 
liquid carbonic acid and a bubble of gas which may exhibit 
vibratile motion under high magnifying powers. In addition 
to quartz there arc usually phenocrysts of felspar, mostly 
orthoclase, though a varying amount of plagioclase is oftea 
present. The felspar; are usually full and cloudy from the 
formation of secondary kaolin and muscovite throughout 
their substance. Their crystals are larger than those of quartz 
and sometimes attain a length of two inches. Not uncommonly 
scales of biotite arc visible in the specimens, being hi:snood 
plates, which may be weathered into a mixture of chlorite and 
epidote. Other porphyritic minerals are few, but horriblendi, 
augite and bronzite are sometimes found, and garnet, cotdierite 
and muscovite may also occur. The garnets are small, al 
rounded shape and red or brownish colour; in some cases they 
appear to have been corroded or absorbed. Cordierite forms 
six -sided prisms with fiat ends; these divide, between crossed 
tricots, into six triangular areas radiating from • centre, as the 
crystals, which belong to the rhombic system, arc not simple 
but consist of three twins interpenetrating and crossing. In 
the vast majority of cases the cordicritc has weathered to an 
aggregate of scaly chlorite and muscovite; this is known as 
pinite and is of dark green colour and very soft. The quartz-
porphyries or elvans which occur as dikes in Cornwall and 
Devon frequently contain this mineral. The augite and horn-
blende of these rocks are in most cases green, and are frequently 
decomposed into chlorite, but even then can usually be identified 
by their shape. A colourless rhombic pyroxene (enstatite or 
bronzite) occurs in a limited number of the rocks of this group 
and readily weathers to bastite. Apatite, magnetite, and 
zircon, all in small but frequently perfect crystals, are almost 
universal minerals of the quartz-porphyries. 

The ground-mass Is finely crystalline and to the unaided eye has 
usually a dull aspect resembling common earthenware; it is grey, 
sgerceeaenu reddish or white. Often it is streaked or banded by fluxion 
during cooling. but as a rule these rocks are not vesiadar. Two 
main types may be recognized by LOOSER of the microscope—the 
(elide and the microcrystalline. In the former the ingredients 
are so fine-grained that in the thinnest slim they cannot be deter-
mined by meses of the microscope. Some of these tucks show 
perlitic or spherulitic structure. and such rocks wen strobably 
originally glassy (obsidians or pitchstones). but by lapse of time and 

E of alteration have slowly pealed into very finely crystal. 
process This change Is called cievitrificatioe; It Is common 
in glasses, as these are tow-tidally unstable. A large !umber of 
the finer quartsporphyrits are also is some degree wham or 
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hearer/sated b  quartz, chalcedony and opal. derived from the Irma 

tore by ,lutoinp..111,11 1ka, ■ 11111,11.,11) t ∎ I tin- 

lhis re-deposited silica forms veins and patches of indefinite shape 
or may bodily replace a considerable area of the rock by metasomattc 
substitution. The opal is amorphous, the chalcedony finely 
crystalline and often arranged in spherulitic growths which yield 
an excellent black cross in polarized light. The microcrystalline 
ground-masses are those which can be resolved into their component 
minerals in thin slices by use of the microscope. They prove to 
consist essentially of quartz and feispars, which are often in grains 
of quite irregular shape (microgranitic). In other cases these two 
minerals are in graphic intergrowth, often forming radiate growths 
of spherulites consisting of fibres of extreme tenuity; this type is 
known as granophyric. There is another group in which the 
matrix contains small rounded or shapeless patches of quartz 
in which many rectangular felspar: are embedded; this structure 
is called micropoikilittc, and though often primary is sometime , 

 developed by secondary changes which involve the deposit of new 
quartz in the ground-mass. As a whole those quartz-porphyries 
which have microcrystalline ground-masses are rocks of intrusive 
origin. Elvan is a name given locally to the quartz-porphyries 
which occur as dikes in Cornwall; in many of them the matrix 
contains scales of colourless muscovite or minute needles of blue 
tourmaline. Fluorite and kaolin appear also in these rocks, and 
the whole of these minerals are due to pneumatolytic action by 
vapours permeating the porphyry after it had consolidated but 
probably before it had entirely cooled. 

Many ancient rhyolitic quartz-porphyries show on their weathered 
surfaces numerous globular projections. They may be several 
inches in diameter, and vary from this site down to a minute 
fraction of an inch. When struck with a hammer they may detach 
readily from the matrix as if their margins were defined by a fissure. 
If they are broken across their inner portions are often seen to to-
filled with secondary quartz, chalcedony or agate: some of them 
have a central cavity, often with deposits of quartz crystals; they 
also frequently exhibit a succession of rounded cracks or dark 
lines occupied by secondary products. Rocks having these struc-
tures are common in N. Wales and Cumberland; they occur also 
in Jersey, the Vosges and Hungary. It has been proposed to 
call them promtridel. Much discussion has taken place regarding 
the origin of these spheroids, but it is generally admitted that most 
of them were originally spherulites, and that they have suffered 
extensive changes through decomposition and silicification. 

Many of the older quartz-porphyries which occur in Palaeozoic 
and Pre-Cambrian rocks have been affected by earth movement., 
and have experienced crushing and shearing. In this way th,„ 
become schistose. and from their felspar minute plates of sericiti, 
white mica are developed, giving the rock in•sonie cases very much 
of the appearance of mica.schists. If there have been no pheno-
crysts in the original rock. very perfect mica-schists may be produced. 
which can hardly be distinguished from sedimentary schists, though 
chemically somewhat different on account of the larger amounts 
of alkalis which igneous rocks contain. When phenocryst. s  
present they often remain, though rounded and dragged 
while the matrix flows around them. The glassy or felsiti. ..,• 
closures in the quartz are then very suggestive of an igneous origin 

for the rock. Such porphyry-schists have been called porphyroids 
or porphyroid-schists, and in America the name aporhyolite has 
been used for them. They are well known in noose parts of tb.- ,  
Alps, Westphalia, Chamwood (England), and Pennsylvania. The 
halleflintas of Sweden are also in part add igneous rocks with a 
well-banded schistose or granulitic texture. 

The quarts•porphyries are distinguished from the rhyolltes by 
being either intrusive rocks or Palaeozoic lavas. All Tertiar, 
acid lavas are included under rhyolites. The intrusive quart/ 
pot phyrles are equally well described as granite-porphyries. TI, , 

 Palaeozoic effusive quartz-porphyries (or acid lavas) would be calk, ' 
rhyolites by many English petrologists, who regard geological ail ,  
as of no importance in petrological classificadons. But the name 
quartz-porphyri, though somewhat ambiguous, is so expressi, 
and so firmly established by long-continued use that it cannot 1,, 
discarded, especially as a descriptive name for the use of field 
geologists. U. S. F.) 

QUASSIA, the generic name given by Linnaeus to a small 

tree of Surinam in honour of the negro Quassl or Coissi, who eat - 
ployed the intensely bitter bark of the tree (Quassia award) as 
remedy for fever. The original quasaia was officially recognized 
in the Landon Pharmacopoeia of 5785. In itioo it was replaced 
by the bitter wood or bitter ash of Jamaica, Picraena escels.:„ 
which was found to possess similar properties and could tat 
obtained in pieces of much larger size. Since that date this 
wpod has continued in use in Britain under the name of quass1 -4 
to the exclusion of the Surinam quassia, which, honey. , 
is still employed in France and Germany. Picsaena eleseisa is 
a tree so to 6o ft. in height, and resembles the common ash 
appearance. It has large compound leaves composed of four  

or five pairs, with a terminal odd one, of short-stalked, oblong, 
blunt, leathery leaflets, and inconspicuous green flowers. Tie 
fruit consists of black shining drupes about the sine of a pas. 
It is found also in other West Indian islands, as Antigua and 
St Vincent. Quassia aware is a shrub or small tree belonging 
to the same natural order as Pieraena, viz. Simanibaceae, but 
is readily distinguished by its large handsome red &wan 
arranged in terminal dusters. It is a native of Panama, 
Venezuela, Guiana and northern Brazil. Jamaica quassia is 
imported into England in logs several feet in length and often 
nearly one foot in thickness, consisting of pieces of the trunk 
and larger branches. The thin greyish bark is usually removed. 
The wood is nearly white, or of a yellowish tint, but sometimes 
exhibits blackish markings due to the mycelium of • fungus. 
The wood has a pure bitter taste, and is without odour as 
aroma. It is usually to be met with in the form of tuminp 
or raspings, the former being obtained in the maufacture of the 
" bitter cups " which are made of this wood. The chid 
constituent is a bitter neutral principle known as =mein. 
It exists in the wood to the extent of about liero. It forms 
crystalline needles soluble in alkalis, chloroform and :co parts 
of water. There is also present a volatile oil. The wood con-
tains no tannin, and for this reason quassia, like climb and 
calumba, may be preserved with iron. The infusion is useful as 
a bitter tonic—a group of substances of which calumba is 
the type—and is also a very efficient anthelmintic for the 
threadworm (Ozyuris ve►seinalaris). It is used by. brewers as 
a substitute for hope. 

QUATERNARY. in geology, the time - division which 
embraces the Pleistocene and Holocene epochs, i.e. the later 
portion of the Cainozoic era, equivalent to the " Post-Pliocene " 
or " Post-Tertiary " of certain writers. The term was proposed 
by j. Desnoyers in aro to cover those formations wields were 
formed just anterior to the present. There are other ways of 
regarding the Quaternary time. Sir A. Geikie (Test Book 4 
Geology, 4th ed., loos) divides it into an upper, post-glacial 
or Human period, and a lower, Pleistocene or Glacial period; 
but he subdivides the former into an Historic and • Prehistmic 
epoch, a scheme presenting diaadties, for the Palaeolithic 
or lower stage of prehistoric time cannot really be separated 
from the Pleistocene (q...). E. Kayser (Fennatensksorde, 
3rd. al., zoo6), who is in agreement with the &finlike scopted 
above, employs • nomenclature which is rarely adopted by 
British geologists; he divides the Quariarferrnation (Quarter) 
into a younger, modern epoch, the Alluvium, and an elder 
epoch, the Pleistocene or Diluvium ( e. Glacial). A. de 'apparent, 
on the other hand (Trail. de Odes*, sth ed., soon), treats the 
Era moderns or Qualernaire as a great time division equivalent 
in value to the Tertiary, Secondary, tcc., which is so be 
represented only by a first epoch, the Pleistocene. 

QUATERRION$, in mathematics. The word " quatendos" 
properly means " a set of four." In employing such a word to 
denote a new mathematical method, Sir W. R. Hamilton was 
probably influenced by the recollection of its Greek equivalent. 
the Pythagorean Tetractys (Terpoicrer, the number lour), the 
mystic source of all things. Quaternions (as a mathematical 
method) is an extension, or improvement, of Cartesian geometry. 
in which the artifices of oo-ordinate axes, ire, are got rid of, al 
directions in space being treated on precisely the same terms. 
It is therefore, except in some of its degraded forms, possessed 
of the perfect isotropy of Euclidian space. From the purely 
geometrical point of view, • guileful= may be regarded as the 
quotient of two directed lines in space—or, what comes to the 
same thing, as the factor, or operator, which changes one directed 
line into another. Its analytical definition will appear later. 

istery.—The *volute. of guider:dons belongs in part te 
each of two weighty branches of mathematical history—de 
interpretation of the imaginary (or impossible) quantity of 
common algebra, and the Cartesian application of algebra to 
geometry. Sir W. R. Hamilton was led to his great invention 
by keeping geometrical applications constantly before his 
while he endeavoured to give a real significance to 1-c. We Ida 
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Iseraore confine ourselves, so far as his prsdecemots are con-
tused, to attempts at interpretation which had geometrical 
psdications in view. 

One geometrical interpretation of the negative sign of algebra 
ras early seen to be mere reversal of direction along a line. 
rims, when an image is formed by a plane mirror, the distance 

any point in it from the mirror is simply the negative of that 
if the corresponding point of the object. Or if motion in one 
Erection along a line be treated as positive, motion In the 
ipposite direction along the same line is negative. In the case 
sf time, measured from the Christian era, this distinction is at 
ince given by the letters tin. or Lc., prefixed to the date. And 
.o find the position, in time, of one event relatively to another, 
we have only to subtract the date of the second (taking account 
M its sign) from that of the first. Thus' to find the interval 
feet wren the battles of Marathon (.to'a p.c.) and Waterloo 
(A.D. ISIS) we have 

+ 810 - (-490) 2305 Yearn 
And it is obvious that the same process applies in all cases 
in which we deal with quantities which may be regarded as of 
one directed dimension only, such as distances along a line, 
rotations about an axis, ate. But it is essential to notice that 
th,s is by no means necessarily true of operators. To turn a line 
through a certain angle in a given plane, a certain operator is 
required; but when we wish to turn it through an equal negative 
angle we must not, in general, employ the negative of the former 
operator. For the negative of the operator which turns a line 
through a given angle in a given plane will In all cases produce 
the negative of the original result, which Is not the result of the 
reverse operator, unless the angle involved be an odd multiple 
of a right angle. This is, of course, on the usual assumption 
that the sign of a product Is changed when that of any one of its 
factors is changed,—which merely means that-t is commutative 
with all other quantities. 

John Wallis seems to have been the first to push this idea 
' further. In his Treatise of Algebra 0680 he distinctly proposes 

to construct the imaginary roots of a quadratic equation by 
going out of the line on which the roots, If real, would have been 
constructed. 

In tfloa the AbbE Buie (Phil. Trans., 1806), apparently 
without any knowledge of Wallis's work, developed this idea so 
far as to make It useful in geometrical applications. He gave, in 
fact, the theory of what in Hamilton's system is called Com-
position of Vectors in one plane—i.e. the combination, by + and 
-, of complanar directed lines. His constructions are based on 
the idea that the hnaginaries* 4 - r represent a unit line, and 
its reverse, perpendicular to the line on which the real units 

t are measured. In this sense the Imaginary expression 
a +8 4 - s is constructed by measuring a length o along the 
fundamental line (for real quantities), and from its extremity a 
line of length b in some direction perpendicular to the funda-
mental line. • But he did not attack the question of the repre-
sentation of products or quotients of directed lines. The step he 
took is really nothing more than the kinematical principle of 
the composition of linear velocities, but expressed in terms of the 
algebraic imaginary. 

In t8o6 (the year of publication of Bufe's paper) Jean Robert 
Argand published a pamphlet' in which precisely the seine 
ideas are developed, but to a considerably greater extent. For 
an interpretation is assigned to the product of two directed lines 
In one plane, when each Is expressed as the sum of a real and an 
imaginary part. This product is interpreted as another directed 
line, forming the fourth term of • proportion, of which the first 

Strictly speaking. this illustrate= of Tait's is in error by unity 
her lust In our calendar there is so year denominated zero. Thus 
the interval between June the first of a a.c. and June the first of 
I A U. Done year, and not two years as the teat implies (A.NicA.) 

Essoi ran sae astosalre do rekkentor lee Quoskais /mosiseirre 
doss In Cesistructiou C000ktriques. A second edition was published 
by J. 110001 (Pat* 11874)• There is added an important Appentlis. 
consisting of the papers from Capone'. Amok* which are referred 
to in the teat above. Almost nothing can. it AMMs be learned of 
ArpnrA pdente meet that he all probability he ems born at 
Gnaw is st6e.  

7 1 9 
term is the real (positive) unit-line, and the other two are the 
factor-lines. Argand's work remained unnoticed until the 
question was again raised in Gergoane's Aureoles are, by 

is J. F. Francais This writer stated that he had found the germ 
of his remarks among the papers of his deceased brother, and 
that they had come from Legcndre, who had himself received 
them from some one unnamed. This led to a letter from 
Argand, in which he stated his communications with Legendry 
and gave a theme of the contents of his pamphlet. In a further 
communication to the Amides, Argand pushed on the applica-
tions of his theory. He has given by means of it a simple proof 
of the existence of is roots, and no more, in every rational 
algebraic equation of the ath order with real coefficients. About 
18z8 John Warren (1796-1852) in England, and C. V. Mourey in 
France, independently of one another and of Argand, reinvented 
these modes of interpretation; and still later, in the writings of 
Cauchy, Gauss and others, the properties of the expression 
a + b 4 - r were developed into the immense and most important 
subject now called the Woo of complex sambas (see NUMBER). 
From the more purely symbolical view it -as devdoped by 
Peacock, De Morgan, &v., u double algebra. 

Argand's method may be put, for reference, in the following 
form. The directed line whose length is a, and which makes an 
an 9 with the real(positive) unit line, is expresw,1 I,y (cos.+ i sin 0), 
wl 	is regarded as + 	 ,, - t. The sum of two ,tch lines (formed 
lot 	Hine together the real and the imaginary pirts of two such 
ex 	,ens) can, of course, be expressed as a third directed line)— 
th 	,gonal of the parallelogram of which they are conterminous 
sit 	The product, I', of two such lines is. as we have seen, given 
bl 	 a(cos + i sin 0) : : d(ros0. -1- i sin 0): P, 
or 	 icon (8+ 0')+ i sin (0+ r)l. 
It. length is, therefore, the product of the lengths of the factors, 
and its inclination to the real unit is the sum of tt, ,se of the factors. 
If we write the expressions for the two lines in :.he form A+ Hi, 
A' +13'i. the product is AA' -11B'+1(AB'+13A'1; and the fact 
that the length of the product line is the product of those of the 
fat 	I 5, 11 int eI.so 

(A=+ 	 (AA' - biaT (AB'+ BA'r. 
In the modern theory of complex numbers this is expressed by 
saying that the Norm of a product is equal to the product of thit 
norms of the factors. 

Argand's attempts to extend his method to space generally 
were fruitless. The reasons will be obvious later; bat we 
mention them just now because they called forth from F. J. 
Servois (Gergonne's Anodes, 1813) a very remarkable comment, 
in which was contained the only yet discovered trace of an 
anticipation of the method of Hamilton. Argand had been 
led to deny that such an expression as it could be expressed 
in the form A+Bi,—although, as is well known, Euler showed 
that one of Its values is a real quantity, the exponential function 
of -r/r. Savoie says, with reference to the general representa-
tion of a directed line in space:— 

" L'analogie semblerait exiger are It trinorne Mt de is forme 
p con •-1-9 cos 8+r cos et a, or, 7 etant is angles d'une drone avec 
trots axes rectangulaires: et qu on efit 

(pcos•+qcostt+rcos-r)(O' cos •+4Yeos$+?cos -r) 
..cosl'a+coeft+cos'y t. Les valet= de fo, g, r, p'. q,' r', qui 
satisferaient 6 cctte condition seraient absurder; mais seraient-ellcs 
imaginaires, redurtibles i la forme generak A+Bst -1 
use question d'analyse fort singuliere que je sourness b vets lumieros. 
La simple proposition clue je vous in fais soffit pour vous faire voir 
que je ne trots point que tout( fonction analyttque non rteUe wit 
vraiment reductible I Is forme A+B 4 -i.' 

As will be seen later, the fundamental i, f, b of quarternions, 
with their reciprocals, furnish a set of six quantities which 
satisfy the conditions imposed by Servois And it is quite 
certain that they cannot be represented by ordinary irnaginaries. 

Something far more closely analogous to quaternions than 
anything in Argand's work ought to have been suggested by 
De Moivre's theorem (i 734 Instead of regarding, as Bute 
and Argand had done, the expression a(coa 0 + i sin 8) as a 
directed line, let us suppose it to represent the operator which, 
when applied to any line In the plane in which it is measured, 
turns it In that plane through the angle 0, and at the same 
time increases its length in the ratio a : 1. From the new 
point of view we see at once, as it were, why it is true that 

	

(soo1+ 	-cor ms+ iris sot. 
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For this equation merely states that as turnings of a line 
through successive equal angles, in one plane, give the same 
result as a single turning through m times the common angle. 
To make this process applicable to any plane in space, it is 
clear that we must have a special value of i for each such plane. 
In other words, a unit line, drawn in any direction whatever, 
must have -1 for its square. In such a system there will be 
no line in space specially distinguished as the real unit line: 
all will be alike imaginary, or rather alike real. We may 
state, in passing, that every quaternion can be represented as 
a (cos 9+v sin e),—where a is a real number, B a real angle, 
and ir a directed unit line whose square is a. Hamilton 
took this grand step, but, as we have already said, without 
any help from the previous work of De Moivre. The course 
of his investigations is minutely described in the preface to 
his first great work (Lectures on Quaternimis, 1853) on the 
subject. Hamilton, like most of the many inquirers who 
endeavoured to give a real interpretation to the imaginary of 
common algebra, found that at least two kinds, orders or 
ranks of quantities were necessary for the purpose. But, 
instead of dealing with points on a line, and then wandering 
out at right angles to it, as Buie and Argand had done, he 
chose to look on algebra as the science of " pure time," and 
AO investigate the properties of " sets " of time-steps. In its 
essential nature a set is a linear function of any number of 
" distinct " units of the same species. Hence the simplest 
form of a set is a " couple "; and it was to the possible laws 
of combination of couples that Hamilton first directed his 
attention. It is obvious that the way in which the two 
separate time-steps are involved in the couple will determine 
these laws of combination. But Hamilton's special object 
required that these laws should be such as to lead to certain 
assumed results; and he therefore commenced by assuming 
these, and from the assumption determined how the separate 
time-steps must be involved in the couple. It we use Roman 
letters for mere numbers, capitals for instants of time, Greek 
letters for time-steps, and a parenthesis to denote a couple, 
the laws assumed by Hamilton as the basis of a system were as 
follows:— 

MI. B,)-(A,, AO (l, -Ai. B.—A.) - fa. 10; 
(a. b) fa. 	 be-1-43)' 

To show how we give, by such assumptions, a real interpreta-
tion to the ordinary algebraic imaginary, take the simple 
case a-o, and the second of the above formulae gives 

1)(a, 	(- 0, 
Multiply once more by the number-couple (o, 1), and we have 
(0.1)(o, 0(.4/)=(o,1)(-il, a).= (-a, - 0)..(-1.0)(4.0).. - (4,0). 

Thus the number-couple (o, x), when twice applied to a 
step-couple, simply changes its sign. That we have here 
a perfectly real and intelligible interpretation of the ordinary 
algebraic imaginary is easily seen by an illustration, even if 
it be a somewhat extravagant one. Some Eastern potentate, 
possessed of absolute power, covets the vast possessions of his 
vizier and of his barber. He determines to rob them both 
(an operation which may be very satisfactorily expressed by 
-1); but, being a wag, he chooses his own way of doing it. 
He degrades his vizier to the office of barber, taking all his 
goods in the process; and makes the barber his vizier. Next 
day he repeats the operation. Each of the victims has been 
restored to his former rank, but the operator -1 has been 
applied to both. 

Hamilton, still keeping prominently before him as his great 
object the invention of a method applicable to space of three 
dimensions, proceeded to study the properties of triplets of 
the form x+iy+jz,  by which he proposed to represent the 
directed line in space whose projections on the co-ordinate axes 
are x, y, s. The composition of two such lines by the algebraic 

inlay of Conjugate Functions, or Algebraic Cowries, with a Fre-
limitary and Elementary Essay on Algebra as Ike Science of Pare 
Tine, reed in 1833 and 1835, and published in Trans. R. I. A. 
xvii. (rase). 

I Compare these with the long-subsequent ideas of Grumman. 

addition of their several projections agreed with the assumption 
of Buie and Argand for the case of coplanar lines. But. 
assuming the distributive principle, the product of tem hams 
appeared to give the expression 

xe-rill -ze+i(yx'+al)+.1(xe+111+sifyi-Fr• 
For the square of j, like that of i, was assumed to be negative 
unity. But the interpretation of ij presented a difficuky-
in fact the main difficulty of the whole investigation—and k 
is specially interesting to see bow Hamilton attacked it. He 
saw that be could get a hint from the simpler case, already 
thoroughly discussed, provided the two factor lines were in 
one plane through the real unit line. This requires merely 
that 

y 	:: 	: ; or ye --ay* o; 
but then the product should be of the same form as the separate 
factors. Thus, in this special case, the term in fj ought to 
vanish. But the numerical factor appears to be ye-l-zy'. while 
it is the quantity ye -ay' which really vanishes. Hence Hamil-
ton was at first inclined to think that ij most be treated as nil 
But he soon saw that " a less harsh supposition " would suit 
the simple case. For his speculations on sets had already 
familiarized him with the idea that multiplication might in 
certain cases not be commutative; so that, as the last term 
in the above product is made up of the two reparate terms 
Os/ and jisy', the term would vanish of itself when the factor-
lines are coplanar provided ij=r -ji, for it would then assume 
the form ij(yr.' sy'). He had now the following expression 
for the product of any two directed lines:— 

-FiCre+ ay') -Ff(re +14 +(gre-s)1. 
But his result had to be submitted to another test, the Law of 
the Norms. As soon as he found, by trid, that this law was 
satisfied, he took the final step. " This led me," he says, " to 
conceive that perhaps, instead of seeking to confine ourselves to 
tripkts, ... we ought to regard these as only imperfect joeses 
of Quaternions, . . . and that thus my old conception of sear 
might receive a new and useful application." In a very short 
time he settled his fundamental assumptions. He had now 
three distinct space-units, 1, j, k; and the following conditions 
regulated their combination by multiplication:-- 

	

0,..0...-t, ij 	k, jk -kj•ti. hitt -iktt.j.* 
And now the product of two quaternions could be at oats 

expressed as a third quaternion, thus— 

where 
A ■aa' -bb' 	-dd'. 
B ab' -Fba' i-ar -dc', 

D e.are-l-ake +be -rd. 
Hamilton at once found that the Law of the Norms holds,—
not being aware that Euler had long before decomposed the 
product of two sums of four squares into this very set of foes 
squares. And now a directed line in space came to be repre-
sented as ix+jy+ks, while the product of two lines is the 
quaternion 

-}yy'-Fas')-fi(s' -ty)+j(se 	+h(*/ -ye). 
To any one acquainted, even to a slight extent, with the ele-
ments of Cartesian geometry of three dimensions, a glance at 
the extremely suggestive constituents of this expression shows 
how justly Hamilton was entitled to say: " When the con-
ception ... had been so far unfolded and fixed in my mind, 
I felt that the new instrument for applying calculation to ges. 
wary, for which I had so long sought, was now, at lout in part„, 
attained." The date of this memorable discovery is October ta. 
1843• 

Suppose, for simplicity, the factor-lines to he each of unit length. 
Then x, y, a, a', y', a' express their direction-cosines. Also, if • be 
the angle between them, and a'. y", s' the direction-cosines of a 
line perpendicular to each ci them, we have ex'+yy"-I-ar wale& 
ye-sy• sin t, he., no that the product of two unit lines is now 
expressed as -ccaf+(ia'+jy'l-ke) sin a Thus, when the Immo 

*It will be easy to sae that. instead of the last three of them Ave 

	

may write the single one 	z. 
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perallel, es O.% dwa product, which is now the square of any 
(unit) line is —t. And when the two factor lines are at right angles 
to one another, or I.. rria, the productis simply ix•+jy•-l-ks•, the 
unit tints perpendicular to both. Hence, and in this lies the main 
element of the symmetry and simplicity of the quaternion calculus, 
all systems' of three mutually rectangular unit Kan in space have 
the mane properties as the fundamental system i, j. k. In other 
words, if the system (considered as rigid) be made to turn about 
tiU the first factor coincides with i and the second with j. the pro- 
duct will coincide with h. This fundamental system, 
becomes unnecessary; and the quaternion method, in every case, 
takes its reference lines solely from the problem to which it is 
sppbed. It has therefore, as it were, a unique internal character 
t its own. 

Hamilton, having gone thus far, proceeded to evolve these results 
,ram a characteristic train of a priori or metaphysical reasoning. 

Let it be supposed that the product of two directed lines is some-
thing which has quantity; far. it may be halved, ior,;doubled, foe 
instance. Also let us assume (a) space to have the slime properties 
in all directions, and make the convention (b) that to change the 
sign of any one factor changes the sign of a product. Then the 
product of two heat which have the same direction nowt be, even 
in part, a directed quantity. For, if the directed part have the manse 
dire( lion as the factors. (b) shows that it will be reversed by re-
seising either, and therefore will recover its original direction when 
both are reversed. But this would obviously be inconsistent 
with (a). If it be perpendicular to the factor lines, (a) shows that 
it must have simultaneously every such direction. Hence it must 
be a mere number. 

Again, the product of two lines at right angles to one another 
cannot, even in part, be a number. For the reversal of either factor 
must, by (b), change its sign. But, if we look at the two factors 
in their new position by the light of (a), we we that the sign must 
not change. But there is nothing to prevent its being represented 
by a directed line if, as further applications of (a) and (I) show we 
must do, we take it perwndicular to each of the factor lines. Hamilton 
seems never to have been quite satisfied with the apparent hetero. 
geueity of a quaternion. depending as it does on a numerical and 
a directed part. He indulged in a great deal of speculation as to 
the existence of an extra spatial unit, which was to furnish the 
mires d'itrir of the numencal part, and render the quaternion 
homogeneous as well as linear. But for this we must refer to Ms 
own works. 

Hamilton was not the only worker at the theory of sets. The 
year after the first publication of the quaternion method, there 
appeared a work of great originality, by Grassniann„,  in which 
results closely analogous to some of those of Hamilton were 
given. In particular, two species of multiplication (" inner " 
and " outer ") of directed lines in one plane were given. The 
results of these two kinds of multiplication correspond respec-
tively to the numerical and the directed parts of Hamilton's 
quatension product. But Grossmann distinctly states in his 
preface that he had not had leisure to extend his method to 
angles in space. Hamilton and Grossmann, while their earlier 
work had much in common, bad very different objects in view. 
Hamilton had geometrical application as his main object; when 
he realized the quaternion system, he felt that his object was 
gained, and thenceforth confined himself to the development 
of his method. Gmssmann's object seems to have been, all 
along, of a much more ambitious character, viz. to discover, If 
possible, a system or systems in which every conceivable mode 
of dealing with sets should be included. That he made very 
great advances towards the attainment of this object all will 
allow; that his method," even as completed in i36:, fully 
attains It is not so certain. But his claims, however great they 
may be, can in no way conflict with those of Hamilton, whose 
mode of multiplying couples (in which the " inner " and " outer " 
multiplication are essentially involved) was produc ed in :833, 
and whose quatemion system was completed an published 
before Grossmann had elaborated for press even the rudimentary 
portions of his own system, in which the veritable difficulty of 
the whole subject, the application to angles in space, had not 
even been attacked. Grossmann made in i8s4 a somewhat 
savage onslaught on Cauchy and De St Venant, the former of 
whom had invented, while the latter had exemplified in applica-
tion, the system of " deft atilbriptes," which is almost precisely 

I Die Amodeknenefstskoa, Lelpaie 11144; and ed., voUstanewttamand 
in sumer Form bearbeitet, Berlin, ilier. See also the 
• orks of MObius, and those of Clifford. for a general explanation of 
Grassmann's method. 
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that of Grossmann. But it is to be observed that Grossmann, 
though be virtually accused Cauchy of plagiarism, does not 
appear to have preferred any such charge against Hamilton. 
He does not allude to Hamilton in the second edition of his 
work. But in an, in the Matketnatischs Annalen, xii., he 
gave a paper " On the Place of Quaternions in the A mulck-
nungslekre," in which he condemns, as far as he can, the nomen-
clature and methods of Hamilton. 

There are many other systems, based on various principles, which 
have been given for application to geometry of directed lines, but 
those which deal with products of Imes are all of such complexity 
als to be practically useless in application. Others. such as the 
Barycouriscke Colcal of Mubius, and the Milked. dos aqui 
of Bellavitis, give elegant modes of treating space orobtelmi= 
long as we confine ourselves to projective geometry and matters of 
that order; but they are limited in their field, and therefore need 
sot be discussed here. More general systems. havingdose analogies 
to quateraions, have been given lance Hamilton's discovery was 
published. As instances we may take Goodwin's and O'Brien 's 
papers in the Cambridge Pkilosopkirat Transactions for 18.m. (See 
also Atoms'',: special kiwis.) 

Relations to other Broaches of Science.—The above narrative 
shows how dose is the connexion between quaternions and the 
ordinary Cartesian space-geometry. Were this all, the gain by 
their introduction would consist mainly in a clearer insight into 
the mechanism of co-ordinate systems, rectangular or not—a 
very Important addition to theory, but little advance so far as 
practical application is concerned. But, as yet, we have not 
taken advantage of the perfect symmetry of the method. 
When that is done, the full value of Hamilton's grand step 
becomes evident, and the gain is quite as extensive from the 
practical as from the theoretical point of view. Hamilton, I.• 
fact, remarks! " I regard it as an inelegance and imperfection 
in this calculus, or rather in the state to which it has hitherto 
been unfolded, whenever it becomes, or MISS to become, 
necessary to have recourse . . . to the resources of ordinary 
algebra, for the solition of equations in quake/amts." This 
refers to the use of the x, y, a co-ordinates,--associated, of course, 
with i, j, k. But when, instead of the highly artificial expression 
ix+jy+ks, to denote a finite directed line, we employ a tingle 
letter, a (Hamilton uses the Greek alphabet for this purpose), 
and find that we are permitted to deal with it exactly as we 
should have dealt with the more complex expression, the 
immense gain is at least in part obvious. Any quatension may 
now be expressed in numerous simple forma. Thus we may 
regard it as the sum of a number and a line, e+a, or as the 
product, dy, or the quotient, lie , of two directed lines, he., 
while, in many cases, we may represent it, so far as it is required, 
by a single letter such as q, r, tte. 

Perhaps to the student them is no put of elementary mathe-
matics so repulsive as is spherical trigonometry. Also, every-
thing relating to change of systems of axes, as for instance in 
the kinematics of a rigid system, wheat we have constantly to 
consider me see of rotations with regard to axes fixed in space, 
and another set with regard to axes fixed is the system, is a 
matter of troublesome complexity by the usual methods. But 
every gustation lorsnda is • proposition in spherical (sometimes 
degrading to pleat) trigonometry, and has the full advantage of 
the symmetry of the method. And one of Hamilton's earliest 
advances in the study of his system (an advance independently 
made, only • few months later, by Arthur Cayley) was the 
interpretation of the singular operator so( )q-a, where f/ is a 
queeentioa. Applied to any directed line, this operator at once 
turns it, conically, through a definite angle, about a definite 
axis. Thos rotation is now expressed in symbols at least as 
simply as it can be exhibited by means of a model. Had 
maternions effected nothing more than this, they would Win 
have inaugurated one of the most necessary, and apparently 
impracticable, of reforms. 

The physical properties of a heterogeneous body (provided 
they vary continuously from point to point) are known to depend, 
ht the neighbourhood of any one point of the body. on a quadric 
function of the oa-ordiates with reference to that point. The 

• Lasses Qtamessiont. b sty 
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male is true of physical quantities such as potential, temperature, 
ed., throughout stnall regions in which their variations are 
continuous; and also, without restriction of dimensions, of 
moments of inertia, Sic. Hence, in addition to its geometrical 
applications to surfaces of the second order, the theory of quadric 
functions of position is of fundamental importance in physics. 
Here the symmetry points at once to the selection of the three 
principal axes as the direstions for i, j, h; and it would appear 
at first sight as if quaterhions could not simplify, though they 
might improve in elegance, the solution of questions of this 
kind. But it is not so. Even in Hamilton's earlier work it 
was shown that all such questions were reducible to the solution 
of linear equations in quaternions; and be proved that this, in 
turn, depended on the determination of a certain operator, 
which could be represented for purposes of calculation by a 
single symbol. The method is essentially the same as that 
developed, under the name of " matrices," by Cayley in 1858; 
but it has the peculiar advantage of the simplicity which is 
the natural consequence of entire freedom from conventional 
reference lines. 

Sufficient has already been said to show the close conned= 
between quaternions and the theory of numbers. But one 
most important connexion with modern physics must be pointed 
out. In the theory of surfaces, in hydrokinetics. heat-con-
duction, potentials, &c., we constantly meet with what is called 

di 
" Laplace's operator," viz. 	+2? + di 4-7,. We know that this 

is an invariant; Le. it is independent of the particular directions 
chosen for the rectangular co-ordinate axes. Here, then, is a 
case specially adapted to the isotropy of the quaternion system; 

,d  
and Hamilton easily saw that the expression six  +ji-;,-F k iT's  

could be, like is-I-jp+61, effectively expressed by a single 
letter. He chose for this purpose V. And we now see that the 
square of V is the negative of Laplace's operator; while V itself, 
when applied to any numerical quantity conceived as having a 
definite value at each point of space, gives the direction and the 
rate of most rapid change of that quantity. Thus, applied to 
a potential, it gives the direction and magnitude of the force; 
to a distribution of temperature in a conducting solid, it gives 
(when multi lied by the conductivity) the Aux of heat, eke. 

No better testimony to the valise at the quaternion method could 
be desired than the constant use made of its notation by mathe-
maticians like Clifford (is his Kaiesioese) and by physicists lace Clerk-
Maxwell (in his Electricity sad Magnetises). Neither of these men 
professed to employ the calculus itself, but they recognised fully 
the extraordinary clearness of bight which u gained even by 
merely translating the unwieldy Cartesian expressions met with 
in hydrolonetics and in electrodynamics into the pregnant 
of quatenyions. (P. inu.re  

Supplementary Cessidemikren.—There are three fairly well-
marked stages of development in quaternions as a geometrical 
method. (s) Generation of the concept through imaginaries 
and development into a method applicable to Euclidean 
geometry. This was the work of Hamilton himself, and the 
above account (contributed to the 9th ed. of the Lucy. Brit. by 
Professor P. G. Tait, who was Hamilton's pupil and after him 
the leading exponent of the subject) is a brief IdS11110 of this 
first, and by far the most Important and most difficult, of the 
three stages. (a) Physical applications. Tait himself may be 
regarded as the chief contributor to this stage. (3) Geometrical 
applications, different in kind from, though mom or less allied 
to, those in connexion with which the method was originated. 
These last ind‘de (e) C. J. Jolys  projective geometrical applies-
tioos starting from the interpretation of the quaternion as a 
point-symbol; ,  these applications may be said to require no 
addition to the quaternion algebra; (b) W. L. Clifford's bi-
quaternions and G. Combebiaes tri-quaternions, which require 
as addition of quad-ecalars, independent of one another and of 
true scalars, and analogous to true scalars. As an algebraic 

it mows from y: ,eal sad Miracfarlenes references that B. 
Say. in America. of July. bail =warmed the 
quaternios as a point rymboL  

method gusto:dons have from the beginniog twelve& math 
attention from mathematicians. An attempt has recently been 
made under the name of muhenions to systematize this algebra. 

We select for description stage (3) above, as the most char-
acteristic development of quaternions in recent yeses. Fat 
(3) (a) we are constrained to refer the reader to joly's as 
Mamba of Quaternions (tan). 

The impulse of W. E. Clifford in his paper of 2813 (" Pre. 
liminary Sketch of Bi-Quaternions," Madassatieal Pagers, 
p. 18i) seems to have come from Sir R. S. Ball's paper no the 
Theory of Screws, published In 1872. Clifford makes use of a 
quasi-scalar a, commutative with quaternions, and such that d 

q etc., are quaternions. when 1444 -keg' , then saxamielly 
p-p', p•e. He madders two cues, viz. so-x suitable 
for nos-Euclidean space, and mes ■ o suitable for Euclidean 
space; we confine ourselves to the second, and will ma the 
indicated bi-quaternion pi-toq an oaosion. In octonkaa the 
analogue of Hamilton's vector is localized to the extent of being 
confined to an indefinitely long axis parallel to itself, and is 
called a rotor; if p is a rotor then cop is parallel and equal to 
and, like Hamilton's vector, top is not localized; rep is therefore 
called a vector, though it differs from Hamilton's vector in that 
the product of any two such vectors rep and ere is zero become 
00= o pi-coo where p, o are rotors (i.e. p is a rotor and env a 
vector), is called a motor, and has the geometrical lipid' canoe of 
Ban wrench upon, or twist about, a screw. Clifford condoms 
an octonion p-i-wq as the quotient of two motors p-i-see, 
This is the basis of a method parallel throughout to the 
quaternion method; in the specification of rotors and motors 
it is independent of the origin which for these perpolea the 
quaternion method, pure and simple, requires. 

Combebiac is not content with getting rid of the origin in 
these limited circumstances. The fundamental geometrical 
conceptions are the point, line and plane. Lines and cone-
plexes thereof are sufficiently treated as rotors and motors. 
but points and planes cannot be so treated. He glances at 
Grassmann's methods, but is repelled because be is seeking 
a unifying principle, and he finds that Gnome= offers him 
not one but many principles. He arrives at the sri-guseenmon 
as the suitable fundamental concept. 

We believe that this tri-quaternion solution of the any 
interesting problem proposed by Combebiac Is the best ore. 
But the first thing that strikes one is that It seems unduly 
complicated. A point and a plane fax a line or axis. via. 
that of the perpendicular from point to plane, and Octagons 
a calculus of points and planes is ipso fade a calculus of limo 
also. To fix a weighted point and a weighted plane is 
Euclidean apace we require 8 scalars, and not the ea scalar 
of a tri-quaternion. We should expect some species of ie. 
quaternion to suffice. And this is the case. Let e, a be roe 
quasi-scalars such that re =9, oegwot, Iro.eit=o. Then the Ili. 
quaternion cog +w suffices. The plane 111 of vector maps-
tude We, its equation is Po= Sr. and its expreseion is the 
bi-quaternion riVq+co.Sr; the point is of scalar inagnioade 
ISq, and its position vector is $, where }VfiqwW. (or what 
the same, Wr+ 9- Vr. ir li/Sq),and Its =preen= is iSe-s-eaVe. 
(Note that the here occurring is only required to see= 
harmony with tri-quaternions of which our peen= la-
quaternions, as also octonions, are particular cases.) The 
point whose position vector is 149-1  is on the axis and may 
be called the centre of the bi-quaternion; It is the centre ed a 
sphere of radius Secs with reference to which the point and 
plane are in the proper quaternion sense polar teciprocals, 
that is, the position vector of the point relative to the amine 
is Soria Vq/Sq, and that of the foot of perpendicular bees 
centre on plane is Sri. Sq/Vg, the product being the (robus)% 
that is (Srri)'. The axis of the member sQ-f-eQ' at the 
second-order complex Q, Q. (where Q•ire-for, Q' meer-i-neo 
and x, si are scalars) is parallel to a fixed plane  aad istermen 
a fixed transversal, via. the line Parallel tp the  which 
intersects the axes of Q Q'; the plane el mead= 
contains a fixed line; the centre is on a fazed snipes sahib 
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LA:meets the Maenad; the axis is on a fixed ruled surface 
to which the plane of the ellipse is a tangent plane, the ellipse 
being the section of the ruled surface by the plane; the ruled 
surface is a cylinclroid deformed by a simple shear parallel 
to the transvasa In the third-order complex the centre 
locus becomes a finite dosed quartic surface, with three (one 
always real) intersecting nodal axes, every plane section of 
which is • trinodal quartie. The chief defect of the geometrical 
properties of these bi-quaternions is that the ordinary algebraic 
scalar finds no place among them, and in consequence fr ,  is 
meaningless. 

Putting r—n= we get Combebiac's tri-quaternion under 
the form Q— it -8-tsg -fmr. This has a reciprocal Q-1= 
—strips-', and a conjugate KQ (such that K(QQ'J-
ZQeKQ, KIKQ1=Q) given by KQ= fKe-FarKp-FroKr; the 
Product QQ' of Q and (0.  b 011-f-rtfie-fro(fe+reli  the 
quasi-vector 4(1 —R)Q is Combebiac's linear element and may 
be regarded as a point on a line; the quasi-scalar (in a different 
sense from the rest of this article) i(t-I-K)Q is Combebiac's 
scalar (44-5e)+Combebiac's plane. Combebiac does not use 
K; and in place of f, 9 he uses p•vw — E, so that gri= ',out= —ow 
=w, eel—o. Combebiac's tri-quaternion may be regarded from 
many simplifying points of view. Thus, in place of his general 
tri-quaternion we might deal with products of an odd number 
of point-plane-scalars (of form pg+ow) which IN themselves 
point-plane-scalars; and products of an even number which 
are octonions; the quotient of two point-plane-scalars would 
be an °donjon, of two octonWrts an octonion, of an octonion 
by a point-plane-scalar or the inverse a point-plane-scalar. 
Again a unit point p may be regarded as by multiplication 
changing (a) from octonion to point-plane•scalar, (14 from 
point-plane-ender to octonion, (c) from plane-scalar to linear 
element, (d) from linear element to plane-scalar. 

If Q= tfr-Fee-i-ur and we put Q= (1+ iten(Elt+m)X 
(14-fast)-.1  we find that the quaternion I must be 2f(r)11(q—p), 
where ,f(r)vm ,q — Epr. The point p= W may be called the 
centre of Q and the length Si may be called the radius. If 
Q and Q' are commutative, that is, if QQ'=Q'Q, then Q and 
(2,  have the same centre and the same radius. Thus tr, 
Q, 47, Q', . . . have a common centre and common radius. 
Q and KQ have a common centre and equal and opposite 
radfii that is, the 8 of KQ is the negative conjugate of that 
of Q. When Su =o, (r-i-iatu) ( ) (t+latte) -,  is an operator 
which shifts (without further change) the tri-quaternion 
operand an amount given by a in direction and distance. 

BillUOGNAPHY.—In 1904 Alexander Madarlane published a 
Bibliography of QuaSensicou and allied systems of Matkmatics for 
the International Association for promoting the study of Quaternions 
and allied systems of Mathematics (Dublin University Press); 
the pamphlet contains 86 pars. In 2899 and 19cot 	IN, R 

n' 	
. 

Hamiltos classical Elements (21taternions of 1866 was republished 
under C. J. Joly's editorship, n two volumes (London). Joly adds 
valuable notes and thirteen important appendices. In 2890 the 
3rd edition of P. G. Tait's Enlary Trealise on Quaternions 
appeared (Cambridge). In mos C. J. Joly published his Manual 
of armaions (London); the valuable contents of this are doubled 
by copious so-called examples; every earnest studen 	.11 take 
these as part of the main treatise. The above three .,tics may 
be regarded as the great storehouses; the handling t t he sul , j,rct 
is very different in the three. The following sh Id al be 
mentioned: A. McAuley, Ockaiens, 	derelopmew 	Cl:ter 
Blinn/fee(ers; (Cambrifte, :898); G. Combebiac, Cal( 
wionaternIons (Paris, 19p2): Don Francisco Pere Jr NI 
innodmerion al estsdio 	sande de Cumenoiones y • :I A: 

04, 
 

eipeetales (Madjid, t9o5);McAulay. Algebra after /Am 	or 
ifulteslmu (Edinburgh, rpog)• 1. McA.) 

QUATONZAIN (from Fr. pastern, fourteen), the term used 
in English literature, asopposed to " soqpet," for a poem In 
fourteen rhymed iambic lines closing (as a sonnet strictly 
never don) with a couplet. The distinction was long neglected, 
because the English poets of the :6th century had failed to 
apprehend the true form of the sonnet, and called Pecrarch's 
and other Italian poets' sonnets quatormins, and their own 
incorrect quatorzains sonnets. Almost al the so-exiled sonnets 
at the Elizabethan cycles, beludlag those of Shakespeiut, 

Sidney, Spenser and Daniel, are really quatorzains. They 
consist of three quatrains of alternate rhyme, not repeated in 
the successive quatrains, and the whole doses with a couplet. 
A more perfect example of the form could hardly be found 
than the following, published by Michael Drayton in 1602:— 

Dear. why should you commend me to my rest. 
When now the night doth summon all to sleep? 

Methinks this time bemmeth lovers best; 
Night was ordained together friends to keep. 

How happy are all other living things 
Which though the day conjoin by several flight, 

The quiet evening yet together brings, 
And each returns unto his love at night, 

0 thou that art so courteous unto all, 
Why should'st thou, Night, abuse me only thus, 

That every creature to his kind dust call, 
And yet 'tis thou dolt only sever us? 

Well could I wish it would be ever day, 
If, when night comes, you bid me go away. 

Donne, and afterwards Milton, fought against the facility 
and incorrectness of this form of metre and adopted the Italian 
form of sonnet. During the 19th century, most poets of 
distinction prided themselves on following the strict Petrarchan 
model of the sonnet, and particularly in avoiding the final 
couplet. In his most mature period, however, Keats returned 
to the quatorzain, perhaps in emulation with Shakespeare; 
and some of his examples, such as " When I have fears," 
" Standing aloof in giant ignorance," and " Bright Star," are 
the most beautiful in modern literature. The " Fancy in 
Nubibus," written by S. T. Coleridge is 1819, also deserves 
notice as a quatorzaln of peculiar beauty. 

QUATRAIN, sometimes spelt Quer:airs (from Fr. globe, 
four), a piece of verse complete in four rhymed lines. The 
length or measure of the verse is immaterial, but they must be 
bound together by a rhyme-arrangement. This form has 
always been popular for use in the composition of epigrams, 
on account of its brevity and neatness, and may be considered 
as a modification of the Greek or Latin epigram at its concisest. 

QUATREPAORS DE JRIUI LOUIS ARMAND DE 
(ilho-t892), French naturalist, was born at Berthezene, near 
Vallerangue (Gard), on the loth of February ate, the son of a 
Protestant farmer. He studied medicine at Strassburg, where 
he took the double degree of M.D. and D.Sc., one of his theses 
being a Marie d'un coup do canon (November 1829); next 
year he published a book, SW' let adrolitker, and in 1832 • 
treatise on L'Esfratersion de la genie. Removing to Toulouse, 
he practised medicine for a short time, and contributed various 
memoirs to the local Journal de medecine and to the ANIMliel 
des sciences aetureiles ('8u-36). But being unable to con-
tinue his researches in the provinces, he resigned the chair of 
zoology to which he had been appointed, and in 1839 settled 
in Paris, where he found in H. Milne-Edwards a patron and 
a friend. Elected professor of natural history at the Lyefe 
Napoleon in :85o, he became a member of the Academy of 
Sciences in 1852, and in 1855 was called to the chair of anthro-
pology and ethnography at the Music d'histoire naturelle. 
Other distinctions followed rapidly, and continued to the end 
of his otherwise uneventful career, the more important being 
honorary member of the Royal Society of London (June i87g), 
member of the Institute and of the Academic de medecine, and 
commander of the Legion of Honour (1880. He died in 
Paris on the 12th of January 1892. He was an accurate 
observer and unwearied collector of zoological materials, gifted 
with remarkable descriptive power, and possessed of a clear, 
vigorous style, but somewhat deficient in deep philosophic 
insight. Hence his serious studies on the anatomical characters 
of the lower and higher organisms, man included, will retain their 
value, while many of his theories and generalizations, especially 
in the department of ethnology, are already forgotten. 

The work of de Quatrefages ranged over the whole field of zoology 
from the annelids and other low organisms to the anthropoids and 
man. Of his numerous essays in scientific periodicals, the moss 
important were: Chasiferstierss ins carambres amslogiques des 
reepturs (t8.to),- " De l'orginisation dee animas= sans vertibres 
des Cates de la Manche "(Ans...W. Nat., :844); " Recherches stir 
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le systeme nerveux, l'embryogenie, les organs des sons, et la 
circulation des annelides " 	i844-5o); " Sur les affinites et 
les analogies des lombrics et des sangsues " (Ibid.); " Sur 
l'histoire naturelle des Carets" (Ibid., 1848-49). Then there is 
the vast series issued under the general title of " Etudes stir les 
types inferieurs de l'embranchement des atmel6s." and the r. 
of several scientific expeditions to the Atlantic and Mediterr..' an 
coastlands, Italy and Sicily, forming a series of articles in she 
Revue des deux mondes, or embodied in the Souren its dun 	21- 
iste (2 vols., 1854). These were followed in quick successio by 
the Physiologic compel*, metamorphoses de Phomme et des an 	ux 
(1862); Les Polyntsirns et lours migrations (1866); Ii 	ire 
naturelk des anneks matins et de Lean deuce (2 vols., 18151 , La 
Rochelk et scs environs (1866); Rapper/ sue les progres de l'enthro-
pologie 0867); Ch. Daman et set prlcurseurs francais (1870), a 
study of evolution in which the writer takes somewhat the same 
attitude as A. R. Wallace, combating the Darwinian doctrine in 
its application to man; La Race prtuatenne (187,); Crania Film ca, 
jointly with Dr Harny (2 vols., with too plates. 1875-82), a cl ,:al 
work based on French and foreign anthropological data, ant 1. ms 
to the Crania Britannic° of Thurnam and Davis, and to S. I ;. or-
ton's Crania Americana and Crania Aegyptiaca; L'Espece ine 
(1877); Nourelks Etudes sur Is di.tirlbulion eographiqu, Sc, 
negrttos (188,); Hommes fossilcs et hommes sauvages 1? 4): 
and Histoire graftele des races humeines (2 vols., 1886-89), the mist 
volume being introdui tore, while the second attempts a cor ete 
classification of rminkli..1. 

QUATREFOIL. in Gothic architecture, the piercing of tracery 
in a window or balustrade with small semicircular openings 
known as " foils "; the intersection of these foils is termed the 
cusp. 

QUATREMERE. *MENNE MARC (1782-.1857), French 
Orientalist, the son of a Parisian merchant, was born in Paris 
on the 12th of July 1782. Employed in 1807 in the manuscript 
department of the imperial library, he passed to the chair of 
Greek in Rouen in t8o9, entered the Academy of Inscriptions in 
z8z5, taught Hebrew and Aramaic in the Collage de France 
from 180, and finally in 1827 became professor of Persian in 
the School of Living Oriental Languages. 

Quatremare's first work was Recherches . . . sew la Morgue it la 
laleralure de l'Egypte (18o8), showing that the language of ancient 
Egypt must be sought in Coptic. His translation of hlakrizi's 
Arabic history of the Mameluke sultans (a vols., 1837-41) shows his 
erudition at the best. He published among other works Mdmoires 
stir les Nabatiens (1835); a translation of Rashid al-Din's Hint. 
des Mongols de la Perse (1836); Me m. &I. et hist. sue l'Egyple 
Woo); the text of Ibn Khaldan's Prolegomena; and a vast 
number of useful memoirs in the Journal asiatique. His numerous 
reviews in the Journal des savants should also be mentioned. 
Quatremere made great lexicographic collections in Oriental 
languages, fragments of which appear to the notes to his various 
works. His MS. material for Syriac has been utilized in Payne 
Smith's Thesaurus; of the slips he collected for a projected Arabic, 
Persian and Turkish lexicon some account is given in the preface 
to Dozy, Sapp. aux dial. arabes. They are now in the Munich 
library. 

A biographical notice by M. Barthelemy Sainte-Hilaire is prefixed 
to Quatremere's Melanin dliaoire el de phitologie orientak (t861). 

QUAY, MATTHEW STANLEY (1833-1904), American poli-
tical " boss," was born in Dillsburg, York county, Pennsyl-
vania, on the 3oth of September 1833. He graduated at 
Jefferson College (now Washington and Jefferson College) in 
i85o and was admitted to the bar in 1854. He served in 
various capacities in the Civil War, and in 1865-1867 was a 
member of the state House of Representatives, becoming 
secretary of the commonwealth in 1873-1878 and again in 
1879-1882, recorder of Philadelphia in 1878-1879, and state 
treasurer in 1886-1887. He was chairman of the Republican 
national executive campaign committee in 2888, and was a 
member of the United States Senate in s887-1899 and again 
in i9ot-19o4. For nearly twenty years he dominated the 
government of Pennsylvania, and also played a very prominent 
part in national affairs. In 1899 he was brought to trial on a 
charge of misappropriating state funds, and, although he was 
acquitted, the feeling among the reform element in his own 
party was so bitter against him that the legislature was dead-
locked and his re-election was postponed for two years. He 
died on the 28th of May 1904. 

QUAY, a wharf or landing-place for the loading and unloading 
of water-borne cargo- The word, now pronounced like " key, •  

takes the form of Fr. peal, older cqy or cage, d. Swink no, 
a bar, barrier or reef. The earlier form in English is ** kw ' 
and it was so pronounced. " Key " was also earlier ps-
nounced " kay," and the change in pronunciation in the we 
was followed also in the other. In spelling also the word ra 
assimilated to " key," in the sense of a reel, or. espeszalt7 s 
the low range of reefs or islets on the coasts of Spanish Alec.' 
e.g. on the coast of Florida, the chain of islets known as F.--n 
Keys. 

QUEBEC, a province of the Dominion of Canada, boutiaa 
by New Brunswick and the United States, W. by Ontario, 
the district of Ungava, and E. by the gulf of Si. Lawnesc.•_. 
the strip of eastern Labrador which belongs to Newtceur___. 
If Ungava be considered as added to the province of tp, a 
Hudson Strait is the northern boundary. The province - 

the island of Anticosti, the Bird Islands and the SLae,:-- 
Islands, in the gulf of St Lawrence. The western beur....,r 
separating Quebec from Ontario, extends through NAZI - 
Baudet on the river St Lawrence to Point Fortune cc • 

Ottawa river, from which place the boundary follovi 
Ottawa to Lake Temiscaming. From the north end of 
latter lake it runs due north to Hudson Bay. The pecosu 
Quebec thus extends from Blanc Sablon, a fishing harbael 
western end of the Strait of Belle Isle (which separates C•rs.. 
from Newfoundland) in 59°  7' W. to Lake Temiscam_i 
79°  40' W., a distance of about 135o miles. The area u 
province is 351,873 sq. in. The general direction of the pew. 
is north-east and south-west, following the course of in 
physical feature, the river St Lawrence. Speaking gram-- 
it may be said that the province of Quebec comprises the 
graphical basin of the river St Lawrence as far west as 
intersection of the parallel of 45°  N. with the latter, 7)...t 
Lawrence flows near the southern edge of its basin, only a 
50,e00 sq. m. of the area of the province lying south of the n. 

The province of Quebec falls into three main physiogeep.,—, 
divisions, viz.: (1) the Laurentian Highlands, (a) the Vell 
of the St Lawrence, and (3) the Notre Dame Mountain' 
the rolling country lying to the south-east of this 

(t) The Laurentian Highlands arc sometimes ref=to • 
" Laurentian Mountains," as they appear to constitute a moo. 
range when viewed from the gulf or the river St Li verets*. 
portion of the province, however, is really a plateau Benny 
elevation of woo to 2000 ft. above sea level, but I11.1 a per 
north of latitude 55° falls away to lower levels toward Hasdes.. 
and Hudson Strait. Along the extreme eastern border re '1, 
Laurentian Highlands on the coast of Labrador, bower,. 
country rises to much greater altitudes, fanning an elan,* 
rugged district which attains in places an elevation of oco 
above sea-level. This plateau forms what is known as the Lam, -1 
peneplain and is hummocky in character, the surface, h•wes.. 
being but slightly accentuated and the sky line seen free •1 
higher points in the area being nearly level. It is densely vors..1 
and everywhere abounds in lakes, great and small. lying (See:I 
basins etched in the rock surface by glacial action or exe b., 
by the irregularly distributed drift which more or less romp:- 
covers the surface of the underlying rocks. From thruc 
issue very numerous streams tributary to the larger rivers. 
lakes and rivers form so continuous a series of waterways 
a traveller who knows their courses, and the portages cce,e.- 
them, can traverse this immense tract of country in any 
by canoe. These streams also, cascading down from the ea.. 
surface of the plateau to sea-level, afford immense water p 
which is used to an increasing extent as the methods of 
electrical transmission of power become more and more p - 
These waters are, moreover, clear and pure, and the count?), - 
in which malaria and similar diseases are unknown. Some 
rivers draining the Laurentian country run in wry does 
walled valleys or fjords cut in the solid rock; a number ef • • 
comparable in character although perhaps not in depth t. -
of Norway and Greenland, pass outward from the Central r 

-of the peneplain north, east and south. As an example 4 
i fjords in the province of Quebec, those occupied by the 9a•-  

the Hamilton. Minion and Saguenay rivers may be cited • 
as that, now partially silted up, which is occupied by Late - 
caming and the Mattawa river. The walls of solid gneiss he-
which the Saguenay flows are in places from 15oo to Man • 
height, while the waters of the river in plates reach a drp• 
taw*. 

This Laurentian country in the province of Quebec as 
continuation into the adjacent prove% contain.rits aid ea- 
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supplies of the Dominion. supplies which with a little husbanding 
on the part of the government could be made to afford a bountiful 
supply of dasher (or all future generations. The country also 
contains valuable mineral deposits, and is the great horse of the 
fuebeering animals of the DuneIlion. While, however, along the 
southern border it supports a considerable agricultural popula-
tion, the Laurentian country cannot be considered as one which in 
respect to Its agricultural capabilities can ever take rank with the 
southern portions of eastern Canada or with the great plains and 
British Columbia which lie to the west. 

(a) That portion of the lowlands of the St Lawrence valley 
which belongs to the province of Quebec forms a wedge-shaped 
area extending along the river from a short distance below the city 
of Quebec to the western border of the province. It is throughout 
a practically level plain of very fertile land, on which ate situated 
the chief towns and cities of the province, and on it also are settled 
the majority of the rural population. These lowlands are bounded 
on the north by the Laurentian plateau, and on the south by the 
Notre Dame Mountains, which physical features gradually converge, 
the latter mountains reaching the shore of the over St Lawrence a 
short distance to the east of the city of Quebec. The plain in this 
way gradually narrows on going to the north-east, and is finally 
closed oil is that direction. It was a portion of this plain that was 
first occupied by the early French settlers. Much of its surface, 
as has teen said, is absolutely level. and it nowhere exceeds an 
elevation of a few hundred feet. Its uniform impairer. however, 
i. broken by a line of eight isolated hills composed of rocks of 
igneous origin, being a series of eroled remnants of ancient volcanoes 
e he h now rise abruptly from the plain and constitute the most 
striking features of -the landscape. 'I hey are known as the Monte-
regian Hills and rise to elevations of 560 ft. to shoo ft. above sea-
level. From the summit of Mount Royal, at the foot of which lies 
the city of Montreal, all the other Moateregian Hills are plainly 
visible, and the margin of the Laurentian Highlands may be wen 
bounding the horizon some 3o m. to the north, while south-
ward the Green Mountains, and the Adirondacks in the state of 
New Yost, are distinctly visible on a clear day. 

(3) The Notre Dame Mountains and the Eastern Townships. 
The Appalachian Mountain range, passing out of the state of 
VCIIIIOnt, where it is known as the Green Mountains, crosses 
into the province of Quebec between Lake Champlain and Lake 
Memphremagog, and becoming lower and lees rugged continues 
in • north-easterly direction to a point about 3o m. south 
of the city of Quebec. Thence it pursues its course, following the 
general trend of the river St Lawrence it a varying distance from 
its southern margin, and reaches the latter river near Nletis. From 
the bonier to this point the range is known as the Notre Dame 
Mountains. The highest peak in the Notre Dame Mountains is 
Sutton &loaner:in-3mo ft. Continuing on to the north-east it 
develops into the high land of the Gaspe Penineula, of which the 
most elevated portion constitutes the Shit kshock Mountains, the 
higher summits of which Tilt to elevations of 3000 to vino ft. 
.0...c sea-level. The whole central area of the Gaspe Peninsula 
is a forest-dad wilderness. 

To the south-east of the Notre Dame Mountains is an undulating 
country known as the " Eastern Townships." These hills, as 
mentioned above, are lower and less rugged than the Green Moun-
tains. the general elevation of the country being from soo to MOO ft. 
above se•evel. There are a number of Lwee and fine lakes in 
this district, anion?,  which may be mentioned lakes Metapudia, 
Temiscouata, Mem rernagog, Aylmer, St Francis and Megantic.

In the belt of t ie Notre Dante Mountains the country Is not 
in the strict sense of the term a mountainous one, but rather a 
rolling country containing much goal (arming and pasture land, 
while the Eastern Townships is • fine agricultural country, em-
bracing some of the best farming and grazing land in the Dominion. 
This latter district was originally ended by Loyalists from the 
United States at the time of the revolt of the colonies, but is now 
being gradually occupied by French Canadians from the more 
northern portions of the province, the younger generation of English-
speaking Canadian. preferring to take up land and settle in Ontario 
Cr the western provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and 
British Columbia. 

The whole country is exceptionally well watered and abounds 
in numerous large rivers, bays and lakes. The principal river is 
the St Lawrence, which flows through the entire length of the 
province. A short distance above Montreal it receives from 
the north-west the Ottawa, a large and beautiful river over 
6co m. in length with many tributaries, among which the most 
Important are the Gatineau, the Lievre, the North, the Rouge 
and the Kinojevis. The St Lawrence is navigable for large 
mean steamships as far as Montreal, beyond which place 
navigation is interrupted by rapids. The St Maurice rises in 
Lake Oskelaneo, Bowing into the St Lawrence at Three Rivers, 
and is over goo rn. long. It has many tributaries, and drains 
an area of 21,000 sq. en. Twenty-four miles above Throe 

Rivets on the St Maurice are the falls of Shawinigan, iso ft. 
high, from which • large amount of electrical power is obtained, 
a portion of which is used in the production of aluminium, 
while several thousand horse-power are transmitted to the city 
of Montreal. The .Batiscan river enters the St Lawrence at 
Batiscan. The Jacques Cartier, the Ste Atute and the Mont:. 
momney are northern tributaries of the St Lawrence. The 
Montmorency is famous for its falls, situated about 8 m. from 
Quebec city, and aso ft. high. These beautiful falls, however, 
have in recent years been greatly reduced in volume, the water 
being largely employed for the development of electrldty, and 
also for the supply of power to a large cotton-mill in the vicinity. 
Near these falls is Haldimand House, once the residence of the 
duke of Kent, father of Queen Victoria. The Saguenay rises 
in Lake St John and discharges into the St Lawrence at 
Tadousac after a course of too in. On the south side of the 
St Lawrence is the Richelieu river, which rises in Lake 
Champlain and enters the St Lawrence at Sorel on Lake St 
Peter. Champlain sailed up this river in One. Other important 
streams are the St Francis, rising in Lake Memphremagog; the 
ChaudiLre, rising in Lake Megantic, with its beautiful falls 
las ft. high about to m. above Quebec; the Chateauguay, 
Yamaska, Etchemin, du Loup, Assomptlon and Recancour. 
Among the largest lakes in the province are Lake St John, 
which has an area of 360 sq. nu; Lake Temisauning, having 
an area of 126 sq. m.; Lake Mstapedia, Lake Megantic and 
Lake Memphremagog. 

The largest islands in the province of Quebec are: Migrant-1, 
now used as a game preserve; Bonaventure, an important 
fishing station to the mat of Gaspe; and the Magdalen Islands, 
situated in the gulf of St Lawrence about so m.' north of 
Prince Edward Island. 

Geolely and lifinerals.—Beginning with the oldest rocks, the 
more northern part of the province of Quebec is underlain by the 
Laurentian system of Sir William Logan. This includes a great 
series of very highly altered sediments, largely limestones, known 
as the Grenville series, which is penetrated by great intrusions 
of anorthosite, &e, and is invaded by and rests upon enormous 
bathyliths of granite, which are sometimes referred to as the 
" Fundamental Gneiss." The Grenville series is best developed 
along the southern margin of the Laurentian Highlands between 
Three Rivers and the Georgian Bay. Two of the great anorthosite 
intrusions occur on the margin of the Laurentian country to the 
north of Montreal and about Lake St John. The Laurentian 
sy—em succeeded to the s ,uth by the Potsdam sandstone, probably 
cq 	ct to the rpiel 'ambrian of Britain. On this rests a 
doi 	limestone—the alcifcrous formation—and on this the 
great and highly fossilie. is limestones known as the Chary and 
Trenton formations. Th ,  e limestones afford the best building 

of the province, whet. he Potsdam sandstone Is also frequently 
en , luyed for building poi °sea. Above the Trenton is the Utica 
sh..le. rich in graptolitcs d trilobites. This is succeeded by the 
Hudson River group cornb ad largely of sandstones and calcareous 
beds. These constitute ti romplete Ordtwician succession. Upper 
Silurian and Devonian I a, the latter holding fossil plants and 
fishes, occur in the soul sat portion of the Province, while on 
th I ,r r, hex are succeeded by the lowest beds 
of coal occurs in the province of Quebec. 
In the region of the Notre Dame Mountains and the Eastern Town-
ships there are great intercalations of ancient volcanic rocks and 
many important mineral deposits Among these may be men-
tioned gold, copper, asbestos and chromic iron ore; also serpentine, 
marble and roofing slates. The asbestos deposits are the most 
extensive and most productive in the world, the chief centre of 
asbestos mining being at Thetford Mines. A large part of the 
country, more especially on the lower levels, is covered with 
Pleistocene deposits of the so-called Glacial age. Till or boulder 
clay is usually at the base of these deposits. On this rests a finer 
stratified blue clay, in some places rich in fossil shells and known 
as the Leda clay. It affords a good material for the manufacture 
of bricks and tiles. Above the Leda clay are sands and gravels 
known as the Sa.ricans sand. This is also stratified and frequently 
contains an abundance of fossils. Thee,  stratified clays and sands 
are due to a re-sorting of the boulder clay by the action of water, 
and imply a submergence at the dose of the Glacial period with a 
subsequent elevation. In certain alluvial deposits in the vicinity 
of the St Maurice river there occur deposits of bog iron ore which 
have been worked for many years. 

Clierare.—The climate of Quebec Is variable. In the winter 
the cold is generally steady and the atmosphere clear and bracing. 
About Montreal snow lies on the ground (Las the end of November 
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until the following April. affording good sleighing for .  four months 
in the year. The inhabitants enjoy with sest and spirit all the out-
door sports common in the country, such as skating, curling, tobog-
ganing, snowshoeing, ski-ing and sliding. The snowfall is heavy, and 
though the winds are often sharp they are not often mw or damp, 
nor ts there any fog. The summer is erann and pleasant. The 
extreme heat is indicated at no° F. The finest season of the year 
is the autumn, which lasts about six or eight weeks. The following 
is a table of temperatures as recorded by the meteorological stations 
at certain points in the provincer- 

Tahle showing Normal Temperature, Precipitation Etc, of various 
Stations in the Province of Quebec. 

Average 
Mau Temperature. p,,,,dpi, 

tails. 
S"'" ma. Muter. Inc. 

trachs. 

till 11 4
1, 

1
.4

21  

.1
:61;  

*9 38 
trsat 
3C35 
19 .4 
51. 5$ 

The normal percentage of bright sunshine at Montreal is 41 and 
at Quebec 39, a higher average than northern Europe. (F. D. A.) 

Area and Popelditm.—The boundaries of Quebec have been 
more than once enlarged since 1867. By the extension given 
to them in 1898, the province has an area of 351,873 sq. m., of 
which 341,756 sq. m. are land and 10,117 sq. TIL are water. 
This • to includes the islands of Orleans, Anticosti, and the 
Magdalen group, but not the gulf of St Lawrence or the 
territorial seas. In toot the population was 1,648,898, 902,667 
being classed as rural and 656,231 as urban. Since 1891 the 
rural population has increased but little, but there has been a 
growth of about 11%in the population of the towns and cities. No 
province has taken so small a share in the development of the 
West. True to his ancestral instincts, the French-Canadian 
remains close to the place of his birth. If he emigrates, it is to 
the neighbouring cities of New England or to the eastern districts 
of the province of Ontario. On the other hand, in the rural 
parts of the province, the French are driving out the English-
speaking settlers, especially in the south-western counties, 
settled by Loyalists at the close of the War of American Indepen-
dence, and known as the Eastern Townships. Nearly 98% of 
the population are Canadian-born. Of these over So% are of 
French descent; of the remainder about 7% are English, 
7% Irish and 4% Scots. Save to the city of Montreal there 
is link immigration; but so prolific are the French that the 
population of the province increases as fast as that of the rest 
of the Dominion, in which to the natural Increase is added a 
large inunigration. The census gives the number of the average 
family as 5.36, but families with twelve and eighteen children 
are not uncommon. The English-speaking population is 
almost wholly confined to the towns, especially Montreal, in 
which dty it controls the chief shipping and commercial interests. 
Of the original inhabitants about Boo° Indians remain, chiefly 
an reserves in the neighbourhood of Montreal and Quebec. 
Though quite peaceful, they are on the whole less dvilised than 
those of eastern and southern Qatari°. The capital is Quebec., 
with a population of about 70,00e, which increases but slowly. 
The largest city is Montreal, the commercial and shipping centre 
of the Dominion, at the had of ocean steamship navigation, 
with a population of about 350,000. Other cities are Hull 
(practically a suburb of Ottawa; pop. in zoos, 53,993); Sher-
brooke (11,765); Three Rivers (9981); L6vis (7783). 

The French, Irish and Indians are almost entirely of the 
Roman Catholic faith; a majority of the English are Anglican, 
with some Methodists; the Scots are Presbyterian. The 
Roman Catholic Church enjoys extensive tights and privileges, 
and nowhere in the world Is devotion to that faith more wide-
spend or more unquestioning. 

Admissiviralion.—As in all the provinces, the executive power 
is 'raggedly vested in a lieutenant-governor, appointed far five 
"ME by the fedora govemannat, and sedated by as =cud*  

council (or cabinet) who have seats in, and are responsible to 
the local legislature. In reality the Battersea-governor is a 
figure-head, and power is in the hands of the legislature, which 
consists of two houses, a Legislative Council, appointed nomin-
ally by the lieutenant-governor, really by the premier, and an 
Assembly, chosen by what is practically manhood suffrage 
Either French or English may be used in addressing either boon. 
The municipalities have large powers of local forerun:tart, 
which are used with more or less efficiency, the predatory 
tendencies of the ward-politician being sometimes apparels. 
though of late years an improvement has been effected. The 
finances of the province are drawn from the same sources as 
those of Ontario (q.v.). Their administration has not been to 
economical as in the sister province, and there is a net provincial 
debt of over f,4,000,000. 

Edecaliors.—la primary education Quebec is still behind die 
other , but great progress has been made since Federa- 
tion; • "teracy is decreasing, and go% of the population over See 
yams of age can read and wnte. The Council of Public Instruction 
w divided into two committees of equal number, a Catholic and • 
Protestant, and all ratepayers are allowed to state whetherZ 
wefm their taxes to go to the Protestant or to the Catholic .  
Both  religious bodies have combined to carry out this system with 
very little friction or proselytizing. The Catholic schools me 
controlled by the clergy, the episcopate forming. es officio, onehalf 
of the Catholic section of the council. In the cities of Quebec and 
Montreal the schools are efficient and the teachers well paid ; her 
in the rural districts the schools, especially those of the Catholics. 
are often inadequate, the buildings being poor, and the teachers 
receiving a mere pittance, in some cases less than 120 per annum 
Over cos-% of the teachers in the primary schoois are women. The 
great majority of the schools are controlled by the council, but thew 
are also a number of independent schools, primary and secondary, 
usually under religious control: of these the so-called Colleges 
Classiques," supported by the Catholic Church. are the most tar 
portant. The chief universities are McGill (undenominationalL 
at Montreal (founded Viso). and Laval (Roman Catholic) (founded 
185.1), with its headquarters at Quebec, and with a large branch 
at Montreal. (See MONTREAL and Quseac Ore). There is •  she 
a small Anglican university, that of Bishop's College . Lemnos/vat 
(founded 1853). in connexion with which is Igishop'sCmilege mho* 
on the model of the public schools of England. To McGill is affihnted 
a wellmquipped Agricultural College established at Ste Anne de 
Bellevue by Sir William Macdonald (b. 5832), at a cost of met 
la,000,000; and to Laval an Agribukural School at Oka. founded 
1:10:23.1700tetTerappist Fathenst  bTihemthaarteorgtemeLuseendcmal and

lkeas 
in connexion with Macdonald College!! 

Agriculture.—The French Canadian is a thrifty though somewhat 
unprogressive farmer, and loves the land with an even greaser 
attachment than do ihe peasants of old France. Till recently his 
agriculture was of a vary domestic character. He grew enough 
wheat to grind into flour. and enough this to feod his horses; raised 
sheep whose wool his wife spun into rough cloth in the winter eves. 
my; and even grew his own tobacco. Now his horizon is widening. 
and his imports and exproe are increasing. .Tbe general climatic
conditioes are much 	same as In Ontario, and the 	are 
Eh' tiger. AU the chief cereals ass successfully cultivated, oats 
the chief crop. The wise care of both.  federal and 
governments 	fostered the dairy fan Ong of the province. In 
19e6 over (.4.aoo,oro of cheese vas prod 	• and over 	ere el 

Mat on of the butter made in well-eqs* 	amoseries. 
m the nInt& 

sheQatari.Qatari. In 	 ilwe'd tnul 
a:1 which 	exceeds any 

rilsks Mond to Ontario, Nova Sortie 	third. Perhaps 
Wav  

the nicest typical Canadian Industry the reeking syrup and user 
from the sap of the maple tree as it rises in the man& mitres is 
this province. Over two-thirds of the tobacco grown is the Dxsiniu• 
is raised in Quebm, about zopoo acres bang under cultinttiun 

annual value of the agrinalitINIII ece of the fa alien 
At first of a dame characem, it is8iiturving in quaff . Thread 

dairy schools are surg or assisted by tbe provincialaggicamilemenes" 
 itib000.cno. about ha

eorted
lf  that of mad% 

num. and much goodie being done by the Agricultural College at 
Ste An de Bellevue 

The prov
ne

ince still poetesses. 	large antes of crown land., which is eald 
at a nominal price to bona Ms settler% In the mirth= part if the 
province new and fertile areas have been opened up by the Greed 
Trunk Pacffic seliway. 

ftereser.—Neu to agriculture in importance are the Isaias 
industries which depend on the products of the forest. Oust 

of the province, though the bat eet timber is said is growl= 
15040004. 01 of forest land =still uncleared, chiefly the 

of the wateished. In the north, pine, spruce, aod it predomisste. 
gad. farther south, the maple: spruce. lime 	baseweol. 
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Tait, w►icasaY and poplar, ate used extensively is the making 
of paper pulp. The annual value of the wood cut in the province 
is about La.000noo, rather less than that of Ontario. and not quite 
twohlths that of the whole Dominion. Aa export duty is levied 
on all pulp wood exported. 

Fur and Firlt.—T value of the annual catch of fish is estimated 
at fasonoo, most of which consists of the product of the cod and 
herring fisheries in the gulf of St Lawrence. From Isle Verte 
eastward almost all the settlers along the comet depend largely es 
the produce of this iadustry. It is carried as mainly in small 
boats, which put out in the morning and return at nightfall. few 
large velacts being employed. Throughout the province are numerous 
trout•streams, and many of the northern lakes are well supplied 
wit h trout, bass and pike. In Lake St John is caught the celebrated 
winninish. • land-locked salmon growing to the see of six or 6ght 
pountls. and well known to anglers. Moore. deer, bear and other 
animals provide excellent shooting in the Laurentian mountains. 
and in the wooded districts of the north. 

afaerfactures.—la manufacture. Quebec ranks second among 
the provinces, Ontario coming first. The largest Canadian manu- 
facturing town is Montreal, where most of the industries are controlled 
by the English-speaking minority. No other part of the Dominion 

rirh in water power. which is provided to a limitless extent by 
the tall. of the rivers Montmorenei, St Maurice (Shawinigan Falls). 

many Anne. the rani& on the St Lawrence and the Richelieu, mad 
y ....then. Tanning, and the making of paper pulp and of 

arntture, prosper on account of the great forests of the province. 
The French-Canadian workman is hardy and intellit, and 
Quebec may yet become the manufacturing centre of the Dominion, 
though as yet higher saga see paid in the Americaa cities same 
the border, and thousands of French-speaking workmen are employed 
in the factories of Lowell and other American border towns. 

Communicationt—The rivers were long the chief roads, by water 
in summer, over the ice in winter; but though the St Lawrence is 
gill the main artery of the prov txethe bulk of travel and of 
transport is now done by rail. The first railway in Canada was 
built in 183o to carry stone from the wharves to aid in the con-
ttruction of the citadel of Quebec. The first passenger railway 
was built in 2836. between Laprairie on the St Lawrence river and 
at John's on the Richefien. There is now good railway communica-
tion between all the chief points, and branch lines are opening up 
sew areas to settlement. While a few main roads are kept in good 

i.in, those in the country parts are very indifferent. 
11111110GRAF1111.—The various departments of the provincial 

rivet-mese publish annual reports on a groat variety of enbjects. 
The annual Canada Year Book. published by the Federal Govern- 
ment, gives much information in a tabular form. Interesting 
3 rt i. les are contained in 1. Castell Hopkins. Canada; an Encyclopaedia 
1T4,,,nto, 1898-t9oo). The legal enact rnentii in which the municipal 
•ysi ern is embodied are found in the Revised Statutes of the pro-
vince eActs 4178-464o).  On education and religion A. Siegfried, 
Le Canada; les dent rates (1905; translated into English under 
he tith- of lb Rate Question in Canada. 1906), is well-informed 

e nd impartial. (W. L G.) 
QUEBEC. the capital of the Canadian province of the same 

same, situated on the north bank of the river St Lawrence, 
it its junction with the St Charles, about Sao m. from the 
NU of St Lawrence and i8o in. by river N.E. of Montreal, 
n 7 e a 1 9.. s  W. and se 48' if. 3 N. The origin of the 
lame Quebec has been much disputed, but it is apparently 
he Algonkian word for a strait, or sudden narrowing, the 
iv* at its junction with the St Charles being about asoo yds. 
a ide, but narrowing opposite Cape Diamond to 13 14. 

Quebec is built on the northern extremity of an elevated 
sbleland which forms the left bank of the St Lawrence for 

dist ante of 8 m. The highest part of the headland is 
:ape Diamond, 333 ft. above the level of the water, and 
.ruvrned by the citadel; towards the St Lawrence it presents 

bold and precipitous front, while on the landward side and 
o wards the St Charles the declivity is more sloping and 
;radual. The harbour of Quebec is spacious and deep enough 
▪ hold the largest ships, and, with the Louise basin and Lorne 
fraying-dodo,—the latter on the opposite shore at Levis,—forms 
me of the best harbours in America. It is usually open from 
lie end of April to the middle of December, being dosed by 
cc during the winter. The Louise basin consists of twin wet-
locks and tidal harbours, with areas of ao and so acres 
espectively, and a minimum depth of 26 ft. The harbour 
▪ protected towards the north-east by the island of Orleans, 
in either aide of which there is an approach, though that to 
lie north of the island is used only by small vessels. The 
ipring tides GIN and tall about 28 ft. Quebec is divided into 

upper and lower town,--access to the former being obtained 
by steep and winding streets, by several flights of narrow steps, 
or by an elevator. Much of the "lower town still recalls the 
older portions of such French provincial towns as Rotten or 
St Maio. The streets, with one or two exceptions, are narrow 
and irregular; but it remains the principal business quarter 
of the city. In the upper town, where the areas are wider 
and well paved, are the better class of dwelling-houses and 
public buildings, most of the churches, the public walks and 
gardens, and many of the retail shops. To the west are the 
suburbs of St John and St Roch. The latter occupies the 
bower plain, and is of some commercial importance; the 
former is on the same level as the upper town. South-west 
of St John stretch the historic Plains of Abraham. On this 
battleground stands a simple column so ft. high, marking the 
spot where General Wolfe fell. It was erected in 149 by 
the British army in Canada, to replace a monument erected 
in 1832 by the governor-general, Lord Aylmer, which had 
been broken and defaced by ruffians. Till 1go8 the Plains 
were also disfigured by a gaol and a rifle factory, but these 
have been removed, and the battleground converted into a 
public park. In the governor's garden, which overlooks the 
St Lawrence, is a monument 6s ft. in height, erected in 1828 
under the administration of Lord Dalhousir, dedicated to the 
memory of Wolfe and Montcalm. An iron pillar surmounted 
by a bronze statue, the gift of Prince Jerome Napoleon, stands 
on the Ste Foy road, and was erected in i8ss-6o to commemorate 
the achievements of the British and French troops in the 
brilliant but fruitless French victory of April r8, 1760. The 
chief point of interest in the upper town is Dufferin Terrace, 
a magnificent promenade overlooking the St Lawrence, 
moo ft. long and TOO ft. above the level of the river. Part 
of this terrace occupies the site of the old Chiteau St Louis, 
which was destroyed by fire in iftss. At the eastern end of 
the terrace stands a fine statue of Champlain, erected in 1898. 
Near by, and conspicuous from the river, is the Hotel Frontenac, 
erected by the Canadian Pacific railway on the model of an old 
French chAteau. Nothing remains of the fortifications erected 
under the French regime. The present walls and the citadel, 
which covers an area of about so acres, were built in 1823-32 
at a cost of over /7,oco,000. Since then, several of the gates 
have been destroyed, and others rebuilt, but in other respects 
the walls are practically intact, and, though obsolete as 
fortifications, add greatly to the picturesque beauty of the 
city. Between 1865 and 1871 three forts were built on the 
Lsivis side of the river, but were neither manned nor armed. 
Quebec's natural position still makes it one of great military 
strength, though depending oa naval control of the sea and of 
the gulf of St Lawrence. 

Besides numerous Protestant church*, including a small 
Anglican cathedral, there is a Jewish synagogue; but the 
bulk of the population is Roman Catholic. The cathedral, 
founded in 1647, and enlarged at intervals, is a large but not 
very striking building in the upper town. It contains some 
good al paintings and some much-poised relics, but is rather 
garish in its ornamentation. Of the numerous other churches, 
the most interesting is Notre Dame des Vlach*, in the lower 
town, erected in z688, and named in honour of the defeat of 
nips in Ono and the shipwreck of Sir Hovenden Walker in 
1711. Laval University, which derives its name from Francois 
de Montmorency Laval, the first bishop of Quebec, who founded 
in t663 a seminary for the training of priests, is under strict 
Roman Catholic control. It was instituted in 1852 by a royal 
charter from Queen Victoria and in 1876 received a charter 
from Pope Pius IX. The building is large and spacious, and 
the university includes faculties of theology, law, medicine 
and arts, a library of 1as,000 volumes, a museum and a picture 
gallery. A large branch of the university has been established 
at Montreal, and has often, but vainly, sought permission to 
become an independent Catholic university. In connexion 
with Laval are the grand seminary founded in 1663, where 
theology is taught, and the 'minor seminary for literature and 
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philosophy. Other Roman Catholic institutions are Laval 
Normal and Model School, the Ursuline Convent, the Convent 
of the Good Shepherd and several nunneries. The convent 
and church of the Ursulines, founded in 164r, contains nearly 
too nuns and lay sisters, and nearly 600 pupils. It possesses 
some excellent paintings and a number of relics, among which 
is the skull of the French general, Montcalm. Morrin College, 
founded in 1859 by Dr Morrin, was for some years an efficient 
college in arts and theology, under Presbyterian control, but 
is now defunct. High schools for boys and girls and numerous 
academies are supported by the Protestants, under the dual 
system of education in the province. The Literary and 
Historical Society—the oldest chartered institution of the kind 
in Canada, founded by Lord Dalhousie in 1824—the Canadian 
Institute, the Geographical Society, the Young Men's Christian 
Association, the Advocates' Library and the Parliamentary 
Library, have valuable collections of books, the latter contain-
ing 7o,000 volumes, and numerous MSS. chiefly relating to 
the early history of the province. The principal benevolent In-
stitutions are the marine hospital, the Hotel Dieu, founded 
in 1639 by the duchess of Aiguillon, the general hospital (1693), 
the Jeffrey 'Hale Hospital, and the lunatic asylum at Beauport 
controlled by the Grey Nuns (sisters of charity). The pro-
vincial parliament buildings, erected in 1878-92, are situated 
in extensive grounds on Grande All6e. The main building is 
quadrangular in form, and is ornamented with numerous 
statues. The seat of the lieutenant-governor is at Spencerwood, 
a pleasant country estate outside the city. Other prominent 
buildings are the palace of the Roman Catholic Archbishop, 
which adjoins Laval University, the court house, post office, 
custom house, city hall (1890-95) and masonic hall. Quebec 
is well lighted with gas and electric light, and has a system 
of electric tramcars, a plentiful supply of power being obtained 
from the Montmorency Falls (268 ft. in height), 6 m. N.E. 
The climate is severe, but bracing, the mean temperature in 
winter being to°, in summer 68°, and the mean of the year 39 0. 
The main lines of the Grand Trunk, Canadian Pacific and Inter-
colonial railways are on the south bank of the St Lawrence, 
but branch lines connect the city with Montreal, and it is the 
headquarters of the Quebec and Lake St John, and various 
smaller railways. Steam ferries connect the city with Levis 
on the opposite bank, but the project of a bridge, though of 
great importance to the city, has been in various ways delayed. 
In August len the portion completed fell into the St Lawrence. 

The city returns three members to the Canadian House of 
Commons, and three to the Provincial House of Assembly. 
It is governed by a mayor and council of aldermen, who hold 
office for two years, and are usually re-elected, one mayor 
having held office for eleven successive years. Quebec is the 
seat of a Roman Catholic archbishop and of an Anglican bishop. 
Economically, Quebec was long the chief port of Canada. A 
series of strikes almost ruined its export trade, and numerous 
severe fires, of which that of 1845 was the chief, also lessened 
its importance. For many years the export trade passed 
almost entirely to Montreal, but the increasing size of sea-
going vessels makes navigation above Quebec more and more 
difficult, especially for fast passenger steamships, and for such 
vessels Quebec is again becoming the terminus. Quebec's 
staple export is timber, the greater portion of which comes 
from the Ottawa and St Maurice districts. Formerly the 
rafts floating down the river were collected in the coves which 
extend along both sides of the river, above the city, and were 
fastened by booms along the banks. Now much of the timber 
is sent by rail. On the right bank of the stream, not far from 
Quebec, are extensive sawmills. Deals and square timber form 
the bulk of the export, but some furniture is also sent, and an 
Increasing quantity of wheat is shipped. The building of 
wooden ships was formerly one of the chief industries of Quebec. 
The principal manufactures are Iron castings, machinery, 
cutlery, nails, leather, rifles, gunpowder, musical instruments, 
boots and shoes, paper, India-rubber goods, ropes, tobacco, 
end. The population increases but slowly, having risen from 

59,699 In 1871 to 68,840 in root; of these over 6o,000 are 
French and Roman Catholic. 

The first known white man to visit Quebec was Jacques 
Cartier, the French navigator, in 1535, who found on the sae 
a large Indian village, called Stadacona. In July teed the 
present city was founded, and named by Champlain. Its 
growth was slow, and in 1629 it had but two peonanetuly 
settled families, with a shifting population of monks, official' 
and fur traders. In that year it was captured by the Engin 
under Sir David Kirke (1597-1656; see H. Kirke, The Pied 
English Connell of Canada, London, 1871, reprinted moil, 
but in 1632 it was restored to the French by the treaty St 
Germain-en-Laye. In 1663 the colony of New France was 
created a royal province, and Quebec became the capital. Is 
1690 Sir William Phips, governor of Massachusetts, attempted 
to reconquer it with a fleet and army fitted out by New England. 
but was defeated by the French governor, Frontenac_ In 
171! a great British expedition sent against it under Sir Boun-
den Walker was shipwrecked in the gulf of St Lawrence, sad 
the French held possession till 1759 (see below), when It wn 
captured by the British troops on the 18th of September, five 
days after the battle of the Plains of Abraham; it was &ally 
ceded to Great Britain by the treaty of Paris in 1763. IL 077i3 

 the American generals Montgomery and Benedict 
attacked the city, but Montgomery was killed (December at. 
1775) and Arnold was compelled to retreat in the following 
spring. 

In 1763-1841, in 185z-55, and in 1859-65 Quebec ens 
the capital of Canada, and it is still its most historic and 
picturesque city. 

See Quebec under Two Flags, by A. G. Doughty and N. E. Diane 
(Quebec, 1903). Canada. an Encyclopaedia. by J. C. H 
(Toronto, 1898-19coo), has a good account (vol. v. pp. ass-atara  

Oil. 
Wolfe's Quebec E.rpedilion, :759.—Both  in itself and also as 

the central incident of the British conquest of Canada. the 
taking of Quebec is one of the epics of modern military history 
The American campaigns of the Seven Years' War, hitherto 
somewhat spasmodic, were, after Amherst's capture of Louis- 
burg in 1758, co-ordinated and directed to a common end by 
that general, under whom James Wolfe, a young major-general 
of thirty-three years of age, was to command an expedition 
against Quebec from the lower St Lawrence, while Andanst 
himself led a force from New England by Lake Champlain on 
Montreal. Wolfe's column consisted of about 7000 troops, 
and was convoyed by a powerful fleet under Admiral 
Saunders. The expedition sailed 30o m. up the St Lawrence, 
disembarked on the Isle of Orleans and encamped facing the 
city. The defenders were commanded by Montcalm, a soldier 
whose character and abilities, like Wolfe's, need no coalmen 
here. The French were superior in numbers, though a con-
siderable part of their force was irregular; but they had the 
defender's difficult task of being strong everywhere. Wolfe 
began the attack by seizing Point Levis, and thence bombanfing 
Quebec. This, however, affected the main defences of the 
upper city but little, and they were moreover protected hem 
closer attack by the St Lawrence and the St Charles. 'The 
third aide of the triangle was the "plains of Abraham," to 
which it was thought there was no approach from the rives. 
After wasting some weeks, therefore, Wolfe decided to aim 
t'he St Lawrence 7 en. below Quebec and to fight his way is 
the city by the St Charles side. But Montcalm's forted 
posts spread out from Quebec through Beauport as far as the 
Montmorency, and this formidable obstacle checked the English 
advance at the outset. No artifice could lure the defenders 
away, and at last Wolfe attacked the line of the Montanans, 
and was repulsed with heavy loss (July 3i). Wolk's fragile 
health gave way under the disappointment, and despondency 
set in in the English camp. But as soon as the young India 
had recovered a little, be summoned his brigadiers and wueked 
out a plan for attacking by the upper waters and the helm 
of Abraham. Access to the heights could be obtained, it mat 
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found, by a day cove (Wolfe's cove), from which a steep footpath 	QUEDLINBURIL a town of Germany in the Prunlian province 
fed to the summit. It was no place for artillery, and even for of Saxony, situated on the Bode, near the N.W. base of 
infantry the climb was long and exhausting, but the attempt the Harz Mountains, 12 miles S.E. by rail from Halberstadt 
was made. Considered as a way of taking Quebec, it was on the line Magdeburg.Thale. Pop. (1905) 24,798, almost 
in the last degree a forlorn hope, but Wolfe, as a true soldier, all Protestants. It consists of the old town, which is still 
felt the imperative necessity of preventing his opponent from partly surrounded by a turreted wall, the new town and four 
sending reinforcements to the force opposing i Amherst, and suburbs. On the west it is commanded by the castle, formerly 
staked everything upon achieving this at least. " Happy if the residence of the abbesses of Quedlinburg, connected with 
our efforts here," as he wrote, " can contribute to the success which is the interesting. Schlosskirche, which was dedicated 
of His Majesty's arms in any other part of America." What in t129 and completely restored in 1862-82. The German 
with losses in action and by. sickness, and detachments to king, Henry the Fowler, his wife Matilda, and Aurora, 
guard the camps and batteries, only 3600 men could be spared countess of Koniontark, the mistress of Augustus the Strong, 
for the attempt. These embarked on the warships on the are buried in the Schlosaltirche. There are many interesting 
evening of September 12, and sailed up stream. The watchful articles in the treasury. The Gothic town hall, a 14th-century 
Montcalm sent a detachment to observe their movements, but building, restored and enlarged in t00% contains a collection 
the ships proceeded to a point well above the ,cove, luring the of antiquities, and near it stands a stone figure of Roland. 
detachment out of the way. Then at r a.m. Wolfe, with hilt The town also possesses a gymnasium founded in ran and 
his force, dropped down stream in the boats of the squadron now containing the abbey library and a municipal museum. 
and landed. The path was guarded by a redoubt, but the It has a fine memorial of the war of 1870-71. Quedlinburg is 
light infantry which led the advance scarcely attempted to famous for its nurseries and market gardens, and exports 
follow it, scrambling up the hillside wherever they could find a vegetable and Bower seeds to all parts of Europe and America. 
foothold. The garrison of the redoubt, startled by the unfore- Its chief manufactures are iron goods, machinery and cloth, 
seen attack, abandoned the work, and by daylight Wolfe bad and it has a trade in grain and cattle. Near the town is the 
assembled his 3600 men on the plains above the city. Mont- church of St Wipertus, which dates from the zath century, 
calm meanwhile had been held in check by -a demonstration and has a crypt of the tech century. 
of part of the fleet under Admiral Saunders on Beauport, but 	Quedlinburg was founded as a fortress by Henry the Fowler 
at last, realizing that the real attack was coming from the other about 922, its early name being Quitlingen. Soon it became 
flank, he hurried all the troops he could collect over the St a favourite residence of the Saxon emperors and was the scene 
Charles and drew them up op the plain, with their backs to of several diets. It afterwards joined the Hanseatic League. 
the walls of the upper town. He took the offensive at once. The abbey of Quedlinburg was planned by Henry the Fowler, 
He had plenty of militiamen and irregulars, and these rapidly although its actual foundation is due to his son Otto the Great. 
drove the British light infantry on to their main body, which It was • Weise for the daughters of noble Saxon families and 
was threatened on both flanks. On so small a battlefield, the was richly endowed, owning at one time a territory about 
troops in Wolfe's line of battle quickly became aware that the zo sq. in. in area. The abbesses, who were frequently members 
enemy was attacking in superior force. But their leader of the Imperial house, the second of them being Otto's daughter 
steadied them by his personal example, and when the French Matilda, ranked among the princes of the empire, still had no 
came within close range one " perfect volley " from the whole ecclesiastical superior except the pope. The town at first 
line decided the battle. Then as the French stopped, with strove vigorously to maintain its independence of them, and 
great gaps in their lines, Wolfe led on his men to complete the to this end imeoked the aid of the bishop of Halberstadt. In 
victory. He received two painful wounds and then a shot 1477, however, the abbess Hedwig, aided by her brothers, 
through the breast. His last order, one MC indeed in the Ernest and Albert of Saxony, compelled the bishop to with-
annals of tflth.century fighting, was to seed a force to the.St draw, and for the next no years both Sown and abbey were 
Charles bridge to cut off the retreat of the French. Modulus under the protection of the elector of Saxony. In ism) the 
too was mortally wounded, and died nest day. On the x8th wending= accepted the reformed doctrines and the abbey 
A September Quebec surrendered. was converted into • Protestant sisterhood. In t6m7 the 

QUBBEC ACT, the title usually given to a bill Introduced elector of Saxony sold his tights over Quedlinburg to the 
nto the House of Lords on May 2 . 1774, entitled " An Act elector of Brandenburg for sao,o3o dialers. The abbesses, 
for making more Effectual Provision for the Government of however, retained certain rights of jurisdiction, and disputes 
the Province of Quebec, in North America." It passed the between them and the Prussian government were frequent 
House of Lords on May 17, was discussed In the Commons until the secularisation of the abbey in 1803. The last abbess 
from May 26 to June 13, and finally passed with some amend. was Sophia Albertina (d. hese), sister of King Charles XIII. 
ments. These were accepted by the Lords, in spite of the of Sweden. After forming for • few years part of the kingdom 
Ipposition of Lord Chatham, and the bill received the royal of Westphalia, the abbey lands were incorporated with Prussia 
went on June se. The debates in the House of Commons in 18ts. 

See the Urksodembsch der Slat Quedlaabarg. edited by )articles ire not. found in the Parliamentary History, but were published 
separately by J. Wright in t83e. The speech of Lord Chatham 	

1873-82); Ranke and Kotler, Sesclunbung sand Caseloads 
d‘r Schlosskirche 	Quedlinbsof (Berlin. 1838); Lorenz, Alt- Qued- 

a given In the Clialeam Cerrapondence (iv. 3st-353). 	 Hebert, 1485-1698 (Halle, two); and Huehs, 	ern durch ()ream. 
By this act the boundaries of the Canadian province of berg. For the history of the abbey see Fritsch, Gesckithis del 

Qiuebec were extended so as to include much of the country Rgrtirtittirt sad der Siodi Queditilewl Quodlinberg. Ube). 
yet wean the Ohio and the Mississippi. The French inhabitants 	QUM (O.E. eons, wife, related to "queen," O.E. cwase, 
A the province were granted the liberty to profess "the a hussy; d. Gr. yve4: from root gee-, to produce; d. genes, 
religion of the Church of Rome"; the French dvil law was " kin," itc.), the title of the consort or wife of a king ("queen 
established, though in criminal law the English code was consort" ), or of a woman who is herself the sovereign ruler 
Introduced. Government was vested in a governor and of a state ("queen regnant" ); the widow of a fames 
council, a representative assembly not being granted till the refiring sovereign is a " queen dowager" and, when the mother 
Constitutional Act of 1791. 	 of the reigning sovereign, a " queen mother." 

The granting of part of the Western territory to Quebec, 	For the position of the queen in English constitutional law see 
and the recognition of the Roman Catholic religion, greatly Comma, and for her household see Housanntn, Rolm. 
angered the American colonies. On the other hand,- It did QUM Align BOUNTY, the tame applied to a perpetual 
much to keep the French Canadians from joining the Americabs fund of fist-fruits and tenths granted by a charter of Queen 
in Ilse coming struggle. The act is still looked bade to by the Anal% aed confirmed by statute in 1703 (s & 3 Anne, c. 

(...nal in Canada as their great charter of litany. 	 for the sugnmettation of the livings of the poorer Anglkaa 
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clergy. First-fruits (onsoles) and tenths (Jaime) formed 
originally pan of the revenue paid by the clergy to the papal 
exchequer. The former consist of the first whole year's profit 
of all spiritual preferments, the latter of one-tenth of their 
annual profits after the first year. In accordance with the 
provisions of two acts (3 & 6 Anne, c. se, and 6 Anne, c. 27) 
about 3900 poor livings under the annual value of (so were 
discharged from first-fruits and tenths. The income derived 
from first-fruits and tenths was annexed to the revenue of 
the crown in 1335 (26 Hia, VIII. C. 3), and so continued until 
1703. Since that date there has been a large mass of legisla-
tion dealing with Queen Anne's Bounty, the effect of which. 
will be found set forth in a Retort of a Join/ Stied Coanniitee 
ow the Queen Autte's Bounty Board, sew. The governors 
consist of the archbishops and bishops, some of the principal 
officers of the government, and the chief legal and judicial 
authorities. The augmentation proceeds on the principle 
of assisting the smallest benefices first. AU the cures not 
exceeding £m per annum must have received i20* before 
the governors can proceed to assist those not exceeding fro 
per annum. In order to encourage benefactions, the governors 
may give £200 to cures not exceeding us a year, where, soy 
person will give the same or a greater sum. The average 
income from first-fruits and tenths is a little more than 
£t6,000 a year. In roo6 the trust funds in the hands of 
the governors amounted to L7,033,00O. The grants in 1036 
amounted to £28,607, the benefactions to £29,888. The 
accounts are laid annually before the king in council and the 
houses of parliament. The duties of the governors are not 
confined to the augmentation of benefices. They may in 
addition lend money for the repair and rebuilding of residences 
and for the execution of works required by the Ecclesiastical 
Dilapidation Acts, and may receive and apply compensation 
money in respect of the enfranchisement of copyholds on any 
benefice. The governors are unpaid; the treasurer and 
secretary receives a salary of {woo • year. He is appointed 
by patent under the great seal, and holds office during the 
pleasure of the crown. 

QUIRIBOROUGH, a municipal borough in the Faversham 
parliamentary division of Kent, England, in the Isle of Sheppey, 
close to the junction of the Swale and Medway, a m. S. of 
Sheerness on the South-Eastern & Chatham railway. Pop. 
( 1 901 ) 2 544• The prosperity of the town has been revived in 
modern times by the establishment by the railway company 
of a branch line from Sittingbourne in connexion with a service 
of mail and passenger steamers to Flushing (Holland), which 
run twice daily. The first copperas factory. in England was 
established at Queenborough in 1579,  by Matthias Falconer, of 
Brabant. In tan Portland cement works were built, and 
there is a large trade in timber. The town is governed by a 
Mayor, 4 aldermen and is councillors. Area, 302 acres. 

A fortress, called Sheppey Castle, is said to have existed from 
an early period for guarding the passage of the Swale river. 
Queenborough Castle was built about 1361 by Edward III., who 
named the town after Queen Philippa and made it a free borough, 
with a governing body of a mayor and two bailiffs. Charters 
were granted by subsequent sovereigns down to Charles I., who 
reincorporated the town under the title of the mayor, junta, 
bailiffs and burgesses of Queenborough. The castle never had 
any military history, and having been seised by parliament 
together with the other royal possessions, and being considered 
of Insufficient importance for repair, was demolished during 
the Commonwealth. The borough subsequently decreased in 
importance. The chief part of the population were employed in 
the oyster fishery. The town was first represented in pediment 
by two members in 1371; it lost Its franchise by the Reform 
Mt of Ass. 

QUEEN MIA1107111 MANDL a compact group lying off 
the northern part of the coast of British Columbia, and forming 
part of that province of Canada. Geologieilly the group in 
composed mainly of Triassic, Cretaceous and Tertiary strata, 
mastrased h, inundva reeks. It occupies • podtkm similar  

to that held by Vancouver Island farther to the south, in lewd 
to the mainland coast and its immediately adjacent Islands, but 
is separated by a somewhat wider sea from the coast. It was 
named by Captain Dixon, who visited the Islands in the "Queen 
Charlotte" in 1787. Although the islands promise to become 
important, because of their excellent harbours, the discovery of 
good seams of bituminous coal (beside the anthracite already 
known), their abundant timber of certain kinds and their 
prolific fisbnies, but little settlement has taken place. The 
wonderfully productive halibut fisheries of Hecate Strait, which 
separates these islands from the mainland and its adjacent 
islands, have attracted the attention of fishing companies, and 
great quantities of this fish are taken regularly and shipped 
across the continent in cold storage. The natives, the Haida 
people, constitute with little doubt the finest race, and that 
most advanced in the arts, of the entire west coast of North 
America. They had developed in its highest degree the peculiar 
conventional art of the north-west coast Indians, which is found 
in decreasing importance among the Tsimshians on the west, 
the Tlingit on the north and the Kwakiutl and other tribes 
farther south on the Pacific coast. The carved totem posts of 
the Heide, standing in front of the heavily framed houses, or at 
a little distance from them, represent the coats of arms of the 
respective families of the tribes and generally exhibit designs 
treated in a bold and original manner, highly conventionalised 
but alwayi recognizable in their purport by any one familur 
with the distinctive marks of the animal forms portrayed 
These primitive monuments are, however, rapidly falling to 
decay, and the people who erected them are becoming reduced 
in number and spirit. The native population of the islands n 
less than 7oo. (F. D. A.) 

411/111:1181111RRY, RABId, VANQUINSINI AND DIMNI 
OF. The Queensberry title, one of the many with which the 
Scottish house of Douglas is associated, originated in the creation 
of Sir William Douglas (d. 00) as earl of Queensberry In e63t 
He was the eldest son of Sir James Douglas of Drumlanrig 
(d. 16:6). His grandson William, the 3rd earl (1637-1690, 
was created marquess of Queensberry In Mr and duke of 
Queensberry in 1684; he was lord justice general and an 
extraordinary lord of session. He was also lord high treasurer 
of Scotland, and served James II, as lord high commissioner n 
the parliament of rffils, but in 1686 he was deptived of hn 
offices. He had assented to the accession of William and Mary 
and had again enjoyed the royal favour before he died on the 
28th of March 1695. His son James Douglas, the 2nd duke 
(1662-1711), was born at Sanquhar Castle on the sfith of 
September r662, and wan educated at the university of Glasgow, 
afterwards spending some time in foreign travel. At the 
Revolution of t688 he sided with William of Orange and was 
made a privy councillor; after he had become duke of Queens-
berry in ibtts he was appointed an extraordinary lord of session 
and keeper of the privy seal. He was the royal commissioner 
to the famous Scottish parliament which met in trao, and jut 
after the accession of Anne in 1701 be was made one of the 
secretaries of state for Scotland. In the latter pan of tres he 
came under • temporary cloud through his connexion with the 
Jacobite intriguer, Simon Fraser, Lord Lovat. who led utilised 
Queensberry's jealousy of the duke of Athol' to obtain a com-
mission from him to get evidence in Hance which would impli-
cate AtboU. The plot was betrayed by Robert Ferguson, tad 
Queensberry was deprived of his &Hera However, in 170y be 
was restored and In tratS he was again commissioner to the 
Scottish parliament; in this capadty he showed great *Wiry 
in carrying through the treaty for the union of the two cram 
which, chiefly owing to !defeatism...and skill, was completed at 
1707. For this he was very unpopular in Scotland, but he 
received • pension of boos a year. In 1708 he mss created 
duke of Dover and marquees of Beverley, and he obtahsed a 
special remainder by which his titles were to pm to his mead 
surviving sots Charles, and not to his eldest son James, who use 
an idiot. In February sloe be was appointed third secretary of 
state, and he died oa the 6th of July ass t. 
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Clarke Douglas. the 3rd duke (1698-1778), who had been 

crested earl of Solway in t706, was lord justice general from 
11763 until his death in October 1778. In *720 he married 
Catherine, daughter of Henry Hyde, 4th earl of Clarendon; 
this lady, a famous beauty, although very eccentric, was the 
friend of many of the wits and writers of her day, notably of 
Gay, Swift and Walpole. She died on the 17th of July 1777. 
Their two sons predeceased the duke, and when he died his 
British titles, including the dukedom of Dover, became extinct, 
but the Scottish titles passed to his cousin, William, 3rd earl 
of March (1724-1814 

This Wiliam Douglas, who now became the 4th duke of 
Queensberry, is best known by his soubriquet of " Old Q." On 
the turf he was one of the most prominent figures of his time, 
and his escapades and extravagances were notorious. From 
1766 to 17.76 he was vice-admiral of Scotland, and in 176o he 
was made a lord of the bedchamber by George III.; but later 
he was an associate of the prince of Wales, being removed 
from his office in the royal household in 1789. A generous patron 
of the stage and of art, he was to the end of his life a " noble 
sportsman" of the dissolute type, and his degeneracy was the 
theme both of Wordsworth and of Bums. He died unmarried, 
but not without children, In London on the 23rd of December 
t8 to. The dukedom of Queensberry and some of his other 

together with his fine seat Drumlandg Castle, now passed 
to Henry Scott, 3rd duke of &oedema. ia whose family they 
still remain; but the marque late of Queensberry descended 
to Sir Charles Douglas (1777 - 1837), the representative of 
another branch of the Douglas family, who became the 5th 
marquees. 

John Shrift* Douglas, 8th immune of Queensberry 
(i 844- toco), son of Archibald William, the 7th marquess 
(1818-048), became a well-known patron of sport and particu-
larly of.pugilism. He helped to found the Amateur Athletic 
Club in deo, and the new rules for prise-fighting, drawn up In 
1867. were called after him the " Queensberry Rules." He 
married the daughter of Alfred Montgomery, and was succeeded 
by his son. Percy Sham, ea marquess (b. t868). 

QUERIPICLIPP. a town of Grant county, Victoria, Australia, 
68 m. by land and 32 by sea S.W. by S. of Melbourne. Pop. 
(tool) 2025. It lies on Shortlands Bluff, a small peninsula 
connected with the mainland by the Narrows, a contracted 
strip of land some 40o yds. broad. Queenscliff Is a favourite 
watering•plate, having a fine pier and excellent and safe sea-
bathing. It is also a pilot station; and the quarantine station 
for vessels entering Port Philip is near the town. 

GUMMI COUNTY, a county of Ireland, in the province of 
Leirster, bounded N.W. and N. by King's County, E. by 
Kildare, S. by Carlow and Kilkenny, and W. by Tipperary; 
area, 424,723 acres, or about 664 sq. In. The surface islet the 
mom part level or gently undulating, but in the north-west 
rises into the elevations of the Mica Bloom Mountains, the 
highest summit being Arderin, 1733 ft. In the central part 
A the county there is a large extent of bog. The south-east 
portion is included in the Leineter coalfield. Needy the whole 
,4 the county Is drained either by the Barrow, which has its 
source in the Slieve Bloom Mountains, and forms at various 
points the boundary with King's County, Kildare and Carlow, 
ar by the Non, which enters the county from Tipperary near 
Borris-in-Ossory, and flews east and then south till it reaches 
Kilkenny. The lakes are few and small, the largest being 
Lough Anaghnsore on the north-western boundary. The 
Grand Canal enters the. county at Portarlington, zed runs 
southwards to the Barrow in Kildare, a bench passing west-
wards is mike to Mountmellkk. 

The limestone plain prevails in thii county, but the high 
coalfield, shared with Kilkenny and Carlow, rises from it in 
the south; while the Slicer Bloom Mountains, • round-backed 
Old Red Sandstone rase with Silurian inliers, dominate the 
lowland west of Maryborough. The limestone itself produces 
• range of hills near Stradbally. as which the fortress of Duna-
mase stands conspieumniy. Esker-gravels provide sandy mils  

in many places. Clay-ironstone was formerly raised in con-
nexion with the anthracite from the coalfield. 

The climate is dry and healthy. Originally a great extent 
of the surface was occupied with bog, but by draining much of 
it bas been converted into good land. For the most part it 
is very fertile except in the hilly districts towards the north, 
and there is some remarkably rich land in the south-east. The 
acreage under pasture is not quite twice that of tillage. Dairy-
farming is extensively practised. Agriculture forms the chief 
occupation, but the manufacture of woollen and cotton goods 
is carried on to a small extent. The main line of the Great 
Southern & Western railway traverses the county from N.E. 
to S.W. by way of Portarlington and Maryborough; from 
the latter town branches run N. to Mountmeflick and S. to 
Waterford, and from Ballybrophy a line runs W. to Birr 
(Patsonstown) and to Limerick. 

The population (63,835 in 1891 ; 57,417 in mot) decreases 
in excess of the average of the Irish counties, and emigration 
is considerable. Of the total about 88% are Roman 
Catholic, and almost the whole is rural. Maryborough (the 
county town, pop.  2957),  Mouatmellick (2407) and Mountrath 
(t304), with Portarlington (to43, partly in King's County), 
are the principal towns. The county is divided into eleven 
baronies. Ecclesiastically it is in the Protestant dioceses of 
Dublin, Killaloe and Ossory, and in the Roman Catholic dio-
ceses of Kildare and Leighlin, Ossory and Killaloe. Anita 
are held at Maryborough, and quarter sessions at Abbeyleis, 
Borris-in-Ossory, Graigue (a suburb of Carlow), Maryborough, 
Mountmellick and Stradbally.. The county is divided into the 
Leix and Ossory parliamentary divisions. To the Irish parlia-
ment two members were returned for the county and two each 
for the boroughs of Ballinakill, Maryborough and Portarlington. 

The territory now included in Queen's County covered the 
districts of Lek, Slewmargy, Irry and part of Glenmaliry, until 
in i556 it was made shire ground under the name of Queen's 
County, in hbeour of Queen Mary, the place chosen for the 
county town being named Maryborough. Three miles south of 
Stradbally is Dun of Clopook, an ancient dun or fort occupying 
the whole extent of the bill. Agbaboe, where there are the 
ruins of the abbey, was formerly the seat of the bishopric of 
Osaory. There are no remains of the abbey of Tirnabqe founded 
by St Mochua In the 6th century, but in theneighbourhood 
there is • fine round tower, 96 ft. high. Abbeyleix, a small 
market town south of Maryborough, had a famous Ctstercian 
foundation of the 12th century. The church of lUlleshin, in 
the S.E. of the county, exhibits fine carving of the Norman 
period. 'Among the principal old castles are the ruined fortress 
of the O'Mores occupying the precipitous rock of Dunamase, 
3 m. E of Maryborough, Dorris-in-0story on the Non, and 
Lea Castle on the Barrow, near Portarlington, erected by the 
Fitzgerald; about 1260, burnt by Edward Bruce in 1355, again 
rebuilt. and in t650 laid in ruins by the soldiers of Cromwell. 

QUEIXSPERRY. a royal and police burgh of Linlithgow-
shire, Scotland. Pop. (toot) 18542. It is situated on the 
S. aide of the Firth of Forth, 9 m. by road N.W. of Edin-
burgh and about a m. from Dalmeny station on the North 
British railway, and is sometimes called South Queensferry, 
to distinguish it from the Queensferry on the opposite shore. 
Of old it was the ferry giving access to Dunfermline and other 
places on the north side of the firth, its use in this respect by 
Margaret, the queen of Malcolm Canmore, originating its name; 
just as Port Edgar, m. W., was named after her brother, 
Edgar AtheJing. The Hawes Inn, which figures in Scott's 
Antiquary, was the terminus of the run from Edinburgh In the 
coaching days. Queensferry became a burgh of royalty is 
1363, a royal burgh in 1639 and a police burgh in 1882. and 
belongs to the Stirling district group of parliamentary burghs 
(with Stirling, Cuirass, Dunfermline and Inverkeithing). The 
principal structures include, besides the smell parish church of 
Dalmeny (the best example of pure Norman in Scotland), the 
Countess of Rosebery Memorial Hall (erected In 1193 by the 
earl of Rembery), • limey and reading-roam, and a public 
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ball which also does duty as a town hall. A Carmelite friary 
was converted into an Episcopal chapel in 189o. There is a 
large oil-works in the parish. Dalmeny House, the seat of the 
earl of Rosebery, lies in beautifully wooded grounds about 
2 m. E. of the ferry. In the park, on the seashore facing Drum 
Sands, stands Barnbougle Castle, a building of unknown age 
which became the seat of the Mowbrays in the 12th century. 
After passing into the hands of the earls of Haddington, it was 
purchased in 1662 by Sir Archibald Primrose, an ancestor of 
the earl of Rosebery. The castle was thoroughly restored in 
r880. Dundas Castle, 11 m. S. of Queensferry, was a seat of 
the Dundases from 1124 to 1875, was besieged in 1449, received 
a visit from Cromwell in 2651 and was partly rebuilt about 
185o. Hopetoun House, nearly 3 m. W. of the ferry, was 
begun about 1696 from the plans of Sir William Bruce of Kinross 
and completed by Robert Adam. It is the seat of the marquess 
of hinlithgow. Abercorn, a little to the west, gave the title 
of duke to a brands of the Hamilton. It was the site of an 
ancient monastery, and from 68x to 685 the see of the earliest 
bishopric in Scotland. 

QUEENSLAND, a state of the Australian commonwealth, 
occupying the whole of the north-astern portion of the 
Australian continent, and comprising also the islands in Torres 
•Strait. (For map, see Aus-rasus.) It lies between to° and 
29. S., and is bounded on the N. by Torres Strait and the Gulf 
of Carpentaria, on the W. by South Australia and the Northern 
Territory, on the S. by New South Wales and on the E. by 
the Pacific Ocean. It has an area of 668,497 sq. m., a coast-
line of 3000, is 1250 m. long and 95o m. wide at its widest part. 

With so , extensive a seaboard Queensland is well favoured 
with ports on the Pacific side. Moreton Bay receives the 
Brisbane river, on whose banks Brisbane, the capital, stands. 
Maryborough port is on the Mary, which flows Into Wide Bay; 
Bundaberg, on the Burnett; Gladstone, on Port Curtis; Rock-
hampton, up the Fitzroy (Keppel Bay); Mackay, on -the 
Pioneer; Bowen, on Port Denison; Townsville, on Cleveland 
Bay. Cairns and Port Douglas are near Trinity Bay; Card-
well is on Rockingham Bay; Cooktown, on the Endeavour; 
Thursday Island port, near Cape York; and Normanton 
and Burketown near the Gulf of Carpentaria. The quiet Inner 
Passage, between the shore of the Great Barrier Reef, 1200 m. 
long, favours the north-eastern Queensland ports. Brisbane 
was founded in 1826, but colonization was restricted until 
1842, when the Moreton Bay district of New South Wales was 
thrown open to settlers. It was named " Queensland " on 
its separation from the mother colony in 1859. A broad 
plateau, from 2000 to 5000 ft. in height, extends from 
north to south, at from 20 to too m. from the coast, forming 
the Main Range. The Coast Range is less elevated. A plateau 
goes westward from the Great Dividing Range, throwing most 
of its waters northward to the gulf. The Main Range sends 
numerous but short streams to the Pacific, and a few long 
ones south-westward, lost in earth or shallow lakes, unless 
feeding the river Darling. Going northward, the leading 
rivers, in order, are the Logan, Brisbane, Mary, Burnett, 
Fitzroy, Burdekin, Herbert, Johnstone and Endeavour. The 
Fitzroy receives the Mackenzie and Dawson; the Burdekin 
is supplied by the Cape, Belyando and Suttor. The chief 
gulf streams are the Mitchell, Flinders, Leichhardt and Albert. 
The great dry western plains have the Barcoo, Diamantina, 
Georgina, Warrego, Maranon and Condamine. (T. A. C.) 

Grology.—Queensland consists geologically of three areas. The 
eastern division of the state, including all the Cape York Peninsula 
and the mountainous areas behind the coast, is occupied by the 
Queensland Highlands. which are built up of a foundation of 
Archean and contorted Lower Palaeozoic rocks, upon which rest 
some sheets of comparatively horizontal Upper Palaeozoic and 
Mesozoic rocks. The rocks of the Highlands sink to the west below 
the Western Plains, which consist in the main of ■ sheet of 
Cretamous clays, capped by isolated ridges and peaks of Desert 
Sandstone. In the far west the plains end against the foot of an 
Archean tableland, which is the north-eastern projection of the 
Western Plateau of Australia. 

The oldest reeks in Queensbed an menses and Mists, which 

appear to underlie the whole of the state. They were origin* 
regarded as metamorphosed Silurian rocks, which bad been commaX 
into gneiss, mica-schist" and hornblende-schism Their Slam 
age was affirmed owing to their lithological resemblance to rob 
in Victoria, which were then regarded as Silurian. but have was 
been shown to be Archean. The velum and whist% occupy ta. 
Barlday Tableland, the Cloncurry Goldfield and the rocks -el * 
Mackinlay district in the west of the state. The 11211)0d1 th 
Archean area ls around Charters Towers and the Cape Galdtres. 
it includes quartzites, conglomerates and slates, striking foe 
north-west to south-east. The third Asthma area occupies tie 
Gilbert, Woolgar and Etheridge Goldfields. and is composed a 
schist' trending from west to east, and with dikes of diarist re 
quarts-porphyry. Smaller Archean outcrops occur south of 110601 
in the Clarke Range and on the Peak Downs. To the Arch= 
series doubtless belong some of the many granitic massifs, Including 
those of Charters Towers, Ravenrwood and Croydon; bat me 
of the granitic rocks are of Lower Carboniferous age. and son 
are apparently Mesozoic. 

The Lower Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks are widely distrlatet 
but owing to the rarityof fossils they are not well known. IS tk 
south-west d Queensland there are some Ordovician reels • 
eastern continuation of those in the Macdonnell Ranges. Sib= 
limestones occur in the mining field of Chills goe a at lb.= 
Wyatt. The Upper Palaeozoic systems Incwell develndo=n 
when many of the eddies, which have been ncluded in the 
are eliminated, The Middle Devonian is represented in 
Burdekin limestones, which contain a rich fossil fauna coevesemet 
to the Buchan and Bindi limestones of Victoria.. The 
Devonian limestones occur on the Marble and Hunter Islas* : 
the Northumberland Archipelago. The Devonian rocika ie 
Pentland and Gilbert district are estimated by Jack to be oe 
20,000 ft. in thickness; but they probably include some Lon 
Palaeozoic beds. 

The Queensland Carboniferous cystem Is divided into Eve sere.' - 
the Gympie, Star and the three divisions of the Bowen beds. Tv , 

lowest series is the Gympie, which occurs between Brisbane ter 
Maryborough. It consists of shales and sandstones, and • 
traversed by dikes of dMrite, which often contain pyrites and r-
The age of these gold-bearing rocks is proved by the_prenece 
such fossils as Prodtictur corn and PrWorckpora anspfa. The 
series is well developed in the districts of Burnett, &tied ces  
Bay and Wide Bay, along the coast from Port Curtis to the solo 
Cape Palmerston. The Gympie beds are greatly contorted: az 
those of the Star series are regarded as younger. because dies c 
less disturbed. They are best known in the basins of the tee 
and Little Star rivers, tributaries of the Upper Burdelda. 11, 
are best developed on the Belyando river and in the Elsemsmi 
Range, where the shales and sandstones yield abundant tw'i 
fish; on the Star river the shales contain Lepidodewdroa. 
Bowen beds are divided into three series which represent the elf 
part of the Carboniferous. The Lower Bowen seeks condom 1 
agglomerates and altered rv,ks exposed in the Toussairn Raw 
farther south, the Lower Bowen beds consist of grits. soad.-s 
and shales, which have been altered by some granitic isons...1 
The Middle Bowen series contains beds with Products" cwra 
Glossopteris. The Upper Bowen beds contain coal seams. Mimeo 
remains of Glossopteris and one marine band. They form thse.cml 
of the basin of the Bowen co.dfield; while the Middle Bowes Lea 
outcrop in a band around it, The Upper Bowen beds 4242cur 
at Townsville and Cooktown in Northern Queensland. 

The rocks of the Mesozoic group may be divided into two Weir 
of which the lower includes terrestrial deposits containing 
seems; the upper is mainly a marine formation, but it Leroy_ 
with a further development of terrestrial deTosits. The L.-el 
Mesozoic division includes the Burrum and Ipswich series. 71 
Berrum Aeries occurs along the eastern coast from Lawns& :al 
thr.mtm WidP Pot' and '0 , r: bora/Lb. to Becky/atm Creek; 
it for 3o in., where it is faulted ad m, 

 the Gympie beds. The western edge of the Burnam be as 
scribed as highly altered in places, by contact with granine. 

Uswich series occupies 12,000 El. M. in the southememara yes 
Queensland. and is the northern continuation d trio l^ 

Clarence series of New South Wales. It contains coal seams • 
have been worked, though the coal is of inferior value to rs.: 
the Carboniferous of New South Wales. One seam. on SI rg- 1 

Creek, near Rockhampton. is 56 ft. thick. Interbedded iew.1 
occur in the lawich beds, forming the scarp of the Toseemes 
Range. The Bunsen and Ipswich beds have been included a •' 
Trial and the Jurassic. or in both systems as the Trims J cm. v 
according to A. C. Seward their characteristic foga, 7amals-1 
&Mirth, is of Lower Oolitic age. 

The Cretaceous system is represented by a lower group of earl 
clays forming the Rolling Downs formation. They ore waist Sr LI 

conformably upon the Ipswich beds, and some of the fold, 
in these beds were first described as Upper Oolitic. The 
of the fauna are in part with Lower Cretaceous and in 	en.• 
Cenomanian; so both these series may be repsaeaat d TIN 1-1 
jag Downs formation caulks in the WW1 a clam loormi 
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Impressible weer over the sabterrasean stares of eater, which 
maintain the lowing wells of central Australia. The Rolling Downs 
formation underlies the whole of the Western Plains of Queensland, 
(mm the foot of the Queensland Highlands, westward to else Barkley 
Tableland; and it extends from the Gulf of Carpentaria on the north, 
across the state into South Australia and New South Wales. The 
Desert Sandstone overlies the Rolling Downs formation. Its 
age is shown to be Upper Cretaceous by some marine fossils from 
li2rough and Croydon, which are mid to be from rocks inter- 
bedded 

 
is it. In the interior. the Desert Sandstone is entirely of 

terrestrial end lacustrine origin. and the only fossils are obscure 
plant remains and the silicified trunks of trees. Gossopteris has 
been collected on Betts Creek from a rock identified as Desert Sand-
stone, which is said to overlie the Rolling Downs formation; but 
there is probably some mistake in the seratigraphy, as Glossoplerls 
is only found in Coal Measures which are clearly of Palaeozoic age. 
If it had survived into the Cretaceous. some specimens of it would 
doubtless have been obtained from the coal seams of the Lower 
Mesozoic. The Desert Sandstone once- coveted nearly three-
quarters of Queensland, having a wider range than the Rolling 
Downs formation. It was formed partly on land, partly In fresh-
water lakes and partly In arras of the sea, as at Croydon and Mary. 
borough. There is no trace of volcanic rocks in this period, and the 
vitreous surface of the Desert Sandstone is due to the deposition 
of efflorescent chert. The Desert Sandstone formatioh has now 
been weathered into isolated plateaus and tent-shaped hills. 

The Cainozoic group Includes many volcanic rocks, mainly sheets 
of basalt, as at Townsville and Hughendcn. Near Herberton, 
between the head of the Burdekin and the Einaslrigh River{ the 
blades wimpy z000 sq. rm, of country. Their age appears tb be 
Oligocene, as they probably correspond with the oldest Centex* 
basalts cal Victoria. Vol, woe rocks of a later period occur north of 
Cooktewn, and in the Einasleigh River, where the eruptive centres 
are renvnizable; and a series of hot springs, some of which are 
dew riled as geysers, represent the last stage of volcanic activity. 
The most important Cainozoic sedimentary rocks are the bone 
breecias, made up of bones of extinct marsupials, such as Diprolodos, 
Thylainteo and giant Kangaroos. They appear to have been 
tweeted in the mud by drying water holes, during droughts. The 
leie•s also occur in beds of gravel and mod, and they have been 
found in places covered by 188 ft. of overlying deposits. Caves 
°true in the limestones, and on their floor, there are beds 
yielding bones of marsupials and extinct birds; but no well 
tuthenticated case of the ancient remains of man has yet been 
elt.lhlished. 

The chief mineral product of Queensland is gold, found in veins 
in Archean, Palaeozoic and Lower Mevaok rocks. The most 
famousgold mines are Mount Morgan, now changing into:, a copper 
mine, Charters Towers and Gympie. Tin is found in the fields of 
Herbs-non, Cooktovrn and Stannary Hills. Copper occurs near 
Herber-Ion. Chillagoe and hf ungana, coal in southern Queensland 
in the Upper Carboniferous and Lower Mesozoic deposits. 

A full account of the geology of Queensland up to thee Is given 
in Jack and Etheridge a Geology of Queextioad. The tectonic 
geology of the coast-line has been described by E. C. Andrews, and 
the general geology is described in the numerous valuable publica. 
lions of the Geological Survey of Queensland. A summary of the 
mineral resources teal issued by the Queensland government in 
1‘ant. Information regarding the artesian water supply is given 
isthe Annual Reports of the Queensland Hydraulic Engineer. u. W. G.) 

Flom—The Queensland flora comprehends most of the forms 
peculiar to Australia, with the addition of about five hundred 
species belonging to the Indian and Malayan regions. There are 
no mountain ranges of sufficient altitude to make any appreciable 
change in the plant-life. Bellenden Ker, the highest mountain a 
tropical Australia, has a height of only saoo ft., and the plants 
growing epos its summit, as well as on the highest parts of the 
neighbouring mountains, am for the most part similar to those 
on the low leads in the southern parts of the Kam and the plants 
which may be considered as peculiar to these heights are few 
in number of species. They consist of a Lepforeentens and a 
(i) Mynas which attain • height of  about 30 or 40 ft., and have 
w idespreading, densely leaved he  The mast attractive of the 
tall shrubs are Dracephatiest Sayer!, of which there are two forms, 
ASoctoctasiros Lockau and alas trepan& A few orchids of small 
growth are met with, but the only large species known to inhabit 
these localities is the normal form of Desirobiass specious& These 
high spots have a few ferns peculiar to them, and of others it is the 
only known Australian habitat; for instance, the pretty white. 
(roasted Java bristle-fern (Trethonsases tda4i1UN=only so far 
In Australia been met on the south pea of Bel Ker; here 
also Tao Fraser! may be MCA with trunks to 3 ft. high. The 
sides of these mountains are clothed by a dense forest scrub growth, 
some of the trees being very tall, but diminishing in height towards 
tbe summits. Palms and fern-trees are plentiful, but the greatest 
variety are met with at about 4000 ft. altitude. So far this is 
the only known habitat of that beautiful fern-tree Airopkila &boom 
war. ammenttoes. peculiar for the wit/dike growth at the summit of  

its stem, which is formed by the metamorphosed lower pinnace and 
pinnulea. 

The Myrtaceous genus Eucalyptus, of which sixty species are 
found, furnishes the greater part of what is designated " Hard-
woods," the kinds being variously termed " Box," "Gum," " Iron- 
bark," " Bloodwood.' " Tallow-wood," " Stringy-bark," &c. 
These are mostly trees of large size. Other large trees of the order 
which supply hard, durable timber are the broad-leaved tea-
t car (Mclakuca kw...ad...ratan and others), " Swamp Mahogany " 
1 ' .iitania sumeolens)." Brisbane Bus " (T. caul Ma), Turpentine " 
i ,izarpia lasirifalia), " Peeheen " (S. /falls), "Penda " (Xstriaio-
:."101 OPPOSthiati741). These are most generally cut at sawmills. 

Other orders, however. furnish equally serviceable, large-sized 
timber, particularly the following :Sour Plum " (Owirwia venous, 
NIeliaccae), " Red Cedar" (CeJrcla Mona)," Crow's Ash" (Flinderssa 
au straits, Meliaccae), " Burdckiu Plum " (Pleiogynium Solundri, 
lk ,,,zardiacrae): " Bean-tree " (Castanospermum australs, Legumin-
I ■ ,•). " Johnstone River Teak " (Afrefia austrcJis, Leguminusae). 
' 1<ingy Rosewood " (Acacia glaucescru 1, Leguminosac), " Black 
`,...i.Mut " (Cr yPuscasya ,P4:.;n41,.:..41, Curates), " 11.114 Tula ..  
(Dissiliaria bakgkandes). Many trees yield wood particularly 
adapted for carving and engraving, such as the " Native Pome- 
granate " (appeals isarilis), the " Native Ora 	" (Clime 
asstrolis), " Sour Plum " (Owen& acidals), " lv 	" (Siphons- 
dos outrok). Coachbuilden and wheelwrights use the wood of 
many myrtaceous trees and several others, with Flindersias 
(Meriaceae), whilst tool-handles are also formed from these and other 
trees. There is also a large variety of woods suited for cabinet-
making and building. A large number furnish tannin barks, gums, 
de. The tannin barks are mostly derived from various kinds of 
acacia. Three spice barks, locally known as sassafras, are employed 
for flavouring—in the northern parts, Dopenandra oroisatica. a 
Monimiaceous tree, and Cissarnowisne Tamale; and in the southern 
parts Cinnernoteson Oliver!. Many indigenous plants are used in 
domestic medicines, and several are tes.oasized in the Manna. 
copacia, such as Eucalypts, Cinnamomunts,Siderozylons, Alstonias, 
Duboisias and ripen. 

With regard to fodder-plants, no country 'is better furnished; 
there are many herbs and a large number of salt bushes and other 
shrubs, which form excellent auxiliaries to the food supply for 
stock. It is, however, to the grasses that the excellence of the 
pastures is mainly due. On the extensive plains where the best 
species abound may be seen a large number of the genus Panicsua, 
of which the following are looked upon with the greatest favour:— 
" Vandyke erase" a form of P. flaviduns. "Cockatoo grass " (P. 
sensialatam). on the roots of which a species of cockatoo, in some parts 
of North Queensland, feeds; "Barley grass" (P. decurnposisine and 
P. distackystn); " Blue grass " (Andropogoir stratus, A. persons, 
A. refractors. and A. eriastiroigcs):" Russell River grass " (Palpates 
gohnarra, nearly allied to the South American species P. pasicsiWuns 
P. minetiefenon, and P. brerif.linns, Agropyrum :sabres); " Tali  
Oat grass " (A nthi itiria annareu): " Laralsborough grams " (Amiga. 
tiria inernbranaceo); Dcautionia rarernosa, D. pilosa.D. pallid, and 
P. remiannelorie; Sporangia Benthansi, an excellent species found 
near the Diamantina and Georgina rivers, and S. wino:ado; 
Stipa aristiglumis, Leplorhloa chamois, Ilicrolanla aipoides; 
" Early spring grans" (Eriockloa perictato), with the following 
" Love grasses' : —Eragrogis Brownii, E. cholopkylia, E. pitosa 
and E. lendlo. The "Mitchell grasses" (A arebk pectisata) and 
Its varieties, viz. the Wheat (trulasiga). the weeping (elywoides) 
and the curly (csinnfolia), are those that have the most extra-
ordinary vitality, but some stockholders consider that the "Sugar 
grass' or "Brown Top" (Pollinia filed) surpasses them in its 
quickness of bursting into leaf with the first showers of rain. 

Amongst the fruits ate Aslidome Busisis, A. Dalleukyasum, A. 
soars, A. Gkossonbilles, and A. parsifirlions, called cherries or 
currants according to the aim of the (rust they bear, the jelly made 
from the fruit of some species beim; in nowise inferior to that nude 
from the European red currant. The Kumquat or lime of Souther. 
Downs country (Atalanta earns) makes a peculiarly nice-flavoured 
preserve. Of the allied genus Carus two species are met with 
in the south, C. austral& which has a round fruit I to a in. in 
diameter; the other. C. australasica, with long finger-like fruits 
3 or more inches long and about t in. in diameter; of this a red 
variety (C. isiodora), which is oal met with in the tropics, bears 
a fruit often of in. long by 1 in diameter. All these fruits 
are juicy, and of an agreeably acid flavour. ' Davidson's 
Plum " (Davidonia pruritus) is a not with a sharply acid, rich, 
Laura-coloured juice. sometimes attaining the size of a goose's egg. 
Of the genus Eugenics, over thirty are indigenous, and fully on 
third produce more or less useful fruits. One Fig (Ficus graciiipes) 
produces • fruit used for jam and jelly. Two Garcinias are recordW 
as indigenous, but of One only (G. Memoir:) is the fruit known, 
It is of a depressed globular form, sometimes 3 in. in diameter, 
very juicy, and of a pleasant flavour. Leptomeria acids, one of 
the very early fruits used by Australian mlonists, is met with is 

il
me focalitW. . The "Finites* Berry " or " Native Logue* " 
korgemerfas seeenfeeePe) ma kes • good jam, but is in bad repute 

or use in the raw state, perhaps owing to • peculiar fungus at 
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times found to infest the berries. The Queensland Raspberry 
(Robots reseefeliss) is widely spread and commonly used, but the 
fruit is father insipid. The representatives of the genus Vat, all 
belong to the sub-genus Citrus ; several of them, although some,laat 
acrid, are useful for jam and jelly: probably the best for the purp use 
is one met with near the Walsh River, V. Gardineri, which is • lid 
to bear bunches from t lb to a lb in weight, the berries being I-, sego 
and of pleasant flavour. A large number of nut-like fruits are n ed 
by the aborigines for food. but the only one used by the white 
population is the fruit of Macadamia ternifolia. the Queensland nut. 
- The foliage of many plants yields by distillation essential oils, 
particularly Eucalypts, Backhousias and other Myrtaccous plants. 
as well as some belonging to Rutaceae and Labiatae, especially the 
genus ifeatio. Apart from plants of economic value, there is a 
prdusion of ornamental plants, shrubs, trees and parasites. Of 
ferns, one-half of the kinds met with in Australia are found in 

V178 cad as well as in the other states, one-fourth in Queensland 
the remaining fourth belonging to the other states, but not 

tlieatzteland. The indigenous ferns equal in number those of New 
and am three times the number of those of Great Brit. in. 

Fauna.--The land fauna of Queensland is essentially one w ith 
that of the entire continent. But the geographical position of he 
state, which exposes it to the climatic and transporting influcn.xs 
of the intertropical Pacific, has to a notable extent impre- ed 
on its fauna characters of its own. It has thus been made the 
headquarters of Australian bird-life on land and fish-life at .1,4 
the moisture of its coastal regions and the warmth of its t Iii 
waters being eminently favourable to that wealth of insect ::cad 
other low types of life which determines the multiplication of 
the higher. The quadrupeds of Queensland are of the orchn.ry 
Australian type already described. Ofh t-e predominant cl 
the Mau • ■ 31s, one of the most interesting forms is the Ti 
Kangaroo r'rndrolagus), as, apart from the habit of climbing tr• 
which is el - Ll t • .t,nt by the Rock-Wallabies, they afford 
a proof of toe on.-usne continuity of the fauna with that at the 
islands to the north, when land communication still existed between 
the two areas. Of these curious animals, two species at least are 
known. As to the rest of the marsupials, there is of course a general 
resemblance to those of the continent as a whole, but this is accom-
panied by much evolution of forms, especially among the smaller 
sorts, recognized `by differences which are occasionally sufficient 
to mark off distinct generic, or even more differentiated groups, 
The larger Kangaroos are pretty conservative in character every-
where, while the common Wallabies, the Rock-Wallabies and the 
Kangaroo-Rats exhibit a greater tendency to differ from their 
southern and western kindred. The Koala, or native Bear, is 
almost absolutely invariable, a sign of the antiquity of the race. 
The Opossums and the so-called Flying-Opossums are not many 
in species, and are dwarfed descendants from a more flourishing 
ancestry. The Bandicoot family (Peramelidac) is fairly represented; 
it includes the rabbit-bandicoot, which crosses in its eastern range 
the western border of the country. Carnivorous marsupials of 
destructive powers are few; the largest of them, the spotted-tailed 
native cat (Dasyurus maculates), is the most troublesome. Superior 
in size to the domestic cat, this pretender to the rank of cat is able 
to devastate a whole hen-roost an a single night, and is even said 
by the aboriginals to attack their infants. With theexception of 
a smaller species of the same kiad, and a brush-tailed ally very 
much mailer, but yet able to kill a fowl with a single bite, the rest 
(marsupial mice) are but partly carnivorous, chiefly insectivor as. 
and therefore useful. This fauna is now fortunately deprived  of 
the Tbliacions (Native Tiger) and Sareelskilas (Native Devil), which 
have been driven by physical changes southwards to Tasmania, 
and, it was thought until lately, of the Wombats, but • new species 
of these inoffensive burrowers has recently been discovered within 
the southern borders of the state. One other peculiarity in the 
form of a marsupial mammal is the little Musk-Rat (Hyesiiorynonu), 
inhabiting those northern scrubs which are so prolific in other 
animal forms f • to the rest of Australia, and seem to have 
received some of t devises from the Malay Archipelago and 
some from the Papuan Islands. The remarkable deposits of fossil 
bones, extending in patches throughout the length of the country, 
are sufficient proof that in former times • moth larger number of 
animals were 	 by it than are now to be found within its 
borders. Quee 	has only one native omnivorous beast, the 
dam.^ not a marsupial. Rats and mice of native origin  are In 
considerable variety; among them are the Jumping Rats (Hapeletis), 
Jerboa-hike little animals, which are seldom seen. The bats area 
several species; the most notorious of them are the great fruit-bats, 
or flying-foam, which the fruit grower could well enough spare. 
The Sitenian aammal. the dugong. haunts nearly the whole of 
the sat-line. The Echidna, a porcupine ant-eater and the 

Ems are met with in the south. Batrachbas are limited to the 
and their nearest allies—that is, to the tailless division of the 
, the tailed batrachians (newts, Re.) being, as far as is known 

at present, entirely absent. The greater part of the iron are 
arboreal in habit, the mot familiar being the latge Green Tree Frog. 
The exuberate., and divveerrsiwttyy of their food have doubtless been 
Oa cause of their elelscrtlafloo Into many distinct species. which  

enables am to play • vet maul pat in ehesidag else mama 
in of noxious insects. Snakes, as the other bad. am in tee 
great variety for human interests, as they live very largely on iamb 
feeders. The great majority belong to the venomous 
but fortunately the beds of which tlie bite is more or leas deadly 
are not numerous, and aneke-bite is one of the rarest cam of 
death. Those with the worm reputation are the Black Szabo and 
the Orange-bellied Black Snake (Pseodechis), the Brown Soma 
(Diensanna), the Keeled Snake (Tropodethis), and the Data Addle 
(Acaellsokes). The principal non-venomous species are the Pythons 
or constncting snakes, t.g. the comma Carpet Snake (Maside). 
the long lithe TreeSnake (Dear ►ephis) and the Fresh-water Smoke 
(Treptdosents). The Black -headed. Rock Snake (Aspassies). are 
of the Pythons, is said to reach the length of from ao to iS ft.. bit 
to be perfectly inoffensive. Several Iona of marine makes maw 
on the coasts, and all are to be accounted dangerous. Of repass, 
the most numerous group by far is that of the lizards, which have 
among them representatives of each of the leading families of the 
class except the Chameleons. Tortoise. are exemplified by seamy 
forms in the fresh waters; on the coasts by the Samar-beak, the 
edible turtle and the tortoise-shell turtle. Queensland waters am 
not at presept infested by any species of alligator. though in times 
past one of large size was a scourge on the boniers a the  ifs 
inland sea. Tbe crocodilian of its coasts a the crocodile ed tie 
Indian Seas, which ranges over the whole of the western tropical 
Pacific,_ and wanders south into Queensland waters as far as Kneel 
Bay. In the fresh-water pools of the northern tableland is famed 
a small and harmless crocodile (Poles) of a very uncommon lam. 
The avifauna is to the naturalist' exceedingly attractive, for it is 
full of surprises and interesting lines of research, while to the artist 
it is a storehouse of form and colour. Where flowering and hooey  

yielding trees prevail, a profusion of birds seek their food either as 
the insects attracted by the honey, or, if so fitted, on the 
itself. Accordingly, the most striking feature of the bird-life, 
the forests of eucalypts and acacias, is its richness in honeymmas 
and insect destroyers. The former. however, taken as a erbele, 
are not a natural group. but include a family of perching binds ad 
a portion of the parroquet family, both furnished with brush 
tongues adapted to the extraction of honey. A second dsmacterraie 
is the great development of that quaint company, the bower buds 
among them the regent bird, satin bird, cat birds, Ac.. constructors 
of the elaborate playgrounds which have excited so much attention-
A third is the presence in one small part of the territory of a cassowary. 
and on its seaboard of three kinds of rifle birds, both extensions 
southwards of the tropical families of cassowaries and Flambe 
birds. In the sameregion of prolific vegetation the handsome 
fruit-pigeons are also outliers of a large family of such ' 
spread through the Papuan jungles. There is one species
bird found in the southern highlands; the giant kingfisher, a la • 
jackass, is found in the same region. The Scrub-turkey (Cash tares ) 

 heaps its mound of rotting dibris to ferment in the shade of the 
jungles and give warmth to its eggs; the Scrub-hen (.1ergapwriat) 
piles up sand on the beach for the sun to furnish the necessary 
temperature. The comparative paucity of birds of prey (Palconidae), 
and the almost total absence of rasorial game- and poultry-birds, 
may be noted. Birds pursued for sport or prat, homer, are not 
wanting. The Emu and the Bustard or Plain Turkey afford wmt 
In the open country, Quail and Snipe in or near the timber, while 
rivers and lakes still unvisited by the gun are covered with Ducks 
and Geese, Swans and Pelicans. It has been said that Australia 
has no migratory birds: this is an error, founded upon an undue 
restriction of the term migratory. Several species could be mentioned 
which are truly migratory In Queensland, its the Mingo-shrike. 
Bee-eater. Dollar-bini, Ac. On the land surface, among its lowly 
organized products, interest centres in the multitudinous forma al 
insect-life, of which,excepting the Butterflies and Mods (Lepidopterist 
and Beetles (Coleoptera), comparatively little is known at present. 
Dams hanical to man, with the exception, la some Iseslities.  cad 
ants, flies and mosquitoes. are inconsiderable is amber. and 
poems few hurtful properties. Centipedes, scorpions and leeches 
am less troublesome than in most other tropical 

in 	
nines. Spiders 

present themselves 	able variety bat 	nue bad. a 
small black spider with

aton 
 red spots (Lear

, 	only
oderset), is malignant. 

Among the larger Insects proper. the greanwinged Phaei=11e. 
 Skeleton or Stick insects, the Leaf-insects, and the 

tailed Butterflies are especially notable, Many rtildifleetins eau 
remarkable for size or brilliancy of colour. 

Fides aid Fisheries.—The class fishes is extraordinarily profuse 
In diversified (ones the coral reefs being the grazing- end hunting.  

grounds of hosts of gorgeously decorated fish, chiefly of the Weenie 
family: these, however. are almost equalled in bmuty by the 
Chaetodons. Canards. ar.., of other habitats. AnIong the Perches 
are the enormous Groper, which may attain the weight of cwt-, 
the Murray Cod, and die Giant Perch, both excellent food.fra 
about To lb In weight.• Sharks of many species abound. A survival 
from the Mesozoic period is the Cesetedas or Burnett Sahara. 
which, formerly inhabiting the headwaters of the Murray. sail 
breeds in two of the smaller rivers north of the Bunys Range This 
fah wanes a rudimentary lung la addition to ordinary gills. The 
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Oen on the plains of the Interior from 20 to 30 In. usually fall 
every year. West of the coast range the air is dry and hot, and in 
summer the thermometer rises frequently to toe in the shade. 
The monsoons play an important part in cooling the atmosphere 
near the coast, and We very regular in the north. The winter 
climate is perfection, especially in the north, but frosts are frequent 
and regular west of the coast range. lee is commonly seen at 
Herberton. 17° S., during winter, and on the Darling Downs frosts 
are of nightly occurrence. 

Pefraloriew.—The population of Queensland In zoos was 
estimated at 538,0411-290,206 males and 237,845 females, 
the density of population per sq. In. being about o.79. In 
2861, that is, two years after the separation from New South 
Webs, the population at the colony stood at 34,400; in 2871 
it bad reached :25,100; in 188i, 227,00n; in 1891, 410,300, 
and at the calms of 1901, 4911,229. The policy of assisted 
immigration contributed greatly to Queensland's progress, and 
people of foreign descent are proportionately more numerous 
than in any of the other states, though they only amount to 
811% of the total population. At • the census of root 
there were 13,166 Germans, 3161 DIM, Ho Scandinavians, 
and among coloured aliens 1487 Chinese, 2269 Japanese, 939 
Ifindass and angels:Se, pm Pacific Islanders, and 1787 other 
MOM, making a total of 12,909 coloured aliens. It is estimated 
that the total aboriginal population of Queensland is about 
25,000. 

The birth. la Egos Were 13,656, of which ugo were illegitimate, 
and the deaths sso3, the respective rates.  ,per thomand of the 
population as-go and too. The deems in the birth fete 
will be gathered roas the following table:— 

barrier reefs are thickets of corals of the most varied forms, in life 
with colour, in death shrubs of snowy purity. Among 
fish conspicuous for beauty or rarity are the exquisitely 

delicate papa nautilus and Venus comb (Manx Omar:ow), the 
mane and other valuable cowries, and the gigantic 
which may moire a ship's tackle to Ilft it from its bed. The fishery 
of the trepaaz, b&he-dc-mer or sea slug employs a considerable 
number of boats about the coral reefs. Boiled, smoke-dried and 

rtned in bag., the trepang sells for exportation to China, though 
srecable and most nourishing soup is relished by Australian 

invalids. One species of this sea slug—the teat-fish—fetches as 
much as Deo per ton. The pearl fishery is a prosperous and 

one an or near Torres Straits. A licence is paid, and 
he tntffic is under government supervision. Thursday Island is 

the chief seat of this industry. The shells are procured by 
dlvfng. and fetch from 4120 to 1.200 a ton. Mother-of-pearl and 

11 constitute important exports of the colony, capable 
of great ems etion. Oysters are as fine flavoured as they ant 
abundant. Turtles are caught to the northward. Of the 
fait which frequent ths coast, one of the best keewa variation 
a the sea mullet (ifsgaidae), large shoals of which• strike the 
Australian coast too tn. south of Sydney, and travel northwards, 
arriving on the southern coast-lire of Queensland in the months of 
April and May, crossing bars and asang rivers on the appearance 
a south-easterly weather. These magnificent fish often attain a 
weight of from to lb to 12 lb. Small schools of bream succeed 
the mullet. and are followed in September and October by the 
poombah or tailor-fish, a fish of exceptional flavour, and much 
esteemed by epicures. These are succeeded by jewfish, specimens 
of which caught in southern waters have been known to exceed 
• weight of so lb, whiting, garfish and flatheads, while flounders, 
black and tongue asks am occasionally caught by seine or hauling 
pea White and black trevally, groper and rock cod, and a variety 
of bonito identical with the tunny of the Mediterranean Sea are 
also frequently met with.. Sevmal species of the tassel fish (Poly-
memo nracrocokar), from which Isinglass is procured. have been 
taken by fishermen. King-fah, bstfisb. Turner& and eels of many 
varieties are also common. Schner, btmm, rock cod. parrot-fish
and groper are caught by hook and line In from to to 30 fathoms 
of water of the rocky headlands of the southern coast. Sardines. 
whitebait and sprats make their appearance in large shoals on 
the coast at intervals. The barramundi (Osleoglonen lekharde). 
which occurs in the Dawson and western waters, is found also on 
the east coast 	is one of the moet esteemed fresh-water fish in 
Queensland. Dugong, which formerly were found in herds along 
.the northern coast and as tar south as Moreton 13ay, are caught in 
sot nets of 36 in. mesh. too fathoms in ten. Different varieties 
of turtle are plentiful. the green edible turtle beiag caught by large 
set nem, and preserved and tianed for export. -In-Tones Strait 
and the northern coast the hawksbill turtle, yielding the valuable 
tortolie•shell of commerce, is said to be captured In a peculiar 
manner, the suck fish or remora (Btane* seeerala) being 
utilised by the islanders for that purpose. The remora is carried 
alive in the bottom of the ausoeoe keg thin line being attached to 
the fish's tail and another usually to the gill. On • turtle being 
sighted and approached to within the length d the fine, the sicking-
SA is thrown towards It, and immediately it swims to and attaches 
itself by its singular head sucker to the under surface of the turtle, 
which it d moderate pin is easily pulled into the canoe. 

Amongst the =stem may be minuteman the gictotiodosmn 
 which are foetid on the reefs of the later Route- 

to ant met with weighing nearly half& ton. embedded in corer 
Freak-warns clams are found in the livers in the northern districts. 
The edible oyster (Orbs grawiniforo) has been largely cultivated 
In southern Queensland. Amongst other crustacea, the squat 
lobstergo(tnentit orkelelis) is, with giant prawns and quampi, or 
small 	en•lipped pearl shell, obtained by trawling in the southern 
waters. 	any varieties of crabs are also found on reefs and fore- 
abases at low tide; prawns and shrimps ate caught. dried, and form 
ea ankle for export . to ina; mewls. or razor-shell cockles, 
and empties (a sperms of 

Ch
small drell-fish) are also abundant, 

one•half of Queensland an within the tropka the 
climate is naturally warm, though the temperature has a daily 
range here than that of other countries under the same isothermal 
lines. This eitcornstance is doe to the sea breezes, which blow with 
great regularity. The hot winds which pavan during the summer 
in amen of the other states are unknown in Queensland. Of course, 
In a territory of such large extent there are many venetian of climate, 
:anal the beat it greater along the coast than on the elevated lands of 
the interior. In the Northern parts of the state the high temperature 
aall to penults of European descent. The mean temperature 

during December. January-and Mamm is y about 76*, 
while during June. July and August a averages about 6e. In 
towns farther north, however, the average is higher. Winter in 
Rockhampton, for instance, averages nearly 63• while the summer 
average rises almost to 53•. At Townsvtlle and Nonnanton the 
asylum, is higher sent. The average rainfall is high. especially 
along the non hern cow& when it rasps hum 60 to so in. per 
annum. At Brisbane 3o-or la. is the avenge at 36 years. and 

The death rate shows • remarkable diminution: in 11361-65 it 
averaged 21.06 per l000• in 1e71-73, 17-94 .; in 1881-85. 19-to; 
and in t591-95, 12-62. The marriage rate in 1903 was 6-04 per 
WOO, being an increase on the figures -for 1904 of 93. • 

The chief cities and towns, with their population in 1903, are:— 
Brisbane, 128,00o; Rockhampton, 15.4.61L Gympie, 13,200: 
Maryborer, 12,000; Townsville, 10,930; i'oowoomba, Pomo: 

Dornich, 8637; Mount Morgan, 8636; Charters_ Tower, 6000; 
undaberg, 30oo. 

ddannistraiion.=As one of the Commonwealth states 
Queensland returns six sena= and nine representatives to 
the federal parliameirt. The state parliament consists of a 
legislative council of 37 members nominated for life, and It 
legislative assembly of 72 Members, who each receive Lsoo 
per annum for their services. For purposes of local govern-
ment the state in rgos was divided into 46 municipalities and 
12$ shires. The boroughs control 354 K. M. and the shires 
667,598 sq. M.; the revenue and expenditure of the former in 
mcm being respectively Lps,sto and 1,3s1,64s, and of the 
latter f1go,837 and L180,4s7. Revenue is mainly derived 
from rates levied on the capital value of assessed propertlq 
which amounted for the whole state to 1,43,358,x73, representing 
an annual value of (2,647,40o. All improvements are exempt 
from assessment, and much Of the revenue is mrpehded in 
road-making and the building of bridges. Rates are supple-
mented by an endowment from the central government. 

BiscaNiesic—Pablie education is free, umectarian and compulsory. 
State or provisional schools are formed wherever an average 
attendants* or twelve children can be got. Theoretically the school 
age is from six to twelve years, but in practice compulsory attendance 
is seldom if ever adored in certain parts, owing mainly to the 
difficulty of providing suitable schools within reasonable access. 
In 1903 there were 1044 state schools, with 2382 teenier& and 
66,903 scholars. Of private schools the number so 1903 was 171. 
with 739 teachers and 14.891 pupas. Exclusive of coloured aliens 
almost the whole adult population can read and write. In _Igo,. 
the mm spent on education was (221,375. Ten sanialer ern0 
are endowed by the state. By a ',peens of competitive scholarships 
the government gives free education in grammar schools to scholars 
in mate schools, and aim three-yearly exhibitions to universities to 
students who pass an essasinatson of a high staedard. State aid 
is also reedited to schools of art. schools of dawn, free libraries 
and technical schools, 

Paw.  
1861-65 
1866-70 

18jB76- 80 
188881-85 

Birth Rate  per moo o 
 Popfilation. 

. 	• 43•07 
• • 4311 

. &Pat 
• 3613 

• • 	36.37 

Period  
16116-90 
1691-93 
akper-mos 
1901-05  

Birth Rate per moo 
of Population. 

. 	. 	313.81 
• • 	3.3 -1 5 
. 	. 3olo 
. 	. 26•oo 
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There is no state church. Amongst the different denomina-

tions the Church of England, at the date of the last census, 
numbered 32-5 % of the population, the Roman Catholic 
24.5 %. the Presbyterians 11•-, the Methodists 9.5, the Baptists 
2.6o, the Jews 0-2, other Christian bodies 12.3, Pagans and Mahom-
=dans, 44 

Finance.—For the year ending June 1905, the receipts amounted 
to £3,595,399, equal to 46, 575. zed. per inhabitant.. The chief 
items of revenue were: taxation, L454.574;  crown lands, £623,416; 
railways, L1409,4 1 4; 'balance refun by the federal government, 

i752,532. The expenditure for that year was fed:1149, equal to 
6, 575. 4d. per inhabitant; the chief items ngt—interest on 

public debt. £5,547,091; railways,( 181:2,931; education, 41322,496; 
charitable institutions. 135,335• e public debt of t e state 4 
at the end of 1905 was £39,068,827, or 417.it 6s. 3d. per inhabitant: 
the bulk of this sum, £23.567.554,  having been expended on railways. 
The following shows the growth of the public indebtedness:— 

Year. 	 Total Debt. Debt per Inhabitant. 
1861 	 . 	£io.000 	t 	0 9 
187 1 • 32 6 Ii 
1881   13.245. 1 50   58 	2 
1891 	 29,457.134 	73 12  a 
1901   39,338,427 	76  8 6 

Defeats.—The Commonwealth defence forces in Queensland bad 
an actual strength at the end of 1905 of 7252 men, comprising a 
permanent force of 258, 2486 militia, 959  cadets and 3189 riflemen. 

Minis;.—In Mount Morgan Queensland possesses one onthechief 
gold mines of the world, and this mine is also one of the leading 
copper mines of the Commonwealth. In 19.21 the value of the mineral 
production of the state was £3,726,275, being an excess over that 
of the previous year of 422,034. the highest , in the history of the 
 . This advance was due, not to any improvement in the gold 
yield, which, latterly, has receded from the high level of former 
years, but to the increased output of the industrial metals. The 
value of the minerals, other than gold, won during 5905 amounted 
to £1,208,980, almost one-third of the total value of the year's 
mineral production, in which gold represented £2,517,295: silver, 
£69,176; copper. £503.547: tie. £297454. and coal, 4555,422. 

Agriculture.—The total area under cultivation in Queensland in 
1905 was 622,987 acres, the principal crops being —wheat, 519.356 
acres; maize, 113,720 acres: V. 37.425 acres: green  forage. 66. ;183 
acres; potatoes, 7170 acres; barley. 5201 acres. Sugar-cane cuitiva- 

tion is important. The progress of the industry may be gauged from 
the following figures:—area under cane in 1864, 94 acres; 1821, 
9581 acres; 5881, 28,026 acres; 1891. 50,948 acres; 1901, 112,031 
acres; 5905, 134,502 acres. The greater part of the field work oa 
the Queensland plantations was long performed by coloured labour, 
chiefly South Sea islanders. In 1901. however, the federal parlia-
ment passed an act under the provisions of which a limited number 
of Pacific islanders were allowed to enter Australia up to the 31st 
of March 1904, but after that date their coming was to be pro. 
bibited. All agreements for the employment of these Kanakas 
were to terminate on the 31st of December 1906, after which date 
all Pacific islanders were to be deported. Fruit cultivation has 
attained considerable importance. In 1905. 2044 acres were under 
vines; 6198 under bananas; 1845 under pineapples; 3078 under 
oranges: 374 under mangoes: 173 under strawberries; 532 under 
apples. The soil and climate of Queensland are admirably fitted 
for theproduction of excellent cotton, but this promise has not been 
realized. In 1871 the export of this staple was over 2,600,000 lb, 
valued at f29,000; the production gradually diminished and in 
5898 absolutely ceased. The year 1902 saw a revival when 8 acres 
were planted; and in 5905 171 acres were devoted to cotton-
growing. While the area set apart for tobacco cultivation continues 
to increase, the yield in 1905 being 50,230 cwt. (cured leaf) from 933 
acres, the production of coffee dropped from 132,554 lb in 1904 to 
82,230 lb in 1905. 

Stock-raising is. however, the principal industry of the country. 
At the close of ;905 the numbers of the principal kinds of stock 
depastured were: cattle, 4,6 ca 2,963,695; sheep, 12,535,231; horses, 
430,565; swine. 164,087. The cattle industry has been greatly 
affected by the ravages of the cattle tick and by a succession of 
disastrous seasons, and the number in the state in 19o5 was con-
siderably less than half the number mustered in 1894. As the 
state is very lightly stocked a few good seasons will serve to bring 
the number of cattle up to the previous greatest record. The sheep 
industry in Queensland though of less importance than the cattle, 
is still considerable. and of the six states of Australia, Queensland 
ranks second in the number which it depastures. The sheep 
depastured in 1905 were some nine millions less than in 1892. The 
weight of wool exported in 1905 was 53.022,222 lb; in 5892, 
however, the export was over 505 millions. Good progress has been 
made in dairying, the production of butter in toos being 20,320,000 
Iti; of cheese, 2.682.089 lb; of bacon and ham. to.500.335 lb. 
It is estimated that the annual value of the pastoral and dairying 
industry of Queensland Is about 48.224.000. The export of live 
cattle in 1905 amounted in value to it.sco.855; of fresh and pre- 
served meat. 4707.145; of wool. L2,280,924; of tallow, £183,372—  

in 1894 the tallow export was nearly 30,000 tom, ealsal 
£396,000. 

Manstfaatirer.—Queensland is not populous enough 03 hie 
manufactures on a large scale, nevertheless there are at, pine' 
employed in the 1911 establishments of the state. T&"inayir:. 
of these persons are engaged in the preparation of natural ;cods 
for export, such as sugar, preserved meats and the like, a . 
industries arising out of the domestic requirements of the pets, 
tion. The horse cower employed in 1905 was 28,009; the sale 
of plant and machinery was 43,988,056; and of land =drive 
£2,7709,951; while the value of the output stood at 48,13o 

Commerce.—The shipping entering Queensland' ;sorts in 1g1 
had a tonnage of 1,067.745  as compared with 468,607 in 
The imports in 1905 were 0,699,345, which is much less this 
average of of Australia, but nearly all the Queensland import, - 
are for home consumption, whereas New South Wales, Vet.
and South Australia have a large re-export trade... in. tflot 

in 1900, £7,184,112, or £14, t3$. 3d. per inhabitant. The di 

two causes: -the irregularity of !the state borrowings ael • 
manner in which private capital has been sent from Eeglaid- - 

 from the Australian states for investment in Queensland. hots 
borrowings and the investments appearing in the imports 
important bearing of these two items on the Queensland 
trade may may be gathered from the fact that, since 1863. thee 
been an inflow of capital into the state at the rate of about • 
million and a quarter sterling per annum. Theports - 
Queensland in 1905 were valued at £51,939,594  which

ex 
 stpr 

the very high average of 422. 145. 3d. per head; nearly the •t 
amount represents goods and produce of local origin. Geist I - 

to 1861 the amount of exports at the various • .&roa.- ,  I pr.- 

Year. 	Value of Total Exports. 	Exports per 

18716t 	£709,599043 	
422 14 

18 	 2 760 	22 111 1 

5901 	. 	. 	. 	. 	9,249.366 	
2015 1t38 66 z881 	 3 sac, 366 

1891 	. 	. 	 58 	5 . 	8,305,382 It 
Brisbane is the chief seat of trade, but this port does am hoB• 
predominating a position as do the chief cities of the other Ix' 
In. regard to their minor ports. is 1905 sthrfe trade at the er, 

 prmapal seaports bf Queensland was :— 

	

Port. 	 Imports. Exports 

	

Brisbane 	

tt 104  

for traffic at the end of that year was 3113; there were also 
of privately owned railways. Railway construction in its - 

commenced in 5864, some five years after the introductisa d - 

vonsible government. Progress during the early years was • 
slow; in 5871 only 218 m. had been constructed and in tfai 
Soo m.; between 5881 and 189t railway construction vas se 
on rapidly, an average of 152 m. a year being opened bevies 1' 
dates. In 1891 the length open for traffic was 2320 	lo" 
5901 28oi m. The state railways its 1905 earned Lt4633L5 • 
the working expenses were 4851.622, leaving the net or - 

 £635,908, which is equal to 2•91% upon the capital MP" 
As the rate of interest paid on the outstanding loans ti the i.".•• 
land government is 3-94. there is an actual loss to the state d' 
This loss, however, Is more than counterbalanced by tern  nc 
tages resulting from the construction of the railway^. 

Posts and Telegrapiu.—There were 1360 post °Mesa is tie 
in rim; telegraph StatiOes DUMbeted sss, and there saw ?t, 

 phone exchanges. The revenue from these three servios c - 
was respectively 4233,523, £88,285 and £35,765—a total 41:51- , 

 as against an expenditure o Lat5,42o. 
Banking.—The liabilities of the eleven banks trading ie 

in tgos totalled £r3, 70,865, and the Watts i/1 640,11.201  • 
deposits amounted to Lt3.217,o84. The banks held cons airy_ 
to the value of 41,1576. lo the Goveroment Sayre - 
there was a sum of £3,992,758 to the credit of /84,163 tar-
Thee deposits io all ba amounted, therefore, to 412.zoatlat. 
represents £32. I Is. sod. per head of population. 

Au r Heat r tes.—Statistical Register of Cniernslowd (anouan. 1.1""' 
land Official Year Book (egos); Reports of the Governwport Sutr"-- 

 If. Russell. Genesis of Queensland (Sydney. MA); I. 
Queensland Pad and Purest(Brisbane, tan): T. A- Co 
Australia and New Zealand (Sydney. nos): F. N. 	' 
en ale Flora eat Qaessulersd. 

imports were valued at 4968,000, or Lit per inhabitant; is t' . 
45,563,000, or £13 per inhabitant; in 	1, /4,o6.1,o0o, or 
per inhabitant; in 1891, L5,029,000, or (11. 13$. per inhaba- 

between the capitation figures of various years is due 

Townsville  	671,855 	: 

P2 Rockhampton 437.068 t 9 

Bundaberg 121 567  498,asi 
Maryborough . 248.X6 
Macka 499.03A 
Cairns

y 
	 384,7t6 	ana) 

Railways.—Up to egos the state had expended tt= 
construction and equipment of railwa 	

i 
the ys. 
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The Portuguese may have known the northern shore nearly 
a century before Torres, in 16os, sailed through the strait 
since called after him, or before the Dutch landed in the Gulf 
of Carpentaria. Captain Cook passed along the eastern coast 
in t 77o, taking possession of the country as New South Wales. 
Flinders visited Moreton Bay in T8o2. Oxley was on the 
Brisbane in 1823, and Allan Cunningham on Darling Downs in 
1827. Sir T. L. Mitchell in 1846-47 made known the Maranon, 
Warrego, and Barcoo districts. Leiehhardt in 1845-47  tra-
versed the coast country, going round the gulf to Port Essington, 
but was lost in his third great journey. Kennedy followed 
down the Barcoo, but was killed by the blacks while exploring 
York Peninsula,. Burke and Wills crossed western Queens-
land in •186o. Landesborough, Walker, M'Kinlay, Hann, 
Jack, Hodgkinson and Favence continued the researches• 
Squatters and miners opened new regions. Before its separa-
tion in :859 the country was known as the Moreton Bay district 
of New South Wales. A desire to form fresh penal depots led 
to the discovery of Brisbane river in December 1823, and the 
proclamation of a penal settlement there in August 2826. The 
convict population was gradually withdrawn again to Sydney, 
and in 1842 the place was declared open to free persons only. 
The first land sale in Brisbane was on August 9, 1843. An 
attempt was made in 1846, under the colonial ministry of 
Gladstone, to establish at Gladstone on Port Curtis the 
colony of North Australia for ticket-of-leave men from Britain 
and Van Diemen's Land. Earl Grey, when secretary for the 
Colonies, understrong colonial appeals arrested this policy, and 
broke up the convict settlement. In 1841 there were 176 males 
and '14 females; in 1 844, 540  in all; in 1846, 1867. In 1834 
the governor and the English rulers thought it necessary to 
abandon Moreton Illy altogether, but the order was withheld. 
The first stock belonged wholly to the colonial Government, 
but flocks and herds of settlers came on the Darling Downs in 
1841. In 1844 there were r7 squatting stations round Moreton 
Bay and 26 in Darling Downs, having 13,295 cattle and 
184.651 sheep. In 5849 there were 2812 horses, 72,096 cattle, 
and 1.077,683 sheep. But there were few persons in Brisbane 
and Ipswich. The Rev. Dr Lang then began his agitation in 
England on behalf of this northern district. 

Some settlers, who sought a separation from New South 
Wales, offered to accept British convicts if the ministry granted 
independence. In answer to their memorial a shipload of 
ticket-of-leave in ed was sent in 18so. In spite of the objection 
of Sydney, the Moreton Bay district was separated him New 
South Wales by an Order in Council of 13th May 1859, and pro-
claimed the colony of Queensland. The population was then 
about 20,000, and the revenue £6475. 

The constitution, which was based upon the New South 
Wales Act of 1853, provided for i6 electoral districts, with a 
representation of 26 members. A Legislative Council was 
also formed, to which the governor of New South Wales, Sir 
William Denison, appointed 5 members, to hold office for four 
years, and Sir George Ferguson Bowen, the first governor of 
the new colony, 8 life members. Robert (afterwards Sir 
Robert) George Wyndham Herbert was the first premier and 
colonial secretary, and held office until 1866. Of the 39 repre-
sentatives in the first Parliament, 20 were pastoralists; the 
others may be roughly classed as barristers, solicitors, and 
merchants. The pastoralists were the pioneers of settlement 
in the colony; those best known were the Archers of Gracemere, 
the Bells of Jimboor, the Gores of Yandilla, the Bigges of 
Mount Brisbane, Mr (afterwards Sir) Arthur Hodgson, Robert 
Ramsay, Gordon Sandernan, and Messrs Kent and Wienholt. 
The white population at the end of 1859 was 25,788, and the 
exports were valued at Lsoo,000. 

Ifralert's Administration, 18.Kr:86d.—The first Parliament 
mu Wetted on May a9, 186o. The providing of revenue and 
the establishment of immigration were the chief matters for 
consideration. The treasury was practically empty, but Sir 

Saul Samuel, treasurer of New South Wales, took a broad and 
generous view of the situation, and rendered financial aid, 
whilst in 1861 the first Government loan of £123,800 was 
authorized, the money being appropriated to public works and 
European immigration. Labour was so scarce that as early 
as tetst the squatters had imported Chinese; various schemes 
for the introduction of coolies on a large scale were now mooted, 
but public opinion was decidedly against any increase in the 
number of coloured aliens then in the colony. In 1859 the 
educational system was a mixed national and denominational 
onc; there were no schools of the latter class, t of the former, 
and 3o priyate schools. In 186o a Board of General Education 
was established, which extinguished the denominational system 
and placed the schools under State control. In the same 
year State aid to religion was abolished.. The governor, in 
opening Parliament in 1863, pronounced decisively against 
the reintroduction of convicts. In that year Queensland 
boldly grappled with the extension of colonizing, and a settle-
ment was established at the northerly point of Cape York pen-
insula by Mr Jardine. During the following two years ports 
were opened along the coast, and pastoral occupation spread 
far into the northern and western interiors. The first sod 
of the first railway, from Ipswich to the Darling Downs, 
wis turned on 14th February 1864. On February r, 1866, 
Mr Herbert retired, and Mr Macalister became premier and 
Mr Mackenzie colonial secretary. In the following July the 
failure of the Overend and Gurney and • Agra banks, in the 
latter of which the Government had public moneys, caused the 
collapse of a loan which was being negotiated in London. A 
panic followed: the Government could not pay the railway 
contractors, and the navvies employed by them started for 
Brisbane, threatening to bang the ministers and loot the town. 
On arrival, however, they were easily headed off to • reserve. 
By this time the treasury was empty, general insolvency pre-
vailed, and the community appeared to be wrecked. Treasury 
bills to the amount of boo,000 were issued, and the governor 
in council was authorized to legalize treasury notes, when 
necessary, as currency, payable In gold on demand, to tide 
over the crisis. Prior to this, however, the treasurer took 
preliminary steps to issue fjoo,000 " Legal Tender Notes "-
inconvertible " greenbacks "—but Sir George Bowen informed 
the premier that he should veto such a scheme, and suggested 
the issue of treasury bills. Mr Macalister thereupon resigned, 
and Mr Herbert, who had made arrangements to proceed to 
England (where subsequently he became permanent secretary 
of the Colonial Office), took office again to help the colony 
through the difficulty. His second ministry lasted for eighteen 
days, and, having passed the Treasury Bills Act, he retired 
from the public life of Queensland. The only determined 
opposition the Herbert ministry met with was from the towns-
people's representatives, whose contention was that the squatters 
dipped too deeply into the public purse for public works ex-
penditure; but an important factor in the early parliamentary 
days was the opposition between the Brisbane and Ipswich parties 
in the House, the latter town aspiring to be the capital of the 
colony. 

The Discovery of the Coltifidds, zS66-z879.—Macalistel 
returned to power in August t866, and dealt so vigorously with 
the after-effects of the financial crisis that by the end of 1867 
affairs had approached their normal condition. A new era was 
now opened for Queensland by the discovery of gold. The 
Gympic field was discovered by Nash in 1867, and a big " rush ^ 
resulted. In 1872 Hugh Mosman discovered Charters Towers, 
the premier goldfield of the colony; and Hann, the rich Palmer 
diggings. Other important discoveries were also made, and 
Queensland has ever since been a gold-producing colony. Mining 
is the foundation upon which much of the progress of the colony 
has been built, and the legislation and records show continuous 
traces of the influence of the gold-getter. In t873 John Murtagh 
Manxman, a digger, was returned to Parliament expressly as a 
mining representative; and other men of • different stamp from 
the representatives of the squatters and townspeople, who hail 
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hitherto composed the House, now began to enter public life. 
From 1870 to 1879 progress was satisfactory, trade interests 
were prosperous, and in this decade the foundations of the 
public and social structure of Queensland were laid. Agriculture 
was extended, and sugar-growing took the place of cotton 
cultivation. (The first crop of sugar was grown by the Hon. 
Louis Hope at Cleveland, about 1862.) Hitherto politics had 
been .nonp domestic artisan, and legislation was chiefly of a domest 
character. From the time of Herbert's departure until the 
appearance of Thomas Melly/raids and Samuel Walker Griffith, 
the two master-spirits of Queensland parliamentary life, the 
political history of the colony was composed of short-lived 
adminbtrations, with Messrs Macalister, Mackenzie, Palmer, 
Lilley, George Thorn and John Douglas (afterwards Government 
Resident at Thursday Island) as premiers. Arthur Hunter 
Palmer (whose administration, from 1870 to 1874, had the 
longest life), a New South Wales squatter, entered the Queens-
land Parliament in 2866. He was one of the most popular of 
Queensland's parliamentary leaders, and has left the impress of 
his labours on the public works, and educational and defence 
force systems of the colony. In 1870 Queensland was dis-
appointed in her ambition of becoming the connecting-point 
for Australia with the European and Eastern cable systems. A 
company—the British Australian Telegraph Company was 
formed in London tp connect Australia by cable with Singapore. 
The plan provided for a land line from the Queensland telegraphs 
at Burketown to Port Darwin, in the Northern Territory, where 
the cable was to be landed. Writing on nth January 2870, 
the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company officially 
informed the governor of Queensland that it had received a 
contract from the British Australian Telegraph Company to 
construct " cables and land lines, to be laid between Singapore 
and Burketown, in North Australia." The Construction Com-
pany deputed Commander Noel Osborn to negotiate with the 
Governments of South Australia and Queensland in reference 
to the land line; but on arrival in Adelaide he accepted the offer 
of the South Australian Government to construct and maintain 
a telegraph line right across the continent from Port Darwin to 
Adelaide, and Queensland was informed that the original plan 
had been abandoned. Although the company was thus saved 
the expense of making and maintaining the Port Darwin-Burke-
town line, it was regarded as having broken faith with Queens-
land, which had specially pushed on her telegraph system to 
connect with the proposed line. In consequence of this incident 
Queenslanders have not always had the facilities for cheap cabling 
to Europe enjoyed by the other colonies, though the subsequent 
owners of the cable, the Eastern Companies, were in no way 
responsible for the act of their predecessors. 

A resolution in favour of the payment of members was 
carried in 1871. In 1872 the first Agent-General in London, 
Richard Daintree, was appointed. The same year the Railways 
Act Amendment Act was passed, authorizing the construction 
of railways by private enterprise, land being offered as com-
pensation for the outlay. Electoral representation was increased 
to forty-two ambers. In January 1874 Palmer resigned, 
and Macalhiter came into power for two years, the most import-
ant measure of his Government being the State Education 
Act of 1875, on which the present educational system is based. 
Both Messrs Mcllwraith and Griffith were members of the 
Macalister ministry, but the former resigned in October 1874, 
owing to a difference of opinion as to a proposed land-grant 
railway from Dalby to Normanton. In $78 Mr (afterwards 
Sir) James Francis Garrick first became a cabinet minister, 
joining the Douglas ministry as secretary for public works and 
mines. 

Active Politics; h3yp-t8po•—On xrst January 1879 the first 
Mcllwraith admfastradoe came into power, and an import-
ant extension of local government was one of the early measures 
passed, divisional boards being formed to take charge of public 
works in districts not included in municipalities. In the 
following session, 188o, 'the Opposdtion, led by Mr Griffith, 
bitterly opposed the Government, proposals on Kanaka labour.  

land-grant railways, and • European mall service via Tones 
Straits. The Government, however, concluded an agreement 
with the British India Steam Navigation Company for a monthly 
mail service between Brisbane and London for an annual 
subsidy of £55,000. The Railway Companies Preliminary Act, 
giving the governor in council power to treat with persona 
willing to construct railways in return for grants of Bow acres 
of land for each mile of rails laid, was also passed. This meatus 
was generally unpopular, and no railways were built under its 
provisions. During the session Mr Griffith impeached the 
premier in connexion with contracts for the purchase of t s,000 
tons of steel railway metals, and their carriage to the colony, 
made in London whilst Mcilwraida was there in January VISo-
A select committee in the colony, and afterwards a Royal 
Commission in London, subsequently reported in the peenriers 
favour. The discovery of the celebrated Mount Morgan gold 
mine, and the initiation of artesian well-boring by R. L Jack, 
Government geologist, took place in 188s. In 1883 a great 
drought prevailed, and the compulsory stoppage of public works 
demoralised the labour market. Early in the year information 
reached the colony .that Germany proposed to annex a portion 
of New Guinea, which, together with other islands in the Papuan 
Gulf, was becoming of great strategic value to Australia; and 
the premier, fearing that it would thus be lost to the empire. 
instructed Mr H. M. Chester, police magistrate at Thursday 
Island, to proceed to Port Moresby and take possession of the 
unappropriated portion of the island in the name of the crown. 
This act was afterwards—to the indignation of Australia—
repudiated by Lord Derby; and, eventually, under the Berlin 
Treaty of i886, England and Germany entered into joint-
possession of that part of New Guinea lying east of io• E. In 
July Sir Thomas Mcllwraith (created K.C.M.G. in t832) was 
defeated by 17 votes to 16 on a proposal to arrange for the 
construction of a land-grant railway from Charieville to the 
Gulf of Carpentaria. The general elections which followed were 
fought mainly on the questions of coloured labour for the sugar 
plantations and land-grant railways. The Government was 
defeated, and Griffith formed his first administration. Liter 
In the year the premier drafted the Federal Council Act at 
Sydney. and through his efforts Queensland eventually joined 
the Federal Council of Australasia. In 1884 • ten-million Loan 
Act was passed, intended to secure continuity in borrowing for 
railway construction, but many of the lines specified were 
unsurveyed. According to the view now generally held in 
Queensland, this loan seriously hampered the colony in after 
years. In 1887 the number of seats in the Assembly was 
increased to' 72 (the present number), and several reforms were 
effected in the public service, notably the establishment of the 
department of agriculture. At the general elections in s888 
Sir Thomas Mcllwraith was returned for North Brisbane, defeat-
ing Sir Samuel Griffith (who had been created R.C.M.G. in 1886) 
by a large majority, and resumed office as premier and leader of 
the " National Party."' Ill-health, however, soon compelled 
him to leave the colony, and he was succeeded by Boyd Dunlop 
Morehead. Sir Thomas Mcllwraith's inflexible nature was 
evidenced all through his public life. On the death of Sir 
Anthony Musgrave in Brisbane in t888, he maintained that the 
Government should be consulted as to the appointment of the 
new governor. Lord Knutaford declined to accept this view, 
and appointed Sir Henry Brake. The premier formally protested, 
and • deadlock ensued, which was only removed by the resign*. 
floe of the governor-designate. In 2889 payment of members at 
the rate of boo a year, plus ts. 6d. per mile travelling expenses, 
was established. In au a finandal =fah arose. Sir Thomas 
Mcllwralth had returned to the colony and dissociated himself 
from the ministry. He conferred on the situation with Sir 
Samuel Oriffith, and a want-of-oon6denee motion was wady 
carried. Morehead resigned, and a coalition ministry, with 
Griffith as premier, chief secretary and attorney-general, and 
Mcllwraith as treasurer, was formed.• An agitation for the 
separation of Queensland into two or three separate celawins-- 
mentioned as early as 066—was very marked during Ma 
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period. It took formidable shape at Townsville in 188; the 
chief argument in its favour being that the north and central 
districts did flea get • fair share of the public expenditure. 
Delegates were sent to London on several occasions to Interview 
the Colonial Secretary, but success did not attend these direct 
appeals. Sir Samuel Griffith's Decentralization Bill of 1890, 
which proposed to erect separate legislatures in the three 
divisions with powers of local government,- was a blow to 
separationists, and the agitation gradually disappeared. 

The Labour Party is Po'Wu, 18ao-ruoo.—The decade from 
1890 to :goo was chiefly notable, apart from the accomplish-
ment of Federation, for the rise of the Labour party as a power 
In politics and the gradual disappearance of the squatter as 
a dominant factor. In ago the old opponents, Sir Samuel 
Griffith and Sir Thomas McIlwraitli, were still working side by 
side. The revenue for the year fell short of the estimates by 
half a million sterling, and a heavy accumulated deficit had 
to be grappled with by Parliament. Sir Thomas McAlma, 
the treasurer, proposed a dividend tax and other imposts, 
which were agreed to, and a Treasury Bills Act authorizing 
an issue of isoo,000 was also passed. A Constitution Ad 
establishing triennial Parliaments, in place of quinquennial, 
which had hitherto existed, also went through. In August 
the great maritime strike spread to Brisbane, and crippled 
trade and commerce for several months. In 1891 a loan for 
2 ,sco,000, which was issued in London under the auspices 

of the Bank of England, failed. Sir Thomas McIlwraith 
reflected strongly in Parliament on the conduct of the Bank 
of England, and the governor of the bank wrote to Sir James 
Garrick, the agent-general, protesting against Sir Thomas 
alcIlwraith's statements, and breaking off relations with the 
colony; but mutual explanations afterwards healed the 
breach. 

Litigation was initiated by the London board of the Queens-
land Investment and Land Mortgage Company against the 
Queensland directors, on the ground that they had made 
advancer, without taking adequate security. The case was 
tried by the chief justice, Sir Charles Lilley, in agi and 180, 
the defendants being Sir Thomas McAwraith, Sir Arthur 
Palmer, then president of the Legislative Council, and Messrs 
F. H. Hart and E. IL Drury. The judge submitted 1 43 
questions to the jury, and though these were answered generally 
in favour of the defendants, judgment was entered largely for 
the plaintiffs. On appeal, heard before a specially constituted 
cutlet, presided over by the late Sir William Windeyer of New 
South Wales, this judgment was reversed, with oasts. Lack 
of employment and a disastrous strike of bush workers para-
lysed the colony in this year. The strike began in January at 
Logan Downs station, where 200 shearers refused to sign the 
Pastoralists' Convention agreement. This strike was remark-
able for the determined and aggressive attitude of the men, 
and the firm, though conciliatory, manner in which it was 
handled by Mr (afterwards Sir) Horace Tozer, the colonial 
secretary, who had to provide military forces and artillery to 
hold the strikers in check. The trouble lasted many months; 
and after it was over a farcically planned plot to seize the 
central district and proclaim a republic- was revealed in the 
briabane Courier. As an outcome of this strike, " New 
Australia "—a settlement on communistic lines—was founded 
M Paraguay (ex.). The year 1891 was one of gloom and 
depression: want of money interfered with public works, and 
the impending stoppage of Kanaka labour and the low price of 
sugar almost ruined the planters. Sir Samuel Griffith then 
announced his conversion to the policy of continuing Kanaka 
labour for the sugar plantations, and also of land-grant railways. 
An act was passed authorizing agreements with companies 
for the extension of the trunk lines on this principle; but the 
measure was unpopular, and no transactions under the act 
are recorded. Financial depression reached its height in 5893: 
I e salaries of ministers and civil servants were reduced, and 

deistic retrenchments were made in every department. In 
February, 107 in. of rain fen at the head of the Brisbane  

river, and enormous losses were caused by the resulting floods; 
several vessels, including the Queensland Government gunboat 
Pahang, were washed into the Brisbane Botanic Gardens, 
and left high and dry when the waters subsided. A second 
flood followed and caused further losses. ROckhanapton, 
Bowen, Townsville, and other places also suffered severely 
from floods. On 13th March Sir Samuel Griffith was gazetted 
chief justice, and on the z7th Mr (afterwards Sir) Hugh M. 
Nelson became premier and • treasurer, and $ir Thomas 
Mcllwraith chief secretary and secretary for railways. Parlia-
ment was dissolved on 3rd April, and after the general elections 
the ministry returned with 38 supporters, against Labour, 
16, and Opposition and Independent, i8. During- the month 
several financial institutions suspended payment, and on 
reth May the Queensland National Bank dosed its doors. 
Parliament was hurriedly summoned to deal with the financial 
crisis and the question of the Government funds held by the 
Queensland National Bank. Treasury notes, issued against 
coin held by the treasurer, were made legal tender throughout 
the colony; an issue of it,000,000 treasury bills to retire 
the treasury notes was authorized, and a series of acts dealing 
with the suspended banks were passed. To assist the un-
employed, labour and co-operative communities were started, 
but proved failures. An impetus was given to the sugar 
industry by the Sugar Works Guarantee Act, which authorized 
the treasurer to guarantee debentures issued by companies 
for the erection of sugar mills and plant. In rtige little legisla-
tion was achieved, the policy of the Government being directed 
towards national rehabilitation. In 1893 Sir Thomas hicliwraith 
left the colony for London, where he died on 17th July gem. 
At the general election of 2896 the Labour party slightly 
improved its position. In that year a committee of investiga-
tion reported a heavy deficit in the affairs of the Queensland 
National Bank, and made certain recommendations. In 1897 
the bank was reconstructed a sewed time upon terms very 
favourable to the institution. An act was passed granting 
powers to a company to construct a railway from the rich 
mining district of Chillagoe to the terminus of the Cairns 
railway at Mareeba; at the end of fifty years the State was 
to have the right to acquire the line. In Apnl 1898 the 
Queensland-born statesman, T. J. Byrnes, whose early death 
in the following September was lamented throughout Australia, 
succeeded Sir Hugh Nelson as premier. On ,4th October 
the trial of the three ex-directors of the Queensland National 
Bank, Messrs F. H. Hart, B. D. Morehead and A. B. Webster, 
was commenced. The prosecution was instituted by die 
Government, on the advice of three barristers to whom the 
report of the committee of investigation into the affairs of the 
bank, which sat in 1897, was submitted. After a trial lasting 
is days, a verdict of " Not guilty " was returned. Proposals 
for the acquisition of aso,000 acres of land in New Guinea, 
made by a syndicate of London capitalists, were provisionally 
agreed to, but were eventually rejected, owing to a popular 
outcry raised in the colony and in New South Wales and 
Victoria. In 18g6 the first of • series of factory acts was 
passed, and in 1907 Wages Boards were established for fixing 
the statutory minimum rate of wages. (See AUSTRALIA.) 

Federation was a burning question in the neighbouring 
colonies during the year, but Queenslanderis generally took 
little interest in the movement, and the colony was not repre-
sented at the Federal Convention at Melbourne when the 
Commonwealth Bill was passed. In iligg Mr (afterwards 
Sir J. IL) Dickson, who had succeeded Byrnes as premier, was 
enlisted on the side of the " Billites," and in June of that year 
an Enabling Bill was passed. • In-September the Referendum 
supported the act by the narrow majority of 7492 votes on a 
poll of 69,484. Towards the end of the second session the 
minis/try narrowly escaped defeat on the Railway Standing 
Committees Bill, and resigned. Mr Dawson, leader of the 
Labour Opposition, then formed a ministry, and held office 
from tat December to 7th December i899. He was then 
defeated on a motion by R. Philp, and resigned, and Philp 
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became premier, and was in power when Queensland joined 
the Commonwealth. The year was shadowed by the con-
tinuance of a terrible drought, which towards the end of i9oo 
became so aggravated that the revenue began to fall off, owing 
to decreased receipts from railways and land. In that year 
Philp's chief policy was the passing of legislation to permit 
of the construction of railways by private enterprise. The 
Labour party offered vigorous opposition; but notwithstanding 
this a certain amount of progress was made. The Government 
appointed Dr Maxwell, an American sugar expert, to super-
intend the sugar industry in the colony; a State school of 
mines was established at Charters Towers; and the com-
pulsory clauses of the Education Act were put in force for 
the first time. Another act of importance was the establish-
ment of a Government land bank. A powerful agitation for 
the extension or renewal of the leases of pastoral lands was 
raised, but no legislation resulted. A suggestion that Sir 
Samuel Griffith should retire from the chief justiceship, on a 
pension of £1750 a year (to be reduced by any emoluments 
received), to enable him to enter Federal politics, fell through. 
Some important discoveries of coal were made during the year, 
and dredging the northern rivers for gold became an established 
industry. J. R. Dickson represented the colony in London at 
the conference of Federal delegates in 1900, when the final 
details of the Commonwealth were settled. Early in 1901 he 
was created K.C.M.G., but died somewhat suddenly, at Sydney, 
on 9th January of that year, shortly after he had been made a 
member of the first Federal ministry. 

Alien loonnigralion.—The working classes of Queensland have 
always objected to the presence of coloured aliens, and successive 
Governments have legislated against indiscriminate immigration 
into the colony. In 1876 Governor Cairns reserved an act imposing 
certain disabilities upon Chinese working on goldfields. In that 
year a poll tax of Lie was imposed upon Chinese arriving. In 1884 
another principle was adopted: masters of ships were only allowed 
to carry to Queensland ports one Chinese for every so registered 
tons, and the poll tax was increased to Eyi. In 1888 Queensland 
took the lead in summoning an intercolomal conference on Chinese 
immigration, the outcome of which was the adoption of uniform 
legislation: in the Queensland Act passed that year the main 
provision was that only one Chinese for every Soo rmistered tons 
should be permitted to be carried to the colony from Chinese ports. 
The poll tax was then abolished. This act was also reserved, but 
received the Royal Assent on 5th February 189o, after slight 
modification had been made. 

treaty arrangements with Japan had been carried through by 
the Imperial Government, at the initiation of Queensland, under 
which theJapanese Government undertook to prevent the emigra- 
tion of coolies to the colony: and a Pearl Shell Fisheries Act was 
passed in 1895 placing restrictions upon the acquisition of vested 
interests in the Industry by Japanese and other aliens. At Federa-
tion eight acts—two Imperial and six local—regulated the importa-
tion of Kanakas from the South Seas: that of 188o was the basis 
of the system under which Kanakas were recruited in the islands. 
brought to the colony in schooners, employed there,- and returned 
to their homes at the end of their three years engagements. The 
1884 act confined Kanakas to field work. In December 1884 a 
Royal Commission was appointed, consisting of Messrs W. Kinnaird 
Rose. J. F. Bucklaod, and Hugh M. Milman, to report upon the 
system of recruiting Kanakas. Following the report of the Com-
mission, which was in effect that many islanders had been recruited 
"by force and fraud." Sir Samuel Griffith. then premier, introduced 
the important Pacific Island Labourers Amendment Act of 1885, 
which stopped the importation of Kanakas after 1890. It was—
and is—an article of faith with the working classes that white 
labour could be utilized forstupicaultivation. Yet from the passing 
of the act the sugar industry n to decay, no fresh capital was 
put into it, plantations dwindledd down in value so to 75%, 
mills were closed, and the magnificent industry threatened to die 
out. Sir Samuel Griffith, being converted by these signs of the 
times from his position that sugar could flourish in the colony without 
coloured labour, issued on lath February 1892 his " Manifesto to 
the People of Queensland." in which he acknowledged that to 
prevent the collapse of sugar-growing it was necessary to resume 
the immigration of Polynesians. This manifesto was the forerunner 
of the 1892 act, which reintroduced Kanaka labour, Since this 
time there has been no further State legislation on the subject. but 
the Federal Parliament has dealt with the matter (see above). 

Land Legislasion.—In Queensland's early days, with the pre-
dominance of the squatting class, the lands were freely kased is 
krp blocks for sheep and cattle grazing. The squatter furnished 
3o% of the public revenue with has rents, and opened up  

the great interior by his pioneering enterprise. As. bow,. 
iioc=on increased. the necessity 	the agriculturba cress,  es 

requisite to legislate in the interests of the ansall min 
Successive Queensland Governments have had some of then War-
work in adapting their land legislation to the needs of the coanness-
recent policy being to reduce large estates and place the culrivr - 
on the soil. At separation from New South Wales the Mikis( -
land was regulated by Orders in Council. under as Impend set 
1846: untransferable leases of " rum " for fourteen yeas ...- 
issued, the minimum size of the run was measured in sheepcarr,-, 
capacity—s000 sheep being the least number, and Leo the mane_ 
rent. The lease was able to buy up his bolding in blocks of tessz -
at a time, i1 per acre being the minimum price, and was me., 
to a renewal of his lease at itseapiry. The minimum lease paw-- 
shut out the small agriculturist. The first leading acts moo: 
Queensland were the Crown Lands Alienation Act of te.a. de• 
with the settled districts, and the Pastoral Leases Act ef 
dealing with the unsettled districts—these divisions yew it 
by the first-named measure. The " resumption " principle is 
introduced by the 1868 act: lands In the settled disease's.* s-
resumed after twelvemonths from the passing of the measure -
lessees were granted leases of half of their holdings for ten vs-
the other moiety was thrown open for settlement. The tam • 

new leases for twenty-one years at genetically the s-- 
fgratereni tals, but to % was added to the rent alter each tr 
of seven years; the area of a run was fixed at from 25  to too. 

-This act greatly pleased the squatters. In 1884 the I -
AM was pained. Its importance Um in its dealings with the 
act leases: on their expiry the State resumed from ormos- - 

 to one-half of the area as crown lands, which were throw 4-
selectors, and new leases of from ten to fifteen years were go 
for the balance. Grazing farms (20,o00 acres) and agnc 
farms 12.8o acres) were established. This 1114311•01re ass 
unpopu with the squatters. With the act of 189 it form 
basis of the existing land regulations of Queensl 	Linde 
1897 act the passing of the land into the hands of 	' 41 t 
was further marked by the creation ci agricultural sores 
(tee, p0, or 640 acres), grazing homesteads (so„ono arrest. <- 

selections (1o,000 acres), and unconditional selection. (tag* re-
Some of these classes of selections could be purchased nacre 
and all were leased at extremely moderate rates. Sales ol c • 
lands were established. Two measures were passed, in 1891 
1897—the Agricultural  Lands Purchases Acts--under whiz' 
State was authorized to purchase suitable estates of sporiagy e-
land already alienated, to be cut up and thrown open as agyir.. 
farms. These measures confirmed Queensland's deterttnnatz. 
encourage agriculture. 'Owing to the expiration of pastoral 4- 
and the fact that no legislation existed for their renewal fee 
long enough to encourage the investment of capital.. long 
agitation prevailed in the colony, the lessen bitterly mans. 
of the uncertainty of their tenure. The British Austin. 
Society was formed in Great Britain, to protect the blamer ■ 
British capital invested in the pastoral industry in Queenerl 
In 1900, out of the total Queensland area of 42_7,838.0So an r, 
less than 411,793,786 acres remained in the baud* of the 
unalienated. (j. 7. Ci 

QUEENSTOWN. a town of the Cape province, South 4-- 
in the upper valley of the Great Bei river, 55 na. by rail b 
of East London. Pop. (loos) 960, of whom gay w" 
white. Founded in 1853 and named after Queen tierce 
it was laid out in an unusual form. From each aagk 
central hexagonal-shaped open space there runs owe a I 
main thoroughfares. This arrangement was asioptal 
facilitate defence in case of an attack by Karnes, Qualm& 
at the time of its foundation being a border nettlesome 
to 1868 the burghers held their lands on a military tram 
It contains several fine buildings, including the toys ••■ 

court-house and public offices and the Anglican caati 
St Michael. Many of the streets are lined testis oaks 
blue gums. Situated on the Karroo, at an elevation el t=t 
between the Stormberg and Amatola Mountains, it is tkr 
of a wheat and sheep-rearing district, and is a busy ewer-. 
town. The climate is healthy, and Queenstown has a 
Lion as a sanatorium. 

QUEENSTOWN. a town of Montagu county, Trims 
the Queen river, 23 m. by rail by Strahan, and 153 sr. is 
Hobart. It Is the Centre of the Mount LycU missing 
and has numerous smelting works, brick-works, &Ds sr.- 
The county is mountainous and finely wooded. Pop 
soil; of the district, to,45 1 . 

QUEENSTOWN (formerly Coves Or CORE), a seaport. was - I 
place, and naval station of county Cork, Ireland,  pdaes- 
situated on the south side of Great Island. on flue limos& 
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and a great bell tower, with a fine bronze bell, sounded to 
drive of " evil dragons." Its population is estimated at 
x6,000. The governor has a hereditary army for coercive 
purposes. The uniform is a complete suit of mail, with a 
helmet, from which leather curtains fall over the shoulders. 
The weapons are equally antique. 

There are no good harbours, and the only anchorage for 
large vessels is Tai-chung, ,x Yung-su, at the east end, with 
9 to 13 fathoms of water. Pelto has ancient breakwaters 
for the protection of small boats, erected, as many believe, by 
the Mongol conqueror, Kublai Khan, who in 1223 built on 
Quelpart one hundred ships for the invasion of Japan. 

WIENSTEDE, FRIEDRICH &MIST VON (reoc-2880), 
German geologist and palaeontologist, was born at Kisleben in 
Saxony on the 9th of July alloo. He was educated at Berlin, 
and after having acted as assistant in the mineralogical museum 
he was appointed professor of mineralogy and geognasy in the 
university of Tubingen in 1837,  a post which he occupied until 
his death. His earlier work related chiefly to crystallography 
and mineralogy, on which subjects be published text-books 
that were widely used. He became distinguished for his 
researches on palaeontology, and especially for those on the 
fossils of the Jurassic system. The museum at Tubingen owed 
its establishment to his exertions. He died at TUbingen on the 
ant of December 184 

His chief publications were Method. der Krysiallognaphia 
(084o); Das Flargebirge Mirth-obsess (t843); Parefacieninaula 
Deutschland. (7 vols. and atlases. 1846-84); Die Cephalopod.* 
(1846-49); Handbuch der Petrefacienkrinde (2 vols., 1852, 3rd ed. 
1882-83): Dar Jane (2 vats., I858); Handbuch der blineralaci. 
(1855,3rd ed. 1877); Die A niononiku des Seine oinschen Jura (1883-84). 
Obituary by W. T. Blandford, Quart. !omen. Geol. Soc. vol xlvf., 289o. 

CIVEHTfas AHTHERO DE (:842--1850, Portuguese poet, 
was born on the island of St Michael, in the Azores, on the 
ath of April 1842. He studied at the university of Coimbra, 
and soon distinguished himself by unusual talent, as well as 
turbulence and eccentricity. He began to write poetry at an 
early age, chiefly, though not entirely, devoting himself  to the 
sonnet. After the publication of one volume of verse, he entered 
with great warmth into the revolt of the young men which 
dethroned Castilla), the chief living poet of the elder generation, 
from his place as dictator over modern Portuguese literature. 
He then travelled, engaged on his return in political and socialistic 
agitations, and found his way through a series of disappointments 
to the mild pessimism, a kind of Western Buddhism, which 
animates his latest poetical productions. His melancholy was 
increased by a spinal disease, which after several years of retire-
ment from the world, eventually drove him to suicide in his 
native island, on the 1 ith of September 2892. Anthero stands 
at the head of modern Portuguese poetry after Joao de Deus. 
His principal defect is monotony—his own sell is his solitary 
theme, and he seldom attempts any other form of composition 
than the sonnet. On the other hand, few poets who have 
chiefly devoted themselves to this form have produced so large 
a proportion of really exquisite work. The comparatively few 
pieces in which he either forgets his doubts and inward conflicts, 
or succeeds in giving them an objective form, are among the 
most beautiful in any literature. The purely introspective 
sonnets are less attractive, but equally finely wrought, interesting 
as psychological studies, and impressive from their sincerity. 
His mental attitude is well described by himself as " the effect 
of Germanism on the unprepared mind of a Southerner." He 
had learned much, and half-learned more, which he was unable 
to assimilate, and his mind became a chaos of conflicting ideas, 
settling down into a condition of gloomy negation, save for the 
one conviction of the vanity of existence, which ultimately 
destroyed him. A healthy participation in public affairs might 
have saved him, but he seemed incapable of entering upon any 
course that did not lead to delusion and disappointment. The 
great popularity acquired, notwithstanding, by poetry so 
metaphysical and egotistic is a testimony to the artistic instinct 
of the Portuguese. 

As a prose writer Quantal displayed high talents, though he 

eminence rising abruptly above Cork Harbour. Pop. (ups) 
Igoe. It is Is m. E.S.E. of Cork and 222 na. S.W. of Dublin 
by the Great Southern & Western railway. It consists 
chiefly of terraces rising one above another with wide streets 
and handsome houses. On account of the mildness of the 
climate it is frequented by visitors both in summer and winter. 
Previous to the American War, Cove of Cork was a small fishing 
village, but it subsequently increased rapidly. It received 
its present name on the occasion of the visit in 2849 of Queen 
Victoria. being her first landing-place in Ireland. The town 
is governed by an urban district council. The harbour, which 
is defended by the Carlisle and Camden Forts at its entrance, 
and by Fort Westmoreland on Spike Island, can shelter a large 
fleet. Spike, Rocky and ilaulbowline islands are used in 
the formation of a government dockyard, whi. h with the 
adjoining victualling yard covers an area of 55 acres. There 
is an enclosed basin g acres in extent, with 32 ft. 8 in. depth 
over the sill at high-water spring tides; and a dry dock at its 
southern end has a length of 4o8 ft. on the blocks. Queenstown 
is a port of call for American mail steamers, and the mails are 
transmitted overland by express trains; it Is also a port of 
embarkation for colonial troops, and a government emigration 
station. The admiral's flagship is stationed here. The oldest 
yacht dub in the United Kingdom, the Royal Cork (founded 
in 172o as the Cork Harbour Water Club), has its headquarters 
here, with a club-house, and holds an annual regatta. Among 
the principal buildings are the modern Catholic cathedral of 
St Colman for the diocese of Cloyne, designed.by A. W. Pugin, 
and the Protestant Episcopal church for the united parishes 
of Clonmel and Temple Robin. A fine promenade, over a 
mile in length, connects Queenstown with Ruslibrook, a 
favourite watering-place. The picturesque shores of the 
harbour are dotted with country residences and village-resorts, 
such as Crosshaven and Church Bay. 

QUELPART (Cum-Je), an island to the south of Korea, 
used as a Korean penal settlement. In measures 4o m. from 
E to W. and 27 from N. to S. It rises gradually from the 
seaboard, Is heavily wooded and is cleared for cultivation to 
a height of moo ft. There are several cratcriform hills, and 
11.11i San (Mount Auckland) has an altitude of 6558 ft- The 
island is entirely volcanic, and the soil is finely disintegrated 
lava- Broken black lava forms the beach, and blocks of it 
are the universal building material. There is no good drinking 
water. The flora and fauna are scarcely investigated. Pines 
of three species, junipers, larches, oaks, maples, willows and 
the Thuja Orkntalie have been identified. The known fauna 
comprise boars, bears, deer, swans, geese, pheasants and 
quail. The roads are scarcely passable bridle tracks. Quelpart 
was introduced to European notice by the Dutchman, Hendrik 
Hamil, who was shipwrecked there in 2653. 

The estimated population is too,000, Korean by race, 
anguage and costume. There are about ninety villages. The 
:alleys and slopes are carefully cultivated in fields divided 
5y stone walls, and produce beans, peas, sweet potatoes, 
4  Russian turnip radish," barley, a little rice and millet, the 
1st being the staple article of diet. Nuts, oranges, limes and 
Ltums are grown. Small but strong ponies are bred for export, 
yid small cattle and pigs for home use. Apart from agriculture, 
he industries consist in the manufacture of fine bamboo hats 
Ind mats, and wooden combs for export and local use. For 
islung the islanders use double-decked raft boats, similar 
o those of southern Formosa. Their lucrative pearl fisheries 
tave been practically monopolised by the Japanese, who use 
,roper diving apparatus. A valuable product is a species of 
•lam, the shell of which furnishes a specially iridescent mother-
,'•pearl, which the natives barter with the Japanese for Inlaying 
Arguer European goods are not imported, but Japanese 
trtirles find ready barter. There are no markets, and only a 
cw poor shops. 

Chu-sung, the capital and seat of government,•a few idles 

'ham Port Pelto, has a black lava wall 25 ft. high, with three 
;etas and towers; an imposing audience-ball ha Chinese style; 
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wrote little. His most important prose work is the Con-
siderocees sabre a philosophia do hisioria liieroria Portuguese, 
but be earned fame by his pamphlets on the Coimbra question, 
Rom intro e bons gosto, a letter to Castilho, and A dignidade 
des kiiras e liiteraisaas officiate. 

His friend Oliveira Martins edited the Sonnets (Oporto, 5886), 
supplying an introductory essay; and an interesting collection of 
studies on the poet by the leading Portuguese writers appeared in 
a volume entitled Anthem de Owned. In Memoriam (Oporto, 180). 
The sonnets have been turned into most European languages; into 
English by Edgar Prestige (Anthem de Quental, Sixty-four Sonnets, 
London, 1894), together with a striking autobiographical letter 
addressed by Quental to his German translator, Dr Storcic 

filIIEBARD, JOSEPH MARIE (1797-1865), Frcnch biblio- 
grapher, was born at Rennes on the 25th of December 1797. 
He was apprenticed to a bookseller in his native town, and was 
sent abroad on business. He remained in Vienna from 5819 to 
1824, and there drew up the first volumes of his great work, 
La France liiilraire, ou Dicilonnaire bibliographique del savants, 
historians, el gear de letires de In France, arc. (to vols., 1826-1842), 
dealing especially with the 18th and early 19th centuries, which 
he was enabled to complete by a government subsidy granted by 
Guizot in 1830, and by the help of the Russian bibliophile Serge 
Poltoratzky. The firm of Didot, who were his publishers, took 
out of his hands the Litilrature francalse cordemporeine with 
which he had intended to complete his work, and placed it 
with Ch. Louandre and F. Bourquelot. Quemrd 'avenged 
himself by pointing out the errors of his successors, In spite 
of his claims Querard was unable to secure a position in any of 
the public libraries. He died in Paris on the 3rd of December 
1865. 

Among his other works are: Les suPerckfries iiiilraires &polite; 
(5 vols.. 1845-56);  Bibliographic La Afenaisieiie (1849); Diction-
mare des euvrages-polyosymes el asonymes de k lathaiure franraist, 
1700-185e ( 1846-47); an additional volume to La France lit:mem 
entitled Eerivains ineetdonymes, foe. (1854-56). Sec Mar. Jozon 
d'Erquar. Quirard, in La France liuerasre (1854)). vol. xi. 

QUERCITRON, a yellow dyestuff obtained from the bark of 
the quercitron oak, Quercus Uncial°, a fine forest tree indigenous 
in North America. The name is a shortened form of " querci-
citron," from Lat. quails; oak, and " citron," and was invented 
by Dr Edward Bancroft (1744--1821), who by act of parliament 
in 1785 was granted special privileges in regard to the importa-
tion and use of the substance. The dyestuff is prepared by 
grinding the bark in mills after it has been freed from its black' 
epidermal layer, and sifting the product to separate the fibrous 
matter, the fine yellow powder which remains forming the 
quercitron of commerce. The ruddy-orange decoction of quer-
citron contains quercitannic acid, whence its use in tanning, 
and an active dyeing principle, quercitrin, Cefle0,2. The 
latter substance is a glucoside, and in aqueous solution under 
the influence of mineral acids it yields quercetin, C,111.01, 
which is precipitated, and the pentoside rhamnose. Quercetin 
is a crystalline powder of a brilliant citron yellow colour, entirely 
insoluble in cold and dissolving only sparingly in hot water, but 
quite soluble in alcohol. Either by itself or in some form of 
its glucoside quercitrin, quercetin is found in several vegetable 
substances, among others In cutch, in Persian berries (Rhanintss 
caiharticus), buckwheat leaves (Polygonum Fogopyrurn), Zante 
fustic wood (Rhus Cosine), and in rose petals, &c. Quercitron 
was first introduced as a yellow dye in 5775, but it is principally 
used in the form of flavin, which is the precipitate thrown down 
from a boiling decoction of quercitron by sulphuric acid. 
Chemically, quercetin is a member of a fairly extensive class of 
natural colouring matters derived from ft phenyl benzo-y-pyrone 
or flavone, the constitution of which followed on the researches 
of St von Rostanecki, A. G. Perkin, Herzig, Goldschmidt and 
others. Among the related colouring nutters are: cluysin 
from poplar buds, aptgenin from parsley, luteolin from weld and 
dyers' broom, fisetin from young, fustic and yellow cedar, 
gilangin from galanga root, and myricetin from Myrka Nagi. 

(MERCY (Lat. paps Ca:anima, Fr. Cahorsin), a county 
In France before the Revolution. The name is taken from 
that of a Gallic tribe, the Cadurci, and was applied to a small ,  

district watered by the Dordogne, the Lot and the Tarn. It 
was bordered by Limousin, Rouergpe, Armagnac, Perigord and 
Agenda. In the middle ages It was divided into upper, or 
black, Quercy, and lower, or white, Qucrcy, the capital of the 
former being Cahors and of the latter Montauban. Its two 
other chief towns were Figeac and Moissae. Ecclesiastically 
it was included almost entirely in the diocese of Cahors until 
5317, when a bishopric for lower Quercy was established at 
Montauban. Judicially it was under the authority of the 
parkmeni of Bordeaux; for financial purposes it was part of the 
gEneeolill of Montauban. The estates of the county had the 
bishop of Cahors for president; other members were the bishop 
of Montauban and other ecclesiastics, four viscounts, four barons 
and some other lords and representatives of eighteen towns. 

Under the Romans Quercy was part of Aquilania prima, and 
Christianity was introduced therein during the 4th century. 
Early in the 6th century it passed under the authority of the 
Franks, and In the 9th century was part of the Frankish 
kingdom of Aquitaine. At the end of the loth century iu 
rulers were the powerful counts of Toulouse. During the 
wars between England and France in the reign of Henry IL. 
the English placed garrisons in the county, and by the treaty 
of Paris in 1259 lower Quercy was ceded to England. Both the 
king of England and the king of France confirmed and added 
to the privileges of the towns and the district, each thus 
hoping to attach the inhabitants to his own interest. In 1360, 
by the treaty of Bretigny, the whole county passed to England, 
but in 1440 the English were finally expelled. In the 16th 
century Quercy 'was a stronghold of the Protestants, and the 
scene of a savage religious warfare. The civil wars of the 
reign of Louis XIII. centred around Montauban. Quercy 
was early an industrial district. It gave its name to 
cadurcum, a kind of light linen, and the bankers of Callon 
were famous. 

gunterAno, a city of Mexico, capital of the state of 
Queretaro-Arteaga, 152 m. by rail N.W. o: the national capital. 
Pop. (two) 33,152, including a large Indian clement. Queretaro 
is served by the Mexican Central railway. The city stands 
on a plain at the foot of the Cerro de las Campan.as, 608 ft. 
above sea-level. Among the impOrtant buildings are the 
Cathedral (said to havo been built originally about 5 s35, and 
subsequently restored at various times), the Iturbide theatre 
(in which occurred the trial of Maximilian), the government 
offices, the federal palace and the churches of Santa Rau. 
Santa Clara and San Augustin. The federal palace and the 
church of Santa Rosa are examples of the work of the celebrated 
Mexican architect, Francisco Eduardo de Tresguerras (1765-
5833), who restored the church of Santa Clara also. The 
gilded wood carvings of Santa Clara arc noteworthy; and 
in the courtyard of the federal palace there are other spa:totem 
of the same work. The water-supply is brought over a fine 
aqueduct s in. long, dating from 58th century. Among 
manufactures are cottons, woollens, pottery and inanwirres. 
Queretaro has one of the oldest and largest cotton factories 
in Mexico, employing about a000 operatives, and maintaining 
a small private military force for protection. It was bat 
in the days when brigandage held the whole country in term
and was strongly fortified and provided with artillery and 
garrison. The latter was also used to escort pack train 
goods and supplies before the building of the railway. This 
old factory has also played its part in the civil, wars d the 
country since 1840, becoming a fortress whenever Queretaro 
became involved in military operations. 

Queretaro occupies the site of an Otomie Indian town dal* 
from about repo. It was captured by the Spaniards in tell 
and was raised to the rank of a city in itiss. It was the dime 
of a revolutionary outbreak against Spain in dio. In de& 
a Mexican congress out here to ratify the treaty of peace wflh 
the United States, and in 1867 Queretaro was the dale el 
Maximilian's last stand against the republicans Escarole). 
which resulted in his capture and subsequent Malik* as 
the .Cerro de las Campeau just N. of the city. 
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a central state of Mexico, bounded 

N. by San Luis Potosi, B. by Hidalgo, S.E. by the mate of 
Mexico, S. by Michoacan and W. by Guanajuato; area, 3556 
sq. m. Pop. (spoo) km,389, largely Indian. The state belongs 
to the elevated plateau region, with its semi-arid cooditioas. 
The N. part of the state is traversed from E. to W. by the 
wooded Sierra Gorda, whose spurs roach southward to the 
central districts. The central and S. parts are covered by 
plains, broken by low Mils. The rivers are small and flow 
chiefly to the San Juan, a part of the Panto* drainage basin. 
There are some small lakes and swamps and a number of 
mineral springs. Sugar, cotton, Indian corn, beans and 
considerabh quantities of wheat are grown, but agriculture 
is largely hampered by the uncertainty of the rainfall. The 
chief wealth of the state is in its inane:. Silver, gold, copper, 
mercury, lead, tin, antimony and precious stones are found, 
hi some cases in very rich deposits. The richest mining 
districts are those of Cadereyta and Tolima's, where there 
are metallurgical works for the reduction of ores. The Mexican 
Central and Mahan National railways cross the S. end of 
the state and afford transportation facilities for the agricultural 
districts, but the mining districts of the N. are still dependent 
upon old methods. The capital of the state is the historic 
city of Queretaro (q.v.), and other important towns, with their 
populations in :goo, are: San Juan del Rio (8124), Lands (about 
7000), AbLUICIillL0 (392e in Ohl), Jaipan (about 6000), and 
Tamen, celebrated for its opals. 

entanntr, a town of Germany, in the province of Prussian 
Saxony, situated in a fertile country on the Querne, as. 
W. from Merseburg, on a branch One from Obentiblingen. 
Pop. (1903) 4884. Its chief industries are sugar-relining, 
lime-borming and brewing. Querfurt was for some thee the 
capital of a principality which had an area of nearly too sq. m. 
and • population of about to,000. The ruling family having 
become extinct in 1496, it passed to that of Mansfield. In 
OW, by the peace of Prague, it was ceded to the elector of 
Saxony, John George I., who handed it over to his son Augustus 
of Saxe-Weissenfen; but in 1746 it was again united with 
electoral Saxony. It was Incorporated with Prussia in ail. 

See Schneider. goer/wan 51•41,  sad Xrf uchroluk(Querl urtjsoo2). 
OVUJI, the primitive form of hand-null for grinding corn, 

consisting of two flat circular stones; the lower stone, often 
shaped with a rim, has • wooden or metal pin in the centre 
which passes through a bole in the upper stone; the worker 
pours the grain through the hole with one hand, revolving the 
upper stone with the other by means of • peg fixed to one 
side. The Old English word is morn; it is a word common 
to Teutonic languages, d. Du. Inners, Swed. pans and various 
forms in Old German; cognate words are found in Slavonic 
languages pointing to a pre-Aryan root. It is not related to 
" churn." (See Ftotra.) 

BORILILDA V NAURU& JIIIIARO DR O828-1880, MIT 
hLtions OF MUtAVALIXS, Spanish soldier, was born at 
Santander, on the 6th of February 1801. He was a son of 
General Vicente Quesada, a Conservative officer who was 
murdered and atrociously mutilated in the streets of Madrid 
by a revolutionary mob in the early days of Queen Isabella's 
reign. As Quesada belonged to an ancient family connected 
with the dukes of Fernan Nunez, he was made a cornet when 
only six years old, was educated at the seminary for nobles 
and in 1833 was promoted lieutenant in the 1st Foot Guards. 
He served from 1833 to 1836 against the Carling. When his 
how was assassinated in :836 be resigned, went to France, 
got employment In a merchant's office and was only induced 
to return to the army in 1837 by his relatives, who  got him a 
company in the guards. He distinguished himself often in 
the Carlist war, but his promotion was slow, and he declined 
to have anything to do with politics. He confined himself 
to his duties as a soldier, always fighting on the side of govern. 
meets against Carlist, Republican and Pregnant risings . 

He only became a general of division in 1853, and at the head 
of the Madrid garrison be fought hard in ease to avert the 

triumph of Espartero, O'Donnell and Dulce, who publicly 
recognized his gallant conduct. When the MU in Morocco 
broke out, Marshal O'Donnell gave Quesada the command 
of a division, which played so conspicuous a part in that 
campaign and at the battle of Wad el Ras that its commander 
was made lientenant•general and grand cross of Charles 
He was director-general of the Civil Guard when the military 
rebellion of the sand of June 1866 broke out in Madrid, and 
after be had been wounded in the leg he remained at the head 
of the loyal troops until the insurgents were crushed. He did 
not accept any military post during the revolution until Marshal 
Serrano in 2874 offered him the direction of the staff, and he 
only accepted it after clearly stating that be was a royalist 
sad partisan of Alfonso XII. In his long and brilliant career 
he never swerved from his steadfast resolve never to be mixed 
up in any political or military intrigues or pronunciamientos 
—to use his own words, " not even to restore my king." As 
soon as the king was restored, the government of Senor 
Canovas made Quesada first general-hi-chief of the army of 
Central Spain, and in February 1875 general-in-chief of the 
army of the North. With the assistance of another officer 
who also had never dabbled in pronunciamientos, General 
O'Ryan, Quesada restored discipline in the armies confronting 
Don Carlos, and for twelve months concerted and conducted 
the operations that forced the pretender to retire into France 
and his followers to lay down their arms. The government 
confided to the marquis of lifiravalles the difficult task of ruling 
the northern provinces for several years after the war, and he 
succeeded in conciliating the sympathies of the Basques and 
Navarrese, though the penalty of their last rising had been the 
loss of most of their ancient liberties or Perm. Qnesada was 
made marquis of Miravalles, grandee after the war, minister 
of war in 1883 and senator. Though he was • strict, stern 
disciplinarian of the old school and an unflinching Conservative, 
Catholic and royalist, even his political and military opponents 
respected him, and were proud of him as an unblemished type 
of the Castilian soldier and gentleman. lie died at Madrid 
on the rpth of January 188e, and was given full military 
honours. (A. E. H.) 

QURIRIMV, FRA19011 (1694-1774),  French economist, was 
born at Mercy, near Paris, as the 4th of June 1694, the son of 
an advocate and small landed proprietor. Apprenticed at 
the age of sixteen to a surgeon, he soon went to Paris, studied 
medicine and surgery there, and, having qualified as • master. 
surgeon, settled down to practice at Mantes. In '737 be was 
appointed perpetual secretary of the academy of surgery founded 
by Francois la Peyronie, and became surgeon in ordinary to 
the king. In 2744 he graduated as a doctor of medicine; 
be became physician in ordinary to the king, and afterwards 
his first consulting physician, and was installed In the palace 
of Versailles. His apartments were on the oareeol, whence 
the Rianietu le rinartstl received their name. Louis XV. 
esteemed Quesray much, and used to all him his thinker; 
when be ennobled him he gave bins for arms three flowers of 
the pansy (eassee), with the motto Profricr excogUstintem tomtit. 

He now devoted himself principally to economic studies. 
taking no part in the court intrigues which were perpetually 
going on around him. About the year 1730 be became 
acquainted with Jean C. M. V. de Gounsay (5713-1739), who 
was also an earnest inquirer in the economic field; and round 
these two distinguished men was gradually formed the philo-
sophic sect of the teenmeirres, or, as for distinction's sake they 
were afterwards called, the Pay:taroks. The most remark-
able men in this group of disciples were the elder Mirabeau 
(anther of L'Ami des heaanes, i756--6o, and Philosoykie 
nook. 1763), Nicolas Bandeau (Iftavdrasea A is ilaiisseykie 
kosontique, 1770, G. F. Le Tromso (Dr Patin sada. 1777), 
Andre Morellet (best known by his controversy with Gallant 
on the freedom of the corn trade). Mercier Lsriviers and 
Dupont de Nemours. Adam Smith, during his stay on the 
continent with the young duke of Bucdeuch in 1764-66, spent 
some time in Paris, when be made the acquaintance of 
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Quesnay and some of his followers; he paid a high tribute to 
their scientific services in his Wealth of Nations. Quesnay 
died on the ,6th of December 1774, having lived long enough 
to see his great pupil, Turgot, in office as minister of finance. 
He had married in 1718, and had a son and a daughter; his 
grandson by the former was a member of the first Legislative 
Assembly. 

The publications in which Quesnay expounded his system were 
the following :—two articles, on " Fermiers " and on " Grains," 
in the Encycloptdie of Diderot and D'Alembert (1756. 1757); a 
discourse on the law of nature in the Physiocratie of Dupont de 
Nemours (1768); Maxine, generates de gouvernemeot iconomique 
dun royaume agricole (1758), and the simultaneously published 
Tableau konornique awe son explication, ow extrait des korsoinies 
monies de Sally (with the celebrated motto. " Pauvres paysans, 
pauvre royaume; pauvre royaume, pauvre roi "); Dialogue sur 
le commerce et les travaux des artisans; and other minor pieces. 
The Tableau economique, though on account of its dryness and 
abstract form it met with little general favour, may be considered 
the principal manifesto of the school. It was regarded by the 
followers of Quesnay as entitled to a place amongst the foremost 
products of human wisdom, and is named by the elder Mirabeau, 
in a passage quoted by Adam Smith, as one of the three great 
inventions which have contributed most to the stability of political 
societies, the other two being those of writing and of money. Its 
object was to exhibit by means of certain formulas the way in which 
the products of agriculture. which is the only source of wealth, 
would in a state of perfect liberty be distributed among the several 
classes of the community (namely, the productive classes of the 
proprietors and cultivators of land, and the unproductive class 
composed of manufacturers and merchants), and to represent by 
other formulas the modes of distribution which take place under 
systems of Governmental restraint and regulation, with the evil 
results arising to the whole society from different degrees of such 
violations of the natural order. It follows from Quesnay's theoretic 
views that the one thing deserving the solicitude of the practical 
economist and the statesman is the increase of the net product; 
and he infers also what Smith afterwards affirmed, on not quite 
the same ground, that the interest of the landowner is " strictly  
and indissolubly connected with the general interest of the society.  
A small tdition de luxe of this work, with other pieces, was printed 
in 1758 in the palace of Versailles under the king s immediate super-
vision, some of the sheets, it is slid, having been pulled by the royal 
hand. Already in 1767 the book had disappeared from circulation, 
and no copy of it is now procurable; but the substance of it has 
been preserved in the And des lamina of Mimbeau, and the Physio-
Mile of Dupont de Nemours. 

His economic writings are collected in the 2nd vol. of the Primi-
paid economistes, published by Guillaurn, • Paris, with preface 
and notes by Eugene Daire; also his (Eats, r Iconorniques et. phila 
sophiques were collected with an introduction and note by Aug. 
Oncken (Frankfort, 1888); a facsimile sprint of the Tableau 
konomique, from the original MS.. was published by the British 
Economic Association (London, 1895). 114 other writings were 
the article " Evidence' in the Encyclopia ∎ e, and Recherches ma 
revidence des trials crin

na
tairse‘. with a Pr,vit de nouveaux dements 

de giometrie. 1773. Queasy s pronounced was pnounced in the Academy 
of Sciences by Gran jean de Fou.. by (we the Recited of that Academy, 
1774. P. 1_34). See also F. J. Marmontel, Wonsan; Mimoires de 
Mme. du Hausa; H. Higgs, The Physiocrals (London, 1897). 

CIIIESEEL, PASQUIER (1634-1719), French Jansenist 
theologian, was born in Paris on the 14th of July 1634, and, 
after graduating in the Sorbonne with distinction in 1653, 
joined the French Oratory in 1657. There he soon became 
prominent; but his Jansenist sympathies led to his banish-
ment from Paris in infit. He took refuge with the friendly 
Cardinal Coislin, bishop of Orlfans; four years later, however, 
foreseeing that a fresh storm of persecution was about to 
burst, he fled to Brussels, and took up his abode with Antoine 
Arnauld (q.v.). There he remained till 1703, when he was 
arrested by order of the archbishop of lifelines. After three 
months' imprisonment he made a highly dramatic escape, 
and settled at Amsterdam, where he spent the remainder of 
his life. After Arnauld's death in 1694 Quesnel was generally 
regarded as the leader of the Jansenist party; and his 
10fleriellS morales sue is Nouveau Testament played almost 
as large a part in its literature as Jansen's Au:saints itself. 
As its title betokens, this was a devotional commentary on 
the Scriptures, wherein Quesnel managed to explain the aims 
and ideals of the Jansenist party better than any earlier writer 
Sad done; sad it accordingly became the chief object of 
:azait attack. It appeared in many forms and under various  

titles, the original germ going back so far as 1668; the kit 
complete edition was published in 1692. The bull Uidenitur, 
in which no fewer than rot sentences from the Rd/bride monks 
were condemned as heretical, was obtained from Clement IX. 
on the 8th of September 1713. Quesnel died at Amato :dam 
on the and of December 1719. 

See also Mme. Albert Le Ray, Us Jassesiste 	me Mara 
19oo; and Maulvault, Riparian do Port Royal (Paris, twos). 

(Sr. C.) 
HIIETELET, LAMBERT ADOLPHE JACQUES (r796-6674). 

Belgian astronomer, meteorologist and statistician, was bora 
at Ghent on the 22nd of February 1796, and educated at lb 
lyceum of that town. In 1819 he was appointed professor of 
mathematics at the athenaeum of Brussels; in 1828 be bscatre 
lecturer at the newly created museum of science and literature, 
and he continued to hold that post until the museum we 
absorbed in the free university in 1834. In 1828 he um 
appointed director of the new royal observatory which it had 
been decided to found, chiefly at his instigation. The builead 
was finished in 2831, and the instruments WC& ready for wick 
in :835. from which date the observations were published is 
4to volumes (Annales ds l'Obsenvloire Royal de Brusallell. 
but Quetelet chiefly devoted himself to meteorology Sid 
statistics. From 1834 he was perpetual secretary of the 
Brussels Academy, and published a vast number of erodes 
in its &aka's, as also in his journal, Corms pondancs anaLfametinie 
d physique (is vols., 1825-39). He died at Brussels on t he  
t7th of February 1874. His ion, ERNEST QUITE= (zilay-7r , 

 was from 1856 attached to the observatory, and on his death 
.,ucceeded him as director. He made a great number al 
observations of stars with proper motion. 

Quetelet's astronomical papers refer chiefly to sboatitg stars 
and similar phenomena. He organised extensive rnagnetwal and 
meteorological observations, and in 1839 he started regular ob-
servations of the periodical phenomena of vegetation, especially die 
flowering of plants. The results are given in various' mead" 
published by the Brussels Academy. and in his works Ste is dam 
de la Belgique and Sur la phy_sique du globe (the latter forms sot 
xiii. of the Annales, 1860. He is, however, chiefly known by tie 
statistical investigations which occupied him from 013 onward 
In 1835 he published his principal work. Sur thesme et le dhotePS-
meal de as facultes, oa essai de physique socials (and ed.. tee4 
containing a résumé of his statistical researches on the drinks-
ment of the physical and intellectual qualities of man. sod on the 
"average man both physically and intellectually considered. Is 
1846 he brought out his Lettres a S. A. R. le due regnant dr Sem 
Coburg et Gotha SW 1111 Work des probabilate applimee sax mimeo 
morales d politiques (of which Sir J. Herschel wrote a full accoem 
in the Edinburgh Review), and in 1848 Du sysltme social at am leis 
qui k regiment. In these works he shows how the numbers re-
presenting the individual qualities of man are grouped mend tkr 
numbers referring to the average man " in a meaner mar* 
corresponding to that in which single results of observation see 
grouped round the mean result, so that the principles of the the.rs 
of probabilities may be applied to statistical researches on thr 
subjects. These ideas are further developed in various papers ,s 
the Bulletin and in his L'Anthropornitrie, on muse as di e 
families de l'homme (1871), in which he lays great stress on tie 
universal applicability of the binomial law,—according to which de 
number of cases in which, for instance, a certain height is • im 
among a large number of individuals is represented by an artfiras 
of a curve (the binomial) symmetrically situated with regard is 
the ordinate representing the mean result (a bright a. 
detailed Sinai sue la me d lei imams de L. A. J. by la 
pupil and assistant E. Madly, was published at Brussels in 041. 

QUETTA, the capital of British Baluchistan, India, whoa 
also gives its name to a district. It rose to premiums 
1876, when Sir Robert Sandman founded a residency thau 
The name is a variation of the word kwee-be, egadying a 
fortress, and the place is still locally known as Sbal Ket. 
Quetta is the southernmost point in the line of franks pasts 
and system of strategic railways on the north-wed, frontier d 
India, 536 m. by rail N. of Karachi. It forms the Loa 
quarters of the fourth division of the southern army, wed 
strong garrison of all arms. The railway was built in 3)74. 

with a view to its continuance to Kandahar; but its prase 
terminus is New Chaman on the Afghan border. A besols 
line to Niebki was completed in loos. The cantonment. me 
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dvii station of Quetta stand in the open plain about ssoo ft. 
above sea-level, within a ring of mountains (such as Takatu, 
blurdar and Chihas), which overlook it from a height of over 
s r,000 ft. To the north-west the view is open across the base 
of the Pishin valley to the Khojak Pass and Kandahar. South-
wards is the open valley leading to the Bolan Pass, traversed 
by the railway. North of Quetta is the open plain leading 
to Pishin and the Hama, also traversed by the Sib's-Pishin 
railway, which passes through the fortifications. These 
defensive works, stretching from the base of Takatu to the 
foot of the hf ashelak hills on the west, bar the way to advance 
from the Khojak Pass. During the last quarter of the teth 
century Quetta grew from a dilapidated group of mud &tad-
Inge, with an inferior bazaar and a few scattered remnants of 
neglected orchard cultivation, into a strong fortress, and one 
of the most popular stations of the Indian army. Quetta was 
visited by the prince of Wales (George V.) in mod, and a staff 
college for the Indian army was opened here in 19o7. It has 
become the trade mart for western Afghanistan, eastern Persia, 
and much of central Asia. The population of the town and 
cantonment in toot was 2e,5114. 

The D/STILICT or Quarry (including Pishin) has an area of 
5127 sq. in. l'op. (loot) 114,087, of whom more than three-
fourths are Afghans, showing an increase of as% in the decade. 
The general aspect of the country is hilly, rocky and sterile, 
particularly toward,' the north; but in many parts the soil 
is rich and good, yielding wheat, rice, madder, tobacco, and 
lucerne, besides numerous grasses. The district has abundant 
orchards, furnishing grapes, apples, pears, pomegranates, figs, 
&c.; melons and all kinds of English vegetables are also 
largely cultivated. The valley is watered by the Pishin Lora 
and by goverment irrigation works, induding artesian wells. 
Wild sheep and goats abound in the hills of the district. The 
climate appears to be healthy and the temperature moderate, 
ranging from 40° F. in the winter to about 78° in the summer. 
The annual rainfall (including snow) averages about to in. 
The actual line of valley which b contains Quetta and the Bolan 
Pass was originally rented from the khan of Kalat on terms 
which were changed in tbSs to a quit-rent of Rsas,oco per 
annum, and a further compensation of Raso,000 in lieu of 
transit duties in the Bolan Pass. This perpetual loughold 
was afterwards extended so as to include Nushkl and give the 
British government the command of the trade route to Sistan. 
The Quetta district is now administered, together with the 
assigned districts of Pishin, Tal Chotiall, and Sibi (assigned 
by the treaty of Gandamak as being nominally Afghan territory) 
by a regular staff of civil officials. 

See Thornton. bfr of Sir Robert Sossdeutem (London, 1890; 
Quetta-Patin DISina Gazetteer (Ajmer, 1907). (T. H. H.*) 

QUEUE or CUE (from Fr. quest, 0. Fr. etie,.Lat. coda, tall), 
a tail of hair, either of the natural hair when so worn or of a 
wig, plaited together and tied with ribbon, hanging down the 
back of the neck. In Europe and European colonies and 
settlements this method of wearing the hair prevailed after 
the heavy periwig had gone out of fashion. The bob-wig 
or tie-wig with the queue survives in the English barrister's 
wig. In the secood half of the 18th century the queue WAS 
Worn thick and short and sometimes encased in leather, when 
it was termed a " club." In the navy and army the queue 
survived its disuse in civil life. The three pieces of black 
velvet sewn on to the collar of the full dress runic of the officers 
of the Royal Welsh Fusiliers, and styled the " flash," are said 
to be a relic of the ribbon which tied the queue. The most 
familiar use of this fashion of wearing the hair is the pigtail of 
the Manchus, which was imposed on all Chinese men as a symbol 
of loyalty and obedience at the conquest of China (see CHINA: 
So. ial Life). A particular meaning of the word is for 
the line of persons formed In order awaiting their turn for 
admission to a theatre or other place. This appears also in 
French, from which It is borrowed. In the form " cue " (Fr. 
queue) the word is used of the tapering, striking implement in 
the rune of billiards (q.v.). h is often stated that the theatrical  

use of " cue " for the ceoduding words of an actor's dialogue 
or speech which marks the beginning of another actor's part 
is merely an adaptation of the meaning " tail." The, Nets 
English Dictionary points out that there is no trace of this 
use in French. In inth and :7th century plays the endings 
of parts are marked Q. or qu-, which has been taken to repro , 

 sent Lat. obando, when. 
QUEVEDO Y VILLBOAS, FRANCISCO GOMEZ DE (158o-

1645), Spanish satirist and poet, was born at Madrid, where his 
father, who came from the mountains of Burgos, was secretary 
to Anne of Austria, fourth wife of Philip IL Early left an 
orphan, Quevedo was educated at the university- of Alcalh, 
where be acquired a knowledge of classical and modern tongues 
—of Italian and French, Hebrew and Arabic, of philosophy, 
theology, civil law, and economics. His fame reached beyond 
Spain; at twenty-one he was in correspondence with Justus 
Lipsius on questions of Greek and Latin literature. His ab-
struse. studies influenced Quevedo's style; to them are due 
the pedantic traits and mania. for quotations which characteriae 
most of his works. 

He betook himself to the court and mingled with the society 
that =rounded Philip UL The cynical greed of ministers, 
the meatiness of their flatterers, the corruption of the royal 
officers, the financial scandals, afforded ample scope to Quevedo's 
talent as a painter of manners. At Valladolid, where the court 
resided from root to t6o6, be mingled freely with these intrigues 
and disorders, and last the purity of his morals but not his 
uprightness and integrity. In thst his fought a duel in which 
his adversary-was killed, fled to Italy, and later on became 
secretary to Pedro Telles Giren, duke de Osuna, and viceroy 
of Naples. Thus he learned politics—the one science which 
be bad perhaps till thee negle-ted,—initiated himself into the 
questions that divided Europe, and penetrated the ambitions 
of the neighbours of Spain, as well as the secret history of the 
intriguers protected by the favour of Philip III. The result 
was that•lie wrote several political works, particularly a lengthy 
treatise, La Politico de Dios (1626), in which be lays down 
the duties of kings by displaying to them bow Christ has 
governed His church. The disgrace of Osuna (z62o) com-
promised Quevedo, who was arrested and exiled to his estate 
at La Torre de Juan Abed in New Castile. Though involved 
in the proem against the duke, Quevedo remained faithful to 
his patron, and bore banishment with resignation. On the 
death of l'hilqs III. (pat of March sass) lie recommended 
himself to the first minister of the new king by celebrating 
his accession to power and - saluting him as the vindicator of 
public morality hs an epistle in the style of Juvenal. Obverts 
recalled him from his exile and gave him an honorary nest 
in the palace, and from this time Quevedo resided almost 
constantly at court, exerdsing a kind of palliest and literary 
jurisdiction due to his varied relations and knowledge, but 
especially to his biting wit, which had no respect far perscos. 
General politics, social economy, war, finance, literary and 
religious questicms, all came under his dissecting knife, and 
he had a dissertation, a pamphlet, or a song for everything. 
One day be is defending St James, the sole patron of Spain, 
against a powerful coterie that wished to associate St Theresa 
with him; neat day ho is writing against the duke of Savoy, 
the hidden enemy of Spain, or against the measures taken to 
change the value of the currency; or once more be is engaged 
with the literary school of Gdngora, whose affectations seem 
to him to sin against the genius of the Castilian tongue. And 
in the midst of this incessant controversy on every possible 
subject he finds time to compose a picaresque romance, the 
Historic de to Vida del Dusan, llamado Don Pablo:, Exemplo 
de Vagammendos, y Esp.* de Tocatios (1636); to write his 
Surto: (1627), in which all classes are flagellated; to pen a 
dissertation on The Constancy and Patience of Job (1631), to 
translate St Francis de Salei and Seneca, to compose thousands 
of verses, and to correspond with Spanish and foreign scholars. 

But Quevedo was not to maintain unscathed the high position 
won by his knowledge, talent, and biting wit. The government 
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of Oliver* which he had welcomed as the dawn of a political 
and social regeneration, made things wore instead of better, 
and led the country to ruin. Quevedo saw this and could not 
bold his peace. An anonymous petition in verse enumerating 
the grievances of his subjects was found, in December 1639, under 
the very napkin of Philip IV. It was shown to °livens, 
who exclaimed, ' I am ruined'  . ' but before his fall he sought 
vengeance on the libeller. His suspicions. fell on Quevedo, who 
had enemies glad to confirm them. Quevedo was arrested on 
December 7, and carried under • strong escort to the monastery 
of St Mark at Leon, where he was kept in rigorous confine-
ment till the fall of the minister (January 2643) restored him 
to light and freedom, but not to the health which he had lost 
in his dungeon. He had little more than two year to live, 
and these were spent in inactive retreat, first at La Tone de 
Juan Abad, and then at the neighbouring Villanueva de los 
Infantes, where he died September 8, 2645• 

As a satirist and humorist Quevedo stands in the firkrank of 
Spanish writers; his other literary work dock not count, for 
much. L L Chifilet, in a letter of February a, 1629, Calls 
him " a very learned man to be a Spaniard,' and indeed his 
erudition was of a solid kind, but he merits attention not as 
humanist, philosopher, and moralist, but as the keen polemic 
writer, the pitiless mocker, the profound observer of all that 
is base and absurd in human nature, and at the same time as a 
finished master of style and of all the secrets of the Spanish 
tongue. His style, indeed, is not absolutely pure.

' 
 though 

he ridiculed so well the bad taste of cialreranissio, he fell him-
self into the style called uniceptistso, which strains after am-
biguous. expressions and alembicated " points." But, though 
involved and overcharged with ideas, his diction is of singular 
force and originality; after Cervantes be is the greatest Spanish 
prose writer of the 27th century. 

There is an excellent cdllected edition of Qtmvedo's prose works 
with a life of the author by D. Au r Fernandez-Guerra 
(13ibl. vols. xxiii. and zdviii.); hie poetical works in 
vol. Luis of the same collection are badly edited by D. Florencio 
lacier. There is a second edition, enlarged and annotated by 
Seflor Menendez t .Pelayo. E. Merinde, in End tor la vie d 
kr mores do Froactsco do Qum* (Paris, aana), has supplied  an 
excellent critical and biographical monograph With a bibliography. 

IIIIITLAL, or -Clow's,. the Spanish-American name 
F-4(4 
for one 

of the mosrbeautiful of birds, abbreviated from the Aztec or 
Maya Qedsol-tolotl, the last part of the compound word meaning 
fowl, and the first, also written Coaxial, the long feathers of rich 
green with which it is .adorned! The Quezal is one of the 
l'rogons (q.v.), and was originally described by Hernandez 
(Hiskiria, p. 13), whose account was faithfully copied by F. 
Willughby. Yet the bird remained practically unknown to 
ornithologists until figured in 1825, from a specimen belonging 
to Leadbeater,s by C. J. Temminck (Pl. 01., 372), who, however, 
mistakenly thought it was the same as the Traps eationings, 
a congeneric but quite distinct species from Brazil, that had 
just been described by Spire. The scientific determination of 
the Quetzal-bird of Central America seems to have been first 
made by C. I.. Bonaparte in 1826, as Trogos pasadiseus, accord-
ing to hie statement in the Zoological Society's Proceedings 

The Mexican deity Quetzal-coatl had his name, generally trans-
lated " Feathered Snake," from the quetzal, feather or lard, and 
mail, snake, as also certain kings or chiefs, and many places, e.g. 
Quezalapan, Quezaltepec, and Quezaltenango, though perhaps 
some of the last were named directly from the personages (cf. 
Bancroft, Native Races of the Pacific Slates, vol. v., Index). 
itzli is said to be the emerald. 

*This specimen had been given to Canning (a tribute, perhaps, 
to the statesman who boasted that he had " called a New World into 
existence to redress the balance of the Old ") by Mr Schenley, a 
diplomatist, and was then thought to be unique in Europe; but, 
apart from those which had reached Spain, when they lay nor 
leered and undescribed, James Wilson says (Mum,. Zoology, pl. vi. 
text) that others were brought with it, and that one of them was 
given to the Edinburgh Museum. On the 21St day of the sale of 
Bullock's Museum in 18t9, Lot 38 is entered in the Catalogue as 
" The Tail Feather of a magnificent undescribed Trogon, and 
probably belonged to this species. 

for 1837 (p. rot); but II Is not known libeller the Willem 
published. In 1832 the Registro Trintesite,alitetary aadsdetek 
journal printed at Mexico, contained a communication by Dt 
Pablo de la Liave, describing this species (with which be IN 
became acquainted before Olio, from examining more the 
a dozen specimens obtained by the sutural-history apelike 
to New Spain and kept in the palace of the Retird near lisdrig 
under the name by which it is now known,. Pheromeass IOW 

Quasi, mole and female. 

These facts, however, being almost unknown to the test d ill 
world, J. Gould, in the Zoological Proceedings for :833 (p. sit 
while pointing out Temminck's error, gave the specks nt, 
name of Tregott respknektu, which it bore for some tins 16  
little or nothing was generally known about the bird 10 

 Delattre sent an account of his meeting with it to the Eck 
monde' 3490/11 for 1843, which was reprinted in the kir 
zoologique for that year (pp. 163-165). In 186o the okrifirgii 
of the species, about which strange stories had been laid to tic 
naturalist last named, was determined, and its eggs, ei ►  pit 

De la Laave's very ram and interesting memoir was mini 
by M. Sella in the Rene downs de mole* foe sail (pp.** 
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bluish-peen, were procured by Robert Owen (P. Z. S., 186o, 
P. 374: Ibis, 1864 p. 66. Pl. ii. fig. I); while further and fuller 
details of its habits were made known by 0. Salvia (Ibis, 1861, 
pp. 238--149), from his own observation of this very local and 
remarkable species. Its chief home is in the mountains near 
Cohen In Vera Psi, but it also inhabits forests in other parts of 
Guatemala at an elevation of from 6000 to goco ft. 

The Questa is hardly so big as a Turde-Dove. The cock has a 
fine yellow bill and a head bearing a rounded crest of filamentous 
feathers; lanceolate scapulars overhang the wings, and from 
the rump spring the long flowing plumes which are so charac-
teristic of the species, and were so highly prized by the natives 
before the Spanish conquest that no one was allowed to 
kill the herd when taken, but only to divest It of its feathers, 
which were to be. worn by the chiefs alone. These plumes, 
the middle and longest of which may measure from 3. ft. to 
,y  ft, with the upper surface, the throat, and chest, are 
of a resplendent golden-green; while the lower parts are of a 
vivid scarlet. The middle feathers of the tail, ordinarily con-
cealed, as are those of the Peacock, by the uropygals, are 
black, and the outer white with a black base. In the hen the 
bill is black, the crest more round and not filamentous, the 
uropygials scarcely elongated, and the vent only scarlet. The 
eyes are of a yellowish-brown. Southern examples from Costa 
Rica and Veragua have the tail-coverts much narrower, and 
have been considered. to form • distinct species, P. costaricauis. 
Among other species are P. anlisianns, P. fulgidus, P. sariaps 
and P. PaP0111lONIS, from various parts of South America, but 
though all are beautiful birds, none possess the wonderful 
similarity of the quexaL (A. N.) 

QUITALTINABOO, the capital of the department of 
Quesaltenanjea, Guatemala, ro in. by road W. of Guatemala 
city and at the terminus of a rearm from Champerioo on inc 
Pacific coast. Pop. (1905) about st,000. It is situated on the 
river Siguila, and at the foot of the volcano of Santa Maria. In 
sin the second city in the republic, it has a large agricultural 
trade and manufactures of linen, woollen and cotton goods. 
It contains a fine cathedral and some good public buildings, 
including two national institutes for higher education; and 
it is well supplied with water and electricity kw light and power. 
The majority of its inhabitants are Indians or half-breeds of 
Quidd descent. Quexaltenango -was the capital of a Quiche 
kingdom, and was known as Xelabult or Xdahue until 15n, 
when It was conquered by the Spaniards under. Pedro de 
Alvarado. In rem it was partially destroyed by an earthquake 
and an eruption of Santa ?darn' . 

CANPAION AND BATTLE OF. Quiberon Bay, 
on the S. toast of Brittany, France, was the scene of the great 
naval battle which defected the plan laid by the ministers of 
Ring Louis XV. of France, for the invasion of England in 2759, 
during the Seven Years' War (q.$). An army had been collected 
at Vannes, in the south-east of Brittany, and transports had 
been brought-together in the landlocked waters of the Morbihan 
*hick are connected with Quiberon Bay. The scheme of the 
French ministers was to combine twenty-one ships of the line 
lying at Bunt under the command of M. de Conflans, with 
twelve which were to' be brought round from Toulon by M. de 
la Clue. The army was then to be carried to some point on the 
coast of England or Scotland by the united squadrons. The 
British goverameot was well informed of its enemy's intentions, 
and took vigorous measures of defence. Admiral Sir E. Hawke, 
afterwards Lord Hawke, was directed to blockade Brest with a 
Beet of twenty-five sail of the line, four ships of fifty guns and 
aloe frigates. The four ships of fifty guns together with four 
frigates were detached, fun under Commodore John Reynolds, 
and then under Commodore Robert Duff, to lie in Quiberon 
Bay and watch the entry to the Morbihan. During the whole 
rammer, from the beginning of June, Sir E. Hawke kept his 
station off Brest, and the detached squadron occupied Quiberon 
Bay. The task of blockading M. del. Clue at 'Toulon was given 

omen 
Peeserved son:knew expend to the. debt, Ion much of their 

to Edward Boscawen, who had with him fourteen sail of the 
line. Boscawen reached his station on the r6th of May 1759. 
At the beginning of July want of stores and water, together 
with the injury inflicted on some .of his vessels by a French 
battery, compelled him to go to Gibraltar to provision and 
refit. He reached the port on the 4th of August. On the 5th 
M. de la Clue left Toulon, and on the 17th passed the straits of 
Gibraltar, where he was sighted by the look-out ships of 
Boscawen. The British fleet hurried out to sea, and pursued 
in two divisions, separated by a distance of some miles owing to 
the haste with which they left port. During the night of the 
17th and i8th of August five of M. de la Clue's ships lost sight of 
his flagship, and steered for Cadiz. The other seven, which 
had been delayed for a time in the hope of rejoining their 
consorts, were overtaken by Boscawen and attacked in the after-
noon of the ath. One, the" Centaur " (a), was captured after a 
very gallant resistance, in which the British flagship was severely 
damaged. During the night of the ilith-igth of August, two 
of the French ships altered course to the west, and escaped. 
The remaining four fled to the north, and into Portuguese 
waters, where two were driven ashore and destroyed, while two 
were captured near Lagos. The five in Cadiz were blockaded 
by Boseawen's second-in-command, Admiral Broderick. 
La Clue was mortally wounded, and died ashore in Portugal. 
Although the defeat of his squadron had ruined the scheme for 
the combination of their forces, the French ministers decided 
to persevere with the invasion. M. de Confi■ns  was ordered to 
put to sea. On the 9th of November • severe gale faced Sir 
E. Hawke from in front of Brest, and as his ships were in want 
of stores he sailed for Torquay. Finding the way dear, 
Conflans put to sea on the Loh, and steered for Quiberon. Sir 
E. Hawke left Torquay to resume his station on the same day. 
On the isth he learnt from a look-oat ship that the French had 
been seen at sea to the north-west of Belleisle, and steering 
south-west. Concluding that they were bound for the Morbihan 
he followed. Calms and contrary winds prevented either fleet 
from making much progress till the evening of the reth, when 
the French were rather over 6o m. to the south-west of 
Belleisle, which is south of Quiberon. The wind had now 
changed to the north-west and was beginning to blow hard. 
M.. de Conflans made for Quiberon under reduced canvas for 
fear of making the land in the night, the coast being one of the 
most dangerous in the world, on account of the rocky islands of 
Houat and Hoedik, and the long string of reefs which lie inside 
Belleisle. . Hawke was steering in the same direction farther 
out at sea. On the morning of the soth of November, Conflans 
was nearing the south point of Badge. The small squadron 
of Commodore Duff, warned of his approach, endeavoured. to 
escape 16 sea before be could shut them in at Quiberon. One 
of the ships worked out through the very dangerous passage to 
the north of Belleisle; the others came ,  round the south of the 
island, where they were nearly cut off and captured. As the 
pursuers came close to them the sails of Hawke's fleet were seen 
rising over the bonen. M. de Conilaps immediately called off 
the pursuers, and endeavoured to form his line of battle. By 
midday he was able to estimate the full strength of Hawke's 
fleet of twenty-three sail of the' line, which with the four so-gun 
ships of Commodore Duff made twenty-seven vessels to 
his twenty-one. He therefore altered his mind, and decided 
to run inside the islands of Houat and Hoedik, and gain 
the anchorage of Quiberon. He concluded that as the day was 
far advanced and the wind was increasing, the British admiral 
would not dare to follow him into so dangerous a place. But 
Sir E. Hawke considered that the circumstances justified him 
in taking all risks, and seeing his enemy in retreat he ordered a 
pursuit. As the van of the French led by their admiral was 
turning inside the Cardinal rocks at the southern end of the. 
reefs, his rear was attacked. The two fleets entered the Bay 
late in the evening, and there followed a battle unique in naval 
history, for it was fought in the dark, among rocks, in a severe 
gale, and on a lee shore. 'Tad albs British liners were wrecked 
cm a rock called the Foot, but five of the French were takes or 
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destroyed, among the latter was the flagship of °mains, who 
escaped to the shore on a spar. Seven of the French ships ran 
into the little river Vilaine, being compelled to throw their guns 
overboard to lighten themselves before crossing the bar. Nine 
escaped to the south. The small number of prizes taken gives 
no measure of the importance of the victory, which broke the 
spirit and strength of the French fleet so effectually that it 
did not appear at sea again during the rest of the war, i.e. until 
1763. 

See Beatson's Naval and Military Memoirs of Great Britain, vol. u. 
p. 321 at sato Burrows's Life of Lord Hawke; Tronde, &stalks 
1111117116S do le 'IOWA voL L p. 379 et seq. (D. H.) 

QUICHlt or Maris, a tribe of Central American Indians 
of Mayan stock. They inhabited western Guatemala, where 
their descendants still survive. They were at the time of the 
conquest the most powerful of the three Mayan peoples in 
Guatemala, the other two being the Cakchiquel and the Zutugil. 
Their chronicles are said to date back to the 8th century. Their 
sacred book, the Popol nth, containing a mythological cos-
mogony, survives in a 17th-century manuscript written by a 
Christianized Guatemalan. To this tradition may be due the 
remarkable similarity of the Quiche creation story to that of 
the Old Testament. Their capital was Utatlan, near the site of 
the modern Santa Cruz Quiche, and was skilfully fortified. They 
had an elaborate system of government and religion. Records 
were kept in picture-writing. The Quiche were the first Indians 
met by Pedro de Alvarado in 1524 on his expedition into 
Guatemala. 

See further CENTRAL AMERICA and Mexico; for the Popol Vult 
see English edition by L. Spence (moo); see also Nuttall, Ancient 
American Civilisations (Camb. Mass., [go:), and W. tiollaert in 
Proc. Roy. Soc. Lit. vii. 1862. 

QUICHERAT, JULES EIMER JOSEPH (1814-1882), French 
historian and archaeologist, was of Burgundian origin. His 
father, a working cabinet-maker, came from Paray le Monial 
to Paris to support his large family; Quicherat was born there 
on the 13th of October 1814. He was fifteen years younger 
than his brother Louis, a great Latin scholar and lexicographer, 
who survived him. Although very poor, he was admitted to 
the college of Sainte-Barbe, where he received a thorough classi-
cal education. He showed his gratitude to this establishment 
by writing its history (Histoire is Sainte-Barbe, college, cow 
tmniaute, institution, 3 vols. 186o-1864). At the end of his 
studies he hesitated for some time before deciding what career 
he would follow, until Michelet put an end to his indecision by 
inspiring him with a taste for history. In 1835 Quicherat entered 
the Ecole des Chartes; he left two years later at the bead of the 
college. Once more inspired by the example of Michelet, who had 
Just written an admirable work on Joan of Arc he published 
the text of the two trials of Joan, adding much contemporary 
evidence on her heroism in his Prods is condemnation et de 
releabilitaiion de Jeanne d'Arc (s vols. 7841-180), as well as half a 
volume of Aptness neemeasex sew redskin, is Jeanne d' Arc, in 
which it seems that the last word bas been said on important 
points. From the 15th century he drew other inspirations. He 
published memoirs of the adventures of a brigand, Redrigwe 
is Villandrando (11344), which gradually grew into a volume 
(1877), full of fresh matter. He wrote full biographies of two 
chroniclers of Louis XL, one very obscure, Jean Castel (in the 
Biblietkeque de I' teak des Charter, xfini), ■the other, Thomas 
Basin, bishop of Lisieux, who was, on the contrary, a remark. 
able politician, prelate and chronicler. Quicheat published the 
works of the latter, most of which were now brought out for the 
lint time (4 vole. 1855--11197). Its addition to these he wrote 
Fragments &edits is Georges Ckattellots (sties), Ulises, red-
wire d artier documents retails a in swore is bias public en 
1465 (1843, in voL ii. of Milano kideriqwes, part of Document: 
&edits), in. These works did not wholly occupy bin time: in 
1847 he inaugurated a course of archaeological lectures at the 
Ecole des Chants, and in 1840 was appointed professor of 
diplomacy at the wade college. His teaching had exceptionally 
good results. Although he was net eloquent and had • amid  

voice, his hearers were loth to nibs any of his thoughtful teach-
ing, which was unbiased and wed expressed. Of his lectures 
the public saw only some articles on special subjects which 
were distributed in a number of reviews. Note should be made 
of a short treatise on La Formation framsaire des amines *ewer de 
lieu (1867); a memoir VW resist et is Parekilestswe u s setae 
(185o), where be gives his theory on the use of stone grebes—
important for the history of religious architecture; an ankle 
on L'Age is to eatkedrale is Laos (1874), in which he fixed the 
exact date of the birth of Gothic architecture; Histoire dr 
costume en France (1875; and ad. 1877), which was first published 
in the form of anonymous articles in the Marsh pitteresese, 
and which the author wished to retain the character of a 
popular work. Following the advice of his friends, be began to 
write out, towards the end of his life, his lectures on arches 
ology, but only the introductory chapters, up to the nth 
century, were found among his papers. On the other hand, 
the pupils trained by him circulated his principles throughout 
France, recognizing him as the founder of national archaeology. 
In one point he seems to have taken a false step; with a warmth 
and pertinacity worthy of a better cause he maintained the 
Identity of Caesar's Aksia with Alain" (Doubs), and he died 
without becoming a convert to the opinion, now universe/3y 
accepted, that Alise Sainte-Refine (Cate (For) is the place where 
Vercingftorix capitulated. But even this error benefited scieece; 
some well directed excavations at Alaise brought many Roman 
remains to light, which were subsequently sent to enrich the 
museum at Besancon. After 187x, his course of lectures oin 
diplomacy having been given up, Quicherat, still professor of 
archaeology, was nominated director of the Ecole des Chasten. 
He filled this post with the same energy which he had shown 
in the many scientific commissions in which be had taken part. 
In 1878 he gave up his duties as professor, which then fell to the 
most conspicuous of his pupils, Robert de Lasteyrie. He died 
suddenly at Paris on the 8th of April 1882, a short time ekes 
having corrected the proofs of Supplement ass Ihsseitsseged 
contemperains is Jeanne d'Are, published in the Reese kidoriqwe. 
After his death it was decided to bring out his hitherto =pub. 
lished papers (Melanges d'art-10°40e d l'esisteire, voL 
Roman and Gallo-Roman antiquities, ad. A. Giry and Aug. 
Casten, 1885; vol. 8., Ardsedosie cis doyen dge, ed. R. de 
Lasteyrie, z1186); among these are some important fragments 
of his archaeological lectures, but his Histoire is la loins, sigh 
which he was occupied for many years, is miming. 

BIELIOGRATHT.—Two of Quicherat's best pupils published ea. 
cellcnt obituary notices of him: Robert de Lasteyrie, is Jnies 
Quicherat, so use et lel Proosux (from Butkus d. Comisi les 
bayous hi storiques, 1883. n. 1); and Arthur Giry. Jules Qui.-And 
(in the Revue kistorique, vol. six.), with a ilihhev,aphie des ensues 
de Jain Quicherat (us the Bildioalque cis t East* des Chasd r. TeL 

816), 	 13..*) 
WHOM. a South American Indian tribe and stock, the 

ruling people of Peru when the Spaniards arrived. The 
Quichuan stock then included the Quichuss proper and the 
many vessel tribes of the ancient empire of Peru. Tads" , 

 it numbers some three millions. The modern Quichuas ave►  
age a height -  of s ft- to s ft. 6in. They are of slender build, 
but with well proportioned muscular limbs, and ars capable 
of enduring great fatigue. Their complexions are of a freak 
olive colour, the skin very smooth and soft, beardlent, hal* 
straight and black, the nave aquiline. They are skilful fumes 
and herdsmen. (See Putu.) 

QUICK, a word which, by origin, and in early and many 
surviving uses, meant "living," "alive." It is common to 
Teutonic languages, cL Ger. heck, lively, Du. kwih, and Dan. 
kvik; cf. also Dan. hag, cattle. The original root is seen its 
Ski. five; Lat. airar, living, alive; Gr. ales, life. In its original 
sense the chief uses are such as "the quick and the dead,' 
of the Apostles' Creed, a " guided " hedge, i.e. consisting 
slips of living privet, thorn, U., the " quick," i.e. the tads 
parts of the Mesh under bard skin or particularly under the 
nail. The phrase " quick with child " is a conversion of 
with a quick, i.e. living child. From the settee of having taile 
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river, living or lively qualities or movements, the word got 
Its chief current meaning of possessing rapidity or speed of 
movement, mental or physical. It is thus used in the names 
of things which are in a constant or easily aroused condition 
of movement, e.g. "quicksand," loose water-logged sand, 
readily yielding to weight or pressure, and " quicksilver," 
the common name of the metal mercury (g.v.). 

QUIERZY 	CAPITULARY Or. a capitulary of the 
emperor Charles the Bald, comprising a series of measures 
for safeguarding the administration of his realm during his 
second Italhn expedition, as well as directions for his son 
Louis the Stammerer, who was entrusted with the govern-
munt during his father's absence. It was promulgated on the 
r4th of June 877 at Quit-my-um-Oise in France (dep. of Aisne), 
the site of a Carolingian royal palatiunt, before a great con-
course of lords. In this document Charles takes elaborate 
precautions against Louis, whom he bad every reason to 
distrust. He forbids him to sojourn in certain palaces and 
in certain forests, and compels him to swear not to despoil 
his stepmother Richilde of her allodial lands and benefices. 
At the same time Charles refuses to allow Louis to nominate 
to the countships left vacant in the emperor's absence. In 
principle the honorer (benefices) and the office of a deceased 
count must be given to his son, who would be placed pro-
visionally in possession by Louis; the definitive investiture, 
however, could be conferred only by Charles. The capitulary 
thus served as a guarantee to the aristocracy that the general 
usage would be followed In the existing circumstances, and 
also as a means of reassuring the counts who had accompanied 
the emperor into Italy as to the fate of their benefices. It 
cannot, however, be regarded as introducing a new principle, 
and the old opinion that the atpitulary of Quierzy was • legis-
lative text establishing the hereditary system of fiefs has been 
proved to be untenable. A former capitulary of Charles the 
Bald was promulgated at Quierzy on the 14th of February 851, 
and aimed especially at the repression of brigandage. 

See E. Itourgeoig, Le Capiltdaiee de Kirov-sue-Oise (Paris, 788$), 
and " L'AssrmlNe (luierzy sur-Oisc" in Etudestr kisioire du 1,10)01- 

Ate, dIdifes d Gatmel Monad (Paris, OW. (P.. Po.) 
QUIETISM. a complicated religious movement that swept 

through France, Italy and Spain during the 17th century. 
Its chief apostles were Miguel de Molinos, a Spaniard resident 
in Rome; Finelon, the famous French divine, and his country-
woman. Madame Jeanne Marie Guyon. Quietism was essenti-
ally a reaction against the bureaucratic ecclesiasticism always 
latent within the church of Rome, though it had come more 
especially to the front during the struggles of the counter-
Reformation carried through by the Jesuits. A Catholic cut 
to the orthodox pattern did not look, and would have thought 
it wrong to look, beyond the spiritual fare provided for him 
by the ecclesiastical authorities; all his relations with his 
Maker were conducted through the intermediacy of the Church. 
In the dogmatic sphere he believed whatever the Churth be-
lieved, because the Church believed it; to the Church's institu-
tions—the sacraments and the confessional—he looked for 
guidance in the practical affairs of life. Protestantism had 
tried to pat an end to this state of things by sweeping away the 
Church altogether, but the Quietists were more tolerant than 
Luther. They did not wish to abolish the Church; they ad-
mitted that it was a necessary stage in the evolution of the 
human soul; but they insisted that it could only bring a man on 
to the lowest slopes of Paradise. Those who aspired to be really 
holy must learn to look beyond the Church, and enter into 
Immediate, personal relations with their Maker. But how 
were they to do so? Like their contemporaries, the French 
Jaroenists, and the Quakers and Anabaptists of northern 
Europe, the Quietists fell back on • doctrine of immediate 
inspiration of the individual consdence. To the many God 
spoke only in general terms through the Church; but to the 
for He made His will directly known. But how did He do so? 
How distinguish the voice of God from the vagaries of our 
own imagination? Quietism offered an easy test. The less  

"sense of proprietorship " a man had in his own good actions—
the more they came from a source outside himself—the suicr 
might be be that they were divine. If, on the other hand, 
they were the fruit of his deliberate thought and will, that 
was enough to show that they did not come from God, but 
from his sinful self. Hence the first duty of the Quietist was to 
be " passive." So far as was possible he must numb all his 
spontaneous activities of every kind; then he could fold his 
hands, and wait in dreamy meditation until Inspiration came. 
And since all our activities have their root in desire, the shortest 
road to passivity was to suppress all desires and wishes of 
every kind. Thus the great object of the Quietist was to 
"sell or kill that crud beast, sell-condom will." Then he 
would be dead to hope and fear; he would be icily indifferent 
to his fate, either in this world or the next. Thenceforward 
no human tastes or affections would stand in the way of his 
performing the will of God. He was, as Ration said, like a 
feather blown about by all the winds of grace. His mind was 
a mere tobelerase, on which the Spirit printed any pattern 
that it those. Hence arose the great Quietist doctrine of dis-
interested love. "The Quietists maintain," says a contem-
porary writer, "that Christian perfection means a love of God 
so absolutely free from all desire of happiness that it is indif-
ferent to salvation. The soul is moved neither by hope nor fear, 
nor even by the foretaste of eternal bliss. Its only motive is 
to do the will and promote the glory of God. Other things are 
of no account: neither grace, nor merit, nor happiness, nor 
even perfection, in so far as it attaches to us. Nay, the soul 
must be ready to renounce Its hopes of heaven, and the scrup-
ulous will often feel themselves bound to do so; for in the 
last and fiercest trials they are invincibly persuaded of their 
own damnation. In this sentence of condemnation they 
generously acquiesce; and thenceforward, having nothing 
more to lose, they stand tranquil and intrepid, without fear 
and without remorse. This is what the Quietists call the 
state of holy indifference. Their soul has lost all wish for 
action, all sense of proprietorship in itself, and has thereby 
reached the summit of Christian perfection " (Andre. Vie cis 
Pere if akbraneke, ed. Ingold, Paris, x886, p. 271). 

Quietism is an outgrowth from the mysticism of the great 
16th-century Spaniards, St Teresa and St John of the Cross, 
though it would be unfair to hold them responsible for all the 
utterances of their disciples. Certainly St Teresa made much 
of " passivity," but she only regarded it as a refuge for a few 
specially constituted souls; whereas the Quietists designedly 
brought it within the reach of everyone. In St Teresa the 
passivity itself was balanced by a strong attachment to the 
virtues of the active life, and an equally strong devotion to 
the Church. Among the Quietists both these checks disappear, 
and passivity becomes the one and only test of holiness. But 
if passivity is all in all, there is no room for the virtues of the 
active life; all Quietists cherished the ancient saying that one 
moment's contemplation is worth a thousand years' good works. 
Still less room had they for the Church. It only professed to 
guide men to God; but those who had already found God stood 
in no need of a guide. Nay, they did not even stand in need 
of revelation. " If Christ be the way," wrote the Quietist 
Malaya!, " let us certainly pass by Film to God, but he who 
is always passing never arrives at his journey's end." Such 
utterances go far to explain the severity with which the Roman 
Church tried to stamp out the later developments of Quietism. 
In its earlier stages, before it had crystallized into a definite 
doctrine, the ecclesiastical authorities had been tolerant enough. 
The Spanish monk, Juan Falconi, who is generally reckoned as 
the father of Quietism, died id the odour of sanctity in i63z; 
some thirty years later his fellow-countryman, Molina, trans-
ported his doctrines to Rome, where they gained unbounded 
popularity with bishops and cardinals, and even with pope 
Innocent XI. In s673 Maras published the Guide Spirit**, 
the great text-book of his school. But his success soon armeted 
the suspicion of the Jesuits, the great champions of militant 
ecclesiasticism. " Passivity " accorded ill with a zealous 
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frequentation of the confessional, their chief centre of influence. 
Failing to turn public opinion against Molinos in Rome, they 
brought pressure to bear on Louis XIV. through his confessor, 
Pere La Chaise. At the instance of the French ambassador 
llolinos was arrested (085); his papers were seized, and his 
chief disciples examined by the Inquisition. Two years later he 
was convicted of heresy, and sentenced to imprisonment for life. 

The later stages of the Quictist drama were played out in 
France. Here Quietist ideas had long been spreading under the 
leadership of enthusiasts like Francois Malaval (1627-1729), 
blind layman of Marseilles. A more romantic figure was 
Jeanne Marie Guyon (1648-1717), a widow of good family and 
remarkable personal charm, who devoted her life to missionary 
journeys on behalf of " passivity." In z688 fate brought her to 
the Fren,h court, v.herc she made a groat impression on Mme. de 
Maintenon and other persons of quality. But her most illus-
trious captive was Ffnelon, then tutor to the duke of Burgundy, 
eldest son of the Dauphin. "They met," says Saint-Simon; 
" they pleased each other, and their sublime amalgamated." 
In other words, they corresponded with a freedom that Ffnelon 
afterwards had cause to regret. For Mine. Guyon's paradoxical 
and extravagant lauguage soon scandalized her friends. In 
1693 she was examined by Bossuet, and dismissed with.a severe 
caution. Further imprudences led to her arrest, and a long 
imprisonment in the Bastille. On her release in t7o3 she 
settled down quietly at Blois, where she died in 1717. Mean-
while Ffnelon had become involved in her fortunes. When 
Bossuet first took action, Fenelon defended her with a zeal that 
drew down suspicion on his own head; and he was only pro- 
moted to the archbishopric of Cambrai after signing what was 
really a disguised retractation (169s). Meanwhile Bossuet 
was at work on an Instruction sue ks elats d'oraison, which was 
intended to distinguish once for all what was true in Quietism 
from what was false. Ffnelon, feeling sure that Bossuet would 
do the Quietists less than justice, determined to be beforehand 
with him. While Bossuet's book was still in the press, he 
suddenly brought out an Explication des marines des saints 
(1697). The little volume raised a violent storm. For two 
years Ffnelon was at bitter feud with Bossuet; he was banished 
from Versailles; finally, he was censured by the pope (1699), 
although in very measured terms. For Ffnelon by no means 
shared all the ideas of Mme. Guyon; in the language of the 
divinity schools he was, at most, a " semi-Quietist." For the 
more ecstatic side of Quietism, so much in evidence with his 
friend, he had no taste whatsoever; but he thought that 
" passivity," when interpreted with large modifications, led 
the way to a state of peaceful, other-world serenity highly 
grateful to the denizens of a crowded court, where was much 
splendid ennui and but little peace. Further, he was the 
counsellor of many over-scrupulous souls; and Quietist dis-
interestedness, also much modified, enabled him to tell them 
that they were not necessarily castaways because they suffered 
much from "spiritual dryness," and seldom enjoyed the sweets 
of piety. But in the heat of battle with Bossuet, Finelon 
carried his principles beyond all reasonable bounds. The 
theme of his Maxims is that, as men grow in holiness they 
become utterly indifferent to themselves. Not only do they 
cease to covet the consolations of religion; they lose all inci-
dental pleasure in its exercise. Their whole soul is taken lip in 
loving God; and they neither know nor care whether God loves 
them in return. But Bossuet had little trouble in persuading 
the world that Wenn ick Dkh lithe, toss geld es Dick an? is but a 
sorry foundation on which to build up a personal religion; and 
the condemnation of the Marino proved the deathblow to 
official Quietism. But flickers of " passivity," not always 
easily distinguishable from the teaching of Molinos, are still here 
and there produced by violent reaction from the prevailing 
legalism of the church of Rome. 

&name xxxxxx —H. Heppe. Geschickto der gidetistischen Mystih 
(Berlin. 1875). covers the whole subject. On the place of Quietism 
in the history of religious thought see W, R. loge, Christks Mysti- 
cism (London, 1899); on its psychology see H. Delaeroix„ Etudes  

sae is mysticisms (Paris. tea); J. Denis. libseires del  ilealaw 
de Caen for 1894;_%V. tames, The Varieties of Religious 
(London, 190.2); H. Joly, Psychologie des saints (Pans, tans) j 
Leuba. " Tendances fondamentales des mystiques ciao:miens." t, • 
Revue philosophigne for ton; E. Munster. Let Melodics da 
men' relies: (Paris. 1903); Rufus M. Jones, Studies is Mv.. . 
Religion (19o9). See also the articles on BOSSUICT; FINCLA 
Mine. GuYoN; and MOL1NOS. 

(Sr C QUILIMANE, or Kimura (the former being the Par 
guest spelling), a, town of Portuguese East Africa, in sr • 
36°  59' E., t4 m. inland from the mouth of the river Q7.+-
or Qua Qua. The river, an independent stream during the 
of the year, during the rainy season becomes a deltaic besars 
the Zambezi, with which it is connected by a channel cur - 
Mutu. The town (officially Sb Martinbo de Quilimanej 
the north bank of the river at a point where it is about a a 
broad. There is ample and deep anchorage in the rive.- L. 
the entrance is obstructed by a bar, over which there is • ' 
water at low tide, and from t6 to 22 ft. at high tide. Ahnos 
the European merchants live in one long, acacia-shaded s_-
or boulevard skirting the river, while the Indian crzerchzz— - 
Banyans occupy another street running at right angles to •_ 
first street. Behind lies the native town. The total pcp.:.c. 
in woo was 2200, including 400 Europeans and 32o .ksiaticx i. 
trade of Quilimane, formerly the only port for the produa 
the Zambezi valley, steadily declined after the establiel•cr-_ 
of Chinde (q.v.). Efforts made at the beginning of the 
century to develop local resources met with little success. •s-
to high duties and freights. A railway a In. long run. 
Maquival, a large grasp for the cultivation of tropical prod_ 
The imports are largely cotton goods from England and 
provisions from Portugal, and hardware from Germany. -
exports are chiefly copra, ground-nuts, sugar, sesamtun, 
rubber, wax, ivory, and beans. The average annual valet 
the trade for the ten years 1897-1906 was:—imports fee. -
exports £34,547.  The natives are noted for their skill in 
manufacture of jewelry, chiefly gold and silver ornarne., 
The town lies low and is unhealthy, despite efforts to hag. , 

 its condition. 
The Quilimane river was entered by Vasco da Gama in 4 

who there discovered an Arab settlement. The present u. 
was founded by the Portuguese in the 16th century, and ter 
in the 18th and the early part of the 19th centuries one al -
great slave marts on the east coast of Africa. It was the star•. 
point of several notable expeditions—that of Francisco Bar 
to the country of the Monomotapa in 1569, and that of Lt 
Livingstone up the Zambezi to Lake Nyasa in 1S61 beinz ' 
most famous. Until 1853 the trade of the port was feat•: 
to any save Portuguese. The European population, anal xx 

 last quarter of the soh century, consisted mainly of eons, 
from Portugal. (See PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA, liisli0271 

QUILL. a term applied to the bare, hard, hollow tube of • 
feather of a bird, also to the large flight feathers or rem:co. 
especially to the strong feathers of the goose, swan, or crew :sr 
in the making of quill pens (see FEATHER and PLO. The r 
is of obscure origin; a word with similar meaning, Kiel, is he 
in German, and French has gaUZe, ninepin, apparently canna= 
with Ger. Kesel. Certain ancient stringed instruments =- 
played with a plectrum or plucker made of the gun] of a I--
feather, and the word has thus been used of a ykarstes unrS - 
other material and differink In shape, and also of an anal.w , 

 object for striking the strings in the harpsichord, some : 
virginal. The verb " to quill " is to fold lace, muslin or c•n• 
light material into narrow flutes or pleats; when so pgeatre. --
material is called " quilling." The French term " miffs 
apparently formed from quilk, ninepin, Is applied to the cr'r 
jecting arms or cross guards of the hilt of a sword. 

QUILLFX-COUCH. SIR ARTHUR THOMAS ( l ass-
English writer, known under the pseudonym of " Q • Up b. -
In Cornwall on the 21st of November 1863. Be Was frebsz• 
at Newton Abbot College, at Clifton College, and Trinity Ceara-- 
Oxford. After taking his degree In s886 he was fora short rat 
clasaiad lecturer at Trinity. While be was at Woad Is 
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published (1887) his Dead Mates Rock (a romance in the vein of 
Stevenson's Treasure Island), and be followed this up with Troy 
Tows (7888) and The Splendid Spur (1889). After some 
Journalistic experience in London, mainly as a contributor to 
the Speaker, in 189r he settled at Fowey in Cornwall. His later 
novels Include The Blue Pavilions (11391), The Skip of Stars 
(7899), HeUy Wesley (1903), The Admisturer of Harry Revel 
(7903), Fort Amity (1904), The Shining Ferry (1905), Sir !elm 
Constantine (1906). He published in 1896 a series of critical 
articles, Adventures in Critieinn, and in t8913 he completed R. L. 
Stevenson's unfinished novel, St her. From his Oxford days 
he was known as a writer of excellent verse. With the exception 
of the parodies entitled Green Bays (1893), his poetical work is 
contained in Poems mid Ballads (1896). In 1895 he published a 
delightful anthology from the 16th and 77th-century English 
lyrists, The Golden Pomp, followed in 19oo by an equally 
successful Oxford Book of English Verse, 1250-19oo (1900). 
In Cornwall he was an active worker in politics for the Liberal 
party. He was knighted in 7970. 

QUILLOTA, a town of Chile in the province of Valparaiso, 
on the left bank of the Aconcagua river, so m. above its mouth 
and 26 m. E.N.E. of the city of Valparaiso. Pop. (1902 
estimate) 9876. The valley is noted for its beauty, fertility, 
and healthfulness, and is the centre of thriving fruit and 
wine industries. Among its fruits is the " ddrimoya " (Anon 
rherintolia). There are rich copper mines in the vicinity. 
Quillota is situated on a railway between Valparaiso and 
Santiago, which passes through a mountainous, semi-barren 
country. It is one of the oldest towns of Chile, dating from the 
first years of the conquest. 

a seaport of India, on the Malabar coast, in the 
state of Travancore. Pop. (tool) 15,691. Quilon enjoys 
great facilities of water communication, and has an active 
export trade in timber, coco-nuts, ginger, pepper, &c. The 
palace of the maharaja of Travancore stands on the bank of 
Quilon lake, a beautiful sheet of water. Besides being on a pro-
jecting point, Quilon is rendered still more unsafe to approach 
by the bank of hard ground called the Tangasseri reef, which 
extends some distance to the south-west and west of the point 
and along the coast to the northward. There is good anchorage, 
however, in a bight about 3 m. from the fort. Quilon is one of 
the oldest towns on the Malabar coast, and continued to be a 
place of considerable importance down to the beginning of the 
reth century. It is now the headquarters of the Travancore 
army, with a subsidiary battalion. Cotton weaving and spinning 
and the manufacture of tiles are the chief industries. It is the 
terminus of a railway across the bills from Thuovelly. Adjoin-
ing Quilon is the British village of Tanpaseri, formerly a 
Portuguese and then a Dutch settlement, which is administered 
with Anjengo; pop. (7907) 1733. 

QUILT. properly a coverlet for • bed, consisting of a mass of 
feathers, down, wool or other soft substance, surrounded by an 
outer covering of linen, cloth, or other material. In its tinier 
uses the " quilt " was made thick, and served as a form of 
mattress. The term was also given to a stitched wadded lining 
for body armour, and also, when made stout and closely padded, 
to a substitute for armour. The word came into English from 
0. Fr. euitte, mite, or costs, mod. wadi.. This is derived from 
Lat ra/ciia or cukitra, a stuffed mattress or cushion. From 
the form cukitra came 0. Fr. eotre or centre, whence mare palate, 
Low Lat. eskito Moneta, i.e. stitched or quilted cushion; this 
was corrupted to made points, Eng. cosadereeird, which in turn 
was changed to " counterpane " (as if from Lat. palms, piece of 
cloth). Thus " counterpane," a coverlet for a bed, and " 
are by origin the same word. 

OHIMPER. formerly Quwea-Costeartne, a town of France, 
capital of the department of Finhare, :38 miles north-west of 
Nantes and 68 miles south-east of Blest on the railway between 
those towns. Pop. (1006) 16.550. 71ae delightful valley in 
which it lies is surrounded by high hills and traversed by the 
Steir and the Odet, which, meeting above the town, form a 
navigable channel for vessels of 'so tons to the sea (11 

There is a small general shipping trade. Of the town walls 
(rsth century) a few portions are preserved in the terrace of 
the episcopal palace and in the neighbourhood of the college. 
Quimper is the seat of a bishopric in the province of Rennes. 
The cathedral, dedicated to St Corentin ind erected between 
1239 and ISIS, has a fine facade (c. 1425), the pediment of 
which is crowned by a modern equestrian statue of Ring Grallon, 
and adorned (ble several other external parts of the building) 
with heraldic devices in granite. Two lateral towers with 
modern spires (x854-56) and turrets reach a height of 247 
feet. The axis of the choir is deflected towards the north, a 
feature not uncommon, but here exaggerated. The nave and 
the transept are in the style of the z 5th century, and the central 
boss bears the arms of Anne of Brittany (1476-1514). The 
terminal chapel of the apse dates from the 13th century. In the 
side chapels are the tombs of several early bishops. The high 
altar, tabernacle, and ciborium are costly works of contemporary 
art. The pulpit panels represent episodes in the life of St 
Corentin. Of the other churches may be mentioned the church 
of Loanaria, dating from the tub century, and the chapel of 
the 15th century connected with the episcopal palace. A number 
of houses, in wood or stone, date from the 15th, 76th and 17th 
centuries. The museum, built in 1869-70, contains archaeological 
collections and about t3oo paintings and drawings. In 1868 
a bronze statue of Laennec the inventor of the stethoscope 
(born at Quimper in 1780 was erected in Place St Corentin. 

Quimper, or at least Its suburb Locmaria (which lies below 
the town on the left bank of the Odet), was occupied in the time 
of the Romans, and traces of the ancient foundations exist. 
Later Quimper became the capital of Cornouailles and the 
residence of its kings or hereditary counts. It is said to have 
been Grallon Meur (i.e. the Great) who brought the name of 
Cornouailles from Great Britain and founded the bishopric, 
which was first held by St Corentin about 495• Hod, count 
of Cornouailles, marrying the sister and heiress of Duke Conan 
in 1o66, united the muntship with the duchy of Brittany. 
Quimper suffered in the local wars of succession. In 1344 it was 
sacked by Charles of Blois. Monfort failed in his attempt to 
take the town by storm on August Ii, 1345, but it opened its 
gates to his son John IV. in 1364 after the victory at Auray. 
At a later period it sided with the League. Doubtless on 
account of its distance from the capital, Quimper, like Carpentras 
and Landemeau, has been a frequent butt of French popular wit. 

QUIMPRRLE, a town of western France, capital of an 
arrondissement in the department of Finisthre, at the con-
fluence of two rivers which unite to form the Laker, 28 m. E.S.E. 
of Quimper by rail. Pop. (7906) town 6203, commune 9176. 
Quimperlk grew up round the abbey of Ste Croix, founded in 
the r sth century, the romanesque basilica•of which, restored in 
modern times, still remains. The church of St Michel (14th and 
15th centuries), with a fine tower, crowns the hill above the 
town. Quirnperle has a tribunal of first instance, and carries 
on the manufacture of farm implements, railway material, 
paper, &c., and trades in grain, timber, cattle and agricultural 
products. The town has a small port. 

QUIN, JANIS (7693-1766), English actor of Irish descent, 
was born in London on the 24th of February 1693. He was 
educated at Dublin, and probably spent a short time at Trinity 
College. Soon after his father's death in 17ro, he made his 
first appearance on the stage at Abel in Sir Robert Howard's 
The Committee at the Smock Alley Theatre. Quin's first London 
engagement was in small parts at Drury Lane, and he secured 
his first triumph at Bajazet in Nicolas Rowe's Tamerlane, on 
the 8th of November 17:5. The next year be appeared as 
Hotspur at Lincoln's Inn, where he remained for fourteen 
years. On the zoth of July r718 he was convicted of man-
slaughter for having killed Bowen, another actor, in a duel 
which the victim had himself provoked. Quin was not severely 
punished, the affair being regarded as more of an accident 
than a crime. The public took a similar view of another 
episode in which Quin, on being attacked by a young actor 
who had been angered by the sarcastic criticism of his superior, 
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drew upon him and killed him. But if he was eager in his own 
defence he was no I ss so in that of others. In 1721 a drunken 
nobleman reeled on to the stage of the theatre and assaulted 
the manager, Ric h , whose life was saved by Quin's prompt 
armed interference. This resulted in a riot, and thereafter a 
guard was stational in all theatres. In 1732 Quin appeared 
at Covent Garden, returning to Drury Lane from 1734 to 1741, 
and in 1742 was ag in at Covent Garden, where be remained 
until the close of tars career. On the 24th of November 1746 
Quin played Horatiii and Garrick Lothario to the Calista of Mrs 
Cibber in Rose's Fair Penitent. The applause of the audience 
was so great as to disconcert if not actually to alarm the two 
actors. Public interest was yet more keenly stimulated in 
comparing Garrick's and Quin's impersonations of Richard III., 
the popular verdict being loudly in favour of Garrick. But 
Quin's Falstaff in King Henry IV. was emphatically preferred to 
the Hotspur of his rival. In consequence of an attempt made 
by Garrick in 1750-51 to draw Mtn away from Covent Garden, 
Quin was enabled to extort from his manager a salary of Limo 
a year, the highest figure then reached in the profession. Quin's 
last regular appearance was on the i5th of May 1757, as Horatio 
in the Fair Penitent, though in the following year he twice 
played Falstaff for the benefit of friends. He had retired to 
Bath, where he lived a happy life, with late hours and much 
eating and drinking, until his death on the list of January 
1766. He was buried in the abbey church at Bath. Some 
coolness which had arisen between Quin and Garrick before the 
former's retirement was dissipated on their subsequent meeting 
at Chatsworth at the duke of Devonshire's, and Quin paid 
many a visit to Garrick's villa at Hampton in the latter part of 
his life. The epitaph in verse on his tomb was written by 
Garrick. Quin's will displayed a generous nature, and among 
numerous bequests was one of fifty pounds to " Mr Thomas 
Gainsborough, limner." 

In the Garrick Club in London are two portraits of the actor 
ascribed to Hogarth, and a portrait ,y Gainsborough is in 
Buckingham Palace. His personality was not gracious. His 
jokes were coarse; his temper irascible; his love of food, his 
important airs, and his capacity for deep drinking do not 
command respect; on the other band, a few of his jokes were 
excellent, and there was no rancour in him. On many occa-
sions be showed his willingness to help persons in distress. His 
character is summarized by Smollett in Humphtey Clinker. As 
an actor his manner was charged with an excess of gravity 
and deliberation; his pauses were so portentous as in some 
situations to appear even ludicrous; but he was well fitted for 
the delivery of Milton's poetry, and for the portrayal of the 
graver roles in his repertory. 

See The Life of Mr. lames Quin, Comedian, published in 1766 and 
reprinted in 1887. 

QUINAULT, PHILIPPE (1635-1688), French dramatist and 
librettist, was born in Paris on the 3rd of June 1635. He 
was educated by the liberality of Tristan l'Hermite, the author 
of Mariamne. Quinault's first play was produced at the Hotel 
de Bourgogne in 1653, when he was only eighteen. The piece 
succeeded, and Quinault followed it up, but he also read for the 
bar; and in t66o, when he married a widow with money, he 
bought himself a place in the Cour des Comptes. Then he tried 
tragedies (Agrippa, lizc.) with more success than desert. He 
received one of the literary pensions then recently established, 
and was elected to the Academy in 167o. Up to this time he 
had written some sixteen or seventeen comedies, tragedies, 
and tragi-comedies, of which the tragedies were mostly of very 
small value and the tragi-comedies of little more. But his 
comedies--especially his first piece Les Rivaks (1653), L'Amant 
Wisest, (1654), which has some likeness to Moliere'vElourdi, 
Le FantOnse ansoureux (165g), and La Mere coquette (x665), 
perhaps the best—are much better. But in 167r he contributed 
to the singular miscellany of Psyche, in which Corneille and 
Moliere also had a hand, and which was set to the music of 
Lulli. Here he showed a remarkable faculty for lyrical drama, 
and from this time till just before his death he confined himself  

to composing libretti for Lulli's stork. This was not only rus 
profitable (for be is said to have received four thousand firm 
for each, which was much more than was usually paid em 
for tragedy), but it established Quinault's reputation as tic 
master of a new style,—so that even Boileau, who bad prevmsr 
satirized his dramatic work, was converted, less to the epee. 
which he did not like, than to Quinault's remarkably &striae 
and artist-bike work in it. His libretti are among the urr 
few which are readable without the music, and which art 7o 
carefully adapted to it. They certainly do not contain sc• 
exalted poetry or very perfect drama. But they arc quite in 
from the ludicrous doggerel which has made the name like - 
a byword, and they have quite enough dramatic merit to am 
the reader, much more the spectator, along with them. 
not an exaggeration to say that Quinault, coming at the =- 
time when opera became fashionable out of Italy, had very er.., 
to do with establishing it as a permanent European genre. I. 
first piece after Psyche was a kind of classical masque. 
Fetes _de r Amour et de ,Bacchus (1672). Then came Ca, 
(1674), Akcste (1674), This& ( 16 75), /flys (1676), one of his 
pieces, and Isis (1677). All these were classical in subject o. 
so was Proserpine (i68o), which was superior to any of It= 
The Triumph of Love 0680 is a mere ballet, but in Persia SIC 
and Phaeton (1683) Quinault returned to the classical cor. 
Then he finally deserted it for romantic subjects. in whub 
was even more successful. Ansadis de Conk (s684), 
(1685), and Amide (i686) are his masterpieces, the last ban; 
most famous and the best of all. The very artificiality el 
French lyric of the later 17th century, and its resemblma 
alexandrines cut into lengths, were aids to Quinault in arrxte-: 
lyrical dialogue. Lulli died in 1687, and Quinault, his cc= 
lion gone, became devout, and began a poem called the " 
struction of Heresy." He died on the 26th of November 

The best edition of his works is that of 1739 (Paris, 5 vols.). 
QUINAZOLINES (Phenmiazines or benwpyrirniclinesi, 

organic chemistry, heterocyclic compounds of the saw= 
shown in the inset formula. They may be regarded as resuitu 

(4) from the fusion of a benzene with a pyrites:A , 
 Nco nucleus in the 3.6 position. They are homes 

with the dnnolines, phthalazines and gala-
(') lines. They may be obtained by the action of 

N holic ammonia on the acidyl derivatives of ors.. 
aminobenzaldelsydes and ortho-aminoketones (A. Bischkx, it 

HO 	 H : N 
ifior 	C 	 1-NHs=C411,<C 	I + 2111'  

NH. CO.R 	 N : CR 
and from the corresponding dihydro compounds on oxidation *It 
potassium permanganate. They are stable, tertiary bases, r. 
may be distilled without decomposition; they fonts sass 
products with alkyl iodides and double salts with mercuric to 
platinum chlorides. On reduction with sodium in pasture 
alcohol they yield dihydro derivatives. Those in which the t'_ 
group adjacent to the benzene nucleus is nnsubstituted are ar• 
ized by chromic acid to ketodihydroquinasolines (quinaaokce 

puinazoline (C,H.N,) is obtained by oxidizing its dihydrodf, 
 alive with potassium ferricyanide. The dihydro derisatiees 

in three different series, since the addition of two atoms of hydra 
in the diazinc ring ran take place In three different positions, sza 
in the 4, 1.4 and 1.2 positions, and these different types on a 
tin , ,hc..1 by the symbols Al, Al, 43, denoting that the 
lin is between the first and second, second and thud. r 
thin I and fourth atoms in the diasinc ring. The as series r1.0  
an obtained by the elimination of the elements of mut me 
the acidyl derivatives of orth•aminobenzytaminew„ are wk' 
strong loses which form stable salts and yield the roorm,3' 
ing keto derivatives on oxidation (C. Peal, firs.. 1101-0.: 
4- Ketn -dihvdroquinaroliiie (ft -quinazolone) is formed by is...* 
in the dihydro base sill potassium permanganate: by lsE 
acidvi-ortho.aininoben2amide with water (A. 11,eddige, Awe 1 ,4  
ChrtiL,18135. (a) 31, p. or by heating anthranilic acid with kir, 
mile (S. Niiementowski, re., 1895, 28. p. 443). h marts bet 
the enol and keto form. ridding both hi•ethers and 0.011to 
latter being obtained bs a action of sodium aloaholatre ea 4wIl. 
quinazolines. The Oa 	les is obtained by heating acidriw'' 
aminobenzylaminer with inc chloride, whilst the a  aria. 1,10 
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I only Sams In the-form of its lets derivatives (e-quinandined 
teaks from the fusion of area with ortho-ammobenzaldelnydes and 
ensophenones, the dements of water and of ammonia being film'. 
sled (8. Gabeial and Th. Posner, Ber., 1895, 28. p. 1037). They 
mew feeble basic and pbes C c characters. The tetra-hydroqabe 
'otiose an obtained by reducing the quinazolines and dihydro-
uinaaolines and by amdming ortho-ammobenzylamine with aide. 
ydea (M. Busch, Jeer. . Chem.;  IRO. (3) S3. P. std. The 
inn is easily split on bydrelyus, gning taxto ortho-disubainited 
essence. Tbe keto derivatives of this sisim result by the action 
I carbonyl chloride on ortho-aminobenzylamines of the type 
isN.Cslis.CHiNHR (M. Busch. 1892, 25, p. 53), or from 
he urea derivatives of ortho-aminobenzylamlne. They are weak 
saes which are indi(ereet to both acids and alkalis, and which on 
sidation yield the corresponding x.eitilteto derivatives. 

WW1 (Lat. Cydonia or Game, ItaL Cotogela, Fr: osier, 
Ilid. Eng. coin Ink, whence a collective plural " quins,' 
*erupted to singular " quince "), a fruit-tme coticendng 
which botanists differ as to whether or not it is entitled to take 
wok as a distinct genus or as a section of the genus Pros 
:natural order Rasaceae, cc). It is not a matter of much im-
meteors whether we ca/1 the quince Press Cydonia or Cydonia 
'edge*. For 'practical purposes it is perhaps better to sou-
nder it as distinct from Pyrite, differing from that genus in the 
twisted manner in which the petals are arranged in the bud, 
tad in the many-celled ovary, in which the numerous ovules 
ire disposed horizontally, not vertically as in the pease. The 
Quinces are much-branched shrubs or small trees with entire 
leaves, small stipule., large solitary white or pink lowers 
glee those of a pear or apple, but with leafy calyx lobes and 
▪ many celled ovary, in each cell of which are numerous bori-
rental ovules. The common quince is a native of Persia and 
Anatolia, and perhaps also of Greece and the Crimea, but in 
these latter localities it is doubtful whether or not the plant 
Is not a relic of former cultivation. By Franchet and Savatier 
P. Cydonia is given as a native of Japan with the native name 
of " use:materna." It is certain that the Greeks knew a 
common variety upon which they enpafted scions of a better 
variety which they called odiapur, from Cydon in Crete, 
whence it was obtained, and from which the later names have 
been derived. Pliny (II.N. :v. t) mentions that the fruit 
of the quince, Madan edoneenn, warded off the influence of 
the evil eye; and other legends connect it with ancient Greek 
mythology, as exemplified by statues In which the fruit is repre-
sented, as well as by representations on the walls of Pompeii. 
The fragrance and estringency•of the fruit of the quince are 
well known, and the seeds were formerly used medicinally for 
the sake of the inudlage they yield when soaked in water, a 
peculiaritywhich is not met with in pears. This mucilage is 
analogous to, and has the sum properties as that which is 
formed from the seeds of linseed. 

The quince is but little cultivated in Great Britain, two 
or three trees planted in the slip or orchard being in general 
found to be suffident for a supply of the fruit; in Scotland 
it seldom approaches maturity, unless favoured by a wall. The 
!nth has a powerful odour, but in the raw state is austere and 
astringent; it, however, makes en excellent preserve, and is 
often used to give davour and poignancy to stewed or bated 
' NM 

tie 
There are three principal varieties of the quince, the Port, , 

apple Japed and the pear shaped. The Portugal is ■ t. ∎  
and MOM vigorous gt 	than the other., and has Luger and finer 
fruit; the 	 which has roundish fruit. Is more to- 
ductile, and ripens under less favourable conditions than ember 
of the others' while the 	shaped has roundish•pyriforrn fiat. 
Will deem jester than eh 	I the apple•shaped variety. 

The quince enders a ri h. light and somewhat moist soil (be 
tree is genimilly 	Old by cuttings or layers. the form, 	kg 
the beet ohms. bent being longer in growing. It is much r. 	*a 
dzolaseonabstock for cattail kinds of pears, and for this par 	die 

	

Mom bedded out in the quarters should be , 1 	Ned 
=I  to about a oe se itschec the effect is to restrain the cl rib 

the Pak kapee and hasten its fruitfulness, and enable to 
withstand the affects of cold. Those required to form stamMrd 
Imit•bearig trees *add be trained up to a single stem till a height

6  idler fen is attained. 
lea ammo 	 Cdes& JOessiek h Vows 

la Wks* for tinrirhig..of its wtieh on* h Wish'.  kohl 
t3  

creamy white to rich red. and are produced daring the winter Ind 
early spring months. The fruit is green and fragrant but quite 
uneatable. C. Mantei, a more recently introduced shrub from 
Japan, bears a profusion of equally beautiful orange-red Rowers, 
which are followed by fruit of a yellow colour and agreeable fragrance. 
so that, when cooked with auger, it forms an agreeable conserve, 
as in the ease of the ordinary quince, 

QIIIIICY, JOSIAH (1744-1776), American patriot, son of 
Josiah Quincy (1709-i784), was born in Boston on the 23rd 
of February z744. He was a descendant of Edmund Quincy, 
who emigrated to 7iLw.,husetts in 1633, and received in 1636 
a grant of land at Mount Wollaston, or Merry Mount, after-
wards a part of Braintree and now Quincy. He graduated at 
Harvard in 1763, and studied law in the office of Osenbridge 
Thacher (d. 1765), to whose large practice he succeeded. In 
:767 Quincy contributed to the Boston Gazette two bold 
papers, signed "Hyperion" " declaiming against British op- 
pression; they were followed by a third in September 1768; 
and on ihe Lath of February 1770 he published in the Gaudio 
a all to his countrymen to break off all social intercourse " with 
those whose commerce contaminates, whose luxuries poison, 
whose avarice is insatiable, and whose unnatudl oppressions 
are not to be borne." After the " Boston massacre (5th 
of March x77o) he and John Adams defended Captain Preston 
and the accused soldiers and secured their acquittal.' He 
used the signatures " Mentor," " Callisthenes,' " Marchmont 
Needham," " Edward Sextry," &c., in later letters to the Boston 
Gazette. He travelled for his health in the South in ins, 
and left in his journal an interesting account of his travels 
and of society in South Carolina; this journey was important 
in that it brought Southern patriots into closer relations with 
the popular leaden in Massachusetts. In May 1774 be pub-
lished Observations on IA. Ad of Parliament, commonly called 
" The Boston Port BM," with Thoughts on Civil Socidy and 
Standing Armies, in which he urged " patriots and heroes" 
to " form a compact for opposition—a band for vengeance.° 
In September 1774 he left for England, where he consulted 
with leading Whip as to the political situation in America; 
on the 16th of March 1775 he started back, but he died on 
the 26th oi April in sight of land. 

See the Memoir of the Life of Josiah Quint', Jun. qJ Mass. 
elinsetts (Boston, 1626; 2nd eel., 1874), by hiseon, which contains 
his more important papers. 

Ills son, JOSIAH QUM? (t772-r864), AMMO= lawyer and 
author, was born In Boston on the 4th of February 1772. He 
studied at Phillip. Academy, Andover, graduated at Harvard 
in ileo, studied law, and was admitted to the bar in s793,  but. 
was never a prominent advocate He became a leader of the 
Federalist party in Massachusetts; was an unsuccessful candi-
date for the national House of Representatives in rano; served 
in the Massachusetts Senate in aos-s; and was a member in 
1805-13 of the national House of Representatives, where he 
was one of the small Federalist minority. He attempted to 
secure the exemption of fishing vessels from the Embargo Act, 
urged the strengthening of the American navy, and vigorously 
opposed the erection of Orleans Territory (Louisiana) into 
a state in art, and • stated as his "deliberate opinion, that 
If this bill passes, the bonds of this Union are virtually dis-
solved; that the States that compose it are free from their 
moral obligations to maintain ft; and that, as it will be the 
right of all, so it we be the duty of some to prepare definitely 
for a separation,—amicably if they can, violently if they must." 
This is probably " the first assertion of the right of secession 
on the door of Congress." Quincy lit Congress because he 
saw that the Federalist opposition was useless, and thereafter 
was a member of the Massachusetts Senate until aro; In 
:get-22 he was a member and speaker of the state House 
of Representatives, from which be resigned to become judge 
of the municipal court of Boston. In 1823-28 he was mayor 
of Boston, and In his term Fannin Hall Market House was 

► His eldest brother, SAMV1L Qvixcv (1735-1 719), WS at this 
thee made°, of Massachusetts, and opened this trial. He 
remised loyal to the Crown, left Bolton In 1776, and was attorney 
let the Crown in Aatigus mug his death. 

2a 
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built, the fire and police departments were reorganized, and the manufactures are stoves and furnaces, foundry sad eel-- 
the city's care of the poor was systematized. In 1829-1845 shop products, carriages and wagons, flour and grim 
be was president of Harvard College, of which be bad been ducts, malt liquors, dairymen's and poulterers' supplies, -
an overseer since aro,•when the board was reorganized; he cases, men's clothing, agricultural implements, sadrIkry 
has been called " the great organizer of the university "• harness, and lumber. 
he gave an elective (or " voluntary ") system an elaborate trial, 	In 1822 John Wood (1798-188o), the first white settle- 
introduced a system of marking (on the scale of 8) on which a log cabin here, and in 1825, Quincy, then having lm 
college rank and honours, formerly rather carelessly assigned, ten inhabitants, was made the county-seat of Mann 
were based; first used courts of law to punish students who both town and county being named through Wood's ire 
destroyed or injured college property; and helped to reform in honour of John Quincy Adams. Wood was brie 
the finances of the university. During his term Dane Hall governor of the state in 1857-186o, and acting-governor s 
(for law) was dedicated, Gore Hall was built, and the Astro- x86i. A bronze statue (dedicated In /883) in his memon • 
nomical Observatory was equipped. His last years were spent in Washington Park. There was a general ntal 
principally OD his farm in Quincy, where be died on the est of United States Army in Quincy during the Civil War. (• 
July 1864. was incorporated as a town in 1834, and was charter- - 

He wrote a Memel,' of his father (1825); a History of Harvard city in 1839. 
University (2 V012, 1840), marred by a tendency to belittle the 	QUINCY, a city of Norfolk county, Massachusau.1 - 

clerical regime; The formals of Major Samuel .51ms (p); The on Massachusetts Bay, and separated from Boston History of the Boston Athenaeum (i851); The Muslim 	History Ne ponset river on the N. and from We ymouth by 141 - of the Town and City of Boston 0852); a Memoir of the ife of J. Q, 
Adams (1858); and Essays on the Soiling of Cattle (1859),  only one on the S. Pop. (189o) 16,723; (1900) 23,894 d 
of his many practical contributions to agriculture. &.e Edmund 7663 were foreign-born; (giro census) 32,643; arta 
Quincy, Life of Josiah Quincy (Boston, 1867). 16 sq. m. It is served by the Now York, New ill. 

Josue Qunrcv (18o2-1882), son of the list-nailed, was Hartford railway, and by an interurban electric lea 
mayor of Boston in 1845-1849, and author of Figures of the Past large degree Quincy is a residential suburb of Bows 
(1882); his brother EDMOND (5808-5877) was a prominent birthplaces of John Adams, built in x68,, and of Jab k 
Abolitionist, and author of the biography of his father and of a Adams, built in 1716, are still standing. The Stone 
romance, Wensley (1854); and his sister ELIZA SUSAN (I798-  or First (Unitarian) Congregational Church, is the hicr.' 
1884) was her father's secretary and the biographer of her of the two Adamsea.. Quincy was also the home of 
mother. Josiah Quincy (1802-1882) had two sons—Josue Francis Adams, John Adams gave to the town  bis - 
All 	(1829-9to), alawyer, who wrote, besides some verse, private library, and in 2822 founded here the Adams .1-
The Protection of Majorities (1876) and Double Taxation in for boys (now closed). In the home of Josiah QUiDC3 
Massachusetts (1889); and SAMUEL MILLER (5833-5887), who 1884) in Wollaston Park is the Quincy Mansion Set'. 1 
practised law, wrote on legal subjects, served in the Union army Girls. Woodward Institute (5894) is an endowed hie, 
during the Civil War, and was breveted brigadier-general of for girls. The public school system, the " Quincy 
volunteers in 1865. Josue Qutwcv (b. x859), a son of Josiah was made famous in 0375-xitgo by Col. Francis Walkuw 
Phillips Quincy, was prominent in the Democratic party in (1837-1902), who abolished learning lessons by rote, u. -
Massachusetts, and was mayor of. Boston in 1895-2899. 	duced Froebelian principles. A public library was Oft 

QUINCY, a city and the county-seat of Adams county, Illinois, 1871, and in 1882 it was housed in the Crane Menem 
USA, in the western part of the state, on the Mississippi designed by H. H. Richardson, and given by the .4 
river, about ros m. W. of Springfield. Pop. (1890) 3 1 ,494; Crane (1..%3-187.5), who had spent his early youth is the i 
(woo) 36,252, of whom 4961 were foreign-born-3988 being but bad lived in New York City from stlay wag 
of German birth—and 2029 were negroes; (ipso, census) The library contained about 26,000 volumes is two 
36,587. Land area (1906), 5.8 sq. m. Quincy is served by city has a fine system of parks, among theca being Mem" 
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas and Faxon,..the latter named in honour of the family 
City, and the Wabash railways, and by lines of river steamers, H. Faxon, who in digs secured a negative vote by ter 
which find an excellent harbour in Quincy Bay, an arm of the to the question whether " licenses be granted fee the so 
Mississippi. The city is built on the river bluffs, which tom- intoxicating liquors"; subsequently there has been a ec i 
mind an extensive view. In Indian Mounds park, within the vote each year. The manufactures of Quincy were 1.1 ■ 
city limits and owned by the city, are prehistoric mounds. The important, with the exception of " Quincy granite... ri 
Quincy Library, founded in 1837, has been a free public library was first quarried in 2825,—this being the Lust " fra► 1 
since 1889. Among the principal public buildings are the siliceous crystalline rock quarrying" in New Engl.r- --,  
Court House and the Federal Government building. The of which the output in the form of tombstones and roo.-...-1 
State Soldiers' and Sailors' Home (11387), with grounds cover- in ryas was valued at $2

' 
 oifi,;98, and in the form of ' 

ing 222 acres, is in Quincy; one of its fifty-five buildings and stone work " was valued at $364,924. But nuuseh. .1 
(Lippincott Memorial Hall) was elected by the veterans of rapidly increased in importance between reoo sad t • 
the institution in memory of Charles E. Lippincott, the first this period the value of factory products increased 
superintendent. There is a monument in Quincy in memory to $8,982,446, and the capital invested increased j 
of George Rogers Clark, and the homestead (built in 8835) of $9,220,870. Quincy granite, a hornblende, prom= 
John Wood, founder of the city, is now owned by the Quincy or greyish, without mica, was used for the construnee • 
Historical Society, organized in. x896. Quincy is the seat of Bunker Hill monument at Charlestown (in 1826), and ur I I 
St Francis Solanus College (0360) and St Mary's Institute Chapel, Boston; and for interior decorations it has Per 1 

 (Roman Catholic); The Chaddock Boys' School (Methodist use, for example in the Philadelphia city buildings. I. I 
Episcopal), until rnoo known as Chaddock College; two schools and iron and steel ships are built at a shipyards on the 
of music; and the Gem City Business College. Among the river, and tubular rivets and studs, gearing, foundryyn-
charitable institutions are Blessing Hospital (5875), St Mary's and translucent fabrics are among the city's other pendsr9 
Hospital (i867; in charge of the Sisters of the Poor of St Francis), :Since 1877 the Graffito Ciders' Immo' has been werew"" the Woodland Home for Orphans and Friendless (1853), St by the Granite Cutters' International .Aesociation al A 

homes 	
- 

Aloysius Orphans' Home (1865), and several hom for the For a description of the granite quarried ns the skinks, d 
aged and infirm. The city is the scat of a Protestant Episcopal see T. N. Dale, The Chief Commercial Granittr Mar. 

shire and 	 (Washington, 4908), bishop. Quincy is the industrial and commercial centre of a 	Rhodt 
.S. Geol. Survey. 

Island 	 ler • 
large region. The value of factory products 	1905 was 	2  Here were built varioue vessels of the U.S. Navy, katorso - 
U0,748,224, an increase of 35'7 Per cent. since 1900. Among battleship " North Dakota" 
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The site of the present city was settled in 26:5 as Merry 

Mount or Mount Wollaston by Thomas Morton (q...)—the 
present Wollaston Heights is a part of the grant of boo acres 
made In :636 by the town of Boston to William Hutchinson, 
husband of Anne, the Antinomian, and was formerly known 
is Taylor's MIL A Puritan settlement was made here in 1634. 
flair first settled part of Braintree (e.e.)--a name given In 
itLio to the community then organised—after 1708 was officially 
:allied the North Precinct of the Town of Braintree; here the 
Adsmses and the Hancocks lived, and Quincy was the birth-
place of John Hancock—in a house on Hancock lot lived the 
first Josiah Quincy; the Mount Wollaston farm was a legacy 
to John Quincy (x689-x767), in whose honour the township 
was named on Its separation from the township of Braintree 
is rios, and whose name was borne by his great grandson, 
lohn Quincy Adams. In 1826 a railway about 4 m. long to 
the Neponset river was built here—the first in New England—
tor carrying granite from the quarries to tide-water; the cars 
sere drawn by horses. The township had previously been 
ingagoi in maritime pursuits, agriculture, and the manufacture 
al leather. Township government, owing to the abolition 
of the committee on general business and the consequent 
:onfusion of handling so many and minute details, and to 
he addition to the population of a large Irish element and a 
arge New Hampshire element, both workmen in the quarries, 
tr. sched the minimum of efficiency in i8so-187o; in 2870, how-
ever, the town-meetings were reformed, and in 2874 a committee 
:o consider business details was again appointed. In 1888 
Quincy was chartered as a city. 

See " A Study of Chur. 	Town Government." by C F. 
kdsms. in the second volume ..1 his Three Episodes of Moloch.. rtls 

(131,infl, 1 992), for an admirable history of the commu• 
Cerd•erriai 3filerrone, an Address in Commemoration of th. one 

Anniversary of the Incorporation ofQuincy, Mass. (( 
'rider, hfassar huwtts, 1892); D. M. Wilson. Quincy. Old we 
end .11erry Mount (Boston, 1907) and Where American indepen.: see 

(llo,ton, Igor); and Et, M. Wilson and C. F. Adams. W. 
/, tr. Ourory of Mount it'oftortnn. r699-r767 (Quincy. moo). da-
r.be I by the Quincy Historical Society, and containing addr ter 

',de at the ern brit tun in February ronS in honour of Col. (h,, y; 
red W. S. Patter, Iltstory rf  C."1 B•otn:r,e and 0.^ ,Y ( 1.! 1Yr 
N79). 

(WHIST. =OAR (58o3-1875), French historian and man of 
ctters, was born at Bourg-en-Bresse, in the department of the 

France, on the 17th of February 1803. His father, 
croerse Quinet, had been a commissary in the army, but being 
t strong republican and disgusted with Napoleon's usurp.. 
ion, he gave up his post and devoted himself to scientific 
,red mathematical study. Edgar, who was an only child, was 
nuch alone, but his mother (Eugenie Roast Lagis, who was a 
.erson of education and strong though somewhat unorthodox 
eliAious views) exercised great influence over him. He was 
cot to school lint at Bourg and then at Lyons. His father 
rialied him on leaving school to go into the army, and then 
utteested business. But Quinet was determined upon literature, 
std :.(ter a time got his way. His first publication, the Tabletks 

jai/ ere sat, appeared in 1823. Being struck with Herder's 
'In.osophie dee Gesehithlt, he undertook to translate it, learnt 
;ernvin for the purpose, published his work in :827, and oh-
:lined by it considerable credit. At this time he was introduced 
.) Cousin, and made the acquaintance of blichelet. He had 
isited Germany and England before the appearance of his 
ook . Cousin procured him a post on a government mission to 
he Mona in i929, and on his return he published in 183o a 
oak on La Grist woderne. Some hopes of employment which 
e bad after the revolution of February were frustrated by the 
mutation of speculative republicanism which he had acquired. 
Jut he joined the staff of the Rerue des dens wondes, and for 
ume years contributed to it numerous essays, the most remark-
ble of which was that on Les Epopees framoises dr X lieu 
ikfr, an early, though not by any means the earliest, apprecia-
Ion of the long-oeglected ch.:rums de gut.. Ahassints, his first 
signal work of consequence, appeared in :833. This is a 
APlei Pune Pus, an lengualle sometimes Mime hostbasut  

but often beautiful. Shortly afterwards he married Minna 
More, a German girl with whom he had fallen in love some years 
before. Then he visited Italy, and, besides writing many essays, 
produced two poems, Napoleon (1835) and Pronsidde (1838), 
which being written in verse (of which be was not a master) are 
inferior to Alumina. In 1838 be published a vigorous reply 
to Strausa's Laos Jests, and in that year he received the Legion 
Of Honour. In 1839 he was appointed professor of foreign 
literature at Lyons, where he began the brilliant course of 
lectures afterwards embodied in the Genie des religions. Two 
years later he was transferred to the College de France, and the 
Genie des religious itself appeared (:1142). 

Quinet's Parisian professorship was more notorious than 
fortunate, owing, it must be said, to his own fault. His chair 
was one of Southern Literature, but, neglecting his proper 
subject, he chose, in conjunction with Michelet, to engage in a 
violent pole is with the Jesuitsand with Ultramontanism. Two 
books bearing exactly these titles appeared in 1843 and 1844, 
and contained, as was usual with Quinet, the substance of his 
lectures. These excited so much disturbance, and the author 
so obstinately refused to confine himself to literature proper, 
that in 1846 the government put an end to them—a course* 
which was not disapproved by the majority of his colleagues. 
By this time Quinet was a pronounced republican, and some-
thing of a revolutionist. He appeared in arms during the dis-
turbances which overthrew Louis Philippe, and was elected by 
the department of the Ain to the Constituent and then to the 
Legislative Assembly, where he figured among the extreme 
radical party. He had published in 1848 Las Resolsoliosu 
d'Italie, one of his principal though not one of his best works. 
He wrote numerous pamphlets during the abort-lived Second 
Republic, attacked the Roman expedition with all his strength, 
and was from the first an uncompromising opponent of Prince 
Louis Napoleon. He was banished from France after the cart 
d'ftat, and established himself at Brussels. His wife had died 
some time previously, and he now married Mademoiselle Asaky, 
the daughter of a Roumanian poet. At Brussels he lived for 
some seven years, during which be published Les Esdaves (1853), 
a dramatic poem, Moravia de Sainte-AMegonde (18u), a 
study of that Reformer in which he very greatly exaggerates 
Sainte-Aldigonde's literary merit, and some other books. He 
then moved to Veytaux, on the shore of the Lake of Geneva, 
where.  he continued to reside till the fall of the empire. Here 
his pen was busier than ever. In r86o appeared a singular 
book, somewhat after the fashion of Aharolers, entitled Merlin 
l'enclawdessr, in 1862 a Histoire de in cawpagne de z815, in :865 
an elabOmte book on the French Revolution, in which the 
author, republican as he was, blamed the acts of the revolution-
ists unsparingly, and by that means drew down on himself 
much wrath from more thoroughgoing partisans. Many 
pamphlets date from this period, as does La Creation (187o), 
a third book of the class of Ahasverus and Merlin, but even 
vaguer, dealing not with history, legend, or philosophy, but. 
with physical science for the most part. 

Quinet had refused to return to France to join the liberal 
opposition against Napoleon III., but immediately after Sedan 
he returned. He was then restored to his professorship, and 
during the siege wrote vehemently against the Germans. He 
was elected deputy by the department of the Seine in 1871, and 
was one of the most obstinate opponents of the terms of peace 
between France and Germany. lie continued to write till his 
death, which occurred at Versailles on the 27th of Marc!, 18 75- Le 
Siege de Path if la &Jesse eariettak appeared in 187:, La 
Ripnbliqwe in 1872, Le Litre do l'exile in the year of its author's 
death and after it. This was followed by three volumes of 
letters and Tome other work. Quinet had already in i858 
published • semi-biographic book called Histoire de eta idles. 

Quinet's character was.extremely amiable, and his letters to 
his mother, his accounts of his early life, and so forth, are likely 
always to make him interesting. He was also a man of great 
moral conscientiousness, and as far as intention went perfectly dis-
interested. Asa Write,  his chid fault is want of concentration: 
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as a thinker and politician, vagueness and want of practical 
determination. His historical and philosophical works, though 
showing much reading, fertile thought, abundant facility of 
expression, and occasionally, where prejudice does not come in, 
acute judgment, are rather (as not a few of them were in fact) 
reported lectures than formal treatises. His rhetorical power 
was altogether superior to his logical power, and the natural conse-
quence is that his work is full of contradictions. These contra-
dictions were, moreover, due, not merely to an incapacity or an 
unwillingness to argue strictly, but also to the presence in his 
mind of a large number of inconsistent tastes and prejudices 
which he either could not or would not co-ordinate into an in-
telligible creed. Thus he has the strongest attraction for the 
picturesque side of medievalism and catholicity, the strongest 
repulsion for the restrictions which medieval and Catholic 
institutions imposed on individual liberty. He refused to sub-
mit himself to any form of positive orthodoxy, yet when a man 
like Strauss pushed unorthodoxy to its extreme limits Quinet 
revolted. As a politician he acted with the extreme radicals, 
yet universal suffrage disgusted him as unreasonable in its 
principle and dangerous in its results. His pervading character-
istic, therefore, is that of an eloquent vagueness, very stimulating 
and touching at times, but as deficient in coercive force of matter 
as it is in lasting precision and elegance of form. He is less in-
accurate in fact than Michelet, but he is also much less absorbed 
by &single idea at a time, and the result is that be seldom attains 
to the vivid representation of which Michelet was a master. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—His numerous works appeared in a uniform 
edition of twenty-eight volumes (1877-79). His second wife, 
in 187o, published certain Mentoires d'md, and Lases d'exil followed 
in 1885. In that year Prof. George Saintsbury published a selection 
of the Letlres a sa mire with an introduction. For many years 
Quinet received little attention in France, but it Was revived, 
though not very strongly, by the publication in 11399 of Madame 
Quint's Cinquante ans d'arnitia (that between her husband and 
Michelet), and by the centenary of his birth. On this latter (1903) 
appeared A l'occasion du unit-noire, by E. Ledrain; see also Ltbres 
Penseurs riligieux. by E. Paris (1903). There is in English an 
elaborate Early Life and Writings of Edgar Quinel, by FL Heath 
(London, 1881). (G. SA.) 

QUININE, the most important alkaloid contained in cinchona 
bark (see CINCHONA). In aro Gomez of Lisbon obtained a 
mixture of alkaloids which he named cinclionino, by treating 
an alcoholic extract of the bark with water and then adding 
a solution of caustic potash. In i8ao Pelletier and Caventou 
proved that the cinchonino of Gomez contained two alkaloids, 
which they named quinine and cinchonine. Later quinidine 
and cinchonidino were discovered, and subsequently several 
other alkaloids, but in smaller quantity. 

Chemistry. —The alkaloids exist in the bark chiefly in com-
bination with cinchotannic and quinic acids. The cinchotannic 
acid apparently becomes altered by atmospheric oxidation into 
a red-colouring matter, known as cinchono-fulvic or cinchona 
red, which is very abundant in some species, as in C. succirubra. 
For this reason those barks which, like C. Calisaya, C. drachm/is, 
and C. Ledgeriana, contain but little colouring matter are 
preferred, the quinine being more easily extracted from them 
in a colourless form. The exact mode of extraction adopted by 
manufacturers is secret. That hitherto adopted by the Indian 
Government for the preparation of the cinchona febrifuge (see 
below) is simple, but the whole of the alkaloid present in the 
bark is not obtained by it. This method is to exhaust the 
powdered bark with water acidulated with hydrochloric acid 
and then to precipitate the alkaloids by caustic soda. 
Another method consists in mixing the powdered bark with 
milk of lime, drying the mass slowly with frequent stirring, 
exhausting the powder with boiling alcohol, removing the 
excess of alcohol by distillation, adding sufficient dilute 
sulphuric acid to dissolve the alkaloid and throw down colour-
ing matter and traces of lime, &c., filtering, and allowing the 
neutralized liquid to deposit crystals. The sulphates of the 
alkaloids thus obtained are not equally soluble in water, and 
the quinine sulphate can be separated by fractional crystalliza-
tion, being less soluble in water than the other sulphates. 

Quinine of commerce is the neutral sulphate,C-.11.N.Cs•H,S0,,• &HP, 
which occurs in commerce in the form of very light slender what 
acicular crystals. It is soluble in about 78o parts of cold water, 
but in 3o of boiling water, 6o of rectified spirit (sp. gr. o•83), and 
go of glycerin. Its solubility in water is lessened by sodium a 
magnesium sulphate, but is increased by potassium nitrate. 
ammonium chloride, and most acids. It is not soluble in fixed 
oils or in ether, although the pure alkaloid is soluble in both. 
It becomes phosphorescent on trituration. When prescribed it 
is generally rendered more soluble in water by the addition of 
dilute sulphuric acid or of citric acid, one drop of the former or Ida 
of a grain of the hitter being used for each grain of the quinine 
sulphate. Quinine is precipitated from its solution by alkalis and 
their carbonates. It is, however, very soluble in excess of ammonia 

The acid solution of sulphate of quinine is fluorescent, especial), 
when dilute; and it is laevo-rotatory. When a solution of chlorite 
is first added and then ammonia an emerald green colour. due to 
the formation of thalleoquin, is developed. This test answers with 
a solution containing only r part of quinine in soon, or in a solution 
containing not more than rein  part if bromine be used instead of 
chlorine, The fluorescence is visible in an acid solution containing 

part in 200,000 of water. By adding an alcoholic solution of 
iodine to a solution of the sulphate in acetic acid a compound 
known as herapathite, 4Qi•3H,S0•2HI•l•6H iO, is obtained. MOM 
possesses optical properties similar to those of tourmaline: it is 
soluble in t000 parts of boiling water; and its sparing gullibility 
in cold alcohol has been utilized for estimating quinine quartitsa• 
ively. The other alkaloids are distinguished from quinine thus: 
quinidine resembles quinine, but is dextro-rotatory. and the iodide 
is very insoluble in water; the solution of cinchonidine. which is 
laevo-rotatory, does not give the thalleoquin test. nor fluoseseenot, 
cinchonine resembles cinchonidine in these respects, but is dextew 
rotatory. 

Commercial sulphate of quinine frequently contains from t to toe, 
of cinchonidine sulphate, owing to the use of barks containia4 
The sulphate of cinchonidine is more soluble than that of quusane 
and, when 1 part of quinine sulphate suspected to cantata it a 
nearly dissolved in 24 parts of boiling water, the sulphate of %gains 
crystallizes out on cooling, and the cinchonidine is found i the 
clear mother liquor, from which it can be precipitated by a solntssei 
of potassium and sodium tartrate. Samples of quinine in which 
cinchonidine is present usually contain a smaller percentage al 
water than the pure sulphate. Traces of quinidine are elan some 
times, though rarely, found in commercial quinine, but its preweee 
does not detract in a medicinal point of view from the value of the 
latter. 

Owing to its voluminous character as much as 18% of water seta,, 
remain present in apparently dry samples of sulphate of Quints, 
If it loses more than 14.6 % of water when dried at too*C. it concave 
an excessive amount of moisture. Owing to its variability in 002 
respect, and to its insolubility, certain other salts have largely re-
placed the sulphate in modern medicine. 

Sulphate of quinine manufactured from cuprea bark (itesajul 
peduncillata) may contain from •10 to .90% of sulphate of homes 
quinine, which almost coincides in solubility with sulphate 
quinine. Homoquinine is decomposed on treatment with canrat 
soda into quinine and a new alkaloid, cupreine. in the - 
of 2 to 3. Cupreine is soluble in a solution of caustic soda ( era; 
in this respect from quinine), and therefore it is easy to prvpaii 
sulphate of quinine perfectly free from either homoquinine r-t 
cupreine. The medicinal properties of cupreine and homcsamiu..-1 
are of DO practical importance. 

In consequence of the high price of the alkaloid an atterript a., 
made some years ago by the Government of I ndia to manufaettet 
from cinchona bark a cheap febrifuge which should represent -Ass 
alkaloids contained in the bark and form a substitute rut clutnirr 
This mixture is known as cinchona febrifuge, and is prepared clef 
from C. succirulwa, which succeeds better in India than the cite/ 
species in cultivation, and grows at a lower elevation, being roe.. 
sequently procurable in large quantities at a comparatively low 
price. A mixture of the cinchona alkaloids, consisting prinesgisli. 
of cinchonidine sulphate, with smaller quantities of the sulphates .1 
quinine and cinchonine, is sold under the name of " goblets= - at 
cheaper rate than quinine. 

The chemical constitution of quinine and the allied albaislis 
is not definitely settled, although certain relationships wee wdl 
established. Thus quinine is methoxycinchonine or methylcupeti es. 
cupreine being an oxycinchonine. These relations art shown t' 
the formulae:—cinchonine w Ce He Ne0H; coped ne l e,1■4; OH I 
quinine= CisHeNi(OH)(OCH1). Cinchonine yields on asidatine 
cinchoninic acid (7 -quinoline carboxylic acid). CeHrInl-CCIA 
whilst quinine gives.  quininic acid. C.1-1.(0011)(CO311.)-__Thieues,  
mite the writing of cinchonine, for example, as CitIoN-CwHisNIF11%, 
the hydroxy group.  being in the part -CisHo(OH)N, about data 
the constitution is uncertain. The subject has been esspro• 
ally studied by Skraup, lei6nip, and von Miller; Khans. aid 
von Miller have proposed formulae consisting of • isimmidasg 
ring substituted with a vinyl group; in the former that is al 
bridge of •CH•C(OH)• from the nitrogen atom to the -y-ecarhae 
atom, connexion with the quits:aline ossidua being made az .00 
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hydresylic carbon atoms thissugh a -CHs group: whilst in the 
latter the piperubne ring is substituted by a methyl group in addition 
to the vinyl group and the bridge is simply -C(011)-. with which 
connexion is made as begone 

Medicine:The sulphate is still used in medicine, and 
the British Pharmacopeia has admitted two others, which 
are much more valuable—the hydrochloride and the acid 
hydrochloride--whilat the hYdrobroatide is also used. The 
bydrochloride--formedy known as the .hydrochlorate-- 
CnHaeNsOrHalli20, resetqbles the sulphate In appearance, 
the crystals being, however, somewhat larger: It b soluble in 
less than p parts of cold water, and in 3 parts of alcohol 
(go%). The doses are similar to those of the sulphate, but 
somewhat smaller, owing to its greater solubility.  The acid 
hydrochloride is the most valuable of all salts of quinine. It 
is soluble in its own weight of water, and is the most rapidly 
and completely absorbed of all the salts of this alkaloid. • It 
occurs in a colourless crysialffne powder, having the formula 
Cs..H.,N10r2HC1.3I140. 

The sulphate of .quinine used in medicine may contain up so 
3% of einchonidine, but should be free from cinchonine t  quitudine 
and cupreine. There am four pharmacopeia' preparations. The 
fern et quinine citras, one of the " scale preparations " of iron. 
is given am • haetnatinic and tonic in doses of about to grains. It 
is very unpleasant to take. The phsrmscopeial pilule quinine. 
contains 5 parts of the sulphate in 6. The syrupus ferns 

cum quinlaa et strychaina (Easton's Syrup) contains 
the of • grain of . quinine in each drachm. that s, in each 

Here the guanine acts as a bitter tonic. The tincture 
quinine ammoniate or " ammoniated quinine " is made by miring 
175 grains of quinine sulphate, 2 thud era. of liquor ammoniac 
(the pharmacopeia' solution of ammonia), and t8 fluid oo. of a 
6o% solution of alcohol. The dose of to i drachm contains little 
more than • grain of quinine, the antipyretic action of which is 
negligible. Its value in the early stages of a bronchitis or tratheitkr 
is due to the ammonia. The small quantity of quinine it contains 
is conditioned by the solubility of the alkaloid, which isprecipitated 
when this tincture is diluted with water. No particular value 
attaches to the phannscopeial preparations of the hydrochloride. 

- Pk yrielegkoi A corro.—Our knowledge of this subject is mainly due 
to Professor BIM of Donn. Quinine has considerable powers as an 
antsseptic. this term defined for some time as indicating the power 
to kill bacteria. Whilst quinine possesses this power, however. 
It is far more potently lethal to a particular form of animal organism 
known as the Matmodues Inatome. Against the bacteria quinine 
is not at all an exceptionally powerful antiseptic, though more 
powerful than carbolic acid. Many bacteria are killed by • .2% 
solution of the alkaloid. Quinine does not affect the unbroken 
skin, and cannot be absorbed from it. but it is slightly irritant 
to the pain-conducting nerves of a mw surface. 

The fiat feature of the internal action of quinine is its intensely 
bitter taste. This induces a refine secretion from the salivary 
and gastric glands, which is followed or accompanied by increased 
vascularity of the gastric mucous membrane, and by some dmree 
Of activity on the part of the muscular wall of the stomach. This 
means that the appetite is strengthened, and digestion rendered 
more to 	and complete. In thi, sense alone quinine is a tonic. 
The 	hloric add of the gastric juice is stated to convert any 
salt 	quinine into a chloride, and it seems probable that the 
absorption of quinine bakes place mainly from the stomach, for r- en 
the drug reaches the alkaline secretions of the duodenum 	is 
pmcipitated, and probably none of it is thereafter absorbed 	he 
greater part of a dose of quinine sulphate administered I. he 
mouth rnay be recovered, as a rule, from the faeces, this beim: 	ch 
the most wasteful method of giving quinine. The absorr, 	of 
the add hydrochloride is much more complete. Quinine 	rts. 
chloride oireuktes in the alkaline blood without precipit in, 
probably owing to the presence of carbonic acid in the blood . 

The action of quinine on the blood itself—quite apart I': . its 
action on malarial blood-ls of great complexity and imp"• cr. 
Whilst It IP not a haernatinic. In that it does not increase then 	ter 
of the red blood Prptudos, it very markedly influences the Y. 	sy 
of the compounds of the haemoglobin with ovvgen. Like 	td 
and prussic acid, quinine interferes with o. 	ion, so lb 	ry. 
haemoglobin is relatively unable to give up - 	:nn to th” • 	es, 
the metabolism of which is therefore greatly za....1.1.6ed. "I -as pro-
perty is doubtless partly-though not wholly-explanatory of 
the antipyretic action of quinine. The leucocyte or white blood 
corpuscles are very markedly affected by quinine, the character-
istic " arecoboid " movements of the cells being &nested. Hence 
quinine stops the process of diapederis or emigration of the leu- 
cornet from the blood-vesseb into the tissues, and if applied to the 
extravaseslas spaces it arrests the leocacytic movements them. 
The explanation that this indultam so thi leucocyte. explained the 
favontabla action of quinine aa amain inflammatory processes no 

lower holds, since we know that the inflammatory r., along are 
of microbic origin. and that the movements of the I. moms are 
not objectionable, but highly desirable as a means of .1. nee against 
bacteru and their products. Quinine, therefore, t beneficial 
in inflammatory conditions as far as this particular property is 
concerned. 

The action of quinine on the circulatory apparatus is not marked. 
It is only in very large doses that it weakens the intracardiac 
nervous ganglia, slows and weakens the pulse, and dangerously 
lovers the blood pressure. Similarly the depressant acicin on the 
re-piratory centre us the medulla oblongata occurs y after the 
administration of enormous doses. 

The action of quinine on the temperature is impur,..st, for it is 
th, safest of all known antipyretics. Its action on the normal 
temperature is nil. The drug is not an antitarrmal. But when the 
temperature is raised, quinine will frequently lower it. The action 
is not due to any influence on the thermic centres, nor to any pro- 
duction of diaphoresis, but to the influence of quinine upon the 
stability of oxyhaemoglobin. Quinine was the first antipyretic 
used, and after the introduction of such preparations as anti-
pyrin and aut.in.lide it may still 1.0.: saui the safest, though 
it is much less powerful. The maximum dose of the sulphate as 
about ao grains, and of the acid hydrochloride about 25 grains. The 
temp: mum usually begins to fall in about two hours. The in-
fluence of quinine upon a malarial temperature is due to as entirely 
different cause (see below); 

In some of the lower vertebrates quinine reduces the activity 
of the spinal coed, but in the human species it appears to stimulate 
the nervous mechanism of the Alms under certain conditions, 
and it is therefore included under the class of exyleric or Melte 

Quini
ne . — 

Quinine 'is excreted in some degree by nearly all the glands of 
the body. but mainly by the kidneys. Traces of it may be detected 
in the urine within an hour of its administration, and most of it 
is eliminated within eight or ten hours. The study of the urine 
is highly interesting in correlation with that of the influence of 
quinine upon the ovullelsg power of the blood, and upon the move. 
ments of the leucocyte.. The amount of urea, erratin, sestina, 
sulphates and phosphates In the urine is diminished, clearly showing 
that quinine exerts an inhibitory influence over the metabolic 
processes of the body. This conclusion is further confirmed by the 
observation that the amount of carbonic acid excreted by thelungs 
Is also diminished. The uric acid excreted in the urine (mostly in 
the form of orates) is markedly diminished. This product Is largely 
derived from the nuclei of the leucocyte.. which contain largo 
quantitiesof the nucle•proteids of which uric acid is a decomposi-
tion product. It is threzafrdiaiore n that the diminution o=z;s: 

is movement to be 	as a sign of diminished 
within the cells.. ' 

..ThwaPeutics.—Tho supreme value or quinine is as a specific 
antidote to malaria, against which it also psasxcsrg a powerful 
prophylactic action. Ten or fifteen grains of the sulphate are often 
given three time a day for this latter patrpose. and smaller doses 
of the much more efficacious acid hydrochlonde will be found to 
convey even more certain immunity. In treating malaria (including 
ague, remittent fever, intermitteat fever, and all its other forms) 
with this drug certain important facts are to be observed. Quinine 
administered by the mouth or by any other means will soon eater the 
blood, and will then kill the kiemakowas Istdariae, whether it be free 
in the blood-plasma, in the kucocytes or in the red blood corpuscles. 
There is one eaeeptton, however. Quinine is apparently powerless 
to kill the when it is in its reproductive phase. This 
phase corresponds to the pyretic attack. There is therefore no 
purpose to be served by administering quinine during_ a malarial 

. Two successful methods may be adopted. 	ne The quini paroxysm 
	

ma 
liven in a single large dose--30 grains of the sulphate. 

or so of the acid hydrochloride—an hour or two before the 
attack is due, i s. just before the parent organism in the red blood 
corpuscles is about so discharge the new generation of young para-
sites into the blood plasma. An equally effective method, which 
may be combined with the above, is to give the quinine in so-grain 
doses of the acid hydrochloride every four hours between the 
attacks. Whichever method be adopted, the paroxysm that was 
expected will probably not appear. After a single full dose of 
quinine no parasites can as • rule be observed in the blood for 
several days. In beginning treatment, it is well to clear the hepatic 
and alimentary peonage* by a preliminary dose of calomel combined 
with a secretory chohivm, such as essonymin or indin. The 
quinine treatment may be begun with success on the day following 
an attack. Quinine is much less efficacious in the treatment of 
post-malarial symptoms, such as neuralgia and hiwasaturia, when 
no parasites can be detected in the blood. In such eases quinine 
is often inferior to arsenic. 

Quinine is lamely used as a bitter tonic in deem of about halt 
• grain. The add hydrochloride hi the best salt to employ. 

Quinine has some analgeic power, and is • safe and often efficient 
0145 kl the treatment ee neuralgia. even when the patient has not 
hid malaria. Somewhat smaller doses than those given in mead 
should be employed. 
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QUINOLINE 
Ciackonitin Is the nameiglied to the congeries of toxic symptoms 

which follow the prolon administration of quinine, but may 
appear after one small dose in certain persons. The symptoms 
closely resemble those of salicylism, and also, though in less degree, 
those of carbolism. The patient is deaf, but complains of ringing 
in the ears, which may assume various forms, especially in musical 
people. There is headache, which, with the continuance of the 
drug, becomes exceedingly severe, the vision and equilibrium are 
affected, and there is often some gastro-intestinal irritation. In 
cases where the drug has been deliberately given for its poisonous 
action the results are still more severe. There may be bleeding from 
the nose, cutaneous congestion, deafness, blindness, coma or de-
lirium, and even death from cardiac failure. After death there is 
found one noteworthy lesion, a commencing acute inflammation 
of the internal ear. In persons who have a marked idiosyncrasy 
towards cinchonism, the symptoms may often be successfully averted 
if small doses of hydrobromic acid—to minims of the dilute solution 
—are given with the quinine. 

A non-official preparation of quinine—Warburg's Tincture—
occasionally succeeds where the ordinary preparations fail. The 
dose is t to 4 drachms. It contains 1 part of quinine in so. 
Of the thirteen or more other ingredients, there may specially be 
noticed the salicylic and benzoic acids. 

The other alkaloids of cinchona bark—quinidine, cinchonidine, 
and cinchonine—also possess similar properties, but all are much 
less effective than quinine. This is also the case with the cinchona 
febrifuge prepared from C. succirsibra. 

The great disadvantage of the official pr trations.is the bitter 
taste and insolubility. 	It is found, h t' vet, that all the 
soluble salts are bitter, whilst the tasteh 	ones are insoluble. 
Substitutes may therefore be divided into 	administered orally 
and those administered hypodermically. Of the insoluble salts 
we may notice the tannate, the propionic acid ester (euquimne) 
and carbonic acid ester (aristoquin), the salicylic acid ester (silo- 
quinine); and of the soluble substitutes, quinopyrine (a compound 
of quinine hydrochloride and antipyrine) and quinine hydrochloro-
carbamide (a compound of quinine, urea and hydrochloric acid). 

Until 1867 English manufacturers of quinine were entirely 
dependent upon South America for their supplies of cinchona 
bark, which were obtained exclusively from uncultivated 
trees, growing chiefly in Bolivia, Peru, and Ecuador, the principal 
species which were used for the purpose being Cinchona Calisaya; 
C. officinalis; C. snacrocalys, var.. Pallotspla C. Pilayentis, C. 
snicraniha and C. lancifolia. • Since the cultivation of cinchona 
trees was commenced in Java, India, Ceylon and Jamaica, 
several other species, as well as varieties and• hybrids cultivated 
in those countries, have been used. ,  Later, C. lancifolia, var. 
Calisaya, knovra as the calisaya of Santa Fe,. was strongly 
recommended for cultivation, because the shoots of felled trees 
afford bark containing a considerable amount of quinine; C. 
Pilayensia has been introduced into the Indian plantations on 
account of yielding the valuable alkaloid quinidine, as well as 
quinine.. 

The first importation from India took place in t86y, since which 
time the cultivated bark has arrived In Europe in constantly in. 
cussing quantities, London being the chief market for the Indian 
barks and Amsterdam for those of Java. Cinchona Calisaya has 
also been cultivated extensively in Bolivia and in Tolima, United 
States of Columbia. 

In order to obtain the cultivated bark as economically as possible, 
experiments were made which resulted in the discovery that, if 
the bark were removed from the trunks in alternate strips so as not 
to injure the cambium, or actively growing zone, a new layer of 
bark was formed in one year which was richer in quinine than the 
ori:-inal bark and equal in thickness to that of two or three years' 
ordinary- growth. This is known in commerce as "renewed bark." 
The process has been found to be most conveniently practised when 
the trees are eight years old, at which age the bark separates most 
rally. The yield of quinine has been ascertained to increase 
annually until the eleventh year, at which it seems to reach its 

1 ln Java, C. Calisaya, vars anglica, javanica, Ilasskarliana and 
Lecircrsana; C. officitsalis, var. anearrifalia; C. kuscifolia, C 
calopiera C. arierassika and C. succirubra. In India, C. succirubra, 
C. officinahr, vary angst:lip/as, crispa, Uritur_inea and Boxplan- 
diana, and to a lesser extent C. Gating°, vars. Bolioiana and onkro-
=spa; C. microns/la, C. Pantriana and C. nada form only a small 
proportion of the plantations. Since J. E. Howard pointed out 
that C. Pakudiana, and C. Calisaya, vars. _lava/rice, Haukarliono 
and anglica, were likely to lead to disappointment as quinine-
yielding species, these have been replaced in the plantations as 
vapidly as possible by the more valuable species, of which C. Led, 
germ's°, yielding from s to 10 % or even snored quinine, C. officinalis, 
and a hybrid between C. officinalis and C. saccinibra, which has been 
named C. robusia, are the most important..  

maximum. The portion of the trunk trolls which the bark hole 
removed is sometimes protected by moss, and the new bark elhl 
forms is then distinguished by the name of " mowed bark,' 11 
species which yield the largest amount of quinine ate by re nu 
the easiest to cultivate, and experiments have commonly la 
made in cross-fertilization and grafting with the view of pi 
vigour of growth to delicate trees yielding a large amount dal 
load or of increasing the yield in strong-growing trees affordisit 
little quinine. Grafting, however, has not been found to an 
the purpose, since the stock and the graft have been fam 
retain their respective alkaloids in the natural proportion yet 
if growing separately. Hybridization also is very ear= 
and is very difficult to carry out effectually: hence the mu 
of propagating the best varieties by cuttings has been adstei 
except in the•case of those which do. not strike readily, a 
Ledgeriana, in which the plants are grown from the Moots dial 
trees. 

Some years ago it was discovered that tr bark inrEortei h 
Colombia under the name of cuprea bark, or "bard bolt s 
derived from Remijia pedanculaia, Trims, and other em 
contained quinine to the extent of S to 2e and in 181 d..0 
was exported in enormous quantities from Santander, mew= • 
amount the united importations of all the other anthem to 
and by reason of its cheapness this has .Inca that date bees he 
used for the manufacture of quinine. 

Cinchona bark as imported is never unliorin in quart,. 1i 
South American kinds contain a variable admixture of ide 
barks, and the cultivated Indian barks comprise, ender dri 
spective names of yellow, pale, and rod basks, a number of um 
of unequal value. 

The alkaloids are contained, according to Homed, chiefly ill 
cellular tissue next to the Sher. No definite knowledge hat a 
been attained of the exact saps by which quinine -1 form 
nature in the tissues of the bark. From analyses of the he 
bark and root, it appears that quinine is present only is ■ 
quantities in the leaves, in larger quantity an the seem back 
increasing in proportion as it approaches the root, where w-=t 
appears to decrease and anclionine to increase in amount. dews 
the root bark is generally richer in alkaloids than that of these 
The altitude at which the trees are grown deems to afro, - 
.duction of quinine, since it has been proved that the yield of ey.x. 
in C. offidnalir is led when the trees are below dem ft. 
above that elevation, and that cincho • ine, qninidine, ant st 
are at the same time increased in amount. It has also bent sae 
by Broughton that C. Permiasta, which yields cinched," be + 
quinine at a height of 6000 ft., when grown at 7800 ft. fives sm 
as much quinine, and almost as readily, as C. officissahs l(sw 
also ascertained by experiments made at Bogota on C. isa-
that the barks of one district were sometimes devoid of ea' 
while those of the same species from a neighbouring locality lau 
?Il to 41% of the sulphate; moreover, Dr De Vrij found tier ' 
bark 

 
of C. dithleliii cultivated at Utakanuard varied in the y 

of quinine from t to 9Y.. In these cases the variation my w 
been due to altitude. Free access of air to the tissues abs we 
to increase the yield of quinine, for the renewed bark I. fast ' 
contain more quinine than the original bark 

CliJINOLINE (Benzopyridine), C►rfiN, an organic base 
obtained from coal-tar in :834 by F. Runge (Foci. An 
1834, 3r, p. 68), and later by C. Gerhardt by the distillamd 
ciachonine, quinine and other alkaloids with caustic per 
(Ann., 1842, 42, P. 3tei 44, P. 279). It also ocrms 
pyridine and its homologues in bone-oiL It may be Feu 
by distilling cinchoninic acid with lime; by the Mocha 
ortho-aminocinnatnic aldehyde (A. Buyer and V. Drawees. I' 
2883, 16, p. 2207); by passing the vapour of allyi 
over heated lead oxide; by the condensation of einkta= 
benzaldehyde with acetaldehyde in the presence of wpm 
caustic soda (P. Friedlander and C. F. Gehring. * 
t882, 15,  p. 2572; :883, 16, p. *833); by the action of z't 
toluidine on glyoxal at 150° C. (V. Rulisch, Yoadr. tr-
15, p. 276); by the action of phosphorus pentadikein 
hydrocarbostyril (the inner anhydride of ortbaueboke, 

 cinnamic add), the chlorinated compound first formed be* 
reduced by hydriodic acid (A. Buyer): 

	

/ - CH, 	,CH=C•CI 	CH.CS 
GRA
\ 	

-) Calla 	-)C414 

	

NH - CO 	 N C.C.1 	 X .13 

and by the so-called " Skraup " reaction,-iihich mann 
oxidizing a mixture of aniline; glycerin and asceee,  
sulphuric acid, with nitrobenzene (Z. Slump, Moms. I. 
t, p. 3 t6; 18131, 2, 11. 541). This reaction is a eery ego 
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One, and its mechanism may peoliably be explained as 
follows: The glycerin is first converted into acrolein, 
whichficombinet with the aniline to form acroleinimiline, 
and this prodUct is then oxidised by the nitrobenzene: 
Cslia0t--*C41140 CH-CH: Cila—r C,H7N. 
The nitrobenzene may be replaced by arsenic acid, when the 
reaction proceeds much more quietly and a cleaner product is 
obtained (C. A. Knueppel, Bev., 1896, ag, p. 703). The Skraup 
reaction is a perfectly general one for primary amino-compound!; 
the halogen-, nitro- and my-anilines (aminophenols) react 
similarly, as do also the toluidines, naphthylamints, amino-
antbracene, meta- and pare-phenyiene diamines, and ortho-
and 7-tuninoquinoline. 
•Quinoline is a colourless liquid with a smell resembling that 

of pyridine. It boils at 238° C. and is very hygroscopic. It 
is a tertiary base and forms well-defined salts. It is almost 
insoluble in water, but dissolves readily in the common organic 
solvents. It combines readily with the alkyl halides. H. 
Decker (Ber., 1Q05, 38, p. i 44) has found that many ortbo substi-
tuted quinolinee will not combine with methyl iodide owing to 
sterie hindrance, but the difficulty can be overcome In most cases 
by using methyl sulphate and heating the reaction components 
to toe C. for half an hour. Nitric acid and chromic acid have 
little actiod on quinoline, but alkaline potassium permanganate 
oxidizes it to carbon dioxide, ammonia, oxalic, and quinolinic 
acids (S. Hoogewerff and W. A. v. Dorp, P.a. Pays Bas, z882, 
t, p. to;), Bleaching powder oxidizes it to chlorcarbostyril. 

a 	• 	It is reduced by the action of zinc and ammonia 
to di-and tetrallydroquinolines. A hezahydro-
and a dccahydroquinoline have been obtained 

N/°  by beating tetrahydroquinoline with hydri- 
• odic add and phosphorus to high temperatures 

(E, Bamberger, Bee., ago, 33, p. rug). Numerous substitu-
lion products of quinoline are known, and the positions in the 
molecule are generally designated in accordance with the 
scheme shown in the inset formula: the letters a, ot, p, a, 
standing for &Our, meta- , pant•, and ace-. • 

The oxyquinblinet possess a certab 	,tance owing to their 
relationship to the alkaloids. Those 	the hydroxyl group in 
the benzene nucleus are prepared from the aminophenols by the 
Skraup reaction. Only two are known containing the hydroxyl 
group in the pyridine nucleus, namely, carbastyrd (a-oxyquinMme), 
which Is formed by the reduction of ortho•minociunanue acid with 
ammonium sulphide (L Chiozza, Awn., 1852, 83, p. 118) or with 
fermi' solPhste and barna, and AVOW (y-oxyquinoline), which , is 
obtained by .  the lied= of nitrous at d on y-aminoquinoline (A. 
Claus and H. Horde& Amin Che ,,,, 18.24, 158, p. 232). It is 
also formed by the corsdenestion a am hranilic acid with acetalde-
hyde (S. Nkmentowski, Ser., Otos, 28, p. 2811). They are both 
crystalline solids, the former melung when anhydrous at rep-moo". 
and the latter at 50 C. 

Of the homologues of quinoline„ the most Important are quirt-
aldine, lepidine, 1-pbeaylquinoline, and 8s. tea Quitialdins 
(e-methylquinoline) is present in coal-tar; it may be prepared 
by condensing aniline with paraldehyde and concentrated hydro- 
chlorin acidAti  Doebner and W. v. Miller, BO., +881, 54, pp. 2812 
et sq.). reaction is a perfectly general one. for the aniline 
may be reflood by other aromatic amines and the aldehyde by 
other akk tydes. and so a large number of quinoline homologies 
may be prepared In this way. IlDuinaldine may also be obtained by 
condensing ortho-aminobenzaidehyde with acetone in presence 
of caustic soda (P. Friedlander, Soc. cit.). It is a colourless 
liquid which boils at 247 .  C.. The -CH, group is very reactive, 
condensing readily with aldehydes and with phthalic anhydride. 
Potassium pemsanganate oxidizes It to acetylanthranilic acid, 
1100C(1)•C.H.•2)NH•COCHi, while chromic acid coddlers it to 
quinaldic acid (quinoline-wcarboxylicacid). Lepidiee(v.methylquino-
line) was first obtained by distilling cinchonine with caustic potash. 
It may be prepared synthetically by condensing orthe-arninoaceto-
pbenone with paraldehyde and caulak soda (I.. Knorr, Awn.. 1886, 
234 p. 	or from aniline, acetone, formaldehyde and hydrochloric 
acid (C. 	Jou. pron. Chew. 1888, too, p. 128). It may  also 
be 	by condensing irrdimethylquinoline and formalde- 
hyde, she resulting e-ethanollepidine. C s11,.CH,N(CH,CHs-OH), 
breaks down on heating and forms Irpidine (W. Konigs and A. 
Mengel. /kr., :nos. p. 1322). It is a colourless liquid which 
boils at 335' C. Chromic acid oxidizes it to cinchonink acid 
(we below), whilst potassium permanganate oxidises it to lepidinic 
acid (y-methylquinolink acid) and anchorneronic acid (see. Pvai. 
oral. 7.Pienylgirinalies. which is probably the parent substance 

of the cinchona alkaloids, is prepared by heating 7-phenyiquinaldic 
acid, the oxidation product of the y-phenylquinaldine, which 
results from the action of alcoholic potash on a mixture of ortho-
aminobenzophenone and acetone (W. Konigs and R.Geigy, Rep., 

n 1885, 18, p. 2409), or by the action of sulphuric acid on bezoyl- 
acetone anilide (C. Beyer, Bee., 1887, 20. p. 1767). It crystallizes 
in needles which melt at 61° C. flaroline (a.phenyl-y-methyl-
quinoline) is formed on heating Ilavenol (see below) with excess of 
zinc dust, or by heating molecular proportions of ortho-amino-
acetophenone and acetophenone, in dilute alcoholic ic•lution, with 
a small quantity of 10% caustic soda solution (0. Fischer, Bee., 
1886, 19, p. 1037). Closely related to flaxoline is Az:aniline or 
(a)-pars-aminophenyby-rnethylquinoline, which is formed when 
acetanilide and anhydrous zinc chloride are heated together for 
many hours at 250-2-0 °  C. (0. Fischer-and C Rudolph, Ba., 1882, 
1 8 ,  P- 1500), or by 

250-2,0° 
 ortho- and pars-aminoacetophenonc 

with zinc chloride to 9o° C. (0. Fischer. Bee., 1886, 19, p. 1o38). 
It crystallizes from benzene in prisms, which melt at 97° C. Sodium 
nitrite in the presence of excess of acid converts it into the corm- 

hydroxylie compound flarenol. 
I he oxy derivatives of the quinoline homologues are best oh- 
aed from the aniline derivatives of If-ketonic acids. At Ito° C. 
'line and acetoacetic ester condense to form anilido-acetoacetic 

• ter, CH,CO-Cfl•CO•Nli•Csli g  which is converted by concentrated 
ac ids into a-oxy-y-methylquinoline (L. Knorr, Ann., 1886.236, p. 73). 
On the other hand, at about 240 °  C. the amine and ester react 
to form 8anilidocrotonic ester, Clis•C(NIIC.11,) CH•COOC iHi, 
which yields 7-oxy-a-methylouinaline (M. Conrad and L. Limpach, 
Ber.. 1887. 20, P. 947). 

Numerous carboxylic acids of quinoline are known, the most 
important of which are quinaldic, cinchonink and acridinic acids. 
Qatnald:c acid (quinoline-a-carboxylic acid) is produced when 
quinaldine is oxidized by chromic acid. It crystallizes in needles, 
which contain two molecules of water of crystallization, and melt 
St 156 °  C. When heated above the melting-point it loses carbon 
e , , ride and yields quinoline. Alkaline potassium permanganate 

idi2r5 it to pyridine tricarboxylic arid (2.3-6). Crackennnic 
.(quinoline--rearboxylie acid) is formed when cinchonine is 

had by nitric acid, or by the oxidation of lepidine. It cry,-
' "es from water in needles or prisms and in the anhydrous 

,r•• melts at 253-2$4 °  C. Potassium permanganate oxidizes it to 
Aline tricarboxylic acid (2.3.4). Acridsnie acid (quinoline-agt- 

rboxylie acid) is formed when acrieline is oxidized  by potassium 
manganate (C. Cracbe and 11. Cam, Ber., 1880, 13, p. mu). 
rystallizes in needles, which are easily soluble in alcohol, and when 

I .torl above 130° C. lose carbon dioxide and leave a residue of 
Wolin-$-carboxylic acid. 

hoquixoline, isomeric with quinoline, was first discovered in 
coal-tar in 1885 by S. lioogewerff and W. A. v. Dorp (Rec. Pap 
Bus. 1885, 4, 125); its formula is shown in the 
inset. It may be separated from the quinoline which 
accompanies it by means of the difference in the 
solubility of the sulphates of the two compounds, 
isoquinoline sulphate being much less soluble than 
quinoline sulphate. It may be prepared by passing .b.1°'.°8"' 
the vapour of benzylidene ethylanune through a red-hot tube 
(A. Pictet and S. Popovici, Bee., 1892, 25, p. 733); by the action 
of concentrated sulphuric acid on benzyl ammo-acetaldeby . de. 
Ce fl,•Clls•101•CHeC110 ,(E. Fischer), or on benzylidene amino-
acetal, CH,CH • N • CH, • C11(0C,11,), (C. Pomeranz, Manats., 
1892, 14. p. 116); by heating cinnamenyl aldoxime with phos-
phorus pcntoxide to 70° C. (E. Bamberger, Be,., 1894, 27, p. 1955), 

: Cli•CH • NOH -4C1-1,Clf C11•INH•COH]--tC,FliN; 
by the action of hydriodic acid on the oxydichloriarquinoline 
formed when phosphorus pentachloride reacts with hippuric acid; 
by the distillation of homophthalimide over zinc dust (M. Le Blanc, 
Arr.. 1888. 21. p. 2299), or by treatment with phosphorus oxy-
chloride followed by the reduction of the resulting diehloriso-
quinoline with hydriodic acid (S. Gabriel, Be... 086, 19, pp. 1655, 
11355) • 

CaBe<C 	er 	 Cl - Y 	 C11 
CM<CH  

	

C 	 .. 1,1 

	

Hs-CO 	 - TM 	- Crl CH - Cdr  

	

CO - N FI 	\ 08). 
It is also formed from isobenzalphthalide by the action of ammonia, 
followed by phosphorus oxychloride and reduction of the chlorinated 
product (S. Gabriel), 

`cat. 

CO - 	-..s...\\CO-  

ca-
CH CM. fKC 

N CR A 
and from isocoumarin carboxylic arid by conversion into iso-
earbostyril on heating, and subsequent reduction by distill 	with 
zinc dust (E. Bamberger, Be,.. 1892, 25, P.  1138). IN melts at 
22-23 °  C. and boils at 240°  C., and behaves in most respects similarly 
to quinoline. By oxidation with alkaline potassium permanganate 
It "!, telds phthalic acid and cinchomeronic add. Reduction by *mans 
of tin and hydrochloric acid gives a tetrahydro derivative• 

Numerous derivatives of isoquinoline are obtained in the de-
cempesi!;nn of various vegetable alkaloids. Panaverine on fusion 

C. 
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with alkalis yields a diniethoryissquitioline, whilst hydrohydrae-
dnine. hydrocotarnine and the salts of cotarnine may be considered 
as derivatives of reduced isoquinolines (see Orium). 

QIIIIIOII . in organic chemistry, a group of compounds in 
which two hydrogen atoms of a benzene nucleus are replaced 
by two oxygen atoms. This replacement may take place 
either in the ortbo or pars positions, giving rise to orthoquin-
ones or to paraquinones; metaquinones do not appear to have 
been isolated. The pare or true quinones are obtained by the 
oxidation of hydrocarbons with chromic acid or of various pars 
di-derivatives of benzene with chromic acid mixture, such, for 
example, as pars-aminophenol, pare-phenylene diamine, para-
aminoazobenzene, &c. H. v. Pechmann (Bet., 1888, 21, 
p. 1417) has shown that a-diketnnes are converted into pars-
quinones by the action of warm solutions of the caustic alkalis, 
diacetyl yielding pam-xyloquinone: 

Clia. CO- CO. cii, 	crirc.CO•CH 
II 	E 

ClirCO•CO•Cils HC•CQ-C-CHs , 
whilst P. H. Bayrac (Bun. toe. aim., atm (3) 1 1, p. 1129) ob-
tained anilino-derivatives of the paraquinones by the action of 
an aqueous solution of potassium chromate on an acetic 
acid solution of pare-aminodimethylaniline and phenol: 
Cals0H+H1N•CslieN (CHsh-r0:Cs114:14•Cs/141•40141: these 
compounds yield ,  the quinone when heated with mineral 
acids. 

The paraquinones are generally crystalline solids of a yellowish 
colour, having a characteristic sharp odour and being volatile 
in steam. They are readily reduced to the corresponding 
hydroquinones or para-dihydroxy-benzenes, and also combine 
with hydroxylamine hydrochloride to form nitrosophenols, 
ON•C..114•0H, which can further yield quinone dioximes, 
HON:C4114:NOH. Paraquinones also combine with ammonia 
and with amines yielding amino-derivatives and hydroquinones. 
The 'orthoquinones more resemble the a-diketones; they are 
crystalline solids of a red or yellow colour, but differ from the 
paraquinones in being devoid of smell and not volatile in a current • of steam. 

Beriscritlime (Para) or  erdinarl quinone, C•14401, is formed by 
the cud don of aniline with sodium bichromate and sulpbunc 
acid. ft sublimes in golden yellow needles. Hot concentrated 
nitric add oxidizes it to picric acid and oxalic acid, whilst on treat-
ment with. hydrochloric acid. and potassium chlorate it yields 
chloranil (tetrachloroquinone). ft combines directly with two and 
four atoms of bromine. Free hydroxylamine reduces it to hydro- 
quinone. It combines directly with aniline to form dianilido-
quinone, dianilidoquinone-anil and dianilidoquinone-dianil or 
azophenine. Two alternative eructural formulae have been given 
to benzoquinone, namely: 

and 0 i•=..0 

The former, dim to C. Graebe (Zeit.f. G7b1ui 1867.3. p. 39). alcdbes 
to the molecule a peroxide configuration which accounts for its 
oxidizing powers but not for the fact that each oxygen atom is 
capable of replacement by one atom of chlorine. The second 
formula, due to P.. Fittig (Arm, 1876, 18o, p. 23) readily ex lain 
the formation of the mono- and dioximes of • guinea* and also 
that it readily combines with bromine. 

Quinone.chlorimide. CIN : C,H. : 0, is obtained when pars-
sminophenol is oxidized with bleaching powder. It is a yellow 

line solid readily volatile in steam. The dichlonmide, 
N : Cslis : NO, is formed in a similar manner from paraphenylene 

diamine. It is a strong oxidizing agent. Qumone-dioxtme. 
HON : Call.: NON. crystalli in colourless or yellow needles. which 
decompose when heated to about 24o' C. Potassium ferrocyanide 
in alkaline solution oxidizes it to dinitrosobenzene. whilst cold 
concentrated nitric acid oxidizes it to pan-dinitrobenzene. Quin-
hydrant. CsIrlsOrC014(01-1),, is formed by the direct union of 
quinone and hydroquinone or by careful oxidation of hydroquinone 
with ferric chloride solution. On boiling with water it decomposes 
into quinone and hydroquinone. 

Demoquinone (ortho).-•-C. L. Jackson (Amer. Chem. Jour-, nal, 
26, p. to) attempted to prepare this compound by the action of 
iodine on the lead salt of pyrocatechin suspended in chloroform. 
A deep red solution was obtained, but the free quinone was not iso- 
lated since the solution on standing deposits nearly black crystals 
of dihydroxyphenylhydroxybenzoquinone 
R. WilWitter (Bor.. 1904, 37. p. 4744). by &solving pyrocatechin 

in absolute ether containing ignited sodium minim awl de 
adding dry 'silver oxide. obtained the quinone in dark red dram 
plates which decompdee between 6• and yo°  C. 

	

For naphthalene quinones see Na PlITHALZNi; 	ligInfer 
quinone see Alansaquixons: and foe pheaantheene mime • 
PII/IXANTH 

Quinoles.—The quiholes are a series of compounds of tit m 
Ho't  )<=p0,obtained by the oxidation of para -alkylatof pksa 
with nitric acid, Cam's acid or bromine (Anwar% D► . 01974w 
E. Bamberger, tb., leo& 36, p. 2o28; Th. Zincise, ib., tags it 
3121); by the action of sulphuric acid on pars-substituted ppkk..- 
hydroxyliunines (E. Bamberger), and by the action of the Cep-- 
reagent on quittenes (Bamberger), They are crywalies ow 
which ate readily converted into .para-alkylated== 
agents. They possess a weak acid and also an 

(Beneopyrszinee). in organic chow" 
heterocyclic compounds containing a ring complex made o.  
benzene ring and a pynudne ring (formula I.); they me isc 
with the cinnolenes, pbthalsalnea and quinazolines. The z 
formed by the condensing ortho-cliamines with pa lien 
(Hinsberg, Ann., 1887, s37, p. 327), the parent submit: 
the group (quinoxaline) resulting when glyoxal is so coven. 
whilst substitution derivatives arise when a-ketonic 
a-chlorketones, ,-aldehyde alcohols and a-ketone 'kohl'. I 
media place of diketemen 

C4114<"1.+ 	loCslir<NN  H+? HA- O- 
% OC•le 

OOR 	:C.R 

In a similar manner, diamino derivatives are formed ' 
cyanogen is condensed with ortho-diamines, and these we 
compounds readily pass into the corresponding diary den 
tives when acted upon with dilute hydrochloric acid. 

The quinoxalines are weak bases, and are stable towards cme-
agents but are readily reduced to hydro derivatives. Tie le -
hydroquinosalines are formed by condensing ortho-clawMei 
ortho-dihydroxy benzenes, and the keto-dihydro &drams. r 
similarly by condensing mono-alkyl diamines with keener = 
(Kehrmann and Messinger, Be,., nap, 25, pp. 1628 et seq-), 

The azonium bases (formula II.) of this series are produced w 
the di hydroquincocalines (obtained by similar condensation. • 
the mono-alkyl-ortlnrdiamines) are oxidized with ferric alone 

c.R‹. 
t 1•1 •  

ICOR 
I. Quinmallne. 	II. Asonium bases. 

QUI/ffilf, a common term for acute suppurative tali: 
(q.e.). The English word (formerly " squinzey ") is a an 
tion of Fr. etquhtuncie, from Gr. morikyzu (Mew, dog, and bp 
to choke), and is derived from the suffocating tendency • 7, 

 ailment. 
ClIIINTAIN (0. Er. quistaitte, from Lat. ersdatene, I o" 

between the fifth end sixth maniples of a camp, where ear' 
exercises took place), an instrument used in the age of arc 
in practising for the, tournament. Originally perhaps tic e 
trunk of a tree upon which the knight practised his Os  

strokes, as may be seen in an ancient illustration repreia' 
in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, the quintain devdapre 
various forms of posts'at which the soldier tilted with he in 
not only on horseback but on foot and even in boats. JO 
form consisted of the wooden figure of a Saracen seised 
shield and sword; the object being to strike the *we is 
forehead directly between the eyes. This, according to 
was ,cilled by the Italians "running at the armed au 
" at the Saracen." The " pel," or post-quints.* eras amm 
about 6 ft. high. 

As late as the 18th century running at the quinuda er-
in English rural districts. In one variation of the pate+ 
quintile was a tun filled with water, which, if the hire •• 
poor one, was emptied over the striker. A later form 511 t - 
with a cross-piece, from which was suspended a ring, vii- 
horseman endeavoured to pierce with his lance al& er 
speed. This sport, called " tilting at the ring," was rely 
in England and on the continent of Europe In the t rthar 
and is still practised as a feature of military and Nueva= 09 
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MUM MA. MANUEL JOSt (t771-18s7), Spanish poet and 

Iran of letters, was born at Madrid on the t ith of April 1773, 
and after completing his studies at Salamanca was called to the 
bar. In t8os he produced a tragedy, El Durso de Visas, founded 
on U. G. Lewis's Conte Spectre; his Pens", (i8os), written on 
a patriotic theme, was more successful. The fast volume of 
his Vida do Espanola akin, W07-33), containing kegs  of 
Spanish patriots, stirred the public imagination and secured 
Quintana the post of secretary to the Cortes during the French 
invasion. His proclamations and odes fanned the • national 
enthusiasm into flame. But be was ill rewarded foe his services, 
foe oo the return of Ferdinand VII. he was. imprisoned at 
Pamplona from 3814 to s82o. He was finally given a small 
prat in the civil service, became tutor to Queen Isabella, and 
was nominated senator. Though publicly " crowned " as the 
repeesentative poet of Spain (ass), be seems to have lived in 
poverty. He died on the 15th el March :857. His poems, 
thirty-four in number, are inspired by philanthropy and 
patriotism; the style is occasionally gthicised, and the thought 
is not profound, but his nobility of sentiment and resounding 
rhetoric attract every generation of Spaniards. 

Seise excellent moragraph by E. Pilleyro, Maori led Qattara, 
assay* aura y eiognifuo (ftr6„1892). 

in ancient and schobatic philosophy, the 
name gives to the fifth Immatesial element, over and above 
the four material elements, air,' water, earth and fire, which 
Aristotle assumed to be permuting the whole world, and called 
viola: in medieval philosophy this was called pirate amigo, 
the filth mew, and by many was considered material and 
therefore capable of extraction. The ancient Indian philosophers 
also contain the same idea of a filth element; thus there were 
five Sanskrit elements (trades), earth, wind, fire, water and anther. 
In the history of chemistry the name was applied, by analogy, to 
the most concentrated extract of a substance. 

anumuu MARC= Fauna QIIINTILIANDS) (c. A.D. 35-
95). Roman rhetorician, Was barn at Calagurris in Spain. Cos-
coming his family and his life but few facts remain. His father 
taught rhetoric, with no great success, at Rome, and Quintilian 
must have come there at an early age to reside, and must have 
there grown up to manhood. The years from 6r to 68 he spent 
in Spain, probably attached in some capacity to the retinae of the 
future emperor Ceiba, with whom he returned to the capital. 
For at least twenty years after the accession of Galba he was at 
the head of the foremost school of oratory in Rome, and may 
fairly be called the lacerates of his time He also gained some, 
but not a great, repute as a pleader in the courts. His greatest 
speech appears to have been a defence of the queen Berenice, 
on what charge is not known. He appears to have been wealthy 
for a professional man. Yespasian crested for him a professorial 
chase of rhetoric, liberally endowed with public money, and from 
this time he was unquestionably, as Martial calls him, "the 
supreme controller of the restless youth." About the year 88 
Quintilian retired from teaching and from pleading, to compose 
his great work on the training of the orator (foutitatio Oratorio). 
After two years' retirement he -was entrusted by Domitian with 
the education of two grand-nephews, whom be destined as 
successors to his throne. Quintilian gained the titular rank of 
consul, and probably died not long before the accession of Nerve 
(a.o. 96). A wife and two children died early. 

Such Is the scanty record that remains of Quintilian's unevent-
ful life. But it is possible to determine with some accuracy 
his relation to the literature and culture of his time, which he 
powerfully influenced. His career brings home to us the vast 
change which in a few generations had passed over Roman taste, 
feeling and society. In the days of Cicero rhetorical teaching 
had been entirely in the hands of the Greeks. The Greek 
language, too, was in the main the vehicle of instruction in 
rhetoric. The first attempt to open a Latin rhetorical school, in 
94 D.C., was crushed by authority, and not until the time of 
Augustus was there any professor of the art who bad been born 
to the full privileges of a Roman citizen. The appointment of 
Qtdntilian as professor by the chief of the state marks the last  

stage In the emancipation of rhetorical teaching from the old 
Roman prejudices. . 

During the hundred years or more which elapsed between 
the death of Cicero and the birth of Quintilian education all 
over the Roman Empire had spread enormously, and the educa-
tion of the time found its end and climax in rhetoric. Mental 
culture was for the most part acquired, not for its own sake, but 
as a discipline to develop skill in speaking, the paramount 
qualification for a public career. Rome, Italy and the pro-
vinces alike resounded with rhetorical exacitations, which 
were promoted on all sides by professorships, first of Greek, 
later also of Latin rhetoric, endowed from municipal funds. 
The mock contests of the future orators roused a vast amount 
of popular interest. In Gaul, Spain and Africa these pursuits 
were carried on with even greater energy than at Rome. The 
seeds of the existing culture, such as it was, bore richer fruit on 
the fresh soil of the western provinces than in the exhausted 
lands of Italy and the East. While Quintilian lived, men 
born in Spain dominated the Latin schools and the Latin 
literature, and he died just too soon to see the first provincial, 
also of Spanish origin, ascend the imperial throne. 

As an orator, a teacher and an author, Quintilian set himself 
to stem the current of popular taste which found its expression 
in what we are wont to call silver Latin. In his youth the 
influence of the younger Seneca was dominant. But the chief 
teacher of Quintilian was a man of another type, one whom 
be ventures to class with the old orators of Rome. This was 
Domititts Afer, a rhetorician of Nimes, who rose to the consul-
ship.' Quintilian, however, owed more to the dead than to the 
living. His great model was Cicero,  of whom he speaks at 
all times with unbounded eulogy, and whose faults be could 
scarce bring himself to mention; nor could he well tolerate 
to hear them mentioned by others. The reaction against 
the Citeronian oratory which had begun in Cicero's own life-
time had acquired overwhelming strength after his death. 
Quintilian failed to check it, as another teacher of rhetoric, 
equally an admirer of Cicero, had failed—the historian Livy. 
Seneca the elder,, i clear-sighted man who could see in Cicero 
much to praise, and was not blind to the faults of his own age, 
condemned the old style as lacking in power, while Tacitus, 
in his Dialogue on Orators, includes Cicero among the men of 
rude and " unkempt " antiquity. The great movement for the 
poethation of Latin prose which was begun by Sanest ran its 
course till it culminated in the monstrous style of Pronto. In 
the courts judges, juries and audiences alike demanded what 
was startling, quaint or epigrammatic, and the speakers practised 
a thousand tricks to satisfy the demand. Oratory became above 
all things an art whose last thought was to conceal itself. It 
is not surprising that Quintilian's forensic efforts won for him 
no lasting reputation among his countrymen. 

The Inslinstio Oratorio is one long protest against the tastes 
of the age. Starting with the maxim of Cato the Censor that 
the orator is " the good man who is skilled in speaking," Quin-
tilian takes his future orator at birth and shows how this good-
ness of character and skill in speaking may be best produced. 
No detail of training in infancy, boyhood or youth is too petty 
for his attention. The parts of the work which relate to general 
education are of great interest and importance. Quintilian 
postulates the widest culture; there is no form of knowledge 
from which something may not be extracted for his purpose; 
and he is fully alive to the importance of method in education. 
He ridicules the fashion of the day, which hurried over pre-
limitary cultivation, and allowed men to grow grey while 
declaiming in the schools, where nature and reality were for-
gotten. Yet be develops all the technicalities of rhetoric with 
a fulness to which we and no parallel in ancient literature. 
Even in this portion of the work the Mustratioos are so apposite 
and the style so dignified and yet sweet that the modern reader. 
whose Initial interest in rhetoric is of necessity faint, is carried 
along with much less fatigue than is necessary to master most 
parts of the rhetorical writings of Aristotle and Cicero. Quin. 
tilian's literary sympathies are extraordinarily wide. Whom 
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obliged to condemn, as in the case •  if Seneca, he bestows gener-
ous and even extravagant praise can such merit as he can find. 
He can cordially admire even Sa!last, the true fountain-head 
of the style which he combats, while he will not suffer Lucilius 
to lie under the aspersions of Horace. The passages in which 
Quintilian reviews the literature of Greece and Rome are justly 
celebrated. The judgments which he passes may be in many 
instances traditional, but, looking to all the circumstances 
of the time, it seems remarkable that there should then have 
lived at Rome a •single man who could make them his own 
and give them expression. The form in which these judgments 
are rendered is admirable. The gentle justness of the senti-
ments is accompanied by a curious felicity of phrase. Who 
can forget " the immortal swiftness of Sallust," or " the milky 
richness of Livy," or how " Horace soars now and then, and 
is full of sweetness and grace, and in his varied forms and phrases 
is most fortunately bold "? Ancient literary criticism perhaps 
touched its highest point in the hands of Quintilian. 

To comprehensive sympathy and clear intellectual vision 
Quintilian added refined tenderness and freedom from self-
assertion. Taking him all in all, we may say that his person-
ality must have been the most attractive of his time—more 
winning and at the same time more lofty than that of the 
younger Pliny, his pupil, into whom no small portion of the 
master's spirit, and even some tincture of the master's literary 
taste, was instilled. It does not surprise us to hear that Quin. 
Lilian attributed any success he won as a pleader to his command 
of pathos, a quality in which his great guide Cicero excelled. 
In spite of some extravagances of phrase, Quinritian's lament 
(in his sixth )ook) for his girl-wife and his boy of great promise 
is the most pathetic of 'all the lamentations for bereavement 
in which Latin literature is so rich. In his precepts about 
early education Quintilian continually shows his shrinking 
from cruelty and oppression. 

Quintilian for the most part avoids passing opinions on 
the problems of philosophy, religion and politics. The pro-
fessed philosopher he disliked almost as much as did Isocmtes. 
He deemed that ethics formed the only valuable part of philo-
sophy and that ethical teaching ought to be in the hands of 
the rhetoricians. In the divine government of the universe 
he seems to have had a more than ornamental faith, though 
he doubted the immortality of the soul. As to politics Quin-
tilian, like others of his time, felt free to eulogize the great 
anti-Caesarean leaders of the dying republic, but only because 
the assumption was universal that the system they had cham-
pioned was gone for ever. But Quintilian did not trouble 
himself, as Statius did, to fling stones at the emperors Caligula 
and Nero, who had missed their deification. He makes no 
remark, laudatory or otherwise, on the government of any 
emperor before Domitian. No character figured more largely 
in the rhetorical controversies of the schools than the ideal 
despot, but no word ever betrayed a consciousness that the 
actual occupant of the Palatine might exemplify the theme. 
Quintilian has often been reproached with his flattery of Domi-
tian. No doubt it was fulsome. But it is confined to two 
or three passsgcs,  not thrust continually upon the reader, as 
by Statius and Martial. To refuse the charge of Domitian's 
expected successors would have been perilous, and equally 
perilous would it have been to omit from the InstilWip Oratorio 
all mention of the emperor. And there was at the time only 
one dialect in which a man of letters could speak who set any 
value on his personal safety. There was a choice between 
extinction and the writing of a few sentences in the loath-
some court language, which might serve as an official test of 
loyalty. 

'The [satin of Quintilian Is not always free from the fanlacif 
style which be Madam= In odes.. It also exhibits many of the 
usages and constructions which are charameristic of the silver 
Latin. But no writer of the decadence departs less widely from 
the best models of the late republican period. The language is on 
the whole clear and simple, and vatted without resort to rhetorical 
devices and parried comas. Besides the instiartio Oratorio, 
there have come down to us under Quintilian's name t9 Wolfer..  

(ed. Lehnert, tins) and to shorter (ed. Ritter, Xliffe)Dwkamiat 
or school exercttations on themes lUte those in the Coseeseem. e 
Seneca the elder. The longer pieces are certainly not Quinrini 
The shorter were probably published, if not by himself. at leas .re 
notes taken at his lemons. It is strange that they could "WI ta, 
been supposed to belong to a later century; the style pad= 
them to be of Quintilian's school and time. The wads d Q= 
titian have often been edited. Of the editions of the whelk we 
the chief is that by Bunnenn (2720); of the hassitotie 
that by Smlding, completed by Zumpt and Donnell 0798-tx. 
5th ed., Meister, 1882, the last volume con •enag • kapok is 
that by Hahn (1868), and another by Meister (t ); Eng ma. 
J. S. Watson (1856). The tenth book of the lastienhe Ra-
hn often been separately edited, as by Krueger (ed. 3. Ps 
Peterson (1891), Donnell, Mayor and others. (j. 

QUINTON SMYRNAMIS, Greek epic )oet, probably bake 
in the latter part of the 4th century A.D. lie is 110111221. 

called Quintus Calaber, because the only MS. of his pour as 
ffiscovered at Otranto in Calabria by Cardinal Bears 
1450. According to his own account (xii. 32o), be trios 
hand at poetry in his early youth, while tending shoe 
Smyrna. His epic in fourteen books, known as TA se -Clew 
or Podkomerica, takes up the tale of Troy at the point etz 
Homer's Iliad breaks off (the death of Hector), and cum 
down to the capture of the city by the Greeks. The fun : 
books, which cover the same ground as the Aeakiafrlis of Arr'r 
of Miletus, describe the doughty deeds and deaths of Pendia , 

 the Amazon, of Memnon, eon of the Morning, and of Achill*. 
funeral games in honour of Achilles, the contest for the ea. 
Achilles and the death of Ajax. The remaining books re. 
theexploits of Neoptelemtut, Eurypyius and DeSpitelea 
deaths of Paris and Oenone, the capture of Troy by atm • 
the wooden horse; the sacrifice of Polysena at the gran • 
Achilles, the departure of the Greeks, and their disperse -
the storm. The poet has no originality; in conception and. • 
his work is closely modelled on Homer. His unetetials 
borrowed from the cyclic poems from which Virgil (with she 
works he was probably acquainted) also drew, in was 
the Adhiapis of Arctinua and the Livia Iliad of Leeches. 

Editio princeps by Aldus Manutius (404); Kachly fed 
with elaborate prolegomena, 1850; ed. minor ass); Z,m- 
mann (author of other valuable articles on the poet), (am 
also Kehmptsov, De Quirtii ,Smyrtiaei Fonlibus at keit 4.- 

A Study 

1:889); C. A. Sainte.Beuve, Els& 	. . . Quints do Sin,  
an); F. A. Paley, Quintus Sesyreaeur and die" Floater " ttrher.;  

Poet (1879); G. W. PaschaL al (Nina" 
(Chicago, nen). 

QUIPIIS (Kkipus, Qippot), the ancient Peruvian name E. ,  
method of recording which was in use at the time of the an 
of the Spaniards. It consisted of a cord two feet in kap` 
which were attached a series of knotted-strings (Para. p'. 
a knot) hanging like a fringe. These strings were coke.-- 
and the knots, their number and size, their distance ape , 

 colours, the order in which the coloured threads hung, al 1= 
a signification, e.g. white was silver, yellow gold; white r.-‘, 
peace, red war, &c. In this manner a rough register a - 
portant events, of births, deaths and marriages, and o -
statistics was kept, the pipes even constituting a rade ks 
of the people. They were also much used for conveying 
to military chiefs in the provinces. 

The idea of knotted strings to aid memory is so airactr! - 
it is common to many peoples. A Pelew blander, - 
England, knotted strings as a diaty of all that struck bin t. 
his travels. In the Hawaiian Islands native carriers Is 
knotted-string records of their rounds. The Peruvian ca -a 
is simply the perfecting of a system of mnemonics coaxes - 
the Red Indians. See also Waitron. 

QUIRK (in earlier forms parr, quote and query, hoc 
0. Fr. paler, modern udder, a copy-book, manuscript lw 
Lat. qualerni, set of four, from riallieor), origin' ally the • -
for four sheets of paper or parchment folded so as to 
eight loaves, the ordinary unit in manuscripts and early F7  
books; the term is now chiefly applied to a twentieth pen 
ream of writing paper, twenty-four sheets. In bookie , : 
and publishing the expression " in quires " is used of the i' 4" 
of a book when not folded or bound. " Quire" was hen= 
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toed'of a small book contained in a single quire of paper, and 
no is frequently found in the title of short poems, treatises, 
&c. A familiar example b the Kingis Qua, of King James I. 
of Scotland. " Choir," s body of duets or the pert of a church 
where the singers sit, was formerly spelled "quire," following 
the pronunciation al the word (See Coon). 

QUHUNIII. the Sabine name of the god Mats, probably an 
adjective meaning " wielder of the spear " (Quirk, d. Janus 
Quirinus). Other suggested etymologies are: (1) from the 
Sabina town Cures; (a) from curia, i.e. be was the god of the 
Roman state as represented by the thirty curies. A. B. Cook 
(Class. Rae. aviii., p. 368) explains Quirinus as the oak-god 
(swam), and Quirites as the men of the oaken spear. From early 
times be was :worshipped at Rome on the Quirinal hill, whither, 
according to tradition, a body of Sabine. under Titus Tatlus 
had migrated from Cures and taken up their abode. In the 
religious system of Numa, Quirinns and Mars were both recog-
nised as divine beings, distinct but of similar attributes and 
functions; thus, like Mars, Quirinus was st once a god of war 
and a nature god, the protector of fields and flecks. Subse-
quently, at the end of the republic, Quirinus became identified 
with the deified Romulus, son of Mars. One of the greater 
Amens was attached to the service of Quirinus, • second 
college of Sala founded in his honour, and a festival " Quids-
*Ma " celebrated on the rytb of February, the day of the sup-
posed translation of Romulus to heaven. Old Roman formula 
of prayer mention a Hors Quirisi, his female cult associate, 
afterwards identified with Striate, the wife of Romulus. 

The name was also borne by the following saints: (1) a Roman 
tribune who suffered martyrdom under Hadrian; (a) a bishop of 
Shea in Pannonia: (3) the patron of the Tegerwsee in Bavaria, 
beheaded in Rome in 369 and invoked by those sufferingfrom gout. 
The petroleum (Quirinus-oil) found in the neighbour of the 
lake takes its name from him. 

QUIBITIS (literally " spearmen "; see Quietens), the earliest 
name of the burgesses of Rome. Combined in the phrase 
" populus Romans Quirites (at Quiritium) " it denoted the 
individual dtisen as contrasted with the community. Hence 
ies @iridium is Roman law is full Roman dtinnithip. Sone-
quest* the term bast the military associations due to the 
original conception of the people as a body of warriors, and was 
applied (sometimes in s deprecatory sense, d. Tu. Arm. 1. 42) 
to the Romans in domestic again Beason being reserved for 
foreign. affairs. (For the distinction between Quiritary and 
praetorian ownership, see ROMAN Law.) 

QUITO. the capital of the republic of Ecuador, the see of an 
archbishopric covering the same territory, and the capital of 
the province of Pichincha, in lat. e S., long. 79.  45' W., 
about 1 re m. from the Pacific coast and 265 m. fa a direct line 
N. E. of Guayaquil, with which it is connected by a railway 
completed In too& Pop. (x906) 50,840, of whom x365 were 
foreigners, mostly Colombians. It occupies a small basin of 
the great central plateau formed by the volcano Pichincha 
oo the W.. the Puengasi ridge on the E., and ridges N. and S. 
formed by spurs from the eastern side of Pichincha. The 
ground upon which the city is built is uneven and Is traversed 
from W. to E. by two deep ravines (disbuds"), one of which 
is arched over in great part to preserve the alignment of 
the streets, the drainage of which escapes through a cleft in 
the ridge northward to the plain of Tumbaco. The city is 
in great part laid out in rectangular squares, the streets 
running nearly with the cardinal points of the compass. The 
houses of Quito are chiefly of the old Spanish or Moorish style. 
The building material in general use is sun-dried bricks, which 
in the better houses is covered with Outer or stucco, The 
public buildings are of the heavy Spanish type. Facing the 
principal square (Plan Mayor), and occupying the whole S. side, 
is the cathedral; on the W. side is the government palace; 
on the N. the archbishop's palace; and on the E. the municipal 
ball. The elevation of this plaza is 9343 ft. above sea-level. 
The finest building in the city is the Jesuits' church, 
whose facade b covered with elaborate carving. Among  

public institutions are the university, which occupies part of 
the old Jesuit college, an astronomical observatory, and eleven 
large monastic institutions, six, of which are for nuns. One 
of the convents, that of San Francisco, covers a whole block, 
and ranks among the largest institutions of its kind in the 
world. A part of it is in inns, and another part has been for 
some time used as military barracks by the government. The 
university has faculties of theology, law and medichte, and has 
too to *so students, but it is antiquated in character and poorly 
supported. The eminent botanist and chemist, Dr William 
Jameson (1796-z87:), was a member of its faculty for many 
years. The city has no large commercial houses, and only an 
insignificant export trade, chiefly bides and forest products 
from the wooded mountain slopes near by. Religious paintings 
of a medieval type are produced in large numbers and exported. 
The native manufactures include tanned leather, saddles, shoes, 
ponchos, woollen and cotton cloth, fibre sandals and sacking, 
blankets, coarse matting and coarse woollen carpets. Superior 
hand-made carpets are also made, and Quito artisans show much 
skill in wood carvings and in gold and silver works; the women 
excel in (me needlework and lace-making. 

Quito derives its name from the Quitus, who inhabited the 
locality a long time before the Spanish conquest, In 1533 
Sebastian Henske= took peaceable pomession of the native 
town (which had been successiviy • capital of the Serb sad 
Incas), and in rut it was elevated to the rank of a Spanish city. 
Its full title was San Francisco del Quito, and it was capital of 
the province or presidency of Quito down to the end of Spanish 
colonial rule. It has suffered repeatedly from earthquakes, the 
greatest damage occurring from those of z797 and 185e. 

QUIVER. a case for holding arrows. The word is taken 
from 0. Fr., where it appeals in such forms as saiwe, nave 
or coiere. This is apparently cognate with the 0. E. caw, 
Ger. Kicker, quiver or case. The ultimate origin is obacure, 
and the medieval Latin and Greek words mamma and Kokomo, 
are stated to be from the German. The word meaning " to 
shake " or " tremble " must be distinguished; this is connected 
with " quaver," " quake "; the New English Dictionary takes 
these words to he onomatopoeic in origin. 

QUOIN. (an old variant spelling of " coin," from Lat. nines:, 
a wedge), in architecture, the term for the external angle of a 
building, generally applied to the ashlar masonry employed 
to stop the rubble masonry or brickwork of the wall at the 
angles, as also of buttresses, doorways or projecting features. 
In Saxon work the quoins were built with large stones laid 
horizontally and vertically in alternate courses, technically 
known as " long and short " work. Sometimes, to give greater 
importance to the angles of towers, the quoin stones are rus-
ticated, and this treatment is found extensively employed in 
ancient German towns. At Eastbury Manor House in Essex, 
built in brick, the quoins at the angles of the walls, doorway 
and windows were plastered in imitation of stonework. 

QUOIT, (0. Fr. miter, railer, to incite), a pastime resembling 
the ancient discus-throwing which formed one of the five games 
of the Greek pentathlon (see Discus), the two main differences 
between the ancient and modern sports being that the quoit is 
ring-shaped (one surface being rounded, the other—the back—
being flat) and is lighter than the discus, and its throwing is 
a test rather of accuracy than strength. Few traces of a game 
resembling quoits can be found on the continent of Europe, and 
its origin may be sought for on the borderland of Scotland and 
England. There are references to it in the Midlands dating 
from the beginning of the t 5th century, and it was one of the 
games prohibited in the reigns of Edward III. and Richard II. 
in favour of _archery. Ascharn, in his To:001de* (1545), says 
that " quoiting be too vile for scholars," and in old times it was 
chiefly played by the working classes, who often used horse-
shoes for want of quoits. a custom still prevailing in country 
districts. According to the modern rules, slightly modified from 
the code drawn up in t869, two iron or steel pins t8 yds. 
apart are driven into the ground, leaving T in. exposed. Each 
Is situated in the centre of an "end," a circle of stiff clay 3 ft. 
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in diameter. The quoits, made of iron, may be of any weight, 
but are usually about 9 lb each. They must not exceed 84 in. 
in diameter, or be less than 34 in. in the bore, or more than 
si in. in the web. When delivering his quoit a player must 
stand within 4 ft. 6 in. of the centre of the end and at its side. 
Matches are played between teams or individuals, the object of 
the game being to throw the quoit as near to the pin as possible, 
a " ringer," i.e. a quoit actually surrounding the pin, counting 
two, and a quoit nearer to the pin than any of the adversary's, 
counting one. A match may be for any number of points, 
the team or player sawing that number first being tbe winner. 
In championship matches all quoits farther than 28 in. from 
the end, are foul and removed. All measurements are made 
from the middle of the pin to the nearest edge of the quoit. 
If one or more quoits are lapped, the one most accessible is first 
measured and withdrawn. All quoits on their backs are a foul. 
The general principle of curling, to drive the opponents' quoits 
away from the pin and place one's own near or on it, is followed. 

Scotland, Lancashire and the Midlands are the principal 
centres of making in Great Britain. In Scotland the game is 
patronized by the Curling Clubs, and this is also the case in the 
United States and Canada. Billy Hodson was champion of 
Great Britain in the middle of the 19th century, and his trip 
to America in the early 'sixties is of historical interest, as it 
resulted in two contests for the championship of the world 
with James McLaren of Newark, N. J., a native of Scotland, 
who was champion of America. One hard-fought match was 
won by each, the deciding one remaining unplayed. The 
championship of America is rewarded by the " Bell Medal," 
presented by the Grand National Curling Club of America. 

QUORUM (Lat. for " of whom "), in its general sense, a term 
denoting the number of members of any body of persons whose 
presence is requisite in order that business may be validly 
transacted by the body or its acts be legal. The term is de-
rived from the wording of the commission appointing justices 
of the peace which appoints them all, jointly and severally 
to keep the peace in the county named. It also runs— " We 
have also assigned you, and every two or more of you (of whom 
inserunj, any one of you the aforesaid A, B, C, D, &c., we will 
shall be one) our justices to inquire the truth more fully," 
whence the justices so-named were usually called justices of 
the quorum. The term was afterwards applied to all justices, 
and subsequently by transference, to the number of members 
of a body necessary for the transaction of its business. No 
general rule can be laid down as to the number of members of 
which a quorum should consist; its size is usually prescribed 
by definite enactment or provision; it is entirely a matter for 
self-constituted bodies as to what their quorum shall be, and 
it usually depends on the size of the body. In bodies which 
owe their existence to an act of the legislature, the necessary 
quorum is usually fixed by statute. In England, in the House 
of Lords, three form a quorum, though on a division there 
must be thirty members present. In the House of Commons, 
forty members, including the Speaker, form a quorum. The 
quorum of a standing committee of the House of Lords is 
seven, and of the House of Commons, twenty. 

QUOTA, a proportional share or part that is due from or 
to any person or body of persons, in Med. Lat. geoid, sc. pars, 
from qualms, an adjective formed from quoi, how many. The 
word first appears in connexion with the levying of men, money 
or supplies for military and naval purposes from districts, 
towns or seaports, and thus is equivalent to " contingent " 
(Lat. ceeilingere, to happen to, fall to one's lot or share, cos, 
with, and tonere, to Vouch), used since the r8th century specific-
ally of a contribution of men or ships according to a scale fixed 
between the contracting parties. 

QUOTATION. a passage repeated from the writings or speech 
of another. The verb " to quote " comes from Med. Let.  

quolaro.(from gust, how many), to refer to by mambos, is el 
page, chapter, &c., also to separate into chapters, venue, &a 
The term is also specifically applied to the statement at the 
current prices of goods and commodities, and of stadia sag 
shares (see STOOL EXCHANGE). 

Useful lists of familiar quotations may be found in the following:— 
H. T. Riley, Dictionary of Latin and Greek QSSOkailMS, ed. Bohn. 
P. H. Dallmac, Dictionary of English Quotations (1896); in the new 
aeries, T. B Harbottle, CIassscal uot atien., (1897). and T. ft 
Harbottle and P. H. Dalbiac. French and Italian Quotations (19o1); 
Robinson Smith, English Quotations (n.d.)• H. P. Jones. A No. 
Dictionary of Foreign Phrases and Classical Quotations; J. K. Hoyt 
and A. L. Ward, The Cydopatdia of Practical Quotations, &seta 
and Latin (1892); C-,sell's Book of ()notations (1901); J. Bartlett. 
Familiar Quotations...in Ancient and Modern Literature 
in Notes and Queries, the indices to the various series costae. 
grouped under the heading " Quotation," a large number of at 
oUthe vtav 

QUO WARRANTO. in English law, the name given toss 
ancient prerogative writ calling upon any person ninepin say 
office, franchise, liberty or privilege belonging to the Crown. to 
show " by what warrant " he maintained his claim, the man 
being on the defendant. It lay also for non-VSIS or axiom al 
an office, &c. If the Crown succeeded, judgment of bedtime 
or ousterlemain was given against the defendant. The au 
cedure was regulated by statute as early as1178 (the statute el 
Quo Warranter, 6 Edw. I. a 1), passed in consequence of tka 
commission of quo warrarsto issued by Edward I. A diatinctin• 
was drawn in the report between Murkier, jurisdiction ezescieed 
by the lord as lord, and regalia, jurisdiction enescised by Coma 
grant. After a time the cumbrousness and inconvenience el 
the ancient practice led to Its being superseded by the modem 
Aorm of an information in the nature of a quo werraele, eshlhitsd 
To the King's Bench Division either by the attorney-guesal a 
officio or by the king's coroner and attorney at the instance al 
a private person called the relator. The information wM at 
be issued except by leave of the court on proper canoe beig 
shown. It .does not lie where there has been no user or arose 
the office has determined. Nor does it lie for the ustrepatke 
of every kind of office. But it lies when the office is of a pain 
nature and created by statute, even though it is not an enema& 
ment upon the prerogative of the Crown. Where the usurpation 
is of a municipal office the information is regulated by 9 Mat c 
25 (i re 1), under which the defendant may be fined and Jult 
meet of ouster given against him, and costs may be granted far 
or against the relator. Such an information must, in the mat 
of boroughs within the Municipal Corporations Act Ms, be 
brought within twelve months after disqualification (a ss5). 
in the case of other boroughs, within six years after the defeedast 
first took upon himself the office (32 Geo. III. c. 58, a. s). The 
information in the nature of • quo warrarno, though nonsitudly a 
criminal, has long been really a civil proceeding, and has recently 
been expressly declared to be so (Supreme Court of Judicature 
Act 1884, s. 15). In asses not falling within 9 Anne e. 
judgment of ouster is not usually given. The most fames 
historical instance of quo Iversoner was the action taken spina 
the corporation of London by Charles II. in 1684. The Kiag's 
Bench adjudged the charter and franchises of the city of Landes 
to be forfeited to the Crown (Slate Trials, voL viii. 1039). 
judgment was reversed by s Will. & Mary, sew r, c g; and 
was further enacted, in limitation of the prerogative, that the 
franchises of the city should never be seised or forejudged en 
pretence of any forfeiture or misdemeanour. In Scotland the 
analogous procedure is by action of dedaratar. 

In the United States the right to apublic office is tried by 
quo warraeski or similar procedure, enabled by the state bet. 
Proceedings by quo warrinde lie in a United States court for the 
removal of persons holding office contrary to art. xiv. S. 3 01 dB 
Amendments to the Constitution (act of the jest of May an 
c. re). 
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R
THE twentieth letter in the Pharaoh:len alphabet, the 
nineteenth in the numerical Greek, the seventeenth in the 
ordinary Greek and the Latin and (owing to the addition 
of J) the eighteenth in the English. Its earliest form in 

the Phoenician alphabet when written from right to left was 
A. thus resembling the symbol foe D with one side of the 
triangle prolonged. In Aramaic and other Semitic saipts 
which were modified by opening the beads of the Wets, the 
symbol in time became very much changed. Greek, however, 
maintained the anginal form with slight variations from place 
to place. Not infrequently in the Greek alphabets of Asia 
Minor and occasionally also in the West, R was written as D, 
thus introducing a confusion with D (q.t.). Elsewhere a short 
tali was added, as occasionally in the island of Melee, in Attica 
and in western Greece, but nowhere does this seem to have 
been universaL The earliest Latin forms are exactly like 
the Greek. Thus in the very early inscriptions found in the 
Forum in dm R appears as q (from right to left), P and D (from left to right). Later the forms R and R come in; 
sometimes the back is not quite connected in the middle to 
the upright, when the form R is produced. The tame of the 
Semitic symbol is Resin why It was called by the Greeks AM 
(Au) is not clear. The 4 which accompanies r in the trans-
litaation of Greek p, indicates that it was breathed, not voiced, 
in pronunciation. No consonant varies more in pronunciation 
than r. According to Brockelmann, the original Semitic • 
was probably a trilled r, i.e. an r produced by allowing the tip 
eg the tongue to vibrate behind the teeth while the upper 
surface of the tongue is premed spinet the sockets 'a the teeth. 
The ordinary English r is also produced against the sockets of 
the teeth, but without trilling; another r. also mingled, which 
is found in various parts of the south of England, is produced 
by turning up the tip of the tongue behind the sockets of the 
teeth till the tongue acquires something of a spoon shape. 
This, which is also common in the languages of modern India, 
is called the cerebral at cacuminal r, the former term, which 
has no meaning in this connexion, being only a bad tningation 
of a Unseat term. The common German r is produced by 
vibrations of tie uvula at the end of the soft palate, and hence 
Is called the uvular r. There are also many other varieties 
of this sound. In many languages r is able to form syllables 
by itself, in the same way that I, a, a may do, as in the English 
brit& (brill), seinen (rile). In Europe r with this value is 
most conspicuous in Slavonic languages like Bohemian (Czech) 
end Croatian; in English r in this function is replaced by • 
genuine vowel in words like mike (em). This syllabic r is 
first recorded for Sanscrit, where it is common, but is replaced 
in the languages descended from Sanaa& by • and a vowel or 
by a vowel only, according to the position in which it occurs. 
Most philologists are of opinion that syllabic r existed also in the 
mother-tongue of the Indo-European languages. (P. Gr.) 

RA1133, HEDWIG (184♦-19o5), German actress, was born 
in Magdeburg on the 3rd of December Ellee, and at the age of 
fourteen was playing in the company of the Thalia theatre, 
Hamburg. In *864 she joined the German Court theatre at 
St Petersburg, touring about Germany in the summer with 
such success that in 1868 she relinquished her Russian engage-
ment to devote herself to starring. In :871 she married Albert 
Nieman (b. 1830, the operatic tenor. She excelled in classical 
roles like Madame in Goethe's Gesehsoister and Franziska 
in Mimeo fen Sonsheirs. It was she who Est played Ibsen 
in Berlin. She died on the slat of April ims. 

BLUM WIL1111111 (1831."1910), German novelist, whose 
early works were published under the pseudonym of Jakob 
Corvine', was born at Eschenhausen in the duchy of Brunswick 
OD the 8th of September 1831. He served apprenticeship at 
a bookeeller's In Magdeburg for four years (1849-t834); but 
tbing of the routine of Weiner, studied philosophy at Berlin  

(tIfee-1857). While • student at that university he. pub-
lished his first work, Die Chratik der Sterlingsgasss(1147), which 
at once attained to great popularity. Raabe next returned to 
Wolfenbuttel, and then lived (1863-1870) at Stuttgart, where 
he devoted himself entirely to authorship and wrote a number 
of novels and short stories; notably Mums Herrgeas k•elei 
( ► t); Dee Hosigerpastar (1864); Abu Teifais (1867) and Der 
Sdaidde ► tissfr (187o). In 1870 Raabe removed to Brunswick 
and published the narratives Hunan (1876)--perhaps his 
mute:piece; Das Olfdd (1889); Kloster Lagar (1894) and 
Hasfesbak (1899),and numerous other stories. The (distinguish-
ing characteristic of Rube's work is a genial humour which 
reminds us occasionally of Dickens; but this humour is often 
combined with a pessimism that is foreign to the English 
novelist. 

Raabe% Gammas linglieere ar_r_r_ednIt.  vols. 0896-moo) ; 
them  Is no uniform edition of his 	 See P. Gerber, 
wad* Rash* (Ow); A. Otto, 	Raab* (8899); A. Bartels. 
Wilhelm Raabe: vertrag (mot). 

LW UN AIM SR SARA (e.  280-353), Babylonian 
rabbi or smuts. He Is closely ululated in his studies with 
Abaye. The latter was bead et the Academy at Pumbedkha. 
Raba founded a new school at Mahan, which eventually be. 
came so long as Raba lived the only academy in Babylonia 
(Persia). The development of Talmudic Law (or lisiehhels) 
was much indebted to this rabbi, whose influence in all branches 
of Jewish learning was supreme. His friendship with the 
Zing Shaper II. enabled labs to secure a relaxation of the 
oppressive laws enacted against the Jews of Persia. 

See Greet:. Marry ef the Jews; (Eng. trans., vol ii. ch. inti.); 
Bache► , Agate ier Amoraes„ p. toe, &c. and 1fe-I33. (l. A.) 

RAMII ZOBEIR (d. moo), the conqueror of Borne (an 
ancient sultanate on the western shores of Lake Chad, 
included since :890 in British Nigeria), was a half-Arab, Min-
a:gra chieftain. He was originally a slave or follower of 
Zobeir Puha (p.,.), and is said to have formed one of the party 
which served as escort to Miss Tirane (q.e.) in her journeys in 
the Bahr-el-Maul In 1863-64. In i879, Zobeir being in 
Egypt, his son Suleiman and Rehab were in command of 
Zobeir's forces in the Bahr-el-GhaxeL They persisted in slave-
radio& and denied the khedive's authority, and Colonel C. G. 
Gordon sent against them Romolo Gesi Puha. Gessi cap-
tured Suleiman and routed Rehab, who in July gm fled west-
ward with sone seven hundred Basingirs (black slave soldiers). 
He made himself master of Znich and Dar Banda, countries 
to the south and south-west of WadaL In 1884-8e he was 
invited by Malformed Ahmed (the mabdi) to join him at 
Omdurman, but did not do so. According to one account he 
learnt that the nab& Intended, had be gone to Omdurman, 
to put him to daub. In 1891 Paul Ctampol, • French ex-
plorer, was killed in Dar Banda by a chieftain tributary to 
Rehab, and Creamers stores, including Sao rifles, were sent 
to Rehab. With this reinforcement of arms he marched 
towards Wade!, but being stoutly opposed by the people of 
that country he ensued west and established himself in Bag-
irmi, a state south-east of Lake Chad. In 1893 Rabah over-
threw the sultan of Borne. In his administration of the country 
he showed considerable ability and a sense of public needs. To 
the British, represented by the Royal Niger Company, Rabah 
gave comparatively little trouble. Dwing 2894-95 be con-
tinually (but unavailingly) asked the company's representatives 
at YOID and Iii to supply him with gunpowder. Rabah then 
tried threats, and in 1896 all communication between him and 
the company ceased. Early in 1897 be began an advance 
In the direction of Xam, the most important city in the Fula 
empire. The news of the crushing defeat by Sir George Goldie 
of the Fula at Bids, and of the capture el illorio. induced 
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Rabat to return to Bornu. He gave the British no further 
trouble, but turned his attention to the French. Emile Gentil 
had in this same year (1897) reached Lake Chad, via the Congo 
and Bagirmi, and had installed a French resident with the 
sultan of Bagirmi. As soon as Gentil had withdrawn, Rabah 
again fell upon Bagirmi, and forced sultan and resident to flee. 
In 1899 the French sent an expedition to reconquer the country, 
but at first they were unsuccessfuL In the summer of 5899 
Rehab attacked and routed the French advanced post, held 
by Naval-Lieutenant Bretonnet, and the latter was killed. 
In October following another battle was fought, in which the 
French, under Captain Robillot, completely defeated Rabab, 
wb,o retreated north-east towards Wadai. Gathering a fresh 
army, he returned to Bagirmi and joined issue with the French 
a third time. In a battle fought on the 22nd of April 1900 
Rabab was slain and his host defeated. The chieftain's head 
was cut off and taken to the French camp. In this engage-
ment Major Lamy, the French commandant, also lost his 
life. 

The French continued the campaign against Rabah's sons, 
two of whom were killed. Rehab had left instructions that if 
his army was finally defeated by the French, his successor 
should return to Bornu and make friends with the British. 
Rabat's third son, Fader- Anab, accordingly threw himself 
entirely upon British protection. He made a favourable im-
pression, and it was contemplated to recognize him as sultan of 
Bornu. However, in the later part of root Fader-Allah, who 
had 25oo riflemen, again made aggressive movements against 
the French. In retaliation, Captain Dangeville pursued him 
into British territory. A battle was fought at Gujba, Fader-
Allah being defeated. He fled mortally wounded, and died 
the same night, being buried in the bed of a small river, the 
course of which had been diverted for the purpose. 

Connected accounts of Rabat's career are contained in E. Cuadra 
La Chute de reutpiee de Raba), (Paris. Igor) and in M. von Open- 
beim's Rabek Nadas Tschassegcbist (Berlinocia2). (F. R. .) 

RABAT (RibdO, a city on the Atlantic coast of Morocco, 
In 3e 3' N., e 46,  W., r3o m. S. of Cape Spartel, on the 
southern side and at the mouth of the Be Ragrag, which 
separates it from Seth on the northern bank. It is a commercial 
town of about 26,000 to 3o,o0o inhabitants, occupying a rocky 
plateau and surrounded by massive but dilapidated wens, 
strengthened by three forts on the seaward side. To the 
south of the town stands a modern palace, defended by earth-
works and Krupp guns. The conspicuous feature in view 
from the ocean is the Borj el Hasan, an unfinished square-built 
tower, r45 ft. high, built on an elevation about 65 ft. above 
the sea to the west of the walled town. At one time the Bu 
Ragrag afforded a much better harbour than it does now; 
the roadstead is quite unprotected, and them is a dangerous 
bar at the mouth of the river, which hampers the shipping, 
and makes the growth of trade slow. The depth of water 
over the bar varies from 7 to 10 ft. Raba trades with Fez 
and the interior of Morocco, with the neighbouring coast tennis 
and Gibraltar, and with Marseilles, Manchester and London, 
and is the greatest industrial centre in Morocco. 

Rabat was founded by Ysk'ub el Mansur in tiro, but Sales 
was then already as ancient city, and on the scarped hills 
to the west of Rabat stand the ruins of Sala, a Roman colony, 
known as Shells. It contains a mausoleum of the Beni Malin 

RUM, PAUL (1718-1794), French pastor of "the Church 
of the Desert " (see flootratiters), was born at &Warhol; near 
Montpellier, on the 29th of January t718. In 1738 he was 
admitted as a preacher by the synod of Languedoc, and in 
1740 he went to Lausanne to complete his studies in the 
seminary recently founded there by Antoine Court (q.s.). In 
1741 Rabaut was placed at the bead of the church of Names, 
and in 1744 be was vice-preskient of the general ',nod. 
During the persecution of t745-1752 Rabaut himself wes 
obliged to hide. When the marquis of Paulmy d'Argemon 
was sent to Laaguedoe to make a military impaction, Reheat  

succeeded in interviewing him (175o). For a time the per-
secution ceased, but it broke out again in 1753, 8 pew 
being put upon Rabaut's bead. Louis Francois de Bourbon. 
prince de Conti, interested himself in the Protestants in 1 75s, 
and in July Rabaut visited him. During the years 1755-t76o 
periods of persecution and toleration alternated. By the 
year 176o, however, the efforts of Antoine Court and P. Rehm 
had been so successful that French Protestantism was well 
established and organized. Court de Gebelin, Paul Rabaut. 
and his son Saint-Etienne now exerted themselves to get it 
recognized by the law and government. When the people 
revolted, the minister Margot in 1775 requested Rabaut to 
calm them. His success aroused the jealousy of his colleagues. 
who tried to undo the good work started by Antoine Conn. 
But Rabaut persevered in his efforts to improve legally the 
position of the Protestants. In 1785, when he was visited 
by General La Fayette, it was arranged that Rabaut's eon. 
Rabaut Saint-Etienne, should go to Paris on behalf of the 
Reformed Church. In November 1787 Louis XVI.'s edict of 
toleration was signed, though it was not registered until the 
29th of January t788. Two years later liberty of conscience 
was proclaimed by the National Assembly, of which Rabaut 
Saint-Etienne was chosen vice-president, and It was declared 
that non-Catholics might be admitted to all positions. Alter 
the fall of the Girondists, however, in which Rabaut Saint 
Etienne was involved, Paul Rabaut, who had refused to rename, 
his title of pastor, was arrested, dragged to the citadel of Nimes, 
and kept in prison sewn weeks (1794). He died at Nimes on 
the 25th of September 1794, soon after his release. 

SeePons de Nimes, Notice biegraplettaus sus Past Rebates (t Oast; 
Charles

J. 
  Dandier, Paul Rabaul, set kitni1 Asinine Cow( (teat) and 

Paul Rabaul, ass karts admen (1891). 
RAW? BAUff-ETIR11111. ]BAIT PAUL (t743 -270A1 , 

French revolutionist, was born at Nimes, the son of Paul 
Rabaut (q.,.), the additional surname of Saint -Etienne bring 
assumed from a small property near Mmes. Like his father, 
he became a pastor, and distinguished himself by his zeal 
for his co-religionists, working energetically to obtain the 
recognition of the civil rights which had been granted to them 
by Louis XVI. in r788. Having gained a great reputation by 
his His dire primitive is Is Grecs, be was elected deputy to the 
States General in 1789 by the third estate of the batIllass of 
Nimes. In the Constituent Assembly he worked on the framing 
of the constitution, spoke against the establishment of thee 
republic, which be considered ridiculous, and voted for the 
suspensive veto, as likdy to strengthen the position of the 
crown. In the Convention be sat among the Girondists, opposed 
the trial of Louis XVI., was a member of the commission of 
twelve, and was proscribed with his party. lie remained fa 
hiding for some time, but was ultimately discovered sod 
guillotined on the 5th of December 1793. 

See J. A. Dartique, Rabaut Sabin'se a l'Astrutblee Constslualstt 
(Paris. 1_99); and A. Lodi. " CcaTesPOadance de Rabaut Se-ttiewere "' 
ip 1.411 AA-fabliau passgaise (108), " L'arrestation de Rabaul to 
Etienne' in La Revolution fraufasse fox 1903 (cf. the same review ke 
loot). and " Les cli:buts de Rabaut Si-Etienne site Etats Ginkr.iva 

Is Convention " in the Bulletin kistotique de M Souk.' de 
du proirstasdisne iCrais (ego'), also an Pawl sus la pis a !taloa.' 
$autt-Etsersus (t ) separately published. An edition id the 
(Eaves de Rabaul isa - exae von.. 1826) mambo a notice by 
Collin de Plancy. 

RAllik • town of British West Africa, in the province ot 
Mims, Northern Nigeria, on the left bank of the Niger. is 
9. 6' N., and am m. above the confluence of the Niger and 
the Benue. At the time of Richard Lander's visit is Ain 
it was a place of 40,000 inhabitants and one of the most 
important markets in the country. In 1867 Gerhard Rahifs 
found it with only mo inhabitants. Thu town has somewhat 
recovered Its °asides since the establishment of British min 
in woe. 

RABBAZ BAR NAUMAN (s. slo-c. no), a Babylonian 
rabbi or 401(1111 (q...). He was for twenty-two years head of 
the Academy at Ptimbediths. His great dialectic skill acquired 
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Dr him the epithet " uprooter of mountains." The Talmud 
wes much to this rabbi. He is said to have perished in a 
angle into which ha had fled from the officers of the Persian 
trig. 
See Graets. Histor_y.  the law (Eng. trans.), vol. ii. ch . tad. ; 

Ago& der B aby! A115014,7, 97-101. 	 U. A.) 
RABBAll BAR SAUNA (6. 	A38), Nestorian traveller and 

iplomatist, was born at Peking about the middle of the 13th 
cntury, of Uigur stock. While still young he started on a 
ilgrimage to Jerusalem, and travelling by way of Tangut, 
:hotan, Kashgar, Tales in the Syr Dacia valley, Khorasan, 

aragha and Mosul, arrived at Ani in Armenia. Warnings of 
he danger of the routes to southern Syria turned him from his 
urpose; and his friend and fellow-pilgrim, Rebhan Marcos, 
(-corning Nestorian patriarch (as Mar Yaballatia IlL) in :213,, 
iggested Bar Sauma's name to Arghun Rhea, sovereign of the 
11.hanate or Mongol-Persian realm, for a ruropean embassy, 
hen contemplated. The purpose of this was to conclude an 
nti -Moslem alliance, especially against the Mameluke power, 
ith the chief states of Christendom. On this embassy Bar 
auma started in 1287, with Arghun's letters to the Byzantine 
mperor, the pope and the kings of France and England. In 
*onstantinople he had audience of Andronicus II.; he gives an 
nthusiastic description of St Sophia. He next travelled to 
tome, where he visited St Peter's, and had prolonged negotia-
ions with the cardinals. The papacy being then vacant, a 
(-finite reply to his proposals was postponed, and Bar Samna 
:rased on to Paris, where he had audience of the king of France 
Fhtlip the Fair). In Gascony be apparently met the king of 
:ngland (Edward I.) at a place which seems to be Bordeaux, 
lit of which he speaks as the capital of Alangailar (i.e. Angle-
crre). On returning to Rome, he was cordially received by the 
ewly elected pontiff Nicolas IV., who gave him communion on 
'arm Sunday, 1288, allowed him to celebrate his own Eucharist 

the capital of Latin Christendom, commissioned him to visit 
he Christians of the East, and entrusted to him the tiara which 
c presented to Mar Yaballaha. His narrative is of unique 
itcrest as giving a picture of medieval Europe at the close of 
he Crusading period, painted by a keenly intelligent, .broad-
)inded and statesmanlike observer. 
See I. B. Chabot's translation and edition of the Histoire da 

,arriarche Afar Jubaiohr III. a dr wine Rebhan Camas (from 
he Sy riac) in Revue de l'Orierd Salim, 093, pp. 566-61o; !fir" 
.p. 73-143, 2A5-3oo; 0. Raynaldus, Annak, F-cdctiastici (continuat-
ion of 13ammus), A.D. 1288. xxxv.-XXXVL Ulxi..;L. Wadding. 
1-tra/er Minorrdm, V. :eq.170-17.3: C. R. Beasley, Paws e 
d✓dan Geography, H. ts, 3,52; is, 189-190, 539-541. 

RABBET, in carpentry and masonry, the name for a rect-
ngular groove or slot cut in the edge of a piece of wood or 
tone, to which another t...tesponding piece can be fitted (see 
OINLRY and MASONRY). The word Is an adaptation of the 
). Fr. rabd or rabbit, from rabatire, i.e. abattre, beat back, abate, 
o make a recess, and is thus a doublet of " rebate " (q.v.), which 

how frequently used instead of " rabbet," the joint being also 
flown as a " rebated joint." 
RABBI, a Hebrew word meaning " my master," " my 

coacher." It Is derived from the adjective rob (in Aramaic, 
n,1 frequently also in Hebrew, "great "), which acquired in 
rodcnt Hebrew the signification of " lord," in relation to servants 
r slaves, and of " teacher," " master," in relation to the 
rise .' ;lc. The master was addressed by his pupils with the 
‘,,o1 rabbi (" my teacher "), or raker (" our teacher "). It 

ante customary to speak of Moses as Moshe robberns (" our 
...her Moses "). Jesus makes it a reproach against the 

nbcs that they cause themselves to be entitled by the people 
. ■ "•i (AM. Matt. rail 7): and He Himself is saluted by the 

pies of John as rabbi (John i. 38, where the word is explained 
,s equivalent to Iltbdosett). As an honorary title of the 
crilK-3. with whose name It was constantly linked, " Rabbi " 
.lilt came into use during the last decades of the second Temple. 
hiller and Shammai, the contemporaries of Herod, were men-
ioned without any title. Gamaliel 1I. the grandson of Hillel, 
was the first to whose name the spoellailoa R9hMa (the same an  

rabloott, and also pronounced as ribbon, d. A4313004, Mark a. SI; 
John ax. :6) was prefixed. This title, a higher distinction than 
that of rabbi, is in tradition borne only by the descendants of 
Camelia I., the last being Garnaliel III., the son of Jebuda I. 
(Aboth id. 2), and by Jobanan b. Zaccsi, the founder of the 
school of Jamnia (Jabneh). Otherwise all Tannaites (see 
Tames), the scholars of the Mishnah period, were distinguished 
by the title of "rabbi." The Jebuda I. mentioned above, the 
redactor of the Mishnah, was honoured as the " Rabbi " 
ear' iferfir (" per excellence "), and in the tradition of the 
houses of learning, if it was necessary to speak of him or to cite 
his opinions and utterances, he was simply referred to as 
" Rabbi," without the mention of any name. Scholars who were 
not definitely ordained—and among these were men of high 
distinction—were simply mentioned by their names without 
the Rabbi-title. In the post-Talmudic age the Qaraites, who 
rejected the tradition of the Talmud, designated the Jews who 
adhered to that tradition as Rabbanites. Similarly the term 
Rabbins, or Rabbis, is applied to modern Jewish clergy. The 
plural rabbarriost was employed to describe the later Jewish 
scholars (so, for example, in the historian Abraham Ibn Daud, 
:2th century). By " rabbinical literature " is understood the 
post-Talmudic Jewish literature; in particular, so far as its 
subject is the literature of the tradition and its contents. 

RAZ became a proper name as the standing nomenclature 
of the celebrated mom, Abbe Arika (q.v.). (W. BA.) 

RABBIT, the modern name of the well-known rodent, 
formerly Called (as it still Is in English legal phraseology) Cotrr," 
a member of the family Leporidae (see ROOENTIA). '1111 recently 
the rabbit has generally been known scientifically as Leiria anti-
ashes, but it is now frequently regarded, at least by systematic 
naturalists, as the representative of a genus by itself, under the 

The Rabbit (077c:degas cluvicsdur). 

name of Orydolapts omit...due. Some zoologists, indeed, include 
in the same genus the South African thick-tailed bare, but by 
others this is separated as Pronolagas crasskaudatus. From the 
hare the wild rabbit is distinguished externally by its smaller 
size, shorter ears and feet, the absence or reduction of the black 
patch at the tip of the ears, and its greyer colour. The skull is 

There ate no native names either in Teutonic or Celtic languages; 
such words as German Xaninctten or English cony are f rom the Latin 
auricular, while the Irish, Welsh and Gaelic are adaptations from 
English. " Rabbit," which is now the common name in English, 
was for long confined to the young of the cony, and oo the Prompt-
orient Parrodortun, c. tato, " Ftabet, yonge conye, carniceihnv." The 
ultimate source of " rabbit " is itself unknown. The few Rsgiiah 
Dictionary takes it to be of northern French origin. There is a 
Walloon robett. Skeat suggests a possible connexion with Spanish 
rube, tail, rehear, to wag the hind-quarters. The familiar name for 
toasted cheese, " Welsh rabbit." is merely a joke, and the alteration 
to " Welsh rare-bit " is due to a failure to see the joke, such as it 
is. Parallels may be found in " Prairie oyster," the yolk of an egg 
with vinegar, pepper, erc. added; or "Scotch woodcock," a savoury 
of buttered eggs on anchovy toast. 
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very similar to that of the ham, but is smaller and fighter, with 
• slenderer muzzle and • longer and narrower palate. Besides 
these characters, the rabbit is separated from the bare by 
the feet that it brings forth its young naked, blind, and help-
less; to compensate for this, it dip • deep burrow in the earth 
in which they ore born and reared, while the young of the hare 
are born fully clothed with fur, and able to take care of them-
selves, in the shallow depression or " form " in which they 
are produced. The weight of the rabbit is from 24 to 3 lb, 

although wild individuals have been recorded up to more than 
s lb. Its general habits are too well known to need detailed 
description. It breeds from four to eight times a year, bringing 
forth each time from three to eight young; its period of gesta-
tion is about thirty days, and it is able to bear when six months 
old. It attains to an age of about seven or eight years. 

The rabbit is believed to be a native of the western half of the 
Mediterranean basin, and still abounds in Spain, Sardinia, 
southern Italy, Sicily, Greece, Tunis and Algeria; and many 
of the islands adjoining these countries are overrun with these 
rodents. Thence it has spread, partly by man's agency, -north-
wards throughout temperate western Europe, increasing rapidly 
wherever it gains a footing; and this extension is still going 
on, as is shown by the use of Scotland, where early in the 
loth century rabbits were little known, while they are DOW 
found in all suitable localities up to the extreme north. It has 
also gained admittance into Ireland, and now abounds there 
as much as in England. Out of Europe the same extension 
of range has been going on. In New Zealand and Australia 
rabbits, introduced either for profit or sport, have increased 
to such an extent as to form one of the moat serious pests 
that the farmers have to contend against, as the climate and 
soil suit them perfectly and their natural enemies are too few 
and too lowly organized to keep them within reasonable bounds. 
In North America about thirty species and twice as many geo-
graphic races (subspecies) are known, and the occurrence 
of several distinct fossil forms shows that the genus has long 
been established. The chief variety is the common grey or 
cottontail (Leper Pride's* For the " jack-rabbit," see 
Ham 

The rabbit has been domesticated from an early period. Little 
doubt exists amongst naturalists that all the varieties of the domestic 
animal are descended from Om:Jokers naked's:. The variations 
which have been perpetuated and intensified by artificial selection are, 
with the exception of those of the dog, greater than have been induced 
in any other mammal. For not only has the weight been more than 
quadrupled in some of the larger breeds, and the structure of the 
Ault and other parts of the skeleton greatly altered, but the pro- 
portionate size of the brain has been reduced and the colour and 
texture of the fur altered in a remarkable manner. The lop- 
eared breed is the oldest English variety, and has been cultivated 
carefully since about 1785, the aim of the breeder being directed 
to the development of the size of the ears, and with such success. 
that they sometimes measure more than 23 in. from tip to tip 
and exceed 6 in. in width. This development, which is accom- 
panied by changes in the structure of the skull, depends on breed- 
ing the animals in warm damp hutches, without which the best 
developed parents fail to produce the desired offspring. In colour 

rabbits vary greatly. The Belgian hare is a large breed 
rtaerard  hardy and prolific character, which closely resembles the hare 
in colour, and is not unlike it in form. Some years ago these rabbits 
were sold as " leporides " or hybrids, produced by the union of the 
hare and the rabbit; but the most careful experimenters have failed 
to obtain any such hybrid, and the naked immature condition in 

	

d 	renders it unlikely that hybrids could 
which s rabbits are born as compared with the clothed and 

	

highly 	opted young ha 

	

be prod 	. Nor does the flesh of the Belgian rabbitresemble 
that of the hare in colour or flavour. A closely allied vane 
though of larger site, is known as the Patagonian rabbit, al though  
it has no relation to the country after which it is called. 

The Angora rabbit is characterized by the extreme elongation 
and fineness of the fur, which in good specimens reaches 6 or 7 in. 
in length, requiring great care and frequent combing to prevent 
it from becoming matted. The Angoras most valued are albinos, 
with pure white fur and pink eyes; in some parts of the Continent 
they are kept by the peasants and clipped regularly. 

Amongst the breeds which are valued for the distribution of 
colour on the fur are the Himalayan and the Dutch. The. former 
is white, but the whole of the extremities—via the nose, the ears. 
tail and feet—are black or very dark in colour. This very petty 
breed has no connexion with the mountains from which at takes  

its awn, but is a variety produced by careful breading and selsolia 
Though produced by crossing, it now generally breeds true to eche. 
at times throwing back, however, to the sever greys from eolith e 
was derived. The rabbits knows as Dutch ass soak, and wig 
for the disposition of the colour and markings. The entire tee' 
behind the shoulder-blades is uniformly coloured. with the uses 
Lion of the feet; the anterior part of the body, including the fa. 
legs, neck, and jaws, is white, the cheeks and ears bang Oolonrm 
In some Mains the calmed portion extends in front al the he 
legs, leaving only a ring of white round the neck. The ser 
accurately the coloured portion is defined, thehig1ry se the asks 
esteemed. The silver grey is • uniform-coloured breed. the he a 
which is a rich chinchilla grey, varying in depth in the diner 
strains. From the pester value of the fur, silver preys have he 
frequently employed to stock warrens, as they breed true to ether 
in the open if the ordinary wild rabbits are excluded. Ode 
colours known, as silver fawn and silver brown, are closely abet. 
A blue breed has been recently introduced. The largest se 
heaviest of all is the Flemish giant. with iron-grey fur abate me 
white below. Other tweeds include the Japanese, with an none 
coat, broadly heeded on the hind-quarters with black; es 
pink-eyed and short and thick-furred'albino Polish; the Saw.. 
probably produced by aoming the Himalayan with else Page- 
and the blackand-tan and blue-and-tan. 

Seca's° lisan,Sitoormo,and Cooasuro. (W. H. F..; R. Ll 

RABBLE, • general term for a disorderly crowd, appiriz-
connected with the verb " to rabble," to talk or work o 
confused manner, Du. rabbets's, Ger, dialect rabbehs, d. Cs 
italitionsur, to howl. In iron and steel manufacture, a puddles 
tool, for stirring the molten metal, is called a " rabbis." 
is a different word, adapted from Fr. rabk, for roadie, Med )a. 
rotabdane, Lat. Maoism (rare, to rake), a fire-shovel or stn 
take. 

RIJIBOLL a distinguished bishop of the Syrian khan 
early in the 5th century. He was a native of Waunakee 
a town some few miles south of Aleppo and the seat of a highs 
dr.. His father was a heathen priest, and though his mode 
was a devoted Christian he continued in pagan behd r.. 
practice until some time after his marriage. During a paw 
to his country estates he was converted to Christianity par 
through coming in contact with a case of miraculous bola 
and partly through the teaching and influence of Ems.. 
bishop of Iranneshrin, and Acacius, bishop of Aleppo. OA 
all the energy of his fiery nature he threw himself ban a 
practice of Christian asceticism, sold all his possessions. ma 
separated from his wife and kinspeople. He resided tar am 
time in a monastery, and thee passed to • life of greater kw 
ship as a solitary hermit. On the death of Diagenes, bishop * 
Edema, in the year az 1-412, RabbIllt was dunes his swam 
and at once accepted the position offered him, without . 
the customary show of reluctance. Asa  bishop he was mute 
by extraordinary energy, by the continued ascetic's' as of 
personal life, by his magnificent provision for all the se. 
and suffering in his diocese, by his care for discipline azeoe 
the clergy and monks who were under his authority, and late-
by the fierce determination with which be combated all bense 
and especially the growing school of the followers of Nestor. 
On one occasion he visited Constantinople and there peed. 
before Theodosius IL (who was then favourable to Mawr-
and a great congregation a sermon in denunciation of lfe• 
torian doctrine, of which a portion survives in the Si*. 
version.* He became the friend of Cyril of Alexandria. so 
whom he corresponded, and whose treatise Dr recta Ale be Ira, 
lated into Syriac.* After a busy episcopal life of tweerptee 
years he died in August 435, and was immensely lanapest 
the people of his diocese. His successor was the Keane; 
floss. 

The literary remains of Rabbfill are small in bulk, and w 
mostly to be found in OverfiecL Perhaps his main imports ,  
to the historian of Syriac literature lies in the seal with imo 
he strove to replace the Dietesaaron or Gospel Ifarnmin 
Tatian by the edition of the separate Gospels. ordering m-
a copy of the latter s

pp
hould be placed In every church and dead 

Ovediedc, ea. 
*The version swvivesVititish Museum MS.; we IWO 

Candace* p. pa. 
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be mad (ass Wright's Sm. £k. p. 9). According to his bio-
grapher (Overbeck, p. no) he himself produced a version (or 
revision) of the New Testament In Syriac. This may have been, 
as Wright suggests (Syr. Lis. p. II), " a first step in the direc-
tion of the Philmenka version." But there is great probability 
in F. C. Buricitt's hypothesis that the product of RabbaLt's 
work, at least as regards the Gospels, Is to be found in the 
current Pealffita text, which " represents the Greek text as 
read in Antioch about 40o an." and " was prepared by Rab-
bula . . . and published by his authority as a substitute for 
the Diatessaroo." 3  

LAMM& seems to have been a man of great force, devotion 
and self-denial: on the one hand intellectually gifted, and on 
the other thoroughly consistent in his practice of religion. 
But his attractiveness is marred, as in the case of many of 
his contemporaries, by the bitterness of a narrow orthodoxy. 

(N. M.) 
RABELAIS, FRANCON (c. 1490-1553),  French humorist, 

was born at Chinon on the Vienne in the province of Touraine. 
The date of his birth Is wholly uncertain: it has been put by 
tradition, and by authorities long subsequent to his death, as 
5483, 549o, and '495.  There is nothing in the positive facts of 
his life which would not suit tolerably well with any of these 
dates; most trth-century authorities give the earliest, and this 
also accords best with the age of the eldest of the Du Briley 
brothers, with whom Rabelais was (perhaps) at schooL In 
favour of the latest it is urged that, if Rabelais was born in 74 83, 
he must have been forty-seven when be entered at Montpellier, 
and proportionately and unexpectedly old at other known 
periods of his life. In favour of the middle date, which has, as 
far as recent authorities are concerned, the weight of consent in 
its favour, the testimony of Guy Patin (teet-i672), a witness of 
some merit and not too far removed in point of time, is invoked. 
The only contribution which need be made here to the con-
troversy is to point out that if Rabelais was born in 1483 he 
most have been an old man when he died, and that scarcely 
even tradition speaks of him as such. 

With regard to his birth, parentage, youth, and education 
everything depends upon this tradition, and it is not until he 
was according to one extreme hypothesis thirty-six, according 
to the other extreme twenty-four, that we have solid testimony 
respecting him. In the year isle, on the 5th of April, the 
Francois Rabelais of history emerges. The monks of Fontenay 
It Comte bought some property (half an inn in the town), and 
among their signatures to the deed of purchase is that of Francois 
Rabelais. Before this all is doudland. It is said that he had 
four brothers and no sisters, that his father had • country 
property called La Devinifre, and was either an apothecary 
or a tavern-keeper. Half a century after his death De Thou 
mentions that the house in which he was born had become a 
tavern and then a tennis-court. It still stands at the corner of 
a street called the Rue de la Lamproie. and the tradition may be 
correct. An indistinct allusion of his own has been taken to 
mean that he was tonsured in childhood at seven or nine years 
old; and tradition says that he was sent to the convent of 
Seally. From Seuffly at an unknown date tradition takes him 
either to the university of Angers or to the convent school ol 
La Baumette or La Basmette, founded by good Ring Rene in 
the neighbourhood of the Angevin capital Here he is supposed 
to have been at school with the brothers Du Belay, with Geoffrey 
d'Estissac and others. The next stage in this (so far as evidence 
goes, purely Imaginary) career is the monastery of Fontenay le 
Comte, where, as has been seen, he is certainly found in tsth 
holding a position sufficiently senior to sign deeds for the com-
munity, where he, probably In tsar, took priest's ardent, and 
where he also pursued, again certainly, the study of letters, and 
especially of Greek, with ardour. From this date, therefore, 
be becomes historically visible. The next certain Intelligence
which we have of Rabelais is somewhat more directly hie-

, See S. Ephraim's Noratioss front the Gospel (Cambridge. teet), 
p.17 f.: Bomeseiim O. lieeesho (Cambridge, egos), a. 3; mid 
Body tonere Ch ucwdiiJy (rdort, 19•4).1mtine u.  

graphical. The letters of the weill-known Mak scholia &damn, 
two of which are addressed to Rabelais himself and several more 
to his friend and fellow-monk Pierre Amy, together with some 
notices by Andre Tiraqueau, a learned jurist, to whom Rabelais 
rather than his own learning has secured immortality, show 
beyond doubt what manner of life the future author of Gergentaa 
led in his convent. The letters of Budaeus show that an 
attempt was made by the heads of the convent or the order to 
check the studious ardour of these Franciscans; but it failed, 
and there is no positive evidence of anything like actual perse-
cution, the phrases in the letters of Buda.= being merely the 
usual exaggerated Cicero:dad= of the Renaissance. Some 
books and papers were seined as suspicious, then given back as 
innocent; but Rabelais was in all probability disgusted with the 
cloister—indeed his great work shows this beyond doubt. Is 
iss4, the year of the publication of Tiraqueau's book above 
cited, his friend Geoffrey d'Estimac procured from Clement VII. 
an indult, Braising a change of order and of abode for Rabelais. 
From a Franciscan he became • Benedictine, and from Fontenay 
he moved to Malteds, of which Geoffrey dizetwar was bishop. 
But even this learned and hospitable retreat did not apparently 
satisfy Rabelais. Ind bdrice s53ohe left Maillemis, abandoned 
his Benedictine pub for that of a secular priest, and, as he 
himself puts it in his subsequent Supplier& pee Apostasie to 
Pope Paul III., " per sashes die tweaks, foie For a time the 
Du Bellays provided him with an abode near their own chilleau 
of Laney. He is met at Montpellier in the year just mentioned. 
He entered the faculty of medicine there on the 16th of September 
and became bachelor on the set of November, a remarkably 
short interval, which shows what was thought of his acquire-
ments. Early in rot be )xtured publicly on Calm and 
Hippocrates, while his more serious pursuits seem to have been 
choMered by acting in a morale muddle, then a very frequent 
university amusement. Visits to the Des d'Hiires, and the 
composition of a fah sauce in imitation of the ancient gores, 
which be sent to his friend Etienne Dolet, are associated, not 
very certainly, with his stay at Montpellier, which, lasting 
rather more than a year at lust, was renewed at intervals for 
several years. 

In 1532, however, be had moved from Montpellier to Lyons. 
Here he plunged into manifold work, literary and professionaL 
He was appointed before the beginning of November physician 
to the 116tei Dieu, with a salary of forty lines per annum, 
and lectured on anatomy with demonstrations from the human 
subject. He edited for Sebastian Gryphius, in the single 
year 1532, the medical Epistler of Giovanni. Manarcll, the 
Aphorisms of llippocrates, with the Ars Pons of Galen, and 
an edition of two supposed Latin documents, which, however, 
happened unluckily to be forgeries. 

At this time Lyons was the centre and to a great extent 
the headquarters of an unusually enlightened society, and 
indirectly it I. dear that Rabelais became intimate with this 
society. A manuscript died* which was found in the Toulouse 
library, drab with the death of an infant named Theochde, 
whose country was Lyons and his father Rabelais, but we 
know nothing MOM about the matter. What makes the 
Lyons sojourn of the peatest real importance is that at this 
time probably appeared the beginainp of the work which was 
to make Rabelais immortal. It is necessary to say " probably," 
because the strange uncertainty which rests .  on so much of his 
life and writings exists here also. There is no doubt that both 
Gargantua and Pantagruel were popular names esf giants in 
the Middle Ages, though, curiously enough, no mention of the 
former in French literature muds before Itabekles time has 
been traced. In i536, however, Charles de Bordigne, in a 
satiric work of no great merit, entitled b Uganda is Pions 
Adler, bas the name Goriest= with an allusion, and in 1535 
(if not earlier) there appeared at Lyons kr &sada ei inatiosobia 
eltrowimoss du pond A leaver east Gamma.. This is a shod 
book on .the plan of the later burlesques and romances of the 
Round Table. Arthur and Merlin appear with Grantgoaier, 
as be is here spelt, Game& (Gargamelle), Gssgaatua  himself, 
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and the tetra* mace. Bat there it no trace at the action or 
other characters of Gargarana that was to be, nor is the manner 
of the piece in the least worthy of Rabelais. No one supposes 
that he wrote it, though it has been supposed that he edited 
it and that in reality it is older than '332, and may be the 
direct subject of Bordigne's allusion six years earlier. What 
does, however, seem probable is that the first book of Pardarnel 
(the seconci of the whole work) was composed with a definite 
view to this chap book and not to the existing first book of 
Gorgedus, which was written afterwards, when Rabelais dis-
covered the popularity of his work and felt that it ought to 
have some worthier starting-point than the Grandes chroniones. 
The earliest known and dated edition of Pantagruel is of 1533, 
of Gorgatasta 1 535, though this would not be of itself conclusive, 
especially as we actually possess editions of both which, though 
undated, seem to be earlier. But the definite description of 
Gargantue in the title as " Pere de Pantagruel," the omission 
of the words " second livre " in the title d the first book of 
Ponta:rod while the second and third are duly entitled " tiers " 
and " quart," the remarkable fact that one of the most im-
portant personages, Friar John, is absent from book 1, the 
first of Pantagrud, though he appears in book L (Gargantsta), 
and many other proofs show the order of publication tlearly 
enough. There is also in existence a letter of Calvin, dated 
1533, in which he speaks of Pastagruct, but not of Gargasawa, 
as having been condemned as an obscene book. Besides this, 
1533 saw the publication of an almanac, the first of a long 
series which exists only in titles and fragments, and of the 
amusing Prognosticatioss Pastagruetina (still, be it observed, 
Pantagrueline, not Oargantuine). Both this and Pantagrnel 
itself were published under the anagremmatic pseudonym 
of " Aleofribas Nader," shortened to the first word- only in 
the case of the Prognostication. 

This busy and interesting period of Rabdais's life was brought 
to a dose apparently by his introduction or reintroduction to 
Jean du Bellay, who, in October 1533, pairing through Lyons 
on an embassy to Rome, engaged Rabelais as physician. The 
visit did not last very long, but it left literary results in an 
edition of s description of Rome by Marliani, which Rabelais 
published in September 1534 It is also thought that the 
first edition of Garman; may have appeared this year. 

In the spring of 335 the authorities of the Lyons hospital, 
considering that Rabelais had twice absented himself without 
leave, elected Pierre de Castel in his room; but the documents 
which exist do not mean to infer that any blame was thought 
due to him, and the appointment of his successor was once 
definitely postponed in case he should return. At the end 
• g533 Rabelais once more accompanied Jean du Bello, 
now • cardinal, to Rome and stayed there till April in the 
nest year. This stay furnishes some biographical documents 
of importance in the shape of letters to Geoffrey d'Estissee, 
of the *heady-mentioned Srstidicatio #ro Apostatia, and of 
the bull of absolution which was the reply to it. This bull 
not only freed Rabelais from eededastkal censure, but gave 
him the right to return to the order of St Benedict when he 
chose, and to practise medicine. He took advantage of this 
bull and became a canon of St Maur. In 5337 he took his 
doctor's degree at Montpellier, lectured on the Greek text 
of Hippocrates, and next year made • public anatomical 
demonstration. During these two yeses he seems to lave 
seeded either at Montpellier or at Lyons. But in 1539 be 
mated the service of Guillaume do Bellay-Lerdey, elder 
brother of Jean, and would appear to have been with him 
the MS governor of Piedmont) till his death OR 9th January 
sus. Rabelais wrote a panegyrical memoir of Guillaume, 
which is lest, and the year before saw the publication of an 
edition of Gargontssa and Pantagruel, book i., together (both had 
been repeatedly reprinted separately), in which some dangerous 
expressions were an away. Nothing at all is known of his 
life, whereabouts, or occupations till the publication of the 
third book, which appeared in 5546, " aver Privilege du ed." 
which bad beengiven in September sees. 

Doles this dm° Maids's, despite dee emiffamnsdna of the 
Sorbonne mitered to above, lad experienced bathing like 
persecution or difficulty. Even the spiteful or trescherensi 
act of Doke, who in 1342 reprinted the earlier form of the 
books which Rabelais had just slightly modified, seems to base 
done him no hard But the storm of pandemic° which 
towards the end of the reign of Francis I. was fatal to Doha 
himself and to Des Mere, while it exiled and virtually-killed 
Marot, threatened him. There is no positive evidence of any 
measures taken or threatened against him, but it is =WO 
that he passed nearly the whole of use and part el spy as 
Meta in Lorraine as physician to the town at the eddy d 
rzo livres, and Sturm speaks of him as having been "cat 
out of France by the times " (with the exdarnatior ad 
rele•r) in a contemporary letter, and says that be himself in 
another letter gives a doleful account of his pecuniary disks 
and asks for assistance. At Francis's death on 31st March 
esti Du Belky went to Rome, and st some time not certain 
Rabelais joined him. He was certainly there in February Ise% 
when he dates from Du Bellay's palace a little account of the 
festivals given at Rome to celebrate the birth of the second 
son of Henry IL and Catherine de' Medici. This account, 
the Sciosachie as it is called, is extant. In the same year • 
monk of Fontevrault, Gabriel du Puke-Herbed', made in a 
book called Theotionts the first of the many attacks as Rabelais. 
It is, however, as vague as it is violent, and it does not seem 
to have had any effect. Rabelais had indeed again made for 
himself protectors whom no clerical or Sorbonist jealousy could 
touch. The Scionsachio was written to the cardinal of Guise, 
whose family were all-powerful at court, and Rabelais dedicated 
his next book to Odet de Chatillon, afterwards cardinal, a nun 
of great influence. Thus Rabelais was able to return to France, 
and in isso was presented to the livings of Menke and St 
Christopbe de Jambet. It may, however, surmise those who 
have been accustomed to bear him spoken of as " cure de 
Maiden," and who have read lives of him founded on legend, 
to find that there is very little ground for believing (bat he 
ever officiated or resided there. He certainly held the living 
but two years, resigning it in January asp along with his otter 
benefice, and it is noteworthy that at the episcopal visitation 
of 1551 he was not present. To this supposed residence at 
Menden and to the previous stay at Rome, however, are 
attached two of the most mischievous items of the legend, 
though fortunately two of the most easily refutable. It is 
said that Rabelais met and quarrelled with Joachim du Bellay 
the poet at Rome, and with Ronsard at Weldon and elsewhere. 
that this caused a breach between him and the Wade, that he 
satirized its elasticizing tendencies in the episode of the Limousin 
scholar, and that Ronsud after his death avenged himself 
by a libellous epitaph. The facts are these. Nothing is 
heard of the quarrel with Du Bellay or of any meeting with 
him, nothing of the meetings and bickerings with Romani, 
till 2697, when Bernier tells the story without any authority. 
The supposed allusions to the Meade date from • time when 
Ronssrd was a small boy, and are mainly borrowed from is 
earlier writer still, Geoffroy Tory. Lastly, the epitaph. and 
impaitially, is not Mellow at all, but simply takes up the 
vein of the opening eases of Gargassina in reference to 
Gergantua's author. There is indeed no reason to suppose 
that either Roussel or Du Belly was a fervent adman: of 
Rabelais, for they belonged to a very differed literary echo* 
but there is absolutely no evidence of any enmity between de m. 
and Du Belay actually refers to Itabdais with &dad:dims 

Some chapters of Rabdaia's fourth book had been published 
in tuft, but the whole did not appear till tsp. The Sorbonne 
censured it and the parliament suspended the sale, taking 
advantage of the king's absence Gore Paris. But it was roes 
relieved of the suspension. He died, it is said, on the 9th of 
April Ism, but actual history is quite silent save on the pad 
that he was not alive in May of the next year, and the kiwi 
about his deathbed utterances—" La farce at joule," jig 
vas chacher an gaud penadtre," •ltopthe 
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apocryphal The same may be said of the numerous silly 
stories told of his life, such as that of his procuring a free 
passage to Paris by inscribing packets " Poison for the king," 
and so forth. 

Ten yews after the publication of the fourth book and nine 
after the supposed date of the author's death there appeared 
at Lyons sixteen chapters entitled irk sextette per twisted 
Francois Rabelais, and two years later the entire fifth book 
was printed as such. In x567 it took place with the others, 
and has ever since appeared with them. But from the 
beginning of the 17th century there have never been wanting 
disbelievers in its authenticity. The controversy is one of 
some intricacy, but as it is also one of capital importance in 
literary history the heads of it at least must be given here. 
The opponents of the book rely (t) on the testimony  of a 
certain Louis Guyon, who in thee declared that the fifth book 
was made long after Rabelais' 's death by an author whom he 
knew, and who was not a doctor, and on the assertion of the 
bibliographer Du Verdier, about the same time, that it was 
written by an "holier do Valence "; (2) on the fact that the 
anti-monastic and even anti-Catholic polemic is much more 
accentuated in it; (3) on the arguments that parts are 
apparently replicas or rough drafts of passages already 
appearing in the four earlier books; and (4) that some allusions 
are manifestly posterior to even the furthest date which can 
be assigned for the reputed author's decease. On the other 
hand, It is urged that, though Guyon and Du Verdict were in 
a sense contemporaries, they wrote long altos the events, 
and that the testimony of the former is vitiated, not merely 
by its extreme vagueness, but by the fact that it occurs in a 
plaidoyer, tending to exculpate physicians from the charge of 
unorthodoxy; that Du Verdict in another place assigns the 
Pantagrnitino Prognostication to this same unknown student 
of Valence, and had therefore probably confused and hearsay 
notions on the subject; that the rasher and fiercer tone, as 
well as the apparent repetitions, are sufficiently accounted 
for on the supposition that Rabelais never finally revised the 
book, which Indeed dates show that he could not have done, 
as the fourth was not finally settled till just before his death; 
and that it is perfectly probable, and indeed almost certain, 
that it was prepared from his papers by another hand, which 
is responsible for the anachronous allusions above referred to. 
But the strongest argument, and one which has never been 
attacked by authorities really competent to judge, is that 
the "grille de l'aigle" is on the book, and that no known 
author of the time except Rabelais was capable of writing the 
passage about the Chair fount!, the better part of the history 
of Queen Whims (La Quint:) and her court, and the conclusion 
giving the Oracle of the Bottle. To this argument we believe 
that the more competent a critic is, both by general faculty 
of appreciation and by acquaintance with contemporary 
French literature, the more positive will be the assent that he 
yields. The reader must, however, be on his guard against 
confusing the authenticity of the fifth book generally with 
that of supposed early copies of it. Quite recently It was 
announced that an edition of 1549 had turned up in Germany; 
but the investigations of M. R. Stein, its Rabelais apocrypho 
(rotor), repeated and confirmed by M. A. Lefranc in the 
Revue des eludes Rabdairiennes (005), disposed of the matter. 
The substance of the apocryphal document is quite different 
from our filth book. 

Carpeted and Panorgreel, notwithstanding their high literary 
standing and the frequency with which certain passages from there 
are cioW. are, owing partly to their archaism of language and partly 
to the extreme licence which their author has allowed himself, so 
little read that no notice of them or of him could be complete 
without some sketch of their contents. The first book, Gargastua, 
describes the birth of that hero (a giant and the son of gigantic 
tzepa=tclurose nativity is ushered in by the account of a 

inst. In this the burlesque exaggeration of the 
pleasures of eating and drinking, which is one of the chief exterior 
aware Id the whole work, is pushed to en extreme•-na extreme which 
has attracted natural but perhaps undue attention. Very early, 
bow/ever, the author becomes salons in contrasting the early 

education of his hero—a satire on the degraded school, of the middle 
"th its subsequent and reformed stage, in the account of 

Rea  ich all the best and noblest ideas of the humanist Renaissance in 
reference to pedagogy are put with exceptional force. Gargantua 
is recalled from Pans, whither he had been sent to finish his educa- 
tion, owing to a war between his father, Grandgosier, and the 
neighbouring king. Picrochole. This war is described at great length. 
the chief hero of it being the monk. Friar John, a very unclencal 
cleric, in whom Rabelais greatly delights. Picrochole defeated 
and peace made, Gargantua establishes the abbey of Tbelema in 
an,ther of Rabelais's most elaborate literary passages, where all 
th.. points most obnoxious to him in monastic hie are indicated 
by the awignment of their exact opposites to I' model convent. 
The second book, which introduces the princip.,: wo of the whole, 
Pa marvel, Gargantua's son, is, on any other I, pothesis but that 
already suggested of its prior composition, very difficult to explain, 
but in itself it is intelligible enough. Pantagniel goes through 
something like a second edition (really a first) of the educational 
experiences of his father. Like him, be goes to Paris, and there 

,ts with Panurge, the principal triumph of Ral ,,laisian character- 
drawing. and the most onginal as well as puzzle -, 	sire of the book. 
Panurge has almost all intellectual accomplish., 	a, but is totally 
devoid of morality: he is a coward, a drunkard, a lecher, a spiteful 
tri kster, a spendthrift, but all the while infinitely amusing. This 
book, like the other, has a war in its latter part; Gargantua scarcely 
appears in it and Friar John not at all. It is not till the opening 
of the third book that the most important action begins. Th is  
ari ,es from Panurge's determination to marry —sdetennination, 
however, which is very half-hearted. and which I Is him to consult 
a vast number of authorities, each giving ocr 	s for satire of a 
ins ,re or less complicated kind. At last it 	determined that 
Pantagruel and his followers (Friar John ha 	tmmred in the 
suite of the prince) shall set sail to consult lii 	of the Die 
&Weak. The book ends with the obscurest r ,  ge of the whole, 
an elaborate eulogy of the "herb pantagruiTh 	' which appears 
to be, if it is anything, hemp. Only two pr 	tie explanations 
of this have been offered, the one seeing in e t anticipation of 
Jo cob de Maistre's glorification of the exec 	ter, the other • 
eulogy of work, hemp being on the whole I nest serviceable 
of vegetable products for that purpose. "I I 	north and fifth 
ho .Its are entirely taken up with a th-cript ion 	:voyage. Many 
strange places unn stranger names arc xisetaa, some of them 
offering obvious satire on human institutions, others, except by 
the most far-fetched explanations, resolvable into nothing but 
sheer extravaganza. At Lust the Land of Lanterns, borrowed from 
Lucian, is reached, and the Oracle of the Bottle is consulted. This 
yields the single word " Trinq," which the attendant priestess 
declares to be the most gracious and intelligible eke has ever heard 
front it. Panurge takes this as a sanction of his marriage, and the 
book ends abruptly. This singular romance is diversified by. or. 
to speak more properly, it is the vehicle of the most bewi ldering 
abundance of digrauton, burlesque amplification, covert satins 
on things political, social and religious, miscellaneous erudition 
of the literary and scientific kind. Everywhere the author lays 
stress on the excellence of " Pantagruelism," and the reader who is 
himself a Pantagruelist (it is perfectly idle.for any other to attempt 
the book) soon discovers what this MARS. It is, in plain English, 
humour. The definition of humour is a generally acknowledged 
crux, and till it is defined the definition of Pantagruelism will be in 
the same position. But that it consists in the extension of a wide 
sympathy to all human affairs, together with a comprehension of 
their vanity, may be said as safely as anything else. Moroseness 
and dogmatism are as far from the Pantagruelism of Rabelais as 
maudlin sentimentality or dilettantism. Perhaps the chief things 
lacking in his attitude are, in the first place, reverence, of which. 
however, from a few passages, it is clear he was by no means totally 
devoid, and secondly, an appreciation of passion and poetry. Here 
and there there are touches of the latter, as in the portrait of Quint. 
essence, but passion is everywhere absent—an absence for which 
the comic structure and plan of the book do not by any means supply 
a complete explanation. 

For a general estimate of Rabelais's literary character and in-
fluence the reader may be referred to the article FRENCH LITERATURE. 
But some detailed remarks must be given here. There are three 
questions without the discussion of which this notice of one of the 
foremost writers of the world would not be worthy of its present 
eIare. These are—What is the general drift and purpose of 
"MORIN{  and Panteered, supposing there to be any? What 
defence can be offered, if any defence is needed, for the extra. 
ordinary licence of language and imagery which the author has 
permitted himself? What was his attitude towards the great 
questions of religion, philosophy and politics? These questions 
succeed each other in the order of reason, and the master to each 
assists the resolution of the next. 

There have been few more remarkable Instances of the mats 
COMINCN idkir le than the work of the editors of Rabelais. Almost 
every one appan to have started with a Rabelais ready made is 
his hpd_, to have, so to speak, read that Rabelais into the 
book. Those who have not done this, like Le Duchat. Matte= 
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and Earnangart, have generally committed the error d tormenting 
themselves and their author to find individual explanations of 
personages and events. The extravagance of the last-named 
commentator takes the form of seeing elaborate allegories; that 
of some others devotes itself chiefly to identifying the characters 
of the romance with more or less famous historical permits: But 
the first blunder, that of forming a general hypothetical conception 
of Rabelais and then adjusting interpretation of the work to it, 
Is the commoner. This conception, however, has singularly varied. 
According to some expositors, among whom one of the latest and 
not the least respectable is M. Fleury, Rabelais is a sober reformer, 
an apostle of earnest work, of sound education, of rational if not 
dogmatic religion, who wraps up his morals in a farcical en 
partly to matte them go down with the vulgar lord partly to shie ld  
himself from the consequences of his reforming zeal. According 
to others, of whom we have had in England a distinguished example 
in Sir Walter Besant. Rabelais is all this but with a difference. He 
is not religious at all; he is more or less anti-religious; and his book 
is more or le. ' general protest against any attempt to carpi in 
supernaturally riddle of the earth. According to a third cl Las, 
the most distinguished recent representative of which was M. Viol 
Lacroix. the Rabelaisian legend does not so much err in principle 
as it invents in fact. Rabelais is the incarnation of the "esprit 
Gaulois," a jovial, careless soul, not destitute of common MM.• or 
even acute intellectual power, but first of all a good fellow, rather 
preferring a broad jest to a fine-pointed one. and rollicking through 
life like a good-natured undergraduate. Of all these views it may 
be said that those who hold them are obliged to shut their eyes 
to many things in the book and to see in it many which are not 
there. The religious part of the matter will be dealt with presently; 
but it is impossible to think that any unbiased judge reading 
Rabelais can hold the grave-philosopher view or the reckless-good. 
fellow view without modifications and allowances which practically 
deprive either of any value. Those who, as it has been happily 
put. identify Rabelais with Pantagruel, strive in vain, on any view 
intellectually consistent or morally respectable, to account for the 
vast ocean of pure or impure laughter and foolery which surrounds 
the few solid islets of sense and reason and devotion. Those who 
in the same way identify Rabelais with Panurge can never explain 
the education scheme, the solemn apparition of Gargantua among 
the farcical and fantastic variations on l'anurge's wedding, and many 
ether passages; while, on the other hand, those who insist on a 
definite propaganda of any kind must justify themselves by their 
own power of seeing things invisible to plain men. But these 
vagaries ate not only unjustifiable; they are entirely unnecessary. 
No one reading Rabelais without path prig, but with a good know-
ledge of the history and iliterature of his own times and the times 
which preceded him, can have much difficulty in appreciating 
his book. He had evidently during his long and studious sojourn 
in the cloister (a sojourn which was certainly not less than five-and-
twenty years, while It may have been five-and-thirty, and of which 
the studiousness rests not on legend but on documentary evidence) 
acquired a vast stock al learning. He was, it is clear, thoroughly 
mictrated with the instincts, the hopes, and the ideas of the 
Renaissance in the form which it took in France, in England and 
in Germany—a form, that is to say, not merely humanist but full 
of aspirations for social and political improvement, and above all 
for a joyous, varied, and non-ascetic life. He had thoroughly 
convinced himself of the abuses to which monachisni lent itself. 
Lastly, he had the spirit of lively satire and of willingness deriaere 
is loco which frequently goes with the love of books. It is in the 
highest degree improbable that in beginning his great work be had 
any definite purpose or intention. The habit of burlesquing the 
mimes d'amemer was no new one, and the form lent itself easily 
to the two literary exercises to which he was most disposed—
apt and quaint citation from and variation on the classics and 
satirical criticism of the life he saw around him. The immense 
popularity of the first two parts induced him to continue them, and 
by degrees (the genuineness of the fifth book, at any rate in substance, 
is here assumed) the possibility of giving the whole something 
like a consistent form and a regular conclusion presented itself to 
him. The voyage in particular allowed the widest licence of 
satirical allusion, and he availed himself of that licence in the widest 
sense. Here and there persons are glanced at, while the whole 
scenery of his birthplace and its neighbourhood is cu 	".' cd 
in; but for the most part the lathe is typical rather tl 	 al, 
and it is on the whole a rather negative satire. In 	p its 
can Rabelais be said to be definitely polemic. He certainly h.. ed 
the monkish system in the debased form in which it existed in his 
time; he as certainly hated the brutish ignorance into which she 
earlier systems of education had suffered too many of their tear I era 
and scholars to drop. At these two things he was ' of 
striking, but elsewhere, even in the grim satire of du 
he is the satirist proper rather than the reformer. it u ra. .he 
very absence of any cramping or limiting purpose that the great 
merit and value of the book consist. It holds up an almost per-
fectly level and spotless mirror to the temper of the earlier 
Renaissance. The author has no universal medicine of his own 
(except Pantagruelism) to offer, nor has be anybody else's unbend 

medicine to attack. He ranges freely about the world, onsehig 
the Laughable sides of things with kindly laughter, gad every am 
and then dropping the Habil* and taking to the maims& It is 
not indeed possible to deny that in the Oracle of the Botde, bands 
its merely jocular and fantastic sense, them is a certain" = 
as it has been called, " of the conclusion of the prescher," a c  
acknowledgment of the vanity of things. But is such a book m0 
a note could hardly be wanting unless the writer had bees a hams, 
which he was not, or a mere voluptuary, which he was not, or a 
dullard[  which he was least of all. It is, after all, little more than a 
suggestion, and is certainly not strengthened by anything in the 
body of the work. Rabelais h, in short, if be be reed without 
prejudice, a humorist pure and aimple, feeling often in MINIM 
thinking almost always in jest. He is distinguished from the two 
men who alone can be compared with him in character al work and 
force of •genius combined—Lucian and Swift—by very marked 
characteristics. He is much less of a mere mocker than Lucien. 
and he is entirely destitute, even when he deals with monks or 
pedants, of the ferocity of Swift. He neither sneers nor rages; 
the rim iinments which distinguishes him is altogethergood-natined; 
but he is nearer to Lucian than to Swift, and Lucian is perfume 
the author whom it is most necessary to know in order to under-
stand him rightly. 

If thiszeneral view Is correct it will probably condition to some 
extent the answer to be given to the two minor questions stand 
above. The first is connected with the great blemish of (unsmuns 
and Pondering—their extreme coarseness of language and imagery. 
It is somewhat curious that some of those who claim Rabehn as 
an ccr.ray of the supernatural in general have been the loudest to 
condemn this blemish, and that some of them have made dn 
exceedingly lame excuse for .hint that it was a means of wrapping 
up his propaganda and keeping it and himself safe from the notice 
of the powers that were. This is not complimentary to Rabdais, 
and, except in some very small degree, it as not likely to be true 
For as a matter of fact obscenity no less than impiety was charged 
against him by his ultra-orthodox enemies, and the obscenity so 
less than the supposed impiety gave them a handle ageism ban 
before such bodies as the Sorbonne and the parliaments. As for 
the extreme theory of the anti-Rabelaisian, that Rabelais was a 
"dirty old blackguard' who liked filth and wallowed in it from 
choice, that hardly needs comment. His mom in thisnew di 
course looked at from an absolute standard, ua But 
judird relatively there are several, we shall not say excuses, bra 
explanations of them. In the first glace, the comparative in- 
decency of Rabelais has been mu exaggerated by pampas 
unfamiliar with early French literature. The formof his book was 
above all things popular, and the popular French literature of the 
middle agree as distinguished from the courtly and literary Merano% 
which was singularly pure, can hardly be =Wed in Pant al COML." 
nem The fabliaux, the early burlesque romances al the Amalie. 
class, the farces of the 15th century. equal (the grotesque iterate= 
and amplification which is the note of Gerganna arid Pentads-ad 
being allowed for, and sometimes without that allowance) the 
coarsest permeate of Rabelais. His coarseness, moteover, disgusting 
as it is, has nothing of the corruption of refined volumnoimmea 
about it, and nothing of the saiggenngindecency wha its 
men like Pope; like Voltaire, and like Sterne. It shows in us author 
a want of reverence, a want of decency in the proper sense, a too 
great readiness to condescend to the easiest kind ludicrous ideas 
and the kind most acceptable at that time to the common not of 
mankind. The general taste having been coosidaubly mined 
since, Rabelais has in parts become nearly unreadable—the mom 
and most appropriate punishment for ha faults. As for thine 
who have tned to make his indecency an argument for his 
in religious principle, that argument, like another aentierd 
previously, hardly needs discussion. It is notoriously false as • 
matter of experience. Rabelais could not have written as be has 
written in this respect and in others if he had been an earnestly 
pious person, taking heed to every act and word, and stud*n 
equally not to offend and not to cause offence. But no sea is he 
senses would dream of damning any such character for him. 

This brings in to the last point—what his religious opinion 
were. lie has been claimed as a free-thinker of all shades, Isms 
undogmatk theism to atheism, and as a concealed Protestant. The 
last of these claims has now been very generally given  hp  and 
indeed Erasmus might quite as reasonably be claimed for slir 
Reformation as Rabelais. Both disliked and attacked the mom 
crying abuses of their church and both at the time and slime have 
been disliked and attackedlar the more imprudent partisans or 
that church, But Rabelais, n his own way, held off Ism the 
Reformation even more distinctly than Erasmus did. The accusetioa 
of frce-thinking, if not of directly anti-Christian thinking, has always 
been more common and has recently found much favour. It iq 
however, remarkable that those who hold this minks WOW give 
chapter and min for it. and it may be said confidently that ciarsav 
and verse cannot be given. The sayings attributed to &Mein 
which colour the idea (such as the famous " je vain dieseber we 
grand peat-Rte,' said to have been steered on his dendr-hrel) 
are, as has been mid, purely apocryphal. In the book kw* =thin 
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of the kind is to be Woad. Perhaps the thane approach to it is a 
jest at the Sorbonne couched in the Pauline phrase about " the 
evidence of things not seen," which the author removed from the 
Later editions. But irreverences of this kind, as well as the frequent 
burlesque citations of the Bible, whether commendable or not, 
had thee, were, have since beta, and are common in writers whose 
orthodoxy is unquestioned; and it must be remembered that the 
Later Middle Age, which in many respects Rabelais represents 
Meuse more than he does the Renaiseance, was, with all its un-
questioning faith, singularly reckless and, to our fancy, irreverent 
in its use of the sacred words and integer, which were to it the 
most familiar of all image and words. -On the other hand, there 
are in the book, in the description d Gargantues and Pantagruel's 
education, in the sketch of the abbey of Thelma, in several passages 
retiring to Pantagruel, apemen. which either signify a sincere 
and unfeigned piety of a simple kind or else are inventions of 
the most detestable hypocrisy. For these postages are not, like 
many to be found from the Renaissance to the end of the 18th 
century, obvious flags of truce to cover attacks—mere bowing" 
in the house of Rimmon to prevent evil coosequence• There is 
absolutely no sign of the tongue in the cheek. They are always 
written in the author's highest style, a style perfectly eloquent 
and unaffected; they can only be interpreted (on the free-thinking 
hypothesis) as allegorical with the greatest difficulty and obscurity, 
and it is pretty certain that no one reading the book without a 
thesis to prove would dream of taking them in a nos-natural sense. 
It is not, indeed, to be contended that Rabelais was a man with 
whnm religion was in detail a constant thought, that he had a very 
tender conscience or a very scrupulous orthodoxy. His form of 
religious sentiment was not • tic.  any mote than 
it was ascetic or ceremonial or • As regards one of the 
accepted doctrines of his own churc , the excellence of the celibate 
life, of poverty, and of elaborate obedience to a rule, he no doubt 
was a strong dissident; but the evidence that, as a Christian, he 
was unorthodox, that he was even a heretical or latitudinarian 
thinker in regard to those doctrines which the various Christian 
churches have in common, is not merely weak, it is practically non-
existent. The counter-testimony is, indeed. not very strong, and 
still less detailed. But that is not the point. It is sufficient to 
say that there is absolutely nothing within the covers of Rabelaies 
works incompatible with an orthodoxy which would be recognized 
ere sufficient by Christendom at large, leaving out of the question 
those points of doctrine and practice on which Christians differ. 
Beyond this no wise man will go, and short of it hardly any un-
prejudiced man will stop. 

Plostmcatetre—The dates of the original editions of Rebelah's 
works have been given when possible already. The earlier books 
were repeatedly reissued during the author's life, and always with 
some correction. What may be called the best complete edition 
appeared in 1567 at Lyons, published by Jean Martin. It is com-
puted that no less than sixty editions were printed before the cicse 
of the 16th century. A very conaiderable time, however, elapsed 
before the works were, properly speaking, edited. Hem devoted 
much pains to them, but his results were not made public. The 
first edition which calls for notice. except in a complete liiblio-
graphy. is that of Le Duchat (Amsterdam, 5715). to Duchat was a 
very careful student, and on the whole a very efficient editor, being 
perhaps. of the group of students of old French at the beginning 
of the 18th century, which included La Monnoye and others, the 
most sober, critical and accomplished. But at that time the 
knowledge of the period was scarcely far enough advanced. The 
nest important date in the bibliography of Rabelais is 1823, In 
which year appeared the most elaborate edition of his work yet 
published, that of Esinaneus and Johanneau (9 yobs), including 
for the first time the Soles Drolahertes, a spumous but early and 
not uninteresting collection of grotesque figure drawings illus-
trating Gargantua and Pantagruel, and the sewed edition of M. 
de l'Aulneye. containing • bad text but • useful gloomy. From 
this time the editions have been very numerous. Among them 
may be mentioned those illustrated by Gustave Dori, rue on a 
small scale (11:13.1), afterwards more elaborately (1870); that of the 
Collection Didot by Burgaud des Manes and Raillery (1857 and 
later); the Bibliothique Eievekene editioo by MM. Lemur and 
A. de Nontaigke; that of the Nouvelle Collection Janet (seven 
small volumes, 1867-74), completed by M. Moland and very useful; 
and lastly, the edition of M. Marty-Laveaux In the Collection 
Leman (t868-19o3), the handsomest, the most accurate, and the 
most complete. In the scholarly sense, yet published. Commentaries 
on Rabelais, independent of editions, have been numerous from 
the work of Jean Bernier, Jurenwat Nouselles observations sur kr 
rowel... de M. Francois Rabelais (1697), onwards. Of those of the 
bast half-century the best are, besides morays in the works of most 
of the great aides: E. Noel, Rakoksis (t85o); A. 14a

YlaRabeais  (t868); _jean Fleury 0461; Paul Stapler (the best rralll 
(1889); and G. Vallat 01199). Separate points hove been treated 
importantly by A. Heulltard. Denia'l's: males de Rabelais (1884), 
and odours: while the flow des Modes Rolvdoisionses (too3 onwards) 
contemn valuable studies, especially those or M. Abel 'Arcane. 

Rabelais wee very serly popular is Eagiaad. There are possible 

allusions to him in Shakespeare, and the curl-,  et clerical notion of 
hiss is very unjustly adopted by 'Marston in the words "wicked 
Rabelais"; but Bacon described him better a the great jester of 
France, and a Scot, Sir Thomas Urquhart, ..ranslated the earlier 
books in 1653. This was not worthily comp'. ted till the keklese 
Motteux, or, as his compatriots call him, Le Monet a, finished it 
with an extensive commentary. It has been I requently reprinted. 
A new translation by W. F. Smith appeared in 1893. Criticism 
of a scattered kind on Rabelais in English i abundant, that of 
Coleridge being the most important, while riot constant evidence 
of his influence in Southey's Doctor is also r.oteworthy. But he 
VAS hardly treated as a whole before Sic Walt :r Besant s book on 
the subject in the " Foreign Classics for Eng! di Readers "(1879), 
',Lich the author followed up with Readings pww Rabelais 0883). 
Somewhat elaborate treatments of him in con-melba with content- 
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Rinaissaart (r904). 	 (G. Si.) 
RABENER. GOTTLIEB WILHELM (1714-1770, German 

satirist, was born on the 17th of September 1714 at Wacbeu near 
Leipzig, and died at Dresden on the 22nd of March 1771. In 
t741 he made his debut as satirist in Schwabe's Belusligungsn 
des Pert:mules end Winer, and was subsequently a contributor 
to the Bremer Beilrdge. Rabener's satires are in prose and 
mainly levelled at the follies of the middle classes. The papers 
which he published in the Bremer Beilrdde were subsequently 
collected in a Sammiung salirischer Schrifles (a vela., 1751), to 
which two volumes were added in '753. 

Rabener's Samiliche Werke appear in 6 vele. in 1777; the edition 
by E. Ortlepp (r839) also contains his correspondence, fire published 
by C. F. W MSC in 1772. See P. Richter, Rebates sod Liscow (1884), 
and D. Jacoby in Allg. Deutsche Biographic (1888). 

RASMUS. a Latin epic poet of the age of Augustus. Among 
the papyrus fragments discovered at Herculaneum in the early 
part of the 19th century were sixty-seven (mutilated) hexa-
meters, referring to the final struggle between Antony and 
Octavian and the death of Cleopatra, generally supposed to be 
part of a poem by Rabirius, since Seneca (De Bend. vi, 3, 1) 
informs us that he wrote on those subjects. If genuine, they 
justify the qualified commendation of Quintilian rather than the 
exaggerated praise of Vellcius Paterculus 36, 3), who couples 
Rabirius and Virgil as the two most eminent poets of his time. 

Fragments in E. Bakens, Prainttestia Poetaruos Rousasoruns 
(1885); W. Scott, Fragmeala Herculannuia (Oxford, 1885); O. 
12ibbeck, Gess:sickle der Mails-hen Dicktung, ii. (1889); M. Schanz. 
Geulaskte der rOraischess Lit:ender. ii. 1 (1899); Teuffel. Dist. 4 
Roman Literature (Eng. trans., 19o0), 252, 9. 

ILADIRIDS, GAMS. a Roman senator, who was defended 
(63 a.c.) by Cicero in a speech still extant. Nearly forty years 
after the death of L. Appuleius Saturninus, Titus Lsbienus 
(whose uncle bad lost his life among the followers of Saturninus 
on that occasion) was put up by Caesar to accuse Rabirius of 
having been implicated in the murder. Caesar's real object was 
to warn the Senate against interference by force with popular 
movements, to uphold the sovereignty of the people and the 
inviolability ol the person of the tribunes. The obsolete accusa-
tion of perdue:lie was revived, and the case was beard before 
Julius and Lucius Caesar as commissioners specially appointed 
(duoviri Rabirius was condemned, and the 
people, to whom the accused bad exercised the right of appeal, 
were on the point of ratifying the decision, when Iletellus Celer 
pulled down the military flag from the Janiculum, which was 
equivalent to the dissolution of the assembly. Caesar's object 
having been attained, the matter was then allowed to drop. 

A nephew, known as C. RAaIZWS Posrmers, was also 
defended by Cicero (54 11.C.) in the extant speech Pro Rabirio 
Poslwaso, when charged with extortion in Egypt and complicity 
with Arius Gabinius 

See Cicero, Pro Rabbis, ed, W. E. Heidaod (18112): Dio Cassius, 
weevil a6. a8; H. Putsche, Ober doe germs judidi der Reds Chess 
pro C. Rabirio (Jena, 1880; Schultheis, DI? Prows des 
C. Rabirla (Frauenfeld, 1891). 

RACAlf, HONORE DB DIIKIL. Siseqms og (1589-1670), 
French poet, was born at the chiteau of La Roche-Rerun in 
e54. He became page at the court or Henry IV. and then 
entered the army, seeing some active service. Ratan was very 
poor and was practically uneducated, for, if his own account 
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may be credited, he bad not learnt even Latin. But in middle 
life he inherited some property, and he was thus able to devote 
himself to the practice of poetry, in which he was the faithful, 
and perhaps the most distinguished, disciple of Malherbe. He 
had known Malherbe when he was a 'page at the court of 
Henry IV., and bad-early contributed to the fashionable albums 
of the day. In 1625 he published his most important work, 
Bergeries, a dramatic pastoral in five acts, a part of which, 
entitled Arthenice, was played in 1618. Racan was also the 
author of Sept pawner (1631), Odes soaks tides des Names de 
David (1651), Dernilres muvres d polsies eh:Menne: (I660), in 
all of which he was hampered by his inability to read the sacred 
writings except in other French paraphrases. He was one of 
the original members of the French Academy. He died in 
February r67o. 

His Manes completes were edited by Tenant de Latour in 1857, 
and the edition includes a biographical notice. See Sainte-Beuve, 
Causerie: du :wadi. 

RACCONIGL a town of Piedmont, Italy, in the province of 
Qum), 24 m. S. of Turin, and.31 m. N. of Cuneo by rail, 837 ft. 
above sea-level. Pop. (mot) 7364 (town); 9077 (commune). 
It has a royal chateau built in t 37o, with a large park laid out 
in 1755 by the French gardener Molard from designs by Le 
Notre, and enlarged in 1835. Since 19oz it has beeh summer 
residence of the king of Italy. 

RACCOON (or Racoon), • name borne by the typical repre: 
tentative of a group of American arboreal placental mammals 
belonging to the order CARN1VORA (q.v.) and the family 
Procyonidae. The word is a corruption of the North-American 
Indian " arrathkune " or " arathcone." The Fr. salon or 
rams lamer, Ger. Waschbdr, and other European names are 
derived from a curious habit the raccoon has of dipping or washing 
its food in water before eating it. The typical raccoon (Procyon 
later) is a thickly built animal about the size of a badger, with 
a coat of long coarse greyish-brown hairs, short ears, and a 
bushy black-and-white-ringed tail. Its range extends over the 
whole of the United States, and stretches on the west northwards 

The Raccoon (ProrYon Wm). 

to Alaska and southwards well into Central America, where it 
attains its maximum size. The following notes on the habits 
of the raccoon are from Dr C. Hart Merriam's The Mammals of 
the Adirondacks:-- 

" Raccoons are omnivorous beasts and feed upon mice. small 
birds. birds ens, turtles and their eggs, frogs, fish, crayfish, molluscs, 
insects, nuts, fruits, maize and sometimes poultry. Excepting 
alone the bats and flying-squirrels, they are the most strictly 
nocturnal of all our mammals, and yet I have several times seen 
them abroad on cloudy days. They haunt the banks of ponds 
and streams, and find much of their food in these places, such as 
crayfish, mussels and fish, although they are unable to dive and 
pursue the latter under water, like the otter and mink. They are 
good swimmers and do not hesitate to cross riven that lie in their 
path. . . . The raccoon hibernates during the severest part of  

the winter, retiring to its nest rather early, and appeatiag mai 
in February or March, according to the earliness or lateness of die 
season. It makes its home high up in the hollow of some hap 
tree, preferring a dead limb to the trunk itself. It does little is 
the way of constructing a nest, and from four to six young we 
commonly born at a time, generally early in April in this mint 
The young remain with the mother about a year." 

The South-American species, P. cancrivoras, the crab-eating 
raccoon, is very similar to P. !Dior, but differs by its shorter fue, 
larger size, proportionally more powerful teeth and other milled 
characters. It extends over the whole of South America, as far 
south as the Rio Negro, and Is common in all suitable localities. 
Its habits are similar to those of the North-American species. 

RACCOON-DOG (Nyeterentes proryonoides), a small wild dog, 
with sharp-pointed muzzle, short rounded ears, bushy tail and 
long fur, found in China, Japan and Arnurland. The total 
length is about 32 in., of which the tail measures 4 in. The 
prevailing hues are black and dusky yellow, the distributim 
which varies in different individuals. In habit these dogs are 
chiefly nocturnal; and they are said to hibernate. In winter 
they feed on fish, and in summer on mice, forming small peeks 
to hunt their prey. 

• RACE, an homonymous word of which the principal meaninp 
are (t) a trial or contest of speed; (s) a tribe, breed, a group of 
individuals descended from a common ancestor. In the first 
case the word is an adaptation of O.Nor. rdr, a cognate lam is 
O.E. being rads, rush, onset; while the O.E. descendant rem 
was frequently used in medieval poetry. The particular or 
of the word fora swift current of water running through a meow 
channel, e.g. the Race of Alderney, and for the water conducted 
in an artificial channel to a point where its power is to be used, as 
in " mill-cace," may be due to the O.Fr. rat or rine, probably 
of Breton origin. The second word, an ethnical or mutant 
stock, comes from Fr. rose, adapted from Ital. maze, d. Span. 
raze. It has been referred to an O.H.G. reizo, line, mark, 
cognate with Eng. " write," i.e. the line marking descent. 

RACHEL (1821-1858), French actress, whose real name 
was Elizabeth Felix, the daughter of poor Jew pedlars, was born 
on the 28th of February az t, at hi tunpf,  , in the canton of Aarpa. 
Switzerland. At Reims she and her elder sister, Sophia, after-
wards known as Sarah, joined a troupe of Italian children yds 
made their living by singing in the cafes, Sarah singing and 
Elizabeth, then only four years of age, collecting the coppers. 
In 183o they came to Paris, where they sang in the streets. 
Rachel giving such patriotic songs as the Pori:intim and the 
Marseillaise with a rude but precocious energy which evoked 
special admiration and an abundant shower of coppers. Edam 
Choron, a famous teacher of singing, was so impressed with be 
talents of the two sisters that he undertook to give them 
gratuitous instruction, and after his death in 1833 they wan 
received into the Conservatoire. Rachel made her first appear 
ance at the Gymnast in Paul Duport's La Veridenene on the 4ti 
of April 1837, with only mediocre success. But on the x2th d 
June in the following year she succeeded, alter great difficulty, 
in making a debut at the Theatre Francais, as Camille is 
Corneille's Horace, when her remarkable genius at once received 
general recognition. In the same year she played Ronne i1 
Racine's Bajazet, winning a complete triumph, but it was in 
Racine's Pkedre,which she first played on the sem of January 
1843, that her peculiar gifts were moat strikingly manifested. 
Her range of characters was limited, but within it she am 
unsurpassable. She excelled particularly in the impersonsikei 
of evil or malignant passion, in her presentation of which then 
was a majesty and dignity which fascinated while it repdlet 
By careful training her voice, originally hard and harsh. had 
become flexible and melodious, and its low and muffled notes 
under the influence of passion possessed a thrilling and pern-
crating quality that was irresistible. In plays by contemporary 
authors she created the character, of Judith sad Cleopatra is 
the tragedies of Madame de Girardin, but perhaps her most 
successful appearance was in 1849 in Scribe and Lemma% 
Adrienne Lacovemenr, which was written for her. In saes and 
In 042 she visited London, where her interpretadoes of Can 
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and Racine were the annation of the season. To rfiss she made a 
tour in the United States with comparatively small success, 
but this was after her powers, through continued ill-health, had 
begun to deteriorate. She died of consumption at Cannet, near 
Nice, on the 4th of January :80, and was buried in the Jewish 
part of the cemetery of Pere LIKalli111 in Paris. Rachel's third 
sister was Lia Felix (q.v.). 

See Jules G. Janie. Rachel as k hue& (r858); Mrs Arthur 
Kennard. Redid (Boston. 1888); and A. de Faucigny-Lucinge. 
Rachel a .10. temps (19w). 

man, JEAN (1639-1699), French tragic dramatist, was 
born at La Ferte Milon in the old ducky of Valois on an uncertain 
date in December uSys. He was certainly christened on the 
sand, and the ceremony was at that time often, though not 
invariably, performed on the day of birth. Racine belonged to a 
family of the upper bourgeoisie, which had indeed been techni-
cally ennobled some generations earlier, and bore the punning 
arms of a rat and a swan (rat, eyrie). The poet himself subse-
quently dropped the rat. His family were connected with 
others of the same or a slightly higher station in La Ferte and 
hs neighbourhood—the Desmoulins, the Sconins, the Vitarts, 
all of whom appear in Racine's life. His mother was Jeanne 
Swain. His father, of the same name as himself, was only 
four-and-twenty at the times of the poet's birth. He seems to 
have been a solicitor (prepense) by profession, and held, as his 
father, the grandfather of the dramatist, had done, the office of 
eentrokto as grotier d set. Radne was the eldest child. Little 
more than a year afterwards his sister Marie was born and his 
mother died. Jean Racine the elder married again, but three 
months later he himself died, and the stepmother its never beard 
of in connexion with the poet or his sister. They were left 
without any provision. but their grandparents, Jean Racine 
the eldest and Marie Desmoulins, were still living, and took 
charge of them. These grandparents had a daughter, Agnes. 
who figures in Racine's history. She was a nun and later abbess 
of Port Royal under the style of Mire de Sainte Thlcle, and 
the whole family had strong Jansenlst leanings. Jean Racine 
the eldest died in 1649, and the poet was sent to the College de 
Beauvais. This (which was the grammar-school of the town 
of that name, and not the famous College de Beauvais at Paris) 
was intimately connected with Port Royal, and to this place 
Racine was transferred in November zees. His special masters 
there were Nicole and Le Maitre. The latter, in an extant 
letter written to his pupil, speaks of himself as " verse papa." 
It is evident from documents that be was a very diligent student 
both at Beauvais and Port Royal. He wrote verse both In 
Latin and French, and his Port Royal odes, which it has been the 
fashion with the more fanatical admirers of his later poetry to 
ridicule, are far from despicable. 

Racine stayed at Port Royal for three years, and left it, when 
nearly nineteen, in October 3638. He was then entered at the 
College d'Hareourt and boarded with his second cousin, Nicolas 
Vitart, steward of the duke of Luynes. Later, if not at first, 
be lived in the Mel de Luynes itself. It is to be observed that 
his Jansenist surroundings continued with him here, for the 
duke of Luynes was a severe Port Royalist. It is, however, 
clear from Racine's correspondence, which, as we have it, begins 
in 166o and is for some years very abundant and interesting, 
that he was not at all of an austere disposition at this 
lime. Occasionally the liveliness of the letters passes the 
bounds of strict decency, though there is nothing very shocking 
is them, and those to Madame (or, as the habit of the time called 
her. Mademoiselle) Vitart are free from anything of this kind. 
It does not appear that Racine read much philosophy, as he 
should have done, but he occasionally did some business in 
superintending building operations at Chevrcuse, the duke's 
country house. He would seem, however, to have been already 
given op irrevocably to literature. This by no means suited 
the views of his devout relations at Port Royal, and he complains 
in one of his letters that an unlucky sonnet on Masai% had 
brought down on him "excommunications sur excommunica-
tions." The marriage of Louis XIV. was the occasion of an  

ambitious ode, La wyee#ke is 1 a Silas, which was submitted 
before publication to Jean Chapelaln, the too famous author of 
the Peale. • Chapelain made many suggestions which Racine 
duly adopted. Nor did the ode bound his ambitions, for in 
t66o he finished one piece, Aseasie, and undertook another, 
Les Amours d'Oviete, for the theatre. The first, however, was 
rejected by the actors of the Marais, and it is not certain that the 
other was ever finished or offered to those of the HDtel de 
Bourgogne. Racind'e letters show that he was intimate with 
more than one actress at this time; he also made acquaintance 
with La Fontaine, and the foundations at any rate of the 
legendary " society of four " (Boileau, La Fontaine, Melia .. 
and Rader) were thus laid. 

His relations were pretty certainly alarmed by this very 
pardonable worldliness, though a severe expostulation with 
him for keeping company with the abominable actors is perhaps 
later in date. Racine was accordingly disturbed in his easy-
going life at Paris. In November 166t he went to Uzis In 
Languedoc to live with his uncle the Pere Sarnia, vicar-general 
of that diocese, whose attempts to secure a benefice for his 
nephew were, however, in vain. Racine was back in Paris 
before the end of 1663. His letters from U7.4111 to La Fontaine, 
to Le Vitamin, and others are in much the same strain as 
before, but there is here and there a marked tone of cynicism 
in them. lie also attempted a little oaurtiership. An ode 
on the recovery of Louis XIV. from a slight illness probably 
secured him the promise of a pension, of which he speaks to his 
sister in the summer of 5664. It is uncertain whether this 
pension is identical with " gratifications " which we know that 
Racine for some years received, and which were sometimes 
eight and sometimes six hundred Byres. It would seem not, 
as one of these gratifications had been allotted to him the year 
before he so wrote to his sister. The ode in which he thanked 
the king for his presents, La Ressommee, is said to have intro-
duced him to Boileau, to whose censorship there is no doubt 
that he owed much, if not everything; and from this date, 
November z663, the familiarity of " the four " seems to have 
existed in full force. Unfortunately it is precisely at this date 
that his correspondence ceases, and it is not renewed till after 
the close of his brief but brilliant career as a dramatist (Esther 
and Alkalis excepted). From this time forward the gossip of 
the period, and the Life by his son Louis, are the chief sources of 
information. Unfortunately Louis Racine, though a man of 
some ability and of unimpeached character, was only six years 
old when his father died, and had no direct knowledge. Still 
his account represents family papers and traditions; and seems 
to have been carefully, as it is certainly in the main impartially, 
written. From other sources—notably Belies*, Claude 
Brossette and jean Baptiste de Valincourt—a good deal of 
pretty certainly authentic information is obtainable, and there 
exists a considerable body of correspondence between Boileau 
and the poet during the last ten years of Racine's life. 

The first but the least characteristic of the dramas by which 
Racine is known, La Tkaballe, was finished by the end of 1663, 
and on Friday moth June 1664 it was played by moures com-
pany at the Pride Royal theatre. Some editors assert that 
Moliire himself acted in it, but the earliest account of the 
cast we have, and that is rixty years after date, omits his name, 
though those of Madeleine Bilard and Mademoiselle de Brie 
occur. There is also a tradition that Make suggested the 
subject; but Louis Radne distinctly says that his father 
wrote most of the play at Vale before he knew Moliere. From 
Racine's own earlier letters it appears that the play was de- 
signed for the rival theatre, and that " La Dehanchee," Racine's 
familiar name for Mademoiselle de Beaudgteau, with whom 
he was intimate, was to play Antigone. The play itself is by 
far the weakest of Racine's works. He ha borrowed much 
from Euripides and not a little from Jean de Rotrou; and in 
his general style and plan he has as yet struck out no great 
variation from Corneille. It was acted twelve times during 
the first month, and was occasionally revived during the year 
following. Thisis apparently the date of the pleasant picture 
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of the four friends which La Fontaine draws in his Psychs, 
Racine figuring as Acante, " qui aimait extatnement les judins, 
les flours, les ombrages," in which surroundings he helped to 
compose the lampoon of Chapatis &cafe on a writer who bad 
helped him with criticism, obtained royal gifts for him, and, in 
a fashion, started him in the literary career. 

" We have no definite details as to Racine's doings during 
the year 1664, but in February 1665 he read at the Hata 
de Nears before La Rochefoucauld, Madame de la Fayette, 
Madame de Sevigne, and other scarcely less redoubtable judges 
the greater part of his second acted play, Alexandre le Grassi, 
or, as Pomponne (who tells the fact) calls it, Ports. It was 
anxiously expected by the public, and Moliere's company 
Played it on the 4th of December—Monsieur, his wife Henrietta 
of England, and many other distinguished persons being present. 
The gazetteer, Adrien Perdou de Subligny vouches for its 
success, and the receipts were good and steady. But a fortnight 
afterwards Akxandre was played, " de complot avec M. Racine," 
says La Grange, by the rival actors (who had four days before 
performed it in private) at the Hotel de Bourgogne. A vast 
amount of ink has been spilt on this question, but no one has 
produced any valid justification for Racine. That the piece 
failed at the Palais Royal, as is stated in the earliest attempt 
to excuse Racine, and the only one made in his lifetime, is not 
true. His son simply says that he was " mkontent des acteurs," 
which indeed is self-evident. It is certain that Moliere and he 
ceased to be friends in consequence of this proceeding; and 
that Moliire was in fault no one who has studied the character 
of the two men will easily believe. If, however, Alexandre 
was the occasion of showing the defects of Racine's character 
as a man, it raised him vastly in public estimation as a poet. 
He was now for the first time proposed as a serious rival to 
Corneille. There is a story that be read the piece to the author 
of the Cid and asked his verdict. Corneille praised the piece 
highly, but not as a drama, " Il l'assurait qu'il n'Etait pas propre 
i la pofsie dramatiquc." There is no reason for disbelieving 
this, for the character of Alexander could not fail to shock 
Corneille, and he was notorious for not mincing his words. 
The contrast between the two even at this early period was 
accurately apprehended and put by Saint Evremond in his 
masterly Dissertation sr l'Alceandre, but this was not published 
for • year or two. To this clay it is the best criticism of the 
faults of Racine, though not, it may be, of the merits, which 
had not yet been fully seen. It may be added that in the preface 
of the printed play the poet showed the extreme sensitiveness 
to criticism which perhaps excuse, and which certainly often 
accompanies, a tendency to criticize others. These defects 
of character showed themselves still more fully in another 
matter. The Port Royalists, as has been said, detested the 
theatre, and in January 1666 Nicole, their chief writer, spoke 
in one of his Latter sets its eisionsaires, directed against Des-
murets de Saint-Sulin, of dramatic poets as " empoisonneurs 
publics." Racine immediately published a letter to the author. 
It is very smartly written, and if Racine had contented himself 
with protesting against the exaggeration of  the decries of 
the stage there would have been little harm done. But he 
filled the piece with personalities, telling an absurd story of 
Mere Aagtlique Arnsuld's supposed intolersace, drawing a 
ridiculous picture of Le Maitre (a dead man and his own special 
teacher and friend), and sneering savagely at Nicole himself. 
The latter made no reply, but two lay adherents of Port Royal 
took up the quarrel with more seal than discretion or ability. 
Racine wrote a second pamphlet as bitter and persooal as the 
int, but less amusing, and was about to publish it when fortu-
nately Belleau, who had been absent from Paris, returned 
and protested against the publication. It remained accord-
ingly unprinted till after the author's death, as well as a pre-
face to both which he bad prepared with a view to publishing 
them together and so discharging the accumulated resentment 
arising from a long course of " escommunicatioos." 

After this disagreeable episode Racine's life, for ten yeas 
sad more, beatings simply the history of his plays, if we mega  

his liaisons with the actresses Mademoiselle du Parceled Made 
moiselle de Chanatmes16, and his election to the Academy es 
the 17th of July 1673. Mademoiselle du Pare (marquise de 
Comte) was no very great actress, but was very beautiful, sal 
she had previously captivated Molars. Racine induced her 
to leave the Palais Royal company and join the Hata She 
died in 3668, and long afterwards the infamous Cathedos 
Voisin' accused Racine of having poisoned her. Mademoiselle 
de Champmesie was plain, but an admirable actress, and sp. 
patently very attractive in some way, for not merely Racks 
but Charles de Sevignit and many others adored her. For 1st 
years before his marriage RACISM seems to have been bar sash 
en titre, but long afterwards, just before his own death, wise 
he heard of her mortal illness, he spoke of her to his son without 

fiasb of tenderness. 
\I The series of his unquestioned dramatic triumphs begaa with 
Asdroutogue, and this play may perhaps dispute with Phi& 
and Alkalis the title of his masterpiece. It is much ems 
uniformly good than Metre, and the character of Henning 
is the most personally interesting on the French tragic stags 
It is said that the first representation of Andressaase wee ea 
toth November 1667, in public and by the actors of the Had 
de Bourgogne, but the first contemporary mention of it by the 
gazettes, prose and verse, is on the 17th, as performed in the 
queen's apartment. Perrault, by no means a friendly critic as 
far as Racine is concerned, says that it made as much noise as 
the ad, and so it ought to have done. Whatever may is 
thought of the !ragtag MU:4w (a less favourable criticism 
might call it the " sentimental tragedy "), it could hardly be 
better exemplified than in this admirable play. A ferocious, 
epigram of Racine's own tells us that some critics thought 
Pyrrhus too fond of his mistress, and Andromache too food 
of her husband, but in the contemporary depreciations is to 
be found the avowal of its real merit. Pyrrhus was takes by 
Floridor, the best tragic actor by common consent of his tune, 
and Orates by Monttleury, also an accomplished player. But 
Mademoiselle du Parc, who played Andromache, had genet-
ally been thought below, not above , her parts, and Mademoiselle 
des (Millets, who played the difficult role of Hermit:tem was 
old and had few physical advantame. No one who reads 
karma:etc without prejudice is likely to mistake the secret 
of its success, which is, in few words, the application of the 
most delicate art to the conception of teeny tragic Passim 
Before leaving the play it may be mentioned that it is said 
to have been in' the part of Hermione, three years later, that 
Mademoiselle de Champmesth captivated the author. A nem. 
*toque was succeeded, at the distance of not more than a year, 
by the charming consedietta of Les Plaidars. We do not know 
exactly when it was played, but it was printed on the 9th of 
December 1668. Many ateaktes are told about its oriels 
and composition. The Wasps of Aristopkwes, and the known 
fact that Racine originally destined it, not for a French com-
pany, but for the Italian troupe which was then playas the 
Cosessedia dell' arts is Puiti dispense us from enummetng 
them. The result is a piece admirably dramatic, but suffici-
ently literary to shock the prefassuse saps, which Ms 
frequently gives the tone at theatres. It failed coaspietell, 
the chief favouring voice being, according to a story suffieimuh 
well attested and worthy of belief even without attemation. 
that of the man who was best qualified to praise and who might 
have been most tempted to blame of any man the lira& 
Molars, says Valincourt, the special friend of Racine, said is 
leaving the house, " Qua taus qui se morpoient do mite pike 
meritoient qu'on se moquoient d'enx." But the piece was 
suddenly played at court a month later; the king laugha„ 
and its fortunes were restored. It need only be added that, it 
Louis XIV. admired Les Aridness. Napoleon did sot, and 
excluded it from his travelling library. It was followed by • 
very different work, Britaimints, which appeared es kith 
December 1669. This was much less succassfui than Astltr 
tape, and seems to have held its own but a very kw nights. 
Afterwards it became very popular, and eves from the in the 
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exquisite versification was not denied. But there is no doubt 
that in Miaowing: the defects of Racine display themselves 
pretty clearly to any competent critic. The complete nullity 
of Britannicus himself and of Junie, and the insufficient attempt 
to display the complex and dangerous character of Nero are 
not redeemed by Agrippina, who is may good, and Burrhus, 
who Is solidly painted as a secondary character. Voltaire calls 
it " V piece des connaisseurs," a double-edged compliment. 
The next play of Racine has, except Mike, the most curious 
history of all. " Berenice," says Fontenelle succinctly, " tut 
no duel," and he acknowledges that his uncle was not the 
conqueror. Henrietta of Orleans proposed (it is said without 
letting them know the double commission) the subject to 
Corneille and Racine at the same time, and rumour gives no 
very creditable reasons for her choice of the subject. Her 
death preceded the performance of the two plays, both of which, 
but especially Racine's, were successful. There is no doubt 
that it is the better of the two, but Claude Chapeik's not un-
friendly criticism in quoting the two lines of an old song— 

"Marion plum, Marion die. 
Marion vent qu'oo Is mail

is said to have annoyed Racine very much, and it has a most 
malicious appropriateness. Bajaset, which was tint played on 
nth January 1672, is perhaps better. As a play, technically 
speaking, It has great merit, but the reproach commonly brought 
against its author was urged specially and with great force 
against this by Corneille. It is impossible to imagine anything 
less Oriental than the atmosphere of Bajaset; the whole thing 
is not only French but ephemerally French—French of the day 
and hour; and its ingenious scenario and admirable style 
scarcely save it. This charge is equally applicable with the 
same reservations to Mithridate, which appears to have been 
produced on t3th January 2673, the day after the author's 
reception at the Academy. It was extremely popular, and Racine 
could hardly have lodged a more triumphant diploma piece. 
His next attempt, I akigisis, was • long step backwards and 
upwards in the direction of Atbirassaque. It is not that the 
characters are eminently Greek, but that Greek tragedy gave 
Racine examples which prevented him from flying in the face 
of the propriety of character as be had done in &stake, Bajaset, 
and Mulaidate, and that be here called in, as in Andros ogre, 
other passions to the aid of the mere sighing and crying which 
form the sole appeal of these three tragedies. It succeeded 
brilliantly and deservedly, but, oddly enough, the date of its 
appearance is very uncertain. It was acted at court on the 
filth of August 1674, but it does not seem to have been given to 
the public till the early spring of ten. 

The last and finest of the series of tragedies proper was the 
most unlucky. Madre was represented for the first time on 
New Year's Day 1677, at the Wed de Bourgogne. Within 
a week the opposition company or troupe dr rei launched an 
opposition Mire by Nicolas Pradon. This gingenr com-
petition, which had momentous results for Racine, and in 
which he to some extent paid the penalty of the les salmis 
for his own rivalry with Corneille, had long been foreseen. 
Racine had from the first been bitterly opposed, and his 
enemies at this time had the powerful support of the duchess 
of Bouillon, one of Masarin's nieces, together with her brother 
the duke of Neva: and divers other personages of high position. 
These persons of quality, guided, it is said, by Madame 
Deshoulitres, selected Pradon, a dramatist of little talent 
but of much facility, to compose a Pkitlee in conspetttion with 
that .  which it was known that Ruins had been elaborating. 
The partisans on both sidesdfd not anted means for correcting 
fortune. On her side the duchess of Bouillon is accused of 
having bought up the front place, in both theatres for the 
first six nights; on his, Racine is said to have prevailed on 
the best actresses of the company that played Pmdon's piece 
to refuse the title part. There is even some ground for 
believing that he endeavoured to prevent the opposition play 
from being played at all. It was of no value, but the measures 
of the cabal bad been so well taken that the ken tragedy  

of the French classical school was all but driven from the 
stage, while Pradon's was a positive success. A war of 
sonnets and epigrams followed, during which it is said that 
the duke of Nevem menaced Racine and Boileau with the 
same treatment which Dryden and Voltaire actually received, 
and was only deterred by the protection which Conde extended 
to them. 

The unjust cabal against his piece no doubt made a deep 
impression on Racine. But it is impossible to decide exactly 
how much influence this had on the subsequent change in his 
We. For thirteen years be had been constantly employed on a 
series of brilliant dramas. He now broke off his dramatic 
work entirely and in the remaining twenty years of his lik 
wrote but two more plays, and those under special'circum- 
stances and of quite a different kind. He had been during 
his early manhood a libertine in morals and religion; be now 
married, became irreproachably domestic, and almost 
ostentatiously devout. No authentic account of this change 
exists; for that of Louis Racine, which attributes the whole 
to a sudden religious impulse, is manifestly little more than 
the theory of a son, pions in both senses of the word. Probably 
all the motives which friends and foes have attributed entered 
more or less into his action. At any rats, what is certain Is 
that he reconciled himself with Arnauld and Pert Royal 
generally, accepted, with whatever sincerity, their doctrine of 
the incompatibility of the stage and the Christian life, and 
on the sat of June married Catherine de Reenact and definitely 
settled down to a quiet domestic life, alternated with the 
duties of a courtier. For his repentance was by no means a 
repentance in sackcloth and ashes. The drama was not then 
very profitable to dramatists, but Louis Radar tells us that 
his father bad been able to furnish a house, collect a library 
of some value, and save 6:co lines. His wife had money, 
and he had possessed for some time (it is not certain how long) 
the honourable and valuable post of treasurer of France at 
Moulins. His annual " gratification " had been increased 
from Boo to :so* livres, then to moo, and in the October of 
the year of his marriage he and Boileau were made bbtorio-
graphers-royal with a salary of moo crowns. Besides all 
this be had, though a layman, one or two benefices. It would 
have been pleasanter if Louis Racine had not told us that his 
father regarded His Majesty's choice as " an act of the grace 
of God to detach him entirely from poetry." For the historio-
grapher of Louis XIV. was simply his chief flatterer. However, 
little came of this historiography. The joint incumbents of 
the office made some campaigns with the king, sketched plans 
of histories and left a certain number of materials and memoirs; 
but they executed no substantive work. Racine, whether 
this be set down to his credit or not, was certainly a fortunate 
and apparently an adroit courtier. His very relapse into 
Jansenhm coincided with his rise at court, where Jansenism 
was in no favour, and the fact that he had been In the good 
graces of Madame de Montespan did not deprive him of those 
of Madame de Maintenon. Neither in Esther did he hesitate 
to reflect upon his former patroness. But a reported sneer 
of the king, who was sharp-eyed enough, "Cavoie avec Racine 
se croit bel esprit; Racine avec Cavoie se croft courdsan," 
makes it appear that his comparatively low birth was not 
forgotten at Versailles. 

Racine's first campaign was at the siege of Ypres in terft, 
where some practical jokes are said to have been played ea 
the two civilians who acted this early and peculiar variety of 
the part of special correspondent. Again in 36113, in terilr 
and in each year from inn to 5693 Racine accompanied the 
king on similar expeditions. The literary results of these 
have been spoken of. His labours brought him, in addition 
to his other gains, frequent special presents from the king, 
one of which was as much as moo pistoles. In trSoo be 
further received the office of " gentilhomme ordinaire du rni," 
which afterwards passed to his son. Thus during the later 
years of his life he was more prosperous than is usual with 
poets. His demotic life appears to have been • happy one. 
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RACINE, JEAN 
Louis Racine tells us that his mother " did not know what a 
verse was," but Racine certainly knew enough about verses 
for both. They had seven children. The eldest, Jean Baptiste, 
was born in 1678; the youngest, Louis, in itios. It has been 
said that he was thus too young to have many personal memories 
of his father, but he tells one or two stories which show Racine 
to have been at any rate a man of strong family affection, as, 
moreover, his letters prove. Between the two sons came five 
daughters, Marie, Anne, Elizabeth, Francoise and Madeleine. 
The eldest, after showing "vocation," married in riScog, Anne 
and Elizabeth took the veil, the youngest two remained single 
but did not enter the cloister. To complete the notice of 
family matters—much of Racine's later correspondence is 
addressed to his sister Marie, Madame Riviire. 

The almost complete silence which Racine imposed on 
himself after the comparative failure of Pladre was broken 
once or twice even before the appearance of his two last 
exquisite tragedies. The most honourable of these was the 
reception of Thomas Corneille on and January 1685 at the 
Academy in the room of his brother. The discourse which 
Racine then pronounced turned almost entirely on his great 
rival, of whom he spoke even more than becomingly. But 
it was an odd conjunction of the two reigning passions of the 
latter part of his life-devoutness and obsequiousness to the 
court—which made him once more a dramatist. Madame de 
Maintenon had established an institution, first called the 
Nielson Saint Louis, and afterwards (from the place to which 
it was transferred) the Mabee de Saint Cyr, for the education 
of poor girls of noble family. The tradition of induding 
acting in education was not obsolete. At first the governess, 
Madame de Grinon, composed pieces for representation, but, 
says Madame de Caylus, a witness at first hand and a good 
judge, they were " detestable." Then recourse was had to 
chosen plays of Corneille and Racine, but here there were obvious 
objections. The favourite herself wrote to Racine that " nos 
petites filles " had played Asdrotaaque " a great deal too welL" 
She asked the poet for a new play suited to the circumstances, 
and, though Boileau advised him against it, it is not wonderful 
that be yielded. The result was the masterpiece of Esther, 
with music by Moreau, the court composer and organist of 
Saint Cyr. Although played by schoolgirls and in &dormitory, 
it had an enormous success, with which it may be charitably 
hoped that the transparent comparison of the patroness to 
the heroine had not too much to do. Printed shortly afterwards, 
it had to suffer a certain reaction, or perhaps a certain vengeance, 
from those who had not been admitted to the private stage. 
But no competent judge could hesitate. Racine probably 
had read and to some extent followed the Amon of Antoine de 
alontchrttien, but he made of it only the use which a proved 
master in literature has a perfect right to make of his fore-
runners. The beauty of the chorus, which Racine had restored 
more probably from a study of the Plfiade tragedy than from 
classical suggestions, the perfection of the characters and 
the wonderful art of the whole piece need no praise. Almost 
immediately the poet was at work on another and a still finer 
piece of the same kind, and he had probably finished Aaffalio 
before the end of gam. The fate of the play, however, was 
very different from that of &6y% Some fuss bad been made 
about the worldliness of great court fetes at Saint Cyr, and 
the new play, with setting' as before by Moreau, was acted 
both at Versailles and at Saint Cyr with much less pomp and 
ceremony than Esther. It was printed in March got, and 
the public tared veer little for it. The troth is that the last 
five-and-twenty years of the reign of Louis XLV. wese marked 
by one of the lowest tides of literary accomplishment and 
appreciation in the history of France. The just judgment of 
posterity has ranked Alhalie, if not as Racine's best work (and 
there are good grounds for considering it to be this), at any 
rate as equal to his best. Thenceforward Racine was practically 
silent, except for four confirm stirkaalles, in the style and 
with much of the merit of the denims of Esther and Albalk. 
The weed kteraq sentiment kid by Fontendle (who inherited  

the wrongs of Corneille, his uncle, and whom Racine had take 
care to estrange further) was against the arrogant critic art 
the irritable poet, and they made their case worse by espousing 
the cause of La Bruyere, whose personalities in his Cordoba 
had made him one of the best•hated men in France, and by 
engaging in the Ancient and Modern battle with Clarks 
Perrault. Racine, moreover, was a constant and spiteful 
epigrammatist, and the unlucky habit of preferring his joke 
to his friend stuck by him to the last. A savage epfgrue 
on the Safaris of Hilaire Bernard de Longepierre, who had 
done him no harm, was his familiar acquaintance, and had 
actually put him above Corneae In a porollik between than, 
dates as late as 1695. Still the king maintained him in favour, 
and so long as this continued he could afford to laugh at Gnib 
Street and the successors of the Hotel de Rambouiffet 
At last, however, there seems to have conic a change, and it 
is even probable that royal displeasure had some effect on his 
health. Disease of the liver appears to have been the Immediate 
cause of his death, which took place on iath April 1699. lie 
king seems to have, at any rate, forgiven him after his death, 
and he gave the family a pension of 2000 livers. Racine was 
buried at Port Royal, but even this transaction was not the 
last of his relations with that famous home of religion and 
learning. After the destruction of the abbey in 171t his body 
was exhumed and transferred to Saint Etienne du Meat, his 
gravestone being left behind and only restored to his ashes 
a hundred years later, in OM. His eldest son was never 
married; his eldest daughter and Louis Racine have left 
descendants to the present day. 

Racine may be considered from two very different points of 
view ,—( r) as a playwright and poetical artificer, and (r) as 3 
dramatist and • poet. From the first point of view these 
hardly any praise too high for him. He did not invent the form 
he practised, and those who, from want of attention to the 
historical facts, assume that be did are unskilful as well as 
ignorant. When he came upon the scene the form of French 
plays was settled, partly by the energetic efforts of the ?Blade 
and their successors, partly by the reluctant acquiescence of 
Corneille. It is barely possible that the latter might, if he had 
chosen, have altered the course of French tragedy; it is nearly 
certain that Racine could not. But Corneille, though ha was 
himself more responsible than any one else for the acceptance 
of the single-situation tragedy, never frankly gave himself ep 
to it, and the inequality of his work is due to this. HO beset 
was, though not to his knowledge, elsewhere, and with Shake-
speare. Racine, in whom the craftsman dominated the man 
genius, worked with a will and without any misgivings. Every 
advantage of whirl s the Senecan tragedy adapted to motets 
times was capable he gave it. He perfected its mitigative; 
he subordinated its scheme entirely to the one motive whin 
could have free play in ft.—the display of a toovestionally 
intense passion, hampered by this or that obstacle; be set bin-
self to produce in verse a kind of Ciceronian come-teem. The 
grammar-criticisms of Vaugelas and the taste-criticisms a 
Boileau produced in him no feeling of revolt, but only a deter-
mination to play the game according to these sew rules with 
triumphant accuracy. And he did on Ow it. He bad susses* 
the same faculty which enabled the rbkoriqueurs of the kph 
century to execute apparently impossible fears de/ace in ballades 
couroanfes, and similar tricks. He had besides • real aid 
saving vein of truth to nature, which preserved him from nicks 
pure and simple. He would be, and be was, as much a pro es 
prevalent taste would let him be. The result is that such pleis 
as Piskire and Andress/ems are supreme in their owe way. If 
the critic will only abstain from donating in time, when exenwl• 
ing to the particular odes he ought to thrust in mien, Leone 
is sure to beat him. 

But there is ■ higher game of criticism than *hie, and elm 
game Racine does not attempt to play. He dam not toe 
attempt the highest poetry at all. His Mete* nehiev'enewo is 
pure passioe—the foiled desires of Bastion* and the jeshol 
frosty of Phidse—ate cold. not merely beside the creased lem 
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of Ophella and the realms. of Lady Macbeth, but beside the 
sincerer if less perfectly expressed passion of Corneille's CIEoplare 
and Camille. In men's parts be (ails still more completely. 
As the decency of his stage would not allow him to make his 
heroes frankly heroic, so it would not allow him to make them 
utterly passionate. He had, moreover, tint away from himself,. 
by the adoption of the Senecan model, all the opportunities 
which would have been offered to his remarkably varied talent 
on a freer stage. It is indeed tolerably certain that he never 
could have achieved the purely poetical comedy of As Yea Like 
it or the Vida es Smelt*, but the admirable success of Les Plailessrs 
makes it at least probable that be might have done something 
in • lower and a more conventional style. From all this, 
however, he deliberately cut himself off. Of the whole world 
which is subject to the poet he took only a narrow artificial and 
conventional fraction. Within these narrow bounds he did work 
which no admirer of literary craftsmanship can regard without 
admiration. It would be unnecessary to contrast his per-
formances with his limitations so sharply if those limitations 
had not been denied. But they have been and are still denied 
by persons whose sentence carries weight, and therefore it is 
still necessary to point out the fact of their existence. 

IBIBLIOGRA ► IIV.—Nearly all Racines works are mentioned in 
the above notice. There is Isere no mom for a bibliographical 
account of their separate appearances. The first collected edition 
was in 1675-76, and contained the nine tragedies which had then 
appeared. The last and most complete which appeared in the 
poet's lifetime (1697) was perhaps revised by him, and contains 
the dramas and a few miscellaneous works. Like the editio prises s, 
it is in 2 vol.. Izmo. The posthumous editions are innumerable 
and gradually became more and more complete. The most 
noteworthy arc the Amsterdam edition of 1722; that by Abbe 
d'Olivet, also at Amsterdam, 1743; the Pans quarto of 176o; 
the edition of Luneau de Boisjermain. Paris and London, 1768; 
the magnificent illustrated folios of 1805 (Paris): the edition of 
Germain Gamier with La Harpe's commentary, 1807: Gcoffroy's 
of the next year; Aim( Martin's of 1820; and lastly. the Grand, 
&rimier edition of Paul Mesnard (Paris. 1865-73). This last 
contains almost all that is necessary for the study of the poet. and 
has been chiefly used inring the above notice. Louis Racine's 
Life was first publishedpin 1747,  Translations and imitations of 
Racine are Innumerable. In English the Distressed Atolls.. of 
Ambrose Philips and the Phaedra and Hippolytus of Edmund 
Smith (1672-3710), both composed more or kss under Addison's 
influence, are the most noteworthy. 

As for cnticism on him, a bibliography of it would be nearly a 
bibliography of French critical literature. The chief recent instance 
of substantive work is G. Larroumet's monograph in the Granch 
ffernonufranfnit ('898), but F. Brunctiere, Emile Faguet, and other 
cntics have constantly and in various ways endeavoured to apply 
the general reaction from Romanticism to a semiclassical attitude 
to this greatest of French " classics." The conclusions above given 
remain unaffected by this temporary set of opinion. Racine will 
never be refonce--" put to rout "—as the extravagant Romantics 
thought him to be for a time. But, on the other hand, his limita-
tions will remain, and no ingenious but arbitrary and extemporized 
theories of drama as to " conflicts of will" and the like can suffice 
to veil his de4ect in universality. his comparative shallowness, and 
his inadequate appreciation, or at least representation, of the rich-
ness, the intricacy and the uaconventionabty of nature. 

(G. Ss.) 

RACINE. L01/11$ (169z-1763), French poet, second son of 
Jean Racine. was born in Paris on the 6th of November 1692. 
Early conscious of a vocation for poetry, he had been dissuaded 
from following his inclination by Boileau on the ground that the 
gift never existed in two successive generations. In 1722 his 
small means induced him to accept a position in the revenue in 
Provence, but a marriage with a certain Mademoiselle Presle 
secured his independence- In 1755 he lost his son in the disasters 
consequent on the Lisbon earthquake. This misfortune, 
commemorated by Ecouchard Lebrun, broke Racine 's spirit. 
He sold his library, and gave himself up entirely to the practice 
of religion. In 2719 he had become a member of the Academie 
des Inscriptions, but had never offered himself as a member of 
the Academie Francaise, for fear, it is said, of incurring refusal 
OO account of his Jansenist opinions. La Grace (1730) and 
Edition (17e2). his most important work, are inspired by a 
sincere piety, and are written in verse of uniform clearness and 
extelle•ce. Mkt works include epistles. odes, among which 
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the Ode 	rheliflOISk 0730 should be mentioned, Mtwara 
(1747) of Jean Racine, and a prose translation of Paradise Lost 
(x735). Louis Racine died on the 29th of January  1763. He 
was characterized by Voltaire as " le bon versificateur Racine, 
fils du grand poke Racine." 

His Mares completes were collected (6 vols.) in 1806. 
RAMOS, a city and the county-seat of Radne county, 

Wisconsin, U.S.A., on the W. shore of Lake Michigan at the 
mouth of the Root river, about 25 m. S.S.E. of Milwaukee and 
about 6o m. N. of Chicago. Pop. (189o) 21,014; (1900 
29,102, of whom 9242 were foreign-born; (two census) 
38,002. Racine is served by the Chicago & North Western 
and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul railways, by two inter-
urban electric railways, connecting with Milwaukee and Chicago, 
and by steamboat lines. The river has been deepened and its 
mouth protected by breakwaters, providing an excellent 
harbour; in 409 vessels drawing ig ft. could pass through the 
channel. Among the public buildings are the City Hall, the 
County Court House, the Federal Building, the Carnegie 
Library, the High School, two hospitals and the Taylor 
Orphan Asylum (1872). Among educational institutions, 
besides the public schools, are Racine College (Protestant 
Episcopal, 1853), St Catherine's Academy (Roman Catholic) 
and two business colleges. Racine is, next to Milwaukee, the 
most important manufacturing centre in Wisconsin. The 
value of its factory products in 1905 was $16,458,965, an increase 
of 4t % over that of :goo. Of this, $5, 1 77.079 (or 31•5% of 
the city's total) represented agricultural implements and 
machinery. Carriages and wagons ($2,729,311) and automobiles 
ranked next in importance. 

Racine was the French form of the name of the Root river. 
The first Europeans positively known to have visited the site 
of Racine were Vincennes, Tonty and several Jesuit missionaries, 
who stopped here for a time on their way down the coast in 
1600. Early in the 19th century Jambeau, a French trader, 
established himself on the Root river, and in 1834 Gilbert 
Knapp (1798-1889), who had been a lake captain since 1818, 
induced several residents of Chicago to make their homes at 
its mouth. The place was at first called Port Gilbert. The 
settlement grew rapidly, a sawmill was built in 1835, and the 
present name was tflOpled in 2837. In 1842 Racine was 
incorporated as a village and in 1848 was chartered as a city. 

See S. S. Hurtburt, Lady Days a1 Racine (Racine. 1872); History 
of Racine gad Eteaska C01011MI (Chicago. I879). 

RACK, an homonymous word of which the principal 
brandies are the words meaning (1) a mass of cloud driving 
before the wind in the upper air, (2) to draw off wine or other 
liquor from the lees, (3) a bar or framework of bars, (4) an 
instrument of torture. The etymology of (r) shows that it is 
ultimately to be connected with " wreck " and " wrack," 
drifted seaweed, and means that which is driven by or drifts 
with the wind; cf. Norw. raa, wreckage, refuse, Icel. rekts, to 
drive, toss. In (2) the term seems to have come from the 
Gsacon wine-trade, as Skeet (Etym. Did., two) points out, 
and was adapted from Prov. arracar, to decant wine, race, the 
stems and husks of grapes, dregs. Both (2) and (3) are in 
origin to be connected. The O. E. mean and Ger. reacts 
mean " to stretch," and so " rack " means something stretched 
out, a straight bar or rail, especially a toothed bar gearing 
with a cog-wheel, a framework of bars, as in the cradle of 
upright bars in which fodder can be placed for cattle, and 
the instrument of torture, which in Ger. is Rake or Rackbank. 
The " rack " for torture was an oblong frame of wood, slightly 
raised from the ground, having at one end a fixed bar to which 
the legs were fastened, and at the other a movable bar to 
which the hands were tied. By means of pulleys and levers 
this latter could be rolled on its own axis, thus straining the 
ropes till the sufferer's joints were dislocated. Its first employ-
ment in England is said to have been due to John Holland, 
4th duke of Exeter, constable of the Tower in 2447, whence 
it was popularly known as " the Duke of Exeter's daughter." 
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In shall the whole question of its legality was raised by the 
attempt of the privy council to rack John Felton, the assassin 
of the duke of Buckingham. This the judges resisted, unani-
mously declaring its use to be contrary to the laws of England. 

BACKBIT, or Racxerr-Bassoort (Fr. tender or andel; 
Ger. Read!, Rankdi or Wasifagoit), a kind of dwarf bassoon, 
now obsolete, with a body measuring only from 411 to II in. 
in length, but nevertheless containing the necessary length 
of tubing to give the bassoon or contra-bassoon pitch. The 
rackets consists of a barrel-like body, resembling the barrel 
drone of the musette (see Hawes), made of wood or ivory. 
Round a centre tube are grouped eight parallel channels of 
very narrow cylindrical bore communicating with each other 
and forming a continuous tube nine times the length of the 
small body. 

A recd mouthpiece in combination with a ey 	 be 
invests the latter with the acoustic properties of a closed pi 	by 
creating a node at the mouthpiece end; the fundamental ate 
given by such a tube is. therefore, an octave deeper in pitch than 

be an open pipe of the same length. The It, on 
has a conical bore and the properties of the ■ qes 
pipe,wheref ore the aggregate lengt h of t hec ha nnels 
in the rackett only requires to be half that of the 
bassoon, a physical phenomenon to which this 
curious freak owed its existence. In the rackets 
the holes are bored obliquely through from the 
channels to the circumference---three in front for 
the left and three for the right hand, with an 
additional hole for the little finger: while at the 
back are placed the vent and three holes, one for 
the kit thumb and two for the right, the second 
hole being controlled by the ball of the thumb. 
The rackett is played by means of a large double 
reed placed within a pirouette or cap, so that the 

ram Capt. C. R lips do not come into contact with the recd, but 
cmalo,  4 only send a stream of compressed air into the 
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by, 	pirouette, whereby the reed is set in vibration. 
us. of Ere & The consequence of this principle of construction, 
Smcia.oscle. peculiar to the bagpipe chaunter and drones (with 

a slight variation) and to cromornes, hautbois de Poitou and a few 
other obsolete instruments, is that no harmonics can be obtained, 
since the vibrating length and the tension of the reed cannot be 
controlled by the player; the compass is therefore obtained by means 
of the fundamental and of the ten holes of the instrument, aided by 

	

cross-fingeriag. 	 (K. S.) 

RACQUET!, or RACISTS, a game ' played in an enclosed 
court with a ball and an implement with which the ball is 
struck called a racquet, from which the game tapes its name. 
The racquet' is about 21 ft. long, the head, which was 
formerly pear-shaped, being in the modern racquet nearly 
circular, from 7 to 8 in. in diameter and tightly cross-
strung with cat-gut. The balls, which are about ti in. 
in diameter, are made of strips of cloth tightly wound over 
each other,' with a sewn covering of smooth white leather, 
the floor and walls of English courts being coloured black; 
in India, where the floor and walls of the court are painted 
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r.—The Racquet. 
white, black balls are used. There are no regulation dimen- 
sions for a racquet court, nor for the racquet or ball, though 
substantial uniformity is observed in practice. The game is 
usually played either by two or by four players; and in England 
the court is the same for the four-handed and the two-handed 
game, the floor measuring usually 6o ft. by 3o ft., or occasionally 
an inch or two more each way; but in America larger courts 
measuring on the floor 8o ft. by 40 ft., a size formerly not 

The word tomes, through Fr. from Sp. and Port. refugia. 
The origin is doubtful, but Arab. riA..(1) ,

ewels. 
  palm of the hand, has been 

suggested; " fives" played with the hand bag preceded the game 
with a bat; d. also Fr. name (or fives, tame. 

uncommon in England, are sometimes built for the fins 
handed game. Modern racquet courts have four walls sad a 
roof, though in India they are sometimes left unroofed he dr 
sake of coolness. The floor, which must be perfectly lee 
and smooth, should be made of cement; but is 'sometime 
paved, with less perfect results. The Boor cannot be tea hest 
since the faster the ball travels the better the game; simians 
the walls, which should be built of masonry faced with cemew 
and moat carefully smoothed, cannot be too hard and he 
The front and side walls are about 30 k. high, the back wail 
being about half that height, with a gallery for specters:I 
(containing the marker's and umpires' boa) above it. Tie 
court is entered by a door in the centre of the back sec.. 
which when shut must be perfectly Bush with that oaf 
and without any projecting handle. The court is lighted 
from the roof. The diagram (fig. a) 
shows the divisions and markings of 
the court. On the front wall is fixed 
a wooden board, the upper edge of 
which, 26 in. from the Boor, constitutes 
the " play-line," and which usually 
fills the whole space from that height 
to the floor; and at a height from the 
Boor of 8 ft. or a few inches more is 
a second line, called the " cut-line " or 
" service-line," painted white or in 
colour. At a distance of 38 ft. (in a 
court 6o ft. by 3o ft.) from the front 
wall and parallel to it, a white line is 
painted on the floor from wall to wall, 
called the " short-line "; and from the 
centre of the short-line to the centre 
of the back wall is the " fault-line," 
dividing into two equal rectangles the 
space between the back wall and the 
short-line. These rectangles are the 
service-courts and are called the right-
hand and oft-hand court respectively. 
Against the side walls outside these 
courts, but so that one side in each use 
is formed by the short-line, are squares 
8 ft. by 8 ft. called the service-boxes. 

The Galue.—Racquets is usually played either by ram 
persons (" singles "), or four persons playing two ageism rim 
(" doubles "); and the general idea of the game is the same 
that in tennis, lawn tennis and fives, the object of the player s 
all these games being to score a point by striking the ball ode 
before it reaches the ground or on its first bound, in oneardnart 
with the rules of the game, in such • way that his adversary rat 
fall to make a " good," i.e. a valid, stroke in return. Its 
four-handed game one of each set of partners takes the egh.- 
hand court and his partner the left. The game earns • 
Is points called " aces." Aces can only he scored by th 
" hand-in " (the player, or side, having the " innings "), and de 
" hand-out " must therefore win a stroke or strokes to them 
innings before he or they can score an ace; In " doubles ` and  
of the partners has an innings, and both mist themelow Is 
ousted before " hand-out " obtains the innings; but to the 
rule the first innings of each game affords an =cep a. he 
below). The " hand-in " always has " service," i.e_ he spent de 
rally (the " rally " being the series of strokes made sheers* 
by the two sides until one or other of dims fails to make a ref 
return) by " serving " the ball from the hand. This asst sank 
or " serve," must be made In the following manner. The mews 
standing with one foot at last inside one of the service-him 
must toss the ball from his hand, and -whale it is is the air Is 
must hit it with his racquet so that it strikes the hue sal 
above the service-line and falls to the Boor within the seed 
court on the opposite side; after striking the bast sal de 
ball may, but need not, strike the aide wall or bad ma 
both, and it may do so either before or after touchin thr ihse 
The sons is • "task " it thr ball (1) strikes-the Ws a 
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above the board bat on or below the service-line, in which case 
it is called a " at "; or (s) touches the floor on the first bound, 
outside the proper service-court, when it is called " short " or 
" fault " according to the position of its pitch (see below). If 
the " handout " player to whom the fault is served " takes " 
it (i.e. if be plays at it), the fault is condoned and the play 
proceeds as if the serve had been good. If, however, the fault 
be not taken, the server must serve spin from the same box; 
and if be serves a second fault he loses his " band " or innings, 
and his partner or his opponent, as the we may be, takes his 
place. Two consecutive faults have thus the same result as the 
las of • stroke in the rally by the " hand4n." A serve which 
makes the ball strike the board, or the Boor before reaching the 
front wall, or which sends it " out-of-court " (i.e. into the gallery 
or roof of the court), counts the same as two consecutive faults; 
it costs the server his innings. Skill in service is a most im-
portant part of proficiency in racquets; a player can hardly 
become first-rate unless he possesses a " strong service." As 
in tenths a great deal of " cut " may be imparted to the ball by 
the stroke of the racquet, which makes the ball in its rebound 
from the wall behave like a billiard ball carrying " side " when 
striking a cushion; and when this " cut " is combined with 
peat pace in the bound of the ball off the side wall, the back 
wall, and the floor, at varying angles which the server has to a 
peat degree under his control, it becomes exceedingly difficult 
for handout to " get up " the, serve (i.e. to hit it on the first 
bound, sealing it above the play-line on the back wall), and 
still more so to make a good stroke which will render it difficult 
for his adversary in his turn to get up the ball and thus continue 
the rally. It often happens, therefore, that a long sequence of 
aces, sometimes the whole t s aces of a game, are scored con-
secutively by service which band-out is unable to return. A 
noteworthy fastener of successful service occurred in the semi-
final tie of the doubles Amateur Championship matches at the 
Queen's Club in :897 when W. I.. Foster opened service and 
scored an the aces in the first two games, and added six in the 
third, thus putting on • sequence of 36 aces before losing his 
" band." To obtain first innings is therefore an initial advantage, 
although in doubles it is limited by the rule that only one partner 
shall have a " hand " (innings) in the opening service. 

The ethestion which side shall have this advantage is decided 
by spinning a racquet, the " rough " and " smooth " sides of 
which take the place of " beads " and " tails " when a coin is 
tossed. The side winning the spin opens the game by serving as 
described above. The server may begin in either of the service 
boxes; but when be has started, the service must proceed from 
the two boxes alternately till the close of the innings of the 
side, whether singles or doubles. When the other side obtains 
the innings they may in like manner begin in either box, without 
regard to where the last service of their opponents was delivered. 
In singles, hand-out changes sides in the court after each serve, 
answering to the change over of the server; in doubles the serve 
is taken alternately by the two Dead-out players, who perma-
nently occupy the right- and kit-hand courts respectively, being 
allowed to change the order in which they receive the service 
only once in any game, or at the and of any game or rubber. 
Except in the very rare case of kit-banded players most of the 
play In the left half of the court, including the taking of all 
service on that side, is back-banded; and the stronger of the 
two partners in back-hand play usually therefore takes the 
left-band court. The best position in the court for the hand-out 
about to take the serve depends entirely on the nature of the 
service, and he has to use his judgment the instant the ball 
levies the server's racquet in order to determine where It will 
strike the floor and at what precise point in its coarse it will be 
best for him to attempt to take it. A strong fast service, 
heavily cut, that sends the ball darting round the corner of the 
court, leaving the back wall at an extremely acute angle, or 
dropping almost dead off it, can only be got up by standing near 
the back wall a long way screw the court and taking the ball by 
a wrist stroke at the but inetast before it falls to the ground a 
naiad time. On the other hand when the inner avoids the  

side wall altogether and strikes the back wall direct and bard, 
whether he achieves a " nick " serve (i.e. the ball striking 
precisely in the angle between the back wall and the floor) or 
bits the wall high up, hand-out will have little time to spare is 
changing position to get within reach of the ball. Some good 
players make a practice wherever possible, especially in the case 
of heavily cut service, of taking the serve on the volley (i.e. 
before the ball reaches the ground), sometimes of taking the ball 
after it leaves the side wall and before it reaches the back wall; 
practice alone enables the player to decide with the necessary 
promptitude how each stroke is to be played. In returning 
the save, or in playing any stroke daring the ally, the ball may 
stole any of the other walls before the front wall; but though 
this " boasted " stroke is quite legitimate, and is sometimes 
the only way of getting up a difficult ball, it is not considered 
good style deliberately to slash the ball round the corners in 
order to keep It in the fore end of the court. Good play consists 
for the most part in bard low hitting, especially as dine as 
possible along the side India into the corners of the back wall. 
One of the most effective strokei in racquets is the "drop," 
which means that the ball is hit so that it only just reaches the 
front wall and drops dose to it, while the player conceals his 
intention by appearing to strike hard. " The drop-stroke," 
says Mr Eustace Miles, who regrets that it is less cultivated than 
formerly, " b one of the most beautiful, sad of all dropotrokes, 
the volley or half-volley is the bast." The " half-volley," in 
which the ball is struck at the moment of its contact with the 
floor and before it has had time to rise, is also employed with 
great effect in hard play; it makes the return much quicker 
than when the ball is allowed to rise to the full length of the 
bound, and requires corresponding quickness on the part of 
the adversary. It sometimes happens, too, that the player 
figuring himself too near the pitch of the ball to take it at the end 
of the bound, yet not near enough to volley it, is compiled to 
take it on the half-volley as the only chance of getting it up. 
Accuracy in volleying and half-volleying, especially if the ball be 
kept low, is a most difficult art to acquire, but a gobd long rally 
in which are included a number of bard rapid half-volleys within a 
couple of inches of the board, is the prettiest feature of the game. 

If hand-out succeeds in returning the serve, the rally pro-
ceeds until one side or the other fails to make • good return. 
A good return means (t) that the ball is struck by the racquet 
before its second bound on the floor, and without its having 
touched any part of the clothes or person of the striker or his 
partner; (s) that it is hit against the front wall above the 
board without first touching the floor or going out of court; 
and (3) that It returns off the front wall into play (i.e. to the 
floor of the court or to an adversary's racquet) without going 
out of court. If hand-in be the one to fail in making a good 
return, he loses his " hand," or innings, and (in singles) hand-
out goes in and proceeds to serve; in doubles one of the hand-
in partners loses his " band," and the second partner goes in 
and serves till he in turn similarly loses his " hand," except 
that in the case of the opening service in the game there is 
(as already mentioned) only one " hand " in any event. If 
hand-out fails to make a good return to the serve or to any 
stroke in the rally, hand-in scores an ace, and the side that 
first scores its aces wins the game. When, however, the score 
reaches " t3-all " (i.e. when each side has scored t3 aces), hand-
out may, before the next serve b delivered, declare that be 
elects to " set " the game either to s or 3, whichever he prefers; 
and similarly when the score stands at " se-all," hand-out may 
"oet " the game to 3. He makes this declaration by calling 
"set-s I" Of " set-31" and it means that s aces, Of 3 aces, 
as the awe may be, shall be required to win the game. 

In the confined space of a racquet court it is not always easy, 
esPedaliv ia doubles, for the players to avoid obstructing 
each other. It is provided In the rules that " each player 
must get out of his opponents' way as much as possible," and 
that it shall be a " let " (an Old English word for impediment 
or hindrance) and "the service or rally shall count fee nothing. 
and the server shall serve spin from the am service-box, 
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(a) if the ball in play touch the striker's opponent on or above 
the knee, and if in the marker's opinion it be thereby pre. 
vented from reaching the front wall above the board (the play-
line); or (6) if either player undesignedly prevent his opponent 
from returning the ball served in play." If a player considers 
that he has been thus obstructed by his opponent he may 
" claim a let," and the marker adjudicates his claim. The 
marker's decision is final; but " if in doubt which way to 
decide, the marker may direct that the ace be played over again." 
It is the duty of the marker, who occupies a box in the gallery, 
to " call the game." As soon as the server serves the ball the 
marker calls " Play!" if the ball strikes the front wall above 
the service-line; and "Cut!" if it strikes below the service-
line; if the ball falls in front of the short-line the marker 
calls " Short !"; if the wrong side of the fault-line he calls 
" Fault I "; but whether it be "cut," "short," or " fault," 
the serve counts as a fault in its effect. To every good return, 
as to every good serve, the marker calls " Play I " If a return 
is made after the second bound of the ball (called a "double") 
the marker calls "Double!" or "Not up! "; if the ball is bit 
into the gallery, or against its posts or cushions, or above 
the girders or cross-beams of the roof, he calls " Out-of-courtl" 
At the end of every rally be calls the state of the game, always 
naming first the score of hand-in:—" One-love " (love being 
the term for zero) meaning that hand-in has scored one ace 
and hand-out nothing, " Two-love," " Five-all," " Five-ten," 
" Fourteen-eleven," and so on, till one side has scored x s, when 
the marker calls "Game!" He then in similar fashion calls the 
state of the match—" Two games to one," or whatever it may 
be—before the commencement of the next game. The server 
in possession at the end of the game continues to serve in the 
new game, subject as before to the rule limiting the first innings 
of the game to a single " hand." The usual number of games in 
matches is five for singles, and seven for doubles. In matches 
where there are umpires and a referee, there is an appeal to them 
from the marker's decision except as regards questions relating 
to the service, on which the marker's decision is final. 

Records.—Attempts have been made to trace racquets, 
like tennis, to an ancient origin; but although it is doubtless 
true that the striking of a ball with the hand or some primitive 
form of bat is one of the oldest forms of pastimes, and that 
racquets. has been evolved from such an origin, the game as 
now known can hardly be said to have existed before the 
19th century. Joseph Strutt's work on The Sports and Pastimes 
of the People of England, published at the beginning of the 
z9th century, makes no mention of racquets; and the century 
was far advanced before the racquet court was promoted from 
being an adjunct of the pot-house and the gaol, in which con-
nexion the court within the purlieus of the Fleet prison has 
been immortalized in the pages of Pickwick, to a position 
scarcely less dignified than that of the tennis-court with its 
royal and historical associations. It was at the public schools 
that racquets first obtained repute. The school courts were at 
first unroofed, and in some cases open also at the back and 
sides, or on one side. Among the most famous of the early 
racquets professionals, before the period of the modern dosed 
court, were Robert Mackay (1820), the brothers Thomas and 
John Pittman, J. Lamb, J. C. Mitchell and Francis Erwood 
(186o). One of the most famous matches ever played at 
racquets was that in which Erwood was beaten by Sir William 
Hart-Dyke, who used the " drop " stroke with telling effect, 
and who, after representing Oxford in the first four inter-
university matches, was the only amateur racquet player 
who ever defeated the open champion. A notable date in 
the history of racquets was the year ass, when the court 
at the old Prince's Club in Hans Place, London, was built. 
Here the annual racquet matches between Oxford and Cam-
bridge Universities, singles and doubles, were first played in 
1858, and the Public Schools Championship (doubles only) 
ten years later. Modern racquets may perhaps be said to date 
from the time of the brothers Gray, who as professionals greatly 
raised the standard of skill in the game, and as teachers at the  

schools and universities improved the play of &matelot Via 
Gray beat Foulkes, the champion of America,, In 1867; Rem 
Gray and Joseph Gray were also great players. The Wm 
was beaten in itirs by H. B. Fairs (" Punch ") but held 
championship from 1878 to 1887. Another member of theme 
family was Walter Gray, who was as distinguished hr cis 
power of his stroke as his brother William was lee the/LC=1 
of his " drop " and the ease and grace of his volley and 
volley. Walter Gray was followed in the championship t: 
Peter Latham, the first professional to combine the open T= 
Championship with the Racquets Championship; and is or 
opinion of Mr Eustace .  Miles "there has probably hew s 
player who could have beaten him at ether game." laths 
was the first to use the heavily cut service at racquets, sat to 
is also remarkable for the power of his wrist stroke. Is Se 
last twelve years or so of the 19th century Lallans stood 
and in the opinion of the best judges he was the greaten a: 
racquet players. When once he had won the champioesic s 
never lost it, and when at last he resigned his title be was a-
cceded by Gilbert Browne, a player of a decidedly Wire 
calibre, who in 1903 was challenged and beaten by an hex 
marker called Jamsetji. For the next six years, during ea:. 
Jamsetji held the championship, comparatively link m 
heard of professional racquets; but in two interest was rer..t 
by a handicap at Queen's Club for a prim of (zoo, in aka 
Peter Latham himself took part, and which was wen by Jew: 
of Aldershot. As a result of this contest a challenge was mat 
by W. Hawes, the muter at Wellington College, to play Ja-
other professional for Doe a side and the chanqsionslap 
England. The challenge was accepted by C. Williams, a pe-
player of Prince's Club, who easily won the match. and wni. 
the title of champion. 

The institution of annual snatches between Oxford and Cambia 
Universities in 1858, and of the Public Schools C.baeopiounif 
r868, gave an immense stimulus to the game among asnamr 
Of the st inter-university (singles) matches from 189s 
t9o8, Oxford won s6 and Cambridge 23; of the so ,  cornet, 
doubles Oxford won 25 and Cambridge 27. Arreag the p - -schools Harrow has been far the most successful, having um L. 
championship challenge cup 19 times out of 42 ccous. 
Moreover, under the condition permitting any school winning u 
three consecutive years to retain the challenge cup perms
Harrow became possessed of three cups, having won the charspr 
ship 1871-184 inclusive, 1879-188r inclusive, and 1802-ste: elusive. The next most successful school has been mon, sir 
times champion; Charterhouse having won five times, and 
other school more than three times. For the first tweaty w 
of the contest, with a single exception when Rugby won m ur 
no school meet. Eton or Harrow gained the championship; as = 
is not surprising therefore that the majority of famous anow 
learnt the game at one or other of these schools. Ammo Fe-ies 
were W. Hart-Dyke, C. J. Otta way. the Hon. Alfred -Lvti, 
the Hon. No Bligh (afterwards Lod Darnley) , C. T. Saida sal 
Philipson; has produced R. D. kValker, one of tbe 
of the earliest amateur teur racquet players. C. F. Buller. T. s 
A. J. Webbe, C. Kemp, E. M. Butler, the brothers Ems: 
Crawley and H. E. Crawley C. D. Buxton 1 H. M. Leaf, perri %2, 

 worth and C. Browning. The famous Malvern family of For- 
has been as con_spkuous in the racquet court as on the cricket': 
the eldest, H. IL Foster, being probably the finest amateur s.r. 
of his generation. F. dames  Major A. Coomae 
Colonel Spens, E. M. Baerlein and Eustace H. Miles bave Ala se 
in the front rank of amateur players. The opening of the Oen • 
Club, West Kensington, was a notable event in the biers-
the game, especially as it was followed by the estabtaluses 
amateur championships in singles and doubles hi 1884, of alas 
results have been as follosra}-• 

AMATEUR CRA11110115111, 
1. Sisgfss 

igoo. H. K. Fewer. 
19o1. F. Dames Lowers' 
1902. F. H. Miles 
t903. F. M. &Lerida. 
1904. H. K. Pester. 
mos. E. M. Baerfaha 
1906. S. H. Shemard. 
loop. E. B. Noel: 
1908. E. M. Baeetria. 
1909.  F.M. Baerlaiii. 
1910. IL M..flaerbia. 

t888. C. D. Buxton. 
1889. E. M. Butler. 
1890. P. Ashworth. 
1891. H. Pbllipson. 
1892. F. Dames Longviorth. 
1893. F. Dames Longworth. 
1894. H. K. Foster. 
1895. H. K. Fester. 
1896. H. K. Foster. 
1897. H. K. Foster. 
1898. H. K. Foster. 
1899. H. K. Foster. 
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IL Doubles 

p9o. P. Ashwor'' .cad W. C. Hedley. 
895. P. Ashwriri t. and E. L. Metcalfe. 
892. E. hl. Butler and M. C. Kemp. 
893. F. H. Browning and IL K. Foster. 
aga. H. K. Foster and F. C. Ridgeway. 
egg. F. Dames Longworth and F. H. Browning. 
896. H. K. Foster and P. Ashworth. 
897. H. K. Foster and P. Ashworth. 
Sga. H. K Foster and W. L. Foster. 
lig% H. K. Foster and P. Ashworth. 
900. H. K. Foster and P. Ashworth. 
got. F. Dames Longworth and V. IL Pennell. 
Son. E. M. Baerlein and E. H. Miles. 
903. H. K Foster and B. S. Foster. 
go• E. H. Miles and E. M. Baerlein. 
903. E. Ft. Miles and E. M. Baerlein. 
906. E. H. Miles and F. Dames Longworth. 
907. W. I . Foster and B. S. Foster. 
Sol. F. Dimes Longworth and V. H. Pennell. 
909. E. ht. Paerletn and P. .4.hworth. 
ato. B.S I 	r, r 	II n 	N I tt:Ire. 

A military championship was inaugurated in tgo3 and is played 
annually at Princes' Club. In igol, mainly through the exertions 
of Major A. Cooper-Key, a " Tennis, Racquets and Fives Associa-
tion was founded for the purpose of encouraging these games, 
safeguarding their interests and providing • legislative body whose 
authority would be recognised by all tennis and racquet players. 

Racquets is Arteries.—In the United States and in Canada 
racquets is a popular game and moat of the leading athletic clubs 
have _good courts. The American champions Foup/3:ales 
and George Standing were all beaten by Engliels ..•. Is, 
but had a great reputation in their own country; and OM Pettitt, 
Ellis and hfoore are names that stand high in the records of the 
game. Among American amateurs, Lamontayne did much to 
encourage racquets in New York in the early period of its history; 
and in more recent times Quincy Shaw, de Garmendia. IL Fearing, 
Payne Whitney. Mackay, L. Waterbury and P. D. Naughton have 
shown themselves racquet players of very h igh merit. although 
Mr Eustace Miles is of opinion that " an Englishplayerliice H. K. 
Foster, or Dames Longworth, or Ashworth, you give any American 
iunateut upwards of seven aces." 

Squash racquets is a form of the game which provides 
admirable practice for the beginner, and has advantages of 
its own which offer attractions even to those who arc proficient 
players of real racquets. It is played with a hollow india-
rubber ball about the size of a fives ball (i.e. nearly twice the 
size of an ordinary racquet ball) and with a racquet rather 
shorter in the handle than those used in racquets proper. 
The court may be of any dimensions, but is always much 
smaller than a real racquet court; the squash ball, being not 
nearly so fait as the racquet ball, would not reach the back 
wall in a 6o ft. court on the first bound unless hit high as well 
as bard against the front wall. The rules of the game itself 
are precisely the same as in real racquets. Squash racquets 
originated at Harrow, where the boys were in the habit of 
playing in an improvised court in the corner of the school-
yard against the old school building; the windows, buttresses 
and water-pipe on the face of the wall forming irregularities 
which developed great skill on the part of the players in taking 
advantage of the difficulties thus caused. The marked success 
of Harrow in the Public Schools Championship at racquets, 
especially during the first twenty years of its institution (see 
above), has been attributed to the early training and practice 
gained at squash racquets in the school-yard, and in other 
courts which came into use as the popularity of this form of 
the game increased. Towards the end of the 19th century 
squash racquets became adopted at other schools and at the 
.universities; and as the court is muds cheaper to build than 
that, required for real or " hard ball " racquets, and the game 
is cheaper as well as easier to play, many private courts came 
into existence. On the initiative of Lord Desborougb, who 
had learnt the game at Harrow, several squash courts were 
provided at the Bath Club, London, where handicap tourna-
ments am annually played. At Lord's cricket ground, when 
a new pavilion was erected in 1899, squash racquet courts 
Were included to the building. The dimensions of the courts 
at Lord's, which may be taken as the best model, are as follows: 
biagthM IL by 34 it.; height of back wall 8 ft. 8 in.;  

height of service-line from floor 8 ft. 9 la.; height of play-
line 2 ft. 4 in. The short -line is 23 ft. from the front wall. 
The place which squash racquets has come to occupy may be 
estimated from the fact that Mr. Eustacc Miles pronounces 
it " an almost indispensable preparation " for tennis and 
racquets as those games are played under modern conditions; 
and the same authority sufficiently describes its merits when 
he observes that it " givds, at a small cost of time or money, 
abundance of hard and brisk and simple yet exciting exercise 
for all times of life , of the year, and even of the day—if we 
have good artificial light." The squash courts at Lord's and 
at the Bath Club are lighted by electricity, so that play is not 
dependent on the condition of the atmosphere, or op the 
season of the year. 

See Tennis, LOW, Telesis, Rackets and Fives in the " Badminton 
Library "; Racquets, Tennis and Squash, by Eustace Miles (London, 
low); Sporting and Athletic Register (London, 1908). (R. J. M.) 

HADA1112, a town in Bukovina, Austria, 35 m. S. by W. of 
Czernowitz by rail. Pop. (1900) 1 4,343, of which about 
70% are Germans and 25% are Rumanians. It was formerly 
the seat of a Greek bishopric, removed to Czernowitz in 1786, 
and possesses a cathedral (1402) with the tombs of several 
Moldavian princes. The Austrian government has here a 
large stud. To the W. of Ridings are situated the old 
monasteries of Patna and Suczawies, dating from the 15th 
century. They still contain many old and valuable ecclesiastics) 
objects of art, although a great part has been removed to the 
various Monasteries in Moldavia. 

HADBERTUS PASCHASIIIS (d. c. 86o), French theologian, 
was born at or near Soissons towards the close of the 8th 
century. He became a monk of Corbie, near Amiens in Picardy, 
in 814, and assumed the cloister name of Paschasius. He 
soon gained recognition as a learned and successful teacher, 
and the younger Adalhard, St Anskar the apostle of Sweden, 
Odo bishop of Beauvais and Warinus abbot of• Corvei in 
Saxony may be mentioned among the more distinguished 
of his pupils. Between 842 and 846 he was chosen abbot, 
but as a disciplinarian be was more energetic than successful, 
and about 851 he resigned the office. He never took priestly 
orders. He died and was buried in Corbie. 

Radbertus is one of the most important theologians in the 
history of the church. " He was perhaps the most learned 
and able theologian after Alcuin, as well versed in Greek 
theology as he was familiar with Augustinianism, a compre-
hensive genius, who felt the liveliest desire to harmonize theory 
and practice, and at the same time give due weight to tradition " 
(Hamack). His great work was the Liber is Corpse d 
Sanguine Dontini (first ed. 831; new ed., with an epistle to 
Charles the Bald, 844), which was not only the first systematic 
and thorough treatise on the sacrament of the eucharist, but 
is the first clear dogmatic statement of transubstantiation, 
and as such opened an unending controversy. It was at once 
attacked by Ratratnnus and Hrabanus Maurus, but was so 
completely in touch with the practice of the church and the 
spirit of the age, as to win the verdict of Catholic orthodoxy. 

On the eucharistic controversy see the article on Radbertus by 
Stein in Herzog-Hauck'a Real-Encyldopadie; Bach, Dogmenge-
schickle des Mil alters, L. 156 ff.; Ernst, Die Wire des k. Pasihasius 
Raberfal z- d. Eucharistic (1896); Renz, Die Ceschichte its Messog. 
ferbegnffs (loot); K. G. Goetz, Die AbesdmakIsfrage in direr 
geschichilkhen Eisisoicklung (1904), a complete survey of the whole 
problem, beginning with Radbertus. A. Harnack's treatment in his 
History of Dogma (vol. v., p. 308 ff .) is clear and appreciative. 

RADCLIFFE, ARIL (1764-1823), English novelist, only 
daughter of William and Ann Ward, was born in London on 
the 9th of July 1764. She was the author of three famous 
novels: The Romance of the Forest (z791), The Mysteries of 
udoloo (1794) and The Italian (1797). When she was twenty-
three years old she married William Radcliffe, an Oxford 
graduate and student of law. He gave up his profession for 
literature, and afterwards became proprietor and editor of 
the English Chronicle. After The Italian she gave up writing 
for publication, and was reported to have been driven mad 
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by the horrors of her own creations, but the nearest approach 
to eccentricity on Mrs Radcliffe's part was dislike of public 
notice. Of scenery Mrs Radcliffe was an enthusiastic admirer, 
and she made driving tours with her husband every other 
summer through the English counties. She died on the 
7th of February 1823. In the history of the English novel, 
Mrs Radcliffe holds an interesting place. She is too often 
confounded with her imitators, who vulgarized her favourite 
" properties " of rambling and ruinous old castles, dark, 
desperate and cadaverous villains, secret passages, vaults, 
trapdoors, evidences of deeds of monstrous crime, sights and 
sounds of mysterious horror. She deserves at least the credit 
of originating a school of which she was the most distinguished 
exponent; and none of her numerous imitators approach 
her in ingenuity of plot, fertility of incident or skill in devising 
apparently supernatural occurrences capable of explanation 
by human agency and natural coincidence. She had a genuine 
gift for scenic effect, and her vivid imagination provided every 
tragic situation in her stories with its appropriate setting. 
Sir Walter Scott wrote an appreciative essay for the edition 
of 18:4, and Miss Christina Rossetti was one of her admirers. 
She exercised a great influence on her contemporaries, and 
" Schedoni " in The Italian is one of the prototypes of the 
Byronic hero. 

RADCLIFFE, SIR OBOROE ( 1 593-5657), English politician, 
son of Nicholas Radcliffe (d. !see) of Civerthorpe, Yorkshire, 
was educated at Oldham and at University College, Oxford. 
He attained some measure of success as a barrister, and about 
1626 became the confidential adviser of Sir Thomas Wentworth, 
afterwards earl of Strafford, who was related to his wife, Anne 
Tmppes (d. 1659). Like his master he was imprisoned in 5627 
for declining to contribute to a forced loan, but he shared the 
good, as well as the ill, fortunes of Wentworth, acting as his 
adviser when he was president of the council of the north. 
When Wentworth was made lord deputy of Ireland, Radcliffe, in 
January 1633, preceded him to that country, and having been 
made a member of the Irish privy council he was trusted by the 
deputy in the fullest possible way, his advice being of the greatest 
service. In 1640, Radcliffe, like Strafford, was arrested and was 
impeached, but the charges against him were not pressed, and in 
1643 he was with Charles I. at Oxford. He died at Flushing in 
May 1657. Radcliffe wrote An essay towards die life of my Lord 
Strafford, from which the material for the various lives of the 
statesman has been largely taken. 

See Sir T. D. Whitaker, Life and Correspondence of Sir G. Raddiffe 
(aro). 

RADCLIFFE, JOHN (1650-1714), English physician, was 
born at Wakefield in 1650. He matriculated at University 
College, Oxford, and after taking his degree in 1669 was elected 
to a fellowship at Lincoln College, which he gave up in 1677 when, 
under the statutes of the college, he was called on to take orders. 
Graduating in medicine in 1675, he practised first in Oxford, but 
in 1684 removed to London, where he soon became one of the 
leading physicians. He frequently attended William HI. until 
:699, when he caused offence by remarking, as he looked at the 
Eing's swollen ankles, that be would not have his legs for his 
three kingdoms. On the sat of November 1714 he died of 
apoplexy at his house in Carshalton. By his will be left pro-
perty to University College for founding two medical travelling 
fellowships and for other purposes. Other property was put 
at the disposal of his executors to use as they thought best, and 
was employed, among other things, in building the Radcliffe 
Observatory, Hospital and Library at Oxford, and in enlarging 
St Bartholomew's Hospital in London. Radcliffe was elected 
M.P. for Bramber In 2690 and for Buckingham in 1753. 

RADCLIFFE, an urban district in the Radcliffe-cum-
FarnworthAlparliamentary division of Lancashire, England, on 
the river Live% a m. S.S.W. of Bury, on the Lancashire & 
Yorkshire railway. Pop. (1901) 55,368. The church of St 
Bartholomew dates from the time of Henry IV.; some of the 
Norman portions of the building remain. Cotton-weaving, 
calico-pundit', and bleaching, dyeing, paper-making, iron- 

founding and machine-making are the principal Industrie; 
and there are extensive collieries in the neighbourhood. 

RADEBERO, a town of Germany, In the kingdom of Saxony. 
pleasantly situated in a fertile district on the Ruda, ro tn. N E. 
of Dresden, by the railway to Gatti: and Breslau. Pop. (lees) 
13,3o1. It has an Evangelical and a Roman Catholic chtutia, 
and an old castle. Its principal Industries are the manufacture 
of glass, machinery, furniture and paper, and it produces a 
light Pilsener beer which is largely exported. Near the town are 
the Augustusbad and the Hermannsbad, two medicinal springs 

RADEOUNDA, ST (d. 587), Frankish queen, was the daughter 
of Berthaire, king of the Thuringians. Berthaire was killed by 
his brother Hermannfried, who took Radegunda and educursi 
her, but was himself slain by the Frankish kings Theuderith 
and Clotaire (529), and Radegunda fell to Clotaire, who later 
married her. Her piety was already so noteworthy that it was 
said that Clotaire had married a nun, not • queen. She Ids 
him when he unjustly killed her brother, and fled to Medardus. 
bishop of Poitiers, who, notwithstanding the danger of the 
act, consecrated her as a nun. Radegunda stayed in Poitien, 
founded a monastery there, and lived for a while in peace. Hat 
Venantius Fortunatus, the Italian poet, found a friendly ram-
tion, and two of the poems printed under his name are usuall? 
attributed to Radegunda. From him we gain a most pleasing 
picture of life at the monastery. The queen died on the 13th of 
August 587. 

Sec the references In A. Molinler, Sources de !Idea:tire de Fame. 

RADETZITY, JOSEF, Cower or RADETZ (5766-1858), Austrian 
soldier, was born at Trzebnitz in Bohemia in s766, to the 
nobility of which province his family, originally Hungarian, 
had for several centuries belonged. Orphaned at an early age, 
he was educated by his grandfather, and after the old count's 
death, at the Theresa academy at Vienna. The academy was 
dissolved during his first year's residence, and he joined the army 
as a cadet in 5785. Next year he became an officer, and in 1717 
a first lieutenant in a cuirassier regiment. He served as a 
galloper on Lacy's staff in the Turkish War, and in the Low 
Countries during the Revolutionaty War. In :795 be keg& 
on the Rhine. Next year he served with Beaulieu spine 
Napoleon in Italy, and inwardly rebelled at the indecisive 
" cordon " system of warfare which his first chief, Lacy, had 
instituted and other Austrian generals only too faithful? 
imitated. His personal courage was conspicuous; at Ileum 
he had led a party of cavalry through the French lines to discover 
the fate of Charleroi, and at Vsleggio on the Mincio, with a 
few hussars, he rescued Beaulieu from the midst of the enemy. 
Promoted major, he took part in Wurmser's Mantua campans, 
which ended in the fall of the piste. As lieutenant-coked and 
colonel he displayed both bravery and skill in the battles of the 
Trebbia and Novi (1799), and at Marengo, as colonel on the stair 
of Melas, be was hit by five bullets, after endeavouring en the 
previous evening to bring about modifications in the plan sup 
gested by the " scientific " Zach. In thor Radeteky received 
the knighthood of the Maria Theresa order. In thos, au the 
march to Ulm, he received news of his promotion to major-
general and his assignment to a command in Italy under the 
archduke Charles, and thus took part In the suceessful maw* 
of Calcliero. Peace again afforded him a short leisure, which he 
used in studying and teaching the art of war. In then, new a 
lieutenant field marshal, he fought at Wagram, and in tiro he 
received the commandership of the Maria Theresa order and the 
coloneley of the 5th Radetzky hussars. From 7809 to dm as 
chief of the general staff, be was active in the reorgardzatioa of 
the army and its tactical system, but, unable to carry ant tie 
reforms he desired owing to the opposition of the Treasury, he 
resigned the post. In 1813 he was Sthwarombergsa thief of 
staff, and as such had considerable toluene* on the wood& 
of the Allied sovereigns and generals. Langenau, the mann' 
saasta-general of the Grand Army, found him an kidispenakfr 
assistant, and he had a considerable share In *Wog tY 
Leipzig campaign and as a untidan woe great pubes hei 
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battles of Helene and Ards mar Aube. He entered Paris with 
the allied sovereigns in March rflu, and returned with them to 
the congress of Vienna, where be appears to have acted as an 
intermediary between Metternich and the czar Alexander, when 
these great personages were not on 'peaking terms. 

During the succeeding years of peace be disappeared from.the 
public view. He resumed his functions as chief of the staff, but 
his ardent ideas for reforming the army came to nothing In the 
face of the general war-weariness and desire to " let well alone." 
His zeal added to the number of his enemies, and in rIlm, after 
he had been for twenty years a 'Lemmata field marshal, it was 
proposed to place him on the retired list. The emperor, un-
willing to go so far as this, promoted hint general of cavalry and 
shelved him by making him governor of a fortress. But very 
soon afterwards the Restoration settlement of Europe was shaken 
by fresh upheavals, and Radeuky was brought into the field 
of war again. He took part under Frimont in the campaign 
against the Papal States insurgents, and succeeded that general 
in the chief command of the Austrian army in Italy in 1834. 
In ,836 be became a field marshal. He was now seventy years 
of age, but he displayed the activity of youth in training and 
disciplining the army be commanded. But here too he was in 
advance of his time, and the government not only disregarded 
his suggestions and warnings but also refused the money that 
would have enabled the finest army it possessed to take the field 
at a moment's notice. Thus the events of 1848 in Italy, which 
gave the old field marshal his place in history among the great 
commanders, found him, in the beginning, not indeed =pre-
pared but seriously handicapped in the struggle with Charles 
Albert's army and the insurgents. How by falling back to the 
Quadrilateral and there, checking one opponent after another, 
be was able to spin out time until reinforcements arrived, and 
bow thenceforward up to the final triumph of Novara on the 
33rd of March 11349, he and his army carried all before them, is 
described in the article ITALIAN WAILS. The well-disciplined 
sense of duty to the superior officer, which was remarked even in 
the brilliant and sanguine young army reformer of tilto, had 
become more intense in the long years of peace, and after keeping 
his army loyal in the midst of the confusion of 1848, he made no 
attempt to play the part of Wallenstein or even to assume 
Wellinglon'a wile of family adviser to the nation. While as a 
patriot he dreamed a little of a united Germany, he remained 
to the end simply the commander of one of the emperor's armies. 
He died, still in harness, though infirm, on the 5th of January 
0158. 

In military history Itadetsky's ' fame meta upon one great 
achievement, but in the history of the Austrian army he lives as 
the frank and kindly " Vette Radetsky " whom the soldier 
idolised. He was fortunate in the moment of his death. In 
the year following, another and a greater Italian war broke out, 
his beloved army, disintegrated by peace economies which the 
old field marshal had been nimble any longer to redress by 
ceaseless personal training, and hi addition suffering from 
divided command and confused staff work, was defeated in 
every encounter. 

RADRTORIIWALD, a town of Germany, In the Pendia 
Rhine province, so m. E. from Remecheid, on the branch line 
of railway from Erebsfige. Pop. (ups) 10,903. It consists of 
the town proper and of several suburbs, and has five Evangelical 
and two Roman Catholic churches. Its chief manufactures 
are skates, files, locks and similar articles, Ind it has also cloth 
and cotton factories. 

Sec J. H. Becker, Gsschicbe der Stade Raieseraewaid (Cologne. 
0164). 

RADHANIPUR, a native state of India, in the Palanpur 
agency, Bombay. It is situated in the north-western corner 
of Gujarat, dose to the Runs of Catch. The country is an open 
plain without hills and with few trees. It contains an area of 
s so sq. m. with a population to T901 of 6r,5411, showing a 
decrease of 37% dating the decade, due to the results of famine. 
The estimated revenue is L27,000- The chief products are cotton, 
*beat and the mono= varieties of grain; the only manufacture 
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of any importance is the preparation of a fine description of 
saltpetre. Radhanpur first came under British protection in 
1813. The chief, whose title is Nawab, belongs to the Batt 
family, who have held power in Gujarat for more than two 
centuries. The town of Radhanpur had a population in root 
of 11,879. It is a walled town, with an export trade in raps 
seed, grain and cotton. 

RADIATA, a term introduced by Cinder in 18I2 to denote 
the lowest of his four great animal groups or " embrancho. 
meats." He defined them as possessing radial instead of 
bilateral symmetry, and as apparently destitute of nervous 
system and sense organs, as having the circulatory system 
rudimentary or absent, and the respiratory organs an or co-
extensive with the surface of the body; he included under 
this title and defigition five classes,—Echinodermata, Acalepha, 
Eotozoa, Polypi and Infusorla. Lamarck (Hist. sal. d. AWL 
s. Yertibves) also used the term, as when be spoke of the 
Medusae as radiate asedusaria d oneneala; but be preferred 
the term Radiant, under which he included Echinodermata and 
Medusae. Cuvier's term in Its wide extension, however, passed 
into general use; but, as the anatomy of the different fermis 
became more fully known, the difficulty of including them 
under the common designation made Itself increasingly obvious. 
Milne-Edwards removed the Polyzoa; the group was soon 
further thinned by the exclusion of the Protozoa on the one 
hand and the Elam= on the other; while In 1848 Leuckut 
and Frey clearly distinguished the Coelenterate from the 
Echinodermata as a separate sub-kingdom, thus condemning 
the usage by which the term still continued to be applied to 
these two groups at least. In i833, however, Owen included 
under Lamarck's term Radians the Echinodermata, Anthozoa, 
Acalepha and Hydrozoa, while Ages& also dung to the term 
Radiate as including Echinoderrnata, Acalepha and Polypi, 
regarding their separation into Coelenterate and Echinodermata 
as " an exaggeration of their anatomical differences "(assay en 
Classification, London, 1859). These attempts, however, to 
perpetuate the usage were finally discredited by Htztley's 
important Lectures on Comparative Anatomy (1864), in which 
the term was finally abolished, and the " rediate mob " finally 
distributed among the Echlnodermata, Polyzoa, Vermin 
(Pletyheimintises), Coelenterate and Protozoa. 

RADIATION, THEORY OP. The physical activities that 
flourish on the surface of the earth derive their energy, in 
a form which is highly available thermodynamically, from 
the radiation of the sun. This has been ascertained to be 
dynamic energy, transmitted in waves by the vibrations of a 
medium occupying space, as the energy of sound is transmitted 
by the vibrations of the atmosphere. The elasticity that 
transmits it may be assumed to be mathematically perfect: 
any slight less in transit of the light from the most distant 
sten, which recent statistical comparisons of brightness with 
distance may possibly indicate, is to be explained far more 
suitably by the presence of nebulous matter than by any 
imperfection of the tether. The latter would thus be the 
one perfect frictionless medium known to us: It could not 
be such if it were constituted, Me matter, of independent 
molecules. It is thus on • lug' her plane, and may even be 
considered to be a dynamical specification of space Itself. A 
molecule of matter is a kinetic system compounded of simpler 
elements; its energy may be classified into constitutive energy 
essential to its continued existence, and vibratory energy 
which it can receive from or radiate away into 'ether. A 
piece of matter isolated in free lather would in time lose all 
energy of the latter type by radiation; but the tonne@ will 
remain so long as the matter persists, along with the 

Mit of the uniform Mitigatory motion to which it is ul 
reduced. Thu; all matter is in continual exchange of vibratory 
energy with the 'ether: it is with the laws of this exchange 
of energy that the general theory of Radiation deals, as dis-
tinguished from the mechanism of the &ethereal

e 
 vibrations, 

which is usually treated as the Theory of Light (se Asetuut). 
t. The foundados of this subject is the paid* mind 
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at independently by Balfour Stewart and Kirchhoff about the 
year 1858, that the constitution (§ 6) of the radiation which 
pervades an enclosure, surrounded by bodies in a steady 
thermal state, must be a function of the temperature of those 
bodies, and of nothing else. It was subsequently pointed out 
by Stewart (Brit. Assoc. Report, 1870 that if the enclosure 
contains a radiating and absorbing body which is put in 
motion, all being at the same temperature, the constituents of 
the radiation in front of it and behind it will differ in period 
on account of the Doppler-Fizeau effect, so that there will 
De an opportunity of gaining mechanical work in its settling 
down to an equilibrium; there must thus be some kind of 
thermodynamic compensation, which might arise either from 
aethereal friction, or from work required to produce the motion 
of the body against pressure exerted on it by the surrounding 
radiation. The hypothesis of friction is now excluded in 
ultimate molecular physics, while the thermodynamic bearing 
of a pressure exerted by radiation, such as is demanded by 
Maxwell's electric theory, has been more recently developed 
on other lines by Bartoli and Boltzmann (x884), and combined 
with that of the Doppler effect by W. Wien (1893) in develop-
ment of the ideas above expressed. 

The original reasoning of Stewart and Kirchhoff bests on 
the dynamical principle, that by no process of ordinary faction 
or transmission can the period, and therefore the wave-length, 
of any harmonic constituent of the radiation be changed; 
each constituent remains of the same wave-length from the 
time it is emitted until the time it is again absorbed. If we 
imagine a field of radiation to be enclosed within perfectly 
reflecting walls, then, provided there is no material substance 
in the field which can radiate and absorb, the constitution of 
the radiation in it may be any whatever, and it will remain 
permanent. It is only the presence of material bodies that 
by their continued emission and abeorption can transform 
the surrounding radiation towards the unique constitution 
which corresponds to their temperature. We can define the 
temperature of an isolated field of radiation, of this definite 
ultimate constitution, to be the same as that of the material 
bodies with which it would thus be in equilibrium. Further, 
the mutual independence of the various constituents of any 
field of radiation enclosed by perfect reflectors allows us to 
ensign a temperature to each constituent, such as the pert 
involving wave-lengths lying between X and X-I-6X; that 
will be the temperature of a material system with which this 
constituent by itself is in equilibrium of emission and absorption. 
But to reason about the temperature of radiation in this way 
we must be sure that it completely pervades the space, and 
has no special direction; this is ensured by the continual 
reflexions from the walls of the enclosure. The question of 
the temperature of a directed wave-train travelling through 
space, such as a beam of light, will come up later. The tempera-
ture of each constituent in a region of undirected radiation 
is thus a function of its wave-length and its intensity alone, 
It is the fundamental principle of thermodynamics, that 
temperatures tend to become uniform. In the present case 
of a field of radiation, this equalization cannot take place 
directly between the various constituents of the radiation that 
occupy the same space, but only through the intervention of 
the emission and absorption of material bodies; .the constituent 
radiations are virtually partitioned off adiabatically from 
direct interchange. Thus in discussing the transformations 
of temperatures of the constituent elements of radiation, we 
are really reasoning about the activity of material bodies that 
are in thermal equilibrium with those constituents; and the 
theoretical basis of the idea of temperature, as depending on 
the fortuitous residue of the energy of molecular motions, is 
preserved, 

2. Mechawkai Pressure of Unddaiory Mofiens.—Consider 
-a wave-Una of any kiad,in which the displacement is f..a cue 
ana+a) so that it is propagated in the direction in which a 
decesesmq let it be directly incident on a perfect reflector 
manillas towards it with velocity s, whose position is there- 

fore given at time Illy s-41. There will be a reflected traln 
given by a' cos ne(x-cr), the velocity of propagation t 
being of course the same for both. The disturbance does not 
travel into the reflector, and must therefore be annulled as Its 
surface; thus when x o.ta we must have f-I- -o identically. 
This gives -a, and ne(c-u)..on(c+v). The amplitude of 
the reflected disturbance is therefore equal to that of the in-
cident one; while the wave-length Is altered on the ratio 
c — v 
;Tie  which is approximately 2-4, where u/c is small, and 

is thus in agreement with the usual statement of the Doppler 
effect. The energy in the wave-train being half potential and 
half kinetic, it is given by the integration of p(dildtp along the 
train, where p represents density. In the reflected .  train it is 
therefore augmented, when equal lengths are compared, in the 

ratio (ciLV ;  but the length of the train is diminished by 

the reflexion in the ratio hence oo the whole the 

energy transmitted per unit time is increased by the rellcdon in 

the ratio  c
t u..This increase per unit time can arise only 

c— u 
from work done by the advancing reflector against pressure 
exerted by the radiation. That pressure, per unit surface, mud 

therefore be equal to the fraction i
v

of the energy in a length 

ci c+v of the incident wave-train; thus it Is the fraction e770, 

of the total density of energy in front of the reflector, belonging 
to both the incident and reflected trains. When v is small 0101. 
pared with c, this makes the pressure equal to the density of 
vibrational energy, in accordance with Maxwell's electrodynamic 
formula (Elec. and Mag., 1871). 

The argument may be illustrated by the transverse vibration 
of a tense cord, the reflector being then a lamina through a 
small aperture in which the cord passes; the lamina can thus 
slide along the cord and sweep the vibratory motion in knot of 
it. In this case the force acting on the lamina is the resultant 
of the tensions T of the cord on the two sides of the aperture, 
giving a lengthwise force iTd(f e)e/dza when, as meal 
powers higher than the second of the ratio of amplitude as 
wave-length are neglected; this, when v/c is small, is as oscil-
latory force of amount sp(dildi) ,, whose time-average agrees 
with the value above obtained. If we consider a finite train of 
waves thus sent back from a moving reflector, the time integral 
of the pressure must represent force transmitted along the coed, 
or a gain of longitudinal momentum in tba reflected waves, or 
both together. 

When it is • case of transverse waves in an elastic medium, 
reflected by an advancing obstacle, the origin of. the MAW 
pressure is not so obvious, because we cannot easily formulate 
a mechanism for the advancing reflector like that of the lamina 
above employed. In the case of light-waves we can, however, iota-
gine an ideal material body, constituted of very small molecules, 
that would sweep them in front of it with the same pedecties 
as a metallic mirror actually reflects the longer Ifertsian waves. 
The pressure will then be identified physically, as in the are el 
the latter waves, with the mechanical forces acting on the 
screening oscillatory electric current-sheet which is induced os 
the surface of the reflector. The displacement represented 
above by f, which is annulled at the reflector, may then in 
taken to be either the tangential electric force or the normal 
component of the vector whose velocity is the magnetic form 
The latter interpretation is theoretically interesting, becalm 
that vector, which is the dynamical displacement in elcctroor 
thew", usually occurs only through its velocity. The general 
case of oblique incidence can be treated on similar lines, each 
filament of radiation (ray) in fact exerts its own longitudinal 
push equal to its energy per unit length, and it is only a mater
of summation. 

The usual (*fowls for the pressure of electric Elation I 
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.r rather of the electrons aftese.ous : 

lerived from a theory, um* 
lynamic equations, which 

*red with that of radiation the 
:daisies can be neglected. The feaso is. 
;canal application, and shows that bw 
:Insure must fall off. - It has bees oar. 
lie thermodynamic reversibility of • ea., 
if the radiant pressure exerted at its hoer 
hstacle to sustain it; but on an obits. 	 tact 
relocity of the wave-front the reavese 	 is 
his objection does not now hold. 

In every such case of an advancing t 
segregate amplitude of the superposed in 

Nave-trains, of different wave-lengths  
epresented by 	

aro 	c' . r 
1+r- 26 	— ;1) 211:1

lff
:17 

thus the appearance presented will be that 
each of length (s-u/c)orbes, and progress. 

of the reflector, which travels at one of 
This slowly travelling wave-train correspw 
train which would be produced by a ststaw 

but the amplitude is now a varying o.• 
uniform vibration has been fully establi 
may itself be described as running on a.' 
superposed wave-train of very great W3' 
and of very great velocity c'/v. A sons' 
things arises when a wave-train is intl., 

reflector very nearly normally, as may sornetnn(> h, 

incoming roUers along a shelving beach; the visible al, t 
ante at a reflecting ridge, arising from each single wave cost, 
then rushes along the ridge at • speed which is at first sight 
surprising, as it is enormously in excess of the speed possible 
for any simple train of waves travelling into quiescent &ether. 

3. Wien's Lard.—Let us consider a spherical enclosure filled 
with radiation, and having walls of ideal perfectly reflecting 
quality so that none of the radiation can escape. If there is 
no material body inside it, any arbitrarily assigned constitution 
of this radiation will be permanent. Let us suppose that the 
radius a of the endosure is shrinking with extremely small 
velocity v. A ray inside it, incident at angle s, will always be 
incident on the walls in its successive reflexions at the same 
angle, except as regards a negligible change due to the motion 
of the reflector (j a); and the length of its path between successive 
reflesions is sa cos s. Each undulation on this ray will thus 
undergo refletion at intervals of time equal to 2a cos a/c, where 
c is the velocity of light, and it is easily verified that on each 
reflexiOn it is shortened by the fraction so cos tie of itself: thus 
iw the very long time T required to complete the shrinkage it is 
shortened by the fraction las, which is dela where 6a is the 
total shrinkage in radius, and is independent of the value of a. 
The wave-•gth of each undulation in the radiation inside the 
enclosure is therefore reduced in the same ratio as the radius. 
Now suppose that the constitution of the enclosed radiation 
corresponded initially to a definite temperature. During the 
shrinkage thermal equilibrium must be maintained among its 
constituents; otherwise there would be • running down of 
%heir energies towards uniformity of temperature, If material 
radiating bodies are present, which would be superposed on the 
mechanical operations belonging to the shrinkage, and the process 
could not be reversible. Such a state of affairs is not possible, 
for it would had us in processes of the following type. Expand 
the eacicsore, pining the mechanical work of the radiant 
pressure against its walls, whatever that may be. Then equalize 
the integrities of the constituent radiations to dime correspond. 
jag to • common temperature, by taking advantage  of  the 
absorptions of material bodies at the actual temperatures of 
these radiations; when this is done, as it may actually be to 
some extent by aid of the sifting produced by partitions which 
transmit some Clads of radiation more rapidly thaa others; a 
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ID, since part of it might be degraded into low-temperature 

heat, or there aught be other compensation of chemical type 
for any abnormally high availability. that might exist in the 
fluorescent radiation. It has been found that fluorescent 
radiation, showing a continuous or banded spectrum, can be 
sicked in many gases and vapours; nffiky phosphonacence 
of considerable duration, and thus doubtless associated with 
chemical change, is produced in vacuum tubes, containing oxygen  

rge. or other complexly constituted gases, by the electric discha 
xi. Entropy of a Ray.—If each definitely constituted beam 

of tadiation has its own temperature and everything is sever- 
as above, a question arises as to the location of the process 

averaging which enters into the idea of temperature. The 
er can depend only on the fact, that although the beam is 

- as to wave-length and intensity, yet it is far from being 
wave-tnin, in that It is constituted of trains of limited 

various phases and polarizations, corning from the 
radiating molecules. When such a beam has 

it travels without change, and can be reflected 
• source, and is in so fax reversible; but when 

re, the molecules of the source will have 
•r1S, and it cannot be wholly reabsorbed 

it was emitted. There must thus he 
ate &visaged constitution of the beam, 

he definite steady state of internal 
.emperature which adapts it for 

abet:entail into a body at its 
not at a higher one. 

of the form of the function 
'.rely connected with the 

at 	 fathomed, relating to 
amoubt,, 	 A very interesting 
shrinkage. In 1.1., 	 ' view has recently 
affected alike, and no .. 	 .4 course suffices  
principle of Stewart and 	 ‘tcm, and the 
one form is of general validity 	 an enclosure 

succ , 4. Pressure of Natural Radioing.- 	 -.Judais
ession

m above has now to be settled. At few 	 ' rtzian appeared that the rellexion is simply ins.; 
of in a, the advancing perfect reflector dos 	 in pressure of the radiation, and this work robes 	, radiant energy and thus go to increase the 

reflected ray. Considering electric radiation In, 
the tangential electric force is annulled at the 
the amplitude of the electric vibration is conserved es, 
though its phase is reversed. As already seen, the grave 
is shortened approximately by the fraction so cos sic refkaion; thus, just as in § a, the energy transmitted per mot 
time per unit area is increased in the same ratio; and allow*, 
for the factor cost of foreshortening, there is therefore a radiant 
pressure equal to the total density of radiant energy in frontal 
the reflector multiplied by cosk This argument, being inde-
pendent of the wave-length, applies to each constituent of the 
radiation in this direction separately; thus their energies are 
all increased in the same ratio by the retie:don, as was to be 
proved. When we are dealing with the natural radiation in an 
endosure, which is distributed equally in all directions, this 
factor cos,s must be averaged; and we thus attain Boltzmann's 
result that the radiant pressure is then one-third of the density 
of radiant energy in front of the reflector, this statement holding 
good as regards each constituent of the natural radiation taken 
separately. 

5. Adiabogir Rdatione.—Consider the enclosure filled with 
radiation of energy-density E at volume V, of any given con-
stitution but devoid of special direction, and let it be shrunk to 
volume V - IV against its own pressure; if the density thereby 
become E- 6E, the conservation of the energy requires 

EV+ IESV (E -6 E)(V -6V), 
so that §E6V+VEE wo, or E varies as 

Again—but now with a restriction to radiation with Its energy 

solar radiation, when 
no definite direction, 
'over tonperatore, 

mocked that the 
,ared by mono 

-1 of the solar 
out below 

t =RAY 
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distributed as regards wave-length so as to be of uniform 
temperature—the performance of this mechanical work 1E3V 
has changed the energy of radiation EV from the state that is in 
equilibrium of absorption and emission with a thermal source at 
temperature T to the state in equilibrium with an absorber of 
some other temperature T-IT, and that in a reversible manner; 
thus by Carnet's principle 

jEZWEV = - 5T/T, 
so that T varies as V1, or inversely as the linear dimensions 
when the enclosure is shrunk uniformly. 

Combining these results, it appears that E varies as 'V; this 
is Stefan's empirical law for the complete radiation corresponding 
to the temperature, first established on these lines by Boltzmann. 
Starting from the principle that this radiation must be a function 
of the temperature alone, this adiabatic process has in fact 
given us the form of the function. These results cannot, how-
ever, be extended without modification to each separate con-
stituent of the complete radiation, because the shrinkage of the 
enclosure alters its wave-length and so transforms it into a 
different constituent. 

6. Late of Distribution of Energy.—The effect of compressing 
the complete radiation is thus to change it to the constitution 
belonging to a certain higher temperature, by shortening all 
its wave-lengths by the proportion of one-third of the com-
pression by volume, the temperature being in fact raised by 
the same proportion; at the same time increasing in a uniform 
ratio the amounts corresponding to each interval A, so as to 
get the correct total amount of energy for the new temperature. 
In the compression each constituent alters so that TX remains 
constant, and the energy EA in the range A in other respects 
changes as a function of T alone. Hence generally FAA must 
be of form F(T)f(TX)A. But for each temperature rico% 
is equal to E and so varies as T', by Stefan's law; that is, 

'1"F(T)./.,7(TX)d(TX) ocT', 
so that T-I'M cur. Thus, finally, E.i.EX is of form ATV(TX)IA 
or AX-let(TX)6X, which is Wien's general formula. 

7. Transformation of a Single Constituent.—It is of interest 
to follow out this adiabatic process for each separate con-
stituent of the radiation, as • verification, and also in order 
to ascertain whether anything new is- thereby gained. To 
this end let now Eat,TA represent the intensity of the radia-
tion between X and X4-5X which corresponds to the temperature 
T. The pressure of this radiation, when it is without special 
direction, is in intensity one-third of this; thus the application 
of Carnet's principle shows, as before, that in adiabatic com-
pression TocV -t, so that a small linear shrinkage in the ratio 
s-s raises T in the ratio 5-1-5. We have still to express the 
equation of energy. The vibratory energy E(X,T)A . V in 
volume V, together with the mechanical work IE(X,T)A 3xV, 
yields the vibratory energy 

El t(z - x), T(i +x) IA(' - . V(1 - 	; 
thus, writing E and Ea or E (X,T) we have, neglecting as, 

E(z+e)=CE -ALI -1,1- 	(I -44, 

- moo, so that 	5E+X—dE  - A T— dT 
a partialdifferential equation of which the integral is 

E-.AX-kp(TX), 
the same formula as was before obtained. 

This method, treating each constituent of the radiation 
separately, has in one respect some advantage, in that it is 
necessary only to postulate an enclosure which totally reflects 
that constituent, this being a more restricted hypothesis than 
an absolutely complete reflector. 

To determine theoretically the form of the function* we must 
have some means of transforming one type of radiation into 
another, different in essence from the adiabatic compression 
already utilised. The condition that the entropy of the in-
dependent radiations in an enclosure is a minimum when 
they are all transformed to the same temperature with total  

energy unaltered, Is already implicitly fulfilled; It would this 
appear that any further advance must involve (11 r s) the dynamics 
of the radiation and absorption of material bodies. 

a. Temperature of an Isolakd Ray.—The temperature of each 
independent constituent of a radiation has here been taken to 
be • function of the intensity EA, where EA is the energy per 
unit volume in the range between wave-lengths X and X-fA; 
the condition is, however, imposed that this radiation is is-
different as to direction. When a beam of radiation travels 
without loss in a definite direction across a medium, its form 
varies as it progresses; but it is reversible inasmuch as it as 
be turned back at any stage, or concentrated without loss, by 
perfect reflectors. If the energy of the beam has a tempera-
ture, its value must therefore remain constant throughout the 
progress of the beam, by the principle of Cana. Now by 
virtue of a relation in geometrical optics, which on a corpuscular 
theory would be one aspect of the 'fundamental dynamical 
principle of Action, the cross-section IS at any place on the 
beam, and the conical angle des within which the dilections of its 
rays are there included, are such that the value of V-91Sie is 
conserved along the beam, V being the velocity of propagsties 
of the undulations. If we represent the amount of radiant 
energy transmitted per unit time across the section IS of the 
beam by IIS&o, it will follow that in passing along the beam its 
intensity of illumination I varies as or as the square of the 
index of refraction, provided there Is no loss of energy in trees 
mission. This condition requires that changes of index shall 
be gradual, otherwise there would be loss of energy by partial 
reflexMns; in free nether I is itself constant along the beam. 
The volume-density of the energy in any part of the directed 
beam is V-Illeo; it is thus inversely as the solid angular cm-
centration of the rays and directly as the cube of the index ol 
refraction. Now we may consider this beam, of aggregate 
intensity loSlica, to form an elementary filament of the sadisticn 
issuing in the direction of the normal from a perfect radiator. 
As such a body absorbs completely and therefore radiates 
equally in all directions in front of It, the total intensity of 
radiation from its element of surface Is is Is fl cos 066., or 
Is. rI, while the volume-density of the total advancing and 
receding radiation in front of it is 1V -lildoi, and therefore 

If we take here IA to represent the intensity betimes 
wave-lengths X and x-Fax, this density is the quantity E. of 
which the temperature of the radiator is a function. lbw 
the quantity I—which optically is a measure of the brighter* 
of the beam, and is conserved along it to the extent that ell 
is the same from whichever of its cross-sections the base 
is supposed to be emitted—also determines its temperature. 
the latter being that of an enclosure containing undirected 
radiation of the same range EX which is density Ea.% given by 
EA °VII, where V is the velocity of radiation in the enclosers. 
When a beam of radiation travels without suffering absorptios, 
its temperature thus continues to be that of its source multiplied 
by the coefficient of emission of the source for that kind of 
radiation, this coefficient being less than unity except in the 
case of a perfect radiator; but when its intensity I falls by 
in any part of its path owing to absorption or other irrevernble 
process, this involves a further fall of temperature of the enemy 
of the beam and a the of entropy which can be complete!' 
determined when the relation connecting re'Ea with T wad h 
is known. Any directed quality in radiant energy Menem 
its effective temperature. Splitting a beam into two at a 
reflecting and refracting surface diminishes the temperatee 
of each part; it is true that if the reflecting surface were nos-
molecular the operation could be reversed, but actually the 
reversed rays would encounter the 'electing troolecules is 
different collocations, and could not (1 t) recombine less 
the same detailed phase-relations as before. The direct sole 
radiation falling on the Earth is almost completely convertildt 
into mechanical effect on account of hs very high temperas; 
there seems ground far believing that certain conaltomu 
of it can actually be althea wholly turned to account by 
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pees leaves of plants. Bet the same solar radiation, when 
broken up into diffused sky light, which has =definite direction, 
has fallen into equilibrium with a much lower temperature, 
through Ices of its reversibility. It has bets remarked that the 
temperatures of the planets can be roughly compared by means 
of this principle, if their coefficients of shroeption of the solar 
radiation are assumed; that of Neptune moms out below 
— roo° C., if we suppose that it k not kept higher by a supply 
of internal beat. 

To obtain dynamical precision in this discussion an exact 
definition of the narrow beam such as is usually called a ray is 
essential. It can be specified as a narrow filament of radiation, 
such as may be isolated within an infinitely thin, impermeable, 
bounding tube without thereby producing any disturbance of 
the motion. If either the tube or the surrounding radiation 
were not present to keep the beam in shape, it would spend 
sideways. as in optical diffraction. But the function of the 
tube is one of pure constraint; thus the change of energy-
content of a given length of the tube is represented by energy 
flowing into it at the end where the radiation enters, and leaving 
it at the other end, but with no leakage at the sides. The total 
radiation may be considered as made up of such ilanients. 

9. Temperature of Use Ssn.—The mean temperature of the 
radiating layers of the Sun may be estimated from Stebm's law, 
by computing the intensity of the radiation at his surface 
from that terrestrially observed, on the basis of the law of 
inverse squares; the result is about 6soo° C. The application 
of Wien's law, which makes the wave-length of maximum 
energy vary inversely as the temperature, for the case of a 
perfectly radiating source, gives a result ssoo.  C. These numbers 
will naturally differ because (i) the Sun is not a perfect radiator, 
the constitution of his radiation in fact not following the law 
of that of a black body, (ii) the various radiating layers have 
different temperatures, (iii) the radiation may be in part due 
to chemical and electrical causes, and in so far would not 
be determined by the temperature alone. The fair agreement 
of these two estimates indicates, however, that the radiation 
is largely regulated by the temperature, that the layers from 
which the main part of it comes are at temperatures not very 
different, and that not very muck of the complete radiation 
established in these layers and emitted from them is absorbed 
by the overlying layers. 
. so. Fluoreseenee.—When radiation of certain wave-lengths 
falls on a fluorescent body, it is largely absorbed, but in such 
manner as directly to excite other radiation of different type 
which is emitted in addition to the true temperature-radiation 
of the body. The distinction involved is that the latter radia-
tion is spontaneously convertible with the beat of the absorbing 
body at its own temperature, without any external stimulus 
or compensation; it is, in fact, on the basis of this convertibility 
that the thermodynamic relations of the temperature-radiation 
have been established. According to the experimental law of 
Stokes, the wave-lengths of the fluorescent radiation are longer 
than those of the radiation which excites It. If the latter 
were directly transformed, in undiminished amount, into the 
fluorescent kind, this is what would be expected. For such 
• spontaneous change must involve loss of availability; and, 
beyond the wave-length of maximum energy in the spectrum, 
the temperature of a given density of radiation is greater the 
shorter its wave-length, as it is • function of that density and 
the wave-length alone such that greater radiation always 
corresponds to higher temperature. But it would appear that 
the opposite should be the cue for radiation of long wave-
lengths, lying on the other side of the maximum, in which the 
tendency would thus be for spontaneous change into shorter 
waves; this may perhaps be related to the fact that the lines 
of longer wave-lengths in spectra oftencome out brighter at 
lower temperatures, for they are then thrown en the other side 
of the DUIDOOD$ and cannot be thus degraded. The principle 
does not, however, have free play in the present case, even 
when the incident radiation is diffused and so has not the 
almormely high temperature associated with a directed beam 

(5 3), duce part of it might be degraded into low-temperature 
heat, or there might be other compensation of chemical type 
for any abnormally high availability that might exist in the 
fluorescent radiation. It baa been found that fluorescent 
radiation, showing a continuous or banded spectrum, can be 
excited in many gases and vapours; milky phosphorescence 
of considaable duration, and thus doubtless associated with 
chemical change, is produced in vacuum tubes, containing 
oxygen or other complexly constituted gases, by the electric 
dis' charge. 

Z r- Earropy of a Ray.—If each definitely constituted beam 
of 'radiation has its own temperature and everything is rever-
sible as above, a question arises as to the location of the process 
of averaging which enters into the idea of temperature. The 
answer cam depend only on the fact, that although the beam is 
definite as to wave-length and intensity, yet it is far from being 
a simple wave-train, in that It is constituted of trains of limited 
lengths and various phases and polarizations, coming from the 
independent radiating molecules. When such a beam has 
once emerged, it travels without change, and can be reflected 
back intact to its source, and is in so far reversible; but when 
It' has arrived there, the molecules of the source will have 
changed their positions, and it cannot be wholly reabsorbed 
in the same manner as it was emitted. There must thus be 
some feature in the ultimate averaged constitution of the beam, 
emitted ham • body in the definite steady state of internal 
motion determined by Its temperature, which adapts it for 
spontaneous uncompensated reabsorption into a body at its 
own (or a lower) temperature, but not at a higher one. 

The question of the determination of the form of the function 
♦ in I 6 would thus appear to be closely connected with the 
other problems, hitherto imperfectly fathomed, relating to 
the statistics of kinetic molecular theory. A very interesting 
attack on the problem from this point of view has recently 
been made in various forms by Planck. It of course suffices 
to examine some simple type of radiating system, and the 
results will be of general validity. He considers as enclosure 
filled with radiation involving an entirely arbitrary succession 
of phases and polarisation. along each ray, and also containing 
a system of fixed linear electric oscillators of the Hertzian 
type, which are taken to represent the transforming action of 
radiating and absorbing matter. The radiation contained in 
the enclosure will be passed through these oscillators over and 
over again, now absorbed, now radiated, and each constituent 
will thus settle down in • unilateral or irreversible manner 
towards some definite intensity and composition. But it 
does not appear that a system of vibrators of this kind, each 
with its own period, can perform one of the main functions of 
a material absorber, namely, the transformation of the relative 
intensities of the various types of radiation in the endceure 
to those corresponding to a common temperature. There 
would be equilibrium established only between the mean 
internal vibratory energy in the vibrators of each period and 
the density of radiation of that period; there is needed also 
some means of interchanging energy between vibrators of 
different periods, which probably involves doing away with 
their fixity, or else employing more complex vibrators and 
assuming a law of distribution of their internal energy. In the 
absence of any method of introducing this temperature equili-
brium directly, Planck originally sought, in the case of each 
independent constituent, for a function of its intensity of 
energy and its wave-length, restricted as to form by a certain 
assumed molecular relation, which has the property of continu-
ally increasing after the manner of entropy, during the progress 
of that constituent of the radiation in such a system towards 
its steady state. If the actual entropy S per unit volume 
could be thus determined, the relation of Clausius 
would supply the connexion between the temperature and the 
density of radiant energy E. This procedure led him, in an 
indirect and tentative manner, to a relation d'S/dElw-e/E, so 
that S'.-a E logif E, where e, pare functions of X; an expression 
which conducts through amities relation to (.0)-14-1/0. 
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tE 	a 
thus 	

2C
T. When o is small compared with c, this gives 

E ■ id-I• and p is then 2E/1, so that fpdt - E, the temperature 
of the 'beam being ultimately reduced to absolute zero by the 
unlimited expansion. This is in accord with Carrot's principle, in 
that the whok energy of the beam travelling in a vacuum Is mechani-
cally available when reduction to absolute zero of temperature is 
in our power. 

12. &poinsettia! Knowledge. —Under the stimulus of Wien's 
investigation and of improvements in the construction of linear 
thermopiles and bolomcters for the refined measurement of the 
distribution of energy along a spectrum, the general character 
of the curve connecting energy and wave-length in the complete 
radiation at a given temperature has been experimentally 
ascertained over a wide range. At each temperature there is a 
wave-length X. of maximum radiation, which is displaced 
towards the ultra -violet as the temperature rises, and Wien's 
law of homology (1 6) shows that X.T should be constant. This 
deduction, and the law of homology itself, as also the law of 
Stefan and Boltzmann that the total radiation varies as T', 
have been closely verified by the experiments of Rubens and 
Kurlbaum, Lurnmer and Pringsheitn, Paschen and others. 
They established a steady field of radiation inside a material 
enclosure by raising the walls to a definite temperature, and 
measured the radiant intensity emitted from it through an 
opening or slit In the walls, by means of a bolometer or thermo-
pile, this being the radiation of the so-called perfectly black body. 
The principle here involved formed one of the foundations of 
Balfour Stewart's early treatment of the theory, and had already 
been employed by him and Stokes (186o) in experiments on the 
polarized ernLnion from tourmaline: d. Stokes, Math. and 
Phys. Papers, Iv. 136. It has been remarked by Planck and 
by Thiesen that the coefficient of T4  in Stefan's law, and the 
value of X.T, are two absolute physical constants independent 
of any particular kind of matter, which in conjunction with the 
constant of gravitation would determine an entirely absolute 
system of physical units. The form of the function iio(TX) 
adopted by Wien and in Planck's earlier discussions, namely, 
eiroTa, was found to agree fairly with experiment over the 
range from toe C. to 1300° c., when t-24Xter', and en,  

1 , 4455 In c.g.s. measure, but not so well when the range is farther 
extended: it appeared that a larger value of c was needed to 
represent the radiation for high values of T1, that is, for high 
temperature or for very long wave-lengths. Thiesen proposed 
the somewhat more general form c,(TX)5c -074, and suggented 
that the value h....I agrees better with the experimental numbers 
than Wien's value 	Lord Rayleigh was led (Pkil. 
June son) towards this form with k equal to unity from entirely 
different theoretical considerations, on the assumption of the 
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the energy of a system. 
consisting of an isolated block of 'ether, among its free perioeo 
of vibration, infinite in number; in some cases this form appeared 
to give as good results as Wien's own. 

Acting on a suggestion advanced by Lord Rayleigh, Rubes 
and Kurlbaum soon afterwards widely extended the test of the 
formulae by means of the so-called Resisirahlen. A substance 
such as an aniline dye, which exhibits selective absorption of 
any group of rays, also powerfully reflects those rays; and 
Rubens has been able thus to isolate In considerable purity the 
rays belonging to absorption bands very far down in the invisible 
ultra-red, having wave-length of order ro-,  cm., which are 
intensely absorbed by substances such as sylvine, by means of 
five or six successive rellexions of the beam of radiation. By 
experiments ranging between temperatures -toe C. sad 
+ 'stet. of the source of radiation, it has been found that the 
intensity of this definite radiation tends to vary simply as T 
with dose approximation, thus increasing indefinitely with 
the temperature, whereas Wien's formula would make it ten 
to a definite limit. The only existing formula (except the 
one suggested by Lord Rayleigh) that proved to be in accord 
with this result was a new one advanced shortly before and 
supported on theoretical grounds by Planck, namely, &A 
CX-S5X/(co"T -1), which forsmallvalues of VI' agrees with Wire's 
original form, known to be there satisfactory, while for largo 
values it tends towards C/c.h^'T; the new formula is, in fact, the 
simplest and most likely form that satisfies these two condition 
The point of Lord Rayleigh's argument was that, at any rate at 
low frequencies, the law of distribution would suggest an equable 
partition of the energy between temperature heat and radiant 
vibrations, and that therefore the energy of the latter should 
ultimately vary as T; and this prediction, which has thus bees 
verified, may be grafted on to any formula that is in abet 
respects appropriate. 

Recognizing that his previous hypothesis, restricting the nano 
of the entropy in addition to its property of continually W-
cxessing, had thus to be abandoned, Planck had in fact melt 
a fresh start on the basis of a train of ideas which was introduced 
by Boltzmann in 1877, in order to obtain a precise physical 
conception of entropy. According to the latter, for an indefinitely 
numerous system of molecules, with known properties and is 
given circumstances, there is a definite probability of tbe 
occurrence of each statistical distribution of velocities, or my 
each " complexion " of the system, that is formally possible 
when all velocities consistent with given total energy are coo 
sidered to be equally likely as regards each molecule; the distri-
bution of greatest possible probability is the state of those! 
equilibrium of the system, and the probability of any ant 
state is a function of the entropy of that state. This cone tin 
can be developed only in very simple cases; the appliastion 
an ideal monatomic gas•system led Boltzmann to take the 
entropy proportional to the logarithm of the probability. Ms 
logarithmic law is in fact demanded in advance by the pence& 
that the entropy of a system should be the sum of the-entrepas 
of its parts. By means of a priori considerations of this saws 
referring to the distribution of internal vibratory energy acme 
a system of linear electric vibrator' of given period, end 
equilibrium of exchanges with the surrounding radiant snag. 
Planck has been guided to an expression for the law of &pen-
tam of the entropy of that system on the temperature, abed 
corresponds to the form of the law of radiation above stated 
The result gains support from the fact that the expeawisas fel 
the coefficients to which he is led give determbationt af cis 

The previous argument then gives E(X,T)3XoocoX -4-','TIX, 
a type of formula which was originally suggested by Wien on 
the basis of the analogy that it assigns the same distribution 
for the radiant energy, among the various frequencies of vibra-
tion, as for the energy of the molecules in a gas among their 
various velocities of translation. But the experimental in-
adequacy of this formula afterwards suggested a new pro- 
, •.l.;rc. as infra. 

Proac,,c, may be theoretically aa, ,
'

ned (or the direct continuous 
transformation of radiant into mechanical energy. Thus we can 
imagine a radiating body at the centre of a wheel, carrying oblique 
vanes along its circumference, which reflect the radiation on to a 
ring of parallel fixed vanes, which finally reverse its path and return 
it to the centre. The pressure of the radiation will drive the wheel, 
and in case its motion is not resisted, a very great velocity may be 
theoretically obtained. The thermodynamic compensation in such 
cases lies in the reduction of the effective temperature of the portion 
of the radiation not thus used up. We might even do away with 
the radiating body at the centre of the wheel, and consider a beam 
of definite radiation reflected backwards and forwards across a 
diameter. It is easy to see that its path will remain diametral; 

i the work done by it in driving the wheel will be concomitant with 
increase of the wave-length, and therefore with expansion of the 
length occupied by the beam. The thermodynamic features are 
thus analogous to those of the more familiar case of an envelope 
filled with gas, which can change its thermal energy into mechanical 
energy by expansion of the envelope against mechanical resistances. 
In the case of the expanding gas pv= JE,,, where E, is the total trans-
latory energy of the molecules, while in adiabatic expansion p=kt-t. 
Thus the work gained in unlimited expansion, fpdr, is jE.,/(7 -I). 
The final temperature being absolute zero, this should by Carnet's 
principle be equal to the total initial energy of the gas that is in 
connexion with temp. cltore, constitolk. , .crgy of the molecules 
being excluded; ' -1 is le. ;,ere is thus inter sal 
thermal energy in the molecules u. we...L...41 to the translatory 
aencaen 4In the ease of twh 

here 
ar:clintattion, of 

intege r, 
it slemth 1, ienebetszEg 

by 1 2 reduced according to the law--p216; Also 1.. 7-71--_.; 81 tote 
r+v) 
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became physical constants of moiscelar theory, such as the 
°aslant of Avogadro, which are in else accord with other 
Deem determinatioes. But on the miser band these deter-
minations are abtady Involved in the earlier (annuls of Rayleigh, 
?bids expresses the disteibutioa for long waves, based merely 
vs the blaawell-Bokamann principle of the equable partition 
.1 the. energy among the high free periods belonging to the 
nelneure which contains k. It is maintained by Jeans thit the 
moon why this principle is of avail only for very long wave- 
• gths is that a steady stage is never reached for the shorter ones, 

doctrine which as be admits would entirely remove the founds-
ions of the application of thermodynamic principles to this 
ubject. By an argument based on the theory of dimenelons, 
..orents has been led to the conclusion that consistency between 
evriperatures, as measured molendady, and as measured by the 
awes of radiation, requires that the ultimate hadiviable electric 
barges or electrons most be the same ha all kinds of matter. 

The abstract statistical theory of entropy, which is here 
nvoked, admits of generalization in a way which is a meditat-
ion of that of Planck, itself essentially different from the earlier 
(lea of Boltzmann. The molecules of matte:, whose interactions 
-ontrol physical phenomena, including radiation, are too 
s urnerous to be attended to separately in our knowledge. They, 
end the phenomena in which they interact, must thus be sorted 
yin into differential groups or classes. Elements of energy of 
Ipecified types might at first sight constitute such classes: but 
he identity of a portion of energy cannot be traced during its 
ransfornsations, while an element of physical disturbance can 

so definitely followed, though its energy changes by interaction 
with other elements as it proceeds. The whole disturbance 
nay thus be divided into classes, or groups of similar elements, 
!rich with permanent existence: and these may be considered 
as distributed in series of cells, all equivalent in extent, which 
constitute and map out the material system or other domain of 
he phenomena. The test of this equivalence of extent is 

superposition, in the sense that the same element of disturbance 
always occupies during its wanderings the same number of cells. 
This framework being granted, the probability of any assigned 
statistical distribution of the elements of disturbance now 
admits of calculation; and it represents, as above, the logarithm 
of the entropy of that distribution, multiplied however by a 
:Naefficient which must depend on the minuteness of wale of the 
statistics. But in the calculation, all the physical laws which 
impose restrictions on the migrations of the elements of die-
turhance must be taken into account; it b only after this is 
done that the rest of the circumstances can be treated as 
fortuitous. All these physical laws are, however, required and 
used up in determining the complex of equivalent cells into 
which the system which forms the seat of the energy is mapped 
• On this basis thermodynamics can be constructed In 
a priori abstract fashion, and with deeper and more complete 
implications than the formal Carnet principle of negation of 
perpetual motions can by itself attain to. But the ratio of the 
magnitude of the standard element of disturbance to the extent 
of the standard cell remains Inherent in the results, appearing 
as an absolute physical constant whose value is determined 
somehow by the other fundamental physical constants of 
nature. A prescribed ratio of this kind is, however, a different 
thing from the hypothesis that energy is constituted atomically, 
w hich underlies, as Lorentz pointed out, Planck-% form of the 
theory. It has indeed already been remarked that the mere 
fact of the existence of a wave-length a. of maximum radiation, 
whether obeying Wien's law ),4.,T-'constant or not, implies 
by itself some prescribed absolute physical quantity of this 
kind, whose existence thus cannot be evaded, though we may be 
at a loss to specify its nature. 

r3. Ifoitfication by a Atom& Pietd.--The theory of ex-
changes of radiation, which makes the equilibrium of radiating 
bodies depend on temperature alone, requires that, when an 
element or surface of one body Is radiating to an element of 
surface of another body at the same temperature, the amounts 
of energy interchanged (when reileziOn is wonted In along with  

tandem) should be squat This proposition is a general 
dynamical consequence—on the basis of the laws of reciprocity 
developed in this connexion (after W. Rowan Hamilton) mainly 
by Helmholtz, •Kirchhoff, and Rayleigh—.of the form of the 
equations of propagation of vibrations in the medium. But la 
a material medium under the influence of a strong magnetic 
field these equations are altered by the addition of extraneous 
terms involving differential coefficients of the third order, and 
the dynamical consistency of the cardinal principle of the 
theory of exchanges is no longer thus directly verified. A 
system of this kind lass, in fact, been imagined by Wien in which 
the principle is imperfectly fulfilled. A beam coming from a 
body A, and polarized by passage through a nicol, may have 
Its plane of vibration rotated through half a right angle by 
crossing a magnetically active plate, and may then pan through 
another Wool, properly orientated for transmission, so as finally 
to fall on another body B. On the other band, the radiation 
from I3 which gets though this adjacent nicol will have its 
plane of vibration rotated through another half right angle by 
the magnetically active plate, and so will not get through the 
first nicol to the body A. Such poesibilities of unequal ea 
change of radiation between A and B are the result of the want 
• reversibility of the radiation In the extraneous magnetic 
field, which might have been expected to lead to proportionate 
inequalities of concentration; in this example, however, though 
the defect of reversibility is itself alight, its results appear at 
first sight to prevent any equilibrium at &IL But a closer 
examination removes this discrepancy. In order to make the 
system self-contained, reflectors must be added to it, so as to 
send back into the sources the polarized constituents that are 
turned aside out of the direct line by the nicols. Then, as 
Brillouin has pointed out, and as in fact Rayleigh had explained 
some years before, the radiation from B does ultimately get 
across to A after passage backward and forward to the reflectors 
and between the nicols: this, it Is true, Increases the length of 
its path, and therefore diminishes the concentration of a single 
narrow beam, but any large change of path would make the 
beam too wide for the nkob, and thus require other corrections 
which may be supposed to compensate. The explanation el 
the slight difference that is to be anticipated on theoretical 
grounds might conceivably be that in such a case the magnetic 
influence, being operative on the phases, alters the statistical 
constitution of the radiation of given wave-length from the 
special type that is in equilibrium with a definite temperature, 
so that after passage through the magnetic medium it is not in 
a condition to be entirely absorbed at that temperature; there 
would then be some other element, in addition to temperature, 
involved in equilibrium  in a magnetic field. If this is not so, 
there must he some thermodynamic compensation involving 
reaction, extremely small, however, on the magnetising system. 

ie. Origie of Sfredra. —In addition to the thermal radiations 
of material substances, those, namely, which establish tem-
perature-equilibrium of the enclosure in which they are confined, 
there are the fluorescent and other radiations excited by ex• 
traneous causes, radiant or electric or chemical. Such raffix 
tions are an Indianian, by the presence of higher wave-lengths 
than belong in any sensible degree to the temperature, that the 
steady state has not arrived; they thus fade away, either 
immediately on the cessation of the exciting cause, or after as 
interval. The radiations, consisting of definite narrow bright 
bands in the spectrum, that are characteristic of the gaseous 
state in which each molecule can vibrate freely by itself, are 
usually excited by electric or chemical agency; thus there 
no ground for assuming that they always constitute true tem-
perature radiation. The absorption of these radiations by 
strata of the same gases at low temperatures seems to prove 
that the unaltered molecules themselves poseess these free 
periods, which do not, therefore, belong specially to dissociated 
ions. Although very difficult to excite directly, these free 
vibrations are then excited and absorb the energy of the inci-
dent waves, under the influence of resonance, which naturally 
becomes extremely powerful wise* the tuning it exact; del 
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indicates, moreover, that the true absorption bands in a gas 
of sufficiently low density must be extremely narrow. There 
la direct evidence that many of the more permanent gues do 
not sensibly emit light on being subjected to high temperature 
alone, when chemical action is excluded, while others give 
in these circumstances feeble continuous spectra; in fact, 
looking at the matter from the other side, the more permanent 
gases are very transparent to moat kinds of radiation, and 
therefore must be very bad radiators as regards those kinds. 
The dark radiation of flames has been identified with that 
belonging to the specific radiation of their gaseous products 
d combustion. There is thus ground for the view that the 
impacts of the colliding molecules in a gas, or rather their 
mutual actions as they swing sharply round each other in 
their orbits during an encounter, may not be sufficiently violent 
to excite sensibly the free vibrations of the definite periods 
belonging to the molecules. But they may produce radiation 
in other ways. While the velocity of an electron or other 
electric charge is being altered, it necessarily sends out a stream 
of radiation. Now the orbital motions of the electrons in an 
actual molecule must be so adjusted, as appears to be theo-
retically possible, that it does not emit radiation when in a 
steady state and moving with constant velocity. But in the 
violent changes of velocity that occur during an encounter 
this equipoise will be disturbed, and a stream of radiation, 
without definite periods, but such as might constitute its share 
of the equilibrium thermal radiation of the substance, may be 
expected while the encounter lasts. At very high temperatures 
the energy of this thermal radiation in an enclosure entirely 
overpowers the kinetic energy of the molecules present, for the 
former varies as 1", while the latter measures T itself when 
the number of molecules remains the same. The radiation 
which can be excited in gases, confined as it is to extremely 
narrow bands in the spectrum, may indeed be expected to 
possess such intensity as to be thermally in equilibrium with 
extremely high temperatures. That the same gases absorb 
such radiations when comparatively cold and dark does not, 
of course, affect the case, because emissive and absorptive 
powers are proportional only for incident radiations of the 
intensity and type corresponding to the temperature of the 
body. Thus if our adiabatic enclosure of 3 is prolonged into 
a tube of unlimited length which is filled with the gas, then 
when the temperature has become uniform that gas must send 
beck out of the tube as much radiation as has passed down the 
tube and been absorbed by it; but if the tube is maintained 
at a lower temperature, -it may return much less. The fact 
that it is now possible by great optical dispersion to make the 
line-spectra of prominences in the middle of the Sun's disk 
stand out bright against the backgroynd of the continuous 
solar spectrum, shows that the intensities of the radiations of 
these prominences correspond to a much higher temperature 
than that of the general radiating layer underneath them; 
their luminosity would thus seem to be due to some cause 
(electric or chemical) other than mere temperature. On the 
other hand, the general reversing gaseous layer which originates 
the dark Fraunhofer lines is at • lower temperature than the 
radiating layer; it is only when the light from the lower layers 
is eclipsed that its own direct bright-line spectrum flashes out. 
It , is not necessary to attribute this selective flash-spectrum to 
temperature radiation; it can very well be ascribed to fluor-
escence stimulated by the intense illumination from beneath. 
When the radiation in a spectrum is constituted of wide 
bands it may on these principles be expected to be in equi-
librium with a lower temperature than when it is constituted 
of narrow lines, if the total intenety is the same in the cases 
compared; this is in keeping with the easier excitation of 
band spectra (d. the banded absorption spectra), and with the 
fact that various gases and vapours do appear to emit band 
spectra more or less related to the temperature. 

is. Cessiitedion of Spectra..—In the problem of the unravelling 
of the constitutions of the way complex systems of spectral 
lines belonging to the urious kinds of matter, considerable  

progress has been made in recent years. The beginning d 
definite knowledge was the discovery of Balmer in :Ws, that 
the frequencies of vibration (a) of the hydrogen lines cede 
be represented, very closely and within the limits of erne 
observation, by the formula a se t — del, when for al is sub. 
stituted the series of natural numbers 3. 4, S. • • . is. Son 
afterwards series of related lines were picked out from the 
spectra of other elements by Liveing and Dewar. Rydbag 
conducted a systematic investigation on the basis et a modifica-
tion of Balmer's law for hydrogen, namely, an s„—N/(es+0 
He found that in the group of alkaline metals three sera • 
lines exist, the so-called principal and two subordinate eau 
whose frequencies At approximately into • this formula, sal 
that similar statements apply to other natural groups den, 

 meats; that the constant N is sensibly the same far all sera 
and all substances, while a, and p have different values for 
each; and that other approximate numerical relations am. 
In each series the lines of high frequency crowd together to 
wards a definite limit on the more refrangible side; none the 
limit they would, if visible, constitute a band. The prinapil 
or strongest series of lines shows reversal very readily. De 
lines of the first subordinate series are usually nebular, *ha 
those of the second subordinate or weakest series are sharp. 
but with a tendency to broaden towards the less refranphig 
side. In most series there are, however, not more than m 
lines visible: helium and hydrogen are exceptions, no ken 
than thirty lines of the principal series of the latter harm 
been identified, the higher ones in stellar spectra only. Bet 
very remarkable progress has recently been made by IL W. 
Wood, by exciting fluorescent spectra in a metallic raped 
and also by applying • magnetic field to restore the lines sentitive 
to the Zeeman effect after the spectrum has been cut off by 
crossed niools. The large aggregates of lines thus definitely 
revealed are also resolved by him into systems in other ways, 
when the stimulating light is Confined to one period, saye 
single bright line of another substance, the spectrum canted 
consists of a limited number of lines equidistant in frequency. 
the interval common to all being presumably the frequency ei 
some intrinsic orbital motion of the molecule. In this way the 
series belonging to some of the alkali metals have been obtained 
nearly complete. 
, Simultaneously with Rydberg, the problem of series Ins 

attacked by Kayser and Runge, who, in reducing their extensor 
standard observations, used the formula en. A+Ber-s-i-Ces, 
higher terms in this descending series being presumed to k 
negligible. This cannot be • reconciled with Rydberg's ford, 
which gives on expansion terms involving as -'; but for the 
higher values of PI the discrepancies rapidly diminish, and as 
not prevent the picking out of the lints, the frequency-differences 
between successive lines then varying roughly as the invent 
squares of the series of natural numbers. For low values d 
as neither mode of expression is applicable, as was to be o-
pened; and it remains a problem for the future to manna 
if possible the rational formula to which they are &peroxide-
dons. More complex formulas have been suggested by MU 
and others, partly on theoretical grounds. 

Considered dynamically, the question is that of the dorm 
ideation of the formula for the disttnbed motions of the tyska 
which constitutes the molecule. Although we are still far Into 

any definite line of attack, there are various indications tint 
the quest is a practicable one. The lines of each series, sor.ed 
out by aid of the formulae above given, have properties is 
common: they are usually multiple lines, either all doublets 
in the case of monad elements, or generally triplets in the can 
of those of higher chemical vaiency; in very few cases are III 

series constituted of single lines. It is found also that the 
components of all the double or triple lines of a subordisma 
series are equidistant as regards frequency. In the used s 
related group of elements, for example the alkaline moult 
it appears that corresponding series are displaced continua/ 
towards the less refrangible end as the atomic weight raw. 
is found also that the interval in frequency between the dude 
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ems of a series diminishes with the atomic might, sad is pro-
trtional to its square. These relations suggest that the atomic 
right might here act in part after the manner of a had attached 

a fundamental vibrating system, which might conceivably 
t formed on the same plan for all the metals d the group; 
cb a toed would depress all the periods, and at the same tine 
would split them up in the manner above dumbed, if it 

traduced dissymmetry into the vilenter. The (Become,. of 
:amen that a :magnetic field triples each spectral line, and 
odeces definite poluisatioos of the three components, is 
any cane further subdividing each component into lines 
aced usually all at equal intervals of frequency, is emplaned, 
ad was in part predicted, by Lomas on the bash of the electron 
eoey, which finds the origin of radittice in a system d unitary 
:rah deluges desaffiag orbits or executing vibrations in the 
°lenge. Although these facts form substantial sign-posts, 
has not yet been hued possible to assign any likely structure 
a vibe:Wag system which would lead to a frequency formula 

r its free periods of the types given above. Indeed, the view 
open that the group of Him coostituting a series form • 

innonie analysis of a single fundameatal vibration not itseg 
'monk. II that be so, the intensities and other properties 

the lines of a series ought all to vary together; it has in 
et been found by Preston, and more fully verified by Runge 
rd others, that the lines are multiplied into the same number 
constituents in a magnetic field, with intervals in frequency 

at are the same for all of them. When the aeries consists of 
ruble or triple lines the separate components of the same 
impound line are not affected similarly, which shows that 
ley ere differently constituted. The view has also found 
pport that the different behaviours of the various groups of 
tea in a spectrum show that they belong to independent 
beaters The form of the Wraiths sent out from a molecule 
to the nether depends on the form of the aggregate bodograph 

the electronic orbits, which Is in keeping with Rayieigh's 
mark that the serics.laws suggest the kinematic relations of 
volving bodies rather than the vibrations of steady dynamical 
'MUDS. 
According to Rydberg, there is ground for the view that a 
aural group oh chemical elements have all the same type of 
ties sPectrum, and that the various constants &notated with 
is spectrum change rapidly In the same directions in passing 
am the elements of one group to the corresponding ones of 
a following groups, after the manner illustrated in graphical 
presentations of Mendetiers law by means of • continuous 
ivy curve in which each group of elements lies along this 
me ascending or descending branch; the chemical elements 
us being built up in a series of types or groups, so that the 
dividuals in successive groups correspond one to one in a 
gular progression, which may be put is evidence by connect-
g them by transvene curves. Illustrations have been 
:rked out mathematically by J. J. Thomson of the effect of 
Icing successive outer rings of electrons to stable vibrating 
Donations. 
The frequencies of the series of very dose lines which con-
Rote a single band in a banded spectrum are connected by a 
w of quite different type, namely, in the simpler cases tore 
-Bet'. It may be remarked that this is the kind of relation 
at would apply to a row of independent similar vibrators in 
bath the neighbours exert slight mutual influence of elastic 
pe. If E  denote displacement and x distance along the row, 

.e equate:4
d, 	

er- 
des 

 would represent the general fee- 

sea of their vibration, the right-hand side arising from the 
utual elastic influences. If the ends of the line of vibrators, of 
ngth i, are fixed, or if the vibrators form a ring, the appropriate 
pc of solution is in sin six sin jot, where sib•rer and es is 

tegral; further -ir+r-Do, hence 	50, which b of 

a type above stated. Dynamical systems of this kind are 
usuated by the Lagrange:to linear system of connected bodies, 

such as, for example, • mow of =sae fixed along a tame cad, 
and each subject to a restoring elastic force of its own in addition 
to the tensile of the coed. A single spectral line might thus 
be transformed into a band of this type, as the effect of dis-
turbance arising hum slight elastic connexions established Ia 
the molecule between a system of similar vibrators. But 
the series in linesman are of entirely cliflenmt constitution; 
thus for the series expressed by the formula p.p..- Bare 
the corresponding period-equation might be expressed in some 
such form as sin kW - constant, which belongs to no 
type of vibrator hitherto analysed. 

AUTHOIUTIRS.—The experimental memoirs on the constitution 
I t  radiation are mostly in the Anna/en der Pkysik; references 
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Paris. two. ;ee also L 	 oh Papers, 
i arlous connexions; and (armor, in Bra. Assoc. Reports, 190°- 
1 902, also the Bakerian Lecture. Roy. Soc. Proc., 1909. for a general 
discussion of molecular statistical theory in this connexion. 
Planck's Marie der Wartnestrahlung, 1906, gives a discussion from 
his point of view; there is a summary by Wien in Eacy. Math. 
Wiss. v. (3) pp. 282-357;  also a lecture of H. A. Lorentz to the 
Math. Congress at Rome, 1908, and papers by J. H. Jeans. Phil. 
Mag.. 1909, on the partition of energy. In spectrum analysis 
Kayser's extensive treatise is the standard authority. Winekel- 
mann's Handkch der Physsk, vol. ii. (by Kayser, Drude, Re.), may 
also be consulted. (J. L.') 

imam (Lat. radix. a root), in English Politics, a term 
applied to politicians who desire to make thorough, or radical, 
changes in the constitution and in the social order generally. 
Although it had been used in a omewhat similar way during 
the rage of Charles IL, the teem Radical, in its political snare, 
originated about the end of the r8th century, probably owing 
its existence to Charles James Fox, who, in 1797, declared 
that " radical reform " was necessary. The ideas of the first 
Radicals were borrowed largely from the authors of the Read: 
Revolution. The word was more generally employed during 
the disturbed period between the thee of the Napoleonic wars 
and the passing of the great Reform Bill of zgra, and was 
applied to agitators like Henry Hunt and William Cobbett. 
After the Reform Bill had become law, the advocates of violent 
change were drawn into the Chartist movement, and the 
Radicals became less revolutionary both in speech and abject. 
Thus in Au an observer writes:—" The term Radical, once 
employed as a name of low reproach, has found its way into 
high places, and is gene forth as the title of • class who glory 
in their designation." About this time many members of 
Parliament were known as Radicals, among these men being 
George Grote and Joseph flume. The Radicals never formed 
• distinct party in the House of Commons, and subsequently 
they formed simply the advanced section of the Liberal party. 
For a few yeas in the toth century the wearing of a white bat 
was looked upon as the distinguishing mark of a Radical, a 
hat of this colour having been worn by Hunt when addresslim 
meetings. 

See W. Harris. History of tie Radical Party is Parliament ( 111115_): 
S. Bamford, Passages is the Life of a Radical (new ed., Ow): C. B. 
Royk.nee Kent, The &Ash Radicals: eta Historical Sketch (t199). 

RADIOACTIVITY. The subject of radioactivity deals with 
phenomena exhibited by a special class of bodies of high atomic 
weight of which uranium, thorium, radium and actinium are the 
best known examples. These substances possess the property 
of spontaneously emitting radiations of a special character 
which are able to penetrate through matter opaque to ordinary 
light. The beginning of this subject dates from 1805, and 
was an indirect consequence of the discovery of the X rays 
made a few mouths before by Röntgen. It was known that 
the production of X rays in a vacuum tube was accompanied 
by a strong phosphorescence of the glass, and it occurred to 
several investigators that ordinary substances made phos-
phorescent by visible light might emit a proctoring radiation 
similar to X rays. Following out this idea, H. Becquerel Cr).' 
a distinguished French physicist, exposed amongst other 
substances a phamborescent compound of uranium, uranium-

, These umbers refer to papers nosed nader References (below). 
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potassium sulphate, enveloped in paper beneath a photographic 
plate. A weak photographic effect was obtained. This was 
shown to be due to a penetrating radiation capable of passing 
through sheets of matter opaque to ordinary light. Further 
investigation showed that this photographic action was ex-
hibited by all compounds of uranium and by the metal itself, 
and had nothing to do with phosphorescence. It was shown 
equally if the uranium were kept in darkness and did not 
vary appreciably with time. Becquerel showed that the 
rays 

 
from uranium like X rays were capable of discharging 

a body whether positively or negatively electrified- A 
uranium compound brought close to the charged plate of a 
gold kV electroscope causes a rapid collapse of the gold leaves. 
This property of uranium, and also of the radioactive bodies 
in general, has stitialied a delicate and quantitative method 
of accurate comparison of the intensity of the radiations from 
substances under varying conditions. A modified form of 
gold leaf electroscope has come into general use for comparison 
of the radioactivity of substances. Rutherford (2) made a 
systematic examination of the discharging effect produced by 
the rays from uranium and showed that it was due to the pro-
duction of charged carriers or ions in the volume 0 the gas 
through which the radiations pass. In an electric field, the 
positive ions travel to the negative electrode and vice versa, 
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thus causing • discharge of the electrified body. If a suffi-
ciently strong field is used, the ions are all swept to the electrodes 
before appreciable loss of their number can occur by recom-
bination. The rate of discharge then reaches a steady maximum 
value which is not altered by a large increase in voltage. This 
maximum current through the gas is called the saturation 
current The ions produced in gases by the rays from uranium 
and other radioactive substances are in general identical with 
those produced by X rays, and the mechanism of conductivity 
of the pa Is very similar in both cuss (see Coxemmon, 
Ruscruc: Through Gasu). 

Some time after Becquaa's discovery, Mme Curie (3) made 
a systematic examination of the electric method of a large 
number of chemical dements and their compounds to test 
whether they possessed the " radioactive P property of uranium. 
Only one other element, thorium, was found to show this effect 
to a degree comparable with that of uranium—s result lode-
pendently observed by Schmidt. Mme Curie examined the 
activity of the various compounds of uranium and found that 
their radioactivity was an atomic property, i.e. the activity was 
proportional to the amount of the element uranium present, 
and was independent of its combination with other sub-
stances. In testing the activity of the minerals containing 
uranium, Mae Curie found that the activity was always four 
to lee times es great as that to be smarted from their content  

of uranium. If the radioactivity were an atomic phenomena. 
this could only be explained by the presence in these mined' 
of another substance more active than uranium itself. Relying 
on this hypothesis, Mme Curie made a chemical emminstios 
of uranium minerals in order to try to separate this new radio. 
active substance. In these experiments, the Austrian Govan. 
meat generously provided Mine Curie with a ton of the residues 
from the State manufactory of uranium at „Machinists* 
Bohemia. At that place there are extensive deposits of pitch- 
blende or uranite which are mined for the uranium. After 
separation of the latter, the residues are three to five times r 
radioactive weight for weight as the uranium. From this 
residue MOW Curie separated a substance far more radio. 
active than uranium, which she called polonium in honour 4 
the country of her birth. This substance is usually separated 
with bismuth in the mineral, but by special methods can be 
partly separated from it. A further examination revealed tic 
presence of a second radioactive substance which is ormally 
separated with the barium, to which the mane " radium " 
was given. This name was happily chosen, for in the pare 
state radium bromide has a very great activity—about ties 
million times as great as an equal weight of uranium. By 
means of successive fractionations of the chloride, the radium 
was gradually concentrated, until finally the radium was 
obtained so that the barium lines showed very faintly. The 
atomic weight was found by Mme Curie to be ass. Is 
recent redetermination, using a larger quantity of 0•4 grams rI 
pure radium chloride, Mme Curie (4) found the atomic wren 
to be 326•2. Thorpe (3) using a smaller quantity obtained a 
value say. The spectrum of the purified sample of adios 
chloride obtained by Mme Curie was first remained by 
Demarcay. It was found to have a characteristic spar 
spectrum of bright lines -analogous in many respects to the 
spectra of the alkaline earths. Giese! (6) found that pure 
radium bromide gives a brilliant cumine colour to the bums 
dame. The flame spectrum shows two broad bright bands u 
the orange-red. There is also a line in the blue-green and two 
weak lines in the violet. Giesel (7) bas taken an active part is 
the preparation of pure radium compounds, and was the au 
to place preparations of pure radium bromide on the marks 
Hefound that the separation of radium from the barium trod 
with it proceeded much more rapidly if the crystallizatirs 
were arced out using the bromide instead of the chloride 
He dates that six to eight crystallizations are sufficient for as 
almost complete separation. From the chemical point of via 
radium possesses all the characteristic properties of a mg 
element. It has a definite atomic weight, • well-marked sad 
characteristic spectrum, and distinct chemical propene+. 
Its comparative ease of separation and great activity hes 
attracted much attention to this substance, although we dui 
see that very similar radioactive properties are possessed by 
large number of distinct substances. 

Radium emits three distinct types of radiation, known as the 
a, p and y rays, of which an account will be given Ian. h 
produces in addition a radioactive emanation or gas which u 
about s00000 times as active weight for weight as radian 
itself. The emanation released from to milligrams of pow 
radium bromide causes a glass tube into which it is introduced 
to phosphoresce brightly. A brilliant luminosity is ;indoor 
in phosphorescent substances like zinc sulphide, 'Alienate and 
barium platino•cyanide when introduced into a tube CO011ifill 
the emanation. The radium emanation, a more detailed actor* 
of which will be given later, has proved of the greatest mtMy 
in radioactive experiments. The property of radium of pre 
during the emanation has been utilized as a very delicate sat 
certain method, not only of detection but of estimation of sena 
quantities of radium. This " emanation method " depots 
upon the introduction of the emanation, liberated from a sale 
stance by boiling or heating, into a suitable electroscope. De 
rate of discharge of the electroscope due to the emanation of 
a quantitative measure of the amount of radium present Is 
this way, it is not difficult to determine with certainty tic 
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rsence of radium In • body which contains only toll gram 
radium. With care, urn gram can just be detected. This 

=nation method has been employed with great success in 
easuring the quantity of radium in minerals and in rocks. A 
!ry simple method has been devised of determining the quantity 
radium present when it is not less than 2/too milligram. The 

be containing the radium is placed some distance from an 
ectrow:ope which is surrounded by a kad sae= about 3 110111s. 
ick. This cuts off the a and 0 rays and the effect in the 
ectroscope is then due to the penetrating? rays. By ccon-
Lamm of the ate of discharge with that of a standard prepare-
2n of radium at the same distance, the quantity of radium can 
once be deduced, provided the radium is in equilibrium with 

s emanation. This Is usually the case if the radium preparation 
one month old. This method is simple and direct, and has 
e great advantage that the radium tube ender test need not 
opened, nor its contents weighed. We shall see later that the 

taunt of radium in an old mineral is always proportional to the 
nount of uranium present. Rutherford and Boitwood (8) 
and that 3.4 parts of radium by weight are present in ten 
iiliOn parts of uranium. Consequently an old mineral con-
ining moo kilos of uranium should contain 34o milligrams of 
ere radium. 
In addition to radium and polonium, a number of other 
dioactive substances have been found in uranium minerals. 
'ith the exception of the radium emanation, none of these have 
d been isolated in a pure state, although preparations of some 
them have been obtained comparable in activity with radium 

self. Debierne (9).found a radioactive substance which was 
pasted from pitchblende with the raze earths and bad chemical 
opertles similar to those of thorium. This be called ectientse. 
Mel (so) independently noted the presence of a new radio-
live substance which was usually separated with lanthanum 
id cerium from the minerals. It possessed the property of 
ring out a radioactive emanation or gas, the activity of which 
ed away in a few seconds. For this reason he called it the 
terantiag substance and afterwards maxim. Later work has 
own that emanium is identical In chemical and radioactive 
°parities with actinium, so that the former name wig be 
tained. 
We havealready seen that Mme Curie gave the name polonium 

• • radioactive substance separated with bismuth. Later 
arckwald found that a very radioactive substance was clo-
aked from a solution of a radioactive mineral on a polished 
smuth plate. The active matter was found to be deposited 
the bismuth with tellurium, and he gave the name radio-

leriem to this substance. In later work, be showed that the 
,w substance could be chemically separated from tellurium. 

treating the residues from sea tons of Joachimsthal pitch-
ende, Merck weld (i 1) finally obtained 3 milligrams of intensely 
tine material—far more active weight for weight than radium. 

has been definitely settled that the active substance of 
arckwald Is identical with polonium. Both substances give 
A a type of easily absorbed a rays and both lose their activity 

the sane rate. The activity of polonium arrays in a geo-
et deal progression with the time and falls to half its initial 
OW! in iso days. This law of decay, as we shall see, is char-
/ erktic of all radioactive products, although the period of 
Kay is &Tenet in each case. 
Mme Curie and Debierne ( it) have described further expert-
ents with polonium. The latter substance was extracted 
ram several toes of pitchblende and purified until s milligrams 

material were obtained containing about rho milligram of 
ire polonium. From a knowledge of the relative periods of 
a naformatlon of radium and polonium, it can be calculated 
at the amount of polonium in a radium mineral is z /woo of 

ne amount of radium, white the activity of pure polonium 
'muffed by the a rays should be soon times greater than that 

radium. As we have seen, polonium is rapidly transformed, 
id it is of great interest to determine the nature of the substaact 
rte which polonium changes. We shall see later that there is 
mehtsrable evidence that polonium changes into lead. 

Recently Bokwood (is) • has separated another substance 
from uranium minerals which he has called " Ionians." This 
substance is sometimes separated from the mineral with actinium 
and has chemical properties very similar to those of thodum. 
Preparations of ionium have been obtained several thousand 
times as active as uranium. Joni= emits a rays of abort 
range and has a period of transformation probably much longer 
than that of radium. lonium has a special interest inasmuch 
as it is the substance which changes directly into radium. A 
preparation of ionium initially free from radium grows radium 
at a rapid rate. Hofmann found that the lead separated from 
uranium minerals and named it radiolead. The active con-
stituent in the lead is radium D, which changes into radium E 
and that into radium F (polonium). Both radium D end 
radium F are products of the transformation of radium. In 
addition to these radioactive substances mentioned above, 
a large number of other radioactive substances have been 
discovered. Moat of these lose their activity in the course of a 
few hours or days. The properties of these substances and their 
position in the radioactive series will be discussed later. 

Radiations frost Radieedise Substesees.—All the radioactive 
substances poees in common the property of emitting radia-
tions which darken a photographic plate and came a discharge 
of electrified bodies. Very active preparations of radium, 
actinium and polonium also possess the property of causing 
strong phosphorescence in some substances. Bodies which 
phosphoresce under X rays usually do so under the aye from 
radioactive matter. Barium platinocyanide, the mineral 
willemite (zinc silicate) and zinc sulphide are the best known 
examples: 

There are In general three types of radiation endued by 
the radioactive bodies, called the a, $ and 7 rays. Ruther- 
ford (2) in aim showed that the radiation from uranium was 
complex and consisted of (e) an easily absorbed radiation stopped 
by a sheet of paper or a few centimetres of air which be called 
the a rays and (b) a far more penetrating radiation capable of 
passing through several millimetres of aluminium, called the # 
rays. Later Villard found that radium emitted a very pene-
trating kind of radiation called the y rays capable of passing 
before absorption through twenty centimetres of iron and 
several centimetres of lead. 

Diesel and, later, Curie and Becquerel showed that the P rays 
of radium were deflected by a magnetic field. - By the work of 
Becquerel and Kaufmann the 19 rays have been shown to consist 
of negatively charged particles projected with a velocity, ap-
proaching that of light, and having the sante small mass as the 
electrons set free in a vacuum tube. In fact the P rays are 
electrons spontaneously ejected front the radioactive matter at 
a speed on an average much greater than that observed in the 
electrons set free in • vacuum tube. 

The very penetrating y rays are not deflected in a magnetic 
or electric field and are believed to be • type of radiation 
similar to X rays. They rays are only observed in radioactive 
substances which emit ji rays, and the penetrating power of 
they rays appears to be connected with the initial Ydecity ofi 
expulsion of the P says. Twe general theories have been 
advanced to account for the properties of these rays. On one 
view, the y rays are to be regarded as electromagnetic pulses 
which have their origin in the expulsion of the P particle from 
the atom. On the other hand Bragg has collected evidence 
in support of the view that the y rays are corpuscular sad con-
sist of uncharged particles or " neutral doublets." There is as 
yet no general consensus of opinion as to the true nature of the 

rays. 
Rutherford (14) showed in nos that the a rays were deflected in 

a powerful magnetic or electric field. The amount of dedoidon 
is very small compared with the P rays tinder similar con-
ditions. The direction of deflection in a magnetic field is 
opposite to that of the P rays, showing that the e rays consist 
of a stream of positively charged particles. A penal of says 
from a thick layer of radioactive matter is complex and con-
gas 811 Panicles moving at varying velocities H, however, 
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• thin film of radioactive matter ' of one kind is taken, the 
pm:ticks which escape without absorption are found to be homo-
geneous and consist of particles projected at an identity 
speed. Observations of the velocity and mass of the particle 
have been made by Rutherford. The general method employed 
for this purpose is Amite, to that used for the determination 
of the velocity and mass of the electron in a vacuum tube. 
The deflection of a pencil of rays in a vacuum is determined 
for both a magnetic and electric field. From these observa-
tions the velocity and value e/as (the ratio of the charge carried 
by the particle to its mass) are determined. The value of 
des has been found to be the same for the particles from all 
the types of radioactive matter that have been examined, 
indicating that the a particles from all radioactive substances 
are identical in mass. The value of clot found for the a particle 
is 5•n7 X td. Now the value of elm for the hydrogen atom set 
free in the electrolysis of water is g66o. On the assumption 
that the value of the charge e is the same for the a particle as 
for the hydrogen atom, the value would indicate that the a 
particle has about twice the mass of the hydrogen atom, i.e. 
has the same mass as the hydrogen molecule. If the charge 
on the a particle is twice that on the hydrogen atom, the value 
of elm indicates that the a particle is a helium atom, for the 
latter has an atomic weight of four times that of hydrogen. 
It was difficult at first to decide between these and other hypo-
theses, but we shall show later that there is now no doubt 
that the a particle is in reality a helium atom carrying two 
elementary charges. We may consequently regard the a rays 
as a stream of helium atoms which are projected from a radio-
active substance with • high velocity. The maximum velocity 
of the a particle from radium is 2X to* cms.mer second, or one-
fifteenth of the velocity of light. Although the a rays are the 
least penetrating of the radiations, it will be seen that they 
play an extremely important part in radioactive phenomena. 
They are responsible for the greater part of the ionization and 
heating effects of radioactive matter and are closely connected 
with the transformations occurring in them. . 

Under ordinary experimental conditions the greater part 
of the Ionization observed in a gas is due to the a particles. 
This ionization due to the a rays does not extend in air at 
atmospheric pressure for more than 7 ems. from radium, and 
8.6 cms. from thorium. If a screen of aluminium about -or ans. 
thick is placed over the active material, the a rays are com-
pletely absorbed, and the ionization above the screen is then 
due to the 13 and 7 rays alone. If a layer of lead about II amts. 
thick is placed over the active material, the d rays are stopped, 
and the ionization is then due almost entirely to the penetrating 
7 rays. By the use of screens of suitable thickness we are 
thus able to sift out the various types of rays. These three 
types of radiations all set up secondary radiations In passing 
through matter. A pencil of p rays falling on matter is widely 
scattered in all directions. This scattered radiation is some-
times called the secondary $ rays. The y rays give rise to 
secondary rays' which consist in part of mattered? rays and in 
part electrons moving with a high velocity. These secondary 
rays in turn produce tertiary rays and so on. The impact of 
the a rays on matter sets free a number of slow moving electrons 
which are very easily deflected by • magnetic or electric field. 
This type of radiation was first observed by J. J. Thomson, 
and has been called by him the E rays. 

Roses ions er Radioactive Gaset.—Ira addition to their power 
of emitting penetrating radiations, the substances thorium, 
actinium and radium possess another very striking and hn-
portant property. Rutherford (2 s) in tom showed that thorium 
compounds (espedally the oxide) continuously emitted a 
radioactive emanation or gas. This emanation can he tarried 
away by a current of air and its properties tested apart from 
the substance which produces it. A little later Dorn showed 
that radium possesses a similar property, while Giese! and 
Debferne observed a similar effect with actinium. These 
emanations all possess the property of ionising a gas and. If 
wailiciendy Intense, of ptodating nuked photographic and  

phosphorescent action. The activity of the radioactive prat 
is not permanent but disappears according to • dekko law 
with the time, viz. the activity falls off in a geometric pow 
gression with the time. The emanations are distinguished 
by the different rates at which they lose their activity. The 
emanation of actinium is very shertlived, the time for the 
activity to fall to half value, i.e. the period of the emanation. 
being 3.7  seconds. The period of the thorium 'planation it 
ai seconds and of the radium emanation 3-9 days. This pro, 

 perty of emitting an emanation is shown in a very striking 
manner by actinium. A compound of actinium is wrapped in a 
sheet of thin paper and laid on a screen of phosphorescent 
zinc sulphide. In a dark room the phospboremence, reached 
by the characteristic scintillation, Is seen to extend on all sides 
from the active body. A puff of air is seen to remove the 
emanation and with it the greater part of the phosphorescence. 
Fresh emanation Immediately diffuses out and the emerirnem 
may be repeated indefinitely. The emanations have all the 
properties of radioactive gases. They can be transferred from 
point to point by currents of air. The emanations can he 
separated from the air or other gas with which they ate mired 
by the action of extreme cold. Rutherford and Soddy (to) 
showed that under ordinary conditions the temperature of 
condonation of the radium emanation mixed was - so° C. 

The emanations are produced from the parent matter and 
escape into the air under some conditions. Rutherford sod 
Soddy (17) made a systematic examination of the emanates 
power of thorium compounds under different conditions. 'Ile 
hydroxide emanates most freely, while in thorium nitrate, 
practically none of the emanation escapes into the air. Moo 
of the compounds of actinium emanate very freely. Radium 
compounds, except in very thin films, retain most of the el0110.2. 

Lion in the compound. The occluded emanation can in all 
cases be released by solution or by beating. On account of 
its very slow period of decay, the emanation of radium can be 
collected hie a gas and stored, when it retains Its characteristic 
properties for a month or more 

Induced Activity.—Curie (it) showed that radium possesied 
another remarkable property. The surface of any body placed 
near radium, or still better, immersed in the emanation ham 
it, acquires a new property. The surface after removal is 
found to be strongly active. Like the emanations, this induced 
activity in a body decays with the time, though at guise a 
different rate from the emanation itself. Rutherford (so) 
independently showed that thorium possessed a like property. 
He showed that the bodies made active behaved as if a this 
film of intensely active matter were deposited on their surfane 
The active matter could be partly removed by rubbing, and 
could be dissolved off by strong acids. When the acid was 
evaporated the active matter remained behind. It was Mums 
that induced activity was due to the emanations, and could net 
be produced If no emanation was present. We shall see that 
induced activity on bodies is due to a deposit of non-messes 
matter derived from the transformation of the ernanatio• 
Each emanation gives a distinctive active deposit which decays 
at different rates. The active deposits of radium, thorium and 
actinium are very complex, and consist of several types of 
matter. Several hours after removal from the emanation the 
active deposit from radium decays to half-value---26 minuts 
for actinium half-value-34 minutes, for thorium lialf-value-
to• hours. The active deposits obtained on a platinum was 
or plate are volatilized before a white beat, and are again de-
posited on the cooler bodies in the neighbourhood. Rutherford 
showed that the induced activity could be concentrated on the 
negative electrode in a strong electric kid, indicating that the 
radioactive carriers had a positive charge. The distal:maks 
of the active deposit In a gas at low pressure his been investi-
gated in detail by Makower and Russ. 

Timmy of Radioactive Tratuferesatioas.--We have rem that 
the radioactive bodies spontaneously and continuously mot 
a great number of a and d  particles. In addition, new types 
of radioactive Baton like the emanations and active deposits 
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ppear, and these are quite distinct in chemical and physical 
woperties from the parent matter. The radiating power is an 
tomic property, for it is unaffected by combination of the 
sctive element with inactive bodies, and is uninfluenced by the 
most powerful chemical and physical agencies at our command. 
n order to explain these results, Rutherford and Soddy (so) 
n toss put forward a simple but comprehensive theory. The 
.toms of radioactive matter are unstable, and each second a 
lefinite fraction of the number of atoms present break •e/1'th 
xplosive violence, in most cases expelling an a or p particle 
rith great velocity. Taking as a simple illustration that an 
. particle is expelled during the explosion, the resulting atom 
las decreased in mass and possesses chemical and physical 
sroperties entirely distinct from the parent atom. A new type 
.f matter has thus appeared as a result of the transformation. 
rho atoms of this new matter are again unstable and break up 
n turn, the process of successive disintegration of the atom 
ontinuing through a number of distinct stages. On this view, 

substance like the radium emanation is derived from the 
ransformation of radium. The atoms of the emanation are 
ar more unstable than the atoms of radium, and break up at 
s much quicker rate. We shall now consider the law of radio-
'cave transformation according to this theory. It is experi-
ncntally observed that in all simple radioactive substances, 
be tensity of the radiation decreases in a geometrical pro-
:maim with the time, i.e. 111.,•=e' where I is the intensity 
of the radiation at any time I, I. the initial intensity, and X 
s constant. Now according to this theory, the intensity of the 
adiation is proportional to the number of atoms breaking up 
xr second. From this it follows that the atoms of active 
natter present decrease in a geometrical progression with the 
hole, i.e. NiN.,..e-mwhere N is the number of atoms present 
it a time 1, N. the initial number, and the same constant 
is before. Differentiating, we have dNIdt ■ -AN, i.e. X repre-
'ems the fraction of the total number of atoms present which 
creak up per second. The radioactive constant X has a definite 
end characteristic value for each type of matter. Since X is 
nually a very small fraction, it is convenient to distinguish 
he products by stating the time required for half the matter 
o be transformed. This will be called the period of the product, 
sod is numerically equal to log aps. As far as OUT observation 
sae gone, the law of radioactive change is applicable to all 
adioactive matter without exception. It appears to be an 
repression of the law of probability, for the average number 
making up per second is proportional to the number present. 
Viewed from this point of view, the number of atoms breaking 
tp per second should have a certain average value, but the 
lumber from second to second should vary within certain 
Units according to the theory of probability. The theory of 
his effect was first put forward by Schwcidlcr, and has since 
teen verified by a number of experimenters, including Kohl-
-.Ansel+, Meyer, and Begener and IL Geiger. This variation 
o the number of atoms breaking up from moment to moment 
termites marked with weak radioactive matter, wheat only a 
ear atoms break up per second. The variations observed are 
n good agreement with those to be expected from the theory 
of probability. This effect does not in any way invalidate the 
Law of radioactive change. On an average the number •  of 
store of any simple kind of matter breaking up per second is 
proportional to the number present. We shall now consider 
bow the amount of radioactive matter which is supplied at a 
constant rate from a source varies with the time. For dear-
ness, we shall take the case of the production of emanation, by 
radium. The rate of transformation of radium is so slow 
compared with that of the emanation that we may assume 
without sensible error that the number of atoms of radium 
braking up per second, i s. the supply of fresh emanation, is 
on the average constant over the interval required. Suppose 
that Initially radium is completely heed from emanation. In 
consequence of the steady supply, the amount of emanation 
vont Increases, but not at a constant tate, for the emanation is 
is turn breaking up. Let q be the number of atoms of emanation 

(3) 

wherea 	
AN, 
	 era' hihs 

	  (4) 

N-M(xt -X4' 6  N-14)(A2-ht)' c 	hi) (as-) 
it wilt be seen from (3), that the value of Q, lnlocily sero, increases 

to a maximum and then decays; finally, according to an exponential 
law, with the period of the more slowly transformed product, whether 
A or B. 

(b) A primary source supplies the matter A at a constant rate, 
and the proems has continued so long that the amounts of the 
products A, B, C have reached a steady limiting value... The primary 
source is then suddenly removed. It is required to find the amounts 
of A. B and C remaining at any subsequent time I. 

In this case of equilibrium the number n„ of par&im of A 
supplied per second from the sours is equal to the onmr of particles 
which change into B per second, and also of B into C. This requires 
the relation 

ss,•041',, ”,g, 
where 	()„ 11,, are the initial number of particles of A, B. C 
present, and 5,,, hi, hi are their constants of transformation. 

Using the same quotations as in case (I), but remembering the 
new initial conditions, it can easily be shown that the number of 
particles P, Q and R of the matter A, B and C existing at the time 

after removal are given by 

Psi!' irk., 
hi 

	

Q 	C44  reef 

(ae-xt• + bear' -EcenY). 

where a- 	  b 	 -a' 	 5ttas  

(Xs -)(xs - )4) 5 	(a' - )(x/ -x/3' 6  )4(X4 - X/)(k-A4' 
Ile curves expressing the rate of variation.of P, Q, R with dine 

are in these cases very dfferent from case (1). 
(c) The matter A as supplied at a constant rate from a • 

source. Required to find the number of particles of A, and 
present at any time I later, when Initially A, B. and C were 
absent. 

This h a converse ease from cam (a) and the solutions out be 
obtained from general ameiderations. Idually. supposelk, B and 
C are in equilibrium with the.  primary source Much supplied A at a 
constant rate. The source se then removed and the amounts of 
• B and C vary accodimg to the equation given in case (a). The 
source after removal continua to supply A at the same rate as 
before. Since initially the product A was in equilibrium with the 
source, and the radioactive processes are in no way changed by the 
removal of the source, it is clear that the amount of A present in 
the two parts in which the matter is distributed is unchanged. If 
Pi be the amount of A produced by the aurae In the tinial.amd P 

produced by the radium per second and N the number present 
after an interval 1, then dNIdt=.g-XN where X is the radio-
active constant of the emanation. It is obvious that a steady 
state will ultimately be reached when the. number of atoms 
of emanation supplied per second are on the average to the 
atoms which break up per second. If N. be the maximum 
number, q=XN,. Integrating the above equation, it follows 
that N/No ■ t -e'u. If a curve be plotted with N as 
ordinates and time as abscissae, it is seen that the recovery 
curve is complementary to the decay curve. The two curves 
for the radium emanation period, 3.9 days, am shown in fig. z, 
the maximum ordinate being in each case zoo. 

This process of production and disappearance of active 
matter holds for all the radioactive bodies. We shall now 
consider some special cases of the variation of the amount of 
active matter with time which have proved of great importance 
in the analysis' of radioactive changes. 

(a) Suppose that initially the matter A is present, and this changes 
into B and B into C. it is required to find the number of atoms P. Q 
and R of A. B and C present at any subsequent time I. 

Let hi, hi, 6, be the constants of transformation of A, B and C 
respectively. Suppose a be the number of atoms of A isdtially 
present. From the Law of radioactive change it follows: 

P .inevas 

, 

in (I 
. . 	 %

Q 	

)1;1 

	

Substituting 	on r in ternurot Is 	L e/as his;e-ait- a  
the solution of which is of the form 

n (arrhs' 
where a and b are constants. By substitution it is seen that 
e -n.,/(5.-a,). Since Q o when 1..0, b- -N/(6 

Thus Q syn.-Or-sit 

Similarly it can be shown that 

	

R 	+be-sas +eras.) 

s. 
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the amount rentanimg to the part removed, then Pr i-P 	where 
P. is the equilibrium value. Thus 

Pdp, 
The ratio P/P„ can be written down from the solution given in 

ease (2). Similarly the corn values of Qi/Q,„ Raft. may 
be at once derived. It is obvious in these caws that the curve 
plotted with PIP. as ordinates and time as abscissae is comple-
mentary to the corresponding curve with P i/P as ordinates. This 
simple relation holds for all re and decay curves of radioactive 
products in general. 

We have so far considered the variation in the number of atoms 
of successive products with time when the periods of the products 
are known. In practice, the variation of the number of atoms is 
deduced from measurements of activity, usually made by the electric 
method. Using the same notation as before. the activity of any 
product is proportional to its rate of brealdng up, i.e. to ?i, 
where P is the number of atoms present. If two products are present. 
the activity is the sum of t corresponding terms A il' and 72Q. 
In practice, however, no two products emit a or tt particles with 
the same velocity. The difference in ionizing power of a single 
a particle from the two products has thus to be taken into account. 
If, under the experimental conditions the ionizationproduced by 
an a particle from the second product is K times that from the first 
product, the activity observed is proportional to X,P+KX.Q. In 
this way, it is possible to compare the theoretical activity curves 
of a mixture of products with those deduced experimentally. 

Analysis of Radioactive Changes.—The analysis of the suc-
cessive changes occurring in uranium, thorium, radium and 
actinium has proved a very difficult matter. In order to estab-
lish the existence of a new 'product and to fix Its position in 
the scheme of changes, it is necessary to show (a) that the new 
product has a distinctive period of decay and shows some dis-
tinctive physical or chemical properties; (b) that the product 
under consideration arises directly from the product preceding 
it in the scheme of changes, and is transformed into the product 
succeeding it. 

In general, it has been found that each product shows some 
distinctive chemical or physical behaviour which allows of its 
partial or complete separation from a mixture of other products. 
It must be remembered that in most cases the amount of radio-
active matter under examination is too small to detect by 
weight, but its presence is inferred from its characteristic radia-
tions and rate of change. In some cases, a separation may be 
effected by ordinary chemical methods; for example thorium X 
is separated from thorium by precipitation of thorium with 
ammonia. The Th X remains in the filtrate and is practically 
free from thorium. In other cases, a separation is effected by a 
separation of a metal in the solution of active matter. For 
example, polonium (radium F) always comes down with bismuth 
and may be separated by placing a bismuth plate in a solution. 
Radium C is separated from radium B by adding nickel filings 
to a solution of the two. Radium C is deposited on the nickel. 
In other cases, a partial separation may be effected by electrolysis 
or by differences in volatility when heated. For example, 
when radium A, B and C are deposited on a platinum plate, on 
heating the plate, radium B is volatilized and is deposited on any 
cold surface in the neighbourhood. A very striking method of 
separating certain products has been recently observed depend. 
big upon the recoil of an atom which breaks up with the expulsion 
of an a particle. The residual atom acquires sufficient velocity 
in consequence of the ejection of an a particle to escape and be 
deposited on bodies In the neighbourhood. This is especially 
marked in a low vacuum. This property was independently 
investigated by Russ and Makowcr (21) and by Hahn (23). 
The latter has shown that by means of the recoil, actinium C 
may be obtained pure from the active deposit containing 
actinium A, B and C, for B emits a rays, and actinium C is 
driven from the plate by the recoil. In a similar way a new 
product, thorium D, has been isolated. By the recoil method, 
radium B may be separated from radium A and C. The recoil 
method Is one of the most definite and certain methods of 
settling whether an a ray product is simple or complex. 

While in the majority of cases the products break up either 
with the emission of a or Q particles, some products have been 
observed which do not emit any characteristic radiation and have 
been called " rayless oroffocU." For example, radium D and  

thorium A are changing substances which break up without 
emitting either penetrating a or rays. They appear to emit 
slow 6 rays which can only be detected by special methods. 
The presence and properties of a rayless product can be easily 
inferred if it is transformed into a product emitting a radiation, 
for the variation in activity of the latter affords a method of 
determining the amount of the parent product present. The 
distinction between a " ray " and a " rayless " product is net 
clear. It may be that the atom of a rayless product undergoes 
a re-arrangement of its constituent parts giving rise to an atom 
of the same mass but of different properties. In the case of an 
a ray or # ray product, the expulsion of an a or $ particle affords 
an obvious explanation of the appearance of a new product 
with distinctive physical properties. 

In the table a list of the known products of transtormaika 
is given. In each case, the half period of transformation is 
given and the type of radiation emitted. If the product emits 
a rays, the range of ionisation of thee particle in sir is gives 

TABLE OF RADIOACTIVE Paopucrs 

Product. 
Half Period 

of 
Transforms- 

lion 
Rays. 

I 	t..2  
4.s.s°  

 

URANIUM— 5X10 years 
Uranium X 	. 	. 22 days 
loaium 	. 	. 	. ? 

RADIUM— 1760 years 
Ra Emanation. 	. 3.86 days 
Radium A 	. 	. 3 mitts. 
Radium B 	• 	. 26 mina. 
Radium C 	. 	. t9 mina. 
Radium D 	. 	. t7 years 
Radium E 	. 	. 5 days 
Radium F 	. 	i , 
Radium Gm.IIMAI? 	. ' 

tao days 
• • 

. • h
 • 

Tumuli— about to" yrs. 
(Th._ . t) 5.5 years 

Mesothoriunt CIII. 1) 
Radiothonium . 	. 

6•2 BOWS 
737 days 

Thorium X 	. 	. 3.6 days 
Th Emanation 	. 54 sees 
Thorium A 	. 10-6 hours 
Thorium B 	. 	. 55 mina. 
Thorium C 	. very.  short? 
Thorium D 	. 3 MIDI. 

Acta/num— . 	? rayless • 4
• 43  in

 •  ih
 • 

Radioactinium . 	• 19-5 days • +8 
Actinium X 	. 	. 11•5 days a 
Act Emanation. 3-7 secs. • 
Actinium A 	. 	. 36 mitts. slow p 
Actinium B 	. 	. 2•t5 mina. s 
Actinium C 	. 	. 5.1 min. 8+7 

a reds of the groups under * heading uranium, thorium 614 
actinium. each product is derWW from the direct transdormatice at 
the product above it. 

Produds of Radiant.—Radium is transformed dined' into Oa 
emanation which in turn goes through a rapid series of trans-
formations called radium A, B and C. The complete mobil 
of these changes has involved a large amount of wont. Ile 
emanation changes first into radium A, a substance of period 
3 minutes emitting only a rays. Radium A changes into radio* 
B, a product of period 26 minutes emitting prays of penetrate 
power small compared with those emitted hum the next moiled 
radium C. The product radium C has proved of considendris 
Importance, for it not only emits very penetrating a rays and 

rays, but is the origin of the y rays arising from radium: is 
equilibrium. When a wire charged negatively has been mord 
for some time in the presence of the radium emanation, it beer, 
coated with an invisible film of radium A. It =4 C. enfi 
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meacreral from the emanation fee so admits, radium A has 
aractleally disappeared and the a rays arise entirely from radium 

Radium C has proved very valuable is radioactive measure-
ments as providing an intense source of homogeneous a rays. 
P ►asty-four hours after removal, the activity due to radium 
3 and C has become exceedingly small. The wire, however, 
till shows a very small residual activity, first noted by Mtge 
uric. This residual activity measured by the a rays rapidly 

22C1**8191 with the time and reaches a maximum In about three 
mars. The active deposit of slow change has been examined 
is detail by Rutherford (23) sad by Meyer and Scbweidler (24)- 
t bas been shown to consist of three successive products called 
adium D, E and F. Radium D is a mime substance of slow 
wriod of transformation. Its paned has been calculated by 
tutberiord to be about eo years, and by /demand Schweidier 
bout 22 years. Antonoff (25) fixes the period of about 12 
wars. Radium I) changes into E, a ray product of penod 
bout s days, and E into F, an a ray product of period 
wo days. It was at first thought that radium E was complex, 
rut no evidence of this has been observed by Antonoff. The 

product radium F is of special interest, for it is identical with 
polonium—the first active body separated by Mme Curie. In 
• similar way it has been shown that radium D I the primary 
'owes of the activity observed in lend or " radiolead " separated 
,y Hofmann. It is interesting to note what valuable results 

-lave been obtained from an examination of the minute residual 
cavity observed on bodies exposed in the presence of the radium 
variation. 

Radium blown:Wm.—The radium emanation is to be regarded 
s a typical radioactive product or transition element which 
xists in a gaseous form. It is produced from radium at a 
*natant rate, and is transformed into radium A and helium. 
is half-period of transformation is 3.86 days. The emanation 
eonsradium has been purified by condensing it in liquid air, 
.nd pumping out the residual gases. The volume (26) of the 
ensnation at normal pressure and temperature to be derived 
Tom one gram of radium in equilibrium is about •6 cubic milli. 
net  res. This small quantity of gas contains initially more 
hart three-quarters of the total activity of the radium before 
is separation. In a pure state, the emanation is too,coo times 
a active weight for weight as pure radium. Pure emanation 
n a spectrum tube gives a characteristic spectrum of bright 
ins* (22). The discharge in the gas is bluish in colour. With 
.ont !sued sparking, the emanation is driven into the walls of 
he tube and the electrodes. Notwithstanding the minute 
wawae of emanation available, the boiling-point of the ernana-
ion has been determined at various pressures. At atm°. 
,pherie pressure Rutherford (28) found the boiling-point to be 
-6e C., and Gray and Ramsay (29) 7t° C. Liquid emanation 
•,ppears colourless when first condensed; when the temperature 
s lowered, the liquid emanation freezes, and at the temperature 
Af liquid air glows with • bright rose colour. The density of 
squid emanation has been estimated at t oe 6. 

Approximate estimates of the molecular weight of the radium 
Imanation were early made by diffusion methods. The mole- 
w Iar *eight in most cases came out about roa. In a cons-

arison by Perkins of the rate of diffusion of the emanation 
with that of a monatomic vapour of high molecular weight, viz. 
mercury. the value deduced was 234. Since the radium atom 
in breaking up gives rise to one atom of the emanation and one 
atom of helium, its atomic weight should be 226 —aw 222. 
The emanation appears to have no definite chemical properties, 
and in this respect belongs to the group of inert monatomic 
vases of which helium and argon are the best known examples. 
It is partially soluble in water', and readily absorbed by charcoal. 

Verism.—The first product observed In thorium was the 
emanation. This gives rise to the active deposit which has been 
analysed by Rutherford, Miss Brooks and by Hahn, and shows 
to consist of probably four products—thorium A, B, C and D. 
Thorium A is a rayless product of period sees hours; thorium 
B an a ray product of period about one hour. The presence 

'Of thorium C has been infested from the two type' of a rays  

present in the active deposit, but no chemical separation of 
B and C has yet been found possible. Hahn has shown that 
thorium D—a B  ray product of period 3 minutes—can easily be 
separated by the recoil method. A special interest attaches 
to the product thorium X (3o), which was first separated by 
Rutherford and Soddy, since experiments with this substance 
laid the foundation of the general theory of radioactive trans-
formations. A close analysis of thorium has led to the septw 
don of a number of new products. Hahn (32) found that • 
very active substance emitting a rays, which gave rise to thorium 
X, could be separated from thorium minerals. This active 
substance, called rodiothorivm, has been closely examined by 
Hahn and Blanc. Its period of decay was found by Hahn to 
be about s yews, and by Blanc to be 737  days. From sea 
examination of the activity of commercial thorium nitrate of 
different ages, Hahn showed that another 'product must be 
present, which he called onesothoritsna This is separated from 
thorium with Th X by precipitation with ammonia. Thorium 
is first transformed into the rayless product mesothorium, of 
period about 5 years. This gives rise to a f  ray product of 
quick transformation, which in turn changes into radioing-inst. 
This changes into thorium X, and so on through a long series 
of changes. When isolated in the pure state, nuhothorium 
would have an activity about a thousand times greater the* 
radium, but would lose its activity with time with a period of 
about a years. Mesothorium, when first separated, would be 
inactive, but.in consequence of the production efradiotherium, 
its activity would rapidly inaease for several yarn. After 
reaching a maximum, it would finally decay with a period 
of five yews. Since a large amount of thorium is separated 
annually from thorium minerals, it would be of great importance 
at the same time to separate the mcliothorinm and mesothorhui 
present. For many purposes active preparations of these 
ntbstances would be as valuable as radium itself, and the 
amount of active matter from this source would be greater 
than that at present available from the separation of radium from 
uranium minerals. 

A dinium.—The transformations observed in actinium are 
very analogous to those in thorium. Actinium itself is a rayless 
product which changes into radioactinium, an a ray product 
of period lei days, first separated by Hahn (32). This changes 
into actinium X, of period 20.2 days, first separated by Godlewski 
(33). Actinium X is transformed into the emanation which in 
turn gives rise to three further products, called actinium A, B 
and C. Although very active preparations of actinium have 
been prepared, it has so far not been found possible to separate 
the actinium from the rare earths with which it is mixed. Ws 
do not in consequence know its atomic weight or spectrum. 

Origin of Radiant.—According to the transformation theory, 
radium, like all other radioactive products, must be regarded 
as a changing element. Preliminary calculations showed that 
radium must have a period of transionnationof severalthousand 
years. Consequently in order that any radium could exist in 
old minerals, the supply must be kept up by the transformation 
of some other substance. Since radium is always found ago- 
ciated with uranium minerals, it seemed probable from the 
beginning that uranium must be the primary element from 
which radium is derived. If this were the case, in old minerals 
which have not been altered by the action of percolating waters, 
the ratio of the amount of radium to uranium in a mineral 
must be a constant. This must evidently be the case, for in a 
state of equilibrium the rate of breaking up of radium must 
equal the rate of supply of radium from uranium. If P, Q be 
the number of atoms of uranium and radium respectively is 
equilibrium, and h,, he their constants of change, then 

heQ h,P or Q'P.- it,ther. 
where Ts and T, are the half-periods of transformation of uranium 
and radium respectively. The work of Bola/cod (34), Strut t (3S) 
aad McCoy (36) has conclusively shown that the ratio of radium 
to uranium in old minerals is a constant. Boltwood and Stroll 
determined the quantity of radium present in a mineral by the 
emanation method. and the amount of uranium by analyse 
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In order, however, to obtain a direst proof of the genetic relation 
between uranium and radium, it is necessary to show that 
radium appears after some time in a uranium compound from 
which all trace of radium has been initially removed. It can 
readily be calculated that the growth of radium should be easily 
observed by the emanation method in the course of one week, 
using a kilogram of uranium nitrate. Experiments of this kind 
were first made by Soddy (37), but initially no definite evidence 
was obtained that radium grew in the solution at all. The rate 
of production of radium, if it took place at all, was certainly 
lea than nphsth part of the amount to be expected if uranium 
were transformed directly into radium. It thus appeared 
probable that one or more products of slow period of trans-
formation existed between uranium and radium. Since uranium 
must be transformed through these intermediate stages before 
radium appears, it is evident that the initial rate of production 
of radium under these conditions might be extremely small. 
This conclusion has been confirmed by Soddy, who has shown 
that radium does appear in the solution which has been placed 
aside for several years. 

Since the direct parent of radium must be present in radio-
active minerals, one of the constituents separated from the 
mineral must grow radium. This was shown to be the case by 
Boltwood (38), who found that actinium preparations produced 
radium at a fairly rapid rate. By the work of Rutherford and 
Bolt wood, it was found that the growth of radium was not due 
to actinium itself, but to a new substance separated in some 
cases with the actinium. This new substance, which emits 
a rays, was separated by Boltwood (38), and called by him 
" lonium." It has chemical properties very similar to thorium. 
Soddy has shown that the period of ionium is probably not 
less than ao,000 years, indicating that ionium must exist in 
uranium minerals in not less than ten times the quantity of 
radium. It has not yet been directly shown that uranium 
produces ionium, but there can be no doubt that it does do so. 
Since ionium produces radium, Boltwood (38) hart determined 
by direct experiment that radium is half transformed in a000 
years—a number in good agreement with other data on that 
subject. The constant relation between uranium and radium 
will only hold for old minerals where there has been no oppor-
tunity for chemical alteration or removal of .  its constituents 
by the action of percolating water or other agencies. It is 
quite possible that altered minerals of no great age will not 
show this constant relation. It seems probable that this is 
the explanation of some results of Mlle Gleditach, where the 
relation between uranium and radium has been found not to 
be constant for some mineral specimens. 

Connexion of the Raetioelentents.—We have already seen that 
a number of slowly transforming radioactive substances, viz. 
polonium (radium F), radiolead (radium D) and ionium are 
linked up to the uranium-radium series of transformations. 
Boitwood (39) has made a systematic examination of the 
relative activity in the form of very thin films due to each 
of the products present in the uranium-radium family. The 
results are shown in the following table, when the activity of 
pure uranium itself is taken as unity:— 

Uranium 
lonium 	. 	. . 	0-34 

Radium B 	. 
Radium C 	. 	. 

0-434(?) 
0.91 

Radium 	. 	. 0-46 Radium F. 	. 0.46 
Emanation 	. . 	0-62 Actinium and its 
Radium A 	. . au products . 	. (1•28 

Total activity mineral, 4.4 times uranium. 

appear to be any radioactive conned= bermes the 
elements. Uranium and thorium are to be regarded a 
distinct radioactive elements. With regard to awned 
is still no definite information of its place in the seta 
transformations. Boltwood has shown that the moo 
actinium in uranium minerals is proportional to the o 
of uranium. This indicates that actinium, Eke tads 
in genetic connexion with uranium. On the ether hay 
activity of actinium with its series of a ray products is is 
that of radium itself or uranium. la order to a& 
anomaly, Rutherford has suggested that at a cestaa a 
disintegration of the uranium-radium series, the disem 
is complex, and two distinct kinds of matter spent I 
much larger quantity than the other. On this view, del 
fraction is actinium, so that the latter is a bare& dm 
of the main uranium-radium series. 

End Products of Transformagena—It 4 now defiaiteb 
lisped that the a particle expelled from any type of reds 
matter is an atom of helium, so that helium is a necessur 
paniment of radioactive change involving the eips.1 
a particles. After the radioactive transformations bay 
to an end, each of the elements uranium and shade 
actinium should give rise to an end or final modem 
may be either a known element or some unknown dm 
very slow period of transformation. Supposing, u 
probable, that the expulsion of an a particle lowers the 
weight of an element by four units—the atomic up 
helium—the atomic weights of each of the products i 
uranium and radium series can be simply calculated 
uranium expels two a particles, the atomic weight al "J 
ray product, ionium, m 2381-8 or 230-5. The atone 
of radium comes out to be 2661, a number in good AP 
with the experimental value. Similarly the atomic m 
polonium is aro•, and that of the final product after tie 
formation of polonium should be so6.5. This value 
close to the atomic weight of lead, and indicates that rte 
stance is the final product of the transformation of ram 

This suggestion was first put forward by Bellwood (0 
has collected a large amount of evidence bearing en dm a 
Since in old minerals the transformations have been in p 
for periods of time, in some cases measured by pease 
millions of years, it is obvious that the end produce., J ti 
element, should be an invariable companion of the radioed 
and be present in considerable quantity. Bellwood has 
that lead always occurs in radioactive minerals, and a I 
cases in amount about that to be expected tram their ml 
content and age. It is difficult to settle definitely Us 
important problem until it can be-experimentally shwa 
radium is transformed into lead, or, what should prow 
in practice, that polonium chances into helium and led 
fortunately for a solution of this problem within • am 
time, a very large quantity of polonium would be ma 
Mme. Curie and Debierne have obtained a very som 
paration.of polonium containing about Alb milfigrue el 
polonium. Rutherford and Bellwood and Curie and Us 
have both independently shown that polonium modem k 
—a result to be expected, since it emits a particle. 

Production of Helium—In Imo Rutherford and Sep" 
gated that the helium which is invariably found in rsia•J 
minerals was derived from the disintegration of ma' I  
matter. In 1e03 Ramsay and Soddy definitely Ile. I 
helium was produced by radium and also by its am' 
From the observed mass of the a particle, it seemed 1' 
from the first that the a particle was an atom c 6.1 
This conclusion was confirmed by the work of Ruder-AI 
Geiger (41), who shorted that the a particle was as 
helium carrying two unit charges of electricity. Is e, 
prove definitely this relation, it was necessary to shoe tu 
a particles, quite independently of the active sots 
which they were expelled, gave rise to helium. Ibis er di  
by Rutherford and Royds (42), who allowed the a A-
from a large quantity of emanation to be fired tints I 

Taking into account the differences in the ionization due 
to an a particle from the various products, the results indicate 
that uranium expels two a particles for one from each of the 
other a ray products in the series of transformations. This 
indicates either that two particles are expelled during the 
transformation of the atom of uranium, or that another a ray 
product is present which has so far not been separated from the 
uranium. 

Although thorium is nearly always present in old uranium 
minerals and uranium in thorium minerals, there does not 
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My WA glue walls of the containing tube. The collected 
article gave the spectrum of helium, showing, without doubt, 
bat the a particle must be a helium atom. 
Since the a particle is an atom of helium, all radioactive 

latter which expels a particles must give rise to helium. In 
get:exempt with this, Debieme and Giesel have shown that 
minium as well as radium produces helium. Observations 
t the production of helium by radium have been made by 
tainsay and Soddy Curie and Dewar, Himstedt and others. 
'be rate of production of helium per gram of radium was first 
efinitely measured by Dewar (43). His preliminary measure-
writs gave a value of 134 cubic mras. of helium per year per 
ram of radium and its products. Later observations extend-
s; over a larger interval give a rate of production about 
68 cubic mini per year. As a result of preliminary measure-
zents, Boltwood and Rutherford 144) have found a growth 
f 163 cubic rums. per year.' It 'is of interest to note that the 
ate of production of helium by radium is in excellent agreement 
with the value calculated theoretically. From their work of 
ounting the particles and measuring their charge, Rutherford 
ad Geiger showed that the rate of production of helium should 
re t58 cubic 111111i, per year. 

Propeoties of the a Rays.—We have seen that the rays are 
asitively charged atoms of helium projected at a high velocity, 
which are capable of penetrating through thin metal sheets 
and several centimetres of air. Early observations indicated 
hat the ionization due to a layer of radioactive matter decreased 
pproximately according to an exponential law with the thick-
was of the absorbing matter placed over the active matter. 
rho true nature of the absorption of the a rays was first 
Imam by Bragg and by Bragg and Rleemaa (45). The active 
articles projected from a thin film of active matter of one 
.ind have identical velocities, and are able to ionize the air 
or a definite distance, termed the " range " of the a particle. 
t was found that the ionization per centimetre of path due 
o a narrow pencil of a rays increases with the distance from 
be active matter, at first slowly, then more rapidly, near the 
and of the range. After passing through a maximum value 
he ionization falls off rapidly to zero. The range of an a 
article in air has a definite value which can be accurately 
neasured. 'If a uniform screen of matter is placed in the path 
d the pencil of rays the range Is reduced by a definite amount 
rroportional to the thickness of the screen. All the a pu-
kka have their velocity reduced by the same amount in their 
mange through the screen. The ranges in air of the a rays 
ram the various products of the radioelements have been 
neasured. The ranges for the different products vary between 
N8 ems. and 146 ans. 

Bragg has shown that the range of an a particle in different 
Ailments is nearly proportional to the square roots of their 
,comic weights. Using the photographic method, Rutherford 
46) showed that the velocity V of an a particle of range R ems. 
n air is gives by Vim. R(R+ i-/s), where K is a constant. In 
di experiments be was unable to detect particles which had 'a 
relodty lower than 841X102  ems. per second. Geiger (47), 
ising the scintillation method, has recently found that a 
testicles of 21111 lower velocity can be detected under suitable 
*editions by the scintillations produced on a zinc sulphide 
icrem. He has found that the connexion between velocity 
aid range can be timely expressed by Vs-KR, whets K is a 
zonstant. 

On account of the great energy of motion of the a particle, 
it was at first thought that it pursued a rectilinear path in the 
pa without appreciable deflection due to its encounters with 
the molecules. Geiger (4) has, however, shown by the scintil-
lation method that the a particles are scattered to a marked 
extent is passing through matter. The scattering increases 
with the atomic weight of the substance traversed, and becomes 
more marked with decreasing velocity of the a particle. A 
mull fraction of the a particles falling on a thick screen are 
deflected through more than • right angle, mid emerge again on 
the side orincideace. 

Rutherford and Geiger (49) have deviled an electrical method 
of counting the a particles expelled from radioactive matter. 
The a particle enters through a small opening into.* metal 
tube containing. a gas at a reduced pressure. The Ionization 
produced by the a particle in its passage through the gas Is 
magnified several thousand times by the movement of the 
ions in a strong electric field. In this way, the entrance of an 
a particle into the detecting vessel is shown by a sudden and 
large deflection of the measuring instrument. By this method, 
they determined that 3.4 X tom a particles are ejected per 
second from one gram of radium itself and from each of its 
a ray products in equilibrium with it. By measuring the 
charge on a counted number of a particles, it was found that 
the a particle carries a positive charge of s•s X leo electro-
static units. From other evidence, it is known that this must 
be twice the fundamental unit of charge carried by the hydrogen 
atom. It follows that this unit charge is 4.6$ X tirm units. 
This value is in good agreement with numerous recent deter-
minadoes of this fundamental quantity by other methods. 
With this data, it is paella to calculate directly the values 
of some important radioactive data. The calculated and 
observed values are given below: 

Calcolated. Observed. 
Volans of die emanation in cubic milli- 

metres ref grain of radium 	. 	.385 	4 
volume of helium in cubic millimetres pro - 

duced per year per gram o( radium. 10 	169 
Heating effect anthem page= per hour • 

n grant calories . 	. 	. 	. 	. 

	

Half-
i
poiod of transformation of tedium 113 

	s 
 

in year 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 1760 	2000 

The calculated values are in all cases in •good agreement with 
the experimental numbers. 

It is well known from the experiments of Sir William Crooke 
(so) that the a rays produce visible scintillations when they 
fall on a screen of phosphorescent zinc sulphide. This is shown 
in the instrument called the spinthaiscope. By means of a 
suitable miaoscope, the number of these stintfilations on a 
given area in a given time can be counted. The numbee en 
obtained is practically identical with the somber of a panicles 
incident on the screen, determined by the electrical method of 
counting. This shows that each a particle produces a visible 
Hash of light when it falls on a suitable sine sulphide screen. 
The scintillations produced by a lays are observed in certain 
diamonds, and their number has been counted by Regeser (Sr) 
sad the charge on each particle has been deduced. The latter 
was the first to employ the scintillation method for actual 
counting of a particles. Kinoshita has shown that the number 
of a particles can also be counted by the photographic method, 
and that each partide mustproduce a detectable effect, 

Absormios of $ Rays—We have sem that the 5  'maiden 
which am emitted from a number of radioactive products, carry 
a negative charge and have the same small mass as the particle 
constituting the cathode rays. The velocity of expulsion sad 
penetrating power of the rays varies widely for different 
products. For —"plc, the rays from Tedium B are very easily 
absorbed, while some of the rays from radii= C are of a very 
penetrating type. It has been found that for a single $ ray 
product, the particles are absorbed according to an exponential 
law with the thicknees of matter traversed, and Hahn has made 
nee of this fact to isolate a number of new products. It her been 
generally assumed that the exponential law of absorption is a 
criterion that the aye are all expelled at the same speed. In 
addition, it has been supposed that the 5 particles do not 
deacon mach in velocity in passing through matter. Wilma 
has recently made experiments upon homogeneous 5 rays, and 
finds that the intensity of the radiation Ms off in some cases 
amending to a linear rather than to as exponential law, and that 
there is undoubted evidence that the 5 pastiche dearness in 
velocity in traversing matter. Experiments upon the absorption 
of 5 rays are greatly complicated by the scattering of the 5 rays 
in their encounters with the molecules. For example, if a pencil 
of 5 rays falls on a metal, a large fraction of the sepias* scattaid 
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sufficiently to emerge on the side of Incidence. This scattering 
of the 13 rays has been investigated by Eve, McLennan, Schmidt, 
Crowther and others. It has been found that the scattering 
for different chemical elements is connected with their atomic 
weight and their position in the periodic table. McCelland and 
Schmidt have given theories to account for the absorption of 
p rays by matter. The whole problem of absorption and scatter-
ing of particles by substances is very complicated, and the 
question is still under active examination and discussion. The 
negative charge carried by the a rays has been measured by 
a number of observers. It has been shown by Rutherford and 
Makower that the number of particles expelled per second 
from one gram of radium in equilibrium is about that to be ex-
pected if each atom of the $ ray products in breaking up 
emits one p particle. 

Irma Emission of Radioaciito Maffer.-In 1903 it was shown 
by Curie and Laborde (52) that a radium compound was always 
hotter than the surrounding medium, and radiated heat at a 
constant rate of about too gram calories per hour per gram of 
radium. The rate of evolution of heat by radium has been 
measured subsequently by a number of observers. The latest 
and most accurate determination by Schwcidier and Hess, using 
about half a gram of radium, gave is8 gram calories 'peer gram 
per hour (53). There is now no doubt that the evolution of 
heat by radium and other radioactive matter is mainly a second-
ary phenomenon, resulting mainly from the expulsion of a 
particles. Since the latter have a large kinetic energy and arc 
easily absorbed by matter, all of these particles are stopped in 
the radium itself or in the envelope surrounding it, and their 
energy of motion is transformed into heat. On this view, the 
evolution of heat from any type of radioactive matter is pro-
portional to the kinetic energy of the expelled a particles. The 
view that the heating effect of radium was a measure of the 
kinetic energy of the a particles was strongly confirmed by the 
experiments of Rutherford and Barnes (54).  They showed that 
the emanation and its products when removed from radium 
were responsible for about three-quarters of the heating effect 
of radium in equilibrium. The heating effect of the radium 
emanation decayed at the same rate as its activity. In addition, 
it was found that the ray products, viz. the emanation radium 
A and radium C, each gave a heating effect approximately 
proportional to their activity. Measurements have been made 
on the beating effect of uranium and thorium and of pitch-
blende and polonium. In each case, the evolution of heat has 
been shown to be approximately a measure of the kinetic energy 
of the a particles. 

Experiments on the evolution of beat from radium and its 
emanation have brought to light the enormous amount of 
energy accompanying the transformation of radioactive matter 
where a particles are emitted. For example, the emanation 
from one gram of radium in equilibrium with its products emits 
beat initially at the rate of about go gram calories per hour. 
The total heat emitted during its transformation is about 
:2,000 gram calories. Now the initial volume of the emanation 
from one gram of radium is •6 cubic millimetres. Consequently 
one cubic centimetre of emanation during its life emits a X to' 
gram calories. Taking the atomic weight of the emanation as 
222, one gram of the emanation emits during its life 2 X to* 
gram calories of. heat. This evolution of beat is enormous 
compared with that emitted in any known chemical reaction. 
There is every reason to believe that the total emission of energy 
from any type of radioactive matter during its transformation 
is of the same order of magnitude as for the emanation. The 
atoms of matter must consequently be regarded as containing 
enormous stores of energy which are only released by the die-
Integration of the atom. 

A large amount of work has been done in measuring the 
amount of the thorium and radium emanation in the atmo-
sphere, and In determining the quantity of radium and thorium 
distributed on the surface of the earth. The information 
already obtained has an important beating on geology and 
aunospbedcelectricity. 
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(E. Rs.) 

RAD1OLARIA, so called by E. Haeckel in 1862 (Polycystins, 
by C. G. Ehrenberg, 1838), the name given to Marine Sarcoditta 
in which the cytoplasmic body gives off numerous fine radials( 
pscudopods (rarely anastomosing) from its surface, and a 
provided with a chitinous " central capsule," surrounding 
the inner part which encloses the nucleus, the inner and outer 

cytoplasm communicating through either one Of three aper-
tures or numerous pores in the capsule. The extracapula 
cytoplasm is largely transformed into a gelatinous scbsrasx 
(" calymma "), through which a granular network of plasm 
passes to form a continuous layer hearing the psetnispods at the 
surface; this gelatinous layer is full of kir:. vacuoles, " 
as in other pelagic Sarcodina (Helioto. ■ tr.), Globigetinidsa 
&c., among Foraminifera (q.t.). The I.r  plasm may comma 
oil-globules, pigment-grains, reserve-gray:.- nd crystals. flat 
is frequently a skeleton present, either of silica (pure or coreno-
ing a certain amount of organic admixture), or of " &cantina " 
(possibly a protcid, allied to vitcllin, but regarded by W 
Schewiakoli as a hydrated silicate of calcium and alumirina); 
never calcareous or arenaccous. The skeleton may wale ei 
spicules, isolated or more or less compacted, or form a latticed 
shell• which, in correlation with the gr,r•er resistance of ifs 
substance, is of lighter and more °leen: rutture than in de 
Foraminifera. The alveoli contain a I ; d, which. as she!, 

 by Brandt, is rich in carbon dioxide, and in proportion to 110 

abundance may become much lighter than sea-water. 134  
possibly the gelatinous substance of the calymma is also Redd 
than the medium. In Acantharia the protoplasm it Lla bas 
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to. I —TketlasskoUd pelagic°, Haeckel; CR. central capsule; 
L- F', ectr.it apvilar protoplasm: of. alveoli, liquid-holding vacuoles 
in the 	 similar to those of Heliosoa. Hastigerina, 8ie.; 

The minute unlettered dots are the "yellow 
cells. 
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f the projecting spines is often differentiated into • bundle of 
bees converging on to the spines some way up (distally); these, 
omparable to the myonemes of Infusoria (q.v.), dec., and termed 
myophrisks ", possibly serve to drag outwards the surface 
nd so extend it, with concurrent dilatation of the alveoli, and 
,wet the specific gravity of the animal. In this group also a 
hick temporary flagellum " sarcofiagellum " may be formed, 
pparently by the coalescence of a number of pseudopodia. 
he pigmented mass or " phaeoclium " in the ectoplasm of 

'hacodaria appears to be an excretory product, formed within 
he central capsule and passing immediately outwards; a similar 
niform deposit of pigmented granules occurs in the Colloid 

Thalarsicolia macula. The wall of the central cap- 
ile is simple in the Spumellaria, but formed of two layers 

the Nassellaria and Phaeodaria. In the Nassellaria the 
;cult is simply a perforated area, and a cone of differentiated 
brcs in the intracapsular cytoplasm has its base on it: it is 
-rmed the "porocone," and the fibres may possibly be muscular 
nyonemes). In Phaeodarla, the inner membrane at each oscule 

prolonged through the outer into a tube (" proboscis "): 
neuter membrane of the principal oscule forms a large radially 

Hated circular plate, the " astropyle," or " operculum:" 
he innermost shell of some with concentric shells may lie 
thin the central capsule, or even within the nucleus; this is 
,c to the growth of these organs after the initial shell is formed, 

t hat they pass out by lobes through the latticed openings 
t he embryonic shell, which lobes ultimately coalesce outside 

e embryonic chamber, and so come finally to invest it (fig. 
1;). In some, a symbiosis occurs with ZOOPIlakena, 

randt, a Flagellate of the group Chrysomadineae, which 
the resting state inhabits the extracapsular cytoplasm 
ing and dividing freely therein, and only (under study) 

!coming free and flagellate on the death of the host (fig. In. 
6--1 0. The Silicollagellata or Dictyochidae, also possessing 
vce• table colouring matter, but with a skeleton of impure 

riC.1 hike that of Phaeodaria), may pass some of their lives in 
.rriLiosis with Radiolaria. 
Living Radiolaria were first observed and partially described 
r W. J. Tilesius in :Sore. and 1814, by W. Baird in 183o, 
id by C. G. Ehrenberg in zap, as luminous organisms in the 
a; F. J. F. Sleyen in 1834 recognized their animal character 
id the siliceous nature of their spicales. Ehrenberg a little later 
awnbed • large number of Nautili/Ma akar:tons under the 

name of Palmed= (0138), but without MOM than a very 
slight knowledge of a few living forms. T. H. Huxley in ifist 
made the first adequate study of the living animal, and was 
followed by Job. Mailer in the same decade. E Haeckel began 
his publications in 0162, and in two enormous, abundantly 
illustrated, systematic works, besides minor publications, has 
dealt exhaustively with the cytology, classification, and distri-
bution of the class. Next in value come the contributions 
of Richard Hertsrig (largely developmental), besides those of 
L. Cienkowaky, Rarl. Brandt and A. Borgert, while to F. 
Dreyer and V. Hacker we owe valuable studies on the physical 
relations of the skeleton. 

Our classification is taken from Haeckel. 

A. Spumellaria, Haeck. (Peripylaea, liertwig). Central capsule 
perforated with numerous evenly dktributed pores. Skeleton 
siliceous, latticed or of detached spicules, or absent. Form 
homaxonic or with at least three planes of symmetry intersecting 
at right angles, rarely irregular or spiral, sometimes forming colonies, 
i.e. with several central capsules in a common external cytoplasm. 

FIG. H.—Esseyrridlam cresieides, Huck.; one of the Nassellari. 
Entire animal as seen in the living condition. The central capsule 
is hidden by the beehive-shaped siliceous shell within which it is 
lodged. 

I. Skeleton of detached spicule., or absent. 
Fam. I. COLLOIDIA. Skeleton absent. Tkalassico4c. Huai. 

(figgss.. t. and lit. I); Thalassophyst, Haeck.; 
C . Huck. (6g. tn. 2-3, 15, 16); 
Achisse, Haeck. 

Pam. 2. BELOIDIA. Skeleton attar. Sliksertizemut, 
Haeck.; Raphidstermr. k. 

II. Skeleton latticed or spongy-reticulate. 
Fam. 3. SPIIAIROIDEA. Skeleton homaxisl, sometimes 

colonial. Collosplineva, Mull.; 	Hafiessmo, 
Ehrb.; 	Actinomaki. Hseck. (fig. Ito. 17), 
showing concentric latticed shells, the smallest 
intranuckar, all connected by radial spines; 
SPangespkaera. Haeck. (fig. sv. 8); Hello. 
tpliaera. Hatch. (fig. in. la). 

Fam. 4. PSUNOIDEA. Skeleton a prolate spheroid Of 
cylinder of circular wet sometimes con-
stricted like a dice-box. 

Fam. S. DISCOIDEA. Shell flattened, if circular plan, 
rarely becoming spiral. 

Pam. 6. LASCOIDISA. Shell with three unequal axe,• 
elliptical in the plane of any two, more rarely 
becoming irregular or spiral. 

B. Menthols, Haeck. (Aetipylael, Hertw.). Skeleton if 
*mks of  imam radiating Irma a centre. and usually twemy. 
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disposed on five successive tones of four on alternating meridians, 
the zones corresponding to equator, tropics and circumpolar circles 
on the (lobe ; pores of central capsule in scattered groups. 

Warn. I. ACTINILIDA. Spines numerous, more than 
twenty, irrwlarly grouped. Lifilebpbra, 
Haeck.; Xipkcaarka, Haack. 

Film a. ACANTHONIDA. Spines twenty simple, usually 
equal. Acaralsorietra. J.  Mull. (fig. iv. 6, 7); 
Artrolends, Haeck.; Ampbsleacks, Heal. 
(fig. tn. 18). 

Fam. 3. SPHAEROPHRACTIDA: Spinal equal, branching 
and often coalescing into a latticed shell, 
hornaxonic. 

FWD. 4. PRUNOPHRACTIDA: Branching spines coalescing 
into a latticed shell which is elongated and 
elliptical in at least one plane. 

C. Nassell•tia, Haeck. (Tionopylaea, Hertw.). Silico-skeletal 
Radiolaria in which the central capsule is typically monaxonic (cone-
shaped), with a single perforate area (pore-plate) placed on the basal 
face of the cone; the membrane of the capsule, the nucleus single; 
the skeleton is extracapsular, and forms • scaffold-like or beehive-
like structure of monaxonic form, a tripod or calthrop, a sagittal 
ring, or a combination of these. 

Fam. I. NASSOIDRA, Haack. Skeleton absent. Cystidionn. 
Haeck. 

Fam. a. PLIECTIDA, Huck. Skeleton formed of • single 
branching spicule, • tripod or usually • 4-
radiate calthrop, its- branches sometimes 
reticulate. Genera: Piagiacandsa, Haeck.; 
Pkeinalianw, Haeck. 

Fam. g. SPYROIDNA. Shell latticed around the metal 

cha 
ring (" mber mphalis "), sometimes with a lower 

 added. 
Fam. 4. BOTRIDEA. Haack Shell latticed, composed of 

several chambers agglomerated without definite 
order; • single central capsule. Genera: 
DoWyocyrtis. Haack.; Liehobotrys, Haeck. 

Fain. 5. CYRTOIDZA, Haeck. Skeleton a monaxonic Or 
triradiate shell, or continuous piece (beehive- 
shaped). Genera: Halicalyptra, Haeck.; 
Encyrtulion. Haeck. (fig. IL); Carpocanium, 
Haeck. (fig. Iv. 3). 

Fam. 6. STRPHOIDRA, Haeck. Skeleton a sagittal sing 
continuous with the branched spicule, and 
sometimes growing out into other rings or 
branches. Genera: Actinwhatiennia, Haeck.; 
Znostephatmes, Haeck.; Lillsocircas, Haeck. 
(fig. Iv. I). 

D. Phaeod•ria, Hack. teciTripylatta, Hertw.). Radiolaria of 

	

cruciate symmetry, proton 	into tubular processes with three 
meek to the central capsu , one inferior, the principal, and two 
symmetrically placed on either side of the opposite pole; skeleton 
of 'picnics, a network of hollow filaments, or a minutely alvcolate 
shell, of • combination of silica with organic substance: extra. 
capsular protoplasm containing in front of the large acute an 
agglomeration of dusky purplish or greenish pigment (" phae-
ount "), 

Yarn. I. PHAZOCYSTIDA. Haeck. Siliceous skeleton absent 
or of separate needles. Genera: Ankwastaw, 
Haeck.; Thaler/engem* Haeck. 

Pam. 2. PHAROSPHAERIDA. Spicules united into a 
latticed shelL Genera: Asiorphaera, Haeck. 
(fig. tv. 9): Ardepkgasa, Huck.; Cantali. 
condo, Haeck. 

Fam. 3. PHAROGROWIDA. Haeck. ' Shell continuous, 
traversed by fine canals or finely alveolate, 
provided with at least one pylome. Genera : 
Cholleateria, Wyv., Thomson; Lilhogrentia, 
Haeck. 

Fam. 4. PHALOCONCHIDA. Shell as in Pls•maphaerida. 
but of two symmetrical halves (valves), which 
meet in the plane of the three oscules (" frontal " 
of Haeckel, who terms the plane of symmetry 
through the shells " sagittal "). Genera: Con-
ckidnerer, Haeck.; Coeiedntdruar. Haeck. 
(fig. It. 4). 

The following passages may be repeated bets from Sir E. Ray 
Lankester's article " Protozoa " in the gtb edition.  of this 
Encyclopaediar- 

" The important differences in the structure of the central capsule 
of different Radiolaria were first shown by Hertwig, who also dis-
covered that the spines of the Acanthometridea consist not of 
silica but of an organic compound (but see above). In view of 
this latter fact and of the peculiar numerical and architectural 
features of the Acanthometrid skeleton, it seems proper to separate 
them altogether from the other Radiolaria. The Peripylaea may 
be regarded as the starting-point of the Radiolarian pedigree, and 
have given the on the one hand to the Manthometridea. which 

FIG. III.—Radiolaria. 	t. Central capsule of Thelarriolls 
nucleate, Huxley, in radial section. a the large nucleus (Biases 
blaschen); b. corpuscular structures of the ma:capsular prom 
plasm containing concretions; c. well of the capsule (ssesshodest 
shell), showing the fine radial pore-canals; 1, nucJeolar Bra 
(chromatin substance) of the nucleus. 2. 3. Games 
imam, J. Muller, two different forms of colonies, of the mead 
six. 4. Central capsule from a colony of Callossonw ems 
showing the intracapsular protoplasm and indeed, brakes IP 
into a number of spores, the germs of swarm•spores or gagelisht. 
each encloses a, crystalline rod. C. yellow cells loin in the ono 
capsular protoplasm. 5. A small colony of C low 
magnified 25 diameters. a, alveoli (vacuoles) of the our 
capsular protoplasm; b, central capatles,eath containing boas 
protoplasm a large oil-globule. 6-13. Yellow cells el senses 
Radiolaria: 6. normal yellow cell: 7. 8, division with fonsecee 
of transverse septum; 9. a modified condition ace= 
Brandt ;• to. division of a yellow cell into four; t 1. 
condition of a yellow cell from the body of a deadinosess. 
12. a similar cell in process of division; 13. a yellow uell de 
protoplasm which is creeping out of its cellulose endow 
14. Heliosphaera kerma:. Haeck., living example; a. sucker. 
b. central capsule: c. siliceous basket-week - skeleton. lb 
Two swarm-spore (itage.Uulae) of Ca tioweas isms. mho 
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lions such • central am & as that drawn in 4; each contains 
a crystal 6 sod a nucleus a. 16. Two swarm-spores of Cana-
wens SWIM. of the second kind, viz. devoid of crystals. and of 
two aims, a inacrospore and a inicrespore. They have been set 
free from central capsules with contents of a different appearance 
from that drawn is 4. a, OW-kW. 17. sfectimmuna wawa- 
caulkion, Haeck.; one of ihe Periulaes. ntim animal in 
optical section. a, nucleus; 6. wall of the central cepsule; 
c innermost siliceous shell enclosed is the nucleum,• middle 
Men lying within'the centre! capsule: outer shell hying  In the 
extracapnehu. protoplasm. Four radial siliceous spines holding 
the three mben-cal elan, together are seen. The radial fibrilla" 
tion of the protoplasm and the fine extracapsular pseudopodia are 
to be noted. 18. Amphiloierke reesemensu, Haeck.; one of the 
Acantbalutridea. Entire animal as seen liV114. 

IV.—Radiolaria. t. Lithoei►m annsiaris. Haterigt one 
if the Monopylaes. Whole animal in the living state (optical 
section); 0. nucleus; 6, wall of the central capsule; e, yellow 
*11.; d perforated area of the central capsule (Maeopylms)• 
1. Cy/Wm. iserms, Hertwig; one of the Monopylsea. Living 
uilmaL An example of a Monopyiaeco destitute of skeleton. 
1. nucleus; 6, capsule-waff ; a, yellow cells in the extracapauler 
protoplasm. 	3. C.11111,11 diadems, Haeck.; optical 
elution of the becffiltrea 	shall to show the tons and position  

of the protoplasmic body. a. the tri-lobed nucleus; b. the 
siliceous shell; a, oil-globules; d, the ppeerforate area (pore-plate) 
of the central capsule. 4. Coe rum gracsUrruurn, Haack.; 
living animal, complete; one of the Tripylaea. a, the character. 
lane dark pigment (phaeodium) surrounding the central capsule b. 
The peculiar branched siliceous skeleton, consisting of hollow 
fibres, and the expanded pseudopodia are seen. S. Central 
capsule of one of the Tripylaca, isolated, showing a, the nucleus; 
b, a, the inner and the outer laminae of the capsule wall; d, the 
chief or polar aperture; e, e, the two secondary apertures. 
6, 7. Acanthornetra claparedei, Haeck. 7 shows the animal in 
optical section, no as to exhibit the characteristic meeting of the 
spines at the central point as in all Acanthometridea; 6 shows the 
transition from the uninuclear to the multinucicar condition by 
the breaking up of the large nucleus. a. small nuclei; 6, large 
fragments of the single nucleus; c, wall of the central capsule; 
d, extracapsular jelly (not protoplasm); e, peculiar intracapsular 
yellow cells. 8. Spongorphaera sireptaeonsho, Haeck.; one 
of the Peripylaea. Siliceous skeleton not quite completely drawn, 
on the right side. a, the spherical extracapsular shell (compare 
fig. tut. 17), supporting very large radial spines which are con-
nected by a Spongy network of siliceous fibres. ty. Auto-
spkaera ekgandissima, Haeck.; one of the Phaeodaria. Half of 
the spherical siliceous skeleton. 

retain the archaic structure of the central capsule whilst developing 
a peculiar skeleton, and on the other hand to the Monopylaea and 
Phaeodaria, which have modified. the capsule but retained the 
siliceous skeleton. 

Mandarie 	Mereprhes. 	Seastemselida. 

14g1°'  
Arral.inrinykiss. 

nasswans. 

" The occasional total absence of any siliceous or acanthinous 
skeleton does not appear to be a matter of classificatory imrtance, 
since skeletal elements occur in close allies of those very few

po 
 forms 

which are totally devoid of skeleton. Similarly it does not appear 
to be a matter of great significance that some forms (Polycyttaria) 
form colonies. instead of the central capsules separating from 'one 
another after fission has occurred. 

" It is important to note that the skeleton of slier or acenthin 
does not correspond to the shell of other Sarcodism, which appears 
rather to be represented by the membranous central capsule. The 
skeleton does, however, appear to correspond to the 'picnics Of 
Heliostat, and there is an tinble affinity between such • form as 
Clathrulina and the Sphaerid Poripylacia (such as Helios= 
fig. tut. *4). The Racholaria arc, however, a very 	_ma* 
group, definitely separated from all other ‘.1.a.dina by the 
membranous central capsule sunk in their protoplasm. Their 
differenees inky se do not affect their essential structure. The varia-
tions in the chemical composition of the skeleton and in the perfora-
tion of the capsule do not appear superficially'. The most obvious 
features in which they differ from one anoth.: elate to the form and 
complexity of the skeleton, a part of the org sm so little character-
istic of the group that it may be wantin itogether. It is not 
known how far the form-species and form, era which have been 
distinguished in such profusion by liaeckel 	he result of • study of 
the skeletons are permanent (se. 	 permanent) physio- 
logical species. There is no doubt that v. 	many arc local and 
conditional varieties, or even merely stage f growth, of a uncle 
Protean species. The same remark applie. the species discrimin- 
ated among the shell-bearing Reticulana. I c must not be supposed, 
however, that less importance is to be attach...I to the distinguishing 
and recording of such forms because we are not able to assert that 
they are permanent species. 

" The streaming of the roaster of the pester ,' not has been observed 
in the pseudopodia of Radiolana as in i and  Heliosos and 
Reticularia; it has also been seen in the . per protoplasm; and 
granules have been definitely seen to pass t .  nigh the pores of the 
central capsule from the intracapsular to extracapsular proto. 
plasm. A feeble vibrating movement of he pseudopodia has 
been occasionally noticed. 

" The production of swam-3porer has I in observed only in 
Acanthometra and in the Polycyttaria an Thalanicollidae, and 
only in the two latter groups have any der ed observations been 
made. Two distinct processes of swarm use production have 
been observed by Cienkowslci, confirm ,  by Hertwip,—dir 
tinguished by the character of the resin. g spores, which are 
called crystalligerous • and ' isosporcs (fii„ rat 15) in the one 
case, and dimorphous or • anisospores • in the other (fig. Tu. 
16). In both mama. the nucleated protoplasm within the central 
capsule breaks up by a more or km regular cell.diversos into small 
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pieces, the details of the process differing a little in the t.c. 	es. 
In those individuals which produce crystalligerous swarm-e; es, 
each spore encloses a small crystal (fig. Ill. 15). On the other i 
in those individuals which produce dimorphous swarm-spori s.  he 
contents of the capsule (which in both instances are set free I its 
natural rupture) are seen to consist of individuals of two sizes, 
' megaspores' and ' microspores,' neither of which contain 
crystals (fig. 1 tr. 16). The further development of the spores has 
not been observed in either case. Both processes have been observed 
in the same species, and it is suggested that there is an alternation 
of sexual and asexual generations, the crystalligerous spores develop-
ing directly into adults, which in their turn produce in their central 
capsules dimorphous swarm-spores (megaspores and microsp ,  s), 
which in a manner analogous to that observed in the Volvo, in ,  an 
Flageltata copulate (permanently fuse) with one another (the larger 
with the smaller) before prove  mg to develop. The adults resulting 
from this process would, it is suggested, produce in their turn 
crystalligerous swarm-spores. Unfortunately we have no observa-
tions to support this hypothetical scheme of a life-history. 

or cvaiti:ciunion of adult Radiolaria. whether preliminary 
toobarieircitmee- !action or independently of it, has net been 

affording a distinction between them and Heliozoa. 
" Simple fission of the central capsule of adult individuals, pre-

ceded of course by nuclear fission, and subsequently of the whole 
protoplasmic mass, has been observed in several genera of Acan-
thane and Phaeodaria, and is probably.  • general method of repro-
duction in the group. In Spumellana it gives rise to colonial 

Polycyttarian farms when the extracapsular pet  does 
not divide. 

" The siliceous shells of the Radiolaria are found abundantly in 
certain rocks from Palaeozoic times .  onwards. They furnish, 
together with Diatoms and Sponge speaks, the silica which has 
been segregated as flint in the Chalk formation. They are present 
in quantity.  (as much as to /) in the Atlantic ooze, and in the 
celebrated Bardos earth ' (a . Tertiary deposit) are the chief 
components." 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—The most important- systematic works are 
those of E. Heeded, Die Radiolarien (1862-87), and the " Report " 
on the Radiolaria of the." Challenger' Expeddion (vol. xviii., 1887), 
which contains full lists of the older literature. Among the most 
important recent studies we cite K. Brandt, " Die Koloniebildenden 
Radiolarien " in Fauna and Flora des Golfe' von Neapel, xii. (1885),• 
A. Borgert in Zeilschnfl f. Wisseasckafdiche Zoologie, (1891), and 
Zoolopsche Jahrbsicher (Anatomic), xiii. (1c000);_ F. Dreyer in 
Jenatscher Zeilschr., xix. (1892); V. Hacker in &auk. J. Wiss. 

Ixsodii. (1905). 	 (M. Ha.1 

RADIOMETER. It had been remarked at various times, 
amongst others by Fresnel, that bodies delicately suspended 
within a partial vacuum are subject to apparent repulsion by 
radiation. The question was definitely investigated by Sir W. 
Crookea, who had found that some delicate weighings in recite 
were vitiated by this cause. It appeared that a surface black-
ened so as to absorb the radiant energy directed on it was 
repelled relatively to a polished surface. He constructed an 
apparatus in illustration, which he called a radiometer or light-
mill, by pivoting a vertical axle carrying equidistant vertical 
vanes inside an exhausted glass bulb, one side of each vane 
being blackened and the other side bright, the blackened sides 
all pointing the same way round the axle. When the rays 
of the sun or a candle, or dark radiation from a warm body, 
are incident on the vanes, the dark side of each vane is repelled 
more than the bright side, and thus the vanes are set into 
rotation with accelerated speed, which becomes uniform when 
the forces produced by the radiation are balanced by the 
friction of the pivot and of the residual air in the globe. The 
name radiometer arose from an idea that the final steady speed 
of rotation might be utilized as a rough measure of the intensity 
of the exciting radiation. 

The problem of the cause of these striking and novel pheno-
mena at first produced considerable perplexity. A preliminary 
question was whether the mechanical impulsion was a direct 
effect of the light, or whether the radiation only set up internal 
stresses, acting in and through the residual air, between the 
vanes and the walls of the enclosure. The answer to this was 
found experimentally by Arthur Schuster, who suspended 
the whole instrument in' delicate equilibrium, and observed 
the effect of introducing the radiation. II the light exerted 
direct impulsion on the vanes, their motion would gradually 
drag the case round after them, by reason of the friction of 
the residual air. in the bulb and of the pivot.. • On the -other  

hand, if the effects arose from balanced stresses set 
the globe by the radiation, the effects on the vanes i 
case would be of the nature of action and reaction, s 
establishment of motion of the vanes in one di= 
involve impulsion of the case in the opposite dire 
when the motion became steady there would sso kat 
torque either on the vanes or on the case, and the 1.11 
therefore come back to its previous position of era 
finally, when the light was turned off, the decay of t 
of the vanes would involve impulsion of the case in the 
of their motion until the moment of the restoring too 
from the suspension of the case had absorbed di 
momentum in the system. Experiment showed that 
prediction was what happened. The important p 
by the residual air in the globe had also been dr 
Osborne Reynolds from observing that on turnip 
light, the vanes came to rest very much sooner than U 
of the pivot alone would account for; in fact, the I 
sidence is an illustration of Maxwell's great thew 
covery that viscosity in a gas (as also diffusion bat 
and of the gas itself) is sensibly independent of tb 
Some phenomena of retardation in the production of 
had led Sir G. G. Stokes and Sir W. Crookea to the ma 
conclusion. 

The origin of these phenomena was recopiM 
the first by 0. Reynolds, and by P. G. Tait and J. Ile 
consequence of the kinetic theory of the constitution 
media. The temperature of a gas is measured by 
energy of translation of its molecules, which are ind 
of each other except during , the brief intervals of 
and collision of the separate molecules with the 
surface of a vane, warmed by the radiation, impart 
them, so that they rebound from it with greater vela 
they approached. This increase of velocity implies u 
of the reaction on the surface, the black side of a m 
thus pressed with greater force than the bright side-
of considerable density the mean free path of a I 
between its Collisions with other molecules, is en 
small, and any such increase of gaseous pressure in fro 
black surface would be immediately neutralized by fo l 

gas from places of high to places of low pressure. lid 
exhaustions the free path becomes comparable with IA 
sions of the glass bulb, and this equalization proceeds 
The general nature of the phenomena is thus easily vl 
but it is at a maximum at pressures comparable vi ' 
metre of mercury, at which the free path is still a 
greater number of molecules operating in interef..1 
result. The problem of the stresses in rarefied gave 
arising from inequalities of temperature, which is I 

opened out, involves some of the most delicate coawh 
in molecular physics. It remains practically u 
in 1879 by two memoirs communicated to the Fie-
by Osborne Reynolds and by Clerk Maxwell. The V 
the latter investigator was purely a priori. He atuo 
the distribution of molecules and of their %Tiering. I 

point, was slightly modified, from the exponential law GV 
to a uniform condition, by the gradient of tempests' ' 
gas (see Drrrusune). The hypothesis that the state cal 
so that interchanges arising from convection and aL- 1 

 the molecules produced no aggregate result. snow, ' 
Interpret the new constants involved in this law of duel 
in terms of the temperature and • its spacial ditIer-''' 
efficients, and thence to express the components (1111111  
stress at each point in the medium in terms of thee 
As far as the order to which be carried the seforr °1 

 which, however, were based on a simplifying hepslo" 
the molecules influenced each other through matnal nw+ 
inversely as the fifth power of their distance secle —'1' 1 

 was that the equations of motion of the gas, °
►

. 

subject to viscous and thermal tarmacs, could le 
a state of equilibrium under a modified internal peso"; 
iu ell directions. therefore, the walls of the odor 
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ie gas that is directly in contact with them, this eqnnffirinm 
*old be the actual state of affaira; and it would follow 
can the principle of Archimedes that, when estraneons forces 
eh as gravity are not considered, the gas would exert no 
sultant force on any body immersed in it. On this ground 
(well itifernxl that the forces acting in the radiometer are 
lanceted with gliding of the pa along the unequally heated 
nandazies; and as the laws of this slipping, as well as the 
estitntba of the adjacent layer, are uncertain, the problem 
comes very intricate. Such slipping bad shows itself at 
gh exhaustion In the experiments of A. A. Berndt and E. G. 
'arbors in :En on the viscosity of gases; its effects would be 
erected for, In general, by a Hight effective addititm to the 
iciness of the gaseous layer. 
Reynolds, in his investigation, introducing no new form 
law of distribution of velocities, uses a linear quantity, 

oportional to the mean free path of the gaseous molecules, 
hid) he takes to represent (somewhat roughly) the average 
stance from which molecules directly affect, by their eon-
ction, the state of the medium; the gas not being uniform 
t account of the gradient of temperature, the change going 

at each point is calculated from the elements contributed 
r the pans at this particular distance in all directions. He 
ys stress oo the dimensional relations of the problem, pointing 
it that the phenomena which occur with large vanes in highly 
relied gas could also occur with proportionally smaller vanes 
gas at higher pressure. The results coincide with Maxwell's 
far as above stated, though the numerical coefficients do not 

rte. According to Maxwell, priority in showing the necessity 
r slipping over the boundary rests with Reynolds, who also 
;covered the cognate fact of thermal transpiration, meaning 
ereby that gas travels up the gradient of temperature in a 
pinery tube, owing to surface-actions, until it establishes such 
;radian of promise (extremely minatel as will prevent further 
et. In later memoirs Reynolds followed up this subject by 
weeding to establish definitions of the velocity and the 
imentum and the energy at an element of volume of the 
Atcular medium, with the precision occemary in order that •

dynamical equations of the. medium in bulk, based in the 
tsai manner on these quantities alone, without directly COW' 
*ring thermal stresses, shall be strictly valid—a discootioa 
which the relation of ordinary molar toechsaim to the mom 
top.lete molecular theoty is involved. 
Of late years the peculiarities of the radiometer at higher 
i-pressures have been very completely studied by E. F. 
chola and G. F. Hull, with the result that there is a cattalo 
mum at which the molecular effect of the gas on a pair of 
'Ay vertical vanes is balanced by that of convection currents in 

By thus controlling and partially eliminating the aggregate 
,effect, they succeeded in making a small radiometer, bod-
itally suspended, Into. a delicate and reliable measurer of 
t intensity of the radiation incident on it. With the ex-
-knee thus pined in manipulating the vacuum, the achieve-
nt of thoroughly verifying the preserve of radiation on both 
;clue and transparent bodies, in accordance with Clerk 
ixwetTa formula, has been effected (Physical Itrsiate, toot, 

later paperi) by E. F. Nichols and G. F. Hull; some months 
ire Lebidew had published in the Annahn tfe Physit a 

ificaticas for metallic vanes so thin as to avoid the sim-
ian, by pntveating the production of sensible difference of 
operators between the two faces by the incident radiation. 
e Rantaucus.) 
Wore recently J. H. Poynting has separated the two effects 
strimentally on the principle that the radiometer meatus 

along the normal, while the radiation peon= acts along 
•ray which may be directed obliquely. 
kADISH, Raptness* rations (sat. order Credits:se), in boiash 
ileshy.rooted annual, unknowns in the wild state. Some 
rieties of the wild radish, R. Raghamistromn, however. met 
b on the Mediterranean coasts, come so near to it as 
soma that it may potently be a cultivated race of the 

err sPecie‘ k ig weir Poindas as • raw Wad. Theis are 

two principal fans, the '01101e-tooted and the turnip-
rooted. 

The radish succeeds in any well-worked not too neavy garden 
soil, but requires a warm, sheltered situation. The seed is 
generally sown broadcast, in beds 4 to s ft. wide, with alleys 
between, the beds requiring to be netted over to protect them 
from birds. The earliest crop may be sown about the middle 
of December, the seed-beds being at once covered with litter, 
which should not be removed till the plants come up, and then 
only in the daytime, and when there is no frost. If the crop 
succeeds, which depends on the state of the weather, it will be 
In use about the beginning of March. Another sowing may be 
made in January, a third early in February, if the season is a 
favourable one, and still another towards the end of February, 
from which thin tin October a small sowing should be made 
every fortnight or three weeks in spring, and rather more 
frequently during summer. About the end of October, aid 
again in November, a late sowing may be made on a south border 
or bank, the plants being protected in severe weather with litter 
or mats. The winter radishes, which grow to a large size, should 
be sown In the beginning of July and in August, in drills from 
6 to q in. apart, the plants being thinned out to s or 6 in. in 
the row. The roots become It for use during the autumn. For 
winter use they should be taken up before severe frost sets in, 
and stored in dry sand. Radishes, like other fleshy roots, are 
attacked by insects, the most dangerous being the larvae of 
several species of fly, especially the radish fly (Anthem* 
radiates). The most effectual means of destroying these is by 
watering the plants with a dilute solution of carbolic acid, or 
much diluted gas-water; or gas•lime may. be  sprinkled along 
the rows. 

Foreleg.—To obtain early radishes a sowing in the British Isles 
should be made about the begot November. and continued 
fortnightly till the middle or end of -February; the crop will gener-
ally be fit for use about six weeks after sowing. The seed should 
be sown in light rich soil, 8 or q in. thick, on a moderate hotbed, 
or in a pit with a temperature of from se to 65°. Gentle watering. 
must be given, and air admitted at every favourable opportunity; 
but the sashes most be protected at night and in frosty weather 
with straw mats or other materials. Some of these crops are often 
grown with forced potatoes. The best forcing sorts are Wood's 
early frame. and the natty toss globe, early dwarf-top scarlet turnip, 
and early dwarf-top white turnap. 

Thom best suited for geodel cultivation are the following:— 

Spitalls-rooled.—Loog scarlet, including the sub-varieties scarlet 
short-top, early frame scarlet, and Wood's early frame: long scarlet 
short-top, best kr 

arle

-oral  crop. 
Turnsp-reesel.— y rose globe-shaped, the earliest of all: 

early dwarf-top starlet turnip, and early dwarf-top white turnip; 
earliest Erfurt scarlet, and early, white short-leaved, both very 
early sorts; French breakfast. olive-shaped; red turnip and 
white turnip. for summer daps 

Winter mos.—Black Spunk whit. Chinese. Canonise 
mammoth. 

RADIUM (from Lat. radian, ray), a metallic chemical element 
obtained from pitchblende, a uraaium mineral, by P. and Mme. 
Curie and G. Bement in itioll; it was so named on account of 
the intensity of the radioactive emanations which it yielded. 
Its discovery was a sequel to IL Be t:quad's observation in z8e6 
that certain uranium preparations emitted a radiation resem-
bling the X rays observed by Riling= in Egos. Like the X 
rays, the Becquerel rays are invisible; they both traverse thin 
sheets of glass or metal, and ascot  be refracted; moreover, 
they both ionise gases, i.e. they discharge a charged electroscope, 
the latter, however, much more feebly than the former. Char-
acteristic, also, is their action on a photographic plate, end the 
phosphorescence which they occasion when they impinge on 
zinc sulphide and some other salts. Notwithstanding these 
resembbnan, these two sets grays am not indenticaL Mine. 
Curie, regarding radioactivity—i.e. the emission of rays hie 
those just mentiooad—as a property of some undimmed 
substance, submitted pitchblende to a most careful ambito, 
After removing the uranium, it was Mond that the bismuth 
separated with a vary active substaace—polonium; this element 
was afterwards isolated by Marckwald, and proved to be ides-
tics/ with his radiotellisiurn; that the Wow could he 
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separated with another active substance—radium; whilst a third 
fraction, composed mainly of the rare earths (thorium, sire.), 
yielded to Debierne another radioactive element—actinium, 
which proved to be identical with the emanlum of GieseL 
Another radioactive substance—ionium—was isolated from car-
notite, a uranium mineral, by B. B. Sauteed in 19os. Radio-
active properties have also been ascribed to other elements, e.g. 
thorium and lead. There is more radium than any other radio-
active element, but its excessive rarity may be gauged by the 
lacts that Mine. Curie obtained only a fraction of a gramme of 
the chloride and Glad -a to •3 gramme of the bromide from a 
ton of uranium residues. 

There is a mass of evidence to show that radium is to be 
regarded as an element, and in general its properties resemble 
those of the metals of the alkaline earths, more particularly 
barium. To the bunsen flame a raditun salt imparts an intense 
carmine-red colour (barium gives a green). The spectrum, 
also, is very characteristic. The atomic weight, 226.4, places 
the element in a vacant position in group 11. of the periodic 
classification, along with the alkaline earth metals. 

Generally speaking, the radiation is not simple. Radium 
itself emits three types of rays: (0 the a rays, which are 
regarded as positively charged helium atoms; these rays are 
stopped by a single sheet of paper; (2) the ff rays, which are 
identified with the cathode rays, i.e. as a single electron charged 
negatively; these rays can penetrate sheets'ol aluminium, glass, 
&c., several millimetres thick; and (3) the y rays—which are 
non-electrified radiations characterized by a high penetrating 
pelves., 1% surviving after traversing 7 cm. of lead or r so cm. 
of water. In addition, radium evolves an " emanation " which 
is an extraordinarily inert gas, recalling the " inactive " gases 
of the atmosphere. We thus see that radium is continually 
losing matter and energy as electricity; it is also losing energy 
as heat, for, as was observed by Curie and Laborde, the tem-
perature of a radium salt is always a degree or two above that 
of the atmosphere, and they estimated that a gramme of pure 
radium would emit about zoo gramme-calories per hour. 

The Becquerel rays have a marked chemical action on certain 
substances. The Curies showed that oxygen was convertible 
into ozone, and Sudborough that yellow phosphorus gave the 
red modification when submitted to their influence. More 
interesting are the observations of D. Berthelot, F. Bordas, 
C. Doelter and others, that the rays induce important changes 
in the colours of many minerals. (See Ratuoacnurv.) 

The action of radium on human tissues was unknown until 
toot, when, Professor Becquerel of Paris having incautiously 
carried a tube in his waistcoat pocket, there appeared on the 
skin within fourteen days a severe inflammation which was 
known as the famous. " Becquerel bum." Since that time 
active investigation into the action, of radium on diseased tissues 
has been carried on, resulting in the establishment in Paris in 
teed of the " Laboratoire biologique sin Radium!! Similar 
centres for study have been inaugurated in other countries, 
notably one in London in tam. The diseases to which the 
application has been hitherto confined are papillomata, lupus 
outputs, epithelial tumours, syphilitic ulcers, pigmentary nevi, 
animate, and pruritus and chronic itching of the skin; but 
the use of radium in therapeutics is still experimentaL The 
different varieties of rays used are controlled by the inter-
vention of screens or filtering substances, such as siker, lead 
or aluminium. Radium is analgesic and bactericidal in its action. 

See Radisanatereple, by Wickham and Deirais ('909): DO 
Merepeatiselsr Wirkang der Rediasortraatea, by 0. Lasser, in Roped 
of Radiology Con, Brussels, 1906; E. Dorn, E. Baumann and 
S. Valentiner is PerseJse .7.eihang (1903); Abbe in Maika Rased 
(October '907). 

RADIO& properly a straight rod, bar or staff, the original 
meaniag a the Latin word, to which also many of the various 
meanings seen in English were attached; It was thus applied 
to the spokes of a wheel, to the semi-diameter of a circle or 
sphere and to a ray or beam of light, " ray " Itself coining 
d em* the Fr. rale from radian Prom this last scene comas  

" radiant," " radiation," and ailed words. In mathematics, to 
radius is a straight line drawn from the centre to the drams 
(crone of ►  circle or to the surface of a sphere; In anatomy 
the name is applied to the outer one of the two bones of de 
fore-arm in man or to the corresponding bone in the foreleg d 
animals. It is also used in various other anatomical sada * 
botany, ichthyology, entomology, floc. A further appficatioe 
the term is to an area the extent of which is marked by de 
length of the radius from the point which is taken as the antn; 
thus, in London, foe the purposeof reckoning the fano( hackney-
carriages, the radius is taken as extending four mills is say 
direction from Charing Cross. 

RADNOR, FARIS OF. Tice rat earl of Radnor was Jobe 
Robartes (1606-1685), who succeeded his father, Richatt 
Robartes, as and baron Robartes of Truro in May 163.i, the 
barony having been purchased under compulsion for /moue I 
1625. The family had amassed great wealth by trading io 
and wool. Educated at Exeter College, Oxford, Joha Roberto 
fought on the side of the Parliament during the Civil Wm 
being present at the battle of Edgehill and at the first bath 
of Newbury, and was a member of the committee of bell 
kingdoms. He is said to have persuaded the earl of Eau 
to make his ill-fated march into Co wall In 16447 be maul 
with the earl from Loetwithiel and was afterwards governor 
of Plymouth. Between the execution of Charles L and thr 
restoration of Charles IL he took practically no part in pal& 
life, but after :66o he became a prominent public man, eau 
his prominence partly to his influence among the Presbytesiwa 
and ranged himself among Clarendon's enemies. He was seed 
deputy of Ireland in 266o-r662 and was lord lieutenant in ilas-
167o; from 266r to 1673 he was lord privy seal, and from den w 
1684 lord president of the council. In 2679 he was created de 
count Bodmin and ea4 of Radnor, and he died at Chelsea a 
the 17th of July :685. His eldest son, Robert, viscount &dm* 
who was British envoy to Denmark, having predeceued 
father, the latter was succeeded as 2nd earl by his grandest 
Charles Bodvile Robartes (166o-1723), who was a member if 
parliament under Charles II. and James IL, and was lea 
lieutenant of Cornwall from 5696 to 17o5 and again from me 
to 5723. Henry, the 3rd earl (e. 1690-1 741 ). was also • grand-
11011 of the Jet earl, and John, the 4th earl (c. 1686-1757), vs 
another grandson. When John, whose father was Frascii 
Robartes (c. 5650-5758), • member of parliament for vow 
thirty years and a musician of some repute, died unmarried le 
July i757, his titles became extinct. 

Lanhydrock, near Bodmin, and the other estates of di 
Robartes family passed to the earl's nephews, Thomas red 
George Hunt. Thomas Hunt's grandson and heir, Thema 
James Agar-Robartes (56 $-:885), • grandson of an Irish pat 
James Apr, ist viscount Mien (i734-1739), was created bane 
Robartes of Lanhydrock and of Truro In 1369, after lay* 
represented East Cornwall in seven parliaments. His us aid 
successor, Thomas Charles Agar-Roberta, the Ind bun 
(b. Oka), succeeded his kinsman es 6th Viscount aides Is 
r399. 

In 5765 William Bouverie, and viscount Folkestone (mf-
r776), son of Sir Jacob Bouverie, but. (d. 176s), of Latalma 
Wiltshire, who was created viscount Folkestone in usi. • 16 

 made earl of Radnor. Descended from • Huguenot bark 
William Bouverie was a member of parliament from r74  sail 
he succeeded to the peerage in February 5765. He diva sw 
the 28th of January 1776. His son and successor, Julia 
the end earl (27so-0128), who took the name of Pleyfri 
Bouverie in accordance with the will of his maternal gnat 
father, Sir Mark Stuart Pkyddl, bert. (d. 57611), was dab*. 
of William Pleydell-Bouverle, the 3rd earl (er79-11160. 
;madden of some note. In 1900 Ms grest-grandsea, Jamb 
Pleydell-Bouverie (b. 1168), became 6th earl of Radnor. 

RA111101111111111 (Sir Faesyfed), an island county of Was 
bounded N. by Montgomery, N.E. by Shropshire, E. by Om 
ford, S. and S.W. by Breeknock and N.W. by Oapilva. 
musty, which is keespokaped, contains a7s eq. m.. aid is 
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toesequentry the smallest in area of the six South Welsh 
counties. Nearly the whole surface of Radnorshire is hilly or 
undulating, whilst the centre is occupied by the mountainous 
tract known as Radnor Forest, of which the highest point 
attains an elevation of st63 IL Towards the S. and S.E. the 
hills are lean lofty, and the valleys broaden out into considerable 
plains abounding in rivulets. The bills for the most part 
present smooth, rounded outlines, and are covered with heather, 
bracken and short grass, though tracts of boggy soil in the 
uplands are not uncommon. There are rich pastures and 
samerous woods in the valleys of the Wye and Tame. The 
Wye Valley has long been celebrated for its beauty, while 
Radnor Forest and the wild district of Cwrodauddwe mean 
striking views of primeval and unspoiled scenery. Radnor-
shire is well supplied with water, Its principal river b 'sing the 
Wye (Grey), which, after crossing the N.W. corner of the 
county, forms its boundary from Rhayader onward to the 
English border. Salmon, trout and graying are plentifuk 
and the Wye is consequently much frequented by arose; as 
are also its tziliutaries—the Elan (which has been utilised fee 
the great Birmingham reservoirs) the Ithon, the Edw or Edwy, 
the Lag, the Arrow and the Somme. The Tease, which 
divides Radnor from Shropshire on the N.E., is a tributary of 
the Severn. AU these streams are clear and rapid, and abound 
is fish. In the numerous rocky ravines of the mountainous 
districts are found many waterfalls, of which the most celebated 
is " Water-break-its-Neck," to the W. of New Radnor. Omit-
ting the artificially constructed reservoirs in the valleys. of the 
Elan and Claeewen, the lakes of Radnorshire are represented 
only by a few pools of which Llynbychlyn near Painscastle is 
the largest. 

Gogoty.—Ordovician rocks occupy most of the western side of 
the county, they are succeeded eastward by the Silurian formations. 
the Lianduvery, Wealuck and Ludlow beds in the order here given. 
East of New Radnor an duller of Wenlock rocks Is surrounded by 
Ludlow beds; while at Old Radnor a ridged vay ancient rocks 
appears. In the south-east of the county Old Red Sandstone 
revs upon the Silurian. Between Llandriadod, when there are 
whose, sulplutrous and chalybeate wells, and Builth, is a disturbed 
area of Ordovician strata with manses of andesitic and dishasic 
igneous rocks In the vicinity of Rhayada. the strata have been 
cussed as the Rhayader pale shales (Tamnoon), the Caton group 
(Upper Llesdovery), the Gwastaden group (Lower Landoecry); 
these rest upon shales of Bala age. 

annum and indautries.—The climate of Radnorshire is bracitm 
if somewhat Weak, and the rainfall is not so heavy as ie the neigh-
bouring counties of Montgomery and Brecknock, but thick diring 
mists are of constant occurrence. The winters am often very 
severe, and deep snowfalls are not uncommon. Good lay sad 
tolerable crops of cereals are anted In the vall eys, and the margin 
of cultivation has risen considerably since 880. The extensive 
upland tracts, which still cover aver one-third of the total area of 
the county, afford pasturage for !mountainand for large 
Socha of tamp. The Quality of tbe wool of 	nonlife has beg 
Icon celebrated, and also the delicacy of the W 	mutton of the 
small sheep that are bred in this county. The most important 
sheep fairs are held at Rhayader, which also contains some woollen 
rectories. There are practically no mining ladustrim, are are the 
quarries,  of great value. The valley of the Wye is rich in medicinal 

Ma, and the dine, sulphur and chalybeate warms of Lisa - 

dri adod have lohg been famous and profitable, and are growing In 
popular esteem. 

Conseementionx—The Central Wake branch of the Linden & 
North-Western railway enters the county at Knighton, traverses 
it by way of Liandriodod and popes into Bred:node at Builds 
Road junction on the Wye. The Cambrian railway, after passing 
through the N.W. corner of the county to Rhander, follows the 
mune of the Wye. by way of Beath and Hay. Two small branch 
lines connote New Radnor and Premise with the memo of the 
Great Western. 

Poptioliat and Adstistiteregeer—The area  of Itadnoraldre 
s 305,164 sass, tad the population in skis was 21,59t , while in 
mow ft bad risen to 23,365; an increase dicey due to the 
mmignation of outside labourers to the Elan Valley watenrorks. 
Mere Ire no witting municipal borough, although New Radnor, 
tow a more village with 405 inhabitants (rgos), was incorporated 
n isbe and its municipal privileges were not formally abolished 
50 11E113. The chief towns are Emote (pep. t a43); 
Aandrinclod (11121); &dikes (et*, and Itheyeder (ins):  

all, except Rhayader, being urban districts. Radnorshire is 
included is the South Wales circuit, and assizes are held at 
Presteign, which ranks as the county town. There is no exist-
ing parliamentary borough, and the whole county returns 
one member to parliament. Ecclesiastically, Radnorshire is 
divided into 46 parishes, of which 38 lie in the diocese of 
St Davide, and 8 in that of Hereford. 

Hirkeyr-The wild district of Maesyfed (a same of which the 
derivation is much disputed), corresponding substantially with 
the modern Radnorshite, originally formed part of the territory 
of the Silures, who were vanquished by the Romans. Chris. 
tianity seems to have been introduced into this barren region 
during the 5th  and 6th centuries by itinerant Celtic missionaries, 
notably by St David, St Padarn and St Cynilo. Towards the 
close of the 9th century Maesyfed was absorbed into the middle 
kingdom of Powys, and in the toth century it was included in the 
realm of Elystan Glodrudd, prince of Fledys, or Feryllwg, who 
ruled over all land lying between the Wye and Severn. In the 
reign of William the Conqueror, the Normans began to penetrate 
into Maesyfed, where, according to Domesday Book, the ling 
already laid claim to Radenoure, or Radnor (a name of doubtful 
meaning), in the lordship of Melenith (If oelynaidd), which was 
subsequently bestowed on the Mortimer family, when castles 
were erected at Old Radnor (Penygraig), New Radnor and 
Cefallys. Later, the Norman invaders forced their way up the 
Wye Valley, the de Brea family, lords of Ebel (Ebel), build-
ing fortresses at Painsaude and at Colwyn or Maud's Castle. 
In 1188 Archbishop Baldwin, accompanied by Ranuif de Glen-
vale and Girsidus Cambrensis, entered Wales for the purpose of 
preaching the Third Crusade, and was met in full state at New 
Radnor by the Lord Rhys, prhice of South Wales. The Wye 
Valley long formed one of the debatable districts between 
Welsh and Normans, and in 1282 Lewdyn ap Griffith, prince of 
Wales, was at Aberedw shortly before his death in a skirmish 
near Bath. After the annexation of Wales by Edward L, the 
district of Maesyfed remained under the immediate jurisdiction 
of the Lorda•dasehers, represented by the great families of 
Mortimer and Todeney. During the summer of 1022 Owen 
Glendower entered the Marches and raided the lands of the 
young Edward Mortimer, earl of March, whilst the royal troops 
were severely defeated at the battle of Bryn Gib near Meth. 
By the Act of Union (1536) Maesyfed was erected out of the 
suppressed lordships into an English shim on the usual model. 
For administrative purposes it was now divided into six hundreds, 
and anises were ordained to be held in alternate years at 
Presteign and New Radnor. The newly created county was 
likewise privileged to return two members to parliament; one 
for the musty, and one for the milted boroughs of Nest Radnor, 
Rhayader, Knighton, Catnip and Emsddas (Cnwclas). The 
parliamentary district of the Wpm boroughs was, however, 
disfranthised and merged•fn the county representation under 
the act of s883. The shire of Radnor with its immense tracts 
of sheep-walk, its absence of large towns and its sparse rural 
population has always been reckoned the poorest and least 
important of the Welsh counties, nor since its creation uncles 
Henry VIII. has it ever played a prominent part in the national 
life ef Wales. Diving the Commonwealth the local deny was 
made to su&r severely ander the drastic administration of 
Vavasor Powell (Mr 5-2620), himself a Radnorshire man as 
a native of .Knucklas. Of recent years the rise of Uandrindod 
as a fashionable watering-Mace and the construction of the 
Rimiingham reservoirs in the Elsa Valley have tended to 
increase the material prosperity of the county. 

Among the leading families of Radnorshire, may be mentioned 
Lewis of Harpton Court; Banker:21e of aro; Thomas 
(bane* Jones) of Pencenig; Lawb-Loyd of Nantgwylk; 
Gwynn, of Lanalwedd, and Prichard of Maw. 

anaieniia.—Radisotabire contidas numerous memorials of 
early Jidda times, el which the entrenchment called Cagy- 
buddair in the parish of Beg tidy is specially worthy of note. 
Of Roman remains, the most important are those of the fortified 
cm* at Com nom Liandrinded, which is believed to be identical 
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with the military station of Magee or Magna. The course of 
Offa's Dyke (Clawdd Offa) is perceptible at various points in 
the hilly regions west of Knighton and Presteign. Very slight 
traces exist of the many castles erected at various times after 
the Norman invasion. The parish churches of Radnorshire are 
for the most part small and of rude construction, and many of 
them have been modernized or rebuilt. The churches at Old 
Radnor, Presteign and Lianbister, however, are interesting 
edifices, and a few possess fine oaken screens, as at Liananno 
and Llandegley. There was only one monastic house of conse-
quence, the Cistercian abbey of St Mary, founded by Cadwallon 
ap Madoc in rze3 in " the long valley " of the Clywedog, six 
mice east of Rhayader, and from its site commonly called Abbey 
Cwm Hir. Its existing ruins are insignificant, but the proportions 
of the church, which was 238 ft. 1011g, are still traceable. The 
modern mansion adjoining, known as Abbey Cwm Hir, was for 
some generations the residence of the Fowler family, once 
reputed the wealthiest in the county. 

Customs,. fec.—Although in most instances the old Celtic 
place-names survive throughout the western portion of the 
county, it is only in the wild remote districts of Cwmdauddwr and 
St Harmon's that the Welsh tongue predominates, and in this 
region some of the old Welsh superstitions linger amongst the 
peasantsand shepherded the hills. In the eastern part of the 
county English is spoken universally, and the manners and 
customs of the inhabitants differ little from those prevailing 
in the neighbouring county of Hereford. On the western side of 
Radnor Forest the modern spirit of progress has destroyed most 
of the old local customs. Until the beginning of the 19th 
century the ancient Welsh service of the taigas on Christmas 
morning was observed in Rbayader church; and the same town 
was formerly remarkable for an interesting ceremony, evidently 
of great antiquity, whereat after • funeral each attendant 
mourner was wont to throw a stone upon a certain spot near the 
church with the words " Caro ar dy ben " (a stone on thy head). 
The laying of malicious sprites by means of lighted tapers was 
formerly practised in the churches of the Wye Valley; and a 
curious service, commemorative .of the dead and known as 
" the Month's End," is still observed in certain parish churches, 
a month after the actual funeral has taken place. The practice 
of farmers and their wives or daughters riding to the local 
markets on ponies, the older women sometimes knitting as they 
proceed, still continues, and is specially characteristic of emi-
akural life in Radnorshire. 

See A General History of Ow Coady of Radnor (compiled from the 
MS. of the late Rev. Jonathan William/and other sources) (13mdmock, 
um). 

RADOM, a government of Russian Poland, occupying a 
triangular space between the Vistula and Pilica, and bounded 
N. by the governments of Warsaw and $iedlce, E. by Lublin, 
S. by the crownland of Austrian Galicia and the Polish govern-
ment of Kielce, and W. by that of Piotrk6w. The area is 
408 sq. m. Its southern part stretches over the well-wooded 
Sandomir heights, a series of abort ranges of hills, 800 to z000 ft. 
In altitude, intersected by deep valleys, which, running west 
and east and drained by tributaries of the Vistula, are excel-
lently adapted for agriculture. In its central parts, the govern-
ment is level, the soil fertile, and the surface, which is diversified 
bore and there with wood, is broken up by occasional spurs 
(Soo ft.) of the Lysa Gars Mountain. The northern districts 
consist of low, flat tracts with undefined valleys, exposed to 
bequest floods and covered over large areas with marshes; 
the basin of the Pilica, notodous for its unhealthiness, is through-
out a low marshy plain. Devoaian, Carboniferous, Peemian 
and Music deposits appear in the south, Cretaceous and 
Jurassic in the middle, and Tertiary in the north. Extensive 
tracts are covered with Glacial deposits,—the Scandinavian 
erratic reaching as far south m Ilea; these last in their turn 
am overlain by widespread post-Glacial lacustrine deposits. 
The climate is cold and moist, the mean temperature for the 
year being '47.-5 Fahr., for January -5'41, sad nor July II"-
The Vistula skirts the revealment on the south and 'aloud is  

an important means of communication, steamers plying as fee 
up as Sandomir. (Sedomiers). The Sandomir district eiders 
occasionally from .disastrous inundations of the river. The 
tributaries of the Vistula are short and small, those of the 
Pilica are sluggish streams meandering amidst marshes. The 
estimated population in 1906 was 932,800. The goventaseet 
is divided Into seven districts, the chief towns of which am 
Radom, Liza, Konskie, Kozienice, Opat6w, Opocsno sad 
Sandomir. Out of the total area about so% is under 
cultivation and s8% under forests. The principal crop 
are wheat, rye, barley, oats, buck-wheat, hemp, Ale sod 
potatoes, these last chiefly cultivated for distillerie& Grin 
is exported. Live stock is kept in large numbers. Mum 
factures have considerably develqped of late years, the govern. 
meat being rich in iron ore, while coal and zinc occur, as she 
marble, gypeuni, alabaster, potters' clay and red sandstorm 
The iron industry occupies more than 6o,oco workmen, and 
turns out annually some .103.000 tons of pig iron, 25,000 toes 
of iron, and 550,000 tom of steel. There are sevetal svgs. 
works, tanneries, flour-mills, machinery works, distilenes, 
breweries and brickworks. Trade is not very extensive, the 
only channeled commerce being the Vistula. (P. A. K., J. T. Bir-1 

RADOM. a town of Russia, capital of the government 
the same name, zoo m. by rail S. from Warsaw. Pop. 28,74e. 
half of whom were Jews. It is one of the best built proviretal 
towns of Poland. The church of St Wiaclaw, contemporary 
with the foundation of the town, was transformed by the 
Austrians into • storehouse, and subsequently by the Amalie 
government into a military prison. The old castle is in nibs, 
and the old Bernardine monastery is used as barracks. Radom 
has several iron and agricultural machinery works and tanneries. 
In 1216 it ocdmied the site of what is now Old Radom. ?kw 
Radom was founded in 134o by Casimir the Great, king d 
Poland. Here Jadwiga was elected queen of Poland in tats, 
and here too in 1401 the first act relating to the union of Petard 
with Lithuania was signed; the sum or diet of 1505, where the 
organic law of Poland was sworn by the king, was also kid at 
Radom: Several great fires, and still more the Swedish war el 
zjot-j, were the ruin of the old city. After the third partake 
of Poland in 1795 it fell under Austrian rule; it was in lilt 
annexed to Russia, and became chief town of the province d 
Sandomir. 

RADONTIM, formerly Mvcxxx, a town of Russia, in the 
government of Kiev, 31 m. W. of the city of Kiev, on the 
Teterev river. Pop. 18,154. It Is a very old town, beer 
mentioned in rise; from 1746 to. r 795 It was the residence ed 
the metropolitan of the United Greek Church. It has tanneries 
and flour-malls, and exports timber, corn and mushrooms. 

RADOWITZ, JOSEPH MARIA VON (1797-1853), Pamir 
general and statesman, was born at Blsnkenburg in the Hers 
Mountains, his family being of Hungarian origin. As a young 
lieutenant In the Westphalian artillery he was wounded and 
taken prisoner at the battle of Leipzig (1813), subsequently 
entered the Hanoverian service, and in 2833 that of Paris 
His promotion was rapid, and in 1830 he became chief of the 
general staff of the artillery. In 1836 he went as Paean 
military plenipotentiary to the federal diet at Frankfort, and 
in 1842 was appointed envoy to the courts of Carlini& Dem-
stadt and Nassau. He had early become an intimate !eked 
of the crown prince (afterwards King Frederick William IV 
and the Prussian constitution al February *847 was an attempt 
to realize the ideas put forward by him in lib Geseratche ass 110 
German ober Steal end Kirche, published under the pecodanym 
" Waldhas " In 0146. la Nowembes ego and March Ail 
Radowits was seat by King Frederick William to Views le 
attempt to arrange common action for the reconstruction. 
the Gelman Confederation. In the Frankfort parliament he 
was leader of the extreme Right; and attar its beeilt.op he rasa 
melons in promoting the Unionist policy of Prussia. which he 
defended both in the Prumfan dist and In the Eduat padiament 
He was penctically responsible for the foreign policy of Plum 
frees May dell cowards. and on the syth of September ISM 
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be was appointed minister of foreign affairs. He reaped, 
however, on the 2nd of November, owing to the king's refusal 
to settle the difficulties with Austria by an appeal to arms. 
In August 1852 be was appointed director of military educe-
elan; but the rest of his life was devoted mainly to literary 
pursuits. He died on the 25th of December 1853. 

Radowits publishe
eni

d. in addition to several political treatises. 
ikssogroplas do lifen. ear Degree air iii= e dido asin 
O m ) and Devito; sad Mottos des 'Niers 11 .  s (ib.,

(B 
 1850)

.  

. 
Gesonsmelk Sart:lien were published in s vols. at 	in, 1852-53. 

See Hamel, Joseph Stark' son Radowits (Berlin, loos 8x.). 
BAP, JOHN (1813-1893), Scottish Arctic explorer, was born 

on the 3oth of September :813, in the Orkney Islands, which 
be left at an early age to study medicine at Edinburgh Uni-
versity, qualifying as a surgeon in 4833. He made a voyage 
in a professional capacity in one of the ships of the Hudson's 
Bay Company, and entering the service of the company was 
resident surgeon for ten years at their station at Moose Factory, 
at the head of James Bay. In i846 he made a boat-voyage 
to Repulse Bay, and having wintered there, in the following 
spring surveyed 700 miles of new coast-line connecting the 
earlier surveys of Ross and Parry. An account of this expedi- 
tion, A Narrative of an Expedition to the Shores of she Antic 
Sea is 5846 and 5847, was published by him in 185o. During 
a visit to London in 1848 he joined the expedition which was 
then preparing to go out under Sir John Richardson in search 
of Franklin; and in 015r, at the request of the Government 
and with a very slender outfit, he travelled some 5300 miles, 
much of it on foot, and explored and mapped 700 miles of new 
coast on the south side of Wollaston and Victoria Land& For 
this achievement he received the Founder's gold medal of the 
Royal Geographical Society. In 1853 he commanded another 
boat-expedition which was fitted out by the Hudson's Bay 
Company, which connected the surveys of Rom with that of 
Deane and Simpson, and proved King William's Land to be 
an island. It was on this journey that he obtained the first 
authentic news regarding the fate of Franklin, thereby winning 
the reward of le,cco promised by the admiralty. He sub-
sequently travelled across Iceland, and in Greenland and the 
northern parts of America, surveying routes for telegraph lines. 
Dr Rae attributed much to his success in Arctic travel to his 
adoption of the methods of the Eskimo, a people whom be 
had studied very closely. He was a keen sportsman, an 
accurate and scientific observer. He died at his house in London 
and was buried in the Orkney Islands. 

RAE BARELL a town and district of British India, in the 
Lucknow division of the United Provinces. The town is on the 
river Sal, 48 m.  S.E. of Luckaow, an the Oudb & Rohilkband 
railway, Pop. (tool) i5,880. It possesses many architectural 
kar,uros, chief of which is a strong and spacious fort erected 
in  1403, and constructed of bricks a ft. long by x ft. thick 
and 11 wide. Among other ancient buildings are the mag-
nificent palace and tomb of womb Jahan Khan, governor in 
the time of Shah Johan, and for fine mosques. The town 
is an impoitant centre of trade, end marlins and cotton cloth 
arc WOVOIA. 

The DISTRACT or RAZ BRA ILA has an MR of 1748 sq. nu 
The general aspect of the district is slightly undulating, and 
the country is beautifully wooded. The soil is remarkably 
fertile, and the cultivation of a high class. The principal 
rivers of the district ate the Ganges and the Sai: the former 
skirts it for 54 miles and is everywhere navigable for boats 
of 40 tow; the latter traverses it from N.W. to S.E. In 
loos the population was 5433,764 showing a slight decrease 
during the decade. The principal crops are rice, pulse, wheat, 
wiry, millet and poppy. Rae Barth town is connected 
with Lescknow by a branch of the Oudh & Roldikhaad railway, 
which in :SO was extended to Bewares. 

See R Bengt DiatrAs Gaolers, Allahabad. teed. 
RABBIMX III HIBIRT (1756-1823). Soottbh portrait-

painter, was ban at Stockbridge. a suburb of Edinburgh, on 
riser 4th of Muds 1756, the sea of a manufacturer of the dty. 

He was early left an orphan. Being placed In Heriot's Hospital, 
he receivtd there the elements of a sound education, and at 
the age of fifteen was apprenticed to a goldsinith in Edinburgh. 
Here be had some little opportunity for the practice of the 
humbler kinds of art, and various pieces of jewelry, mourning 
tinge, and the like, adorned with minute drawings on ivory 
by his hand, are still extant. Soon he took to the production 
of carefully finished miniatures; and, meeting with success 
and patronage, he extended his practice to oil-painting, being 
an the while quite self-taught. The worthy goldsmith his 
master watched the progress of his pupil with interest, gave 
him every encouragement, and introduced him to David Martin, 
who bad been the favourite assistant of Allan Ramsay junior, 
and was now the leading portrait-painter In Edinburgh. Rae-
burn received considerable assistance from 'Martin, and was 
especially aided by the loan of portraits to copy. Soon the 
young painter had gained sufficient skill to render it advisable 
that be should devote himself exclusively to painting. When he 
was in his twenty-second year he was asked to paint the portrait 
of a young lady whom be had previously observed and admired 
when he was sketching from nature in the fields. She was the 
diughter of Peter Edgar of Bridgelands and widow of Count 
Leslie. The lady was speedily fascinated by the handsome and 
intellectual young artist, and in a month she became his wife, 
bringing him an ample fortune. This early insurance against 
the risks of his chosen profession, did not, bowbver, diminish 
his anxiety to eat The acquisition of wealth affected neither 
his enthusiasm nor his industry, but rather spurred him to 
greater efforts to acquire a thorough knowledge of his craft. 
After the approved fashion of artists of the time, it was resoived 
that Raeburn should visit Italy, and he accordingly started 
with his wife. In London he was kindly received by Sir Joshua 
Reynolds, who gave him excellent advice as to Ids study in 
Rome, especially recommending to his Manion the works of 
Michelangelo. He also offered him more substantial pecuniary 
aid, which was declined as unneeded; but Radium carried 
with !dm to Italy many valuable introductions from the 
president of

Hami 
 the Academy. In ROM he made the acquaintance 

of Gavin lton , of Bathed, and of Byers. Poe the advice 
of the last-earned be used to acknowledge himself greatly 
Indebted, particularly for the recommendation that " be 
should never copy an object from :armory, but, from the 
principal figure to the minutest accessory, have it placed before 
Mtn.* After two years of study in Italy be returned to Eau-
Minh in 1787, where he began a most successful career as a 
portrait-painter. In that year he executed an admirable seated 
portrait of the second Lord Presideat Dundee: 

Of his earlier portraiture we have Interesting examples 
the bust-likeness of Mn Johnstone of Baldovie and in the 
three-quarter-length of Dr James Hutton, works which, if they 
are somewhat timid and tentative in handling and wanting in 
the trenchant brush-wok and assured mastery of subsequent 
productions, are full of delicacy and character. The portraits 
of John Clerk, Lord Eldin, and of Principal Hill of St Andrews 
belong to a somewhat later period. Raeburn was fortunate 
In the time in which be practised portraiture. Sir Walter 
Scott, Blalr, Mathenale, Woodhouseles, Robertson, Home, 
Ferguson, and Dintdd Stewart were madam in Edinburgh, and 
they all, along with a host of others lea celebrated, honoured 
the pahiter's canvases. Of his fully matured manner we could 
have no finer exunpies than his own portrait and that of the 
Rev. Sit Henry Moncrieff Weihrood, the bust of Dr Wardrop 
of Tatham Hull, the two fail-lengths of Adam Rolland of Guir., 
the remarkable paintings of Lord Newton and Dr Alexander 
Adam be the National Gallery of Scotland, and that of William 
Macdonald of St Martin's. It , was commonly believed that 
Radium was les suctagul in his female than in his male 
portraits, but the exquisite full-length of his wife, the smaller 
likeness of Mrs It. Scott Moncrieff in the Scottish National 
Gallery, and that of Mrs Robert Bell, and others, are sufficient 
to prove that he could portray all the pace and beauty of the 
wader ess. 
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Raeburn spent his life in Edinburgh, rarely visiting the 

metropolis, and then only for brief periods, thus preserving his 
owe ,sturdy individuality, if he missed the opportunity of 
engrafting on it some of the fuller refinement and delicacy of 
the London portraitists. But though he, personally, may have 
lost some of the advantages which might presumably have 
resulted from 'closer association with the leaders of English art, 
and from contact with a wider public, Scottish art certainly 
gained much from his disinclination to leave his native land. 
He became the acknowledged chief of the school which was 
growing up in Scotland during the earlier years of the 19th 
century, and to his example and influence at a critical period 
is undoubtedly due much of the striking virility by which the 
work of his followers and immediate successors is distinguished. 
Evidences of this influence can be perceived even in the present 
day. His leisure was employed in athletic sports, in his garden, 
and in architectural and mechanical pursuits, hod so varied 
were the interests that filled his life that his sitters used to say 
of him, " You would never take him for a 'painter till be seizes 
the brush and palette" Professional honours fell thick upon 
him. In 1812 be was elected president of the Society of Artists 
in Edinburgh, in 1814 associate, and in the following year lull 
member of the Royal .  Academy. In x8aa be was knighted by 
George IV. and appointed His Majesty's limner for Scotland. 
He died at Edinburgh on the 8th of July x823. 

In his own day the portraits of Raeburn were excellently and 
voluminously engraved, especially by the last members of the 
great school of English mezzotint. In i876 a collection of over 
300 of his works was brought together in the Royal Scottish 
Academy galleries; in the following year a series of twelve of 
his finest portraits was included in the winter exhibition of 
the Royal Academy, London; and a volume of photographs 
from his paintings was edited by Dr John Brown. 

Raebum possessed all the necessary requirements of a popular 
and successful portrait-painter. He had the power of producing 
a telling and forcible likeness; his productions are distinguished 
by breadth of effect, by admirable force of handling, by execution 
cif the swiftest and most resolute sort. Wilkie has recorded that, 
while travelling in Spain and studying the works of Velazques, 
the brush-work of that master reminded him constantly of the 
" square touch " of Raeburn. But the portraits of Velazques 
are unstupassable examples of tone as Anil as of handling, and 
it is in the former quality that Raeburn is often wanting, 
possibly because his inclinations lad him to study effects of 
diffused light in preference to those which were strong in con-
trasts of light and shade. The colour of his portraits is some-
times crude and out of relation, inclining to the use of positive 
and definite local pigments, and too little perceptive of the 
changeful subtleties. and modifications of atmospheric effect. 
His draperies frequently consist of little more than two colours 
—the local hue of the fabric and the black which, more or less 
graduated,.expresses its shadows and modelling. In his flesh, 
too, he wants—in all but his very best productions--the delicate 
refinements of colouring which distinguish the works of the 
great English portrait-painters. His faces, with all their 
excellent truth of form and splendid vigour of handling, are 
often hard and bricky in hue. Yet, after all allowances have 
been made for what deficiencies there may be in his work, his 
right to a place among the greater British masters cannot be 
contested. The masculine power, the vitality and the-strength 
of characterization which are so apparent . in his paintings 
entitle him to the serious attention of all lovers of fine achieve. 
ment; and there is much to be learned from study of his 
methods. His sincerity and freedom from artificial graces of 
style can be specially recognized, and his frank directness is 
always attractive. 

See Life of Sir Harry Rodman, RA., by his glut 
William Raeburn Andrew, WA. Oxon. (sod ed., efigt•rafetrch 
contains some of the latest information, together with • complete 
catalogue of the exhibition of 1876. There may also be consulted 
Works of Sir

publis 
 Henry Raoinwrs

by
, RA., with tributes by Dr John

Diem 
 Brown 

and others, 	 rew Elliot, Mind' ; 	to tin 
Memory ef. Reeinsno by Dr

And 
 Andrew Duncan, the CCsalg of the 

loan exhibitions in Edinburgh of 1884 and not t and the Rem 
by W. E. Henley—Sir Henry Rattans by Wiliam Ernest 
(1890) with a finely produced series of plates, printed by TF.1714Z 
Constable for the now defunct Royal Association for Promotion of 
the Fine Arts in Scotland. But the leading work on the subieet 
and the most splendidly illustrated, is Sir Henry Auburn by Sr 
Walter Armstrong, with an introduction by R. A. M.. Stevenson 
and a niographidl and descriptive catalogue by J. L. Caw (tom). 

&EWALD (d. e. 620), king of the East Angles, was the 
son of King Tytill. He became a Christian during a stay is 
Kent, but on his return to East' Anglia he sanctioned the 
worship both of the Christian and the heathen religions. Very 
little is known about his reign, which probably began soon 
after boo. For a time he recognized the overlordship of 
sEthelberht, king of Kent, but he seems to have shaken ad 
the Kentish yoke. He gained some superiority over the had 
south of the Humber with the exception of Kent and is counted 
among the Bretwaldas. Rsedwald protected the fugitive 
Edwin, afterwards king of Northumbria, and in his interests 
he fought a sanguinary battle with the reigning Northumbrian 
king, sEthelfrith, near Retford in Nottinghamshire, where 
lEthelfrith was defeated and killed in April 617. He an 
followed as king of the East Angles by his son Ecrpwald. 

See Bede, Historioe ecciesiasticae, edited by C. Plummer (Wont 
1896): and J. R. Green, The Making of England ( ► 197-4899). 

RABTIA (so always in inscriptions; In classical MSS. use:.: , ) 
Rnarna), in ancient geography, a province of the Rome 
Empire, bounded on the W. by the country of the Helve 
on the E. by Noricum, on the N. by Vindelicia and on tie 
S. by Cisalpine Gaul. It thus comprised the districts occupied 
in modern times by the Grisons, the greater part of Tina. 1r2 
part of Lombardy. The land was very mountainous, and the 
inhabitants, when not engaged in predatory expedition 
chiefly supported themselves by cattle-breeding and netna 
timber, little attention being paid to agriculture. Some of the 
valleys, however, were rich and fertile, and produced corn ant 
wine, the latter considered equal to any in Italy. Augusts 
preferred Raetian wine to any other. Considerable trade tea 
also carried on in pitch, honey, wax and cheese. Linde 
known of the origin or history of the Amens, who are douched
as one of the most powerful and warlike of the Alpine tam 
Iris distinctly stated by Livy (v. 33) that they were ad Elms= 
origin (a view favoured by Niebuhr and Hemmen). A tril-
lion reported by Justin (xx. S) and Pliny (Me. Hist. EL as. is! , 

 affirmed that they were a portion of that people who fors 
settled in the plains of the PO and were driven into the ems-
tains by the invading Gauls, when they assumed the vane d 
Raetians from their leader Raetus; a more probable emirates. 
however, is from Celtic roil, " mountain land." Even If ski 
Etruscan origin be accepted, at the time when the land keen 
known to the Romans, Celtic tribes were already In popes 
of it and bad amalgamated so completely with the tairild 
inhabitants that, generally speaking, the Radians of taw 
times may be regarded as a Celtic people, although asam-Cer-s 
tribes (Lepontii, Euganei) were settled among them. Tht 
Raetians are first mentioned (but only Incidentally) by Polyhis 
(xxxiv. ro, 18), and little is heard of them till after the end d 
the Republic. There is little doubt, however, that they realm 
their independence until their subjugation in t sax. by Tibmies 
and Drums (cf. Horace, Odar, iv. 4 and re). At first Rana 
formed a distinct province, but towards the end of the at 
century A.D. Vinddicia was added to ft; hence Tamitme 
midst, 41) could speak of Augusta Vindelicortun allgebore 
as " a colony of the province of Ruth." The vim* manna 
(including Vindelicia) was at lint tinder a military palace. thin 
under a procurator; It had no standing army quartered In 8. 
but relied on its own native troops and nulitia for ptotamiss 
In the reign of Marcus Aurelius it was governed by the nese 
mender of the Legit, iii. llefire. Under Diodatfaa is !art 
part of the diocese of the Works Wien and was elthdledediwa 
Ruda prima and se es& (each under a pease), the Imp 
corresponding to the old Raetia, the latter to Vindelicia. Ties 
boundary between them is not clearly defined, bat eras he 
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stated generally as a line drawn eastwards from the Isms 
Brigantinus (Lake of Constance) to the river Genus (Inn). 
During the last years of the Western Empire, the land was in 
a desolate condition, but its occupation by the Ostrogoth' in 
the time of Theodoric, who placed it under a dux, to some 
extent revived its prosperity. The chief towns oi Raab 
(excluding Viadelicia) were Tridentum (Trent) and Curia 
(Coire or Char). It was traversed by two great lines of Roman 
roads—one leading from Verona and Tridentum across the 
Brenner (in which the name of the Brenni has survived) to 
Oenipons (Innsbruck) and thence to Augusta Vindelicoeum; 
the other from Brigantium (Bregenz) on Lake Constance, by 
Coire and aims:ens to Como and Milan. 

See P. C. Planta. Des afar Rally's (Berlin, ass); T. Maureen 
is caress buceiptierreei Loriaarre, iii. p. sos; J. Marquardt, 
Rieriselse Siaammtneaitung. L (and ed., '880 p. a88; L. Staub, 
Ober die Urbereohan &Wens and Owen Zmiammembang mit des 
Eons kern (Munich. 1843); J. Jung, Romer and ROMUISLII is des 
Dessauldaderts (Innsbruck, 1877); Smith's Did 4 Greek and Roman 
Geography (1873); T. Mommsen, The R0010111 Previous (Eng. trans.. 
.886). L pp. 16. 161. 196; Mary B. Peaks, The General Civil and 
Military Administration of Noricum and Reetia (Chicago, t907). 

RAIFF, JOSEPH JOACHIM (422-71182), German composer 
and orchestral conductor, was born near Zurich, Switzerland, 
on the asth of May this, and educated chiefly at Schwyz. Here, 
ander the can of the Jesuit fathers, he soon became an excellent 
classical and mathematical scholar, but received scarcely 
any instruction in his favourite art of music, in which, never-
thaws, he made extraordinary progress through sheer force of 
natural genius, developed by persevering study which no ex-
ternal obstacles could induce him to discontinue. So successful 
were his unaided efforts that, when in 1843 he sent some MSS. 
to Mendelssohn, that warm encourager of youthful talent felt 
justified in at once recommending him to Breitkopf & Hertel, 
the Leipzig publishers, who brought oat a large selection of 
his early works. Soon after this be became acquainted with 
Liszt, who gave him much generous encouragement. He first 
became personally acquainted with Mendclssohn at Cologne 
in 046, and gave up all his other engagements for the purpose 
of following him to Leipzig, but his intention was frustrated by 
the great composer's death in teas. After this disappoint-
ment he remained for some time at Cologne, where his attention 
was alternately devoted to composition and to the preparation 
of critiques for the periodical Citcilia. Thus far be was a self-
taught artist; but he felt the need of systematic instruction 
so deeply that, retiring for a time from public life, he entered at 
Stuttgart upon a long course of severe and uninterrupted 
study, and with so much success that in thso he appeared 
before the world in the character of an accomplished and 
highly cultivated musician. Ref now settled for a time in 
Weimar in order to be near Liszt„ Hans von Billow had already 
brought him into notice by playing his Concertstikk for piano-
forte and orchestra in public, and the favour with which this 
fine work was everywhere received encouraged him to attempt 
a greater one. During his stay in Stuttgart he had begun 
the composition of an opera entitled Rettig Alfred, and had 
good hope of securing its performance. at Dresden; but the 
political troubles with which Germany was then overwhelmed 
rendered its production in the Saxon capital impossible. At 
Weimar be was more fortunate. In due time Rettig Alfred 
was produced there under Liszt's able direction at the court 
theatre with complete success; and later, in 187o, he wrote his 
second opera, Darer Kobeld, for performance at the same theatre. 
A third opera, Soutore, remained unstaged. 

Rai lived at Weimar until r8s6, when he obtained a large 
client& at Wiesbaden as a teacher of the pianoforte. In 0159 
be married•Doris Genesi, an actress of high repute, and thence-
forward devoted himself with renewed energy to the work of 
composition, displaying an inexhaustible fertility of invention 
tempered by great technical skill. He resided chiefly at Wies-
baden till dm when he was appointed director of the Hoch-
Conservatorium at Frankfort. an  office which be retained until 
his death oo the asth of June ,88a. 

More than mo of Raff's compultiose have beenpubbsbed in 
eluding ten symphonies--undoubtedly his finest works—quariets, 
concertos, sonatas, songs, and examples of nearly every known 
variety of wyle; yet he never repeats himself. Not tan 
his strong love for the romantic school, be is never runty of extra-
vagance, and, if In his minor works be is sometimes a little common- 
place, he never descends to vulgarity. His symphonies Lenore and 
Iwo Waite are wonderful examples of musical painting. 

RAFFAELLINO DEL GARBO (1466, or perhaps 1476-1524), 
Florentine painter. His real name was Raffaello Capponi; 
Del Garbo was a nickname, bestowed upon him seemingly 
from the graceful nicety (mho) of his earlier works. He has 
also been called Raffaello de Florentia, and Raffaello de Carobs. 
He was a pupil of Filippino Lippi, with whom he remained till 
cage, if not later. He showed great facility in design, and 
excited hopes which the completed body of his works fell short 
of. He married and had a large family; embarrassments and 
a haphazard manner of work ensued; and finally be lapsed 
into a very dejected and penurious condition. Three of his 
best tempera pictures are in the Berlin Gallery; one of the 
Madonna standing with ha Infant between two musician-, 
angels, is particularly attractive. We may also name the oil. 
painting of the " Resurrection " done for the church of Monte 
Oliveto, Florence, now in the academy of the same city, ordin-
arily reputed to be Raffaellino's masterpiece; the ceiling of 
the Caraffa Chapel in the church of the Minerva, Rome; and a 
" Coronation of the Virgin " in the Louvre, which is a pro-
duction of much merit, though with somewhat over-studied 
pace. Angelo Allori was his pupiL 

BAFFIN, MUM AU01/11711 HARR (tho4-186o), French 
illustrator and lithographer, was born in Paris in dos. At as 
early age he was apprenticed to a wood turner, but took up the 
study of art at evening classes. He became acquaioted with 
Caband, who made him apply his skill to the decoration of 
china, and with Ruder, from whom be received instruction is 
lithography, in the practice of which he was to rise to fame. 
He then entered the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, bat returned 
definitely to lithography in 1830, when he produced on stone 
his famous designs of " Lutsen," " Waterloo,"' Le " La 
revue " and " Les adieux de Is garnison," by which his reputa-
tion became immediately established. Raffet's chief works were 
his lithographs of the Napoleonic campaigns, from Egypt to 
Waterloo, vigorous designs that are inspired by ardent patriotic 
enthusiasm. As an illustrator his activity was prodigious, 
the list of works illustrated by his crayon amounting to about 
forty-five, among which are BEranger's poems, the Mabry 4 
the Reeelsiiro by lliers, the History of Nejtelees by de Nerving, 
the great Waller Sea by Defauconmet, the French Plutarch 
and Flichiric Begat% Sew. He went to Rome in au, was 
present at the siege of Rome, which be made the subject of 
some lithographs, and followed the Italian campaign of rase, 
of which be left a tamed in his Episodes de le owmpegne 
de :859. His portraits in pencil and water-colour me full of 
character. He died at Ocoee is se6o. IA 1893 a manument 
by Fninsiet was unveiled in dm Jamie de Pimiento at the 
Louvre, Paris. 

See Refet, by F. Lbonsme (Parisi tips). 
RAM& a special kind of lottery, in which a particular 

artide is put up as the prize, the winner being drawn for by 
lot out of the number of those who have paid a fixed sum for 
admission to the drawing; the total amount rearmed by the 
sale of the tickets is supposed to approximate to the value of 
the object raffled for. The word appears in English as early 
as Chaucer (The Parses's Tale) where it is used in its original 
sense of a pine of dice, the winner being that one who threw 
three dice all alike, or, next, the highest pair. The Fr. mile, 
Med. Lat. reps, was also used in the sense of a "sweeping-of " 
of the stakes in a game; it has beets connected with Ger. retie, 
to awry off. 

RAFFLES. SIR THOMAS IITARIFORD (17111-1826), English 
administrator, founder of Singapore, wet born on the nth 
July 1781. on board a merchantman commanded by his father, 
Benjamin Rabies, when of Port Iforant,Jameica. He received 
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his early education at a school at Hammersmith, but when only 
fourteen he obtained temporary work in the secretary's office 
of the East India Company. In 'Soo he was appointed junior 
clerk on the establishment. In Laos the East India Company 
decided to make Penang a regular presidency, and sent out 
a governor with a large staff, including Stamford Raffles, who 
was appointed assistant-secretary. On the eve of his departure 
be married Mrs Fancourt (Olivia Mariamne Devenish), widow 
of a surgeon on the Madras Establishment; she proved herself 
a helpful wife and counsellor to her husband in his rapid rise to 
fortune during the following nine years, dying prematurely in 
Java in November 1814. On his way out to Penang, Raffles 
began the study of the Malay language, and had mastered its 
grammar before his arrival. He continued his studies, finding 
a congenial fellow-worker and kindred spirit in John Leyden, 
who was Invalided to Penang. In August r8o6 Raffles was 
appointed acting secretary during the illness of that official, 
and in r8o7 be received the full appointment. In the mean-
time be had acted as Malay interpreter, which entailed heavy 
and unappreciated work in addition to his regular duties. In 
doll his health gave way, and he was ordered for a change 
to Malacca. This proved a turning-point in his career. The 
East India Company had decided to abandon Malacca, and 
orders had been issued to dismantle it. Raffles perfected his 
study of Malay during his stay at this place, and learning from 
the Malays, with whom he mixed freely, that the abandonment 
of so important a position would be a grave fault, he drew up 
a report explaining the great importance of Malacca, and urging 
in the strongest manner its retention. This report was sent 
by the Penang authorities not only to London, but to the 
governor-general, the earl of Minto. The latter was so im-
pressed by the report that be at once gave orders for suspending 
the evacuation of Malacca, and in 1809 the company decided 
to reverse its own decision. When the whole question was 
calmly considered in the light of subsequent events, many years 
later, the verdict was that Raffles had " prevented the alienation 
of Malacca from the British Crown." A direct correspondence 
with Lord Minto was established by the mediation of Leyden, 
who wrote to Raffles that the governor-general would be gratified 
in receiving communications direct from him. In June aso 
Raffles, of his own accord, proceeded to Calcutta, where Lord 
Minto gave him the kindest reception. Rallies remained four 
months in Calcutta, and gained the complete confidence of the 
governor-general. He brought Lord Minto round to his opinion 
that the conquest of the island of Java, then in the hands of 
the French, Was an imperative necessity. To prepare the 
way for the expedition, Raffles was sent to Malacca as " agent 
to the Governor-General with the Malay States." He did 
his work well and thoroughly—even to the extent of discovering 
that the short and direct route to Batavia by the Caramata 
passage would be safe for the fleet. In August rate the expeffl-
tion, accompanied by Lord Minto, and with Sir Samuel Auchmu ty 
in command of the troops (r tpoo in number, half English and 
half Indian), occupied Batavia without fighting. On the aSth 
of the same month a battle was fought at Cornelis, a few miles 
south of Batavia, and resulted in a complete English victory. 
On the a8th of September the French commander, General 
Janssens, formally capitulated at Semarang, and the conquest 
of the island was completed. Lord Minto's first act was to 
appoint Raffles lieutenant-governor of Java. From September 
Orr until his departure for England in March 1856, Raffles 
ruled this large Wand with conspicuous success and the most 
gratifying results. To give only one fact in support of this 
statement, he Increased the revenue eightfold at the same time 
that he abolished transit dues, reduced port dues to one-third 
and removed the fetters imposed on trade and intercourse with 
the Javanese by Dutch officialdom. In his own words, his 
administration aimed at being " not only without fear, but 
without reproach." He bad • still greater ambition, which was, 
in his own words, " to make Java the centre of an Eastern 
insular Empire," and to establish the closest relations of friend-
ship and alliance with the Japanese, whom be described as " • 

highly polished people, considerably advanced in acismay 
highly inquisitive and full of penetration." It is inteemaing 
to note that when another great Englishman, Rajah Brooke, 
began his career In Sarawak In ask he announced: " I go Ice 
carry Sir Stamford Raftles's views in Java over the whole 
Archipelago." 

The policy of Raffles was based on the assumpbon that Jam 
would be retained, but for reasons of European policy it was 
decided that it must be restored to Holland. After his return 
to England in ate he endeavoured to obtain a reconsideration 
of the question, but the decision taken was embodied in a treaty 
and beyond all possibility of modification. During his stay 
in England Raffles was knighted by the prince regent, published 
his History of Java (1817) and discussed with Sir Joseph Basis 
a project for the foundation in London of a zoological museum 
and garden on the model of the Jardln des Plantes at Paris. 
He also married his second wife, Sophia, daughter of T. W. 
Hull of Co. Down; he had many children by both marriages, 
but the only one to live beyond childhood was a daughter. 
who died fifteen years after her father's death, and before she 
was twenty. He left, therefore, no direct descendants. 

In November 1817 Sir Stamford quitted England en his 
return to the East, where the lieutenant-governorship of Fen 
Marlborough (Sumatra) had been kept in reserve for him. His 
administration of Sumatra, which lasted from March zfirb tal 
December 5823, was characterized by the same breadth of view, 
consistency of purpose and energy in action that bad made 
his government of Java remarkable. He had not, however, 
done with the Dutch, who, on their recovery of Java, endeavoured 
to establish a complete control over the Eastern archipelago, 
and to oust British trade. This design Sir Stamford set blmsdi 
to baffle, and although he was more frequently censured than 
praised by his superior for his efforts, he had already met with 
no inconsiderable success in minor matters when, by a stroke 
of genius and unrivalled statecraft, be stopped for all time the 
Dutch project of a mare clause., by the acquisition and founding 
of Singapore on the 29th of January ale. 

In 1824 Sir Stamford returned to Ragland, but unfortunately 
the differences between him and the East. India Company had 
resulted in an accumulation of disputes which placed a sone 
strain on his enfeebled constitution. The memorials and state-
ments that he bad to compile for his own vindication would ill 
a large volume, but at last the court passed (rah of April ISA) 
a formal decision in his favour. It did not omit, however, to 
censure him for " his precipitate and unauthorized emancipation 
of the Company's slaves," or alter his death to make his widow 
pay (mow for various items, which included the expense of 
his mission to found Singapore 1 Harassed as he was by these 
personal affairs, be still found time to carry out his ocignal 
scheme with regard to a zoological society in London. lie 
took the largest part in the exertion of the existing society. 
and his fine Sumatra collection formed its endowment. He 
was unanimously elected its president at the first meeting, and 
by a remarkable unanimity of opinion on the part of those who 
helped in the work, he has been recognized as " the Founder 
of the Zoological Society." He was contemplating altering 
parliamentary life when his sudden death on his birthday. 
1826, ended his brilliant career at the early age of forty-five. 
Sir Frederick Weld, lieutenant-governor at Sissopore, when 
unveiling the statue of his predecessor at that place in aft  I, 
crystallized the thoughts of his countrymen and anti ,z1 

 the verdict of history in a single sentence: " In Raffles, England 
had one of her greatest sons." 

See Lady Raffles, Memoir of Sir Thomas Samford Rafes (OP): 
D. C. Boulgrr, Life of Se' Stamford Raffles (inn); Hugh Earn" 
Sir Stamford Raffia (1899); J. Buckley, Records Sim }ear 
0903). 	 C. BI 

RAI% KARL CRIUSTIAUf (1795-1864), Danish =ham-
logist, was born in Brahesborg. FUnen, on the tech of January 
rns, and died at Copenhagen on the aoth of October der. 
He is chiefly known in connexion with the controversy as to 
the question of the discovery of America by the Noumea, ha 
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views being contained in his chief work, Arta*hike Assail:me. 
(Copenhagen, 1837). See Lew ERICSSON. 

RAFTER, a beam in a sloping roof to which is attached the 
framework for the slating, tiling or other external covering 
(see Room). The O.Eng. 'defier is cognate with IceL refit, 
Dan. and Swed. rafts or raft, a beam, which, in the special 
sense of a floating collection of timbers, gives the English 
"raft." The ultimate base of these words is the root ref., to 
cover, seen in Gr. Spoepos, roof. 

RAOATZ, a famous watering-place in the Swiss canton of 
St Gall, situated on the left bank of the Rhine, and by rail 
131 tn. N. of Coire or eel m. S.E. of Zaricit. It stands at a 
height of 006 ft., at the entrance to the magnificent gorge 
of the Temina, about 3 m. up which by carriage road are the 
extraordinarily placed Baths of Pilfers (2247 ft.). Since 1840 
the hot mineral waters of Platers are conducted in pipes to 
Ragatz, which is in a more pleasant position. Consequently 
Ragatz has much increased in importance since that date. In 
tgoo its native population wan 066, mainly German-speaking, 
while there were 1472 Rornanists to 392 Protestants. The 
annual number of visitors is reckoned at 30,000. In the church-
yard is the grave of the philosopher Schelling (d. here In 1854). 
About s m. by road above Resists are the 17th-century build-
ings (now the cantonal lunatic asylum) of the great Benedictine 
abbey of Platers (72o-1838), to which all this region belonged 
till 1798; while midway between them and Rapt: are the 
ruins of the 14th-century castle of Wartenstein, now accessible 
from Ragate by means of a funicular railway. (W. A. B. C.) 

RAGLAN, FITZROY JANES BURY SOMERSET, tsr BARON 
(1788-1855), British field marshal, was the eighth and youngest 
son of Henry, 5th duke of Beaufort, by Elizabeth, daughter 
of Admiral the Hon. Edward Boscawen, and was born on the 
3oth of September 1788. His elder brother, General Lord 
(Robert) Edward (Henry) Somerset (1776--1842), distinguished 
himself as the leader of the Household Cavalry brigade at 
Waterloo. Lord Fitzroy Somerset was educated at West-
minster school, and entered the army in 1804. In 18o7 be was 
attached to the Hon. Sir Arthur Paget's embassy to Turkey, 
and the mime year he was selected to serve on the staff of Sir 
Arthur Wellesley in the expedition to Copenhagen. In the 
following year he accompanied the same general in a like 
capacity to Portugal. and during the whole of the Peninsular 
War was at his right hand, first as aide-de-camp and then as 
military secretary. He was wounded at Bussco, became 
brevet-major after Fuentes de Ofioro, accompanied the 'torment 
of the s.Ind light infantry as a volunteer at Ciudad Rodrigo 
and specially distinguished himself at the storming of Badajox, 
being the first to mount the breach, and afterwards showing 
great resolution and promptitude in securing one of the gates 
before the French could organize a fresh defence. During the 
short period of the Bourbon rule in 1814 and ars be was 
secretary to the English embassy at Paris. On the renewal 
of the war he again became aide-de-camp and military secretary 
to the duke of Wellington. About this time he married Emily 
Harriet, daughter of the 3rd earl of Mornington, and Welling-
ton's niece. At Waterloo he was wounded in the right arm 
and had to undergo amputation, but he quickly learned to 
write with his left hand, and on the conclusion of the war 
resumed his duties as secretary to the embassy at Paris. From 
s 8 tft to aro, and again in. 1826-29, he sat in the House of 
Commons as member for Truro. In ale he was appointed 
secretary to the duke of Wellington as master-general of the 
ordnance, and from 1827 till the death of the duke in 1832 was 
military secretary to him as commander-in-chief. He was then 
appointed master-general of the ordnance, and was created 
Baron Raglan. In 1854 he was promoted general and appointed 
to the command of the English troops sent to the Crimea (see 
CRIMEAN Waal in co-operation with a strong French army 
under Marshal St Arnaud and afterwards, up to May 1855, 
under Marshal Canrobert. Here the advantage of his training 
under the duke of Wellington was seen in the soundness of his 
generalship, and his diplomatic eqxtrience stood him in good  

stead in deeding with the generals and admirals, British, French 
and Turkish, who were associated with him. But the trying 
winter campaign in the Crimea also brought into prominence 
defects perhaps traceable to his long connexion with the for-
malities and uniform regulations of military offices in peace 
time. For the hardship. and sufferings of the English soldiers 
in the terrible Crimean winter before Sevastopol, owing to 
failure in the commissariat, both as regards food and clothing, 
Lord Raglan and his staff were at the time severely censured 
by the press and the government; but, while Lord Raglan 
was possibly to blame in representing matters in a too sanguine 
light, It afterwards appeared that the (bid neglect rested with 
the home authorities. But this hopefulness was a shining 
military quality in the midst of the despondency that settled 
upon the allied generals after their first failures, and at Balaklava 
and Inkermann be displayed the promptness and resolution of 
his youth. He was made a field marshal after Inkermann. 
During the trying winter of 2854-35, the suffering he was cent-
pelted to witness, the censures, in great part unjust, which be 
had to endure and all the manifold anxieties of the siege 
seriously undermined his health, and although he found a friend 
and ardent supporter in his new French colleague, General 
Paissier (qv.), disappointment at the failure of the assault of 
the 18th of June thss finally Make his spirit, and very shortly 
afterwards, on the s8th of June r8ss, he died of dysentery. 
His body was brought home and interred at Badminton. 

His elder son having been killed at the battle of Feroneshah 
(Ass), the title descended to his younger son Richard Henry 
Fitzroy Somerset, snd Baron Raglan (1817-1884); and subse-
quently to the latter's son, George Fitzroy Henry Somerset, 
3rd baron (b. 1857), under-secretary for war rgoo-2, lieutenant-
governor of the Isle of Man (row) and a prominent militia 
officer. 

RAGMAN ROLLS, the name given to the collection of bistro-
ments by which the nobility and gelitry of Scotland were clan/- 
pelted to subscribe allegiance to Edward I. of England between 
the conference of Norham in May Inr and the final award in 
favour of Betio! ha November rsos, and again in /296. Of the 
former of these records two copies were preserved in the chapter-
house at Westminster (now in the Record Office, London), and 
it has been printed by Rymer (Poakra, ff. so). Another copy, 
preserved originally in the Tower of London, is now also in the 
Record Office. The latter record, containing the various acts 
of homage and fealty extorted by Edward from Babel and others 
in the course of his progress through Scotland in the summer 
of 1/96 and in August at the parliament of Berwick, was 
published by Prynne from the copy in the Tower and now in 
the Record Office. Both records were printed by the Benne-
tyne Club In 1834. The derivation of the word " ragman " has 
never been satisfactorily explained, but various guesses as to 
its meaning and a list of examples of its use for legal Instruments 
both in England and Scotland will be found in the preface 
to the Bannatyne Club's volume, and in Jamieson's Scottish 
Didionery, s.v." Ragman." The name " ragman roll " survives 
in the colloquial " rigmarole," a rambling, incoherent state-
ment. 

The name of " Ragman " has been sometimes confined to the 
record of rm., of which an account is given in Calerofer of Dom-
news relating to Scotland preserved is the Public Record Office, Loam 
(188

en
4, 1i., bawd.. p. =iv; and as to the seals see p. m and 

appdix. 
RAO-STOBB (probably equivalent to " ragged " stone), a 

name given by some architectural writers to work done with 
stones which are quarried in thin pieces, such as the Horsham 
sandstone, Yorkshire stone, the slate stones, &v.; but this is 
more properly flag or slab work. By rag-stone, near London, 
is meant an excellent material from the neighbourhood of 
Maidstone. It is a very bard limestone of bluish-grey colour, 
and peculiarly suited for medieval work. It is often Wd u 
uncoursed work, or random work (see Lemon), sometimes as 
random coursed work and sometimes as regular ashlar. The 
first method, however, is the MOM picturesque. (See Masornrr.) 
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RAGUSA (Serbo-Croatian Dsbrasik), an episcopal city, 

and the centre of an administrative district in Dalmatia, Austria. 
Pop. (woo) of town and commune, r3,z74, Including a garrison 
of JIM Its situation and its undisturbed atmosphere of 
antiquity combine to make Ragusa by far the most picturesque 
city on the Dalmatian coast. It occupies a ridge or promontory, 
which juts out into the Adriatic Sea, under the bare limestone 
mass of Monte Sergio. Its seaward fortifications rise directly 
from the water's edge, one fort, on the north mole, standing 
boldly on a tall rock almost isolated by a little inlet of the 
Adriatic. On the landward aide a massive round tower domi-
nates the city from a still higher eminence. Beyond the walls 
and the deep moat, especially on the northward side towards 
the port of Gravosa, are many pleasant villas, surrounded by 
gardens in which the aloe, palm and cypress are conspicuous 
among a number •  of flowering trees and shrubs. The island of 
Lacroma lies less than half a mile to the south. Between the 
seaward ridge and the mountain, the Stradone, or main street, 
runs along a narrow valley which, until the 13th century, 
was a marshy channel, dividing the Latin island of Ragusa 
from the Slavonic settlement of Dubrovnik, on the lower slopes 
of Monte Sergio, Parallel to the Stradone, on the north, is the 
Prijeki, a long, very narrow street, flanked by tall houses with 
overhanging balconies, and greatly resembling a Venetian 
alley. Despite the havoc wrought by earthquake in r667, the 
whole city is rich in antiquarian interest. It possesses one 
church, of the Byzantine period, which is mentioned in 13th-
century documents as even then of great age. Two stately 
convents of the Lath century stand at the ends of the city; 
for the Franciscans were set to guard the western gate, or Porta 
Pile, against the hostile Slays, while the Dominicans kept the 
eastern gate, or Porta Place. The Franciscan cloister is a fine 
specimen of late Romanesque; that of the Dominicans is 
hardly inferior, though of later date. The Dominican church 
is approached by a sloping flagged lane, having on one 
aide a beautifully ornamented balustrade of the 18th century. 
Another 14th-century building is the Sponse, or custom-house, 
from which the state derived its principal revenue. A fountain 
and a curious clock-tower in the Piazza, which terminates the 
Stradone towards the east, were erected by Onofrio, the archi-
tect and engineer whose aqueduct, built about r44o; supplied 
Ragusa with water from the neighbouring hills. The Rector's 
Palace, another noteworthy example of late Romanesque, 
combined with Venetian Gothic, is one of the masterpieces of 
Dalmatian architecture. It has a fine facade of six arches, 
and the capitals of the supporting pillars are very curiously 
carved. Especially interesting is the figure of Aesculapius, 
whose traditional birthplace was Epidaurus& or Epaaurws, 
the parent city of Ragusa. The cathedral data from the 
18th century; and to the same period belongs another church, 
rebuilt after a fire, but originally erected as a votive offering 
after the pestilence of 1348, and dedicated to San Biagio (St 
Blain), the patron of Ragusa, whose name and effigy con. 
tinually appear on coins and buildings. Among many fine pieces 
of jewellers' work preserved in the ecclesiastical treasuries may 
be mentioned the silver statuette of San Biagio, and the reli-
quary which contains his skull—a 17th-century casket in filigree 
and enamels with Byzantine medallions of the nth or 12th 
century. 

The harbour of Ragusa, once one of the chief ports of 
southern Europe, is too small for modern needs; but Gravosa 
(Grid), a village at the mouth of the river Gmbh, on the 
north, is a steamship station and communicates by rail with 
Herzegovina and the Bocche di Cuter*. Ragusa has thus 
some transit trade with the interior. Its industries include the 
manufacture of liqueurs, oil, silk and leather; but Malmsey, 
its famous wine, could no longer be produced after the vine-
disease of i852. 

Hisiery.—The name Ragusa is of uncertain origin. Con-
stantine Porphyrogenitus, in the loth century, connects its 
early form, Lassa, with )mil, a " precipice." Jiretek dissents 
from this view, and from the common opinion that Dabreenik  

is derived from the Slavonic darns, " woody." The city 
first became prominent during the ith century. Is en 
and 656 the flourishing Latin communities of Salons end 
Epidaunun were destroyed by the Ann, and the island rock 
of Ragusa was colonized by the survivors. Tradition identifies 
Epidaunun, whence the majority came, with the neighbouring 
village of Ragusavecchia; but some historians, iaduding Gelcich. 
place it on the shores of the Bocche di Cann°. Both sites 
show signs of Roman occupation. A colony of Stan soma 
joined the Latin settlers at Ragusa, and thus, from an early 
date, the city formed a link between two great civilizations 
(see VLACHS). In the 9th century it is said to have repulsed 
the Saracens; in the zoth it defended itself against the Num. 
tine pirates, and Simeon, tsar of the Bulgarians. Some writ's* 
consider that it submitted to Venice in 998, with the rest ed 
Dalmatia; but this is generally denied by the native historians. 
During the r rth century an enforced alliance with the Normans 
drew the republic into war with Venice and Byzantium; and 
in the 12th century it was attacked by the Bosnia' as and Saba. 
From 1205 to 130 it acknowledged Venetian suzerainty; its 
chief magistrate was the Venetian count; and its archbishops, 
who wielded much political influence, were often Venetias 
nominees. The constitution took shape during this period, 
and the first statute-book was published in MS. Only 
patricians could hold office in the senate, grand council and 
lesser council, three bodies which shared the work of govern 
meat with the count, or, after 1358, the rector. The anion 
Popular assembly was almost obsolete before the 14th century. 
Ragman policy was usually peaceful, and disputes with other 
nations were frequently arranged by a system of arbitration 
called stonicius. To refugees of all nations, even to those who 
had been its own bitter foes, the city afforded asylum; and 
by means of treaty and tribute it worked its way to a ' 
of mercantile power which Europe could hardly parallel. It 
was conveniently situated at the seaward end of • great trade 
route, which bifurcated at Plevlje to Byzantium and the 
Danube. A compact with the Turks, made in 137o sad renewed 
in the next century, saved Ragusa from the fate of its man: 
powerful neighbours, Servia and Byzantium, besides enabling 
the Ragusan caravans to penetrate into Hungary, Croatia, 
Bosnia, Sends, Bulgaria and Rumania. From 2358 to isza 
the republic was a vassal state of Hungary, and no looser 
controlled by its greatest commercial rival. It acquired. 
among other territories, the important ship-building and salt, 
producing centre Stagno Grande (Sion Veliks), on the promo's• 
tory of Sebbionceilo; and from 1413 to 1416 it held the islands 
of Cursola, Brazza and Lesina by lease from Hungary. Mean-
while, Ragusan vessels were known not only in Italy, Sicily. 
Spain, Greece, the Levant and Egypt, but in the more northers 
parts of Europe. The English language retains in the word 
" argosy " a reminiscence of the carracks of Ragusa, long 
known to Englishmen as Argouse, A rgaao or dragon- In the 
r6th century the Ragusan merchants went even to India and 
America, but they were unable to compete with their rivals 
from western Europe. Many of their seamen took service 
with Spain; and twelve of their finest ships were lost with the 
Invincible Armada in 1588. After 1526 the downfall of Hun-
gary left Ragusa free; and about this time a great develop-
ment of art and literature, begun in the isth century and con-
tinued into the 17th, earned for the city its title of the " South 
Slavonic Athens." (See SERVIA, liseraturt.) The earthquake 
of 2667, which had been preceded by lesser shocks in itsrsa 
152:, 2536 and 1639, destroyed a considerable portion of the 
city, and killed about one-fifth of the inhabitants. Only 
during the Napoleonic wars did the .  republic regain its poor 
perky. From Igoe to 28os It was the sole Mediterranean state 
remaining neutral, and thus it secured a very large share el 
the carrying trade. In Aos, however, it was seised by the 
French; Napoleon deprived it of independence; and in Via 
it was annexed to Austria. 

See L. Wad, Ths Rstatie of Ragas (London. s908). ler • 
thorough description and history. with a full bffifiogrephy. T. G. 
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Jackson, Deismais, As Nampo dad Zstrla (Oxford, 087), gives on, 

 best account of Ragman architecture and antguities. The 
most accurate native history is G. Geleich (Ge1St). Ddie Sreeppe 
giik A ROOM Magma. IMO The course of Ragman nude may 
be studied la C J. jiredek The Hamblin/room semi Bargiewhe ems 
Serbia ' 1°4 (PraaueA _In); and ifeYd. Riatoks is aomascros dal 
Limit as Reyes cis rag. 1883). 

RAIHISA, a town of Say in the province of Syracuse, 
70  m. S.W. of Syracuse by rail and 32 eq. direct. It consists 
of an upper (Ragusa Superiore) and a lower town 

(Aa  Inferiore), each of which forms a separate commune. rsopa. 
(1oo6) of the former, 35,5 29: of the Latter, 866. It has some 
churches with fine Gothic architecture, and is commercially 
of some importance, a stone impregnated with bitumen being 
quarried and prepared for use for paving slabs by being ex-
posed to the action of fare. On the hill °canned by the castle 
of Ragusa Inferiore stood the ancient Hybla Heraea, a Simi 
town, under the walls of which Hippoaces of Gel ►  fell is 
nor p.c. A Greek settlement weans to have arises in the neigh-
bourhood close to the present railway station, about the middle 
of the 6th century s.c., and to have disappeared at the end 
of the stlt. Orsi points out that the remains (cuttings in the 
rock and a part of the castle wall), attributed by Freeman 
(History of Sicily, L 163) to Sind times, are is reality post. 
Roman. 

See Ord in Mae leeli renal (ffieg). ao2-4,11. 
RAHWAY, • city of Union county, New Jersey, U.S.A., In 

the each-eastern part of the state, on the Rahway rivet 
and about so ne. S.W. of New Yak City. Pop. (49o) 7segt 
(.1900) 7935i of whom  1345 were isseilla-binr: Crew ILL 
mows) 93,17. Rahway is served by the main fine of the 
Pennsylvania railroad, sad Is coons:tad with neighbossiall 
cities by electric lines. It has wide streets std attractive 
parks, and b, to some extant.* residential suburb of NEW Yost 
and other neighbouring cities. It has a public library (rine), 
with upwards of 17,000 volumes, and abut ien distant is 
the New Jersey Reformatory (1903), to UM& prisoner' between 
the ages of akteen and thirty may be sentenced instead of 
to the State Prison. Them are various nessudemures. Rahway 
was first settled in nu, and was named in honour of the Indian 
chief Rahwack, whose tribe owned the site and the surrounding 
territory; it was chartered ea a city in 1858. For any 
years Rahway was popularly known as Spanktown, and in 
January 1777, during the War of Independence, a skirmish, 
)Crown as the battle of Spanktown, was fought here. 

RAICHUR. a town of India, in ffie state of Hyderabad, at 
the junctional the Madras and Great Indian Peninsula railways, 
33: m. N.E. from Madras. Pop. (rgoe) as ,t6s. It Pi= its 
name to the daub, or tract between the rivers ;Limas. and Tonga- 
bhadra, which was the some of much fighting between Mahon-
nsedans and Hindus as debatable land during the 16th century. 
It contains a well-preserved fort god two old mosques. It is a 
thriving cum of trade, with several cotton-presses. 

HAM in the language of international law, an invasion 
by armed forces, nnaathorised and unrecognized by any 'state 
of the territory of a state which is at peace. Piracy is the 
attack on the high sea of any varied by an armed vessel s, not 
authorised or recognized by any state, for the purpose of 
robbery. A raid for the purpose of carrying off movable 
property and converting it to 'the use of the captors would 
still be distinguishable from piracy, because it was committed 
on territory subject to an exclusive territorial jurisdiction: 
Where the attack or tension by an armed ship not authorized 
or recognised by any state is not for the purpose of capturing 
property, it is properly speaking a raid and not piracy. An 
attack though in time of peace, by armed forms authorised or 
recognised by a regular government, is not a mid but an act 
of war, there being a government responsible for the act•com- 
mated. The fact of any act being authorised, not by the 
supeene* govecoment, but by a chartered emery, err by 
its governing officer, makes no difference In International law, 
the directorate of a chartered company exercising its powers 
by delegation of the state under which it talkie its chubs. 

X XII 14  

The ads of ha armed faces cannot in reason be distinguished 
from the ads of the armed forces of the state government. 
Thus compensation is just as ninth due for them as foe the 
deliberate acts of the state itself, sued any claim of an injured 
state can only be prebend against the state to which the 
company belongs. Invasion by the regular forces of a state, 
or by the regular forces of its delegated authority, being an 
act of war, the laws of war apply to it, and, on capture, such 
forces, or any !members or part of such forces, are prisoners 
of war. On the other hand, the state whose subordinate 
authorities commit acts of war against a friendly state has 
the option of following them up as a commencement of hostilities, 
or of giving satisfactory compernation to the invaded state. 
Where the invasion is not by forces subject to the orders of a 
state, the invaded state has the right to apply its own. laws 
for the rentention of disturbances in its territory. Thus, in 
the so-called Jameson Raid, the Transvaal government bad 
no right to treat Dr Jameson, an officer holding his purees 
under the British government, aad his suboedinates, as out. 
laws, and it was peolably ao advised, and the British govern. 
anent owed proper compensatim tar an act for the consequences 
of which, under international law, it was responsible. 

British riannatic law punishes raiding under the Foreign 
Enlbtment Ad 1870 (33 & 34 Vict. c. elo).1  Section tr of 
this Mt provides as follows.—" If any person within the 
Smits of His Majesty's dominions, and without the licence of 
His, Majesty, prepares or fits out any naval or military ex. 
pedition to proceed against the dominions of any friendly 
state, the following consequences shall ensue: (I) Every 
Penns engaged in such preparation or fitting out, or assist-
ing therein, or employed in any capacity in such expedition, 
shall he guilty of an offence against this act, and shall be 
punishable by fine and imprisonment or either of such punish. 
meets, at the discretkee of the Court before which the effeteder 
is convicted; end imprisonment, if awarded, may be either 
with or without hard labour. (2) All ships and their equip. 
meats, and all arms and munitions of war, used in or forming 
part of such expedition, shall be forfeited by His Majesty." 
Section r s provides for the punishment of accessories as 
principel offenders, and section 23 limits the term of imprison. 
meat for any offence under the act to two years. In the 
Sandoval case (ffill6),1  in which Colonel Sandoval, wits was 
rot a British subject, bought guns and ammunition and shipped 
them to Antwerp, where they weft put on board a vend, 
which afterwards made an attack an Venezuela, it was held 
that the offence of fitting out and preparing an expedition 
within British territory against a friendly state, unite this 
gecko, is sufficiently constituted by the purchase of guns 
and antraunhion in the British Empire, and their Ailment fog 
the purpose of being put on board a ship in a foreign poet, 
with kaeoriedge of the purchaser and shipper that they ass 
to be used in a hostile demonstratIon against such state, thugs 
the shipper takes no pert In any overt act of war, and the ship 
is not fully equipped foe the expedkioa within say Babb 
port. Under the same section, Dr Jameson, adednistratre 
of the BUM South Africa Company, and his confederates 
were tried before the Central Criminal Court and sentenced 
In dillatent teams. of imprisonment. The silence connidged 
under a British am is, of comae, that of preparing std fitting 
out an expedition on British territory. Any ads subsequently 
committed by any British expedition on foreign soil are beyond 
the operation. of domestic legbladon, and fall to be dealt with 
by toe domestic bebiation of the state within which they oessur, 

	

or by diplomacy, as the ease maybe. 	 (T. Ba.) • 
FlUEDIriffilWTIJ i (ffieft-28810, feudal 

of the Gomm system of agricultural cooperative hwb, was 
The preamble to the Foreign Enlistment Act 1870 stated that 

Its object was "to make provision for tho regulation of the condom 
of Her Majesty'. subjects during the existence of hasulities between 
foreign states with which Her Majesty is at peace." This preembie 

allsreecardbout e Statutes  n  ti 
56 Law

iarr= ,;o 6(No. a) Act 1893. 
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horn at Ramat on the Sieg on the 30th of March r8t8, being, 
the son of Gottfried Raiffeisen, burgomaster of that place. 
Educated privately, he entered the artillery in Cologne, but 
defective eyesight compelled him to leave the army. He then 
entered the public service at Coblena, and in 1845 was ap-
pointed burgomaster of Weyerbttsch. Here be was so successful 
that in t848 he was transferred in a like capacity to Flammers-
kld, and in 1852 to Heddersdorf. Raiffeisen devoted himself 
to the improvement of the social .condititm of the cultivators 
of the soil, and did good work in the planning of public roads 
and in other ways. The distress' of the years 1846-47, the 
causes of which he discerned in the slight amount of credit 
obtainable by the small landed proprietors, led him to seek 
for a remedy in co-operation, and at Heddersdorf and at Weyer-
busch be founded the first agricultural co-operative loan banks 
(Dasielmskassenverein). These banks were called after him, 
and their foundation resulted in a widespread system of land 
banks, supported by the government. In. x865 the state of his 
health compelled him to retire, but he continued to take an 
interest in the movement he bad originated, and in 5878 he 
founded at Neuwied a periodical, Des landstiresehaf dichtGenosses-
tamp:Mail. He died on the x rth of March x888. 

Among Raiffeisen's writings are, The Darkhnskasseireereine aft 
Mittel cur Abhilfe (Neuwied, 1866; new ed.. 1887); Anktiung use 
Geschafts- and Buchfahrung kindlichen Spar- and Darkkist-
hassenvercine (new ed., 1896); and Rum Aniung ear Grandam 
eon Darklinskassermereimm (new ed., 18o3). See A. Wattig, Friedrich 
Wilhelm Raiffeisen (1890); H. W. Wolff, People's Banks. A 
Record of Social and Economic Success (1895); and Fasabender, 
Friedrich Wilhelm Raiffeisen (Berlin, Igor). 

RAIBARII, a feudatory state. of India, in the Chattisgarb 
division of the Central Provinces. Area, 1486 sq. m. Pop. 
(19ot) 174,929, shoving an increase of 4% in the decade. 
Estimated revenue, £10,000; tribute, £26o. The chief belongs 
to the old Gond royal family. The state is traversed by the 
Bengal-Nagpur railway, with a station at Raigarh town, 363 M. 
from Calcutta. Rice is the chief crop; iron ore is worked by 
indigenous methods, and coal is known to exist. Fine tursare 
silk is produced at Raigarh town (pop. 6764). Raigarh is 
also the name of a hill fortress in Kolaba district, Bombay, 
which Sivaji made his chief place of residence. Here be was 
crowned in 1674- 

RATIOS, ROBERT (1735-1811), English educationist,' the 
founder of Sunday schools, was the son of Robert Rages, a 
printer in Gloucester and proprietor of the Cdescestee Joureal, 
sad was born on the 14th of September 1735. On the death 
ef his father in 1757 he succeeded him in the business, which 
he continued to conduct till 18o2. Along with some others he 
started a Sunday school at Gloucester in 178o, and on his 
giving publicity to the enterprise in the columns of his journal 
the notice was copied Into the London papers and awakened 
considerable attention. For nearly thirty years be continued 
actively engaged in the promotion of his undertaking, and he 
lived to witness its wide extension throughout England. He 
died oalhe sth of April 18x 1. His statue stands on the Thames 
Embankment. 

Among various accounts of the life and work of Ranges meation 
pay be made of that by P. M. Eastman, t 880. 

RAIL. (r) (From Fr. Rifle, cf. Ger. Rat, Ins Lat. Raw, of 
unknown origin), originally the English name ' of two birds, 
distinguished from one another by 'a. prefer as larid,rail and 
trater-rall, but latterly applied in a much wider sense to all 
thespecies which are included in the family Rallidae. 

The land -rail, also very commonly known as the corn-
crake, and sometimes as the daker-ben, is the Rallis acs of 
Linnaeus and Crag pralines* of recent authors. Its memoir:bons 
grating ay has given ft its common name in several languages. 
With comparatively few individual exceptions, the land-rail 
is essentially migratory. It is the Ortygomaka of classical 
authors—supposed by them to lead the quail (q.v.) on its 
voyages—and in the course of its wanderings has now been 
known to reach the coast of Greenland, and several times that 
of North America, to say nothing of Berlin** in  

we may believe as a straggler from Europe or Barbary. 
land-rail looks about as big as a partridge, but on examinatioa 
its appearance is found to be very deceptive, and it will hardly 
ever weigh more than half as much. The plumage above is al 
a tawny brown, the feathers being longitudinally streaked 
with blackish brown•

' 
 beneath it is of a yellowish white; but 

the flanks are of a light chestnut barred with white. The 
species is very locally distributed, and in a way for which then 
is at present no accounting. In some dry upland and cots-
growing districts it is plentiful; In others, of apparently the 
same character, it but rarely occurs; and the same may he 
said in regard to low-lying marshy meadows, in most of which 
it is in seascm always to be heard, while in others having a 
dose resemblance to them it is never met with. The nest is 
on the ground, generally in long grass, and therein from and 
to eleven eggs are commonly laid. These are of a cream-
colour, spotted and blotched with light red and grey. The 
young when hatched are thickly clothed with black down, u 
is the case in nearly all species of the family. 

The water-rail, locally known as the skiddy or halm& 
is the Rallms aquaticus of ornithology, and seems to be less 
abundant than the preceding, though that is in some measure 
due to its frequenting places into which from their swampy 
nature men do not often intrude. Having a general resembluse 
to the land-rail; it can be in a moment distinguished by its 
partly red and much longer bill, and the darker coloration el 
its plumage—the upper parts being of an olive brown with 
black streaks, the breast and belly of a sooty grey, and the 
flanks dull black barred with white. Its geographical (o-
tribution is very wide, extending from Iceland (where it is red 
to preserve its existence during winter by resorting to the kit 
springs) to China; and though it inhabits Northern India. 
Lower Egypt and Barbary, it seems not to pass beyond the 
tropical line. It never affects upland 'districts as does the land-
rail, but always haunts wet marshes or the dose vicinity el 
water. Its love-note is a loud and brush ay, not continually 
repeated as is that of the land-rail, but uttered at considerable 
intervals and so suddenly as to have been termed " eepton‘c • 
Besides this, which is peculiar to the cock-bird, it has a crueller 
call that is frog -Ince. The eggs resemble those of the preceding 
but are more brightly and delicately tinted. 

The various species of rams, whether allied to the former or lamer 
of those just mentioned, are far too numerous to be here noticed 
Hardly any part of the world is without a representative of the 
genera Gres or Railer, and every considerable countrryy has one se 
perhaps more of each—though it has been the habit of am 
to refer them to many other .genera, the characters of %Which an 
with difficulty found. Thus in Europe alone three other epae 
allied to OW yrakesis occur more or km abundantly; but ode d 
them, the spotted rail Of crake. has been made the type of a ss. 
called genus Ponzusa, and the other two.  little  birds not used 
bigger than larks, are considered to form a genus Zoporsais_ The 
first of these, which used not to be uncommon in the eastern pot 
of England, has a very near representative in the Carolina ria er 
sons, Crew caralina, of North America, often there miscalled the 
ortolan. just as its European analogud . C. tesialte. is in 
often termed the dottereL But, passing over these as wa3 1tiati  
tome belonging to genera that can be much better defined, alf 
ether still more interesting foetus of the family, as A aliamapsmst. 
cool (q  r). moorhen (4-e) and ocYdrome (E)it., a few wools mad to 

ot said the more distant group formed 	die South Ammon 
&lianas, and the African and Indian P 	com 	inn a 
Acre species, to which the name " Finfoots has been 
from the lobes or Baps of skin that fringe their tom.=n)66; 
long while pieced among the Podicipeduks (see G 	dim 
osteology no less than their habits appear to indicate their Whoa 
with the rails, and they are placed ea a separate tastily . Eddies 
Aid= of the order Gritiformes, to which the rafts belong, beet ear , 

 seem to show the extreme modification of that type he ackpearm 
to aquatic life. The curious genus Mesllss of Madman:or, mews 
systematic place has been so in doubt, has been unieemme lev 
A. Milne-Edwards (Amt. Sc. Nabuelle, see. 6. vii. art. a) to the 
neighbourhood of the rails, but Is now associated as a auburn: 
Mesita. with Galloon birds. On the other hand the *came Is 
Parraiss, which from their king toes were wee thought ne Was 

Formerly it seems to have been a popular belief in Ertglaadom 
the land-rail In autumn transformed itself Into a wuteevaL sr 
sanding its own eharseess to sErmg. • 
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to the rails, are now generally admitted to be Linskogne, while 
the gems Aromas— he tourism or limpkio GI the southern United 
State--still occupies a very undetermined position. 	(A. N.). 

(2) aluough 0.Fr. mills, from Lai- resole, a tun; the Du. 
and Sind. seri, Ger. Riegel, bolt or bar, are probably also from 
the Latin), a horizontal bar of wood, metal or other material 
resting on, or fixed in, upright posts to form a fence, or as a 
support for hanging things on, to form the " hand-mil " of a 
stair, &c.; on a ship the upper put of the bulwarks, e.g. the 
" falba," round the stern bulwarks; especially, one of the pair 
of iron or steel bars on which a train or tram runs (see RA/IMMO. 

There are two other words " rail ": (a) an obsolete word (0.E. 
*raid), for a garment, often in the compound " night-rail "; and 
(1) a verb, to abuse, use angry language, from Fr. ruttier, possibly 
from the same root as Lat. radere, tp scrape. The word is also seen 
in " sally." to heater, tease idiseiaguish, however, " rally," to being 
tott•ther, 	

Li
t. defeated tempo (from En roam; Iv, nen, 

and dila, ny. Lat. alligole)). 
RAILWAYS. Railways had their origin in the tramways 

(q.t.) or wagon-ways which at least as early as the middle 
of the r6th miaow were used in the mineral districts of England 
round Newcastle for the conveyance of coal from the pits to 
the river Tyne for shipment. It may be supposed that originally 
the public roads, when worm by the cartage of the coal, wee 
repaired by laying planks of timber at the bottom of the ruts, 
and that then the planks were laid on the surface of special 
roads or ways' formed between the potherbs and the riven 
" The manors of the carriage," says Lord Kcelwer North in 
5676, " is, by laying rails of timber . . . exactly straight and 
parallel, and bulky carts are made with four rovdtts fitting 
these rails, whereby the, curium is so easy that one bone will 
draw down four or five chalet:cos of coals " (from zo•6 to 13•2 
tons). The planks were of wood, oftea beech, a few incises 
wide, and were Intend down, end to end, ea logs of wood, or 
"sleepers," plated crosswise it intervals of two or them fees. 
In time it became • common practice to cover them with a thin 
sheathing or plating of boo, in order to add to their life; this 
enediect caused more wear on the wooden rollers of the wagon, 
and, apparently towards the middle of the 38th century, led to 
the introduction of iron wheels, the use of which is recorded** 
a wooden railway near Bath in 2734. But the Iron sheathing 
was not strong enough to resist buckling under the passage of the 
loaded wagons, and to remedy this defect the plan was tried of 
making the tails wholly of iron. In 1767 the Colebroadale 
Iron Works cut a batch of iron rails or plates, each g ft. long 
sod 4 in. bawd, having at the inner side an uptight ledge or 
flange, 3 in. high at the centre and tapering to a height of 
ej ice at the ends, for the purpose of keeping the flat wheels 
on the track. Sobsequently, to increase thensength, a similar 
Bingo was added below the rail. Wooden sleeper motioned 
to be used, the rails bring second by spikes Mating through 
the extremities, but about 1793 stone blocks also 'began to be 
employed—an innovation emaciated with the name of Ben-
iamin Outnm, who, however, apparently was not actually 

i
the first to make it. This type of nil (fig. I) was 
known as the plate-rail, tramway plate or barrow-
wapplate—menes which are pretend in the 
modern ten " platelayer '• applied to the men 
who lay and maintain the pennant way of a 
rail

nother foes of rail, distinguished as the edge-
rail, on hest weed on a line which area opened 
between Loughborough and Naspaatan in 109. 
This line was originally designed as a " Mate-
way " on the Outrun system, Met objections were 
raised to rails with upstanding ledges or flanges 

cia t .— being laid on the turapne road which was crossed 
Plato- at Loughboreagh - on the level. In other coon 
Rag- this difficuity was overcome by paving or " mow 

saying " the road ap to the level of the top of the Bumps, but 
I •• Auotber thing that is remarkable is their way.leaves: for. 

tithes men have pieces of ground between the colliery and the 
even. they sell leave to lead coals over their ground " (Roger North).  

on this occasion 	bow. of the Buttedey bon Works, 
near Derby, proposed to get over it by laying down two plates 
of iron, perfectly fiat and level with the road but each 
having on its outside a groove f in. wide and f in. deep to 
control extra guiding wheels which were to be of somewhat 
larger diameter than the bearing wheels and to be affixed 
to them, The rest of the line was laid with what were sub-
stantially plate:rails placed on their edge instead of flat. These 
were cut in 3 ft. lengths, of a double-flanged section, and for the 
sake of strength they wale " " or deeper in the 
middle than at the ends. At one end of each rail the flange 
spread out to form a foot which rested on a cross sleeper, being 
secured to the latter by a spa* passing through a central hole, 
and above this foot the rail was so shaped as to form a socket 
into which was fitted the end of the next rail. Each length was 
thus fastened to a sleeper at one end, while at the other it was 
socketed Into the end of its fellow. This method, however, 
was not found satisfactory: the projecting feet were liable 
to be broken off, and in 3799 or tam Jessup abandoned them, 
using instead separate cast-iron sockets or chairs, which were 
fastened to the sleepers and in which the rails were supported 
in an upright position. In the first instance be proposed to 
place the guiding wheels outside the bearing wheels, and the 
Nanpantan line was laid on this plan with a width of s  ft. 
between the guide wheels; but before it was opened he decided 
not only to cast the guiding wheels and bearing wheels in one 
piece but also to put the former inside the rails, arguing that 
with this arrangement the edge-rails theinselves would keep 
the wheels in position on the axles, whereas with that first con-
templated tannin' ge would have been required for them (fig. a). 
J amp thus produced what was virtually the flanged 
wheel of to-day, having the flanges inside the rails, 
and further, it Is said, established what has become 
the standard gauge of the world, 4 ft. gi in, or S 
minus the width of two of his rails. 

These two systems of constructing railwayt-- 
the plate-rail and the edge-rail—continued to 
exist side by side until well on in the 39th century. 
In most parts of England the plate-rail was preferred, 
and it was used on the Surrey Iron railway, from 
Wandsworth to Croydon, which, sanctioned by 
parliament In dor. was finished in tSos, and wu 
the first railway available to the public on payment 
of tolls, previous lines having all been private and 
reserved exclusively for the use of their rowers. 
In South Wales again, where in iftrz the railways in 
connexion with nub, collieries and Min and copper 
works had a tots/ length of nearly 'so miles, the 
plate-way was almost universal. But in the north of England 
apd in Scotland the edge-rail was held in greater favour, 
and by the third decade of the century its superiority was 
generally established. The manufacture of the rails them-
selves was gradually improved. By making them in longer 
lengths a reduction was effected in the number of joints—
always the weakest part of the line; and another advance 
consisted in the substitution of wrought iron for cast Iron, 
though that material did not gain wide adoption until 
after the patent for an improved method of rolling rails 
granted in elm to John Birkinshaw, of the Bedlingtoa 
Ironworks, Durham. His rails were wedge-shaped in section; 
much wider at the top than at the bottom, with the inter-
mediate portion or web thinner still, and be recommended 
that they should be made 38 ft. long, even suggesting that 
several of them might be welded together end to end to form 
considerable lengths. They were supported on sleepers by 
chain at intervals of 3  ft., and were fish-bellied between 
the points of support. As used by George Stephenson on the 
Stockton & Darlington and Whitstable & Canterbury Goes 
they weighed 28 lb per yard. On the Liverpool & Wan-
chester railway they were usually 12 ft. or ..rs ft. long and 
'weighed 3s lb to the yard, and they were fastened by hoe 
wedges to chairs weighing i s or 17 lb each. The c.hitinnere 
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in turn fixed to the sleepers by two iron spikes, half-round 
wooden cross sleepers being employed on embankments and 
stone blocks so in. square by to in. deep in cuttings. The fish-
bellied rails, however, were found to break near the , chairs, 
and from 1834 they began to be replaced with parallel rails 
weighing so lb to the yard. 

The next important development In rail design originated in 
America, which, for the few lines that had been laid up to 1830, 
remained content with wooden bars faced with iron. In that 
year Robert Livingston Stevens (1787-1856), devised for the 
Camden & Amboy railway a rail similar as to its top to those 
in use in England, but having a fiat base or foot by which It was 
secured to the sleepers by hook-headed spikes, without chairs 
(fig. 3); be had to get the first lot of these rails, which were 
is ft. long and weighed 36 lb to the yard, manufactured in 
England, since there were then no mills in America able to roll 
them. This type, which is often known as the Vignoles rail, after 
Charles Blacker Vignola ( 1 793-1875), who re-invented it in 
England in 1836, is in general use in America and on the continent 
of Europe. The bridge-rail 4)—so called because it was 

Fro. 3.—Filt. 	 Fla t.—Bodge- 
Bottomed RaiL 	 Rail. 

first laid on bridges—was supported on continuous longitudinal 
sleepers and held down by bolts passing through the flanges, 
and was employed by I. E. Brunel on the Great Western railway, 
where, however, it was abandoned after the line was converted 
from broad to standard gauge in 1892. In the double-headed 
rail (fig. 5), originated by Joseph Locke in 1837, and first laid 
op the Grand Junction railway, the two tables were equal. 
This rail was more easily rolled than others, and, being reversible, 
was in fact two rails in one. But as it was laid in cast-iron chairs 
the lower table was exposed to damage under the hammering 
of the traffic, and thus was liable to be rendered useless as a 
running surface. In consequence the bull-headed rail (fig. 6) 

I 
Fro.3.—Double• 

Headed Rail. 

was evolved, in which the lower table was made of smaller size 
and was intended merely as a support, not as a surface to be 
used by the wheels. There was a waste of metal in these early 
rails owing to the excessive thickness of the vertical web, and 
subsequent improvements have consisted in adjusting the 
dimensions so as to combine strength with economy of metal, 
as well as in the substitution of steel for wrought iron (after 
the introduction of the Bessemer process) and in minute attention 
to the composition of the steel employed. 

It was found, naturally, that the rails would not test in their 
chairs at the joints, but were loosened and bruised at the ends 
by the blows of the traffic. The fish-joint was therefore devised 
in 1847 by W. Bridges Adams, the intention being by " fishing " 
the joints to convert the tails into continuous beams. In the 
original design two chairs were placed, one under each rail, a 
few inches apart, u in fig. 7. The joint was thus suspended 
between the two chairs, and two keys of iron, called 
" fishes," fitting the side channels of the rails, were driven 
in on each side between the chairs and the rails. In subse-
quent modifications the fishes were, as they continue to be, 
bolted to and through the rails, the sleepers being placed 
rather further apart and the joint being generally suspended 
between them. 

The iron tramway or railway bad been known for half • 

century and had come into considerable use in connexion with 
collieries and quarries before it was realised that for the cams. 

7.—The original Flab-Joint of W. Bridges Adams. 

.of general merchandise it might prove a serious competitor to 
the canals, of which a large mileage bad been conortuud is 
Great Britain during that period. In the article on "Railways" 
is the Suppiement to the litseyelepaedis &diastase, published in 
1824, it is mid: "It will appear that this spades of inhend 
carriage itailwaysi is prindp•lly applicable when trade Is 
considerable and the length of conveyance short; and is Molly 
useful, therefore, in transporting the mineral produce of the 
kingdom from the mines to the nearest land or water amnewica-
don, whether ma, river or canal. Attempts have been mode 
to bring it into more general use, but without OUCC4111; and k is 
only in particular circumstances that navigation, with the aid 
either of locks or inclined planes to surmount the devatioes, 
will Ott present a more convenient medium for an extended 
trade." It must be remembered, however, that at this time the 
railways were nearly all worked by home-trection, and that tie 
use of steam had made but little propels. Richard Treviddch. 
indeed, had in tiloe tried a high-pressure steam locomotive, with 
smooth wheels, on a plate-way near Merthyr Tydvsl, but ft 
was found more expensive than horses; John Blenkineop is 
181 r patented an engine with cogged wheel and rack-nil whit 
was used, with commercial success, to convey coal from his 
Middleton colliery to Leeds; William Medley in 18:3 bale two 
locomotives—Puffing Billy and Wylars Dffiy—for hauling cool 
from Wylie: Colliery, near Newasetle; and in the following 
year George Stepheneon's first eagles, the Blucher, drew • teak 
of eight loaded wagons, weighing so tons, st a speed of 4 In. at 
hour Up a gradient of r in 450. But, in the wools of the SINES 
article, " Taxi application of steam has not yet arrived at sock 
perfection as to have brought it into general use.". 

The steam locomotive, however, and with It the nslways, 
soon began to make rapid progress. On the Stockton & 
Ds:lingua railway, which was authorized by parliament in 
zest animal power was at first proposed, but on the advice 
of Stephenson, its engineer, steam-engines were adopted. 
This line, with three branches, was over 38 in. in length,-and 
was in the filet instance laid with a single track, passing-places 
being provided at intervals of a quarter of • mile. At its 
opening, as the 27th of September Ass, s train of thirty-
four vehicles, making a gross load of about oo tons, was drawn 
by one engine driven by Stephenson, with a signalman on horse-
back in advance. The train moved off at the rate of from 10 
to r2 ch. an hour, and attained a speed of ts m. an -boor on 
favourable parts of the line. A train weighing 02 tons could be 
drawn by one engine at the rate of s m. an hour. The principal 
business of the new railway was the conveyance of minerals 
and goods, but from the first passengers Insisted upon being 
carried, and on the Loth of October 1825 the'oornpany began 
to on a daily coach, called the " Experiment," to carry sin 
inside. and from fifteen to twenty outside, making the jounsey 
from Darlington to Stockton and back is two bouts. The 
fare was se., and each passenger was allowed to take Louise 
not exceeding 14 lb weight The rate for carriage of MR-
chandise was reduced from 5d. so one-fifth of a peony per tom 
per mile, and that of minerals from 7d to red. per ton pm mils. 
The price of coals at Darlington fell from rils. to Its. 6d. a ton. 

The example of the Stockton & Darlington line was fol-
lowed by the lionklands railway in Scotland, opened In Lligs 
and several other small lieee—including the Canterbury & 
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Whitstable, worked partly by fixed engines and partly by 
locomotives--quickly adopted steam traction. But the 
Liverpool & Manchester railway, opened in t83o, first im-
pressed the national mind with the fact that a revolution in 
the methods of travelling had really taken place; and further, 
it was for it. that the first high-speed locomotive of the modern 
type was invented and constructed. The directors having 
offered a prize of Lew for the best engine, trials were held on a 
finished portion of the line at Rainhill in October 1829, and 
three engines took part—the Rocket of George and Robert 
Stephenson, the Novelty of John Braithwaite and John Eden 
son, and the Sanspareil of 'Timothy Hackworth. The last 
two of these engines broke down under trial, but the Rocket 
fulfilled the conditions and won the prize. Its two steam 
cylinders were 8 In. in diameter, with a stroke of :641 in., and 
the driving wheels, which were placed in front under the funnel, 
were 4 ft. 84 in. in diameter. The engine weighed 4 tons; 
the tender following it, 3 tons 4cwt.; and the two loaded car-
riages drawn by it on the trial, 9 tons it cwt.: thus the weight 
drawn was trf tons, and the gross total of the train 27 tons. 
The boiler evaporated :81 cub. ft., or its gals., of water an 
hour, and the steam pressure was so fb per square inch. The 
engine drew a train weighing 13 tons 33 nr. in 48 minutes, the 
rate being thus nearly 44 m. an hour; subsequently It drew tin 
average gross load of 40 tons behind the tender at 13.3 m. an 
hour. The Rocket possessed the three elemeots of officiencY 
of the modern locomotive—the internal water-surrounded 
fire-box and the multitubular flue in the boiler; the blast-pipe, 
by which the steam anti' doing its work in the cylinders was 
exhausted up the chimney, and thus served to increase the 
draught and promote the rapid combustion of the fuel; and 
the direct connexion of the steam cylinders, one on each side 
of the engine, with the two driving wheels mounted on one 
axle. Of these features, the blast-pipe had been employed by 
Trevithick on his engine of 'Sot, and direct driving, without 
intermediate gearing, had been 'adopted in several previous 
engines; but the use of a number (2s) of small tubes in place 
of one or two large fines was an innovation which in conjunction 
with the Mast-pipe contributed greatly to the efficiency of 
the engine. After the success of the Rocket, the Stephenson. 
received orders to build seven more engines, which were of 
very similar design, though rather larger, being four-wheeled 
engines, with the two driving wheels in front and the cyliadem 
behind; and in October )83o they constructed a ninth engine, 
the Planet, also for the Liverpool & Manchester railway, 
which still more closely resembled the modern type, since the 
driving wheels were placed at the fire-box end, while the two 
cylinders were arranged under the smoke-bor, inside the frames. 
The main features of the steam locomotive were thus estals-
fished, and its subsequent development is chiefly a history 
of gradual increase in size and power, and of improvements 
hi design, In material and in mechanical construction, tending 
to increased efficiency and economy of operation. 

In America the development of the locomotive dates from 
almost the same time as in England. The earliest examples 
toed in that country, apart from a small experimental model 
constructed by Peter Cooper, came from England. In 1828, 
on behalf of the Delaware & Hudson Canal Company, which 
bad determined to build a line, e6 tn. long, from Carbondale 
to Honesdale, Pennsylvania, Horatio Allen ordered three 
locomotives from Messrs Foster & Rastrick, of Stourlaridge, 
sad one from George Stephenson. The latter, named the 
America, was the first to be delivered, reaching New York le 
January 18r9, but one of the others, the Stourbridge 
was actually the first practical steam locomotive to run is 
America, which it did on the 9th of August r829. The first 
American-built locc motive, the Best Friend, of Charleston, 
was made at the West Point Foundry, New York, in 1133o, and 
was put to work on the South Carolina riedroad in thst year. 
It had a vertical boiler, and was carried on four wheels all 
tmaided. the two cylinders beim placed 41 an inclined position 
And having a bore of about 6 in. with a stroke col 16 in. It  

is reported to have hauled 4o or se pateengen in 4 or S  cars at 
a speed of 16-at tn. an hour. After a few months of life it 
was blown up, its attendant, annoyed by the sound of the 
escaping steam, having fastened down the safety-valve. A 
second engine, the West Point, also built at West Point Foundry 
for the South Carolina railroad, differed from the Best Friend 
in having a horizontal boiler with 6 or 8 tubes, though in 
other respects it was similar. In 1831 the Baltimore & Ohio 
Company offered a prize of Sacco for an American engine 
weighing 34 tons, able to draw 13 tons at IS M. an hour on 
the level: it was won by the York of Messrs Davls & 
Gartner in the following year. Matthias W. Baldwin, the 
founder of the famous Baldwin Locoinotive Works in Phila-
delphia, built his first engine, Old Ironsides, for the 
Philadelphia, Germantown & Morristown railroad; first 
tried in November 2133e, it was modelled ott Stephenson's 
Planet, and had a single pair of driving wheels at the fire-
box end and a pair . of carrying wheels under the smoke-box. 
His second engine, the E. L. Miller, delivered to the South 
Carolina railroad in i834, presented a feature which has re-
mained characteristic of American locomotives—the front 
part was supported on a four-wheeled swivelling bogie-truck, 
a device, however, which had been applied to Puffing Billy 
in England when it was rebuilt in 1815. 

The Liverpool & Manchester line achieved a success which 
surpassed the anticipations even of its promoters, and in con-
sequence numerous projects were started for the construction 
of railways in varlet:5 parts of Great Britain. In the decade 
following its opening nearly s000 in. of railway were sanc-
tioned by parliament, including the beginnings of most of the 
existing trunk-lines, and in ra4o the actual mileage reached 
1331 m. The next decade sew the " railway mania." The 
amount of capital which par 'Lament authorized railway eons-
puke to raise was about 44 millions on the average of the two 
years 1842-i843, r71 minions hi tars, 6o millions in t134e, and 
1.3 2  minions in 1846, though this last sum was less than a 
quarter of the capital proposed a the schemes submitted to the 
Board of Trade; and the wild speculation which occurred in 
railway shares in 1843 contributed largely to the financial crisis 
of 1847. In itiso the mileage was 6635, in ,86o it was 10,41, 
and in 187o if, waite,3xo. The increase in the decade 186o-187o 
was thus nearly eo%, but subsequently the rate of increare 
slackened, and the mileages in i88o, rap and too. were 17,935, 
20,073 end 51,855. TA the 'United States progress was more 
rapid, for, beginning at 2816 in 1.84o, the mileage reached PIS 
in theo, pition in then 87,8ot in :88o, and 198,964 in ape. 
Caned& had no railway ti0 :853, sad is South America con-
struction did not begin till about the same time. France and 
Austria opened their first lines in 1828; Belgium, Germany, 
Ruin Italy and Holland in the succeeding decade; Switzer-
land and Denmark in 11144, Spain in 1848. Sweden in 183i, 
Norway in 1833, and Postugal In 1854; while Turkey and Greece 
delayed till 'No and ri369. In Africa Egypt opened her Out 
line (between Alexandria and Cairo) in 1836, and Cape Colony 
followed in r86o. In Asia the first line was that between 
Bombay and Tannah, opened in a853, and in Autos/is Victoria 
hem her railway system In 1854 (see also the articles on the 
various countries for father details about their railways). 

Trearrenlinerdat Railways.—A railway line across North 
America was first completed In 1869, when the Union Pacific, 
building from the Missouri giver at Omaha Woo en. west of 
New York), met the Central Pacific, which built from an 
Francisco eastwards, making a line 1848 m. long through 
a country then fat the most part uninhabited. This was 
followed by the Southern Pacific in rigs, keen San Francisco 
to New °dams, 9489 miles; the Northern Pacific, from SI 
Paul to Portland, Ore., in 1883; the Atchison, Topeka & 
Santa Flo, from Kansas City to Sao Diego; and the Great 
Northern from St Paul to Seattle and New Westminster in 
1893. Meanwhile the Canadian Ridge, a erne transcontinental 
line, wan built from Montreal, on Atlantic tide-water, to the 
Pacific at Vancouver, ana6 m. • But these lilies bare bees 
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dwarfed since x8gt by the Siberian railway, built by the 
Russian government entirely across the continent of Asia from 
Cheliabinsk (1769 m. by rail east of St Petersburg) to Vladi-
vostok, a distance of 41273 m., with a branch from Kharbin 
about 500 m. long to Dalay and Port Arthur. The main line 
was finished in 1902. except for a length of about 170 m. in 
very difficult country around the south end of Lake Baikal; 
this was constructed in 1904, communication being maintained 
in the interval by  ferry-boats, which conveyed all the carriages 
of a train across tle lake, more than ao m., when the ice 
permitted. A transcontinental line was long ago undertaken 
across South America from Buenos Aires to Valparaiso, where 
the continent is only about goo nu wide- The last section 
through the Andes was finished in 1910. (H. M.A.) 

Guar:sax STATISTICS 
Ili:cap.—At the close of too7 there were approximately 

601,808 miles of railway in the world, excluding tramways 
On the whole, the best statistical source for this information is 
the annual computation published by the Arckir Jw Eilenbalin-
wears, the official organ of the Prussian Ministry of Public 
Works; but the figure quoted above utilizes the Board of Trade 
returns for the United Kingdom and the report of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission for the United States. In the 
United States and in certain other countries, a fiscal year, 
ending on the 3oth of June or at some. other irregular period, 
is substituted for the calendar year. 

The partition of this total between the principal geOgraphical 
divisions of the world is given in Table I. 

TABLE 1.—MILEAGE OF tint WORLD 
Miles. 	 Miles. 

Europe . 	. 	. 	. 199,371 Africa a 	. 	• 18,516 
Aria 	. 	. 3o

6, t fit
9,974 Australia 	. . 	17,766 

. 	. 	.  
Table IL, classifying the Mileage of Entope, shows that Russia 
has taken the lead. instead of Germany, as in former years. If 
the Asiatic portions of the Russian Empire were given in the same 
table, the total Russian mileage would appear nearly as large as 
that of Germany and Italy together. 

TABLE IL—RAILWAYS OF EIIROIS IX 1907 
Mad. Miles. 

Germany 	. 	. 	. 36,066 Portugal 	• 
 

t,689 
Austria-Hungary.including Denmark 	• 2,141 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 25.853 Norway 	• 	• LOW 

GreatBritaia and Irelaad 23,1o8 Swedes 	• 	r• 8422 
France 	. 19,717 Servia 	. 	 . 379 
EuropeanRussia, includ- 

Mg Finland 	. , 36,280 
Rumania 	. 
Greece 	. 	. 	. 	. 

. 1 
771 

 995 
104.12 European Turkey, Bul- 
4,874 garia, Rumelia 	. 1,968 
2,230 Malta. Jersey, Isle of 

Switzerland 	. 	. 	. 2.763 Man 68 
Spain 9.225  

Total 	. 199,371 
In the United States railway mileage now tends to increase at 

the rate of slightly over 5000 miles a year, which is about 21% 
on the present main line mileage. In the 'eighties, the country 
passed through a period of competitive building, which was pro-
ductive of much financial disaster. Thus, in 1882, 11,569 rn. 
were built—an addition equivalent to more than it % of mileage 
then existing—and in 1887, 12,876 m. were built. Unjustifiable 
railway expansion had much to do with the American commercial 
panics of 1884 and 1893. After the reconstruction period of the 
1893 panic, however, the tendency for a number of years was to spend 
Larger sums in bettering existing railways rather than in new exten-
sions. The decade from 1896 until 1905, inclusive, saw huge sums 
spent on yards, passing tracks, grade reduction, elimination of 
curves, substitution of large locomotives and cars for small ones, 
&c. During those ten years. the route mileage increased 34,991 m.. 
or t7%. while the mileage of second, third, fourth and yard tracks 
and sidings increased 32,666 rn., or nearly 57%. The number of 
locomotives increased 12407, or 35%, and the number of freight 
Carl, 547.222,  or 4.2 °A- Moreover, the average tractive power per 
locomotive and the average capacity per freight car advanced 
greatly in this period, although specific figures cannot be given. 

Thus it may fairly be said that the railway system of the United 
States was reconstructed between 1896 and 1905, so far as concerns 
rails, sleepers, ballast and the general capacity of a given group 
of lines to perform work. About 1905, however, a new tendency 
became apparent. At that time the so-called transcontinental  

railways, connecting the Pacific coast orthe United States with dr 
central portions of the country, and thus with the group of restos', 
reaching the Atlantic seaboard, consisted of use railways row 
the borders of the United States, and one in Canada. In Cards 
the Canadian Pacific wairthe only transcontinental line. remade% 
from St John, on the bay of Fundy, and from Quebec, on the Or 
St Lawrence, to Vancouver, on the strait of Georgia. the distr. 
from St John to Vancouver being approximately 3379 m. With. 
the boundaries of the United States the northernmost of the tra ►  
continental lines was the Great Northern railway, extending Ina 
a point opposite Vancouver, B.C., and from Seattle. Wash. is 
Duluth. on Lake Superior, and to St Pahl and Minneapolis. Mrs& 
where connexion through to Chicago was made over an allied re 
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, owned jointly by the Gma 
Northern and the Northern Pacific. 

Next, south of the Great Northern, lay the Northern Pa* 
railway, starting on the west from Portland, Ore., and from Stet* 
and Tacoma. Wash., and extending east to Duluth, St Paul ale 
Minneapolis by way of Helena, Mont. The Central Pacific–tar 
Pacific route to the coast, with its important affiliated VOIMFOILM. 
the Oregon Short Line and the Oregon Railroad & Nayspar 
Company, extended from San Francisco, Cal.. and Portland. Car_ 
to Omaha, Neb., by way of Salt lake City; the Atchison. Tapia 
& Santa F6 extended from San Francisco and Los   CaL 
to Chicago and to Galveston, Tex.; while the Southern Padfic lot 
its line from San Francisco and Los Angeles to Galveston and Nor 
Orleans, running for the greater part of the distance just comb d 
the Mexican border. 

Thus it will be observed that the five great cities of the Pack 
coast—Seattle and Tacoma, Wash., Portland, Ore., and San Fraser 
and Los Angeles. Cal.—were already well supplied with nary. 
but the growth of the fertile region lying west of the transcontioratal 
divide was most attractive to American railway builder': ad 
railways serving this district, almost all of them in trouble tea wan 
before, were showing great increases In earnings. In intitt 
Gould lines determined to enter this Pacific territory. 
the western terminus of this group of lines had been Salt Lake Cr, 
Utah; by the exceedingly bold construction of the %Vestry. Pada 
from Salt Lake City to Oakland, Cal.. opposite San Francisca se 
additional line to the Pacific coast wan provided, having low grabs 
and being in all respects well adapted for cheap operation. 

Shortly after the plans were announced for building the Weise. 
Pacific, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul also deci .ded to ...t oo 
west. Before that time the St Paul had been a great toml ma r?. 
operating primarily in the Dakotas, Minnesota, loom, Wismar 
and Illinois; but by the construction of a lung arm f corn the Mums 
river to Spokane, Seattle and Tacoma, it became a transcontiesed 
line of the first importance, avoiding the mistakes of earlier nelson 
builders by securing a line with easy gradients through the ars 
favourable regions. 

At the same time that these two extensions were being underlain. 
by old and well-established railways, a new company--thee Kamr 
City. Mexico & Orient—was engaged in constructing a line ,boot 
due south-west from Kansas City. Mo., to the lower part of dr 
gulf of California in Mexico; while an additional releperlsa 
line was under construction from Denver in a nottivresugh 
direction towards the Pacific coast. The guarantee for this acticrt 
may be illustrated by a single fact: the combined buildi *pro• 
tions, in 1908, of San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Los Aatelra 
Spokane and Salt Lake City exceeded the combined build:So t= 
tions of Philadelphia. Pittsburg. Kansas City, Boston, 
and Cincinnati during the same year. San Francisoci sprns stint 
in new permanent structures than Philadelphia, and Seattle err 
more than Pittsburg. 

Recent American railway development, viewed in its win 
aspects, has tfius been characterized by what may be ge.eekee 
as the rediscovery of the Pacific coast. How far this Encrveniest 
will extend it is impossible to say: it is certain, however, the 
will be enormously important in re-aligning trade enottitiee. 
the United States, Canada and Mexico. 

Table Ill. illustrates the railway mileage in the continent 4 
America at the dose of 1907. 

TABLE 111.—RAILWAYS OF AMERICA IM t9n7 

United States . 
Canada 	. 	. 
Newfoundland . 
Mexico 	. 	. 
Central America. 
Greater Antilles. 
Lesser Antilles . 
Colombia . 	. 
Venezuela . 	. 
British Guiana . 

Total . 30.104 
Outside the United States and Canada. the rnryn fnstswitg  

American developments are in Mexico and Argentina, these essestar 

Miles. ]Nn 
. 	236,949 Dutch Guiana . 

Ecuador 	. . 	22262 
. Peru 	. 	. 
. 	13,612 Bolivia 	. 783  . 	1,392 Brazil 	. 	. • ITX:1 4 
. 	2,43o Paraguay 	. 'CT 336 Uruguay 	. . Len 
. 	449 Chile 	. nay 
4 	634 Argentina 	. 	. 

toe 



Malay States 
Dutch East Indies 
Siam . 	. 	. 
Ceylon  
Cochin Chine 
Cambodia. 
Annom 
Tonkin 	 . 	1.761 
PoodioberrY 
Malacca 
Philippines 

Miles. 
• 636 

 •  1  .34/9 

: 	g: 

26.8 
41.1 
3 • t 
9'4 
1.0 
2•6 
3.5 
' .3 
3.9 
3'1 
7. 

13.0 
3-9 

28•0 
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having neatly the same automat of tamp amp! In Medea the 
nationd government is carrying out a consistent policy of developing 
its tarty lines. It has succeeded in restoring the credit of these 
*neves% and is proceeding with care and 1 to form the lines 
into an efficient transportation system. 12 Argentina about ts% 
of the railways are owned and operated by government, the 
balance being in the bands of private compedm, largely controlled 
in England. Development of these lines bas bft-n primarily an 
extension in the East to the agricultural  
in the West, but a 	of great importance was brought about 

from the burac4ris 	 ral districts 

in teto by the completion of the last tunnel on the Argentine 
Transandine Railway, which serves to connect Santiago, Valparaiso 
and the other great cities of the west coast with Buenos Aires, 
Montevideo, Bahia, Rio de Janeiro and the other great cities of the 
east coast. Naturally thepan named does not teach all of 
these points, but its line across =whet the indispensable 
link of communication, in the absence of whkh the east coast towns 
and the west mast towns have hitherto been as widely separated 
as if they had been located on different continents-indeed. far 
more widely separated in point of time and of freight charges than 
Great Britain and the United State& 

Table IV. shows as cloudy as potable the railway route mileage 
open in Asia at the claw of 1907. 

TAMA IV.-Roterews OF ASIA IN 1907 

Miles. 
Central Russia in Asia. 3,868 
Siberia sod Man- 

churia 	• 	. 	. 	3.565 
China • 	• 	. 	. 	4.t63 
Korea . 	. 	. 	. 

pan . 	. 	. 	. 	sot 3 
British India 	. 	. 19,893 
Persia . .  
Asia Minor, Syria. Arabi 33 

and Cyprus . 2,03o 
Portuguese East lades 	31 

Total . Agit 

Although more than half of the total mileage of Asia is it Brit A 
India, rt Is probable that the grown proportiorte gains is the 
nearfuture will be in China, Siberia and Meochuria, and Central 
Russia in Asia. In proportion to its population China bas the 
least railway development of any of the great countries of the 
world; the probability that its present commercial awakening 
will emend seems large, and I.• that awe it will need a vast increase 
is its interior communication& 

In Africa. it will be seen by Table V. that the railway mileage in 
the British possession amounts to almost five-exam of the total. 

Taste V -Raft wan or A► IICA IN 1907 
Miles. Miles. 
3.443 BeitishProwlatespicept ta / ;NCI 'NAL 3.649 South Africa 	. 	, 

Congo States 399 French Provinces. 	. 
Italian Provinces. 	. 71 

Ai:ratishaSouja  h 
erona Provnces 

7.028 
. 	1,148 

	

Portuguese 	Pro- 
winces 	• 	. 	• 7123 

Teed 	18,816 

The so-called Cape-to-Cabo route dews occasional extensions, 

rocularly in the miming up of new country in Central Ahem 
ib! Rhodesian railway system!. The Ftbodesian railway mem 

in e to had penetrated non' it of Broken Hill. which is just above 
the fifteenth parallel of south latitude. while the Egyptian railway
system had reached Gondokoro, located dose to the WI parallel 
of north latitude. The intervening disowee, through .0222412Y 
exceedingly unhealthy for white onea. and thezekee promising ho 
mg& 'wept raw materials, does am nun a likely laid for sapid 
railway exteasioa. 

Is Australia the increase in railway mileage Ia the five yeses 
ending December3ist. um was about 7%-a mull peopemoe 
as compared with America. Asia et Mena. The vmftst -teraease. 
both relative and absolute was in Queensland; the smallest in 
South iliustralia. which added only 24 m. during the five years. 
Yet the mileage open om inhabitants in Australia. as a 
what., far surnames that

per 
 In anyother of the broad geographical 

division& 

TAUS V1,-41■11LITATI or AUSTRALIA. DI 1907 

New Zealand . 	. 
Victoria 	. 
New South Wales 
South Australia . 

Mills. 
2,37: 
3417 

1 

filueaselead . 	. 	. 

West Australia 	. 	. 
Hawaiian Group 	. 

Total . 

Miles. 

son 

*Ow 

Table VII. illustrates .the mileage open to the end of ttzvip:cr 
loom. m. of territory and per to,000 inhabitants. It will be 
that Belgium leads all the countries of the world in what may be 
called its railway density, with the United Kingdom a far-distant 
second in the list, and Pavia last. In railway mileage per 10,000 
inhabitants, however, Queensland, in the Australian group, reports 

:ncl
itire much greater than any other country; while at the other 
of the list Persia holds the record for isolation. 

Tall[ W1.--11ELIM OF= AT Tag END OF 1907 

	

Swops 	
Per too Per to,000 

sq. miles. inhabitant& 

Mal 	
 44 

Sweden 	  a 	
7- 

 16.2 
Semis   2-1 	1.5 

Greece   3-4 	3.2 
Turkey I. Europe, Bulgaria. Rumelia 	1-9 	2.0 

AumGerrto-Auegary 	  roc 

ttl 	
 tril 

Switaerhind   17-3 	i:: 

Malta, Jersey, an 	. 	. 	. 	. 16.1 	tc 

France . 	• 	• . .. 	 1 4-2 	76 

Deemark  	 ; 
Norway  	 2 

Rumania   34 	3'4 

United Kingdom 	  Iwo 

Ruses in Europe. including Finland . t-li 
Italy 	. 	. 	 

- - 

.4.3 

13-o 

	

41 	
3.2 

3'4 

6-4 

3-3  
7.3 

Total 
	

3.3 	St 

America. 1907 
Per too Per to,000 

1g. miles. inhabitants. 
United States 	  
Canada 	  6.0.1 
NewfoundIsnd   z -6 
Mexico 	  I•8 
Colombia 	  otig 
Venezuela 	  0.16 
British Galatia  	ci•it 
Ecuador 	  0.14 
Peet ia 	  o•32 
Boliv   crt6 
Lhazgilus 	  0.32 

y 	  0-16 

airs' 	
 t•IS 

1.0 
Argentina m 	  1.3 

	

Asia,. 5907 	
Per too Per 10,000 

sq. miles. idiabitants. 
Central Russia in Asia . 	. 	. 1-3 	3.6 
Siberia and Manchuria . 	 . 0-11 	94 
China 	0-11 	0-12 
Korea   o4 	o.68 

	

51 	
pt 

1=11 India 	
 3.1 	

PO 
Ceiba 	  2.3 	14 
Penie 	 see 
Asia Minor. Syria. kalfii. Cyprus 	0

o-o
-5

n3 	
Pa 

n. Portuguese Indies : 	. 	. 	. 	3'3 
Malay Archipelago . . . . 	ve 
Dutch Indies 	  eh 	a 
Siam I' 	  o• 16  

Oita. 1907 	
Per too Per mom 

sq. miles. inhabitant& 

Cape Coley 
unis 	  

1.3 

Transvaal 	  5.1 	1 5'7 
Orange Colony   1.8 	42.6 

kgPen sod T 	 o4 	
2:1 

Natal 	  3.3 	12•5 

	

 	. 	'co 	3-5 

Complete estimates for the batmen of Africa not available. 

1  No accurate returns for Central America, Greater and Lesser 
Antilles and Dutch Guiana. 

Estimates of area and 	ion iskomplete for Cochin China. 
Cambodia, Assam. Twain. 	n'ty. Malacca and Philippines. 
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Australia, 1907 
Per too 	Per to,000 

sq. miles. inhabitants. 
• • 	• • 2.4 	301 

1•1 
28-5 
25.4 

046 53•o 
0.5 70-2 

• 3.4 36.0 

New Zealand 
Victoria 
New South Wales 
South Australia 
Queensland 
Tasmania 
West Australia 	  o•s6 	

Stta Hawaiian Group 	  1.3 

Total 	 0.6 	35'9 

Capital.—The total construction capital invested in the railways 
of the world in 1907 was estimated by the Arai* far Eisetsbahastresen 
at £8,986,150,000; the figure is necessarily incomplete, though it 
serves as a rough approximation. This total was divided nearly 
evenly between the countries of Europe and the rest of the world. 
The United States of America, with a capital of (.3099,800,000 
invested in its railways on the 30th of June 1906, was easily ahead 
of every other country, and in i8 the figure was increased to 
13,443,027,685, of which 12,636. ,089 was in the hands of the 
public. On a route-mileage basis, however, the capital cost of the 
British railway system is far greater than that of any other country 
in the world, pertly because a vast proportion of the lines are double, 
treble or even quadruple, partly because the safety requirements 
of the Board of Trade and the high standards of the original builders 
made actual construction very costly. 

The total paid-up railway capital of the United IGngdom amounted, 
in 1908, to 0.31o.5,33.212, or an average capitalization of £56,476 
per route mile, though it should be noted that this total included 
£196,364,618 of nominal additions through " stock-splitting," &c. 
Per mile of single track, theca  pitalization in England and Wales, 
Scotland. Ireland and the United Kingdom, is shown in Table VIII. 

TABLE VIII.—PAID-UP CAPITAL. 1908 

Route 
Miles. 

4.11 
iyiq. Paid-up 

CapitaL L 

Paid-up ' " Capita 

Per  out R e 

Capital 
Paid-up 

Pe* 
Vrngle- 
Track 

Mile" Mile. 

England 	and 
Wales 	• 	• 15,299 29.748:  11.080438.674 16r.513 136.309' 

Scotland . 	• .3.543 4.53 11  1 85.345494 0.229 33,510 
Ireland 	. 	. 3,363 4,037 45.049,044 13.396 11,159 
United Kingdom 23.205 39.3 16  1,3 10,533,212  56.476  33433 

The table excludes sidings, because they cannot fairly be compared 
with running tracks, mi e for mite. Yet the mileage of sidings in 
the United Kingdom amounted to 14.353  in Igoe, and the cost of 
constructing them was probably not fat from L60,000,000. 

On a single-track-mile basis, the following comparison 'may be 
made between apparent capital costs in Great Britain and the 
United States:— 

Single-Track 	Paid-up Capital 
Mileage. 	per Mile. 

United Kingdom, 1908 - 	. 	39,316 	133.335 
United States, 1908.  	. 	. 	354,192 	•10,322 I 

The figures for the United States are from the report of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission for the year ended 30th of June 1908. 
and comprise mileage of first, second, third and fourth trades, and 
paid-up capital in the hands of the public only. The British figures 
are from the Board of Trade returns for the calendar year 
In comparing the figures, it should be sated that main line mileage 
in the Eastern states, as for example that of the Pennsylvania 
railroad and the New York, New Haven & Hartford, doet not 
differ greatly in standards of safety or in unit coat from the best 
British construction, although improvement work in Antatita is 
charged to income far more liberally than it has been in England. 
But there are long stretches of pine kat. in the South where branch 
lines can be, and are, built and equipped, for 0400 or less per mile, 
while'  he construction of new main line in the prairie region of the 
West ought not to cost more than fatioo per single-trackmille, 
under present conditions. 

The problem of the early railway builders in the United' States 
was to conquer that wilderness, to build an empire, and at the same 
time to bind the East to the West and the North to the South. 
There can be little doubt but that the United States would long 
ago have disintegrated into separate, warring republics, had they 
not been bound together by railways. and standards of safety were 

These figures are derived from a total. They are not exact, 
bur may be taken as representing an approximation correct within 

.a;alacersat;110011ds sterling (9 4-87.  

tly asbouli 	Use mein Wok to be accomplialsed. Cm. 
quest
righ 

 is not usua
nated

lly bloodless, whether achieved at the was of a 
marching column or at the bead of a hastily-built railway, and ter 

TAME IX.—Rostra-Mrs Camas. or ELILOTt 
Germany (1907)   1.22•298  

Belgium &ate rails :906 	. . . 
Italy (State railways 

a
1
y
906-7) 	 idpa 

Denmark (State railways 1907-8) 	 . 	10,433 

SNwenvaenY  (ii9o97)-8)  . 	• . . . . 	6047 
Russia (excluding.  Finland; 1905) 	s 	- 	16334 
Finland (State railways 19o7) . . . 7 jao 

Siatiakal Seely of Railway Ofreralice.—The study el calm 
operation through statistics has two distinct aspects. It he 
been well said that statistics furnish the means by which de 
railway manager disciplines his property; this is the aspen 
of control. On the other hand, the banker, the 'overarms, 
official and the economist use railway statistics to obese 
information which may be characterized as static rather dm 
dynamic. Both uses ultimately rest upon comparison of lb 
observed data from a certain property with the observed tea 
from other properties, or with predetermined standards 4 
performance. 

In general, the British working unit supplied as publicinky 
mation has always been the goods-train-mile and the pewee* 
train-mile, these figures being the products of the nuatheri 
trains into the number of miles they have travelled. In Amu s 
the basic units have been the ton-mile and the passenger-as 
and these figures are now required to be furnished to lb 
Interstate Commerce Commission and to most of the suet 
commissions as well. Both the British manager and 
American manager, however, are supplied with a conakiessili 
number of daily, weekly and monthly reports, varying ■ 
different railways, which are not made public. The 0- • 
sheets usually Include a summarized statement of the re. 
formance of every train on the line, covering the amount s 
business done, the destination of the loads, tkc. For a um•-•! 
of years there has been a movement in Great Britain to 1PC...7 
the inclusion of ton-mile stathtica in the stated mums to 
Board of Trade, but mast railway manager. have objects& 
to the change on the ground that their own confidential ill: 
mation was already adequate for purposes of control, sr 
that ton-mile statistics would tequire additional clerical tarn 
to a costly extent. The Departmental Committee of ex 
Board of Trade, sitting in Igoe to consider railway aertsu•.e 
forms, while recommending ton-oules to the careful COIELAB•. 
lien of those responsible for railway workiog in Great gnus 
considered the question of their necessity in British pear -a 
to be still open, and held that, at all events, they should tat 'a 
introduced-under compulsion. 

RIIIIREVIE115.—Annual Reports of the Interstate Commerce Cs-6 
mission; Poor's Manual of Railroads (annual, New Writ): Stsasur 
Abstract of Ow Visited Stater (amount Wa.bingsoa, palm/ gem 
U. S. Bureau of Statistics): A. T. Hadley, Rama Trasseparsswa 
Its History sail Laws (New York. 18115)9 R. R. Jahnama..einanso 
Railway Trewieties (New York. NAN: 	G. IldePtssaa 
Raibsatb Preis& Rages (New York. t9cu): S. Daggett. Mims 
Reo►gatiiintion (Boson, teal); M. L. rftwa..• Economises of Radar
OPera

nd 
 lfots Wording (CId (New York. MA mob): 

h 	
pled.), Railisz2zer 

Yon aerigo. 	ays's* Alatateasa 
Rats Rrisdalios Ilaariar before Se U.S. Setae thasarimar enitrisa'a  
ton, 5 vols., 192)L:nercIts current matters. The Official lair 
Guide (monthly. ew York , the Railroad A teGaseits (wetirly. 
York) and the 	 awl Funnels!Cawaide (weekly 
Yak), 	 (IL Itc ; 

ECONOMICS as Lterstanon 
It was at one time an axiom of law and of polities) enteme! 

that prices should be determined by free competition. law. • 
the development of the railway business it soon became ending 

process under which the American railway ssyystem took form hit 
the way open for a distressing record of aoddents to the trave6s 
and the railway servant. But as traffic becomes more deo:. yaw 
by year, the rebuilding process is constant, and American rams 
lines are gradually becoming safer. 

In Europe the average route-mile capital is £27,036, and Table IX. 
shows the differences between various countries. 
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that no such dependence on free competition was possible, 
either in practice or in theory. This difficulty is not peculiar 
to railways; but it was in the history of railway economy 
and railway control that certain characteristics which are 
now manifesting themselves in all directions where large 
investments of fixed capital are involved were first brought 
prominently to public notice. 

For a large number' of those who use a railway, competition 
in its more obvious forms does not and cannot exist. Inde-
pendent carriers cannot run trains over the same line and 
underbid one another in offering transportation services. It 
would be practically impossible for a line thus used by different 
carriers to be operated either with safety, or with economy, or 
with the advantage to the public which a centralized Manage-
ment affords. It is equally impossible for the majority of 
strippers to enjoy the competition of parallel lines. Such duplica-
tion of railways involves a waste of capital. If parallel lines 
compete at all points, they cause min to the investors. If 
they compete at some points and not at others, they produce 
a discrimination or preference with regard to rates and facilities, 
which builds up the competitive points at the expense of the 
non-competitive ones. Such partial competition, with the 
o•strimin.' Ilion it involves, is liable to be worse for the public 
than no competition at all. It increases the tendency, already 

strong, towards concentration of industrial life in large 
towns. It produces an uncertainty with regard to rates which 
prevents stability of prices, and is apt to promote the interests 
of the unscrupulous speculator at the expense of those whose 
business methods are more conservative. So marked are these 
evils that such' partial competition is avoided by agreements 
between the competing lines with regard to rates, and by divisions 
of traffic, or pools, which shall take away the temptation to 
violate such rate agreements. The common law has been 
somewhat unfavourable to the enforcement of such agreements, 
and statutes in the United States.both local and national, have 
attempted to prohibit them; but the public advantage from 
their existence has been so great as to render their legal dis-
abilities inoperative. In those parts of the continent of Europe 
where railways are owned and administered by state authority, 
the necessity for such agreements is frankly admitted. 

But if rates are to be fixed by agreement, and not by com-
petition, what principle can be recognized as a legitimate basis 
of railway rate-making? The first efforts at railway legis-
ladon were governed by the equal mileage principle; that is, 
the attempt was made to make rates proportionate to the 
distance. It was, however, soon seen that this was inadmissible. 
So much of the expense of the handling, both of freight and of 
passengers, was independent of the length of the journey that 
a mileage rate sufficiently large for short distances was un-
necessarily burdensome for long ones, and was bound to destroy 
long-distance traffic, if the theory were consistently applied. 
The system has been retained in large measure in passenger 
business, but only because of the conflict which inevitably 
occurs between the authorities and the passengers with regard 
to the privilege of breaking and resuming • journey when 
passenger rates are arranged on any other plan. In freight 
schedules it has been completely abandoned. 

A somewhat better theory of rate regulation was then framed, 
which divided railway expenditures into movement expense, 
connected with the line in general, and terminal expense. 
which connected itself with the stations and station service. 
Under this system each consignment of freight is compelled to 
pay its abase of the terminal expanse, independently of distance, 
pier a mileage charge proportionate to the length of the journey 
or haul. There has been also a further attempt in England 
to divide terminal charges into station and service terminals, 
according to the nature of the work for which compensation is 
Nought. But one of these classifications of expense reaches 
the root of the matter. A system of charges which compel' 
each piece of traffic to pay its abate of the charges fee track and 
for stations oveelooks the fundamental fact that a very large 
part of the expenses of a railway—emcee than half—is not  

connected either with the cost of moving traffic or of handling 
traffic at stations, but with the coat of maintaining the property 
as a whole. Of this character are the expenditures necessary 
for maintenance of way, for 'general administration and for 
interest on capital borrowed, which are almost independent 
of the total amount of business done, and quite independent of 
any individual piece of business. To say that all traffic must bear 
its share of these interest and maintenance charges is to impose 
upon the railways a rate which would cut off much of the long-
distance traffic, and much of the traffic in cheap articles, which 
is of great value to the public, and which, from its very magni-
tude, is a thing that railways could not afford to lose. It is also 
a fact that with each recurring decade these general expenses 
(also called indirect, undistributed or fixed charges) have an 
increased importance as compared with the particular (direct, 
distributed or operating) expense attaching naturally to the 
particular portions of the traffic. For with increased density 
of population It becomes profitable to make improvements on 
the original location, even though this may involve increased 
charges for interest and for some parts of its maintenance, for 
the sake of securing that economy of operation, through larger 
train-loads, which such an improved location makes possible. 

Whatever the ostensible form of a railway tariff, the con-
tribution of the different shipments of freight to these general 
expenses Is determined on the principle of charging what the 
traffic will bear. Under this principle, rates are reduced where 
the increase of business which follows such reduction makes the 
change a profitable one. They are kept relatively high in those 
cases where the expansion of business which follows a reduction 
is small, and where such a change is therefore unprofitable. 
This theory of charging what the traffic will bear is an un-
popular one, because it has been misapplied by railway managers 
and made an excuse for charging what the traffic will not bear. 
Rightly applied, however, it is the only sound economic principle. 
It means taxation according to ability—that ability being 
determined by actual experiment. 

In the practical carrying out of this principle, railways divide all 
articles of freight into classes, the highest of which are charged 
two or three, or even four times the rates of the lowest. This 
classification is based partly upon special conditions of service, 
which make some articles more economical to carry than others 
(with particular reference to the question whether the goods 
are offered to the companies in car-loads or in small parcels), 
but chiefly with regard to the commercial value of the article, 
and its consequent ability to bear a high charge or a low one. 
For each of these classes a rate-sheet gives the actual rate-
charge per unit of weight between the various stations covered 
by the tariff. This rate increases as the distance increases, 
but not in equal proportion; while the rates from large trade 
centres to other trade centres at a great distance are not higher 
than those to intermediate paints somewhat less remote; if 
the law permits, there is a tendency to snake them actually 
a little lower. Besides the system of charges thus prescribed 
in the classification and rate-sheet, each tariff provides for a 
certain number of special rates or charges made for particular 
lines of trade in certain localities, independently of their relation 
to the general system. If these special rates are published in 
the tariff, and are offered to all persons alike, provided they 
can fulfil the conditions imposed by the company, they are 
known as commodity rates, and are apparently a necessity 
in any scheme of railway charges. U, however, they are not 
published, and are given to certain parsons as individual 'avows, 
they become a prolific muse of abuse, and are quite indefeasible 
from the standpoint of political economy. 

While the superficial appearance of the railway tariff is 
different for different countries, and sometimes for different 
parts of the same =entry, the general principles laid down 
are followed in rate...snaking by all well-managed lines, whdher 
state or private. It is • mistake to suppose that the question 
of public or private ownership will make any considerable 
difference in the- system of rate-making adopted by a good 
railway. A state system will be compelled, by the exigeoties 
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of the public treasury, to arrange its rates to pay interest on its 
securities, a private company will generally be prevented, by 
the indirect competition of railways in other parts of the country 
which it serves, from doing very much more than this. The 
relative merit of the two systems depends upon the question 
how we can secure the best efficiency and equity in the applica-
tion of the principles thus far laid down. There are three 
different systems of control:— 

1. Preside operation, »shied oily to judicial replied's', was 
exemplified most fully in the early railway history of the United 
States. Until 1870 railway companies were almost free from 
special acts of control; and, in general, any company that 
could raise or borrow the capital was allowed to build a railway 
wherever it saw fit. In the United Kingdom there was almost 
as much immunity from legislative interference with charges, 
but the companies were compelled to secure special charters, 
and to conform to regulations made by the Board of Trade in 
the interests of public safety. The advantage of this relatively 
free system of railway building and management is that it 
secures efficient and progressive methods. Most of the im-
provements in operation and in traffic management have had 
their origin in one of these two countries. The disadvantage 
attendant upon this system is that the courts are reluctant to 
exercise the right of regulation, except on old and traditional 
lines, and that in the face of new business methods the public 
may be inadequately protected. There is also this further 
disadvantage, that in the gradual progress of consolidation 
railway companies take upon themselves the aspect of large 
monopolies, of whose apparently unrestricted power the public 
is jealous. As a result of these difficulties there has been, both 
in the United Kingdom and in the United States, a progressive 
increase of legislative interference with railways. In the former 
the Railway and Canal Traffic Act of ass specially prohibited 
preferences, either in facilities or in rates. The Regulation of 
Railways Act of 1873 provided for a Railway Commission, 
which should be so constituted as to take cognizance of cases 
on the investigation of which the courts were reluctant to enter. 
Finally, the legislation of 1888 put into the hands of a reorganized 
Railway Commission and of the Board of Trade powers none 
the less important in principle because their action has been 
less in its practical effect than the advocates of active control 
demanded. In the United States the years from 1870 to 187S 
witnessed sweeping and generally ill-considered legislation 
(" Granger" Acts) concerning railway charges throughout 
the Mississippi valley; while the years from 1884 to 1887 were 
marked by more conservative, and for that reason more en-
forceable, acts, which culminated in the Interstate Commerce 
Act, prohibiting personal discrimination and gradually restrict-
ing discrimination between places, and providing for a National 
Commiodon of very considerable power—not to speak of the 
pooling clause, which was extraneous to the general purpose 
of the act, and has tended to defeat rather than strengthen its 
operation. 

2. Operation by prink cowponies, sender specific Prooisions 
of the gooerusseut authorities with regard hs •  the method of its 
exercise, has been the policy consistently carried out in France, 
and less systematically and consistently in other countries 
under the domination of the Latin race. It was believed by its 
advocates that this system of prescribing the conditions of 
construction and operation of lines could promote public safety, 
prevent waste of capital and secure passengers and shippers 
against extortionate rates. These tepee-talkies have been only 
partially fulfilled. Well trained as was the civil service of 
France, the effect of this supervision in deadening activity 
was sometimes more marked than in its effect in preventing 
abuse. Moreover, such a system of regulation almost necesearily 
carries with it a guarantee of monopoly to the various com-
panies concerned, and not infrequently large gifts in the form 
of subsidies, for without such aid private capital will not sub. 
mit to the special burdens involved. These rights, whether of 
monopoly or of subsidy, form a mesas of abuse in many diree. 
tams. Where the govesamInt is bad, they are a fruitful  

source of corruption; even where it is good, they eagle de 
companies to drive hard bargains with the public, and prism 
the expected benefits of official control from being realised. 

3. Stale operation and ownership is a system which origami 
in Belgium at the beginning of railway enterprise, and has ten 
consistently carried out by the Scandinavian countries and • 
Hungary. Since ,86o it has been the policy of Austria 
It has generally come to be that of Germany and, so fur ta 
finances of the countries allow, of Austria and Russia; Brit* 
India also affords not a few examples of the same method. lb 
theory of state ownership is excellent. So large a put d 
the railway charge is of the nature of a tax, that there sees to 
be a priori reasons for leaving the taxing powers in the beads id 
the agents of the government. In practice its operatics is to 
more uncertain. Whether the intelligence and efficiency of de 
officials charged by the state with the handling of its mien 
system will be sufficient to make them act in the interest of the 
public as fully as do the managers of private corporations, n 
question whose answer can only be determined by aces 
experience in each case. If they fall to have these make, 
the complete monopoly which a government enjoys, and tie 
powers of borrowing which are furnished by the use of the pat-. 
credit, increase instead of diminishing the danger of erbium 
action, unprogressiveness and waste of capital. Eves • 
matters like public safety it is by no means certain that gown,  
merit authorities will do so well as private ones. The mesas 
is one which practical railway men have long since cave a 
argue on general principles; they recognize that the mine 
depends upon the respective degree of talent and intesz. 
which characterize the business community on the one basis in 
the government officials on the other. 

tUTHOPIITIES.—On economics of construction and ot openrm 
see Wellington, The Euotrosie Theory off: Railway Locatmei red 0. 
New York. 1896). On principles governing railway rates is prat 
and specifically in Englaa_

n
d, see Acworth. The Radars sod a 

Traders (London, 1891). O comparative railway lepekasa., ara 
the_jainciples governing it, see Hadley. Railroad . Trasspsousse 
its History and its Laws (New York. 1815). On the hmeory of 'ohm 
legislation in England, see Cohn. Unrersuchungen Oar doe Emir! 
Essenbahnpolitsh (Leipzig, 1874-83). On practice co w•  
in continental Europe, see Ulnch. Des Etwobakettartfaresers 
r886). (Since this was published, continental passenger rate lin- 
fillers. The Fiend, translation—Paris, :16911—gives Rusaus tares 
On the questioa of " natiorudization " (i.e. state orraenhiy er 

ozi
r;tio (n), we an article by Edgar Command is the ewe, . 

(London) October 19.39, which cites. among other tivit 
on the subject Clement Edwards s Railway Natiouotsantson ((Om 
Edwin A. Pratt's Railway Nationalisation (t9o8). and E- A. Dan• 
Natioeatisatioss of Railways (1908). (A. T. It 

RIMS' RAILWAY LICOULATIOW 

The first thing a railway company in Great Britain has to dr 
to obtain a special or private act of parliament authorising it 
construction of tbeline. Not that the mere laying eet 
working of a railway requires parliamentary sanction, gms' 
so long as the work does sot interfere with other 
people's rights and interests. An example of a raiiiway bat 
without any legislative authority is the little mountain raker 
from Llanberis to the summit of Snowdon, which was made 6* 
the owner of the land through which It passes. Sash a =imp 
has no statutory rights and no special obligations. sag 'it 
owner of jt is liable to be sued for creating a ouisance if the son 
ing of the line interferes with the comfort of those rearms n 
neighbourhood. When, however, a company desires to corm 
a line on a commercial scale, to acquire land compuisadr, ■ 

divert rivers and streams, to cross roads either on the level • 
by means of bridges, to pass near 

all the etherother works incidenal 
railway, and to work the Ens when completed animal Wm 
Terence, it Is emends/ that the authority of parliament shed 
be obtained. The company therefore promotes • bit, sad 
is considered first by select committees of the two bow • 
parliionest, sad afterwards by the two bosses tionsim 
during which period it faces the opposition, if any, if an 
concerns, of local authorities sod of hostile Is•dows 
this is soconsfally overcome, and the proposal' awn oak* 
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approval of parliament, the bill is panted and, after securing 
the Royal Assent, becomes an act of parliament. The company 
is then free to proceed with the work of construction, and 
at once becomes subject to various gegenl acts, such as the 
Companies Clauses Act, which affects all joint-stock companies 
incorporated by any special act; the Land Clauses Art, which 
has reference to all companies having powers to acquire land 
compulsorily; the Railway Clauses Act, which Imposes certain 
conditions on all railways able (except fight railways); the 
various Regulation of Railways Acts; the Carriers Protection 
Act; acts for the conveyance of mails, parcels, troops; acts 
relating to telegraphs, to the conveyance of workmen and to 
the housing of the labouring dames; and several others which 
it is unnecessary to specify. From the early days of railways 
parliament has also been careful to provide for the safety of the 
public by inserting in the general or special acts definite con-
ditions, and by laying upon the Board of Trade the duty of 
protecting the public using a railway. 

The first act which has reference to the safety of passengers 
is the Regulation of Railways Act of Ike which obliges every 

resea 
railway company to give notice to the Board of Trade 

rota of its intention to open the railway for passenger 
traffic, and places upon that public department the 

duty of inspecting the line before the opening of it takes place. 
If the officer appointed by the Board of Trade should, after 
inspection of the railway, report to the department that In his 
opinion " the opening of the same would be attended with 
danger to the public using the same, by reason of the incomplete-
ness of the works or permanent way, or the insufficiency of the 
establishment for working such railway," it is lawful for the 
department to direct the company to postpone the opening of 
the line for any period not exceeding one month at a time, the 
process being repeated from month to month as often as may be 
necessary. The company is liable to a fine of twenty pounds a 
day if it should open the line in contravention of such order or 
direction. The inspections made by the officers of the Board 
of Trade under this act are very complete: the permanent 
way, bridges, viaducts, tunnels and other works are carefully 
examined; all Iron or steel girders are tested; stations, including 
platforms, stairways, waiting-rooms, &c., are inspected; and 
the signalling and ' interlocking " are thoroughly overhauled. 
A code of requirements in regard to the opening of new railways 
has been drawn up by the department for the guidance of railway 
companies, and as the special circumstances of each line are 
considered on their merits, it rarely happens that the depart-
ment finds it necessary to prohibit the opening of a new railway. 
The Regulation of Railways Act of 1871 extends the provisions 
of the above act to the opening of " any additional line of 
railway, deviation line, station, junction or crossing on the 
level " which forms a portion of or is connected with a passenger 
railway, and which has been constructed subsequently to the 
inspection of it. This act further defines the duties and powers 
of the inspectors of the Board of Trade, and also authorizes the 
Board to dispense with the notice which the previous act 
requires to be given prior to the opening of a railway. 

It may be remarked that neither of these acts confers on the 
Board of Trade any power to inspect a railway after it has once 
been opened, unless and until some addition or alteration, such 
as is defined in the last-named act, has been made. When a line 
has once been inspected and passed, it lies with the company to 
maintain it in accordance with the standard of efficiency it 
originally possessed, but no express statutory obligation to do 
so is imposed upon the company, and whether it does so or not, 
the Board of Trade cannot interfere. 

The act of 187: further renders it obligatory upon every 
railway company to send notice to the Board of Trade in the 
*swabs" ease of (s ) any accident attended with loss of life or 
asserts}   personal injury to any person whatsoever; (2) any 
*.cl• collision where one of the trains is a passenger train; 
(3) any passenger train or part of such train leaving the rails; 
(4) any other accident likely to have caused loss of life or 
personal injury, and specified on that ground by any order  

made from time to timely the Board of Trade. The depart-
ment is authorized, on receipt of such report, to direct an inquiry 
to be made into the cause of any accident so reported, and the 
inspector appointed to make the inquiry is given power to enter 
any railway premises for the purposes of his inquiry, and to 
summon any person engaged upon the railway to attend the 
inquiry as a witness, and to require the production of all books, 
papers and documents which be considers important for the 
purpose. The inspector, after making his investigation, is re-
quired to make a report to the Board of Trade as to the causes 
of the accident and the circumstances attending the same, with 
any observations on the subject which he deems right, and the 
Board "shall cause every such report to be made public in such 
manner as they think expedient." The usual mode of publish-
ing such reports is to forward them to railway companies con-
ceived, as well as to the press, and on application to any one 
else who is interested. The reports are subsequently included 
in a Blue-book and presented to parliament. It should be noted 
that although the inspecting of may in his report Make any 
recommendations that he may think fit with a view to guarding 
against any similar accident occurring in the future, no power 
is given to the Board of Trade, or to any other authority, to 
compel any railway company to adopt such recommendations. 
This omission is sometimes held to be an error, but as a fact it is 
an advantage The moral effect of the report, with the criticisms 
of the company's methods and recommendations appended 
thereto, is great, and it rarely happens that a company refuses to 
adopt, or at any rate to test, the recommendations so made. If, 
on the other band, the company Is of opinion that the suggestions 
of the inspecting officer are not likely to prove beneficial, or are 
for any reason unadvisable, it is at liberty to reject them, the 
responsibility of doing so resting entirely upon itself. The 
effect of this latitude is to give the company ample discretion 
In the matter, and to enable the act to be administered and 
the object of it to be attained without undue interference. 

In 1889 a very important act was passed placing upon the 
Board of Trade the obligation to call upon railway companies 
throughout the United Kingdom (s) to adopt upon "ore  

all passenger lines the " block " system of working; 
(2) to " interlock " their points and signals; (3) to fit all trains 
carrying passengers with some form of automatic continuous 
brake. Prior to this some companies had, to a certain extent, 
done these things, but few, if any, were completely equipped in 
these respects. A reasonable period was afforded them, accord-
ing to circumstances, to comply with these requirements, and 
at the present time the work is practically complete. In this 
respect the lines of the United Kingdom are far ahead of those 
of any other country, and a diminution of accidents, particularly 
of collisions, has resulted therefrom. America is now following 
the lead thus set, and all the most important lines in the United 
States have adopted block working and interlocking, but a great 
deal still remains to be done. In certain respects, on the other 
hand, America has gone further than the United Kingdom, 
especially in the matter of automatic signalling, and in the 
operating of points and signals by electrical power or air-preseure 
instead of manual labour. In America, also, freight trains are 
fitted with an automatic continuous brake, whereas in the 
United Kingdom this appliance is required by law only in the 
case of passenger trains, and in fact is not fitted to goods and 
mineral trains except in • few isolated instances. 

The above-named acts enable the Board of Trace to take all 
the necessary steps to ensure that the safety of passenger trains 
is sufficiently guarded. More recently legislation has sss^ar 
been passed to safeguard the lives and interests of Lab., 
railway servants. In 1893 an act was passed by 
parliament giving the Board power to interfere if or when 
representations are made to them by or on behalf of any servant 
or class of servants of a railway company that the hours of 
work are unduly long, or do not provide sufficient intervals 
of uninterrupted rest between the periods of duty, or sufficient 
relief in respect of Sunday duty. In such cases the company 
concerned may, after inquiry, be called upon to submit such a 
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schedule of the hours during which the man or men are em-
ployed as will bring those hours within limits which appear to 
the department reasonable. In the event of the company 
failing to comply with the demands of the department, the 
latter is empowered to refer the case to the Railway and Canal 
Commissioners, who form a special Court constituted by the 
Railway and Canal Traffic Act of 1888, for deciding, among 
other things, questions relating to rates and charges, for pro-
tecting traders from undue charges and undue preference, 
for regulating questions of traffic, and for deciding certain 
disputes between railway companies and the public. The Com-
missioners are then empowered to deal with the matter, and if 
" a railway company fail to comply with any order made by the 
Railway and Canal Commissioners, or to enforce the provisions 
of any schedule " approved by them, it is liable to a fine of a 
hundred pounds for every day during which the default con-
tinues. This act has been the means of effecting a considerable 
reduction in the hours worked by railway men on certain rail-
ways, and no case has yet arisen in which a reference to .the 
Commissioners has been necessary. Such modifications of the 
hours of work have not only been beneficial to the men, but 
have improved the discipline of the staff and the punctuality 
and regularity of the train service, particularly in respect of the 
goods trains. 

The Notice of Accidents Act of 1884, which obliges employers 
of labour to report to the Board of Trade, when "there occurs in 
any employment " as defined by the schedule of the act, " any 
accident which causes to any person employed therein, either loss 
of life or such bodily injury as to prevent him on any one of 
the three working days next after the occurrence of the accident 
from being employed for five hours on his ordinary work," affects 
railways in course of construction, but not, as a rule, otherwise. 

Although the administration of the above-mentioned acts of 
parliament has bad a beneficial effect upon the safety of the 

public, and has enabled an enormous volume of traffic saner of 
SafwaWa. to be handled with celerity, punctuality and absence 

of risk, it has during recent years come to notice that 
the number of casualties among railway servants is still unduly 
great, and in 1899 a Royal Commission was appointed to in-
vestigate the causes of the numerous accidents, fatal and non-
fatal, to railway men. As a consequence of the report of this 
Commission the Railway Employment (Prevention of Accidents) 
Act of moo was passed, putting upon the Board of Trade the 
duty of making " such rules as they think fit with respect to any 
of the subjects mentioned in the schedule to this act, with the 
object of reducing or removing the dangers and risks incidental 
to railway service." Rules may also be made in respect to other 
matters besides those mentioned in the schedule, and companies 
may be called upon to adopt or reject, as the case may be, any 
appliance, the use or disuse of which may be considered desirable 
in the interest of the men. Before, however, the rules so made 
become binding upon the companies, the latter have the right 
of appealing against them to the Railway Commissioners. 
Failure to comply with any of the rules renders a company 
" liable for each offence, on conviction under the Summary 
Jurisdiction Acts, to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, or in the 
case of a continuing offence to a fine not exceeding ten pounds 
for every day during which the offence continues after con-
viction." Rules drafted by the Board of Trade under this act 
came into force on the 8th of August 5902, the subjects referred 
to being (1) labelling of wagons; (2) movements of wagons by 
propping and tow-roping; (3) power-brakes on engines; 
(4) lighting of stations and sidings; (5) protection of points, 
rods, &c.; (6) construction and protection of gauge-glasses; 
(y) arrangement of tool-boxes, &c., on engines; (8) provision 
of brake-vans for trains upon running lines beyond the limits of 
stations; (9) protection to permanent-way men when relaying 
or repairing permanent way. The final settlement of a rule 
requiring brake-levers to be fitted on both sides of goods-wagons 
was, however, deferred, owing to objections raised by certain of 
the railway companies. 

Other acts which am of importance it connexion with 

accidents are the Accidents Compensation Act of 046, tk 
Employers' Liability Act of 188o, and the Workmen's Cm. 
pensation Act of 1851. 

The public acts of parliament referring to Britiis manna la 
collected in Bin's Gemmed Railway Aces. Un. A. 81 

AMERICAN RAILWAY LEGISLATION 

Nos 070.—The earliest legislation is contained ht dome 
granted by special act, for the coastruction of railways. Iles 
special acts gradually gave way to general statutes mac 
which railway corporations could be created without appticele 
to the legislature. In the cast, where, as a rale, charts: 21a 
been uniform and consistent, the change to general humps 
lion law was due to a desire to render incorporations spear 
and less expensive. In the west, general laws came rubs a 
a result of the abuses of special legislation. By zilso, pen 
incorporation laws were found in nearly all the eastern sum, 
and by 187o in those of the west. 

Early legislation was confined almost entirely to mum 
of construction- In cases where statutes did touch the woe 
of regulation, they had to do with .the operation of tains 
with the provision of facilities for shippers and paseges 
rather than with questions of rates. It was natural th. 
this should be so, for the new transportation agency vu' 
much more efficient than anything previously available tS. 
the people were eager to take advantage of its superior are-
As a rule, the making of rates was left to the corporuir. 
If the maximum rates were prescribed, as they scrums 
were, the limit was placed so high as to be of no practical r 
for control. Such crude attempts as were made to pew 
rates from being excessive concerned themselves with mi.. 
and were designed to confiscate for the state treasury u 
earnings beyond a certain prescribed dividend. Publicity a 

rates was not generally required, and provisions agaisst 
elimination were rare. In the period before 185o then •a 
but little realization of the public nature of the railway Meer 
and of the possibilities of Injury to the public if railway re 
porations were left uncontrolled. 

In regions where capital was lacking eagerness for air 
facilities led the people to demand the direct co-open:is 
the state, and many projects, most of which ended in digs: 
were undertaken either by the state itself or through the r-
of the state's credit. For example, Michigan, its am. in 
first session of its state legislature, made plans for the r." 
struction of 557 miles of railway under the direct control 
state, and the governor was authorized to issue bonds e '- 
purpose. The unfortunate results of this policy led many 
states, from about 185o, to put constitutional limitation 
the power of their legislatures to lend the state's credit or It 
volve the state as stockholder in the affairs of any corptotr-

As railway building increased in response to traffic se 
and as the consolidation of short lines into continuous syie.. 
proceeded, legislation applicable to railways became sones'. 
broader in scope and more intelligent. About also II' • 
began to appear on the statute books laws requiring pall. 
of rates and the submission of annual reports to the legisk' 
prescribing limits to corporate indebtedness, and also 
provision for safety in operation and for the character s 
quality of railway service. Consolidation and Were se 
commonly permitted in the case of continuous lines, bat 
regularly prohibited in the case of parallel and competing e 
The practice of pooling seems not to have attracted the sus:- 
of the legislature. In general it may be asserted dm t,1 
lation of this period was ill-considered, haphazard, sad es - 
petty scale. Moreover, it was of little practical *era° 
even within its narrow range, for it does not appear ID be 
been generally enforced. 

187 o- zeoo.—Railway legislation fiat assumed ketot." 
in connection with the " Granger Movement " in the 
west. There the policy of subsidies for railway ties- . 4 

 had been carried to a reckless extreme. Reads 
constructed in advance of settlement, and hand-walkers Who 
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✓ansported to these frontier section' only to become dependant 
von the railways for their very existence. To the unusual 
temptations thus offered for favouritism and discriminations 
:n rates, the railways generally yielded. This preferential 
sad discriminating policy, combined with other causes which 
cannot here be discussed, resulted in the Granger legislation 
of the 'seventies. In the first instance laws were enacted pre-
scribing schedules of maximum freight and passenger rates 
with stringent penalties against rebates .  and discriminations. 
These measures proving unsatisfactory, they were soon super-
seded by statutes creating railway commissions with varied 
powers of regulation. The commission method of control was 
not a new one. Such bodies, established to appraise land for 
railway purposes, to apportion receipts and expenditures of 
interstate traffic, and In a general way to supervise railway 
transportation, had been in existence in New England before 
186o, one of the earliest being that of Rhode Island in 1830. 
In 1860 Massachusetts bad instituted a commission of more 
modern type, which was given only powers of investigation 
and recommendation, the force of public opinion being relied 
upon to make its orders effective. Western commissions, 
the offspring of the Granger movement, were of a more vigorous 
type. Moat of them bad power to impose schedules of maximum 
rates; practically all of them bad authority to prescribe rates 
upon complaint of shippers; and they could all seek the aid 
of the courts to enforce their decrees. Their power to initiate 
rates, conferred upon them by their legislatures, was sustained 
by the Supreme Court of the United States, the Court reserving 
to itself only the power to decide whether the prescribed rates 
were reasonable. 

But the jurisdiction of the state commissions was, by judicial 
interpretation, limited to commerce beginning and ending within 
the limits of the single state. The most important part of 
railway transportation, that which was interstate in character, 
was left untouched. It was this impotence of the state com-
mission that furnished the strongest incentive to Congrcsional 
action. The result was the passage, in 1887, of the Interstate 
Commerce Act, which was directed towards the extirpation of 
illegal and unjust practices in commerce among the states. Its 
primary purpose was to embody in statutory form the common-
law principle of equal treatment under like circumstances, and 
to provide machinery for enforcement. It aimed at the 
prohibition of discrimination between persons, places and 
commodities. It made provision for publicity of rates and for 
due notice of any change in rates; it forbade pooling of freight 
or earnings, and required annual reports from the carriers. For 
its enfonmment, it created an Interstate Commerce Commission 
of five members, with powers of investigation, and with authority 
to issue remedial orders upon complaint and after hearing. 
Findings of the Commission were to be prima fade evidence in 
any court proceeding for the enforcement of its ordem. 

In this connexion, reference should be made to the Anti-Trust 
Act of ago, which, by its judicial interpretation, has been held to 
indude railways and to forbid rats agreements between cola. 
pcting carriers. 

The act of :SO remained in force without substantial amend-
aunt until gob, although with constantly diminishing prestige, 
• result largely due to adverse decisions concerning the powerof 
the Commission. Ten years after the passage of the law, the 
court decided that the Commission bad no power to prescribe 
a rate, and that its jurisdiction over rates was confined to a 
determination of the question whether the rate complained of 
ass unreasonable. The Commission had much difficulty at the 
beginning in securing the testimony of witnesses, who invoked 
the Constitution of the Linked States as a bat against self-
incrimination, and the Immunity clause of the act bad to be 
amended before testimony could be obtained. The so-called 
" long-and•short-hani dense," which imbed. a greaser charge 
for a long thin for a short haul over Um same line, if circum-
stances were substantially similar, wag also robbed of all its 
vitality by court decision. The section tequiriag annual report*, 
what It Isol to the creation of a Nato of SististUle did Raffia.  

the Commission power to coati:0d  complete or satisfactory mama 
to its requests for information. The only element of real 
strength that the statute acquired during the first twenty years 
of its history came from the Elkins Act of agog, which stipulated 
that the published rate should be the legal rate, and declared 
any departure from the published We to be a misdemeanour. 
It held shipper as well as carrier, and corporation as well as its 
officer or agent, liable for violations of the act, and conferred upon 
United States courts power to employ equity processes in putting 
an end to discrimination. Conviction for granting rebates was 
by this law made easier and more effective. 

Since r9oo.—The movement in favour of more vigorous 
railway regulation became pronounced after 'goo. Twenty 
years of experience and observation had revealed• the ddects 
of the earlier legislation, and bad concentrated public atten-
tion more intelligently than ever before upon the problem of 
strengthening the weak spots. The state commissions, since 
their establishment in the 'seventies and the 'eighties, had 
increased their functions and influence. Many of them, 
beginning only with powers of recommendation, had obtained," 
large extension of authority. By tea, thirty-five of the forty 
state commissions were of the mandatory type, and thirteen of 
these had been created since 1904. They bad been given power 
to require complete annual reports from carriers, with a conse-
quent great increase in public knowledge concerning railway 
operation and practice. The most recent type of state com-
mission is the so-called Public Utility Commission, of which the 
best examples are those of New York and Wisconsin, established 
in ion. In both states, the Commissions have power over 
electric railways and local public utilities furnishing heat, light 
and power, as well as over steam railway transportation, and the 
Wisconsin Commission also has control over telephone companies. 
In both stain the consent of the Commission is necessary for the 
issue of corporate securities. 

Mention should be made of the mass of general legislation 
passed, principally by western states, since zips, in response 
to a popular demand for lower rates This demand has in many 
instances led to ill-entaidared leghdation, bas frequently ignored' 
theprerogatives and even the existence of the state commissions, 
and has brought about the passage by state legislatures of maxi-
mum height sod mowspr we laws, with rates as low in many 
eases that they have been set aside by the courts as unconatitu-
tionaL The summon laws limiting the fare for passengers to 
two cents per mile are an iffintratims of this tendency. 

In the field of federal legislation, no significant change took 
Pate anti the peso* al the Swims Act of soon, which wean 
amendment of the act of 184. While failing to correct all the 
deiecta in the original statute, the amended law was a decided. 
step in the directioet of efficient regulation. It increased the 
jusbdiction of the Commission by placing under the act express 
companies, sleeping.= companies and pipe lbws for the 
transportalon of oil. It extended the meaning of the tam 
" agreed ' to include switches, spurs and terminal 
and the term " tsatispottadon " to include private cars, and all 
collateral services, each as refriperatioo, elevation and storage. 
The Elkins Act of root' was incorporated in the statute, and an 
immisonment penalty was added to the existing fine. It 
kande the panting of poises mope to certain specified classes, 
--a provision entirely *Went from the original measure. It 
owes* conferred upon the Commission the power to proscribe 
swum rates upon complaint and after hearing, as well as 
to make joint rates, and to stealth & ebonies was whea the 
warn had themselves refused to do so. It enacted that 
published rates should not be dinged etcept on thirty days' 
notice, whether the change involved an bosom or a decree" 
and ic raeleired anneal repots to be node under oath, penaltift 
being prepdbed fir failure to comply with the Corandmion'a 
requests for inforessaien. - Power was also given to prescribe 
Uniform systems of accounts for all classes of carriers, sad .to 
employspecial random to inspect the books and accounts, 
Ceram wins . fedsithlen to keep any accoests, records oe 
=wand& other than those approved by the Commis iii, 
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(ACCIDENT STATISTICS 

Orders of the Commission became effective within such time, not 
less than thirty 'days, as the Commission should prescribe, and 
penalties began to take effect from the date fixed by the Com-
mission, unless the carrier secured an injunction from the Court 
suspending the order. Such injunction might not issue except 
after hearing, of whidi.five days' notice must be given. Decisions 
of the Commission were not reviewable by the Court unless the 
Commission had exceeded its authority, or had issued an uncon-
stitutional order. 

A new and important act was signed by the President on 
the ath of June low. It created a Commerce Court (com-
posed of five judges nominated by the president of the 
United States from the Federal circuit judges), transferred to 
it jurisdiction in caws instituted to enforce or set aside orders 
of the Inter-State Commerce Commission, and made the United 
States instead of the Commission a party in all such actions. 
The law forbids a railway or any other common carrier to 
charge more for a short haul than for a long haul over the 
same line, unless, in special cases, it is authorized to do so by 
the Commission. It forbids a railway which has reduced its 
rates while in competition with a water route to raise them 
again when the competition has ceased, unless the Commission 
permits it to do so because of other changed conditions. It 
extends the initiative of the Commission from the Investigation 
of complaints to the investigation of rates on Its own motion; 
authorizes it to suspend rates in advance of their going into 
effect, pending an investigation which may be continued for ten 
months, and to establish through routes; and provides for a 
special commission, appointed by the President, to investigate 
questions pertaining to the issuance of railway securities. 

thatiocita PRY.—See A. T. Hadley, Railroad Transportation (New 
York, t855); B. H. Meyer, Railway Legislation in the United Si, les 
(New York, 1903): P. A. Cleveland and F. W. Powell, Rai, ad 
Promotion and Capitalisation in the United States (New York, two); 
L H. Haney, As.fsessionat History of Railways (2 vols.. Mad ,  on. 
Wis., toog and Into); Elkins Committee Report (1905);  F. H. Di ,  a  
" The Interstate Commerce Act as Amended," Quarterly Journal 
Economics, xxi. 22 (Nov. t906); F. H. Dixon, " Recent Railr, 
Commission Legislation," Political Science Quarterly, xx. 612 (I).w. 
1905). (F. H. D.') 

Amour STATUS= 
Statistics of railway accidents may be divided Into three 

classes: casualties (a) to passengers, (b) to servants or ens** 
and (4 to other persons; and again into (a) train accidents, 
(2) accidents to persons doing work on or about train and 
(3) other accidents. 

Such statistics are studied mainly with the object of learning 
the lessons which they may afford as to preventive measures 
for the future; and from this point of view the most important 
element Is the single item of ponsengeze killed in train accidents 
(a 1). The number injured is, indeed, a fact of interest, no less 
than the number killed, but compadsons under this bead are 
unsatisfactory became it is impracticable or unprofitable to 
go into sufficient detail to determine the relative seriousness 
of the injuries. The statistics of the killed usually afford all 
necessary stimulus to Improvement. Accidents to passengers 
other than those caused by collisions or derailments of trains 
are very largely due to causes which it is fair to dam either 
as unavoidable or as due mainly to the fault or eareimenees of 
the victim himself. That this is so is indicated by the fact 
this, although the railways—always made to saber severely 
in pecuniary damages for injuries for Inside their affirms or 
servants aro held responsible by the courts—have for yeses 
taken almost every conceivable precaution, the number of 
accidents, in proportion to the number of permeate travelling, 
diminishes but slowly—so slow!),  that, in view of the variety 
of conditions to be considered, it would hardly be sate to eon-
dude that the diminution Is due to any definite impreensomit 
fn the safeguards provided. Collisions, on the other hand, are 
preventable, and derailments nearly so, and the records of 
deaths and injuries in this class in successive years are therefore 
toady taken as an index to the efficiency with which the adhoys 
eleeeaaapd. 

The number of servants killed In train accidents Is the next 
in importance. The safety of passengers is, indeed, the first 
are of the railway manager; but the employes, exposed to 
many risks from which the passengers are protected, must be 
looked after. On the British railways the men who run the 
trains are safeguarded very efficiently, and the collisions and 
derailments which are serious enough to do injury to the train-
men or the enginemen are really rare. The roadway, tracks 
and rolling stock are so well maintained that those causes which 
lead to the worst derailments have been eliminated almost 
completely, and the record of serious collisions has been reducul 
nearly to zero by the universal use of the block system and t.f 
systematic precautions at junctions. In America the acrid 
is tar less satisfactory. The best railways of the United States 
and Canada have, Indeed, been greatly improved, and their 
main lines approach the high standards of safety which prevail 
in Great Britain, both as regards maintenance and care of 
roadway and vehicles (as a preventive of derailments) and tie 
use of the block system (as a preventive of collisions); but 
when the inquirer looks at America as a whole—the total 
length of lines in the United States being over 230,000 m.; 
ten times the total of the United Kingdom—he is considering 
a figure which includes an enormous mileage of railway lying 
in thinly settled regions where the high standards of safety 
maintained on the best railways have scarcely been thought 
of. The duty of a railway with deficient plant or facilities 
would seem to be to make up for their absence by moderating 
the speeds of its trains, but public sentiment In America appears 
so far to have approved, at lean tacitly, the combination of 
imperfect railways and high speeds. 

Apart from collisions and derailments, a large proportion 
of all accidents is found to be due primarily to want of care on 
the part of the victims. Accidents to workmen in marshalling, 
shunting, distributing and running trains, engines and cars, 
may be taken as the most important class, after train accidents, 
because this work Is necessary and important and yet involves 
considerable hazard. On British railways the duty of the 
companies to provide all practicable safeguards and to educate 
and caution the servants may be said to have been faithfully 
performed, and the accident totals must be taken as being 
somewhat near the " irreducible minimum" —unless some of 
the infirmities of the human mind can be cured. In America 
the number of men killed and injured in handling freight trains 
has been very large. In the year ending June 30,1909, exclusive 
of casualties due to collisions, derailments and other accidenu 
to trains, the number killed was Sur and of injured skts6 
(Accident Bulidis, No. 35, p. 24). The number killed (Si i) 
is equal to about three in every thousand trainmen employed. 
From this and all other causes, the number of trainmen killed 
in the year ending June so, reel% was about Bin r000. 

The use of automatic couplers for freight cars throughout the 
United States, introduced in tIles–teces, greatly reduced the 
number of deaths and Injuries in coupling, and the use c4 air 
brakes on freight cars, now universal, has reduced the risk is 
the men by making it less necessary for them to ride on the 
roofs of high box-cars, while at the same time it has made it 
pondble to run long trains with fewer men; but except is 
these two features the freight service in America continues to 
be a dangerous occupation. The high and heavy ears, the 
high speeds, the severe weather in the northern states in winter, 
the fluctuating nature of the business, resulting often in the 
employment of poorly qualified men and in other bregularitin, 
am among the causes of this state of things. 

Being struck or run over by a train while statsdhig or walking 
on the track is the largest single cause of " railway acddente." 
Workmen are killed and injured In this way, both we on 
duty and when going to and from their work; passeogen, with 
or without right, go in front of trains at stations and at highway 
crossings at grade level; and trespassers are killed and inland 
in large numbers on railways everywhere, at and near statism, 
at crossings, and out on the open road, where they bare no 
aide, of right. Of trespassers the number killed pm ode di 
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title Is about as large in England as in America, the density 
of population and of traffic in Great Britain apparently counter- 
balancing the laxity of the laws against trespassing in America. 
In the thickly settled parts of the United States the number of 
trespassers killed on the railway tracks, including vagrants who 
suffer in collisions and derailments while stealing rides, is very 
large. In New York and four adjacent states, having about as 
many miles of railway as the United Kingdom, the number in 
the year ending June 3o, 1907, was 1552. In the United 
Kingdom the number for the corresponding year was 447, or 
less than one-third. 

As was suggested at the outset, railway accident statistics 
are useful only as showiest how to make life and limb safer, 
though in pursuing this object increased economy should also 
be secured. Railways have always been held by the legis- 
latures and by the courts strictly accountable for their short- 
comings, so far as accountability can beenforced by compelling 
the payment of damages to victims of accidents; but in spite 
of this, a want of enterprise and even some apparent neglect of 
passengers' and servants' plain rights, have often been apparent, 
and the Board of Trade, with its powers of supervision, in- 
spection and investigation, must therefore be classed as one of 
the most beneficent factors in the promotion of safety on 
British railways. Its powers have been exercised with the 
greatest caution, yet with consistent firmness; and the pub- 
licity which has been given to the true and detailed causes of 
scores and scores of railway accidents by the admirable reports 
of the Board of Trade inspectors has been a powerful lever 
in improving the railway service. Useful compulsory laws
regarding the details of train management are difficult to frame 
and hard to carry out; but the Board has exercised a persistent 
persuasiveness and has secured most of its objects. Its in- 
vestigations justified the law making the block system coot- 
pulsory, thus removing the worst danger of railway traveL Its 
constant and impartial expositions of cases of over-work and 
insufficient training of employes have greatly helped to elevate 
the character of these employes. 

In the United States the governments have done far less. 
A majority of the states have railway commissions, but the 
investigation of railway accidents, with comparatively few 
exceptions, has not been done in such a way as to make the 
results useful in promoting improved practice. Many of the 
commissions have done little or nothing of value in this respect. 
The Federal government, having authority in railway matters 
only when interstate traffic is affected, gathers statistics and 
publishes them; but in the airing of causes—the field in which 
the British Board of Trade has been so useful—nothing en far 
bas been done except to require written reports monthly from 
the railways. These are useful so far as they go, but they lack 
the impartially that would be secured by an inquiry such as is 
held in England. 

TAILS X.,-.CASVALTIOS ON 91111 RAU:WATS OW THE 
Waren Kunsecia 

POSSenerr-- 
1. In train accidents 
a Other accidents is or aroma 

	

trains, Ac. 	. 	. 	. 

	

3. Other causes 	. 	. 	. 

mat 
acmes 

	

o 	283 

	

tos 	2,242 

	

5 	oo3 — 

shoed 
28 

102 
5 

5907- 
jut.  

334 

2,132 
936 

Total of passengers 	. 107 3.388 225 Moo 
Serienitc— 

iv in train accidents 	. 	. 6 164 13 536  
5. Other accidents in or around 

trains, Eke. 	. 	. 	. 376  4.976  44' 5.577 
6 Other causes 	. 	. 50  19.041 55 13.701  

Total of servants 	. 432  24481  509 21 .314 
Oda Persons:— 

7 In train accidents 	. 0 7 11 
S. At level comings 	. 	. 
9. TreipassIng on line 	. 	. 

so. Suicides 	Wilding 	come- 
masful atempes) 	. 	• 

s 
291

t  

s811 

9
44

9 
50  

278 
32  

115 

111 

	

tt. Oa bedews at althea 	E 	gSlo 36 	601 
Ifiniollanious . 	. 	- 	a7 	867 	39 	t67 

— — — 
Total Of " other persons " . 389 916 577 

— — — 
Grand total . f.ts8 28,485 5,211 25,075 

The easmades enumerated in items 1, 4 and 7 of Table X - aggre-
gate 6 killed and 454, injured: the la death. were due to collisions, 
while of the cases ca injury 373 occurred by collisions. 4 by detail" 
meats, and 35 by other accidents to trains. This undoubtedly is 
the greatest record for train safety ever known in the world. Item t 
shows no passengers killed in train accidents during the ymr._ _This 
was the case once before, in :got; and the total of fatal accidents 
to passengers and servants, taken together, has in several years 
been very low (1296, 00t: 1904 eight ; 1902, tea; 1904, thirteen), 
but never before was it &Tinto six. 

Items s and 3 is Table X. are made up of the classes of accidents 
shown in Table XL 

?MILS X1.—DrtAll. C11.08116 or C.9ILiAIN ACCIDENTS 
Year moll. 

Item ., Passengers: –.• 	 Sillod. Wawa 
I. From falling between trains and platforms— 

l
b) 
a) 

 When alighting 
%Vlien entering t 

from 
 uba 
 train • 
	. 	. 21 

. 	

• 

110 
2. From falling on to the platform, ballast. 

. 
:-- 

	

(a) When entering trains 	. 	. 	t zs 
Oil When alighting from trans. 	. to 574 

3. From filling off Platforms aid bang strum or 

4.  Wh
over trains 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	59 

ile crossing tbe line St station.— 
(s) Where there is either • subway or 

	

footbridge. 	. 	. 	9 	6 
(b) Where then) is neither a • eubway nor 

footbrid 	. 	. 	• 
By the closing of carnage sge doors . 	. 	. 
From falling out of carriages during the running 

of trains . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	19 

	

7. By other academe   t9 

Total of passengers 	 102 334.11551 5. &Maxis:— 
By accidents occurrin' g during shunting owa, tions, !IL— 

I. While coupling or uncoupling 	. 	16 
a. By coming an contact, while riding on 

vehicles, with other vehides, dx., standing 
on adjaceut tines 	. 	. 	2 	55 

3. While possum over, under. or standing on 

	

2 	13 

3 	53 

2 674 

52  too 
3 	3 

2:2  

70 

595 
Total of servants . 376 aria 

3 and 6 of Table X. 
Table XII. smarms, the classes of accident comprised in items 

Tama XIL—Daran. Camas or Csarms Acassarrs 
19o11. 	19o7. 

mum. 	Enid. is" Nd. 	Amid. 
P.01.8.72rascesdisg w descending

♦ ;terra struck•  by.  lbartimm. 
	3 370 5 339 

Bison es.er Peeks... Re., on 
remlies pluton= 	 • Rs • De 

959 

53 

9 6 
748  

64 
347 

273 

9.rofrensadfalkag cff trains, engines, itc., in motion 
so. When getting on or off engines, vans, &c., 

during the running of trains . 	. 
it. By coining in contact with over-bridges or 

	

erections on the sides of the line. 	t  
12. While attenclimAnto the machinery, pc., or 

13.9grworkin on the permanent-way. sidings, 

14. While attending to gates at levekroodrus 
ts. While walking, crossing or standing on the 

line on uty:— 	  

	

ta

d 

 other 	of the line . 
	  84 

▪ 40 

	

t6. From being taught between vehicles 	33 
17 From falling, or being caught between train 

and platf 	walls, Re. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	to 
Whae walking, ,alongtheanstoorfrom work 34 

	

tp. Miscellaneous . 	. 	. 	• 	. 	. 	. 

4. When getting on or off, Of toning of engine.,
Ae 	 4 578 

5. WIWns'brakurig, sprigging, or chocking wheels :5 627 
6. While attending to ground-points. 	 99  
7. While moving vehicles by capstans, *tur ►: 

tables, props, levers, 	. 	. 	. 	16 498 
8. By other &cadent. not included in the 

41 587 
5 43 

2 226 
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servimis etardsynd, that the Sputa thoeting the pententeges Wry 
from year to year considerably; but in other classes of accidents. of 
which a large proportion of the cases may be classed as unprevent-
able, the percentages do not vary greatly. The following are the 
more significant ratios in the year 1907. as shown In the Board of 
Trade returns:- 

(e) Passengers killed In train accidenta, *ppm& 
mate

190
ly

8, o . 
	. 	 . 	I in 83.000.000 

( 	1,500,0o0,60.) • 
(b) Passengers 	

i
u
n 
 red in train accidents, sp 

. . proximately 	. 	. 	. 	. 	fit &MOM* 
0908, awroximately t is 6,000.002: 

(c) Servants killed in train accidents:-
Number of servants killed per 1o.000.002 

train miles 
Engine driven. atio killed • to numbe•r 

Tana XII.-Dirraft, CANIS of Cgireant heateihrte-riesiissreg. 
sgo8 	1907. 

41.  
e. From falling off platforms upon the 	

lest Maid. 
 

ballast. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	1 	.. 	110 
d. By other accidents_ . 	. 	. s 

Total of passengers • 
Bowater-- 

While loading, unloading or sheet-
ing wagons, trucks and bone-
boxes 

2. While moving goods and luggage 
in stations or sheds . 	. 	. 

3. While working at cranes or capstans 
4. By the falling of wagon-doors, 

lamps, bales of goods.. a. De. • 	. 
5. While attending to engines at rest 
6. From falling off, or when getting 

on or off ! engines or vehicles at test 
7. From falling off, or when getting 

on or off, platforms 
8. From falling off ladders, scaffolds, 

8:e. 	. . 	- 	11 
9. By stumbling while walhing on 

the line 	. 	. 
to. By being trampled on or kicked 

by horses while engaged in  rail- 
way work 	 I 	94 	71  

tt. From being strucic by articles 
thrown frontpassing trams 	. • . 	7 	6 

la. From the falling of rails, sleepers, 
8r.c., when at work on the line . 	686 t 	6t 1 

13. Otherwise injured when at work on 
the line or in sidings . 	. 	. 	5 2,182 5 	1,081 

14. Miscellaneous 	. 	. 	• 	- 9 3.083 14 8.733 

50 19,04 1  55 13.701 

TAUS xm.-NATUI1 or ACC1DINTS TO TRAIN,, WHIC1.111 

	

AND PIRMANENT.WAT 	1908. 	1907. 
(A) Accidents to trains:- 	 United United 

1. Collisions between passenger trains or 
1C1aadom. Kingdom. 

parts of passenger trams. 	. 	. 	43 
2. Collisions between passenger trains and 

goods or mineral trains or liOt-engines. 	78 
5. Collisions between goods trains or parts 

of goods trains and light-engines 	. 	. 
4. Collisions between trains and vehicles 

standing foul of the line. 	. 	7 	22 
3. Collisions between trains and buffe•-stops 

o
strops:- 

vehicles standing against buffer- 

(a) From trains running into stations 
or sidings at too high a speed 	. 	20 	17 

(b) Fromother causes . 	. 	. 	t3 	25 
6. Trains coming in contact with projections 

from other trains or vehicles on parallel 

7. Passenger trains or parts at passenger 
trains leaving the tails. 	94 	106 

I. Goods trains or parts of goods trains, light" 
engines, &c: . leaving the rails . 	407 	483 

9. Trains running through gates at ievei• 
crossings or into other obstacles 	. • 368 	364 

to. Fires in trains 	*95 	170 
i1. Miscellaneous. 	. 	 3 	4 

	

(3) Accidents to or failure of rolling .0:4 and 	i permanent-way:- 

	

12. Bursting of boilers or tubes, Ike., of engines 	7 	13 
53. Failure of machinery, springs. ac.. of 

so. Broken rails 	  sg7 	.i89 
21. Flooding al portions of pennanent.way  	3 	.40  
22. Slips is cuttings or embankments 	.  	 28 
23. Fires at stations or involving injury to 
= 	 ss a/viaducts . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	30 

24. 111" 	 t 	" 
Permatages.-0a British railways the assunities from train acci-

dents, especially fatal injuries, have been reduced to so small a pro. 
pontos of the number of passengers travelling, or the number of  

0.319 

	

1 in 	3,626 
Firemen, ratio killed to number employed . I in t2A37 
Passenger guards, ratio killed to number 

emnroYed 	. 	. 	. 	. 	la 
-Goods guards and brakemen, ratio killed 	

4437 

to number employed . 	 1 is 8,431 
(d) Servants killed in work about train., ac. (ex- 

cluding train accidents), ratio killed to 
number employed 	 . t la 	73ss 

Goods guards and braken;en, ratio killed to 
number employed 	. 	. 	. t in 	409 

	

Shunter., moo killed to number emplo. 1 la 	337 
Engine drivers, ratio killed to numbs

empl 	t in 	1,126 
Passemzerords, ratio lolled to number 

in Lops 
Railway Awidenit 	Alawica.--:The 'statisiica of accidents 

in America are kept in a form somewhat different from the fore-
going Table XIV. is taken from the Accident Bulletin ai 
the Interstate Commerce Commission (No. ph the items being 
numbered to correspond as nearly as practicable with the 
numbers in the British table (No. X.). Tice items 7-11 embrace 
the statistics which most nearly correspond to the Items 7-is 
in the British table. 

Tuts XIV.-Cssoszzms ow zwa R4n.wsys or um Mem 
STATICS Or ANIIIIICA. 
Year ending June . 

"%we& "a.  

	

Lms&
3o 	

° 12dad. paimed• 
?assrager/E. ■ 

I. In train 110Cidellta . 	. 	131 '5.1165 165 	7,4 

	

2, 3. Other causes . . . 204 6,23: zit 	&xis 
- - - 

Total 01 011011111gell . 335 12,116 . 406 22.643 
Senstsec:- 

a. l train accidents . 	. 	. sto 4.1177 64s 6.1111 
3. 6.

a 
 Other MUMS 	• . . 1.936 46.927 2416 49,5s6 

- - - 
Total of arrants • 2.456 51,804 3,358 56144 

	

Year 
Tramway&  e 
	

N 
nding June 

}(pct 
 , wit=  

That 
otter Fermatt- 	 =ed. Injured. X1161d. 	Lad Waal 

7. In train accidents 97 271 	pr 1202 149 11,373 
& Struck by trains at 

highway croes• 
ioP 	• an 274 098  1323 933 1797 

Do. 
 

at 	. 421 423 	49 259 310 68a 
Do. at other 

places . 	. 3732 • 2063
338 	9

t3 200 3845 2245 
Other causes 	. 1125 	1 	4 1387 1259 3666 

- - 
Total of " ?diet  30-"t2 SStg 1044 4471 6636 39113 

.. 	265 

S 861  a 836  

11,998 
3 	411  

I 	383 
4 2.479 4 

3 • 1 .304 

I 483 

449 

a 5,068 

8. 4,058 S 

a 

a 

2 

2,1190 

973 
304 

i90  
2463 

1.495 

404 

400 

 1.049 

Total of servants . 

48 

 70 

 tgo 216 

30 	7 

61 	86 
4. F taur of e ti 	  12 res 
	

125 	172 
I 	,. wheels  	2 	8 
1 	•• axles 	  164i 	160 
ty. 	.. coupling 	 2.440 
t& 	.. ropes used in woe.  king incline. 

2 

 .. 
19. 	.. tunnels, bridges, viaducts, cut. 

persons 	• 
The salient. feature of Table XIV. is the diminution from poll 

to 1909. This is mainly due to a great falling off in traffic, because 
of a general business depression : from tgo7 to tong the reductiam 
in the accident record is still greater. In items t end the increase 
in safety is due in part. no doubt, to the extension of the use of the 
block system. The accidents to " other (arsons' cannot renal" 
be cruc red with items 7 -12 in the British record, accept as am 
the totals and a few of the items. 

In any comparison between British and American records the 
first point to be borne is mind is the difference in mileage and traffic-
The American railways aggregate approximately ton times the 
length of the British lines: but in train miles the difference is tar 
less. In the latest years in which comparisons can be made, the 
passenger journeys in the United Kingdom amounted to 1500 millions 
(including season-ticket holders, estimated) and the train maim 
to 438.3 millions, while the corresponding figures in the Ueated 
States were 8739 millions and t t7 tip million.. The avasge Mega 
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the ineamer's lattolay la the Milted Statue is reported to be 

about .32 m.; ia Greet Britain it is undoubtedly less, bet no record 
is published. Of the total Mart mileage in America more than half 
is freight; in Great Britain much more than half is eameoger.• 

Tasis XV.—TOW. CASUALTIES ON RJJLWAVS or TEE 
UNITZD STATES 

mar
. 
 Injured. 

Pawnees . 	 • 34383 14598 
Ern 	 • i:go/ere - 	• 	 70 83.367 	87,644 
Other persons 	 . 6,46o 10.275 6,695*0431 

Total . 10,313 to5.234 11,839 txt,ot6 
Table XV. shows the casualties on American railways in 1907 

end t9e8 (year enefin June 3o). These figures differ from those 
Inn Table XIV. becaus

g 
 e of dillenincee in eni. bon. le Table 

XIV. the item " passengers killed " includes those on some electric 
railways, which presumably are not covered in the statement here 
given; also passengers is freight trains, Be. Under " employeu 
this table includes men in shops, See., not shown in Table XIV. 

la way one passenger in 2.318,06: mu killed, and one in to2Ao4 
etas injesed, in train accidents. The number GI espies* killed 
in train accidents was 12-9 in to million train miles. Of train 
men (including engine-drivers and firemen), one out of 125 employed 
was killed (all causes), and one in eight injured. 

The great differences between the records of the United States 
and the United Kingdom seem to afford justification for the view, 
which has often been expressed, that in America the spirit of hurry 
and recklessness manifest in many of the activities of the people 
prevails even among the men on whom rests the grave responsi-
bility of running trains in safety. Yet the best safety devices are 
made in America, and means of reducing these death records are 
well known. 

Prana.—Railway accidents in France are recorded in a shape 
somewhat different from that found in either Great Britain or 
America. The principal items for the years 106 and loos are 
shown in Table XVL The length of railways in the republic 
Was 39,963 kin. (84,832 m.), the number of pences employed 
on them was rather less than 3oo,coo, the number of pas-
sengers carried annually being between 45o and soo 
The number of passengers (36) killed in train accidents in ion 
Was equal to O'0759 per million passengers carried and 80024 
per million kilometres travelled by passengers, or crave per 
million kilometres travelled by trains. 

Tanta XVL— RAILWAY CASUALTIES ix FRANCS 
1907. 	1906. 

Is train ateideab— 	 Killed. Injured. Killed. Injured. 
Passengers 	. 	• 	36 	430 	14 	500 
Servants 	. 	• 	. 	53 	168 	31 	133 

— — — — 
59 	998  3S 	632 

39 	14 	29 
rat ty 

	

In 

- 	

63 eu 
Other occiakows, Wan' s owe Ask— 

Passengers and others . 	. too 	189 3o5 	555 
Servants 	. 	. 	. 	. 2111 	465 265 	421 

	

57 1 	654 570 	576 
— — 

Grand total 	659 	1315 627 	1)54 
The most significant item in the table, 36 passengers killed in 
train accidents, is perhaps to be considered as abnormally 
large, the totals under this head for the preceding six years 
beginning with :nos being 7, 35, 3, 18, 4, 14, or an average of 
1 1.57 per year. The French secretary of Public Works, who 
has furnished these statistics, keeps also similar records of the 
local or light railways, on which the number of fatal accidents 
appears to be exceedingly small. 

Genoany.—The number of persons lulled on the railways of 
the German Empire in the year 1907 was 1 249, classified as 
in Table XVIL This number does not include suicides and 
attempts at suicide, of which there were 333, all but 24 being 
successful. In these statistics, the third item, " other persons," 
includes post office and customs officials and other persons 
connected with the railway service, as well as railway officers 
and servants off duty. The •totals of passengers killed and 

Muted In train snidest& are not mostated feces thou killed 
and injured (rem other causes, but ratios are given showing 
that for Mar years no passengers were killed In this class. 
TABLE XVIL—Ran.wav CASUALTIES IN THE GERMAN Mining 

(From Slatistk der Jet Betricbe befintilichen Eisexbalutex; 
E. S. Mistier & Son, Berlin) 

Killed LnjeMSed Killed Injured. 
135 	653 	818 	597 
74 1 673 	703 15 1 3 
400 365 	360  373 

1249 2691 tt8t 2483 
See the Qestterly aid Amoral Reposer, issued by the Board of 

Trade, Leaden, and the Alliea Statistical Reports and Qrarteri3 
Accident published by the Interstate Commerce Commis. 
*ion. Washington. (B. B. A.) 

FDIANCIAL ORGANIZATION 
The methods of financing railway enterprises, both nett 

projects and existing lines, have been influenced very largely 
by the attitude of the state and of municipal authorities. 
Railways may be built for military reasons or for commercial 
reasons, or for a combination of the two. The Trans-Siberian 
railway was a military necessity if Russia was to exercise 
dominion throughout Siberia and maintain a port on the Yellow 
Sea or the Sea of Japan. The Union Pacific railroad was • 
military necessity to the 'United States if the authority of the 
national government was to be maintained In the Far West. 
The cost of such ventures and the detailed methods by which 
they are financed are of relatively smell importance, because 
they are not required to earn a money return on the investment. 
To a les degree, the same is tree of railways built for a special 
Instead of a general commercial Interest. The Baltimore it 
Ohio railroad was bunt to protect and further the commercial 
interests of the city of Baltimore; the Cinchinati Southern 
railway is still owned by the city of Cincinnati, which built the 
line in the 'seventies for commercial protection against Louis-
ville, Ky. From a commercial point of view such ventures 
are differentiated from railway projects built for general torn• 
mercial reasons because they do not depend on their own credit. 
The government, national or local, furnishes the borrowing 
power, and makes the best bargain it can with the men it 
designates to operate the line. 

Where a railway is built for general commercial reasons, 
however, it must furnish its own credit; that is to say, it must 
convince investots that it can be worked profitably and give 
them an named return on the funds they advance. The 
state is interested In the commercial railway venture as a matter 
of public policy, and because it can confer or withold the right 
of eminent domain, without which the railway builder would 
be subjected to endless annoyance and expense. This govern. 
mental sanction has been obtainable only with difficulty, and 
after the exercise of numerous legal forms, in Great Britain and 
on the continent of Europe. In the United States, on the other 
hand, it has been obtained with considerable ease. In the 
earlier years of American railway building, each project was 
commonly the subject of a special law; then special laws were 
in turn succeeded by general railway laws in the several states, 
and these in turn have come to be succeeded in most parts of 
the country by jurisdiction vested in the state railway com-
mission. Each of these changes has tended to improve the 
existing status, to legitimize railway enterprise, and to safe. 
guard capital or investment. 

The laws regulating original outputs for capital were strictly 
drawn in Great Britain and on the continent of Europe; in 
America they were drawn very loosely. As a result it has been 
far easier for the American than for the European railway 
builder to take advantage of the speculative instinct in obtain-
ing money. Instead of the borrowing power being restricted to 
a small percentage of the total capital, as in European countries, 
most of the railway mileage of America has been built with 
borrowed money, represented by bonds, while stock has been 
given freely as an inducement to subscribe to the bonds en the 

KIlleirinjured. 
6zo 13441 

Otk ►  accidents, Jot lo railway 
optrotions-- 
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theory that the bonds represented the cost of the enterprise, and 
the stock the prospective piofits. Asa natural result weak railway 
companies in the United States have frequently been declared 
Insolvent by the courts, owing to their inability in periods of 
commercial depression to meet 'their acknowledged obligations, 
and in the reorganization which has followed the shareholders 
have usually had to accept a loss, temporary or permanent. 

The situation in Great Britain has been wholly different. 
The debt in that country is relatively small in amount, and 
is not represented by securities based upon hypothecation of 
the company's real property, as with the American railway 
bond, resting on a first, second or third mortgage. But British 
share capital has been issued so freely for extension• and im-
provement work of all sorts, including the costly requirements 
of the Board of Trade, that a situation has been reached where 
the return on the outstanding securities tends to diminish year 
by year. Although this fact will not in itself make the com-
panies liable to any process of reorganisation similar to that 
following insolvency and foreclosure of the American railway, 
it is probable that reorganisation of some sort must nevertheless 
take place in Great Britain, and it may well be questioned 
whether the position of the transportation system of that 
country would not have been better if it had been built•up 
and projected on the experience gained by actual earlier losses, 
as in the United States. 

Thus the characteristic defect in the British railway organiza-
tion has been the tendency to put out new capital at a rate 
faster than has been warranted by the annual increases in 
earnings. The American railways do not have to face this 
situation; but, after a long term of years, when they were 
allowed to do much as they pleased, they have now been brought 
sharply to book by almost every form of constituted authority 
to be found in the states, and they are suffering from increased 
taxation, from direct service requirements, and from a general 
tendency on the part of regulating authorities to reduce rates 
and to make it impossible to increase them. Meantime, the 
purchasing power of the dollar which the railway company 
receives for a specified service is gradually growing smaller, 
owing to the general increases year by year in wages and in the 
cost of material. The railways are prospering because they 
are managed with great skill and are doing increasing amounts 
of business, though at lessening unit profits. But there is 
danger of their reaching the point where there Is little or no 
margin between unit costs of service and unit receipts for the 
service. It will probably be inevitable for American railway 
rates to trend somewhat upward in the future, as they have 
gradually declined in the past; but the process apparently 
cannot be accomplished without considerable friction with the 
governing authorities. The attitude of the courts is not that 
the railways should work without compensation, but that the 
compensation should not exceed a fair return on funds actually 
expended by the railway. This is in line with the provisions 
in the Constitution of the United States regarding the protec-
tion of property, but the difficulty in applying the principle 
to the railway situation lies in the fact that costs have to 
be met by averaging the returns on the total amount of 
business done, and it is often Impossible, In specific instances, 
to secure a rate which can be considered to yield a fair return 
on the specific service rendered. Hence losses in one quarter 
must be compensated by gains in another—a process which the 
law, regarding only the gains, renders very difficult. 

The growth of railways has been accompanied by a world-wide 
tendency toward the consolidation of small independent ventures 
into large groups of lines able to sid one another in the exchange 
of traffic and to effect economies in administration and in the 
purchase of supplies. Both in England and in America this 
process of consolidation has been obstructed by all known legis-
lative devices, because of the widespread belief that competition 
in the field of transportation was necessary if fair prices were 
to be charged for the service. But the general tendency to 
regulate rates by authority of the state has apparently rendered 
unnecessary the old plan of rate regulation through ensepetition.  

even If It had not been demonstrated often and again OM 
this form of regulation is costly for all concerned and is effective 
only ,during rare periods of direct conflict between companies. 
Nevertheless, in spite of difficulties, consolidation has gone 
on with great rapidity. When Mr E. 1-1. Harriman died 
he exercised direct authority over more than so,000 tn. of 
railway, and the tendency of all the great American railway 
systems, even when not tied to one another in common owner-
ship, is to Increase their mileage year by year by acquiring 
tributary lines. The smaller company exchanges its stock 
for stock of the larger system on an agreed basis, or sells it 
outright, and the bondholders of the absorbed line often have a 
similar opportunity to exchange their securities for obligations 
of the parent company, which are on a strongee basis or have a 
broader market. Similarly in Great Britain there is a tendency 
towards combination by mutual agreement among the none. 
panics while they still preserve their independent existence. 

Table XVIII. shows the paid•up capital, gross receipts, art 
receipts and proportion of net receipts to total paid-up capital es 
the railways of the United Kingdom for a series of years. 

Taus XVIII.—BatTISIt RAILWAYS 

r 
Yew: low* 1/2e2. Capital. 

Gras 
R.69,.. 

Mt 
11.2ceipts. 

rims 
Wm se c*".  

17.333 £698445,154 L62,862.674 £29,673, 306 

F1
W
4
1
4
4 n
T
i; 

..
... 

19.812 864.695.963 72 .894.665 35. 1 32.558  
21,659 L134466.462 96,25.1.501 40.291.958 
21,700 1,152,387,50t 101.667,065 41.576.378 
21,855 1.176,001,890 104,804,858 40058,338 
214078 1.195,564.478 106.558d815 39.069,076 7

. 12,132 1416.861421 109469,720 41.628.502 
220U5 1,235,528.917 110, 	,714 42.326,839 
22,634 1 .238.294.681„ 111 .833.272  42,660.74 1  
22,847 1.272,600,933 113,331.019 43.465  156 
23. 4,3 1.286.1183.341 117.227.961 44,;: , 	177 
23,108 1,294,065,662 121,548,923 44;. - 	29 
33,205 1.3 10.333.21 2  119,894.327 4 ' 	, 	120 

A similar comparison (Table XIX.) can be made for the United 
States of America, statistics prior to the establishment of the Inure 
state Commerce Commission being taken from Poor's Masted 4 
Railroads as transcribed in government report,. 

TABLE XIX.—AYERICAN RAILWAYS 

Year.  Route 
Mo. CopiUL 

Gros 
Acceipta 

Net 
Receipt.? 

P.roni 
Nel l.1 

e.t.a.: 

81.747 64.772 .297449 6490.103,551 $187,575,167 'iq
m
in.4??;14;m

1 

156. t 4 9,281,914,605 960.256,270 301,631.05[ 
190,870 10.818,554.031 1,269.263,257 407,018.432 
1944.36  
195.964 

11 .033.954.898  
11.491.04.960 

1 439.655,  
1.519.5701r

114 435,753,291 
509.289444 

202,288 11488,14
3

7,091 1 A22,014, 	5 540,140,744 .8 307,253 12,134.182,964 1.7615.447.408  595,206.186 
213,422 12.599.990,255 1.950.743.636  634.924.768  
220,112 13,213,124:679 2,024.353,061 623.509.1 s 3 
225.196 13,805,258,121 2.134.208,156 679.518.807 
230.761 1 	70.421.478 2 .356.285.473 774,051.156 
236,949 96082.146,683 2.649.731.911 820,254 .e27 
217.1g9t 16.7 67.544 M27 2 .103, 805.9 94 6;7 	c.', t 	;s7 

• Includes $ 45.321,6ot assigned to other than railway property, 
but earning net receipts. 

t After taxes to compare with British figures. 
t This (pure should be received with caution. The Interstate 

Commerce Commiation made certain accounting changes this year. 
Mo.) 

Coweraocnon 
Lecolion.—An Ideal line of railway connecting two terminal 

points would be perfectly level and perfectly straight, because 
in that case the resistance due to gradients and curves would be 
eliminated (see Losranotioe Power) and the cost of mechanid 
operation reduced to a minimum. But that ideal Is rarely If 
ever attainable. In the first place the route of a railway must 
be governed by commercial considerations. Unless it be quilt 
short. it can scarcely ever be planned simply to connect Its two 
terminal points, without regard to the intervening country: 
in order to be of the greatest utility and to secure the greatest 
revenue it must be laid out with due consideration of the traffic 
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rising at intermediate places, and as these will not usually 
ie exactly on the direct line, deviations from straightness will 
se rendered necessary. In the second place, except in the 
inlikely event of all the places on the selected route lying 
it the same elevation, a line that is perfectly level is a 
)hysical impossibility; and from engineering considerations, 
:yen one with uniform gradients will be impracticable on the 
;core of cost, unless the surface of the country is extraordinarily 
:yen. In these circumatances the constructor has two broad 
alternatives between which to choose. On the one hand he may 
make the line follow the natural inequalities of the ground as 
nearly as may be, avoiding the elevations and depressions by 
curves; or on the other be may aim at making it as nearly straight 
and level s's possible by taking it through the elevations In 
cuttings or tunnels and across the depressions on embankments 
or bridges. He will incline to the first of these alternatives when 
cheapness of first cost is a desideratum, but, except in unusually 
favourable circumstances, the resulting line, being full of sharp 
curves and severe gradients, will be unsuited foe fast running 
and will be unable to accommodate heavy traffic economically. 
If, however, cast within reasonable limits is a secondary con-
sideration and the intention is to build a line adapted for 
express trains and for the carriage of the largest volume of 
traffic with speed and economy, he will lean towards the second. 
In practice every line is a compromise between these two ex-
tremes, arrived at by carefully balancing a large number of 
varying factors. Other things being equal, that route is best 
which will serve the district most conveniently and secure 
the highest revenue; and the most favourable combination of 
curves and gradients is that by which the annual cost of con-
veying the traffic which the line will be called on to carry, added 
to the annual interest on the capital expended in construction, 
will be made a minimum. 

Castings and Embankments.—A cutting, or cut, is simply a 
trench dug in a hill or piece of rising ground, wide enough at 
the bottom to accommodate one or more pairs of rails, and 
deep enough to enable the line to continue its course on the 
level or on a moderate gradient. The slopes of the sides vary 
according to the nature of the ground, the amount of moisture 
present, &c. In solid rock they may be vertical; in gravel, 
sand or common earth they must, to prevent slipping, rise 
2 It. for I to or a ft. of base, or even more in treacherous 
clay. In soft material the excavation may be performed by 
mechanical excavators or "steam navvies," while in hard it 
may be necessary to resort to blasting. Except in hard rock, 
the top width of a cutting, and therefore the amount of material 
to be excavated, increases rapidly with the depth; hence if 
a cutting exceeds a certain depth, which varies with the par-
ticular circumstances, it may be more economical, instead of 
forming the sides at the slope at which the material of which 
they are composed will stand, to make them nearly vertical 
and support the soil with a retaining wall, or to bore a tuned. 
An embankment-bank. or fill, is the reverse of a cutting, being 
an artificial mound of earth on which the railway is taken 
across depressions in the surface of the ground. An endeavour 
is made so to plan the works of a railway that the quantity of 
earth excavated In cuttings shall be equal to the quantity 
required for the embankinents; but this is not always practic-
able. and it is sometimes advantageous to obtain the earth 
from some source close to the embankment rather than incur 
the expense of hauling it from a distant cutting. As embank-
merits have to support the weight of heavy trains, they must 
be uniformly firm and well drained, and before the line is fully 
opened for traffic they must be allowed time to consolidate, a 
process which is helped by running construction or mineral 
loins over them. 

As Interesting ease of embankment and cutting in annbinstion 
was involved in crossing Chat Moss on the Liverpool .1 Manchester 
railway. The moss was 41 m. across, and it varied in depth from 
to to 30 ft. Its general character was such that cattle could not 
stand on it, and • pace of Iron would sink in it. The subsoil was = principally of clay and sand. and the railway had so be 

sr the moss on the level. requiring cutting, and embanking  

for upwards of 4 m. In forming 277,00o cub. yds. of embanknent 
fryo,000 yds. of raw peat were consumed, the difference being 
occasioned by-the squeezing out of the water. Large quantities 
of embanking were sunk in the moss, and, when the engineer, 
George Stephenson. after a month's vigorous operations, had made 
up his estimates, the apparent work done was sometimes less than 
at the beginning of the month. The railway ultimately was made 
to float on the bog. Where embankment was required drains 
about 5 yds. apart were cut, and when the moss between them 
was dry it was used to form the embankment. Where the way 
was formed on the level, drains were cut on each side of the intended 
line, and were intersected here and there by cross drains, by which 
the upper part of the moss was rendered dry and firm. On this 
surface hurdles were placed. 4 ft. broad and st long, covered with 
heath, upon which the ballast was laid. 

Bridges.—For conveying small streams through embank- . 
 ments, channels or culverts are constructed in brickwork or 

masonry. Larger rivers, canals, roads, other railways and 
sometimes deep narrow valleys are crossed by bridges (¢.v.) 
of timber, brick, stone, wrought iron or steel, and many of 
these structures rank among the largest engineering works 
in the world. Sometimes also a viaduct consisting of a series 
of arches is preferred to an embankment when the line has to 
be taken over a piece of flat alluvial plain, or when it is desired 
to economize apace and to carry the line at a sufficient height 
to clear the streets, as in the case of various railways entering 
London and other large towns. In connexion with a railway 
many bridges have also to be constructed to carry public 
roads and other railways over the line, and for the use of owners 
or tenants whose land it has cut through (" accommodation 
bridges'). In the early days of railways, roads were often 
taken across the line on the level, but such " level " or " grade " 
crossings are now usually avoided in the case of new lines in 
populous countries, except when the traffic on both the road 
and the railway is very light. In many instances old level 
crossings have been replaced by over-bridges with long sloping 
approaches; in this way considerable expenditure has been 
involved, justified, however, by the removal of a danger to 
the public and of interruptions to the traffic on both the roads 
and the railways. In cases where the route of a line runs across 
a river or other piece of water so wide that the construction of 
a bridge is either impossible or would be more costly than 
is warranted by the volume of traffic, the expedient Is some-
times adopted of carrying the wagons and carriages across 
bodily with their loads on train ferries, so as to avoid the 
inconvenience and delay of transshipment Such train ferries 
are common in America, especially on the Great Lakes and 
exist at several places in Europe, as in the Baltic between 
Denmark and Sweden and Denmark and Germany, and saws 
the Straits of Messina. 

Gradients.—The gradient or grade of a line is the rate at 
which it rises or falls, above or below the horizontal, and is 
expressed by stating either the horizontal distance in which 
the change of level amounts to z ft., or the amount of 
change that Would occur in some selected distance, such as 
too ft., t000 ft. Of r M. In America a gradient of r in too 
is often known as a % grade, one of a in ZOO as a 2% grade, 
and so on; thus a ca. ss% grade corresponds to what in Eng-
land would be known as a gradient oft in soca The ruling 
gradient of a section of railway is the steepest incline in that 
section, and is so called because it governs or rules the maximum 
load that can be placed behind an engine working over that 
portion of line. Sometimes, however, a sharp incline occurring 
on an otherwise easy line is not reckoned as the ruling gradient, 
trains heavier the could be drawn up it by a single engine 
being helped by an assistant or " bank " engine; sometimes 
also " momentum " or " velocity " grades, steeper than the 
ruling gradient, are permitted for short distances in cases where 
a train an approach at full speed and thus surmount them by 
the aid of its momentum. An incline of x in son is reckoned 
easy, of r in son moderate and oft in too heavy. The ruling 
gradient of the Liverpool & Manchester railway was fixed at 

in goo, excepting the inclines at Liverpool and at 1Rainbill 
summit, for working which special provision was made; sad 

1. Brunel laid out the Great West= for a long distance 
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Out of London with a ruling gradient of t in t3so. Other 
engineers, however, such as Joseph Locke, cheapened the 
cost of construction by admitting long slopes of i In 8o or 7o. 
One of the steepest gradients in England on an important line 
is the Lickey incline at Bromsgrove, on the Midland railway 
between Birmingham and Gloucester, where -  the slope is t in 
37 for two miles. The maximum gradient possible depends 
on climatic conditions, a dry climate being the most favourable. 
The theoretical limit is about i in x6; between a in TO and 
I in 16 a steam locomotive depending on the adhesion between 
its wheels and the rails can only haul about its own weight. 
in practice the gradient should not exceed r in ssi, and even 
that is too steep, since theoretical conditions cannot always be 
realized; a wet rail will reduce the adhesion, and the gradients 
must be such that some paying load can be hauled in all weathers. 
When an engineer has to construct a railway up a hill having 
a still steeper slope, he must secure practicable gradients by 
laying out the tine in ascending spirals, if necessary tunnelling 
Into the hill, as on the St Gothard railway, or in a series of 
zigzags, or he must resort to a rack or a cable railway. 

Rack Railtvays.—In rack railways a cog-wheel on the engine 
engages in a toothed rack which forms part of the permanent way. 
The earliest arrangement of this kind was patented by John Bien-
kinsop, of the Middleton Colliery, near Leeds, in 1811, and an engine 
built on his plan by Mathew Murray, also of Leeds, began in 1812 
to haul coals from Middleton to Leeds over a line 3i m. king. Blen- 

kinsop placed the teeth on the outer side of one of the running rails, 
and his reason for adopting a rack was the belief that an engine 
with smooth wheels running on smooth rails would not have sufficient 
adhesion to draw the load required. It was not till more than half 
a century later that an American, Sylvester Marsh, employed the 
rack system for the purpose of enabling trains to surmount steep 
slopes on the Mount Washington railway, where the maximum 
gradient was nearly i in I. In this case the rack had pin teeth 
carried in a pair of angle bars. The subsequent development of 
rack railways is especially associated with a Swiss engineer. Nicholas 
Riggenbach, and his pupil Roman Abt, and the forms of rack 
introduced by them are those most commonly used. That of the 
latter is multiple, several rack-plates being placed parallel to each 
other, and the teeth break joint at or t of their pitch, according 
to the number of rack-plates. In this way.  smoothness of working 
is ensured, the cog-wheel being constantly in action with the rack. 
Abt also developed the plan of combining rack and adhesional 
working, the engine working by adhesion alone on the gentler 
slopes but by both adhesion and the rack on the steeper ones. 
On such lines the beginning of a 'tack section is provided pith a 
piece of rack mounted on springs, no that the pinions of the engine 
engage smoothly with the teeth. Racks of this type usually 
become impracticable for gradients steeper than r in 4, partly because 
of the excessive weight of the engine required and partly because 
of the tendency of the cog-wheel to mount the rack. The Locher 
rack, employed on the Mount Pilatus railway, where the steepest 
gradient is nearly I in 2, is double, with vertical teeth on each side, 
while in the Stroh rack, used on the Jungfrau line, the teeth are cut 
in the bead of • rail of the ordinary Vignoles type. 

Cable Railitesys.—For surmounting still steeper slopes, cable 
railways may be employed. Of these there are two main systems: 
(1) a continuous cable is carried over two main drums at each end 
of the line, and the motion is derived either (a) from the weight 
of the descending load or (I) from a motor acting on one of the 
main drums; (a) each end of the cable is attached to wagons, one 
set of which accordingly ascends as the other descends. The weight 
required to cause the downward motion is obtained either by means 
of the material which has to be transported to the bottom of the 
hill or by water ballast, while to aid and regulate the motion generally 
steam or electric motors are arranged to set on the main drum., 
round which the cable is passed with a sufficient number of turns 
to prevent slipping.. When water ballast is employed the water 
is filled into a tank in the bottom of the wagon or ear, its quantity, 
if passengers are carried, being regulated by the number amending 
or descending. 

Cirms.—The carves on railways are either simple, when 
they consist of a portion of the circumference of a single circle, 
or compound, when they are made up of portions of the cir-
cumference of two or more drclos of different radius. Reverse 
turves are compound curves in which the components are 
of contrary flexure, like the letter S; strictly the term is only 
applicable when the two portions follow directly one on the 
other, but it is sometimes used of cases in which they are 
separated bye ‘' tangent " or portion of straight line. In 
Great Britain the curvature is defined by stating the length of  

the radius, expressed in chains (t chain.s66 ft.), In Anserirm 
by stating the angle subtended by a chord too ft. long; the 
measurements in both methods are referred to the central line 
of the track. The radius of a vdegree curve is 5730 ft., at 
about 861 chains, of a 13-degree curve 383 ft. or rather km 
than 6 chains; the former is reckoned easy, the latter very 
sharp, at least for main lines on the standard gauge. On some 
of the earlier English main lines no curves were coostructed 
of a less radius than a mile (8o chains), except at places where 
the speed was likely to be low, but in later practice the radius 
is sometimes reduced to 4o or 3o ChitillS, even on high-speed 
passenger lines. 

When a train is running round a curve the centrifugal lame 
which comes into play tends to make its wheel-flanges press 
against the outer rail, or even to capsize it. If this pressure is 
not relieved in some way, the train may be derailed either (1) by 
" climbing " the outer rail, with injury to that rail and, generally, 
to the corresponding wheel-flanges; (2) by overturning about 
the outer rail as a hinge, possibly without injury to rails or 
wheels; or (3) by forcing the outer rail outwards, occasionally 
to the extent of shearing the spikes that hold It down at the 
curve, thus spreading or destroying the track. In any case the 
details depend upon whether the vehicle concerned is an engine, 
a wagon or a passenger coach, and upon whether it runs on 
bogie-trucks or not. If it is an engine, particular attention 
must be directed to the type, weight, arrangement of wheels 
and height of centre of gravity above rail level. In considering 
the forces that produce derailment the total mass of the vehicle 
or locomotive may be supposed to be concentrated at its came 
of gravity. Two lines may be drawn from this point, one to 
each of the two rails, in a plane normal to the rails, and the 
ends of these lines, where they meet the rails, may be joined 
to complete a triangle, which may conveniently be regarded as • 
rigid frame resting on the rails. As the vehicle sweeps round 
the curve the centre of gravity tends to be thrown outwards, 
like a stone from a horizontal sling. The vertical pressure of the 
frame upon the outer rail is thus Increased, while Its vertical 
pressure on the inner rail is diminished. Simultaneously the 
frame as a whole tends to slide horizontally athwart the rails, 
from the inner towards the outer rail, urged by the same centsi. 
fugal forces. This sliding movement is resisted by placing a 
check rail on the inner side of the inner rail, to take the lateral 
thrust of the wheels on that side. It is also resisted in part by 
the conicity of the wheels, which converts the lateral force 
partly into a vertical force, thus enabling gravity to exert a 
restoring influence. When the lateral forces are too great to 
be controlled " climbing " occurs. Accidents due to simple 
climbing arc, however, exceedingly rare, and are usually found 
associated with a faulty track, with " plunging " movements of 
the locomotive or vehicle, or with a " tight gauge!' at cane 
or points. 

From consideration of the rigid triangular frame des -rased 
above, it is clear that the " overturning " force acts horizontally 
from the centre of gravity, and that the length of its lever arm 
is, at any instant, the vertical distance from the centre of gravity 
to the level of the outer rail. This is true whatever be the tit 
of the vehicle at that instant. The restoring force exerted by 
gravity acts in a vertical lipe from the centre of gravity; arcs 
the length of its lever arm is the horizontal distance between 
this vertical line and the outer tuff. If therefore the outer tail 
is laid at a level above that of the inner rail at the curve, over-
turning will be resisted more than would be the case if burl 
rails were in the same horizontal plane, since the tilting of the 
vehicle due to this " superelevation " diminishes the overman 
moment, and also increases the restoring moment, by shorten-rg 
in the one case and lengthening in the other the lever snot at 
which the respective forces act. The amount of superelt-vation 
required to prevent derailment at a curve can be calculainl 
under perfect running conditions, given the radius of curvature. 
the weight of the vehicle, the height of the centre of gravity, tbs 
distance between the rails, and the speed. but great experience 

See lb Timm ftagisearimg Sitatemene (August 22, t906). p. 
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which less commonly is also heaped up over them, especially 
at the projecting ends. 
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is required for the successful application of definile formulae 
to the problem. For example, what is a safe speed at a given 
curve for an engine, truck or coach having the load equally 
distributed over the wheels may lead to either climbing or 
overturning if the load is shifted to a diagonal position. An 
ill-balanced load also exaggerates " plunging," and if the period 
of oeciintion of tie load happens to agree with the changes 
of contour or other inequalities of the track vibrations of a 
dangerous character, giving rise to so-called " sinuous " motion, 
may occur. 

In general it is not curvature, but change of curvature, that 
presents difficulty in the laying-out of a line. For instance, if 
the curve is of S-form, the point of danger is when the train 
enters the contra-flexure, and it is not an easy matter to assign 
the boat superekvation at all points throughout the double 
bend.. Closely allied to the question of safety is the problem 
of preventing jolting at curves; and to obtain easy running it 
is necessary not merely to adjust the levels of the rails in respect 
to one another, but to tail off one carve into the next in such a 
manner as to avoid any approach to abrupt lateral changes of 
direct/3m With increase of speeds this matter has become 
important as an element of comfort in passenger traffic. As • 
first approximation, the centre-line of a railway may be plotted 
out as a number of portions of circles, with intervening straight 
tangents connecting them, when the abruptness of the changes 
of direction will depend on the radii of the circular portions. 
But U the change from straight to circular ht made through the 
medium of a suitable curve it is possalik to relieve the abruptnem, 
even on curves of comparatively small radius. The smoothest 
and safest running is, in tact, attained when a " transition," 
" easement " or " adjustment " carve is Inserted between the 
tangent and the point of circular curvature. 

For further information see the following papers and the discus-
sions on them: "Transition Curves for Railways ," by James 
Glover, Pnw. hot. C.E. vol. 140, part and " High Speed on 
Railway Curves." by J. W. Spitler, and " A Practical Method for 
the Improvement of Existing Railway Curves," by W. Ii. Sbortt, 
Pros. 111.34. C.Li. vol. 170, part 

Gangs.—The gauge of a railway is the distance between 
the inner edges of the two rails upon which the wheels run. 
The width of a ft. S, in. may be regarded as standard, since it 
prevails on probably three-quarters of the railways of the 
globe. In North America, except for small industrial railways 
and some short lines for local traffic, chiefly in mountainous 
country, it has become almost universal; the long lines of 
3 ft. gauge have meetly been convened, or a third rail has been 
laid to permit interchange of vehicles, and the gauges of 5 ft. and 
more have disappeared. A considerable number of lines still use 
4 ft. o in., but as their rolling stock rues freely on the 4 ft. 81 in. 
gauge and vice versa, this does not constitute a break of gauge 
for traffic purposes. The commercial importance of such free 
Interchange of traffic is the controlling factor in determining 
the gauge of any new railway that is not isolated by its geo-
graphical position. In Great Britain railways are built to 
gauges other than 4 ft. in. only wider exceptional conditions; 
the old " broad gauge " of y ft. which I. lg. Brunel adopted for 
the Great Western railway disappeared on the mtli--23n1 of 
May 1S92, when the main line from London to Penzance was 
converted to standard gauge throughout its length. In Ireland 
the usual gauge is s ft. 3 in., but there are also lines laid to a 
3 ft. gauge. On the continent of Europe the standard gauge is 
generally adopted, though in France there are many miles of 
4 it 9 in.  gauge; the aortae' Spanish and Portuguese gauge is, 
however, 5 ft. sf in., and that of Russia s ft. In France and 
other European countries there is also an important mileage 
of metre gauge, and even narrower, on lines of local or secondary 
importance. In India the prevailing gauge is s ft 6 in., but 
than is  a large mileage of other gauges, especially metre. In 
the British colonies the prevailing gauge is 3 ft. 6 in., as in 
South Africa. Queensland. Tasmania and New Zealand; but 
in New South Wales the normal is 4 ft. 81 in. and in Victoria 

ft. 3 in., communication between different countries of the 

Australia& Commonwealth -befog thus carried on under the 
disadvantage of break of gauge. Though the standard gauge 
is in use in Lower Egypt, the line into the Egyptian Sudan was 
built on a gauge of 3 it. 6. in., so that if the so-called Cape to 
Cairo railway is ever completed, there will be one gauge from 
Upper Egypt to Cape Town. In South America the 5 ft. 6 in. 
gauge is in use, with various others. 

Moso,Raii Syskess.—The gauge may be regarded as reduced 
to its narrowest dimensions in mono-rail lines, where 
the weight of she trains is carried on a single rail. This method 
of construction, however, has been adopted only to a very 
limited extent. In the Lanigue system the train is straddled 
over • single central rail, elevated a suitable distance above the 
ground. A short line of this kind nun from Ballybunnion to _ 
Listowel in Ireland, and a more ambitious project on the same 
pimple, on the plans of Mr F. B. Behr, to connect Liverpool 
and Manchester, was sanctioned by Parliament In ion In 
this case electricity was to be the motive-power, and speeds 
exceeding too m. an hour were to be attained, but the line has 
not been built. In the Langer mono-rail the cars are hung from 
a single overhead rail; a. line on this system works between 
Barmen and Elberfeld, about m., the cars for a portion 
of the distance being suspended over the river Wupper. In 
the system devised by Mr Louis Brennan the cars run on a 
single nil laid on the ground, their stability being maintained 
by a heavy gyrostat revolving at great speed in a vacuum. 

Pavament Way.—When the earth-works of a line have been 
compiled and the tops of the embankments and the bottoms 
of the cuttings brought to the level decided upon, the next 
step is to lay the permanent way, so-called probably in dis• 
tinction to the temporary way used during construction. The 
first step is to deposit a layer of ballast on the road-bed or 
"formation," which of ten slopes away slightly on each side 
from the central line to facilitate drainage. The ballast con- 
slats of such materials as broken atone, furnace slag, gravel, 
cinders or earth, the lower layers commonly consisting of 
coarser materials than the top ones, and its purpose is to provide 
a km, well-drained foundation in which the sleepers or cross-
ties may be embedded and held in place, and by which the 
weight of the track and the trains may be distributed over the 
road-bed. Its depth varies, according to the traffic which the 
line has to bear, from about 6 in. to ft. or rather more under 
the sleepers, and the materials of the surface layers are often 
chosen so as to be more or less dustless. Its width depends 
on the numbers of tracks and their gauge; for a double line of 
standard gauge it is about as ft., a space of 6 ft. (" six- 
foot way ") being left between the inner rails of each pair in 
Great Britain (fig. 8), and a rather larger distance in America 
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FIG. 8.—Half of English Double Track. 

(fig. go), where the over-hang of the rolling stock is greater. The 
intervals between the sleepers are filled in level with ballast, 
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Sleepers, called ties or aoss ties in America, are the blocks 
or slabs on which the rails are carried. They are nearly always 
placed transversely, across the direction of the lines, the longi-
tudinal position such as was adopted in connexion with the 
broad gauge on the Great Western in England having been 
abandoned except in special cases. Stone blocks were tried as 
sleepers in the early days of railways, but they proved too rigid, 
and besides, it was found difficult to keep the line true with 
them. Wood is the material most widely used, but steel is 
employed in some countries where timber is scarce or liable 
to destruction by white ants, though it is still regarded as 
too expensive in comparison with wood for general adoption. 
Steel sleepers were used experimentally on the London & 
North-Western, but were abandoned owing to the shortness of 
their life. In Germany, where they have met with greater 
favour, there were over 261 millions in use in zoos,' and they 
have been tried by some American railways. Numerous forms 
of ferroconcrete sleepers have also been devised. 

In Great Britain, Germany and France, at least po% of 
the wooden sleepers are " treat& " before they are laid, to 
increase their resistance to decay, and the same practice is 
followed to some extent in other European countries. A great 
number of preservative processes have been devised. In that 
most largely used, known as " creoloting," dead oil of tar, to 
the amount of some 3 gallons per sleeper, is forced into the 
wood under pressure, or is sucked in by vacuum, both the 
timber and the oil being heated. In the United States only a 
small percentage of the ties are treated in any way beyond 
seasoning in the open air, timber, in the opinion of the railway 
officials, being still too cheap in nearly all parts of that country 
to justify the use of preservatives. Some railway companies, 
however, having a long mileage in timberless regions, do 
" treat " their sleepers. 

Typical dimensions for sleepers on important British railways 
arc—length g ft., breadth zo in., and depth 5 in. In America 
8 ft. is the most common length, the breadth being 8 in., and the 
depth 6 or 7 in. 

There are two main ways of attaching the rails to the sleepers, 
corresponding to two main types of rails—the bull-headed rail 

FIG. zo.—A, Section of British Bull-Headed Rail, go lb to the 
yard, showing also chair and fastenings. B, Plan of Chair. 

and the Vignoles or flange rail. In the first method, which is 
practically universal in Great Britain and is also employed to 

See a full account of steel sleepers in a pappeerr read by A. Haar-
mann before the Verein der Deutschea l.isenbuttenleute on Dec.3, 
nen, translated in the Railway Guards (London) on April 3, to and 
17, 1908.  

some extent in France and India, the rails have rounded bus 
and are supported by being wedged, with wooden keys, in a• 
iron chairs which are bolted to the sleepers. In the sward 
method the rails have flat flanged bases which rest directly is 
the sleepers (fig. zo). The chairs on the British system real 
about 45 or so lb each on important lines, though they way be 
less where the traffic is light, and are fixed to the steepen ad 
by two, three or four fastenings, either screw spats, or rowel 
drift bolts entered in holes previously bored, or fang bolts a 
wooden trenails. Sometimes a strip of felt is interposed berate' 
the chair and the sleeper, and sometimes a serrated swim a 
prepared on the sleeper for the chair which is forced ado as 
seat by hydraulic pressure. The keys which hold the rail is the 
chairs are usually of oak and are placed outside the rails; de 
inside position has also been employed, but has the dissaf2214 
of detracting from the elasticity of the road since the weighta 
passing train presses the rails up against a rigid mass of marl 
instead of against a slightly yielding block of wood. Therm. 
which for heavy main line traffic may weigh as much as nob 
per yard, or even more, are rolled in lengths of from 3o to go ft. 
and sleepers are placed under them at intervals et betsee: 
and 3 ft. (centre to centre), zz sleepers to a 30 ft. rail bees 
common arrangement. On the London & North-Western mien 
there are m sleepers to each 63 ft. rail. A Mali Space is kit 
between the end of one rail and that of the next, in order to allic 
for expansion in hot weather, and at the joint the two is 
firmly braced together by a pair of fish-plates (fig.'s). Tbis 
are fiat bars of iron or steel from z8 in. to 2 ft. 
long, which are lodged in the channels of the 
rail, one on each side, and secured with four 
bolts passing through the web; sometimes, t6 
give additional stiffness, they extend down 
below the lower table of the rail and are bent 
round so as to clip it. Occasionally the joints 
thus formed are " supported " on a sleeper, 
as was the practice in the early days of rail- Fla. ! 1 ..._,-1 „„ 
way construction, but they are generally r'I dt.••• 
" suspended " between two sleepers, which are " 
set rather more closely together than at other points in the en 
Preferably, they are so arranged that those in both lines of nil 
come opposite each other and are placed between the same pc 
of sleepers. 

Flat-bottomed rails are fastened to the sleepers by bad' 
headed spikes, the heads of which project over the Ins is 
In the United States the spaces are simply driven in with s sea 
and the rails stand upright, little are being taken to pupa 
seats for them on the sleepers, on which they soon seat day 
selves. The whole arrangement is simple and cheap ie ter 
cost, and it lends itself admirably to fast track-laying and a 
repairs and changes of line. On the continent of Europe dr 
practice is common of notching the sleeper so as to give the ri 
a slight cant inwards—a result obtained in England by csse 
the rail in the chains—and metal plates or strips of felt are ps 
under the rail, which is carefully fastened to the skims by 
screwed spikes (fig. sr). This method of constructinn b sea 

ts.--Fresch Ral. sof lb to the yard. showing ma joist 
i and seat in the sleeper. 

expensive than the American in first cost, but ft giro a no: 
durable and stable track. Such metal plates, or •• be.plan 
have come into considerable use also in the United Stales, she 
they are always made of rolled steel, punched with rectatig 
holm through which the spikes peas.___They serve two pis* 
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purpose,: they ffirolnish the weer of the sleeper ander the all 
by providing a larger bearing surface, and they help to support 
the spikes and so to keep the gauge. On all the accepted forms 
there are two or more flanges at the bottom, running lengthwise 
of the plate and crosswise of the rail; these are requisite to give 
proper stiffness, and further, as they are forced into the tie by 
the weight of passing traffic, they help to fix the plate securely 
in place. The johus oi flanged rails are similar to those employed 
with bull-headed rails. Various forms, mostly patented, have 
been tried in the United States, but the one most generally 
adopted consists of two symmetrical angle bars (fig. 13), 

varying in length (how so to 
48 in.), in weight and in the 
number of bolts, which may be four 
or six. 

The substitution ti steel for iron 
as the material for rails which 
made possible the axle loads and 
the speeds el to-day, and, by 
reducing the cost of maintenance, 
contributed enonnously to the 3.—Anietican RaB, eo 

lb t
:
o the yard , showing rail economic ethciencY ni railways' joint. 	 was one of the most important 

events in the history of railways, 
and a scarcely less important element of progressive economy has 
been the continued improvement of the steel rail in stiffness of 
section and in toughness and hardness of materiaL Carbon is 
the important element in controlling hardness, and the amount 
present is in general higher in the United States than in Great 
Britain. The specifications for bull-beaded rails issued by the 
British Engineering Standards Committee in ions provided for a 
carbon-content ranging from o-35 to olo%, with • phosphorus 
maximum of o-o7S%.  In the United States a committee of 
the American Society of Civil Engineers, appointed to consider 
the question of rail manufacture in consequence of an increase 
in the number of rail-failures, issued an interim report in zip: 
in which it suggested a range of carbon from 0-55  to o.65% for 
the heaviest sections of Bessemer steel flange rails, with a 
phosphorus maximum of o-o83%; while the specifications of 
the American Society for Testing Materials, current at the same 
Period. put the carbon limits at 0-43 to &SS% and the phos-
phorus limit at ce zo. For rails of basic open-hearth steel, 
which is rapidly ousting Bessemer steel, the Civil Engineers' 
specifications allowed from o-63 to 0-75% of carbon with o-o5% 
of phosphorus, while the specifications of the American Railway 
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association provided for 
a range of ce75 to 043% of carbon, with a maximum of 0-03% 
of phosphorus. The rail-failures mentioned above also drew 
renewed attention to the importance of the thermal treatment 
of the steel from the time of melting to the last passage through 
the rolling mill and to the necessity of the finishing temperature 
being sufficiently low if the product is to be fine grained, homo-
geneous and tough; and to permit of this requirement being met 
there was a tendency to increase the thickens of the metal in 
the web and flanges of the rails. The standard specification 
adopted by the Pennsylvania railway in tersti provided that in 
rails weighing zoo lb to the yard 41% of the metal should be 
in the head, :8.6% in the web, and 40-4% in the base, while 
for 85 lb rails 43-2% was to be in the bead, 17.8% in the web 
and 4o-o% in the base. These rails were to be rolled in 33.ft. 
lengths. According to the specification for 85 lb rails adopted by 
the Canadian Pacific railway about the same time, 36.77% of 
the metal was to be in the head, 22-21%in the web and ever% 
in the base. 

Pailds awi Crossings.—To enable trains to be transferred 
from one pair of rails to another pair, as from the main line 
to a aiding, " points " or " switches " are provided. At the 
place where the four rails come together, the two inner ones 
(one of the main line and the other of the siding), known as 

switch rails " (b, fig. ta), are tapered to a fine point or tongue, 
and rigidly connected together at such a distance apart that 
vim use of the Oats i premed against the outer or "stack"  

raffle) of either the siding or the main line there is sufficient 
apace between the other tongue and the other stock rail to 
permit the free passage of 
the flanges of the wheels 
on one side of the train, 
while the flanges on the 
other side find a con-
tinuous path along the 
other switch rail and thus 
are deflected in the desired 
direction. The same ar-
rangement is employed 
at junctions where differ-
ent running lines con-
verge. The points over 
which a train travels when 
directed from the main 
to a branch line are called 
" facing paints " (FP), 
while those which it passes 
when running from a 
branch to a main line are 
" trailing points " (TP). 
In Great Britain the Board 
of Trade requires facing 
points to be avoided as 
far as possible; but, of 
course, they are a neces-
sity at junctions where 
running lines diverge and 
at the crossing places 
which must be provided 
to enable trains to pass 
each other on single-track 
lines. At stations the 
points that give access 
to sidings are generally 
arranged as trailing points 
with respect to the direc-
tion of traffic on the main 
lines; that is, trains can-
not pass direct into sidings, 
but have to stop and then run backwards into them. In 
shunting yards the points are commonly set in the required 
direction by means of hand levers placed dose beside the 
lines, but those at junctions and those which give access 
from the main lines to sidings at wayside stations are worked 
by a system of rods from the signal cabin, or by electric or 
pneumatic power controlled from it and interlocked with the 
signals (see SIGNAL: Railway). Crossings are inevitable 
adjuncts of points. Where a branch diverges from a main 
line, one rail of the one must cross one rail of the other, and a 
V-crossing is formed (V). Where, as at a double-line junction, 
one pair of rails crosses another pair, "diamond " crossings (D) 
are formed. At both types of crossing, check rails (c) must be 
provided to guide the wheel-flanges, and if these are not accur-
ately placed the safety of the trains will be endangered. At 
double-line junctions trains passing over the diamond crossings 
evidently block traffic going in the opposite direction to that 
in which they are travelling. To avoid the delay thus caused 
the branch line which would occasion the diamond crossing 
if it were taken across on the level is sometimes carried over 
the main line by an over-bridge (" flying junction') or under 
it by an under-bridge (" burrowing junction"). 

Railway Slatiorts.—Railway stations are either " terminal " 
or "intermediate." A terminal station embraces (i) the 
passenger station; (2) the goods station; (3) the locomotive, 
carriage and waggon depots, where the engines and the carrying 
stock are kept, cleaned, examined and repaired. At many 
intermediate stations the same arrangements, on a smaller 
Mlle, are made; is all of them there is at least accommoda-
ties for the pmeaspe and the goods traffic. The stations for 
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FIG. ts.—Points and Crossings. 
FP ••Facing points, 
TP .Trailing points. 

• ...Stock raiL 
b Switch raiL 

V-Sangle or V-crossing. 
De.Diamond crossing. 
c-Check rails. 
d Wing rails. 
s-Winged check rails. 
f Diamond points. 
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passengers and goods are generally is different and sometimes 
in distant positions, the place selected for each being that 
which is most convenient for the tra ,  ic. The passenger station 
abuts on the main line, or, at termini. I arms the natural terminus, 
at a place as near as can convenient' be obtained to the centre 
of the population which constittft, s the passenger traffic; 
and preferably its platforms should be at or near the ground 
level, for convenience of access. The goods station is ap-
proached by a siding or fork set from the main line at a 
point short of the passenger static::- In order to keep down 
the expense of shunting the empty trains and engines to and 
from the platforms the carriage an locomotive depots should 
be as near the passenger station .7 possible; but often the 
price of land renders it impractica le to locate them in the 
immediate vicinity and they are to be found at a distance of 
several miles. 

In laying out the approaches and tation yard of a passenger 
station ample width and space shoo d be provided, with well- 

defined means of ingress . ad egress to facilitate the 
P̀ """ z" circulation of vehicles and with a long setting-down station& 

pavement to enable them t a dischargetheirpassengers 
and luggage without delay. Thep ition of the main buildings 
—ticket offices, waiting and refresh- lent -rooms, parcels offices, 
&c.—relative to the direction of th, lines of rails may be used 
as a means of dassifying terminal stations. They are placed 
either on the departure side parallel to the platform (" side " 
stations) or at right angles to the rails and platforms (" end " 
stations). Many large stations, however, are of a mixed type, 
and the offices are arranged in a fork between two or more 
series of platforms, or partly at the end and partly on one side. 
Where heavy suburban traffic has to be dealt with, the ex-
pedient is occasionally adopted of taking some of the lines round 
the end in a continuous loop, so that incoming trains can 
deposit their passengers at an underground platform and 
immediately proceed on their outward journey. Intermediate 
stations, like terminal ones, should be convenient in situation 
and easy of approach, and, especially if they are important, 
should be on the ground level rather than on an embankment 
or in a cutting. The lines through them should be, if possible, 
straight and on the level; the British Board of Trade forbids 
them being placed on a gradient steeper than r in 26o, unless 
it is unavoidable. Intermediate stations at the surface level 
are naturally constructed as side stations, and whether 
offices are provided on both sides or whether they arc mainly 
concentrated on one will depend on local circumstances, the 
amount of the traffic, and the direction in which it preponder-
ates. When the railway lies below the surface level the bulk 
of the offices are often placed on a bridge spanning the lines, 
access being given to the platforms by staircases or lifts, and 
similarly when the railway is at a high level the offices may 
be arranged under the lines. Occasionally on a double-track 
railway one platform placed between the tracks serves both 
of them; this " island " arrangement, as it is termed, has 
the advantage that more tracks can be readily added without 
disturbance of existing buildings, but when it is adopted the 
exit from the trains is at the opposite side to that which is 
usual, and accidents have happened through passengers alight-
ing at the usual side without noticing the absence of a plat-
form. At stations on double-track railways which have a 
heavy traffic four tracks are sometimes provided, the two 
outside ones only having platforms, so that fast trains get a 
clear road and can pass slow ones that are standing in the 
station. In Great Britain, it may be noted, trains almost 
invariably keep to the left, whereas in meet other countries 
right-handed running is the rule. 

The arrangement and appropriation of the tracks in a station 
materially affect the economical and efficient working of the 
traffic. There mug be a sufficient provision of sidings, con-
nected with the running tracks by points, for bolding spare 
rolling stock and to enable carriages to be added to or taken 
off trains and engines to be changed with as little delay as 
wage. At terminal stations, especially at such as are used  

by short-distance trains which arrive at and start front is 
same platform, a third track is often laid between a pa it 
platform tracks, so that the engine of a train which has areal 
at the platform can pass out and place itself at the other 
of the train, which remains undisturbed. At the new Vona 
station (London) of the London; Brighton & South Cal 
railway—which is so long that two trains can stand end ta 
end at the platforms—this system is extended so as to paint I 
train to start out from the inner end of a platform even the* 
another train is occupying the outer end. One of the adna 
tages of elecnic trains on the multiple control system it tin 
they economize terminal accommodation, because they cm 
driven from either end indifferently, and therefore avoid tk 
necessity for tracks by which engines can change from ex ad 
of the train to the other. 

The platforms on British railways have a standard dims 
of 3 ft. above rail level, and they are not now made leas Oar 
al ft. in height. In other countries they are generally lear. 
in the United States they are commonly level with, or rely 
few inches higher than, the top of the rails. They may egg 
of earth with a retaining wall along the tracks and •id% is 
surface gravelled or paved with stone or asphalt, or they tw 
be constructed entirely of timber, or they may be formed a 
stone slabs supported on longitudinal walls. They should 1, 

 of ample dimensions to accommodate the traffic—the Brie' 
Board of Trade requires them to be not less than 6 ft. wile • 
small stations and not less than t a ft. wide at large ones—sat 
they should be as free as possible from obstructions, such 
pillars supporting the roof. At intermediate stations the to 
are often carried on brackets fixed to the walls of the saw^ 
buildings, and project only to the edge of the platforms. 
larger stations where both the platforms and the tract in 
covered in, there are two broad types of construction, Ira 
many intermediate variations: the roof may either be Ca 
paratively low, of the " ridge and furrow " pattern, beers a 
a number of rows of pillars, or it may consist of a single kin 
span extending dear across the area from the side walls- Tx 
advantage claimed for roofs formed with one or two large WI 
is that they permit the platforms and tracks to be rise , 

 rearranged at any time as required, whereas this is difficult sir' 
the other type, especially since the British Board of Trak 
requires the pillars to be not less than 6 ft. away from LT 
edges of the platforms. On the other hand, wide spans et 
more expensive both in first cost and in maintenance, and do 
is the possibility of a failure such as caused the canape 2  
December :cos of the roof of Charing Cross (S.E.B.) storm 
London, which then consisted of a single span. Whams 
the pattern adopted for the roof, a sufficient portion of it az 
be glazed to admit light, and it should be so designed that tie 
ironwork can be easily inspected and painted and the gis 
readily cleaned. For the illumination of large station to 
night electric arc lamps are frequently employed, bur g** 
authorities favour high-pressure incandescent gas-liglang 

At busy stations separate tracks are sometimes apptoruitud* 
the use of light engines and empty trains,on which tiny oal 
be run between the platforms and the locomotive and Law 
carriage depots. A carriage depot includes sheds in ••" 
which the vehicles are stored, arrangements for wash-
ing and cleaning them, and sidings on which they are a" 
shalled into trains. At a locomotive depot the chief build 
is the " running shed " in which the engines are bossed oaf 
cleaned. This may be rectangular in shape (" straight " dela 
containing a series of parallel tracks on which the engisessoi 
and which are reached by means of points and amine§ 
verging front a main track outside; or it may take a palyia'4 

 or circular form (round house or rotunda), the lines fa; m 
engines radiating from a turn-table which occupies the Cr" 
and can be rotated so as to serve any of the radial:if ass 
The second arrangement enables any particular engine to r:-'s 
or leave without disturbing the other; but on the other 101 
an accident to the turn-table may temporarily imprison the slat 
of them. In both types pits are constructed became ski a* 
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on which the maims stand to afford easy access lot the haw% 
Lion and cleaning of their mechanism. Machine shops are 
usually provided to enable minor repairs to be executed; the 
tendency, both in England and America, is to increase the 
amount of such repairing plant at engine sheds, thus lengthening 
the Intervals between the visits of the engines to the main 
repairing shops of the railway. A locomotive depot further 
includes stores of the various materials required in working 
the engines, coal stages at which they are loaded with coal, 
and an ample supply of water. The quality of the last is a 
met ter of great importance; when it is unsuitable, the boilers 
will suffer, and the installation of a water-softening plant may 
save more in the expenses of boiler maintenance than it costs 
to operate. The water cranes or towers which are placed at 
intervals along the railway to supply the engines with water 
requite similar care in regard to the quality of the water laid 
On to them, as also to the water troughs, or track tanks as they 
are called in America, by which engines are able to pick up 
water without stopping. These consist of shallow troughs 
al out it in. wide, placed between the rails on perfectly level 
stretches of line. When water is required, a scoop is lowered 
into them from below the engine, and if the speed is sufficient 
the water Is forced up it into the tender-tanks. Such troughs 
were first employed on the London & North-Western railway 
in 1857 by John.Ramsbottom, and have since been adopted on 
many other lines. 

Goods stations vary in size from those which consist of 
perhaps a single siding, to those which have accommodation 
doom for thousands of wagon. At a small roadside station, 
	 where the traffic is of a purely local character, there 

will be some sidings to which horses and carts have 
access for handling bulk goods like coal, gravel, manure, &c., 
and a covered shed for loading and unloading packages and 
materials which it is undesirable to expose to the weather. The 
shed may have a single pair of rails for wagons running through 
it along one side of a raised platform, there being a roadway for 
carts on the other side; or if more accommodation is required 
there may be two tracks, one on each side of the platform, which 
is then approached by carts at the end. In either case the 
platform is stud with a crane or cranes for lifting merchandise 
into and one of the wagons, and doors enable the shed to be 
used as a lock-up warehouse. In a large station the arrange-
ments become much more complicated, the precise design being 
eoverned by the nature of the traffic that has to be served and by 
t he physical Con fsg.:ration of the site. It is generally convenient 
to keep the inwards and the outwards traffic distinct and to deal 
with the two classes separately; at junction stations it may also 
be necessary to provide for the transfer of freight from one wagon 
to another, though the bulk of goods traffic is conveyed through 
to its destination in the wagons into which it was originally 
loaded. The increased loading space reqeired in the sheds is 
obtained by multiplying the number and the length of lines 
eel platforms; sometimes also there are short sidings, cut into 
the platforms at right angles to the lines, in which wagons are 
placed by theaid of wagon turn-tables, and sometimes the wagons 
are dealt with on two floors, being raised or lowered bodily 
from the ground level by lifts. The higher floors commonly 
I cd:ri warehouses where traders may store goods which have 
arrived or are awaiting despatch. An elaborate organization 
is required to keep a complete check and record of all the 
goods entering and leaving the station, to ensue that they aro 
loaded into the proper wagons aotoeding to their destination, 

they are unloaded sad sorted in such a way that they on 
le deli rred to their consignees with the lean posaffile delay, 
tnat ...my are not stoles or accidentally mislaid, &c..; and 
a.:commoclation must be provided for a large clerical and 
supervisory staff to attend to these matters. British rall-
y., (S she undertake the collection and delivery of freight, iD 
ao , iitioet to transporting it, and thus an extensive range of 
vans and wagons, whether drawn by horses or mechanically 
propelled, mum be provided In coananou frith an important 
stream. 

Sheaths* Isnis.—It may happen that front a large stinks 
sufficient traffic may be consigned to certain other large 
stations to enable full train-loads to be made up daily, or several 
times a day, and despatched direct to their destinations. is 
general, however, the conditions are less simple. Though 
busy colliery may send off its product by the train-load to 
an important town, the wagons will usually be addressed to a 
number of different consignees at different depots in different 
parts of the mean, and therefore the train will have to be broken 
up somewhat short of its destination and its trucks rearranged, 
together with those of other trains similarly constituted, into 
fresh trains for conveyance to the various depots. Again, a 
station of moderate size may collect goods destined for a great 
variety of places but got in sufficient quantities to compose a 
full train-load for any of them, and then it becomes impossible, 
except at the cost of uneconomical working, toavoid despatching 
trains which contain wagons intended for many diverse destina-
tions. For some distance these wagons will all travel over the 
same line, but sooner or later they will reach a junction-point 
where their ways will diverge and where they must be sepanited. 
At this point trains of wagons similarly destined for different 
places will be arriving from other lines, and hence the necessity 
will arise of collecting together from all the traits all the wagons 
which are travelling to the same place. 

The problem may be illustrated diagrammatically as follows 
(6g. 15): A may be supposed to be a junction outside a large 

I 	 O 

C 
EU. 15.—Diagram to illustrate use of Shunting Yards. 

seaport where branches from dories a, b, c and if converge, and 
where the main line also divide-5 into three. going to B, C and 
respectively. A train from a wit contain some wagons foe 13. 
some for C and some for Lt, as will also the trains from e. b, c and 
I. At A therefore it becomes ne c essary to disentangle and group 
together all the wagons that arc intended for B, all that are inter....4 
for C, and all that are intended for D. Even that is not the le 
of the problem. Between A and B, A and C. and A and U, these 
may be a string of stations. p, q. r, s, &e., all receiving goods flout 
a. b, c and d. and it would manifestly be inconvenient and wa..inf .1 
of time and troulde if the trains ser.ing those intermediate stator 1 
Were made up with. ray, ax wagons hunt a to p next the engine, lb e 
from It to p at the middle. and four from e to p noar the end. Hence 
at A the trucks from is b, c and if must not only beamed amunding 
as they base to travel along A R, A C. or A U. but also must be 
mars1.4.7.4 into ref to in the order of the stations along thaw lines. 
Conversely, trains arriving at A from B. C and 13 must be broken up 
and tentacle is ceder to distribute their wagons to the different 
dock branches. 

To enable the wagons to be shunted into the desired order yards 
Containing a large number of sidiro are constructed at important 
junction points like A. Such a yard elr...ists essentially of a group 
or groups of sidings, equal in lengths: least to the longest train mu 
on the lion branching out from a um'e main track and of again 
converging to a sin* track at the other end; the precise design, 
however, varies with the amount and t :lartcter of the work that 
has to be done, with the configuration of the ground, and also with 
the mode of shunting adopted. The oldest and commonest method 

shunting Is that as " push -and- pull," or in Antericas as 
link-and-pm " or "tall " shunting. An cdgme coupled to a batch 

of wagons runs one or more of them down one siding, leaves them 
there. then returns hack with the remainder clear of the points 
where the sidings diverge, runs ewe or more others down another 
siding, and so on till they are all disposed of. The lame operation 
is repeated with faith batches of wagons, until the sidings owlets' 
a number of trains, each intended, it may be supposed. fora Partlithist 
town er district. In Dome awes mothsoogg mare is required than to 
attach an engine and beahe-wan (" caboose ") and despatch the 
train; but if, as will happen in ethers, a further rearmagernent of 
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the wagons is necessary to get them ita station alder this is effected 
cc the same principle. 

	

Push-and-pull shunting is simple. 	t it is also slow, and there- 

	

fore efforts have been made at but, 	rds where great numbers of 
trains are dealt with to introduce m expeditious methods. One 
of these, employed in America, is k rn as poling." Alongside 
the tracks on which stand the train, at are to be broken up and 
from which the sidings diverge sub Rey track. are provided for 
the use of the shunting engines. "I a engines have a pole pro-
jecting horizontally in front of then r are attached to a " pole- 

	

car " having such a pole. The mitt 	of working is for the pole 

	

to be swung out behmd a number 	wagons; one engine is then 

	

started and with its pole pushes the 	ons in front of it until their 
speed is sufficient to carry them 0‘, the points, when they are 
diverted into any desired siding. It t arn runs back to the train 
to repeat the operation, but while it is doing so a second engine 
similarly equipped has poled away a batch of  wagons on the opposite 
side. In this way a train is distributed with great rapidity, especi-
ally if the points giving access to the different sidings are worked 
by power so that they can be quickly manipulated. 

Another method, which was introduced into America from Europe 
about 189o, is that of the summit or • hump" The wagons are 
pushed by an engine at their rear up one slope of an artificial mound, 
and as they run down the other slop ' y gravity are switched into 
the desired siding. Sometimes a sits can be found for the sorting 
sidings where the natural slope of the ground is sufficiently steep 
to make the wagons run down.  of themselves. One oldie earliest 
and best known of such " gravity " yards is that at Edgeffill, near 
Liverpool, on the London & North-Western railway, which was • 
established in 1873. Here, at the highest level, there are a number 
of " upper reception lines' converging to a single line which leads 
to a group of " sorting sidings " at a lower level. These in turn 
converge to a pair of single lines which lead to two groups marshall- 
ing sidings, called . • gndirons " from their shape, and these again 
converge to single lines leading to " lower reception and departure 
lines" at the bottom of the slope. The wagons from the upper 
reception lines are sorted into trains on the sorting sidings, and then, 
in the gridirons, are arranged in the appropriate order and marshalled 
ready to be sent off from the departure lines. 

	

Locomorrva 	Pow= 	

(H. M. R.) 

The term " power " is used in technical sense to mean the 
rate at which work is done against a resistance, and is measured 
in units of energy expended per unit of time. The unit of power 
commonly used by engineers is the horse-power, and this unit 
corresponds to a rate of working of s so foot-lb of work per second. 
The problems arising out of the special consideration of the 
power required to propel a railway train against the resistances 
opposing its motion, the way the power is applied to trains, the 
agent by means of which the power is exerted, are conveniently 
grouped together under the general heading of Locomotive 
Power. There are certain fundamental relations common to 
all tractive problems, and these are briefly considered in If r and 
2, after which the article refers particularly to steam locomotives, 
although 4. 5, 7, 8, 9, and to have a general application to all 
modes of traction. 

e. Ftosdamestal Rdations.—The resistance against which 
a train is moved along a railway is overcome by means of 
energy obtained from the combustion of fuel, or in some few 
cases by energy obtained from waterfall. If the total resist-
ance against which the train is maintained in motion with an 
instantaneous velocity of V feet per second is R, the rats at 
which energy is upended in moving the train is represented by 
the product IW, and this must be the rate at which energy is 
supplied to the train after deducting all losses due to transmission 
from the source of power. Thus if R is equal to topoo lb when 
the velocity is 44 ft. per second, equivalent to so m. per hour, 
the rate of working against the resistance is ceopoo foot-lb per 
second. 

In whatever form energy is produced and distri buted to 
the train it ultimately appears as reechenical energy applied 
to turn one or more axles against the resistance to their rotation 
imposed by the weight on the wheels and the Motion of the 
train. 

The rate at which work is done on a particuisr axle eneumed 
by the product Tw, Mien T is the torque ar turning moment 
exerted on the axle the motor or mechanism applied to it for 
this purpose. and a is the angular velocity of the aide in radians 
per second. Hence if all the energy =i to the mia unhand 
at one suds there is the fundamental 

	

Tr•RV 	 (1)  

Continuing the above sulthinetleal iimeation. if the wheels to the 
axle of which the torque is applied are 4 ft. diameter... ss44/2.. 
radians per woad, and therefore Tw44o,coo/ss m000 lb (e-
lf the energy supplied is distributed between sereeal axles the 
relation becomes 

Tos +Tim -I-Teu 	RV 
where T,, Tx. T5 8te are the torques on the axles whose respective 
angular velocities are .44n. sa. des 

The fundamental condition governing the design of all tractive 
machinery is that the wheels belonging to the axles to which 
torque is applied shall roll along the rails without slipping, and 
exert a tractive force on the train. 

The fundamental relation between the applied torque and the 
tractive force F sill be understood from fig. 16, which shows in a 
diagrammatic f ■ ...ns a wheel and 
axle connected to the framework 
of a vehicle, in the way adopted 
fur railway tr.,.se. The journal 
of the aide A, I. carried in s bear-
ing or axle-box B, which is free 
to move verti,,Ily In the wide 
vertical slot G, formed in the frame 
and called generally " the horns," 
under the control of the spring. 
The weight 1,1, curled by the part 
of the frame supported by the 
vdseel (whose diameter is EP) is 
tiamunitted fun to the nins Pi 
which are fixed to the  home, soei Flo. t6.—Whed and Common* 
then to the spring links Li, Le, 	 to Frame. 
Which are jointed at their respective ends to the spring 8, the coon 
of which rests on the aide•box. 

Lea a couple be applied to the axle tending to turn st in the (Ina 
tion shown by the arrow. This couple, we may assume, will be 
equally divider between the two wheels, so that the torque acting 
on each will be IT. Awaiming the wheels to roll along the mi 
without slipping, this couple will be equivalent to the couple farmed 

the equal opposite and parallel forces. Fs acting in the dbectios 
from the axle-box on to the frame, and Fi..ne. acting along 

the rail. The torque corresponding to this couple is Fi XID7.„ 

and hence follows the fundamental relation, IT 
or if W now represents the weight  supported by the axle. twilf be 
the tractive force alerted on the frame by the two axle-bothe to 
propel the vehicle, and the more convenient relation is emablished, 

TwIF13.4.WD 
If T has a greater value than this relation justifies the wheels 
slip. F is called the " tractive force " at the rail. The meadow 
of friction a  is a variable quantity depending upon the state of the 
rails, but is usually taken to be This is the fundamental= 
lion between the forces acting. however the torque may be 
Multiplying through by a we obtain 

	

Term IF.D.• fieWsD.. RV 	 (4) 
This Is a fundamental mew equation for any form of lemmatiee 
in which there is only one diving-axles 

The couple T is necessarily aozoinpanied by an equal and opposite 
couple acting on the frame, which couple endeavours to turn the 
frame in the opposite direction to that in which the aide roma 
The ptactical effect of this opposite couple is erightly to tilt the frame 
and thus to el:distribute slightly the weights on the uteri. carrying 
the rebid& 

If there are several driving-axles in a teal& the product Tee mei 
be estimated for each separately: then the sum of the products 
sin be equal to RV. In equation (4) there is a fixed ethane 
between r  V and D given by the eiression 

rwzV 	 (S) 
Here D is is feet, V in feet per second and is in radians per seculi. 
If the speeds given in miles per hour S say. 

V t=1-466 5 	 ffi) 
The 'evolutions of the axle per second. a, are connected with 
radians turned through per second by the relation 

wool2r ■40/60 	 47) 
Mahar of Apsiying Locomotioe P000r.—Br. 	loonnothe 

power is to be undastood the provision of power to amiatai• 
the rates of working on the driving-ages of a teaks Indicated by 

the relation (4). The most usual way of providing this power is 
by the combustion of coal in the fue•bae of a boiler and the 
utilization of the steam produced hi a steam-engine, both ham 
and engine being carried on a frame mounted on wheels in ma 
a way that the asakohaft of the steam-engine becomes the 
driving-axle of the train. From equation (3) It is clear that the 
whorls of the driviarode must be heavily loaded in order that 
F may haves mks sufficiently great to propel the train. Tie 
=Mum weight which one pair of wheels are usually allowed to 
awry on a first-class track Is Irma ill to so tons. II a how 
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value of the tractive tone is requited than this provides for, 
tamely from • to S tons, the driving-wheels ate coupled to one 
or more pairs of heavily loaded wheels, forming a class of what 
are called ' coupled engines' in contradistinction to the " single 
engine " with a single pair of loaded driving-wheels. Mechanical 
energy may be developed in bulk at a central entice conveniently 
situated with regard to a coal-field or a waterfall, and after 
transformation by means of electric generators into electric 
energy it may be transmitted to the locomotive and then by 
means of electric motors be retransformed into mechanical 
energy at the axles to which the motors are applied. Every 
axle of an electric locomotive may thus be subjected to a torque, 
and the large weight which most be pat on one pair of wheels 
in order to secure sufficient adhesion when all the driving is 
done from one axle may be X./anted through as many pairs 
of wheels as desired. In fact, there need be no specially 
differentiated locomotive at all. Motels may be applied to 
every axle in the train, and their individual torques adjusted to 
values suitable to the weights naturally carried by the several 
axles. Such an arrangement would be ideally perfect from the 
point of view of the permanent-way engineer, ser, because it would 
then be possible to distribute the whole of the load uniformly 
between the wheels. This perfection of distribution is practi- 
ally attained in present-day practice by the multiple control 
Tann of operating an electric train, where motors are applied 
o. a selected number of axles in the train, all of them being 
ender the perfect control of the driver. 

The fundamental difference between the two methods is that 
chile the mechanical emery,/ developed by a steam engine lain 
Lite first case applied directly to the driving-ark of the loco- 
motive, ID the second case ft is transformed into electrical 
energy, transmitted over relatively long distance,and retrain-
formed into mechanical energy on the driving-axles of the train. 
In the first case all the driving is done on one or at most two 
axles, sufficient tractive force being obtained by routing these 
axles when necessary to others carrying heavy loads. In the 
second care every axle in the train may be made a driving-axle 
If desired, in which case the locomotive as a separate machine 
disappean. In the second case, however, there are all the 
lames due to transmission front the central station to the train to 
be comidered, as well as the cost of the transmitting apparatus 
itself. Ultimately the question resolves itself into ow of com- 
mercial practicability. For suburban traffic with a service at 
a few minutes' interval and abort distances between the stations 
electric traction has proved itself to be superior in many respects 
to the steam locomotive, but for main line traffic and long dis- 
Lance runs it has not yet been demonstrated that it is com- 
nercially feasible, though it is known to be practically possible. 
For the methods d electric traction see Teacnon; the remainder 

the present attide will be devoted to the steam locomotive. 
I 3. Garners! Pffiniesey of Mow L000satiss.—One potted of good 

weeds coal properly burned in the drabs= of a locomotive yields 
'bout 13.000 British thermal units of best at a temperature high 
stough to enable from so to So% to few across the boiler-heating 
urface to the water, the rest escaping up the chimney with *the 
urnate gams. The steam produced fa coneequence of this beat 
ranaference from the furnace gas to the water carries heat to the 
ylinder, where 7 to % transformed into mechanical energy, 
be remainder pasting away up the chimney with the exhaust 
team. The average value of the product of these percentages, 
solely 0-65X0 .0-06 say. may be used to Investigate 
be working of • locomotive; the actual value could only rideter- 
tined by esperiment in any particular case. With this memoir ,ion 
•o6 the fraction of the hat energy of the coal which is utilised 
 the engine cylinders as mechanical work; that is to my, of 

he s5.000 	produced by the combustionof lb coal, 
3.na0 Xo-o6 ...tiro only are available for tractive purposes. 
Coals vary much in calorific value. some producing only 12.000 

LTb.U. per is when burnt, whilst ts.soo is obtained from the best 
Vag& axle. fret E represent the pounds of coal burnt per boar 
s the fire box of a locomotive. anti let c be the calorific value 

B.Th.U. per lb: that the mechanical emery .available in foot - 
condo Per boar h oPM'orivistelY one X 77a X Used this =mewed 

bone-power oaks gives 
e-o62711XEc 64S. 

picket miss' moth,* and reliant stmagl_atfier_mmia. 

temirseascres an the soma woo d the lourotive, would develop 
about twice this power, say s•oo I.H.P. This Sore represents the 
ideal but unattainable standard of performance. This l fiuctco; 
of the standard engine of comparison, and the staid= e  
is considered in I 15 below. and the boiler efficiency in 9 11 below. 

The indicated hone-power developed by • cylinder may always 
be ascertained from an indicator diagram and observations of tie 
speed. Let ti be the mean pressure in pounds per square inch cal- 
culated from an indicator diagram taken from a particular cylinder 
when the speed of the crank-shaft is a revolutions per second. 
Also let 1 be the Wirth of the stroke in feet and let a be the area of one 
cylinder is square inches, then, assuming two cylinders of equal size, 

1.11.P. ■2 plessisso (8) 
The I.H.P. at any Instant is equal to the total rate at which energy 
is required to overcome .the tractive resistance R. The horse- 
creilvaslierable at the driving-axle. conveniently called the brake 

is from so to so% less than the indicated horse-power, 
and the ratio, B.H.P./I.H.P.-a, is called the mechanical •• 
of the steam eagine. The relation between the b.h.p and the 
torque on the dnvingarie is 

sso 	 (9) 
It is mod with stea•locomotives to regard the resistance It as 

including the frictional resistances between the cylinders and the 
driving-axle, so that the rate at which energy is expended in moving 
the train is 	er by the 	uct RV, or tbe 
the masted ,ivoirm 

either 
 the relation

prod 
 between them Megvalue of  

sso LH.P. ■ ftV 	 (to) 
or iii-terme cif die torque 

sso I.H.P.)CreeRVseeTsi 	 (ts) 
The individual factors of the product RV may have any value 
consistent with equation (to) and with certain practical conditions, 
so that fora given value of the I.H.P. It mustdeerease if V increases. 
Thus if the mat eem bone-power which a locomotive ems develop 
is noon, the tractive resistance it, at 6o 111. per boar ('a$ ft. gee 
second) is R■ (moo x 33o)/88 —6s3o Ih. U, however, the speed is 
reduced to 'Ans. per hour ( v. 32 ft. porecoond) R incseasee to ss,000 
Thus an engine working at 111■011111111 power may be used to had a 
relatively light load at a high speed or a heavy load at widow speed. 

4. Anelysis of Train Resistants.—Train resistance may be 
analysed late the following components:— 

(z) jommelfrictionandfrictionof eaginemaddnoy. 
(s) Wind resistance. 
(3) Resistance due to gradients, represented by It s. 
(4) Resistance due to misollsneous assess. 
(s) Resistancedne to aceekestion, opresented by It s. 
(6) Resistance due to carves. 

The sons of di these compounds of resistance is at any instant 
equal to the resistance represented by R. At a uniform speed 
On a level straight road 3, s and 6 are ZINO. The WA TelligaSee 
is conveniently divided into two parts: (I) the resisiance due 
to the vehicles hauled by the engine, represented by It.; (a) the 
resistance of the engine and tender represented by ft.,. In each 
of these two eases the resistance can of course be analysed Into 
the six components set out in the above list. 

5. Vehicle Resiseene4 and Drawbar Pall.—The power of the 
engine is applied to the vehicles through the draw-bar, so that the 
draw-bar pull is a measure of the vehicle resistance. The draw-bet 
pull fora given load is a functional the veed of the train, and numerous 

eirPei
ts have been made to And the relation connecting the 

pt with the speed under various conditions. The usual way of 
experimenting Is to put a dynamometer car (see Dvingeosszraa) 
between the engine and the train. This car is equipped with 
apparatus by meansof which a continuous record of the draw-bar poll 
is obtained on a distance base; time indications are also made en 
the diagram from which the speed at instant can be deduced. 
The pull recorded on the diagram Incl udes the raistances due to 
acceleration and to the gradient on which the train is moving. it is 
usual to subtract these resostances from the observed pull, so as to 
obtain the draw-bar_pull reduced to what it would be at a uniform 
dad on the level. This coati:led pull is the divided by the we 
of the vehicles hauled, in which must be included the weight of 
the dynamometer car, and the quotient gives the resistance per ten 
• *sd hauled at • certain uniform speed on a straight and level 
raid. A aerie' s of experiments were made by J. A. F. &pined en 
the Lancashire& Yorkshire railway to ascertain the resistance of 
trains of bogie passenger autism of different leekths at varying 

and the results are recorded in &paper, " Tram Resistance," speeds 
11551. CA. Amos). voL a47. Aspemrs remits are ezpresesd 

by the formula 
402 3-E34; 	 (ta) 

where t. is the resistance ls you per tee, S V the Weed is 
pet hoer, sad L. is the lasgth at the elvish' fat asesreed awe els 
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carriage bodies. The two following 	• no are given in the 
Dollen* of the International Railway Congress (vol. xn. p. 1275), 
by Barbier. for some experiments made on the Northern railway 
of France with a train of 157 tons mean weight; they are valid 
between 37 and 77 m. per hour:— 

r.-3.58'F 1 	  for 4
-wheel rasebn,  (13) 

3.58+, 
t-6•S(t61S+to)  for bogie  on,,,,boo. 	(14) 

The Baldwin Locomotive Company give the formulae 

r.-3.36  I 
0.56S 	

(15) 
and 

r.68-1-0.224S for speeds from 47 to 77 in. per hour. (16) 
All the above formulae refer to carnage stock The resistance of 
goods wagons has not been so systematically investigated. in the 
paper above quoted Aspinall cites a case where the resistance of a 
tram of empty wagons 183o ft. long was 18.33 lb per tau at a speed 
of a6 In. per hour, and a train of full wagons 10/5 ft. long gave easy 
(pia lb per ton at a speed of 29 in. per boar. "the resistance found 
from the above expressions includes the components 5. 2 and g of 
§ 4. The resistance caused by the wind isvery variable, and in 
extreme cases may double the resistance found from the formulae. 
A side wind causes excessive flange friction on the leeward side of 
the train, and increases the tractive resistances therefore very 
considerably, even though its velocity be relatively moderate. 
The curves corresponding to the above expressions are plotted in 
fig. t7, four values of L being taken for formula (12) corresponding 
to trains of 5, to, 15 and 20 bogie carriages. 

The resistance at starting is greater than the running resistance 
at moderate speeds. From Aspuiall's experiments it appears to 
be about 17 lb per ton, and this value is plotted on the diagram. 

The resistance to motion round a curve has not been so systematic,. 
ally studied that any definite rule can be formulated applicable to 
all daises of rolling stock and all radii of curves. A general result 
could not be obtained, even from • large number of experiments, 
because the resistance round curves depends moon so many variable 
factors. In some cases the gauge is laid a little wider than the 
standard, and there are varying amounts of superelevation of the 
outer rail; but the most formidable factor in the production of re-
sistance is the guard-rail, which is sometimes pot in with the object 
of guiding the wheel which suns on the inner rail of the curve on 
the inside of the flange. 

§ 6. Encino Resistance.—From experiments made on the North- 
Eastern railway (see a paper by W. H. Smith on ' Express Loco-
motive Engines," Proc. last. Meek. Ent., October 1898), it appeared 
that the engine resistance was about 35% of the total resistance. 
and in the train-resistance experiments on the Lancashire & 
Yorkshire railway quoted above the en ine resistance was also 
about 35 %of the total resistance, thus ng the North-Eastern 
railway results. Barbier (lot oil.) gives as the formula for the 
engine resistance 

a a 811 +334(t.66+30)A ono 	(17) 
where S is the speed in miles per hour. This formula is valid between 
speeds of 37 and 77 m. per hour, and was obtained in connexion 
with the experiments previously quoted on the Northern railway 
of France with an engine and tender weighing about 83 tons. 
Barbier's formula is plotted in fig. 17, together with a curve expressing 
generally the results of some early expenments on the Great Western 
railway carried out by Sir D. Gooch. The extension of the Barbier 
curve beyond the above limits in fig. 17 givenvalues which must be 
regarded as only very approximate. 

Pro. ty. 
7. Role at tr ,.148 work is doss against the mistimes ghee ey 

lie emus 	 bra the weights:if the anti= and tender 414  

the weight of the vehicles are respectively given. the tate at which 
work must be done in the engine cylinders an order to maintain the 
train in motion at a stated steed can be computed by the aid of 
the curves plotted in fig. 17. 111 ■113 let an engine and tender weighing 
So tons haul vehicles weighing *op torts at a uniform speed on the 
level of no m. per hour. Am given by the Barbier curves on fig. a 
the engine resistance at so in. per hour is ao lb per ton, and 
vehicle resistance 8.5 lb per ton at the same speed. Hence 

Engine resistance, R.,w. 80X20 1600 
Vehicle resistance, R.,ss ZOO X13.3 ••ILM 
Train resistance, R 	3300  

The speed, so mpeehour, is equal to 58.6 ft. pm .  second; therefore
the rate of working in foot-pounds per seco nd is 33oo X58-6, from 
which I.H.P. (330o X58.6)/55oa ms. This is the bona•power, 
therefore, which must be developed in the cylinders to maintain 
the train in motion at a uniform speed of za rn. per hour on a level 
straight road with the values of the resistances assumed. 

§ 8. Rate at which work is done orator( a gradierd.—Gradients an 
measured either by stating the number of feet horizontally, G say. 
in which the vertical rise is I ft., or by the vertical rise in Sao (t 
measured horizontally expressed as a percentage, or by the imager 
of feet rising vertically in a mile. Thus a gradient of I In aoo is die 
same as a half per cent grade or a rise of 26.4 ft. per rale. The 
difference between the horixontal distance and thedirmacemonewil 
along the rail is so small that it is negligible in all .  practical calash- 

tiona Hence if a train is travelling up the gradient at a speed elf 
V ft. per second, the vertical rise per second is V/G ft. If Ws  L 
the weight of the train in pounds, the rate of working against the 
gradient expressed in hone-power units is 

Il.PosWiV/550• (a) 
Manning the data of the previous action, and In addition thee 
the train is required to maintain a speed of 49  Ilk per boor win a 
radiant oft in 300, the extra hone-power required will be 

H.P. 28o X224o,X 58.6 .233, 
3ooX550 

This must be exerted in addition to the horse-power calculated it 
the previous section, so that the total indicated home-power an 3 
most be developed in the cylinders is now 354+223-577. U tie 
train is running down a gradient this horse-power is the rate at 
which gravity a working on the train, so that with the data Of the 
previous section. on the assumption that the train is running down 
a gradient of t in zoo. the home-power required to maintain the 
speed would be 354 223—t3 t. 

§ 	at chick work is done against accekrationrif W, is 
tie weight of the train in pounds said a the acceleration in feet pet 
second, the force required to produce the acceleration is 

	

j.•%alg. 	 CPA 
And if V is the average speed during the change of velocity Implied 
by the uniform acceleration a, the rate at which week is dame by 
this force is 

	

fVeilViVeig 	 Oa) 
or in horse-pomar units 

fLP.m.W,Vaimoz. 	 (2 I) 
Assuming the data of § 7 f  suppose the train to change its speed 
from 40 to 41 m. per hour in 13 seconds. The average acotilerazton 
in feet per second is measured by the traction 

Change of speed in feet per ne...6o-07-58.6 
43. 

	

Time occupied in the change 	13 
Therefrom the hone-power *bleb most be developed io tbe claimable 
to atom this change of speed is from (as) 

280)5424oYnot13X59 
"a37- 550432 

The rate of working is negative v. hen the train h retarded; far 
instance, if the train had changed its speed from 41 to 40 m. ;et!. 
hour in 13 seconds •  the rate at which work would have to tst 
by the brake blocks would repn sent 237 H.P. This is lost it. terrt 
produced by the friction between the brake blocks and the noes:, 
though in some systems of electric driving some et Use e--..res 
stored•in the train may be returned to the central station 
retardation. The principal condition operating in the &Ate el 
locomotives intended for local cervices with frequent stops u 
degree of acceleration required, the aim of the designer beire 
produce an engine which shall be able to bring the train to Its j ocirrie. 
speed in the shortest time ri.•sslie. For example, scppore ia 
required to start a train nei - hipg zoo tons from rest tai•g 
to a speed of 30 m. per 11 -..ir in so seconds- Th. aveVit al tie 
engine may be assumed in advance to be So tons. The accelerate..., 
a, which may be supposed uniforra, Is 1.46.5. The average vet-a-q 
as 15 m. per hour. whia h is esidal to 12 ft. per second; Llarnface 
the tractive tons required is. from (t9). 

(280)(2240 X1 465)/32-28.720 m. 
and the eom-rponding horsepower which mint be developed be the 
cylinders is. from (20), /V and this is with f and N. equal to the 
above vallues,1149. To obtain the tractive tame the ea-aft esi 
the coaffed shads Baum la about five tame this amount—that a►  



require that 6o,000 fh of air should be drawn through the 
furnace per hour in order to burn the coal. This large quantity 
of air is forced through the furnace by means of the difference 
of pressure established between the external atmospheric 
pressure hi the ash-pan and the pressure in the smoke-box. 

1 t  

Pro. A—Smoke-box L. & N.W.R. four-coupled 6 ft. 6 is. 
passenger mime. 

The exhaust steam passing from the engine through the blast. 
pipe and the dtimney produces a diminution of pressure, or 
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$45 
es toes: and to obtain the haelg•P0•22  the holler *VI her 	el the Per instance, an engine harks a grate area of 3o sq. ft. and 
largest that can  be  built to the thastruetithl gauge' Mtge ethw'm" burning too Er of coal per square foot of grate per hour would 
tion to the journey speed of m. jaer hour the horse-power required 
is reduced to about one-third of that required for aceeWation alone. 

$ so. GOIC741 ennoriew Joe Sala NM of sorling.—Adding the 
various rates of working together 

R V 	 (W.r.+Wf.)V.224oWV.224oWVa  fin)  Wind. mad calorific 
value of cord. 

,
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TABLE XX 

530 	 350 	5.50G 	Moe 
where W. is weight of engine and tend in tons. W. the weight of 
vehicles in ton, W the weight of train in tans is W.+Ww r. and 
r. the respective engine sod vehicle resistances taken (tom the 
curves fig. tz at a speed correspooding to the avenge speed during 
the acceleration s, G the gradient, g the acceleration due to gravity. 
and V the velocity of the train in fatser second. In this emareemet 
it is aamuntx1 that the acceleration is uniform. and this aura
a sufficiently accurate for any practicalpurpose.  to which the above 
formula would be applied in the ordinary working of a locomotive. 
If a is variable, then the formula must 1 applied m a series el steps, 
each step corresponding to a time into over which the smokes-
lion may be assumed uniform. 

Dividing through by V and multiply  through by sso, 
R.w.r.+w.r.*TLV..22.e.as.  

(23) 
an armada* giving the value of R the total tractive resitrtaaoy If 
the draw-bar pull Mkaowa to be R., then applying the same peiselgies 
to the vehicle alone which above are applied to the whole train, 

	

total drawbar poll •N.roa 2-VV-2- *22--°^1-4 -44g  . 	04) 
This eapreadoe may be used to find r. when the total draw-her 
pull is observed as well as the speed, the changes of iTeed and the 
gradmett. The speed held to correspond with the resistance must 
be the mean speed during the change of speed. The best way of 
deducing r. is to select portions of the dynamometer record where 
the speed is constant. Then a disappears from all the above 
expressions. These repressions indicate what frequent changes 
in the power are repined as the train pursues its panty up and 
down gradients, against wind resistance, journal frictson and 
the resistance of a badly laid track; and show how both 
potential energy and kinetic energy of the train are continually 
changing : the first from a change in vertical position due to the 
gradients. the eecond from changes us speed. These considerations also 
indicate what • difficult matter it is to find the =net rate of working 
against the resistances, because of the difficulty of securing conditions 
which eliminate the effect both of the gradient and of acceleration. 

$ tt. The Boiler.—Ifasinsunt Pmts.—The maximum power 
which can be developed by a locomotive depends upon the 
maximum rate of fuel combustion which can be maintain' ed 
per square foot of grate. This maximum rate depends upon 
the kind of coal used, whether small, friable, bituminous or 
hard, upon the thickness of the fire, and upon the correct 
design and setting of the blast-pipe. A limit is reached to the 
rate of combustion when the draught becomes strong enough to 
carry heavy lighted sparks through the 'tubes and chimiley. 
This, besides reducing the efficiency of the furnace, intadnew 
the danger of fire to crops and buildings near the line. The 
maximum rate of combustion may be as much as tso lb of coal 
per square foot of grate per hoar, and in exceptional cases avows 
greater rate than this has been maintained. It is not economical 
to force the boiler to work at too high a rate, because it has been 
practically demonstrated that the boiler efficiency decreases after 
a certain point, as the rate of combustion inmates. A few 
experimental results are set forth in Table XX., from which ft 
will be seen that with a relatively low rate of combustion, a rate 
which denotes very light service, namely 28 lb of coal per square 
foot of grate per hour, the efficiency of the boiler is 132%, which 
is as good a result as can be obtained with the best dam of 
stationary boiler or marine boiler even when using econcenhara. 

The Best group condos of woodwinds selected from the weeds 
of a tarjge reenter made on the boiler of the locomotive below:in 
to the Purdue University, Indiana, U.S.A. 

The second group comics of experiments made on a boiler be-
longing to the Great Eastern Rahway Coco The first one of the 

cap IBM MOB at the bailer fixed in thelocomotive  yard at &rat- 
rrnt and the two remaining =refinance of the group were made 
while the engine *as working • train between London and March. 

The third group consists of experiments selected from the records 
at a wales d trial. made on the London & South-Western railway 
wide an enema loconotiew 

2. Dresig&L—One pound of coal requires about sotto( air for 
Its proper combustion in the fire-box of a locomotive, though this 
washy al air diminishes as the tate of combust** increases. 
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para.l vacuum, in the smoke-box toughly proportional to the 
weight of steam discharged per unit of time. The difference of 
pressure between the outside air and the smoke-box gases may 
be measured by the difference of the water levels in the limbs 
of a U tube, one limb being in communication with the smoke-
box, the other with the atmosphere. The difference of levels 
varies from t to as much as so in. in extreme cases. The 
draught- corresponding to the smallest rate of combustion 
shown in Table XX. in Professor Goes's experiments, was s•72 
in. of water, and for the highest rate, namely 585, 7.48 in. of 
water. To get the best effect the area of the blast-nozzle mug 
be properly proportioned to the size of the cylinders and be 
properly set with regard to the base of the chimney. The best 
proportions are found by trial in all cases. 

Figs. ill and 59 show two smoke-boxes typical of English practice. 
Fig. 28 is the smoke-box of the 6 IL 6 in. six-coupled expiate passenger 
engines designed by G. Whale for the London & North-Western 
Railway Company in 5904, and fig. to shows the box of the four-
coupled express passenger engine designed by J. Holden for the 

Fta ra—Senoke-box and Spark Arrester, G.E.R. four-coupled 
express engine. 

Great Eastern Railway Company. In the case of the London & 
North-Western engine (fig. :8), the blast-pipe orifice B is placed 
at about the centre of the boiler barrel, and the exhaust steam is' 
discharged straight into the trumpet-shaped end of the chimney, 
which is continued down inside the smoke-box. In fig. so the blast 

orifice B is set much lower, and the steam 
is discharged through a frustum of a cone 
set in the upper part of the smoke-box 
into the short chimney. Fig. 20 shows 
the standard proportions recommended 
by the committee of the Railway Mas-
ter Mechanics' Association on Exhaust 
Pipes and Steam Passages (Proc. Awes. 
Railway Master Ifeckaair.? Assoc., :906). 
According to the Report, for the best 
results both H and it should be made 
as gest as practicable, and then d ■ 

4:P210-F0.16k 6-ad Or a5D, P 
p.,c1.32D, I...0-6D or 0-9D, but not of 
intermediate values. This last relation 

Fm. 20.—Smoke-box, is, however, not well established. For 
American Railway much detailed information regarding 
Master Mechanics Americas smoke -box practice, relerence 
AMC:ink& 	 may be made to Locomotive Sparks. by 

Professor W. F. M. Goss (London, Ws). 
The arrangements for arresting sparks in American practice 

and on the Continent of Europe are somewhat elaborate. 

English practice where a spark-arrester is put is it took 
takes the form of a wire-netting dividing the smoke-bur is 
zontally into two parts at a level just above the top mit 
tubes, or arranged to form a continuous connexion between 
blast-pipe and the chimney. 

Fig. to illustrates an arrangement designed by 3. Hokier is 
heaEitiparks are projected from the tubes in straight how ea ■ 
caught by the louvres L, L, L, and'by them deflected doweii-a 
the bottom of the smoke-box, where they collect is a heap 
apace D round • tube which is essentially  an ejector. At r.^ 
blast a small quantity of steam is caught by the orifice 0 
the ejectors. one on each side, with the result that the aste r 
blown out into the receptacles on each side of the engine. ex! 
which is shown at E. The louvres f, f, l an placed to rock 
central region occupied by the blast-pipe. 

As the indicated horse-power of the engine karma a 
weight of steam discharged increases, and the soaks 
vacuum is increased, thereby causing more air to flow ttsn 
the furnace and increasing the rate of combustion. '11= 
demand for more steam is automatically responded tot- a 
boiler. It is this close automatic interdependence el on 
and boiler which makes the locomotive so extraordinsair s. 
suited for the purpose of locomotive unction. 

13. The Steam Engine.—The steam engine of a bowl 
has the general characteristics of a double-acting non-eaair-4 
engine (see STEAM Estonia). Distribution of steam 
by • slide valve, sometimes fitted with • balancing desks a 
sometimes formed into a piston valve. All types et mks n 
with few exceptions operated by a link motion, Sendai d 
Stephenson type, occasionally of the Allan type or the Co. 
type, or with some form of radial gear as the Joy gen et 
Walschaert gear, though the latter gear has characteristio re= 
ally it with the link motions. The Stephenson link moor 
used almost universally in England and America, bats e 
gradually been displaced by the Walschaert gear en the 
tinent of Europe, and to some extent in England by the 
gear. The general characteristics of the distribution del 
by these gears are similar. Each of them, besides het 
reversing gear, is an expansion gear both in forward WI* 
ward running. The lead is variable in the Stepbemm 
motion, whilst in the Wabchaert and the Joy gears it 
stunt. Illustrations of these gears are given in the r 
&rum ENGINE, and the complete distribution of stem 
both forward and backward running is worked out foe a lc - 
example of each of them in Valves and Valve Gear Meder.- ,  
by W. E. Dalby (London, reo6). 

re. Cylinder Dirseerions.—Adhesiam.—Tradiee Pea-
locomotive must be designed to fulfil two medians Y. 
it must be able to exert a tractive force sufficient to rar I 
train under the worst conditions possible on the rays! 
which it is to operate—for instance, when the train is eerie 
signal on a rising gradient where the track is curved aid hi 
with a guard-rail. Secondly, it must be able to maintain de 
at a given speed against the total resistances of the lr' 
up a gradient of given inclination. These conditions re • 
certain extent mutually antagonistic, since an engine eke" 
to satisfy either condition independently of the other ecu. 
a different engine from that designed to make the ber 
promise between them. 

Equation (3), t expresses the fundamental confides If! 
must be satisfied when a locomotive is starting • trills 
torque exerted on the driving-axle bY the steam man 
starting may be that due to the full boiler pressure actin( - 
cylinders, but usually the weight on the coupled wheels a ir 
sufficient to enable advantage to be taken of the fill as 
pressure, and it has to be throttled down by the maw 
prevent slipping. Sand, driven between the wheel and di 
by a steam jet, used just at starting, increases the sae' 
beyond the normal value and enables a larger promo • 
exerted on the piston than would otherwise be poielble In 
the train la started and is moving slowly, the teem: wog 
the driving-axle may be estimated as that dun to ahem te. 
the full Wm pressure acting in the c3dindes ►  Mr to 
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due to the two cylladas Is variable to a greater or less extent, 
depending upon the degree of expansion in the cylizuleis and 

re speed. The form of the torque curve, or crank effort curve, 
as it is sometimes called, is discussed in the ankle STEIUt 

NCINZ, and the torque curve corresponding to actual Indicator 
diagrams taken from an express passenger engine travelling at 

speed of 65 m. per hour is given in The Balancing of Engines by 
E. Dalby (London, teeth). 

The plotting of the torque curve is laborious, but the average 
to'qua acting, which is all that is required for the purposes of this 
article, can be found quite simply, thus :—Let p be the mean effective 
pressurt acting in one cylinder, o, the area of the cylinder, and I, 
the stroke. Then the work done during one revolution of the crank 
is rola per cylinder. Assuming that the mean pressure in the 
otherr. cylinder is also p. the total work done per revolution is 4pfa. 

i If T s the mean torque. the work done on the crank-axle per revolu- 
tion is arT. Hence assuming the mechanical efficiency of the 
engine to be r. and substituting

4
Zd' for the area a, 

eirTwepiaew 'ANN, 
so that 

T 
But from I I, T•iDF; 
therefom 	 F wpsiffi/D 	 (25)  

n this expression is twice the average magnitude of the equal and 
opposite forces constituting the couple for one driving-wheel Blur 
traded in fig. 16, one force of which acts to propel the train whilst 
the other is the value of the tangential frictional resistance between 
the wheel and the rail. This force F must not exceed the value pW 
or slipping will take place. Hence, if p is the maximum value of 
the mean effective pressure outesponding to about 83% of the 
boiler pressure, 

	

eW AMID 	 (26) 
is an expression giving a relation between the total weight on the 
coupled wheels, their diameters and the site of the cylinder. The 
magnitude of F when p and sate put each equal to unity, is usually 
called the tractive force of the locomotive per pound of mean effective 
pressure in the cylinders. If p is the mean pressure at any speed 
the total tractive force which the engine is exerting is given by 
equation (25) above. The value of • is variable, but is between 
.7 and -8, and for approximate calculations may be taken equal to 
unity. In the following examples the value will be assumed unity. 

These relations may be illustrated by an example. Let an engine 
have two cylinders each 1.9 in. diameter and 26 an. stroke. Let 
the boiler pressure be 175 lb per square inch. Taking 85% of this, 
the maximum mean effective would be 249 lb per square 
inch. Further :  let the diameter of the driving-wheels be 6 ft. 3 in. 
Then the tractive force is, from (25), 

(149X Pal X2•166)/6-25..18,6001b 8-3 tons. 
Assuming that the frictional resistance at the rails is given by f  the 
weight on the wheels, the total weight on the driving-what necessary 
to secure sufficient adhesion to prevent slipping must be at least 
83 x 5 7.411 tons. This would be distributed between three coupled 
axles giving an average of 1.38 tons per axle, though the distribu-
tion might not in practice be uniform, • larger proportion of the 
weight falling on the driving-axle. If the starting resistant* of 
the whole tram be estimated at 16 lb per ton, this engine woulel be 
able to start 1.163 tons on the level, or about goo tons on a gradient 
of t in 75. both these figures including the weight of the engine and 
tender, which would be about too tons. 

The engine can only exert this tarp tracthe fixes so bag as the 
mean permute is maintained at so lb per square loch. This high 
mean possum cannot be maintained for brig s  because as the speed 
increacc-s the demand for steam per unit of time increases, so that 
cut-off must take place earlier and earlier in the stroke, the limiting 
steady speed being attained when the rate at which steam is supplied 
to the cylinder is adjusted by the cut-off to be equal to the neisunum 
rate at which the boiler can produce stern, which depends upon 
the maximum rate at which coal can be burnt per square foot of 
;rate. If C is the 'somber of pounds of coal burnt per square foot 
if grate per hoar, the calori r,c value of which is c B.Th.U. per pound, 
.he maximum indicated ho Q-poner is given by the expression 

I.N.P. maximum ■ C‘i, -7-1- 13 X1b Pp0000 
where A is the area of the grate in square feet, and i is the combined 
• ficienty of the engine and boiler. With the data of the previous 
%ample. and assuming in addition that the grate area is 24 sq. ft., 
hat the rate of combustion is 150 lb of coal per square foot of grate 
ice hour, that the calorific value is 14000, and finally that e•w-o6. 
he maximum indicated horse-power which the engine might be 
-xpected to develop would be om6X13 	

re 
0x140cox2$ xnei..540000 

190. corretmondlng to a mean effective pressure in the inders 
if go-5 per square sash. 

JU-surning that the train is required to run at aepeed of 6o m. 
see bout. that is 88 ft. per second, the total resistance R, which the 
,engine can overcome at t his speed. is by equation (to) 

R -(1890x ssOin pp* L.  

Thus although at a slow speed the engine can exert a tractive forte 
of 18,600 lb, at 6o m. per hour, the tractive force falls to 740o It ► 

 and this cannot be increased except by increasing the rate of coo• 
bu+tion (neglecting any small changes due to a change in the 
ef s)• Knowing the magnitude of it, the draw-bar pull, 
at hence the weight of vehicle the engine can haul at this speed, 
an be estimated if the resistances are known. Using the curves 
of fig. 17 it will be found that at to rn. per hour the resistance of 
the engine and tender is 33 lb per ton, and the resistance of a train 
of bogie coaches about 14 lb per ton. Hence if W is the weight of 
the vehicles in tons, and the weight of the engine and tender be 
taken at too tons, the value of IV can be found from the equation 
taW-1-3300744o, from which W-296 tons. This is the load 
which the engine would take in ordinary weather. With exception-
ally bad weather the load would have to be reduced or two engines 
would have to be employed, or an exceptionally high rate of corn-
bestion would have to be maintained in the fire-box. 

It will be seen at once that with a tractive force of 7400 lb a 
weight of 37,000 lb ( 16.5 tons) would be enough to secure sufficient 
adhesion, and this could be easily carried on one axle. Hence fog 
a level road the above load could be hauled at 6o m. per hour with 
a "single" engine. When the road leads the train up an incline, 
however, the tractive force must be increased, so that the need for 
coupled wheels soon arises if the road is at all a heavy one. 

§t5. Engine Efficiency. Combined Engine and Boiler 
Efficietecy.—The combined engine and boiler efficiency has 
hitherto been taken to be o-o6; actual values of the boiler 
efficiencies are given in Table XX. Engine efficiency depends 
upon many variable factors, such as the cut-off, the piston 
speed, the initial temperature of the steam, the final tem-
perature of the steam, the quality of the steam, the sizes of 
the steam-pipes, ports and passages, the arrangement of the 
cylinder and its effect on condensation, the mechanical per-
fection of the steam-distributing gear, the tightness of the 
piston, &c. A few values of the thermal efficiency obtained 
from experiments are given in Table XXI. in the second column, 
the first column being added to give some idea of the rate at 
which the engine was working when the data from which the 
efficiency has been deduced were observed. The corresponding 
boiler efficiencies are given in the third column of the table, 
when they are known, and the combined efficiencies in the 
fourth column. The figures in this column indicate that 0-06 
is a good average value to work with. 

Tams XXI 

Indi-
cated 
horse-
power. 

1-Nt  1 
h
i  

A
t sar 

tall 0.073 Mean Deduced from 
205 ow/S about data given by 
233 0-080 128 but PreleatOr Goa*  
399 0.088 throttled. (Tram. 	•Ant. 

Soc. 	Neck. 

mean 
Eng. vol. le). 

129 0-057 0.815 0-047 mean 
about 

Deduced 	from 
Kennedy and 

-
 

120 Donkin's trials 
(Engineering, 

Loncion,113117). 

OP 0-098 0-773 tam77 167 Deduced 	from 
582 0.11 0-663 0.073 169 Adams 	and 

Pettigrew's 
crisis (Fran 
last. C.E. vol. 
ta5). 

32o 0-084 0-52 0-644 140 Deduced 	from 
69a 0-083 0-65 0-054 175 Smith's expen- 
358 0-074 0-69 ci-ost 175 meats 	("roc. 
603 o-a86 0-l63 0.054 175 Inst. 	Mack. 
370  0-081 0.64 o-o5a Teo Eng. 	October 

1898). 
I 

It Is nstructive to inquire into the limiting efficiency of an 
engine consistent wi h the conditions under which it is working, 
because is no case can the efficiency of a steam-emeine exceed 
• canals valet which depends-upon the temperature; at wbkir 
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it receives and rejects heat. Thus a standard of comparison 
for every individual engine may be obtained with which to 
compare its actual performance. The standard of comparison 
generally adopted for this purpose is obtained by calculating 
the efficiency of an engine working according to the Rankine 
cycle. That is to say, expansion is adiabatic and is continued 
down to the back pressure which in a non-condensing engine 
is 14• lb per square inch, since any back pressure above this 
amount is an imperfection which belongs to the actual engine. 
The back pressure Is supposed to be uniform, and there is no 
compression. 

Fig. 21 shows the pressure-volume diagram of the Rankine cycle 
for one pound of steam where the initial pressure is 175 lb per 

square inch by the 
gauge, equivalent 
to too lb per square 
inch absolute. In 
no case could an 
engine receiving 
steam at the tem-
perature corre-
sponding to this 
pressure and reject-
ing heat at 212° F. 
convert more heat 
into work than is 

represented by the area of this diagram. The area of the diagram 
may be measured, but it is usually more convenient to calculate the 
number of B.Th.U. which the area represents from the fallowing 
formula, which is expressed in terms of the absolute temperature T, 
of the steam at the steam-pipe, and the temperature Ts..46t*-F2t2" 
-673' absolute corresponding to the back pressure:— 

Maximum available work s. U.* (TI - (1 +.1.;) -Waged. per pound of strain 
With the initial pressure of too lb per square inch absolute it will be 
found from a steam table that Ti ••838* absolute. Using this and 
the temperature 673° in the expression, it will be found that 
U.185 B.Th.U. per pound of steam. If by is the water heat 
at the lower temperature, b, the water heat at the higher temperature, 
and L 1  the latent heat at the higher temperature, the heat supply 
per pound of steam is equal to Si -kr-FLI, which, from the steam 
tables, with the values of the temperatures given, is equal to 1013 
B.Th.U. per pound. The thermal efficiency is therefore 

1135/1013 b. 0.183. 
That is to say,. a perfect engine working between the limits of 
temperature assigned would convert only 18% of the total heat 

into work. This would be an ideal performance for an 
none receiving steam at 190 lb initial pressure absolute, and t' ;cue-

ing steam at the back pressure assumed above, and could no. r be 
attained in practice. When the initial pressure is too lb per square 
inch by the gauge the thermal efficiency drops to about nearly i5 X, 
with the same back pressure. The way the thermal efficiency of 
the ideal engine increases with the pressure is exhibited in fig. .2 2 by 
the curve AB. The curve was drawn by calculating the the rmal  
efficiency from the above expression for various values of the 
initial temperature, keeping the final temperature constaii• at 
673', and then plotting these efficiencies against the correspomiiag 
contest( the gauge pressures. 

The actual thermal efficiencies observed In some of the sea 
cited in Table XXI. are plotted on the diagram, the ix:ft. - rea 
numbers on which refer to the first column in the table. Thu- the 
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see.—Engine Efficiency Curves. 
Moe asarked 3 int.th2 represents the thermal efficiency actually 
°bod 	oust(ied la oust( 	sod Pettigrew's worn:mem namely, o• 

the pressurwin the steam-pipe being 167 Ito per square inch. Faces the 
diagram it will be seen that the corresponding efficiency of the ideal 
engine is about o. 8. The efficiency ratio tb therefore 0- 1 0-18 ttosir. 
That is to say, the engine actually utilized 61 % of the energy which 
it was possible to utilise by means of • perfect engine working with 
the same initial pressure against • back pressure equal to the 
atmosphere. Lines representing efficiency ratios of 0-6. 12 ,3 ad 
0• are plotted on the diagram, so that the efficiency ratios corre-
sponding to the various experiments plotted may be readily read 
oft. The initial temperature of the standard engine of compariton 
must be the temperature of the steam taken in the steam-pcm 
For further information regarding the standard engine of comparable 
see the article STEAM ENGINE and also the " Report of the COMM Ili* 
on the Thermal Efficiency of Steam Enicines„" proc. Inst. C.E. (4896o. 

f 16. Piston Spent—The expression for the indicated horm-pcmor 
may be written 

I.H.P. ■per/sso 	 (2;) 
where la tha average piston speed in feet per second. For a seeing 
value of the boiler pressure and the cut-off the mean preemie * 
is a function of the piston speed It For the few cases where data 
are available—data, however, belonging to engines tin 
standard practice in their construction and in the design cylioden 
and steam ports and passages—the law connecting p and e is appal). 
mately linear and of the form 

- 	 Call) 
where b and c are constants. (See W. E. Dalby, " The Econommal 
Working of Locomotives," Proc. Inst. C.E., tgoe-6, sot. seed 
Substituting this value of p in (27) 

Wes kI.H.P. 	 09) 530  
the form of which indicates that there is a certain piston speed far 
which the I.H.P. is • maximum. In a particular case whore the 
boiler pressure was maintained constant at 130 lb per square trek. 
and the cut-off was approximately 2o% of the stroke, the balms 
c-55 and b-oliv were deduced, from which it will be (mind that 
the value of the piston speed corresponding to the maximum horse-
power is 887 ft. per minute. The data from which this remit is 
deduced will be found in Professor Goss's paper quoted above is 
Table XXI. The point is further illustrated by some carrot 
published in the American Engineer (June opt) by G. R. Ilendarms 
recording the tests of a freight locomotive made on the Chuseo 
& North-Western railway. Any modification of the design otr a 
will reduce the resistance to the flow of steam through the Rear. 
'passages at high speeds will Increase the piston speed foe 
the indicated horse-power is a maximum. 

17. Compound Locarnotists. —The thermal efficiency of 
a steam-engine is in general increased by carrying out the 
expansion of the steam in two, three or even more stages 
in separate cylinders, notwithstanding the inevitable drop uf 
pressure which must occur when the steam is transferred loan 
one cylinder to the other during the process of expansion 
Compound working permits of a greater range of exparisi.'m 
than is possible with a simple engine, and incidentally then 
is less range of pressure per cylinder, so that the pressman 
and temperatures per cylinder have not such a wide range 
of variation. In compound working the combined volumes 
of the low-pressure cylinders is a measure of the ponce of 
the engine, since this represents the final volume of the steam 
used per stroke. The volume of the high-pressure cylinder 
may be varied within wide limits for the same low-presenne 
volume; the proportions adopted should, however, be suds 
that there is an absence of excessive drop hetet:en them as 
the steam is transferred from one to the other. Compassed 
locomotives have been built by various designers, but opinion 
is still uncertain whether any commercial economy is obi:fort 
by their use. The varying load against which a loccenotree 
works, and the fact that a locomotive is non.condensind an 
factors which reduce the margin of possible economy nisi= 
narrow limits. Coal-saving can be shown to the extent of 
about 14% in some cases, but the saving depends upon the 
kind of service on which the engine is employed. The fiat time 
compound locomotive was constructed in 3876 from designs 
by A. M. Mallet, at the Creusot works in Bayonne. The Grit 
true compound locomotive In England was constructed ie 
Crewe works in i87S by F. W. Webb. It was of the sane 
type as Mallet's engine, and was made by simply bashing me 
cylinder of an ordinary two-cylinder simple engine, the bashed 
cylinder being the high-pressure and the other cylinder the 
low-pressure cylinder. Webb evoked the type of dune-
cylinder compound with which his name is associated in sib. 
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84.9 
liters were two high-pressure cylinders placed outside the 
frames and driving on a trailing wheel, and one low-pressure 
cylinder placed between the frames and driving on a wheel 
placed in hoot ed the driving-wheel belonging to the high-
pressure cylinders. The steam connexions were such that the 
two high-pressure cylinders were placed in parallel, both ex-
hausting into the one low-pressure cylinder. The first engines 
of this class were provided with high-pressure cylinders, It in. 
diameter and 24 in. stroke, a low-pressure cylinder 26 in. 
diameter, 24 in, stroke, and driving-wheels 6 ft. 6 in. diameter; 
but subsequently these dimensions were varied. There were 
no coupling rods. A complete account of Webb's engines 
will be found in a paper, "The Compound Principle applied 
to Locomotives," by E. Worthington, Proc. Inst. CE., 1889, 
vol. xcvi. Locomotives have to start with the full load on 
the engine, consequently an outstanding feature of every 
compound locomotive is the apparatus or mechanism added 
to enable the engine to start readily. Generally steam from 
the boiler is admitted direct to the low-pressure cylinder 
through a reducing valve, and valves and devices are used 
to prevent the steam so admitted acting as a back pressure 
on the high-pressure cylinder. In the Webb compound the 
driver opened communication from the high-pressure exhaust 
pipe to the blast-pipe, and at the same time opened a valve 
giving a supply of steam from the boiler direct to the low-
pressure valve chest. T. W. Wendell developed the design 
of the two-cylinder compound in England and built several, 
first for the Great Eastern Tailway and subsequently for the 
North-Eastern railway. The engines were built on the Worsdell 
and Von BOITiCS plan, and were fitted with an ingenious starting-
valve of an automatic character to overcome the difficulties 
of starting. Several compounds of a type introduced by 
W. 14. Smith on the North-Eastern railway in 1898 have been 
built by the Midland railway. In these there are two low-
pressure cylinders placed outside the frame, and one high-
pressure cylinder placed between the frames. All cylinders 
drive pa one crank-axle with three cranks at zzo. The driving. 
wheels are coupled to a pair of trailing wheels. A controlling 
valve enables the supply of steam to the low-pressure cylinders 
to be supplemented by boiler steam at a reduced pressure. 
For a description and illustrations of the details of the starting 
devices used in the Webb, Wendell and Smith compounds, 
see an article, "The Development of the Compound Locomotive 
in England," by W. E. Dalby in the Engineering Magenta' 
for September and October 19a4. A famous type of com-
pound locomotive developed on the continent of Europe is 
the four-cylinder be Glelsn, some of which have been tried 
on the Great Western railway. There are two high-pressure 
cylinders placed outside the frame, and two low-pressure 
placed inside the frames. The low-pressure cylinders drive 
on the leading crank-axle with cranks at right angles, the high-
pressure cylinders driving on the trailing wheels. The wheels 
are coupled, but the feature of the engine is that the coupling-
rods act merely to keep the high-pressure and tow-pressure 
engines in phase with one another, very little demand being 
made upon them to transmit force except when one of the 
wheels begins to slip. In this arrangement the whole of 
the adhesive weight of the engine is used in the best possible 
manner, and the driving of the train is practically equally 
divided between two axles. The engine can be worked as 
a four-cylinder simple at the will of the driver. S. M. 
Vaudaln introduced a successful type of four-cylinder com-
pound in America in 71189. A high- and low-pressure 
cylinder are cast together, and the piston-rods belonging to 
them are both coupled to one cross-head which is connected 
to the driving-wheels, these again being coupled to other 
wheels in the usual way. The distribution of steam to both 
cylinden is effected by one piston-valve operated by a link 
motion, so that there is considerable mechanical simplicity in 
the arrangement. Later Vauclain introduced the "balanced 
compound." la this engine the two piston-rods of one side are 
not coupled to a common cross-head, but drive on separate 

'MU IS  

cranks at an angle of rike, the pair of r&f cranks on each side 
being placed at right angles. 

118. The Balancing of Laconunises.—The unbalanced masses 
of a locornotive may be divided into two parts, namely, masses 
which revolve, u the crank-pins, the crank-cheeks, the coupling-
rods, &c.; and masses which reciprocate, made up of the piston, 
piston-rod, cross-Dead and a certain proportion of the con-
necting-rod. The revolving masses are truly balanced by 
balance weights placed between the spokes of the wheels, or 
sometimes by prolonging the crank-webs and forming the pro-
longation into balance weights. It is also the custom to balance 
a proportion of the reciprocating masses by balance weights 
placed between the spokes of the wheels, and the actual balance 
weight seen in a driving-wheel is the resultant of the separate 
weights required for the balancing of the revolving _parts and 
the reciprocating parts. The component of a balance weight 
which is necessary to balance the reciprocating masses intro-
duces a vertical unbalanced force which appears as a variation 
of pressure between the wheel and the rail, terbokeny caned 
the .hammer-blow, the magnitude of which increases as the 
square of the speed of the train. In consequence of this action 
the compromise is usually followed of balancing.  only of the 
reciprocating muses, thus keeping the hammer-blow within 
proper limits, and allowing of the reciprocating masses to be 
unbalanced in the horizontal direction. It is not possible to 
do anything better with two-cylinder locomotives unless bob-
weights be added, but with four-cylinder four-crank engines 
complete balance is possible both in the vertical and in the 
horizontal directions. When the four cranks are placed with 
two pairs at aile, the pairs being at go°, the forces are balanced 
without the introduction of a hammer-blow, but there remain 
large unbalanced couples, which if balanced by means of re. 
volving weights in the wheels again reintroduce the hammer-
blow, and if left unbalanced tend to make the engine oscillate 
in a horizontal plane at high speed. The principles by means 
of which the magnitude and position of balance weights are 
worked out are given in the article MrCHANICS (Applied 
Mechanics), and the whole subject of locomotive balancing 
is exhaustively treated with numerous numerical examples 
in The Balancing of Engines by W. E. Dalby, London, recd. 

fro. C/assificatiogr—Loconatives may be classified prima:fly 
Into "tender engines" and "tank engines," the water and 
fuel in the latter being carried on the engine proper, while 
in the former they are carried in a separate vehicle. A tendee 
is generally mounted on six wheels, or in some cases on two 
bogies, and carries a larger supply of water and fuel than can 
be carried by tanks and the bunker of a tank engine. A tender, 
however, is so much dead-weight to be hauled, whilst the weight 
of the water and fuel in a tank engine cootautes largely 
to the production of adhesion. A classification may also be 
made, according to the work for which engines are designed, 
into passenger engines, goods engines, and shunting or switching 
engines. A convenient way of describing any type of engine 
Is by means of numerals indicating the number of wheels-- 
(t) in the group of wheels supporting the leading or chimney 
end, (2) in the group of coupled wheels, and (3) in the group 
supporting the trailing end of the engine. In the case where 
either the leading or trailing group of small wheels is absent 
the numeral o must be used in the series of three numbers used 
Iii the description. Thus 4-4-a represents a bogie engine with 
four-coupled wheels and one pair of trailing wheels, the wall. 
known Atlantic type; 4-*-2  represents a bogie engine with a 
single pair of driving-wheels and a pair of trailing wheels, 
0 -4-4 represents an engine with four-coupled wheels and a 
trailing bogie, and 4-4-0 an engine with four-coupled wheels 
and a leading bogie. A general description of the chief 
peculiarities of various kinds of locomotives is given in the 
following analysis of types— 

It) " Single-driver " type, 4-2-2 or a-a-a. Still used by 'cereal 
railways in Great Britain for service. but going 
out of favour: it is also found in France.iceP.I iednt often in Germany. 
Italy. and elsewhere in Europe. It is generally designed as • 4-2-2 
engine, but some old types are still running with only three axles 

2o 
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the 2-2-2. It is adapted for light, high-speed service. -  and noted 
for its simplicity, excellent riding qualities, low cost of maintenance, 
and high mechanical efficiency; but having limited adhesive weight 
it is unsuitable for starting and accelerating heavy trains. 

(2) " Four-coupled " type, 4-4-0, with leading bogie truck. 
For many years this was practically the only one used in America 
for all traffic, and it is often spoken of as the " American " type. 
In America it is still the standard engine for passenger traffic, but 
for goods service it is now employed only on branch lines. It has 
been extensively introduced, both in Great Britain and the continent 
of Europe, for passenger traffic, and is now the most numerous and 
popular class. It is a safe, steady-running and trustworthy engine, 
with excellent distribution of weight, and it is susceptible of a wide 
range of adaptability in power requirements. 

(3) " Four-coupled " three-axle type, 2-4—o. Used to some extent 
in France and Germany.  and considerably in England for passenger 
traffic of moderate weight. Engines of this class, with 78-inch 
driving wheels and the leading axle fitted with Webb's radial axle-but, 
for many years did excellent work on the London & North-Western 
railway. The famous engine " Charles Dickens " was one of t his 
class. Built in 1882, it had by the 12th of September tsos 
'performed the feat of running a million miles in qyears 219 days, 
and it completed two million miles on the 5th of August 1502, 
having by that date run 5312 trips with express trains between 
London and Manchester. 

(4) " Four-coupled " three-axle type, with trailing axle, 0-4-2. 
Used on several English lines for fast passenger traffic, and also 
on many European railways. The advantages claimed for it are: 
short coupling-rods, large and unlimited fire-box carried by a 
trailing axle, compactness, and great power for a given weight. 
Its critics, however, accuse it of lack of stability, and assert that 
the use of large leading wheels as drivers results in rigidity and 
produces destructive strains on the machinery and permanent say. 

(5) " Four-coupled " type, with a leading bogie truck and a 
trailing axle, 4-4-2. It is used to a limited extent both in England 
and on the continent of Europe, and is rapidly increasing in favour 
in the United States, where it originated and is known as the 
" Atlantic " type. It has many advantages for heavy high-speed 
service, namely, large and well-proportioned boiler, practically 
unlimited grate area, fire-box of favourable proportions for firing, 
fairly low centre of gravity, short coupling-rods, and, finally, a 
combination of the safe and smooth riding qualities of the four-
coupled bogie type, with great steaming capacity.  and moderate 
axle loads. Occasionally a somewhat similar type is designed with 
the bogie under the fire-box and a single leading axle forward under 
the smoke-box—an arrangement in favour for suburban tank 
engines. In still rarer cases both a leading and a trailing bogie 
ha,. been fitted. 

(6) " Six-coupled " with bogie, or " Ten-wheel " type, 4-6-0. A 
powerful engine for heavy passenger and fast goods service. It is 
used to a limited extent both in Great Britain and on the continent 
of Europe, but is much more common in America. The design 
combines ample boiler capacity with large adhesive weight and 
moderate axle loads, but except on heavy gradients or for unusually 
large trains requiring engines of great adh esion, passenger traffic 
can be more effm itand economically handled by four-coupled 
locomotives of the ht-wheel or Atlantic 

(7) " Six-coupled' total-adhesion typerFthe weight carried 
on the drivers), 0-6-0. This is the standar goods engine of Great 
Britain and the continent of Europe.. In America the type is used 
only for shunting. It is a simple design of moderate boiler power. 

(8) " Six-counI0 " type, with a leading axle, 2-6-0. This is 
of American ongm, and is there known as the " Mogul." It is 
used largely in America for goods traffic. In Europe it is in con-
siderable favour for goods and passeng er traffic on heavy gradients. 
The type is, however, less in favour than either the ten-wheel or 
the eight-coupled " Consolidation " for freight traffic. 

(9) Eight-coupled " total-adhesion type, o-8--o; now found 
on a good many English railways, and common on the continent 
of Europe for heavy slow goods traffic. In America it is comparatively 
infrequent, as total-adhesion types are not in favour. 

(to) " Eiy,ht-coupled • type, with a leading axle, 2-8--p. This 
originated in America, where it is termed the " Consolidation.' 
In the United States it is the standard heavy slow-speed freight 
engine, and has been built of enormous sire and weight. The type 
has been introduced in Europe, especially,  in Germany, where the 
advantages of a partial-adhesion type in increased stability and a 
larger boiler are becoming appreaated. Occasionally the American 
eight-coupled type has a bogie instead of a single leading axle 
(4-6-0), and is then termed a " Twelve-wheeler," or " Mastodon." 

(11) " Ten-coupled " type, with a leading axle. 3-10-0. This 
originated in America, where it is known as the " Decapod." it 
is used to a limited extent for mountain-grade goods traffic, and has 
the advantage over the " Consolidation " or eight-coupled type of 
lighter axle loads for a given tractive capacity. 

In addition to the foregoing list, various special locomotive 
types have been developed for suburban service, where high rates 
of acceleration and frequent stops are required. These are generally 
tank engines, carrying their fuel and water on the engine proper. 

Their boilers are of telatiVely huge proportioal be t he into wer 
and average speed, and the driving wheels of small &MK= 
large proportion of their total weight being " adhesive." ft- 
special types are in limited use for "rack-railways," and tip-
either by engagement of gearing on the locomotive into  s 4- 
between the track rails, or by a combination of this and rag edam. 

§ 20. Caren! Developments.—The demand of the peso 
day is for engines of larger power both for passenger and p 
service, and the problem is to design such engines villa 
limitations fixed by the 4 ft. SI in. gauge and the cfmem 
of the existing tunnels, arches, and other permanent ro-
The American engineer is more fortunately situated dual. 
English brother with regard to the possibility of a sole:_ 
aswill be seen from the comparative diagrams of eonstrx: 
gauges, figs. 23, 24, 25, 26. Fig. 23 shows the constmc 

Mos. 13-86. 

gauge for the London & North-Western railway, fig. u "-
for the Great Western ,  railway, fig. 25 that for the Gran Ea: -
railway, whilst fig. 26 gives a general idea of the Aar.: 
gauge in a particular case, generally typical, however, a 
American limits. In consequence of this increasing das-
for power, higher boiler pressures are being used, in soot 
225 lb per sq. in. for a simple two-cylinder engine, and 
volume is slightly increased with the necessary occult' , 

 meet of heavier loads on the coupled wheels to per 
necessary adhesion. Both load and speed have Mau. 
no much in connexion with passenger trains that 
necessary to divide the weight required for adhesion tier' 

three-coupled axles, and the type of engine gradually n' • 
into use in England for heavy express traffic is a sikos; 
engine with a leading bogie, with wheels which would '-'- 
been considered small a few years ago for the speed at 
the engine runs. The same -remarks apply to goods 
There is a general increase in cylinder power, boiler pro 
and weight, and in consequence in the number of coupled to 
Not only are the load and speed increasing. but the diet - - 
run without a stop are increasing also, and to avoid incur
the size of the tenders, water-troughs, first institults= 
J. Ranisbottom on the London & North-Western ts:' 
in r85g, have been laid in the tracks of the leadis2 r: 
lines of Great Britain. For local services where gra, . 
are frequent the demand, is for engines capable of 

At the beginning of 1938 the Great Western's bag P8 
 on its main lines was widened tog ft. 6 in. front a height of le 

rail level. 
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ccelerating the train to the journey speed. The nature of this 
robleas is illustrated by the numerical example in § co. When 
he service is frequent enough to give a good power factor 
ontinuously, the steam locomotive cannot compete with the 
lectric motor for the purpose of quick acceleration, because 
he motors applied to the axles of a train may for a short time 
bsorb power from the central station to an extent tar in excess 
f amything which a locomotive boiler can supply. 

With regard to the working of the. locomotive, J. Holden 
eveloped the use of liquid fuel on the Great Eastern railway 

a point beyond the experimental stage, and used it instead 
coal with the engines running the heavy express traffic of 

se line, its continued use depending merely upon the relative 
'whet price of coal and oil. Compound locomotives have 
rep tried, as stated in § z7, but the tendency in England is 
11 7C9•11 to the simple engine for all classes of work, though 
a the continent of Europe and in America the compound  

locomotive is largely adopted, and Is doing excellent work. A 
current development is the application of superheaters to 
ocomotives, and the results obtained with them are exceedingly 

promising. 
The leading dimensions of a few locomotives typical of English, 

American and European practice are given in Table XXf1 
(W. E. D.) 

Romeo Stoat • 

The rolling stock of a railway comprises those vehicles by 
means of which it effects the transportation of persons and 
things over its lines. It may be divided into two classes, 
according akit is intended for passenger or for goods traffic. 

Passenger Drain Stock.—In the 'United Kingdom, as in Europe 
generally, the vehicles used on passenger trains include first-
class carriages, second-class carriages, third-class carriages, 
composite carriages containing compartments for two or more 
classes of passengers, dining or restaurant carriages, sleeping 
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carriages, mall carriages or travelling past offices, luggage brake 
vans, horse-boxes and carriage-trucks. Passenger carriages 
were originally modelled on the stage-coaches which they 
superseded, and they are often still referred to as " coaching 
stock." Early examples had bodies about is ft. long, 6+ ft. 
wide and ft. high; they weighed 3 or 4 tons, and were 
divided into three compartments holding six persons each, or 
eighteen in all. 

The distinction into classes was made almost as soon as the 
railways began to carry passengers. Those who paid the highest 
fares (21d. or 3d. a mile) were provided with covered vehicles, 
on the roofs of which their luggage was carried, and from the 
circumstance that they could book seats in advance came the 
term " booking office," still commonly applied to the office 
where tickets are issued. Those who travelled at the cheaper 
rates had at the beginning to be content with open carriages 
having little or no protection from the weather. Gradually, 
however, the accommodation improved, and by the middle of 
the teth century second-class passengers had begun to enjoy 
" good glass windows and cushions on the seat," the fares they 
paid being about 2d. a mile. But though by an act of thee the 
railways were obliged to run at least one train a day over their 
lines, by which the fares did not exceed the " Parliamentary " 
rate of td. a mile, third-class passengers paying dd. or lid. a 
mile had little consideration bestowed on their comfort, and 
were excluded from the fast trains till 1872, when the Midland 
railway admitted them to all its trains. Three years later 
that railway did away with second-class compartments and 
improved the third class to their level. This action had the 
effect, through the necessities of competition, of causing travellers 
In the cheaper classes to be better treated on other railways, 
and the condition of the third-class passenger was still further 
improved when Parliament, by the Cheap Trains Act of 1883, 
required the railways to provide " due and sufficient " train 
accommodation at fares not exceeding id. a mile. In the 
United Kingdom it is now possible to travel by every train, with 
very few exceptions, and in many cases to have the use of 
restaurant cars, for id. a mile or leas, and the money obtained 
from third-class travellers forms by far the most important item 
in the revenue from passenger traffic. Since the Midland 
railway's action in 187s several other English companies have 
abandoned second-class carriages either completely or in part, 
and in Scotland they are entirely unknown. 

On the continent of Europe there are occasionally lour classes, 
but though the local fares are often appreciably lower than in 
Great Britain, only first and second class, sometimes only first 
class, passengers are admitted to the fastest trains, for which in 
addition a considerable extra fare is often required. In Hungary 
sad Russia a zone-tariff system is in operation, whereby the 
charge per mile decreases progressively with the length of the 
journey, the traveller paying according to the number of zones 
he has passed through and not simply according to the distance 
traversed. In the United States there is in most (uses nominally 
only one class, denominated first class, and the average fare 
obtained by the railways is about id. per mile per passenger. 
But the extra charges levied for the use of parlour, sleeping and 
other special cars, of which some of the best trains are exclusively 
composed, in practice constitute a differentiation of class, 
besides making the real cost of travelling higher than the figures 
just given. 

In America and other countries where distances are great 
and passengers have to spend several days continuously in a 

train skcping and restaurant cars are almost a necessity, 
ant sod and accordingly are to be found on most important 
erreskr through trains. Such cars in the United States are 
6.".  largely owned, not by the railway companies over 
whose lines they run. but by the Pullman Car Company, 
which receives the extra fees paid by passengers for their use. 
Siemlarly in Europe they are often the property of the Inter-
national Sleeping Car Company (Compegnie Internationale des 
Wagons-Lits), and the supplementary fares required from those 
who travel In them add materially to the cost of a journey. In  

the United Kingdom, where the distances are comparatively 
small, sleeping and dining cars must be regarded rather as 
luxuries; still even so, they are to be met with very flap hotly 
The first dining car in England was run experimentally by the 
Great Northern railway between London sad Leeds In Ara 
and now such vehicles form a commoa feature on express maim. 
being available for all classes of passengerus ears 
charge beyond the amount payable for f . The introduetioa 
of corridor carriages, enabling passengers to walk right through 
the trains, greatly increased their usefulness. The first English 
sleeping can made their appearance in 1873, but they were wry 
inferior to the vehicles now employed. In the most approved 
type at the present time a passage runs along one side of the 
car, and off it open a number of transverse compartments car 
berths resembling ships' cabins, mostly for one person only, sad 
each having a lavatory of its own with cold, and sometimes 
hot, water laid on. A charge of 7s. 6d. or lox, according to 
distance, is made for each bed, in addition to the first-clan fare 
In the United States the standard sleeping car has a mann 
alley, and along the sides are two tiers of berths, arranged 
lengthwise with the car and screened off from the alley by 
curtains. To some extent cars divided into separate compart-
ments are also in use in that country. On the continent of 
Europe the typical sleeping car has transverse compartments 
with two berths, one placed above the other. 

The first railway carriages in England had four wheels with 
two axles, and this construction is still largely employed 
especially for short-distance trains. Later, when 
increased length became desirable, in wheels with Amisalw  
three axles came into use; vehicles of this kind were 
made about 3o ft. long, and contained four compartments fa 
first-class passengers or five for second or third class, carrying 
in the latter case fifty persons. Their weight was in the 
neighbourhood of to toes. In both the four-wheeled and the 
six-wheeled types the axles were free to rise and fall on 'pricy 
through a limited range, but not to turn with respect to the 
body of the carriage, though the middle axle of the six-wheeled 
coach was allowed a certain amount of lateral play. Thus the 
length of the body was limited, for to increase it involved m 
increase in the length of the rigid wheel base, which was Incom-
patible with smooth and safe running on curves. (On the 
continent of Europe, however, six-wheeled vehicles are to he 
found much longer than those employed in Great Britain.) This 
difficulty is avoided by providing the vehicles with four axles 
(or six in the case of the largest and heaviest), mounted in pars 
(or threes) at each end in a bogie or swivel truck, which Wag 
pivoted can move relatively to the body and adapt itself to the 
curvature of the line. This construction 'was Introduced iota 
England from America shoat 1874, and has since been extensively 
adopted, being now indeed standard for main line stock. it 
soon led to an increase in the length of the vehicles; thus is 
1885 the Waged railway had four-wheeled bogie third-dem 
carriages with bodies 43 ft. long, holding seventy permits is 
*even compartments and weighing nearly s8 tons, and 6i/- 
wheeled bogie composite carriages, s4  ft. long and weighing 
23 tons, which LLICilldlid 3 first-clan and 4 third-dasa cons' 
partmcnts, with s cupboard for luggage, and held sa peesengtea 
The next advance, Introduced on the Great Western railway 
in 1892, was the adoption of corridor carriages having a mar 
along one side, off which the compartments open, and connected 
to each other by vestibules, so that it is possible to past from ewe 
end of the train to the other. This arrangement Involves 
further increase of length and weight. For instance, four-
wheeled bogie third-class corridor carriages employed on the 
Midland railway at the beginning of the loth century weigad 
nearly as tons, and bad bodies measuring so ft.; yet they held 
only 36 passengers, because not only had the number of esaa 
payments been reduced to six, as compared with seven Is the 
somewhat shorter carriage of sails, by the introduction al 
lavatory at each end. but each compartment bald only 
persons. instead of to, owing to the narrowing of its width 
the corridor. 
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It will be seen from theme particulars—which are typical of 
hat has happened not only on other British railways, but 
so on thaw of other countries—that much more space has 
• be provided and more, weight hauled for each passenger 
tan was formerly the case. Thus, on the Midland railway 

ings, each third-class passenger, supposing the carriage to 
Ave its full complement, wag allowed adz ft. of lineal length, 
td his proportion of the total weight was 51 cert. Las than 

years later the lineal length allowed each . had massed 
nearly 1.4 ft., and the weight to nearly is cwt. Passengers 
sleeping cars appropriate stiff more space and weight; in 

rest Britain some of these cars, though eso tons in weight 
sd over 6s ft. in length, accommodate only rt sleepers, each 
whom thus occupies nearly 6 ft. of the length and requires 

rer 31 tons of dead weight to be hauled. 
In America the long open double-bogie passenger cars, as 
iginally introduced by Rees Winans on the Baltimore & 
hie railway, are universally in use. They are distinguished 
scntially from the British type of carnage by having in the 
ntre of the body a longitudinal passage, about a ft. wide, 
hich rims their whole length, and each car having COMMUDICIM 

in with those on either side of it, the conductor, and also 
mdors of books, papers and cigars, are enabled to pass right 
sough the train. The can are entered by steps at each end, and 
e provided with lavatories and a supply of iced water. The 
ngth is ordinarily about so ft., but sometimes 8o or go ft. 
he seats, holding two persons, are placed transversely on 
ich side of the central passage, and have reversible backs, so 
at passengers can always sit facing the direction in which 
to train is travelling. Cars of this saloon type have been 
troduced into England for use an railways which have adopted 
nine traction, but owing to the narrower loading gauge of 
ritish railways it is not usually possible to seat four persons 
:loss the width of the car for Its whole length, and at the 
ids the seats have to be placed along the sides of the vehicle. 

considerable amount of standing room is then available, 
id those who have to occupy it have been nicknamed " strap-
lagers," from the fact that they steady themselves against 
to motion of the train by the aid of leather straps fized from 
to roof for that purpose. Cars built almost entirely of steel, 

which the proportion of wood is reduced to a minimum, 
used on some electric railways, in order to diminish danger 

om fire, and the same mode of construction is also being 
!opted for the rolling stock of steam railways. 
End doors opening on end platforms have always been 

saracteriatie of American passenger equipment. Their use 
secures a continuous passage-way through the train, 

`441. 
secures 

 but Is attended with some discomfort and risk when 
the train is In motion. The opening of the doors was apt 

•came a disagreeable draught through the car in cold weather, 
td passengers occasionally fell from the open platform, or 
ere Moen: from it, when the train was moving. To remedy 
tear defects vestibules were introduced, to enclose the plat-
cm with a housing so arranged as to be continuous when 
to cars are made up Into trains, and fitted with side doors 
r ingress and egress when the trains are standing. A second 
!vantage of the vestibule developed in use, for it was found 
sat the lateral swaying of the cam was diminished by the 
knee between the vestibule frames. The fundamental 
merican vestibule patent, issued to if IL Sessions of Chicago 

November r$87, covered • bowing in combination with a 
mical metaMe plate frame of the stoma contour of the 
tetra passage-way, which projected slightly beyond the line 

the couplings and was held out by horizontal springs top 
id bottom, being connected with the platform housing by 
adble come:dons at the top and sides and by sliding plates 
dew. A common form is illustrated in fig. 27. Subsequent 
eprovements on the Sessions patent have resulted Ina modified 
em of vestibule in which the housing is made the full width 
r the platform, though the contact plate and springs and the 
ruble connexions remain the same as before. The applica-
Se of vestibules is practically limited to ruins making long 

journeys, as it is an obstruction to the free ingress and egress 
of passengers on local trios that make frequent stops 

Flo. 37 —A " Vestibule "; the " lazyteongs " gate is folded away 
when two can are coupled together. gr. mg free passage from ad 
to end of the train. 

In the United States the danger of the stoves that used to 
be employed for heating the interiors of the cars has been 
realized, and now the most common method is by awe* 
steam taken from the locomotive boiler and circulated awe 
through the train in a line of piping, rendered con- W ar& 
tinuous between the cars by &sable coupling-hose. The 
same method is finding Increased favour in Great Britain, 
to the supersession of the old hot-water footwarmers. These 
in their simplest form are tam filled with water, which is heated 
by immersing them in a vowel containing boiling water. Is 
some cases, however, they are filled with fused acetate of sodat 
this salt is solid when cold, but when the can containing it is 
heated by immersion in hot water it liquefies, and in the process 
absorbs heat which is given out again on the change of state 
back to solid. Such cans remain warm longer than those con. 
editing only hot water. On electric railways the trains are 
heated by electric heaters. As to lighting, the of lamp has 
been largely displaced by gas and electricity. The former is 
often a rich oil-gas, stored in steel reservoirs under the coaches 
at a pressure of six or seven atmospheres, and passed through 
a reducing valve to the burners; these used to be of the 
ordinary fish-tail type, but inverted incandescent mantles are 
coming into increasing use. Gas has the disadvantage that 
in case of a collision its inflammability may assist any fire that 
may be started. Electric light is free from this drawback. 
The current required for it is generated by dynamos driven 
from the axles of the coaches. With " set" or " block" 
trains, that is, trains having their vehicles permanently coupled 
up, one dynamo may serve for the whole train, but usually 
a dynamo is provided for each coach, which Is then an 
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Independent unit complete ht Itself. It is necessary that the 
voltage of the current shall be constant whatever be the in-
crease of the speed of the train, and therefore of the dynamo. 
In most of the systems that have been proposed • this result 
is attained by electrical regulation; in one, however, a mech-
anical method is adopted, the dynamo being so hung that it 
allows the driving belt to slip when the speed of the axle exceeds 
a certain limit, the armature thus being rotated at, an approxim-
ately constant speed. In all the systems ac ,  umulatom are 
required to maintain the light when the train is at rest or is 
moving too slowly to generate current. 

In all countries passenger trains must vary in weight accord-
ing to the different services they have to perform; suburban 
worn trains, for example, meant to hold as many pas- 
ead 	sengers as possible, and travelling at low speeds, do not 
5P'ed 	weigh so much as long-distance expressc-,, which include 
dining and sleeping cars, and on which, from considerations of 
comfort, more space must be allowed each occupant. The speed 
at which the journey has to be completed is obAously another 
important factor, though the increased power of modern loco-
motives permits trains to be heavier and at the same time to 
run as fast, and often faster, than was formerll, possible, and 
in consequence the general tendency is towards increased 
weight as well as increased speed. An ordinary slow suburban 
train may weigh about zoo tons exdusive of the engine, and may 
be timed at an inclusive speed, from the beginning to the end 
of its journey, as low as 12 or ss m. an hour; while usually the 
fastest express trains maintaining inclusive speeds of 4V 45 m. 
anhour, and made up of the heaviest and strongest rolling stock, 
do not much exceed Soo tons in any country, and are often less. 
The inclusive speed over a long journey is of course a different 
thing from the average running speed, on account of the time 
consumed in intermediate stops; the fewer the stops the 'more 
easily is the inclusive speed increased, —hence the advantage of 
the non-stop runs of zso and we m. or more which are now 
performed by several railways in Great Britain, and on which 
average speeds of 54 or ss In. per hour are attained between 
stopping-places. Over shorter distances still more rapid running 
is occasionally arranged, and in Great Britain, France and the 
United States there are Instances of trains scheduled to main-
tain an average speed of 6o in. an hour or more between stops. 
Still higher speeds, up to 75 or even 80 m. an hour, are reached, 
and sustained for shorter or longer distances every day by 
express trains whine average speed between any two stopping-
places is very much less. But isolated examples of high speeds 
do sot give the traveller much information as to the train 
service at his disposal, for on the whole he is better off with a 
large number of trains all maintaining a good average of speed 
than sale service mostly consisting of poor trains, but leavened 
with one or two exceptionally fast ones. If both the number 
and the speed of the trains be taken into account, Great Britain 
is generally admitted stall to remain well ahead , of any other 
canary.. 

Goods Traks.—The vehicles used for the transportation of 
goods arc known as goods wagons or trucks in Great Britain, 
and as freight cars in America. The principal types to 
be found in the United Kingdom and on the continent of 
Europe are open wagons (the lading often protected from the 
weather by tarpaulin sheets), mineral wagons, covered or box 
wagons for cotton, grain, la., sheep and cattle trucks, Ike. 
The principal types of American freight cars are box cars, 
gondola cars, coal cars, stock can, tank cars and refrigerator 
ears, with, as in other countries, various special ears for special 
purposes. Most of these terms explain themselves. The 
gondola or flat car corresponds to the European open wagons 
and is used to carry goods not liable to be injured by the weather; 
bet in the United States the practice of covering the load with 
tarpaulins is unknown, and therefore the proportion of box 
can is much greater than in Europe. The long hauls in the 
United States make it specially important that the can should 
carry a had in both directions, and so boa cars which have 
carried . yea or merchandise one way are filled with wool,  

coal, coke, ore, timber and other coarse asides be 6e en 
journey. On this account It is common to put mall and 6c 
in American box oars, through which timber awl 
be loaded. 

The fundamental difference between Amedcaa hate n 
and the goods wagons of Europe and other lands it is can 
capacity., in Great Britain the mineral trucks ow aisle 
hold from 8 to zo tons (long tons, saao Ib), and the 
trucks rather less, though there are wafters  In  we WA 
as or is tons, and the specifications agreed to by the see 
companies associated in the Railway Clearing Home we 
private wagon owners (who own about es% of the ow 
stock run on the railways of the United Kingdom) to arle 
wagons holding so, 30, 40 and 56 tons. On the carte{ 
Europe the average carrying capacity is rather bow. dr-0 
wagons of less than so tons capacity are in use, may d 
originally rated at so tons have been rebuilt to hold ts.ae 
tendency is towards wagons of g-ao tons as asuman el 
others for special purposes holding 4o or 45 tons. 

The majority of the wagons referred to above szi map 
Lively short, are carried on four wheels, and am the se 
of wood. American cars, on the other hand, have hat eel 
mounted on two swivelling bogie-trucks of four idols* 
and are commonly constructed of steeL About de I 
average capacity differed little from that of British owl 
of • the present day, but by thas it bad grows to x 1 

 22 short tons (zoo° lb) and now it is probably at la. 
times that of European wagons. For years the smoderdtei 
cars have held 6o,0oo ib and now many carry Snow i 
zoo,000 lb; a few coal cars have even been built to 022 
200,000 lb. This high carrying capacity has worked is s' 
WW1 to reduce the cost of transportation. As or.* 
British zo-ton wagon often weighs about 6 tons ealpoi 
rarely much less than s tons; that ire the ratio of its es. 
paying load to its tare weight is at the best about a tot 
an American car with a capacity of zoo,coo lb may * 
only 40,000 Ib, and thus the ratio of its capacity to in 
weight is only about s to s. Hence less dead weight haul 
hauled for each ton of paying load. In addition the leave 
size of the American freight car has diminished the sacs 
on the fizst cost and the expenses of maintenance rei,„ 1 

to the work done; it has diminished to some extent the me 
of track and yard room required to perform a unit d 
it has diminished journal and rolling friction relativele 
tons hauled, since these elements of train resistance gee 1 

 Lively less as the load per wheel rises; and finally, it Ita et, 
 to reduce the labour costs as the train loads havebeadoe 

because no more men are required to liaadle a heavy use 6 
a light one. 

It is sometimes argued that ff these things are ensure 
country they must be true for another,and that in Great I 
for example, the use of more capacious cars would bat -° 
the cost of carriage. It may be pointed out, boons, d- 1  

social and geographical conditions are different its 
Kingdom and the United States, and in each coan 1  
methods of carrying goods and passengers have dew' 
in accordance with the requirements of those condincs 
the one country the population is duns, large urea 
numerous and close to one another, the greatest de o* 

 be travelled are sbott, and relatively a large per 
freight to be carried is merchandise and manufactucys r- ' 
consigned in small quantities. In the other mantel 
the opposite conditions exist. Under the first set of ow: 
quickness and flexibility of service are relatively more oXc-1  
than under the second set. Goods therefore are callessIr 
despatched promptly, and, to secure rapid transit, an 
in numerous wagons, each of which goes right thread 1  
destination, with the consequence that, so fat as litect"': 
cbandise is concerned, the weight carried in each is s W.' 
or less of its capacity. But ft full loads cannot be war 
small wagons, there is obviously no economy in awe 
larger ones. On the other hand, where, as in Amain, * 



swap on the pivot B. sad has an arm which extends backwards, 
practically at right angles with the working face of the hook, 

b 
Fro 28.—Antomatic Coupling for Freight Can (USA.). 

in a cavity in the head, and engages with the locking-pin C. 
This locking-pin is lilted by a suitable lever which extends to 
one or both sides of the car; lifting it releases the knuckle, 
which it then free to swing open, disconnecting the two cars. 
The knuckle stands open until the coupling is pushed against 
another coupling, when the two books turn on their pivots to 
the position shown in fig. as,, and, the locking-pin dropping 
into place, the couplers are made fast. This arrangement is 
only partly automatic, since it often happens that when two cars 
are brought together to couple the knuckles are closed and must 
be opened by hand. There are various contrivances by which 
this may be done by a man standing clear of the cars, but often 
he mist go in between their ends to reach the knuckle. 

This form of automatic coupler has now pined practically 
universal acceptance in the United States. To effect this 
result required many years of discussion and experiment. The 
Master Car Builders' Association, a great body of mechanical 
officers organised especially to being about improvement and 
uniformity in details of construction and operatioo, =premed 
its sense of the importance of " self-coupling " so far back as 
1874, but no device of the kind that could be considered useful 
had then hem invented. At that time a member of the Associa-
tion referred to the disappearance of automatic couplers which 
bad been introduced thirty or forty years before. This body 
pursued the subject with more or less diligence, and in alb laid 
down the principle that the automatic coupler should be ono 
acting in a vertical plane—that is,  the engaging hi= should be 
Lee to move up and down within a considerable range, in order 
to provide for the differences in the height of cars. By the fixing 
of this principle the task of the inventor was considerably 
simplified. In rffilr a committee reported that the couples 
question was the " knottiest mechanical problem that had eves 
been presented to the railroad," and over 4000 attempted 
solutions were on word in the United States Patent Office. 
The committee bad not found one that did not possess grave 
disadvantages, but concluded that the " principle of contact of 
the surfaces of vertical surfaces embodied in the Janney coupler 
afforded the best connexion for cars on curves and tangents "; 
and in 18117 the Association recommended the adoption of 
coupler of the Janney type, which, as developed later, is shown in 
fig. The method of omatructing the working faces of this 
coupler is shown in fig. sch The principle was patented, bat 
the company owning the patent undertook to permit its Lies use 
by railway companies which came members et the Master Car 
Builders' Association, and thus threw open the underlying 
principle to competition. From that time the numerous patents 
have had reference merely to details. Many different coupiers 
of the Janney type ant patented and made by different. fume, 
but the tendency lets equip new cars with one of only four or 
five standard makes. The adoption at automatic couplers was 
stimulated in some degree by laws enacted by the various states 
and by the United States; and the Safety Appliance Act paned 
by Congress in 1893 made it unlawful for railways to permit In 
be hauled on their lines after the of of January 1898 any oak 
used for interstate comment that was not equipped with 
couplers which coupled as meadcally by impact, and which 
could be uncoupled without the necessity for men going ia 
between the ends of the cars. The limit was extended to the 
tat of August !goo by the Interstate Commerce Ceennissies, 
which was given &actin in the matter. 

RAILWAYS 
volume of freight is raw material and exude food-Muffs, and 
the &Warms are great, a low charge per =it  nl transportation 
is more important than any considmatioo such as quickness 
of delivery; therefore full ear-lade of freight are maned 
into enormous mains, which inn entireties for distances of 
perhaps woo m. to a seaport or diatauting centre. 

The weight and speed of goods trains vary enormously 
moo:dies to local condition's, but the following figures, which 
wager refer to traffic on the Landau & North-Western 
end 	railway between London and Rugby, may be taken 
4."14 	as repel:mutative of good English practice. Coal 
Waits, excluding the engine, weigh up to Soo or 9oo tons. 
sad travel at from to 52 Si. so hour; ordinary goods or 
merchandise trains, weighing 430 tons, travel at from as to go ni. 
in hour; and quick merchandise trains with limited loads of 
loo toes make 35 to ao m. an hour. In the United States 
mineral and grain trains, naming at perhaps 12 Si. an hour, may 
weigh up to about 4000 toes, and loads of 2000 1016 are C00112011. 
Merchandise trains run faster and carry lens. Their speed must 
ibviously depend greatly  on topographical conditions. In the 
treat continental basin there am long lines with easy gradients 
and curves, while in the Allegheny and Rocky Mountains the 
radians are stiff, and the eaves 1111011/01111 and of abort radius 
such trains, therefore, range in weight from boo to ,Soo tons or 
men more, and the journey speeds from terminus to minima, 
nduding stops, vary from zs to 3o ra. an  hour, the Site of 
%inning drag in favourable circumstances to 40 or even to in. 
in hour. 

Corplers.—The mesas by which vehicles ere joined together 
Ma trains are of two kinds—automatic and nonautomatic, 
he difference between them being that with the leaner the 
Impact of two vehicles one on the other it sufficient to couple 
hem without any human hitereention such as is required with 
be latter. The common form of non-autensatie coupler, need 
n Great Britain for goods wagons, coneists of a chain and book; 
he chalet bangs loosely from a slot in the draw-bar, which 
erminates in • hook, and coupling is effected by slipping the 
Isain of one vehicle over the hook of the sect. For this opera- 
ion, or its reverse, a man has to go in between the wagons, 
&Mess, as in Great Britain, be Is provided with a coupiligatidt 
—that is, a pole having a peculiarly shaped hook at one end by 
which the chain can be caught and thrown on or of the draw-
sat hook. This coupling gear b pbced centrally between a 
mir of buffers; formerly these were often left " dead "—that is, 
mnsisted of solid prolongation of the frame of the vehicle, 
rat now they are made to work against springs which take up 
he shocks that occur when the wagons are thrown violently 
against one another in shunting. In British practice the chains 
consist of three links, and are of such a length that when fully 
:mended there is a space of a few inches between opposing 
suffers; this slack facilitates the starting of a heavy train, 
wince the engine is able to start the wagons one by one and the 
weight of the train is not throw* on It all at once. For passenger 
rains and occasionally for fast goods trains screw couphn- 	are 
atbstituted for the simple chains. In these the central

ge 
 bar 

which connects the two end links has screw threads cut upon it, 
and by means of a lever can be turned so as either to shorten 
he coupling and bring the vehicles together till their buffers 
are firmly pressed together, or to lengthen it to permit the end 
ink to be lifted oil the hook. 

Another form of coupler, which used to be universal in the 
linked States, though it has now been almost entirely super-
oled by the automatic coupler, was the " link and pin," which 
liffered fundamentally from the couplers commonly used In 
Europe, in the fact that It was a buffer as well as a coupler, no 
Me buffets being fitted. In It the draw-bar, connected through 

spring to the frame of the car, had at its outboard end a socket 
into which one end of a solid link was Inserted and tamed by a 
sin. The enential change from the link and pin to the auto-
matic coupler is in the outboard end or bead of the draw-bar. 
it socket that received the link is replaced by a hook, shown at 

in fig. *8, which Is usually called the Wad*. This balk 
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Automatic couplers resembling the Janney are adopted in 
*few special cases in Great Britain and other European countries, 

Fm. sq.—Development of the Working Faces of the Janney Coupler. 
The sides of the square are 6 in., and the centres AA are taken 
at a in. from the top and bottom of the square. The circles 
A'A', which are struck with 2-inch radius, define the first portion 
of the knuckle. The inner circle B has a radius of t g in. 
From its intersection with A'A' arcs are struck cutting B in two 
points. These intersections determine the centres of the semi-
circles CC which form the ends of the respective knuckles. These 
semicircles and the circles A'A' are joined by tangents and short 
arcs struck from the centre of the figure. 

but the great majority of couplings remain non-automatic. It 
may be pointed out that the general employment of side buffers 
in Europe greatly complicates the problem of designing a satis-
factory automatic coupling, while to do away with them and 
substitute the combined buffer-coupling, such as is used in the 
United States, would entail enormous difficulties in carrying 
en the traffic during the transition stage. 

Beaker.—In the United States the Safety Appliance Act of 
airs also forbade the railways, after the rat of January acid, 
to run trains which did not contain a "sufficient number" 
of cars equipped with continuous brakes to enable the speed 
to be controlled from the engine. This law, however, did not 
serve in practice to secure so general a use of power brakes 
on freight trains as was thought desirable, and another act 
was passed in ttios to give the Interstate Commerce Commission 
authority to prescribe what should be the minimum number of 
power-braked ears in each train. This minimum was at first 
fixed at 50%, but on and after the est of August tgo6 it was 
:abed to 75%, with the result that soon after that date practi-
cally all the rolling stock of American railways, whether passenger 
or freight, was provided with compressed air brakes. In the 
United Kingdom the Regulation of Railways Act 1889 em-
powered the Board of Trade to require all passenger trains, 
within • reasonable period, to be fitted with automatic con-
tinuo= brakes, and now all the passenger stock, with a few 
trilling exceptions, is provided with either compressed-air or 
vacuum brakes (see Bum), and sometimes with both. But 
goods and mineral trains so fitted are rare, and the same is 
the case on the continent of Europe, where, however, such brakes 
are generally employed on pueusger trains. (H. M. R.) 

lures-Usszle RAILWAYS 
The great concentration of population in cities during the 

bah century brought into existence a class of railways to 
which the name of Imre-urban may be applied. Such 

D 
 

erne 	hoes are primarily intended to supply quick means 
of passenger communication within the limits of cities, 

and are to be distinguished on the one hand from surface tram-
ways, and on the other from those portions of trunk or other 
lines which lie within city boundaries, although the latter may 
incidentally do a local or Infra•urban business. Intro-tubas 
railways, as compared with ordinary railways, are characterized 
by Madness of length, great oat per mile, and by a traffic 
almost =duskily passenger, the burden of which is enor-
mously heavy. Fee the purpose of connecting the greatest 
possible number of points of coacenteated travel, the fast  

railways were laid mend the boundaries of area approximately 
circular, the theory being that the short walk from the cir-
cumference of the drde to any point within ft would be es 
serious detention. It has been found, however, Is the one al 
such circular or belt railways, that the time lost lo Maven* 
the circle and in walking from the cirannfereoce to the centre 
is so great that the gain in journey speed over a direct surface 
tramway or omnibus is entirely lost. Later int:a-urban rail-
ways in nearly every cue have been built, so far as possible, 
on straight lines, radiating from the business centre or poise 
of maximum congestion of travel to the outer limits of the 
city; and, while not attempting to serve all the moieties 
through the agency of the Moe, make an effort to serve a patina 
in the best possible manner—that is, with direct trunk 

The actual beginning of the construction of intra-urbas 
railways was in au, when powers were obtained to build a 
line, si in. long, from Edgware Road to Ring's Cross, in Land" 
from which beginning the Metropolitan and Metropolitas 
District railways developed. These railways, which in pea 
are operated jointly, were given a circular location, but the 
shortcomings of this plan soon became apparent. It was fount 
that there was not sufficient traffic to support them as pleb 
intra-urban lines, and they have since been extended into the 
outskirts of London to reach the suburban traffic. 

The Metropolitan and Metropolitan District railways followed 
the art of railway building as it misted at the time they was 
laid out. Wherever possible the lines were constructed is 
open cutting, to ensure adequate ventilation; and where this 
was not possible they were built by a method suggestively 
named " cut and cover." A trench was first excavated to the 
proper depth, then the side walls and arched roof of brick woe 
put in place, earth was filled in behind and aver the arch, sad 
the surface of the ground restored, either by paving where 
streets were followed, or by actually being built over with 
houses where the lines passed under private property. Whine 
the depth to rail-level was too great for cut-and-cover methods, 
ordinary tunneling preemies were wed; and where the treed 
was too shallow for the arched root, heavy girders, Exortiso 
of cast iron, bridged it between the side walls, longitudied 
arches being turned between them (fig. so). 

— 4'N .• 	•se.  4f. r. 	ic — 

. 

4.•  a, ..4 ..? 	../" 
Fla 3a—Type-Section of Arched Covered Way, Metropolis 

District railway, London. 
The neat development in intra-urban railways was as domed 

line in the city of New Yock. Probably the lust suggesnag. 
 for as elevated railway was made by Colonel Stevens. d 

Hoboken, New Jersey, as early as Ass, when the whole sr Si 
railway construction was in its infancy. He proposed to build 
an elevated railway on a single line of posts, placed aloes the 
curb-line of the street: a suggestion which embodies not eels 
the general plan of an elevated structure, but the most strffial 
feature of it as subsequently built—namely, a railway supported 



Flo. 34—Electric Underground Rai way, Budapest. 
resting directly on the roof thus formed (fig. 34). The object 
was to bring the level of the station platforms as close to the 

to. vizciDouble-Column Elevated 
ure (halt-section). 
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by a single row of column. The first actual work, however, was 
tot begun till Oho, when the construction of as iron structure 

on a single row of columns was 
undertaken. The superiority, so 
far as the convenience of posses- 
ses is concerned, of an elevated 
over an underground railway, when 
both are worked by steam loco- 
motives, and the great economy 
and rapidity of coestruction, led to 
the quick development and exten- 
sion of this general design. By 
the year AO there were four 
parallel lines in the city of New 
York, and constructions of the 
same character had already been 
projected in Brooklyn and Chicago 
and, with certain modifications of 
details, in Berlin. In the year 
aloe an elevated railway was built 
in Liverpool, and in true a similar 
railway aru constructed in Boston, 
U.S.A., and the construction of a 
new one undertaken in New York. 
These elevated railways as a rule 
follow the lines of streets, and are 
of two general types. One (fig. 3t), 
the earliest form, consisted of a 

FIG. 3t.--Single-Column single row of columns supporting 
Elevated Structure. two lines of longitudinal girders 

&frying the rails, the lateral stability of the structure being ob-
Coed by anchoring the feet of the columns to their foundations. 

The other type (fig. 32) 
has two rows of columns 
connected at the top by 
transverse girders, which in 
turn carry the longitudinal 
girders that support the 
railway. In Berlin, on the 
Stadtbalur—which for a 
part of its length traverses 
private property—masonry 
arches, or earthen embank-
ments between retaining 
walls, were substituted far 
the metallic structure 
wherever possible. 

The next great develop-
ment, marking the third 
step in the progress of 
inter-urban railway con-
struction, took place in 
AM, when 3. H. Gestated 
(e.s.) began the City & 
South London railway, ex-
tending under the Thames 
from the Monument to 
Stocked!, a distance of 
3j ex Its promoters  re og- 
nired the unsuitability of 
ordinary steam locomotives 

underground railways, and intended to work it by means of 
enovios cable; but before it was completed, electric traction 
d developed so fa: as to be available for use on such lines. 
ctricity, therefore, and not the cable, was installed (fig. 33)• 
she details of construction the shield was the novelty. • In 

sseiple it had been invented by Sir Marc I. Bread for the con- 
tuction of the original Thames tunnel, and it was afterwards 
moved by Beach, of New York, and finally developed by 
estbeseL (For the details of the shield and method of its 
metiers. see Tunstat.) By means of the shield Great- 
IA cut a circular hole at a depth ranging from so to 8o ft. 

below the surface, with an external diameter of to ft. 9 IL; 
tow be lined with tau-iron segments bolted together, giving a 

."! f f I f La° 
Flo. &I.—Section of Tunnel and Electric Longenative. City a South 

Loudest railway. 
clear diameter of to ft. a in. Except at the shafts, which were 
sunk on proposed station sites, there was no interference with 
the surface of the streets or with street traffic during con-
struction. Two tunnels were built approximately parallel, 
each taking a single track. The cross-section of the cars was 
made to conform approximately to the section of the tunnel, 
the idea being that each train would act Mee • piston in a 
cylinder, expelling in front of it a column of air, to be forted 
up the station shaft next ahead of the train, and sucking down 
a similar column through the station shaft just behind. This 
arrangement was expected to ensure a sufficient change in air 
to keep such railways properly ventilated, but experience has 
proved ft to be ineffective for the purpose. This method of 
construction has been used for building other railways in 
Glasgow and London, and in the latter city alone the "tube 
railways " of this character have • length of some 40 M. 
The later examples of these railways have • diameter ranging 
from 13 to Ts ft. 

The fourth step in the development of inter-urban railways 
was to go to the other extreme from the deep tunnel which 
Greathead introduced. In 1893 the , construction was com-
pleted in Budapest of an underground railway with a thin, 
flat roof, consisting of steel beams set close together, with small 
longitudinal jack arches between them, the street pavement 



surface of the street as the height of the car itself would permit; 
hi the case of Budapest the distance is about co ft. This prin-
ciple of construction has since been followed in the construction 
of the Boston subway. of the Chemin de Fee MEtropolitain 
in Paris, and of the New York underground railway. The 
Paris line is built with the standard gauge  of 4  ft Si in., 
but its tunnels are designedly made of such a small cross-
section that ordinary main line stock cannot pass through 
them. 

The New York underground railway (fig. 33) marks a still 
further step in advance, in that there are practically two 
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In the operation of intreettban railways, steam locenetives, 
cables and electricity have severally been tried: the fist laves 
been used in the earlier examples of underground Imes 
and in the various elevated systems in the United 
States. The fouling of the sir that results from the 
steam-engine, owing to the production of carbonic acid gas sal 
of sulphurous fumes and aqueous vapour, is well knows, sal 
its use is now practically abandoned for underground working 
The cable is slow; and wdess development along new lies 
of compressed air or some sort ei chemical engine takes piste 
electricity will monopolize the field. Electricity is applied 

through a separate locomotive attached to the Ism 
of the train, or through motor carriages attache 
either at one end or at both ends of the train, et by 
putting a motor on every axle and so admire the 
whole weight of the train for traction, all the motto 
being under a single control at the head of the team 
or at any point. of the train for emergency. Ile 
distance between stations on intro-urban railways a 
governed by the density of local traffic and de 
speed desired to be maintained. As a general lurk Pm. gg.—New York Rapid Transit railway. showing also the tracks  

and conduits of the electric surface tramway. 	 the interval varies from one-quartet to one-hall 
on the express lines of the New York undersexed 

railway, the inter-station interval averages about i m. 
steam-worked lines the speed of trains is about r r to it a 
per hour, according to the distance between stations Lew 
practice takes advantage of the great increase in power the 
can be temporarily developed by electric motors dwing nit 
period of acceleration; this, in proportion to the weight of 
the train to be hauled, gives results much in advance of the 
obtained on ordinary steam railways. Since high aver* 
speed on a line with frequent stops depends largely on moiety 
of acceleration, the tendency in modern equipment is to secure 
as great an output of power as possible during the accelerates 
period, with corresponding increase in weight availsble bs 
adhesion. With a steam locomotive all the power is coerce 
tested in one machine, and therefore the weight on the drives 
available for adhesion is limited. With electricity, power on 
be applied to as many axles in the train as desired, and se de 
whole weight of the train, with its load, may be utilised 
necessary. Sometimes, as on the Central London taw,. 
the acceleration of gravity is also utilised; the different stater 
stand, as it were, on the top of a bill, so that outgoing true' 
are aided at the start by having a slope to run down. utak 
incoming ones are chocked by the rising gradient they encounter 

The cost of infra-urban railways depends not only on the 
type of construction, but more especially upon local coadkiem 
such as the nature of the soil, the presence of subsurface am  
structures, like sewers, water and gas mains, electric 
conduits, he.; the necessity of permanent underpinnieg car 
temporary supporting of house foundations, the cost of meanie 
land passed under or over when street lines are not follows,. 
and, in the case of elevated railways, the cost et sawn% 
easements of light, air and access, which the courts have tieff 
are vested in the abutting property. The cost of building nor 
ordinary two-track elevated railway according to Americas 
practice varies from $30o,o0o to Ssoo,000 a mile, exclusive ea 
equipment, terminals or land damages. The cost of construct 
ing the deep tubular tunnels in London, whose diameter is abets 
Is ft. exclusive. in like manner, of equipment, terminals or laid 
damages. is about (170,000 to lsoo.000 a mile. The cast el 
the Metropolitan and Metropolitan District railways of Losers 
varied greatly on account of the variations in commit:Wm 
The most difficult section—tamely, that under Cannon Street—
where the abutting buildings had to be underpinned, and a wry 
dense traffic maintained during consthiction while • mewed 
of sewers and mains was readjusted, coatat ill* rate of are 
Ls,000,000 a mile. The contract price of the New York wire 

ground railway, exclusive of the incidentals above tnestieett 
was 113500o,ewoher a s an., c4 which td re. are uelgergretswi and 
3 caw elevated. Ilse most dillicult portion of the med. 411 m d 
tow-tuck Wm, cost itiAoetoock (W. B. PJ 

different railways in the same structure. One pair of tracks 
is used for a local service with stations about one-quarter of 
a mile apart, following the general plan of operation in vogue 
on all other intra-urban railways. The other, or central, pair 
of tracks is for trains making stops at longer distances. Thus 
them is a differentiation between the long-distance traveller 
who desires to be carried from one extreme of the city to the 
other and the short-distance traveller who is going between 
points at a much less distance. 

To sum up, there are of intro-urban railways two distinct 
classes: the elevated and the underground. The elevated is 
used where the traffic is so light as not to warrant the expen-
sive underground construction, or where the construction of 
an devoted line is of no serious •detriment to the adjoining 
property. The underground is used where the congestion of 
traffic is so great as to demand a railway almost regardless 
of cost, and where the conditions of surface traffic or of 
adjoining property are such as to require that the rail-
way shall not obstruct or occupy any ground Above the 
surface. 

Underground railways are of three general types: the one 
of extreme depth, built by tunnelling methods, usually with 
the shield and without regard to the surface topography, where 
the stations are put at such depth as to require lifts to carry 
the passengers from the station platform to the street level. 
This type has the advantage of economy in first construction, 
there being the minimum amount of material to be excavated, 
and no interference during construction with street traffic or 
subsurface structures; it has, however, the disadvantage of 
the cost of operation of lifts at the stations. The other extreme 
type Is the shallow construction, where the railway is brought 
to the minimum distance below the street level. This system 
has the advantage of the greatest convenience in operation, 
no lifts being required, since the distance from the street initiate 
to the station platform is about is to acs ft.; it has the dis-
advantages, however, of necessitating the tearing up of the 
street surface during construction, and the readjustment of 
sewer, water, gas and electric mains and other subsurface 
structures, and of having the gradients partially dependent on 
the surface topography. The third type is the intermediate 
one between those two, followed by the Metropolitan and 
Metropolitan District railways, in London, where the railway 
has an arched roof, built usually at a sufficient distance 
below the surface of the street to permit the other sub-
surface structures to be in the ground shove the crown 
of the arch, and when the station platforms are from so 
to so ft. beneath the surface of the street—a depth not 
sufficient to warrant the introduction of lifts, but enough to 
be inconvenient. 
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-LIGHT RAILWAYS 

The term fight railways is somewhat vague and indefinite, 
and therefore to give a precise definition of its significance is 

not an easy matter. No adequate definftion is to be 
01•11 imum .  found eves in the British statute-book; for although 

parliament has on different occasions parsed acts 
dealing with such railways both in Great. Britain and Ireland, 
it has not inserted in any of them a dear and sufficient statement 
of what it intends shall be understood by the term, as dis-
tinguished from an ordinary railway. Since the passing of the 
Light Railways Act of 1896, which did not apply to Ireland, it 
is possible to give a formal definition by suing that a light 
railway is one constructed wider the provisions of that act; 
but it must be noted that the commissioners appointed under 
that act have authorized many lines which in their physical 
characteristics are indistinguishable from street tramways 
constructed under the Tramways Act, and to these the 'term 
light railways would certainly not be applied in ordinary parlance. 
Still, they do differ from ordinary tramways in the important 
fact that the procedure by which they have been authorised is 
sinipkr and cheaper than the methods by which special private 
sets of parliament have to be obtained for tramway projects. 
Economy in capital outlay and cheapness in construction is 
zdeed the characteristic generally associated with light railways 
by the public, and implicitly attached to them by parliament 
in the act of 1896, and any simplifications of the engineering 
or mechanical features they may exhibit compared with the 
standard railways of the country are mainly, if not entirely, due 
to the desire to keep down their expenses. 

The saving of cost is effected in two ways: (t) instead of 
having to incur the expenses of a protracted inquiry before 
parliament, the promoters of a light railway under the act of 
0396 make an application to the light railway commissioners, 
who then hold a local inquiry, to obtain evidence of the usefulness 
of the proposed railway, and to hear objections to it, and, if they 
are satisfied, settle the draft order and hand it over to the Board 
of Trade for confirmation. The Board may reject the order 
if it thinks the scheme to be of such magnitude or importance 
that it ought to come under the direct consideration of parlia-
ment, or it may modify it in certain respects, or it may remit it 
to the commissioners for further inquiry. Bet once the order 
is confirmed by the Board, with or without modifications, it 
has effect as if it had been enacted by parliament, and it cannot 
afterwards be upset on the ground of any alleged irregularity 
in the proceedings. (a) The second source of economy is to bo 
!ought in the reduced cost of actually making the line and of 
working it when made. Thus the gauge may be narrow, the 
line single, the rails lighter than those used in standard practice, 
while deep cuttings and high embankments may be avoided by 
permittbig the curves to be sharper and the gradients steeper: 
inch points conduce to cheapness of construction. Again, 
Ow speeds, light Mods, less stringent requirements as to 
continuous brakes, signals, block-working and interlocking, 
'6'd-crop:rings, stations, fic., tend to cheapness in working. 'On 
.he lima actually authorized by the Board of Trade under the 
1896 act the normal minimum radius of the CUM* has been 
lied at about boo ft.; when a still smaller radius has been 
tecessary, the speed has been reduced to to tn. an hour and a 
guard-rail insisted on inside the curve. Again, the speed has 
seen restricted to ao in. an hour on long inclines with gradients 
;teepee than r in 5o, and also on a tine which had scarcely any 
freight portions and in which there were many curves of boo ft. 
"'dim and gradients of t in 5o. In the cast of a line of 54 h. 
Matte. with a ruling gradient of 1 in 40, a maximum speed of 
5 m. an hour and a minimum radius of curve of 300 ft. have 

seen prescribed- Curves of still smaller radius have entailed a 
maximum speed of to m. an hour, It must be understood 
that railway described as " light " is not necessarily built of 
narrower gauge slum the standard. Many lines, indeed, have 
been designed oe the normal 4 ft. St in. gauge, and laid with 
rails weighing from so to 7o lb per yard; a flat-footed 60 lb tail,  

with the axle load limited to sa tom, has the sdvatitage for nth 
lines that it permits the employment of a proportion of the 
locomotives used an meat lines. The orders actually granted 
have allowed gob, 56 lb, 6o lb and 70 lb rails, with correspond-
ing alit loads of zoos, 14 and s6 tons. On a line of s ft. gauge, 
sails of 4o lb have been sanctioned. Ica regard to fencing and 
precautions at level-crossings, lees rigid requirements may be 
enforced than with standard railways; and in some cases where 
Mies are Shay to be few, it has been provided that the normal 
position of the gates at crossings shall be across the line. Again; 
if the speed is low and the trains infrequent, the signalling 
arrangements may be of a very simple and inexpensive kind, or 
even dispensed with altogether. , It should be mentioned that 
the act provided that the Treasury might advance a portion of 
the money required for a line in cases where the council of any 
county, borough or district had agreed to do the same, and 
might also make a special advance M aid of a light railway 
which was certified by the Board of Agriculture to be better 
Mid to agriculture in any cultivated district, or by the 
Board of Trade to furnish a means of communication between 
a fishing-harbour and a market in a district where it would not 
be constructed without special insistence from the state. 

As a general classification the commbsioners have divided 
the schemes that have come before them into three classes: 
(A) those which like ordinary railways take their own line across 
country; (B) thaw in COODWOMI with which it is proposed 
to me the public roads conjointly with the ordinary road baffle; 
and (Neutral) which includes inclined railways worked with a 
rope, and lines which possess the conditions of A and B in about 
equal porportions. 

The Light Railways Act 1896 was to remain in force only 
until the end of ISOT unless continued by parliament, but it 
was continued year by year under the Expiring Laws Continul 
ante Act. IC ;got the president of the Board of Trade intro, 

 duced a bill to continue the act until loon, and to amend it so 
as to make it authorise the construction of a light railway on 
any highway, the object being to abolish the restriction that a 
light railway should run into the area of at least two local 
authorities; but it was not proceeded with. Towards the end 
of toot a departmental committee of the Board of Trade was 
formed to consider the Light Railways Act, and in 1902 the 
president of the Board of Trade (Mr Gerald Balfour) stated that 
as a result of the deliberations of this committee, a new bill 
had been drafted which he thought would go very far to meet 
all the reasonable objections that had been urged against the 
present powers of the local authorities. This bill, however, 
was not brought forward. In July too3, Lord Wolverton, on 
behalf of the Board of Trade, Introduced a bill to continue 
and amend the Light Railways Act. It provided that the 
powers of the light railway commissioners should continue 
until determined by parliament, and also provided, infer alio, 
that in cases where the Board of Trade thought, under section WI 
subsection (3) of the original act, that a proposal should be 
submitted to parliament, the Board of Trade itself might 
submit the proposals to parliament by bringing in a bill for 
the confirmation of the light railway order, with a special report 
upon it. Opposition on petition could be heard before a select 
committee or a joint committee as in the case of private bills. 
The bill was withdrawn on the nth of August 1903, Lord 
Morley appealing to the Board of Trade to bring in a mere 
comprehensive measure to amend the unsatisfactory. state el 
legislation in relation to tramways and light railways, In 
5904 the president of the Board of Trade brought in a bill on 
practically the same lines as the amending bill of Taos. It 
reached second reading but was not proceeded with. Similes 
amending bills were introduced in the 19o5 and loon tendons, 
but were withdrawn. During the Ow ten years after the 
act came into force 545 applications for orders were received, 
353 orders Were made. and 182 orders were confirmed. The 
orders confirmed were for r73r in., involving as -estimated 
capital expenditure of £55,770,384. At the end of 1906 only 
50o ns. had been opened for traffic, and the mileage of lines 
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opened was much lees In proportion to the mileage sanctioned 
in the case of lines constructed on their own land than in the 
case of lines more of the nature of tramways. (In other 
countries where the mileage of main lines of railways in pro-
portion to area and population is roughly the same as in the 
United Kingdom, the mileage of light railways already con-
structed is considerable, while many additional lines are under 
construction. At the end of 1903 there were 6130 111. workipg 
in France, costing on an average fASoo per mile, earning ii75 
per mile per annum; 3730 miles in Prussia costing Lotto per 
mile, earning 1,310 per mile per annum; zoo m. in Belgium 
at L34co per mile, earning bus per mile per annum.) The 
average cost per mile in Great Britain on the basis of the 
prescribed estimates is L586o, but this figure does not include 
the cost of equipment and does not cover the whole cost of 
construction. According to the light railway commissioners, 
experience satisfied them (a) that light railways were much 
needed in many parts of the country and that many of the lines 
proposed, but not constructed, were in fact necessary to admit 
of the progress, and even the maintenance, of existing trade 
interests; and (6) that improved means of access were requisite 
to assist in retaining the population on the land, to counteract 
the remoteness of rural districts, and also, in the neighbourhood 
of industrial centres, to cope with the difficulties as to housing 
and the supply of labour. They pointed out that while during 
the first five years the act was in force there were 315 applica-
tions for orders, during the second five years there were only 
143 applications, and that proposals for new lines had become 
less numerous owing to the various difficulties in carrying 
them to a successful completion and to the difficulty of raising 
the necessary capital even when part of it was provided with 
the aid of the state and of the local authorities. They ex-
pressed the opinion that an improvement could be effected 
enabling the construction of many much-needed lines by an 
amendment of some of the provisions of the Light Railways 
Act, and by a reconsideration of the conditions under which 
financial or other assistance should be granted to such lines by 
the state and by local authorities. 

The so-called light railways in the United States and the 
British colonies have been made under the conditions peculiar 
to new countries. Their primary object being the development 
and peopling of the land, they have naturally been made as 
cheaply as possible; and as in such cases the cost of the land is 
inconsiderable, economy has been sought by the use of lighter 
and rougher permanent way, plant, rolling stock, &c. Such 
railways are not " light " fa the technical sense of having been 
made under enactments intended to secure permanent lowness 
of cost as compared with standard lines. On the continent 
of Europe many countries have encouraged railways which are 
light in that sense. France began to move in Ibis direction 
in 1865, and has formulated elaborate provisions for their 
construction and regulation. Italy did the same in its laws 
in 1873, 1879, 1881, 1887 and 1889; and Germany fostered 
enterprise of this kind by the imperial edicts of 1875, 1878 
and 1893. Holland, Hungary and Switzerland were all early 
in the field; and Belgium has succeeded, through the in-
strumentality of the semi-official Socifte Nationale de Chemins 
de Fer Vicinaux, started in t885, in developing one of the, most 
complete systems of rural railway transport in the world- 

In France the lines which best corner; and to British light railways 
are called Chemtns de fee dnrterii 10 r. These are regulated by 

• decree No. 11,264 of b' I August 1881, which the 
rlaaas  Ministry of Public Works i,.  charged to carry out The 
model " form of regulation " Lays dos. the scales of the drawings 
and the information to be shown then 's. For the first installation 
a single line is prescribed, but the meassirmairs must provide 
space and be prepared to double when r.iquired. The gauge may be 
either 1•44 metres (4 ft. 8.7 in.). or t setre (3 ft. 3.37 in.), or •5 
metre (2 ft. 5-5 in.). The radius of IrVeS for the 1•44 m. gauge 
Tun not be less than 250 metres, to. metres for the 1 m. gauge 
and So metres for the •75 m. gauge. straight length of not less 
than 6o metres for the largest gauge an 1 4o metres for the smallest 
must be made between two curves hiaving opposite directions. 
Except in special cares, gradients mu:;. not exceed 3 in too; and  

between gradients in the opposite sense these must be am lees dim 
6o metres of level for 1•44 m. and so menu ler t sa. and -73 a. 
gauges. The position of stations and etoire7plams is semukril 
by the council of the department. The undertaking. once 
is regarded as a week of public utility an the undinta see 
invested with all the rights that a public department would hew 
in the case of the carrying out of public works. At the end el err 
period of the concession the apartasent comas into peseemica d 
the road and all Its fixed appurtenances, and In the lane five Juan 
of the period the &parent& has the right to enter into pCilletzwl 
of the line, and any the revenue to putting it into a thoroco 
state of repair. It has also the right to purchase the mope. 
takingat the end of the first fifteen years, the am praise el eh 
preceding seven years to govern the calculatica of the 
price. 	e maximum 1st, 2nd and 3rd class passenger =r7 
per kilometre, •67 f. 	-05o f. •55d.) and -037 E (.34a 
respectively, when the trains are Awn at gran& Masa", dim funs 
including 3o kilogrammes weight of personal baggage. 

In Belgium a public company under government control (" Sand 
Nationak de Chemins de Fer VIcinaux ") does MI that is Feast 
forms the responsibility of the Ministry of the Interior 
and of the prefect of the departnie.at. Over an average ad"' 
of years it appears that 27 of the capital wet was fame hi 
the state, 28% by the province., 0-9% by the masseuses 8.1 
4•04 by private individual& At the end of teog there eer 
aoS5 al, in operation, and the total mileage authorised was stet 
while the construction of a considerable further mileage was warn 
consideration. As far as possible, thew railways are laid been 

i roads, in preference to independent formation- the per ms
way costs f977 per mile in the former as against km in the Imo 
If laid In pav ing, the price varies between Lit and (2246 pe 
mile. Through villages, and where roads have to be creme& ns 
line is of the usual tramway type. The line is of t men: gags 
with steel rails we-airing 21 kilos (42 11311 per yard. In the tam 
a deeper rail is used, weighing about 60 per yard. In three le•• 
of the Vietnam system, in the aggregate 45 m. in length. +. 
sharpest curves are 3o metres, 33 metres and so metres reeperten- 
There are gradients of s in so and s in 25. The speed as tree 
to 3o kilometres (about m.) in the country and 6 ca. par hew a 
towns and through villages. 

In Italy many railways which otherwise fulfil the oneditiam • 
a light railway are constructed with a gauge ei 4 It  be is. Th 
weights are governed by what the railway has to are, 	erasand the speed. Light locomotives, light rails had light 
rolling stock are employed. There are no bridges. owes* eke 
watercourses occur. Cuttings are reduced to a misissum: axe 
where the roads are sufficiently wide, the rails are laid os m 
margins. The advantav of uniformity of gauge is in she me • 
trucks far goods which belong to the rolling stock of the main Ix, 
In Italy these railways are called "economic railwaye„—  ass

i  divided into five types. Types I.. II. and III. are at 4 ft. 
gauge, type IV. at 015 m, and type V. of wper nu; .biat ale a:. 
is no example of type V., the classifioation is penctwatterr 
t•445 m. 81 in.) and one of film aft. o-3 se.). Tbs c•_ 
difference between the first three types 

s 
 in the weighs 

and rolling stock and in the radius of the curves. The nod We 
railway of Italy is that of type Pi • ei•iee e-ne ex. ty  ft.  05 
weight of rails, ix (26.c, 1h) to 7o ■ 44 It.) lolo, mean Imed 
axle. 6 tons; minimum t carve. 7t2 m. (229 It. 2.6 in. ■ radios: weal 
of formation, 3.50 111.1 ft. 5.5 in ); top width of team. V•16 is 
(6 ft. to., in.)•, depth0 ballast under sleepers, o.to m. 
maximum gradient, t in 50; length of sleepers. 1.70 m. (sit-61d is 
width between parapets and width of tunnels t sn. over ma, s 
carriage; height of tunnels. 5 m. (16 ft. 4.85 in ; locasner.--• 
maximum weight per axle 6 tons, rigid wheel As

., 
Nilo es. 

10.86 in.). diameter of driving-wheels n m. (3 ft. 3.37 a.). 
In Germany the use of light railways (Klein-buA um) • ewe 

great strides. The gauges in use vary considerabl betimairia 
31 in., the steward narional gauge. and t ft. 1 t ; 111, 
which appears to be the smallest in use. They are under 
the control of the Post and Telegraph department, the state Isis 
leans to encourage the undertakings; the authorities in the.preiesen 
and communes also give support in various ways, and meow owe. 
conditions, to public bodies ar_private persons who desire to pres.• 
or embark in the industry. These conditions as well as the *re 
of control over the construction and working of the Bay& me lie 
to the regulatioa of the provincial governments Simian ►  -w 
Name authorities decide foe themselves the condition ender M.o. 
the public roads may be used, and the precautions for public elfin. 
all subject to the confirmation of the imperial government. 

What are known as "portable railways" should be lacher• 
in the same category as light railways With a 24 la. ps 
lines of a portable kind can be made very handily and Awes 
the coat is very much less than that of a permanently a.m. 

constructed light railway. The simplicity is great; 
they can be quickly mounted and dismounted; the am"- 

 gauge can be perfectly maintained; -the sections of rant as. 
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sleepers (which are of hen) are very portable, and skilled labour 
is not reqtdred to lay or to take them up; the making of a 
" turnout " is easy, by taking out a x 5 ft. section of the way 
and substituting a section with points and crossings. The safe 
load per wheel satin between 12 cwt. on a 10 in. i6 tt, wheel 
and 4o cwt. on as :8 in. 56 lb wheeL The rolling stock Is con-
structed either for farm produce or heavy minerals, the latter 
holding to to 27 cub. ft. For timber, 4 or s ft. bogies can 
be used.' A useful wagon for agricultural transport on a 24 in. 
gauge line is 16 ft. long by s ft. wide; It weighs ys cwt. and 
costs Lo. A portable line of this kind will have so lb steel rails 
and 2112 steel sleepers-4 ft. 6 in. long—to a mile, laid 2 ft. 6 in. 
apart centre to centre. The total cost per mile of such a line, 
including all bolts, nuts, flab-plates and fastenings, ready for 
laying, delivered in the United Kingdom, is under ;(Soo a mile. 

See Evans Austin, The Light Railways Ad 1896, which con-
tains the rules of the Board of Trade; W. H. Cole, Lied Railways 
at dome God Abroad; Lieut.-Col. Addison, Report to the Board of 
Trade (1864) cis Lsght Railways in Belgium. (C. E. W.; E. Ga.) 

RAINBACH„ ABRAHAM (1776-1843), English line-engraver, 
a Swiss by descent, was born in London in 1776. Educated at 
Archbishop Tenison's Library School, he was an apprentice to 
J. Hall the engraver from 1789 to 1796. For nine years part of 
his working-time was devoted to the study of drawing in the 
Royal Academy and-  to executing occasional engravings for the 
booksellers, whilst his leisure hours were employed in painting 
portraits in miniature. Having formed an intimacy with Sir 
David Wilkie, Raimbach in 0312 began to engrave some of that 
master's best pictures. At his death, in 1843, be held a gold 
medal awarded to him for his " Village Politicians " at the 
Paris Exhibition of 18:4. He was elected corresponding member 
of the Institute of France in 1835. 

RADIUM% FERDINAND (1790-1836), Austrian actor and 
dramatist, was born on the 1st of June x79o, in Vienna. In 
1814 he acted at the Joseistlidter Theater, and in 2817 at the 
Leopoldstadter Theater. In 1823 be produced his first play, 
Des Besometermaeher oaf der Zaubcrinsel, which was followed 
by Der Damon' des Ceiderkonigs (*824) and the still popular 
BMW' all lid/look. The last-mentioned play, which appeared 
in 1826, Der Alpeddinig and der Mesuckeefeind (1828) and Der 
Vessarmender (1833) are Raimund's masterpieces. He com-
mitted suicide on the sth of September 1836, owing to the fear 
that be had been bitten by a mad dog. Raimund was a master 
of the Viennese Passe or farce; his rich humour is seen to 
best advantage in his realistic portraits of his fellow-citizens. 

Raimund's Sdnalieke Werke (with biography by J. N. Vogl) 
appeared in 4 sues. (1 837); they have been also edited by K. Glossy 
and A. Sauer (4 vols., 1881; 2nd ed., 186:), and a selection by L. 
Castle 0903). Sec E. Schmidt in Ciaralderislikaa vol. i. (1836); 
A. Farinelli. &alp:user mod Radium' (03971s L A. Frank!, ZNI 
Biographies F. Ratatumts (*884); and w.pmially A. sauces  article 
in the A 11 MN. Deutsche Bwgragskie. 

• RAIN (0.E. nen; the word is common to Teutonic languages, 
d, Ger. Retest, Swed. and Dan. ran; it has been connected 
with Lat. titan., to wet, Gr. Potato), the water vapour of the 
atmosphere when condensed into drops large enough to be 
precipitated upon the earth. Hence the term is extended to 
signify the fall of such drops in a shower, and in the plural, " the 
rains," it signifies the rainy seasons in India and elsewhere where 
under normal climatic conditions such seasons are clearly dis-
tinguished from the dry. A rain-band is " a dark band in the 
solar spectrum, caused by the presence of water-vapour in the 
atmosphere" (New Ede. Diet.); a rain-gauge is an instrument 
used to measure the amount of rainfall (see Menolosoce, where 
the whole subject of precipitation is fully treated). 

RAIN, formerly known as the iris, the coloured rings 
seen in the heavens when the light from the sun or moon shines 
on falling rain; on a smaller scale they may be observed when 
sunshine falls on the spray of a waterfall or fountain. The 
bows assume the form of concentric circular arcs, having their 
common centre on the line joining the eye of the observer to the 
sun. Generally only one bow is clearly seen; this is knows as 
the Primary miaow; it has, an angular adios of shoot 4e,  

and exhibits a fine display of the colours of the spectrum, being 
red on the outside and violet on the inside. Sometimes an 
outer bow, the secondary rainbow, is observed; this is much 
fainter than the primary bow, and it exhibits the same play of 
colours, with the important distinction that the order is reversed, 
the red being inside and the violet outside. Its angular radius is 
about se. It is also to be noticed that the space between the 
two bows is considerably darker than the rest of the sky. In 
addition to these prominent features, there are sometimes to be 
seen a number of coloured bands, situated at or near the summits 
of the bows, close to the inner edge of the primary and the 
outer edge of the secondary bow; these are known as the 
spurious, supernumerary or complementary rainbows. 

The formation of the rainbow in the heavens after or during 
a shower mist have attracted the attention of man in remote 
antiquity. The earliest references are to be found in the various 
accounts of the Deluge. In the Biblical narrative (Gen. ix. xle-x 7) 
the bow is introduced as a sign of the covenant between God and 
man, a figure without a parallel in the other accounts. Among 
the Greeks and Romans various speculations as to the cause of 
the bow were indulged in; Aristotle, in his Meteors, erroneously 
ascribes it to the reflection of the sun's rays by the rain; Seneca 
adopted the same view. The introduction of the idea that the 
phenomenon was caused by refraction is to be assigned to 
Vitellio. The same conception was utilized by Theodoric of 
Vriberg, a Dominican, who wrote at some time between 1304 
and 1311 a tract entitled De radialibus inepressionibus, in which 
he showed how the primary bow is formed by two refractions 
and one internal reflection; i.e. the light enters the drop and is 
refracted; the refracted ray Is then reflected at the opposite 
surface of the drop, and leaves the drop at the same side at which 
it enters, being again refracted. It is difficult to determine the 
influence which the writings of Theodoric had on his successors; 
his works were apparently unknown until they were discovered 
by G. B. Venturi at Basel, partly in the city library and partly 
in the library of the Dominican monastery. A full account, 
together with other early contributions to the science of light, is 
given in Venturi's Commented roped la aerie de la Teoria del 
Mica (Bologna, 1814). John Fleischer (sometimes incorrectly 
named Fletcher), of Breslau, propounded the same view in a 
pamphlet, De Midas's doctrina Aristoteld et Vitellonis (1574); 
the same explanation was given by Franciscus Maurolycus in his 
Pkorisnd de famine d umbra (1575). 

The moat valuable of all the earlier contributions to the 
scientific explanation of rainbows is undoubtedly a treatise 
by Marco Antonio de Dominis (1566-1624), archbishop of 
Spalatro. This work, De radiis visas d bids in odds perspec-
lids el iride, published at Venice in 1611 by J. Bartolus, although 
written some twenty yens previously, contains a chapter 
entitled " Vera iridis tots generatlo explicatur," in which it is 
shown how the primary bow is formed by two refractions and 
one reflection, and the secondary bow by two refractions and two 
reflections. Descartes strengthened these views, both by experi-
ments and geometrical investigations, in his Mdeors (Leiden, 
1637). He employed the law of refraction (discovered by 
W. Snellius) to calculate the radii of the bows, and his theoretical 
angles were In agreement with those observed. His methods, 
however, were not free from tentative assumptions, and were 
considerably improved by Edmund Halley (Phil. Trans., nem, 
7 14). Descartes, however, could advance no satisfactory 
explanation of the chromatic displays; this was effected by 
Sir Isaac Newton, who, having explained how white light is 
composed of rays possessing all degrees of refrangibility, was 
enabled to demonstrate that the order of the colours was In 
perfect accord with the requirements of theory (see Newton's 
Opticks, book i. part 3, prop. 9). 

The geometrical theory, which formed the basis of the investi-
gations of Descartes and Newton, afforded no explanation of 
the supernumerary bows, and about a century elapsed before 
an explanation was forthcoming. This was given by Thomas 
Young, who, in the Bakerian lecture delivered before the Royal 
Society en the 24th of November 0103, spoiled his principle 
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of the interference of light to this phenomenon. His not wholly 
satisfactory explanation was mathematically examined in 1835 
by Richard Potter (Cara. Phil. Trans., 1838, 6, 141), who, 
while improving the theory, left a more complete solution to 
be made in 1838 by Sir George Bidden Airy (Comb. Phil. Trans., 
t838, 6, 379). 

The geometrical theory first requires a consideration of the path 
of a ray of fight falling upon a transparent sphere. Of the total 

amount of light falling on such a sphere, part is reflected or 
Owe scattered at the incident surface, so rendering the drop 
°NI."'visible, while a part will enter the drop. Confining our 
"'my* attention to a ray entering in a principal plane, we will 
determine its deviation. i.e. the angle between its directions of 
incidence and emergence, after one, two, three or more internal 

reflection:. Let EA be a ray incident at 
an angle (fig. t); let AD be the refracted 
ray, and the angle of refraction. Then 
the devi ion experienced by the ray at 
A is i-t If the ray suffers one internal 
reflectioi at D, then It is readily seen that, 
if DB be the path of the reflected ray, the 
angle AD B equals 2r, i.e. the deviation of 
the ray at D is sr.  - an At B, where the 
ray leaves the drop, the deviation is the 

Ft°. 1. 	same as at A, viz. s-r. The total devia- 
tion of the ray is consequently give n by D ■ a(i-r)-i-a--2r. 

Similarly it may be shown that each internal reflection introduces 
a supplementary deviation of ; hence, if the ray be reflected 

times, the total deviation will be De.2(i-r)-i-n(e-2r). 
The deviation is thus seen to vary with the angle of ,ileddence; 

and by considering a set of parallel rays passing through the same 
principal plane of the sphere and incident at all angles, it can be 
readily shown that more rays will pass in the neighbourhood of 
the position of minimum deviation than in any other position 
(see REFRACTION). The drop will consequently be more intensely 
illuminated when viewed along these directions of minimum devia-
tion, and since it is these rays with which we are ly concerned. 
we shall proceed to the determination of these 

Since the angles of incidence and refraction are connected by 
the relation sin s ■ is sin r (Snell's Law), • being the index of refrac-
tion of the medium, then the problem may be stated as follows: 
to determine the value of the angle i which makes D 2 (i -r) 4-n(ir - ar) 
a maximum or minimum, in which i and r are connected by the 
relation sin ie.). sin r, p being a constant. By applying the method 
of the differential calculus, we obtain cos i 41cm' -1)/( 10 +20 as 
the required value; it may be readily shown either geometrically 
or analytically that this is a minimum. For the angle i to be real, 
cos i must be a fraction, that is w*-1-an>s*-1. or  (5+01>A 
Since the value of os for water is about f. it follows that A must 
be at least unity for a rainbow to be formed; there is obviously 
no theoretical limit to the value of n, and hence rainbows of higher 
orders are possible. 

So far we have only considered rays of homogeneous light, and 
it remains to investigate how lights of varying refrangibildies will 
be transmitted. It can be shown, by the methods of the differential 
calculus or ecometricall that the deviation increases with the 
refractive index, the angle of incidence remaining constant. Taking 
the refractive index d water for the red rays as Ins, and for 
the violet rays as w, we can calculate the following values for 
the minimum deviations corresponding to certain assigned values 
of ■ 

to Red. Violet- 

1 5- 42'•t r— 40.•22 
2 25-120.•2 41, — 125.48  
3 3.-231 **4 3.say•wri 
4 4v-317 . •07 4.--3 10•-07 

To this point we have only considered rays puska thniugh a 
principal section of the drop; in nature, however, the rays impinge 
at every point of the surface facing the sun. It may be readily 
deduced that the directions of minimum deviation for a pencil of 
parallel rays lie on the surface of cones, the semi-vertical angles of 
which are equal to the values given in the above table. Thus, rays 
suffering one internal reflection will all he within a cone of about 
40; in this direction the illumination will be most intense; within 
the cone the illumination will be fainter, while, without it. no light 
will be transmitted to the eye. 

Fig. a represents sections of the drop and the cones containing 
the minimum deviation rays after I, 2, 3 and 4 reflections; the order 
of the colours is shown by the letters It (red), and V (violet). It is 
apparent, therefore, that all drops transmitting intense light after 
one internal reflection to the eye will lie on the surfaces of cones 
having the eye for their common vertex, the line Joining the eye to 
the sun for their axis, and their semi-vertical angles equal to about 
at° low the violet rays and ar for the MCI rays The observer will, 

FIG. 
will be faint ; outside the band there will be perceptible &shaft 
until the second bow comes into view. Similariy, drops tusk 
mit ting rays after two internal reflections will be situated on covertioal 
and coaxial cones, of which the semi-vertical angles are sit' foe the 
red rays and 54° for the violet. Outside the cone d . .$4 there will be 
faint illumination; within it. no secondary rays will be traewaktel 
to the eye. We thus see that the order of colours in the secoades7 
bow is the reverse of that in the primary; the secondary is half as 
broad again (3°), and is much fainter, owing to the longer path of the 
ray in the drop, and the increased dispersion. 

Similarly, the third, fourth and higher orders of bows may he 
investigated. The third and fourth bows are situated between the 
observer and the sun, and hence, to be viewed, the observer sun 
face the sun. But the illumination of the bow is so weakened by the 
repeated reflections, and the light of the sun is generally so bruk, 
that these bows are rarely. if ever, observed except in artificial 
rainbows. The same remarks apply to the fifth bow, which digers 
from the third and fourth in being situated in the same part of the 
sky as the primary and secondary bows, being just above the 
secondary. 

The most conspicuous colour band of the principal bows is the tad: 
the other colours shading off into one another, generally with con-
siderable blurring. This is due to the superposition of a groat 
number of spectra, for the sun has an appreciable apparent dialogue. 
and each point on its surface gives rise to an individual spectrom 
This overlapping may become so pronounced as to produce a rain-
bow in which colour is practically absent; this is pardmhisly at 
when a thin cloud intervenes between the sun and the cola, wYst! 
has the effect of increasing the apparent diameter of the ens to as 
much as 2 .  or 3*. This phenomenon is known as the " white 
rainbow " or " (Alois Ring or Circle," after Antonio de Mos. 

We have now to consider the so-called spurious bows which we 
sometimes seen at the inner edge of the primary and at the outer 
edge of the secondary bow. The geometrical theory can perm" 
afford no explanation of these coloured bands, and at has 
been shown that the complete phenomenon of the rainbow g6.17` 
is to be sought for in the conceptions of the ease theory of fight 
This was first suggested by Thomas Young, who slowed that de 
rays producing the bows consisted of two SV Tn., which, although 
emerging in parallel directions, traversed dill. r  it paths in the drop 
Destructive Interference between these super, Rd rays swill there- 
fore occur, and, instead of a continuous max.:turn illumination is 
the direction of minimum deviation, we should expect to brad 
alternations of brightness and darkness. The later investigations el 
Richard Potter and especially of Sir George Biddell Airy have proved 
the correctness of Young's idea. The mathematical discussioa 
of Airy showed that theprimary rainbow is not situated direct') 
on the line of minimum deviation, but at a slightly greeter value: 
this means that the true angular radius of the bow is a little less than 
that derived from the geometrical theory. In the same way, he 
showed' that the secondary bow has a greater radius than the 
previously assigned to it. The spurious bows he showed to coma 
of a series of dark and bright bands. wle.a distances from the 
principal bows vary with the diameters et be raindrops. The 
smaller the drops, the greater the distance, *rice it is that the 
spurious bows are generally only observed e ,  the summits of the 
bows, where the drops are smaller than at a lower altitude Is 
Airy s investigation, and in the extension ,  I Boitel. J. Lamm. 
E. Mascart and L. Lorentz. the source of 	t was regarded as a 
point. In nature, however, this is not read.- , for the sun has as 
appreciable diameter. Calculations taking 	i into account kw 
been made by J. Penner (Nose, fiber den 1?r, Ague. Vienna. IMP 
and by K. Aichi and T. Tanakadate (Jour. C. prof Solace. Taber 
tip& vol. xxi. art. 3). 

Experimental confirmation of Airy's the ,  - deal results was at 
forded in 1842 by William Hallows Miller ■ s rob. Phil. Thou. len 
277). A horizontal pencil of sunlight was 	ilkIrdp2011 vereical 
slit, and then allowed to fall on a column of . 	supplied by • se 
of about 15 th of an inch in diameter. P: ary, secants', sod 
spurious bows were formed, and their r.e ' measured • a ctar 
pari'oo of these observations exhibited 	merit with Pori 
analytical values. Pulfrirh 	Ann.. i33. 194) ollowisid 
similar results by using cylindrical glass rod- . plaR yi the colas. 
of water. 

In accordance wan a general consequence 1,efiectiott sod 'trac-
tion. it is readily seen that the light of the rainbow is partial/ 
polarized. a fact first observed in 38t by J...331 BVI/2125 Bfnt lot 
POLABLIAT1010. 
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USN rankesa The moan can produce rainbows in the name 

manner as the sun. The colours are much fainter, and according 
to Aristotle, who claims to be the first observer of this phenomenon, 
the lunar bows are only seen when the moon is full. 

Marine rainbow is the name given to the chromatic displays 
formed by the sun's rays falling on the spray drawn up by the wind 
playing on the surface of an agitated sea. 

in
yin

trrnictieg rainbows are sometimes observed. They are formed 
by parallel rays of light emanating from two sources, as, for example, 
the sun and its image in a sheet of water, which is situated between 
the observer and the sun. In this case the second bow is much 
fainter, sad has its centre as much above the horizon as that of the 
direct system is below it. 

Rzranatcss.—For the history of the theory of the rainbow, we 
G. B. Venturi. Connumfari sop  a to storks Ile to taxis dot oats 
(Bologna. 1814)• F. Rosenberger, Gesckields der Pkysik 0882-90). 
The geometrical and physical theory is treated in T. Preston 
Theory of Legal; E. Mascart's Trait! d'optique (1899-t9o3); and 
most completely by J. Pernter in various contributions to scientific 
journals and in his Mskorelogiscks 00eik (190579)- 

RAINOLDS (or REYNOLDS); JOHN • (t549-1627), English 
divine, was born about Michaelmas 1549 at Pinboe, near Exeter, 
and was educated at Merton and Corpus Christi College,, 
Oxford, becoming a fellow of the Litter in 1568. In 1572-73  he 
was appointed reader in Greek, and his lectures on Aristotle's 
Rectoric laid the sure basis of his fame. He resigned the office 
in islft and his fellowship in i586, through inability to agree 
with the president William Cole, and became a tutor at Queen's 
College. By this time he had acquired a considerable reputation 
as a disputant on the Puritan aide, and the story goes that 
Elizabeth visiting the university in 1592 " schooled him for 
his obstinate preciseness, willing him to follow her laws, and not 
run before them." In tdod he was made dean of Lincoln. 
The fellows of Corpus were anxious to replace Cole by Rainolds, 
and 'exchange was effected, Rainolds being elected president 
an December :se& The chief events of his subsequent career 
were his share in the Hampton Court Conference, where be was 
the most prominent representative of the Puritan party and re-
ceived a good deal of favour from the king, and in the Authorized 
Version of the Bible. Of this project he was initiator, and 
himself worked with the company who undertook the transla-
tion of the Prophets. He died of consumption on the ant of 
May seer, leaving a great reputation for scholarship and high 
character. 

RAINY, ROBERT (1826-1906), Scotch Presbyterian divine, 
was born on the 1st of January :826; his father, Dr Harry 
Rainy, professor of forensic medicine in Glasgow University, 
was the sou of a Sutherlandshire minister. Young Rainy was 
intended for his father's profession, but be was caught by the 
evangelical fervour of the Disruption movement, and after 
studying for the Free Church he became a minister, first in 
Aberdeenshire and then in Edinburgh, till in 1862 he was elected 
professor of Church history in the theological seminary, New 
College, a post he only resigned in tcoo. In :874 he was made 
principal of the college and was subsequently known as Prin-
cipal Rainy. He had come to the front as a champion of the 
liberal party in the Union controversy within the Free Church, 
and in combating Dean Stanley's Broad Church views in the 
interests of Snatch evangelicism; and about t875 he became 
the undisputed leader of the Free Church. He guided it through 
the controversies as to Robertson Smith's heresies, as to the use 
of hymns and instrumental music, and as to the Declaratory 
Act, brought to a successful issue the union of the Free and 
United Presbyterian Churches, and threw the weight of the 
united church on the side of freedom of Biblical criticism. He 
was the bit moderator of the General Assembly of the United 
Free Church of Scotland, having previously been moderator 
of the Free General Assembly. Though not a great scholar, 
be was eminent as an ecclesiastical statesman, and his influence 
was far-reaching. After the strain of the fight with the so-called 
" Wee Frees" in 1904-5 his health broke down, and he went 
LO Australia for recovery, but died at Melbourne on the sand 
of December 1936 

See Unit by P. Carnegie Simpson (t9o9) and R. Mackintosh 
(s9o7). 

RAWER, a town and district of British India, in the Chhattis-
garb division of the Central Provinces. The town is osts It. 
above sea-level, 188 m. E. of Nagpur; and has a station on the 
Bengal-Nagpur railway. Pop. (1901) 32,114. There are ruins 
of an immense fort, with many tanks and old temples. It has 
a German mission and a government high school. The Raj-
kumar college, for the education of the sons of the chiefs of 
chhattisgarb, was transferred here from Jubbulpore in age. 

The Dan= or RAMIE has an area of 9831 sq. m. It 
spreads over a vast plateau closed in by ranges of hills branching 
from the great Vindhyan chain. It is drained by the Seonath 
and the Mahanadi rivers. Geologically the country consists in the 
hilly tracts of gneiss and quartzite; the sandstone rocks in the 
west are intersected with trap dykes. Iron ore b abundant, 
and red ochre of high repute is found. In the interior the 
principal strata are a soft sandstone slate (covered generally 
by a layer of laterite gravel) and blue limestone, which crops 
out in numerous places on the surface and is invariably found 
in the beds of the rivers. Throughout the plains the soil is 
generally fertile. The climate is generally good; the mean 
temperature is 78°  F., and the annual rainfall averages ss In. 
The population °tithe present area in tent was 1,096,858, show-
ing a decrease of vs% In the decade. The principal crop ie 
rice. There are manufactures of cotton goods and brassware. 
The north-west corner of the district is crossed by the main line 
of the Bengal-Nagpur railway, and a narrow-gauge branch runs 
from Raipur town due south. The district suffered severely 
from famine in 2896-97, and again in 0199-19oo. 

Raipur was governed by a branch of the Haihaivansi dynasty 
of Ratanpur for many centuries until their deposition by the 
Mahrattas in rise. The country was then already in a condition 
of decay, and soon afterwards it relapsed into absolute anarchy. 
In 1818 it was taken under British , superintendence and made 
rapid progress. It fell with the rest of the Nagpur dominions 
to the British government in Oise. In ina6 its area was 
reduced by the formation of the new district of Drug. 

RAM (or Rm), GILLES DE (14o4-144o), marshal of France 
and the central figure of a 25th-century cause afiebre, whose 
name is associated with the story of Bluebeard, was the son of 
Guy de Montmorency-Laval, the adopted son and heir of 
Jeanne de Rais andof Marie de Craton. Hewn born at Macho-
coul in September or October 1404, and, being early left an 
orphan, was educated by his maternal grandfather, Jean de 
Cram. Chief among his great possessions was the barony of 
Rah (erected in the 26th century into the peerage-duchy of 
Retz), south of the Loire, on the marches of Brittany. He 
joined the party of the )&ontforts, supporting Jean V. of Brit-
tany against the rival house of Penthihvre. He helped to 
release Duke John from Olivier de Blois, count of Penthievre, 
who had taken him prisoner by craft, and was rewarded by 
extensive grants of land, which were subsequently commuted 
by the Breton parliament for money payments. In LW, 
after other projects of marriage had fallen through, in two 
cases by the death of the bride, he married Katherine of 
Tbouang  a great heiress in Brittany, La Vendee and Poitou. 
In 106 he raised seven companies of men-at-arras, and began 
active warfare against the English under Arius de Richemont, 
the newly made constable of France. He bad already built 
up a military reputation when be was chosen to accompany 
Joan of Arc to Orleans. He continued to be be special pro-
tector, fighting by her side at Orleans, and afterwards at Jar-
gran and Patsy. He had advocated further measures against 
the English on the Lake before carrying out the coronation of 
Charles VII. at Reims. On the 27th of July he was made 
marshal of France at Reims, and after the swank on Paris 
be wee granted the right to bear the arms of France as a bade; 
to his shield, a privilege that was, however, never ratified. 
In the winter be was in Normandy, at Lowing, whether with 
a view to the release of Joan, then a prisoner at Rouen, cannot 
be stated. Meanwhile his fortune was &swearing, although 
be had been one of the richest men in Frame. He bad expended 
great sums in the king's service, and he maintained a court of 
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knights, squires, heralds and priests, more suited to royal than 
baronial rank. He kept open house, was a munificent patron 
of literature and of music, and his library contained many 
valuable works, he himself being a skilled illuminator and 
binder. He also indulged • passion for the stage. At the 
chief festivals he gave performances of mysteries and moralities, 
and it has been asserted that the Myskre de in Passion, acted 
at Angers in 1420, was staged by him in honour of his own 
marriage. The original draft of the Mystery of Orleans was 
probably written under his direction, and contains much detail 
which may be well accounted for by his intimate acquaintance 
with the Maid. In his financial difficulties he began to alienate 
his lands, selling his estates for small sums. These proceedings 
provided his heirs with material for lawsuits for many years. 
Among those who profited by his prodigality were the duke 
of Brittany, and his chancellor, Jean de Malestroit, bishop of 
Nantes, but in 2436 his kinsfolk appealed to Charles VU., who 
proclaimed further sales to be illegal. jean V. refused to 
acknowledge the king's right to promulgate a decree of this 
kind in Brittany, and replied by making Gilles de Reis lieutenant 
of Brittany and by acknowledging him as a brother-in-arms. 
Gilles hoped to redeem his fortunes by alchemy; he also spent 
large sums on necromancers, who engaged to raise the devil 
for his assistance. On the other hand he sought to guarantee 
himself from evil consequences by extravagant charity and a 
splendid celebration of the rites of the church. The abominable 
practices of which he was really guilty seem not to have been 
suspected by his equals or superiors, though he bad many 
accomplices and his criminality was suspected by the peasantry. 
His wife finally left him in 1 434-3S, and may possibly have 
become acquainted with his doings, and when his brother Rene 
de In Sure seized Champtoce, all traces of his crimes had not 
been removed, but family considerations no doubt imposed 
silence. His servants kidnapped children, generally boys, on 
his behalf, and these he tortured and murdered. The number 
of his victims was stated in the ecclesiastical trial to have 
been tio, and larger figures are quoted. The amazing im-
punity which he enjoyed was brought to an end in 1440, when 
be was imprudent enough to come into conflict with the church 
by an act of violence which involved sacrilege and infringement 
of clerical immunity. He had sold Saint Etienne de Malemort 
to the duke of Brittany's treasurer, Geffroi le Ferron. In the 
course of a quarrel over the delivery of the property to this 
man's brother, Jean le Ferron, Giles seised Jean, who was in 
clerical orders, in church, and imprisoned him. He then pro-
ceeded to defy the duke, but was reconciled to him by Riche-
moat. In the autumn,, however, he was arrested and cited 
before the bishop of Nantes on various charges, the chief of 
which were heresy and murder. With the latter count the 
ecclesiastical court was incompetent to deal, and on the 8th 
of October Gilles refused to accept its jurisdiction. Terrified 
by excommunication, however, he acknowledged the evidence 
of the witnesses, and by confession he secured absolution. 
He had been pronounced guilty of apostasy and heresy by the 
inquisitor, and of vice and sacrilege by the bishop. A detailed 
confession was extracted by the threat of torture on the /nit 
of October. A separate and parallel Inquiry was made by 
Pierre de l'HApital, president of the Breton parliament., by 
whose sentence he was hanged (not burned alive as is sometimes 
stated), on the sfith of October too, with two of his accomplices. 
In view of his own repeated confessions it seems impossible to 
doubt his guilt, but the numerous irregularities of the pro-
ceedings, the fact that his necromancer Prelati and other of 
his chief accomplices went unpunished, taken together with the 
financial interest of Jean V. in his ruin, have left a certain 
mystery over a trial, which, with the exception of the process 
of Joan of Arc, was the most famous in 19th-century France. 
His name is connected with the tale of Bluebeard (q.o.) in local 
tradition at If achecoul, Tiffauges, Pornic and Chimed, though 
the similarity between the two histories is at beat vague. The 
accords of the trial are preserved in the Bidiotheque Nationale 
in Paris, at Nantes and elsewhere. 

See Swim Bossard, Gilles de Rao du Bork Blew (sad eglasuM 
which includes the majority of the documents of the trial 
originally by Be Maulde; E A. Viscidly, Blwaraed Dena); H. C. 
Lea, Hist. of the logaisition (iii. 466, seq.); A. Molinier, Las SOMME 
de l'hisioire de Frame (No. 4185). Huysmans in La-tos aerate 
his hero as engaged on a life of Gine. de Reis, and takes the wow 
tunity for a striking picture of the trial. 

RAISIN (Fr. raisin, grape; Lat. racesosts), the name glan 
to the dried fruits of certain varieties of the grape vine, Fair 
vim:lira, which grow principally in the warm climate of the 
Mediterranean coasts and are comparatively rich in sugar 
The use of dried grapes or raisins as food is of great antiquity 
(Num. vi. 3; I Sam. xxv. la, A= 14. In medieval time 
raisins imported from Spain were a prized luxury in Reglad, 
and to the present day Great Britain continues to be the bat 
customer of the raisin-producing regions. " Raisins of the 
sun " are obtained by letting the fruit continue on the vines 
after it has come to maturity, where there is sufficient sunshine 
and heat in the autumn, till the clusters dry on the steels. 
Another plan is partially to sever the stalk before the papa 
are quite ripe, thus stopping the now of the sap, and in this 
condition to leave them on the vines till they are sufficiently 
dry. The more usual process, however, is to cut off the fully 
ripe dusters and expose them, spread out, for several days is 
the rays of the sun, taking care that they are not injured by 
rain. In unfavourable weather they may be dried in a bested 
chamber, but are then inferior in quality. In some parts of 
Spain and France it is common to dip the gathered dusters • 
boiling water, or in a strong potash lye, a practice which softens 
the skin, favours drying and gives the raisins a dear 'km" 
appearance. Again, in Asia Minor the fruit is dipped into tut 
water on the surface of which swims a layer of olive oil, whirl 
communicates a bright lustre and softness to the akin. Saw 
superior varieties are treated with very peat care, retsina 
on their stalks, and sent, into the market as clusters for tabit 
use; but the greater part are separated from the stalks In the 
process of drying and the stalks winnowed out of the hut 
Raisins come from numerous Mediterranean localities, ad 
present at least three distinct varieties—(r) ordinary or lane 
raisins, (r) sultana seedless raisins, and (3) currants or Coriabes 
raisins (see CURRANT). The greater proportion of the commas 
large raisins of English commerce comes from the provinces 
of Malaga, Valencia and Alicante in Spain; these are luaus 
by the common name of Malaga raisins. Those of the Asia 
quality, called Malaga clusters, are prepared from a variety sl 
muscatel grape, and preserved on the stalks for table use. The 
variety, as well as Malaga layers, so called from the mama 
of packing, are exclusively used as dessert fruit. Raisins of 
a somewhat inferior quality, known as " from the 
same provinces, are used for cooking and baking purposes. 
Smyrna raisins also come to some extent into the EngesS 
market The best quality, known as Eland, is a large hut. 
having a reddish-yellow skin with $ sweet pleasant flavor. 
Large-seeded dark-coloured raisins are produced in are 
of the islands of the Greek archipelago and in Crete, but they 
are little seen In the British markets. In Italy the finest Taisho 
are produced in Calabria, inferior qualities in central Italy 
and in Sicily. From the Lipari Islands • certain quantity d 
duster raisins of good quality is sent to England. be the 
south of France raisins of high excellence—Provence rabbis 
in dusters—are obtained at Roquevaire, Lund and Froatipea 
Sultana seedless raisins are the produce of a smell caddy 
yellow grape, cultivated exclusively in the neighbourbeed 
of Smyrna. The vines are grown on a soil of decamped 
hippurite limestone, on sloping ground rising to a beigla of 
400 ft. above the sea, and all attempts to cultivate sidearms 
in other raisin-growing localities have failed, the grapes 
quickly reverting to a seed-bearing character. Irby dried 
fruit has a fine golden-yellow colour, with a thin. 
delicate, translucent akin and a sweet aromatic llama. 
A very fine seedless oblong raisin of the sultana 
with a hawed& skin Is cultivated in the nei d 
Damascue, 
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RAM the Hindu tide for a ddef, or prince, derived from 

the same root as the Latin rex. Other bans are rao, rana and 
rawal, while chiefs of high rank are styled maharaja, maharao 
dud maharana. The Hindustani form is nil, and the title of 
the Hinds emperor of Vijayanagar in S. India was rays. It 
is not confined to the rulers of native states, being conferred 
by the British government on Hindu subjects, sometimes as an 
hereditary distinction. In the form of rao it appears as a 
suffix to the names of most lishrattas, and to the names of 
Kanarese Brahtnans. 

RAJAH■IINDRT. or Ritinaramer, a town of British 
India, in the Godavari district of Madras. Pop. (tee!) 36 ;406. 
It stands on the left bank of the river Godavari, at the bead of 
the delta, 36o m. N. of Madras, and has a station on the East 
Coast railway, which is here carried across the river by a bridge 
of 56 spans. The government college is one of the four pro-
vincial schools established in 2853. There are also a training 
college and high school. Carpets, rup and wooden wares are 
manufactured. 

Tradition divides the merit of founding Rajahmundry be-
tween the Orissa and Chalnkya princes. In 147o it was wrested 
from Orissa by the Mahommedans, but early in the 16th century 
it was retaken by Krishna Raja. It continued under Hindu 
rule till 1572, when it yielded to the Moslems of the Deccan 
under Rafat Khan. It passed into the possession of the French 
in t753. but they were driven out by the British under Colonel 
Forde in 2758. 

RAJASTHAN! (properly RAissrukri, the language of 
Rajasthan of Rajputana), an Indo-Aryen vernacular closely 
related to Gujarati (q.v.). It is spoken in Rajputana and 
the adjoining parts of central India, and has several dialects 
the principal of which are Jabal, Marwirt, MewAll and 
Maly!. Harautt an important variety of Jaipur!, is spoken in 
the states of Kota and BundL Carey, the well-known Scram-
put missionary, paid great attention to Rajasthani in the early 
part of the zeth century, translating the New Testament into 
no fewer than six dialects, viz. Hemet% Waal (i.e. loitIvi), 
Udaipuil (a form of illisrwati), Mimed proper, Jaipur! proper 
and Btkenert (another form of Marerad). In soot the total 
number of speakets a Rajasthan! was 10,957,712. (G. A. Gs.) 

NAUMAN. a native state of central India, in the Bhopal 
agency. Arm, 940  sq. m. Pop. (t901) 88,376. shemhill • 
decrease of 26% in the decade, due to the results of famine. 
Estimated revenue, 133,000; tribute (to Sindhia), bins. 
The chief, whose titles rawat, is a Rajput of the Umat clan. 
Grain and opium are the principal articles of trade. The town 
of Rajgarb, which is surrounded by a battlemented wall, bad a 
population of gee in egos. 

SIMKO?. India, =pital of a native state in Bombay, and 
headquarters of the political agent for Kathiawar. Pop. (tool) 
36,151. It is situated In the middle of the peninsula of Kathie-
war, and is the centre of the railway system. There is a military 
cantonment. The Rajkuroar college, for the education of the 
'onset chiefs on the basset an English public school, has achieved 
great spasm Besides the high school there are training 
colleges be masters and mistreat's. The Randklumff hospital 
bas a department for women, opened in 0197. Alf these institu-
tion am maintained at the joint expense of the chiefs of Kathie-
war. The state of Rajkot, which is a brands of Neenesagar, 
has SA area of ss, s0,. e. Pop. (WO 49.795• Estimated 
revenue, Lso,oce. 

RAJNAHAL, a forma capital of Bengal, India, now • village 
in the district of the Santal Papa's, situated on the right 
bank of the Ganges, where that river makes a turn to the south. 
Pop. (1901) 2047. It was Aiwa for his residence by Man 
Sing. Akbaes Rajpet general in 5595, but the capital of the 
province was shortly afterwards transferred to Dacca. It 
contains many palaces sad mosques, now in ruins and over-
grown with jungle. It has a station on the loop line of the East 
Indian railway, bet trade has declined since the Genies aban-
doned kts old bed; and Sahibganj has taken its place. Rajmahal 
has even its name to a mop of hills, almost the ouly bills in 

Bengal proper, which have thine down dale to the bank of the 
Ganges. They cover a total area of 2366 sq. m., and their 
height never exceeds soon ft. They are inhabited by an ab-
original race, known as Pandas or " hill-men," of whom two 
tribes may be distinguished: the Male Saab Paharias and the 
Mal Paharies; total pop. (tool) 73noo. The former, if not the 
latter also, are closely akin to the larger tribe of Onions. Their 
language, known as Malto, of the Dravidian family, was spoken 
by 60.777 persons in tool. The Pahadas have contributed an 
element to the administrative history of Bengal Augustus 
Clevland, a civilian who died in 1784 and whose name is still 
honoured, was the first who succeeded in winning their con-
fidence and recruiting among them a corps of hill-rangers. The 
methods that he adopted are the foundation of the " non-
regulation " system, established In 1796; and the hills were 
exempted from the permanent settlement. The Santals, a 
different aboriginal race, have since immigrated in large numbers 
into the Daman-l-koh, or " skirts of the hills "; but the Paharias 
alone occupy the plateaux on the top, where they are per-
mitted to practise the privilege of shifting cultivation, which 
renders scientific forestry impossible. The approach from the 
plains below to each plateau is guarded by a steep ladder of 
boulden. 

See E. W. Dalton, Descriptive Bifiseuleff of Bengal (Calcutta. 
075): F. B. Bradley-Birt. Ike Seery of an ladies upload (15o3). 

IULIPTFIA. a native state of India, in the Rewa Kantha 
agency, Bombay, occupying a hilly tract between the rivers 
Nerbudds and Tapti; area, 1517 sq. m. Pop. (rend) 117,175, 
showing a decrease of 32% in the decade, due to the results of 
famine; estimated revenue, i6o,000; tribute (to the Gaekwar 
of Baroda), Lpoo. The thief, whose title is maharani, is a 
Gebel Rajput, of the same family as the thakor saheb of Bhau-
nagar. A light railway, constructed at the cost of the state, 
connects Nandod with Anklesvar in Broach district. The old 
fort of Rajpipla, in the hills, is now deserted. The modern 
capital is Nandod, situated on the river Kaden, 32 m. from 
Surat. Pop. (ran) 11,236. 

RAJPIIT, a race of India, not confined to Rajputana, but 
spread over the N. of the country. According to the census of 
scot there were 9,712456 Rajputs in all India, of whom only 
620,229 lived in Rajputana. The great majority adhere to the' 
Hindu religion, but 1,875,387 are  entered as lishommedans. 
The Rajputa form the fighting, landowning and riding caste. 
They claim to be the modern representatives of the Kabatriyas 
of ancient tradition; but their early history is obscure, and 
recent research supports the view that they include descendants 
of more than one wave of immigrant invaders. Linguistic 
evidence supports tradition in proving that their unity was 
broken up by the Mahommedan conquest, for the inhabitants 
of the Himalayan valleys still speak's language akin to those of 
Rajpottina proper, though separated from them by the wide 
Gasgetic valley. 

The Rajputs are fine, brave men, and retain the feudal instinct 
strongly developed. Pride of blood is their chief characteristic, 
and they are most punctilious on all points of etiquette. The 
tradition of common ancestry permits a poor Rajput yeoman to 
consider himself as well born as any powerful landholder of his 
clan, and superior to any blab official of the professioaal classes. 
No race in India can boast of finer feats of arms or brighter deeds 
of chivalry, and they form one of the main recruiting fields for 
the Indian army of to-day. They consider any occupation 
other than that of arms or government daopitory to their 
dignity, and consequently during the long period of peace which 
has followed the establishment of the British rule in India they 
have been content to stay idle at home Instead of taking up any 
of the other professions in which they might have come to the 
front. Those who are not sunindars have, therefore, rather 
dropped behind in the modern struggle for existence. As 
cultivator they are lazy and indifferent, and they prefer pastoral 
to agricultural pursuits. Looking upon all manual labour as 
humiliating. none but the porn ,■•of nniPut will himself 
bold the plough 
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Within the melts of Rajputana the Rajputs form a vast body 

of kindred, and any Rajput can marry any Rajput woman who 
does not belong to his own clan. The most numerous of the 
clans is the Rahtor, to which the chiefs of Marwar, Bikanir and 
Kishangarh belong. Its strength in rsor was :22,26o. Next 
comes the Kachwaha clan, which is strong in Jaipur and Alwar, 
both chiefs belonging to its members. It numbers tho,186. 
The Chauhan follows with an aggregate of 86,460, among whom 
are the chiefs of Bundi, Kotah and Sirohi. The Jadu or Jadon, 
which includes in its ranks the chiefs of Karauli and Jaisalmer, 
numbers 74,666. The Sisodhyias, who include the ancient and 
illustrious house of Udaipur, number 51,366. The Ponwar clan, 
to which Vikramaditya, the celebrated king of Ujiain, from whom 
the Hindu Era is named, is said to have bennged, numbers 
43435. The Solanki and Pedlar clans, once powerful, are now 
only 18,949 and 9448 respectively. 

RAJPUTANA, a collection of native states in India, under 
the political charge of an agent to the governor-general, who 
resides at Abu in the Aravalli Hills. It lies between 23° and 
3o° N. and between 69° 342* and 75°  15' E., and includes 

states and z estates or chiefships. For political purposes 
these are subdivided into eight subordinate groups, consisting 
of three residencies and five agencies. These are as follow: 
(z) Mewar residency, with headquarters at Udaipur, comprising 
the states of Udaipur (Mewar), Dungarpur, Partabgarh and 
Banswara; (2) Jaipur residency, with headquarters at Jaipur, 
comprising the states of Jaipur and ICishangarh, with the estate 
of Lawa; (3) Western Rajputana states residency, with head-
quarters at Jodhpur, comprising the states of Jodhpur, Jaisalmer 
and Sirohi; (4) Bikanir agency,  with headquarters at Bikanir; 
(5) Alwar agency, with headquarters at Alwar; (6) Eastern 
Rajputana states agency, with headquarters at Bharatpur, 
comprising the states of Bharatpur, Dholpur, and Karauli; 
(7) Haraoti-Tonk agency, with headquarters at Deoli, com-
prising the states of Tonk and Bundi, with the estate of Shah-
pura; (3) Kotah-Jhalawar agency, with headquarters at 
Kotah, comprising the states of Kotah and Jhalawar. All of 
these states are under Rajput rulers, except Tonk, which is 
Mahommedan, and Bharatpur and Dholpur, which are Jet. 
The small British province of Ajmere-Merwara is also included 
within the geographical area of Rajputana. 

Physical Features.—The total area of Rajputana is about 127,541 
sq. in. It is bounded on the west by Sind, and c the north-west 
by the Punjab state of Bahawalpur. Thence its ow :hern and north-
eastern frontier marches with the Punjab and the I inited Provinces 
until it touches the river Chambal, where it turr, south-eastward 
for about zoo m., dividing the states of Dholpur. Karauli, Jaipur 
and Kotah from Gwalior. The southern boundar,r runs in a very 
irregular line across the central region of India, druid g the Rajputana 
states from a number of native states in Central 1 e fia and Gujarat. 
The most striking physical feature is the Aravalli r., I lie of mountains, 
which intersects the country almost from end to en ,  ma line running 
from south-west to north-east. Mount Abu is at ow south-ivestern 
extremity of the range, and the north-eastern cad may be said to 
terminate near IChetn in the Shaik hawati district of Jaipur, although 
a series of broken ridges is continued in the direction of Delhi. About 
three-fifths of Rajputana lies north-west of the range, leaving two-
fifths on the east and south. The tract lyyi to the north-west 
contains the states of Bikanir, Jaisalmer and odhpur. With the 
exception of the sub-montane districts of J hpur, which lie im-
mediately below the Aravallis, this division is sandy, ill-watered 
and unproductive, improving gradually from a desert in the north-
west and west to comparatively fertile land on the mat. The 
country to the east and south-east of the Aravallis affords a gritting 
contrast to the sandy plains on the north-west of the range, and is 
blessed with fertile lands, hill-ranges and long stretches of forest, 
where fuel and fodder are abundant. 

The chief rivers of Rajputana are the Luni, the Chambal and 
the Banas. The first of these, the only river of any consequence 
in the north-western division, flows for 200 m. from the Pushkar 
valley, close to Ajmere, to the Runn of Cutch. In the south-
eastern division the river system is important. The Chambal is 
by far the largest river in Rajputana, through which it flows for 
about one-third of its course, while it forms its boundary for another 
third. The source of the river is in the highlands of the Vindhyas, 
upwards of 2000 ft. above the sea: it soon becomes a considerable 
stream. collecting in its course the waters of other rivers, and finally 
discharging itself into the Jumna after a course of 560 m. Next 
in importance ranks the Elam% which rises in the south-west near 

Kankroli in Udaipur. It collects nearly all the drainage a 
Udaipur plateau with that of the eastern slopes and hill-tre a 4 
the Aravallis, andjoins the Chambal a little beyund the .ins 
eastern extremity of the Bundi state• after a course of about yes 
Other rivers are the W. Banas and the Sabarmati, which we *wile 
the south-west hills of Udaipur and take a south-westerly cows 
The river Mahi,. which passes through the states of Partabg-irr 
Banswara, receiving the Sons, drains the south-west c, --- r 
Rajputana through Gujarat into the Gulf of Cambay. P. 	ten 
possesses no natural freshwater lakes, but there are several . 	no 
artificial lakes, all of which have been constructed with r 
of storing water. The only basin of any extent is the - kis 
salt lake, of about 3o m. in circuit. 

Geology.—Geologically considered, the country may be livid: 
into three regions—a central, and the largest, comprisang the oh: 
width of the Aravalli system, formed of very old sub-metzwardaa 
and gneissic rocks.; an eastern region, with sharply defined bonds , 

 along which the most ancient formations are abruptly replaced 
the great basin of the Vindhyan strata, or are overlaid by the s' 
more extensive spread of the Deccan trap, forming the platen 
Malwa; and a western region, of very ill-defined margin. is etv-
besides some rocks of undetermined age, it is more or less kva-
or suspected that Tertiary and Secondary strata stretch acrotat -
Sind, beneath the sands of the desert, towards the flanks d 

Rajputana produces a variety of metals. Ore of ear 
is obtained in no other locality in India, and although use tee* 
has been found elsewhere it is known to have been extracted 00 
in this province. Copper and lead are found in several par. 
the Aravalli range and of the minor ridges in Alwar and 
hawati, and iron ores abound in several states. Alum and S; • 
vitriol (sulphate of Limper) are manufactured from decolecool 
schists at Khetri in Shaikhawati. Good building materials i• 
obtained from many of the rocks of the country. among wait tx 
Raialo limestone (a fine-grained crystalline marble) and the jaisior 
limestone stand pre-eminent. 

Clinsale.--The climate tlarougbout Rajputana is wen/ dry at 
hot during the summer; while an the winter it Is much cokkr * 
the 

Bikan ir 
 ththanien the lower districts, with bard frost and irr t  
borders The rainfall is very unequally distributed 

the western .part, which comes near to the limits or the min. 
region of Asia, it is very scanty, and scarcely averages Mei eta 
0 tn.; in the south-west the fall is more copious, sometimes cam 
tng too in. at Abu; but, except in the south-west highlands of e 
Aravallis, rain is most abundant in the south-east. Nom:: 
standing all its drawbacks, Ftajputana is reckoned one ol 
healthiest countries in India, at least for the native inhabitaata 

Populalion.—In 19ot the population was 9,723.3oe, shwa 
a decrease of 2o% in the decade owing to the great furze 
of 1897-1898 and 19oo-1901. The greatest mortality was awe 
by virulent malarial fever, which raged during the ant= 
months of t9oo and the early months of 1901. Epidemics 
cholera, which occurred during the years of scarcity and fans 
also swept away large numbers. 

It is commonly supposed that, because nearly the whet 
country is ruled by Rajputs, therefore the population mei= 
mainly of Rajput, tribes; but these are merely the dames 
race, and the territory is called Rajputana because it is paLv 
ally possessed by Rajputs. The whole number of this no 
is 620,229, and nowhere do they form a majority of the wit 
population in a state; but they are strongest, raaseticu: 
in the northern states and in Udaipur. By rigid precede= 
the Brahmans occupy the first rank; they are numerous ed 
influential, and with them may be classed the peculiar ed 
important caste of Bhats, the keepers of secular traditioe 
of the genealogies. Next come the mercantile castes, sod' 
belonging to the Jain sect; these are followed by the paws 
cultivating tribes, such as the Jats and Catianz, and then cast 
the so-called aboriginal tribes, chief of whom are the MOIL 
Bhils and Meos. Rajasthani is the chief language d 61 
country, one or other of its dialects being spoken by Ipsset: 
persons or more than 72 % of the total population. The pm 
revenue of all the states is estimated at st millions sterling. 

The memo( the people arc occupied its agriculture. In theta, 
towns banking and commerce flourish to a degree beyond vhs 
might be expected. In the north the staple products for cart 
are salt, grain, wool and cotton, in the south opiate and sac= 
while the imports consist of sugar, hardware and piece 0) 4 

 Rajputana is very poor In industrial production. The plured 
manufactures are cotton and woollen goods, carvings is ivs 
and working in metals, dc., all of which handicrafts are dad,  
carried on in the eastern stases. The system of agricaltsr 
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very simple; io the country west of he Arsvallis only one crop 
is raised in the year, while in other parts south and east of the 
Aravalils two crops are raised annually, and various kinds of 
cereals, pulses and fibres are grown. In the desert tracts fine 
breeds of camels, cattle, horses and sheep are to be found 
wherever there is pasturage. Irrigation, mostly from wells, 
is almost confined to the N. portion. The country is traversed 
throughout by the Rajputana railway, with its Mehra branch 
in the south, and diverging to Agra and Delhi in the north. 
Jodhpur, Udaipur and Bikanir have constructed branch 
railways at their own cost, the first .of which was extended in 
t9oe to Hyderabad in Sind- in gem another line was opened 
running N. near the E. boundary from Kotah to Bharatpur. 

Ifinery.—Only faint outlines can be traced of the condition 
of Rajputana previous to the invasion of Upper India by the 
Mahommedans, and these indicate that the country was subject 
for the most part to two or three powerful tribal dynasties. 
Chief of these were the Raptors, who ruled at Karmuj; the 
Chauhans of Ajrnere; the Solankis' of Anhilwara, in Gujarat; 
the Gehlots with the Sisodhyiss sera, still in Mewar or Udaipur; 
and the Kachwaba clan, still in Jaipur. These tribal dynasties 
of Rajputs were gradually supplanted by the Moslem invaders 
of the I ith century and weakened by internal fends. At the 
beginning of the :6th century the Rajput power began to revive, 
only to be overthrown by Baba at Fatebpur SALA in 5537. 
The clans were finally either conquered, overawed or conciliated 
by Akbar—all except the distant &scans* clan, which, how-
ever, submitted to Jehangir in 16:6. From Akbar's accession 
to Aurangteb's death, a period of 75r years, the Mogul was 
Indies master. Aurangzeb's.death and the invasion of Nadir 
Shah led to a triple alliance among the three leading chiefs, 
which internal jealousy so weakened that the Mahrattas, having 
been called in by the Raptors to aid them, took possession of 
Ajmere about 1756; thenceforward Rajputana became in-
volved in the general disorganization of India. By the end of 
the century nearly the whole of Rajputana had been virtually 
subdued by the Itlahmttas. The victories of Generals Wellesley 
and Lake, however, saved the Rajputs; but on Lord Wellesley's 
departure from India the floodgates of anarchy were reopened 
for ten years. On the outbreak of the Pindari War in :817 the 
British government offered its protection. The Pindaric were 
put down, Arnie Khan submitting and signing a treaty which 
constituted him the fast ruler of the existing state of Tonk. 
By the end of iSiS similar treaties had been executed by the 
other Rajput states with the paramount power. Sindhia gave 
up the district of Ajmere to the British, and the pressure of the 
great Mahratta powers upon Rajputana was permanently 
withdrawn. Since then the political history of Rajputana has 
been comparatively uneventful. The great storm of the 
Mutiny of 1857, though dangerous while it lasted, was short. 
Most of the rajas remained loyal; and the capture of the town 
of Kotah, which had been held by the mutineers of that state, 
ht March 0158, marked the extinction of armed rebellion. 

Rajputans is of great archaeological interest, possessing 
some fine religious buildings in ruins and others in excellent 
preservation. Among the latter are the mosques at Ajmere 
and the temples on Abu. But the most characteristic features 
of architecture in the country are shown in the forts and 
palaces of the chiefs and in their cenotaphs. 

See J. Tod. Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan (t8m. Op); 
W. W. Webb, Currencies of the Hindu Sinks of Rajputana (1893); 
CAiefi and Leudtag Paned= of Rajjfrogana (mos); aid Rojpoketa 
Ganettat (Calcutta, 1908). 

RAJEKAHL a district and division of British India, fn the 
piotince of Eastern Bengal and Assam. The administrative 
headquarters arc at Ikampur Boalia. The area of the district 
is :595 sq. ra., comprising an alluvial plain seamed with old 
river-beds and studded with marshes. The Ganges and the 
Mahanande are its principal rivers; the former constitutes a 
great natural boundary-line to the south and south-west, and 
the latter, which rises In the Himalayas, borders the district 
Oo the west for a few miles before joining the Ganges. Other  

rivers are the Narad and Baral, important offshoots of the 
Ganges; the Atrai, a channel of the Tista; and the Jamuna, 
a tributary of the Atrai. Both the Atrai and the Jamuna 
belong to the Brahmaputra system and arc navigable throughout 
the year for small cargo boats. The drainage of Rajshahi is 
not carried off by means of its rivers, but through the chains of 
marshes and swamps, the most important of which is the Chalan 
bhil or lake, which discharges itself into the Brahmaputra. 
In toot the population was  1,462,407, showing an increase of 
t-6% in the decade. Rice is the staple crop, with pukes, 
oilseeds and jute. Indigo has disappeared. Sericulture has 
retei ,, , I a stimulus from the efforts of the agricultural depart-
ment, supported by private enterprise, to improve the breed 
of silkworms. The hemp grown on a small tract in the north 
of the district supplies all the gas& that is consumed in Bengal. 
The district is traversed from south to north by the main line 
of the Eastern Bengal railway to Darjeeling, with a branch to 
Bogra. Most of the permanent buildings in the district were 
severely damaged by the earthquake of the lath of June 1897. 
When the East India Company took over the administration of 
Bengal in :765, the sastiadari of Rajshahi or Nattor was one 
of the largest and most important in the province. It appears 
to have extended from Bhagalpur on the west to Dacca on the 
east, and to have included an important subdivision called NO-
Chakla Rajshahi on the south of the Ganges. The total area 
was estimated at 13,000 sq. m., or more than five times the size 
of the present district. Having been found much too large 
to be effectually administered by one central authority, Ribbed 
was stripped in 1793 of a considerable portion of its outlying 
territory, and a natural boundary-line was drawn to the west, 
south and east along the Ganges and Brahmaputra. Its 
north-western limits were reduced in ass, when the present 
district of Malda was constituted. The erection of Bogra into 
a separate jurisdiction in an still further reduced its area; 
and in Art the limits of Rajshahi were fixed by the constitutioa 
of Pabna into an independent jurisdiction. 

The DMSION OF RAJERAIII is coextensive with northern 
Bengal, from the Ganges to the mountains. It comprises the 
seven districts of Rajshahi, Dinajpur, Jalpaiguri, Maids, 
Kanpur, Bogra and Pabna. Total area, t8,09: sq. m. Poo. 
(root) 9,13o,on. 

RARE (o.E. ma, cognate with Du. wok, Ger. Roches, 
from a root meaning to scrape together, heap up), an agricultural 
and horticultural implement consisting of a toothed bar fixed 
transversely to a handle, and used for the collection of cut hay, 
grass, &c., and, in gardening, for loosening the soil,light weeding 
and levelling, and generally for purposes performed in agri-
culture by the barrow. The teeth of the hand-rake are of wood 
or iron. For the horse-drawn rake, a bar with long curved 
steel teeth is mounted on wheels (see HAY AND HAYNAESNO). 
The word " rake " has been used since the 17th century hr the 
sense of a man of a dissolute or dissipated character. This is a 
shortened form of the earlier " rake-hell," apparently in 
common use in the 16th century. In military and naval me 
" to rake " means to enfilade, to fire so that the shot may pans 
lengthwise along a ship, a line of soldiers, entrenchments, Arc. 
In the nautical sense of the projection or slope of a ship's bows 
or stern or the inclination of a mast, the word is apparently 
an adaptation of the Scandinavian 'aka, to reach, in the sane 
of reach forward. 

RaKoCZY, the name of a noble Hungarian family, which in 
the loth century was settled in the county of Zemplfn, and 
members of which played an important part in the history 
of Hungary during the 17th century. 

GEORGE I., prince of Transylvania (159r-1648), who began 
his career as governor of Onod, was the youngest son of Sigis-
mund Rfik6czy (154e--16e8), who shared in the insurrection of 
Stephen Bocskay against the Emperor Rudolph IL, and was for 
a short time prince of Transylvania. In 1616 be married his 
second wife, the highly gifted zealous Calvinist, Susannah 
LorantIfy, who exercised a great influence over him. He then 
took s leading part in the rebellion of Gabriel Bethlen, who 
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made hint commandant of Kassa, and was elected prince of 
Transylvania on the 26th of November 1630 by the diet of 
Segesvir. He followed the policy of Gabriel Bethlen, based 
on the maintenance of the political and religious liberties of the 
Hungarians. His alliance with Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden 
for that purpose was no secret at Vienna, where the court 
estimated at their right value Riktoczy's hypocritical assurances 
of pacific amity. On the 2nd of February 1644, at the solicita-
tion of the Swedish and French ambassadors, and with the 
consent of the Porte, be declared war against the Emperor 
Ferdinand III. Nearly the whole of imperial Hungary was 
soon in his hands, and Ferdinand, hardly pressed by the Swedes 
at the same time, was compelled to conclude (Sept. t6, 1645) 
with Rik6czy the peace of Linz, which accorded full religious 
liberty to the Magyars, and ceded to Riketzy the fortress of 
Regec and the Tokaj district. On the death of Wladislaus IV. 
(1648) Rifticaczy aimed at the Polish throne also, but died before 
he could accomplish his design. His capital, Gyula Fehervir, 
was a great Protestant resort and asylum. 

See Secret Correspondence of the Ally Georyisq&sy L (Hung.), 
ed. Agoston OtvOs (Klausenburg, 1 ); Rd 's Correspondence 
with Ptismdrsy, Esierhasy, &c. (Hung.), ed. An Belie (Budapest, 
1882); Sindor Szilagyi, The ltiklusy Family it the 16116 Century 
(Hung.) (Pest, 1860. 

GEORGI IL, prince of Transylvania (2622--06o), was the 
eldest son of George L and Susannah Lorantfly. He was 
elected prince of Transylvania during his father's lifetime 
(Feb. te, 1642), and married (Feb. 3, 1643), Sophia BitherY, 
who was previously compelled by his mother to reject the 
Roman faith and turn Calvinist. On ascending the throne 
(Oct. ir, 1648), his first thought was to realise his father's 
Polish ambitions. With this object in view, he allied himself, 
in the beginning of 1649, with the Cossack hetman, Bohdan 
Chmielnicki, and the hospodars of Moldavia and Wallachia. 
It was not, however, till 1657, as the ally of Gustavus Adolphus, 
that he led a rabble of 40,000 semi-savages against the Polish 
king, John Casimir. He took Cracow and entered Warsaw 
with the Swedes, but the moment his allies withdrew the 
whole scheme collapsed, and it was only on the most humiliating 
terms that the Poles finally allowed him to return to Tran-
sylvania. Here (Nov. 3, 1637) the diet, at the command of the 
Porte, deposed him for undertaking an unauthorized war, but 
in January ta58 he was reinstated by the Medgyes Diet. Again 
be was deposed by the grand vizier, and again reinstated as 
if nothing had happened, but all in vain. The Turks again 
invaded Transylvania, and Rikficzy died at Nagyvirad of the 
wounds received at the battle of Gyula (May 166o). 

See lmre Bethlen, Life and Times of George Rdkdcsy II. (Hung.) 
((Nagy-EnYed. 1829); Life (Hung.) in Sander Sailagyis Huagarsass 
ill1/0fiCal Biographies (Budapest, taw). 

Famans L, prince of Transylvania (1645-2626), was the only 
son of George itikaczy IL and Sophia 'lathery. He was elected 
prince of Transylvania during his father's lifetime (Feb. 18, 
1652), but lost both crown and father at the same time, and 
withdrew to the family estates, where, at Patak and Makovica, 
he kept a splendid court. His mother converted him to 
Catholicism, and on the ist of March 2666 he married Helen 
Zrinyi. In 167o he was implicated in the Zrinyi-Frangepin 
conspiracy, and only saved his life by the interposition of the 
Jesuits on the payment of an enormous ransom. 

See M Mar SziLigy The Atildary Family la the 1761Casthry (Hung.) 
(Pest, 186r). 

FRANCIS 11., prince of Transylvania ( 1676-1735), was born 
at Borsi, Zemplu, ..,onty, on the 27th of March 1676. Having 
lost his father during infancy, he was educated under the 
guardianship of his heroic mother, Helen Zrinyi, in an ultra-
patriotic Magyar environment, though the Emperor Leopold I. 
claimed a share in his tutelage. In s682 his mother wedded 
Imre Tholthly, who took no part in the education of Macey, 
but used him for his political purposes. Unfortunately his 
stepfather's speculations suffered shipwreck, and Rilnicay lost 
the groats part of his esteem. It is said that the imperialists  

robbed him of 8,000,000 florins' worth of plate sad supperted 
a whole army corps out of his revenues 066340. As • child 
of twelve be witnessed the heroic defence by his mother of 
his ancestral castle of Munkics ageing Count Antonio Camila 
(d. 1693). On its surrender (Jan. 7, OAS) the child ems 
transferred to Vienna that he might be isolated from the 
Hungarian nation and brought up as an Austrian magmata 
Cardinal Rollonics, the sworn enemy of Mean separatism. 
now became his governor, and sem him to the Jesuit college 
at Neuhaus in Bohemia. In ram he completed his course at 
Prague, and In 'Su be married Maria Amelia of Hesse-Rhein-
fele, and lived for the next few years on his Hungarian estates. 
At this time R11•6czyls birth, rank, wealth and Wham 
qualities made him the natural leader of the M umiak 
and his name was freely used in all the insurrections of the 
period, though at first he led a life of the utmost dectusaper.- 
tion (1697-1700). Hungary was then regarded at Vienna as-a 
conquered realm, whose naturdly rebellious inhabitants coral 
only be kept under by force of arms. Xollonics was the supreme 
ruler of the kingdom, and his motto was " Make of the Magyar 
Cost a slave, then a beggar, and then a Catholic." It was a 
matter of life or death for the Magyars to resist such a reign of 
terror and save the national independence by making Hunan 
independent of Austria as heretofore. It6k6czy and a km 
ocher patriotic magnates deeply sympathised with the saes-
ings of the nation, and on the eve of the war of the Spanish 
Succession they entered into correspondence with Louis XIV. 
for assistance through one Leaguers'. a Belgian general is 
the Austrian service, who professed to be a friend of the 
Rikficzyans, who initiated him into all their secrets. Longueval 
betrayed his trust, and Riketray was arrested and imprisoned 
at Eperjes. His wife saved him from certain death by euabfiag 
hint to escape to Poland in the uniform of a dragoon offices. 
On the 18th of June nos he openly took up arms against the 
emperor, most of whose troops were now either on the Rhine 
or in upper Italy; but, unfortunately, the Magyar gentry 
stood aloof from the rising,and his ill-supported peasant levies 
(the Kurucses) were repeatedly scattered. Vet at first be rad 
some success, and on the '6th of September wesable to write 
to Louis XIV. that the whole kingdom up to the Danube ma 
in his power. He also issued his femora manifesto. Rairateseed 
sebum iteddae goals Hungarioa, to justify himself in the eyes 
of Europe. The battle of Blenheim made any direct luip 
from France imposuble, and on the 13th of June s ma he 
little army of moo men was routed by the imperialists cat 
Koronco and subsequently at Nagyseombat. Want of arm, 
money, native officers and infantry, made, Indeed, any per-
manent success in the open field impossible. Nevertheless. in 
May nos, when the Emperor Leopold I. was succeeded by 
Joseph L, the position of Riketeey was at least rapectabn. 
With the aid of several eminent French officers and engine's 
he had drilled his army into some degree of efficiency, and led 
at his disposal ser bone and 3t foot regiments. Even after the 
rout of Pudenda (Aug. :4 17o5), be could put memo 
men in the field. In September nos he was also able to held 
a diet at Seicainy, attended by many nobles and some punnet. 
to settle the government of the country. 

Rikleny, who had already been siectedePrince of Traarel• 
yank (July 6, nee). now sunounded himself with a coned 
of state of as members. The religious question caused lam 
especial difficulty. An ardent Catholic himself, ribee-teada 
of his followers were nevertheless stem Calvinists, end in tis 
efforts to secure them toleration he alienated the pope, wire 
dissuaded Louis XIV. from mating him. Peace nreetiatime 
with the emperor during eloS came to nothing, Wawa the 
court of , Vienna would not acknowledge the indepimdence of 
Transylvania, while France refused to noogM the oh* 
offiddly till they had unmanly proclaimed the depesides 
the Habsburg', whkh last deepest* mom= was saes* 
accomplished by the Onod diet on the t3tb of Jane nos Tkle 
was a fatal =Make. ler It put an end to any hope of a cora 
manse, sod alienated both the emperor's foreign alike and tin 
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majority of the Magyar gentry, while from Louis XIV. RIhomy 
only got too,coo thakta, the Golden Fleece, and a promise 
(never kept) that the Hungarians should be included in the 
general peace. But into a direct alliance with Itikkey the 
*pitch king would not enter, and LasxI6 Vetki, Itakkay's 
envoy at Versales, in 1708 advised his master to place no 
further reliance on the French court. Shortly afterwards, at 
Tremens (Aug 3, t7o8),, Rikksy's army was scattered to 
the winds. The rout of Trencsen was followed by a general 
abandonment. The remnant of the host, too, was now thor-
oughly demoralised and dared not face the imperialists. A 
feeds attempt to renew the war in 1710 was speedily ruined by 
the disaster of Rombiny (Jan.. se), and a desperate effort 
to swam the help of Peter the Great also failing, Rilhay gave 
up everything for lost, and on the alit of February 171: quitted 
his country for ever, refusing to accept the general amnesty 
conceded after the peace of Samos& (see 1:1031GARY, Ellogory). 
He lived for a time in France on the bounty of Louis XIV., 
finally entering the Carmelite Order. In x717,  with forty 
comrades, he volunteered to amid the Turks against the 
Austrians, but on arriving at Constantinople discovered there 
was nothing for him to do. He lived for the red of his life 
at the little town of Rodoet6, where be died on the 8th of April 
i735• His remains were solemnly transferred to Hungary in 
1907 at the expense of the state. 

See Astoteiegespily of Prince Roods Ittakry (Hung.) (Miskolc:, 
13): E. jorkelvseh. The labosogos Won of Prince Freon, Many 
Mused WewnerambiztYa. 1903): Eadredi, Kowa= Neter. nolo - 
1730 (Hung.)  (Budapest. 1897). (R. N. B.) 

RAMER. $11 WALTER (c. 15sa-.1618), British explorer, 
poet and historian, was born probably hi r sss, though the date 
is not quite certain. His father, Walter Raleigh of Fardell, is 
the parish of Cornwood, near Plymouth, was a country gentle-
man of old family, but of reduced estate. Walter Raleigh the 
elder was three times married. His famous son was the child 
of his third marriage with Catherine, daughter of Sir Philip 
Chirmpernown of Modbury, and widow of Otho Gilbert of 
Compton. By her fast marriage she had three sons, John, 
Humphrey and Adrian Gilbert. Mr. Raleigh had been com-
pelled to give up living in his own house of Fardell. His son 
was born at the farmhouse of Hayes near the heed of Budleigh 
batteries Bay, on the coast of Devonshire between Exmouth 
and Sidmouth. The name is smitten with a diversity excep-
tional even in that age. Sir Waiter, his father, and a half-
brother used different forms. The spelling Raleigh was adopted 
by Sir Walter's widow, and has been commonly used, though 
there has been a tendency to prefer " Ralegh " in recent limns. 
It was almost certainly pronounced " Rawley." 

In s 3611 he was entered as a commoner of Odd College, Oxford, 
but he took no degree, and his residence was brief. In 1569 be 
followed his cousin Henry Champernown, who took over a body of 
English volunteers to serve with the French Huguenots. From 
a reference in his History of She World it has been supposed that 
be was present at the battle of Arose (r3th of March 1369), 
and it has been asserted that he was in Paris during the Massacre 
of St Bartholomew in 1572. Nothing, however, is known with 
certainty of his life till February 1573,  when he was resident in 
the Temple. During his trial in 1603 he declared that be bad 
never studied the law, but that his breeding had been " wholly 
gentleman, wholly soldier." In Juno 1578 his half-brother Sir 
Humphrey Gilbert obtained a patent for six years authorizing 
him to take possession of a  any remote barbarous and heathen 
lands not possessed by any Christian prince or people." The 
gentry of Devon had been much engaged in maritime adventure 
of • privateeeing or even piratical character since the reign of 
Henry VOL In the reign of Elisabeth they were the leaders in 

enterprises in conflict with the Spaniards in America. 
During mg Humphrey Gilbert led an expedition which was a 
piratical venture against the Spaniards, and was driven back 
after an action with them and the los of a ship in the Atlantic. 
Raleigh accompanied his hali-brother as captain of the" Falcon," 
and was-perhaps with him in an equally unstaemstal voyage ef 

the following year. Gilbert was impoverished by his ventures, 
and Raleigh had to seek his fortune about the court. In the 
course of 138o he was twice arrested for duels, and he attached 
himself to the queen's favourite, the earl of Leicester, and to 
the earl of Oxford, son-in-law of Burghley, for whom he carried 
a challenge to Sir Philip Sidney. By the end of 1580 he was 
serving as captain of a company of foot in Munster. He took 
an active part in suppressing the rebellion of the Desmonds, 
and in the manacle of the Spanish and Italian adventurers at 
Su:end& in November. His letters prove that he was the 
advocate of a ruthless policy against the Irish, and did not 
hesitate to recommend amsassination as a means of getting rid 
of their leadem. 

In December :silt he was sent home with despatches, as his 
company had been disbanded on the suppression of the Desmonds. 
His peat fortune dates from his arrival at court where he was 
already not unknown. Raleigh had been in correspondence with 
Waisingham for some time. The romantic stories told by Sit 
Robert Manatee' in the Fragment° Retails, and by Fuller in his 
Worthier, represent at least the mythital truth as to his rise into 
favour. It is quite possible that Raleigh, at a time when his 
court clothes represented a considerable part of his estate," 
did (as the old stogy says) throw his mantle on the ground -to 
help the queen to walk dry-shod over a puddle, and that he 
scribbled verses with a diamond on a pane of glass to attract 
her attention, though we only have the gossip of a later genera-
tion for our authority. It is certain that his tall and handsome 
person, his caressing manners and his quick wit pleased the 
queen. The rewardsshowered on him were out of all proportion 
to his services in Ireland, which had not been more distinguished 
than those of many others. In March r582 he was granted a 
reward of boo, and the command of a company, nominally 
that he might be exercised in the wars, but in reality as a form 
of penahn, since he was allowed to discharge his office by deputy 
and remained at court. In February r 583 he was included in the 
escort sent to accompany the duke of Anjou from England to 
Flanders. is t553 the queen made him • grant of Durham 
House in thoStrand (London), the property of the see of Deflate, 
which had however been used of late as a royal guest-house. 
In the same year the queen's influence secured him two beneficial 
leases from All Souls, Oeford, which he sold to his advantage, 
and a patent to grant licences to " vintners,"—that h, tavern 
keepers. This he subleased, and when his agent, one Browne, 
cheated bins, he got the pant revoked, and reissued on terms 
which allowed him to make limo a year. In 1584 he had a 
licence for evening woollen cloths, a lucrative monopoly whirl 
made him very unpopular with the merchants. He was knighted 
in tsgs. In 1585 be succeeded the earl of Bedford as Warden 
of the Stannaries. Raleigh made a good use of the great powers 
which the wardendiip gave him in the mining districts of the 
west. He reduced the old customs to order, and showed him. 
self fair to the workers. In 1586 he received a grant of zo,000 
acres of the forfeited lands of the Diamonds, on the Blaekwater 
in Ireland. He was to plant English settlers, which be en• 
deavoured to do, and be introduced the cultivation of the potato 
and of tobacco. In 1587 he received a grant in England of 
part of the forfeited land of the conspirator Babingten. 

During these years Raleigh was at the height of his favour. 
It was the policy of Queen Elizabeth to have several favoufites 
at oace, lest any one might be supposed to have exclusive 
influence with her. Raleigh was predominant during the 
peeled between the predominance of Leicester and the rise of 
the earl of Ewa, who came to court in r587. It is to be noted 
that Elizabeth treated Raleigh exclusively as a court favourite 
to be enriched by monopolies and grants at the expense of her 
subjects, but that she never gave him any great office, nor did 
she admit him to the coundi Even his post of captain of the 
Guard, given in 107, though honourable, and, to a man who 
would take gifts Tor the use of his influence, lucrative, was 
mainly ornaments'. His many offices and skates did not 
monopolise the activity of Raleigh. The patent given to his 
hall4nothro Bir Haraphrey Gilbert was to run out in fps. To 
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avert this loss Raleigh, partly out'  f his own pocket and partly 
by securing the help of courtiers and capitalists, provided the 
means for the expedition to Newfoundland in 1583, in which 
Gilbert, who had been reduced to sell " the. clothes of his 
wife's back " by his previous misfortunes, finally perished. Sir 
Humphrey's patent was renewed in favour of Sir Walter in 
March t584. 

Raleigh now began the short series of ventures in colonization 
which have connected his name with the settlement of Virginia. 
It has often been said that Raleigh showed a wise originality 
in his ideas as to colonization. But in truth the patent granted 
to him, which gave him and his heirs the proprietary right 
over all territory they occupied subject to payment of one-fifth 
of the produce of all mines of precious metals to the crown, 
is drawn closely on Spanish precedents. Nor was there any 
originality in his desire to settle English colonists, and encourage 
other industries than mining. The Spaniards had pursued 
the same aim from the fast. In April 1584 Raleigh sent out 
two captains, Philip Amadas and Arthur Barlowe, on a voyage 
of exploration. They sailed by the Canaries to Florida, and 
from thence followed the coast of North America as far as 
the inlet between Albemarle and Pamlico sounds in the modern 
state of North Carolina. The name of Virginia was given to 
a vast and undefined territory, but none of Raleigh's captains 
or settlers reached the state of Virginia. In the same year 
he became member of parliament for Devonshire, and took 
the.precaution to secure a parliamentary confirmation of his 
grant. His first body of settlers, sent out in 1585 under Sir 
Richard Grenville, landed on what is now Roanoke Island 
in North Carolina Sir R. Grenville showed himself mainly 
intent on taking prizes, going and coming. The settlers got 
on bad terms with the natives, despaired, and deserted the 
colony when Sir Francis Drake visited the coast in 1586. 
Attempts at colonization at the same place in t586 and 1587 
proved no more successful (See Noarn CAROLDIA), and in 
1589 Raleigh, who represented himself as having spent fao,000 
on the venture, resigned his rights to . a company of merchants, 
preserving to himself a rent, and a fifth of whatever gold might 
be discovered. 

After 1587 Sir Walter Raleigh was called upon to fight for 
his place of favourite with the earl of Essex (see Essex, and 
Eau. or). During the Armada year 1588 he was more or less 
in eclipse. He was in Ireland for part of the year with Sir R. 
Grenville, and was employed as vice-admiral of Devon in 
looking after the coast-defences and militia levy of the Monty. 
During this year he received a challenge from Essex which did 
not lead to an encounter. In 1589 he was again in Ireland. 
He bad already made the acquaintance of Edmund Spenser 
and now visited him at his house at Kilcolman. It was by 
Raleigh's help that Spenser obtained a pension, and royal aid 
to publish the first three books of the Poetic Queen. The 
exact cause of Raleigh's partial disgrace at court is not known, 
but it was probably due to the queen's habitual policy of check-
ing one favourite by the promotion of another. In 1589 be 
accompanied the expedition to the coast of Portugal, which 
was intended to cause a revolt against King Philip IL, but 
failed completely. In tsot he was at the last moment forbidden 
to take part in the voyage to the Azores, and was replaced by his 
cousin Sir R. Grenville, whose death in action with the Spaniards 
was the subject of one of Sir Walter's most vigorous pieces of 
prose writing. In 1592 he was again at sea with an expedition 
to intercept the Spanish trade, but was recalled by the queen. 
The cause of hh recall was the discovery that he had seduced 
one of her maids of honour, Elizabeth Throgmorton. Raleigh 
denied in a letter to Robert Cecil that there was any truth in 
the stories of a marriage between them. On his return he was 
pot into the Tower, and if he was not already married was 
married there. To placate the queen he made a fantastic 
display of despair at the lees of her favour. It must be remem-
bered that the maids of honour could not marry without 
the consent of the queen, which Elizabeth was always most 
reluctant to give and would be particularly anwilliog to give  

when the.basband was an old fawn** of bee own. UM' 
proved a good husband and his wife was devoted to him throug►  
life. As the ships of the expedition bad taken a valuable priss. 
the Portuguese carrack " Madre de Dios," and as there was a 
dispute over the booty, be was released to superintend the 
distribution. He bad been a large contributor to the cost cd 
the expedition, but the queen, who sent only two skips, took 
the bulk of the spoil, leaving him barely enough to cover his 
expenses. 

Raleigh now retired from court to an estate at Sherbome is 
Dorsetshire, which just before his disgrace be had extorted from 
the bishop of Salisbury, to whose see It belonged, by a most 
unscrupulous use of the royal influence. A son was born to him 
here in 1594, and be kept up a friendly correspondence with Sir 
Robert Cecil, afterwards earl of Salisbury, the secretary of state. 
But a life of constant retirement was uncongenial to Raleigh. 
and as his profuse habits, together with the multiplicity ell 
his interests, had prevented him from making any advantage 
out of his estates in Ireland, he was embarrassed for wooer_ 
In x595 he therefore sailed on a voyage of exploration with • 
view to conquest, on the coast of South America. The object 
was undoubtedly to find gold mines, and Raleigh had heard the 
wild stories of El Dorado which had been current among the 
Spaniards for long. His account of his voyage, The Diseverrie 
of Guiana, published on his return, 'a the most brilliant of all the 
Elizabethan narratives of adventure, but contains much manifest 
romance. It was received with incredulity. He was now the 
most unpopular man in England, not only among the cousins. 
but in the nation, for his greed, arrogance and alleged scepticism 
in religion. In 1590 he was named with the poet Marlowe and 
others as an atheist. At court he was not at first received. 
The share he took in the capture of Cadiz in x596, where he mu 
seriously wounded, was followed by a restoration of favour at 
court, and he was apparently reconciled to Essex, whom be 
accompanied OA a voyage to the Azores in 1597. This co-
operation led to a renewal of the quarrel, and Raleigh, as the 
enemy of Essex who was the favourite of the soldiers and the 
populace, became more unpopular than ever. In shoo be 
obtained the governorship of Jersey, and in the following year 
took a part in suppressing the rebellion of Essex, at whose 
execution he presided as captain of the Guard. In ifroo be set 
as member for Penzance in the last parliament of Elizabeth's 
reign. In parliament be was a steady friend of religious taker 
don, and a bold critic of the fiscal and agrarian legislation of the 
time. 

The death of the queen and the accession of James L nese 
ruinous to Raleigh. James, who looked upon Essex as his 
partisan, had been prejudiced, and Raleigh's avowed desire for 
the prolongation of the war with Spain was utterly against the 
peace policy of the king. Raleigh was embarrassed for motto. 
and had been compelled to mil his Irish estates to Richard 
Boyle, afterwards rest earl of Cork, in zeot. He was expelled 
from Durham House, which was reclaimed by the biasses. 
dismissed from the captaincy of the Guard, deprived of his 
monopolies, which the king abolished, and of the government of 
Jersey. In his anger and despair he unquestionably took Malt 
part in the complication of conspiracies which arose in the int 
months of James's reign, and was committed to the Tower on 
the it:4h of July alai. Here he made what appears to have 
been an insincere attempt to stab himself, but only inflicted a 
small wound. His trial at Winchester, November t6ot was 
conducted with such outrageous unfairness as to shock the 
opinion of the time, and his gallant bearing in face el the 
brutality of the Attorney-General, Sir Edward Coke, tuned 
public opinion in his favour. It is now impossible to reach the 
truth, but on the whelk It appears probable that Raleigh wan 
cognizant of the conspiracies, though the evidence produced 
against him was inaufficient to prove his guilt. Much was kept 
back by the council, and the jury was influenced by knowing 
that the council thought him 

The sentence of death passed on Raleigh, end odes tried 
at about the same time, was In most CAWS not carried out 
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Raleigh was sent to the Tower, where he remained till the 
19th of March 1616. His estate of Sherborne, which he had 
transferred to his son, was taken by the king, who availed 
himself of a technical irregularity in the transfer. A sum of 
0300o offered in compensation was only paid in part. Raleigh's 
confinement was easy, and be applied himself to chemical 
experiments and literature. He had been known as one of 
the most poetical of the minor lyric poets of an age of poetry 
from his youth. In prison he composed many treatises, and 
the only volume of his vast History of the World published. 
lie also invented an elixir which appears to have been a very 
formidable quack stimulant. Hope of release and of a renewal 
of activity never deserted him, and he strove to reach the ear 
of the king by appealing to successive ministers and favourites. 
At last he secured his freedom in a way discreditable to all 
concerned. He promised ed the king to find a gold mine in Guiana 
without trenching on a Spanish possession. It must have been 
notorious to everybody that this was impossible, and the 
Spanish ambassador, Gondoznar, warned the king that the 
Spaniards bad settlements the ante on the coast. The king, who was 
in need of money, replied that if Raleigh was guilty of piracy 
he should be executed on his return. Raleigh gave promises 
be obviously knew he could not keep, and sailed on the 17th of 
March eery, rely* on the chapter of accidents, and on vague 
intrigues he bad entered into in Savoy and France. Theexpedition, 
on which the meek of his fortune was spent, was ill-appointed 
and ill-manned. It reached the mouth of the Orinoco on the 
last day of 1617. Raleigh was ill with fever, and remained at 
Trinidad. He sent five small vessels up the Orinoco under his 
most trusted captain, Lawrence Keymis, with whom went his 
son Walter and a nephew. The cep:claim found a Spanish 
settlement on the way to the supposed mine, sad a fight ensued 
in which Sir Walter's son and several Spaniards were killed. 
After some days of bash fighting with the Spaniards, and 
of useless search for the mine, Keynis returned to Sir Walter 
with the news of his son's death and his own utter nun. Stung 
by Raleigh's reproach Keymis killed himself, and then after 
• miserable scene of recriminations, hesitations and mutiny, 
the expedition returned home. Raleigh was atunted, and in 
pursuance of the king's poetise to Goodomar was executed 
under his old sentence on the 29th of October 3603. During his 
confinement he descended to some unworthy supplications and 
devices, but when he knew his'end to be inevitable be died with 
serenity and dignity. His wife survived him, and he left a son, 
Carew Raleigh. His him a p.q - to. 

AUTHORITIES—An edition of his Works in eight 
published in London in Itia9. It contains a Li by Olili 
Birch, written ith all the knowledge then avai ble. A Life of 
Sir Walter Rah igh (London, 1806, and ed.) was much used by 
Snuthey in his litography of Sir Walter Raleigh in voL iv. of the 
British Admirals in the Cabinet Cyclopoodsa (London, 1837). Two 
biosimphieszse 

;Vatte
ared simultaneously, Life of Sir Walter Raleigh by 

Saint n, and Life of Sir r Raleigh by E. Ed.-aids
London. Mondon. 1 ). Mr Edwards's work is in two volumes, of which 

the second contai is the correspondence, and is still the best authority. 
Smaller lives, which in some cases contain new matter, are those 
by E. W. Goose, " Raleigh " in English Worthies (1886); W. 
Stebbing, Sir W. Raleigh (London. 1891, and 1899)' Martin II 
5,, Weller Rahigh (London 1897): and H. de Selincoun, cat 
Rake! (1908). hoc special episodes see Sir John Pope It, 
Sir Waller Rate, in Inland (London. 1883). and T. N. I' Id, 
Rakshesso (Ash) ninon. 1446). Two separate editions 
poems have be•n publi.hea. Poems, with biograPhy 	!al 
introdmaion by .1-r F. I nndon, 1813), and Poems of gh 
with those of Sir ll. Wagon.. ..Lilted by J. Hannah (London, ; I). 
S. R. Gardiner made a careful examination of the events of Raleigh's 
life after 1633 in his Ilistory of England/roma* AC401'1011 of James I. 
I* rW Ontbreak of the Cast War (1883-84). (D. H.) 

RAMO% the capital of North Carolina, U.S.A., and the 
county-seat of Wake county, about :45 m. N. by W. of Wil-
mington. Pop. (t890) 12,678; (1900) 13.6.13, of whom 57 21 

 were Degrees; (UM, census) to,2: 8. Area 4 Sq. M. It is 
served by the Southern, the Seaboard Air Line, the Raleigh & 
Southport, and the Norfolk Southern railways. The city 
lies about 36o ft. above sea-level on ground sloping gently 
in all directions from its metre, when there is a beautiful peek 

Of 4 MIA known as Union Square, fa which is the State 
Capitol and from which extend four broad streets. On the 
western border of the city is Pullen Park (about 40 acres), 
including the campus of the College of Agriculture and Mechanic 
Arts; it was named in honour of the donor, R. Stanhope Pullen, 
who was also a benefactor of the college. The State Capitol 
(Aso) is surmounted by a dome and modelled to some extent 
after the Parthenon and other buildings of ancient Greece; 
the first Capitol (begun in 1794) was burned in 1831. In the 
vicinity are the Governor's Mansion, the Supreme Court Build-
ing, the State Library, the building of the State Department of 
Agriculture, housing the State Museum (of geology, mineralogy, 
agriculture and horticulture, botany, zoology, ethnology, &c.), 
and the Post Office. Elsewhere are the County Court House, 
the State Hospital for the Insane (1856), founded through the 
efforts of Dorothea Lynde Dix, situated on Dix Hill and having 
in connexion with it a colony for epileptics; a state school for 
white blind, deaf and dumb (1845), and a state institute for 
negro deaf mutes and blind (1867); the state penitentiary (with 
a department for the criminal insane); a National Cemetery and 
a Confederate Cemetery; a Methodist Orphanage (woo) and a 
Roman Catholic Orphanage, the St Luke's Homo for old ladies 
(1895; under the King's Daughters), a State (Confederate) 
Soldiers' Home WO, and three private hospitals and the Rex 
public hospital (nog). Raleigh is the seat of the North Carolina 
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts (:889), in connexion 
with which is an agricultural experiment station; of three 
schools for girls—Peace Institute (Presbyterian, 1857), St Mary's 
School (Protestant Episcopal, 0342) end Meredith College 
(Baptist, 2890; of the medical department of the University 
of North Carolina; and of two schools for negroes—Shaw 
University (Baptist, 1865), with 530 students in 2908-1909, 
and St Augustiee's School (Protestant Episcopal, 1868), a 
training school, with 466 students in 1938-1909. In 1908 the 
State Library (founded 1841) contained 39,000 volumes, the 
Supreme Court Library (founded 1870) about ‘7,000 volumes 
and the Olivia Raney public library (founded spot) 925o 
volumes. The city is the see of a Protestant Episcopal bishop. 
The principal industrial interests are trade in leaf tobacco and 
cotton raised in the vicinity, and the manufacture of cotton 
goods, phosphate fertilisers, foundry and machine-shop products, 
wooden-ware, &c. The Seaboard Air Line and the Raleigh & 
Southport railways have repair shops here. In teos the factory 
product was valued at 81 .086.671. 1 4. 7% more than in tgoo. 
Electric power is conveyed to the city from Buckhorn Falls, on 
the Cape Fear river, about 26 m. south of Raleigh, and from 
Milburnie on the Neese river, 6 m. distant. 

In 1788 the site of the city, then known as Wake Court House, 
was chosen for the capital of the state; and in 1792 the city was 
laid out and named in honour of Sir Walter Raleigh. In 1 794 
the state legislature met here for the first time. Raleigh was 
incorporated in 1795 and was rehicorporated in 1803; its 
present charter dates from 1899. General William T. Sherman's 
army, on its march through the Carolinas, pas,sed through the 
city on the e3th of April 1865. Raleigh was the birthplace of 
President Andrew Johnson; the house in which he was born 
has been removed to Pullen Park. By an extension of its 
boundaries the city nearly doubled its area and increased its 
population in 2907. 

RALPH (d. zr22), archbishop of Canterbury, called Ralph 
de Turbine, or Ralph d'Escures from his father's estate of 
Escures, near Seer in Normandy, entered the abbey of St 
Martin at Sties in 1079, and ten years later became abbot of this 
house. Soon afterwards he paid a visit to England, where his 
half-brother, Seffrid Pelochin, was bishop of Chichester, and 
in 11co he took refuge in England from the violence of Robert 
of Belesine, passing some time with his friends St Aware and 
GundulL In March Ira he succeeded Gundulf as bishop of 
Rochester. After Anselm's death in April 1to9 Ralph acted as 
administrator of the see of Canterbury until April 1114, when 
be himself was chosen archbishop at Windsor. In this capacity 
be was vary assertive of the eights of the archbishop of Canter- 
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bury and of the liberties of the English church. He claimed 
authority. in Wales and Scotland, and he refused to consecrate 
Thurston as archbishop of York because the latter prelate 
declined to profess obedience to the archbishop of Canterbury. 
This step involved him in a quarrel with the Papacy, and he 
visited Rome, but was unable to obtain an interview with pope 
Paschal II., who had left the city. In spite of peremptory 
orders from Paschal's successors, °desists IL and CaliMus IL, 
the archbishop still refused to consecrate Thurston, and the 
dispute was unsettled when he died on the toth of October SIM 

RALPH DE GUADEK earl of Norfolk (IL 1270), was the son 
of a Norman who had held high positions in East Anglia, 
perhaps that of earl, in the reign of Edward the Confessor 
(c. toss). His son Ralph fought on the Norman side at Hastings, 
and was made earl of Norfolk by William the Conqueror. In 
to75 the king's refusal to sanction his marriage with the sister 
of Roger, earl of Hereford, caused the two earls to revolt. They 
were easily defeated, though Ralph sent to Denmark for ships 
and went there himself to fetch them. Ralph forfeited his 
English lands, and took refuge in Brittany on his wife's estate. 
In sop% having plotted against Duke Hoel of Brittany, be was 
besieged at DOI, and the Conqueror came to Hod's aid; but 
Ralph finally made his peace. Both he and his wife took part 
in the first crusade (moo), and died on the road to Palestine. 

RALPH OP COGGESHALL (d. after 1227), English chronicler, 
was at first a monk and afterwards sixth abbot (1207-1218) of 
CoggeshaU, an Essex foundation of the Cistercian order. Ralph 
himself tells us these facts; and that his resignation of the 
abbacy was made against the wishes of the brethren, in conse-
quence of his bad health. He took up and continued a Carowicas 
Anglia:num belonging to his house; the original work begins 
at 11266, his own share at 1187. He hoped to reach the year 
1227, but his autograph copy breaks off three years earlier. 
Ralph makes no pretensions to be a literary artist. Where he 
had a written authority before him he was content to reproduce 
even the phraseology of his original. At other times he strings 
together in chronological order, without any links of connexion, 
the anecdotes which he gathered from chance visitors. Unlike 

Benedictus " and Roger of Hoveden, he makes little use of 
documents; only three letters are quoted in his work. On 
the other hand, the corrections and erasures of the autograph 
show that he took pains to verify his details; and his inform-
ants are sometimes worthy of exceptional confidence. Thus 
he vouches Richard's chaplain Anselm for the story of the 
king's capture by Leopold of Austria. The tone of the chronicle 
is usually dispassionate; but the original text contained some 
personal strictures upon Prince. John, which are reproduced 
in Roger of Wendover. The admiration with which Ralph 
regarded Henry IL is attested by his edition of Ralph Niger's 
chronicle; here, under the year 1161, he replies to the in-
te,mperate criticisms of the original author. On Richard L 
the abbot passes a judicious verdict, admitting the great 
qualities of that king, but arguing that his character degener-
ated. Towards John alone Ralph is uniformly hostile; as a 
Cistercian and an adherent of the Mandeville family he could 
hardly be otherwise. Ralph refers In the Clt7011iCOX (s.a. wet) 
to a book of visions and miracles which be had compiled, but 
this is no longer extant. He also wrote a continuation of 
Niger's chronicle, extending from 1162 to 1178 (painted in R. 
An.struther's edition of Niger, London, art), and short annals 
from uo66 to 1223. 

The autograph manuscript of the Ckrenicon Anglitemps is to be 
found in the British Museum (Cottod„ Vespasian D. X). The same 
volume contains the continuation of Ralph Niger. The Chroaleoa 
Time &acme, formerly attributed to Ralph, is by another hand; 
it was among the sources on which he drew for the Chronieos 
Angliconson. The so-called Libeler de moan anglicateis sub rem 
Johann (printed by Marten. and Durand, Ampl. Ceileefie, 
pp. 871-882) is merely an excerpt from the 081011000X ANIlialltItIlt. 
This latter work was edited for the Rolls series in 1875 by J. 
Stevenson. (H. W. C. D.) 

RAN, PIERRE PRANc011i XAVIER DE (1604-1865), 
Belgian churchman and historian/ was bona at Lowman in 

1804. He took orders early, and was appointed pelmet 
poetry at the seminary of Mohacs, and mr.hlviste of the dice 
During the years immediately before the revolution of tax 
Ram, who was much influenced by Lamennais, was sniro 
bringing about a coalition of Liberals and Catholics maim :2 
Dutch government established by the Powers on the 1C- 
Napoleon, nd in endeavouring to give a democratic dam:- 
to the policy of his church. He declined to stand as a MC',  

of the Belgian assembly, and applied himself wholly to nut 
and to editing or composing historical books. As protests 
philosophy at Molina he succeeded in bringing abort 
foundation of the Catholic university, which was transfere 
Louvain in au. He was rector of the university till his du 
in 1865. 

The best known of his publications is the Dooms* reitt(k 
troubles dot pays de Bel  published by the CO0=,  
royale de i'llistofre de Minos 

(Bra 
 184, ). Natio iv h • 

et ks Imam de Mgr P. P. X. do Rens. by J. J. Thammm. 
in the Annuaire de l'Acadhaie royale de Beigigim (Bruseels. 

RAM. a male sheep, one kept for breeding purposes in done 
tication and not castrated, as opposed to the castrated " 

(see Stair). For the ram as one of the signs of the seen 
see AMIS. The word may be connected with 0.14ca. raw 
strong, or with Sansk. ram, to sport. The butting prepense 
of the ram have given rise to the many transferred sewed 
word, chief and earliest of which is that of a battering ow 
meat used before the days of cannon for beating in the pa 
and breaching the walls of fortified places fine Reims 
Ran). Many technical uses of the term have been denies 
from  this, e.g. the weight of a pile-driving machine, the mas 
of a hydraulic press and other machines or portions of marten 
worked by water power (see HYDAAVIJCS). The amino er 
vessels were fitted with a beak (Lit. resbvisa, Gr. Web, 

 projecting from the bows, and used to ram or aunts 
aides of an opposing vessel; for the development of this is at 
modem battleship, see Sam. 

RAHM AN, the month of the Ifshommedan year in M. 1 
 absolute fasting from dawn to sunset is remdred. The to 

is laid down in Koran ii. 179-084, and is as follows: A tiag 
had always been a part of religion'. In Islam it was te ts 
in this month because in it the Koran was revealed, asst • 
was holier than the others. It was to begin whoa tkr as 
moon was actually seen, and last until sight of the mat to 
moon; to extend each day from the time when a white that 
could be distinguished from a black one and until nigher-
to be absolute in that time as to food, drink, women Tr 
daytime should be passed, by preference, is retreat (On-
to the mosque in pious exercises; during the night all ear 
wise lawful things to be lawful The sick and those cc I 
journey might he excused, but should fast thereafter .2 

 equivalent number of days. Unnamed breaking el the 
might be atoned for by feeding of the poor. The last 2AA 
of the mouth are regarded as especially sacred; these )lale-
himself used to pass in retreat. In the course of them fsf 
" Night of Decree," or " of Power " (Koran or. 2). ha . 1 

 exact date is not known. On it intmeoutse be tweea haw 
and earth is peculiarly open, and many wonders take pa r 
Fasting in Ramadan is reckoned one of the five palrt 
absolute requirements, of Islam. It is followed by the leer 
Festival, the first three days of the mouth Shamed ss 
Bantam). Naturally, during It all the activities of hie in 
reduced to a minimum, and those who CAA affoed it ten s 
into day as much as possible. 

For details see Hughes, Dielftmas, I 	D.; sea, fear 
Islam, 279 ff.; Sprenger, Lass MoasesesMt, bk. sg 84  Susi 
iburgronie, Mobs, 51, 77 ff .; hlealtia. The Jidda.  247 
De Mokaannedeassche Wed. los If. 

RAMBAUD, ALFRED NICOLAS (184a-epos). natal le 
torian, was born at Besancon on the sad of July ilia 
studying at the Ecole normale supErieure, be granplast 
studies In Germany. He was one of that band a 7e.44  
scholars, among whom was also Ernest Lariat, Ca* 
Moped and Gaston Paris, whom enthusiasm was anew I 
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Use principles and otipaitation of scientific study as applied 
beyond the Rhine, and who were ready to devote themselves 
to their cherished plan of remodelling higher education in 
France. He was appointed " re/46km " at the Ecole 
des Hautes Etudes on its foundation in 1868. His researches 
were at that time directed towards the Byzantine period of 
the middle ages, and to this period were devoted the two 
theses which he composed for bin doctorate in letters, Ds 
byte:dim kippodromo d einem:thus factionilms (revised in French 
for the Roue des Deus Monks, ender the title of " 14 monde 
byzantio; le sport et ('hippodrome," 1871), and L'Empire grec 
or X' sack, Cementing Porpkyrogiggite (1870). This latter 
work is still accepted as a good authority, and caused Rambaud 
to be bailed as a master on the Byzantine period; but with 
the exception of one article on Digenis Akritas, in the Reme 
des Dens Moeda (1873), and one other on Michael PseUos, 
in the Rare Aida*** (vol. us., 1876), Rambaud's researches 
were diverted towards other parts of the East. The Franco-
German War inspired him with the idea for some courses of 
lectures which developed into books: La domination francoise 
en Alkmagrot; les F►aneais see is Rhin, 1702-1804 0873/ 
and L'Alkacogne sous Nopoleces I. acas-zSu (1874). He 
watched attentively the role played by Russia, and soon 
observed how much to the interest of France, a good minds 
with this power would be. He accordingly threw himself 
into the study of Russian history, staying in Russia in order 
to learn its language, institutions and customs. On his return, 
be published La Aussie epique, a study of the heroic soup 
(1876), a short but excellent !Basin de is Ramie depeis les 
mingles jusqu'41 Cannes (s878; cat ed., two), Francais 
at /teases, Mascot, d Shadopol ata-aye (1876; and ed., 
1881), and finally the two important volumes on Russian 
diplomatic history in the Ragged des Indrections dotedes ors 
amkassademrs (vols, vii. and ix., ago and 1891). He was not 
improbably moved by considerations of foreign policy to 
publish his Runes d Pressings, grace de Sept Ass (t893), a 
popular work, though based on solid research. After teaching 
history in the Faculties of Arts at Caen (1871) and Nancy 
(1873), be was called to the Sorbonne (1883), where he was 
the first to occupy the chair of contemporary history. By 
this time he had already entered into politics; he had been 
7114 dal Cabinet of Jules Ferry (1879-1881), though this did not 
iistract him from his literary work. It was under these 
:onditions that be composed his Hidden de la civilisation 
'IWAKaist (a vols., MS, 1887; 9th al., Igor) and his Hidoire 
ge to civilisation cogdemporaine en Prance (1888; new ed. 
:rickety revised, tub), and undertook the general editorship 
sf the Histoire emirate is IV* curse jusqu'd Nor jeers. The 
)Ian of this great work bad been drawn up with the aid of Ernest 
Lavisse, but the entire supervision of its execution was carried. 
nit by Rimbaud. He contributed to it himself some interesting 
liapters on the history of the East, of which he bad a thorough 
tnowledge. In 1885 Rambaud published, in collaboration 
with J. B. Bailie, a French translation of J. R. Seeley's 
Expansion of EagglaNd, and in the perfect be laid great emphasis 
in the enormous increase of power brought to England by 
be possession of her colonies, seeing in this a lesson for France. 
ie was anxious to see the rise of a "Greater France," on the 
nodel of " Greater Britain," and it was with this idea that he 
indertook to present to the public a series of essays, written 
ry famous explorers or political men, under the title of 14 
;ranee collegiate, kistode, *pagan; commerce (1886; 6th ed., 
893). Having become senator for the department of Doubt 
A.5- 1 pot), Rimbaud held the position of minister of Public 

nst ruct ion from t8g6 to 0898, and in that capacity endeavoured 
o carry on the educational work of Jules Ferry, to whose 
memory be always remained faithful. He dedicated to his 
°rover chief a book (holes Perry, tgo3), which is a valuable 
est imony to the efforts made by France to organize public 
duration and found a colonial empire; but this fidelity also 
con him some enemies, who succeeded for souse that in pre. 
Panting him from becoming a member of the Institute. He 

was finally elected a member of the Academie des Sciences 
morales et politiques on the nth of December s897, in place 
of the due d'Aumale, of whose life he wrote an account (vol. rail, 
and series, of the Memares of this academy). His many 
interests ended by wearing out even his robust constitution, 
and be died at Paris on the loth of November 1905. 

See the notices by Ernest Lavisse in the Rare de Paris for 

(wok 
January tw

P 
 ill 

344-
.  Egon. and Gabriel Mooed in the Revue histories,' 

fx 343). 

SARUM min (183o-1886), Swiss author, was born 
at Sales near Swiss aarens on the 6th of April 1830, the eldest 
son of r Vaudois schoolmaster, from whom he received his 
education. When In tiles his father lost his post, owing to 
the religious disputes, Rambert became a teacher in Paris, 
and later a tutor in England and at Geneva. When the affairs 
of the family improved, Rambert was able to pursue his studies 
for the ministry, but he was more attracted by literature, and 
in aes became professor of French literature at the academy 
of Lausanne, and in 186o at the Federal polytechnic school at 
Zurich, where he remained till 0181, when he again became 
professor at Lausanne. His principal work, Les Alpo seines 
(5 yob., 1866-1875; republished with large additions, according 
to his own scheme, in 6 vols., :887.-:889), is a mine of miscellaneous 
information on the subject. He also published several volumes 
of poetry, as well as a volume entitled Ecrivains notiorena 
(1874, republished 1889), and biographies of the pietist Vinet 
(1875), of the poet Jute Olivier (1879) and of the artist Alexandre 
Came (1883). He died on the asst of November 1886. 

Rambert's Damara Pe ales were edited (1603) by Henri Wamery, 
whose Eagles Ramled (Lausanne, 189o) contains a critical estimate. 

(W. A. B. C.)- 
RANBOUILLET. CATHERINE DB VIVONNE, Muttons 

DE (1588-1665), a lady famous in the literary history of France, 
was born in 1588. She was the daughter and heiress of Jean de 
Vivonne, marquis of Pisani, and her mother Giulia was of the 
noble Roman family of Savelli. She was married at twelve 
years old to Charles d'Angennes, vidame of Le Mans, and after-
wards marquis of Rambouillet. The young marquise found the 
coarseness and intrigue that then reigned in the French court 
Little to her taste, and after the birth of her eldest daughter, 
Julie d'Angennes, in i6e7, she began to gather round her the 
circle afterwards so famous. She established herself at the 
Hotel Pisani, called later the H6tel de Rambouillet, the site of 
which is close to the Grands Magasins du Louvre. Mote de 
Rambouillet took great trouble to arrange her house for purposes 
of reception, and devised suites of small rooms where visiton 
could move easily, and could find more privacy than in the large 
reception rooms of, the ordinary house. The betel was rebuilt 
on these lines in 1618. It maintained its importance as a social 
and literary centre until r65o. Almost all the more remarkable 
personages in French society and French literature frequented 
it, especially during the second quarter of the century, when it 
was at the height of its reputation. There is abundant testi-
mony to Mine de Rambomilet's beauty, though no portrait of 
her is known to exist. Her success as a hostess was due to many 
causes. Her natural abilities had been carefully trained, but 
were not extraordinary. Many people were, however, like 
herself, disgusted with the intrigues at court, and found the 
comparative austerity of the H6tel de Rambouiliet a welcome 
change. The marquise bad genuine kindness and a lack of 
prejudice that enabled her to entertain on the same footing 
princes and princesses of the blood royal, and men of letters, 
while among her intimate friends was the beautiful Angelique 
Paulet. The respect paid to ability in her salon effected a great 
advancement in the position of French men of letters. More-
over, the almost uniform excellence of the memoirs and letters 
of t7tb-century Frenchmen and Frenchwomen may be traced 
largely to the development of conversation as a fine art at the 
Haul Rambouillet, and the consequent establishment of a 
standard of clear and adequate expression. Mine de Rambouillet 
was known as the " incomparable Arthenice," the name being 
an anagram for Catherine, devised by Malhabe and Ream 
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Among the more noteworthy incidents in the story of the Hotel 
are the sonnet war between the Uranium and the Jobistes-
partisans of two famous sonnets by Voiture and Benserage—and 
the composition by all the famous poets of the day of the 
Guirlande de Julie, a collection of poems on different flowers, 
addressed in 1641 to Julie d'Angennes, afterwards duchesse de 
Montausier. Julie herself was responsible for a good deal of 
the preciosity for which the Hotel was later ridiculed. Charles 
de Sainte Maure, who become in 1664 duc de Montausier, had 
been wooing her for seven years when he conceived the idea 
of the famous garland, and she kept him waiting for four years 
more. 

The Precieuses, who are usually associated with Moliere's 
avowed caricatures and with the extravagances of Mlle. de 
Scudfry, but whose name, it must be remembered, Madame de 
Sivigne herself was proud to bear—insisted on a ceremonious 
gallantry from their suitors and friends, though it seems from 
the account given by Tallemant des Reams that practical jokes 
of a mild kind were by no means excluded from the Hotel de 
Rambouillet. They especially favoured an elaborate and 
quintessenced kind of colloquial and literary expression, imitated 
from Marini and Gongora, and then fashionable throughout 
Europe. The immortal Precieuses ridicules of Moliere was no 
doubt directly levelled not at the Hotel de Rambouillet itself, 
but at the numerous coteries which in the course of years had 
sprung up in imitation of it. But the satire did in truth touch 
the originators as well as the imitators,—the former more closely 
perhaps than they perceived. The Hetet de Rambotullet 
continued open till the death of its mistress, on the and of 
December 1663, but the troubles of the Fronde diminished Its 
influence. 

The chief original authorities respecting Madame de Rambouillet 
and her set are Tallemant des R6aux in his Historiettes, and Antoine 
Baudeau de Somaize in his Grand Dictionnaire des Precinues (166o). 
Many modern writers have treated the subject, notably Victor 
Cousin, La Societi froxylise au roil. lade (2 vols., 1856), and C. L. 
Livet •  Pricings et Precieuses . (1859). There is an admirable 
edition (1875) of the Guirlande the Julie by 0. Uzanne. 

HANBOUILLET, a town of northern France, capital of an 
arrondissement in the 'department of Seine-et-Oise, 3o m. S.W. 
of Paris on the railway to Chartres. Top. (toot) town, 3965; 
commune, 6s63. Rambouillet derives its whole interest from 
the associations connected with the ancient château, dating 
originally from the 14th century, but often rebuilt. A great 
machicolated tower is all that remains of the medieval building; 
some apartments with good woodwork are also of interest. The 
château is surrounded by a beautiful park of 3000 acres and by 
an extensive forest. The gardens, partly in French, partly in 
English style, are picturesque, and have an avenue of Louisiana 
cypress unique in Europe. The park contains the national 
sheep-farm, where in the 18th century the first flock of merino 
sheep in France was raised, a school of sheep-farming, and, close 
to the latter, a small dairy built by Louis XVI. The shooting 
of the famous coverts of Rambouillet is reserved for the presi-
dents of the Republic. The town is the seat of a sub-prefect 
and has a tribunal of first instance and a preparatory infantry 
schooL Trade is in grain, wool, flour and wood. Watch-
springs are manufactured. 

Originally a royal domain, the lands of Rambouillet passed in 
the 14th century to the D'Angennes family, who held them for 
three hundred years and built the château- Francis I. died 
there in 1547; and Charles IX. and Catherine de Medicis found 
a refuge there in the Wars of Religion, as Henry III. did after 
them. The title became a marquisate in 1612, at which time 
it was held by Charles d'Angennes, husband of Catherine de 
Vivonne(g.s.), the famous marchioness of Rambouillet. Created 
a duchy and peerage in favour of the duke of Toulouse, son 
of Louis XIV., Rambouillet was subsequently bought and 
embellished by Louis XVI., who erected a model farm and other 
buildings. The place was a hunting-seat. of Napoleon L and 
Charles X., and it was here that in 1830 the latter signed his 
abdication. 

RARBAU, JEAN PHILIPPE (1683-T764), French eme. 
theorist and composer, was born at Dijon on the res 
October 1683. His musical education, partly in mesequeer 
his father's desire that he should study law, still more th-s.; 
his own wayward disposition, was of a desultory detracts" 
1701 his father sent him to Milan to break off a foolish 
match. But he learned little in Italy, and soon resumes • 
company with a wandering theatrical manager, for whoa • 
played the second violin. He next settled in Paris, when 
published his Premier litre de paces de elaseein, in 1706 
1717 he made an attempt to obtain the appointment of rum • 
at the church of St Paul. Deeply annoyed at his sloops • 
failure, he retired for a time to Lille, whence, however, he - 
removed to Clermont-Ferrand. Here he succeeded his Oro - 
Claude as organist at the cathedraL 

Burning with desire to remedy the Imperfections of his nr 
education , Rameau diligently studied the writings of Zari 
Descartes, Mersenne, F. Kircher and other theorists_ Be 
only mastered their views but succeeded in demonstrating 
weak points and substituting for them a system of his o 
His keen insight into the constitution of certain chords, _ 
in early life he had studied only by ear, enabled him to propo • 
a series of hypotheses, many of which are now accepted e 
established fads. While the older contrapuntists were 
fectly satisfied with the laws which regulated the nide, 
involutions of their vocal and instrumental parts, Ra= 
demonstrated the possibility of building up a natural her- -
upon a fundamental bass, and- of using that harmony o 
authority for the enactment of whatever laws might be - 
sidered necessary for the guidance either of the contratsr. - 
or the less ambitious general composer. And in this 1w -
explained the distinction between two styles, which have be. 
called the " horizontal and vertical systems," the " horn 
system " being that by which the older contrapuntists end 
the onward motion of their several parts, and the " sir 
system " that which constructs an entire passage out al a sr 
harmony. From fundamental. harmonies he passed to ins:- 
chords, to which he was the first to call attention; and the rs • 
of this discovery fully compensates for his erroneous et 
concerning the chords of the eleventh and the great ids 
" added ") sixth (see Harratorrv). 

Raman first set forth his new theory in his Tread de Mem-. 
(Paris, 1722), and followed it up in his Names ryseher (, - 
Giniralion Isarneemigue (1737), Demonstration (5750) and • 
tulles rejlexions (1752). But it was not only as a themie 
he became famous. Returning to Paris in t 7z/ he first antra • 
attention by composing some light dramatic pieces, and • 
showed his real powers in his opera, Hipped* et Aries's, kes 
on Itacine's Had.. and produced at the Acadimie is 
Though this work was violently opposed by the admire-. 
Lulli, whose party spirit eventually stirred up the fze. 
" guerre des bouffons," Rantean's genius was too bnlbase is 
trampled under foot by an ephemeral faction and his obi- - 
triumph was assured. He afterwards produced more ••-a 
twenty operas, the most successful of which were Denim. 
Castor a Pollux, Les !mks galaxies and La prince:me de Nazis 
Honours were showered upon him. He was appointed 
duetor at the Opera Comique, and the directors of she air-
granted him a pension. King Louis XV. appointed his em 
poser to the court in 1745, and in 2764 honoured him sot 
patent of nobility and the order of St Michael. But thew 
privileges were granted only on the eve of his death at Pee a 
the tab of September 1764. 

See biographies in Charles Poisset (1864). Muted (latly). Par 
(5876). 

RAMPS, or RAMESSIS (Gen. xlvii. xi; Land. zit •• 
Num. uriii. 3), or, with a slight change in the vowel paw 
Raman (Easel f. It), the name of a district and Iowa tom 
Egypt, is notable as affording the mainstay of the cow 
theory that King Rameses II. was the pharaoh of the ammo 
and his successor Minephthas the pharaoh of the easdir. Pe 
actual facts, however, hardly justify so large an ink lb 
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first three passages eked above are all by the priestly (post-exile) 
author and go together. Jacob is settled by his son Joseph in 
the land of Realties and from the same Rameses the exodus 
naturally takes place. The older narrative speaks not of the 
land of Rameses bet of the land of Goshen; it seems probable, 
therefore, that the later author interprets an obsolete term by 
one current in his own day, just as the Septuagint in Gen. del 28 
names instead of Goshen Heroopolis and the land of Rameses. 
Heroopolis lay on the canal connecting the Nile and the Red Sea, 
and not far from the head of the latter, so that the land of 
Rameses must be sought in Widi Tamflit near the line of the 
modern fresh-water canal. In Exod. L IT, again, the store-
cities or arsenals which the Hebrews built for Pharaoh are 
specified as Pithom and R/133115e6, to which the Septuagint adds 
Heliopolis. Pattern also takes us to the Wadi Tamillt. But 
did the Israelites maintain a continuous recollection of the 
names of the cities on which they were forced to bead, or were 
these names rather added by a writer who knew what fortified 
places were in his own time to be seen in Wadi Truant? The 
latter is far the more likely case, when we consider that the old 
form of the story of the Hebrews in Egypt is throughout de-
ficient in precise geographical data, as might be expected in a 
history not committed to writing nil the Israelites had resided 
for centuries in another and distant land. The post-exile ar 
priestly author indeed gives a detailed route for the exodus 
(which is lacking in the older story), but he, we know, was a 
student of geography and might supplement tradition by what 
he could gather from traders as to the caravan routes. ,  And at 
all events to argue that, because the Hebrews worked at a city 
named after Rameses, they did so in the reign of the founder, is 
false reasoning, for the Hebrew expression might equally be 
used of repairs or new works of any kind. 

It appears, however, from remains and inscriptions that 
Rameses II. did build in Widi TamIlit, especially at Tell 
Maskhata, which Lepsius therefore identified with the Raamses 
of Exodus. This identification is commemorated in the name 
of the adjacent railway 'station. But Naville's excavations 
found that the ruins were those of Pitbom and that Pithom was 
identical with the later Heliopolis. Petrie found sculptures of 
the age of Rameses II. at Tel Rotab, in the Wadi TOmtlit west 
of Pithom, and concludes that this was Rameses. The Biblical 
city is probably one of those named Prameses, " House of 
Ramesses," in the Egyptian texts. 

See PITH011; and W. M. F. Petrie, Hyhsos Gad Israelite Cider, 
p att et sqq. (W. R. S., F. Lt.. G.) 

RAMESWARAIL a town of British India, in the Madura 
district of Madras, on the island of Pambam in Palk Straits. It 
contains one of the most venerable Hindu shrines, founded, 
according to tradition, by Rama himself, which for centuries has 
been the resort of thousands of pilgrims from all parts of India. 
The great temple, with its pillared corridors loo ft. long, is 
perhaps the finest example of Dravidian architecture. 

RAIIIE (Rites, CHINA-CRASS), the product of one or more 
species of the genus Boehnteria, a member of the order Urticaceae 
and nearly allied to the stinging nettle genus (flake), from 
which, however, it differs in absence of stinging hairs. Some 
confusion has arisen in the use of the various terms China-
grass, Ramie and Rhea. Two plants are concerned. One, 
Boehlneeia seism, China-grass, has been cultivated by the 
Chinese from very early times under the name Tstkon-nuf. The 
other, probably a variety of the same species (Bad:merle sires, 
var. fenaassiona), though sometimes regarded as a distinct 
species (B. ten& isania), is the Ramie (Malay ulna) of the Malay 
Islands and the Rhea of Assam. 

Bnehmeria Prince is a shrubby plant with the growth of the 
common nettle but without stinging hairs, sending up each 
season a number of straight shoots from a perennial under-
ground rootstock. The long-stalked leaves recall those of the 
cattle in their shape and serrated margin, but their bads are 

1  From the _amnion of the words it is OWN sot unlikely that 
" Pithcmi and Rasmam may be the addition of s redactor. and that 
the Ent author o4 Esod. i. t I only spoke generally of lanre'citiol•  

clothed with a downy substance and have a silvery appearance. 
The minute greenish flowers are closely arranged along a slender 
axis. This variety has been cultivated by the Chinese for many 
years, and the fibre, which is obtained from it by a tedious 
band-process, has been used more or less as a substitute for silk. 

The variety tem:cis:ism differs in its more robust habit and 
larger leaves, which are pale green on the face and a very much 
paler green on the bark. They are not downy, however, and 
this affords a ready means of distinction from true China-grass. 
Bocksicria niece is sometimes found wild in India, Malaya, 
China and Japan, and is probably a native of further India and 
Malaya. China-grass and ramie are widely cultivated not only 
in China, Formosa, Japan, India and Malaya, but also in 
Queensland, Mauritius, the Carneroons, the West Indies, Brazil, 
Mexico and the southern states of North America, and also 
in south Europe. 

The plant, which attains a height of from 3 to 8 It., 
is grown from seed, cuttings or layers, or by division of the 
roots. It is easy to cultivate, and thrives in almost any soil, 
but especially in a naturally rich, moist, light, loamy soil. 
For the best growth a good and equally distributed rainfall is 
necessary. Sudden changes of weather result in irregularities 
in growth, and these have a tendency to produce plants the 
fibres of which vary in strength. Liberal manuring Lenecessary, 
as the plant withdraws a large quantity of valuable constituents 
from the soil. The plants should be cut when the flower is 
beginning to Fall and the seed to form. 

It is stated that two to four crops per season may be obtained 
on suitable ground, each crop yielding about q tons of stems 
per acre. With only two crops per year, and a 4% yield of fibre, 
the resulting product would nearly reach one-third of a ton per 
acre. When proper attention is given to the choice of ground, 
and to planting, there is not much difficulty in the way of 
raising a good crop; the trouble arises in the extraction of the 
fibre. 

The stems when ripe are cut down, and after the leaves and 
small branches have been removed, the outer covet and the 
layers of fibre are stripped off in the form of ribbons: These 
ribbons contain the bark, the fibre and a quantity of very 
adhesive gum. The Chinese remove this bark and as much of 
the gent as possible before the plant has dried. This hand-
process is naturally a slow and tedious one, and many decorti-
cators have been invented to supplant it. The action of all 
these decorticators is very similar. The ramie stalks are fed 
into the machine, and during their passage are beaten by Is to 
so rapidly revolving blades. These break the stalks into small 
pieces, and leave the bark and fibre in long ribbons. At the 
same time, part of the gum is squeezed out between the beaters 
and the anvil. Up to the present, however, these machines have 
not been very successful. They usually bruise or otherwise 
injure the fibre, and they do not squeeze out the gum thoroughly. 
If the gum be allowed to dry on the ribbons it is difficult to 
remove it, and the chemicals employed in the degumming, if not 
thoroughly removed by washing, often injure the fibre to such 
an extent that the ultimate fabric or article is soon decomposed. 
If, however, the ribbons be degummed immediately, or soon 
after the plants are cut down, the gum will be much more easily 
extracted—indeed it might be possible to remove it then by 
boiling water or steam. The fibre cannot be expected to 
make much headway until the operations of decorticating and 
degumming are successfully carried out on or near the growing 
grounds; and, until a proficient decorticator is made, the fibre 
should be stripped by hand and the degumming operation begun 
immediately. By this method the least possible damage would 
result to the fibre, no waste material would be shipped, and a 
clean fibre would be placed on the market. 

The fibre possesses some very valuable properties; it is not 
only much stronger than any other known fibre, but almost 
equals silk in its brilliance. This latter property, however, is 
now challenged by mercerized cotton. It successfully resists 
atmospheric changes, is easily dyed and is affected but little by 
moisture. On the other hand, articles manufactured from it are 
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said to crack and break easily when sharply bent, and on account 
of their hairy character have not the same smart appearance 
as those made from flax. Although the fibre is in some cases 
12 in. long, it varies considerably in length. This is one of the 
drawbacks in the preparing and spinning. It is impossible to 
make perfect yarns from fibres of various lengths; hence it is 
necessary either to separate the fibres into reasonable groups, 
or to cut them into satisfactory lengths. The latter method 
appears, on the whole, to be the better, and it is the method 
adopted by Messrs Greenwood & Batley Limited, Leeds, 
who make special machinery for the dressing, preparing and 
spinning of ramie and China-grass. If no special machinery be 
employed, the length of the fibre will decide the class of machinery 
to be used. The fibre has been prepared and spun on flax, wool 
and silk-waste machinery, but it must be understood that none 
of these systems are really suitable for the process. A fibre 
with special characteristics requires special machinery for its 
manufacture. 

When so many different opinions obtain as to which existing 
machinery is best adapted for the preparing and spinning of ramie, 
it is not surprising to find that different methods are employed in 
the process of manufacture. In general, however, we may say that, 
after decortication, the first process is that of degumming. This is 
usually done by immersing the fibre in a caustic soda solution, which 
is then heated in a closed vessel. The fibre is laid on galvanized 
trays, of which as many as forty-four can be fitted in a cage, which is 
then placed inside the boiling hair, the lid of which is screwed down 
and the necessary pressure of steam admitted. After having been 
boiled a sufficient time to remove the gum, the material is lifted out, 
the alkali neutralized, and the fibre thoroughly washed to remove 
all traces of chemicals. The bulk of the water is removed by a 
hydro-extractor, and the fibre is then hung up or laid on perforated 
plates to dry. 

To facilitate the subsequent 	s, the fibre if softened by 
costing it through a machine fitted with fluted rollers. Then follow 
the operations of dressing, roving, wet spinning and doubling, and 
finally the twisted thread is passed rapidly through a gas flame in 
order to remove all superfluous hairs. 

In spite of the many disappointments which have been expenenced 
in connexion with the treatment of this fibre, we are of the opinion 
that it will ultimately hold a good place amongst commercial fibres. 
It is at present spun in several European countries, but its use is 
still very limited. This is due,. not to any imperfection of the fibre, 
but to its price and to the limited supply of raw material. It is at 
present chiefly used for gas mantles, for which it is particularly well 
adapted. It has also been used for paper-making, ropes, lines, nets, 
underwear, and for canvas and several other fabrics. If only a good 
supply of clean fibre could be obtained, there is not the least doubt 
that manufacturers and machine-makers would quickly provide 
means for dealing with it (T. Wo.) 

RAMILLIES. a village of Belgium, in the province of Brabant, 
r3 miles N. by E. of Namur, between the sources of the Little 
Gheete and of the Mehaigne. It is famous for the victory of the 
Allies under the duke of Marlborough over the French com-
manded by Marshal Villeroy on the 12th/23rd of May 1706. 
The position of the French on the high ground about Ramillies 
was marked by the villages of AutrCglise (Anderkirch) on the 
left, Offuz on the left centre, Ramillies on the right centre and 
Taviers on the right close to the river blchaigne. In front of the 
last was a smaller village, Franquenay, which was held as an 
advanced post. Between these points d'oppui the ground was 
mostly open upland, and the position as a whole was defective 
in so far that the villageswere barely within cannon-shot of each 
other. It was particularly strong on the flanks, which were 
protected by the marshy beds of the Mehaigne and the Little 
Gheete. Ramillies stands almost on the watershed of these 
adjacent valleys, and here Marlborough decided to deliver his 
main attack. The forces were about equal, and were at first 
equally distributed along the whole line of either party. Marl-
borough's local concentration of force at the spot where the 
attack was to be pressed home was made not before, but after 
the action had opened (cf. NEE1111.12:DEN). Villeroy's left wing 
of cavalry and infantry was secure—and at the same time im-
mobilized—behind the upper course of the Little Gheete, and 
the French commander allowed himself to be imposed upon by 
a demonstration in this quarter, convinced perhaps by the 
presence of the British contingent that a serious attack was  

intended. The morning was spent in arraying the leas . 
battle, and it was about z.so when the cannonade ass- 
Soon the first lines of infantry of the Allied centre WC 
(Dutch) opened the attacks on Franquenay and Tarim sea . 
Ramillies, and, when after a severe struggle Taviers Iii las.. 
hands of the Dutch, their commander, Marshal Overkstit. 
forward the whole of the left wing cavalry and fiercely tape 
the French cavalry opposed to it. The ground seas open • 
parties had placed the greater part of their boom on nib ►  
and it was only after a severe and prolonged esegagemer 
which Marlborough himself took part like a trooper sad 
unhorsed) that the Allies were definitely victorious, thuds 
the arrival of a force of cavalry brought over from the A-• 
right wing. Meanwhile the principal attack on Raman t. 
been Successfully pressed home, the necessary concratn 
of force being secured by secretly and skilfully withdrawn; 
British battalions from the right wing. While Vdkon 
trying to bring up supports from the left to take part r 
cavalry battle, the French in Ramillies were driven out uti 
open, where the Allied cavalry, having now gained the • 
hand, rode down many battalions. Most of the French a. 
from the other wing, having to force its way through the be, . 
trains of the army (these had been placed too near the is 
lines), arrived too late, and once Ramillies had fallen the • 
line of the Allies gradually took up the offeasive. It sa. -1 
long before the French line was rolled up from right to iet 
the retreat of the French was only effected in cousin: 
confusion. Then followed for once a relentless pursuit, I 
on by the British cavalry (which had scarcely been ear...T. 
to Louvain, zo m. from the field of battle. idarihr.... 
unequalled tactical skill and judgment thus sufficed not o - 
to win the battle, but to win it with so large a ruannin 
unexpended that the fruits of his victory could be satki-•zi 
The French army lost, in killed, wounded and missing 
is,000 men, the Allies (amongst whom the Dutch had S. 
the brunt of the fighting) scarcely one-third as many. 

RAHLEIL KARL WILHELM (t7a5-170). German pee 
born at Kolberg on the asth of February 1725. After 
pleting his studies in Halle, he went to Berlin, where, n 
he was appointed professor of logic and literature at the . 
school. In 178( he became associated with the autborj.... 
Jakob Engel, in the management of the royal theatre, of •- 
after resigning hit professorship, he became (r Innve 
director. He died at Berlin on the r nth of April a pa& R.: 
was a skilful but cold and uninspired versifier; and the vs; 
tion he enjoys as poet and critic is mainly due to ha 
imitating and reproducing in German, classical (mostly His-
metrical forms; and he had a reputation, not tualoarro 
correcting his friends' writings out of recognition. 
Jens, a cantata, is well known owing to its musical sett..: 
Karl Heinrich Graun. 

Ramler published Geis' dicks Cana** fr 
L. 
o) and Oldenrn 

collection of his works was published 	F. G. Non 	. (2 vols., 113co-18ot). See also Heinslus, ousels riser enftmar• 
Shine Ramiers WO): and K. Schuddekopf. Kart WOWw ?_-
bit as saw Verbrodung nit Losing (1886). 

RANIIELSRERG, KARL FRIEDRICH AUGUST ,•' 
11199), German mineralogist, was born at Berlin on the 
April 1813. He was educated for the medical profess; - - 
graduated in 1837 at Berlin University. In meg  he  be - 
privaldazenf in the university, and in iffeS professor c-
ordinary of chemistry. This post he relinquished in ti. 
take the chair of chemistry and mineralogy at the 18 2)• 
dustrial Institute. In am he was appointed protristc 
inorganic chemistry, and director of the second theatrics/ I. 
tory at Berlin. Distinguished for his researches on aline: -
crystallography and analytical chemistry, he laboured 
at metallurgy, and yet found time for a aeries of um 
textbooks, in which his learning and sound judging:I • " 
combined with a lucid and accurate statement of teat 
was author of liandtatkkrbutO des thenisolone Teals de tos-
afetie I vole., 5845; supp. 1 E40; iAtAribati air 
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Melolist* (ttiso); Hanikeek der Krysiollographisekei Chassis 
(ass); HamWick der Minerakkessis (186o); Handbuch der 
Krystallograpkischlkynkalischers Vienne (a vols., 188, -82), 
some of the earlier works being incorporated in later and more 
comprehensive volumes with different titles. He died at Gross 
Lichterfelde, near Berlin, on the 28th of December 189e. 

RAN DORAN ROY (i 774-z833), Indian religious reformer, 
and founder of the Brahma Samaj (g.s.) or Theistic Church, 
was born at Radhanagar, in the district of Hugli, Bengal, in 
May s774. He was the son of a small landowner, and in his 
early life acquired a knowledge of Persian, Arabic and Sanskrit, 
besides his own vernacular, Bengali. At the age of sixteen he 
first assailed idolatry in his Bengali work, entitled Tke Idolatrous 
Rdisiow System of the Hindus. This gave offence to his ortho-
dox father, and Ram Mohan left home and spent some years 
in travel At the age of twenty-two he began his study of the 
English language, and he also acquired a knowledge of other 
modern and ancient European languages. On the death of his 
father be obtained an appointment under the British govern-
ment In thoo, from which he retired in this, settled down in 
Calcutta, and devoted himself to religious reform. He had 
already inaugurated a circle for discussing the absurdities of 
idol worship, and published a striking book in Persian called 
Ttillfat-al•Mainshbiddin (" A Gift to Monotheists "). On his 
settlement in Calcutta he established a little friendly society 
(Atniya Sabha), which met weekly to read the Hindu scriptures 
and to chant monotheistic hymns. In 182o be Issued a selection 
from the Christian Gospels entitled The Precepts of Jesus tke 
Guide to Pose and Happiness. He also wrote Bengali works 
on the Vedanta philosophy, translated some of the U paniskads, 
entered into controversies with Christian missionaries, and on 
the 23rd of January 283o definitely established the Brahma 
$amaj " for the worship and adoration of the Eternal, Un-
searchable, Immutable Being who is the Author and Preserver 
of the Universe" He gave his support to the governor-general, 
Lord William Bentiack, for the abolition of the suttee rite, i.e. 
the custom of permitting Hindu widows to burn themselves on 
the funeral pyre of their husbands. He also worked bard to 
spread education among his fellow-countrymen, and to improve 
the quality and the prestige of the native pros. In 183o the 
emperor of Delhi bestowed on Ram Mohan the title of raja, and 
wet him to England as his agent- Raja Ram Mohan Roy gave 
his evidence before the Select Committee of the House of 
Commons on the judicial and revenue systems of India. He 
presented petitions to the House of Commons in support of the 
abolition of the suttee rite, and had the satisfaction of being 
present in the House when the appeal against such abolition 
was rejected on the rah of July 1832. As the first educated and 
eminent Indian who had come to England, he received a cordial 
welcome from learned men; and Bentham addressed him as an 
" intensely admired and dearly beloved collaborator in the 
service of mankind." Ram Mohan also visited France and 
contemplated a voyage to America, but a sudden attack of 
brain fever led to his death on the 27th of September 11333. He 
was buried at Bristol, where a tomb wanerected by his friend 
Dwarka Nails Tagore. • 

RADIUM a town of British India, in the Madura district 
of Madras, at the base of the spit of land that projects towards 
the island of Pamban In Palk strait. Pop. (ipor) 14,$4& 
It is the residence of a raja of old family, bead of the Mann= 
caste, whom title is searpathl, or lord of Adam's Bridge. The 
estate covers an aro of nos sq. m., and pays a permanent 
land revenue of 125,OCO. It is a desolate and generally unferthe 
tract, travased by the South Indian railway. 

BLINICU SARAT Manias Slots), the capital of the 
department of Wreak% SUM, Rumania; on the railway from 
Buzau to For:shad, and on the left bank of the 'tannic', a 
tributary of the Sereth. Pop. (sgoo) rs,r34, about ison 
being Jews. The town rats from a marshy plain, east of the 
Carpathians, and vast of the conilands d southern Moldavie. 
Salt and petroleum are worked in the moustains, and there 
Is a considerable trade in agricutrucal panduce and preserved  

meat. RAmnicu Sant was the scene of battles between the 
Iloidavians and the Walachians in 1434 and ism, and between 
the Walachians and Turks in 1634. Here also, in 1789, an 
Austro-Russian army defeated the Turks. luau the town was 
almost destroyed by fire and was rebuilt. 

BLIDUCTIVALCBA(Sfasiziar Mesa), or Rymnik, an episco. 
pal city and the capital of the department of Vilna, Rumania; 
situated at the foot of the Carpathians, on the right bank of 
the liver Oh, and on the railway from Cancel to Hermann- 
stadt in Transylvania. Pop. (goo) 7317. Three monasteries 
in the %%km department, those fif Bistritza, Cards and 
llorezu, are among the finest in Walachia. Besides wine, 
fruit, grain and timber, the surrounding uplands yield 
petroleum and salt. Within a few miles are the thermal 
springs of Ohuiestai and the salt mines of Ocnde Mari. The 
city is said to be the ancient Castra Trainna, and many traces 
of old encampments bear evidence of this. 

RAMPOLLA, COUNT MARIANO DEL TINDAII0 (s843- ), 
Italian cardinal, was born on the r7th of August 1843, at 
Polizzi, in the Sicilian diocese of C.efahl. Having completed 
his studio in the Capranica College at Rome, and laving 
taken holy orders, be studied diplomacy at the College of 
Ecclesiastical Nobles, and in 1875 was appointed councillor 
to the papal =neat= at Madrid. Two years later be was 
recalled to Rome and appointed secretary of the Propaganda 
for Eastern Affairs, and for Extraordinary Ecclesiastial 
Affairs. Consecrated titular archbishop of Heracka in z885, 
he returned to Madrid as nuncio, but was shortly afterwards 
created cardinal and appointed to the papal secretaryship of 
state. New to the Sacred College and free from traditional 
preconceptions, be was admirably fitted to carry out the papal 
policyomider Leo XIII. (see PAPACY). Rightly or wrongly, he 
was held personally responsible for the rapprocheasent with 
France and Russia and the opposition to the Powers of the 
Triple Alliance; and this attitude had its effect on his career 
when Leo MIL died. Rampolla was undoubtedly the 
favourite among the panabill cardinals; but the veto of Austria 
was interposed (see Concrave), and the votes of the Sacral 
College fell to Cardinal Sarto, who on the 4th of August 1 903 
became pope as Plus X. Cardinal Rampoila at once resigned 
his office as secretary of state, being succeeded by Cardinal 
Merry del Val- and ceased to play any conspicuous part in 
the Curia. 

RANPUIL a =dye state of India, in subordination to the 
United Provinces. It lies in Robilldand, between the British 
districts of Moradahad and Pilibhit. Area, 893 sq. zn. The 
country is level and generally fertile; being watered in the 
north by the rivers Koala and Nabul, and in the south by the 
Rarnganga. The chief crops are maize, rice and sugar cane. 
Pop. (sous) 533,3ts, showing a decrease of 3.3% in the decade. 
Estimated revenue, £234,000; military force, no ten, including 
two squadrons of Imperial Service lancers. The chat, whose 
title is nawab, is a Rebate Pathan, representing the family 
which established their power over this part of the country 
in the 18th century. When the Roblin were subjugated by 
the numb of Oudh,- with the assistance of a force lent by 
Warren Hastings, one of their number, Fidreullab Khan, from 
whom the present nawab traces his descent, was permitted 
to retain possession of Rampur. During the Mutiny Cl 1857 
the nawab of Rampur rendered important services to the 
British, for which he received a grant Of land assessed at how 
in perpetuity, besides other ammo The state ts crossed 
by the main line of the Oudb & Rolulkhand railway from 
Bareffly to Moradabad. The town of Rampur is on the left 
bank of the river Kona, 6zo ft. above the sea, with a railway 
station 39 m N.W. of Barally. Pap. (toot) 78,758. Than 
are manufactures of damask, pottery, sword-blades and wear. 
It is partially, and was once completely, surrounded by a broad 
bamboo hedge, which farmed a strong defence. In addition 
to a modern fort and several fine buDdinp, it contains an 
Arabic college. which attracts students frees all parts of India_ 

Thereare two other taws in India called Reaper, me 
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of which, the capital of the state of Bathe& in the Punjab, 
has given its name to the fine woollen shawls, widely known as 
Rampur chasms. 

RAMPUR BOALIA, or Burman, a town of British India, 
the administrative headquarters of Rajsbahi district in Eastern 
Bengal and Assam; on the kft bank of the Ganges. Pop. 
(19os) 21,589. It was originally chosen as a commercial 
factory for the silk trade, which is again being officially 
encouraged by the agricultural department. The town 
contains a government college, and an industrial school for 
sericulture. Most of the public buildings were severely damaged 
by the earthquake of the 1 ath of June 1897. There is a daily 
steamer service on the Ganges. 

HAMMY, ALLAN (1686-2758), Scottish poet, was born at 
Leadhills, Lanarkshire, on the 13th of October 1686. He was 
educated at the parish school of Crawford, and in 27ot was 
apprenticed to a wig-maker in Edinburgh. He married 
Christian Rosa in 1712; a few years after he had established 
himself as a wig-maker (not as a barber, as has been often 
said) in the High Street, and soon found himself in comfortable 
circumstances. His first efforts in verse-making were Inspired 
by the meetings of the Easy Club (founded in 2712), of which 
he was an original member; and In 1713 he became the Club 
Laureate. In the society of the members he assumed the 
name of " Isaac Bkkastaff," and later of " Gawin Douglas," 
the latter partly in memory of his maternal grandfather Douglas 
of Muthill (Perthshire), and partly to give point to his boast 
that he was a " poet sprung from a Douglas loin." The choice 
of the two names has some significance, when we consider his 
later literary life as the associate of the Queen Anne poets and 
as a collector of old Scots poetry. By rya he had made some 
reputation as a writer of occasional verse, which he published 
in broadsheets, and then (or a year earlier) he turned book-
seller in the premises where he had hitherto plied his craft of 
wig-making. In 1716 he had published a rough transcript of 
Christ's Kirk on th Green from the Bannatyne MS., with some 
additions of his own. In 1718 be republished the piece with 
more supplementary verses. In the following year he printed 
a collection of Scots Songs. The success of these ventures 
prompted him to collect his poems in 1722. The volume was 
issued by subscription, and brought in the sum of four hundred 
guineas. Four years later he removed to another shop, in the 
neighbouring Luckenbootba, where be opened a circulating 
library (the first in Scotland) and extended his business as a 
bookseller. Between the publication of the collected edition 
of his poems and his settling down in the Luckenbooths, he had 
published a few shorter poems and bad issued the first instal-
ments of The Tea-Table Miscellany and The Ever Green (both 
1724-1727). The Tea-Table Miscellany is " A Collection of 
Choice Songs Scots and English," containing some of Ramsay's 
own, some by his friends, several well-known ballads and songs, 
and some Caroline verse. Its title was suggested by the pro-
gramme of the Spectator : and the compiler claimed the place 
for his songs " e'en while the tea's 511'd reeking round," which 
Addison sought for his speculations at the hour set apart " for 
tea and bread and butter." In The Ever Green, being a Col-
lection of Scots Poems wrote by the Ingenious before shoo, 
Ramsay had another purpose, to reawaken an interest in the 
older national literature. Nearly all the pieces were taken 
from the Bennatyne MS., though they are by no means ver-
batim copies. They included his version of Christ's Kirk (U.S.) 
and a remarkable pastiche by the editor entitled the Vision. 
While engaged on these two swim, he produced, in 1725, his 
dramatic pastoral The Gentle Shepherd. In the volume of 
poems published in 1722 Ramsay had shown his bent to this 
seism, especially In " Patio and Roger," which supplies two 
of the dram& personae to his greater work. The swam of 
the drama was remarkable. It passed through several edi. 
dons, and was performed at the theatre in Edinburgh; its 
tide is still known In every corner of Scotland, even it it be no 
limner read. Ramsay wrote little afterwards, though he pub-
lished a few shorter poems, and new editions of his earlier  

work. A complete edition of his Peons appeared In Ludes 
in 1731 and in Dublin in 1733. With a touch of vanity he 
expressed the fear lest " the coolness of fancy that attends 
advanced years should make me risk the reputation I bed 
acquired." He was already on terms of intimacy with the 
leading men of letters in Scotland and England. He me- • 
responded with Hamilton of Bangour Somerville (qs.1, 
Gay (q.e.) and Pope. Gay visited him In Edinburgh, and Pope 
praised his pastoral—compliments which were undoubtedly 
responsible for some of Ramsay's unhappy poetic venters 
beyond his Scots vernacular. The poet had for many yens 
been a warm supporter of the stage. Some of his protegees 
and epilogues were written for the London theatres. In 1776 
he set about the erection of a new theatre, " at vast expense.' 
in Carrubber's Close, Edinburgh; but the opposition was toe 
strong, and the new house was closed in 1737. In 175e be 
retired from his shop to the house on the slope of the Castle 
Rock, still known as Ramsay Lodge. In this house, called by 
his friends " the goose-pie," because of Its octagonal shape, the 
poet died on the 7th of January 1758. 

Ramsay's importance in literary Watery is twofold. As a 
pastoral writer (" in some respects the best in the world," 
according to Leigh Hunt) he contributed, at an early stank 
to the naturalistic reaction of the 18th century. His Goalie 
Shepherd, by its directness of impression and its appredadon of 
country life, anticipates the attitude of the school which broke 
with neo-classical tradition. It has the " mixed " faults which 
make the greater poem of his Scots successor, Thome" a 
" transitional " document, but these give it an historical, if 
not an individual, interest. His chief place is, however, is 
an editor. He is the connecting-link between the greaser 
" Makers " of the 15th and 'nth centuries, sad Fesmasson 
(q.v.) and Burns. He revived the Interest in vernacular litau 
tore, and directly inspired the genius of his greater ateceseets. 
The preface to his Etta Green is a protest against " imported 
trimming " and " foreign embroidery in our writings," and ei 
plea for a return to simple Scottish tradition. He had no 
scholarly interest in the past, and be never hesitated to team-
form the texts when he could give contemporary " point to 
a poem; but his instinct was good, and he did much to stimulate 
an ignorant public to fresh enjoyment. In this respect, tee, 
he anticipates the reaction in England which followed sectudy 
on the publication of Percy's Eclipses. 

The Ten-Table Miscellany was reprinted in 1871(2 vas. Cs= 
]clan 	 i n Crum): The Ever Greta in 1873 (avols., Glasgow; 
Forrester); The Poem; of Allan Ramsay in 1877 (p vole Palsies; 
Alex. Gardner). These volumes are uniform In are and binding. 
though issued by different publishers. sta. A selection of the Poems 
appeared in 5887 (1 vol tei 	London: Walter Stott). Thee are 
many popular repnnts of The Geode Shepherd. 	(G. G. S.) 

RAMSAY. ALLAN (17r3-1785),  Scotch portrait painter, the 
eldest son of the author of The Gentle Shepherd, was been at 
Edinburgh in 5713. Ramsay manifested an aptitude he ant 
from an early period, and at the age of twenty we find him 
In London studying under the Swedish painter Hans Huyiniam 
and at the St Martin's Lane Academy; and in 1736 be lea 
for Rome, where he worked for three years under Salim:Ina 
and Imperial (Fernandi). On his return he settled In Win• 
burgh; and, having attracted attention by his had of Foetus 
of Culloden and his full-length of the duke of Argyll. he 
removed to London, where he was patronized by the duke 
of Bridgewater. His pleasant manna's and varied calmest 
not less than his artistic skill, contributed to render him populon 
In 1y67 he was appointed to succeed Shakekon as principal 
painter to the king; and so fully employed was he on she 
royal portraits which the king was in the habit of preseadest 
to ambassadors and colonial governors, that he was locoed to 
take advantage of the services of a host of assistants—of Meow 
David Martin and Philip Reinagle are the best knows. Ns 
life In London was varied by frequent visits to Italy, whet 
be occupied himself more in literary and antiquaries err& 
than with art. But this prosperous career esac b as and, 
his health being shattered by an acddentai disiolation of the 
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right arm. With unflinching pertinacity he struggled till be 
had completed a likeness of the king upon which be was 
engaged at the time, and then started for his beloved Italy, 
leaving behind him a series of fifty royal portraits to be com-
pleted by his assistant Reinagle. For several years be lingered 
in the south, his constitution finally broken. He died at 
Dover on the :oda of August 1784. 

Among his most satisfactory productions are some of his 
earlier 011111, such as the full-length of the duke of Argyll, and 
the numerous bust-portraits of Scottish gentlemen and their 
ladies which he executed before settling in Landon. They are 
full of both gram and individuality; the features show excellent 
draughtsmanship; and the flesh-painting is firm and sound in 
method, though frequently tending a little to hardness and 
opacity. His full-length of Lady Miry Coke is remarkable 
for the skill and delicacy with which the white satin drapery 
is managed; while In the portrait of his brown-eyed wife, 
the eldest daughter of Sir Alexander Lindsay of Eyelid:, in 
the Scottish National Gallery, we have a sweetness and tender-
ness which shows the painter at his highest. This last-named 
work shows the influence of French art, an influence which 
helped greatly to form the practice of Ramsay, and which 
is even more clearly visible in the large collection of his 
sketches in the possession of the Royal Scottish Academy 
and the Board of Trustees, Edinburgh. 

RAMSEY. SLR ANDREW CROMBIE 0814-1890, British 
geologist, was born at Glasgow on the 31st of January 1814, 
being the son of William Itarniay, manufacturing chemist. 
He was for a time actually engaged in business, but from spend-
ing his holidays in Arran he became interested In the study of 
the rocks of that island, and was thus led to acquire the rudi-
ments of geology. A geological model of Arran, made by him 
on the scale of two inches to the mile, was exhibited at the 
meeting of the British Association at Glasgow in 1840, and 
attracted the notice of Sir R. I. Murchison, with the result that 
he received from De la Beche an appointment on the Geological 
Survey, on which he served for forty years, from 5841 to ,88r. 
He was fad stationed at Tenby, and to that circumstance may 
be attributed the fact that so much of his geological work dealt 
with Wales. His first book, The Geology of the Isle of Ames, 
was published in :841. In 1845 he became local director for 
Great Britain, but he continued to catty on a certain amount 
of field-work until 1854. To the first volume of the Memoirs of 
the Geological Survey (1846) he contributed a now classic essay, 
" On the Denudation of South Wales and the Adjacent Counties 
of England," in which be advocated the power of the sea to form 
great plains of denudation, although at the time he under-
estimated the influence of subaerial agents in sculpturing the 
scenery. In 1866 be published The Geology of North Wales 
(vol. iii. of the Memoirs), of which a second edition was pub. 
tithed in 1881. lie was chosen professor of geology at Uni-
versity College, London, in 1848, and afterwards lecturer in the 
same subject at the School of Mines in 1851. Eleven years 
later he was elected to the presidential chair of the Geological 
Society, and in 1872 he succeeded Murchison as director-
general of the Geological Survey. In :88o he acted as president 
of the British Association at Swansea, and in the following year 
retired from the public service, receiving at the same time the 
honour of knighthood. In :86o he published a little book 
entitled The Old Glaciers of Switzerland and North Wales. The 
study of this subject led him to discuss the Glacial Origin of 
Certain Lakes is Smikeerland, the Black Forest, be. He dealt 
also with the origin of The Rd Rocks of England (i871) and 
The Riser Conies of England and Wales (1872). He was 
especially interested in tracing out the causes which have 
determined the physical configuration of a district, and he 
devoted much attention to the effects produced by ice, his 
name being identified with the hypothesis, which, however, has 
sever commanded general assent, that in some cues lake basins 
have been scooped out by gliders. A master in the broader 
questions of stratigmphy and physical geology, he was a dear 
eapeaest of facts, hut- tither impatient of details, while his  

original and often bold theories, expressed both in lectures and 
in writings, stirred others with enthusiasm and undoubtedly 
exercised great influence es: the progress of geology. His 
lectures to working men, given in 1863 in the Museum of 
Practical Geology, formed the nucleus of his famous Physical 
Geology and Geography of Groat Britain (5th eat., :878; 6th ed., 
by H. B. Woodward, 2894). He received a Royal medal in 
188o from the Royal Society, of which he became a fellow in 
1862; he was also the recipient of the Neill prize of the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh in :866, and of the Wollaston medal of 
the Geological Society of London in Obi. He died at Beau-
roaris on the 9th of December 189:. 

See Memoir. by Sir A. Geikie, 1895. 
RAMSAY. ANDREW MICHAUD. (1686-1743),  French writer, 

of Scottish birth, commonly called the " Chevalier Ramsay," was 
born at Ayr on the 9th of January x686. Ramsay served with 
the English auxiliaries in the Netherlands, and in 1750 visited 
Feudal, who converted him to Roman Catholicism. He re-
mitted in France until *724,  when be was sent to Rome as tutor 
to the Stuart princes, Charles Edward and Henry, the future 
cardinal of York. He was driven by intrigue from this post, 
and returned to Paris. He was in England in 1730, and received 
an honorary degree from the university of Oxford. The claim 
was nominally his discipleship to Radon, but in reality beyond 
doubt his connexion with the Jacobite party. He died at 
St Germain-en-Laye (Sedan-et-Oise) on the 6th of May 1743. 
Ramsay's principal work was Les voyager de Cyrus (London, 
1728; Paris, 1727), a book composed is avowed imitation of 
Tilensagne. He also edited Telemeter itself (Paris, a vols., :7:7) 
with an introduction, and wrote a Hellfire de la vied des mowers 
de Finales (The Hague, 1723), besides a partial biography 
(Paris, 1735) of Turenne, some poems (Edinburgh, 1728) in 
English, and- other miscellaneous works. 

RAMSAY. DAVID (1749-2815), American physician and 
historian, the son of an Irish emigrant, was born in Leicester 
county, Pennsylvania, on the sod of April 1749. He graduated 
at Princeton in 1765, and M.B. at the University of Penn-
sylvania in 1773, and then settled as • physician at Charleston, 
South Carolina, where he bad • large practice. During the 
War of Independence be served ea a field-surgeon (178o-1781), 
and from :776 to 1783 he was a member of the South Carolina 
legislature. Having acted ow one of the " council of safety " 
at Charleston, he was, on the capture of that city in 178o, 
seized by the British as a hostage, and for nearly a year was 
kept is confinement at St Augustine. From :782 to 1786 he 
served in the Continental Congress, and from :8o: to 1815 in 
the state Senate, of which he was long president. In 1785 he 
published in two volumes History of the Revolution of South 
Carolina, in 1789 in two volumes History of the American Rads, 
funs, in i8o7 a Life of Washington, and In rito9 in two volume; 
a History of South Carolina. He was also the author of several 
minor works. He died at Charleston on the 8th of May ars 
from a wound inflicted by a lunatic. His History of the United 
States in 3 vols. was published posthumously in 1816-1817, 
and forms the first three volumes of his Olivia' History 
Americanised, published in Is vols. in 5819. ' 

RAMSAY. ROBERT (11142-A882), Australian statesmen, was a 
native of Hawick, Rosburgbildre, but his permits emigrated to 
Victoria when he was a child of four, and he was educated at the 
Scottish college in Melbourne. He studied law at Melbourne 
University, and subsequently became a member of a well-knows 
firm of solicitors in the city. lie married In 1868 Isabelle 
Catherine Urquhart, and in 187o entered the assembly for East 
Bourke in the Conservative and free trade interest He was 
member of the government of James Goodall Francis in 2872-
74. He was subsequently postmaster-general (1874-75) in 
the administration of George Biscoe Kederd; he held the same 
office in conjunction with the ministry of education (1875-77) 
under Sir James ?Maya; and for a short term in 188o he 
was chief secretary and minister of education in the first 
administration of James Service. He died on the 23rd of 
May Ina. 
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RAMAT, SIR WILLIAM (1852- 	), British chemist, 

nephew of Sir A. C. Ramsay, was bora at Glasgow on the and of 
October 1852. From 1866 to 187o he studied in his native city, 
and then went to work under R. Fittig at Tubingen. Returning 
to Glasgow in 1872 he became assistant in the Young laboratory 
of technical chemistry at Anderson's College, and from 1874 
acted as tutorial assistant in chemistry at the university. In 
:88o he was appointed to the chair of chemistry at University 
College, Bristol, becoming principal in the following year, and in 
i887 he succeeded A. W. Williamson as professor of chemistry 
at University College, London. His earlier work was mainly 
concerned with organic chemistry, and be published researches on 
picoline and its derivatives in 1876-78 and on quinine and 
its decomposition products in 1878-79. Later his attention was 
taken up with questions of physical and inorganic chemistry. 
With Sydney Young and others he investigated the critical 
state and properties of liquids and the relationship between their 
vapour pressures and temperature, and with John Shields he 
applied measurements of the surface tension of liquids to the 
determination of their molecular complexity. In 1894 he was 
associated with Lord Rayleigh in the discovery of argon, an-
nounced at that year's meeting of the British Association In 
Oxford, and in the following year he found in certain rare 
minerals such as deveite the gas helium which till that time had 
only been known on spectroscopic evidence as existing in the 
sun. In 1898 his work with Morris William Travers (b. 1872), 
who from 1894 had assisted him at University College, London, 
and in run was appointed professor of chemistry at University 
College, Bristol, enabled him to announce the existence in the 
atmosphere of three new gases, neon, krypton and xenon. 
Turning to the study of radioactivity, he noticed its association 
with the minerals which yield helium, and in support of the 
hypothesis that that gas is a disintegration-product of radium 
he proved in 1903 that it is continuously formed by the latter 
substance in quantities sufficiently great to be directly recogniz-
able in the spectroscope. Among the books written by Sir 
William Ramsay, who was created K.C.B. in 1'902, are A System 
of Chemistry, ther, The Gases of the Atmosphere, z896, and 
Modern Chemistry, vol. 1. Theoretical, vol. ii. Systematic, 1901, 
and he edited a series of "Textbooks of Physical Chemistry." 

RAMSAY, SIR WILLIAM MITCHELL (z83i- ), British 
archaeologist, was born on the 15th of March air. He was 
educated at the universities of Aberdeen, Oxford and Gottingen, 
and was a fellow of Exeter College, Oxford (r882; honorary 
fellow 1898), and Lincoln College (,885; honorary 1899). In 1885 
he was elected professor of classical art at Oxford, and in the next 
year professor of humanity at Aberdeen. From 1880 onwards 
he travelled widely in Asia Minor and rapidly became the re-
cognised authority on all matters relating to the districts associ-
ated with St Paul's missionary journeys and on Christianity in 
the early Roman Empire. He received the honorary degrees of 
D.C.L. Oxford, LLD. St Andrews and Glasgow, D.LL Edinburgh, 
and was knighted in 1906. He was elected a member of learned 
societies in Europe and America, and has been awarded medals 
by the Royal Geographical Society, the Royal Scottish Geo-
graphical Society and the University of Pennsylvania. His 
numerous publications include: The Historical Geography of 
Asia Minor (r89o); The Church in She Roman Empire (1893); 
The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia (2 vols., 189s, 1897); 
SI Paul the Traveller and Ike Roman Cilium (11395; Germ. 
trans., 1898); Impressions of Turkey (1897); Was Christ born 
et Bethlehem? 080); Historical Commentary on Galatians 
4890; The Education of Christ (2902); The Leiters to 
the Snail Chartists of Asia (1900;  Pauline and other Studies 
is Eddy Cliristiass History (rood); Studies is the History and 
Art of the Eastern Provinces of the Roman Empire (scab); 
The Cities of St Peal (1907); Lucas and Pauline Studies 
( or) ; The Thousand and One Churches (with Miss Gertrude L 
Bell, rpm); and articles In learned periodicals and the 9th, zoth 
and nth editions of the Encyclopaedia Brikssnka. His wife, 
Lady Ramsay, granddaughter of Dr Andrew Manhall of Kirk-
intilloch, accompanied him in many of his journeys sod Is the  

author of Everpiay Life in Turkey (147) and The Rosso= 4 
Elisavel (1899). 

RANDOM* an urban district in the Heywood pad's. 
mentary division of Lancashire, England, • m. N. of Bury, 
on the Lancashire & Yorkshire railway. Pop. (Koz) t sopa 
It has iron and brass foundries, machine factories and teeth 
establishments. 

RAMSDELL ANSE 	 English astronoralcal 
instrument maker, was born at Salterhebble near Halifax. 
Yorkshire, on the 6th of October 1735. After serving his 
apprenticeship with a cloth-worker in Halifax, he went is 
1 756 to London, where 111 2758 he was apprenticed to a maths-
matical instrument maker. About four years afterwards he 
started business on his own account and secured a great 
reputation with his products. He died at Brighton on the 
5th of November tiloo. Ramsden's speciality was divided 
circles, which began to supersede the quadrants in observatories 
towards the end of the 18th century. His most celebered 
work was a s-feet vertical circle, which was finished in 17Se 
and was used by G. Piaui at Palermo in constructing his 
well-known catalogue of stars. He was the first to carry sat 
in practice a method of reading off angles (first suggested is 
1768 by the duke of Chaulnes) by measuring the distance of 
the index from the nearest division line by means of a micro-
metet screw which moves one or two fine threads placed Is 
the focus of a microscope. Ramadan's transit instruments 
were the first which were illuminated through the brow 
axis; the idea was suggested to him by Prof. Henry Umber 
in Dublin. He published a Description of an Engine far dividing 
Mathematical Intirtsments in 1777. 

RAMSEY, a market-town in the Northern or Rama 
parliamentary division of Huntingdonshire, England, as the 
south-western border of the Fen country, on branch lines 
of the Great Northern and the Great Eastern railways, 13 la. 
S.S.E. of Peterborough. Pop. of urban district (1901) 41113. 
The fine church of St Thomas I Becket is transitional between 
Norman and Early English, and has a beautiful Norman cut 
end. The tower was built in 1672 of stone from Ramsey Abbey. 
An old oak lectern, dating from the middle of the t stb centry, 
carries a chained copy, in a Tudor binding of brass, of Der 
Comber's (zess-oci) book on the Common Prayer, and a 
black-letter copy of Erasmus's Paraphrase of the Gasper 
There are many interesting tombs in the churchyard, and 
the church register contains several entries relating to the 
Cromwell family, who removed hither from Huntingdon sad 
owned the abbey estates till 1674. Of the ancient Benedictir 
abbey, the only remains are a part of a gateway, a lodge (a 
beautiful Perpendicular relic) and some buttresses, while sane 
broken stone arches and walls remain of the convenor 
buildings. The modern mansion of Ramsey Abbey ciontahs 
many documentary relics of the abbey, as well as am wily 
monument representing the founder. 

According to a lath-century chronicle of one of the mesh, 
the name Ramsey is derived from the words " rank" Men* 
to the tradition of a solitary ram having taken up its rods 
here, and " ey " meaning an island. Ramsey, however, 
was not completely insulated, like some of the monasteries ef 
the Fen district. The abbey was founded by Merin, end of 
the East Angles, in 969, and • charter of King Edgar panted 
lands and privileges for the purpose. Ramsey Abbey Ins 
noted for the school established within its walls, and lot in 
library of Hebrew works. Its abbot was mitred. The lards 
were granted after the dissolution to Sir Richard CreararK 

RAMSEY, a seaport and watering-place on the nonlerst 
coast of the Isle of Man, Is m. N.N.E. of Douglas. Pen 
(root) 4729. It lies on the wide Ramsey Bay, at the nrindt 
of the Sulby river, the estuary of which forms a small basis. 
To the north and west the country Is flat, but to the south the 
lower slopes of the North Brute bill rise sharply. A oar 
of the Sulby river on the north side of the tows is Sonar 
into • picturesque lake. The Queen's pier permits of the 
landing of passengers at all times. sad Ramsey he mood tor 
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frequent steamers from Uverpool and other ports. The 
abore of the bay is sandy and gently sloping, and excellent 
bathing is afforded. A golf links, a geological and antiquarian 
museum, the Womb Part by the side of the lake, and the 
palace or concert ball, are among the attractions to visitors. 
Ramsey is connected with Lamy, the summit of Snaefell, and 
Douglas by electric tramway, and has connexion with the 
western part of the island by the Manx Northern railway. The 
Albert tower, on a wooded lull above the town, commemorating 
a visit of the Prince Consort in 1847, is a favourite view-point. 
The harbour has some coasting and fishing trade. 

RAMSGATIL a municipal borough, watering-place, seaport 
and member of the Cinque Port of Sandwich, in the Isle of 
Thanet parliamentary division of Kent, England, 79 m. E. by 
S. of London by the South Eastern & Chatham railway. 
Pop. (toot) 27,733. This is one of the most popular resorts 
on the Kent coast, well situated on the cast coast of Thanet, 
practically contiguous with Broadstairs to the north, with 
which and Margate to the north-west it is united by an electric 
tramway. During the season steamers connect it with London 
and the intermediate watering-places on the north coast, and 
with Calais and Boulogne. The harbour has an area of 42 acres, 
and a considerable coasting and fishing trade is carried on. 
There is a fine sea front, and the beach is of firm sand. The 
promenade pier was erected in 1880. Near it an obelisk 
commemorates the departure of George IV. to Hanover from 
here, and his return, in 2821. The church of St George 
was built in z826, its tower forming a conspicuous landmark, 
and the Roman Catholic church of St Augustine was built 
from the designs and at the expense of A. W. Pugin, who 
was long a resident here. The neighbouring Pegwell Bay, 
famed for its shrimps, is supposed to have been the scene 
of the landing of Hengist and Horses, and at Cliff's End (Ebbs 
Fleet) a monolithic cross marks the landing-place of St Augustine 
in 596. On the summit of Osengal Hill, about a mile to the 
west of the town, a graveyard of early Saxon settlers was 
discovered during the cutting of the railway. The remains 
proved it to belong to the 5th and 6th centuries. Ramsgate 
was incorporated in r884, and is governed by a mayor. 
6 aldermen and 8 councillors. Area, 2304 acres. 

Ramsgate (Ramesgate) was originally a small but com-
paratively prosperous place united until 1827 to the parish 
of St Lawrence. The charter of Charles II. mentions it as 
having been "time out of mind" a member of Sandwich. 
In 184 it was incorporated by royal charter, under the title 
of mayor, aldermen and councillors. A commission of the 
peace was granted in 1893. Since then the Jurisdiction of 
the Cinque Ports' justices has ceased within its limits, which 
include the parishes of Ramsgate and St Lawrence lam. A 
daily market was obtained in 1784 by grant from George III. 
No fair was then held, but from 1792 onwards there has been 
one yearly on the loth of August. Under Elizabeth, Ramsgate 
was still unimportant though possessed of a fair before the 
reign of Henry VIII. After 1668 the growth of trade increased 
its prosperity, and at the beginning of the reign of George I. 
the pier was enlarged and pier-wardens appointed to collect 
the draft. In *749, having been selected as a Harbour of 
Refuge for the Downs, it underwent great improvements, and 
henceforward paid (ace yearly to Sandwich out of the boils 
for clearing the Channel and repairing the banks of the river 
Stour within the Liberty; but by 1790 the harbour was of 
small account. 

RANSOMS, in botany, the popular name for Aaiun wesinuos, 
a bulbous plant 6 to 18 In. high, with ovate-lanceolate stalked 
leaves tapering at the apex, surrounding a naked stalk bearing 
a fiat-topped umbel of small white flowers. A rather pretty 
plant, common in woods and in hedgebanks in spring, but with 
a pungent garlic-Me smell, which is characteristic of the genus 
(see Attrast). 

RAMIS, PURIM, or PIERRE DI LA RAICiL (t515-1372., 
French humanist, was born at the village of Cuth in Picardy 
he asts, $ member of a noble but irepovetisbed family; his 
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father was a charcoal-burner. Having gained admission, in a 
menial capacity, to the college of Navarre, he worked with his 
hands by day and carried on his studies at night. The reaction 
against scholasticism was still in full tide; it was the transition 
time between the old and the new, when the eager and forward. 
looking spirits had first of all to do battle with scholastic Aris-
totelianism. Ramus outdid his predecessors in the impetuosity 
of his revolt.' On the occasion of taking his degree (t 536) he 
actually took as his thesis " Everything that Aristotle taught 
is false." This four de lace was followed up by the publication 
in 1543 of Arisiordicae Animadversiones and Dian-firer Par-
names, the former a criticism on the old logic and the latter 
a new textbook of the science. What are substantially fresh 
editions of the Paridiones appeared in 1547 as Instil:Wows 
Dialeaicae, and in 1548 as Scholae Dialecticae; his Dialectique 
( 1 555). a French version of his system, is the earliest work on 
the subject in the French language. Meanwhile Ramus, as 
graduate of the university, had opened courses of lectures; 
but his audacities drew upon him the hostility of the con-
1-A-vative party in philosophy and theology. He was accused 
of undermining the foundations of philosophy and religion, 
and the matter was brought before the parlement of Paris, 
and finally before Francis I. By him it was referred to a com-
mission of five, who found Ramus guilty of having "acted 
rashly, arrogantly and impudently," and interdicted his 
I.ctures (1544). He withdrew from Paris, but soon afterwards 
returned, the decree against him being cancelled through the 
influence of the cardinal of Lorraine. In 8551 Henry IL 
appointed him professor of philosophy and eloquence at the 
College de France, where for a considerable time he lectured 
before audiences numbering as many as moo. He published 
fifty works in his lifetime and nine appeared after his death. 
In 2561, however, the enmity against him was fanned into 
flame by his adoption of Protestantism. He had to flee from 
l'aris; and, though he found an asylum in the palace of 
Fontainebleau, his house was pillaged and his library burned 
i n his absence. He resumed his chair after this for a time, but 
in 1568 the position of affairs was again so threatening that he 
found it advisable to ask permission to travel. Returning to 
France he fell a victim to his opponents in the massacre of St 
Bartholomew (1572). 

The logic of Remus enjoyed a great celebrity for a time, and there 
f r isted a school of Ramists boasting numerous adherents in France, 

.•.rmany and Holland. As late as 5626 F. Burgersdyk divides the 
I 4icians of his day into the Aristotelians, the Ramists and the 

ini-Ramists, who endeavoured, like Goclenius of Marburg. to 
mediate between the contending parties. Ramus's works appear 
among the logical textbooks of the Scottish universities, and he 
was not without his followers in England in the 17th century. There 
is even a little treatise from the hand of Milton, published two years 
before his death, called Aegis Logicee Pknior lostilsdio ad Peb's 
Romi Methodum continnata. It cannot be said, however, that 
Ramus's innovations mark any epoch in the history of logic. His 
rhetorical leaning is seen in the definition of logic as the " ars dis-
serendi "- he maintains that the rules of logic may be better learned 
from obst:rvation of the way in which Cicero persuaded his hearers 
than from a study of the &gown. The distinction between natural 
and artificial logic. i.e. between the implicit logic of daily.  speech 
and the same logic made explicit in a system, passed over into 
logical handbooks Logic falls, according to Ramus, into two 
parts—invention (treating of the notion and definition) and judg. 
r slit (comprising the judgment proper, syllogism and method). 

his division gave rise to the jocular designation of judgment or 
mother-wit as the " secunda Petri." He is, perhaps, most suggestive 
in his emendations of the syllogism. He admits only the first three 
figures, as in the original Aristotelian scheme, and in his later works 
he also attacks the validity of the third figure, following in this 
the precedent of Laurentius Valla. Ramus also set the modern 
fashion of deducing the figures from the position of the middle 
1, nu in the premises, instead of basing them, as Aristotle does, 

;'on the different relation of the middle to the so-called major and 
minor term. On the whole, however, though Ramus may be 
allowed to have advanced logical study by the wholesome ferments. 
tin, of thought which he caused. there is little ground for his pre-
tentious claim to supersede Aristotle by a new and independent 
system. 

See Waddington-Kastus, De Petri Rami rira, ;Zia. pkilosoplita 
(Paris, 1840 az : Charles Desme, Petrus Paulus, pro Meter as College 
de baste, sa We. us Ecru, sa most (Paris, 1864): P. Lobstxinto 
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Sigungs berschte (1878); H. Harding. Hist. of Mod. Phil. (Eng. 
trans., moo), vol. i. 185; Voiet. Ober den Ransunsus der Unsversgai 
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RAMUSIO. The noble Italian family of Ramusio—the 
spelling adopted in the publication of the Novigationi, though 
it is also written Ramnusio, Rhamnusio, Rannusio, etc.—was 
one of note for literary and official ability during at least four 
generations. Its original home was in Rimini, and the muni-
cipality of that city has within the last few years set up a 
tablet on the town ball bearing an inscription which may be 
thus rendered: " The municipality of Rimini here records, the 
claim of their city to the family of the Ramusios, adorned 
Eluting the 15th and 16th centuries by the illustrious jurist 
and man of letters Paolo the elder, who rendered the work of 
Valturius, our fellow-citizen, into the vernacular; by the 
physician Girolamo, a most successful student of Oriental 
tongues, and the first to present Europe with a translation of 
Avicenna; and by Giovanni Battista, cosmographer to the 
Venetian republic and secretary to the Council of Ten, who 
bequeathed to the world that famous collection of voyages, and 
travels, regarded in his own day as a marvellous work, and 
still full of authority among all civilized nations." 

PAOLO THE ELDER (c. 1443-1506), the first of those thus 
commemorated, migrated in :458 from Rimini to Venice, 
where he obtained full citizenship, studied law and became 
a member of the magistracy, filling the offices of vicario, of 
judicial assessor, and of criminal judge under various adminis-
trators of the Venetian provinces on the continent. He con-
tinued, however, to maintain relations with the Malatesta 
princes of his native city, and in 1503 negotiated with them 
the cession of Rimini to the republic. The wife of Paolo, 
bearing the singular name of Tomyris Macachio, bore him 
three sons and four daughters. Paolo died at Bergamo on 
19th August 1506 at the age of sixty-three, and was buried 
in S. Agostino at Padua. Paolo was thd author of a variety 
of legal treatises and the like, and also published at Verona in 
1483 both a corrected edition and an Italian translation of a 
once famous book, Valtrerists, De re militari, dedicating both to 
Pandolfo Malatesta of Rimini. ,  

GI1OLAII0 (1450-1486), younger brother of Paolo, had a 
notable history. After he had studied medicine at Padua 
public suspicion was roused against him in connexion with the 
death of a lady with whom he had had some love passages, and 
this ran so high that he was fain, by help of his brother Paolo, 
to whom he transferred his property, to make his escape (about 
1481-1483) to Syria and to take up his abode at Damascus. In 
1486 he removed to Beyrout, and died the same year, killed, 
as the family chronicler relates, by a surfeit of " certain fruit 
that we call annellini and atbiceceite, but which in that country 
are known as neassafranchi," a title which English sailors in 
southern regions still give to apricots in the vernacular para-
phrase of kit/johns. During his stay in Syria Girolamo studied 
Arabic and made a new translation of Avicenna, or rather, we 
may assume, of some part of that author's medical works (the 
Canon ?). It was, however, by no means the first such trans-
lation, as is erroneously alleged in the Rimini inscription, for 
the Canon had been translated by Gerard of Cremona (d. 1187), 
and this version was frequently issued from the early press. 
Girolamo's translation was never printed, but was used by 
editors of versions published at Venice in 1579 and 1606. Other 
works of this questionable member of the house of Ramusio 
consisted of medical and philosophical tracts and Latin poems, 
some of which last were included In a collection published at 
Paris in 1791" 

GUN RATTISTA ( 1 485-1  557), the eldest son of Paolo Ramona 
and Tomyris Macachio, was born at Treviso in 1485 (June so). 
Having been educated at Venice and at Padua, at an only 

Both work. are in the British Museum. 
" Ramusii AriminensisCarmina." in tipareZut Hinstrinen Paga ► tan 

• • 141014 in Venereal. Girolasnoant a 	erotic.  

age he entered the public service (t5o5), becoming in talc 
secretary of the senate and in t 533 secretary of the Counmil 
of Ten. He also served the republic In various missions sat 
foreign states, e.g. to Rome, to Switzerland and to Frames, 
travelling over much of the laiter country by special dews 
of the king, Louis XII. lie also on. several occasions filled 
the office of camellia grand*. In 1534 he married Framer-hen, 
daughter of Francesco Navagero, a noble—a papal dispensation 
being required on account of her being cousin to his mother 
Tomyris. By this lady he had one son, Paolo. In his old 
age Ramusio resigned the secretaryship and retired to the 
Villa Ramusia, a property on the river Melange, in the peoviece 
of Padua, which had been bestowed on his father in isoa 
in recognition of his services in the acquisition of Rimini the 
year before The delights of this retreat are celebrated is the 
poems and letters of several of Gian Battista's friends. Iis 
also possessed a house at Padua in the Strada del Patriarcato. 
a mansion noted for its paintings and for itscollection of amens 
sculpture and inscriptions. These, too, are commemorated 
by various writers. A few days before his death Ramose 
removed to this house in Padua, and there died, loth of July 
1557, at the age of seventy-two. He was, by his own deism, 
buried at Venice, in the tomb which he had made foe his 
mother, in Santa Maria dell' Orto. His wife's death bad 
occurred in '556. In the work called Museum Mazzsukellianeese 
(Venice, 1761, vol. I. pl. lxiv. No. 6) there is represented a 
16th-century medal of Ramusio, which looks a genuine like. 
nos, and a bronze example of which, without the reverse' is 
preserved in St Mark's Library. There was a portrait of hint 
represented as in conversation with Andrea Gradenigo, is 
the Sala del Maggior Consiglio, but in um this perished an a 
fire, as dt..t ease a portrait of his father, Paolo. A professed 
portrait of Gian Battista by Francesco Grisellin., in the Sala 
dello Scudo, appears to be, like the companion portrait of 
Marco Polo, a work of fancy. A public nautical school az 
Rimini received from the government the title of the Istittuo 
Ramusio. 

Ramusio was evidently a general favourite, as he was hen 
from pushing ambition, modest and ingenuous, and, if it be 
safe to judge from some of the dissertations in his Harigatiane, 
must have been a delightful companion; both his friend 
Giunti and the histories Giustiniani ,  speak of him with the 
strongest affection. He had also a great reputation he 
learning. Before be was thirty Aldus Alanutius the elder 
dedicated to him his edition of Quintilian (1514); a few years 
later (1510) Francesco Ardano inscribed to him an edition of 
Livy, and in 1528 Bernardino Donati did the like with he 
edition of Macrobius and Censorinus. To Greek and Luis 
and the modern languages of southern Europe he is said to 
have added a knowledge of " Oriental tongues," but these 
is no evidence how fax this went, unless we accept as such a 
statement that he was selected in 153o on account of the 
accomplishment to investigate the case of one David, a Rebore,. 
who, claiming to be of the royal house of Judah, wished us 
establish himself at Venice outside of the Ghetto.* Bat 
Ramusio had witnessed from his boyhood the unrolling of 
that great series of discoveries by Portugal and Spain in Fist 
and West, and the love of geography thus kindled in WS 

The reverse is an amorphous map. The book is in the Brunk 
Museum. 

Reruns Venetarann . . . Nigeria. bk. sly. 
Ramusio's report on this Hebrew is preserved in the diaries 

Marcus Sanudo, and is printed by Cigoena. It is coriono Do id 
represented himself as a prince of the Bedouin Jews who home the 
caravan-road between Damascus and Medina; he claimed to be INOI 
only a great warrior covered with wounds but great also in the Ilsw 
and in the cabala, and to have been inspired by God to condoms the 
dispersed tribes to the Holy Land and to rebuild  the  kelpie. Go 
this view he had visited Prete John and the Jews in his 
and then various European countries. David st as dark ia roll= 
" like an Abyssinian ' lean, dry and Arah-like„ well deers! and 
well attended, full its  pretensions to supernatural cabalist* Uwe. 
ledge. and with enthusiastic ideas about his mission. obi* %below' 
reveled him se • veeitable Messiah. 
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Made that branch of knowledge through he his thief study 
and delight. He is said, with the assistance of friends touched 
by the same flame to have opened' a school for geography 
in his house at Venice. And it appears from a letter addressed 
to hint by his friend Andrea Navagero, that as early as 1523 
the preparation of material for his great work had already 
begun. The task had been suggested and encouraged, as 
Ramusio himself states in a dedicatory epistle to the famous 
Girolamo Fracastoro, by that scholar, his lifelong friend; 
an addeess to the same personage indeed Introduced each of 
the three volumes, and in the first the writer speaks of his 
desire to bequeath to posterity, along with his labours, " a 
testimony to the long and holy friendship that had existed 
between the two." They were contemporaries in the strictest 
Mine (Ramusio 1485-1557, Fracastorius 1483-1553). His 
correspondence, which was often devoted to the collection 
of new material for his work, was immense, and embraced 
many distinguished men. Among those whose names have 
still an odour of celebrity were Fracastoro, just mentioned, 
Cardinal Pietro Bembo, Damian de Goes, and Sebastian Cabot; 
among lesser lights, Vettor Fausto, Daniel Barbaro, Paolo 
Manuzio, Andrea Navagero, the cardinals Gaspar° Contarini 
and Gregorio Cortese, and the printer Tommaso Giunti, editor 
after Ramusio's death of the Nasigationi. 

Two volumes only of the Natigationi e Viaggi were published 
during the life of Gian Battista, vol 1 in t55o, vol. iii. in 155 6 ; 
vol ii . did not appear till 1559, two years after his death, 
delayed, as his friend and printer T. Giunti explains, not only 
by that event but by a fire in the printing-office (November 

557), which destroyed a part of the material which bad been 
prepared. It had been Ramusio's intention to publish a fourth 
volume, containing, as he mentions himself, documents relating 
to the Andes, and, as appears from one of the prefaces of 
Giunti, others relating to explorations towards the Antarctic.' 
Ramusio's collection was by no means the first of the kind, 
though it was, and we may say on the whole continues to be, 
the best. Even before the invention of the press such col-
lections were known, of which that made by a certain Long 
John of Ypres, abbot of St Berths, in the latter half of the 
,4th century was most meritorious, and afforded in its tran-
scription a splendid field for embellishment by the miniaturists, 
which was not disregarded. The best of the printed collections 
before RamuSio's was the Norms Orbis, edited at Basel by 
Simon. Grynaeus in 1532, and reissued in 1537 and 1555• This, 
however, can boast of no disquisitions nor of much editorial 
judgment. Ramusio's collection is in these respects far 
superior, as well as in the variety and fulness of its matter. 
He spared no pains in ransacking Italy and the Spanish 
peninsula for contributions, and in translating them when 
needful into the racy Italian of his day. Several of the pieces 
are very rare in any other shape than that exhibited in 
Ramusio's collection; several besides of importance—e.g. 
the invaluable travels of Barbosa and Pigafetta's account of 
Magellan's voyage—were not publicly known in any complete 
form till the present century. Of two important articles 
at least the originals have never been otherwise printed or 
discovered; one of these is the Santmary of all the Kingdoms, 
Cities, and Nations from the Red Sea to China, a work translated 
from the Portuguese, and dating apparently from about 1535; 
the other, the remarkable Ftamusian redaction of Marco Polo 
(q r.). The Prefatione, Es positions and Diehiarazione, which 
precede this version of Marco Polo's book, are the best and 
amplest examples of Ramusio's own style as an editor. They 
are full of good sense and of interesting remarks derived from 
his large reading and experience, and few pictures in words 
were ever touched more delightfully than that in which he 
sketches the return of the Polo family to their native city, as 
he had received ft in the tradition of the Venetian elders. 

There were several editions of the Havigationi e ,Viaut, and 
'See is vol. iii- the end of Ramuska's Dimon* co the cooquest 

of Peru. and Giunti's " Alli Lefton" in the ard edition of the first 
volume.  

as additions continued to be made to the several volumes a 
good deal of bibliographical interest attaches to these various 
modifications.' The two volumes (i. and published in 
Ramusio's lifetime do not bear his name on the title-page, 
nor does it appear in the addresses to his friend Fracastorius 
with which these volumes begin (ad does also the second and 
posthumous volume). The editions of vol. i. are as follows: 
1550, 1554, 1563, 1588, 006, 1613.2  The edition of 1554 
contains the following articles which are not in that of 1550: 
(i) copious index; (2) "Nary. di un Compagno di Barbosa "; 
(3) " Informationi del Giapan "; (4) " Alii Lettori di Glow. de 
Barros "; (5) " Capitoli estratti da di Barron." The edition 
of 1563 adds to these a preliminary leaf concerning Ramuski, 
" TomtnasoGiunti alli Lettori." After 1563 there is no change 
in the contents of this volume, only in the title-page. It 
should be added that in the edition of 1554 there are three 
double-page woodcut maps (Africa, India and India extra 
Gangem), which do not exist in the edition of r550, and which 
are replaced by copperplate maps in subsequent editions. 
These maps are often missing. The editions of vol. II. are 
as follows: 1559, 1 574, 1583, 2606. There are important 
additions in the 1574 copy, and still further additions in that 
of t583. The additions made in 1574 were: " Herberstein, 
Della Moscovia e della Russia "; (2) " Viaggio in Persia di 
Caterino Zeno "; (3) " Scoprimento dell' Isola Frislanda, 
8:c., per due fratelli Zeni "; (4) " Viaggi in Tartaria per alcuni 
frati Minori "; (5) " Viaggio del Beato Odorico " (two versions). 
Further additions made in 1583 were: (s)"Navigation di 
Seb. Cabota "; (2) at the end go ff. with fresh pagination, 
containing ten articles on " Sarmatia, Polonia, Lithuania, 
Prussia, Livonia, Moscovia, and the Tartars by Ales. Guagnino 
and Matteo di Micheovo." The two latest "editions" of 
vol. li. are identical, i.e. from the same type, with a change of 
title-page only, and a reprint of the last leaf of the preface 
and of the last leaf of the book. But the last circumstance 
does not apply to all copies. In one, whilst 'the title bears 
t6o6, the colophon beats " Appresso i Giunti, 1583." Vol. iii. 
editions are of 1556, 1565 and 16o6.1  There is no practical 
difference between the first two, but that of 1606 has forty-five 
pages of important new matter, which embraces the Trawls 
of Cesare Fedrici or Federici in India, one of the most valuable 
narratives of the rdth century, and Three Voyages of the 
Hollanders and Zealanders to Nova Zembla and Greenland. 
Vol. iii. also contains (omitting maps and figures inserted in 
the text, or with type on the reverse) a two-page topographical 
view of Cuzco, a folding map of Terra Nova and Labrador, a 
two-page map of Brazil, a two-page map of Guinea, etc., a 
two-page map of Sumatra, a two-page pictorial plan of the 
town of Hochelaga in New France, and a general map of the 
New World in a hemisphere. Brunet's statement mentions 
issues of vol. ii. in 1564, and of vol. iii. in 1613; but these seem 
to have no existence. It would thus appear that a set of 
Ramusio, to be as complete as possible, should embrace-. 
for vol. 1, 1563 or any subsequent edition; for voL ii., •583 
or 1606; for vol. iii., 56136. 

PAOLO (GIROLAMO GASPARE) t  (1537-1600) was the only 
child of Clan Battista, and was born on the 4th of July 1 55 1. 
Like his father, he maintained a large correspondence with many 
persons of learning and note. In 1541 Francesco Contarini, 
procurator of St Mark's, brought from Brussels • MS. of Ville. 
hardouin's History of the Conquest of Coteries:hoop, which 
he presented to the Council of Ten. In t556 they publicly 
ordered its translation into Latin, and gave the commission 
to Paolo Rannusio. His father also seems to have taken 
much interest in the work, for a MS. vernacular translation by 
him exists in the Martians. Paolo'a book was not completed 

Brunet's statements on the subject are borrowed. and not quite 
accurate. The detail in Cimino seems to be accurate, but at is 
vagueAlia:1  to the defirsieAcieiestuotititeLarlier editions. 

All at the British Museum. 
This person and his son affected the spelling Rannusto 
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till 1573, many years after the father's death, and was in fact 
a paraphrase enlarged from other sources, thus, according to 
Cigogna'a questionable judgment, " converting the dry story 
of Villehardouin into an elegant (fiorilo) historical work." 
It was not published till 160e, nine years after Paolo's death; 
nor was it ever really reprinted, though it became the subject 
Of a singular and unintelligible forgery. For Jacopo Gaffarelli, 
who was sent to Venice to buy books for Richelieu, having 
apparently procured the " remainder " copies, removed the 
tide and preliminary pages and substituted a fresh title with 
the date 1634, and a dedication to his master the cardinal.' 

GIROLANO GIUSEPPE (1555-011), the son of Paolo, was 
born at Venice in 1555. He entered the public service in 
1577, and was employed in connexion with various foreign 
missions. In 16o1 he published at Lyons the French text of 
Villehardouin; and, besides an Italian translation of this old 
historian (who seems thus to have furnished occupation for 
three generations of Ramusios), he left behind him a Simla o 
Cronaca di Casa Ramusio, a folio MS still in St Mark's Library. 
He died at Padua in Orr, and his posterity did nothing to 
continue the reputation of the family, official or literary. 

Besides the circumstances to be gathered from the Naeirationi 
regarding the Ramudo family, see the Iscrisiosti Veneto of Emanuele 
Clgogna. There is also in the British Museum Monografis kits it 
14 Yam 1883 ... by Guglielmo Carradori (Rimini. 1883); but 
hardly anything has been found in this except the inscription quoted 
at the beginning of this article. (H. Y.) 

RANADIL MAHADEO GOVIND (a4s-19ot), Indian lawyer, 
reformer and author, was born on the *6th of January t842 at 
Niphad, in Nasik district, of a Chitpavan Brahman family. 
When his father was minister at Kolhapur he attended the 
Anglo-vernacular school in that town, and joined the Elphin-
stone Institute in Bombay at the age of fourteen. He was one 
of the first graduates of the Bombay University, taking the B.A. 
in 1862 and the LL.B. in 1866. Having entered government 
service he became presidency magistrate and then fourth judge 
of the small cause court at Bombay in 1871, first-class sub-judge 
at Poona in 1873, and judge of the Poona small cause court in 
1884, after which, as special judge under the Deccan Agricul-
turists' Relief Act from 1887, he came into close contact with the 
difficulties of the agrarian classes. In i886 he was a member of 
the finance committee appointed to report on the expenditure, 
both imperial and provincial, with a view to retrenchment. This 
service won him the decoration of C.I.E. He became a member 
of the legislative council of Bombay in 1885, and occupied that 
position until raised to the high court in 1893. Being an 
energetic social reformer, be directed his efforts against infant 
marriages, the shaving of widows, the heavy cost of marriages 
and other social functions, and the caste restrictions on travelling 
abroad. He strenuously advocated widow remarriage and 
female education. He was the founder of the social conference 
movement, which he Supported till his death. In the political 
sphere he founded the Poona Sarvajanik Sabha, through which 
he frequently helped the government with sound advice. He 
was also one of the originators of the Indian National Con-
gress. In Bombay University, where he held the offices of 
syndic and dean in arts, he displayed much organizing power 
and great intimacy with the needs of the student class. Him-
self a thorough Mahratti scholar, he encouraged the translation 
of standard English works, and tried, with some success, to 
introduce vernacular languages into the university curriculum. 
Though reared in the strictest tenets of Hinduism, his deep 
religious feeling and trained intellect craved something higher 
and broader than he could find in the traditional forms and 
orthodox teaching of his race. The same spiritual want being 
felt by many enlightened Hindus, he joined with his friends, Dr 
Atmaram Pandurang, Bal Mangesh ‘Vagle and Vaman Abaji 
Modak, in founding a new sect in Bombay known as the " Par-
thana Samaj." This community resembles, in all essential 
points, the Brahma Samaj of Bengal. Its principles of en-
lightened theism are based on the ancient Vedas....He published 

In the British Museum.  

books on Indian economics and oa Mahratta history. Re fa 
on the 16th of January toot. He left no children, bat ha mu 
continued his work of social and educational reform at Poor 

See G. A. Macke:, Justice M. G. Ramat (Bombay. tyro. 
RANAVAW (RANAVALONA) III. (1864— 	)s  the last le 

of Madagascar, born in 1864, was a great-niece of Rash 
Her name originally was Razifindrahety, but on soma 
the throne of Madagascar after the death of Queen Rae 
on the 14th of July 1883, she assumed the style a 
Although nominally queen, she took no share in the 
which her prime minister, Rainilaiadvony, 
since 1864. After placing her on the throne, 
before the close of the year. Ranavalo beam, 
the French had revived their claim to a pro,  
island. The Hove government refusing to aA ,  
broke out, and several sharp engagement. 
French bombarded the coast towns, but war ,  
interior of the island, where the strength 
December zags a treaty was concluded 
that the government of the French Ref 
Madagascar in all foreign relations, but 
the Hove government should be in, ' 
During the next ten years French infitu 
over the island, in spite of the effort 
pursued an anti-French policy, encou. 
can planters and traders. In 1894 
and territorial questions arose bete 
and the French, which terminate, ' 
organized expedition was despatch 
the island. Many of the inhab 
invaders, and even the Hova t' 
though Ranavalo endeavoured 
subjects, the French advanced or 
ing any effective opposition. 
captured Antananarivo. Rain 
where he died in the following 
to remain as nominal head of 
French protectorate. In Augu. 
difficulties with foreign powers, the . 
colony; but no change was made in 
Later in the year, however, the civil go.. 
a military resident, General GallienL A f01413i....- 

broke out, which Gallieni suppressed, executing or 
prominent members of the Hova administration. Finites 
the court bad been a centre of intrigue, he abolished the SW" 

eignty by proclamation in February 1887, and exiled Raa-- 
to Reunion. In March acio she was removed to Akins is 
exile there was relieved by occasional visits to Pads. 

RANC, ARTHUR (1831-1908), French politician and ait 
was born at Poitiers on the aoth of December ego, ad n 
educated for the law. Implicated in a plot against NO' 
HI. in 1853, he was acquitted, but shortly afterwards ea 
prisoned for belonging to a seaet society; for his share a 
imperialist conspiracies in ass he was arrested and &pan-
Algeria without a trial. The amnesty of Aso permitted ka 
return to Paris, where he soon drew the attention of the pa 
to his presence by his violent articles. During the WO 
Paris he left the city in a balloon and joined Gambetta, to n••• 
he organized a system of spies through which General Irs= 
was kept informed of the strength and disposition te 
Prussians around Paris. He was elected to the 
Assembly in February 1137t, but resigned rather dna nes•-• 
to the peace. He had been elected mayor of the nisr.1 ac• 
dissement of Paris in the autumn of A/o, and in March vas 4‘ 
by the same district to the Commune, from which be tor 
when he found no reconciliation was poen-bit beam 
mayors and the Commune. In July he became a sow 
the municipal council of Paris, and in 1873 was eeturneti 
National Assembly for the department of the Rhone. saf ' • 
Ms place on the extreme Left. A month after his denim 
governor of Paris demanded his prosecution for his shone ' 
Commune. The claim being granted by a large insiork, 
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RARER. • term 111l,111 ,  

peoples for a large farm, partitia...., 
breeding. The word came into use in this app., — . 
western states of North America, and was an adaptation ,,, 
the Spanish-American rancho, herdsmen's hats; in Spanish a 
gathering of people having their meals in common, a mesa. 

RA/ICEIL a town and district of British India, in the Chou 
Nagpur division of Bengal. The town, which is situated on 
the Chota Nagpur plateau, about arm ft. above sea-level, is 
the headquarters of both the division and the district. Pop. 
(nor) 25,4;77o• It is an important centre of local trade and 
the headquarters of the German Lutheran mission. There are 
a high school and an industrial school, and it is proposed to 
found here a residential college for all Bengal. The canton-
ments, formerly called Doranda, accommodate a detachment 
of nativainfantry. 

The Derratc-r or Raman, formerly called Lohardaga after 
the town which was its headquarters, has an area of 7138 sq..m. 
It consists of two tablelands, of which the higher rises to about 
moo ft. The whole area is broken by hills and undulations, 
which are terraced for rice. The steep slopes are covered 
with a dense forest, where wild animals still abound, but no 
profit Is derived from the timber. The principal rivers are the 
Subanarekhl and the North and South Rod. In rem the 
population was 1,1132.9ag, showing an increase of 5•2% in the 
decade. Christian form to% of the total. The district was 
affected by the famine of 2896-11107, and still more severely by 
that of taco. Rice is everywhere the staple crop, with some 
mullets and pulses. Tea cultivation has been introduced, but 
does Doi Boon& The only industry on a large scale is the 

RAN 
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former contain some fine antra 
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RANDERS, a town of Denmark, capital 
of its name in Jutland, on the Gudenaa at ta.. 
begins to widen into Randers Fjord, an inlet •,( 
Pop. (IMO) 20,057. The town Is IS m. Isom. ., 
Cattegat and the harbour has rs ft. depth on 
chief exports are butter and eggs; the chief imiao." 
petroleum, coal and iron. Two railways run north tw 
continuing the main East Jutland line from the south, 
eastward branch serves Grenaa and Aebeltoft on the 
Though a place of considerable antiquity—being mentiossa 
to86 as the meeting-place of insurgents against Knud, the setae 
—Randers has few rermulas of old buildings and bears the stamp 
of a compact, modern manufacturing town that owes its 
portance to its distilleries, manufactories of gloves, rallway 
carriages, arc. St Marten's church dates from the 14th century, 
but was frequently altered and enlarged down to 5870. It has 
good woodwork of the 17th century. The high school is housed 
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the reign of Mary, Randolph, who was a zealous Protestant, 
sought refuge in Paris, where he cultivated the society of 
scholars. Returning to England after the accession of Eliza-
beth, he was soon employed as a confidential diplomatic agent 
of the English queen in Scotland. Here ho succeeded in gaining 
the confidence of the Protestant party, with whom he became 
a person of great influence. Randolph's despatches from 
Scotland between r56o and 1585 supply important materials 
for the history of the Political intrigues of that period. 
Randolph, who had hitherto remained ostensibly on terms of 
friendship with Mary Queen of Scots, exerted his influence on 
instructions from Elizabeth to prevent Mary's marriage with 
Darnley; but in 1566 be was driven from Scotland on the 
charge of having fomented Murray's rebellion, and he then 
obtained government employment of secondary importance in 
England. In 1568 he undertook a mission to Russia which 
resulted in the concession by Ivan the Terrible of certain 
Privileges to English merchants; and in z57o he returned to 
Scotland, where, after the murder of the regent Murray in 
January of that year, be " succeeded," says Andrew Lang, 
" in making civil war inevitable; he himself was in high spirits, 
ms always when mischief was in hand." After carrying through 
-rtain diplomatic business in France in 5573 and r576, Rae- 

•h returned in January x582 to Scotland, where the earl of 
.n, the regent, had been arrested a few days previously. 
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in a medieval monastery, which was restored in 1894--g7. 
There is a statue to Steen S. Blither (1782-1848), the national 
poet and novelist of Jutland. 

Randers is best known in history as the scene of the assassina-
tion of Count Gerhard by Niels Ebbeem in rum In the middle 
ages it had six churches and four monastic establishments, the 
oldest a Benedictine nunnery (117o). The Grey Friars' building 
was turned into a castle (Dronningborg) after the Reformation; 
its church was burned down in 1698. • 

RANDOLPH, EDMUND [JENNINGS] (1753-1813), American 
statesman, was born on the loth of August 1753, at Tazewell 
Hall, Williamsburg, Virginia, the family seat of his grandfather, 
Sir John Randolph (1693-2737), and his father, John Randolph 
(x727-84), who (like his uncle Peyton Randolph) were king's 
attorneys for Virginia. Edmund graduated at the College of 
William and Mary, and studied law with his father, who felt 
bound by his oath to the king and went to England in 1775. 
In August-October 1775 Edmund was aide-de-camp to General 
Washington. In 1776 be was a member of the Virginia Con-
vention, and was on its committee to draft • constitution. In 
the same year he became the first attorney-general of the state 
(serving until 1786). He served in the Continental Congress in 
1779 and again in 1780-82. He had a large private • practice, 
including much legal business for General Washington. In 1786 
he was a delegate to the " Annapolis convention," and in 1787-88 
was governor of Virginia. lie was a delegate to the Consti-
tutional Convention of t787, add on the 29th of May presented 
the " Virginia plan" (sometimes called the " Randolph plan" 
In the Convention Randolph advocated a strongly centralized 
government, the prohibition of the importation of slaves, and a 
plural executive, suggesting that there should be three executives 
from different parts of the country, and refused to sign the con-
stitution because too much power over commerce was granted 
to a mere majority in Congress, and because no provision was 
made for a second convention to act after the present instrument 
had been referred to the states. In October 1787 he published 
an attack on the Constitution; but in the Virginia convention 
he urged its ratification, arguing that it was too late to attempt 
to amend it without endangering the Union, and thinking that 
Virginia's assent would be that of the necessary ninth state. In 
1788 he refused re-election as governor, and entered the House 
of Delegates to work on the revision and codification of the state 
laws (published in 1794). In September 2789 he was appointed 
by President Washington first attorney-general of the United 
States. He worked for a revision of Ellsworth's judiciary act 
of 1789, and especially to relieve justices of the supreme court 

' The plan was not drafted by Randolph, but he presented it 
because he was governor. It called for a legislature of two branches, 
one chosen by the people and based on free population (or on wealth) 
and the other chosen by the first out of candidates nominated by the 
state legislatures; a majority vote only was required in each house; 
and Congress was to have a negative on such state legislation as 
seemed to the Congress to contravene the articles of the Union. 
There was to be, under this plan, an executive chosen by the national 
legislature, to be ineligible for a second term, to have general 
authority to execute the national laws and to have the executive 
rights vested in Congress by the Confederation; and the executive 
with a convenient number of the national judiciary was to compose 
a Council of Revision, with a veto power on acts of the national 
legislature and on the national legislature's vetoes of acts of state 
legislatures—but the national I..ture might pass bills (or vetoei 
of state legislation) over the action of the Council of Revision. The 
plan provided for a Federal judiciary, the judges to be appointed by 
the national legislature, to hold office during good behaviour, and 
to have jurisdiction over cases in admiralty and cases in which 
foreigners or citizens of different states were parties. The Virginia 
plan was opposed by the smaller states, Connecticut, New Jersey, 
Delaware and Maryland. which demanded equal representation in 
the legislature. It was too radically different fromthe Articles of 
Confederation. A draft of a constitution in Randolph's handwriting, 
discovered in 1887. seems to have been the teix.t (6th August) of 
a Committee of Detail of five members (John Rutledge, Edmund 
Randolph, Nathaniel Gorham. Oliver Ellsworth and James Wilson). 
It is reproduced in facsimile in W. M. Meigs's The Growthof the 
Gonanaason (Philadelphia, igo9). Conway, who discovered ft, 
exaggerated its importance and thought it had been dawn by 
Randolph alone and before the Convention.  

of the duties of circuit judges, and advocated a Fedenl rote 
in '2791 he considered Hamilton's scheme for a national ten 
unconstitutional; and in 1792-93, in the case Chisels , 
Georgia before the supreme court, argued that • state 'nigh• 
sued by a citizen of another state. On the and of January 
he succeeded Thomas Jefferson as secretary of state. In r 
he wrote thirteen letters (signed " Geffl2131iCUS" ) defending ..L• 
President in his attack on the American Jacobin or dear 
societies. He was the only cabinet member who opposed 
ratification of the Jay treaty (his letters to the President ca 
subject are reprinted In The American Historical Retina: 
xii. pp. 587-599), and before it was ratified the delicate wet 
keeping up friendly diplomatic relations with France 
him. Home despatches of the French minister, Joseph Fan* 
intercepted by a British man-of-war and sent to the Br_ 
minister to the United States, accused Randolph of asking • 
money from France to influence the administration against Gra 
Britain. Although this charge was demonstrably false, L. 
dolph when confronted with it immediately resigned, t 
subsequently secured a retractation from Fauchet ; be pudic 
A Vindication of Mr Randolph's llesignation (1m) e 
Political Truth, or Animadversion on the Past anal Prams:: 
of Public Affairs (17O). He was held personally rapt= 
for the loss of a large sum of money during his administrum 
the state department, and after years of litigation was judge 
an arbitrator to be indebted to the government for more •X.. 
149.00o, which he paid at great sacrifice to himself. fir r 
moved to Richmond in 18o3, and during his last yeast lo 
leader of the Virginia bar; in 2807 he was one of Aaron Ban 
counsel. He died at Carter Hall, Millwood, Clarke cert. 
Virginia, on the zath of September thrs. 

Moncure D. Conway. in his Omitted Chapters of History du- e 
in As Life and Papers of Edmund Randolph (New York, tau - 
ecl., 1880, greatly exaggerates Randolph's work in the Comma. - 
Convention • the commoner view underrates him and makes . 
" hair-splitter," and a man of no decision of character. 

RANDOLPH, JOHN (1773-5833), of Roanoke, Amen= 
statesman. He was a member of an influential and wee -
Virginian family, and was the third and youngest sea of 
Randolph of Cawsons, Chesterfield county, where be was I , 

 on the and of June 1773. He was a descendant of John V 
and his wife Pocahontas. His father having died in ' 
early years were passed under the are of his mother sat is 
stepfather, Mr St George Tucker, from whom, howeret. 
eventually became estranged, as he did from almost every es 
with whom he was intimately associated. Re stten&o. 
school at Williamsburg, Virginia, and for a short time sit-A 
at Princeton and at Columbia; but, although well real t 
modern works bearing on politics and philosophy, his use 
statement, " I am an ignorant man, sir," was in other wee" 
not inaccurate. Both his religious and his political views v - 
radical and extreme. At an early period he imbibed dew -
opinions, which he promulgated with eagerness. He was dr 
though a mere boy when the new Federal government 
organized in 2789, strongly opposed to the new Co win. 
of the United States, In order to assist in *smarting the rs,- 
of resistance to national laws, and to withstand the maw' 
ments of the administration upon the indisputable eights 
Virginia, he was in :799 elected as a Republican to the mom. 
House of Representatives, of which he was a masher. 
the exception of two terms (18t3-35 and Olt 7-t9), until 
and again in 2827-29. After the accession of Jefferson es tb 
presidency in 18oz, Randolph was appointed chats:an of le 
Committee of Ways and Means, and as such was nano* re 
leader of the Republican majority in the Home- tack 
active part ,In agitating for the reform of the judiciary. an a 
1804 moved the impeachment of Judge Sonnet Chine ' • 
acting as the leader of prosecution in the trial before the Sava 
Though an avowed Republican, be was hr from heist gi" 
servient to his party, and for several years Witte 005 is ' 
small faction,  called " Quids," which sharply criticised Mow 
and attempted to prevent the selection of idooliows ss 1° 
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presidential candidate of his party. In March 1807 be lost 
the chairmanship of the Ways and Means Committee. Poe-
messing considerable wit, great readiness, and a showy if some, 
what bombastic eloquence, he would undoubtedly have risen 
to high influence but for his strong vein of eccentricity and his 
bitter and ungovernable temper. The championship of state's 
rights was carried by him to an extreme utterly quixotic, inas-
much as he not only asserted the constitutional right of Virginia 
to interpose her protest against the usurpation of power at 
Washington, but claimed that the protest should be supported 
by force. From December r825 to March z827 he served in 
the United States Senate, and in April 0326 he was fosoed to 

I  fight a duel with Henry Clay, on account of his violent abuse 
of that statesman in the course of a debate. In 1830 he was 
sent by President Jackson on a special mission to RUSS* but 
remained in St Petersburg only ten days, then spent almost 
a year in England, and on his return in October 1831 drew 

I S r,4o7 from the United States Treasury for his services. He 
L  died of consumption at Philadelphia on the 24th of June 1833• 

Though his political life was full of inconsistencies—he was even 
capable of advocating the passage of a bill on one day and of 
opposing the passage of the same bill on the next—he generally 
adhered to the principles enunciated by the Republican party 

/ in its earliest years, and throughout his later career, in numerous 
speeches, he laboured to bring about the identification of slavery 
with the theory of states' rights. In this he was the natural 
precursor of Calhoun. His last will was disputed in the law 
courts, and the jury returned a verdict that in the later years 
of his life he was not of sane mind. He was always in theory 
opposed to slavery, and by the will which was accepted by the 
courts, freed his own slaves. 

The best biography is that by Henry Adams, John Randolph 
(Boston, 1882), in the " American Statesmen Series." There is also 
a biography, which, however, contains many inaccuracies, by Hugh 
A. Garland (2 vols., New York, 1851). 

RANDOLPH. PEYTON (1721-1775), American politician, 
was born at Tazewell Hall, Williamsburg, Virginia, in 1721, a 

lo son of Sir John Randolph (1693-1737), the king's attorney for 
P Virginia. lie graduated at the College of William and Mary, 

studied law at the Inner Temple, London, and in 1748 was 
appointed the king's attorney for Virginia. ,  Randolph wrote 
the address of remonstrance to the king in behalf of the Bur- 

r gesscs against the suggested stamp duties in 1764. His policy 
1  was conservative and moderate, and in May 1765 he opposed 

Patrick Henry's radical " Stamp Act Resolutions." In 1766 
he resigned as king's attorney and was succeeded by his brother 
John (1727-1784). In 1769 he acted as moderator of the 

1' privately convened assembly which entered into the non- 
e importation agreement, and in May 1773 he became chairman 
f of the first Virginia intercolonial committee of correspondence. 

He presided over the provincial convention of August 1774, 
and was a member of the First Continental Congress, of which 
he was president from the 5th of September to the 22nd of 

0 October 1774. He was re-elected to Congress in March 1775, 
and on therfoth of May was again chosen to preside, but on 
the 24th he Wt to attend a meeting at Williamsburg of the 
Virginia Burgesses. He then returned to Congress, of which 

1 John Hancock had meanwhile been made president. Randolph 
P tiled of apoplexy in Philadelphia on the rrnd of October 1775. 

He was provincial grand-master of the Masons of Virginia, 
fr and was an intimate friend df Washington. 
t 	RANDOLPH. THOMAS (1523-1390),  English diplomatist, son 
I of Avery Randolph. • Kentish gentleman, was educated at 

Christ Church, Oxford, and in :549 became principal of Pem-
broke College, Oxford, then known as Broadgates HalL During 

In 1754 the Burgesses sent him to London to argue against 
the governor's denund for a fee of one pistok on every land patent ; 
his pica as, ul, but the governor superseded him with George 
1,V ,, the. who rc,Icneal in Randolph's favour upon his return from 
Englund. The Burgesses voted Randolph D500 with the grant of 
L20,01.10 to Governor llinwiddie for Indian warfare; the _governor 
would not approve this appropriation, however, until Randolph 

1 	apologised for leaviog his othm without the governor's persaisaion. 

the reign of Mary, Randolph, who was a zealous Protestant, 
sought refuge in Paris, where he cultivated the society of 
scholars. Returning to England alter the accession of Eliza-
beth, he was soon employed as a confidential diplomatic agent 
of the English queen in Scotland. Here he succeeded in gaining 
the confidence of the Protestant party, with whom he became 
a person of great influence. Randolph's despatches from 
Scotland between r56o and 1585 supply important materials 
for the history of the heroical intrigues of that period. 
Randolph, who had hitherto remained ostensibly on terms of 
friendship with Mary Queen of Scots, exerted his influence on 
instructions from Elizabeth to prevent Mary's marriage with 
Darnley; but in 1566 he was driven from Scotland on the 
charge of having fomented Murray's rebellion, and he then 
obtained government employment of secondary importance in 
England. In x568 he undertook a mission to Russia which 
resulted in the concession by Ivan the Terrible of certain 
privileges to English merchants; and in 1570 he returned to 
Scotland, where, after the murder of the regent Murray in 
January of that year, he " succeeded," says Andrew Lang, 
" in making civil war inevitable; he himself was in high spirits, 
as always when mischief was in hand." After carrying through 
certain diplomatic business in France in 2573 and r576, Rara-
dolph returned in January sslit to Scotland, where the earl of 
Morton, the regent, had been arrested a few days previously. 
Randolph, acting on Elisabeth's instructions, intrigued with 
Angus and the Douglaaes in favour of a plot to seise the person 
of the young King James, and to save Morton by laying violent 
hands on the earl of Lennox. Douglas of Whlttiogham, who 
was employed in the intrigue, on being arrested made revela-
tions which imperilled Randolph, and the latter prudently 
withdrew to Berwick before the execution of Morton in June 
1581 . In r585, when he next visited Scotland, he was more 
successful, being Instrumental in arranging a treaty between 
England and Scotland. For the next four years he was chan-
cellor of the exchequer in England, and be died in London in 
June 159o. Randolph married, in 1571, Anne, daughter of 
Thomas Wahingham. He Was a personal friend of George 
Buchanan, in whose History of Scotland he took a lively interest, 
and he has been credited, though on doubtful evidence, with 
the authorship of a Life of the historian in Latin. 

See. A. Fronde, History of England 02 vols., London, 1881): 
Andrew Lang, History of Scotland, vol. II. (4 vols., London, tgo2-7); 
Calendar of State Papers refitting to &Mane (1509-1603), edited by 
M.) Thorpe (a vol ); Calendar of State Papas, Ponies Series of 
the Reign of Elisabeth; Anthony I Wood, Athena. aconiessea and 
Fasti, edited by P. Bliss (4 vols.. London, 1813-20). 

RANDOLPH, THOMAS (1605-1635), English poet and 
dramatist, was born near Daventry in Northamptonshire, and 
was baptized on the 15th of June t6o5. He was educated at 
Westminster and at Trinity College, Cambridge. He took 
his B.A. degree In 1618, proceeded M.A. in 1632 and became 
a major fellow of his college in the same year. He soon gave 
promise as a writer of comedy. Ben Jonson, not an easily 
satisfied critic, adopted him as me of his " sons." He 
addressed three poems to Posen, one on the occasion of his 
formal " adoption," another on the failure of The New hat 
and the third an eclogue, describing his own studies at 
Cambridge. He lived with his hither at Little Houghton in 
Northamptonshire for some time, and afterwards with William 
Stafford of Blatherwick, at whose home be died before cons-
pleting his.thirtieth year. He was buried ilk Blatherwick 
church on the 17th of March 1634-35, and his epitaph was 
written by Peter Hausted, the author of The Rival Friends. 

Randolph's reputation as a wit is attested by the verses 
addressed to him by his contemporaries and by the storks 
attached to his name. His wheat printed work is Aristippea, 
Or, The !mall Philosopher. Presented is a private skew, 
To which is added, Ti. Conceited Pedlar (1630). It is a gay 
interlude burlesquing a lecture in philosophy,. the whole piece 
being an argument to support the claims of sack against small 
beer. The Conceited Pedlar is an amusing monologue delivered 
by the pedlar, who defines himself as an " &disk:ease swim. 
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or the paeans mobile of tradesmen,* walking-bune or movable 
exchange, a Socratical citizen of the vast universe, or a poi-
patetical journeyman, that, like another Atlas, carries his 
heavenly shop on's shoulders." He then proceeds to display 
his wares with a running satirical comment. Tke Jealous 
Lovers was presented by the students of Trinity College, 
Cambridge, before the king and queen in 163a. • Tke Muse's 
Looking-Glass is hardly a drama. Roscius presents the 
extremes of virtue and vice in pairs, and last of all the " golden 
mediocrity " who announces herself as the mother of all the 
virtues. Amystlas, or The Impossible Dowry, a pastoral printed 
in 1638, with a number of miscellaneous Latin and English. 
poems, completes the list of Randolph's authenticated work. 
Hey for Honesty, downs with Knavery, a comedy, is doubtfully 
assigned to him. 

His works were edited by W. C Hazlitt in 1873. 
RANDOM (older forms reams, rondos's; from the French, 

d. randir, to run quickly. impetuously; generally taken to 
be of Teutonic origin and connected with Ger. Rand, edge, 
brim, the idea being possibly of a brimming river), an adjective 
originally meaning impetuous, hasty, hence done without 
purpose or aim, haphazard. The term " random work " is 
used, in architecture, by the rag-stone masons, for stones 
fitted together at random without any attempt at laying them 
is courses. " Random coursed work " is a like 
term applied to work coursed in horizontal beds, 
but the stones are of varying height, and fitted 
to one another (see MASONRY). 

RANELAGH, formerly a popular resort by the Thames in 
Chelsea, London, England. About 1693 the land lying east 
of Chelsea Hospital, and bordering the river about the point 
where Chelsea Bridge now stands, was acquired by Richard, 
Viscount Ranelagh, later earl of Ranelagb (d. 17i r). He 
bat a mansion and laid out fine gardens, which, in 5745, 
were thrown open as a proprietary place of entertainment. 
A building called the Rotunda was erected for concerts, and 
the gardens quickly became a favourite resort of fashionable 
society. Balls and masquerades, exhibitions of fireworks, 
amities and many other forms of amusement were provided; 
but by the close of the MI century Ranelagh was ceasing to 
attract the public, and in 1803 the Rotunda was closed. The 
buildings were removed, and the grounds became the property 
of Chelsea Hospital They are still included in the pleasant 
gardens belonging to that foundation, but no traces of the 
popular Ranelagh are preserved. There is, however, a 
fashionable modem club of the same name. 

See Warwick Wroth, London Pleasure Gardens ql the Eighlook 
Century (London, 1896). 

MANGE-FINDER. TISLIZMI or Poems-Firms (Fr. 
INOmetre; Ger. Distanessesser; It. TdenteIro; Russ. Dakwinier; 
Span. Teltsnetro; in the United States the word telemeter is 
sometimes applied to the stadia used in 001111123011 with the 
tacheometer), an instrument, of which many varieties have 
been invented, for assisting the gunner and the infantry soldier 
in determining the distance or " range ", to their objective. 
Nearly all range-finders may be described as instruments 
which automatically solve a triangle. Usually it is a right-
angled triangle, the length of the base of which is known, and 
one of the sides is the range it is desired to find. They are, 
in fact, goolometers, but the angle which they measure, whether 
it may be at the end of the measured base, or that subtended 
by it, is usually expressed as a function of the angle in terms 
of the measured base. Thus the range is recorded directly 
In metres or yards without calculation. It is proposed here 

The word " range." from 0.Fr. range, from rosier, toplace in a 
tow or rank (rang being a variant of rune, whence Eng. "rin k "), 
meant properly • row or line of objects, as still in " mountain. 
image "; the secondary messing. of an area or space of ground. 
viten, of action.; 	extent, distance, are derived from the 
verb " raga, to stretch out in a line. to extend, to move about 
war a gives area. 

to describe principally the range-finding instruments in tier 
British services (I) as used in the Beet; (a) by the army is 
the field; (3) in harbour defence; and (a) to refer briefly an• 
range-finders, not under these beads, of English and foesigs 

tom. The necessity for a range-finder afloat caused the Bridals 
Admiralty in ifot to issue an advertisement in the preen 
inviting Inventors to produce an instrument which would. 
amongst other conditions, record ranges with an accuracy of 
within 3% at 3000 yds. The resulting competition was de-
clared in favour of a range-finder which is the joist invention 
of Professor Barr of the Glasgow University and Profess,* 
Stroud of the Yorkshire College. 

The naval rage-finder consists of a tubes which-  contains two 
telescopes. It is carried on a frame by bearings, in which the tabs 
is free to revolve about its longer axis. To the frame am, 
is attached a weight capable of movement within a tank. Street This weight balances the mace-finder and frame upon 
knife-edges. By mans at the handle on the left of the 
instrument and an altitude worm beneath it, the motion el 
the tube is governed, and the line of light is directed on 
the objective. By partially filling the tank with water, the 
swinging of the weight in a seaway can be checked. The frame is 
supported on a pedestal and can rotate in =math ups it (fig. a). 

A rubber guard is fitted round the eye-pieces. Its functions are to 
guide the eyes of the observer into the cornet and as 
protect them from side light and the distressing effect of wind. Is 
also guards the forehead against the jar occasioned by &hog heasy 
guns. The upper portion of the field presented to the left eye s• 
used is a finder. the lower portion is occupied by the scale egos 
which the ranges are engraved. The finder is a lowcFlolcolle 
of large &Id. to the centre of which the objective is 	Vibes 
the telescope is thus correctly aligned, the objective 	be area 
with the right eye largely magnified, but as two partial 
separated by • thin Mack horimntal line. When coincidence oilIT 
images is effected by means of the worldng bead, the raves me be 

*The length of tube varies from 3 ft. in the somBer to 9 ft. in she 
larger isietrumesse 
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Instrument dosed. 

Instrument ready for use. 
Fro. 4.—Marindin Range-Finder. 

for ranging on upright objectsorsarically, for ranging on hada:Iota 
tamets. 

For instance, in the diagram (fig. 5) of • road running uphill, 
the instrument could be held in any of the three positions indicated, 
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mad off against a pointer from the scale seat with the left eye. For or on different parted the same objective, and thus Inaccuracy in the 1 
night me, means are provided for illuminating the scale. The range recorded range must result. The instruments are expected to give en 
tolights may be ascertained by the use of the 'stigmatize'', an opt 	accuracy of less than 
device by which a point of light is drawn out into a vertical streak. 2 % at 2000 yds. For 	A Natio* 
A beam of light from the objective falls on each reflector (fig. 2), ranges over that 

sea t 

	

disc 

gus.. 	m 	tance, is for usual . ksisreer 	Yogi NKR 0.■11  

as lelin3lieesaral ranges.to use is* sm.. tvermarras04,1 arra,  
"'double base (too yds. 

s ou ts Gee 	s mess ..."....... 86" 0" "0"in le th), in which 
Fro. 2.—Barr and Stroud. 	 Mae the range regis- 

tered on the drum must 

and passing through the object-glasses, each is received by an arrange- ,t dZubledth•oullgh isrighrat: 
went of prisms about the centre of the tube. and reflected through ''' a is dist

ai

inct dlisadvant- 
the right eye-piece. Two partial images are thus seen. The images age, since it adds to the 
could be united by the rotation of one of the reflectors, but owing time of taking a range tihrefamsi 
to the small base used the necessary movement would be so extremely and is a possible source "" 	 .NZ=Ze 
small that it would be .practically impossible to measure it The of error. For field 	Sa•• 	 
difficulty has been surmounted by utilizing fixed reflectors and effect- artillery, however, a 	 FIG. 3. in; coincidence by means of a prism of small angle. The deflecting ran finder is only an 
prism is situated in the line of the beam of light from the reflector auxiliary adjunct. The true range can be found by a process at the right-hand end of the tube. Its multiplying action is of of  .._r_. _... Ox trial and e1TOY(see ARTILLERY) in as short a time as the 
great delicacy. The angle available for subdivision, to measure mekometcr observers take to report it. It must further be 
ranges between infinity and 250 yds., is only one-third of a degree. remembered that as shrapnel Is the principal projectile of field 
In a travel of 6 in. the prism renders accurate measurements possible artillery, not only the correct elevation but also the true length of 
within the required limits. To bring images of distant objectives time fuse has to be found. This therange-finder cannot do. Hence 
into coincidence, the prism must be moved towards the eye-piece, it is that the range-finder for 'field artillery, although a valuable 
and for near objectives in the opposite direction. The range scale auxiliary, is not of the same importance as in purely defensive 
is attached to the prism. A consequent advantage is th at the positions, such as batteries for harbour defence, and land forts. accuracy of the instrument is not affected by back lash arising from 
wear, or iris-elm-icy in the actuating mechanism. When once 	The Marindin range -finder was from rooff gradually intro- 
installed, the Instrument is always ready for use. Should adjust- ducal in the infantry to replace the mekometer. It was the 
merit be required it is readily and easily applied. It is not within invention of Captain A. H. Marindin ?  of the Blick Watch 
the sphere of this article to enter into the detail of the adjusting 

(Royal Highlanders). mechanism. For further particulars the reader is referred to the 
Proceed:nes of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, soth January 	ire principle of the instrument is that of coincidence, as in the 
1896, The working of the range-finder is so simple that its use is Gautier Christie, Le Cyre, Souchier, and Barr and Stroud. But 
quickly learnt by any man who can read, and with little instruction it differs from the last mentioned in that the right prism is made. 
and practice he can "take a range" in 8 to 12 seconds. Besides movable, and this movement (necessarily extremely small) is a 
its principal purpose, in connexion with gunnery, there' are minor function of the recorded range. 
uses in navigation and nautical surveyiqg to which the range-finder 	The steel tube, forming the seof the instrument, which carries the 
can be applied. 	 prisms,is supported inside an al u minion% outer tube in such a ,.__,_„_ 

With the high speeds of modern war-vessels, guns and their way that no direct shock is communicated to it. The 2"'"""' 
objective approach each other so quickly that un less ranges can appearance of the outside of the instrument, together '......._"1" 
be communicated from the instrument to the guns with rapidity with the names of the various parts, is shown in fig. S. ''''''"" 
and accuracy the rangefinder is deprived of much of its value. The instrument can be used in two main positions, viz. korisootoily, 
In connexion with the naval range-finder an apparatus is provided, 
which though not part of the range-finder is sufficiently important 
to claim passing notice. The apparatus consists of a transmitting 
and a receiving instrument of clockwork mechanism electrically 
controlled. In appearance they resemble the ordinary engine-room 
telegraph, on the dials of which range take the place of orders. 
The transmitter can communicate with a number of receiving 
instruments, disposed as required in different pacts of the ship. 

a. Before the introduction of the Marindin range-finder 
described below, the British army in the field used the " meko-
meter." The Instruments used by the cavalry and infantry 
are smaller and lighter than those of the artillery pattern, 
but the principle involved is identical. 

The mekometer is practically a box sextant. Two instruments 
are used simultaneously at the ends of a base of fixed length. One 
sextant, called the right-angle instrument, is fitted with index and 
horizon glasses permanently inclined at 45 *. It consequently 
measures a right angle. In the other sextant, called the reading 
instrument, a graduated drum takes the place of the usual index 
arm and scale. The drum is graduated spirally with a scale of 
ranges. Both reading and rightarrele instruments are fitted with 
a vane of gun metal with • white strip down the centre to facilitate 
observations. Telescopes of low power can be fitted to the instru-
ments, and two cords of So (or 251) yds. are provided with which 
to measure the base. 

Two observers attach the ends of the cord of fixed length (usually 
so yds.) to their instruments and separate until it a taut. The 

observer with the right-angle instrument moves into such 
Mar 	• position that coincidence of image will be given between 
..."6 	the objective and the vane of the instrument at theother 
end of the base, Ls. he make, ABC a right angle (fig. 3). 

When the right angle is established, the observer at C turns the 
graduated drum of the reading instrument until the image of the 
vane of the right angle instrument coincides with the direction of 
the objective. The range AC is then read on the drum. The 
ranges on the drum are measures of the angle BAC when the base 	a 	 • 
BC is so yds. 

range-finder' requiring more than one observer. There is always a and would give good rangeaFbuw6t5.probably the best range would 
The mekometer is open to the objection which is common to all 

danger that observers may cause coincidence on different objectives be obtained I held as at c. U it is required to use the instrument 
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at night, the two caps of the night-glasses should be opened. On 
looking through tbe instrument, any lamp or other light will 
appear like a fine, bright line, and the range can be taken in the 
ordinary way. 

This range-finder peewees thewperlative advantage of the 
one-man instrument, and it is claimed for it that it can range on 
horizontal objects, such as the crest of a hill. which has no detail 
suitable for use with a mekorneter, and that it can be adjusted on 
service with tie greater difficulty than the setting of a watch. 

3. For harbour defence, owing to the long range of naval 
guns, and the fast targets which war-vessels present, an accurate 
range-finder is of first importance. This is largely the case 
because " ranging " cannot be resorted to in the same manner 
as in the field, where the targets are comparatively motionless 
and the effective ranges are less. Successful artillery practice 
therefore depends, in a great measure, upon the range-finder. 

The instrument used in harbour forts is known as the depression 
range-finder. As its name suggests, it solves a triangle in the 
vertical plane, of which the base is the height of the instrument 
above sea-level. Its appearance resembles some forms of theodolite 
(fig. 6). A framework, capable of rotating in azimuth on a vertical 

Fret A—Depression Range-Finder. 

pivot, is supported on a plate carried by levelling screws, I., L. L. 
To the framework are pivoted two arms DC and FE, at C and E 
respectively. The arm 'EF is supported at F by a vertical screw H 
ending in a drum, upon which, in a spiral scale, the ranges are 
graduated. Motion in altitude is thus given to the telescope. The 
arm CD issupported by a slider O. This slider is set by a rack and 
pinion to the bright above sea-level (represented on a scale of feet 
on EF) at which the instrument may be used. A telescope AB is 
suitably fitted in jaws at the top of the frame. There are spirit- 
levels at M and Qfor adjusting purposes. The telescope is provided 
with cross wires which can be illuminated for night use.. An 
azimuth circle X and pointer Y enable the direction of any vessel 
to be indicated, the range of which it is desired to know. The 
instrument rests on a base plate ll, to which it is Imbed by the 
top-plate 0. The observer directs the crow wires of the telescope 
upon the water-line of the objective, by means of the drum I and 
the azimuth handle P, the top of which just appoin in the diagram. 
The reader watches the arrow on the drum and calls out the ranges 
as the figures arrive beneath it. The more are communicated 
to the officers at the guns by various devices. which differ according 
to local requirements. 

Position-Finder.—The range-finding instrument known in 
the British service as the Position-Finder (invented by Colonel 
Watkin, C.B., R.A.) is practically a large depression range-
finder. It posesses, however, certain additional appliances 
which render It capable of automatically recording, upon an 
oriented chart, the position or course of a vessel. And further, 
by electrical means it automatically records to • distant 
battery the range and bearing of the desired objective. The 
position-finder can therefore, from a concealed and safe position, 
owe automatically control the fire of a group of guns, 
moms whose detachments need not necessarily- see the 
"'in" target engaged. As the observer follows the objec-menta 

tive with the telescope of the instrument the range 
and bombe is deaultaneessly shows in the battery on convenient 

dials. The distance and direction thus communicated an the 
range and bearing from the guns, not as measured from tie 
range-finder. The correction due to the displacement betwc-ra 
gun and instrument is automatic. In localities where tia 
height does not admit of using the depression system, an 
alternative arrangement is provided, known as the Horizontal 
Position-Finder. It is open to the objections common to 
two-man range-finders, and is only employed where necessity 
compels its use. Briefly, there are two observing stations at 
either end of a measured and electrically connected base. 
One is known as he transmitting and the other the remit-mg 
station; the latter contains the principal Instrument, which 
usually is capable of independent use for medium and shot 
ranges as a depression instrument. 

It will be seen thit the difference between the two systems is, 
that the first described solves the range triangle in the vertical. and 
the latter in the horizontal plane. There have been venous methods 

for using the position-finder. The best results are obtaurd 
Croyiraed  placing range and bearing dials on thegun-inounting in a posit.a 

where they can be easily seen .  by the men elevating and 
training the gun. The gun ss kept directed u pon die  
objective and fired as quickly as at can be loaded A 
position-finder can be used for firing mines in a mine field 
and instruments are issued to the Royal Navy for the 
purpose. 

In the United States of America the term " position. 
finder" is applied to a range-finder which gives directors 
as well as distance. This is substantially correct, but nee 
torn, in the British service, confines the use of the ezpresnara 
as defined.above. 

4- Various appliances, not strictly range-finders, are 
sometimes used to assist in estimating distance. The 
following examples are not without interest:— 

Acoustic kiemoters, depending upon the velocity of 
sound, are obviously unsuited to the requirements of 
modern warfare. The names of Thouvenin, Bider and 
Le Soakage ate connected with such instruments—that of 
the Last.nanved is perhaps the most coevenieet. It cam 
Mete of a graduated glass tube filled with liquid, of dwindle 
density, and containing a small metal traveller. At the 
flash of discharge of a gun or rifle the instrument in bruised 
to a vertical position, and the traveller starts from see: 
at the detonation, it is turned to a horizontal ' 
and the traveller stops at the point on the scale indiratisg 

the range. 
On this principle is the rough method of ascertaining the &stamen 

in yards, of a a seder's:sem, viz, multiply the number of arrow& 
elapsing between the perception of the bghtaing sad that of she 
thunder by then amber of days in the year. 

Optical or per poetise Ukase:els determine the distance to any 
point by obseni g the size of some object of known dimerokna, 
As seen m a grad.. ted telescope. Perm's telemeter, Elliott's 0,0„, 

dole. The chief *feet of the system is that the 
telescope and 	denfeles macrcuncter illustrate the_ 

most convenient I observed--men and bones—vary con- 
siderably in size, 5 that the assumption of a constant dimension may 
be productive of .rror. 

On the contine4 of Europe the perspective telemeter for nuffitzwy 
prurposees  has attracted more attention • than in England. The 
lrench in their p -  wise terminology call such an instrument "Samos 
militaire." a term which at once distinguishes It from a " telhaitze.• 
and describes it nature. In rapid military sketching, in haranat 
positions upon c smoke., perspective telemeters lied a use. The 
telescopes issued to held batteries and to coast forts is Francium.* 
provided with a tae in the field cif view. By companog %hi. cab 
with known hei, 'es, such as the avenge height d a awn ow Jima, 
or the known he ∎  ht of funnels, masts, turrets, Ac., or a war-vest. 
distance can be t timated with fair accuracy. 

The " jumelle -ouchier," which can be used as an ordisery 643- 
glass, is construe ed on the stadia principle. By its means mews 
an be estimate! within an aoeuracy of to% A stand or nit. 

however, is nece,  sty for good results. 
General Perrin of the French army has Aown, in an 

pamphlet, that a piece of wood or card cut to a knows 1=2 
the distance bet„ cam the eye and the end of the thumb, eaten the 
arm is fully esters led. can be used to estimate distance►  Thee is 
,.easy to find a p. ray in good condition of which the thickness is 
lb.th part of the tent-length in a man of average height. Previed 
with such a coin .n observer finds its not to exactly cover a Oistaei 
man 6 ft. (or 2 y 11. high). The range therefore is soo Xs es hoe yell 
Similarly, if the an's height appeared to be hut Will the shecksess 
of the coin the r Inge would be X40o sato vele With a Seth 
practice the eye estimates the properties between Objeat of 
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known height sad the stadia used. General Peale gives many 
useful applications of this simple device. 

Various range-finders have been produced in countries outside 
the British Isles which, as they are the outcome of similar necessity 
and required fee identical purposes, naturally resemble, more or 
kWh the instrumeats already described. 

Field artillery officers of all countries usually claim their gun to 
be their best range-finder. This may be another way of saying that 
a durable, one-man range-finder, capable of instantaneously finding 
modern artillery ran with accuracy. has yet to be invented. In 
France the " Gautier " for held artillery, a 21110.21516 
instrument, corresponds with the Watkin mekoeneter. 

The " Gautier, —  used by the Italian field artillery, is a one-man 
Instrument, but requires a measured base-fine. The " Aubry " 
telemeter, used by some of the Russian batteries in Manchuria, is 
very portable, but requires a measured base-line, and a slide rule to 
find the range. In the French and Russian infantry the . pneme. 
tfilf mkre, ' the invention of Colonel Souchier, is used. It Ls small, 
very light, and can be carried In the same manner as field-glasses. 
French machine guns are ranted by the " ellemetre instantand," 
an instrument of the Barr and Suoud type, with an aluminium base 
I metre in length. 

For work in the field the modern tendency abroad is to follow Barr 
and Stroud. In Germany, Hahn, Goers and Zeiss have produced 
handy and fairly light short base range-finders, in outward appear. 
ante more or less similar to Marindin's instrument. 

The Zeiss range-finder however, depends on the stereoscopic 
principle. It is open to the objection that best results can only be 
obtained with it by persons who are capable of seeing stereoscopically, 
and aho, in individuals possessing this particular gift (a coin• 
poratively small proportion of the human race) stereoscopic vision 
may vary In power from day to day. Neverthdms the Zeiss range. 
finder has found favour in many countries, notably as the infantry 
range-finder in Italy. For naval and harbour defence purposes 
the Barr and Stroud range-finder is very largely used throughout the 
world. In Italy a Barr and Stroud instrument, with the large base 
of5 metres. was in 1908 under trial for coast artillery. 

Of the depression range-fiinder, type in France, " le ill/metre 
Dlc6 " is used at all heights of about 7o ft. and upwards. 

Brazil possesses. in the invention of Captain Mario Netto, as 
excellent range-finder. It Is supplied to the harbour defences of 
that country. It in securate. handy, easily transported and re-
erected where required., and is not affected by the concussion of 
heavy gun-fire. The German coast range-finder of Hahn closely 
resembles the earlier Watkin instruments. In Italy the Amid 
instrument is being replaced by the Bracciallne. The latter inventor 
has also supplied his cautery with a horizontal base instillment. 

After extended competitive trials in the U.S.A. the Lewis de-
pression range-finder has been found superior to others presented 
to the Range-Finding Committee, and is recommended for adoption. 
It is a neat, workmanlike instrument, and gave an average mean- 
error of na yds. in the ranges recorded during the trials. The 
maximum range was 12.000 yds. and the height of base issfi ft. 

The details of position-finders abroad, as in the British service, 
are confidential, and but little is published of the " tfilFmttre par 
recoupement " of the French coast batteries, or the " telecom°. 
metro Sonia " of Italy. In the United States, B. A. Fiske has 
ingeniously adapted the .  principle of the Wheatstone Midge in the 
construction .4 the position-finder which bears his name. 

de NI a rre, f n,ewments pour Is mess,e d4 distances (Paris, t 8 Ao) 
A brsdpnents of Specification:. Class 97. Patent Office. London; 
Handbook: and butructiens: for Rango•Ftnder, published by the 
British War Ofike; Barr and Stroud, Proc. hut. Mesh. Eng.. 
both Jan. 016; Zeiss pamphlet by Carl Zeiss of Jena, which gives 
a candid statement of the difficulty attending the stereoscopic 
principle. ite. (F. H. 

RANGER. HENRY WARD (v858— ), American artist, was 
born 'at Syracuse, New York, in January as& Ile became a 
prominent landscape and marine painter, much of his work 
being done in Holland, and showing the influence of the modem 
Dutch school. He became a National Academician (1906), and 
a member of the American Water Color Society. Among his 
paintings are, "Top of the Hill," Corcoran Gallery of Art, 
Washington, D.C.; and " East River Idyll," Cuttegis Institute, 
Pit 'shuts. 

RANGOON, the capital of Burma, situated on the left bank 
of the Hieing or Rangoon river, arm. from the sea, in :6'47' N. 
and gia• 13' E. In 1118o the city was detached from the main 
district, called Hanthawaddy, and formed into a separate 
district, with an area of 19 sq. m. Pop. (1901) 534,881, 
of whom just half were Immigrants from India. Rangoon, 
from being a comparatively insignificant place, has within 
less than half a century risen to be the third seaport in !nish 
India. balms surpassed only by Calcutta and Bombay is the  

volume of its trade. Daring the busy season of rice-export, 
which lasts from the end of December to the middle of May, the 
pool forming the port of Rangoon presents almost as crowded 
a scene as the Hugli at Calcutta. Rangoon has the double 
advantage of being situated near the sea and being served by a 
great river navigable for goo m. behind it. The approach 
to the port is not difficult at any season el the year. With 
fiat and shelving shores, the shoal-banks off the main mouths 
of the delta form the chief danger to shipping, and this Is 
guarded against by a good service of lighthouses and lightships. 
For a length of seven or eight miles the river is from a mile toe. 
mile and a quarteain breadth, so that there is plenty of accommo. 
dation for shipping. Here is concentrated the whole of the rich 
trade of the delta of the Irrawaddy. Great part of the river front-
age is occupied with ricemnills, teak wharves and similar build. 
Ingo. The rice exported from Rangoon in tgo4-5 amounted to 
28 million OWL with a value of nearly 7 million sterling. 

The city is dominated by the great golden pile of the Shwa 
Dagen pagoda, the centre of Burmese religious life. Rising to a 
height of 363 ft., this magnificent building is loftier thaa St 
Paul's Cathedral in London, and its size is greatly enhanced by 
the fact that it steads on an eminence that is itself 1611 ft. above 
the level of the city. It is covered with pure gold from bus 
to summit, and once in every generation this gold is renewed by 
public subscription. Moreover, benefactions to this pagoda are 
one of the favourite m&thods of acquiring religious merit among 
the Burmese. The pagoda itself has no interior. It is a solid 
scups of brick, in the form of a cone, raised over a relic chamber; 
and the place of worship is the 'surrounding platform with a 
perimeter of nearly too ft. 

Though traditionally a site of great sanctity, Rattgoen owes 
its first importance to its rebuilding in t753 by Alompm, the 
founder of the Burmese monarchy, who gave it the meant name 
of Yes Koe, " the earl of the war," An English factory was 
opened here about !no. On the outbreak of the first Burmese 
War, in 1854, it was taken by the British, but subsequently 
restored. It was captained a second time in riiss, and passed 
along with the province of Pegu into the bands of the British. 
It was destroyed by fire in as*, and serious conflagrations 
occurred again in ass and 1855. Since the last devastation 
Rangoon has undergone considerable improvements. Until 
1874, when the existing municipality was constituted, the 
admimstration was in the hands of the local government, 
which devoted itself to raising the centre of the town above the 
river level, providing land fit for building purposes from the 
original swamp, which was flooded at spring-tides, and making 
roads, bridges, culverts and surface drains. In 1892 was hire. 
duped the sewage system, which now includes 6 m. of mains, 
22 121. of gravitating sewers, of  m. of air mains and 44 
Shoneh ejectors. The water supply, drawn from the Victoria 
Lake, 5 m. distant, has recently been supplemented by an 
additional reservoir, so in. farther off. The city proper of 
Rangoon with the Ketnmendine suburb is laid out on the block 
system, each block being goo by 86o ft., intersected with 
regular streets. In the extensions to the east and west it has 
been decided to have no streets less them so ft. wide. The 
roads are still lighted by kerosene oil lamps, but electric lighting 
is in comtempiation. Electric tramways run to Pazundaung ih 
one direction and to Alen and Kemmendine in the other, as well 
as to the foot of the Shwe Dagen Pagoda MB. Latterly the 
erection of masonry buildings, instead of plank houses, has been 
insisted on in the central portion of the city, with the result that 
fires have decreased in number. There are two large maidens, 
or commons, which are used as military parade grounds and for 
racing, as weft as for golf links and other purposes of amusement. 
There is a garden round the Phayre Museum, managed by the 
Agri-Horticultural Society, and an extremely pretty and well-
kept garden in the cantonments under the pagoda. Beycrl 
these lie the Royal Lake and Dalhousie Park, 
!Co acres of water and 20S acres of well•laid-out and' 
timbered park land. Dalhousie Park has recently bee 
extended, and the new 'Victoria Park, declared 
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occasion of the visit of the prince of Wales in teo6, Is quite the 
finest in the East. There are two cathedrals, Church of England 
and Roman Catholic, and a •  Presbyterian church, besides the 
cantonment church buildings for worship. Religious buildings 
and lands, indeed, occupy an area in Rangoon out of all propor-
tion to its size. Buddhists, Hindus, Mussulmans, Parsees, 
Armenians and Jews all own lands and pagodas, temples, 
mosques, churches and synagogues. The Buddhist monasteries, 
in particular, occupy wide spaces in very central portions of the 
town and cantonments. Burial-grounds are equally extensive, 
and exist in every direction in what were once the outskirts, but 
are now fast becoming central parts of the city. The chief 
educational institutions are the Government Rangoon college, 
the Baptist college and St John's college (S.P.G.). Besides the 
general hospital, a female hospital in connexion with the Dufferin 
Fund has recently been built, and there are hospitals for con-
tagious diseases and for lepers in the suburbs. The staple 
industries are mills for husking des and for sawing timber, and 
petroleum refineries. Carving in wood aid ivory, and embossed 
sffvenrork are also carried on. There are three municipal and 
eight private markets, which are being improved and extended. 
Everything, from sacking to jewelry, is sold in them. The 
introduction of pure water and the establishment of compulsory 
vaccinatiou have greatly improved the health of Rangoon. But 
the death-rate is still high, due partly to the swampy nature of 
the outskirts of the city proper, and still more to the mortality 
among Hindu Immigrants from the Madras presidency. The 
total rainfall in zoos was 104.96 in. Rangoon is the head-
quarters of a brigade in the Burma command of the Southern 
army. U. G. Sc.) 

RANGPIIIL or Romero/a, a town and district of British 
India, in the Rajshahi division of Eastern Bengal and Assam. 
The town is situated on the little river Chaghat. Pop. (19or) 
ts,do. There are a high school, a normal school and an 
industrial school. The earthquake of the nth of June 1897 
destroyed may of the public buildings and diverted the 
drainage channels. 

The Dutra= or RANGPI1R, with an Lea of 34e3 sq. m•, is 
one vast plain. The greater part of it, particularly towards 
the east, is inundated during the rains, and the remainder is 
traversed by a network of streams which frequently break 
through their sandy banks and plough for themselves new 
channels over the fields. The river system is constituted by 
the Brabmaputra and its tributaries, chief of which are the 
Tista, Dharla, Sankos and Dudbkumar. The climate is 
generally malarious, owing to the numerous stagnant swamps 
and marshes filled with decaying vegetable matter. The annual 
rainfall averages 82 in. About three-fourths of the district 
is under continuous Cultivation. Spare land can hardly be 
said to exist—even the patches of waste land yield a valuable 
tribute of reeds and cane. The staple crops are rice, oil-seeds, 
jute and tobacco. In 'got the population was 2,154,181, 
showing an increase of 4.3% in the decade. Nearly two-thirds 
are Mahommedans. The Eastern Bengal railway has two 
branches, one of which crosses the district to the Brabmaputra, 
and the other runs north towards Assam. 

The tract comprised within the district of Rangpur was for-
merly the western outpost of the ancient Hindu kingdom of 
Kaairup, which appears to have attained its greatest power and 
prosperity under Raja Nilambar, who was treacherously over-
thrown by Ala-uddin Hesain of Bengal at the close of the Loh 
century. Rangpur passed to the East India Company in 1 765 
under the firman of the emperor Shah Alam. Since then a great 
number of changes have taken place in the jurisdiction, in con-
sequence of which the district area has been much diminished. 

RANJI? SINGEL MAHARAJA (1780-1839), native Indian ruler, 
was born on the and of November 1780, the son of Sirdu 
Mahn Singh, whom he succeeded in 1792 u head of the Sukar-
chakia branch of the Sikh confederacy. By birth he was only 
one of many Sikh barons and owed his rapid rise entirely to 
force of character and will. At the age of seventeen he seized 
the reins of government. He Is said to have poisoned his 

mother; though it Is more probable that be merely imprisoned 
her to keep her out of his way. At the age of twenty he oteausel 
from Zaman Shah, the king of Afghanistan, a grant of Lab*" 
which he seised by force of arms in 179e. Subsequestly he 
attacked and annexed Amritsar in diet, thus becoming maser 
of the two Sal capitals. When Inward Rao Heater cod 
refuge in the Punjab in dos, Ran* Singh made a treaty nth 
the British, excluding Holkar from his territory. Shortly 
afterwards acute difficulties arose between him and the &dui 
as to the Cls-Sutlej portion of the Punjab. It was Resit 
Singh's ambition to weld the whole of the Punjab into a skeet 
Sikh empire, while the British claimed the territory scorch of 
the Sutlej -by right of conquest from the Mabrattas. The 
difference proceeded almost to the point of war; but at the 
last moment Ranjit Singh gave way, and for the future faith-
fully observed his engagements with the British, whose mug 
power be was wise enough to gauge. In i8o8 Charles Mara* 
was sent to settle this question with Ranjit Singh, and a treaty 
was concluded at Amritsar oh the isth of April am). At the 
period a band of Salt fanatics called " akalis," Mutated Se 
Charles Metcalfe's escort, and the steadiness with which the 
disciplined sepoys repulsed them, ao impressed the maharaja 
that be decided to change the strength of his army from cavalry 
to infantry. He organized a powerful force, which was turned 
by French and Italian officers such as Generals Ventura. Allard 
and Avitabile, and thus forged the formidable fighting lasers-  
meat of the Khalsa army, which afterwards gave the British 
their hardest battles in India in the two Sikh wars. In ale 
he captured Mahan after many assaults and a long siege, sod 
in illto had consolidated the whole of the Punjab between the 
Sutlej and the Indus under his dominion. In t823 the city and 
province of Peshawar became tributary to him. In 2833 aches 
Shah Shuja, flying from Afghanistan, sought refuge as bia 
court, he took from him the Koh-l-nor diamond, which mhos 
quently came into the possession of the British crown. 'Though 
he disapproved of Lord Auckland's policy of substituting Shah 
Shuja for Doi Mahomed, he loyally supported the British is 
their advance on Afghanistan. Known as " The Lion OF tic 
Punjab," Ranjit Singh died of paralysis on the 27th of Jame 
1839. 

In his private life Ranjit Singh was selfish, avaricious, &units 
and immoral, but be had a genius for command and was the 
only man the Sikhs ever produced strong enough to bind thee 
together. His military genius showed itself not so much is 
actual generalship as in the organization of his pleas, de 
selection of his generals and his ministers, the tenacity of ime 
purpose and the soundness of his judgment. The Hided 
were the one power in India that was ton strong for him, and 
u soon as he realized that fact he was unwaveringly loyal to 
his engagements with them. His power was military arias. 
cracy resting on the personal qualities of its founder, and alter 
his death the Sikh confederacy gradually crumbled and In 
to pieces through sheer want of leadership; and the rule d 
the Sikhs in the Punjab passed away completely as soon as 
incurred the hostility of the British. 

See Sir Lepel Griffin. &miff Sin* (Rulers of India Series). 
S. Mort

sleet 
 General Sir John Gordon, The Sikhs. tect4; and S. ara 

The Punjab as Pao and Was, tau. 

RANH (0.Fr. roac or rem, mod. rant, generally consleasi 
with the O.E. and O.H.G. loring, a ring), • row or line, as ei 
cabs or carriages, but especially of soldiers drawn up abreast 
in a line; in " rank and file " the " rank " is the barietual 
line of sachets, the " file " the vertical From the sem of 
orderly arrangement " tank " is applied to grades or dame 
in a social or other organisation, and particularly to • high 
grade, as in such expressions u a " peisoa of tank." Thu 
word must be distinguished from tbt. adjective "rank," met-
luxuriant, coarse, strong, generally connected with the Low 
Ger. rash, thin, tall (d. Du. reek, upright). The O.E. 'WIC 
warrior, i.e. full-grown man, may be also connected with de 
word; Skeet cetera also to "nick." to pull out straight. 
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111AXIM. UMW VOX (t79s-1886), German historian, 

MS born on the soth or the MI of December 1796. in the 
mall town of Mao, in 'Thuringia, which then formed  part  of 
be electorate of Saxony. His father, Gottlob Israel Realm, 
seas an advocate, but his ancestors, so far back as the family 
an be traced, had been ministers of religion. Leopold received 
is education first at Denuded, a school established in an old 
monastery near his home, and then at the famous school of 
chulpforta, whence he passed to the university of Halle and 
der to that of Berlin. His studies, both at school and 
Diversity, were classical and theological. The great political 
vents which occurred during his boyhood and youth seem to 
ave had less effect on him than on many of his contemporaries, 
nd he was not carried away either by enthusiastic admiration 

Napoleon or by the patriotic fervour of 1813. Nor was 
e implicated in the political movements which during the 
Mowing years attracted so many students; on the contrary, 
e already displayed that detachment of mind which was to 
e so characteristic of him. In 1818 he became a master in a 
:hoed at Frankfort-on-the-Oder, thereby entering the service 
f the Prussian government. The headmaster of this school 
'as Ernst Friedrich Poppo (1794-0166), a celebrated Grecian, 
nd Ranke was entrusted with the teaching of history. 
With the scholar's dislike of textbooks, be rapidly acquired 
thorough knowledge of the ancient historians, quickly passed 

n to medieval times, and here it was that he formed as the 
teal of his life the study of universal history, the works of 
,od as displayed in the history of the human race. Acre, 
so, he composed his first work, which deals with the period 
s which most of his fife was to be devoted, Geschichte der 
imanischen end scrotanischns Volker 1494-1514  (Berlin, 
824). To this was appended a critical dissertation on the 
istorians who had dealt with the period (Zoe keine sourer 
eschichischresine), which, showing as it did how untrustworthy 
as much of traditional history, was to be for modern history 
s epoch-marking as the critical work of Niebuhr had been in 
orient history. A copy of the book was sent to the Prussian 
sinister of education, Karl Albert Kampts 769-1849), the 
otorious hunter of democrats. Within a week Ranke received 
be promise of a poet at Berlin, and In less than three months 
its appointed supernumerary professor in the university of 
bat city, a striking instance of the promptitude with which 
be Prussian government recognized scientific merit when, 
s in Ranke's case, it was free from dangerous political opinions. 
he connexion thus established in 1835 was to last for fifty 
ears. At the Berlin Library Ranke found • collection of 
IS. records, chiefly Italian, dealing with the period of the 
:eformation; from a study of them he found how different 
ere the real events as disclosed In contemporary documents 
Ism the history as recorded by most writers; and the result 
f his researches was embodied in his second work, Ffirsges mod 
'siker volt Sedeorepo iw r6 end 17 Johrhundres 480. In 
der editions the title of this book was altered to Die Osmoses 
nd die spaniselse Menerchie. It was now his ambition to 
ontinue his exploration of the new world thus opened to him. 
be Prussian government provided the means, and in 
eptember /837 he started for Italy. His first sojourn was 
1 Vienna, where the friendship of Gents and the protection 
f Metternich opened to him the Venetian archives, of which 
!any were preserved in that city—a virgin field, the value of 
,hich he first discovered, and which is still unelhansted. 
fe found time, in addition, to write a abort book on Dia Sereische 
tetralogies (0839), from material supplied to him by Wuk 
tephiusowich. a Servian who had himself been witness of the 
:end be related. This was afterwards expanded into Serbiaa 
sod die TOrkei let ro I ear/widen (1879). In s8s8 he at last 
tossed the Alps, and the next three years were spent in Italy. 
'he recommendations of Metternich opened to him almost 
very library except the Vatican; and it was during these 
bite years of study in Venice, Ferrara, Rome, Florence and 
that dties, that he obtained that acquaintance with European 
Istory tibia was to make him the kat histodats of his time. 

At Rome, as he said, be learned to see events from the inside. 
He wrote nothing but a critical examination of the story of 
Don Carlos, but he returned to Germany a master of his craft. 

For a time Ranke was now engaged in an occupation of a 
different nature, for he was appointed editor of a periodical 
in which Friedrich Perches designed to defend the Prussian 
government against the democratic press. Ranke, contemptu-
ous in politics, as in history, of the men who warped 
facts to support some abstract theory, especially disliked 
the doctrinaire liberalism so fashionable at the time. He 
hoped, by presenting facts as they were, to win the adhesion 
of all parties. We need not be surprised that he failed; men 
desired not the scientific treatment of politics, but satire and 
invective. Exposed thus to attack, his weakness, if not his 
venality, was long an article of faith among the liberals. He 
did not satisfy the Prussian conservatives, and after four 
years the Historiseke Palitische Miner came 'to an end. Two- 
thirds of the matter had been contributed by the editor, and 
the two stout volumes in which the numbers were collected 
contained the best political thought which had for long 
appeared in Germany. For Ranke the failure was not to 
be regretted; the rest of his life was to be wholly devoted to 
that in which be excelled. During 1834-36 appeared the 
three volumes of his Die rentischen Plieste, Are Kirche send 
ihr Steal ion r6 soul 17 Jahr/gondol (Berlin, 1834-36, and 
many other editions), in form, as in matter, the greatest of 
hIs works, containing the results of his studies in Italy. Hence-
forth his name was known in all European countries; the 
English translation by Mrs Austin was the occasion of one of 
Macaulay's most brilliant essays. Before it was completed 
he had already begun the researches on which was based the 
second of his masterpieces, his Deutsche Geschidste ins Leash., 
der Reformation (Berlin, r839-47), a necessary pendant to 
his book on the popes, and the most popular of his works in 
his own country. In 0137 he became full professor at Berlin; 
in 3845 Frederick William IV., always ready to recognize 
intellectual eminence, appointed him Prussian historiographer. 
Stimulated by this, he brought out his Neon Becher preossischer 
Gerchickgs (0847-48), a work which, chiefly owing to the 
nature of the subject, makes severe demands on the attention 
of the reader—he Is the " Dryasdnst " of Carlyle's Frederick; 
but in ft be laid the foundation for the modern appreciation 
of the founders of the Prussian state. The nine books were 
subsequently expanded to twelve (Leiptig, 1874). He took 
no immediate part in the movements of 1848, but in the 
following years he drew up several memoranda for the king, 
whom be encouraged in his efforts to defend the character 
and Identity of the Prussian state against the revolutionaries. 
Though never admitted into the inner circle of the king's 
associates, he found the king the most appreciative of readers 
and stimulating of companions, and the queen one of the 
most faithful of his friends; in biographical works and on 
other occasions he always defended the memory of the un-
fortunate monarch. A friend even more sympathetic he 
found in Maximilian IL of Bavaria, whom he advised in his 
expansive schemes for the promotion of learning and letters. 
In the quieter years that followed he wrote the third of his, 
masterpieces, Proostosische Crerchichte, seroselsostich in r6 end 
17 Jahrhoodert (Stuttgart, 2119t-6t), which was followed 
by his Englische Geschiciste, lansalsoslids in 16 end 17 My-
hooded (i859-68). This, the longest of his works, added 
much to existing knowledge, especially as to the relatiorn 
between England and the continent, but it lacked something 
of the freshness of his earlier books; he was over seventy 
when it was completed, and be was never quite at home in 
dealing with the parliamentary foundations of English public 
life. In his later years his small slat figure was one of the 
most distinguished in the society of Berlin, and every honour 
open to a man of letters was conferred upon him. He was 
ennobled in s865, and in 1885 received the title of Excellent 
When the weakness of his eyes made it necessary for him to 
depend almost entirely on the service of readers and secretaries, 
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in his eighty-first year he began to write the Weligeschichte 
(9 vols., Leipzig, i883-88). Drawing on the knowledge ac-
cumulated during sixty years, he had brought it down to 
the end of the 15th century before his death in Berlin on the 
eard of May 1886. 

Ranke's other writings include Zs: deutschen CathieMe. 
Van Reliyiensfriaiers his aunt yo jahrigen Kriege (Leipzig, 1868); 

Geschichte Wallenskitas (Leipzig, 1869; 5th ed., 1896); Akkand-
Innen end Versucke (Leipzig, 1877; a new collection of these 
writings was edited by A. Dove and 'F. Wiedemann, Leipzig, 
1888); Asir data Briefwediset Friedrich Wilke:nu IV. alit 
Bunsen (Leipzig, 1873); Die deutschen Macke and der Fib-sten-
kind. Deutsche Geschicke 1780-yo (1871-72); Misters:WA-
biographische Studies (Leipzig, 1878); Ursprung end Begins der 
Reaolukicriukriege 179r-92  (Leipzig, 1875); and Zer Gesdridsle 
von Oesterreich mid Freemen swischen den Friedescriskliissee 
au 40thelf land Hubertusberg (Leipzig, 1875). He also wrote 
biographies of Frederick the Great and Frederick William IV. 
for the AUgaiseine Deutsche Biographic. 

Ranke married, at Windermere, in 1843, Miss Clara Graves, 
daughter of an Irish barrister. She died in 1870, leaving two 
sons and one daughter. 

At the time of his death Ranke was, not in his own country 
alone, generally regarded as the first of modern historians. 
It is no disparagement to point out that the recognition he 
obtained was due not only to his published work, but also to 
his success as • teacher. Hia public lectures, indeed, were 
never largely attended, but in his more private classes, where 
he dealt with the technical work of a historian, be trained 
generations of scholars. No one since Heyne has had so great 
an influence on German academical life, and for a whole genera-
tion the Berlin school had no rival. He took paternal pride 
in the achievements of his pupils, and delighted to see, through 
them, his influence spreading in every university. While his 
own work lay chiefly in more modern times, be trained in his 
daces a school of writers on German medieval history. As 
must always happen, it is only a part of his characteristics 
which they learnt from him, for his greatest qualities were 
incommunicable. The critical method which has since become 
almost a formal system, aiming at scientific certainty, was 
with him an unexampled power, based on the insight acquired 
from wide knowledge, which enabled him to judge the credi-
bility of an author or the genuineness of an authority; but 
be has made it impossible for any one to attempt to write 
modern history except on the" narratives of eye-witnesses and 
the most genuine immediate documents " preserved in the 
archives. From the beginning he was determined never to 
allow himself to be misled, in his search for truth, by those 
theories and prejudices by which nearly every other historian 
was influenced—Hegelianism, Liberalism, Romanticism, re-
ligious and patriotic prejudice; but his superiority to the 
ordinary passions of the historian could only be attained by 
those who shared his elevation of character. " My object is 
simply to find out bow the things actually occurred." " I 
am first a historian, then • Christian," be himself said. In 
Loather way no historian is less objective, for in his greatest 
works the whole narrative is coloured by the quality of his 

'mind expressed in his style. An enemy to all controversy and 
all violence, whether in act or thought, he had a serenity of 
character comparable only to that of Sophocles or Goethe. 
Apt to minimize difficulties, to search for the common ground 
of unity in opponents, he turned aside, with • disdain which 
superficial critics often mistook for indifference, from the base, 
the violent and the common. As in a Greek tragedy, we bear 
in his works the echo of great events and terrible catastrophes; 
we do not see them. He also made it a principle not to relate 
that which was already well known, • maxim which necessarily 
prevented his works attaining a popularity with the unlearned 
equal to their reputation among historians. But no writer has 
surpassed him in the cleanses, and brevity with which he could 
sum up the characteristics of an epoch in the history of the 
world. or present and define the great forces by which the woad  

has been inflamed. His classidam led to his great lillaitstinee 
as an historian. He did not deal with the history of the people. 
with economic or social problems—the dignity of history wee 
to him a nudity. He belonged to the school of Thucydides and 
Gibbon, not to that of Macaulay and Taint; he deals by pee-
fereace with the rulers and leaden of the world, and he reek* 
limits his field to the history of the state, or, as we should say. 
political history; and in this he is followed by Seeley, ore el 
the greatest of his adherents. The lades of modern hi:stogies% 
he was in truth a man of the mien regime. 

Many of Ra 	 :, we been translated into Entlitb. Ashes 
dame are CM' 11.1,, a,. i Monarchy is France. by M. A. = 
(t852); Hister . of England. principally is the tills Century ., 
1875); HillOr of the Latin and Teutonic Nations. 1 494-1 $14 toy 

L9.  P. A. Asbwor ', (1887) and again by S. R. Dennis (t 	)_. El atm, 
of the Reformat on in Germany, by S. Austin 080-47 : Hsgeory el 
Serena sad A.. Serrsan Revolution, by Mrs A. Kerr t8471: Ire- 
daisanti I. sad Maximilian II. of Austria; Slate of my ow 
Liz Reformation. by Lady Duff Gordon (1853); Memoirs of the Henn 
of Brandenburg and Ilsstory of Prussia during the tyth and ans 
Centuries, by Sir Alexander and Lady Duff Gordon (1.149); sad 
History of the Popes during the MA and !ph Centuries. by S. Am 's:. 
(1840; new eds.,1841 and 7847). by W. K. Kelly (18431..,• d by E 

otter (1847-53). A collected edition of Ranke's wort.. 	Wass 
volumes was issued at Lc:prh.7 (tS68-901 but this d,- 	coataia 
the Weltemelsidae. 

For details of Raake's life and work gee Ma own ZIIP sips. 
Ls k-7 7zr,th :,- ;:t. edited by A. Dove (Leipzig. 1890); and the wide 
by 1)0‘e in the Alienating &san)w Btographse. Also Vtlackkr. 
Leopold von Rank/. Licks:ea/den out ItilIfIl IVerken (Berlin, 18/5 , 

 W. von Giesebrecht. Ged.ir ienissode ref Leopold sera Ranh/ (Moo, a. 
1887); Guglia. Leopold son Ranks Lab= and Weekripnisu.sesus; 
M. Ritter, Leopold eon Ruske (Stuttgart, 1895 ; li s. albamcGa 
Leopold nos Ranks Pildussesjahre mod Got ithesargeftusune 
(Leipzig, 1901); and Helm It, Leopold Rorke (Leipzig, tgo7), 

ItANKUll, WILLIAM JOHN ILtCQUORN (18tio-11171). 
Scottish engineer and physicist, was born at Edinburgh no the 
5th of July 1820, and completed his education in its university. 
He was trained man engineer under Sir J. B. Macneill, working 
chiefly on surveys, harbours and railroads, and was appointed 
in 1855 to the chair of civil engineering in Glasgow. vacant by 
the resignation of Lewis Gordon, whose work he bad undeztakes 
during the previous session. He was a voluminous writer es 
subjects directly connected with his chair, and, besides car 
tributing almost weekly to the technical journals, such as an 
&timer, brought out a series of standard teztbooks on Cad 
Twkeieerring, The Slum -Engine and other Prime Meters, 
Machinery and Millwork. dad Applied Mechanics, which hese 
passed through many editions, and have contributed greatly 
to the advancement of the subjects with which they deal Ti 
these mast be added his elaborate treatise on Shipkeildges. 
Tkorstieal and Practical. These writings, however, corre-
sponded to but one phase of Rankine's immense energy tad 
many-sided character. He was an enthusiastic and most jai 
leader of the volunteer movement from its beginning, and a 
writer, composer and singer of humorous and patriotic swags. 
some of which, as " The Three Foot Rule " and " They otter 
shall have Gibraltar," became well known far beyond the 
circle of his acquaintance. Rankine was the earliest cd the 
three founders of the modern science of Tbermodrumuni 
(q.v.) on the bases laid by Sach Carrot and J. P. Joule respect-
ively, and the author of the first formal treatise on :he subject 
His contribution& to the theories of Elasticity and of Wales 
rank high among modern developments of mathematical 
physics, although they are mere units among the rso sciatute 
papers attached to his name in the Royal Society's Ceteleeper.. 
The more important of these were collected and reprinted M a 
handsome volume (Ranking's Scientific Papou. London, taitt). 
which contains a memoir of the author by Prof. P. G. Tait. 
Rankine died at Glasgow on the 24th of December 187:. 

RA/010CH. a district of northwest Perthshire, Scotland. 
partly extending into Argyllshire. It. measures 32 m.. E. awl 
W. and from to to 12 ni. N. and S. and is surrounded by the 
districts of Badeooch, Atholl, Breadalbane, LAVIN and Loch-
aber. Much of it is wild, bleak and bow, and, saving oa the 
E., it is abut in by rugged mountains. The chief dress sze 
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the Tummel and the Ericht, and the prindpal lakes Lech 
Rannoch and Loch Lydocb, or Laidon (about 6 m. long, f m. 
wide and 924 ft. shove the sea). Loch Rannoch lies E. and 
W., measures el nu long by fully z in. broad, is 668 ft. above 
the sea, covers an area of nearly 74. sq. tn ., and has a greatest 
depth of 44o ft. It receives the Ericht and many other 
streams, and discharges by the Tummd, draining a total area 
of 2431 sq. m. At the head of the lake is Rannoch Barracks, so 
named because it was originally built tq accommodate a detach-
ment of troops, under ensign (afterwards Sir) Hector Munro, 
itationed here to maintain order after the Jacobite rising of 1 745. 
Two miles east is Cane, which was the residence of Alexander 
Robertson, 13th baron of Struan (1670-1749), the Jacobite 
and poet, who was " qut " with Dundee (1689), Mar (1715) 
and Prince Charles Edward (1743), and yet managed to escape 
all punishment beyond self-imposed exile to France after the 
first two rebellions. Moloch Rannoch, at the foot of the loch, 
is the principal place in the district, and is in communication 
by coach with Struan station (13 m. distant) on the Highland, 
and Rannoch station (6 sn.) on the West Highland railway. 
Dugald Buchanan (1716-1768), the Gaelic poet, was school-
master of the' village for thirteen years, and a granite obelisk 
has been erected to his memory. 

RANSOM (from Lat. redesoptio, through Fr. rangers), the price 
for which a captive in war redeemed his life or his freedom, a 
town secured immunity from sack, and a ship was repurchased 
from her captors. The practice of taking ransom arose in the 
middle ages, and had perhaps a connexion with the common 
Teutonic custom of commuting for crimes by money payments. 
It may, however, have no such historic descent. The desire to 
make profit out of the risks of battle, even when they were 
notably diminished by the use of armour, would account for Ii 
sufficiently. The right to ransom was recognized by law. One 
of the obligations of a feudal tenant was to contribute towards 
paying the ransom of his lord. England was taxed for the 
ransom of Richard the Lion Hearted, France for King John 
taken at Pokien, and Scotland for King David when he was 
captured at Durham. The prospect of gaining the ransom of 
a prisoner must have tended to diminish the ferocity of medieval 
war, even when it did not reduce the fighting between the 
knights to a form of athletic sport in which the loser paid a 
forfeit. Readers of Froissart will find frequent mention of this 
decidedly commercial aspect of the chivalrous wars of the time. 
He often records- how victors and vanquished arranged their 
" financing." The mercenary views of the military adventurers 
were not disguised. Froissart repeats the story that the English 
' free companions " or mercenaries, who sold their services to 
the king of Portugal. grumbled at the battle of Aljubarrota in 
1385, because he ordered their prisoners to be killed, and would 
lot pursue the defeated French and Spaniards, whereby they 
ost lucrative captures. The ransom of a king belonged to the 
ung of the enemy by whom he was taken. The actual captor 
was rewarded at the pleasure of his lord. King Edward III. 
said over instalments of the ransom of the kin of France to the 
Black Prince, to pay the expenses of his expedition into Spain 
n 1367. Occasionally, u in the notable case of Bertrand du 
riuesclia, the ransom of a valuable knight or leader would be 
said by his own sovereign. To bade in ransoms became a form 
)1 financial speculation. Sir John Feetoll in the time of King 
Henry V. is said to have made a large fortune by buying 
nisonens, and then screwing heavy ransoms out of them by 
U-usage. The humane influence of ransom was of course con-
fined to the knights who could pay. The common men, who 
were too poor, were massacred. Thus Lord Grey, Queen Eliza. 
sub's lord deputy In Ireland, spared the officers of the Spaniards 
tad Italians he took at Smerwick, but slaughtered the common 
nen. Among the professional soldiers of Italy in the tsth 
:entury the hope of gaining ransom tended to seduce war to s 
arm. They would not lose their profits by killing their opponents. 
The disuse of the practice mat no doubt largely due to the 
liscovery that men who were serving for this form of gain could 
WI be trusted to fight seriously. • 

Instances in which towns paid to *weld being plundered are 
innumerable. So late as the war in the Peninsula, z8o8-14, It 
was the belief of the English soldiers that a town taken by storm 
was liable to sack for three days, and they acted oa their con-
viction at Ciudad Rodrigo, Badajos and San Sebastian. It was 
a question whether ransoms paid by merchant ships to escape 
were or were not among the commercia bell. In the early zilch 
century the custom was that the captain of a captured vessel 
gave a bond or " ransom bill," leaving one of his crew as a 
hostage or " ransomer " in the hands of the captor. Frequent 
mention is made of the taking of French privateers which had 
in them ten or a dozen ransomers. The owner could be sued on 
hie bond. At the beginning of the Seven Years' War ransoming 
was forbidden by act of parliament. But it was afterwards at 
least partially recognized by Great Britain, and was generally 
allowed by other nations. In recent times—for instance In the 
Russo-Japanese War—no mention was made of ransom, and with 
the disappearance of privateering, which was conducted wholly 
for gain, it has ceased to have any place in war at sea, but the 
contributions levied by invading armies might still be accurately 
described by the name. 

RANTERS, an antinomian and spiritualistic English sect in 
the time of the Commonwealth, who may be described as the dregs 
of the Seeker movement. Their central idea was pantheistic, that 
God is essentially in every creature, but though many of them 

'were sincere and honest in their attempt to express the doctrine 
of the Divine immanence, they were in the main unable to hold 
the balance. They denied Church, Scripture, the current 
ministry and services, calling on men to hearken to Christ within 
them. Many of them seem to have rejected a belief in immor-
tality and in a personal God, and in many ways they resemble 
the Brethren of the Free Spirit in the 14th century. Their 
vague pantheism landed them in moral confusion, and many of 
them were marked by fierce fanaticism. How far the accusation 
of lewdness brought against them is just is hard to say, but they 
seem to have been a really serious peril to the nation. They 
were largely recruited from the common people, and there is 
plenty of evidence to show that the movement was widespread. 
The Ranters came into contact and even rivalry with the early 
Quakers, who were often unjustly associated with them. The 
truth is that the positive message of the Friends helped to save 
England from being overrun with Ranterism. Samuel Fisher, a 
Friend, writing in 1633, gives a calm and instructive account of 
the Ranters, which with other relevant information, including 
Richard Baxter's rather hysterical attack, may be read in 
Rufus M. Jones's Studies is Mystical Religion (x9o9), :ix. In 
the middle of the mth century the name was often applied to the 
Primitive Methodists, with reference to their crude and often 
noisy preaching. 

RANUNCOLACllAll, in botany, a natural order of Dicoty-
ledons belonging to the subclass Polypetalae, and containing 
27 genera with about Soo species, which 
are distributed through temperate and 
cold regions but occur more especially 
beyond the tropics in the northern hemi-
sphere. It is well represented In Britain, 
where sr genera are native. The plants 
are mostly herbs, rarely shrubby, as in 
Ckrnotis, which climbs by means of the 
leaf-stalks, with alternate leaves, opposite 
in Clematis, generally without stipules, 
and flowers which show considerable 7:0' sh'd'''"*.  
variation in the number and development pwwiww.,.. 1,._fiv.w. 
of parts but are characterized by free :.7.7""'"' • 

" hypogynous sepals and petals, numerous 07 it  unciduc ,": 
free stamens, usually many free one-celled receptacle with the 
carpels (fig. s) and small seeds containing points of insertioo 
a minute straight embryo embedded in a off nth itartea• 
copious endorsperrn. The parts of the ri ;;;,,,,d.  
Bower are generally arranged spirally on 
a coaves receptacle. The fruit is oneueded, an whale (8 
ear a. 	follicle (lg. 4), rarely, as in Aqua, a ' 
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The order falls into several Well-defined tribes which are 

distinguished by characters of the flower and fruit; all are 

Tim Strubumer's Lat. 
hue is, by per. 
whisks of GuatavFlealer. 
Fro. 2.—Rannewalus 

arresssis. Carpel in 
longitudinal section. 
(Alter Beaton, en-
larged-) 

represented among British native or commonly grown garden 
plants. 

Tribe I. Poeonistae, peony group, are mostly herbs with deeply 
tut leaves and Large solitary showy flowers in which the parts are 
spirally arranged, the sepals, generally five in number, passing 
gradually into the large coloured petals. The indefinite stamens 
are succeeded by 2-3 free carpets which bear a double row of ovules 
along the ventral suture. Honey is secreted by a ring-like swelling. 
round the base of the carpels, which become fleshy or leathery in 
the fruit and dehisce along the ventral suture. There are Only three 
genera, the largest of which. Paeonsd, occurs in Europe, temperate 
Asia and western North America. P. officisalis is the common 
peony. 

Tribe II. Handsome are almost exclusively north temperate 
or subarctic,• there are Is genera, several of which are represented 
in the British flora. The plants are herbs, either annual, e.g. Nigello 
(love-in-a-mist), or perennial by means of a rhizome, as In Aconsisun 
or Erawhis (winter aconite). -The leaves are simple, as in Callao, 
but more often palmately divided as in hellebore (fig. 6), aconite 
(fig. 5) and larkspur. The flowers are solitary (Era's:Isis) or in 

Fro. 6.—Pedate leaf of Sti nkingHelle-
bore (Hellebores foeisdes). lt is a 
palmately-partite leaf, in which the 
lateral lobes are deeply divided. 
When the leaf hangs down it re-
sembles the foot of a bird, and hence 
the name. 

craw or racemes, and are generally regular as in Cabe (Idly-cup, 
marsh marigold), Trellies (globe-flower), Heikbares. Agellegia 
(columbine); sometimes medianly rygomorphic as in Aconisues 
(monkshood. aconite) and Dripkinium (larkspur). The carpels, 
generally 3 to s in number, form in the fruit a many-seeded follicle, 
except in Adore (haneberry), where the single carpel develops to 
form a many-seeded berry, and in Nigella, where the five carpels 
unite to form a live-chambered ovary. There is considerable 
variety in the form of the floral envelopes and the arrangement of 
the parte. The outer series, or sepals, generally five in number, is 
generally white or bright-coloured, serving as an attraction for 
ineeeta especially bees, as well as a protection for the rest of the 
Rower. Thus in Caflho and Trollies the sepals form a brilliant 
golden-yellow cup or globe, and in Eraethis a pale yellow star which 
contrasts with the green involucre of bracts immediately below it; 
in pt_4eila they are or yellow, and also coloured In Antiklio. 
In litqlebore the greenish sepals persist till the fruit is ripe. Acossitene 
and Dtipisistires differ in Ise irregular development of the sepal% 

the posterior Nepal being distinguished Irons the remaieer 
its helmet-shape (Aconites') or spur (Delphinium). Is Cast 
are no petals, but in the other genera there are bony. e ,. 
storing structures varying in number and in form is the o 
genera. In Trollies they are long and narrow with a besque , 

 pit at the base, in NigelIa and Helkbersts (figg. 7) they two a 

FIG. 7.—Relkborks niter. S. vertical section of foso: 
1, nectary, side and front view (nat. sire). 

stalked pitchers, in Aguilegia they are large and colound 
showy petal-like upper portion and a long bassi spur is the 
which is the !sectary. In Delphiniums they are also sn 
Aconiluse form a spur-like sac on a long stalk (fig. 

of the flower are ;1 
rally arraere 
spiral (scythe) Ii 
sometimes here 
the perianth - 

a whorl as a 
aconite: rate) 
flower cyclic. e 
A Voiotia (fig. 91 c 

Fro, 8.—Part of the flower of Aconite Fro. 
(ActmOlum NaPellus), showing two 	gram of Cato" 
irregular horn-like petals p. supported 	(Arselegos) 01' 
On grooved stalks o. These serve as 	regular deli 
nectaries. a, the whorl of stamens 	rangenarst 
Inserted on the thalamus, and surround- 
ing the pistil. 

the parts throughout are arranged in alternatiret whoei ►  V CO 
where there are no petals, honey is secreted by two shake 
omissions on the side of each carpel. 

Tribe III. Asgernoneat, with 8 genera, are chiefly north ware, 
arctic and alpine plants, but also pass beyond the weeks 
southern hemisphere. They differ from the two pretedale rl 

 

in the numerous carpels, each with only one ovule. Iona* s ' 
numerous achenes They are annual or perennial herbs, ter - '' 
Anemone, Thalia rem (meadow-rue) and many buttercup.oe'' I 

 as in Ranunculus repent; the section Betroth:en of tie 
Ranunculus (q.v.) contains aquatic plants with submerre ' 
stems and leaveS. The flowers are solitary, as is A mster 
(ilia (Pasque flower) and the wood anemone. or crwlat 
of Ransusculas, or in racemes or panicles as in Tininess 
parts parts are spirally arranged throughout as in JI3esarat (rare - , 
where the very numerous carpels are borne on a moth
receptacle, or Adonis (pheasant's eye), or the perisath e16'24  
as in Anemone and Ransoceeirs. In A nemswe there al a ""' 
foliate leaves below the flower, as in Branthia In Arno-, 
Tkolietnens there is only one eeries of perianth 100‘r• ' brt  
petaloid and attractive in Anneals. white honey Is are", 
modified stamens, as in A. Pelsolilla, or. es in A. senssena 
anemone), there Is no honey and the dower is visited be w'r, s 

 the sake of the pollen; in Mahar/am eke pariusb Ow" 

 

Fro. 3.—Single 
follicle show-
ing dehiscence 
by the ventral 
suture. 

FIG. 4.—Fruit of Col-
umbine (.1quileva) 
formed of five fol-
Iicb i. 

Fin. 5.—Five-partite leaf 
of Aconite. 
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alighdy colound and the flower is wind-pollinated 	=ism) or 
visited for its pollen. In Ranunculus and Adonis a calyx at green 
protective sepals is succeeded by a corolla of thou y petals; in 
Ranunculus (fig. to) there is a basal honey-secreting gland which 

is absent in Adonis. In Anemone the schemes 
bear thersistent naked or kindled style 
which aids

pe 
 in,issemination; th.: same pus. 

pose is served by the prickles or. the achenes 
of Ranunculus wrens". 

Tribe IV. Clem:tided, compri4 the genus 
-1 Ciento:is (q.v.), characterized b) its shrubby, 

to.—Petal ci often climbing habit. opposite I..,ves and t 
Crowfoot (Ramos. valvate, not imbricate as in the other tribes, 
cad.).  beating at  aestivation of the sepals. The itsually four 

the base a honey sepals are whorled and petaloid, t he numerous 
viand prniacted st amens and carpels are spirally .,sranged; the 
by a scale, s. Po rs are visited by insects for ;betake of the 

al 	butt pollen. The fruit consis ts of numer. 
bus achenes whkh are 	rally prolonged into the long f.athery style, 
whence the popular name of • the British species, old man's beard 
(Cisamds Mellor). The genus, which contains about syo species, 
has a wide distribution,  but is rarer in the tropics than in temperate 

"VII articles will be found on the more import t genera of 
Reeneralareat. e.g. Acomitem, Adonis, Anemone, Banjenrry (Addeo), 
Clematis, Cabombeet, fieliebore, Ranunculus. 

RMIIIIICOLUS, familiarly known as "buttercup," or crow-
foot, a characteristic type of the botanical order Ranunculaceae. 
The Lat. name, which means a little frog or tadpole (dim. of 
rams, frog), was also given to a medicinal plant, which bas 
been identified by some with the crowfoot. The Ranunculi 
are more or less acrid herbs, sometimes with fleshy root-fibres, 
or with the base of the stem dilated into a kind of tuber (R. 
Weems). They have tufted or alternate leaves, dilated into 
a sheath at the base, and very generally, but not universally, 
deeply divided above. The flowers are solitary, or in loose 
cymes, and are remarkable for the number and distinctness 
(freedom from union) of their parts Thus there are five 
sepals, as many petals, and numerous spirally arranged stamens 
and carpels. The petals have a little pit or honey-gland at 
the base, which is interesting as foreshadowing the more fully 
developed tubular petals of the nearly allied genera Acomillem 
and Ifellebond. The fruit is a head of " achenes "—dry, one-
seeded fruits. The genus contains a large number of s: -secies 
(about 25o) and occurs in most temperate countries in the 
northern and southern hemispheres, extending into arctic 
and antarctic regions, and appearing on the higher mountains 
in the tropics. About twenty species are natives of Great 
Britain. R. dad. R. retests, R. belbosas, are the common 
buttercups. R. amends, found in cornfields, has smaller pale 
yellow flowers and the achenes covered with stout spines. 
R. Lingua, spearwort, and R. Flammula, lesser spearwort, 
grow in marshes, ditches and wet places. R. Ficaria is the 
pilewort or lesser celandine, an early spring flower in pastures 
and waste places, characterized by having heart-shaped entire 
leaves and clusters of dub-shaped roots. The section 
Ratrackiera comprises the water-buttercups, denizens of pools 
and streams, which vary greatly in the character of the foliage 
according as it is submersed, floating or aerial, and when 
submersed varying in accordance with the depth and strength 
of the current. The ranunculus of the florist is a cultivated 
form of R. sdialicus, a native of the Levant, remarkable for 
the range of colour of the flowers (yellow to purplish black) 
and for the regularity with which the stamens and pistils are 
replaced by petals forming double flowers. R. asialicse is one 
of the older florists' flowers, which has sported into numberless 
varieties, but was formerly held in much greater esteem than 
it is at the present time. According to the canons of the florists, 
the flowers, to be perfect, should be of the form of two-thirds 
of a ball, the outline forming a perfect circle, with the centre 
close, the petals smooth-edged, the colour dense, and the 
marking uniform. 

The ranunculus requires a strong and moist soil, with a fourth of 
rotten dung. The soil should be from re in. to a ft. deep, and at 
about S  in. below the surface there should be placed a stratum 
6 or I in. thick of two.year.old rotten cow-dung, mixed with earth, 
the sank above this stratum, whore the roots are to be placed, being  

perfectly free from fresh dung • The tubers are phuoted in rows s  at 
6 in. apart, and , Of in. apart in the rows, the turban sorts in Octobw, 
the more choice varieties in February. They should be so dose 
that the foliage may cover the surface of the bed. The autumn-
planted roots must be sheltered from severe frost. The plants when 
ut Bower should be screened from hot sunshine with an awning,• 
when the leaves wither, the roots are to be taken up. dried, and 
stored. The ranunculus is readily propagated from seed obtained 
from semi-double sorts, which are often of themselves very beautiful 
Bowen. It generally sown in bones in autumn or spring. The 

the 
young

third 
plains thus mind flower dun is the second, and always in 

mr. 
The turban varieties, which are very ehowy for the borders, are 

of a few positive colours, as scarlet, yellow, brown. carmine, and 
white The florists' varieties have been bred from the Persian 
type, which is more delicate. 

Other species knownin gardens are R. aconitsfolisu (white bachelor's 
buttons), with leaves recalling aconite, and white flowers; the 
double•flmered form is known in gardens as fair maids of France 
or fair maids of Kent. A double-flowered form of R. orris is grown 
under the name yellow bachelor's buttons. R. boasted also has 
a pretty double•flowered variety. Of dwarfer interesting plants 
there are R. attester, q in., white; R._grameires, 6 to to in., yellow; 
R. parmasdfohns, 6 in., white; and R. rritaef airs. 4 to 6 in., white 
with orange centre. Of tbs taller kinds mention may be made of 
R. corlowtfoilus. a fine buttercup, 4-5 ft. high. from Teneriffe, and 
hardy in the mildest parts of Britain; and R. known as the 
New Zealand water lily. it is a handsome species, a to 4 ft. high, 
with large peftate leaves often a foot in diameter, and with waxy 
white Bowers shout 4 in. arrow. It is not quite hardy, and even 
under the best conditions is a difficult plant to grow well 

RAO, SIR DIIIKAR (28ite-1896), Indian statesman, was 
born in Ratnagiri district, Bombay, on the soth of December 
18'9, being a Chitpavan Brahmin. At fifteen be entered the 
service of the Gwalior state, in which his ancestors had served. 
Rapidly promoted to the responsible charge of a division, he 
displayed unusual talents in reorganizing the police and revenue 
departments, and in reducing chaos to order. In 1851 Dinka 
Rao became demos. The events which led to the British 
victories of Maharajpur and Pannier in 0344 bad filled the 
state with mutinous soldiery, ruined the finances, and weakened 
authority. With a strong band the dew= suppressed disorder, 
abolished ruinous imposts, executed public works, and by a 
reduction of salaries, including his own, turned a deficit into a 
surplus. When the contingent mutinied in VW, he never 
wavered in loyalty; and although the state troops also mutinied 
in June attl on the approach of Tends Topi, he adhered to 
the British cause, retiring with Maharaja Sinai& to the Agra 
fort. After the restoration of order he remained minister 
until December 5859. In 1873 he was appointed guardian to 
the minor Rana of Dholpur, but soon afterwards he resigned, 
owing to ill-health. In 1825 the viceroy selected him as a 
commissioner, with the Maharajas Sindhia and Jaipur, and 
three British colleagues, to try the Gaekwar of Baroda on a 
charge of attempting to poison the British resident. He also 
served in the legislative council of India, and was frequently 
consulted by viceroys on difficult questions. An estate was 
conferred upon him, with the hereditary title of Raja, for his 
eminent services, and the decoration of K.C.S.I. He died on 
the 9th of January dint No Indian statesman of the 19th 
century gained a higher reputation, yet he only commenced 
the study of English at the age of forty, and was never able to 
converse fluently in it; his orthodoxy resented social reforms; 
he kept aloof from the Indian Congress, and be had received no 
training in British administration. 

RAO, SIR T. MADHAVA (1828-5890, Indian statesman, was 
born at Combaconum in Madras in t828. Madhava Rao created a 
new type of minister adapted to the modern requirements of a 
progressive native state, and he grafted it upon the old stock. 
He linked the past with the present, using the advantages of 
heredity, tradition and conservatism to effect reforms in the 
public administration and in Indian society. Sprung from a 
Mabratta Brahmin stock long settled at Tanjore, the son of a 
dewan of Travancore, he was educated in the strictest tenets of 
his sacred caste. But be readily imbibed the new spirit of the 
age. To mathematics, science and astronomy he added a r 4v 
of English philosophy and international law and a taste f 
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and pictures. Although a devout student of the Shastras, he 
advocated female education and social reform. Refusing to 
cross the sea and-so break caste by appearing before a pulls-
mentary commission, he yet preached religious toleration. A 
patron of the Indian Congress, he borrowed from the armoury 
of British administration every reform which he introduced 
into the native states. He was respected alike by Europeans 
mid natives, and received titles and honours from the British 
government. As tutor of the maharaja of Travancore, and 
then as revenue officer in that state, he showed firmness and 
ability, and became diwan or prime minister in 11357. He 
(mind the finances disorganised, and trade cramped by mono-
polies and oppressive duties. He co-operated with the Madras 
government in carrying out reforms, and when his measures 
led to misunderstandings with the maharaja, be preferred 
honourable resignation to retention of a lucrative office in which 
he was powerless for good. In 0372 he was engaged at Iodate 
in laying down a plan of reform and of public works which he 
bequeathed to his successor, when a grave crisis at Baroda 
demanded his talents there. The Gaekwar had been deposed 
for scandalous misrule, and an entire reorganization was needed. 
Aided by Sir Philip Melvin, Madhava Rao swept away the 
corrupt officials, privileged airdars and grasping contractors 
who had long ruined Baroda. He wrote ableminutes defending 
the rights and privileges of the Gaekwar from fancied encroach-
ment, and justifying the internal reforms which he introduced. 
He resigned office in gills, and in his retirement devoted his 
leisure to reading and writing upon political and social questions. 
He died on the 4th of April act. 

RAO1IL DR CAMBRAL the name of a French chanson de 
gate. The existing romance is • 13th-century recension of a 
poem by • trolly/re of Leon. called Bertholais, who professed 
to have witnessed the events he described. It presents, like 
the other provincial gest( of Garin is Laken:tin, a picture of the 
devastation caused by the private wars of the feudal chiefs. 
A parallel narrative, obviously inspired by popular poetry, is 
preserved in the chronicle of Waulsort (ed. Achery, Spicilegiam, 
ii. p. loo seq.), and probably corresponds with the earlier retention. 
Raoul de Cambrai, the posthumous son of Raoul Taillefer, 
count of Cambrai, by his wife Alois, sister of King Louis 
(d'Outre-Mer), whose father's lands had been gives to another, 
demanded the fief of Vermandois, which was the natural in-
heritance of the four sons of Herbert, lord of Vermandois. On 
King Louis's refusal, he proceeded to war. The chief hero on 
the Vermandois side was Bernier, a grandson of Count Herbert, 
who had been the squire and firm adherent of Raoul, until he 
was driven into opposition by the fate of his mother, burned 
with the nuns in the church of Origny. Bernier eventually 
slew the terrible Raoul in single fight, but in his turn was slain, 
after an apparent reconciliation, and the blood-feud descended 
to his sons. The date of these events is exactly ascertainable. 
Flodoard (ANIgalet, Arita 943) states that Count Herbert died 
in that year, and was buried. by his sons at St Quentin, that 
when they learnt that Raoul, son of Raoul de Gouy, was about 
to invade their father's territory, they attacked him and put 
him to death. The identity of other of the personages of the 
story has also been fixed from historical sources, The second 
part of the poem, of which Bernier is the hero, is of later date, 
and bean the character of a roman d'asenheres. 

See Li Romans de Raoul de Cambrai et de Bernier, ed. E. le Clay 
(Paris, 184o); land de Cawbrao. ed. P. Meyer and A. Loninon 
(Soc. des sec. testes Jr., Paris, 168a)• J. M. Ludlow, Peg aloe put 
of the fiddle Ages (London and Cambridge. 1865); H. Gr6W. , 
Grundria d. roans. Phil. pp. 567 seq.). 

RAOUL ROCHETTE, DEERE (179o-z854), French archaeo-
logist, was born on the 9th of March t790 at St Amend in the 
department of Cher, and received his education at Bourses. 
He was made professor of history in the College de Louis-le-
Grand at Paris (1813) and in the Sorbonne (r8E7). His His-
loin critique de ritablizsonent des colonies pewter (4 vols., 
tilts) is now out of date. He was superintendent of anti-
quities in the Bibliotherme at Paris (11119-48), and prime of  

archaeology at the Bibliothlque (from elite), a result et veld& 
may be seen in his Coves d'archielegie (18A). In 1829 appemeei 
his Menstesatle ha/fits, a work of great value at the time. Still 
valuable are his Peintrrer Aladin": (1836) and his Neatness de 
Ponspiti(s844). He contributed to the Annali ot the acmes 
Institute, the Journal des mauls and the Acodbais del tie-
scritlions. At his death on the 3rd of July ass Raoul Rochester 
was perpetual secretary of the Academy ot Fine Arts and a 
corresponding member of most of the learned societima is 
Europe. 

RAOULT, FRANCOIS MARIE (1113o-ton), French chensbt, 
was born at Fournes, in the Department du Nord, on the Loth 
of May 283o. He became aspirant riptilew at the lyele of 
Rheims in 1853, and after holding several intermediate peskier 
was appointed in 1862 to the professorship of chemistry in Sees 
lycee, where he prepared the thesis on electromotive fame 
which gained him his doctor's degree at Paris in the following 
year. In 1867 he was put in charge of the chemistry deems 
at Grenoble, and three years later he succeeded to the chair 
of chemistry, which he held until his death on the sat of Opel 
opt. Raouk's earliest researches were physical in charaaer. 
being largely concerned with the phenomena of the smilax 
cell, and later there was a period when more purely chemical 
questions engaged his attention. But his name Is best known 
in connexion with the work on solutions, to which he devoted 
the last two decades of his life. His first paper on the depress:se 
of the freezing-points of liquids by the presence of substances 
dissolved in them was published in :878;and continued investi-
gation and experiment with various solvents, such as bensese 
and acetic acid, in addition to water, led him to believe Is a 
simple relation between the molecular weights of the substances 
and the freezing-point of the solvent, which he expressed as the 
" loi generale de la congelation," that if one molecule of a 
substance be dissolved in too molecules of any given solvent, 
the temperature of solidification of the latter will be lowered 
by ci.63° C. (See, however, the article Sourness.) Another 
relation at which he worked was that the diminution in the 
vapour-pressure of a solvent, caused by dissolving a substance 
in it, is proportional to the molecular weight of the substance 
dissolved—at least when the solution is dilute. These two 
generalizations not only afforded a new method of determining 
the molecular weights of substances,but have also been utilized 
by J. IL van't Hoff and W. Ostwald, among other chemisas, 
in support of the hypothesis of electrolytic dissociation in 
solutions. An account of Raoult's life and work was gives' by 
Professor van't Hoff in a memorial lecture delivered before the 
London Chemical Society on the 26th of March 1902. 

RAOUL JEAN (1677 -1734), French painter, was born at Moot-
pellier in 1677. After the usual course of training he became 
a member of the Academy in 1717 as an historical painter. His 
reputation had been previously established by the credit of 
decorations executed during his three years in Italy on the 
palace of Giustinianl Sclial at Venice, and by some easel paint-
ings, the Four Ages of Man (National Gallery), commissioned 
by the grand prior of Vend6me. To this latter class of subject 
Raoux devoted himself, nor did he even paint portraits except 
in character. The list of his works is a long series of sets of the 
Seasons, of the Hours, of the Elements, or of those scenes of 
amusement and gallantry in the representation of which be was 
immeasurably surpassed by his younger rival Watteau. Mrs 
his stay in England (172o) he lived much in the Temple, where 
he decorated several rooms. He died in Paris in 1734. Ho 
best pupils were Chevalier and Montdidier. His worts, of 
which there is a poor specimen in the Louvre, were mach 
engraved by Pally, Moyreau, Dupuis, arc. 

RAPALLO, a seaport and winter resort at Liguria, Italy, 
in the province of Genoa. Pop. (root) 5839 (town); 10.343 
(commune). It occupies a beautiful and well-shettered now 
Lion on the east sided the Gulf of Rapallo, tfi4 m. E. by S. 
from Genoa by rail. It has a fine church, a medieval coeds 
(now used as a prison) and a Roman Bridge, known as' Hanoi-
hes Bridge." Os the hills above the town is situated the 
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church and abbey of the Madonna de MontsNegro, whose 
miraculous picture attracts pilgrims from all parts of Italy. 
Olives and other fruit arc grown, and a brisk trade is done in 
olive oil. A mile to the south is Santa Margherita Ligure 
(pop. 7o5t), another winter resort, with a large 16th-century 
church. Both places are also frequented for sea-bathing in 
summer. Lace is made, while the men go in May to the coral 
fisheries off the Sardinian coast. To the south again is the 
small seaport of Portofino (the Roman Papists Delphias) under 
the south-east extremity of the promontory of Portofino 
(solo ft.). On the way from S. Margherita to Portofino is the 
suppressed monastery of Cervara, in which Francis I. of France 
was confined after the battle of Pavia on his way to Madrid. 
At all these places are beautiful villas. 

RAPE (Lat. meow or rap, turnip), in botany.—Several 
forms of plants included in the genus Brassica are cultivated for 
the oil which is present in their ripe seeds. The one most 
extensively grown for this purpose is known as colas, rape or 
coleseed, in Germany as Raps (Brassica sopa, var. alesfcra): 
its seeds contain from 3o to 43% of oil. The leaves are glaucous 
and smooth like those of a swede turnip. For • seed-crop 
rape is sown in July or early August in order that the plants 
may be strong enough to pass the winter uninjured. The 
young plants are thinned out to a width of 6 or 8 in. apart, 
and afterwards kept clean by hoeing. The foliage may be 
eaten down by sheep early in autumn, without injuring it 
for the production of a crop of seed. In spring the horse and 
hand hoe must be used, and the previous application of r cwt. or 

cart of guano will add to the productiveness of the crop. On 
good soil and in favourable seasons the yield sometimes reaches 
to 40 bushels per acre. The haulm and husks are either used 
for litter or burned, and the ashes spread upon the land. It 
makes good fuel for day-burning. There is a " summer " 
variety of colas which is sown in Apnl and ripens Its seed to 
the same year. It does not yield so much oil as the " winter " 
kind. but it will grow on soil in poorer condition. Neither of 
these is much grown in Great Britain for the production of 
oil, but the " winter " variety is very extensively grown as green 
food for sheep. For this purpose it is generally sown at short 
intervals throughout the summer to provide a succession of 
fodder. It is peculiarly adapted for peaty soils, and is accord-
ingly a favourite crop in the fen lands of England, and on 
tecently reclaimed mosses and moors elsewhere. Its growth 
is greatly stimulated by the ashes resulting from the practice 
of paring and burning. Its highly nutritious leaves and stems 
are usually consumed by folding the sheep upon it where It 
grows, there is no green food upon which they fatten faster. 
Occasionally it is carried to the homestead, and used with 
other forage in carrying out the system of soiling cattle. 

The wild form Brassica campestris, the wild coleseed, colts 
or kohissat, of the fields of England and many parts of Europe, 
is sometimes cultivated on the European continent for its seed, 
which, however, is inferior in value to rape as an oil-yielding 
product. 

In addition to the previously mentioned rape, a variety of 
another species (or subspecies) of Brortice, namely, Brassica 
raps, var. oktfera (Rallsra in Germany), is grown for its oil-
yielding seeds. The leaves in a young state are not glaucous, 
but sap-green in colour and rough, being very similar to those 
of the turnip, to which the plant is closely related. Both 
winter and summer varieties are grown; they are rarely culti-
vated in Britain. The oil is similar to that in the true colas 
seeds but the plants do not yield so much per acre as the latter: 
they are, however, hardier and more adapted for cultivation 
on poor sandy soils. 

RAPE (from Lat. rope, to seise), in law, the crime of having 
carnal knowledge of a woman by a man, not her husband, 
forcibly and unlawfully against her will. Under the Mosaic 
law, rape was punished with death, if the damsel was betrothed 
to another man, and with a fine of fifty shekels if not so be-
uothed, while is this case, also, she was to be the wife of the 
ravisher all the days of his lifs (Mat. Ulf. as). The Roman  

civil kw punished rape with dads and eonffszirtlon of goods 
(Cod. L. IX. tit. 13). In England, under the Saxon law—
adopted, probably, from a Teutonic code—death was also the 
penalty, but under the Normans this was changed to the loss 
of both eyes and mutation; this punishment remained in 
force until after the time of Bruton (de Corded, 1. so). The 
statute of Westminster I. (1273) reduced the offence to a tres-
pass, with a penalty of two years' imprisonment and a fine at 
the king's will. This lenity, it is said, produced terrible con-
sequences, and, accordingly, the statute of Westminster II. 
(r2135) again declared the offence a felony, with, however, 
benefit of clergy. This was the state of the law until ze7e, 
when the punishment was made more severe by taking away 
the benefit of clergy. The offence remained capital until the 
Offences aping the Person Act 1862, by which and subsequent 
amending acts it is now regulated. The present punishment 
is penal servitude for life or for not less than three years or 
imprisonment with or without hard labour for not over two 
years. 

The law of England (differing in this respect from the dell kw) 
regards as immaterial whether the woman is chaste or unchaste, 
married or single. provided the offence has been committed forcibly 
and without her consent. The offence is complete if consent is 
extorted by means of threats of death or Immediate bodily harm. 
by fraud or by false pretences or representation, such as the WI. 
penonadon of a woman's husband (Criminal Law Amendment 
Act 1683). 

Since the passing of the Criminal Law Amendment Act 1885, 
it is a felony, entailing the same punishment as rape, to have carnal 
knowledge of • girl under t3 years, whether she consent or not. 
Between 13 and 36 years of age it is a criminal offence 
punishable by two years' imprisonment, whether consent is given 
or not, and even if there be solicitation; but if the jury is satisfied 
that the person charged has reasonable cause to believe the girl 
to be over 56 years, the accused is entitled to be acquitted. 
Prosecution must be within three months of the offence. The 
administration of any drug or matter, with intent, by producing 
stupor, to facilitate the accomplishment of the crime, is an offence 
punishable by two years' imprisonment. On indictment for rape 
there may be an acquittal on the actual charge, but a conviction 
either of the attempt or of an indecent assault. 

In charges of rape, from the nature of the offence, the important 
witness is the woman, and it is essential, apart from medical evidence 
(see MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE), that her Story be corroborated by 
evidence implicating the accused. The following points have, of 
necessity. to be considered. (r) As to the general credibility of 
the witness and how far her story is to be believed; evidence, 
therefore, may be given to show that she is of immoral character. 
(a) As to whether she has made complaint immediately after the 
alleged outrage and to whom. (3) As to the place where the outrage 
was alleged to have been committed end the possibility of her being 
beard if she cried out. 

In the Utdted States, rape is universally treated as a felony, 
and the punishment is either death, imprisonment for life, 
or imprisonment for a number of years, varying in the different 
states. In the case of offences against young girls, there is a 
divergence in the various states as to the age of consent, though 
the trend of legislation has been to raise it. In North and 
South Carolina, and Georgia, the age of consent is as low as 
to years, and in .Kentucky and Louisiana, is years. In 
nineteen states the age of consent is 14 years. In one (Texas) 
is years. In six, it is t6 years. In Wyoming, New York, 
Colorado and Kansas it is as high as 18 years. 

The essential facts to be proven in order to constitute this 
crime are the same as in England, but in many of the Mates 
the uncorroborated evidence of the woman is sufficient to sustain 
a conviction. This is so in California, Arizona, Idaho, Missouri, 
Kentucky, Michigan, Illinois, Oklahoma, &c. 11024; Brenton 
v. Territory, 78 Pat. Rep. SA In New York corroboration is 
required (Penal Code }WA. In Nebraska also evidence corro-
borating the prosecutrix is necessary lioo7; Burk v. Slate, 
s 12 N.W. Rep. 5731. In Texas it is no defence for accused to 
prove that he believed the prosecutrix to be over is years of 
age, the age of consent 11907; Robed:0,1V. Scare, 102 So. W. Rep. 
t i3o), and the crime is punishable with death boos; Reyna v. 
Stare, 75 So. W. Rep. 251, as also apparently it is in the Indian 
country( U.S. v. Peddle, 48 Fed. R. 67o U.S. Rev. Suits. 4 53451. 
also in Alabama (Criminal Code, 4  3444• 
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In Hawaii there is no age of consist for rape, which is punish-
able by Steno fine and imprisonment at bard labour for life; 
the carnal knowledge of females under so yeses is punishable 
with death or imprisonment for life (Rev. L aces. 4f 29 7 7, 
seal In Porto Rico the age of consent is to years and the 
punishment not less than five years (Pen. Code to02 ,12 5.51- 

Atrriroarrres.—Stephen, Digest of Criminal Law; Russell. On 
Crimes: Archbold. Criminal Radio ; and for American law. May. 
The Law of Crimes, and Clark and Marshall, Treatise on the Low of 
Crimea. 

RAPE. a territorial division of the county of Sussex, England, 
formerly used for various administrative purposes. There are 
now six of these divisions, Hastings, Pevensey, Lewes, Bramber, 
Arundel and Chichester, but the latter two apparently formed a 
angle rape at the date of the compilation of Domesday Book. 
The word, which in England is peculiar to Sussex, is usually said 
to be closely related to the Icelandic bete, • small territorial 
division which in most, but not in all, cases is identical with the 
parish; but this explanation, which is unsatisfactory on insti-
tutional grounds, has also been declared impossible for philo-
logical reasons. As an alternative explanation it has been 
suggested, that " rape " is an early form of the word " rope "; 
and that the divisions were so called because they were measured 
and allotted by the rope. Some confirmation of this is to be 
found in the words of the Norman chronicler, Dudo of St 
Quentin, who states that Rollo in distributing Neustria " sufs 
fldelibus terrain funiculo divisit " (J. P. Migne, Petrologist 
Canes completes, tom. aril p. 6st). It is possible that the 
rapes represent the shires of the ancient kingdom of Sussex, 
especially as in the 12th century they had sheriffs of their own. 
But there is no evidence of the existence of the rape before the 
Norman Conquest, except such. as may be gathered from 
Domesday Book, and this is far from convincing. After the 
Conquest each rape bad its own lord, and all the land within it, 
save that which belonged to the king or to ecclesiastical tenants, 
was held of the lord. Thus the rape as a lordship only differed 
from other honours and baronies by the fact that the lands of 
its knights were not scattered over England, Du• lay together in 
a continuous tract. In form the rapes were parallel bands of land 
running north and south, and each of them contained a different 
number of hundreds. The place in which the lord's castle was 
situate ultimately gave its name to the rape; but in Domesday 
Book the rapes are often described by the names of their lords, 
and this is always so in that work in the case of Bramber, which 
belonged to William de Briouse (means Willeini de Beano). 

See the Victoria Comity History. Sasses, vol. i.; New English 
Dutimsary; and M. A. Lower, History of Smoot (Lewes. taro). 

(G. J. T.) 

RAPE OIL, an important fatty oil, known also as " sweet oil," 
either expressed or extracted from the crushed seeds of culti-
vated varieties of the auciferous genus Brassies, the parent 
form of the whole apparently being the wild navew, B. cam pot-
Iris. Under the general name " rape oil " is included .the pro-
duce of several plants having distinct and fairly constant 
characters, and one of these oils--cola (q.v.)—is a very well-
known commercial variety. In Germany, where the produc-
tion of rape oil centres, two principal oalseeds—rape and 
Rabsen—are well recognized. (See Ravel 

The oil yielded by there seeds is, in physical and chemical 
properties, practically the same, the emit of fluctuations not 
being greater than would be found in the oil of any specific seed 
under similar varying conditions of production; the winter 
moieties of all the seeds are more productive than the summer 
varieties. Newly pressed rape oil has a dark sherry colour 
with, at first, scarcely any perceptible smell; but after resting 
a short time the oil deposits an abundant mucilaginous slime, 
and by taking up oxygen it acquires a peculiar disagreeable 
odour and an acrid taste. Refined by the ordinary processes 
(see Otts), the oil assumes a clear golden yellow colour. In 
specific gravity it ranges between opt a and voz t 7 in the raw 
state, and from ow 27 to 0.9136 when refined; the solidifying 
point is from -4°  to -6°  C. 

The priacipal uses of rape oil me for lubricities sod Endow 
but since the introduction of mineral oils for both these 
the importance of rape has considerably decreased. It is guitrlie 
employed in soap-making, as it saponifies with difficulty and yields 
only an indifferent product. In Germany it is very megadeath*, 
used as • salad oil under the name of &Waal.* Wu. '" for than 
purpose freed from its biting taste by being mixed with leards. 
heated till the starch Is carbonised, and filtered after the oil has 
cooled. The offensive taste of rape dl may also be removed by 
treatment with a small proportion of Mien spirit of nitre (atm. 
ether). In the East Indies rape oil and its equivalents, knows 
under various names, are the most important of oils for native use. 
They are largely consumed as food instead of ghi under the name 
of " roetah " or sweet oil, but for all other purposes the same web 
stance is known as " kurwah " whiner oil. Most natives prier a 
for the preparation of their narks aced other hot dishes Raps wl 
is the subject of extensive adulteratio&pnncipelly with the cheaper 
hemp oil, rosin oil and mineral oils. These sophistkations can be 
most conveniently detected, first by taste and next by saponifies-
tido, rosin oil and mineral all remaining onsaponified, hemp al 
giving a greenish soap, while rape oil yields a soap with • yellow 
tinge. With concentrated sulphuric acid, fuming nitric and. 
nitrous add, and other reagents rape dl gives also characteristic 
colorations; but these are modified according to the degree of 
purity of •the oil itself. The presence of sulphur in raw and eater 
cruciferous oils also affords a ready means fee their idestificaeme. 
Lead plaster (sinplasirsins hthareyn) boiled in rape oil dimolvek 
and, sulphide of lead being formed, the oil becomes brown or 
black. Other lead compounds give the same black coloration Imes 
the formation of sulphide. 

RAPHAEL (Hebrew Stan, " God heals "), an angel who is 
human disguise and under the name of Azarias (" Yahweh 
helps ") accompanies Tobias in his adventurous journey and 
conquers the demon Asmodaeus (Book of Tobit). lie is said 
(Tob. xii. r s) to be " one of the seven holy angels (archangels) 
which present the prayers of the saints and go in before the 
glory of the Holy One." In the Book of Enoch (c. xx.) Raphael 
is " the angel of the spirits of men," and it is his business to 
" kcal the earth which the angels have defiled." In later 

idrash Raphael appears as the angel commissioned to put down 
the evil spirits that vexed the sons of Noah with plagues sad 
sicknesses after the Flood, and he it was who taught men the 
use of simples and furnished materials for the " Book of Noah; 
the earliest treatise on materia medics. 

RAPHAEL &ANZIO (1483-1320), the great Italian Painter, 
was the son of Giovanni Sanzio or Santi, a painter of soar 
repute in the ducal city of Urbino, situated among the Apen-
nines on the borders of Tuscany and Umbria. ,  For many years 
both before and after the birth of Raphael (6th of April tabs) 
the city of Urbino was one of the chief centres in Italy of intel-
lectual and artistic activity, thanks to its highly cultured rulers, 
Duke Federigo IL of Montefeltro and his son Guidobaldo, who 
succeeded him in 1482, ,  the year before Raphael was Isom 
Giovanni Santi was a welcome guest at this miniature bat 
splendid court, and the rich treasures which the palace contained. 
familiar to Raphael from his earliest years, }were a very ins- 
portant item among the various influences which formed and 
fostered his early love for art. It may not perhaps be purely 
fanciful to trace Raphael's boyish admiration of the oil-paintings 
of Jan Van Eyck and Justus of Ghent in the miniature-ble care 
and delicacy with which some of his artiest works, such as the 
" Apollo and Marsyas," were executed. 

Though Raphael lost his father at the age of eleven. 
yet to him he certainly owed a great part of that early training 
which enabled him to produce paintings of apparently mature 
beauty when be was scarcely twenty years of age. The altar-
piece painted by Giovanni for the church of Graebta„ 
and a fresco, now preserved in the Santi house' at Urbino, 
are clearly prototypes of some of Raphael's most graceful 

' See Pungileoni Mogi° Stories di Raftwilo (Urbino, Mao); few 
a valuable account of Raphael's family and his early bk. nee alms. 
Id.. Vita di Glee. Saari 1Urbino. 182a). and. Mow • Des. 
anti per le Vas di G,ri. Soma • di Rolm** 

court of 
thri.b.pat. 

Sec an interesting account of the cou 	Urbino by 
bade, sae lam B. Art .s . en Mate (Paris. 1864), rot f. p nos 

The hew• of Giovanni !awl. where Raphael was bees, will 
exists at l'rbino in the Centred. del Monte. and, War tb VagnImal 
of the mookicalty. u new We from destreetisa 
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paintlam of the Marlow* and Chad. Oa the death of his 
father in tops Raphael was left in the WO of his stepmother (his 
own mother, Magia Carla, having died in Iwo) and of his uncle, 
a priest called Bartolomeo.,  

First or Ferments Period. —In what year Raphael was appren-
ticed to Perugino and bow the Interval before that was spent 
are matters of doubt. Vasari's statement that he was sent 
to Perugia during his father's lifetime is certainly a mistake. 
On the whole It appears most probable that he did not enter 
Perugino's studio till the end of tem, as during the four or five 
years before that Perugino was mostly absent from his native 
city.,  The so-called Sketch Book of Raphael in the academy of 
Venice contains studies apparently from the cartoons of some 
of Perugino's Sistine frescoes, possibly done as practice in 
drawing. 

This celebrated collection of thirty drawings, now framed or 

Crvaendd has been supposed to be a sketch-book filled by Raphael 
in portfolios. bears signs of having once formed a bound 

during his Perugian apprenticeship. Many points, however, make 
this tempting hypothesis very improbable, the fact that the draw-
ings were not all originally on leaves of the same size. and the 
miscellaneous character of the sketches—varying much both in 
style and merit of execution—seem to show that it is a collection 
of studies by ffifferent hands, made and bound together by some 
subsequent owner. and may contain but very few drawings by 
Raphael himself.,  

Before long Raphael appears to have been admitted to 
share in the execution of paintings by his master; and his touch 
can with more or less certainty be traced in some of Perugino's 
panels which were executed about 'pm Many of those who, 
like Crowe and Cayslcaselle, adopt the earlier date of Raphael's 
apprenticeship, believe that his hand Is visible.in the execution 
of the beautiful series of frescoes by Perugino in the Sala del 
Cambio, dated rsoo; as does also M. Mats in his excellent 
Raphael, ao We, Pads, alit, in spite of his accepting the end of 
1499 as the period of Raphael's first entering Perugino's studio, 
—two statements almost impossible to reconcile. Considering 
that Raphael was barely seventeen when these frescoes were 
painted, it is hardly reasonable to attribute the finest beads to 
his band; nor did he at an early age master the difficulties 
of fresco Immo. The Resurrection of Christ in the Vatican 
and the Diotalevi Madonna in the Berlin Museum are the 
principal pictures by Perugino in parts of which the touch of 
Raphael appears to be visible, though any real certainty on 
this point is unattainable! 

About ssos Raphael began to execute independent works; 
four pictures for churches at Citti di Castello were probably 
the earliest of these, and appear to have been painted in the 
years 1503-4. The first is a gild-banner painted on one side 
with the Trinity, and below, kneeling figures of S. Sebastian 
and S. Rocco; on the reverse is a Creation of Eve, very like 
Perugia in style, but possessing more grace and breadth of 
treatment. These are still in the church of S. Triniti. ►  Also 

The administration of Giovanni Sand's will occasioned many 
painful  family disputes and even appeals to law; see Pungileoni, 
Moe. di Raffaello. 

'Crowe and Onaleasetle (Life of Raphael. vol. L. London, raft) 
adopt the notion that Raphael went to Perugia in to95, but the 
masons with which they support this view appear insufficient. 

' See an excellent critical examination of the Sketch Beek by 
Morelli, Dolma Masted is German Galleries, translated by Mrs 
Richter Midden. NOON according to Morelli. only two drawings 
are by Raphael Schrnarsow, " Raphael's Skiesenbach is Venselle." 
In Preassesehe Jahrbieher. xlviii. pp. 135.10 (Berlin, :881), takes 
the opposite view. But Kahl. Des Pertesiamische Skis:embark 
(Leiria trifla), follows Morelli's opinion, which has been generally 

Parts of Peruginces beautiful triptych of the Madonna, with the 
;archangels Raphael and Michael. painted for the Catena near Pavia 
and now in the National Gallery of London. haw been attributed to 
Raphael. but with little reason. Perugino's grand sitar-piece at 
Florence of the Assumption of the Virgin shows that be was quite 
capable of painting figures equal in beauty and delicacy to the St 
Michael of the Certain triptych. Set Frizzled. VAMP habeas 
nada Gat. Nat. di Loaded (Florence. 1880). 

For an amount at premodern' banners painted by distin-
guished artists ere Maiiot*E Lamm Dulwich, Perseus& p. Mem.  

for Oita di Castello were the coronation of S. Nicoolo Telentino, 
now destroyed, though studies for it exist at Oxford and Lille 
(Gas. d. B Arts, 0178, i. p. 48), and the Crucifixion, now in the 
Dudley collection, painted for the church of S. Domenico, and 
signed RAPHAEL VRBINAB P. It is a panel 8 ft.6 in. high 
by 5 ft. 5 in. wide, and contains noble figures of the Virgin, 
St John, St Jerome and St Mary Magdalene. The fourth 
painting executed for this town, for the church of S. Francesco, 
is the exquisitely beautiful and highly finished Sposalizio, now in 
the Brem at Milan, signed and dated RAPHAEL VRBINAB 
YD1111. This is closely copied both in composition and detail 
from Perugino's painting of the same subject now at Caen, but 
is far superior to it in sweetness of expression and grace of 
attitude. The Temple of Jerusalem, a domed octagon with 
outer ambulatory in Perugino's picture, Is reproduced with 
slight alterations by Raphael, and the attitudes and grouping 
of the figures are almost exactly the same in both. The Con-
nestabile Madonna Is one of Raphael's finest works, painted 
during his Perugian period; it is a round panel; the motive, the 
Virgin reading a book of hours, is a favourite•one with him, as 
it was with his father Giovanni. This lovely picture was lost to 
Perugia in 187r, when Count Connestabile sold it to the emperor 
of Russia for imam. 

Saud or Sarnia*, Period, 1504 -1508.— From 1504 to 
15°8 Raphael% life was very stirring and active. In the first 
half of 1504 he visited Urbino, where he painted two small 
panels for Duke Guidobaldo, the St George and the St Michael 
of the Louvre. His first and for him momentous visit to 
Florence was made towards the end of :ma, when he presented 
himself with a warm letterof recommendation' from his patroness 
Joanna dells Rover, to the gonfaloniere Pier Soderini. Ica 
Florence Raphael was kindly received, and, in spite of his 
youth (being barely of age), was welcomed as an equal by the 
majority of those great artists who at that time bad raised 
Florence to a pitch of artistic celebrity far above all other cities 
of the world. At the time of his arrival the whole of artistic 
Italy was being excited to enthusiasm by the cartoons of the 
battle of Angliari and the war with Pisa, on which Leonardo 
da Vinci and Michelangelo were then devoting their utmost 
energies. To describe the various influences under which 
Raphael came, and the many sources, from which be drank in 
stores of artistic knowledge, would be to give a complete history 
of Florentine art in the nth century.' With astonishing 
rapidity he shook off the mannerisms of Perugino, and put one 
great artht after another under oontributioa for some special 
power of drawly', beauty of colour, or grace of composition 
in which each happened to excel. Nor was it from painters 
only that Raphael acquired his enlarged field of knowledge and 
rapidly growing powers. Sculptors like Ghiberti and Donatcilo 
must be numbered among those whose works helped to develop 
his new-born style, The Carmine frescoes of Meucci° and 
Masolino taught this eager student long-remembered lessons of 
methods of dramatic expression" Among his contemporaries 
it was especially Signorelli and Michelangelo who taught him the 
importance of precision of line and the necessity of a thorough 
knowledge of the human form." From de Vinci he learnt 
subtleties of modelling and soft beauty of expression," from 
Fra Bartolommeo nobility of composition and skilful treatment 
of drapery in dignified folds." The friendship between Raphael 
and the last of these.was very dose and lasted for many years. 
The architect Baccio d'Agnolo was another of his special friends, 
at wficee house the young painter enjoyed social intercourse 

This letter, which still exists, was sold in Paris in t856, and is 
now in private hands. 

'See Miaghetti. " I Maestri di Raffeello," in the Nano Awaked, 
1st August tad. 

' See his sketch of St George and the Dragon, in the Uffizi, largely
taken from Donateld's indwell relief outside or San Michele. 

'See his cartoon of Si Paul preaching at Athens (Victoria and 
Albert Museum). 

"See many of his life-studies. especially the one he seat to Albert 
Oder. sow at Menne. 

1,  See the portrait al Maddalena Dunn the Pitti. 
"See the Madonna del Baldacchiao in the Pitti. 
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with a large elide of the chief artists of Florence, and probably 
learned from him much that was afterwards useful in his practice 
as an architect. 

The transition in Raphael's style from his first or Perugian 
to his second or Florentine manner is well shown in the large 
picture of the Coronation of the Virgin painted for Maddalena 
degli Oddi, now in the Vatican, one of the most beautiful that 
he ever produced, and especially remarkable for its strong 
religious sentiment—in this respect a great contrast to the 
paintings of his last or Roman manner which hang near it. The 
exquisite grace of the angel musicians and the beauty of the 
faces show signs of his short visit to Florence, while the general 
formality of the composition and certain details, such as the 
fluttering ribands of the angels, recall peculiarities of Pegugino 
and of Pinturicchio, with whose fine picture of the same subject 
hung' dose by it is interesting to compare it. Raphael's paint- 
ing, though by far the more beautiful of the two, is yet inferior 
to that of Pinturicchio in the composition of the whole; an 

awkward horizontal line 
divides the upper group 
of the Coronation from 
that below, the apostles 
standing round the Vir- 
gin's tomb, filled with 
roses and lilies (Dante, 
Par. :Ail. 73), while the 
older Perugian has skil- 
fully united the two groups 
by a less formal arrange- 
ment of the figures. The 
predella of this muter- 
piece of Raphael is also 
in the Vatican; some 
of its small paintings, 
especially that of the 

FIG. 1.—Silver-point study for the main Anntmciation to the Vir- 
figures in the Coronation of the Viz gin, are interesting as 
gin (Vatican). In the Lille museum showing his careful study illustrating Raphael's use of draped of 
models during his early period. 	u, 	rules 	persPec- 

tive.,  Several prepara-
tory sketches for this picture exist: fig. x shows a study, 
now at Lille, for the two principal figures, Christ setting 
the crown on His mother's head (see fig. a). It is drawn 
from two youths in the ordinary dress of the time; and 
it is interesting to compare it with his later studies from 
the nude, many of which are for figures which in the future 
picture were to be draped. It was at Florence, as Vasari says, 
that Raphael began serious life studies, not only from nude 
models but also by making careful anatomical drawings from 
dissected corpses and from skeletons. 

His first visit to Florence lasted only a few months; in 
rsts5 be was again in Perugia painting his first fresco,. the Trinity 
and Saints for the Camaldoli monks of San Severn, now a mere 
wreck from injury and restorations. The date MDV and the 
signature were added later, probably in asst. Part of this 
work was left incomplete by the painter, and the fresco was 
finished in isrt (after his death) by his old master Perugino.' 
It was probably earlier than this that Raphael visited Siena 
and assisted Pinturicchio with sketches for his Piccolomini 
frescoes.,  The Madonna of S. Antonio was also finished in 
rsos, but was probably begun before the Florentine visit' A 

'While at Florence he is said to have taught the science of per. 
spective to his friend Fra Bartolommeo, who certainly gave his 
young instructor valuable lessons on composition in return. 

The fresco of the Last Supper, dated 1505, in the refectory of 
S. Onofrio at Florence, is not now claimed as a work of Raphael's, 
in spite of a signature partly introduced by the restorer. 

Raphael probably had no hand in the actual execution of the 
paintings; see Schmarsow. Raphael and Psnistricehio in Siena 
(Stuttgart. 188o), and Milanesi, in his edition of Vasari, iii. p. 515 seq., 
appendix to life of Pinturicchio. 

This fine altar-piece, with many large figures, is now the property 
of the heirs of the duke of Ripalta, and is stored in the basement 
of the National Gallery, London.  

record of his visit to Siena exists In a sketch of f he soap 
marble group of the Three Graces, than in the cathedral L.Mtrs 

Fm, 2.—The group for which fig. t is a study. 

from which, not long afterwards, be painted the small pee 
the same subject now in Lord Dudley's collection. 

In z see Raphael was again in Urbino, where be grimed 
the duke another picture of St George, which was sent to Erich.= 
as a present to Henry VII. The bearer of this and other g.- 
was Guidobaldo's ambassador, the accomplished Bakiaa..- 

 Castiglione (q.v.), a friend of Raphael, whose noble port . 
of him is in the Louvre. At the court of Duke Guidshor 
the painter's ideas appear to have been led into a more sow 
direction, and to this stay in Urbino probably belong the Deo 
Graces, the miniature " Knight's Dream of Duty and Pinion 
in the National Gallery (London); and also the " Apollo as 
Mamas," sold in ails by Morris Moore to the Loon tr 
iro,000, a most lovely little panel, painted with almost Demi 
minuteness, rich in colour, and graceful in arresgenstoti 

Towards the end of rso6 Raphael returned to Floreect a. 
there (before :508) produced a large number of his finest rob 
carefully finished, and for the most part wholly the yo gi 1 r. 
own hand. Several of these are signed and dated, but the or 
is frequently very doubtful, owing to his custom of using Ran.,  
numerals, introduced among the sham Arabic embroider' 
the borders of dresses, so that the l.'s after the V. are not a)" 
distinguishable from the straight lines of the ornament 
following isis a list of some of his chief paintings of this per , 

 the " Madonna del Gran Duca " (Pitti);" Madonna del Giants.. 
z506 (Vienna); "Holy Family with the Lamb," t sob as IC, 
(Madrid); the " Ansidei Madonna," xso6 or sgcly (catir4 
Gallery); the Borthese "Entombment," stor, Lord &IV" 
" Madonna " at Panshanger, t soil; " La belle Giazdasun 

This missal-like painting is about 7 In. square; k ass bar 
in 1847 for woo guineas. The National Gallery also posmoir 
cartoon, io brown ink, pricked for transference. 

In spite of some adverse opiniops, frequently agonised 
extreme virulence, the genuineness of this bole gem eon We • 
doubted by any one who carefully studies it without bias. Slut u' 
for it at Venice and in the Uffizi alsoppyear to bass the impale ' 
Raphael's manner. See Delaborde,   isa B. Arta . • 

236; Grayer, Raphaa taasigassi. p. 431. 1-1 
berger, Rafaers dyads wad kfarryas (Vienna, seen) son 4 
Raphael de M. Moore (Paris. 18559; and also mama girmealo 
on it by its former owner. Mr. Morns Moms. 
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sot (Louvre); the " Eszterhazy Madonna," probably the same 

year; as well as the " Madonna del Cardellino" (Uffizi), the 
Tempi Madonna " (Munich), the " Colonna Madonna " 

(Berlin), the " Bridgewater Madonna " (Bridgewater House), 
and the " Orleans Madonna " (due d'Aumale's collection). 
The " Ansidei Madonna " was bought in 034 for the National 
Gallery from the duke of Marlborough for L7o,000, more than 
three times the highest price ever before given for a picture.' 
It was painted for the Ansidei family of Perugia as an altar-
piece in the church of S. Fiorenzo, and is a work of the highest 
beauty in colour, well preserved and very large in scale. The 
Virgin with veiled head is seated on a throne, supporting the 
Infant with one hand and holding a book in the other. Below 
stands S. Niccolo da Tolentino, for whose altar it was painted; 
be holds • book and a crozier, and is clad in jewelled mitre 
and green cope, under which appear the alb and cassock. On 
the other side is the Baptist, in red mantle and camel's-hair 
tunic, holding a crystal cross. The rich jewellery in this picture 
is painted with Flemish-like minuteness. On the border of the 
Virgin's robe is a date, formerly read as MDV by Passavant 
and others; it really is MDVI or MDVIL If the later date is 
the true one, the picture was probably begun a year or two 
before. A favourite method of grouping his Holy Families is 
that seen in-the " Madonna del Cardellino " and the " Bella Giar-
diniera." in which the main lines form a pyramid. This arrange-
ment is also used in the " Madonna del Giardino " and in the larger 
group, including St Joseph and St Elizabeth, known as the 
" Canigiani Holy Family, " now at Munich, one of the least 
graceful of all Raphael's compositions. The " Entombment 
of Christ," now in the Galeria Borghese in Rome, was painted 
during a visit to Perugia in ism for Lady Atalanta Baglioni, in 
memory of the death of her brave and handsome but treacherous 
son Grifonetto, who was killed in Ism by his enemies the Oddi 
party.* The many studies and preliminary sketches' for this 
important picture which exist in various collections show that 
it cost Raphael an unusual amount of thought and labour in its 
composition, and yet it is quite one of his least successful paint-
ings, especially in colour. It is, however, much injured by 
scraping and repainting, and appears not to be wholly by his 
hand. The " Madonna del Baldacchino," one of the finest 
compositions of the Florentine period, owing much to Fra 
Bartolommeo, is also unsatisfactory in execution; being left 
unfinished by Raphael, it was completed by Ridolfo Ghirlandajo, 
by whom the ungraceful angels of the upper part and the canopy 
were wholly executed, and even designed. It was painted for 
the Dei family as an altar-piece for their chapel in S. Spirito, 
Florence. The " St Catherine " of the National Gallery was pro-
bably painted in t sor; its cartoon, pricked for transference, 
is in the Louvre. In colouring it much resembles parts of the 
Borghese " Entombment," being quiet and grey in tone. To the 
Florentine period belong some of his finest portraits, and it 
is especially in these that da Vinci's influence appears. The 
portraits of Angelo Doni and his wife Maddalena (Pit ti) are vivid 
and carefully executed paintings, and the unknown lady with 
bard features (now in the Uffizi) is a masterpiece of noble 
realism and conscientious finish. The Czartoriski portrait, 
a graceful effeminate-looking youth with long hair and tapering 
hands, now moved to Cracow, is probably a work of this period; 
though worthy to rank with Raphael's finest portraits, its 
authenticity has been doubted Very similar in style is the 
Herrenhausen portrait, once attributed to Giovanni Bellini, 
but an undoubted work of Raphael, in his second manner; 
it also represents a young man with long hair, close-shaven chin, 
• wide cloth hat and black dress, painted in half-length. The 

▪ It is mraved at s. vol. it. of Deffime. Kinui and Xffiuder 
elks Mingsk ► s (Lei 	. tar). a work which has many good repro- 
ductions of Raphael'' ' paintings and sketches. 

I See Symonds. Sketches ix Italy. the chapter on Perugia. mainly 
taken from the contemporary chronicle of Mataraszo. 

I These show that Raphael at first intended to paint • Deposition 
from the Crow and afterwards altered his scheme into the Entomb. 
sestet an racer of study and elaboration partly account for the 
* oncoming, of this picture. 

so-called Portrait of Raphael by himself at Hampton Court is 
a very beautiful work, glowing with light and colour, which 
may possibly be a genuine picture of about iso6. It represents 
a pleasant-looking youth with turned-up nose, not bearing 
the remotest resemblance to Raphael, except the long hair 
and black cap common to nearly all the portraits of this time. , 

 A fine but much-restored portrait of Raphael by himself, painted 
at Florence, exists in the Uffizi; it represents him at a very 
early age, and was probably painted during the early part of his 
stay in Florence. 

Third or R0/11011 Period, 108-152o.—In 1so8 Raphael was 
painting several important pictures in Florence; in September 
of that year we find him settled in Rome, from a letter addressed 
in the warmest terms of affectionate admiration to Francis, to 
whom be sent a sketch for his" Adoration of the Shepherds," and 
promised to send his own portrait in return for that which 
Francis had given him.' Raphael was invited to Rome by Ids 
fellow-citizen (not relation, as Vasari says) Bramante, who was 
then occupied in the erection of the new church of St Peter, 
the foundation-stone of which had been laid by Julius II. 
on the 18th of April 1506. At this time the love of the popes 
for art had already attracted to Rome a number of the chief 
artists of Tuscany, Umbria and North Italy, among whom were 
Michelangelo, Signorelli, Perugino, Pinturicchio, Lorenzo Lotto, 
Peruzzi, Sodoma, and many others, and it was among this 
brilliant assembly that Raphael, almost at once, took a leading 
position.• Thanks to Bramante's friendly intervention, Julius 
II. (Della Rovere) soon became Raphael's most zealous patron 
and friend, as did also the rich bankers Agostino Chigi (the 
Rothschild of his time) and Bindo Altoviti, whose portrait, at 
the age of twenty, now at Munich, is one of the most beautiful 
that Raphael ever produced. 

A series of rooms in the Vatican, over the Appartamenti 
Borgia, were already decorated with frescoes by Bonfigli, 

FIG. 3.—P11111 showing position of Raphael's frescoes in the statue. 

A. Stanza della Segnstura (1soo-11): t, Disputa; 2, School of 
Athens; 3, Justinian giving his code to Trebonian: Gregory IX. 
giving decretals to • wrist; 5 (over the window), 'Three Virtues; 
6 (over the other window), Apollo and • group of poets on Mount 
Parnassus; vault with medallions of Poetry, Theology, Science, 
and Justice, and other paintings. B. Stanza d'Eliodoro (It= 
7. Expulsion of Heliodorus from the Temple; 8, Mass of 
9. St Peter freed from prison; to, Attila repulsed by Leo I.; vault 
with scenes from Old Testament, by pupils. C. Stanza dell' lncendlo 
(1517). nearly all painted by pupils: it, Burning of the Bar; 
12. Victory of Leo IV. over the Saracens at Ostia; 13, C01011110011 
of Charlemagne by Leo Ill. in St Peter'si ta, Oath of Leo Ill. 
before Charlemagne. D. Sala di Costantmo, painted by pupils 
(1520-24): t5 and 16, oil-paintings of Comitas and Justitu. attri-
buted to Raphael; 17, 17, grmt fresco of the Defeat of Mammies. 
E E. Part of Raphael's los. U. by his pupils. F. Chapel of Nicholas 
V.. painted by Fra Angelico. G. Cortile of Bramante. 
Perugino, Piero della Francesca, Andrea del Castagno, Signorelli 
and Sodoma; but so rapidly had the taste of the time changed 
that Julius II. decided to sweep them all away and re-cover the 

• To Judge of the authorship of a portrait from internal evidence is 
especially difficult, as in so many cases the strong individuality of 
the person represented obscures that of the painter. 

• Malvasia. Feltitsa piehiee (Bilgna, 1678), was the first to publish 
M this letter; see also 	atz, Ra 	&c.. p. 315 (Paris, 1881). 

Minghetti (Name AMelegia, 3) throws doubt on the date of this 
letter . 

• Mints. " Michel•Ange et Raphael k is cour de Rome," Gem des 
B Are,, March and Apsil t882, and Les arts d Is mar des paps; 
vol. 6i. (Paris, 1884) 
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walls with paintings in the more developed but less truly decora-
tive style of Raphael. It was not without regret that Raphael 
saw the destruction of this noble series of frescoes. One vault, 
that of the Stanza dell' Incendio, painted by his muter Perugino, 
he saved from obliteration; it still exists, well preserved, a 
most skilful piece of decorative work; and he also set his 
pupils to copy a number of portrait-heads in the frescoes of 
Piero della Francesca before they were destroyed.' Fig. 3 
shows the positions of Raphael's frescoes in the stanze, which, 
both from their size and method of lighting, are very unsuited 
for the reception of these large pictures. The two most im-
portant rooms ( A and B) are small, and have an awkward cross-
light from opposite windows* 

Stanza della Segnatura (papal signature room), painted in 1304-1 
(A on fig. 3). The first painting executed by Raphael in the stance 
was the so-c d Disputa, finished in :re. It is very unlike the 
later ones it , le, showing the beginning of transition from his 
Florentine t, his " Roman manner "; as a decorative work it 
is very superior to the other frescoes; the figures are much smaller 
in scale, as was suited to the very moderate size of the room, and 
the whole is arranged mainly on one plane, without those strong 
effects of perspective which are so unsuited to the decorative treat-
ment of a wall-surface. In its religious sentiment, too, it far excels 
any of the later stanze paintings, retaining much of the sacred 
character of earlier Florentine and Umbrian art. As a scheme of 
decoration it appears to have been suggested by some of the early 
apsidal mosaics. Fig.- 4 shows the disposition of its main masses, 

which seem to indicate the curved re-
cess of an apse. Gold is largely used, 
with much richness of effect, while 
the later purely pictorial frescoes have 
little or none. The subject of this 
magnificent painting is the hierarchy 
of the church on earth and its glory 
in heaven.* The angels in the upper 
tier and the nude cherubs *rho carry 
the books of the Gospels are among the 
most beautiful figures that Raphael 
ever painted. 

4—Diagram to  show  The.  painting on the vault of this 
main lines of the Dis- room  1.  the neat  is  data,  and show* 
puts, suggesting an apse. o  further transiion towards the " Roman 
with mosaic decoration. manner. In

t 
 is treatment of the whole 

Raphael has, with much advantage, been 
pardy guided by the painting of Perugino's vault in the next room 
(C). Though not without faults, it is a very skilful piece of decora-
tion; the pictures are kept subordinate to the lines of the vault, 
and their small scale adds greatly to the apparent size of the whole. 
A great part of the ground is gilt, marked with mosaic-like squares, 
a common practice with decorative painter—not intended to de-
ceive the eye, but simply to give a softer texture to the gilt surface 
by breaking up its otherwise monotonous glare. The principal 
medallions in each cell of this quadripartite vault are very graceful 
female figures, representing Theology, Science, Justice, and Poetry. 
Smaller subjects, some almost miniature-like in scide, are arranged 
in the intermediate spaces, and each has some special meaning in 
reference to the medallion it adjoins; some of these are painted 
in warm monochrome to suggest bas-reliefs. The fine painting 
of the" Flaying of Marsyas " is interesting as showing Ftaphael's study 
of antique sculpture: the figure of Marsyas is a copy of a Roman 
statue, of which several replicas exist. The very beautiful little 
picture of the" Temptation of Eve " recalls Albert Dfirer's treatment 
of that subject, though only vaguely. Much mutual admiration 
existed between Raphael and Darer: in 1515 Raphael sent the 
German artist a most masterly life study of two nude male figures 
(now at Vienna); on it is written in Albert Dtlrer's beautiful and 
the date and a record of its being a gift from Raphael. It is executed 
in red chalk, and was a study for two figures in the " Battle of Ostia " 
(see below). 

On the wall opposite the Disputa is the so-called School of Athens.* 

How fine these rtrait-heads probably were may be guessed 
horn Piero's magm t frescoes at Arena, in the retrcechoir of 
S. Francesco. 

*See Brunn, Die Competition der Wendivordide Repo& is, Vatican 
(Berlin), and Gruyer, leafirms's.: de Rairkadi as Vatican (Paris, tele). 

*It need hardly be mid that the name Disputa is a misnomer; 
there could be as dispute among the saints and doctors of the church 
about so well-established a dogma as the realpresence: the mon- 
strance with the Host below and the figure of Christ above indicate 
His double presence both on earth and in heaven. Dr Braun, 
Springer. and Hagen have published monographs in German on 
this painting. 

*See Trendelenburg, Ober Raja' s Sande was Aden (Berlin, ik) 
and Richter (same title) (Heidelberg, ■ 882); the title " School -of   
Athens " is comparatively modern. 

In this and the succeeding frescoes all notion of deroranse nos 
ment is thrown aside, and Raphael has simply painted a is.F+ 
cent series of paintings, treated as easel pictures might arm no 
with but little reference to their architectural surroundings.• to 
subject of this noble fresco, in contrast to that opposite. "Ear* 
Knowledge," reprehented by an assembly of the groat 

b  poets and men of science of ancient Greece. The Paoastiam= 
are Plato and Aristotle, while below and on each aide me gam 
arranged with the most consummate skill, includias ties 
" filosofica famiglia " of Dante (Infer. iv. 1,33-1443,armiaamIrs 
other leaders of thought, selected in a way that shone SD alt 
acquaintance with the history of philosophy and 'deuce amt 
ancient Greeks. Many interesting portraits are iamb 
Bramante as the aged Archimedes, stooping over a pow 
diagram; a beautiful fair-haired youth on the left is roan-. 
Maria della Revere, duke of Urbino; and on the esteem 
figures of Raphael himself and Sodoma are introduced task 
below). The stately building in which these groups are anon 
taken with modifications from Bramante's first design for Bak 

Over the window (No. 6 on fig. 3) is a group of poets sail sec 
onMount Parnassus, round a central figure of Apollo: it moss 
many heads of great beauty and fine portraits of Dante and Rae 
The former, as a theologian, appears also in the Dispel: tr• 
the opposite window (No. 5) are graceful figures of the that 
Virtues, and at one side (No. 4 ♦ ) Gregory IX.. (a.  portrait d jag 
II.) presenting his volume of decretah to a Jurist • braid' e 
a splendid portrait of Cardinal de' Medici (afterward. Le. 
before his face was spoiled by getting too stout. This paintin 
the influence of Meloz.zo da Fedi.* On the other aide Jeer 
presentshis code to Trebonianus (No. 3): this irs Minim Memoss 
and appears to have been chiefly painted by pupiia. 

The next room (B), called La -Stange d'Eliodoroi  was, 	z 
1511-14 	it is so called from the fresco (No. 7 in fig. si tepe.--  
ing the expulsion of Heliodorus from the Temple (a hl  r 

 allusion to the struggles between Louis XII. of France area ; -
IL The whole sent of the subjects' in this room is less lased -- 
tolerant than in the first: no pagan ideas are admitted. sec - 
chief motive is the glorification of the pontificate, with iamr -
on the temporal power. The main Incident of this Ocoee  s -
least successful part of it: the angel visitant on the hone o vs, 
in dignity, and the animal is poorly drawn. as is also tale ace •- 
the honm of Attila's army in the fresco opposite. Ile Fs: 
of women and children on the left is, however, very beautar' s 
the figures of Julius II. and his attendants are most nobly amp , 

 and painted with great vigour. The tan standing fame of tro 
Antonio Raimondi, as one of the pope's bowers, is a mairmia 
piece of portrait-painting, as is also the next 6ffUre 
his name on a scroll—ID . PITRO . 13111. FO* IAR= .Clliatoda 
Behind, Giulio Romano is represented as another papal ette.:e 
This picture Wall competed m 1512. Over the inar (No. • 
the scene of the Miracle EttShena of ask. when the mai poem 
was proved to a doubting priest by the appearanor of .k-a,' 
on the Corporal (see Oevutto). Julius H. is introduced lee:; 
behind the altar; and the lower spaces on each side of the mu-. 
are filled with two groups, that on the left with enemee. tats * 
the right with officers Cl the papal guard. The last grays a a 
of the most masterly of all throughout the man:: each fits 
careful portrait, is a marvel of expression and poem ant - 
technical skill with which the whole Is pain to the air 
degree of finish, almost without any tempera touches, sr* 
wonderful. The next fresco in date (No. to) is that of the R.' 
sine of Attila from the walls of Rome by Leo 1., mirace/snarks s. 
by the apparitions of St Peter and St Paul; it contains are 
allusion to the papal quarrels with France. It was began a -
lifetime of Julius IL, but was only half-finished at the aims. • 
death in 1313; thus it happens that the portrait of his moms 
the Medici pope Leo X.. appears twice over. firm an a cam., 

 riding behind the pope, painted before the death of Julio r 
again in the character of S. Leo, instead of the.. portrait el J 
which Raphael was about to paint! Attila with hie savare•bwes 

• He has shown great skill in the way in which Ise has fetal .11  
end frescoes into the awkward spaces cut into by the eau.. 
but they are none the law treated in a purely pit:farad manner. 

I Compare his fresco of Sixtus IV.. now in the Pc'  
the Vatican. 	 • 

*The vault of this room is painted with amass from tieee 
Testament on a harsh blue ground. much restored; they axe sea 
ably the work of Giulio Romano, and in a decorative way an .ri 
unsuccessful—a striking contrast to the beautiful vaults of Power 
and Raphael in rooms C and A. The deep blue ineasede s  sa' 
used by Raphael's school are very liable to Want bum sham s• 
in most cases have been coarsely restored. Thum ria she 1'3 
Madame are untouched, and In parts the damp has clamed 
ultramarine into emerald green. 

* A pan sketch in the Louvre by Raphael shows Jake /1 a 
place afterwards occupied by Leo Li another dilliereme sr 
sketch is that the pops is borne in a chair, not ea becelleat a s 
the fresco. 

ti 
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army Is sot the most successful part of the fresco: the horn- are 
very wooden in appearance, and the tight : fitting scale armour, put 
on in some impossible way without any joints, gives a very unreal 
and theatrical look to the picture. Part is the work of pupils. 
In 1514 be pa Wed the " Deliverance of St Peter from Prison,' with 
a further ooh al allusion (No. 9). It is very skilfully arranged 
to fit in the t kward space round the window, and is remarkable 
for an attempt, not much suited for fresco-painting, to combine 
and contrast the three different qualities of light coming from the 
moon, the glory round the angel, and the torches of the sentinels. 

For room C Raphael designed and pertly painted the" lncendio del 
Bongo" (No. II), a fire in the Borgo or Leonine City, which was 
miraculously stopped by Leo IV. appearing and making the sign 
of the cross at a window in the Vatican. On the background is 
shown the fee ere of the old basilica of St Peter, not yet destroyed 
when this he , was painted. One group on the left, in the fon- 
ground, is te irkable for its vigour and powerful drawing; the 
motive is taken from the burning of Troy; a fine nude of 
Rheas issues from the burning houses bearing on his back tl old 
Anchises and leading the boy Ascanius by the hand. Sonic el the 
female figures arc designed with much grace and dramatic power. 
Many studies rr this picture exist. This is the last of the statue 
frescoes on w h Raphael himself worked. Others designed by 
him and paint by Giulio Romano, Gianfrancesco Penni, and other 
pupils were th " Battle of Ostia " (No. ta), a very nobly composed 
picture, and the " Oath of Leo III. before Charlemagne" (No. 14). 
The other great picture in this room (No. 13), the 

Charlemagne" 
 Coronation of 

Charlemagne " (a portrait of Francis I. of France), is so very inferior 
in composition that it Is difficult to believe that Raphael even made 
a sketch for it. The enormous fresco of the " Defeat of Maxentius 
by Constantine " (room D, No. r7) was painted by Giulio Romano, 
soon after Raphael's death, from a sketch by the latter; it is even 
more harsh and disagreeable in colour than most of Giulio Romano's 
early frescoes.' Among the other very inferior frescoes in this great 
hall are two female figures (Nos. 15 and 16) representing Comitas 
and Justitia, painted on the wall in oil colours, very harmonious 
and rich In tone; they are usually, though wrongly, attributed to 
Raphael himself. •• . 

Technical Aloha.* employed in Raphael's ' Frescoes.—Having 
made many studies, both nude and draped, for single figures and 
groups, the painter made a small drawing of the whole composition. 
which was enlarged by his pupils with the help of numbered squares, 
drawn all over it, to the full size required' on paper or canvas. 
Holes were then pricked along the outlines of the cartoon, and the 
design pounced through on to an undercoat of dry stucco on the 
wall, with pounded charcoal and a stiff brush. Over this, early 
in the morning, a patch of wet stucco was laid, about enough to 
serve foe the day's painting; this of course obliterated the out• 
line on the wall, and the part covered by the patch was again 
sketched in by freehand, with a point on the wet ste- ,o, 	to 
be a guide for the outline traced with the brush and the sub, 	sit 
painting. A line impressed on the wet stucco was easily sm , 	ed 
out, but a touch of the brush full of pigment sank deeply le' be 
moist stucco, and could not easily be effaced. It will thus 1 ,, en 
that in fresco minting the only use of pouncing the whole gn 
on to the wall was to keep the general positions of the figure, r it, 
and was no guide as to the drawing of each separate part. 5 
shows the portrait•heads of himself and Perugino (i  	ne 
right of the School of Athens; on this are visit 	 he 
impressed sketch lines, and also part of the " fres-. ' -. -he 
patch on which this part is painted. The heads in this figure are 
less than owe day's work. It will be seen that there is no attempt 
at any accuracy of drawing in the impressed limes. Raphael, 
especially in his later frescoes, worked with wonderful rapidity: 
three life-sized busts, or half a full-length figure, more than life-size, 
was a not unusual day's work. In some of the frescoes the edges 
of each day's patch of stucco can easily be traced, especially in the 
Incendio del Bongo, which has a strong Ode light. In the Disputa 
much use was made of tempera in the final touches, but less was 
used in the subsequent frescoes, owing to his increasing mastery of 
the difficulties of the process. 

The paintings in the stanze were only a small part of Raphael's 
work between rsoo and 15t3. To this period belong the 
Madonna of Foligno (Vatican), painted in :sly for Sigismondo 
Conti; it is one of his most beautiful compositions, full of 
the utmost grace and sweetness of expression, and appears to 
be wholly the work of his band. It has suffered much from 
repainting. Of about the same date are the gem-like Garvagh 
idadoana (National Gallery bought for icr000• once in the 
possession of the Aldobrandini family), the Diademed Virgin 

I See Mootagnani, Sala off Costaxlixo (Rome, tau). Though be 
we pew a good colourist. the great frescoes by Giulio Romano 
is the 

kh his 
Palmas 

n
del To, Mantua. show onus improvement as compared 

Reru work. 
There three stages we usually distinguished as study., shack 

sad wises.  

of the Louvre, and the Madonna del Pesce at Madrid. The last 
is a very noble picture but the design is more pleasing than the 

5.—Heads of Raphael and Perugino (1), from the School of 
Athens, showing incised lines and " fresco edges." 

colour, which, like othei paintings of Raphael's at Madrid, 
suggests the inferior touch of a pupil; it was executed In 
1513 for S. Domenico in Naples. In addition to other easel 
pictures a number of his finest portraits belong to this period 

that of Julius II. (Uffizi)' of which a good replica or con-
temporary copy exists in the National Gallery, the so-called 
Fornarina in the Palazzo Barberini, the Baldassare Castiglione 
of the Louvre, and the unfinished portrait of Federigo Gonzal' 
of Mantua. 

When Giovanni de' Medici, at the age of thirty-right, became 
pope as Leo X., a period of the most glowing splendour and 
reckless magnificence succeeded the sterner rule of Julius II. 
Agostino Chigl, the Sienese financier, was the chief of those 
whose lavish expenditure contributed to enrich Rome with 
countless works of art. For him Raphael painted, In 1513-14, 
the very beautiful fresco of the Triumph of Galatea in his 
new palace by the Tiber bank, the Villa Farnesina, and also 
made a large series of magnificent designs from Apuleius's 
romance of Cupid and Psyche, which were carried out by a 
number of his pupas. ,  These cover the vault and lunettes of a 
large loggia (now closed in for protection); in colouring they are 
mostly harsh and gaudy' as Is usually the case with the works 
of his pupils, a great contrast to the fresco of the Galatea, the 
greater part of which is certainly the master's own work." Fot 
the same patron he painted (also in x 513) his celebrated Sibyls 

A very fine ancient copy of this portrait is in the Pitti Palace; 
certain peculiarities in its execution show it to be by some Venetian 
painter, as was pointed out to Professor Middleton by Mr Fairfax 
Murray. 

' Chiefly by Giulio Romano, Gianfrancesco Peoni and Giovanni 
da Udine; much injury has been done to these frescoes by re-
painting, especially in the coarse blue of the ground. 

'These and other frescoes by his pupils are much disfigured by 
the disagreeable hot tone of the Boa, very  unlike the pearly tone 
of the flesh of Galatea. the 

	Psychic W Assort fibula a RopAode, &c. (Rome, 1693); 
and Gruner, Fresco Decoralimu ix Italy (London, 1850, pls. 16-te. 
The group of the Triton and Nymph the left of compositioe 
wets prebebly executed by Giulio Romano.  
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in S. Maria della Pace,—figures of exquisite grace, arranged 
with perfect skill in an awkward space. It is not without 

reason that Vasari 
gives these the 
highest position 
among his fresco- 
Paintings.' Mot-

. --.?" tino Chigi also 
-employed Raphael 
to build for him 
a private chapel 
in S. Maria del 
Popolo, and to 
make a series of 
cartoons to be exe-
cuted in mosaic 
on the inner dome' 
The central medal-
lion has a figure of 
God among clouds 
and angel boys, 

FIG. 6.—Mosaic of God creating the stars, such as Raphael 
from the Chigi chapel, in centre of dome, drew with un- 
designed by Raphael. rivalled grace (fig. 

6), and around are the eight planets, each with its pagan 
deity and directing angel' He has not hampered himself 
by any of the usual rules which should apply to the design-
ing of mosaic; they are simply treated as pictures, with almost 
deceptive effects of perspective. The execution of these 
brilliant mosaics was carried out by the Venetian Luigi della 
Pace, whose signature is introduced on the torch of Cupid in 

the panel representing the star Venus (Ludovico 
della Pace Veneziano fecit, igx6). These 
mosaics are still as perfect'and brilliant as if they 
were the work of yesterday. Probably in the early 

years of Leo X's reign were painted the Madonna della Seg-
giola (Pitti), the S. Cecilia at Bologna (not completed till 1516), 
the miniature Vision of Ezekiel (Pitti) and three important 
pictures at Madrid. The latest of these, known as Lo Spasimo, 
from the church at Palermo, for which it was painted, is one 
of Raphael's finest compositions, representing Christ bearing 
His Cross. It bears signs of Giulio Romano's hand in its heavy 
colouring with unpleasant purple tones. The Madonna called 
Della Perla has much changed from the darkening of the pig-
ments; in design it recalls Leonardo da Vinci.' The small 
Madonna della Rosa is the most perfect in colour of all the 
master's pictures in the Madrid Gallery, and is usually rather 
undervalued; it is a most graceful little picture. The portrait 
of Leo X. with Cardinals de' Rossi and de' Medici, in the Pitti, 
is one of his finest portrait-pictures, especially as regards the 
figure of the pope.' Little is known about the Madonna di 
S. Sisto, the glory of the Dresden Gallery; no studies or sketches 
for it exist. In style it much resembles the Madonna di Foligno; 
it is less injured by restoration than the latter. 

Among the latest works of Raphael are the large " St Michael 
and the Devil," in the Louvre, signed " Raphael Urbinas pinge-
bat, =XVIII.," and the very beautiful portrait of the Violin-
player, in the Sciarra-Colonna Palace in Rome, also dated 
15x8; this last bears much resemblance to the painter himself. 
The British Museum possesses one of Raphael's finest portraits, 

$ Thanks to Michelangelo's generous intervention, Raphael was 
paid the large sum for that time of goo gold ducats for this fresco. 

Gruner Mosaici in S. Maria del Poole (Rome, 1839). 
$ In accordance with Dante's scheme in the Paradiso. 
$ La Perla, " the pearl " of the Spanish royal .collection, was 

originally painted for Bishop Louis of Canossa; it was sold by 
Cromwell with the greater part of Charles l.'s collection at Hampton 
Court. The composition, though not the execution, of this picture 
belongs to Raphael's early years in Rome; it is very remarkable 
for its delicacy of touch and high finish. 

$ The magnificent portrait-heads of the Venetian scholars Nava-
gem and Beazzano, now in the Doria Gallery in Rome, are worthy 
of Raphael at his best, and have for long been attributed to him. 
There are good contemporary copies at Madrid.  

though only a chalk drawing, that of his friend the psi 
Timoteo della Vite, a masterpiece of expression and r.r.-x-
it is executed in black and red, and Is but little inier:a 
chromatic effect to an oil-painting; it is life size, and a 
cuted with wonderful Skill and evident keen hawses a 
subject. 

The tapestry cartoons, seven of which are in the V-w' 
and Albert Museum, were painted by pupas frosts Raab-
designs. They are part of a set of ten, with recces irec 
Acts of the Apostles, intended, when copied in tapes, 
adorn the lower part of the walls of the Sistine chspd. 
tapestries themselves, worked at Brussels, are now. 
many vicissitudes, hung in a gallery in the Vatican; de 
is complete, thus preserving the design of the three lost 
The existing seven, after being cut up into strips is 
on the looms, were bought by Rubens for Charles P 
tapestry copies are executed with wonderful skill, in spa . 
Raphael's having treated the subjects in a purely pa-c-
way, with little regard to the exigencies of textile work '-
designs are reversed, and the colours far more brilliant 
those of the cartoons, much gold and silver being buret-- 
The noble figure of Christ in the Delivery of the Kris 1.3 
Peter is in the tapestry much disfigured by the addition a 
number of large gold stars all over the drapery, which s 
the simple dignity of the folds. The rich framework 
each picture, designed by Raphael's pupils, probably by I:.-- 
and Giovanni da Udine, exists in the tapestries and adds ge_ 
to their decorative effect. The cartoons were mem,- 
isis and 1316, and the finished tapestries were first mix- - 
in their place in the Sistine chapel on the 26th of Deeme-
r 519—a very short time for the weaving of such lane 
elaborate pictures. The three of which the cartoon are 
represent the Martyrdom of St Stephen, the Conoco= • 
St Paul, and St Paul in Prison at Philippi. ProhatJe • 
pictures are better known to have been more often esgrr 
and copied than these seven cartoons.* 

The Trattsfiguralion.l—In Isis) Cardinal Giuliano de' 114,- 
 (afterwards Clement WI.), as bishop of Na.rbcome, 

two altar-pieces for his cathedral—the one by Raphael •- 
other by Raphael's Venetian rival Sebastia.no dcl Foe -
That by the latter painter is the noble Resurrection of Lanz--
now in the National Gallery, in the drawing of wkwil 
Venetian received important aid from Michelangelo. Sir-
studies for Raphael's picture exist, showing that he ar 
intended to paint a Resurrection of Christ as a pesidae: ' 
Sebastiano's subject, but soon altered his scheme less 
Transfiguration. The eight or nine existing studies as ice 
tered through the Oxford, Lille, Windsor and some pc:, 
collections. A great part of the lower group was nose 
at the time of the painter's sudden death in ssao. and • Ir.- 
deal of the heavy colouring of Giulio Romano is vial* r 
it. On the death of Raphael the picture became too 
to send out of Rome, and Cardinal de' Medici contented 	' 
with sending the Resurrection of Lazarus to Narbouoc 7 -. 
Transfiguration was bequeathed by him to the mankt 
S. Pietro in Montorfo, in whose church it remained tai k •e 
stolen by Napoleon I. It now hangs in the Vatican Gana-) 

Architectural Work.'—Though he designed but few bur f 
Raphael'' great repute even in this branch of art is abara 

Fortunately they were not sold with the bulk of Cis.- 
collection, and remained at Hampton Court till a few year. 
See Koch, Rafael's Topeka im Vatican (Vienna, tar!), and It 
Hid. de is tapisserie ilalienaa (Paris, 1880). 

I The name " araszi " given by Italians to thesszerir 
derived from Arras, where they were erroneously tbou  
been woven; they were made at Brussels. It Is to 	to t.z• 
gretted that visitor, to the Vatican are no longer aUo 
these priceless examples of textile work. 

See Morgenstern, Ober Rafael': Verkidrano (Leine*. Met os 
Justi, Die Verkitimate Christi (Leipzig. 1870). 

See Ojetti, Discorso su Raffaello Anklet.* (Rome, tilts' te 
more especially Geym011er's work mentioned in the tem. sr 
Proses primitifs pour la Bal. de S. Pierre (Paris, th73-0a); as a 
soft Of Hofmann and Bloch (Dresden, '900). 
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7.—Statue of Jonah in the Chigl 
chapel, designed by Raphael, sculptured 
by tto; heroic aim. 
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fact that limatente. Woes hie death in March ista, specially 

 that Raphael should be made his successor as chief 
architect of St Peter's. To this most important post he was ap- 
pointed by a brief of Leo X., dated the tat of August 1514. The 

of St Peter's was, however, too slow far him to leave much 
rarnin its design. Mother work of Bramante's completed. by 
Raphael, was the graceful Cortile di S. Damaso in the Vatican, 
including the loggie, which were decorated with stucco-reliefs and 
paintings of tamed subjects by his pupils under his own supervision, 
but only very partially from his dseigns.t The Palazzo dell 
Aquila, built for Giovanni Battista Branconio, and destroyed in 
the 17th century during the extension of St Peter's was one of 
Raphael's chief works as an architect. He also designed the little 
cross church, domed at the intersection like a miniature St Peter's. 
called S. Eligio degli Orefici, which still exists near the Tiber. 
almost opposite the Farnesina gardens. a work of but little merit. 
According to M. Geymilller, whose valuable work, Raffaello come 
Archness° (Milan, :883), has done so much to increase our knowledge 
of this subject, the Villa Farnesina of Agostino Chigi, usually attri-
buted to Peruse, was, as well as its palace-like stables, deigned by 
Raphael; but internal evidence makes this very difficult to believe. 
It has too much of the delicate and tefined character of the 15th 
century for Raphael, whose taste seems to have been strongly 
inclined to the more developed classic style, of which Palladio 
afterwards became the chief exponent. The Palates Vidoni, near 
S. Andrea dells Valle, also in Rome, is usually attributed to Raphael, 
but an original sketch for this in Peruzzi's own hand has recently 
been identified among the collection of drawings at Siena- this, 
however, is not a certain proof that the design was not Raphael's. 
N. Geyreeller has, however, shown that the Villa Madams, on 
the slopes of Monte Mario above Rome, was really designed by 
him, though its actual carrying out, and the unravelled stucco-
reliefs which make its interior one of the most magnificent palaces 
in the world, are due to Giulio Romano and Giovanni da Udine, as 
mentioned In Vasari's life of the latter. ,  The original design for 
this villa made by Raphael himself has been discovered by M. 
GeymWler. Anotherarchitectural work was the little Chigi chapel 
in S. Maria del Popole. built in :sit, for the dome of which the 
above-mentioned mosaics were designed (see fig. 6). At the time 
of his death he was preparing to build himself a handsome palace 
near the church of S. Eligio; the deed for the purchase of its site 
was signed by him only a few days before his last short illness. 
Though not completed till 153o, the Palazzo Pandolfini at Florence 
was also designed by him; it is a dull scholastic building without 
any special beauty either in proportion or treatment of the mass; 
it is illustrated by Montigny and Feral% Architactaro TOSCOM 
(Paris, 181 5): Pia 33-36. 

A sober criticism of Raphael's architectural works must tome 
one to refuse him a high position in this branch of art. In the 
church of S. Eligio and the Chigi chapel he is merely • copyist of 
Bramante, and his more original works show but little power of 
invention or even mastery of the first principles of architectural 
design. His details are, however, often delicate and refilled 
(especially in the Palazzo Pandolfini), and he was supremely success-
ful in the decorative treatment of richly ornamented interiors when 
he did not, as in some of the Vatican stanze, sacrifice the room to 
the frescoes on its walls. 

Seatitffit.—That Vasari Is right in attributing to him the model 
for the beautiful statue of Jonah in the Chigs chapel (fig. 7) is 
borne witness to by two important documents, which show that 
his almost universal talents led him to attempt with success the 
preliminary part of the sculptor's art, though there is no evidence 
to show that he ever worked on marble. ,  One of these is a letter 
written to Michelangelo to warn him that Raphael had been in-
vading his province as a sculptor by modelling a boy, which had 
been executed in marble by a pupil, and was a work of much beauty. 
Again, after his death his friend Baldassare Castiglione, in a letter 

, See Marian', La Bibbia Rolle Loggie del Vatican* (Rome); Anon., 
DipssJi seat Louie del Vatican. (Rome, 1841); and Gnmer, Fresco 
DeCOM110111 (London. res), pls. Too great a share in the 
decoration of the loggie aa usually given to Raphael; not only the 
harsh colour but also the feebleness of much of the drawing shows 
that Mean have had but little to do with it. 

See GC111222. &MO ENCOrelliOSS, &c. (London, 1854), pls. 6-12, 
and Raffaelle Sarni, Oraaii deaa I ale Madams; Zec. (Rome, :87s). 
Two other little known but very beautiful architectural works, 
executed under Raphael's influence by his pupils, are the bathroom 
of Cardinal Bibbiens in the Vatican aad the bathroom of Clement VII. 
in the castle of S. Angelo, both richly decorated with delicate 
stucco-reliefs and minting., treated after a classical model. 

Seerote on p...14, vol. iv. of Nlilanei s edition of Vasari 
(Florence. ten). To one branch of the sculptor's eft, practised 
under Raphad's supervision, belong the elaborate and delicately 
executed stucco-reliefs of the loggie andelsewhere. Among them 
occur many panels with figure-su s, lair scale in sca end important 
in composition; those executedduring his lifetime are free from 
the too pictorial character which is an obvious leak is she very 
onagnikent teliefs of the Villa Madame.  

dead the 8th of May tsar, asks his steward in Rome " if Giulio 
Romano still possesees a certain boy in marble by Raphael and 
what his lowest price for 
it would be,"—" s'egli 
/Giulio Romano/ ha pill 
quel puttino di marmo 
di mano di Raffaello e 
per quanta si darM all' 
ultimo." A group in 
marble of a Dead Boy on 
his Dolphin Playfellow, 
now in the St Petersburg 
Hermitage, has been 
erroneously supposed to 
be Raphael's " puttino," 
which has also been 
identified with a statu-
ette of a child formerly 
at Florence is the pos-
session of Signor Mohni. , 

 The statue of Jonah was 
executed in marble by 
Lorenzetto, a Florentine 
sculptor; and it re-
mained in his studio for 
many years after Ra-
phael's death. The Vic-
toria and Albert Museum 
possesses a small clay 
sketch for this beautiful 

slightly different 
group, the marble; it is 
probably the original 
design by the master's 
own hand. The whole 
feeling of the group—a 
beautiful youth seated 
on a sea-monster--is 
purely classical, and the 
motive Is probably takes 
from some antique statue 
representing Anion or Taras on a dolphin. ,  Being intended for a 
church it was necessary to give the figure a sacred name, and 
hence the very incongruous title that it received. There is no 
trace of Raphael*. hand in the design of the other statue, an Elijah 
by Lorensetto, though it also is ascribed to bias by Vasari. 

Lesser Ads prodiseel by RaphaeL—Like other great artists. 
Raphael did sot disdain to practise the lesser branches of art: a 
design for a silver perfume-burner with female caryatids is preserved 
in an engraving by Marco da Ravenna; and he also designed two 
handsome repoussb salvos for Armino Chigi, drawings for which 
ar- -ow at Drrnlen. In designs for tarsia-work sad wood-carv- 

skilful; witness the magnificent doors and 
shutters of the et executed by his pupil Giovanni Earle of 
Siena.,  The majels designs attributed to him were by • name-
sake and relation called Raffaello di Chula:,  and, though many 
fine dishes and ewers of Urbino and other majolica are decorated 
with. Raphael's designs, they are all taken from pictures or engrav-
inys, not specially done by him for ceramic purposes. With the 
fmolity of his age Leo X. occasionally wasted Raphael's dull on 
unworthy subj. ,  r 	h as the scenery of a temporary theatre; and 
In '516 the 1• 	him to paint in fresco the portrait lifexim 
of a large elet.t, 	gift of the king of Portugal. after the animal 
was dead.,  Tin- • hunt is also introduced among the stucco 
rel,fs of the Vats loggie, with the poetaster Barrabal sitting 
in mock triumph on i ts back. 

Though Raphael himself does not appear to have practised the 
art of engraving, yet this formed one of the many branches of art 
which were earned on under his supervision. A large number of his 
deigns were engraved by his pupils Marcantonio Raimondi and 
Agostino ‘'eneziano. These valuable engravings are from Raphael's 
lab tches, not from his finished pictures, and in some cases they show 

I See Appendix, P. 406, vol. iv.. of Milanesi's edition of Vasari; 
Rembadi. Del patio . di Raffaello (Florence. 1872), Gennarelli, 
Sopa um Scalar° di Raffarao (Florence, 1873). The evidence 
which would attribute this piece of sculpture to Raphael is almost 
worthless. See on the St Petersburg group. Gu6d6onoff, Ober 
diodes? Raphael usgeschr. Jdarmorgrappe (St Petersburg. 1142). 

Compere this latter subject on reverses of the beautiful di-
drachms of Tarentum, C. Sao S.C. 

4  The very beautiful and elaborate choir-stalls of the church of S. 
Pietro de.  Guineas' at Perugia, with panels carved In relief, executed 
in t535  by Stefano da Bergamo, ere mainly adapted from Raphael's 
designs. 

Camped, Notizie Sloe. I. ifaielica di Ferrara (3rd ed., Pesaro. 

tgyil
. pp. 132-13,3. 
rider It was inscribed--" Raphael Minas slued Wm M. 

atulerat arts restituit." 
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Important alterations made in the execution of the picture. 
Rarmondi'sengraving of the S. Cecilia of Bologna in design is very 
inferior to that of the actual painting. Several of Raphael's most 
important compositions are known to us only by these early 
engravings, e.g. the Massacre of the Innocents (engraved by 
Raimondi), which is one of his finest works, both for skilful com-
position and for masterly drawing of the nude. Another magnifi-
cent design is the Judgment of Paris, containing a large number of 
figures; the nude figure of Minerva is a work of especial force 
and beauty. A standing figure of Lucretia' about to stab herself 
is also one of his most lovely figures. Many of Raphael's studies for 
Marcantonio's engravings still exist. 

Archaeology.—As an antiquary Raphael deserves to take the 
highest rank. His report' to Leo X. in 1518 is an eloquent plea 
for the preservation of ancient buildings. In 1515 he had been 
appointed by Leo X. inspector of all excavations in Rome and 
within to miles round. His careful study of the antique, both 
statues and modes of decoration, is clearly shown in many of his 
frescoes, and especially in the graceful stucco reliefs and painted 
grottesehi, of which he and his. pupils made such skilful use in 
the decorations of the Vatican loggie, the Villa Madams and 
elsewhere.,  

Raphael's Fame.—Among all the painters of the world none has 
been so universally popular as Raphael, or has so steadily main-
tained his pre-eminent reputation throughout the many changes 
in taste which have taken place in the last three and a half 
centuries. Apart from his combined merits as a draughtsman, 
colourist and master of graceful composition, he owes tbe constancy 
of admiration which has been felt for him partly to the wide range 
of his subjects, but still more to the wonderful varieties of his 
style. If the authorship of his paintings were unknown, who 
would guess that the Sposalizio of the Brera, the Madonna del 
Baldacchino of the Pitti, and the Transfiguration could possibly 
be the work of one painter? In the seventeen or eighteen 
years which composed his short working life he passed through 
stages of development for which a -century would not have 
seemed too long, while other painters lived through the same 
changeful time with but little alteration in their manner of 
work. Perugino, who outlived his wonderful pupil, completed 
in tsar Raphael's San Severo fresco in a style differing but little 
from his paintings executed in the previous century. 

In versatility of power Raphael (as a painter) remains almost 
without a rival; whether painting an altar-piece for a church, 
a large historical fresco, a portrait or decorative scenes from 
classical mythology, he seems to excel equally in each; and 
the widely different methods of painting in tempera, oil or 
fresco arc employed by him with apparently equal facility. 
His range of scale is no less remarkable, varying from a miniature, 
finished like an illuminated MS., to colossal figures in fresco 
dashed in with inimitable breadth and vigour. 

His personal beauty, charm of manner and deep kindliness of 
heart endeared him to all who knew him.' His sincere modesty 
was not diminished by his admission as an equal by the princes 
of the church, the distinguished scholars and the world-famed 
men of every class who formed the courts of Julius II. and 
Leo X. In accordance with the spirit of the age he lived with 
considerable display and luxury, and was approached with the 
utmost deference by the ambassadors of foreign princes, 
whether their master desired a picture, or, as the duke of Ferrara 
did, sent to consult him on the best cure for smoky chimneys. 
To his pupils he was as a father, and they were all, as Vasari 
says, " vinti dally sus cortesia "; they formed round him a 
sort of royal retinue, numbering about fifty youths, each 
talented in some branch of the arts.' Giulio Romano and 
Gianfrancesco Penni, his two favourite pupils, lived with him 
in the Palazzo di Bramante, a house near St Peter's, where he 
resided during the greater part of his life in Rome. This fine 

On • pedestal is inscribed in Greek—" Better to die than live 
basely," 

' Published by Visconti, Lettere di Ratak, a Levee X. (Rome. 
1840); see also ?Mintz, " Raphael Arch&logse," de., Gas. dos D. 
Arts, October and November 1880. 

'See Gruyer, Raphael et relational (Paris, 1864).
the 'See the eloquent eulogy of Ms character at 	end of Vasari's 

Life.

5..O 	
Hicithetd. " Gil Seelarl di Raffeelki," Naos Asaalogio 

uts 18 110 ).  

palace, designed by Bramante, was destroyed in the 17th motley 
at the same time as Raphael's Palazzo dell' Aquila. 

It is difficult to realize the grief and.enthusiasm excited by 
the master's death on Good Friday (April 6th) tsso. at the age 
of thirty-seven exactly, afte,r an attack of fever which lasted 
only ten days. His body was laid out in state in his studio. 
by the aide of the unfinished Transfiguration, and all Rose 
flocked to the place for a last sight of the " divine pittore-" His 
property amounted to about bo,hoo; his drawings and MBIL 
he left to Giulio Romano and Gianfrancesco Penni; his newly 
bought land to Cardinal Bibbiena, the uncle of the lady to whom 
he had been betrothed; there were liberal bequests to his 
servants; and the rest was mostly divided among his relatives 
at Urbino. He desired to be buried in the Pantheon, undo 
the noble dome which he and Bramante had dreamed of rival. 
ling. His body is laid beside an altar, which be endowed *hi 
an annual chantry, and on the wall over it is a plain slab, with 
an inscription written by his friend Cardinal Beads*. Happily 
his grave has as yet escaped the disfigurement of a pretentious 
montunentexuch as those erected to Michelangelo, Dante and 
other great Italians; it has not, however, remained meas. 
turbed: in 1833 it was opened and the bones examined! la 
March 1883 a festival was held at Urbino, on the occasion of the 
4th centenary of his birth, and OA this occasion many interesting 
articles on Raphael were published, especially one by Ger-
mliller, " Le IV°' ceutenaire de la naissance de Raphael." 
1483-1883, in the Get tie Lausanne, Math 1883. 

eradita Rolm& (Am); Dupga. 
Life of Raphael (London, 1816); Brum, Raphael ... Lam and 
Werke (Wiesbaden, Ow); Fea, Reffeello ed okrasdi Inn 
Opera (Rom 1822); Rehberg, Rafael Sanzk au Urbino (Munich. 
1824); Quatremare de(lilacs,. Vila ed Opera di Wasik, trans. In 
Longhena 1Milan.p.68,423 (a work marred by many inaccuracies': 
Rumohr, Uber Ra and air Verhdltraus ((Berlin 1831); Rio, 
Mir/Wangs at Ra 	(Paris, 1863); Gruyer, Arad et routi 
(Paris, 1864), Les oierges de RaOraii (Paris. ;8) and Re 
/Vila,. de Portraits (Paris, 1880): Grimm. Des Lakes Ro 	sea 
Urbino (Berlin. 1872) (intended specially 10 paint out the errors 
Vasui and Passavant. 	 written in a very 	 r- 
anti, Della Vita di Raff,' 

' 	
1824): Anton 	. 

Itwkrlangeis (Leipzig, 18;8); C. C. Perkins, Rapeza 	 i. 
an 	(Boston,  1878);  Dohnle, Kunst 0114 Kliestla des 

id. 1878) (vol. ii. of this valuable work, with many Ulu s, 
is 	,sued entirely to Raphael and Michelangelo); 
Li 	flo (Urbino, alio); Clement. Michelante as RaPtialf (5th ed. 
Improved) (Paris, 188,): Bug. Muntz, Raphael, so vie, see mime, 
&c. (Paris, 1880 (with numerous well-chosen illustrations)• Palma. 
vans, Rafael red sole Voter (Leipzig, 1830-58) (a value= 
t1.1 .dlly for its list of Raphael's works; a new edition 
by .. ■ asti into Italian was published at Florence in Sags. bet 
61. edition is in no way superior to the French one of Carr is 
(Paris, 186o). which is a great advance on the original German t ,  )• 
Crowe and Cavalcaselle, Lift and Works of Raphael (London. 5- 
85): Eug. 'Uttar, Les kistorieros et les critiques de Raphael 
1883) (contains a good bibliography of the sub)ject): Monali, A on 
Masters (in German, 188o; in English, 1882, and gut:wenn, Pp 
republished),—practically the starting-point of modem ter!, al 
criticism; B. Berenson, Central Italian Painters (1097) 0, 1 et 
characterization and list of works). 

Reltroductioes of Raphad's Kelm—From the time of Ramona 
downwards no painter s works have been so Eminently engrased. 
The Calcografia Camerale (now called Re •u) of Rome possemes 
an enormous number of copper-plates of his pictures by a pa-at 
many good (and bad) engravers of the 18th and 19th centuries. 
Electrotyper of the old coppers are still worked. and are published 
by the Stamperia at very moderate prices; in the tusks.* Ma 
736 to 894 are the works of Raphael, including several boobs sg 
engravings containing whole sets, such as the Volta* hsPe. 18c-
A very.  complete collection of photographs from thew and Wier 
engravings was published by Gutbier and LUblee, R•fiests Werke, 
semnaliche TafelNlder soul Frisker (Dresden, 1881-8a), m there Isage 
volumes, divided into classes,—pictures of the Madonna, lauessa. 
sums of the Vatican, tapestry cartoons, 8c. The descriptive ter 
and life of Raphael are by Mice. The Malcolm. Oxford. Schalk. 
Museum, Lille, Louvre, Dresden and other collections of Ralimera 
drawings have mostly been published in photographic laesisale. 
and an enormous number of illustrated monographs as sin* 
meant" exist. Braun's autotypes of the stanza and Farmer 
frescoes are especially good. (J. H. h1-3 

See " Ritrovamento dell. mu di RafFsello," Sec. rirtatuel 
el Pankow (Rome. i1133); other pantohkts on this mom pear 
fished in the same year by Pea. Falconers and Odiously:hi 
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RAPIER. the neme given to two distinit types of sword. 

)riginally the " rapier " (Fr. rapid's) was a long two-edged and 
)(aimed weapon with a wide cup hilt, used together with the 
lagger in fencing and duelling,chiefly u • thrusting weapon, 
be cut taking a secondary position. This was the typical 
fuelling sword of the r6th and 27th centuries. In the ifith 
entury the "small-sword" took its place; this was a pointed 
veapon only, the " cnt " having entirely dropped out, and the 
Jagger being discarded. The word rapier is of doubtful origin. 
3u Cange (Glossarinnt, s.r. " Rapparia ") quotes an example 
if the word used as an adjective to qualify espte as early as 
:474, and gives as a conjectural destination Gr. Pazifsiv ■ Lat. 
sodere, to cut Skeet (Eons Diet., Two) follows the suggestion 
if Diet that rapitre is from rasinlre, a rasper or poker, and was 

name given in contempt by the old cut-and-thrust fencers to the 
sew weapon. Spanish has raspadera, a raker, and there are 
levers] r6th and 17th century quotations alluding to the con-
empt with which the rapier was greeted, and to its Spanish 
wigin (see FENCING and Swoon). 

RAPIN, PAUL DE (1661-1725), sieur of Thoyras, French 
historian, was the son of Jacques de Rapin, awes at Castres 
:Tarn), where he was born on the 25th of March 2662. He 
ens educated at the Protestant academy of Saumur, and in 1679 
...ecanie an advocate, but soon afterwards entered the army. 
The revocation of the Edict of Nantes in :685, and the death of 
Sis father led him to come to England; but, unable to find 
employment there, he crossed to Holland and enlisted in the 
:ompany of French volunteers at Utrecht commanded by 
Daniel de Rapin, his cousin-german. He accompanied the 
prince of Orange to England in 2688, and during the Irish 
campaign be took part in the siege of Carrickfergus and-the 
battle of the Boyne, and was wounded at the battle of Limerick. 
Soon afterwards he was promoted captain; but in 1693 he 
resigned in order to become tutor to the earl of Portland's son. 
Atter travelling with his charge, he settled with his family in 
Holland, first at the Hager, then, for economy's•seke, et Wesel, 
in :707, where he began his great work, L'llistoire d'Angleterre. 
Though he was of a strong constitution, the seventeen years' 
application ruined his health. lie died in 1725. 

Rapin was also the author of a Dissertation nu les Whigs a les 
Tool (57,7). d'ilnikierrs, embracing the period from 
the invasion of the Romans to the death of Charles I., was Fisted 
at the Hague in 1724 in 8 vols. It was translated into English 
and improved with notes by Tindal, in a vols. (040.1723-3i. Rapin's 
history of England was almost the ouly one available in France in 
the first half of the 18th century. 

RAPOPORT, SAMUEL JUDAH Log (179o-667), Jewish 
scholar, was born at Lemberg In 7790. After various experiences 
in business, Rapoport became successively rabbi of Tarnopol 
(18.57) and of Prague (1844 He was one of the founders of the 
new learning in Judaism. His chief work was the first part of 
an (unfinished) encyclopaedia (' Erekh Millis, 1852). Equally 
notable were his biographies of the G1011, Saadiah, Nathan 
author of the Arnhis, the Gaon Hai, Eleazar Lahr and others. 
He died at Prague in v367. (L A.) 

RAPPAREE, properly a short pike (Irish refrain.); the term 
being hence applied hi the war in Ireland from 1688-92 to the 
Irish irregular soldiers armed with this weapon. It Ow; 
became synonymous with robber or freebooter, and in 1707 
appears in the title of an act (6 Anne, cap. It)" for the more 
effectual suppression of . . . robbers and rapparees." 

RAPPOLTSIVELLER (French Ribontaille), a town of Germany, 
in the imperial province of Alsace-Lorraine. Pop. (190S) 59 86. 
It lies at the entrance of the valley of the Strengbach, under 
the eastern slope of the Vosges mountains, 33 m. S.W. of Strass-
burg on the railway to Basel, being connected with its station 
on that line, al m. distant, by a trunaray. It is in part sur-
rounded by ancient walls, and has many picturesque medieval 
houses, and two old churches, of St Gregory and St Augustine, 
both fine Gothic buildings. The town ball contains a valuable 
collection of antiquities. The Carolabad, • saline spring with 
a temperature of 65. F., which had a great repute in the middle 
ages, was rediscovered In 088, and made Rappolunreilet a  

watering-place. The Industries Include the spinning and 
weaving of cotton and wool, printing, dyeing and tanning, 
while there is a brisk trade in wine. 

Rappoltsweger known in the 8th century as Rathaidovibus, 
passed from the {bishops of and to the lords of Rappoltsteln, 
who were among the most famous nobles in Alsace. The lord 
of Rappokatein was the king or protector of the wandering 
minstrels of the land, who purchased his protection by paying 
hint a tax. When the family became extinct in 1673. this 
office of king of the pipers (Pfeil:latterly) passed to the counts 
palatine of Zwaibrikken-Birkenfeld. The minstrels had a 
pilgrimage chapel near Rappoksweger, dedicated to their 
patron saint, Maria von Dusenbach, and here they held ea 
annual feast on the Sib of September. Near the town are the 
ruins el three famous castles, Ulricbsburg, Girsberg and Hob-
rappoltatein, which formerly belonged to the lords of Rappolt-
stein. 

See Bernhard, Recherches sus ilistoire de In rilk de Rappolts. 
seas (Colmar, 18118); and Kobe, Ratotiollssreilss, dar Carbni 
said Unitas's% (Strasburg, 1905). For the lords of Rappoltstein, 
see Brieger, Du Harschafi Ropp4ssteirs (Strasburg, 1907). 

RARE EARTHS, In chemistry, the name given to a group 
of oxides of certain metals. which occur in dose association 
in some very rare minerals. Although these metals resemble 
ea& other in their chemical relationships, it is convenient to 
subdivide them into three groups: the cerium, terbium and 
ytterbium groups. The first includes scandium (Se, 441.0, 
yttrium (Y, lip-o), lanthanum (La, Lu•o), cerium (Ce, t.to•rs), 
praseodymium (Pr, 14o-6), neodymium (Nd, 144.3), and sam-
arium (Sa, 130,0; the second includes europium (Eu, 15240, 
gadolinium (Gd. 157.3), and terbium (Tb, 150.2); and the third 
includes dysprosium (Dy, 162.5), holmium (Ho, ?) erbium 
(Er, 167.4), thulium (Tm, 168.3), ytterbium or neoytterbium 
(Yb, x72.0), and lutecium (Lu, 174•o); the letters and numbers 
in the brackets are the symbols and atomic weights (inter-
national). Although very rare, a large number of minerals 
contain these metals; they are chiefly found in Scandinavia, 
parts of the Urals, America and Australia, generally associated 
with Aulieen and eruptive rocks, and more rarely with sedi-
mentary deposits. They are usually silicates, but many 
complex tantalates, niobates, phosphates, umnates and fluorides 
occur. The chief mineral species are monazite, a phosphate 
of the cerium metals, containing thorium (this mineral supplies 
the aria and thoria employed in making incandescent gas 
mantles); cerite, a hydrated silicate of calcium and the cerium 
metals; gadolinite, a silicate of beryllium, iron, and the 
yttrium metals; samarksite, a niobate and tantalate of both 
the cerium and yttrium metals, with uranium, iron, calcium, 
etc.; and keillranite, a titanosilkate of yttrium, iron, calcium 
and aluminium; other species are fergusonite, orthite, aeschy-
nite, eunnite and thorianite. 

The chemistry of this group may be regarded as beginning 
with Cronstedt's description of the mineral cerite from Bastnalls 
in 775r, and the incorrect analyses published by T. 0. Bergman 
and Don Fausto d'Elhuyar in 2784. Ten years later Gadolin 
investigated the mineral subsequently named gadolinite, which 
had been found at Ytterby in 1788 by Arrhenius. This dis-
covery of a new earth was confirmed by A. G. Ekeberg in 7799, 
who named the base ytnia. Cerite was examined simultane-
ously by Khproth in Germany and by Berzellus 'and Hisinger 
in Sweden; and a new base was discovered In x8o3 which the 
Swedish chemists named eerie. Both these oxides have proved 
to be mixtures. In 1839 Moaander separated " cede " into true 
eerie and an earth which he termed lanthana (Gr. haselisow, 
to lie hidden), and in 180 be showed that his lanthana con-
tained another base, which he called Myna* (Gr. guilliet, 
twins). This didyrnia was separated in 1879 by Lecoq de Bois-
baudran Into a new base, remade, and a residual rEdymia 
which was shown by Auer von IVelsbach in tigis to consist ci 
a mixture of two bases, praseodidynda and neodidymia• more-
over, earner's was split by Demarcay in :goo into true samaria 
and a new base named europla. In 0143 Mceander also spat 
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yttria into two new bases which he called "erbia" and " terbia," 
and a true yttria, but in 186o N. J. Berlin denied the existence 
of Mosander's "erbia," and gave this name to his "terbia." The 
new erbia has itself proved to be a mixture. Marignac in 1878 
separated an ytterbia which was split by Nilson in 1879 into 
K andla (the metal of which proved to be identical with Mende16- 
eff's predicted eka-boron)and a new ytterbia, which, in turn, was 
separated by Urbain in xgo7 into neoytterbia and lutecia 
(C. A. von Welsbach proposed for these elements the names aide-
barianum and cassiopeium). Berlin's erbia was also examined 
by Soret in x878 and by Cleve in 1879; the new base then 
isolated, Soret's X or Cleve's bolmia, was split •  by Lecoq de 
Boisbaudran in a886 into a true holmia and a new oxide dys-
prosia. The same erbia also yielded another base, thulia, to 
Cleve, in 187o, in addition to true able. The original erbia 
of Maunder was confirmed by M. A. Delafontaine in 1878 and 
renamed terbia; this base was split by Marignac in 1886 into 
gadolinia and true terbia. These relations are schematically 
shown below; the true earths are in italics, mixtures in Roman. 

Cede 

Celia 	Lanthana 

Landow 	Diayinia 

	 11 
Samaria 

Samaria Eutopia Praseodidystia 	Neodigyusia 

Yttria 

Tibia 	Er 	 TerCiia 
(Mosander) 
	

(Mosander) 

Telia 
(ChAdontaine) 
	

(Berlin) 

TabuGalling's; Ytterbia nein 

Scasdia 	Ytterbia 

Nonfterbia Lunde 

Methods of Separalios.—The small proportions in which the 
rare earths occur in the mineral kingdom and the general inter-
mixture of several of them renders their efficient separation 
a matter of much difficulty, which is increased by their striking 
chemical resemblances. While it is impossible to treat the 
separations in detail, a general indication of the procedure may 
be given. The first step is to separate the rare earths from the 
other components of the mineral. For this purpose the mineral 
is evaporated with sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, or fused with 
potassium bisulphate, and the residue extracted with water. 
The solution of chlorides or sulphates thus obtained is treated 
with sulphuretted hydrogen, to remove copper, bismuth and 
molybdenum, and the filtrate, after the ferrous iron has been 
oxidized with chlorine, is precipitated with oxalic acid. The 
oxalates (and also thorium oxalate) may be converted into 
oxides by direct beating, into nitrates by dissolving in nitric 
acid, or into hydroxides by boiling with potash solution. The 
thorium may be removed by treating the nitrate solution with 
hydrogen peroxide, and warming, whereupon it separates as 
thorium peroxide. The next step consists in neutralizing the 
nitric acid solution and then saturating with potassium sulphate. 
Double salts of the general formula RASO,,,h 3K40. are formed, 
of which those of the cerium group are practically insoluble, 
gi the terbium group soluble, and of the ytterbium group very  

soluble.. The sulphates thee obtained may he reeseirseeed 
into oxalates or oxides and the saturation with Volutions 
sulphate repeated. 

To separate the individual metals many different methods been 
been proposed; these, however, depend on two principins, one, on 
the Afferent baricities of the metals, the other, on the Menem 
solubi,ities of their salts. Bahr and Bunsen worked out a prone 
of the first type, which utilized the fractional decomposition of the 
nitrates into oxides on heating. The mixed oxalate' me come use 
into nitrates, which are then mixed with an alkali nitrate to bum 
the melting-point, and the mixture fused. The nitrates decompear 
in order of the basicities of the metals, and after a abort halm the 
residue is extracted with boiling water, and the basic salt yourt 
separates when the solution is cooled is filtered off. This con 
the most 12mitievil seetalitar the filtrate, aloe: caevaporattlon amdt4 

other ilder. A second method, based on 
may 

 same principle. coo-
sists in the fractional precipitation by some base, such as ammcsis, 
soda, potash, aniline, lie. The neutral nitrates are dissolved is 
water, and the base added in each a quantity to peenptate the 
oxides only partially apd very slowlyObviously the farm &pens 
contains the least basic oxide, which by re-solution as nitrate and 
re-precipitation yields a purer product. To the filtrate from the 
first precipitate more of the belie is added, and the snood lees bath 
oxide is thrown down. By repeating the process all the bow an 
be obtained more or less pure. 

Many processes depending upon the different solubiSties damns 
salts have been devised. They consist in forming the desired sat 
end fractionally crystallising. The mother liquor is concethrated 
and orystalfs the crystals being added to the filuste from a so-
crystallisation of the first deposit, These operations are sweated 
after the manner shown in the following scheme,• the letter C 
denotes crystals, the M.L mother liquor, whilst a bracion saes 
mixing before ft...crystallization. 

Original Solution 

M.L 

F-11—TLL C̀ 	M.L F-1-71%. 

ETILL 	 E-1-17,1  1. 

Obviously the fractions contain salts which increase in ads 
bility as one passes from the left to right, and with sullinese 
care and patience this method permits a complete nepenthe. 
The salts which have been used include the sulphatts, ninths, 
chromate., formates, oxalates and malonates. R. J. Meyer ant 
awry,. Chem., 1904, 41, P 97) separates the cerium earths by fel= 
the double potassium carbonates, e.g. IC.C..eACO,),..12H40, 
are soluble in potassium carbonate solution, being precipitated 
in the order lanthanum, praseodymium, cerium and neodymium 
on diluting the solution; C. A. von Welabach (Chess. News.. MK: 
95. p. 10; took off, pp. 221. n7) separates the metals of the 
ytterbium group by converting the basic nitrates into double 
am:or-num oxalates and fractionating; C. James (aid., snot cis 
p. 	; 1908, 97,  pp. 6t, 205) formed the oxalates of the 'retsina 
earths and dissolved them in dilate ammonia saturated web 
ammonium carbonate; by boiling this solution the earths am 
precipitated in the order yttrium, holmium sad dysprosium, sod 
erbium• he also fractionally crystallized the bromates see, a0 
Jose. Amer. Chem Soc., 1910, 	p.ity, for thulium). 
organic reagents are also employed. Nitish (Jour. Amee.CYM7... 
1904, 26, p. 78o) used meta-mtrobentoic acid: 0. Holrebees veer 
rates neodymium, praseodymium and lanthanum (and also therissal 
with meta-nitrobenzene sulphonIc acid, and ha. investigated WOW 
other organic salts (see Abs. J. C. S., 1907, ilk11. go)), whast 
Erdmann and F. Wirth (Ann., toot, ger, p. 580) employ the 14 
naphthol sulphonates. 

In order to determine whether any chases method for 
these earths is really effective, it is necthary to analyse=bline• 
Lions. For this purpose two processes are available. We 
convert the salt into the oxalate from which the oxide is 
by heating. A weighed quantity of the oxide is now talus ad 
converted into sulphate by evaporating with dilute sulphuric said. 
The sulphate is gently dried until the weight is constant, and Ems 
this weight the equivalent of the earth can be calculated. With 
repeated fractionation is attended by no change is the ethankst 
we may conclude that only one element Is present. This peas' 
however. is only rough, for the elements with which we are denim 
have very close equivalents. A more exact method employs the 

Sore s X ErLs 

Holmia 

Hamlet Dyspepsia 

F-1-72.L 
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spectra—meek are, phosphorescence and abeorptisa; the Defame. 
however, cannot in all cues be accepted as contusive, but when 
taken in conjunction with chemical tests it is the most valuable 
method. 

Chemical Relaileas.—The rare earth metals were at first 
regarded as divalent, but determinations of the specific heats 
of cerium by liendelfeff and Hillebrand and of lanthanum and 
didymium by Misbrand pointed to their trivalency; and this 
view now has general acceptance. They are comparatively 
reactive: they burn in air to form oxides of the type MesOs; 
combine directly. with hydrogen at stre-eoo° to form hydrides 
of the formula Mlle or MHs; nitrides of the formula MN are 
formed by passing nitrogen over the oxides mixed with mag-
nesium; whilst carbides of the type MC, are obtained in the 
electrolytic reduction of the oxides with carbon. In addition 
to the oxides 1110e, several, e.g. cerium, terbium and neodymium, 
form oxides of the formula MOs. The sesquioxides are bases 
which form salts and increase in basicity in the order Sc, Yb, 
Tm, Er, Ho, Tb, Gd, Sm, Y, C.e, Nd, Pr, La; the latter hissing 
with water like quicklime. 

The placing of these elements in the periodic table has attracted 
much attention on account of the many difficulties which it 
presaged. The simplest plan of regarding them all as trivalent 
and placing them In the third group is met by the fact that there 
is not room for them. Another scheme scatters them in.the 
order of their atomic weights in the last four groups of the 
system, but grave objections have been urged against this plan. 
A third device places them in one group as a bridge between 
barium and tantalum. This was suggested by Benedick in 
1904 (Zeit. marg. Chcm.,1904, 39, Ft. 41), and adopted in Werner's 
table of sooe (Bm. 38, P- 914), whilst in tsar Bremer (ibid. 32, 
p. 28) placed the group as a bridge on a plane perpendicular to 
the planes containing the other elements, thus expanding the 
table into a three-dimensional figure. The question has also 
been considered by Sr William Crookes (low. Chem. Soc., 1888, 

S3. P- 487: ail, 55, PP- 257 et seq.), whose inquiries led him to 
a new conception of the chemical elements. 

Rarmutscan—For the general chemistry see R. Bohm, Seltnees 
Emits (teoe); Abegg, flamtbaseh der asunanischen °semis 09°6), 
vol. iiL (article by R. T. Meyer); H. Moissan, Trait! do chime 
mindrak (1904), vol. Ili. (article by G. Urban); Roscoe and 
Schorlemmer. Treatsse on Chemistry (1908), vol. ii.; P. E. Browning, 
Introduction to the Rarer Elements (1909); see also A. W. Stewart, 
Recent Advance, in Physical and !sorrow Chemistry (5909). For 
the rare earth minerals see J. srhilling, Dar Vorkommen der schemes 
Erelms ow AlineralrMcke (min). 

RAS, the Arabic for a "had," hence a cape, promontory 
or headland; a common word in place names. 

RASCAL, a term originally used in the sense of a rabble,. 
especially descriptive of camp-followers or the dregs of an 
army, or of the lowest of the people; now only of a single 
person, le the sense of a rogue or knave. The origin of 
O. Fr. rascailk, modern racaille, from which the word came into 
English, is uncertain. The word was early used, in bunting, 
for the weaker or poorer male deer of a herd; the word has 
been connected with 0.Fr. raider, mod. racier, to scrape, rake, 
in the sense of the off-scourings of the herd. 

RAIRIAI (rosy-r174), Jewish scholar, so called from the 
'nit la's of his full name, RADII SAMIEL nee MEM, was a leading 
member of the French school of Biblical exegesis. He was a 
grandson of Rashi (q.e.), but differed in his method of inter-
lretation. He wrote commentaries on the Pentateuch and 
some other parts of the Scriptures. Rashbam adopts a natural 
as distinct from a homiletical and traditional) method; thus 

'in agreement with the modern school) Rashbam (on Gen. i. e) 
naintained that the day began at dawn and not from the 
irevious sunset (as later Jewish custom assumed). Another 
'arnous interpretation was Rashbam's view that the much 
fisputed phrase in Gen. *fix. to must be rendered "Until he 
-orneth to Shiloh," and refers to the division of the kingdom 
if Judah alter Solomon's death. itashbam's notes on the 
Bible are remarkable for brevity, but when he comments on 
he Talmud—he wrote explanations on several tracts—he is 
groan, noted for prolixity. 0. A.) 

RAUH (swear toe), Jewish scholar. RABBI Sornuon 
Inuot (son of Isaac), usually cited as Rashi from the initials 
of those words, was born at Troyes in tom and died in the 
same town in nos. Legends concerning him are many. Isaac's 
wife, shortly before the birth of their famous son, was walking 
one day down a narrow street. in Worms, when two vehicles 
moving in opposite directions seemed about to crush her. 
As she leant hopelessly against a wall, it miraculously fell in-
wards to make a niche for bet. So with his education. Legend 
sends the student to southern France, and even on a tout 
of the world. At an inn in the Orient he cured a sick monk, 
who later on, as bishop of amine, returned the kindness by 
saving the Jews from massacre. In fact, Rash' never went 
farther than from the Seine to the Rhine; the utmost limit 
of his travels were the academies of Lorraine. Situated between 
France and Germany, Lorraine was more French than German, 
and French was the common language of Jew and Christian. 
This is shown by the glosses in Rashi's works, almost invariably 
in French. He seems to have passed the decade beginning 
with toes in Worms, where the niche referred to above is 
still shown. Within this, it is said, Rashi was wont to teach. 
A small edifice on the east of the synagogue is called the 
" Rashi Chapel," and the " Rashi Chair," raised on three 
steps in the niche, is one of the objects of the pious admiration 
of pilgrims. At Worms Rashi worked under Jacob ben Yager, 
and at Mainz under Isaac ben Judah, perhaps combining at 
the same time the functions of teacher and student. Besides 
the oral tuition that he received, the medieval schools habitu-
ally kept the notes of former teachers. From these Rashi 
learned much, and probably he incorporated some of these 
notes in his own works. In the middle ages there was a com-
munism in learning, but if Rashi used some of the stones quarried 
and drafted by others, it was to his genius that the finished 
edifice was due. 

Rash' was twenty-five years of age when be returned to 
Troyes, which town thenceforward eclipsed the cities of 
Lorraine and became the recognized centre of Jewish learning. 
Rashi acted as rabbi and judge, but received no salary. Not 
till the 14th century were Jewish rabbis paid officials. Rashi 
and his family worked in the vines of Troyes (in the Cham-
pagne); in his letters he describes the structure of the wine-
presses. His learning and character raised him to a position 
of high respect among the Jewrics of Europe, though Spain 
and the East were long outside the range of his influence. 
As was said of him soon after his death: " His lips were the 
seat of wisdom, and thanks to him the Law, which be examined 
and interpreted, has come to life again." His posterity in-
eluded several famous names, those of his grandchildren. 
Rashi had no sons, but his three daughters were women of 
culture, and two of the sons of Jocbebed (see RAMIBAll and Tau). 
ai well as others of his descendants, carried on the family 
tradition for learning, adding lustre to Rashi's fame. The latter 
part of Rashi's life was saddened by the incidents connected 
with the first Crusade. Massimo occurred in the Rhine-
lands. According to legend, Rashi and Godfrey of Bouillon—
of the foremost leaders of the Crusade—were intimate friends. 
Rashi died peacefully in Troyes in floe. 

Rashi was the most conspicuous medieval representative 
of the Jewish spirit. A century later Ifaimonides was to 
give a new turn to Jewish thought, by the assimilation of 
Aristoteliankm with Mosaisrn, but Radii was a traditionalist 
pure and simple. He was in no sense a philosopher, but he 
exemplified in his person and in his works the stored up wisdom 
of the Synagogue. Yet through all that he wrote there runs 
a vein of originality. Besides minor works, such as a recension 
of the Prayer-Book (Sidclar), the Panics and ice-Orals, Rashi 
mote two great commentaries oa which his fame securely 
rests. These were the commentaries on the whole of the 
Hebrew Bible and os about thirty treatises of the Talmud. 
His commentary on the Pentateuch, in particular, has been 
printed in hundreds of editions; it is still to Jews the most 
beloved of all commentaries on the Mosaic boobs. More than a 
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hundred supercommentsries have been written on it. Rashi 
unites homily with grammatical exegesis in a manner which 
explains the charm of the commentary. His influence in 
Christian circles was great, especially because of the use made 
of the commentary by Nicolaus de Lyra (q.v.), who in his turn 
was one of the main sources of Luther's version. Even more 
important was Rashi's commentary on the Talmud, which 
became so acknowledged as the definitive interpretation that 
Rashi is cited simply under the epithet of " the Commentator." 
It is no exaggeration to assert that the modem world owes its 
power to understand the Talmud to Rashi. In this field 
the " Commentator " is supreme. He practically edited the 
text of the Talmud besides explaining it, and the Talmud is 
never printed without Rashi's commentary on the margin. 
An important feature of Rashi's commentaries is the frequency 
of French translations of words. These glosses (lo'axins) have 
now' been in part edited from the manuscripts of the late Arsene 
Darmesteter. 

BIBLIOGRAIMY M . Liber, Rarki (1906), published as a mem rial 
of Rashi on the Booth anniversary of his dcat h. Rashi's comment try 
on the Bible has been translated into Latin by Brcithaupt (171°- 
1714); and into German (Pentateuch) by Dukes (1833-382 and 
others. The foundation of recent investigation into Rashi s life 
is Zunz's Salomon b. Isaac (1823), to which I. H. Weiss added much 
in his (Hebrew) biography (in Bet Talmud ii., Nos. s-lo. See also 
Graetz, History of the Jews (Engl. trans., vol. iii. ch . ix.). A 
critical edition of Rashi's Pentateuch commentary was published 
by A Berliner (2trd ed., 1905). (I. A.) 

RASEITRAKIITA, an Indian dynasty which ruled in the 
Deccan (q.t.) from about A.D. 750 to 973. The Rashtrakuta 
or Ratta clan are supposed to have held power during the 
historical blank before the 6th century; but they came to the 
front in A.D. 75o, when Dantidurga overthrew the Chalukya 
dynasty and made himself ruler of the Deccan. He was 
succeeded by his uncle Krishna I. (c. 76o), who completed his 
conquests, and whose reign is memorable for the execution of 
the Kailasa, the rock-cut temple at Elora. His grandson 
Govinda III. (78o-815) extended the power of the family from 
the Vindhya Mountains and Malwa on the north to Kanchi on 
the south. The next king, Amogavarsha, reigned for sixty-two 
years. The reign of Krishna III. was remarkable for a war 
with the Cholas, in which the Chola king was killed on the 
field of battle in 949. The last of the Rashtrakuta kings was 
Barka IL, who was overthrown by the Chalukyas in 973• 

See R. G. Bhandaricar, Leidy History 4 the Deccan (Bombay, 
5884). 

BASK, RASMUS CHRISTIAN (5787-1832), Danish scholar 
and philologist, was born at Brindekilde in the island of Fitnen 
or Fyen in Denmark in 1787. He studied at the university of 
Copenhagen, and at once showed remarkable talent for the 
acquisition of languages. In 18o8 he was appointed assistant 
keeper of the university library, and some years afterwards 
professor of literary history. In 18t t be published, in Danish, 
his Introduction to the Grammar of the Icelandic and other Ancient 
Northern Languages, from printed and MS. materials accumu-
lated by his predecessors in the same field of research. The 
reputation which Rask thus acquired recommended him to 
the Arni-hiagnaean Institution, by which he was employed 
as editor of the Icelandic Lexicon (5854) of Bjdrn Haldorson, 
which had long remained in manuscript. Rask visited Iceland, 
where he remained from sills to 11315, mastering the language 
and familiarizing himself with the literature, manners and 
customs of the natives. To the interest with which they in-
spired him may probably be attributed the establishment at 
Copenhagen, early in 1816, of the Icelandic literary Society, 
of which be was the first president. 

In October 1816 'task left Denmark on a literary expedition, 
at the cost of the king, to prosecute inquiries into the languages 
of the East, and collect manuscripts for the university library 
at Copenhagen. He proceeded first to Sweden, where he 
remained two years, in the course of which he made an excursion 
Into Finland to study the language. Here he published, in 
Swedish, his Anglo-Saxon Grammar in 5817. In 1458 there  

appeared at Copenhagen, in Danish, an &toy on the Orden di 
Ike Ancient Scandinavia', or Iceiandis Teem, hs which he 
traced the affinity of that idiom to the other European lan-
guages, particularly Latin and Greek. In the same year he 
brought out the first complete editions of Snorro's Edda and 
Saemund's Edda, in the original tat, along with Swedish 
translations of both Eddas. From Stockholm be went to 
1819 to St Petersburg, where be wrote, in German, a papa as 
" The Languages and Literature of Norway, Iceland, Sweden 
and Finland," in the sixth number of the Vienna Jeskrandar 
From Russia he proceeded through Tartary into Persia, and 
resided for some time at Tabriz, Teheran, Perinea& and 
Shiraz. In about six weeks he made himself sufficiently mason 
of Persian to be able to converse freely. In tflao he embsoked 
at Bushire for Bombay; and daring his residence there he 
wrote, in English, " A Dissertation on the Authenticity of On 
Zend Language" (Trans, Lit. Soc. of Bombay, vol. ill-, re-
printed with corrections and additions in Trans. IL As 
Soc.). From Bombay be proceeded through India to Ceylon, 
where he arrived in 1822, and soon afterwards wrote, in English, 
" A Dissertation respecting the best Method of expressing the 
Sounds of the Indian Languages in European Characters," 
in the Transactions of the Literary and A grietataral Society of 
Colombo. Rask returned to Copenhagen in May 1823, &iamb* 
a censiderable . number of Oriental manuscripts, Persian, Lad 
Pali, Sinhalese and others, with which he enriched the roam 
tions of the Danish capital. He died at Copenhagen on the 
14th of November 1133e. 

During the period between his return from the East and his 
death Rask published in his native language a Spanish Gramensw 
(182 4) , a FM* Gramma r (1825), an EISIZ on Dania Ortiornosa 
(1826 a Treatise respecting the Autism Egyptian Chrossolary and 
an Italia,. Grammar, (18.27), and the ANC WM Jewish ClsroaMm, 
pervious to Moses (1828). He also edited an edition of Schneider 
Danish Grammar for the use of Englishmen ( 1830), and superinteeelet 
the English translation of his Anglo-Salmi GraMaide by 
(I810). He was the first to point out the connexion betweisaMIT 
ancient Northern and Gothic on the one hand, and the Lianas:alas 
Sclavonic, Greek and Latin on the other. and he also donne" 
credit for having had the original ides of " Grimm'a Law "" foe tar 
transmutation Of consonants in the transition from the old Ink" 
European languages to Teutonic, although be only coaroand 
Teutonic and Greek. Sanskrit being at the time unknown to tars. 
In OW he was master of no less than twenty-five languages and 
dialects. and is stated to have studied twice as many. His nurser 
philological manuscripts were transferred to the king's Sbrary at 
Copenhagen. Risk's Anglo-Saxon, Danish and Icelorsdie Grumman 
were brought out in English editions by Thorpe, Repp and Daum 
respectively. 

RASPBERRY. known botanically as Rabat Idatas (nat. art 
Rosaceae, q.v.), a fruit-bush found wild in Great Britain ani is 
woods throughout Europe, North Africa and in north and wet 
Asia. The raspberry was known to classic writers, and k 
mentioned by Pliny as one of the wild brambles known to the 
Greeks as Idea, from hit. Ida in Asia Minor on which it gaze. 
Parkinson (Poradi4str, thro) speaks of red, white and thoraces 
varieties as suitable for the English climate, and Gerarde 
(Herbal, 1597) figures and describes the Rasp's or Frambeise 
bush as one of the four kinds of bramble. It is propagand 
from suckers, which may be taken off the patent stasis is 
October, and planted in rows s or 6 ft. apart, and at 3 ft. amulet 
in the rows. It is the habit of the plant to throw up from the 
root every year a number of shoots or canes, which bear feat 
41 the subsequent year, and dies decay. In dressing the plants. 
which is done immediately after the crop is gathered, all these 
exhausted stems are cut away, and of the young cases ally 
three or four of the strongest arc left, which are shortened about 
a third. The stems, being too weak to stand by themselves, 
are sometimes connected together by the points in the Form ci 
arches, or a stake is driven in midway between the plants, and 
hall the canes arc bent one way and half the other, both being 
tied to the stake- Sometimes they are tied upright to stakes 
fixed to each stool. The best support, however, is obtained 
by fastening the points of the shoots to a slight horiaomal 
rail or bar, placed a foot and a half on the south side of the soma 
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ay which means the beating shoots are deflected from the per-
sandlot's, to the sunny side of the row, and are not shaded by 
he annual wood. When this mode of training is adopted, the 
'Ian of planting t foot apart in the row and leaving one or two 
mews only to each shoot is preferable. The ground between 
.be rows should never be disturbed by deep digging; but an 
abundant supply of good manure should be given annually in 
autumn as a dressing, which should be forked in regularly to a 
iepth of 4 or s inches. MI surplus suckers should be got away 
early in the summer before they have robbed the roots—five or 
Aix. to be reduced to the four best, being reserved to each root 
Fresh plantations of raspberries should be made every six or 
!IleVert years. The double-bearing varieties, which continue to fruit 
during autumn, require light soils and warm situations. These 
should be cut close down in February, as it is the strong young 
alums of the current year which bear the late autumnal crops. 
The other varieties may be made to bear in autumn by cutting 
the stems half-way down at an early period in spring; but, as 
with aU other fruits, the flavour of the raspberry is best when 
It is allowed to ripen at its natural season. 

The following are some of the finer sorts row in cultivation:— 
Bariefoth's Seedhat —a large summer-bearing red. 
Careor's Preisfic--. lane summer-baring red. 
Fos*, or Fay--a large suremer-bearing red. 
M•Larea's Prolnit—a large double-beanng red. 
Nertasosoolnail Filibasikehe large summer red. 
October Red—a fine autumn-beating red. 
October Yellow—a fine autumn-bearing yellow. 
Preece of Wales—a large summer-bearing red. 
Red Asnrerp—a large summer-bearing red. 

Victoria--a large autumn-bearing red. 
Round Asewerp--a large summer-bearing red. 
Scraper Fadeits—an excellent bright red variety; heavy cropper. 
Superlative—fruits rich red; perhaps the beet raspberry In 

cultivation. 
Sweet Yellow A erwerp—sa large summeeteming yellow. 

' The European raspberry, though admittedly of better qualky, 
has been largely displaced in the United States of America by 
a closely allied native species, R. stripped, thesumerots vadeties 
of which are hardier than the varieties of the European species 

r and ripen their crop much more rapidly. The stems are more 
' slender and flexible than in R. Idaass, usually brown or reddials-
, brown in colour and beset with stiff straight prickles. Ths 

most important raspberry of cultivation in America is R. occi. 
dastedis, the black raspberry or thimbleberry, which is at once 
distinguished by its firm black, rarely yellow. fruit. The purple-
Cabe raspberry, R. neglects:, with fruit varying in colour item 
dull purple to dark red or sometimes yellowish, is perhaps a 
hybrid between R. Seisms and IL esuidestatis. 

For a detailed account of the American specks of Radius see 
F. W. Card. Bare-frirels (18911). 

The Loganberry is a hybrid between the raspberry (Rebus 
amid and the blackberry or bramble (R. frutiamos), and 
drives its name from its raiser, Judge Logan of the American 
Bar. It is a strong-growing plant, partaking more of the habit 
of the blackberry than the raspberry, and making shoots often 
so to is ft, long in the course of the year. These bear leaves 
with 5 leaflets, and fruit the following year. The fruiting shoots 
have leaves with only 3  leaflets; but young and old stem are 
densely covered with sharp crimson prickles. The fruits are 
borne profusely in loose trusses, and are ripe in southern 
localities in July, and about early August in northern parts. 
They are at first reddish like raspberries in a half-ripened state, 
but when fully ripe are deepparish red, and much more 
palatable, each fruit being about in- long, and shaped like 
a raspberry. 

The Lonanherry flourishes in heavy loamy soll. and le a add 
plant for old knees or trellises, or even In waste Oam. where it is 
fully exposed to the sunshine. The old fruiting shoots should be 
cut away each winter, and in the spring the young shoots should 
have a foot or two taken off the ends, to induce the better and riper  
buds lower dove to throw masses of white flowers. to be succeeded 
hi doe course by the Intim Propagation is by means of sockets 
boas the ban. 
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RUM RUDOLF nial (1737-1794), the original author 
of the Adventures of Baron Mossultatuen (see MUNCHAUSEN), 
was born in Hanover in 1737, and studied at Gottingen and 
Leipzig. In 1762 be became a clerk in the university library 
at Hanover, and in 1764 secretary to the university library at 
Gottingen. He had become known as a versatile scholar and 
a student of natural history and antiquities, and he published 
some original poems and also translations, among the latter 
of Leibilsx's philosophical works and of Ossian's poems; he 
also wrote a treatise on Percy's Rdigses. In 1767 he was 
appointed professor in Cassel, and subsequently librarian. 
He contributed in :769 a zoological paper to the 59th volume 
of the Phitoropkkal Transactions, which led to his being selected 
an honorary member of the Royal Society in London, and he 
wrote voluminously on all sorts of subjects. In 1774 he started 
a periodical called the Cassel Spectator. But having gone to 
Italy in 577$ to buy curios for the landgrave of Hesse, to whom 
he was keeper of the gems, be was found to have sold tbe land-
grave's valuables for his own profit; and, on orders being issued 
for his arrest, he decamped to England. In London he employed 
his knowledge of English and his learning to secure a living 
by publishing books on various subjects, and English transla-
tions of German works, and there are allusions to him as " a 
Dutch savant " in 2780 in the writings of Horace Walpole, 
who gave him money and helped him to publish an Esrey on 
the Origin of Oil-pointing 0780. But he remained poor, and 
the Royal Society expunged his name off its list. He went to 
Cornwall In 1782, and till about 1788 was assay-master and 
storekeeper at the Dolcoath mine, where memories of his 
ingenuity remained to the middle of the 19th century. While 
there, he seems to have written the original version of Mun-
ches/ex, which was subsequently elaborated by others. Be-
tween 1785 and 1790 he compiled a descriptive catalogue of 
James Task's collection of pastes and casts of gems, in two 
quarto volumes (179,) of laborious industry and bibliographical 
rarity. Raspe then went to Scotland, and in Caithness found 
a patron in Sir John Sinclair of Ulbater, whose mineralogical 
proclivities he proceeded to impose upon by pretending to 
discover valuable and workable veins on his estates; but 
Respe had salted " the ground himself, and on the verge of 
exposure he absconded. He next betook himself to Ireland, 
but died at Mucking. in 1794, when he was only beginning some 
mining operations in Donegal. His career is interesting because 
of his connexion with the famous book of stories of Baron 
Munchausen (q.t.). His authorship was not known in his 
lifetime, except to his friend Gottfried August Burger and 
possibly a few of his other intimates (such as Elsner and 
Lichtenberg) in his student days at Gottingen; and It was 
not till 1824 that the biographer of Burger (who had been 
credited with writing Alumnae:en instead of only translating 
it, as he did in 1786) revealed the truth about the book. 

AMMAN, HORMU711 (1826-19to), Assyriologist and traveller, 
was born at Mosul of native Christian parents. His first work 
was done as assistant to Sir A. H. Layard in his first expedition 
(1845-47). He subsequently came to England, studied at 
Oxford, and was again sent by the British Museum trustees to 
accompany Layard In his second expedition (1849-5t). Layard 
having entered upon a political career, Rassam continued the 
work (1852--54) in Assyria under the direction of the British 
Museum and Sir Henry Rawlinson at Nimrod and kuyunjik. 
In 1866 he was sent by the British govermnent to Abyssinia, 
where, however, he was imprisoned for two years until freed 
by the victory of Sir Robert Napier. From 1876 to 1882 he 
was again in Assyria conducting important investigations, 
especially at Nineveh, and during the Russo-Turkish War he 
was sent on a mission of Inquiry to report on the condition of 
the Christian communities of Asia Minor and Armenia. His 
archaeological work resulted in many important discoveries 
and the collection of valuable epigraphical evidence. 

See The Tines. Sept. 57. 5910. 
RAIITATf, a town of Germany, in the grand duchy of Baden, 

on the Mug, m. above its junction with the Rhine sad is m. 
2e 
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by rail S.W. of Karlsruhe. Pop. (ages) 14,04. The old 
palace of the margraves of Baden, a large Renaissance edifice 
in red sandstone, is now partly used for military purposes and 
contains a collection of pictures, antiquities and trophies from 
the Turkish wars. The chief manufactures are stoves, beer 
and tobacco. Until the end of the 17th century Rastatt was 
unimportant, but after its destruction by the French in 1689 
it was rebuilt on a larger scale by Louis William, tnargrave of 
Haden, the imperial general in the Turkish wars. It was then 
the residence of the margraves until 1771. The Baden revolu-
tion of 1849 began with a muti ,, y of soldiers at Rastatt in May 
1849, and ended here a few v., s later with the capture of the 
town by the Prussians. For me years Rastatt was one of 
the strongest fortresses of the German empire, but its 

were 	 1390. 
See Schuster, Rasta, die ehemolige badische Resides: send Bundes-

ifilloge (Lahr, 1902); and Lederle, Rattail sad seine Unigebsing 
(Rastatt, 1905). 

Rastatt has been the scene of two congresses. At the first 
congress, which was opened in November 1713, negotiations 
were carried on between France and Austria for the purpose 
of ending the war of the Spanish succession. These culminated 
in the treaty of Rastatt signed on the 7th of March 1714. The 
second congress, which was opened in DeceMber 1797, was 
intended to rearrange the map of Germany by providing com-
pensation for those princes whose lands on the left bank of the 
Rhine had been seized by France. It had no result, however, 
as it was ended by the outbreak of the European war, but it 
had a sequel of some interest. As the three French repre-
sentatives were leaving the town in April 1799 they were 
waylaid, and two of them were assassinated by some Hungarian 
soldiers. The origin of this outrage remains shrouded in 
mystery, but the balance of evidence seems to show that the 
Austrian authorities had commanded their men to seize the 
papers of the French plenipotentiaries in order to avoid damag-
ing disclosures about Austria's designs on Bavaria, and that 
the soldiers had .exceeded their instructions. On the other 
hand, some authorities think that the deed was the work of 
French emigrants, or of the party in France in favour of war. 

For fuller particulars of the two sides of this controversy,  see 
K. Mendelss■bn-Bartholdy, Per Raseadeer Gesandienstord (Heidel-
berg, 1869); J. A. Freiherr von Helfert, Der &treadle. Gesandeen-
word (Vienna 1874); Bahtlingk, Napalm* and der Rastadter Gesand. 
remnant (Leipeig. 1883); and Zuns Rastadeer Gesandienmord (Heidel-
berg, 1895); H. Huffer, Der Rastadkr Gesandtemmord (Bonn, 
1896); and H. von Sybel, in Band 39 of the Ifistorische Zeilschrife. 

RASTELL (or RASTALL), JOHN (d. 1536), English printer 
and author, was born in London towards the end of the 15th 
century. Ho is vaguely reported by Anthony I Wood to have 
been "educated for a time in grammaticah and philosophicals " 
at Oxford. He became a member of Lincoln's Inn, and 
practised successfully as a barrister. He was also M.P. for 
Dunheved, Cornwall, from 1529 to the time of his death. He 
began his printing business some time before 25t6, for in his 
preface to the undated Likr Assisarsen be announced the 
forthcoming publication of Sir A. Fitzherbert's Abbreviamenkm: 
librorum legion Anglorum, dated 1516. Among the works 
issued from the " sygne of the meremayd at Powlysgate," 
where be lived and worked from 1520 onwards,'are The Mery 
Geslys of the Wydow Edyth (1525), and A Dyaloge of Syr Thomas 
More (1529). The last of his dated publications was Fabyl's 
Ghosle (1533), a poem. In t53o he wrote, in defence of the 
Roman doctrine of Purgatory, A New Bole of Purgatory (1530), 
dialogues on the subject between " Comyngs and Almayn a 
Christen man, and one Gyngemyn a Turke." This was 
answered by John Frith in A Disputation of Purgatorie. Has-
ten replied with an Apology against John FrOh, also answered 
by the latter. Rastell had married Elizabeth, sister of Sir 
Thomas More, with whose Catholic theology and political views 
he was in sympathy. More had begun the controversy with 
John Frith, and Hasten joined him in attacking the Protestant 
writer, who, says Foxe (Actes and Monuments, ed. G. Townsend, 
vol. v. p. 9), did so " overthrow and confound " his adversaries  

that be converted Rastell to his skim Sepainitsd 
Catholic friends, Rastell does not seem to hem hiss 
trusted by the opposite party, for in a letter to Cromwell I 
probably in 1536, be says that he had spent his time is 
ing the king's cause and opposing the pope, with the 
that he had lost both his printing business and his kiil pi 
and was reduced to poverty. He was imprisoned is 
perhaps because he had written against the payment et I 
He probably died in prison, and his will, of which Henry 
had originally been appointed an executor, was we 
the 18th of July 1536. He left two sons: William. a 
below, and John. The Jesuit, John Rastell (it53r-t5m 
has been frequently confounded with him, was no relates. 

Rastell's best-known work is The Pastynee of People. tee 
ales of dykes Realmys and most specially of tU Realm: of i 
0329), a chronicle dealing with English history from eft i 
times to the reign of Richard III., edited by T. F - Dibthe 
His Expositions terminonins letting Anglia( (in French. Lai 
into English, :527; reprinted 1629, 1636.:641. Arc_ as 1,1 
Sr la Ley), and The Abbreekcion of Skinks (1319), of wh.r ,  
editions appeared before t625. are the best known of ha ters:1 

Rage') was also the author of a morality play. A sew 1-1 
and a Mery of rtes tut Elements, written about 1519. taiel 
doubt the " large and ingenious comedy " attributed to 
Wood. The unique copy in the British Museum is harm 
and contains neither the date nor the name of the author. 
fled with John Kasten on the authority of Bale, who a 
Natura Naturak among his works, addling a Lamm vows I 
first line of the piece. This interlude was printed in W. C.0.1 
edition of Dodsley's Old English Plays, by J. O. Hathissell-Fl 
for the Percy Soc. (Early English Poetry, vol. SS. 11101.  
Fischer (Marbeirger Studien sew netlike:en Philotogse. vol. s. 
See also an article on " John Rastell and bin Contenne -I 
in Biblegraphira, vol. II, 437 seq.. by Mr. H. ft. Place-
unearthed in the Record Office an account of a Law-suet 11.4 
in connexion with Rastell's premises at the " Mennsitt. - 

 books issued from his press see a catalogue by R. Precnx. e 
Lists of English Printers (Bibliographical Soc., 18963. 

SMELL, WILLIAM (c. r5o8-1565), English OWe 

judge, son of the preceding, was born in London alto 
At the age of seventeen he went to the univetsity at fel 
but did not take a degree, being probably called home 'a .1 
intend his father's business. The first work which ten-
own Imprint was A Dyaloge of Sir Thomas Mon (11311., re 
of the edition published by his father in ism. He also I.= I 
out a few law-books, some poetry, an edition of h. I 

Crony& (1533), and The Apologye (1533) and Tin Sol 
caeyon of Soulys of his uncle Sir Thomas More. His rho' 
" in Fletestrete in saynt Brydys chyrche yarde." ale WI 
a student at Lincoln's . Inn on lath September r53,, aids 
up the printing business two years tater. In t547 ht ' 
appointed reader. On account of his Catholic comics: . 

 left England for Louvain; but upon the accesdan of II 
he returned, and was made serjeant-at,taw and mac —
Lincoln's Inn in 1555. His patent as judge of the 
Bench was granted on the 27th of October 1558 he 
continued on the bench until 156s. when be retired to Lc," 
without the queen's licence. By virtue of a special oetem 4 

 issued by the barons of the Exchequer on the moue 
inventory of his goods and chattels was taken It fray 1 

 an excellent idea of the modest nature of the law libra "I 
Mating of twenty-four works) and of the ehataberf 
Elizabethan judge (see Law Magenne, February 044 
died at Louvain on the 27th of August 1565. 

It is difficult to distinguish between the books mime I. 
and those by his father. The following are believed to be l• 
Collection of all the Slat Min (1559), A Table eolte eid epss 1e , 

 of Me Kyoga of England( (1561), both frequently IsSWW.td,  
continuations, and A Colleecion of Entrees. of 
(1566), also frequently reprinted. The entries are eat of 
own drawing, but have been selected from printed and  
Now their " pointed brevity and precision " are cotantfh,  
Story. He supplied tables or indexes to several lurten• 
edited La novel mania brevities' de Monsieur Alan. 
(t.S34) and The Worker of Sir T. More en the English Tree , ," 
He is also stated to have written a We of SOT. More, Dat a 
come down to us. 
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NASTENBlIRO. • town of Germany, in the province.  of 

East Prussia, lying in a Bat sandy plain on the Caber, 64 tn. 
S.E. of Konigsberg by the railway to Prostken. Pop. (zoos) 

2,889. Its principal manufactures are flour, sugar, oil, beer 
and machinery. In the vicinity is Larkhof, a celebrated 
establishment for the cure of epileptic diseases. 

See Beeltherrn, MittlinIus 	oar RanntIntris Vergategenhait 
ifftastenburg, 1890: and Sdianer. aroma am Ranstabarg (Baleen-
burg,  2380- 

RAT (a word common to Teat. and Rota. languages; probably 
mat adopted in Teut. ; the ultimate origin is not known; Skeet Sug- 
gests the root rad-, to scratch; d. Gee. Rant, Dan. Falk, Fr. rot, Etc.), 
probably in its original sense the designation of the British rodent 
mammal commonly known as the black rat (Mar reties), but also 
applied indifferently to the brown or Norway rat (M. tiersegicas), 
and in a still wider MAW to all the larger representatives of the 
gems Mar, as to many other members of the family Muddae. 
In fact, as mentioned in the article Mouse, them is no possi- 
bility of defining the term " rat " whew used in a sense other 
than as relating to the two species above mentioned; while 
there is also no hard•and-fast limit between the terms " rats " 
and " mice " when these are likewise employed in their new 
extended sense, " rats " being merely larger " mice, " and 
vice versa. Rats have, however, generally more rows of scales 

on the tail (reaching 
to a to or more) than 
mice, is which the 
number does not 
exceed I80. For the 
distinctive character- 
istics of the family 
Muridae and the 
genus Ma*, to which 
true rats and true 
mice alike belong, see 
Rooeuria. 01 the 
two British species 
the brown, or Nor- 
way rat (M. Nonni- 
cut) is distinguished 
by its large size, 
brownish grey colour, 
short tail and ears, 
stout skull, and the 

possession of from to to 12 teats It is fierce and cunning, 
and easily overcomes all allied spedes with whkh it is 
brought in cont.ict. Its original home would seem to have 
been some part of Central Asia, an indigenous species from 
China, M. Irmarilsatits, being so like it that in all prob- 
ability the latter is the original race from which it has 
sprung. Thence it has spread to all parts of the world, 
driving out the house-haunting species everywhere, as it has 
In England all but exterminated the black rat. The brown 
rat migrated westwards from Central Asia early in the alth 
century. and is believed to have first reached Great Britain 
about try,. Its already evil reputation has been increased 
of late years by the fact that it is one of the chief disseminators 
of bubonic plague. Black phases are not uncommon. The 
black rat (M. reams) ia distinguishable from the brown rat by 
its smaller size, longer ears and tail, and glossy black colour 
It shares the roving habits of the latter, frequenting ships and 
by these means reaching various parts of the world. On this 
account either the typical form or the tropical N. raffia aka- 
andriars is common in many places to which the brown species 
has not yet penetrated, foe instance in South America. This 
long-tailed rat, originally • native of India, would seem to have 
first penetrated to all parts of the world and to have nearly 
or quite exterminated the indigenous rats. After this fol- 
lowed the advance of the more powerful brown rat. The 
black rat frost reached Europe in the rub century; but of 
late years another sad still darker phase of the species, the 
Mack Sea black rat (M. roam sew) made its appearance in 

England. This Isle of Dogs and Yarmouth, in Norfolk, ate 
reported to be the chief of the English strongholds of the black 
rat. Both species agree in their predaceous habits, omnivorous 
diet and great fecundity. They bear, four or five times in the 
year, from four to ten blind and naked young, which are in their 
turn able to breed at an age of about six months; the time of 
gestation being about twenty days. 

See J. G. Mdkis, " The True Position of Mar rattan and its Allies." 
Zoologist, June 1905. (R. L.•) 

ItATAPIA. a liqueur or cordial flavoured with peach or 
cherry kernels, bitter almonds, or other fruits; many difiereat 
varieties ass made. The same name is given to a flavouring 
essence resembling bitter almonds, and also to a light biscuit. 
The word is adapted from the French of the 17th cindery. 
Skeet (Etym. Dick, 191o) quotes es a possible origin a combina-
tion of Malay asaq, snack, and mita, rum. 

RATE, a general term for proportion, standard, allowance, 
tax (Mod. Lat. rata, from pro rata parte, refur being the participle 
of reri, to think, judge). In England the term is specially 
applied to the levying of public money contributions for local 
purposes, as distinguished from the " taxes " raised for what are 
treated as general state purposes. The money required for 
local administration in England is raised (when the ordinary 
revenues are insufficient) by assessments on lands and buildings 
based on their annual rental value. The financial authority 
estimates what additional amount beyond revenue is required 
for the expenses of administration, and levies a rate to meet it. 
The earliest rate levied in England was that for poor relief, and 
of the great variety of rates now-existing, the majority are based 
on the poor rate and levied with it, under the term of precept 
rates. Next to the poor rate came that for highways, and other 
special rates have been authorized from time to time, as for 
police, education, public lighting, cemeteries, libraries, sanitary 
purposes, fic.., To distinguish the rate the name of the pre-
cepting authority is frequently added or the purpose for which 
it is levied specified, as county rate, watch rate, lire. The 
valuation list of a parish is the basis on which the poor rate is 
levied. This valuation list contains the geese estimated rental 
and rateable value of all rateable property in the parish. The 
gross estimated rental is the rent at which a property might 
reasonably be expected to let from year to year, the tenant 
paying tithes, rates and taxes. From this is deducted the 
average annual cost of repairs, insurance and renewals, the 
balance constituting the rateable value. The ratable value 
of the parish being known, so much on each pound of the rateable 
value as will equal the amount required to be raised is levied, 
and is known as the " raw" See further ENGLAND, Local 
GOVerflinfta; TAXA710N. 

Rating, in maritime vocabulary, is the classification of men 
according to rank, and was formerly employed to dam ships of 
a navy according to strength. A sailor is said to be " rated 
A.B.," or in the navy "rated petty officer," " seaman," 
" gunner," and so on. The rating of ships began In the 17th 
century, and was at first done toughly by sise and number of 
crew. Later the rating was by guns. Thus in zyst in the 
British navy there were six rates: tst, too guns; and, 90; 
3rd, yo to So; eth, So to 6n: Slii. 40; and 6th, so. Sleeps, fire-
Mips, bomb-vessels and royal yachts were said to be not rated. 
The classification of ships into six rates, and into rated and 
non-rated dupe, continued during the existence of the old sailing 
fleets, with modifications in detail. The practice of other navies 
was similar to the British. 

RATES, or Hotutv-Bsocia•, the name of certain Indian sad 
African small clumsy-looking creatures of about the site and 
appearance of badgers, representing the genus Mellinara in the 
family Mustelidae (see CARNIVORA). Two species of Tate' 
are commonly recognized, the Indian (11. indica), and the 
African (kr. reed), which ranges over Africa, but • black ratel 
from the Ituri forest has bee separated as M . cotton. Both 
the two former are iron-grey on the upper parts, and black 
below, a style of coloration rare among mammals, as the upper 
side of the body is in the great majority darker than the lower. 
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The body is stout and thickly built; the lem are abort and strong, 
and armed, especially the anterior pair, with long curved daws; 
the tail is short; and the ears are reduced to rudiments. The 
skull is conical, stout and heavy, and the teeth, although 
sharper and less rounded than those of badgers, are less suited 
to a carnivorous diet than those of stoats, weasels and martens. 
The two mach may be distinguished by the fact that the African 
species has a distinct white line round the body at the junction 
of the grey of the upper side with the black of the lower, while 
gm the Indian this line is absent; the teeth also of the former 
are larger, rounder and heavier than those of the latter. The 
two are, however, so nearly allied that they might almost 
be considered geographical races of a single species. Dr T. C. 
Jadoe states that the Indian rates is found throughout the 

whole of India, from toe extreme south to the foot of the 
Himalaya, chiefly in hilly districts, where it has greater facilities 
for constructing the holes and dens in which it lives; but also 
in the north of India in alluvial plains, where the banks of large 
rivers afford equally suitable localities wherein to make its lair. 
It is stated to live usually in pairs, and to eat rats, birds, frogs, 
white ants and various insects, and in the north of India it is 
accused of digging out dead bodies, and several of the native 
names mean " grave-digger. " Dr W. T. Blanford. in the 
Foam of British India, is of opinion that the reproach is without 
foundation. Like its Cape congener it occasionally partakes 
of honey, and is often destructive to poultry. In confinement 
the Indian ratd becomes tame and even playful, displaying a 
habit of tumbling head over heels. (R. L.*) 

RATH, GERHARD VON (183o-z888), German mineralogist, 
was born at Dinsburg in Prussia, on the smith of August 183o. 
He was educated at Cologne, at Bonn University, and finally 
at Berlin, where he graduated Ph.D. in 1853. In 1836 he 
became assistant to Hoggerath in the mineralogical museum 
at Bonn, and succeeded to the directorship In 1872. Mean-
while in 1863 he was appointed extraordinary professor of 
geology, and in 1872 he became professor of geology and miner-
alogy in the university at Bonn. He was distinguished for 
his accurate researches on mineralogy and crystallography; 
be described a gteat many new minerals, some of which were 
discovered by him, and he contributed largely to our know-
ledge of other minerals, notably in an essay on tridymite. He 
travelled much in southern Europe, Palestine and the United 
States, and wrote several essays on petrology, geology and 
physical geography, on earthquakes and on meteorites. He 
died at Coblena on the 23rd of April ANL 

His Included Rio Araribrg wick 
(1871);se&raveWassles"tiireaditsalichas Tied (0173); sad Dora 

holies end Griecheekoul mach dew Makes Lai is 
See Obituary with bibliography by Professor H. lasor-
Sitnosgsberieht des not Vereins der presueisehoic Reerietsask lr 

RATH/MOW, a town of Germany, in the Prussian pee= 
of Brandenburg, on the Havel, 43 in. N. W. of Be dia oa the 2.1 
railway to Hanover. Pop. (IWO 23A9S, including the gum 
The Protestant church of St Mary and St Andrew, Meal 
a basilica, and transformed to the Gothic style is istr,* 
and the Roman Catholic church of St George, are noteer • 
Rathenow is known for Its " Rathenow stones," bricks ma 
of the clay of the Havel, and for its spectacles and mpg, 
instruments, which are exported. 

Rathenow received Its incorporation as a town in ups 
1394 it was taken and partly destroyed by the 11111:11b1664 
Magdeburg. It sawed much from the ravages of the Pr 
Years' War, being occupied in turn by the Sawn ue 
Swedes, from whom in 1675 it was taken by the Brandt:WA 
when most of the garrison were put to the sword. 
19 See Wegener. Dealminliateges der Ste& Reastoor  tr 

131) . 
RATIBOR (Polish Bataan), a town of Germany, 

Prussian province of Silesia, pleasantly situated oa 
bank of the Oder at the point where tbe river becalm 
able, 13 at from the Austrian frontier and 97 m. by rid 
of Breslau, on the main line to Oderberg. Pop. (ton; 
The most prominent buildings are the handsome law-ear. 
Schinkel and the imposing chAteau of the dukes of ltr.:1 
which occupies a commanding position on the right ben ■ 

Oder. The town is the seat of various industries, the a 
products of which are machinery, railway gear, Ma yr 

tobacco, cigars, paper, sugar, furniture and glass To 
carried on in these and in coal, wood and agricultural por.1 
while hemp and vegetables are largely grown in the ernes 

Ratibor, which received municipal privileges in 1::- 
formerly the capital of an independent duchy, ago sq 
extent, which existed from 1288 to 133a, and afterwards p. 
successively into the hands of Austria and Prussia. Is 
a small mediate principality was formed out of the old L-
ot Ratibor and certain ecclesiastical domains, and was 
(erred upon Victor Amadeus, landgrave of Hesse-Rae-
as compensation for some Hessian territory absorbed by 1' 
The title of duke of Ratibor was revived in as for be - 
Prince Victor of Hohenlole-Schillingsffirst (sax S.-1893). 

See A. Welts& Cowhides der Mai end lieerseheft Re& 
Ratibor, 188i). 

RATIONALISM (from Lat. ►alionalis, pertaining to r-% 
ratio), • term employed both in philosophy and in tas 
for any system which sets up human reason as the fuel a' 
and chief source of knowledge. Such systems are ow-
to all doctrines which rest solely or ultimately upon ga-
autbority; the individual must investigate event het 
himself and abandon any position the validity of which ts , 

 be rationally demonstrated. The rationalist spirit ike 
coeval with human evolution; religion itself began • 2  
rational attempt to maintain amicable relations with ire2 0 

 power, and each one of the dead religions succumbed le-
the development of rationalist inquiry into its peewees I 
the term has acquired more special connotations is 
thought. In its commonest use it is applied to all who Jr: 
to accept the authority of the Bible as the MUM& sear 
a divine revelation, and is practically synonymies with'-
thinking. This type of rationalism is based largely epos • 
results of modern historical and archaeological hvartigaz 
The story of the Creation in the book of Genesis is 00  
from the point of view of chronology, to be a poetic or Ray 
account by the discovery of civilizations of much gees 
quity. Again, the study of comparative religion (e. g.  eke s- 
of the Deluge (q.s.), showing as it does that similar a' 
are to be found in primitive literature, both oriental re • - 
has placed the Bible in close relation with other ammo lass 
ture. The Bible, especially the Old Testament, is driers 
even by orthodox Christians from a cakewalks stab011 
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very different from that of the early sad medieval Church. 
Rationalism within the Christian Church differs, however, 
from that which is commonly understood by the term, inas-
much as it accepts as revealed the fundamental facts of its 
creed. Thoroughgoing rationalism, on the other bawd, either 
categorically denies that the supernatural or the infinite—
whether it exist or not—can be the object of human know-
ledge (see Acnicionassi), or else, in the mouth of a single person, 
states that be at least has no such knowledge. In addition 
to the difficulties presented by the Bible as an historical record, 
and the literary problems which textual and other critics have 
investigated, the modern freethinker denim that the Chris-
tianity of the New Testament or its interpretation by modern 
theologians affords a coherent theory of human life and duty. 
Apart from the general use of the terns for a particular attitude 
towards religion, two more technical uses require notice: (i) 
the purely philosophical, (ii) the theologiai/ 
. (i) Philosophical rationalism is that theory of knowledge 
which maintains that reason is • in and by itself a soma of 
knowledge, and that knowledge so derived has superior 
huthority over knowledge acquired through sensation. This 
view is opposed to the various systems which regard the egad 
as a kande tom (blank tablet) in which the outside world as it 
were imptiots itself through the senses. The opposition between 
animalism and sensationalism is, however, rarely so simple 
and direct, inasmuch as many thinkers (e.g. Locke) have ad-
mitted both sensation and reflection. Such philosophies are 
called rationalist or sensationalist according as they lay emphasis 
specially on the function of reason or that of the senses. More 
generally, philosophic rationalism is opposed to empirical 
theories of knowledge, inasmuch as it regards all true know-
ledge as deriving deductively from fundamental elementary 
concepts. This attitude may be studied in Darman, Le:bats 
and Wolff. It is based on Descartes' fundamental principle 
that knowledge must be dear, and seeks to give to philosophy 
the certainty and demonstrative character of mathematics, 
from the a priori principle of which all its claims are derived. 
The attack made by David Hume on the causal relation led 
directly to the new rationalism of Kant, who argued that it 
was wrong to regard thought as mere analysis. A priori 
concepts there are, but if they are to lead to the amplification 
of knowledge, they must be brought into relation with em-
pirical data. 

(ii) The term " rationalism " in the narrow theological 
sense is specially used of the doctrines held by a school of 
German theologians and Biblical scholars which was prominent 
roughly between 1740 and 1836. This rationalism within the 
Church was a theological manifestation of the iatellettual 
movement known as the Enlightenment (Auf kierweg), and 
must be studied in dose connexion with the purely philosophical 
rationalism already discussed. It owed much to the English 
deists, to the Pietistic movement, and to the French *sprits 
forts who had already made a vigorous attack on the super-
natural origin of the Scriptures. The crux of the difficulty 
was the doctrine of the supernatural, the relation between 
revealed and natural religion. The first great rationalist leader 
was J. S. Semler (q a), who held that true religion wrings from 
the individual Boni, and attacked the authority of the Bible in 
a comprehensive wait of critidsm. He ultimately reached a 
point at which the Bible became for him simply owe d many 
indent documents. At the were time he did not impugn the 
authority of the Church, which he regarded as useful in main-
taining emend unity. Among those who followed in Semler's 

tet;L
ee Gartner Ernest/ J. D. Michael* Griesbach, J. G. 

This spirit was exhibited on the philosophical side 
by Kant who in his Die Relieve ihnerkaik der Grams tier 
Wiwi Vents* (1793) set forth his doctrine of rational 
morality ( Vennooftgfoubas) as the only true religion. These 
two great rationalist movements, the critical and the philo-
sophical, ultimately led to, or were accompanied by, the gradual 
reduetko of religion to a system of morals based at the most 
on two or three fundamental religions principles. This is the 

rationslian knows as raimealismos al:ark, the period of 
which is practically from illoo to au. Among its exponents 
were Wegecheider, Braschneider sad H. E. G. Paulus (qq.s.). 
The general attitude of German theology, however, became 
gradually more and more hostile, and the works of Schleier-
samba, though in a sense themselves rationalist, renewed 
the general desire for a positive Christianity. Haft's klulterws 
Rettieints, an exposition of orthodoxy in the light of modern 
development, called forth a final exposition of the rationalist 
patios by .RSbr. From that time the school as such ceased 
to have a real esistence, though the results of its work are 
traceable more or less in all modern Biblical criticism, and its 
influence upon the attitude of modern theologians and Biblical 
aides can scarcely be overestimated. 

See Sendlin. Gesaiiekte des Rotioustisrous (Gottingen, 44); 
Hale, Tiootoziseke &rattan:flea in GSSMAICUI Werke, viii. (1892):. 
Ruckert.. Der Ratioreatismrs 0859); Tholuck, Vorprckichte des 
Rot. 4854-1860 and Gescitickte des Rat (1863): Rnschl, Christ. 
Lebo sea der Rocktfortiseng, de. (t8yo), vol. I.; Bean, R of 
Rationalism (tag). See also histories of philosophy and 
k the reth century, and the valuable article sr. by 0. Kim in 

-Haug-Hauck, Rodeiucyk. xvi. (ism). 

RATIS1010111. IGUIS GUSTAVE FORTUM (z8s7-1oco), 
French man of letters, was born at Strasburg on the 20 ►  of 
July 1827. He studied at the school of his native town end 4t 
the Collage Hear IV. in Paris. He was connected with the 
Journal des Dibets from dig to 476; because. librarian of 
the palace of Fontainebleau in 1875, and three years later to the 
Soma* Louis Ratisbonne's most important work was a verse 
translation of the Dieisto Coseasalia, in which the original Is 
rendered tercet by tercet into French. L'Hafer (ass) was 
crowned by the Academy; Le Pargaisire (1557) and 14 Porous 
Oro) received the xis Beak. He is also the author of some 
charming fables and verses for children: Le Comm/die entrains 
(46o), Las Figures femme (x867) and others. He was literary 
executor of Alfred de Vigny, whose &Wham 0864 and Jeered 
dal; prtles (1867) be published. Ratisbonne died in Paris on 
the uth of September loom 

RATITAI (from Lat. refis, a raft), the name given by B . 

Masao (AM. Ak. Wits., Bann, 1812-1813; Ply& XL, p. eso) to 
the" Bat breasted birds," io opposition to the Cabot**, or those 
which normally possess • keeled sternum. In thus dividing the 
birds into two great equivalent groups, he was followed only 
by C. I. Misch (c829), T. IL Huxley (x867), P. I. &dater 
(188o), A. Newton (1884), R. B. Sharpe (OW), whilst in most 
of the other numerous classifications the Ratitae (viauieusly 
named Struthiones, Camas, Brevipinmss, Pteceres) were 
treated as of much lower rank. 

A diageosis covering all the Ratite. (strottisio, Mee, casweriew, 
*omens, opterys and the allied fossils distrait and etepyrwais) 
would be as follows--(i) terresuial birds without keel to the 
sternum, absolutely flightiest; (ii) quadrats bow with a single 
proximal articulating knob; (iii) coracoid sad scapula fused 
together and forming an open angle; (k) normally without a 
pygostyle; (v) with an incisors isrldadic' a; (vi) rhamphotheca 
compound; (vii) without speak or bare spaces in the plumage; 
(viii) with a complete copulatory organ, moved by skeletal 
muscles. 

The separation of the Ratitae from the other birds, and their 
seemingly fundamental differences, notably the abeam of the 
keel and of the power of flight, induced certain authors to go 
so far as to derive the Ratitae from the Diaessurian reptiles, 
whilst Arckeempleras (q.s.) and the Carinatae were supposed to 
have sprung from some Pterosaurian or similar reptilian stock. 
Such vagaries require no refutation. But it is quite another 
question, whether the " Ratite*" form s natural group. Sir 
R. Owes was the first (Cusp. Asst. ea Ploviel. of Vedanta, 
fi. 1866) to indicate that the various Ratitae might be referable 
to various natural groups of the Cerium. A. W. Forbes 
likewise had doubts about them. B. Lindsay (P. Z. 5, 1885. 
pp. 684-716, pls. Iii.-iv.) Iowa vestiges of a keel in a young 
rhea, and amain in the embryonic ostrich, and she concluded 
that they were descendants of birds which originally possessed 
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the power of flight. This has been settled by M. Fillbringer 
(Utiferracauages ... 0888), and there is now no doubt that 
the absence of the power of flight is a secondary, not primitive, 
feature in the Ratitae as well erg in the flightless bona fide 
Carinatae, e.g. DMus, and penguins. It bad already been 
oaderstood that the various genera of the Ratitse were the 
representatives of so many different groups, each of which 
was at least equivalent to ordinal rank, and that therefore, if 
the Ratitse were still to be considered a natural group, this 
common ancestry must be referred to a remote geological epoch. 
Ffirkinger, however, separated AfenTs with Disgusts from the 
test, combining his " Apteryges " with Crypturi and Galli 
as Alectowtnithes, the latter being practically A. H. Garrod's 
Galliformes, of which his " Struthiones " form part together 
with the Tinamidae or Crypturi. Relationship of this other-
wise typically carinate, neotropical family with the Ratitae 
had already been insisted upon by T. H. Huxley; hence 
his term Drommegnathae for the Crypturi. I. Stejneger 
(Standard Nat. Hist., iv., Boston, 0180 applied this term 
In a new wider sense to all the Ratitae, and recently W. P. 
Pycraft has revived this notion by his division of the 
Neornitbes into Dromaeo- and Neognathae. At any rate we 
begin to see that some of the 'toilette, namely the Itheidaa, may 
'possibly be an early and then much modified offshoot trf•such 
of the Carinatse as are now represented by the Cryptari, 
whilst In another part of the world, and at a much later time, 
kiwis and moss have sprung from a somewhat more Gaffiform 
stock, which points to a descent from a still undivided Galliform-
Tinamiform mass. Further, it is the opinion of competent 
ornithologists that there is affinity of the Australian emeus and 
cassowaries with the New Zealand moss and with the Malagasy 
Aegyornis. Struthio alone still stands aloof, possibly because 
it is the oldest and most specialized form. This genus was 
already typically developed in late Miocene times, and with a 
very wide geographical distribution (see Bran, Fossil), but of 
the affinities of the other mid- and early tertiary flightiest birds 
we know nothing, and it must be emphasized that we should 
probably not be able to classify a truly ancestral Ratite, namely, 
a bird which is still to a certain extent carinate and not 
yet ratite. It is Impossible to give a satisfactory diagnosis of 
such intermediate forms. 

AU the recent Ratitae still possess a considerable number of 
rather primitive characters, e.g. they are typically nidifugous; 
the simple structure of their neossopties; quintocubital; 
compound rhamphotbeca; holorhinal naves imperviae; basi-
pterygoid processes; simple articular facet of the quadrate; 
configuration of the palatal bones, including the large vernier; 
patios ischiadica; simple hypotarsus; the thigh muscles; 
the copulatory organ. 

We restrict the origin of the Retitae to that great branch of 
still primitive Carinatae which, after separation of the Ratitae, 
has further developed into the legion of the Alectoromorphae, 
notably Timm'. and Galliformes, together with still low Grui-
formes (see Bum, Classification). From such a unfit indite:- 
Mese woks, after it had attained an almost world-wide dis-
tribution, have arisen the various Ratios, independently at 
various epoch and in various countries. Most of them are 
now restricted to widely separated countries of the southern 
hemisphere. Although less of flight (correlated with more or 
less reduction of the wings and the sternal keel, and often com-
pensated by stronger hind limbs) has occurred, and is still taking 
place in various groups of birds, it is quite impossible that a new 
Ratite can still come into existence, became the' necureary 
primitive substratum, whence arose the true Ratites, is no 
longer available. Consequently we are justified in retaining 

Rather " in our classification, although they are a hetero-
geneous, not strictly monophyktk, assembly. (H. F. G.) 

Van (RATOM1011). INILFGANG (1371-1635), German 
educationist, was been at Milner, Holstein, on the slith of 
October Ism and educated at the university of Rostock. 
His system of education was hated upon Bacon's philosophy, 
the peinci3de being that of " proceeding from this/ to tams,"  

from the particular' td the general, and front the feather tomes 
to foreign languages: In 164 he opened schools at Augsburg 
and elsewhere, but at Kathen &Modeles with the clergy led to 
his Imprisonment for eight months, and after starting another 
school at Magdeburg in a6o which failed, be became a wanderer 
and died at Erfurt on the 27th of April 1635. Hb ideas were 
far in advance of his time, but be lacked executive ability. 

RATLAM (or Rortue), a nativ4 state of central India, In the 
Maiwa agency. Area, am sq. m. Its territory is dowdy 
interlaced with that of Sailana. It is bold as tributary to 
Sindbia; but In tate an arrangement was made by which 
Siadhia engaged never to send any troops Into the country es-
te interfere with the internal administration, sod in 061 the 
tribute was assigned to the'Britisb government in part payment 
of the Gwalior contingent. The population in IOW was 83,773, 
showing a decrease of 6% in the decade; estimated revenue, 
L34,000; tribute, Lam. The chief, whose title is raja, is a 
Rahtor Rajput of the jodhpur family. The clad Su4jen 
Singh succeeded in taw, and attained full powers In site& The 
town of Ratlam is 1577 ft. above sea-level. Pop. (tint) 364E:- 
It is a junction on the Itajputana-Mabm railway, and an 
important centre of trade, especially in opium. 

RATMAGIRI, a town and district of British India, in the 
southern division of Bombay; The town is on the SOICOOIL 
r36 m. S. of Bombay. Pop. (spot) rang+ A leading 'Darnley 
is the sardine fishery, which usually takes place in Janney and 
February, and engages fleets of canoes. 

The DISTRICT or RATNAOCRI has an MY of MB Eq. ID. h 
forms a strip between the western Ghats and the ma, and its 
general character is rugged; nearly all the fertile land bee on 
the banks of the-streams which intersect the country. The 
coast, about is* m. in length, is almost uniformly reeky and 
dangerous. At intervals of about to tn. a river or bay tweak 
sufficiently large to form a secure harbour for native matt, and 
the promontories at the river mouths are almost invariably 
crowned with the ruins of an old fort. The rivers and creeks 
are generally navigable for about so m., and afford fealties far 
a coasting trade. At the beginning of British rule there were 
no roads, and traffic was confined to places where these was 
water carriage; but a network of toads has been made, meek' 
communication by hill passes with the Deccan. Itatnagiri 
formed part of the dominions of the peshwa, and was annexed 
by the British government in iitil on the overthrow of Bali 
Rao. In opt the population was :J67427, showing an 
increase of 6% In the decade. Ratnagiri is the home of the 
influential class of Chitpavan Brahmans. It also supplies 
factory hands to Bombay and sepoys to the native army. 

RATRAPURA (i.e. " The City of Gems "), the chief tows in 
the province of Sabantgamuwa, Ceylon. Its the centre of • 
long established industry in digging for precious stance—rubies, 
sapphires, cat's-eyes, &c. There is also much rice and fruit 
cultivation and planting of tea in the district. Pop. of town 
(scot) 4044; of district 132,964. 

RATON, a city and the county seat of Colfax county, We 
Medea, U.S.A., in the N.E. part of the state, and about 
193 m. by rail N.E. of Santa FE. Pop. (rope) mss; (NNoe) gees 
(337 foreign-born); (sun census) 433e. Raton Is served by the 
Atehisim, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Saint Louis, Rocky Mountain 
& Pacific, and the Santa Ffi. Raton & Eastern railways. The 
city lies immediately W. of the Raton Mountains, from which it 
derives its name, and has as elevation of 6400-663o ft above 
the sea. Among its institutions are a mimes' bowies'. oath-
vaned by the state. and a picturesque public park. The 
city lies within the Raton coal field, a southern *nationalism of 
the field of the same name in Colorado, and the tidiest cad-
producing area in New Mexico. In ton 70% of the total coal 
product of New Mexico came from Codas county, in which this 
field is situated. Ores of gold, silver and lead have been mined 
in Colfax county. South and east of the city these is pad 
farming land. Raton is • place of railway minis, and ones Oa 
development to its extensive =Sway shops, as well ea to the 
proximity of mines. It was Incorporated In tap. 
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RATILAREIS (d. c. 868), a theological controversialist of 

the second half of the 9th century, wasa monk of the Benedictine 
abbey of Cathie near Amiens, but beyond this fact very little 
of his history has been preserved. He is best known by his 
treatise on the Eucharist (Dc corpses et sangshse Denial litter), 
in which he controverted the doctrine of transubstantiation 
as taught in a similar work by his contemporary Radbertus 
Peaches:us. Ratramaus sought in a way to reconcile science 
and religion, whereas Radbertus emphasised the miraculous. 
Ratrantnus's views failed to find acceptance; their author was 
soon forgotten, and, when the book was condemned at the 
synod of Vercelli in toso, it was described as having been 
written by Johannes Scotus Erigena at the command of Charle-
magne. In the Reformation it again saw the light; it was 
published In rata and immediately translated. In the con-
troversy about election, when appealed to by Charles the Bald, 
Ratnunnus wrote two books Dr preedestinatiene Del, in which 
he maintained the doctrine of • twofold predestination; nor 
did the fate of Gottschalk deter him from supporting his view 
against Mannar as to the orthodoxy of the expression " trine 
Deltas. " kinsmans perhaps won most glory in his own day 
by his Coffins Graearents opposite, in four books (868), a valued 
contribution to the controversy between the Eastern and 
Western Churches which had been raised by the pubfication 
of the encyclical letter of Pbotius in 867. An edition of Dr 
aertore d sampan Domini was published at Oxford in 1859. 

See the ankle by G. Steitz and Hawk in Hauck's Reakacy• 
Moeda file proud. Theolotie, Band xvi. (Leipzig, 1903); Naegfe, 
Raftanussu and die hest* Ercharistie (Vienna, 1903): Schnitzer, 
Berns's, we Tows: and A, Harnaek, !finery of Dogma, v., pp. 
309-322  094- • 

RATTAZZA, URBAN° (1808-1873), Italian statesman, was 
barn on the 09th of June 1808 at Alessandria, and from 1838 
practised at the bar. In 1848 be was sent to the chamber of 
deputies in Turin as representative of his native town. By 
his debating powers be contributed to the defeat of the Balbo 
ministry, and for a short time held the portfolio of public in-
struction; afterwards, in the Gioberti cabinet, he became 
sinister of the interior, and on the retirement of the last-named 
in 1849 be became practically the bead of the government. 
The defeat at Novara compelled the resignation of Rattaui 
in March 1849. His election as president of the chamber in 
ass was one of the earliest results of the so-called " connubio " 
with Cavour, i. c. the union of the moderate men of the Right 
and of the Left; and having become minister of justice in 1853 
he carried a •tunber of measures of reform, including that for 
the suppression of certain of the monastic orders. During a 
momentary reaction of public opinion he resigned office in a58, 
but again entered the cabinet under La Marmora in 1859 as 
minister of the interior. In consequence of the negotiations 
for the cession of Nice and Savoy be again retired in January 
a6o. He was entrusted with the formation of a new ministry 
in March ads, but in consequence of his policy of repression 
toviards Garibaldi at Aspromonte be was driven from office 
in the following December. He was again prime minister in 
1867, from April to October. He died at Frosinone on the sth 
of June 1873.  His wife, whom he married in 1863, was a remark-
able woman. She was the daughter of Sir Thomas Wyse, British 
plenipotentiary at Athens, and Letitia Bonaparte, niece of 
Napoleon I. Born in Ireland in ass, she was educated in Paris, 
and in r848 married a rich Alsatian named Seim; but the prince-
peraident refused to recognize her, and in asa she was expelled 
from Path. Her husband died soon after; and calling herself the 
Mame Marie de Solna, she spent her time in various fashion-
able places and dabbled in literature, Eugene Sue and Francois 
Poniard being prominent in her court of admirers. She pub-
lished Les Cheats Is read* (1859) and some novels. After 
Rattasel's death, she married (1877) a Spaniard named Rute; 
the died in February [goes. 

See Madame Rama. Rotund ci roe imps (Path, ills): Belton 
Wag. Klawy if Statists //way (London, seen). 

RATTLEINAKZ. Rattlesnakes are a small group of the 
sub-family of pit-vipers (Crotaliaae, see SWAYS; V iteridae), 
characterised by a tail which terminates in a chain of horny, 
loosely connected rap, the so-called " rattle. " The " pit " 
by which the family is distinguished from the ordinary vipers 
is a deep depression in the integument of the sides of the snout, 
between the nostrils and the eye; its physiological function 
is unknown. The rattle is a complicated and highly specialized 
organ, developed from the simple conical scale or epidermal 
spine, which in the majority of snakes forms the termination 
of the general integument of the tail. The bone by which the 
root of the rattle is supported consists of the last caudal verte-
brae, from three to eight in number, which are enlarged, dilated, 
compressed and coalesced (fig. t, o). This bone is covered 

a 

PtP38  Ilif)1:111341° le°  
Fta t.—Rattle of Rattlesnake (after Csermak). 

r. Caudal vertebrae, the last coalesced in • dingle bone a. 
2. End of tail (rattle removed); a, cuticular matrix covet,/ 
terminal bone. .3. Side view of • rattle; and d the Adept, a 
b the youngest Joints. 4. A rattle with joints disconnectedt fits 
into and locoweed by it; s into d in like manner. 

with thick and vascular cutis, transversely divided by two 
constrictions into throe portions, of which the proximal is 
larger than the median, and the median much larger than the 
distal. This cuticular portion constitutes the matrix of a horny 
epidermoid covering which closely fits the shape of the wider-
lying soft part and is the beginning of the rattle, as it appears 
in young rattlesnakes before they have shed their skin for the 
first time. When the period of a renewal of the skin approaches 
a new covering of the extremity of the tail is formed below 
the old one, but the latter, instead of being cast off with the 
remainder of the epidermis, is retained by the posterior swelling 
of the end of the tail, forming now the first loose joint of the 
rattle. This process is repeated on succeeding moultings-
the new joints being always larger than the old ones as long as 
the snake grows. Perfect rattles therefore taper towards the 
point, but generally the oldest (terminal) joints wear away in 
time and are lost. As rattlesnakes shed their skins more than 
once every year, the number of joints of the rattle does not 
indicate the age of the animal but the number of exuviations 
which it has undergone. The largest rattle in the British 
Museum has twenty-one joints. The rattle consists thus of 
a variable number of dry, hard, horny cup-shaped joints, 
each of which loosely grasps a portion of the preceding, and all 
of which are capable of being shaken against each other. If the 
interspacea between the joints are filled with water, as often 
happens in wet weather, no noise can be produced. The motor 
power lies in the lateral muscles of the tail, by which a vibratory 
motion is communicated to the rattle, the noise produced being 
similar to that , of a child's rattle and perceptible at a distance 
of from TO to 20 yds. 
The habit of agitating the tail is not peculiar to the rattlesnake. 

but leas been observed in other venomous and innocuous snakes 
with the ordinary tail, under the influence of fear or anger. It 
is significant that the tip of such snakes is sometimes mtbet 
conspicuously coloured and covered with peculiarly modified 
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scales, notably in AconMerelis. The use of such a tall probably 
consists in attracting or fixing the attention of small animals, 
by slightly raising and vibrating the tip. The rattle no doubt 
acts as a warning, every snake preferring being left alone to 
being forced to bite. limey a man has been warned in time by 
the shrill sound, and this principle applies undoubtedly to other 

FIG. 2.—Rattlesnake (Crerahts edam:stens S. &rims). 

mammals. Moreover, rattlesnakes are rather sluggish, and 
comparatively not vicious. First they try to slink away; 
when overtaken or cornered they use every means of frightening 
the foe by swelling up, puffing, rattling and threatening atti-
tudes; it is as a rule not until they are touched, or provoked 
by a rapid movement, that they retaliate, but then they strike 
with fury. They are viviparous, and as destroyers of rats, mice 
and other small rodents they are useful. The surest way of 
clearing a ground of them and any other snakes is to drive in 
pigs, which are sure to find and to eat them, without harm to 
themselves. They inhabit localities to which the sun has free 
access, prairies, rough stony ground, &c. Specimens of s ft. 
in length are not rare. Formerly common In the eastern parts 
of the United States, and still so in thinly inhabited districts, 
rattlesnakes, like the vipers of Europe, have gradually succumbed 
to the persecution of man. 

Rattlesnakes are confined to the Nee World. North-American 
authors distinguish a great number of different kinds. S. W. Garman 
C' Reptiles and Batrachians of North America." Hamm, nisi. 
Zed. Meer., 18833,, go) enumerating twelve species and thirteen 
additional E. D. Cope has split them into twenty: but 
ell these species or varieties fall into two groups. One, Si:snow, 
has the upper side of the head covered with the ordinary nine shields; 
only three species, el comparatively small the*  In ?Ur& America  

(Suborns sualiorias from Florida to Soon; S eateashe in wow of the middle states of the Union, end-elsewbere, as far north as 
Michigan; S. rents in Mexico). 

The second group forms the genus Creiehar, In "bleb the shields 
between and behind the eyes are beano up end replacedbjreash  
KAM This genus ranges throe% the Unite Statesa 
Central and South America into 	onia, but is not represented 
on any of the West Indian islands. 	/Jerrie's:, with the tad uni- 
formly black. from Maine to Kansas and Louisiana to Florida 
C. erlossantrus, tail light, with black ausebands, body with a heath 
some pattern of rhombi with lighter omits sad ye lowish edge.; 
chiefly south-eastern states, to Manna and MCZICO; the lames 
4 rattlers. giants of 8 ft. in lervb having been recorded. C. 

 A
t 

/beaks, tall with brown or iMild ea bands; with a condoners 
series of large  brown. or reddish rhomboidal spots on the leek; 
Texas to iforal.. C, cereal.,, with a Pak of  km* ere tie 
error the " sidewinder " of Arizona and California to Nevada. 
C. rerrificar, easily distinguished by the possession of three pairs 
of symmetrical shields on the top of the muzzle ra from Annus 
into Armtine. It is the only kind of ratdaeake in Camel sad 
South A.ffica. a &wrists& a small stecieer with a fee* 
developed rattle, as Mexican mountains, on the pit of Orizaba 
up to zz„sce ft. (Sr. G. M.; H. F. G.) 

RAU, KARL HRHIRICH (type-582o), German political 
economist, was born at Erlangen on the soh of November zma. 
He studied from OW to alas at the university there, where be 
afterwards renisined as a Pritablasetsi. In sate he obtained 
the prize offered by the academy of Geuingen for the best 
treatment of the question how the disadvantages arising ire 
the abolition ci trade gilds Wight be removed. His memoir, 
greatly enlarged, was published in i8:6 under the title Ober dal 
Zinifiwelen sad die Polies seiner Avflubsite. In the same 
year appeared his Prime furors historian politico. In tlr8 he 
becami professor at Erlangen. In 182s he was called to the 
chair of political economy at Heidelberg when the rest of Ms 
life was spent, in the main, in teaching and research. He took 
some part, however, in public affairs: in i837 he was nominated 
a member of the first chamber of the duchy of Bads; and to 
iitse be was one of the commissioners sent to England oes the 
part of the Zoliverein to study the Industrial Exhibition. A 
result of this mission was his account of the agricultural lamb-
ments exhibited at London (Die landevistitsthaftiickess Gerais 
des Loridoxer Asuseeihnig, tan). He was elected a correspond-
ing member of the -French Institute in elip. He died at 
Heidelberg on the ifith•of March i87o. 

His principal work is the Matadi de, pageant Okhreemit 
(1826-37), an encyclopaedia of the economic knowledge of his 
time, written with a special view to the ssidanco of poe-
tical men. The three volumes are respectively aces/pied with 
(r) political economy, properly so tailed, or the- theory it 
wealth, (2) administrative science (Vseneinhaeireftreatink) and 
(3) finance. The two last he recognises as adtidttlag tel varia-
tions in accordance with the special circumstances of Memo 
countries, whilst the first is more akin to the exact sciences, sad 
is in many respects capableof being treated, or at least Mustratuk 
mathematically. This threefold division marts his dos 
relation to the older German cameratistic writem, with whew 
works he was familiarly acquainted. It is • consequence is 
part of his conformity to their method and his attention se 
administrative applications that his treatise was found pecolisily 
adapted for the use of the official class, and long umiatained as 
position as their special text-book. Ha was the economic 
teacher, says Roreher, of the well-governed middle mates of 
Germany .from leis to 148. The book hes pealed dumb 
many editions; in that of 1870 by Adolf Wagner It was temim 
formed into a new book. • 

In the earlier part of Ms scientific life Ran tended otrubtly 
towards the relative point of view and an historical method he 
economics, but he never actually joined the historical orbs& 
To the end he occupied a somewhat indeterminate paidos will 
respect to that school; on the whole, however, he more and mom 
subordinated historical investigation to immediate practical 
Interests, and in his economic politics moved in the directionsf 
limiting rather than extending the splices of state adios. Hb 
general merits are thoroughness of treatment, accuracy of state-
ment, and balance of judgment; he sham sack industry is tlx 
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col/action and dull to the utffisation of statistical facts; and his 
exposition is orderly and clear. 

Besides the publications already mentioned, he was author of 
the followinc—Aarichres r • Volkswinksekaft, 111,21; Maltkas 
will Say sibs die &sachem der jersigen Handdsstackang, stlet: 
Grundrus dr? Kameralwissetuchaft Oda Wirtkschaftskkre, 1833; 
Ober die Kamerslwissenschaft, Entsvicketung are! Wesews and flyer 
Mak, 4835; Ube, die Landwirikselsaft der Rkeiajsfala, 1830; and 
Geschschte des Pfister:, 1845. 

Rau founded in slim. the Arai, der .politischess anomie sad 
Pdiseisvissemschaft. in which he wrote a number of articles, after-
wards Issued in separate form: amongst them may be named those 
on the debt of B•hm, on the accession of Baden to the Zollverein, 
on the crisis of the Zollverein in the summer of 1853, on the American 
banks, on the English poor law, on List'. national system of political 
economy and on the minimum size of a peasarit property. 

RAUCH, CHRISTIAN DANIEL (1777 - 1857), German 
sculptor, was born at Arolsen in the principality of Waldeck on 
the 2nd of January 1777. His parents were poor and unable to 
place him under efficient masters. His first instructor taught 
him little else than the art of sculpturing gravestones, and 
Professor Ruhl of Cassel could not .give him much more. A 
wider field of improvement opened up before him when be 
removed to Berlin in 1797; but he was obliged to earn a 
livelihood by becoming a royal lackey, and to patine his art in 
spare hours. Queen Louisa, surprising him one day in the act of 
modelling her features in wax, seat him to study at the Academy 
of Art. Not long afterwards, in 1804, Count Sandrecky gave 
him the means to complete his education at Rome, where 
William von Humboldt, Canova and Thorwaldsen befriended 
him. Among other works, he executed bas-reliefs of " Hippo-
lytus and Phaedra," " Mars and Venus wounded by Diomede," 
and a " Child praying." In 181: Rauch was commissioned 
to execute a monument for Queen Louisa of Prussia. The 
statue, representing the queen in a sleeping posture, was 
placed in a mausoleum In the grounds of Cbarlottenburg, and 
procured great fame for the artist.. The erection of nearly all 
public statues came to be entrusted•o him. There were, among 
others, Billow and Scharnhorst at Berlin, Blucher at Breslau, 
Maximilian at Munich, Francke at Halle, DUrer at Nuremberg, 
Luther at Wittenberg, and the grand-duke Paul Frederick at 
Schwerin. At length, in 183o, he began, along with Schinkel 
the architect, the models for • colossal equestrian monument at 
Berlin to Frederick the Great. This work was inaugurated with 
great pomp in May 1851, and is regarded as one of the master-
pieces of modern senlpture. Princes decorated Rauch with 
honours and the academies of Europe enrolled Mm among their 
members. A statue of Kant for K8nigsberg and a statue of 
Than for Berlin occupied his attention during some of his last 
years; and he had just finished a model of " Moses praying 
between Aaron and Hur " when be was attacked by his last 
Illness. He died on the 3rd of December 1857. 

RANCOUR?, MLLN (1756-18/5), French actress, whose 
red name was Frantohe Marie Antoinette Saucerotte, was 
born in Nancy on the 3rd of March :756, the daughter of an 
actor, who took beg to Spain, where she played in tragedy at the 
age of twelve. By 177o she was back In France at Rouen, and 
her success as Rophlanie Belloy's Garbs et Bayard caused 
ber to be called to the Comfdie Francaise, where in 1772 she 
made her &Ma as Dido. She played all the classical tragedy 
parts to crowded homes, until the scandals of her private life 
sad her extravagance ended her popularity. In 1776 she 
suddenly disappeared. Part of the ensuing three years she was 
in prison for debt, but some of the time she spent In the capitals 
of northern Europe, followed everywhere by scandal. Under 
protection of the queen SIN reappeared at the 'Chian, Francais 
in 5779, and renewed her success In Pkidre, as Cleopatra, and 
all her fanner Mies. At the outbreak of the Revolution she 
was imprisoned for six months with ether royaffst members of 
the Cornet& Pancake, and she did not reappear upon that 
stage until the dose  of no3, and then only for a short time. 
She deserted, with a dozen of the best actors in the company, 
8n found • Meal colony, but • summons from the Dinmery 
brought her back In syn. Napoleon gave her • pension, and  

in MO she was commissioned to organics end direct a company 
that was to tour Italy, where, especially in Milan, she was 
enthusiastically received. She returned to Paris a few months 
before her death on the rstit of January ars. Her funeral 
was the occasion of a riot. The clergy of her parish having 
refused to receive the body, the crowd broke in the church 
doors, and were only restrained from further violence by the 
arrival of an almoner sent post-baste by Louis XVIII. She is 
buried at Pere Lathaise. 

RAUDNITZ (Czech Resdake sad Lam), a town of Bohemia, 
Austria, 44 m. N. of Prague by rail. Pop. (moo) 7986, meetly 
Czech. It is situated on the Elbe, and its chief attraction 
lies in the interesting and valuable collections in its chateau, 
which has belonged to the princely family of Lobkowits since 
the beginning of the 17th century. These include a library 
with a large number of the earliest specimens of printing and 
valuable MSS., together with a series of pictures from the 
time of Charles V. to the Thirty Yeas' War. In 135o Cola di 
Rienzi, " the last of the tribunes," was confined by the emperor 
Charles IV. in the castle, which occupied the site of the present 
chateau, previous to his despatch under arrest to the pope at 
Avignon. In 1184 Raudnitz is mentioned as belonging to the 
see of Prague. The title of duke of Raudnits was conferred on 
the head of the family of Lobkowits by the emperor Joseph II. 
in 1786 

RAMMER. PRIEDRICH LUDWIG GROHS VON (1781-1873), 
German historian, was bOrn at Weelita in Anhalt on the rath of 
May'17111. His father (d. Ara), as Kameterdirekrar in Anhalt, 
did excellent service to agriculture. After studying at the 
Joachinnthal Gymnasium, Berlin, and at the universities of 
Halle and Gottingen, Haunter began to practise law, and rose 
in the civil service under Hardenberg, the chancellor. He was 
made a professor at the university of Breslau in :Biz and 
in 1819 he became professor of political science and history 
at Berlin, bolding the chair until 0147, and giving occasional 
lectures until z853. In :815 be had carried on historical investi-
gations in Venice, and in the two following years be bad 
travelled in Germany, Switzerland and Italy. In 1848 be was 
elected a member of the German parliament at Frankfort, 
where he associated himself with the right centre, supporting 
the proposal for a German empire under the supremacy of 
Prussia; and he was one of the deputation which offered the 
imperial crown to Frederick William IV. After the break-
down of the German parliament, Raumer returned to Berlin, 
when he was made a member of the first chamber of the Prussian 
parliament. He died at Berlin on the 14th of June 1873. 
Raumer's style is direct, lucid and vigorous, and in his day 
he was a popular historian, but judged by strictly scientific 
standards he dos hot rank among the first men of his time. 

His first work, published anonymously in 1806, was entitiad 
Sects Dialogs Ma Krieg said flaadid. This was followed by Des 
britisehe Bestratrungssystem (1850), Hardback Inerkwirdiger Steller' 
ens den lateinisekra Geschsektsekreibera des Mitklatters (1813), 
Herhstreite not% l'enedif fiEn'll and Other bmt,--. Iii= Twat famous 
works are Gesehlehte des Hohenstaufen and three Zest (1823-25: 
5th ed., 5876) and Geschichte Europa; snit dem Ende des sites Jahr-
hunderts (t832-5o). In 5835 appeared Briefs ass Paris rend Prank-
reick ins Jakre 183o and Btlefe ales Paris our Erlditternag der 
Geschickte des 16kss end :Vest Jahrhunderts. lie went to England 
in 1835, to Italy in 1839 and to America in 1843, and these visits 
led to the publication of various works—England in 1835 (1836). 
&drape ear neuters Gesck Otte ass dent Britiseken Museum and 1?esch.t. 
archive 0836-39), scalier, Britrdge sue Kenstniss dieser Landes 
140, Die Vereinigte', Staaten son Nordatnerika (1845). Among 

55* later books may be mentioned Antiquariscke Betels (1851). 
Ristoristh-politische Bride siker die geselligen Verkarltnisse der Mew- 
seken (t86o). Lelsenserinnerwnem und Brie/speckle! (5861) and Hand-
bock nor Gesekiekte der Likratur (1864-66). In 1830 Ranvier 
began the Hisiorisekes Taschenbuch published by Brockhaus, which 
from 5871 was continued by Rich!. 

RALIPACH, ERNST NENIANIN SALO'S° (1784- dot 
German dramatist, was born on the slat of May 1784 et 
&mints, near Liemsits in Silesia, a eon of the village pastor. 
He attended the gymnstatms at Liegnitz, and studied theology 
at the university of Halle. In doe be obtained a tutorship 
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in St Petersburg. He preached at times in the German 
Lutheran church, wrote his lust tragedies, and in 1817 was 
appointed professor of German literature and history at a 
training college in connexion with the university. Owing to 
an outburst of jealousy against Germans in Russia, culminating 
in police supervision, Raupach left St Petersburg in 18ss and 
undertook a journey to Italy. The literary fruits of his travels 
were Hirsewegsds Bride ass end fiber Mien (1823), He 
next visited Weimar, but, being coldly received by Goethe, 
abandoned his idea of living there and settled in 1854 in Berlin. 
Here he spent the remainder of his life, writing for the stage, 
which for twenty years be greatly influenced, if not wholly 
controlled, in the Prussian capital. He died at Berlin on the 
28th of March 1852. 

Raupach was a prolific writer of both tragedies and comedies; 
of the former, Die Fitnten Chasoansky (tita), Der Li& Zan-
bahreis (1834), Die Leibeigenen, oder hider sad Olga (1826), 
Raba* (1828), Der Nibeturtgerthort (1834) and Die Sas* des 
Lebow (Art), and of the latter Die Sekkickhdturier (1828) and 
'Der Zeitgeist (013o) are pieces which have enjoyed great popu-
larity owing to their skilful dramatic handling. On the other 
hand, the historical dramas with which his name is chiefly 
associated, Die Hohenstaufen (1837-38), a cydus of ts dramatic 
pieces founded on Friedrich von Raumees Geickiekte der Hoken-
stasJes, as also the trilogy Cronnodi (z134144), are superficial 
in treatment. Raupach had a great knowledge of theatrical 
effect and situations, but -ha contorts historical facts in °nice 
to suit his political hobby, which was the Separation of choral 
and state. 

Raupsch's collected dramas appeared under the title Drastursik he 
Werke errukr Gaustig (16 vols., 183o-43) and Drawatische Werke 
komischer Gaming (4 vols.. 1829-35). For his life see Pauline 
keiricceh, GRa. siszl, ein&farhaskarescr,Ice .Skte.se i(42,3?4,  41: 

(5905), vol. viii., pp. 646-668. 

RAVAILLAC, FRANCOIS (1578-1610), the assassin of 
Henry IV. of France, was born near Angoulkme. He was of 
humble origin and began life as a Wee de chambre, but after-
wards became a lawyer and also teacher of a school. After 
having been imprisoned by his creditors, he sought admission 
to the recently founded order of Feuillants, but after a short 
probation was dismissed as a visionary. An application for 
admission to the Society of Jesus was equally unsuccessful in 
r6o6. His disappointments fostered a fanatical temperament, 
and rumours that the king was Intending to make war upon 
the pope suggested to him the idea of assassination, which he 
carried out on the 14th of May 161o. In the course of his trial 
he was frequently put to the torture, but persistently (and it is 
now believed truly) denied that he had been prompted by any 
one or had any accomplices. Sentence of death was carried out 
ea the 27th of May following. 

See Jules Loiseleur, Rategke-  et an cowidsces (1873), and E. 
Lavisee, Hi** de Prance, tome vi. (Paris, 19o5). 

RAVAISSON-NOLURN, JUN IASPARD FRLIX (1813- 
Igoe), French philosopher and archaeologist, was born at Namur 
on the 23rd of October 1813. After a successful coulee of study 
at the College Rollin, he proceeded to Munich, where he attended 
the lectures of Schelling, and took his degree in philosophy 
in 1836. In the following year he published the first volume of 
his famous work Ewa wir la sittaphysique d'Aristok, to which 
in 046 he added . a supplementary volume. This work not 
only criticizes and tromments on the theories of Aristotle and 
the Peripatetics, but also deduces from them a modern philo-
sophical system. In 1838 he received the degree of doctor, 
and became professor of philosophy at Rennes. Freon 1840 
•be was hopector-general of public - libraries, and in redo became 
inspector-general in the department of higher education. Be 
was also a member of the Academy, and of the Academy of Moral 
and Political Science, and curator of the Department of Anti-
quities at the Louvre (from 017o). He died in Paris on the 
18th of May 'goo. In philosophy, be was one of the school of 
Cousin, with whom, however, he was at issue in many important  

points. The act of constiousseas, according to him, Is the beefs 
of all knowledge. These acts of comics:man are enanVesta-
dons of will, which is the motive and creative power at the 
intellectual life. The idea of God is a cusnulative houldea 
given by all the various faculties of the mind, in its observation 
of harmony in nature and in man. This theory had considerable 
influence on speculative philosophy in France during the later 
years of the rpth century. 

Ravalsoan's chief philosophical works are: " Les F 
philosophiques de Hamilton' (in the Roue des Deny woks. 
November, 1840); Rap pwt sur k stekisnse (1851): Ls Phileoph4 
en France as dis-neeilme siecle (1868; Ird ed.. Mu): Men& d
wilaPhYsiVae (r89,}). Eminent as a philosopher, Ravaisews was 
also an archaeologist, and contributed articles on ancient sculpture 
to the Revue Arckeologique and the Min:vire: de FAcaderuse des 
Inscriptions. In zap he published a monograph on the VOHS et 
Milo. 

See Renouvier, in L'Annie philosopkique (Paris; 1868): DaWriac. 
" Ravaisson philosophy et critique " (La Crittqw phanothigme, tag, 
voL ii.). 

RAVANASTRON. an Indian stringed Instrument played with 
a bow, used by wandering pilgrims. A Hindu tradition affirms 
that the musical bort was invented before ;coo B.C. by Ramses, 
king of Ceylon, and that the instrument for which be invented 
it was named after him Ravanastron.,  Judging from precedent, 
it is probable that the ravanastron of the present day ha 
changed little, if at all, for many centuries. It consists of 
half a round gourd, over which is fixed a sound-board of skis 
or parchment; to this primitive body without incurvation 
attached a neck about twice the length of the body. The strinp 
are either one or four in number, the pegs being set in the sides 
of the neck. The bridge is primitive and either straight or 
slightly arched, so that in bowing more than one string sounds 
at once. 

The ravariastron is regarded by some writers as the rust ancestor 
of the violin, on account of the alleged invention of the bow far ma 
with it. This theory can only be accepted by those who cornier 
the bow, which after all was common to such inferior inamorata 
as the rebec, as of paramount importance, and the structural features 
of the instrument itself, the box sound hest with ribs, which hew 
always , belonged to the most artistic types of instruments. such as 
the cithara and the guitar-fiddle, as of secondary importances

RAVELLO„ a village of Campania, Italy, in the province of 
Salerno, about 3 m. N.N.E. of Amalfi by road, 15/7 ft. above 
sea-level. It commands a magnificent view. Pop. (;Wes) 
5851. The history of Ravello cannot be traced beyond the 
9th century. In the tith it was called Rebellum. became 
it refused to acknowledge the sovereignty of Amalfi, and 
the 13th, when at the height of its prosperity, it had psosee 
inhabitants. The Palazzo Rufolo, begun in the nth .atop. 
has two lofty towers and beautiful Saracenic decoration 
the courtyard. The ex-cathedral of S. Pardee°, alined 
entirely modernized, has fine bronse doom by Dadiasis el 
Trani (1 1 79), and two pulpits in Counatesque work. The 
larger, supported by six columns resting on the backs of WM 
was made in 1272 by Nkolaus of Foggia; the bust OM the 
entrance to it is said to be a portrait of Siplgalta %dole. The 
smaller, of the same date, is simpler, and has curious repre-
sentations of Jonah and the whale. The parish church of 
S. Giovanni in Toro, spoilt by restorations in the stith centErY, 
contains a splendid pulpit in Coamatesque work, supported a 
four pillars, and the crypt some 1µh-century frescoes. Is 
front of it is the porch of the Pahuo dell' Mato, composed 
of ancient fragments. S. Maria Immacolata Is another Roman-
esque church. 

See A. Avon, Monomersk Stir A* Meridiem& (Naples. tees). L 
349 1,99• 

RAVEN (0.E. Mein, Icel. Aral', Dan. rank Ds. nisi, 
Ger. Rabe), the largest of the birds of the order Peaseres, eel 
a member of the family Corvidae, probably the most highly 
developed of all birds. Quick-sighted, sagacious and bold, the 
raven preys on the spoils of fishers and hunters, sash° an wealle 

Aa llinsteation amm, in Sonnet's Vamps sea lass ma. 
rise (Paris, t806), yd. L p, Oa. 
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animals among flocks and herds. A sentiment of veneration 
or superstition has from remote ages and among many races 
attached to it. The raven is associated with various characters 
of history, sacred or profane—Noah and Elijah, Odin and 
Flokki, the last of whom by its means discovered Iceland. 
It is said to have played its part in the mythology of the Red 
Indian; and it has often figured in prose and verse, from the 
time of Shakespeare to that of Poe and Dickens. Superstition 
has been generally succeeded by persecution, which in many 
districts has produced extirpation. 

The raven breeds very early in the year, in England resorting 
to its nest, which is usually an ancient if not an ancestral 
structure, about the middle or towards the end of January. 
Terein are laid from five to seven eggs of the common Corvine 
coloration (see Caow), and the young are hatched before the 
end of February. In more northern countries the breeding 
season is naturally delayed, but everywhere this species is 
almost, if not quite, the earliest breeder. The raven measures 
about 26 in. in length, and has an expanse of wing consider-
ably exceeding a yard. Its bill and feet are black, and the same 
may be said of its whole plumage, but the feathers of the upper 
parts as well as of the breast are glossy, reflecting a bright 
purple or steel-blue. The species (Census coral) inhabits the 
whole of Europe, and the northern if not the central parts 
of Asia; but in the latter continent its southern range is not 
well determined. In America it is, or used to be, found from 
the shores of the Polar Sea to Guatemala if not to Honduras, 
but is said hardly to be found of late years in the eastern part of 
the United States. In Africa its place is taken by three allied 
but well-diflerentiated•species, two of which (Comes umbrinus, 
readily distinguished by its brown neck, and C. ajinis, having 
its superior nasal bristles upturned vertically) also occur in 
south-western Asia, while the third (C. kptonys or C. Sin:llama, 
a smaller species characterized by several slight differences) 
Inhabits Barbary and the Atlantic Islands. Farther to the 
southward in the Ethiopian region three more species appear 
whose plumage is varied with white—C. scaealatus, C. aMkollis, 
and C. erassirostrir—the first two of small size, but the last 
rivalling the real raven in that respect. (A. N.) 

RAVEN-HILL, LEONARD (1867- ), English artist and 
illustrator, was born on the loth of March 1867. He was 
educated at Bristol grammar school and the Devon county 
school, and studied art at Lambeth and then in Paris under 
MM. Bougereau and Aime Morot. He began to exhibit at the 
Salon In :887, and in the Royal Academy in 1889. In 1893 be 
founded, with Arnold Golsworthy, the humorous and artistic 
monthly The Butterfly (380-94, revived in 1899-zgoo). He 
contributed to many illustrated magazines, and began to work 
for Punch, with which he was afterwards prominently associ-
ated, in :896. lie illustrated Sir Walter Besant's East London 
(toot) and J.  H. Harris's Cornish Saints and Sinners; he 
published the impressions of his visit to India on the occasion 
of the tout of the prince and princess of Wales as An Indian 
Sketch-Book (1903); and his other published sketch-books 
include Our Battalion (19ot) and The Promenaders (1894). 

RAVENNA, a city and archiepiscopal see of Emilia, Italy, 
capital of the province of Ravenna, standing in a marshy plain 
53 ft. above sea-level, 6 m. from the sea and 45 m. by rail cast 
of Bologna. Pop. (1906) 35,543 (town), 67,379 (commune)—a 
considerable increase, as the population of :881 was only 34,270 
(commune). The industries are few, the growing of wine, 
breeding of silkworms, making of agricultural instruments, 
printing and the manufacture of laces being the chief. The 
town is connected with the sea by the Corsini Canal, the two 
small rivers Ronco and Montone no longer serving as means 
of communication. Ravenna has railway communication with 
Bologna (via Castel Bolognese), Ferrara and Rimini, and by 
steam tram with Forli. At the mouth of the canal is a small 
harbour. 

No other city In the world offers so many and such striking 
examples of the ecclesiastical architecture of the centuries from 
the sth to the 8th. The style is commonly called Byzantine;  

but some of the most striking features of the churches of 
Ravenna—the colonnades, the mosaics, perhaps the cupolas—
are not so much Byzantine as representative of early Christian 
art generally. The following are the most important churches 
of Ravenna, arranged in the order of the dates generally attri-
buted to them:— 

Church. Builder. Dare. 

1. Metropolitan Church, • or 
EccItalia 	Ursiana. 	and 

• 	baptistery adjoining 	. 
2. S. Giovanni Evangelista . 
3. S. Agata 

Ceysologo  .
e . 	. 	. 

4. S. Fier Circles° (chapel) 
5. S. Giovanni Battista . 	. 
6. SS. Nazario e Celso . 	. 
7. S. Pier Maggiore (now S. 

Francesco) 	. 	. 	. 
8. S. Teodoro (now Santo 

Spirito)—A. 	. 	. 	. 
9. S.Maria in Cosmodin(Arian 

baptistery)—A. 	. 	. 
to. S. Martino in Costa Aureo 

(nowS.ApollinareNuovo) 

11. S. Vitale 	. 	. 	. 

	

IS. S. Maria Maggiore 	. 	. 
13. S. Apollinare in CUSS! 	. 

(The churches marked A. were 
Arian 

S. Ursus 	. 	. 

	

Galls Placid 's . 	. 
Gemellus . 	. 	. 
S. Peter Chrysologus 
13aduarius. 
Galla Placidia . 

	

Bishop Neon (7) 	. 

	

Theodoric (7) . 	. 

.. 	. 

	

. 	. 
Julianne Argentarius 

	

Bishop Ecciesius 	. 
Julianne Argentarius 

originr ly erected for 
worship.) 

370-390(?) 
425 
about 43o 
about 45o 

.. 

.. 

about 458  

493-526 

.. 

abou7 53o 

aim; 535 
the 

Almost the only sacred building previous to the 5th century 
of which we have any record is unfortunately lost. The 
cathedral of Ravenna, built by S. Ursus in 370-390, which had 
a nave and four aisles, war destroyed in 1734-44, only the 
(inaccessible) crypt and the round campanile remaining from 
the earlier structure; there are fragments of reliefs from 
a pulpit erected by Archbishop Agnellus (356-569) in the 
interior. A rare work on the earlier church (Buonamici, La 
dletropolitana di Ravenna) gives details of its construction. 
The present cathedral contains several early Christian marble 
sarcophagi, a silver cross of the 6th century (that of Agnellus), 
and the so-called throne of the Archbishop Maximian (546-
$5 2), adorned with reliefs in ivory, which, however, was really 
brought to Ravenna in root by John the Deacon, who recorded 
the fact in his Venetian chronicle, as a present from the Doge 
Pietro Orseolo to the Emperor Otho 

The period from the transference of the imperial residence 
to Ravenna to the death of Valentinian III. (404 -455) was 
the first period of great building activity in Ravenna, when the 
archiepiscopal see of Ravenna attained great importance. It 
was to it that we owe the erection of the Basilica Petriana 
at Classe (396-425), which has entirely disappeared, of the 
churches of S. Giovanni Evangelista (425); of S. Agata (425-
432), of the chapel of S. Pier Crisologo (433-440), of the tomb 
of Galli Placidia (440), the church of S. Pier Maggiore (now 
S. Francesco) (433-458),  the baptistery of Neon (40-458). 
S. Giovanni Battista and S. Croce. 

Rivoira, in the book cited below, shows that many of the 
characteristic architectural details can be traced back to a 
classical and in particular a Roman origin, and were not derived 
from the East, e.g. the use of blind arches as an external 
decoration, and of brick cornices with the points of the bricks 
projecting like the teeth of a saw, the use of pulvini (cushions) 
above the capitals of columns and under the spring of an arch, 
&c. &c., the use of round arches springing direct from these 
cushions, spherical pendentives, &c. 

Of this group of churches, S. Giovanni Evangelista. erected 
by Galla Placidia in fulfilment of a vow made on her voyage 
from Constantinople, has been entirely rebuilt, though the 
columns are ancient (the Corinthian capitals are probably 
from a classical building), and the crypt may be original. Thi 
Gothic portal is fine, and the church contains a mosaic pave: 
meet of t n3 with curious repfesentations and some frescoes 
by Giotto, painted during a visit to Dante between 1317 and 
532o. S. Agata was almost entirely rebuilt in 1e76-94. The 
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chapel of S. Pier Crisologo in the archiepiscopal palace pre-
serves its original mosaics, and so also does the tomb of Galls 
Placidia (SS. Nazario e Cebo), a small structure in the form of 
a Latin cross with a dome (in which, as in the baptistery of 
Neon, the old cathedral, &c., the constructional use of amphorae 
is noteworthy), with a plain brick exterior, and rich mosaics 
on a dark blue ground within. The sarcophagus of Calla 
Kiddie has, like the two others that stand here, been despoiled 
of its contents. The altar, like that at S. Vitale, is made of 
thin slabs of alabaster, behind which lamps were intended to 
be placed. 

S. Francesco, as it has been called since 126t, when it came 
into the possession of the Franciscans, has been almost entirely 
modernized, except for the crypt and campanile (nth century). 
The baptistery adjacent to the cathedral was, according to 
Ricci, originally part of the Roman baths, converted to a 
Christian baptistery by the Archbishop Neon (449-452), though 
according to other authorities it is a Christian building dating 
from before Al). 396. It is an octagon, with a dome; in the 
interior are two arcades one above the other. The mosaics 
of the 5th century, in the dome, are the earliest and perhaps the 
finest at Ravenna for their splendid decorative effect and rich 
colouring, and are less stiff and conventional than the later 
tweaks. 

Of S. Giovanni Battista, also erected in this period, hardly 
anything remains after the restoration of t6153, and S. Croce 
has been overtaken by a similar fate. 

After the death of Valentinlan III. the activity in building 
for which Ravenna had been so remarkable suffered a check; 
but the reign of Theodorie (493-526) marks another era of 
magnificence. In the eastern part of the city he built for himself 
a large palace, which probably occupied about a sixth of the 
space now enclosed within the city walls, or nearly the whole of 
the rectangle enclosed by Strada di Porta Alberoni on the south, 
Strada Nueva di Porta Serrate on the west and the line of the 
city walls on the north and east. There still remains close to the 
first-named street and fronting the Corso Garibaldi a high wall 
built of square Roman bricks, with pillars and arched recesses 
in the upper portion, which goes by the name of Palazzo di 
Tcodorico. Freeman, on account of the Romanesque character 
of the architecture, thought it probable that it really belongs to 
the time of the Lombard kings, and his opinion is shared by 
Ricci and Rivoira, who consider it to be a guardhouse erected 
by the exarchs, recent explorations having made it clear that 
it was an addition to the palace, while mosaic pavements and 
an atrium once surrounded by arcades really belonging to the 
latter were found in 1870 behind S. Apollinare Nuevo and in 
1908 behind the so-called Palazzo at a lower level and a different 
orientation. A mosaic in the church of S. Apollinare Nuevo 
gives some faint idea of the palace. A more memorable and 
clearly authentic monument of Thcodoric is furnished by his 
tomb, a massive mausoleum which stands still perfect outside 
the walls near the north-east corner of the city. It is circular 
internally and decagonal externally, in two storeys, built of 
marble blocks, and surmounted by an enormous monolith, 
brought from the quarries of Istria and weighing more than 
300 tons. The plan is no doubt derived from that of a Roman 
tomb. In this mausoleum Theodoric was buried, but his body 
was cast forth from it, perhaps during the troublous times of 
the siege of Ravenna by the Imperial troops, and the Rotunda 
(as it is now generally called) was converted into a church 
dedicated to the Virgin. 

S. Apollinare Nuovo, the most important basilica in the 
town, was built by Theodoric to be the largest of Arian churches, 
and originally called S. Martino in Coelo Aureo (a name which it 
lost in the 9th century). The exterior is uninteresting, and the 
church lost both atrium and apse in the tath century. The 
interior has twenty-four columns of marble (from Constantinople 
according to some, from Romeaccording to others), with almost 
uniform capitals. The walls of the nave are adorned with 
mosaics of the 6th century; the scenes from the New Testament 
above the windows date from the time of Theodoric, while tbi  

somewhat stiff processions below, of virgins on one side ant at 
saints on the other, are substitutions of the latter half of the 
6th century for representations which probably contained some 
allusion to Arianism or episodes in the life of Theodorie (so Ricci). 
The mosaics have been in parts much restored; but the earSur 
ones still show, like those which preceded them in Ravi:Nan, 
classical forms, variety of treatment and freedom of colouring, 
while the processions are monotonous and inferior in execution, 
intended rather to produce a decorative effect than beauty of 
form. The pulpit appears to be of Byzantine origin (Rivoira). 
The campanile (850-878) is circular, and has perhaps the earliest 
example of the use of disks of coloured majolica as a decoration. 
This, like the other campanili of Ravenna, is later than the 
church to which it belongs. Those of the cathedral of S. 
Apollinare In Claw, S. Maria Maggiore and S. Agate, also 
circular, probably belong also to the 9th century, while the two 
square campanili of S. Giovanni Evangelista and S. Francesco 
probably belong to the early tits century. The other churches 
erected by Thcodoric are: S. Teodoro (or S. Spirito), dected 
by Theodoric for the Arian bishops, but entirely modified: the 
baptistery of this church (afterwards the oratory of S. Maria in 
Cosmedin) formed out of the octagonal hall of a Roman bath t?) 
—unless it is an originally Christian building—with mosaics of 
the 6th century imitating those of the baptistery of Nom, and 
freely restored; S. Maria Maggiore, founded by the Archbishop 
Ecclesius (521-534), but almost entirely rebuilt; and S. Vittorio, 
which has suffered a similar fate. To the same period probably 
belong a few columns of the so-called Basilica of Herades in the 
Piazza Vittorio Emanuele, with capitals like those of S. ApaRi-
nare in Claw. 

The, impulse given by Theodorie was continued by his 
successors, and during the regency of Amalasnntha and the 
reigns of Theodatus and Vitiges (5 26-539), S. Vitale and S. 
Apollinare in Classe were constructed by Julius Argentarito 
contemporaneously with S. Lorenzo in Milan and the cathedral 
of Parenzo—also S. Michele in Africisco, nothing of the original 
structure of which now exists. The former, well restored by 
Ricci in 2898-tcloo (except for the dome with its baroque frescoes 
which has not been altered), is a regular octagon, with a manic, 
originally flanked by two towers on the west, a choir added on the 
east, triangular outside and circular within; it is surrounded 
within by two galleries interrupted at the presbytery. and 
supported by eight large pillars, the intervals between which pre 
occupied by open exedrae. The mosaics of the choir (347) are 
due to Justinian, and, though inferior in style, are remarkable 
for their splendour of colouring and the gorgeous dresses of the 
persons represented, and also for their historical Interest, especi-
ally the scenes representing the emperor and the empress 
Theodora presenting offerings. The marble screens of the 
altar are wonderfully finely carved. The marble mosaic pave. 
ment (i ith century) is very effective, Remains of the original 
marble wall lining and stucco decoration also exist. The 
capitals are, in the lower order, the characteristic funnel-shaped 
rectangular Byzantine capitals, some of them with open work. 
bearing cushions; this is a type probably derived from the 
cushion itself, and developed in the East about the second UM 
of the 5th century. 

The architecture of S. Vitale (for plan see ARMISTCTrItt, sta-
Early Mirth:fa), according to Rivoira, was inspired not by 
Byzantium, where similar churches—S. Sofia and SS. Sergio and 
Bacco—are slightly later in date, but by the churches of 
Salonica (a.o. 49s), while the plan is derived from a Christian 
baptistery, or from such a building as the so-called temple d 
Minna Medics at Rome. 

S. Apollinare in Clam, erected at the same time outside the 
walls of Chas* and now standing by itself in the lonely marshes, 
is the largest basilica existing at Ravenna. It has a nave and 
aisles with a closed vestibule on the west, and a fine round 
campanile of the 9th (?) century. The exterior brick walls In 
divided by shallow arches and pilasters, as in other churches of 
Ravenna. It has twenty-four columns of Carystia.n 
marble. with capitals probably of Byzantine work with swelling 
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acanthus leaves; but the rest of the church is due to native 
architects. The lofty presbytery and the crypt under it belong 
to the :nth century. The walls of the interior were stripped 
of their marble panelling by Sigismondo Malatesta in  5449, for 
the adornment of his church at Rimini. The apse has mosaics 
of the 6th and 7th centuries. The r8th-century sedge of por-
traits of the archbishops of Ravenna is no doubt copied from 
an earlier original. There are a number of fine carved sarcophagi 
in the church (nth to Sth century). The building activity of 
the Gothic kings was continued by Justinian, to whom time we 
owe the completion of S. Vitale and S. Apollinare in Clam, and 
some of the mosaics in S. Appollinare Nuovo. 

The buildings of a subsequent period are of minor im-
portance, but the basilica of S. Maria in Porto near the 
ancient harbour (zo96 sqq.), a basilica with open roof, with 
frescoes by masters of the Rimini school, may be noticed- The 
massive concrete substructures of the campanile are attributed 
to an old lighthouse. The tomb of Dante, who died at Ravenna 
in 1324 is close to S. Francesco; it is a squaredomed structure, 
with s relief by Pietro Lombardo (1484 representing the poet, 
and • sarcophagus below, In an urn within which lie the poet's 
remains. Close by is a small court with early Christian sarco-
phagi, containing the remains of the Braccioforte family. The 
secularised monastery of Clam, in the town, bunt by the monks 
of S. Apollinare in Clam in r SS seq. ass refuge from the malaria, 
which prevailed at Classe itself, with fine r7th-century cloisters, 
contains the important museum, which has Roman and By-
zantine antiquities, Inscriptions, sculptures, jewelry, Arc.— 
including the possible remains of a suit of gold armour of 
Theodoric—and a collection of Italian woodcuts; also the 
library with rare MSS. and incunabula (among the former the 
best extant MS. of Arbtophanes). The Academia, close by, 
has a few pictures by local masters, e.g. N. Rondinelli (end of 
s 5th century), of no great importance, and a fine recumbent 
statue of Guldarello Guidarelli, a condottiero of Ravenna, and 
a partisan of Caesar Borgia (d. rsor), by Tullio Lombardo (?) 
or Severo da Ravenna (?). 

In the Piss= Vittorio Emanuele are two granite columns 
erected by the Venetians, in 1483, with statues of SS. ApOilaillia 
and Vitalis. The cloisters of S. Maria di Porto erected in the 
town in the 56th century (owing to malaria, as in the case of those 
of Clam), and of S. Vitale, are pleasing riStb-century structures. 
The25th-century castle in the northeast corner of the town 
erected by the Venetians is a picturesque brick building. The 
famous pines or pinewood of Ravenna, which already existed 
in Odoacer's time, and has been sung by poets since Dante, lies 
some s m. south of Ravenna. 

Hiaery.—Strabo mentions a tradition that Ravenna was 
founded by Thessalians, who afterwards, finding themselves 
pressed by the Etrutlans, called in their Umbrian neighbours 
and eventually departed, leaving the city to their allies. Pliny, 
on the other hand, calls It Sabine. Throughout the valley of 
the Po the Gauls took the place of the Etruria= as a conquering 
power; but Ravenna may possibly have retained its Umbrian 
character until, about the year iv s.c., by the conquest of the 
Boil, the whole of this region passed definitely under the dominion 
of Rome. Either u a coloola or a municipium, Ravenna re-
mained for more than two centuries an inconsiderable city of 
Gallia Cisalpins, chiefly noticeable as the place in which Caesar 
during his tea years' command in Gaul frequently resorted In 
order to confer with his friends from Rome, and from which 
he started for his advance into Italy. At length under Augustus 
it suddenly rose into importance, when that emperor selected 
it as the station for his fleet on " the upper sea.• Two hundred 
and fifty ships, said Dion (in a lost passage quoted by Jordanes), 
could ride at anchor in its harbour. At the same time Augustus 
conducted a branch of the Po (the foes& Augusta) through the 
city into the sm. It also became important for the export 
of timber from the Alps. Strabo, writing probably a few 
years after Ravenna had been thus selected as a naval arsenal, 
gives us a description of Its appearance which certainly COM- 
w oods more closely with modern Venice than with modern  

Ravenna. " It is the largest of all the cities befit in the lagoons, 
but entirely composed of wooden houses, penetrated in all 
directions by canals, wherefore bridges and boats are needed 
for the wayfarer. At the flow of the tide a large part of the sea 
comes sweeping into it; and thus, while all the muddy deposit 
of the rivers is swept away, the malaria is at the same time 
removed, and by this means the city enjoys so good a sanitary 
reputation that the government has fixed on it as a place for 
the reception and training of gladiators." On the other hand, 
good water was proverbially difficult to obtain at Ravenna—
dearer than wine, says Martial, who has two epigrams on the 
subject. Trajan, however, built an aqueduct nearly 2o miles long, 
which was restored by Theodotic in 5o3. Of this some traces 
still exist in the bed of the Ronco above Ravenna. Flies and 
frogs were also complained of, and Sidonius, writing in the 
5th century, complains bitterly of the " feculent gruel " (done- 
• ghit) which filled the canals of the city, and gave forth fetid 
odours when stirred by the poles of the bargemen. The port 
of Ravenna, situated about 3 miles from the city, was named 
Claris. A long line of Muses called Caesarea connected It 
with Ravenna, and in process of time there was such a con-
tinuous series of buildings that the three towns seemed like 
one. It was • munidpium under the Empire, as the inscrip-
tions show, but it seems to have had magistrates rather suited 
to a Wens or village, its importance being due entirely to the 
naval station (cf. the state of things at Medielemn, Milan). 
It had large gilds of labri (smiths and carpenters) and cenienartY 
(firemen). 

Of Roman Ravenna nothing remains above ground, though 
a little has been found by excavation, including a mosaic 
pavement at Chaise. near S. Sevens (Ricci, op. cit. p. so). Among 
the tombs many of the poorer under the Empire were simply 
formed of amphorae, in which the body was placed. A pre- 
historic station was found in 2894 at S. Zaccaria near Ravenna, 
belonging to a Terramare (E. Brink in Nail* dcgli Sand, i896, 
85). In S.D. 339 it is spoken of as having previously been the 
chief town of Mariam, but-having recently been assigned to 
Aeon*. It was connected with Ariminum, 33 miles to the 
south by the coast road, the Via Popilhia, which ran on north 
to Hattie, and joined the road between Patavium and Altinum 
at Ad Portum. 

The great historical importance of Ravenna begins early in 
the 5th century, when Honorius, alarmed by the progress of 
Mark in the north of Italy, transferred his court hither. From 
this date (404 to the fall of the Western Empire in 476 Ravenna 
was the chief residence of the Roman emperors. Here Stilicho 
was slain; here Honorlus and his sister Kiddie caressed and 
quarrelled; here Valentinlan III. spent the greater part of his 
life; here Majorlan was proclaimed; here the little Romulus 
donned his purple robe; here in the pinewood ,  outside the city 
his uncle Paulus received his decisive defeat from Odoacer. 
Through all these changes Ravenna maintained its character 
as an impregnable " city in the sea," not easily to be attacked 
even by a naval power on account of the shallowness and devious 
nature of the channels by which it had to be approached. Odoacer, 
like the emperors who had gone before him, made Ravenna his 
chief place of residence, and here he shut himself up when 
Theodoric the Ostrogoth had invaded Italy and defeated him 
in two battles. Theodoric's siege of Ravenna lasted for three 
years (48e-4er), and was marked by one bloody encounter in the 
pinewood on the east of it. The Ostrogoth collected a fleet and 
established a severe blockade, which at length caused Odoacer 
to surrender the city. The terms, arranged through the inter-
vention of Jobn,archbishopof Ravenna, were not observed by 

, The great pinewood to the Oka of the city, which is soli one 
of the great glories of Ravenna, must therefore have been in exist-
ence already En the sth century. Byron description, 

[The! immemorial wood 
Rooted where once the Adrian wave flowed o'er," 

is prooably true; but there is no evidence that it was in historic 
time that this change took place. It may be conjectured that the 
Paid' grew on a bar peninsula somewhat resembfing the Lido 
of enice. 
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Theodoric, who, ten days after his entry into the city, slew his 
rival at a banquet in the palace of the Laurel Grove (March 1s, 
493). Ravenna was Theodoric's chief place of residence, and 
his reign (493-526) may be considered the time of its greatest 
splendour. 

Nine years after the death of Theodoric Justinian 'eat an army 
to destroy the Gothic monarchy and restore Italy to the empire. 
Long After the Goths had lost Rome they still dung to Ravenna, 
till at length, weary of the feebleness of their own king, Vitiges, 
and struck with admiration of their heroic conqueror, they offered 
to transfer their allegiance to Belisarius on condition of his 
assuming the diadem of the Western Empire. Belisarius dallied 
with the proposal until he bad obtained an entrance within the 
walls of the capital, and proclaimed his inviolable fidelity to 
Justinian. Thus in the year 539 was Ravenna re-united to 
the Roman empire. Its connexion with that empire—or, in 
other words, its dependence upon Constantinople—lasted for 
more than 200 years, during which period, under the rule of 
Narses and his successors the exarchs, Ravenna was the seat 
of Byzantine dominion in Italy. In 728 the Lombard king 
Luitprand took and destroyed the suburb Classic; about 752 
the city itself fell into the hands of his successor Aistulf, from 
whom a few years after it was wrested by Pippin, king of the 
Franks. By this time the alteration of the coast-line and the 
filling up of the lagoons bad probably commenced, and no 
historical importance attaches to its subsequent fortunes. It 
formed part of the Frankish king's donation to the pope in the 
middle of the 8th century, though the archbishops, as a fact, 
retained almost independent power. It was an independent 
republic, generally taking the Guelph side in the 13th century, 
subject to rulers of the house of Polentani in the 14th, Venetian 
in the 15th (1440, and papal again in the 16th,—Pope Julius 
II. having succeeded in wresting it from the hands of the 
Venetians. St Romuald and St Peter Damian were both 
natives of Ravenna. From this time (15og) down to our own 
days, except for the interruptions caused by the wars of the 
French Revolution, Ravenna continued subject to the papal 
see and was governed by a cardinal legate. - In 1849 Garibaldi's 
wife Anita, who had accompanied him on his retreat from Rome, 
succumbed to fatigue in the marshes near Ravenna. In t859 
it was one of the first cities to give its vote in favour of Italian 
unity, and it has since then formed a part of the kingdom of 
Italy. 

Charles the Great carried off the brazen statue of Theodoric 
and the marble columns of his palace to his own palace at 
Aix-la-Chapelle. More than five centuries later (r320) Dante 
became the guest of Guido Novello di Polenta, lord of Ravenna, 
and here he died on the 14th September of the following year. 
The marble urn containing the body of the poet still rests at 
Ravenna, where what Byron calls "a little cupola more neat 
than solemn" has been erected over it. In .saes (see below) 
the French army under Gaston de Foix fought a fierce battle 
with the Spanish, Venetian, and papal troops on the banks of 
the Ronco about two miles from Ravenna. The French were 
victorious, but Gaston fell in the act of pursuing the enemy. 
His death is commemorated by the Colonna dci Francesi erected 
on the spot where be fell. Lord Byron resided at Ravenna 
for eighteen months in 182o-sr, attracted by the charms of 
the Countess Guiccioli. 

Aurnoarrnts.—The most important authority for the history 
of Ravenna is Bishop Agnellus, who wrote, about &W. the Libor 
Poratfizatis Eeciesiae Rawnsatis. The best edition is that by Holder-
Egger in the Morininenta Germanise Histories (1878). Sec also E. 
Bormann, in Corpus Inscript. Latin. xi. (Berlin, :888), p. I sqq.; 
6. T. Rivoira, Origini deli' Areleiteittres Lombardo, I. (Rome. 1901): 
C. Ricci. Ravesna (Bergamo. t9o2). To the careful restorations of the 
last named the buildings of Ravenna owe much. (T. H.; T. As.) 

Battle of tern.—This battle, one of the principal events of 
the long Italian wars of Charles VIII., Louis XII., and Francis I. 
of France, is, like Marignano, interesting in a tactical sense, 
from the fact that the feudalism of the past and the expert 
soldiership of the future were strangely mingled. It arose out 
of the attempt of the Spanish and Italian forces to relieve 

Ravenna, besieged by Gastom de Mx, duke of Neatens. Tie 
most celebrated captains of them wars were present on either 
side—under Gaston de Foix were Bayard, Yves d'Al12gre, La 
Pelisse; and under Cardona the Spanish viceroy of Naples, Pedro 
Navarro the great engineer, and Pescara the originator of the 
Spanish tactical system. After some preliminary mannevass 
the two armies drew up face to face on the left bank of the 
Roneo, the Spanish left and the French right resting on this 
river. The Spaniards were entrenched, with their homy 
artillery distributed along the faint, but, thanks to Navarre. 
they had a more mobile artillery in the shape of :co mystiques 
d era mounted in groups upon carts, after the German fallki004 
and this was held ready to move wherever its services might be 
needed. The left wing was composed of the papal condogene. 
Woo. infantry and Boo gendarmes under Fabrixio Colonsta; 
the centre, of half the Spanish contingent, 4000 infantry and don 
lancers under the viceroy; the right, of tom light bone under 
Pescara. Behind the centre was the rest of the Spanish con-
tingent, Coo lancers and soon infantry. On the other side tire 
right wing was commanded by the duke of Ferrara, who had like 
Navarro organized a mobile field artillery (the artillery material 
of this prince was thought to be the beat conditioned in Europe). 
It consisted besides of Soo French gendarmes under Louis des 
Britt and s000 German landsknechts under Jakob Empeer. 
In the centre were Sam French infantry (the Amster' of the 
later Picardie and Piedmont regiments) under the seigneur 
de Molart, and s000 Italian infantry. On the left were the 
light horse. A reserve of Coo gendarmes under La Pelisse was 
behind the centre. The battle opened with a prolonged camas-
ade from the Spanish lines. For three hours the profeadomell 
regiments of all sorts in the French lines rivalled one another 
in enduring the fire unmoved, the forerunners of the military 
systems of to-day, landsknechts, Picardie and Piedmont, show-
ing the feudal gendarmerie that they too were men of honour: 
Therewas no lying down. The captains placed themselves is 
the front, and in the centre 38 out of 40 of them were street 
down. Molart and Emmet, drinking each other's health in the 
midst of the cannonade, were killed by the same shot. Sbdtend 
behind the entrenchments, the Spaniards scarcely sane& 
for they were lithe active troops accustomed to fie down and 
spring up from the ground. But after three hours, Pesciumb 
light horse having meantime been driven in by the supenot 
light horse of the enemy, the artillery-loving duke of Ferrara 
conceived the brilliant plan of taking his mobile field-guns to 
the extreme right of the enemy. This he did, and so came in 
sight of the prone masses of the Spaniards. Disciplined troop, 
as they were, they resisted the temptation to escape Ferrames 
fire by breaking out to the front; but the whole Spanish Bee 
was eafiladed, and on the left of it the papal troops, who weer 
by no means of the same quality, filled up the ditch in from 
of their breastworks and charged forward, followed by an she 
gendarmerie. Once in the plain they were charged by the 
French gendarmes under Gaston himself, as well as by the lands-
knechts, and driven back. The advantage of position being 
thus lost, the Spanish infantry rose and flung itedf on the 
attackers; the landsknechts and the French bands were dis-
ordered by the fury of the counterstroke, being unaccustomed 
to deal with the swift, leaping, and crouching attack of 'woods-
men with bucklers. But La Pelisse's reserve wheeled is upon 
the rear of the Spaniards, and they retreated to the entrench-
ments as fast as they had advanced. The papal infantry. the 
gendarmes, and the light horse had already vanished from the 
field in disorder; but the Spanish regulars were of Manna 
mettle, and it was only after a long struggle that the land►  
knechts and the French bands broke into the entrenclumets. 
A captain of landsknechts, Fabian by name, bolding his lams 
pike crosswise, brought it down with all his force epos the 
opposing spears, and at the cost of his life made a narrow gap 
through which the French broke into the mass of the enemy. 
Still the conflict matinee& but at last La Paliese, with all the 
gendarmerie still in hand, rode completely round the entrench-
ments and charged the Spaniards' rear again. This was the 
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mid, but the remnant of the Spanish infantry retreated in ceder 
along the river causeway, keeping the pursuers at bay with their 
arquebases. Gaston de Foie, recklessly charging into the 
midst of them, was killed. (C. F. A.) 

DAVIDOIA. IMAMATE OF, the official name of that part 
of Italy which remained In the allegiance of the Roman 
emperors at Constantinople from the dosing years of the 6th 
to the middle of the 8th century. The civil and military had 
of them possessions, the much (q v.), was stationed at Ravenna. 
The territory round the town, horn the southern border of 
the modern Venetia to the beginning of the Pentapolis at 
Rimini, was ander his direct administration and formed in 
a limited sense the marchate. The other provinces were 
governed by dukes and stogistri militate, titles which were 
generally, bat not always, borne by the same person. But as 
all were subject to his authority, they were included In the 
exarchate of Ravenna, which was therefore another name for 
the province of Italy. The borders'ol these dominions varied 
according to the fortunes of the imperial authority in its long 
struggle with the Lombards. Sicily formed a separate govern-
ment. Corsica and Sardinia belonged to the esarchate of 
Africa. The reorganization of the province of Italy Into 
the exarchate was forced on the emperors by the Lombard 
invasion, which began in 568, and their permanent settlement. 
The Lombards thrust a wedge into Italy. Its base was In 
Venetia, and its point was advanced to the Tiber. From the 
early days of the conquest they spread to the south, and estab-
lished the duchies of Spoletum and Beneventum in the modern 
kingdom of Naples. They may thus be said to have hollowed 
out the imperial, or Byzantine, possessions In Italy, the interior 
being under their power, and the coast remaining to the imperial 
officers. This illustration, however, is subject to two serious 
exceptions. As the Lombards spread they came into pos-
session of many parts of the coast. Then a belt of Imperial 
territory stretching from Rimini on the Adriatic, S.W. to the 
mouth of the Tiber, and including the duchies of Perugia and 
Rome, served to unite the immediate territory of Ravenna 
with the duchy of Naples, and to separate the two bodies 
under Lombard dominion, the kingdom in the north, and 
the southern duchies Spoletum and Beneventum. The 
organization of the marchate is placed by modern Investi-
gators under the reign of the emperor Maurice (581-6or), when 
the Imperial government began to recognise the necessity of 
providing for a new and a long struggle. At the end of the 
6th century the machete included Istria; the maritime 
part of Venetia as distinct from the interior which was in the 
hands of the Lombard kings at Pavia; the exarchate proper, 
or territory around Ravenna on the eastern side of the 
Apennines. to which was added Calabria, which at that period 
meant the heel and not the toe of the boot; the Pentapolis, 
or coast frem Rimini to Ancona with the interior as far as the 
mountains; the duchy of Rome, or belt of territory connecting 
the Pentapolis with the western coast, the coast of Naples, 
with Bruttium the toe of the boot, the modern Calabria, and 
Liguria, or the Riviera of Genoa. The Piedmont, Lombardy, 
mainland of Venetia. Tuscany and the interior of Naples be-
longed to the Lombards. The advance of thew barbarians 
was for a time checked during the anarchy which followed 
the death of Alboin, and was subject to other suspensions. 
The superior organization of the imperial government enabled 
it to regain lost territory and delay complete ruin. In sers 
the empire regained much of Venetia. But these revivals were 
not permanent. The superiority of the empire was a mechanical 
one, and &tine the two centuries or so that the exarchate 
lasted it lost ground. In 64o the Ligurian seacoast fell under 
the power of the Lombards, and mead to be an imperial pro. 
'glace. About a century later the exarchate had been greatly 
reduced, though the imperial officials endeavoured to conceal 
the fact by retaining and transferring names when the reality 
of posession was lost. About 74o it consisted of Istria, 
Venetia (the maritime portion of which was ceasing to be a 
province and was becoming a protected state, the fon:runner  

of the future republic of Venice), Ferrara, Ravenna (the 
exarchate in the 'limited sense), Pentapolis, Perusia, Rome 
the coast of Naples and Calabria (in the sense of the toe and 
not the heel of the boot) which was being overrun by the Lom• 
bards of the duchy of Beneventum, which with Spoletum held 
the interior. In Rome the pope was the real master. These 
fragments of the " province of Italy," as it was when recoil-
geared by Palsies, were almost all lost either to the Lom-
bards, who finally conquered Ravenna itself about vm, or by 
the revolt of the pope, who separated from the empire on 
account of the iconoclastic reforms. The intervention of Pippin 
the Carolingian, who was called in by the popes to protect them 
against the Lombards and the Eastern emperors alike, made a 
revival of the exarchate impossible. It disappeared, and the 
small remnants of the imperial possessions on the mainland, 
Naples and Calabria, passed under the authority of the " patri-
cius " of Sicily, and when Sicily was conquered by the Arabs 
In the roth century were erected into the themes of Calabria 
and Langobardia. Istria was attached to Dalmatia. 

In its internal history the esarchate was subject to the 
influences which were everywhere, in central and western 
Europe at least, leading to the subdivision of sovereignty 
and the establishment of feudalism. Step by step, •  and In 
spite of the efforts of the emperors at Constantinople, the 
great imperial officials became landowners, the owners of land 
—kinsmen or at least associates of these officials—intruded on 
the imperial administration, while the necessity for providing 
for the defence of the imperial territories against the Lombards 
led to the formation of local militias, who at first were attached 
to the Imperial regiments, but gradually became independent. 
These armed men formed the exercilus FOIMMIS miliaria, who 
were the forerunners of the free armed burghers of the Italian 
cities of the middle ages. The exercilos of Rome was divided 
into scholoe, and bad a chief or 'Orman, and its banner. Other 
cities of the machete were organised on the same model. 
Diehl is of opinion that the exercilus was formed of the ancient 
" possessores," or landowners and free townsmen, who were 
of a less rank than the ord. snialorims. The great landowners 
who were developing into feudal kids, and the smaller freemen 
who were becoming independent burghers, broke the imperial 
administration to pieces, and prepared the way for the final 
ruin of the etarchate. 

See bade: sear rodatisistratiox By:maim dons l'exorekal de 
Amami (568-750, by Charles Diehl (Paris, ,888). 

RAVENSBURO. a town of Germany, in the kingdom of 
Wurttemberg, pleasantly situated amid vine-clad hills on the 
river Schusses, Is M. N. of Friedrichshafen on the lake of 
Constance, by the railway of trim. Pop. (1935) 14,614, the 
great majority of whom are Roman Catholics. Its aspect is 
medieval; it still retains its walls and nine picturesque towers, 
the most prominent of which, dating from the 15th century, 
is known as the " Mehlsack," or sack of flour. The town hall 
is a handsome 15th-century building. The manufactures 
include linen, cotton, embroidered muslin, pottery, glass and 
playinf-cards. The fruit market is important, and there is 
trade in cattle, grain and timber. Ravensburg was founded 
in the nth century by the Guelphs, and in their ancestral 
castle on the Vcitsburg, which was partially restored in 189a, 
the Saxon duke, Henry the Lion, was born. In rillo the town 
passed to the Hohenstaufen, and a century later it became 
a free town of the Empire. In the 15th century it was a 
flourishing commercial place, its chief industry being the 
manufacture of paper. Annexed to Bavaria from 1803 to Oho, 
it was ceded to Wurttemberg in the latter year. 

See Hefner. Cathie:kit tee Rosonsborg (Ravenslitug, 1887). 

RAVRNSCROPT, EDWARD (S. 1671-T697), English dta-
matist, belonged to an ancient Flin' tshire family. He was 
entered at the Middle Temple, but devoted his attention mainly 
to literature. Among his pieces are Momomomtki, or Thar 
Clean gored &Minims (Dorset Garden, 1671, pr. 5675); 
The Carden Levers (Dorsi* Gambit, 1673,  pr. 1673), a comedy 
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of intrigue; Scarainouch e Pititosopher. Hark** a Schooling, 
Bravo a Merchant and Magician (Theatre Royal, 1677); 
English Lawyer (Theatre Royal, 1678), an adaptation of George 
Ruggle's Latin play of /peereeses, presented before James 1. 
at Cambridge in March 16:5; The Londe. Cuckold (Dorset 
Garden, 1683), which became a Mock piece, but was struck out 
of the repertory by Garrick in :751; and Tke hussar Hnsband 
(Lincoln's Lin Fields, tan). He wrote in all twelve plays, in 
which be adapted freely from Moline and others, confessing on 
one occasion that he " but winnowed Shakespeare's corn." 
He ventured to decry the heron drama, and Dryden retaliated 
by satirizing his Massawouchi, a foolish adaptation from Molifre's 
Bourgeois Gentillwentese and Monsieur de Ponrceaupsac, in the 
prologue to the Assignation (Dryden, Works, ed. Scott, iv. 
34S 801•- 

R/1n a river of India, one of the " Five Rivers " of the 
Punjab. It rises in the Kulu subdivision of Kangra district, 
flows through Chamba state, and eaten British territory again 
in Gurdaspur district. At Madhupur the head works of the 
Bari Doab canal draw off a large portion of its waters. Thence 
it bows through the plains of the Punjab, passing within a mile 
of Lahore, and finally falls into the Cbenab after a course of 
about 450 in. 

RAVINE. a deep, narrow gorge, cleft or valley in a mountain, 
worn by the violent rush of water, whence the name, which 
comes through Fr. from Lat. rapists, violent robbery or plunder 
(rapers, to seize). The doublet " Lavin" or " raven," robbery, 
greed, has given place to the more learned form " rapine," but 
is still seen in " ravenous," greedy, voracious. 

RAWALPINDI, a town of British India, which gives its 
name to a district and a division In the Punjab. The town is 
situated on the north bank of the little river Leh, 1726 ft. above 
the sea, lir m. E. by S. of Peshawar, and 1443 m. N.W. of 
Calcutta. Pop. (1901) 87,688. It is chiefly notable as the 
largest military station in India, and the key to the British 
system of defence upon the North-West Frontier. Railways 
radiate to Peshawar, Kobat, and the Udskand Pass, and a 
road runs to the Abbotabad frontier. It is also the starting-
point of the art-road to the hill-station of Murree and of the 
route into Kashmir. It is protected by a strong chain of forts, 
connected by the Circular Road. It is the headquarters of the 
second division of the northern army with a strong force of all 
arms, and contains an arsenal. Besides the locomotive works 
of the North-Western railway, there are gas-works, a tent 
factory, an iron foundry, and a brewery. An annual bone 
fair is held in April. 

The Dtsrucr or ILiwurruot has an area of solo sq. In., 
Attack having been separated from it and formed Into a separate 
district in 1904. It is situated on the southern slopes of the 
north-western extremities of the Himalayas, including large 
mountain tracts with rich valleys traversed by mountain 
torrents. It contains the Murree hills with the sanatorium of 
that name, the chief hill-station in the Punjab. The Indus 
and the Jhelum are the chief rivers, and the climate is noted 
for its healthiness. The principal crops are wheat, barley, 
maize, millets, and pulses. The district is traversed by the 
main line of the North-Western railway, crossing the Indus at 
Attock, and also by a branch towards the Indus at Kushalgerh. 
The population In 1901 was 558,699, showing an increase of 
4.7% Ill the decade. 

The Division or RAWALPINDI lies in the north-west of the 
Punjab. It consists of the five districts of Gujrat, Attock, 
Shehpur, Jhelum, and Rawalpindi. The total area is 25,736 
sq. in. and the population in Igo: was 3,799, 36o. 

ILLIVINDIS. a Persian sect that took its name from a town 
Raweod near Isfahan. Its origin is unknown, but they held 
ultra-ShilW doctriass (see Snares). Under the year 110 
(4.e. 775) Tabarisays that a man of the Itlwendis, called al-AbLsq 
(because to was leprous), asserted that the spirit that was in 
Jesus was in 'Ali, then in the imams one after the other to 
Ibrahim am Malsonsmed, and that thus these were gods. Mad 
ibo 'Abdellah, Shea governor of Kboeasan, put gouty  of  them to  

death. Under the year 335 (e.a. 731-3) the histories sods 
mentions a rising of the Rawendis of Tallman, and its enpszemion. 
Under 143 (s.a. 758-9) he gives a fuller account of thee. They 
believed in metempsychosis, or the transmigration of sods, ire 
asserted that the spirit of Adam wu in Mims& ihn Naar, tar 
the Lord who fed them and gave them drink was Abs Jabs 
ul-Mansur, and that alUsithaen iba Ifoawiy1 was Galicia 
Accordingly they came to the palace of UNDO, is Ilashindys 
and began to bail him as Lord. Manlike, however, secured dear 
chiefs and threw them into prison. By mesas of a mock 
funeral they succeeded in reaching the prison and defies:lig 
their leaden, They then turned in wrath against Magner sod 
almost succeeded in capturing him, but were detested sod 
slain by al-Heaths:a. (G. W. T.) 

RAWI1'$CH (Polish Narks), a town of Germany, in abs 
Prussian province of Posen, lying near the Silesia frostier-
37 in. N. of Braden, at the junction of railways to Roes nag 
Liegnits. Pop. (1905)  s 1,4o3. It captains a handsome Pro-
testant church and a medieval town ball. The principal inesteny 
is the manufacture of snuff and cigars, and for the founts is 
enjoys a considerable reputation. Trade is carried on in gait 
wool, cattle, hides, and timber. Itawitsds was founded by 
Protestant refugees from Silesia during the Thirty Yeses' 
War. It passed to Prussia at the second partition of Pain/ 
in 1793. 

RAWLINSOIL GEORGE (tihr-rnoa), English scholar tea 
historian, was born at Chadlington, Oxfordshire, on the nod 
November Oh a, being the younger brother of Sir Henry 
Rawlinson (q.t.). Having taken his degree at Oxford Mom 
Trinity College) in 1838, he was elected ton fellowship at Eve's 
College in 184o, of which from 44: to 1846 be was fellow sad 
tutor. He was ordained in 1841; was Bamptoa lecturer in 
1859, and Camden professor of ancient history from 186, I. 
1889. In 1871 he was appointed canon of Canterbury. and 
after 1888 he was rector of Ail Hallows, Lombard Street- le 
1873 he was appointed proctor in Convocation for the Chapter 
of Canterbury. He married Louisa, daughter of Sir R. A. 
Chermside, in 1846. His chief publications are his tessellation' 
of the History of Heresies: (in collaboration with Sir Henry 
Rawlinson and Sir Gardner Wilkinson), s858-6o; The For 
Great Monarchies of the Ancient Eastern World, 186s-67; Tie 
Sink Great Oriental Mowed., (Parthian), 1873; The Sasawk 
Great Oriental  Meow* (Sassenian), 0175; Monist of Amiens 
History, 1869; Historical Dlustrations of the Old Testae...II, ass. 
The Origin of Nations, 1877; History of Ancient Egypt, :ME 
Egypt and Babylon, :885; History of Phoenicia, 1889; Pardia, 
1893; Memoir of Major-Goneral Sir H. C. Rawliaven, snug. 
He wu a contributor to the Speaker's Cowsnenkry, the Pape 
Coniseentary, Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, and various similar 
publications; and be was the author of the article " Herodones 
in the 9th edition of the Ego. Brit. He died on the 7th of 
October usos. 

RAWLUIS011. SIR HENRY CRESIFICKR (sito-a8951, 
English soldier and orientalist, was born at Chadlingten, Oxford-
shire, on the lath  of April iftso. Is :837 be went to India as 
cadet under the East India Company; and after six years' Ida 
with his regiment es subaltern, during which time he bad 
become proficient In the Persian language, be was sent to Persia 
in company with some other English officen to drill emit 
reorganize the Shah's troops. It was at this time that he was 
first attracted to the study of inscriptions, more particularly 
those in the hitherto undeciphered cuneiform character. la 
the count of the two years during which be was in its immediasa 
neighbourhood he transcribed as much as be was able of taw 
great cuneiform inscription at Banters (q.v.); but the frictioo 
between the Persian court and the British government ended is 
the departure of she British officers. 

He was appointed political agent at Kandahar in Aso. In 
that capacity be served for three years, his political labours 
being as meritorious as was kis gallantry during variousesmsge-
masts in the course of the Afghan Wax; for these be was mounted 
by the distinction of C.B. in 444. A fortunate chance, by which 
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• became pernanally loom to the governar-genaral.led to his 
sing appointed, at his own desire, as political agent in Turkish 
arable; thus he was enabled to settle in Bagdad, where he 
evoted much time to the cuneiform stadia which attracted 
im. He was now able, under considerable difficulties and 
ith no small personal risk, to make a complete transcript of the 
tchistun inscription, which he was also succoodul in deciphering 
ad interpreting. Having collected a large amount of invaluable 
iforniation on this and kindred topics, in addition to much 
eographical knowledge gained in the prosecution of various 
colorations (including visits with Layard to the ruins of 
iineveh), be returned to England on leave of absence in 449. 
le remained at home for two years, published in 285: his 
semoir on the Behistun inscription, and was promoted to the 
ank of lieutenant-colonel. He disposed of his valuable collec-
ion of Babylonian, Saban, and Sassanian antiquities to the 
rustees of the British Museum, who also made him a consider-
ble grant to enable him to carry on the Assyrian and Babylonian 
:cautious initiated by Layard. In :85: he returned to 
lagdad. The excavations were carried on under his direction 
rith valuable results, among the most important being the 
iscovery of material that greatly contributed to the final 
lecipherment and interpretation of the cuneiform character. 
to accident with which be met in :855 hastened his determina-
tion to return to England, and in that year he resigned his 

at in the East India Company. On his return to England the 
distinction of K.C.B. was conferred upon him, and be was 
.ppointed a crown director of the East India Company. The 
emaining forty years of his life were full of activity—political, 
diplomatic, and scientific—and were mainly spent in London. 
n 1858 he was appointed a member of the first India Council, 
Jut resigned in 1859 on being sent to Persia as envoy extra-
irdinary and minister plenipotentiary. The latter post be held 
Holy for a year, owing to his dbaatisfaction with circumstances 
:onnected with his official position there. Previously be 
tad sat in Parliament as M.P. for Reigate from February to 
ieptember 0158; be sat again as M.P. for Frorne, 1865-68. He 
was appointed to the Council of India again in 1868, and con-
inued to serve upon it until his death. He was a strong 
advocate of the forward policy in Afghanistan, and counselled 
be retention of Kandahar. His views 'Were more particularly 
mpressed in England arid Russia is the East, :875. He was a 
rustee of the British Museum from 1876 till his death. He was 
:rested C.C.S. in 1889, and a Baronet in 1891; was president 
O the Geographical Society from 1874 to 1875, and of the 
Untie Society from 58711 to 018z; and received honorary 
iegrees at Oxford, Cambridge, and Edinburgh. He married, 
n September s86s, Louisa Caroline Hanna Seymour, whoa 
lore him two sots and died in 1889. He died in London on 
he 5th of March 1895. Ha put:Ebbed weeks include (apart 
roe minor contributions to the publications of learned societies) 
our volumes of cuneiform inscriptions, published under his 
ffrection between :87o and 0184 by the trustees of the British 
Museum; The Persian Cuneiform Inscription at Beiislua, 
846-51, and Outline of as History of Assyria, tilsr, both re-
wined from the Asiatic Society's journals; A Cemotentery 
es she Cigna/arm inscriptions of Babyloa and Assyria, Alm; 
Voles on the Early History q? Babylonia, 1854; England and 
Russia in as East, 0175. He contributed to the Esocyclopoodia 
Brimming (tab edition) the articles on Bagdad, the Euphrates 
and Kurdistan, and several other articles dealing with the East; 
end assisted be editing a 'earlobe of Haedotus by his brother. 
Canon George Rawlinson. 
See G. Rawlissoo. Mario of Harry Coessoider Raviases (180). 

RAIII11111011. mama (1692-1755), Enitlialt antiquary 
and divine, was a younger son of Sir Thomas Rawlinson (1647- 
I7o8), lord mayor of London In 2705-6. and a brother of Thomas 
Rawlinson (t68s-s715), the bibliophile. Born on the 3rc1 of 
January t69o, he was educated at St Paul's school, at Eton, 
and at St John's College, Oxford. In 1716 he was ordained, 
but as be was a nonjuror and a Jacobite the ceremony was per 

 by a maturing bishop, Jeremy Collier. Rawlinson then 

travelled in England and on the continent el Europe, where he 
nosed several years, making collection of maausaipts, coins 
and curiosities. In :728 be became a bishop among the non-
jurors, but be hardly ever appears to have discharged episcopal 
functions, preferring to pass his time in collecting books and 
manusains, pictures and curiosities. He died at Islington 
on the 6th of April 1755. Rawlinson left his manuscripts, his 
curiosities, and some other property to the Bodkin Library; 
be endowed a professorship of Anglo-Saxon at Oxford, and me 
a benefactor to St John's College. 

RAWLDIS011, SIR ROBERT (i8to-898), English engineer 
and sanitarian, was both at Bristol on the 28th of February 
dre. His father was a mason and builder at Cawley, Lanca-
shire, and be himself began his engineering education by working 
is a stonemason's yard. In 283: be obtained employment 
under Jesse Hartley in the engineer's office at the Liverpool 
docks, and for four years from :836 he was engaged under 
Robert Stephenson as instant resident engineer for the Me-
worth section of what Is now the London & North-Western 
main line from Leaden to the North. Returning to Liverpool, 
be spent some years as anstansurveyor to the =poem:Ion, 
and than in au accepted an cognising post on the Bridgewater 
Canal. Three years later he returned to Liverpool, to super-
Mend the &sign and construction of the famous brick-arched 
ceiling in the St George's Hall, in succession to his friend 
H. L. Elms. During this period Rawl:eon's reputation as • 
unitarian had been growing, and when the Public Health Act 
was pared in 048 he ma appointed one of the first inspectors 
under it. He Inspected many of the chief towns of England, 
and his reports on the sanitary conditions he found brought 
him in many cues into great unpopularity with the municipal 
rulers. Early in 18SS Pannier feeling was so aroused by the 
waste of life that was going on among the British troops in the 
Crimea through disease, and by the mismanagement of the 
campaign, that the Aberdeen ministry was forced to resign. 
Lord Palmerston, who than became prime minister, sent • 
sanitary onunimion, consisting of Rawlinson and two medical 
members (Dr John Sutherland and Dr H. Gavin), with full 
powers from the War Office, to do whatever it thought would 
lead to better hygienic condition in camp and hospital. The 
commission reached Constantinople in March, and, by insisting 
on what new seem the most obvious precautions, succeeded 
within a few weeks in reducing the death-rate in the Levantine 
hospitals from 42 to 4%. Passing on to the Crimea, it 
effected a similar improvement there, and by the end of the year 
the health of the whole British army in the field was even better 
than it enjoyed at home. Rawlinson's next great public service, 
for which he was made C.B. in 0165, was in connexion with the 
distress caused in Lancashire by the collapse of the cotton-
manufacturing industry consequent on the American Civil War. 
In 0363 it was suggested that, in order to provide employment 
for the starving operatives, the government should start works 
of " utility, profit and ornament," and Rawlinson being sent 
to make an official investigation into the question. reported, 
after visiting nearly too towns, that to million sterling might 
be advantageously expended in providing water-supply and 
drainage, forming streets, fec., in those places. The result was 
that the Treasury was authorized to advance ft,:co,000 the 
amount was afterwards increased) at a% for carrying out 
such works, which proved of enormous public benefit. In 
1866 he acted as chairman of the Royal Commission on the 
Pollution of Rivers, and a few years later was appointed 
chief engineering inspector to the Local Government Board; 
on retiring from this position in 0388 he was promoted to 
be K.C.B. In 0394 he served as president of the Institution 
of Civil Engineers. He died in London on the gist of May 
0198. 

RISINNAR111. as urban district in the Rotherham parlia-
atentary division of the West Riding of Yorkshire, England, 
71 m. N.E. of Sheffield by the Midland railway. Pop. (r 89t) 
11,983; (tut) 14,07. It Is situated on the ridge of a bill above 
the valley of the Den. The church of St Lawrence was rebuilt 
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in t1139 with the exception of the Norman tower. Rawmardt 
has large iron-works, steel rolling-mills and potteries, and there 
are collieries in the neighbourhood. At the time of the Conquest 
the manor was granted to Walter d'Eyncourt, and in the lath 
century it was divided among the three daughters of his tenant 
Ralph Pagand, who is supposed to have been the founder of the 
church. 

HAWTENSTALL. a municipal borough in the Roesendale 
parliamentary division of Lancashire, England, r74 m. N. by W. 
from Manchester by the Lancashire St Yorkshire railwxy. 
Pop. (root) 31,o53. This town is a modern creation of the 
cotton industry; at the beginning of the rock century it was 
a secluded village in the wild hilly district of Roesendale Forest. 
The cotton and woollen industries employ the majority of the 
inhabitants, and there are stone quarries in the neighbourhood. 
The town was incorporated in dor, and the corporation consists 
of a mayor, 6 aldermen and di councillors. Area, 9535 acres. 

BAT (Lat. rain). The rays (Baeoides) together with the 
sharks (Seloelsoidell form the suborder Pksgiorgoosi of Elasmo- 
branch fishes, and are divided into six families (see Icarnvotoor). 

The first family, Pratidad, contains only the saw-fishes 
(Prigir), of which five species are known, from tropical and sub- 

tropical seas. They frequent es- 
pecially estuaries and river-mouths, 
and in some cases make their way 
over a hundred miles from the 
sea. Although saw-fishes possess 
all the essential characteristics of 
the rays proper, they retain the 
elongate form of the body of 
sharks, the tail being eaccesively 
muscular and the sole organ of. 
locomotion. The " saw " (fig. 9 
is a flat prolongation of the snout, 
with an endoskeleton which con- 
sists of three to five cartilaginous 
tubes; these are the astral pro- 
cesses of the cranial cartilage and 
are found in all rays, though com- 
monly much shorter. The in- 
tegument of the saw is hard, 
covered with shagreen; and a 
series of strong teeth, sharp in 

front and flat 
behind, are em- 
bedded in it, in 
alveolar sockets, 
on each side. 
The saw is a for- 
midable weapon 
of offence, by 
means of which 
the fish tears 
pieces of flesh 
off the body of 
its victim, or 
rips open its 
abdomen to feed 
on the intes- 
tines. Ths teeth 
proper, 	with 

/ which the mouth 
is armed, " are 
extremely small 
and obtuse, and 
unsuitable for 
wounding 	or 
seising animals. 
Saw-fishes are 
abundant in the 

tropics; in their stomachs pieces of iateadoes and fragments 
of cuttla-fish have beet found. They grow to a law sie.  

specimens with saws 6 ft. long and t ft. broad at the ham bring 
common. 

The rays of the second family, Rhinobatidae, hoar a stniog 
reaemblance to the saw-fishes, but lack the saw. Their testator, 
consequently more developed, fiat, obtuse, and adapted kw 
crushing hard-shelled marine animals. There are about twenty 
known species, from tropical and subtropical seas. 

The third family, Torpedinidae, includes the electric Tara 
For the peculiar organ (fig. 2) by which the electricity Is pro-
duced, see Icarnvoracv. The fish saes this power voluntarily 
either to defend itself or to stun or kill the smaller animals cm 

s.—Torpedo 114n2 (Mediterranean). A portion of the dna 
on the left side has been removed to show the electric organ. 

which it feeds.' To receive the shock, the object must complete 
the galvanic circuit by communicating with the fah at two 
distinct points, either directly or through the medium of seat 
conducting body. The electric currents created in that him 
exercise all the other known powers of electricity: they ensue 
the needle magnetic, decompose chemical compounds and emit 
the spark. The dorsal surface of the electric organ is positive. 
the ventral negative. Shocks from a large healthy folk ma 
temporarily paralyse the arms of a strong man. The species of 
the genus Torpedo are distributed over the coasts of the Atlaothr. 
Pacific and Italian Ocean, and at least ono teethes the maim al 
Great Britain (T. hebetoss). Os the west , coast of North 
America T. eal(forsica octets, while on the Atlantic coma time 
is found the black crampfisk (T.beeddestedit). This latter is Gail 
to reach  a weight of soo lb, but such *ends specimen 
are scarce, and prefer sandy ground at some distance Item the 
shore, where they are not disturbed by the agkatioa of the 
surface-water. Seven genera with about fifteen species have 
been described, mostly from the wormer seas. All the nays of 
this family have, like electric fishes generally, smooth and shed 
body. 

The fourth family, 'bifida., comprises the abates  and mys 
Proper, or Reis. More than thirty species are known, or* 
from the temperate sees of both bentiephters, but much mom 
numerously from the northern than the southern. Mew spode 
demand so a depth of nearly boo fathoms, without, hovivon, 
eastatiffilly differing from their surface coareara. Rave as is 
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ridiculed by their shape, are bottom-fishes, living on flat sandy 
round, generally at no great distance from the coast or the 
orfact. They lead a sedentary life, progressing, like the flat-
shin, by an undulatory motion of the greatly extended pectoral 
ns, the thin slender tail having lost the function of an organ of 
wormation, and acting merely as a rudder. They are carnivor 
ns and feed exclusively on molluscs, crustaceans and fishes. 
ome of the species possess a much larger and more pointed 
nout than the others, and arc popularly distinguished as 
skates." The following are known as inhabitants of the 

aritish seas:--(e) short-snouted species: (I) the thornback 
R. elevate), (a) the homelyn or spotted ray (R. snaeutata), 
) the starry ray (R. radiate), (4) the cuckoo or sandy ray 
. cieridarir); (h) long-snouted species: (5) the common skate 

R. balis), (6) the ti apper skate or jumbo skate (R.ssocrerhyrschas), 
) the Burton skate (R. alba), (8) and (g) the shagreen skates 
. oxyrkynchus and R. fullonita). A few deep-sea species are 

mown, including R. ebyssicola from 1588 fathoms off the coast 
I British Columbia. Most of the skates and rays are eaten, 
ccpt during the breeding season; and even the young of the 
titter are esteemed as food. The skates attain to a much 

size than the rays, via. to a width of 6 ft. and a weight of 
oo and Sao lb. 

The members of the fifth family, Trygonidae or sting-rays, are 
"stinguished from the rays proper by having the vertical fins 
placed by a strong spine attached to the upper side of the tail. 
me fifty slpecies are known, which inhabit tropical more than 

emperate seas, some species being found In great tropical rivers 
ver loco m. from the sea. The spine is barbed on the sides 

.ad is a most effective weapon of defence; by lashing the tall 
n every direction the sting-rays can inflict dangerous or at least 
xtremely painful wounds. The danger arises from the lacerated 
nature of the wound rather than from any specially poisonous 
'rowdy of the mucus inoculated. Generally only one or two 
pines are developed. Sting-rays attain to about the same size 
is the skates and are eaten on the coasts of the Mediterranean 
tnd elsewhere. One species (Trygon paginate) is not rarely 
ound in the North Atlantic and extends northwards to the 
oasts of Ireland, England and Norway. 

The rays of the sixth and last family, Myliobatidae, are popu-
arly known under various names, such as " devil-fishes," 
' sea-devils " and " eagle-rays." In them the dilatation of the 
iody, or rather the development of the pectoral fins, is carried to 
an extreme, whilst the tail is very thin and sometimes long like 
♦ whip-cord (fig. 3). Caudal spines are generally present and 

Fut. 3.--Adeberis seeker; (Indo-Pacific Ocean). 

similar to those of the stingrays. In the enormous " sea-devils," 
sometimes classed as a separate family illobulidae), the anterior 
part of the pectoral in is detached and forms a " cephalic " lobe 
or pair of lobes in front of the snout The dentition consists of 

perfectly fiat mien, adapted for crushing bard substances. In 
some of the eagle-rays the molars are large and tessellated (fig. 41. 

Flo. 4.—Jaws of an Eagle-Ray, Mytiobstis aquas. 

in others extremely small. Of the twenty-seven species which 
are known, from tropical and temperate seas, the majority attain 
a very large and some an enormous size: one mentioned by, Rime, 
which was taken at Messina, weighed t aco lb. A foetus taken 
from the uterus of the mother (all eagle-rays are viviparous), 
captured at Jamaica and preserved in the British Museum, Is s ft. 
broad and weighed IO lb. The mother measured Is ft. in width 
and as many in length, and was between 3 and 4 ft. thick. At 
Jamaica, where these rays are well known under the name of 
" devil-fishes, " they are frequently attacked for sport's sake, 
but their capture is uncertain and sometimes attended with 
danger. The eagle-ray of the Mediterranean and Atlantic 
(Ifyliobatis aquila) is occasionally found off the British coasts. 

(A. C. G.;  
RAY (or WRAY, as he wrote his name till 167o), JOHN (t628- 

1705), sometimes called the father of English natural history, 
was the son of the blacksmith 'of Black Notley neer Braintree 
in Essen, where he was born on the agth of November 2628, 
or, according to other authorities, some months earlier. From 
Braintree school he was sent at the age of sixteen to Catharine 
Hall, CamSridge, whence he removed to Trinity College after 
about one year and three-quarters. Ills tutor at Trinity was 
Dr James Duport (1606-t679), region professor of Greek, and 
his intimate friend and fellow-pupil the celebrated Isaac Barrow. 
Ray was chosen minor fellow of Trinity in 1649, and in due 
course became a major fellow on proceeding to the master's 
degree. He held many college offices, becoming successively 
lecturerin Greek (I 6.51 ), mathematics (t 653),and humanity(1650. 
pratlector ( 1 65?). /mina dean (r6s7), and college steward  (1659 
and t66o); and according to the habit of the time, he was 
accustomed to preach in his college chapel and also at Great 
St Mary's before the university, long before he took holy orders. 
Among his sermons preached before his ordination, which was 
not till the a3rd of December 366o, were the famous discoulass 
on The Wisdoms of God in Me Creation, and on the Chaos;  Deluge 
and Dissolution of the World. Ray's reputation was high also 
as a tutor; and he communicated his own passion for natural 
history to several pupils, of whom Francis Willughby is by far 
the most famous. 

Ray's quiet college life closed when be found himself 
unable to subscribe to the Act of Uniformity of 1661, and was 
obliged to give up his fellowship in t661, the year after Isaac 
Newton had entered the college. We are told by Dr Denham 
in his Life of Ray that the reason, of his refusal " was not (as 
some have imagined) his having taken the' Solemn League and 
Covenant,' for that he never did, and often declared that be 
ever thought it an unlawful oath; but he said he could not 
declare for those that had taken the oath that no obligation 
lay upon them, but feared there might." From this time on-
wards he seems to have depended chiefly on the bounty of his 
pupil Willughby, who made Ray his constant companion while 
be lived, and at his death left him L6o a year, with the charged 
edacating his two sons. 
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In the spring of :663 Ray started together with WOlughby 

and two other pupils on a tour through Europe, from which he 
returned in March 1666, parting from Willughby at Montpellier, 
whence the latter continued his journey into Spain. He had 
previously in three different journeys (Asa, 1661, 1662) 
travelled through the greater part of Great Britain, and selec-
tions from his private notes of these journeys were edited by 
George Scott in z76o, under the title of Mr Ray's Itineraries. 
Ray himself published an account of his foreign travel in 1673, 
entitled Observations topographical, moral, and physiological, 
made on a Jouseley through part of the Low Countries,Gernsany, 
Italy, and France. From this tour Ray and Willughby returned 
laden with collections, on which they meant to base complete 
systematic descriptions of the animal and vegetable kingdoms. 
Willughby undertook the former part, but, dying in 1672, left 
only an ornithology and ichthyology, in themselves vast, for 
Ray to edit; while the latter used the botanical collections for 
the groundwork of his Maladies plantarum nova (1682), and 
his great Historia generalis plantarunt (3 vols., :686, *688, 
:704). The plants gathered on his British tours had already 
been described in his Catalogs' plan:arum An•liae (1670), which 
work is the basis of all later English floras. 

In 1667 Ray was elected a fellow of the Royal Society, and 
in 1669 he published in conjunction with Willughby his first 
paper in the Philosophical Transactions on " Experiments 
concerning the Motion of Sap in Trees." They demonstrated 
the ascent of the up through the wood of the tree, and supposed 
the sap to " precipitate a kind of white coagulum or jelly, 
which may be well conceived to be the part which every year 
between bark and tree turns to wood and of which the leaves 
and fruits are made." Immediately after his admission into 
the Royal Society be was induced by Bishop John Wilkins to 
translate his Real Character into Latin, and it seems be actually 
completed a translation, which, however.. remained in manu-
script; his Methadon plantains' nose was in fact undertaken as 
a part of Wilkins's great classificatory scheme. 

In *673 Ray married Margaret Oakley of Launton (Oxford); 
in 1676 he went to Sutton Coldield, and in 1677 to Falborne 
Hall in Essex. Finally, in 1679, he removed to Black Notley, 
where he afterwards remained. His life there was quiet and 
uneventful, but embittered by bodily weakness and chronic 
sores. Me occupied himself in writing books and in keeping 
up a wide scientific correspondence, and lived, in spite of his 
infirmities, to the age of seventy-six, dying at Black Notley on 
the 17th of January 17o5. The Ray Society, for the publica-
tion of works on natural history, was founded in his honour in 
1844. 

Ray's first book, the Catalogus plantation stria Cantabr:,- eta 
nascent ourn (I66o, followed by appendices in 1663 and 1685), tas 
written in conjunction with his " amicissimus ct individuus co.- s," 
John Nid. The plants, 626 in number, are enumerated alph.. :ti- 
tally, but a system of classification differing little from C. tar 
Bauhin's is sketched at the end of the book; and the notes ea., sin 
many curious references to other parts of natural history. .he 
stations of the plants are minutely described; and Camb, Igo 
students still gather some of their rarer plants in the cop,.-. or 
chalk-pits where he found them. The book shows signs of his 
indebtedness to Joachim Jung of Hamburg, who had died in 1657, 
leaving his writings unpublished; but a MS. copy of some of them 
was sent to Ray by Samuel Hartlib in 166o. Jung invented or gave 
precision to many technical terms which Ray and others at once 
made use of in their descriptions, and which are now classical; and 
his notions of what constitutes a specific distinction and what 
characters are valueless as such seem to have been adopted with 
little change by Ray. The first two editions of the Catalogs 
plaatarain Anglia (167o, t677) were likewise arranged alphabeti-
cally; but in the Synopsis stirpium Braionnirarunt tego, 1696. 
also re-edited by Dillenius, 1724, and by Hill, 176o) Ray applied 
the scheme of classification which he had by that time elaborated 
in the Metiodus and the Historia plantarum. The Methodas 
arse novo (1682) was largely based on the works of Caesal; ass 
and Jung, and still more on that of Robert Morison of Oxford. be 
greatest merit of this book is the use of the number of cotyk-dona 
as • basis of classification; though it must be remembered that 
the difference between the monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous 
embryo was detected by Nehemiah Grew. After dividing plants 
into flowerless and flowering. Ray says. " Floriferas dividemus in 
Dicotyledons, quarum semina seta binis foliis anomalis, seminal- 

bus etisnia, name cots ledonorum usum praesaant. e terra roe ewe. 
vet in bins' ...Item lobos divaduntur, quarmis ens supra 	tern 
foliorum spa ,e non efferunt; et Monocotyledons, gala 	" 
bits seminal. efferunt nee lobos binos condunt.. Hae, .41MS 
ad arbores slam extendi potent; siquidem Palouse et conger, ie. hat 
respectu eodem modo a reliquis arboribus differunt quo Mon .L. •140. 
done. a reliquis herbis." But a serious blemish was his to -.stew 
separation of trees from herbs, a distinction whose falsity had has 
exposed by Jung and others, but to which Ray tried to give sierras 
foundation by denying the existence of buds in the latter. At the 
time he based his classification, like Caesalpinus, chiefly upon the 
fruit, and he distinguished several natural groups, such u, the 
grasses. Labialise. Umbelloferae and Papthonacea. The C. . ks 
tion of the Alethodus was extended and improved in the . 

	

, but was disfigured by a large class of A napalm. t 	Inds 
tkonnsdartr.:t 	

La 
 the other orders did not easily admit, and by the sva set 

tion of the cereals from other grasses. This vast book enurne,ses 
and describes all the plants known to the author or dente,!. I ti 
his tdedecedors, to the number, according to Adanson. a t As) 
species. In the first volume a chapter " De plantis in 
contains an account of all the anatomical and physiologic. ' 
ledge of the time regarding plants, with the recent ape. 	has 
and discoveries of Caesalpinus, Grew, Malpighi and Jr 	aad 
Cuvier and Dupetit Thouars, declaring that it was thi. 
which gave acceptance and authority to these authors sv ,  '• - an 
that " the best monument that could be erected to the m• 
Ray would be the republication of this part of his work sets. 
The Milian's Europaearunt extra Britannaas narrerassm 
(1694) is a much amplified edition of the catalogue of plants 	mC 
on his own European tour. In the preface to this book 	lies 
clearly admitted the doctrine of the sexuality of plants, at 	low 
ever, he had no share in establishing. Here also begins • beg 
controversy with Rivinus (Augustus Quirinus Bachmar, . kids 
chiefly turned upon Ray's indefensible separation of lignes, ems 
herbaceous plants, and also upon what he conceived to be an me 
leading reliance that Rivinus placed on the characters of the no- NIL. 
But in the ea .•nd edition of has Methodus (t;03) he followed Re diss 
and J. P. de rournefort in taking the flower instead of the In its 
his basis el I.tssification: he was no !career a fructi•- ■ 51 I t 
monist. 

Besides editing his friend Willughby's books. Ray wrote srs-14 
zoological works of his own, including Synopsis sedsodico A assisessa 
Quadrupedsta d Serpentini Genesis (Mot). that is to sa bet 
mammals and reptiles, and . Sytespsis maladies Ansa a 
0713); the "attar was published posthumously, all cos alas the 
MOM important Ria0fral ZWISCRIUMI (1710), which embodied 
great mass of Willughby's notes. 

Most of Rays minor works were the outcome ef hb beaky ter 
carefully amassing facts; for inseam, his Coliediss s Eatiods 
PIO•474.1 (167o). his Collation of Oed -of-the-may Enesii 
(1674), his Colledion of Curious Travels and %mom (143). and 
Diatimariolusi trilisgrs (1675. nth edition as Noisetsclator chums: 
1706). The last was written for the use of Wdlughby's sea as 
pupils: it passed through many editions, and is sail nadol fss 
its careful identifications of plants and animals mentiaand by 
Greek and Latin writers. But Ray's influence and reputatma 
have depended largely upper his two books entitled The Wudow 
of God manifested is the Works o f the Creation 0690,anddifiscogise 
outs Discourses concerning the Dissolution and Changes 	tie ► .--ig 
0692). The latter includes three essays on "The Primitive Chan 
and Creation of the World," " The General Deluge, its Cans 
and Effects." and "The Dissolution of the World and Flom 
Conflagrations." The germ of these works was coataised 
sermons preached long before in Cambridge. Both books obtaave 
immediate popularity, and the former, at least, was transktrd 
into several languages. In The Window of Gad. dee., Ray rem, 
innumerable examples of the perfection of or 	marbsaisna 
the multitude and variety of living creatures, the intautasseas sal 
usefulness of their parts, and many, if not most, of the facials 
examples of purposive adaptation and design in stature tees 
suggested by him, such as the structure of the eye, the hallos.
of the bones, the Camel's stomach and the hedgehog's asuman 

AUTNOILITIN31—Sekti Raladat, Itineraries setd ttLar 
Sir Denham, edited by George.  Scott, tyso; notice by_ 	„ E.. 

in Rees's Cyder 
ie 

 aedsa: nottce by Cuvier and A. Dupe* Thaws 
in the Biogra Intipresdle; all them ewe collected under us 
title Mawr of Ray. and edited (with the additina of a amenher 
catalogue of his works) by Dr Edwin Learner. eve (Ray Seders. 
1(146: Centipedes* (with Willughby, Martin Lister, Dr Redass. 
Peavey.. perham. Sir Has Sloane and others), editedu= 
Derbam, 17a8; Selections, with additions. edited b 
(Ray Societyl..e<imelL For accounts of Ray's system ofAsseibeasts 
am Curie, 	hia. s. Sri. Nat.. p. 488: Susse 	Gestds. 
Bsesssik, B. p. ao: Sachs, Gesell'. 4. &Mai A; alas Whew. fiat 
Ind. Sci., its. p. 	(ed. 1847), and Wood, art. " asawScatiss 
in Re's C a)- W. T./ 

RATAN (Arabic ntlyak, peasants, subjects, dock, lard. 
nee, to pasture, d. " ryot," an lade-Persian variant of the our 
world. the mote given to the non-Harlem sublects ot 
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Mahommedan ruler; all who pay the kw* or poll-tax levied 
on unbelievers. Five classes of rayahs existed under Turkish 
rule.—(1) the Greek, or Roans esiik24 (s) the Armenian, or 
Esneni nsilkti; (3) the Catholic Armenians--ermansi galediki 

(4) the Latin Christians, or Roans gaSoiiki ennui; and 
(5) the Jews, or ickondi radial. The name rayah is most 
commonly used of the peasants, bat it does not apply only to the 
agricultural populations. It depended on status, fixed by 
religious faith. 

RAYLEIGH. JOHN WILLIAM MITI% 3rd baron 
(5841- ), English physicist, was born in Essex on the tub of 
November 1842, being the son of the and baron.' Going to 
Trinity College, Cambridge, he graduated as senior wrangler in 
0865, and obtained the first Smith's prize of the year, the second 
being gained by Professor Alfred Marvin& He married in 
5875 a sister of Mr A. J. Balfour, and succeeded to the title 
in '873. From 1879 to 1884 he was Cavendish professor of 
experimental physics in the university of Cambridge, in 
succession to Clerk Maxwell; and in 1887 be accepted the post 
of professor of natural philosophy at the Royal Institution of 
Great Britain. which he resigned is :905. His early matbe-
.natical and physical papers, written under the named J. W. 
Struts, made him known over Europe; and his powers rapidly 
matured until, at the death of Clerk Maxwell, he stood at the 
head of British physicists, Sir George Stokes and Lord Kelvin 
alone excepted. The special feature of his work is its extreme 
accuracy and definiteness; he combines the highest mdss 
matical acumen with refinement of experimental skill, so that 
the idea of ranking him as higher in one department than 
another does not arise. His experimental investigations are 
carried out with plain and usually home-made apparatus, the 
accessories being crude and rough, but the essentials thought-
fully designed so as to compass in the simplest and most perfect 
manner the special end in view. A great part of his theoretical 
work consists in resurveying things supposed superficially to be 
already known, and elaborating their theory into precision and 
completeness. In this way he has gone over a great portion of 
the field of physics, and in many cues has either said the last 
word for the time being, or else started new and fruitful develop-
ments. Possessing an immense range of knowledge, be her 
filled up lacunae in nearly every part of physics, by experiment, 
by calculation, and by clear accurate thought. The following 
branches have especially felt his infiuencei—themical physics, 
capillarity and viscosity, theory of gases, Bow of liquids, photo-
graphy, optics, colour vision, wave theory, electric and magnetic 
problems, electrical measurements, elasticity, sound and 
hydrodynamics. The numerous scientific memoirs in which his 
original work is set forth were collected under his own editonthip 
in four large volumes, the last of which was published in roo3. 
his most extensive single work is a book on Sound, which, in 
the second edition, has become a treatise on vibrations in 
general. His familiarity with the methods of mathematical 
analysis and a certain refinement of taste in their applkation 
bave resulted in great beauty of form. His papers are often 
difficult to road, but never diffuse or tedious; his mathematical 
treatment is never needlessly abstruse, for when his analysis is 
complicated it is only so because the subject-matter is com-
plicated. Of discoveries superficially sensational there are few 
or none to record, and the weight of his work is for the most 
part to be appreciated only by profaned physicists. Ooe 
remarkable discovery, however, of general interest, was the 
outcome of a long series of delicate weighing) and minute 
experimental care in the determination of the rebalve density 
of nitrogen gas--undertaken in order to determine the atomic 
weight of nitrogen—namely, the discovery of argon, the first of a 
series of new substances, chemically inert, which occur, some 
only in excessively minute quantities, as constituents of the 

1  The barony was created at George IV.'s coronation in taat for 
the wife of Joseph Holden Struts, M.P. for Maidon (t79o-1826) 
sod Okrhampton (1826-1830. who had done great service during 
the French War as colonel of the Essex militia. He died in 1845. 
his wife, the bemires, predeceasing him In talk Their Ma 
(S1. 1823) 11114 the and Wen  

earth's atmosphere. Lord Rayleigh had an interest in abnormal 
psychological investigations, and became a member and vice-
president of the Society for Psychical Research. He was one of 
the original members of the Order of Merit, instituted in con-
ned= with the coronation of King Edward VII. In 1 904 he 
was awarded a Nobel prize, and at the end of 1905 he became 
president of the Royal Society, of which he had been &cud 
a fellow in 1873, and had acted as secretary from 1885 to 1896. 
He remained president till 1908, in which year he was chosen to 
succeed the 8th duke of Devonshire as chancellor of Cambridge 
University. 

For a popular but authentic account of some of Lord Raykigh's 
scientific work and discoveries, see an article by Sir Oliver Lodge 
in the National Rainy for September 1898. 

RAYMORD,1RERRY JARVIS (1820-1869), American journalist, 
was born near the village of Lima, Livingston county, New 
York, on the 24th of January 1820. He graduated from the 
university of Vermont in 5840. After assisting Horace Greeley 
(q.v.) in the conduct of more than one newspaper, Raymond in 
2851 formed the firm of Raymond, Jones & Co., and the first 
issue pf the New York Times appeared on the 18th of September 
:831; of this journal Raymond was editor and chief proprietor 
until his death. Raymond was a member of the New York 
Assembly in tflso and 1851, and in the latter year was speaker. 
He supported the views of the radical anti-slavery wing of the 
Whig party in the North. His nomination over Greeley on the 
Whig ticket for lieutenant-governor in 1854 led to the dissolutioa 
of the famous political " firm " of Seward, Weed and Greeley. 
Raymond Was elected, and served in 1854-56. He took • 
prominent part in the formation of the Republican party, and 
drafted the famous " Address to the People " adopted by the 
Republican convention which met in Pittsburg on the 22nd of 
February t856. In 1862 he was again a member, and speaker, 
of the New York Assembly. During the Civil War he supported 
Lincoln's policy in general, though deprecating his delays, and he 
was among the first to urge the adoption of a broad and liberal 
attitude in dealing with the people of the South. In 1865 he was 
a delegate to the National Republican Convention, and was made 
a member, and chairman, of the Republican National Committee. 
He was a member of the National House of Representatives in 
2865-62, and on the 22nd of December 1865 he ably attacked 
Thaddeus Stevens's theory of the " dead " states, and, agreeing 
with the President, argued that the states were never out of the 
Union, inasmuch as the ordinances of secession were null. In 
consequence of this, of his prominence in the Loyalist (ot 
National Union) Convention at Philadelphia in August :866, 
and of his authorship of the " Address and Declaration of 
Principles," issued by the convention, be lost favour with his 
party. He was removed from the chairmanship of the Re-
publican National Committee in 7866, and in 1867 his nomina-
tion as minister to Austria, which he had already refused, was 
rejected by the Senate. He retired from public life in 1867 and 
devoted his time to newspaper work until his death in New York 
city on the 08th of June 1869. Raymond was an able and 
polished public speaker; one of his best known speeches was a 
greeting to Kossuth, whose cause he warmly defended. But his 
great work was in elevating the style and general tone of 
American Journalism. He published several books, including a 
biography of President Lincoln—The Life and Public Services of 
Abraham Lincoln (1860, which in substance originally appeared 
as A History of She Administralion of President Lincoln (1864). 

See Augustus Maverick, Henry I. Raymond and She New York 
Press for Thirty Years (Hartford, Conn., 187o1; and " Extracts 
from the Journal of Henry Raymond," edited by his son, Henry 
H. in Blusters'Ilmay, vols. zix. and a. (New York. 
18 	). 

RAYMOND OP gAlIONDI, or SAIIIZXDt (ff. 1434, Spanish 
scholar, was a teacher of medicine and philosophy and finally 
regime professor of theology at Toulouse. His Law magmas sire 
credlosaruse,(wc. (written 1434-36),  marks an important stage in 
the history of Natural Theology. The book was directed 
against the position then garerally held. that reason and faith. 
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philosophy and theology were antithetical and irreconcilable. 
Raymond declares that the book of Nature and the Bible are 
both Divine revelations, the one general and immediate, the 
other specific and mediate. The Editio Prince's of the book, 
which found many imitators, is undated but probably belongs 
to 1484; there are many subsequent editions, one by J. E. von 
Seidel as late as t852. In 1595 the Protogas was put on the 
Index for its declaration that the Bible is the only source of 
revealed truth. Montaigne (Essays, bk. ii. ch. sii., " An Apologia 
of Raymond Sebond ") tells how he translated the book into 
French and found " the conceits of the author to be excellent, 
the contexture of his work well followed, and his project full of 
pietie. . . . His drift is bold, and his scope adventurous, for he 
undertaketh by humane and naturall reasons, to establish and 
verifie all the articles of Christian religion against Atheists." 

See D. Beulet, Ott Inconnu dare: retherches historiques et 
critiques sus Raymond de ,Sabunde (Paris, 1875). 

RAYMUND, prince of Antioch (iost9-1149), was the son of 
William VI., count of Poitou. On the death of Bohemund II. of 
Antioch (a.s.), the principality devolved upon his daughter, 
Constance, a child of some three years of age (3130). Fulk, 
the king of Jerusalem, and, as such, guardian of Antioch, was 
concerned to find a husband for her, and sent envoys to England 
to offer her hand to Raymund, who was then at the court of 
Henry I. Raymund accepted the offer, and stealing in disguise 
through southern Italy, for fear of apprehension by Roger of 
Sicily, who claimed the .inheritance of Antioch as cousin of 
Bohemund I., he reached Antioch in 1135. Here he was married 
to Constance by the patriarch, but not until he had done him 
homage and fealty. The marriage excited the indignation 
of Alice, the mother of Constance, who had been led by the 
patriarch to think that it was she whom Raymund desired to 
wed; and the new prince had thus to face the enmity of the 
princess dowager and her party. In 1137 he bad also to face 
the advent of the eastern emperor, John Comncnus, who had 
come south partly to recover Cilicia from Leo, the prince of 
Armenia, but' partly, also, to assert his rights over Antioch. 
Raymund was forced to do homage, and even to promise to cede 
his principality as soon as he was recompensed by a new fief, 
which John promised to carve for him in the Mahommedan 
territory to the east of Antioch. The expedition of 1138, in 
which Raymund joined with John, and which was to conquer 
this territory, naturally proved a failure: Raymund was not 
anxious to help the emperor to acquire new territories, when 
their acquisition only meant for him the loss of Antioch; and 
John had to return unsuccessful to Byzantium, after vainly 
demanding from Raymund the surrender of the citadel of 
Antioch. There followed a struggle between Raymund and the 
patriarch. Raymund was annoyed by the homage which he 
had been forced to pay to the patriarch in 1135; and the dubious 
validity of the patriarch's election offered a handle for opposition. 
Eventually Raymund triumphed, and the patriarch was deposed 
( 3 139). In 3142 John Comnenus returned to the attack; but 

aymund refused to recognize or renew his previous submission; 
and John, though he ravaged the neighbourhood of Antioch, 
was unable to effect anything against him. Wh m, however, 
Raymund demanded from Manuel, who had succeeded John in 
1343, the cession of some of the Cilician towns, he found that he 
had met his match. Manuel forced him to a humiliating visit to 
Constantinople,.during which he renewed his oath of homage 
and promised to receive a Greek patriarch. The last event of 
importance in Raymund's life was the visit to Antioch in 1148 of 
Louis VIL and his wife Eleanor, Raymund's niece.' Raymund 
sought to prevent Louis from going south to Jerusalem, and to 
induce him to stay in Antioch and help in the conquest of Aleppo 
and Caesarea. Perhaps for this end he acquired an influence 
over his niece, which was by some interpreted as a guilty 
Intimacy. At any rate Louis hastily left Antioch, and Raymund 
was balked in his plans. In :tag he fell in battle during 
an expedition against Nureddin. Raymund is described by 
William of Tyre (the main authority for his career) as handsome 
apd affable, pre-eminent in the use of arms and military eyed- ,  

nice; litte ►aloeure, Nat'l's. Raked's: end, adios (he caused the 
Chanson des clatifs to be composed); .a regular churchman and 
a faithful husband; but headstrong, irascible and unreasonable, 
with too great a passion for gambling (bk. xiv. c. 

For his career see Rey, in the Revue de talent Latin, vol. iv. 
(E. BL) 

RAYMUND OP TO111411111? (sometimes also called Raymund of 
St Giles, after a town to the south of Nimes), count of Provence, 
one of the leaders of the first Crusade. According to an Armenian 
authority, he had lost an eye on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem 
before the first Crusade; but the statement probably rests on 
the fact that he was one-eyed, air 'monocular. He is also in-
corded to have fought against the Moors in Spain before m10, 
and it is certain that he was the first of the princes of the West 
to take the cross after Pope Urban's sermon at Clermont. The 
oldest and the richest of the crusading princes, the count of 
Provence started, at the end of October to96, with a large com-
pany, which included his wife, his son, and Adhemar, bishop of 
Puy, the Papal Legate. His march lay by Ragusa and Setruri 
to Durum, whence he struck eastward, along the mute also 
used by Bohemund, to Constantinople. At the end of Apnl 
3097 he was with difficulty induced to take a somewhat negative 
oath of fealty to Mexius; for the obstinacy which was one of 
his characteristics, coupled perhaps with some hope of acquiring 
new territories, made him reluctant to submit like the other 
crusaders to Alexius. He was present at Nicaea and Dory-
laeum; but he first showed his hand in October 3097, when. 
as the army neared Antioch, and a rumour was spread that 
Antioch had been deserted by the Turks, he sent a detachment is 
advance to occupy the city—an action which presaged his 
future difficulties with Bohemund, the would-be prince of 
Antioch. In the siege of Antioch (which was far from having 
been deserted) Raymund played his part. When the city was 
taken by Bohemund (June I098), the count garrisoned the 
"alatium Cassiami (the palace of the emir, Yagi Sian) and the 
tower over the Bridge Gate. Ile lay ill during the second siege 
of Antioch by Kerbogha; but in his camp a great spiritualistic 
activity culminated in the discovery of the Holy Lance by the 
Provencals. The miracle stimulated the crusaders to defeat 
Kerbogha: the Lance itself, discovered by the Provencals and 
carried henceforward by their count, became a valuable asset in 
Raymund's favour; and he began to put difficulties in the way 
of Bobemund's retention of Antioch, obstinately alleging the 
oath to Alexius, and refusing to surrender the positions in the 
city which he had occupied. A struggle thus arose between the 
Provencals and the Normans, partly with regard to the genuine-
ness of the Lance, which the Normans naturally doubted, and 
partly with regard to the possession of Antioch—the real issue 
at stake. Raymund was the first of the princes to leave Antlectu 
moving southward in the autumn of toga to the siege of Marry 
but leaving a detachment of Ms troops in Antioch. With Bebe-
mund left behind in Antioch; with the possession of the Baty 
Lance to give him prestige; and with the wealth which he had 
at his disposal, the count of Provence now definitely began to 
figure as the leader of the Crusade. If he could have consented 
to leave Bohemund in pommies of Antioch and push south-
ward, he might have achieved much. But he could not stomach 
the greatno-ss of Bohemund; and when the Normans tamed 
his troops out of Antioch in January :ow be marched from 
Marra (which bad been apt( ed in December regft) into the 
emirate of Tripoli, and began the siege of Ara (February teem). 
evidently with the idea of founding a power is Tripoli which 
would check the expansion of Boltemund's principality to the 
south. The siege of Area was protracted; and the selfish policy 
of the count, which thus deferred the march to Jensaniem, 
lost him all support from the mass of the crusaders. A wave of 
indignation in the ranks, and the inducements which the ass 
of Tripoli offered to the other princes, forced Raymund to daunt 
from the siege (May to98), and to march southwards to Jenne-
km. After the capture of Jerusalem, Raymund was offered, 
but refused, the advocacy of the Holy Sepulchre. He alleged 
WS reluctance to rule in the city in which Christ had Engem& 
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k is perhaps permissible to suspect that he hankered for the 
principality of Tripoli and the renewal of hostilities with 
Bobemund. As at Antioch, so at Jerusalem, he fell into strife 
with the new ruler; and it was only with difficulty that Godfrey 
was able to secure from him the possession of the Tower of 
David, which he had originally occupied. The grasping nature 
of Raymund again appeared after the battle of Ascalon, when 
his eagerness to occupy Ascalon for himself prevented it from 
being occupied at all; while Godfrey also blamed him for the 
failure of his army to capture Arsuf. It almost seems as if the 
count could cot appear without becoming a centre of storms; 
and when be went north, in the winter of rope-tree, his first 
act was one of hostility ageism Bohemund, from whom he 
helped to wrest Laodlcca. From Inodicsa he watt to Con-
stantinople, where be fraternized with Alexia's, the great enemy 
of his own enemy Rebound. Joining in the ill-fated Crusade 
which followed in the wake of the First, be was successful in 
escaping from the debacle, and returning to Constantinople. In 
t so; he came by sea from Constantinople to Antioch, where he 
was imprisoned by Tanned, regent of Antioch during the cap-
tivity of Bohemund, and only dismissed upon promising not 
to attempt any conquests in the country between Antioch and 
Acre. He broke his promise, attacking and capturing Toetosa, 
and beginning to build a castle for the reduction of Tripoli (on 
the Mora Pereerimem). In this policy he was aided by Ahxdus, 
who was naturally willing to see the erection of a tributary 
county of Tripoli to the Muth of Bohnound's pdnelpaiity. In 
t toe Raymund died. He was succeeded by his nephew William, 
who in um, with the aid of Baldwin I., captured the town 
and definitely established the county of Tripoli. William was 
ousted in the same year by Raymund's eldest son Bertrand; 
and the county continued in the possession of his house during 
the rrth century! 

Raymund of Toulouse represents the Provencal element in 
the first Crusade, as Bohemund represents the Norms, and 
Godfrey and Baldwin the Lotharingian. Religiosity, obstinacy 
and greed seem curiously blended in his composition. The first 
quality appears in the episode of the Lance, and in his renuncia-
tion of the advocacy of Jerusalem: the second appears in the 
whole of his attitude to Bohemund: the third appears again 
and again, whenever the progress of the Crusades brought any 
new conquest. If in temperament he is the least attractive 
among the princes of the first Crusade, he was yet one of its 
foremost leaders, and lie left his mark upon history in the 
foundation of the county of Tripoli. 

Raymund of Amin, a clerk in the Provencal army. gives the 
history of the first Crusade from his master's point of thew: For 
• modern account of Count Raymund's part is the crusading 
movement. one may refer to Rolniches works (we Causanas). 

(E. Ba.) 

RAYMUND OP TRIPOLI. the most famous of the descendants 
of Raymund of Toulouse, was a great-grandson of his eldest son 
Bertrand: his mother was Bodkins; a daughter of Baldwin H., 
and through her he win closely connected with the kings of 
Jerusalem. Ho became count of Tripoli in 1152. on the 
assassination of his father. In 1164 he was captured by Nur-
eddin, and was only released in 5573 after a captivity of eight 
years. Inn 174 he claimed the regency on behalf of Baldwin IV. 
(at once a minor and a leper), in virtue of his den relationship; 
and the claim was acknowledged. After two years the regency 
seems to have passed to Reginald of Chktillon; but Raymund, 
who had married the heireek of the county of Tiberias, continued 
to figure in the affairs of the kingdom. His great ability pro-
cured him enemies; for two years, 18o-s t82, Baldwin IV. was 
induced by evil advisers to exclude him from his territories. 
But as Saladin grew more threatening, Raymund grew more 
indispensable; and in etas be became regent for Baldwin V., 
on condition that, if the king died before his majority, his 
successor should be determined by the great powers of the West. 
Raymund conducted the regency with skillesecudng a truce from 

For the future history of the musty, SOP under RAYMOND of 
Tairou and Downturns tv. 

Saladin in sills; but when Baldwin V. died, In z t86, all went 
wrong. Raymund summoned an assembly of the barons to 
Naplous to deliberate on the situation; but while they deliber-
ated, the supporters of Guy de Lusignan (the husband of Baldwin 
IV.'s sister, Siby/la) acted, and bad biro crowned, in defiance 
of the stipulation under which Raymund bad become regent. 
The rest of the barons came over to Guy; and Raymund, left in 
isolation, retired to Tiberias and negotiated a truce for himself 
with Saladiu. His ambiguous position led contemporaries to 
accuse him of treasonable correspondence with Saladin; but his 
loyalty to the Christian cause was nobly shown in 1187, when 
he reconciled himself to Guy, and aided him in the battle of 
Hattie, which was engaged, however, in the teeth of his earnest 
advice. He escaped from the battle wounded, and ultimately 
retired to Tripoli, where he died (1187). 

In the corrupt society of the latter days of the kingdom of 
Jerusalem, Raymund showed himself at least as disinterested as 
any other man, and certainly more capable than the rest of his 
contemporaries. He might have saved Jerusalem, if Jerusalem 
could have been saved; but his was the vox claimants in desert*. 
" Ha is worthy of the throne," wrote a contemporary Arabic 
chronicler: " he seems destined for it by nature, who has given 
him pre-eminent wisdom and courage." (E. Ba.) 

RAYMAL, GUILLAUME THOMAS PRANGOIS .(17r3-1796), 
French writer, was born at Saint-Genies in Rouersue on the 
lath of April 172,3. He was educated at the Jesuit school of 
Pezeues, and received priest's orders, but ho was dismissed for 
uneeplained reasons from the parish of Saint-Sulpice, Paris, 
to which ho was attached, and thenceforward be devoted 
himself to society and literature. The Abbe Raynel wrote for 
the Mercers ele France, and compiled-a series of popular but 
superficial works, which he published and sold himself. These-- 
L'Histoire is stalkondirat (The Hague, 1748), L'Hisloire is 
parlament d'Asskiare (London, 1748), Anecdotes aistoriques 
(Amsterdam, 3 vols., 1733)—gal:tad for him access to the salons 
of Mme. Geoffrin, Helvetius, and the baron d'Holbach. He had 
the assistance of various members of the pkilosophe coteries in 
his most important work. L'Ilislare philosophique d poliikide 
des Itablissetnents at ds CM:WU des Erropktu dams ks deux 
lades (Amsterdam, 4 vols., 1770). Diderot indeed is credited 
with a third of this work, which was characterized by Voltaire 
as " do rechauffe avec de is declamation." The other chief 
collaborators were Pechnieja, Holbach, Paulo, the farmer-
general of taxes, the Abbe Martin, and Alexandre Deign.. To 
this piecemeal method of composition, in which narrative-
alternated with tirades on political and social questions, was 
added the further disadvantage of the lack of exact information, 
which, owing to the dearth of documents, could only have been 
gained by personal investigation. The "philosophic " decla-
mations perhaps constituted its chief interest for the general 
public, and its significance as a contribution to democratic 
propaganda. The Hisione went through many editions, being 
revised and augmented from time to time by Raynal; it was 
translated into the principal European languages, and appeared 
in various abridgments. Its introduction into France was 
forbidden in 1779; the book was burned by the public execu-
tioner, and an order was given for the arrest of the author, whose 
name had not appeared in the first edition, but was printed on 
the title page of the Geneva edition of 1780. Raynal escaped 
to Spa, and thence to Berlin, where he was coolly received by 
Frederick the Great, in spite of his connexion with the philosophe 
party. At St Petersburg he met with * more cordial reception 
from Catherine II, and in 1787 he was permitted to return. to 
France, though not to Paris. He showed generosity in assigning 
a considerable income to be divided annually among the peasant 
proprietor* of upper Guienne. lie was elected by Marseilles to 
the States-general, but refused to sit on the score of age. Raynal 
now realized the impossibility of a peaceful revolution, and, in 
terror of the proceedings for which the writings of himself and 
his friends had prepared the way, he sent to the Constituent 
Assembly an address, which was read on the 31st of May s79i, 
deprecating the violence of its reforms. This address is saId 
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by Sainte•Beuve (Naimea= lundis, xi.) to have been composed 
chiefly by Clermont Tonnerre and Pierre V. hlalouet, and it was 
regarded, even by moderate men, as ill-timed. The published 
Lam is rabbi 

work 
 d I' Assestidde miaow* (loth Dec. I79o) 

was really the work of the comte de Guibert. During the Terror 
Reynal lived in retirement at Pasty and at hiontlhery. On 
the establishment of the Directory in 1795 he became a member 
of the newly organized. Institute of France. He died in the 
next year on the 6th of March at Chaillot. 

A detailed bibliography of his works and of those falsely attributed 
to him will be found in ¢1Erard*s La France lit:tram, and the same 
author's Supereheries derollees. The biography by A. jay. prefixed 
to Peuchet's edition (Paris, to volt, 582o-1821) of the Hoorn, . . 
des lades, is of smaU value. To this edition Feuchet added two 
supplementary volumes on colonial development from 1785 to 1824. 
She also the anonymous Raynal dentansith (1795); Cherhal Montreal. 
Mott ... is C. T. Rayons! (an. IV.); a notice in the Monday, 
(5 venderniaire, an. V.); B. Lunct, Biographic de rabbi Rayons: 
(Roder, 1866); and J. Morley, Baer*, (1891). 

RAVIALD OP CILITILLOW (d. 1187), a knight In the service 
of Constance, princess of Antioch, whom she chose for her 
husband in 1153, four years after the death of her first husband, 
Raymund (q.v.). One of Raynald's first acts was a brutal 
assault on the patriarch of Antioch; while two years later he 
made an unjustifiable attack on Cyprus, in the course of which 
the island was ravaged. The act brought its punishment in 
1159, when he had to humiliate himself before the emperor 
Manuel, doing homage and promising to accept a Greek 
patriarch; and when Manuel came to Antioch in the same 
year, and was visited there by Baldwin III., Raynald led his 
horse into the city. Later in the year he was captured by the 
Mahommedans, during a plundering raid against the Syrian 
and Armenian peasants of the neighbourhood of Marash, and 
confined at Aleppo. His captivity lasted seventeen years. 
Released in 1176, he married Stephanie, the widow of Humphrey 
of Toron, and heiress of Krak and Mont Royal, to the S.E. of the 
Dead Sea—fortresses which controlled the trade-routes between 
Egypt and Damascus, and gave him access to the Red Sea. 
In November 1177, at the head of the army of the kingdom, he 
won a victory over Saladin, who only escaped with difficulty 
from the pursuit. But in i181 the temptation of the caravans 
which passed by his fortress proved too strong, and in spite of 
a truce between Saladin and Baldwin IV. he began to plunder. 
Saladin demanded reparations from Baldwin IV. Baldwin 
could only reply that he was unable to coerce his unruly vassal. 
The result was a new outbreak of war between Saladin and the 
Latin kingdom (1 r82). In the course of the hostilities Raynald 
launched ships on the Red Sea, partly for buccaneering, partly, 
it seems, with the design of attacking Mecca, and of challenging 
Mahommedanism in its own holy place. His ships were 
captured by one of Saladin's officers; and at the end of the year 
Saladin himself attacked Raynald in his fortress of Krak, at a 
time when a number of guests were assembled to celebrate the 
marriage of his stepson, Humphrey of Toron. The siege was 
raised, however, by Count Raymund of Tripoli; and till rt86 
Raynald was quiet. In that year he espoused the cause of 
Sibylla and Guy de Lusignan against Count Raymund, and his 
influence contributed to the recognition of Guy as king of 
Jerusalem. His policy at this crisis was not conceived in the 
best interests of the kingdom; and a step which he took at the 
end of the year was positively fatal. Hearing of a rich caravan, 
in which the sister of Saladin was travelling, he swooped down 
from his fortress upon it. Thus, for the second time, be broke 
a truce between the kingdom and Saladin. Guy could not 
extort Irons him the satisfaction which Saladin demanded: 
Raynald replied that he was lord in his lands, and that he had 
no peace with Saladin to respect. Saladin swore that Raynald 
should perish if ever he took him prisoner; and next year he 
was able to fulfil his oath. He invaded the kingdom, and, at the 
battle of Hittin, Raynald along with King Guy and many others 
fell into his hands. They were brought to his tent; and Saladin, 
after rebuking Raynald strongly for his treachery, offered him 
his life if he would become a hfahomntedan. He refused, and 

Sdadin either slew him with his own heeds or caused him to be 
slain (for accounts diger) in the presence of his companions. 

The death of Raynald caused him to be regarded as a martyr, 
his life only shows him to have been a brigand of great capacity. 
He is the apotheosis of the feudal libeny which the barons of the 
Holy Land vindicated for themselves; and he shows, in his reckless 
brigandage, the worst side of their character. Stevenson. Crusades 
is I East (Cambridge. tern), taken a most (avowal* view all 
Raynald's career; cf. especially pp. res-241. But his whole U. 
seems to indicate a self-willed and selfish temper. (E. Be.) 

HAMM'S DISUSE. a malady first described by P. 
Edouard Raynaud in 1862 in a paper on " Ural Asplaida and 
Symmetrical Gangrene of the Fraternities." The condition • 
said to be of central nervous origin, and cold, fright, or emotional 
disturbances are predisposing causes. It is a disuse of child-
hood or early adult life, and females are more frequently affected 
than males. Raynaud attributed the symptoms to as arrest 
of the passage of blood to the affected parts, and coaaidsad 
this due to a spasm of the arterioles if the spasm be ma-
ciently prolonged and intense to completely dose the attend 
chattneb gangrene of the part may be the molt. 

The local symptoms are divided into three well-marked 
stages. The first b lord syncope, in which the affected parts 
become temporarily bloodless, white, cold, and anaesthetic. 
The condition is familiar in what is termed a " dead finger." 
and is usually bilateral. After a variable time the el:retaliate 
may become restored with a tingling sensation, or the disease 
may progress to the second stage, that of local aseityrsia. In 
this condition some part of the body, usually a Sava, toe, or 
the whole hand or foot, becomes painful to the touch and is 
noticed to be dusky in colour, or bluish-purple or even mottled. 
and the surface is cold. This discoloration may deepen maul 
the skin is almost black, the tactile sense being lost. After 
several hours the pain may subside, the attack ol lividity pass 
off, and warmth return to the skin. Such attacks of lord 
asphyxia may return every day for a time. Sometimes severe 
abdominal pain is present, accompanied by haematuria. The 
frequency of haematuria in this connexion was first noticed by 
Hutchinson in Ars. In the third stage, that of load gasgrooe, 
the involved areas assume a black and shrivelled appearance. 
livid streaks marking the course of the arteries; blebs may 
form containing bloody fluid. The degree of destruction varies 
from the detachment of a patch of soft tissue down to the lam 
of even a whole limb, the part becoming separated by a kne of 
demarcation asin senile gangrene. 

In Raynaud's disease the patients have been noticed to be 
very susceptible to cold and low temperatures; every effort 
should be made to keep the extremities warm; woollen 
underclothing and stockings should be worn, and the activity 
of the circulation roused by douches and exercise; by these 
means an attack may be prevented. Should local asphyxia 
have taken place, one of the best treatments to lessen pain and 
obtain the return of the natural colour is the application of the 
constant current. Sir T. Barlow directs its application, the 
limb being placed in a bath of warm salt and water. Cashing's 
method of inducing active hyperaemia has been attended with 
much succesa. This treatment is only applicable when the 
vascular spasm affects the extremities, and consists in the 
artificial constriction of the limb by the application of a tourni-
quet or Esmarcles bandage for a few minutes daily. This Is 
followed by hyperaemia and increased surface temperature, 
and affords much relief to the pain of the stage of asphyxia. 
Drugs which dilate the peripheral vessels, such as amyl Murk* 
and trinitrirte, have also been recommended. Then gangers* 
occurs in the affected part ft should be well wrapped In absor-
bent cotton and kept dry, and all active treatment should cows 
until a line of demarcation has formed and the gangrenes' 
portion separated. The disease tends' towards recovery ash 
more or lees loss of tissue if the stag* of gangrene has been 
reached. 

RAY11011ARD. PRAIKOIS MISTS MARIE wilt - tg36.1. 
French dramatist and sasasti, was born at Brignoles (Provence), 
on the 8th of September 5765. He was educated for the ftss 
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and practised at Deaguignan. Bs ,70s be went to Park es 
deputy to the Legislative Mutably, but after the fall of the 
Girondists, to whose party he was attached, he bad to go 
into hiding. He was, however, discovered and imprisoned in 
Paris. During his imprisonment he wrote his play Cafes d'L !gigue 
(1794). MANN ds 801114ItS and Let TtIlltaffl wets accepted 
by the Comfdie Freiman. Let Tankers was produced in z8oe, 
and, is spite of the protests of Geoffrey, had a great success 
Raymund was admitted to the Academy In 1807, and from 
s8z7 to 1826 be was perpetual secretary. He wrote other 
plays, in one of which, Let Etas is Blois (acted Oho), he gave 
offence to Napoleon by his freedom of speech, but, realising 
that the public taste had changed and that the romanticists 
were to triumph, he abandoned the stage and gave himself up 
to linguistic studies. He was admitted to the Academy of 
Inscriptions in 1825. His researches into the Provencal 
dialect was somewhat inet►ct, but his enthesium and per-
'erasures promoted the study of the subject. His chief works 
are Chas is pokier originates des Irosseeierrs (6 vols., 1816- 
an), of which the sixth volume, Grommaire compark dos 
Sanaa is Parsee lake dams kers rot gerk gym is knew des 
keebedows (s82s), was separately published; Lanus mess 
(6 vols., 1838-Au). He spent the last years of his life at 
Passy, where be died on the 27th of October 0136. 

RAZORAD, the capital of the department of Respsd, 
Bulgaria, on the river Sidi-Loin, eo m. S.E. of the Danubian 
poet of Rustchuk by the Varna-Rintcluk railway. Pop. 
(19oe) 13,783, about ore-third being Moslems. The railway 
station is at lnebektchi, a m. N. Reaped possesses a fiat 
mosque, built by Ibrahim Pasha in 1614. Many Turkish 
families emigrated after the Remo-Turkish War of 1877, but 
since then the population has again increased, and the town 
has a thriving agricultural and general trade. Carpet-weaving 
and viticulture are important local industries. On the 13th 
of J1100 ale sad the 14th of August t877 Rasped was the 
scene of battles between the Turks and Russians. 

RAZIll. STEPHEN TIMOPEIVICH (d. 5671), Cossack Wass 
and rebel, whose parentage and date and place of birth are 
unknown. We Est bear of him in 166e on a diplomatic mission 
from the Don Cossacks to the Kalmuck Tatars, and in the same 
year we meet him on a pilgrimage of a thousand miles to the 
great Solovetsky =oaten on the White Sea " for the benefit 
of his soul." After that all traced him is lost for six years, when 
be reappears as the leader of a robber community established 
at Patiabinakoe, among the marshes between the rivers Tishina 
and Hoene, from whence he levied blackmail on h8 vessels 
passing up and down the Volga. His fitst considerable exploit 
was to destroy the " great water caravan " consisting of the 
treasury-basges and the barges of the patriarch and the wealthy 
merchants of Moscow. He then sailed down the Volga with a 
fleet of thirty-five galleys, capturing the mote important forts 
on his way and devastating the country. At the beginning of 
s668 he defeated the voivode Jakov Itenobrasov, sent against 
him from Astrakhan, and in the spring embarked on a predatory 
expeditioe into Persia which lasted for eighteen months. Sail-
ing into the Caspian, he ravaged the Persian coasts from Defined 
to Baku, massacred the inhabitants of the great emporium of 
Resht, and in the spring of 1667 established himself on the Isle 
of Solna, off which, In July, he annihilated a Persian fleet sent 
against him. Stalks,* as he was generally called, had now 
become a potentate with whom princes did not disdain to treat. 
In August 1669 he reappeared at Astrakhan, and accepted a 
fresh offer of pardon from the tsar there; the common people 
were fascinated by his adventures. The semi-Asiatic kingdom 
of Astrakhan, where the whole atmosphere was predatory and 
nine-tenths of the population were nomadic, was the natural 
mama for such a rebellion as Straka Resin's. In Ono Ruin, 
while ostensibly on his way to report himself at the Cossack 
headquarters on the Don, openly rebelled against the govern-
ment, captured Cberkssk, 'reenters and other places, and on 
the 24th of June burst into Astrakhan itself. Aka massacring 

*Steevy . 

all who opposed him, and giving the rich bassets of the city 
over to pillage, he converted Astrakhan into a Cossack republic, 
dividing the population into thousands, hundreds and tens, with 
their proper officers, all of whom were appointed by a necks 
or general assembly, whose first act was to proclaim Stephen 
Ilmofeevich their gosader (sovereign). After a three weeks' 
carnival of blood and debauchery Ruin quitted Astrakhan with 
two hundred barges full of troops to establish the Cossack 
republic along the whole length of the Volga, as a preliminary 
step towards advancing against Moscow. Saratov and Samara 
were captured, but Simbink defied all efforts, and after two 
bloody encounters close at hand on the banks of the Sviyaga 
(October rat and 4th), Ruin was ultimately routed and fled 
down the Volga, leaving the bulk of his followers to be extirpated 
by the victors. But the rebellion was by no means over. The 
entimaries of Ruin, armed with inflammatory proclamations, 
had stirred up the inhabitants of the modern governments of 
Niahmiy-Norgond, Tambov and Perna, and penetrated even so 
far as Moscow and Great Novgorod. It was not difficuh to 
revolt the oppressed population by the promise of deliverance 
from their yoke. Ruin proclaimed that his object was to root 
out the boyars and all officials, to level all ranks and dignities, 
and establish Coincident with its corollary of absolute equality, 
throughout Muscovy. Even at the beginning of 1671 the issue 
of the struggle was doubtful. Eight battles bad been fought 
before the insurrection showed signs of weakening, and it 
continued foe six months after Ruin bad received his quietus. 
At Simbirsk his prestige had been shattered. Even his own 
settlements at Saratov and Samara refused to open their gates 
to him, and the Don Cossacks, bearing that the patriarch of 
Moscow had anathematized Stenka, also declared against him. 
In 167e he was captured at Xagainik, his last fortress, and 
carried to Moscow, where, on the 6th of June, after bravely 
enclosing unspeakable torments, be was quartered alive. 

See' N. I. 1Costonsarov. The Rebellion of Starke Reek (Ras) 
and ed., Petersham t859); S. M. Soloviv. Maas 
Rm.). voL it. (Petersburg, r595, &c.); R. N. Sanest  The First 

I (London, r9o5). N. B.) 

RAZOR (0.17. maw, mod. mark from reser, to saw, ram, 
Late Lat. resere, frequentative of sodas, to scrape), a sharp-edged 
caning instrument, used for shaving the hair and beard. The 
typical razor consists of a blade, usually curving slightly bock• 
ward, folding Into a handle, to which it is fastened by • tang and 
rivet. The bock of the blade is thick and the sides are hollowed 
Of dope to the fine edge (see Curtsey). In modern times 
various forms of asfety-rasor have been invented, in which the 
blade fits into a fixed handle with a toothed or comb-like shield 
which protects the face from cutting. 

RAZORBILL. or RAZOR-setLID Au; known also at many pans 
of the British coasts as the Marron, Munn, Scout, linker or 
Willock—names which it, however, shares with the GUILLEMOT 
(g.e.) and to some extent with the Punts (q...)—a comma 
sea-bird of the North Atlantic,' resorting in vast numbers to 
certain rocky cliffs for the purpose of breeding, and returning 
so deeper waters for the rest of the year. It is the Ala rank of 
Linnaeus* and most modern authors, congeneric with the GAEL-
JOWL (e.g.), if not with the true Guillemots, between which two 
forms it is intermediate—differing from the former in its mull 
size anctretaining the power of flight, which that embus species 
bad lost, and from the latter in its peculiarly-shaped bill. which is 
vertically enlarged, compressed, and deeply furrowed, as well as 
in its elongated, wedge-shaped tail. A fine white line, ruining 

Schlegel (Me.. des Peyylks, Urharleres, p. re) records as 
examle 

 
from ,Japaa; but this must.  be is error. 

The word Aka is amply the Latuused form of this bird's common 
Teutonic name. AM, of which Auk is the English modification. 
It must therefore be held to be the type of the Linnaean genus 
Ake. though somesmatiste on indefensible grounds have 
m a s 

	

aved it thence, 	' it the sole member el a genus gained 
by Leach, after Aldro us (Ontithelosia, bk. xix. dap _slit.), 
Ulamosia—aa extraordinaryword, that seems to have originate d 
in some mistake from the no less extraordinary Valtaiwarm, given 
by Behan (Okereatiorm L e. as the Cretan name of some dying 
bad, which could mot have been the pretest species. 
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on each side from the base of the culmen to the eye, is in the 
adult bird in breeding-apparel (with rare exceptions) a further 
characteristic. Otherwise the appearance of all these birds may 
be briefly described in the same words—head, breast and upper 
parts generally of a deep glossy black, and the lower parts and tip 
of the secondaries of a pure white, while the various changes of 
plumage dependent on age or season are alike in all. In habits 
the razorbill closely agrees with the true guillemots, laying its 
single egg (which is not, however, subject to the same variety of 
coloration as in the guillemot) on the ledges of cliffs, but it is said 
as a rule to occupy higher elevations, and when not breeding to 
keep farther out to sea. On the east side of the Atlantic the 
Razorbill has its breeding stations from the North Cape to 
Brittany, besides several in the Baltic, while in winter it passes 
much farther to the southward, and is sometimes numerous in 
the Bay of Gibraltar, occasionally entering the Mediterranean, 
but apparently never extending east of Sicily or Malta. On the 
west side of the Atlantic it breeds from 7o° N. tat. on the eastern 
shore of Baffin's Bay to Cape Farewell, and again on the coast 
of America from Labrador and Newfoundland to the Bay of 
Fundy, while in winter it reaches Long Island. (A. N.) 

RAZZIA (an adaptation of the Algerian Arabic gledslah, from 
ghosts, to make war), a foray or raid made by African Mosleins. 
As used by the Arabs, the word denotes a military expedition 
against rebels or infidels, and razzias were made largely for 
punishment of hostile tribes or for the capture of slaves. English 
writers in the early years of the 19th century used the form 
gkrtavie, and Dixon Denham in his Treads (1826) styles the 
raiding force itself the ghrazzie. The modern English form is 
copied from the French, while the Portuguese variant is gasia, 
gam. 

RE, the Egyptian solar god, one of the most Important 
figures in the Pantheon. See Earrr, section Egyptian 

Iti, 1LR DE. an island of western France, belonging to the 
department of Charente•Inferieure, from the nearest mainland 
point of which it is distant about a m. The island has an area 
of nearly 33 sq. m., with a breadth varying from I to 41 m. and 
a length of 15 m. It is separated from the coast of Vend6e on 
the N. by the Pertuis Breton, some 6 m. broad, aid from the 
island of Okron on the S. by the Pertuis D'Antioche, 7i m. 
broad. The coast facing the Atlantic is rocky and inhospitable, 
but there are numerous harbours on the landward side, of which 
the busiest is La Mite. Towards the north-west extremity of 
the island there is a deep indentation, the Fier d 'Ars, which leaves 
an isthmus only 230 ft. wide, strengthened by a breakwater. 
The north coast is fringed by dunes and by the salt•marshes 
which are the chief source of livelihood for the inhabitants. 
Some of them are employed in fishing, oyster-cultivation and 
the collection of seaweed for manure; the island has corn-lands 
and vineyards, the latter covering about half its surface, and 
produces good figs and pears. Apart from its orchards it is 
now woodless, though once covered by forests. There are two 
cantons, St Martin (pop. in r906, 8362) and Ars-en•Re (pop. 
or 7) forming part of the arrondissement of La Rochelle. St 
Martin, the capital, which has a secure harbour and trade in 
wine, brandy, salt, Ire., was fortified by Vauban In r681 and used 
to be the depit for convicts on their way to New Caledonia. In 
8627 it repulsed an English force after a siege of three months. 

RIAD& CHARLES (1814-1884), English novelist and 
dramatist, the son of an Oxfordshire squire, was born at Ipsden, 
Oxfordshire, on the 8th of June art. He entered Magdalen 
College, Oxford, proceeded B.A. In 1835, and became a fellow 
of his college. He was subsequently dean of arts, and vice-
president of Magdalen College, taking his degree of D.C.L. in 
1847. His name was entered at Lincoln's Inn in 1836; he was 
elected Vinerian Fellow in 1842, and was called to the bar in 
1843. He kept. his fellowship at Magdalen all his life, but after 
taking his degree he spent the greater part of his time in London. 
Ile began his literary career as a dramatist, and it was his own 
wish that the word " dramatist " should stand first in the 
description of his occupations on his tombstone. He was 
dramatist first and novelist afterwards, not merely chrome-.  

logically but in his aims as an author, always having an eye to 
stage-effect in scene and situation as well as in dielogue. His 
first comedy, The Ladies' Battle, append at the Olympic 
Theatre in May dip. It was followed by Angel. (ant). A 
Village Tale (1852), The Lost Husband (t85s), and Gold (t8531. 
But Reade'a reputation was made by the two-act comedy, 
Masks and Fares, in which he collaborated with Tom Taylor 
It was produced in November ass, and later was expanded 
into three acts. By the advice of the actress, Laura Seymour, 
he turned the play into a prose story which appeared In *$gj as 
Peg Wojingtox. He followed this up in the IMO year with 
Christie Johnstone, a close study of Scottish babes folk, an 
extraordinary fur is form for the son of as English squirt, 
whither we consider the dialect or the skill with which he eaters 
into alien habits of thought. In 1854 be produced, is ces. 
junction with Tom Taylor, Two Lams and a Life, and The 
King's Rival; and, unaided, The Courier of Lyons--well knows 
under its later title, The Lye*, Mail--end Peering Pichk. 
In the next year appeared Art, afterwards knows as News 
Olifedd 

He made Ms name as a novelist In 2836, when he produced 
It's Never Too Late to Mend, a novel written with the purpose of 
reforming abuses in prison discipline and the treatment of 
criminals. He described prison life with a fidelity which 
becomes at times tedious and revolting; but the power of the 
descriptions was undeniable, and the interest was peofouad. 
The truth of some of his details was challenged, and the novehs 
defended himself with vigour against attempts to rebut hie 
contentions. Five minor novels followed in quick succession,—
The Course of True Low sever did run Smooth ( 2SP), Jock if 
all Trades (1858), The Autobiography of a Thief (111511), Lew Me 
Little, Low Me Lang (11859), and White Lies (t86o), dramatised 
as The Double Marriage. Then appeared, in 016t, his master-
piece, The Cloister and the Hearth, relating the adventures al 
the lather of Erasmus. He had dealt with the subject two yams 
before in a short story in Once a Week, but, seeing its capabilities. 
expanded it; and the work is now recognised as one of the 
finest historical novels in existence. Returning from the t pi 
century to modern English life, be next produced another 
startling novel with a purpose, Hard Cash (*863), in which be 
strove to direct attention to the abuses of private lunatic 
asylums. Three more such novels, in two of which at least the 
moral purpose, though fully kept in view, was not allowed to 
obstruct the Sow of incident, were afterwards undertaken.—
Foal Play (:869), in which be exposed the iniquities of skip-
kaackers,•and paved the way for the labours of Samuel Plimsoll; 
Put Y ourseif in his Place (1876), In which he grappled with 
the tyrannous outrages of trades-unions; and A Wwesn-Hater 
( *877), in which he exposed the degrading conditions of village 
life. The Wandering Heir (1875), of which be also wrote • 
version for the stage, was suggested by the Tichborne triaL 
Outside the line of these moral and occasional works Rude 
produced three elaborate studies of character,—Grjffith Germ 
(1866), A Terrible Temptation (n871), A Sin:skies (1873). The 
first of these was in his own opinion the best of his novels, sad 
his own opinion was probably right. He was wrong. however. 
in his own conception of his powers as s dramatist. At intervals 
throughout his literary career he sought to gratify his dramatic 
ambition, hiring a theatre and engaging a company for the 
representation of his own plays. An example of his pasistesicy 
was seen in the case of Food Play. He wrote this In 1369 is 
combination with Mr Dion Boucicault with a view to stage 
adaptation. The play was more or less a failure; but be 
produced another version alone In :877, under the tide of I 
Studied Ship, and the failure was pronounced. His greater 
success as a dramatist attended his last attempt—Drink—as 
adaptation of Zola's L'Assounewir, produced in an. In due 
year his friend Laura Seymour. who had kept boar for bin 
since 1854, died. Reads s health failed from that time, and I. 
died on the t:th of April :884, leaving behind him a completad 
novel, A Perilous Secret, which showed no tallies off in the arts 
of weaving a complicated plot and devising thrilling situations 
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Rude was an amateur of the violin, and among his works 
is an essay on Cremona violins with the title, A Lori Art 
Revised 

It was characteristic of Reade's open and combative nature 
that he admitted the public freely to the secrets of his method 
of composition. He spoke about his method in his prefaces; 
he introduced himself into one of his novels—" Dr Rolfe " in A 
Terrible Tantiation; and by his will he left his workshop and his 
accumulation of materials open for inspection for two years after 
his death. lie had collected an enormous mass of materials for 
his study of human nature, from personal observation, from 
newspapers, books of travel, blue-books of commissions of 
inquiry, from miscellaneous reading. This vast collection was 
classified and arranged in huge ledgers and notebooks. He bad 
planned a great work on " the wisdom and folly of nations," 
dealing with social, political and domestic details, and it was 
chiefly for this that his collection was destined, but in passing 
he found the materials useful as a store of incidents and sugges-
tions. A collector of the kind was bound to be systematic, 
otherwise his collection would have fallen into confusion, and 
Reade's collection codtains many curiosities in classification 
and tabulation. On the value of this method for his art airere 
has been much discussion, the prevalent opinion being thR his 
imagination was overwhelmed and stilled by it. He himself 
maintained the contrary; and it must be adulated that a priori 
critics have not rightly understood the use that he made of his 
laboriously collected facts. He did not merely shovel the 
contents of his notebooks into his novels; they served rather 
as an atmosphere of reality in which be worked, so that his novels 
were like pictures painted in the open air. His imagination 
worked freely among them and was quickened rather than im-
peded by their suggestions of things suited to the purpose in 
hand; and it is probably to his dose and constant contact with 
facts, acting on an imagination naturally fertile, that we owe 
his marvellous abundance of incident. Even in his novels of 
character there is no meditative and analytic stagnation; the 
development of character is shown through a rapid unceasing 
progression of significant facts. This rapidity of movement was 
perhaps partly the result of his dramatic studies; it was probably 
in writing for the stage that he learned the value of keeping the 
attention of his readers incessantly on the alert. The hankering 
after stage effect, while it saved him from dullness, often be-
trayed him into rough exaggeration, especially in his comic 
scenes. But the gravest defect in his work is a defect of temper. 
His view of human life, especially of the life of women, is almost 
brutal; his knowledge of frailties and vices is obtruded with 
repellent force; and he cannot, with all his skill as a story-teller, 
be numbered among the great artists who warm the heart and 
help to improve the conduct. But as a moral satirist, which 
was the function he professed over and above that of a story-
teller, he did good service, both indirectly in his novels and 
directly in his own name. 

See Charles L. Reade and Compton Reade, Charlet Reads, a 
Hemel,  (a vols.. 180): A. C. Swinburne, Alucellanses (1886); 
and some recollections by John Coleman, Charles Reticle ar I knew 
Um (1903). 

READING. a municipal, county and parliamentary borough 
and the county town of Berkshire, England, 36 m. W. by S. 
of London by the Great Western railway. Pop. (19o1) 72,217. 
It is an important junction on the Great Western system, and 
has communication southward by a joint line of the Sor.•11- 
Western and South-Eastern and Chatham companies. The 
Rennet and Avon canal, to Bath and Bristol, and the Thames, 
afford it extensive connexions by water. It lies in the flat 
valley of the Thames on the south (right) bank, where the 
Kennet joins the main river. The population more than 
doubled in the last thirty years of the 19th century, and the 
town is of modern appearance. All the ancient churches are 
much restored and in part rebuilt. Greyfriars church, formerly 
monastic, was completed early in the toll century; and after 
the dissolution of the monasteries served successively as a town 
hall, a workhouse and a gaol, being restored to its proper use  

in 1864. St Mary's is said to have been rebuilt in 1551 from 
the remains of a nunnery founded by R.Ifthryth in expiation of 
the murder of her stepson Edward the Martyr. St Lawrence's 
is a large Perpendicular building, and St Giles's, in various styles, 
was much damaged during the siege of the town in 1643 by the 
parliamentary forces, and is almost wholly rebuilt. A Bene-
dictine abbey was founded at Reading in 1121 by Henry I., and 
became one of the richest in England, with a church among 
the largest in the country. Its founder was buried here, but 
his monument was destroyed in the time of Edward VI. The 
church was the scene of John of Gaunt's marriage to Blanche 
of Lancaster in 1359. By Henry VIII. the abbey was converted 
into a royal palace, and was so used until its destruction during 
the civil wars of the 17th century. Little remains of the founda-
tion; only a gateway and a fragment of the great hall, the 
meeting-place of several parliaments, are of importance. The 
greater part of the site is occupied by public gardens. 

The educational establishments are important. The site of 
an ancient hospice of St John is occupied by the Univetsity 
Extension College. It was opened in 1892, is affiliated to 
Oxford University, and has accommodation for 600 students, 
of both sexes, giving instruction in every main branch of higher 
university education, agriculture, &c. The grammar school, 
founded in 1485, occupies modern buildings and ranks among 
the lesser public schools. Archbishop Laud was educated here, 
and became a generous benefactor of the school. There are also 
a blue-coat school (x656), and other charitable schools of early 
foundation. The municipal museum, besides an art gallery and 
other exhibits, includes a fine collection of Romano-British 
relics from Silchester, the famous site not far distant in Hamp-
shire. Besides the public grounds on the site of the abbey there 
may be mentioned Prospect Park of x31 acres, purchased by 
the Corporation, and Palmer Park, presented by a member 
of the firm of Huntley & Palmer, together with extensive 
recreation grounds. 

The industry for which Reading is chiefly famous is the biscuit 
manufacture, the principal establishment for which is that of 
Messrs Huntley & Palmer, employing about soon hands. In 
the town and its vicinity are large seed warehouses and testing-
grounds. There are also iron foundries, engineering works and 
factories for agricultural implements, and manufactures of tin 
boxes, sauces, velvet and silk, and sacking, together with river-
side boat-building yards. Reading gives title to a suffragan 
bishopric in the diocese of Oxford. The parliamentary borough 
returns one member. The municipal borough is under a mayor, 
to aldermen and 3o councillors. Area, 5876 acres, 

Reading (Redinges, Reding, Redding) early became • place 
of importance. In 871 the Danes encamped here between the 
Thames and the Rennet, and in ioo6 it was burned by Sweyn. 
It consisted of only thirty houses at the time of the Domesday 
Survey. There is some reason to think that a fortification 
existed there before the Conquest, and Stephen probably built a 
masonry castle which Henry IL destroyed. On the foundation 
of Reading abbey the town, hitherto demesne of the crown, was 
granted to the abbey by Henry I. Henceforth, until the 16th 
century, the chief feature of its 'history was the struggle as to 
rights and privileges. This was carried on between the abbey 
and the merchant gild which claimed to have existed in the time 
of the Confessor, and the chief officer of which was from the 
15th century styled warder or mayor. 

A 16th-century account of the gild mercnast shows that many 
trades were then carried on, but Leland says the town " chiefly 
stondith by clothing." The story of Thomas Cole, written by 
Deloney (d. e. anoo) and purporting to refer to the reign of 
Henry I., indicates that the industry was carried on at as early 
date. Archbishop Laud was the son of a Reading clothier. 
By the 17th century the trade was beginning to decline; the 
bequest of Kendrith " the Phoenix of worthy Benefactors " 
did little to revive it, and it was greatly injured by the Civil War. 
In the t 8th century the chief trade was in malt. The first town 
charter is that given by Henry III. (1253) on behalf of the 
" burgesses in the Gild Merchant," which was confirmed and 
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amplified by succeeding sovereigns. The governing charter 
until 1835 was that of Charles I. (1639) incorporating the town 
under the title of the mayor, aldermen and burgesses. Reading 
returned two members to parliament from 1295 to i885, when it 
was deprived of one; until 1832 the Scot-and-Lot franchise 
was used. The town surrendered to the parliamentary troops, 
after a siege, in 1643; it was occupied subsequently by the 
forces of both parties: in 2688 a skirmish took place in the 
town between some Irish soldiers of James II. and the troops of 
William of Orange. The market, chiefly held on Saturday, can 
be traced to the reign of Henry III.; four fairs granted by the 
charter of 1562 are still held, that on the 25th of July dating 
originally from a grant of Henry IL to Reading abbey. 

See C. Coates, Risks, of Reading (e806); VidoPia County 
History, Boas. 

READING, a city and the county-seat of Barks county, 
Pennsylvania, U.S.A., in the S.E. part of the state, on the 
E. bank of the Schuylkill river, and about 58 m. N.W. 
of Philadelphia. Pop. (188o) 43,278; (r89o) 58,661; (temo) 
78,961, of whom 594o were foreign-born; (1910, census) 96,071. 
Reading is served by the Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia 
& Reading railways, by the Schuylkill Canal, which carries 
freight to Philadelphia, and by electric railways to several 
villages in Berk, county. The city occupies an irregular 
tract of land gradually descending from the base of Mt. Penn 
westward to the Schuylkill river, and therefore possesses 
excellent drainage facilities. The river, which is unnavigable 
and winding at this point, forms the western boundary of the 
city for more than 4 m., and is spanned by three public bridges 
and a number of railway bridges. Neversink Mountain (878 ft. 
high), lying to the S. of the city, and Mt. Penn (Soo ft.), are 
pleasure resorts in the neighbourhood. On the neighbouring 
mountains are several summer hotels and sanatoria. Within 
the city is Penn Common, containing so acres, reserved by the 
Penns for the use of the town when it was first laid out, and 
since 1878 used as a public park. Mineral Spring Park, con-
taining 63 acres, lies on the outskirts of the city. Other parks 
are maintained by the street railway companies. In Penn 
Common are a monument erected to the "First Defenders," 
to commemorate the fact that the "Ringgold Light infantry," 
the first volunteer company to report at Washington for 
service in the Civil War, came from this city; a mon-
ument to President McKinley, and one to the volunteer fire 
companies of the city. Among Interesting landmarks are 
the Federal Inn (1763), in which President Washington was 
entertained in 1794, and which has been used as a banking 
house since 1814; the old county gaol (1770), used as such 
until AO; and the site of the " Hessian Camp," where some 
of the prisoners captured during the War of Independence 
were confined. Charitable institutions are numerous; among 
them are the Reading Hospital (x867), St Joseph's Hospital 
(1873), Homoeopathic Hospital (1891), the Home for Widows 
and Single Women (x875), the Hope Rescue Mission (180) for 
homeless men, the Home for Friendless Children (t888), St 
Catharine's Female Orphan Asylum (1872), St Paul's Orphan 
Asylum for Boys, and the House of the Good Shepherd (1889). 
Other institutions are the public library, which from s8o8 to 
1898 was a subscription library; the Barks County Law 
Library; the Betts County Historical Society; and the 
Harmonic Maennerchor, organized in 1847 and one of the 
oldest singing societies in the United States. 

Lying within the rich agricultural region of the Lebanon and 
Schuylkill valleys and near vast fields of anthracite coal and 
Iron ore, Reading possesses unusual business and industrial 
advantages. The chief industry is the manufacture of iron 
and steel. There are large shops of the Philadelphia & 
Reading railway here. The tote/ value of factory products in 
tips was $30,843,175 On two it had been 832,682,06t), and 
the most important of these were the products of steel-works 
end rolling-mills; the products of railway repair shops; 
foundry and machine-shop products; hardware, hosiery and 
knitted goods; cigars and cigarettes, and felt hats. Other 

Important masefactures are bicycles, brick and other clay 
products, brooms, brushes, mid cotton and woollen goods. 

Reading was surveyed and laid out as a town in t7418, in 
accordance with the plans of Thomas and Richard Penn, sons 
of William Penn, and was named Reading after the county 
town of Berkshire, England. The first settlers were mostly 
Germans, but the direction of municipal affairs until the out-
break of the War of Independence was in the hands of the 
English-speaking inhabitants. As the latter were largely of 
Loyalist sympathies during the war, the control of the local 
government then fell into the bands of the German inhabitants. 
German was long used in Reading; Pennsylvania German (ca 
" Dutch ") is still spoken in the surrounding country; and 
several German periodicals are published in the city, including 
among them the weekly Adios since 1796. During the War of 
Independence Reading was an inland depot for supplies for 
the American army, and prisoners of war were sent bare is 
large numbers. The development of the town dates from the 
opening in 11124 of the Schuylkill Canal, from Reading to 
Philadelphia. This was followed in :NI by the Union Canal, 
naming westward to Lebanon and Middletown, and in 1830 
by dm entrance into Reading of the Philadelphia & Reading 
rail y. The establishment of these means of communication 
hastened the development of the natural resources of the 
region, and Reading early became an industrial centre. A 
system of water-works, established in 182r, was acquired by 
the municipality in 1865. Reading was incorporated as a 
borough in 1783, and was chartered as a city in 1847. 

See M. L. Montgomery, History of Retain. Poletsyliesits„ and the 
Aesiesressy Proceedings of she Sssari-Colitouriat (Reading, le9e)• 

READING BEDS, in .geology, a series of marine and estuarine 
beds consisting of variegated plastic days and bright-coloured 
sands, which form, with the Woolwich beds, a subdivided' of 
the Lower Eocene (see Wootwicw axes READING Bros). 

READYMONEY, SIR GONASII =HAMM (18tr-t879), 
" the Peabody of Bombay." Early in the ifIth century three 
Parsee brothels moved from Nowsari, near Surat, in Gujarat, 
to Bombay, and became the pioneers of a lucrative trade with 
China. They gained the sobriquet of " Readymoney," which 
they adopted as a surname. Only Hirji Jewanji Readymoney 
left issue, two daughters, the elder of whom married a Ransil, 
and the younger • Dady Sett. The son of the former, James 
Hirff, married Mirhae, the daughter of the latter, and was 
made the heir not only of his grandfather, but of his two grand-
uncles. The younger of their two sons was Cowasji Jehangir. 
His only English education was at the then well-known school 
kept by Serjeent Sykes in the Fort of Bombay. At the age of 

he entered the firm of Duncan, Gibb & Co. as " godown 
keeper," or warehouse clerk. In 1837 he was promoted to 
the responsible and lucrative appointment of " guarantee 
broker " to two of the leading European firms of Bombay. in 
046 he was able to begin trading on his own account. He was 
made a J.P. for the town and island of Bombay, and a member 
of the board of conservancy; and in 1866 was appointed a 
commissioner of income tax, his tactful management bring 
largely responsible for the fact that this tax, then new to Bombay 
and unpopular, was levied with unexpected financial success_ 
Hewas made C.S.I. in 1871; and in 1872 he was crated a 
Knight Bachelor of the United Kingdom, and his statue, by 
T. Woolner, R. A., was erected in the town hall. His donations 
to the institutions of Bombay amounted to close on froo.cco. 
His health broke down in 1871, and he died in 1873, being 
succeeded by his son, Sir J. Cowasji Jehangir IlteadymorwIl. 
who was created a Knight Bachelor in 1895, and a Baronet in 
1908. 

See J. Cowasff Jehangir. Sir Cottedi Mantis Roadyst
m.

osioy big*: 
i M. B 

REAGAN, ./01111 Hannon(t 8:8-toos), Ameri
n.)

cax 
politician, was born in Sevier county, Tennessee, on the 8th a 
October t8t8. He removed to Texas in 1839, was deputy 
surveyor of public lands in 1839-043, was admitted to the bar 
in 1846. was a member of the state House of Representatives 
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n 1847-1848, served as district judge in 5852-11157, and in 
.857-1861 was a representative in Congress. His political 
dews were determined by the ultra-democratic influence of 
kndrew Jackson and the state-sovereignty philosophy of John 
.7.. Calhoun. In 1861 be was a member of the Texas secession 
loavention, served in the Confederate provisional Congress, 
ind on the 6th of March was appointed postmaster-general In 
?'resident Davis'. cabinet. He served in this capacity through-
sat the war, and for a short time before its dose was also acting 
ecaetary of the treasury. He was captured with the Davis 
iarty on the loth of May 1863, and was imprisoned in Fort 
Warren, Boston Harbour, until the following October. While 
n prison be wrote the Fort Warren letter " (Aimust r zth), 
is which he urged the people of Texas to recognize their defeat, 
;rant civil tights to the freedmen, and try to conciliate the 
ioeth. From 1875 to 1887, when he entered the U.S. Senate, 
ie was again a representative in Congress, and from 1877 almost. 
:ontinuotudy to the close of his service be was chairman of the 
-:.ommittee on Commerce, in which capacity he had a prominent 
met in securing the passage of the Intestate Commerce Act of 
.887. He was a member of the state constitutional convention 
if s876. In state politics his sympathies were with the Radicals. 
.n itica, believing that his first duty was to his state, he resigned 
rum the Senate to accept the thairmanship of the newly estab-
isbed state railway commission. In soot he retired from public 
ervice. From Oleg until his death he was president of the 
Yew State Historical Association. He died at his home, near 
Palestine, Texas, on the 6th of March te 05. 

See his Memoirs; yids Special Reference le Secession oaf the 
Wee (New York, 1906), edited by W. F. hicCaleb. 

BILUAAR„ a mineral species consisting of anemic mono- 
iulphide (MS) and occurring as monoclinic crystals of a bright 
eel colour. There is a perfect cleavage parallel to the plane of 
.ymnutry (r in fig.). The lustre is resinous, and the streak 

has the same colour as the crystals, 
namely, orange-red to aurora-red. The 
hardness is Ii-a and the specific gravity 
3 .55• On exposure to light the crystals 
crumble to a yellow powder. The name 
realgar is of Arabic origin, and was used 
by the alchemists; the substance was 

I 	 known to Theophrastus under the name 
Tardeedze, and to Pliny as Sandaracka. 
The mineral usually occurs in association 
with the yellow arsenic sulphide, orpi. 

rent. Good crystals are found with ores of silver and 
cad in the mineral veins of Febfiblinya, near Nagy-Maya, 
Kapnik-Binya and Nagyig, near Diva, in Hungary; with 
alende in the white crystalline dolomite tof the Binnenthal in 
Switzerland; and in a bed of sandy day at Mercur in Utah. It 
a deposited by the solfauuns near Naples and by the hot springs 
at the Yellowstone National Park. Realgar has been used as a 
pigment and in pyrotechny for producing a brilliant white fire; 
but it is now replaced by the artificially prepared compound. 

The other native arsenic sulphide, M,S,, known as orpiment 
(Lat. astripigansines, meaning " golden paint "I, occurs as 
foliated masses of a lemon-yellow colour, the foliation being 
parallel to a direction of perfect cleavage. It is amine and 
soft s}-s), and has a specific gravity 3'4.  Distinctly 
developed crystals are rare; they have usually been considered 
to be orthorhombic and isomorphous with stibnite (Sb,S5), but 
it is probable that they are really monoclinic. Orpiment is ex- 

tens=
ned near Julamerk in Asiatic Turkey. (L. J. S.) 
Mom Low Lat. realis, appertaining to re:, things, 

as opposed to ideas and imaginations), a philosophical term used 
In two opposite senses. The older of these is the scholastic 
doctrine, traceable back to Socrates, that universals have 
a more " real " existence than things. Universals are, in 
scholastic language, ante rat, in rebus and post res. Behind all 
numerous types of chairs there is in the mind the ideal chair of 
which particular chairs are mere copies. In the most utreme 
form realism denies that anything exists in spy sense accept  

universals. It is opposed to nominalism (q.v.) and conceptualism 
(a.v.). For the history of the doctrine, see SCHOLASTICISM 
Realism in this sense has been called " an assertion of the 
eights of the subject " (cf. the Protagonean maxim, " Man is 
the measure of all things "). The modern application of the 
term is to the opposing doctrine that there is a reality apart from 
its presentation to censciousness. In this sense it is opposed 
to idealism (q.v.), whether the purely subjective or that more 
comprehensive idealism which makes subject and object 
mutually interdependent. In its crude form it is known as 
" Natural " or " Naive " Realism. It appears, however, in 
more complex forms, e.g. as Ideal Realism (or Real Idealism), 
which combines epistemological idealism with realism in meta-
physics. Again, Kant distinguishes " empirical " realism, 
which maintains the existence of things in space independent of 
consciousness, from "transcendental" realism, which ascribes 
absolute reality to time and space. 

In literature and art " realism " again is opposed to " ideal-
ism " in various senses. The realist is (s) be who deliberately 
declines to select his subjects from the beautiful or harmonious, 
and, more especially, describes ugly things and brings out 
details of an unsavoury sort; (2) be who deals with individuals, 
not types; (3) most properly, he who strives to represent the 
facts exactly as they are. 

REALM, the dominions of a king, a kingdom. The 0.Fr. 
Ittill1111 (mod. morose) was the form first adopted in English, 
and the modern spelling does not appear fixed till the begin- 
ning of the 17th century. The word must be referred to a 
supposed Med. Let. regolimen, from regalis, of or belonging to 
a rex, king. 

REAL PROPERTY. The land law of England and of countries 
whose law is based upon that of England by in a peculiar 
position, which can be understood only by an outline of its 
history. 

History.—Such terms as " fee " or " homage " carry us back 
into feudal times. Rights of common and distress are based 
upon still older institutions, forming the very basis of primitive 
law. The conception of tenure is the fundamental ground of 
distinction between real and personal estate, the former only 
being strictly entitled to the name of estate (q.e.). The division 
into real and personal is coincident to a great extent with that 
into immovable and movable, generally used by systems of 
law founded on the Roman (see PERSONAL PaorErry.) That it 
is not entirely coincident is due to the influence of the Roman 
law itself. The Greeks and the Romans of the republic were 
essentially nations of citizens; the Teutons were essentially 
a nation of land-folk; the Roman empire bridged the gulf 
between the two. It is probable that the English land law 
was produced by the action of the policy adopted in the lower 
empire, finally developed into feudalism, upon the previously 
existing course of Teutonic custom. The distinguishing features 
of the Teutonic system were enjoyment in common and the 
absence of private ownership, except to a limited extent. The 
prindpal features of the old English land law before the Con-
quest, from which the modern law has developed, were (r) liberty 
of alienation, either by will or inter visor, of such land as could be 
alienated, chiefly, if not entirely, bodand, subject always to 
the limits fixed by the bar; (2) publicity of transfer by enrolment 
in the shire-book or church-book; -(3) equal partition of the 
estate of a deceased among the sons, and failing sons among 
the daughters; (4) cultivation to a great extent by persons 
in various degrees of serfdom, owing money or labour rents; 
(3) variety of custom, tending to become uniform, through the 
application of the same principles in the local courts; (6) sub-
jection of land to the lrineda neeessires, a burden imposed for 
the purpose of defence of the realm. The rudiments of the 
conceptions of tenure and of the crown as lord paramount were 
found In the old English system, and lernland was an anticipation 
of the limited interests which afterwards became of such import-
once.' The connexion of political privileges with the ownership 

The name has not remained sto in Germany and Denmark. 
A fief is still loam in Germany. Zahn in Denmark. 
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of land fa not peculiar to the pre-Conquest or any other period. 
It runs through the whole of English history. 

The elements of feudalism so far existed in England under the 
Anglo-Saxon and Danish ldngs as to make it easy to introduce 
It in full at the Norman Conquest. What the Norman Conquest 
did was not to change all at once allodhil into feudal tenure, but to 
complete the association of territorial with personal dependence 
in a state of society already prepared for it. ,  " Nulle terre sans 
seigneur" was one of the fundamental axioms of feudalism. 
There might be any number of infeudations and subinfeudations 
to mime lords, but the chain of seigniory was complete, depend-
ing in the last resort upon the king as lord paramount. Land 
was not owned by free owners owing only necessary militia duties 
to the state, but was held of the king by military service of a 
more onerous nature. The folkland became the king's land; 
the soldier was a landowner instead of the landowner being a 
soldier. Free owners tended to become tenants of the lord, the 
township to be lost in the manor.* The common land became 
in law the waste of the manor, its enjoyment resting upon a 
presumed grant by the lord. On the other hand, the whole 
of England did not become manorial; the conflict between the 
township and the manor resulted in a compromise, the result of 
which affects English tenure to this day. But it was' a 'com-
promise much to the advantage of the privileged class, for in 
England more than in any other country the land law is the law 
of the nobility and not of the people. One reason of this is that, 
as England was never so completely feudalized as were some of 
the European continental states, the burden of feudalism was not 
so severely felt, and has led to less agitation for reform. 

The land forfeited to the Conqueror was regranted by him to 
be held by military service due to the king, not to the mesne 
lord as in European continental feudalism. In zo86 at the 
council of Salisbury all the landholders swore fealty to the crown. 
In the full vigour of feudalism the inhabitants of England were 
either free or not free. The free inhabitants held their lands 
either by free tenure (liberals, tosessiestassa, franktenement) or 
by a tenure which was originally that of a non-free inhabitant, 
but attached to land in the possession of a free man. Franktene. 
meat was either military tenure, called also tenure in knight 
service or chivalry (including barony, the highest tenure known 
to the law, grand serjeanty and the special forms of escuage, 
castle-guard, cornage and others) or socage (including burgage 
and petit serjeanty), or frankalmoign (libera deratosysa) or 
divine service, by which ecclesiastical corpotations generally 
held their land.,  The non-free inhabitants were in Domesday 
Book reef, corarii or bordarii, later mini or villaai, the last 
name being applied to both free men and serfs. All these were 
in a more or less dependent condition. The free tenures all exist 
at the present day, though, as will appear later, the military 
tenures have shrunk into the unimportant and exceptional 
tenure of grand serjeanty. The non-free tenures are to a certain 
extent represented by copyhold. The most important difference 
between the military and socage tenures was the mode of descent. 
Whether or not a feudal benefice was originally hereditary, it had 
certainly become so at the time of the Conquest, and it descended 
to the eldest son. This applied at once in England to land held 
by military service as far as regarded the capital fief. The descent 
of socage lands or lands other than the capital net for some time 
followed the old pre-Conquest rule of descent. Thus in the so-
called " Laws of Henry I." the lauds other than the capital fief, 
and in Glanvill, who wrote in the time of Henry II., socage lands, 
if anciently partible (aatiguilas diatom), were divided among all 
the eons equally. But by the time of Bracton (Henry III.) the 
course of descent of lands held by military service had so far 

, 'The relation of vassalage, originally personal, became annexed 
to the tenure of land " (Pa/grave, Rise sad Progress of the English 
(aasessomoalas, vol. i p. 505). 

It is a disputed point whether the manor organisation existed 
before the Conquest; but its full development seems to have 
been later than that event. 

• Fankalmoign was not always regarded as a distinct tenure. 
Thee Littleton (I la) says that all that is not tenure in chivalry 
ie tenure in soar.  

prevailed that, though it was a question of toes whether the hat 
was partible or not, if there was no evidence either way doom 
to the eldest son was presumed. Relies of the old cantons mit 
remain in the case of gavelkind. The military tenant was m►  
ject to the feudal incidents, from which the tenant is snoop 
was exempt. These incidents, especially wardship and selmannie. 
were often oppressive. Alienation of lands by will, except in a 
few favoured districts, became impossible; al enatioe mew 
Weer was restrained in one direction in the interests of the bee. 
in another in the interests of the lord. At the time of Giams.i 
a tenant had a greater power of alienation over land which be lad 
purchased (terra acsostistaia) than over land which he had In-
herited. But by the tune of Bractoc the heir bad ceased to has 
any interest in either kind of land. The lords were MOM MCCAW 
ful. It was enacted by Magna Carta that a free man she nid am 
give or sell so much of his land as to leave an amount Mafiosi 
to perform his services to his lord. In spite of this provision. she 
rights of the lords were continually diminished by anhanteemin-
tion untli the passing of the Statute of (lido Esafga►es. Armor 
Lion by a tenant in chief of the crown without licence was a 
ground of forfeiture until t Edw. III. at. tr. c. ts, by which a ins 
WAS substituted. The modes of conveyance at. this time UMW 
only two, feoffment with livery of selsin for corporeal beredisa-
meats, grant for incorporeal hereditaments. Livery of senti 
though public, was not officially recorded like the old F-aginii 
transfer of property. The influence of local custom upon the 
land law last have become weakened after the circuits of the 
judges of the King's Court were established by Henry IL 
Jurisdiction over litigation touching the freehold was taken away 
from the lord's courts by Is Ric. H. c. s s. 

The common law as far as it dealt with real estate had is the 
main assumed its present aspect by the reign of Henry I/ L The 
changes which have been made since that date have boo 
chiefly doe to the action of equity and legislation, the lanai 
sometimes interpreted by the courts in a manner very differed 
from the intention of parliament. The roast important Inillurece 
of equity has been exercised in mortgage and trusts in der 
doctrine of specific performance of contracts concerning reel 
estate, and in relief from forfeiture for breach of covenant. 

History of Real Estate Legislation.—The reign of Edward L 
is notable for three leading statutes, all passed in the interests 
of the superior lords. The Statute of Mort:main (7 Eche L 
at. 1, C. 13) is the first of a long series directed against the 
acquisition of land by religious and charitable corporations. The 
statute De Deals Coaditiosalibas (r3 Edw. I. c. forbade 
the alienation of estates granted to a man and the heirs of Ito 
body, which before the statute became on the birth of as bar 
at once alienable (except io the case of gifts in frankroarriage), 
and so the lord lost his escheat. The statute Chia EIRPOOPU 
(*8 Edw. I. c. 1) preserved those rights of the lords which were 
up to that time subject to be defeated by subinfendation, by 
enacting that in any alienation of lands the aces should boid 
them of the same 16rd of the fee as the alienor. ,  Since r rsio 
has been impossible to create an estate in fee-simple to be held 
of a mesne lord, or to reserve a rent upon a grant of an estate is 
fee (unless in the form of a rent-charge), or to mate a new 
manor. The statute, however, dots not bind the crown. The 
practical effect of the statute was to make the transfer of land 
thenceforward more of a commercial and less of a feudal tam 
action. The writ of degif was introduced by the Statute of 
Westminster IL in 128s as a creditor's remedy over real estate_ 
It has, however, been considerably modified by absenting 
legislation. From 1290 to the reign of Henry VIII., thole is no 
statute of the first Importance dealing with real estate The 
reign of Henry VEIL, like the reign of Edward L, is signalised 
by three acts, the effects of which continue to this day The 
one which has had the most lasting influence in law is the 
Statute of Uses, sr lien. VIII. c. to (see CONVEYANCING; Tani 
The Statute of Uses was intended to provide against betray of 
sales of land, and as a necessary sequel to it an act of the same 

Tenants in chief of the crown wont bible to a foie as abostion 
until Is Cat. II. c. 
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err (27 Hen. VIII. c. 16) enacted that all bargains and saki Of 
ad should be duly enrolled. Bargain and sale was a form of 
naiuble transfer which bad for some purposes superseded the 
minion law featured. It applied only to estates of inheritanos 
ad not to terms of years. The unforeseen effect of 27 Hen. VIII. 

16 was to establish as the ordinary form of conveyance until 
Ls r the conveyance by lease and release.i • Uses having become 
gal estate by the Statute of Uses, and therefore no longer 
eviseble, 32 Hen. VIII. c. r (explained by 34 & 35 Hen. VIII. 

5) was passed to remedy this inconvenience. It is still law 
s to wills made before 1838 (see Wits.). In the reign of 
Jizabeth the acts of 13 Elia. c. s and 27 Elie. c. 4 avoided 
.audulent conveyances as against all parties and voluntary 
onveyances as against subsequent purchasers for valuable 
onsideration. Early in the reign of Charles IL the act of 1661 

2 Car. II. C. 24) turned all the feudal tenures (with the exception 
frankalmolgn and grand serjeanty) into tenure by free and 

ommon aocagc and abolished the feudal incidents. The Statute 
if Frauds (29 Car. U. c. 3) contained provisions that certain 
cases and assignments, and that all agreements and trusts 
elating to land, should be in writing (see FRAUD). The land 
.egistries of Middlesex and Yorkshire date from the reign of 
Vine (see LAND RznisrestrosT). Devises of and for charitable 
>urposes were forbidden by the hfortmain Act (g, Geo. II. c. 36). 
In the next reign the first general Indosure Act was passed, 
s I Geo. III. c. log (see Counosts). In the reign of William IV. 
were passed the Prescription, Limitation and Tithe Commuta-
tion Acts; fines and recoveries were abolished and simpler 
modes of conveyance substituted by 3 & 4 Will. IV. e. 74; and 
the laws of inheritance and dower were amended by 3 & 4 Will. 
IV. cc. 103, rotS. In the reign of Victoria there was a vast mask 
of legislation dealing with real estate in almost every conceivable 
aspect. At the immediate beginning of the reign stands the 
Wills Act. The transfer of real estate was simplified by 8 & 
Viet. C. rod and by the Conveyancing Acts of 2881 and 1882. 
Additional powers of dealing with settled estates were given by 
the Settled Estates Act 1856, later by the Settled Estates Act 
1877, and the Settled Land Act 1882. Succession duty was 
levied for the first time on freeholds in 1853. The strictness of 
the Mortmain Act has been relaxed in favour of gifts and sales 
to public institutions of various kinds, such as schools, parks 
and museums. The period of limitation was shortened for 
most purposes from twenty to twelve years by the Real Property 
Limitation Act 1874. Several acts were passed dealing with 
the enfranchisement and commutation of copyholds and the 
preservation of commons and open spaces. The Naturalization 
Act 187o ambled aliens to hold and transfer land in England. 
The Felony Act 5870, abolished forfeiture of real estate on 
conviction for felony. The Agricultural Holdings Acts 1883 
and woo, and other acts, gave the tenant of a tenancy within 
the acts a general right to compensation for improvements, 
substituted a year's notice to quit for the six months' notice 
previously necessary, enlarged the tenant's right to fixtures, 
and limited the amount of distress. By the Intestate Estates 
Act 1884 the law of escheat was extended to incorporeal here-
ditaments and equitable estates. Among other subjects which 
have been dealt with by legislation in the 59th century may 
be mentioned land transfer, registration, mortgage, partition, 
excambion, fixtures, taking of land in execution, declaration of 
title and apportionment. Hardly a year passes in which the 
land law is not altered to • greater or less degree. 

Real estate at the element day is either legal or equitable a 
difference restip mainly upon hfistorioal grounds. The following 
"(nervations • y in general to both kinds of estate. The usual 
clasUff o 

	

cation 	interests in real estate regards either the extent. 
the time or the mode of enjoyment. The division easordini 
to the A*,11 is in the first instance into corporeal and i 
bereditantents, a division based upon the Roman law = y4 
rat into torporaks and intorporaies, and open to the same objection, 

" From the reign of Edward IV. at latest up to the Fines and 
Recoveries Act of 1833 final and recoveries were also recognised as 

Vin
memo of conveyance. They are so regarded in the Statute of 
h  

that it is useleatifie as co-oetfinating subjects of rights with the 
tights themitelves.,  Corporeal hultaments, says Blaclaitone,  

consist of such as affect the senses, such as may be seen and 
handled by the body; incorporeal are not the objects of sensation, 
can neither be seen nor handled, are creatures of the mind, and 
ezi s..= in contemplation." Corporeal hereditaments are all a  

y freehold' an interest in land less than freehold, such 
as a term of years, is personalty only. There was no room for such 
as interest in the feudal gradation of tenure; it was regarded as a 
mere personal contract and was incapable of the incidents of tenure. 
By the Conveyancing Act 1881 the residue of a long term of years 
could in certain cases be enlarged into the fee-simple. A copyhold 
is in strict law only a tenancy at the will of the lord. Estates of 
freehold are either estates for life or in fee (called also estates of 
Wheritance), the latter being in fee-tail or in fee-simple. An 
estate for file may be either for the Mt of the tenant or for the 
life of another person, the latter called an estate par rusks vie. The 
former kind of estate includes estates of dower and curtesy. An 
estate in fee is called • fee simply, an obvious sign of its feudal 
or gin. Ematee tail are either general or special, the latter being 
in tail male or (rarely) in tail female. There may also be a quasi-
entail of an estate per mum tie. An estate in fee-simple is the 
largest estate known to English law. Its ordinary incidence allt 
an oath of fealty (never exacted), escheat, and (in • manor) suit of 
the court baron, and occasionally a small quit-rent and relief. All 
these are obviously relics of the once important feudal incidents. 
Incorporeal hereditamena consist chiefly, if not wholly, of rights 
is slaw solo. They are divided by Joshua Williams (Real Property, 
p1. H.) into (t) reversions, remainders and executory interests, 
(a) hereditament, purely incorporeal. the last being either appendant, 
a rant or in grow. Examples are profits a prendre (such as 

of common), easements (such as rights of way); eeignioriss. 
vOWIOIN, rents, tithes, titles of honour, offices, franchises. 

Before 1 corporeal hereditament/ were said to he is livery, 
in gram. But by the Real Property Act 1843 all 

corporeal hmehtensents are, as regards the conveyance of the 
immediate freehold thereof, to be deemed to lie in grant as well 
as in livery. With retard to the time of enjoyment, estates are 
either in possession or in expectmscy—that as, in reversion or 
remainder or executory interests (see REMAINDER). With regard 
to the mode of enjoyment, estates are either joint, In common, 
in cope or in severalty. 

Tentires.—It has been already stated that there 
an MR to be found survivals of the old pre-Conquest customary 
law. They are found both in the tenure and in the conveyance 
of lend. The only customs of which judicial notice is taken 
are gavelkind (gm.) and borough-English (g.e.). Any other local 
customs, as in manors, must be proved by evidence. The tenures 
of fmnkalinoivs and grand ilersanty were specially preserved 
by is Car. II. c. 24. 

Tide.—This is the name given to the mode of acquisition of 
rights over real estate. Title may arise either by alienation, 
voluntary or involuntary, or by succession. Voluntary alienation 
is either inter error or by will. The former branch is practically 
synonymous with conveyance, whether by way of sale, settlement, 
mortgage or otherwise. As a .general rule alienation of real estate 
Misr sines must be by deed since 8 & 9 Vim. c. 106. Since that 
act a deed of grant has superseded the old forms of feoffmcnt and 
lease and release. Considerable alterations in the irection of 
shortness and simplicity have been made in the law offtransfer of 
real estate by the Conveyancing Acts 1881, 0182 and the Land 
Transfer Acts 1875 and 1897. The word " grant " is no Inneer 
necessary for a conveyance, nor are the old words of limitation 
' 

 
heirs' and " heirs of the body." It is sufficimit to use the words 

" in fee-simple," " in tail," " In tail male," in tail female." 
Many provisions usually inserted in deeds, such as covenants for 
title by a beneficial owner and powers of appointment of new 
trustees, obtain statutory sanction. Forms of mortgage, con-
veyance and settlement are appended to the act. The Solicitors' 
Remuneration Act 1881 was passed as a necessary sequel to the 
Conveyancing Act, and the remuneration of solicitors now etands 
upon a different and more satisfactory basis. For acquisition by 
will and succession, see WILL; INHERITANCE. Involuntary aliena-
tion is by bankruptcy (g.v.) and by other means of enforcing the 
rights of creditors over land, such as distress or execution. It 
may also arise by the exercise by the state of its right of eminent 
domain for public purposes, as under the Lands Clauses and other 
acts.' 

*In spite of this objection the division is adoeby the legisla-
ture: see, lot instance. the Imamate Estate. Act I 

In the category of corporeal hemditaments are also included 
certain accessories to 	I hereditament. proper, such as 
growing crops, fixtures, • 	cla &c. 

*It should be noticed that an easement in gross cannot exist. 
'The right of the state to contribution from and for revenue 

Mases
and to stamp dude. on deeds perhaps falls under this 

Tliese imposes law testis,  involuntary alianatioes of Part 
of the profit of the land. 
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Rettrairat me Allow 	 alienation of real estate may be 
subject to almost any conditions, provided that such conditions do 
not cortravene the law. As a general rule there can be no restric-
tions upon the alienation of an estate in fee-simple; the two ideas 
are incompatible. In the case, however, of a married woman' a 
restraint on anticipation is allowed within certain limits (see 
RESTRAINT). In another direction the imposition of a course of 
devolution upon property is forbidden by law againat perpetu-
ities (see PERPETUITY), while the accumulation of income is also 
forbidden with a few exceptions. Certain persons are by the general 
policy of the law disabled from exercising full proprietary rights, 
such as convicts, infants and lunatic'. 

Prose dire.—In some cases rights attaching to real estate are pro-
tected by peculiar remedies. At an early period it became more 
convenient to try the tight to the possession of, rather than the 
right to the property in. real estate. Possessory tended to super- 
Neck proprietary remedies, from their great simplicity and elasticity. 
The general mode of trying the right to both property and posses-
sion was from the time of Henry II. the real action, the form called 
" writ of right " (after Magna Carta gradually confined to the court 
of common pleas) being used to determine thepropertgkethat called 

assise of novel dissecin " being the general means 	which the 
possession was tried. About the reign of Elisabeth the 	 of 
ejectment became the ordinary form of possessory remedy. Real 
actions existed until the Real Property Limitation Act t833, by 
which they were finally abolished, with the exception of writ of right of 
dower, writ of dower rade Mail hobo, (mare sonata: and ejectment. 
Of these quare impedit (ex) appears to be the only one now in use. 
The sneer of novel disseism, the action of ejectment in both its 
original and its reformed stage, and finally the action for the 
recovery of land in use since the Judicature Acts are all belted-
cefty connected as gradual developments of the pores yaction. 
There are certain matters affecting real estate over which the 
court of chancery formerly had exclusive jurisdiction, in most 
cases because the principles on which the court acted had been the 
ovation of equity. The Judicature Act 1873 assigned to the chancery 
division of the high court of justice all causes and matters for 
(lake cilia) the redemption or foreclosure of mortgages, the raising 
of portions or other charges on land, the sale and distribution of 
the proceeds of property subject to any lien or charge, the specific 
performance of contracts between vendors and purchasers* real 
estates, including contracts for leases, the partition or sale' real 
estates, and the wardship of infants and the we of infants' estates. 
In the case of rent a summary mode of remedy by act of the 
creditor still exists (see DISTRESS. RENT). 

Ireland.—The law of real estate in Ireland is the English law, 
which finally superseded the native law in James L's reign, as 
modified by subsequent legislation. The main difference is in the 
law of landlord and tenant, modified by the various land acts 
(see IRELAND) and the operation of the Irish Land Commission. 

Veiled Stales.—The law of real estate in the United States is the 
law of England modified to suit a different state of circumstances. 
The main point of difference is that in the United States the 
occupiers of land are generally wholly or in part owners, not tenants, 
as in England. This is to a great extent the effect of the home-
stead laws (see HOMESTEAD AND EXEMPTION Laws). The traces 
of the feudal origin of the law are, as might be expected, consider- 
ably less prominent than in England. Thus estates tail are practically 
obsolete; in some states they are specially forbidden by the state 
constitutions. The law of descent is the same in real and personal 
estate. Manors do not exist, except in the crate of New York. 
where they were created by the crown in colonial days (Bouvier, 
Law Did., " Manor "). Registration of deeds is general. In some 
states forms of deed are prescribed by statute. Conveyancing is 
for the most part simpler than in England. The holding of real 
estate by religious or charitable corporations is generally restricted 
by the act creating them rather than by anything like the English 
law of mortmain. Perpetuities are forbidden in most states. 7he 
right of eminent domain is at once acknowledged and limited by the 
Constitution of the United States. By art. 5 of the Amendments 
private property is not to be taken for public use without just com-
pensation. A similar provision is found in many of the state 
constitutions. By an Act of Congress of 9th April 1866. c. 31. all 
citizens of the United States have the same right in every state and 
Territory as is enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit, purchase. 
lease. sell, hold and convey real and personal property. In most 
states aliens may hold land; but in some states they cannot do 
so without becoming naturalized or at least filing in the specified 
manner a declaration of intention to become naturalised. 

Intentaiienal Law.—The law of the place where real estate is 
. situated (lex loci rei sitar) governs its tenure and transfer. The laws 
of England and of the United States are more strict on this point 
than the laws of most other countries. They require that the fee 
malities of the fetus rri sitar must be observed, even if not neCeOgalY 
to be observed in the place where the contract was node. The lax 
loci eel seat determines what is to be considered real estate. A 
foreign  court cannot as a general rule pass title to land situated in 

 country. The English Mid United Stases come of equity 
h

▪  

ave to a certain extent avoided the incasement.. which this is- 

ability to deal with bad out of the jurhdictioo sometiswes esems 
use tbe theory that equity acts upon the coon:Maar 

the party and not upon the title to the foreign land. Thee in the 
leading case of Penal. v. Leal Baltimore in 1750 (t Ileum 4.14 
the court of chancery on this ground decreed peieW.e performasse 
of articles for settling the boundaries of the provisoes of Poseepi-
vania and Maryland. The difficulty always arises that. 
the court professes to act upon the commence, it mot 1:= 
act upon the property, and that it cannot miry its &deem bee 
execution without the aid of the local eributals. 

BELL (either through Du. mints, or 0.Fr. 'apse, 'cynic, Paid 
fame, Med. Lat. risen, from Arabic risme, bale or bundle), a 
certain quantity of paper, viz. so quires containing sa ahem 
each or 480 sheets; a " printer's ream " contains all quires er 
st6 sheets. The word owes its introduction into Europe to the 
Moors, who were the originators of the paper manufactwed is 
Spain. Its original meaning was simply bundle, applied eider 
to paper or clothes. 

REAPING (from O.E. Moo, rypeis, probably allied tO " 
mature, i.e. " (tj for reaping "; the cognate forms are found in 
other languages), the action of cutting ripe grain crops. 1511 the 
invention of the reaping machine, which came into practical me 
only about the middle of the loth century, sickles and scythes 
were the sole reaping implements. Of the two the sickle is tlee 
more ancient, and indeed there Is some reason to condude that 
its use is coeval with the cultivation of grain crops. Among the 
remains of the later Stone period in Great Britain and an the 
European continent curved flint knives have occasionally his 
found, the form of which has led to the suggestion that they wen 
used as sickles. Sickles of bronze occur quite commonly along 
remains of the early inhabitants of Europe. Some of these 
are deeply curved hooks, flat on the under slide, and with a 
strengthening ridge or back on the upper surface, while others 
are small curved knives, in form like the ordinary hedge-ball 
Among the ancient Egyptians toothed or serrated sickles of both 
bronze and iron were used. Ancient Roman drawl:1p show 
that both the scythe and the sickle were known to that people. 
and Pliny makes the distinction plain. ,  Although both imple-
ments have lost much of their importance since the general 
introduction of mowing and reaping machinery, they are la 
used very extensively, especially In those countries like Fence 
where small agricultural holdings prevail. The principal modern 
forms are the toothed hook, the scythe book, the Hainauit 
scythe and the common scythe. 

The toothed hook, which was In general use till towards the weds* 
of the tote century, consisted of a narrow-bladed curved hook tn..% 
on its cutting edge a series of fine close-set serratures cut like de 
teeth, with their edges inclined towards the heft or handle. The 
curve is that known to mathematicians as the " cimoid," w ►nn 
tangentsat any point form equal angles with lines drawn to the mane 
of the handle: it has been ailed the "curb of least mamas 
because experience has shown that it tires out the arm of the warier 
less than any other curve Sickles were formerly made ol 
edged with steel: but in r rut haws they came to be made et 
cast steel entirely. Tome the middle of the ',ate ototury the 
toothed hook was gradual. supplanted by the scyt he bask a 
smooth-edged sickle, a ewbat heavier and brosder.bleihd 
implement, having an ordinart knife edge. Both these implements 
were intended for " shearing handful by handful, the 
held in the left hand and cut with the tool held in the=t b.." 
heavy smooth-edged sickle is used for " bagging " or " clouting:* 
—an operation in which the hook is struck against the straw, riot 
left hand being used to gather and carry along the cut swath. Mr 
Hainault scythe is an implement intermediate between the scythe 
and the sickle, being worked with one hand. and the motiela is 
entirely a 'wiles oe bagging ace. The implement cot:nista el a 
short scythe blade mounted on a vertical handle. and in aim It 
the reaper collects the grain with a crook. whidl holds rAe  straw 
together 1111 it receives the cutting stroke at the instrument. the 
Haimudt scythe was extearively used in Belgium. The commie lay 
scythe esouste da slightly curved blend blade varying is length Irma 
ate to 46 ice, mounted on a bent. or sometimes straight., woods 
Reed or math% to which two Windham, attached at such Xmases 

" Of the sickle there are two varieties. the Italian. which is the 
shorter and can he handled among brushwood. and the two-kssuled 
GsUic tickle. which wake quicker work of it when employed ea 
their (the Gwb7 exten•ive daneinsi for them they cut than glom 

i only In the middle. and pass over the shorter blades. The Islam 
mowers cut with the right hand only " (II. N. mil  67). 
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ge enable the workman. with an easy stoop to owing the is . be 
Linde along the ground, the cutup edge being slightly cies atsil to 
keep it clear cal the inequalities of the surlai.e The grain-re...goes 
er) t he is stmil ir, but pmvided with a cradle or short gathering rake 
attached to I. heel and following the direction of the blade fee 
about t3 in. 1 Le object al this attachment is to gather the 
sulks as the 	cut and lay them in regular swaths tipsiest 
the line of st 	•anding corn. The reaping sc5•the, instead of • 
long arced, h1 I ortuently two helves, the right hand branching 
from the left 	sues helve and the two handles placed about a ft. 
apart. The I 	scythe blades are made from rolled sheets Of 
steel, riveted 	4 Lock frame of iron, which gives strength and 
rigidity to the Made. On the continent of Europe it is still cni, 
to mould and hammer the 'Auk blade out of a single pore of 
but such scythes are difficult to keep keen of edge. There in a . at 
demand for scythes in Russia, chiefly supplied from the (•as 
empire and Austria. The principal manufacturing centre of s use 
and tickles is the United Kingdom is Sheffield. 

It was not until the beginning of the loth century that any 
attempt was made to invent a reaping machine on anything like 
the lines that have beat adopted since. In 1826 the Rev. 
Patrick Bell of Carmylie in Fifesbire brought out the first thecae-
ful machine. He had worked at the making of it when a young 
man on his father's farm, and the principle be adopted, that of a 
series of scissors fastened on the " knife-board," was followed 
for • long time. There had been many trials during the thirty 
or forty years before his time both in this country and in America, 
but his invention was the test practical success. 

After many modifications, however, the present or recent 
form of the common reaper was evolved by C. 11. McCormick in 
America in 183 t. A truck or carriage is carried on two travelling 
wheels some 3o to 36 in. high, with spuds or teeth on the 
circumference to make them " bite " the ground and thus give 
motion to the machinery without skidding; two hones are 
yoked in front with a pole between, with martingale and 
entangle belts as part of their harms, to ease the backing of the 
machine by the horses; the knife-board is fixed out at right 
angles to the side of the carriage and in front, while the knives 
consist of a series of triangular " sections " on a bar which 
travels backwards and forwards in slots in the " fingers," as the 
dividing teeth are called. The motion was given to the knives 
by a connecting rod and crank driven by suitable gearing from 
the truck wheels. The cutting was thus dune by a straight 
shearing action and not by clipping like seisms as in Bell's 
machine. 

There were many modifications tried before the favourite 
form was ultimately adopted: thus the horses were yoked 
behind the truck or carriage of the machine so that they pushed 
it before them; a revolving web of cloth was placed behind the 
knives so as to deliver the cut corn in • continuous swathe at 
the side; revolving " sails " or " rakes " pushed the standing 
grain against the knives as the machine advanced—some of 
which arrangements have been revived in our modem sizing-
binders—and so on. 

In the early days—from about t860 to ifiTo—machises went 
fitted with a ulting board behind Use cutting bat which caught 
the corn as it fell, and it was held there until enough for • sheaf 
was gathered, when the load was " tilltd " of by a suitable rake 
handled by a man who at and worked the tilting beard siesel-
taneoully with his foot and dropped the corn. to be lifted and 
tied into a sheaf by hand afterwards. The same machine was 
generally used for mowing (grass) by an interchange Perth . 
and the ' combined " reaper and mower was in comma use In 
the 'seventies and 'eighties. Later, various detrkes were adopted 
to do the tilting or shearing mechanically, and the self end-
delivery and self ride-delivery have long been in use whereby 
through the adoption of revolving rakes on frames  the sheaf-lots 
ars delivered in sires ready for tying up by band. The lathe-
meet tying or binding was done variously in dificeset parts of 
the country. In the south of England it was anteater, for 
ire men to make bands, lift the sheaf-lot. place in the band and 
tie, and leave the sheaf lying on the ground to be set up after-
wards, the gang of five being expected to keep epee a reaper 
cutting round Use four silos of a field. In the meth and in 
ScoUand the mattes was oat/ dthe is the side et • dunes die 

teen 56*  

stschthe !Nag bath empty, sad three hoes made the bands 
(" straps'  ), three women Weed the lots and laid them on the 
bands, and three men bound the sheaves and set up in stooks. 
Thus three pep el three each were required to keep a seedling 
going, and Italy about fins saes per day could be reaped le thb 
way. 

The development of the modern binder to reduce afi this 
labour has been a very gradual power. There was no great 
dilfacuhy In cutting the con and delivering the stuff, but the 
tying of it into sheaves was the problem to be solved. As early 
as ISO Marsh in America designed and carried out an arrange. 
meat whereby the cut grain crop was caught on revolving webs 
of canvas and carried up on to a table, where two men stood 
who made bands of its own material and bound it into sheaves 
as it fell in front of them, dropping the sheaves of on to the 
ground as made, while the machine travelled along. The 
invention of a tying apparatus was the rat advance, sad in the 
'seventies the American Inn of Walter A. Wood & Co. brought 
out an arrangement for tying the sheaves up with wire. So 
slow and expensive had been the proems of evolution, however, 
that it was reported at the time that the above firm bed spent 
L ro,000 in invention and experiment before they had even • 
wire-binder fit to put on the market. 

Binding with string, 
however, was the aim of 
ail, and It was rewaved 
for J. F. Appleby, an 
English inventor, to his 
oo the arrangement now 
in use, or which was the 
prototype of an  the  knot ,Fro. a.—T be fr= Kent as tied by 

the 
tors now to be met with 
in different varieties of the strierbiodes throughout the 
world. 

Wh4e the string-binder is now in universal one ia Great 
Britain, the British Colonies, America and all countries where 
farming and farm work are advanced, and hand labour is only 
followed where psesent-farmieg or small farming obtains, it 
must he noted that is certaia atom the system of reaping or 
harvesting of corn apps bas developed • good deal beyond 
this. la Australia and some of the house disteicts in the wen 
of the Halted States the " stripper " is ion use, an implement 
which carries long grooved teeth which are passed through the 
studies grain crop sad strip of the beads, leaving the straw 
standing. The heads are gored hackles/de to • deaden 
(rubbing) ursammeet, which separates the care frees the 
chobs, chaff, &r.., and the grain is sacked up straight my. The 
sacks are dropped of the machine as the work proceeds and ores 
picked up by wagon foe thumport afterwards It is a sigaifimat 
fact that axiom winked by hand, thigh pushed through 
the asp bones woe in use ma the piths of Gaulle the first 
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century of our era, though this system seems to have been lost 
sight of till re-invented by the Australians. 

Again, in the Western states of America, where the climate 
is not hot and dry enough for stripping purposes, the method 
followed is to cut the straw as short as possible—just below the 
heads—and these fall on to a travelling canvas and are carried 
up into a thrasher and the grain separated and sacked as the 
work proceeds. An immense combined implement is used for 
this reaping and thrashing purpose, taking a width of up to 
4ce ft. of crop at a time, and being propelled by a so-horse-power 
traction engine running on broad roller-wheels, though smaller 
machines pulled by, say, so hones are also common. Some-
times the " heading!' only is carried out, and the cut heads 
carried on a canvas up into a wagon travelled alongside, and 
then carted away for subsequent thrashing, the "header" thus 
being the form of reaper adopted also in the Western states of 
America. In these regions, at in many other places on the 
prairies in general, the straw is of no value, and therefore the 
whole is set fire to and burned off, thus returning a certain 
amount of fertility to the soil in the ashes. 

In the normal and ordinary system of reaping with the 
string-binder in Great Britain the rule is to "open up" a field 
by cutting " roads " round it: that is, a headland or roadway 
is mowed by the scythe and tied up by band. Then the string-
binder is started to cut around and continued till a finish is 
made at the centre of the field. Sometimes the crop is partly 
lodged and can only be cut on three sides of the field, and the 
binder is " slipped " past the fourth side. It is customary in 
some parts to yoke three horses to the machine and keep these 
at work all day with an interval for the midday meal only, but 
a better plan is to allow two men and four horses to each, and 

_ •- dis1t`1 1  
ti 1•111  .t 	 I. ! ! 	. ma w =woo 	4111122, 

put one couple on and one couple off for meals and resting 
alternately. By this means the binder is kept going con-
tinuously without any stoppage for perhaps 14 hours daily in 
fine harvest weather. With a six-feet cutting width an acre per 
hour is fair work, but some have exceeded that, especially with 
wider cutting widths. A ball of twine weighing 3 to 4 lb is 
the usual requisite per acre for binding the sheaves, and it ought 
to be of Manila hemp: " sisal " fibre (derived from the Ameri-
can agaves and named after the port on the coast of Yucatan) 
is not so strong and good, though cheaper. Good twine is de-
sirable, as otherwise frequent breakages leave many sheaves 
in a loose state. 

The sheaves are dropped off on to the ground as tied, but 
some farmers use the " sheaf-carrier," which catches these as 
they are shot out from the binding apparatus, and dumps them 
in lots of six or so—sufficient to make a stook or shock. The 
Sooking—that is, the setting up of the sheaves on end to dry—
is a separate operation, and from two to three men can set up an 
ordinary good crop as fast as the binder can cut it. In this work 
the sheaves are set with their butts wide apart and the beads 
leaning against one another like the two legs of the letter A: 
a full-sited stook or " throve " is 24 sheaves—a relic of the days 
when the crop was all hand-reaped by piecework at so much per 
threave—but in practice now seldom more than 6 sheaves (3 
each side) are put to each stook. When sufficiently dried or 
" fielded " the sheaves are then carried by cart or wagon to the  

stackyard, where they are built up sheaf by sheaf into rena: -
oblong stacks: that is, they are stored until required for tie-
ing or foddering purposes. The drying may be a tedious 
and wet weather in harvest time is a national disaster foes 
spoiling of the corn, both grain and straw. 
The tremendous development in labour-saving in due um 

of reaping the corn crops is well exemplified in a casperian 
harvesting with the hand hook or sickle as compared via 
string-binder. With hand-reaping six men (or women) re a 
corn and laid it on the bands in shad-lots: one man cane 
and tied the sheaves and net them up in stooks. Thus a gas 
seven worked together and harvested about two acne per t, 
With the binder three or four men handle say twelve at lair, 
acres daily: in other words, there is only one-tenth of rite 
labour required now in reaping that was necessary only a ere, 
tion ago, for the siring-binder has revolutionized f  
whole, and given the nations cheap bread. 	 (P. 

REAR. the back or hind portion of anything, penis-- 
a military or naval term for that part of a force which is F. , 
last in order, in opposition to " van." As the last ...I 
shortened from " van-guard," is an aphetic form of Fr... es 
front, Lat. ab ask, so " rear " is an aphetic form of • anec • 
0. Fr. once, mod. arras*, Med. Lat. ad rase, to the back. 
ward. From this word must be distinguished the orb 
rear," used in two main senses: of a horse, to stand s♦ 
bind legs, and to raise up or lift, of the construction of a held 
or of the breeding and bringing to maturity of dooms- a 

other animals, often used also of young children. 111e QL 
reran, of which it is the modern representative, is a desk& a 
the Scandinavian rein, which has given English " ens • 
both being causative verb forms of " rise." 

REAR VAULT (Fr. arriere yousture), the term in archlterwt 
employed for the vault of the internal hood of a doom' -
window to which a splay has been given oa the mead, soar 
times the vaulting surface is terminated by a mud egotism 
as the scoinson rib (q.v.), and a further development is give 
by angle shafts carrying this rib, known as scoinson *aim 

REASON (Lat. raga, through French reason), in ritime+ 
the faculty or process of drawing logical inference:_ The or 
speak of man as essentially a rational animal, it beteg 
that man differs from all other animals lo that he am as,  
sdously draw inferences from premises. It Is, Wove 
exceedingly difficult in this respect to draw an thwart de 
Unction between men and animals, observation of welch is 
doubtedly suggests that the latter have a certain power of mast 
inferences. Between the higher animals sod the hour erne 
of mankind the distinction is so had to draw that sr 
psychologists argue that the difference is one of degree yaw' 
than of kind (see also INSTINCT). There can be Emir eon 
however, that inference by man Mos from that of the ken 

'creation in respect of self-coostiousness. and, thou. saw 
can be no doubt that some animals dream, ft is daScer 
Sad evidence for the pomace of ideal Images In the IBM& 
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any but the highest animals. In the nature of the ease lads-
factory conclusions as to the rationality which may be pre-
dicated of animals are impossible. 

The term " mason " is also used in several narrower senses. 
Thus reason is opposed to se:leaden, perception, feeling, desire, 
as the faculty (the existence of which is denied by empiricists) 
by which fundamental truths are intuitively apprehended. 
These fundamental truths are the causes or " masons " (tine) 
of all derivative facts. With Kant, reason (Vernauft) is the 
power of synthesizing into unity, by means of comprehensive 
principles, the concepts provided by the Intellect (Verstand). 
The reason which gives a priori principles Kant calls " Pure 
Reason " (d. .the Krill,* der relies Vatosull), as distinguished 
from the " Practical Reason " (praktisehe Verrounfl) which is 
specially concerned with the performance of particular actions. 
In formal logic the drawing of inferences (frequently called 
" ratiocination," from Lat. rrifiecieari, to use the reasoning 
faculty) is classified from Aristotle downwards as deductive 
(from generals to particulars) and inductive (from particulars 
to generals); see Lome, Irroucrtou, SYLLOCIA511. In theology, 
reason, as distinguished from faith, is the human intelligence 
exercised upon religious truth whether by way of discovery or 
by way of explanation. The limits within which the reason 
may be used have been laid down differently In different 
churches and periods of thought; on the whole, modern 
Christianity, especially in the Protestant churches, tends to 
allow to reason a wide field, reserving, however, as the sphere of 
faith the ultimate (supernatural) truths of theology. 

The Greek words for reason are roOt and Noyes, both vaguely 
used. In Aristotle the Wreos of a thing is its definition, in-
cluding its formal cause, while the ultimate principles of • 
science are Ana. the " reasons " (in a common modem sense) 
which explain all its particular facts. ,  Nat in Plato and 
Aristotle is used both widely for all the meanings which " reason " 
can have, and strictly for the faculty which apprehends in-
tuitivdy. Thus, in the Republic, rah is the faculty which 
apprehends necessary truth, while Ufa (opinion) is concerned 
with phenomena. 

For the Stoic and Neopiatonic uses of Mow. as also for those 
of Philo Judacus and the Fathers, see Locos. 

RIAUDUR. MINI ANTOINE PIDICHAULT DI (1683-1757), 
French man of science, was born on the ath of February 1683 
at La Rochelle and received his early education there. Ile was 
taught philosophy in the Jesuits' college at Poitiers, and in 
16g went to Bourges to study civil law and mathematics under 
the charge of an uncle, canon of La Sainte-Chapelle. In •703 
he came to Paris, where he continued the study of mathematics 
and physics, and in 1708, at the early age of twenty-four, was 
elected a member of the Academie des Sciences. From this 
time onwards for nearly half a century hardly a year passed in 
which the Mlmoires de l'Academie did not contain at least one 
paper by Reaumur. At first his attention was occupied by 
mathematical studies, especially in geometry. In 1710 he 
was appointed to the charge of a great government work—the 
official description of the useful arts and manufactures—which 
led him to many practical researches that resulted in the 
establishment of manufactures new to France and the revival 
of neglected industries. For discoveries regarding iron and 
steel he was awarded a pension of rs,000 byres; but, being 
content with his ample private income, he requested that the 
money should be secured to the Academie des Sciences for the 
furtherance of experiments on Improved industrial processes. 
In 1731 he became interested in meteorology, and invented 
the thermometer scale which beam his name. In 1735 family 
arrangements obliged him to accept the post of commander 
and intendant of the royal and military order of Saint-Louis; 
he discharged his duties with scrupulous auention, but declined 
the emoluments. He took great delight in the systematic 
study of natural history. His Mends often called him the 

'The Schoelmen's eistinction of foie arvercouti (a mason for 

of this Ism) 
acknowledging • fact) and ratio (wadi (a reason foe the existence 

Pliny of the 18th century. He loved retirement and lived 
much at his country residences, at one of which, La Sermon-
diere (Maine), he met with a fall from horseback, the effects of 
which proved fatal on the 17th of October 1757. He bequeathed 
his manuscripts, which filled 138 portfolios, and his natural 
history collections to the Academie des Sciences. 

Reaumur's scientific papers deal with nearly all branches 
of scieace; his first, in 1708, was on a general problem in 
geometry; his last, in 1756, on the forms of birds' nests. He 
proved experimentally the fact that the strength of a rope is 
less than the sum of the strengths of its separate strands. He 
examined and reported on the auriferous rivers, the turquoise 
mines, the forests and the fossil beds of France. He devised 
the method of tinning iron that is still employed, and investi-
gated the differences between iron and steel, correctly showing 
that -the amount of carbon (sulphur in the language of the old 
chemistry) is greatest in cast iron, less in steel, and least in 
wrought iron. His book on this subject (1724 was translated 
into English and German. The thermometer by which he is 
now best remembered was constructed on the principle of 
taking the freezing-point of water as o', and graduating the 
tithe into degrees each of which was one-thousandth of the 
volume contained by the bulb and tube up to the zero mark.. 
It was an accident dependent on the dilatability of the par. 
dada quality of alcohol employed which made the boiling. 
point of water 8o'; and mercurial thermometers the sterns of 
which are graduated into eighty equal parts between the frees. 
ing- and boiling-points of water are twat Reaumur thermometers 
in anything but name. 

' on natural history. Early in life he 
described the locomotor item of the Echinodermatai  and showed 
that the supposed yule error of Crustaceans replacing their lost 
limbs was an actual i . In 1710 he wrote a paper on the 
po-sibility of spiders I g used to produce silk, which was so 
cetbrated at the time • t the Chinese emperor Kaag•he caused 
a translation of it to tic lade. He treated also of botanical and 
Agricultural matters. ar. devised processes for preserving birds 
and eggs. He elaborx a system of artificial incubation, and 
made important obser.., ins on the digestion of carnivorous and 
griminivorous bird. I 	greatest work is the Alimoires your 
servir d thishrire des in, s, 6 vols., with 267 plates 

It 
	(Amsterda m 

: appearance, habits and locality of an 
it d  ri 	

ra 
nsc.cts excet:. the beetles, and is a marvel of patient 

and accurate observation. Among other important facts stated 
in this wurk are the experiments which enabled Rfaumur to prove 
that correctness of Peys-unel's hypothesis, that corals are animals 
and not plants. 

REBA% or RADA' (Persian rsibab;1  Arabic rabdb, raktba;* 
Sp. rare, rabi,,  rebel, arrabd, arrabil;,  Fr. rubibe; It. rubeba), 
an ancient stringed instrument, having a body either pear-
shaped or boat-shaped and the characteristics of vaulted back 
and the absence of neck; also a generic modern Arabic term 
applied by the Mahommedans of northern Africa to various 
stringed instruments played with a bow. 

As the rehab exercised a very considerable influence on the 
history of stringed instruments in Europe, and was undoubtedly 
the means through which the bow was introduced to the West, 
it is necessary to examine its construction before deciding 
whether it may be accepted as the ancestor of the violin in 
deference to the claim made for it by certain modern writers' 

'F. Rockert. Grammatik, Pattik sad Itketorill des Peru., anti, 
dens 7.* Bands des Hefter Kolsam (Gotha, 1574). p. 80. This 
tramintion of the introduction to the Seven Seas contains a 
reference to musical instruments: the one translated Louts (lute) 
is rendered in Persian made, a point ascertained through the 
courteous assistance of Mr A. G. Ellis, of the Oriental Department, 
British Museum. 

1 A1-1Farabi, loth century, translatibn into Latin by J. G. Knee-
garten, Alii Isersis Liber. Cantilenarunt . . arabiee edam, 
adjeektene bamsah adnotationitnuque (Grcifswald, 1540), vol. i. 

PP 6. 4 1 , 105. 101 810. 
See by Juan Ruiz, archipreste de Hits, 14th century, 

from MS. in library of die cathedral at Toledo, quoted by.  Mariano 
Soriano Fuertes, Him de la Mesita espottola (Madrid), vol. J. p. to& 

•From the Arabic treatise of Mahamud 'brain MS. 
No Ga. E1103611. 

'Sea F. J. FMB, Antoine Stradivari 	. Prklell de rrekerekes 
kidsrigno et critiques our l'orignu at les transformations des Mune 
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The two principal forms of rebab with which we are concerned 

as prototypes of European instruments of the middle ages are; 
(1) the long and narrow boat-shaped rcbab, which may be traced 
back to Persia in the 8thcentury n.c., and is still in use in that 
country; and (2) the lute-shaped rehab. with rudimentary neck 
consisting of the gradual narrowing of the body, which has the 
outline of a longitudinal section of a pear. This variety became 
very popular in medieval Europe under the names of rebec, gigue, 
Beige and lyra; the archetype has been traced back to moo a.c„ 
The most characteristic feature in the construction of the rebab, 
and of all instruments derived from it. was the body, composed 
of a back originally scooped out of a solid piece of wood, to which 
was glued without the intermediary of ribs (an important struc-
tural feature of the violin) a flat sound-board of parchment or thin 
wood. 

The rebab-esh-sha'er. or " poet's rehab," had a body consisting 
of an almost rectangular box covered with parchment and sup-
ported on an iron foot; the instrument was held like the modern 
violoncello. No evidence has yet been brought forward that the 
rebab-esh-sha'er was in use among the Arabs who conquered Spain 
in the 8th century; if the instrument was indeed ever introduced 
into Spain it has left no trace. 

The bowed instruments of the middle ages fall naturally into 
two distinct classes, according to the principles observed in con-
struction. One is the type having a body formed on the model 
of a Greek or a Roman cithara, from which it was evolved by 
the addition of a neck and finger-board (see GUITAR and GUITAR-
FIDDLE). Instruments of this type were at all times recognised 
as superior and belonging to the realm of art, whereas type 2, 
derived from the Eastern rebab, never attained to any art ,  tic 
development, and at the time when the first type had 31... rly 
reached its apogee the second was placed beyond the pale of art. 

According to Al-Farabi, the rebab had either one string, two 
strings or four, obtained by doubling these two; they were tuned 
most often in minor thirds or in major thirds. ,  The Arab scholar 
Ash-Shakandi, who flourished in Spain about A.D. 1200, states 
that the rebab had been known for centuries in Spain, but was 
not mentioned on account of its want of artistic merit. Juan 
Ruiz, archipreste de Hita, in his enumeration' of the musical 
instruments in u se in his day (14th century), mentions two rebabs, 
and speaks of J ease grizsdor eau au alla meta and if raid monsco; 
the " shrill rehab " (or rather rebec) " with its high note" is thus 
quoted somewhat contemptuously already in the 14th century. 

The history of the origin of the rehab had until now not gone 
bock beyond the 7th century a.n., and has been a matter of con-
jecture founded on the word rubdb or rfdab, which is of Persian 
origin, and on the statement that the Arabs themselves declare 
they obtained the instrument from the Persians. Recent archaeo-
logical discoveries, however, provide abundant evidence of arche-
types of both pear-shaped and boat-shaped rebabs in high antiquity. 
We have at present no clue to the name of the archetype, but it 
is clear that the el-Oud or lute of the Arabs and the wide pear-
shaped rebab were practically one and the same instrument, until 
the advent of the bow, which had probably also been made known 
to the Arabs through the Persians, since their word for the bow, 
itassdir, is borrowed from the Persian, but at what date is unknown. 
Al-Farabi does not mention the bow,' and his chapter on the 
rabdba does not deal with the construction of the instrument so 
much as with the production of sound and the divisions of the 
scale. 

As far as is known at present, the archetype of the rehab and 
lute family is the instrument shown in fug 1. The tens-cotta 
figure of the musician discovered in Egypt (1905-6) by Professor 
Flinders Petrie during the course•of excavations in the cemetery 
of Goshen' is Greek work of the post-Mycenaean age; it was 

muds a archer (Paris. 1856): Edward Heron Allen, Violirs•rmakiag 
as it was avid sr (London. 1884); E. J. Payne, ankle " Violin 
in Grove's Dictionary of ilusie (1st ed.). See also The Instruments 
of de Orchestra (London, 1910), part ii., " Precursors of the Violin 
Family," by Kathleen Schlesinger, where the evolution of the violin 
is traced from the cithara of the Greeks. 

See J. P. N. Land's paper,  Recherches ear l'histoire de la 
gamme arabe." VI. boos. Orient. CON pets, part ii. (Leiden, 1884) 
(Brit. M us. press ark, acad. 8806). p. l3o. and also p. 56, 

See Marano Soriano Fuerter. 	ed. 
The copy of Farabi's MS.. used for their translations by Kase - 

game., and 1.and, Escorial. No. 951, dates from the middle of the 
lath century. See Michael Casiri, Bad. Arab. Hiap., vol. p. 347, 
and Forkel, AUgesteine Littered, der Mad (Leipzig. 1 792).p. 487; 
also R. G. Kiesewetter, Die ;hulk der Amber sack Onginalquelleit 
dargesiellt (Leipzig, 1842). p. 64 and preface. Another MS. copy 
of Al-Farabi, in the Bibliotheca Ambrcaiana in Milan, is descraecl 
by Hammer von Purgstall in the Bibliodeca Italians, torn. xciv. 
(Milan, 1839), p. 44;  cf. preface in Kiesewetter, p. 

• EXCAVatA0011 carried out by the Brit. School of Archaeology 
in Egypt and by the Egyptian Research Account. See " Hyksos 
and Israelite Cities," by W. M. Flinders Petrie and J. GAMOW 
Duncan, Yea Brig Sch. of Aril, 1906.  

found In surroundings assigned to the XXth Dynasty (c- mos 
and shows the earliest pear-shaped instrument yet diem 
This statuette clearly establishes the origin  of the iasnsw_ 
named by some lyra,' by others (including the presets 
rebab or rebec, common all over western Europe truer der r. 
century, whose main characteristic is an almost entire ales 
of neck. Two terra-cotta statuettes of munciano 	 are playing 
ancient Persian rehabs (see fig, a) have been excavated Free 3. 

Flo. t.—Prototype of Lute 
—Pear-shaped Rehab. 
1000 I.C. Discovered 
Professor Flinders Pet 
in the cemetery at 
Goshen. 

FIG. 2.—Boat- 
V

skapod 
Rehab. 7 at_ 
From J. de organ. 
Drifigrouns es Porn. 
by pertnisaka d 
Ernest Leroux. 

Tell at Suza• amongst objects refeired to the reign of Shemin 
Nakbounta, who was king of Elam c. 789 LC. The marabout 
instrument, wide at the base and elongated to form a mei. we 
the head bent back at right angles and the strings picct ti 
the fingers,—the lute of the 6th century A.D..-4 seen Pint x 
frieze from Afghanistan, forming one of the risers of seeps 1: 
tope of Jamal-Garhi. These sculptures, preserved at the gra 
Museum, are assigned to the and or 3rd centuf. y. and are no r 
show traces of classical influence. The same urstrumeat st iv, 
engraved on a Sassanian silver dish in the British Masesw: 
workmanship assigned to • period not later than the yth mr- 
A.D., but probably earlier, as welt as on other dishes of 1m:- 
origin; one in the Hermitage, St Petersburg, was found at kv 
in t88o, on which Eros is depicted playing the lute and adoog es 
lion.,  A third, found at Perm, forms part of Count Strops. 
collection.' 

Excavations carried out in ancient Khotan. or Ikke (Teener 
on the caravan route to Kashgar) have brought to light fx-sr 
evidence of the ubiquity of the rehab type in Aaa_ la sat.-.. 
to the two principal types of rehab (fig. -3) mentioned above one 
is also to be found the spoon-shaped instrument with no nut as 
large round head (fig. 4). sometimes seen in European cadrsi 
sculptures and MSS. of the r zth and inh centuries.• 

The pear-shaped rebab or lute appears alto among the canna. 
paintings in the Buddhist cave temples of &Una.°  Sail14  
the 6th century A.D. A later example at the British 
a fragment of a dish found at Fthajes or Ray,. in northers IN-.. 

'See Laurent Griller, Les award du violas. ire (Paris sex-
tome i. p. 29. " Portail occidental de Wise de Moisuse  Lti 
century. 

• See Daigation en Peru, by I. de Morgan (Paris. tippet vat 
pl. 8, Nos. 8 and 9, text. pp. 1  and 1 3 1 . 

' See Ormonde M. Dalton, The TriaSkleS of the Oxon. coring",  
of the Franks bequest to the British Museum, spas, gg.  sri- 
No. sock 

• See for an illustration and description, Coe pen train a Is 
coziatispoe Pepizisk dardieologie pour Tawas age (St Asesis•4 
1883), text p. 53, and atlas of the same date. pl. ii. No. so. 

• See J. R. Aspelin, Amitosis& du word. p. 145. ?'Co. hot 
See Awns, 'Chalon. a detailed report of archaeohognal make 

tions in Chinese Turkestan, carried out by H.M. jaditn re...- 
meet, by Marc Aurel Stein (Oxford, Chnodon Press. sum) • 
p1. xlvi. Nos. vool tk, world (spoon-shaped rehab), pl. sal. 
Now voo28 and v000i. 

la See, for instance. Psalter of Labeo Nether, totb center. W. 
Stift St Gallen, on the top ei left-hand gable pillar. Ineecestiv 
Kathleen Schlesinger. The hunkseents of tie Orr sea CLeeliaa. (1. • 
part ii., " Precursors." pl. iv. p. 554. _ 

" See reproductions by John Griffiths (Leedom. 31140), 
pL to5, cave l.„ so, e. 

u Brit.. Ws, Ceramic Gallery, CAW A, Hend'-rson E.nsem. 
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irtroyed by Jenghia Khali in the 13th cantury,,hse the fair pegs 
the side of the head. Finally, we find the instrument on the 

Feces Kam Asset gds. Aides L4r. to trtaWsd lbs Missiles Pea 
FIG. 3.—Pear-shaped rehab. 	FM. 4.—Spoon-shaped 

from Khotan. 	 rebab, from Khotan. 
•orwray of the /MOW du Merles& (Cairo), carved work of the 
.th century. 
in all these examples it is noteworthy that the strings are 
bratcd by plucking them with the fingers, not by maw of do boat 
c use of which. In conjunction with those structural features, 
.nst States the violation of an acoustic principle, and therefore 
',saurus for the failure of the instrument as Rehab and its sue. 
ssf ut development as Lute. There are. however, two early ex-
°pies of bowed rehabs of Byzantine origin to be cited. A pear. 
,Aped rehab. held like • violoncello and played by means of a 
rry long and slender bow, is carved on one of the reliefs of an 
.cry casket of ludo-Byzantine work of the 8th or 9th century, 
-longing to the Carried Collection. Florence bee Rasac). Another 
,wvd instrument, of still earlier date, is to be seen among the 
noderful mural paintings of the 1.,-..ropolis and monastery of 
&cube assigned to the 8th century at the latest, but probably 
sting from the 6th or yds- 

Tbe examination of all these representations of the rebab, 
losing from s000 B.C. to the 13th century A.D., tends to show 
sat the instrument had its origin in the East, and was widely 
istributed over Asia Minor, India and Persia before the 6th 
2ritary A.D. Similar archaeological documents of the middle 
gen suggest the possibility that we are not indebted to the 
,rabs alone for the introduction of the rebab and bow and of 
he lute into Europe by way of Spain, early in the 8th century, 
ut that they had probably already made their way into southern 
cad central Europe from the East through the influence of the 
tyzantine Empire and of the Christian East generally. 

It is clear also that the instruments of the rebab type were at 
rst twanged with the fingers, and the bow was apparently not 
avented for the rebab bnt only applied to it. All arguments in 
avour of including the rebab among the ancestors of the violin 
n the Were of the bow lose their force, and as the rehab possessed 
o structural feature in common with the violin the question may 
it considered settled negatively. 

For the European development of the rebab, see Range. (K S.) 
RELATE (Fr. robot, from rabattre, to beat back), • term used 

n commerce, banking, &c. In banking, a rebate is an allowance 
nade to • drawee taking up a bill of exchange before it is due. 
('his allowance is the interest on the unexpired period of the bill, 
Ind In practice may be either a fixed or arbitrary rate; more 
atm It is rft about the usual bank deposit rate. In 
ommerce, rebate is sometimes used to mean &discount allowed 
or prompt payment; it Is often equivalent to drawback, i.e. 
be repayment of part of the duty on imported goods when such 
mods are subsequently exported in their original or in another 
ores. By the Customs Consolidation Act, :853, a rebate or 
(eduction is allowed at the custom-house from the fixed duties 
in certain kinds of goods, on account of damage or loss sustained 
a warehouses. 

• See Prime d'Avennes. Vert arabe d'apeas kr onottrments ds 
Caw is oil. as seine 'lade (Paris, 1877). The unnumbered 
*tee are to be identified by the list given at the beginning of the 
work. 

• For the illustration. see Jean Cadet, " Le monastdre et In 
rslicropitle de Baotder Nett. # Plant. fr. lorded. orient. is Cairo. 
tome mt., 1904. Chapelle, 	eriv. (2). Deeeriptive text. p. 92. 
See also article " ilaoutt " by the same author, descriptive of the 
paintings in F. Cabral's Did. font chili. et M fitesegis (Paris 5907). 
Ws. au. B.. p. mob 

REBEC, or Pence (Med. Fr. ridebe, rebelle, 'thee, gigue; 
Ger. Rubeba, Rebek, Geige, Lyra; Ital. ribeba, ribeca, lyra; Sp. 
rebel, rabeca, rave, ra!,e), a medieval stringed instrument played 
with a bow, derived from the Oriental rehab. Like the rehab 
(q.e), the rebec assumed at first one of two forms—the pear-
shaped body with a wide base, strung with three strings, or the 
long, narrow pear- or boat-shaped body with two strings and, in 
addition, the other Oriental characteristics of the rebab, i.e. the 
vaulted back, the absence of ribs and pegs set in the back of the 
head. Except for the addition of a fingerboard, what is now 
recognised as the rebec underwent no structural development 
and never entered the domain of art. %%then the guitar-fiddle 
and the oval vielle with five strings made their appearance in 
Europe, apparently during the nth century, a number of 
hybrids combining characteristics of both types of construction 
spread rapidly over western Europe. 

A spoon-shaped instrument, in most cases without neck, the 
head being joined directly to the wide shoulders of the body, 
must not be confounded with these hybrids; the compass and 
capabilities of the instrument, which sometimes had but one 
single string, must have been extremely limited. What the 
name of the instrument was in the various ages is not known, 
but it may be classed with the rebab and rebec, from which it 
only differs in the outline of the body. The present writer 
discovered an Oriental archetype on a small terra-cotta figure' 
in the style of the Gandhara school, unearthed at YOtkan on the 
site of the ancient Khotan. The round head is fastened directly 
to the shoulders, the three strings are thrown into relief by deep 
indentations, the bridge tail-piece has three notches. The 
instrument (assigned to some period between the 5th and 8th 
centuries a.n.) may be compared with the European medieval 
type, such, for instance, as the bowed spoon-shaped rebec on the 
capital of the left pillar in the miniature' of King David and his 
musicians, belonging to the roth-century psalter of Labso 
Notker at St Gallen; also with the musicians' Lyra on the 
western doorway of the church at Moissan;' and with the 
British Museum Add. MS. 17333, in which several of these 
spoon-shaped, neckless instruments are to be found. 

The pear-shaped rebec with wide base was in all probability intro-
duced into Europe through the Byzantine Empire, and the narrow 
boat-shaped by the Moors byway of Spain. The first of these types 
is represented on one of the sides of an ivory casket of halo-
Byzantine workmanship preserved among the Carrand Collection. 
in the Palazzo del Podesta in Florence. It belongs to the same group 
as the Veroli casket at the South Kensington Museum, all of which 
are assigned to the 9th century at the latest. 

The pear-shaped rebec on the ivory casket, although like all mixes 
it had no separate neck, was elongated to form one, and terminated 
in a lozenge-shaped head all in one piece with back and neck, the 
soundboard being cut to the same outline and glued to the back. 
There were four strings  to these rebees, of which there are many 
examples in English MSS. from the t tth century. One of the best 
known, sometimes described as the Anglo-Saxon fyihele, is the one 
played by Jeduthun in the usual illustration of King David and 
his musicians prefaced to the Psalms in an Anglo-Saxon psalter 
(Cotton MS., Tib. C. VI., Brit. Mus.). Other examples are to be 
found in a Latin psalter illuminated by an English artist at the be-
ginning of the 12th century (Lansd., 383, Brit. Mus.), in which the 
rebec has but one string and resembles the lyra teutonica mentioned 
above' 

Medieval documentary evidence points to the fact that the 
long boat-shaped rebec had survived in Spain and spread by way 
of France over western Europe. The much-quoted 14th-century 

' See Marc. Aurel Stein, Ancient Khotan : Detailed Report of 
the Archatokgical Explorations in Chinese Turkestan carried out 
by II.M. Indian Government (Clarendon Press, 1907). vol. i. pl . 
No. v000d. 

• See Laurent Grillet, Les aneltres du slalom (Paris, 1901), vol. i. 
p. 29. The author calls these instruments lyra, which is a srnonym 
of rehab. 

'See Kathleen Schlesinger. The Instruments of the Orchestra, 
part ii.. " Precursors of the Violin Family " (London, Pato), 
pl. iv. p. 134. The spoon-shaped instrument with a long neck 
on pl. v. (9th century) must be referred to the pandoura family . 

The casket has been reproduced by A. Venturi in Galles* 
Nisi. Ital., vol. iii.. 1897. p. 263; and L'Arte, vol. i. 180. p. 24. 

See also English psalters of the 13th century in the British 
Muxeunt. 	nsd. MS., 4.20. and Arundel; 1g7, 
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REBECCA RIOTS-REBUS 
poem by Juan Ruiz, arehipieste de Hita,t containing an enumera-
tion of the musical instruments of his day, includes el rave graador 
con su aka sofa (the shrill rebec with its high note) and el obi 
morisco. By a process of deduction we have no difficulty in identi-
fying the long, narrow, boat-shaped instrument as el robe MO/ ISM, 

since the instrument has survived almost unchanged among the 
Arabs of the present days from the 13th century, and probably 
from the early centuries of our era. The shrill rebec (el cosi 
gritador) with thinner strings was the pear-shaped instrument. In 
the magnificent MS. known as the Cantigas di Santa Maria, assigned 
to the 13th century,' there are three of those boat-shaped rebecs 
played with a bow and one twanged by the fingers; they have 
finger-boards and two strings, and are held like the violoncello. 
Rehabs of this type, but .  without bows, were in use in ancient 
Persia, c. 789 B.C., as is demonstrated by some little terra-cotta 
figures of musicians unearthed in a tell at Sara.' Two of the 
instruments, held, holvever, like the violin, are unmistakably the 
archetypes of this rebec. 

The rebec did not escape the general tendency so. noticeable in 
Europe from the tzth to the 15th century towards the ornamentation 
of musical instruments with grotesque heads. The socket of the 
chaunter of the bagpipe, the heads of the cittern and ghittern, the 
mandoline and the rebec, were all alike decorated with grotesque 
human or animal heads, which in England became proverbial as 
Likens-heads. 

The boat-shaped rebec survived as the. sordino or peddle,' an 
instrument widely used by dancing masters until the 190 century, 
when it was abandoned for the -kit, a diminutive violin. The 
pocketre, as its name in French and also in German (Taschengeige) 
Indicates, was small enough to be carried in the pocket; it measured 
from 15 to 18 in. and was played with a correspondin ly small bow. 
The 15th- and 16th-century rebec or pip, as the pear-shaped variety 
was called in Germany (gigue in France), is figured by Sebastian 
Virdung;" there were three strings tuned to G, D, A, and it had a 
finger-board cut in one piece with the sound-board in sonic cases 
and forming a step. Some writers consider that the addition of 
the finger-board constituted the difference between the geige and 
the rebec. Facts hardly support this theory, since the lyre teutonica 
in the 9th or 11th century already had a finger-board, and Farabi. 
the Arabic scholar of the toth century, who was equally familiar 
with the Greek. Persian and Arabic musical systems, distinctly 
states that the rcbab was also known as the Lyra. The modern 
Greek rebec with three strings is to this day played by rustic 
musicians under the name of lyre. Moreover, in Germany, bowed 
instruments of all kinds were at first known as geige, in contradis-
tinction to those whose strings were plucked, classed together as 
cytharas or some word derived from it, the most modern example 
of which is the zither. With the rise of the viols and later of the 
violin, which represent the most perfect type of construction for 
stringed instruments, the rebec tribe, inferior is every respect and 
without artistic merit, was gradually relegated beyond the pale,' 
and by the 18th century had fallen into disuse except in certain 
rural districts, where for outdoor music, their shrill, penetrating tope 
continues to endear them to itinerant and village musicians. (K. S.) 

See Mariano Soriano Fuertes, Hisloria de la Musica espalola 
(Madrid, 1855), vol. i. p. ins. Aymerie du Peyrsc, in his Vita 
Caroli Magei (13th century), mentions the rebec; see Du Cange, 

ri Glossaes', 	" Baudcsa.' Hieronymus of Moravia mentions 
the rubebe, and states that it has three strings whereas the vielle 
had five (MS. Fonds Latin, No. 16 l663 actuell, Paris Bibl. Nat.). 
In the Mixes Regal (" Rules of the Minnesinger."), Igoe, line 415: 
" Noch dan quinterna, gyge, videle, lyres, rubeba "; see Der Miens 
Regel von Ebahardes Cercns ass Muscles, 1404, edited by Franz 
)(aver Washer (Vienna, 1860. p. 

For an illustration see Carl Engel, Researches iBto the History 
of the Violin Family, and E. Heron-Allen, The Violin, and how to 
make it. 

'Edward Buhle is of opinion that the miniatures in these MSS. 
are the work of a 04th-century artist. See Die Musik-eutrionente 
in den Minaturhandschriften des Xificiallnrs (Leipzig.. 1903). 

'See J. de Morgan, La Delegation en Perm Mans, 1900), voL I. 
pl. viii., Nos. 8 and 9. 

There is a pochette in the Gilpin Collection, c, t700; foe an 
illustration see Kathleen Schlesinger, The Instruments 4 Ilse 
Orchestra, part " Precursors of the Violin Family," p. 201, fig. 158. 

Musica getscrcht sad ausgesogon, Basel, 1st 1, remitted in 
Publikationee d. Gm. f. Musikforschwig, Berlin, 1883, Bd. sa. 

Antoine Vidal in La Latherie et lee Whims, to show the contempt 
with which the rebec was viewed in France in the 15th century. 
quotes from the charges of King Charles VIII., 1483. where the 
following entry occurs: "On donna sur son ordre 35 "pis b une 
pouffe insensie qui jouoit du rebec." The lieutenant of Pans, in March 
17, 1628, issued the following order: " Faisant defence b tons 
musiciens de jouer dans les cabarets et mauvais lieux des demos. 
basses ou antral parties de violon sins seulement du rebec." A 
well-known passage in Chaucer testifies to a similar contempt In 
tath-century England: " Brother, quad he, here woneth an old 
rebekke," &c. (Freres Ti,.a 7156). 

IRRECCI1 RIOTS, the name given to some disturbances .t..h 
occurred in Mu in the counties of Pembroke, Carrnari 
Glamorgan, Cardigan and Radnor, after a slight outbreak al i's 
same nature four years previously. During a period al can r7.. 
dotal distress the rioting was caused mainly by the bra .7 

charges at the toll-gates on the public roads in South Wales arse 
the rioters took as their motto the words in Genesis. a:iv. '.-. 
" And they blessed Rebekah, and said unto her, Thou rut r 
sister, be thou the mother of thousands of millions, and Ire ► , 
seed possess the gate of those which hate them." Many cd 
rioters were disguised as women and were on horseback; cr.. 
band was led by a captain called " Rebecca," his followers hn- g

• 

	as " her daughters." They destroyed not only the sm is 
but also the toll-houses, sad the work was carried out sadder le 
and at night, but usually without violence to the toll-krepu•. 
who were allowed to depart with their belongings. Embroidered 
by success, a large band of rioters marched into the tame ot 
Carmarthen on the nth of June and attacked the workhouse Inc 
on this occasion they were dispersed by a troop of cavalry winds 
had hurried froni Cardiff. The Rebeccaites soon became ruse 
violent and dangerous. They turned their attention to osier 
grievances, real or fancied, connected with the system of WA-
holding, the administration of justice and other matters, and 
a state of terrorism quickly prevailed in the district. pods 
these circumstances the government despatched a large number 
of soldiers and a strong body of London police to South Wales, 
and the disorder was soon at an end. In October a conmasaaas 
was sent down to inquire into the causes of the riots. It was 
found that the grievances bad a genuine basis; measures 
relief were introduced, and South Wales was relieved from the 
burden of toll-gates, while the few rioters who use captured nay 
only lightly punished. 

REBELLION. the act or continuance in act of a rebel at reliefs 
(Lat. sacker, rebel:is, a compound of re-, against, sad halm. 
war). A rebel is one who engages in armed resistance to the 
government to which he owes allegiance. For the distinct...a 
between Civil War and Rebellion, see WAR, Laws or. Where 
individuals as distinguished from groups of men are =sassed 
the character of rebel is easier to determine, That the an cal 
act of war was done by order of another cannot be in principle an 
excuse for a subject or citizen of any state taking arms Against 
it. Under the rules of war adopted at the Hague in ran 7. 
moreover, any excuse for doing so is removed by the provision 
that a belligerent is forbidden to compel nationals of the hostile 
party to take part in operations of war against their own 
country, " even if they were in the belligerent's service before 
the commencement of the war " (art. 123). In the case of It v. 
Lowy, known as the " Calvinia Flogging case " (Supreme Court 
of the Cape Colony, Feb. 18, loos), the question of the validity et 
the excuse of acting under orders contrary to allegiance was 
discussed in an uncertain spirit, and in a previous case, the Moritz 
case, tried before the Treason Court at Mafeking (Nov. 7, Igor). 
the court held that insurgent nationals "who bad joined the 
burghers must be placed on the same footing as burghers fighting 
against us." There may be special circumstances operating 
to qualify the application of a principle, but the above stated 
principle, as such, must be regarded as the only legal basis of 
argument on the subject. (T. Ba.) 

REBUS (Lat. rebus, " by things "), a sort of riddle consisting 
of the representation of some sentence or thing by means of 
pictures or words, or a combination of both. Rebuses dint 
became popular in France, where they were at first called Mall 

de Picardie, that province, according to G. MI:nage (r6 
having been the scene of their origin, which be found in the 
satires written by the students and young clerks on the Wilma 
the day under the title "De rebut pros genesis/in" Camara 
mentions an instance of this kind of wit in a gallant who re-
pressed his love to a woman named Rose Hill by painting is the 
border of his gown a rate, a hill, an eye, a loaf and • sell, tha n 

 in the style of the rebus, reads " Rose Hill I love yea" the 
kind of wit was happily ridiculed by Ben Jonson in the lanmemes 
description of Abel Drugger's device in the Akisessist sad by 
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We Specials, in the device of jack of Newberry. 'the 
-me is also applied to arrangements of words in which the 
sit ion of the several vocable is to be taken into account in 
riving the meaning. Thus " I understand you undertake 
overthrow my undertaking " makes the rebus 

stand 	take 	to 	taking 
I 	you 	throw 	my; 

ph- 	seat 	venir 
on 	view. 	&an 

ay be read " un soupir vient souvent d'un souvenir." A 
ill simpler French rebus is expressed by the two letters C a, 
Well may be read, J'ai grand appall (C grand, a peril). 
Rebus " (or " allusive arms "), in heraldry, is a coat of arms 
hich bears an allusion to the name of the person,—as three 
sstles for Castleton, three cups for Butler, three conies for 
oningsby. 
RECANIER, JEANNE num= JULIE amfastm (T777- 

3.4 0), a famous Frenchwoman in the literary and political 
rrles of the early Roth century, was born on the 4th of 

secember 2777 at Lyons. Her maiden name was Bernard.' 
he was married at fifteen to the banker Jacques Rfcamier 
1. z83o), who was more than old enough to be her father. 
teautiful, accomplished, with a real love for literature, she 
.ossessed at the same time a temperament which protected 
■ er from sandal, and from the early days of the consulate to 
Imost the end of the July monarchy her salon in Paris was one 
.1 the chief resorts of literary and political society that pretended 
o fashion. The WOW: of her house included many former 
oyalists, with others, such as Bernadotte and General Moreau, 
nore or less disaffected to the government. This circumstance, 
ogether with her refusal to act as lady-in-waiting to the 
mpress Josephine and her friendship for Madame de Stag, 

rrought her under suspicion. It was through Madame de Steel 
hat Madame Recamier became acquainted with Benjamin 
Constant, whose singular political tergiversations during the 
.1st days of the empire and the first of the restoration have been 

t ributed to her persuasions. Madame Recamier was event's- 
exned from Paris by Napoleon's orders. After a short stay 

it Lyons she proceeded to Rome, and finally to Naples, where 
the was on exceedingly good terms with Murat and his wife, who 
were then Intriguing with the Bourbons. She persuaded 
Constant toplead the daims of Murat in a memorandum addressed 
to the congress of Vienna, and also induced him to take up a 
decided attitude In opposition to Napoleon during the Hundred 
Days. Her husband had sustained heavy losses in doe, and she 
visited Madame de Stag at Coppet in Switzerland. There was a 
project for her divorce, in order that she might marry Prince 
Augustus of Prussia, but though her husband was willing it was 
not arranged. In her later days she lost most of the rest of her 
fortune; but she continued to receive visitors at the Abbaye-aux-
Bois, the old Paris convent to which she retired in are. 
Here azatesubriand was a constant visitor, and in a manner 
master of the house; but even in old age, ill-health and reduced 
circumstances Madame Rfcamier never lost her attraction. 
She seems to have been incapable of any serious attachment, 
and although she numbered among her admirers Mathieu de 
Montmorency, Lucien Bonaparte, Prince Augustus of Prussia, 
Ballanche, J. J. Ampbre and Constant, none of them obtained 
over her so great an influence as did Chateaubriand, though she 
suffered much from his imperious temper. If she had any 
genuine affection, it seen.s to have been for Prosper de Servile, 
whom she met at Coppet. She died in Paris on the Mb of 
May 1/149. 

There are well -known portraits of her by Louis David in the 
galleries of the Louvre, and by Francois Gerard in the possession of 
the prefecture of the Seise. In 0159 Stossmirs a coroupardasars 
toes dm patios de Madame Mamie. was edited by Mate Loner-
mant. See Mine Lenormant's Madame Rkeerier. ks anis de m 
Inman is sa correspondame intim* (Ma); ?Arne Mohl. Madame 
Rkamiee with a sketch of the history of society in France (1429 
and 2 ; also Guisot in the &wee tee use wades for December 
Is* and Feinwiey 1$73; H. Noel Wdlianut Madams Afanefer  

and her Friends (London, mot); E. Herriat (Engl. trans., by 
Alys Mallard), Madame itiramier et ses antis (1904) (elaborate and 
exhaustive). 

BIWA= a city of the Marches, Italy, in the province of 
Macerate, 8 m. direct N.N.E. of the city of that name. Pop. 
(tem) 14,590 (town), 16,389 (commune). It has a station on 
the railway 171 m. S. of Ancona, and distant 4/1 rn. from the 
town, which is built on a hill, oat ft. above the sea, and retains 
portions of its 15th-century walls and gateways. It was the 
birthplace of the poet Leopardi (x798-1837), whose monument 
adorns the principal piazza and whose family has collected 
in the town a very interesting museum of Leopardiana; it also 
contains fine old mansions of the Leopardi, Mauagalli, Massucci 
and C.arradori in the main street, and a Gothic cathedral, built 
towards the close of the 14th century and dedicated to 
S Flavianus, patriarch of Constantinople. The churches of 
S Maria sopra Mercanti and San Domenico contain characteristic 
examples of the work of Lorenzo Lotto, as also does the new 
municipal palace, with a fine old battlemented tower, while the 
palace of Cardinal Venier has a fine Renaissance loggia by 
Giuliano da Ilfaiano, who was probably responlfible for the 
designs for the portals of S Agostino and S Domenico. The 
alder buildings of the town are noteworthy for the curious 
terra-cotta work which adorns the majority of them. 

Recanati appears as a strong castle in the zoth century or 
earlier. Round this gathered a community whose petty wars 
with Osimo (Asaimses) called for the interference of Innocent 
III. in 298. From Frederick IL it obtained the right of having 
a poet on the Adriatic; and by Gregory IX. it was made a city 
and the seat of the bishopric transferred from Osimo. This 
oscillation between Guelf and Ghibelline continued character-
istic of Recanati. Urban IV. abolished the " city " and 
bishopric; Nicholas IV. restored them. John XXII. again, in 
13ao, removed the bishopric and placed the city under interdict. 
The interdict was withdrawn in 1328 on payment of a heavy 
fine, but the bishopric remained in abeyance till 'my. Gregory 
XII., who on his deposition by the council of Constance was 
made papal legate of the sees of Macerate and Recanati, died in 
this city in 1e17. The assistance rendered by Recanati to the 
popes in their struggles with the Sforza seems to have exhausted 
its resources, and it began to decline. Considerable damage 
was done by the earthquake of 174r; and the French, who were 
twice in possession of the city in 179y, pillaged it in 1799. 

RUBIN (M.E. rank, derived through Fr. from Lat. welds, 
participle of recitere, to receive), in law, an acknowledgment in 
writing that a sum of money or other valuable considered has 
been received by the person signing the acknowledgment in 
discharge of a debt or other obligation. Such a receipt is prima 
fade evidence only of payment, and it may be shown, for 
example, that it was signed by mistake, or obtained by fraud of 
misrepresentation. By the Stamp Act of acit, which repealed 
and reenacted other acts, a duty of id. is imposed on every 
receipt or form of writing discharging a debt of is or upwards; 
the payment of the duty is denoted by affixing a penny stamp to 
the document, and the cancelling of the same by the person 
giving the receipt. By 1 tog if a person gives a receipt, liable to 
ditty, not duly stamped, or refuses to give a receipt, liable to 
duty, duly stamped or, on payment to the amount of L2 or 
upward, gives a receipt for a less sum than la or divides the 
amount paid with intent to evade the duty, he is liable to a fine 
of Leo. A receipt not duly stamped may be stamped at the 
Inland Revenue Office within fourteen days on payment of • 
fine of is or within one month on payment of iza 

RECEIVER. in English law, an officer or manager appointed 
by a court to administer property for its protection, to receive 
rent or other income and to pay authorized outgoings. Receivers 
may be either appointed pendant We or by way of equitable 
execution, gip for the purpose of enabling a judgment creditor 
to obtain payment of his debt, when the position of the real 
estate is such that onfinary execution will not reach it. Formerly 
receivers were appointed only by the court of chancery, but by 
the Judicature Act. Am It is now within the power of all 

in French 
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divisions of the High Court to appoint receivers. Their powers 
and duties are exhaustively set by Kerr, On Receivers (5th ed., 
1905), who classifies the cases in which they may be appointed 
under the following heads: (a) infants; (6) executors and 
trustees; (c) pending litigation as to probate; (d) mortgagor 
and mortgagee; (e) debtor and creditor; (f) public companies; 
(I) vendor and purchaser; (k) covenanter and covenantee; 
(i) tenant for lite and remainderman; (j) partners; (k) lunacy; 
(I) tenants in common; (et) possession under legal title, and 
(n) other cases. The appointment of receivers is entirely within 
the discretion of the courts, and the power may be exercised " in 
all cases in which it shall appear just and convenient." Applica-
tion for a receiver is usually made by motion, and the court 
will appoint the fittest person, without regard to who may 
propose him, the appointment of a receiver being for the benefit 
of all parties. Under the Conveyancing Act 11884 when a 
mortgagee has become entitled to exercise his powers of sale, 
he may, by writing under his hand, appoint such person as he 
think fit to be receiver. In bankruptcy practice a receiver, 
termed official receiver, is an officer of the court who in this 
capacity takes possession on the making of a receiving order, 
of all a debtor's assets. He is also an officer of the Board of 
Trade with the duty of taking cognisance of the conduct 
of the debtor and administering his estates (see BANK-
RUPTCY). 

Receiver-general is the title given to a chief receiver, more 
especially as applied to the collection of public revenue. The 
title survived in the Inland Revenue up to 189r, but it is now 
only used as the designation of an officer of the duchy court of 
Lancaster, who receives the revenues, itc., of the duchy. 

RECEPT (from Lat. recipere, to take back), a philosophical 
term, used by Romans (Mental Evoirdiort of Man, ii. 36, 37), OR 
the analogy of "concept and percept," for mental images 
assumed to be produced by the simple repetition of percepts. 
The process is supposed to be the gradual elimination of elements 
in which the percepts disagree, and the emphasizing of those in 
which they agree. Thus the find residuum is a unity in differ-
ence. Accepts arc, in fact, " spontaneous associations, formed 
unintentionally as what may be termed unperceived abstrac-
tions," i.e. what are generally known as " generic images." 

RECESS (Lat. taunts, a going back, withdrawal, from 
recedere, to withdraw), a term particularly used of a cessation of 
work or relief from duty, e.g. of the periods during the life of a 
parliament when it is not sitting. The word is also applied to 
an indentation in • line,-especially of a small alcove sunk in the 
wall of a room. A particular use is the historical one for the 
acts and decrees of the Imperial Diet, the recants /repair', and 
also for those of the Hanseatic League. According to Du 
Cense (s.v. Recesses) the reason for the use of this word was that 
these decrees, &c. (codex ddiberalimusso), were written out 
aakallart a conventibus receding: proems congregati. 

RECHABITFX or Sows or RECHAB, a sort of religious order 
among the Israelites in some respects analogous to the NAZABITICS 
(q.Y.), with whom they shared the rule of abstinence from wine. 
They also eschewed the luxuries and pursuits of settled life, and 
lived in tents, refusing to sow grain as well as to plant vineyards. 
They represent a protest against the contemporary Canaanite 
civilization and a reaction towards the simplicity of life which 
was felt more strongly in Judah or to the east of the Jordan than 
in the northern kingdom of Israel. Their " father," or founder, 
was that jehonadab or Jonadab, son of Rechab, who encouraged 
Jam to abolish the Tyrian Baal-worship (3 Kings ir.). The 
order founded by Jehonadab must from its constitution have 
soon become a sort of hereditary clan, and as such the " bane 

Rechab " appears in Judah after the fall of the northern 
kingdom and continued to observe the ordinance of Jehonedab 
till the approach of Nebuchadrezzat drove than for protection 
into Jerusalem Uer. =ay.). Jeremiah promised them as a 
reward of their obedience that they should never lack a man to 
represent them (as a priest) before Yahweh, whence perhaps the 
later Jewish tradition that the Rechalsites inteemarded with the 
Invites and so entered the temple service. 

Later references to them probably indicate that the term ire 
used as meaning merely ascetes (Euseb.. II. E. u. 23). the panics—a 
form of asceticism (g.o.) being less essential. One ma) cow. • 
the modem society of total abstainers known as the " Recite. ,  
In t Chron. ii. 55 the " house of Rechab " is emaciated with .1.• 
KENITES (q.v.) as a family of scribes. Their origin is asented 
llammath (conceivably the Naphtahlte city josh. six. 35). bee a 

Chron. iv. 12 Rechab (so the LXX) is of Calebite descent. 

HOCHBERG - ROTHENLOWEIL JOHANN 1112.1111=11. 
COUNT (1806-1899), Austrian statesman, was the sensed sea 
of the Bavarian statesman Count Aloys von Rechberg-Rodre-
Inwen (1366-'849). Johann Bernhard was destined for ilra 
Bavarian public service, his elder brother being a liereditary 
member of the Upper House in the parliament of Wanteroberg, 
He was educated at the universities of Strassburg and Mums-h. 
but he incurred the displeasure of King Louis I. by the pert 
he played as second in a duel, and in 1838 he transferred base 
self to the Austrian diplomatic service. After being atlas:bed 
to the embassies in Berlin, London and Brussels, he was ap-
pointed envoy at Stockholm (i 84 i) and at Rio de Janeiro ( sass 
Returning to Europe in 1847, on the outbreak of the reweio-
tion of 1848 in Vienna he was of great service to Prince Matra ,- 
rich, whom he accompanied and assisted in his flight to England 
In July 1848 he was appointed Austrian plenipotentiary is 
the German federal diet at Frankfort, in tfist became Austrian 
internuacius at Constantinople, and in :853 Radetsky's civilian 
colleague in the government of Lombardo-Venetia. Ise sass 
he returned to Frankfort as Austrian representative asii 
president of the federal diet. As a pupil of Metternich be would 
have wished to preserve the good understanding with Prussa 
which seemed the necessary foundation for a conserrauee 
policy; he was, however, made the instrument for the anti-
Prussian policy of Duel; this brought about constant chiputes 
with Bismarck, at that time Prussian envoy at the diet, which 
were sharpened by Rechberg's choleric temper, and on sae 
occasion nearly led to a duel. Bismarck, however, always 
expressed a high appreciation of his character and abilities. la 
May 1859, on the eve of the war with Italy, he was appointed 
Austrian minister of foreign affairs and minister president, 
surrendering the latter post to the archduke Rainer to the 
following year. 

The five years during which Rechberg held the portion* of 
foreign affairs covered the war with Italy and France, the 
insurrection in Poland, the attempted reform of the German 
Confederation through the Frankfort Fiirannag, and the 
Austro-Prussian war with Denmark. After the defeat of 
Magenta Rechberg accompanied the emperor to Italy, and be 
had to meet the crisis caused by s war for which he was eat 
responsible. He began the concessions to Hungary and in the 
Polish question, and was responsible for the adhesion of Austria 
to the alliance of the Western Powers. In the German question 
Rechberg's policy was one of compromise. To the project ei 
the Fiimlenlag he was altogether opposed. The project had 
been suggested to the emperor Francis Joseph by his son-in-law, 
the hereditary prince of Turn and Taxis, and by a pamphlet of 
Julius Frilbel, and the preliminary arrangements were made 
without Rechberg being informed. When at last be was to d, 
he tendered his resignation, which was not accepted, and be 
accompanied the emperor to the abortive meeting at Few/dem 
(August 1863). The attempt made by Rechberg at the subse-
quent ministerial conference at Nuremberg to esfablish a Gerona 
league without Prussia was equally =success, uL and be ow 
returned to the policy, which in opposition to Sclionsdiste he 
had throughout advocated, of a peaceful wan/llama below' 
Prussia and Austria as the indispensable preliminary ton Mena 
of the Confederation. 

At this juncture the death of Ring Frederick Vito( Denmark 
(15th of November t863) opened up the whole Schkwaig.lial-
stein question (q.v.). In the diplomatic duel that followed 
Rechberg was no match for Bismarck. It suited Aurarta 
policy to act in concert with Prussia against Damask; Mt 
Realdweg well knew that Bismarck was aiming at the anaentire 
of the duchies. He attempted to guard against this by lam 
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n►n as a condition of the alliance that the duchies should only 

separated from Denmark by common consent of the two 
:roan powers. Bistnarr.k, however. insisted that the question 
the ultimate destination of the duchies should be left open; 

A, when he backed his argument with the thaw that unless 
nada accepted his proposal Prussia would act alone. Rechberg 
ye way. His action was made the object of violent attacks 
the Austrian Lower House (28-30 January 464). and when 

e war was victoriously concluded. and Pmedies designs en 
e duchies had become evident, public opinion maned more 
al more against him. demanding that Austria shoeid support 
e duke of Augustenbarg even at the risk of war. Rechberg 
elded so far as to assure the duke's representative at Vienna 
at Austria was determined to place him in poesession of the 
schiet, but only on condition that be did not sign away any 

his sovereign rights to Prussia. The outcome of this was 
at the duke refused the teems offered by King William mad 
ismarck. 
On the 22nd of August there was a meeting of the emperor 

eancis Joseph and King William at Schenbrunn. both Rech-
erg and Bismarck being present. Rechberg himself was in 
,your of allowing Prussia to annex the duchies, on condition 
rat Prussia should guarantee Austria's possession of Venice 
rd the Adriatic coast On the first point no agreement was 
sealed; but the principles of an Austro.Prussian alliance in 
le event of a French invasion of Italy were agreed upon. This 
it ter proposal was. however, received with violent opposition 

the ministry, where Rechberg's influence had long been over-
tadowed by that of Schmerling; public opinion, utterly dis-
-useful of Prussian promises, was also greatly excited; and on 
le 27th of October Rechberg handed in his resignation, receiving 
t the same time the order of the Golden fleece from the 
mperor as a sign of special favour. He had been made an 
creclitary member of the Upper House of the ReicAssal In t86t, 
nd as late as 1879 continued occasionally to take pan in 
cbates. He died at his chiteau of Kettenhof near Vienna on 
he 26th of February ago. He had married, in 1634. Barbara 
ones, eldest daughter of the 6th Viscount Ranelegh, by whom 
re had one son, Count Louis (b. 1830. 
See the biography by Franz Hoof in Allgewtsine Deutsche Die 

?aphis. B. 53. NaeiOage (Leipzig, nio7). 
RECIDIVISM (from Fr. ricidiver, to relapse and fall again 

Ito the same fault, or repeat the same offence as one committed 
efore), a modern expression for " habitual crime." The 
ecidivist IS now universally known to exist in all civilized 
ountries as one who has adopted wrong-doing and law-breaking 

a profession. His persistency is ceaseless and inextinguish-
hie by the ordinary methods of combating crime. Penal 
ionic* as generally exercised is unavailing, and is little better 
ban an automatic machine which draws in a vast number 
rithin its wheels and casts them out again practically unchanged 
n character to qualify again for the ineffective treatment. 
Phis dangerous contingent is for ever on the move, into prison 
rid out of it and in again; a large proportion of it, the criminal 
esiduum, the very essence of the criminality of a country, 
exists all processes devised for its regeneration and cure. 
irothing will mend it: neither severity nor kindness, neither 
he most Irksome restraints nor the philanthropic methods of 
moral and educational persuasion. This failure has encouraged 
ome ardent reformers to recommend the system of indefinite 
mprisonment or the indeterminate sentence, by which the 
nemy once caught is kept perpetually or for • lengthy period, 
.nd thus rendered innocuous. Habitual offenders, it is argued, 
hould be detained as hostages until they are willing to lay 
town their arms and consent to make no further attempt to 
stack or Injure society. The theory Is sound and has been 
idopted in part In several countries, especially in the United 
states. 

It was not until Noe that the system of preventive detention 
eas pot into operation in the United Kingdom, when, by the 
Prevention of Crime Act trot power was given to the courts 
o pas on habitual criminals a sentence of preventive detention 

In addition to one of pawl servitude. This further period may 
range within limits of from five to ten years, according to the 
discretion of the court. The English system is hardly more 
than tentative at present; the machinery is admittedly'capable 
of improvement. The charge of being an habitual criminal 
has to be Inserted in the indictment on which the offender is 
to be tried, and this cannot be done without the consent of 
the director of public prosecutions and after certain notice has 
been given to the officer of the court trying the prisoner and to 
the offender himself. The decision to charge a prisoner with 
being an habitual criminal has hitherto rested on the local 
police authorities, and it has been felt that a more even and a 
more general application of such a drastic method of treatment 
would result If the decision were transferred to one authority, 
and some such reform was foreshadowed by the Home Secretary 
in a speech in the House of Commons on prison reform on the 
soth of July 1920. 

MUM, or Prartunntoo, a city and seaport of Brazil, 
capital of the state of Pernambuco, 112 s' S. and 3e se W., 
near the extreme eastern point of South America. Pop. (zoo; 
estimate) 186,000. Recife is frequently called the " Venice 
of America "; it is at the mouths of the rivers Beberibe and 
Capibaribe which unite to form a small lagoon or bay inside 
the sea beech. In the angle between the two rivers is the delta 
island of Antonio Van The city is built on the southern 
extremity of the sandy sea beech, on the island of Antonio Vat, 
and on the mainland to the westward, the river channels being 
crossed by numerous bridges. With the exception of the bills 
on which Olinda is built about s m. northward, the surrounding 
country is low and fiat, the general elevation averaging to ft. 
As the tide rises about 6 ft., the general level of the dty and 
neighbouring coast, which is wet and swampy to the southward, 
is too low to be generally healthy, and Pernambuco has a high 
death-rate (sr) per woo in nee), with malaria as one of 
the principal causes of death. The climate is hot, although 
agreeably tempered by the S.E. trade winds; the temperature 
ranges from an absolute minimum of 6i* to an absolute maxi. 
mum of ear (Igoe). The rainfall (1904) is 7sTin. The three 
principal parishes of the city are known as.Slo Jose do Recife, 
occupying the sandy peninsula or beach north of the outlet of the 
united rivers; Santo Antonio, on the bland of Antonio Vaz, 
which wee called Maeda& or Mauritzstad during the Dutch 
occupation; and Boa Vista, on the mainland to the westward, 
which is the most modern and the most rapidly growing part. 
The first is the oldest and most crowded section, and is now 
devoted chiefly to the commercial and financial interests of the 
port; here are the custom house, merchants' exchange (Prapt 
do Commerdo), shipping offices, banks and wholesale houses. 
Santo Antonio dates from the Dutch occupation. Prince 
Maurice of Nassau, when governor-general, built here his private 
residence (Fribourg House) and made it his capital. Its 
business edifices and residences are largely of Dutch architec-
ture, with many storeys and steep roofs. The older part of 
Boa Vista dates from the 17th century. Recife has few public 
squares or gardens, and its streets are not usually well cared 
for. The older buildings are of the Portuguese type, usually 
plain, low and heavy, constructed of broken stone and 'mortar, 
and plastered and coloured on the outside. The city has gas 
and electric illumination, street and suburban railways, drainage 
and a public water supply drawn from a small tributary of the 
Beberibe about 7 m. to the N.W., In the direction of Caxangi. 
Among its notable public buildings and institutions are the old 
government palace in Santo Antonio built upon -the foundations 
of the official residence of Prince Maurice of Nassau, with a 
pretty garden attached; a theatre facing upon the Praca da 
Republica, dating from the second empire; the palace of the 
Provincial Assembly in Boa Vista, built in 186o-66, sur-
mounted by a high dome; the municipal palace, or prefecture, 
on Rua do Imperador, with the public library (Biblioteca 
Publics) occupying its third floor and containing about 30,000 
volumes; the Gymnasium, a large plain building of two floors 
standing SOLT the legislative palace; the Pedro II. hospital 
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built between t8g and t861; a large preir.oriary, tisane 
asylum, orphans' asylum, and beggars' asylum; a law school, 
artisans' school (Lyccu de Artes e Officios), and archaeological 
institute; a normal school and school of engineering; and war 
and naval arsenals. One of the most attractive churches is 
that of Nossa Senhora da Penha, surmounted by two slender 
spires and a dome. 

The port of Recife is one of the most important of Brazil, on 
account of its proximity to Europe and its convenience for 
vessels passing around the east shoulder of the continent. It 
is the landing-place for two transatlantic and one coastwise 
cable lines. Its harbour consists of an outer and inner anchorage, 
the former an open roadstead, which are separated by a re-
markable stone reef running parallel with the shore-line, leaving 
an inside passage coo to Soo ft. wide. The entrance to the 
inner anchorage, which has a depth of about so ft., is opposite 
Fort Brum in the northern part of the city, and is marked by a 
small Dutch fort (Piaci) and a lighthouse at the northern 
extremity of the reef. This remarkable natural breakwater, 
which is about so ft. wide on top and has been repaired with 
masonry in some places, covers a considerable part of the coast-
line in this part of Brazil. It is not a coral reef, as is sometimes 
stated, but is a consolidated ancient beach, now as hard and 
firm as stone.' In zoo contractors were at work on improve-
ments to the port to cost about it,666,000, under a decree of 
the 3rd of December '908. The exports include sugar, !UM, 
cotton, hides, skins, rubber, wax, fibres, dyewoods, cache, 
mandioca flour, pineapples and other fruits. Pernambuco is 
the principal sugar-producing state of Brazil, and Recite is 
therefore an important centre for this product. Its railway 
communications with the interior are good, and include the 
Sul de Pernambuco, Recife and Sio Francisco, Central de 
Pernambuco, and the Recife to Limoeiro lines, the first three 
now being under the management of the Great Western of 
Brazil Co. There are also suburban lines to Olinda and Caramel, 
the latter providing communication with some of the prettiest 
suburbs about the city. 

Recife was settled about ins, when Duarte Coelho Pereira 
landed there to take possession of the captaincy granted him 
by the Portuguese crown. The site of Coelho's capital was 
Olinda, but Recite remained its port and did not become an 
independent villa (town) until 5710. Down to the close of 
the 18th century, when Rio de Janeiro became important, 
Recite was the second city of Brazil, and for a time its most 
important port. It was captured and plundered in t so by 
the English privateer James Lancaster. It was also captured 
by the Dutch in 163o and remained in their possession till Om, 
during,which time the island of Antonio Van was occupied and 
the town greatly improved. At the end of the Dutch War 
the capital was removed from Olinda to Recife, where it has 
since remained. 

RECIPE, a statement of the materials and .  ingredients used 
in the making and preparation of a dish for cooking, a receipt. 
This is the principal current use, which was first applied to 
medieval prescriptions from the custom of placing the word, 
meaning " take this " (imperative of Lat. recipe's, to receive), 
often abbreviated R or R, at the head of the formula. 

RECIPROCITY (Lat. recilerecus, returning back the 'erne 
way, alternating, probably from re back and pro forward), the 
condition or state of being reciprocal, i.e. where there is give 
and take, mutual influence or correspondence between two 
parties, persons or things. In a more particular sense, re-
ciprocity is • special arrangement between two nations under 
which the citizens of each obtain advantages or privileges in 
their trading relations with the other. This meaning of 
reciprocity, however, bears a different interpretation in European 
and in American usage. In the former, reciprocity between two 
nations asually means little more than the extension by one to 
the other of most favoured nation treatment, i.e. such advantages 
as it extends to any third country (seV COMMERCIAL Texan's). 

See J. C. Branner'. The Slone Reefs eel Broil (But. CAMP. 
East, Harvard Univ.. aliv., Cambridge, soot). 

But in the United States recipeodty is the term applied to the 
conausions or arrangements made between that country and 
another without reference to any third country. Thus la the 
United States these are a maximum and minimum tariff, the 
rates of the maximum tariff being enforced on the goods of 
those countries which have no reciprocity may with the 
United States, sad the rates of the minimum on curtain modem 
of those countries which have by a secipeocity treaty gins 
special advantages or concessions to certain products of the 
United States. 

RECITAL (from Lat. reciter% to read out, partirulady et • 
public document), an account or repetition of the details of war 
act, proceeding, fact, Re., particularly, in law, that pan of a 
legal document, such as a lease, which Matins a Ma: 0MM of 
certain facts, e.g. the purport for which the deed is made. La 
music, the word is used of an instrumental performance gives 
by a single person, and also of a performance of the weeks of • 
single composer. 

RECKLINGHAUSEN. a town of Germany, in the Pringen 
province of Westphalia, 23 m. by rail N.W. of Dortentied en 
the railway to Winger. Pop. (snos) 44496. In the neighbour-
hood are extensive coal-mina and brick-works, and the industzics 
embrace the manufacture of linen, beer, spirits and tobacco. 

The county of Recklinghausen belonged to the arrIthishopric 
of Cologne until iflos, when it passed to the duke of Amami 
It was known as the Vest Recklinghausen. In Lazo it was 
divided by Napoleon between the grand duchy of Berg and 
France, but was, in tats, restored to the duke of Amber, 
as a fief under Prussian sovereignty. 

See Ritz, Die dila. Gesthiche des Vests end Jar-Sleds Rechhisge. 
basses (Erzen, 1904). 

RECLUIATIOW OP LAND. The boundaries between sea 
and land are perennially changing. In many sheltered bays and 
estuaries the sea is receding, while along other portions of the 
sea-coast it is continuously encroaching. The same causes 
operate to produce both results: the rivers carry down with 
them detritus and sediment from the higher ground; the sm. 
aided by wind and tide, is always eroding exposed portions of the 
seaboard; and even such lesser influences as rain and frog 
assist in disintegrating cliffs composed of softer strata. 

The main object of reclaiming land from the sea Is to biome 
the area of ground available for cultivation. Land which has 
been raised by accretion nearly to high-water level can be slog 
off from the sea by works of a simple and inexpensive Immure, 
and the fresh alluvial soil thus obtained is generally very ferule. 

Accretiqn in estuaries takes place very slowly undo ordinary 
conditions. Although at any one time the sheltered areas may 
be large and the deposit of silt fairly rapid, not much trulancet 
accretion will take place owing to the frequent shifting el the 
channels. Directly, however, a fixed channel is accused by 
longitudinal embankments or training walls, accretion pregnant' 
rapidly and uninterruptedly by the deposit of sediment in the 
slack-water behind the embankments and at the sides of the 
estuary; and this is especially the case if the training works 
are raised to the level of high water, for this has the effect of 
restricting the greater part of the scour of tide and fresh-water 
discharge to the one Axed channel. The rate of KC0111012 vases 
with the shelter of the site and the amount of sediment carekil 
by the water; but by degrees the fonsborese  in the upper 
portion and at the sides of the embanked estuary, are raged 
sufficiently for samphire to make its appearance, and, later as 
a coarse grass. Ultimately the time arrives when the water 
may be altogether excluded by the construction of etichwang 
embankments; these must be raised above the level of the 
highest tide, and should have a flat slope on the exposed ate. 
protected, in proportion to exposure and depth of water, *pima 
the face with clay, sods, fascines or stone pitching. 

In the intermediate stages of the process outlined above man 
may be done to promote the growth of accretion, or warp* 
as it is termed, and to ensure the fertility of the reclaimed laad. 
The deposit of warp is accelerated by anything which tends to 
reduce the flow and consequent scour of the ebb-tide over the 
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FIG. I.—Sea-wall at Dymchurch. 

breach occurs which cannot be closed in a single tide, the forma- 
tion of an over-deep gully may to some extent be prevented 
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ore: thus considerable advantage will acetate from placing 
of faggots or sods across the lines of flow; and banks, 
tins the higher portions of the foreshore, may often be 
rutted so as materially to increase the period of stagnation, 
sigh tide, of the silt-bearing water upon the lower adjacent 
tore. The light, fertilizing alluvium only deposits in 
W water at high tide, and where there are no tidal currents. 
ilial enclosure, therefore, should not be effected until this 
it has taken place. The enclosing works, also, should be 
cried out that increasing abetter may favour the deposits 
a alluvium during construction. A final and rapid deposit 
sometimes be effected by making sluices In the banks: 
twbid water Is admitted near high tide, and retained until 
'bole of Its silt has been deposited, the dear water being 
ed to escape slowly towards low tide. Premature enclosure 
be guarded against; it is mare difficult, the cost greater, 

*claimed land is less fertile and, being lower, less easy to 

e practice of reclaiming land in British estuaries is a very 
at one The Romans effected rediunatioes in the Fen 
cts; the enclosing of Sunk Island in the Humber was 
a in the snit century, and now produces an annual revenue 
metbing IDce boom; large reclamations in the Dea estuary 
place in the a8th century; and, in recent times, works 
been carried out in the estuaries of the Seine, the Ribble 

the Tees. 
the reclamation of land adjoining the sea-coast, sites where 

/don is taking place are obviously the most suitable. 
th landsadjoining the sea, and more or less subject tolnundw 
at high tides, can ho permanently reclaimed by embank-
s; but these, unless there is protection from sand dunes or 
ngk beach, require to be stronger, higher, with a less steeply 
aid and better protected slope than is required. in estuaries. 
width of the bank will generally prevent percolation of 

r at the base; but if there is any danger of infiltration, 
g to unsuitability of material, a central core of puddled clay 

row of sheet-piling should be employed. Waves owe-
Rig the bank will quickly cause a breach, and produce 
Aron, results; the height of the bank must, therefore, 
akulated to meet the case of the severest on-shore gale 
tiding with the highest spring tide. Undermining, caused 
he recoil of waves on the beach, is liable to occur in exposed 
; this may be prevented by a line of sheet-piling along Use-
r toe of the bank. 
a-coast embankments should not generally be constructed 
ter down the foreshore than half-tide level. as the coat of 
'ruction and maintenance would increase out of all propor-
to the additional area obtained. It is, as a rule, more 

omical to reclaim a large area at one time, instead of 
'sing it. gradually in sections, as the cost varies with the 
h of embankment; it is, however, more difficult to effect 
final closing of a bank, when a large area is thus reclaimed, 
:count of the greater volume of tidal-water flowing in and out 
to contracted opening. The final dosing of a reclamation 
snknsent is best accomplished by leaving a fairly wide 
lure, and by gradually raising a level bank across its entire 
is. The radioed area may be left full of water to the height 
ate unfinished bank, or the tide-water may be allowed to 
se and enter again by sluices in the finished sections. The 
udunents in Holland are dosed by sinking long fascine 
ems across the opening; these are weighted. with clay 
stone. and effectually withstand the scour through the gap; 
two terming slope* of the finished sections are similarly 
:cte d. 
sere are many examples of sea-coast reclamation: Romney 
b was enclosed long ago by the Dymcburch wall (see fig. :), 
a large portion of Holland has been reclaimed from the sea 
cribeniunents (see fig. a); the reclamation bank for the 
&arrow iron mines (see fig. g) illustrates the use of puddled 
to prevent infiltration. 
le repair of a bomb effected in a completed reclamation 
sokinent is a more difficult task than that of dosing the 

final gap during construction; this is owing to the channel 
or gully scoured out upon the opening of the breach. When s 

by enlarging the opening. Breaches in embankments have been 
dosed by sinking barges across the gap, by piling and planking 

j -- 	
Wan 

FIG. 3.—Reclamation Bank for the Hodbarrow Icon Minas. 

up, by lowering sliding panels between frames erected to receive 
them, and by making an inset wall or bank round the breach. 
By the last-mentioned method the new connecting bank can be 
formed on solid ground, and the necessary width of opening 
obtained to obviate excessive scour during the influx and efflux 
of the tide over the bank while it is being raised. 

The gradual drying of reclaimed land lowers the surface 11000 
two or three feet; the land therefore becomes more liable to 
inundation after reclamation than before. Accordingly, it is 
most important to prevent breaching of the bank by promptly 
repairing any damage caused by storms; and if a breach should 
occur, it must be dosed at the earliest possible opportunity. 

The protection of the coast-line from encroachment by the 
sea is a matter of considerable importance and great difficulty: 
the more rapid the erosion, the more exposed must be the site; 
and, consequently, the more costly will be the construction and 
maintenance of protective works. These are of two kinds: 
sea-walls or banks, and groynes. 

Upright sea-walls with some batter on the face have been 
constructed along the frontage of many sea-side towns, with 
the double purpose of making a promenade or drive, and of 
affording protection to the town. A very sloping and also 
a curved batter breaks the stroke of the wave by facilitating 
its rising up the face of the wall, but the force of the recoil is 
correspondingly augmented. A wall with a vertical face offers 
more direct opposition to a wave, minimizes the tendency to rise, 
and consequently the recoil; while a stepped face tends to 
break up both the ascending and recoiling wave in proportion 
to the recession of the steps, but there is a corresponding liability 
to displacement of the blocks composing the wall. The concrete 
sea-walls erected in front of Hove, Margate, and the north diff 
at Scarborough (see figs. 4, s, 6) exhibit straight, stepped, and 
curved forms of batter. Th e curvature of the last-named wall, 
though diverting the coil at its base, did not prevent erosion of 
the shale bed on which it was founded, and a protective apron 
in front of the toe had to be added subsequently. 

The Beaconsfield sea-wall at Bridlington (see fig. 7) is stepped 
and slightly curved; ft has a stone face with °wants Wain& 
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strengthened at intervals by counterforts. The thickness of the I had to be protected from undermining at the toe with piles sad 
wall var'es from z i ft. 6 is at the base to 3 ft. at the top, and is planks, and an apron of concrete or pitching, laid on fasdass. 

extending down the foreshore.. Fs: 
— .,- 1 	 the parts above high-water marls a 

short paved slope, with modes:act 
protection at the toe, has been feend 

Isufficient- The top face of these 
slopes is reflexed so as to protect the 

so k. 	 esplanade from surf during storms. 

--41-g 	-. are a most unsatisfactory type of a 
protective work. 

The protection afforded to the case 
by groynes is based on a totally dif 
ferent principle, which may be sma- 

ll?. ...f ,. • 	r 	riert 	 marized as that of promoting Daus 21 
Fro. 4.—Sea-wall at Hove. FIG. 5. —Sep-wall at blergate. Fm.6.—Sea-wall at Scarborough. accretion by the construction of ani-
surmounted by a dressed cornice and coping; the length is szo ficial shelter. Along most coasts there is a littoral drift of said 
yards. The work was constructed, in 0388, at a cost of ito,coo, or shingle; by means of groynes, projecting from the coast-tine 
or L29, 85. per lineal yard. down the beach, this drift may be intercepted so as to produce 

Walls with almost vertical faces, or slightly stepped, appear accretion to the foreshore, where previously there has been 
to be the best. Unless, however, the foreshore consists of hard constant erosion. The problem, however, of coast protection 
rock, or a raised beach maintained by groynes, a wall of this by this method presents difficulties. Littoral drift is the 
kind should be protected by an apron, in order to prevent the product of erosion, and the fate of a large portion of this drift 

is to be deposited in deep water. Any scheme, therefore, of 
stopping erosion altogether by means of groynes would be 
purely chimerical; in the same way, partial failure of groynes. 
from lack of drift and inability to stop wastage, must be en-
pected in many localities. Another difficulty may be ffiestrateo 
by the action of such natural projections as Dungeness: this 
point, by completely arresting the easterly drift of shingle. 
causes a rapid accretion to the beach on the one side, but a 
corresponding denudation on the other. The old type of high 
groyne, erected at Cromer and Hastings, has produced the 
same undesirable result; moreover, the general effect of greys- 

seutsee slay. IMAIALT 	 ing certain portions of the foreshore is to render the adjacem 
unprotected portions more liable to erosion. Nevertheless-
the benefit which may be derived locally from suitable groyn-
Mg is very great. The timber groynes erected between 
Lancing and Shoreham raised the shingle beach sufficiently 
to cause high-water mark to recede 85 ft. seawards in the coarse 
of a few years. 

FIG. 7.—Sea-wall at Bridlington. 	 The eroding action of the river Scheldt in front of Blanker,- 
wag are  berghe has been arrested by carrying out groynes at right 

angles to the coast-line, and down to below ow water (see 

s •a. .••..  

destructive undermining to which such forms of 
necessarily liable. 

Where the coast is fringed with sand dunes, and the beach 
protected from erosion by a regular series of groynes, as at Ostend 
(Belgium), the sand dunes, or an embankment for a promenade 
in front of them, may be sufficiently protected by a simple slope, 
paved with brickwork or masonry, and having a maximum 
inclination of two to one. The paving requires to be laid on a 
bed of clay, rubble or concrete. Parts of the sea bank at Ostend 

Fin. 8.—Sea Embankment at Ostend. 

free fig. 8) have been carried out beyond high-water mark to 
grin • strip of land for the esplanade; and these portions have 

• -,1 	 m.w.am 
'4 . 	 Sea-walls are very costly and. estr-k 

I 	 temporarily resisting. do not &axe- 
--7 ish, but actually increase, the elosrke 

i 	 tNISN-7,,, 	 action of the sea. In abort, sea-wads 

rnr • 	• 	 NWT 

Fin. to.—Sections of Groynes at Blankenbergiee. 

figs. 9, to). These, on the average, are about 8so ft. less 
and 68o ft. apart: they are made wide, with a curved ter 
raised only slightly above the beach, so as to minimise the 
scour from currents and wave action, and facilitate the eves 
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distribution of drift over the protected area. They are 
constructed with a foundation of fascines and concrete, faced 
with brickwork or stone pitching. The result has been the 
formation of a gently sloping beach which reduces wave 
action; such loss, too, as is still occasioned by storms is speedily 
made good by natural accretion in moderate weather. The 
Blankenberghe groynes are too expensive a type for ordinary use. 

The beach at Bridlington, which rests on boulder clay, 
was rapidly disappearing owing to the increased scour due to 
the sea-walls. Accordingly, groynes (see figs. i r, a) made 

lemeerruomm. 

PLAN. 

/VI 	 or 	°ex  
FIG. H.—Groynes at Bridlington. 

of 14 ft. X 9  in. X o  in. pitch-pine piles, and it in. X 4 in. 
planking, were erected along the foreshore. The piles origin- 

ally projected about 6 ft.; but, to prevent 
heaping up of sand to windward with 
denudation to leeward, the planking was 
never raised more than two strokes above 
sand-level, fresh planks being added as the 
sand rose. The mouth-easterly gales are 
said to be the most erosive here, and 
prevalent during the winter months ; on 
this account the groynes were given an 

FIG. ff.—Enlarged inclination of to° south of east, that is 
eons-section of to°  from the perpendicular. It may be Groynes. doubted whether this was the best 

angle, but the result has been very satisfactory. The cost of 
construction was from t Is. 3d. to 18s. per lineal foot. 

The sand-banks at the entrance to Poole harbour have been 
protected by groynes (see fig. as) inclined at slightly varying 

mowso 
wows"r 	r 	I  

FM. 13.—Groynee for Protecting the Sand-banks enclosing 
Poole Harbour. 

angles, some yielding better results than others. This is a 
good example of the important work which may be accom-
plished by groyning. Unprotected, a breach would soon have 
been effected in these sand-banks; with a double entrance to 
the bay the present deep channel would have silted up, and 
Poole Harbour would have been practically destroyed. 

It is evident that the efficacy of groynes in collecting drift 
is proportionate to the distance which they can be carried 
out seawards, and that they should always be extended to 
low-water mark; whilst, by raising them only slightly above 
the beach, the accumulation of drift to leeward is promoted, 
the passage of drift over the obstruction being facilitated 
and the scour of the waves diminished. By this means, and 
by gradually raising and extending the groynes as the drift 
accumulates, the general elevation of the beach can be secured. 
Drift generally travels in both directions along • coast, veering 
with the wind; thus the prevailing wind determines the pre-
ponderating travel of the drift. Groynes are usually con- 

strutted at tight *ogles to the shore, but it is believed that 
increased benefit may be obtained by slightly inclining them 
to leeward of the prevailing wind. Some engineers have 
advocated the extension of groynes below low-water mask; 
and as wood when permanently submerged is specially liable, 
even when creosoted, to be attacked by the gado and limeorio, 
the use of reinforced or ferroconcrete has been suggested as 
the most suitable material for submarine groyning. These 
suggestions, however, and many other current theories on 
groyning, require to be demonstrated by repeated experiments. 

For a useful bibliography of the subject see British Parliamentary 
imports, Coon Eronon and the Reclamation of raid Lands, Cd. 

Appendix No. X. pp. 46-158. (L. W. V.-H.) 
RUM, JEAN JACQUES ELISE'S (1830-1905), French 

geographer, was born at Sainte-Foy Is Grande (Giroade),on•the 
sth of March ifiso. He was the second son of a Protestant 

pastor, who bad a family of twelve children, several of whom 
acquired some celebrity either as men of letters, politicians or 
members of the learned professions. His education, begun is 
Rhenish Prussia, was continued in the Protestant college of 
Montauban, and completed at the university of Berlin, where 
he followed a long course of geography under Earl Ritter. 
Withdrawing from France in consequence of the events of 
December iSst, he spent the next six years (1852-57) visiting 
the British Isles, the United States, Central America, and 
Colombia. On bis return to Paris be contributed to the Revue 
des deux spondee, the Tour du monde and other periodicals a 
large number of articles embodying the results of his geographical 
work. Among other works at this period was an excellent short 
book, Histoire d'int missals, in which be traces the development 
of a great river from source to mouth. In 11367-68 be published 
La Terre; description des Phistowabses 4 la vie du globe, in two 
volumes. During the siege of Paris, Reclus shared in the 
aerostatic operations conducted by M. Nader, and also served 
in the National Guard, while as a member of the Association 
Nationale des Tmvailleurs be published in the Cri du Pew* a 
hostile manifesto against the government of Versailles in con-
nexion with the Communist rising of the 18th of March Aye. 
Continuing to serve in the National Guard, now in open revolt, 
he was taken prisoner on the 5th of April, and on the r6th of 
November sentenced to transportation for life; but, largely 
at the instance of influential deputations from England, the 
sentence was commuted in January 1873 to perpetual banish-
ment. Thereupon, after s short visit to Italy, be settled at 
Clarens, in Switzerland, where he resumed his literary labours, 
and, after producing the Histoire d'use wowlarne (a companion 
to Histoire d'ure ruisseau), wrote nearly the whole of his great 
work, La Nouvdle Giographie ussivesselle, la terre et les loses, 
19 VOLS. ( ( 875-94). This is a stupendous compilation, profusely 
illustrated with maps, plans, and engravings, and was crowned 
with the gold medal of the Paris Geographical Society in 18es. 
An English edition appeared simultaneously, also in re vols., 
the first four by E. G. Ravenstein, the rest by A. H. Reese. 
Extreme accuracy and brilliant exposition form the leading 
characteristics of all Reclus's writings, which thus possess 
permanent literary and scientific value. In s88a Reclue 
initiated the " Anti-Marriage Movement," in accordance with 
which he allowed his two daughters to marry without any dill 
or religious sanction whatever. This step caused no little 
embarrassment to many of his well-wishers, and was followed by 
government prosecutions, instituted in the High Court of Lyons, 
against the anarchists, members of the International Assodation, 
of which Reclus and Prince Rropotkin were designated as the 
two chief organizers. The prince was arrested and condemned 
to five years' imprisonment, but Redus, being resident is 
Switzerland, escaped. After files he filled the chair of cons-
partitive geography in the university of Brussels, and con-
tributed several Important memoirs to French, German and 
English scientific journals. Among these may be mentioned 
" The Progress of Mankind " (Canton,. Reo., 1896); " Attila de 
Geraudo "(Reo. Gfograph., INS); " A great Globe "(Geograpi. 
loom, IBA; "L'Extrime-Orient " (Bel. Antwerp Gee. Sot.. 
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sitoS), a thoughtful study of the political geography of the Far 
East 'and its possible changes; " La Perse " (Bud. Soc. 
Neueliatdoise, 1890); " La Phenicie et la Pheniciens " (ibid., 
moo); La Chine U la diplomatic europgenne (" L'Humanite 
nouvelle " series, 'goo); L' Enseigrumsent de Is geographic (Instit. 
Geograph. de Bruxelles, No. 5,1par). Shortly before his death 
Reclus had completed L'Elottnne d k term, in which he set the 
crown on his previous greater works by considering man in his 
development relative to geographical environment. Reties 
died at 1110WOUS, near Bruges, on the 4th of July 1905. 

RECOGNIZANCE (from Lat. recognescere, to acknowledge), 
a term of English law usually employed to describe an obligation 
of record, entered into before some court or magistrate duly 
authorized, whereby the party bound acknowledges (recognises) 
that he owes a personal debt to the Crown, with a deleasance, 
i.e. subject to a condition that the obligation to pay shall be 
avoided if he shall do some particular act—as if he shall appear 
at the assizes, keep the peace, or the like. The system of taking 
recognizances in favour of the Crown at an early date super-
seded the common law practice 'as to pledges and main-prize 
(see re Nottingham Corporation, 0397, 2 Q.B. 5o2, 514). 

Blickstone's definition extends the term recognizance to 
bonds in favour of private persons. But at present it is rarely 
if ever used in this sense. Recognizance" are now used almost 
solely with reference to criminal proceedings. In the Court of, 
Chancery it was the practice to require recogniausces from the 
guardian of a ward of court that the ward should not marry or 
leave the country with the privity of the guardian and without 
the leave of the court. The security given by a receiver 
appointed by the High Court is still in the form of a recognizance 
acknowledging a debt to named officers of the court, and securing 
it on the real and personal estate of the receiver. 

By an act of 136o (34 Edw. III. c. 1), extended to Ireland by 
Poyning's Act, and by the terms of the conunission of the peace, 
justices of the peace have jurisdiction to cause to come before 
them or any one of them " all those who to any one or more of 
our people concerning their bodies or the firing of their houses 
have used threats to find sufficient security for the peace or 
their good behaviour towards us and our people; and if they 
shall refuse to find such security, then there in our prisons until 
they shall find such security to cause to be safely kept." The 
security taken is by recognizance of the party and his sureties, 
which can be forfeited on conviction of any offence which is 
a breach of the conditions of the recognizance. 

The procedure under the act of 136o and the commission is 
usually described as exhibiting articles of the peace or swearing 
the peace. The High Court (King's Bench Division) has the same 
power as justices in quarter sessions. This procedure is in practice 
superseded in England, so far as concerns courts of summary 
jurisdiction, by an equivoliale:t but more modern procedure (42 & 
43 Viet. c. 49, a 25). Rs., inmates ordered under these enactments 
cannot be forfeited or as It is termed estreated without an order 
of court made upon proof of breach of the copditions. or of a 
conviction involving such breach. The procedure for entreats 
is governed by the Levy of Fines Acts 1122 and 1833, and by 
16 & 17 Vet. C. 30. s. 1. 

There is also a general jurisdiction on conviction of misdemeanour 
to put the offender under reeognizances to keep the peace and 
(or) be of good behaviour in addition to or in substitution for other 
punishment. This power is specifically applied by the Criminal 
Law Consolidation Acts of 1861 to all indictable misdemeanours 
punishable under theie acts, and power is given to put persons 
convicted of any felony (not capital) punishable under the acts 
ander a recognizance to keep the peace. On refusal to enter into 
recogniaanoes as above, the court may order imprisonment for 
the refusal, limited in cases within the acts of 1861 to twelve 
months, and in cases within the act of 1879 to six months. 

The recognizance, above described may be described as a form 
of punishment or a judicial security for good conduct. Recogniz-
anon are, however, most used with reference to proceedings before 
conviction and judgment. In preliminary inquiries into indictable 
offences the inquiring justices take recognuances to ensure the 
attendance of the accused if liberated during any adjournment, 
and on committal for trial take the recognizance. of the accused 
(if allowed bail) to attend the court of trial and take his trial. and 
of the prosecutor and the witnesses for the prosecution or defence 
to attend and prosecute or give evidence. As to witnesses this 
power was first given ID 1554 (I Pb. & M. c. 13). The procedure  

is misdated by the Indictable Offences Act :848 (ii & to Viz 
C. 42) as amended in 1867 (5o & 31 Vitt. c. 3s) and the forms 
recognisance are scheduled to the act of :848. In the are of 
inquisitions of murder or manslaughter taken before a coroner a 
similar procedure is followed (Coroners Act 588y, so & 5: Via. 
c 7t, a 5). The recognizanees taken are renumber under presairs 
to the court of trial, which orders their emseat in the event of 
breach of the conditions. 

Similar powers as to the recognizance, of persona prosecuted 
summarily are given by the Summary Jurisdiction Acts 1848 and 
1879; and in the event of appeals to quarter sessions or by sr:0W 
ate to the High Court from courts of summaryjunsdictssaa. 
rtcognizances or security are required from the appellant (42 & 
43 Vict. c. 49, se. 31, 33). On the transfer of indictments bum 
inferior to superior courts recognizances to .pay the costs en Mb 
viction are also required (Crown Office Ruth, 1906). In certain 
Cases the police have authority to give bail to accused persona on 
their entering into a recognisance; and governors of prisons are 
allowed to release prisoners on bail on compliance with the terms 
on which it is allowed by the committingjustices. 

By the Land Charges Act two (63 & 64 Vic. c. 26, s. s (1) 
a recognizance, whether obtained or entered into on behalf of the 
Crown or otherwise, does not operate as a charge on laud or as 
any interest on land or on the unpaid purchase money for any 
land, unless a writ or order for the purpose of enforcing it is 
registered under s. 5 of the Land Charges, &c., Act 1888 (51 & 
p Vitt. c. 51) in the office of the Land Registry. This enactment 
is clearly applicable to receivers' recognizance:a repos; and on 
purchases of land search is made (or registered recognizances and 
an official certificate can be obtained affirming or negativing the 
existence of a registered entry (Conveyancing Act a88.2. a a). 
By s. 3o of the Bankruptcy Act 1883, a discharge in bankroptry 
does not release the debtor from debts on a reccrizanca cab 
the Treasury certifies in writing its consent to the dm-barge. 

By as. 32. 34 of the Forgery Act 1861, it is made felony to forge 
reeognizances, and to acknowledge them in the name of another 
without lawful authority is also felony (24 & 25 Viet. C. g8). • 

In Scotland the place of recognizances is filled by cautions: 
a caution in " law-burrows " corresponds very nearly to • nicer 
nizance to keep the peace. 

In the United States recognizance' are used for much the same 
purposes as in England. (W. F. C.) 

RECONNAISSANCE (from Fr. reconnoitre, to recognize. 
Lat. recognotede), a military term denoting the reconnoitring 
or examination of an enemy's position or movements, or of a 
tract of ground. Reconnaissances naturally vary indefinitely 
according to the purposes for which they are undertaken. A 
topographical reconnaissance is practically a survey of a tract 
of country or route, comprising both a map and a report as to 
its advantages and disadvantages. All reconnoitring work of 
this character is done by officers with small patrols, escorts or 
assistants. Strategical reconnaissance is performed by contact 
squadrons, which send forward officers and patrols to find the 
enemy. Tactical reconnaissance falls to the lot of troops of all 
arms, whether in contact with the enemy or for self-protection. 
A reconnaissance by a large force of all arms with the idea of 
provoking an enemy Into showing his hand, if necessary by 
fighting, is called a reconnaissance in force. 

RECORD (Lat. recordari, to recall to mind, from ea. heart 
or mind), a verb or noun used in various senses, all derived 
from the original one of preserving something permanently an 
memory. In this article, however, we are only concerned 
with documentary records, or archives. In its accurate sense 
a record is a document regularly drawn up for a legal or ad 
ministrative purpose and preserved in proper custody to per 
petuate the memory of the transaction described in it; for the 
most part it forms a link in a complicated process, and unless 
the connexion between It and the other documents making 
up the process has been preserved, a portion of its meaning will 
have perished. The first care, therefore, of the custodian of 
records should be to preserve this connexion, where It CAWS. 

In the majority of countries a previous task awaits him; it 
has been his duty to collect and arrange his documents. Then 
are few countries In which records have not passed through 
a period of neglect; each office of state has kept or rather 
neglected its own papers; each court of justice has been chi 
keeper of its own records; the student has been paralysed 
by a multitude of repositories among which be vainly sought 
the documents be required. To this stage two systems here 
succeeded; the system of centralization both of records and 
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ma; and the system under which the records are left in load 
npositories and the staff is centralized. There are of course 
!ountries which cannot be brought under either of these for-
point. But for the most part it will be found that the second 
'atom has prevailed; there are a central office for records of 

date, provincial offices for legal records and those of local 
aministration, town offices for municipal records, and a staff 
if archivists depending more or less strictly upon the central 
Ace. In England the first system has been preferred; almost all 
he records that can be collected have been gathered into the 
•entral office. In the future, indeed, it is inevitable that mike-
ions of administrative records should grow up for each county; 
tut there is at present no means of ensuring their arrange* 
nent and preservation. Many towns possess old and valuable 
ollcctions of municipal archives, and over these also the central 
,(fire has no control. It would be absurd to affirm that such 
ontrol is needed for the preservation of the documents; but it is 
curious fact that the English government, which has centralized 

ccords more freely than any other, should have refrained from 
establishing any system of administration for records in general. 
rho following article is intended to give a full account of the 
.dministmtion and nature of the records of Great Britain, and 
rief notices of those of other countries concerning which iniorma-

ion is obtainable. It may be noticed that the directory of the 
corned world published by Trainer at Strassburg under the 
trio Minerva will be found a useful guide to the situation and 
tall of repositories of records. 

England. 
The most important repository of English records is the Public 

terord Office, Chancery Lane, London. established under the 
sct & a Virt., c. os. The head of the office is the Master of 
he Rolls for the time being: and the staff consists of the.  deputy- 
.ceper. secretary, assistant-keepers and clerks, with a subordinate 
t aff. 

Until the establishment of this office, the records of the various 
ourts of law and government offices were stored in separate 
'laces, mostly of an unsuitahk nature. whose contents were 
naccessible and unknown. The Tower of London contained the 
ecords of the Chancery, which were kept in fair order; the records 
▪ the Exchequer were scattered in many places, chiefly unsuitable; 
.nd other collections were almost as unfortunately bestowed: the 
.my attempt to provide a special place of custody was made in the 
7th century, when the State Paper Office was set up as • place of 
leposit for the papers of the secretaries of state. From time to 
ime efforts were made, chiefly by means of committees of the 
louse of Loeds, to procure reforms in the custody of documents 
'hose value was well understood. In the reign of Queen Anne, 
n attempt was nude by Thomas Rymer to publish in the Feeders 
u-h documents as could be found bearing upon foreign prlitfr- - 
nil this drew fresh attention to the qui,tion 	ustody. 1,, 
733 the disastrous fire in the Cottoelan Library producer! .t 
ommittre of the Home of Commons and another report. Bo-, 

was not until atoo that any serious steps were taken. In th,t, 
ear a committee of the House of Commons presented a valuabl 
cport dealing with all the public records in repositories in EnuLto1 
nil Scotland. The result of this committee was the appointin, 
f a royal commission charged with the art ot-ornent and public., 
sin of the public records and the control or 	repositorit 
'his commission was renewed from year to .. 	tnd did not tapir,: 
ntil OW. It fell partly because of inteinal ditssonsions. 
ranripally owing to groat extravagance and almost comp], b 
eglect of its duty, so for as the arrangement and custody of t' 
cords was concerned. The publicatioos sanctioned by it art. 
redly designed and badly executed; but their most Fon,. 
haracteristic was their expense. To this commission suc.ee.1. 
se Public Record Office, whose constitution has aln-ady been 
esenlaed. The first duty of the new office was the establishment 

a central repository into which the scatter ,  .1 collections of record-, 
sold be gathered: and the preparation of manuscript inventori, 
I the documents so obtained. In 1831 the construction of do 
rntral repository was begun t and with the completion of eacl. 
onionof it further groups of records were 1 , rot,,,ht in. At Er 
nly those cnikrtions rectified in the act of p..disawat 
ith• but in tb52 the State Paper Office was placed cracks the 
'Tyrol of the Master of the Rolls. and its contents removed to the 
oblir Record Other. Other government departments in turn 
mnsferred to the rune keeping papers not In current use; and 
t present the only insportam collections of papers not so treated 
re those d the India Office and the Privy Couocil Office. which 
re still kept apart. 
The publication* of the Record Office are of elute kinds! reports, 

eta and Wanes. and calendars. The mews see the annual 

.7fIrri?.toraf  dye Der cttly thieesorettaultr tw8851 they alsoycowinttialintet 
, 	• 

 
tarot of appendices, inventories and detailed descriptions of 
dames of records. In the present article these reports are 
to by slumber. The lists and indexes are either inventories 

clams with more or less detail, or indexes to tbecontents 
documents grouped for that purpose; they are hens h) their number. The calendars are volumes containing full 

obit-rads intended to make the consultation of the original docu-
ment unnecessary except for critical purposes; they areequipped 
with full indexes. The contents cl the Record Office are classified 
for the most part under the collections in which they were found. 
For a general account of the whole, see S. R. Scarnill-Bird's Hand, 
book to Silt Public Records Ord ed. 19°8). No student can afford 
to neglect C. Gross's Sources and Literature of English Vinery 
frost the Earliest Time, le about 1485.which contains much information 
as to books and articles based upon English records. 

We may now turn to the documents themselves, under the 
following heads:— 

EXCHEQUER Racoans.—The records of the administrative and 
judicial sides of the Eschequar (Q.v.) are here described under its 
several divisions. 

(1)U eras EXCHEQUIR,01 EXCUEQUER Of AUDIT.—(o)Lorcl Treas-
urer's Remembrance?, Office, or office of final audit. The result of 
the final audit is recorded in duplicate on the Pipe and Chao. 
cellar's Rolls. These consist of a solitary (Pipe) roll for 31 Henry I. 
and a duplicate eeries extending from a Henry II. to a William IV. 
The Record Commission has printed the following rolls; Pips 
Rolls, 31 Henry 1., 2-4 Henry IL, t Richard I.; Chancellor's Rolls. 
3 John. The Pipe Roll Society has printed the Pipe Rolls for 
5-24 Henry II. 

Foreign Rolls or Rolls of Accounts.—These contain the records 
of the preliminary audit of accounts other than county accounts 
of the sheriffs; they run from az Edward III. to modern times: 
closely connected with them arc the Enrolled Accounts, which deal 
with the more important accountants separateiy. It should be noted 
that the final audit is not recorded upon either Foreign Rolls or 
Enrolled Accounts, but must be sought on the Pipe Roi4 unless the 
accountant is found to be quit or to have a balance due to him. 
The Record Office has published a cLissified list (No. XI) of the 
Foreign and Enrolled Accounts taken from all the foregoing rolls 
of audit, but omitting the accounts of Customs and Subsidies. 

Declared Accounts.—A list (No. II.) of these records with an 
introduction has been published by the Record Office. The series 
begins in the ibth century, and from the 17th century is fairly 
complete. 

Origisalia Eons (so Henry In. to 1837), or extracts from the 
Chancery Rolls communicated to the Exchequer for its information 
and guidance. Latin abstracts of the rolls from Henry III. to 
Edward III. were printed by the Record Commission as Abbresiatio 
Rotulormen Origenalieure (2 vols. folio). 

Lord Treasuree's Reenembrancer's Memoranda Rolls.—These 
contain the letters received and Issued by the Exchequer and 
notes of the general business of the department. They run from 

blenry III. to 1848. Edward Jones's Index to the Records 
contains a few scattered references to them; and many enacts 
will be found in the notes to Thomas Madox's Rislory• of the 
Eat 

Jscirsi.—The only judicial proceedings on the Lord Treasurer's 
Remembrance?, side are in cases connected directly with the 
revenue. These are enrolled upon the Memoranda Rolls; and 
for the period 3s Chark-s 11. to V. ahem IV. there are Order Books. 

(6) Eines Rem agar's Office, or office of prelimina ry 
audit. The most important financial records of this branch of 
the Exchequer are the class known as " Exchequer K. R. accounts, 
&c.." which comprise vouchers and audited accounts of expendi-
ture. Of similar accounts relating to receipts, the Ercheator's 
accounts have been listed in the loth Report; but the inquisitions 
there described as filed with the accounts as vouchers are now 
kept separately, and are described with the Chancery Inquisitions 
in the calend.tra. Accounts and vouchers relating .  to Subsidies 
and Customs s at present only described In manuscript (see below 
under SPEC1A CoLLEcTiONs). 

King's Ro ,  !drawer's Memoranda Rens (t Henry iI i. to 13 
tona).—T1 me run parallel with those of the Lord Treasurer 

and to a La, • extent contain the same matter. Adam Martin's 
_meg Records contains • certain number of references 

to them. 
In the urge of Edward Vi.. returns were made into the Exchequer 

by commissioners appointed to take inventories of arm* Goods. 
Volumes of these for several counties are being published by the 
Alcuin Club (see Mfly et Bishop, Bibliographic generale des Mmes. 
taires tenpnsils vol. I. p. 245). 

JudicW.—The court of Exchequer on the King's ReinembraliCe?" 
side was a court of equity held before the lord treasurer, the chan-
cellor of the exchequer and the barons. The usual records of • 
court of equity, Bills and Answers, Decrees and Orders, Affidavits 
sad other subsidiary documents exist for it. Mortin's Index le 
Extkegmer Records contains references to the Decrees and Orders. 
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Of the proceedings under special'commissimu issuing from this 
court a descriptive catalogue (Elizabeth to Victoria) has been 

blished in the 38th Report. Depositions taken by commission 
(
(
Elizabethto George III.) are catalogued in the Reports 38-42. 

A catalogue of the later depositions exists in manuscript. 
(2) LOWER EXCHEQUER, or EXCHEQUER OF RECEIPT.—The 

principal financial records of this department are the Receipt 
and Issue Rolls showing the payments made to and by the Ex-
chequer. The former consist of an exceptional roll for 14 John 
and a series from Henry III. to George Ill. The latter run from 
Henry III. to Edward IV. and from Elizabeth to George Ill. A 
translation of the issue rolls (2) for 44 Edward III. was published 
by F. Devon; who also published a volume of extracts from the 
Issue rolls of the reign of James I. and another volume of extracts 
from the rolls for the period 41 Henry III. to 39 Henry VI. The 
other records of this department are very numerous. 

(3) EXCHEQUEROF Meas.—The barons of the Exchequer without 
the 	treasurer had a court of their own, where process took place 
by common law. A list of the Plea Rolls of this court (20 Henry 
M. to 1855) will be found at p. 64 of the Record Office List of Plea 
Rolls (No. IV.). A partial index to the tithe-suits on these rolls 
is contained in the and Report. • 

(4) EXCHEQUER OF THE JEws.—Suits between Jews, or in which 
Jews were concerned, were tried before a special subordinate court. 
The Plea Rolls (3 Henry III. to • Edward I.) are listed in the Record 
Office List of Plea Ras. For specimens see Select Pleas, Stares 
sad Records of lie Jewish Exchequer, edited for the Selden Society 
and the Jewish Historical Society of England by J. M. Rigg. 

(5) FIRST FRUITS AND TENTRS.—After the breach with Rome, 
the crown obtained a new source of revenue in the first fruits due 
to the pope from every holder of a benefice upon appointment, 
and from the tenths payable during his tenure of it. For a few 
yam under Henry VIII. a special office administered this revenue. 
At the accession of Mary the business was transferred to a depart-
ment of the Exchequer. The principal records are the following: 
Bishop's Certificates of institutions to Benefices; Composition books 
giving the names of incumbents and the sums paid by them In lieu 
of first fruits; and documents relating to the valuation of livings. 
The most important entries touching valuation were printed by 
John Ecton in the Lace Decimal-am (tits), which has passed through 
many editions under the titles of Thesaurus Reruns Ecclesiasticarsun 

Q
rid L.iber Regis. The first fruits and tenths are now transferred to 
ueen Anne's Bounty, and are managed by that office. 
(6) VALOR ECCLESIASTICUS.-112 26 Henry VIII. a commission 

Was issued for a valuation of all ecclesiastical property. The re-
turns were made into the Exchequer and consist of eighteen volumes 
and three portfolios of rolls. Of these abstracts were made in three 
volumes known as Libre Volans,' or King's Books, and a portion 
was copied in two volumes known as Liter Regis. The original 
returns for the diocese of Ely, most of that of London and part 
of those of Salisbury. Lincoln, Durham and York are not now known 
to exist, and are very imperfectly represented by the abstracts 
and copies mentioned above. From these materials the Record 
Commission compiled six volumes folio known as the Valor 
Eeeksiastiens provided with maps and indexes. The introduction 
end general map were published later (1834) in a separate octavo 
volume; but some copies were struck a i l in folio and inserted into 
Vol. 1., which was published in tflto. 

(7) COURT or AUGIIENTATIONS.—This office was instituted 
to administer the property of the suppressed monasteries and the 
revenues of the duchy of Cornwall. The records consist of the 
muniments of the suppressed houses taken over with them and of 
documents connected with their actual seizure and subsequent 
administration (for the former, see SPECIAL COLLECTIONS below; 
the latter are in great part calendared in the Letters and Papers 
relating to the Reign of Henry VIII.). 

There was also a judicial side of the office, in which the proceedings 
were by bill and answer. In 38 Henry VIII. this court absorbed 
an earlier one known as the Court of General Surveyors of the 
King's Lands, which had been set up in 33 Henry VIII. A calendar 
of the decrees of the court will be found in the 3oth Report. The 
court of augmentations was merged in the Exchequer in t Mary. 

CHANCERY.—The records of the chancery are here treated in 
two divisions, administrative and judicial. 

(t) Chancery Administratioe.—These are either enrolments of 
letters issued under the great seal, documents forming part of the 
process of issuing such letters, or documents drawn up for the 
information of the chancery. 

Enrohnewle.—The Charter Rolls (I John to 8 Henry VIII.) contain 
the enrolments of the most formal letters. The Record Commission 
published one volume folio containin; a transcript of the rolls lot 
the reign of John; and a badly designed and executed calendar 
entitled Celeisdarium Rotulorues C.hartaruns. The Record Office 
has published three volumes of a complete calendar of the Charter 
Rolls from it Henry Ill. The Patent Rolls (3 John to the present 
day) contain enrolments of less formal letters addressed generally. 
The Record Commission published one volume folio containing 

itin of the rolls for the of John, with a valuable 
itinerary off  kiag. The Record has else Printed In loll  

the rolls for the period 1-16 Henry III. From this point . ewer 
volumes of a Calendar have been published, and the rim= 
grips in the series are being closed. For these gaps the 
Commission's Calendariuns Rotedorum Patentouni is still owls& 
but only refers to a small proportion of the matter on 	mg& 
The rolls for the reign of Henry VIII. are calendared in O Lamers 
and Papers of Henry VIII. The Close Rolls (6 John to the imams& 
time) contain the enrolments of letters directed to el-K.66,1 pernano 
and also enrolments of deeds made according to statute or for 
safe custody. The Record Commission published two veltHISS 
folio containing a transcript of the rolls for the period from 6 jobs 
to It Henry Ill. The Record Office has also published sewed 
volumes of rolls for the reign of Henry III. From the ruin of 
Edward I. eighteen volumes of a calendar have appeared. The 
Fine Rolls (t John to 23 Charles I.) contain the record of jtedinal 
writs issued under the great seal with a note of the fine or fee paid: 
A..° of letters of appointment to offices and letters relating to zle 
administration of the feudal incidents of tenure. The Record 
Commission published a transcript of the rolls for the reiizi !Lot;  
under the title Rosati de Oblates et Pinibus; for the reign 
111. they also published two volumes of Exceepta e Rauh tlisiam 
consisting of the entries relating to the feudal incident. There 
were also other rolls containing letters issued under the 	1t Seal 
relating to special countries and subjects. The most 	anent 
of these are here mentioned. French Rolls, G0.1(0,1 	 tarmse 
Rolls deal with the affairs of the English dominions in I 	a ated 
with relations with that country. A catalogue of many of i wed= 
on these rolls down to the reign of Edward IV. was in 	ed by 
Thomas Carte in two volumes folio. Of the French Roil. 	I Edw. 
III. to 26 Charles 11.) those for the reign of Henry V. . 	heiray 
calendared in the 44th Report; and those for the reign of 	VL 
in the 48th Report. Of the Gascon Ras (38 Henry 111, to 7 
Edw. IV.) the earlier rolls have been printed in full in the Dammam 
in, has published by the French government under the care of 
MM. Francisque-Michel and Belmont. Of the broken series of 
N. ,entan Rolls (t John to 10 Henry V.) those for the reign of jilt 
and that for 5 Henry V. have been printed in full in one • 
by the Record Commission; to the remainder a calend.0 will be 
found in the 41st Report. The books here mentioned deal with 
some rolls now placed in other classes. 

Other rolls contain letters under the great seal relating to trebled. 
Scotland and Wales.. Of these the Record Commission priated the 
Scottish Rolls (i9 Edward I. to 8 Henry VIII.) in full omitting the 
numerous letters of protection contained in them. For the welsh 
and Irish Rolls there is only a very partial calendar in Aykden 
Calendar of Ancient Charters. The Roman and Almeis RP& base 
been used in Feeders, and many entries from the other chancery 
rolls will be found there. The Liberate Ras (2 John to t4 licerp 
VI.) contain the enrolments of writs for the issue ofmoney out of 
the Exchequer. The rolls for 2-4 John have been printed in full 
by the Record Commission. 

Documents forming Part of the Process of issuing letters oils 
the Great Stat.—These are known as Citatory manners, and caries 
of Privy Seals. Signed bills and other documents f 	mess a 
the process. Series 1. of these documeats extends to the cad of 
the reign of Richard III., and Series II. to the end of the reign of 
Henry VIII.; Series Ill. ends with the reign of Anne, and Series IV. 
with that of William IV., while Series V. is still S. 
Series I. and II. are arranged in chrendoeiCal order 	I. 
being also cLusified); the remainder are in monthly bundles. 
The warrants for the reign of Henry VIII. are adesdared in the 
Letters and Papers of Henry VIII.; those for the Inn oven year, 
of Charles I. are calendared in the 43rd Repot'. With these may he 
dated the hiquesitions ad gaol innmes. Of these the Raised 

has published a descriptive list (Na.. XVII. and XXII,) isr 
the period 28 Henry III. to 2 Richard 111. 

Documents drawn up for the informatims_et the Cfma0p7o—lbe 
most important of these are the Inquiries held under writs fist 
from the chancery. The first ernes of these (Hary Ili. as 
Richard Ill.) is now arranged In three dames. Iagsidairns Pea 
MINIM including analogous documents relating to the feredid 
tenure of land, Criminal Inquisitions and Misrefissmor Is 
quirif ions. The Record Office has published three soles, ell 
a calendar of requisitions Post Medan. The Record Commionise 
calendars refer to the old arrangements of these inquiries moo 
two %writs, known as bureirielens Post Moans be. end Inlswirro 
ad qua &moons IA., • distinction of title which conceded the 
identity of the documents described. Both calesdars commis 
many inaccuracies and omit much useful information. To somip 
some of these defects for the petted Henry III. to Edward I. she 
Record Office published the Calambuinsi Genalogicare, but dm 
work does not attempt to deal with the lands mentioned is the 
inquiries. In the second series of these inquiries the three dam 
of inquisitions are all placed together. One volume of a celendat 
to the risgioisitinu Pee Harlem for the reign Of Henry VIL 
a . Colifisesa 4 Calera returns made eider the merle 

112 Richard 11. Those in English have been printed by j,,,n.21;L 
Timbale Smith for the Early English Text Society. 
Uses: • Bet (Mt. X.) of all inquintions and dames of cotandnianara 
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WMinted ender two statute' of Elisabeth en examine and rect.; y 
abuses of charitable bequests has been put by the Record 
Office. Forests (Chancery) contain perambulations and proceedings 
before the justices in gyre of the forest. The perambulatioro 
for certain counties have been printed by G. J. Turner in Select 
Pi au of the Forest (Selden Society). 

Smash DOCIMPILL—Five rolls relating tot he policy of Edward I. 
towards Scotland. The first two contain the proceedings touching 
the claims to the crown of Scotland and are printed in Foeikra, 
vol. u. p. 767 (Record edition); the renwiiing three, known as 

Rath, contain in triplicate the subro 	ns inio of the Scottish 
t grill; to Edward I., and were printed 	the Bannatyne Club 
is am, Otherchancery documents echoing to Scotland are 
described in J. Bain's Calendar of Docenserrr relating to Scotland. 
Most of these together with the earlier 1 crest proceedings are 
included in the Miscellamtea of the Ckaseer, , which contains numerous 
other detached documents and rolls. Many of those relating to 
foreign affairs are printed in the Foedera. 

fa) Chancery Adiicial.—These may be el, ided into Proceedings. 
or Bills and Answers. de., filed by the coitus; Decrees and Orders 
of the court; and elffidtwits and other docements connected with 
the course of the action. The series kno,n as Early Chancery 
Proceedings (Richard 11. to Philip and Mary). comprising documents 
of all three classes. is arranged roughly in chronological order. 
The Record Office has published three voluroes of a descriptive list 
(Nos. XII., XVI. and XX.) of the whole of ttiis series; and the first 
two bundles have been printed in full in the Record Commission's 
Calendar of Procadirsu is Chancery. Eliosiwth; other specimens 
are printed in Seigel Plan, of the Chancery ('selden Society), edited 
by W. P Baildon. For the reign of Eliot teeth the Proceedings 
are arranged alphabetically under the plaintiff's name in two 
series. Series 1- is calendared in the Record Commission volumes 
already mentioned for Series II.; the Retied Office has published a 
descriptive list (Nos.V11. and VII I.) covering die years 558-1631. To 
the Bills and Answers of the reign of Charles 11. Messrs Phillimore 
and Fry have mtblidski in the Index Library of the British Record 
Society an taken from Topham's auinuscript index in the 
Record Office. The same society has reproduced in an alphabetical 
form an index to the proceeding§ in Reynardson's division for the 
years 1694-174. These last indexes contain only the surnames 
of the parties, without reference to the nature of the suit. Decrees 
and Or ders (36 Henry VIII. to the present time) are the entry-books 
of the orders of the court; with them may le classed the Reports 
and Certificates of the masters and chief clerk, The Affidavits. &c., 
date from 161t. 

The chancellor formerly had a common law jurisdiction relating 
to certain matters touching feudal incidents and tenures, to repeals 
of letters patent, and to actions upon riignizances acknowledged 
in chancery or concerning officers of the court. No printed 
means of referring to these records exist. 

COURT or Kieto's BENCH.—The principal records of this court 
are the rolls recording its proceedings and judgments, of which 
classified lists are given in the Record Office List of Pica Rolls 
(No. IV.). under the following heads. Curia Pegis Rolls (5 Richard I. 
to 36 Henry III.) include all the rolls of the king's court with the 
exception of a few Eyre Rolls. Of these the Record Commission 
printed those for 6 tr. to Richert! I. and t John; and also 
published In the A8brroirdio Placaormet rev sin abstracts from a 
portion of the pleas on these rolls made in the t7th century. For 
tpecirnens see Selden Society volumes. Soled Civil Pleas, edited by 
W. P. Baildon. and Select Pleas of Me Cn.-en. edited by F W. 
ylaitleed, who has also edited foe the Pipe Roll Society four rolls 
"I the reign of Richard I. From the end of the reign of Henry 
he rolls of the king's bench and those of the common picas (see 
,glow) have been separated. The former. named COMM Nett 
Rolls (1 Edward 1. to 13 William III.). divide from t Anne into 
yro portions. Judgment Roils. containing pleas between private 
persons, and Crory Rolls. containing entire business. References 
es some pleas on the Cores, Rip Rolls will be found in the Abbreviatio 
Placitoresni R  thefamplete roll for 75 Edward I. has been printed 
py the British  ad Society. 

Assist Rolle. be.--Under this head are grouped rolls containing 
he proceedings before justices In ere, of assize, of over and 
eremite. of gad delivery (a few) and before justices sent on 
petial commission. References to some of these will be found in 
he Abermierie Pincilerwes; and specimens in the Seidel, Society 
"olurnes already mentioned. The Eyre  Roll for Gloucestershire. 

Henry ho been published F W. Maitland. The 
ileadings taken wider writs of Quo . arrant* during the period 
=Award 1. to Edward 1111. were published by the Record Com-
naiades. For specimens of Comers Rolls (Hu n ry III.  to Henry VI 
me the Selden Society's volume edited In 	Gram. Baga de 
;novas (ince ty_ Ed. IV.) contains the 	cedings in trials 
or ammo or leiciny held before the cow • of king s bench or 
pedal comminiceers. An inventory and calendar Will be found 
a the 3rd. 4th and stn reports. 

Cover or Cos Moi haus—The Plea Roll. of this court, known 
is De Baum Rolls, run horn s Edward l., !,fore which date pleas 
sefore justices of the common bench form part of the C1070 Regis 

Roll, to sa Henry VII.. from which date the Plea Rolls are knows 
as Common Rolls. But in 25 Elizabeth all common recoveries 
and enrolments of deeds were transferred to a new roll called the 
Recovery Roll, the series of which extends to 1837. In the Tear 
Books edited for the Rolls Series by L. 0. Pike, and those edited 
for the Selden Society by F. W. Maitland, the cases reported has ,. 
when possible, been traced on to the De Banco Rolls and ear, s 
from those rolls printed. Feet of Fines (up to 1835) are the oh I 
part of the triplicate document constituting the complete i 
Those for the period 7 Richard I. to 16 John have been printi.! r 
the Record Commission for the counties Bedfordshire to t 
in alphabetical order. Four volumes printed for the Pipe 1 I 
Society cover the years down to to Richard I. for all coon- 
The feet of fines are arranged in counties year by year up to e 
reign of Henry VIII. Afterwards they are arranged term by 1. II 
in counties. Notes of Fines (since Edward I.) are the recond 
an earlier stage in the procedure; Concords of Eines (since 
form another stage; but to neither of these are there prii I 
means of reference. 

COURT or STAR CHAMBEa.—The relation between the 
council sitting as ajudicial body and the Court of Star Char 
set up by the act of 3 Henry VII., c. ,, is matter of contros, 
The records of this court are nearly all of later date than thi. . 
They consist of Bills, Answers. Depositions and similar doctor,. , 
with a very few Decrees and Orders. The Record Office I 
published a descriptive list (No. XIII.) of a portion of these rect., 
for specimens see Selden Society. Select Cases in the Star Chops:, 
1477-1309, edited by I. S. Leadam 

COURT or Itrsouesrs.—The origin of this court and the manner 
in which it died out at the time of the Civil War are alike uncertain. 
The records that remain are of two kinds,.Proceedings and Books. 
Of the former the Record Office has published a descriptive list 
(No. XXI.); and specimens will be found in Selut Cams is the Court 
of Requests, edited for the Selden Society by I. S. Lcadam. The 
Books contain among other matters the Decrees and Orders of the 
court. 

PARLIAMENTARY RECORDS.—The proceedings of parliament were 
recorded either on a roll prepared for each session, or on detached 
documents and petitions made up into sessional Mess The 
files have now disappeared, although transcripts of some still exist. 
and in many.  cases their constituents can be traced among the 
Ancient Petitions (see below under SPECIAL COLLECTIONS). The 
rolls known as Parliament Rolls form a broken series, t8 Edward I. 
to 48-49 Victoria. The rolls for Edward 1. and Edward 11. are 
among the Exchequer records, and the remainder arc in the chan-
cery. Of these rolls and files, and of certain pleadings found in the 
records of the King's Remembraneer, the Record Commission 
published what was meant to be a complete reprint. But the editors 
relied partly upon transcripts and partly upon original documents. 
and it is often difficult to determine the sources from which they 
drew. So prepared, the Rolls of Parliament (6 vols.) cover the 
period from 6 Edward I. to I Mal. The roll for 33 Edward I.. 
unknown to them. has been edited Rolls Series, vol. 98) by F. W. 
Maitland. with a valuable introductionappendices; rolls 
for 18 Edward 1. and is Edward II. are printed in II. Coles' DOes-
merits Illustrative of English History. The Parliament Roll includes, 
enrolments of statutes among its contents. But from Edward 1. 
to Edward IV. the statutes after receiving the royal assent were 
also enrolled upon the Statute Roll (chancery), of which only six 
rolls now remain. From these rolls and other sources the Record 
Commission prepared the volumes known as Statutes of the Realms 
on principles described in the introduction to that work. Unfor-
tunately the editors made use of early printed texts, and trans. 
lotions based upon the inferior texts contained in Exchequer K.R. 
Miscellaneous Book: 9, to and n, and so diminished the value of 
their work. The Statutes of the Realm extend to the end of the reign 
of Queen Anne. Since then public general acts have been pub. 
Used in many forms; private acts ceased to be enrolled upon 
the Parliament Rolls during the 16th century; the originals are 
preserved in the House of Lords. The Record Office contains 
detached documents relating to parliamentary proceeding known 
RS Exchequer Parliamentary and Chancery Parliamentary, but neither 
class has yet taken a final form. 

STATE TAPERS —This class contains the documents belonging to 
the tikes of the secretaries of state, formerly deposited in the plane 
of custody called the State Paper Office. This of was estab-
lished about the year 1578. but the first attempt to arrange its 
contents seems to have been due to Sir Thomas Wilson, who an the 
reign of James I. divided the papers into two classes. Domestic 
and Foreign, to which at a later date the 'lass of Colonial Papers 
was added. These series all come to an end at the sear t's,82, at 
which date the modern history of the office of Secretary of State 
begins. 

Domestic.—Calendars of these papers have been published for 
the period 1547-11676. with special volumes dealing with the papers 
of the Committee for Advance of Money (1642-1656), and of the 
Committee for Compounding (1643-0 ,6o). Another series of volume. 
begins with the year 1689, and a third extends from 176o to 1775. 
these last are cal lW Horse Office Papers, but arc in no way dalerst.t 
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In character from the State Papers Demotic. The Domestic Papers 
Meting exclude* to Ireland have been calendared under the 
title of Sere Papas, Ireland, for the yeah t5oe-eSoz and 1603-1665, 
with a special volume dealing with the papers concern'ng Ado*. 
twos for Lame. From 1670 these papers are ulendated in the 
Domestic volumes. 

Scodame—Originally these were in the State Paper Office two 
sets of papers relating to Scotland, State Papers Domestic, Border 
Papers, containing papas concerning the Council of the North 
and the Wardens of the Marche; and State Papers Foreign, Scotland, 
before the union of the two crowns. The first calendar of theme was 
• Calendar of State Papers, Scotland, 1509-1603, containing brief 
notes of all the Stale Papers Foreign, Scotland, and of many of the 
Border Papers which were removed from their plans without any 
record of the removal. Next came the Calenda r of State Papers 
Foreign, in which were included a.r. ently all the Border Papers 
for the period covered which had escaped the previous raid; 
notes, however, were made of the paper so taken. Out of the 
original 75 volumes of Border Papers only 36 remained. At a later 
date the papers drawn for the Foreign Calendar were restored 
and now form the first ze volumes of the series, while the 36 volumes 
originally remaining have now become the final 23. At the same 
time the Stale Papers Farriers, Scotland, were annexed, and became 
State Papers Domestic, Scotland, In their present arrangement the 
Border Papers have been calendared in the following volumes: 
vole. 5-e9 in the Slate Papers Foreign tfo-tOo; vas. 20-42 
in the Scottish General Register Office Calendar f Border Papers 
.156o-r6o3. The State Papers Domestic, Scotland, from 1547 on-
wards, are being fully calendared in the Scottish General R.egister 
Office Calendar of Scottish Papers with other material. Those 
from 530e to 1547 are dealt with in the Letters and Papers of Henry 
VIII. (see below, SPeCIAL COLLaCTIONS). A list of these three 

has been published (No. III.). 
Foreign.—Calendars of the State Papers Foreign have been 
Wished for the period 1547-1580. A few of these papers are 

also cakndared in the first volume of the State Papns SpaNish 
(see belod under SPAIN). The Record Office has pu a list 
of the StaM Papers Foreign (No. XIX.). 

Cokisiaf.-77tese papas ate cakndared •  in two sets, an " East .  
Indies" (1513-16e4, which has been continued to 1639 by the 
'India Office in Miss E. B. Sainsbury's Court Minutes of the East 
India Company) and an " America and West Indies " ( 1 574-093i 
in progress). 

DEPARTMINTAL RECORDS.—From time to time all the govern-
ment departments, with the exception of the India Office, de posit 
such papers as they wish to preserve in the Public Record Office; 
thus the Treasiry, Home Office, Foreign Office, Colonial Office, 
Admiralty, War Office, Local .alsonesit Board and Board of Trade 
have all placed important papers in the care of the Master of the 
Rolla. A calendar of the earlier Treasury Papers, which extends 
from tiffa to 1668 and 5720 to 1745 has been published; also a 
list of the Admiralty Records (No. XVII.). For each department 
a limiting date is fixed from time to time; 'documents before that 
time are open to students; later ones are only accessible under 
special conditions. 

SUBORDINATE AND INDEPENDENT Juanotcrums.—Palatinate of 
Durham—For the earlier records see G. T. Lapsley's County Pael-
las of Durham (Harvard Historical Series, voL vin.), pp. 3 27-337. 
The letters sent out from the b 	chancery are enrolled on the 
Cursitoo' Records, Nos. 29 to ttl4 	are cakndared in Reports 
35 to 37 and 40. One of the register 	op Kellawe's) has been 
printed in full in the Rolls series (No. 62 with additions from the 
register of Bishop Bury. The Cl/ATOM also include seven 
bundles of Inquisitions Post Abram (Nos. 164-180), calendared in 
the 44th Report; and a volume (No. 2) contains transcripts of 
similar documents, calendared in the 45th Report. The records 
of the Exchequer of Durham, though dept  deposited in the Public Record 
Office, are treated as the prorate records of the Ecclesiastical Cour 
mission, and are only accessible with a special permit. To the 
judicial records the only printed means of reference is the list of 
Judgment Rolls (so Henry VII. to 7-8 Victoria) in the Record 
Office list of Plea Rolls (No. IV.) 

Palatinate of Chabe—The letters sent out from the chancery 
are enrolled epee the Chester Reeseekence Rolls (t Edward II. to 

Charles II. with a few rolls down to I; William .11e) calendared in 
s 36-37 and 39. The financial records of the Exchequer 

of Chester are listed among the Ministers' Accounts (List No V.) 
of the county of Chester. The Inqwisitions poet Mertens and ad 
quad daemon (Edward Ill. to Cherie. I.) are indexed in the 25th 
report. The judicial records consist of Pleas in the Exchequer, 
a court of equity. Its record: are Bills and Answers (Henry VIII. 
to George IV ), calendared in the 25th Report up to Philip and Mary; 
and Decrees and Orders. The court of the justices of Chester was 
at common law; its Plea Rolls (44 Henry III. to z William IV.), 
with a separate series for Flint (from Is Edward I.) are listed amt 

VI f Dater upon these roils for the period Henry III. to Henry IT. 
the Plea 'Roils (List No. IV.). The Deeds. Inqsiisitsons and Wrist 

are calendared in the 26th-3oth Reports without an index. The 
Assoc Rolls for the counties of Chester and Flint and for the 

honour of MaTscladald ate listed among the other mks soils eLet 
No. IV.). 

Wrier.—The following are the principal records of Ikea= 
peaky of Wales: Ministers' Accounts and Coot Ras, 
those of the principality and of the bowers and manes al the 
Lords Marchers, listed in Lists Noe. V. and VI. Of the jodesal 
records of the Greet Sessioos of Wake, set up by the act 34 & 15 
Henry VIII., c. 26, the Plea Rolls are listed in the list of Plea Wile 
(No. IV). For an account of the Court of the Marches la Vials.. 
see C. A. Skeet's The Comet its the Marchesof Wales. 

The Duchy and Palatinate of Lanosster.--.The duchy of Carrier 
comprises all the estates of the duke of Lancaster; the pelatione 
is limited to the county of Lancaster. The records of the pshr 
thaw. tranderred to the Public Record Office from Lanais err clod; 
related to the county and are either enrolments of ants or of a 
judicial nature. The records of the duchy, transferred from die 
office of the duchy at Westminster, include similar records and 
others dealing with the mattered and financial meads al all the 
estates within and without the county. For the Deck, ReaseAs 
see the detailed list (No. XIV.), where the means of reference w 
this collection are fully described. Of the Palatinate Records the 
enrolments of writs are classified as Petal and Close Rags. IL 
former, a broken artier from 5 John of Gaunt to 21 He VIL, 
are calendared in the 40th Report; the latter (in 3 folk, a bsebea 
series, II Henry IV. to Edward IV.) In the 37th Report: bee 
certain enrolments of the palatinate are among the duchy records. 
The Judicial records of the chancery are not calendared; bat mfr 

by way of appeal from that court to the Derby proceedings
tnlr at Westminster are dealt with in the duchy list. Pro 

eecdinp under common law include Plea Rolls (a Henry IV. to 
iVietoria) listed in the list of Plea Rolls (No. IV.): and for criminal 

Vproceedings there are palatinate Assisi, Rags (Henry VI. to 6 
iec'etoe7-tia), of which there is a list in the mme place. But comma 

rolls which were among the Duchy Records will be found Vat 
at papa 139-540 of the same list. 

Bishopric of Ely.—The act I & 2 Victoria, c...94. places the meads 
of this palatinate under the charge of the Master of the Redla. 
They have never been removed to the Record Office, but Tessa 
at Ely with the episcopal records, where they can be interned. 
A valuable descriptive list has been published by Alfred Gibber 
for private circulation. 

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS.—For the classification of the records 
hitherto described the, knowledge preserved of their °don and 
purpose has been used. There exist, however, masses of moods 
where this path is now inaccessible; these have been formed by 
putting together records of a similar nature either in ignorance 
their history or without regarding it; the justification of this 
course of action must be found in the spatial circumstances of 
each case. These collections are as follows:— 

Ministers' Accounts are the accounts of bailiffs, receivers. aed 
other officers managing estates, including, first, those of the ducky 
of Lancaster; second, accounts of crown lands filed as vuuciore 
in the King's Remembrancer's Office; third, accounts of ussowaie 
and other lands seised by the crown, or acquired by it by 
inheritance or marriage. A list of these accounts C dre:e.ea 
published by the Record Office (Nos. V. and VIII.) covering the 
period down to 1485. For the accounts of the ducky of Lascasms 
a list will be found in the 45th Report, extending to the nisei of 
George III. 

Court Rolls are records of the proteedinp and profits of mammal 
and other private courts coming from the same sources as the 
Ministers' Accounts, and closely connected with them. For a 
list see Record Office. Lists and Indexes. No. VI.; and for specimens 
Merl Pleas is Manorial Cowls, edited for the &Wee Sceiele hs 
F. W. Maitland. 

Ancient Danis.—In this collection are placed all documemes 
which appear to have formed part of a title to land, some anginal 
royal charters and other analogous records. There are five scrim, 
A, B. C. U, and E, &Wave:led by their Conner place of easoode-
Documents too large for the ordinary method of packing hese • 
double letter, e.g. A.A., and to those bearing fine seals dog linter 
S is added. e.g. AS or AAS. There are thus in all fifteen dame. 
The A claws are derived from the Treasury 4 Receipt, or Chopper 
Howe at Westminster, and are largely monastic; the B chums 
are from the court of A sigmattations; the C classes are chewer, 
deeds. probably deposited as exhibits in suits or for earvieneses.: 
the D classes are from the Kings Ronembrancer's office: and the 
E classes are from the Land Room office. In teo7 five 
of a descriptive catalogue had been published by 	Record 

 Cornarporsdente waists of documents which is farm use 
rather of the nature of a later than • writ en petition. Slew ad 
them were found detached in the chancery records. but similar 
doannents from other sources have been added. The issue 
duerion to the Rowed Office List (No. XV.) cootahaesome amass 
of the formation of the class, and the Irt gives edensioes 
printed collections based upon these documents. Vol. $3  toogaios 
krtne of the Cely Family and is published (Camden Sod*, 
3ed strict. vol. O- 

A ncient Petwons.—The history of the fon:auks of this cis 
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&scum: an account of It is in the Raced Office India to the 
• (No. I.)• but see also the Introduction to F. W. Mainland's 
neon& tie Parliament° (Rolls Series, vol.  Ai le which 
me a number of these petitions arc printed in full. 

iiploinatic Documents-1u the Chapter House at Westminster 
• a collection of treaties and other documents connected with 
ign affairs, and to these have been added other similar deco-
de found there. Of these there is a descriptive list in the 
It and 49th Reports. A collection of so-called Diplomatic 
wrests from the cheesy forms part of the CMiscery 
(cottoned. 
Alters and Papevs, Pangs and Domestic, of Ike Reign of Henry 
11.—This great collection of materials for the reign of Henry VIII. 
Jendar of 20 volumes in 3o) at present extends to the year 1547, 
1 is intended to contain abstracts of all documents basing 
in that reign in the Record Office, the British Museum and 
er collections. Record Office documents dealt with in this 
ender have sometimes been kit in their original place of custody 
I sometimes transferred to • series of bound volumes known 
Leiters and Papers, Henry VIII. References will be found 
be Calendar to a previous series of Stale Papers of tole Reign of 
try VIII., printed by • Royal Commission for printing State 

711 lialmow Books.—The many books and registers pees ed 
the Record Office will be found described in theati ndbo k. 
e following have been printed:— 

EXCHEQUER KING'S REERHBRAXCER 

a. The Red Boo& of the Luhequer (Rolls Series. No. 951). 
1.3. Beni of Aids. (Sec Feudal A ids. published by Record 

4. Book of
Offien. 

Aids. 

 Fees. (See Feudal Aids.) 
IS. 3 & 6. Testa de Nevin; printed by the Record Commission. 

I a. Lida Niger Pawns, printed by Thomas Hearne. 
Is. 13 4 14.Taxalso Ecclesiastics; printed by the Record Coin. 

mission.' 
I I7 A 36th-century transcript of an abstract of Kirkby's 

Quest for certain counties; used in Feudal Aids. 
I. 24. Chartulary of Malmesbury Abbey (Rolls Series. No 72) 
I. a& Chartulary of Ramsey Abbey (Rolls Series. No 79) 
I. 32 The Book of Common Prayer deposited under the Act of 

Uniformity. 
16.3,5 & 36.. Accounts of the voyages of Martin Frobisher 

(ibildnyt'is Voyages). 

EXCERQURR TRZASURY or Raceme 
loniesday Book.—Indexes and supplementary matter were 
tool by the Record Commission. Since then lacsuniles of the text 
each county have bees issued. 

/Baca:awes Books. 
Is, 16-53. Certificates of Musters. (See Letter and Papers of 

- Me Reign of Henry V///.) 
169. Retests of Knights Fees in the Honour of Richmond; 

printed in Gales Registwon HOlIoris de Richmond. 
I. •7. Abstracts of Plaits Comm Rev. tke.; printed in Ab-• 

!avian° Plankrum (Record Commission). 
I oe Statutes of the Order of the Garter CI J. Antis, Register 

of the Order of Ike Cartes 

EXCHEQUER AUGHINTATION OFPICR 
I. 57 Rentals and Catboat: 4 Bald. Abbey (Camden Society. 

Series a, sofa 41). 
ks t7O-184. Copies of I 	Indexed in 49th 
Is. 493-51,5. Inventories of Church Goods. For=is of those 

minted. see Mdly et Bishop. Bibliorapine Gtheirale dos 
brantaires 

fhe following accounts of other collections of records are 
eerily less detailed:— 
'limy Convicts Oenct.—The registers of the Privy Council 
still preserved in that office. with the exception of a few volumes 

ich have strayed into other places. J. R. Dement has edited for 
Master of the Rolls a series of volumes containing The Acts of 

Privy Conseil, rem 1547 to 16.34. The Proceedlnp and Ordinances 
We Privy Conned. so Rich. Henry VIII., edited for the 
cord Commission by Sir N. Hams Nicolas, are from documents 
the Cotton MSS. and from transcripts made by Rymer from 
magenta then at the Pella Office. 
nose Orsica.—The records of the India Office are preserved 
re. Complete printed lists exist for the whole collection, and 
following documents have been published: The First Letter Book 

Me Eon Indic Company edited by Sir G. Birdwood and W. 
tier: Lanes received by Me East India Company from its Servants 
We East, edited by F. C. Danvers and W. Foster (6 vols.). The 
cods in India may be mentioned here. Each presidency and 
h province keeps its own; and this is the case also with the 
dler subdivisions. No primed lists appear to ate for any of 

collections. The following volumes have been published 
km Despatches and other Papers of eke Paden Depaetwiern of 
Geemtawst el lade. 277e-82. edited by G. W. Forrest (3 els., 

Calcutta). Ders 5736-sycy, edited _by S. C. Hill (3 vols. 3905); 
and Ofd Fart Wll&sis edited by C. R. Wee (.3 vela. 1906 -7)- 

Ireland. 
The Public Record Office of Ireland was establ,-wd in 1867 by 

the Act 30 & 3t Vict. C. 70, when. the records of the various 
courts of law, all wills proved in Ireland. and certain financial 
records, were collected into one building. The State Paper Office 
remains a separate, though subordinate, department in one of the 
towers of Dublin Castle, whence the papers are only transferred to 
the Record Office by special order. The Deputy Keeper oL the 
Irish Record Office publishes yearly reports with appendices. 'The 
most important calendar published in these is that of Feints or 
warrants for the issue of letters under the Great Seal, Henry VIII. 
to Elizabeth, contained in Reports 7-9, 11-13, 13-18, with indicts 
for each reign. A calendar of the Deeds of Christ  Dublin, 
is contained in the loth, 23rd, 24th and 27th Reports. The Wills 
of the diocese of Dublin, down to the year z800, are indexed under 
the names of the testators in the 26th and 30th Reports. The 
series of Proclaim/foe by the lord lieutenant and council, and by 
the crown, which is among the records in the Record 'Tower of 
Dublin Castle, is catalogued in the 23rd and 24th Reports. Of the 
finecial records very little has been published. In the 33rd Report 
there is a good account of the Booksof the Treasury and -Accounting 
Departments from the reign of Henry VIII. Scattered entries 
from the Pipe Roils (13 Henry III.-33 Edward 1.) are printed in 
the 33rd and 35th-318th Reports. Before the establishment of the 
Record Office the rish Record Commission published a Latin 
calendar of the Patent and Close Rolls from Henry II. to Henry VII.. 
and an incomplete calendar in English for the years 5-33 Henry 
VIII. Under the authority of the Master of the Rolls • calendar 
was published for the period Henry VIII. to Elizabeth, upon which 
some severe comments will be found in T. Gilbert's The History . 
of the Public Records of Ireland. 

An English calendar for the reign of James 1. was published by 
the Record Commission; and • calendar for the years 1-8 Charles 
I.. under the authority of the Master of the Rolls. Two lame folio 
volumes entitled Liber Hibernie should here be mentioned. The 
history and contents of this astounding work can he gathered from 
its introduction, and from an index to it in the 9th Report. In-
parities post ~atm and on attainder, for the noes of Leinster 
and Ulster only, and desk with in the Record commission's Nein. 
time in officio Rondorsisn Cancelkirie Hibernia asservalanew Hoer-
!orison. Of strictly judicial records the Record Office has published one 
volume of an admirable calendar of the Justiciary Rolls (:293-2303). 

Scotland. 
The records of the kingdom are deposited in 'several places In 

Edinburgh. The principal repository is the General Register 
House, at present governed by the, Act 42 & 43 Viet. C. 
But certain records of the chancery and all the records of the court 
of teinds are in .separate reposnones. A general account of these 
records is given in M. Livingstone's Guide Mike Public Records of 
Scotland deposited in H.Y. General Register House. Edinburgh, with 
appendices describing those contained in other repositories. 

Parlimeentary.—The Record Commission of Great Britain 
published The Acts of the Parliament of Scotland (lisa-tyoy). a 
text derived from many source deambed in the introductory 
volume; The Acts of the Lords Auditors of Causes and Cemplailits 

i t466-t494), being the proceedings of the parliamentary committee 
ce hearing petitions: and The Acts of tie lards of Council (5478-
'44S), being proceedings of • similar bodi.,... ,:e.:Inerid  

Privy Cosowd.—The register of the ' Council of Scotland 
from :545 is in course of publication at the Register House. 

Excliezinr.—The Exchequer Rolls, corresposdiog • to the Great 
Roll of the English Exchequer, are being printed in full from 1264 
at the General Register House; and the accounts of the Treasurer 
of Scotland from 1473 are being published at the same office. 

Ckancery.—The enrolments of letters Weed under the Great 
Seal of Scotland are contained in twelve rolls and a series of 
volumes. The Record Commission printed these registers in full 
for the period 1306-1424: and the General Register House is 
continuing the publication in an abridged form. 

Court of Chancery—Only the enrolments of letters under the Great 
Seal are transferred to the General Register House; the remainder 
are preserved in the court of cbancesv The most important of 
these are the Recoups to Chancery. To these the only printed 
means of reference is the /naiuitiontors ad eapellans Dwain is 
Maintains abbreviatio (16th and 17th centuries), published by 
the Record Commission. 

Local Records. 
To deal with the municipal and local records of Great Britain 

In any detail is quite impossible in this article. Fortunately the 
admirable work of C. Gross, entitled The Bibliography of Municipal 
History (Harvard Historical Studies), contains • complete account 
of the work done OR municipal records up to 1897; while the 
Report of the Committee &wanted to inquire as to the existing 
atrsnimments for the collec tion and custody of local records tioor) 
afford* a complete view of the questions dealt with by it. 
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Private ate Collections.—The publicationsof the Historical 

Manuscripts Commission are in most cases the only primed means 
of reference to private muniments. The 17th Report of the 
Commission contains an index to all the collections of papers so 
far dealt with by them. 

Wills.—Up to the date of the Probate Act (so & 21 Viet. 
C. 77) the proving of wills was under ecclesiastical jurisdiction. 
and the wills themselves were scattered among peculiar courts—
enures of the various bishop., and the prerogative court of Canter-
bury. By the passing of the act a general registry was established 
at Somerset House, to which were transferred all the sill. of the 
prerogative court of Canterbury and of many of the other registries. 
: sien at the present time there remains much confusion and 

uncertainty as to the place of deposit of the wills of any particular 
court; and for accurate information on this point the inquirer 
must be referred to the Handbook to the Ancient Coots of Probate 
and Depositories of Wills, by G. W. Marshall. 

British Colonies. 
For the British colonies the most important records. historically 

meaking, are the Colonial Office papers deposited in the Public 
Record Office, London; and those colonies which have published 
the records relating to their history have usually gone to that 
source. In New South Wales, however, there is in the Colonial 
Secretary's office at Sydney a collection of records dating from 
n i eg. which are included in the volumes published by that State. 
Cape Colony possesses records dating from Mgt; G. McCall Theal. 
historiographer of the colony, has also published important 
series of volumes of documents drawn from the Public Record 
Office and other European sources. Canada has recently cen- 
tralized its records, of which a large part so far consists of 
transcripts made in Europe. For an account see E. C. Burnett's 
List of printed guides to aid descriptions of Archives and other 
repositories of Historical Manuscripts (American Historical Menu-
genius Commission Report. nen). The Dominion Archivist submits 
yearly to the Minister for Agriculture a report, in which (in 
Appendices) are given many lists and accounts of records. 

European Countries. 
In dealing with Great Britain it has seemed desirable to give 

some account of publications dealing with the contents of the 
repositories described. In the remainder of the article this will 
not be attempted. For the most part the boom mentioned are 
in themselves bibliographies and eludes. and do not contain even 
abstracts or descriptions of actual documents. It is scarcely 
necessary to explain that much of the following information is 
based on the week of Langlois add Stein. 

AUSTRIA AND HUNGAR T.—The records Of Austria-Hungary, 
Bohemia, and the other stapes under the same government, are 
alma:creed locally. There are repositories of government 
  at Vienna. Budapest and Prague. and ten provincial 
places of deposit. Even at Vienna there is nothing resernHing 
the English Public Record Office; the Eaisoliches wid.konien hes 
Haus-, Hof  wed Skatorchie contains the papers of the imp dal 
family and the records of imperial administration and of Om: of 
foreign affairs. Of other departmental papers those at he 
Ministry of War are the most important. There is no corn: ete 
inventory of all these records. At Budapest since 1871 have 
collected the archives of Hungary, Transylvania, Croatia nd 
the government of Fiume: for an account of the records in i his 
and other Hungarian and Transylvanian lepneitories we Fr. 
Zimmermann's Ubo Archie is Ungar.; ein Fmk,' durth sinew. 
etedische and siebenburgische Archive. 

Baecium.—The records are numerous and valuable. 
Seats Records comprise all those of the central governments, 

of the modern kingdom, of the governments preceding it and of 
the various states such as Brabant, Flanders, Quickies and 
Hainault out of which Belgium was formed. They are preserved 
partly at Brussels as General Records of the XisOons and partly 
in provincial repositories. Thus at Ghent are archives of the 
county ed Flanders. at Liege of the principality of that name and 
of the duchy of Limburg. at Mons of the county of Hainault, at 
Bruges of the liberty of Bruges and other jurisdictions of eastern 
Flanders, at Namur, Arlon, Hamdt and Towne' are repositories 
of less importance: at the same time the repository at Brussels 
contains many records of the same kind as those in the provincial 
offices and is the chief one of the country: the collection there has 
been formed from various collections in Belgium combined with 
records restored by the Austrian government and other acquisitions. 

Archives Provinciales, the records of provincial administrations 
since 1794, are placed in the chief towns of each province: each 
collection falls into three periods. French (1794-014). Dutch 
tie 14-thde) and Belgian. 

Meer:real A rchivri.—The most important are those of Antwerp. 
Bruges, Ghent. Matinee Mons. Tournai and Ypres. 

The best book of general bibliographical reference for Belgian 
records is Pirenne's Bibliogrophie de Fhistoire de Belgique. 

DENLAR x.—At Copenhagen there has been. since then, a central 
Record office (Rigsarelia) containing all the previously existing 

collections of records. and receiving those of the various ministries 
and offices. There are also repositories there. and at Odense and 
Viborg:  for local records. municipal and others. The central 
office is publishing a genes of inventories of documents In as 
chame. 

FeeNce.--The best general work is Les Amino de swore de 
Freese, by Langton and Stein. The administration of the rem* 
is attached to the Ministry of Public Instruction. acting *broach 
• commission and inspectors. 

Archives Nalientaks, is the Hetet Soubise at Paris, are dbridell 
into three sections, Historigue, Administrative et Dowesatak and 
Legislative d Jediciaire, each including subsections distinguished 
by letters or groups of letters. The classification is by subject, 
not necessarily by origin or function; but some of the clama 
e.g. the archives of the Friar des Charles, the Parliament 4 Porn 
and the Clidtekt, represent real groups of records with a comma 
history. 

Archives des Minualres.—In theory the &dims Mammas 
should receive all government office records except those is 
current use: actually several offices retain their own. Thum the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs keeps Its archives. divided hem 
Correspondence polsisgue and Mbiesires penmen s : it aka 
publishes aeries of lseentaires analytigum des Ankles du ifiaavIry 
des Adams avangkes. and Recoils des DIAPIICS0012 del ales ass 
ambassaderrs d saristses do France depuis ks treats de Westphalia 

rzl k Ravishes frangaim. The Ministries of War and tie 
likewise possess and administer their own archives. 

Archives Dipartementaks. — Each department pommies • 
special office for the custody of its records, which are in mum 
cases of great importance, coediting partly of the record: ►  of the 
ancient provincial governments. private documents seized at the 
Revolution. muniments of religious houses &c., and partly el 
modern administrative records. A system of uniform claasilwatim 
by subjects has been applied to these, coupled with a ode that 
documents having • common history and origin are soot to be 
separated; it is understood that the intelligence of the archivists 
in charge has enabled them to disobey neither of these regulatioed 
For a general .  view of the durangeseng. and contents of 
mental repowtones see Elat general fertarlds des astbaer 
dipartementales, aides repose el pale& stiemaies (IOW. 
and the Inventaires Sonanaires for the several departments. Fr 
the publication of local societies see Naomi es. bibliography At 
Chistoire, by Ch. V. Langlois, (tpt) p. 385  seq. 

Archives Ilunicipales et ememsuales : the value of them 
arises largely from their having had an undisturbed hisbare: 
inventories of most of the collection exist In print. (See Leegeass 
and Stein, et- ea- pp. 378-442.) 

Artisan Hespitalthis form an important body of sommle. 
for the most part undisturbed. For their classification. aid a 
list of the repositories of them, me Lisoglais and Stein, p. leg  seq.; 
the many other places In France where records most me seer 
tinned in the sane work; note, however, that the archives of the 
Bastille are now in the Biblitakigne de lArsenal at Pais. These 
are in the English Public Record Office seventy-them volumes of 
trraannssccrTiipptts from French archives, taken part frtsa the Afficlims. 
Natioedes (Letters of Henrietta Maria. Ac) and pertly from 
Archives DIpartemottaks. The Record Office C sJ Deemnansta 
Franc, edited by J. H. Round, containing early *mantic charters 
is based on these. 

GIRMAXT.—Unfortunately lists of German State ambises 
(Gehenna Arai.) an not published. Repoeitories e= 
numerous: for their localities, see the Hand- and A

d 
 

der detitscheis Arddes of C. A. H. Burkina!, (sad ed.. 
In Prussia, besides the central repolito_ry at Berlin. them sure 
sixteen provincial or of importance. The other kingdom. and 
states forming part of the German empire have each their  repasrtry 
not always at the capital. Some account of their costa to  pate ^e 
found in Langlois and Stein (op. _cit.) and la Fr. woo ILAliwe's 
Archisiehrs. GreasAfige eke Gateladde. Aufgaben and lbws= 
answer Areas: : for the publication of State Records me 
mans-Watts. (halleskussife sue denbdan Geschicke; mad for 
Prussian archives in particular R. Kaiser's Oier des 
Sand der nrchivalischen nacho in Nessus (40.17:41= 
numerous and valuable ma w& of DM= sdereoce may be 
made to the works already mentioned. Many af the towns. as 
Cologne, publish volumes drawn from their archives. and men 
include in them documents from other sources. Of special imams 
to English students is 'Constantin Hehlbsurn's work wpm the 
Haase towns. The Reword Office has • volume of thaascups 
from German archives. 

Hot.teire.--Tliere is on:otraeoshory for each of the demo mum 
That at the Hague. for 	Holland. serves also as a calomel 
repository for the whole kingdom. This callectioa 	 a 
special building, and include, the records of Foreign Mire 
classed under the countries to which they Mate, and emu& 
documents acquired from the collection of Sir Thomas 

P  There are maay printed and manuscriptt lists. and accemri lit 
documents is easy. This is also the case with the other promeree 
archives. of which the most Impatient aas thole at Paabaim. 
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micenboach, Groningen, Hanker, Maastricht, fiffiddelbuts 
Utrecht. 
awn archives are for the most part well preserved. Printed 
atones generally exist, and in some cases, e.g. at Doesburg, 
archives contain information as to the relations between the 
se and England in the meth century. 
utch nepositodes have no edminiarative internmenexion. 
• aschimat reports yearly to the arthivistsinahief of the 
dom. and sine 1878 these Ventage* antra" Rifts mutt 
riewie have been printed. 
he English Public Record Office ha, four volumes of transcripts 
t Dutch archives. 
wt tr.—Tbe administration of the public reconisof the 
tacked to the Ministry of the Interior, for which office Signor
o published (1883) his Relations' mail Grain di state *Mimi. 
re are seventeen repositories, representing the ancient divisions 
He kingdom. The most important are the following:— 
!errewce. containing records of the foreign correspondence of 
dukes of Tuscany and the Romaine republic. 
moo. records of the republic. 
'iron. records of the duchy. in particular the registers called 
vaunt. Pentane*. 
faders, records of the family of Esti 
apin, in particular the Candler* Anginas, records of the 
evin kings of Naples, containing_ documents relative to their 
naive dominions in Provence, Anjou and elsewhere, for a 
iographical account of which see Les Archives Angmiaes de 
Jos; nudes no les registru de Rai Cheeks Pr. by Paul Darrieu. 
doe also possesses the important Archon. Formula's., mainly 
ada of the duke of Panne, brought there by Charles I. of Bourbon 
is accession to the throne of the Two Soles in 1733. 

alerme, the records of the Wand of Sicily. 
ease, the most important records of the Archivio di State are 
on relating to the papal government which was not transierred 
be Vatican in 1871. 
eerie, the archives of the house of Savoy, especially the letters 
n envoys at foreign courts, a series of very important reports. 
*mire•  the convent ski Fran contains probably the most 
arming collection of records in Italy. Rawdon FIrcasn. G. 
enclith Bentinch, and H. F. Brown have edited many of the 
icipal documents relating to England in the State Paps: 
elms (Record Office), which are still in progre- The Re, ad 
ce also pontrara two hundred and tan velum. of transcripts 

Venetian archives, mostly the reports and sorrespondo ice 
ambassadors, together with Rawdon Brown's large collo( on 
insular materials, mainly originals or early copies (see Report ti). 
Ise Vatican.—For the history of the papal archives the ...irk 
H. Breslau. ifandbuch der Urkendastehre far Deutschland veld 
less (LeiSKIR. IERD), may be consulted. The best English 
aunt *contained in an article in the American Historical R. ,ete 
tober 1896), by C. H. Haskins. But certain of the prefases 
the Record Office Calendar mentioned below may be consult •A ; 
I the description given by Langton and Stein (op. cit.) is usctul. 
e Vatican archives have been open to students only since the 
✓ 0181. The chief portion of the collection is that called the 
hien Severs, which may be divided into two heads, the original 
'am* Srrren and the archives added to it from Ay' non, born 
castle of St Angelo and from special offices such as the Ganheey, 

tares Apostolic'. Rota. Stereftria BI814111111, S4,11481,0 Gratis*, 
uterstiary. and Master of the COCIN011iet. The records of the 
igregations of the Index, the Holy Office and the Propaganda 

not usually accessible to students. 
iince tint the importance of the archives has attracted to Rome 
ny bands of students. Most European governments have 
anged for the publication of records dealing with their own 
entries. The classes of documents that have received most 
ention are the &sesta, or registers of bulls and briefs, issued 
the papal chancery; the Supplieationes, or petitions: and the 

nuiaterae. or despatches received from the nuncios and *wee-
all sent tp them. An account of the numerous publications 
I be found in the works shady mentioned. Here it is only 
stable to mention the English publications. The Record Office 
London has published one volume Of heiti4161, /311—I417. 

d a Calendar from the Regalia, which covers the period t 1911-ter. 
a French government Is publishing a complete Calendar of the 
arta up to the end of the 13th century. Thee are in the English 
Id* Record Office one hundred and sixty-two volumes of trans:opts 
in the Vatican archives amused in two series. 
Nominate—The records of Norway are preserved at Christbnia, 
d include a collection of papers of Christian 11., king of Denmark. 
r the =daft of the collection. see Diplonialariam Norxgicum, 

Law and Unger (11149-189t),• and Menke Rigmlistnrater 
kris addrag„ dealing with the 16th and 17th centuries. 
Pcsirecm..—Portuguese royal 'accords are in the monastery of 
o Beata at Lisbon. The collection suffered much during the 
rthqualee of 5733. It includes the registers of the Chancery 
see the Ilth century. and a large number of documents subsidiary 
them. In addition to this repository there see collections at 

e various ministries: hem the records of the Ministry for Foreign 

Affairs. Borges de Castro, and afterwards Judice Biker, published 
their Calla* dos Tratados ... edre a Corona de Portugal e as 
omit potaniar. There are three volumes of transcripts from 
Portuguese records in the English Public Record Office. 

RUSSIA.—The records of the Russian government are distributed 
is various repositories in Moscow and St Petersburg. At the 
former are marvel the records of the foreign relations of Russia 
down to tilos; mimeses to use them can be obtained from the 
Minister for Fa -resign Affairs: thee are no printed lists, but many 
in manuscript. At Moscow are also preserved the records of the 
Ministry of Justice. In vol. idiv. of the Revue histories" (t89o) 
there is an ankle by 	Chemko and L.-M. Baldol on La Archives 
de rewspee nose I Moscow. The records of government offices 
at St Petersburg are not open to students. There are minor re-
positories at various provincial capitals, and the records of the Grand 
Duchy of Finland are at Helsingfors. There see three volumes 
of transcripts from Russian records at the English Public Record 
Office. 

STAIN. —The nearest approach to a central Record Office for 
Spain is the Archive General Central, established by a royal ordin. 
ante of 1838 at Akati de Hennes, near Madrid. The collection 
there include', in addition to the general administrative records of 
the kingdom, valuable historical matter concerning the inquisition, 
the Jesuits, and other subjects. There is also at Madrid a repository 
known as the Archive Nistorico Nacional, which contains the archives 
of crown lands and suppressed monasteries, with a_ 

to 	

printed inventory. 
The remaining records are distributed Bally in separate reposi- 
tories containing the archives of the old • dome. Those of 
Castile are partly at Simancas and partly at Alcala de Henares. 
Those of Aragon are at Barcelona in the Palacio de loo Condes. 
Those of Navarre are at Pamplona and difficult of acmes The 
remainder are of small importance. 

In addition to these there are two collections requiring notice, 
the Archive general de Indicts at Seville and the papers of the Con-
sisted° del Mar at Bilbao. 

The English Public Record Office is publishing a Calendar of the 
papers relating to England in Spanish and other connected archives. 
The introduction to the first volume, edited by C. Bergenroth, 
contains a sketch of the records used by him; and the series, under 
the successive editorship of Bergenroth, Don Pasquale de Gayangos 
and Major Martin HUM, now extends from the reign of Henry VII I. 
to the year 1603. The Record Office possenes suety-five volumes 
of transcript frau Spanish archives. 

Sweet:N.—The archives have not yet been centralized,. and large 
collections exist at the various ministries. The most important 
" however. ate the Royal Archives (Rigsarchivet), pre- 
seZetdis* the Wand of Riddarholmen, Stockholm. A great many 
publications have been based on these: there are for instance an 
inventory, Middklandess /ran Svenska Rigsarchivet • a work bearing 
generally on Scandinavian history, Handlistgar r8nsiscle  Scandia- 
naowrtt historic • and the Diplomatarium Swims, which is still 
in 	- The English Record Office has seven volumes of 
tran-,rens fe,n1 the Stockholm archives, with a report. 

Private collections are numerous and valuable, and a society for 
exploring and publishing such records is supported by the state. 

SWITTERLAND. —The Swiss records are of two kinds: records of 
the confederation, and records of the several cantons. The first 
are in the B sonde s- A ratio at Berne, and date from 3798: see General 
Repertorium der Acorn des kelretischen Centralarckne its Bern. 
1798-18ej, and Schweirerisches Urkunden-Register, by B. Hidber, 
vol. ii. (Berne. 1877). The Cantonal records, some of them of 
very early date, are at the chief town of each canton, and for the 
most part are provided with manuscript inventories. For those 
of Geneva, see also Les Archives de Geneve, edited by F. Turrettini 
and A. C. Grivel (1877). For the records of the Abbey of St Gall, 
see lirkundenbuch der Abtei St Gallen, edited by H. Wartmanne 

863-t882); and for those of Zurich, Urkundenbuch der Steuit and 
Landschaft Zurich, by P. Schweitzer and E. Escher (1889-1892). 

There are in the English Public Record Of fice live volumes of tran-
scripts from the Bander-Archie. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
The records, among which transcripts made in England, France, 

and Holland hold an Important place, may be divided into: Federal, 
kept at Washington; those in prime collections: and State Records 
at the various state capitals. The publication and care of all 
these are often the work of private bodies subsidized or recognized 
by government. Thus, although Feder?. 1archires are now centralized 
under the charge of the head of the division of Manuscripts in the 
Library of Congress, which office is acquiring important collections 
of the papers of former presidents, and may also have transferred 
to it departmental records not in current use, publication of guides 
is the concern of the historical section of the Caren* Institution 
and of the Archives Commission of the Historical Association. 

hr 	1 , -, 13tiOn explores prirak collections through its Hinter. 
is. ' ' ' 	is Commission; and numerous societies publish 

_same states, however, have themselves published 
American and European documents relating to their history; 
and mention must be made of the large series of American Archives 
and Sans Popes published from 1832 onwards by Congress. 
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The best guide for Federal records is the work of Leland and 

Valentine; for a peneral bibliographical work of reference see E. C. 
Burnett's List of-Printed Goitres ... (Historical MSS.Commiasion 
RePect. 1897). 

EXTRAVAGANTIA 
In various ways records are apt to wander from their 

custody and to lose their legal character. But in spite of this 
the historian is bound to pursue them either _into the hands of 
private collectors or on to the shelves of some museum. No attempt 
can be made to discuss private collections or the mammaipu of 
foreign libraries. Even among English libraries it must be suffici ent  
to mention the British Museum as the principal_ destination of 
wandering records. Of the collections in that library the most 
important to the student of records are the Coreeriaa, the Mathias 
and the Latudontse, all catalogued by the Record Commission; 
the Additional. catalogued from time to time as fresh matter 
accrues; the Egerton, catalogued with the Additional; the Sloane 
and the Mom, -both catalogued. No distinction is made between 
documents that have been technically " records " and others. 
The whole collection is divided technically into Alesansipts, by 
which are meant volumes, and Charters aid Rolls, meaning de-
tached documents. To the latter class an index locoram, compiled 
by H. F. Ellis and F. B. Bickley, has been printed. (C. G. Cm) 

RECORDS, ROBERT (t. 1510-5558), Welsh lzhysician and 
mathematician, was descended from a respectable family of Tenby 
in Wales. He entered the university of Oxford about 15 2 5, 
and was elected fellow of All Souls' College in 153x. Having 
adopted medicine as a profession, he went to Cambridge, where 
he took the degree of M.D. in 5545.  He afterwards returned to 
Oxford, where he publicly taught mathematics, as he had done 
prior to his going to Cambridge. It appears that he afterwards 
went to London, and acted as physician to Edward VI. and to 
Queen Mary, to whom some of his books are dedicated. He 
died in the King's Bench prison, Southwark, where he was con-
fined for debt, in 1558. 

Recorde published several works upon mathematical sul., :ts, 
chiefly in the form of dialogue between master and scholar. 
The Grounde of Arles, teachtnge the Worke and Practise of A rithr-
maker, both in whole numbers and fractions. (154o); The Pathway 
to Knowledge, containing the First Principles ,of Geometry . . . 
bodge for the use of Instrumentes Geometrical, and Astronomical,. 
and also for Projection of Mattes (London, 1551); The Castle of Know-
ledge, containing Ma Explication of the Sphere both Celestial/ and 
Materiall, &c. (London, 1556); The Whetstone of Witte, tch: is 
the second part of Arithmetike, containing the Extraction of li, ter, 
the Cossike Practice, with the Rules of Equation, and the Wov,ites 
of Suede Numbers (London, 1557). This was the first English book 
on algebra. He wrote also a medical work, The Urinal of Physic 
(1548), frequently reprinted. Sherburne states that Recorde also 
published Connographiae isagoge, and that he wrote a book De 
Arte faciendi Horclogiurn and another De Usu Globorum d is 
Slate tempera'''. Recorde's chief contributions to the progress 
of algebra were in the way of systematizing its notation (see ALG ED IA, 
History). 

RECORDER. in its original sense, one who sets down or 
records. Hence applied to a person with legal knowledge 
who was appointed by the mayor and aldermen to " record " 
or keep in mind the proceedings of their court, as well as the 
customs of the city. The word is now chiefly used of the 
principal legal officer of a city or borough having a separate 
court of quarter sessions. He must be a barrister of five 
years' standing, appointed by the crown and holding office 
during good behaviour, and receiving " such yearly salary, 
not exceeding that stated in the petition on which the grant of 
a separate court of quarter sessions was made," as the sovereign 
directs (Municipal Corporations Act 1882, S. 363). The re-
corder holds, once in every quarter of a year, or oftener, if he 
thinks fit, a court of quarter sessions in and for the borough. 
He Is sole judge of the court, " having cognizance of all crimes, 
offences, and matters cognizable by courts of quarter sessions 
for counties in England," except that he may not allow or 
levy any borough rate, or grant licences (s. 565). He is not 
eligible to serve in parliament for the borough, or to be an 
alderman or coundlior, or stipendiary magistrate for the 
borough, thatch he may be revising barrister and is eligible to 
serve in Parliament except for the borough. He may be 
appointed recorder for two or more boroughs conjointly. He 
may, in case of sickness or unavoidable absence, appoint In 
writing a barrister of five years' standing to act as deputy  

recorder for him. A recorder is ex etki• a justice for lbt 
borough. 

The recorder of London is judge of the lord mayor '1s men. 
and one of the commissioners of the central criminal can 
His salary is ;Loo a year. He is appointed by the lord saw 
and aldermen, but by the Local Government Act 285111, a. at, 
sub-s. 14, after the vacancy neat after the beginning 
the act, no recorder may exercise any judicial function who 
he is appointed by the sovereign to exercise such Mono. 
See Quito= Sessions, Comm or. 

RECORDER. Farts Rom or ENGLISH Fume (Ts. PH-
d-bec, flak dance, /Ate agglaise or ;Se d boar: Gat 
Block- or Plockfloie, SchnabelPie, Langfitlie; Ital. flask Ada% 
flank diriste), a medieval flute, blown by means of a whisk 
mouthpiece and held vertically in front of the performer Ilha a 
clarinet. The recorder only survives in the now almost ohnolesi 
flageolet and in the so-called penny-whistle. The recorder 
consisted of a wooden tube, which was at first cylindrical or 
nearly so, but became, as the instrument developed and ap-
proved, an inverted cone. The whistle mouthpiece bus bees 
traced' in almost prehistoric times in Egypt and other Orb:en 
countries. The principle of the whistle mouthpiece is based 
that of the simplest flutes without embouchure, like the Egypowa 
nay, with this modification, that, in order to facilitate the 
production of sound, the air current, instead of being &mom 
through ambient air to the sharp edge of the tube (or the lacers 
embouchure in the modern flute), is blown through • don 
directly into a narrow channel. This channel is so mouton-wig 
within the mouthpiece that the stream of air impinges with 
force against the sharp edge of a lip or fipple cut into the gips 
below the channel. This throws the air current into the seats 
of vibration required in order to generate sound-waves in the 
main column of air within the tube. The Inverted coned the 
bore has the effect of softening the tone of the recorder nil 
further, earning for it the name of fate muce. Being •o eon 
to play, the recorder always enjoyed great popularity in di 
countries until the greater possibilities of the transverse tate 
turned the tide against it. The want of character which de. 
tinguishes the timbre of the whistle-flute is doe to the paucity 
of harmonic overtones In the clang. The reconler bad mom 
holes in front and one at the back for the thumb. As king as 
the tube was made in one piece the lowest bole stopped by the 
little finger was generally made in duplicate to serve equally 
well for right- and left-handed players, the unused bole bong 
stopped with wax. Being an open pipe, the recorder cold 
overblow the octave and even the two following harmonics 
(i.e. the twelfth and second octave). The boles peocissonl the 
diatonic scale, and by means of harmonics and crees-fiagmiss 
the second and part of a third octave were obtained. 

The recorder is described and figured by Sebestias 
Martin Agricola and Otanar Lust:jaws in the 16th measl ier= 
by Michael Praetorius and Mann Mersenoe in the tytb 
Proctorial mentions eight different sizes ranging from the 

 two octaves above the cornetto to the great ban. The blest 
notes of the large flutes were provided with keys mickeed in 
forested 	

per- 
forated wooden or brass cases, which served to protect the warier 
ism, as yet somewhat primitive; the keys usually had dad* 
touch pieces to suit right- or left-handed players. 

There are at least two fine sets of records extant: our is as• 
nerved in the Germanisches Museum at Nuremberg. cue• at 
eight flutes in a we and dating from the tyth century; roe o7w 
is the Chester set of four 111th-century instruments. which awe fair 
described and illustrated in • paper by Jae C. Bridge.,  

The recorder has been bonsai taffsed 	Shakespeate 	the
famous scene in Hamad (II. 3), which has 	treated ban eat 
musical point of view in an excellent and carefully written snide 
by Christopher Welch, the author of as equally valosbb pips. 

The Literlt me of the Recorder." 
whistle- pipe used to accompany the tabor Orr. toleuhn 

Ger. Slonspairapfaif or Selnwriel). which had but dome han 
belongs to the same family as the recorder. but Croat its sumiaise 
with the tabor it acquired distinctive characteristics (Dee Pew no 
TABOR). (K. 5.3 

" The Chester Recorders** in Proc. Rim Assoc. Loadem. 
2  " Hamlet and the Recorder." ibid., 19°2  and la* 
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MOM UAL for " rider," " guide," Ikc., from mere, 
le "), a title given to the bearers of certain ecclesiastical 
academical offices. In the Roman empire, after Cesium-
, the title rector was borne by governors of provinces 
ordinate to the prefects or exordia. In the middle ages it 
given to certain secular officials, e.g. the podaitas of some 
an towns, but more especially to the beads of the univer-
s, the representatives and rulers of the universitas magis-
nu d t sdsolaritsm, elected usually for a very abort time. 
r the humanistic movement of the Renaissance the style 
r was also given to the chief masters of schools containing 
cal daises, and in some parts of Germany (e.g. Saxony, 
noshes's) it is still thus used instead of the more modern 
of Director. Rector is also still the title of the beads of 
Scottish universities (Lord Rector), who are elected for 
e years, and of the German universities (Rector Magnifiers), 
bids the office is held for a year by a representative of each 
fly in turn. In those German universities where the 
orship is held by the sovereign (Rector Magnificentissimus), 
acting head is known as Proredse. " Rector " is also the 
of the beads of Exeter and Lincoln Colleges, Oxford. The 
▪ of all Jesuit colleges are " rectors." 
s an ecclesiastical title redo, was once loosely used for 
is of the Church generally, whether bishops, abbots or 
aft priests (see Du Cange, Rectores etc:alarm). The Redorn 
sleflci Patrinsonii were clerics of the Roman Curia charged 

the duty of looking after the interests of the patrimony 
it Peter. The ecclesiastical title rector, however, became 
nately confined in certain parts of Europe (Poland, Spain 
notably England) to the office of a priest having a cure of 

s. Inks English use it is thus synonymous with " curate" 
be sense used in the Prayer Book. In the middle ages 
urge number of rectories were held by religious houses, 
:h drew the bulk of the tithes and appointed vicars to do 
work. Hence the modern distinction in England between 
ors and vicars. A rector is incumbent of a benefice never 
under a monastery, and he receives all the tithes; a vicar 
of an ancient benefice) draws only such tithes as were left 

he benefice by the religipus house which held it. On the 
>session of the monasteries the "great tithes" were often 
owed by the crown on laymen, who, as owning the rectorial 
es, were and are known aft " lay rectors." It follows that, 
'tries being usually richer than vicarages, the style of 
nor " is in England slightly more dignified than that of 
car." In the American Protestant Episcopal Church the 
salient' of churches are called rectors. 
SCUSABT (from Lat. rowers, to refuse), the name, in English 
pry, given in the '6th and 17th centuries to those persons 
persisted in refusing to attend the services of the English 

rch, and particularly to those of the Roman Catholic 
(see RONAN CATHOLIC Causcu, English Law). 

in fortification, a work of V-shape presenting a salient 
e towards the expected attack. The gorge (rear) of a redan 
pen. When unsupported by other works, it has the cla-
mmy,  that its fire is divergent and but few guns can be 
gist to bear directly towards the front. Further, both Its 
s are usually open to enfilade. Redans were therefore almost 
oys used in conjunction with other works, one of the most 
mon forms being the " lines of redacts " used as field works. 
it consisted of lengths of plain trenches facing the front, 
o 'sedans at intervals dons the line. In the present day 
term redan is loosely applied to works merely possessing 
may, In in the case of the celebrated bastions Nos. 3 and 
ievsnopol in awn. usually called the " Rolm " and 
'tie Reda& " respectively (see Comas Waa). The 
edam " was a large work of Irregular outline, generally 
tabling a robin, but having the *dolt angle blunted or 
tiled oll and the side faces broken into several minor fronts 
a to obtain • field of ire in many directions. (See Foam 
mon AND SILGICAATT.) 
ID IA/IL a borough of lidennsouth musty, New Jitney, 
▪ an as weary know. as Navesink river, at the bead of 

navigation, about 6 m. W. of the Atlantic Ocean, and about 
23 m. S..of New York City. Pop. (loos) 6263; (two) 739& 
Red Bank is served by the Central of New Jersey and the 
Pennsylvania railways, and by steamboats to New York, and is 
connected with the neighbouring towns by electric lines. It is a 
residential suburb of New York City and a summer resort. In 
the winter ice-boating is • popular amusement, and Red Bank 
has fish and oyster industries of some importance. 

The name Red Bank was applied to this locality as early as 
1734, and in 178t there were several buildings within the limits 
of the present borough. Red Bank was incorporated as a town 
in 187o and became a borough in Isla. Near Red Bank was 
established in 1843 the North American phalanx, a Fourierite 
community, with a capital of about $8000 and 112 members, 
on about 673 acres; it was financially the most successful and 
the longest lived of the Fourierist phalansteries in America, 
but broke up in lass because of internal dissensions, following 
a fire which destroyed the mills.' 

BlitilREABT,P or Roam, perhaps the favourite among 
English birds because of its pleasing colour, its sagacity and 
fearlessness of man, and its cheerful song, even in winter. 
In July and August the hedgerows of the southern counties of 
England are beset with redbreasts, not in flocks, but each 
individual keeping its own distance front the next ,--all, how-
ever, on their way to cross the Channel. On the European 
continent the migration is still more marked, and the redbreast 
on its autumnal and vernal passages is the object of bird-
catchers, since its value as a delicacy has long been recognized. 
Even those redbreasts which stay in Britain during the winter 
are subject to a migratory movement. The first sharp frost 
makes them change their habitation, and • heavy fall of snow 
drives them towards the homesteads for food. The redbreast 
exhibits a curious uncertainty of temperament in regard to 
its nesting habits. At times it will place the utmost confidence 
in man, and at times show the greatest jealousy. The nest 
is usually built of mom and dead leaves, with a moderate lining 
of hair. In this are laid from five to seven white eggs, sprinkled 
or blotched with light red. 

Besides the British Islands, the redbreast (Matacilla dam& 
of Linnaeus and the Erithadu rubecnla of modern authors) is 
generally dispersed over the continent of Europe, and is in 
winter found in the oases of the Sahara. Its eastern limits 
ate not well determined. In northern Persia it is replaced by 
a nearly allied form, Erithoent hymns:, distinguishable by its 

The borough of Red Bank should be distinguished from a place 
of the same name in Gloucester county, New Jersey. about 6 m. 
below Camden. on the Delaware river, nearly opposite the mouth 
of the Schuylkill river. which was the site of Fort Mercer in the 
American War of Independence. Fort Mercer. with Fort Mifflin 
(nearly opposite it on an island in the Delaware), prevented the 
co-operation of the British navy with the army which had occupied 
Philadelphia in September. Ou the 22nd of October Fort Mercer, 
held by 60o men under Col. Christopher Greene (1737-1781), was 
unsuccessfully attacked by a force of about 2500 men. mostly 
Hessians. under Col. Carl Emil Kurt von Donop, the Hessians 
losing about aoo men. including Donop, who was mortally wounded. 
The British naval force was prevented by the ' Pennsylvania 
navy " under John Hazelwood (c. t226-0100) from taking part in 
the attack: two British ships were destroyed: and the fire from 
the American vessels added to the discomfiture of the Hessians. 
On the tsth of November Fort Mifflin was destroyed after a five 
days bombardment from batteries on the Pennsylvania shore and 
from British vessels in the rear; and on the zoth Fort Mercer was 
abandoned before Cornwallis's approach and was destroyed by 
the British. Philadelphia was then put in touch with Admiral 
Howe's fleet and with New York City. Near Red Bank a monu-
ment to Christopher Greene was erected in 1829. 

English colonists in distant lands have applied the common 
nickname of the redbreast to other birds that are not iramediately 
allied to k. The ordinary " robin " of North America is a thrush, 
Tordou nsigratorild (see PIILDPARE), and one of the bluebirds 
of the same continent. Sicilia Adis, is in ordinary speech the blue 
" robin "; the Australian and Pacific " robins " d the geaus 
Petrone are of doubtful affinity and have not all even the,  red 
breast: the Cape " robin " is Cossophya calm the Indian " robin " 
Thamnobia and the New Zealand " robin " Miro. 

'It is a very old at 'mg that Damn arbastum son ala deo eritha-
coo—One bosh does act harbour two redbraista 
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more ruddy hues, while iii northern China and Japan another 
species, E. akahige, is found of which the sexes differ somewhat 
in plumage—the cock having a blackish band below his red 
breast and greyish-black flanks, while the hen closely resalables 
the familiar British species—but both cock and hen have the 
tail of chestnut-red. The genus EriManes, as well as that 
containing the other birds to which the name " robin " has been 
applied, with the doubtful exception of Pot►oeca, belong to the 
sub-family Turdinae of the thrushes (q.v.). 

RENAL a watering-place in the Cleveland parliamentary 
division of the North Riding of Yorkshire, England, 8 m. N.E. 
of Middlesbrough, on a branch of the North-Eastern railway. 
Pop. of urban district (including the township of Coatham, 
:900 7695. Its long range of firm sands from Tees mouth to 
Saltburn, a distance of to in., has made it a popular summer 
resort. Race meetings are held here on Whit Monday and 
Tuesday, and in August. Redcar is clew to the Cleveland 
iron-working district of which the centre is Middlesbrough, 
and is in great favour with the large industrial population of 
that district. 

REDDITCH. a town in the eastern parliamentary division 
of Worcestershire, England, situated on an eminence near 
the Warwickshire border, r54 ns. S. of Birmingham by the 
Midland railway. Pop. of urban district (19o1) 03,493• It 
is the centre of a district producing needles and fish-hooks. 
There are also motor-engineering works. The town possesses 
a literary and scientific institute (185o). In the modern church 
of St Stephen 0854 are preserved tiles from the former 
Cistercian abbey of Bordesley, founded in 1138, of which the 
site may be traced at Bordesley Park, a m. N. 

REDESDALE, JOHN PRINDIAN-IIITFORlik Baaos (1748-
1830), English lawyer and politician, younger son of John 
Mitford (d. 1761) and brother of the historian William Mitford, 
was born in London on the 18th of August 1748. Having 
become a barrister of the Inner Temple in 1777. he wrote 
A. Treatise on the Pleadings in Snits in the Cowl of Chancery by 
English Bill, a work of great value, which has been reprinted 
several times in England and America. In :788 Mitford became 
member of parliament for the borough of Beeralston in Devon, 
and in 1791 he introduced the important bill for the relief of 
Roman Catholics, which was passed into law. In 1793 he 
succeeded Sir John Scott, afterwards Lord Eldon, as solicitor-
general for England, becoming attorney-general six years later, 
when be was returned to parliament as member for East Lace, 
in Cornwall. In February 18ot Sir John Mitford (as he was 
now) was chosen speaker of the House of Commons. Exactly 
a year later, he was appointed lord chancellor of Ireland and 
was created a peer of the United Kingdom as Baron Redesdale. 
Being an outspoken opponent of Roman Catholic emancipation, 
Redesdale was unpopular in Ireland. In February 1806 he 
was dismissed on the formation of the ministry of Fox and 
Lord Grenville. Although Redesdale declined to return to 
official life, he was an active member of the House of Lords 
both on its political and its judicial sides. In tilts be 
secured the passing of acts for the relief of insolvent debtors, 
and later he was an opponent of the repeal of the Test and 
Corporation Acts and of other popular measures of reform. 
Reticulate, who was a fellow of the Royal Society and a member 
of three commissions on the public records, died on the 16th of 
January 1830. In 1803 he married Frances (d. 1817), daughter 
of John, and earl of Egmont. He took the additional name of 
F ree man in 1809 on succeeding to the estates of Thomas Edwards 
Freeman. 

His only son, John Thomas Freeman Mitford (18e5-r886), 
succeeded to the title. In zits' he was chosen chairman of 
committees in the House of Lards, a position which be retained 
until his death, and in 1877 be was created earl of Redesdale. 
His chief interest was reserved for ecclesiastical questions, 
and he won some repute as a Protestant controversialist. He 
assisted to revive Convocation in 853; was an active opponent 
of the disestablishment of the Irish Church; and engaged in 
controversy with Cardinal Manning on the subject of cow  

munion in both kinds. On his death, on the and of litty OR 
his titles became extinct. He wrote Thessa►ts ea 1514.02 
Prosody and TIO021002122 Jaw Horace, and hoar Tamps 
on English Prosody (Oxford, aqu), in addition to waken pis 
phlets on ecdesisitical tapirs 

The earl bequeathed his estates to his kieentan, Algemes 
Bertram Freeman.Mittord (b. 11137), a great-pandson al Wilma 
Mitford. He had been in the diplomatic service from skit is 
1873, and had been smartly to the Office of Weeks bunt rip 
to aka. From alga to dos he was member of parliament less 
the Stratford-on-Avon division of Wareidtabire, and he me 
created Baron Redesdale in 2902. He was well knoern far In 
writings on Japan, Toles of Ohl !Oen (587*), The AMERY 
Poking (Igoe), he. 

See 0. J. Busier. History el she Lori Chancellors et/rased (Dade 
1870: J. R. O'Flawsgan. Loos of ter Lewd Cioscoigors d bid 
t87o); Sir J. Barrington, Personal Simkins 4 Wis Owe awe 

); Sir S. E. Brydges, Autobiography 0834); and C. Atm. 
C.eleliester, Diary and Correspondence (London, 8861). 

INEDFIME, a municipality of Ctunberland county, lee 
South Wales, Australia, adjoining the city of t ydnay es she 
S.S.W. Pop. (root) 34,282. It is a busy manufacturing awe. 
having numerous ironworks, coach factories, boot lactones. 
printing works, iron and brass foundries, soap fantods aed 
extensive railway works. 

MOHAVE, RICHARD (11304-18871), English artist, was bum 
at Pimlico on the 30th of April aloe, and worked at first ai • 
designer. He became a student in the Royal Academy Schools 
in x8:6, and was elected an Associate in 1840 and an Madr 
mician in 0351 (retired, 1882). His " Gulliver on the Irorooris 
Table" (1837) made his reputation as a painter. He began n 
1847 a connexion with the Government Art Schools which head 
for a long term of years, and among other posts be held these 
of inspector-general of art in the Science and Art Departmeat, 
and art director of the South Kensington Museum. He um 
greatly instrumental in the establishment of this instieureas. 
and he claimed the utak. of having secured the Slisepdsetaks 
and Ellison gifts for the nation. He was also inerveyer of the 
royal pictures. He was offered, but declined, a lakiesaboo1 
in 1869. Redgrave was an assiduous painter of landscape and 
genre; his best pictures being " Country C011112int (1214$) and 
' The Return of Olivia" (048), both in the national coilowee. 

" The Sempstress " (0844), " Well Spring in the Forest " 
He died on the lath of December 1888. 

See the Memoir by P. M. Redgrave, 5895. 
MOUND& a city of San Bernardino county, in aosekinn 

California, U.S.A., 67 m. (by rail) E. of Les Angeles. P. (wpm 
4797; (191o) a0,449. h is served by the Southern Panic sod tin 
Atchison, Topeka & Santa F6 raiways sad by iadaraelies 
electric lines. The city lies at an altitude of 13so-dne it. at 
the eastern end of the San Bernardino Valley. esauwaded as 
three sides by mountains. To the east Grayback (naves RA 
and San Bernardino  ( 1 1,600 ft.), to the south-east San Jacinto 
(ao,8o5 ft.), and to the north-west Cajon Pass (arse il.) and Sew 
Antonio, of Old Reidy (sts,:es ft.), are 00002k001121 Isainneha 
The city is s well-known tourist and health resort, with beaseuhl 
drives. Canyon Crest Park (Smiley Heights) contains shwas 
30o acres, and Prospect Park so acres. The city his de 
A. K. Smiley Public Library, the gift of A. K. Seaffisr, and 
is the seat of the University of Redlands (Baptist; na-aluai-
tional). incorporated in 1907 and opened in non Redlands is 
one of the most famous orangellrowind and shiPP155111 =slim 
of California; it also ships other citrus fruits, alive ail. beaky. 
wheat and stone. ONve al and jam, marmalade and preeerred 
fruits are inamdactured. There are electric ponce *Eta se 
the mountains (three in Mill Creek Caere and ape in Sams 
Ma Canyon). A settlement called Leonia was astablebed 
within the limits of the present city in am, but Wised...ham 
from 1887. when it was settled by people from New Regilasai 
and was chartered as a city. 

REDNIOIND. JOKE EDWARD (astr- I. Ida polDibina, 
was of W A. Redmond, bILP, as been at Weeetkeed is ass. 
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was educated at Trinity College, Dublin, and was called 

the bar at Gray's Inn in 1886, and subsequently to the Irish 
though he never practised. He was a derk in the vote 

ce of the House of Commons before he entered parliament 
1881 as member for New Ross. From 1885 to 3891 he 
resented North Wexford. As party whip he rendered great 
rice to the Irish members by his thorough grasp of the 
=dere of the House. At the time of the rupture of the Irish 
ty consequent on the Parnell scandals, Redmond was the 
1t eloquent member of the minority who continued to 
moise his leadership, and in drat he became the accredited 
lee of the Par:Olio:a. In .goo the two Nationalist parties 
e amalgamated under his leadership. He contested Cork 
uccessfully in ant, but was elected for Wateiford, where 
was re-elected in leo& (For the political events under his 
leaship of the Irish parliamentary party up to tote, see 
LAND: History; Ennui HISTORY and allied articles.) 
EDON, a town of western France, capital of an snondisse-
It in the department of Ilk.et-Vilaine, 45 m. S.S.W. of 
mes by rail. Pop. (soon) st7o. Radom is situated on the 
t bank of the Vffaine, above the confluence of the Oust and 
be canal from Nantes to Brest. The Church of St Sauveur, 
newly belonging to an abbey, has • Romanesque central 
u, square in form but with rounded angles. A fine tower 
he tech century with a stone spire stands Isolated from the 
rch, from which it was separated owing to the destruction 
art of the nave by fire in 1783. The choir, with ambulatory 

radiating chapels, forms one of the most remarkable 
nples of rith-century architecture in Brittany. The abbey 
been converted into an ecclesiastical college. Some 26th-
tray timbered houses have interesting carvings. The 
auks include the manufacture of emery and polish, agri-
ural implements and boat-building, tanning, brewing and 
r-milling. The port is accessible at high tides for vessels 
co to 70o tons. Radon grew up round a monastery founded 
he first half of the eth century. In the .4th century Jean 
(teal. one of the abbots, surrounded the town with walls, 
ilia a remnant is still to be seen. 
BDONDA. an  Island in the British West ladies. It is a 
awlency of Antigua, and lies 2s m. S.W. of it, in se 6' N. 
61.  3s,  W. Pop. (tgot) 120. It is a rocky mountain, 

g abruptly from the sea to a height of moo ft., and 
an area of 4 sq. In. It is valuable for its phosphate of 
dos (discovered in 1865), of which ?coo tons are exported 
y year to the United States. 
CDOXDBLA, a town of north•westem Spain, in the pro-
, of Postevedra; 7 in. N.E. of Vigo, in a bend of the Vigo 
try, and at the junction of the Tuy-Vigo and VIgo-Ponte-
a railways. Pop. (rear) to,843. The river is only acces-

for small coasting vessels; it is the headquarters of a 
arous fishing industry. In the neighbourhood an reins 

mural medieval castles, and the fine hall of the Marquess 
t de Amigo. 
ISSOUBT (Fr. rsdovk, from Med. Lat. raftsder, a place of 
at, stings, reducers lead back, reuse; the intrusive • is 
to the O. Fr. redouble', to fear, Lat. &dam, to doubt), a 

In fortification for a small closed work of plain trace, 
ray used in conjunction with lines oI infantry trenches 
Foauncanott Ale SniorcsArr). The term " reduit " 

mind*), often confused with " redoubt," is only used for a 
or interior refuge for the garrison of a larger work, cone-

ling, on a small scale, to the citadel of a fortress. 
ID RIVER. the nun* of two American rivers, one emptying 
the Mississippi sear its mouth, and the other emptying into 

Wianipeg. 
The Red river, sometimes called the Red River of 

dans. Is the southernmost of the large tributaries of the 
issippl. It rises in northern Tens, in the northern part 

Staked Plains. or Llano Estacado, flows E. by S. In Texas, 
ern Texas and Oklahoma. and to Fulton, in south-western 
Imo. there turns S.E. and continues is a general south-
rly 	through Louisiana todie bask of Um Pdimissippi, 

where it discharges partly into the Mississippi and partly into 
the Atchafalaya. Its length is estimated at 1200 m. or more; 
its drainage basin has an area of at least go,000 sq. m.; and its 
discharge ranges from 3s00 cub. ft. to t8o,coo cub. ft. per second. 
It is somewhat saline in its upper course, and in its middle and 
lower course is laden with a reddish silt from which it takes its 
name. From an elevation on the Staked Plains of about 
245o ft. the river plunges into a canyon which is about to m. 
long and has nearly perpendicular walls of sandstone and 
gypsum formation Soo to 800 ft. high. Immediately below the 
canyon the river spreads out over a broad and sandy bed and 
flows for about soo rn. through a semi-arid plain. It narrows 
on entering the alluvial bottom lands, through which it pursues 
a sluggish and meandering course for the last boo m. At high 
stages, from December to June, it is continually shifting its 
channel in this part of its course, by eroding one bank and 
making deposits on the other, and as the upper portion is densely 
wooded the falling trees, unless removed, become an obstruction 
to navigation. In 1828 the trees which the river had felled 
formed the great " Red River raft" extending from . Loggy 
Bayou, 65 fn. below Shreveport, Louisiana, to Hurricane 
Bluffs, 27 m. above • Shreveport. Congress began in that year 
to make appropriations for the removal of the raft, and by 18.r 
Henry M. Shreve had opened a channel. The river was neglected 
from 1857 to 1872 and another raft, 32 m. In length, formed above 
Shreveport. A channel was opened through this in 1872-73, 
and the complete removal of the obstruction a few years later 
so improved the drainage that a large tract of waste land was 
reclaimed. In its course through Louisiana the river has built 
up a flood-plain with silt deposits more rapidly than its tribu-
taries, with the result that numerous lakes and bayous have 
been formed on either side, and Cypress Bayou was so flooded 
that boats plied between Shreveport, Louisiana and Jefferson, 
Texas, as tn. apart; but with the improvement of the river these 
lakes have become shallow or dry. For the improvement of 
navigation here not only the removal of snags is necessary, but 
there must be dredging, closure of outlets, building of levees to 
narrow and deepen the channel, and revetment works to protect 
the banks. The cost of these works has been great (up to July 
race more than $2,36o,000 below Fulton, Arkansas, and more 
than $115,000 above Mon), but they have rendered the river 
navigable, except at very low stages, by vessels drawing 3 ft. of 
water from its month to Fulton, Arkansas, a distance of 503.6 m., 
and at the highest stages,* in March and April, it is navigable 
to Denison, Texas, sea in. farther up. The Ouachita and 
Black (one river), which Is the principal tributary of the Red, 
joins it near its mouth and is navigable at high stages to Arka-
delphia, Arkansas; and in 1910 a system of nine locks with 
movable dams was under construction by the Federal govern-
ment foi the purpose of securing a channel 6) ft. deep at all 
stages to a point to m. above Camden, Arkansas, a distance of 
360 m. 

During the Ova War, in Mutt and April 1864, Major-General 
Nathaniel P. Banks conducted a combined mffitary and naval 
expedition up the Red river in an attempt to open a Federal 
highway to Texas, but on the 8th df Apnl the vanguard of his 
army was repulsed with heavy loss at Sabine Cross-Roads by 
the Confederates under Lieutenant-General Richard Taylor 
and the expedition was abandoned; the gunboats commanded 
by D. D. Potter were held above Alexandria by the lowness of 
the river, but it was flooded by a hurriedly built dam, and they 
escaped. 

See R. B. Marcy and G. B. McClellan, Exploration of the Red River 
of proisie

Engi neer
ns (Was

s  of the U.S. S. Amy 
and the annual Reports of the 

Chid of . 
T. The Red river, commonly called the Red River of the 

North, rises in the lake region of western Minnesota, not far from 
the headwaters of the Mississippi, flows north between 'Al innesot a 
and North Dakota, continues northward through the Canadian 
province of Manitoba., and discharges into Lake Winnipeg. 
It has cut a gorge so-so ft. deep through clay deposits through- 

The range between loot water and high water at Fulton is 35.65 ft. 
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out the greater part of its course; it drains a region that Is 
famous for the production of wheat; and much water power has 
been developed on its tributaries. The United States govern-
ment has improved its channel from the international boundary 
to Breckenridge, Minnesota, a distance of 394.5 m., and occasion-
ally the water reaches a height which permits small steamboats 
to ascend its S.W. branch to 'Lake Traverse and from there to 
descend the Minnesota river to the Mississippi. 

RED RIVER siTrununirt a Scottish colony founded in 
181i near the present city of Winnipeg by a philanthropic 
Scottish nobleman, Lord Selkirk, who at that time controlled 
the Hudson's Bay Company. Quarrels soon arose with the 
French and half-breed employes of the-North-West Fur Company, 
and were fostered by its offidals. On June to, 1E816, in a 
fight between the rivals, Governor Semple of the Hudson's 
Bay Company and twenty of his twenty-seven attendants were 
killed, an affair known as the Battle of Seven Oaks. New 
settlers were sent by Selkirk, and founded the village of Endows's, 
now part of Winnipeg. In 18a1 the rival companies united, 
and in 1836 repurchased from Selkirk's heirs all rights to the 
territory. In 1821 and in x1135 two forts, known as Lower and 
Upper Fort Garry, were built to command the junction of the 
Red and Assiniboine rivers, and around them grew up a mixed 
population of Scots, French and Indians. The purchase in 
1869 of the territorial rights of the Company by the Dominion 
of Canada led to a rebellion, and the setting up of a provisional 
government under Louis Rid, which was dispersed by a force of 
British regulars under Colonel (later Lord) Wolseley. 

See CANADA (History); also George Bryce, Remarkalis Hinny" 
of the Ilmison's Bay Company (Iwo). 

REDRUTH, a market town in the Camborne parliamentary 
division of Cornwall, England, 17 m. E.N.E. of Penance, on 
the Great Western railway. Pop. of urban district (wet) 
10,451. It lies high, on the northward alopp of the central 
elevation of the county, with bare rocky moots to the south. 
It is the chief mining town in Cornwall, and the bulk of the 
population is engaged in the tin mines or at the numerous tin-
streaming works. The pariah church of St Day, of whicleonly 
the tower is ancient (Perpendicular), stands outside the town to 
the west, at the that of a rugged hill named Cam Brea. On the 
summit of this hill, besides a monument (5836) to Lord de 
Dunstanville and a small ancient- castle, various prehistoric 
remains are traceable: A museum attached to the science and 
art schools and a miners' hospital are notable institutions in 
Redruth. A large quantity of the tin Is sold by public auction 
at the mining exchange, the sales being known as tin-ticketinga. 
There are manufactures of safety fuses, breweries, iron foundries 
and railway works. Tramways serve the neighbouring mines 
and the small port of Portreath on the north coast. 

RED BEA, a narrow strip of water extending S.S.E. from 
Suez to the Strait of Bab el-Mandeb in a nearly straight line, 
and separating the coasts of Arabia from those of Egypt, Nubia 
and Abyslnla. Its total length is about MO DI, and its 
breadth varies from about as° es. in the southern half to 
130 M. in .7- 4? N., where It divides into two parts, the 
Gulf of Suez and the Gulf of Akaba, separated from each other 
by the peninsula of Sinai. 

The Gulf of Suez Is shallow, and slopes regularly down to 
the northern extremity of the Red Sea basin, which has a 

Derans 
maximum depth of 640 fathoms, and then over a 
shoal of 6o fathoms goes down to taco fathoms in 

2• 7' N. The Gulf cd,Akiba is separated from the Red Sea by 
a submarine bank only 7o fathoms from the surface, and in 
28. 39' N. and 3e 43' E. it attains the depth of 7m  fathoms. 
South of the mo-fathom depression a ridge rises to son fathoms 
in the latitude of Jidda, and south of this again a similar depres- 
sion goes down to luso fathoms. Throughout this northern part, 
i c. to the banks of Suakin and Farsan in ao° N., the loo-fatbom 
line keeps to a belt of coral reef close inshore, but in lower 
latitudes the shallow coral region, 300 m. long and 7* to 80 m. 
across, extends farther and farther seaward, until in the latitude 
of liodeds the deep channel (marked by the too-fathom line) is 

only ao se. broad, all the rest of the area being dawn= ■ 
navigation, even for small vessels. In the middle = the pule 
ally narrowing channel three depressions are known to ens 
soundinp in two of these are: s s to fathoms in so' Al. sad Aso 
fathoms im a• N., a little to the north of Maros. TO the 
north-west of the volcanic island of Zebu* the depth in he 
than soo fathoms; the bottom of the channel rises to the ass 
fathom line at Hanish Island (also volcaaic), thee ebetels to o 
fathoms, and Inks again in about the latitude of Ilokha a s 
narrow channel which curves westward round the island el 
Perim (depth 17o fathoms), to lose itself in the ladies Otos 
This western channel is 16 m. wide in the Strait of Bab et- Mimed% 
the eastern channel of the omit is s in. broad and 26 fathom 
deep. 
• Money estimates the toil area at 158,75o aq. zw„, mad m 

volume at 67.700 cub. es., giving a mean depth of 375 fathom 
Karsten gives the area at 448,11se sq. kilometres A„„,,, 
(a30,44 sq. geographical m.) and the volume at terse 
so6,9ot cub. kilometre (3a,453 cub. geographical a" ° 060 

 to.), which gives a maul depth of as fathoms. db..' 
Both these computations, however, were made bele= the duo 
of the Austrian exploring =volition* (3896-911). Sheba s 
meemmements give the total area draining to the Red he 
at about s55,000 sq. geographical in. Yrannuers mow 
recent calculations (see Ocws) give values somewhat li‘sr 
than those of Karsten& 

The Red Sea is (erased by a line of hectare, probstdir deist 
from Pliocene times, crossing the centre at a dome of Andlaa n....  
rocks, on both flanks of which, in Egypt and Arabia. 
rest Secondary and Tertiary deposks. The granite weeks 
forming the core of the dome appear at the outface ea the 
Red Sea coast, at the western end of the Maras: lies of highs 
err--"Ig Nejd. Along the line of fracture tram of volcanic ammo 
an ; a group of volcanic islands occur- in se' N., alai se 

reir, farther north, a volcano has or recently becalm 
extinct. The margin of the Red Sea itself co,.- is. as the Arabes 
wide, of a strip of low plain backed by ranges vl BITINI hips d ma 
and sand formation, and here and there by nos stair s of esetwier 
able height. The greater elevations are for the mostpart lerwel 
of limestones, except in the south, where they are rrgeb 'Paktum 
The coasts of the Gulf of Akaba are steep, with numesons era 
refs on both sides. On the African side there are in die matt 
wide stretches of desert plain, which towards the with tie ea 
elevated tablelands, and ultimately to the mou.. of Abp 
The shores of the Red Sea are little indented. teed Maleness me 
almost wantine in the desert regions of the north., utak is de 
south the chief inlets are at Mastawa. and at Kamatena. alma 
diructly opposite. Coral formations are abeadants imam. 
reefs, both barrier and fringing, skirt both often anicsong 
wile channels between the reef aid the land. 73e reds en se 
eastern side are the more extenlive; they occur in plates as limn 
as 25 m. from the land. It has long been knostp thud dm iamb 
Ittd Sea area is undergoing gradual elevation. and mach hes been 
done in recent years in investigating the levels of abed beetle 
found in different localities. 

In the northern part, down to almost to' N., the 
winds are north and north-west. The middle niz:eta. to to=tirit. 
has variable winds in an area of low baron,. • ie pus 
sure, while in the southern Red Sea south ut sad 
east winds prevail. From June to August 	north- 	law' 
wtst wind blows over the entire area; in 	ember ft mem 
ag.iin as far as so° N., south of which the . ■ ,de ate gar a ear 
variable. In the Gulf.  of Stet the westerly. or '• Egyptian.* woad 
occurs frequently dunng minter, sometimes blowing with 
and generally accompanied 	fog and clouds of-  duel- 	rag 
north-north-east in the Gull of Akan' Awing ebs 
greater part of the year; they are weakest la AprIl sag s. 
sometimes giving place at that mason to motherly bevenom Tbr 
high temperature and great relative humidity male the ammo 
crenate of the Red Sea ace of the most dissgweabie in dm re warldam. 

The mean annual temp nature of the surface eaten saw thr 
hied is 77' F.; it rims to flo• in about IV•  Niaguill le m. 
and drops topin to fit' at the Strait of Dab el- 

: peal variations of temperature are observable to a 
of over so fathoms. Temperature is, es the sm ears 

whole, higher near the Arabia. than the Egyptian side. he a 
everywhere diminishes with Increase of depth and Isthmian. slow. 
to Sao fathoms fees the satiate: below this depth a imams 
constast temperatsre of 707 °  F. Is observed throughout. he as 
Gulf of Sues temperature Is selatively low. 'Olin espy low 
south to north. The waters of the Golf of Akins' are warmer 
toter* the Arabia. tbs. the Sinai oases: a eidform tsweessos 
of 7o-a • is observed as all depth. below 17o Whom. 
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is nalisity of the sesters is relatively peat. the highest so- 
ot Wag as•7 per mills (Gulf of Suez), and the lowest 36- a 

(Perim harbour). The distribution is. speaking 
generally, the opposite to that of temperature; salinity 

aces from the surface nwards, and from the south north- 
.. and it is pews towards the women, than the eastern side. 
11611.1211012 bids good tor the Gulf et Sum, in which the water 
uch ether than in the sea; but in the Galt of Akaba 
listribution is exceeding uniform, nowhere differing much 
an average of 40.6 per 

e movements of the waters are of putt ineguhrity and eons- 
ty, rendering nisnios dam& and dareprom. Two 

features stand_ out with special distinctness: the ex. 
In' change of water between the Red Sea and the Indian 

Ocean. and the tidal streams of the Gulf of Suez. 
a the observations of salinity It is inferred that • surface 
at Rein inwards to the Red Sea in the emteen channel of the 
t of Blab d• 	while jevihnits a current of very salt water flows 
and to the Indian 	. through the western channel, at • 
h of _so to too fathoms rom the surface. In the Gulfs of Suez 
Ahab.. almost the may part of the Red Sea in which tidal 
manna are well developed. a sharply defined tidal chrolation 
and. Elsewhere the surface movements at least are cootrolled 
he prevailing winds, which give rise in places to complex 
inverse " currents, and near the coast are modified by the 
earl enclosed by the coral reefs. During the prevalence of 
meth and north-west triode the swam level of the northern 
of the Red Sea is dspressid by se much alp 21 ft. The great 
oration going on from the surface probably causes. slow vertical 
lotion in the depth, the salter colder waters sinking, and 
lately escaping to the Indian Ocean. Extensive collections 
se deposits forming the bed were made by the expeditions 
a Austrian slip " Pols " (t ONO and Moe). Theta were aulysed 
It K. Natterer, whom conclusions, however, have been disputed 

number of other investigators. The zoological collections 
" Pole expeditions show that certain well-defined districts 

naremely rich In plankton. whale Minn are correspondingly 
: and it eppemn that the latter occur is districts au 
wrests of relatively low temperature, while the richer pans 
when the movements of water are blocked by irregularities 
te coast-line. 
yrnearnas.—A. Intel, Molar* a Reath del Use Reno. 
if di Prdsegeopefui. Cowes,. Geer. ltd. (Flosence, age): 

Koralleranffe der Sines-Halbinset." Abbeadt. 
7. 	VOL riv. (Lcipzfig, 1138811e, Meleoralogieal Charts of 
Rol Sea (Meteorological mace, 	5); Retort of the Voiefte  
e Russian Cereette Vibes" 	; " Benchte der Commas- 
far ocesnographische Forechuwn." 6th series, i898 in vol. 

of the Deeksehroftes det K.A7, Abased( der Witsetuchaftess 
Ina); also various notes and preliminary reports is she 
eagsbertekte of the Vienna Academy of Sciences; Report of 
reyete of 

i 
"Citalleiterr" "Oceanic Carotene's," p. 3o; 

• giamobtit OKI), vol. iL p. 76, 	 (H. N. D.) 
IDOHABIC, the usual name of a bird—the Seelopar catidrie 
Innen* and Tetanus calidris of modern autbors—so called 
nglish from the colour of the bare part of its legs, which, 
g also long, are conspicuous as it flies or runs. In suitable 
mitres it is abundant throughout the greater part of Europe 
Asia, from Iceland to China, mostly retiring to the south-
! for the winter, though a considerable number remain 
gig that season along the coasts and estuaries of some of the 
e northern countries. Before the great changes effected by 
sage in England it was a common species in many districts, 
at the present day there are very few to which it can resort 
he purpose of reproduction. The body of the redshank is 
ig as a snipe's, but its longer neck, wings and legs make 
rear a much larger bird. Above, the general colour is 
ish•drtib, freckled with black, except the lower part of 
sack and a conspicuous band on each wing, which are white, 
e the light-quills are black, thus producing a very !var-
ious effect. In the breeding season the back and breast 
mottled with dark brown, but in winter the latter is white. 
nest is generally concealed in a tuft of rushes or grass, a 
removed from the wettest parts of the swamp whence the 
gets its sustenance, and contains four eggs, usually of a 

er warmly tinted brown with blackish spots or blotches; 
PO brief description can be given that would point out their 
MKT. from the eggs of other birds, more or less akin, among 
I. those of the lapwing (q...) especially, they are taken 
find a ready sale. 

at tame Redshank, prefixed by some epithet as Black, Dusky 
Patted. has also been applied to a larger but allied specie.— 

she rebels foams of ontithologina This Is a much leas common 
bird. and in Groat Britain as well as the greater part of Europe it 
only occurs on its passage to or from its breeding-grounds, which 
are usual!),  found south of the Arctic Circle, and differ much from 
theme of its congeners—the spot chosen for the nest being nearly 
always in the midst of forests and, though not in the thickest pert 

lats. often with trees on all sides, generally where a fire has 
the undergrowth, and mostly at some distance from water. 

This peculiar habit was first ascertained by Wolley in Lapland in 
trim and the following year. The breeding -dress this bird assumes 
is also very remarkable. and mems (as is suggested) to have Nome 
correlation with the burnt and blackened surface interspersed with 
white stones or tufts of lichen on which its nest is made—for the 
head, neck, shoulders and lower parts are of a deep black, con-
trasting vividly with the pure white of the back and rump, while 
the legs become of an intense crimson. At other times of the year 
theplumage is very similar to that of the common reds hank. and 
the are of tbe same fight orange•red. (A. N.) 

REDSTART, a bird well known in Great Bntam, In many 
parts of which it is called firetall—a name of almost the same 
meaning, since " start " is from the Anglo-Saxon steed, a tail. 
This beautiful bird, Raticilla pleoesieurus, returns to England 
about the middle or towards the end of April, and at once takes 
up its abode in gardens, orchards and about old buildings, 
when its curious habit of flirting at nearly every change of 
position its brightly-coloured tail, together with the pure white 
forehead, the black throat, and bright bay breast of the cock, 
renders him conspicuous, even if attention be not drawn by his 
lively though intermittent song. The hen is much more plainly 
attired; but the characteristic colouring and action of the tail 
pertain to her equally u to her mate. The nest is almost 
always placed In a bole of a tree or building, and contains from 
five to seven eggs of a delicate greenish blue, occasionally sprinkled 
with faint red spots. The young on assuming their feathers 
present a great resemblance to those of the redbreast (q.v.) 
at the same age; but the red tail, though of duller hue than in 
the adult, forms even at this early age an easy means of dis-
tinguishing them. The redstart breeds regularly in all the 
counties of England and Wales. It also reaches the extreme 
north of Scotland; but in Ireland it is very rare. It appears 
throughout the whole of Europe in summer, and is known to 
winter in the interior of Africa. Several very nearly allied 
forms occur in Asia; and one, R. aurorea, in Japan. 

A congeneric species which has received the name of black 
redstart, Rutleila Heys; is very common throughout the greater 
part of the continent of Europe, where, from its partiality for 
gardens in towns and villages, it is often better known than the 
preceding species. It yearly occurs in certain parts of England, 
chiefly along or sear the south coast, and curiously enough 
during the autumn and winter, since it is in central Europe only 
a summer visitor, and it has by no means the high northern 
range of R. phoesiourta. The males of the black redstart seem 
to be more than one year in acquiring their full plumage (a rare 
thing in Puttying birds), and since they have been known to 
breed in the intermediate stage this fact bas led to such birds 
being accounted • distinct species under the name of R. cairii, 
thereby perplexing ornithologists for a long while, though now 
almost all authorities agree that these birds are, in one sense, 
immature. 

More than a dozen species of the genus Rutticilla have been 
described, and the greater number of them seem to belong to the 
Himalayan sub-region or its confines. One very pretty and 
interesting form is the R. monssierf of Barbary, which allies the 
redstart to the stonechats (see WIZATLAII), and of late some 
authors have included it in that genus. In an opposite direction 
the bluethrosta, apparently nearer to the redstarts than ninny 
other type, are placed in the genus Cyarreetele, containing two 
or three distinguishable forms: (a) C. teethe, with a bright 
bay spot in the middle of its clear blue throat, breeding in 
Scandinavia, Northern Russia and Siberia, and wintering in 
Abyssinia and India, though rarely appearing in the intermediate 
countries, to the wonder of all who have studied the migration 

The orthography of the specific term would seem to be fists 
(Ave. Net  fhttory. user. 4, x. p. an), • word pemibly cogitate with 
the first syllable of titlark and titmouse. 
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of birds; (a) C. lesicocyance, with a white instead of a red 
gular spot, a more Western form, ranging from Barbary to 
Germany and Holland; (3) C. tcoffi, wall its throat wholly 
blue—a form of comparatively rare occurrence. The first of 
these is a not infrequent, though very irregular, visitant to 
England, while the second has appeared there but seldom, and 
the third never, so far as is known. The redstarts with their 
allies mentioned in this article belong to the subfamily Turdinae 
of the thrushes (q.v.). 

In America the name redstart has been bestowed upon a bird 
which has some curious outward resemblance, both in looks and 
manners, to that of the Old Country, though the two are in the 
opinion of some systematists nearly as widtly separated from each 
other as truly Passerine birds well can be. The American redstart 
is Setophage cuBf,Iin, telonging to the purely New-World family 
Mniotiltidae, and to a genus which contains about a dozen species, 
ranging from Canada (in summer) to Bolivia. (A. N.) 

RED WING. a city and the county seat of Goodhue county, 
Minnesota, U.S.A., on the W. bank of the Mississippi river, 
near the head of Lake Pepin, about 40 m. S.E. of St Paul. Pop. 
(1905, state census) 8t49, 2138 being foreign-born; (t91o) 9048. 
It is served by the Chicago Great Western and the Chicago, 
Milwaukee & St Paul railways. Red Wing is the seat of the 
Lutheran Ladies' Seminary (1894) and the Red Wing Theological 
Seminary (Lutheran, 2885), and in the vicinity is the State 
Training School for Boys and Girls, originally the Minnesota 
State Reform School. In the city are the Carnegie-Lawther 
library, a Federal building, a municipal theatre, the T. B. 
Sheldon Memorial Auditorium, in connexion with which is * 
School of Music, a Y.M.C.A. building, a City Hospital, St John's 
Hospital (19o2) and an old ladies' home. Red Wing is an 
important wheat market and shipping point. 

In 1695 Le Sueur built a post on Prairie Island, in the Mis-
sissippi, about 8 m. above the site of Red Wing, for the purpose, 
according to Charlevoix, of interposing a barrier between the 
warring Dakotas and Chippewas; and in 1757 Rene Boucher 
built on the shore of Lake Pepin a fort which, after various 
vicissitudes, was abandoned in 1753. An Indian village occu-
pied the site of Red Wing probably for many years before 
the arrival of the first whites, two Swiss missionaries, Samuel 
Denton and Daniel Gavin, who maintained a mission here in 
1837-46. In 1848 another mission was established by the 
American Board. Red Wing (named from an Indian chief) 
was platted in 1853 and was chartered as • city in 1857. 

REDWING (Swed. Radvinge, Dan. Roddrorsel, Ger. Rol-
drossel, Du. Kopersviek), a species of thrush (q.v,), Tardso Warns, 
which is an abundant winter visitor to the British Islands, 
arriving in autumn generally about the same time as the fieldf are 
(q.s.) does. This bird has its common English name' from the 
sides of its body, its inner wing-coverts and axillaries being of 
a bright reddish orange, of which colour, however, there is no 
appearance on the wing itself while the bird is at rest, and not 
much is ordinarily seen while it is in flight. In other respects 
it is very likit a song-thrush, and indeed in France and some 
other countries it bears the name mauvis or mavis, often given 
to that species in some parts of Britain; but a conspicuous 
white streak over the eye at once affords a ready diagnosis. 
The redwing breeds in Iceland, in the subalpine and arctic 
districts of Norway, Sweden and Finland, and thence across 
Northern Russia and Siberia, becoming scarce to the eastward 
of the Yenisei, and not extending beyond Lake Baikal. In 
winter it visits the whole of Europe and North Africa, occa-

1  Many old writers assert that this bird used to be known in 
England as the " swinepipe "; but. except in books. this name 
does not seem to survive to the present day. There is no reason. 
however, to doubt that it was once in vogue. and the only question 
is how it may have arisen. If it has not been corrupted from 
the German Weindrosmi or some other similar name, it may refer 
to the soft inward whistle which the bird often utters, resembling 
the sound of the pipe used by the swineherds of old when collecting 
the animals under their charge. Another form of the word (which 
may, however, be erroneous) is " windpipe." " Whindle " and 
" wheenerd " have also been given as old Emtlish names of this 
bird (Hark Miscellany. tst ed., ti. p. s58). and these may be referred 
to the tocal German Weiadratas and liPussei.  

atonally reaching Madeira, while to the eastward ix 
that season in Persia, and, it is said, at times in dr c 

western Himalayas and Kohat. Many writers Instal 
She song of this bird, comparing it with that of the ziiu  
(q.v.); but herein they seem to have been as marl as 
as in older times was Linnaeus, who according to S. le 
(Orn. Suctica, i. t77, note), failed to distinguish it 1' 
species from its commoner congener T. navarican. Ist as 
eggs a good deal resemble those of the blackbird, asd 
of the special characters which distinguish those of titi 
thrush. 

REDWITZ, OILKAR, FREIHERR VON 11823- idgii ie 
poet, was born at Lichtenau, near Ansback, cc lie* 
June 1823. Having studied at the universities of Nee 
Erlangen, he was apprenticed to the taw in the Bannol 
service (1846--40). He next (04t;)--50 studied klOPIP 
literature at Bonn, and in 2851 was appointed poke 
aesthetics and of the history of literature at Vienna Is 
however, he gave up this post and retired to Iris a 
Schellenberg, near Kaiserslautern. The pious mama 
of his romantic epic Amaral:1h (18491 42nd eel. LS.4,  
already gained him enthusiastic admirers, and tha me 
followed, in 1859, by Ens If drains and by Gelid*, lits 
the tragedy Sirglinde (1854). He next settled as Its e 
near Kronach, and here wrote the tragedy Theme, Most 
the historical dramas Philippine Water (1859) and Da .1 
moister eon Narnberg (t 86o), of which the first two met tryi 
success. Elected member of the Bavarian Second Chastheri 
district in which be lived, he removed to Munich hi ID, 

868 he published the novel H anions Sauk ingrains Lin 
In 187: Dos Lid von wren dentschers Reich (which m 
several hundred patriotic sonnets). In 1872 he tea 
residence at Meran, but passed the last years of his ti 
sanatorium for nervous disorders neat Bayreuth. we 
died on the 6th of July 28471. 

See R. Prinz, Die deutsche Lirerefsw der Gernows I 
i. PP. 148 R; H. Keiter. Zeilteneluisclie lealkolinekii Dicke 
lands (1884); H. von VOi&endoril. Hantiltut flaaarsi 
alien Manchaserr (1895); M. M. Rabenkchner. 0. an 
reliciiker Estwicklungsgang (1897). 

REED, ANDREW (1 787-1862), English nowsea 
divine and philanthropist, was born in London oa the 1 
November 1787. He entered Hackney Indepensine 
in 1807 and was ordained minister of New Road Chapel al 
About i830 he built the larger Wycliffe Chapel, sera 
remained until 1861. He visited America on a deposal 
the Congregational Churches in 2834 and received tin 
of D.D. from Yale. Reed's name is permanently rs 
with a long list of philanthropic achievements, Mds. 
London Orphan Asylum, the Infant Orphan Asylar as 
Reedham Orphanage, which be undertook on amei 
national lines because the governors of the other 'ca. ,' 
had made the Anglican Catechism compulsory, Bess 
he originated in 1847 an asylum for idiots at Hiehital 
wards moved to Earlawood in Surrey with a brut 
cheater, and in 1855 the Royal Hospital foe lacz00 
Putney. He died on the 25th of February :861. 110.i 
account of his visit to America (2 vols., 2834), be 0ss-.1 
hymn-book (s84z), and published some sermons as he 
devotion. 

His second son, Sea Quails REID (I819-188110•11 
cessful typefounder and a keen supporter of popish.? eit4 
As • common councillor of the city of London be ctrl 
the Guildhall Library of the City of London Schad X 
elected M.P. for Hackney (,868 and 1874) and ins 
Cornwall (i880), and served as chairman of the Leads i 
Board (1873-:881) in succession to Lord Lawman. 
interested in antiquarian research and in pbaautlion 
being an associate of George Peabody and an /ma 
in connexion with the Sunday School Union, the Stye 
the Religious Tract Society and the London Alisaieza•• • 
His eldest son. Charles Edward Baines Reed (tIks- 
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!nested at Trinity College, Cambridge, and became Congo-
ttional minister at Warminster (:87:) and a secretary of the 
ritish and Foreign Bible Society. He was killed by a fall in 
winterised. Sir Charles Reed's third son, Talbot Baines 
red (185a-2893), educated at the City of London School, 
Name Managing director of his father's firm, and was one of 
ie founders and secretary of the Bibliographical Society. He 
best known as the author of popular boys' books. 
REED, ISAAC (1742-1807), English Shakespearian editor, 

of a baker, was born on New Year's Day, 1745, in London. 
e was articled to a solicitor, and eventually set up as a con-
:Ancor at Staple Ian, where be had a considerable practice. 
is Ent important work was the BiograPhia dramatics (a vols., 
413), consisting of biographies of the diazaatists and a 
scriptive dictionary of their plays. This book, which was an 
dargement of David Erskine Baker's Companion to the Play-
oast (s rola, 2764), was re-edited (3 vols.) by Stephen Jones 

al:, and is a valuable authority. The original work by 
alter had been based on Gerard Langbaine's Account of the 
tglisi Dransatich Poets (160), Giles Jacob's Poetical Register 
719), Thomas Whincop's " List of all the Dramatic Authors " 
minted with his tragedy of Scanderbeg, 1747) and the MSS. of 
homes Canter (z689-1747), an industrious antiquary who 
id collected much useful materiaL Reed's Modals dramatka 
wait. MSS. 25390-2, British Museum), supplementary to 
o Biographic', was never published. He revised Dodaley's 
stlectiotie f Old Ploys (r 2 vols., 178o). He abo re-edited Johnson 
of Steevens's edition (x773) of Shakespeare. Reed's edition 
as published in to vols. (1785), and he gave great assistance 

Steevens In his edition (17g3)• He was Steevens's literary 
easter, and in :803 published another edition (at vols.) 
wed on Steevens's later collections. This, which is known 

the nest torionms, was re-issued ten years later. He died 
the 5th of January 1807. His valuable library of theatrical 

erature was catalogued for sale as Bibliotheca Radials& (Om). 
See John Nichers Lit. Assoc. of du ads Cutlery (vol. B., Mita); 
of Edward Dowden, Essays, Maws mid ElisabethaiL 
REID, JOSEPH (1742-2785), American politician, was born 
Trenton, New Jersey, on the a7th of August x741. He 

&dusted at Princeton in 1757, studied law under Richard 
ockton and, in 1763-65, at the Middle Temple, London, 
id practised in Trenton from i765 until his removal to Phila-
aphis in t77o. He was president of the second Provincial 
urns of Pennsylvania in 1775, was aide-do-camp and 
[Wary secretary to General Washington in 1775-76, and 
is adjutant-general with the tank of colonel in 1776-77. 
e resigned his commission in the autumn of 1777, and in 
77-78 was a delegate to the Continental Congress. From 
ecember :778 to October 1781 be was president of the state 
genitive Council. During his administration the proprietary 
ghts of the Penn family were abrogated (1779), and provision 
as made for the gradual abolition of slavery (:780). During 
is time Reed led the attack on Benedict Arnold (q...) for 
e Liter's administration-of Philadelphia. Reed was elected 

Congress in 1784, but died in Philadelphia on the 5th of 
arch 1785. 
The Life and Correspondence of Joseph Reed (a vols., Philadelphia, 
/4). by his sandmen, William B. Reed. is based upon the family 
pers. It pictures Reed as an heroic patriot and sta

(
tesman; 

serge Bancroft. on the other hand. in the ninth volume p. 229) 
his History (1866) and in Joseph Rad: an Hisanc.  al Elsay (1867), 

;sures him as • trimmer of the mom pronounced type. Bancroft 's 
incited chatge against Reed was based on • panne in Count 
onop's diary referring to a CoL Reed protected try the British 

i776. in 1876, however, Mr W. S. Stryker discovered that 
a reference in the diary was really to Col. Charles Read (t7 1 5- 

1780). Bancroft wit 	this definite charge in the 1876 
Won of his H 	. in which, however, his tone towards Joseph 
sad was u 
Joseph Reed's eon, josses RI2D (t771-1846), published 
▪ Lau of Pmaiyi0012/0 (s vole., 1820'24), continuing the 
ork of Charles Smith, published in ,8,o-i a, which began 
ith the laws of t,00. His grandson, WalaAll BILAIMOIM 

fm (3806-1876), graduated at the university of Pennsylvania 

in tau, was a representative in the Pennsylvania legislature 
in *834-35, attorney-general of the state in 1838, and a 
state senator in 21141. He was professor of American history 
in the university of Pennsylvania in :850-56, United States 
minister to China in 1857-58, and in ;858 negotiated a 
treaty with China, proclaimed in 286o. Besides the biography 
of his grandfather mentioned above, he published one of Joseph 
Reed's wife, Life of Esther De Berdt, afterwards Esther Reed 
(1853)• 

W. B. Reed's brother, Hagar (Hors) Rum (z8o8-z854), 
graduated at the university of Pennsylvania in 18:5, practised 
law in Philadelphia, and was assistant-professor of moral 
philosophy in the university of Pennsylvania in 1831-34 
and professor of English literature and rhetoric there in 
:835-54. He assisted Wordsworth in the preparation of an 
American edition of his poems in 1837, edited in America 
Christopher Wordsworth's Memoirs of William Wordsworth 
(1851) and published Lectures on English Likraiswo Irons 
Chases' to Tausyson (1855). 

REED, THOMAS BRACKET! (1839-reo2), American states-
than, was born in Portland, Maine, on the :8th of October 
1839. He graduated at Bowdoin College in 186o; was acting 
assistant-paymaster in the U.S. navy from April 1864 to 
November 1865; and in 1865 was admitted to the bar. He 
was a. member of the Maine House of Representatives in 
1868-69 and of the state Senate in 187o, was attorney-general 
of the state in 1270-72, and was city solicitor of Portland in 
1874-77- He was a Republican member of the National 
House of Representatives from 1877 until ace; was a member 
of the Potter Committee to investigate the disputed presi-
dential election of 1876, and conducted the examination of 
Samuel J. Tilden; and be was Speaker of the House in 
1889-91, and in 1895-99. He was a " strong " speaker in his 
control of the proceedings, and he developed an organized 
committee system, making the majority of the Committee 
on Rules consist of the speaker and chairman of the committees 
on ways and means and on appropriations. The " Reed 
Rules," drawn up by him, William McKinley and J. G. Cannon, 
were adopted on the 14th of February i8go; they provided 
that every member must vote, unless pecuniarily interested in 
a measure, that members present and not voting may be 
counted for a quorum, and that no dilatory motion be enter-
tained by the speaker. His parliamentary methods were 
bitterly attacked by his political enemies, who called him 
"Tsar Reed." He greatly hastened the passage of the McKinley 
Bill in au, and of the Dingley Bill in 1897. His rules and 
methods bi control of legislation were adopted by hiesuccessors 
in the speakenhip, and the power of the Rules Committee was 
greatly increased under Charles F. Crisp (t845-s 896), Democratic 
speaker in 18:0-1895. After the war with Spain Reed broke 
with the administration on the issue of imperialism. He 
resigned his seat in atm and practised law in New York City. 
He died in Washington on the 7th of December teoa. Reed was a 
remarkable personality, of whom many good stories were told, 
and opinions varied as to his conduct in the chair; but he was 
essentially a man of rugged honesty and power, whose death 
was a loss to American public life. 

Rood's Reiss were published as a parliamentary manual. He 
edited with others a Library if Modern Elogansce (to vols., tut). 
See the chapter on Reed in H. B. Fuller's Speakers of the Haas 
(Boston, 1909). 

REED, a term applied to several distinct species of large, water-
loving grasses. The common or water-reed, Pltrassiites commusis 
(also known as Amass phrawssiks). occurs along the margins 
of lakes, fens, marshes and placid streams, not only throughout 
Britain, but widely distributed in arctic and temperate regions. 
Another very important species in Ammojohila arasaria (also 
known as A. armsdinaan or Pumas armaria), the sea-reed or 
marram-grass, a native of the seedy shores of Europe and N. 
Africa. Both maim have been of notable geological import-
ance, the farmer binding the soil and so impeding denudation, 
and actually converting swamp into dry land, largely by the 
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aid of its tail (3 to to ft.) close set stems. The latter species, 
of which the branching rootstocks may be traced 3o or even 
eo ft., is of still greater importance in holding sand-dunes against 
the sea, and for this purpose has not only been long protected 
by law, but has been extensively planted on the coasts of Nor-
folk, Holland, Gascony, &c. Other reeds are Calansagrodis 
(various species), Gynerisim argenteam (pampas grass), Deyeuxia, 
Re., also Anode Donor, the largest European grass (6 to 12 ft.. 
high), which is abundant in Europe. Reeds have been used 
from the earliest times in thatching and in other branches of 
construction, and also for arrows, the pipes of musical instru-
ments, Re. Reed pens are still used in the East. Plants 
belonging to other orders occasionally share the name, especially 
the bur-reed (Spartanism) and the reed-maCe (Tythe), both 
belonging to the natural order Typhaceae. The bulrushes 
(Scirpass), belonging to the natural order Cyperateae, are also to 
be distinguished. 

RERDBUCH (Dutch ridbok), the popular name of a foxy 
red South African antelope (Ceroicapra anodises:no) of medium 
size, with a moderately long bushy tail, a bare gland-patch 
behind. the ear, and in the male rather short horns which bend 
forwards in a regular curve. There are several other species 
of allied African antelopes included in the genus CerMeapra 
to which the name of reedbuck is also applied, one of these 
ranging as far N. as Abyssinia, and another inhabiting W. 
Africa. 

REED INSTROMENTS (Fr. instruments d cadge; Gee. 
Bias-bistrumenfe stir Zungen; It. St ►ussedi a Gado), a class of 
wind instruments in the tubes of which sound-waves are 
generated by the vibrations of a reed mouthpiece. Reed 
instruments fall into two great classes: (t) those blown directly 
by the breath of the performer, who is thus able in all but a 
few obsolete instruments to express his emotional feelings in 
music; (2) those in which the wind supply is obtained by 
mechanical devices, such as the bag of bagpipe instruments 
or the bellows of such keyboard instruments as the regal, 
harmonium and kindred instruments. 

Directly-blown reed instruments comprise the section of 
modern wind instruments known as the "wood wind," with the 
exception of flute and piccolo; they are classified according to 
the kind of reed vibrator of which the mouthpiece is composed. 
There are three kinds of reed mouthpieces: (1) the single or 
beating reed; (2) the double reed; (3) the free reed, all of which 
perform the function of sound-producer (see Motrnrerzce and 
Faze Reza VIsaeroa). The reed used consists of a thin tongue 
or strip of reed, cane or some elastic material, thinned gradually 
to a delicate edge. It is adapted to a resonating tube in such a 
manner that when it is at rest the opening at the mouthpiece 
end of the tube consists only of a very slight aperture or chink, 
which is periodically opened and closed by the pulsations of the 
reed when acted upon by the compressed breath of the player. 
This principle is common to all reed mouthpieces, and the 
difference in timbre is in a measure due to the manner in which 
the pulsations are brought about and the degree of elasticity 
secured. 

The double reed consists of two blades of reed or laminae of 
elastic material tightly bound together by many turas of waxed 
silk, so that above the construction the tube has an oval section; 
below, where it communicates with the main bore of the instru-
ment, the tube Is strictly cylindrical. The chink here is formed 
by two thin walls of reed of equal elasticity (see OBOE, BassooN). 
The double reed is common to the members of the oboe family, 
consisting, besides the oboe, of the we engirds or tenor, of the 
fagotto or bassoon, and of the contra fagotto or double bassoon. 
The double reed mouthpiece is wed besides on thesarrusophone 
family, instruments of brass but classed with the wood wind on 
account of the mouthpiece and fingering. 

The single or beating reed consists of a single blade bevelled 
at the edge and placed over a table or frame communicating 
with the main bore of the instrument, against which it beats, 
causing • series of pulsations. The single reed is common to 
WI the members of the clarinet family, cassisting, besides the  

clarinet, of the basset-horn or tenor, and of the bass and petit 
clarinets; of the batyphobe,.an early bass clarinet, and sl the 
saxophone, • metal oboe with a beating reed Instead of a death 
reed. The ancient Greek attics was undoubtedly used with a 
beating reed during some period of its history. 

The free reed is not represented among membered the shoes 
wood wind, and, as adapted to a directly-blown Instrument, 
only finds application in the Chinese then', the prototype of 
the harmonium, and in the mouth organ or harmemice. 

The reed in wind instruments produces a peculiar tense tstmllty 
to which it has given its name; It varies in the three dingiest 
kinds al mouthpieces without being the fundamental reedy 
timbre. In the single reed the impact against the bud mad 
orvuleanite of the table against which it bests produces. Ansi 
harsh and strident in inverseproportion to the degree of elasticity 
possessed by the vibrating toague In the clarinet the and is 
carefully and delicately made of cans with due regard to thie 
interdependence of reed and clarinet tube. The strong wades 
or metallic beating reeds of the eaely organ reed pipes mud 
have had an unpleasantly harsh timbre, which won for them is 
Germany the epithet Sdnsarnook. 

In the double reed the two delicately shaped pieces of and 
vibrate against each other, producing the somewhat mist 
seedy tone of the oboe family. In the free teed comestemed 
air is the only buffer which the vibrator encounters while 
swinging through the aperture, alternately closing sad reopeeing 
it; hence the soft and mellow timbre which it is possible to 
produce by proper treatment of the free reed. Experience has 
shown that the best results for the double reed are obtained when 
ft is used in conjunction with a tube of conical bore, whereas 
the beating reed is beard to greater advantage in inshumbes 
with cylindrical bore, one notable exception in practice beim 
as already mentioned, the saxophone family. The double 
reed adapted to a conical tube confers upon the later the 
acoustic properties of the open pipe, whew wave-length is equal 
to that of the tube and which is capable of °Tabloid:1g the ocsave 
and successive harmonies (theoretically). Either a single or a 
double reed adapted to a cylindrical pipe comets it for all 
acoustic purposes into a closed pipe, in which the whole wave-
length is twice the length of the tube, a node forming at the 
mouthpiece end. The fundamental note of such a tube will 
therefore be an octave tower than that of as open pipe of the 
same length, and it can only overblow the uneven numbers of 
the harmonic series, such as the third harmonic (at twelfth above 
the fundamental). 

to order to overblow on instruments with reed mouthpieces, 
greater pressure of breath must be exerted, and the triturating 
length of the reed must be decreased by the action of the lips 
upon it. This is what occurs in instruments of the oboe •  and 
clarinet type, which are blown directly from the mouth. There 
are, however, cases in which the reed is concealed within the 
instrument out of reach of the lips, either in a capsule. as in the 
old instrumeots hautbois de Poitou and cromothe, or ebe in • 
socket, as in the chaunter and drones of the bagpipe, or, again, 
as in the mouthpieces of organ reed pipes. Is the last (oath of 
which gives but one fixed note) the vibrating length of the seed 
tongue is fixed, as is also the pressure of the compressed air 
supply led to them. The result in all these cases is similar: 
no harmonics can be obtained, and therefore the scale of the 
instrumed depends solely on the number of boles and keys 
provided, whereas., where the lips control the reed, fewer holes 
arepecessary to produce any given compass. The that:puss of 
bagpipes have double reeds, but the drones ere as a rule provided 
with beating reeds and are of cylindrical bore, a combinstims 
which, for the reason explained above, gives them a Dote an 
octave deeper in pitch, the length of pipe being equal, than would 
be the case if the bore were conical. In the muserte.in the 
cottemuse used in concert with the hautbois de Paitot, and us 
the Neapolitan surdelisa (see BAGPIPE), both chemist's cad 
drones had double reeds. 

The silos of the awls. Greeks and tibia of the laws cow 
aced to the alder instruments of a eyliedeital tube of wry sorrow 
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bore, which facilitated the production of the harmonics. The 
asks, though often ertoneously.  translated flute, was an oboe or 
clarinet. Writers on musical instruments are nut agreed as to 
which mouthpiece was in use on the aulos; the probability is 
that both were in use at one time or another, and that the double 
reed, being the moat primitive and also the more adaptable, was 
the older contrivance. There is no sign of any suitable attachment 
for a beating reed on any of the pipes of ancient Greece extant, 
whereas among the ivory pipc-s recovered from the ruins 
Pompeii there is a fragment which may have been a beak mouth-
piece with beating reed similar to that of the modern clarinet. 

The ancient Egyptians used the primitive beating reed familiarly 
known r "   obtained by making a slight lateral slit 
across a reed pipe or stem of straw, and with the knife splitting 
hack longitudinally until a tongue was raised; the shorter the 
tongue the quicker the vibration and the higher the pitch. This 
small beating reed was then sunk some 3 or 4 in. within the main 
tube of the sortniwent; some of these reeds have been discovered 
in tombs by Prof Hinders Petrie. ,  It is certain that the 
ancient Greeks did .t use the reed in this form in the aukei, for 
classical writers di ,-tly describe the effect produced on a recd 
by taking it into mouth, but it is equally certain that they 
were acquainted wi 'he principle of the drone. 

The history of 	keyboard instruments furnishes instan.•
a the early use o ,eds. In the modern English church , 	n 

she reed work is pr •...led with beating reeds only, but in Gel, 
for the sake of obc.iumg the power of expression, a set of free,. d 
stops is nearby always added. ,  It is probable that some of the 
early pneumatic and hydraulic organs (see Oaoas) at the beginning 
of our era were provided with beating reeds in imitation of the 
bagpipe chauntcr and drones. In the middle ages the regal 

o.), • small, portative reed-organ fitted with beating reeds, was 
extremely popular in England and all over the continent of Europe, 
but more especially in Germany and Italy. (K. S.) 

RIMY (t) (Du. rib, cf. Ger. Riff, Swed. ref, &c., all from 
0. Nor. rif, rib), in physical geography, a narrow ridge of rock, 
shingle or sand culminating at or near the surface of the sea. 
In a transformed sense the word is used in mining of a vein or 
lode of goId-bearing quartz; (a) (Du. reef, rif, d. Ger. Re!, Swed. 
raf, 0. Nor. rif, possibly a transferred sense of rif, rib), a part 
of a sail which can be rolled or folded up, thus diminishing the 
amount of canvas spread to the wind. In square sails, " reefs " 
are taken from the'top, in fore-and-aft sails from the foot. 

REEL (0.E. had, glossed by the Med. Let. aiibrans in 
Aelfries Glossary, c. to3o; the word is of unknown origin; 
it does not appear in cognate languages, and Celtic forms such 
as Gaelic raddkil are from English), a cylinder or apparatus of 
cylindrical shape on which a thread or line can be wound; e.g. 
the small wooden cylinder with projecting rims at either end 
on which sewing cotton or silk is wound for immediate use, 
the revolving " click-reel " attached to a fishing-rod, and the 
open revolving framework on which thread is wound as it is 
spun. The name of the Scottish dance (Gaelic rigkil, nailed) 
is probably the same word (see DANCE). In architecture, an 
ornamental moulding consisting of spherical-shaped bodies 
alternating with fiat reel-shaped disks placed on edge is known 
as a " bead and reel" moulding. 

REEL THOMAS (1777-1864),  Welsh Nonconformist divine, 
erns born at Gelligron, Glamorgan, and educated at the Pres-
byterian College, Carmarthen. He entered the Unitarian 
ministry in i8o7 at Newington Green Chapel, London, removing 
to Southwark 18t3 and to Stamford Street, Blackfriars, in 1823. 
He had the degree of LL.D. of Glasgow (1819). He had a 
great knowledge of the history of anti-trinitarian opinion, 
especially during the [6th century. His scattered papers, 
r hielly in the Monthly Repository (18s8-22), on such subjects as 
r• Faustus Socinus and Francis David," " The Italian Reforma-
tion.• " Memoirs of the Social," are important. Financial 
t roubles drove him to Spain in 1833, and he died in obscurity 
se Brighton an the ist of August 1864. 

Another Taoists Rats (18i3-1883), a native of Pen 
r'ostairen. Cannarthenshire, held pastorates at Aberdare 
1 8.4o), Llanelly (1842), Cendl, Mon. (x849) and Swansea (1862), 

■ An illustration of one of these is given in T. L. Southgate's 
per. " The Regal and its Successors,' in English Masse. 1604— 

9:1hriatditorY datin .fro59rrte.355.  end of the 18th or the 
wing of the t9th century, and is connected with the advent 

that harmonium (g...). 

and became chain; of the Congregational Union of England 
and Wales, but die.1 just before his term of office was to begin. 
Hi. History of Protestant Nonconformity in Wales (1861; and ed. 
18 ,3) is a sound and judicious piece of work. 

REEVE, CLARA (1729-i8o7), English novelist, daughter of 
William Reeve,a Suffolk dergyman, was born at Ipswich in t 7 so. 
Sh us writer and produced mans,  works in 
prose and verse, including a history of the Progress of Romance 
(5 78$); but her only eminent success was the novel of The Old 
English Baron (i777), originally published under the title of 
The Champion of Virtue. In the history of the English novel 
she stands midway between Walpole and Mrs. Radcliffe. She 
died at Ipswich on the 3rd of Decenther i8o7. 

REEVE. HENRY (1813-1895), English publicist, younger 
son of Henry Reeve, a well-known Whig physician and writer 
of Norwich, and nephew of Mrs. Sarah Austin, was born at 
Norwich on the 9th of September 1813. He was educated at 
the Norwich grammar school under Edward Valpy. During his 
holidays he saw a good deal of the young John Stuart Mill. In 
1829 he studied at Geneva and mixed in Genevese society, then 
very brilliant, and including the Sismondis, Huber, Bonstetten, 
De Candolle, Rossil, Krasinski (his most intimate friend), and 
Mickiewics, whose Faris be translated. During • visit to 
London in 5831 he was introduced to Thackeray and Carlyle, 
while through the Austins he made the acquaintance of other 
men of letters. Next year, in Paris, he met Victor Hugo, 
Cousin, and Scott. He travelled in Italy, sat under Schelling 
at Munich and under Tieck at Dresden, became in 1835-36 a 
frequenter of Madame de Circourt's salon, and numbered among 
his friends Lainanine, Lacordaire, De Vigny, Thies, Guisot, 
Montalembert, and De Tocqueville, of whose books, Dimocratia 
em Anstrique and the Ancien rigione, he made standard trans-
lations into English. In 1837 be was made clerk of appeal 
and then registrar to the judicial committee of the Privy Council. 
From 1840 to :835 be wrote for The Times, his close touch with 
men like Guinn, Bunsen, Lord Clarendon, and his own chief 
at the Privy Council Office, Charles Greville, enabling him to 
write with authority on foreign policy during the critical period 
from 1848 to the end of the Crimean War. Upon the promotion 
of Sir George Cornewall Lewis to the Cabinet early in 1855 

Reeve was asked by Longman to edit the April number of the 
Edinburgh Review, to which his father had been one of the 
earliest contributors, and in the following July he became the 
editor. His friendship with the Orleanist leaden in France 
survived all vicissitudes, but he was appealed to for guidance 
by soccessive French ambassadors, and was more than once 
the medium of private negotiations between the English and 
French governments. In April 1863 he published what was 
perhaps the most important of his contributions to the Edies-
burgh—a searching review of Kinglake's Crimea; and in 1872 
he brought out a selection of his Quarterly and Edinburgh 
articles on eminent Frenchmen, entitled Royal and Republican 
Franco. Three years later appeared the first of three instal-
ments (1875, 0183 and 1887) of his edition of the famous 
Memoirs which Charles Greville had placed in his hands a few 
hours before his death in 1865. A purist in point of form and 
style, of the school of Macaulay and Milman, Reeve outlived 
his literary generation, and became eventually one of the most 
reactionary of old Whigs. Yet he continued to edit and upon 
the whole to maintain the reptitation of the Edinburgh until 
his death at his seat of Foxholes, in Hants, on the stst of 
October 1895. He had been elected a member of "The Club" 
in 1861, and was made a D.C.L. by Oxford University in 1869, 
a C.B. in 1871, and • corresponding member of the French 
Institute in 1863. A striking panegyric was pronounced upon 
him by his lifelong friend, the duc d'Aumale, before the 
Academie des Sciences in November 1895. 

His Memoirs and Leiters (2 vole., with portrait) were edited by 
Sir J. K. Laughton, in 1898. Si.) 

REEVE (0. E. gerefa), an English official who in early times 
was entrusted with the administration of a division of the 
country. He was the chief magistrate of a town or district, 
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and is the ancestor of the sheriff, the shire-reeve. In addition 
to the sheriff there were several kinds of reeves, and we are told 
in the body of laws known as the laws of Edward the Confessor 
that it is " multiplex nomen; grove enim dicitur de scira, de 
wapentagiis, de hundredis, de burgh, de vthis." Thus we hear 
of port-reeves, burg-reeves, and tun-reeves, while the Anglo-
Saxon Chronicle mentions high reeves. It was the tun-reeve 
or reve of the township who with four other men represented 
the township in the courts of the hundred and the shire. In 
free townships he was probably chosen by the inhabitants; in 
dependent townships by the lord. A little later there were 
manor reeves, these being elected by the villains; according 
to Flats, their duties were to attend to the cultivation of the 
land, and to see that each villain performed his proper share of 
service. The reve of Chaucer's Canterbury Take was doubtless 
a steward or bailiff, something equivalent to the grieve in 
Scotland to-day. 

In early English the word reeve was sometimes used as a trans-
lation (or the prefect or governor of Roman and Jewish times. 
Some authorities have thought that there is some connexion 
between the Anglo-Saxon ger& and the German Graf. but Max 
Muller (Lectures on the Science of Language, 1883) is inclined to 
doubt this. J. M. Kemble (Saxons in England, 1876), who goes 
at length into the history of the reeve, connects the word with 
r6fan or rd/an, to call aloud, this making him the original of the 
bannitor, or proclaimer of the court. At the present time the 
word reeve 59 sometimes used to describe a foreman or overseer in • 
coal mine. It is also used in Canada for the president of a village 
or town council. 

THIEVES, JOHN SIBS (aa-moo), English vocalist, was 
born at Woolwich on the 26th of September aril, and received 
his musical education from his father, a musician in the 
Royal Artillery. At the age of fourteen he had progressed 
so far as to be appointed organist of North Cray church, and 
could play the oboe, bassoon, violin, and violoncello. He  

seems to have studied medicine for a year, but changed ids 
mind when he gained his adult voice: it was at first a bantone, 
and he made his earliest appearance at Newcastle in 2839 in 
various baritone parts. He studied with Hobbs and T. Cooke, 
and, his voice having become • tenor, be appeared under 
Macready's management at Drury Lane (1841-43) in sub. 
ordinate tenor parts in Purcell's King Arthur, Der Freisdatt, and 
Ads and Galatea, when Handers pastoral was mounted on the 
stage with Stanfield's scenery. Four years were spent in study 
on the Continent, under Bordogni in Paris and Mazzucato is 
Milan, and his debut in Italian opera was made at the Scala Is 
Edgardo in Luck. He reappeared in London in May 1847 
at a benefit concert for Vincent Wallace, and at one of the 
Ancient Concerts in the following month, his career on the 
English operatic stage beginning at Drury Lane in December 
1847 in Lucia, under the conductorship of Hector Berlioz. Is 
Bates Maid of Honour he created the part of Lyonnel in the 
same season. In 1848 he went to Her Majesty's Theatre, 
singing in Linda di Chanteuses; and in the autumn of that year, 
at the Norwich Festival, made a great sensation in " Tbc  
enemy said," from Israel is Egypt, a song in which the finest 
qualities of his ringing voice could be appreciated. From his 
first appearance at the Sacred Harmonic Society in the foNowing 
November he was rewsoized as the leading English tenor; *and 
in Costa's Eli and Naenraa the tenor parts were written for him 
His first Handel Festival was that of asi, and the effect oil his 
wonderful declamation in the Crystal Palace was a main attrac-
tion of this and of many subsequent festivals. His retirement 
from public life, at first announced, as to take place in 1882. 
did not actually occur till ifigr, when a farewell concert for his 
benefit was given at the Albert Hall. His savings were invested 
in an unfortunate speculation, and he was compelled to reappear 
in public for a number of years. lie died at Worthing mi the 
25th of October tom. 
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